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TO OUR READERS,

1)1 dosing the Fifteenth Volume of the “ Tropical Ag'ricultlirist,” wo
would as usual direct attention to the large amount of useful information afforded and

to the great variety of topics treated in the several numhers. From month to month, wo
have endeavoured to embody in these pages the latest results of practical experience and

scientific teaching in all that concerns tropical agriculture
;
and our ambition has been

to make our periodical not only indispensable to the planter, but of service to

business men and capitalists, never forgetting that agriculture trenches upon every

<lepartment of human knowledge, besides being the basis of personal and communal
'.vcalth.

While directing our attention chiefly to the products prominently mentioned on

our title-page, we have always taken care to notice minor industries likely to fit in with

sub-tropical conditions : and our readers have an ample guarantee in the pages before

them, that, in the future, no pains will be spared to bring together all available infor-

mation both from the West and East, the same being examined in the light of the

teachings of common sense as well as of prolonged tropical experience in thi.s, the

loading Crown and Planting Colony of the British Empire.

Special attention has, during the past year, been given to the extension of the

fibre industry (rhea, sisal, &c.), coffee and other products in Nyassaland, British Central

Africa
;

Liberian coffee and other products in Deli, Sumatra, the Straits Settlements

;

and to other new developments in coffee &c. in the Malayan Peninsula and North Borneo.

The Tea-planting Industry has sprung into so much importance in India and
Ceylon, that a considerable amount of space is naturall}- given to this great staple ;

and we think it will be admitted by impartial judges that the Tropical Agriculturist

should be filed, for ready reference, in every Tea Factory in this Island and India.

A full and accurate Index affords the means of ready reference to every svxbject

treated in this, the fifteenth volume, which we now place in our subscriber.s’ hand.s,

in the full confidence that it will be received with an amount of approval, at least

ccjual to that which has been so kindly extended to its predeces.sors.

We are convinced that no more suitable or useful gift can be made to the tropical

planter or agriculturist, whether he be about to enter on his career, or with many years
of experience behind him, than the fifteen volumes of our periodical which we have
now made available. They are full of information bearing on every department and
relating to nearly every product within the scope of sub tropical industries.

In conclusion, we have to tender our thanks to readers and contributors, and
our Avish that all friends may continue to write instructively and to read with appro
val; for then, indeed, must the “Tropical AgricuUni’ist ” continue to do well.

J. FERGUSON.
Colombo, Ceylon

;
1st July 1896.
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FLOWER-FARMING IN AUSTRALIA.

WIIAT AU.'HTBATJAN FAEI\rEP.S. MANU-
FACTTTEING CHEMISTS AND TTORTICTTLTUR-
ISTS ARE DOING IN THIS DIRECTION.—

A

LECRATIVE INDUSTRY.—LITTT.E OUTLAY
AND QUICK RETURNS.

(By W. Loman, Melboubne.)

HE present paper is intended

only as an introduction to the

subject,—to afford a brief view

of t^e art of perfumery-making.

It would be impossible to do

otherwise in a short ‘complete’

article like this. Scent-making

already has a big standard

literature and alt who wish for more information,

will get a surfeit of it in any public Library.

Oar own people require such information on this

subject. Why should we not produce our own per-

fumery ?

‘It is easier to make perfumery than make butter,’

has often been written, but this fact is little known.

Very trifling capital is required ;
the seeds or graft-

ings are sup, lied free to Australian citizens by the

Government experiment flower-farm at Dunolly, with

printed instructions
;
and a lot of literature on the

subject can be had on application to the Depail-

ment of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A FEW PERFUMERY ‘PAINTERS' :

Never grow plots of flowers too close together.

Reason : If you group various kinds of scent plants

too close to each oth r—as lavender and pen-

nyroyal next door—each one will become tainted

one with the other, and the virgin aroma of each

will be confused, and the distilling wid not improve

iheiii. An acre of roses or jasmine, for instance,

should be separated by, say, an acre of potatoes or
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cabbages, or whatever yon liko to grow in the way

of edibles.

The plants are all arranged in rows running due

North and South, so as to get tlie greatest and

longest benefit from the surtshine. On the influence

of the son, consists, in a large way. tlie superiority

of the oil extracted.

FlX' every perfume, a separate still is not entirely

required, as by a simple dose of sulphuric or oil of

vitriol (1 part to 20 of water,) the still is properly

cleansed. A 20-gallon still costs £5 ;
one of 50-gallons,

£30 ;
and one of 300 gallops, £80. To begin with,

a flower grower in a small way finds a 20-gallon

still ample.

What flowers does it pay best to grow? The answer

is : Boronia (the native perfume plant of Australia)

tube-rose, jonquil, acacia, rose, jasmine, orange.blossorp,

lavender and peppermint. All now command a market

both at home and abroad.

As you go along, read up all the modern litera-

tiu^e concerning perfumery.

HOW THE distilling IS DONE :

The space below the falls bottom of the still is

occupied by water, and a few pounds of salt or alum

is dissolved therein to increase its boiling-point. The

tank is now fiilled with the desired flowers, and

the funnel-shaped steam-lid is held in place by being

screwed down and the crevice packed round with

clay just damp. A quick fire is ignited under the

still, causing vapour, which, percolating through the

flowers laying in the falls bottom, releases the attar;

and steam and oil go jointly up the funnel and wind

their way through the condensing corkscrew-shaped

pipe. A stream of co’d water running into the tnb

(or ice could be used) helps to condense the steam and

oil, which flow into a glass jug or vase. The oil is

seen floating on the top, and is skinned off by a spatula

or black ivory paper-knife,—or sucked off the water

by a pipette (glass pipe),—a crystal tube having a

bulb about three inches from one extremity. Tlie

distiller places one end in his mouth and, lightly

touching the little floating filaments of essential with

tbe other, draws them into the bulb.
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If the identical distillecl water is employed several
times over, it increases the output of oil/ The tem-
perature of the steam must not be too great, or
the essential oil is liable to be injured. Time; about
three hours. The falls bottom containing the stewed
leaves is hoisted out and the mashed mass is used as
a fertiliser.

SOME OK THE ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS:

When layin g out a flower farm for the manufac'.ure
of perfumery, it must be borne in mind that one
important rule to financial success is the means to

obtain low-priced labor,—such as women’s and child-

ren’s help, who can do the work quite as well as

the higher-priced male. It would not do at all

to pay 5s. to 6s. a day to men to collect roses or

jasmine flowers. It is also an error to attempt to

cultivate too many species of perfume flowers. Select
only those which are peculiarly suited to your earih
and position, and adapted to affairs climatological.

A well-established truth it is that these conditions

enhance consideiably the value of the outputs of

various flowers.

No; it won’t pay in flower-farming to employ the

labor of men (except in the more technical featuresj

when boy and girl labor can be uti'ised and the

work done just as well. One of the open secrets of the

success of the Southern French is that they have
always utilised the labor of the young—and even
old women—in picking flowei’s, because they do it

quicker and better and cheaper than men.
Make flower-growing serve your ends by using it

as a staff,—not as a crutch. Thus,— never entirely

rely upon it for a living. Run it along with some-

thing else. If you have a family of children whose
work you can have, you are pretty certain to be

successful.

WH.tT IT DOES NOT lUY TO CULTIV.Vl'E :

The perfume-making business of the present time

is not what it was like in times gone by, and this

data about it in different encyclopaedias is almost quite

out-of-date. The progress of the science of chemistry
has been so quick in recent years, that many aromas
hitherto taken from flowers, are now manufactured by
chemical combinations and adult rations, by manu-
facturing druggists. Examples: the fragrance of the

simple violet, and its notable modest odor, is now gotten

by chemical process. Attempts have even been made
to obtain it from the urine of diabetic patients. The
flower heliotrope has lost its fame as a commercial
perfume plant : chemists have learned how

.
to turn

out from other sources an artificial article which is

an exact substitute,—the product quite surpassing—

it is given out (in quality, consistency, and likeabiliiy,

to the real thing of nature)—the odor forced from

the flower itself. Even the household lilac has not

been permitted to retain the exclusive privilege of

its aroma-breathing characteristics; for the man of

the pestle and mortar obtains its chemical-’,—chiefly

the.se artificial scents are obtained, synthetically,

from vefrica coal-tar. Don’t be alarmed by the p ogress

of science. Many secrets there are, which clieniists

cannot imitate.

rllOC ESSES EXTIt.VCTION !

Re.sides distilling, there are four methods for ex-

tracting scents from flowers. They are : expression,

maceration, absorption, and themethyl-chloride process.

Expression is only adopted where the substance treated

is very liberal in its native or essential oil, such as

the peel of the orange or citron. By maceration is

meant the placing of the flowers in fat made liquid

(just wa in) ;
allowed to remain therein about three

(lays (no need to keep it warm), and then warmed
sufficientiv to allow the fat to drain from the ex-

hausted flowers, and, after squeezing out what fa,t

remains with these, they are thrown oti to the ferti-

lising heap. Fr. sh flowers are added to the fat

(the Kbsoihing (|ualities of which are well-known),

and after 8 or b such changes, the fat is found

sufficiently perfumed. It is then treated with alcohol,

and yields its perfume to that agent, which becomes

the perfume ar iclo of commerce. The fat, if pro-

perly cleaned, can be used over and over again.

The heat of maceration, however, is rather injurious

to the delicacy of the perfume.

The absorption process (usually known by the
French name of cvjleurofie) consists in the flowers

being laid on frames of cold fat, which is subse-
quently treated as in maceration. Cotton rags soaked
in olive oil are also used, then the oil squeezed out
and treated. The methyl-chloride process is a chemical
treatment to be best studied in text-books and con-
sidered;—the distillation proce.^s is best,— but study all

the law before building a still.

ATT.\R OF ROSES.

Nature has many flow’ers. Gold is heavy, but roses
are not, yet the essential oil of roses is worth more
than gold—weight for weight. Of all botanical
growths, the otto (same as attar) of roses finds the
readiest market. It is always in demand. Like the
most precious of auriferous metals,—too much cannot
be obtained. In a fairly prosperous y< ar, liOO pounds’
weight of roses will yieltl 1 ounce of attar, or oil,

and a lot of fragrant and saleable rose-water. The
petals are place I in a still, the vapor volatises

the attar, and both steam and oil ascend, wind
their way through the spiral condenser, and pass out
of the other extremity into the receving base.
The correct kinds of rose to grow are the centifolia,

or chou, rose (rarely seen Antipodes-w’ards). and the
rose of France,— also called rose de Grasse after

the celebrated flower and perfume-producing region
of France,—a place twice visited by the present
writer, in 1891 and 1892. An acre of land under first-

class cultivation will yield at least 1,500 pounds of

rose-petals; and this will give 5 ounces of attar,

worth from 35s. to -17s. each ou- ce
;
and there w ill

also be some 100 gallons of rose-water, valued at 3s.

to 4s. per gallon.

The roses are best put into the still while quite
fresh and crisp—the gathering taking place in the
morning after tlie dew has disappeared. If it is

desired to ko p them 21 hours before use, sprinklet
them with fiiK“ salt, to retain their fragra' co.

WHAT THE PERFUME STILL IS LIKE :

This is a very simple arrangement. Any intelligent

person—whether a mechanic or not—can construct
one with the partial aid of a blacksmith. A roughly-
made, plant consists as follows : A metallic tank of

about 100 gallons’ capacity, the interior fixed with
a holed fa'se bottom about 9 ii dies from the
base, and set in brickwork (although this is not
absolutely necessary), with a fire-retort under. A
funnel ab'ut 1 foot diam., at its createit extent, with
a river to enter and a flange to support it, is fitted

like a saucepan-lid over a similar hole in the head
of the tank. A pipe of 2 inches diam., a continua-
tion if the funnel, continues like a spiral worm
around the interior woodwoik of a barrel filled with
cold water,—the end emanating near the base, like

a faucet. Thus the apparatus is complete.
Steaming or distillation of flowers is the method

employed in the fabrication of neroli, rose, lavender,
etc., oils; also of various other growths. '^I’he work
of distilling is quite simple; and never necessitates
any great degree of experience,

—

i.c.. the fat and the
oil methods,—both quite easy to learn.

But the greatest art in peifuinery consists in

adulteration,—the knowledge how to blend cheap with
valuable essentials. It requires years of learning,

and is a professional secret. Like painting, it is

not easily learnt. But the grower does not need these
secrets. Those are for the manufacturing chemist.

SOME RESULTS PER ACRE :

The bitter-orange blossom will yield 80 oz., of
essential oil per acre, which at 15s., to £1 per oz.,

means £60 to ,£80 per acre. The acre of jasmine
will bring in .£20 to .£30. Roses from £70 to £90
per acre (the attar is cxceedin>>ly limited, or pro-
bably the sum per acre would be higher). 'The
oz., is worth from £2 to ,£3. even the prolific oil-

iroducing true lavendtr, brings 60s., per pound,
’eppormint yields up to 30 pounds of oil per acre,
which at :30s., per pound, means a return of £15
per acre. And so on with the other essential oils,

all of w hich .are moat valuable. Conqiare the figures,

ye struggling farmers, with yr.iir present low returns
for growing corn or market produce, bitudy the
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perfume market, form rings for keeping up prices,
and place your trust in—roses, tbe attar of which
is never likely to be over-produced.

A FKW FIGURES ABOUT OTHER COUNTRIES :

Jjast year in France, Grasse district alone produced
2,000 tons of orange blossoms, 1,500 tons of roses,
220 tons violets (cheap labor and abundance defies
chemical compptition,) 200 tons jasmine, 88 tons
tube rose, 88 tons jonquil, 88 tons acacia, 22 t^ns
migiionet. One factory there, by itself uses 50 tons
acacia (buying up the flowers from neighbouring
regions,) 70 tons roses, Iti tons jasmine and 10 tons
tube-rose. There are 50 distillations in Grasse (a town
of 11,000) some employing 200 ban’s in season.

A TOL'R THROUGH NORTH AND
SOUTH WYNAAF).

A (iLOUroU.S OOUNTKV—AliANUOXKiJ COKKKI-:—

llUAVY YIliLU—TKA CULTIVATIOX—OPHNINU I'OR

CEYLON MEN—.SPORTS TO RE HAD.
Trobably a few notes from this glorious country

will interest some of the friends I have left in
your little island, which, with its many charms,
cannot be compared with this hocuriantly productive
land of Southern India. It seems to me extra-
ordinary tliat the planters of Ceylon should emigrate
to the distant Straits and even to Africa for
“pastures new,” owing to its over-population in
the matter of planting. There, when a prolific
country like this adjoins the Island !

I started from the Kasselas estate for Manan-
toddy (about 5 miles distant) at 5 o'clock a. m.
eii rvi'h to \ythery, not long ago, passing many
acres of abandoned coffee-land abandoned in 1867
through the collapse of the cotton market, most
of the then owners of the estat' s being Bombay
merchants, who were more heavily involved in
“ cotton” than “ coffee ”

; consequently the latter had
to give way to the former. It is a sad sight to
see poor “ King Coffee,’’ planted 25 years ago, or
more, struggling (yet cropping) through the heavy
luxuriant overgrowth of secondary jungle and lantaua.
Out of the many estates that once flourished and
used to yield 15 cwt. per acre (and special ones
over a ton) there are only two left in Manantoddy,
viz., the “ Brummagherries ’ and the Kasselas. The
former is situated on the borders of Coorg, and,
from what I saw of it, it promises to keep “King
Coffee ’ to the fore, through it suffers severely from
“borer.” On the Kasselas estate, which is out of
the range of this terrible scourge, I saw coffee that
takes one back to the good old times of '72, smne
of the fields even outshining those palmy days of
a ton per .acre. On one occasion, during a morning
stroll with my wi'e on the Kasselas estate, I stripped
a lovely coffee tree to prove what a <iood one could
do in the mattir of yield. We were both delighted
and surprised at the result—a tittle over six Hui/sore
seers !1! Taking 28 Mysore seers to a bushel, I
leave 'it to your readers to work out the result per
acre, planted 6 x 6, as such trees could not possibly
grow closer. It may have been an exceptional one,
but it had not been pruned or cultivated for years,
though topped and kept free of “suckers”; it,

however, grew out of the stone foundation of a
set of old coolies’ lines, and had been picked over
ouce before I stripped and measured the result.
Manantoddy—which I reached about 7 a.m.—is an

exceedingly nice little town, possessing a club,
hospital, travellers’ bungalow, post office, two
churches—a charmingly laid, out burial-ground, the
prettiest I have seen for a long time—golf links,
and a boating club, a European private medical
practiccner, and shops—in fact has everything as
convenient as at Nuwara Eliya. The climate also
is delightful, but one thing it lacks (and in a worldly
sense it is re/y much “ the one thing nofdful ”)

and that is money 1 Everything is almost in a
stage of stagnation for want of it, and were it not
for Messrs, Arbuthnot & Go. of Madras, and an
old resident planter, coffee in this district would
bo extinct, But its capabilities are second to none

in the world, as far as planting is concerned,
Ani/thiiiii, I firmly believe, wou'd wrow and flourish

in such a fertile district. I must not forget to

say I had the pleasure, too, of shooting 18 and a
half couple of snipe as I strolled along. I started
the following morning for Vythery, .passing through
magnificent land—thousands of acres of b6th “ virgin
forest ” and bamboo land, and not an acre of which,
if planted with tea, could, with such excellent soil

and climate, produce less than 1,£00 lbs. per acre,
which would fetch from 8d. to Is. per lb. if only
proper jat and decent elevations were brought into
force. Before reaching the hospitable abode of
Perengodda estate, the piroprietor of which took
me over the Belliapara estate, I saw there tea trees
over 30 feet high and 4 feet in circumference.
(Indigenous Assam.)

These, though utterly abandoned and struggling
to grow in heavy secondary jungle, were in a moat
healthy and luxuri.ant condition, and seeding freely.
I also s iw a clearing of about 10 acres from the
progeny of tiese tree.’, only 2 years old, which
would make the heart of any Ceylon planter rejoice!

I believe AVynaad consists of about sixteen
hundred square mil s. I have in my time travelled
from the Neilgherries, Mysore, and the Goorg
Frontier through the whole of Wynaad, which consists
of three distinct districts, hundreds of miles apart,
viz.: which consists of Manantoddy, Dindimul,
Brnmmagherries, and Keria. South,—Vythery, Cul-
putty, Sultan's BaUery, Maypadie, Cherambody, and
Terriote, (these can boast of a “Public Hall,” Race
Course, Post, Telegraph, Police, and Civil Offices,

as well as a tine Hosiiital). South Eust .—Goodalur,
Dava’ah, and Pundalur—not a district of which
would not grow and produce far better coffee, tea,

cocoa, or any other produce that “ ihe spicy little

Island” can, if run with a little capital.

The “Pelrendotty” tea estate is the only one
making an apology for tea in the South, but the
method adopted here, both of the cultivation and
manufacture of the leaf, is so very primitive, that
it cannot honestly be held as a criterion of what
Wynaad could produce in the way of the “cup that
cheers but cot inebriates !

” I believe the average
yield of this estate is about 900 lb. per acre, but,
when one takes into consideration that every acre
has from 50 to GO per cent, failures, twelve to
fifteen hundred lb. per acre is honestly nearer the
mark of what it should do, and this without manure,
proper pruning, or plucking. The so-called “ Factory ”

of the estate is an old cramped shed, that no one
in Ceylon would dream of utilising for anything
but a tool store. It has only within the last few
months gone in fora “Sirocco,” and three second-
hand “ Little Giants, ” .and these must evidently
have been the first three manufactured after the
invention of the “ Roller.” The place is perfectly
innocent of any other machinery, not even a roll-

breaker. Sifting by hand, and sorting and packing,
are all done in the same cramped room, and all

at one and the same time as the process of rolling,

fermenting, and firing are going on; and yet it

seems a marvel to some people that this estate’s
tea only fetches 4^d. per lb. 1 1 !

However, the Panora Company are now going in
for tea in a practical manner, and it does its manager
credit for the way in which he has opened and planted
up about 200 acres (and still extending). This is

about two years’ growth, and its luxuriance is

simply marvellous, and is only beaten by the Coota-
covil estate belonging to the Wynaad Tea Company,
where they have a field of tea of the same age.
On Panora I met an old Ceylon planter who has
just taken up the berth of tea-maker, and on his
first entering the clearing he was so struck with
its wonderful growth that he could scarcely gasp
forth the expression “ magnificent !

” “ wonderful 1 !

”

“is this not a dream ? ’

1 I 1 He is so charmed
by what he has seen that he intends to open for
himself next season what is left in the south. Land
can be had both in north and south Wynaad at
from R20 to E50 per acre, every inch of which
surpasses the best land in Ceylon, and all sorts of

climates similar to Kamlapolla and other places
j
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and it3 principal advantage is that it has a winter!
Besides all Wynaad's manv advantages it affords
“Jack” good sport and so saves his being the
roverbial “ dull boy ” that only work might make
ini! It has game and fowl of all descriptions,

and the “ Bmmmagherries " is the most charming
spot in addition to its sporting advantages

—

A.—Local
“Times’

PKUUrCTS Ul.I) AND NEW IN THE NILEll
COAST, WEST AFRICA.

(By Mr. B’dl'myton, Curator, Botanic Station.)

Almost the whole country round Old Calabar could
be profitably planted with coffee, and much of it

with cocoa. The Liberian coffee thrives wonderfully
well even with little attention. There are upwards
of 200 plants in two different places iu the gardens
that are flourishing. Cocoa also thrives and is shipped
in small quantites, and fetches a fair price on the
market.
There is much original forest soil upon which the

best cocoa can be grown, especially that around
the springs.
The plants of both were most of them transplanted

from nursery bcdj in July, and there have been
few failures, a fact that speaks well for their future.

J'lie tr.inaplantation of cocoa in this country is

generally attended with a certain amount of risk.

1 therefore recommend for the native culture, where
rough-and-ready methods are usual, to plant two
or three seeds iu an 18-inch hole at 12 feet apart,

iu limes.
If fresh seeds are planted in May or June, one

may rely on almost all germinating. The best plant

is left, an.l the others can be either tiansplanted
with care, or pulled up, when the remaining plant
will go ahead without a check.
The same procedure does not apply to coffee,

which is best to be planted in iiusery beds. Tlie

ones I transplanted are now larger than those in

the nursery, and amongst the 200 that were planted

in permanent places, there are no vacancies.

There is, however, a point upon which these im-

por'ant plants may fail eventually to justify the

high expectations that are required of them, namely,
whether there is sufficient depth of soil above the

clay strata for the plants after reaching a certain

age. It is my opinion that they will thrive at every

Stage.

Tea (Camellia theifera).—There are not enough
plants, nor has there been time enough for me to

express any opinion as to its future, beyond that

the two small specimens that are in the gardens

are growing fairly at present.

Arrow-root (Maranta arimdina'’ea) and 'Tannerir.

(Curcuma longa) the s>il is suited for, and both

thrive well with nn excellent yield. The former
should prove profitable.

Oinycr grows fairly, with a small yield, but -oc-

casions a good deal of trouble.

Kola Xut (Cola acnminatal, being indigenous, is

naturally flourishing. I recommend its cultivation.

Rubber Trees grow well with little attention, the

soil and climate being especially suited for Ficus

elastica and Ceara Rubber (Mauihot Glaaiovi').

Both of these will in the course of time prove pro-

fitable, although some while must necessarily elapse

before they can be started iu quantity. The speci-

mens in the gardens are in fine condition.

Landolphia \ incs I have not experimented with,

as they are indigenous, and will not grow in the

open country.
, . , ,

Annatto Rye Riant (Bixa Orellana) flourishes almost

without attention. It is to be regretted that there

is not a larger demand for the pulp. If cultivated

on a large scale, no market would be found for it.

Jleinia (Lawsouia alba), with its sweet-smelling

flowers, is doing well.

Spires and Aroniatics .—Cinnamon, pimento a’ld

Mefegneta pepper have all made good growth, lire

first named, I foel confident, will be a success, and

worth cultivating on a large scale. Plants raised

from seeds, planted by myself in July, are now iJ

feet high.

Black Repper (Piper nigrum) I am afraid, judging
by the present condition of the plants, will not thrive.

Capsicums give a fair crop of huge fruit-pods. A
fair-sized variety is growm by the natives, which,
if it were only cultivated on a large scale, should
prove profitable. Many tons are exported from other
parts of the coast.

.Naf/mv/s (Myristica fragrans), which arrived in

bad condition, died soon after beiiq' p anted out. I

can therefore express no opinion as to how this
valuable tree would grow.
Bay Tree (Laurus nobilis) and Camphor (Cinna-

monium Caniphora) have done well from the first.

The latter can be recommende 1.

Oil seeds, Castor Oil (Ricinus communis).—Some
exceedingly fine specimens have been grown, having
a fair yield of seed. It is cultivated in small quanti-
ties by the natives, and is well worth attention.
The same applies to ground-nuts (Arachis hypogsei).
Jatropha Curcaa, the physic nut, that will grow
almost wild, m-iy be mentioned

;
and cotton-seeds

might prove profitable, as well as the croton-oil plant,
which, I think, would grow.

Cotton (Gossypium sp.j, although growing robustly,
has an inferior staple of fibre, and I cannot re-

commend its cultivation except as an oil seed.
Coco Xuts thrive, but the distance from the sea

will make itself felt when it comes to the question
of yield. They would be, however, worth the natives’
while to cultivate on a large scale.

I'mits.—The following are growing wcil, many
of which have been raised from seeds iu the
gardens Mango, bread fruit, orange, lime, shaddock,
guava, date, loquat, chcrimoyer, custard apple, sweet
sop, sour sop, rose apple (Eugenia Jambos), Avocado
pear, akee 1 Blighia sapida), durian (Uurio Zibethinus),
banana, plantain, pine-apple, papaw, granadilia,
cashew.
Such products as these, though of no actual com-

mercial value, with the exception of the pine-apple,
the distanca from England being too great for ex-

portation, are of considerable use and benefit to the
country itself.

Timber.— ijogwood, the specimen in the Gardens,
has grown 8 feet in nine months. When once it

seeds, the seeds being winged and carried about by
the wind, more are propagated without attention.

Fibre J'lants (Sansevieria guiceecsis), which can
be planted almost everywhere, promise well. Pine-
apple, the leaves are long, and might be produced
in any quantity. I have tried without success to

obtain seeds of the Sisal hemp and China grass,

both of which would grow in Old Calabar, as would
many other useful fibres.

Eucalyptus —The climate seems unsuitcd for. After
many experiments I have only succeeded in raisi' g
a few small and struggliug specimens of K. citriodora.

It is possible th»t if they get past a certain stage
they will improve.

(From, Report on the Botany of the Xdiani. .[kpayafe,
and Akwa Rivers District.)

In the natur .1 products of the whole district I am
disappointed.

Rubber.—Rubber does not exist in the quantity I

expected to find it, and it appears to nn to be
worked to its full extent, except that a more scieiilifio

method of extraciiou would increase the quantity. It

was the exception to sec any large vines that were
not tapped. The district in which most vines were
seen was round Okuri and Ndebiji, 'The natives make
the unfortunate mistake of cutting down the vines,

not tapping them. The result is that the vine dies.

'There is one species of Carpodinus, yielding an
inferior rubber; but they do not work it. A few
rubber trees (F'tcK.'? Fo^c/ft) are growing in the towns,
but not in sulficicnt quantity to be worth while
collecting.

'The wine palm (Raplaa r.inifcra), from which the
piassava fibre is obtained, is found plentifully almost
throughout the whole journey, but more especially

about the Akwa River, Ndcgha, Ndebiji, and Ekoi
Afanya. 'The natives do not appear to use it at all.

'raking into account the large number of these
palms, it is surprising to find how little palm wine
there was iu the difforeut villages.
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Plaiiltf.—F&hn oil is one of the principal

articles of trade at ’.nost p'aces, but in the Dibiyauga,

Miinimba, and Ituka district very few oil palms are

seen. The forest is very dense in these parts, which

will account for their scarcity. From Ndebiji to

the Akwa lliver they are fairly plentiful, in fact,

some nuts seen near Okorora were tlie finest I have

ever come across.

A tree, which is called by the natives Inoi,”

which is also fairly common, yields from its Feeds

a very line limpid oil that they use for anointing

themselves and . for food. It is doubtful if there is

sufficient quantHy to be worth ollectiug.

ARGON, NITROGEN, AND PLANTS.

The announcement that Lord R.iyleigh and Pro"

fessor Ramsay have succeedeed in proving that there

exists in the atmosphere a gas which had hitherto

been unsuspected, is of great intere t, not only >o

chemists and physicists, out also to botanists. Very

soon after the discovery of argon, the question was

raised, “ Do plants assimilate argon ? ’ and Professor

Ramsay elaborated a series of experiments, to find

out if he coul 1 throw some liilit on a subject

which is naturally interesting to botanical workers.

The first thing, of course, was to find out w'hether

there was any argon in a nitrogenous vegetable, so

Vrofc.ssor Ramsay set to work to see if ho could

discover argon in nitrogenous vegetables and animal

tissues, i’cas and dead mice were desiccated, and

then treated by Dumas' imbdiod for extracting nitro-

gen. 'Ibis consists of mi\ingtlic powdered mice or

Peas with copper oxide and lead chromate in a

heated tube, whereby a'l the hydrogen, oxygen,

carbon, sulphur, Ac., are removed, and the nitrogen

is collected. This, of course, w'as acting on the

assumption that the process which liberates nitrogen

also liberates argon, and this is by no means certain
;

in fact, Professor Rainsy, by Dumas’ method, faihd

—

so it is understood— to discover argon either in Peas

or in mice.

It may be. of course, that the method employed

is at fault, and that some new arrangement will have

to be employed to induce this very inert gaseous

constituent of the atmosphere to sliow its presence,

or it may be that plants are quite unable to assimilate

even a particle of the argon which is to be found

floating in the atmosphere.

But it is to be hoped that farther experiments on
this subject will be made, for the relation of the

atmosphere to plant life ia a very important one.

Since the classic experiments of Priescly and others

towards the close of the last century, m ny researches

of a laborious character have been made to find out

the percentage in the air of the gasses of which our

atmosphere is composed. We do not know yet

whether argon is an clement, or a mixture of

elements. If it is a single element, iis atomic

weight must he about lU, and in that case no place

13 ready for it in Mendeli eft's table of the e.leoieuts.

The simplest way out of the difficulty would be to

suppose that argon is a mixture, but there is con-

flicting evidence as to this. Mr. Crookes, with his

spectroscope, says one thing; M. Olszewski, with

his low-temperature thermometer, says another.

Plants, wc know, do not possess the p wer of

absorbing, or, at least, of assimilating, the free

oxygen and hydrogen gasses; in all probability, argon

does not enter into their composition. But ixpeii-

meuts might be made in growing suitable plants in

an atmosphere of pure argon or argon mixed with

pure oxygen, on a bed of pure sand. It will be
remembered that it was with such experiments that

Hellriegel and W’^ilfaith in Germany conclusively

proved that free nitrogen was fixed by leguminous

plants in symbiosis with microbes, as well as by

mixtures of the lower organisms inhabiting soils,

green algas, and microbes.

The chemical history of the atmosphere, from its

origin to the present day, has attracted the attention

of many observers. Koene and Stas in Brussels,

and Dr. T. 1j. Phipsoa in England, have all brought

forward theories. Briefly stated, they amount to

this. The primitive atmosphere was composed of

nitrogen, the substance which has the least tendency
to combine directly with others. Into this atmo-
sphere Volcanic action evolved large quantities of

carbonic acid and water. There was no free oxygen
in this primitive atmosphere, but it was in this

primitive atmosphere of nitrogen, with more or less

carb mic acid and vapour, that the first orgacised
beings (i.e., ])lants) made their appearance

;
experi-

ments have shown that many plants of our own day
ca 1 vegetate in an atmosphere of this kind, in which
animal life is quite impossible. In fact, according
to these physicists, all the oxygen mw existing in

the earth’s atm sphere is due to vegetation extending
over immense periods of time. It is generally allowed
that the function of nitrogen in the atmosphere is

to dilute the oxygen, which would otherwise be too

strong for human beings. How argon will com-
bine with all these theories remains to be seen.

—H. C. P.

—

Gardeners' Chronielc.

THE TREATMENT OE THE SOIL IN LIME
PLANTATIONS.

(
7L/ /•’. Watts, F. /. (J., Assoc. J/aso/t.

Oulli''ir, Guvt, Chemist^ Antujua.)

The (|uostion <if the application of manures to fruit

trees is one which is sure to require consideration
sooner or later in all districts wmcrc large orchards
are established

;
and as little has been written on

the subject hr relation to Lime trees the following

notes may prove acceptable to those interested in

the Lime industry.
Ill coii-idering the question of manuring this or

any other crop, it is of essential importance that

the mechanical condbiuu or heart of the soil should
first of all receive attention. Unfortunately this

condition or heart includes a numbpr of physical
factors which do not readily admit of representation
by figures, such as friability, porosity, aeration,

water holding power nnd many others, though these
points are readily recognised by the practised eye
and hand. It is to the maintenance of this condition
or heart that the principal operations of tillage arc
directed. The roots of a Lime tree like all others
must he supplied with air as well as moisture

;
they

will not penetrate badly-drained soils to any consider-
able depth, and und' r these condiliors suffer from
shallowness of the available soil, the impervious
subsoil being of little more use to the tree than
impenetrable rock. From the character of the Lime
crop and its cultivation there is a decided tendency
for the soil of Lime orchards to fall off in condition,
particularly where the soil is of a clayey character,
and this danger is increased when the orchard is

made to serve also as a pasture for stock; the
trampling of the animals, especially i'l wet weather,
hardens the sol', reduces its porosity and prevents
the free spreading of the roots of the Lime trees.

The necessary aeration of this soil, could be
readily secured by growing some intermediate crop
between the Lime trees, either with the idea of

making this intermediate crop remunerative in itself,

or of turning in the resulting growth as a green
dressing. In the first case careful attention must
be paid to the manuring in order that the removal
of double crops may not unduly impoverish the soil

;

but if reasonable care be taken various crops may
be raised and the soil left in an improved condition
at the end of a given period

;
such crops as corn,

potatoes, yams, and arrowroot lend themselves to

this form of cultivation and might be grown with
advantage in newly-planted Lime orchards, for the
apace of several years. Situated as some Lime
orchards are, it is sometimes difficult to find a
market for the produce grown in this manner In
such cases the cultivation of intermediate crops for

green dressings commends itself, and for this purpose
nothing surpasses the pigeon pea in ultilitj'. It is

novv well known that plants of the Bean or Pea
tribe possess the remarkable power of assimilating
the nitrogen of the atmosphere—a power which other
plants do not possess. In conseq lence of this beans
and peas are able to thrive in soils so poor in

nitrogen that other plants could grow iu them with
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Oq ploughing a pea crop into the soil on
which it grew most substantial gain accrues, for
not only is the mineral matter of the crop returned
in a form readily assimilable by subsequent crops,
and lar:e stores of vegetable matter which have
their origin in the atmosphere a id on decaying form
valuable humus are added to the soil, but in addition,

considerable quantities of nitrogen (a costly con-
stituent of manures ) are brought into the soil, this

nitrogen having been derived frnn the atmosphere
whence other crops are unable to extract it. A
soil thus treat d is considerably enrich d while its

mechanical condition or heart is imuroved.
The mechanical action of the roots of intermediate

crops, legumiirous and others, must be of considerable
service in improving stiff soils; for when tbe growing
c op dies, or is reaped, the roots which have pene-

trated to various depths decay, anl leaving channels
in the stiff subsoil, admit air, and encourage the

downward tendency of the roots of the Lime trees.

1 cannot lay too great stress on the importance of

tnaintaining the soil in good condition, for I have
seen orchards where the trees have been in a dyin?
condition from starvation, while the soil itself

containel a superabundance of plant food, but in

an unavailable state. In such a case a thorough
till ng followed by a green dressing, would have been
attended with excellent results while the application

of manures would have proved useless.

Hiving secured good tilth with a soil in "good
heart ’ a condition which involves the presence of

a fair supply of humus, it becomes necessary to

inquire what items of plant food a Lime crop will

remove from the soil and whether it will be necessary

to provide for the restoration of any constituent

lik ly to prove deficient.

From analyses which 1 made some time ago, I

obtained the following information bearing directly

on this side of the question.

Ripe Limes contain about "1)5 to '40 per cent of

mineral constituents having the following com-

position.

COMl’OSitlON OF Asil Pounds of E.vch

PER Cent. CONSTITUF.N-r IN

1000 lb. OF Fruit

Potash 47-21 1-888

Soda 1 88 •067

Lime - * 29-17 1-167

Magnesia •270

Oxide of Iron .

,

1-02 •oil

Phosphoric Acid 1T40 •458

Sulphuric Acid •2(i •on

Chlorine 1-.S1 •07;?

Bilica •oil

100 40

neduct 0 II
Cl. •1

1

99-99

Now the yield of fruit from an acre of Lime

orchard varies very much, but for purposes of

calculation we may take the quantity at from 50 to

K«) barrels of fruit per acre, per annum, when in

full bearing, or about from 10,000 to 20,000 lb.

V glance wi'l show that so far as the mineral

matter is concerned the heaviest demands will fall

on the potash, the lime and the phosphoric acid, and

that the amouuts removed by a crop of lime annually

will be about as follows:—

Potash ...

Thme ... .•• 12 to 24 lb.

Phosphoric Acid ... 0 to 18 lb.

These will be the amounts per acre abstracted

from the soil when the fruit is entirely taken away

from the orchards; but in most cases the skins and

pulp of the fruit, after the juice has been expressed,

are returned to the soil, and thus, will reduce the

demands on the plant food of the soil to about one

^'*'^l'lcaring these facts in mind, it becomes com-

naratively easy to calculate what amount of various

manurial constituents should be applied iu order to

maintaiu unimpaired the fertility of the soil.

So far as I am aware the volcanic .soils of the

West Indies on which the Lime orchards are situated

are for the most part very deficient in lime and in

phosp’ioric acid. Of the lime which is present, a

very large proportion is present in a form which
is of very little immediate value, being chiefly

silicate, while the available rarhonate of lime is

usually present in very small quantities ;
and as

this plays a very important part in the chemistry
of the soil, in aiding the transformation of nitro-

genous substances into nitrates, in which form
Plants assimulate their nitrogen, it is desirable to

add lime to the-e soils, if possible to do so at a

reasonable cost. The deficiency of phosphoric acid

is readily made up by the application of various

phosphatic ma' ures. As many soils are so deficient

in free lime it would seem desirable to avoid the

use of acid preparations of phosphoric acid such as

superphosphate and to employ instead such substances
as bone dust, precipitated phosphate, or basic

phosphate otherwise known as Thomas phosphate.
The e are slow noting manures who?e effect should
be apparent over a considerable period, a point of

some value in manuring fruit trees.

These volca’dc soils, although containing moderate
amounts of potash, are not over stocked with that
constituent in an easily assimilable form, hence it

is desirable to add small quantities of potash when
app'ying phosphatic and other manures. If an
intermediate crop is grown and removed as has been
suggested above, then the application of potash
becomes of paramount importance, such crops as

potatoes or arrowroot take large amounts of potash
from the soil and their exhausting effects would
soon be felt nnless this contituent was replaced by
artificial manuring.
As to the nitrogenous manuring of lime trees we

have little to guide us in the way of chmical literature

on the subject. Experiments show that the appear-

ance of the trees is greatly improved by the appli-

cation of nitrogenous manures, and it would seem
that general health and fertility should be increased

in like manner. The growth of green dressings of

pigeon peas as described above, coupled with the

application of the pen manure from the animals
employed in working a Lime estate, will probably

constitute the chief sources of nitrogenous food

supp'y. Should artificial manures be purchased, such
substances as dried b ood or cotton seed cake or

other seed cakes, being sointwhat slow in their

action and lasting iu their effect, are preferable for

the purposes of fruit farming to such soluble forms
of nitrogenous manure as Sulphate of Ammonia
or Nitrate of Soda
The other constituents of the soil arc present i.i

sufficient quantities in those orchards which I have
bad an opportunity of examining, audit would seem
therefore that, having got the soils of a Lime orchard
into good mechanical condition. Nitrogen, Fhos-
phoicB acid. Lime and potash are the only inaiiunal

const uents requiring much thought.

THE MANGROVE CONCESSION.

In our last number w'e informed our readers that

a concession had been granted for the purpose of

extracting tannic acid from the baik of the Mangrove,
of which there are six species found in Ceylon,
namely: —

Rhizophero mucronata, S., Ivadol
;

T., Kandal.
oandolarie, S., Kadol ; T., Kandal.*

Qfiops candolleana — T., Chirukandal.
- ,, Roxburghiana — —
Bruguiera gymnorhiza — T., Kandal.

,, caryopbylloides — —
To obtain the bark two systems are in vogue. In

Borneo the trees themselves are felled, and then
the bark is stripped, while in Ceylon the hark is, as

a rule, roughly stripped oti and the tree is left stand-
ing, but it is often so damaged that it eventually
dies. It has been pointed out to us that there might
be a better way than either of those two methods,
and this would bo to spokeshave the trees as was
doao with Cinohoua. Cau any of our readora inform
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ns if tho Mangrove renews its Inrk readily after

licing ahuvod. Should this be rho case, it would he

interesting to know whether the renewed Mangrove

bark would give a larger amount of tannic^ acid,

just as renewed cinchona bark gave a much better

analysis than the original bark. The advantages

of shaving off the bark are manifeat, for the tree

will not get killed in the process, and would probably

give another harvest of bark within the year, and

along river banks the cutting down of large quantities

of Mangroves, which keep up the bank o! the river

a' d stop denudation, might cause a cosiderable

alteration in the course of the river.— Ceijlon

Forester

MADRAS SEASON REPORTS.
For the purpose of Weekly Season Reports the

Board of Revenue has directed Collectors to adopt

the following adjectives in describing the yield

of crops:—20 annas=a bumper ’.crop; 10 annas=
average; 10 annas=fair ;

8 annas—middling ; and

4 amias=bad.
The Seasox ox the West Coast.—A correspond-

ent writes :—The unusual manner in which the south-

west monsoon is holding off this year is causing

much uneasiness and apprehension, owing to the

exceptional drought this year, wailing comes up
from all parts of the district that water is becoming
very scarce and crops are beginning to wither up.

lu many localities, the modan and chama dp’

crops have, it is said, entirely withered up, while

almost a similar fate is said to be awaiting

field-sown paddy, not a few cultivators even com-
laining that the very seed has been parched up
eyond recovery. Even the outturn of coconuts is

affected. In Calicut, the heat is intense ;
several

wells have almost totally dried up, and even the Big
Tank wliich supplies tlie Europeans and several

others with good drinking water has gone down to

a vei'y low water level.—Jladrus JIui! June 8.

N ARlol’S PLANTING NOTES.

The Actiox of Glycerine ox Plants.—The Jtcmic

Hortieole tells us that a German nnturalist has

discovered that if a plant deprived of its starch by

planting, be watered with two parts of glycerine to

a thousand parts of water, and exposed to light, the

starch soon appears ;
but as this would happen in

any case under exposure to light, we do not see what

part the glycerine plays.— 6'ardeMeJ'.>(’ Chronicle.

Oyster-shells.—The use made of these substances

in agricultnre leads us to mention the analysis of

the shells of various kinds of oysters made by

MM. Chatin & Muntz. So far as cultivators are

concerned, the principal thing to be noted is the

large proportion of line, var>ing from 48 4 to 53’7

per cent, of the dry matter. Phosphonc acid varies

in proportion between 0-01 in the Marennes variety,

and 0-90 in the Portuguese oyster. The presence

of minute quantities of iodine and bromine goes to-

wards explaining the use of oyster-shells in medicine

in olden times.—Ibid. ^ ^
A .Tai’axesk Douglas Fir.-In the number of the

Tohjo P.utunical Mtujadne for Feb. 20, is a desniption

and' figure of a t ew species of Pseudotsuga, discovered

in the province of Kii in .Japan, at an altitude of

UOOO feet, by Homi Shirasawa. Mr. Shirasawa puts

his new discovery in the genus Tsuga section,

Pseudotsuga. The description which he gives (in

German happily), and specially the illustiatious, leave

no doubt as to the coirectness of Mr. Shirvsawa’s

identification. The orginal Douijlas Tir, as is well

known, is a native of North West America, and so

far, has been th only representative of its genus

or section. That a Japanese form should occur is

most interesting, it forms a parallel case to the

occurrence of Tsuga Mertensiana and Tsuga gigantea

in California, Ac., and of Tsuga Sieboldi, Tluiya

japonica in .Japan, slid there are other cases of

parallelism in the floras of the two countries known
to botanists, which furnish ground for interesting

KiH’culation. The newly-discovered tree grows in as-

sotiation with Tsuga Sieboldi, Fagus japonica, Mag-

nolia hypoleuca, and others. It has an erect straight

trunk, horizontal spreading branches and coivcal

top. The height is given as 15 to 20 metros, with

a circumference of :4 metres, so that in point of

dimensions it is far exceeded by its American con-

gener.—Ibid.

Tea Salks IN Bomh.vy.—An auction .sale of

Indian teas took place on Saturday, at the office

of Me.ssr.s. Grindlay, Groom, A: Co., of tliis city

But as the agents were determined to hold to

their re.serve prices, the dealers left the room in

a body. On the sale being proceeded with, only
five boxes of Orange I’ekoe, from the Raipur Tea
Estates, were purchased by a Persian shop-keeper,

at eight annas and one pie per lb., leaving tour

liundred and twenty-four cases un.sold .—Bombay
Gazette.
Calcutta Tea Market : S.\le No. 3.—After the

interval of a fortnight the third sale of the season
was held on the 13th inst. The room was a fairly

full one, most of the old buyers having returned, and
there being a sprinkling of new faces, representing

some of the large distributing houses of the world.

In spite of this the auction was dull the general
unattractive quality and the heavy weight of Ceylon
tea now being placed on consuming markets being
doubtless the reason for the want of competition at

the present comparatively high range of values which
tea has reached .—Indian Planters' Gazette.

Commercial Fibres.—The thii’d of a aeries of

Cantor Lectures was delivered before the Society

of Arts by Dr. D, Morris, m.a., c.m.g., on Monday.
April 1, 1895 The following is a summary :—Con-
tinuing the review of fibi’es yielded by the Palm
order, the lecturer drew attention to the remarkable
vegetable substance, resembling whalebone in strength
and elasticity, called bass, or piassava. This is ex-
tensively used for making brooms and brushes, and
consists of the indurated fibre-bundles thickly invest-

ing the stems of Palms. Some are strong and bony,
while others are soft and elastic, resembling horse-
hair. The bass or piassava of commerce is obtained
chiefly from native Palms at Para and Bahia.
Latterly it has been obtained from the Wine Palm
of West Africa, and still more recently from the
Palmyra Pa'm of Ceylon. The fibres yielded by the
husk of the Coco-nut were of considerable com-
mercial importance. They afforded materiiil ft.r

bru lies, mats and matting, cords r pes, and tow.
Coco-nut refuse, on account of its wonderful pro-
perties of absorbing moisture, has been lecoimmnded
for use as a backing material in the constiuction of
men-of-war. Of all vegetable substances, the most
noted substitute for horse-hair was the fibre of the
Spanish Moss (Tillandsia ueneoides). The plant
grows in long hanging tresses on Cypress trees in
the Southern United States. The fibre is prepared
by steeping the narrow stems and leaves in hot
water. The preparation of Pine wool from the leaves
or needles of the Scotch Fir was mentioned as a
local industry in Germany, but now extending to
other countries. The supply of material for paper-
makine was becoming more a> d more dependent on
woodpulp. This was imported into this country to
the extent of 21(i,UOO tons annually. It was important,
however, to distinguish between mechanical woodpulp
and wood-cellulose. In the latter the ex'raneous
matters were so fully eliminated that the pulp was
ractically pure, and suitable for the best papers,
n mechanical wood pulp no chemical purification
took place, and although sometimes sufficiently white
to be used in “ white " papers, the stability of such
papers when used in public documents and works of
great historical value was open to grave doubt. Many
most valuable materi.als for paper-making, such as
the Paper-Mulberry of .Japan, and the Nepal Paper
Plant, were not at present in European commerce.
The lecturer concluded the course by discussing in
some detail proble'i s connected wiLh the introduction
of new fibres and improvement of fibre plants by
systematic selection and cultivation, and by a geneial
review of the methods adopted, by mechanical and
chemical means, for the extraction of commercial
fibres.

—

Gardeners’ Chronicle.
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r.EPORT.

(From Chemist and Drufif/isf.J

London, May 23rd.

C.vi'i'KiNK has been railier ([iii-t lids week. Makers are
fviid to have sold small lots to the e.xport trade at 19s
per lb for delivery in .Inly and Ansust, whilst to the
home, trade 10-lb lots have been booked at list-price for

sjime deliveries, some of which have been re-sold to second-
hand dealers ; but, on the whole, business in the article

has been limited. Maters, it would seem, are havinj;

difficulty in obtaining the raw material, and are conse-
(piently acting cautio\i.sly in their future engagements,
and will not .sell on this market for .American account,
wishing to ilo the business through their New York
agents only.

CiNt'iioN.v—The exports of cinchona-bark from <!uaya(iui*
(E(juador) are officially enumerated as follows :

—
Weight Value

lb. i;

In 1803 O7,.W0 2,02.1

In 1804 1,17,400 3,004

The exports of cinchona-bark from Lorto C'abello (Colombia)

in 1804 were 848 kilos only, of which 275 kilos went to

Germany and .173 kilos to France.

Coc.UNl'. is firmer for the llydrochlorate. The (plan-

tities of the crude both here and in Hamburg seem to

have been bought up, and liigher prices are therefore

probable.
Quinine—

\

good bu.siness has been done up to 12Jd

for immediate delivery, and 12^d Is now asked for Ger-

man bulk ; 12i!d paid for .Inly delivery, and Is Id for

October for German brands. Tlie second-hand stock

Is gradually being absorbed, and th.nt in an improving
market.

TiOiidon, May iiOth.

Ann.vtTO -Holders firm, 4.\d per Hi ludug asked for

. . , , ,

C.tEI’F.lNE—Only retail tran.saciions from .second-liands,

-lulv delivery 20s, spot 27s, Our last advices from

.Vm’erica show a similar retail trade in the .irticle, init

at high prices.

Coc.\-rj'..vvE.s—lid per Hi is a.sked for fair green Truxdlo,

but there was no impiiry at tlie auction.s.

Cou.uNE—Contrary to exjieclation, tlie price of tlie

llydrochlorate was 'reduced' again yesterday a furtlier Is

(id ]ier oz, ([notations Iieing now 16s 6d to 10s, according

to ((uantity.
Koia-NUTS—About 40 packages were offered, one case

of fair bold Grenada selling at Is 7d [ler lb, the bulk,

however, was withdrawn at [iricess from Is 3d to IsOd.

KssENTl.o, Oil.s—Cinnamon oil, 8 cases of low ([uality,

sohi without re.serve, at ,5 id to 7d
;

Lemon-grass oil .sold

at iSd today.
.

(lUlNINK—l,)uiet, but hrm ;
12|d nearest [nice for best

(ierman brands in bulk. A sale of oz Octol er deli-

very is reported at Is IHL
Vaniu-.v—The finer (piallties .sold well at full to dearer

prices today.

AMSTERDAM DRUG MARKET.
May 30th.

Our corresinihdeut writing on Wednesday, reports that

Cubebs are neglected. Of .second Padang Ca.ssia vera there

was a good deal offered (200 package.s), lint there were

no buyers, and the same has to be said regarding the

prime '(piality stuff, and as for the medium, 102 jiack-

IVitavian Gum Damar has been .sold at 431c t > 14c.

has been more iu(|uiry for Cajeput oil, and I.2..0 lioltles

hiive sold at 11.5c per bottle

W.ATTLE HARK INMirSTKY.

We [Kotnl Witness) are oiven to nnderstan 1

that our (ieniian cousins iu the Noodshero- Dis-

trict have started a wattle hark mill ou their

own account. A correspondent writes “ (food

luck to them, hut I wonder how lono it will la.st.

Simm the starting of the above new venture, it

seems strange that the wagons of hark roll into

town in larger nnmher, even allhongli lh(> price

has dropiied to zero (.'is. (id). I heai on vmy

oood authority that storage is small, and cash,

not paiier, is wanting. At the same time, it

wouhl be wise on the part of Mantzlmrg hnyers

of h.ark not to let the jirice fall loo low. There
is a feeling at jiresent among the growers that

a ‘circle’ is lieing formed. I hope there is no

foundation for the rumour.”

THE EUTUHE OF TEA IX CHINA.
An authority writing on the future of tea

in China says:—“
I am informed that one early

result to the awaking of China whiidi is certain

to follow the declaration of peace, will he the
taking of ste]>s to improve the maiinfaelnre of tea.”

Our London corre.sjiondent has had a long conver-
sation upon this topic with a gentleman Inning
lengthy e.xperieiice as an importer of (’hinese

leas. From him ho leariieil that it was ]iossihle

that those interested like himself would initiate

.xteps to induce the owners of Chinese “ Hongs” to

imjiort the machinery and obtain the as.sistanee

required to introduce such an innoiation. lint

at the same time great doubt was expres.sed if,

even after the severe lesson of late received, it

would he pos,sihle to stir the .strong conservatism
of the Chinese snlliciently to compel the reipiired

action. We do not ourselves think that it will

he po.ssihle to do .so. Even if it should prove possi-

hie to etl'ect this, we do not think the conditions of

tea-growing in China would readily yield them
.selves to the adoption of Wpsiern methods in

ihe preparation of iho leaf. It would certainly
he possilile to estalilish central factories in the
midst of a iinnihor of gardens, the jirodiice of

whi(di migh! Ik* sniheient to keej) the iiiacliinery

going, lint oppo.sed to this there mu.st rem.ain

the dinii-ully of tr.an.sport to centres of this

character. (hKid roads scarcely as yet exist in

any of the Cliiiiese provinces, and we venture
to tliiiik that it must be a long day before the
jieasaiits of that country could he induced to

carry the green leaf from their huts, where
jireiiar.atiuii now goes on, to a central point.

For ages past the buyer has visited each small
grower and li.as taken over the tea direct and
in readiness for packing. The hihonr imist he
greatly increased had the green leaf to he first

collected and transported for )ireparatioii. No
doubt the tea would he much iiiqiroved if it

could be iiroperly treated
;
hut the ditlienlties in

the way seem to ns to be almost iTi.su]ierahle.

Altogetiier there is little reason for Ceylon planters
to fear th.at the hope of the home dealers in

China lea will lie n*alised. Ihit under any circniii-

staiices this article has now liecame so displaced

in the London piarket by Uritish-grown teas, that
we feel snim no etroits of tin* kind descrilK'd

could snllici* to reiilace it.

^
NATAL TEA.

THE SEA.SON .S OUT-TURX.

.Mr. (}. W. DrnminomI, of Kearsiiey Estate,
reports as follows :

—We are now drawing to tin*

(dose of the cnrreiit tea season, and 1 am gl.id

to he able to say from onr own results so far,

and from news of onr iieiglihonrs .and the di,strict

in general, that it has Iteen the most s.atisfaetory

season for the last li\e years at least. 'I'he r.iiii-

in April gave a splendid lillip to the plants for

the end of the season. There are .some very
large swarms of locusts here still, hut they have
not touched the tea as yet. Loqiiats, bananas,
a’ld piiiea)iph‘s, howi'ver, have snll'ori*d a great

deal. We slionld not Ik* surprised, ho\v(*vi*r, if

the total onl lnni for Natal reacdied S.'iU.iiuil lh.

(it tea, especially as May is promising to Ik* an
excellent month, and om* million for next season
is not only po.ssihle, hnl proliahly. Xtiiid Miirnni,
May 17 .
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PLANTATIONS IN CEYLON AND
LAHOCU SUPI’LY.

It was a (leciiled relief to road tlic two very
sensil>le letters from tlie Chairman of the

Planters’ Association and Mr. Charles Young
(sec I'iige 17). 'I’hey oiler a strong contrast

to the theoretical, and, in onr oinnion, im-

]iracticahle schemes advanced from two or three

((uarters during the [»ast few months. Mr.
IVIelville White at once sejtarates the Planters’

Association from any Cooly Agency Scheme
and fully ju.stilies the attitude we assumed on
thi.s point. He imlicates moreover, after a very
jiractic.il fashion, some of the risks incidental

to any private Agency Scheme, which will no
doubt he duly con.sidered hy ])lanters. At the
same time, there is no intention oHicially, to

interfere with any such Agency—only, it would he
well to gi\'e existing means a full trial before
going to the expense of establishing new Agencies.

In this connection, we cannot help drawing
special attention to the letter signed “Planter”

. which appeared in our issue of Tuesday last
;

because tliougli dated from a Coconut district,

it gives the opinions of a gentleman who,
more than any other in Ceylon, is entitled to

be listened to with respect on any point affect-

ing Cooly Immigration. \V'e almost Avisli that
“ Planter ” had given his name, to carry home
his counsel more forcibly to his brother-
planters. He advises a careful study of Mr.
Edward Young’s Report ; and he expresses the
belief that the old established Firm of Messrs.
Adamson, Mactag'jart Co. at Negapatam can
do better for Cepon i)lanters than any new
Agency. He would have them established a
branch Agency at Salem— to tap the districts

of Tanjore, Arcot, and Salem—and this, we
have no doubt, the said Firm would be pre-

pared to do, if they get sufficient encourage-
ment from individual proprietors or managers
in Ceylon. We would, therefore, recommend
any of those short of labour and unable
to trust their kanganies to recruit—after such
experience as “a Central Province Planter”
gives today—to communicate with Messrs. Adam-
son, Macta^gart it Co. It has been stated that
the partial failure of the operations of this

F’irm in the p.ast, has been due to the want of

a trustworthy leader, guide or kangani to keep
the coolies together until they reached their

future emploj'er or the estate. Rut this does
not seem at all an insu)terable difficulty, espe-

cially where one employer is prepared to indent
for a consiflerable number of coolies, so making
it worth while to give a responsililc leailer to

the gang.
In reference to immigration generally, can thei(;

be any doubt as to the great value which through
Kailv’ay communication wouKl afford, after the
picture given to us of the hardships and extor-
tion to which coolies are exposed in travelling

any distance at |iresent? “When the Railway
is made to Paumben”—writes “Planter”—and
he knows Paumben ami Southern India almost
as well as Ceylon—“ami from Manaar on the
Ceylon side,” (still more with the viaduct and
through unbroken carriage !),

“ Inhour dlfprulth’s

mill raiiish.” Surely then, the pi-actical work
which the jtlanters of Ce'ylon ought to take
up through their influential, representatiie Asso-
ciation is that for which Mr. E. J. Young has
'dven them so good a lead—the urging on of

Thk Indo-Ckylon Railway. No other work
can have so gx’eat and beneficial an effect in

increasing our supply of coolies from Southern
India.

o

.
ORCHIDS IN DAIUILINfl.

A Darjiling jjaper says that the Deputy Com-
inissioner has passed an order to the effect that
Orchn dealers are not in future to sell ferns or
Orchids in Darjiling, on the ground that the
surrounding forests are being denuded of them—1 hoiu'cr. May 4.

irir. r .v.-sh ui- Mr. CHARLES LEDCER.
The naiuh-Uhlwl of Amstentun, one of the leadir"'(holy paper.s m llolhuul, has taken no onr mm- 1

b<*d.«vr, the eZl,,Z-nh^ I,’;cUi ulitoiidl .uticle in its i.ssno of Anril I’ltli liw* Hmh
takes for its text onr assertion tZt “ ,Zti«eoums foi somethin" in the government of tlie world ’

to’. n Z‘^vr '"“'Ch (l.ivernmentto allow Ml. Ledger a pension of elOO a year. We shallhe asreeahly snrprised if this appeal .slioilld he responds
to. lo agree to it would certainly he an aer of’ .'e„e-ioMt> on tlie the Dutch (Jovcrnuient, wliicli wouldpnt onr India Ofhee to .shame, and a mark of hroad-
iiiiiidediicss sncii as few nations show in the ea.so of in.dividnals not eoiiiieeted with ruling faiiiilie.s. In prZ,,t.mg Its ease foi- Mr. Ledger, the fhindelMad gives^a slWt
^*^"1**0 .‘^"‘'''O'l'i-cnltivatioii in .Java, and expres.sesthe hehef that a propo.sal, on hehalf of the Mini.strvZfthe Colonies to give Mr. Ledger ,£100 a year would heaccepted by the Dutch parliament.—C/ieiiiwtmid Druqgist

CINCHONA AND (^TNINE.
The following translation and figures from a

Report on cinchona and quinine of the well-known
Diesden birm, IMessrs. Celie iS: Co., i.s of much
interest : it will be observed that stocks of bark
(as al.so quinine) are low in London, but lar<m in
xAimsterdam :

—
Stocks in London ;Hst Dkckmukil

1804
Dkgs.

South American 20,065
From other conntrie,s 11,981

1893
I’kgs.

23,245
14,590

1892
I’kgs.

23,014

15,879

Total 32,060 37,841 38,895

Imports London
South American
Otlier- Conn tries

1804
19,401

18,713

1
»
”

^
!
1i

1892
12,897

33,404

Total 29,174 37,027 46,361

Deliveries
South American
Others

1894
12,741

21,378

1893
8,501

29,580

1892
10,746

39,843

Total 34,119 38,081 50,589

Export from i'kylon fro.m I.st Jvnl'vry
TO I7TII DkCKMBKI!.

Ih.
|]

I’.JSS,!)!):! "OSl 0 1)0.5 101ISh" .. ;l,.5i5„022 IS-U .5 0PK339Exports from to AM.snoiorM
1.504 lnlos;5,:ilo,Ti;) cont.iiiiing kilos 157,

S

2o (.jninine1S03 ,, 3..J(in,.5(lO

1S02 ., 2.03.LS20 ,,

”

1801 ,, 3.431, .530
1800 „ 2,001,301
18S9 .. 2,073,339

Sold in ten Auction Sale.s
FROM-2.7TH Jan, to RItii

I nit. Kilos. Kilos wi
^ fZ'r im’sm 7p''^a Pf " hich Sold 22,2CHj

149,.540

1.30,491

133,721

103,400 „
(7,000 ,,

IN Amsterdam
Dec. 1894.

4.4 1 Mar. 3.30,310
4 7-10 5 April 513,454

10 May 349,090
14 .Iiine 418,012
19 .Inly 279,407
30 All". 429,.55S

4 Oct. 003,140
3 Nov. 512,590

2^- 13 Dec. 090,035

fi

3

3

10,437
24,025

10,403
19,.5.54

12, ,5.54

20,270

23,334

24,031

31,202

15,831

20,382
14,1.5.5

18,481
12,288
18.757

7,070

11,789
10,807

lotal sales kilos Quinine
Against 1893 kilos

1892
1891
1890

1889

n
))

0

157,829
149,.540

130,191
133.-721

108,400

77,0130
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Bark sold in Amsterdam dnriii" !H consisted of
• kilos 2,711,04!) LedKeriana.

,, 325,748 llyhrid.

,, 205,878 Snccirnbra

,, 03,93!) Ofticinalis.

,, 9,725 Calisaya.

T(.tal kilos 3,316,339

Stocks Amsterdam 1st .lannarv.
1895 1894 1893 ‘ 1892

l’kf>s. Pky,s. Pkfis. I’kfis

24,035 14,184 11,208 5,27!)

Kxport of Quinine from Germany in 1894
kilos 130,500

Importation from
hn^tland .. ,, 4,100

Kxports nett kilos 135,400

Imports of Bark into tierniany 1894

kilos 3,027,100
Kxports ,, 70,109

Kilos 3,557,000 consnmeil by mannfacturers

IMI’OIITS INTO Till-: I'NITKI) StATKS.
1804 1893

Gilichona Bark lb. assay 2.083,002 2,183,128

Qninine Salts oz. 2,298,193 2,777,507

Stock of Sulphate in London, 1st January 1895
2,753,072 oz.

Against 1804 3,134720 ,,

TEA IN THE FA 11 EAST.

(Latest Export Report.)

EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO GREAT
BRITAIN.

LS0.')-iU'). ISDld);').

11). lb.

Canton and Macao . . 88,830 112,500

EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.

1891-95. 189;f-91.

lb. lb,

Canton . • 3,547,932 1,349,192

Amoy .. 19,447,739 21,321,332

P’oochow * 1 8,140,519 5,883,100

Shanghai • 25,783,527 24,170,820

50,919,717 52,730,105

Export of tea from china to
ODESSA.

18',)4-95. 1S93-!I4.

lb. lb.

Hankow and Shanghai 22,555,223 21,019,402

Export of tea from .japan to united
STATES AND CANADA.

1891-95. 1893-94.

lb. lb.

Yokohama . 28,707,407 28,023,087

Kobe .. 10,879,951 17,213,005

45,047,418 45,837,292

Tnr. I'lartrr notices a)i micomnion occniTone.e re-

ported fi-oni Ranchi. A mango tree, on wliicli some
fruit had set and grown to about one quarter of the

full size, has sent out flowers on tlie branches which did

not flower before. This is the only tree among the

group which bears flowers and fruit together.—

M. Times, May 12.

OIL GAS ENGINE.
Tuk Castli.T()N Ti;a EbX.rxE, Darjeeling, has put

down an oil-gas engine 10 h.p. and a new Blackman

drier.—

TEA IN INDIA.

(Fro)ii the Plcmfer, Aj))!! 13.)

Sylhet has every promise of a good season, if they
only escape hail. Manufacture has now commenced
on most giU'dens, although this district is generally

pretty late at commencing.
An invoice of seventy chests from the Central

Terai gardens is one of the first andvals of the new
season’s tea in Calcutta.

Our Dehra Dun correspondent writes :
—“ I have

been told that several gardens have suspended pluck-

ing for the time being, as the bushes are lianging
back so much on account of the sudden fall i)i the
temperature that they appear to be at a perfect

standstill.”

Our Ranchee correspondent writes;—“The thermo-
meter has been up to 94°. This was on the 5th

April, and on that day the wet and dry thermometers
showed a difference of 2(1 degrees. During March
rain threatened several times, but it did not come
down in useful quantities. Altogether it looks doubt-
ful whether this will be a good season for quantity,
and as there was a severe drought up to the etid

of May last year, another drought may bo serious-

and do some harm to tea bushes. Since 1890 each
alternate year has had short rainfall up to the end of

May. In 1891 and 1893 heavy rain fell early in the
year, but the rule seems to be changed now.”

CACAO PLANTS IN DOMINICA.
The following letter received from the Lasoye dis-

trict of Dominica may be of interest to intending
cacao planters.

Melville Hall, Dominica, 25th October, 1894.
Dear Mr. Barber,—I send herewith the measure-

ments of the cacao planted by inyself on this estate,
tlie rapid growth of which wilL I feel sure, be of inter-
est to you.
The height of stem from ground to fork is 2 feet 1

inch ; length of main branches 2 feet 0 inches : length
of first laterals 1 foot 2 inches ; stem circumference,
at base, 3r inches, near fork 3 inches : length of longest
leaf 13 inches.

The seed frmn which this tree was grown was ob-
tained from the Botanical Station on October Itli of
last year and planted by myself a week later. It is the
nearest approsich to theUriollo variety growing at the
Station, the pod being similar but seed rather larger.
Originally grown in a bamboo pot it was planted out
five montlis later.

Many trees of the same lot are taller, and with the
fork

;
but the one of which 1 send measurements is the

most forward.
Trusting this may be of interest and with kind

regards,—Yours faithfully, H. W. Gray Hutton.
This is a case of very rapid growth, and from the

measurements a very healthy and well shaped tree.
It is of interest to note that there are many parts on
the windward coast of Dominica w'here cacao would
grow excellently, provided that ordinary precautions
were taken to shield the plants from blasts of wind
down or up the valleys and the steady sea breeze.
There is practically no cacao grown along the coast
from Hampstead to the ueiglibourhood of Boetica.
Many of the valleys which are now out of cultivation
could easily be placed under cacao, i)rovidcd that
advantage were taken of the protected portions and
additional tree-belts placed where necessary. No shade
trees of any kind are needed in Dominica excepting
for very young cacao plants.

Many plantations in the neighbourhood of Vieille
Case are unprotected from wind. 'I’lie effect of this is
seen in the blasted appearance of the outer trees which
ontheother hand form a hedge forthoso within.
As to the kind of cacao for Dominica there can be

no doubt that, if properly tended, there is none to
equal a good Forastero. This kind has been persis-
tently sold by the Botanical Station during the
last three yeai's. The plants sent out, with the
solitary exception of the tree bearing the variety
mentio)ied in Mr. Hutton’s letter, arc of one kind
being obtained from a singularly successful and
luiifoni) plantation in Montserrat,
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Up to tlie middle of last )'eav there had been distri"

biited from the Botanical Station 1()15 plants in pots,

and 47,070 seeds of this one variety. The object of

this has been to try and improve the quality of the

Dominica product, at the same time giving it uniformity

of sanijile.

The great quantity of cac.ao now shipped is settlers'

cacao of the Calabacillo kind. The trees are very
hardy and hear well. They thrive with little care and
bear profusely. The beans are however very flat,

dark and bitter, and it is almost impossible to prepai'e

a good sample It rests %vith the planters of Domi-
nica whether they will go on improving the general

sample of the Island by continued planting of a good
hardy kind, or allow the cultivation to sink back to its

level of settlers’ cacao by planting the old local variety.

—Aijrirultilrul Joiinial.

THE KITTUL PALM.
The Wine Palm or Kittul Palm attains a height

of 50 or 60 feet, and is remarkable for the peculiar

form of the leaflets, which have been compared to

those of our common IMaiden Hair Fern. The leaves

themselves are from 18 to ‘20 feet long. It is a native

of Ceylon and India, growing in forests in the hilly

districts where teak and the wild mango abound.
The Kittul fibre of commerce is prepared from

the sheathing leaf-stalk
;

it is used as a sub.stitute

for bristles for making brushes, baskets, etc. The
value is from 34d. to lOd per lb. It is said that

in Ceylon ropes made from the fibre are used for

tying elephants. Roxburgh says it is highly valuable

to the natives of the countries where it grows. “It
yields during the hot season an immense quantity of

toddy, or palm-wine. I have been informed that the

best trees will yield at the rate of one hundred pints

in the 24 houi's. The pith or farinaceous part of the

trunk of old trees is said to be equal to the best

sago
;
the natives make it into bread, and boil it

into thick gruel
;

these form a great part of the

diet of the people, and during a famine they suffered

little while the trees lasted. I have reason to believe

this substance to be highly nutritions."

The Wine Palm ends its existence by flowering.

The fk’st flower stalk appears at the top of the tree,

as soon as that has done flow'ering, another appears
lower down, and so on, till the last one blossoms at

the foot of the trunk, proclaiming that the death
of the tree is near at hand. These flower-spikes hang
down in large bunches, producing quantities of

round, reddish berries. The w'ood is strong and dur-

able, used for agricultural purposes, water conduits

and buckets .
—huJian Aijncnlfurixt, May 1st.

PIONEEUIXU AND TEA PLANTING AND
MISSION WORK IN A.SSAM FRONTIER.
From the letter of the Rev. .1. A. (Irah.ani of

the Scottish Mission.aiy, (hite<l Naya Sylee Tea
Estate, Dnoars, we (|Uote :is follows from “(Inild
Iflfe and NN'ork”:—
For the first time I have been on the Assam fron-

tier, and so touched our most eastern boundary.
There would not have been much object in going there
before this year, for theii one woidd have found no-

thing save huge grass jungle land. But a few months
have changed all. Now, on the banks of the Sankos,
which is the dividing river, is a young Scotchman

—

Mr. Craig, known to East Kilbride Guildsmen—and
with him a band of Nepali, Mechi, Nagpuri, and
Santhali coolies, all busy converting the haunt of the
tiger, the elephant, the leopard, the rhinoceros, the
wild cow and buffalo, the deer and the pea-fowl, into

a prosperous tea-garden, to supply you folks at home
with the cup that cheers. I am staying with Mr.
Craig’s neighbour, Mr Murray (brother of the Minister
of Greyfriars, Aberdeen). They two have charge of
many thousands of acres of fine virgin soil for your
Glasgow firm of Duncan Brothers. It gives a fine

example of British enterprise and pluck to see a
fellow-countryman go out with his tent into the
forest and begin to carve out of the wilderness a
smiling tea-garden. Rough, hard work it is to begin,
but in three years he probably has the pleasure of

seeing his own substantial bungalow and great fac*
tory in the midst of l,<X)0or 1,.500 acres of tea. And
as we rode the last part of the w.ay on Mr. Murray's
elephant, one could not but marvel too at the power
of man over the wild beasts around; for there was
that huge animal, who but a few years ago would
be roaming at will over those very plains, now con-
trolled with the utmost precision by a single man.
During the last two years over 300 elephants have
been caugdrt by Government in the Dooars part of
our district. All along the foot of the hills I have
met occasional members of our Church. At Ranga-
muth, about 30 miles west of the Sankos, is stationed
.Titman, the evangelist of the Foreign Mission to
Bhutan, sunported by the native Christians themselves.
We have .also a school, and I had the pleasure of
baptizing there a woman and two children. Two
days .ago Naiman, the Dooars catechist for the Nag-
puris, met me at Piskor, where there are nearly
thirty Nagpuri Christians, and after a delightful
service we baptized three persons who had been a
year on probation. In the earlier part of the jour-
ney Dilbir, the Nepali Dooars catechist, accompanied
me, and we had some baptisms. Every night we
have a magic-lantern exhibition for the coolies of
the garden where we happen to be staying

;
and on

Sundays we have services for the planters. At yes-
terday’s service in Mr. Oliver’s (Nagrakata) fifteen

of us met together. Not the least pleasant part of
such a tour as this is the meeting with so many
planters in their own homes. In every bungalow
one finds a hearty welcome—for a planter’s hospital-
ity is proverbial—and in all districts are Scotsmen

!

Not, indeed, that they surpass in hospitality those
who hail from south of the Tweed or across the
channel ! This morning I am starting up the .lal-

dacca River, through Bhutan, to visit Dongbu’s people
at Tode, and to baptize some others of his house-
hold. A planter friend is to accompany me for three
days on foot.

Mr. Graham seems to be the right man in the
riglit j)lace.

TEA MERCHANTS.
These tea merchants seem to have their day the

same as with other trades. Formerly it was .John
Rose and Co. Then for a time we heai'd of nothing
but Horninian, followed by Cooper, Cooper and Co.,
and then “ Mazawatte.’’ Twenty years ago the name
of Lipton was not even known, and now he tops
the lot. The others, we have no doubt, are all flourisli-

ing, but we do not hear so much of them .—London
Pai>er.

M'OOD FOR TEA-BOXES.
A large quantity of “shooks” are imported

from .Iai)an : they belong to .some coniferous
wood, probably Cn/ptomeria Japan ica, and though
tliey cost rather more th.an Simul at the outset,

nevertheless, ,as they are tlioroughl}' sea.soned .and

ready for dove-t.ailing, they can all be utilised

witliout .any loss. Consignments of what is known
in the tr.ade .as “sjuaice” .are received from Van-
couver's Island, .and some redwood, probably a
kind of Dijiferocarpns, comes from Ilurma. At
first sight it m.ay seem strange that witli her
barge forest .area Assam should have to depend
for the tea-box woods from distant countries,
but it is essenti.al among other conditions that
for a wood to come into practical use on a large
sc.ale the tree which yields it must be greg.arious

;

it will never pay to employ a wootl which is

only found scattered here .and there. Thus,
though there are in the Dehra Dun forests seve-

r.al trees adapted for tea-boxes, it is jirobable

that the planters of that district will eventually
use either spruce or silver fir from the neigh-
bouring Himal.ajaan forests, .as soon as their avail-

able supply of mango trees has been exhausted,
—Tivihcr Trades Journal, April 20,
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l‘LAXTIN(t IN Kl.ANC, JSELANCiOlJ, STILVITS SETTLEMENTS.
o—

(Froiti tlie Schi»;/or Coirnunait Gazette, April 26.)

KSTATKS OK AX ACltJCAliK OF 100 ACKlvS 01! OVER.
Area in Acres.

Xame of Estate. Nature of Cultivation.

'J'riiinKle*

Treniell)yr

Batu Unjor*

Highland*
J.owlaiiils'*

Klaus
Forlorn Hope'*

Beverlac

.leans EnsHiu
Et)or

Enterprise
(ilennvirie

Starleil in 1801.

Cotfee

Coil'eeanil pepper

Cotfee, s.iso, ami vegetables

(!offee ..

Do
Do
Do
Do

! toffee, etc.
Do

I'otfee

Coffee
Do etc.

Coffee ami pepper

Coffee

T.apioca
1’i‘pper

Coffee ami pepper
Do

I’roprietors.

ICl.AXG.
T H Hill
•f R Rodgers
E Treweeke and H

fUelbye
Lim S.vee Keng and

Dug Chee .Siew.

.

K Tambusuuy I’illay

and I.ok Yew
'V W llailev

l>o

A. For.sytli

II A \V Aylesbury .

.

Managers

T Gibson

B Nissen

Lim .Swee Keng

Syed Mohained
A IValker
Do

II Inniss
F A Tovnbee

Under
Total Culti-

vation.

•2,.'i00

500

516

1,781

619
300
300
500

60

110*

280

54

1

6 I

.50

. II \V 11 Coiuining
A Walker, G K Rrior Asst.

320
\V Forsythe T H Hill 328
Ila.ji Mohained Tahir llaji Ahdiilralnnan .

.

353 373*
• • Do Do 104 1048

llaji Xacoda U.sop .. llaji Sainsudin 323 300
lU KlT HA.JAII.

• . 11 II Tunku Dia Udin Sheik Ahdnl .Mohet .. 2,004 300
. . Ila.ji .Mohained Tahir llaji Ahdulraliiiian .

.

103 5011
Gil Stephenson A

Brothers F Stephenson
Kairan bin Tanisair,.

2.50 3211
Kairan hin Tanisair. 100 45
DA.MANSARA.

Kow Soon Kiat 3,000 800
.. G 11 Ste|)hen.son A

Brothers 1’ Stephenson 40) 21
II lliittenbach A Co. F ,\ llurtli 443 62‘*

„ l).> Do 563 85*1

Total.. 16,295 2,786

The following prophetic forecast by Mr. Swetten-
ham in the Selangor Administration Report for 18.S7

may be of interest :
—“ The Klang District, however,

bids fair to le.ad the State in matters agricultural,
and it is a .subject for congratulation that tlie

principal port of Selangor and the terminus of the
railway should possess such solid attractions for
capitalists and peasants.”

It is trne the capitalist and peasant have docked
to the Kuala Lumpur District, but Klang easily
leads the rest of the State as an agricultural district.

Klang has become a regular home to the Javanese,
their numbers here steadily increasing year by year.

Quiet, steady, frugal, hardworking people, they offer

.a i^leasing contrast to the casual Malay in the way
they clear, drain, plant and weed their coffee gardens.
Even the Chinamen who have embarked in coffee

keep their land weeded, even if they do plant kliidi

between the young plants for the first year or two.
But as for the Malay, he has no thought for the
morrow, and calmly allows his young plants to grow
up amongst lalang bacause he is too lazy to work.
To report on the progress of cultivation is simply

ty say that Europeans, .Javanese, Chinese and Malays
who hold land in the Klang District arc pilanting
it up with coffee as fast as their means will allow
them.
Ko new pepper has been planted, owing to the

low price of pepper, which has been steadily going
down in the market for the last five years, until pep-

per estate proprietors seem on the veige of ruin.

To sum up the position of Klang as a field

for coffee planting, we find ‘2,710 acres of land in

the Klang Miikim have been taken up by Euro-
peans during the year. Twelve blocks of virgin

forest land amounting in all to acres have
been surveyed and will be offered for sale by
))ublic auction at an early date. The area of cus-

tomary native ho'dings has increased from 8,.516

acres in 1S98 to 4,570 acres in 181)4, and there are

three demarcators now in the field with enough
work to last them for a year. The Selangor Coffee

Curing and Trading Company has established itself
here to buy up and prepare the coffee berry for the
market, and is already reported to be working at
a profit. Coffee is the King of Klang.

TEA AMD OVEK-PKODUCTION.
A correspondent of the EmiU.s-htimn lias taken

up the |tarable of the tea jd.anter and tiie limited
lujirket wliiuU has heen so earnestly |>reaehe<l of
late in ( eylon, and nrge.s the ahsohite nece.ssitj'
there is for India to e.vtend lier ni.arket for tea
if tlie industry is to jirosper. From tliis it would
appe.ar tliat tlie ov'er- prod action .scare lia* spread
to tills country, and it is just as well perhaps
that it has, for there can he little doubt that
Indian phanters have been too long content to let
their produce imsh itself. With the keen coin-
petition there now is, India must he uji and doin<'
with the rest, and if the “sc.are” h.as the effect
of rousing the country out of its lethargy well
and good .

—Madma Timex.

IiiK llAfi.WAV To India.—

I

n the Contem-
poranj liemew for April, Mr. C. E. D. Black-
law' revives the project of a Railway from the
Meditfti I anean to India. He pro])o.ses to con-
nect I ort .Said and K’nrrachee through Syria
I crsia and I’.eliichistan on the Indian broad
.gauge 2,;i()0 miles at ,T.-),(JU0 a mile or ,£12,0l)(),0(K)
in al -with t:3,U0(),()00 for rolling stock, or
lj> millmn sterling in all. We have not the
slightest doubt that this, or some other jiroject,
will ere long he taken in hand. We are' en-
tering on a new era of “Railway Coiistruc-
tion inore e.siiecially to serve the' iiitere.sts of
tlie liritish hnnpire, and before the new century
is very ohl it will be po.ssihle to travel froili
i iiiombo to Fort .Said all the way by rail.

75 acres coffee, and 35 acres pepper, f Felling and (Iraiiiing in hand. {

25 acres, fruit trees 76 acres, g ColTee ill! acres, fruit trees 8 aces. •] Coffee
acres. j|

Coffee 15 acres, pepper 17 acres. ' Coffee 25 acres, pepper 37 acres.

( oftee 182 acres, arecanut 70 acres coconut
;!0 acres, arecaniits 15 acres, fnnt tree.s 5
ft Coffee 45 acres, pepper 40 acres,
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I’vOI.LTXd TKA.

TO THE EDITOll OF “ THE PLANTER.’’

Sip,—As economy will be the chief feature of tea-

making in the future, it is not too soon to enquire

whether the present rolling machines are all that can

be desired. The “ Rapid ” roller has proved to be
the favourite, as well as the latest evolution in roll-

ing machines, but it takes its time, and it takes

plenty of power. You can’t get much of a roll on
leaf under 30 minutes rolling whether done once or

twice, and I have an idea that some of the old

bag machines would work more quickly, although
perhaps they will not put the same twist on to the

leaf. It would be interesting to get statements of

the relative power of bag machines and box machines,
in mashing the leaf up to a certain stage, because
I think it highly prooable that the bag machines
would prove more economical up to a certain point.

It is doubtful, and extremely improbable, that

the former can ever supersede the latter, but it may
prove to be a very valuable help in preparing leaf

for rolling, as well as for finishing off the coarser

leaf separated bj' sieves after the first roll. The
packing of the leaf into bags would form a con-
venient means of transporting in to the rollers, and
five minutes mashing would possibly bring the leaf

into as forward a stage as ten minutes in a box
machine.

I know that the first idea on reading this will

be that bag machines are sufficiently proved to

impair the quality of the tea, and I have no doubt
myself that for the whole operation the box machines
turn out a tea of superior quality, but I urge the
point solely on the score of economy, and I believe

that the very slight (if any} deterioration of quality

entailed by a few minutes pounding in a bag, would
not be noticed by present-day brokers and that it

would not reduce prices by the smallest fraction.

To any small estate which conteuqjlates increas-

ing the number of its rolling machines I think
that it would prove economical to purchase a bag
machine. 1874.

BRITISH NEW GUINEA AS A PLAN-
TATION COLONY.

liY .SIR W. M.VC(iHKfiOR, K.C.M.d., M.I).

(Extracts from Address in the Town Hall, Man-
chester, March 8th, 1803.)

When I was invited to read a paper before this

Society it was intimated to me that it would be
desirable that it should touch chiefly the commercial
aspects of British New Guinea, while at the same
time the more purely scientific questions connected
with that place should not be altogether forgotten.

In trying to comply with this, we shall therefore,

consider briefly the country and its surroundings,
its people, its present exports, and its potential pro-

ductions.
Speaking roughly, the island of New Guinea, with

its attached small groups, extends from the 129° to

the 135° of East Longitude, and from the equator
to the 12° of South Latitude. Only something more
than a quarter of the great island belongs to the
British Empire, but even this fnxction is larger
than the island on which we now stand.

The latitude of the colony, it is worth while to

remember, is frotn 3° to 12° South—in other words,
it is as far from the equator as it is possible for

it to be without entering the hurricane zone, a
position which, from an economic point of view, must
be considered the best possible for a tropical colony.
Beginning at the east end of the Possession, on

the mainland, a lofty range of mountains, running
towards the north-west, goes from practically one
end to the other, presenting many heights of 5,000
to 10,000ft., and attaining in Mount Victoria, the
highest point of the grand and magestic Owen
Stanley Range, an altitude of 13,000ft. This great
mountain system is wooded, is generally steep, and
is to a large extent uninhabitable. On account of
their height, their great extent from east to west,
and their dense covering of vegetation, they are
generally cloud-capped some part of the day ip .all

seasons, and collect an immense amount of rain,
which sends down rivers that are numerous and great
out of proportion to the area of the country.
The broadest part of the island of New Guinea

is near the longitude of the British-Dutch boundary.
Naturally, therefore, our largest rivers occupy that
end of the colony. These are the Fly and the Purari.
The Fly opens into the sea some 130 miles east
from the Dutch boundary, but it trends towai-ds the
north-west, and brings down a large amount of water
from Dutch and German New Guinea. It is
navigable to a steam launch for nearly 300 miles.
Gold is found in its sands as soon as tliose are met
with, after an ascent of over 400 miles. There may
be some land fifty to eighty miles from its mouth fit

for cultivation by Europeans, but this would require
special examination. The Purari like the Ply, is

not very inviting to the land seeker, though it is

hoped that from it we may obtain good service-
able co.al, as it traverses a great sandstone dis-
trict in which specimens of excellent coal
have been found. But good land for growing
sugar cane, corn, or any similar crop ; also good
sites on low wooded hills for coffee, tea, and products of
that kind are obtaina')le on several of the gulf rivers,
with good water carriage to the spot. In connection
with these sago manufactories could be established
on some of the rivers, for there are extensive tracts
of sago trees that are not required or used by any
natives, and that, in fact, having no owner become
Crown property and could be sold or let to any
suitable company.
Further east there are many small rivers and salt-

w'ater inlets, affording water-carriage, and often with
good alluvial and liilly land wliirli would be con-
venient for the planter, and which could be obtained
without encroaching on the native or alienating their
goodwill in any way.
The north-east coast has three fine rivers, on two of

which there is a large amount of sago available for the
manufacturer, and the country near thehills is in every
way extremely pleasant. The islands would supply some
very good places for coconut plantations, but they
would for other products probably be inferior to the
mainland. Generally it may be said that the inte-
rior of the country is mountainous

;
that in front of

the mountains in the western quarter the country
is low and swampy, and that elsewhere, between the
mountains and the sea, there are practically all
kinds of soils and positions.
During the period from November to May winds

are unsteady and northerly
;

the temperature is

then highest and thunderstorms are of daily re-
currence. From June to November a fresh south-
east wind blows in from the ocean. The great masses
of rock forming the central chain of mountains are
so protected by their dense covering of vegetation
that they do not become heated by the sun’s rays,
and they always produce cool currents of air at night.
The heat is thus not great for the latitude of the
country, probably hardly ever over 90° Fah. in
the shade, usually about five to ten degrees below
that. Probably white men could hardly work con-
tinuously in the sun, but the hardy diggers toil on
all day in the Louisiade group, being, however,
generally protected from the sun by the forest
in which they work. The natives have to do a
good deal of labour in some places in order to live,
but they do not work steadily, and naturally do not
feel ill-effects from the climate.
The principal form of sickness is fever, which is

of a more tractable and less severe type than
tropical fevers generally are. If reasonable care is
exercised it would not interfere to any serious
extent with planting operations, whilst dysentery,
ophthalmia, venerial diseases, and other contagious
maladies would cause neither loss nor trouble, unless
these maladies are introduced from beyond the colony.
It is only reasonable to suppose that it could hardly
be a favourable place for white children, and
probably it is not, speaking generally, a country in
which European families should be reared. It is
more a country for outdoor lalmur by coloured men
under white supervision. But under cover a Euorpean
can work at anything without detriment.
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PROBUCTS.

The total value of the exports entered at the
Custom House in the year ending 30th June, 1804,
was, in round numbers, t‘l,'),0(K). To this should pro-
bably be added t‘8,000 or tTO,000, representing the
value of the pearls not declai-ed outwards. One of
the first items to notice is trepang. Its value was
i'1,714. It may be pointed out at once that the
boundai’v of (Queensland as at present fixed extends
across the straits to within a hundred atid fifty yards
of New Guinea, and thus cuts off the fishing ground
on the west that should naturally belong to the
Possession. In addition to the economic unfairness
of this distribution, it gives rise to the awkward fact
that officers of the New Colony cannot visit the
western part of the Possession without entering
(Queensland jurisdiction. The (Queensland boundary
was fixed before the annexation of British New
Guinea, and (Queensland is now prepared to rectify
it. This will add something to the value of the
fisheries in the west. The reefs have been fished
for years for trepang, and it will in any case
only remain as a small industry and not capable of
much expansion. Copra was exported to near the
value of t'3,000. This should, in time to come, be
an export of great dimensions. The coconut tree is

in all countries most a.t home near to the sea, and
it happens that the Possession has an enormous sea
frontage, reaching according to the estimate made
in the office of the Surveyor General of (Queensland,
something over 3,500 miles. This, of course, includes
the sea frontage of both the mainland and the
islands. There is no part of the colony in which
this tree does not seem to thrive. It certainly bears
well up to an altitude of over 3,000 ft. It has boon
planted from time immemorial by the natives, Imt
only on a very small scale in most places. Various
reasons have tended to keep the groves small. A
weak tribe would only have excited the cupidity and
hostility of stronger tribes by growing large quantities.
On the other hand, several powerful tribes have
valuable plantations. In other places they were cut
down as acts of war, a manifestation of powder not
quite unknown to white men in dealing with natives.
In certain districts, again, a man’s coconut trees
were cut down as a mark of grief when he died, or
of joy on the birth of his firstliorn. To a largo ex-

tent these destructive practices have been checked,
and all that is possible is b.'ing done to urge the
natives to extend their plantations. A native regu-
lation has been introduced into operation in the more
settled districts to make compulsory the planting of
a minimum number of coconuts.
A few Europeans are also forming plantations.

Some of the trees planted at the Government station
in the Mekeo di.strict were flowering before they were
quite three years old, but it would not be safe to count
on a crop under six or eight years. There is prac-
tically unlimited land available for this cultivation,
which might be entered into on a large or small scale.

It has already been pointed out that the colony lies

just outside the hurricane zone. The advantage that this

affords in coconut planting, for example, over such
places as Fiji, Samoa, and J'onga is enormous. A large
coconut plantation in British New Guinea when once
in bearing would provide one with a perennial source
of income. In no country are the trees more pro-
lific

;
perhaps no other colony we possess offers equally

good and extensive opportunities for conducting tliis

industry to high figures. It is a cultivation that
could be advantageously carried on by men of even
limited capital, though it should not be taken up by a
moneyless man. X person who could eai n money by
fishing or trading part of the year, while devoting his

sparb time to planting, could in a few years work him-
self into a coconut plantation if he liad ordinary good
fortune and a small capited to start with.

Gold to the value of L'.'i.bOi) was entered outward.
This was sent from the islamls of Misima and Tagula
in the Loui'-i.adns. Of course the amount entered at

the custom house docs not truly, represent the
(piantity actually olit.aincd, hut tlie work carried on
is only on a very small scale. The gold ha.s l)cen found
by laboriously washing tlie sand and gravel in the

luunerous creeks that nu'andor in the forcA and those

have been nearly washed out. There is some reason
to expect that gold-bearing reefs may be discovered.

Several good veins of auriferous quartz are known,
but they are thin and have not, so far as tested,

appeared to gain in thickness with depth. On
Misima the diggers emplov natives to work at sluicing

at so much a day, hut on Tagula the natives have been
setting up on their own account, and wash out gold
for themselves.
The search for gold is extremely difficult, owing to

the denseness of the forest and the rough and
rugged nature of the hills. Strong traces of

gold are found on the upper Ely ; they are also

met with on the Purari, Tjakekamu, Anga-
bunga, Goldie, Vanapa, and Mambare rivers. In
the east end it has been seen at Yela or

Rossel Island, at Duan and Goodenough Islands, and
also at some other places. It is an arduous and diffi-

cult journey to ascend the sti'ong-running rivers to

the hill disti'icts in which this gold is most gene-
rally met with, and it will be a long period before

the Possession can be even roughly prospected.
In a count.iy that would be trying for the wives

and children of white men the gold industry would
not be of so much advantage as in a country like

Australia or New Zealand, which are from their geo-

graphical position the permanent homes of the white
race. Still it could not fail to be of some use to even
British New Guinea, although it would not proba-

bly add very much to permanent settlement. The
Government has had good reason to be satisfied

with the ti-eatment of the natives by the dig-

gers from Australia, who ai'e a law-abid-

ing, hard-working sot of men, takiiig them
as a whole. The only regret is that the

extremely limited moans of the (Tovernment renders
it impossible to offer them any s)>ecial facilities. It

is at best only a fugitive industry in New Guinea,
audit the (Toverumont had any money to devote to

the cncour.agenient of any industries, thos<' of a per-

manent nature, like agriculture, would deserve a pre-

ference. Now that the search for gold has been taken
up bv the native on his own account, the finding of

gold on a small scale will probably never die out, but
the native may very likely, sooner or later, lead us on
to more extensive deposits. Pearl shell was procured
to the value of 1;3,3()(). This article is found over a
great area of fishing ground in the eastern waters,

but uufortunatelv the sea is often from twenty to

thirty fathoms deep where the best shell is found.
Several attempts have been made to improve the
diving gear, so ns to make it safe for picking up shell

at those depths, and if this could only be done the

pearl shell fishery of the colony would be a valu-

able one. The waters of the Possession would
seem to be well adapted for farming the shell.

The ))earls have generally been found in shallow
water shells, mostly in the Kiriwina group, not so

much in the ordinary pearl shell although found
there also. They are obtained by > atives, who will

soon exhaust the fishery as the shell is easily

reached. Probably this shell would he the best one
procurable for the cultivation of pearls, as its home
is in a small depth of water and it produces many
pearls.

Of sandal wood 3'21 tons, valued at left the
colony. The inai-ket for this article appears to be
limited—less than Western Australia alone could sup-

ply. It is found in the Possession near shipping ports,

andlabonr is cheaji, so that with average price.s it can
be worked on a small scale at a profit. The supply
there, as in all other sandal wood countries, is easily

exhaustible, but it will remain a small industry for

some time, and will no doubt be taken u)) by the natives
on th(‘ii own behalf.
The value of imports was T‘28,5(X), making a total

trade for the year of € 13.51)0.

The princijial items imported were: Food stuffs.

t’7,181 ;
dra])c,ry, L'2.iirt7

;
tobacco and cigars. ,i'3.1l85 ;

hardware, .T3.ic>2; beverages, Tl,7(>0; and building

materials, t'2,8S',).

Food stuffs consist chiefly of rice, meat, and biscuits,

imported from Australia.
Drapery is beginning to '.be used'by the natives in

certain districts, bnt it will be many years before they
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all take to the shirt or loin cloth; those who can afford

it take kindly to a jacket and trousers.

They are very fond of tobacco, and in all dis-

tricts where it is known they prefer the imported
American t)ade article to the home-grown variety,

which is simply dried in single leaves, and
is not nearly so powerful as the manufactured trade

tobacco. No doubt this will for along time to come
continue to be a growing import as we approach
new tribes.

The use of hardware is steadily e.xtending, but
there are probably hundreds of tribes in the in-

terior who do not yet know the use of iron, but
who will use it in a few years.

The native has only a small share in the beverages
and building materials imported.

rOTENTIAL CArABILITIES.

To you, perhaps the most interesting, because the
most practical, question is. What are the potential
capabilities of the country Gan capital be ad-
vantageously laid out there ?

i believe that money could be employed there to the
benefit of the capitalist and to the advantage of

the people.

In the fishery this could probably best be done
by combining the ordinary diving operations for pearl
shell with the farming of leased areas of sea bottom
for the cultivation of sponges, pearl shell, and the
pearl-bearing shell of Kiriwina. The ordinary
fishing grounds have not been prospected with any
care, but there certainly are many places where
these cultivations could be favourably carried on.
The Sponge used by the natives of Yela Island in the
Louisiades for washing the face is a good one, and
there is a great lagoon therefor the location of sites

for cultivation. The men engaged in looking after

these establishments could be employed also in the
ordinary pearl shell fishery when not required at

the stations. The Go .ernment would be prepared to

lease areas for this purpose on very easy terms.
The search for goll is a matter that each person

must decide for himsdf. The probabilities are that
there are other districts than Misima and T gula that
would yield payable gold, but it is at best an
uncertain and usually short-lived industry, best
worked by tnose having local experience. Capital
should be put into it only on the deliberate advice
of men thoroughly competent to express an opinion
in each given case.

The search for gutta-percha and allied products
seems to show that a profitable industry could be
opened up in that line. Some examples that have
been tested have been pronounced of superior quality.

These articles are obf a ned from a number of different

trees that are found over a widely extended area.
The great want hithe.to has been the presence of
skilled labour to start the industry. A few hands
would have to be brought from some country where
this work is already e ;tablished. Alluvial land could
be obtained that woull be suitable for the cultivation
of rubber trees. The introduced variety is tliriving

splendidly at Port Moresby.
A cultivation that could in all probability be ad-

vantageously cultivated there would be sisal hemp.
For tnree or four years efforts had been made to
obtain this plant from the Bahamas

;
but this could

not be done, as that colony apparently wished to
retain a monopoly of this cultivation. The Govern-
ment of Queensland has, however, recently succeeded
ill obtaining a large number of the jilants, from
which New Guinea is being supplied. Plants very
nearly related to this one, if they are not indeed
indentical, already flourish at Port Moresby. With
rich soil, land at two shillings and six pence an
acre, and with cheap local labour, this cultivation
could be made profitable in the colony, if it can be
nmde so anywhere. It is not likely tliatit could be
advantageously grown in Australia, unless there is a
great fall of w'ages there. It would seem to be well
adapted, however, in every w.ay for British New Guinea.
As already mentioned, there is great sco]ic for

the cultivation of the coconut. It is one of the
slowest, but one of the surest form of tropical
ciUtivatioji, prgvide^ that it js iq ^ country which,

like British New Guinea, is outside the hurricane
zone. No doubt the most profitable way of working
copra will be by direct shipment to Europe. Hitherto
it has been sent to Australia, to be carried thence to
Europe by reshipment, usually by steamer. But
the quantity obtainable will soon be sufficient to
allow of direct shipment by sailing vessel, which
would greatly reduce expenses connected with
freight. Lhe copra trade of the Solomon Islands
could probably' be brought by way of Samarai for the
same direct transport. There are a few unoccupied
islands in the east end which are adapted for small
plantations of this kind, and land suited for it is
obtainable at many places on the other islands and
on the mainland. Very favourable sites could be had
lor converting the coconut into oil, butter, and coir
yarn. There is undoubtedly in this industry a good
field for the investment of capital. It is a cultivation
that can be well combined with others.
For growing tea and coffee, land in large quantity

is procurable at any altitude that may be desired, and
oil almost any kind of soil. Tea and coffee, both of
Arabian and Liberian kinds, are already in bearing in
the Possession, and both free of coffee leaf disease
The introduction of further coffee seeds and plants has
been prohibited by taw in order to prevent the importa-
tion of disease Healthy seeds and plants can be ob-
tained by the planter on the spot.
Vanilla grows luxuriantly, and suitable land can be

had for its cultivation in abundance.
Few things would seem to offer a more inviting

outlet than the cultivation of tobacco in New Guinea.
The plant that has long been domesticated is,
though small, perhaps one of the finest that can
be grown. It has probably come from the
Malayan archipelago, as it has certainly reached the
very heart of the island, from 5° of South Latitude
on the Fly River to as far east as the Owen Stanley
Range

;
but it is still unknown to the north-east

coast, and was, until quite lately, not grown on the
islands. Very high rates have been offered in the
market for the unmanufactured loaf. Like the coco-
nut, it is a cultivation well known to the great ma-
jority of the natives, and it is a healthy and long
established production of the country. It presents
a very favourable opening for enterprise.

Rice has been grown by the Sacred Heart Mission
on a small scale, but sufficient to show that it thrives
and bears admirably. For swamp rice, or for any
other wet growing crop, there is a great field in the
colony, for it contains more than enough of swamDv
land of all kinds.

JLu oCUIXlo

nufactured profitably by estabhshm’euts erected
on the Likekamu, Mamb.are, and Kumusi, and
perhaps at other places. Native-made sago would
would not be suitable for refining, because it is often
prepared with bracki.sh water, and is never rewashed
Sago-making apparatus w'ould have to be erected as far
up the river as possible, on account of the supply of
fresh water. This also would be an industry that
would bo readily understood by natives.
Land suitable for growing sugar-cane on a lao-e scale

could certanily be had at several places. As V 'very
great v.ariety of sugar-canes has been cultivated
trom tune imniemorial by the natives, all over the
Possession, this plant is thoroughly at home there
and clearly grows to perfection. As the country is not
troubled by hurricanes the chief danger to guard
against would be from floods, a contingency that
should be borne in mind in selecting land. No
doubt a considerable amount of local labour could be
obtained for growing cane and manufacturing sugar
but probably it would be advantageous to
h.ave a permanent nucleus of more skilled
labour in such an establishment, from India or
elsewhere. There are strong racial and economic
reasons against the introduction of those peoplesmto xiustralia,^ but these do not apply to British New
Cruiu 0 ;^, M-hich IS uot, *ind never Cixu be, a "white nicin’a
colony in the same sense as Australia.

It IS said, however, that the sugar to" be grown iff
Austmlayiix this or next year will sai’licc for Austra*
lasiaii wants. If this is so a furthe'r e?xXension of the
sugar-cane industry ii^ that part th$ world peceg,
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sitates looking for a European or American market.
British New (j-uinea, free from huiricanes, with land
for next to nothing, with local labour and convenient
access to shipping, should bo able to compete success-
fully on even terms with any other ])lace. either for
the Australasian or other market. It seems to be
more a question between cane and beet sugar than
between New Guinea and other colonies tliat grow
sugar-cane.
The central district would seem to be specially

suited for growing cotton. It is a dry place, the
rainfall probably varying from 40 to (SO inches, and
cotton seems to thrive well there. It would be tedi-

ous, and quite unnecessary, to pursue further all the
different kinds of cultivation that could be followed
in the colony. Practically, anything that can be
grown in a tropical country could grown there,

so great is the diversity of soil, elevation, and
rainfall.

It may be stated, shortly, that there are traders

enough in the country already for all the present
products. What is wanted now is the man who
will raise new products, or extend the range of those
already existing.

To facilitate this the labour law has been made
as little onerous as possible. The natives would
.probably expect from 4. to (Id. a day with food
and lodging. No forced labour or levy of labour
can be granted by the Government, the policy of which
is to leave labour matters as free as is practicable in

the present condition of the native
; but, as already

mentioned, every reasonable encourasement would be
given towards employing the men in their own country,

it being clearly advantageous for them on social,

political, and economical considerations that this

should be done. The colony has no preferential

trading relations— is, in fact, debarred from having
such ;

and it has not granted, and probably would
not grant, any monopoly or excxrlsive privileges

to any individual or Company.
The tariff of customs dues is comparatively light.

Machinery and building materials are free, and the

same may bo said of shipping gear. Necessary arti-

cles of fool are f roe or are very lightly taxed, like rice,

for example, at 10s. a ton. sugar at 2s. 4d. a cwt., and
tea at 2d. a lb. Jluch trade tobacco is used in pay-

ing native labour, and the duty on that article is

Is. a lb. On hardware and drapery the duty is at

the rate of 10 per centum ad valorem.

Of the rainfall it may be said that in the cen-

tral district, near the coast, it is the lightest, appa-
rently from about 4il to 80 inches

;
while in the east

and west it rises to 120 inches, or more in some places.

Land can be bought only from those already hold-

ing it bv Crown grant, or from the Crown dii'ect.

If sold subject to reasonable improvement conditions

the price need not exceed 2s (id an acre. If alien-

ated by the Crown without conditions, the minimum
price per acre is: Eor agricultural land, lO.s; for

pastoral land. 2s; for trading or fishing ))urpo.sos,

£5; for coconuts. ,us.

It is advised that any person or company contem-
plating taking up any industry in Britis-h New Guinea
shoulcf begin by first of all visiting the country, or

sending some person there to do so, in order that

a competent and thorough examination should be

made on the spot before money is sunk in any
undertaking.
The Government certainly cannot in any way in-

demnify any person who may suffer from any enter-

prise iie may enter into there. In a new country

like British New Guinea it would be a real calamity

if private enterprise should turn out unfortunately.

The fitncHs of the place for any particular industry

should, therefore, from all points of view, be well

determined beforehand by a competent independent

authority. The best plan would probalxly Ijo to

send an experienced planter to examine and select

land, and to consider all other matters carefully on

the spot before commencing any active operations.

If such a person is sent there, and really means
business, the proliabilities are strong that he will

obtain what ho wants, and that, too, in districts

whore lif* and property would be as s.ife as it is

ia this city.

AGRICaLtllRISr. [JuLV I, 1895.

LUTON AND TEA IN AMEBICA AND
CALCUTTA.

Mr. l>])iton’s principal tea-buyer in Calcutta
liaving been detaclied to America to piisli (lie

new tea selling busine.s.s comnienceil (here, a tele-

gram has come from J>ondon intimating that it

is indispensable Mr. Duplock should attend the

opening tea sales of the .season in ('alcutta. Mr.
liuplock leaves on Weilne.sday next and will be
away six weeks, perhaps.

PROSECUTION FOB SELLING I.MPUBE
COFFEE.

At tlie Bradford M'est Biding Court, on Mon-
day, Christojiher B. Hill, grocer, Briggate,
Shipley, was summoned for having sold coffee

that was not of the nature demanded. Insi>ector

Banderson, one of the West Biding (’ounty
(Council officials, stated that on March loth he
received instructions to visit the defendant’s shoji

and ))urchase various arti(de.s. He did so, and
bought, amongst other .articles, a pound of coffee,

for which he paid Is 8d. When he had received

the goods he told the defendant’s wdfe, who had
supplied him with them, that they were for

analysis. She then said, “
I did not know they

were for analysis, or I should have given you
))ure coffee.” The witness found no label to in-

dicate that what he had bought was a mi.xture.

The coffee was weighed for him. Mr. Peel

:

You did not say pure coffee—you simply asked
for one pound of coffee? Inspector Randerson :

\ es. The witness added that he did not see the
canister, and did not see what words xvefe on it.

Inspector (Quinlan sLated that on March l.)th he
asked Insjxector Banderson to go into the defen-
dant’s shop and make some purchases. As soon
as the transaction was completed he entered the
shop, and the defendant’s wife w'as told that the
mixture w.as require<I for analysis. It was not
then denied that what h.ad been bought was a
mixture of coffee and chicory. The analysis
showeil that the mixture consisli ;d of .lO ]»er cent,

of coffee and .10 per cent, of chicory. The defen-
dent, in answer to the charge, said he bought
the business in November last, having h.ad no
previous experience of the grocery trade. M'lieu
lie took the shop over the valuation included a
small (juantity of coffee, between three and four
pounds and the coffee that was supplied to the
inspector was taken from this. He did not know
that the mi.xture had been solil to him .as impure
coffee

;
it was sold to him in the valu.ation as

coffee, and (he canister containing itw.as m.arked
“coffee.” He sometimes attended to the. shop,
but genei'.ally his wife looked after it. He <lid

not think she knew that the article supplied
was impure coffee. The chief business done at
the shop w.as in groceries and provisions. He
sold a quantity of te.a, but pr.actically no coffee.

In answer to the bench, Inspector (jtuinlan said
the shop was a very old-establislieil one, ami
was situated in the main street of Shipley. It

was a busy shop, and one of the (inest in that
particular district. The defendant, however, said
th.at where one person p.assed along the side of
the street where his .shop was situated a thousand
j).as.seil on the other siile. The shop, including a
liouse, was rented at only ,CI!) lUs. Mr. I’eel :

It cannot be very barge for that. In reply to
further (piestions Inspector (^tuinlan said that
the cost of chicory was from 6d to Sd per lb.

at the outsiile. Tlie jirice which he had paid for

the coffee— Is 8d—was a very good price. 'I’lie

defend.ant was ordered to pay a lino of 10s and
costs, the alternative lieing ten days’ imprison-
ment.—i/. it C. JIail, May 3rd,
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$oi|ti6spond6nGO.

To the Editor.

TEYLON PLANTATH )N.S AND THE LA H( )l’

R

(D’ESTION: THE VIEWS OK 'I'HE

(HIAIRMAN OK THE I’LAXTKItS'
ASSOCIATION.—No. I.

llelugas, Madulkello, Ceylon. May 11th.

Sir,—A time when every planter is as Imsy a.s he
can be, and when every one has as much as. or more
than, he can do to keep np with his hush, seems
a very unfavorable moment, to open a discussion on

the labour question. If coolies arc as scarce all over

the country, and coast advances universally as high,

as some of your correspondents indicate, the ques-

tion is, certainly one of the greatest importance to

the planting community. Nevertheless I submit that

its consideration by the P. A. should be delayed a

short time until members have a little leisure to con-

sider it.

It is all very well to come down with a cut and
dried scheme to bring fresh coolies into the country
for those who want them

;
but the N.D.P.A.’s scheme

has been launched without any attempt in the

first place to justify its e.vistence—in other words to

prove the preamble
;
and it entirely overlooks the

two points which are in reality the ci-u.i- of the

whole question. These are (1) How is a planter who
has imported, say 100 coolies, through the agency to

ward off the attacks of his neighbours’ kanganies on
his new force ? and (2) How are coast advances to

be reduced in amount ?

Coolies can be got, and are now being got, from
the coast by many and at fairly rca.sonable rates of

advances—at all events cheaper than as a rule they

can be had from other estates although of course they

are not procured so speedily. The difficulty is to keep
them. Coast advances in many cases, to my own
knowledge, are reasonable and I think the cases of

excessive advances, are in the minority. If the

Dimbula Association succeeds in getting reliable in-

formation on this point a valuable addition to the

facts will be gained.

The gravity of the question may not perhaps be

disputed, and I wish merely, .at the present time, to

indicate that reliable evidence of the cause of the

evil, and specially of its extent, should first be obtained,

and that the past histoiw of the action of the Planters’

A.ssociation in connection with coast advances and
the matter of crimping should be recalled.

The scheme emanating from the N. D. P. A., or

rather the rough draft of it now before the public,

seems to me to bo in keeping with one of the

growing tendencies of the time,' viz., to get some
public body (usually the Government) to do what
the individual should do for himself, and I can

scarcely believe that the Chairmen and Sec-

retaries of the Central .and District Associations would
undertake and carry through the onerous duties

which that scheme would unquestionablj- entail.

The question is by no means so simple as the ex-

traordinary rapidity of production of a scheme to

solve it would indicate. No amount of recruiting

will bring coolies in quantity except at certain

seasons (unless with an enormous expenditure

in advances). The planter (call him ignorant of

cooly customs, or what you will) who (by the scheme)

should send his oider through the agency in .Tanuary

so that he may have plenty of coolies in March,
April, May, would, as at present, find that he could

not get them and would cry out as loud as before.

Hut if by some chance he did get tluun, he would
probably want to pay them off again in July,

August and September or be u-educed to working
three days a week.

I reluctantly come therefore to the conclusion

that the importing of new coolies from the coast is

best left to the individual or group of individuals

short of labour, while past efforts of the Association
scarcely augur well for the putting down of crimping
and the moderating of coast advances. Still, there
is no need to be hopeless and a little more light

thrown on the problem may show a solution of the
question.—I am, &c., A. MELVILLE WHITE.

.MR. C’HAS. YOUNG S ( )I*IN K )N.—No. IT.

Nuwara Eli}'a, May 11.

Dkak Sir.

—

I see that the laboui- question and that
of advances are once more ngitating the Planting Com-
munity; but the S.-W. monsoon will .soon be on, and the
rush of Ic.af over. ;md the excilcmeiit will ce.ase fora
hiin\ leaving the plantci’s sndd<‘r and poorer, the
coolies a few hundred thousand rupees moi’c in debt,
iwhicb most of tlicm have no intention of p.aying by
honest work), and the kaddie-keepers so much the
richer aJid more jubilant ; and I cun see no hope for any
improvement as long as the picsont ubolesalo systciii
of crimping goes on.

Now that tht' I'ca enterprise has jcached that stage
that we can pretty well gauge our future production,
and therefore our labour requirements, I do not think
that there is much fear of any serious scarcity of labour
in the IsLaud, for I think w'e have nearly enough resi-

dent coolies for our general requirements, and this

force is being annually increased by births, so that we
are not nearly so much at the mercy of a yearly in-

flux of Coast coolies as we were in days of old
;
but

the cooly of the present d.a}- won’t work and you
may fume and rage and see all your fine flush being
wasted on the trees, but you cannot get of your labour
force out to work, in many cases not more than }.

What cares Ramasamy for the angry Dorie or lost, leaf’?

He has just secured a fresh advance out of his help-
less master and sorenew'ed his bazaar credit, and he is

now going to take his ease, till the next rush of leaf is

on, when a further advance or his_ tundu will be calmly
asked for

;
and if his Dorie won’t give way anj- longer

to this squeezing, Ramasamy will go to bis next door
neighbour and ;/ct fhr monc;/'. Now, sir, it is in my ojii-

nion not so much the scarcity of labour, but the idle

ways of the present cooly that is our gre.at trouble, and I

do not think that matters will mend until the present
wholesale system of crimping is stopt.

In my younger days when labour was far and away
scarcer than now and most planters annually lost croji

from want of coolies, one would as soon have thought
of picking bis neighbour's pocket as attempting to

crimp his labourers; it was a generally understood
thing throughout the Island, that you were not to
take on other estate coolies without finding out
from their employer that all was fair and square about
their leaving. Why can’t the planters of today act by
each other as they did in days gone by ?, There is no
greater scarcity of labour now than there was then. No
doubt the country bred cooly of today is very different
from bis brother of old, but this only makes it the
wore nrcf's.sa ri/ for J'/rni/erit to ,<!tirk to and be frne to

each other, and they will find their lives much iilea-

santer than the present most unsatisf.actory state of
affairs

;
for if they will not help themselves, no one

else can help them.
'The Planters’ Association and the Chamber of Com-

merce, as has already been proved, can do nothing; they
can only advise. The planters of each district should com-
bine .among themselves not to crimp each other’s coolies,

and although some may not agree, that should not for a
moment debar the majority from joining together and
registering the names of the estates that join, and if

there is any disagreement let two planters be appointed
to arbitrate.

What are the District Associations doing in this all

inqiortant matter ? They are all constantly meeting and
passing unanimous votes to press Government to give
them a Railway, a Road, or an Hospital, and quite right
too, but why cannot they meet and pass equally unani-
mous resolutions in a serious matter like this, the
worry of which I am sure goes home with them daily
and spoils the very night’s rest of many of them.
Another way to help in the matter I think would be

for each estate to start a bazaar of its own and the su-
perintendent to see that the coolies get all their re-

quirements on the spot at a moderate price, and kee|i

them as much as possible out of the hands of outside
harpies, in the shape of Chetties and kaddie-keepei’s
In conclusion I do not for a moment recommend

any check to recruiting from India. Most certainly this

should be attended to, but I believe the real trouble
is at home and at our own doors, and it can only be
put an end to in my opinion by the planters tnem-
selvea—Yours faithfully, CHAS. YOUNG
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CEYLOX 1‘LAXTATTONS AND
l>AI’.ori{ snM'LY—Xo. III.

Siu.—I see some of your contemporaries keep up
the good old rule of “ going one Better ” than the
old Ohaen-rr. It is a sporting way of looking at
matters ; but I prefer, myself, to see things judged
upon their merits: and when I see half columns of
editorial wisdom expended on the above- named sub-
ject, and all laboriously i)roving that the re/o/0-//

has since Sandy Urown’s time, ami that
the is "out of date ’ hecanso be “dwells

"

on what planters of tJiat time thought about this

cooly question, 1 really do not think the matter
i.i being judged upon its merits. The point waiit(‘d

to he settled surely is not whether the country has
developed (even the beuighti-d Ohsi ri-rr can be brought
to admit that, altnough. of course, he has been an
enemy of development with his handbooks, lYc.) ; but

whether our dear friend Itamasainy, on the point in

question, lias developed. It is all \ery well to de-

spise the wisdom of our dead Sandy llrowns : hut

there may be some of his practical stamp living,

and it may be that they will despise this irre-

sponsible nonsense about “development.'’ The
“ Times " would do well to think a little be-

fore it tackles this labour question. When it

has done so, it will probably conclude with me
that the foundation upon which Ceylon plantation
labour supply rests is the same as of old. It is,

n.xmely, that kangani system which, with all its faults

(and some of them may be rcmediable'i has outlived

all other ni/.sleiii.f, agencies, and all, and is today the

only means of cooly immigration. On that point

Kauiasamy has not developed one iota, and will not.

To find remedies for the evils of the system, to open
up new fields io smooth his ))ath upon his own lines

must he onr task; but let ns get rid of the “develop-

ment" theory, for. in all ])oiuts essential to (mticing

him onto our tea estates. Uamasamy, to all prai-tical

ends, must be taken as th(‘ same yesterday, today

and for ever. And a good thing for us that it is

sol— Yours. Ac.. “OUT Ob' DAT’K. ’

Xo. IV.

May 1-2.

Dead Sir,—

W

ith reference to the correspondenc
which has recently been appearing in your columns,
I think the experience of any planter who has a/i-

l>reriahlji increased his labour force during j-ecent

Years, through sending money to the coast bj' a
kangany, would be highly interesting.

So far as I can judge this system is now reduced
to a farce, and the sooner the fact is recognised by
planters the better. After having squeezed what mone.v
he can out of a superintendent a kangany departs
for the coast full of promises. When it suits him-
self, he returns with a few relatives and dependents,
but in all probability without a single hona tide new
coolie.

What then remains for a superintendent to do
but take on local labour at a high rate. Although the
dolicy is a suicidal one in the long run he at least

gets something for his money in the meantime.—

I

am, Ac., A t'ENTllAL PUOVINCE PLANTEH.

Xo. V.

May lltlt.

Sir.—

M

r. Charles Young deserves the thanks of the

whole ])lanting community for his admirable letter.

The ))resent position of matters could not be more
accurately portrayed. His diagnosis is as perfect as,

1 have no doubt, his remedy would be effectual.

Tlanters have only themselves to thank for the
present state of things, and if they would all agree
not to employ nor to allow to be employed on con-

tracti, work a single coolie who could not show his

writ '’en discharge from his last euqiloyer the labour

dilli cnlty would disappear in three months, and
theg coolies woidd be, f taught that they arc no

loner luntcrs of the * situation as they certainly

are at present.—Vo irs faithfidly. I

CUSTOS.

Xo. YI.
Gampola, May llth.

Dear Sir,—May I again add my humble item in

re the “ Labor Difficulty.” If agencies are to be
appointed you advocate agencies carried on by Com-
panies. such as the “ llritish India Company ” and
Mactaggart A' Co., established in Tuticorin; and throw'-
ing cold watoi' on agents generally,cite failures of years
a.go; others eliminate the kangani .system from the ques-
lion: anil two agents are already in the held offering
theii' services on commission “ jier capitem 'The
Northern Disti’icts I’lantcrs’ Association propose an
agent paid H;i,tM)0 a year i)lus commission " per capi-
tem , also ignore the presence of a kangani by' ad-
vocating “the a])pointment of one of the gang to act
as kangani and be put in charge of the consignment
for which he would receive commission A’c.” Now the
above are the very causes of the failure of the
agency sy stem. I'he agent ma.’it not rcsitle at Tuticorin;
lie must be located centrally in the Coolie Districts
and personally superintend the recruiting of coolies,
the recruiting to be instituted by private enter-
prise and the agent appointed and instructed by a
“ Ijabor Intelligence Committee” formed by mem-
bers of such private Company of Planters, with or
without the support and recognition of the Planters'
Association. A'o cunuiiisHiun “ jx'r ra/nteM’’ muHt be j)ai(I.

This would only lead to recruiting promiscuously and
hurriedly. The agent must be an experienced Planter
who has an interest in the recruiting of suitable coo-
lies, and whose work shall reflect credit on himself.
It is very easy fora Conqiany or agent and sub-agents
t') collect from the “ highway and byeways” gangs
of coolies and send them across to Ceylon on com-
mission “ per capitem,” who, on their arrival on the
Estate for which they are consigned, find that their
relations and friends are stationed on other Estates, and
by driblets drift away' to their friends leaving the
kangani to moui'ii the loss as sole representative of,

and seenrity for, the advances. The coolies must be
recruited by a kangani belonging to the estate
which linds the .advances, in those villages, in which
the friends and relations of the coolies already on
the estate reside

;
supiu-vised personally by the agent.

Without the tie of relationship cooly advances and
recruiting are a farce and nnc.Hl fail.

Hy all means try further north into fresh fields
and obtain an entirely new connection which may
or may not prove a success, but certainly the
“ devil one knows is better than he whom one knows
not.” C. W. T.

No. VII.
M.ay 1

5

.

Dear Mr. Editor,—I see letters appearing again
in your p.aper on the subject of labour. I am afraid
all the writing in the world will have no effect. I

am just going to give you an instance of the way
some )danters in Ceylon manage the labour ijne.-i-

tion. I had occasion some time ago to pay off a
head kangani of mine. A few months afterwards I

saw him about and cautioned my kangani about him,
and that he was on the crimp. A short time elapsed
when a kangani of mine came and wanted to be
paid off as he said his men wanted to go to the
coast. But I told him that that was a lie, but that as I

always paid a man off at once if he wished to

leave to come at 4 o’clock and 1 would settle

his account. 'L’his I did and gave him a paid off

tDoncloo, believing he was heiim crimped by my old
he-id kangani. I wrote on the p-.ud-oft tooiidoo
“ If this kangani should present this to the Superin-
tendent of .‘luch and axteh an estate (naming the estate)
would the Superintendent conljvPinicate with me?"
never dreaming for one moment that any planter
would take on any labour without seeing his paid
off toondoo. But anyway, in this case—these
crimped coolies (about 20) of mine were given work,
and the paid-off toondoo m vei' asked for. ’I'liis is the
l ui'ie of the laboin qui dion. If men will act in

(hi;: wav. Well, ••o.ilics wdl get like theit misters.
No planter should take on any coolies without a
proi)er paid-off toondoo. and if you wish to make
any remark about the Kangani write it on the
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tooiicloo, and then whoever takes these coolies on,

does so at his own risk. Hy working thus we should

soon get rid of those scoundrels who go round getting

high advances. I heard a case the other day which

certainly opened my eyes. 1 made a remark about the

dreadflii state of things the advance system

was coming to, and a reply was made to me :
—" Yes,

and it will get worse. Why fancy so and so actually

likes to have his coolies with large debts, for he
thinks this keeps a hold over them.” This I anr sure

is true and if men act so, nothing will ever put a stop

to this wholesale crimping and large advances.

As for the Planters’ Association it is very good in

its own way, I daresay, and would be more so if

some fresh blood w'as allowed to enter in ;
but under

the present mode of working, it would take fifty

years to get over the first preliminary points—tco

much talky-talky.—Yours, Ac. X. Y. Z.

No. VTII.

De.vb Sir.—I believe that the Ceylon Planters

want a number of Indian coolies for their Estates.

Would you kindly place me in communication with

them and oblige.—^Yours faithfully,

ALEX. M. TRUTER.

No. JX.
Sir,—At this time when the “ authorities ” are

taking np the sticks upon this all-important subject,

I would venture to suggest that you should re-pro-

duce Mr. Wilson-Wood’s letter on the subject which
appeared either in Ohsafrer or “Times” or both
(about Seiiteniber ?) last year. It is a deliverance

very much to the point, and should, inter alia, be
duly considered, for the simple reason that no
point can be of more importance in this puzzle than
the point as to the financial basis upon which the Ad-
vance System rests.

If Mr. Wilsou-Wood’s theory is sound, cooly immi-
gration carries with it its own guarantee of stability,

and, as Mr. Chas. Young more than suggests, the
chief drawback, so far as planters are concerned,
that the system suffers from, is the suicidal policy
of “beggar my neighbour” which so many, in these
latter days, regard as wisdom !—Yours, Ac.,

AWAY WITH THE CRIMP.

No. X.
May 15.

Hear Biu,—Your correspoildeht from Dambadeniya
shows a full and jiractical knowledge of the coolie

districts, but he makes a mistake when he refers to the
number of resident coolies. Heriilent in mi/ sense of the
word, does not include those who journey to and from
their villages. 1. It would not surprise me to find in the
records of the Immigration Department that so few of

the incoming coolies had been in Ceylon before. My
Words were “ These know not the country of their

fathers. " I must further disagree uitl; “Planter ” when
he says that it is a bad sign to find so few entering
Ceylon who had been there before. That proves that
many remain never to retuni.

In continuation of my former letter I would wish
to narrate another successful importation of outside
coolies—not into Ceylon but into Mysore. The labour
in Mysore is chiefly composed of Eastern (Moodlars)
and Dhaut (Naad) Canarese. But on the estate
which I was first in charge of, two men from the
Shevaroy Hills (Salem) had brought, some years
before, a large number of Tamil coolies. My former
instance was Canarese brought amongst Tamils. This
instance is Tamils brought among Canarese. These
Tamils, when their Doraies were burnt out and com-
pelled to leave, chose to stay

;
and there tliey were

when I was there. Many of them took trips all the
way to Halein and Arcot and brought other coolies
back with them every year. Besides this there is

the whole Telugn country untouched. This is

not a case for the Planters' Association. The Chair-
man has too great a fondness for forgetting the
dignity of his position and writing to the Press. It
is not a case for any special appointment of a
General Agent. Let ; omc of our big Com|)auies send
and recruit in the North and their requirements will

soon be supplied. There is much in what Mr. Young

and others say when they dejirccatc the cry of in
sufficient labourers in the country. Short lime dur
ing the greater part of the 3'ear and a squeeze for
two monchs. How is that to be met ? I should say
bj- pruning to avoid having an nndutdy large area iii

full Mushing trim in the months of April and May.
Now I come to a very different story indeed. The
P. A. comes in hei'e and serious steps should be
taken. Mr.Young, one of our chief V. A.'s and a pro-
niinent Planter, formulates a terrible charge against
his brother planters in his letter of May 11th. I
cannot say I have found crimping to be so rampant,
I have known Chetties and Kaddie-keepers put pres-
sure on gangs in order that the Kangany should again
put pressure on the Dorai for more money—failing
receipt of w'hich the Kangany demands his tundu
and refuses to stop. If the tundu is once issued the
writer of the tundu cannot complain if another
planter in his sore need and troubfe hails the arrival
of the tundu-bearer as a heaven-sent messenger. 'We
cannot cry out if the wretched harassed recipient joy-
fully pays the amount of the tundu and Homethim/
more, besides. That is not crimping. We must halt
and examine the meaning of the word. Mr. Young
may have come across, as he seems to have done, nu-
merous instances of crimping. He should show the
men up. In Mr. Y''oung’s younger days (no pun
meant 1) which he refers to in his letter, he
had no “ tundu” system in vogue. Gang’s were
held together by the cohesive force of blood-relation-
ship and village-ties, rather than, as at present, by
the wretched bondage and slavery of Chetties’ extor-
tionate agreements. Thus coolies owed allegiance to
but one master and he was a fair Britisher, instead qi,
as now, a host of greedy remorseless extortic
The remarkable rareness of Tamils repudiatiing their
advances speaks well for the natural honour of the
race

;
and I think it would be better that such cases,

as that of Mr. Sinclair, never reachfed the Courts; be-
cause they simply open the eyrfs of the canganies to

*

the weak points and Maws of our laws. If we kept our
checkrolls here as they do in Mysore all danger of
undergoing Mr. Sinclair’s experience would be at an
end. The checkroll would be ruled like this
Total debt Amount Total amount
from last pay' this of rice and
mouth. month. cash advances

,

Th 'S except to a few' coolies, there would be no
pay-day. You could start by ascertaining and settl-
ing each coolie’s indebtedness to the cangany,
each sub-cangany’s indebtedness to the head can-
ganj', and all the debts could be put against either
the pay list or weeding contracts. Then mooteries
could be signed beginning with the head cangany down-
wards. Then every month fresh advances would be
issued and carried on, andbj' this means, except in
a few instances, there would never be a pay-day, never
any paj'-due, no extortion by the canganies and
perfect safety from the uncertain liuniours and con-
Mictiiig judgments of our Supreme Court Judges.

ABERDONENSIS.

Balance
debt.

No. XI.

Sir,-—1 quite agree with “Custos,” that Mr. Charles
Y’’oung deserves the thanks of the whole planting
community for his letter.

The want of combination amongst us seems to be
the great cause of the rise in the rate of coast advances.
If districts, or groups of estates even, combined, and
engaged not to take on coolies from each other,
without thorough enquiry from the last employer,
the power of the kanganies to raise advances would
bo checked. I do not think any one can help noti-
cing how many tundus arc to be seen, just before
a busy month, such as A]U'il. It is certain that the
planter does not give these tundus of his own free
will, but the kanganies give notice, because they can
get better terms elsewlierc, and the employer is

obliged to give a tundu to save liis advances.
The kanganies with large advances are not blind

to their own interests, and do not want to bring
fresh labour from the coast, and for nyy own part
I would never adsance money to send to tlic coast,

to a kanganv who was heavily indebted to me.—

•

Yours faithfully, 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE,
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No. Ml.
'I.'ala\vakela. May 17th.

De.U! 3In. Eoiion,—I have just read your veiy em-
phatic article ill vour issue ot the Ihth and must say, 1

teel you are still uninformed, on the great x'ital

nuestioii—our life and blood—the Labour Siiiiply of
Ceylon. I have more e.xteiisive knowledge than you
and all your corresjiondents, if past ex))erieiic(! can
count for anything. I have opened more acres of Ceylon
in coffee and 1 am inclined to think, even in tea
than all your correspondents. Forty years experience
should entitle a man to have an opinion of his own.

Scarcity of labour has from time to time, for
these It) years occurred periodically, but the reced-
ing wave has returned the following year and more
Ilian made up for the great vacant sand beach, co-

vering it over with a surplus till most estates
could only give 1 days work a week. An occasional
famine in India has often filled our ranks to over-
flowing and will again (although I pray not). Mort-
gagees ill-treated coolies, in the dark days. Many
nad to go home unpaid and the stream of immigra-
tion, was stayed and has never been pei'ennial since.
As our wants have increased, so has our morality

decreased, the “tnndu” system has come in. A more
vile and corrupt practice, never existed among honest
men in any country. It originated in the dark days
of coffee depression when planters desired to get rid

of their indebted surplus labour and has grown and
magnified, until every rascally nefarious kangani
considers himself greviously wronged if you happen
to offend him. Should vou refuse his request, he
demands it as a right, let his indebtedness be ever
sc great. Ghetties and usurers arc deeply involved

in tliis species of blackmailing, which (lows and ebbs,

according to needs and wants. .Just now it is de< ided,

audpersisteilt. I kiiowa case, where a tiiiidu kangani de-

manded 11.50 a head for his gang besides 1 know there

is a system come in professionally : where lazy scoun-

drels wander about and offer 0 or I coolies at 1\'20 a

head, needy men give it. 'Ihcy work as little as

they can for a couple of weeks, or so and bolt to

a distant part of the country and dupe some other
needy man. The Chetty does not get his interest

“in” on Kanuisamy's big debt, 'because master has
not paid or is not farther squeezable. So says the

Ghctty,—“ Get a tundu, 1 can put you in the way of

gptting the needful plus my interest.’ - so on. and so

on. ^Ve get deeper into trouble, when labour is scarce.

Demoralization, vileness, cupidity and all manner of

abominations are creeping into our system !

Now say you. “ Give us your Panacea for all the

ills you mention
Here it is :

“ let not another tundu be written'' by

any planter in Ceylon, let Chetties suffer, let Kanga-
nies “squirm" in their own \ ileness, I ill tliey again
become honest men. who, trust to their ow n, and coo-

lies’ industry to work off their debts.
liCt the law say :—every honestly paid advance, to

kang.anies and coolies shall be honestly wrought off

in honest lairour, for which it was in all good laith

given, or repaid in sterling money, not however
obtained on the “tundu” system. In a few years
as in olden times we would be surrounded by
honest kanganies, not “ restless vagabonds” but per-

manent good servants, as of ;J0 j ears ago.

lict every planter look to India as iris field for re-

cruiting. Any planter having to jiay off a gang,
give them a writing to the effect lie has done so,

and let them look for emiiloyment, as all honest
woi'kmen have to do. Ten years ago I wrote to a lead-

ing planter ( F. W. L.) asking him to hring the

“tundu” system befoi'e the 0. P. A. as 1 then
saw the thin end of the wedge was introduced, of

all the rascality since sprung from it. I have used
it myself, but never have had an idea of it as .a door to

every evil the labour system may be surrounded with.

All honest men must feel the truth, of what I have
written, then why perpetuate a system so fraught

with crime. Let it be banished for ever, now, and
hereafter, and the very word and name be deleted

from every honest planter’s “ 'Tamil Vocabulary. ’

—

Ytmrs faithfully,

AGRICOLA.

CKVLOxV TLA IN .VMKlllCA.

bin.
—
'Though by no means an upholder of the Tea

Cess, yet seeing that we are perforce obliged to pay
it, it behoves us to at least try and get the best

value for our money, and 1 think Mr Mackenzie’s
letter shows us bow this can be done namely by
judicious adveitizing. I am quite prepared to sup-

)iort that part of his scheme, but I must emphati-
cally protest against any more of our hard earned
money being siient in supporting canvassers in

America whether ex-planters or others. We have
of late heard rather too much of certain gentlemen
now in America, w’ho appear to have constituted

themselves into a mutual admiration society. Their
object is laudable enough, to make an honest
living, but I very much doubt if the results to be
obtained by employing them will be at all commen-
surate with the expenditure necessary, and were the

bulk of Ceylon proprietors consulted, I believe they
would be found to be of my opinion.—I am etc.,

PKOPIilETOR.

rilL KLS'l’KK TING OF TEA
ITIODUGTION.

Dn.vit Slit,
—

'The efforts of some planters to create

a monopoly of tea production are rapidly approaching
the ridiculous and we may shortly expect to see a
series of resolutions passed sou; ewhat as follows :—By
the Dimbula Association (who have all the land they
want)

“

That owing to the danger of overproduction
Government put a reserve of ItlOO on all land for

tea. ' By the Kurnegoda Association (who have
jilcnty of Sinhalese labour):—“ 'That owing, etc..

Government put a tax of BIO on all immigrant
labourers landing in Ceylon.” By the Ilapushima As-
sociation layoung district with good soil) “'Ihatowing,
etc.. Government put a tax on all manure imported”
By the Muttegama Association (who have got their

railway !)
“ 'That owing, etc.. Government make

no more railwaj's to young tea districts.” By
the Kalutotte Association (who have water trans-

port) " 'That owing, etc.. Government raise the railway
rates on tea and manure.” And so on. There is far

more danger of increased production by manuring and
introducing more labour which will take effect at

once than from increased planted acreage which
cannot affect the market for some years and which
withdraws labour from the manufacture of tea in

the meantime.—Yours truly. B. B. B.

.IA^A CINCHONA COMP.VNIES.
'1' he annual general meeting of shareholders in the

Western .Java (hnchoua-growing Vonipany was held
in Amsterdam on April 25th. 'The directors, in their
annual report, mentioned that the 'i’ji.loerian estate
had been handed back to the Government, and that
another plantation, Bajabang had been sold to a
Dutch-Indian syndicate. 'The company received from
its estates, in the courso of DS'll, ‘2, 7131) bales C20:>.0(X)

kilos) of cinchona-bark. In 1S‘.):3 the receipts were
2 , 1:37 bales (171,000 kilos). Besides cinchona, the
company grows coffee; but at present the yield of

that crop is insignificant—only a few
,
hundreds of

)ionnds. 'The total number of treeson the company's
two plantations is l,ir)(;,!i:31 cinchona and2(>0.t>OO coffee
trees. 'The average selling price of the company's
cinchona in 1H’.)1 was :> !)lc. per unit; in l.S',):! it was
;> blic. 'The year's working shows a profit of 21,fillf

(about LblHj/l, tile greater part of which goes to re-

deem the loss on the operations for IblCl, leaving a
net juoftt of 10,727f. (about ',)1K)(.)

'Tin; AMsrmm.VM Dium-n.vuKia.—'The .lava Cinchona
bark auctions, which will bo held in Amsterdam on
May 9th, are composed of 5,902 bales and 27fi cases,

weighing in the aggregate 517,b2;> kilos; the manu-
tacturiiig-bark ropresents 2(1.705 kilos of sulphate of

([iiininc, being an average of 5- 10 perccnl.
Jjivisnrooi., Apiil 2.>th.— Kola nuts continue to mect-

with a ready sale; 1(3 bags sold at lOd and l.lbiigs

at lid. while prime dry are held for Is ild per Jb.—
{^herniot (lud
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TEA CL'LTIVATION IN THE CAUCASES.
The following information on the subject of te‘>'

cultivation in the Caucasus is extracted from a re
port to the. Foreign Office, dated the Kith October,
from Mr. P. Setevens, Her Majesty’s Consul at
Batonm ;

—

The tea plantations at Chakva, near Batoum, be-
loiming to Messrs. K. and S. Popoff, tea merchants,
of Moscow, have been considerably extended this
year under the supervision of the Chinese tea plan-
ters, who were brought over in 1893

;
a large num-

ber, about ti(K), natives of the Caucasus, are also
employed in working on the plantation of this firm.

In a letter to the “ Caucasian Agricultural News,
Mr. A. Soloytzoff, who for several years past has
been cultivating tea on his estates at no great dis-
tance from the lauds belonging to Messrs. Popoff,
gives a somewhat interesting account of his experiences
in the raising of this plant since the year 1881.
He states that at that time his chief concern was
the question of procuring tea plants for planting, he
feared to order seed lest old seed should be sent,
besides this the seed of tea contains a volatile oil iii

considerable quantity, which, during a long
voyage, would be likely to evaporate, and thus
the seed would have been rendered sterile.
Even the seed raised at Chakva requires the greatest
care and attention, as excessive dryness deprives
it of the oil, and too much damp causes it to rot.

Eventually, however, he succeeded in obtaining a
few plants, which arrived at Batoum in the month of
July, 1885, together with some seedlings

;
the condi-

tion of both left much to be desired, as they had
received but little cai-e and water during their transit,
and were to a great extent damaged by the Customs
authorities, who used quicklime for the purpose of
disinfecting them against the imp u tatiou of phylloxeni

,

They were, subsequently, transported to Chakva.
and with as little delay as possible planted on
his property; at first they grew badly and all the
shrubs dried up, but some of the seedlings took,
and from these he was able to develop his plantation.
The land chosen for the plantation was a red

clayey soil, dressed with a thin coat of manure com-
posed of thoroughly rotted leaves and branches, itc.,
that had fallen from the trees

;
after clearing away

the manure the land was dug up for a depth of
about 21 inches and the top soil was worked to the
bottom.
The seeds ripen in the course of a year and are

gathered in the month of October, at which time
tlie plant also flowers. The seeds, after being col-
lected, are strewed with dry sand and are kept in
earthenware vessels. In March they are damped with
a solution of camphor, spirits, and water, in order to
force their growth. The seeds are left damped with
this solution for some hours, and are then put back
into the earthenware vessels, after being mixed with
damp earth. In this earth the seeds begin to shoot
up, and they are then transplanted into the
nursery beds, the soil of which is the
same as that of the plantation, but which
has a certain proportion of sea sand admixed for the
purpose of rendering it more friable. The seeds are
sown at a distance of 3^ inches apart at a depth of
Ifinches. As soon as the young snoots make their
appearance above ground it is necessary to cover
them over with mats in order to protect them from
the excessive heat of the sun, but this protection
should be removed in rainy weather and at night.
In dry weather the young seedlings have to be watered
once a day, and under this system of cultivation it

is found that every seed comes up
; mole crickets, how-

ever, create great havoc among the seeds. These
insects, Mr. Solovtzoff says, are the only enemies of the
seedlings with which he has to contend, and they
are most difficult to deal with, although it would
appear he has found means whereby the ravages
caused by mole crickets may be minimised. The
methods which be adojits to attain this end aie. the
.‘innual removal of the nui’sery bods to fresh ground,
and tile burying in the nursery beds, in aline with the
burrows of the crickets, of grains of Indian corn boiled
in a solution of arsenic, or, what is still better, a
^ oUUwi} ot coa-OBive sublimate.

The propagation of the tea plant by niealis of
cuttings should be avoided, as a large proportioit
of the cuttings do not take, but the chief objec
tion is that tliose that do only produce very
weak plants.

’’

Now that he has an almost unlimited silpply of
seedlings, Mr. &olovtzoff intends transplantib'^
only the stronger ones into the plantatiom
Ihc seedlings remain in the beds the whole
year, and arc then planted out 1 feet apart from each
other.

The only attention which the plantation requires
IS that it shoulcl be freed from weeds twice a year
For the first year the young plants should be protected
from the rays of the sun by branches of trees. It has
not yet been found necessary to artificially water the
plants in the plantation. Up to the present, pruning
with a view to increasing the crop of leaves, has not been
resorted to, as the chief object has been to obtain as
large a quantity of seed as possible for the multipli-
cation of the plants. No manure has been used
hitherto, but when planting out the seedlings this
year it was intendecl to manure the soil with timber
ashes and refuse from oil mills.

During the dry season. May and June, when the
heat is very great, the grown up plants stand the
climate very well, but as mentioned before, the young
plants have to be protected from the sun. The winter
of 1892-93 was exceptionally rigorous, the frosts being
as severe as 6 degrees Keaiimur, but neither the
grow'ii up plants nor the seedlings suffered in any
way, altnough the latter were, for several days
covered with snow up to the very leaves. This re-
sult is particularly gratifying when the fact, that the
very young seedlings are planted in a quite open and
low-lying plain fully exposed to the wind, is taken
into consideration, and wdien subsequently transferred
to the plantation do very well.

The plantation covers about 3 acres, and as planting
has beeii carried on as seed has become available,
it contains plants of all sizes, ranging from 5 years

year’s growth. The number of plants was 5,1.50,
and about 8,(XK) seedlings were to be planted out
during the present year, there is a sufficient quantity
ol seed iu stock to raise 40,000 more seedlings, and
the quality of the tea (Thea Viridis) is said to be
good.

It is also reported that about 43,000 acres of Go-
vernmmit land in the neighbourhood of Chakva have
recently been purchased by the Department of Crown
Estates for the pui-pose of turning them into tea
plantations, and in connection with this, the abovepepartmem has ordered a Commission which will
include tlie Inspector of Imperial Domains in the
Caucasus, to proceed, at the end of this year to
India, Soiithein China, and Ceylon, with the object
of thoroughly studying the methods of tea culture in
those countr;es.-(.\U. 1481, Foreign Office Ammal
beries.)—Hoard of 1 rade Journal.

THE CHEAT WESTERN TEA COMPANY
OE CEYLON, LIMITED,

A general iiieeting of the shareholders of this
r ompaiiy was held at the office of Messrs. .1. M.
Robertson A: Co. the Agents and Secretaries,
today when the following report of the Directors
was submitted ;

—
Iiour Directors submit their annual report andaccounts for the season ending 31st March, 1895,which aie of a satisfactory nature.

•.-.To®,
this period has beeU

lb., which IS 2(.0011bs. over the amount se-aired for the previous season
; and the cost f.o.b iuolombo I . -29- 19 cents per lb., including 3-40 cents per

lb. cx|'cuditurc on manuring. ^

After estimating the unsold Tea at a safe valu-

Komaomiio product isR-31,420 82, which IS equal to fully C2 18 cents per

13 Vetrpef IbT
cultivation of
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An interim dividend of 5 per cent for the half-year
ending 80th September, 181)1, amounting to R‘21 ),20<h
was paid on the 19th October, 189-1. The sum now
available for distribution is K92,2U‘2‘27

; the profit for
the year representing 21 per cent on the Capital.
The Directors recommend that the available amount
be disposed of as follows, viz.;

—

Depreciation—Buildings 10 per cent on
E21,443T2 E2,114-81

Machinery L5 per cent on
RU;,802-04 = E2,44.5-80

E4,589-81
Reserve Fund .. .. .. E10 ,

00<j-00

Dividend at 13 per cent . . . . R7r),920 00
leaving to be carried forward to the next
account . . . . . . . . El,ti92-8(>

E92,202-27

The prospects for the season 1895-98 are favourable.

The crop has been estimated at 100,IXX) lb. of Tea.
Mr. F. W. Bois having left the island on 19th Febru-

ary, has resigned his seat at the Board, and on the in-

vitation of your Directors Mr. Henry Bois has become
a Director-.

In terms of the Articles of Association, Mr. Dunbar,
one of the Directors, retires by rotation ; but being
eligible, offers himself for re-election.

It will also be necessary to appoint an Auditor for

the new season.

Mr. J. C'. Dunbar, who also represented Mrs.
May Ryan, and Mr. (\ G. Ryan, presideil and the

others jn-esent were Mr. T. Maekie (renresenting

also Mrs. Maekie, Mrs. 8tronacli anu Mr. A.
Cantlay) ; Mr. H. Bois (who also represented

Messrs. W. B. Baring and F. W. Bois); Mr. D.

S. Pace as attorney for Mr. Vi. Jackson ; Mr. R.

Davidson as representing Messrs. M’. Taylor and
R. Collinson

;
.Mr. D. R. Marshall, and Mr. Vi.

Moir as re])resenting the agents and secretaries.

Mr. Moir read the noticecalling the meeting and
the minutes of the previous meeting.
The CilAiUM.VN in moving the adoption of the

report said it showed an improvement on the

])revious one, last ye<ar’s eroj) being exceeded by
•27,000 lb. of tea, while the cost of the tea laid

down in Colombo was less than last year, being
29-49 cents as compared with 31?^. The 29-4!)

cents included 3'40 spent on manure ami the

upkeep of a large cattle establishment.

Their tea bad realized (i-2’18 per lb. as

compared with 571. per lb. last year. The
))nrs])ect for the coming season was very
favourable. He had lately gone over the estate

as Visiting .Agent and in his repoi't to the Secretary

he stated tluit he saw- a considerable improvement
in the general condition and appearance of the

jiroperty simm the Company acquired it two years

ago. Tlie estimate for the coming year was

4nu,(li )0 lb. tea. Whether they would continue

to have the good prices that they had obtained

this past year he could not say, Imt they ho)ieil

for the best. He ought to mention that since

the rei>ort had been drawn up they had rec^eived

telegraphic advice from Boiubm to the etleet that

thei^ was R3, 100 to be added to the amount
reali.sed for tea sold during the year bringing ui»

the amount to be carried forward to R4,800.

Mr. M.vh.sii.vu, seconded ixnd the report was
unanimously adopted.

( )n the molioii of Mi'. D.widson seconded

by Mr. Pack a dividend of 13 per <-ent

was declared making a total of 18 i)cr cent for

the year.

'Pile CiiAiUM.VS said that acconling to the

.Articles of Association it fell to him to retire

this year, but he was eligible for re-election

and was willing to serve again.

On the motion of .Mr. M.vu.siIAU; seconded by

jyjr. DA^II.).80N, Mv. Dunbar wa.s re-elected,

On the motion <»f Mi-. Mai;sii.\i.i,, seconded by
Mr. Pa<'K, Mr. .lolin (Inthrit^ was elect e«l auditoi’.

A x'ote of thanks to the Cil Aili.M.tN, proposed
by Air. M AfJ.sil AKl., terminateil the proceedings.

OPIUM OR QULNINE IN FEVER
C.\ 8 ES.

The report of the Opium Commission contains
expression of an opinion that we think will be

open to much criticism and dill'erence of view.

In Ceylon, as in all fever-haunted countries,

this (juestion must be pronounced of more
than ordinary interest. The repmt referred to,

more than insinuates that opium may be
(juite as etlicient a prophylactic as quinine iti

the treatment of fever. It may ]ierha{)s be
thought that those interested in Ceylon might
be scarcely unprejudiced judges on this ilietuni.

It is, of course, the case that, as a cinchona-
growing country, and as one that has suffered

heavily by the .serious fall in price of this, Ceylon
should desire to see the use of the bark extended.
At the pre.sent time, and at the j>resent rate of
consumption, it is little likely that the cultiva-

tion of the cinchona tree in Ceylon can be made
profitable. Java, for various reasons, mainly of

soil and climate, has given this island the go-by
in this |»articular case. Until prices may ad-
vance there is no likelihood of our planters here
being able to recover lost ground ami able suc-

cessfully to compete with the Dutch Colony in

this ))rotluction of Cinchona bark. Any chance
that there may be of this advance in the
future, must certainly be largely nullified if it

it is to be accei)teil on the report of the Com-
mission that opium may be used as elfectively

in cases of fever as is quinine. What
we desire in this matter is to hold the balance
fairly between ihe value of the two prophylactics,

if, indeed, opium is to be rightly cla.s.sed as such.

Let us for the sake of argument concede that the
two drugs ma^ be taken as on a level as regards
both their lu'eventative and curative effects in

fever. Having for that reason conceded this,

we may pass on to consider the further (juestion

as to whether, while ([uinine would be moi-ally
innooious, the same can l>e said for the use of
opium and the other drugs allied in character.
Whatever the Commission may report as to the
general effects of the use of opium, no resident
in the East will <leny that it possesses a fasci-

nation tending to lead from its moderate to its

immoderate use. Jaxcm the Commission does not
deny the lianefnl results of the last. And we
have in ( ‘cylon numerous cases around us
justifying the (contention that these follow in
all such instances. Now (juiniiie has no fascinating
(lualities. To most, we should .say, it is

absolutely nauseous. When resorted to therefore
it leaves no temptation to u.se it .save for its

immediate curatixe effect. As regards o))iuni

—

alxvays assuming for argument that its anti-felu-ile

(jualities are c(iual to those of (piinine—the ca.'-e

is entirely dilferent. Once anyone—xvhether Eu-
ropean or native—Itecomes accustomed to its use,

the habit of resorting to it is liable to increase.

It is a many-sided drug. Its effects in Ihe earlier

stages of use are pleasurable. It soothes the brain
and relieves the oft-experienced trouble of insom-
nia, and in many other xvays exercises a .se-

ductive iidluence. And yet xvhat can be more
shocking to xxilness, or moi'e (h'basing to exery
good instinct of our nature, than the results tif

tlieconstant resort to the drug'/ If for no other
reason than tliL, we should advLe people not to
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act on the assuiiiption tiiat fever may l»e wardeil

ofl or cured as elliciently hy oiiium as by (juiniiie.

'With the use of tlie last tlie cure etl'ected cau be at-

tended by no sucbevil after-conseiiuence. With that

of tlie first tliere rcjiiains an ever present danger.

It lias yet to be proved, we believe, that our
concession tliat the drugs are on a parity as re-

gards tlieir anti-febrile ([ualities may be claimed.

But we have said enough, wo tbink, to [int people

on their guard against being led away by what
tlie ComiiiLssion has reported upon this aspect

of tlie (piestion dealt witli by it.

TEA HWEEPINtbS; CAFEEINE.

Londox, May 3.

That exceedingly occujiied man, Mr. Christy,

favoured me with a lengthy conversation tliis

week. It was my desire to learn liis views as

to the recent Customs Order on the snlijei^t of

tea swee]iings. Before entering into detail with

reference to this, Mr. Christy informed me tliat

a mistake Iiad been made liy me wlien before

iiii]mting negligence as to this matter by tlie

India Tea Planters’ As.sociation. It was, he said,

mainly due to the exertions of .Mr. Sighe of

that body that the Circular mentioned had been

is.sned by the Customs. He thongbt with me
that there was a need for some better means
than now exists for insuring concurrent action

between the several bodies interested in this and
similar (luestions, and I understood him to ap-

ju-ove of your suggestion that a Joint Committee
of these' shouhl be constituted by which such

matters as this ‘tea swee]>ings’ (jucstion could be

dealt w'itb. He evidently thought that, so far

as it goes, the Customs Order was a satisfactory

c.ne. It load certainly had the ellect, he saiil,

of wholl,y putting a stoji for the present to the

sale of tiiese sweepings to eontiiiciital revani|iers.

He told me that this practice hitherto almost
passed belief ;

that the trade had been

carried on in the most unblushing manner,
and with little or no attempt at concealment.

It was, however, impossible now'. When .asked

by me if the order did not leave it ojien to the

w’.arehousemen to continue their mal]>ractic.es by
not jdacing the sweepings in the dust box—as

I had suggested to you seemed to be jiossible

—

Mr. Christy leplied tli.at atteinjits of this kind
ipid been made. The Customs authorities had,

however, become so active in tlie ni.attcr that

these attenijits had now been ]»iit a sto]i to,

and he felt secure that no sweei>ings were now'

sold that had not been treated .as l.aid down by
the law. Mr. Christy showed me a sample of

the tea that had been rcv.amped .at Uotterdam
and sold for food in this market .as Bi(d<en Pekoe
Points. On my remarking that it hwkcil ail

right, he observed that I could scarcely have read

the analy.sis furnished of it and published in the

Tropkol Af/ririi/tiirkf. It was, he .said, full of

impurities of a serious kind, however f.air-seeming

it might be to tbe eye. He <lid not think, he
remarked,' that for the ]>resent it would he

neeilfiil to take further steps to guard .ag.ainst

repetitions of the ollence.

iXCMlKASKl) m:\l.\NI) KOK CAI'I'KIXK .\.XD IT.S KFl’KCr.

“ But what 1 strongly feel, ’ ^Ir. Christy went
on to say, “is tli.at the whole present .system

of disposal of tea is monstrous. It is monstrous,
for instance, that there should be an .annu.al w.ast-

age of 4011 tons in tbe form of warehouse
swce])ings. Nothing can justify this, and the
whole value is .abstracted from tbe [ibuiter.s’

pockets. It is tbe practice of rebulking here that

is res])onsible for this Maaste. It seems to me
that the tea |ilanters now' have the remedy for

this in their own hands if they can only
be stirred up to avail themselves of the ojipor-

tunity. Perhaps you are aware of the lierce com-
petition of the last few days at the Mincing
L.ane sales. I had the representative of one of

the largest tea-broking linns in here yesterday.
He was (juite hoar.se with the shouting he had
had to I'.o at the [irevious day’s sales. Wh.at is

the cause of this sudden actixity you ask? It

is due to the fact that the cafteiiie manufacturers
ha\e within the last w'eek or so almost swept
the markets b.are of the commoner sorts of tea.

'J'he demand for c.atreino is greatly increased,

and it is that which is causing the competition
at the tea sales. This, of course, greatly
strengthens the hands of the tea iilanters. They
have been the victims hitherto of the home
traders, who impose upon them charges for

interest, and for losses in weight Ac. that there

is now' no reason for. Let the planters at once
s.ay they will have no more of these charges
.and deductions. If they are continued, let it be
known they will sell locally, and will not ship

home for the dealers to work with. This would
at once ]int a stop to the present b.ad system
and would .add largely to the producer.s’ i>ro-

lits. I'drst and foremost the .abandonment of

the ])ractice of rebulking should be insisted

upon. It is this that produces tbe 400 tons of

.annual wjist.age. Let the planters do .as T have
myself done, .accept the (Aistoms st.atement of

taro .and tret, and insist on buyers at^cejiting

that as the b.asis for purchasing with .all risks

upon it. riie planters are now (piite in the
position to make this insistence. The g.ame is

in their own hands if they will but see it. I

am (|uite (a)ntent with the Customs’ estimate
of weights. Its oHicers open two or three boxes
of .a break, and upon tbe weights in these
they m.ake their estim.ate for the whole break.
They cannot be, ami are not, much out, and
their results would be satisfactory both to the
})l.anter ami buyer. 'I'lie hatter sbouhl purch.ase

t.aking .all I'isks upon Ih.at Customs’ estim.ate,

.and then there need be no long w.arebonsing
ebarges, nor those for interest .as now made, nor
for rebulking. The wast.age of 400 tons would
then dis.api)ear. The large London tea .agency

firms will, of course, oppose my suggestion, but
they no longer have the pow'cr for this opjtosi-

tion in their haiuls. The pl.anters c.an now in-

sist upon the (diserv.ance of .any (a)urse they
deem best for tliemselves. Their tea .sells as
fast .as it can be put on the market, .and it

need scarcely be warehoused .at .all. \Vhere,
therefore, is the ground for w’.arehousing .and

interest (diarges? As 1 have said, a threat to

sell the iiroduce locally would bring the Home
agencies to their bearings anil pnt a stop to

tlie unjustifiable burdens that have hitherto had
to be borne wholly by the planters.”

I h.a\e endeavoured to re|»roduce as f.aithfully

.as is possible for me to do wh.at iMr. Christy
said to me. To one .so little acijuainted witli

the jir.actices of the tea trade as I am, it h.as,

of course, been dillicult to fnlly follow all that
was suggested and remarked to me. But pro-

bably what has been written is accurate enough
to [d.ace your jilantei's au vourant xvith Mr.
Christy’s views and opinions. The experience
of that gentleman is so great, and the sound-
ness of Ids judgment so highly respected, tli.at

much weight is to be att.aclied to these. If I

have .accident.ally in .any degree misrepresented
these, my .apologies are due to Mr. Christy in
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ad vance
; but so far as niy nieiiiory ser\ os me

do not tliink tliat tliis bas been done, at a
events not to any material extent —London Cor

THE MAHAOUSA TEA COMPANY, LTD.
The Direetors beg to hand you herewith a copy of the

Crop Aecount and Balance Sheet for the year ending
31st December, 1804.

The Crop amounted t(» 148,287 lbs. (an increase over
1803 of 4,080 Ills.), and this has realised e.'i,308 Os 7d or say
an average of over 8jd (8.a0d) per lb. ; Id more than last year.
The expenditure amounted to C3,ti.'i2 17s Od (the exjiendi-

ture at tlie Kstates being ll4.i,844..54, or at excliange l.ljil

= f2,()02 12s 8d ) The average co.st per lb was therefore .'I'Old.

The profit on the year’s wori*ing amounted to £1,722 10s id,
and this, after making an adjustment on account of previous
year, and allowing for Managei'’s Commission, Interest, etc.,

leaves in Profit and Loss Account a Balance of .gi,042 11 11

Out of this the Directors have paid a Dividend
at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum for 0

months . . . . 007 10 0

This leaves for distribution .. 1,035 1 11

.‘^nd from this the Directors recommend a final

Dividend at the rate of ten per cent pei- annum,
absorbing ... (i07 10 0

And leaving a balance to be carried for-

ward of .. .. 427 11 11

The total dividend paid for the year will thus be ten
per cent.
Your Directors have decided to build a new factory

on a site at the bottom of the estate, where water
power will be available and where fuel will be more
easily obtainable. They came t • this decision with some
hesitation, but it was .strongly recommended by Mr.
Buchanan, who vi.sited the estate, and by Mr. Milne,
the visiting agent. This arrangement necessitates the
acquisition of a small piece of land for the new factory
site and also permission for a waterway through a neigh-
bouring estate, and as soon as these matters are settled
the new factory and turbine will be purchased.
The estimate of crop for 1895 is 1.55,000 lb., and the e.stim-

ated expenditure at garden is R13,n27.
Mr. BuYANSis the retiring Director, and, being eligible,

offers himself for re-election.

Mes.srs. Woodm.in, Tru.ocii and Kiios, the .\n. liters,

also retire, and offer themselves for re-election.

MKMO. 01' ai:k.\.

Under Tea Cultivation ;

A. U. I>.

In bearing 407 1 35
In partial bearing 29 1 10

•

490 3 11

Udder timber 13 0 24

Ihiplanted (including Purest) .

.

1(1(1 2 27

113 3 11

Total 010 2 22

THE CEVLUN AND OIDKN'I'AL KST.VTKS
COMPANY, LI.MITI'.D.

KEI'OltT OK THK DIliK.tTOlt.S.

The Directors submit herewith the Audited Accounts
for the past year.
Short crops were the rule in ('ey Ion during ls94, and

the Company’s estates may be said to have done w'ell

in giving an output of tea only 4 per cent short of the
estimates. With a better market for all grades, the
average price of the Company’s tea .sold in Lomlon rose to
9TCd per lb., asagainst 8.41d in 1893.

As will be seen by tbe accounts, there has been
charged to capit.al, in respoct of new buildings and
machinery, the sum of 14,10(1 (is lid. This expendilnre
includes the extention and imniovements of t’actoiies at
Kogahawatte, Denegaina, Peradenia, and p.irt of rlie cost
of the new Kactory at Keen.ikclle.
Kenewals ami repairs to buildings and machinery cost

£691 Is 8d, which has been met out of revenue, aiid the
sum of £500 has in aililition been w ritten off for lU •

jireciation.

Mr. Tilling visited Ceylon last autumn, and returned
well-pleased with the wav in which ,\lr. Denison, and the
Siiiierintendents under him, have managed and developed
the estates since his previous vi.sit in 1892.

An agreement has been entered into for the purcha.se

of Ooragalla e.state, a property of some 470 acres, of

which 300 acres are planted with tea. This place adjoins

Oodewelle, and having no factory of its own, the tea will

be manufactured at Oodewelle as .soon as the building
there has been enlarged and the neces.sary machinery
put up.
Deegalla estate, an outlying division of Nartupana, has

been sold for £950, as its distance from the latter phice
made it expensive to this Company to work.
A third instillment of debentures, viz., 35 bonds of £100

each, was paid off on the 31st Miirch. The debenture
debt now stiinds at £89,500.
The balance at credit of profit and lo.ss .\ccount, after
aying debenture interest iiiid all chiirges, and providing

Tor (lepreciiition of buildings iind machinery (as explained
above) is £7,068 Is lod, wliicli showsa .satisfiiclory return
upon the capitiil of the (Company. The. Directors recom-
mend that tliis balance be appropriated as follows :

—

.£ .s. d.
To reduction of Debenture Issue Expenses

Account .... 3,,542 8 2
’J’o p.iyinent of the Preference Dividend

(less Income Tax) - - - 983 16 9
To payment of an Ordinary Dividend at the

rate of 5 jier cent per annum (free of
income t<ix) - 2,703 4 0

To carry forward to next account - 3’, 8 12 11
The retiring Directors are Messrs. Hugh C. Smith and

(diaries .Arthur Reiss, who, being eligible, offer themselves
for re-election.
The Auditors, Jlessrs. Broads, Paterson & Co., are ap-

pointed by the trustees for the Delientiire-holders, bat
are eligible for election by the shareholders.

Schedule ok E.st.vtes.

Name, of Estate.

Bogahawatte 540
Le Vallon and
Rajatalawa 1210

Denegama (one-
half) 1.55

Peacock Hill 300
Keenakelle (includ-
ing Serendib and
Keenagashena .500

Peradenia 109

Oodewelle 417
Wilt.shire and
Hampshire 209

Wangle ( )ya 445
Moraliova and
Wilton 184

I'athragalla 100
Narthupana and
Deegalla 183

o
o
o
o

M. it

S 0)

8sc 9
8 5

120 — 100 40

— — .55 —

— 255 — 30

3

^ O'
78

2303

(19

192

745
702
978

.517

122

271
200

207

3579

224
492

1.505

1171
1395

844
.507

455
.585

4.50

4718 120 255 155 70 3 0504 11885

YAlilOUS IM.ANTINi; NOTES.

Tobacco.—The outturn of this staple product of

the Peninsula is considered to bo above the average
this year. The loaves are now being cut and cured,

aud the merchants will connueuce their purchases by
the end of this month. Ijast year the .Tallna to

bacco fetched the highest price known for several

years both here as well as in Travancore.- The
price of a Candy of tobacco of the best sort was in

.Jaffna last year as high as E‘250. Ilut owing to a
good crop here, and the large stock remaining in

Travancore and Cochin, it is expected that the same
sort will not fetch this year even P20O per Candy.—“Hindu Organ.’’

Tf.a ri,.\XTKi!s IN India will be interested to learn
that Russia threatens to hccome a rival in tea grow-
ing. The Agricultural Society of Russia has re-

cently t ik( n up the question of tea cultivation in

the province of Ratoum, aud with this oliject has
instructed Mr. Khugen to jiurchase large jilots of
land near Chaika. Jjast summer they were ex-
amined liy Mr. Krasnow', a I’rofcssor of Geography
at the Kharkov University, who said in his report
th.it they would, if cultivated, compare favourably
with the tea plantations of .Japan and Ceylon. A
pity coiui tirg of IMcfsrs. Krarnov, Jvhugen, aid
some other gentlemen was to leave ()dessa ah.otit

the end of Fehruary and visit tlie chief tea-pro-
ducing centres of the world, including, Darjiling,
Ceylon, China, Canton and Japan .—Jladras Standord,
May 1st.
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RUSSIA AND 'PEA.

Mr. T. Ivliiigeii, ‘‘ Chief of the Un.ssiaii E\-

lie<litiou of the A|)i)<ui<iges”—in otlier wonls ()l

the Expeilition to gather information about Tea

in tlie Ea.st, lias lieen in Ceylon for some little

time, having visiteil Kandy and Peradeniya

Cardens and the Estate Tea Eaetory and was

very niueh interested in all he saw. INIr. Klingen

was not very well afterwards, and has been keei>-

ing (|uiet ;
hut having returned to (Jolomho, he

caTleil on us today and is preiiared to run np

to Nnwara Eliya and ^'isit s(;me of the (danta-

tions in the higher districts before going on to

China and dapan.
Eor the present, he has only a very short

time to give to (.'eylon
;
hut he hopes to return

in November and spend two months here to

collect all possible information about our indus-

try and business. e ho[>e the result may be

to convince Mr. Klingen that Ceylon can supply

all the delicate line teas rerjuired by Ru.ssia

;

and further that in the face of our cJi.cap labour,

favourable climate and great general facilities,

it is hopeless for his countrymen in the Cau-

casus to compete protitably in the jiroduction (>f

tea. M'e bespeak all attention for Mr. Klin-

gen : he is attending the Colombo Pea Sales

today and ho])es to goto Nnwara Eliya tomorrow.

So far from being jealous of the “ Commis.sion,”

there is nothing like letting Mr. Klingfen see

and learn everything he can in our Ceylon tea

country to enable him rightly to estimate what
our planters can do, and to stir up the interest

of himself aiul his countrymen in our enterprise

and tea. In December-Jannary ne.xt, we hope

^Ir. Klingen will be able to visit the majority

of our districts from the Western sea-borde to

the ultima thule of Uva.

CuMPANV REPUllTS; 'PHE MAZAM'ATTE
TRADE MARK.
CnMl'ANV KKI’OK'l'.S.

M’ith this are torwarded to you two Com[)anies’

reports, being those of tlie Huuasgeriya Tea Com-
pany and the Mahaousa Tea Company. The first

of these reports states a profit for the year dealt

with of Cl,407 l'2s 2d. Out of this a dividend

of 4 per cent is proposed, 1’4!)S being carried to

the Suspense Ai-connt. Tlie average selling i>rice

of the Tea is stated to have lieen T'.’Ibd per lb. The
Company has 7S!) acres under tea and dO acres

uinler cocoa. Phe directors of tlie Mahaousa t om-

pany re[>ort a jirolit for the year (nett) of Cl, <542.

A (iiviileiid at the rate of 10 per cent jier annnm
has before been paid, and a similar one is now
proposed. This report has the advantage of

letting us know the coat of the tea proiluced.

Tills is .stated to h.ave been .IdUd on .the avm'age,

and it. must be confe.sscd that, this is a much
iiigher figure than we had been prepared for w hen

conipareil with statements of cost we have heard

made by other growers of tea. The juice obtained

average'll S-.iOd jier lb., and the jirolit therefore

falls considerably shoii of the 100 jier eeiif.

deduced from statements before commented njioii.

The area of the ( 'omji.any's jirojierties is, how-

e'’er, small, only 4!)(i acres being in bearing, and

this doubtless accounts for the higher relative

cost jier jiound of made tea. w hen that of larger

estates is taken into conijiarison.

In reply to my application for the rcjiorts of the

Madulsima and Hajmtale colPee companies. Mr.
Davidson, their Secretary, write.i me from Edin-

burgh that they are delayed in issvie owing to

the sudden illness of two of the Directors and of
himself, but he hojies to be able to send them to

me shortly.

lilt; MAZAWATTK TKADJ'; MARK.
You wdll see by the extract .given below of a Law

Report that the Mazawatte Tea Projirietors ha\ e
again been successful in the hearing of the case
against their trade mark in apjieal. My own
ojiinion is, as you know, that .some of the judges
who ha\e tried this case have fully aiijireciated

all the jioints involved. Probably no one who
has not resided in Ceylon, or who has not watched
the efPects of estate names on jirices in Mincing-
Lane, could fully do so. Rut Mes.srs. Densham
have now got the use of their belo\ ed “ Ma-
zawatte” name guaranteed to them, and resjiected

as these gentlemen universally are, it would be
hard to refuse them our congratulations on their

reaching their haven of rest after all the disquietude
the action against them must have occasioned.

I.X KF. DENSHAJI AND SOXS’ TRADE MARK.

This was an appeal from a decision of Mr. .Justice

Roiner (reported in our impression of .January 23,

and 11 The Timea Law Reports, 184), refusing to

remove the name of “Mazawatte” from the register
of trade marks. The word had been registered by
Messrs. Densham as a “fancy word” in connexion
with tea under the Patent, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act, 1883, and had also been registered for an ex-

tended use ill connexion with tea and coffee. Since
the amendment Act of 1888 was passed, an Act
which, it may be remembered, substitutes, for per-
mission to register a “fancy word,” permission to

register an “invented word,” or a word having no
reference to the description of the goods, and not
being a geographical word. The case is of some in-

terest, owing to the length to which decisions have
gone in restricting the nature of the word allowed
to be registered. The applicant was a Mr. Deakin,
who did not deal in tea and coffee

;
but was prevented

from registering a trade mark “Maa-za” in certain
classes by reason of the registration of the respon-
dents’ mark. Suggestions were made that the word
“ iMazawatte ” was a compound of Cinhalesc and Hin-
dustani, and was descriptive of the goods, or geo-
graphical, or both.

Mr. Moulton, q.c., Mr. Hopkiiison, q.c., and Mr.
-John Cutler were consul for the applicant

;
Sir

Richard Webster, q.c., Mr. Cozens Hardy, q.c., Mr.
Neville, q.c., and Mr. Sebastian for the respondents
were not called upon.
Lord .Justice Tjixdley said he confessed that at

first he thought this appeal as hopeless as it possibly
could be, and he thought so still. He entirely agreed
with the decision of Mr. .Justice Romer and the
reasons gii'en for the decision. The word “Maza-

. watte ” was clearly, in his opinion, a fancy word
in common use, and therefore within the descriji-

tion of a word allowed to be registered as a trade
mark under the Act of lHy3, the Act under which
the respondents first registered. With respect to
whether the word was a fancy word he asked the
question whether anybody ever heard of it. The
answer was that no one who knew Hindustani.
Cinhalesc, or English, and no one acquainted with the
tea trade, ever heard of it. Then he got to the Act of
1.S8.S, under which the respondents had registered in
another class. The question under that Act was
whether the word was an invented word or a word
having no reference to the character of the goods
lor which it was used, and not being a geographical
name. Ih' considered all these dermilions as applica-
lile. Ills Lordship characterized some of the sugges-
tions as to the Avord being descriptive or geogr.a-
jihical as absurd. He did not know, if this word
was not capable of registration, how any word could
bo invented that was. It was not their Lordships’
business, he said, to fritter away an Act of Parlia-
ment, and if they went the length of disalloAving
the registration ot this word, he was unable to
hud how any word could be invented that could bg
used as a trade mark,
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Lord Justice Lopes, after saving that the case had
gone quite far enough in holding words to be in-

capable of registration, and that the effect of the

decision, if this went any further, would be to evade
tlie Act, gave judgment to the same effect.

Lord Justice Kay concurred, and the appeal was
dismissed with costs.—London ('’or.

LOCUNUT PLANTING IN CEYLON.

Coconut planting ai)pears to he a tliriving and
promising investment in Ceylon just now. Tlie

))rice (in silver) lias gone up, it is said, lieyond the

most sanguine e.xpectation of those interested, and
as a result the cultivation is e.\( ending lapidly.

Capitalists invest tlieir money in coconut planta-

tions witli the greatest confidence, ami tlie acre-

age of new lands that will he ojiened during the

next planting season w ill he much over w hilt it

was in previous years. The (question that suggests

itself is whether the prese-nt prices will keejiui), or,

if they should come down, how far should it he to

appreciably affect the indu.stry. No other plant-

ing product, whether native or English, rice or tea,

could stand just at [iresen a fifty per cent reduc-

tion, hut “ it can he safely said that coconuts

would suiwive even a much greater reiluction."’

The price may come ilown through over-production,

hut such an eventuality as over-])ioduction is not

likely to occur for, jierhaps, ten years, or till all

the young plantations which exist at jiresent come
into hearing ; it may go down through a wan-
ing of the demand, hut there is no immediate like-

lihood of another product rejilacing the coconut
partially or wholly

;
in fact, the held for coconut

products is daily extending. It is admitted that

the fall of exchange lias not been without inffuence

in promoting this industry .
—IvisJi Xcivs, April 20 .

I'LANTlNti AND I’UODDCE.

I'l-.A iMi'oin AiioN Dmia I' ro Mam uksti;i:.—J'hcre is

every prospect of the imi)ortation of lea to Ma'.ichestcr

being coiilimied. 'L’hc trade has taken up tlie question

in a very satisfacloiy manner, giving prompt atteu-

tion to the samples, which have been and arc being

got ready as rapidly as possible. Dp to the iircseiit

the demand for the teas im|)ortcd l)y the ss. “ Lin-

lithgow ” ha.s been greater than the t'ustom Mouse
authorities and bonding warehouse could at once cope

with. The Customs authorities have been most cour-

teous, and have done the utmost po.ssible with

the staff at their command, which will certainly

require to be increased in order to deal success-

fully with the gross weighing and taring of tea

in such large quantities as will he inqiorled to

Manchester before long. Me undcrstajid, says the

Manchester (InanUan, that although some Indian

lea is usually ready at the gaixh n by the begin-

ning of May. ibis would not be suitable forthe Man-
chester standard of taste, the first tlushings being

frequently poor in cup. The Manehestcr demand is for

sound and good liquoring tea
;
conse(piei\tly it will not

be ))Ossiblc to obtain a shipment of this character

earlier than the end of -Tune, to arrive early in

August, and arrangements to this end arc being

completed.
Tun Buduet and the Tea Duty.—Discussing the

Budget the iJailu ('hronirle says, referring to the

Tree Breakfast Table :
“ Every penny that Sir

William Ilarcourt can spare ought unquestionably

to be devoted to this object! The last Budget
did something for the black-coated proletariat.

It left the great mass of the ))eople who live

on small weekly wages exactly where they were,

with their tea, tlieir coffee, their cocoa,

their currents, their liquor, their tobacco

highly taxed. We say nothing for the mo-

jneiit about the liquor. Let us look at the

the U&t. Iitke tea.

is a lea duty of Id in the pound, which brings in

nearly three and a half millions a year. This tea

duty has to be collected, and so the tea must be

sampled, repacked, and handled many times before

the Customs are satisfied, and liy the time the jiound

of tea has had the Mincing Lane j^i'ofiti and the

middleman's profit, and the retailer's profit added
oil to its original cost, plus the increment of duty
and Customs expenses, which is reckoned in each
time, the consumer will be taxed not Id, but Hd in the

pound. The same process is true of all dutiable articles,

and we believe that in the case of dried fruits, which
bring in a revenue of about fl,000 a day, the ult -

mate cost of collection to the consumer is excessive.

It is really monstrous that the poor consumer
should be taxed to this tune for his everyday needs.”

.Jav.y Tea.—Java planters have given their attention
lately to improving their methojs of manufactuie,
and it is not w'itliout its effect. In its reference
to last week’s sales of Java tea the rrodnre Market
Itecicw says : Owing to the great improvement
which has been effected in the manufacture of these
teas if late, chiefly through the use of Indian seed,
many of the Java gardens are now' producing tea
of ready excellent quality, the liquor being in many
instances quite free from that disagreeable flavour
which was formerly characteristic of these growths.
At the pre.senc moment there can bo no doubt that
many of the Java teas now in the market are dis-

tinctly better value than any other descriptions at
similar prices, and grocers have not been slow to
appreciate this improvement, as they have lately

been large buyers of these kinds.”

—

Jl. and V. Mail,
May 3.

TEA-CUOWINI; IN EENCAJ..

To the planter who lias the “overproduction’’
fear alreaily u))on him, the history of tliegrowtli
of the tea industry in Bengal alone during the
I'iist yciir cannot he )deasant reading, though it

will undoubtedly hiing joy to the hearts of all

who are not iiessiinists. linring last year there
were 421 gardens under tea cultivation, an in-

crease ol only one on the inevious year's
lignres ; hut in the a\erage under cultivation
there was a considerable increase, the lignres
rising from !):•!, uim) acres in the previous year to
110,0(1(1, and the outturn being imucased by a
million pounds. 'I'lie average outturn per acre,
however, has fallen from too Hi. in IS! 12 to .'fJO

in bS!l”. A cui'ious featunv of the returns is

the great increase in the number of temporary
labourers employed in garden ; and the equal
falling off' of permanent labour .—Madras Times.

II (NASI I El! I.\ rihX niMlMNY, LIMITED.

'I'lie hdlowing accounts are now presented to
Shareholders v iz :—

Balance Sheet slifvviiig l lie liiiaiicial pd.sition nf (he ('(Uii-
pany on .Ust Dcccinhcr. IS'.O.

I’l'ofit aii(( iioss Acciaint, for crop IsiM.
It will he .seen from Llic 1*1(11110101 boss Account that

the weight of Tea sold in boiidon during the year amounted
to 111 .: (his included about !l,uuo lli.’ of tea made
from houglit leaf. Tlie avi'rage selling inicc wa.s 7.3(id per
11)., and the proceeds amounted to ,CS,-U3 Is 3d including
that sold in Ceylon.

The crop of Cardamoms reiilized a.>r> (is id,

(!oco:i weighing ewt 17-3-tO was sold for c C2 ISs 7d the
average price being 13/o per cvvt.

The total receipts from sides of produce thus amounted
to .ES.SriO IDs lid.

'I'he total cxpiuidituri' for (he year in Ceylon and l.on-

don was C7,M3 7s !)d so (liat a proHt is shewn on crop
ISIU of tl,Ui7 lis3d.

It i.s proposed to jqvpropriate (lie ;d)ove jn-otit as follows
To the payment of Dividend of (

for the year - - cyi)i) ._> ^
To the reduction of i^u-'peitse .Vccount 103 0 !)

#:l,407 12 2
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After (ivditiii,''' llio atxivo sum of £408 Os Oil the Sus-

i)eiise Aceouiit will stand at €0i0 18s Oil.

Tlie tTOi) of Tea estimated in the Directors last Heport

wa3 secured, ami the profit deriveds sheiis a maihed im-

provement on that of any former eason.

'I'he sellin,!t price of the (.'onipany’s tea was very slightly

helow that '

of the pre\ ions year, while Kxidian^e ruled

Considerahly in favour of the iTop just closed.

The latest reports front the I’ropertv stati' thiit the 'fea

is in first rate coililition and cropping well, and in-

dicathius all point to a/ood yield heina secured durina 180.3.

The cultivated tirea is as under :
—

Tea - • - acres

Cocoa - - - :!0 ,,

810 ,,

^Ir. 11 11 I’otts, a meiutier lO' the lloanl, retires front

ofHce on this occasion, and heina eli.aihle, oilers himself

for re-eleclion.

Mr. .loii.N S\\\ 1 K'.!, 111.' Compi'iy's .\ii lilor, also otters

himself for re-eleclion.

E.VSTEllX EKODECE AND ESTATES COxM-

I’ANY, LIMITED.
(From the Jroiir;// .Varl'et JU'ruw, May -1.)

The eighth ordinary general meeting of the share-

holders oi this Company was held on IMonday last

at Winchester-house, CMd Broad-street, Mr. C. J.

Lindsay Nicholson (the Chairman) presiding

The 'SECiiE'rAitY (Mr. Douglas E. Smith) read the

notice calling the meeting.

The Cu.uitMAN ; Gentlemon, I presume we may
take the report as read, and I will now proceed to

make a few remarks upon it. If I refer to the last

meeting, and repeat what I then said, I could not do

better, "and that was the Company was never in a

stronger and better or more favourable position
,
lot, in

spite of some little deficiency in the estimates conso

quent on bad weather, our nett profits have exceeded

our last year s profit by about 80 per cent, ihe diiec-

tors are very pleased to meet you, and to be able to

speak so confidently of the concern. You will see by

the report that we have made f‘2t;,4.ti(i
;
that we iiropose

to pay otf the sum of £17,000 of debentures, and to pay

a dividend, which will take £8,974, the highest divi-

dend that we are able to pay under our existing cir-

cumstances. On the asset side you will notice that

the outlay for buildings and macliinery is now written

off by an amount of LT,887, and it now stands at

t‘9 231 Our machinorv is all very good, but we put

tlie kiiife in in the w.iy of depreciation, thinking it

best to be on the safe side. The produce on hand

on the 81st of December amounted to £21,(594—

that has all been sold since, and sold well.

Sundry debtors are £22,856—good liquid accounts—

much about the same as last year. Our investments

amount to £22,825, the bulk of which are in India

Three per Cents. They are brought in at the value

of 31st December, and I believe there is a consider-

able improvement in the v.ilue at the present moment.

As to the course of tea, it is very difficult to fore-

cast the future of tea prices. Competition now is

very keen, production increases yearly, and there is

a need of increasing consumption in markets abroad,

such as Australia. America, and Canada, for it is in

such that the nature of Ceylon tea is a))preciated.

i notice that eight years ago the consumption of

Indian tea in the United Kingdom was 158,000.000

pounds, and of Ceylon tea (5,000,000 pounds. Last

year the consumption of Indian tea in England was

116 000 000 lbs. and of Ceylon tea 71,000,000 lbs. (Ap-

plause ’) So the Indian tea consumption may be

Lid to have increased from 88 per cent to 55 per-

cent of the whole, while that of Ceylon tea in the

same period has improved from ‘S' per cent to 38 per-

cent. (Applause.) There is one disadvantage that

has been ‘pointed out in connexion with Ceylon tea

ig SQ good, and goes so much further, that it

benefits rather the ennsumer’ than the manufacturer,

but that is a good fault, and we will endeavour to

keep up the character of the tea. Australia, I

notice, in 1894 took 7,000,000 lbs., or five times as much
as in 1890, while Canada took 1,000,000 lbs., against

1527,000 lbs. in 1892. I mention these interesting

statistics to show how keen is the enterprise of both

India and Ceylon, and to point out that we are very

much indebted to the intelligent zeal of out- staff in
Ceylon and their earnest desire to make your estates a
success. (Applause.) the excellent result shown in the
report now before us is evidence of the care displayed
by Ihe staff. We select some of mir assistants from oui-

offic# here, and I think our tlianks are due to our-

sec-rctai-y, Mr. Dougltis Smith, for the judgment he
show.i ill the pi-cpnration of young men for their
Easterir carepr. ( Ap|)lau.se.) There is one matter

—

wMcli I dare say will occur to some of you—as to our
debenture debt. Your board will not be satisfied until
something is done and some re-arrangemen t of the
debt has been arrived at. whicli will enable the share-
holders to receive a dividend more in propoi-tion to
the earnings of the company. fApplaiise.) A pru-
dent clause in our articles precluded at first aii3- hut a
small dividend being paid until the debL-iiturcs are
reduced to £50,(J(»U. The i)i-os]>erity, the assured po-
sition of the compaiiv, and the (|uickei- reduction of
the dehentiu-cs loads the board to hope that some ar-

laugement ma)- he arrived at which may be nioi-e be-

neficial to the pi-esent shareholders than our present
articles allow. I will ask you, however, to leave the
matter in the hands of the hoard, and not to judge
of the prosperity of the company by the amount of

tha dividend wliich we are now i-eceiving. I do not
tliink that there is anything fiirther to allude to, hut
I will ask Ml-. Camei-on to second the i-esolution wliich

I shall forirrally mo\-e, iramely :
—“ That tlie report

of the directors, dated the 19th April, 1895, be re-

ceived and adopted, and that a divideird at the rate
of 5 per cent per- aunuirr oir the capital paid up oir the
preferred shares, and at the rate of 8 per- cerri per air-

t'umouthe ordiirary shares for the year ending 31st

December, 1894, he declared and rrrade payable orr the
4th May, 1895.’' Applause.

Mr. Kaleh a. Camerox fiiratraging director) seootrded
the irrotioir. The chairman, he said, had touched rrpon
nro.st nratters of impor tance, but there were two points
which were encouraging. One was that, takirrg last year,
the irrei-eased cousuirrption of Geylorr tea had absorbed
more than the increased receipts, arrd arrother eir-

couraging feature was that of the re-export of Geylorr
tea. There was iro doubt tliat it had obtained con-
siderable favour- oir the coutinent, and the re-exports
had increased from year to year. It was reasonable
to believe that when it had once obtained a footing
in those countries, it was not likely to stop where
it was, but that there would be a fiu-ther develop-
mfiirt. (Applause

)
Last year there was some slight

falling-off from the estimate, but still they got over
three hundred pounds an acre on the crop in bear-
ing, aird it netted 7^d per- pound, or slightly over
what they had received in 1898. The increased profit

wtis to some extent dire to the lower- rate of exchange,
hut there was an increased yield, an increased price,

and a smaller amount written off under the head of
buildings and machinery, which would become less
each year. With regard to 1895, the estimates were
in, and were very satisfactory. There had been a
drought in Geylon a month ago, but the latest ac-
counts were to the effect that rains had fallen. This
was a somewhat early stage at which to predict results,

but he had no reason to suppose that anything
would iirtcrfere with the fulhlment of the year's
hopes. They were adding to their acreage every
year, and tliere would be another addition thi's

year. There was one item in the profits which
the}- attached considerable importance to, viz., the
agency business. Including their- own crop they
had shipped a total of 9; million pounds, or about
oire-eigth of the whole exports from the island. They
had obtained the sole agency of a good many nranu-
facturing firms, and enabled them to execute orders
for machinery and requirements, and also to supply
their own estates on advantageous terms. They were
also now making arrangements to develop the engi*
neeriug business at fcJt. Sebastian mills, under
their resident engineer, in the expectation of getting
a considerable business in the island in the way of
repairing machinery. Having the whole thing gtVtt,

it only meant a development at no great cost, and
he had no doubt they would find it a very satis-
factory and profitable arrangement. Last year the
profits from the agency business and some incidental
sources had paid for the whole of the London aod
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Colombo oflice expenses ami bad left a consider-
able margin over, and be did not see why that prolit

should not increase. Ijooking at the whole position,
it was a matter of extreme satisfaction to sec
that the success he had always looked forward to
was within measurable distance, and they were justi-

fied in hoping for better things than they had even
yet accomplished, fApplause.)

^Ir. Mkiuuck asked if it was not possible to raise
an amount at four per cent, to pay off the deben-
tures. He would also like to kuow if the accounts
could not be stated under separate heads, and why
the meeting had not been held earlier.

Mr. T. A. Weltux said he had received the balance-
sheet with the greatest possible pleasure. Hav-
ing had something to do witli the original formation
of the company, he had never hoped, in the time
which had elapsed, that so good a result would have
been reached. The balance-sheet was particularly

worthy of confidence, because, owing to the peculiar

articles of the company, there was not the least induce-

ment for the directors to spare in the matter of deprecia-

tion, to attempt to over-value stocks, or anything of the

kind. The balance-sheet was a most severely true

one, and the profits earned were excellent, consider-

ing the difficulties in the last few years in making
headway in almost all departments of industry. (Ap-

plause.)

The Ch.ui!M.\n said that the board would not lose

any opportunity of getting money on the best terms,

but it should be remembered that this company had
no uncalled ca])ital, and its property was not situated

in Kngl.-uiil. .\s to putting the accounts under three

heads, t('a, coffee, and coCf>a, there was only one
ailiclc of an) ini])ortance at pr(!sent viz., tea. The
meeting laid boon held as soon as possible alter the

auditing of the accounts, but Haster })Ossibly had
made it a little later this year.

The motion was then [lut and carried unanimously.
The Cn.uR^i.^N proposed the re-election of the re-

tiring directors, Mr. Norman, Mr. Clrieve, and Mr.
David Keid.

Mr. (J.vJiEKoN seconded the resolution, which was
also agreed to.

Mr. Ueii) returned thanks, and said that it was a

matter of satisfaction to have been connected with
this company, which had from its inception made
such steady progress. The first balance sheet showed
a balance of profit amounting to TKii'), while this

year, after paying the full amount of debenture in-

terest, they were able to show a balance of f2(),t>hh,

although the averitgo price of the tea, which was
Is per pound in 1SS8, was now only 8.Jd. In 1S8P the

company had no reserve fund, while they now pos-

sessed one of tT(),(JOO. Much was due to the ability

of their able managing director, Mr. Cameron, who
h.ad watched most diligently over the business from
the commencement. (Applause.)

The auditors, IMessrs. ^Velton, .Jones and Co., w'ere

next reappointed.
On the motion of Mr. Mkuhick, a cordial vote of

thardvs was pas.sed to the chairman and directors, and
the meetiirg separated.

TEA I»ATENT,S.

‘20,1)07. October Jl, 1 SOIL T’ea rolling. Sutton,

L. H., Hrant Hronghton, noiir Newark, Tnncoln-

sbire.

'I'lie ho|)per as well as the tabl(> b.as .a rotary

motion imparted to it. by spur gearing on tin'

shaft in order to impart a closer twist to the

leaf. Tlie ho])per and table are mounted eccen-

trically, and they may be rotiiteil in t lie same or

in ojiposite directions by the bevel gearing shown.
The interior of the hopper is ribbed for the

purjiose of checking the leaves, and ))roducing a

more uniform action upon them. d'he ribs

sei ve also as guides for the weighteil head-piece

whicli is lowered upon the lea by a hand-wlu'el

ami is rotated with the hopper through the lihs.

Thesaihlle is pivoted at one side, and is swung
iiside when the head-piece is in jiosition. 'I'he

riUs maybe disjienscd with when it is desired that

the head -jiiece should not rotate with the hopper,

and arms which come in contact with the saildle

are provided to jirevent rotation .
—Patent Jonrnal.

HOOMING COFKKE.
“ To all who are seeking health oi‘ wealth, pleasure

or profit, to the artist, tourist, investor, botanist,

agriculturist, mineralogist, and arclneologist. Mexico
oners the finest fruit districts, the most fertile agri-

cultural districts, the richest mineral districts and
the most nutritious grazing districts, in addition to

being an ideal summer resort, as well as being an
unexcelled winter resort, with homes for thrifty

settlers and fortunes for investors.” This is pleasant
reading if you happen to be a landed proprietor in

itfexico; but if you are not, you may he a little

sceptical, may reach for the salt-cellar or think about
general Wcadcierand General Choke. J'’or the foregoing

is an extract from a Philadelphian pamphlet entitled
“ Important facts about coffee : Its plautm" and profit

in the republic of INIexico.” Throughout the civilised

world, wc are told, there is at the present time a

rapid and constant increase in the consumption of

coffee, and. although there has been a very marked
increase in the production of this new necessary
article of diet in Central and South America, the

still rising prices lor the commodity indicate that

the supply does not begin to keep pace with the
constantly increasing demand. These, it is said, are

now wcll-establisbod facts. Are they indeed t We
venture to doubt their accuracy nevertheless. But
let us SCI' how they cultivate colfee in IMcxico. The
altitude best adapted to coffee culture in that country
ranges from I.OOU to :!,(H)0 feet abo\e sea-level, which,
wo arc assured, insures freedom from malaria and all

diseases that visit the coast sections, and is well suited

to persons accustomed to living in temperate cli-

mates. ' The preparation of the land for a coffee plan-

tation is f/ioVe simple, consisting merely of a partial

clearing ot the virgin forest tliat covers the ground
and the digging of holes one foot square and six

feet apart and one foot deep into which the young
plants are ))laced as they are brought from the nur-

series. If the soil be rich and deep, ,SU0 trees to

the acre is a sufficient number, as results with this

number have been found more satisfactory than
with a greater or less number per acre.” The
italics are ours, (juite simple as the preparation of

the land is, the method of cultivation, we gather,
is even simpler. The work is all done by women
and children, so it is very cheap, and it consists

entirely of weeding. The planter in Mexico ap-
parcutly occupies bis times tiffing on a fence,

whittling sticks, picking his teeth and waiting
for the third year. ‘‘During the third year the

plantations yield sufficient coffee to cover all ex-

penses, the cost of jiroducing every lUO pounds
of coffee prejiared ready for market not exceeding Sh
])er lUO pounds as a maximum, the market price of

which at the present prices for coffee averages |‘20

pci‘ too pounds.” Appended to the pamphlet is “a
careful and conservative estimate, showing the cost

and profit of a 100 acre coffee plantation.” \\ here
is the planter who is not only too familiar with these
“careful and conservative estimates'.’ ' It works out
so beautifully:—“Thus the investor receives back by
the end of the fifth year nearly five times the
amount of his original investment and is the owner
of a iiroperty valued at iji‘20.000.” M'hat a glorious
prospect! Only five years planting, and then breaks
a golden dawn and a perennial stream of silver dol-

lars rolls rippling in. Will any bird be caught with
such chaff V Working on just the same lines we are
prepared to prove quite as convincingly that there
18 no more profitable investment or healthier life

for persona with weak lungs than the cultivation of

Dead Bea apples in the desert of iSabara.

In this panqdilct, which by the wav is being
sc.atteied broadcast throughout the worlcl. there is

just one |ioint which calls lor soiious consideration.

Anoug the causes cuumernted why the small cajii-

talist should invest his money in a Mexican coffee
plantation is the following 'I'lie decreased and
constantly decreasing supplies received from Jav:>.
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Snniatva, Ceylon and other East Indian eonntrios,

wliich at one time furnished the world's supply.

The decline in these countries being attributed to

the leaf and bug disease and other causes, but which

is in reality due to oreriroi i. ed and u'orti.-uul soil.'

Again are the italics ours. A statement like

this, containing just sutlicient truth to give

colour to it, is calculated to do harm. And
the worst of it is, there is in publication no
hand-book, so fa,r as w’e are aware, of the coffee districts

of the East-Indies which contains the true version.

We have before now urged on planters the advisability

of advertising their districts in other countries. At
])resent they are hardly known outside a very small

circle in Mincing I.ane. We do not recommend put-

ting forth ffaming pamphlets full of flimffanis about
the wonderful attractions of coffee cultivation in

Indian jungles; but the product is still a fair invest-

ment, and, keeping well within the horders of truth

the jilanter's life in Southern India has many at-

tractions to offer. We should heartily welcome the

ajipearance of a carefully com|)iled ‘‘ Hand-book of

Coffee Planting in Southern India” which would
convey to English readers a true account of the dis-

tricts, the life and the prospects.—J/. Mail.

TEA PHOSPECTS.

When one considers the very laige e.xtensions that
are being opened out in the tea districts, the ques-
tion of future mark-ets is one that must force itself

on our ijiimediate attention. That the yearly out-

turn will steadily increase, there can be little doubt,
the problem is where to place it. A proprietor who
has been recently through the districts has written
a few notes on this subject to a local daily contem-
porary and has made one or two suggestions with
which we entirely agree. He writes:—“With the
eTionnous e.xtensions being proceeded wdth in the
Dooars and Sylhet in the shape of new gardens,
and the large additions that are being made to old
and new estates in Assam, it is difficult to gras)'

what our output will be in the year litOl, but I pre-

dict that it will not fall much under 186,000,000 lb.

that almost all the well-known seed gardens
have sold their full crop for 18;)5-18‘,)(i and some, for

1.807 goes to prove the large forward policy in

extensions. From now our annual output will

advance by leaps and bounds and the crucial

test will soon be ajjparent. Can we place it

and at the same time maintain remunei’ative prices ?

I am writing this in no pessimistic spirit as I am a
staunch believer in tea, but unless we, as a body,
bestir ourselves and give stronger financial aid to the
Association to enable it to extend its wings and that
as rapidly as possil)le, wo shall assuredly live to

regret our inaction and indifference in this important
matter. In fact we are at present ridiny for a I'a/l

and will come the inevitable cropper sooner or later

unless we can manage that our coming large in cre.-rse

in outturn be diverted into fresh channels tor con-
sumption.”
This states the present position in a nut-shell. India

must find new markets and that speedily. We are
doing well in America and the success of our
experiment in that direction should encourage us
to turn to llussia with a practical scheme for

introducing and pushing Indian tea in that
country. Russia’s demand is enormous and with
all the favourable conditions now existing the pre.sent,

as our contemporary’s correspondeiit justly remarks
is the most opportune time for beginning operations.
The writer continues ;

—“ I do not think there is

much or anything to be gained by sending home
fancy samples of teas to be bottled and looked upon
by visitors as curious compounds, utterly unlike the
leaf as sold for drinking purposes. Liberal contribu-
tions in money or good drinking tea would be much
moi'e to the point. I may be ps rdoned for saying
so, but I consider the present contribution of gardens
towards the funds of the Indian Tea Association are
totally inadequate for the purpose of pushing the
sale of Indian xea in other countries. The present

suhscription to thij T(>a Association is 1 anna per
acre, which I would suggested heing raised to 1

annas and retained in force as long as deemed need-
ful. This would give about one lakh of rupees per
annum, which amount judiciously spent would dd
much to gain the desired object.
“Ceylon, in conjunction with that coming country;

Travancore, will easily manage to fill the ga)) caused
by decreasing imports from China, which leaves us no
safety valve in tliat direction. So let us bestir our-
selves and not be caught napping when the pinch
comes. The charge 1 have suggested would be but
a small item in the annual expenditure, and in my
humble o])inion no sounder, more necessary, or legiti-

mate one could be levied.”

This suggestion of the enhanced subscription and
the despatch of a Commissioner to Russia are worth

v

of careful consideration and we earnestly hoped thev
will commend themselves to tlioso in whose interest's

they are made.—Indian I'h'.nter.d t/a'X'tte. May 11 .

^ _

IM.AN'I’ElhS ,\XJ) L.MlOn; SI IM'EV

IX ( EVI.OX.
A very trenciiant. inaetieal and altogether

important delixeraiiee from an ini)iartial, and
yet experienced ])oint of \iew, 'vill he found
on page 41, by an esteemeil corrcs])»ndent.
It is almost as good as a snmming-ui) of a great
deal of the discuission (liat has taken ))lace, and
we commend its .several statements, criticisms
and ])ro]iosals to the careful consideration of the
community concerned. Is there any denial of

the fa.ct that the ciy of “shortness of coolies’’

between March and dune, is succeeded by a
sui’iilus of 1 ihonr and short lime work from
.Inly onwards’' If not, it is not right to say
that the sni»ply of coolies is permanently defi-

cient, and one question to he asked is,' could
the time for visiting the Coast not he altered
from the busy, to the .slack, months? This may
he impossible at |ire.sent, seeing tlie wet weather
for travelling before the coolies in July-Angnst

;

hut if there were f/ovoq/// raihrmj rovi)inniirrtfio}i,

would the weather m.ake so much difference?
In any ca.se, we think the time has come to

call on Hie I’lanters' As.soci.ation to ajipoint a
small, but efficient, Snh-Committee, to take
into consideration all th.at has appeared in the
local Fre.ss since IsD J.annaiy la.st in connection
w'ith the subject as well as 'the Ke])orts and in-
forihation already in the .Association’s archives,
and to an.aly.se and report on the s.ame w’ith
reference (I) to the actn.al pl.anting requirements
tor coolies now and in the next five y'ears, in
the busy .anil shack periods of rhe ye,ar • (2) lunv
best to reinforce the siqqily in the former, taking
.Mr. Young’s suggestion for a Ihrongh Railway
as s.aving t ime .and bringing more cnolies, sjiecially
into consideration

;
(ff) how better to distribute th'e

snjqdy as well .as re-arr.ange the ^york reijnired
;

and (4) to draw up regnl.ations for general
gnid.ance .as to the local engagement .and discli.arge
of coolies by all |)lanting enqdoyers.—Wh.at trails-
|)ired .at the Dimhnl.a .and Alaskeliya Associa-
tions will .all be nsetnl to the Sub-Committee if

duly nomiii.ated.

COKKI'K IN H.vputai.f.—AV cjj le.arn that the
))ros)>ects of good Autumn .and S))ring coffee crojis

in this favoured district .are exceedingly good.
'Two of the est.ates s]»eci.ally noted for their coffee are
(ionaniotava and Roeham|)ton. and in connection
with the latter it may be rem.arked that a con-
temjior.ary w.as iinite wrong the other d.ay, in
mixing up the projirietor (iMr. Ceorge Somes)With
the recent_ London failure. This gentleman has
no res])onsibility whatever for the merc.antile house
which bore his n.ame..
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WoKKlNC KxrKNSi-.S.

( Cunthiiii'(l.

)

(youtiiiuhii-- our remarks uu the subject of
Workin<^ Exjjeuses we liave now to glance at
some of tlie eireumstaiiees by wbieb the stamlanl
of cost per traiu-mile is liable to be all'eeted,

taking first the

LKN(;T11 ok TIIK ItAUvWAV.

A loeomotive can run week in week out a ilis-

tance of liC) to 12i) miles a <lay, acconling to

spec, 1 anil gradients, lanes, therefore, of a length
-oil to (ji) miles—which admit of a locomotise

doing the tlouble journey in the day are specially

adapteil for economical working in the item of

train e\'i)enses, inasmuch as Imth maidiinery and
men are kept fully emiiloyed. On the other
hand fixed charges, as for management and ter-

minals, tend to show less the longer the line,

for the simple reason that there are more miles
to distribute them over. We use the word “ tend

”

to indicate the absence of any invariable lelation

between lengfh and fixcl charges smdi as sni)-

sists between length iind train charges.

(OrAU'l'V AND rvPK Ol' r.INK.

It is with railways as with boots, the inferior

article wears b.adly and is costly in rejiairs and
renewals. From which it follows that tlie wiser

outlay of a restricted capital is on a first <[uality
“ little ” railway (always supposing it will tit

the tratiic), with a soliilly built, well-ballasted

road, capacious waterways, and rolling stoidc of

the best, rather than on a second rpiality “ big”
railway like—shall we say Y—that which Mr.
Waring proposes to build to dafliia. It some-
times happens that the initial capital is so scanty

as to comiiel the use of second-haml light iron

rails, worn rolling stock, patched-up locomotives

of obsolete ])attern, and other economies justiliable

oidy as being the sole alternative to no line

at all. In tliese cases, and in all cases of

inferior type or (piality. Working Expenses will

be increased in the items of maintenance and
repairs, and the percentages in the table of

costs whicb w'e gave in our last article will be
correspondingly disturbeil.

The ((uestion of gauge will come up for fuller dis-

cussion in connection with Capital Expenditure,

but having a bearing on Working Expenditure also,

some remark is called for here. Advocates of the

broad gauge type of railway have done their

utmost to prove that at all times, in all i)laocs,

under all circumstances, the wider the .gauge

the cheaper to w'ork ;
and amo igst the apostles

of this gosji.e! none stands higher than Mr. l'\ .1.

Waring, C. m.d. witness the painstaking and accom-

])lisheir paper he read on “Indian Railways”

at the Institution of (hvil Engineers in March
1889. W'itli this i>aper, ami the similar and

more recently published utterances of Mr. Eddy,

before ns, wc yet venture to hold that the rela-

lion betw’oen goange and M'orking Expenses is

an eminently contingent om>, depending wliolly

on place and circumstances, and there‘'ore tliat

any conclusions must lie <hmbtfnl which, like

those set out in the i)a]ier aforesaid, arc ar-

rived at by a stalistii-al method whose e-<senc(>

it is to mask iiecnliaritii's in averages. Mr.

Waring’s argnnnnd. in favour of broad gange.s

basejl on a table of (iA “Means” as they are

called, calculated from f h(> statistics of 12 Indian

inetre'guige line-; and S Indian lines of the oft.

(i in. Cue” of the speakers in the discussion

wdiich followed the reading of the paper chal-

lenged the way in which the “ Means” had
been take.i out ; he would have done better

had he gone a step farther and asserted that

the (lor.fruie of mcaii-s was altogether inapplica-

ble. The very use of the word in such a con-

nection ignores the radical ditlerence between
a nfai and an ai'crn^fc, a ditlerence fundamental
to the Science of 8tatistic.s. Following Herschel
and Quetelet, we may ]uit it thus : an (tcrrcujc

m.ay exist for tiie most ditlerent and di.ssociate»l

objects smdi as the heiglit of the houses in

Colombo, or the number of passengers landing
ilaily, or t he amount of money si»ent i>er passenger
at the hotels. It may be convenient to convey
a general noti(»n of the things a\erageil, but it

in\'ol\ es no commptioii of a natural and assignable
central magnitude or norm, all iliflerences from
which ought to be reganled as irregular and
anomalous. A insaii, on the contrary, does involve
such a conception. It implies a regularity in the
llnctuations within the grou|) of w hich it is the
norm and facies, and an assignable maximum and
minimum of variation. Ag-ain an arcrafje

affords no assurance that wdiat is to be, either

w ill be, or should be, conformable to it ; but a
lacrni does. Mr. Waring’s “means” are most of

them nii;rely averages, and will not bear the
argument he bases on them. In other words,
granting tliat the 12 narrow gauges a\erage out
badl\' against tin'. 8 broad gauges, it does not in

the least follow that the Rlth narrow' gauge will

ftdlow' suit; if, however, his “means” were true

means, it would follow.

Mr. NVaring, tlien, has yet to prove us in error

when, with a nipidly increasing concensus of

authority behind us, we aver that broad gauge
railways can economically meet the legitimate
ilemauds of the public in the matter of freipiency

of trains only when the volume of tratiic issutli-

ciently large to load them to their full capacity;
a state of things which now'here obtains outside
the densely jiopulated manufacturing districts of

the old world. In most of the districts now calling

for raihvays the tratiic, both passenger and goods,

is, and must long remain, small out of all pro-

]»ortion to the carrying capacity and capital cost

of such powerful machines as the 4' 8.F' and o'

()" gauges. The insistauce on them under such
circumstances has two inevitable and disastrous

issues: (1) that to keep the capital outlay to the
amount the tratiic will bear, an inferior type of

construction and eijuipment must be adopted
;

and (2) that to keep the cost per ton-mile (the

favourite unit of the broad-gaugers) to a jiresent-

able tigure, the w'ork must needs be done with
as few trains as possiiile, to the serious incon-

venience of the [)ublic which is entitled to a
certain frequency of service. And here we come
upon a point of dillereiice between broad and
narrow' gauges, and in favour of the latter, to

wliich sulficient attention has not been given,

namely tliat in virtue of the lower cost of their

rolling-stock, the idoser a]iproximation of deail

to jiaying load, with sundry other adiantages,
(hey arc able to supply more economically the
t.l•aiu-mileage in excess of i»ressing and present

de uand which is nece.ssary if the latent tratiic

of a distried is (o he stimulated.

Tlie returns of broad gauge Hues look best when
(ig ire l out per 1,01)11 gross ton-miles, .and it is

f )i' this unit .Mr. M'aring ideads in his com|iarison

of the 111 Hail broad .and narrow gauges. Rut a

litter measure of the si'rrirrnhfe>ii's>i of a railw.iy

is t'-aiu-mileage, and tlu' check on extraingiui -''

is the latio bet\\(''u expenses and ('ariiings |icr

train-mile; which ligure also measures the eircctii e

ness of tlie supply in stimulating demand.
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l>roaa gauges seliloiii come out Mell umler
tills test. Their working expenses in tlie items

of maintenance and repairs wear a sinister look

unless ligured out on a unit M'liicli gives credit

for gross load
;
but we rpiestion whether credit

should be allowed for wear and tear due to the

unnecessary dead-weight of (luarter tilled b"

ndling stock—the average load on the C. G. 11.

according to the 1S98 Iteport.

TUI-; XATUKK oi'' TllK TIt.VFKIC

is commonly accounted a determinant of Working
Expenses, and it is so in cases \vhere (1) either

goods or )iassengers are greatly in excess, or (2)

the liulk of the goods traflic is mineral, or (3)

the traffic is mainly end-to-end, or (4) is seasonal
or intermittent. Tlie effect of a predominance of

either goods or passengers on cost jier train-mile

came up for remark in our last article in con-

nection with the Cape Government liailways. The
difference is seen mainly in the item of Station
(diarges, but to be material the line must be
almost exclusively either foi jiassengers, like the
“ Metroi»olitan ” of famdon, or for goods, like the
“Hull and Ifarnsley.” Obviously these cases rarely

occur in new countries, where, indeed, the bulk
of the traffic is of a nature which admits of

lieing dealt with by “mixed trains.” The
second and third conditions above-mentioned
make for cheap working; the fourth tends
on the whole to increase expenditure. Hut
while undoubtedlj' the Jiature of the ]:)ros-

pective traffic is a consideration tobekejd promi-
nently in mind by the promoters of new railways,

in nine cases out of ten it is the sjiecifications

for ])lant and rolling stock, not the estimates of

Working Expenses which will be modified thereby.

There are other factors, some technical, some
economic, Mhich share in the determination of

Working Exi)cnses, ami which must therefore be
take!! into account before the standard of cost

—

2s (3d i»er train mile, can be safely used un-
changed as a basis for estimates ; wages, fuel,

^vatel, rates and taxes, climatic oddities. Our
jiurpose howe\cr is, not to exhaust the subject,

but to say so much thereu|)on ;is Mill ser\e to

enforce the axioms that there Jire no fixed rules

for raihvay enterprise ; that precedents have no
value except ;is hints and warnings

; thiit if a
I'aihviij’ is built of a cerbiin pad tern becfiusc other
raihvays liiivc lieen .so built it is pretty certain

to turn out unsati- factorily : and lastly that in

the problems udiich ha.s e to lie solsaal before the
first .sod of any nesv railway can safely be fumed
the plain man has a share and a voice M hich he
cannot judiciously delegate to the Engineer.
In our next iirticle Me shall deal lirieliy Mith

the relation between Management—State and Com-
]iaiiy—and Working Expenses ; and shall then
take u]) .some of the <|uestions M’hich arise in

connection Mith T.vkifias.

PLANTEUS AND L.^HOUKEHS:
THE CINNAMON INDPSTRY AND THE
DESERTION OE “PEELERS” M'ORKING

UNDER A CONTRACT SYSTEM.
Tea planters in Ceylon are not alone in their

experience of disfurbiug, if not contradictory,

judicial deliverances in lefeiencc to the rehitions

existing between employers and labourers on
plantations. The oldest, .and ut one time the
most important Phuiting indu.stry in Ceylon

—

that of cinnamon (the spice M-hich, sent from
our shores to Rome in the time of the Emperor
^ugustub, sold for the equivalent of per lb)

—-L iwUtU tlLtvubetl at jn'eseiit iu its head-

(|U.arters in the Negombo district l>y the diffi-

culty of .securing punishment for labourers m-Iio
break their contnict .and desert their em|iloyers,
perhaps at the most critical time of the mIioIc
ye.ar Mdien the Cinnamon bai'k is ready to peel
and M'hen a few days and a ch.ange of M’eather
may make a vast dilleremte in the !'ahie of the cro)i.

If ever there m.is a case M’here prompt jmnish-
ment is needed, one Mould .say it M-as in (he
case of deserters under such' circumstances—
labourers taking advantage of the absolute and
urgent necessity of their em]iloyers to sIiom-
their importance if not to vent tiieir malice liy
running away from tlieir contracts, knoMin.-
how extremely diflicult it Mill be to fill their
]daces. Eor, unlike ordinary estate coolies
cinnamon jieelers are ii class by them.selve.s
and may in fact be considered to be “.skilled
Labourers.” The only jiarallel M e can give is that
of the tr.ained hands of a tea bictory at the very
busiest time of the year, Mitlmut cause desert-
ing their posts.

^

Hom- should the Law and the
Courts treat such a c.ase?

In the c.ase of the spice industiy, it is not, ap-
p.arently, that in the present year there h.a.s been
any special increase of “desertion” from cinnamon
estate.s ;

but that the present Magistrate of
Negombo— unlike iuiy of his predecessors—has
decided tlnit cases of desertion and breach of
contract such as M'e have described, should be
imoceeded against, not criminally—by issuing M-ar*
rants for the apprehension of the f'leserters—but
through civil actions. A “ civil action” a<>-ainst a
liolting cinnamon })celer !

Let us now proceed to deal moi'e in detail
with the state of aflair.s levealed by the ijro*
ceedings in our Supplement, and in doim-' so It
M'ill lie observed Iiom- aijpllcable is mucirof M hat
M’e M-rite to the case of tea planters and their
labourers. First, to (|Uote from the Introduction
to jUessrs. Lewis and CraM-ford’.s admirable com-
liilatiou “ Phiiuts under the Master and Ser-
vants ( (rdiiiiince” :

—
“III any country, in Mhich slavery is illegal the

relations betM'cen master and serv.ant must neces-
sarily exist by virtue of sonie agreement, either
express or implied between the parties—in other
words they ai-e created by contract. The remedy
for breach of contract is ordinarily by civil actioii
The experience hoM'evor of different 'countries has
shown that, so far as regards this ebiss of contracts
the remedies .atforded by the Civil Courts are in-
adequate for the due protection of either master or
servant.” “Whereas much loss and inconvenience
are sustained by manufacturers * * * from fraudulent
breach of contract on the p.art of artificers Morkmen and labourers, who have received money in ad'
vance on account of work which they have con
tracted to perform

;
and whereas the remedy af

forded by suit in the Civil Courts for the recoveVv
of damages is wholly insufficient and it is just and
proper that persons guilty of such fraudulent breach
of contract should lie subject to punishment'’ eCc(Preamble to the Indian Act No. IS of 18>9) In
the words of Sir C. Marshall “a criminal nrosecu
tion IS the only remedy in veri- many c,ase.s which
from the relative situation of the parties, and from
the circumstances of most servants, can be
available to their employer.” * * *

’

“It is because the eircmnstances of most serv.ants
would incapacitate them from paying dam.agea that
tlie breach of Iheir civil contracts of service are
thus punishable criminally. In other words the fear
of punishment, operating on the mind of’ the ser-
vant, IS given to the master as a protection .againstmisconduct in the room of a pecuniary indemnity
which, if .awarded by a decree, could seldom be nr

Now let Uo see Iiom- the Cinnamon Pluntiim In
duiitry has been hitherto worked, and the ioV
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lowing infoniuiLion on this sahjccl is troni ;in

nndenialile auttiority witlt long L‘N|i(,'rience ol' t lio

working of |)lantat.ions :
—

Plelku-Contkai Ts AN'ii Till: Ai'va.nae System.—The
maintenance of the cinnamon industry depends upon,

among other things, i)enally enforced contracts ex-

tending over a term of )cars, Advances ranging from
iUO to UdO each are made to the peelers on written

contracts, executed in the manner prescribed by
clause 7 of the Ordinance No. 11 of 186."), whereby
they agree to peel and prepare cinnamon * oil all

the' days, excejit Sundays, ’ during a term of threi^

years, it being important to secure an adequate
force so as to take in the available crop when the

conditions for ))eeling are favourable : otherwise

the crop depreciates if it is not harvested at

the proper time from the spice becoming coarse

in quality, or, if it has become too coarse to

peel, the out-turn of (piill bark is diminished. There

are two distinct peeling seasons in the year, the

maha mosiuna or big crop, which usually begins some

time in May and the iiitiirhir, monuiau. or small crop,

which commences on some date in No\embei. The

iieeling is adversely affected by drought and the

tlushiiig of the bushes and whenever this hajipens

harvesting operations cease till such time as the con-

dition for peeling are again favourable. Although,

when a break of this kind occurs, the peeler is

offered other work on the estate, at a rate of wages

which the ordinary Sinhalese labourer is satisfied witli,

he seldom avails himself of the offer and leaves the

village in search of more congenial occupation. If

he succeed in the object of his search he is often

tempted to stay away altogether taking cave to con-

ceal his whereabouts from the two individuals most

concerned in his welfare, namely
;
the Cangany and

Superintendent, thus defrauding the estate of his

services and the money advanced. Others again take

advances from estate after estate with no intention

whatever of performing their shaie of the contract

and with the money tlius obtained by fraud hold

high carnival during the Sinholese Aifuntda Maiujabia

and having “ rubbed themselves with oil ” elude

the clutches of the several dupes by mysteriously

disappearing just about the time work begins on the

estates.
. ,, , , i i i

The peeler being a skilled workman, his place cannot

be tilled by an ordinary labourer, with the result

that serious loss is caused to the estate as previously

stated It seems to be unfair to the employer that

a labourer absenting himself without leave during

the period of his contract can practically deduct the

time of his absence from the term he has to serve and

it also seems unfair to both that if, on arrest aftei

the expiry of the term of liis contract, the labourer

is willing to work and the em[)loyer to accept his

services the Court cannot pass an order to that effect.

The intention of the existing Ordinance winch

governs the relation between master and servant is

that breaches of contract should be treated criminally ;

but the law seems defective or capable of being so

interpreted as to afford several loop-holes of escanc

to defaulters as the case under notice illustrates. The

contract does not stipulate that notice of the date of

commencement or resumption of work shall be given

to the peelers, for the peeling season is a period

well ascertained and understood in the business and,

as skilled labourers, (peelers from their childhood up

and descendants of peelers) they ought to know, and

do know very well, when the cinnamon is peelable. it

is absurd, therefore, to suppose that a peeler who keeps

away for not one season only, but for several suc-

cessive seasons and in some cases for the whole term of

his contr.act is not aware that during his absence

harvesting has bi^cii going on on the e.stato_ where he

has contracted to work. To hold, as the Magistrate has

held incase No. lll'-lll, that a defaulter, 'yiofoi; a

neriod of more than 1 1 consecutive months failed

to attend and carry on the work he had contracted to

nerform is not gnihy hccause notice of the resumption

of work could not lie served on him in a U;n-a iiirourifa

must work niiicli mischief with a class ot people who

•u-e so ready to take iindiio advantage ol op-

portunity for neglecting to perform their obhgatioiia.

5:o iUustrato;-It is a fact, well-known in heNepnbo

pisU-ict, that about 9 years ago, o^YJng to neglect on

the part of a Superiiitondciit to prosecute deserting
peelers, liis successor in oliice, who was most alive

to the interests of his employer, liad to institute

nearly ’iO*) cases shortly after he assumed the manage-
ment of the estate. This, it is said, led to the
Govcninient inquiring how it was that there was
such a sudden and appalling increase of crime in

the district

!

Desertion, on the estate referred to, was soon
checked by the prompt prosecution and punish-
ment of offenders, but it is likely to break
out again in an epidemic form on all estates

generally when the nows s[)veads out among
the peelers that the evasion of notice in all that
is required to justify the offence.
In case No. 111,217, the judgment, so far as it holds

that the previous conviction of the defendant deter-
mined the contract of service and bars any prosecu-
tion for failing to rettini to work after tlie expira-
tion of the term of imprisonment, is erroncoiu and
against authority. The case rejiorted in I S.C.C.
referred to by the Magistrate, is the leading case in
point. The unqualified statement of the 8uperinten-
doiit ill the previous case against tlie same accused
that he was ‘‘ not willing to receive him back ” is

taken by the Magistrate to imply a rescission of the
contract, hut it may also mean—and it is to be infer-

red from the statement having been made before the

vonrictioH that it was so meant—that the defendant
should not go unpunished and that if the comjilain-
ant's taking tlie man back was to end in the man
being discharged from the prosecution he would rather
not take him back.

If ’• the conviction and imprisonment of a servant
for breach of contract operates as a rescission of the
contract of service and the servant is not liable to be
again convicted” then the servant might, if he is so
disposed, “ put an end to his contract, by a wrongful
act, (((/(lin.'it the n:i.ih of his emploi/ern.”

Wc think it can be seen from the above how
tlie obstacles now tlirown in the way of

tile planters in trying to recover and punisli

deserters, threaten to underiniiie.the very founda-
tions of the Cinnainon Industry—an industry'

already none too prosperous and which has to lie

worked with the closest regard to economy in

every department. We think, therefore, that the
Attorney-tieneral should give ei’ery facility to

have an aj^ieal taken to the Supreme Court from
the Negomho decisions, and then, if these are up-
held, there should be a (dear ease fur going to the
Covernment and Legislative Council—asotlierwi.se

we may eertainiy expect a withdrawal of capital

from the already far from popular, luit on many
grounds, im|M>rtant Cinnamon Indu.stry.

KSSKXTIAI. OII.H,

(TXMMox OiE, ('Eri.o.N—A lively iiloveiileiit llils l.-iksu

])lace ill the iiiices (if fine (pialities of ciiiiiMiiiiiii-clii|i*,

which ranged in the ennrse of the la.st half-year from
l’(l to y.jd per Ih, the last (|notations from CoU'miho being
2(1 to 21(1 l»er Ih for April-shipment. The total export.s
of cliips average ahont one-third hy weight of the total
e.viiorts of ( 'eyhin-eiiinamoM hark, 'i'hc world s eonsumtion
of harks and chips together during the last few years
lias been, in round figures 2,.snii,ono Ih a year. From our
means of .indging the iiositioii we are ratlier inelined
to predict an advance in the price of eiiinainon-bark
oil.

('rriK)M'.l.r.A On, since onr last deport the i>riees of
tliis important article of perfumery have gradually ad-
vanced to (he extent of ahont to jicr cent. The con-
sumers however have not taken any notice whatever of
(his occorreiice, widch in all iirohahility is connecte(l with
the large exportation of the oil. For the jiast year the
statistics show a. (piite nmisiially high figure.

With regard to the exiiort of cilronella oil to (termaiiy
it may he iiointed out tliat the figure of S()S,044 onnees
does not represent the whole of the actual consump-
tion, inasmuch as a large portion of onr imports is

sliiiM'ed hy w.'ty of Fngland ; the iin])ort.s of onr Leip-
zig house (done in the course of lSi)4 aniouiited to over
one million oiims's, while our New ^ ork firm alone take .

more than oiie-tliinl cd the entire exportation of dtronelja
oil to the United litates. -,?ehinma d: Co., Jieip,iig, April,
1895.
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NEW ERA IN TEA CULTIVATION:

THE MANURING OF TEA.

There can be no doubt tliat we are entering

on a new era of cultivation in respect of our

great Tea Industry. For some years, our planters

as a whole, treated with absolute iuditt'er-

ence— if not scorn—the several warnings advanceil

to them in these columns l>y their good friend

and prescient counsellor, Mr. John Hughes, the

London Consulting Analytical Chemist to the

rianters’ Association. Mr. Hughes pointed out

that it was impossilde to go on taking from \

to 2 tons of leaf i>er acre from tlieir tea i)lanta-

(ions without making anj' special return save
in piunings and such cursory “tilth,"’ or turning
of the soil, as might be possible. In reply,

many of the planters indicate<l their dread of

manure—artilicial preparations especially—as being
associated in their minds with the declension and
ruin of their coffee (although any connection
between the outburst of hemihia ra/tialrix or
“ green bug” andthe applicationof manure hasnever
been demonstrated); and tliey further hinted
tlie proverb “Sufficient for the day is the evil

thereof ”—meaning that they meant to go on so long
as their trees responded. But this \vas a short-

sighted decision and its folly is now very gene-
ral!;^ acknowledged after the most practical

fashion, namely, by the activity which is visible

in reference to Manuring. A very short period

has brought Mr. Hughes his revenge. Of course
there were certain longdieaded men amongst us
who have all along, more especially when dealing
with old coffee land, systematically applied
manure, and these ha\ e not only been reivarded

with better returns, Imt find their trees kept
up in heart and vigour; while in some cases at
least, their neighbours ha\ e had to complain of signs
of weakness and a falling-olf in croji. However,
it is no use “crying over spilt milk,” and onr
purpose in referring to the subject today is to

introduce a further valuable paper sent to us by
Mr. Hughes, full of most useful and practical

sngg'estions rvliich, we trust, will be taken into care-

ful consideration and, as far as possible, acted on
by the planters- If the several District Associations
took up the experiment indic.ated by Mr. Hughes
and emleavonred to formulate information
from reiiresentative estates within their bounds,
we feel sure that the value of their work
would be generally ajiju-eciated. As regards the
handling or moving of the soil—the “ tilth

”

which Dinilmla veterans so well recognise—we
have more than once referred to onr experience
of Horagalla-Ingrug.alla coffee estates, Hantane,
well-nigh thirty years .ago. How Mr. George
Mackenzie (of Messrs. George Steu.art &('o.

) h.ad .ad-

vised the Superintendent to get re.ady a field for

the .applic.ation of 20 or 30 tons of manure to be
sent np ; how the latter set to work and had
a big section on the hillside duly holed

; but the
manure never came and after .some time the holes
were filled in .ag.ain—but what w.as the result .a few
months .afterwards ? An immense i7ui)rovejnent

in the cofi'ee which so arrested onr attention
that we (mtild not believe Mr. Arnott float no
m.annre load been applied, ,so gre.at w.as the con-
tr.ast between two fields of the same .age.

Mr. Hughes .asks ns to give the Railw.ay retnnis
for mnmire canitsl n]>cf)unt7'v, .as so7ue index of
Hie adx'aiicR in c,uUivatio 7 i. This we iire ei 7alded
to do Ihrough the c.o77rte.sy of tin* llailwiiy
authorities and it will be obseiaasl tioat the
figures for the past si.\ years indicate very

5

sti'iki77g progress—.an increase indeed of consider-
.ably over lOu jier cent

:

—
188t). 1890. 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894.
tons. tons. tons. tons, ton.s. tons.

Manure 2,.572 3, .570 3,355 3,141 4 , 1.54 5,818
Bi 7 t the jirogress i 77 .ule i 77 the currciit year i 7i-

dicates <i still greater ad\ ance. Fro 7 i! the weekly
tables we le.arm that i7i the jiast fo7ir 7i707iths
a77 7i7i7isu,ally l.ai'ge fji7a77tity of 7muiu 7'e h.as beei 7

ti';i77s|)orterl

To»in of Manure
January-April 1895 . . . . 2,381

Do 1894 .. ., 1,468

Increase . . . . 913
He 7'e, 710W, is M 7 -. Hirghes’ bitest paper:—

THE MANURING OF TEA.

{Extract from Sir Woi. Uarcoart's Biuhjct.)
I will now turn to coffee. The co 7isu 7uption

of this article has been steadily deci’casing. In
1885-0 the revenue from it was ,f203,000. Last year
it was only i‘170,0(X) cou 7pa7’ed with t*3,500,000 de-
rived fi-07n tea. While the population has increased
2,50tt,0(X), or 7'8 per cent the coffee revenue has di 7ui-
7iished 10 per cent. Cocoa 07i the other hand is

steadily gi’owing in eonsu 7nption. There has been
an increase in the last year of 3,383,0001b. as co 7u-
pared with 1893-4, giving an i 7iiprove 7nent of i'14,000
i7i the revenue. Ibpe fruit shows an i7icrease of
£30,000 over the previous year. These are articles
representing three-fourths of the Customs revenue,
which may be fairly takeir as indicating the un-
broken resources of the large mass of the nation.
The last nu777ber of the Overland Observer

dated Aj)ril 9th, co77tained an article on the
abov e i77iportant subject.

The state 7 ue77 t of a planter who 7 nforii 7ed the
Editor thiit he had give:: up 7na77 i::'ing owing
to the depth to which the tap roots of his

te.a pla:its pe:iet7'iited, wars ve:'y p:'o])erly severely
criticised.

If the tap roots were fountl to have pei:e-

tr.ated the soil to .any U7:usual de])th, it

wouhl ii:dicate \inusu.al vigour on the pa:'t

of the idant, and a greater depth .a:id poro-
sity of .soil than usually occurs o:i Geylo:i tea
est<ates.

Indeed the planter hi 7i:self regarded the ca.se

he :nentioned <as quite excei)tional, and i:i his
opinion it shonhl not operate tow'.a7ils dissuadi:7g
tea jilanters froi:: the practice of i 7 ia 7iU 7'i 7ig. That
bei:ig so, it see:ns sc.arcely :iecessary to have
brought the subject forward.
The Mir77 uri:ig of Tea is, or should be, a 77iatter

of jir.actical experie:iee.

If good crops ca:: be obtained without the
,a]7i:lic.ation of fertilizei's, planters woiiltl be very
foolish to incur the .additional expense cau.se'd
by 7ua:iuring.

If however, there is a n:arked falli:ig-otl' in the
quantiti! or the (i^ualitji of the leaf, the experi-
enced plante:; will veiy soon understand the
neces.sity of instituting a careful enquiry into
the process of mannf.acture, tlie mode of cultiva-
tion .and the composition of the soil.

Th.at tea is in itself an exhausting crop, and that
the repe.ated and often seveie pruning to wdiicli

the trees, are fi-om time to time, subjected, is

also of an exhausting natuie, cannot be denied.
How long the soil is cajiable of withst.anding

this exhaustion depends u[)Oui ts chemical coni-
jiosition, its physical ch.ai'.acter, the particular
situation of the estate .as to exposure to wind
.and w.ash, .and the general clim.atic condition.s
of the loc.ality.

On i-cally good deep soil ju-otected fiom wind,
under good management and in .a f.avoui'.able

climate, tea ni.ay, an<l no d.mbt will be, pi'odnceil

for many years with s.atisfactoiy results without
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rmy 'Special manuring, lieyoml ilie oareful return

to U\e soil of all vogolaitle residue derived from

an occasional \)runing.

On the great majority of estates, however, a

judicious and moderate application of marmre,
varied according to the nature of the soil, tlie

altitude and the rainfall, seems to be the rational

future treatment best adajjted to the production
of leaf of good (juality.

That the altitude and rainfall should ha\e an
im])ortant influence upon the kind of manure to

be selected bas no doubt been already fully re-

cognised by planters who have had any expe-

rience in manuring on estates having a consider-

able difference in elevation.

Thus for lowcountry estates a more mineral

and less stimulating fertilizer will j)robably be

•lesirable, while at an elevation of from 2,()U() to

4.OOU feet, a more nitrogenous manure will bo

found suitable.

These are points which, together with the

analysis of the soil as to its richness in Potash

(the dominant constituent of the .soluble ash of

tea) ami in Nitrogen, which forms so important

an element in the comi)osition of the organic

portion of the leaf, should engage the attention

of the Analyst when recommending the most

economical as well as the most suitable niannre.

According to tbe experience of the writer, this

jiractice of enquiring into the composition of

the .soil and the requirements of the crop is

now resorted to much more fretpiently. During

the last year more tea soils have been submitted

for analysis tban during any ]>revious year since

the writer’s first official visit to Ceylon in 1877.

As recently as Febrnarj' last, ten tf>ns of a

speci.al manure was prepared by a l.ondon linn

according to the writer's suggestion, and after

careful analy.sis shipped for a jdanter in Dikoya.

The loc.al Kailway returns should indicate

whether manuring is being given up or not.

Wliile recommemling the judicious ajiidication

of fertilizers according to the reiiuirements of

the soil and situation, it should l>c alwavs re-

membered that manuring (from maims = a iiand)

originally meant the handling or moving of the

soiF; hence the origin of the bare fallow during

the summer montiis which enabhsl the farmer

to thoroughly turn and cle.an his land in iirepa-

ration for wheat.
This turning of the soil and exjtosing it to the

action of tbe air is of the greatest inqiortance as

an agricultural operation. During a professional

visit to the Vane districts of Spain in 1879 the writer

was much interested iu ob.serving the local cus-

tom of treating an <dd or partially exhausted

Vineyard, namely by digging it over to thedepth

of three feet and so loosening the soil and ex-

])osing it to the atmosjihere as to improve the me-

chanical condition, while also rendering tlie min-

eral constituents a\ ailable as ])lant food.

These remarks may be concluded by suggesting

that it would be a useful thing to ascertain how
far the regular prunings of the tea jdant consti-

tute an exhaustion.

Let the ])runim.''s from ton trees lie c.arefully

collected and the leaves and twigs separated and

weighed in their fresh green state.

Let these be cand'iilly sun driisl, .again weiglu'd,

.anil about 1 lb. of i,he diied leavers, .and in 111 . ot

the dried twigs sliould be packc'd in sealed bottles

and forwarded for analysis with the necessary ]).ar-

ticulars of the number of tri'esper acre, and tlie

respective weights of the fresli and dried leavi's

ami twigs.

The information so obt.ained would bn of prac-

tical use .and if the .several District Associalioin

w'oukl each take the matter in hand ami agree to

tlie future publication of the results in a t.abnlated
form, thedet.ails would be of general interest to the
planting community of the Island.

•lon.N lluiniKs, F.I.e.

Agricultural Analytical Ciiemist,

79, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
May 3rd, 189.5.

-V

INDIAN PATENTS.

Calcutta, May 2nd.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been hied, during the week ending
the 27th April 1895, under the provisions of Act
V of 1888 :

—

For Improvements iu Apparatus for withering Tea
Leaf.—115 of ’95.—Robert Thomson, of Kinuing Parle

FjUgine Works, Kinuing Park, in the Country of

Renfrew, Scotland, Engineer and Tea Planter, for

improvements in app.aratus for withering tea leaf.

Speciheatious of the undermentioned inventions have
been hied, under the provisions of Act V' of 1888 :

—

For Improvements in or connected with Stoves
or Apparatus for Drying Tea Leaf or other produce.
—25 '95.—William Jacksons of Thorngrove, Manno-
held, Aberdeen, North Rritain, Engineer, for im-
provements in or connected with stoves or apjiaratus
for drying tea leaf, coffee, grain or other produce.
(Filed, 29th January 1895.)

The fees prescribed have beeir paid for the con-
tinuance of exclusive privilege in respect of the
undermentioned inventions for the periods shown
against each :

—

P’or Improvements relating to Electric Traction.

—

56 of ’91.—Alexander Login Linetf, Electrical En-
gineer, of 88, High Road, Chiswick, in the County
of Middlesex (England), for improvements relating to
electric traction. (PTom lUth March 1895 to 9th
March 1896.)

Whereas tlie inventors of the undermentioned in-

ventions have respectively failed to pay the fee within
the time limited in that behalf it is hereby notified

that the exclusive privilege of making selling, and
using the said inventions bas ceased:

—

For a “ ColTee-Poelcr ’’ to be c riled “ The Hussani
Colfee-Peeler.’’—6ii of ’9i).—Mr. 8yod Ameer Alec’s
invention for a “Coffee-Peeler’’ to be called “The
Hussani Coffee-Peeler.’’ (Specification filled 27th
January 1891 .)—Indian and Eaatcrn Enjineer.

THE LOKANTHUS OF CEYLON.

A paper w.as re.ad by Mr. P'. 5Y. Keeble enti-

tled ‘ Ohserv.rtiuns on tlie Lorcantliaceie of Ceylon,’
in which country tbe autliof had made a short
sojourn iu 1894. After remarking that in (’('ylon

many sjiecie.s of J.orantliu.s lia\c large .and con-
spicuous Mowers, witli the corolla-tube brightly
coloured, more or lo.ss tubular and lobed, he
pointed out that certain deviations from the ty-

pical regularity of the corolla-tube were corre-

lated w ith the mode of fertilization of the Mower
by sun-birds (Nectarinea'), and this w.as made
cie.ar iiy diagrams and some excellent coloured
drawings. Discussing the mode of distribution of

the seed.s, .Mr. Keeble lirst quoted the views of

Kugler and I’i.antl, and the remarks iu Ki'rner's
‘ I’llanzenleben' (English (‘dition) on the di.ssemi-

iiation of the Europi'au misih-loe, and then de-

tailed his own obser\ atioiis in the ca.se of tropical

Lol a, III haci'.'c. 'I'he modi';; of germination of various
specie; of Lorauthus and 5’iscum w.'ie then des-

cribed, JUS well a; the cmwjiiiire and growth of

t!ie hyiio'sityl, .ami the ell’ecl of contact on the
latter and on its suctoi-ial disc ; the piipei' coii-

cbidiiig with some remarks on the forms of fruit

and seed of ( 'I'vlonese species of Lora nl InU'eic.

A(hni<niiii, M;iy 1.
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A i:k; DiavK in tea.

[Hevc in a good example from the editorial page

of the Aiii' riri.ni (Irvccr of how a certain clans of tea

is ])ushod ill America.—Ei>.

.Last year tea was lower in price than luiown in

this country since IH'iO. The average import cost

per pound was 15 1-10 cents. Appreciating this fact,

and with a desire to make it thoroughly known to

the puhlic and, at the same time, bring ci'edit to

the tea dealer, 'Thomas Martindale & Co. offered

the trade through the American Grocer, a blended
tea known as the “Caricol blend, packed in barrels

and put up in packages, at a bulk price of 15 cents

per pound. To do this required a knowledge of the

merits of all varieties of tea and how to combine
them, so that the mixture would make an infusion

which had aroma, body and good color in the cup.

The offer, a generous one, was welcomed, as Mar-
tindale ct Co. reported as follows: “We have never-

had such a quick response to any announcement we
have made as we did from our two special tea ‘ads.’

of June 14 and 21 in the American Grocer.' W'e
received orders within five days of the publication
from eight dilTerent States, and our shipping de-

partment was never pnished so hard in shipping teas

before.’’ So poijular became the -‘Caiicol’’ blend
that Martindale A Co. took pains to improve and
continue it as a feature of their business. The best

proof of its popularity is the sale of thirty-two tons
since its introduction in June 181)4. They now
renew their offer to American Grocer readers.

'This affords a grand opportunity to make a spc'-ial

drive in a meritorious article, at bargain prices.

Such a move benefits a store, in awakening a new
interest therein on the part of consumers

;
strength-

ening the confidence of old patrons; giving the
store a i-eputatiou for being up with the times, besides

advertising the business in a way which interests,

attracts and gives publicity. 'Try it 1

AN EXTRACT OF TEA.
Samples have been submitted to us of a tea extract

made by Mr. James I). Cahill, who claims an experi-

ence of tw'enty-cight years as a tc}i tester and planter.

We have not made a chemical analysis of these ex-

tracts, but so far .as we can judge, by ordinary exami-
nation, they have a true flavor, and make .a liquor of

true color. 'The inventor of tlie process claims that
his method dissipates a large proportion of the tannin,
and tlrat it in no wise red-aces the quantity of theine
in the tea. It is proposed to manufacture this extract
in this country. 'There are many obvious .advantages
of having in small compass for easy carii.age an
extract of tea which will yield the true aroma and
give a good body to the liquor, whether cold or hot.

'This extract will be made here at 127-129 Water street,

where space has been secured to carry forward this

new enterprise .—Americtm (./rocer, April 17.

DRUG REPORT.
(From Chemist ami Driaigist).

London, May 2nd.
CiNCiioN.v—'I'he l.ondon cincliona auctions which were

held oil 'I'uesday, an interval of six weeks liaving occurred
since tlie last puhlic (sales) were fairly heavy. JUeveii
'u'okers offered siqiplies, the aggregate of which was as
follows —

packages packages
Uoylon ciiK-hima 408 of whicli 4-28

East Indian diicliona .

.

1860
1

1

100:i

.lavan einclioiia no
t

)

110
tioutli Ainericau cinchona :5:;i

) y
10.1

Cnprea hulk 409 yy 99

3-274
I >

-240.5

'file principal Imyers in oriler of the quantity of hark
purcliased hy tlieiii were :

—Tlie Agents for (lie Aiiiericaii
works (i 0:1,10-1 111), tlie agents for the Ti-aiikfort-on-inaiue
factory (105,780 Ih), .Messrs Howards anil .Sons (101,0')5 Ih),

the agents for tlie Drniiswick factory (_0U,071 Ih), tlie

agents^ for the iMaiiiilieini and Ainsterdaiii factories (.')4,088

Ih), tile agents for Ancrhach factory (lS,-200 Ih). Dvng-
gists hought Ih and .5:? OOo Ih niostlv ('iipi-e;i

bark were hought in.

(Uic A-u;.\VKs—A parcel of -20 hales line green broken
Trnxillo leaves haU been declared for sale, but it was
privately di.sposed of before the auctions.

Koi,.\-.\iit.s—Steady. A p.'ir.cl of in hags f.tir hrowii
wa.shed kolas w.as hought in at Is Od to is Sil per Ih,
cliips at Is 4d per lb Of seven packages West Indian!
one hold brown (irenada sold at Is Od. Tor another lot
of four bags small to fairly bright pale kolas Is 2d is asked
a bid of Is Id being rejected.

NOTES FROM THE iMETKOPOLlS.
I liave beou reading with great interest

Mil. AUTIIUK .SI.N'CLAIR’.S

new book, “In 'Troiiical Lambs,” from whicli yon
liave extracted so fully in your columns recentlj-.
Mltli regard to what Mr. 'Sinclair .says as to the
orioin of the name Musa i>aradisc(iva for one
A'ariety of

PLANTAIN,
I may quote the following from Yule’s Hobson-
Jobson :

—

The specifle paraclisair.a is derived from the old
belief of Oriental Christians (entertained also, if not
originated, by the Mahommedans) that this was the
tree from whose leaves Adam and Eve made them-
selves aprons. A further mystical interest .ittached
also to the fruit, which some believed to be the for-
bidden apple of Eden. For in the pattern formed
by the core or seeds, w-hen the fruit was cut across,
our forefathers discerned an imago of the Cross, el-

even of the Crucifix. Medieval travellers generally
call the fruit either 3fusa or ‘ Pig of Paradise,’ or
sometimes ‘ Fig of India.’ The Portuguese also habi-
tually c,alled it ‘ Indian Fig.’ And this perhaps
originated some confusion in Milton’s mind, leading
him to make the Banyan {Ficus JmUca of Pliny,
as of modern botanists) the 'Tree of the aprons, aiid
greatly to exaggerate the size of the loaves of that.
Col. YTile gives a nninber of (juotalions from
writers of the IJtli century ami onw.ards illiis^

tr,ating this snpcr.stitions belief. He also sliow.s
who the other siiecific n.aine for tiie plantain,
sapientnm {i.e. “of the sages”) aro.se out of a
misumlerstamlinw of a jiassage in Pliny, avIio

describes a fruit which Ruinpliius took for the
plantain, but wbicb was really tbe jak.

I notice tb.at “ Co.smopolite” Avritiis to you re-
garding

A SUBSTITUTT FOR 1NDIARUI5BER AND
GUTTAPERCHA

wbicb is a “new discovery” “in tbe forests of
.Surinam,” and is called “bobaca.” Surely balata
is nie<ant; and tins is by no means a “ new dis-
covery,” as reference to tbe past volume.s of tlie
Tropical Agriculturist will sliow.

SYMME'l'RY AND THE SUGARS.
A di.scour.se on atom linkino.

We may safely affirm that to the major part of tbe
fashionable audience which assembled in the Theatr-e
of the Royal Institution, on Friday evening last, the
utterances of the president of the Chemical Society
were distinctly cryptic. Yet Dr. Armstrong spoke,
almost pleaded, for his cause, with an enthusiasm and
vigour which made it plain that he held the matter of
his discourse to bo of high importance if the nature of
it was a little over the beads of the average scientific
amateur. In a word, be was endeavouring to secure
some recognition and appreciation for a small band of
pioneer chemistsbvho are working far away from thebeat-
cn tracks at some of the most fasci nating problems which
Nature presents in the “chemistry of the carbon com-
ponnds.’’ School mathematics may fairly fit us for a
conception of modern physical science, but school
chemistry—the chemistry of the good old phosphorus
and oxygen type— helps us in scarcely any sense to an
understanding nf the mysteries of “atom linking”
and tlic marvels of “isomerism.” The pioneer chem-st
is here slowly approaching the secret processes wiiich
Nature carries out in the laboratory of life. With a
few of the simplest of materials—mainly carbon and
watei—Nature worlan^' with the vital processes of
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animal and vegetable life can build up a thousand
strange, linstable compounds which at present baffle

the scrutiny of mere huiflan chemistry. Carbon is

peculiarly the element of the organic world. Or-
ganised material is almost exclusively made up of
“carbon compounds’’

;
but although the w'orkings of

the vital force which moulds them are still as great
a mystery as Life itself, yet we know that the
reign of the law of chemical combination is just
as assured over the constituents of organised as
over those of mineral matter. The chemist has never
yet succeeded in forming a single organic cell. He
is as far off as ever of constructing the long-expected
lifeless protoplasm, but from the marvellous deve-
lopments of the past 40 years he has the most
lively hopes of some day building up a number of

those organic food substances which at present have
to be obtained for human needs by the sacrifice of

other members of the animal creation. Dr. Arm-
strong did not, however, venture to forecast the
future so far as this. He contended himself with
the curious illustrations of progress offered by the
wonderful family of “sugars.” While the Bi’itish

house-wife would be content to classify the sugars
into “lump,” “moist,” “ Demerara,” and so

on, the British chemist would surprise her with
the announcement that there are only sixteen
possible sorts of sugar, and that those which
she has enumerated are all one and the
same. He would further remark that only eleven out
of these sixteen have at present been met with in

nature or prepared in the laboratory—for the fact

need not be withheld any longer that the artificial

preparation of the sugars is nowadays one of the
commonest feats of commercial chemistry. Those
other five “sugars” the chemist is as certain about
as he is of his own existence. They probably have
never yet come to light in all the long history of

the globe we inhabit, but the chemist is serenely
certain of their possibility, and will undoubtedly
amuse himself one day by introducing them in a
concrete form to the world. The main interest of the
sugars is the proof they afford us of the wonderful
practicability of the atomic theory. They may be
all regarded as composed of carbon and water, but the
secret of their diverse natures lies in the fact that

these materials are built up either in different pro-

portions, or, if in the same proportions, then in

different ways. The atoms of carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen are like so many toy bricks, each fitted with
mortices and tenons, so that they can be built up
into edifices of varying shape. The hydi-ogen bricks

have only one point of attachment, the oxygen have
two, and the carbon four. A carbon brick requires

either four hydrogen bricks or two oxygen bricks to

satisfy all its links, or it may have two hydrogen
And one oxygen bricks attached. Still more strangely.

It may be compelled to go into partnership with
only two hydrogen bricks, but in that case the
chemist knows that the two spare links of the carbon
brick are then joined to each

_
other, for every

link must in some way have a partner. But the
business gets still more complex when instead

of one carbon brick we have six of such bricks or

various multiples of six, as in the case of the
sugars. Ur. Arnisti'ong illustrated this process of
“ atom linking,” not by toy bricks, but with
coloured balls with holes and pegs. Here we may
have a whole line of carbon atoms strung together

by two out of each of their four arms, and pre-

senting on either side spare arms for the attach-

ment of oxygen and hydrogen atoms in various sym-
nietrical and unsymmetrical ways. It soon ceases to be

a case of combining single atoms, and passes into one
of grouping together special compound sets called “ radi-

cals,” which, owing to this remarkable handiness of

the carbon atom, are looked upon by the organic che-

mist just in the same light as the inorganic clicmisl

looks upon his simple atoms. Hvery variation in the

grouping means a new and probably quite dis-

tinct cnemical compound, and yet not only are

the ingredients the same, but may actually oe in

precisely identical proportions. Then, fiutlicr, wc
have another strange thing in tho so-called “law
of symmetry.” These carbon compounds vary

accoroiug as the house of bricks built up is

symmetrical or unsymmetrical. You may have exactly

trie same number of each sort of bricks in the house,

but if you have given it a lop-sided appearance, then

a solution of the sugar produced will twist out of its

path a ray of polarised light. Some compounds
possess a right-handed, others a left-handed twist,

l^asteur found out that he could prepare two sorts

of tartaric acid, one natural, the other artificial. Both
seemed practically identical, yet Nature’s tartaric

acid gave a left-handed twist to polarised light while

Pasteur’s gave a right-handed. Later investigations

have shown that this curious I’ule of lop-sidedness

seems to run throughout the whole of organic
chemistry, and that compounds may exist which are
the image of each other, just like a right-hand glove
is an image of its left. We have endeavoured to

give some faint conception for popular purposes of

the matter which Dr. Armstrong dealt with. Know'-
ing that through investigation such as this the word
is indebted to the discovery of almost every new
compound of value that modern chemistry has given
us, there will be no difficulty in agreeing with him
as to its high value and importance .—Daily Chronicle.

ESSENTIAL OII.S IN THEIR RELATION
TO THE BRITISH I’HARMA('OP(EIA

AND TRADE.
By John C. Umney.

Cinnanion Oil .—In regard to this, Mr. Umney sub-
mitted a table of results of analysis of bark and leaf
oils, showing that the former are always under s.g.

1030, audpure leaf oil above s'g, 1-050, so that the ad-
dition of the latter to the former raises the density,
which is the condition that obtains in regard to Ceylon
cinnamon-bark oil. The bark oil is further distinguished
by having cinnamic aldehyde as the principal constitu-
ent (38 to 70 per cent in samples examined), while the
leaf oil contains chiefly eugenol (80 to 85 per cent.),

of which the bark oil contains only 4 to 8 per cent.
The optical rotation of the pure oils is practically
7iil but leaf oils are dextro-rotatory. The following
characters and tests seem those suitable for a new
British Pharmacopojia :—Sp. gr. at 15° C., 1-024 to
1-030. Optically inactive. One drop of the oil in 5
drops of rectified spirit should not give more than
a pale-green coloration with fen-ic chloride. The oil

should not solidify with a solution of caustic potash.
When treated with solution of bisulphite of soda so-

lution, it should not yield more than 45 per cent,
of non-aldehydes, equal to 65 per cent of cinnamic
aldehyde.

Citronella Oil .—No opinion was expressed as to the
officialising of this oil, but the following were men-
tioned as the factors for the pure oil ;—Specific
gravity not less than -887, and the oil is soluble in

10 parts of 80-per cent, alcohol. —Chemist and Dnujyist.

A TALK ABOUT TEA AND TEA
PLANTING.

Mr. Ghristison, late of Darjeeling, gave a very in-

teresting lecture at St. James’s Hall (Church
of Scotland), East Dulwich Green, on Indian tea
aud tea planting in Darjeeling, to a large audience.
The room was tastefully decorated with the D.ar-

jeeling planters’ and the Nepaulese flags, and tho
lecture was illustrated by a number of lantern slides

descriptive of all phases of planter life in Darjeel-
ing. Mr. Ghristison, whose knowledge of all that con-
cerns tea cultivation is founded on the experience of a
lifetime spent as a tea planter, gave a most inter-

esting account of the origin, history, and cultiva-

tion of tea.

Tl'.A J'L.\N-riNO AS AN OCCL’l’ATION.

The latter portion of his lecture Mr. Ghristison
devoted to tlie question of tea planting as an occu-
pation for our young men, and on this point he
spoke with his usual candour. In tho course of his
remarks ho said : There is one tO))ic more I feel I
ought to toucdi upon beloro leaving this branch of
my subject. 1 have very often boon aiipoiiled to

for advice by young men, aud the friends of young
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men, wishing to push their fortunes in tea. Wy
adviie has^ invariably been, and is: if you can make
a livelihood, or find employment of any kind though

poorly paid at home, by all means remain.
_

Oidy

leave Britain as a last resource. The difficulties

of making rapid fortunes abroad have been multi-

plying, and the chances over the world are now
pretty well equalised. If one finds himself com-
pelled to push his fortune away from bis native

land my opinion is he should not turn to India,

unless for a good Government appointment ;
hut

choose some country as New Zealand, Australia, or

perhaps Canada or the healthier parts of South
Africa, more congenial to the European constitu-

tion, where, if a fortune cannot be secured—which
is the exception, not the rule, in these days—a home
may be made for oneself, which cannot be done
anywhere in India. The hill districts are the
pleasantest to live in, but if the tea garden ranges
in elevation more than 2,000 ft. (and I resided for

twenty-eight years upon one which varied in eleva-

tion nearly twice that I doubt if they are so much more
healthy, as represented, than the plains districts, airdl
believe the statistics of mortality, if carefully exam-
ined, bear this out. The plains districts of Assam,
Cachar, and Sylhet, though more unpleasantly hot,

especially at night, than most of Barjeeling and
other hill districcs, are more imiform in tempera-
ture, and, as I have remarked, little if at all

less healthy. The Bhootan Dooars, being a re-

cently opened-out plains- district, is, as I have said,

still unhealthy
;

and all aspirants must bear in
mind that though Darjeeling is reputedly a very
fine climate (and the town itself is, to my mind,
as fine as any in the world), the Darjeeling Terai
—that belt of forest, or what was till recently
forest, at the foot of the hills—is about the very-

worst climate in India. The prospects in tea are,

I believe, much overestimated, and hence appoint-
ments are much rim upon and difficult to obtain.
"With those who have tried the tea life, the rule has
been to retire in a few years disappointed or broken
in health, or to drag along penniless, and often in

debt—life being, as it were, a continual struggle to
earn a bare subsistence to keep body and soul together
—the few successful men, holding on too long, mostly
finding a grave sooner or later

;
retiring with fortunes

or even a competency being the exception, as I have
just said. No doubt a small pn-oportion have come
home with fortunes, or a moderate competenejg but
those have been obtained, as a rule, through the pmr-
chase and sale of land or investment in gardens un-
der advantageous circumstances

;
but, alas, not a few

of those who so retired lived a very short time,
and seemed never to enjoy a day’s real health after

their return to their native land. Such is a fair

though unvarui.shed statement of the case, from a
careful study of the statistics of eases within my
own knowledge and experience. Still, if any young
man suitable for the work and life, energetic, indus-
trious, p)ersevering, and determined to work and get
on, can meet with an appointment in a good concern,
he is likely sooner to get into a position to support
himself, and, if economical, even save a little, tlian

in any other line I know. As yet tea apiprointments
have not been thrown open to compretitivc examina-
tion, nor could they well be, as the tests ought to
be character, industrious habits, and physical qualifica-

tions. The only way to obtain appointments is through
knowing proprietors, directors, managing agents, or
estate managers. As a proof that the supply
of applicants far exceeds the demand many well-
educated young gentlemen join tea gardens as
what is styled “ creepers,” that is, giving their
services for nothing, in addition to paydng their
own board—some actually paying a good round
sum in shape of premium for permission to learn
the business. Let such at least make sure that
they are going to a good climate, and not find
themselves set down in the Darjeeling Terai in-

stead of Darjeeling Hills, as has happrened. Tne
main qualifications for the prost, in order of im-
portance, arc a thorough practical knowledge of
mechanical engineering, gardening or farming,
building, surveying, accounts, tea-tasting, corres-
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prondence, medicine. But uiecliauical engineering
is not now of such importanc* as many attach
to it, because in all districts tkere is, at the piie-

sent time, no lack of thoroughly qualified engineers
devoting themselves specially to that branch—

a

smattering of engineering being, in my oprinion,

worse than useless. The same in regard to medi-
cine, as you can understand, a little knowledge is

a dangerous thing, and there are now numerous
qualified practitioners, with native doctors under
them, on tea gardens. From this it may be gathered
that the duties of a tea planter are multifarious.
He should have a practical head, and adaptabilit}^
so to speak, and it will be well if he can turn his
handto anything, as will be illustrated later. To bo a
Slice ssful prlanter a man need not necessarily be
muscularly strong, but he should be endowed with
a ccstitution sound in every fibre, and have good
powers of resistance to fatigue and contagion. He
had well also be a good pedestrian and a fair horse-
man. The hours of attendance are long, though not
always exhaustive, throughout the whole time of
the operations ;

from 5 a.m. to 9 or 10 p.m. dur-
ing busy and anxious times; but, as a rule, the more
a man can be at his post, or at readiness to drop
into it, and the closer his supervision, the better.
During five to six months of the year Sunday
labour and suprervision is unavoidable in connection
with manufacture. The life, as a rule, is a retired
and solitary one, beset with peculiar temprtatious,
and often wanting in plain comforts. To resist the
climate, worries, and monotony- of the life, a sound
mind in a sound body is, in short, absolutely neces-
sary ;

and no one can be a success unless he has
his mind and heart in the work, and understands and
has syunpathy and a fellow-feeling for the natives.
The management of the natives—which depends
as much iipron knowing not only their language
but all their little idiosyncrasies of mind and
habits—is a most important matter. On tea
gardens, all Europreans, in relation to social
standing and age, have the welfare, haprpiness, and
comfort of numerous fellow-creatures in their hands
to an extent to which there is no parallel in this
country. Their influence and respionsibility for good
or evil, is therefore prroportionately great. Every
planter ought to remember his duty and respoisi-
bility towards a subject race in a heathen land, and
so long as he is iinsw-erving in the conscientious dis-
charge of his own duties to his employers, just,
honourable, and considerate in all his dealings with
his people, and impresses upon them the dignity of
all honest, faithful labour (a proint in regard to
which I fear the missionary is not always so suc-
cessful as could be desired, any more than modern
teachers in this country), his influence and example
cannot fail to be immensely for good, and whatever
befalls he will have at least the satisfaction of having
tried to do his duty.
The lecturer was warmly applauded at the close,

and his exhaustive account of all that concerns tea
should do much to make the public better ac-
quainted with all that concerns the growth and use
of the product.
During the evening Darjeeling tea, of excellent

flavour, pn-ovided by Mrs. Ghristison, was enjoyed
by the audience.—7/. and C. Mail.

now TO MAKE HEAVY BOOTS SOFT AND
WATERTIGHT.

To make heavy boots soft, well soak them with
warm v/ater before a fire, seeing first that there is no
dirt on them. When the water has soaked right through
the leather, work it about in the hands to make it as
soft as piossible. Then give the boots a coat of neats-
foot oil, let them be a respiectable distance from the
fire and keep turning them round so that the oil nniy
tPiL-y

in all oyer. As the water dries out the oil dries
Pi2 ,

and as it gets absorbed more oil should be appjlied.

If tbc boots are very bad, let them lie by a day or two,
aid^ then i cpeat the above process with both water and
oil, working the leather well with the hand. Towater-
pj^-yof them, after the oil Jiaa >veU dried in give thenp
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either a coat of mutton fat, or of neatsfoot oil ami bees-
wax melted together, which, when cold, should be just
a little linner than ordinarv dubbin.—From “ H er/;'’

for May.
-j-

RESTORING COLOUR OF RROWN
ROOTS.

First put the l)oots upon a pair of trees, or else
the lasts they vvere made on, and in putting in the
latter cai’C should be taken, as the leather will no
doubt have shrunk. If you have neither lasts nor
trees, till the boot.s out to their proper shape, or as
near us possible to it, with pieces of thin soft paper
or paddy pressing each piece in so tightly that a
little pressure wdll not displace it

;
lace them, and

so till them right up to the top. Now, with a soft

clean brush, give them a coat of lukew'arm water

;

do not be afraid to let them get wet, and do not
let them dry before you are quite finished with them.
If they are not perfectly free from dirt, give them
another coat, w'ith a little yellow soap, and, when
clean, wash this off with clean water. While they
are wet give them a coat of very weak oxalic acid

and water, using the brush freely, but hard. If this

is not effective, add a little acid to the water, and,

when the colour is brought down as light as desired

wash the acid off with water and let the boot dry in

a cool place. There are several washes sold for

cleaning purposes which would no doubt be found
suitable, such as Clark’s, iorown’s, Simpson’s, etc.,

but the acid is cheapest, it costing only a penny.
After the boots are dry, take them off the trees

and work them about a bit to soften the leather.

This will help to lighten them, as it works the

water-stain out. Then give them a good cleaning

with wlrito or pale brown boot cream. If they are

calf, and not Russian leather, be a little more sparing

with the water.—Ibid.

MR. HUGHES ON MANURING TEA.

Gatling upon Mr. John Iluglies tliis week in

tlio 1 h)
1
)C of learning something from liim as to

the iirosireet of getting your tea planters to

manure their lea laml, he favoured me with the

peinsal of an article he .sent the Obwrrcr on tlie

subject by the last mail. I'lie )>ractical character

of the recommendations made in that article struck

me very strongly, and no doubt it will be aj)preci-

ated V»y your re.aders when published. Especially

was I struck by the unanswerable character of

Mr. Hughes’ argument upon the case of tea

])lants which shoot their tap roots down to a depth

at which manuring woilld be useles.s. “If,” Mr.

Hughes ob.served, “ a tree be vigorous enough to

do 1/his, surely it is evident that the soil giving

that vigour does not re(piire the applieation of

manure?’ Rut a report comes to me from Ceylon

that a well-known planting authority is .said to

have abaudoneil manuring on his estates. I have

not yet been able to verify this statement, or,

if it' is to be verified, to learn the rc.asons lead-

ing to the adoption of the course allegeil. I'er-

haps 1 may succeed in obtaining the information

before next writing. This rei)ort was mentioned

by me to Mr. Hughes; but he had heard nothing

of such a resolution having been taken.—London

Cor.

Tim Skason in Maduas.—Yesterday the Board of

Revenue telegraphed to the (iovermnent of India

f)i- the week ending tlie 18th imst. as follows:

—

“ Good seasonalde rainfall in the Circars and Gen-

ir.il Districts, moderate elsewhere, cxce|)t Hellary,

Cultivation is proceeding where there has been

rain. Standing crops are generally fair or good.

i’uBture is scarce, but fodder is sufficient, and cattle

is in good condition. Brices lue steady or very

slightly easier,”— il/. Mtiy 2 .1 .

.SCOTTLSH GEVLUN TEA GUMRANY.

LIMITED.

i;kit)i:t ok tuk hoai;d ok ihkix'Tok.s,

To be presented to the shai'eholders at their sixth

annual ordinary meeting, to be held at the offices of

the Company on Kith May 1895, at 12 noon.
The Directors have now the pleasure to submit to

the shareholders the accounts and balance-sheet for

the year ending 31st December 1894.

T s. d.

The net profits for the yearare £9,338
(is 7d, which, W'ith the balance of
£(>11 4s 2d brought forward previous
year, makes a total sum available

for distribution of . . . . 9,949 10 9
An interim dividend on the ordinary
sharesof 5per cent (free of Income
Tax) paid in September 1894 ab-
sorbed . . . . £2,050

Dividends on the 7 per centPreference
Shares have also been paid, amount-
ing to . . . . . . 630

It is now proposed to pay a final

dividend of 10 per cent (free of In-
come Tax) on the Ordinary Shares,
making 15 percent for the year, ab-
sorbing . . . . . . 4,100

To add to Reserve Fund (w'hichwill
then stand at ,£5,000) . . . 1,000

And to writeoff for depreciation on
Machinery and Buildings . . 1,500

9,280 0 0

Leaving a balance to cany foward to next
account of . . . . . . ,£669 10 9

The estimated out-turn of tea from the Com-
pany's estates for 1894 was 635,000 lb., and not-
withstanding a spell of unseasonable weather, the
actual amount secured fell short of that quantity
by only 5,845 lb., the total croi> amounting to 629,155 lb.,

which under the circum^ances the Directors consider
very satisfactory.

The Company's teas continue to maintain their pro-
minent position in the London market, the gross
average price obtained for the season being 9'233d,

against 9'liiyd per lb. for 1893.

The average yield per acre was 407 lb., against 391 lb.

in 1893, and 336 lb. in 1892.

The Ceylon Manager reports that all the Com-
pany's properties are in good heart, and the esti-

mates lor 1895 give promise of continued good
returns.
There has been no increase during the year in

the Company’s acre.age, which remains at 1,963
acres. 'Tlie tea bearing area also remains unaltered
at 1,544 acres.
The Directors would again take tliis opportunity

of recoi-ding their appreciation of the services of both
the Ceylon and London staffs.—

JAVA GINGHGNA DIVIDENDS.

'The annual meeting of shareholders in the Coffee
and Cinchona Company Bagilaran, of Java, was held
at Amsterdam on April 30th. From the report then
submitted it appears that on December 31st last the
company's plantations contained 2

,
0 i(),0(H) cinchona

trees and 260,000 coffee trees. 'Tlie output last year
amounted to 1,998 bales of cinchona containing
150,346 kilos, witli an average of 5'61 per cent of
sulphate of quinine. In 1893 the out]nit amounted
to 1,817 bales containing 132,446 kilos of an average of
5-31 per cent. The coffee output is very small, the
company practically depending upon cinchona. 'I'ho

result of last year's trading has been a loss of 9,287
tlorins, which, a.dde.d to the loss of jirovious years,
m.'ikes a deficiency of 91,064 llorins. It is pointed
out that a very small improvement in the cinchona
prices, wliich last year only realised an average of
3'47c. per unit, w'ould have boon sufficient to convert
the loss into a profit ,—Chemist and Dnnj<jist,
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PROFESSIONAL “RECRUITEHS” OF
COOLTFS.

Amongst other matters which engaged the atten-

tion of the Indian Tea Association at tiieir last

meeting was the question of the registration and
licensing of professional recruiters. The necessity
for this step has been strongly urged by Mr. T.
Buckingham, Chairman of the Assam branch of the
Association, but the matter is to be allowed to stand
over, pending the result of the protest that has been
made by the Committee against the introduction of

the revised draft rules in their present form.

—

Pioneer.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

(//. and <J. JIail, May 10.)

The Budget.—The free breakfast table idea does
not make much headway. The usual expectations
formed about the tea duty at this time of year were
indulged in, but nothing came of them. It is true
the Chancellor of the Exchequer laid great stress

on the consumption of tea, and gave ligurcs to prove
the importance of the demand for tea, but he left

the tea duty where it was. The main fact about the
increased consumption of tea is that last year it was
£04,000 in returns, and 5,050,000 lb. in weight, above
the previous year. And no less than 86 per cent, of

it comes from our own dependencies in India and
Ceylon, as against 8 per cent, thirty years ago. Coffee,
on the other hand, is decreasing, and one reason for

the smaller consumption is no doubt the utter igno-
rance on the part of the ordinary householder as
to how it is made. Tea is comparatively a simple
affair, but simple as it is there are numbers who do
not know how it should be made

;
and as for coffee,

it is exceptional to find it drink.iblc.

Jav.v Coffee.—The cultivation of coffee in .Java

is vapidly increasing. Consul Mai-lachlan of Bata-
via, reports that the satisfactory results from the
cultivation of the Liberian bean, both in Mid and
West .lava, become year by year more apparent as
the principal difficulties attending the preparation
of this coffee for the market arc gradually being
successfully surmounted. As a result, a marked
improvement in the ajipe.irance and quality of the
coffee is noted, and its favour is becoming more
and more assured. The continued recurrence of

the so-called “ leaf " uiseaso in the .lava coffee

on low-lying lands, from which the Liberian still

preserves comparative—though by no means entire
—immunity, causes more confidence to be felt in
the latter, and many hands which have suffered
most severely from the ravages of this disease in
the Arabian plant are being replanted with Liberian.
It has been decided to give up the Government
cultivation of coffee in the Krawang Residency, and
on .Tanuary 1st, 181)5, the law reudoring the deli-

very in that district to Government obligatory was
repealed.

NORTH BORNEO.

Mr. Lcicer.tor P. Beaufort, m.a., n.c.n., Barrister-at

Law, has been appointed Governor of British North
Borneo, in succession to Mr. Charles Vandelcur
Creagli, o.M.r;., whose term of office will shortly expire.

The newly- ippninted Governor will be welcomed as
an old friend and the appointment of one we all

k;iov\ will not be Ihe !c:-s appieciated when it por-

tends the benefit of having a successor to Governor
Creagh who has had the adv.uitage of working under
him and who will theroliy be enabled to continue a
[lolisy whicii Inrs hi ought the oouiitr}' to its present
position tlnough tim.s of g.eat depression.

Tiiii'ty-two .I.ipine-e. and lifty-eight ChiiK'se Agri-
culturists arrived by tiie sa. “ Memnon." paying tlieir

own passages. Some of those now settlers brought their
wives, the party including 5 .Japanese and 11 Chinese
women and nine thihlvcn Settlers of those nation-
alities are now arriving in small minibcrs by every
steamer from Ilongkou;;.

Mr. Sankara N-uavana Pilhiy is arranging to bi'ing

Tamil settlers from Negapatuin to this country, and

Mr. Eamasamy -formerly of the Government Secre-
tary’s Office is reported' to have left Madras with ffO
Tamils for whom the land has been selected in lb
Dent nea.r Mompakul. A second batch is expected
shortly to open a settlement near Kudut. It is satis-
factory to learn that the protracted co'-respondeuce
with the Indian Government wliich commenced in
1880 is at last likely to lead to some practical result— //. and C. Mail.

COFFEE PLANTING AT SEL.VNGOR.
A draft prospectus of the Friendship Kstate.s

Company Sungei Ujong, Selangor, sliows a Caiii-
tal of £.5,0U0 divided info oDO .shares of £10 cadi.
T!ie Company will take up some 1,000 acre's of
land—the larger jiortion of wliich is not far
from the Knala Sawali Station, on the Snm-'ei
Ujong line—for jilanting coffee. It is proposed ''to
at once open np 800 acres, and 200 more will he
ojiened np gradually. Tables sliowing estimated
expenditure, receipts, prolits, etc., liave been
drawn np, and “ calenlations are based on the
sale of coffee at pO pei'iiiknl, wliereas tlie present
price i.s -Sl.j to §47 ;

should tliis price he main-
t.ained, prolits will he nearly ,50 per cent, greater
than shewn.”
An Unpho.sperou.s Tramway.-

I

he following
will he of interest to town.s in tlie east which
are contemplating the eou.struction or extension
of tramway.s.

^
Here is what the Sinriaporc Free

Pres."} s.ays :
—Tlmre is con.siderahle danger tliat

tlie Rangoon Steam Tramways will collapse un-
less immediate attention is paid to the linancial
liosition of the Coni]iany. Out of 1115,4.52 earned
past Inalf yeai Ll,),0)i0 had to lie p,aid to debenture
holders.

Letters 1 atent liavo been passed appointing
'Mr. _A. J. Le.ach to lie a ihiisne .Iiulge of tlie
Straits Sottlement.s.

“TiiR Nuwara Emva ITCK-ME-ur.’ —A faceti-
ous and Epicurean eorrespondent of the Slrujapore.
Free Freis writes The late.st thing i'n the
rvay of pick-me-ups in Nuw.ara Eliya, the land
of sndi potent spells, is termed 'tlie ‘Cherry
Blossom.’ It consists of a Iialf soila, a wliol'e
brandy, one clierry lirandy, and a Benedictine
whisked iqi^ with a brnsli in cocktail fashion. It
is good, tnongh a trifle .sweet for a niorniii"-
pick-me-ii]). A liotter one is .a ‘hahy’ dry
Monopole noured into a gla.ss round which 'a
red chilly has been riilihed until the gl.ass is
nicely colonreil. It should be taken (ffl with
the liead on it. Nothing ennals it ; hut in tliese
days of depreciated dollars even ‘liahy’
iVIonojioles are a trille o.xpensive.”
The Mieit.vrv Unifoi!m.sOri)in.\nce.—Regard-

ing tlie Milit.ary rnifornis Ordinance applicable
to C!eyloii the Hinr^npore Free Fre.';.^ s.ay.s : “ \
similar ordin.ance will, it is believed, ho in diie
time introduced here in consonance wiHi le<>is.
l.ition alre.ady pa,s.sed in the Imperial Iffirliammit,
Slime local employers of .syces got up in qiiasi-
niilitary style will Iiave to revise their liveries
w.wMi tln.s l)i!I comes to lie enforced Iicro.

’

*
**^7 ^LHT.'sir Dor.L.VR.—Specimens of the

new British d illar will jirohahly he issued from
tlie mint rihout tlie end of the onri'cnt
mmith. It is stated in Hongkong that on every
thousand new British dollars that the local B.ank's
will i;ii])orc and |iay out they will lose (i I cents.
I 111 ' new coin, it is urged, slionid not he ner-
mitted to he cliopp.ed.” as is the enstom among
Lliines ; shops in Hongkong, for it would he to the
interestof tr.adc hetwoon Hongkong and tlie .S’raijs
S tL.ae.io. to ii.a.e in,.iivh,angcah!e i.'nric!H'\-,
whicli would not he the case if doll.ars he “ehoiipcil”
as it would then not be legal tender here
Pinanej Gazette.
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JAPAN TEA TRADE.

The Tea trade has been opened by small quantities
of new leaf, and the “ City of Peking,” which sailed
today, took the first shipments. Tliose, how.'v are
not of much account, either in regard to quality or
quantity, and teamen are not well pleased with the
“ cup ” of what has so far been brought to market,
though the parcels of leaf that have been sent to
Yokohama have been eagerly bought up at high
figures when compared with the opening rates of

last year.

—

A/>ril

The Tea trade will very shortly be in full swing,
arrivals are already coming in more freely, and in

another few days some heavy parcels of leaf may
be expected. Prices have been somewhat irregular so
far .—Japan Mail, May 3rd.

('EVLON TEA AND THE “ COMMITTEE

OF THIRTY. ”

To the Edifov “ Ceylon Ohserver. ”

Kandy, 27tli May 180.").

<^[i!, T beg to enclose Minutes of I’roceeilings

of a meeting of the “ Tliirty Committee ” ap-

pointed to administer tlie jiroceeds of the Ex-

port Duty on Tea levied under Onlinance No.

—of 1804 for increasing the consumption of

Ceylon Tea in foreign lands, held at Kandy on

Saturday the 2.5th day of May 1895, at 7-3U a.m.

~I am‘, sir, yours faithfully,
’ A. PHILIP.

Minutes of proceedings of a meeting of the

“ Thirty Committee ” held at Kandy, on Saturday

the ‘2r)t'h day of May 189.5, at half-past seven in

Hip mornine. Present Messrs. A. Melville Wliito

cLirman); A. Philip (Secretary); 11. S. DuH; T>9-

ler • W D. Gibbon ;
A. C. Kingsford

;
A. W . b.

Sackville; Hon. Mr. Giles F. Walker.

The notice calling the meeting was re.ad. iho

minutes of orocedings of a meeting of the ‘-Thirty

Smittee’’ held ac Kandy, on Saturday the ‘2i)th

April 1895 were submitted for confirmation. Resol-

ved :-L“ That they be, and they hereby are con-

^^Miswei-laneous Correspondence.—

R

ead letter from

Mr Geo " Greig, resigning his seat on the Committee,

on leaving for England. Submitted letters from the

National Bank of India, Limited, and memorandum

from the Treasurer of the Colony. Read correspon-

dence with Government on the subiect of the dis-

hiirsement of funds, under section 3 of Ordinance

No. 4 of 1894, also letters from Sir E. Noel Walker to

^^iie'olve?!
—“ That in view of the apparent alteration

in the circumstances and position of this committee

brought about by the Colonial becretaiw s letter of

May 14th 1895 the expenditure indicated in the fol-

lowing memorandum be submitted to H. E. the

Governor in Executive Council, and his approval

thereto requested.
i • i a

Memorandum Referred TO.-Secretariat Ap-

proval of all necessary expenditure incurred in and

ihoiit the carrying out of the provisions of the

Ordinance No. 4 of 1894, including the charges con-

nected therewith, say, office, clerical, accountant,

neon Ac Ac. services; Tea samples. Pamphlets,

Printed Matter, Photographs, and such like: Ap-

proval of expenditure on tea sent as samples and

for distribution to the trade, and others; also cost

of printing, lithographing, despatching Ac. Ac. pam-

phlks and other printed matter
;

also photographs

as authorised by the Committee. Telegn-ams and

Miscellaneous i-Approva of disbursements for all

teletrrams Ac. despatched on, or about the business

of the “Fund”; and of the resolution of the Com-

mittee that the sums hitherto paid by the Standing

OoSilloe oI the "Coyloi, T=» to Iho

t^rs’ Association bo m fiitiire defrayed by the fund

firanti of Tea ifec :-Approyal of the Committee’s

o^rnnt of Ceylon Tea for free distribution in the

Iransval. Approval of .the Committee's grant of

Ceylon tea for free distribution in San Francisco.

Approval of pa3'ment of certain charges on Ceylon
tea for free distribution in Switzerland. Approval
of the necessary disbursements in obtaining a eom-
plete analysis of Ceylon Tea-Black (and green, if

available,) and of black and Green Teas (China and
Japan) generally used in America, for the purposes
of the Committee under the Ordinance.
Ceylon Tea in San F'rancisco.—Read letter from

Mr. .John Tjeecliman, coiive^'ing his thanks to the

Committee, for the grant of 1,0(X) lbs. of Cej'lon

I’ekoe Tea in 4 oz. packets, for free distribution in

San Francisco, and his assurance that he will take
pains to distribute the packets where they arc most
likely to do good service in increasing the interest

among the imblic in Ceylon Tea and in creating a
wider appreciation of their excellent qualities.

Ceylon Tea in California Ac.—

R

ead letter from
Messrs. Castle Bros, San I'T-ancisoo, with reference
to the grant of tea made to IMr. J. R. J^’oster.

Read letter from Mr. I’. Schooley, Homestead, B. A.
offering to act as a Representative, or agent, and
enclosing references. Resolved :— That the letter be
referred to the Committee's Agent in America, when
appointed.”

Representative to America.—Read letter from Mr.
Will. Mackenzie dated New York 2Jst March, London
5th. 3th, 12lh, 2(ith April, and 3rd May. Resolved:

—

“That -Mr. Mackenzie be thanked for the services
he has rendered to tho Committee as their Repre-
sentative.”

Appointment of a Representative to carry out
further WORK IN America.—Read letter from Mr. P.
M. Short. Resolved.—“ That Mr. Wm. Mackenzie be
appointed as the Representative to carry out further
work in America, and that the Chairman be autho-
rised to arrange witii Mr. Mackenzie the question
of salary.”

Letter of Instrim tions to the Ci;vlon Rkpp.e-
sEN'i'ATixE to America.—Considered draft letter of

instnicticns to tlio Ceylon Representative to America
in regard to carrying out further work. Resolved:

—

(Ij-’ i'hat as amended it be adopted.” (JI) “That
the r,isolulioii app.Tinting Mr. Mackouzie, as Repre-
seiit.'vtive to Americ;i, and the letter of iiistiuctions

a.s 'ai)))ioved be fonvarded to Government stating
that tlio action, which the Committee purposes
taking in America will be on the lines contained
therein and asking for the approval of H.E. the
Governoi' iu Executive Council.

Bead letters from Mr. S. Bierach.
Road letters from JJr. Thomas A. Cockburn.
The “Thirty Couimittoc” then adjourned.

A. J^HiLip, Sccretaiy, “Thirty Committee.”

NYAS.SALANI) COFFEE CO., LD.

A meeting- of the Directors of tlie N^utssaland
Coff'ee (Jouipany, lal., was lield ycsterJay iu the
office of Messrs. .lulins A Creasy. The business

before tlie moetiug- w.as of a form.al character
regarding tlie incorporation of tlie CoiiipanjL it

WTis re])oitcd tli.at some delay liad occurred ow-iiig

to certain title-ileeils not liaviiig come to band,
but it was liiciitioned lliat this w-onld lie reetilled

•at an early date.

Kkiiosk.vi’, On. AS a Dkoiiouizk.i;.—

A

n old

(’olombo rc.sideiit re]iorts to ns the groat- sne-

cc.ss he has experienced w-itli koiosine oil .as a
deoiloi-izer—.a very little tlirow-ii into a cesspit,

or ollierw-ise iisetl, is qnitu snllli-ii id to alisorb

all evil odours Ac.
])u. A. S. JjE rmiRinoK. Indian itroJic.al Service, has

filed the s])ecification of an invciilioii for “making
glazed black tea, vvbon>by a w i, (,i> |n(>diL't in the
ordiiiaiy process of tca-m.iking is utilised, and a tc.a

is produced which lias a much higher commercial
value than the tea produced l\y the ordinary methods
of niauufacture now in use.— Madras 'l imes, May 30i
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To the Editor.

MANV-HKADEl) PALMS IN THE
.lAEENA I’ENINSri.A.

Dear Sir,—The followiiiji additions to your list of
many-hcaded palms mav be iuterestinf,'. There ex-
ists at a temple near Manipay a coconut tree with
two heads branching at a height of about twenty-
five feet and both are very fruitful. The only
other instance, winch I know of, is a young tree
near Kankesanturai with two heads. The en-
closed photograph represents wonderful fruitfulness
in the coconut plant, which I saw last week
at Punnalai, at the extreme western point of the
.Jaffna peninsula. From the man in charge of the
garden which belongs to the Magistrate of Kayts,
I ascertained that the plant had only one shoot in

an abnormally big nut when brought with othei's

from the plant rfferings of the Temple of the Ser-
pent at Aynativoe 18 years ago. Very soon it began
to put forth different shoots which at one time num-
bered 2(). I counted about 10 at the time of my
visit, some vigorous and others as small as plants
a few months old. The man told mo that a Cobra
has been taking its abode in it. which those in the
garden hold in sacred awe. About two miles from
this spot near the Jaffna College, I saw, many years
ago. in a small garden, several palmyra trees some
with two and some with as many as five lieads.—
I am, yours truly, L.

[Tlio iiltotograpli shows (|uito a grove of foli-

age and hranches all ai>parontly belonging to the
one young palm.—En. T.A.]

HYHUin COEEEE.
Sir,—It is a pity no endeavours were made to secure

a hybrid coffee several years ago. Owing to the
present and future high prices of any variety of

coffee, the cultivation of a good hybrid would have
found much favour just now. The Maragogipe
coffee sent by Mr. Munton to Andella Estate in

Kegalle is thriving. There are besides on that estate
about 2 doj!. Arabian trees grafted on Liberian stumps
with a first crop on them. Liberian coffee is also
planted amongst them, the object being by the aid
of ants and oees to secure fruit, a percentage of

which may possibly give hybrid plants. I send you
a dead'“ grafted tree” (cause of death unknown) for

inspection. On the living trees the peculiar darh bark
of the Jjiberian appears in the Arabian grafts in
streaks. In other respects there is nothing different
in them from ordinary Arabian. W. P. F.
l\S .—Of course there are distinctive types in the

Liberian, as regards shape and size of leaf and fruit

and bean. In a very large nursery of Liberian plants,
in ,8 different spots, J plants have come up, quite
Ai’abian in type so far. They will be looked after, as
the Liberian seed in cherry came from a place where
Arabian also grew. When cleaning the cherry, not
a single Arabian cherry was found, and all small
cherries were rejected.

rUp to the time of the advent of leaf-disease

planters were so satisfied with the Arabian trees

that experimenting in grafting never occurred to

them any more than painting the lily. Hut after

the visitation of that scourge it would have been well,

as “ W. P. F.” remarks, if some experiments had been
made in scientific grafting. We very much question,

however, that coffee will naturally hybridize as tea does,

as Liberian coffee has been long enough cultivated
with and near Arabian, to have produced some results.

The dead specimen sent to us shows a successful graft

of Arabian on a short Liberian stump, very close

to the roots, and, our corr ispondent says, “ those still

living have a first crop on them,” wliich is a very
encouraging circumstance. But being mules them-
selves, and the hybridization of coffee beipg appa-
rently difficult through the blossom only, it may
he feared that they will not readily hybridise with
the Liberian trees growing near them, We shall,
however, be glad to hear further on this interesting
subject from W. P. F.—En. T..I.J

G
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THE LAnoVR (QUESTION.

Dear Sir,—Without in any way wishing to run
down the planter I think that he has in many in-
stances himself to thank for the annually recurring
scarcity of labour in the spring months, which is
to my mind to a great extent the result of his own
improvidence. Those who have travel!' d about much
in the Planting Districts will, I tMnk, agree with
me that speaking generally, all through both the
Cinchona and Tea Planting Enterprise, people
seldom had enough plants in their own nurseries
for their requirements, tlmiighin many c.ases each
knew nine or twelve months before the planting
season began what amca it of land he intended
to open. This is most strondy evidenced in the case
of cinchona by the large sums of monev made
by many who grew nurseries chiefly and .solely for
the sake of selling plants. In the case of tea, the
scarcity of p'ants in the country during each plautin'J
season has been less in evidence owing to the possi-
bility of planting and at stake.
In like manner, every spring one has found a

general scarcity of Factory accommodation £^11 over
the country, save on such estates as are fully
factoried, which I maintain might in most cases
have been avoided had the planter exercised a little

more forethought, and agitated for extension at the
proper time, say a year before it was actually
required instead, of waiting until lie was so badly
hurst that i "mediate assistance was impossible.
My upco intry friends wi 1 no doubt answer this
last accusation by a (juestion : Where is the much-
abused V. A 'f iiut the V. A. has not to ivork the
factory and 1 do not think that he would refuse ti
support any reasonable application for extension if

it were p oved necessary by the Superintendent who
has every opportunity of gauging his own requirei
ments, and is he proper person to agitate,
In the question of labour, the planter is generally

left very much to him-elf
;
yet how many of them,

the younger generation particularly, take any thought
for the morrow '?

My experience of the last t' ree vears is this t

1. A sufficiency of labour from July-Decembei'
(inclusive).

2 A plethora of labour in January a d February.
3. A scarcity of labour from March-June.
Instead of trusting in Providence to give aheip

coolies during the pi' ch and making no calculations
as to future requirements, I would advise that
planters one and all sho dd adopt the following
suggestions :—1. Ma e such coolies as want to go to
the Coast in the spring give in their names, say
in October, and endiavour with the assistance of
their kanganies to m ike Ramasamy stick to his
woid, which is to my mind not an impossibility as
he is ver,- much like a school-boy.

2. Pay off all such coolies as are going to the
Coast for any length of time in January after
Pongal.

3. Send money to the Coast as early as possible
tD get cooli' 3 to rep'ace those who are leaving
and for any further requirements as estimated.

I do not deny that there are planters who have
adopted these suggestions already

;
but I do maintain

that they are not generally practised throughout
the country. I do not guarantee that their general
adoption would obviate the present scarcity of labour,
but I do maintain that a trial of the system could
do no harm and might possibly do good and would
at any rate be better than the present happy-go-
lucky method of trusting in Providence and crimping
your neighbours' coolies too prevalent in some of
our planting districts.

The difficulties that I foresee in workii.g on the
above system are, first, of getting the recruiting
kanganies to start for the Coast early enough to be
back by the 1st March, and the other of limiting
the number of coolies who really go to the Coast
to those who give in their names in October. If
coolies knew that having given in their names they
will be turned adrift in January they will qo doubt
refrain from giving them in at the time aud will
demand to be paid off on a month’s notice certain,
and 1 admit tbat the lodaence of the kangani alone
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would prevent them from playinp! tricks of this nature;
but s' all we ever get rid of the kangani system ?

If the coolies who are going to the CoaU could be
paid off in Jauuaiy, tliose who remain behind would
get more reg'ilar work iu the slack months than tliey

do now, which would be an advantage, as in my
opinion there is nothing so demoralising for the cooly
as working short thUe ? Where we are so severely
handicapped in the matter of labor now-a-days, is,

that in ihe first place we require our labor most at
the very time when the coolies are on the move
towards their h mes in India, whereas in the coffee
days we could well dispense with labor after crop
was in and pruning finished, in the western districts

at any rate ; and, secondly, because tea estates in

full bearing cannot possibly employ the labour, which
they require to secure the Spring rushes of leaf,

steadily ihrougliQut the rest of the y ar, and this

difticully will be intensified when all our tea is in

full bearing and is far more ferious than it was
in the days of coffee, when pruning and handling
meant an annud expenditure of from 1115—20 per

acre ngaiutt say from IM— 5 iu the case of tea,

allowing for an average of two pruuiugsin three years.

The Ijabour Questio i is not Oy any means an easy
one to solve, and it certainly rcspiires a pull all

together to place it on a better footing than it is at

present. We shall probably g > to sleep over it now
until next Spring, when we shall wake again, let

us h'-pe, to tackle it, not like ilark Twain's ants
as we appear to bo doing at present, but on the
beat of the many systems which may have been
propounded in the merntime, and at any rate miud-
ful of the motto

« UMTAS SALU.S NO.STKA.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

f'OKFKK IN BKAZIL : RoOM FOR EXTENSION.—
As an inducement for the construction of a
branch of the Sorocabana railway to Lenybes, S.

P.aalo, we read that the municipal council of tli.at

place rejairts that tlie Municipality now posse.sses

8, 52U,()0U coffee trees, of which 4,24.5,000 are from
three to six years old, iuid the balaium under
three years. The area suitable for coffee still

uncultivated amounts to sixty-million aliineires

of land.

India’s Trade with the Ear Ea.st. ~Iii eon-
cluding an article on this subject the Madras 'limes
says

It is in China, therefore, that we may expect to
find our keenest trade rival in the Far East, at least
in regard to cotton spinning. Especially will this be
the case if .Japanese energy influences the develop-
ment of cotton-spinning in China. India’s greatest
hope lies, first, in tlie possibility that .Japan wdil try
to make berself the medium of supplies to China; and,
second, that “ honest money” may yet become cur-
rent in India once more, in place of the inflated, though
still undersized, Knpoe of the present day.

Sli.K Industry in End [.and. -In view of tlie

depresision in agriculture and in the textile in-
dustries, ^Ir. A. R. .Sennett's suggestion in tlie

London Times that silk culture should he re-

siiscitato<l in Eiiglaml is worth consideration.
In l()l>4 the Jliiguenots had in (,'anterbnry alone
a thousand looms, giving eniploymeiib to some
.S,DiKl people. By the skill ami iiersever.ance of
Pasteur, silkwonu ianiiing has now been jdaced
upon a sound scientific footing. It might be re-
introduced witlioiil a gri'at cajiital expenditure,
and would gi\e remmiorati\ e employment to a
large immber of mon, women, and children.
The .scheme is one .says tlie C. U'orld—iUnt
could he materially a.s.si.sted hy l.arge lamleil
jiroprietors planting mnlberry trees upon their
esfiues and farms. es|»ecially in counties posscss-

iig s.i'li tciiipcirUe. iuid (* 1111 ,ibb' climates as
Devonshire, Somerset, Hants, Sussex, and Kent,

PbANTIND IN Tiiavancore.—Tlie RejiOlt of

the I’lanters’ Association shows the statistics of

the tlircL; divisions fur the vear eiidiiig ;iotii .1 title

18! 14 as follows ;
—
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We .shall liave later returns in our Directory.
“ CtiEAi’

T

uansi'ort and How jo Get it.”—
We call attention to the tliird of Mr. Davis-

.Allen’s practical and iiiforniing jiapers. It will

be obserxed from his sumniiiig-uii that be is

by no means dogmatic, lliongli willi a strong

leaning to tlie narrow gauge” for economie

imrposes. NVe have no doubt tliat .Mr. Davis.

Allen could say mucli about the evils of a

“break of gauge" where a continuous line is

concerned ; and that is the I'eason why we
advocate a beginning at (’oioiiilto, and indepen-

dently of the existing broad gauge system, of

tlie proposed iiietre-gange Nortliern line, and
also that a Kotte-Kelaiii Valley line that

start from the capital instead of ,as a

braiieli from tlic Kandy line. 1-ord Dalbonsie,

when A'iceroy in 1S.55, fixed tlie 5i feet gauge
for Inilia, and Sir Henry Ward in Ceylon
naturally followed bis lead in 1S58. In our first

Memorial for Itailway Extension from Nawala-
pitiya to Haputale, we expressly urged that the

line' sboiildbe on tliedA feet gauge, and were backed
by Messrs. Tottenham and Criiwell. How it

came about that Governor, Engineers and all

concerned, became convinced in bS77 that there

slionld be no break at Navalajiitiya, and after-

wards in bS,S5 at Nanuoya, is too long a

story to tell now. We know it is a sore

subject with some in Uva; but it siiiiidy

came to this in Sir Artlmr Gordon’s time,

that unless we followed the lead <»f tliat very

able as well as autocratic Governor—who would
have iiotbing to do with a new Survey or break
of gauge at Nanuoya—we sliuuld not have got

a locomotive line sanctioned into Uva in liis day,

nor for many years after. Governor Gordon as

good as “rebelled” against the Colonial Office,

in order to force tlie sanction of the long-delayed

Haimtale section.—-Mr. Davis-Alien speak.s of

“ quarter loails” over our railway in bS!)3. We
should like to know if this a|)|»lies to the upeonntry

line? We scarcely think so. (ioods tralfic he-

tween Colombo and Kandy at any lale used

to be specially heavy and eoneeiitrated, and we
fanej'^ it must be glowingly so on the Dimluila-

Uva line. MTtli reference to Mr. Davis-

.Allen’s second paper in a recent Ob.srrrer, with

its striking deliverance as to to the special ('ll'cet

of sharp curves on AVorkiiig Expenses— a fact al-

most ignored by Engineers up to ten years ago

or so vvlien the late 1‘iofessor Floeming-Ieiikiii, I’m-

fessorot Engineering in the University of Eilinbiirgli

(of whom .Mr. Davis-.Allei was a I'upil) first

lironglit it uiit prominently—it is worthy of con-

sideration vvlietlier there slionld not bean exami-
nation of our older Ceylon linos in order to si'o

if any curves c(mld lie profitably ('ased or

si riiigiitmied if that be possible
;

- and this niigla

be a m;itter in vvbieb an inspection and rei>ort from
.Mr, Waring would be of practical value#
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MIL CHKLSTV OF J.ONDON OX TEA

t>WEEl’IX(;S AND TEA SALES
GREAT DEMAND FOR CAFFEINE :-400 TONS

OF TEA ALLEGED TO RE WASTED !

Mr. T, Clivlsty’s eflbrts to jiut a stop to the
ini([uities of some of the Loiidoa wiirehouseioea and
wliarf owners are widely known and liii.;'hly ajipie-
ciated, both in India ami Ceylon. To his e.xertioas
tliere can lie no donht that we are iiriniarily

indebted for tlie i.ssue of the late Customs Order
and for the beneficial result.s that have already
followed it. It appears certain that the Customs
at home are now fully alive to the importance
of this matter, and that they are not likely to
allow it to drift back ayain into the former bad
practice. Rut when discussing this subject with
our London correspondent, Mr. Christy took tlie

occa.sion to review the whole .sy.stem umler which
at present our teas are placed upon the Ijontloii

market. This .system he believes to involve much
injustice to the growers of tea, and we strongly
recommend what he has said to the consideration
of our own iilanters and of their representative
body, the Planters’ Association. We think it pro*
liable that Mr. Christy could h.ardly liave in-

sisted so forcilily as he now does upon
certain remedial measures open for their ad-
option, liad the state of the tea market re-

mained as it has hitliorto been for years past.
Rut if our London correspondent has rightly
understood Mr. Christy’s view, a great (diange
has now come over the late situation. The de-
mand for Call'eiue is enormously increasing, so
much so, indeed, that tea sweepings can no
longer sumily the raw material for its manu-
facture. The con.se([uence has been that the
commoner teas are being largely bought to su)i-

plant tliat source of su[iply. So large are now'
these liuyings, that late' sales in Mincing
Lane have been the scene of mo.st unusual e.\-

citement, and the lower grades of tea have been
cleared off as fast as they could be put on the
market. This fact, Mr. Christy observes,
puts the tea planters in a position to dictate
their own terms as to jirocedure at home be-
tween the landing and disposal of their teas.

It is well-known that for years past the com-
plaints as to home charges on tea have been
constant and strong. Rut power to remove tlie

causes for the.se complaints has hitherto not been
po.ssessed, and jilanters have had to submit
almost without remonstrance to whatever course
the home agencies chose to follow and to pay
the charges consequent upon that submissioii.

Rut if we may accept Mr. Christy’s opinion,
the position has been reversed by the new de-
mand above referred to. It is now the iilanter’s

turn to dictate how his tea shall be ilcalt

with after its arrival in England. Any opposi
tion that may be offered to his dictation, we
are told should be nief by a threat to sell all

teas locally. That it would be fea.sible to

carry this threat into effect is very iloubt-

ful, although something might be done
in that direction. Rut Mr. Christy thinks that
the threat alone would suffice 'to extort compli-
ance. It has always seemed to us that there
was much in the proceilure .as to reweighing
and rebulking that should be suscejitible of im-
provement. \Te are quite content to accept Mr.
('hristy’s insistence tb.at lioth are entirely un-
necc.ssary. If our planters .are also of that
opinion, the sooner they tnke step.s to act with
reference to this matter the hetter. It cm-tainly
does .seem monstrous, as Mr. Christy h.as ex-
pressed it, that the value of jm less than 4U0

tons of tea is annually lost tb our own and
Indian planters by persistence in a system that
is believed to be wholly unncce.ss.ary.

.Since the above was written, later news has
come to hand rather weakening Mr. ('hristy’s
view of what the planters can do by way of
reform ; but cert.ainly, it is undoubteil tiiat there is

ample I'ooni for amemlment in the present .system.

STEAM ROILERS IN TEA FACTORIES.

( Cojiuniniicatcd.

)

The le.ading article in the Obucrcvr of May 1st

suggests a few notes which m.ay iiossibly be of
novelty and interest to steam users in tea
factories. The Perkins’ lioiler is an invention
several ye.ars old, but which luis I believe not
been adojited to any grc.at extent. The writer
remembers some years back seeing a boiler and
engine by this inventor which had been origin-

ally in a paddle steamer on the river Tyne, and
were afterw.ards in ojieration in the works of a
large engineering firm. It may be briefly des--

cribed as a boiler consisting entirely of small
tubes screwed together, supidying a triple ex-

ji.ansion engine, and working as would be exjiectetl

with .a very high economy of fuel. The gauge
glass (if the expression be allowed) was con-
stnicted of ndca, as gl.a.ss would not be able

to resist tlie decomposing action of water at so

high a temperature.
It may be worth pointing out that roughly

speaking the clliciency of a .Steam Engine dc
pends on the difference of temjieratute obt.ainable in

the steam before and after doing its work in
,

the engine, and Engineers have been led in

pursuit of this jiriuciple into the construction of

iiigh pi’essure boilers and tri[ile exp.an.sion

engines. Perkins’ 400 lb. jiressure combination
was a very bokl attempt to carry this out)

and was po.ssibly rather in advance of its age.

There are however sever.al water tube boilers in

general use working very successfully at less

ambitious pres.sures. The rationale of putting
tubes in boilers is of course tbe increa.se of

heating surface. In the tnhtllar boiler the flame
p.asses through the tubes, the water being out=

.side; in w.ater tube or ti(bu/o>'H boilers the re-

verse ]irinciple obtains, and it becomes .a m.atter

for careful consideration, how far the difficulties

of incrust.ation may be met in a boiler of the lattel'

type. Regarding the comp.ai'ative cost of transport
of different tyjics, unless the expense of trans*

port lie very high indeed it is not easy to

see where the iirobable economy will come in in

using a boiler of a higher lirst cost than those
of cheaper design. 'I’hc greater dilbculties of

joints and coiinectioos with high pressure
boilers and engines, and the higher training

neces.sary for their management, [though boilers

of this type arc of cour.se less liable to dis-

astrous exiilosions,] will probably outweigh the
prospective ailvantages of high jiressure .steam in

the eyes of a careful )ilanter. Simplicity of

i'e[iair is of course a factor of considerable im-

portance in place.s remote from the relinements
of mech.anical civilis.ation.

The questi<in of boiler cleaning h.as been cro]i-

]iing up lately in the Ceylon Press, .and the article

already quoted emls witK a timely warning aliout

the lively time coming for ste.am users here,

when their boilers have come to years of decrepi-

tude ami decay. I believe 1 am correct in say-

ing tlmt organised boiler inspection is little known
here. The simplest way to insure this being pro-

perly done is to have boilers insure<l. The in-

surance company, in their own interest, have
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|tei'it)(Uciil visits made l»y a ([ualilied inspector,
wliose recoiiiniendations as to repairs and mainte-
nance must be attended to l>y tlie usei, who is

tlins practically relieved from a somewhat irksome
res^tonsibility.

1' or preventing incrustation of boilers the names
df specitics are legion. Insomeca.ses a very cheap
jtrodiict is labelled with a high-sounding name
and )talmed oil on the ignorant at an nnblnsh-
ingly outrageous jir()fit. .Such npimrcnily absurd
Remedies as potatoes are said to be etticacious,
and I have even heard ot a dead dog being re-
commended by an intelligent wiukman as an
infalliljle cure.

J'he simplest remedy for incrustatiun is usually
fbtiml to be the Use of a small (p.iantity of
caustic .soda, or soda ash containing caustic,
which precipitates the lime salts held' in .solu^

lion in a form in which they can be easily removed.
Tannate of soda may also be cited as a useful
remedy.
The dangers of scale formed on the skin of the

boiler are too well known to require any explana.
tion. It is now some months since the London Eiifji-

nrrr on the strength of some safety valve story (a)

if such things were never heard of at home,) pult-

lisbed a violent diatribe on the prospective dangers
line to planters’ ignorance of boilers. Although
the reflections on the intelligence of tlie jdant-
ing community were .somewhat uncalled-for, there
is no doubt that the ([uestion of Hoiler Inspection
and Insurance might jirotitably engage the
Attention of the Planters’ Association. A system
of mutual insurance might possibly meet the
case.

It may not be out of place in this connection

,
to ]toint out the unwisdom of irrational appeals
to (iovernment inspection. In a recent number
of Etiqinecrin;/ were some comments on this
point, apropos of the ex|dosion of a compressed
gas cylinder, of the kind now in very general
use for supplying lime-light lecturers,' dentists,
ami so lortb.

It is not imjiossilde tliat a boiler explosion
in this country may create a scare and a demand
for outside inspection. Which is the .safer guide
to the steam user, the possil)ly jierfunctory
advice of a (Iovernment ins|)ector, or the recom-
mendation of the representative of the Insur.ance
(’ompany who take on themselves tlie responsibility
of making good tbe linancial losses of the client
who follows their recommendations

;
but to

dwellers in our enlightened colony with the
railway and telegra))h department before our
eyes, it is jierhaps le.ss necessary to point out
the human limitations of governmental infalli-

bility.

NOTES EKOM OUR LONDON LETTER.

LoNHOx, May 10 .

Ml!. ClIlilSTV's VIKWs AS TO TllK (.' A KK KI ,\

K

M ANUl ACJ Ul!l'.

ab.sorbiiig a x'ery material quantity of your tea

are to be accepted, the necessity for such new
markets may not soon become an imperative one.

Hut then tea of quality sullicient for cafl'eine

making ]iurposes can, 1 suppose, be grown at low
(ilevation. The present (iovernment reserves, if

planted upon, should be capable of producing
.sometbing iiarticulai ly line.

I’.Ul.KIMi 'I'KA AT TMK l!l!msil C'U.STo.MS.

With lospcM.d to the vieu s of M r.
( 'liristy just

referre'l to, I may tell you that the percoiilra

tide of the question ha.-, been exposcl to

me this week. Mentioning to a gentleman highly

experienced with tea matters Mr. (’hristys

suggestion that rebulking should be alxdished

juid the Customs’ estimates of weight be imjiosed

upon buyers, he remarked that such insistance

would be likely to heavil}^ handicap Hritish

grown teas in their comiietition with (Jhina tea.s.

On my asking why it would do so, he observeil :
—

“ Perhajis j ovi are not aware that China teas

never have to be rebulked. You see all of this

is collected in small lots and is never dealt

wdth until it is received at the port of shipment.
Then the native experts classify it, and it is

packed in largiJ breaks, being accurately weighed
into the chests. Thus, you see, China shippers

score uiion two points o\er Ceylon. They avoid

the small breaks that are .such a bugbear to

our brokers and their teas are never rebulked
on arrival in this country. Ruyers here there-

fore willingly accept the Customs’ weight de-

clared upon these teas. They would never do so

with Ceylon or Indian teas unless these were
declared to be factory bulked. Of course the
Chinese system has one great drawback. Their
teas are never known by estate marks, and the
estate Viranding of Indian and Ceylon teas is

much valued as a guide to [mrehasers. Hut this

is largely compensated for by the extraordinary
skill of theCiiine.se in grouping their teast. It is

very rare for a single chest in a break of 200
boxes to vary ajqireciably in (|uality from the
others, and s(> buyers may rely upon the flavour

of single samples qualifying the whole break.

So you see it does not seem to me that Mr.
C'hristy’s suggestion couhl be acteil upon so hmg
as any tea comes home from Ceylon that has
not been factory bulked. Rebulking here must
be continued so long as uncertainty rem.ained

as to the degree of care exercised on estates

upon packing the chests with .accurate weight.
Ceylon planters are notoriously sinners about this,

and until this reputation has been amemled
imrchasers will not buy teas of their’s on the
Custom’s weight. Rcbulking will be insisted upon,
and would be, in my oiiinion, absolutely ne-

cessary. No, I could never see any ditliculty

in the way of te.a being .accurately weighed into

the boxes on the est.ates, neither c.au I believe

that it would b<> iiiqiossible to .avoid the number
of small bre.aks sent liome by your planters.

I'ntil they mend their w.ays in both these respects

Mr. Christy’s recommendation can never u.ave

effect, and icbulking, with its attendant evil of

loss by spilling must reni.ain the practice.”

Mr. .folin Hughes thinks it mignt be best for

something of the China .system to be introduced
in Ceylon, the te.as being' locally jiurchased by
Syndicates and ]iacked in large breaks by it in

Colombo. No doubt this would do away with
the rcbulking nuisance, but then could the ad-

vantage of cst.ate m.arks be retained ? Mr. Hughes
is lu'obably inlluemaHl by Ids belief that tasting

is far more ellicicnt in (Xylon, owing to the
softness of the w.ater, fh.an it is in London,
and that te.as so graded would be more reliabh;

under local classification than they can be under
the existing system.

TALCA.SM’ELLA.
OKN'KIJAI, HLl’OItT |•(ll! Cl i:rUI,.\TIuN AMoNliST

TllK SIIAI!KIIOI,m;its OK Tilt: COMK.VNV.

Upon this occasion I w.is accoinpaiiicd over the

estate h\ Mr. .lames t'’orlies. the (‘hairman of the

ftoard of Directors, and it. heing Ids first I visit to

Talgaswe la, he will no doubt liavc convoyed to the

other itiroctoi'H tlic iinprosBion ho food of th^’-

Ijroiaii’ty .
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Speaking generally of the appeai'ancc of the estate,

there is an iniproveinent noticeable in tlie condition

of the hushes in fields Nos. 2, o, and G, but the (Hhers

are much the same as when last reported on, and
although the weather at the present time is most
favourable for the growth of leaf, the Hushes are not,

I regret to say, so strong and vigorous as might
have been expected at this period of the year, stiil

the returns to date show (as was anticipated) a con-
siderable advance on the yield for 18‘Jl, the figures

being 40,347 lb. and 29,481 lb. of made tea respec-

tively. The Estimate for the year is 130,000 lb., and
though the quantity already secured is somewhat
disappointing, it is quite possible that this figure may
be reached) or at any rate closely approached

;
a good

deal, however, will necessarily depend on the effects

produced by the South-west w'inds which sometimes
are very destructive in this district.

One of the great drawbacks to Talgaswella,
as has been frequently mentioned, is the ir-

regularity' in the growth and developmc^it of

the bushes, and were it possible to separate the
good from the bad, the former would probably not
occupy very much more than half the cultivated area.

This is the chief reason why the returns have hitherto

been so disappointing, and it moreover constitutes
a serious difficulty in carrying out manuring opera-
tions, the indiscriminate blending of good and bad
being such as to negative the possibility of any
general system of abandonment of unprolitable land.

While fully realizing the difficulties of dealing w'ith

tea which is only partially productive, the dii-ectors

decided a few months ago to set aside a sum of 113,500

for manuring two of tlic best fields with castor cako
and bones, (in the proportion of two of the former to

one of the latter,) and it is hoped that the result of

the experiment may be sufficiently encouraging to

justify further operations under this head in future

years.

In order that the best effects may' be produced,
the fields set apart for this treatment are Nos. I

and 4, w'hich have always given the largest returns
of leaf and present the best cover of tea. The
quantity being applied to each bush is 3 ounces of

the above mixture in semi-circular holes on the upper
side of the tree.

Forking in the manure is to be tried over a small
area but the experiment of turning over the soil a
few mouths ago, in field No. 1, has not proved bene-
ficial.

The acreage already manured is about 70, costing R22
per acre, and the intention is to continue operations
until the R3,500 set aside for the purpo'se has been
expended.
The quantity of manure per tree is very' small, but

I under stmd that satisfactory' returns have follow'ed

similar doses in the Udagama district. Re.sidos the
artificial manuring, about 12 acres of the tea in No. 1

field have been gone over with the contents of the
catile shed.

GeXKKAL Co.VUITION of the PKOl’miXY as UEdAUDS
Field Wouks.—The estate, taking it as a whole, is

cleaner than it was on the occasion of my last visit,

but the system of regular monthly weeding is not,
I am afraid, carried out so systematically' as could
be wished. To clean an estate, and to keep it clean,
it is absolutely necessary that the ground shoukl bo
gone over every month and the weeds should be
buried or otherw'ise destroyed.
PnuNiNo AND Pi.ucKiNo.—Neither of those works are

quite so well done as on estates where Tamil coolies
arc exclusively employed, but bearing in mind the
material Mr. Rroadhurst has to deal with, the general
condition of the bushes is fairly^ satisfactory.

Roads and Duains.—The outlet road is in a very
rough state just at the ju'osent time, but tlie roads
on the estate are in pretty good order and the drains
have lately been cleaned out.

Factoiiv and Machineuy.—Evcrytliing under this
head is satisfactory and in good working order, Imt
a new sifter will pi-obahly be required next year.
OrnEU Rurr.mNns.— .-\n Assistant Superintendent

having iiecn appointed, some reiiairs to the small
Runj'alow will be required and the lines will want
looking to from time to time.
r[AE0UR.—There appears to be a good supply of

Sinhalese labour available just at the present time,
but of Tamil coolies there are only about JO left.

ExPENDiTUUE.—The estimate for the year, includ-
ing Colombo Charges and Directors’ fees, amounts
to 1110,877, of whici) RIO,058 has been spent to end
of April.

This estimate does not provide for the cost of
mairuring, and it having been decided to appoint an
.Assistant bujierintendent, there will be some increase
under head of salaries, thougli not very much, as it

lias also been arranged to substitute a native tea-
maker for the European who is now in charge of
the Factory, and this will result in some saving of
wages.

"

The estimate provides liberally enough for all neces-
sary works, and if Mr. Broadhurst adheres to it, and
maintains a good quality of tea, there is reason to
hope that the result of the season's operations may
not be altogether unsatisfactory-, but a great deal will
of course depend upon the market, and as regards
the crop we are assuming that the season is a fairly*

favourable one for finshing.
Fuktiieii Re.mauks.—In taking up the visiting of

Talgaswella last year, it was on the understanding
that I might not be able to continue it, and I shall
be glad now if the Directors will make other arrange-
ments for c.UT-ying on the work. Seeing, however,
that henceforth until the close of the year, there
will bo very little doing but plucking, w'ceding and
pruning, 1 should hardly thiiiK anotlier visit wi.l be
nc'cessary for some time to come.

Ed'ai). S. Gkilso..'.
May lOtb.

A HCOTTiyil COUNTY COUNCILI.OR AT
THE TEA y.\LES.

Mr. Henry liohcrtsoii of Edc-ngrove Eifosliiro,
senioi- partner of the linn bearing lii.s name, which
carries on an extensive jirodneo bnsines.s in
Dmidce is a pa.sscngor by the “ Idgnria. ” For
lully si.x months Mr. Uohei'lson lias been tour-
ing in ,\us_tralia, and New Zealand. 'J’oday lie

jiaid a ));ussing visit to Colomlio ami in the course
of liis walk j'onnd tlie town attended tlie tea
sale.s at the Chamber of Coiiimeree Rooms. Mr.
Hohcrtsoii is a memher of Fifesliire County
Uoniicil, a stanncli Liberal, and for many years
has been connected with public life in that jiait
of Scotland in which he resides.
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SUPFLY AND MANAGEMENT.
are

—who has
a jilantei'-

everytliing
ally* in tlie

gratified to

had 24
-that he
tliat has
Obaerrev in

learn from Mr. Ski'ir.e
years’ experience as
agrees nitli nearly
heen v.ritten edilori-
respect of the Lahonr

Supply (jnestion. He does not believe in their
being any siiecial deficiency, taking tiie country as
a whole

;
Imt he is emphatie in '

siijiporting ' onr
view that if thei'e lie a short sup])ly now or
for the future, no ]>ractical remedy is worthy of
com].arison witli that of thromik Jlaihirn,
< 'imiiiniiiral 1,111 hetween Gevlon am'l the ( 'ooly
Di.slrictsof Sontliern India. ''I'he enormous saiiim-
in tlic time now lost ;iIong' the JNOvtli roail, or
waiting at or near jmrts, and the sav ing of inonev
and extortions to the coolies—alone .should toil
heavily in lavour id' the Railway. 'I’liat a Indo-
Geylon railway should make it easy for the coolies
to return i.s a decided 'idv.antage

: for often ,at
liresent, they become dis.sati.slied in facin-- the
dillicnlties attending t heir return, widleif they were
.ahli'to go promiitly when tiiev liad made a little

;GV- >.11 ll'o ni 'ie readily’ .-.hunld they come
hack auain to (’cNlnH.
As reg.ir Is reejiit local troubles, i\lr. Skriiie

amiot help thinking that a great -leal h due
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to iiii.^mana>>('im'nt, am! to the want of interei<t

taken in tlmir coolies liy some of the younger
generation of |)lanters. lake so many of his com-
[leers, Mr. Skrine lias kanganies wholia\e Itetm with
him since iie began felling in Dikoya, while the rate
of advances on his force of coolies is ridicnlonsly
low. Much mischief is done, in his opinion,
through inexperienced men trying to save ex-
]ienditure after a foolish, shortsighted way—hy
cutting down the weetling contract, or rate for

pruning or other work—rendering coolies dissatis-

lied ami ])erha[»s getting had work ilone. He has
tried, on the other liand, to he liberal in sucli mat-
ters while insisting on good work, and he has thus
always had enough of coolies and a reserve
from weeders to put on plucking when an urgent
“ flush ” was in hand. All the.se and other hints

ought to he carefully consiilered by young plan-

ters
;

hut let not the grand and only etieotive

remedy for a deficient cooly supply he ignored,

namely the completion of the Ixuo-Ckvlox
R.vilw.w.
Wo trust Mr. Skrine will have a pleasant time

at home, and while in London that he will put iu

a strong word with absentee pro|>rietors ami
agents about the imi)ortauce of Railway com-
munication between India and Ccvlon.

FUR FIMII, lU'US (SC.VLF INSK('TS), Ac.

[I ha\e taken (he (uudosed fixmi ;i ‘‘ R('port

of M'ork of the .\gricult ural FxiK'rimmdal Stalion
" the I’niversity of California,’' just receivcilof of

usefulIt ou'dit to i>e nsetui to jdanters .ami to embody
in your Triiph'nl Afirintll iiri'it.— Cor.]

For I’oWilery Mildews use sulphur, dusting it

on i>lants.

P’or l''nngi in general use l.ordoaux mixture,

made .as follows; I'or every in gallons take I

nound of lime and 1
pound of hlnestone. Dis-

solve these separately in hot water and mix

when cool adding the rest of the water. Spray on

the \dants. Ur spray with ammoniacal copper

carbonate solution, made as follows:—Dissolve

1 ounce of copi>er carbonate in (i ounces of

animonia and add 10 gallons of ^\.ltel.

For Fungi and Scale Insects use liim', salt,

and sulphur mixture, a winter wash comnoseil

of lime S ])Oumls, .salt 3 ))ounds, and snlphur

4 pounds, for e.ach Pi gallons of water. Mix
one-four(h of the water, one-fourth of the lime,

and all the sulphur, and boil for one and
hour; put (he salt with the rest

lime and sljike with hot water;

the above and boil half an iiour

add the remainder of the water

amf apply as a spray.

For Scale Insects use rosin soa|i, as follows :

—

For lUn gallons for summer use (ake rosin IS

pounds, caustic soda {!»S jier cent) 3.\ pounds,

and lish oil 'Jt pinis; for winter u.se, rosin 3U

pounds, can die' soda dl ))0unds, ami lisli oil -lA

nints. Tlie material is put in a kettle and

covered with I or .3 inclics of water. The lid is

imt on and the mixture boiled two hours or

jiiore, and then the rest of the water is addeil,

a little at a time. Spray on the iilants. Ur

use the gas treatment: Cover the plant with an

oiled teid., and for each 100 cubic feet of con-

tents place in a bowl bimoath the tent
r,
ounce

f water, \
ounce of sulphuric acid, (oil of \ itriol),

and "ounce of potassium c.y.anide (oS per cent),

iK'im'' careful not to inhale the poisonous gas

nor 'to allow it to escape from the tent for

Imlf an hour. The h-.aves may be injured if

used during the middle of the day.

a half

of the

a<ld to

longer

;

For insects in general i»se kero.sine emulsion,
as follows : Make <a soap-.solution of half a
pound of soap to a gallon of water. Heat it to

boiling and add two gallons of kerosine. Rump
it through the sjiray |)uni|), with good pressure,

for five to ten ininutes. For use add ten times
as much water as you have of emulsion. Ap-
jily as a sjiray. Sour milk may he useil instead of

the soaj) solution. The emulsion is made more
ellective by the addition of a very small amount of

arsenic to the soap solution, or of buhach” to the
kerosine.

For Fruit or Leaf-eating insects, use Paris green
or London pur[)le as a powder at the rate of 1

to .3 pounds to the acie distributed by walking
or riding over the field, carrying a pole, at both
ends of which are hung muslin bags containing
the poison. A.s a spray use 1 pound to 200
gallons of w'ater. In spraying these arsenites the
nozzle should be held at some distance from the
plant and no more should be applied .after the
leaves begin to drip. Do not use these on crf>ps

where the poison would lie injurious to healtli.

PRODUCE IN AM.STERDAM.
Consul Win. Robinson, in Ids Report to the Earl

of Kimberley on the trade of Anisterdain iu 1S<I4,

states :
—

Any hopes of a revival iu trade and commerce
which may have been entertained at the close of the
year ISUM were doomed to severe disaiipointmcnt.

Coi'i KK.— The total importation of coffee into Hol-
land in l.S'.H w'as l‘21,l)00.0(M) lb. .Java sent about
H5,000 bags more than in IS'K!. Macassar and Sumatra
sent but small supplies. Prices of good ordinary
•Java ruled very steadily throughout the year. Pros*
pec'.s for 1895 are not unfavourable as respects the
size of the .Java crop, although this will not be so
large as the present one.

Ti;a.—The demand for tea was very slack in the
first months of 1.894, w'ith gradually declining prices,

which reached their lowest point in .July and August;
towards the close of the year there was a better de-
mand, and advanced rates were obtainable. The
market closed very firm. The sales in 1894 showed
a not inconsiderable increase over 1.893, the greater
proportion being, as usual, Java tea. British India,
not blended, does not meet the Dutch taste, but some
English mi.xers of cheap blended teas have succeeded
in finding a market hoie for their produce.

Coco.v. —The importation of .Java cocoa in 1894 was
about 50 per cent, larger than in 1893. The finest

descriptions sold in F’ebruary, 1894, at 84d to 9d per
lb., but in conse(iuencc of the absence of demand, the
price fell to about 7d per lb. at the close of the year,
having touched fijd in October .— and C. Erpicss,
May 10.

TE.V IN UAI.UU'ITA.

Tui; Fii:.8T oi-' Till.; Sk,V8on'.

The opening tea sale of the present season in f'al-

cutta was held on J'hursday last. According to the
local corres]jondent of the /'ibacrr, an unusual amount
of interest attached to it, owing mainly to the great ad-
vance in tea shares that has recently been seen. It is

not explained how, exactly, this was supposed likely to
affect the sale, but w'e may presume that some ])eople

considered that a rise in tea shares indicated a com-
ing rise in the tea market ! Any such gentlemen can
hardly look back with unmixed i)leasure the actual
results of the sale, for. now that this is over, opinions
differ as to whether it was satisfactory or the reverse.

The correspondent already referred to says that, com-
pared with the opening sale of last season, medium
class teas were lower, but in desniptions valued not
higher than 74 annas, and on the other hand in the
finest descriptions, prices wore fully maintained. The
tea-brokers aro of opinion that on tho whole the saly
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went well, but agents of tea gavclens seem n bit dis-

satisfied. The corres)iondent himself tbinlcs that
bearing in mind that al)Oiit (10 per cent of the crop
is of tile class that sells at 7* annas and under, it

should be taken as satisfactory that there was a fairish

demand for such. There is another point of view,

however and seen in this the apjjarent firmness of

demand, for inferior qualities, and slackness of inquiry
for medium sorts, is not altogether satisfactory.

There is some risk of Indian tea-planters attend-
ing too much to (juantity and too little to quality.

Any such policy would be short-sighted, and would
certainly bring about a destruction of the trade, if

the Chinese were to bestir themselves and compete
more actively than they have lately done. No doubt,
a larger quantity of low class tea must be grown,
because there is a market for it, and because many
buyers cannot nfford to pav more than a certain price.

But speaking generally, the taste of the groat con-
suming public in the United Kingdom is likely to

improve rather than to deteriorate, and India's hopes
lie in an improvement of quality rather than in a
simultaneous reduction of both quality and price.

—

Miuh-as Timex, May 24.

INDIAN PATENTS.

(.lALCUTTA, May fitll.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed, during the week ending 4th
-May 1890, under the provisions of Act V. of 1888.

William Bull, Civil Engineer, of Calcutta, for im-
provements in hurning bricks and tiles,— hulinn d'

Eastern Tin/iiieer.

SERDANd—SUMATP.A
;

No. V.

(Bi/ an ex'-Ccijhm ricnitev.)

LIVli AND LEARN.

My silence since my last has been longer than I

intended; but I was called to the other end of the
•‘Dost Keast”; and what with travelling, prospecting,
and writing leports, time has gone ahead, and left

me a bad second. So now I must endeavour to

catch time by the fetlock, his forelock being beyond
my reach.

I read lately that most of the aphorisms w'hich are
always on our lips are trash; and misleading at that.

One, however, surely stands good: “Live and learn.’’

1 remember when I was a youngster at dinner one
evening a fellow S.D. asked the chief ‘how long it

took to learn coffee planting thoroughly?’ The reply
with a genial laugh was; “Well, my boy, I’ve been
planting coffee for a quarter of a ceutiu-y, and I learn
something new every day !’’ The youngster was
ferried across by Charon 15 years ago

;
and the P.D.

is now a well known cross-country man with fo.v-

hounds in the Midlands.
We all remember in planting a new clearing, how

it was always dinned into our ears, “Be careful, and
don’t turn the tap-root.’’ A few days ago I met a man
who, I am told, puts turned tap-roots to good account.
However, I am due to visit him shoi tly

;
and will try and

get liold of his modus oimnintU m\<\ describe it to you.
But in any case he must surely be a genius ! An-
other maxim always diilled into us in the pruning
season vvas ‘‘ Never touch a primary, ’’ though if I

remember rightly. Mr. W. S.abonadiere in his monograph
on coffne-phinting adds “ until necessary.’’ But even
then, (I speak from memory.) his restrictions are
rather severe. A few miles froth here is an estate
where on the four-year-old coffee, every primary is

tipped ! And this is the thusness of it. The planter,
working for his own experience, noticed that his
trees threw out no secondary branches. “ T il forn‘
them to," said he. And he tiiiped every primarv.
He knew not at the time that the reason his bushes
were unable to make wood was that the enormous
crop upon them took up all their strength. Strangely
enough, his experiment was a success; and now he
has a fine supply of wood for next, year, as well as
his present crop. The wood, of course, is largely in

the shape of gormandizers
;

but these are always
orop-bcarers

; and if it is attempted to cultivate Liberian
coffee into the symmetrical shape of the friend of
our youth, Arabica, disaster will en.suc both to the bush
and the bank-book.

I am a firm believer in the force of heredity, and
we must not forget that Liherian coffee is only a
very few generations from forest trees. So it would be
absurd to attempt to train it d la Arahna. Every
bush must h.ave individual treatment ; and men who
know the plant ken full well how- imirkod is the
individuality of each bush. In this cultivation a
pruning knife is a planter’s worst enemy. (Theex-
l>eriment mentioned above, I do not include as culti-
vation. It was a bow drawn at a venture

;
and

luckily hit the mark.) At the same time an
enormous amount of good can be done by judicious
handling. I rememher a saying attrihuted to old
Dr. Thwaites of Veradeniya, viz. : that in pruning,
we planters without a moment’s thought would rip
off valuable wood which it would take the Almighty
and the bush a long time to put on again. One of
the best known planters in the Native States once
told me that in Liberian coffee he would leave
everything to nature. This, 1 think, is going too
far. Nature, animal or vegetable, must, to a cer-
tain extent, have it’s way'

;
and among the minor

crowds Liberian coffee is one that must be
humoured

;
but cannot be forced.

Interesting figures next lettei'.

THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE
SALE OF QUININE.

Regarding the sale of quinine in pice packets, the
Calcutta Gazette says :—Reviewing the operations as
a whole, and having regard to the novelty of selling
quinine by the dose, and the various difficulties of
detail which had to be overcome at starting, the
Lieut.-Governor considers that the scheme has been
quite as successful as could reasonably have been
expected. An effective demand for cheap quinine
among the masses of the people has been called into
existence

; the demand is shown to vary from month
to month in general accordance with the conditions
tending to produce fever; and there seem to be grounds
for hoping that it will continue to increase if stimu-
lated by judicious administration. Under the scheme
as now modified the post-offices all over Bengal will
continue to be the main agency for distributing
quinine. The Lieut.-Governor tiuists that District
Officers and the higher sanitary officials will lose no
opportunity of helping to promote sales and of spreading
information as to the wishes of Government in the
matter. In the Darjeeling district (in parts of which
the mortality from fever is extremely high) quinine
is now sold, or shortly will be sold,' at no less than
19 rural centres in addition to places where there
are post-offices. 'The vendors are for the most part
respectable shop-keepers 'They are suppliecl with
parcels containing 102 packets of quinine, on the
same terms as postal officials to remit the price to
Government, less commission of six packets per pa,reel
All Magistrates of district.s are authorised to indent
on the Superintendent of ,Jail lAJauuf.ictures for the
necessary supplies of quinine

; and they should arrange
to renrit the sale proceeds to that officer.

«.

f’OFFEE Uw MlIISKV-'rODDY.

Coffee ami how to get it good ”
i.s the title

of an article in Srinnr Siftiia/.s of d.ate Ainil
‘27th. 'I’lie differsnf, v.arieties .are de.seribed .and
ill do:\iing wilh coffee as a slinmlaiil, in cases
ol aci-idenl, its use is recommended in place of
the usual o\er-.still whisky-toddy, not only for
medical reasons, but because it renders the
patient li.able to the charge later, from those not
Jamihar with the facts, of Ills htti'ing becil iiijurcil
on account of (Inmkeimess,
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Colombo tka

A VIMl'l'OirM LMIMtHSSToNS.

“Surely I have come to the wrou.ir’ place?”
Avas my mental remark w lien 1 stooil on the
tlireshohl of the (.'hamher ot (’ommerce Looms,
to which 1 ha<l heen ilireeteil as the venue of
the jrreat ('e.ylon tea sales. l!ut for the positive
iussertion tif the hrass-])late w hich faces the street
1 should have retraced my stejis and soipc’ht for
the tea mart elsewliere, so dill'erent was e\ery-
thiipc; trom my prceouei'iveil iileas. With tea
sales oue naturally associates the presence of tea.
'I here was not an ouime (>f it aliout ! Sealed
in free and easy fashion at tables were
some twenty or thirty 'rentlemanly lookin;' men,
w hose disliii/jllc of white duck, deliciously cool
to look at, with the accompanimeut of the in-

evitahle cheroot, appeared str.ange to the Britannic
eye, to which, Imsiness and a hlack coat with
•‘tile” hat are inseiiarahly connected. The ri'stful

liose and tln^ air of inacti\ity are. howexi'r, only
Rupcrlicial, and a close ohserx er can see in the tea
huyers all that ’cntencss and mental alertness
whic.h '’ousin .Imiathan is ci'cditeil with possess-
inc; in larj'or measure than his neijthhours. For
my own jiart I should say that if .Jonathan did
«'ome to Ceylon he would not ha\e a walk over !

’I'lie .i^’entlcman I use the term adxisedly and
not in the c-eueral sense so often employed—who
who at the moment condticted the sale, for the
Brokers have their turns, spoke in low incisive tones
in pleasinc- contrast to the oratorical tiourishes

often to he h'/ird under similar circumstances.
The hroker was there to sell, funl the huyers to

huy and the lots wore disposed of in marvellous
i|uick time. I should not forc'ot the native huyers
who were iwesent. They took ,a hack se.at, only
.at ion.c intervaks, hiddintf, with oriental stoicism
and, to oiitward api)e;irance, taking no interest in

what was coinit <*u.

I'or fully an iionr 1 s.at listening' to what, to me,
was f|uitc unintellic'ihle— the sale of Pekoe, I*ekoe
Souehoaif, dust, fanniu'ts, I'cc., under Brands the
name of which is h\e;ion. And as I ]>repared to
leave 1 lellcctcd these are the men who Buy .and

sell the tea, whicli will lind its w.ay into the
hilly-can of the .\nstrali.an sipiattcr, the ]).annikin

of the t 'anailian xoyac'enr, into the windows of

the palatial estahlishments of the 'treat British

cities, into the highland sheiling, to lie alone-side

Butter, )iar;iHin oil and matches, and to .\merican
tables, I hope in c-re.ater <|uantity tlniTi in the
]iast. Because in this matter .lon.athan, 1 under-
stand, has show n t Bo l.amcntahly Bad taste to pi-e-

fer .Jap;in’s and ( 'hiiiii’s to ( 'eylon tea.

TLOUT FISIIIXB IN THE HOLTON
PLAIN,S.

We do not think the introduction of trout into
the stream ]),assin't throue-h the Nnw.ar.a Eliy.a

l)lains, or that in the Barrack plains can Be
spoken of .as yet as ,a cfe.at succe.ss. Nor
can the term he applied to any of the streams
in the neieliBonrhood at ahout the same level,

or aw,ay on the Elk Plains or Bopatalawa. But,
certainly, repeated experience seems to shew'
that in the Horton Plains river and Bilhnloyn,
the trout are prosiicrinc- to the heari’s conteni
of the most ardent sportiny lishcrimin a'li iuys'

ns. On the Horton Plains in fact, I he cxpcrimciu
can Be pronounced an nnijn.aliTu'd success. .And it is

not dillicnlt to cxphiin why this should Be the

case. It is not simidy th.at the .addition.al eleva-

tion of 1,000 feet above .sea-level constitutes an

advantage with thccooler temperature of the water,
over th.at priwailin^' in the lower and warmer Nil-

wara Eliya repdon. Far more important, however,
is the e.'ccnqition of the Horton Plains' stream from
sud'leu and ilisturhinL' Hoods. The watershed
on the side of 'J'otapella or the neichhourinc'
mountains above Horton Plains is, comparatively,
of limited e.xtent, and conse((nently such Hoods
are never seen in the streams there as may
occasionally he witnessed in the Nannoya, the
Secta Ella ortho Buluhal Ella. Then a<;ain there is

the freedom from Bazaar debris which is a
drawBaidt in Nuwara liliya. AVe are not sur-
prised tl ei'etdre to learn of the Horton Plains
stre.un Bein^ comparatively full of trout and of
good size atl'ordiu'' e.xcellent sport.
Our Latest report has come from Capt. Bayley

who, on a recent visit, much enjoyed tishino in
the stream, capturiny of ,a morninjf with the
roil, a coiiiih' of extreimdy nice lish from 1 to

U 11). e.aeh. His son, lower down in the Bil-

hoohiya obtained one of no less than 4 IB.

and this pi-oved later on, thoutth not
observed at the time, to Be full of sliawn—an evidence of how thoroughly the trout are
Becoming .acclimatised. C.apt." Bayley states that
more delicious eating th.an the fish he c.aptnred,
could not Be desired

; But he c.msiders it x'eiy

necessary there should Be some check on indis-
criminate lish ng iind even on n.atixxs .and othres
n.sing nets, in the higher stre.ams. It .seems
th.at while a Loc.al Board rule exists th.at no one can
lish in Nuwar.a Eliya without .a license costing
LHO per annum—the money B'cing dex oted to the
Trout Fund—no su(di regulation can legally
ap])ly Beyond the Bo.ard’s limits .and conse-
nuently .any one is ,at liberty .at i>resent to the
go .and lish on Horton Plains. So far .as all

ntelligerst penions, and especially' Euro|)eans .are

concerned, xve unst a .sense of honour xvill

prevent their going to fish there or in .any' other
stream in xvhich troiit h.ave Been placed, nnlcss
they' have in-eviously given substantial snj)-

port to the Trout Fund By taking (Uit

,a license or By' ]),ay'ing a speci.al subscription. It
should not Be ditlicult through the rcsthonse-
kee[)er to le.arn the munes of all xvho visit Hor-
ton Plains xvith rod oi not, .and xve should
Be gl.ad to publish the same if it xvill help the
purposes of the Trout Fund. It m<ay h.ave Been
observed from the report of our Nnxvar.a Eliya
correspondent, published the other d.ay, that the
hast Batch of trout ov.a imported xv.as not x ery suc-
cessful, and that 3(1, (lOU moi-e ova have Been
ordered. This means continued exi)enditure
.and the necessity for liBei-.-il suppoi t : and cer-
t.ainly .all xxho are able to enjoy the sport t)f

the resulting trout fishing, xvhetlnu- on the Hor-
ton IHains or elsexxhere, ought to Be foremost
in extending their support. '

If all interested
c')ine forxvard Jis t hey should, the continued sncce.ss
of t'l" I rout-hr,'ciling (‘.pcrimeiit must Be assurcil

;

and pei-sevei-ance in sui)plying the streams xvith
fresh stock sliould secure a very satisfactory
m->asnre of su'vess in the loxvcr streams, althongii
the trout may nevo- Be so lixely iind numerous,
or the sport s> g.ao.d .as in the higher Horton
Pl.ains’ river.

Tk.v Skei) in Dem.vnm).—A seller of xvcll-

known local tea seed rcj)')rts :
—

“ i'll.: deni.iiid for ton. see.l i.s iis k.ren as ev.w.
We arc tall up of ordews for tin- next four months.
AVo have just completed twenty m umds Singlo for
.[ '.va ! Tiio propos.il tli.it the Phvniors’ Association
should huy an 1 hold land is sph ndid. I wonder
if they woxdd care to huy up tea-soed bearers,”
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TEA-GROWING ON THE CAUCASUS.
TUK HUSSl.VX COMMLSSIONKU IN CKVI.ON.

Tlie Mana<>erof AUbotsford itlautatioii, writes:

—

I have had a very pleasant visit from the Russian
Commissioner who seems to be a most suitable man
as Chief of such an Embassy.
He is I should say a very good all round man,

and specially strong in Botany and Agriculture. As
far as I can see, the main object of his tour is to

ascertain what tropical and subtropical plants arc

suited for cultivation in the Caucasus, and he pays

E
articular attention to everything connected with tea,

ut I do not think Ceylon need fear competition
from that quarter, as from experiments being carried

on at present the cost of production would be from
5 to 10 times what it is liere.

The soil it seems is good though the features of

the country are as a rule very steep or even precipitous

and though the climate is suited to the growth of

tea, I gather that they suffer from severe wind storms
from the fact that grevilleas cannot stand their gales.

I hope Mr. Klingen will have a very pleasant
time of it in Ceylon and that he will take a big

shipment of our teas along with him on his return
to Russia.

He paid the Colony a splendid compliment when
1 gave him a cup of it here. “This is excellent tea
it is like China.’’ [He meant the very lest China,
doubtless !“Ei>. 7’.. I .J

NORTH BORNEO ESTATE NOTES.
Byte.

—

More and more coffee in bearing, and plants
growing well, topping a few as high as 9 feet. Co-
conuts growing remarkably well. Put in 80,000
coffee beelits.

Kabeli.

—

Some nice flushes have seti Coconuts
growing well, some of them will want little further
weeding except from cattle of which a few have been
turned in amongst them. Felling by the Develop-
ment Corporation for the Trading and Planting Co.
in the Boad Creagh district for coffee is in progress.

Loong Piasow Coffee, a few ripe berries showing
heavy rains make the weeding expensive. Coconuts
coming up nicely.

—

Hritiah Xorth Jlorneo Herald.

THE AMSTERDAM CINCHONA-AUCTIONS.
May 9th.

Our 'Amsterdam correspondent telegraphing on
Thursdaj" evening, states that at today’s auctions of

Java cinchona-bark in Amsterdam only !i,95;-5 pack-
ages out of the 6,178 offered were sold, the remainder
being mostly very firmly held. The tone at the
auctions was rather more quiet than had been ex-

pected, and during the sale a slight decline occurred.

The unit, nevertheless, averaged 2'92c per half-kilo,

which was about O OSc below the rates paid privately

and 0'()7c above the average unit of the last April

auctions. The following equivalents of sulphate of

quinine were bought by the manufacturers :—Phila-

delphia and Paris 2,212 kilos; Brunswick 1,941 kilos,

Mannheim and Amsterdam 1,557 kilos; Frankfort-on-

Main 3,879 kilos ;
Auerbach 2,U81 kilos. Druggists

and others bought 2,721 kilos. The total quantity
of quinine offered was 26,70.) kilos

;
Uiat sold 17,394

kilos. The prices paid for manufacturing bark ranged
from 60 to 53ic (equal to Id to 9^d per lb); for

druggists’ bark, from 7^0 to 67c (equal to IJd to Is

per lb).— Cheniitsi and l)ru<j<jist.

JAVANESE LABOUR IN.BORNEO.
At the latter end of last mouth I visited the To-

bacco Estates of The New Darvel Bay (Borneo

I

Tobacco Plantations Limited to enquire into the
condition of Javanese labour on these plantations.
I visited Lahad Datu, Lamine and Segama planta-
tions. I found very little sickness existing amongst
this race of people and their average of sickness
compares very favourably with the Chinese coolie.

They are well housed and contented looking, the
nuinbei; suffering from fever were iu a very small

proportion to the whole, and this was the principle
form of illness affecting these people. This is all
the more satisfactory considering that they are em-
ployed in building, jungle cutting, and making roads
and drains, &c., which latter is not the healthiest
form of occupation generally speaking. Working on
this Estate at the present time the numbers are.
.Javanese 243 men .32 women Banjerese 106 men 9
w^men, and the average number of both races ein-
ployed during 1893 and 1894 was 130 and 270 respect-

THua
during the same years

18.)3 and 18.14 was for the former P7 per cent and
for the latter 0 8 per cent.-GEo. W. .Johnstoke.
Acting Principal Medical Officer,—Medical Depart-
ment, Sandakan, March 15th 1893.—RnV. Xorf/i Borneo
HcraUl.

A CEYLON TEA TRUST.
We iea.1 in Tnith of May 9tli:-It is announced

that the (locuments for the transfer of the Rin-
^uuooma Tin Mines to the Company have arrived
in London, and the subsidiary Ct)iiii»any which
is to work the property is in coiir.se of formation.
Ibe Directors have also actinireil the Oolapane
lea estate as a going concern, for working wliicli
the f.eyloii Tea Irustj Limited, will be formed
almost immediatel >

SEYCHELLEH.
The auction sales of the damaged goods landed

fiom the Messageries Maritinies ss. “ Australien ’’ havO
already realized ‘Rs 63,000. Every shop in the
place is crowded with “all sorts and conditions’’ of
cotton goods etc. Never within the memory of “ thO
oldest inhabitant ” haVe the Seychellois been dressed
in such gala array-silks artd furbelows galore 1 There
will be no necessity for importing any cotton goods
for the next two j'ears. Pros))ects of a vanilla crop
very poor. Liberia coffee up. It is estimated thab
niore than one million plants have been put into

7,
tluringthe last three years. Mr. f. Risely

Giittitb has left for St. Kitts. Everyone looking
forward with pleasurable anticipation to the arrival
°

1

1 Stewart. He will not be on a“ bed of roses ’’ at the commencement of his regime,
foi- the Exchequer is on the verge of bankruptcy

;

but he will be “the right man in the right place’*
and will pull through if any one can.—J/erc/mn/a
and /‘Innters Gazette.

CEYLON AND ORIENTAL E.STATES.
To the Editor of tlie Financial Time--^.

Sir,^ Being a shareholder in the Ceylon and Orien-
till Ijstates (-lonipany, Limited, I have received a
copy of the report of its directors for last year, and
considering the way the undertaking is handicapped
b\ heavy paynients for interest and commission on
the capital borrowed to float it (the public having
been very chary 111 applying for shares), ahd the
nigli cost of the London management, I suppose tmay congratulate myself on getting an additional 2

'7^*' u*''^‘^®ud for the year, though 5 per cent,
m, 1 think, no great thing Out of a gross profit of
oO per cent, and compares badly with the dividends
ot other Ceylon Companies. The repayments for
debentures and commission on their issue absofb
about .50 per cent, of the gross profits, and the cost
of London nianagements about 15 per cent, more
Uie tatter being double the average of any other
Ceylon Estates Company. Hitherto the directors have
very generously surrendered their fees, but naturally
v/ith the improved results of the year’s workiuff thev
consider themselves entitled to remuneration, which
last year amounted to £700. If multiplicity of coun-
sellors ensures good management, this Company is
admirably managed, for there are seven directors,
five of whom are ornamental, as I do not suppose
tliey know anything about tea planting.
The directors congratulate themselves upon the

yield of their oatatea duriug au aufavouxatbi^ seasou
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beiii{; only 4 per cent, below the estimates, but they
neither say what these estimates were, nor what the
average yield was, as is the general practice.

The sbareholdens would probably learn, if they did
give this information, that the average was the
Smallest of any Ceylon Company. It is, doubtless, a
bomfort for the shareholders to learn that the manag-
ing directdr, having paid his periodical visit to Ceylon
at their expense, is well pleased with the way their

representatives there havfe managed and developed
their estates.

Having ah experienced visiting agent in the island,

I am puzzled to know what advantage the company
gaihs by. the expendittire of ill84. The manager
cttuld well afford tb pay his own expenses out of the

very handsome salary he receives for managing the

company. He resides chiefly in Somersetshire ;
the

duties he performs for this salary are therefore

nominal, and his office a sinecure.

The directors inform us that they have purchased
the Ooragalla Estate, of some 470 acres, but do not

coudesceni to inform their shareholders how and
what they paid for it. If the ornamental directors

are good for nothing else, they are quite able to draw
out a straightforward report, which I do not con-

sider theirs to be.—I am. A'c., Pkkoe.

MALTMTirs.
Sbl4AJt—'run WE.VIHEK AM) THE CKOI’.

Port Louis, May 7th.

The weather continues to be favourable for planta-

tions and the vegetation is very luxuriant all over

the island.

Vanilla.- -The market is linn and bare of good
quality. An important lot of 488 kilos, quality was
sold this week at Kil"2 per kilo, 285 kilos at 1121) to 28

perd kilo. .\s we mentioned in our last the outturn of

the crop will not exceed 4,000 kilos.

We quote nominally :

—

It. K. per kilo

Is (juality 32 to 33 ,, a

2nd do. ' 28 to 211 ,, iibovc

Good to .
I) inch,

middling 2.'> to 211 ,,
I

Vanilloes 14 to 18 ,,

Alok Fibues.—The market is firm. We have to

tiuote the sale of a few bales good quality at K240.

—

Merchanta and Planter’s <tu::ette.

CINNAMON: (,)UA KTEH l>V SALKIS IN

LONDON.
The second quarterly auctions took place in London

on Monday, when 1,‘200 halos Were offered and the

whole sold. There was good competition with an

advance of ^d to Id per lb. in prices compared with

the previous quarterly sales.—E.rannnet'.

OKAI’HITES.
At a recent meeting of the Geological Society of

Glasgow, Mr. .John Hmith exhibited a series of speci-

mens of gi'ajjhile as follows: Graphite from Ceylon

where it occurs ill a very pure form in metainoiphic

strata being probably the result of alteraUon of a

coal seam through heat. It is a brilliant variety being

built up of thin scaley crystal such as are fqilnd

in blast furnaces which are making No, 1 pig iion.

Graphite from 4’ravancore. This seems much
the same as the fornler specimen only more com-

pact, the component crystals being smaller.
,
Grap-

hite from a blast furnaces known as ‘‘Kush. This

variety comes from the furnaces, both with the sla.g,

the black dirt, and the iron. When the latter is

very “rich" numerous scales of grajjhite are squeezed

out to the surface of the “pigs ’ on cooling, and which

after show in consequence quantities of corroded-

looking little holes. Many of these graphite seales

are so thin as to float in the air when they become

detached. The Inilliancy of their surface does not

seem to be affected by time, iis some exhibited were

not tarnished in the least. Mr. Smith also exhibi-

ted a sword-shaped piece of elaybaud iroustoue from

Waterland, Ayrshire. It measured 19 in. by 1§ in.,

with very sharp edgei and its peculiar shape has

resulted from the meeting of two “ joints ” in the

rock, which are curved in three directions .—liuUah

Eastern Enijineer.

i’LANTING IN NDKTH IJOKNEO.

The River Klias is on the West Coast of Nortff
Borneo and was, presumably, the former mouth of

the Padas River. A number of Chinese have settled

on the Klias but the majority of the population
are of Brunei extraction and are a tall, well-made,
good-looking lot of people. The soil is suitable for

any tropical cultivation and this district in former
times exported a large quantity of pepper w’hich

was grown on the high lands near Bundu. The
great amount of moisture in the air should enable
the Klias distret to grow a cotton similar to the
sea Island cotton. Of towns the chief is Menumbok
which is the most convenient place for receiving
sago but the water supply is not good, the result

being that the sago of Padas is worth 40 cents
a picul less than the Sarawak sago. As many thou-
sand piculs are exported yearly from Menumbok
it would probably pay the Mill owners to make a
water supply cistern at the hills to the West and
North West of Menumbok, the cost of which would
be paid for by the higher price which the better
washed sago would command. Mempakol is a small
village on the point opposite to Labuan and is the
chief custom station of the district and is

the residence of the Magistrate, Mr. .J. G. G. Wheatley.
Being open to the sea it has a pleasant breeze, at
times very strong, and beiim connected with Me-
numbok by a telephone and bridle road and with
Labnan liy the telegraph cable it will probably
continue to be the chief judicial village in Province
Dent but its want of water will be detrimental to
its progress. The sago factories formerly at Mempa-
kol have been removed to Menumbok and the latter
appears to be a rising station. P’l-om Mempakol
to Menumbok the distance is about two miles which
is planted, nearly all the way, with coconuts which
thiive well. These plantings were begun at the in-

stance of Mr. .Joseph Wheatley who in several cases
gave the seed, bought at his own expense, and the
plantin<j,s have latterly been so numerous that tlie

Padas district probabl}’ contains the largest quantity
of coconuts of any district in North Borneo. The
exports of sago from Benoni, Bangawan, Qualla Lama,
Ac. must be considerable but the navigation at times
to L.abnan is stopped liy the weather. At present
all the sago from those ports goes to Labuan.— Hritish
North Hornen Herald.

RICE AVERAGES FOR MAY
Soolya 1st quality .. R2-80 to 2-91 per
Do 2nd . . R2-(52 to 2-75 do

Cuttack . . R2'62 to 2‘75 do
Callunda (Calcutta) . . R2-75 to 2-90 do
Do Coast .. R2-80 to 2-91 do

Kara do . . Iv2 (i2 to 2- 7.') do
Do Calcutta . . R2-40 to 2 (10 do

Kazla do . . R2-25 to 2- 40 do
Muttusamba . < R3'25 to 3'37 do

^
cinnamon PEELEliS AND THE

OF CONTRACTS.
LAW

A correbijondeiit writes:—“I have seen the letter

in your paper of the 27th. There may bo conflicting
opinions among lawyers and laymen about a second
conviction for desertion, but tho dteisinn uf the Gol-
lectivc Court in a Ratnapura case reported in Sui>renio
Court Circular vol. iw pp. 2 —

fl clearly lays down
the law on the point and a Magistrate is bound to
follow the ruling of tlie S. C. Ask the lawyer, who
gave it as his opinion that the Magistrate was right

to refuse to send a defaulter to jail twice for the same
offence, whether he has reird tho judgment of tlie

Appellate Court above referred to. Planters must try

to get men, after being in jail, punished a seueud
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time. Not for the Idfin/ical offence for which they

had been previously punished, hut for a /'(r.v/i hreacii

of the same eontra'ct. Why should not a servant,

who contracts to work for a period of ft years, he

prosecuted and punished on each and every occasion

he makes a breach of the contract How otherwise
is it possible to enforce the contract ? If the con-

tract is determinable by the misconduct of the servant
then a contract for a specified term of service is a

farce. If a man can be punished more than once
for, say, theft, why not for a statutory offence such
as desertion. Both Mr. .Jardine and Mr. Nicholas
have secured a second conviction in c.ases of repeated
desertion.”

[We are in re(^eii>t today of a long and in-

teresting letter from the most experienced ex-

Cinnamon planter in the country, wldcli will

appear in our Monday's issue.—El).
'

1\ A.']

ma t; kebokt.
(From Clic/nint and Druf/rjist)

l.uiuloii. May i)th.

('.\i'i-lii.NK seems to be rather les.s firmly held, ft Is

true that the manufactures are uuwillinf' to mention
any time for delivery, although ther nominal (piotation
remaiirs l.'is to ids |)er Ih

;
hut we have it on good

authority that one brand at any rate may lie had
from second-hand hohlers for delivery in about six week.s

at -'Is per lb; on the s)iot there is praetically nolhing
ohtainarde.
(fuuiAMOMs—A fair demand was shown at the continua-

tion of the auctions on Friday, anti of "d cases offereil

on that occasion 4;t found buyers, but there was no change
in the quotations; fair bold yellow Tellicherry cardamoms
sold at Is 9d per lb
C'oc.AiNK—A .somewhat weak market ; there has been

no alteration in the ofticial quotations, but it would not
be surprising to see a further drop soon, there being now
several holders of crude cocaine, some of whom are rather
anxious to sell.

CocuA Bi TTEit- -At the public auctions held in .Amster-
dam on May 7th, 70,000 kilos of Van Houten's brand .sold

at from 66 to 67J cents an average of 66 8-i cents per
half-kilo : the tone was very animated ; at auction on
hondon May 7th, 'lOO 2-cwt cases of Cadlmry's lirand

sold at 12!i'd to 12id per lb, making a decline of from
id to fd per lb

Ks.si;nti u. Oil.— Sales of l.i tons Citronella oil in

drums have recently been made at l.'ipl per lb, e i f for

near-at-band
;
and 12.pl per lb, c i f for shipment until

the end of August ; on the spot Is 2pl to Is 3d i.s

asked for tins.

(Jl'l.MNE—At Friday's drug auctions 5,000 og Auerbach
quinine were to have been offered, but this parcel was
said to have been .sold privately Tiefore the sales

; there
has been no business in the .Mincing I.ane market
thi.s week, and there are sellers of tTcrman bulk at
Is per 07..

Vami-i.a—

T

here was a fair supply of good quality at
the last auctions It realised full prices, medium gindes
lieing again dearer Fine 6 to inches brought 21s Od
to 24s; 5t to 7j inches, 16s 6d to Ibs

; dark and chocolate,
slightly crystallised, 3.J to 5.J inches, I6s to 18s 6d

;
ordi-

nary tiry down to common foxy, from 1.5s 8d down to

3s 3d ])er lb.

CEYldlN I'UODFCIE IN I.ONDON.
CARD.AMOMS.—Of the total of nearly 400 cases

offered in auction last week about :!20 cases found
buyers at previous rates to a decline of Id per lb.,

as follows Mysore kind from Ceylon, line bold

jilump pale at Os 3d, rather smaller at .3s Id to 3s

‘2d, boldish pale brihgt at 2s ttd, medium size ditto

at 2.S 4d to 2s od, medium bold lean part yellowish

at 2s Id to 2s 2d, smaller at Is ild to Is lOd, small
brownish at Is 7d to Is 8d. and pickings at Is 4d
to Is od per 11). Malabar kind from Ceylon, boldish

pale bright at Is lOd, medium ditto at Is 7d to Is 8d,

medium size dull at Is 5d, small brown at Is 2d to

Is 4d per lb. Seeds realised Is 9d to Is lid, bold

2s Id ]>er lb.

CINCHONA BARK.—The market is quiet, and
only a few small transactions have taken place
privately.

At the Amsterdam auctions yesterday 6,100 pack-
ages Java barks were offered, and met with a good
demand, about 4,000 packages being sold at an
average unit of 2'92 cents., against 2.87 cents, at the
last series

;
private sales have however been made

in the interval at 3 cents.

The following are the Board of Trade Returns
lor the lir.st four months of this and the last tliree
years ’

—

Lsib'i.

(!wt.
Imported in four
months . . 17,042

Exported in four
months . . 13,.367

18il4.

C\Yt.

1893. 1-S92.

Cwt.

22,48.5 38,4IQ

31,372

Cwt.

.38,449

42,19219,7.5.3

SULPHATE OF QUININE.-The inarket has be-
come quiet, and business is Limited, Sellers of
second-hand German ask Is, and there are buyers
at Jl|d per oz.— \i'ilsoii, Smithett <(' Co.'s Itniort,
May 10th.

^

PI.ANTINU NOTES FROM DJKOV4 ARO
MASK ELI YA.

Tliere Iiave been some nice .sliowens in tlie.--e

districts wliicli Ifave niaile everything Iqok iqucl^
blighter and freslier

; hut tliey kepiq to liave
little or potliing of t|ie >yild eaniestneas of tlip

iHons<ion ahcnit thein, and are of a i(niet, easy-going
decoroips cliaracter, and clear otV in a blf^r nii:

expected manner ipst wlion one's mind is made
u|i, lliat aflei' all appearances md \vi' lislamling,
the rain iniist he llie hig'iin, taking a preliminaiy
canter. Ihmhtle.ss, however, tliai coming evenls
cast their shadows hel'ore and ll>at we shall have
move than enough of wet weather sliortly,

COCONUT EIBRE IN AMEBTCA,
THE ONLY VACTOny IN THE t’NITED .STATF-S,

The fibre factory of the Mobile and Honduras
Mamif.icturing Company is in full blast, The estab<
li.shment is located in the three-story, treple-front
building on the west side of Commerce street, just
north of St. Louis.
This is not only the largest and most important

coconut fibre plant in the United States, but the
only one. There was a factory of the same sort in
California, but recently it burned. It was not the
equal of this factory in size or equipment, nor was its
location a good one. The coconut fibre used there
was obtained from Samoa, some 4,000 miles away,
while the product was sold in tlie Eastern states,
fully 3,000 miles in the opposite direction. The Mobile
factory gets its fibre from the islands of the Carib.
bean sea. distant but 1,400 miles, and its product
can be sold near at hand, the most distant points
of sale being not more than 800 miles. The product
of the California factory had a ready sale, and it is

argued from this that the Mobile enterprise will
meet with success.
The fibre is brought here on the nnt and is mani.

pulated until it can be used for all the purposes for
which horse hair is found useful, while the cost is

very much less than horse hair. The principal use is

that of stuffing for mattresses. It is said not to lump
or lose its shape and co be peculiarly objectionable
to the genus eunex leetularius.

Ill the north w'arelmuse of the three combined in
one building is stored the stock of coconuts. These
are taken to the second and third floors by a conveyer
for storage, and then sent down to the first floor,
when required, by means of chutes. On the first
floor the nuts are husked, six Jamaica nee‘roes pei'-
forniing this work. Each has a knife something like
a big chisel, fixed upright in a cast iron standard.
To husk a nut, the busker lifts it in the air and
brings it down heavily upon the knife, so that the
blade sinks into the liiisk; then, by a wr#nching
motion, the husk is riven and the nut falls
out. The negroes are skilled in this work and
are very quick at it. They were all living here
when the factory started. They have been engaged
for some months in husking and have piled the
first floor to the ceiling with the husks. There are
about 140,000 coconuts and husks in stock, a supply
sufficient to run the factory six weeks.
In the middle warehouse are machines for clean-
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ing the fibve and removing all the softer material.
To this end, the husks are placed in a breaker,
where they are crushed by rollers. The refuse is

carried orf by spiral ami sproehet conveyers to the
furnace room, where it is used for fuel.

The fibre is next treated to a steam bath, chemi-
cally prepared, after which it is carried and picked
in machines divised for this piu'pose. It then goes
by ft system of conveyors to the third floor, where
it is spread out and dried. Next it is brought to
the second Hoc r and twisted into ropes, by means of
rope-making flachines. This is to give the fibre a
“curl.” Aftr this the ropes are placed in a dryer,
worked by a fan, which forces air to pass over 5,000
feet of steam piping. When thoroughly dried it

is nut in a machine which untwists the' ropes and
picks the fibre apart, though the cull of each strand
remains as a permanent chai’acteristic. The fibre is

then packed in ‘iOO-pound bales and is ready for

market.
The middle warehouse lower floor also contains the

engine, of Erie make, 50 horse-powei, while in the
south vvarehouse, lower floor, aie the boilers two in

number, each 50 horse-power, of Erie manufacture.
Throughout a perfect system of conveyers is used,

BO that little or no handling of the material is re-

quired. The machines are automatically loaded and
their product carried through the circuit in the same
manner. All refuse is (juickly removed to the furnace
room. The company proposes also to do away with
the dust that is thrown out from some of the
machines, and a dust conveyer will soon be at once iu-

Iroduced.

—

Sh-aits /iu<h/e‘.

^
THK NAHALMA TEA ESTATE COM-

1*ANY, LIMITED.
P,r;i*01!T OF THK I)I1:KCT0|{-S ok thk xaii.m.m.v

TE.-V ESTATK COMI’ANV, UMITKO,
To be presented to the shareholders at the first

annual ordinary general meeting to be held on Thurs-
day, 6th .Tune 1895.

The Directors have the pleasure to submit the

general balance sheet and profit and loss account
for the nine months ending 31st December 1894,

duly audited

—

The net amount at credit Profit and
Loss Account at 31st December 1894, f a. d.

after providing for General Expenses,
Directors’ and Auditors’ Fees. Interest

On Debentures, Ac. . . . . 2,287 8 1

An interim Dividend of 4 per cent, on
the ordinary shares was paid 13th

December 1894, amounting to

It is now proposed to pay a final Dividend
on the ordinary shares at the rate of

2 per cent, (making a distribution for the

nine months at the rate 8 per cent per
annum free of Income Tax), which
will absorb

It is proposed to write off the prelimi-

nary and other Expenses connected
with the formation of the Company,
requiring

It is proposed to place to credit of Deben-
ture Redemption Fund

Leaving to be carried forward to next

year, subject to payment of Income
Tax on profits, a balance of

560 0 0

280 0 0

475 1.5 2

625 0 0

346 12 11

The acreage of the Company’s properties on .31st

December last was

—

Tea in full bearing ,, ,. 4.36

Tea not in bearing . , . ,
10

Jungle . . , . . . 2-16

692 Acres
The Ceylon Manager reports the estates in good
order. A new turbine is now being erected which it

is hoped will effect a saving in the consumption of

wood. With a favourable season, the crop for 189.5

is estimated at 220,000 lb. The Directors deeply re-

gret the loss the Comiiany has sustained through
the sudden death of Mr. Hugh Hodgson Andej’soii,

the late Secretary of the Company. Mr. John
Abernethy, the Director retiring by rotation, being
eligible, offers liimself for re-election. 'The Directors
ask that their remuneration may, from the date of

the formation of the Company, and in future, be
paid to them free of Income Tax. Messrs. Fox,
Sissons A Co., Auditors to the Company, offer them-
selves for re-election.

THE EADELLA ESTATE.S CUMPANV,
LIMITED.

{By Tihgraph,)

Kandy, 3rd .lune 189.5.

Tlic Report was adopted and a diviilend

of 13 ))er cent was declared. I’lie reniaiii-

iiig capital is RIO, (MM) called up. Tliere were
present Mes.srs. (lihhon '('liairman, in tlie ab-

sence of Mr. Eorbes Laurie), ( Jordon I'yper,

Kynaston, and M unton, besiiles le.ading sliare

hohiers w ho were reju'csented by ju-oxy.

Your Directors have pleasure in submitting the
annexed statement of accounts and balance sheet for
the past year ending 3Uth April LS95.
The working and yield of the estates have been

so far satisfactory that, despite the lamentable fall

in prices of cocoa and disappointment as regai-ds
that product, it has been more than compensated
for by the returns from tea, and the Directors are
gratified at being able to show a considerable
amount of profit to be dealt with liy the share-
holders.

After writing off 10 per cent depreciation on
factory and machinery, and 2-5th of preliminary ex-
penses (l-5th more than last year), there remains
at credit of profit ami los.s K2(i,936-63, and it is re-
commended that a dividend of li! percent be paid,
carrying forward Rl,436'63,

Tlie clearing of last year has Iveen very success-
ful ns regards cocoa and shade, but less so in
respect of Liberian coflee, the vacancies in w'hich
will all be supplied with biisket plants during the
present monsoon.
Another deal ing of 52 acres is felled, roaded and

drained, is being prepared for ])lanting with same
products. Both clearings will be planted up with
coconuts.
The 221 acres tea gave about 465 lb. )>er acre. 'The

yield of cocoa was 188:f cwt., and Ubeiian coffee
100 bushels cherry.

Capit.vi,.—In view of lage extension of new clear-
ings, it will be necessary to call up the remaining
capital of RIO.IMK).

THE T( INACOM RE ESTATE COMRANY OF
CEYLON LIMITED.

t’2,287 8 1

The Directors recommend the distribution of a
final dividend at the rate of two per cent, on the
ordinary shares of the Company payable so soon as

the realization of the produce permits, making, with

the interim dividend paid l.'lth December 1894, a
distribution at the rate of eight per cent, per annum,
1st April to 31st December 1894, such dividend to

be paid to those shareholders whose names appear

en t'le share register on the 6th June 1895, after

wr>icn date such shares will be transferable ex s)\ch

said diviilend.

Uepoit of the first general meeting of shareholders in
tlie Tonacombe Estates Company of Ceylon Ltd.,
held at Amhewatte House on Monday the' 3rd .June
1895.

Present Messrs. \V. H. Figg (Chairman) W.
Bowden-Smith, H. Cumherbatch, F. .7. de Saram.
By Attorney . Messrs. A. Fetherstonliangh, \V. R.

Bennett, Major W. F. Bunn.
I’roposfsl by the. Ciiaiuman and se( onded by Mr.

F. .1. De Saham:—“
'I’ liat the report and accounts pre-

sented by the Director be adopted." Carried nnani.
monsly.
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Vi'oposecl by Mv, F. J. De Saium and seconded by
Mr. W. Bo^vDF.N•SMlT}^ :

—

"That a dividend of .Iper cent on the paid np shares
he declared payable forthwith" Carried unanimously

.

Proposed by Mr. W. Eowdex-Smith and seconded
by Mr. F. J. de Sakam. :

—

“That Messrs. Campbell, Cuniberbatcli and Figg the
provisional Directors be elected Directors for the cur-
rent year” Carried unanimously.
A vote of thanks to the chair terminated the meet-

ing.

Acbeaoe.—The Acreage of the
Is as follows ;

—

Tea in bearing
Tea in partial bearing
Tea 1 ot in bearing
Cleared for planting in April
Coffee
Cordamoms
Forest and Timber -

Uncultivated land -

Company’s properties

321 acres'

42 do
91 do
14 do
75 do
65 do
74 do

9.54 do

Grand Total 1,636 do
It having been decided that the Estate year shall end

on the 31st March, your Directors have now pleasure
in presenting their first report covering a period of
nine mouths.
During the nine months under review 80,775 lb. tea

have been secured and realised an average of 58^
ct. per lb.

Tne total cardamoms picked amounts to 1.3,747 lb.
of which say 5,0(X) lb. have sold at an average of
Rs 1'64 per lb. The balance is estimated in the ac-
counts to realise the some price.

.103 29-.32 Bushels ( offee have been harvested, and
realised li5,371'96. or R17'67 per bushel.

'The total expenditure amounts to IM2,009'56.
1 he balance available aftei' paying all outstandings

amount to - - Jl26.727'2o. and the
Directors propose distributing it as

under
To pay a dividend of 5 per cent

on the Ordinary Shares.. . .R14,OO0'O0
To write off Preliminary Expenses 6,446-13

„ cost of Tea Extensions 5,879'89
To carry forward to next account 40118

R26,727'20
The Factory has been considerably enlarged, and

is now capable of dealing with from 200—225,000 lb.
made tea. Tea is being manufactured for an outside
estate on favorable terms.

.4.n engine has been ordered, as it has been thought
desirable to have alternative power in case any un-
forseen accident should happen to the turbine. ‘This
will cost, say. R8,(XX), and will be charged iji current
year's expenditure.
During 1896-96 it is proposed to plant 81 acres of

land (30 of which are virgin forest) with Tea and 15
acres with Cardamoms.
The prospects for next season appear to be good.

The Tea is estimated to yield 130,(XX) lb.: Coffe'e 3.50
bushels Parchment Cardamoms 17,0001b. on an ex-
penditure. of R53,662'.50.

The Provisional Directors retire, and, being eli-
gible, offer them.selves for r«-election.

VARIOUS PL\NTINO NOTES.
Fruit from the Antipodes.—Since our last issue,

one of the P. A' O. Company’s fruit st(‘amers has
arrived from Hobart, itlelbourne, and Adelaide.
From Hobart there are 22,393 cases and 212 half-
cases

;
from Melbourne, 894 cases and 32 haif-cases;

-Adelaide sends 121 cases; or, altogether, 23,408 cases, and
244 half-cases ot Apples.

—

(nmieiu-r.i’ ( hmiiicle, May II.
An .Anonymous Donor of t’80,0(Xl.—The Parks and

Gardens Committee of the Ihverpool Corporation met
on Wednesday last and visited the recreation ground
in Wavertree, presented to the city by an anony-
mous donoi- at the last council meeting. Votes of
thanks were passed to the generous donor, and it

was stated that he had expended over l'8(t,()00 on the
purchase and laying out of the land.— Ibid.

CoFFF.r,.—We have received from Mr. W. S. Terry,
of Hilo, a sample of coffee raised l)y him in Hilri
village, from trees that have been planted only three
years. These trees have i)orne quite young and
abundantly. The berries were large and plump, per-
haps too large for the trade, as smaller berries are
generally preferred. But the early crop from trees
only three years old is a good omen, and affords
encouragement to other coffee-growers.— //«,/«//«„
Plunter.i' Monthh,.

Tasmanian Apples. Tasmanian Apples are arriving
in excellent condition this year, and a portion of the
cargo of the ss. “ Cuzco,” which brought 12,tXK) cases
was recently sold by auction at Covent Garden
Market, realising prices which are said to be re.
munerative to the Colonial growers, whilst they are
decidedly satisfactory to the London consumers. The
excellent quality of the Tasmanian, Ribston. Cox’s
Orange, New York and Stunner Pippins, and of the
Scarlet Pearniain, Alfriston, and Prince Alfred are
widely recognised. They fetched from 9s to 16s. per
case, coming into competition with the last of the
Nova Scotia and Canadian Apples, which are selling
at from 16s to 20s per case .—Journal of Horticulture

A New Hybrid Eoo-Pl.\nt.—Mr. Hart writes from
Trinidad Among seedlings of Melogena or Auber-
gine (Solanum melongena), L, there lately appeared
in our gardens a plant with the shrubby habit of the
Aubergine, or Egg-Plant, and with similar flowers
but bearing fruit having the exact form of a deeply
sectioned 'Tomato, and of a bright red colour. The
size of the fruit is about 2 inches in its widest
diameter. The interior of the fruit has more the
appearance of the Egg-Plant than the Tomato, but
there is a likeness to both. It would make a very
good decorative plant, as the fruit appears to be o'f
a more lasting character than either the Egg-Plant
or the Tomato. I should lie glad to know if anyone
has seen a similar production. J. H, Hart, .S'lipt
Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad, W.I. ’—
Chronicle, May 11.

^

Sis.\L Hemp (Aoave Rigida. Vah. Sisalana) at Vera
Cruz. In a report on the trade and commerce of
Vera Cruz, reference is made to the Henegren or
Yucatan hemp, which has become more generally
known of late as Sisal, stated to be from the fac't
that the fibre was first exported from Sisal, a small
coast port about 27 miles west of Progreso. ’ In view
of the low price that has ruled for Sisal hemp for
some time past, it will be of interest to know that
the export from Vera Cruz varies from 19,000 to
45,0(X) bales per mouth, the average weiMit of
each bale being about 350 lb. It has been remarked
that this year 1895 will have the maximum quantity
of land under hemp cultivation in Yucatan, which
ineans that the production of hemp has reached its
limit. Under the existing circumstances of low prices
high monetary exchange, and scarcity of the Indian
labour, ma.ny of the farmers are planting Maize
instead of replanting hemp. New lands, as well as
old hemp-growing areas, are now being used for
growing Maize and other products.—Ibid
iHE importation of Eananas into Ameuu\—

I

n
a recent Consular report from Baltimore, it is stated
that of all the tropical fruit now imported into theUnited States, the Banana reaches there in the
largest quantities. Its cultivation for the foreign
market in .Jamaica only dates back about twenty
years, and it is from that colony that fully e^ditv
five per cent, of those consumed in the Atlantic
States are now derived. There are at pre.sent ' four
steamships exclusively employed in the Banana trade
with the port of Baltimore, and which can land their
fruit from Port Antonio in a little over five days
and almost as fresh and green as when cut. A pro"
portion of each cargo is disposed of in the cicv of
Baltimore, but the largest part is transferred toheated or refrigerated cars, according to season and
sent bv rail as far west as Chicago. In cmineetion
with the Orange culture 1 1 Florida, it is stated that
the crop which is the chief source of supply for the
eastern States was completely destroyed by the severe
weather, ami tluat the growers are actually buyiim
Orangesm California to meet their engagements,—ibid.
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VF.RaK Aoni-lIuRTICTr/l UIiAL SHOW.— IVrak
lo have its sliow ! An Amri-MortioiilUnal SIk»\v

will he liehl at IJatn (iajah on l'^i(lay ami Saturday
the l-2tli and I.SthdnIy. Well done the ^^o-aheail

Straits Settlement 1

Na'I'AI. Tkas were lately shewn freely at the
Kami A^ricnltnral Show hy Messrs. Hind.son lY

('()., a tinn th.at Iteoan plantinit in 18X7 and has
j^radnally increased its output from tiOO Ih. a
year to (dose on 80tl,()()ti lli. 'I'lie capital invcisted

IS said to he L(>u,0(h), from dtti) to (iOO acres heinj'

[(huited with yearly additions. The linn’s estates
are said to he tnlly ei[nipped with imichinery.

Tr,.V.— In the matter of over-prodn>ction of tea the
J\In(lrn!i Tinu’n make's the followinp; comment :

—
At a recent niee:iiif{ of tlio Jtimbula Planters’ As-

sociation, Ceylon, the chairman put forwainl a reso-

lution to th(! effect that the Association trusted that

in future Government would not sell land for tea

cultivation at an upset price of less tlian lUOO an
acre, or more, according to locality. The chaiiinan’s

object was to prevent over-production. The resolu-

tion, which was lost by a large majority, caused

much discussion, one planter making the sensible

remark that whether or not Ceylon planted another
acre of tea, or shut up altogether no Indian man
would care, and there are thousands of acres in India

to every ten aci'os in Ceylon. To hear the over-

production party talk one would think Ceylon was
the sole tea-producer of the world. They forget that

Ceylon is a very little place after all is said.

ThK SUltVF.VOlt-GKXbliAb’.S HKTUI’.N OK UaIX-

F.\LL in (’eylon during 18114 and the means
during difl'erent periods, is issued as a Sup|de-

ment to yesterday’s (inzi'tte. We sh.all give a

re^iuw' in due course, meantime remarking that

the heaviest fall of rain recmnled for last year

was on Semhawatta, Kitnlgala (l,()oo feel eleva-

tion), namely •22l"21) inches distributed ov(>r 222

days, tJie iiu'ans for lli; years being 2l8-.‘fS inches,

while the minimum fall was at Manaar with

24'94 inches on (in days, the means during 24^

years being .ST '84 inches- 'I’lie next heaviest falls

were;—St. Martin’s, Itaugalla {S,")(m» ft.) l(iS(i2

inches on llKi days; Digalla, Awi.ssawella (400

ft.) H)8'.S2 inches on 2ol) days; Dunedin, Awiss.-i-

wella (400 ft.) HJti'DS inches on 204 days
;
and

('oldstream, Watawala (S,S00 ft. )
l.')l) D4 inches on

208 days.—The Semhawatta fall of 221 •21) inches

coiapaiW w'ith thaton I’adupola given in the I*. W.D.
return which for last year was .‘232-71 inches.

(V)KKKK IN Nvassalano.—We are much in-

terested by the letter on this subject which Mr
I). I>. Cameron of Assam semis us, our corres-

jiondent being brother-in-law to Mr. Duncan who
went to Nyassaland as horticnlturist to the Church

of Scotland .Mission in 1878. Mr. Cameron had

also a brother associat'd with .Mr. I'.uchanau of

Zomba who dic'd there in 181)3. We liml that

though Commissioner dolmston, C.l>., in hisolii-

cial lleport, published in .\ugust last year, through

some curious blunder, distinctly gi'vs .Mr. .John

liuchanan, C..M.<;., the credit of bringing out with

him “ a small cotlim plant from the Kdinbnrgh

llotanical Cardens " ; as the very beginning of

the coll'ee enteriuise yet Mr. lJuchanan himself

in his book on the “Shire Highlands ’’ published

in 188.'>, distinctly gives the credit where it is

due. We ((note from the latter as follows :
—

With Mr. Duncan’s arrival in 1878 came another

supply of seeds, and besides, a variety of fruit-trees

from Grahamstowii. i\Ir. Duncan brought with him

from I'ldiuburgh three coflee and one tea plant, and

a number of grape-vine cuttings. Two of the coffee

and the tea plant ultimately died ;
but one colTee-

plant {('qtf'iiii artihirn) lived inul grew, and has shown

that coffee is at home in the Shiiv highlands.

it is strange that .Mr. .bdinston in writing

Ids Report, should not have refem'd to Mr,

Ruchanan’s hook.

Cnl'KKK. ClT.TIN'ATIoN IN .M ArPJTUS— both of

the Liberian and i\rabian varieties -eontimiesto
attract attention and the local press write

iieely on the subject, i|Uoling largely from the

Troith-al A</rlriiititrUf. S\'e st.e no more mention
of tea in our latest file of jiapers.

Koi..\-(;1!owiN(; i.\ Cevi.on.—M e are indehttal

to .Mr. ^V. Robson for two very nice, healthy
jdanis ot Kola from his Matale jdantation, and
a fresh gathered jxxl of considerable size. M’e
shall see that a due trial is given to all and the
result for the lon country reported later on.

Thk Au.ianck Tka Co. ok Ckvi.on, Ld—for

nhieh Messrs. Whittall A' Co. are Agents and
Secu'etaries—now own the following ilourishing

lea estates -A berdc'.eu and Ijovat, I'da Radella,
LuccombeCroup, f’alsjiy, Cleneagles and Thornliehl
aggregating a total extent of 2,8.)3 ames of

whic.li 2,3li!) are cultivated, and all hut 14 acres
in tea.

CoNDEXsiiD CoFKEE CoMP.VNv, LIMITED.—Registered
by Warner and Seligman, ‘21, Great M'ii chester-
street. E.C., with a capital of IT,500 in tT shares.
Object, to enter into an agreement with W. H. Thew,
ancl, generally, to carry on business as tea and coffee

growers, blenders, and merchants. The directors arc
to be nominated by the signatories. Qimlitication.

one share. Remuneration t’50 per annum each.

—

Fiiiancidl Xcirn. /iO>ido)i, 13th May.
L.vborers for Cuba.—Several Manzanilla planters

and merchants, in combination with a certain
number of emigration agents and owners and con-
signees of steamers in Spain, are endeavouring to

bring over from Galicia, Catalonia and the Canary
Islands, 50,(X)0 laborers within the term of six years,
to he exclusively employed on plantations on the
southern side of the island, and it is said that 5.000

C .ii.ii i.'ins have already been engaged and will arrive
at Cuba, together with 1,000 more from the penin-
sula, the latter exclusivi'ly for account of Manzanilla
plaiiter.s. Those workmen, who are selected among
the class of aggriculturists and are accustomed to
labor in the fields, are at from 2() to 10 yn.ars old
and will earn |15 gold per month, with hoard.
—Ibid.

Inventions and Patents.—In his report on the work-
ing of the Calcutta Patent Office during the past
year INIr. G \V. Forrest discusses the question of

whether it is hotter to adopt the English system ot

entei iug into^no inquiry as to the novelty of patents,
or the American system of having a thorough inves-

tigation made in each case. He points out that, in

India, the Act leaves it discretionary to make inquiry
into novelty, hut, owing to there being but few com-
petent experts in the country, the exercise of this

power must necessarily be more or less unsatisfactory.

Ill England, lie finds the consensus of opinion to he
that it is better to make no inquiry into novelty. The
policy which has been pursued, therefore, has been
to curtail, as far as possible, all iirolimiiiary investi-

gation, except in cases in which the invention is likely

to effect the interests of the State, or Unit of the
poorer classics who cannot protect themselves.

—

1‘ionffr, .Tune 1.

( '(K'(in(;t-1’i..\\tin<; in thk Nuhtii-M'kst.
'I'lie pmgiTss of coconut palm planting in tin?

I’nttalam district is shewn by the following

figures summarized from a return received for

oiir Directory

;

Division.
Acres Nc.of

Cultivated. 'Trees.

.Arachchewille . . 385 17.300
Chenaliiideyappo . . 435 .33,200

INfawalkundu . . 475 29..500

Periyaknlam . , .5<K) 35,lXH)

Sembatta . . 775 .50.0(H)

Rammewattan . . 371 '25, 1(H)

Periya Ottapana . . 325 1!),‘)0()

Palacbola . .
8;>.') 5(1, 7(H)

Dainvva .. .5(K) 35,(HH)

Talapalu and Manjadi . . 8(K) ,54.(XH)

Total . . 5,524 3.5f),(XX)
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A Day Aktkr thk Kaik.—

H

olders of C’eylon

eaeiio must, we fear, lie pretty sick of it, judjj;ing

from the followinj;' from a Loudon correspondent :—“ Forty sliillin.ns was the hij,diest hid j^ot hy
——for some ( -eylon cacao last Tuesday (7th May),
for which one hundred shillings was refused in LS93.”

“Coi.onia: the Colonial Colleoe Magazini:.”
Spring Session, April, 1895. Contents :—The Colonial
College ; Old Students’ Coluuin : Communications
from Africa, Australasia, Canada, India, United States;

A Visit to Canada; The Opportunity! Oranges and
Vegetables in Florida

; Noteson New Zealand; Water
Supply; Howto Cultivate the “Bump of Locality

;

Frozen Meat; Estate, Farm and Building Notes ;Col-

lege Notes; The Athletic Club Report; The College
Evening E.itertainments

;
Notice to Correspondents;

Old Stuuents’ Directory (revised).

Mk. Akthuk StNCL.Ui!, Skntok—has taken
up his re.^idence on Primrose Hill, Kandy, in

the bungalow which he occupied for so many
years in the “si.xties” and “seventies” when
Visiting .\gent for Messrs. liOe, Hedges A’ Co.
(who, at the time had a very e.Ktensive estate
connection) and for a time acting for Messrs,
(ieo. Steuart A Co. Mr. .Simdair has been
|ilanting tea on the old place ; but he will

iloulitles.s be making a round of the districts,

to note the very great (diangcs wrouglit in the past
decade. M r. Sinclair [laiil Hying visits upcountry
o'.i his trips to and from Australia in recent years ;

but he did not stay long enough to note in

detail the revolution.

A New Dutch Cocoa Comi’Any.—The business of
the firm of J. tfe C. Blooker, cocoa manufacturers,
of Amsterdam, has been turned into a company, under
the style “ luteruationahle Cocoafabrieken. " The
object of the company is to manufacture cocoa, cocoa-
powder, chocolate, butter of cooca, and other cocoa-
dsrivatives, to trade in these articles and the raw
materials from which they are made, and the buying and
selling of cocoa-products made by third parties. The
capital of the company is l,OOU,0(JOf. (about 85,OOOL),
in 20(J shares of 5,000f. each, of which the firm of
J. & C. Blooker obtain 120 in consideration of the
transfer of their factory to the company. The com-
pany will issue debentures to the extent of 750,000f.
(825,00 )/.), liearing 4 per cent, interest, of which
;i0(),000f. are irredeemable and secured in first mort-
gage'on tlie company's factory, and 450,0(K)f. redeem-
able at any time. Tlie whole of the delientures are
taken up by the three Messrs. Blooker, one of whom,
Mr. D. Blooker, will act as managing director,
and a second, Mr. J. Blooker, as secretary.

—

Chemist
and Dniifi/isf, May 18.

LhillT AND ClIKAI- RaIIAVAVS IN XliW SoUTlt
W.-VLK.S. -We notice that the Assemldy of New
South M'ale.s has sanctioned the construction of
a small railway from .Jerihlerie to Ben igan. It
is to be a cheap line, at £2,000 a mile, and will

run for a considerable distance on the main road.
There is .also a stipulation th.at landowners are
to give the necessary land. In referring to
wa,ys and means, (he Premier Mr. Reid said lhat
thei'c wasplentyof money foi' M iirlo of tlii- eharaetei
-^indeed, he had luii (o hold up his little Imger,
and he w.a.. afraid of the ijuaniity id money tliat

might now be borrowed in London. Biit he
was keeping hinrself proof .again.T the tempt,ation.
Tai.uaswli.i.a Tka Uompanv.—

W

e direct .at-

tention to Mr. E. S. Urigson’s \ery satisfactory
Report and we learn on the best iinthority, that
for the four months (•January-April) this year,
the tea ha. realised 17 cents average above last
year and the ipiantity made shows an increase
of 18, lb. Altogether theri* is better news of
te.a in the Southern Province than we Inive
seen for .a long time : Mr. .Abi'yi'sundere is m.aking
capital tea ami gatlicring big returns on his
lilace iiiid others are doing well. The South has
certainly the advantage in clieaii, abundant labour.

The Sandakan Cofe’ee Estates Comcany (Limited)
has issued an advance prospectus. The cajiital is
t;25,001)in IT shares, of which the vendor takes 5,0(JU
The object of tli^ company is shown in its title.—
/>. and C. May 17.

(Ikvldn fiLv IN A.MKiticA. —The Committee of
'Ihirty have iiomimated Mr. Wm. Mackenzie as
permanent Tea representative in Aneriiai, subject
to the ajiproval of “the (imernor in (,'onncil

”

—who must henceforth aiiprovc of all that is
propo.seil to bo done. We had no ide.a' Mr
Mackenzie would accept a post that will necessi-
tate a cou|de of years at least, we should say
of work in America. If he does, however, and
cordially works with Mr. Blechynden, we' may
anticipate some good re.sults.

’ ‘ ^

Manure in Ceylon.—The demand for manure in
Ceylon is a healthy sign, inasmuch as it indicates
that cultivators are alive to the fact th-at the ferti-
lity of the soil must be maint.xined. Apart from the
common commercial fertilizers such as bone dust
castor cake, &c., there is a good market now for fish
manure, imported and locally prepared, while blood
from the Colombo slaughter-houses and nio-ht-soil
treated in Kandy arc also being utilized. Of late
people from South India haVe been goin<r about
offering such substances as cattle manure 'dried in
cakes, dry goat and sheep m.ifiuire, and even ashes
all brought over from the neighbouring coast. The
prices demanded per cwt. are R2 00 for the first
K2-50 for the second, and RL50 for the third [—Che-
mical Trade Journal, May 11.

Yams.—Our crop of yams was harvested in February
and the results were nearly equal to last year's re^
turn. Last year our return was 0 (i8 lb. per square
foot oi thil teen tons to the acre, while this year our
return stands 0 (53 lb. per square foot which is slightly
less. The heaviest weight of “Negro Yam"—one root
was ,30.f lb. Yellow' Yam gave I’oot.s weio'him?

111b.; “Afou” 14 lb., and “Devil Vam’’ 20 lb. to
25 1b. The “Buck Yam” is an e.xcellent variety and
splendid for table, but does not yield a heavy re-
turn. The “ Yellow Yam,” whicli i.s the same as the
“Dominica lam,” yields an excellent table dish
The “Negro” and “Barbados White ,Yam,” the
“Horn lam ” and the “ Snake Yam” proved to be of
excellent quality, and superior in many respects to
those commonly grown in Trinidad.— Unllrtiiu

Si’ONiiK.s Madk ok Coconut Fiui;k_\Vh-.vt
Nk.kt'i—

A

h’ort mercantile man sends us the
following extre.ft from a home p.aper .and .asks
if it is news to us. It certainly is th.at artilL
cial sponges .are being made out of coconut fibre.
Has the exneriment been tried in Ceylon '> We
quote .as follows :

—

The report that artificial sponges have been made
by chemical processes out oLcoconut fibre has given
a new incentive to the industry of growiim cocomit
palms in some of the Pacific island!. The” K of
the coconut and the long leaves of the trees are fine
and strong, but very dissimilar to sponge in texture-
It would require a stretch of the imagination to seeany connection betw-een the two in any way
whatsoever. But science has created stranger' births
than this. I he fibre of the coconut is bleached,
messed, beaten and then worke l up into a mass byboding until the whole is a thick mucus substance.When aiieci it feels like a ton^h, dvy sponge, with
no elasticity or spring about it. It is full of holes
and cavities, so that air can go in and out of it.
ihe new sponge is then passed through other

pec’ibar processes, ft is steamed and worked arti-
ficially by machinery or the hand until it becomes
as pliable as the finest sponge. This process is con-
tinued until the mass is soft and silkv to the touch
While being steamed it can be pulle'd and moulded
into any form or shape, but as it dries again it be-
comes tough ami strong. After drying, the sponge is
finally bleached for the last time. If too dark it is
niade lighter l)y being Ijleachecl with steam and sul-
pmu’, and it not of the propet- yellow it is artificially
coloured harmless chemical'^. The artificial
sponge IS then ready for selling, audit would renuire
au o.xjiert to detect it from the gcmiiuc article.
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An Uuj (’ui'kkk I’lantkh—leave!? tlie island

today in Mr. -losepli laser of the Pitakande
n;rou|) of Matale estates, on a trip home of from
() to 9 montlis. Mr. I'raser is welhknown to he
very snceessfnl in his eultivation of tea on old
eolVee land and he has now added eaeao to his

products. ,\sked today liow tea on old coH'ee

land hiis met his expectations, he j^a\e us a de-

cidedly concise and canny yet sii'iiilicant reply ;
—

“ Tea on my places has just done tu ice as well as
ever I expected it to do.'’

Thk Au.str.xl.v.s[.\n Dkmanu for Indian tea

has, we are glad to see, opened well this season.

Messrs. Forbes and Walker learn hy wire that the

exports eomjiare as follows
To A.i;3TE.\r,i\ and New Zealand.

Ih.

From 1st May to iJlst May (by wire) ..209,000

Same period last year • 100,000

For Ceylon tea this year, the same firm give the

following comjiarison :

—

'J’o Austuai.ia and New Zealand.
Ih.

'Total export from 1st .January 1H9.5, to date. .1,200,000

Same period last year .. .. il,5 10,000

Tni: ‘Aohicoltuhal Gazetie of New Sourti Wales”
Vol. VI. Part 1 April 1895, has for contents The
Black or Hpear Thistle—(Carduus lanceolatus, Linn

)

J H Maiden. Weeds of New South Wales—J. H. Mai-

den. Part II. Digests of Reports of these from

Country Districts. Botanical Notes.^Spread of a

Cassia this Season ;
A Bulbous Plant suspected to be

poisonous to Stock ;
Some Plants recently introduced

into the vicinity of Honiebush Sheep and Cattle

Sale-yards, J H Maiden. Cross-bred Sheep and Rota-

tion of Crops—I Coleman. Report of Sugar Beets

Grown at Hawkesbury College T'ami—June, 18‘.)4-95

(with Note hy the Chemist—By the Principal and the

Experimentalist. Some Fruit Pests.—A H Benson.

Some .-Australian Wesvilsor Snout Beetles—A S Olliff.

Entomological Notes from Ilawkesburg Agricultural

College—C T Musson. The Honey Bee.—R Holms.

Part II.—The Anatomy of the Reproductive Organs of

the Queen and Action of Fertilisation.—R Helms. Bee-

keeping—Uniting Nuclei and small Swarms. Albert

Gale. ^Chemical Notes.—Bonedust from Orange
;

Honey from Richmond River ;
Weight per hushel of

this Season’s Wheat. F B Guthrie. Practical Vegc-

taTile and Flower Growing.—Directions for the month

of May. Orchiud Notes for May.—General Notes.

28-Spotted Lady Bird and Tomatoes ; Ramie Fibre
;

Growth of Forest Trees. Agricultural Societies’ Shows,

roC()NCT8 ANM) 1 KICKING A CUAl!.— In .Africa

there exists a certain member of the crab genus

commonly known as the Great Tree ( 'rah. This

peculiar shell-tisli has an oll'en.sive trick of crawl-

ing up the coconut trees, biting off the coconuts,

and then (treeping down again backwards. The

theory is that the nuts are shattered by the fall,

and the Great Tree Grab is thus enabled to enjoy

,a hearty meal. Now, the natives who inhabit

re dons 'infested by this ill-conditioned crab are

well aware that t'lie lower iiortion of the crab’s

anatomy is soft and sensitive, and they believe

that the ••bi\ale” was thus constructed in order

that ho might know when he had reached the

'roumC amrwhen, conse<|uently, he might Avith

safety release hi.-- gr.isp of the trunk, oo what

they"^do in order to stop his deiircdations, which

often ruin the coconut crops, is this : While

the crab is engaged in nipping ofl the coconuts, they

climb half-way up the trees and there drive in

a row of long nails right round the tree, allow-

iii<r an imdi or so of the nails to project. The

crab has no knowledge of disaster nor yet of the

lit'ne.ss of things. As he descends, the sensitive

Dirt of his body suddenly touches the nails.

Thinking lliat he has neu hed the ground, he

naturally lets go. In.stantly he falls backwards and

ci'aekii hi8 own slmll yii thegrouud.—ib'.Ww Oitinioiu

(IVKH-l’KODUCTION IN Inuia—isiiow the chief
risk before Ceylon tea planters—and the ex-

traet we gii e elsewhere from the Pluiifcrs' Gazette
shows the enormous impetus to [ilanting ex-

tension in the Dooars and elsewhere, given by
the foolish cry in Ceylon and the unfortunate
response of Government, that no more land
should he sold for tea. What Ceylon might
do, was the one great fear behue Indian in-

vestors up till last year ; and now they
are making up for lost time, while eiery
Ih. of their tea is e(tual in strength to Ij- lb.

of (.’eylon at least. In Bengal alone the area
cultivated, increased last year from 93,<JU0 to
110,OUU acres. There i.s nothing for it but to
comiuer .\nierica for our teas, by AdcertiaiHg.

Siioirr L.ujouk Supply.—

A

projirietor xMites ;—“ All very well to say Estates don’t get pro-
per work out of their coolies, but can they
double it? Ceylon needs 20 to 30,000 additional
labourers and next year will need as many more
to keeji pace at all with the leaps and bounds
of tea 1

“ Clippers ” are the only remedy if la-

bourers run short, but the fault with these
machine.s i.s they don't take ofl' hangy.”
Has our correspondent examined the figures we
gave on Saturday ? Where are the 147,0<.MJ sur-

idus coolies? (“ X good many of them, serving
under Sinhalese !” answers today in person, a
well-known Northern (daiiter to our astonish-
ment.) We call attention to further letters on
the (juestion

;
hut must again protest against

any meddling with, or transfer of the Cess before
the end of 1896 at the earliest.

I’lCKAK, Kin’i'a Monthly Hkpokt koH Aphil,
1895. .Mr. F. W. Mais of the Trigonometrical
Survey, visited the District on business connected
with his Department. The Ke.sident Engineer for

Railways made a sncces.sfnl trial trip over the
railway line between Kota Bharu and Kampar
stations on the 30th, prejiaratory to opening the
through service from Tel uk Anson to Ipohonthe
1st May. The survey for rail way extension from
Ipoh to Tanjong Rambutan (8 miles) i.s jiro-

ceeding rapidly. .Already .about a mile of earth-
work h.as lieen constructed, so that the whole
work should be com]deted well within this year.
Good (irogress has been m.ade in laying the line

for the much needed Ijioh water-works, and when
the pipes arrive from England the completion
should he rajiid.

—

Perak Govt. Gazette.

Coconuts in Flokid.a.—X writer in the /'7or«/c(

Fruitffroirer speaks of co(!o-palms in that region
bearing at the rate of 200 to 5<KI nuts annually.
We deem this to he almost a physical impossi-

bility ; and certainly when we jtersonally travelled

through Florida in 1884, we .saw nothing in the
soil, climate or Aegetation to Avarrant such re-

turns. Coconut palms Avere few there ten years
ago, and Ave confe.ss Ave did not happen to go
to where they grcAv-our object being rather to

inspect orange gardens. But -iirely the Florida
cultivator a'Iio peaks of anything o\ er 200 nut>,

includes all the small nuts Avhich dro)i imma-
turely ? Can he giie us undeniable testimony that
200 fully matured nuts are gathered from single
lalms in a year? lie sjicaks of a large demand
ly planters for “sprouted nuts” at from 10 to
15 (lollars— say 35 to 50 rupees—per loO. Florida
s, no doubt, going to be a great palm-groAving
land; already, says the Avriter avc (piote;—“We
h.ave nine-tenths of the coconuts groA\ n in the
rnit(‘d .States, and I have yet t(» sei* oni' killed

by the h.'ird Aiinter of !l4-!t5.'' bast Avinter

played havoc with the orange trees, and it i>,

iimi vclloufi that tliepuhu!! withstood the I'vost,
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LLP.EPJAN COFFER IN SEPtDANU -SUMA-

TRA ; No. VII.

(/)// an oCc.iiloii 1‘lan.fer.)

LIBEKIAN OUFl'-EE—FACTS, NOT FANCIES.

The following figures are all calculated in kitties

and piculs :—1 kattie=li^ Ih., 100 katties=l picul, 1

picul lb. avoirdupois.
The figures given on page 50 of the Planting

Molenvorth work out thus :

—

120,000 cherries=l cwt. clean coffee. Ergo l:!7,ll(i

cherries =1 picul clean coffee. So far Ceylon.
My experience in another country with old coffee

and poor soil is that 220,000 clr-rries 1 picul clean
coffee.

Here in Serdang it has l)een found that KiOOOl
cherries T picul clean.

It is of course well-known that the size of the cherry
and of the bean diminishes as the tree grows older.

Therefore the deduction is that the Ceylon figures

were gathered from young coffee in good soil.

ily figures were, as I have stated, from old coffee

in poor soil.

The Serdang proof was from coffee between 4 and
5 growing in splendid land, but worked “ on the
cheap.”
Here, I myself have counted several trees of 20

months old, and found several with fruit on them
from 2,030 to 2,430 par tree. This is equivalent
roughly to a kattie a tree. Trees planted 10 ft. by 10 ft.

_43.") per acre. Result, pi. 4 3a-100th per acre be-

fore the trees are 3 years old. I do not, of course,

pretend to state that all the 20 months old bushes
are like this. But it will give nearer 2 piculs per
acre than 1 before it is 3 years old. The trees are
healthy and making new wood.
A neighbour has counted on some of his four-year-

old trees, now rising five, as many as 4,000, 5,000,

6,000, and even 7,000 fruit on a single tree. Work
this out at 435 trees per acre, and 2,000 cherries

per kattie of clean coffee ; and say if it is not bjtter

than a sm ick in the face with a dead rat.

I think I have given you sufficient food for reflec-

tion for today,

/•'./S'.—Since writing the above I have received from
an obliging friend the following :

—

From coffee 18 years old, after having been aban-
doned for five years, the yield per tree was from 2 to

3 katties.

Each kattie -- 2,212 beans clean coffee from 1,426

cherries. Both the yield after abandonment, and
the large proportion of clean coffee (not parchment)
from the cherry speak volumes for the soil.

There is a grand blossom out today
;
and young

bushes though apparently choked with fruit, are
sparkling avith the snow-white flowers.

Best sign of all : the air is busy with the hum
of bees.

A NEW CEYLON COMPANY.

The following are amongst the new joint stock

Companies recently registered
;

The whole of

the ordinary shires. Tue Ceylon Tea Trust,

Limited, registered by the Nugget E.xploring Com-
piny. Limited, 42 Old Bro.ad Street, E.C., with a

c.ipital of t»0,033 in 10s shires. Object, to adopt

and carry into effect an agreement, male May (i,

18.15, between A. Nelson, on beh ilf of this Comp iny,

of the oxe p irt, and tlie Nugget Exploring Com-
p.any. Limited, of the other part : and, generally,

to acquire, work, m in.age improve, develope, an 1 turn

to account tea estates or other landed property in

Ceylon or e sewhere. T.ie signatories, who tike one
share each, are P. C. G. Kitso, 3, Bernard Street,

llnsell Smiare, W. C.; A. H. Bailey, 32, Goldhurst
'I’erracj F/ist, N.W., E. C. Bredin. 58 Stratford Read,
W.; H. W.N. Benlend. 42, Old Broad Street, E.C.;
('. 13 li lie, l.U, fjM-ion Grove. N.W.; .4. F. Roberts, 42,

Old Broad Street, E.C.; C. 'T. Chevallier, 3 Throg-
in>. t)n Avenue. E.C ; .\. -T. Langley, 2 )5, Milkwood
li-oad, Herne Hill. The directors are to be elected

by the signatories. Qu.alification 103 shares. Remu-

neration £'50 each per annum. Condensed Coffee
Comp.any, Limited, with a capital of fl,.500 in i'l

shares. Object, to enter into an agreement with W.
11. Thew, and, generally, to carry on business as tea
and coffee growers, blenders, and merchants. 'The
directors are to be nominated by the signatories.
Qualification, one share. Remuneration, £50 per
annum each.— //. uixl ('. Afail.

THE AMSTEIMJAM CINCHONA MARKET.
Writing on May llth, our A.msterdam correspon-

dent observes :
—” Tod-.iy’s cinchona-bark sale was a

disappointment to most p.arties concerned. Although
opening pretty firm, the feeling eased off as the
sale proceeded, and the result was an aver.ige unit

of only 2'l)2c.

Druggists’ barks were very dull, and except for

fine red qualities there was very little demand.
Mr. Watering, the Amsterdam merchant who has

lately returned from an inquiry into the state of the
cinchona-market in Java, states that to some extent
he has a good opinion of the future of the article.

Tnere is no doubt (he tells me) that Java cannot
go on shipping the quantities it is sending at present
as uprooting is being carried on to a great extent

and already there are some 5,000 bouws less under
cultivation thair formerly. At the same time it

must not be expected that this means that Java
cannot send the same quantity in 1895 as in the
preceding year, as cinchona is such a peculiar

article that the yearly crop can hardly be controlled.

It is possible to allow the crop of bark remain on
the trees a year or two, whilst the owner of a plan-

tation has it in his power to increase the crop at

his will at any given moment.
Cinchona cannot be grown at the present prices

even in Java, and, therefore, every extra quantity
shipped means plucking the hen instead of marketing
the eggs. The more Java sends now the sooner the
hen will be done for, but how long this may last is

difficult to say.

There are rumours that the planters are taking
more interest in the erection of the quinine-works
in Java, and that, after all, the factory is likely to

be founded, even if on a less extensive scale than
was proposed

;
but more will be known of this in a

short time..
Mr. Buchler, the Brunswick quinine-maker is now

in Java. The exact object of his visit there is not
known at present, but it is thought that it is in

soma way connected with -Java quinine-works.”

—

Chemist and Driu/fiisl.—
NEW PLANT.ATION CO.MPANIES.

THE NYASS.VL.VVD COFFEE COMP.VW, LIMITED.

Frid.ay’s Gazette in publisliing the memorandum
of Association of this Company state.s that the
objects for wliich tlie Company is .establislie:! is

to procure two blocks of land, 3,500 acres in

e.xtent, and situated at Nyassaland, B. C. Africa,
from Mr. J. H. Car.son, and to plant the .same
with coffee and tea. Tlie nominal ca))ital of the
Company is Rui>ces 'Three hundred tliousand

(11300,000), divided into tliree tliousand shares of

Rupees One Imndred (Rloo) each, of whicli Ku[)ees
One hundred and Seventy thousand (iil70,000)

are now called u[> witli poiver to increase or
reiluce the capital. In case the (Company shall

increase its cajiital by tlie issue of new shares,

sucli shares may be issued upon the terms specified

in the Articles of .-Vs.sociation for the time being
of the Company. A share has been taken by
eaidi of tlie following gentlemen :—^Messrs. F.

Miidmloe, (1. .1. .Jameson by his Attorney F.

.Vlu'iad.ie, A. Orchard, E. R. Waldock, W.

.S.iakspcare, E. M. Dowie and Y. A. .luliiis.

TH ’. KEI/INI VALLEY TEA GARDENS COMPANY,

LIMITED.

'rii3 Memorandum of Association of this Company
is published in the la it Oosette. The objects for
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vvhich ihis Company is estalilished ara—To acqnive
^ estate situated in the Kelani valley district
of the Island of Coylon, and to I'ana, manufacture, or
cultivate tea, and or) auy other products or trees,
plants, or crops which may hereafter bo approved
and either on the ^aid estate or elsewhere within or
beyond the limits of Ceylon, and to prepare, manu-
fac^ire, treat, or make marketable the produce of any
such farming or cultivation, or any like produce, and to
sell, ship, and dispose of such produce, either raw or
manufactured, at such times and places and in such man-
ner as shall be deemed expedient. The capital of the

K303,00U divided into three thousand shares
of IxlOQeach, with power to increase or reduce the capi-
tal. In case the Company shall increase its capital by
the issue of new shares, such shares may be issued
upon the terms specified in the .\rticles of Associa-
tion for the time being of the Company. A share
has been taken by each of the following gentlemen:

—

Messrs. Walter Seale, F. Macindoe, G. J. .Jameson.
L. 1?. Waldock, W. Sliakspeare, V. A. Julius, and Edw.
Eooth,

DRUG RERORT.

(From Chcini'it nnd Drmjgi'it.)

hnniloii, May Ki.

.Annatto—

B

right seed is in good demand at fuli
prices, 20 bags from Britisli India being all sold at from
4d to Gd for good red.

Caffkimj -We hear of very little business this week.A few pounds might probably be had at 27s per lb
on the spot, and for delivery the mirket shows,
perhaps, a slight toueli of an easier tendenev. In New
York, according to reports dated April 27tfi, 5-lb

.
lots

have been sold at si 50 per lb and “extreme scarcitv”
Jirevails. ,

Cl.NilloNA—The principal parcel at todav's sales was
one of 4.i serous “Crown" bark from Callao, which sold
cheaply us follows :—3,i bales fair sound ilu.anoco (piill,
at Cpl to 7,'ll

; and 8 serous l.oxa, fair but partlv mixed
at lid per lb.

Coca—Of a 21-bale parcel rather broken but dry
Truxillo leaves, only two bales sold (damsiged) at 7,'d tii

91d per lb
;
for sound leaves lOd is asked,' a bid of 8ld

being refused.

Cocai.se—

T

he fresh decline in the price of Ilydro-
ehlorate of coc.uie, whicli we foreshadowed last week,
his taken place, a Od reduction being announced on Mon-
day. The wholesale rates for cocaine in tins are hots
of 100 o/, and over, 17s Gd

;
lots of from 2.5 to 100 oz, 17s

9d ; lots of under 2.5 oz, 18s per oz. Bottles are charged
3d per oz extra.

E.s.sentiag Ou.s—

A

t today’s auctions the usual assort
ment of essential oils was offered, but hardly anything
was .sold e.xcept two cases so-called (finnamon oil, 'which
realised 7 Id per oz. Thirteen cases yellow camphor oil
were bought in at 30s per cwt. Tlie other parcels offered
do not c.ill for any remark.

QL'INIXK—Dearer ;
on Wednesday 10,0)0 oz H B or B & .S

bulk were reported sold at 12',d on the spot, and today
ll'.il per oz was paid for 12,000 oz more. There are now
only a few sellers at the last-niined price. .At auction
5,000 oz were offered and bought in at 12)d.

V.ANii.r.A—Kather dearer, at from 15s Gd to 25s forg.iod
to tine bold.

INDIAN lUVTENT.S.

C^alcutta, .May 22.

Specifications of the undermentioned invetitioiii
hive Ijiioii tiled under the pr.o visions of A •f, V of l.s.ss :

—

Foi’ the treatmant of Textile V'^eget il)lo Filjnis.

—

•‘l‘> of 111.—Alfi'e 1 Frineis Hilderljeok Gomess. of ‘2 1,

Alfred Place, We.st, South Kensington, in tlio County
of London, England, Chemist, for a now an I ini-

jjroved process for the treatment of textile vcgetaljle
fibres. (Filed 12th Jleeem'ter I.SDI.)

For making Glazed Black Tea.—oil of I A.
S. Lethbridge, Indian Medical Service, No. 1, Kyd
Street, Calcutta, for m-iking glazetl black to i whereby
a waste product in the ordinary process of tea mak-
is utilized, and a tea is produced which has a much
high 'I- commercial value than the tea prodnco.l by
till) ordinary methods of mannfaetnrc now in use.
(Filed IHtli April 18!1T).)

—

[.and E. Emjineer.

July i, 1895 .

THE (’EVLO.V TEA ROLLER GA8E.
LAW REI'ORT MAV 18TIL

JCIJfCIAI. (MMMt ri KK or Till-: IMtlVV COC.VCIL.

{L‘reneiit .—Loiiu \V.vrao.N, Loud Hobhouse, Loud
Macnaghtex, and SiK Richard Codch.)

BKOW.V AXD THE COLOMBO COM.MEUCIAL COMBAXY
LI.MITED V. J.ACK30X.

This was an appeal from a decision of the Supreme
Court of Ceylon of March 21,1804, affirming a judgment
of that Court of September l.S, 1892.
Mr. Moulton, q.c., Mr. Bousfield, q. c., and Mr.

J. C. Graham appeared for the appellants
;
Sir Richard

Webster, ij. c., Mr. Finlay, q. c., and Mr. W. N.
Lawson for the respondent.
The case was recently argued before a Committee

consisting of the Lord Chancellor, Lord Watson, Lord
Hobhouse, Lord Macnaghten, Lord Morris, and Sir
Richard Crouch, when they reserved judgment.
Lokd Watsox, in now delivering the opinion of their

Ijordships, said,—The respondent, William .Tackson, a
mechanicalengineer at A.berdeen, obtained letters patent
for Ceylon, granting him the exclusive privilege of
using an invention relating to “ machinerv or appara-
tus to be employed in imparting the necessary curl to
tea leaf by means of flat or hollow-fluted surfaces"
for l-l years fiom July 4th, 1881. The present action
was brought l)y the respondent in the District Court
of Colombo against the appellants, one of ivhom is a
company registered in England and carrying on busi-
ness as estate agents and engineers in Colombo, and
the other a merchant in Colombo, who act as assis-
tant manager of the company. In this plaint the
respondent charged both appellants with infringement
of his patent by importing into, selling, and using
in Ceylon machinery and apparatus for rolling tea
e.ive.s, haling substantially the same arrangements
with those described in his specification

; and he
craved an injunction and an account of profits. The
main and the only defence stated which it was neces-
sary to notice consisted in a denial of infringement
The learned judge of the District Court found that
tlie patent ha:l not been infringed, and dismissed
the action. His decision was reversed, on appeal
by the late Chief Justice Burnside and Mr, Justice
Lawrie, who remitted the case in order that aJ
injunction might be granted and an account of
profits taken. In pursuance of the remit the District
•Judge issued an injunction, and also decerned against
the appellants for RT1,8G1, at whicli sum he assessed
the profits derived by them from infLiiigeiiieut. On
appeal to the Supreme Court that judgment was
affirmed, and, thereafter, the appidhints brought the
previous judgment of the Appeal Court before that
tribunal by way of review, when it was affirmed by a
majority, consisting of Lawrie and Witliers J.J., Jlonser
C.J. dissenting. In considering the question raised by
the appc.il, there were three different apjiavatus for tea-
rolling to \vhich it was necessary to refer. The first
was the Standard machine which Iiad been used
in the Island of Ceylon, without its having been
patented, for some time before the date of the
respondent’s invention

; tlie .second was his patent
machine known as the “Excelsior"; and the third,
the appellants oflending machine, which wont by tliename of the “ Rapid. " All tlio.se machines had' pre-
cisely the same object—to prcjiare (lie Icives of tlie
tea plant for sale l)V imparting to tliein a em l whi, h
before the introduction of in lehinerv. w.rs eff-'leil liy
nibbing thcleivos hotweon th ; pa'hin of th • liuniiii
hand. Th nij.'.h.inisin of all t iree mi I’limu c.msiste.l
of practically th ) s ime ji irts. ’i’ii -y might he slio- tiv
de.scriboJ as— (Ij two piano snrfa.ies (o la or iioth of
wliich might he eorriigatod hotwecii which the le.ivas
were rnh'iod, tacimie.illy K:i >w.i as th i up ler mi l

lower rolling tihUn; (2i a c isa or cover, in connexion
with the upper table, whoso fiin-tion it was to con-
fine the ki.ives wliilo they wore oper.ited on- (3)
arrangements by which the leivas could ha fed ’into
the sp.ice hotwoen the two tables and were disch irged
after they had hoen rolled; and (4) a I’ovolving sKift
to which the two tables wore so geared or connocte 1

th it, when the machine was at work, they moved in
opposite directions, the one above the other, and
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rolled or curled the leaves between their surfaces.

Neither the ‘‘Excelsior " nor the “Rapid” was in

any sense a new machine. They were, both, of them
modifications of the mechanism which was employed
in the ‘‘ Standard” machine, and the only point to

be determined in the case was whether the inoditications

or improvements which constituted the respondent's
invention, or a substantial part of them, had been
appropriated by the appellants. The novelty and utility

of the respondent's modifications or improvements were
not challenged. They related to tne upper section of

the apparatus, and therefore an inquiry into the in-

fringement of which the respondent complained did

i ot involve any comparison between the parts of his

and the appellants’ machine other than the upper
rolling table, the case which had already been gen-
erally described, and the mechanism by which those

were, more or less directly, connected with each other
and with the actuating shaft. In all three machines
the upper rolling table and the case rested upon, or

Were in some manner connectei with, a sta;e or

frame work which was directly geared to and actu-

ated by the shaft. In the “ Standard ” machine,
which represented the state of public knowledge in

Ceylon at the date of the respondent’s patent,

the upper rolling table was rigidly connected with
the stage or framework which was moved back-

wards iiiid forwards in a line nearly at right angles

to the direction in which the lower table was
similarly moved. In one respect the upper mec-
hanism differed materially from the device adop-
ted either by the respondent or by the appellants

The case for retaining the leaves during the process

of rolling was made to cover the upper table, and
was carried along with it by the table when in motion,

fresh leaves being introduced through an aperture in

the top of the case, which was fitted with a lid. In the
respondent’s p>atent machine the case was made open at

the top and detached from the upper rolling tabic,

being rigidly connected with the stage of frame-

work, The table w’as placed incide the case, but

not connected with it or with the stage, and, within

the case, it was allowed an inch or two of free play all

round. Accordingly, when the machine was at work,

the upper table did not move until it came into contact

with, and was pushed or impelled by, the inner surface

of the case. In the appellants’ apparatus, a case open
at the top was also used, its form being in no material

respect different from that of the case which was
employed by the respondent in his patent machine.
But the appellants’ rolling table was not detached,

and was not allowed to have free play in any direc-

tion. It was rigidly connected with the stage or frame-

work, and was directly actuated by the revolving shaft.

It was altogether independent of, and derived no
motion or impulse from the surrounding case. The
claim made by the respondent in his specification,

which the app Hants had been held to have infringed,

was in these terms :
—“ The arrangement of transmit-

ting motion to the top rolling surface through the

case or jacket surrounding it, whereby such rolling

surface is left free as regards vercical movement
from the mechanism operating it.” The respondent’s

patent being not for a new machine, but for improve-

ments upon the mechanism of an old and known
machine, his exclusive right could not be permitted

to exceed the exact terms of his specification. Assuni-

iim that the words “case of jacket,” in the claim

just quoted, meant the case which their Lordships had

already described, it appeared to them to be clear that

the appellants’ machine did not violate the exclusive

privilege of the respondent. No motion was transmitted

to the appeallants’ rolling table through that case : and
the table had not free play in any direction, although

it might be vertically raised or lowered, when requisite,

by means of mechanism introduced for that purpose

by the anpellants. The respondent, therefore, could

not succeed in the action unless he could show that,

upon a fair construction of his specification, the

words “case or jacket” included not only the enve-

loping case already described, Imt the whole stage or

framework of the upper table directly connected with

the shaft. If that were what the respondent really

meant his claim would hardly cover the appellants’

arrangement, because in it the I'olling surface was

pot ill any pi'opui' aeuse, “ left free aa regarda ver-

tical movement from the mechanism operating it.”

But that the respondent had no such meaning in view

was, in their Jjordshiji’s opinion, clearly apparent

f.om the terms of the specification taken in connexion

with the drawings to which it referred. Their Lord-

ships would therefore humbly advise her Majesty to

reverse the judgments appealed from, and to dismiss

the respondent's suit with costs iu both Courts below.

The respondent must bear the costs of this appeal.

LIBERIAN COFFEE IN SEIIDANG—SUMA-
TRA ;

No. VIII.

(B}/ an ex-Ceylon Planter.)

There are about 1,000 acres of

COFFEE

under cultivation in Upper Serdaiig, and nearly the

same quantity of land is now in course of prepa-

ration for planting. There are rumours that the

Sultan himself has a mind to plant on his owil

account : but though I know from his own lips that

he is keenly interested in the coffee enterprise, I

cannot say whether or not he really intends to turn

planter. At present I regret to say that H. H. is

seriously indisposed. I am told that he is the most
progressive of all the Sultans on the East Coast, and
lends a willing ear to any scheme tending to the

advancement of his territory and the welfare of his

people. Unfortunately he has recently dropped money
heavily over an irrigation scheme for paddy, and
in the cultivation of ramie; into both of which he
was urged to venture by Europeans. So, consequently

and naturally, he is now going ahead cautiously.

All the land here is low-lying : and I do not think

there is any coffee growing above 300 ft. elevation. I

only know of one estate where shade is being system-
atically grown. On another estate, cotton trees are

planted throughout part of the coffee
;

but, so far as

shade is concerned, this is a farce. There is no doubt
in my mind that shade is necessary to Liberian
coffee. In c.ase of a long drought the land gets so

hard baked and is so burning hot that the coffee

receives a severe check which is mitigated by shade
trees. The shade should be planted, if possible, a
little before the coffee. I have .known cases where
men have been too late with their shade : and in

this connection it should not be lost sight of that

whereas you can always remove your shade if you
find it superfluous, you cannot at a moment’s
notice stick in a full-grown shade over 3-year old

coffee, should you find your plantation being
baked alive.

About
SHADE

again, I have heard it said that it is too much to

expect the soil to grow two products at once. But
the shade trees give back in their droppings a good
deal of valuable manure. We are too apt to forget

that weeds and vegetable matter going back into tht

soil givG back wore than they have taken out of it.

For in addition to restoring what they have taken
from the Hof, they add what they have absorbed
from the (ihitoijilierc, no inconsiderable item. “ Of
tihade.'i wo can offer a charmin’ variety,” and I

think the Father O'Flynn of them all is Dadap,
( hlrifthrinn E. hidira). Of this, two sorts are iu use,

Dadap Solo, and Dadap S'rep, otherwise known as

Dadap Juiva : and in .lava I nave bouglit the latter

variety from a man at 3cts. per stick, the same man
refusing to let me have his Solo for less than 10 cts.

per stick. For my part I think it is six o’ one and
half a dozen o’ t’ other ; nobbut what I wouldn’t
take Dadap Solo it it was going at the same price

as S’rep. 'The other shade trees are Alhhzia sti-

pnlota, and Alb. molurcana. Of these I have no
personal experience

;
but I am told that the former

is preferred, the latter being too brittle and causing
much damage to the coffee by the branches falling

in windy weather. This sort of accidental damage
I believe to bo much exaggerated. A tea story will

give an example. I was walking with one of my
S. Ds, when we came upon half a bush lying across

the path. “There’s 50 lb. off (hia year’s crop,”
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grumbled the youngster. “ Foot it up, young man,”
1 said handing him my pocket-book. It worked out
to 125,(^ lb. per acre ! I have seen a peppery P. D.
in a frightful fume over a trifling accident which
could not affect either crop or expenditure by the
minutest fraction of an enth : and I believe exag-
geration unconsciously finds its way into many of our
forecasts. Sure it is that I have known manv up-
right honourable men branded as scamps and liars
only because they were led away by a too sanguine
tern perament.
But let us get back to the coffee. Our mistake

in Ceylon has been to bother the bush too much, and
not to worry the soil enough. In regard to fruit
bearers,

Cultivation

means the mamoty far more than the pruning knife t

and this is a fact too often ignored or overlooked. By
the use of the mamoty, I mean the constant work-
ing of the soil : not the indiscriminate shoving in

of manure. I have known Planters die prematurely
from too free use of stimulants. Plants also.

IPest cepas comme reht, Mr. Editor ?

LALANO

is the curse of this part of the world. To dig out
“ twitch ” or “ cooch-grass ” at home is child's play
to working out lalang in Malaya. It is the most

t
ernicious weed that was spread abroad when our
rst parents were hoofed out of Eden. It means

the sweat of your brow
;
and no error.*

By the way, if it is true that the human form
divine has been improving in stature and comeliness
generation by generation and century by century
since the transformation of the rib, what hideous
apparitions Adam and Eve would present to our
latter-day eves. I can only imagine them as Aztec
Tom Thumblets without a bath.

It is rather a come-down when you have fancied
yourself an Isaiah to be told to take a back seat
with Nahum and Ilabakkuk. But I have to do so.

I flattered myself that I was the first to prophesy
that a few more years would see the greater part of

Upper Serdang under coffee. Rude shock ! I am told

that years ago a well-known Dikoya planter, now
opening land in Province Wellesley and Selangor,
told the people here that this was not tobacco, but
coffee land : and I have before me a Deli Courant of

July 1892 containing a long article written by a
Frenchman prophes3'ing the future of coffee in this

district. I am stronger on “language” than on
languages : but a friend has kindly promised to

translate the Frenchman’s article for you
;
and you

shall have it later on. It is not over accurate, but
practical readers will be able to winnow out the
chaff. W. TtiRiNo Ma('kf,n:’i::.

COFFEE IN PEKU.
It may be of interest to coffee planters in the

East to know that Peru, which has for many years
produced coffee that has been absorbed by domestic
consumption, and has recently appeared as an
exporter of coffee, is now likely to be a considerable
competitor with other countries. Coffee planting
began and coffee is still cultivated near the port of
Pacasmayo, with success. But although the cultiva-

tion on the coast could be somewhat extended, it

must always remain restricted, as there are only
certain favoured localities in which the planter can
hope for a good return. In other districts its pro-
gress is considerable, and production is naturally
stimulated under recent quotations.—y>. C.

ntAFMPQQ describing a rcall

ULnriNuUOi genuine Cure for Deafnesi
Hinging in I'iais, Ac., no matter liow sexero or lojij

-tanding, will be sent [lost free. —Artificial Ea
drums ami similar appliances entiridy supersedec

Address THOMAS KE.MI'E, \’l<Toi!iA Ciia.n

ijKits, 19, 80UTHA.VIPT0N Building.s, 11oluok>
London

I’LANTINt; Ax\D I’HODUUE.
Thk Law's Delay,—At last the judgment of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has been
given in the well-known tea roller case, and will be

found in another column. The verdict is against

Mr. Jackson. It is not for us to express an opinion
on the merits of a case which has occupied tlie at-

tention of so many legal luminailes, but we may
express sympathy with those concerned. The diffi-

culties which beset inventors and patentees are so

many and so perplexing that more than ordinary
pluck is required to enable a man to go through with
the work. The intricacies of the patent law, the
pitfalls into which it is possible for the most careful

to stumble, are too many for the ordinary mind, and
it will be admitted that the inventor and manufacturer
of machinery is well entitled to the profit accruing
to his labours when the ti-ouble, risks, and annoyance
which attend him are considei-ed. For three or four
years this case has dragged on—decisions have been
given practically neutralising each other, and now comes
the final, from which there is no appeal, and the
respondent has to accept the situation and pay the
costs. The process of endeavouring to uphold one's
view by an appeal to the tedious process of the law
courts is work for those who have both patience and
philosophy.
Colombo Commehcial Company.—In consequence of

the judgment in the tea roller action, the directors
of the Colombo Commercial Companj’ have decidpa
to pay a bonus of five per cent on the ordinary shares.
The Russian Mauket eou Tea.—Referring to the

new season's China teas, the (Iroeer says: “Although
China teas do not exercise the same sway over the
London market that they did years ago, owing to

their position having been undermined by the suc-
cessful introduction and growing populai'itj' of
Indian and Ceylon kinds, they nevertheless enjoy a
high reputation among Russian consumers, who pre-
fer them to anj" other teas

;
and, as is proved by

statements from reliable and independent sources,
the Muscovite teamen are always prepared to buy
the new Monings in large and increasing quantities,
at the utmost market value, regularly as the seasons
come round. Not onlj- is this the case at the begin-
ning of the season, when the excitement of select-

ing and buying the teas is at its highest, but afterwards
and all the year through, so long as they have orders
to execute

;
and purchases, begun at Hankow in the

spring, often go on and are completed in London
during the following autumn and winter. These
subsequent dealings in the article take the shape
of exports of tea from this port to Russia

;
and

as evidence of the preference that is given to
China growths over all other sorts by foreign coun-
tries, it may be mentioned that, as officially returned,
the shipments of China leaf from hence to the Con-
tinent and elsewhere during the first four mouths of
the present year amounted to 715,4291b. out of a
grand total of 9,3i!0,040 lb. Ceylon Ac., to all other
places not specified. Whilst black-leaf teas are taken
off our market by Russian purchasers when they run
short, the red-leaf or Foochow descriptions arc
shipped indirectly to Canada, Germany, and other
quarters of the globe, and the inquiries from shippers
here, as a rule, contribute a deal of support to the
market for China tea when the home trade are dis-

inclined to operate.”

The Old Stoby Retold.—There arc, however,
times when common congou, ruling abnormally cheap,
and pence per pound under the rates current for low-
priced Indian and Ceylon teas, attracts the atten-
tion of the wholesale dealers, blenders, and purveyors
of packet teas, and then considerable parcels change
hands at relatively higher prices. The reason for this

transference of demand, the writer in the (iroerr goes
on to say, it rendered abundantly clear by the fact

that China tea for tlie purposes of blending or hold-
ing over keeps its strength and flavour much better
and longer than eitlier Indian or Ceylon kinds, and
and on that account some persons buy enough of

their favouiite sort to last them all the year. Thus
it is that new China teas bought on the easy terms
now prevailing arc almost sure to bo worth as
much, if not more, in six or eight mouths'
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time as they are at the ihomeut
;

whereas in

former seasons it was an ugly feature of the trade,

especially when prices on the average were ruling

comparatively high, for dear-bought teas to visibly

depreciate in value sooner than could have been
imagined by the merchants or dealers. Hesides the

proportion of common China teas that are wanted
on certain occasions to comply with the standard
of cheapness as fixed by tlic modern tenpenny
and shilling canister, there are likewise the require-

ments of purchasers—to the tune of many millions

of pounds— to be satisfied who make a speciality

of fancy sorts, such as capers, green, gunpowder,
and scented teas, which are most in request in the
north of England, where the taste for these showy,
delicate and choice qualities is stronger than in the
southern countries

;
and instead of the leading firms

ettiiig the biggest profits out of superior
ndian and Ceylon teas, as they did when they

were first offered and were the rage with the
country consumers, who paid something extra
for the novelty of them, the conditions have since
been entii'ely reversed, and a handsome premium is

not now infrequently obtained on China teas of rare
excellence of make, cUre of leaf and richness of

bouquet.
Anotuku L.vuoe Tea Dealing CoJirANv.^We 'may

think w'hat we like about the good old times of tea
dealing, but even in these days there is some profit

attached to the handling of tea. Another large firm

of dealers has converted its business into a joint stock
concern. Although in this instance the profits of the
business are not entirely derivable from tea, the
leaf has played an important part in building up the
fortunes of the firm. The International Tea Com-
pany’s Stores, Limited, which has been formed,
acquii’os the business of wholesale tea, provision,

and food produce importers carried on by Messrs.
Kearley and Tonge, of Mitre Square Aldgate, to-

gether with their retail distributing business, com-
prising upw.irds of 200 tea and general produce
stores established by them in various parts of the
country, under the name of the “ International Tea
Company.” The capital is £900,000 divided into
80,0(00 (1 per cent. Cumulative Preference shares of

.£5 each, and 500,000 Ordinary shares of £1 each. The
vendors Messrs.Kearley and Tonge have agreed to act as
managing directors for a term of years for a remu-
neration of 5 per cent, on the profits after payment
of the Preference dividends. The profits for the
three and a half years to October 27, 1894, are sta-

ted as" follows :—-xkpril 18, 1891, to April ;!0, 1892,

,£3.!,577 ;
May 1,18.12, to October 29, |892 £30,6(;.S

;

October 30, 1892, to October 28, 1893, £.)2,09(i
;

Oc-
tober 29, 1893, to October 27, 1894, ,£()(), 148. The
purchase price is £900,000, of which ,£.500,(X)0 is taken
jn Ordinary shares, £100,(X)0 in Preference shares,

and £300,000 in cash.—//. and C. Mail, May 24.

COFFEE, CINCHONA, TEA IN JAVA.

Acting-Consul ^lacLachlan writes as follows under
date, March 8th, on the Trade, Commerce, and
General Matters relating to the Island of Java for

the year 1894 :

—

Coffee.—The total production from private and
Government lands has been .50,500 tons as against
18,700 tons in 1893. Provided that atmospheric con-
ditions are favourable, an increased quantity from
private estates may be looked for in future, as fresh
land is being continually opened up in the east end
of the island, the crops from which are now coming,
for the first time, on the market.
The Cultivation of the Liberian bean, both in Mid

and West Java, is rapidly increasing, and the satis-

factory results obtained from its introduction become
year by year more apparent as the principal diffi-

culties attending the preparation of this coffee for the
market are gradually being successfully surmounted.
As a result a marked improvement in the appearance
and quality of the coffee is noted, and its favour is

becoming more and more assured.
The continued recurrences of the so-called “leaf”

disease in the Java coUee ou low-lying lands, from

which the Liberia still pi’eserves cOihparative, though
by no means entire immunity, causes more coii-
fidence to be felt in tlie latter, and many lands
which have suffered nlo ;t severely from the ravages
of this disease in the Arabian plant are being re-
planted with Liberia.
On May 3rd it was decided to give up the Govern-

ment cultivation of coffee in the Krawang residency,
and on January 1st, 1895, the law rendering the deli-
very in that district to Government obligatory was
repealed.

1 1 '-A. Exports of tea show a small falling off as
compared with those of the preceding year, being
8,735,(X)0 lb., as against 8,792,(MJ0 lb. Prices which had
ruled pretty low during the year, showed some improve-
ment towards its close.

Cinchona Eauk shows an increased export over the
previous year of 1,458,000 lb. from private, and of
146,000 lb. from Government lands. Prices, already
at a low level, have further declined in face of the
enormous supplies.

—

L. d C. E.i:i>resti, May 24.

NOTES FROM OUR LONDON LETTER.
LoNDuNj May 2,

It was lUentioiieil in a late letter of mine to
you that I luul heaid it reporteil th.at before last
leaving Ceylon

MR II. K. RUTIIKRFORD
hail instructed tlie nianager.s of e.states in wliich he
was interesteil

TO STOP ALL manuring;.
We were mucli surjirised to hear this, because it
h.ad always been understood tliat Mr. Rntlierford
liad been almost the earliest [tioneer in tea
manuring on his far-famed estate Mariawatte.
I know Mr. John Hiiglies told me, now several
years hack, that he had been concerneil with the
su)>ply of manure for that estate, and it had
always been umlcrstood that very good results
had followed their apjdication. We naturally,
therefore, attach much importance to Mr.
Rutherford’s experienced opinion. In answer to
a (piestiou addi-essed to that gentleman by me,
he has obligingly written me to the followimf
effect

”

“ Although it is an undoubted fact that the
yield of tea can be very materially increased by
manuring, still there is also a very great risk of
bringing in .some disease to the roots of the tea
bush by the use of artificial manure. \Ve consi-
der it the wiser policy at present to circum-
scribe our manuring to the experimental sta"'e,
and carefully watch results before launching out
on a large scale in this direction.”
No doubt it must be wise to proceed in the

matter of manuring with caution, and from all
I hear it would seem to be advisable
to have some advisory officer in tlie Is-
land capable of deciding what localities
and soils would benefft by the applica-
tion, and what had better be left with-
out it. I have learned that here at home
the large farmers never make a change
of ))ractice without e.xjiert opinion lirst being
sought. Every case seems to need special con-
sideration. Thus manure applied to lands bor-
dering the estuary of the Thames, that nearly
.all lie below high tide level, would simply be
ruined were manure applied to them. These
get their nourishment, ap|)arently, largely from
]tercolation from the river. To ai>ply hianure
therefore to lauds ;-o situated is to supersatu-
rate tbem, and to jirodiice the same evils as
.are ,ap|iarent. in the c.ase of many sew.age farm.=i.

Speaking on tliis subject with ,a'n ohl "and ex-
perienced coffee planter this week, he concurre<l
with Ml'. Ruthei'foi'd a.s tu the necessity lot
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witli great ‘cantion. He instanceil to

me a ci»ltee estate of liis own on some ot> acres

of wfiicli lie. had lavishly applieil manure. The
herries upon the trees were simply wonderful

to see, but not one came to maturity, and the

trees were completely killed ! It seems to me
that with regard to tea manuring you rc(|uire

a resident e.xpert. I believe that such a man,
althougli perhaps it would be wise to have him
olHcially selected, need not be a salaried otticial.

The private practice he would be sure to ob-

tain would probably make his employment in

the island exceedingly lucrative. Of course in

Mr. John Hughes j'onr jdanters have a mo.st

competent adviser, but I hardly think he can

do all that could be done by a man on the spot.

many urgent eni{uiiics for plants were received at

this office, the greater proportion of which vve were
able to supply, and wc arc now making provision for

a large increase. Eighty of our nuts make a pound
when dry, and one of our trees produced last year

nuts to the number of 1)90 or over 12 lbs. of dry pro-

duce, this at 1 :) per lb. gives l.'>/ per tree. The tree

bearing this quantity of nuts is not larger than the

average size Cacao tree of Trinidad, but is somewhat
taller, and has received no special culture whatever.

The nuts fall when ripe, when they should be at

once collected, peeled and placed in the sun to dry,

no fermentation being necessary. When they have
become partially dry the outer skin of the •* nut

”

or seed should be removed, and the cotyledons divided.
When this stage is reached the drying process should
proceed as rapidly as possible, and when the nuts

nave become hard and brittle, they are fit for market.

KOYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, TRINIDAD.

M'e have received a copy of Annual Report for

the year 1894, by J. H. Hart, F.L.-S.,, C.M.I’.S.,

r M.s. 1,.
,
Superintendent, and ([uote three pata-

<u-ai»hs of special local interest
'' —The varieties of Cacao obtained from

Nicaragua in are doing fairly well with the ex-

cention of Thoobroma bicolor which appeal's to be

particularly tender in the Gardens. Plants of the

old Ceylon lied obtained for comparison with our

varieties, are growing vigorously. In December Baron

Efft^ers, a Danish Botanist, who has interested him-

lai'Kely in economic Botany, visited the Gardens.

He was accompanied by Senor Seminariq from

Ecuador who is largely interested in Cacao in that

country I learnt, from him that they have several

varieti'L under cultivation which are not present m
Trinidad, and I have made arrangements to obtain

these with a view to comparing their qnahty with our

own produce. It should be remembered that Trini-

dad depends for the major portion of her crop upon

the intioduced variety known as Forastero or loicign

Cacao, and it is quite possible that other iiitroduced

varieties will thrive as well as the Forasteio, and, it

may be better, and that “new blood will be of

the* greatest service. It is stated that m Ecuador

the Cacao tree grows naturally, attains a large size

Ini cultivation is of the most primitive character,

the crop being taken practically from real Cacao

Forests If such is the case there must be an amount

nf vitnl’ energy in the trees which our varieties do

^ot possess, ami it becomes desirable in the interests

of our planters to test the value of the varieties

cultivated. A special variety mentioned is known as

“ Esmeralda ’’ which I am informed is thin-skinned,

lor Coffoo oUnls not

Uen lo. go tl.U j e»r, ...icl so tor .. I om »,v»re. no

systematic planting has been started.

^Our seedling.s in the Nurseries have suffered fiom

the disease known as Ccno.spora cqfienccla, a leaf

frmgus. This is not the leaf fungus of Ceylon and

is probably not to be regarded m a very serious light,

for althoimli it does considerable daina,ge to yoiiUn

scedbngs, Tt 1^^^^ not been found to injure fruiting

trees to any appreciable extent. We have riii tingtrees

he picture of health with scarcely a leaf injured

while close beside these, are nursery beds where the

fungL has done considerable damage. It thus appears

tharonce the plant gets beyond the seedling stage

it is practically safe from attack.
i 4.

Coi r Sterenlia m H»uH«?«.-Among the plants to

to which especial attention basbbeen directed during

the past year has been Stf.rca/Ki. acuiiniuifa, 01 the

“ Cola Nut,'’ and a “ Circular Note ’ was issued cal

-

ing atte.ition to the advancing price of Uic maiket-

nbffi article. The Cola tree thrives well m Trinidad,

as it simply requires the same conditions and soil as

Mit its
“ cousin ’ the Cacao tree. There cannot

a doubt that 'I’rinidad can in a ew very tyears

nt a large <|uantity of this article upon the market,

f „rices ^continue to rule high enough to make it ic-

^ ifivo to tliG irrowcr. sent houic cliir-

munciati
ijotanical Department

was vaUiej at l/J per lb., and 011 this becoming known,

PLANTATION TOOL PROSPECTS IN
CEYLON.

The makers of cultivating tools and plantation
implements for Indian use should he advantaged
by tlie largo develojmient wliicli has of late at-

tended the raising of the coconut in Ceylon.
I’lantatioii devoted to its growtii ap[iear to he
in a thriving and jirosjierons condition. The jirices

(in silver) of tliis fruit lias gone up, it is said,

heyoiid tlie most sanguine expectations of tliose

interested, and as a result tlie cultivation of the
nut is extending rapidly. Capitalists are inve.st-

ing their money in cocoiint plantations with the
greatest confidence, and the acreage of the new
lands that Mill he ojiened during the ensuing
planting sc.ason will he much over what it has
been in jirevions years. The question that sng-

gest.s itself is whether the present prices will

keep lip, or, if they should come down, how far

it may apjireciahly affect the industry. No other
plantation proiliict, whether native or English,

rice or tea, could stand just at jiresent a fifty

))er cent reduction, hut “it can he safely said

that coconuts could survive even a much greater
reduction. The price may drop through over-

production. But such an eventuality as this is

not likely to occur for, perhaiis, ten years, or till

all the young ))lantations in existence come into

hearing. Yaliies may fall through a waning of

the demand, hut it is stated that there is no imme-
diate likelihood of any other growth rejilacing

coconut, even partially. In fact, the fiehl for

coconut products is daily extending. It is ad-

mitted that the fall of exchange has not been
without influence in iiromoting this industry.

Yet none the less is the intelligence we are able
to communicate matter for much satisfaction to

the cultivating and plantation tool-making in-

dustry.—1inplcmcnt and Machhunj licrkir.

In SKL.VNtK)!!, 1,02(1 acres of customary land
have been taken u}i for the avowed jmrpose of

planting Liberian coffee. Of these 500 acres have
been given out during the ]iast year. All coffee

estates with tw'o exceptions ha\ c begun to shew
crops, the older trees on Weld's Hill yielding as

much as 10 pikuls to the acre.

—

Pinani] Gazette.

SMOKERS SHOFLI) USE

CALVERT’S DENTO-PHENOLENE,
K I!.von ANT UOIMI) nKNTfITMCK AND

Moiri'ii-WAsib

Editor of Jhrdth -ay.--;—“The most effec'tivi-

jireparat ion for ridding I he mouf li of the aroma
of tobacco, and lea\ing a, pleasant taste."

Sold in l.s- (kf., -•<. (in'., and 1 lb. 7<- 0'/. bottles,
by (‘bemisfs, Nc.

F. C> CALVERT & CO., MANaiBsiuK.
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.
(Furnished by the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, June 24, 1895.

Exchanoe on London.—Jhink Sellimj Hates :—On
demand 1/lJ ;

4 months’ sight 1/1 3-10
;

(5 months'
sight 1/1 7-32. Hank Biujincf Hates :—Credits 3 months’
sight 1/1 7-32 to J ;

G months’ sight 1/1 9-32 to .5-lG;

Documents 3 months’ sight 1/lJ to 9-32
; G months’

sight 1/1 5-lG to 11-32.—Closing rates.

CoEEEE.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot
per bushel, EIG'OO to R17'U0.
Estate Crops in Parchment, delivery to per bushel,

—No quotations.
Plantation Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per

cwt, llyO'OO to R87'00.
Plantation Estate Coffee f.o.b. Special Assortment

per cwt,—No quotations.
Liberian parchment on the spot per bushel,

R12 00 to Er2'5t).

Garden and Chetty Parchment on the spot per
bushel, K14‘50 to RlG'tX). [ations.

Garden and Chetty Coffee f.o.b. per cwt,—No quot-
Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt, R70‘00 to R71'00.
Tea. —Average Prices ruling during the week : Broken

Pekoe, per lb .59c. Pekoe per lb 50c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 41c. Broken mixed and Dust, per
lb 30c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine
per lb Ol^c. to 3c.—1 to 4 %.
Twigs and Branch.—No quotations.
C.ARDAMOMS.—per lb 80c. to R1’90.
Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt, R16T2 to R16'25.
Dealer’s oil per cwt, RIG’OO to R1GT2.
Coconut oil in ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton

R355'00 to R35G"25.—Nominal.
Cocoa.—(Unpicked and undried) per cwt, R30 to R40.
—Nominal.
Copra.—Per candy of 5G0 lb Rl2'00 to R49‘00.
Coconut Cake.—(Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R55 to RG5.
Coir Yarn.—Nos. 1 to 8 per cwt, RG'OO to R15-00.
Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 and 2 only per lb GOc.

(hNNAMON.—Ordinary As.sortment, per lb 5Gc.

Plu.mbago.—Large Lumps per ton, Rl.50 to R330.
Do Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to R290.
Do Chips per ton, 1180 to Rl.50.

Do Dust per ton, R30 to RlOO.
Ebony.—Per ton.—Govt, sales postponed.
Rice.—Soolye per bag, RG’85 to R7‘80.
Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7’90 to R7'60.
Coast Calunda per bushel, R2 95 to R3'25.
Muttusamba per bushel, R3'20 to R3'50.
Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—No quotations.
Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, Ibag, RIO'25.

Cargo.

Tea
Coconut Oil
Plumbago
Coconuts in bags
Other Cargo
Broken Stowage

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil . . 35/
Plumbago . . 35/
New Yoik rates per steamer

12/G ^ 15' above Ijondon rates.

Freights.
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LOCAL MAKKET.
By Mr. A. M. Chittambalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

Colombo, June 25th, 1895.
Rif) '.50 to 10 00 per bushel.
16 -00 to 16 -.50 do
62'00 to 63'00 per cwt.
70-00

13-00 per bushel (nominal).
03-00 per cwt.
0-70 to 2-00 per lb. (nominal).

22-00 to 3.5-00 per cwt. do

Garden Varchinent
Clietty do

Native Coffif
do f.o.b.

Liberian I’archment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.

—

Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
Rice.

—

^larket is dull :

—

Kazla
Soolye

R6-40 to
0-75 to

6

-

.50

7-00
per b.ag.

do

Callunda o-85 to ;-00
Coast Callunda 2-7.5 to 2-00 per bushel.
Kuruve (Scarce)
Muttusamba 3-15 to

Cl.N'NAMON.—Quoted Nos. 1 to 4, at
54 cents per lb. (nominal).

Chips.—

R

55 00 per candy (nominal).
COCONUT.S. -Ordinary R35-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal).

3-40 do
51c and Nos. 1 and 2

do Selected 42-00 to 45-00
Coconut Oil.— io-t -2 to 10"25
Copra.—Market steady

do
per ewt.

do
do

Kalpitiya K49-00 to 49-50
Maraivila 48-00 to 48-50
Cart Copra 44-00 to 47-00

Poonac.—Gingelly 97-50 to 105
Chekku 70-00 to 75-00
Mill (retail) 60-00 to 02-50

Ebony.—quotations at Rioo to R185 (nominal)
S.vriNWOOD.—cubic feet 1-50 to 2-12 do
IIALMILLA.— do 1-00 to 1-25 do
Kitul Fibre.—Quoted at R30-00 per cwt. Ciominal)
Palmyra FiuRE.—Quoted nominally :—

N

o buvers
T. 1 A.

per candy,
do
do

per ton.
do
(lo

with transhipment

.Jaffna Black.—Cleaned
do Mixed
Indian do
Bo Cleaned

Sapan Wood.—Quoted.
Kerosene Oil—American

do Russian
Kapok.—Cleaned f. o.b :

—

do Uncleaued
Croton Seed
Nux, Vomica

RI6 -OO to -20-00 per cwt.
13-00 to 15-00 do
8-00 to 10-00 do
12-00 to 15-00
55-00 to 60-00 iier ton.
7-00 to 7-12 Per case.
2-85 to 2-90 Per tin.

25-00 to 27-.50 (nominal.)
n'OO to 5-.50 do
13-00 to 17 (M) do
2-50 to S’OO per cwt.

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION 1895.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD A^^D NEW PRODUCTS.
(From. S. Figgis <& Co.'s Fortnightly Price Garrent, London, 5th June 1S95 )»

EAST IVDIA.
Bombay, Cevlou, Mairas

Coast an I Zanzibar,

ALOE^, Soooti’ine
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BARK, CINCJHON A Crown

Red

Bees’ Wax Wtiite ...

Yellow
Mauritius & Madagascar
CARDAMOMS—

Allepee
Mangalore ...

Malabar
Ceylon. Malabar sort

QUALITi'

Good and tine dry liver...

Common and good
Renewed
Original stem
Renewed .. ...

Original stem
.sli.' sof. to gd. hard brig.

Dark to fair

Eair to tine

Fair to fine clipped
Bold, bright, t'airto tine.

63 103 a £.5

30s a 8Js
3d a 4^ I

Ijd a 3d
Id a 4d

;
I a 2 1

£7 lOs a £3
£6 a £7
j£t) 1.3s a £7 lOs

Isa 2s 6d
I1.S 101 a 2s 8d

Alleppee and
Mysore sort

Long Ceylon...
CASTOR OIL. 1st-

2nd-
CHILLIES, Zanzibar ...

CINNAMON, Ists
2nds
3rl

Ath3 &5th3
Chips

CLOVES, Zanzibar 1

and Pemba. 1

.. STEMS
COCUHJS INDICUS ...

COFFEE

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted...

CUTCH
DRAGONS BLOOD. Zvn.
GALLS, Bus.sorah& Tnrkev

GINGER, Calicut, Cut A.
B & C

Cochin Rougli...

»> ••

Be ig tl Rough
GITM AM.VIO.NIAClfM ..

ANIUl, washed ..

(dipped, bold, bright ttnejis 3d a 2s 3 I

Middling, stalky i lean

,, ,, medium ,,

,, ,, small
Small to bold brown ...

Fair to fine bold

„ ,, fine pmp. cl pi.

,, ,, small
Shelly to good
White
Fair and good pile
Fair to fine bright
Otd’y. and middling ...

Ord’y, to flne quill

ARABIC E.I
scraped..

& Aden..

Ghatti ...

Amrad chu

Madras
ASSAFCETIDA

KINO
MVRRH, picked

Aden sorts

OLIB.ANUM, Irop...

»>

pickings...

siftings

INDIARUBBER ...

East African Ports, Zanzi-

bar and .Mozam dque Coast

Assam,

Rangoon
Madagascar, Tamatave,

j

Majunga anl .No.ssibe (

isinglass or Ixongue.
fish M/ WSJ ®

Bladder Pipe
Pnrae

Woody and hard
Good ordinary

Fair to fine bright
Common dull and mixed

Common to good
Fair sifted ..

.Midding to fine mid
Low mid and low grown
Good to fine bright sound
Ordinary & 'Uiddliiig

Ordinary to fine fresh ...

Fair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to fine dark blue ...

Good white and green .

.

Good to Hue bold
Small and medimu
Common to fine bold ...

Small and D’s
Fair to goo 1

Blocky to fine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts

Part yellow & mi xe I d >

Bean & Pea size ditto
Amber and red bold
Medium & bold sorts

Good to fine pale frosted
sifted

Sorts, dull red to fair ...

(Joodtofine paloselectcl

Sorts middling to good
Good and line pale
Reddish to pale brown ...

Dark to fine pile
Fairto fine pinky block...

and drop
Ordinarystony to m dlin

Fair to fine brighi

Fair to fine p ile

Middling to good
Fair to fine white
Reddish to middling ...

Middling to good pale ...

Sliglitly foul to fine

Red hard clean ball

White softish ditto

IJnriperoot
Liver and Lamu Ball ...

Sausage, ordinaryto fine
" without sticks

Good to fine

Common foul & middling
Fairto good clean

Good tofine pinky & white
Fairtogood black

J good to fine pale

\ dark to feir

Clean thin to fine bold

Darkmlied to fine pa' e.

Is 3 I a 13 “fd

Is 5d a Is loj
Is s Is 4J
is a Is 61
2s 2d a 3s 3d
Is 9d a 3i 6d
Is 21 a Is 5i
Is Id a 2s Ud
2Jd a3l
2j.l a 2H
27s a .30s

2ls a 27s
8;d a Is 4d
Sf I a Is .3(1

7ida Is

7d a 9(1m
3d a 3Jd
li-l a .3 1

Id

1 ‘a 1 1 os

101.3 a 07.3

93s a 100s
10s a 2 Js

7s a Hs
23s a.3ls

20s a 32s
2 IS a 50s
I7s a 50s
10.3 .1 4 2s 6d
70 ( a 80s
i Is a 63s
3)s a 3Ss
3 Is a 3 Is 61
22s 6 1a 2 >3

20s a oOs
£9 a £11 10.3

£8 10s a £ 31.0

1

£4 a £7 lOs

£5 a £7
£4 a £7

lOs a 4ia
30 1 a .37s 6d
t2s 0 1 a 50s
233 a 30s
f)s a 4>s
2-03 a 32s
2)s a 3 >3

6 Is a 10 IS

10s a 5 Is

£25 a £30
£5 a £7
0>s a 703

3)3 a .o5s

I7s a 25a
3s a 14s
9s a 13*

2s Id a 2. .51

U Sd a 2. 2d
lOd a Is id
Is 8 1 a 2s 2^d
Is 3d .1 2s

2s 2d a 2s 5d
Is 7d a 2s

Od i Is .5 1

Is 01 II 2. d l

2s Id .1 2- .5.1

Is 61 a 1( 9d
I s 8d a 2 i 6d
9d a ls4d
Is 6d a 2s 4d
111 a is 2d

EA8T fNDIv qJiitUiied
Bist Co 1st Africa. M ila-

biir and Madras Coast,
Bengal.

(QUALITY.

Kurrachee. Loaf

fNDtGO Bengal

Kurpih

Madras (Dry Leaf)

tVORY-Klephants’ Teetli

G I 11) Sc iipwirds
over 30 & under 60 lb

6D a 100 lb.

Scrivclloes
Billiard B ill Pieces2g 1 3iin

Bagatelle Points
Cut Points for Bills ...

Mixed Points & Tips...

Cut Hollows
Be i Horse Teoth — ...

f a 11 lb.

MYRABOLANE8, Bombay

Madras, Upper Godavery
*» •* • *

Coast
Piekiiigs

MACE, Bombay ...

.VUr.VIEGS,

-JlIX VOMtCA
Ui,, CINNAMON

CfTR’lNELLE
LEMONGR VSS

ORCHELLA|£«ylO‘ ...

WEED
PEPPER—
Milabar, Black sifted ...

Alleppee Sc Cochin
Tellicherry, Black

PLU.MBAGO, Lump

Chips
Dust ...I

RED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

G )o.t and fine pale
Re 1 part thin
Middling to flue violet...

Ordinary to middling
Fairtogood reddish violet
Or liii'ryaml middling
Mi l iliiig to good
Low to ordinary

QUOTA riONS.

cl)S9 & wi le

Soft sound

Hard „
Soft ,,

Sound soft

Sli. def.to fine sound sof
Sh iky to fine solid si. sf i

l).sfectlve, oart liard

Thin t ) thick to si. sft

Straight orke i part close

Bhimliea I, goal & fine

pale

,, If, tair pi.ikings

lubbleporel, gool & ft ic

pale

,, If, fair rejoctio IS

Vingorlas. good and flue

Good to fine picked
Common to luiddliiig ...

Fair ... ...

Burnt and defective
D irk to good bold p ile .

W’d com. darkto line bol

65’s a 8l’s

9U’s a 125’s

Fair to good boll frosb
Good heavy ..

Bright 3c good flavour..

»* •* I »

Mid. to fine, not woo ly

Picked clean flat leaf

„ Wil-y

Pair to bold heavy
„ good „

3 IN DAL WOOD. Logs.

,, ,, Chips,.

SEEDLAC
SENNA, Tinnevolly

Bombay
SHELLS, .M.-o’-P.

large
medium partstoul
ciiickeii part stout
oystorife broken pcs
Music I

Liu,'all Ceylon .

TAMARINDS

TORTOISE-SHELL
Zanzibar and Bombay

i’ UR MERIC, Bengal ...

Malras ...^

Cochin
VANILLOES,

Bourbon, Ists ..

Muiritin-, 2nds..

Seyclicllo., f 3rds ..

M idagasoar, Uhs.,.

Fair to fine bright bold
Middling to goo i small
Dull to fine bright
Ordinary to fine bright...

Fair aud fine bold
Goodtotiuepiukynomlnal
Ordinary to fair

Inferior ani pickings ...

Fair to good flavour ...

Inferior to line

Ordinary to fine bright
Good to flue liidd greeu
Fair middling nediuiu
Common darK and small
Ordinary to good
EaypriAs—bold clean ..

medium tiiin and stout
cbickea, part oysiers

Bombay—poor Cofinetuc
clean part good coloi

medium an 1 bold sorts
sin all aud medium sorts
Thin aud good scout sorts
.Mid. tofiiioblackiiotstony

Stony and i ifenor
Siris.good lUifle, he ivy
Pickings tliin to heavy ..

Leauish to line piixmp
finger ...

Fill, fairto line bold b.-gt

Mixed middling
Bulbs ...

Finger ...

Fine, cry.st’ed .5 top in.

Foxy & re ill sli .5 to 8 i i.

Loan 3c dry to mid. un-
der 6 ill.

Low. foxy, inferior aud
pickings

2s Id a 2s 9d

I

Is 2d a Is 9d
4s 6 I a 5s 6d
.3s 2 I a 4s 3d

•2s 8d a 3s 6d
Is 91 a 2s fid

Is 8d a 2s lOil

7d als 0 1

Gfis a £65
£ 1.6 lo.s a £6

1

£.15 a £42
£22 a £3) UlS

£3)a £9i
£U a £63
1-65 a £78
£ 33 a £11
£25 .1 £11

Is a 3 ( 6d

7s 91
3i 0 i a 4s .31

is a 7s

Is 6d a 4s 6d
Is a 5s 6d
5s 61 a Cs fid

3s .'Id a 4s 6J
1( 4d a 4s fid

Is 3d a 4s

is fid a 2s

41 a 61
Is lid a 2s lOd

ls31 a 18 lOd

6i a 9s

ifd a Is 81
jl a Id

1 S 15s

Us a Lis

I2s a I8s

22s a 32s

2M a 2id

15s a Ifis

10s a 13s

Is 6i a 8s 6(IJ

2s a 6s

£3 10s a £4
95s a lOJs
70s a 80s
30s a 50s
£30 a £50
£4 a £8
i!9s a 90.S

fit a 81
3 I a 5^1
Jil a 2d
Id a 21
50s a .55s

70s a 77s 61
i s 6d a 77s fid

')7s 6d a fi 2s fid

lbs a 90s
35s a 90s
77s till a 8!s Od
43s a 5Js
I8s a 31s
9s a dOs
9s a 11s
Is a 63
28) a 18)

9s lid a 21.S 0

1

9) fid a Us fid

Us a 12s
10.) I Us
8s a 9s
8) a 1 is

Ills a 2 is

2) a 1 8s

78 a lOs

os a 7s 01
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I’ICKLING OF SEED. 1^ lb. of sulphate of copper iii 2 gallons of water

with suffice for oiio qu arter of corn.”

HE treatment of seeal before plant-

ing is not altogether unknown to

the natives of Ceylon, but it is

doubtful whether the efficacy of

pickling or steepitig is fully recog-

nised by them. A very common

practice among our gardeners is to mix their seeds

(those of chillies, brinjals, cucumber for instance)

with aslies, but as far as we know the objects with

which this is done is to pi’eveut insects from at^

tacking the seeds before tliey are planted, to

keep them tolerably dry and prevent them from

becoming mouldy. Again, natives often hang up

parcels of seeils that are intended for planting, ‘ in

the smoke,’ tliat is, above their fire places so as to

allow the seeds to be well smoked—tlie objects

in tills Case being the same as before. Xow tlie

latter practice will no doubt also preserve the

seeds to some extent from insect-attack after they

are planted, but we doubt if tins effect is

recognised by those who adopt the i»ractice.

tVe have heard of one or two cases wliere paihly

and other seeds are soaked in a solution of urine,

ill order to prevent tlie seeds being destroyed by

insects as well as to hasten germination and nourish

the young plant at the start ; but this is not a

common practice. In English text-books on agri-

culture, we generally reail of pickling cereal seeds

in bluestoiie solution as a remedy for the fungoid

disease} known as “smut” and “bunt.” Dr.

Froam in liis te.xt-book says;—“A soUitiou of

Town and Country thus refers to the pickling of

corn seed:—“A solution of sulphate of Copper
(bluestone) is used for pickling seed wheat, as a

remedy for smut. The strength of the solutiO,|

generally used is 1 lb. of bluestone to 4 gal. df

water, and some kinds of wheat are treated with a
weaker solution, say 1 lb. of bluestone to 5 gal;

of water. Supposing you have to use 71b. Of
bluestone, dissolve it in J gal. of hot water, and
then bring the solution up to 28 gal. with cold
i\atei. Hiis solution is piit in a tub of convenient
size, and the Avheat dipped in it. For clipping

purposes the .seed may be put in wicker baskets,
perforated kerosene tins, or thin bags sUch its bran
bags. The solution penetrates every part of the
wheat in a few seconds, cvlien the grain is lifted

out and allowed to drip for a short time. The
wheat is then ready for immediate sowing, or it

may be kept for a few days before planting; See
that the bluestone you use is pure. Buy it from
.some reputable lioii.se, because it is sometimes
largely adulterated with sulphate of iron. It is

said that dipping the seed for five minutes in

water of the temperature of 127 deg. Fall, kills the
spores of smut.”

We find the following in our notes of Frof
Wallace's L’niversity lectures There are three
kinds of pickles or steeps in use : alkaline, metallic

and neutral. Brine, sulphate of soda and lime are

alkaline steeps, and do pretty well, the action
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being tliH foritiutiou of a sonpy materinl with the
sticky part of the spOres of fungi. Of nietnllic

steeps, copper sulphate, sulpliate of iron and
arsenic are the best—sulphate of copper being the
most effective, ns it destroys the spores at onCe.
After treatment with bluestone, 1 lit. of archangel
tar, made thin by hOt water, may be added to Oacli

sabk (4 bushels) of grain to prevent birds taking the
Seed. The seed is then dried with aslies or lime.
Borne think that tliis dressing prevents ab.sorption
of water by the seed, but if this were true it

prevents the absorption of too much water in wet
Aveather."

Neutral steeps such as common .salt Prof. Wallace
thinks useless, and of nitrate of potash (nitre)

and nitrate of soda he expre.sses a similar opinion.
The application of salt to coconut holes in planting
nuts is no doubt a modification of the pickling
process, and though Prof. AV'allace (referring to

fungoid attack) considers salt of no avail, there
are many in Ceylon who place great reliance on the
action of salt in preventing the attacks of white-
ants and other in.sects. (Query—How would the

process of steepiny nuts in a saline solution before

plaiiting doh) Dr. Nicholls in his book on
Tropical Ayriculture mentions that crude .salt

or seawater may be sparingly applied to coconut
trees, and further states that “ when coconut
palms are cultiAmted inland, and they do not
thrive, an application of salt or seawater has
often been found to make them grow vigourously
and bear fruit." Dr. Js’icholls is here referring

to his West Indian e.vperience. The effect of

the nitrates of potash and .soda as soluble nitro-

genous manures M'ould be to force the plant into

vigorous growth in the early stages, when it is

most liable to be attacked by pests.

An Indian agricultural officer of high statiding,

writing to us on the subject of treatment of seeds,

s.iys; “ I pickle all kinds of seed liefore sowing,
even j)Otato seeds, small and delicate, I keep
steeped in camphor water, tlie bottle being kejit

stoppered up for two hours with Iheseedinit.
This is not only a protection against fungoid
diseases, but it actually helps germination. Plants
that do not ordinarily grow from seed, sticli ns the

mulberry, the Jerusalem artichoke, Ac., can be
easily grown from seed by this means
In the case of large seed, I do the pickling in the

ordinary way, i.e., I dip the seed in sulphate of

copper .solution (1 : 100) and immediately after-

wards got it dried by a mixture of ashes, lime and
raj)6 dust. The pickling is done chiefly with the

object of preventing mildews. Ashes, lime and
rape dust are insecticidal manures. The drying is

essential, as too long soaking of seeds in sulphate

of copper ‘ burns' them up and in fact kills them
outright."

We commend the above remarks to the

serious consideration of our correspondents. One
of the most annoying experiences of cultivators is

the non-germination of .seed from vai ions causes.

Dut both bluestone and camphor are cheap
eubstauces and obtainable at most bazaars (being

know respective!}’ by the native names of

palmanikkan and kajmru), and it will be within

tlie means of all to at least give these remedies a

good trial, and if the trial prove successful, of

adopting them iuto couetaut use,

RAINFALL T\KEN AT TIIR SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURlNti JUNE, 189.L

1 .

.

•01 13 . .
-83 2.) . . 01

0 •01 1-4 .. 1-86 2(5 . . Nil
»>

o •;h L") . .
-10 27 •

• Nil

4 . .
•01 i(5 . 0 28 • •

-Od

o . . •0.J 17 .. 2-12 29 •
• Nil

0 . . Nil 18 .. 1-84 30 •
• Nil

i Nil 19 •• 1-71 1 . . •Id

8 .

.

Nil 20 • • -50 *

9 . . •18 21 . .
-12 Total . . 12-39

10 . .
•08 22

11 .. •40 23 . .
^24 ilean . .

-41

12 . .
1-61 24 . . -Oo

•eatest amount of rainfall in any 24 hours

on the 17th instant, 2‘1‘2 inches.

Recorded by P. Van Dr Dona.

—
OCC.VBIONAL NOTES.

Tlie present number commences the Seventli

Volume of the Agricultural Magazine which
was started in July 1889. Since that date it

has been enlarged and wo trust also improved.

To our supporters to whom we owe so much
in the past we offer our hearty thanks, and
hope that they will continue their kind patron-

age in the future also.

We regret to find that a few copies of our

last issue did not reach their destination owing
to the loss of their wrappers. We shall be

glad to supply the June number to those who
will report to us the non-receipt of their copies.

yianyrom Bark .—The following is n conclud-

ing note on this subject, and should have completed

the notes in our last issue :—Kandelia llheedii

belongs to tlie order Rhizoplioraceic. It is an
evergreen shrul) or small tree found on the

shores of muddy creeks. Tlie bark is u.sed in

Tavoy for dyeing red, but jirobably as a mordant.

It is said to be employed in Cochin as a tan-

ning material.

GRAPE CULTURE AT NASIK IN
WEBTERN INDIA.

Nasik, one of the most ancient sacred cities

of the Hindus, is situated on the river Godavery
near its source, to the north-east of Bombay.
Its average rainfall is 3o inches, and its eleva-

tion about 1,900 feet above sea level. The
climate is very salubrious and the soil fertile.

Although its distance from Bombay is li’O miles

by rail, its shortest distance from the sea is

only about (50 miles
; and it i.s reputed to have

the double advantage of mountain breeze and
sea breeze, the latter finding its way through
the Peiet gorge.s. lu (he city and its vicinity

are grown fine Acgetables and excellent grapes.

Presuming that it will interest your readers to

hour sometliing of grape culture in this place,

I shall give a brief account of one of tlie

(irupe Gardens there which I visited lately.

V iticulture, as 1 saw it practised at Nasik, seemed
(o mo a very simple affair. With the exceptiou

of the priming aud traiuiug, it resembled pretty
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much the growing of any ordinary fruit tree.

Tlie expensive trellis work or “pandal" so

inseparably connected with the ctdtuie of

grapes in .falfua and other parts of Ceylon,

wiis absent; and the vines looked almost

like bushes of .5 or (5 feet in height. There

were 800 vines in one garden, planted two

in each hole, thus making 400 pairs; and

these were trained for support on to 400 trees

of Enphrina Lidtca, a plant belonging to the

natural order Lcyvmimmv, and well-known in

Ceylon by the name of Eramufhi in Sinhalese

and Mi'dmnnil-u in Tamil. This tree, the

gardeners say, is preculiarly suited for the purpose,

as their growth close to the vines, so far from

injuring ”he latter, seems to benefit them. Your

readers”will remember that this is one of those

few trees that are held in high favour on the

estates in Ceyhin for growing as shade trees for

Cacao plants.' The nitrogen theory propounded

with regaial to plants of certain genera of the

Lemimiiroste order may probably account for

this virtue in Erythrina tree.s. Besides, these

planrs have the advantage of being deep-feeder.s,

sending their roots down into the subsoil

and abstracting nourishment which is beyond

the reach of the roots of the vine and many other

cultivated plants. Further, judging from the

nature of its wood and the very small amount

of ash left behind after burning it, the Erythrina

tree does not seem to require much mineral

matter for its growth. iVhether owing_ to these

causes or any ot-hers, it is a fact couhimed by

the experience of grape-growers in India that

the Erythrina tree is admirably suited for train-

incr vi'nes upon ;
and the advantage of this

method of training consists not only in economy

(the expenses of putting up pandals being saved),

but also in the trees affording a certain

amount of shade and shelter as protection against

the excessive heat of the sun and violent

winds at certain seasons of the year.

In the vineyard under notice, each pair of

vines is plante^l six feet ajiart either way
;
but

I should think 6 teet by 8 or 10 would be a better

distance. The soil approaches a clay loam in

nature and the land is pretty level. Although

the vines are seven years old now, theii main

stems are not thicker than a man’s thumb,

thus showing that the growth of wood has not

been unduly encouraged, which, I should think,

is an important point to be kept in view in

graiie culture in tbe tropics:

The bushes bear two crops in the year, one season

lasting from April to October, and the other

from October to April ;
and so the plants are

pruned about the end of April and October

respectively. lu pruning, only two buds or

eyes of the shoots of the previous season are

left. The vines began to yield a little when

two years old, and ever since the crop has been

increasing steadily.

Tht; iiKUUire tippliftfl is old w^ll'TOttcd night

soil, which the gardener, who is a Hindu called

“ Municipal Manure. ” He uses twenty carts

of* it a year, t,e., ten carts each season. He

buys the manure at the nominal rate of four

carts for a rupee.

As to watering: during the rainy season

there is no need at all for any artificial irri-

gation, but in dry weather the vineyard is

watered from wells once a week,

Another particular f elicited from the man
is, that the only di.«ease the vines are attacked
with is mildew, which he called “ White Disea.se ”;

and this they get very seldom, and as it does
not do any .serious damage, little notice is taken
of it. As regards the longevity of the vine at

Nasik, he said that vineyards planted when one
is a little boy, last, if carefully^ managed, till

he becomes an old man, thus assigning to them
about fifty year’s lease of life.

I have been taking some interest in grape culture,

because I have an idea that it can be made a
very p.ayiug concern when carried on on an exten-
sive scale in the North and several other parts

of Ceylon
;

and the Indian vineyard which I

have here described, although not a very exten-

sive one, is suliiciently large to give us .some

idea of grape culture on a fairly' extensive scale,

for it is worked on a system that can be

applied to much larger acreages,—a fact that

can hardly be said of the small grape gardens
in Ceylon, though indeed they' are good in their

own way'.

E. T. HOOLE.
P.S.—I shall on some future occasion send

you a detailed statement as to the yield, ex-

penditure, profit, &c.—E. T. H.

MAEKS ON LIVE STOCK.

Certain marks, both artificial and natural, are

met with in the bodies of our domestic animals.

These we seldom notice, but they are often

found to be of the greatest importance when such
animals are intended for the market. The arti-

ficial marks which are v'eiy frequently', or one
may' say' alway's found on the bodies of cattle in

this island, are made by branding them w'ith a

hot pointed iron. Branding is generally done for

the purpose of indicating ownership. The
usual practice in villages is to have three letters

branded on the side of the animal. These letters

being th j initial letters of the name of the village

where the owner resides, that of his family', and
his individual name. This system is very often
useful in preventing cattledifting which unfor-
tunately' was very common at one time. The
practice of forming as large characters as possible

on the bodies of animals i.s not only unnecessary'

but causes a great deal of suffering to the animals.
The branding of distinguishing marks nece.ssitated

under existing circumstances can hardly be put a

stop to now, without revolutionizing a sy.stem that

has existed so long, and that is believed to have
proved useful: but there is nothing against modi-
fying it and enforcing the necessity of making
such distinguishing marks as small as possible,

thereby reducing the area of irritation which
the animal has to suffer. But there is another
form of branding, a practice which is not only
heartless, but extremely cruel and deserving
of punishment. This is the use of the hot iron

to make so-called ornamental lines upon the skin of

a beast. These artistic designs often extend
from one end of the body to the other, and are

generally of a very' complicated nature. Some
carry on this practice quite thoughtlessly, without
considering how unnecessary it is, and what an
amount of suffering it causes the animal. There
are others, however, who are foolish enough to be-

lieve that this mode of branding improves the
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l)hysique of tbe aniinalsoperated upon. Tlie abuse

of the hraiiding iron deserves the attention of not

only tho.se who are interested in the ])revention of

cruelty to animals, bntahso of those who are con-

cerned witli the improvement of the breed of cattle

in the country. Indeed, we ought to lie able to cri-

minally prosecute every man guilty of such wanton

cruelty.

The nfttuml marks found in the body of animals

chiefly consist of coloured batclies of white, black,

ikc., and hair-marks in the form of a feather, com-

monly known a.s Suli in.Sinhale.se. These latter

marks are formed by hairs being arranged in a

Xieculiar form on tlie surface of tlie skin. Ani-

mals hariiig white jiatches on a .single limb are

suppo.sed to be unlucky
;
but white iiatchesou two

similar limb.', either the fore or hind, go to recom-

mend an animal. Again, three wliite legs or two

whites, taken diagonally are cou.sidered an un-

lucky arrangemout. Four white logs and a whiti;

])atcii on the forehead go to form t he best marks

that an animal could jjossess and are known in

India as Vanchk((hj(in or the “ five grace'. As

vegard.s featlu'r marks (.SVy<.<), Arab horse

owners con.sider two on the forehead in a line with

the eye.s' to be liuiky. One between the throat and

the chest is considered to be of such gre.it value

that its occurrence makes every other unlucky

mark that may be pre.sent of no c mseipience. The

uiducky marks recogni.red among the Arabs are

numerous, but tlie following are the princijial :

two marks on the forehead, one above the other,

inclined to a side; one on the side of the neck
;
two

on each .side of the neck ;
one on the che.-<t and

one underneath the chest. There are some peo[)le

will) even go the length of attaching imxiortance

t« hair marks on the body of man.
W. A. 1). S.

L.WV.S OF CFYLON KFL.VTINO TO
AOIUCULTL'RF.

6. No appeal lies to any Court against the

decision of anv Council, (iovernment Agent, or

Incpiirer, but the party aggrieveil may iietition

the (iovernor after apiih’ing for relief in the first

instance to the (iovernment .\gent. Apiilicati an

to the (iovernment Agent lor this purjiose must

be made by a written iietition witbin 14 days

exclusive of .'Sundays and i>uhlic liolidays from the

date of the decisiiin complained of. Application

to tlie (iovernor must also be made by ])etitioa

within 14 days e.vclusive of Sundays and public

holidays from the date of communication of the

(dovernment Agent's order.

7 In default of payment of the penalty

imposed by the rre.sident, Government Agent or

Inquirer, the defaulter may be sentenced to under-

go simple or rigorous imxirisoument for a xieriod

not e.xceediiig 14 days.

8. The Council or Government Agent or the

Inquirer may direct that a xiortion of the penalty

be paid to the person aggrieved by the act in

respect of which the penalty was impo.sed. The

acceptance of such sum by the iierson aggrieved

debars liim from .siieing for the recovery of any

damages sustained by him by reason of the act

comiilained of.

CllAl’TRK Vll.

Cmxtrmtion, llefrdr and Impronemmt nf InP/a-

tion W ort}.—In order to p ro vide j
moans for the

construction. ro])nir or improvement of works
connected with the cultivation of paddy lands

and to keep chauiuds which supply water to such

lauds free from obstruction and in jiroper order,

it .shall be lawful for the Government Agent, at

his own instance, or on the application of a reason-

alile number of jiroprietors to call a meeting of

the Jiroprietors to determine by a majority of the

jirojirietors present either in jierson or by jiroxy

in writing, whether it is e.xpedient that such
works be constructed, rejiaired or imjiroved ; ami
if so, whether or not Government aid is neces<ary
for .such work. If the majority jiresent shall

determine that suoh aid is not necessirv, they
shall jiroceed to determine the rate of subscrij)-

tion in muiey or of c lutribution in labour jiay-

able by e.ich jirojirietor towards the work and
tlieir decision shall be recorded and shall be
bimling on all the proprietors whose lands are

benetitted by such work.
If Government aid be deemed necessary, the

Government Agent .shall make application for

.such aid to the Provincial Irrigation Board. Tlie

apiilicatioa shall be accompanied by a specilica-

tion showing the allotments likely to be benefited

by such work and the names of the jirojirietors

of the allotments. The Ihovincial Irrigation

Board may, if it thinks fit, cause plans and esti-

mates to be jirejiared.

u. If the estimate doe.s not exceed ll'2,.'i')3, the

Provincial Irrigation Bo.ird, wdth the sanction of

the Central Board, may execute the wnirk,

4. If the estimate e.xceeds R2,5'J4, the Pro-

vincial Irrigation B lard may refer the matter to

the Ce.itral Irrigation Board, who may sanction the

work. Such sanction shall lie jiiiblished in each
village affected by the work by heat of tom-tom.

d. The costs of all works undertaken in any
jirovince shall lie defrayed from, and shall not

e.xceed, the jKortion of the irrigation fund ajiji ir-

tioned to such jirovince for that year.

(i. In case of works the cost of which cannot
be defrayed from the irrigation fund, application

shall In made to the Governor in Executive Cinn-
cil liy the Central Irrigation Board. The apjdici-

tion must set forth the necessity for, and the

jirobable cast of, such work together with a sjieei-

tic ilion of the lauds likelv t. i be benefited theivliv.

11. A T
( Tn hi‘ cmithnipd .

)

THE MAF.VI).

The real value of tlie m iund has often p.“rple\e i

us in our perusal of Indian rejiorts and p udodie ils.

The word is hardly ever used in C'ylon except
with reference to tea seed, in whicli cuinection
the miund is understood to imply a weight 8 ) Uis.

What is strange is that, seeing how varialile the
maiuul is, those who make u.se of the word do t ot

indicate its value in terms of the standard jHiund
avoirdupois so as to avoid misconcejition. In

order to clear our doubts about the real value of

the Indian measure, we lately con.snlteil a com-
petent authority (an agricultural ollicer of higli

standing in India) amlareglad t.o be .able to give

our reailers the lnuieflt of th inform it ion wit h

ivhich we have been 8uji|dii*d. 'I’li > lollowing is

our referee’s rejily to our (|uery :

The miuud varies very much in weight in

different parts of India. The Imperial miund has
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a fixed weight, which is 40x80x180 grains Iroy

(a nijiee weigliing 180 grains.) In Bengal in

some districts it is a ijuarter nioie, and in some a

quarter les.«, and it Varies between the two e.x-

tremcs. But in the same locality one article may
ho measured by one standard and another hy
another standard. A .sccr (yn of a raaand) of silk

ill Maldah weighs 82^ tolahs or rupee weights,

but a seer of oil 95 tolah.«, and a seer of vegetaldes

105 tolahs. In Bombay one mannd = 28 His.

avoirdupois == 1088§ tolahs; a seer being 27,j

fdlah.s. But there, is also a pitcca .‘^eer in Bombay
equivalent to 72'59 tolahs. At Poona a seer =
70‘(10 tolahs = 1-9714 lbs. avoir. 2-30604 lbs.

troy = -S)583 Britisli Imjierial seer. But 40 seers

do not tdu'ays make a mannd in Poona. The
Kutcha maund of Poona weighs 121 or 14 Poona
seers. At 8atara, however, the seer weight is big.

It is either 92-75 tolahs or 93-25 tolahs or 115

tolalis (at Mamdapur). In Sindh a mannd— 82-[ lbs.

avoir. At Surat the seer = 35 Surat tolahs =;

'455729 British seers. The Surat maund == 374
to 38 lbs. avoir. At Broach the seer = 40 tolahs

(not 80). The Madras maund = -803819 British

Imjierial maund. One Bombay maund = P12
Madras maund. (“ Now,” says our corre.?pondent,

“yon can make out how savage we are on this

side the Strait.”)

THE ACTUAL CAUTERY: ITS USE AND
ABUSE.

The I’.ot iron is used in Yeterinary Surgery
as a “ counter-irritant ’ in diseased joint.s,

tendons and ligaments, and to promote the absorp-

tion of bony deposits when thej’ are just

forming. It is generally apjilied at a red heat

and acts by reflex action, amending deep-seated

faulty nutrition and setting up a healtliy

rejiarative inllammation. It is a much severer

irritant than a blister, and often remove.s jiain

very rapidly when rejieated blislers have failed

to do so.

Tliere are three kinds of instruments commonly
used in this operation, viz., (l)tlie wedge-shaped
iron for linear firing, (2) the budding iron

n.sed in the case of small round circnin scribed

bony dejiosits, and (3) the jiyro-jiuncture for

jairts cove'-ed with loose, thin slcin such as

the slide joint; and the tiring jierformed with
Ihe.t-e difl'erent instruments varies ticcordingly.

The main jirincijiles luvohed in all three

methods tire, however, the same. The ojjer.-n ion

is done wlien the animal is Sti-ong enough to

stand it and the weather fine. \Yhen all the

four limbs have to be fired, which is vei-y

seldom the case, only one or two are treated

at a time; and on no account should firing

be done in ti series of crossed lines close to each

other, for the portions of the skin tl-uis isolated

w-ill slough off beng deprived of their jirojier

blood sii])j)ly. It should be 'remembered that

the iictmil cautei-y is an entreme measure, and
is only re.sorted to as a last resource in very
severe cases where milder remedies have failed

or in cases of chronic lameness to which the

latter are unsuitable. Formerly, even in Eurojican

countries, it was a too c immon practice to tire

the animals for very slight ailments, and even
to ailojit llring as a preventive to certain

diseases. This was owing to the iiatural tendency

of abusing a good tiling without understanding
its ju-oper use as was also done in the
case of blood-letting. It was currently believed
iluit the jjart cauterized by the liot iron con-
tracted and formed a sort of jiermanent bandage
around the part, and thus helped to strengthen
and bi-ace it. But this idea is not (juite correct.
For a short time after the ojieration, the skin,
no doubt, is tightened, as may be seen by its
“ drawn iijqiearance'

;
but it soon resumes its

mitural elasticity and does not embrace the
underlying parts more firmly than it does in
its normal condition. The way in which firing
actually exerts its curative influence is by reflex
action as already mentioned. The benefit that
follow- its use is also partly due, in the case of
overworked and illiised animals, to the long rest
which the owner is obliged to give the animal
after it is fired.

IVhile in the western w-orld the abuse of the
.''ctnal cautery is discountenanced and more or
le.s.s discontinued under the light of Veterinary
Science, in eastern countries such as India and
Ceylon it is still continued to a great extent.
Slight cases of lameness that can be cured by
milder mea.sur6s, and those .that require in-
teriuil treatment, such as tonics, and good nursing
are treated in a reckless manner with the hot
iron. This rough and ready method of treatment
is also looked ujion in certain quarters as a sort
of panacea to the ailments and complications
that sometimes accompany dentition in calve.s
and dogs.

But such abuse is due more to ignorance than
to wilful or wanton cruelty. The natives of
India have great faith in the use of the hot
iron. Instances are met -vith of t.heir using it
on their own bodies .-uul tho.se of their chikfren
as a preventive against certain di.seases. It is,

how-ever, to be hojjed in view- of the efforts w-hich'
are, being made to sjiread .scientific know-ledge
in India and Ceylon, that such ignorant jn-actice.s
w-ill soon be things of the past.

The hot iroji, besides being n.sed for veterinary
purposes, is also emjiloyed for branding cattle.
Some native cattle-o'wners are satisfied w-ith
branding the animals with the initial letters of
their names, w-hile others make the jn-ocess a
conijilicaled one by adding to them certain
super.-^titiuus (le.signs or di-;iwiugs

; and e\en the
initials I hemse] \ es ;ii-e in some ca.se.s too many
lo be jmf. on the jioor animals, oii account of the
midtiplicity n{ names jio.sse.s.sed by some villaoers.

lathe ('ci/liiii Inilcpendent tlie 27t,li ukimo
is found a. grajdiic account of the cruel method
of branding jn-acti.s('d in certain villages. As
though a single branding in this manner -were
not enough, cattle that have the bad luck to be
stolen, not unfreepiently receive a second branding
iit the hands of their new possessors, which is
done in order to guard against identification of
the .-mimal and detectioti of the theft. But by
far the worst ca.ses are those in which no
]u-o])er care is taken of the animats after branding,
and the raw surfaces are allow’ed to fester an^d
breed maggots and become big deep sores
that take a long time to heal. The brand marks
should never be e.xcessive nor an.y deeper than
i.s essentially necessary; and the wounds should
be treated with carbolized margosa oil so as to
keep out Hies and prevent the evil effects of
septic germs. Fow- that the Society for the
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Prevention of fnielty to Animals is up and
doing in Colombo, I trust vre nlay conlidently

look forward to some reform in this mattt<r.

K T. IIOOLM
Bomb^w, 9th May, 189o.

TllM RIIKA PlBUK PLANT,

The genus IJoehmevia is re})resente<l in Ceylon

by more than one species, />'. nutlnhurica- (the

Sirdialese Maha-diya-dnl ) being a recognised libre

plant common in Ceylon and used by the natives

for making tishing .lines. Regarding the genus.

Dr. Watt says :
“ All the species of Bot hmeria re-

ceive popularly the name of Rhea or grass cloth

fibre plants, and, indeed, the bushy or herbaceous

members of two or three other allied genera ecpially

fall within that de.'ignation, since they all yield

delicate, white, silvery and e.vceedingly strong

fibres. 1 1 seems likely, however, that true Itlnai

lilne is the produce alone of 11. 'Sirea!'

A trial of the IMiea or Ramie lU)r(! plant is now

in progress at the School of Agricnlture, Colombo,

from cjittings imported from Calcutta. We also

hear of an agency having been established in

Colombo for a Rhea Fibre Company in England, and

that already some gentlemcTi (in the interests of

this Compe'i)y we believe) have been prospecting

for' land of an extensive acreage in the Hayigam

Korale. In view, therefore, of the local interest

that has begun to be evinced in Rhea, we append

a short account of the cultivation of the plant

based on the article in Watt’s Dictionary of

Economic Products
:

, ,

The rhea plant is exceedingly hardy, and

thrives in almost any description of soil. But

preference should be given to a rich, light, sandy

loam well workeil and snfiiciently shady. 'J’he

subsoil should be good, as the roots penetrate Pi to

1 I inches deep in search of nutrition.

Cl,mate.— I’or profitable working, a situation

.should be chosen which would promote the

uuickest growth of the stems, and yield the greatest

niimber of cuttings with the best (piality of fibre.

\ situation fulfilling the.se conditions would most

probably be found in a tropical climate with a

moist atmosphere and fairly good rainfall. It

would succeed in almost any part of the tropical

plains of India.

of tfiG Soil.—Tiie laiio, if not natiir-

ally rich, shouhl be manured : it should also be

plounhefl to a considerable dejith, and tilled

licrhUy so ns to remove the wiaals. Furrows or

small trenches :5 feet apart sliould then lie made,

and the land kept ready to receive rhea roots or

cuttiims bv the end of the rainy sea.son. An

analysis of rhea shows that tha most favourable

manure should contain nitrate of soda, sea-salt

ID®-
- • •,

and Cave of the (h-(>p.~ is easily

^crated. It grow'S readdy from root or stem

ms and from seed. Suiiposiug the mode of

gation by root-cutt iugs to be ailojited, th«'

/lateral shoots with their root.s shmdd be cut

A planteil in furrows befoie the. enil ol the

season, to a dejith of d inches; a little

mav be necessary should the weather be

It would be found tli.it plants will grow rapidly

lieiidit of d or d feel ; that the roots will be-

.stronger evei v year, the plant being peren-

nial. The first crop may be ready in tw’o month.s

from the date of planting out, especially in favour-

able situations. There are many advantages in a

rhea croi>
;

it is jierennial, and does not therefore

retpiire to be renewed every year. It resists

variations in temperature owing to the roots

penetrating into the sub.soil. Year by year the

roots spread, becoming stronger and more pro-

ductive. The crop is never destroyed by cater-

jdllars or other insects, owing to the ((Uantity of

tannin wdiich the bark contains; and lastly, three

or four cuttings may be taken off the same ground
every year. But it lui.s a serious advantage in

that it is one of the most exhausting crops known,
re((uiring the land to be left fallow before anything
else can lie put on the same field after the removal
of the cro]).

Outthuj the lihea .
—Some experience is necessarj'

to decide the right time for cutting. Asa general

rule, care should be taken to eft'ect the cutting

before the plant becomes covered wdth a hard or

woody bark, the formation of wdiich is indicated

by the green skin turning browm, the discolaration

commencing at the bottom of the stem. A practical

way of finding wdiether the plant is ready fof

cutting is to pass the hand down the stems from
top to bottom. If the leaves break off' crisply, a

crop of cuttings may be taken oft' the plants. Dr.

Forbes Watson says that the plants are ready for

cutting wdien Bo to 4 ft. high. “If the length is

not more than '2 feet, the fibre is very fine, but the

chances are you get more w'asle, and not such a

good percentage of fibre. In the long stems the

fibre is not so fine as in the medium ones.” Care
should be taken, however, not to remove more
than can be treated for extraction of the fibre

within the 21 hours. “ Experience,” says Mr. Theo.

Moerman, “ has enabled us to establish tlie fact

that the fibre of the second cutting is superior to

the first, and that in every instance it is preferable

to ent the stalks before the plant fiowers and
before it is completely mature in order to obtain a

finer and softer fibre.”

Outturn.— Dr. Forbes Watson says : “Estimates
have been made shewdng that you could get 40
tons per acre, but 1 think these require to be

verified before we can accept them. Anyway, 1

do not think we can conclude for the present— 1

hope 1 shall be mistaken—that each crop will

yield more than 2d0 lbs. jier acre- You may,
therefore, obtain B crops or even 4, in the year,

wdiich would bring it to 1000 lbs. jier acre.” But
the outtuin is variou.'-ly estimated by dift'erent

authorities tpioted by Dr. Watt in his Dictionary of

Economic Products. In a pamphlet on Ramie
issued umh'r t he authority of the Dei>artment of

Agriculture of (pieensbind, we read “ under favour-

able circumstances an acre will produce 40 cvvts.,

but BO cwts. is regarded asau average crop."

POULTRY DISEASES.

If fowls are kept clean and well jirotected from
wdnd and r.iin, and are not over-fed but given
e((iial quantities of both soft and green food and a

regular siqiply of pun> water, they wdll not often
get sick unless disease is introduced through
infection or contagion. When a low 1 contracts dis-

ease, it is best as a rule to kill it before it gets
wor.ee and communicate it to other birds of the
Hock. In c.ases of valuable animals attempts
must necessarily be made to cure the disease.
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Besides actual disease there are certain natural

ailments, as they may be called, to whicli fowls are

liable and which re([uire treatment. Tliese may
be included under bad fledging, weaknes.s, and

crami).

Bad Jted(jhv).—Chickens often suffer much
whilst their feathers are growing especially in a

chilly rainy weather. The breeds which feather,

rapidly suffer much in this way (like the Shanghai)

and this is perhaps the reason why the bantams
which take long to fledge are so hardy. As soon

as a brood appears drooping whilst the feathers

grow, give some bread .soaked in water, or if beer

is easily ])rocurable it is advisable to soak the

bread in it ; above all things keej) them off from
moist places. This ailment seldom or never lasts

more than seven or eight days.

Wealitiess.—Highly-fed chickens which grows
fast are generally subject to this. It ari.ses through
their fast growth and has to be remedied by
givinganimal foodsuchas worms and bone dust. In

warm weather dij) the feet in cold water twice a

day. The above disease should not be confounded
with cramp which also disables the animals from
walking and standing on his legs

;
for cramps cold

water is highly injurious, the only treatment in

such a case is warm fomentation and the applica-

tion of turpentine to the legs.

ACTUAL DISEASE.
For actual disease it is deemed advisable to have-

well-sheltered and well-ventilated shed as an in-

firmary, which the healthy fowls should not be

allowed to enter.

G'o/jc is another troublesome infectious disease.

The chief causes of this disease are foul water
with decomposing vegetable matter, e.xposure to

rain, and want of nutritious food.

Si/mptoms.—A number of worms are found in

the wind pipe, jerky breathing, constant How of

saliva and offensive odours.

Treatment.—Camphor of the size of a grain of

millet should be given with water. In well-

marked. cases the worms must be removed by
introducing a loop of horse hair into the
trachea. This should be repeated several times
till the worms disappear; a feather stripped to

the top may also be used to remove the worms.
A. iM. FERNANDO.

(To be continued,)

MANUFACTURE OF SUFERPIIOSFIIATE.

It is advisable in the first instance to burn the

bones and convert them into what is known as

bone-ash, as fresh bones or bone-meal produce a

slimy mass on treatment with acid which is e.v-

ceedingly difficult to dry.

To prepare the superphosphate from bone-ash it

is ni^cessary to have a reco])tacle to mix the

ingredients which is not attacked by snlphuric

acid. A wooden trough lined with lead (a sheet
of lead hammered to fit the trough) is about the
best

;
but the wooden trough, pitclied inside will

answer the purjmse, or a hole in the ground lined

with cement. In this receptacle the ingredients

are mixed in the following proportions :—For
every 40 lbs. of bone-ash add 1 gallon of water
and 15 lbs. strong snlj)huric acid (commenual
oil of vitirol.) Pour the whole of the Avater into
the tank, then add (jradualtjf, stirring constantly

\vitU a woodeu pole the sulphuric acid. The acid

combines very violently with the water, and unless
it be added as directed above, an explosion (may
resnit. Now add gradually, a little at a time, the
bone-ash, stirring constantly with a stout pole or
hoe. The above proportions should yield a mass
jjosses.sing the consistenee ot stiff dough. if it is

not stiff enough .some more bone-ash may be added.
Leave it to itself for a few hours, when it will dry
to a friable mass, easily broken and in a fine state
of division. Protect from rain when drying. The
manure is now ready for use. Althougdi burning
the bones destroys the organic matter and
diminishes the proj)ortion of nitrogen, this
lo.ss is more t han compensated for by the ease with
whicli the i/roduct can be dried and handled. If

fre.sh bones or bone-meal be used the fat which
they contain jirevents the complete action of the
acid, and the resulting

[
roduct is so slimy a.s to be

unmanageable in many cases. 1-f it is preferred to

use fresh bones or meal, the following proportions
are said to be the best:—

Dilute every half gallon of acid with one gallon
of water, as dir( cted above

;
that is, add the acid

to the water, stirring all the time. Never on any
account add water to the acid. Pour this diluted
acid upon 20 lbs. of the bone-meal in the trough,
taking care to pour slowly, .stirring all the while.
The sticky mass must now be mixed with loam,
wood-ashes, peat, or gypsum, in order to dry it.

Distead of burning the bones the oil may be re-

moved by steaming them, but this is rather a
troublesome i)i'ocess. Simple boiling with water
is better than nothing, though in no case is the
product so satisfactory as that prepared from burnt
bones.

Instead of using acid, bones may be rendered
soluble by allowing them to ferment. The follow-
ing is a good plan

Dig a trench and till it with alternate layers of
wood-ashes and bones, beginning and ending with
wood-ashes. Moi.^ten each layer of ashes when
Laid, and keej) the whole moist by watering from
time to time. In a few months the heap maybe
turned over.

Bones are also dissolved by jilacing them in a
pit and drenching with a hot solution of lye, 1 lb.

of potash lye to every 4 Hi. of bones. Cover with
earth, and .stir occasionally for two or three weeks,
when the mixture may be turned out to dry.

It will be seen that treatment with acid is the
most rapid, and the product just as satisfactory,
but caution is i-equired in mixing the ingredients.—A(/ricultnral Gazette, N.S. IV.

ASSIMILATION OF NITROGEN BY
PAUILIONACEvE.

It might almost be said that no discovery of
modern times, in the field of biology, has given
promise of being of greater or oven equal value
to that of llellriegel. So long ago as 187() Berthe-
lot suggested that microbes in the soil very possi-
bly exercised an inlluence on plants by enabling
them to absorb nitrogen. This llellriegel has de-
monstrated to be actually the case, lie has shown
that certain plants form on their roots minute
tubercles within which advantageous microbes are,
as it were, housed. This discovery has been con-
firmed by Wilforth as by Lawes and Gilbert and
many otlier observers. It may be said not only
to have revolutiouized our knowledge of tbg
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inetliods and iiialei'iiils of plant nnurisliiinjiit,

but to luive given a coni[)U‘tely new turn to scien-

tilic agriculture. It lias materially advanced tlie

investigations into the subject of the preservation
of soil fertility, and has given a rational e.xplanation

of the value of certain legnminons crops, in the
rotation that for centuries has been an accepted
maxim in most civilized countries.

Theodore de Sanssnre originally raised the

question whether the nitrogen of the atmosphere
has been utilized by ])lants in the formation of the

nitrogenous materials of their structure. Bous-
singanlt demonstrated that tliis was not so, but

that they derived their nitrogen th.rongh theroot.s,

from compounds in the soil that contained that

element. On this subject I’rof. .Julius Von Sachs

( Lt'cfurcx on fho Plmioloijii of Plani:<, franxlnltnl htj

Prof. Martt/mll Ward., ISS7) says:—
“ The view was once held that it was ammonia

salts jiarticnlarly which being absorbed by the

roots of plants, or jjerhaps indeed by their leaves

in the dew and rain water, yielded the nitrogen for

the period conqimmds of the plant. But the result

of our water-culture proves, in the first place, that

plants are able at any rate to ali.sorli the wliole of

their nitrogen in the form of compcnnd.s of nitric

acid :
but if, on the other hand, the attempt i.s

made to replace the latter by ammonia salts, e.v-

p)erimental difficulties make their a))pearance

which we will not here discn s in detail. Jf,

further, it is remembered tliat the ammonia ]>ro-

dnced in nature by the rotting and decom])osition

of organic remains, esj)ecial!y in vegetable soil, i.s

easily transformed in the i)resence of ])Otassiiun

salts into compounds of nitric acid, which may be

delected everywhere in vegetal)le soils and waters,

and that nitric acid is contained in rain water,

although in very small (puuVit ies, one comes to t he

conclusion that (apart, perliaps, from certain

special cases and jiarticularly a])art from parasites

and fungi ) ordinary green plants obtain the nitrogen

for the formation of their proteid sub.stances, and

therefore of their protoplasm, from salts of nitric

acid.”

Now, when a work juildi.'hed only the other ilaV

and by one of the greatest of botaiii.st.s, affirms that

plants obtain the whole of their nitrogen from

compounds referable iirimarily to nitric acid, and

when It has to be added that since the imblication

of that work it has beim demonstrated that certain

])lants at least have tiie power, through the agency

of microbes, to draw on the atmospheric supply of

pure nitrogen, it will at once be a])parent how
great a revolution has been thereby effected in the

theory of plant-life. And this is what has actually

taken place within the ])ast few years.

The well-ascertained fact thatwldle jieas, beans,

and other jiapilionaceoiis i)lanls develo]) a high

jiercentage of nitrogenous material, the yield of

that substance is not j)ro])ortionately increased by

the aflditinn of inirogenons manures to the soil on

which they are grown, is at once e.xplained, 8u

.also the further fact that on crops of that nature

lieing removc'l fro)n thesoil, they leaveit richer in

jiil rogenoiis matter than l)etore cultivation. On

t he roots of such ])hmts minute tubercles are formed.

The.se, it has been ascertained, contain microbes

which have the jiower of huil ling up within their

bodiesthe at mosidmrie nit rogen that has ])erm(*a((al

through the soil. On I he death and decomposition

of tlitse wicrohes the foster plant is supposed to

utilize the, nitrogen compounds thus formed, and

the soil is in’osumed at the same time to be

enriched, through the cultiv.ation of j)laid:s which
]>ossess the valuable property of harbouring these

minute parasites.—Dr. Gcorye Watt.

COMMON MORTAR.

{Continued.

)

Coral, shells, and limestone are Ihe substances
generally n.sed for the production of ((uicklime.

The ordinary coral of the Jaffna Coasts form.s a
rather important article of trade, l)eing taken
in consitlerable ([iiantities to the >S. \V. coast of

the Islaiul by' the native crafts called dhonie.'tnt a
trilling r.ate of freight, and there sohl to lime
burners: the j)roduct of the kilns being said to be

more highly prized than that made from the lime-

stone of the country, and second only to that

made from marine shelhs. In the Central Province,
where shells cannot be conveniently' obtained, the

rock of the limestone formations which crop out

at various places is calcined.

In the production of mortar the ((uicklime

obtained by Imrning carbonate of lime has to be

slaked, and this is done by throwing water over it.

In this operation a good deal of heat is given out.

Heat is generally an accompaniment of chemi-
cal action. In the human economy' the oxidation

ot the carbonaceous matter in the blood gives

rise to what is known as animal heat which is so

e.s.^ential for a healthy condition. The amount of

heat given out during chemical action is an indica-

tion of the force with which chemical action

takes place, and the stability of the compounds
which result. The more heat given out in the

formation of a comj)ound, the harder is it to

decompose that comp'ornid.

(juicklime in slaking falls into powder forming
what is called slaked lime or slack lime, a coin-

pound of ipiick lime and water. The change is ro-

presented chemically by' the following equatiori :

—

Cat) t'jJ,0 = Ca(), H./J.

dt) parts by weight of ((uicklime taking uj> 18

parts of water to form 71 parts of slaked lime or,

to call it by its jiroper name, calcium hydrate.

In the preparation of mortar it is important that

r///the quicklime should be thoroughly slaked, f<n’

a (liece of unslaked lime in a wall, liy combining

with the vaiionr of water in the ainnjsphere after

the mortar has lieen applied, is apt to exiiand and

so spoil the smoothness of the wall, (piicklime

has a great affinity for water, and, if left exposed

for any length of time, will absorb atmospheric

moisture and gradually become converted into

slaked lime. I’nrther, slaked lime has a tendency

to revert to carbonate of lime, and if carbonic acid

gas lie available, it will e.xchange the water with

which it is in combination for carbonic acid gas,

and so become converted into carbonate of lime.

'J’he change may be expre.ssed thus:—
ttaO, JI..O, -1- COj=Ua(), COj il^O.

Thus after slaked lime has been a])plied to the

wall of a building (in conjunction with sand, in

the form of mortar) it slowly' jiarts with its com-
litneil water, and takes up carbonic acid gas from

I he at iuos])hen>, where, as has already I'cen pointed

out, it (‘.xists in conqiaral ively large (piantities.

A newly-plastered room may remain damp for a

cuusideVablo time, for after the water tvhidi goes
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to dissolve the slaked lime and mix it -with the

sand lias been evaporated, the water of combina-

tion has gradually to be given up, and the slaked

lime become converted into carbonate of lime. It

is sometimes found even in old walls that the

internal plaster contains slaked lime in the un-

altered condition.

It may be said that water acts in three ways
in relation to lime, (1) it combines chemically

with it to form the hydrate of lime, which we
have agreed to call slaked lime, and (2) it partially

dissolves this slaked lime, so forming what is

commonly known as limewater—a solution of

.«laked lime in water, and (3) it acts as a medium,
a mechanical medium we may say, for mixing
slaked lime and sand.

Carbonate of lime is insoluble in pure

winter, but is soluble in water having carbonic

acid gas in solution
;

this can be easily proved.

If we take some lime water, prepared by dis-

solving slaked lime in water, and breathe into

this solution, w-e pass into it carbonic acid gas,

which is contained in our expired breath. I cannot

here say more in explanation of how this gas comes
to be found in our breath, than merely mention
that it results from the oxidation in the luti2s of

the waste carbonaceous materials found in the

blood. IVell, by breathing into this solution the

carbonic acid gas combines with the quicklime

part of the disolved slaked lime and so forms

carbonate of lime. The change is similar to that

which 1 stated took place in the hardening of

mortar, namely, the conversion of slaked lime into

carbonate of lime, by the combination of quick-

lime with the carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere
Both changes are representable by the same
chemical equation

C'aO, HjO + COj = CaO, CO^-tllO,.
Now you will observe that the liquid turns

milky, the reason of this being that particles of

carbonate of lime which has been formed are in

suspension in the water, since carbonate of lime is

insoluble in water. If, however, we continue to

supply carbonic acid gas to this mechanical
mi.xture of carborate of lime and water, we shall

find that the liquid again becomes colourless,

owii'ig to the fact that carbonate of lime is soluble

in water which contains carbonic acid gas in

solution.

{To be continued^)

CEYLON WOODS.

The timber trees of Ceylon have been ably dealt

with by the late Mr. ‘William Ferguson, and his

pamphlet on the subject has served as a useful hand-
book to the students of plant-life in Ceylon, but
we venture to think that the following list of the
trees of our forests which are of economic value
will prove of interest to our readers, especially as

specimens of the wood from these trees can be seen
at the School of Agriculture. The collection was
made by the Conservator of Forests himself who,
with the permission of Government, presented it

to the School Museum. The numbers in italics

indicate the numbers of the orders in Dr. Trimen’s
list of Ceylon Plants, those within brackets being
the numbers of the specimens themselves. The
Sinhalese names, where known, are also given:

—

2 Dilleniacere.

(1) W'onnia trir|uctra. Diap.ar.a.

(2) Dillenia retnsa. Godapara.
3 Magnoliacese.

(3) Michelia glanca. Wal-.sapu, "Wal-buruta.

(4) Michelia champaca. Sapu (Champak).
4 Anonace.'c.

(5) Cyatliocalyx zeylanicns, Kekala, Ipetta.

(6) Polyalthia cotfieoides.

(7) Xylopia parviflora. Netawn.
9 Capparidere.

(8) Crataeva lioxburghii. Lunuwarana.
11 Bixine.'B.

(9) Scolopia crenata. Katukurundu, Katukenda.
(10) Trichadenia zeylanica. Titta-gas, Tolol.

(11) Hydnocarpus venenata. Makulu.
Id Guttiferm.

(12) Gai cinia echonicarpa. INfadol.

(13) ,, spicata. Ela-gokatu.

(14) Calophyllum sjrectabile. Doinba-kina.

(15) ,, Biu’inanni. Guru-kina.

(16) ,, Inophyllum Domba.
(17) ,, tomentosum. Kina.

(18) ,, bracteatum. Walu-kina.
(19) Mesuaferrea.—Na (iron wood).

20 Ternstroeiniacere.

(20) Ternstroeinia emarginata.

(21) Adinaiidra lasiopetala.

(22) Gordonia zeylanica.

21 Dipterocarpacem.

(23) Dipterocai-pus zeylanicu.s. Hora.

(24) Vatica Koxburghiana. ‘ Mendora.
(25) ,, affinis.

(26) ,, obscura.

(27) Shorea lissophylla.

(28) Hopea discolor.

(29) ,, cordifolia.

(30) Doona trapezifolia. Yaka halu.

(31) ,, gardneri.

(32) ,, macrophylla. Honda-heraliya.

(33) ,, ovalifolia.

(34) Vateria acuminata. Hal
(.35) Stemonoporus sp.

22 Malvaceae.

(36) Thespesia populnea. Suriya (tulip tree.)

(37) Bombax malabaricum. Katu-imbul (red

cotton tree).

(.38) Cullenia excelsa. Katu-boda. (Wild durian.)
23 Sterculiacem.

(39) Stercnlia foetida. Telambu.
(40) Pterosperinum suberilolium. ‘V'elanga.

2Jf Tiliaceaj.

(41) Pityranthe verrucosa.

(42) Berrya ammonilla. Hal-milla (Trincomalee
wood).

(43) Grewia orientalis.

(44) ,, tiliadolia. Daminiya.
(45) Ehucarpus serratus. Weralu (wild olive).

(46) Eheocarpns amcenus.
(47) ,, snbvillosns. Gal-weraln.

(48) ,, zeylanicus.

(49) ,, glandulifer.

29 Rutacem.
(50) Acronychia laurifolia. Ankenda.
(51) Atalantia monophylla.
(52) ,, zeylanica. Yakinaran.
(53) ,, missionis. Pamburu.
(54) F'eronia elephantum. Diwul (wood apple).

(5 >) Citrus aurantium. Dodan, (orange).

30 Siinarubacere.

(56) Ailantns malabarica. Knmbalu, Wal-bilin.
32 Burseraceoe.

(57) C.anarium zeylanicum. Kekuna.
(58) Filiciuni decipiens. Pehimbiya.
33 Meliace.T}.

(59) Azadirachta indica. Kohomba.
(60) Melia dubia. Lunu-midella.
(61) W.alsura piscidia. Kiri-kon.

(62) Chickrassia tabularis. Hulan-hik.
(63) Cliloroxylon swietenia. Bunita (Satinwood).
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35 Olacineffi.

(64) Lasianthera apicalis. Urukami.
36 Ilicine.'e.

(65) Ilex wiyhtiana. Amlun-wena.
37 Celastraceie.

(66) Plenrostylia Wiglitii. Piyari.

(67) Celastrus paniculatus- Duhudn.
(68) EltBodeiuirum glaucuiii. Neralii.

(69) Salacia prinoides. Hin-hinibutu-wel.
3S Rhainnaceae.

(70) Zizyphu.t jujuba. Maha-debara. Masan.
40 Sapindaceai.

(71) Hemigyro.sa caiiescens.

(72) Scbleichera trijuga. Kon (Ceylon oak).
(7.8) Sapindus laurifolius. (Calia-penela.
(74) Nephelinm longona. Moia.
42 AnJicardia^'ete.

(75) Mangifera iiidica. Amba (Mango).
(76) ,, zeylanica. Amba, walaniba (wild

mango).
(77) Odiiia woodier Hik
(78) Semecarpn.s gardnei i. Badulla.
(79) Campnosperma zeylaii'ciim. Aridda.
(80) Spoii'Iias mangifera. Embarella (Hog plum)

(To be continue i
.

)

GENERAL ITEMS.

There are three .species of Sansevieria to which
the name bowstring hemp is usually given, though
there are a dozen species in the genus. The three

species are S. gidneensis, 8. zeylanica, and S.

latigolia, the fir.st-naraed being known as Afrieaii

bowstring hemp. 8. zeylanica is the best known,
how'ever, and is common in Ceylon from which it

takes its name. Among the Sinhale.se it is known
ns Niyanda, while the Tamils call it Maral. A
report (No. 5. Fibre Investigations) issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture includes

an interestiiig summary of information regarding
bowstring hemp, by Dr. Dodge, the fibre specialist.

As a result of an exhaustive enr^uiry into the

subject, the cultivation of Sansevieria would

appear to be a most desirable and profitable in-

dustry, as the plant posse.s.ses advantages which
should recommend it to the intending fibre-grower,

perhaps better than any other fibre-yielding jilant.

The ])lant is very easily propagated, quick of

growth, the fibre is of the best quality—fine, white,

lustrous and strong—and realizes high prices.

Forty to fifty pounds of fibre is said to be got from
one ton of leaves. According to Dr. Roxburgh’s
estiraiite about 1^ tons of fibre could be calculated

on per acre per annum with two harvestings in the

year.

It is certainly annoying to .see a service-bull ex-

pending his energy in pawing up the ground and
other de.structive work. The Editor of the Agri-

cultural Journal of Cape Town, referring to the

question of working stud-bulls for carting or

jiloughing purposes, says. “ Usefulness on the farm
was not the only advantage of this employment of

the bull, but it kept him most quiet and docile—

a

matter of considerable importance—as these high-

bred animals are apt to become very surly and
even dangerous as they get older ....
Exercise will aid in keeping a worked bull healthy

and in im waj' detract from his value as a sire.”

It is said that canaigre, the new tanning

materials from JRume.v hymenoxepalus, is expected

to enter largely into arts and industries other than

leather-making. In the manufacture of dye-stuffs

and mordants it is said to be very valuable, and

bigb hopes are entertained of carnaigre becoming
an important article in American agriculture.

The Editor of the Cape Agricultural Journal

answers the question—“ Which is the most effective

way of destroying ants in a garden” as follows:

Arsenic and sugar is a most effective ])oison for

getting rid of ants. The sugar and arsenic must
be finely j)ounded and then moistened and laid

about in small quantities where the ants are.
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NITROGEMOUS MAF^URES ARD
THEIR EFFECT.

HERE are ten elements abso-

lutely essential for the produc-

tion of plants. These are

nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygc-n,

carbouj sulphur, phosphorus,

potassium, calcium, magne-

sium, and iron. It is to the

first-named element (uiirogen)

that I wish to call altoution, p.ud I will endeavour to

show how important it is that wo should beoomo well

acquainted with it. Nitrogen was discovered by Ru-

therford hi 1772, aud is a aolourle.ss inert gas, slightly

soluble in water. It occurs free in the atmosphere, of

which it constitutes 7!) per cent, or II lb. to every

inch of the earth’s surface. The nitrogen and oxygen

of the atmosphere combine under the iuliuence of

electric discharges, nitrous acid being formed, which

is converted into nitric acid by the action of ozone

or pero.xido of hydrogen. It forms several com-

pounds useful to those engaged in horticultural and

agricultural pursuits. Ammonia is a compound of

nitrogen aud hydrogen.

Owing to tlie complicated changes of nitrogen

in the soil, it is of the utmost importance that we

should study the natural sources of its loss and

gain there if wo wish to become we 1 acquainted

with the difficult question of soil fertility. How
does the soil obt.niu nitrogen in a natural way ?

The presence of organic nitrogen _,which is found

in the soil has been formed by the decay of vege-

table aud animal matter. It is also brought dow'*

in rain as organic nitrogen, ammonia nitrates, and

nitrites. The amount obtained in this way was

determined at Rothanisted to be -I-i lb. per acre per

annum. But this varies in different parts of the

country. It is estimated that an acre of fertile

soil contains from 6.000 to 30,000 lb. of nitrogen in

(he first 18 inches, but the larger half is in the
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first 9 inches, aud the quantity decreases the deeper

wo go, 96 per cent, of it being present as organic

matter.

From the above it seems that we have an inex«

haust'ble supply of nitrogen in the soil, when our

most exhaustible crops (Turnips) only remove about

150 lb. per acre. But probably not more than 5 per

cent, of the nitrogen in the soil is in the form of

nitrates, and thus available as plant food. Fallow

land always contains a much higher percentage of

nitrates than land under crop
;

for instance, the

first 27 inches of soil over an area of one acre of

fallow contains from 33 to 60 lb. of nitrates; land

under crop only contains from 5 to 14 lb, in the

same bulk of roil. This shows how quickly the

nitrates arc taken up by a growing crop.

Those nitrates are most abundantly formed during

tlio late summer and early autumn months, when
the soil is warm, especially after cereal and other

summer crops aro removed. Nitrates, it should be

remembered, are very soluble in water, aud if light

sandy soils aro allowed to remain bare during the

winter a very largo proportion of this A'aluable

manure will be washed out by the heavy rains. To
prevent this loss sonis kind of winter crops should

bo grown, as these take up the nitrates. If the

crops arc of no other uso they can be dug in

daring the early spring, and will then form a good

organic manure which is beneficial to light sandy

soils, as it helps to make them more retentive.

I have stated that our most exhaustive crops

remove about 150 lb. of nitrogen per acre, ar.d from

experiments at llothamstead it was found that from

35 to 15 lb. of nitrates per acre were washed out

of the soil into the drains per annum, making the

total loss of nitrogen about 157 lb. per acre in one

year. Gardeners must bear in mind that this loss

goes on the same in garden soils, and therefore to

keep it in a fertile coudition we must replace this

loss by the application of some nitrogenous manure,

such as the following.

Amiaonium Sulijitaft;.—This is a compound of ammo
nium and sulphuric acid. It contains 20 per cent,
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of nitrogen, equal to 25 per cent, ammonia. This
IS the most concentrated of all nitrogenous manures
and is very soluble in water.

Pota^.siiiiH Nitrate .—This is a compound of potash
and nitric acid, and usually contains 13 per cent.
Of nitrogen, equal to Iti per cent, ammonia It also
contains about 45 per cent, of potash It is a very
valuable manure. Any gardener can incre.ase the
supply by the following process:—Make a compost
heap cjf vegetable matter, such as garden refuse,
and mix with it a fair proportion of wood ashes
and lime. The wood ashes, which are rich in potash,
can be obtained by burning all fruit tree primings
and hedge tr’iinmings The lime added helps to

decompose the organic matter and liberate the
nitrogen, which then chemically combines vviih the
lime

; but another change takes place by which the
nitrogen leaves the lime and combines with the
potash, thus forming potassium nitrate. The com-
post heap must be frequently turned so that all

parts become thoroughly oxidised.
Hodinni Nitrate .—This is a compound of soda and

nitric acid, and contains about 15 joer cent, of nitrogen,
equal to 13 per cent, ammonia. It is very soluble
in water, o.ud contains its nitrogen in a form that
can be immediately appropriated by plants.

I'criivian Guano .—This manure varies from 1 to

12 per cent, of nitrogen. It is a more general manure
than the preceiiug, as it contains nitrogen in three
forms. 1, As organic nitrogen

; 2, ammonia
; 3,

nitrates, and is, therefore, a more lasting manure.
Itried Blood .—Blood contains nitrogen equal to

from 12 to 16 per cent, ainmu'ia, but it is s'ower
in action than any of the above manures, as it has
to undergo decomposition before it is available as
plant f-iod.

Full Guano —This is also a slow acting manure.
It contains nitrogen equal to from 8 to 10 per cent,

ammonia.
Farini/ard Manure .—This is Ihc most general of

all manures. One ton contains from 3 to 15 lb. of

nitrogen, besides other val .able manurial ingredients,

such as potash and phosphoric acid.

Animcd Urine .—One ton of this from horse stables

contains 36 lb. of nitrogen
;
from cows, 30 lb.

;
and

from she p, 38 lb. Most gardeners can get a good
supply of stable manure, and many persons have
noticed the black streams draining away from i^ If

the \alueof the fertilising ingredients of this liquid

contain was better known it would not be allowed

to waste as it does. This is the analysis of it in

100 parts. Water, 82 per cent., and dry subslaucr

18 per cent. The dry substanca is made up as

follows :

—

Ash 10'7 Magnesia . 0 4

Nitrogen . . 1.5 Phosphoric acid . OT
Potash .

.

4-3 Sulphuric acid . 0-7

Lime U-3 Silica . 0 2

It will be sem by this analysis that the liquid

contains, in addition to nitrogen, live of the mineral

ingredients that are essential for the production of

a healthy growing plant
;

the one not mentioned

is iron, but plants only require a trace of this

ingredient. And it is us'ually present in soils. It

must be borne in mind that all the manures men-
tioned, except the sodium nitrate, the potassium

nitrate, and part of the Peruvian guano had to

undergo a process, next lo be dealt with, before

they can become available as plant food.

Nitrification .—This is effected in the soil by two
micro-organi.sms (Bacteria). The first, known as the

nitrous organism, converts ammonia into nitrous

acid; the second, the nitric organism, converts the

nitrous acid into nitric acid.

Carbon as organic matter must be present for the

existence of these micro-organisms. Air, heat, and
moisture are the three tilings that promote nitrifi-

cation. It is very feeble at a temp, of 10° P., and
ceases ot 32° F. It is, therefore, necessary that the

soil fhould be well drained. If the soil is water-

logged the air is shut out, and nitrification ceases,

the nitrates present becoming denitrified, with the

result that the nitrogen is set free. We must under-

stand that nitrification takes pl.acc exactly the same

ju the soil of the smallest pot, under the gardener's

care, as it does in any prepared border, or in the

open field. If the soil in pots become waterlogged
nitrification ceases, and if allowed to remain long
in this condition the roots will perish.

yirtstc Condition 0/' soils .
—Sufficient lime and potash

must be present as carbonates or sulphates for the
nitrates when formed to combine with, nitrate of

lime and nitrate of pota-h then being formed, and
these are the tw'o sources from which all plants

obtain their nitrogen from the soil. If any soil is

not in a good basic condition it cannot be fertile.

I/oir Plants Obtain Their Nitroffen .
—The dry sub-

stance of plants usually contain from 2 to 3 per
cent, of nitrogen, and they all (except the leguminous
plants) obtain it from the soil principally as nitrates.

Borne gardeners still favour the idea that the foliage

of pla' ts has the power of absorbing nitrogen as
ammonia from the a r, but the most eminent
botanists in England and on tlm Contine t have
concluded that the quantity obtained by plants in

this way is so small as not to be worth consider-

ing. We may deduce from this that damping down
houses, when closing in the afternoon, with liquid
manure, as practised by some gardeners, does not
benefit t e plants so much as they think. Some,
however, consider that the fumes of ammonia are
injurious to red spider and oth“r insect pests.

Le</uininous Plants.—Peas, Beans, and Clover
belong to th’s family’. These p'ants have some
power, not yet properly understood, of absorbing
the free nitrogen from the atmosphere, I r. Paul
Sorauer, in his popular treatise on the “ Physiology
ot riauts ” (1895), says “ As far as our scientific

knowledge goes, the leguminous plants can subsist

on the 1 itrogen they take from the atmosphere,
while cereal crops, fruit trees, and indeed all other
phanerogams, must obtain this substance in some
soluble form from the soil. Nitrates seem to

he the most suitable form of salt from which plants
obtain their nitrogen. Ammonia, which can pro-
bably be absorbed in minute quantities even in a
gaseous state, is less suitable. ” It is a fact that
leguminous plants can be grow'n in a soil devoid
of nitrogen. These plants do not rob the soil of
this clement, but act as purveyors of it to the soil.

117/// is Good J.oani so Ualnahle f—The first

3 inches of an old well-drained pasture is full of
nitrogen, in three forms—nitrates, ammonia, a’jd

organic matter. The first Pinches of soil in 1 acre,
if weighed when dry and all roots removed, wouid
contain about 2,250,000 lb. of soil. At 0 10 per cent,
of nitrogen this quantity of soil would therefore
contain 2250 lb.

;
but the turf we use for potting

has all the roots in it, and these by their decom-
position yield a targe supply of nitrogen. Clove
being a leguminous plant, greatly increases the
nitrogen in a pasture.

J/oic is the Nutrition of Tut Plants Fjlected f—The
various comp.osts we use for potting purposes should
contain sufficient food for the growth of the plants;
but the food in the richest soil can only last for
a short time in the limited space of a pot, and
therefore we should try to make the best of the
soil, it is a common practice wheu sifting soil to
throw but the lumps of turf that will not pass
through the sieve. This is a great mistake. These
lumps should be rubbed through, as their decay
greatly increases the supply of nitrogen to serve as
plant food.

When the- soil in pots is getting exhausted the
plants cease to grow vigorously, the foliage becomes
pale, and the plants is weak in the growing point.
We must now supply it with food. Soluble ariificiai
manures are generally used where good liquid
manure cannot be obtained. Great care should bo
taken not to overfee ’. as this encourages rank
growth; young tissues are built up too fast; the
plants are not well matured, aud when in this
CO dition arc more liable to prevalent diseases.
Dr. Sorauer says that “ the majority of diseased
plants ho received from gardeners was the result
of overfeeding. ”

I iiave us/’d tons of chemical manure, and from
practical experience I find it better to under than
over-feed, If wo wish to keep our plants healthy
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wc sliould know the oompositioa of t!ic soil wo have

to deal witli
;
also the composition of mauuies awd

the ash constituents of plants. We should then bo

able to mix our owu compounds to suit plants

under our care. In conclusion I may say that of

all the elements essential for plant life nitrogen

is the most important. It is one of the chief

elements of protoplasm, and this is the substance
which gives life to plants.— n'ad hii Mr. /.

Gay, rtf a meet inf) of the Wovinlen and Dint riel llorli-

eiiltunU iioeietij ).—Journal of llorticultare.

THE VITALITY OF SEEDS.

In the course of his investigations on the behaviour

of matter at low temperatures, Professor Dewar
was led to consider the effect of great cold on
bacterial life and seeds. Although bacterial life is

destroyed by boiling in water at a temperature of

100^ 0., it can still endure unaffected a degree of

cold much greater in proportion. Professor Dewar
submitted seeds for the space of an hour to a

temperature of 18'2o G., and found that they after-

wards went on putrefying or germinating as the case

happened to be. In a moment of scientific inspiration,

liOrd Kelvin suggested that the first life might have
been brought to this planet by a seed-bearing

meleorite. Put though it has yet to bo explained

how this meteorite was ever originally equipped
with seeds, the discoveries of I’rof. Dewar are

interesiing in a way because they give colour to

Lord Kelvin’s theory. They show that spores may
live upon a planet through long periods of low
temperature. The popular press is never tired of

trumping up the old stories of the power of mummy-
wheat to germinate after long ages of time. Let
it sutlicd to say that these exaggerated estimates

of the powers of retaining vitality which seeds

possess, have not been substantiated.

In a recent number of that interesting journal.

Science O'osnii), Mr. H. P. Guppy put forward a pro-

posal which we commend to all who are int rested

in biological science. In his investigations on the
dispersal of seeds, Darwin came to the conclu.-ion

that a period of twenty-four hours as the limit of

time, and oOO miles as the limit of distance, was
the most that could reasonably be permitted to the
agency of birds in stocking islands with seeds carried

either on or inside their bodies. Mr. Guppy sug-

gests tha't observers should examine such specimens
of water-fowl as are common in their neighbour-
hood in order that we may have more definite

data as to the dispersal of seeds and their vitality.

Some observers have testified to the fact that

wild ducks frequently carry seeds a distance of

perhaps a thousand miles or more, and that these

seeds retain their vitality and germinate, sometimes
without much delay, at other times after a year

or two. We know that the common European
species, Xanthium spinosum, has spread over the

whole of South Africa, and we are pr.bably light

in thinking that the seeds of this plant have been
carried in the wool of sheep. Here the teed did

not, as in the case of the water-fowl, pisi into

the stomach of the animal, but there seems to bo

no reason why birds should not transport sreds

ill their internal orgvus across oceans and continents.

Modern experiments with the seeds of cereals show
that they lose their vitality after ten years at most,
and usually much sooner ; but much depeuds on the

state of the se.ds, ai the time they are gathered
from the parent plant, the mode of preservation,

and the influences they may have Been exposed to

during preservation, ftir. Sewerby, who has, at the
garden of the Royal Botanic Society, in Regent’s
Park, experimented with a variety of seeds of various
ages, and produced in quite distinct countries, de-

clares that he has not met with any of fifteen years
of age, to his own knowledge, to grow. The most
aged seeds ho has known to vegetate were t'lose of
the Australian Baobab Tree (Adansonia Gregorii).
ten years old. One of the most cu: ions ca-es of the
vitality of seeds is reported in the Journal of the

Royal Botanic Society for 188.5. A handful of fruits

of Aucuba, taken from a shrub iu the gardens at

Regent’s Park, were planted in a pot in July, 1882;
two plants appeared above ground in February, 188.’!

fourteen iu 1885, and two more in February I88G.
It may, perhaps, be found that the process of ripening
after the fruit has been removed from the parent,
especia ly when buried in moist earth and at a
less rapid pace, may account for the difference iu
time of germinating.
Another point on which mori light is wanted is

the vitality of seeds after being carried over lonc'
distances by winds. Of course, with Cryptogama
the matter is easy enough, for we have in the °viud
an ugeucy capable of distributing spores over long
distances

;
but with phanerogamous plants difficulties

arise. Berthelot. indeed, avers that after a violent
hurricane he saw an annual belonging to the Gom-
positiu (Brigeron ambiguus), widely distributed
t roughout the Mediterranean region, suddenly
app.ar at v.irious spots on the Ganary Islands,
where it was previously unknown. It is probable,
therefore, that the seed had been blown across from
Portugal or North Africa. How interesting would
i; be if wc could place a mark on csrtain seeds,
and casting them to the winds, find the identical
ones in some spot hundreds of miles away from home !

The dr.entnrcrt of a Seed. What a sale such a book
would have among botanists and biologists I

Darwin’s experiments to deter. nine the vitality of
seeds in sea-water, the lesults of which were
published iu thii .Journal, do not- seem to have
been imitated by more recent investigators; but
here surely is an interesting field for study. We
may perhaps be allowed to quote one of the ex-
periments. Darwin found that out of eighty-seven
Kinds of seeds, sixty-four germinated after an
immersion of twenty-eight days, and a few survived an
immersion of 187 days

;
and in another, that out

of ninety-four dried plants, eighteen floated for
abjve twenty-eight days. Gombiuing the results of
the two experiments, Daiwiu concluded that four-
teen plants out of every 100 in the flora of a country
might be tloaced by currents moving at the average
rate of the several Atlantic current i, a distance of
92 1 miles, and might, on being stranded, furnish
seeds capable of germinating.
Whi.e on the subject of the power of seed.s to

withstand the power of water, it may not be unin-
teresting to state that it is a well-known fact that
the Goco-nut is one of the first plants to make it)

appearance on coral islands, and it is, according to
Sir John Lubbock, the o ily Palm which is common
to both hemispheres. The seeds of the Goco-nut
are, of courde, well protected against mishaps by
the loose texture of their husks, and can float easily
on the water. The seeds of the common Duck-
weed, again, lie dormant at the bottom of the water
all through the long autumn and winter, but at
the approach of spring they rise to the surface with
unimpaired vitality, and germinate forthwith.
Some years ago the British Association took up

the question of the vitality of seeds, and instituted
a series of experiments, iu which Professors Daubeny,
Henslovv, and Bindley took part. In th i Report
for 1857 we find a valuable summary of the results
of the experiments fiom 1841 10 1857 inclusive. In
the table showing the greatest ages at wuich the
seeds experimente 1 with germinated, we find that
the seed of a species of Golutea belonging to the
Lsguminosae germinated after forty-tnree years.
This is the only plant mentioned in the list whose
seed preserved its vitality for so lo g a time as
forty-tiiree years, though it would appear in general
that the seeds of leguminoui plants retain their
vitality for a long time.

We are unaware that any experiments are being
carried on at the pres;nt time on this interesting
subject

;
certainly the British Association dropped

the matter after the year 1857.
De Candolle in 1816, experimenting with seeds

about 15 years old, obtained results which go to
prove that the natural orders, Malvacece and Legu-
minosae excel all the orders ex unined iu the duration
of the faculty of germination. Comparing these
results with those obtained by the British Associa-
tion investigations, we find that the longest period
a epeciea Malyaceto letained its vitality W4i4 21
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years. Beside the Legamiuoste, the seeds of species
of the fo lowing orders retained their vitality after

a period of twenty years. Tiliaceie llhamnaceuj,
and Myrtaceec. Returning for a mo i.eiiL to the
statements mentioned above, as to ihe powers of

different seeds of resisting external inflneii'es, «e
find that cereal grains have been pro

d

by Edwards
and Colin to hear a short expomr.* of F. in

water, as well as a dry cold of 70*^ below the freezing

point; while Heminuv. ay, in a pape' published in

the Ain. of Xut. Hist., 1st series, viii, hl7, states

that seeds of Elder germinated after being twice

boiled in ntaking wine, beiirg present
^

during the

virrous ferrrre station, and remaining for t zeir y

irrorrths in the dregs of the cask. Jl. C. 1'.

—

Gardeniers' ( 'Inonide.

— ^
TltOl'ICAL .\<:UlCUl/nTlE IN NORTH

ROllSKO.

(.•OKI’KK—COCOA—COCON UI'S—l’I'.ITKl! -

(iAMIJIlil: Ac.

It is always interesting to know what other

people think about you, and especially so when the

critic is a shtewcd observer anl a man of practical

experience, arrd for tho.se roasoirs what Mr. Strutt

has to say about us is read with particular atterr-

tion. It is very satisfactory to find him referring

favourably to the growth, of coffee, Manila hemp,
cocoa, coconuts, sugar cane, cotton, popper, ganr-

bier sago and arrowroot
;
the growth ol tlie.se plants

that is : as to whether their cultivation is likely to

pay Mr. Btrutt savs there are two ways of judging

(1) hy the full knowledge of the future supply of

other tropical couirtries and of the probable demand

(2) by coinnaring the cost of production with other

places whci'O the pa.rlicular plant is grown, hut it

may be better to divide these points under three

heads 1 Possible competition, 2 Probable demand,

3 Cost of production as compared with other coun-

tries.
_ . .

Wo w'ill in the first place consider gambler, lliis

product grows in Malaya only and as it is imperative

that ganibier gardens should be in large forests and

with facilities for cheap transport, there are not

many places left, even in Malaya where a conjunc-

tion of these two advantages exists. As to the pro-

bable dsmand, a reduction of tlie present London
sale price would cause a large increase of consump-

tion while as to coinparativo cost of production,

wo have tens of thousands of acre.s of the best forest

covered ganibier land pornieated by rivers ibat faci-

litate its being put on board the export f-hip at a

minimun of expence ;
one of the main items ot its

cost in the Straits is that the forests now havi

been felled so far inland that the g.ambiei: h.a.s to

be carted over miles of roads, whereas h re the

carriage would all be by water which is oi course

much cheaper than the cheapest form of

riage. The price ot ganibier was l|?5.30in 1S85

in 'l892 and S9 now.
Next, as to sago, the prices of the last three

years liave caused practicable sago swamps Ft®’'"

erally to be drawn upon to about their limits of

production. The price of pearl sago no-v is S3. (10

per pikul as against in 1831 and new uses for

sago are constantly being discovered, no falling off

iii”dcinatid therelore need bo appreh. iiJcd, rather

the reverse, while the production is limited to

iMalaya and its islands solely.

Manila hemp has been pro.lr.ccd in those parts

of the L’liilippines only that have a suitable climate,

and nowhere else at all, and owing to the heavy

taxes and other causes at work iu those islands,

the Philippines have very mucli to fear from our

cojiipctition than wo from theirs.

With n'g.ird to these three products therefore we

may claim a portion of a monbply of supply, wbilo

tlu! demand i.-i capable of enormous expansion at a

reduced sterling prie-j such as the fall in silver,

plus the unusual facilitiea North Jlornco has to

'offer, entails.

Tapioca though not referred to by Mr. Strutt is th e

next product we will mention. It can be grown i n

most tropical countries in the world and it is therefore

under the third head, comparative cost of production,

that North Borneo would be in a better position than
elsewiiere ;

in the West Indies where tapioca used

to be largely made the cost of labour is much higher
titan with us while in the Straits from whence much
tapioca was exported some few years ago, increase

of population has taken for other purposes a lot of

the land then used thereby causing, as iu the case

of ganibier the cost of laud transport to be so heavy
that it would necessitate a considerable rise in price

to make it pay, while in North Borneo the factory

could he erected at the mouth of a river and the

roots carried there by boat, and subsequently taken

by lighter to the e.xport ships side.
’ Much the same has to be said about sugar

;
the

advantages that North Borneo has to offer for the

cheap production of this product are so numerous
and so great that it becomes a question whether
even at

" the present pheuominally low price, sugar

could not be produced at a profit
;
our cane flourishes

v.ith a vigor rarely equalled in any other country,

its juice yields saccharine matter of a density in

excess of that elsewhere, the labourers’ wages are

cheaper than iu almost any other sugar country,

much cheaper than in moat of them, we cannot be

beaten in cur transport and shipping facilities, and
there is an enormous market iu Hongkong where
one rdinery alone puts through two hundred thou-

sand tons of rough sugar annually. In Queensland
last season the simple cutting of the cane and car-

riage to the mill cost as high as 5,6 a ton which
is more than half the entire cost of cultivation,

uokeep, cutting and transport to a well situated

mill in the Saudakan district, would be.

As to cooonuts though they can be grown in

most tropical countries yet the actual land most
s.iitable for them is circumscribed aud the demand
for them grows with the increase of population in

the tropics aud with tlie discovery of new uses for

their products iu Europe faster than fresh trees

can be planted up. Singapore exported to Europe
la.st year over Pels. 800,000 of copra. Coconuts
are one of the best paying, steady and reliable

p'ants to cultivate.

As to cotton, the demand for it in this part of the

world may be said to be only beginning now, and
yet .Jap.an imported 153,000,000 lb. iu the year 1893.

It will therefore be seen that with regard to Mr.
Strutt’s ihreo points we have little to fear from
the competition of other countries, that the demand
for most of our possible products is steadily iucreas-

iiig, and that we are singularly well situated with
regard to advantages for cheap production. It is

rataer other countries that have to fear us than
wc them.
As for the “sample” Mr. Strutt speaks of, the

saaiple of sago North Borneo sent forward in 1893
was valued at over §1(50,000 aud this is only an
earnest of what we could do with all the product#
we have icentioued if only their cultivation was
once properly started.

Mr. S rutt speaks of crops that take two or three
years to produce results, but cotton begins to bear
at nine months of age, cane also takes the same
length of lime to mature, tapioca is an eleven or
twelve month crop and ganibier a fifteen or sixteen
mouths one.

Mr. Strutt speaks reassuringly as (0 the health
of the country, this is a much 'ruisunderstood ques-
tion. North Borneo is freely acknowledged by those
who should kuovv best, its European inhabitants
most of whom have had plenty of experience iu

other tropical countries, to bo particularly healthy.
It must not be forgotten that the class tliat has
almost exclusively come under the cognizance of
Europeans at a distance has boen almost entirely
c'.nployo 1 on tobicco estates, and tobacco planting
at the be t is not a healthy occupation wuile un-
der the lotidiiioiis that prevailed 011 most of the
estates when lirst started, it was simply deplorable ;

hut all others iu North Romeo, employers, natives
and cooaes alike are healthy onongli, as wituesi
the staff of Ctovenuneul Officials.
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On the whole therefore we have to congratulate
ourselves that we have been visited by so close an
observer and one who while friendly is quits pre-
pared to be critical as Mr. Strutt is, for the more
keenly everything in connection with the country
is looked into the better the facts will show.

—

Bn-
iiah North Bormo Herald.

AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS AND
THEIR USES.

(Being the snbutanie of a I’apcr, read at the hnperial

institute^ hg C 11. Fenwick, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., some time

Manager of the ll'cst Australian Land Company.)
In the forests of the Australasian Colonies, and

especially in those of Victoria, New South Wales.
West Australia, Qeensland and Tasmania, there is

a great variety of excellent timbers, which come
under ihe designation “ hardwoods, ” the chief of
which are the iron barks, (Euealgptm sideropldoia.
(E. crehra. E. Sidero.vi/lon, E. panic.idata, and E. r rgataj,
stringy barks (E. obliqiia and E. piperita) blue gum
E. giolndus), flooded gum fE. saligna).ho'i (E henri-

pliloia), black butt ( E. pilularis), woolly butt ( E.
longifolia), black wood (Acacia Jldanoxylon). beech,
banksia, the so-called myrtle, rose wood (Dysoxyhn
fraserianum), m-^untain ash (amygdalinaj. and two
varieties of the Euo dyptus peculiar to West Australia,
namely the Karri (di versicolor) and the Jarrah
(viarginata).

These timbers are applied to numerous purposes.
The iron bark, black butt, and box, are extensively
used in harbour-works and railway construction.
Iron bark, however, has practically become scarce,
as, although there are large areas of tins timber in
the interior of New South Wales and Qiieenslan h
most of the accessible timber has already boon cut.
The question has been raised by the Governments

of the above Colonies as to the policy of encouraging
the export trade in timber, in view' of its growdng
scarcity and of future local requirements.
As regards West Australia, however, no doubt

can be entertained as to the supsrabundanc i of timber
in that Colony

;
moreover, the climate there is more

favourable to rapid growth than that of the Eastern
Colonies.
Of the hardwoods of West Australia, Karri and

Jarrah possess the most practically useful qualities,
and at the same time, command facilities for transport
and shipment, as these trees flourish in vast quanti ies
in near proximity to the coast. They have been
used extensively in railway construction, in harbour-
works, and for bridges, roof-timbers, ship-building,
etc. The opinions of many railway engineers may
be quoted, testifying to the strength and durability'
of Karri timber, as well as to its superiority over
Baltic pil e for railway sleepers.

Among the smaller varieties of timber Yate
(Eucedyptus cornuta) should be mL-ntioned as a hard,
dense wood, somewhat similar to lancewood, adapt d
for w'heel-spokes and carriage-shafts. Its co.sl, in
the Thames, .should be from .ff) to AlO per load.
The Jamwood tree (rLcacia acuminata) is close-grained

and hard, takes a high polish, and merits the notice
of cabinet-makers. The she oah (Casuarina) is a'so
worthy of mention as being useful fo ligh'er work,
such as panels, wheel-spokes and tool-handles.
The question as to the paving material best ad-

apted to the heavy street traffic of our large to \ i b

is one of very great importiuce', and opportunities
have been taken for testing the adaptability of the
Australian hardwoed.s for street-paving purposes.
Many of these have been tried, out Karri and darndi
assert for themselves a marked individuality

;
they

have been laid in many parts of London and in
other towns, and with them the nearest approach
to the perfection of street-paving has been attained,
the difference between the wear of ./arrah a .d of
Karri having proved to be inconsiderable. Both
preserve an excellent surface under heavy trafilc,
and they have out-worn soft wood laid near tirem
to a remarkable degree. A pavement of /.Yorf blocks,
laid in the City of London, on a gradient of 1 in

27, has remained dry and not slippery, while the
adjoining soft wo d

i
avement, which retains more

moisture, was slippery and dangerous.

^

The Surveyors to the Vestries of St. Pancras and
Ghel-ea, in w'hicu districis hardwood pavements
have been laid, are of opinion that it is economical
to use these flocks for stref t-paviug where there is

hea^-y' traffic.

In vestigatious made by Mr. Thos. Ltslett, Insp.oc'or
of Timber for the Admiralty', into the relative merits
of some of the best known timbers, show that
Australian hardwoods, when under tensile, transverse
and cruslii g trains, take high rank as compared
with British oak, greenheart, teak and red pine.
Thus, among seven timbers. Karri stands fourth
under the heading of tensile strain, and second
under crashing strain, and ranks next to greenheart.
Under crushing strain the resultant figures are
Karri, 5‘1'd tons; English oak, 3’4l tons; Jarrah,
3T9 tons per square in di, and blue gum, 3'07 tons.
It is to the high resistance to crushing strain that
Kurri chiefly owes its superiority as a paving materiah
The hardwood pavings preserve a more even surface
than those of any other woods, hence they are much
more durable.- Those of Jarrah and Karri having
lasted at least three or four times as long as soft
wood p.ivc-raents, ihe cost of relaying and the con-
s-rqu-.-nt serious interference with traffic and public
convenience are, therefore, very greatly r.duced by
the employment of those woods.

All hardwood paving should be laid with close
joints. A better and more even surface is preserved
with closely laid bitumen-jointed blocks, and the
objection that space is afforded by wood pavement
for the accumulation of foreign matter, is thus
reduced to a minimum. One square yard takes 46
bio ks, closely laid. The price on railway trucks,
in Lmdon, for most of the Australian hardwoods
is about ,£6 par load, for large scantling and piles
about £7 10s. per load. (A load, 50 cubic feet, weighs
about Ij tons, or tons ship’s measurement, and
contains 800 blocks 9 ins. by 3 ins. by 4 ins).

A word of advice may be given to the producer;
it is, that more care mu-it be exercised than at
present in the selection, cutting, and seasoning of
timber intended for the European market. Com-
plaints have been made of samples, that they have
been shipped when green, and therefore unfit to
stand the ordeal of a voyage through the tropics,
the result having been their condemnation at sight.
A bad impression, thus created, is not easily
overcome.

—

Imjjerial Institute Journal.

THE CULTIVATION OF COFFEE
IN MAURITIUS.

He who would advocate the culture of coffee in
Mauritius would probably be looked upon by those
who consider ihemselve.s to be in the know as a fit
subject f'lr Beau Bassin Lunatic Asylum. Yet on
a close examination of the subject, it will be found
that the reasons which can be given why the cul-
tivation should not bo a success are but few.
^Yc admit of two, and those probably powerful

ones, namely, leaf disease ( Hemilia Vastatrix
) and

the havoc that hurricanes might produce.
Although coffee was formeny, to a very limited

extant, grown in Mauritius, it was never cultivated-
that is to say, it never received that cate and treat-m out which is usually accorded to the plant when
grown as an article of commerce. It was left in a
wild state: topping, handling, and pruning, if ever
heard of, never being carried into practice

; in fact
it was left i I that state which is generally known
as Native Coffee.

There is no doubt whatever, that leaf disease does
still exist in Mauritius on the few remaining trees
that are occasionally to be met with, and, in any
experiment that may be made to promote the industry,
the ar a brought under cultivation would certainly
be, more or less, att.icked by it. But it must bo
remembered tha in Southern India and Ceylon,
where the disease was most virulent, it took many
years before the tree was rendered too weak to
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respond to the efforts of nature to throw out new
wood or to mature the ci-ops

;
and, further, tliat

before this happened, large returns had been obtained
from the Estates.
In certain localities, although affected by disease,

coffee is still being successfully cultivated in Ceylon,
and many planters, afraid that Tea is bein' over-
produced, are returning to their old love.
The supposition is, that even though the trees

may eventually succumb to the effects of the disease,
a sufficient number of remunerative crops can be
obtained to justify the initiatory expenditure.
Unfortunately, there is very little virgin forest

left ill Mauritius, so that the culture would here
be handicapped In respect to soil, from the comnience-
meot

;
but, on the principle, “ nothing venture,

nothing win, ” we see no reason why, at suitable

elevations, small areas should not be put under coffee

on land which has been cropped with sugar cane.

The cost would be very small compared with that
which has to be incurred when opening up primeval
forests in new districts, where the timber has to be
felled and cleared away, W'lere bungalors, cooly-liiies,

stores itc., have to be built and roads and drains

have to be made. On very many Sugar Estates all

these are already provided. The formation of nur-

series, and subsequent lining, holing planting, and
periodical weeding, comprise the whole of the abso-
lutely necessary expenditure, until the trees come
into bearing.

We are not prepared to say positively, that land
which has already been under sugar cane is suitable

for coffee cultivation, but we considr the experiment
is worth a trial

;
for if only four cwts per acre be

obtained, the return would far exceed, acre for acre,

any that has ever been in the past or ever will be
in the future, derived from the growing of sugar
cane.
How the coffee would be affected by hurricanes

is entirely speculative.

Fortunately visitations such as that of 1892 are

few and far between and frequently many years
elapse without Mauritius experiencing a stronger

blow than is annually felt in some of the Coffee

districts of Ceylon. There are, at certain seasons of

the year, the air has been known to be thi -k with
leaves torn off the trees by the wind, jet, the crop

suffered but little In such exposed places, the

trees were topped lo.v, from 2 feet to 3 feet, and
the plants, when young, were carefully staked. Were
this to be done in Mauritius, and wind-belts judi-

ciously planted, there is no reason why the ordinary

hurricanes that visit the island should have any
more effect upon the coffee, than have the strong

winds which prevail in other countries wh.re the

bean is grown.
We invite those of our readers a"d their friends,

who are sceptical about the growth of Coffea-Arabua
in Mauritius, to visit the Experimental Tea Garden
at Curepipe, where a small clearing of this species

may be seen in a perfect state of health and vigour.

—

Mauritius tlanters' Gazette.

^
AGKICULTUIiE IN BRITISH HONDURAS.

In continuation of previous information on this

subject {Kew Bulletin, 1894, p. 97;, the following

extract is taken from the Annual Report for 1893

(Colonial Beports, Annual, No. 116, 1891) on the

agricultural resources of British Honduras. It is

noticed by the Governor that a valuable impetus

has been given to the cultivation of fruit for ex-

port by the organisation of a i ew steamship com-

pany by local rapi alists A'ready, owing to ibis

cause, increased applications have been mule for

the purchase or lease of Crown la. ds, anil b ttor

facilities are affor lcd f.>r the dipo-al of agricultural

produce :—
„ , , it-

pri iici piil protliiGts uf ilic f olony, in iiciclitioii

to mahogany and logwood, are sugar, rum, Indian

corn, bananas, coconuts, an-i planiain.s, and, ac-

cording to the returns supplied, the quantity pioduccd

durin" 1893, and in the case of bananas, coconuts,

and plantains, the quantity exported for the same

period, are as follows : sugar, 1,490,920 lb. ;
rum,

.57,178 galls.; Indian corn or maize, 47.607 bushels;
bananas, 189,420 bunches; coconuts, 1,177,315 ;

plan-
tai us, 506,400 fruits. The returns for sugar, rum, and
Indian corn cannot, however, be considered as strictly

accurate, and probably are very much below the
actual quantity produced.
Under bana las, coconuts, and plantains only the

quantity exported has been given, as no reliable
figures could be obtained as to the quantity grown.
In tudeavouring therefore, to arriv-s at an approxi-
mate estimate of the bunches of bananas and the
number of coconuts aad p'antaius annually produced
in thrt Colony, a reasonable allowance must be made
for home consumption by a population of nearly
33,000 souls. There is a very considerable decrease
in the quantity of bananas, c iconuts, and plantains
exported in 1893 as compared with the four previous
years, but this d-.'crease is almost entirely attribut-
able to the diastrous effects of the gale of the 6th
of July, which wrecked or very seriously damaged
nearly all the plantations in the southern districts
of Stann Creek and Toledo. Considering ths geo-
graphical position of British Honduras, the fertility
of its soil, and the g-meral salubrity of its climate,
it is surprising that the number of its agricultural
products as articles of commerce is not greater than
it is. By the establishment, tlirough the efforts of
his Excellency Sir Alfred Moloney, k.i'.mu;., in
1892, of a Botanic Station at Belize attached to
the grounds of Government House, an attempt has
been made to create a nursery for the cultivation
of plants of economic value of all kinds. But the
condition of the soil in Belize and the proximity
of the station to the sea have proved the present
site to be not altogether suited for its purpose,
and it is hoped to shortly transfer the Botanic
Station to the Stann Creek district, whereas site

of some 75 acres, admirably adapted for its purpose,
has been g nerously placed at the disposal of the
Government by the board of directors of the British
Honduras Syndicate. Even at Belize the Botanic
Station has proved of value, for, from the experi-
ments made there, and from experience gained of
the resources and capabilities of the Colony, it

seems clear that the following products, addition to
those which have already proved successful, can be
grown with advantage and with profit to agriculturists

;

cacao, castor-oil plants, coffee (liberica for the low-
lands, arabica for the higlrands), rubber (CastiUoa
elastica), Cola aruuiinata, coit-jii. grape-fruit, ground
nut, henequen, jute lemon, lime, nutmeg, pine-apple,
pimento sipodilia, shaddock, tobacco, and van! la.

In addition 10 the above the following kitchen-
garden products, as they are generally termed, can
be readily cultivated : artichoke (.Jerusalem;, as-
pariagus, beans of various kinds, cabbage, carrot,
cauliflower, celery, corn, cucumber, edible gourds,
Indian kale, lettuce, melon, mint, ochro, parsley,
potato (Irish and sweet', peas, .spinach, and tomatos.
Bearin' in view the short-sighted policy of depend-

ing on logwood and mahogany as" the staples for
the Colony’s trade, it is to be hoped that the oft-
rep ated exhortation of his Excellency the Governor
that the future of British Honduras must depend
on its agricultural development will be borne in
mind, and that in time this Colony will b come,
what it is erainetly fitted by its climate and fertility
to be, the garden of Ceii'ral America.— A'eiu /lulletin.

l>El>PER-RArSING IN (’AMBODI.V.

The pepper plant, says M. Adhemard Leclere, in
the lle.vae i^ciculi/u/ue, is not a bu.sh, as some writers
siy, but a vine, wnic i h.as to bo supp orted by a tree
when wild, and by a ftrong stake when cul ivated.
T'he author has .so n the vin s growing nearly wild
near Chandoc in Canib.'dia, where they had been
planted by the villagers and 1 ft to themselves. They
grew vigorously and to a cousiderable length, but bore
only a few hunches of fruit, and that of an inferior
quality. An abundant crop of good Pepper can he
obtained only by careful aad skilful cultivation.
The industry thrives in the province of Ixampot,
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where it is pursued in some twenty villages. At
the village of Suain Ampil there are eighty-niiie

planters, and more than a hundred plantations, con-

taining 48,441 stocks. The plants are propagated from

cuttings, which are made about eijhteen inches long,

and are taken from stocks two or three years old.

They are supported by stakes about ten feet high,

which are solidly planted in the ground ;
and are

fertilised at the season every year with a special

manure, which is composed of eight parts of good

soil and o le part of pounded shrimp shells. The
plants are liable to attack by a minute parasite that

destroys their fruitfulness, to obviate which they

are treated with a decoction of tobacco. The first

crop, but an insignificant one, appears in the third

year from planting. A corp of about a kilogramme
per stake of two plants is gathered in the fourth year,

and the increase continues for eight or ten years.

Exceptional plants in good soil may return four kilo-

grammes per stake ; but a crop of from two to two
and a half kilogrammes is considered a fair average.

Some plants will live fifty ye rrs, but they are seldom
remunei’ative after fortv years, and, as a rule, a

plant thirty -five years old is considered of no further

value. The p ants bloom in May and .June, and
the gathering of the crop begins in Februiry. The
bunches which have turned red are picked and the

others are left for future visitations. The berries

are stripped from the bunches and dried in the

sun till they are black, when they are packed and
made ready for sale. White or grey Pepper is pro-

duced by letting the berries get a little riper, and
cleansing them from their outside envelopes. In

some districts the removal is assisted by soaking

the berries in sea-water. One labourer can usually

take care of about one thousand stakes .—The Indian

Agriailtunst.

PEACH CULTURE IX THE SLMLA
DISTRICT.

We have received from Mr. W. Coldstream, C.S.,

Superintend nt of Hill States, Simla, Tract No. 8,

on the advantages of cultivating peach -s. Consider-

ing that three persons, if not four, were associited

in its production we are somewhat disappointed by
this meagre pamphlet of six pages, even though we
see that it is printed and p.iblisheJ for the edification

of local zemindars. After describing the advantages
of having trees planted round houses, the conclusion
is arrived at that the peach is the best tree to plant

as “ it grows rapidly—comes to maturity, or fruit-

bearing—in three or four years— is most easily cul-

tivated from the seed and is usually very polific.”

We are then told that “ in very rich soil trees six

years old have yielded one thousand peaches each
in a single crop, ” and here at the outset we find

ourselves obliged to protest. Any one who has ever

tried it, even on poar soil, knows that one can get

lots of peaches, but that to get good peaches, not
the rubbishy bitter little hard green peaches of the
villages, you must obtain the best kinds, must cut

oil about three-quarters of the fruit when set, must
prime carefully and manure heavily, and these are

just what the villagers will not do. No doubt, on
the outskirts of hill villages, in inure of a sort!—is

plentiful, only too plentiful, but who ever heard of

a native fruit-grower cutting off any of the young
fruit to improve the rest, any more than he heard
of a native gardener who would of his own accord
gather his peas before they were as hard as bullets,

or his turnips until they were more tit to give rope-

fibre than food ?

No doubt, peaches, if only some attempt is made
to get good ones, are good things to grow, and even
when hard and bitter they make good stew; but
there are other fruits as good, such as apricots,
Bokhara plums, and, above all, apples. It seems
to ns thit there is no w.int of fruit tress generally
in the North-west Hills, but that what is wanted is

improved cultivation and consequent improved quality.
Hints on these important matters are unfortunately
absent from Mr. Parson’s ‘ directions for sowing and
rearing’ which we need hardly reproduce, as they
contain nothing but whftt any Forest officers mast
^aye known long ago,

We take the greatest interest in the work with
which officers like Sir Edward Buck and Mr. Gold-
stream have identified themselves, but we hope that
in future Tracts of the kind, Mr. Coldstream will

impress upon his ranas and zemindars the advantages
of improvement in quality as much as those of
increased number of trees.—Indian Forester.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES-OLD AND
NEW—IN MAURITIUS.

In previous issues of our paper, we have com-
mented on Agricultural Industries that we think
might be successfully cultivated on a large scale

in Mauritius, such as Ramie fibre. Coffee, Tea, &c.
We now purpose, briefly, to treat on minor ones,
which with proper attention should prove equally
if not more, lucrative, acre for acre.

Vanilla .—We hesitate to touch on the subject
of Vanilla culture, seeing that Mauritius has for

many years held its own in the London and
Continental markets against the produce of other
countries, and that, in the cultivation of the plant
and preparation of the bean, Mauritius planters
have never been excelled. This being the case,

we would eschew any attempt at giving instruction

to a maternal grandparent, and content ourselves

by saying that, disappointing as the cultivation of

the vine has been of late years disheartening as

it is to H30 plantation after plantation succumb
to a disease which has hitherto biftied all attempts
at eradication and elucidation, both by experienced
planters and scientific men, by selecting either

virgin forest or wellgrown coppice, and by planting
on live wood which has been freed from excessive
shade, vanilla can still be grown to give a hand-
some profit on the small expenditure this mode of

cultivation would entail.

Cacao .—Experience shews that in some parts of
Mauritius the soil is we 1 adapted to this culture.

The few trees that are to be found in the country-

are strong, healthy specimens, and they crop freely.

It is a tree that should be planted only at low
elevations—not more than 500 feet above sea level

—

and in diep, rich soil
;
it requires a well distributed

rainfall and should be sheltered from the effects

of wind as much as possible. The specimens that
there are in Mauitius suffered severely from the
hurricane of 1802, but the recuperative powers of

the tree are great, aud in t velve mouths after that
calamity, those referred to were laden with fruit.

The cultivation is very simple, and the preparation
consists in r moving the seed from the ripe pod aud
drying it sufficiently for transport to European
markets.
Banana .—The development of this industry is

sadly behindhand
; a surprising fact, considering

how freely the tree grows, and the quantity of laud
there is available for its cultivation. The varieties
appear to be but few

;
whether this be the case or

not, it is seldom that any- but the poorer sorts are
offered for sale. No effort appears to be made to
cultivate the fruit systematically

;
stools are stuck

into the ground anyhow, the tree is allowed to
grow without any attention being paid to it, and
when, or before, the fruit is pleine it is cut down
and sent to market. In countries where the banana
is cultivated for export, the land is thoroughly
prepared, laid out in squares and properly drained,
irrigation being resorted t ) when necessary, where
water is available. That considerable care is given
to its culture is not surprising as steamers of 1000
tons and upwards are often fully freighted with
bunches of hananas collected in Fiji aud the ad-
jacent islands; these find a ready sale in the
Australian capitals. An acre or two of laud, near
to a railway station, cultivated on systematic
principles, would not only keep the wolf from the
door, but enable its oauer to live in comparative
luxury. Apart from its value as a dessert fruit,

it has a marketable value in the shape of flour.

Not long since a sample of Hour prepared from the
Moko plantain was sent to London, for which six

pence pej.-- lb was offered. A 15 lb bunch will yield

5 lb of prepared meal, which at fid per Ib=one shilling
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and six pence per bnnch. A piece of land, one
hundred and twenty square yards in extent, is said
to bo capable of yielding four thousand pounds of

fruit annually. Should this ba the case, at the
above price, the returns per acre would bo almost
fabulous. This is a minor cuUivatio t which should
commend itself to the attention of small capitalists.

There are otner cultures to which we hope to

draw the attmtion of our rea lers in a future issue.

Jiauritius Planters ini-:ette.

SPRAYING PRUrr TREPS.

It is generilly understood by orahardists having

British experience that quassia chips are largely used

in preparing liquid for syringing fruit tre s- A recent

issue of the Lrardeners' Chronicle contains a series

of reconiinsndalions by the Board of Agriculture for

preparing such liquid^*. 1. ihe extract of 71b. of

quassia, obtained by boiling quassia in water, to 100

gallons of water with .olb. of soft soap. ‘2. The

extract of 51b. of quassia to iOO gallons of wa’.er.

with 51b. of soft soap and five pints of paraffin (kero-

sene) well stirred. 3. Extact of 4lb. of quas ia to

100 gallons of water with 1 lo. of soft soap^ and four

pints of Calvert’s carbolic acid, No. 5. 4. bix pounds

of soft soap and 2 lb. of finely-grou d uelleb;re and

a quart of kerosene, boiled and we 1 scared together.

This is sulBcient for 100 gallons of water.

The soft soap is dissolved in a tub with hot water.

The quassia chips are boiled in water and put into

another tub. Wuere paraffin is used it should be

well stirred up with boiling soap and wat.r before

it is mixed with the cold water. \\'’ator-carts or

ordinary barrels or wine casks set upon frames with

wheels should be brought full of wator to Wiiete the

materials are being prepared, either at the farm

buildings or in an extemporised shed with a copper

in it, and the requisite amount of dissolved soap and

other ingredients added. Kuapsack and other ha;.d

machines can be used for small apple trees, plum

and damson tr^es, and for filbert and cob-nut tiees.

It is important that sy ringing should bo commenced

early in the spring. Directly there are signs of

infestation the process should bo begun. As ine

hatchiu" out of cat rpillars is not simultaneous, but

is extended over some days, the syringings must bo

renewed if necessary.

Some fruitgrowers in several parts of the couutry

have tried the cheap arsenical insecticides used ex-

tensively in toe United btates and Canada. Ilicse

have not yet been generally adopted in Groat Britain

on account of their intensely poisonous properties,

although from experiments made with them they

have 'oeen proved to be most effective there.—

Australasian.

THE KAUAMBA TREE.

This tree is indigenous to Ceylon, and is kiioan

among botanists as A nth racephaim Cudaina (the Iva-

damba of the Tamils). It has an erect stem with

many branches ;
the flowers, which have a peculiar

sweet smell, forming a small globe, ihe Iruit is

about the size of an orange: ihis is oaten by the

poor natives in India, while the leaves are given to

Lttle as fodder. The bark is considered to be ot

great value as a febrifuge and tonic; its taste is

bitter and astringent. The fresh jmee ot t.ie bark

is applied to the fonlaiiclles ot children when that

soft portion of the head sinks ;
at tiie same time

a small quantity mixed with cumin and sugar is given

internally. The juice of the bark mixed with an

equal quantity ot lime juice, opium, an 1 alum has

been applied with great benefit round the oibit or

the eye to subdue iiillamniatiou. The tender leaves,

when applied in the form of a pa-te, resolve glan-

dular swellings, and the largo leaves prove an elh-

cacious remedy for eczema. A decoction ot the loaves

is used as a gargle in c ises ol aptiuu and stomatitis.

The fruit is considered to bo cooling, a destroyer

of phlegm and impurities of the blood, ibe wood

pf the Wdamba tree is of gieat econtmui; import-

ance, is soft, ycllow-colonrod, and oven-grained,

weighing about 40 lb. per cubic foot. It is used for

building purposes in Assam, and may be used as

material for beams and raftots, being also good for

joiner’s work. In Calcutta it is one-third as cheap

as mango wood. Kadaniba trees grow wild through-

out India, and are principally used for fuel. The
closely allied Manjal-Kadamha, the JmIoii of the

Sinhalese {Adina Cordifolia), and Nir-Kadamba or

Chelembe, tbe Holamba of the Sinhalese /^fephefpjne

parrifolia), are sometimes used by cirpenters in

Oelyon. The wood of the former is extremely fine

and like that of the box tree being light and dur-

able, though it does not stand damp well
;

it is use 1

in Bombay for p'anting for tho floors of houses. The
former, which is of a light chestnut colour, fine and
close-graiued, has (also been used , for flooring-planks,

packing boxes, and similar purposes .—Indian .{.<jri-

cidturist.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Anthu.-vcite Goal v Soot As A M.anuue.— Will
you allow me to ask your readers’ opinions as to

the value of small anthracite coal instead of slot
f ir agiicultural use. I am in a position to get
quantities of anthracite “ duff,” i.e., coal not much
coarser than sand, at a very small cost

;
and as it

contains over DO per cent, of carbon, it has occurred
to me that £ might use it as a substitute for soot.

There will, of course, be many of your readers who
will be able to advise me oii this matter. G.S.H.—Gardeners' Chronicle.

Big Oucii.vkd.—

T

ho largest orchard in the world
is siiil to be that belonging to Elvvood Cooper, of
Barbara, California. It is a tract of 1700 acres,
ant contains 10,000 Olive trees, 8,100 in full bearing,
the remainder being young trees set out during
the past year and a half. Besides the Olive trees
thero are 3000 English Walnut trees, 4,500 Japanese
Persimmon trees, 10,000 Almond trees, and about
4000 other fruit a d nut treoi. The 10,000 Oiive
trees yielded 40,000 quart b ittles of olive oil last

year, wnicU found a road/ inirkoL at l.v a bottlo.
'Tlie nut trees boro thousands of Inishols of nuts,
to say nothing of tho Japanese Porsimnions. ’Taken
in all, it has been calculate i that iMr. Cooper's
oichard brings him in an income of not less than
750 dels, per acre every year. The People.—ibid.

AoiucuLTUiiAi, I'lnccATioN i.N Ahekdehn U.niveu-
srrv.—Rov. Dr. yinith, Newiiills, Aberdeenshire,
convener of the Committee on Education in Agri-
culture of the Aberdoeu Univer-ity Court, has
issued a circular on the sul joct to County Councils.
He points out that the Ordinance of tbe Scottish
Universities Commission, which is expected to re-
ceive the Royal assent, and so become law in the
course of a few weeks from this date, lays down
a system! lie coiuso of study for the B.Sc. degree
in Agriculture, extending over not less tliaii tree
academical years, and embracing, in addition such
residence and practical work at a farm as sliall be
required, at least twelve cour.scs of instnicliou in
llio following subjects, viz. :— 1, Mathematics or
biology (i.e., zool )gy and botany); 2, Natural
Philosophy

;
:i, t bcinistry

;
4 Principles of Agri-

culture (i.e., Agriculture and Rural Economy); .5,

Agricultural Chemistry; (I, GeoUgy; 7, Veterinary
hygiene

; 8, Agricultural Botany
; D, Agricultural

ciiiomology
;

lU, Economic Science as applied to
Agriculture; 11, A coiir.se iu one of tho following—
(a) Eorestry, (b), cxpcrimcnta physics, (c)cnginecriug;
£•2, Engiaeoritig Hold work. The above eniimeratioii
of subjects presents an adequate field out of which
to construct various iisoful curricula of study, aud
it will bo tho duty of iho University Court, wliou
matters are more advanced, and when tho views of
the County Councils have boon ascerliiiucd, to
organiso such courses so as t) suit tho ugicultural
needs of the northern province. A coiiforenco of
public bodies interested will take place iu Aberdeen
University Buildings ou July 12 next.—Ibid,
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TEA I’LANTEKS AM) COOLIES:

THE CEYLON SYSTEM OF •‘ADVANCES” AND
TUNDUS."

AVe |iul)lifjli no less tliaiifive letters elsewliere on
the suhjeet of the relations between planters and
coolies and the e\ ils attendant on tlie system of

heavy “ advances” and “ tundus.” There is a
remarkable diversity of opinion on some points;

Init all the writers—^and indeed all m’Iio have
joined in the discussion during" the ))ast month --

are ajireed in their condemnation of the extent
to which adx anees and the giving-out of “ tundus ”

has beeen carried. In the lirst place, as to the

actual scarcity of labour, taking the plantati(jii

tlistricts as a whole, we ha\e the same ditt'er-

ence of opinion now that has distinguished

the correspondence from the beginning. \Ve

had the support of the Chairman of the Idan-

ter.s’ Association in .saying that in some, if not

many districts, there were enough of coolies for

the work in hand, while the day was fast

approaching when, pi'obably, “short-time” would
again become the rule through too much la-

boiir. An old fi'iend and planter, howe\er,
calls us to task totlay for hinting at a sntliciency

of coolies—he does not know an estate that has been
even fairly supidied since November last. Hut lower
down in the same column, another “Old I’lan-

ter” waiting on the same day—says :
—“ I dtui’t

think there is any scarcity of labour in the island ;

({uite the contrary.” However, such diversity of

observation and experience does not really

matter so much now
;
for, we are, confe.ssedly, on

the border of the slack time of the year for

Hush, and the season when the How of coolies

sets in to the island rather than from it. A
practical (piestion arising out of recent experi-

ence is, how, next year, to try and prevent so

large a home-going of coolies in what are the
busiest months for Hush with m.any of the
planters, namely March-June; and to transfer

this ebb of the tide to the slack month.s ? We
suspect the answer of the coolies will be in

many cases,—‘how can we go travelling with
our women and children in the w'ct monsoon
season ?’ A diHiculty this, w Inch might certainly be

blotted out by through liculimg roiumunicatioii.

We now turn to the Advance and Tundu
system ; and we really think that the discussion

is ripening for ^)ractical action by the Committee
of the IMiinters Association. One writer, it is

true, says it is no use of the As.sociation passing
Kegulatii>ns, for no one will kee]> them. Hut
cn this line of argument, wo might as well be

fohl, there is no use in having District A.'^so-

ciations or a i’arent lnstituli(jn at all. Wo gather
from the ]iresent and ])revious c(nres|»ondence

that a large majority of the jdanting commu-
juty agree with us tlmt no kangany and coolies

going alauif the < ountry seeking a new employer,
should be taken on, unless they can show a

satisfactory letter of all being clear with their

last employer
;
and, further, that if such a re-

gulation were generally in foi'ce, much of the
ililHculfy about recovering advances would be
o\ercomc. if these two projiosiiiom- arc. ad-

ndtted, if. . urely ought to be possible for the

I’arent Committee to call on each District

body to consider and advi.se on the wisdom
of formulating and i>njtnulgating such a
Rule as we have nameil and to take (he

.signatures of the employers in every district

who .are prepared to abide by it when once it

has passed a Ceneral Meeting of the I’lanteis’

.Association. Tlie penalty of a breach after that

date should, of goiU'.jC, be that the olleader be
U

sent to .Jericho! And although public
opinion is not strong nor united in some dis-

tricts, we scarcely think th.at many would care
to incur the risk of being regarded as outside
the pale and of having their names returned to
the Kandy Committee. The diHiculty about giving
up “ tundtis ” altogetlier and forthwith, as sug-
gested by “ Agricola ” is well-shown by “ 37
years in the country,” namely, that a refusal
is met by a proctor’s letter, '“a case in Court,”
and the loss of all advances through the
recalcitrant Superintendent being referred to “a
civil case” against his triumphant kangani. AVe
cannot see bow this obstacle in the way of

alxdishing “tundus” is to be got over, unless
“J.A.K.’s” ]»ractical .suggestion of a heavy stamp
duty at the outset on every tundu would act
as a deterrent ?

AVe are le.ss inclined to call on Government
to interfere with the rate of interest—always
a ticklish imatter—but certainly, cooly and kan-
gani ilebtors to Chetty ami other usurers deserve
lirotection ipiite as much as the ryots in India,

to the extent that the interest claimed .should

never aggregate more than the principal.—Inconclu-
sion, we think it quite time that a !Sub-Coinmittee
of the Association be named to cake the whole
subject into consideration and to prepare a cir-

cular to be sent to every District Association as
well as to the principal Agency Houses if not
flic riiamber of Commerce, on tne lines already
indicated.

THE NEED FOR IIUKTICCLTL'KAL
SHOWS IN CEYLON.

(From a Plfiufrr.)

From the Observer just to hand I Hnd Ceylon
is quite famous now-a-days for its varied and
numerous festivities, a>id I trust. Horticultural
exhibitions and Flower Shows may be added to

the festal programme. Hity it is that the minor
industries of Ceylon are not suHiciently en-

cour.aged, by occasional Exhibitions, and well sup-
ported, and surely if delicate basket work, tor-

toise shell work, and lace work, were taught at
the Orphanages and public Girls’ Schools, they
would attract visitors and purchasers. A Horti-
cultural and Industrial Exhibition is a quiet but
very interesting display, and must not be for-

gotten in these days of public fe.stivals.

TE.\ IN THE riTEH CHINDWIN.
The following is tlie report of Mr. C. A\ . A.

Hriice, .Assistant Con-servator of Forests, on the
tea industry of the Upper Cbindwin :

—
The following is a list, of the villages of the Upper

(.'hindwin which ex'port tea-seeds, the inhabitants of

all being Shans :—Kaungkan, Tingiu, Kavvya,
Maungkan, Tason, Oubet, Alainwe, Taruanthc, Alaliii.

Tradition s,a}'s that theso kins (clearings) were
cleared and planted some ‘200 years ago, the seed hav-

ing been brought from I’alaung (Northern Shan
State.s.) No one has ever heard of wild tea in the
jungle; the gardens were originally planted for the
sake of the leaves, that is, to make letpet, the so-

called pickled tea of Hurma. However, some ‘20 years
ago there arose a demand for the seed, at first inter-

mittent, but since Hritish occupation steady, and
this has now become the. main source of income to

the owners, though the pickled tea is still collected

and made as bf old.

The first thing to be done in planting a Ictpetkin is to

find the right kind of soil, what is known as

niyeui, literally red earth. In this soil the tea-tree

Hourishiiig to perfection, the look of this

earth ia very characteristic, being a light red
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or buff-coloured friable loam, wliich occurs
in patches, and wherever these patches of red
earth are found on the hanks of the Chindwin there
villages have been built and tea planted. Tire jungle
being cleared of all brushwood and undergrowth, H or
4 seeds are dibbled into holes, the holes being either
2 or 1 cubits apart. The object of dibbling in more
than one seed is to guard against blanks ; however,
all the seeds that germinate are allowed to grow.
After the plants come up all the tending the gardens
receive is periodical clearing of grass, small plants,
weeds, and brushwood; the ground is never hoed nor
the plairts pruned, except when the ravages of a
parasite known as Chihauwj have become so exten-
sive as to kill the poitions above ground, the dead
tops are then hacked down with the ordinary Burmese
dania, the plant at once throwing up stool shoots or

root-suckers which in three years take the place of

the old cut down plant. The small plants become
large enough to give a crop of leaves in 3 years if

the kin is kept free of jungle, but not till 5 years

if the garden is dirty. Seed is borne when the

plants are 8 years old, but they do not come
into full bearing till 15 years of age, the nor-

mal existence of a tree being 40 to 50 years if

not attacked by the parasite mentioned above. Some
trees last longer than this, but old trees do not bear
such good crops of seeds or leaves as middle-aged
ones, being usually stag-headed, and are generally cut

down, their places being taken by vigorous shoots

thrown up by the stools, some stools as large as 3

feet in girth being seen. A light shade is beneficial

to the plants and lessens the labour of keeping the

gardens clean, as the shade kills out the rank grasses,

such as thekke Ac., which spring up if there is no
shade. Heavy rains are not good for the seed-crop,

as the seeds drop off without ripening
;

however, if

the seed-crop is poor the leaf-crop is usually good
and vice renux.

Hach house owns from one to three kims, the various
properties being bound by rough cactus hedges.
As already stated there are two kinds of crops

—

the leaf-crop and the seed-crop, (a) The leaf-ero/t.

The trees flush three times a year in—(1) Tagu to

Kason (April—May); (2) Wazo to Waganug (July

—

August); and (3) Tawthalin to Thadingyut (yeptcin-

ber—October). Of these three Hushes the first gives the

best leaf and brings the highest prices. The method
of plucking is to x'luck the whole shoot except one leaf

which is left. Thus if there are three leaves in a shoot
the shoot is nipped off just below the second leaf. Each
owner then takes his crop of leaves and throws it into

an iron cauldron full of boiling water
;

it is left in

this water till the leaves turn a yellow colour
;

th*
Water is then throwm away and the leaves rolled by
hand on mats

;
it is then ready to be sold to traders,

who take it away either packed in bamboo crates or in

theinturnode of the iiiiietsamjije baniboos(/>. l[amiUon\i).

If one wanted to keep this tea it must either be
kept buried in the ground or the orates and bam-
boos must be kept in water. Kavvya village which
has the largest extent of kins, makes on the average
20,000 viss of letiiet annually. The price at the village

for the produce of the first flush is usually R16 per 100
viss, for the other and later flushes R12-8-0 per 100 viss.

The seed-crop ripens in October and November; it

is then collected, dried in the sun, and sold to Bur-
mese traders, who come up for it. The trader
shoots the seed into the bottom of his boat, the bot-

tom being roi'ghly lined witli mats, and then takes
it down to Kettha or Tonhe, where he sells it to

the native agents of “ tea-seed chiefs.”

The ))rice of the tea seed on the garden varies

from H3 to 1!I0 per liaskct, but to under-itaud the
method of buying the seed one muat bear in mind
that the trader, always a Burman comes up in .I.anuary

or- February to bargaiir for the seed crop of the
following November. If possible, the trader makes a
contract that the owner will sell him all the produce
of the garden for a fixed sum per basket. Thus in

January 1894 the Maungkan villagers contracted to sell

all their seed atH5a basket. 'The trader then advances
on tlie condition that, if the villagers cannot pay
liim back in tca-sced, they must pay him KW per

gent, on his money. If the trader cannot j^ot a con-
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tract for the whole crop he always manages to make
advances for a certain proportion of the crop on the

same condition. Thus this year all the villagers of

Kawya have had advances on the condition that they
pay back next November (in seed), cacli basket to be

counted as 113. Any left after the villagers have paid
hack their advances usually brings double the con-

tract price. The trader llien hires boats and takes

the seed to Kettlia or Tonhe, the rate of boat hii'e

being from 2 annas to 1 aim.vs pjer basket, accoi'ding

to distance, at Kettha. He will sell to agents of the
tea planter for an average of R17 per maung (a

maimg-=l basket 10 pyis or 20 pyis). This is practically

the end of the business as far as Burma is con-
cerned, as from here it is carried by Chin or Mani-
piiri coolies in baskets, Scotch fish-wife fashion,

to Manipur. No tax is collected or any transit dues
exacted anywhere along the route. The Chins are
said to carry a load of one basket and a quarter,
the average weight of one basket being 14 viss, and
get R5 to E6 for the journey.

It will be seen that as in most trades the middle-
men arc the best off and absorb most of the profit,

The Burman trader makes, even if he does not go
in for the advance .system, over cent per cent, and
of course his profits arc doubled if he does. The
Thaungdut Savvbwa has, I am told, petitioned the
Oovernment to be allowed to levy transit dues on
the tea-seed passing through his State, though on
what he bases his claim to the right, I fail to see.

No Thaungdut coolies or men in any way are in-

terested in the trade, the deveIoi)ment of which is

solely due to the liengalis and Buimians. The
SawDwa’s clerk Maung Kyauk Lon, alleges th.at the
Sawbwa used to colled (1 annas per basket in Bur-
mese times

;
this statement is false, according to every

other person I have questioned. The only transit

tax the Sawbwa has ever levied was one on boats
and rafts passing Tliaungdut town; this has of

course now been long discontinued and had never
anything wliatever to do with the tea-seed trade. I

believe Slessrs. The Bombo Burma Trading Company
are experimenting as to the feasibility of sending seed
to Assam and Calcutta; of coiu'se if they succeed that
will settle all matters of transit dues both for

Thaungdut and Manipur. I see no reason why the
Bombay Burma should not succeed as no care to

prevent shaking, the effects of damp or of heat, is

taken, any way prior to the seed reaching Manipur,
by the present method which seems to be as un-
scientific as possible, and yet the tea-seed has, as is

well-known, a first class reputation in Assam for

germinating properties. The tea-seed experimented
with, however, I would recommend being bought at

any cost in November
;

the best way, of course,
would be to advance money on the following season’s
crop, this system being the custom ; or i.'lse only
the leavings and old seed which has been lying
about can be got, which naturally would not have
the same germinating power as fresli ripe seed.

From what I saw of the gardens they were
wonderfully healthy considering the little care taken
with them, as, with the exception of the parasite
referred to, the tress all seemed clean, vigorous, and
full of leaf. I should say tea-planting with Euro-
pean methods would be a great siiccess if only the
labour question could be successfully dealt with. That
once settled, all a planter who proposed planting in

the Chindwin would have to do would he to pros-

])ect f r red earth, and from my own experience of

the forest I am sure 1 have come across several

tracts of similar earth to that on which the tea is

grown. I enclose a spocimcii of the tea parasite.—
M Mail.

ruFFEL, J’E.\. COroNTTS, At.
IN SFLANdOK.

Coffco is the stajilo product of all estates in (bo
district exce^iling the properties ofiUessrs. T. 11. Hill,

PL Lister, V/. W. Bailey, none of these estates are
more than six years old. ‘‘Balii,' ‘ Uganda,” and
“ .Setapakdalc,’' together with portions of “Lincoln.''
“ Hawthorndon ” and “ Klang Hates” Estates, to the
amount of 2,500 acres (approximately), have been
granted ouly withiu the past two years.
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It is probable that the best plantin;;' land is to be
found in the Kuala districts. It is more tJian

probable that the UUt districts contain a greater pio-
portion of land generally suitable for ]jlanting purposes.
I venture to urge, as I have done before, the neces-
sity of speedily determining, however roughly, what
lands must be reserved on account of their metalli-
ferous value and what may be regarded as immedi-
ately alienable to agriculturists. All lands in the
State are liable to resumption for mining purposes.
No gieat harm is therefore done if stanniferous de-
posits are found to underlie planted land.
Pepper cannot be grown at any considerable rate of

profit at present. It is, however, to be found in a
few native gardens, and may be .seen to better
advantage on Weld’s Hill and Batu Caves Estates.
Gambier and tapioca do not obtain in the district.

Coconuts are of course grown in all parts of the
district, but are used only as articles of consuinx^tion.
The largest portion of land applied to their exclusive
cultivation in the district is on tlie Anqiang Hoad,
dO acres in extent, the property of Koli Kang Keas, v, idow
of the late Captain China, Yap All liOy,

'riiere are a few line specimens of the toddy palm
(Kitul; on the Weld's Hill Estate.
Nutmegs are to be planted between coffee trees

on a iiortion of Kent Estate. They are a lucrative
though risky article of cultivation, in which, owing
to the time and care required, a Malay peasantry
is neither qualified nor disposed to indulge.
Tea has been planted by Mr. T. Hill on Weld’s

Hill and Eveleen Estates in small quantities, but
with such success that I should like to see it more
generally taken up .

— Schnirjor Oovc.rnment Ga-jette,

COKK TREKS FOR NATAl,.

Air. Riobert To))ham ha,s asked the City Rotanie
Society to imjiort a couple of tliou.sand young-
cork trees, as the country was [larticularly suited

to their cultivation, 'blie same benefit was to he
derived from the hark of the cork tree as from
wattle, only that the trees when stripped were
not ilestroyed, hut hore another croii in about live

year.s, In .Spain the industry already henefited
those who had taken it u]) to the tune of about
haU-a-million jier annum. Tlie suggestioTi was
ailopted, .says the Natal H'/Cow.s-.

TEA IN TABLOIDS.

It sounds somewhat extraordinary, does it not,

that so few housewives succeed in making really

good tea Rut it is undoubtedly true. That is,

perhaps, partly the fault cf the housewife, but it

is still more the fault of the tea. Fresh tea leaves,

as everyone knows, have to undeigo a process of

“curing” before they are capable of producing the
beverage with which we are so familiar, and this

process is generally by no means thoroughly carried

out. In old days, when tea was a luxury, and
fetched a high price, only the smallest and topmost
leaves of the plants were plucked; but, in the pre-

sent day, the demand foi- tea being so universal, and
the price so low, planters in order to gain their

profits, find it needful to pluck the larger leaves

also. Now', the inner portion of these larger leaves

is usually not reached by the “curing’’ process at

all, and the uncurod ])arls produce the unpleasant

and bitter taste which characterises tea W’hich has
been over-brewed, or w'hich has 'stood for a little

while. The presence of this uncured portion can be

shown in another way. If you take a good-sized tea

leaf, and soak it in 'water, so that it uncurls, tlie

centre of the leaf will be found to be quite green.

But in buying ordinary tea, you pay for this un-

cured, and consefiuently useless portion, and also

for the ii,i.h-*ih of the leaf, wl'.ich is also useless.

There is no reason whatever why joii sl.ould. If

you use “Tabloids’’ of lompiessed tea you will

succeed in making a ptihii .up ol tea, since the
before-mentioned useless and harmful portions are

Pfirefully reproved before conrpression. If comparison

he made between 100 “Tabloids’’ of tea and the
qiiaiitity of loose tea possessing the same amount
of virtue, the economy in bulk will be found to be
enormous. Tea |“ Tabloids” secure economy and uni-
formity, and prevent waste, and . they enable the
eqirsuuijition of tea in the household to be regulated
with the utmost nicet}’. They are very specially
adapted for tourists, travellers, picnic parties, Ac.

—

Colonies and India.

COFFEE IN THE WEST INDIES.
The following interesting account of coffee plant,

iirg in the West Indies is an extract from a private
letter of a former well-known S. E. Wynaad colfee^
planter, wliicli has been placed at our disposal ;

—

I only got home some three weeks ago having been
for a yacfiting cruise round the West Indian islands,

a pleasant way of spending nine weeks of an
English winter like this one lias been ! W'e went
out ria Teueriffe, then across the ocean to Baiba-
does, where we met the cricketers, some of whom
I knew. They were, 1 think, if the truth wei-e

known, awluliy surpiiseil at t.)ie way the pepiesep
tatives of that island walked into them. Jlut they
had only jutt landed after a very rough crossing
and wei’e thus greatly liandicapped. From there tp

Trinidad, one of the finest islands of the lot, and
so on through the W'indward Isles across to .Jamaica,
Cuba, Bahamas and Bermuda and from there home
via Maderia, landing at Rlymouth on one of the
most lovely warm Spring days (only a sample of

two vouchsafed) imaginable. England may have its

faults, but taking it all round it is a hard place
to beat, and every time I get there after having
been to other countries I vow I will never go out
of it again. To us hardened roi/ufieui's, the West
Indies in many respects are ti e same as the East,
and one felt annoyed at being considered lacking in
wisdom when one refused to rave over the masses
of tropical and tangled vegetation as we drove past
them, or take an active interest in the glimpses of
village life. As through clouds of dust and with the
glass at 90 • we bumped over bad roads in vehicles
built in the year 1, diawn by horses foaled about
the same time, it was very like doing the lowest
part of your good city, Madras, on a particularly
hot day in .July. The flora and tropical growth in
none of these islands to my mind touch those of
Ceylon, and though one sees marry new .species, om»
sees a vast number of old friends, though not nearly
so luxuriously grow'u. So when you read Eroude’s
Elistory of the West Indies, keep a salt cellar
within reach so as to take a piucli or two of that
proverbial qualification, and apply for air author's
copy of the new edition which shortly will be edited
by your humble servant.

Were it not for that terrible scourge, labour,
even worse in these islands than with >ou, there
would be, I think, a wonderful opening for capital
and English producers, perhaps more paying than
that “Golden lode’’ in the Londonderry mine of
which we are all full of now. (I’m a shareholder !j

As one sees those miles upon miles of densely
clothed hills which run up to 5,000 feet and
over on which grow' many of the trees that are
found on our best collee and tea land, one notes
the lovely “lays” and the abmrdant streams in
every creek and one just longs for a gang of Kurum-
bers. Yoir irright knock dowir thousands of acres of

forest rrrixed with dense bamboo and undergowth
and rrever come across a ridge or bit of grass. I

went to many of the botanical gardens, and most
of them had tea aird coffee growing irr theirr hrxuri-

ously. At Jamaica I was specially struck with a
patch of coffee Arabica growing under fig shade.
Though utterly uncultivated, nnpiuned, etc., and
grown in what must have been very poor soil com-
pared to that inland, it looked wonderfully healthy
and lobiist. It was “ wintering” a bit, but Lhougli I

looked carefully at the leaves, I could not detect any
signs of that fatal “lusset " nor trace any marks
of vastoti-tM on those gradually yellowing leaves so

well-known to us. And shall I own it, for this
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ielt sa^. Foi' 1 am still an Kast Indian coffee plan*

ter at heart, though out there I have frequently

been mistaken for a gentleman! But I gathered
comfort when I detected the somewhat slow and
laborious work of our old friend the “ Borer ” and
my fingers itched to place my boot against the

stump and with my ri^it hand draw the stem to

me wondering whereabouts it was going to snap

!

“ Give Borer time," i said to one of the botanical

scientists who watched me attentively, “for his work
must be done slowly, but when finished it will be
done well!!” And like things are arranged often

in this world, this man, who doubtless could have
afforded me much information on other topics, seemed
totally ignorant of this particular grub. As far as

I could gather they did not suffer much from
“ leaf" in fact many of those to whom I talked had
not seemed to have heard of it. I hear in St Vinceat

that land can still be picked up very cheap on Go-

vernment leases and the American Market is within

about ‘.t days. It was quite like old times to see this

"fascinating" tree growing wild all over the place

in most of the islands, and were I a younger man
I think I would chance the labour difficulty and

quietly begin opening—at St. Vincent for choice.

The Assam hybrid tea-bush too grew wild in the

Government gardens at .Jamaica. The cocoa planters

seemed to have caught on to a good crop. To see

the robust way these trees grow and fruit is a pu/zle.

Why on earth won’t they do in the Wynaad ? For
here you see exactly the same junf/Ic trees growing

side by side with the cocoa trees that we have in

Wynaad, where this “ peevish” tree utterly refuses

lo do. I wonder if the Viceroy could tell us! And
such a casual cultivation as it is too. The trees are

planted some 10 ft. (more »r less) apart, and grow
to look very much as the i-hododendrons co on the

Nilgiris, strong and hardy, though perhaps Blimmer,

and the fine plump scarlet pods as they hang in

bunches amid the dark green leaves look most

tempting. I believe no manuring has been

done to the trees in any of the islands ;
in fact I

went out with a man who had come from home ex-

pressly to find out what effects manuring would have

in the yield. 1 do not know if when young the plant

requires care, but the estates I saw looked exactly

like the surrounding jungle, with the exception that all

the undergrowth was cut under the trees, which grew

as it were out of grass land, utterly ignorant of the

invigorating touch of the fork or mamoty. The wily

mongoose was introduced here some j’oars since and the

place swarms with them. True, they have destroyed

every snake, but they have also killed other reptiles

who used to keep down in their turn, together \vith the

snake, many insect pests which now, having Nature’s

enemy removed, attack the different products of the

isle, cocoa included, the revenue of the island losing

some i,T0,0(X) annually by their ravages. So much for

trying to assist Nature! "How can we expect better luck

if we try to improve the value of the rupee by legislation?

I was greatly struck with the physique of the negroes.

One would dread one’s Roll Call had we to deal with

two or three hundred of these chaps. The [gentle

cooly I allow thinks himself as good as his master in

these days of education, and no doubt in some cases

he is, but these go much further and think them-

selves better. No, believe me, there is nothing like

travelling to find out the truth of things, and

this trip has taught me that India, that place when
we were there, at which we used to grumble so,

getting up an hour before daybreak so as to get a

good start, and then forced to sit up in our long

arm-chairs, cheroot in mo.ith and drink, some of

it inside, of the best near our hand, is not half a

l)ad place after all. Granted, if one has been for-

tunate enough to “ many an heiress and declare a

dividend" Fngland is the place to spend it. But

should we have missed our chance of becoming a

partner in so good a commercial undertaking, there

are far worse countries than India, and I often look

back with sorrow to those jolly old days which used

to be mine—sorrow I say that iliev have passed. It

was jolly to think that your particular way of working

voiii place was a little better than your neighbours.

S'our new horse (jual coming on) had a turn of speed,

wasn't hammer-headed, didn't turn his toes out when
he galloped, nor wanted another rib, and that when
the rupee just went a leetle lower, say to lid, you
really would go home, and after having spent your
store of sovereigns, just place a few in some South
African or Australian mine, and coming out with
tliose few sovereigns now taking bags to hold them,
get some R‘2.5 for each and so be able to ))rove to

vour partner that the trip was not an extravagance
hut a saving .—Madras Mail.

CUFFEE BLIGHT IN THE HAWAIIAN
LSLANHS.

FltOl’KS.SOU KoKHELK ADVISlNt;.

From the JIairaikai /‘/(inter s .Voutli///, we learn
tliat resulution.s liave been ailojited by the Kona
cotiee planter.s relative to the blight, which is

reappearing in that district, and creating nne.a,si-

ness among planters. The reply of the Com-
missioner of Agriculture, which follows, e.xplains

the reasons why the lady birds have not done
the work expected of them :

—

'The selection of tha ( 'ri/plolieaiu^ Montrou-erieXsxdy-
bird for Pulvinaria coffee blight is entirely due to
the instructions received from Professor' Koebele,
who sent this valuable insect from Australia, and in
parts of the islands where the lady-bird was sent
iwith the exception of Kona) the results obtained
have been in keeping with his excellent judgment.

Under date of September :ird, Professor
JCoebele writes as follows :

“ I have written vou
previously in regard to the feeding habits of the
(Jriiptoliemus and Ithizohius. You will do best always
to select the Cryptohvmus for the insects or scales
upon the coffee plant, as this is the beetle to
destroy the Dactylopids, as well as Pulvinaria and
Lecanium, while Ithinohius Ventral is will not feed
upon the mealy bugs.” That the l 'r!/pt(,lnM,f< has
done good work on all the Dactylopids and on tlie
Pulvinaria is an established fact, to support which
there is abundant evidence.
After the first few broods of these insects had

been liberated in Honolulu, several months elapsed
before they became numerous enough to enable us
to gather colonies and send them to the other
islands. Kona was the first district to receive the
lad) -bix-d, and the first reports received from there
were quite encouraging. Mr. C. D. Miller, manager
of the Hawaiian Tea A Coffee Uompanv, wi'itcs
under date of October ItUh, 18‘)4, and sp'eaking of
the VriiptoUeinus says :

“ The larva of the lattei- are
doing good work on the infected coffee trees, and
I believe in course of time the scale will be very
scarce. Soon aftei' this, letters were received from
Mr. \V. Muller and Mr. M. p’. Scott, staMim that
fronx soxixe cause or other, the lady-bir<ls !5o not
increase

;
and in anotiier letter Mr. Muller

stated that an insect attacked the larva of the lady-
bird and destroyed it. From Mr. Muller's descrip-
tion, I recognized this insect to be the larva of the
lace-winged fly, a Chryxopa, species unnamed. This
insect is qxxite common all over ihe islands, and is

classed as amoixg the beneficial insects. I have
bred numbers of them together in the same jar
with the Cryptolniiiii.x, and with cai'cful ob.-erva-
tion I have never seen them attack the larva of
the latter.

I therefore suggested to .Jfr. Muller that he uas
mistaken ixx his conchxsious, and that the true cause
of the C ryptola nni.x ixot incieasing was that the non-
breeding season of the lady-bird was a])proaching,
during which no incre.ise w.is possible. All this wss
duly communicated to Professor Koebele, and bis
opinion asked as to the cause of the lady-bird not in-
creasing. His reply is as follows: “ The Cn/pto-
litmus beetle has its rest duriixg the winter ixx

Australia, when it does not breed, and the sanxe
will be the case in the islands

; but you will see good
work during the summer. ’

'J’his fact has been fully
demonstrated in Honolulu. During the summer
months the beeth; iixci'eased to a marvellous extent,
and its work on the Dactylopids and Pulvinaria was
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truly wonclevful
;

but as tho winter months ap-
proached, its numbers began to grow less, until
(luring November, December, January and Febru try
hardly one was to be seen; and the several blights
on which it fed commenced to .increase again. .\t
the present time the is ag lin increasing,
and wherever any of the bliglit is seen, the larva
of the C'njptolmmm is seen feeding upon it. I h ive
spoken to Mr. Muller and Mr. Scott when they
were in Honolulu and stated to them the above
facts, and asked them to have a little patience until
the summer set in, when there would

. be good work
done by the CniptohmuHs. I believe with Profe.ssor
Koebele that this will be the case.
Your resolutions seem to imply (though I trust

such was not your meaning) that I, as Commissioner
of Agriculture, had selected and sent to your dis-
trict the (.'ri/ploltfuiiis lady-bird independently and
without tile sanction and advice of Professor
Koebele. If such is your wiy of tliinking, I must
as.sure you that you are mistaken. In all matters
pertaining to the entomological work of Professor
Koebele vvith which I hive hid any connection, I
liavp relied upon and implicity followed his instruc-
tions in every particular.

b^ou have done well to express conftdence in
Professor Koebele. but you are decidedly wrong in
believing that he is in ignorance of the state" of
affairs in Kona. Just so far as T have been in-
formed by the people of Kona, so has he been in-
formed, and a copy of your resolutions will he sent to
him by the next mail. He is now in Japan, a
country which he reports as being much infected with
scales lyid blights, and it is quite possible that he
might find an insect to supplement the work of the
Cl i/iiloltriiiiia beetle.
Had my duties pcrmitti-l me. I would hive visited

Kona and consultel with your coffee planters con-
cerning blights and other matters but I hav(( been
quite unable to leave Honolulu. Coust.uit vigilance
is nece.ssary in order to prevent the introduction of
pests and blights, some of which, if introduced,
would destroy the coffee indu-itry in short oi-dei-.
I can assure you that as soon as possible after the
arrival of Professor Koebele he will visit your district
and do avhat is po.ssible to relieve you of the blight
on your coffee.

Trusting that you will soon be able to see the
Oi'i/ofolfrmus at work on the Pulvinaria, and assuring
you tluat anything that is in the power ofthewadter
to help your industry will be done, I have the honor
to remain.

TE.\ S.VLES IN BD.MllAY.
As we announced the other day, an auction s.ale

ot Indian teas took platm, on Saturday, at the office
ol Me.ssrs Griiidlay, Groom A Co., of this citySome of the tea-planters in Dohra Dunn, Kanora, and
Kiimaoii have arrange 1 with Messrs. Grindlay, GroomA Go. to hold periodical sales of their teas in Bom
bay, and the tirst such sale took place at noon on
Saturday, when four hundred and twenty-nine cases
were put up, vvith the condition that the vendors had
a reserved bid for each lot, and that the article woulii
not Ice sold under their fi.xed prices. The first lol
consisted of forty cases of orange pekoe from tin
Gehra Dunn Tea Company, for vvliich the higheU
ofier made was six annas and ten pies per lb. ^^Tlere
upon It wis bought in at seven annas per lb. Gnon
tlii.s the wholesale dealers called the attention of the
tipnts to the fact that in Calcutta, where such sale.-
woie regularly held, the consignments of teas were
sol(l vyithout aiiv reserve, and that such a coarse
should be tollowed here so as to develop and p-omote
the new business. But as the .agent.s were defe -mine 1

to hold to t leir reserve prices, the dealers left th’room In a holy. However, on the sale being pro-
ceeded with, only five boxes of orange pekoe fx'om the
Kaipur tea e.state were purchased by a Persian shop-
keeper at eight aunas and one pie per lb., leavingfour hundred and twenty-four eases unsold. In Cabcutta a large trude in tea is done for export to England,
Australia, and other countries by the vendors selling
their stsck without reserve.— Ti//ie.s of India.

<;.VS Lf.ME AS A .MAXrilE.
'"'*;^‘5te product in tlie manufactnro of

fra low tim, r reputation, and can be bouglit

ing away. In its fresh state it lias an evil smelland contains siilplmret of lime and other suTdIiui’compoiinc|s that give off sulphuretted hydrogen ^andarc Uijnrionsto vegetable li/e. It is theL tlfe farmerwho uses it must guard against, and failure to do thisbrings about disastrous results hnf v' ;

uuderstood the danger may be reduced to a mminmmtor if gas lime is exposed the oxygen of the ^1110^phere soon c estro.ys the had sniefl bv cbangffiAtesulphuret of lime into sulphite, and iinailv fuhffiatfof hme or gypsum, m other words, by chaiiu-iiig itfrom a positively poisonous substance to a felknown fertiliser.

In a sainple of gas lime from which the w.iter (thatconstituted about -10 per rent of it) bad been evLno-

With safety as a inamire. Dr. Voelcker found thefollowing conipcjunds ot liine:-Snlpliate of lime4bi; sulphite ot lime 15-19; carbonate of lime -19-40 •

and caustic hme 18-23 per cent. A substance 'rich’as this in lime compounds cannot fail to he of con-siderable service to farmers, and in actual practice

in e The 7
nnich the same effect a.s ordinaryhme. The crop on winch it does tlie most good arecloveis ot Vfarions kmcls, bbans and peas, tares and

tins IS probably only when it has been incornoratedwith the soil in a fresli state. On grails Cd Ssliould be. spread 111 frosty weather at a time whenvegetatmn is dormant, so that it may have changedto a mild foi ni before the growth of grass in spring

-

or batter still, it should be made into a comSwith load-.sciapings. ditch-scom-inga, or other refusebefore being applied. It is of grekt servicr in del’troying moss, heath, acid-loving plants, and cerffihiother useless vegetable growths.
On arable land it should be spread tlivee or fourweeks before bmug p oughed in. and it may be , °ecat the me of two, three, or four tons per acre ItIS said that if applied quite fresh ancl ploughed ina. once, ,t will destroy coltsfoot, or other weedsthat may have taken absolute possession of the soiland cannot be removed by ordinary means.
Miss Oi-mei-od and Dr. Voelckei- recoiiiniend it asan almost certain cure for Piiiger-and-toe ” or‘.‘Anbury" in turnips. The latter makes the Uowliiig mtei-estmg statement On visiting the fields

dileaL) W wa\7in fbove-uamedciisease) by wait-like excresences, and forked andtwisted mto the most fantastical forms, I no iced aspot on which the roots were nearly all sound Onstooping do-w'ii and examining the soil, I picked unsome bits of a whiti.sh-lookin^r substancp vvl ?pvrn7

waiS thar^n
gas-lime, and I learned after-

aminat.on of the soil on this field shovved toacesof knie, and at my reconimendation, the occunier

Considering the above, we can come to no otherconclusion than that gas-lime is of value t^those whocan easily obtain it.-.V. n. Aoricnltnrip

-A gki.EBKATED old tuee.
Lecc-m-nig, last week, before Hie Royal Horti-

toi ot tlie kew^ Gimlen.s, iiieiit ionod the presence

oltr cele1.i-ate.l .li-a..-on-

I Ins was one of the mo.st celebrated ohieets in
natural history. It wa.s li'l-st des-ciibed -being even then a venerable Iree-by tlienaygatoi-s in the early part of the bitli i-entni-vand wa.s coiisidere.l by Humboldt and otliers tobe of extreme antiquity. The specimen a^ Kew'\as olitained many years ago and it is, proliablv.

tlu. only portion of the original tree now e.vistin-.—London Times, May 24.
”
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DYSENTERY AND TYPHOID EEYER
AMONG PLANTERS

Witliin a very sliort perioil of tiiiiu we li.a\ o liail

to record tlie tleatli of an unusually larire ii\iiul»er

of victims upcountry to Dysentery and Typlioid
Fever, tlie two fell diseases which Europeans in ( 'ey-
Ion chietly have to dread. We also know that
a much laru'er numher of cases have occuried
than the public are aware of, in hospitals, liotels,

and ])iivate houses,—where, if the patients li.ave

not succumbed, they have often bdcn at death's
door. We have rejieatedly warned younu’ planters
of the nece.ssity for keepinj^ a careful watcli o\ er

the water they use, and last week we struck
another serious note of M'arniii'', for the a)ii)ear-

ance of which many expressions of satisfaction

have re.ached us. 'We therefore think tiie

time has come to speak out more forcibly

and more jilainly than e\er, concerning this

matter of the greatest importance, more especially

as it attects our upcountry friends, the |>lantcrs.

No purer, or more wholesome, w.ater exists in

the world than that which issues from the

thousand times ten thousaml sirvings on our
mountain sides, free as the air that perennially

blows over and sways* the trees that clothe them ;

and when a bungalow is built—as every bunga-
low should be, where possible—close by the
source of such a “ spring,” only the grossest

carelessness and indifference can cause such a
mipply to become the means of conveying disease-

germs into the food, or the vessels used for

cooking. Yet so thoughtless and uususpioious are

some of the younger men amongst our planters,

that older men, witli long experience, often have
to point out to them very objectionable arrange-
ments in connection with even .so pure a supi)ly

of water as this. With such a flow, issuing

through a short s|)out from the ground, the

rule should be that no open receptacle—neitlier

a low tub nor a reservoir (unless ])rotected), nor a

hole in the ground, should be alloweil under it,

or near to it. A lazy kitchen cooly will often

dip his Imcket into such recept.acles rather than
w.ait for the Imcket or saucepan to lill fiom the

jmre source; and as an eternal watch cannot be

kept, such convenient receptacles aie certain to

be often contaminated by the jteople about the

])lace.

Hut unfortunately the bungalows tliat exist and

were built .so many years ago,— as well as many
which the exigencies of tlie case rei|uire to be built

now—have not lieen and cannot always be built

where this great desideratum of a i>ure sjiring of

water, exists. Only the other day welieard a planter

boasting of the beautiful siipiily of water to his

liungalow, througli a sjioiit close to Ids kitclien

door. .And truly it was one to make the

heart glad, if only it had issued there

and then from the ground ; but \\hat lie

knew, but overlooked, and what we noticed was,

that it had travclleil o\er a mile by the road

side from its source ; and in walking
along that roail quite close to the bun-

galow, we had observed sucli things as

decided us to be very careful not to drink of

that water during our visit. Under such
circumstances nothing but covered pipes to con-

vey water from its .source will insure it against

eoiitamination in an Eastern country. ( )nr

late senior, Mr. ,\. M. Ferguson, once

olfered a reward of Hi,OHO to anyone who could

devise a satisfactory latrine arrangement fur the

lines in Abbotsford, and induce the coolies

always to use it ! Every |danter knows how
ab.solutely iridiU'ereiit Tamil coolies are in this

respect, rather, it would almo.st ,seem, preferring to

be siirromided by an environment of filth than
otherwise, ami justifying the joke of a planter

that a cooly returning liome in the dark lifts

up not his ears for sounds from the lines, but

his nose for the odour saving :
— ‘‘ .Ah ! I must

lie near home.” Well, no one earneil

the old editors reward, and we think
the I’laiiters’ .As.sociatioii or .some of our
large Proprietory Companies might safely

repeat the oiler. Not that we think the solution

of the problem requires any special invention,

so much as the liest way to influence the
coolies themselves, in a direction, for their

own good, short of ( lovoriiniont compulsion
to which complexion it may ha\ e to conic. For,

the condition of things not only on the estates,

but generally upcountry, has already become
.so bad as to be beyond further endurance. .And

it behoves every European vlio values his (kwn

healtli, and every estate owner, large or small,

who \alues the health of his cooolies, to put an
eml to \ile habits, which, we say without
fe.ar of cfmtradiction, ha\e alri'aily counted their

\'ictims by the thousand, and whiidi are resi)on.s-

ible for the serious illness of planters and cmdies
who are at this moment hovering between life and
dca'h,

TEA CULTURE OX THE CAUCASUS.
Professor Krasnov s.ay.s we have reproiluced

his ojiinions and information on this subject, as

.stated in conversation, very correctly: but there

is an addition he m.ade this morning whicli we
deem of very considerable iniponanco. Tn hjs

opinion, there can never be huge returns of

leaf ill the hititude and climate of the liatoum
district. “The climate,” said the Professor, “is
mostly like today in Colombo— \ery moist, with
a great deal of rain nearly all the year round,
and not nearly enough of sunsliiiie or heat
to induce such (lushes of leaf as 1 see gathered
in Ceylon and India." He likens the climate
on the side of the Hlack Sea 10 what is expe-
rienced in India at 8,00() feet above ,sea-level

“and there," he added, “1 lind jdanters do not
cultivate tea -it is beyond the p.aying limit.”

'I'lie courteous and very intelligent Professor— who.se home and university are in one of the
riidiest jirovinces half-way between the (h'imea
and .Moscow—cordially repeated liis invitation

to visit Southern Russia and see their beet-root

culture (for sugar), wheat, fruit, lAc.
;
and he

added the best route is by steamer from .\lex-

andria to Coiistantimqile ami thence by a lirst-

( la.ss Russian line of steamers to Hatoum.

TIIE INDO-CEVEOX RAILWAY AND
THE CnOLV SUPPLY:

HOW TO SAVE (w,0,O(iu DAYS OF COOLY
LAHOUlt.

It is (luite amusing to us to observe the crass

ignorance displayed about the connection between
our l.abour Siipidy and the construction of an
Indo-Ceylon Railway. Let us take the very
a-b-c. of tlie connection between the two, of

which our local coutemiioraries are either ignorant,
or else which they deliberately keep out of sight.

.At present some ;i.-),000 to f) ooo coolies trai'el

down the North road eviuy year after a long
journey through Madura and the cros-iiug to

Pe.ssalai. lu this way, it is not loo mmdi to

say that from ten to fourteen days of work are
lost both to the coolie.s .and (he planlers. Now
allowing fur the risk of a pro|)ortion of the
number having to jiass .some day.s in quarantine
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ill tlie Cooly DeixU—Nortli of tlie Ivelani river,

or vvlierever it iiiiylit be situated —we tliiiik we
are safe in takiii”- ten days for eoolies

arriving by tlie Xortliern route as a very mode-
rate average reekoning for tlie total loss of

time. This will give us 4Ud,0i)b days whieli an
Indo-Ceylon Railway is likely to sa\e to eoolies

audio planters. This means, to he again on tlie

safe side the |)lacing of K10I),0Q')

—

oni. lumdred
thousand ncpecs at least—into the poekets of the la-

hourersand giving to the employers, the equivalent

of an addition to their total cooly force of from
],60h to djUDO eoolies. These great advaiit.iges

derivable from the construction of an Tiido-Ceylon

line are patent and are in the very front of the

undertaking. Nor should the saving of time in

travelling back to Southern India be lost sight

of. tiiuite so many coolies do not travel by
land to the Nortli as conic in that way; but
do, OOP may be taken for the departures and we
have tlien a further saving of 2o0,0tK) days’

laliour or Jv(5d,d00 to the coolie.s who.se one great

object in coming to Ceylon is to gather in as

many rupees as possible to carry back to their

villages.

As for the doubt cast on the opinions or desires

of Mr. Edward .1. Young, it is to us, w ho know
how enthusiastic Mr. Young is about the early

construction of an Indo-Ceylon Railway, [lerfectly

absurd. .Mr. Young did everytliing in his power
t.i interiist the Ceylon Covernment in the pi'oject

and was woefully disappointed when he found
that our iiresent ( lovernor received the scheme wuth

disfavour. However he secured the jmhlication

of all the paiiers in the possession of the Co-
veriinient together with a iireliminary Report
from Mr. Waring and an expression of ojiinion

on the part of the Resident Engineer for the

South of India Railway. .Moreover, .Mr. Young
hoped while in England to increase the interest

felt there in the proposal ; and wo feel sure nothing
will delight him more than to find the way made
clear for the early consummation of a Railway
union between this island and the opjiosite

Continent.

As for the time when this important under-

taking should be taken in hand, the late Duke of

Bnckingham—one of the shrewdest and most prac-

tical of British administrators—would fain have seen

a commencement made twenty-two years ago and
Sir Win. Cregory bitterly regretted he could not

put his hand to the work, while ho intimates in his

autobiography that had Mr. Kyle’s scheme for

a steam-ferry come before him at the out.-et,

the woul'i jirohably have been able to stat

the Duke’s proposal. At any rate, with an in-

fluential Syndicate now in existence, whose one
object is to promote this Indo-Ceylon Railway,
is it not rather absurd to be told that the proposal

should ho relegated to some unknown limbo of the

pitiire ! In answer to Mr. Caine, .Mr. Sydney
Ihixton intimatoil that “ any well-considered

scheme of railway extension (in Ceylon) which
may be brought (by private enterprise) to the

notice of the Secretary of State will receive at-

tention.” We trust tliis may encourage Sir Ceo.
Bru'ie and Mr. Shelford to lay a formal jiro-

posal before Lord Rioon. I’iiey have already
secured the consent ami full apiuoval of the

Indian authorities, Mr. Fowler being umlerstood
to he especially favourable to their project, and
the sooner the Enginoer.-i formulate a sclumie of

their own—say to connect Manaar and Colombo
by ,a metre-gauge line— fur the consideration of

the Secretary of State foi the Colonies, the
sooner will tiiey get a distinct pronouncement
by the local as well as home authorities) and
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know exactly how they .stand in regard to the
( 'eylon (lovernment.
One thing is very certain, namely, that oniv

the ]uo.<]iect ol interest-and-sinking-fund as well
as working expenses being fiiliy covered, is

likely to induce the Colonial Odice to sanction
further additions to the Ceylon Railway Debt
for new Extension.s. If this' be true, as 'we be-
lieve it to be—to judge from information from
home—the time would appear to he most .sea-

sonable for the introduction of “private eiiter-

jir.se and it therefore behoves the Symlicate
that has taken the Indo-Ceylon Railway in hand
to furmulate a proposal wit'liout further' delay for

the consiileration of the Secretary of State.

0. —
A CEYLON PLANTER IN CALIFORNLA
We take the following interesting extracts from

a letter just received from Mr. T. A. Cockburn :
-

The dennnd for your teas continues here, but
doss not increase so rapidly as I would like

; the
great want seems to be some attractive method of

.4.dv'ertising, something out of the common rut, and
I need not again enlarge on the tremendous sensa-
tion caused by Natives, men and women, appearing
on the streets in their striking and picturesque
costumes and jewellery, and serving tea in the high
class stores free of charge : I have Very fully explained
hovv these natives could very profitably be employed
between the large Expositions being constantly held
in some part or other of this vast country, and
of course I include Canada.

I have had enquiries for Ceylon cinnamon and
other produce, through a friend connected with a
large tea house and general importing business of

very great extent, and I furnished him with a list

of well-known Ceylon firms and some of their London
Agents. I also handed him a copy of your Ov,eiiand
Ohnerner, containing a list of those firms connected
with Ceylon, so I hope something will come of

this enquiry : some 250 bales of cinnamon alone,
were required immediately, I don't know if this is

a large quantity but presume it is a fairly good order.
I have heard from three only of those to whom

awards were given at the late Midwinter International
Exposition, as to their wishes re medals and dupli-

cate diplomas, and I trust that those who have not
yet communicated with me, will do so as soon as
convenient, as the authorities w'ould like all matters
connected with the Exposition, disposed of as soon
as possible now.

THE RUSSIAN TEA COMMISSIONERS
IN CEYLON;

TEA CULTURE NEAR BATOUM.
The Riisshin Com mission sent out to inquire into

and report on the cultivation and preparation
of tea in the E.a.st consists of four members.
But it <loes not seem to he considered requisite

that they .--hould travel together. M’e ha\e al-

re.ady referred to the visit of Air. Klingen and
the interest he took in our Colombo tea sales,

as well as in tea cultivation and preparation iip-

c.ountry. 'I'wo other Commi.ssioners, Mr. Simonsen
and another, devote their attention chielly to

prep.ar.ation and machinery and thej' have also

been taking notes in Ceylon, feeling that nowhere
have factories been more fully or admirably
litteil up than here. They will jirobahly be back
in November to decide on what machinery they
shoiihl recommend for the Caucasus. But mean-
time, they feel, that the Ceylon and Indian
system of fermenting and liring do not give the
teas which are desired in Russia and they think they
can learn more under these head.sfrom the Chinese.
And so all three have gone off to the Ear East.
Meantime, we have had a call from the fourth

Commissioner, M. Krasnov, Professor in Charkov
University, a learned Ethnologist as well as Natu-
ralist and an authority yu Soil and Cultivatioih
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Profe.'^f^or Kra-shos-, true to his taste.s, first visited

our “Buried Cities” and tlien lie i>as.sed to tlie

Biiiteiine country to see something of the Veddahs,
taking iihotograplis as comenient. He travelleil

hack to Coloinho through Uva and Nuwara
Eliya and on the way saw some of our tea country
and factories. He is im|)iessed witli tlic careful
system of culti\atiou and preparation observed
in Ceylon, and thinks if we could only adapt our
leas a little more to Russian taste—less ferment-
ing and bring—that there should be a large
demaml. M. Krasnov says “less fermenting” be-

cause experiments made in this direction when
he was in the Darjiling district shewed that

suitable teas could thus be prepared for the Russian
taste ;

and our visitor is strongly of the opinion

that unless there be some such adapting, it

will take a long time for our teas to make way
with the Russian people. He tells us how some
of the leading Russian tea dealers have com-
menced to “ blend ”

;
but also that he and others

liave had to change their custom because they
must liave the teas to which they were accus-

tomed and not the harsher and stronger Indians

and Ceylon.s.^

I’rofessor Krasnov has very little faith in suc-

cessful Tea (hiltivation to any great extent in

Southern Russia on account of the cost of labour,

although as he admits the heavy customs duty
—about ‘is |>er lb. on tea —should ab'ord mucit

encouragement in a \\ide maigin of protection.

He tells us that the soil and climate along the

coast of the Black Sea and for a certain dis-

tance inland are very suitable for tea. Hitherto,

experiments have been confined to the neigh-

bourhood of Batoum. The first attempt was
by a merchant who got some tea j)lants from
tfhina. These grew ami bore seed and he [jlanted

a few acres and M. Krasnov has tasted tea

made from liis trees. Then came M. Bopoffwho
introduce<l some f'hine.se as well as seed and

planted up a small garden ; but he has never

done much with it and api)arently lost interest

in it. The (Jovernment so far has not more
than a few acres under cultivation. They may
increase this to a few hundred acres if the

Commissioners .so advise; but M. Krasnov has

not mncli faith in the enterprise spreading. He
tells us a British platiter (and Indian coolies if

lie could gel leave to take them over '.) would be

readily welcomed by the Bu.ssian authorities

an. I allowed to i.n’.tit by the “protection" of

the -js per lb, lt‘a duty. But of course, how to

get lalionr the coolies—is tlie ditHcnlty.

I’rofessor Krasnov lakes a deep interest in Ceylon

iiltogether, - in its varying climates and vegeta-

tion— East ami West, higli and low,- as well as

in the past history of the island and people,

lie hopes to spend some more time here on his

retuni from the lar East. He IcaN'cs for f hina

by the M.M “Natal” now due from

Marseilles.

JOTTINdS ON TOUR.

(Jhf a riantir.)

pRicJ-s or Cl.vros Tr.v.—The reason for the preseiit

good demand for Ceylon common and tine tea is

thus explained in a letter received by the last mail;

“ In order to sell at 1 shilling a pound, the grades

under 7d are likely to contimm intrinsically dearer

than those at «d to lod ; for although China Congou

is selling down to eld, tho packers call only use a

certain small proportion of it for the one-shilling

packet. The new season’s Hankow teas are being

hought largetv for Russia at very high prices. Buyers

for England have mostly to stand hy, as leas cost-

ing bd, are only worth at picGont pricca IJd in this

market.”

We.itheh is a little more monsoonish today. Great
complaints of want of water for Factory purposes,
are made in many districts. Residents in such cool
districts as Dolosbagie, where prickly heat was un-
known, are now suffering from that troublesome, if

not dangerous, complaint. It becomes a very serious,

matter when Dysentry and Typhoid Fever are but too
prevalent. I fear the present unhealthy season will

not tend to Life Insurance Societies reducing their
premiums.
The Immigb-int Returns are much pleasanter

reading to the Planter, than they were. The totals

weekly show a thousand or so to the good.
Tea Exports are not formidable. We shall

certainly have rather poor outputs from many
Factories when the slack time comes. There is

a lot of pruning in arrear now which must be
attended to, and when this work has been
delayed, it means that the bushes take a long
time to recover from the action of the knife. Tea
trees, like everything else in nature, require rest.

France is ceasing to be the home of the claret
drinker, as I learn from the letter of a Special
Commissioner sent to Paris by one of th^ leading
English papers which shows, alas, how spirit-drinking
is spreading among the French.

C'eVlon Tea Commissioner in America.—Is it not
possible for Mr. Mackenzie to rile our American
cousins by showing up their little peculiarities.
Dickens, who, perhaps, wielded a more artistic pen
than oven our t'ommissioner, got into terrible trouble
by his American notes. If Mr. Mackenzie would write
less, and stay more in America, our cause, perhaps,
would flourish better.
Q'he Co.MMiTTEE oj Thirtv, it strikes an outsidei'.

seems to be encumbered with red-tape, and does not
seem to vave the power of getting hold of the money
that is accumulating in the banks from the collection
of the Cess.

TEA AROUND UAMPOLA AND
PUS8ELLAWA.

Ill .sending ns information for our Directory,

all ohl planter writes :

—

Very few natives make their own tea. I only know
one Chetty that does and he adjoins me. He calls

his estate New Angamone, and it is some 1‘20 acres.

This is not in your Directory. You have Angamone
as belonging to heirs of A. Brown and natives. The
heirs of A. Brown have not owned it for years back

!

IIORTUN PLAINS FOR A TROUT
HATCHERY.

(From d <'orrrsjioti(/r)if.J

ITitloiibtcdly Horton Plains is uhcic the lial-

cherry should be. K.lnu would put uii all the iieces-

sary imihliiigs Ac., ami all otlu-r jilaiit (not iiiiieli

reiiiiired) taken from Niiwera Eliya. 1 believe

that there it would be quite possible to- raise

yearlings. But (bere slioiild be a European
on the s]iot, or failure is inevitable.

One great drawback with tlie present arrange-

ments is tbat Mr. Triiigliam lias loo far to goto
see the pomls during t 1r nigld

, and indeed during

tlie liatehiiig ot the o\ a, these slnnild be attended

by some one with little or iiotbing else to do.

That is of course for say II weeks after tlii' o\ a

are put into the trays.

The present ponds are utterly iiimiiited for

rcdriii'j Iroiil.

Till. br.UANOOR Pi.ANiAiToNs Syndicate, Limited, has

been registered hy Ijinklator and Co.. 2 Bond-court,
Wallirook, will' a capital of l'2,").oon in L’KK) shares.

Tho object i-, to iM (|niio from 11. Ilutlcnbacb leiLiiin

estates, nlanlaliuns, Ai in tlie State of Selmigor,

in tlie i^lalay I'eiiinsula. and to dcvuloj) and tmii to

account Hie same in such manner as the company
shall sh(' lit. The din'ctors arc -T. Somerville, .\.

Kent, and L. Hnilenliaeb, ib'fil'hcation one slian-

;

rcmunoralioii, n jicr cent, of the net iirolUs divisible.

A* uirf G, jjrt^<i May 21 .
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CEYLON MANUAL OE ClfEMfCAL
ANAIA'SE.S.

A reeeiit number of The Chemical Xews has the
following review of Mr. M. Cochran’s useful volume
printed and published at this office:—
A Handbook of Analysks connected with tlie in-

dustries 8,11-1 Public Health of Ceylou. For Planters,
Commercial Men, Agricultural Students, and Mem-
bers of Local Boards. By M. Cochran, -m.a.. f.c.s..

Professor of Chemistry in the Ceylon Medical College,
City Analyist to the Municipality of Colombo, Mem-
ber of the Ceylon Branch of the Boyal .\siatic Society.
Colombo: A. M. A and J. Ferguson. Jjondon : Kegan
Paual, Triibner, A Co.

;
Geo. Street A Co.

;
J. Haddon

& Co. 189.5.

This work ought to be highly prized not merely
by the classes to whom it more directly apjieals, but
by every true Briton. Tropical and Subtropical agri-

culture is a pursuit in which a large portion of our
national capital is invested, and engaging directly

or indirectly a still larger proportion of our industin-.

It may claim our attention tlie more urgently
as it is now attacked on various sides. The para-
sitic fungi and animalcules of tropical regions, the
synthetic chemistry of Germany, the development of

rival product.s, and the frauds of our own merchants,
are all tending to reduce the most valuable lands of
India, the West Indies, etc., to useless deserts. Hence
the instinct of self-preservation should urge us to

bring all the resources of ch mical and biological

science to bear on the questions involved.
To this good task Mr. Cochran here supplies a

valuable contribution. He does not attempt to lay
down new or special methods of chemicii analysi s

but gives us results. He gives us, firstly a view of
the. 00 nposition of the soils and rocks, showing us
the conditions under which such determinations
are to bo trusted here supplied it would seem
that the soils of Ceylon are very rich in quartz
and insoluble silicates. He explains the demands
made upon the soil respectively by cofl'ee, tea cin-

chona. and cacao, and what manures are needed to
keep up a supply of suitable plant-food. Unfor-
tunately. as far at least as coft'eo is concerned, its

failure in Ceylon cannot he remedied by any fer-

tilisers, since it is due to a parasitic fungus. Tliis

pest is spreading to Fiji, and we fear to .lava.

Whether a richer manure tvould enable the coffee
trees to resist the enemy remains to bo i)roved,

and perhaps chemical research may lead us to some
fungoids a!ble to destroy the scourge.

We next pass to cereals, especially rice. The
proportion of phosphoric acid in the mineral matter
of rice is relatively high. According to the analysis
of Kellner, Japanese rice is richer in fatty matter
than that of America or of India.

A table is here given showing the average com-
position of cereal grains as produced in different
countries, no Ceylon samples having been apparently
analysed. Nor do we find any analyses of Australian
or African grains.

As regards the cultivation of rice, the author re-

commends that it should receive nitrogen both in

the form of nitrates and of ammonical salts. We
regret to find that there is no analysis given of the
drainage-waters from rice-fields. This water is said
to be especially dangerous, and it would be impor-
tant to know if this opinion is well-founded, and if

so, whether the mischief is due to chemical ingre-
dients or to the presence of morbific organisms.
The products of the coconut palm are considered at

some length. The yearly value of a coconut planta-
tion on good soil is said to be .£8 15s per acre. Atten-
tion is called to coconut butter, an article recently
placed upon the market, and in many respects supe-
rior to the margarines.
The tea-crop makes a heavy demand upon the

potash, and the phosphoric acid in the soil. There
18 no special mention of the composition of the soil

of the “ Mazawattee ” estate, which is now, according
to advertisers, producing such a large proportion of
of the tea consumed in Britain.
The tannin question is not overlooked. The author

quotes Mr. Hooper for the statement that the finest
teas are those which contain most tannin. A short

12

time ago an attempt was made to depreciate Indian
and Ceylonese teas in comparison with those of
China, on account of the greater proportion of
tannin which the former were asserted to contain.
The differences which the p.itriotic (?) authors so
eagerly pointed out seemed duo not to any inherent
difference in the (piality of the tea, but to a different
manner of preparation.
Cinchona barks are cultivated in Ceylon on a com-

mercial scale, the principal sjiecies being C .iiicciruln-a.

C. ofhciiiaU.-i, and (.'. caJi.'«n/a. The proportion of
quinine in the xucrirabra natural bark is 1'20 per cent,
and the renewed bark in addition to cinchoni-
dine, quinidine, and cinchonine.
The cacao grown in Ceylon is chiefly the C.araccas

variety, and it is much esteemed for the manufacture
of chocolate. Much of it is exported first to America,
and thence to iMexico. According to the analysis of Dr.
Tatlock, F.it.s.K., it is exceptionally rich in albuine-
noids and in the characteristic alkaloid theobro-
mine. It is an exhausting crop as regards pho.sphorio
acid.

Into the useful information on tobacco, areca-nuts,
arnatto, coca (erythroxylon), cotton, and datura, space
does not allow us to entei.
Pepper, opium, indigo, and ipecacuanha do not

seem to I’ank among the agricultural productions of

Ceylon.
The latter part of the book is devoted to sanitary

analysis. It is remarkable that the only sample
of lemonade which came under the author’s hands
contained a considerable quantity of arsenic ! It is

noticed that the sender had ‘‘ merely tasted it’’—a fact

which raises some difficult questions.
In fine, to all whom it may concern, this hook de-

serves to be warmly recommended.

TEA ON THE NILGIIIS.

Tltr. CKVr.ON IMI’OUT TK.V Diri'V.

THK AMK1!K:.Y\ I'K.V CA>tPAI(iN.

Till-; XKW llO.MliAV ti-:a MAKK'KT.

Last month the Nilgiri Planters’ Association ap-
pointed a small Sub-Committee of five of its members
to enquire into one or two points connected with the
tea industry. The question of chief interest had re-

ference to import duty on tea in Ceylon, and after
due consideration the Sub-Committee fi'amed this
Besolution on behalf of the Association :

—“That this
Association, deeming it improbable that Government
would consider any proposal to impose a protective
import duty on ‘foreign’ tea coming into India—and
so follow the precedent afforded by Ceylon for many
years—informs the United Planters’ Association of
Southern India that, in its opinion, it is useless to
agitate in that direction, but that it is in favour of
the Government of Ceylon being approached with a
request to remove the present prohibitory import duty
on ‘foreign’ teas introduced into that Island and so
to enable Indian tea planters to enjoy in Ceylon
privileges which India extends to Ceylon tea-pro-
ducers.’’ This is a very sensible resolution, in that
there is every chance of its producing some x’osult.

The matter now rests with the IT. P. A. S. I., which
must represent the matter in its proper light to the
Governor of Ceylon, and at the same same time ask
the Ceylon Planters’ Association and the Colombo
Chamber of Commerce for their support. The Sub-
committee, already referred to, at the same meeting
as the foregoing Resolution was passed at, placed
on record that it was unanimously in favour of sup-
porting the Indian Tea Association. With that
view the Honorary Secretaiy was asked to find out
in what manner (whether by acreage or per pound
of tea turned out) subscriptions were levied from
other bodies joining that Association. It was fur-

ther agreed that wdien this information had been
received, an enhanced subscription should be levied
(per pound of the produced or otherwise) with which
to defray the expenses of directly pushing Nilgiri
teas in other markets. We are glad to find that the
Nilgiri planters are not going to stand aloof from the
American campaign. Money is needed, and as what-
ever good is acnieved must affect the whole industry
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in India, it is only right and proper that all

should pay their quota. ^Ve notice that a special
fund is to 1)0 formed in order to directly push
the sales of Nilgiri teas alone. An attempt is now
being made to conduct tea sales in Bombay.

There is so far as we can see, no reason why a
market should not be formed in Bombay. There must
be a good demand for tea in that city, both for
Home consumption and for export, more especially
to the Persian Gulf. At first there is bound to be
some difficulty in opening up a new business like
this, and the seller will have to make some conces-
sions. In this direction a local fund such as the
Nilgiri Planters’ Association proposes to raise might
be of great service.

—

Madras Mail.

TEA-SWEEPINGS.
TO TUE EDITOK OF Fair Flaij.

Dear Sir,—Referring to j'our article in Fair Plai/

of the 10th inst., headed “ An Important Question
for the Tea Trade,” we disposed of our tea-sw'eep-

ings and damaged tea the seasons before last to a
Hamburg firm

;
previously and since we have burnt

all
;
but your return puts our quantity down as 40

tons, whereas it was composed of ship or country-
damaged, 4 tons 10 cwt., sweepings, 1!) tons 1 cwt.,

or 2:4 tons 11 cwt, in all, which equals a loss of one
and one-sixth ounce per half-chest of tea landed and
worked here during the season in question

;
and as

we land more Indian tea which has to be bulked
than the Dock Companies, or any other wharfinger,
it is fair to assume that your returns are all wrong,
and, so far as this wharf is concerned, incorrect.

The Customs take the gross weight of every package
of tea when landed, and the same weight has to

he brought to the scale at final weighing, so that
duty is paid on the net weight of tea as landed,
consequently no loss through sweepings is caused to
the importer or revenue. If loss is caused it must
be through bad stowage, defective condition of

chests, or had working, liy checking the landing
weights with their invoices importers can easily see
if they ha\e any cause, of complaint against the
huiding, housing, and woi-king their leas in this port.—
rours truly, llurnFU's W'li.un'. [ji.'Mitek, Hv. JjAFonf,

jManaging Director.
.Southwark, S.E.. filth May, 189').

THE ORANGES OF .JAMAICA.
niK itKsT Of Till-: fiM ir (;i!0\v.s wii.d.

(Fi'oiii thr ‘‘ II reJ.i
;!

Ti/iir\-," of Nrn' YorL.)

In the month of i''ebnmry, 189t, the isl.and of

.lamaica exported l(i4,Soo oranges. In the monlli
of I'ebruary of thi.s year the exports of this fruit

amounted to .'>,7.‘>2, 1 do. In I'ehriiary of hist year
•lamaica’s great competitor in the orange trade,

Florida, enjoyed ordinary weather. This yeai'

found Florida ice-bound or frostbitten. It was
.Jamaica’s opportunity, the g^reatest it has ever
had, and how well it has improved it the fore-

going figures show.
WHAT JAMAICA CAN UO.

What Jamaica can do to fill the gap made by
the frost in Florida is indicated by the figures

quoted. Yet it could have done a great deal

more. When despatches from New A'ork reported

a .steady demand for .lamaica oranges, the fruit

was sai'd to he rotting on the trees in the Parish

of .Maneliester, from which the finest oranges
grown in this colony come.

WH.VT JAMAICA NEKDS.
“ I know it,” said the Jamaican, jilaciilly.

“ What we w.ant here is American money, and
entei’prise, and jiusli,”—wdiicli is .as true as the

truest kind of Gospel. Rut tliis f.act should he
home in mind, .and it is of the utmost imjiortance

to or.ange growers who are ho))ing to huy or le.ase

groves here. Orange growing in .Jamaic.a is not

a business in itself. It is incident.al to other

labor, and not countol as a s])eeially profitable

industry. Strictly speaking, there is not an orange
grove, as the Floriil.a grower understands tlie

word grove, on the Island of .Jamaica. Oranges
grow wild liere. As nearlj'

.
as 1 can learn, the

only eulti\ate<l orange trees on this island are

owned by Mr. .1. P. Clark, the Cu.stos of Man-
chester, and 1 w'as told last night by an oHicer

of the Colonial Government, whose iluties make
him familiar with the agriculture of the colony,

that the cultivated trees li.ad not done as well as

the wild ones. The owner of a farm or property
of, say, 1,000 .acres, no more thinks of juittfiig

it all into oranges or relying e.xeliisively on that
fruit, than a m.arket gardener on Long Island
would devote all his energies to lettuce, and let

the rest of his garden take care of itself.

The Government owns nearly, if not quite,

200,000 acres of land on the island, and much
of this is well suited to orange growing. This land
is sold at public auction. Any man may jiick out
a j)ieee of Crown land he would like to buy,
and notify the ju-oper authorities. The land is

then .advertised to be .sold at auction. On the
aiipointed day the would-be pui chaser appears
and offers a certain sum. If the Government is

satisfied with the offer, and there are no other
bidders, the oiler is aijcepted. If there are other
bidders, the highest one gets it. Land sold in this

way costs from .i?! to .$10 an .acre. The doll.ar-an-

acre land is generally rather inacce.ssible,' the
only road to it being a sheep ])ath. The higher
jirice represents land near a high road. To ele.ar

wild land, simply to “brush” it, costs from j!.')

to -SS .an acre. \'oung orange trees can be bought
at the Botanical Gardens.

Intelligent men here do not aihisi- .American.'

to Come here w ith the sole idea of growing
oranges, ('onie to .lainaic,a .and look .around thej
s:iy. Find the land you w:uit. ami buy it. If it

will grow oranges, it will grow colfee and cacao,

and .a \ariety of othei- products. Many of these

•are far more prolitable than oianges. Fruii-

growing in Jam.aica has proved remunerative
even with old-fashione<l lia))haz.ard methods.
R.acked by .American enterprise, energy, and
intelligence, it ought to be an exi-ellent ieni in-

\est inent

.

THE AIAH.MH’.SA TEA Cn.MPANV,
LI.NIITED.

Directors : W. L. M atson, Esq., .S. Boulnois,

E.s(p, A. Bryans, Esq. < Hliees ; 4.'), Lea<lenhall

Street, London, E. The following is fiom the

rej)ort to be submitted .at the sixth onlinarv
general meeting :

—

The crop amounted to 148,287 lb. (an increase

over 1893 of 4,989 lb.), .and this h.as realised .t’o,3Ul

Os 7d, or s.ay .an .aver.age of over 8?,d (8-o9d) jier

lb.; Id more than hast ye.ar. The expenditure
.amounted to •G3,G52 17s 9d (the expenditure at

the estates being R4;),844 45, or at exchange
Is Igd—£2,602 12s 8d.) The average cost per
lb. was therefore 5-91d. 'I'he profit on the year’s

working amounted to £1,722 Ids Id, and this, after

making .an .adjustment on account of ])revious

year, .and .allowing for man.ager's commission.
Interest, &c.

,
leaves in prolit and loss account a

balance of £1,642 11s. lid. Outof this the direc

tors have jiaid a dividend at the rale of Id per

cent, per annum for six months, £6d7 Ids. This
leaves for distribnfion £l,d,3.') is. lid. And from
this t')e diri’ctors reconmn'iid a liii.il dividend at

the rate of Id pi>r cimf. pi“r annum, .ibsorbing

£()d7 Ids.; .and h>aving a, balance io la* carried

forward of t'427 I Is. Ibl. Tin' total dividend for

the year will thus hi* Id per cent, 'fhe cstiimite

of crop for bS!).! is 1.">.'),ddd lb.
, .and the estimateil

exiteinlilure at garden is R43,d27.
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COCOA.
Mr. Alexander l.eckie, St. Geoif'e’.s llou.se, Kastelieap,

K. C., a;jeut for Van llouten <fc Zoon, gave some inter-

esting evidence la.st week regarding the cocoa trade. He
stated that of the 2,500,000 lb of prepared cocoa annually
imported into the United Kingdom, over 2,250,000 lb. comes
from Holland, and more than half the total imported is

\’an Houten’s cocoa. The proces.s for making this soluble
cocoa is not patented, but is kept secret. An essential
part of it is the removal of a portion of the fat from
the seeds. Fifty per cent is the average, and Van Hou-
ten’s- contains between 26 and 33 per cent. The witness
was examined at great length regarding what the public
consider • cpcoa to be and from his experience he said
would not recommend any prohibition of the sale of mix-
tures of arrowroot, cocoa and sugar, or of soluble cocoas.
He was also rpiestioned as to how the latter arc pre-
pared, and as to the addition of alkali. Replying to
the latter, he said there was no cocoa in the British
market which contained any alkaline substrince whatever.
If could not contain alkali without spoiling the cocoa.
Mr. Leckie was then questioned as to the desirability

of the standard for cocoa, and as to the law' in foreign
countries. He explained that Belgium has passed an edict
declaring that cocoa which had been deprived of part of

its fat could not be sold as genuine cocoa, although it

might be sold as cocoa-powder. It further stated that
cocoa which had in it any increiise of mineral constituents
whatever should be called alkaliiii'tse, and if there was
moi-e than 3 per cent it sliould not be sold. It was to
have come into force on April 1st this year, but he had
heard nothing of it. 'I'here had been no prosecutions.
Van Houten had a large trade in Belgium, and they had taken
steps in the matter, and had put the case before the
Ministry, and had askeil them to take steps to say
whether the edict applied t(.> Van Honten’s cocoa. The
Belgian authorities had issued an explanation which showed
that alkalinUc applied to free alkali.—C/teou'sf and Druggist,
May 25th.

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA.
We Itave leceiveil a long letter from Mr. Elwood

May on tlie subject of !iis revived “Ceylon
Planter.s’ Tea Coiiu»any ” in New York and the

advantage of our planters backing up his work
of advertising and distributing their teas. Mr.
Elwood May must understand now finally, that

the day for the Ceylon planters supporting any
Company or individual separately in the tea-trade is

altogether over,— tliat their money (the Cess) is

meant to be spent for tlie benefit of all dealers in

Ceylon tea in Ametica,—ami that (for good or

evil), to Mr. Wm. Mackenzie as sole repre-

sentative and Commi.ssioner has been delegated
all power under certain instructions from the
“ Committee of Thirty.” It will be therefore a
mere waste of time to address letters to Ceylon
on this particular suhject.

Another correspondent e\|nesscs his great sur^

prise at finding that Mr. IMcchyndcn, tlie .Agent

for the Imlian Tea planteis, has been empowered
by Mr. Mackenzie to sell or give out Ceylon
tea but without distincti\e Ce.ylon labels, .so

that India gets credit for a tea much better

suited to the American taste. This seems a
grievous offence in the eyes of our correspon-

dent and especially for the reason that the Cey-
lon planters so emphatically refu.sed to unite
with their Indian brethren at Chicago. We arc
not going

,
to defend the consistency of our

))lanten- ; but otherwise to us it seems a small

matter which country gets credit long as

Indian and Ceylon teas suiiersede China’s and
Japan’s. Let it be all India, or all Ceylon,
yet both countries equally benefit by the relief

to the London market.
Thirdly, we have an interesting letter from

Miss Anna Ballard, the well-known lady
writer, Avho lived for some time in Ceylon and
w hose services we know', Mr. Mackenzie wished
to utilize, in writing descriptions of Ceylon tea
plantations, preparation, v'vc.

, »S:c. for the American
press. Miss Ballard adds :

—

“ I have just obtained a good point from a Scots-
man, New Zealander of T4 years, on a visit to his

,
lelatives io CJjicag'o^ mi Scotland. He told we that
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New Zealanders prefer the Ceylon tea to Indian.
They like the Ceylon tea’s flavour and delicacy.
They find the Indian tea rather strong. He said
that Ceylon tea needs no pushing there; for New
Zealanders have already adopted Ceylon tea to the
exclusion of all that is raised in any other country;
—anywhere.”

LIBERIAN COELEE IN CEYLON NOT
ECLIPSED.

{From (I Kandj/ Corrc-n/toiuteni.)

From time to time I observe statements of
marvellous growth and bearing powers of Liberian
Coffee in tlie Straits, Sumatra, Travancorc,
Borneo v^'c.

The general effect of such reports is to .show how
degenerate Ceylon is bj' comparison. The flavour
of brag is upon all of tliem.

The last I saw was that on a 20-month old
clearing a Liberian tree had attained tlie height
of 58 inches and a spread of 50 and one of 60
inches with a sjiread of 54 indies.

Tlie paragraph ended witli tlie \ery slirillest

of Cock-a-doodle-doos.
In reference to this, my attention w'as called

to a clearing of 18 months old in Matale. The
hidiest .specimens were 6 feet .‘J inches high and
5 feet 3 inches spread—wludly beating the size
of those mentioned as .something very e.xtra-

ordinary in tiie Far East.
I do not think that correct impressions are

conveyed by taking measurements of isolated
trees in clearing.

I wish I could elicit from other growers ot
Liberian Coffee whether my belief is shared by
them as to any improvement in Liberian Coffee
h'om its acclimatisation here, and wdiether it is not
a niuch earlier bearer than it used to be. The
cultivation has been going on now for some
little time and we slmuhl be hearing something
about the new openings unless the silence is

that of people who have found a good thing.
[As one indication, we had a planting visitot

from a high district the other day who said he
was going in for a Liberian 'Coffee clearing
in the low’country fortliwith.—Ed. T.A.'\

^
CURRENT notes.

{1>H an Old Fla.nlcr loiifi 1‘cskiatt in a. A^orlhaiL

Olstrkt.

)

The last Ohsen-ers just to hand arc very interest'
iiig tome; first of all and of most importance to the
Ceylon Tea Planters we have the

TAMIL LABOR QUESTION
brought before us full of all sorts of complications
and puzzles. To meet the present scarcity of labor ori
many tea estates in (ieyloii, I would venture to suggest

FREE STEAMER PASSAGES,
for a Jew months only'

;
some Companies joined by

sundry estate proprietors might make private arrange-
ments to convey coolies free to Colombo from Tuti-
corin to their estates

; small steamers might be em-
ployed to bring these coolies : and the present general
aiTangeraciits need not be in any way interfered
with. There «;e e.sfd/c.')’ and estates in Ceylon. Some
tea estates will always be favourites, with the Tamil
cooly, others quite the reverse, except the Superintend-
ents hold out

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
for the cooly to locate 011 them. Roomy and solid
and well-built Hues, small gardens allowed, and en-
couraged, and, more than all, a/i the protection to the
working cooly the superintendent can possibly give him,
by keeping his account in the admvice book in detail
and saying practically to his kangany “ Nauds oft', no
unjust or extortionate interest on this estate if you
please.' Some tea estates are healthy for the cooly;
others quite the reverse—some are steep, rather so I !

OthetB level, and easily worked and greatly liked by
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the cooly men and inomea and boys : some get better
rice than otliers, some have lowj rice transjmrt which
coolies detest, and abominate; where can you draw
THE LINE, I wonder ?

IMrnoVE THE CONDITION OF THE ESTATE
for the Tiunil cooly, make it more comfortable
and he will be quick to find out the benefits
you have secured for him and flock to the To-
tiui, if it is not most unhealthy for him to live on.
The present ancient kangaui system is welded into
all the Tamil Labor Ordinances of Ceylon and is

an Institution too strong and vigorous, to be roughly
handled.—though perhaps it might be modified in various
w lys. Finally, this 1 will say : that coolies are keen
observers, and will spread reports quickly—too quickly
sometimes—on the Coast, respecting the advantages of

various tea-districts and various estates ;
and whether

they are protected by the Dorai or not from the grip

of the kangani.
And now' to change the subject as it were ; I read

your recent remarks in Ohsrrcer and can say there

can be little doubt that
LOW’ LYINCi SEA LANDS IN THE TKOl'ICS

are often reyi/ uiihealthii. I know this from bitter

e 'iierieiice. Take the mangrove swamps of the West
India Isles, real hot-beds for fever and ague

;
even a

fringe of mangrove swamps washed by the tropical

Bia-tides will produce fevers of various kinds. The
fact is the fermentation that at timen takes place

under the shade of the mangroves and the fetid

Binell beneath the trees is the trur cause of the

miasma that rises for these swamps during certain

months when the winds blow inland, and even if a

Planter resides at an elevation and above these

lowlying sea water swamps, at certain times

of the year, he is liable to malarial fevers and
kindred complaints ; and coolies also. There is a spot

only some J miles from Eastern Haputale where mala-

rial fever abounds, most of the year—a veritable grave-

yard for the Sinhalese and Tamil cooly labourer. What
is the cause of it. Fever laden winds from Weliao-uif

and the lowlying country—all around that riHai/e

or town in fact—all the country covered as it is with
sirut to Hambantote is feverish and most unhealthy.

CEVLUN TEA IN AMEUICA.
THE AMERICAN TEA COMMITTEE OK

THE INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION
met some members of the Tea Committee of the

Ceylon Association in Imndon on the 2nd lUay, to

discuss a proi)Osal that the pushiig of Indian and
Ceylon teas in America should, to a certain ex-

tent be done conjointly and not in opposition, Mr.
Mackenzie, the delegate sent by the Ceylon

Planters’ Association to America, having reported

that he thought it would be possible to work to-

gether for the benefit of both countries and that

working in opposition was, in his opinion, dis-

tinctly opposed to the benefit of both.

It was pointed out that the subscriptions from

India would only amount to about whereas

the funds to bo devoted by Ceylon to the same
object amount to about t'T.iXK).

After a general conversation as to the feasibility

of the plan, and all those present having signified

t'leir approval of the idea, jirovided the de-

liils could be satisfact 01 ily arranged, it was
left to JMe=ars. W. IMiiei-enzic and A. liryans

to draft n pioposal fo lie 8nt)miUed to the

f ill Comiiiittee.s of both Associations in London on

Monday, the (ith inst., it being understood that, if

such scheme connnende-d itself to the London Com-
mittees of the two Associations, it should be transmitted

for aj)proval to the Calcutta and Ceylon Associations

with a strong recommendation from London for its

adoption. The chief points are as follows :

—

(1) That both Associations should contribute f2,.^)00

each towards a joint fund to be used for advertising

the teas of both countries in America.

(2) That, with a view to saving expense, these

funds should be administered by one Commissioner,

to whose maintenance in America the Indian Associa-

tion should also coutribute foOO u»d the Ceylon

(;l) That the nomination of such Commissioner
should be left in the hands of the Ceylon Association,
but that the appointment should be subject to the
approval of the Indian Tea Association.

(4) That a small Committee of business men in

New York (not necessarily connected with Tea)
should be appointed, if possible, to advise the Com-
missioner as to the best way of administering the
funds at his disposal and carrying out the proposal
for advertising British grown Teas.

N.14.—The object of this Committee being to gain
for the Commissioner the experience of business
men in America, and to save time by avoiding the
reference of matters of detail to London and Ceylon,
it was thought that the Commissioner's hands should
be as free as possible to carry out the work subject
to the advice of this New York Committee provided:

(<f| That he worked for the interests of both
countries and

{!>} That the money was spent on the advertise-
ment of the Teas of both countries.

(r>j The term “advertisement” is understood in its

broadest sense and the Commissioner will be em-
powered to advertise the Teas on the lines already
adopted, viz

;

(«) By attending stores, food shows and other
places, with native servants and sales ladies, if he
considers it advisable.

(b) By the distribution of samples of Teas of both
countries.

(e) By advertising in the Press, more especially,
perhaps, in such towns as he may be holding exhibits
of the natives aforesaid.

{d) And this is strongly recommended by the
London Committees, by subsidising such persons or
firms as are already pushing, or will undertake to
push the sale of the Teas of both countries, pro-
vided such firms are willing to contribute a like
amount, or an amount to be agreed upon, to such
subsidies, and to render, from time to time, an account
of the expenditure so made, it being considered
desirable to leave the exact method of how this
money should be spent to the firms receiving same,
always provided it was spent on advertising, in some
form or another, the teas of Ceylon and India, the
subsidies to be repeated from time to time, provided
the Commissioner is satisfied that they are being
properly administered by those to whom they are
granted.

(e) By such other methods of advertisement as may
commend themselves to the Commissioner and bo
approved of by the Committee in New York.

_
(()) The Commissioner to have strict instruc-

tions to show no bias in favour of the
teas of one country over those of the other,
and all advertisements, of whatever nature, to be
equally fair to both, this being the only basis on
which it is_ felt that such a joint scheme can be
worked to give satisfaction to those interested in both
countries.

(7.) That a,Joint Committee be appointed in Lon-
don consisting of three .members of the Indian Tea
Association and three members of the Ceylon Asso-
ciation in London and the Secretaries of each Associa-
tion, who will have the appointment of the New York
Committee and the administration of the funds re-
mitted from Ceylon and India, and will consult to-
gether with reference to .the reports of the Commis-
sioner, and to whom he will be lesponsilrle, ns far
as the joint funds are concerned, and will advise
their own Associations of the progress of events.

(S.j That this joint agreement shall remain in
force for one year or until such time as the aforesaid
funds have been disposed of in America.

CEYLON A.SSOCLVTION IN LONDON.
Report of the Executive Coinmittee. For the vear

181)1-1895. To be laid before the Seventh Annual
General Meeting on 10th Juno, 1895.
The number of names on the roll of the Associa-

tion is 135, the same as in the previous year.
The year has been uneventfnl and the duties of

the Committee have been light.

The pnly business before the Ogmmittoo has beett
iu to the Military . Coatribatida of -thi
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Colony. The increased demands, recently made by
the Home Government on Hong Kong and the Straits

Settlements on this account, aroused much alarm in

Ceylon, where the Legislative Council, the Chamber
of Commerce, and the Planters’ Association with one
accord passed resolutions deprecating in forcible

terms the imposition of any increased charge on the
Colonial revenue for Military purposes. These
resolutions have been forwarded through His Excel-
lency the Governor to the Secretary of State, and
a request was made by the Chamber of

Commerce and the Planters’ Association that the
President and Committee of this Association should
take immediate steps to prevent any contem-
plated increase in the Military Contribution being
enforced.
Your Committee has entrusted the fulfilment of

this request to a Sub-Committee consisting of Lord
Stanmore, Sir A. N. Birch, Messj-s. Ilntherford,
Shand and Leake, and a lettter has been ad-
dressed to the Secretary of State in support of the ar-

guments used and emphasising the unanimity and
strength of i)ublic opinion on the subject in Ceylon.
The receipt of this letter has been duly acknowledged :

but it is understood that no decision as to the future
has yet been arrived at by the Home Authorities.
By the death of Mr. J. I’. Churchill the Committee

loses one of its original members, whose long career
in connection with the Public Works Department
had enabled him on many occasions to do good service
to the Colony.
The Committee regrets the loss also of Mr. H. B.

Farquharson, M.P. \^o died recently on his voyage
homewards from a visit to Ceylon.
The Beport of the Tea Committee and the yearly

accounts are appended, as usual, to this Report. A
further dividend of Is. in the pound has been rc-

aeived from the New Oriental Bank Corporation,
Limited.

REPORT OF THE CEYLON AND LNODON TEA
COMMITTEE, MAY 1895.

The Committee has held three meetings during the
year.
The first subject to engage its atenttion was a pro-

posal that Ceylon should take part in the Empire
of India Exhibition at Earl’s Court, especially for
the representation in some form of the Tea industry
and for. the supply of tea to visitors. As consider-
able expense would be involved in such a represen-
tation and it did not appear that an adequate ad-
vantage would be gained therefrom, the Committee
declined to take ahy action in the matter.
Some alarm was caused towards the end of last

year by the report to the Association of several cases
of serious thefts of tea from packages tn ruufc from
the estates to London. There was great difficulty

in ascertaining with any certainty where these thefts
were effected, for the packages that bad been tam-
pered with came from various firms in Colombo and had
teen carried by different lines of steamers and landed
and warehoused at different Docks and Wharves in
London. The Committee addressed a circular letter

to the Dock Committee and the Loudon Warehouse-
"men, requesting that any similar instances of serious
deficiency of weight on arrival iji- London might be
reported to the Secretary of the Association

;
and at

the same time public attention was drawn to the
matter in the Ceylon newspapers. For a time these
thefts seemed to have been checked, but during the
present month two fresh cases have been reported.
The attention of the Committee was drawn by

Mr. P’rancis Peek, Chairman of the London Whole-
sale Tea Dealers' Association, to the manner in which
the Tea sweepings in some of the London Warehouses
had been dealt with, an instance being given where
the sweepings had been sent to the Continent and
thence rc-shipped to London for sale in Mincing Lane.
Mr. T. Christy also pressed this subject on the
attention of the Committee. The issue by the
Customs, under date 4th March last, of London
Port Order 11 of 189.5, disallowing the exportation
of “damaged” Tea frofu the Bonded Warehouses,
will probaoly jrut an end to the ptactice com-
{laiaed

In consequence of the prevalence from time totune of rumours of excessive shipments of Teafrom Cevlon, circulated, no doubt, with a view

hPHU
depress the market, arrangements havebeeu made for the despatch from Colombo at thebeginning of every month of official telegramsgiving (1) the actua weight of Tea shippedXrhigUie past monlb, and (2 i the estimated weight of Teato be shipped 1.1 the current month. These telegramsare circulated immediately on arrival amonf theMerchants and Brokers interested in the Trade

ivr'!' w tlie advantage of hearing fromill. William McKenzie, the Commissioner appointedby the Ilurty Committee to visit America in theTea, his views on his missionMr McKenzie has subsequently laid before the Com-mittee a scheme, drawn up by him in concertwith the Anierican Tea Committee of the Indianiea Association, for joint action between India and
n®-'-

n-dvertising British grown Tea in the

u
support of this scheme

V II
® subniirted for the consideration of Members

of the Association at the Animal Meeting.
In concluding this Report the Committee wouldsay a word ot congratulation on tlie steadily in-creasing prosperity of the Ceylon Tea industry It

is a very satistactory feature in the position thatthough the prosperity is general and widespread, it
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PUUD FOR TYPHOID I’ATIENTS.
An upcountry lady of experience sends the follow-

ing rt«ipe as a useful suggestion for change of food:—
MILK JELLY.

1 oz. gelatine, I pint milk. Dissolve the gelatine
over niglit in cold water. Next day boil 1 pint milk
and pour over it: stir till dissolved and go on stir-

ring until cold. Flavour to taste. \ little cinnamon
is invaluable in typhoid cases.
Two other simple prepai-ations of milk are given in

Dr. Vanderstraaten’s chapter of Invalid Cookery at
the end of his invaluable book on the Diseases of Chil-

dren, and they are very easily prepared. We quote
as follows :

—

A NOUUISHING BLANC-MANGE.
To one pint of milk slightly warmed stir in a

large dessert-spoonful of liquid rennets and set aside

to cool. This makes a soft blanc mange, very easily

swallowed. Powdered cinnamon and sugar may be
taken with it.

MILK AND EGGS.
Pour a quart of milk into a large, iierfectly clean

bottle; drop in the whites of three new eggs, cork
the bottle and shake hard,

THE SEASON IN MADRAS.
Yesterday the Board of Revenue telegraphed to the

Government of India for the week ending the 8th

instant:—“ Rainfall moderate in parts of the Circars

and Deccan Districts and Salem. Light showers
elsewhere. None in the Carnatic. The rainfall to

date generally is below the average in the West
Coast and Carnatic Districts. Ploughing and sowing
is going on slowly in parts. Standing crops are

generally fair. Pasture scarce, but fodder suflicient.

Cattle is generally in good condition. Prices practically

stationary.”

—

M. Mui), June 12.

COFFEE, CACOA AND TEA IN SUMATRA.

A DREAM OF THE FUTURE.
\ III.

f Translated from the Deli Courant, :-Ust-:lMh Se/it. IHTi.)

In the year 1!)05, after 13 years' absence, I returned

by chance to Deli, and l' recalled to myself tlie

recollection of former events. 1 speak of 1H<)2 and

the following years. By Jove ! How all is changed ! I

might say half a century has passed over Deli, so

much has it altered and improved in this time. If

I direct my memory to previous times I see a country

just passed through a severe crisis. The cultivation

of tobacco which in 1889 has reached its culminat-

ing point, and which seems to be destined to run

a course of prosperity without end, was, in consequence

of the universal fall of prices in 1891, menaced with

ruin. A panic followed : and a sensible diminution

of credit, withdrawal of capital, and want of con-

fidence in the future were the consequences of it.

Carelessness of what tomorrow might bring forth, the

privilege of the spoilt child of fortune, gave place

to uneasiness. In addition to this came m 1892 an

unlucky planting year caused, according to the

idea of some, by sickness in the tobacco nurseries,

which was a mystery to science, and mocked every

attempted remedy. (Same as II. V. in Ceylon.—Trans-

lator) and according to the idea of others, by the

exhaustion of the soil, and the bad climatic con-

ditions of this particular season.

It is said that different ideas coining into conflict

lead to enlightenment. Hut in this special case it

remains a dark secret : and it was as difficult to

see light, as to see your hand before your face on

a dark night. l‘'or my part I made u)i my mind

that I could not comprehend it at all ; like the

turkey-cock in the fable who could see something,

but could not distinguish properly what it was.

What I did not forget, although so many years had

passed over, was tlie heart breaking appearance of

yQ estates. A lot ol tobacco fields with plants

dying from the root upwards: leaves crinkled up,

or hanging limp and lifeless : and no sap in the stein.

The general result of the yield reached barely half

that of our aver.age cron. Surely this was the fore-

runner of the seven following lean years of the Bible.

Some people—lucky fellows—escaped the prevailing

plague, and made splei.dil crops. 'Without sorrow
they saw the shrinkage in the production of the
country

; because it was bound to lead to a rise in

prices : and they felt confident tliat what is in Deli
true, as iu Timbuctoo, the fortune of one arises from
the misfortune of the other. Take it all round how-
over, the cultivation of tobacco had received a severe
check: and now j-ou could see how weak was the
foundation of the prosperity of the country. In the
crowds at a Paris Fair you always hear the cry from
the lottery booths :

“ Step up, gentleman, step up

:

every ticket wins.” But it isn’t quite the same in

the big lottery, as you may call the tobacco plant-
ing enterprise in Deli. Some people win somewhat

:

but many lose ten times ns much. Thus you could
see at the time of which I am speaking, a number
of hitherto prosperous plantations, collapsing like

houses of cards, leaving behind them notliing
; and

worse than nothing, a land condemned for years and
years to sterility. Yes : this land which ought to

sweat out gold—so much has been put into it,—was
now burning in many places—a dreary wilderness,
a lurking place for wild beasts, and a rendezvous
for wild pigeons. On this massacre of the poor inno-
cents, the little ones were soon swallowed up : and
one by one their plantations fell into the hands of

some big companies, which at this date of 190.5 are the
sole owners of the soil, and possess, as you may
saj-, the monopoly of the tobacco cultivation in

Sumatra.

Victory always goes to the biggest mon^
bag

;
and this rule has always proved true. If

you look over all, this buying up of the land,

you may almost say at a squeezing price, did
no harm to Deli. Owing to their big capital,

these Companies were enabled to introduce new
modes of treating the tobacco, which were more in

harmony with the progress of time. It is true that
these changes were only made by degrees : but in

these countries where habits once adopted are uot
easily eradicated, and where the jaCaii p'ldn-p'ldn

(go slow ) of the Malay has almost reached the force
of law, you can only expect improvements and pro-

gress to make way gradually. But already in the year
1891 we have seen the first appearance of the steam
plough in Deli. This was the first sign of the new
departure

;
and a more systematic and rational

style of cultivation appears to be set on foot here.
Other improvements soon followed. Folk gave up
the rough and awkward model of the sheds used for

hanging and drying the tobacco. This old relic so

past times, which es]>ecially was the cause of of

much broken leaf in the tobacco, was superseded by
the much simpler and more easily constructed sheds
which you may now see everj’where, where tobacco
once hung in the lower part of the sheds, will at
once be lifted in big frames of from 500 to 1,000 trees
each, so that it will not have to undergo any more tho
wretched manipulation so ruinous to the leaves,
of lifting each single pole with 10 trees on eacli. The
system of treatment and manm'ing of the soil,

facilitated by the use of the steam plough, has
improved since the time when a handful of guano
was the Alpha and Omega of the whole artificial

fertilisation. 'Without rest, people formerly wanted
two or three successive crops from the same soil.

Besides the working of the land with a mamoty
about a foot deep, nothing was done to renovate the
soil : and the strangest thing was that men succeeded
in forcing from tliis overworked stuff one crop
moi'c ! But as they came back to again re-plant
tho same fields, they found them sterile

;
and

could not with even a double dose of guano restore
the already lost fertility. Like the dried-up breast of

a woman, tho earth refused to give nourishment, and
the soil which. )>oihaps, has no comparison in the whole
East for richness, could (iroduce nothing more than
miseraljlc. sickly lf>jking tobacco. If our jHjor old
iOuropo with its meagre soil had buen tre.ited in like

manner, we should certainly by this time have revetted
to the epoch of the ichtjosciurqs 1
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But with the coiiimcncctncnt of the powei of the

large Companies mentioned above, important progress

was effected, of which the result was, that notwith-

standing gi'eat vicissitudes. Deli has remained at the

head of the tobacco-producing countries, and its pro-

duce has sustained its high reputation in all the

markets of the world. A second benefit, rich in con-

sequences to the future of Deli, was the outcome of

the tobacco cultivation falling into such strong hands.
These Companies, the sole owners of the whole of the

tobacco lands, rightly avoided extending their culti-

vation on land which joast experience had proved to

be unsuitable for prohtable cropping : indeed after

the regulation of the production, the Sumatra tobacco
regained its high pi'ices

;
and the Companies found

therein such a source of profit that they did not
care, to embark on other cultivations.

They left free hands to the small capitalists, so

that they could obtain big abandoned concessions

;

and now, having learnt by past experience, these

gave up tobacco planting in order to go ahead with

New Products.
From this time dates the foundation of the splendid

plantations of Cofi'eb, Cacao, and Tea which make
Upper Deli and Serdaug the veritable gai'den of

the East.
Conclusion.

The commencements were modest, and involved
much hard work, capitalists venturing only cautiously

into enterprises requiring long waiting, especially in

a country accustomed by so many years of unex-
ampled prosperity, to rapid strokes of fortune. It

was necessary at first to combat the prejudices of a
community devoted entirely to the cultivation of

tobacco, and whose recent reverses had not yet
shaken their firm faith. Further, there had here and
there been experiments made in the culture of coffee,

nearly all turning out badly : that was sufficient to

condemn all new attempts in this direction. They
did not ask themselves if the previous loss of the
money was owing to the unsuitability of the soil, or

to ignorance and to a want of confidence on the part
of those who had undertaken the first experiments,
and who, for the most part, took no trouble to pay
attention to a cultivation the commissions on which
would go to their successors. No

;
coffee had not

proved at the first stroke that it could give 50 j)er

cent per annum on the capital sunk
;
and that was

sufficient to bury the question for ever. The cause
was judged

;
and it was no good re-opening it. De-

profundis !

Meantime, some arc returning to it : and the move-
ment once started, will stop iro more. The convic-

tion ill men’s minds was growing, little by little,

contrary to the prejudices entertained hitherto, that
Liberian can give in this country truly surprising

returns.

A planter having taken in hand the wreck of a
small abandoned Liberian plantation in Serdang, not
far from Loba Pakam, will show what this cultiva-

tion can give if worked with determination and en-

ergy. Many of the trees were dead, choked by lalang

and' want of air : others, left to themselves, existed,

but barren. In fact, at this time it was but the

skeleton of a plantation. Notwithstanding that,

there were in September some 1892 trees of really

enormous strength and whose crop was as much as

15 and 20 catties of cherry per tree. These giants

which had struggled for life in deplorable conditions
of abandonment were the living proof that the coffee

tree had found its real home. What is more, the
young plants, 15,000 to 20,000, put out in 1890-91 and
reared with careful attention showed incomparable
vigour, giving their first blossom at 20 months which
promised to ripen at about 2J y^ears old. All these
small bushes were healthy’ and w'ell grow'n, not
bearing a sign of Ilemiliea which formerly caused so
much disaster in Ceylon. An eloquent fact, which
itself is worth a volume of prose was also acquired,
viz : that compared with the coffee trees of the
neighbouring countries, the Straits Settlements for
pxample, where the cultivation of Ifiberian coffee
has been carried on for a number of years, the tree
pf Sumatra gives not only a more abundant return,
but also a heavier fruit. The following experiment
proves it, Desiring to try some seed from outside.

Mr. de (!. secured 10,000 from a well-known plantation
in the Straits

; seeds specially picked for nurseries :

i.c. the biggest and heaviest, and which were beauti-
fully and carefully invoiced at so many handsome
dollars per 1,000 seeds.
My opinion having been asked as to the value of

these seeds, I advised that they should be weighed
by comparison with the seeds of the plantation itself.
Herewith are the figures of comparison :

—

1st weighing.
200 Singapore selected seeds = 86 gr. 3 oz.
200 Sumatra „ „ == 120 „ = 41 oz.

2nd w'eighing.
200 Singapore seeds, not selected = 81 gr.
200 Sumatra ,, ,, 1:-; 114 gr.

3rd weighing to prove the above.
823 Singapore seeds not selected--exactly 334 gr.

It w'ill be seen that these figures follow and confirm
each other. Going further on we find that

1,754 seeds Sumatra 1 1 1 -i n 1 n
2:470 „ Singapore

)

^ lb.

from which
108,748 Sumatra seeds 1 , . 1 x. 1 x. nn it.

153,140 Singapore „ ,

kat.-l cwt. 99 lb.

That is to say, for a given weight it would need
about J more of Singapore seeds than of Sumatra;
or again, that an acre which gives say 6 pis. in
Singapore, gives 8 to 9 pis. in Sumatra. These trials

were made before witnesses, and in perfect good faith,
the beans being counted one by one : and the con-
clusions I derive from them appear unassailable.
[Quite so : but the seed from the Straits would have
to be at least ^ dried to prevent fermenting, sweat-
ing or rotting on the journey : whereas the local
seed was probably quite fresh, and only dried to the
extent of the water being off it — 'J'ranslator.']

Thus one goes on : and little by little confidence
in the future of coffee gains ground : then came
the first virgin crops

;
and from that moment, like

a flash, there was a rush for coffee. For who re-
membei's the Deli of 1892 ? What a change ! and
what lee-way’ it has made up. In place of this
medley of rough tiacks through a rugged country
there has grown up a net work of roads v^ich act now
as arteries to this emporium of wealth which Upper
Deli has become.
From these plateaux formerly almost inaccessible

to European enterprise, come do.vn today in abun-
dance the thousand and one products which help to
feed the trade always increasing from the coast.

It is with the introduction of fixed and permanent
cultivations that the foi’tunes of the country defini-
tively rest on a solid foundation : the earth, no
more confined to hysterical productioir onlj^, and
prematurely forcing out some thousands of piculs of
tobacco, afterwards to be abandoned to brambles

:

but now, the laud, eveiywhere and always at work,
pours its unbroken tide of treasure into the hands
of man. Behold the secret of the upward flight
which the Deli of 1905 has taken!
Following the general progress the llailway, which

in 1892 ended at Deli Toewa, that is to say nowhere,
has now reached the glorious plateaux of Seblangit
and Betenous, passing lightly over hills and dale ;

and who can predict that, link by link some day
it will not penetrate even to the mysterious regions
beyond which are still unknown. Lake Tobah has
become a Spa I

And then what a sicht for sair een : what a
dazzling sight those thousands of coffee trees in
blossom ! This milky whiteness falling in the days
of blossom like a bridal robe upon the earth, gives
something of repose to these lands of violent con-
trast: here a monotonous dulness : there a wildness
surpassing in abruptness the wildest of the Alps.
Another effect not less happy than the lasting

nature of the cultivation is the greater attachment
of us Europeans to the country in which we formerly
were, so to say, birds of passage. In those times
no one dreamt of spending his life in this road' side

caravanserai. Ixike a bird on the branch : no one
cared to build a nest. The only wish was to take
wing and leave far behind a land without charm and
without gaiety'. Aow they In-e and can manage to

forget old Europe. E- Mt
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^
i*eoii!e will) can only niana^'e to come once to

lve\y Gardens during the month of May do well
to time their visit so as to liit off the moment
when the hardy azaleas are in flower, and the
wild hyacinths are making a blue carpet in the
beech-wood tliat neighbours the plot of garden
where tliese delightful shrubs grow. It is not
every year that the bluebells and tbe azaleas
are out at the same time. That only happens
in fortun.ate sjirings. Hut tliis year siiring is

very fortunate, and the two events are coincid-
ing perfectly. The azaleas will outlast the blue-

bells. The grey-blue baze that makes the little

copse look as if the sky had dipjied down into

the grass, will have passed away long bebuo the
retls and pinks and oranges of the azalea garden
are over. But at this moment both the wild
flowers and the cultivated ones are in their

prime ; and we do not remember having ever
seen their effects more hap])ily combined. The
colours of the azaleas are, or seem to be, un-
usuallybrilliant this year, while therecentsitell of hot,

tlry weather hasalloweil their flowers toopen without
any disturbance. Neither the tints nor the forms
of the blos.soms have been s[>oilt by rain. Not
a single flower has yet fallen ; and though of

the mass of buds upon tbe sbrubs only a small
proportion have yet opened, tliere is blossom
enougli to make the parterre a blaze of won-
derfully lovely colour : and the brilliancy of tins

centre of glory is deligbtfully set off by the fresb-

ness and dmicacy of its surroundings.
Mid-May, when alternate rain and sunshine

have done their parts .as they have done this

year, is an exquisite moment for foliage. The
trees are full, but they have not ce.ascd to ))c

transparent. Green is a colour still, not yet an
obscurity. There is no tracre of dust or drynes-> ;

not yet the grey op])ression of midsummer density.

All is delicate, \ivid, diaphanous, fresh. I’he

Ikorse-chestnuts, thethorns, thelihu^s, the laburnums
are in flower. Lawns are jiowdered with daisies,

longer grass is covered with tieldriish, butter cups,

.and ground -ivy. 'fbe oaks and tbe S])anisb cbestnut s

have advanced to the point of delicately delineil

leaf ;
while the beeches, though they have come

out of that ejirly ethereal stage when they seem
rather to be s])rinkled with green than clothed

with leaves of definite sha])e .and consistency,

are still so slightly covered that little is lost of

the stately forms of their grey boles, while new
beauties are gained by the breaking up of the

sunshine into dancing lights ami shadows. The
leaves are still small enough for the outline of

each to complete itself distinctly to the eye

;

there is as yet no merging of detail in mass and
group, .and the general effect is bright .and marry,

like tlie flecking of mackerel clouds on a .sum-

mer sky.
There is no p.art of the (‘hardens from which the

eye m.ay not tane its fill of the vivid greens that be-

long specially to spring. Hut if we w.ant to enjoy at

one glance the greatest variety of tints, and the

most striking contrasts of colour, we must follow the

walk tlnat le.ads between the .\zalea g.arden .and the

beech-grove where the bluebells .are, cross the low-

lying slirubbery where the rhodcxlendrons grow,

climb the slope on the further side, and take our

stand with the river I0 the left, and the beecli-

wo(m1 to the I'ight, and the rlutdodendron \alley

in front of us. .So we shall b(> .ahh' to sec all at

once the irregular .screen ot .Scotch firs, cedars,

and dusky hollies, that mak('s .a dark foi’eground

to the grove of light-green beeches ; tln^ (haqi-red,

p.ale mauve .and op.al-white of the few rhododen-

drons, alre.a<ly in flower, whicdi show up so finely

ag.ainst the green masses of their slower-llower*

ing neighbours ; the flame-colours of the azale.as ;

the warm and temlor pink of the young leaves
of the copper- beeches that are scattered .so gene-
rously .about tills part of the jilantation ; and
the blue gleaming of the river through the belt

of fine trees that girdles the giounds.

Hut though this spot comm.ands .at this moment
the most beautiful view in the Gardens, and the
blaze of .azaleas in flower makes the most splendid
show of all the year,—yet there is about it all just
that touch of sadness th.at belongs to any climax.
It is the best, but it is also the last show of
.spring. The next changes, the next showers will
usher in the .summer. Not only will the foliage be
never .again throngb all the year so tender, so
vivid, and so varied as it is now, but .so many
flowers are already over, so m.any beautiful
p.ages of the year are turned. The wild daffodils
that imade a little while ago such charming pre-
Kaphaelite luetures all about the Gardens are
(|uite gone. .So are all the rarer kinds of same
family that filled the formal beds a little later,

and contributed so handsomely to the jellow
effects that make an es.sential p.art of the radiance
of spring. The fine m.agnolia that stootl like a
white beacon in the centre of the Azalia Ganlen
in the beginning of the month, has shed almost
all its flowers. The Siberi.an crabs have shed
theirs also, though some of their cousins from
China and Japan are only now coming into bloom.
Over, too, is the splendid show of tulips that
filled the sp.ace between the round pond aTid the
Palm House. And though a few tulip-betls

near the hot-houses still keep their brightne.ss,

the flowers are mostlj' overblown, and their
magnificence is ilegenerating into gari.shnes.s.

One is not sorry (0 p.ass from f hem fo the rock
walk and en joy the (“ontrast of the quiet beauties
of the multiUiile of inteiesting plants, common
and uncommon, springing up in its crannies.
Periwinkle.s, m hite and blue, scillasand fritillaries,

a few lingering primroses, common ilog-violets,

ferns, familiar and unfamiliar, uncurling their
rough and tender fnjuds

;
s.axifrages, columbines,

forget-me-nots, lilies of tbe valley, white .and

yellow aly,s.sums—all our common shrubbery
friends nungle here in studied disorder with rare
foreign pl.ants. One of the first things to attract
.attention as we enter the walk, is the exceed-
ingly tiny and exceedingly brilliant flower of the
white sandwort from New Zealand, the minute
foli.age of which clings to the stones like mo.ss,

while e.ach little blossom stands out with the
distinctness of enamel. Another u-hite flower of

very dift'eient character that no one could pass
without .admiration, is the noble TriUhtm (jrandi-

floruin from North Amerieva. A week ago the
most beautiful object in the whole rockery was a
lovely double peach, covered with deep-pink
blo.ssom, which stood like a sentinel at the far end
of the walk, seeming to guard the little defile.

Now that also has lost its glory, and one
passes its place almost without noticing that
there is a tree there. Hut if some blossoms
are passing .away, others are still ojtening. Kvery-
where about the Gardens, the common yellow
broom is coming into flower, and two magnifi-
(!cnt bushes of the earlier flowering variety,

known as (unista proiro.r, are still (or were
when the writer saw the Gaidens a day or two
•ago), in full lie.auty. AVith the afternoon sun
shining niton them they tlash and radiate like

immense tires, but seen later in the evening,
the coolness and tenderness of (heir pale yellow-

strikes one most. .Some excellent effects of colour
an* got in beils without the use of a single
flower by ndxing the copper varieties of nut,
plum, berberns, and beech, with variegated rilies,
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euonyinuf!, dogwood, and maple, and .a most

Injautiful Idood-red slirulj that well deserves its

name of Acer m)igidncnm. Everywliore tliere is

an extraordinary i>rofnsion and variety of eolonr

to delij^lit tlie eye. And siglit is not tlie only

sen.se to he deliglited in this seduetive paradise.

The air is sweet witli most delicious setents,

and the groves aie musical with th« songs of

hi i ds.—Spectator.

\TSIT OE A BOTANIST.
Dr. I’hil Carl Holtermann of Munster, M'est-

phalia. is on his way out to J.ava w here he will

stay a year or so at Buitenzorg, siiecially study-

ing the “fungi,” and .afterwards visiting New'
tJuine.a, Borneo, and Sumatr.a. Dr. Holterm.ann

has been a few weeks in Ceylon, ehietly with

Mr. Nock at Penuleniya and Hakgalla. He is

anxious to see our pitcher plant (Xepnitfie.'i

distWatorki) which used to he \ery common in

the damp hollows between the Museum and
Victoria Park, and sjiecimens of which, we
trust, are still to be found in that neighbour-
hood to interest such visitors as Dr. Holter-

rnaim. If not, they can be freely seen oil' the

Calle road near Mount Lavinia and Piatimilane.

We shall take care Dr. Holtermann sees at

least one plant before he leaves by the ss.

“ Bayern” on the 21st. He hopes to si>end a
month in Ceylon on his return .and to meet Dr.

Triinen.

THE EAST CINNAMON SALES.

M^e were able, in hast AVednesday's issue, only

tt) call attention to the Report of a lemling

Firm of London Agents, on the (^i.arterly Sale

of Cinnamon held in .Mincing Lane on the 27th

.May last. The prices realized were in every

way satisfactory—we mean, having regard to

those which ha<l ruled for months .and ye.ars

past, tlmugh values have not by any means
approximated to those which the s]>ice h.ad

fetched, say in the sixties and .sexenties. At
the Febru.ary Sale.«, there w'as a slight .advance,

which was .s.aid to be ehietly due to the limite<l

(juantity ottered—only 766 bales—and to the

scarcity of line ipnalities. As wo noted .at the

time, only two of the well-known marks aggre-

.gating le.ss than 100 bales, were then represented,

A.S.G.P. (<lolua Pokuna).aml P. B., Er.anklands

—the hatter only a small parcel of 9 bales which
showed an advance of fully 1 id a lb. It was feared

that fuller su[M)lies might attect prices prejudi-

cially at the May sale ;
but so f.ar from tins being

the case, the whole of the 1,068 bales ottered

found buyers and there was an ath ance in price

in all grades, from id to as Touch as Lid. The
cheering features are, that none of the Cinnamon
nail to be bought in, and that the common and
medium barks shared in the advance. At the

Eel>ruiiry sale, it w,as only line that showed any
appreci.able lise in price. Nor can the general

rise be referi'ed to a limited supply, as in M.ay
last year, the quantity which ottered was mucli

the same— 1,078 bales
;

so that we are entitled

to assume that there is an improving demand for

our spice. It c.annot be s<aiil th.at there has been
d-iiy .serious falling-ott' in our Exports, though
from the better known estates there have been
oom[Tlaints of the ettect of recent droughts and
of tlie scarcity of peelers. Somehow, the Cus-
toms tigures .are m.aintained, chiefly, we sus-

pect, from the produce of Native Cardens,
from which in emergencies bark is obtained

13

all the yoai’ I'omid. Anyw-ay. ISOf wiih an ex-
poi't of (dose on two million lb. of (piilk-d bark,
was .a good axerage yeai', the ipiantity shipped
h.aving been exceedeil only thrice before at in-

terxals. This year, too, the e.xpmts hax'e been
f.air—the ipnintity of ipiilled bark being in excess
of th.at exporteil duiing the con’csponding [leriods

of the txvo last years, ;uid having been exceeded
in 1S!)2 liy onl}' ."itkOOO lb.

; x\ hil(> in chiiis tlie

current year is xvell ahead <p1' the jpast thi'ce

ye.ars with more than 10U,OUOlb. in exce.s.s. The
exidanation of the statistical position of the
article being good is, xve suppose, that there have
been hirger delixeries. Can any expert tell us

what is the expl.anation of tliis'r \\'e haxe i(‘-

cenlly reail of the value of cinnamou as au .anti-

septic being recognized in W'esteni iMedicine

—

the nativess h.ave .always bcliexi'd in its etiiciicy as

such —.and in a sick room, especi.ally in typhoiil, xve,

h.ave he.ard that a small tju.antity burnt at intervals

in .a brazier has a very xvlmlesome ell'ect. Then,
there xvas much t.alk a short time ago of its elliciicy

—has the statement-been con lirmed by loc;il medical
experienced—in cases of cancer; but it is hardly
likely these have told appreciably ou the de-

mand. Its chief use is for Hiix-ouring pur[)oses

—

the groxving consumption of chocohitc and cocoa

preiiarations should le;id to an .active <lem,and—
and in the iireiTaration of incense in Rom.an
Catholic countries. M'hatexer the explanation,

the imjTroveil demand iunl the cmiseiiuent better

}irices must be good nexvs to long-sullciing I’ro-

prietors, and will xxe trust continue and oxen
gi'oxv

;
for even on the best estates the lu’otits

from cinnamon are but small, as compareil xvith

te.a ami coconuts. Let us hope ,a good time is

coming for our historical spice.

Turning to the c.atalogue xx e lind Colua l‘okun:i,

the xvell-knoxvn Kadii'iin.a piopeily oxvned by tin*

family—the propriettir, xve beliexe died .as j\l.aym'

of Bristol—heading the list xvith its spice selling

u|) to Is -hi jier lb. l'\ S. W. S.—Wi'stei-

Seaton the propeity of the xelei-.an l''l•t‘d(Mick

Schr.ader—runs in its neighbmiThood xvith mices
ranging only bl less ; and is closely folloxveil by

Kimbulpitiy.a (.also Mr. Schradei’s propeidy) ami
the marks of Raj.aji.akse iMml.aliyai', xvhich

fetched ]>rices up to Is Id. The meiliuiii marks
r.an up to 9d ;

<iml even “uuxvorked ” cinn.amon
—th.at protest against neeille.ss ami expensixe
handling of the spice in London Docks and
"Warehouses—was not neglecteil, as it usually is

at the auctions, but xv.as all tiikmi otV at pi ices

ranging from 6id to .S.fd per lb. (Jood so far ;

and we .are not surjuised to find (diinamou re-

ported loc.ally .as “ tirm.” May it be alxx ays so I

NOTE ON E.VriLAri’ION OE AO.WE

AMERICANA KIBKE AT COEMB.Vl'Oi: E.

When on tour in the Madras Presideuoy in ls'g-2

I was much struck witli the excellent quality of the

fibre of A/fare americana, which xvt.s cxpo.sed for

sale in many shops in the Coimbatore b.iz ir. small

q antitj’ of the fibre was sent for report to t!ie Impe
rial Institute, in connection with whicji I xvas at that
time engaged in the investigation of fibres of Indian
production which are, or might be, utilized for brusii

manufacture.*

Quite recently the Madras Agri-Horticultural Society
received a communication from Dr. T. Cooke, Tech-
nical Sub-Director of the Imperial Institute, South
Kensington, stating that fibre of A'lare amen'-

* See Imperial Institute, Hand-book of Commercial
Products, No. 12, Fibres used for Brush-making.
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rana (grown, I take it in tlie gardens at Madras)
has been very well reported on, and is considered to

be nearly as good as Manilla hemp.
The only specimens of fibre of .Ij/are americona

which were sent to the Imperial Institute from the
Madras Presidency were those obtained by himself
at Coimbatore, which must be those which have been
thus favorably reported on.

Dr. Cooke’s letter to the Agri-Horticultural Society
was communicated to me, together with a series of
(mestious by a fibre expert, I accordingly deputed
tne Museum Herbarium Keeper to visit Coimbatore
and gave him specific instructions as to the nature
of the inquiries which he was to make. The re-

sult of his inquires in loco is embodied in the fol-

lowing note

—

Agace antericana grows in all soils (red, black and
gravel) in the Coimbatore district. It is planted

extensively as a protective hedge along the Madras
Railway line, and flourishes, in the open, fi-eely ex-

posed to the sum, and unsheltered by trees, shrubs,

&c. In some places between Coimbatore and Erode
where the agave is overgrown with creepers, the

plants are unhealthy
;
and in other places (<’.</., near

Tudiyalur), plants whicli are shaded by tamarind,
nim and other trees, are stunted, while those which
grow in the open, are rich in leaves and luxuriant

in growth.
Tlie age of the plants from which the leaves are

taken for fibre is six to seven years. The old green
leaves falling outwards fj-om the central stem are

cut for fibre.

The fibre is, as a general rule, extracted im-
mediately after the leaves have been cut, or after a

lapse of a few hours. Sometimes, however, the

leaves are kept for a day or two and the fibre is

extracted when the people have leisure.

The extraction of the fibre is ])erformed by hand
and no machinery is used. The fibre is extracted

by two methods, viz. (u) scraping and (/<) rnaceration.

(rt) Scraping .—The leaves are cut. the sharp spines

removen with a knife, and about six inches cut ofi

from the top of the leaf. The leaf is then split

longitudinally into four or five pieces, which are

beaten with a wooden mallet and placed on a board
4’ y. 4" K ;i” held firmly by the toes. The pulp is

then removed by means of bamboo scraper, one edge
of which is shaped in the form of .a blade, and the

fibre, dried by exposure to the sun.
The fibre obtained by this simple process without

washing or bleaching is very clean and free from pulp.

The staple is not, however, very long. It is made into

thread, which is used in weaving grass mats.
{b) Jfaveral ion .—As in the previous method of fibre-

extraction, the leaves are cut, and the spines removed.
The whole leaf is then beaten with a wooden mallet,

and thrown in bundles into tanks or wells, in which
it is left to macerate for a fortnight to twenty days,

or until the pulp is quite decomposed. The bundles
arc then taken out dried and ble.ached in the sun.

The fibre obtained by this process is longer than
that obtained by scraping, but is not nearly so clean.

A very large supply of the fibre could be obtained,

if a demand of it arose. At present it is sold in

the bazar at the rate of 2 annas per lb., Imt if a
regular trade in it was started, the price would
doubtless be reduced.
The mean temperature, of Coimbatore is T.so rang-

ing between a maximum of 1)7° and a minimum of

1)1'^. The annual rainfall of Coimbatore is about
21 inches, of which half falls during the north-east

monsoon (October to December), the remainder
being di.stributed over the other months of the year.

(Signed) Edoau Thuhstok,
Superintendent, Govt. Central Museum.

DR. CT-EGHURN AND REMINISCENCES.
I see from the Observer that Dr. Hugh Clcghorn is no

more. I have a very kindly recollection of the

dear old man whom I met when in Edinburgh be-

tween 1887 and 188'.). Writing of Dr. Clcghorn re-

minds me in what good stead the l.vct of my
“ belonging to Ceylon ” stood me in the West.

(Alas 1 it is a stumbling-block amd an offence to our

Government in Ceylon!) Through it I made many
friendly and pleasant connections in many parts

of England and Scotland, and it once served me
well in Paris. But I must tell you of a strange

experience I had in Scotland. I once happened
to be travelling with a friend—a “ vifeiting agent

’’

we would call him here—who was bound for a
sheep farm in the wildest part of Gallowayshire

I remember now passing Craigenvuy (with its asso-

ciations of Carlyle) on our way, and finally reaching
our destination for the night—a shepherd's cottage

on the borders of Loch H .

After supper my friend and I trudged across the
moor to visit another herd’s cottage about a mile
off. It was a “ misty, moisty” dark night, and as
we walked along we heard the sound of footsteps
approaching along the lonely road—for except for

one country house, there were no dwellings but
scattered herds' cottages for miles around. “ Good
night, Sir,” called out m 3

' companion to the ghost
of a tall man that came by us; then after a few
words “ Let me introduce you to my friend Mr. D."
But the tall stranger seemed to have received a
shock. “D D ,” he muttered, “Where did
I hear that name ? Of course—you belong to Ceylon
—any relation of Major D of the Rifles?”
And so he rattled on till he carried us into the

only decent house in the countryside, and there
introduced me to the Sheriff of L and his daughter,
who were his guests. But I had to say all I Knew
about Ceylon that night, for the benefit of m3

' new
friend who had last seen the place long before I

had been born, and gave me what to me, was an
amusing account of Colombo in his day.
But to return to Dr. Cleghorn

;
I once came be-

fore him for an ‘'oral” in Botany. He was a vener-
able looking old man with a grey beard, and
looked very much older than he must have
been (about 7 years ago) for I find that he
was only 75 when he died. Besides the good Doctor
seemed to be more infirm than he sliould have
been. “ You belong to Cevlon !” he exclaimed as

I presented myself before him, and straight-way
we started to compare notes,—my venerable E.x-

aminer seeming quite cheered by the recollection

of the “ beautiful place ” as he called it. But be-

fore we were aware that the prescribed ten minutes
for the “ oral ” had slipped by, the sound of a hand-
bell (indicating that the candidates must “ move
on ” to the table of the next examiner) was heard.
“What is the botanical name of the rice plant he hur-
riedly asked. I gave it him. “Quite right, quite right

!”

said the dear old doctor, shaking inwardly with laughter,
while my lecturer on Botany who sat behind the
Examiner, was literally convulsed. On another occa-
sion I went before Marshall Ward and Prof. Balfour,
and again thiough my Ceylon connection no doubt,
I got the question :—“ Is the fruit of the coconut palm
a nut ? If not, what kind of a fruit is it, botamcally
speaking?” I scored there, end as I returned after
my oral I found two of our men discussing the nature
of the coconut fruit. “ Why, man,” said one, “ if a
coconut is not a nut, w’hat is it ?” “ It’s a drupe of

course—a fibrous drupe,” replied the other, and
added ma'iciously “not unlike your head!" Bui
every time I look at the signature of “ H. Ch-ghorn,
L.L.u.” written in a tine bold hand among the rest of

the names at the bottom of my diploma-slieet, I can-
not help smiling at the recollection of the little

incident I have referred to above, and of how Ori/.-.a

satira pulled me through my Exam, and saved the
concience of dear Doctor Cleghorn. D*

^
GREVILLEA ROBUSTA IN ENGLAND.

(From the Hardeners' Chronicle, May 11th.)

Looking in recently at the Botanic Gardens at
Cambridge, where visitors will always find much of

beauty or of interest, either out of doors or in the fine

open ranges of well-furnished glass-houses, I found an
unusually fine 8i>ecimen of this graceful plant.
Considering the grace and beauty of Grevilleas,

of which there are many species, it is rather sur-

prising to find thi'in so little and so seldom grown,
unless for foliage plants ip a sfiiall slate. And J'et
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there are few greenhouse plants more readily raised

from seed or cuttings, if inserted at the right time,

or more easily grown. While for the clothing of

walls, pillars, rafters, and arches, few plants can
equal or excel Grevilleas. And yet I have know'n

several good gardeners who have never seen these

plants in bloom, unless at Kew, or in other botani-

cal gardens.
This is the more surprising as they are about as

easily irrown as a Cytisus. The contrast between the
two species may bo said to be between glare and
grace, and' the glare of the gold has won by ten-

hundred to one or more. In other words a thousand
Cytisus are bloomed annually to one Grevillea. This
proportion would assuredly be greatly altered if visi-

tors to botanic gardens at this season of the year
would enquire for Grevillea robusta and other
species iii flower. The specific name will probably
surprise the uninitiated ; for though we iiave such
species as elegans, elegantissima, Ac., few can beat
the normal species for the extreme gracefulness of its

drooping flowers.

For changes of habit or of colour, the following
species may also be growui :—G. alpina falpestris),

G. Foster!, G. Drummondi, G. fasciculata, G.
aspleuiifolia, G. Mangles!, G. lavendulacea, G. I.

rosea, and G. glabra. The fine specimen in the
Botanic Garden, Cambridge, is plante. I out, and has
a free head, which suits it admi'ably. Grevilleas

also form model rafter plants, sweeping back to the
ground lines with inimitable grace and elegance.

The flowers also have great persistency after cutting,

if the, simple precaution is taken to cut the stems
afresh every second day they are in water. Cut
spray in vases and baskets in living rooms have thus
been kept fresh and beautiful for a fortnight or

three weeks after cuttijig.

There should be money in Grevilleas in bloom in

a small state to the first enterprising florist who
sUcc^ds in putting them on the market in quantity,

in sizes but little taller than the market samples of

Cytisus racemosus.—D. T. F.

CHEAP THANSPORT AND HOW TO

GET IT -No. IV.

ilv J. Davi.s^.Allkn.

- RAILWAY TARIFFS.
Tile late Water Jiageliot, Editor of t\\& Eronoiiiist

and trusted ad>iser of tlie Englisli Treasury
Bencdi, aver.s in a posthumous work lliat chief

among the es.seiitials of a good hitsiuess man i.s

slui'idity. Now stupidity is not commonly ranked
ainong tite virtues, and to call a man stupid is

Oil all hands accounte<l lude ; it would seem,
tliereforc, a.s if Ragehot's literary executor had
played the Frotide with him. But what he
meant by stupidity is clear enough, and leaves

one all the more surprised at his u.sc of so opjiro-

hrious a term. He meant uiillinching reiiression

of the intellect to the here ami the now
;

judi-

cious inditlcrcnce to (he Haws and hitches of

an argument so the conclu.-^ion ho as desired
f

ini|)aticncc of any di.^^iday of ^^ isdonl heyond (he
needs of the ease in Iiand ; above all, ahhorenc<;

of origimility as being akin to the capcriiigs of

a wihl ass : aptitudes these with which the fortu-

nate are born, to which the well-ail vi.sed a.spire,

and without u hich the arts and pursuits con-
nected with the c.rxhangc us distinguished from
the yrodmlitm of commodities, notably of those
coinmotlities jiopnlarly known as “ .Scrip,” cannot
he successfully prosecuted. Now and again a
man like the Premier of Cape Colony, Mr. C. J.

Rhodes, despite his jiortentous originality and
the far-brought and epic considerations by which
lie is habitually actuated, is able to exploit the
coNimercial spirit by commercial methods for
ctniuently uncommercial ends. Such cases are,

IXfwever, r^ie, of th« bulk of the y'orld'6

business Bagehot’s doctrine holds good. But uob
of all of it ; not, for instance, of that depart-
ment of railway administration which is cou*
cerned with the jtrohlems and devices of the

TARUG'.

In this held .so uiiusua! are the aptitudes in demand
that those accounted “experts” (orlc.t us say “autho-
rities” and leave the unclean word “expert” to the
law-courts and i>redatory finance) are not above a
score, taking Englaml ami the ITiited .States to-

gether. How they grojied their way to the views
and methods in vogue today, and how little by
little the labyrinthine tarifi' schemes which now-
obtain were elaborated, may he studied iu the
Parliamentary Reports and legislatiie measure-s
extending from the Hailwaj's Regulation Act of

1840, the first of the general Acts, to the important
Railway and Canal Tratiic Acts of 1888 and 1894.

Ill the earlier railway lulls jirovisioii was made
for allowing i>rivate individuals to run their own
conveyances on the metals with the same rights as
on the public highw ay ! Thetariffnotionsoftho.se
days were to match : so much a mile for so much
weight, and (odder still to the modern man dead
against ])referential rates) sjtecial terms to regular
customers. The numerous and often recondite con-
siderations by which the clas.siHc.ation and rating
of freight are. now determined were then accounted
of only academic interest. Starting with the
.axiom common to most industiic.s that cost of

production is one of the chief dcterniinants of price,

the first laihvay managers anxiously endeavoured
to assimilate the charge for every sendee to the
cost of it, whereas now there is no iiretence that
the charge in any particular case hears any re-

lation to the prime cost to the administration.
The “ Canadian Pacific” carries, or used a little

w'hile back to carry, w heat from Fort William at
the N.-W end of Lake Superior to the Atlantic
sea-board at under jirime emst of conveyance

—

stress of competition of cour.se,—charging on tJie

far shortet Fort Willialn-Winniiieg section rates
so much in exce.ss of ))rinie cost of conveyance a.S

to average out at a profit oh the entire system.
So with mo.st raihvays: local tratiic ami through
ttattic, long hauls and short hauls are differently

rated !
ami jdaccs where there is competition w ith,

say, water carriage, or which can snjiply return
freight, get easier rates than places where tbc
railway is the sole means of trans|iurt, or from
which (he cars run h.lck empty. Or (still

illustrating the same principle) all industry
struggling ulnlcr .sc\ ere comjictition Avill he as-

sisted by the concessimi fif a ]ieii))er-corn rate
on its output, it Ixdng lo the interc.st of the
railway to keep the industry on its legs for the
sake of the inw ard tralHe it puts on the metals.
Ft shonhl ho, noted that the grant in-a,id, for*

this is whiU the ledmdion of the rate amounts (Oi

is nni.dc on the outward rather than on tlie in-

ward trafib', because Hie latter, consisting for the
most part of articles in general demand, any
lowering of the rates thereon would noces.sarily

l>e enjoyed by jiersoiis and industries needing no
such a.s.si.staiice.

The late Mr. (
'. 11. Parkes, Chairman of the

Great Flasterii Railway (England) once said to

the present writer that while no hard and fast

rules could he laid down lor the classification

and rating of railway trallic,

fou f{ ( ( )N s It ) 1; I : ,\ T Iu\

s

were always present in his mind in dealing
therewith; (I) that there is no ussignalile limit
to the extent to whieh trafiie may he created
by the increase of facilities; (2 ) that the judi-

ciousness of any proposed taritl’ change is best

measured by its remoter effects]
[
3) tiiat any
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substantially detiiiiiental to the public
will “ill tbe loiij^ run”—a favourite phrase of
bis—prove <letriiiieiital to tbe railway

; (4) that
with resi>ect to industry, railway rates are in
tile nature of a. tax, ol a tax too wliieli, beiiix
liea\ ier in iiroportion to the ratepayer's distance
ln)in Ids inarkel, is levieil on disaliility, and is

llierefore in eoiilliet with the souinl principles
"f taxation. If it lie objected that there is more
jddlaiit bropy tlian business in these maxiins, we
I'oiiit for answer to tin- work wliiidi Mr. l^arkes
did in the liobtof tliein. lie found tbe “(Jreat
I'.asti'rn” virtually biinkrupt, a by-word and a
sliakiiie: ot ilie bcail to sliareliolders and luiblic

alike; lie left it in 1 after 1 !) years of ori^^inal

and intrepid maiiaoeinent, a “ lirst-class ” rail-

way, in iiiaii}^ respects /irimKs hdcr pmru, no-
tably in the frei[uency and punctuality of its

train services, and in its treatment of third-class
iiassenyers. few railway companies are well
spoken of by shareholders and ])ublic alike : Mr.
Parkes's Company was so spoken of. We cite

liiiii here because bis acliie\ements, aniono tliein

the working men’s suburbs East of tbe Lea
wbicli by means of tbe lialf-|ienny fare he may
be saiil to have created, demonstrate the power
of the taritf for good, and afford an object lesson
ill the wise use of it.

Oftener unhappily

THK I’OWKIt OF THK TAHIFF

is either ignoreil or misused, and is shown in

the disorganisation of bu.sine.ss and the para-

lysis of industry. It is not too much
to aver that the collapse of the English agri-

cultural industries and a good deal of wrong-
headed |)olitical agitation ensuing therefrom are
mainly iliie (we say “ mainly,” because it can-

not be too clearly kept in mind that no large

economic change is reterable to a .single cause)

to the amazingly low “ long haul ” rates to the
sea-board which olitain on the traiis-Atlantic

railways : a tritle over a farthing jier ton per

mile ((ixSt) mills exactly) being average rate for

all classes of freight on the wheat lines of the

United States.

English agriculture thus got its lir.st wound
from foreign railways,; it would ajipear to be
about to recei\'c its death blow from English
railways ; and this by means of preferential

rates in faxdur of imported food-stulfs. Aided,

however, by the l.ondon Chamber of Commerce
aud the Mansion House Association, the im-

perilled industries ba\’e instituted in the Court
of the llailway aud Canal ('ommission a test-

action against the Loudon and South AVestern

llailway under (danse -7 of tbe Railway and
(’anal Trallic .M:l of wliiidi jirovides “that
no Kaihvay ('ompauy shall make, nor shall the

(.'ourt or t he ( 'ommissiomu's sanction, any diller-

('lice in tbe lolls, rales or (diarges made for, or

any difference in rlu' treatment of, home and foreign

merchandi--e in rc--p('ct of the same or similai'

sendee." The apidicants all(^g('d thill in the

case of cerlain -|ic(dlicd kinds ot merchandise,

namely baiiiii, freidi meat, lard, butter, idieese,

hops, hiiy, iuid wdol, lh(> Comiiany charged on
the imported .uliidc an uniform rate of (is |i(*r

Ion froiii Soiiihampton I lock's to London (7<i

miles; wlieiea li.mi .'-kmi hampi on iind inter-

medi.iie stiiiioii- l(j L(jndiiii 1 lo' rales (m lln*

liome-m.ide iirli.de langed lidiii tis ,Sd to “.‘Is.

d'lie re-pomh'iil ( 'ompany iidmitled the prelerence,

but justilied it on the following among other

grounds : 'I'lnit the lower I'iite on imported go( d.s

Win ill! iipportioned amount of a tlirough

rato co'.'cring (rccan carriage ;
that it did

pot include ccitiviu ttjjjuiiutl cUargeg tvliicU ioj

fair comparison with the higher but inclusive

rate must be taken into account ;
that the arrange-

ment complained of w as necessary to enable them
to comjiete with water carriage to Ixmdon ; that
the local tralhc because insuHicient in volumci
biidly [liicked, iuid iiccessitiiting iiiore shunting,
supervision, and risk, could not protitiibly be carried

at the lower rate. In result the Court ruled tluit

the Company Iuid made good their answer in

respect of iill the articles in (|uestion except hay,
ho|is, and fresh meat, on which three tiie rate

Wiis ordered t(i be lowered. The report of thetriiil
“ M.INSION iKitTSF, .xssoci.vri'ix r. I,. A s. \V.

1; \II.V. COV.

iind the comments of the I’rcss thereon merit
careful study on the part of all concerned in

railway administration. It is a leading case, and
as Lord .Jersey’s recent motion in the House of

luirds portends, will be followed by fresh legisla-

tion. For as the law st.ands, it has been shown
to be inade(iuate to safeguard the trade of the
country under the tremendous jiowers of contro
exercised by the railway companies through the
taritf.

The Railway and Canal Commis.sion mentioned
above is a tribunal created by Act of Ibirliament

in LS7o and reconstituted with enlaiged powers
in 188ft. Its business, as we have just seen, is

to adjudicate on the legality of rates and
charges, and of claims to reductions thereof in

virtue of certain “ special circumstances”
which have received statutory recognition,
(.hu'stions of the’ claissilication of freight come
within its jnri.sdictioii ; and it has power to order
such “ reasonable facilities” for trallic as the
interests of the public may reijuire. .Similar func-

tions are discharged in the United States by
the Inter-State Commerce Commission. In several

of English (,’olonies where the railways arc in

the hands of Covernment no important

I'lMIvT.MJUi 01; T,\KIFF-CIl.\Nt;i;S

are made without )»rior reference to the Cham-
bers of CommeiTe, whicb are thus invested, and
to the common good, with a (juasi-otlicial status
in the RaiHvay Department. Says the (leneral

Manager of the Cape Covernment Railways in

his .A(iministration Report for 18!i;i.^“ The plan 1

luive ado)(ted in concert with the Chief Tratlic

Manager of consulting in greater detail with
Chambers of Commerce, and of meeting other
public bodies interested in railway management
will, 1 trust, remove some of the causis of

complaint to which attention has been called.

I think the Department is now more in touch
with the public ; and while I cannot expect total

excm|ition from compbaint or criticisim I trust
the public is satislied that as much as jiossible is

being done to meet its rc(|uircmcnts. After all

the wlnde object of the Dejiartment should be
to meet the reasjnable wishes of the public.’’

So far we ha\e discu.ssed our subject without
sp('citic reference to local needs and circumstances;
lo tlu'se w(' now turn. .\ud lirst: tbe pi'obable en-
listment of

ll.•l\ .vi t; F.NTKltntl.SF.

for r.ailway purposes in C(‘ylon luas (*xciled .a

..;ood di'.'il ol i‘ni|niry as to how the public is lo
be pKilecled av.ainst (>\ lorlionale adminislnition,
an. I (Nilh this in vi('w it ha.s Imhui sucgestial that
with ri'spect to rates (iovernment should at the
outset lix a maximum taritr. Rut we submit that
such a provision would fall ludicrously short of

ellicient nrotectioii. As the facts to which in
this article we haie sought to draw attention
clearly .show, it would liarcly touch the uioro

bctiouQ bourceb ol Aud isu^pusing
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of m.axiuinm diaries were eiiaetetl, tlie cardinal

•\uesition would still remain open, what may the

public demand in return for tlie statutory rates '1

Mere conveyance from iioint to point? If

more—how much more V t'onveyaiice is oidy one

of the services rendered by a railway (’ompaiiy.

Handliiif,' and safe custmly of ”oods at stations

and in transit ; sjiecial ))ro\ ision for fragile and
]>erishahle merchandise : collection and delivery

of goods
;

passenger i',ou\eniences in all their

variety; )iolice safeguards—such are a few of I In;

appliances, citeil by way of reminder, whiidi il

is the multiform Imsiness of railw.ay adminis-

tration to prov ide : are all of them covered by
the statutory rates ? If not, which may he charged
for separately, and on what scale ? How inellec-

tual against rack-rating and undue [(reference

are the |)0[mlar expedients of statutory tariH's and
classifications (the two necessarily go together) is

exemplilied in the ease of the Mansion House
Association r. L. and S. \V. Kailvvay Company,
and in greater detail in the 1892 l{o[)ort of the
Special Parliamentary Committee on Kailway
Hdtes (England). Mor are the ex[)edients merely
ineffectual ;

they are themselves evils inasmuch
as they contliet with the pliabilty which
is indispensable if tariffs are to be kept adjusted

the ever-varying needs and contingencies of

tr.ade.

Attempts to provide in advance and once for

all against the innumerable points and varieties

of contliet of interest stand now discredited. The
best o[)inions are in favour of the reserv-ation to

Government of a right of control for s|)ecilied

[uirposes : which [(ower shall be exercised as and
wiien circumstances re([uire by a tribunal similar

in status and powers to the Kailway and Canal
Commission of England or, [(erhaps better, the
American Inter-State Commerce Commission,
and from whose l uling both [(arties have a right

of appeal to the Su[)reme Court. Kc it noted,

that such a tribuna', with such powers is ev ery
l>it as necessary wliere the railways are in the
hands of a Government De[>artment as it is where
the railways are in the hands of a Hoard
of Directors. It is indeed more necessary,

for the red-tape of ytnir [mblic ollicial

is a deal less open to reason than the
rapacity of your private capitalist.

Turning now to another matter, let us begin
with Mr. Parkes’ fourth maxim. In stigmati-
sing

K.UT.w.vv i:.vn-;s .vs a r.w

levied on disability, he had in mind, we may
presume the first of the four jnincijiles of taxation

enunciated by Adam Smith in the concluding

section of his “ Wealth of Nations,” tlie prin

cijde that the .subjects of a State shonhl be

lanl under contribution for (he purposes of ( luv erii-

ment ‘as nearly a.s po.s.siblo in proportion to their

respective abilities.’ That remoteness from market
as a disability is obvious, and the ine([iiitable-

ness of taxing a [iroducer pro rata on his re-

moteness is obvious too ; what perhajis is not
so obvious is the appropriateness of the word
“ tiix ” to such payments, and it may freely be
admitted that whereas in England rail-

ways are private pro[)erty, Mr. Parkos's
descrijition of railway rates might nut be

allowed to [>ass unchallenged. Where, however,
railways are an appurtenance of Government, and
are worked as a source of general revenue as in

Ceylon, the ap|)ro])riateness of the descri})tion is be-
yond reach of challenge. Consider the following
.statements of facts abstracted from the otliicial

returns for 189.3:— (]). That after providing for

\Vyrkinj Expenses, interest uo Capital, up-keep.

and new works, the Ceylon Government Kail way
contributes Kl ,n!t(i,Ob.‘) to general revenue, or
in other words sustains nearly 8 [ler cent of
the cost of the other Hepartments. (2). That
this item of general revenue is drawn for the
most [lart Irom the 'Tea industry which con-
tributes npvvanls of lo jier (^uit of the gross re-
ceeipts ol_ the Ceylon Government Kailway.
(3). 'riio.se cstalc.s which .s(;nd their 'I'ea to ami
obtain their sup[dies from the coast otherwise than
by mil cscajie the tax altogether. 'Die in-
e(|ua!ity of incidence with re.s[)ect to the in-
dustry as a whole may be gauged by the
fact that in 1893 about 2S,UHii tons (nett)of 'I'e'a were
enrailed against 37,909 tons sliip[)ed

; (-1) that
not only is some tea taxed and .some (say 25%)
not, but even upon the taxed .section of th°e
industry the incidence is most une([ual, the
Haimtale estates, for example, being amerced
more heavily than the Kamly estates in the ratio
of their mileage from Colombo

; (5) and generally,
that in so far as the C.G. K. is employed as an
instrument of taxation the coast is relea.sed
from the burden of the cost of Government at
the expense of the interior.

'I’hese considerations go to show that between
the yield of say, the Customs and the .sur[dus
[laid into the 'Preasury by the Kailvvay Depart-
ment there is no difference except the inequita-
blenxiss of the latter ; and, further, how ill-suited
are railways for taxational [mrposcs.
Under tile circumstances which obtained in some

of the Colonies, possibly also in Ceylon, it may
be politic to make the existing lines contributory,
within limits, to extensions, but even then the
contribution should he eijuitably levied. Always
it should be a principal care with a Government
administering the railways of a country to re-
dress geographical disabilities by one or other of
the tariff expedients—the “ zone system ” to name
only one, devised and [iractised by [irivate en-
tciqirise.

A thii (
I
[(eculiaiiby idaiming a lai'ge share in

the shajiing of the Ceylon railway tariff—the
liscal tariff too—is to be found in

U ll i .

Acceiding 31r. Parkes’s [(rinciide of levyim-- rates
as if they vveieta.xes, tiaflic will be clas.siiied and
assessed according rather to ability than to
[prime cost of trans[(urtation, the aim of the
maimgcmcnt being to make a [irolit, noton eacli
transaction, but njion all of them taken to-ether.
Now it is clear tliat in ^.a .silver-iisiii'p’ country
like Ceylon, so lori-j as the gold-value of silver
continues lluctuant, the ki-ud of ability under
discussion will hinge largely on exchange

; and,
iurther, that of two mdnstries that industry
slunild be able to sustain the higher rate which
pays most in .silver ami is paid most in o.jld.
What modilications exactly would reiiuire to lie
made in the existing tarill if in the cla.ssitication
and lating ol merchandise these considerations
were allowed their due share, we are not preiiared
to say. \Ve need first a schedule of industries
scaled according to the degree in which their
incomings and outgoings are liable to be affected
by the gold-price ((f silver; and such a .schedule
pre.snjiposes an investigation similar to that
institutcil b_^ the t/iermaii Government prior to
the ad()[ition of a gold standard.

Corrmi in M.vrAxo : Monthi.y Kkpoiit for Arum,
t he Mnntil. who owns a cotfee garden, near here,

applied to me for ‘2(1 acres more land for the same
purpose, and I hope move people* will soon take up
this ciiltivation.--A. T. Dew. District MagiskatiMay 20,—iera/i Ooitnunoir GaxvttCi
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INDIAN PATENTS.

Calcutta, the 6th June, lasto.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned In-
ventions have been filed, duiirg the week ending 1st

June 1895, unde the provisions of Act V of 1888.

Foj( Flooiung Staulks and Pokticoes.—182 of 1895.—
H. Fornaro, Engineer and Contractor, residing at No.
17, Convent Road, Entally, for flooring stables, por-
ticoes, passages for carriages and horses, foot-paths,

etc., etc., in such a substantial way as lias never been
done before.

Fob Imi’Kovements in ihe Constbuciion and Manu-
FACTUBE or Shingles fob Roofs, 'Walls, Flooding
Hoards, and such Similau Puhfoses.—185 of 1895.—
Joseph Heim of Singapore and Penang, Merchant,
residing at Penang, in the Colony of the Straits Settle-

ments, for improvements in the constiuction and manu-
facture of shingles for roofs, walls, flooring, boards, and
such similar purposes.

For Impkovements in and connected with Machi-
ne by FOB PBODUCING CoTTON SEED MEAT.—667 of 1894

—George Henry Cioker, an Inventor, of 18, Bellevue

Road, Seacombe, in the County of Chester, England,
for improvements in and connected with machinery
for producing cotton seed meal from cotton seeds.

(Filed 23rd, May, 1895 .)
—Indian Engineer.

“ CAMPHOR”—A NEW IT.ODI CT :

WORTHY OF SPECIAL ATTENTION FROM
CEYLON PLANTERS.

Thk Acting Director of our Botfiiiical Oanlens
deserves the tlianks of tlie planting coninuinity

for being on tlie alert at this time, to Ining lii.s

available supply of camjihor plants under their no-

tice. For, we have observed, etjually with Mr. Nock,
that the market reports speak of an anticipateel

famine of the raw product in the Camjdior trade,

and the camphor tree is one that may readily

be grown in many jiarts of Ceylon. This i.s

proved by the siicce.ss which has attended the

cultivation both at Peradeniya and Hakgalla,

ami it is Mr. Nock’s belief that it will Hourisli

—in the drier districts esjiecially—anywhere be-

tween '2,000 feet and the frost -line. These con-

ditions make it plain that there must be a wide

extent of land suited to the cultivation of the

camphor tree and we cannot help thinking that

the present would be a favourable time for some
of our more enterprising jdanteio to commence to

rdve it a trail. We learn that a small, youngs
plantation of camphor trees, is groAving well at

Peradeniya (Jrdens and the. trees are in perfect

health and vigour at Hakgalla. I 'va ought from

all accounts to be a “ I'aradisc
’’ for (be cam-

phor tree I

The annual export of this jiroducL from Jajian

averages about 5,000,<.kJO lb. (five million iiounds)

and the prices quoted in the I’honno.ccHtiral

Jourunl, dated 8th June, are for “ Crude” Camphor
from loos to 160s per picul (luciil — IJJ^ lb. i and

for reiined Camphor the quotation is Is 9.L1 jicr

11). ami even ui> to Is JOAd. Cain))hor is an article

of daily consumiitioii ;
for it is “ imed as a meiliciiie

in diseases— from the most fatal form of Asiatic

cholera to a mere cohl in the head.” It is also

used in the manufacture ol explosives and, we
believe, enters largely into the composition of the

.sinokele."s gunpow<ler.

Aiiartfrom tliese])ossible outlets for large <|uanti-

ties we must remember that tlie jilant is an ever-

•'reen ornamental treeofthelaurel family, and yields

valuable woo«l for cabinets (especially for entomolo-

gists) ami fancy articles. It is also u.scti in ship-

building, and tlie oil it ju-oduces is useful for illu-

Vjluatihc' and yllier puipo.:Ci>. Tltcw aj^aiu

camphor is a long-lived tree. Some trees in Japan
are said to be upwards of 300 years old, and in the
r/tai iiiaceutical Journal of Sept. 30tli, 1893, it is

stated “ that in a village in Kochi (Tosa) there i« a
group of thirteen trees about 100 years old

;

and it ha.s been estimated that these are capable
of yielding some 40,000 lb. of Crude Camphor,
ami are, therefore, worth as they now stand (in

1893) 4,000 silver dollars!” The camphor is pre-

pared from the wood of the tree by iioiling the
chopped branches in water, Avhen, after .some
time, the camphor becomes deposited, and is puri-

fied by sublimation. We shall give a good deal
of further practical information on the subject
in our Tropical Affriculturisf.

The drawback to tlie cultivation of camphor
appears to be that the trees require to attain a
certain age before its branches, &c., yield the
ding in any considerable quantity. But this delay
was the objection in Ceylon, with cinchona at first,

ami we must remember how our planters soon
narrowed down the limit for returns in the case
of cinchona to a few years ; but, meantime, Mr.
Nock would do a public service by experimenting
with one or two of his trees and reporting the
yield according to age. As, besides the
branches, camphor is found in every jiart of

the tree from the root to the leaves, we have
no doubt that if the tree is found to grow well,

a way will speedily be found to overcome the
difficulty of age and we may then find it

become one of our more important minor pro-

ducts, with a steadily increasing value as an
aid to our staples. Let a fair and full trial then
be given to camphor.

-

NOTES FROM MID-UVA.

Juno 21 st.

As yet we cannot boast of a pucka mousoon.
After a few stormy rainy clays, we have sultry
weather here

;
today the vast dome overhead is

arched and high, and the blue heavens are flocked
with silvery clouds. Will it last V If so, the monsoon
is almost a failure here, and the goiyas will suffer
for want of a sufficient supply' of rain, and this
means to the native cultivators, privation and
poverty.

The Tea Estates look well, the recent high winds,
however, have checked the flush; the coolies on most
estates are healthy, but where streams are almost
dry, and the coolies get their water fioni ixiols,

fiiil of decaying vegetable matter, there are bowel
complaints; baJ water, full of fcculeucies is the
very bane of cooly life on some estates in Ceylon,
Ivargc tanks of various kinds might be introduced,
with great advantage on some estates ; and the water
given out once a day to the labourers.

There are many Civil Servavtb in Ceylon in
these harsh times, who have retired from public life,

in the prime of their intellectual life ; what are
they intending to do for their native land in their
declining years, I wonder, now that they have leisure
and settled incomes. 1 hear one old veteran hai
a little tea estate near Galle ; might he not add an or-

chard also; how little grafting of fruit trees is carried out
in Ceylon, conqiared with other countries. Might not
old civilians take a liking to the cultivation and
improvement of the various kinds of tropical fruit
trees that grow in our fertile isle

; tne mango
needs greatly to be improved by grafting, ite.

Pensioned civilians in India have paid attention for
years past to the improvement of fruit trees, have
introduced new varieties and spent the evening of their
lives in the cultivation of orchards and flower gardens
to the benefit of the land of their adoption. Let the
Ceylon retireil civilians take a lesson frcni their
leiiViied brethren of India and who have retired OU
peusioD iiom public lii'e,
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NORTHERN PROVINT'E, CEVLOX.

(Extracts from Mr. Hupkin's licport on the Vavn
nil/a District for ISO4.)

Area, 1,062 square miles
; Population in 1891, 8,159.

WEATHEH, CROPS, AND FOOD SUPPLY.
The year's rainfall atVavuniya was far below the

average, but this is no criterion of the rainfall for

the district, for in Kilakkunmlai South there was a
failure of the north-east monsoon, whilst the tanks
filled fairly in other divisions.

Tobacco.—The area cultivated was 114^ acres as
against 147 acres in 1893, the people having been
discouraged by the great fall in prices obtainable
during 1893.

The yield is estimated by the headmen at 661,000
leaves, against 607,200 last year. This does not
mean that the outturn was really better this

year, but that the estimates of yield were more
reasonable. As I pointed out in last year’s report,
the headmen’s figures are very unreliable. The re-

turns for this year show a yield of 5,772 leaves to

the acre, but this is still under the mark. An acre
of tobacco is valued at R50 to E80, and tobacco of

the second quality is worth 50 cents per bundle
of fifty leaves. Taking this as the average price
for all qualities, the yield would be from 5,000 to
8,000 leaves per acre.

Prices as below :

—

U. c.

First quality, per 1,000 leaves 20 0

Second quality, do. . . 10 0

Third quality, do. . . 5 0

This shows an improvement on the prices ob-
tainable in 1893.

Food Supply.—The food supply was sufficient dur-
ing the year. There was a little scarcity in Panan-
kamam towards the end of the year, but this was, I

believe, due mainly to debt and improvidence.
Toe total outturn of padd}’ was estimated at 48,048

bushels, which is. I daresay, nearly correct.
This converted into rice would make 24,024 bushels,

or 2'94 bushels per head of population.
To this must be added 9,420 bushels of kurakkan,

or 1T5 bushel per head.
Garden cultivation is unknown, except in some

Sinhalese villages. A few vegetables are grown in

the chenas, mostly pumpkins, cucumbers, aud “ keeri.”

I noticed a fine crop of mustard in a chena in

Vavuniya clearing, but this was grown by a Sinha-
lese boutique-keeper.

NEW AREAS OF CULTIVATION.
Three hundred and twenty-nine acres 3 roods 23

perches of Crown land were sold during the year,
the principal item being a block of 2(X) acres under the
Maha Rambaikulam, which was sold to a Vavuniya
syndicate.
Survey fees were deposited for 140 acres, and a sum

of Rl,150'50 as upset price of land applied for.

New Areas Cultivated.

Paddy, Tamil tanks . . 39 0 0 of 2 bushels

Paddy, Sinhalese tanks . . 25 3 8

Garden lands (Sinhalese] 7 0 0

Total.. 71 3 8

WORK OTHER THAN ROUTINE.

The experimental garden is the only work which
can properly be classed under the above heading.
Pair prioress was made during the ^year, and by the
end of December fully half the garden was com-
pletely cleared and laid out. On September 1st I
re-commenced planting in anticipation of the rains,
and planted seedlings of mangosteens, nutmegs,
guavas, custard apples, Colombo mangoes, and Para
rabber, and a number of pineapple cuttings, all of
which the Government Agent kindly procured for
me in Colombo, and despatched to me via Mannar.
Some breadfruits, limes, oranges, and crotons were
received later from the Government Agent and
planted out. From Anuradhapura Garden I received
^^edliug bilimbis, with soiue shrubs and rose cut^

ings, and from Peradeniya Gardens two doi^en Calcutta
guavas. From seeds sent me by the Director of the
Peradeniya Gardens I raised in the nursery Liberian
coffee, jak, nutmegs, rambutans, bilimbi, avocado pear,
and loquats, all of which throve remarkably well : so
well indeed that I think it will be better in future to
raise from seed, where it is possible, all the plants
required for the garden or for distribution.
The Liberian coffee planted is an experiment in which

I am greatly interested. Should it succeed (and
I am sanguine that it will) the people may be induced
to plant and tend a few bushes in their compounds
for their own use.

The Ratemahatmaya, who has received some coffee
seeds to plant, tells me that there are a few bushes
of Cojf'ea arabica in Iratperiyakulam, which fruit

fairly. Out the people do not make any use of the
berries, as ‘‘there are so few.” He has sowui a nur-
sery with seeds of CoJf'ca arabica procured from Ma-
tale, and intends to plant a small garden at Iratperiya-
kulam with plants of both kinds. I trust it may be
a success.

»
TEA BLIGHT.

Dr. George Watt, who is at present in Assam en-
quiring into the causes of tea blight, has been making
some interesting observations in the Naga Hills

upon the wild tea plant. He has found only two
blights upon the wild plant, and these the least

serious of the many to which the garden plants are
subject. Dr. Watt is, therefore, inclined to think
that cultivation accounts to a large extent for the
prevalence of disease in the gardens. He is of opinion
that improvements should be carried out more on
the lines of healthy cultivation, better seed gardens,
purer (/. e., blight- proof) stock than in insecticide.

He also recommends that the jungles should be kept
as far .away from the lea as possible. One of the
most remarkable jiests is the ‘‘blister blight,”

[Tiuler this plague the leaves become blistered and
shining on the upper surface, forming deep, circular

pits all over the margin mainly of the leaf, each
depression being from one-eighth of an inch to half
an inch in diameter. On the under surface these
pits appear as swellings or blisters covered with a
white grey fungus. Some notion of the ravages of

this blight may be gained by the fact that on the
gardens of one Uompany alone 1,500 acres are more
or less affected by it. Among other centres Dr.
Watt has visited Kohima, Wokla, Mokokchang,
Nazira. Moriani and Golaghat. His future move-
ments will include Nowgong. In addition to his
investigations into tea blight he has been engaged
in botanical work. It has been discovered that the
San ti’ee, a plant belonging to the Mimoseae, bears
root tubercles—a fact hitherto unknown to botanical
science.

—

FiifiUshiiiaii.

THE USE OF “PEAT” FOR MANURE
A'-D IN AGRKRH/rURE.

The following extract from a t^ueenslaiul paper is

w<irthy of attention l>j^ jilanters and other agri-
culturists in certain jiarts of Ceylon :

—

ACIDULATED PEAT DUST.

To the Editor of the Queen.dander.

Sir,—Some time ago some p.aragraphs appeared in
the Obserrer on the above subject, when it was sug-
gested by a correspondent that a most valualile manure
for our farmers might be provided by utilising the
peat from the bog at Dunwich, instead of the ordi-
nary soil, for niglit-soil piu‘])oses in Brisbane. I en-
close a letter on the subject cut from the Fanner and
Stock Breeder in the hope that you will give it a
place, believing that the subject is worth inquiring
into.—I am, sir, Ac., Q.

!Sir,—When other nations are exhausting their soil

and natural resources, we should conserve and not
waste the immense store of plant food which is being
poured so lavishly upon us. Our soil may, by this
means, become so fruitful that in ten years it is pQS-
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siblo to treble our food supply and Dritain again lie

self-supporting. We have only to carry out nature's
laws to do this, for such is the compensating scheme
throughout the products of nature that that winch the
body does not appropriate the vegetable luxuriates in

;

and though we cannot create a single atom, we can,
by conforming to the conditions of nature, change
that which is already created into more useful forms,
and convert what, looks dead to the eye, and which
has served its original purpose, into new and vital

forms of usefulness. Nature has provided material
ill our almost inexhaustible peat bogs, which only
re(|uire our surplus labour organising to dig out. dry,-

!lnd prepare with acid, and we have at once the
most perfect and complete disinfectant, deodorisei-j

and absorbent. Night soil sprinkled over or mixed
tvith One-eighth, its weight of dry acidulated peat-dust is

Coiiverted into a harmless black soil, without smell,

inoffensive to the eye, clean to remove, and has no
danger to health ;

becomes at once a fertiliser of in-

calculable value to agriculture, and an untold blessing

to the country from a national, economic, and sanitary

point of view.” The following advantages are claimed for

this over any other system:—1. This has the greatest

absorbent and deodorising propartics, and can he

used without mechanical contrivances to either the
pail system, the ordinary midden closet reconstructed,

or the dry earth closet. ‘2. The acid combines with the
ammonia in the urine, and forms sulphate of ammo-
nia, the mo.st powerful of all manures ; in all sewage
systems this is lost. In additon to the sulphate of

ammonia, the product contains all the other elements
necessary to the growth of plants on which we live.

;5. The acidulated peat dust, by its acidifying

the mass, destroys all germs of disease
;

hac-

teriologists have proved that these are de-

stroyed in an acid medium. 1. Peat i ot only
prevents offence in tlie removal and transit of rc-

nrse, but supplies very valual)lo humus to the soil.

Jiesides this there w’ould he no necessity for such a
nuisance as manufacturing mauui-e in towns, as this

product maybe profitably sent away (without offence)

from large towms by either boat or train loads, or

by steam tramways, to county depnls, which might
he established by Country Councils in convenient dis-

tricts for farmers to reacli.—^Wii.i.i.wi Jlowi.mt. Long-
sight, Manchester.
We invited the opinion and criticism of .Mr. .M.

Cocliran, f.C.s. ,
on the above, and lie has been

gimd enough to write as follows ;

—

Referring to the leiter of William Howler in the
Queeiislaiidn- on the subject of acidulated jicat dust
as a sanitary absorbent and basis of a manure, I

think his rem.arks are not unworthy of the attention

of Mnnicipal authorities when both the peat and the
acid can be had exceedingly cheap, and where there

are market gardens to utilise the product. I have
no doubt the acid referred to is sulphuric acid, as
this is the only cheap acid that would both char
the peat, and retain the small (juaiitity of nitrogen

in it. Whether the process could be applied with
economy to the Muturajawella and Nuwara Ehya
peat is another question, seeing the sulphuric acid

would have to he imported. Hiiherto. 1 think the
class of manures made from the sanitation-])roduet.s

of towns has never been rich enough in fertilising in-

gredients to admit of other than a short carriage from
the place ot production to the place of application.

In order to use our own resourei's of peat deposits

for sanitary and fi'rtilising yuuqjo.^es. T think we
should have to he contented with diying ami cliari ing

the peat l>y heat. C'harred peat should ccitaiidy

make a tirst-vato ahsoriicnt, instead of earth, for tljc

dry system ot disposing of excreta. 'I'ho product
might lie afterwards used on land near tlictown either

before or after iucincrat'on, as migiit lie found more
•economical. I’eat charcoal al)sori>s all sorts of gases

and especially ammoiua-. Accor.lmg to Stenhouse's

exptuitnonts A gram of ))eat (.harcqal ( 7,' grains)

absorlis ttti cid)ic contimctics of aijimoiiia gas.

It would 1)0 interesting to Icnovv if an \ one in Ceylon

has ever tried the effect of cliavrod [joat pui-e iind

simple on land. It is true (hat chemical analysis

does not reveal much manuriul value in peat. Tcr-

feetly dry peat won’t contain on an average more

AGRICULnjRIST.

than 1| per cent of nitrogen, a large proportion of

which would be lost by cmiirring. The ash left by
burning air-dried peat varies between wide limits from
about 1 to 1-13 per cent. A large quantity of it has from

2-i to 10 per cent of ash, surface peat containing
least ash. Of the ash not more than lA per cent of

phosphoric acid or 1 per cent of potash could be
reckoned on. It would thus seem that charred peat
would he rather a pool’ luanure to spread on laild J

yet we find it stated in “.Johnston and Cameron’s
Agricultural Chemistry ’’ that 50 busliels per acre of

charred peat has been used alone for the turnip
crop with as good a return as was obtained from 50
carts of farmyard inanuie. It is not easy to account
for a result like this if it was not a case of mis-
taking jiost hoc for jiroiilec hoc. The power char-
coal has oi ftbsorbing atmospheric ammonia could
.scarcely accohut for it. We know thai charcoal has
the po'wer of condensing oXygen in its pores and
this oxygen oxidises other gases that are absorbed
in a condensed form by the charcoaL If it

could he shown, though I am not aware that
it ever has been shown, that charcoal has the pewer
of oxidising even to a very small extent the fi’ee

nitrogen of the air to nitric acid, a plant food, then
the mystery would be explained.

Professor Nevvth in his new book on Inorganic
Chemistiy 181)1 mentions the results of more recent
experiments thus “ Saussnre found that recently
heated beechwood charcoal was capable of absorbing
DO times its own volume of ammonia gas

;
while

Hunter by employing charcoal made from coconut
shell found that 17P7 vohinies of ammonia were
absorljed by one volume of charcoal.”

.All this information from Mr. rocliran i.s ai
great importance to our planters and agi’ienltilr-'

isls ;iii(l suggests s(>veral directions in whieli

e\])ei’impiUs f)uglit to he made.

'r IIP A -M ST !•; 11 1 )A .M (’
I ,\( • H ( )\A -M A 1 1 Iv' KT'.

dune ()th.

•Our Amsterdam corrospomlent, telegraphing on
Wednesday niglit, ohseryes “ The exports of cin-
chona hark from Java in the month of May amounted
to lli2,70(> half kilos. In April they weret)15,u00 half-
kilos. On June Pith, 5,091 bales and 2:i9 oases (weigh-
ing together 5;iD,230 kilos) of dava cinchona bark
will be offered by :mction in -Amsterdam. The total
equivalent of sulphate of quinine in the manufactur-
ing bark is •20,27:1 kilos, in the pharmaceutical bark
;-)72 kilos. This gives an average of 5 per cent for
the manufacturing hark. The May shipuient.s from
Java, continues our correspondent, give a moderate
figure, and the feeling lieie is that the total ship-
ments for 1895 will show a smaller figure than for
the lueceding year

;
thus far the deficiency is in

fact rather marked. The feeling for our bark-sale of
P-lth instant is rather firm than otherwise, in sjiite of
the heavy supply of bark. The diminislied stock of
ijuinine in London is also considered a favourable
feature of the position of the two articles, and Hkelv
to work well for hark in a short time.

—

('hcn)ixt and

J’our. Ti;.\.--A'et anothei- i>rohahle rival to India
as a tea-gi’owiug country ! 'i'lie jiroviuce of Hatoum
has lieeii tavoiiiably rcpoited on as being suitable
for t.‘a cullivatioii iiv \l. Ki'asnov, a Professor of
(ieograiihy at the Ki-asnov I'niversity, who said tliat,

if cultivated, poitions of llatuum would compare
favoiiruhly witii the tea jilantations of .lapan and
Ceylon. Tlio Agricultural Society of Russia, which
lias taken no I he iptestion of tea cultivation in Ratonni,
lias instructo.l Air. Klmgeii to purchase large plots ot
land near (Unirka. Messrs. Krasnov, and Khugen
and some other gentlemen will visit the chief tea-
])ro(hicing centres of the world, including Darjiling,
Ceylon, China, Canton and Japan, and they were to
leave Odessa foi- tliis purpose about the end of Fe-
bruary last.— 'f'hc I'lnutec,
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$m]ti0$pomlence.

Td the Editm\

GUINEA FOWLS;
DI'jAr Sir, Will some one of your corresporid-

ents inform me (a) Ldw long Guinea fowls’ eg<-s
take to hatch out, and (6) how best to rear the

ENQUIRER;

THE EIHRES OF CEYLON AND THOSE
NOAV IN DEMAND.

London, 24th May 1895.
Dk.^r Sir, We have to acknowledge receipt

of Ceylon Ob.serccr of 27th April for which we
tliank you, and are pre|)ared to give anyone whomay favour us with inquiries, all the information
available in respect to Hbres of various kinds.

Ihe experience of manufacturers this season
leads them to favour iVo. ^ and No. 3
6/a« of palm leaf,” A'c, rather than the No. 1Ramboo, the latter being found brittle in work-

o"
® send you duplicate samples of

Nos. 2 and 3 only.*
The small quantity of No. 2 Pia^' that has

so far come to Europe has realised fabulous
prices which it would be misleading to quote for
later supplies; we consider there tvill be a fairly per-manent demand for this and similar material-
froin bd to Is per lb. apjiears at pre.sent a safe
“'"i‘'>„'‘\^‘c«rding to quality. It is said that

l"ia IS a shaving from the stem of the “ Cab-
baye PalnC' (t) (the French call it “ chou-chou”) •

but we are unable to say whether this state-ment IS correct.
Ao. 3 " Su2)crior Raffia" is de.scribed as a

.-diaving from the wood of the “ cryptomeria
Japomea" (? -to us it looks more like tiie skin
ol a |)alm leaf,—.similar but superior to the
ordinary Rattia, which is the outer skin of the
leaf of the Raphia Palm. The latter or ordi-nary Raffla is not good enough for our iiresent
rerjuirements, the pre.sent value of the latter isabout 0,1 iKjrlb., the “Superior” (our No. 3)would be worth about double this price if heretoday

; but for future sbipments somethiim lower
niay have to be accepted say from bd to9d per lb
but extra good even quality might realise con-
siderablv more. AVe think the demand for this

S^£st
P^^r'i'-'^nent, for .several seasons

•
^ specimen of Rhea Fibre"

in the Bark {or Ribbon as it is called).* The ten-dency of this manufacture is to work on thehbre in this rough state, provided it can be
supplied in large quantities at low prices, that
IS, in hundreds or thou.sands of tons at from £6
to 18 per ton in London. It is said large con-
tracts have been entered into at £7 per ton or lessbut we_ doubt tbe im.ssibility of L^etting supiilies at
this price, and we believe that if any important
quantities could he regularly shippa,! say 100
to ,)W tons per month at .say .£10 per loii cost
ireiglit and Insurance terms, or even .at a liltle

con'i^’. i'X"

c^K’^f^en!
mil- sugwstion that likely

uriSfsuc,X.a‘Siau' -“"''“ctures
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In conclusion we would ask for samples bf

H,® tl'e seeilpod oftbe talotropm Ciyantea" or Mndar" forwhich a demand appears to be sprin-dnf lip

i -T Kapok'^
is wanted in fairly clean condition at 4,1 i,cr lbin London.- Amours truly,

‘ *

THIRKELL & CO;

AYe referred tbe specimens to tbe Frinciiial of
the Agricultural Sebool, wbo writes;—

adiool of Agriculturej Colombo^ June 13.Dear >Sir,--I am returning you the specimens
fi-om Messrs Thirkell A- Co. No. 5 silk cotton
trom the pod of calotropis gigantea (the Sinha-
le.se wara) and No. 6 “ .Semul ” or tree cotton,
our kapok or (as it called by tbe natives)
pulling are both available in fairly lar<m

quantities in the island. The former as a wd?d
shiiib IS a good deal scattered about the country,
but in certain localities forms rather extensive
thickets. Still its collection would be somewhat
expensive. It has been mentioned as a paper fibre
and a silk substitute. Dr. AVatt considers that
the cultivation of the plant will be profitable,
as besides the floss from the pod, it also yields
a bark hbre of excellent quality, and gutta*
jiercha from the sap.
The “tree-cotton” is a favourite boundary

tree and some trade in the cotton is at present
being done in the Matale district, where it ia
very comnionly met with.
Trial shipments might well be made wdtli both

the above “cottons”^ in order to make sure
wliether exportation to London will pay at the
prices quoted. * ^

Supeiior Raffia, described as a sliavin,'- from
tlie wood of the Cryptomeria Japonica would be
dilhcult to matcb in Ceylon. It does not .seem
likely, on trial wdth .screw-pine and yucca, thata substitute could be found, tbough some te-
search in the direction of the .sedges is advisable.
1 lie length of tbe sample sent is nearly 4 feet 1 f

1 la (said to be probably from a musa or arum)
IS more likely to be matched. Here is a strip
tiiken at rpdom from a bamboo which is some-
thing like It.

Rh®a xye camiot .supply yet, but ought to before

b
heard of land-iwospecting for rhea

in the Panadure district. AVe have about lOO
plants flourishing here (at the .school) and thope to send you a sample of our fibre within aimmth. Ihe s.amijle .sent is in a very rough state.

I wonder what Messrs. Thirkell cS. would
^ (Samsevieria) and Mum-

imdnl (Marsdenia). The latter Dr. AVatt con.
siders far superior to rhea.” I enclose two
samples from these siiecimeiis I have.

Pai.m,«.

li

Tb«6« can Jje seen at our office,—Ed, T.A,

pnllelin, j\o. Jf.i, Scidcmbcr, 1S3>).

.

kaplna Rtffa, Mart. The midrib of the leaf
reaches ;S5 to 45 feet in

Hr hS; ® r'es for ladies’ palanquins,
ladders. At. Pbe fibre from the young unopened
learos is employed as stung, and is largely exported

under the name of “ Raphia (trass.”
Aaiious kinds of cloth, which are known as “ Jabo.”JTiafo^ ‘Saudiadiaka,” and “ Sikinivbla,” are

• There is a considerable trade in “ Kapok ” sent to
Australia, United Kingdom and even India: the exports
equalled 2,‘2;!(i cwt. 111 l.SOl, but have fallen off greatly
since.—

E

d. /.J. ® ^

U' bark of Gyrinops AValla
(bin. which may perhaps be suitable for the
Eumc purpose as ” liaffia ’ though not quits lik@ it,
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made fioiu the fibre. From the stem the natives
obtain a ssveet lic^uid called " llarafa,” and the shells
of the fruits are employed as receptacles for various
small articles ami as snuff boxes. (Widely spi’ead in
the island, but always in valleys.) Jiofu'i or
The above is a reference to tiie palm which is said

to yield the ordinary lallia. The “fibre” referred
to in this cutting must of course be <juite distinct
from the material known as “ itaffia,” and is no
doubt of the same nature as “African Bass” the
product of Jitijildii cinifem or “ Bamboo” palm,
noticed on page H of the accompanying Kern BuUttin
I
which please return) and also on page 248 of the
Trujiical Aijncultui-iat of October, 1894, under the
title of Piassava fibre.

Dr. Trinien mentions llai/hiii Jinflia on page 18 of
his “Hand-guide,” and again refers to it on page 25
thus Worthy of special notice are the Raphia
palm of JIadagascar

i
Jt’ajiliia Umihi,) &c."

THE “ BODIKI ” SBECIES OE COCO^UT
AND IIE.AVV BEARING.

Sin,—If the species of tlie coconut reported at Galle
be the Jlodiri, che gathering of so many nuts as
reported by your correspondent is no unusual thing,
as trees of this species of coconut are known to
yield more than the number mentioned at one crop,
even when planted with coconuts of different species.
The llodiri IS a small-sized coeonut. D. A.

THE TRAVELLER’S BALM WATER: A
TIMELY WARNING.

Dk.vII Sill,— It will be as well to warn your
readers against imbibing the w ater from the above-
mentioned palm, for 1 yesteiday drew of! some
of the water from one of them into a tumbler,
and found it to be infested with a number of

t'lrcad-like worms. These “ iioochies” Jiiay or may
not be inimical to humanity, but it would be as

well to a\'oid the chance of their being so. The
warning is not unnecessary, for 1 have frequently

seen [tersons [mt down their heatls and partake
of the water as it gushed from the stem of the

tree. E. E. T.

THE FIRST INTRDDL'CTION OF COFFEE

INTO BIiri’ISH CENTRAL AFRICA :

iioxori: I'o WHOM iioxoui; is duk.

Dk.M: Si!!, In your Issue of IMay there is a
statement re “the introduction of the collee plant
into Nyassaland whicli I cannot allow^ to pass
witliout contr.'idiction, as I am in a ])Osition to

ilo so, being well ac(|uainted with the facts. Al-
though not personally acquainted with Mr. John
Buchanan c.M.c. of Zomba, still, he has been
known to me for at least 1,5 years, and from
all accounts I ha\ e heard, 1 am certain he is too
much of a gentleman )o take the credit of being
the lirst to iutioilucc the collee plant into
Nyassaland, w hen the credit belongs to a brother
|danter. .Mr. .lohnslon must lia\e been mis-

informed as the parent plant of the thousamls
now nourishing there, was the survivor of three

lilanis. < ^\mljirii w hich wane taken out by
^Ir. .lonalhan Duncan from I he BoCanical

Gaiden- Eilinburyb in I,s78. 'I’hi plant I Ixdiexe

is still alive at Blantyre. 1 may also inform

you tliat this same statement was made by Mr.
,'lohnston when in Scotland last year, but wa.s

coniradicted in a local paper by a corresjmndent

in N\'as.--aland who no doubt like myself was
in possession of the leal f.aets. By gi\'iim this

a corner inyoiir next issue you will greatly oblige.

—

Yours v'vc., I). B. CAMERUN,
youth SyUiet, India.

[Aug. t, 1895.

CINNAMON PEELERS AND THE DIEPi-

CCLTY OF GETTING THEM HONESTLY
TO FULFILL CONTRACTS :

Tilt: oriNIOX OF ax KX-CIXXAMOX PLANTElt.

Sir:,— I was greatly interested in reading in

the (Jh-'icrver of the 22nd inst, a record of some
recent proceedings, in tlie Police Court of Ne-
gombo, in certain cases instituted by the Supers

intendent of Goluwa Pokuna estate against de-

faulting cinnamon peelers
;
the Magistrate’s deci-

sions thereon ; and your editorial upon the 'wlujle

matter. Having suHered myself from the mis-

conduct of “peelers” my .sympathies went out
at once to the Cinnamon Planters who, by the
decision of the (Magistrate, are left helpless

against the wiles of the unscnqmlons peeler.

Their position hitherto has not been an ea.sy

one, .and now' it is made more diflicnlt ; if, in-

deed, it will not make cinn.amon cultivation on
estates so prec.arious as to render it prolitle.ss.

To any one acquainted with the preparation of

cinnamon it will be apparent that the first re-

quisite is the certainty, as far as it can be made
so, of the command of a suliicient force of .skilled

peelers at the times when the bark is in a fit

condition to peel from the sticks. But if with
the dread of a criminal prosecution and im-
prisonment for breach of contract hanging over
them m.any now evade their responsibilities, what
may -ve not expect will be the state of affairs when
it becomes known that by breach of the con-
tract and being once ]mnished they can go free

;

or by evading the notice to come to work they
can defy the .Superintendent? I need not enter
into a description of the conditions under which
cinnamon cultivation and jireparation have hitherto
been conducted, as that has been done in a
full ami accurate m.anner by the gentleman who
supjilied you with that information in your
editorial of the 22nd. I will only briefly

narrate a few of my experiences with reference to

defaulting jieelers and make one or two ob.serva-

tions. As Siqierintendent of Goluwa Pokuna
estate for nearly .six years I had a surfeit of

this kiml of work : the most ilistasteful, and yet
the most inqierative, I was ever called ujton to

perform.
When I iiist entered upon my duties I

I knew next to nothing of cinnamon cultiva-

tion and nothing at all of jireparation
; and

worst of all I was quite ignorant .as to the
character of the cinnamon jieelers as a class

:

but knowledge came in time ! My liivst enlight-

ment was on the occasion of giving- out fresh

advances. I had been instructed to increase the
jieeling force .so as to make cei-tain of having
more than suliicient, allow’ing for a fair propor-
tion of absentees, ami gave orders to the kan-
ganies to look out for men. .\s far as numbers
went I had no reason to be dissat-istied ; but
when Jieeling time came not half of' the new-

hands turned nji. After a reasonable lime
I took out warrants against these men ami then
learnt that a good many were lictitious names,
others thosi- of cliildn'ii, and of men who lunl

in‘\('r jieelcd a cinnamon stick. 'I’he kanganies
to get money for themseBcs had hired men, al

•50 cents a jdece, to aj.jioar and sign the eon-

tr.act, receive the advance, .and tlien h.and it

over to them. Kanganies and men thus com-
bined to defraud the estate, and also to jeojiard

the croji. In time this slate of affairs imjirovetl

by the needing out of notoriously bail workers,
but to the end there were always a certain
number of men who took advances with ijo

intention whatever of working them off.
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eitlier cleared out from tlieir \illage and ilisap-

peared for inontlis together, vi-siting their honio.s

hy stealth ; or they were .screened hy tlie kanga-
nies and headmen, wlio returned the warrants
with the remark “ not to he found”, I'v.c. I par-

tially overcame this diHiculty by making it worth
the lieadmen’s while to lind the defaulters ; and
remarkal)le to s.ay, coincident with this arrange-

ment many of the men returned to their village 1

1 have had to institute as many as 100 cases in

one tlay, and (piite 200 within a year ! Let any
one consider what this means, namely, that out
of a skilled force of .say 300 juen, which you have
done your best to make sure of by giving out
advances on a contract, you lind that when your
lieeling is at its best, and you could secure a large

(luantity of line bark, quite one-third of ymir
force absent themselves

;
not because they have

any excuse for doing so, but that they are work-
ing on some other est.ate, where they have also

taken advances, or are taking in the cinnamon
from their own or a friend’s few .acres. When
this is done, and the best of the season over, they
iiuni condescend to come .anil work for you, making
lying excuses for not h.aving come before, the kan-
gany b.acking them up, for as likely .as not the
men have been taking in the cinnamon from his

garden, while the Superintendent is at his wit’s end
to know Avhat to ilo to secure his crop. Such ;i

st.ate of things is exasperating, for when kanga-
nies and men combine to deceive, you are helpless.

I am afraid that their conduct has often caused
me to ex])lode, and to use words not nece.ssary to

the sentences uttered; .and if the kanganies h.ad

had anything lait p.achydermatous consciences
they would have winced under the home truths
toll! them.

In instituting cases .a;^.ainst debaulting peelers,

f have h.ad to .appear before 9 ditlerent Magis-
trates who occupied tlie Negombo bench in suc-

cession during the time I w.as on Uoluwa Pokun.a,

and .all held th.at if a defaulting peeler, after un-
dergoing ]ninishment, did not go b.ack to work
he w.as li.abie to be again brought up and pun-
ished : the oll'ence w.as considered a continuing one.

The present Police Magistrate of Negombo
.seems to doubt the legality of this procedure

;

and as his decision has quite unsettled the
jirevious views held on the subject, and his

successor may dis,agree with his views, I think
it was unfortunate that the Attorney-General
did not allow an Appeal in c.ase No. 19,217, <as

I understand he was .asked to do. In the in-

terest of the peelers themselves .a ruling by the
Supreme Court seems necessary

;
and it is much

to be wished th.at the Attorney-General would
reconsider his objection, .as regards giving notice

to peelers to come to work. As a m.atter of f.act,

at the commencement of peeling every jieeler re-

ceives notice to attend; .also .at the resuming of

work .after each stoiipagc ;
but when men are

away from their vill.ages it is not possible to

give them notice, for their whereabouts are often
not knovvn

;
and when the.se men .absent them-

selves for weeks or months, and on their return are
jirosecuted, for the Magistrate to ilisch.arge

them on the plea that they were riot served with
notice to attend seems to me unreasonable.
Giving notice is really a matter of form, for

every peeler knows perfectly well when his ser-

vices will be requireii, and when he should attend.
When dealing with men who have no fear
of losing their character or influence in
their village by its being known that they have
made money by successful fraud—but who are
rather looked up to .and envied .as clever fellows—it is, 1 hold, necessary when .advancing money
for which they are responsible, to make them

criminally liable. This m.ay .seem hard
;

but if

a cinnamon peeling kang.any is to be held only
civilly li.abie lor tLe money advanced to the men
he brings as [loelers, thci'o is nothing to prevent
his .aiding in the fraudulent manner I have ile-

scribed .as pr.actised on me, and the ,Su|)erinten-
dent h,as no remedy; for it is next to impo.ssible
to bring home the ch.arge to the kangany, .as none
of his ])oelers would have the temerity to dare
give evidence against lum, knowing full well that
to do so would moan his ruin. 1 have stated th.at

pro.secuting peelers and getting them put in jail

was most ilistasteful to me, and in dozens of
instances I have taken them back on theii' promise to
return to work. The xMagistr.ate often cautioning
them not to break their word : but this leniency was
so systematically .abused by the men nev er coming
to work and so nece.ssit.ating fresh warrants being
taken out th.at 1 afterwards, as a rule, refused
to take them b.ack before they wore punished.
I found th.at severe measures were the kindest
to them and to others, (.'innamon jieelei-s m.ay
not be worse than others of their cl.ass under like

tempt.ations, though some of their countrymen
seem to think that they are, for they use this

saying .against them ;
— “ Never trust a llaley.a

ora [lig !
” Be that .as it may, tlicir conduct was

the main motive for my leaving Goluwa I’okuna;
.and I envy no man who has to make his living
by de|)ending upon them. Apologising for taking
*0 much of your v.aluable space.—I am, A'c.,

W. ,1 .

AlTSTPvALlAN HONF.Y POP GEVLON.
.lune .rth.

Dkau Sir,

—

I enclose a short .account of the
Grampi.an Apiaries, Dunkeld, Victoria, which
h.as been sent to me, and .as I am trying to
introduce Victorian honey here, 1 thought it

might perhaps interest your readers to learn
something .about the industry.—^h)urs truly,

I’BOGBE.SS.
[We can speak of the Australian honey as

being excellent.—

E

d. T.A.]

BEE-FARMING IN AU.STRALIA.
Next to the world-renowned deep mining of tlie

Golden Cities of Ballarat and Bendigo in Victoria
and the gigantic search for silver from the equally
deep mines of Broken Hill in Now South Wales,
there is perhaps no industry contributing to the
original wealt’.v of the community, which so fasci-
natingly appeals to the interest of the visitor to .the
Australian Colonies as does the culture of bees both
by the Arcadian charm of its surroundings and
by the novelty of its workings. Of all those parts
of “the continent,” as the Australians like 10 call
it, where the professional Api.arist is wooing “ the
fickle goddess” with his stock-in-trade, the Victorian
Valley is at once one of the best adapted by nature
and decidedly fJie most widely exploited for the
production of honey on a commercial scale.. With
the advantage of the dry and sunny clim.ate common
to the whole of Southern Australia this district is

protected by mountain r.anges from great extremes
of temperature and is peculiarly suited by the com-
parative poverty of its sandy soil to the brilliant
display of a great wealth of blossom on those trees
and shrubs from which the bees can most economi-
cally gather their supplies in their work of laying
up a winter stor6.

Leaving the train at the little way-side station
of Dunkeld after a tedious journey from Melbourne
at a speed which at its best would hardly .equal
that of a modern Atlantic liner, ten hours having
been taken to cover one hundred and eighty miles 1

and proceeding in a buggy across country to the
Northward, one’s sense of beauty is soon agreeably
impressed by the generally park-like aspect of
the Plain with its undulating paddocks iiae-
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gulavly atx.dded with Rplenclid dowering speci-

mens of thd red and white gums and acacias.

Cheerily bowling along a well-kept road and
rapidly nearing the lofty peaks of Mt. Sturgeon
and Mt. Abrupt, which rise precipitously on either
hand for several hundreds of feet, the visitor’s at-

tention is attracted to the opposite thickly wooded
slope of “the I’icaninny,’’ stretching picturesquely
between the rocky heights of its frowning neighbours,
and which on its lower levels is patterned in clus-

ters of white half hidden by the green of the bush,
recalling the well filled cemeteries of the malarial
coasts of Africa. Even a carefully guarded question
invokes a supercilious smile from the driver over the
“ new chumm’s” innocence with the information that

the apparently marble grave-stones Hashing back the

sun-light are merelj the painted hives of the Uee-
Farm. A little later further evidence is forthcoming
by an all-pervading drowsy hum, ever increasing till

the Farm is reached, when the air is seen to be so

alive with excited bees as to cause considerable

feelings of alarm in the mind of the visitor. With
the welcome protection of a veil, supposedly sting

proof, and affecting a naixj /raid which he is far

from feeling the novitiate accepts, though with

doubtful pleastire, the invitation of the Manager to

watch the robbing of the hives, a form of enter-

tainment which he will appreciate only till some
more tender part of his anatomy is pierced by the

far reaching stings of a few particularly savage and
persistent bees.

The hives are built up of several layers of rec-

tangular wooden cases, the two lowest of which are

set apart for the “brood nest’’ where the “Queen”
deposits her eggs and the young bees are hatched

;

above these are the “supers” for the storage of

honey “ beyond” that requited by the bees, a

specially perforated sheet of zinc between the “brood

nest” and the bottom “sujier” being fitted to bar

the access of the Queen-bee but allow that of the

smaller worker bees.

The “supers” are ari-anged to hold thin oblong
“frames” or square thick “sections’’ to form
receptacles for the honey according as it is required

in its viscous extracted state or in a complete comb
for table use; in the former case the honey is re-

moved from the frame by the cei-trifugal force due

to rapid revolution round the vertical axle of a cage

into the groves of which the frames after removal

from the supers to the honey-room are placed for

“extracting.”
The comb of the frames, which is about one inch

in thickness, is emptied by this means without being

in the least degree injured, hence the frames are at

once available for being refilled by the further in-

dustry of the bees, altogether a great saving of their

time and labour on the old system of breaking up
the comb by hand for the extraction of the honey
which involved the building of new combs every time

of honey-getting.
The number of supers varies from one to three

depending on the strength of the colony
;

and in

what the Apiarist calls a good “ honey-tlow,” each

super or set of supers yielding thirty to sixty lbs.

will require to be emptied once in seven to ten days.

From the extractor the honey is drawn off and passed

through wire strainers of fine mesh into large iron

tanks of several tons capacity, of which the interiors

are painted with beeswax
;
in these tanks the honey

is allowed to stand for several days that all minute
particles of wax may rise to the surface and be skim-

med off, after w'hich there only remains the work of

putting up the honey into differently sized tins and

the wait for a rise in the market, often in these

days of 'Victorian repentance for fiscal sins of the

past, the most trying experience of the Apiarist.

But, of all one learns in the course of an object

lesson from an expert on Bees, of the most

absorbing interest are some points in the natural

history of the Queen-mother and the way
she governs ;

her remarkable fecundity which amounts

to tlie laying in the height of the season of from

three to four thousand eggs a day ;
her discrimina-

ting power exercised in depositing at will eggs of

workers, drones, or queens, each in their special cells;

the royal demands she makes upon the attentions

of the workers to her sufficient feeding and warmth
and the general distress occasioned thioughout the
hive by her removal

;
these, together with the curious

relations of the sexes in the internal economy of the

hive, in that all the workers, warriors and law-
makers are female endowed with a plenitude of power
over the luckless drones or males, almost comparable
to that among men to which soar the dearly cherished
aspirations of the most rabid women’s rights society,

are some of the features which almost beguile into

a deeper study of the habits of bee-life.

From the unlimited supply of bee-food scattered
broad cast over the land, from the length of the bee
season, practically from September to May, through
which the blossoms last and the bees can work and
lastly from the abnormal disparity between the honey
values quoted in the English home market and the
cost of its production here, even enhanced as it is

at present by the evil effects of a prohibitively high
tariff, it is evident on the face of it that under
ordinarily favourable conditions of transport there
is a great field for the expansion of this industry
in Victoria.
There can be no doubt in fact that with its many

advantages this Colony can in this respect success-
fully compete with California or other of the Americans,
and that were only the excellent quality of the honey
produced sufficiently known in Europe, the yearly
output would quickly increase to the tune of several
hundreds of tons and the retail price there become
so reduced as to bring the luxury of its daily use
within the means of the toiling masses of the great
cities of the Old World.

THE IfUSSIAN TEA COMMISSIONEKS IN
CEYLON.

On board steamer, 3rd -June, 189o.

Dk.VI! Sili,—Totally unforseen affairs hindered
me in my travelling, and when I returned to

Colombo, I only just bad time enough to ful-

fill some very urgent btisine.ss and get on board
the steamer in time before it sailed. In this

manner I was de|)rived of the |)ossibility ot seeing
yoti again. This was a double grief to me as it

would have given me the greatest possible

|)leasure to see you once more as 1 should very
much have liked to have narrated to j'ou afi

my experiences and to have bad the jtleasure of

hearing your valuable oitinion about them.
As a matter of course, on my returning from

China amt .Japan to Ceylon, my first visit will

be to you. But Jiow you must allow me,
altbougli it can onlj’ be by letter to thank you from
the bottom of my heart for all your kindness to

me and for tlie active help 3’ou gave me in my
mission, thanks to which help I was enabled in

a very short time to examine several large tea
estates, and collected some most costly material
for stndying the tea busine.ss in the most advanced
and motlernized tea-country, which no doubt
Ceylon is in coni]iari.son with ari,y other tea dis-

tricts of India. The Euroj)can art, the amr.zing
energy, the ingenuity, the expediencj’ and
practicalne.ss, thet is to be .seen in the organisa-
tion of the total management as well as in respect

to all the technicalities of the business, struck
me as beiim most wonderful. I add in conclu-
sion that the Planters received me every win re

in a very kind and hospitable manner and with
the greatest reiidine-s.s showed me their busine.ss ;

communicated to me a whole (luantiQy of tiseful

knowledge, obtained by many jears practical

xnerience, all of whicii was of the greatest

value to me.
I should like to have once more the opportunity

of shaking hands with those clever planters,

who were my tiist instructors in tea matters ami
to whom I shall always bad exceptional anil

t hankful acknowledgment

,
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In the liope of seein« yon ao-ain, T leniain,
\ours very sincerely, JOHN K1>INGEN,
Chief of tlie l\ussian txpeilitioii of tlie Appanage.

I*-S.—I examined tlie following estates :
—

1. Abbotsford, 2. Ue.ssford, J. Naseby, 4.
Scrubs, 5. Pedro, 6. Olipliant, 7. Moiikswooil,
8. Kandapola, 9. Portswood, (the last 5 by the
letters of introduction troin tlie Russian Consul,
Mr. brisch), and 10 Peradeniya Estate.

'^OUNO PLANTERS AND PROMOTION:
A COMPLIMliNT !

,
C. P., June 20,—Have yon heard the latest news?

• Colombo Agents now-a-days,
in hlling up Superintendentships, are particularm asking about the “ tastes ” ot applicaiit.s. One
of the.se young men, puzzled as to what was meant
*y Onery, replied—“Well I’m a regular
reader of tlie Ceylon Ohfiei'ver, and its monthly

’ once got tlie rejoinder—“That
will do, you are the man to look after an
absent proprietor’s interests” and so got the
Jiost ! Yours truly, FACT.

enquiries about teaFRO.M a south of INDIA PLANTER.
Dk.\k Sir,—

W

ill your tea authorities kindly
•state the probable results on the quality of the
manufactured tea when the roll is slowly broken
up before fermentation. Would any otli'er effect
than irregular fermentation result’

VV hat effect has the late weatlier had niioii
the quality of the tea made ’—Yours faithfully

PLANTER'.
’

TEA PREPARATION-QUERIES
ANSWERED.

1,600 ft. Elevation, June 20tli.

r

“ Pl«‘i‘nters” enquirie.s— I do
not tbink the slow breaking up of the rollwon (1 have any benelicial effect on the fiualitv
ot the tea. At this elevation, wRh the lon<-
rolling now common in Ceylon, the leaf is asa rule, almost ready for the drier on beimr
taken out of the roller, and any jirocess thatwould retard the bring would tend to make the
liquor .soft.

In the very dry weather before April the teas
gave a thin, harsh liquor, with some Havouram with a greenish, mixed outturn. In the
rush of leaf after the April rains tiie liquorMas dark, dull, and iiointless, with a dull out-
turn—the unfavourable iveather for witherins-may have had something to do with thi.s^
Lately the teas have given a fairly thick
blight lupior, with strength and f.aiv lla,our'
and a bright even fermentation.— Vours faith-
folly,

j

ANTHRAX AND CARBUNCLES.
(.’olombo, June 2o.

Dkar ,Sm,—The Malay planter’s knowledge
of Anthrax is very limited I am afraid. An-
thrax has no relation whatever to “Carbuncle”
and cannot luoduce Carbuncle, but does in
man produce that fatal di.sea.se Marignant Pustule
-Yours truly, J. lYlLSON BARKER

M.R.C.V.S.

SHOUId) CEYLON—AS THE CENTRE OFTROPICAL PLANTING LANDS-HAYE
AN “EMPLOYMENT” OR “LAND

EXCHANGE” BUREAU?
Among the Hills, June 28, 1895.DKAR Sir,— I have been very much struck of

ate, M ith the many countries and varied plantiuo-

I have not been long in Ceylon
; but in oneM'eek, I have seen correspondence in your paperpving planting news or asking for iWniKn

troiii b lorida. North Carolina Jamair--, ritr ^
Atrica, the Malayan Peninsula, Lalman,’ BorneoAc. Noiv, it has struck me that somethin^like an Employment and Lanil or Exchan<SreaJmight well be opene.l in your colunias^ to Xrdyoung men, who have been trained in Ceylonthe meaiLs of knowing where their service?Srequired in other tropical lands, or where alittle capiba,! could best be invested to advanta^-'ewhere good land is available and cheap ^^ ours truly, J UN lOR PLANTEIL
[Our correspondent must know that it is ourmonthly i.ssue of the Tropical Agricultari^t—thdtforms the special bond ot union between all subtropical planting countries. IVe are quite open toLake up our correspomlent’s suggestion; b,it thelirst move ought to be on the part of oivner.s ofavailable cheap lands-whether Governments orpm ate inclividuals —in other countries, and ofproprietors wanting young trained Siiperinten

dents or working partners with sonie^ capita"We should readily devote a column or a pare of
tlic r.J to ,,10], i,.formation, ...aking r°,crvnominal charge for the advertising. Ve sn7
po.se something of this kind is wT.at “Junior
Planter” means ?—Ed. 7’. A.]

'^nnior

LIBERIAN COFFEE.
Deah Sir,—

C

an you or any of vonr voou
terested m the growth Ac. of this coffee supnlv in'formation much needed in the infant staee^^of in

'

cultivation ot this product. What is the besf a; t
to plant ? 12 ft. X 12 ft. or 10 ft x 10 ft
Straits, Perak Ac. The price of specially "mS®pulpers IS too high for small clearincr«
20 to .SO acres. Can cleaning machines be^ohfas used in America for cleaning the driedIs It prefei-alile to sell the parchment or

^

coffee? Some say the price of cle?.rV i h., •

®

same as that obtained for clean or^'gfce””per cwt
, and that in the native market ‘ UI have trees 20 months old averae-iim 7m ? ?

At what age and before inaZln| '

to give 2,000—the tested yield in^MaL^„ ^ ^

Pe-ng-f l.=U, i,

[This corresiiondent is pretty -well^aT^^^'
beforehand by “ L. de S.”,—liven below ^
the Colombo Iron lYorks '

I e

~
learn all he requires abott pui;ere.'iE"D.

LIBERIAN COFFEE CULTIVATION
,

Sir,—

A

very interesting letter >-ec-uth- 0mg particulars of yield iii Serda of ‘
i

S‘V-
coffee. The lettel' came from ^
planter, and therefore, carries much vvifthe clearings in Ce.ylon in bearimr arlbut a small number are proneilv
tended cultivation is gohm oifo, ill ‘®,''l®'^
Ceylon tea averages 7idlow.^Wh?t tillyears hence? When Arabian Fnffo ? ^ S'’e
the cry was that planters hid ot?v

^®^““
their bows, and then many prodiwi^«

®”® to
tried. In Liberian coffe?

®^'® ^'ecklessly
made even if the yield fs l2s J" be
the Eastern States. The yield ’ne? I

^^®®’

from 2,000 to (>,o00 cherrfes / lilf®, ^bere
to n 000, The early bSs are ^’000
the Straits. Taking 10,000 cherrii^ls^ fh®^®’per bushel, and with trees in p!®fi average
^ 6 ft. or 7 ft. K 7 ft tnd 6 %.
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likely to be less for another ten years at least, there
is an ample return, after meeting expenses, to
give ItlOH to R150 per acre.

The cultivation has, of course, to be carefully carried
on, and those who do not do it “ on the cheap” will
probably get nearly double the above yields. In poor
soils I would advocates* to t> ft. apart, and in rich
soils 7 to Hft., and not more in Ceiilou. Good 2-ft.
holes cut in poor soils and 18-iuch ' holes in better
land. Surface soil conserved and filled in. No dib-
bling and careless planting. Transplanters freely used
for vacancies. Dadap and jak sh.ading should lie

commenced early. Coconut or cocoa should oJso be
put in. Much will depend on the climate, lay of
land, &c., which of these auxiliary products will be
selected. In some cases both can be planted at
])ioper distances. Eventually such a thing as aban-
doned plantations will hardly be knov. n. Hitherto
Liberian coffee will be the favorite till some hylnid
takes its place. It is not necess.u-y to look for

another variety as long as this kind gives an amiile
yield and fetches good prices. In a year or two more
there will not be wanting positive proof of this.

Judging by the appearance of certain fields, the ino-
prietors of which are '* ticking down the costs, Ac.,

to a cent,” and when found eipially paying, or as
nearly paying as the jilantations in the Straits, Ac.,
then there will he, no doubt, “ the rush”.— I am. Ac.,
Panilwewa, June 2‘.)th. L. nr. S.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
FAI1.UP.1-: of THK (JRANGK CKOF in Fl.flPlDA.—

One of onr 'I jv/)ic(d A;jrkultiirixt readers in

Florida, writing by bust mail, rep.)it.s :

—

We note on p. (>ti8 that mention is made that the

orange crop of Florida will not be over 2,.‘)0U,iKit)

boxes. We oidy wish it would be that jlarge. We
doubt if there will be 50,(H)0 shipped from the wl o'e

state. As to lemons there will not be 1,000 boxes.

Dr. D. Morri.s, c.m.g., on tiik ('.\n.\pv !s-

l.ANDS.— In the cotirse of an interesting letter

from otir old frie.ml Dr. iMorris, w lio i-ontinnes

to take a great interest in Ceylon, lie gives ns

the following nsefnl, not to say inleresting, in-

formation ;
—

“ T’he ‘ fibre lectures’ will be published in full in

the ‘ Society of Arts’ .Tournal ’ in July and August.—
I am glad to say 1 keep very well. I take my vaca-

tion in the winter and have lately visited the Canary

Islands. ’I'bey are charming places to go to. It is

wonderful wliat English enterprise is tioing there.

The- islands supply England witli nearly all the

bananas consumed in this couittry as also tomatoes,

early potatoes and green vegetables. Geograpliical

nosition is the essential factor in these matters.—
We were very sorry to bear of Ur. Trimon's ill-health.

We hope be will pick up during hi.5 stay in this

country.”

A ('.\*ii’HoR Trki-: iNDU.STifY.— Fxac.My the

sum-'' sneering obje.ciioms a.s the local “ rimes” ven-

tila'eal on Thursday, were ollered at the heginning

of onr ciiichoiia enterprise. “ Who would care

to cultivate a medicine tree?” was (lie ery ; Imt

how bitterly the secfler.s regretted their allifnde

when the illanters wlio put in a few hundreds

or tbonsands of jilants, cut them down fir har-

vested the bark after 7 or 10 years—the culti-

vation costing nothing—and nettml as mneb as

lOs to 20s ])er tree. Now, in respect of the

camphor tree, we are told. Dr. 'I’rimen some,

years ago, discouraged its cultivation by nianfers ;

but .surely the fact that there, are snecos.sfni

eleariii"-s »oir of the tree at both I’eradeniya and

llakgaUa is snilicient to indicate that Dr. Trimen,

wereliebere, wonhl proliably alter bis opinion, that

is //’bo ever e.xpresseil liimseif a-^ onr contemporary

says In any case, it is childish to discourage

planters who are bn.sy juitting out trees of

various kinds on their bonmlaries or umong their

tea, or in sc|>arate iiatcbes, from giving ti trial

to the h.andsonie lanrel-like eainplior tree, phants
or which are now available at the llot.anic Gardens.
In this journal, our reader.s can .see wliat
American and English journalists— talcing o]i-

iiosito views—say about the jirospect. Onr
local eontemjmrary in jilace of discouraging ought
to feel it his hounden duty to do all in his
jiower to get iilanters to add any likely product
to their one string “tea”; and tlie fact that
the Chinese aiul Japanese have been cutting
down tlieir store of imligenons trees, without re-
jilanting, is just the strongest reason why Ceylon
phuitei's should begin at once to ti-y what culti-
\ation can tlo.

Tka Pi.antinc jn IfuR.viA is the title of an
article in the Asian whieli discusses the question
“ may not Jhirma one day take her place among
the tea-proilncing countries of the Fhist ”

? The
foll.iwing is the concluding iiaragraph :

—

“ Planting in Rurmah has not been conspicuously
successful hitherto. Liberian coffee did W'cll in an
experimental g.ardeu at Mergui, when supervised by
an energetic Deputy Commissioner, but attempt.s at
planting on the Tavoj- hills proved a failure, despite
the liberal terms given by tiie local Government to
oiiteiprising men who took up land for the purpose.
Tea, if we mistake not, has never got beyond the
purely experimental stage, and Mr. Rruee’s very in-

teresting report, if it does not open up a rosy vista of
opulent possibilities, at least ;iirvs food for //loui/bt.’’

Tka Factoriks; Stfam Engink.s
;

Turrink.s
AND EbF.CTRic Irght In.staij.atioxs.—

A

planter
ill sending in information for the Directory
states ;

—
I don’t know whether you require a memo of steam

engines A'c. on estates which perhaps in a Directory
would he useful and if so .-—there arc two here, one
(> h.p. and one 1-2 h.p.—and water jiowcr—electric
installation in factory and bungalow.

Now the fact is, we shall he glad to have a note
of the power of every Steam Engine and 'J’nr-

hine on plantations, and .also a note of wherever
the electric light has been installed. We trust,

t lierefoie, many more will follow the example
of (he above correspondent. We have already
got most of the information. We have always
se)),arately .specified Tea Factories preparing from
.)!((»,()()(» 11). and uiiward.s in onr prefatory review.

Coi’i-K.K IN Binzin.—The committee of coffee fac-

tors appointed for estimating the crop for the year
l.S!t')-n(), reports as follows :

—“ Heavy rains during
the last three months have contributed to hasten
development of seasonable and late fruit, but have
hindered the production of co/e das ai/uas, which is

almost a total fadure. The committee accordingly
believes that tin- future crop will be of good quality
unless injured by rains during the process of gather
ing and drying. The quantity of available for ex-

portation will, it seems, hardly exceed 1 .750.000 bags,
.subject, however, to be increased by the remainder
of the pievions crop, whose shipment is delayed by
various well-known causes. In addition to tlie lack
of efficient labour, agriculture continues to suffer

from insufficient transportation facilities on rail-

ways, which, although they t-egulate their freight

rates by a sliding scale varying with the fluctuations
in exchange, fail to offer safe, speedy and regular
means of conveyance either for imiiorts or exjiorts,

thus increasing the cost of labour and even occa-
sioning ])eriods of famine in certain loeiilities in

eonsciptence of the death of food-stiiffs. ’I’liis com-
mittee. then, in the performance of its duty calls

file attention of the proper authorities to the just
complaints of the ])lanters, who require sure and
speedy means of transportation and the actual res-

])oiisii)i!ity of someone for the immlicr and weight
of the packages delivered liere or in the interior.—
Rio dc Janeiro, Iffarch liith, 18S),5.—.Inoquun dr Mello
I'raiiro .

— (’esar Deque Kstrada Co.—Miranda Jordaq
<(j Co .

—Araujo JIaia tC Co,—Ifermano Joppert."
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Old Ceylon Residents and Fiji Estate Phoducts.

Mrs. James Uicksoii, the wife of a former Ccylou

coffee planter, was at Colombo yesterday on her way
to Fiji by the s.s. “ Prinz Ref'ent Luitpold." Mr.

Dixoii has a sugar estate, Navua by name, coffee

having gone under there as in Ceylon, owing to leal-

disease. With the beet cultivation in Europe and
elsewhere cane sugar manufacturing is also but a

wreck, of what it was, and a number of planters in

Fiji have turned their attention to such other pro-

ducts as tobacco and tea. Dhe greater cost of Tamil
labour, brought there from India, however, has pre-

vented the tea planters from competing prohtably

in the world’s markets; and consequently tobacco

cultivation appears to be the most promising one

of those mentioned. Fruit cultivation, it seems, has

also been resorted to considerably, because we were

informed that Fiji already supplies Australia with all

the bananas that country required, and also with a

large quantity of pine-apples. There are still a num-
ber of former Ceylon men in Fiji.

The Tea Tiiade in Australia.—Mr. Thomson, of

the firm of Messrs. Finlay, Muir & Co. .returned to

the Island by the “Arcadia” this week; but he has

little information to afford as the result of his fort-

night’s stay in Melbourne and Sydney as inspect-

ing agent for Messrs. Finlay Muir & Co., The
taste for British grown teas, he says, is undoubtedly
growing

;
but he does not anticipate a very great

increase in the near future, nor has there been a

very marked one in recent months. His view is a

decidedly pessimistic one. Three years ago, before

the boom the Colonies were in a very different con-

dition from what they are now, and, when one of our

representatives said to him today :
“ The press of

Australia tells us more of the sport there than it tells

us of colonial commerce, he replied : “That's just it;

the principal products of Australia at present are

the horse and the book-maker.” All the same, he
thinks, British-grown teas aregoing ahead down there,

though how far Sylhet and FinW Muir teas are pro-

gressing he would not say. Mr. Thomson will remain
for the present in Colombo.

CoMMEuuiAL Fibres.—Dr. D. Morris, in a series of

Canter Lecuires before the Society of Ar!s, when
reviewing the fibres of the palm order, recently drew
attention to the remarkable vegetable substance, re-

sembling whalebone in strength and elasticity, called

bass or piassava. This was extensively used for

making brooms and brushes, and consisted of the

indurated fibre bundles thickly clothing the stems of

palms. The fibres yielded by the husk of the coco-

nut were of considerable commercial importance.

They afforded material for brushes, mats and matting,

cords, ropes, and tow. Coconut refuse, on account
of its wonderful properties of absorbing moisture, had
been recommended for use as a backing material for

steel plates in the construction of men-of-war. Of
all vegetable substances the most noted substitute

for horsehair was the fibre of the Spanish moss
(Tillaiuhia imncoides). The plant grew in long, hang-
ing tresses on cypress trees in the swamps of the

Southern United States. The supply of material lor

paper-making was becoming more dependent on wood
pulp. The lecturer concluded the course by discuss-

ing in some detail, problems connected with the
introduction of new fibres, the improvement of fibre

E
lants by systematic selection and cultivation, and

y a general review of the methods hitherto adopted
by mechanical and chemical means for the extrac-

tion of commercial fibres .—Chemical Trade Journal,

May 11.

A "Visit to North Tr.yvancore.—Mr. Cl. D. Braba-
2011 of New Peacock, Pussellawa, and Mr. J. Coles
of Ruanwela, returned yesterday ('2nd) morning from
Travancore. Both gentlemen speak highly of what
they saw in Travancore. The climate, the soil, and'
the tea—though of this in bearing there docs
not axipear to be much in bearing at present—all

beat those of Ceylon
;
and the outlook for the dis-

trict is in every way excellent if only the labour
difficulty can be got over and better outlets provided
{or proaucBi 'While itaying with Wr. Knight, Messrs,

T13

Brabazon and his companion paid
.
a visit to Mr.

Benzie, wlio, it will be remembered, was got up from
Ceylon by Messrs. Finlay, Muir A Go. to trace an
outlet from tlieir new property to Cochin on the
west coast. The journey from Colombo to Travan-
core does not apiiear to be a very formidable one,
and Mr. JliMbazo 1 declares that it is possible, within
forty-eight hours after leaving Colombo, to reach
tlie portion of Travancore he visited, the route being
by B.I. steamer to Tuticoriu, then by rail, then on
horseback liy road to the foot of the ghauts,
a stiff ride up the ghauts, and you are at
your destination in a beautiful climate, very
much like that upcountry in Ceylon, but a good deal
drier. The country Mr. Brabazon went over ranged
from 2,uyu to 8.0UU ft., at which elevation, it is need-
less to say, it was “ coiiiiderably cool.” Though some
of the land was very steep and broken, a good por-
tion of it is undulating country, of patana interspersed
with Idocks of jungle, very similar to the Uva coun-
try, though the visitors declare that Rravancore grass
land is much superior to what we have in Ceylon,
the short grass there being suitable for grazing
piuqioses, and, as far as could be judged, as well
adapted for tea as a good deal of the jungle in
Ceylon. The jungle soil is pronounced to be splendid,

aud the little tea that was inspected, though not of

the best jat, was doing excellently; the cinchona, of

which there is still a little left in the district, though
it was steadily coming out, was in very good heart :

and at the lower elevations coffee promised to do
very well. At the higher elevations Mr. Brabazon
thought it possible that the frost they have occa-
sionally there might damage the tea, but in every
other respect he was wonderfully struck with the
suitability of the country for its cultivation. As stated
above. However, there is a difficulty about labour, and
it is this that has decided Messrs. Finlay, Muir
& Co. to, at first, only open a small xiortion of their

twenty square miles of land, beginning with about
three nhundred acres and opening about ten thousand
withita the next three or four years. This will be
only small portion of the virgin jungle which covers
about half the enormous acreage they have purcHased.
They hope to work up a labour force by degrees and,
no doubt, tliey will be as generous in the matter of

advances and rates of pay as they' are known to be
in Ceylon. The coolies in Travancore, who are all

Tamils and are recruited from much the same districts

as our own in Ceylon, seem to work on a very
different system to the latter. They are advinced
money in just the same way as are our own
but, on arrval at the estate, they piroceed to work
the advances off at once and, as soon as this is

done, they clear off apparently without much
further ceremony, leaving the planter with-
out any labour unless he goes on sending
fresh advances out for more coolies. The
coolies there, too, have the same objection to go
to uowly-opcnod land that they have in Ceylon, and
altogether there is undoubtedly hard work to be done
before Travancore planters put their labour supply
on a firm and permanent basis; but Messrs. Finlay,
Muir A Co., who are the principal—and nearly the
sole—jiroprietors in that part of Travancore, have
immense cajiital at their back, and are determined
to persevere till they have brought their fine and
extensive property under tea. If they succeed in do-
ing this in the near futiu-e, it will undoubtedly throw
a large amount of tea on the markets of the world
to swell the already big total from India and Ceylon,
and, as they procure their labour force from the same
parts of South India as Ceylon planters do, their com-
petition cuts in two ways. But this cannot be helped,
and the only way to meet it is for us to increase
our endeavours to open up new markets, aud to grapple
practically and speedily with the labour supply diffi-

culty. Mr. Brabazon aud his companion speak highly
of tlio main roads in Travancore, which aie kept in
excellent condition, though they seem to require little

attention comx>ared to what our roads up-country do,
owing probably to a lesser rainfall and to the superi-
ority of the soil there for road pur^ioses. One road
Mr. Brabazon went over, and which ivas in fii-st-

rate condition, had not been repaired for so®^
five years.
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Nativk, Entkhi'IUSK in Tka.—Tt may be judj'ed

that \ve liave fully entered on a nali\ e era in tea

when we are told of an ordinary Sinhalese ]iroj)i ietor

near Aniblaugoda, booking with a Colomlm Firm,
for 5 maunds of tea seed at I’d 3d permaund, and
in order to make sure of the seed, oll'ering to pay
three-fourths of the money down.

CiN'N.VMON.— A report on the London (,>uarterly

Sales held on 27tb May, will be found else-

where ;
there was keen competition and

better juices, and surely the imjjrove-

ment should continue with limited stocks, and
the troubles out here this year with “cinna-

mon ]>eelers ” and an erratic season ?

Tka Cultiv.vtion in South CAiiui.iNA.--Mr.

Shej>ard, the pioneer of Tea cultivfition in the

bi nited States, is a regular reader of o\u Tropical

Agriculturist. In a letter just received from him
about his “ T. A.”, he adds,—
My little tea-farm is coming along very nicely,

and is generally regarded as a success, lint I want

the experience of a few more j'ears before making
that claim myself.

“ CANNor WK Australians Grow Our Own
Tea” is asked in an editorial note in the Melbourne

Herald. Reference is made to the growth of

“Chimonanthusiragrans” in England and the writer

says that “ tlie j^uoject to grow tea in Australia,

a contingency wnicii Avould make the continent

self-contained, does not imply anything like

breeding p )lar bears at the eijuator I
” Rut to

grow tea to j>ay, cheap labour is indis))cnsable

and also a good deal of rain well distributed.

Thu Nativk Tka Planting Inoustrv is

rapidly extending and the amount of inoney

spread among the people in the Gampola, N’awala-

jutiya and Matale valleys, in consequence, is

very considerable. One calculation saiil to be a

safe one, is that not less than 2^, to 3 million lb. of

leaf from native tea gardens will be bought

this year by the factories in and around Gam-
jiola and Nawalajiitiya. Then there has also

been a very large amount of money |>ai<l away in

these and adjacent districts to the fSinhalese for

plucking on the regular plantations ;
but the

j>eoj)le ai*e so well-olt now that it is diflicult to

get them to come to work where, a few years

ago, they were begging for employment !

Cinnamon in Rvskntrv.—We draw' sjiccial

attention to the following j)aragraph from the

Lancet together with the note of tlie editor of the

Hharmaccuticdl Journal :

—

Surgeou-jNXaj or Avetoom has found the adminis-

tration of a bolus of a drachm of powdered cinna-

mon bark taken morning and evening, washed

do All by a mouthful of water, very successful in

thirty cases ;
observations were extended over a

period of two years, ordinary cases were cured by

one or two doses, the worst by six administra-

tions {Lancet, March, 1895).

[These results would render the trial of cinna-

mon oil or cassia oil in suitable doses interesting,

the therapeutic result would probably be the same

and would obviate the necessity of_ swallowing a

large amount of inert “ woody fibre.”]
. ,

The other day we reported the wondertul ellects

of ciiiiiamoii in so-called cases of cancer. Now
Ceylon is the sjiecial home of ciiinamoii, ami

it lioasts of medi(-al men of no mean rc|iutation.

How' is it that one of them—say Dr. 11. IVl.

Kernaudo, M.i)., n. .sc., Lomlon, bellow ot I ni-

versity College, docs not give the world the

benelit of original e.\pcriniunts with cinnamon,

and tell us for the good alike, of Euro|)ean

and native snll’erers, whether the sjiice is ol

the value usciibed ty it above and iii tlueateued

' cancer.

Tiik V.vluk of land in Kuala Lumpur so

signally dejireciated some four years ago is now
rejiorted to be as high as ever. The value of

house projjerty is also said to be undoubtedly
greater than it has ever been.

—

Pinang Gazette.

Sv.sTHEsxs or CAri'EiNE.—At the present time, when
the production and price of caffeine are in a some-
what critical state, the announcement of the syn-

thesis of the alkaloid has a special interest, although
we must say the lines upon which Professor Emil
Fischer, the successor of von Hofmann, at Berlin,

and his pupil Lorenz Ach do not appear to give
immediate hope of the application of the process

in a commercial scale. As this is the first synthesis
of caffeine, details of the methods used will be
looked forward to with considerable interest.

—

Chemist
and !h-uggi.st

.

The Action of Coc.vine.—We observe from a recent
paper by lihrlich and Einhorn that they say that
Macliigan first observed in 1857 that the alkaloid from
Ln/thiv.rijlon Coca produced a sensation of numbness
when placed on the tongue : thus apparently antici-

pating Von Anrep, who found in 1879 that cocaine
has the propertj- of a local amesthetic. It would be
interesting to know upon what grounds the authoi's

make this statement. We have the best reason for
saying that Sir Douglas Maclagan made no observa-
tions of the kind in the year given.

—

Chemist and
l)naj<jist.

Pkoitts of Dooars Tea Estates.—Twenty-nine
per cent per annum all round for the tea-companies
of a district is probably the biggest average upon
record, yet this is what Messrs. Barry Co. re-

cord for the season of 1894 in the Dooars gardens.
Analysing the results of ninety-five joint-stock tea

companies registered in Calcutta, they write :
—“ The

highest profit realised, by anv individual estate,

approached 62 per cent, and the Dooars district takes
the lead with an average return of 29 per cent on a
capital of 46.^ lakhs.” In Assam and Darjeeling the
average profits were over 12 per cent, while in Cachar
and Sylhet they approached this figure, the average for

all district being nearly 15 per cent.—Local “ Times,”
June 6.

At What Age Does Yucca Geoiuosa Flower ?

—

A correspondent from Peterhead, N. B., sends us

a photograph of a plant of Yucca gloriosa, now in

flower in that northern locality for the first

time, though it has been planted forty years. It

certainly produces flowers much sooner than that

in tlie south, and although it does not flower every
year, it does so very frequentl)-, and as is natural,

it always excites admiration. Neither is the pro-

duction of flowers in this case to be looked on
as a death warrant. Our Peterhead friends seem
to have mixed up some story they have read
about the Agave with the Yucca. The Agave
really does die after flowering, but the Yucca—well,

it is hard to kill a Yucca. Even London fogs will not

do it. We saw one or two in flower on the Thames
Embankment this year, and, indeed, the Yucca is

an excellent town plant.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Planting in Lower Perak District.—The coconut

trees planted by the Pengliulu and others are splen-

did, many five year old trees being full of blossom

and fruit. The'indiarubber trees, too, have, done
remarkably well, even on the poorest soil, but the

coffee and pepper are very miserable. But several

circumstances must be taken into consideration;

first that the soil is very poor, secondly that much
of it was poisoned by the cultivation of nilam, and
that the Malays never could be brought to realize

till too late the vital importance of keeping the land

clear and the young colTee trees free from grass and

» weeds. 'J'hey allowed grass to grow up and the coffee

was pennanenlly injured, besides whicli fires occurred

and (luaiitilies of both |>epper and coffee were burned,

i-'iiithuf inland the soil impiovcs and the gardens

look much better. Where the coffee has been taken

care of it is bearing heavily, and the fruit trees are

very healthy.—Cecil Wray, Acting District Magis*

trate, April Vi,-^Vcrak Goverimait Gazette,
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PR.EDTyVL IMfODUCT.S THEP'l’S

rOAfMISSION.
Mr. .James M estland ,as Cli.airinaii of tlio North-

ei n Distiicts Planters Association, anti luemlier
of the 1 neilial Prod’.icts Tliefts Commission sends
ns co))ies of the tinestions now circulated hy the
Comimssion. Mr. Westland is most anxious to
impress upon all growers of cac,ao and otlier
jtroducts who have suffered from thefts, the
absolute necessity of jtromptly answeriiu'- ’these
iiuestions. Replies must be iii the li,ands° of tlie
Hon. G. F. Walker by .5th July—so that it is
a case of “now or never.” I\Ir. Westland very
I.roperly renmrks “ As careful lists are kept of
tlie names of all to whom these pajters are ]>osted
it may be taken for granted that those who do
not leply, are not ,sufferers and lia^e no cau^^e
for complaint.”
QUESTIONS REOAUm.NG THEFTS OF CACAO, COFFEE

OUEEN TEA I.EjAF, C.\IU).\j\IOMS, OR OTHlHi
PR.EDIAE PRODUCTS.

1. Have you personal experience of tliefts from estates

vXat*
estates, ami to

i. Whom do you consider to be the thieves aenerallv —estate coolies, villa-ers, or others, resident or min-resideiit ?

•?
'yiom IS the produce disposed of ? Do youknow if there are known habitual receivers of stolen

proijuce in your neighbourhood ? If so, who are sue'receivers generally?
4. Can you estimate roughly what your aiimial loss isproportionately to your crops ?

Profhiee locally? And towhat extent ? And to whom ?

(J. What precautions do you take against thefts of mo-cli^e . Aiul Avhat do6s tliis cost you aiiniuillv.
7 . Do you make u.se of watchmen, and ivliat is voiirexperience of their efficiency ?

"uai, is join

instituted cases in any Police Court ? Ifso, in what court, and with what results? If not whvhave you not aone so ?
’ ^

9 Do you consider the existing laws afford sufficientpiotection . If not, w'hat alteration would you siigimst '>

10. Have j'ou experience of police patrols ? And Tf-so do

yZmstrhit ?® patrols throughout

QUE.STION.S EEOARDINC THEFT.S OF MADE TEA.
1. Have you actual experience of tliefts from factoriesunder your charge, and on what estates ? If not do youknow of .such Uiefts elsewhere

; or, on what do you base

^.;^ciaX'“^;;te5l{:^
"""

a r
.1. Whet precautions do yon take to prevent this’ Haveyour eoidies free egress and ingress at your factory’ Or is

adopted
preventive measures

to'* whom/"'*
locally? And to what extent, and

of''*'stol'en"tk‘*°
1’’° i»iyers or receivers

6. Do you know' or smspect that there are haliitual
receivers in your neighbourhood ?

naoicuai

7. What remedies do you suggest

Stock of Ceylon B,ir)S balo.s against
LSilJ iHfi;! ]h!)2

mi .. and Rale.s

Londoig 'MlfMay,

trout-hatching at HORTON PLAINS.
Mr. Hnimmoml Heane write.s “ As re-ards iHatchery at the Horton Plains I think ifurmldbe successful if fclie wator.s coull l.e isllToliI

riDi bv"\^ clllb**^ U*'
*^**** •inching and fishingmi by a Club At jiresent, to my knowledoemany people catch trout di the vicinity of NuwmaEhya who have never j.aid a subscription tothe fund and seme of them well able to affordto pay.

How would it do to have Mr. Trino-ham’s
whole tune secured for trout operatioas and to
ins[)ect and control the fishing ?

Mr. Hrummoud Deane had some very .mod
islnng- ,at Nuwar.a Eliy'a a few days ago, catch-ing with a March Rrown fly between 4 ando ii.m., four trout weighing 2 lb. 12 oz.

, 1 lb
2 oz., 1 lb. 4 oz. and lli. respectively.’ The
weights were verified .at the Club. The waferwas, of course, clear.

CINNAMON.
The Second Quarterly Auctions of the year took

place yesterday, when l,0fi3 bales Ceylon were offered
as compared with 760 bales at the February Auc-
tions, and 1,073 bales at this period last year The
moderate supply met very good competition from the
opening and resulted in the entire qu.antity being
disposed of at better prices, the rise in common
and medium grades ranging from Jd to IJd per lb.
a similar advance being also realized for the goodand fine sorts. “

“ Firsts ” ranged in value from lljd to Is 4d fornne to superior, lOd to lid for good, and 8id to 9d
tor ordinary and medium. “ Seconds ” fine to

2d, ordinary to good Sd to Did.

...m/iu^
to superior, ‘fid to Is Id, ordinary tomiddling 7}d to 9d. “Fourths” good to fine U to

l()d, and ordma,ry and medium 7d to 7Ad pet- lb.

to^r^r^^^ '®'’ fourths

bags were offered and sold at 2gd to
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A DIETETIC AUTHOIHTY ON CEYLON TEA-
ITS SALE IN EKANCE, OxC.

\\e Imve received a conimiiiiic.ation from Dr
Vorive-Dayies, London, autlior of a work oii
healtli and dietetic,s in which some lii<dily com
plimentary refereiiee.s to Ceylon tea were madeand which jve adverted to in the.se columns in our
review, .some time ago. Dr. Yorke-D.avie.s write.s •—

i am very much obliged to you for your kindreview of my book. lam also grateful to you forpointing out to Ceylon planters that they' owe alittle gratitude to me, and yon certainly put itvery plain y to theni that they migl.t ' do^ worse

T *bl\ °l

^

*®i
I diDte aware from what

Li ^ ® popularized the
woi ld over. Some years agoSii Andrew Clarke wrote letters against it in thepapers and in praise of Cliinese teas,' and I went at

juLtS.
’ ^

“ I have no personal interest in Oeylon now hut

(Lhnu/**^’"u
syne; I hare no donSI shall f10m time to tune have something to sayabout ii, and there is no man in Plugland whose

weight tliat minehas. As the work you were kind enough to reviewwill soon be m its third Edition in England andAmerica, its infhience will he beneficial, and it isbetter that a British colony slionld be benefitedby my aid than that China and its nnsayorr inhabitants should profit. I am quite aware thatLun-dreds of firms in England .sell Ceylon tea, but lamequally aware lhat many of them sell it to rcfailtrswho Miu- It with other teas. As it is essential for myjrarposes it should be ;mre Ceylon only I mentionthis firm for this purpose. But my advocacy of Cey-Ion toa benefits all equally,” ^ ^
Dr. \ orke-Davies also sends us an adverti.se-meut from krance headed the As.oriafiou du

Ihi’ Agra Ceylan...Opui>on an. Dodeur YorkeDarner, (rixanslation), “ The Agra Ceylon Tea re-
ceiyes .at pre.sent from the pul.lie tlie high favourwhich IS due to it. There is no doubt that it
IS better .and has a luore delicate bouquet than

-'I'®

A contains more tlieine ami
less tannm than India and China teas, it is alsomoie liealtliy. It is not injurious even to those
to whom digestion is difficult.”
The doctor .adds : “ This was sent me hy a pa-tient in kr.ance .so tliat you will .see th.at eLnthere my name is used to strengthen inihlic

opinion as to the merits of Ceylon tea
”
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EXTENSION OK (TI/nVATloN.
{h.ctrncfa Ji'fmi 3Jr. II. IK. llriidhinwl'

s

OH Ihr Kalutam Dh!rid for h'iflj.)

rhei’G was a great demand for land during the year
xuidcr review, and applications were received almost
daily at the local Kachcheri. The return of lands
sold in 18‘)i5 and 1894 is as follows;—

No. of Extent.
Lots.Year. A. H. i>.

Avr. price

per acre.

R. c.

14 GO
26 66

1896 . . 36 , . 99 2 1 .

1894 158 ,. 1,494 3 65 ., _ .

The returns furnished by the Mudaliyars show an
increase of cultivation under the following heads :

—

Acres. Acres.
Paddy 1,040 Cocoanuts 610
Tea 647 Other products 88
Cinnamon 107
On the other hand, there has been a large decrease

under the head “ Fruit Gardens,” which can only
be accounted for on the ground that cocoanuts, tea.

Ac., are found to be more remunerative than fruit-

growing.
With regard to the extent under paddy cultiva-

tion, which is estimated at 41,040 acres, as
compared with 40,000 acres cultivated in 1896, the
correctness of the figures cannot be guaranteed, but
there can be no doubt that there has been a con-
iderable .increase. In the case of private lauds by
is probable that many fields which did not repad
the cost of cultivation when the grain tax was levied
are now being cultivated. But, on the other hand,
there has also been an increase in the number of
leases Crown fields at the usual rental of 112 per bushel,
the figures being

—

Extent
Bushels.

219
284

Year No. of Lots
1896 78
1894 105

This increase would seem to indicate that in the
Kalntara District at any rate paddy cultivation is

not altogether an uni-emuneiativei)raneh of agriculture.
Tlie cro))s were fail-, tliougli some little damage

was caused by drought. 'I’lie rainfall amounted to
71‘99 inches, the average of the previous five years
being 88-22.

I am indebted to the Secretary of the Kalutara
Planters’ Association for an estimate of the amount
paid to Sinhalese labourers on the tea estates. The
sum expended in 1894 was approximately R600,000,
an increase of about E50,000 over the figures, for
1893. The influx of this capital has done much to
improve the condition of the people, especially in
the Pasdun korale, and tlie steady extension of the
tea industry is ail important factor in the rapid
development noticeable in the District.

THE NAHALMA TEA ESTATES ('OMPANV
LIMITED.

The fii-st annual ordinary general meeting of the
shareholders of this company was held yesterday
at the officrs of the company, 39, Victoria Street'
Westminster, S.W. The chair was occupied by Mr!
Arthur W. Marshall, chairman of the board of
directors.
The Secretary (Mr. ,Tohn Holgate Batten) having

read the notice convening the meeting, the chairman
proposed, and Mr. Macbey seconded, ‘‘ That the
directors’ report and balance sheet to December 31
1894, be adopted.” The resolution was carried.
The Chairman then proposed, and Mr. Aberncthy

seconded, “ That a final dividend at the rate of 2
per cent on the ordinary shares of the company be
paid so soon as the realisation of the produce of the
company’s estates peimits of such payment, making,
witlj the interim dividend' of 4 per cent, paid De!
cember 13th, 1894, a distriliution at tlie rate ofSper
cent. per annum, from April 1st to December 31st
1K94. That such dividend be jiaid to those sharehold-'
ers whose names appear in the sliaro register on
this fay, and that after this date such shares be
transferable ex. such said divi,dend.” The resolu,tion

was carried unanimouHly.

'Phe Chairman next proposed “ That the share
holders of the Nahalma 'Pea 1-lstate Company
ijiniited, beg to express their sincere sympathy with
the family of the late Mr. 11. II. Anderson in the

sad loss they have sustained, and they instruct the

directors to enter upon the minutes of the comiiany
their appreciation of his zeal and energy in pro-

moting the best interests of the company.” Tlje

resolution was seconded by Mr. Abernethy and carried

unanimously.
Mr. Macbey proposed, and Mr. Noel Paten (by

proxy) seconded, “ that the directors’ remuneration
from the date of the formation of the company
be paid to them free of income tax.” The resolution

was adopted.
The Chairman proposed, and Mr. Macbey seconded,

“ that Mr. John Abernethy be re-elected a director
of the Company.” The resolution was carried.

The re-election of Messrs. Fox, Sissons, and Com-
pany as auditors to the Company for the year ending
December 31st 1895, at a remuneration of seven
guineas, was proposed by the Chairman and seconded
by Mr. Abernethy and carried unanimously.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the proceed-

ings.

—

]I. ami 0. JIaiL

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Tea Sweepings.—In our issue of March 8 we con’

gratulated the Indian Tea Association and the tea
planting industry generally on the issue of an official
Order by the Customs authorities dealing with the
question of tea sweepings. We assumed that this
order would be eftectivo in putting an end, or at least
mitigating, the abuses about w-liich there have been
so many com2)laiuts. The tone of our bi-ief note
seems to have been too much for the feelings of a
correspondent who contributed to a Ceylon paper a
letter upon the subject of the Customs Order. The
correspondent referred to not only does not think
much of the Customs Order, but he rebukes us for
oiTering any congratulations upon it, and thinks that
in crediting the Indian Tea As.-;ociation, which we
did innocently euoiigli, with agitating in the
matter, we have done an injustice to Mr. Christy,
who has taken a prominent jiart in directing atten-
tion to it. According to our critic we said “ all is

well” when “ all is not well.” If there is going to be
lurtber trouble over this tea sweeping business, and
the corresjiondent, we imagine, will feel disappointed
if there is not, our congratulations were, to say the
least, premature. AVe thought that the Customs order
was a ste^) likely to jirove effective in remedying the
evil, until this corresjiondent opened our ej-es. He
comfilains of the vagueness of the Customs order, sjid
suggests that either the owner of the teas dealt with
should be able to claim the sjiillings of theii- cheats,
or all sweeijings, whether previously jilaced in the
“ damage box ” or not, should be subject to the ad-
mixture recommended to Mr. Goschon by Mr. Christy.
Possibly this view is a sound one, but in the mean-
time it is but fair to give the Customs Order a trial,
and if it jnove the dead failure the coi-respoudent
predicts, something might be done towards furtbering
bis own views.—Ibid.

SALE OF ESTATES.
-Moiisagala e.state in the Pas.sai'a District

which was recently sold by Mr. p. Li. Smith to I

Company realised j

.L.),UU0. \Ve, recall tlie very first clearing on tliis '

line property during onr visit tod'liomas Wood of u

Spiing Valley in ISGo. Monsagalla was tlien '

the property of Mr. G. S. Dull' and lie Inui.led
It over to his friend Mr. C. I,i. Smith for a very
nioucrate It |tm\o(l a vorituhle ^oI<l uune
to tlie latter as a eollee pliinlation and vollev eon- '

tinned to do well lip to a ri'cent dalt-. Il.i.-,no\vhyw-
e\ei all intea .kJ.i aeres with 2.5 aere-> reserve.

i\ e also learn t hat 1- loi enee and 'I'nnisgajht Es-
tates in the Knuckles Distriet have hetii I>ur- 1
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eliaseil by Messrs. A. H. Pargitcr and J. H. ]5ro\vn

for .€6 250. Tliey comprise some 300 acres in tea,

30 acres cardamoms and 200 acres uncultivated or

reserve.

4̂

CEYLON TEA TRUST COMPANA'.

(From oar Correspondent.

)

.June 14.

.V very big Company is just being adver-

tised that lias a Ceylon connection. It is called

the ('eylon Tea Tru.st, and has been incorporated

•with a capital of £60,000 for tbe pui'iiosc of

developing tea estates in Ceylon. Enclosed you
will receive copy ot the lengthy advertisement

made by this new Comjiany in the London
Times. You will observe that the only estate

mentioned is that of Oolapane. This is not a

very extensive estate apparently, and the pro-

ject advertised, we iiresume, is intended to cover

the acquisition of other properties, though none
of these are mentioned. The scheme apjiears to

be fathered by a body calling itself the Nugget
Exploring Company, though what this may be,

or what possilde connection it can have with
the tea enterprise, I neither know nor can sur-

mise. The title chosen of the Ceylon Tea Trust
niOT intimate a very wide range of business :

—

The subscription List -will Open this Day (Blonday),

10th June, 1895, and Close at 4 p.m. for both town
and country on Wednesday, 12th June, 1895.

The Nugget Exploring Company (Limited), through
their Bankers, invite subscriptions for 60,000 shares

at par.

The Ceylon Tea Trust (Limited), Incorporated un-
der the Companies Acts 1862 to 1890, whereby the
liability of the shareholders is limited to the amount
of their shares. Share capital £60,000, divided into

120,000 shares of lOs each. Issue of 60,000 shares,

payable 2s on application, 3s on allotment, and
balance, 2s 6d on 1st July, 1895, and 2s 6d on 1st

September, 1895.

Directors.

H. W. Pritchett, Esq., 1, Winchester-avenue, Monk-
well-street,_E.C.

F. C. G. Bitso, Esq., .3, Bernard-street, Russell-
square, W.C.
E. C. Bredin, Esq., 58, Stratford-road, West Ken-

sington.
A. H. Baily, Esq., 32, Goldhurstderracc east. South

Hampstead.
This Company is formed to acquire, cultivate, and

develop Tea Estates in Ceylon, a,n industry which of

recent years has yielded satisfactory returns on
capital invested.

The following quotations for Ceylon Tea Compan-
ies’ Shares are taken from the Ceylon Observer of

3rd April, 1895.

From Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and Stanton’s List
of May, 1895.

Ahrcage.—This Estate, consisting of 161.1 acres
situated in the heart of the tea-producing portion
of the Island of Ceylon, has already been profitably
worked by the present owner, having 100 acres in

full bearing, with the remainder just commencing
to bear.

Besides this, 400 acres highly suitable for tea gro-.v-

ing, adjoining the Oolap>anc Estate, c/ui bo secured
by this Company, which increased area, when pro-
perly cultivated and in full bearing, should enorm-
ously enhance the profits now being earned.

Situation.—The estate is situated at an elevation
of 1,800 feet in close jiroximity to the celebrated
Marfawattee Estate, whose average yield from the
earliest planted fields has for years past been nearly
1,0001b. per acre per annum.

Transport.—The facilities for transport on this es-

tate are exceptionally favourable, as, in addition to
the Ceylon Governm^^nt Railway passing through it

(a station being actually on the property), it is inter-
eected by good cart roads.

Water Supply.—The estate being bounded by the
Mahawela Ganga (the principal river of Ceylon),
there is an unfailing supply for working a tea factory.

Yield.—Despite the small portion of the estate in

full bearing, last year’s crop amounted to about
60,000 lb. while, judging from the yield of the oldest

planted tea the capacity per 10 acres of cultivated
land should yield at no distant period about 100,0001b,

of tea per annum, this year’s crop being estimated at

80,0001b.

It is proposed to erect a large factory, which on
the present output of this estate should effect a cotr-

siderable economy; in addition to which a large profit

may be derived from the purchase of native tea from
adjoining estates to be manufactured and sold by this

Company.

THE INDO-CEYLON RAILWAY:
THE VIEWS OF MR. SHADBOLT : COLOMBO

TO BE THE “ LONDON” OF ASIA. ”

We are pleased to he able to lay before our

readers, the following very clear conclu.sive letter

addressed to us by Mr. Sliadbolt, Chief Engineer
on the Madura-Paumben Survey, whose Report
on this and on the crossing to Ceylon we reviewed
the other day. It will be ob.served that Mr.
Shadbolt is convinced the line must l)e on the metre-

gauge and run direct to Colombo traversing Adam’s
Reef Ijy means of a solid breakwater rather

tlian by scre-wpile bridges as proposed by Mr
Waring. This is very important

;
for, we believe

the Indian Engineer must have consulted the
Marine Surveys and based his Report on the in-

formation therein contained. A breakwater, we
need scarcely say, depends chiefly on local labour

and material and every year should see it grow
more stable, requiring nothing in upkeep if the
surmise be correct as to the reef rising and being
added to steadily. Here is Mr. Shadbolt’s letter :

—

'To the Editor, “ Ceylon Obsemer”
Coonoor, 25th June, 1895.

DkakSiI!,—

I

h.ave to thank you for copies of

the Ceylon Ohserrer of 8tli ami 18th June. I see

in the latter a reference to my Report, so I

su)q)ose you have seen it. It has ajiparently

been placed at the disposal of the Press on this

side, so tlicre is no impropriety in my now send-

ing you a copy.

So far as you have referred to the matter, your
views on the sul'jcct ai»[iear to be in sympathy
witli my own. The following seem to me the
most imiiortant points :

—
(I.) The line must be on the metre-gauge;

The whole of Southern India is occupieil by tins

gauge.

(2.) The line must run direct to Colombo and
not be hampered and depreciated by trying to

work it in witli existing lines.

(3.) With regard to Adam’s Bridge the shoals

have a tendency to increase and liecome more
stable ami a form of construction should bo
ailojitcd whicli would encourage this. See “ Re-
port ” for views on the water currents.

These are three points in wliich I fancy j
dill'er es.sentially from Mr. Waring.

Tlie following are matters of speculation rather
than observ.ation :

—

(4.) 1 believe the natural iiosifion of Colombo
ensures it a future of immense importance. Its

situation will make it for Asia what London is

to Euro))e.

(5.) The political value of the railway would
be enormous with regard to the Ear East in

allowing the military resources of Iinlia to be
concentrated at such a commanding point.

(6.) The fear of Ceylon being merged in India is

absolutely puerile ami rests on nothing. The idea
of Madras aniie.'ving anything is Hlmo.st uu-
thinkable,
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T ;iiii merely sending these remarks as you
appear to hewaiMily iiuerested in the matter.

—

Yours faithfully, E. I. SHADIlOl.T.
VVe need searcely say that we are greatly

obliged to Mr. Sliadholt fur expressing so strong
an opinion as to the future of Coloml)o ami on the
])o'itieal value of the llaihvay to the lni[ierial and
In lian (.lovernments. Xo less to the |)oint is his
rebult to tho.se wlio would raise the hogcy of An-
tx^xation at this time in order to block tl'ie jiatli of

Indo-Ceylon Railway. We feel sure that Mr.
Whadbolt’s letter putting so many points with
such admirable clearness, will have a good eHect
both in reylon and in England, in removing ob-
stacles in the way' of commencing an under-
taking which on local, Indian and Imperial
groumls is so desirable and jiotential for good.

THE OUTLOOK EOR CAMPHOR.
Vu American journal—the X"e\v York Driit)

Report r,- inter e.sted from the wholesale and retail

l)omt of view?—thinks there is no need now to

iii'i' a scarcity:

—

1 he speculation, which is now the feature of tl;o

crude camphor market in London, is of considowble
interest to the refiners of this very important drug.

Ever since the war commenced lietvveen China
and Japan there has been more or less speculation

in crude camphor, and the price of the refirred has
been advanced several times since last summer, but

at times the price has weakened, owing to lack of

support from consumers and temporary withdrawal
of speculators in the crude. The latest advances in

the refined which our market reports have chronicled,

were caused by another speculative manipulation in

London of the crude, and it is reported that a
well-known financier is at the back of tlie move
ment. The price has recently been advanced from
one hundred and twelve shillings to one hundred and
fifty shillings, c. i. f., and very heavy purchases have
been made by those engaged in manipulating the

market. The speculation is doubtless based on the

condition of alfairs at the sources of supply. Judg-
ing from all the information that has been received,

the conditions do not appear to warrant any move-
ment of the character of the present one. While it

is true that for several years the output of Japan
and Formosa amounted to ()0

,
0()0 piculs, of one

hundred and thirty-three pounds each, and
while it is also true that the production

of Japan has been steadly declining, with the

prospect of the camphor forests of that 'oun-

try soon becoming extinct, the fact must not he

overlooked that Formosa ha.s enormously increased

her output, which had been greatly curtailed by the

action of the Chinese authorities in heavily taxing

the gum. Concessions granted by the Chinese to a

syndicate some three years ago did away with the

vexatious restrictions upon this important industry,

with the result that tlie ]iroduction is greater than

it ever was, and irow exceeds that of Japan. The
production of both v.arieties in 181t;> was, in round
numbers, .'id,000 piculs, and in Ib'.M. 5.5,000 piculs,

almost up to the output of some years ago. The
supply has proved more than ample for all require-

ments of the trade, notwithstanding the large in-

crease in certain directions in the demand for the

refined article, as naphthaline has to a considerable

extent taken its place as a jnoth destroyer. Quite a

larger supply of crude has been carried in Hongkong,
and at no time has there been any prospect of a

scarcity.

A ('AMIMJOi: FAMINE.

Toe news th.at the price of camphor was advanc-

ing at the r.ate of a penny or two per jiound every

da'y, as the result of the recent w'ar between China

and .Japan, and that ICngland and the Continent

were threatened with something like a camphor

famine, has caused considerable alarm. That this

should be so is not surpiising, seeing t,hat camphor

is an article of daily consumption, used as a medicine
in diseases from the most fatal form of Asiatic cholera
to a mere cold in the head. Its value as a dis-

infectant is thoroughly established. Beyond this, its

use has helped to check the spread of Asiatic cholera.

It has been tried in Naples by the famous Dr.
Rubini, whose testimony to the jnerits of camphor
as a cure of cholera has never been disputed.

In the great cholera epidemic of 1854, he ad-

ministered camphor, taken internally, to 400 cholera
patients, every one of whom recovered. Proctor,
during the cholera epidemic in Liverpool in 18(56,

treated 128 cholera patients with camphor, and there
were but three cases of relapse. The drug has
indeed even more beneficent properties than the

general public are aware of. A large dealer in the
drug says the present unprecedented demand for it

is due to the fact that more camphor has been sold

for future delivery than is at the moment obtainable,
and that the stock on hand does not exceed four or

five thousand hundredweight.
The greater poi-tion of our camphor comes from

China and Japan. Before the war it was cheap,
hut as soon as hostilities were begun the
price went up. With the close of the war the
manufacturers thought camphor h.ad reached its

top price a»id must recede, so they did not
increase their stocks. But it turned out that they
were wrong, and those who delayed buying had to

pay a higher figure for camphor, the price of which,
like that of everything else, is regulated by the
relation of demand to supply. Camphor costs today
from £7 to £8 per case of a hundredweight

;
but a

few years ago the price touched £9, and at a former
period even reached £20. There is no reason why
the price should not advance beyond the very
moderate figure it stands at now, which is not
excessive compared with what it was in former years.

Camphor is dearer in China today than in London,
a case that costs £7 16s here being sold in China
for £9.

It would appear, therefore, that there is less

camphor in England today than is necessary to meet
the rcipiirements of the manufacturers; and when
the Continental buyers begin to purchase heavily,

it is more than likely that camphor many fetch

612 or perhai)s even £14 a case. A good deal of

camphor is held by a syndicate, who, however, will,

it is understood, sell to manufacturers at a moderate
price sufficient camphor to carry on their business.

15ut speculators who have sold camphor they did not
have, and could not now obtain, will suffer. Should
a warm summer bring dysentery or cholera to

I'lngland, the demand for the drug will be very great.

Camphor has been nearly all obtained by tbe Chinese,
who are greatly demoralized by the results of the

wai', or by the .Japanese, whose Government have
restricted (he i)roduction by passing a law that the
camphor-tre.es shall not be eut down but 011 I3

' tapiJed.

It will take the Chinese seven or eight mouths to

prepare the new crop of camphor for the market,
camphor-making from the gum being a very tedious
process. The gum has to be washed and spread in

the sun to dry, and undergo other treatment.
Camphor-making is not a regularly organized in-

dustry, ljut a monopoly of certain tribes in China,
some of whom are now in rebellion against the
Government.—£7. Janicu’D Hmhjcf, May 31st.

OUVAIl COFFEE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Report to be presented to the Thirty-second Ordinary

General IMectingof the Company, to be held at No. 5.

Dowgate Hill, Ijondon, on Wednesday, the 19th day
of .lime, 1895, at 12-30 o’clock p.m.

Tlic following annual accounts are now presented
to shareholders viz.:—Profit and IjOss Aecount for

Crop 1893-4, Balance Sheet made up to 31st March,
1895.

ciior 1893-4.

In the Directors' last report the coffee crop of the
above seasoi was estimated at about f>(X> ewts., and
It will be seen that the actual weight sold inLoudou
amounted to 556 cwt. 2 qrs. 6 lb.
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The proceeds amounted to £2,771 Its 2d, giving

an average of Oils Sd per cwt., against an average

of 99s 2d obtained for the previous crop. Coffee

sold in Ceylon realised £119 7s lid.

The crop of tea was estimated at .')40,000 lb. and
the actual weight sold from the Company's own
estates was 55.7,050 lb. Besides this, 446,147 lb. of

tea manufactured from leaf bought from neighbouring
estates \yere sold.

The value of all tea sold was £;56,185 2s 4d, or an
avei'age of 8'66d per lb. as compared with lOd for

the previous season.
Cocoa, weighing 57 cwt. 0 qrs. 21 lb. realised £172

12s 4d, the average selling price being 60s 4d per cwt.,

against 71s 4d for the former year's crop.

It will thus be seen that the total value of all

produce sold amounted to £69,251 11s 9d.

The total expenditure for the year in Ceylon and
London, amounted to ,£61,499 16s Id, and deducting
this from the value of the produce, a profit is shewn
on the season’s working of ,£7,751 15s 8d. To this

has to be added the sum of £831 5s 8d, brought
forward from last year, giving a total of .£>5,088 Os lid
at the credit of profit and loss account.
An Interim dividend of 21 per cent, on the capital

of the Company was paid on the lOfch .lanuary last,

which absorbed £2,500 of the above-named sum, and
the Dii'ectors now recommend that .£3, .500 be applied
to the payment of a further dividend of jiercent.,

making 6 per cent, for the year, and that the
balance of £2,083 Os lid be dealt with as follows :

—

To be written off Cost of Ledgerwatte. . ,£1,000 0 0
To be credited towards Cost of Badulla

Tea Factory 1,000 0 0
To be carried forward to next Account.. 83 0 11

£2,083 0 11
The coffee crop was less than half that of the

previous season, the crop of 556 cwt. being secured
from an area of 765 acres, or at the rate of about
three-fourths of a cwt. per acre. The proceeds of
the coffee crop were £2,893 17s Id as against
£6,876 7s 7d for the previous year, shewing a falling
off of £3,982 10s 6d.

The crop of 555,650 lb. of tea was obtained from
an area of say 1,310 acres, being equal to an average
yield of 424 lb. per acre, but this area include 2.54

acres of young tea from which only small pluckings
were obtained.

Sharehbldcrs will see from the above tJiat the
returns from tea are well up to expectations, and
that the shrinkage in revenue as compared with
last year is entirely duo to the sliort coffee crop.
Cinchona bark weigliing 19,607 lb. has been shipped

to Loudon on account of crop 1898-1, but not yet
realised. Owing to the low prices ruling for bark
the proceeds will Ije very small, and they will be
credited to crop 1894-5.

t'lior 1894-.5.

The promise for this season is good and it is

hoped that the following crops will be secured

:

Coffee . . . . 1,000 cwt.
Tea . . . . 575,000 lb.

If prices remain at or about their present level the
year’s working should therefore result in a hi<ddy
satisfactory profit.

°

The factory at Badulla, referred to in last report,
was opened for the manufacture of tea in January
last, and since then has been working continuously
»nd giving entire satisfaction.
During the past year 150 acres have been planted

up in tea, and it js proposed to plant up a further
150 acres in the autumn of the current 3-oar.
The area now under tea is as follows :

—
T E A.

Over 5 years old

Planted Novcmber-Docember 1.S90

Do .. 1891
Do .. 1892
Do . . 1898
Do . . lj?<) 1

Total area under tea .

.

Total area under coffee.

,

1,017 acres.

283 „
109 „
45 „
115 „
150 „

1,719 acres,

669 ,,

INDIAN AND CEYI.ON TEA.

ANNUAL REVIEW.

88, Mincing Lane, 11th .June, 1895.

The close of another year, marked by the issue of

the statistics for t'ne twelve months ending 31st May,
finds the position of the two main branches of the Tea
Trade attracting general attention

;
and not without

reason, in view of the vast commercial interests

involved.
In contrast with the discouragement that some

have had to face in other departments of the Em-
pire’s commerce, producers of Indian and Ceylon tea

have the satisfactions of being identified with a stable

and promising Industry—liable, it is true, to fluctua-

tions affecting the degree of its prosperity, but built

upon the secure foundation of administrative exjreri-

ence, and freed as far as any industrial undertaking can
be from dependence upon the chances of a merely
speculative enterprise.

The result of the year’s work has been excep-
tionally good. To some extent, circumstances have
contributed to make it so : an increase of only
moderate dimensions in tiie production

;
sustained

demand at home; growing demand from other mar-
kets

;
low rates of exchange and freight

—

have told

in favour of producers. But behind these several

factors of success stands the evidence that those

on whom the burden of responsibility primarily rests

—

the managers and those who direct and assist them
—have shown their capacity to maintain the general

excellence of their produce; often to increase the

productiveness of their gardens
;
and to do so with-

out excessive expenditure.
The outcome has been to widen the margin between

cost and proceeds to the point which enhances the
value of xila-otations for the time being, and en-
ables provisions to be made for contingencies of

the future.

How far these contingencies may affect us in years
to come it is difficult to forecast

; but it would seem
mainly to depend upon

—

1. Whether increase in production be gradual or
excessive in any one year.

2. The point to which the total supply eventually
expands.

8. ’The result of the efforts made to induce con-
sumers abroad to use our tea.

Higher rates of exhange or freight; difficulty in obtain-
ing labour, have, of course, to be regarded as possibi-
lities

;
but they may be counterbalanced by economies

resulting from amalgamation of sm.all estates -with
larger ones ; by abandonment of outlying »r inferior
plots difficult to cultivate profitably

;
and by gradual

increase in the productiveness of the plant itself aris-
ing from high-cultivation, of w hich some are now reap-
ing the fruit.

Should the conditions hereafter be less favourable
than they are today, the wisdom of the policy that has
made extensions, roads, and bridges

;
given a com-

plete equipment of buildings and machinery
; and cre-

ated reserve funds—out of revenue—will be emjphasized.
These are matters of deeper concern than market

movements, variations of climate, tha relative success of
one locality as compared with another, or the temporary
transference of demand from one class of tea to another
important as these are to individual interests. The
stability of the industry, as a whole, rests upon a
wider basis : and its position will be appraised and
its prospects gauged by tha record of results achieved
during a series of 3-ears, adverse as well as pros-
perous. This record entitles Managers to look back
on the past with satisfaction, and justifies proprietors
in regardhig the future with reasonable confidence.
Among the features that have marked the season

now closed, two stand prominent, viz., that the
Ilnitcd Xingdom has talven a larger quantity of
British-grown tea than ever before

; and, that a
higher price has been obtained for it than for the
previous «rop. But w's are approaching the limit
of consuming power at home ; there only remaina
a margin of 14 per cent, to be gained

; and we
cannot expect the other kinds in use to be entirely
displaced.

'
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The need of opening up fresh markets conse-
quently becomes pressing. Outside the United
Kingdom such markets exist

;
they are capable of

taking far more than the surplus pi'oduction

of India and Ceylon, and they must bo won—

—

for the result will be worth the trouble and expense
of gaining entrance to tliem. Looking merely to

statistics, the progress made in this direction may
seem slow; but the fact is that during the past season-
prices have not admitted of its being more rapid.

The development will be seen when there is plenty
to spare from the home market, and quotations for

the lower qiralities are not maintained here at a level

which checks Colonial and foreign trade. That con-

sumers abroad do not yet appreciate our finer quali-

ties, and as a rule only take the cheaper sorts, is a

matter of regret. In time they may do so
;
but it is

well to take note of facts—and those who are pre-

pared to spend money on an enter-prise of a some-

what missionary character in other countries will

best do so in helping to create and foster the sort

of busiiress most likely to follow through the ordin-

ary channels of trade.

Seeing that since 1887 we have lost ten million lb.

of the annual re-exporting trade of the United King-

dom, the gain since then of 5 or (5 millions in the

quantity of British-grown tea that we yearly send

abroad is the more significant.

Another feature of the year is the reduction of the

margin between quotations for the commonest .and

good medium grades. This need not be taken to

indicate any indifference on the part of consum-

ers to the quality of the tea they buy
;

the

prices paid for the finest descriptions negative

such an idea—it is the natural result of receiving

a large percentage of good tea. The Assam crop as

a whole has been especially good: Darjeeling has

sent much high-class tea; while other districts and

Ceylon have either maintained or gained ground in

respect of quality. The net result has been a crop of

high average merit, containing a smaller percentage

of common tea than the previous one—which has

raised the arerac/e value, while to some extent contraet-

inf) the rain/e of quotations.

This has proved of more advantage to some districts

than to others—but to regard it as a reason for

relaxintr efforts to make line tea, and for merely

aiming”at a heavy yield, would be unwise: although

upon this point we would not lay down a rule for

general application. For while experience teaches

that a heavy crop of low average quality leads to

general depreciation of values for all but the very

best tea—it also shows that some estates cannot

tmst to the chances of a short crop, inasmuch as

their plant does not enable them to reach the market's

standard of fine tea.

A wide variety in character, in order to meet the

varied tastes of "consumers in different parts of the

Kingdom, is necessary ;
and we repeat our sugges-

tions to Managers to keep to a typo of tea distinc-

tive of their estate; if they have not found the

one most suitable to their soil and plant, to make
experiments until they succeed

;
and not to change it

in order to make some other kind said to be in de-

mand. Other points to aim at are—

1 . Such regularity as m.ay be possible all threugh

in grading and liquor, so that wdien buyers see the

mant for sale they may have some assurance of finding

what they have waited for.

2. Avoidance of breaking the loaf, or of needless

subdivision into various grades; which will help to

raise the size of breaks—a matter of increasing im-

portance as shipments become larger.

3 Bringing produce to mai'kct at regular intervals

from the beginning to the end of the season.

The policy outlined has been followed with good

results liy many of the largest jH'oducers. It fits in

with the modern principles on which the Monio Trade

work; viz., of buying regularly through the nine busy

Dioiiths of the ytiiir, U/iul of koopiii^ to ii t^rowtli fouiiu

suitable to their particular business.

By attention to the points wo have named sellers

gain their special outlets and keep them.

Wo would cspfc'ciallv bring these matters under tlie

potice of our friends ui Ceylon, asking them to a\oid

shipping so many separ.ate invoices at short intervals ;

and to do their utmost to prevent their teas from losing
their individuality. In some cases this has occurroa,
and it is a risk wliich Ceylon—whose prospect as a tea-

producing countrj' are most promising—must guard
against: for it tends to br-ing down prices to a dead
level

;
and may possibly account for the average value

of Ceylon tea having fallen more than that of Indian
during the past four or five years.
There are other matters of detail conducive to the pro-

fitable working of Estates, but they areof minor import-
ance, and wo leave them for direct reference to ad-
visers in London as occasion arises.

There remains a subject of general interest, viz.,

the effect of the w'ar in the East upon the produc-
tion and export of China tea. As regards the home
trade, there should not be cause for apprehension,
for the low point to which our cost of production
has fallen makes it unlikely that China Congou
sufficiently good can be laid down here cheap enough
to undersell our teas and so displace them to any
considerable extent.

We will therefore conclude by calling attention
to the .statistics below ;

and to the statement of
results realised by most of those w'ho sell in London,
which by the courtesy of our friends we are per-
mitted to publish.
They justify a hopeful view of the future of tha

Industry if it is worked on the business-like lines
that have hitherto been followed, and the efforts to
extend it still further are tempered with caution.
The follow'ing figm-es show the proportions used at

Home and Exported

:

Of duty payments for the twelve months ending
May 31st

—

1895 1894 1893 1892
Proportion of

Indian 52 50 % 54-50 % 51-51 % .50-80 %
Ceylon 33'50 „ .32-00 „ 30-.52 „ 28-15 „
Chinaand Java 14-00 „ 13-50 „ 17-97 „ 21-05 „

100 100 100 100
Of Exports from the United Kingdom for the twelve

months ending May 31st-

1895 1894 1893 1892
Proportion of

Indian 12-50 % 10-30 % 9 - 10 % 11-.30

Ceylon 18-50
,, 13-30 „ 10-32 „ 8-20 „

ChinaandJava(i9-00 ,, 78-40 „ 80-28 „ 80-50 „

100 100 100 100
The progress of the Ceylon trade is shown by the

following statistics :

—

Year ending
31st May

18S).7

IH'M
181)2

181)0

Iniiian Cuor

Imported Sold in Auction Avr. pi'ice

lb. Bkgs. 1»lb.
71 million 870,()(X) 8^d
72.J „ 8,00,000 8id
<!l „ 700,000 oid
04 ., 1 50,0(H) lid

-Besults of some of the crops sold in

London, Season 1894-5.

Districts :
—Assam, Assam and Cachar, Gachar Syl-

bet, Darjeeling and Terai, and Dooai-s Chittagong.
Tot.als:—Acreage-yielding 1)7,120, Crop 42,284,000

lb., I’cr acre 43.5 lb., and Average price 181)4-05 10-.">5d.

Acreag Quantity. Per Acre. Price
Returns for lb. per lb

1893-'.)! t)t,:i(H) 40,083,000 439 9-85

1892-93 85,780 34,900,0(M) 408 11 -.30

1891-92 78,500 34,840,000 441 10:17
i:-190-91 71,000 29,8(H'),(HH) 413 11-75

\Vh. .Tas. d' llv. TitoMi'soN, Brokers.

Ti;.v : iMi;S8i;.s. W. .). A- 11. Tiiomi>son’.s Ax-
Xl'.u. Tka KI'O’out— i.s alwaysgood reading. Wc
give it in full above, with sueli statistics ii.s are of
interest. It is satisfactoiy to lind tlnit tlio

leailing Mincing l.iine llrolvers take .so hopeful
a view of tin; stability of tlte enterprise, wliile

(bey albird siniie iulnui'ablc aih ice to the |danter.
We coiiiniend tlie Kepoit to tlie careful attention
of our rowlei .'.
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]^i;r(; hkpout.
(l‘'r()iii C/ii'iiiist (Hid JJriK/i/i.sf.)

l.umtoii, .(une 0.

QciMNH—Tho last business vepovteil before the holi-

days was at the rate of 125(1 per oz for 15 ami S or
Brunswick quinine on the spot, and at 13Jd per oz for

ditto, October deli> ery
;

the London stock has a^ain been
considerably reduced in the course of tlie last month, the
warehouse figures being :

—

oz.

Imports in May - 21,202
Deliveries in May - lol),784

Stock on Jlay 30 • 2,332,104

No business is reported this week, and 125d per oz remains
the general spot quotation.
Oaki'KINE—

V

ery scarce on the spot
;

business has been
done this week in small (luantities, at 27s per lb on
the spot, and tve hear ' that one of the makers has
sold at 2Is per lb for August-SeiJtember delivery. On
the other hand, another nianufactnrer is said to be
willing to accept 10s per lb for delivery not before end
of July.

ClNCnoN.t—The expoi-ts of cinchona from Ceylon during
the periods from January 1st to May Cth have been—

1895 1894 1893 1892
lb lb lb 11)

270,220 827,879 1,723,379 2,130,843

Coco.t-nt'TTEK—On .Tune 4th about 70 tons of Van
Houten’s cocoa butter were sold by auction in .Amsterdam
at an average price of 04 73c per half-kilo, the lowest
price realised by any lot being 04|c, the highest or^c. The
tone .at the auctions was quiet.

Cocaine—

T

he reduction in the convention -in-ice an-
nounced Last week was followed on June 1st by another,
and still more drastic, move on the part of the com-
bined makers, tlie price then being reiluced l)y Is 0(i per
oz at the time—viz from 16s to 14s Cd per oz for
lots of at least 100 oz, and from IGs Cd to 1.5s per oz
for .smaller (luantities. The cause of the.se continued re-
ductions is thought to be the determination of the com-
bined makers to crush out an outsider in Southern Ger-
many, who has just started cocaine-making. It was
thought that the last shot would have silenced this in-

truder
;
but the contrary was the case, the “outsider”

replying to the challenge by a further reduction in his
quotation to 14s for lOO-oz lots which still leaves him
six-pence below the convention-price. The end of the tight
will probably be the inclusion of the outsider in the
syndicate, followed by a general advance in the quotations.
From another quarter we hear that the object of the co-
caine refiners in reducing their quotations is not, as is

genenilly supposed, that referred to above, but that their
intention is simply to secure cheaply certain parcels of raw
cocaine which have just arrived.

THE ACIAVE OR ALOE FIBRE.

To THE Edixoi!, “ The Indian ctEASTEiiN ENaiNEER.”

Sir,—Some mouths bach a letter appeared in
the columns of your paper, asking for information
as to the methods of preparation of the so-called Aloe
Fibre.
A brochure, entitled “ All about Aloe and Ramie

Fibres,’’ was published in 1890, at the pness of the
Ccjilon Ohserver, by Messrs. A. M. and .J. Ferguson, one
of the many contributions of th.at firm to the liter-

ature of Tropical Agriculture, embodying a transla-
tion of a pamphlet puiblished in 1S82, from the pen of
M. Evenor de Chazal, of Mauritius. The transla-
tion does not. however, include the diagrams of the
somewh.at enide machinery then empiloyed in the ex-
traction.

On the estate in Ceylon where tiio pnesent writer is

employed, the ropes used for suspending the sacks of
tea to the runners on the wire siioot, are made on the
estate, from aloe fibre, pveprared without any mechani-
cal apiplianccs whatever.
The coolie takes a leaf, cuts off the ends square, and

hooks one end on to a nail pi ojecting from a board.
The leaf previously beaten with a stone is scraped
with a halfcoconut shell, till the fibres at one end are
loosened. These are then tied in a free knot, and
hooked on to the nail (the leaf being reversed), allowing
the fibres to be set free at the other end.
The fibres are next hung up to dry, twisted into a

yarn, whicli is wound on to spools, which yarn the oper-
ator twists into a 3-ply rope, his toes being used as
fingers to hold the yajru during twisting.

Notwithstanding the extremely barbarous moiln
the ropes are cbeapily made and stand their

work very well.

Having in view that the aloe plant requires no culti-
vatiou whatever, it would seem to suggest the possibility
of remunerative enterprise in this island.—Yours, etc.,

J. S S.
Ceylon, June 1, 1895.

—Indian Enqinecr.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
The Ceylon Association in London.—The annual

meeting of this Association is a matter of more than
ordinary interest. The work performed by the
Association is thoroughly practical, and there is such
evidence of life and vigour about its whole proceed-
ings that the year’s record is well worth careful
attention. 'The Ceylon Association, whether it uuder^
takes work great or small, always means business
It is, therefore, very gratifying to find that the
movement for joint action between India and
Ceylon in advertising British-grown tea in the United
States was one of the chief items of the Associa-
tion’s programme at its meeting. We do not wish
to under-estimate the difficulties attending a com-
pletely harmonious union of forces in this matter^
That the basis for a workable arrangement shoulci
have been arrived at reflects credit on the diplo-
macy of those concerned in bring-ing it about. The
force of circumstances has ont-weigiied minor con-
siderations, and in view of the absolute necessity
for finding new and important markets it has been
decided to endeavour to sink small differences and
avoid friction. It augurs well for the future prospects
of the joint scheme that it has received the approval
of the Ceylon Association in Loudon.
Produce and the Board or Trade Returns —TheBoard of Trade Returns for May are fairly satisfac

tory. As regards produce, the clearances for home
consumption of tea, coffee, and cocoa show increases
tea in particular. The quantity of tea is 23 816 OOo'compared with 18,169,000 lb.—an increase of 5 64'7 oco
lb. Of this increase 2,000,000 are due each to India
and Ceylon, and 1,000,000 lb. to China.

Tiie Averagi5 Prices oi'’ Produce.

—

A new issue
has just been made by Mr. Effingham Wilson of Mr
Augustus Sauerbeck’s chart of the average prices of
general commodities in England. The figures again
demonstrate that the period of decline is not
yet at an end, or was not so in 1894. Mr. Sauerbeck
takes forty-five representative, or principal, commo-
dities, and comiiares their prices with the average of
the ten years 1867-77, which is adopted as “ 100

’’

As they rise or fall against those prices, the indexnumber goes above or below this 100, and since 1873
the course of prices has been almost uninterruptedlv
(.owuwaiffi Prom 1888 to 1891 the average wasabout lO, or oO per cent, below the standard of
100, ana m 1894 it was under 6-1, or 36 per cent,
below. Taking particular articles in illustration
the average price 01 tea was lljd. per lb inthe ten years adopted for standard of com-
paris(3u. That price, m other words, together withthe average important price,’’ was 100 in the indexnumber. In 1894 lea fell 4* d per lb. which bringsthe number to 47, or a fall of 53 per cent. In L
instance, except that of coffee, which has risen 17per cent, is tlie price now higher than it w’as five-and-twenty years ago.
Nuuokts AND Tea.—A prospectus has been issued

fills week of a company called the Ceylon Tea Trust
.Liiiytccl. The share capital of the concern ia £60 000m shares of 10s, and the object as stated in the pr^spectns IS -lo acquire cultivate and develop tea es-tales in Cejion. There are mnnerous extracts inthe prospectus from various newspapers in praise ofCeyloji tea, but the main fact of importance whichwe gather from the prospectus about the Ceylon Teairnst IS that tlm directors “have in view the purchase
of several well-known estates, and have already
piactica,lly arranged to acquire, on terms most
favoiirable to the shareholders of this company,
the Oolapane Estate. Upon the board of a tea
trust it IS natural to looK for the names of men
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well-known as representatives of the Ceylon tea in-
dustry. Subscriptions to this project arc invited by the
Nugget Exploring eonipauy, Jjiniited, while the direc-
tors of the Trust arc H. W. Pritchett, 1

,
Winches-

ter Avenue, Monkwell Street, E.C.
; E. C. G. liitso,

3, Bernard Street, Bussell Square, W.C.
;

E. C.
Brediu, 58, Sti'atford Hoad, \\’est Kensington

;
and

A. H. Baily, :>*2, Goldhurst Terrace East, South
Hampstead. These gentlemen may be acquainted
with all that concerns tea planting, but their names
are not familiar to us in ttiat connection. If they
understand tea planting they are unnecessarily
modest in failing to mention the fact. Investors,
although they are prepared to ignore details at times,
are apt, when in more thoughtful mood to attach
great inrportance to information of this kind .—JL
and C. Mail, June 11 .

_

NEW AREAS OF CULTIVATION IN
KEOALUA.

The e.xtent of land, exclusive of cliena, which
wa.s newly brought under cultivation during the

year, is computed in round numbers to be Sj.rUU

acres ; and the area of the various jrroducts is

estimated ap[>roximately in the following pro})or-

tioiis :

—

Tea 1 ,
2.')0

Coconuts 1,000

Emit gardens 150

Cacao .

.

100

Total 2,500

The extension of coconut planting is notice-

able, but the other denominations rec^uire no
comment. Paddj' cultivation docs not perceptibly

increase, for tbe very good reason tba,t there is

hardly .any more land which is capalile of being

aswecldumized.

—

Mr. F. H. Price's Adniinisirafiou

Reportfor 1894-

-o

CEVLON TEA IN THE UNITED STATES
OK AMERICA.

(To the. Editor Tropica’ Ar/ricidtanst. ”)

Sir,—At the re(iuest of the Ch.airman, 1 enclose

the .accompanying letter from himself a id the con-

nected papers for publication in the news])apers

for '•ener.al information.— I .am, Ac.,

A. l‘Hl UK,
Kandy, .Inly -Jnd, IS!),'>. Secretary.

(Cuiiij of Lelter.)

Sir,—A wish has often' been expressed that more
could be published about our representative’s actions in

Ameiica and London with a view to pushing Ceylon tea

in foreign lands— a wish with which I sympathise fully.

But it must be remembered that iMr. Mackenzie’s rela-

tions with the Committee must necessarily be confiden-

tial, as his duty is to advise the Committee ;
and

in doing so he is bound to mention names and
occasionally some disagreeable facts and incidents,

which it would be quite impossible to publish.

I enclose, for publication, some extracts from a

letter recently received, with names in most cases

omitted.—1 am, Ac., A. Melville White.
Madulkelle, July 1st, 1895.

Extracts and precis of Mr. Wm. Mackenzie’s Irtteis

to the XXX Committee, June 2nd to 7 th, 1895.

Mr. Mackenzie wiltos :

—

I have luui a long interview' with Mr.

who appears to be thengent in Chicago for ^——
of Colombo. Ho says he took up Ceylon tea after

the close of the Chicago Uxposiuon. Ho says:—
“ In 18i>4 1 sold .'>,00(111). jiinc Ceylon of which I

imported 3,()()0 lb. Since llu; l;cgi]ining of 1895 my
importations to hand and on the way amount to

17 (Xloll). and heforo tlio close of the year will be

50'oOOlb.” He condemns giving (pmntities of samples

iin’d says Indian teas are l>eing sold as Ccylons. lie

says dealers have the call for Ceylon tea, but India

has the market.

Of course the condemnation of samples and
trade, against India have been caused by the
cii’culation of a quantity of your samples by
the Iowa Company and the Sylhet Company’s
agent in Chicago. We must be prepared for

such complaints of rival agents. I have thanked
him, have pointed out that the Bounty system is

not approved of and that India gives no bounty,

yet its teas are selling freely
;
have added, ‘ I shall

be glad to hear from you how we can specially assist

30U by some other means than a bomity.’ I have
assured him Ceylon teas are beating Indians in all

countries outside Britain, and am to send him Gow,
Wilson & Stanton’s diagrams.”
Mr. Mackenzie goes on to say he is in correspon-

with a strong firm in New York who are compuiug
a very stylish book on Cejdon teas which they are
to distribute to educate Americans. This lirm writes:—“ We are prepared to take hold energetically and
can guarantee you large results. We are willing to

spend our own money, but should like you, who are
alike to reap the benefits of our advertisements, to

share in tlie expenditure.”
Mr. Mackenzie says they wish to import direct on

through bill of lading, and to have their packages
leave Ceylon with their own marks and brands.

Mr. Mackenzie further writes :
—“ I have not yet

met Mr. Kogivue, but I have had an interview with
one of the principals of his financial agents. That
gentleman speaks enthusiastically of past results and
future prospects, but was not in a position to give
me definite figures, which I am promised w'hen I

meet Mr. BoE.ivue himself. The difficulty with the
Russian tea business is the enormous amount of

ready capital it requires. The duty is Is lOid per lb

and has to be paid in fidl on each shipment before
any of the tea can be removed. . . . It is very
gratifying to know that Ceylon teas sent to Russia
have increased from 500,000 lb in 1890 to 2,100,000 lb.

in 1891. I had a long and very interesting interview
with Mr. Densham of Mazaw'atte fame. He has so
far been disappointed with the result of his adver-
tising and pushing in America. The same expenditure
would have increased his business to a greater extent
here than it has done in America, and marh thie,

lehen, in the future, renull.s from our eji'ortit niai/ he
di.su/i/iointiny, he thinks our fund and that of India
combined, is a fleabite; just about a fourth of what
his firm think well to spend in Britain and Ireland.
He says Ceylons are his main teas, his high priced
teas being pure Ceylon I find it generally
believed here that we must malco a market for

Indian tea in view' of the expected increase of ship-

ments from there. Other countries take Ceylon in

preference—sec Indian decrease and Ceylon increase to

Australia. Here in Britain Indians are taken more
readilj', and to prevent a glut in London we must find

markets for our teas which are preferred abroad. . . .

As I have had the “wire” intimating that I might spend
the T1,00(), I have sent tTOUto Chicago and have the
written assurance that this sum will be covered by a
similar amount, and I hope to get it covered twice
perhaps three times I am also
arranging for some more advertising in Commercial
journals and in the Canadian t.'/'ocfr papers which reach
the trade rather than the consumer. To touch thelatter
is a very expensive undertaking and cannot bo begun
tilt / know you hcn:e plenty offunds in hand. ... If

we can interest a few strong people, and the enquiries
I am making prove that interest is being roused, and
these few make a business

;
other dealers must handle

article in self-defence I have now' seen
a wire from (Chicago to the effect that the fl(X> I

gave the Co. for their agency there has I'ceu covered
by a large distributing house. Messrs. also

covered ic.

“I met Mr. Ungivue at tlm oCtice of his agents here
two days ago. I te is confident his work in iiussia

has materiailv lu'l))cd (o bring about the rapid
increase in the consiinqition of t'evlons there during
(he last foiir \ t ars. Ills ow n businctis is increasing
by leaps and bounds. His figures for 1893 wore double
those of 1892; and 1891 was nearly 70 per cent a
he. id of ls,9:t. His success has stimulated many
Russian dealers to take up our tea. Russia is such
an important field that I think the Committee might
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well devote f per annum to helping Mr. Tlogivuc’s

work. I saw the standavds kept at the oflice of

A Co. for their guidance in buying teas for Russia.

They are similar to those which are required for

America—whole leaf long wiry twist and well free of

brokeus and dust. Neither Russia nor .‘Viiierica care
for Broken Pekoes, but will take eagerly long wiry
well twisted Broken Pekoes I w’as asked
at Lipton’s why Ceylon now shipped so large a

proportion of broken teas. The market does not
want them, as is proved by the fact that high grown
B. P.’s are selling down to the price of Pekoes and
good Souchongs.” —
S9, Arthenhall Gardens, Hampstead, .June 14th

The Secretary Thirt}' Committee Kandy.

Sid,—

I

have to acknowdedge receipt of yours of

15th ultimo.

I enclose some letters I have had from America.
You will note proposed Canadian Exhibition is de-

funct. It was the idea of promoters interested in

j)ickin(js.

I have replied to that he shall induce his
principals in Colombo to go into the tea business
w’hen we could assist him, with others, by {/eneral

adveitisinej, and when results justified perhaps some
special assistance might be given. One trade adver-
tisement in trade journals is attracting notice. I send
the Chairman a paper today with an advertisement
I inserted. That is the first in this paper. I am
arranging for a page with a startling illustrated ad-
vertisement in the Canadian Gr-ocer. I have had an
application for some aid to start a Ceiilou tea packet
in Toronto. The firm is a strong one and would
cover once, any amount I gave. I have asked these
to cover twice, when I might think of it. But so
many are pushing Ceylons in Canada, that beyond
general advertising, I don't consider we need do
much. I might be tempted if I had our contribution
twice covered.

Messrs. Brown Sinclair and I had an interview with
Mr. Eogivue and his supporters here three days ago.
They satisfied us as to the financial position, and
we agree in thinking strong support should be given.
Mr. Rogivue says advertising is very cheap in Russia
where journals are few. He would advertise, distri-

bute samples, and have a booth at the Novogrod fair

if he is supported. His sales now are about 250,000

lb. per annum, and he expects a considerable in-

crease this. year. Indirectly, by sthnulating other
dealers to import Ceylons, he has done us great
good

In 1890 India sent 100,000 lb. to Russia.

„ 1894 „ 400,000

Ceylon 1890 500,0001b.

1894 2,100,000 „

I am, &c., WM. MACKENZIE.

(Extracts from letters from Mr. Mackenzie to Mr.

Bryans representing Indian interests.)

I, and a good many others, regard the position of our
teas as follows :—-We cannot, for reasons connected
with labor and scarcity of suitable available land,

extend much in Ceylon. We are getting near the li-

mits of our output. We have a market here for

100,000,0001b. of our teas, if I may except the opi-

nions of our largest handlers. We are besides cutting
out India in allother countries, see our increase to sucli

during last five years, and compare with India’s.

Britain takes Indian teas, but last year imports
slightly exceeded deliveries. Indian exports may in-

crease very largely, and will have difficulty in finding
markets. Ceylons, will, we grant, suffer if Indians
have great increase.

We must, therefore, for our protection against India,
endeavour to find outside markets for our teas. But
surely under the circumstances India should make a
more strenuous effort than she has hitherto done. Her
£3,000 a year is a mere bagatelle.

16
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f^uiithett A Co.'s Circular, June
intli, lH9o :

—

K.XI’OC'IN koi;

To U. S. America
To Brisish North America

FOl! 5

To II. S. 4merica
To British North America..
Extract from Colombo

Circular, June 2Gth, 1895 :

—

KXTOirr Di.sTRiiiuriox, 1894-95

-M.vt’, 189.").

Ceylon,
lb.

l(;o,(3l3

155,439
HONTII.S, 189.5.

Ceylon,
lb.

(i40,340

399,27(3

Chamber

Britist India
lb.

73,188

83,712

British India
lb.

473,775
239,276

of Commerce

1895.

Tea lb.

130,196

197,018

Commercial

1894.

Tea lb.
To Ru.ssia . . 16,588
To America .. 72,484

(Advertisement in the “ Sliipping and
List and New York Price Current.

”

“ Tea : What kind do you drink ?
" It is easier to imagine than describe the im-

purity imparted to tea, when rolled to produce the
necessary twist, for nearly an hour in a hot room
under a perpendicular sun by the hand and arni of an
unclean, perspiring, and half-naked .Tap or John.

“ CEVLON TEAS AKE MACHINE MADE AND
ADSOLUTELY 1’UHE.”

KXTEN.SION OF CULTIVATION IX
SAHAILVOAMUV'A.

The area of culfivation extends gradually hut
surely every year, thougli in tiie aUsence of any
regular surveys it is extremely diflienlt to assir^u
any definite acreage to tliis increase in native
guldens, lea cultivation is hecoining more com-
mon among Kandyans, and in Kukulu korale,
at Ayagama, considerable clearings, hate been
niade l>y lowcountry Sinhalese.

I'iiday, Muir A Co. continue their clearing's
at Hopetvell and Meddek.ande, and Messr.«. Leaf
and Worship at 4Iorahela ai'e cultivatin''' J.ibe-
nan coffee as well as tea with cacao.

”

On receipt of the long expected survey iilans
of lands at Ma.ssimbnla and Vahalewela in Ata-
kalan kor.ale, I hoj)e to bring forward for sale
lands well suited for cacao and coconut culti-
vation.—Mr. JVnee’s A dministrntion Reportfor 1894 ,

CULTIVATING CAMPHOli.
In a recent issue of the Garterdaube, the leading il-

histrated tveekly of Germany, there is an article on “AGennan Industry in the Virgin Forests of the Island
of Formosa.” The writer treats his subject, which re-
lates to the manufacture of camphor, from a patriotic
point of vie\y, not omitting to call attention to the
tact that the intrepid pioneers to whom the extension, if
not the creation, of the trade is due are his German
countrymem. Only the coast-trip of the island, he says,
IS under effective control of the Chinese, and the dan-
gers connected with the pursuit of camphor-distilla-
tion 111 the inhospitable forest-covered mountains of the
interior are by no means slight, the country being in-
habited by warlike savages, who distrust all foreigners,
and entertain particularly inhospitable feelings to-
wards the Chinese, whom they are fond of decapitat-

casual way— an attention which
the Chinese repay with imerest when they get the
chance. In spite of these unpropitious conditions,
German traders at the port of Tanisui, in the north of
the island, organise regular camphor-expeditions intome interior, often many days’ march from the coast.
Camphor-trees, like primroses and Minor Poets, grow
in clumps, but, unlike the last-named class, the trees
cannot roll each other’s logs. They must wait until
the hardy German pioneers perform that work, cut-tmg them up and boiling the valuable principle out of

iTif-i •
round uneasily the while to see that no

Jrxuusuue Sa'vS'ge lurlis ia ftinbush. This is the i'easiyj
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that the caiiiphov tiecs (unlike the Poets) often flouvish
unrecognised for a century, without anyone to make
known their essential worth. At last, however, then'
turn comes, and they are none the worse for the niatur-
hig—a ripe, fifty-year old tree yielding upon an average
as much as a picul (138)! lb.) of camphor. The German
traders at Tanisui own some 900 or 1.000 rough stills,

which they carry along vvith them on their expeditions,
and put up in the first favourable location they meet
with. A charge of about 2 cwt. of camphor-wood
chips yields from 1^ to 7 lb. of camphor, and this is a
fair day’s work for a still. The chips are boiled in
water over an open fire, and the resulting steam, upon
cooling, yields both essential oil of camplior and cam-
phor. In Formosa most of the oil is thrown away ;

in Japan it is employed in lacquer-making, and for

other purposes. From Tamsni the camphor is sent to
Hong-Kong incases, and is thence brought into Euro-
pean commerce. The yearly value of the trade has
lately been about 35,000/. Now that the Japanese own
the island, we may expect the enterprising German to

take a back-seat; for if there is anything the Jap caii

do w'ell, it is to make the most of camphor-wood and its

solid and liquid distillation-products.
The Hpcctator adverts to a curious incident in con-

nection with the Formosa cession. That event, he states,

will directly affect every druggist and manufacturer of

projectiles in Europe in consequence of camphor
being produced only in Japan and Formosa, and of the
use that is made of it in medical practice and in the
composition of all the new explosives. The Japanese
have limited and taxed the exj^ort of camphor, and its

cost is therefore going up and may reach a high
figure

;
but if the Japanese push their advantage too

far, the Spectntor thinks that Science will avenge her-

self and provide a substitute. The ISjiecUitor is so inno-
cent that we scruple to add that Science is trying every
day to make artificial camphor, and we doubt whether
the Formosa affair will hasten the consummation
a bit.— Chemist and Dmi/yisf, June 8.

INTEKTRO 1
' I CAL A I )V KRT I S I NG.

A professional man writes :

—

“ I think the suggestion of ‘Junior Planter’ is a
good one. If you had a heading in ‘ T. A.’ ‘ Si-

tuations Wanted, Assistants Wanted ctre.’ many men
would advertize. I send an advertisement to start.’’

We are ([uite ready to devote a column of the
Tiv/iiral Afjrinilfiiri-'if, to special short .advertise-

ments of the kind referred to .at a \ ery tiioderate

rate, ami our eOrres)iondent's will begin tlie list.

SPRING VALLEY GOEKEE GGHPANV,
U.MITRI).

Repout.—To be presented to the Thirtieth Ordinary
general meeting of the Company to be held at No. 5.

Dowgate Hill, London, on Wednesday, the 19th day
of June, 1895, at 1 o'clock, p.m.
The following annual accounts arc now presented

to shareholders, viz. Profit and loss account for crop
1893-1. Balance sheet made uj) to 31st March, 1893.

CROP 1893-94

.

In last year’s Report shareholders were informed

that the coffee crop of the above season was esti-

mated at 7‘20 cwt., and it will be seen that the actual

weight sold amounted to only (550 cwt. 1 qr. 13 lb.,

exclusive of clean and refuse coffee sold in Ceylon.

This crop realised £3,345 11s 9d, the average selling

price in London being 98s 5d, as compared with 99s

per cwt. obtained for crop 1892-3.

The yield of Tea from Spring Valley amounted to

19(i,(>301b.,the esMmate in last Report being 200,000 lb.,

and this, together with 62,700 lb., bought from
neighbouring estates and manufactured at Spring

Valley, sold for £‘9,.307 5s. 6d., or an average of 9T5d
per lb., the average selling price last year being 9Jd
per lb.

Cinchona Hark to the extent of 23,(541 lb. was also

sold for t‘192 (5s., the avorago selling price being 1 Jd

per 11).

'I’he total proceeds fi oni tlic sale of produce amounted
to .£13,045 3s. 3d., and deducting from this £11,730

1&. 5d., the total expenditure in Ceylon and London,

there remains a profit of £1,314 15s. lOd. on the j'car s

working.
To this has been added the sum of .£1,517 15s lid

brought forward from last year, making a total of

£2,832 11s 9d at the credit of profit and loss.

On the 10th .Jairuary last an interim dividend of

li per cent was paid oir the capital of the Company,
and the Directors recommend that a further dividend

of 2 per cent be now declared, makiirg 3J per cent

for the year, and leaving .£32 11s 9d to be carried

forward to next account.
The result of the above Crop is in accordance with

the estimate given by the Directors in their last

Report, in which they pointed out that season 1893-94

could only work to a small profit on account of the

very small Coffee Crop, the large area of Tea not in

bearing to be maintained, and the necessity of in-

curring considerable expenditure on the further exten-

sion of Tea.
CROP 1894-95.

The Coffee Crop for this season has been variously

estimated, and at one time it was feared that it

woiTld be no larger than that of last year. The
bushes are, however, reported to be maturing their

Crop much better than was expected, and the last

advices from the Estate point to a Crop of about
1,400 cwts. being secured.

The Crop of Tea from Spring Valley for 1894-95

is expected to be about 215,(X)0 lb., against 196,660 lb.

secured for 1893-94.

If the above Crops of Coffee and Tea are secured,

tke Board expect that a reasonable profit will be
earned, but it must be remembered that the Company
has a large area of young unproductive Tea to

be maintained, and that it w'ill a^so be necessary
to still further increase the tea area daring 1895.

The acreage to be planted up will, however, largely

depend on the condition of the coffee after the pre-

sent crop has been gathered.
From the following statement it %vill be seen that

1(54 acres of tea have been planted up during 1894,

bringing the total area up to 1,003 acres.

The area under tea on Spring Valley is as follows:

—

T K A.

Over 5 years old

Planted Nov.-Dec. . . 1890
Do . . 1893
Do . . 1894

521 acres.

100 „
218 „
164 .,

Total area under tea . . 1,(X)3 acres.

Total area under coffee. . 565 ,,

The attention of shareholders is directed to the
notice calling an extraordinary general meeting with
regard to the acquisition of Kottagodde Estate by
the Company. .1. Alec Roberts, Secretary.

10th June 1895.

N0RT HERN PROYINCE

.

(Extracts from, Mr. Jackson's Report on the
Mannar District Jor 1S94.)

Area, 432 square miles
; Poi^ulation, 23,800.

The total of the paddy crop reaped during the year
is estimated at 6,371 bushels, against an estimate of
5,035 reaped in 1893

;
while in 1892, when there was a

good crop throughout the District, the amount reaped
must have reached 150,000 bushels.
The tanning bark industry afforded means of sup-

port tp a considerable number of people. The quan-
tity of bark collected, however, has dwindled down to
a fourth of that collected during the previous year,
due to the increasing scarcity of bark m the jungle.
Only 82 tons were exported during the year under
review, as against 328 tons in 1893

(Extracts from Mr. Hopkins' Report on the
Mullnittivu District for IS94. )

Acka, 93(5 Squark Mii.ks'; Poi’iM,.\ rio\ i.\

1891, 7,342.

FOOD SDPtU.V.

Taking two bushels of paddy as yielding one bushel
of rice, the grain available for food is ; rice, 23,93‘i^
bushels

;
dry grain, 6,016 bushels

; total • 29,948}
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bushels, which is etjuivaleiit to I’OS bushels per head
of population, which is perhaps fairly correct.

Palmiittlis and Coconuts .—The planting of these is

gradually increasing :— Palmirahs. Coconuts.

Acreage in 1893 . . 798 . . 782

Acreage in 1891 . . 806 . . 814

There is no reason why large plantations should not
be made in Karikkadumulai South, where there is

much suitable Grown land available.

Jfaniova .—I am glad to see that this valuable
product has “come to stay." Introduced by Mr. G. INI.

Fowler in 1886, it made its way very slowly at fii-st,

but now the cultivation is advancing “ by leaps and
bounds.”
Three cart loads of plants were sent from Jaffna by

the Government Agent in 1886 and distributed
amongst the people of Putukudiyiruppu. I can find

no mention 01 the produce until last year, when the
yield was reported to be 9,400 lb., value R470 at ,5

cents per lb. In 1894 the yield was 20,000 lb., value
R800 at 4 cents per lb.

Indian Com is strangely neglected in the Wanni. It

is reported that a quarter of an acre was sown in 1894,
which yielded 5 bushels.

New Areas Cultivated. Acres.

Paddy • « • • 102

Kurakkan • • • . 28

Coconuts • * • • 31

Tobacco . . 31

Total .. 192

PROGRESS IN OLD PUSSELLAWE : AND
THE NATIVE TEA INDUSTRY.

And old planter who had not been above Gani-

f

)ola and tlirougli Pussellawe for 30 years, gives
lis iinpres.siona of a recent visit as follows :

—

“ I drove six miles up the Pussellawe road last week
in a burst of the monsoon

;
but as it is nearly 30 years

since I was last up there, I remember nothing but
mere names, and an occasional field of coffee, and
coffee stores now non est. But patnas have been, and
are being planted up everywhei'e, rendering it im-
possible to recognize old boundaries to all but those
engaged in, or watching the proceeding. Added
to this, extensive f)revilled plantations and old land-
marks have become undistinguishable. It was thought
the natives would never recover from the loss of
their coflee gardens, but tea has more than compen-
sated them in the surrounding patnas, and doubtless
these have been the salvation of many of our own
old estates also. For one native proprietor of coffee
garden, there must be a dozen in tea. Little, well-
planted, well-kept, model estates of 30 acres, giving
.300 to 500 lb. an acre are common enough i» native
hands. Yet the old king still fiourishes along this
road better than I have seen it elsewhere, and all

the trees are heavy with crops. If coffee was ‘king,’
tea seems likely to be ‘ emperor,’ not ‘ queen.’ I

asked a native the other day, if he would sell such
a garden of 31 acres, and he replied,

‘ NOT FOR R500 AN ACRE 1’

A European boxight one some time ago and
I am told it is now giving 6,50 lb. made tea an
acre, and that his price is R600 an acre—made out
of patna land. These gardens are all, of course, in

small tundus
;

but there are large 'tracts of such
land belonging to estate proprietors still unplanted.
Against this, the tea on the old estates, planted in

old coffee and cinchona land, does not seem to be
doing half so well, and some of it rather badly.
The old ‘ Black Stcre ’ on the Pussellawe road, so
well-known, (and familiar enough to me 30 years ago)
is still in existence, bearing evident signs of old age :

Btore walls have followed decay, or ravages of white
ants upwards, till now only the upper half is left.

Between this and Gampola extensive tea factories
enliven the scene in every direction, and strings of

leal carts meet you at every turn,"

EMIGRATION FROM SOUTHERN INDIA.
Emigration from the Madras Presidency is the

subject of a leading article in the Madras Mail
of a recent date. A decrease of 17,746 in the
number of emigrants, as compared with the pre-
vious year, is a])|ilical)le to all the countrie.s
which tap Imlia for their labour sup[dy, vVith the
.single e.xception of Tilauritius. The favourable
character of the season in Tanjore and other dis-
tricts is stateil as the cause 'of the falling oH',

in this connection, it being explained that’it is

ditticult to give accurate figures owing to the im-
jiossibility of distinguishing between pas.sengers
and emigrants. As regards C'eylon, it is stated
that the numlier decreased fre'm 91,021 in 1893
to 87,23.5 in 1894. Of tlie labour-agencies main-
tained at Madras by the Mauritius and Natal
Governments, it is recorded that the accommo-
dation and tlie treatment of coolies were all that
could be desired. Interesting figures are given,
having reference to Burma, the Straits Settle-
ments, Mauritius and Natal.

PLANTING NOTbiS FROM COORG.
South Coobg, June 19.—Dr. Voelcker has said that

the laterite soils of the coffee and tea districts of
Southern India are deficient in lime. Knowing the
composition of bones and that they are largely made
use of as manure for coffee, one is led to infer that
this deficiency is made up for and hence the coffee
thrives. But although bones may supply the food
requirements of the trees of lime, yet it is to be
feared that they play a very unimportant part in
correcting any sourness that may result in the soil
from an overplus of humus. This is a matter of some
importance as all coffee estates are the sites of old
forest land, which are consequently very rich in humus,
and this is being continually augmented by cattle
manuring, the burial of weeds and other debris and
the droppings of shade trees. I am afraid that many
of the ills that coffee suffers from are to be put down
to the sourness resulting in the soil from an over-
plus of humus. Professor H. Tanner, f.c.s., says
“The phosphate of lime present in bones is the tri-
calcic phosphate. When the bones are acted upon in
the soil by rain-water, which, as you know, contains
carbonic acid—or w'hen acted Upon by the carbonic
acid produced in the soil—in each case we got one
equivalent of the lime removed by the carbonic acid,
and the tri-calcic phosphate acted upon then becomes
bi-calcic phosphate and carbonate of lime. The bi-
calcic phosphate dissolves gradually in water, and is
thus taken up into the circulation of plants in a
soluble fox'm. Bones, thou, act in a small way like
kuick lime in absorbing the carbonic acid produced
by the decay of humus in the soil. But the union
that is effected between the one equivalent of lime
(tri-calcic phosphate consist of one part phosphoric
acid and three parts lime) .and the cai honic acid
renders it inactive and of vevv little further good.
And when the small quantity o'f lime that is liberated
is taken into consideration, it becomes almost insigni-
ficant. The conclusion one naturally arrives at then
is that, although bones are used as manure, appli-
cations of quick lime are necessary.

—

M. Mail,

'I'ka —We .are indebted to Mr.
.loliii Hamilton of Messrs. S. Kmdan- A Co. for
an admirable letter on Ibis snbjcei, wbieb puts the
whole business in ;i \ery clear light. Mr.
Hamilton shows tliat those interested in tea
])lantations are no losers. For, .although the
tea sweeping may be from the shii»pers’ own
estates, by the system of weighing in vogue they
h.ad alrctidy been credited with the tea before
thei»ackage was opened, so no loss falls on them.
Re-selling tea swee|iings is of course .another
question, .and there the planter is injured, as Mr,
ttainilton readily admits.
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“ THE DEVELOPMENT OK NEW ]\1ARKETS
FOR INDIAN AND OEVl.ON TEA.”

L under this headiiii;', Messrs. Cow, Wilson A'

Stanton liaye i)re|)ared one of tlie dia<;i‘ani-eircn-
lar.s for wliieli tliey are so famous an<l a stijiply

of wliioli is ]ironiise<l ns hy next mail. l''rom a
single copy in advance we gatlier tliat llie present
publication is due to the development (d the
tnule in JLitish-grown teas outside the I'nitod
Kingdom ami the considerable inlinence this has
begun to have on the L(jndon market. We are
told, in fact, that “the growing of Tea in Rri-

tish De])endencdes is gradually re\ olutionizing the
Tea trade of the world. The change of taste in

favour of Indian and Ceylon Teas, which com-
menced in Great Britain, has been gradually but
steadily extending to other countries,” and then
the new London lirm adds ;

— “ we are so impre-ssed

with the absohttr ticces-sif;/ irhirh exists for con-

tinuing to encourage foreign demand, that we
again britig the matter forward without a]»ology.”

By means of C(»loured ldo(d<s, the incieased con-

sumption in each country from 1S90 to 1894 is

very clearly shown. The result is very remark-
able, for whereasin 1890, less than Rbl million lb.

of Indian and Ceylon tea suHiced for the demand
outside the mother country, in 1894 the total

reiiuirements e(iualled no less than 28,400,otlo lb.

or an increase in liv e years of considerably over

100 per cent. Neverthele.ss, that there is need for

furtlier efforts in order to get a greater hold of

outside countries, is made evident from the follow-

ing:—“With the coming crop from India estim-

ated at about 140,000,000 lb., and that from Ceylon
at about 91,000,000 lb., the importance of using
every available means for increasing the con-

sumption of British-grown Tea becomes so great
that no efforts should be neglected by which
new fields may be opened up The piosperity

of the Tea trade depends m.ainly ujion the crea-

tion of sufficient demand to cope with the ever-

increasing production; and unless constant atten-

tion is bestowed tipon the discovery of new
outlets and the extension of existing markets,
the danger of over-production which has been
the ruin of so many llouiishing industries, might
prove equally disastrous to the 'I’ea producer.
Looking at the diagram, it is clear that many
markets wliich live ,>ears ago were comparatively
insignilicant, have .since attained sullicient impor
tance to exercise considerable itdluence upon the
course of prices.” Interesting particulars are given
respecting the Australian, American and Contin-
ental markets and the advance may be shewn .as

follows :

—

Approximate quantities of British-grown Tea used
outside the United Kingdom:—

1.81)0. 1894.
11). 11).

Australasia 7,500.000 12,300,000
IT. S. A. 1 ,300,000 3,300,000

Turkey and Persia .

.

LIOD.OOO 4.:!00,000

Canada 800,000 l,9(H),0«0

Jtussia and Germany 000.000 2,500,0(MJ

All other places 2,100,000 4,100,000

13,400,000 28,400,tK)0

.sliall not forestall by giving further det.ail

said to date back .some l.r years—(but Loole-
condura ))lantation has been uniformly cropped
for over 23 years now ) -and our area is ]>ut at
28(),(Ji)0 acres under tea, rejireseJiting £ll,0ff0,00ff•

We shall very shortly be able to give the exact
ligures foi' thef'eylon Tea Industry up to the middle
of IS!).'), and we sus])ect they will not—allowing for

native te.a gardens— fall ^.ar short of the .‘lOO.ttOO

acres. But we shall see. With the markets of

the world before them, and no other countries
besides China, .Iai).‘in, and Java, producing any
apiu'eciable quantity of tea, the planters of India
and ('eylonare rightly exhorted to make strenuous
exertions in the direction of fostering the outside
demands and then they nuiy feel secure ag.ainst

any danger to the immediate future of their in-

d ustry.

BROGKESS IN LOWER PERAK.
I'he following day Towkay Lcong Fee, of Ipoh,

came to see me and applied for .a grant of l,5t)0

acres of laml between Teluk Anson and Chang-
kat Jong. He ju'oposes to ))lant Coconuts, Li-
berian Coffee, etc.

—

Wray.

BROSPECT.S OF TEA AND BIMETALLISM.
A shrewd obseiwer rvrites :

—“ I see no cau.se

for misgivings about tea—apart from the rupee.
There is no knowing what Balfour, the bimetal-
list, may attempt during the two years he may
be leader of the House. Albeit he knows no more
about it than you or I do.”

from a document which is C(‘i4iiin to b(> of tin*

greatest interest to every tea merchant and
planter ;

but we m.ay allude to what is .said

about “ tea prospects.” The industry, both in

India and Ceylon, is considered “ sound ’b in

the former it ’h.as lasted oO years without any
serious blight or enemy iittiud^ing it, and there

arc now some .38<i,(i()0 acres under tea :ind a
capital of about fb'),(Min,0(i(t sterlinj^ invested

jn the enterprise. In Ceylon, the industry

THE SELANGOR PLANTATIONS
SYN D I

( ’AT E, LIMITED,
h.as been registeied .at home by Linklater A Co., 2,

Bond-court, M'.albrook, with a capital of £2o,000 in

£100 shares. The object is to ac(|uirefrom H. Hut-
tonbach cert.ain estates, plantations, »&c., in the
state of Selangor, in the Mahay Peninsula, and to
develop and tuni to account the same in such man-
ner as the ftum]iany shall see lit. The directors aie
.1. Somerville, A. Kent, and L. Huttenbach.
(pialilication, one share ; remuneration, 5 jiercent
of the net ]>rolits, divisible.—Piuang (tazette^

June 17 .

LIBERIAN COFDEE-JAVxV COFFEE.
The British Consul of Batavia reports that the

cultivation of the IJborian bean, both in Mid and
West .Lava, is r apidly increasing, and the satisfactory
results ohlained from its introduction become year by
year more apparent as the principal difficulties at-
tending the preparation of this coffee for the market
are gradually being successfully surmounted. As a
result, a marked improvement in the appearance and
quality of coffee is noted, and its favor is becoming
more and more assui-ed. The continued recurrence
of the so-called “leaf" disease in the .Java coffee on
low-lying lands, from which the Liberia still preserves
comparative—though by no means entire—immunity
causes more confidence to be felt in the latter, and
many lands which have suffered most severely from
the ravages of this disease in the Arabian plant are
being replanted with Liberia. It has been decided
to give up the Government cultivation of coffee in
the Kraw'ang Residency, and on January 1st, 1895,
the law rendering the delivery in that district to Gov-
ernment obligatory was repealed .

—American (irocer.

Quinine and Ipecac in Dysentkiiy.—The follow-
ing combination has been used in the Mandoli Regi-
ment at Bhurtpore in many cases of acute dysentery.
It is said never to fail

:

—Sulphate of quinine,' 2
grains

;
])owdered ipecac., 5 grains; ainmon. chloride,

10 grains; tinct. opium, 12 grains
; water, to 1 ounce.

4’o be given every four hours ( I'raetitioncr, May,
1895.^ Pharmaceutical .{ournal, Jupe 15,
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THE MALAYAN LENINSLLA AND
ITS MINERAL AND PLANTING

ENTERPRISES.
Mineral statistics of the world, show the im-

portant position held by the Malayan Peninsula

in respect of mineral resources. We ask our-

selves what the relative (londition of Ceylon u ould

be were she as highly favoured as to mineral de-

)K)sits as is the country of wliicli the Straits Set-

tlements form a chief division. Our own outiuit

of minerals is almost entirely conllned to plum-
bago, with a certain proportion of gems in rubies,

sapphires, N'c.
,
and the exjjort value of the wliole

is insignificant as (romiiared with that of the exports
of the Malayan Peninsula. Since J888 tlie ont[)ut

of tin alone from the latter has heen 3ft,ObO tons,

being more tlian half of the tcital production of

the worhl in the tin c mentioned. Tlie balance
is made up of the lu'oductiou of England, stated

at 9,000 tons
;
that of Australia at (i,.‘)00 tons;

and a residue from America, Tasmania, and
some European countries, at 13,090 tons. What
coal is to Great Rritain, tin must be to Singa-
pore and surrounding States. It is a never-

failing source of revenue and we are only sur-

prized that, as the Straits Settlements com-
mand the whole of the trade, thej' have
not long ago surpassed in tlie race for

wealth every other Colony possessed by Great
Britain. As the great wheat production of India
and Canada has almost wijred out the culti-

vation of the staple at home, so has the tin

industry of the Malay Peninsula operated upon
the output of the tin mines of Cornwall. Cor-
nish enterprise has had to compete witli the al-

mosc entirely surface yield of the same metal
in the highly favoured peninsula.

If, in the future, our Eastern neighbour can
be made in addition to rival the planting in-

dustries of Ceylon, it must attain a pre-emi-

nence in prosperity. With its enormous na-

tural advantages it is hard to see how its pro-

gress towards tliis pre-eminence can he checked.
Already many Ceylon planters have become the

S
ioneers. of tea and coffee cultivation both in tlie

ritish Provinces and in the Protected States. A
wise policy has for years been )uirsued towards
the latter, and their Malayan rulers seem to have
cordially availed themselves of it. Among these
none have shown themselves more cajiable than
our past frequent visitor, the late Sultan of

•Johore. Should his siutcessor continue steadfast to

the policy of progress inaugurated by the deceased
Prince, and tliat])olicy be followed by other natix e

rulers, the day must soon come when the Malayan
Peninsula will be one of the most progressive and
wealthiest corners of the globe.

TEA SHIPMENTS PROxM CULUMRO TO
THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The ligures, month by month, and the ollicial

estimates, are respectively as follows
Shipme Hts. Estimate.

181)1. 1895. 1895.
January
February
March
April
May
June

C,‘25r,,140 8,-252,117 7,500,(X)0

4,91‘2,(;02 5,903,189 8,.500,00t)

7,208,470 8,752,570 7,250,000
7,008,095 7,080,228 7,800,000
8,104,.3.33 10,527,182 9,500,000
9,225,7-10 8,255,000* 9,250,000

Total - 42,712,380 48,770,298 47,800,000
* About.

The above shews that the estimates have generally
been liberal and yet wonderfully correct, seeing that
for the six mouths, they are less than one million lb.

excess.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
(Koi’S JN India.—

S

ays the Pioneer of .lune 30 :

—

The latest season report shows that the crops in
every part of India are doing well, and 1895 may
prove a most prosperous year for the cultivators.
The cattle are in good condition, and fodder is re-
ported sufficient from every province.
Wantkl) a Nkw Oil.—As regards essential

oils, a letter fro>n Mr. Geo. Piesse, of the jier-
fumery firm of Pies.se and Luliin, says “if as a
result of distillation, you can find an essential
oil wliich is .soluble in spirit and if odourless,
it will be of much commercial value, as such an
oil would be used for the reaction of strength
of ottos without destroying their bouquet. The
odour of some woods, ilowers, plants et(!.

, is so
intense and so small in hulk, that they liave to
be reduced in perfume and increased in bulk, for
ordinary trade and manipulative j)urj)oses. This
is at present done with spirit or castor oil, both
of which are imperfect.”
Thk Impoktation of Baxana.s in'ix) America.

—In a recent Consular report from Baltimore,
it is stated that of all the tro))ical fruit now
imported into the Loiited States, the Banana
reaches there in the largest quantities. Its cul-
tivation for the foreign market in Jamaica only
dates back about twenty years, and it is from
that colony that fully eighty-five jier cent, of
those consumed iu the Atlantic States are now
derived. There are at present four steamships
exclusively employed in the Banana trade with the
port of Baltimore, and which can land their
fruit from Port Antonio in a little, over five
days, and almost as fresh and green as when cut.
A iiroportion of each cargo is disposed of in the
city of Baltimore, but the largest part is trans-
ferred to heated or refrigerated cars according
to season, and sentliy rail as tar west as Chicago.
In (mnnection with the orange culture in Florida,
it is stated that the crop which is the cfhief .source
of sujiply for the eastern States was completely
destroyeil by the severe weather, and that the
growers are actually buying oranges in California
to meet their engagements.—G-'niyAmow’ Chronicle.
The IxcREASEi) Production of Te.\. At

the annual meeting of the Dooaivs Pea Comjiany
the Chairman specially referred to the question
of the enormous increase in the production of
tea both in India and Ceylon, and said this
would lie one of the dangers they would have
to meet, unless they could open up new markets
abroad :

—

He feared that without some sueh relief it would
be a case of “ the survival of the fittest,” but ho
was pleased to say that the Dooars Tea Company
were strong enough to stand the test and that they
would be found among the fittest. It was certainly
a matter of congratulation to observe how by degrees
they wore olrtaining new markets. Probably there
wns nothing that required the attention of all who
took a keen interest in the welfare of the tea indus-
try more than this question of new markets. Dur-
rng the past year he had been on the American com-
mittee which was endeavouring to push the con-
sumption of Indian teas there and ho was quite
certain that Indran tea was getting better known
and appreciated in America. The danger, however
in this country in their having a larger supply than
they could get rid of was great, and to show them
how they had to guard against tliis he would point
out that the tea crop for India last year was
I25.W0,()00 11). of tea, and, according to the latest
estimates, this year’s crop would be 140,(XX),000 • while
the crop for Ceylon last year was 84,000.000 lb and
this year it was estimated to be 91,000,000 lb. show-
ing altogether an increase of some 21,000,000 lb
over last year. In this country the normal increase
was only 2,000,000 lb. so it would be seen that it was
of vital importance that the exports to other couQ-
tries should be increased,
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SpiiiNii Vallkv Cui'Ki’.b; Co., Li).—We are

now enabled to i>ul)lish the Report of the sister

Company that of “ Uuvali,” given yesterday,

Mr. Allred Brown being Chairman of both., and

the Colombo Commercial Co., local Agents. Tlie

Spring Valley is not quite so prosperous, but its

total 'of per cent of dividends is likely to im-

prove ami the Company has done well to acquire

Kottagodde estate adjacent to Spring Valley and

which has a good deal of tea further advanced

than that on the main property. We think this is

bound to strengthen the “ Spring Valley ColVee Co.”

Pl.\ntkrs, Manure and an Analvtical
Expert.—Our London Correspondent in writing

about the need of an Expert on the spot for

planters to consult in connection with their

manuring operations, forjiot that we ha\e Mr.

M Cochran, M.A., E.C.S., who has already done so

much .rood analytical work here, and in conjunc-

tion wuth Mr. Hughes, and who, we have no

doubt, often now is consulted by planters to test

the manures they buy or import. Mr. Cochran's

Manual lately imblished by us, ought to be in

the hands of all i.lanters engaged in extensive

manuriii'r operations ;
for it contains a vast

amount of information of service in a variety of

ways to Managers of Estates.

i’HE Strangest Insect in the V dked.—

The .weto, as the Maoris or natives of New
Zealand call it, or Hi^ialis vircscens, as naturalists

term* it, is found in New Zealand, and is a

verretabie caterpillar of from three to four inches

in^ieiurth, and, so, far, science has not been able

to say'’ whether it is a vegetable or an insect. It

is always found at the foot of large myrtle-trees

that have beautiful red tlowers on their stems,

and a beautiful creeping clematis as white as

the snow The Maoris call this tree by the

name of rata. The aweto buries itself among the

roots of the rara, a few inches below the ground,

and there lives until it is full grown, when it

under.mcs a most wonderful change. '1 he snore

of a ”ve«etable fungus, termed by naturalists

Sophivria rohevtsii, fastens itself to the ned< of

tlie caterpillar, just between the head and the

Hr«t rimq and then grows upwards to the height

of’^froursix to eight inches. Many people assert

+Rni- Hipio is never more than one stem, but such

not the case, for some have been found with

tWd stems, although very rarely. Tl.e stem

shoots up out of the ground, above w here thecatcr-

idllar is living, about two or three inche.s ; below

the eartb it grows into the aweto, until it fdls up

pverv* possible spa(;e within the outer skin without

phanmm' the form of the insect in the slightest

w-iv ^vhatsoever, but simply substituting a vege-

table matter for animal matter As soon as this

takes place both the plant and the caterpiller

Wome dry and hard and die, but retain exactly

form a., wta. alive. Tl.e rvl.ole l..e^v a

brown colour, and the insect appears a woo< mi

Sterpillar, with a huge horn standing up from the

back of its neck. How the caterpillar manages

to proi-agate its species no one can te I. U.sually

t P caterpillar becomes a id.rysalis the chry.sah.s

,
a moth, the moth ays ego-s, and

t dse" c-s again become caterpillars, ami so on

wSSu,unstopping. Mtvny ^

the plant shoots up from the back ol tin. uik

of tL aweto. Ono l>'at the aweto has a slimy

sMM-w.CP oo/.ing out from its neck, which, while

for its only foo'l, catches the seed of the fungus

1 lU 'it fast there fill the latter begins to

“'ll'"'' Vllm ti lLb,,,.|r..,l all ll.c vc,.ct.l,la Ufa

^ f V.f tl.P aweto it must nalurally die, lor it

finds further nourishmeut. The aweto is often

Jound
numbers.— OjJinwn.

The Directors oe Ouvah CtiMPAXv Limited—
have a very satisfactory Report to jiresent this

time and we congratulate the sharelndders on its

contents. A full (i per cent for the year will be re-

alized in dividends and the pros|)eets are good.
The £10 paid shares of the Companj' w hich a few
years ago were under £3

,
are now fast aiiproachiiig

liar.

Ca.mrhor Tree Cui/itvation.—We attract at-

tention to further interesting extracts given
elsewhere bearing on this subject. We
have no doubt that a good many planters will

give a full and fair trial to the tree, now that
jflants have been made available. Our contem-
porary of the “Times” takes an utterly wrong
view of the coiujiari-son which may be instituted
with cinchona. Is he ignorant ot the fact that
the bark tree (iroved the salvation of .scores if

not hundreds of Ceylon jilanters—the bridge which
enabled them to cross from the era of “coffee”
into that of “teaV” That there came a wild
rush and loss of money afterwards, carries its

own lesson for the future camphor-tree jilanter ;

but certainly the lesson is not that there should be
no fair tiial of the new product. It will be
time enough to bring up the latter jiortion of

our cinchona experience when we see a few
scores or hundreds of acres under camphor
beginning to turn into thousands ; if such a time
should ever come.—Meantime, Mr. Nock informs
us that he has not got a tree large enouglq he
thinks, to experiment w’ith ; but he has coppiced
.some at Hakgalla with good effect and may be
able to collect from oO to 100 lb. of bark and
twigs to experiment with. Perhaps Mr. Cochran
of Colombo could give an opinion as to the value
of the product.

The Eive-Fingered Orange.—

T

he five-

lingered orange is a queer thing. It grows in

exactly the .shape of a human hand, with a thumb
and four fingers. It is a half-open hand, that of

this curious fruit, and the close resemblance to a
lean, long-nailed Chinese hand is startling. Even
tlie nails are identical, har<l-pointed and claw-
like, tiiqiing the orange fingers with a length
equal, ill some cases, to three inches. It is no
interloper in a well-regulated family of oranges,
but a regular member, belonging to the orange
variety. It has a family name and a
Christian name (d‘ its own, but its pet
name is “ live-tjngered orange,” and nobody
but the botanist cares to call it by the long one,
which means the same thing. The orange tree

is a ragged little shrub that does not average
more than live or six feet in height. It does
not grow straight, and it would be ^ery diffi-

cult to liml two consecutive inches in the entire
tree whose line of ilirectioii is the same. K\en
the branches grow in S].iiral forms, so tli.at the
width of the tree is often as great as the height.

There is a generous siqqily of thorns hidden
under the leaves ; they are slender, tough, and
long, and are located in all sorts of unexpected
]ilaces. The leaves are fleshy, long, and narrow,
and of a dark green colour. They resemble a
lemon leaf more than an orange leaf. Indeed,
in lioth this instance, and in the colour of the
ripened fruit, this singular plant seems to claim a
\ery (dose coiisiushiii to the large lemon family.

The flowers come out in .lune and duly, and are
very similar in a|ipearance and odour to the
ordinary orange blossoms, save that instead of

the familiar creamv while colour they have a
delicate pinkish tint wldidi is \erj’ lieautiful.

They commonly grow in clusters <>f two or three
blossoms on alternate nodes. The strangest thing

connected yitli the prefume is that it is tHg
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fl'uit and not tlie llower tli.at is most onlorons'

The fniit when ripe is so redolent that its scent

can be recognised a mile I'rom where the orange
is growing.

—

Public Opiuioii.

Tea in Ieici.AND.—Some curious 'nlormation
on this subject will lie found elsewhere
gi\'en before a lioj'al Commission ; Irish witnesses
made out that the linest of Indian teas weie
drunk in Ireland, that tea makes an excellent

substitute for milk and meat and that if the
uouulation of Ireland had not been allowed to

fall oir through emigration, Ireland would re(juire

nearly a million sterling worth more of tea per
annum than at present.
Aiieca Palm : Aijnokmal Ciiowtii.—

A

Ne-
gombo corresjiondent sends us a part of the top
of an areca palm with a series of young plants
developing from the fruit—a case of vegetable
monstrosity in fact. The Director of the School
of Agriculture Avho has seen it, u rites :

—
“ Instances are fairly common of premature ger-

mination of seed as in the jak fruit and papaw

—

the latter fruit when cut very ripe sometimes pre-
senting a mass of little seedlings. But to judge
from the specimen sent the ovary would seem not
to have developed into the typical fruit, and the
ovule on being fertilized would appear to have passed
into seed (which then germinated prematurely) while
the pericarp became suppi'essed. It is impossible to
assign an ultimate cause for such abnormal growths.”

Sisal Hemi* (Agave hkmda, vak. Sisalana)
AT Veka Ckuz.—

I

n a report on the trade ami
commerce of V'er ^ Cruz, reference is made to the
Henegreii or Yucatan heiii|), which has become
more gener.ally known of late as Sisal stated to

be from the fact that the l.bre was first exi)ortcd

from Sisal, a small coast port about 27 miles west
of Progre.so. In view' of the low price that has
ruled from Si.sal hem]) for some time past, it will

be of interest to know that the export from
^'er<a Cruz varies from 19,000 to 4.5,000 bales per
month, the average weight of each bale being
about 350 lb. It has been rem.arked that this

year 1895 will have the maximum ([uantity of hand
under hemj) cultivation in \'uc,atan, wdiich me.ans

that the j)roduction of hemp has reached its

limit. Cmler the existing circumstances of low'

])rices, high monetary exchange, and scarcity of

the Imlian labour, many of the farmers are
])lanting Maize instead of re])lanting Iiemp.

New' lands .as well as old liemp-growing areas,

are now' being used for grow'ing Maize and other
])rod nets.— tfarrfcaciw’ Chronicle.

Coffee in Si.am.—

A

recent visitor to Singgera tells

ns that he found there a coffee estate, managed by
a European, w'hich w'as most healthy and flourishing.

There was not the faintest trace of disease, while
every indication was present of a bumper crop in

November. There were 500 acres all fully planted
with trees 8 ft. apart. In the centre of each group
of four is a pit about 18 in. deep, and measuring 18

in. by 12 in., into w'hich all the primings are thrown,
together with cattle manure. The son of the Gover-
nor, we are told, has also gone in for the same cul-

tivation, but on a different principle. He has 400
trees planted .about 2oft. apart, and he manures them
in the .Java style. That is to say, he digs a cir-

cular trench one foot wide and two deep, at about
18 inches from each tree, into which ' he puts cattle

manure. Then, at about (5 inches from the trunk, he
digs a second smaller trench in which rotten fish is

placed. The result of this rich feeding has been that
the trees went ahead well at first, but are now begin-
ning to droop. We also know of a coffee plantation
not 100 miles from Bangkok the progress of which
is being very anxiously follow'ed. So far all is going
well, and the first crop is beginning to shew itself.

It looks so promising that it seems a pity to have
tp sacrifice it to the law which declares that, to
allow the first crop to mature, is to ruin the tree*.
.—Siam Observer,

f’lc.vo AND “'Will Ve No’ Tome Back
Again.”— 'I'lie Ameriivan cacao buyers whose ab-
sence from tlie London m.arket we have all load
to (lejilore, and w hose spirited bidding and solid
coin are still with gratitude remembered, are said
to be turning up again at Mincing Lane and
“feeling .around” c.acao. A London correspon-
dent writing on the 25th June says The
market for cacao is better during the p.ast two
or three week.s, and our brokeis are more hopeful
of the future. Some American orders have come
on the market, and jirices h.ave hardened.”

The “Oil Find” at Calcutta.—With reference to
the supposed discovery of kerosine oil in Calcutta,
the theory now put forward to account for the pheno-
menon is that, some time ago, retail dealers in ex-
plosive oils, such as kerosine, were restricted from
having on their premises, at any one time, more than
a few cases. The dealers, however, found it more
advantageous financially to purchase a large number
of cases at once; and to evade the restrictions im-
po.sed upon them; all cases in excess of the number
allowed by law were carefully buried so as to be
out of the way when the authorities came to ins-
pect their premises. It is supposed that, while the
cases lay buried on the plot of ground in question
some or all, of them succumbed tc the effects of
damp and rust, and the contents of the cases escaped
into the ground. To make matters certain, the piece
of ground not yet excavated will be dug up, and
there is little room for doubt that what remains of
the original oil cases will be found.— Times of India.

The Cevlon Cinchona Entekpki.se.— MTiat
.a pity that “ Bail lie Street ” planting publications
are not in the hands of our contemporaries.
Tlie followim.>- is from the local “Times”:

—

A handful of early pioneers, who had planted cin-
chona unwitting of the high value of its bark, and
who were able to harvest before the great rush
into cinchona in 1878, 1879, and 1880, undoubtedly
made large sums of money. Those who were wise
enough to grow cinchona seed or plants for new
clearings also did remarkably well, but for the re-
mainder, who made use of this same seed and these
same plants, only to find their fields of cinchona killed
out ruthlessly and suddenly by canker, in spite of all
precautions, their experiences were sad in the extreme.
Now, the first private planting of cinchona in
Ceylon took place in 1868, and the prices con-
tinued to be remunerative up till 1884-5—or
for 17 yeans. One would think, following the
above parallel th.at tbe time to iv.arn Ceylon
Camphor pioneers would be in 1912 .and not in
1895—jnst as the enteiqirise is beginning !

The Teak Tiiahe op Siam.—An extremely interest-
ing State paper on the teak trade of Siam has been
written by Mr. J. S. Black, Acting British Vice-
Consul at Bangkok. He st.ates that practically the
whole of the extensive teak forest of Siam are in
the hands of mitish subjtcts, either in virtue of
original lease, or by an amwvgcmeut which practically
gives a lease of the forests. Nearly half of the pur-
chasers of the. wood are also British subjects, many
of these are Bumians. who are gcneriidv men of small
moans. With the traditional lact of their race these
tradesmen manage- to win the confidence of Bangkok
capitaii.-.ts wiio advance thorn almost the whole of
tlie necessary outlay. This is no oi dinary undertaking,
for three or four years must elapse between the times,
when operations commence to the time when the
wood reaches the market. In addition to this large
numbers of expensive elephants require to be secured,
while considerable disbursements have to be made
in the shape of advances to coolies. Serious loss ia
occasioned every year, again by thefts of the teak,
which is apt to get stranded in the rice-fields, or
stuck iu the banks in its passage down stream. At
these points thieves are always watching, and they
seldom miss an opportunity of making off with the
loss. More than half a million sterling is said to bo
embarked in this industry.

—

Pioneer, dwna 28.
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The Monsoon in South of India.—Gveat uneasi-
ness is felt in Madras at the continued delay of the
monsoon. The crops in South India, arc beginning
to wither up, and, unless rain conies soon, famine
is sure to follow. The heat is intense. In Ilombay
rain began falling on the eve of the 11th instant,

and it is hoped that the monsoon has set in.

—

Madras paper.

“ A Short Lkogu.vphy ()!•' Hknoai,” by W.
H. Arden Wood, R.A., K.C..S., I’rincipiil of La
Martinieve (’ollege, Calcutta, Examiner to the
Calcutta and Punjali Ciiiversities witli m;ips and
illustrations, is a very full and useful little book
giving lirst of all a general view of tlie pro-

vince, (its surface features, river .system, climate,

plants and anniinals, products, industries and com-
merce, A'C. ) and then dealing sejiar.ately witli each

division,— liengal [irojicr, lliliar, Orissa .and Chota
Nagpur. riiere are 12 minor maps be.sidcs the

chief one and some 20 other illustr.atious, one

showing the “Snowy liange above Darjeeling

from the Kailw.ay and C.art Hoad” being parti-

cularly effective.

Teas axo their StreN(,;th.—The Eudget
Speech specially dwelt on the difference in

strength between Indian and China teas in re-

ferring to the supercession of the latter in the

United Kingdom. Sir Win. Harcourt said :

—

In quantity, the increase is 5,6.)U,000 lb. in excess

of that of last year
;
and the rate of increase is 2 0

per cent, which is a good deal more than twice as

great as the increase of the population. It is a satis-

faction to know that, whilst our people at home have

the benefit of the increased consumption, our de-

pendencies abroad have the advantage of the profits

of production. (Hear, hear.) The te.as of India and

and Ceylon now constitute 8(i per cent, of the whole,

whilst in 1864 they formed only three per cent, of our

consumption. And it must also be borne in mind that

the much stronger growths of Indian tea, admitted

at the same duty, really represent a far larger con-

sumable commodity than corresnonding quantities of

the Chinese growth, and I would ask tne Committee

to observe this fact, that really the introduction of

this stronger infusion at the same duty is, in fact,

equivalent to a reduction of the tax, because you get

a larger consumable quantity of liquid at the same tax

The Indian Tea Crops EsTtM.VTE.—In some quarters

the belief in tea as a paying speculation is unbounded

and large sums of money are being invested in gardens.

It is only to be hoped that the larger outturn will

not so flood the market as to bring down p? ices to a

point which will not pay the proprietors. The fol-

lowing table, compiled by the Indian Tea Associa-

tion, gives the estimated outturn from the various

districts for 181)5-% :

—

lbs

Assam
Cachar
Sy Ihet • . • • . •

Darjeeling .. ••

Terai • • • •

Dooars . • • • • •

Chittagong ..

Chota Nagpur
Kangra . . '

’ . -rr

Dehra Dun, Kumaon, and Kangra

Private and native g.ardens

57,.5.S1,51)0

l',).403,88(>

22,272,900
8,069,210
:'>,176,000

19,854,240

142,000
238,800

3.000.000
2,006,000

4.000.000

Total .. .. •• 139,690,520

As compared with the actual outturn of the past

year, this shows an estimated increase of 13 nii lion

pounds—an advance of 10 per cent., the bulk of

which will be thrown upon the London market.

The trade in China tea is declining gradually and

may be said to he practically out of the field
;
and

vet it is an undoubted fact that by removing taxes

and other obstructions, China tea could be so reduced

ip cost as again to enable it to take its place as a

competitor.—/. i\ Gazette,

Thf. Chinese hike Tea-taki.oids.—Forwarding
tea to China is very like sending coals to Newcastle
but that is what Messrs. Ilurrovvs, Wellcome & Co.
have been doing. A correspondent of the firm’s in

the interior of China (South Shan-si), in acknowledg-
ing two cases of tea-tabloids, says:—“ All over China
north of the Yellow River, tea is comparatively
little drunk, the soil and climate being unsuitable
for its cultivation, and the time and difficulty en-
countered in transporting up from the Yang-tse Valley
rendering it somewhat e.xpensive. Boiled water and
thin gruel of millet are the usual drinks of the masses
so that the tea-tabloids are greatly appreciated.
The ingenuity which is displayed in the tabloid is very
striking in the eyes of the Chinese as well as our
own .”— Chemist and Ih-urpjist.

Kinds of Ivory.—Four principal kinds of ivory
are known in the market : that of Guinea, the Ga-
boon, or Angola, wdiich is a little greenish, so that
it is soniecimes called green ivory, and which
whitens with age

;
Cape ivory, which is of a dull,

light, somewhat yellowish colour : Indian or Siamese
ivory, very rare and white, with a tinge of rose
colour; and the fossil ivory of Siberia, remains of

the mammoths of the olden time. Of these, the
West African ivory is most highly prized, being
liner and more transparent than the others. It is

pretended that experts, w’hen they see a well-preserved
tusk, can tell whether the animal that wore it came
from East or West Africa, or north or south of the
equator. The farther north the, animal’s habitat,
and the more elevated and dry the situation, the
more the ivory is coarse and inferior. The principal
market for ivoiw is at Liverpool, and nearly one-third
of the stock imported there is used in the Sheffield

cutleries. Another considerable market is at Antwerp.
The annual exports of ivory from Africa represent
the product of sixty thousand elephants, and this

means a rapid reduction of the elephantine popu-
lation of the continent. Various artificial ivories,

or imitations, are manufactured to snp))ly the in-

creasing demand. There are vegetable ivory—tagua
seed from Peru, or wood injected with chloride of

lime
;
sheep bone, macerated with the wastes of

white skins; paper pulp w’ith gelatin, celluloid, and
caoutchouc ; a preparation of potatoes

;
and a substance

obtained hy treating milk with certain reagents.
The expediencj' has been suggested of establishing
elephant farms, to form a more certain source of

supply than hunting wild elephants is destined to

become. Ostrich farming has proved practicable,

why not elephant farming, too ?

—

Home paper.

The Java Gover.vment Cinchona Planta-
tions.—^^’ e direct attention to the following in-

teresting statement referring to the ('incliona

industry in the hands of the Government in

Java
'The cinchona bark harvest in the Government

cinchona gardens in Java in 1894 was 590,214 half-

kilos, of which 522.051 half-kilos were Ledgeriana
bark, possessing an average yield of 6’55 per cent
of sulp'nate of quinine. The total cost of harvest-

ing, ti'ansportation to the trade centre of Bandoeng,
and other expenses in 1894 were 52,195 florins. The
total cost per half-kilo of producing cinchona-bark in

the Java Government gardens and supplying it free to

the collecting centre has been :
—

In 1890 per half-kilo 22 yOc or about 4d per
'

1891 do 19 l.lc do 3^1

1892 do l.'’.-S7e do 2Jd „

189:l do 10 •29c do 3.1 ..

1894 do 14 71c do 2id

Those figures show a remarkable reduction in the

cost of production, but it must be remembered that

nothing seems to be allowed for the cost of land

or capital, anil that the figures therefore do not
represent the probable cost of production to a private

planter. The expenses on the bark in Java from
the plantation to ship board are 4c per half-kilo

(equal to about -(d per lb.). The net profit of the
Government gardens in 1893 was 18,449 florins on
the sale of bark, and 745 florins on that of young
trees and seed ,—Chemist and Drugpist.
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COFFEE PLANTING IN MEXICO.

City of Me.kico, ]May2U.—Thedeniaiul I'ur good
coftee lands ia Mexico continues, altliongli few
sales of iniportaiice liave been rciiorted recently,

and the work of planting young collee trees g(jcs

on without abating. It may be said tliat with-

in tlie last three years the collee industry of

Mexico has receiveil more attention than all

others combined ; it now, according to the Tioo

Republics, “ ranks second or third in impor-
tance,” and it is believed that within a few
years it will take first place, leaving silver

mining the second place. There is every I'eason

why coffee culture should assume a very
important place among Mexican industries ;

the wonder is, in fact, that it should not have
taken that place long ago. But there is no reason
why other industries quite as reliable and remu-
nerative should be abandoned for coffee. Yet at

])resent there is danger of too much attention
being given to coffee. It is a convenient fact that
the soil that will produce coffee will also protluce

many other valuable articles of commerce
;
so

that on the same i)lantation may be grown
coffee, sugar, tobacco, and cotton, besides cereals

and vegetables. Of course, all these crops cannot
be grown everywhere

;
but there are many .sections

where they can be, and everywhere in the semi-
tropical regions the majority of them can be grown.
This being the case, it would seem to be rash to jjlace

all one’s reliance on a single crop, no matter what
that one may be. In fact, the future of the
tobacco and sugar industries of Mexico is pro-

bably as bright as that of coffee. The quality
of Mexico’s tobacco is being constantly imp>'oved
as tlie planters gain experience, and the foreign
demand for it is constantly increasing

;
,so that

it may be taken for granted that the time is

not very far distant vdien tobacco growing will

be one of the country’s greatest industries. ^Yhen
it is stated that, notwithstanding the fact that
Mexico probably possesses more first-class sugar
lands than .any other country, she does not
manufacture enough sugar to supply the home
market, it- will be understood that there is a
future for the sugar business in Mexico. In
some sections cotton must assert its impor-
tance, and should not be neglected in those sec-

tions, .since Mexico, instead of exporting that
fibre, is actually importing it. Then there are
the cereals which grow practically everywhere
coffee does, and many valuable vegetables that
the coffee planter should not neglect. Experience
has everywhere proved that it is not wise to

centre all hopes in a single crop. The Southern
plautei's of the LTnited States have learned by
bitter ex])erience that it will not do to place
their entire trust in sugar or cotton ; but iu both
combined they may rely, or in either combined
with cereals or vegetables. The coffee growers
of Mexi(s> should likewise be fruit growers, sugar
growers, and tobacco growers, as well. One crop
may fail, and possibly two, but it is very seldom
that all crops bail

;
there may be over|jroduction

of one crop, but hardly more than one the
same year.’’

^
WALNUT-SHELLS IN GROUND CINNAMON.

It appears that there is a big demand in certain
quarters of commercial London for walnut-shells,
which are used for adulterating ground cinnamon.
Dr. Bernard Dyer and F. H. Gilbard have been
looking into the matter, and they say in the Anahjst
that tne microscopic detection of powdered walnut-
shells in the cinnamon is not difficult, the scle-

17

renchyma of each being so different. The following
figures of the chemical examination seem, however,
to be more generally useful :

—

0 "
1 ^ * •

Average of Ground
five tiamples of walnut-
chip-s and iiuill shells

Moisture (lo.ss at lOUdeu; C) 12-11 9-97

Approximate volatile e.s.seu-

tial oil 1’57 0-27

Fixed ether extract 2 14 l-(iO

Alcoholic extract after ether 12-.57 3-()7

Total asli le.ss sand 4-22 0-S7
Asli soluble ill water 0-40 0-37

Ash insoluble in water - 2-70 0-30

Fibre 34-25 47'(i7

Nitrogen 0-.51 0-20

The items ‘volatile oil,’ ‘ acoholic extract,’

soluble ash,’ and ‘ nitrogen ’ would all be of assistance
in calculating the pei'centages in mixture of ground
cinnamon and walnut shells.—CAewwf and Dnuj<jint.

CULTIVATION OF THE ROSE.

(IJY A HOO.STER, FLORI.ST, INDIANA.

)

Situation and Soil.—The rose does not require as

sunny a situation as is often given it, but can be
grown far more satisfactorily if planted where it

will get all the morning sun, but be shaded through
the afternoon

;
and they should not be planted so

near to trees as to be overhung by them.

The best soil for rose gardens is a compost of two
parts rotted sods and one part well decayed manure.
The manure should not be on the surface, but
buried down into the earth, for the roots of roses
penetrate a considerable distance. A quantity of

fine gravel and sand mixed through the soil will

be highly beneficial, as this will give a drainage.

SuMMEK Treatment.—If the season is hot and
dry, the first part of July spread the clippings of

the lawn around the rose bushes, to the depth of

six inches
;
the growth will then not be retarded

by the drought, and the latter part of August will

give again a shower of fine bloom. Shallow hoeing
can be practiced weekly with good results. A liberal

supply of water twice a week will be sufficient, un-
less the season is very dry.

Stimui.ants.—The best stimulant is liquid manure
made from old rotted cow manure. To prepare it

take two gallons of manure, pour over it boiling
water to extract the strength and destroy insect

life. The liquid drained from this quantity of manure
and mixed with clear water, until it is the color
of tea will be sufficient to water three dozen rose
bushes.

Soot tea can also be used occasionally w'ith happy
results. A quart of boiling w'ater poured over a
table-spoonful of soot will make a fine fertilizer.

One half-pint of this liquid can be used to each
plant once every month. The two stimulants must
not be used together.

Ants a Pest in the Garden.—It ia very
often the case when rose bushes do not thrive as

they should, that the trouble is caused by ants
burrowing around them. A good remedy for this

is to dig a good coating of ashes into the soil

around them. This never fails to drive all insects
from the soil, and soon the bushes will resume a
healthy look, and grow all the better from the appli-

cation of this fertilizer.

Grubs.—The grey grub is very destructive to

young rose bushes. The surest and best way to
get rid of the grubs is to lift the bush and search
the soil carefully. They are often found one foot
away. Before planting again scatter a little wood
ashes through the soil. Grubs are not found of soil

which contains wood ashes.

Insecticides.—There is nothing better to keep rose
bushes free from all kinds of insects than tobacco
insecticide soap. If this is used on the foliage there
will be no trouble with lice, worms or any of the many
pests which soon destroy the foliage and flowers.

—

The MaxiHowor.
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TAR ?AVIN(i.

Tins is tnade bj' niixin;^- with fine breeze or
small coke just enough of thick refuse coal tar
to make it somewhat sticky. After preparing
the fouiulation (which, by tlie way, slioulil be
of concrete), put a tliin layer on the smooth
pre)>are<l svirface, then spreail a couple of inches
of metal or pel)l)les, or coarse gravel, or even
small coke, then another layer of prepared breeze
covereil lightly with line sand. Tlie whole is

now patted to an even surface. Sifted coke
ashes will do

; it is essential that all ingredients
should be thoroughly dry, and the tar made hot
and mi.xed with breeze and put on whilst hot.

—From Work for October.

A SIMPLE AND EEEE(T1VE WAY TO
STAIN Fi.OORS.

Take one pint of methylated spirits, in this

dissolve 4 oz. of shellac, tlien .add as much
In'own umber as will give the tone required in

at least two applications; this will give a walnut
linish. Similarly, N'enetian red may he added
for mahogany, and yellow ochre for [line.

When dry, smooth down with line glass-paper;

it may then be kept looking fresh by wi|)ing

o\er with a little linseed oil applied with ilan-

nel. ft also forms .a capital basis for wax or

French polish
;

or it may be linished bright by

“•ivin"' two co.ats of best oak varnish .
—From

Work.

THE KIRKLEES EST.VTE COMP.VNV,
REMIT ED.

The memorandum of Association of “ the Kirklees

Estate Company, Limited,” is published in Friday’s

(ia-:elfe. The object for which the Company is es-

tablished arestated to be : To purchase all that estate

called Kirklees, situated in the District of II da Tus-

sellawa, Ceylon, together with all the buildings, ma-
chinery, and stock thereon and thereto belonging, and

the crops thereof (as from the iirst day of January,

One thousand Eight hundred and Ninety-five, for the

sum of Ninety thousand Three hundred and Fifty-

two rupees and Ninety-four cents (R‘)0,Hr)‘2-‘)4J Ceylon

currency, upon such terms and conditions as may be

agreed upon between the Company and the pro-

prietor or proprietors of the said estate, and to mauu-

iacture tea leat and (or) other products. The nominal

capital of the Company is lilOO,000 divided into 1,000

shares of RlOO each. The followiu.; gentlemen have

already purchased a share each :
—Messrs. James

Forbes, Thos. Jones, G. W. Carlyon, G. H. Alston,

Alf. H. Ayden, A. J. Sawer, and C. E. H. Symons.

FORMOSAN CAMPHOR.

Formosan resources and industries are of course

attracting a good deal of journalistic attention in

Tokyo. The camphor forests of the island are

spoken of as a probable source of wealth, in view of

the facts that Japan and Formosa are practically

the only camphor-producing countries in the W'orld—

the Eorneo vegetable being of a different character

—and that the demand for camphor has increased of

late years. A naive comment is made by one of our

vernacular contemporaries, namely, that camphor

has been discovered to have properties fatal to the

mildew parasite
;
an assertion that might have been

addressed with greater interest to our ancestors

several generations ago. What we specially note,

however, is that the writers in the vernacular press

seem to ignore the important point that Formosan
camphor can not be suitai)ly relined without the

addition of a certain proportion of tho Japaneso

vegetable. If the experts of this country can dis-

cover the cause of that peculiarity, they may suc-

ceed in imparting a greatly increased value to the

camphor forests of Formosa .—Japan Mail,

HYDRAULIC LIMESTONE IN CEYLON.
^Ve are asked if we can mention any localities

in Ceylon in which limestone of a character
suited for Imrning lime having an hyilraulic

jiioperty can be obtained. So far as we know
there are only one or tw'o districts where stone of thi.s

description is found. Recently a letter ajipeared

in these columns the writer of which attributed

the fertility of the soil of the Jaffna peninsula
to the jiresence of an extensive formation of

limestone. This is to lie found therein in depo-
sits over a large area, and it is a very curious
formation. It is to the presence of this that tlie

growth of the peninsula is due. Upon and
around it the coral insect has for ages been
busy, and gradually the neck of land with its

outlying islets, have arisen abov'e sea-level.

Owing to the large admixture of magnesia in '

this limestone, its result wdien burnt is distinctly !

hydraulic. Indeed it has been used for con.struc-
|

tion work in the salt lagoons that intersect tlie

peninsula for very many years, the lime obtained )

from it setting very lairly well under water,
whether salt or fresh. It is not jiowerfully 1

hydraulic, [lerhaps owing to the limited amount
,

of magnesia present in the rock. The stone
is readily recognised by its hardne.ss and pale
yellow colour. It is exjiensive to burn, as it

requires firing for a much longer time, and with
a more intense heat, than suffices to calcine the

ordinary coral limestone to be found in the
neighbourhood. Consequently the cost of tliis

lime is fully four times as great as that of or-

dinary coral lime. For above-water work, how-
ever, it po.ssesses many advantages over ordinary
lime. It sets to an extreme hardness, and is

susceiitible to a high polish, while its natural

straw colour remains in the plaster obtained from it. '

Probably, the stone may hereafter form a valu-

able item of ex])ort from the Jalfna Peninsula,

ft is possible, moreover, that by some chemical
ailmixture the hydraulic properties pos.sessed liy the

lime it yiehls may be materially increased, nor
is it likely, th.at with the artilicial Portland cement 1

imported into this island at the jiresent low rate,
!

it would jtay to attemiit such experimenting on
any commercial scale. Owing to the enormous !

coiiqietitioii in the manufacture of Portlaml cement
^

by the Relgiansand Dutch, the cement mills of Eng- .

land can now hardly be made to pay. The product of I

these, although decidedly superior in quality of
|

that of their foreign conqietitors, lias an enforced ,

sale at prices which admit of export at an ex-
j

ceetlingly low rate, and it is at least question- |

able whether any local production could conqiete
with it in either price or quality. Nor can it

be likely that such an exhaustion of raw mate-
j

rials for English cement-making can ari.se as to

ever raise the price of it to a point at wliicli •

we could expect successfully to comiiete except,

])erhaps, in localities wliere the cost of inland
transport might reduce the balance. Chalk ami
chay, the two jirinie ingredients of the artilicial

Portland cement, are too plentiful throughout
England to make it likely that the manufac-
tui’e can ever become restricted for want of

these two items. Here, in Ceylon, the first of

these is wholly absent, while the second is not

of the qtialily best suited for the production of

cement. M’iiile, therefore, answering the (pies-

tion addressed to us to the best of our ability, i

i
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we should recommend tlie |>reference to be “iven

to tl'e best cements im])orted to the exclusion

of any attempt to utilize local material. At
the 8,'ime time we should be glad to bear from
corre.spondents who may be aware if the mag-
nesia limestone we have mentioned, and wbicb
some believe, to be limited to the Jatfna Peninsula,

is to be found elsewhere in the island.

THE AMSTERDAM CINCHONA TRADE IN
THE FIRST HALF OF 1895 .

June 20 .

Daring the first h.ilf of 1893 five public sales of

cinchona-bark have been held in Amsterdam, the

following being the quantities of bark offered at

them :

—

.1an 21 Feb -28 April 1 May 9 .Tune 13

Bark wliicli' had been
offered previou.sly

(packages) 2,131 3,282 3,051 1,319 2,-2S7

New lots (packages) 5,335 1,906 2,755 1,563 3,401

Total 7,766 8,188 5,306 5,903 5,691

Average per cent
sulpnate of quinine 1’63 4 '85 1-91 5-10 5-00

It will be seen that, out of a total of 33,353 pack-
ages, fully one third has been offered more than
once—a circumstance which, although intrinsically

of little importance, has contributed to intensify the
ah-eady depressed condition of the market. The bark
offered consisted of the following varieties :

—

Kilos
C Succirubra
C Ledgeriana
C Schuhkraft
C Officinalis

Hybrids, &c

101,635
2,606,560

2,207
29,032

310,717

3,0.50,187

It deserves attention that druggists’ berks of really

fine quality are steadily becoming scarcer, the Go-
vernment druggists’ barks especially having fallen

off greatly in respect to appearance. The richest

parcel of bark offered during the half-year was one
of 1.3 bales broken stem-quill of C Ledgeriana. It re-

presented 13-0.3 per cent of sulphate of quinine. The
average richness of the manufacturers’ barks was
4'88 percent. The total quantity of sulphate of quinine
in the bark at the five first auctions of the last five years
has been

—

1895 1891 1893 1892 1801
kilos kilos kilo.s kilos kilos

143,237 96,1.58 98,809 77,819 56,609

The division of the bark by weight, according to the
percentage of quinine represented by it, was

—

Per cent 1-2 2-3 3-4 1-5 .5-6

Kilos 23,985 235,612 .591,77 897,514 712,235
Percent 6-7 7-8 8-9 O'lo 10 and over
Kilos 407,017 110,080 11,800 16,113 .(,230

The following figures show the exports from .Java ui

the last four years in Amsterdan lb. (about half-kilo

each) ;

—

1895 1891 1893 1892
January 657,006 893,600 900,000 370,000
February 756,000 158,000 3.55,01 0 433,000
Jlarch 419,000 622,0i 0 626,000 360,000
April 615,000 515.000 679,000 350,000
May 402,700 900,000 711,000 400,00 1

January-May 2,879,700 3,288,000 3,-211,001 2,012,000
6,.532,0U0June-Decenibcr — 8,917,700 7,312,000

Total —
—Chemist and Druijgist,

12,205,700 10,586,000 8,511,000

AN INVESTMENT IN TEA.
Mr. .T. M. Murdoch left for Ratnapura today

after spending a few days in Colombo. A year ago
he purchased Carney estate, Ratuapui-a, and the
object of his visit to Colombo this week was to dis-

pose of a three-quarter share of that property to

Mr. George Wilson, who came to the island on a
globe-trotting trip two months ago and has been
staying with Mr. Murdoch, and wdio leaves tonight
for Bangkok by the “ Oxus.” Mr. Wilson hails from
DunVfrieshire, and he was through Colombo some
years ago. The price he has paid for the three-

guartei; ehtn'e p£ Carney is ^6 ,
0Wi The estate com*

prises in all 201 acres
;
of which 112 are opened in

tea, yielding (iOU lb. to the acre. Six aci-es of the
property formerly formed a part of Mr. W. G.
Sandison’s Asoka estate, and this portion is there-
fore producing seed-bearers—a fine paying little block.
Mr. Murdoch will continue in sole charge of the
estate.

THE WORK OF BACTERIA.
Tlie inve.stig<ation.s of b.acteriologists diu-ing the

jvast fifteen years have been of great beneiit in
tlic treatment of disea.ses and in explaining many
operations and |)lienomena tliat were little nil-

derstood. It has been discovered that the ma-
jority of the diseases which afflict man a7id ani-
mals are caused by bacteria. Bacteria are small
plants, and repre.sent the lowest form of orga-
nised life. They are invi.sible to the naked eye,
and can only he studied by the aid of the most
powerful microscopes. Twenty-live thousand of
them placed side by side would not make a line
more than an inch long. They consist simply of
a single cell and multiply, not by the seed, but
by each individual simply dividing itself into two
or more. They are in the air, in the earth, on
the clothing and body, in the mouth and no.se,

in fact everywhere, almost. We a.re indebted to
these little plants for boils and abscesses, for
fevers that exhaust our vitality, and the more
deadly contagious diseases that decimate our
population. They cause the dreaded tuberculosis
in our cattle, cholera in our pigs, and glanders
in our horses. And yet their work is not at all

bad. While some are destroying others are
building up. M’hile some are ivorking against
us others are working with us. The bread We
eat is made light and palatable by the work
of .some of tliese little plants

;
beer acquires its

head from the same source. The delicate fla-

vour so characteristic of good butter is mainly
produced by the M ork of bacteria in decomposing
the ca.sein. They cause the souring of milk and
the ripening of cream, which enables us to avoid
heavy losses of butter-fat in the buttermilk.—-
Mark Lane Express.

INDIAN PATENTS.
CalcnUa, J7th, Jane lSO-5.

The foes prescribed have been paid for the con-
timianco of exclusive privilege in respect of the
undermentioned inventions for the periods shown
against each :

—

Foil IMPnovEMENTS IN STOVES Oil Aril-IIEATINO AP-
PAiiATUS.—21 of 1891.—Samuel Clcland Davidson of
Sirocco Works, Belfast, Ireland, Merchant, for im-
provements in stoves or air-heating apparatus.
(Form 15th July 1895 to 11th July 1895.)
Whereas the inventors of the undermentioned in-

ventions have respectively failed to pay the fee
within the time limited in that behalf it is hereby
notified that the exclusive privilege of making,
selling, and using the said inventions in British
India, and of authorising others so to do, has
ceased
For improvements in the means or apparatus

FOR DRIVINU FANS FOR VENTILATING AND OTHER I’UR-
POSES. 218 of 188U-—Mr. S. C. Davidson's invention
for improvements in the means of apparatus for
driving fans for ventilating and other purposes.
(Spoeiheation filed 21st March En*
gineer.

Tiik Goffkf. Entkffri.sf in Mexico is evi-
dently going to he an important one to judge
by the intelligence fpioted on our fourth jiage.
Mexico has hitherto given a total export of about
200,000 cwt. of onr obi .staple ; but we may ex-
pect her to inn up to the half-million and even
the million cwt before many years are out.
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THE UNITED I’LANTEKS’ UOMPANV
OF CEYLON LIMITED.

KKl’OKT, 1894.

The Directors now present to the Sharelioklerstlicir
fourth annual I'eport. with the accompanying accounts
to the 31st December. IS'.M, and are glad to be able
to show continued satisfactory progress. With the
rather finer system of plucking recently adopted, the
yield of tea has been somewhat smaller than the

E
revious year. This must, how-ever, be partially attri-

uted to the abnormally dry season in Ceylon, but
slightly improved prices have compensated for. the
shortness of yield. During the year 1'20 acres of new
land have been planted in tea, and are reported u])on

satisfactorily. The accounts now presented show a
balance of profit of ft;,,S23 IDs. .Sd., after paying an
interim dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum,
all current expenses and upkee]) of machinery and
buildings, and after writing f'2,000 off the Factories
and Machinery account, £ 1,000 off the new clearings

account, and making further provision for the Superin-
tendents’ Fund. The Directors now propose to add
£ 1,000 to reserve account, bringing the amount of

that account up to £5,000. to pay a final dividend of

of 3J per cent ,
free of Income Tax, making 0 per

cent, for the year, and to carry forward a balance
of £944 IDs. 8d. The Directors have again to express

their satisfaction with the energy and zeal displayed

by the Superintendents in the management of the

estates.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Weights and Takes.—Referring to the growing ten-

dency in Mincing Lane to do away with tares and allow-

ances of very description, the drocer says ;
“ This

has been shewn in the consideralion of an alteration in

the terms under which various articles of produce are

being sold, proposed by importers, and which is re-

ceiving considerable opposition from the dealers. At
present those protiosals are, we believe, confined

to coffee, cocoa, pepper, and sugar, though it is

not at all unlikely that, if the proposed altera-

tions were to be adopted, tea, various spices, and
other articles would soon receive attention with a

view to the abolition of draft allow'anccs. At pre-

sent it is not practicable to give the exact nature of

the pi’oposals, as we understand there is difference

of opinion even among those by whom they are

advanced. With reference to coffee, it will be re-

membered that on casks a draft varying from lib.

to 5 lb., acording to weight, is allowed, and on

bags from 1 lb. to 4 lb. The allow.ance on sea damaged
packges was in addition to these ordinary drafts,

which therefore remain though the damage allowance

is discontinued. In the opinion ofsome the remaining

draft allowance is unreasonable because excessive, and it

is even urged that such allowances are felt to be

detrimental to the port of Jjondon, because shippers

prefer to send their consignments to Continental

ports, where it is stated, these allowances do not

exist. Inquiries have, however, been made into

the matter, and it has been found that

though there is no draft generally allowed on the

Continent or in the United States on Brazilian

coffee, yet drafts similar to those of Ijondon are

allowed"^ in the case of Fast India and Central

American, and all other coffee which forms

the bulk of the trade of liondoii. Seeing the

loss which there is upon coffee from sampling

(brokers' sainiilcK liciiig very heavy), etc., it is

not unreasonable to expect that there will bo con-

siderable opposition to any attempt to abolish the

draft. With reference to cocoa, pepper and sugar,

certain alterations in the pre.sent methods of weigh-

ing and taring are also suggested, whilst a strong

protest is being made against what is consi-

dered an excessive amount of ‘ turn of the scale

which is recognised in the (lort of Lon-

don 'J-he advocates of the change ui'ge that what

they call the liberal terms which are now

obtained by buyers from importers are having a detri-

pental ttfect pu trade vt the port, and that

shippers nke sending their produce to ports where
they have not to make such large allowances. Careful

inquiry as to Continental customs, however, shows
that many of the terms which prevail in London
are similar to those of foreign ports. It has also

been poinle 1 out that trade in the port of London
is more affected by steamship competition than by such

questions as drafts and tares. Whatever be the ex-

planation of the alleged falling off in the trade of

the port, care must be taken that the buyers are

not unjustly treated in order to assist the importers.”
— //. and Mail.

LOCAL NEW MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES.

We had no idea that .Messns. Cave A <’0. had got
so far as “construction” of new instrunients in

what we supposed to he their Musical Instru-

nient Repairing Departniciit; hut this is what we
read with both surjirise and .satisfaction in their

late.st “ Review ”
:—

To test the skill of our staff \vc attempted the
mauufactare of a pianoforte. The result was most
successful. The piano sold for a good price within a
a few days of completion, and stands in excellent
order. We have built a pipe organ with success.
We h.ive manufactured harmoniums, and for value in
this line we challenge competition with English
manufacturers. Our staff of Sinhalese mechanics con-
nected with our pianoforte-repairing department is

now very large. The head men have been with us
for ten years or more. During this time they have
worked under experienced European assistants and
liave become very jn-oficient. Their work is always
accurate and reliable.

Our picture-framing department has become very
extensive, giving employment to a large number of

hands. It is fitted with machinery and appliances
enabling us to execute framing work, in the best
possible style, expeditiously and economically. We
hold large stocks of materials necessary for this class

of work, including 30,000 feet of various kinds of

moulding \S'ith this large stock we arc able to

manufactiuc fi-anics, suitable for the smallest mini-
ature or the largest oil painting, in two hundred
different patterns. We can also make photo-screens
and frames of other materials than wood, such as
plush, leather Ac. as well as of auy of the woods
of Ceylon.
We have, ourselves, given considerable attention to

the manufacture of golf clubs, which have been very
readily appreciated by purchasers, and our increas-
ing sales I- re an indication of our success in this
matter. All material used in their manufacture is

imported, and i.s of the finest (juality. The timber
both of heads and shafts is thoroughly seasoned,
and the irons are of the best material and finest

models ])rocurable. We invite the comparison of

these clubs with those of any other maker, for
strength, finish, modellin<g lay, driving power. The
price, which is considerably lower than that of im-
iiorted clubs, is a further recommendation.
Thoso results- in so niiuiy (le])artments—rellect

the bighe.st credit on this enterprising Fort
I'inn and their stall' an.l we wotilcl point
out that nolliing is inoie dosinible in an agri-
cnllui'al country like ('eyion than tlie c-stab-

lisliment of sncli niannfactnring imlustries and
nollung inoi'e (h'serving of enconragenient at

th(' h.anils t)f ,an intelligent, (irogrossive Govern-
ment. Rut w hat do wo find 'I'hat most- of the
raw material used by Messrs. Gave A: Go. i.s

ta\<’d at the Gnstoiiis and this is also the ejuse

to a great extent with the extremely interesting

new indnst ri('s stalled by Messrs. Geo. Armitago
A Go. In both cases, the tarill' is decidedly dis-

couraging allliongli we pointi'd out- at the time,
how easily the nece.ssary raw matmials in these
industrii's could be added to the free list, wlien

a revision was maile last year. Messrs. Gave
Co, fiu'uiteh us with thQ loH'otying ineifforaiulum
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All raw material has to bear duty. For Pianos,
organs and harmoniums:—Wires, reeds, felts, leathers,

celluloid, &c.
;
Framing :—Moulding, glass and boards

for backs as well as cardboards for mounts. Golf
Clubs, d'c., all raw materials pay duty. We are
making the last by the gross at a time. Our new
Oil Engine is likely to be ready for work early next
week

;
but how wrong that we have to pay 25 cents

duty on every gallon of oil used for it.

We trust tlie time i.s fast approaching when
Ceylon may have a far more enlightened Customs
Taritf than the i)resent one.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Centbai. Tea Company of Ceylon, Ltd.—Under
this title a new company has just been registered,

with a capital of £45,000 in 10 shares. Object, to

carry into effect a certain agreement, and to acquire
certain tea estates in the island of Ceylon. The
directors are J. S. Holmes, H. K. PiUtherford, and
W. H. Anderson, tjualification, £250. Remuneration
to be fixed by the company. Registered office, 21,

Mincing Lane, E.C.

—

II. and C. Mail.

Value of Plantation Propekty in Coorg.
—From the Travancore Star do we get the fol-

lowing interesting paragraph. Sue!) estimates
have seldom been made outside of Ceylon :

—
The planters of Coorg have done a wise thing in

trying to estimate the value of their industry. Be-
ing a first attempt, it cannot be viewed as more than
an approximation to accuracy, but it goes far to show
the magnitude of the interests involved, and for the
reason will be found useful. According to this estimate
European and Native Coffee Estates in Coorg repre-

sent a capital value of from ,£1,700,000 to £2,000,000,

they circulate annually about £300,000 in upkeep and
employ .50,000 labourers. Coorg is a small province
p.na if it can show so large a stake, how much larger

must that be of the Nilgiris and Malabar, the She-
varoys, the Pulnis and Travancore combined.

A Camhpor INDU.STRY.—We have seen nothing
to discourage planters of camphor tree.s from
anticipating a time wlien such tree.s sliould prove
jirofitable yielder.s of the valuable ]iroduct, or add
considerably to the wealth of their projierties. Cin-
chona trees in South America forests were very
old in many cases ; hut marketable bark was
also got' freely from trees of live years and up-
wards.—Here is .an account of the ])iocess of cam-
phor e.xtraction ;

—

After a tree is felled, the wood is cut into chips,

which are placed in the rude boiler or still. This is

provided with a false bottom, through which the
steam rises, and as it passes through the wood it

carries with it the camphor. The vapor is then
conducted by the pipe to a condenser containing
several partitions filled with cold water

;
in the sides

of these partitions are aiiertures opening alternately,

so that the vapor takes a circuitous route, and in

the passage the camphor is deposited in crystals

upon the bamboo screens. From these screens the
crystals can be readily removed, and they provide an
efficient means for draining off the oil. The process is

an ancient one, but it is so firmly adhered to by the
natives, and it suits the purpose so well that there ap-
pears to be a long future for it.

Experimenls are likely to be m.ade locally liefote

long, and we shall ]mbli.sh the result, mean-
time collecting .all useful inform.ation on tln^ sub-

ject.

n n A CM P Q Q ess.ay describing a really

ULnllNLuOi genuine Cure for Ucafne.ss,

Kinging in Kars, Ac., no matter how severe or long-
standing, will be sent i*)st free.—Artificial Har-
drums and similar appliances entirely superseded.
Address THOMAS KEMl’F, ^'lGTORtA CHAM-
BERS, 19, SyuTUAMPTuiN’ Buildings, Holborn,

Agave Rigida Vak. Sisalana.—We have at pre-
sent planted out 14 large plants each ‘'about 5 to
5J feet high, the largest leaf measuring 54 inches
long by 4 inches broad

; 36 smaller sized plants,
3 feet or under: 90 plants, 2 feet or less; 42 plants
about 1 foot high and 95 plants about 6 inches
high. These two last are waiting favourable op-
portunity to plant out. Altogether we have 277
plants and .about 30 more suckers just beginning to
show from the base of the old plants.—Aeri-Z/orifc?//
tuval Sodetn of Madras.

^ ^Jontcul

Ceylon St.vple Exports.—The comparison for
two half-years a.s showm in the Chamber of Com-
merce return, bst Jan. to 1st July, is as follows :

1891. 189.5. Increase.

Tea, lb. . .45,225, .500 51,667,796 6,442,296
Coffee, cwfc. 12,981 38,303 25,322
Cocoa, ,, 11,178 18,962 7,784
Cardamoms, lb. 163,761 213,742 49,981
Cinchona, „ 1,029,998 498,973 531,025'
Cinnamon „ 892,513 1,107,183 214,670
Coconut Oil, cwt. 189,243 143,629 45,614'
Plumbago,
Dessicated

„ 122,.582 130,539 7,957

Coconut, lb. 1,648,487 3,.588,915 1,940,428

According to the Cu.stoms Department, the com-
parison for the same jieriods, is as follows :

—

Tea, lb.

1894. 1995. Increase.
.48,320.114 53,962,285 5,642,171

Coffee, cwt. . 13,129 41,104 27,975
Cocoa, ,, . 12,372 20,298 7,926
Cinchona, lb. . 803,143 528,777 274,366*
Rice, (imported)

bushels . 3,184,117 3,572,992 388,875
* Decrease.

Trout in the Horton Plains.—Mr. Thomas
Farr of Bogawantalawa has a letter in the
local “Times” on this subject which is a little
puzzling-. He says no one has hitherto poached

;

but wnat is “fishing without a license” but
poaching in a special degree? Ho^vever, we are glad
to learn that it is unlikely coolies or other
natives interfeie with the fish and the following--
information is interesting :— °

“It may not be generally known that there are
.about ten miles of the Belihuloya on the Horton
Plains, running at an elevation of from 6,600 feet
to over 7,000 feet, of sufficient depth and volume to
be eminently suitable for the well-being of trout, and
every effort should be made to thoroughly stock the
whole river. Funds will, I feel convinced, be readily
available as soon as it becomes known that this
splendid stream is to receive the attention it merits
from the Trout Fund Committee. That the fish will
breed it is, I should say, very probable, and the
larger the number of fry introduced the greater will
that probability become. Between fifty and sixty
good fish have been taken out of the stream during
the past six months, and very nearly all of these are
from the 250 fry turned down by Mr. Fowler last
year. Judging by the condition and growth of the
fish, thers seems to be abundance of food, in spite
of the entire absence of any indigenous fish upon
which they could prey. These fish, the so-called
stone loach, so common in all other up-country
streams, could easily be introduced, should the stock
of trout become so large as to make this desirable.”

it is not \cry jikely, however, we repeat, that the
piesenl Trout kuml Committee will go on .stockin'^
Horton Plains .sti’oam if the subscribers are to be
chargeil K.5 per day for fishing, apart from tlieii
present or prospective contribiiHon.s to the Fund,
seeing it would be open to any outsider who '--ives
notliing to .said fund, to get on ecj[ual ternm by
a li\e-iupee license, b learly the Committee must
get full control from Government of all the
streams it undertakes to stock and look after,
and (hen one subscription-license-fee will be
enough for fishing in any or all. A.s .soon as
this IS arranged, we feel sure fund.s will How in
most libet'RUy—ljut HQt before,

-
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dkik; report.
(From Chemist and Drufjgist)

The Amsterdam Cinchona-auctions.

June 13th.

Our Amsterdam correspondent telegraphing on
Thursday night, states that at the cinchona-auctions
held in that city 5,930 packages of .Java cinchona
were offered, of which only 3,474 sold at an aver-
age unit of 2-87c per half kilo, or about 9-16ths d.
per lb., a decline of about *2 per cent on the auc-
tions of May 9th, when the average was 2-9‘2e. The
result of the sale was a great disappointment to
many holders, who had expected a slight advance. The
approximate quantities of sulphate of quinine (in
kilos) purchased by the principal buyers were as fol-
lows; Philadelphia and Paris, 8,2*27

; Rrunswick,
984

; Mannheim and Amsterdam, 461
;
Frankfort-on-

Main and Stuttgart, 2,471 ; Auerbach, 1,791 ; Howards& Sons, 2,445. The range of prices for manufacturers’
barks was from IJc to ‘29c, foi- druggists’ from 7ic
to 75ic per half kilo. The general tone is dull and
depressed.

London, July 4.

Caffeine—Very firmly held, and almost unobtainable
on the spot—27s per lb being the nearest quotation. For
delivery 21s to 22s per lb is asked.

Kssentiai. Oil— (Jitronella oil is very firmly held at Is
4d on the spot for fair native brands in tins or bottles,
and Is 4Jd for ditto in drums. The prices for arrival
are Is 3d for tins, and Is 3Jd for drums, c i f terms—
shipment within the next six months. Lemongrass oil
rather scarce and firm at l|d per oz on the spot and ]4d
c 1 f terns. Bids in the last-named position slightly be-
low the quoted price have been refu.sed.
Quinine-

R

ather easier. .Small sales have been made
this week at 12sd per oZ for IIB brand, second-hand.
B A .S brand in the same position cannot easily be had
below 12Jd per oz.

— —
INDIAN TEA SALES.

(From Watson, Sibthorp <t* Co.’s Tea Report.)

CalcUTT.V, July *2;h*(l, 1,S9.").

14,857 packages changed hands in the sales held
On the 18th instant. There Was an active demand
from various markets and prices for all grades, ah
though somewhat irregular, were very firm With
here and there an inward tendency, especially oil

the better grades. The demand for the Colonies
and Bombay was stronger than it has been lately
and kept suitable teas very steady.

'The average price of the 14,857 packages sold is

As. 8-0 or nearly 8^d per lb. as compared with
15,531 packages sold on the 19th July LS94 at
As. 10-.5 or about lO.^d per lb. and 15,607 packages
sold on the 20th July 1893 at As. 8-0 or about 9i(d
per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 20th July from here
to Great Britain are 22,968,603 lb. as compared with
19,426,878 lb. at the corresponding period last season
and 17,162,847 lb. in 1893.

Note.—Last sale’s average was As. 8-3 or about
8Jd per lb.

Exchange.—Document Bills, 6 months’ sight. Is
l-.5-16d

Freight.—Steamer £1-16-3 per ton of .50 c. ft.

(From William Moran <f* Co.’s Marhet Report.)

C.VLCUTTA, .Inly 2.’Jr(l, 189.5.

TE.\.—During the past fortnight there has been a
rather better feeling in the market, and at both
the weekly auctions, hold on the 11 th and 18th

,instants there was more spirit in the biddings. Good
to fine teas have sol.l at firm prices, occasionally
showing some sliglit advance. IMedium sorts have
been very steady, excepting good leaf pekoes with-
,out much liquor, which have gone a trifle easier.

.Common and ordinary sorts are, if anything, a
sliade highsr.

Tlio quality generally has been ratlicr better,

though the proportion of really good and fine teas

•has not been largo. Tlie quantity offered was 30,916
jiackages, of whicb 30,609 were sold.

Total quantity of Tea passed through Calcutta
FROM 1st April to 21ht .July.

1895. 1894. 1893.
Great Britain 23.074,574 20,455.878 17,575,502
Foreign Europe 81,033 38,7*20 32,419
America 55,940 46,170 23.3:40
Asia
Australia and New

611,408 349,312 ;473,.586

Zealand 1,077,244 855,236 835,480

24,900,199 21,745,316 18,810,317

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Camphor is one of the articles which have of late

been mounting up in price. From about 75s to 170s

per cwt., such is the extent of the recent rise in the
value of this article. For years past, it appear.^, a
wholesale destruction of the camphor tree forests

has been going on in order to obtain the product,
and to such an extent have tlie depredations been
carried that there was considerable danger of the
tree a few years hence becoming completely extinct.

With the object of preventing this it has been de-

cided that in future the trees are not to be felled,

but only bled, and as a consequence supplies are
likely henceforth to De on a smaller scale. Already
the imports have greatly decreased, only 3,355 tubs
having been landed this year in comparison with
6,410 in the corresponding period; but consumption
is likewise adapting itself to the restriction of sup-
plies, the deliveries having fallen from 6,710 to 3,550
tubs, and so stock show very little alteration from a
year ago, being now 4,015 tubs, compared with 4,585
in May last year .—Dandee Arh^ei tiser.

Moth-catching Plant.—Read letter from Rev. G.
Richter, dated Mercara, 22nd February, 1895 (at

Agri-Horticultural Society, Madras,) forwarding a
cutting from “ Public Opinion” dated January 18th,

of a Moth-c.atching plant and recommending the
Society to introduce the plant ;

—

“ This plant {Aramjia albenn), which is a native of

Southern *Afrioa, was introduced to New Zealand
quite accidentally about seven years ago, and since
then it has been extensively propagated there, on
account of its effective service as a killer of destruc- ,

tive moths. Wherever the climate is mild the plant
is an exceedingly free grower

;
it twines and climbs

with great luxuriance, and produces immense num-
bers of white or pinkish flowers, which have a very
agreeable scent. These flowers attract innumerable
moths. On a summer evening a hedge of araugias
will he covered by a perfect cloud of moths, and in

the morning there will not be a single flower that
does not imjnison one or two, and sometimes as many
as four insects of various sizes and genera. The action
of the araugia is purely mechanical. The calyx of

the flower is rather deep, and the receptacle for its

sweet juices is placed at its base. Attracted by the
powerful scent and the prospect of honey, the moth
dives down the calyx, and protrudes its proboscis
to reach the tempting food. But before it can do
so the proboscis is nipped between two strong, hard
black pincers, which guai’d the passage and once
nipped there is no escape for the moth, which is held
as in a vice, by the extreme end of the proboscis,
and dies miserably. The rationale of the process is

not yet explained. A plant of araugin, covering a
space of ten yards in length will destroy many
hundred moths every night, and consequently pre-
vent the ravages of fifty times as many larviu. It
is however, a singular fact that in New Zealand,
where the plant lias often been cultivated for the
express pnrjiose of destroying the detested codlin
moth ( ('ar/iinipna.pnmenal/a ), that wily insect declines
to enter the trap .

—Detroit I rcc Dress.

mHE BEST SOAPS FOR WARAfCLBfAT iTs
‘

1 arc CAT.VERT’S TOILET KOAl’ ((id. T.a-

hlets) and I’RH 'KLY-M E.VT SO,\ I*
(
6d. .and Is.

bars), pleasantly perl'niiied, I'nr Rath or Toilet,
(loiitaiiiiiig to per cent , of I ’lire Uarholic.

sorviucahie as preventatii cs of Rriekl^’-licat and
ullior skin in italion. bold at Clieiiiisl.-*, Stores, (.k’c.

f. C* CALVERT & CO., Manchkster, -
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COLOMBO PRICE CURKENT.

( Furnished bij the Chamber of Comnierce).

Colombo, July 29, 1895.

Exchanof. on London.—Bank Selling Rates :—On

demand 1/1 1-19; 1 months’ sight 1/1 3-32
;
6 months’

sight 1/U. Bank Bni/ing ii’at es -.—Credits 3 months

sight 1/1 7-32
;

15 months’ sight 1/li . Documents 3

months’ sight l/lj: 9 months’ sight 1/1 9-32.—Closing

rates. , , ,, .

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, IU6-00 to RlG'aO. Estate Crops in Parch-

ment, delivery per bushel,—No quotations. Plan-

tation Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cvvt,

11S3-00 to R85-00. Plantation Estate Coffee t.o.b.

Special Assortment per cwt,—No quotations. Liber-

ian parchment on the spot per bushel, HI.. oO.

Garden and Chetty Parchment on the spot per

bushel,—None offering. Garden and Chetty Coffee

f.o.b. per cwt,—No quotations. Native Coffee f.o.b.

per cwt, R75-00.—Asked.
^ 1 u 1

Ti-a.—

A

verage Prices ruling during the week : liroken

Pekoe, per lb 59c. Pekoe per lb .50c. Pekoe

Souchong, per lb 37c. Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 27c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona B-Irk.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine

per lb Ol^c. to 3c.—1 to 4 % nominal. Twigs and

Branch.—No quotations.

Cardamoms.—per lb 90c. to R1'90.

Coconut Oiu.—Mill oil per cwt, Rl;>’62 to lllO 00.-^

Asked. Dealer’s oil per cwt.—Asked. Coconut oil in

ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton, R.347‘50 to R3.52 50.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked and undried) per cwt, R30 to R40.

Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R42'00 to R48'50.

Coconut Cake.—(Poonac) f.o.b.^per ton, R50 to 1160.00.

—Nominal.
Com Yarn.-Nos. 1 to 8 per cwt, Rb'OO to R15-00.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 and 2 only per lb 574c. Ordi-

ary Assortment, per lb 53Jc. to 54c. 01--1
Plumbago Firm :—Large Lumps per ton, RloO to

R330. Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to R290.

Chips per ton, 1180 to R150. Dust per ton, R30 to 100.

Ebony.-Per ton.—Govt, sales in August.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R6'75 to R7’90.
_

Pegu and Calcutta Caluiida per bag R6'87 to R7 10 .

Coast Calunda per bushel, R3'05 to R3-20.

Muttusamba per bushel, R3'25 to R3-G2.

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—No quotations.

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, R10'50 to RIO G’2.

Freights.

Cargo.

Tea
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
Coconuts in bags
Other Cargo
Broken Stowage

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil • • 32/6

Plumbago • • 32/6

New York rates per steamer
12 '6 @ 15/ above London rates.

O +3

0 q c

s. d.

25/

25/

22/6

25/

25/

12/6

a
d.

5/3

£ ®
fl,

cn .

0 u
f—A +3

CO

s a

- fl

% S
C6 Lj

W PP

s. d. R. c. s. d.

25/ 25 22/6

25/ 25 22/6

25/ 25 22/6

25/ 25 22/6

2V 25 22/6

with transhipment

l.UCAL MARKET.

B>/ Mr. A. M. Chittambalam, 7, iiaillie St., Fort.

Colombo, July 31st, 1895.

1115-00 to 15-25 per bushel.

15-50 to 16-00 do
65-00 to 66-00 per cwt.
72-00 to 73 00

13 00 per bushel (nominal).

67-00 per cwt.
0'70 to 2-00 per lb. (nominal).

22 00 to 35-00 per cwt. do

Garden Varchment
Chetty do

Native Coflee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—(nominal)
Rice.—Market is quiet :

—

Kazla
boolye

R6-40 tc

6-76 ti

6-50
7-25

per b.og.

do

Callund a 7-00 to 7-37

Coast Ca llunda 2-75 to 2'90 per bushel.
Kuruve (Scarce)
Muttus amba 3-15 to 3-40 do

Cinnamon.—Quoted Nos. 1 to 4, ,at 53c and Nos. 1 and 2 at
56 cents per lb. (nominal).

Chips.—

R

55 00 per candy (nominal).
Coconuts.—

O

rdinary R35-OO to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal).
do Selected 42 00 to 45-00 do do

Coconut oil.— 15-75 to I6-00 per cwt. do
Copra.—Market (piiet:—

Kalpitiya R47-00 to 4S-Q0 per candy.
Jlarawila 46 '00 to 46-5# do
Cart Copra .. 40 00 to 45-00 do

Poonac.—Gingelly ’ 100-00 to 105-00 per ton.

Chekku 75-00 to 80-00 do
Mill (retail) 55 '00 to 57 ‘50 do

Ebony.—quotations at RlOO to R185 (nominal).
Satinwood.—cubic feet 1’50 to 2-12 do
Halmilla.— do 1-00 to 1-25 do
KiTUL Fibre.—Quoted at R30-00 per cwt. (nominal).
Pai.jivra Fibre.—Quoted nominally :—No buyers.
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned R15-00 to 17'00 per cwt.

do Mixed 10-00 to 13-00 do
Indian do 7-00 to 9 '00 do
Do Cleaned 10 00 to 14-00

Sapan AVood.—Quoted. 55-00 to 60 00 per ton.

Kerosine Oil—American 7-00 to 7-12 Per case.

do Russian 6-25 to 0"30 Per ca.se.

Kapok.—Cleaned f. o.b ;— 26-00 to 27-50 (nominal.)
do Uncleaned 5-00 to 5-50 do

Croton Seed 13-00 to 17 00 do
Nux. Vomica 2'50 to 3-00 per cwt.

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION 189.'-.
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COUNTRIES.

To

United

Kingdom

•

,,

Austi-ia

„

Belgium

,,

France

,,

Germany

„

Holland

„

Italy

„

Russia

,,

Spain

,,

Sw-eden

„

Turkey

„

India

„

Australia

„

America

,,

Africa

,,

China

„

Singapore

„

Mauritius

„

Malta

Total

exports

from

1st

Jan.

to

29th

July

1896

do

189«

do

1893

do

1802
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
(From S. Figgis <£* Co.’s Fortnightly Price Gnrrent, London, 3rd July 1895)>

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylon, Malras

Coast and Zanzibar.

ALOES, Soootrine ...

Zanzibar & Hepatic
BARK, CINCHONA Crown

Red

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow

Mauritius & Madagascar...
CARDAMOMS—

AUepee
Mangalore ...

Malabar
Ceylon
Teil oheriy

Mysore

Long Ceylon

CASTOR OIL,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CINNAMON,

QUALITY.

IsU
2udb

CLOVES,

lets
2nd
3rds

4ths & 5ths
Cnips

Zanzibar
and Pemba.

Hood and tine dry liver.,

Common and good
Renewed
Original stem
Renewed
Chips and shavings
Sli.’ sof. to gd. hard brig

Dark to fair

Pair to fine

Fair to fine clipped
Bold. bright, fairto flue...

Clipped, bold, bright fln<

Middling, stalky i lean
Good to fine

Brownish
Fair to fine pmp. clipd

„ ,, small
Shelly to good ..

Seeds
White
Fair and good pale
Fair to fine bright
Ord’y. and middling ..

Ord'y. to fine quill

STEMS
COCULUS INDICUS
COFFEE

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted...

CUTCH
dragons BLOOD, Zan.

GALLS, Bussorah& Turkey

Cut A
B & C

Cochin Rough

GINGER, Calicut,

Bengal Rough,
GUM AMMONIACUM ...

ANIMI, washed ...

scraped.,

ARABIC E.I. & Aden..

Ghatti

Amrad clia.

Madras
ASSAFGETIDA

KINO
MYRRH, picked

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop..

pickings.,

siftings ..

INDIARUBBER ...

East African Ports, Zanzi-

bar and .Mozambique Coast

Assam,

RaDgOOn •••

Madagascar, Tamatave,
j

Majunga and Nos.sibe (

Bladder Pipe
Puiae ...|

Woody and hard
Good ordinary

Fair to fine bright
Common dull and mixed

Common to good
Fair sifted

Bold to fine bold color)

Midding to fine mid
Low micl and low grown
Good to fine bright sounn
Ordinary dt middling
Ordinary to fine fresh ...

Pair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to fine dark blue ...

Good white and green • •

Good to fine bold

Small and medium
Common to fine bold ••

Small and D’.s

Fair to good
Blocky to fine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts

Part yellow & mixed do.

Bean & Pea size ditto

,4mber and red bold
Medium & bold sorts

Good to fine pale frosted
sifted

Sorts, dull red to fair ...

Good to fine paleselected
Sorts middling to good
Good and fine pale
Reddish to pale brown ...

Dark to tine pale
Fairto fine p'liky block...

and drop
Ordinarystony to midlin
Fair to fins bright

Fair to fine pale

Middling to good
Fair to fine white
Reddish to middliug ...

Middling to good pale ...

Slightly foul to fine

Red hard clean ball

White softisb ditto

IJnriperoot
Liver and Lamu Ball ...

Sausage, ordinaryto fine

" without sticksi

Good to fine ...|

Common foul & middling

Fair to good clean

Good tofinepiiiky&white
Fairtogood black

/ good to fine pale

\ dark to feir

Clean thin to line bold...

Dark mixed to fine pa'o...

QUOTATION,S.

EAST INDIl Continued
East Coast Africa. Mala-

QUALITY.bar and .Madras Coast, quotations
Bengal.

£3 10b a £5 Kurrachee Leaf G.iod and fine pale
2s Id a 3a

30s a 80s
INDtGO Bengal

Re 1 part thin Is 2d a Is lid
2d a 4jd Middling to fine violet..

Is 6d B. 59 6d
Ijd a 3d

Kurpah
Ordinary to middling .. 3s 2 1 a 4s 3d

id a 4d Fair to good reddish viole
2s 8da3s 6d

1 1 a 41 Ordinary and middling
13 gd a 2s Gd

£7 10s a £8 Madras (Dry Leaf) Middling to good Is 8d a 2s lOd
£6 a £7 Low to ordinary 7d als 6d
£6 12s 6 a £7 5s IVORY-Elepliants’ Teeth

60 lb & upwards Soft sound £5“ a £66
Is a 2s 6d over 30 & under 60 lb

f > »» £48 lOs a £61
Is lOd a 2s 8d 60 a 100 lb. ... Hard ,, ,, £.35 a £42
ls8da 2s 3d Scrivelloes ... Soft ,. close & Wile £22 a £35 lOs
Is 3d a Is lid BllliarJ Ball Pieces 2| 1 Sound soft £80 a £97
Is 6d a Is 8i Bagatelle Points Sli. def.to fine sound sofi £51 a £63
9s a Is 4d Cut Points for B,all 8 ... Shaky 10 fine solid sd. sf £65 a £78
Is 9d a 4s 2 1 Mixed Points & Tips... Detective, part hard £33 a £44i
Is 21 a Is fid Cut Hollows Thin to thick to sd. sft £25 a £41
Is Id a 2s lid Sea Horse Teeth — ...

Is lid a 2s Id 1 a 1 i lb. Straight orked part close
Is a 3s 6d

2Jd a 31 dYRABOLANES, Bombay Bhimlies I, good & fine

2id a 2Jd pale 7s 9d
2?s a 30s ,, II, fair pickings 3s 6d a 4s 3d
24s a 27s Inbbieporel, good & fine

3^d a Is 4d pale Gs a 7s
Sid a Is 3d ,, If, fair rejections 3s 6d a 4s Gd
"id a is Vingorlas. good and fine Is a 5s 6d
7d a fd Madras, Upper Godavery Good to fine picked 3s 6i a 6s Gd
•2id 1

1

tt • • Comiuou to middling ... 3s 3d a 4s 6d

dd a 3id
2Jd a 3d

Coast ... Fair ... 4s 4d a 4s Gd
Pickuif^ii Burnt and defective ... >8 3d a 4s

MACE, Bomb.iy ... Dark to good bold pale .. Is Gd a 2s
Id W’doom.darktoline bold 4d a Gd
89 a 13s n’UT-MEGS. » » • •• Go’s a 81’a Is lid a 2s lOd
108s a 115s 90’s a 125’s Is 3d a IB lod
lOls a 117s s'UX VOMICA Fair to good boll fresh 63 a 9s
93s a 100s II L. CIN.VA.MON Good heavy tjd a Is 6d
lOs a 2 Js CrniONELLIC Bright & good flavour... id a Id
7s a 3s LE.MONGRASS ... 1 » » » • »

Mid. to fine, not woody
Picked clean flat leaf ...

s Sd
28s a 31s JRCHELLAlgcyloa ...

WEED
Us a Ifia

20s a 32s 12s a 18s
2 IS a 50s Wiry 22s a 32s
17s a 50s PEPPER—
35s a 40s Malabar, Black sifted ... Fair to bold heavy 2jd a 2jd
(57s a 76s 6d Alleppee & Cochin ,, good „ 13d a 2Jd
dOs a fiSs Tellicherry, Black .. uom. 3jl
34s a 36s PLUMBAGO, Lump Fair to fine bright bold 16S a 16s
32s a 33s -Middling to gool small lOs a 13s
22s 61 a 23s Chips Dull to line bright Is 6s a 8s Gd
20s a 50s Dust Ordinary to fine bright... 2s a 6s
£9 a £11 lOs {ED WOOD Fair and fine bold £3 Ids a £4
£8 lOsa £S15s 3AFFLOWER, Bengal Good to liiiepiiiky nominal 95s a lOOs
£4 a £7 lOs Ordinary to fair 70s a 80s
£5 a £7 Inferior and pickings ... 30s a 80s
£4 a £7 SANDAb WOOD, Logs Fair to good flavour ... £30 a £60

Chips.. Inferior to fine £4 a £8
lOs a 42b C'i 4EEDLAC Ordinary to fine bright .30s a lOs
30^ a 37 j* 6«1 sENNA, Tinnevelly Good to fine bold green Gd a 81
12s 6 1 a 45s Fair middling lediuiu 3d a 6H
23s a 3os Ocuiimou ciarK and small jd a 2d
ins a 4''S Bombav Ordiuar . to good Id a 2d
2ns a :i‘is SHELLS, .M.-o’-i) EGYPriAN—bold clean .. 30s a 55s
2Js a 33s medium thin and stout 70s a 77s Gd

chicken, pare oyners i 6(1 <\ 7 7s 6d
bs a 100s large Bombay—poor tofinetlm >7s 6ti a 6 .is 6d
10s a 43s medium part stout cle III part good coloi i'.3s a 90s
£25 -a £30 cliickeii p irt stout 35s a 90s
£5 a £7 oyster & broken pcs tt *» 77s Gd a 8 ‘s 6d
G3s a 7os Mussel .. medium and bold sorts 40s a 50s
30s a 55s small and medium sorts 18s a 34S
17s a 25 b Lingah Ceylon . Tbinaud good stout sorts 9s a 20s
8s a 14s TA.MARINDS .. Mid. tofineblackiiotstoiiy 9s a lls
9s a 13

1

Stony aud inferior 4s a Gs
2s Id a 2s fid TORTOISE-SHELL Soris.good mottle, he ivy 28s a 38s
is Sd a 2s 2d Zanzibar and Bombay Pickings thin to heavy... 9s Gd a 21s 61
lOd a Is 4d TURMERIC, Bengal ... Leanisli to tine plump
is 8.1 a 2s 2id finger ... Is Gd alia 6d
Is 3d a 2s Madras ... Fin. fair to fine bold brgt Os 6d a 12s Gd
2s 2d a 2s 5d » Mixed middling Os
Is 7d a 2s >1 Bulbs ... )a 9d a lOs
9d a Is fid Cochin 'iuger ... Is a lls
Is Gd a 2s 21 VA.NILLOES,

Fine, cryst’ed 5 to 9 in.2s 1 d a 2s fid Bourbon, Ists ... Gs a 23s
li 6(1 a li 9d Mauritius, 2iids... e'oxy ik redd sli fi to 8 in, I2s a 18s

Is 8d a 2s Gd Seychelles, 3rd8... Lean & dry to mid, uu-
9J a Is 4d der G in. ... 1 a a 10s
Is Gd a 2s 0

1

Madagnscar, 4ths.,. Low, foxy, inferior and
Id a la 2d pickings S 3 a
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DAIRYING.

DAIRY, as the term is commonly

understood, is an establishment

where cattle are kept for the pro-

duction of milk, either for sale

or for the manufacture of butter

and cheese. As dairying is carried

on in Colombo, the cattle kept may either be the pro-

perty of thenominal proprietor of the establishment

or not. .Where they donot belong to the proprietor a

contract of some kind is entered in to between bim

and the real owner of the cows. Commonly, the

owner or owners ofthe animals agree to defray the

cost of feeding them, and also to pay the coolies wlio

attend on the cattle, on condition that all the milk

produced should be purchased by the proprietor at a

uniform rate of say 12 cents per “ bottle"’ of 26 oz.

On the other hand, the so-called proprietor sells

the milk to his customers at from IS to 20 cents

per bottle. If strict supervision be carried out^

especially during milking hours, the system

would not be so objectionable, but as a rule this

method of dairy is adopted by those who are

employed at other work, with the result that the

proprietor e.xercises little or no control over the

establishment, and while its sanitary arrange-

ments are neglected, there is generally ample scope

for the adulteration of milk, and wilful careless-

ness in the matter of dieting, with whicii, indeed,

from his position, the proprietor has little right to

interfere. To the proprietor himself tlie system is

at least temporarily remunerative, for without

any e.\penditure of capital on his part, he secures

afair return for his enterprise.

In the system where the cattle kept in the

dairy are the property of the proprietor, the most

frequent cause of failure is the want of system in

management, due to a deficiency in technical

knowledge, the re.sult of which is that while at

one time the dairy is found to be in a flourishing

condition, with a large output of milk which

is readily disposed of, at another the dairy

man has a large number of dry cattle thrown

on his hands, and finds that the cost of feeding

the stock greatly exceeds the value of tlie milk sold.

No dairy of any dimensions should be without a

stock-bull, and if the services of this animal are

judiciously made use of, and the calving of the

cows carefully regulated, one of the chief causes

of failure iu this connection will be prevented.

One modification of the system, according to

whicli the proprietor is the owner of the dairy

stock, is the plan of immediately disposing of

the cows as they go dry and purchasing fresh

animals to replace those sold. In many ways,

especially from a financial point of view, this is an

admirable plan, but it has its drawbacks in that

the dairyman will be selling and bujung stock all

through the year, that these sales and purchases

will be regulated by market rates which he is

of course not iu a position to control, that he will

be constantly running the risk of importing dis-

ease into his dairy, that there may not always be

a supply of cattle to meet his requirements, that

the dairyman forfeits the future advantage of

securing a select herd of cows by breeding.

It is manifestly injudicious for any owner of

stock to dispose of a cow which is a good milker

and a regular breeder, because it has to be fed while
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it yields no milk for the time between its going
dry and coming into milk again

;
and it would be

equally unwise for a dairyman to retain animals
that do not combine tlie abore qualities, and con-
tinue to feed them with the prospect of their
coming into milk again at some time, and yielding
the owner supplies that are below the average-
The object of every dairyman should be to put

together as satisfactory a herd of milking cows as

can be bad, and when he has got them to keep them
ns long as he can witli advantage to himself. It is,

of course, not possible to do this all at once, but it

can be done gradually. All animals in the first

selected herd which have turned out to be poor
milkers or irregular breeders should be got rid of

;

and such cows as in course of time may become
untbrifty or old, should be weeded out. But let

the good animals be retained, a good stock-bull

kept, and good progeny for tbe future use of

tbe dairy secured, and tbe stock .so managed that

a uniform supply of milk will be always kept up.

Here we have an ideal sy-^-tem of dairying or rather

dairy farming. The advantages—financial and
otherwise—of such a system cannot correctly be

guaged till at least the fourth year of its working,
by which time the heifers bred on the farm
will have begun to supply the places of their dams,
after which there should be little if any e.vpendi-

ture of capital on account of stock purchased
Under these conditions the sale of the bull calves

born on the farm will be an important item of

revenue. The management of a dairy worked on
this system, in addition to securing financial suc-

cess, will combine all the pleasure that can be

desired by a cattle-fancier in the complete control

he could exercise overhis herd, and the opportunity
afforded him of applying his technical knowledge
of stock to the best advatitage, and seeing results

work out to his satisfaction.

OCCASIONAL NOTES.
The amount realized by the sale of stock

held at the Government Dairy on the 12th July
was lll,262’00. The twelve cows fetched

11787, or an average of R6o‘d8. Of these fifteen,

five were Sind cows which realized R533 00, or

an average of R106'60. The calves (fourteen in

number) fetched R475’00, or an average of R34'00.

Of these nine were Sind bull calves which realized

R421, or an average of R4677. The different

purchasers were Messrs. S. C. Obe\'esekere, F.

Schrader, Drs. Rockwood and Stork, Messrs. Jacob

de Mel, Rodrigo, Farquharson, Maricar, Robson,
Juanis, Duckworth, and J. W. Vanderstraaten. On
the whole the sale may be considered a very

satisfactory one.

Of late there has been some discussion in

the press as to the relative merits of the

Ouzerati and Sind breeds of cattle. Without
taking any sides in this discussion, we shi.uld

wish to state that the Sind breed of cattle li.ive

been given a good trial in tlie Government Dairy

and have not been found wanting. To the Govern-

ment Dairy authorities is due the credit of having

selected the breed for the purposes of the dairy

and so introduced them into the Island, and to the

notice of tlie Ceylon public. By the sales which

are periodically lield in the dairy, the public are

given an opportunity of securing animals of a

superior type for improving the breeds of cattle

already existing in the Island. Before very

long the influence of Sind cattle upon the in-

digenous breed should be marked.

We would draw attention to the specially

interesting paper on Contagious Diseases in Insects,

by Professor Woodworth of the State Univer^^itj’,

wdiich we have taken over from the official

organ of the Dej artment of Agriculture of the

Cape Colony. The question of how to get rid

of our plant pests is always an important one

to the agriculturist, and any contribution that

shows the way' to solving it in some measure,
is always welcome.

An editorial note in the Indian Af/ricnlfurist

again reminds us how much in need we are

of stock inspectors in the Island— for the matter

of that in Colombo— to carry on work that, from
being distributed among a number of irre-

sponsible parties, is imperfectly done or altogether

neglected. The suggestions made by Mr. William
Smith in his notes on “ Murrain ” which
appeared in the pages of the Magazine a

little time ago, should surely’ have carried weight
as coming from one who is not lacking in local

experience, or knowledge of stock, and is a veteri-

nary’ surgeon to boot. Veterinary Science—at

least in its relation to cattle—-has up till now
been in that state which has been suggestively

described as “ marking time.”

Here is how the Indian Ayiuculturist refers

to this subject:—In a country’ like India, whose
interests are almost entirely agricultural, the
importance of a training college for veterinary

assistants is too obvious to need demonstration.
Agricultural stock is the standby of tlie cultivator

all over the country, and not only in those
districts where stock-rasing is undertaken as a

regular and independent pursuit. The necessity’,

then, is clear of having a body’ of men di.s-

tiibuted tliroughout the country sufficiently

acquainted with the principles of the morbid
pathology of animals to detect and report special

outbreaks of serious disease in due time. E.xperts

are not wanted, and could not be supported,

except at a few more important centres. But
there is, we believe, an opening for youths who
have attended a veterinary college long enough
to advise stock owners as to the precautionary
measures that should be taken to protect tbeir

animals against contagious and infectious diseases,

to superintend the inland trade in cattle, to

treat ordinary animal ailments, to take charge
of public veterinary dispensaries or private stud
farms, and to collect information upon veterinary

subjects generally for thr public benefit. A great
cry’ is ])eriodically raiseo about tbt> tlegenera-

tion of the live .«tock of the country, and un-
fortunately’ it is too .seriou>ly warranted by
the facts. It is difficult to see how any’

permanent improvement can take place, or even
how the process of degeiv ration is to be arrested,

unless more attention is paid to animals and
the conditions under which th(>y thrive. Like
everything else, live stock needs study, and its

importance in the economy of Indian life is

surely a strong reason for the bestowal of pains
upon it.
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RAINFALL TAKEN AT THE SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURING JULY, 1895.

1 .

.

•13 13 . . Nil 25 .. •oi

2 .. •01 14 . .
-01 26 .. -01

3 .. Nil 15 . . 04 27 •
• Nil

4 .. Nil 16 . . Nil 28 • • Nil

0 Nil 17 . . Nil 29 •
• Nil

6 .. Nil 18 . . Nil 30 •• Nil

7 Nil 19 .. Nil 31 .. Nil

8 .

.

Nil 20 . . Nil 1 . . Nil

9 .

.

Nil 21 .. -07 —«

10 .. Nil 22 . . Nil Total . .
-84

11 .. Nil 23 . .
-23

12 ., •24 24 . .
-22 Mean .. -027

Greatest amount of rainfall in any 24 hours

on the 12th instant, ‘21 inches.

Recorded by P. Van Db Bona.

LAWS OF CEYLON RELATING TO
AGRICULTURE.

Chapter VIL

—

{Contd.)

7. Tlie Governor in Executive Council may
call upon the Central Board to report on similar

works.

8. On receipt of such report and estimate

the Governor, with the advice of the E.xecutive

Council, may ask the Legislative Council for a

money vote.

9. The Central Irrigation Board shall cause the

specific works in aid of wliich money shall have

been voted to be undertaken and executed by

the Provincial Irrigation Board of the province

in which sucli works have to be constructed
;
the

sum voted shall be expended upon such specific

work exclusively, and for no other purpose.

Provided" that any unexpended balances may be

reserved so that tlie same may be applied in re-

duction of the amount which the Legislative

Council may be asked to vote for other specific

works.

10. (1.) The cost of irrigation works shall

be a first charge on allotments of land bene-

fited thereby, except in case of exemptions

by the Central Irrigation Board.

(’2.) The Government Agent shall have

power to alter and amend tlie specification

from time to time, and to enlarge it as addi-

tional lands may be benefited.

(.3.) Such specification shall be conclusive

on the point that the several allotments of

land mentioned in it are liable for the repay-

ment of the said cost, which shall be a first

charge on the allotments, and shall take

precedence over all mortages, hypothecations

and encumbrances whatsoever.

(4.) Every specification prepared under

this chapter and all amendments and altera-

tions of the same shall from time to time be

published in the Govennnenf Gazette.

11. Such charge sliall extend as respects

each allotment to the proportion due from each

allotment as assessed under the provisions of this

Ordinance, and shall be recovered in the manner

provided iu Chap. IX. of this Ordinance-

12. The Provincial Irrigation Board shall caiisj

all irrigation works to be executed, the option
being left to the proprietors to perform the neces-
sary earthworks at their own expense, unless such
proprietors shall have been specially exempted.
Provided that the officer in charge of the work
shall cause the earthworks to be otherwise per-
formed if the proprietors fail to perform the work
when required to do so, or perform the same
unsatisfactorily.

13. If land be wanted for keeping watercourses
and channels free from obstruction, or for the
construction or repair of any irrigation work, and
there is any hindrance to its acquisition, the
Governor may declare that the land is needed
for public purposes, and order the land to be
bought by Government according to the laws now
or hereafter to be in force for the acquisition of

land for public purposes. The sum paid for the land
shall be included iu the cost of the work, to bo

recovered as hereinafter provided.

H. A. J.

(To be continued.)

BAZAAR DRUGS IN VETERINARY PR.\CTICE.

Arsenic .—White arsenic or aisenious acid is often

sold in the native drug bazaars under the name
of S. Sudti j)asana7)i or Tamil Vella jjdxdnaM.

White arsenic is prepared by heating arsenical

iron ores, it is either met with in the shape of

a white powder or porcelain-like pieces. When a
small quantity of the powdered arsenic is heated
in a glass tube, the vapour which escapes cools

on the sides of tlie glass in the form of minute
crystals. Arsenious acid dissolves in water very
sparingly, generally about 1-100, but in the
presence of an acid or an alkali, it dissolves

more easily. Arsenious acid is an irritant poison
and is used medicinally only in very small doses.

Animals often tolerate this drug to a great
degree, but this toleration depends on their res-

pective humours,—if the term may be used,—-for

cases are on record, where even dram doses of arsenic

administered daily have not affected animals,

and in other instances twenty grains have often

killed an animal. It is a cumulative poison, as

even small doses of the drug repeatedly given
have known suddenly to develop serious symptoms
resulting in the death of animals.

Arsenic in medicinal doses acts beneficially

in the stomach by promoting appetite and increas-

ing the functions of the organ. It readily enters

the blood and even all the tissues, and organs,
but is as readily expelled. The drug increases,

the tissue changes and acts as a valuable al-

terative and tonic. It is useful in chronic
rheumatism, nervous diseases such ns epilepsy

and paralysis, also in chorea in the dog. By
increasing the tissue changes it acts beneficially in

mange and other .skin diseases by tending to

cast off the .scaly diseased portion of the skin.

Externally arsenic is an irritant, caustic and an
antiseptic. It is useful in troublesome skin

diseases when applied iti the form of a paste

coutistingof one of arsenic to five of charcoal and
ten of lard. But this must be used with great

caution, as any abraded surface of tlie skin

would cause absorbtion of the substance into the

system with serious results. In treating scab
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iu sheep, arsenic is the chief ingredient in the

dipping mixture
;
a very useful dipping mixture

is prepared by taking eight ounces each of arse-

nioiis acid and carbonate of potassium, six

ounces each of soap and sulphur, and boiling

the whole in twenty gallons of water. This

(juantity is sufficient to dip twenty sheep.

For internal administration arsenious acid is

generally mixed with the food ; but a solution

of arsenic is prepared by heating together four

grains each of arsenious acid and potassium car-

bonate to an ounce of water. Tuson gives the

doses as follows ;—Horses and cattle take from

o to 10 grains, sheep 1 to 2 grains, and dogs V
to of a grain. The liquor as prepared above

is given to horses and cattle one to two fluid

ounces, sheep ^ to 3 drams, dogs o to 20 minims.

The liquor is always given diluted in a suffi-

cient quantity of water to form a draught.

Lime,—Calcium oxide. Sing, himu, Tam.

skunambu. Lime is prepared by burning lime-

stone, coral or marble. Burnt lime or what is

commonly known as quicklime takes up a

certain quantity of water when added to it and

forms calcuim hydrate. Lime water, which is

much used in medicine, is prepared by stirring

(piicklime in water, and filtering or decanting

the liquor. When thus prepared it is a colour-

less inodorous liquor, possessing a peculiar alka-

line taste. AVhen lime water is exposed to

air a thin film or layer is formed on the top of

it consequent on the combination of the lime,

with the carbonic acid gas of the air. Lime water

also turns milky if the air from the lungs is

blown into it.

Lime is an irritant, it has a corrosive action,

it prevents acidity. Both slaked lime and lime

water are used as antacids iu diseases of animals,

the more useful and handy preparation being

the lime water. In indigestion and hoven it is

given with much benefit. Young calves suffering

from diarrhoea are given milk diluted with >50% of

lime water with very beneficial results. In vo-

mitting in dogs lime water often proves useful.

Externally equal parts of lime water and oil

form a very useful application in burns and

scalds. This mixture is commonly known as

carron oil. Horses and cattle take from one to

two drams of quick lime and dogs five to

twenty grains. Four to five ounces lime water are

given to cattle and horses and two to eight

drams to calves and dogs.

Calcium carbonate. Sing, ratahunu. Pure

chalk though not met with naturally here, is

imported largely and is easily procured at any

bazaar. It is prepared for medicinal purposes

by finely powdering the crude substance and

triturating in water, thereby removing the coarse

particles
‘ of foreign matter which are often

found with it. When thus prepared it is of

a dull white colour, .vs porous and has an afli-

nity for water. Chalk is very useful in the

treatment of indigestion, chronic diarriuea, and

dysentery. E.xternally the powder may be used

a.s a reliable desiccant for wounds.

Dose for a horse, one to two ounces : cattle,

two to four ounces
;
dogs, eight to twelve grains.

Jt is best given with milk or conjee. Chalk

when given in large <|uantities .should be followed

by a laxative. It may with advantage be given

in cases of diarrhoea with catechu, and in indiges-

tion with ginger and coriander. In dysentry,

when much pain is evinced. Opium and chalk

form a useful compound.
xh)umniiim Chloride.—Sal ammoniac. Sing. Nnva-

saran. Is met with in the bazaars in a more or

le.ss crude state. It is prepared by adding hydro-

chloric acid to “ gas licpioF’ and evajioratiiig the

e.xcess of water. The salt is of a filiroiis structure

and has a “ .saltish” acid taste. It di.ssolves readily

in water. Large doses of this drug are poisonous

to animals. In medicinal doses it is a useful

stimulant, it also promotes the secretion of urine

and sweat and increases the action of all glands.

Ammonium chloride is given with good results

in fevers, pneumonia, diarrhoea, rheumatism and
dropsj. E.xternally a solution of the drug is a

stimulant to bruises and sprains
;
a useful cooling

lotion is made by dissolving equal parts of

ammonium chloride and nitre iu cold water.

Doses : horses and cattle take from 5 to 1| ounces
and dogs five to twenty grains.

Sulj)hate of Magnesia.—Epsom salts. Sing, limu
(purgative). The vernacular terra for Epsom salts

is the same word as is applied to any salt, but in

the bazaars it is known under the name of “ purga-
tive” salts. It is found in its natural state in

certain mineral waters, but is generally prepared
from the mineral magnesite by treating it witli

sulphuric acid. The salt as found in the native

bazaars is often in the form of large rhombic
crystals, but sometimes the crystals are small,

much resembling sugar. It has a nauseous salitie

bitter taste, and a cool sensation is felt when a

crystal of the salt is placed on the tongue.

Magnesium sulphate is a purgative and a useful

febrifuge. For cattle and other ruminants it is the

best known purgative, though it is not advisable

to give purgative doses of the drug to hor.so.s. In

this animal it has certain ill-effects, inasmuch ns

it is often productive of gripe. Cattle take from
one to two pounds as a purgative. Horses two to

three ounces a.s a febrifuge.

Sulphate ofIron,—Green vitriol, Sing, dnndiredi.

Is met with in the bazaars in the form of green
crystals. It is obtained by dissolving iron in sul-

phuric acid, but more frequently got in large

quantities by treating ferruginous shale with the

acid. The crystals of iron sulphate are of a

bluish green colour and on exposure deposit a

white powder.
In large doses this drug is an irritant, but medi-

cinal do.ses act as a very useful tonic in debility.

It is an astringent in diarrhcea, and is also given

with advantage in diabetes and dysentery. Doses:

horses and cattle one to two drams and dogs one to

ten grains.

W. A. D. S.

LADY BIRDS.

Lady-birds belong to the family (bccinellidm,

of the order Celeoptera. They may be shortly

described as follows Hemispherical ; upper side

convex; under side flattened; head small, re-

tractile; antenna) eleven-jointed, thickened at thiur

lips; legs short; feet apparently three-jointed,

the second joint being very small ; colour usually

variegated, many species Idack with red, or red

with black spots. When grasped tlie insects emit

a yellowish unpleasant-smelling fluid from the
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abdomen. Tlie blunt, four-corned, usually varie-

gated i)U[)iC hang on leaves. The fully-developed

larvic are longer than the beetles
;
they closely

resemble those of the leaf beetles, but are not so

thick-set, and their longer legs stick out more
laterally. They are covered with warts and little

spine.s. The larvae and beetles of most species

feed chiefly on aphides and shield-lice
;
they are

therefore useful. The yellow eggs are laid in

heaps.

We have lately heard a good deal in Ceylon

about Mr. Koebele and his Australian hvly-birds,

in connection with the visit of that gentleman to

the Island. Through his agency the white .scale

( Icerya Purchasi) which did such damage to the

apple orchards of California has been entirely

eradicated by means of the lady-bird, Vedalia

cardinalis. Professor Cook of the California Uni-

versity, an entomologist of repute, has lately

published a report of his ob.servations with re-

ference to the work of the Rhizobiids—another
species of lady-bird introduced by Mr. Koebele into

California. The most troublesome pest in connec-

tion with orange and lemon culture is the black

scale, scientifically known as Lecanium Ol&ti, but

it is now authentically announced that this pest

can be got rid of through the agency of llhizobiids

—the three important species being Ithizobius too-

woomb(c, described ns a small black beetle with a

brown head and thorax ; H. debilis, which is about
the same size as the other but is entirely black

above and below, and R. ventralis, which is larger,

entirely black above, with short light hairs and
brown below. A single pair of Rhizobiids, ac-

cording to Albert Koebele’s estimate, could produce

15,000,000,000 in a single year, and Professor Cook
considers this, from his observations, to be a

re.isouable estimate. Details of the wonderful
effect of the lady-birds in clearing orange, lemon,

and olive orchards are given bj”^ Professor Cook,
who says : I have been a hard student of entomo-
logy for thirty years, and I am free to say that it

is the wise and certain policy for this great fruit

state to keep Mr. Koebele iu Australia for some
years hiiating and shipping to us more of these

natural aids in fighting our insect foes.

The Pacific Rural Pre.ss likewise express its

views in enthu-siastic terms on this matter, thus :

“ The triumph of the Vedalia over the cottony
cushion scale has been counted the most sweeping
victory for entomological science, but it is now
a question whether the rout of the black scale by
the Rhizobiids will not indeed prove a greater

victory because the area invaded by the black

scales is wider Now there seems to

be demonstration which cannot be controverted,

and Mr. Koebele’s later achievements in tlie

gathering and shipment of these friendly in.sects

to California may beat his record on the Vedalia.

The two pests about which at present the

planting community in Ceylon are exercised

in mind are the green coffee bug, Lecanium oiridc

and Orthezia nacrea, a comparatively new pest,

which, however, it is apprehended, will do much
damage to ten. In a communication to the

Tropical Agriculturist for June last Mr. E. E.

Green, our local entomologist, states that he is

daily expecting a consignment of lady-birds from
California to experiment with on the above-men-
tioned ])ests, mentioning that the two species
indented for are Nuvius Koebelii and Vedalia cardi-

mlis. Whether the beetles have arrived yet and

what results have followed so far, we are not
aware. Seeing the success with the Riiizobiids on
Lecanium oleoi it i.s a pit y that some of the latter
were not imported for trial upon the local specias
of Lecanium—the green colfee bug, but no doubt
^Ir. Green luis been well advised, and we await
th ) result of trials with much interest.

[Since the above was written we have heard with
regret that the lady-birds consigned from Cali-
fornia were all found to be dead on reachint?
Ceylon.

—

Ed. A.yi.']

THE VALUE OF KAINIT.

The best known and most used of potash
manures is Kamit, a mineral deposit occurring in
Germany, and conisistiug chie% of chloride of
potassium, sulphate, of magnesia, and water, with
usually chlorides of ra iguesium and sodium. An
average sample should contain about ISA per cent
of potash.

Dr. Pream referring to the value of potash says
that light soils generally yield better crops after
treatment with potash salts, and also recommends
it for vegetable soils. A paper by Dr. Marloth
which appears in the Cape Journal of Agriculture
gives interesting details of experiments which
go to show the importance of mineral fertilizers,

and particularly of potash. Referring to kainit
he says :

“ Kainit, one of the most excellent crude
potash salts, is rich in magnesia compounds, which
by their water-absorbing properties have a marked
effect in making and keeping the soil compact
and moist. It is thus e.xactly what is needed by
light sandy soils.” The writer then goes
oil to state that on ascertaining by analyses the
relative proportions of the principal food ingredi-
ents removed from the soil by the commoner
crops, it will be found that there is always much
more potash removed than phosphoric acid, wdiile
all natural fertilizers as well as most artificial

mixtures contain comparatively little or almost
nothing of potash. To this then is attributed the
fact that soil cultivated for a long time by means
of natural or artificial manures, without the
additional application of potash, do not give
I'esults that are expected of them. Many soils
again are naturally deficient iu potash and need
special applications of potash manures to improve
them. “ It is to be specially noted,” says Dr.
Marloth, “ that the potash supply derivable from
ashes is exceedingly small, limited, and the quality
so variable, that purchase is only advisable if the
strength is guaranteed by chemical analysis.”
This writer then goes on to give details of experi-
ments which would appear to conclusively prove
that special applications of potash salts, preferably
in the form of kainit, are necessary for the pro-
duction of large, heallliy and early crops. Kainit
is also believed to lie injurious to all ground-pests
(including the irrepressible white-ant), and, if this
can be conclusively proved, it will greatly en-
hance its usefulness in the tropics.

Kainit guaranteed to.contain 12 percent potash,
IS obtainable for about .L2 per ton in England.
IVe should be glad to .see trials made with this
and another cheap and useful fertilizer (Basic
einder) iu the colony.
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AN IMPORTANT LETTER ABOUT RHEA.

Tlie Af/riciiltural (razette of N.S. Wales for

April Iasi piiblislies a letter from Mr. W. Leedliara

(Jrowe, of 10, Jeffrey's Street, St. Mary A.\e,

Loiulon, wliicli contains some valuable information

about Rliea from a practical source. The fol-

lowing is taken from it “ For many years 1 have

been greatly interested in tlie properties and pos-

sibilities of this fibre, and have examined many
processes, more or less successful, for treating it.

Twelve years ago I presided over a meeting in

London of merchants and brokers, on which

occasion fabrics of every description were exhibited,

made from pure Rhea, and from Rhea mixed with

wool or other fibres. It was there demonstrated

by tests that in the case of fire-hose Rhea had

something like three times the existing power
to moisture of flax. These fabrics were all made in

Augouleme from Rhea grown in Algeria, and treat-

ed, 1 believe, by the Favier-Renny process. The

(juantity grown there, however, is small, and not

of the best quality. I have been interested in

growing Rhea in Joliore, and in its importation

from Cliina and other places.

“ In India it cannot be grown successfully to pay.

Undoubtedly in N.S. Wales and Queensland there

are districts where it could be cultivated lo advant-

age. The two main difficulties are, however, its

decortication and the insuring a regular supply at

a sufficiently low price. Where I differ from your

article is the necessity for a machine to decorticate

the stems. I am convinced that the cost and ex-

pense of working machinery would be too great for

tlie value of the fibre. Some very efficient

machines for this purpose have been produced,

those of Messrs. Death v'c Ellwood among others,

and which were tried in Johore, but abandoned.

The simplest method of decortication appears to

be the Favier process—of subjecting the cane to

steam in chests for about 20 minutes, when the

covering can be removed by hand, and theribbonleft

free. Hitherto it has been decorticated, brought

to this country in ribbons, and then treated

chemically to remove the gum, but the carriage

upon riVibons is very heavy, and the entire process

should be carried out upon the spot where it is

grown. Many processes have been patented for

treating the ribbons, but the most successful

appear to be the simplest—a treatment with soda

and hot water. If Rhea fibre in merchantable

condition can be produced in quantity and laid

down in London at a moderate price, it has an

immense future. A numbe.- of syndicates and small

quantities have .at various times been formed here

to work special methods of treating the fibre. All

have failed, and why? First, for want of a re-

gular supply ;
secondly, because the cost of the

ffbre when prepared was exce.ssive. Our mauu-

factiirers are ready to buy and use Rhea, and

anxious to get it, but must have a continuous

supply ensured. They will not otherwi.se alter

their machinery, or introduce a new fibre to the

market. Rhea must largely compete with cotton,

which is now very low, but il the tinished fibre,

which jiacks closely, were sent home, it might do

this successfully. I have at variotus time.s imported

the Khea ribbons from China at a cost, of seldom

much under D-JO per ton .lelivered here, but

such a price is prohibitory. It a small regulai

supply were ensured to commence with, and the

practical use of the fibre e.stablished, a stimulus
would be given to production, but until that takes

})lace, Rhea will remain the Will-o’-the-Wisp of

sanguine speculators.
”

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF INSECTS.

In.sects have long been known to be subject

to contagious diseases. This knowledge, how-
ever, has not been widespread, and com-
paratively few have considered it in its bearings

on practical agriculture. That it has important
bearings in this direction no one can doubt
who has ob.served the progress of an epidemic
amongst insects. None of the plagues recorded

in history has ever carried such destruction in

its path as to be compared with the havoc w'rought

by some of the common insect diseases.

The earlie.st known of insect epidemics was
the disease known as muscnrdine, affecting most
seriously the cultivated silkworm in France and
Italy. This disease was easily recognised by the

fact that the dead worm became in a short time
covered with a whitish powder. Between thirty

and forty years ago another still more serious

disease was recognised in tbe.se countries and
cUled pebrine-. This disea.se at one time threat-

ened the very existence of the silk industry of

European countries. Still a third disease of the

silkworm, the flacherie, rivalling even pkbrine in

its destructive power, was first discovered and
carefully studied by the renowned M. Pasteur.

The disease of the bee known as foul brood was
recognised as a contagious disease fully twenty-
five years ago, and has claimed, and still claims,

the attention of beekeepers on account of the
enormous losses it has cost. Another, quite ns

important as the diseases just mentioned, and
one full of suggestiveness, is the disea.se attack-

ing the chinch bug of the eastern United States.

This disease has been known for more than
a quarter of a century, but never carefully

studied till during the last ten years. Who has

not heard of the wonderful effects obtained by
spreading the disease in Kansas, an effect as

striking as the work of our Vedalia cardinnlix.

Every one has probably noticed some examples
of these contagious disease.s, even if not recog-

nizing their nature. The common house flies

often seen dead and sticking fast about the

window, and surrounded by a whitish halo, is

a common form. Scale in.sects, especially

lecaniuim, covered and almost hidden by a whitish
powdery substance, are commonly to be seen.

Plant lice are not uncommonly found sticking

to the plant, dead and discoloured and looking
much as though killed by kero.sene emusion, but
when no treatment had been made. Caterpillars

may often be found hanging by one leg to the

plant and the whole body soft and rotten, or

dried, stiff and shrivelled. In some one or another
of tln^se forms we have iiuite likely become
ac<iuainf(Hl with a few of the diseases of insects,

but it is doubtful if any of us has a proper idea of

their extent and prevalence.

These disea.ses are all due to the multiplication

within the body of certain specific organisms,
certain germs. An epidemic may be due to one
kind alone or may be a number of diseases

altackitig the insect together. Three different

kinds of organisms are known to produce diseases

among insects,
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!• Protozoa, represented by the organism

causing pebrine. It is a very lowly organised

animal, which in its growing condition is simply

a mass of protoplasm of no deliaite shape and

of microscopic size. It tiually becomes spherical

and motionless, and the whole interior becomes
broken up into a minute mass of oval spores.

The contents of each spore breaking out through
one end of the spore wall and beginning to feed

and grow, completes the life history of the

animal. All the organs are attacked, and besides

being hereditary the spores are scattered over

the leaves from a diseased insect and are eaten

by the others with their food and thus the

disease spreads.

•2. The bacteria, which are credited with most

of the contgaious diseases of man, are also im-

portant insect parasites and may be represented

by the disease of foul brood. These are very

lowlj' organised plants, increasing almost wholly
by simply separating into two equal halves,

growing to full size and again dividing, and so

on, tliougli a few produce spores occasionally.

The species producing insect diseases belong to

the genera micrococcus and bacillus, the former
spherical and the latter cylindrical.

3. The true fungi, such as produce the mus-
cardine, are much higher developed plants, and
two, or perhaps three, very distinct groups are

parasitic on insects. They all have this in common,
that they are composed of long tlireads, the

mycelium, and short round or oval bodies, the

spores. As a ruie the spores germinate on the

surface of the body
;

the plant burrowing its

waj' do vn into the insect there grows till

the insect dies, and then again passing through
the .skin produces the spores, which are so

conspicuous on insects dying from these diseases.

The spores may not be produced, or only in

limited numbers, when the weather is dry or

when the insect is so small as to dry up too

soon. In tliese cases a splendid crop may be

produced if the dead insect is dropped into a

bottle partly filled with water.

The fact that most insects lay many times,

often many hundred times as many eggs as can,
under ordinary conditions, develop to maturity,
is quite well understood. The destruction of the
great majority of the young insects is chiefly

accomplished through the attack of their natural

parasites, and of these parasites the contagious
diseases are by all odds the most important. My
own observations at Berkeley for three years are

to the effect that at least nine out of every ten

deaths of such insects due to parasites are caused
by some form of contagious disease. For these

insects, therefore, nothing else determines the
abundance or scarcity of scale insects as com-
pletely as do contagious diseases. A very little

lessening of the virulence of a disease during
any season will enable the scale to overrun the
plants, and on tlie other hand a little increase
in tlie severity of the attack will practically an-
nihilate the scale insects. Kveryone has seen
e.xamples of these conditions. I liave repeatedly
seen cases where a dise.ise was particularly
abundant and the decrease of sc.iles n-cribed to
some useless wash or to lady-birds, when these
latter were even less abundant than usual.
Mistakes of this kind should never occur with a
reliable observer, but are very liable to occur unless

care is e.xercised. This is especially necessary
when a new wash or insect jiarasite is introduced.
The relation of lady-birds to diseases is well

worthy of attention. There seems to be evidence
that would indicate that a great increase in the
numbers of our native species of lady-birds follows
or is as.sociated with a .serious attack of some
form of contagious disease on scale insect or
plant louse. This apparent relation between
lady-birds and disease of tlie food of lady-bird.s,

coupled with tlie fact that the relatives of the
lady-birds are fungus eaters and that the lady-birds
themselves were once undoubtedly also fungus
eaters, suggests very strongly that with some
species at least disease of the food is necessary

to great lady-bird increa.se.

Another point in reference to diseases must also

be considered. There must be some means of

conveying the germs of a disease from insect to

insect. While the scales are active there appears to

bo sufficient means for the spread of the disease. It

it a fact that the largest number usually die

soon after settling and have apparently become
affected while active. Those that have escaped the
infliction up to this time, however, would seem
to be very unpromising subjects for the disease,

both by their freedom from contact and on
account ot their special means of protection.

Now, it would seem that lady-birds serve a very
important function in the spread of the diseases.

Any one who has observed the actions of a
lady-bird either while it is a larva or an adult
will have noticed that it does not settle down
and devour each scale it comes in contact with

;

instead, it has the habit of moving restlessly

about, nibbling here and there and only now and
then taking a full meal. A better arrangement
for spreading diseases could not be desired than
this habit of the lady-bird. Indeed, tlie relation
of the ladybird to contagious diseases opens a
wide fleld for study, and at the present time I

know of none in the whole range of applied
entomology more interesting and of more practical
promise.

DAIRY PICKINGS.

The Colonial Veterinary Surgeon of Cape Colony
writes with reference to the occurrence of blood
in cows’ milk :— If it is real blood there must
be rupture of some small blood vessel in the
glands of the udder. If it is merely a liloody-
looking sediment whicli appears iii the milk
especially at the b ittom, tliere is some diseased
condition of the d iets of the gland. It would
be as well to a'Certain first, whether it is in one
or more quarters of the udder

;
this could easily

be done by milking each teat into a separate
vessel, and if it is found to be in one only,
the milk of that teat could be thrown away, and
the milk from the others used. Regarding treat-
ment, 1 would recommend that the cow be kept in
the hou.se or in a small camp where she would not
be hustled about or have to walk too much, and
relieve the udder by milking her thoroughly dry
three times a day. E.vamine the udder c.irefuily
after it is milked out, and if there is any
undue hardness or stiffness about any of the
quarters, bathe it with warm water after each
milking and rub on some fat or oil over the
affected quarter immediately after. Rub the udder
with a pressing motion in a downward direction.
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“ We never could fathom the inwardness of

the practice of wet milking. ISo milker we
ever met could give a satisfactory reason for

adopting tl>e habit. 1Cvery milking we ever
e.vamined in which thi.s method was adopted
had a decidedly cowy odour that was not present

when the herd was dry milked. Tlie liabit of

the wet milker in placing his fingers in the

milk, or scpiirting the fluid on them direct from
the cow, is an all-snllicient cause for the odour.

Such milk is unclean, and no treatment flint can
be applied to it can sensibly alter its diameter.

A per.son afflicted with the wet milking habit,

for it is a grievous ailiiction, should be scru-

p^ulously neat concerning the things he handles

at milking time. A thorough washing of hands
should be a cardinal requirement with him
previous to beginning the operation of milking,

and a vessel containing clean water to moisten

the lingers, should he among the chief requisites

of the proceeding. better still, abandon the

nasty method by learning the cleanly dry way
of milking. The latter has the advantage of

leaving the teats uninjured by chaps in cold

weather, as well as relieving the milker of the

suspicion that he is in some degree responsible

for the offensive odour in the fluid. The
matter of chapped teats in winter is one

that is a trouble to the cow and milker. When
the latter is of the wet sort the chap trouble

is constantly augmented, for the reason that the

cause for it is reinforced at every milking until

the cow becomes fractious at such times, and

gives an inferior yield in quantity and quality.

Wet milking has alwaj'S been in our thought

ns filthy milking, and it is barbarous withal.

Cows dry milked can be stripped easier and

better than by the other method of milking. In

a dark stable during the winter, the accidents

possible to milk, when the cow is handled by

a wet milker, are too suggestive to require

de.scription. Tlie best that good care and feed

can accomplish can be overcome by tlie foul'

ne.ss that is in.separablo from wet milking.”

—

Diary lieview.

We read in the Cape Journal of Agriculture

that there is nothing to equal tobacco water
(using about 2 oz. of tobacco) for animal,

s

puffed up with gas (hoven). The tobacco solution

should be given in .3 or 4 doses.

The Dairy Review draws attention to the

trouble that can arise from rusty cans in dairies.

Thorough rinsing out with warm water or

steaming will not remedy the evil to which

special attention must be paid. Milk carried

in rusty cans are said to acquire a “ beastlj'

smell and a tallowy taste,” which even cling

to the butter made from the milk. Analy.ses

of milk kept in such showed it to contain

“a considerable amount of iron,” which we
have little doubt must be hurtful to those (par-

ticularly young children) who consume the milk.

A cheap and successful remedy for sore teats

is zinc ointment, which should be always kept

in a^dairy.

CAMl'HOK,

Camphor is a concrete vol.atile oil found in

different species of plants, and especially tho.se of

the Laiiraceie order. Camphor of commerce is

chiefly obtained from the Cinnamomum Camphora.
This plant is also known ns Camphora ollicia-

rum and l.anrus camphora. The camphor laurel is a

tall tree with smooth-handsome evergreen leaves; it

is much branched and bears small yellow flowers.

It is largely met witli in China, Japan and Formosa.
Tlie wood and leave-; of this treecontiiiis the
volatile oil which forms the camphor. Most of

the camphor imported to Hurope is the produce
of Formosa

;
Japan stands .second and China third

in' this respect.

Camphor is prepared by the dry distillation of

the chips of wood of the camphor tree. The dis-

tillation is carried on by boiling the chips in

water contained in wooden vessels and allowing
the steam to pass through vessels containing
straw dipped in water. The volatile camphor as

it passes crystallizes among the straw from whence
it is collected. This forms the crude camphor of

commerce. The best camphor and the largest

quantity is obtained in Japan from trees growing
close to the sea, the sea air e.verting a beneficial

influence in the production of the article. Crude
camphor is purified by a process of resubli-

raalion, in this the object being to have as

much interstial water in the camphor cake as

possible. The crude camphor is mi.ved in the
proportion ^ to 2k of water, and is heated in

a copper vessel which is kept cool by dashing
cold water on to it; after about three liours’

heating the vessels are opened, and camphor
deposits in tlie form of small cakes found on
the sides of the vessel are taken and thrown on
to cold water. In Europe camphor is refined in

(juite a different way, and at one time this process

was a secret in the po.sses-ion of Hollanders,

but refiiuM'ies are now met with in all parts of

the continent and in England and America.
C'nide camphor is mi.ved with 3 to 5 per cent of

slaked lime and 1 to 2 per cent of iron-

filings. This mixture is introduced into a

series of flasks made of glass, placed on a

sand bath and heated by means of metal plates

without directly introducing fire, the heating

going on for about forty-jight hours. Thejtiasks

are then removed from the sand bath and
broken by spinkling cold water on them, when
large cakes of camphor formed in the flasks

are removed.
India imports about six lacs worth of camphor

from China and .Japan.

There are two other important jilants which
yield camphor, viz., the IJryobalanos camphora
of Sumatra and tlie bliemea balsanifera of China.

iV. A. D. S.

•

COMMON MORTAR.

(
Concluded.)

The third and last ingredient used in the prepara-

tion of mortar is sand. The word sand is generally

u ed in a very wide sense, and is applied to any
kind of rock or mineral matter in a tine state of

division, or to any earthy matter containing a fair

admixture of silica. Band, however, is strictly

speaking, pure silica, or oxide of silicon—and its
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chemical formula is Si. O.^ lu a lice .state as

well as ill combiiiatioii (a^ a coii.stitueiit of rocks

and miiieral.s) silica forms about half of the solid

matter of the earth. It occurs free in nature in two

chrystalline form.s as quart.^. .iiid tridymite, and in

the amor])hous state a.s opal. Calcedony, flint and

agate are mi.\:ture.s of amorjihous silica with quartz

and tridymite. The aluminium, jiotassium. cal-

cium and iron silicates mixed in diffei'ent propor-

tions constitute a large number of minerals. The

sand used in the preparation of mortar though not

quite free from impurities is almost pure quartz

sand or silica. Sand is mixed, with mortar to

distribute the contraction caused by the si iked

lime inparting with the water with which it is

combined oi mi.xed and- becoming c inverted into

carbonate of lime. The presence of sand in mortar

thus prevents, to put it. in a practical way, cracks

and inequalities in the plaster when it dries.

Beside.s this, it is believed that the silica also

gradually combines with lime and that silicate of

lime is thus formed, which tends to increase tlie

h.irdness of mortar as it sets. When evenly and

carefully applied to a stone structure, after wetc-

ing the bricks in order that they may adhere tlie

more fimrly by the mortar, soaking into the pores of

the bricks, the adhesion caused by good mortar is

astonishing. There are various opinions as to the

superiority of some qualities of sand over others.

River sand for instance is very generally con-

sidered to be the best for preparing mortar, but
sea-sand is more commonly u.sed, probably, for

one reason, because it is more conveniently obtain-

able. The practically pure sandy deposits that

occur in some situations (geologically, no doubt,

old river beds or former tidal areas of the sea) are

considered by some to be quite suitable for the

purpose of mortar, though others insist on the

sand coming fresh from the sea or rivers.

Excellent s.imples of mortar are prepared by
grinding down the white sand from these dry-

land deposits, and a beautiful marble surface

produced on walls by polishing the mortar after

application with a ,smooth rock-crystal. In ihe

preparation of this speci.il mortar, lime made from
shells is used.

Ordinarily, coral lime is preferred to lime pre-

pared from lime-st.one.

In mixing mortar it is advdsable to use two parts

of sand to one of lime, for setting bricks in build-

ings that are required to be particularly substan-
tial

;
for ordinary brick work and jila.stering,

of sand to one of lime may be used. But on tliese

practical points I would rather not say anything
authoritatively. My endeavour, in this paper,
has been to tell you something about the chemistry
of mortar, and I trust I have explained my
subject with tolerable clearness.

RHEA (R.UflE) AND CHINA GR.ASS—

A

DISTINCTION.

In a note on Rhea Eibre by Dr. Watt, in the Agri-
cultural Ledger Series, he states that it was Roxburgh
who first pointed out certain differences between
the plants, called by the above names, as they were
grown in China and in India. Other botanists
following him also attempted the separation of
the two forms. Modern writers, however, regard
these as only varieties of a common simcies. A

few ye.irs ago U.a 'Watt himself in tlie first volume
of his Dictionary of Economic Products, pointed
out that whatever views botanists might nlti-
maUdj’' uphold, there was a practical consideration
of the greatest value that hinged on the contro-
ver.sy. This may be here briefly stated, viz., that
the plant that yields the true China grass is met
with in cultdvatioii in tracts of country that have
a sub-temperate climate, while the Rhea— that is

to say, Malay and Bengal stock—occurs in moist
tropical regions. The latter is, moreover, a more
robust plant, has longer and narrower leaves with
white toraei.tum on the veins of the under-.surface
only; while the former has large broad leaves
with the base subcor late, cuncite and densely
coated below witli adpre.ssed white hairs. Now,
if this distinction holds good, it would obviously
be a mistake to attempt the cultivation of the
temperate-loving plant in the tropical plains of
India. Prom time to time fresh supplies have
been imported from China and distributed all over
this country, so that India may^ fairly be char-
acteri.sed as having fully’ attempted the acclimati-
sation of the China grass, but done little or
nothing to.vards endeavouring to extend the
production of what (for the sake of convenience
of e.xpressionl sve may' characterise as its indi-
genous stock. O.i this subject Mr. W. t. Thiselton
Dyer (Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kevv) has written :

—

‘‘The point raised by' Dr. Watt from the botani-
cal point of view, has been dealt with by Sir
.loseph Hooker in the Flora of British India. Th^
further distinction in adaptability to climatic
conditions, which chiefly concerns planters, has
been observed in nearly every part of the world
where these pilants are grown for fibre purposes.
The Ramie or Rhea, properly so called, may be
looked upon as the tropical representative of the
China-grass, and it is on that account probably'
better adapted for cultivation in hot and moist
countries. Under such conditions it is a very
robust plant and y'ields valuable fibre.

‘‘ Whether this fibre is at its best really as good
as the liest China-grass {Boehmeria nioea) is a
point that appears not to have been definitely
settled. It may' turn out to be simply' a question
of Soil or climate. At Kew we find we cannot
succe.ssfully' grow B. ten'icissima in the open
where B. nivea itself remains in the ground all the
winter, and furnishes in the summer a large crop
of vigorous stems. The China-grass may', there-
fore, give a larger and better supply of fibre under
cool conditions, wherea.s tlie Riraie or Rhea may
do equally well under essentially' tropical condi-
tions. The question as regards India may be
settled by' cultivating under various conditions of
climate and soil authentic specimens of each plant,
and by instituting, as suggested by Dr. Watt, a
careful chemical and microscopic analy'sis of the
fibres y’lelded by Indian-grown plants of what are
known to be tlie true Boehmeria nivea and the
true B. tenacissimaA

GENERAL ITEMS.

The Mark Lane Express thus refers to the value
of seaweed as a manure :—Seaweed decomposes
very' rapidly and should either be applied fresh as
a top-dressing or ploughed in at once on arable
land. It also makes an e.xcellent compost with
any vegetable refuse, ditch parings, peat, mould.
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etc. The quantity of water which the fresh weeds
contain will always I’estrict its use to land near
the coast. It is too bulky in this state to cart far

inland, but when partially dried befo'-e removal,
this objection is in some measure overcome. In
this way it is said to be largely dealt with on the
west coast of Ireland, the fishermen collecting
and half drying the seaweed by exposure to the
air, and then selling it to farmers to be carted
inland as a dressing for their fields. There
can be no two opinions as to the value of

seaweed as a green manure, containing as it

does all the substances required for the growth
of either cereals or green crops. Its ash is rich

in salt, potash, sulphuric acid, and phosphate of

lime. In fact, chemists tell us that this product
of onr shores contains at least twice the quantity
of these valuable matters as the plants which are
ordinarily grown by farmers as green manures.
When, therefore, it is intelligently used so as to

conserve in addition its most important nitro-

genous constituents, seaweed is a fertiliser which
is not easily beaten. Consequently, those who are

fortunate enough to farm within easy reach of

the coast will be very unwise if they neglect to

avail themselves of such a vnluable manure.
Farmers so situated may well betake themselves
to the “ harvest of the sea” after the harvest of

the land is safely gathered in.

It is claimed by those who offer kainit in the

market, that the manure is death to all insect

life—grub, white-ant, cutworm, &c., &c., and that

it is of more importance from a manurial point of

view than it is generally considered to be. In-

deed, a number of experiments carried out at the

Cape have gone to show that when added to

farm-yard manure, guano, and other practi-

cally perfect manures, it has a wonderful i>fi'ect.

K.ainit is comparatively cheap, and some experi-
ments with it might with advantage be carried
out in this country.

The chocho appears to b« making satisfactory

progress in N.S. Whiles. The Editor of the
N-S.W. Gtzette draws attention to the fact that
the plants may with advantage be allowed to

remain in the ground till they shoot up the
second season. After the second season it is

recommended that the root should be carefully

removed, when it will be found that a large tuber
has been formed, somewhat jelly-like in appear-
ance when cut, which can be utilized either by
boiling as a vegetable, or fed to pigs, for which
purpo.se it is considered particularly valuable.

It would appear, from the result of a trial

shipment of passion-fruit that no very certain or

remunerative trade in the article could be expected
in England.

We hear of the successful treatment of horses

affected with ticks, fowls with lice, and
other animals with either of the.se pe.sts

or with scab, by means of sulphur administered
internally. The results would appear to be quick
and effectual, and the treatment worth
trying, but the doses much be regulated and not

given at random.

Dr. Patterson, in the Gardeners' Chronicle, has

recentlj' advocated the cultivation in Enghuid of

the “ aubergine” more commonly known amongst
us as the “ Hrinjal,” partly on the ground of its

being “ an excellent remedy for those suffering

from liver-complaints.”

I
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CINNAMON OF CEYLON.

HE following interesting paper

is specially contributed by Mr.

Peter oe Abrew, of Colombo

a Fellow of the Imperial

Institute :

—

The island of Ceylon has

always been noted for its

cinnamon CLauras Cinna-

momumj, a spice which finds a ready market in

Europe, especially in its southern countries, Spain

and Italy. The South American States use it chiefly

for incense, and other countries purchase it for

chemical and confectionery purposes.

A species of cinnamon grows in the Malabar

coast of Iirdia, Manilla, Cochin China, Sumatra,

Leeward Islands, Bourbon, Brazil, Arakan, and in

some parts of Queensland, but the quality of the

spire grown at tho.ro pi ices ii far inferior to that

produced in this island of “ spicy breezes,” and its

markctaV'le value does n-^t compare favorably with

ours. Ceylon cinnamon was at one time a con-

siderable source) of revenue to the Government of

the island, but now, owing to the lowness of the

price, its value in tlds respect i.s comparatively

small.

As f.ar back as the time of Augustus Crosar, the

Hjinans had communication with India, and it is

said that they traded largely in cinuamon obtained

from Ceylon. A pound of it is recorded to have

fetched as much as £8 at Rmie. Its va'ue now is

about 7Jd. per lb.

When the island was invaded bj the Portuguese,

the Sinhalese king, who lived not far from Colombo,

paid an annual tribute of seven thousand pounds

of cinnamon to the European invaders. There is

no authentic record to show how the native monarchs

caused the spice to be prepared, but it is known

that they were very jealous of foreigners knowing

the modus operandi. n 1602 the king of Kandy sent,

as a present, some pepper and cinnamon to the

king of Holland.

When the Dutch held sway here, they, knowing

the value of the spice, paid much attention to the

cultivation and production of it. Finding it to be

more profitable than they expected. His Excellency

Governor Fa'ck in 1G70, encouraged the industry

and the systemati ) cultivation of cinnamon. His

successors were much benefited by his labours
;
they

reaped rich harvests before they eventually left

the island, but did not pay any attention to the

preservation of the shrubs.

When the British first occupied the island they

found the gardens neglected, and His Excellency

Sir Frederick North set about putting matters to

rights and encouraged the development of the

cultivation.

Cinnamon grows in both the low and the high

districts of the island. In the former it thrives

well in a loose sandy soil, and its qualicj is of a

superior and more marketable grade than that found

at higher elevations. As at present cultivated, it is

not allowed to grow to more than the size of a

shrub. The slender sticks, from which the bark is

to be peeled to make the cinnamon of commerce,
are cut down us soon as they reach a height of

five or six feet.

There are records that pieces of furniture have

been made from the wood of the full-grown cinua-

mon tree, but that must have been prior to the

introduction of the present method of cultivation.

The wood is white and light, and is used for fuel.

It is que.stionablo whether it would be suited to the

making of furniture even if allowed to develop fully.

Tlij leaf, when tender, is d.uk red or s arlet. As

it matures it gets to be deep green. The b'ossom

is a very pretty white one.

The fruit is somewhat I kn an acorn, but not so

large. When ripe it used to be gathered up and

put in nurseries for germination, but ti.is is seldom

done now. Says an old historian ;
—“

“ It is gathered by the natives for the purpose of

“ex’racting oil from it. The process they employ
“ is to bruise the fruit, boil it, and skim off the oil.

" This they use for the hair and body on great
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ocoaaioas, and also for burning in their lamps
‘“When mixed with coconut oil it gives an extiemely
“good light. The kings of Candy use it for this

“purpose, and formerly comimuided their subjects
“ to bring them a certaiu quantity as a yearly
' tribute. When any ambassadors arc sent to these
“ princes they always btiru this oil duiing the time of
“ audience. ”

There are no records extant, nor information attain-
able indicating that either the Portuguese or Dutch
conquerors manufactured any oil from the fruits.

Neither during the early period of the Briti-h sway,
nor now, is the process practised. Perhaps tlie men-
tion of it h re may lead to some experiments in
this line, which may ultimately result in a market-
able oil.

The fruits are devoured by crovvs and other birds,

and the propagation of the shrubs in their wild
state is due to these birds, which swallow the berries,

the kernels of which, not dissolving in their stomachs,
are passed out uninjured.
The Sinhalese na ue for ciunamou is Kurwidu, and

it embraces the following different species

—

1. Pauey Kurunda or Honey Cinuamm.
2. Capuiu

1

1

Camphor ,,

3. Seeel It IT Soft „
4. Pawul IT IT Fiat „
5. Kimhul TT T| Crocodile .,

6. Veil IT TT Sandy ,,

7. Nalu TT IT Chippy ,,

8. Kela IT IT Wild
9. Poth u II IT Strippy „

10. Mas It TT Fleshy .,

U. Nika TT IT Lmg-leavod like Nika.

Each variety is characterised by some quality morj
or less closely related to the name appneJ tj it.

During the time of the Dutch and t e early British

period, the Government monopo'isel the cinnamon
trade, which monopoly was commonly known as the
“ Mahahadda. ” Government paid every attention to

the cinnamon department, as the produce then was
the chief source of revenue. The gardens were well
protected and responsible officers appointed to super-

vise the department. These officers were “sons of

the soil ” of distinguished birth, and were hold in

the highest esteem by the Government. Tney had
unlimited powers vested in them. The name of

liajapakse Maha Mudaliyar may be mentioned as

one of them. J. H. C. makes the following reference

to this distinguished chief in the Saturday Mayaziue.
published in London in 1835. “

. . . . When
“the Dutch slave masters agreed to consider as free,

“ all the children of their slaves, this amiable person
“ not only followed their example, but was eveu aux-
“ ious to bestow immediate liberty upon all slaves

“ possessed either by himself or by any of his relatives.

“He is extremely hospitable to Europeans, a man
“ of extensive information, and the best Sanskrit and
“ Pali scholar in the island. The print represents
“Raja Paxa in the rich costume of his country,
“ attended by two servants bearing umbrellas. It is

“copied from a picture kindly lent by Sir A'exander
“Johnstone." It may also be mentioned here, that

this noble chief was give i a burial with British

military honours, a mark of recognition which no
other native gentleman had.
Thera are hardly any landmarks left now of the

old cinnamon monopoly days. The “ Walawwa ’’

(residence of a chief) of the Maha Mudaliyar Raja-
paksc, and a store house of the department, are now
rejuvenated and are residential bungalows. There
are no traces of other buildings left.

Captain Percival, writing in 1805, refers to the

“Maha Badda" as follows:

—

“ Each particular district where the cinnamon grows
“ is bound to furnish yearly a certaiu quantity of

“ cinnamon, proportioned to the number of villages

“ and inhabitants which it contains. The Cingalese,
“ in return for their services, have each a piece of

“ land allotted them, rent free. They are also cx-

“ omptod from other government services, and enjoy
“ other privileges in proportion to the quantity they
“ deliver. Those who are employed to bark the trees

“ arc called ‘achajalias’ by the Dutch, and by ua

“ ‘cholias,’ Over them are placed officers of n supe-
“ rior cla>s, whose buhness is to superintend the
“ workmen, to take charge of the woods, and to pre-
“ vent cattle and improper persons from trespassing
“ there. Besides these there is a set of officers of
“a hi.^her caste called cinnamon Jfoodelicr.i, whose
“ business is to judge and punish all smsll offence?,
“and to superintend the different districts and villages
“ where the cholias reside. Over the whole a head-
“ officer, usually known by the Portuguese name of
“ Captain Canuailld, which means Captain Cinnamon.
“ The chief Moodelier receives all the
“ reports concerning the woods and the cinnamon
“ affairs in general from the inferior officers and
' transmits t.iem to the Captain, who is account ible
‘ only' to the Governor.”
With the depression in the market the department

was abolished, and the grounds have been since sold.

What was left as crown land is leased out, and gra-
dually its area is also diminishing owing to Govern-
ment land sales. There are, however, large private
blocks still under cultivation, but it is feared that
coconuts will replace the cinnamon before long.

There are two crops or seasons for the preparation
of cinnamon, called the “Maha Mosama ’’ and the
“ Kuda Mosama, ’’ or the big and the small season
re.speotively. The “ Maha Mosama ’’ begins in May
and ends in August, and the “ Kuda Mosama ” from
the middle of October to about Christinas. During
crop time the workmen no in gangs to the gardens
and cut down the peelable sticks, which they' easily

find out from the colour of the leaves, or by mak-
ing an incision on the bark of the tree. The knife
used for cutting the sticks is called the “kettha.”
As the cutters go on from bush to bush, cutting
down the sticks and putting them on the ground,
another gang of men gather them into bundles and
carry them on their shoulders to the “waduja"or
peeling shed, erected on a central site. When a
sufficient quantity of sticks has been cut down and
brought to the shed the cutters return, and after
the noontide meal they begin peeling operations.

Seated on the ground with outstretched bare legs,

which serve as a support for the sticks, they peel
the bark off in longitudinal sections with a knife of

the shape of a spatula. They are remarkably clever
and quick at the work, and they have to be so, or
else the bark would dry and the sticks would be
unfit for peeling. The peeled sticks are gathered by
boys, and stacked away in a heap to be eventually
sold as firewood.
The bark that is peeled off is packed into blocks

in layers, and put away in a cool place for several
hours, being occasionally sprinkled with water. It

is then taken o it from the block", and the outer
skin is scraped off' with a curved knife. This is

chiefly done by women or boys. A small tripod of
cinnamon sticks about a foot and half high is

made. Another stick about three feet long is run
down from the apex of the tripid to the ground.
On this stick is placed t e bark, which, held by
tin pressure of the heel, is gently scraped with
the curved knife. The bark then gets to bo of a
yellowish or greenish hue, which depends on the
maturity of the sticks from which they have been
peeled off. It is carefully put aside for a few hours,
and is then made into long quills by fitting in one
strip of bark into another and tilling up the inside
with small pieces of it. The cleanest and the
brightest barks are used for the outer coverin.; of

the quills, and the rest is used for t le stuffing. As
the quills are turned out they are gently laised
from the ground, and are placed in a stretcher
made of coir strings and suspendod from the rooh
The moisture is thus evaporatod and the quills get
hardened, and after a few days they are slightly

exposed to the sun daily until removed to the
market. The ends of the quills are cut off to the
usual length. The ciunamou is now ready for sale,

and it is bundled into bales of one hun (rod pounds
in weight, more or less.

The unpoelablo sticks have their outer skin
scraped, and the bark is chipped off. It is dried
in the sun and “ picked ” and “bagged.” It is then
sold under the trade name of “Chips.”
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It i3 usual after the “ Kuda Mosama ” to prune

the bushes, clear and weed the ground, and turn

over the soil. This procesi of giving nourishment

to the bushes secures a profitable crop in the

“Maha Mosama” of the foilwing May.

Cinnamon is brought down for sale to the native

merchants, who get it first hand. They examine

the quality of the bu'k by smell and taste in a few

minutes, and accordingly fix a price for

a very easy process, indeed, to what
the early days 1 . .

“ cinnamon has been

payment

—

was done in

The next step af er the

carried into the Company’s

2(5%
4%

“ storehouse is to examine its quality. This task is

“ imposed upon the Company’s surgeons, and a dis-

“ agreeable one it proves to be. it is performed
“ by taking a few sticks out of each bundle and
“ chewing them successively, as the taste is the o ly

“ sure method of ascertaining the quality. The
“ cinnamon, by the repetition of this operation,

“ excoriates the to.jgue and the inside of the mouth,

and causes such an intolerable pain as renders

“it impossible for them to continue the process

“ above two or three days successively. The surgeons
“ are, however, obliged in their turns to resume it,

“ as they are responsible for the goodness of the

“cinnamon; it is customary for them to mitigate

“the pain by eating a piece of bread and butter

“ between whiles . " .

Before the cinnamon is exported it is sorted into

grades of the following assortment:

—

No. 1 quality 20% No. 3 quality.

No. 2 „ 50% No. 4 „

Superior and extra superior grades are sold separ-

ately. The bales are packed in jute cloth when
shipped. ...
Genuine cinnamon oil is obtained from the chips

and cuttings from the quills. Inferior oil is obtained

from a mixture of the bark (chips) and leaf. The
Dutch paid the greatest attention to the distillation

of the oil. They were the first to introduce the pre-

sent process of distilling. Capt. Percival describes it

as follows ;

—

“The fragments and small pieces which happen

“to be broken off in packing up the bales are

“ collected and put into large tubs, about a hundred

“weight into each, with just as much water as is

“ sufficient to cover them completely. This mass is

‘ left for six or seven days to macerate and is after-

“ wards poured, by little and little, into a copper

“ alembic, to which a slow fire is applied. The water

“which comes over, called 'Aqua Cinnamoni
’

is

“ received in glass vessels of a peculiar construction,

“ and it is nearly of the colour of milk, and the oil

“floats at the top of the glass recipient. The process

“is slowly and cautiously conducted; one tub being

“usually distilled off in twenty-four hours. Two
“ comm'issaircs (

who were members of the Council of

“Justice in the time of the Dutch) are appointed to

“superintend the whole of the process, and one of

“them is always required to be present to prevent

“ the Apothecary who conducts the distillation from
“ smuggling any of the oil. After remaining for

“some time in the recipient, the oil is careiully

'• skimmed off under the eye of the commissaires and

“ put into large bottles, which are sealed with the

“Government Seal and brought to the Gsvernor,

“ by whom they are placed in a chest secured in

“ the same manner. The reason of all these pre-

“ cautions is the great scarcity and value of this oil.

“It is only made at the Company’s laboratory at

“ Colombo, and the quantity is much less than can
“ be procured from an equal weight of any other

“ spice.
’’

—

Imperial Institute Journal.

SOME WELL-KNOWN TEA PESTS.

Remedy fou Red Spider.

At the meeting of the Microscopical Society on
Monday night, Mr. Miles read an interesting paper

on Tea Rests, which was illustrated by slides. He
said :—For many ytars planters in the various tea-

growing districts have suffered in varying extent

from the ravages of two well-known pests rtv., the

tea mite {TetraiKhus hioculatus), more commonly

known as “Red Spider," and the Tea Bug (Hclo-
peltis theivora) or “ Mosquito Blight.’’ There are
several other pests to which I shall refer later on.
but as these occur only spasmodically, their visits are
not so much dreaded as the first two named.

I shall first proceed to give you a short account
of the Tea Mite or “Red Spider

’’

of which I exhibit
a coloured drawing of the male species. I am indebt-
ed to the work of the late Mi^ J. Wood-Mason for

the following description of its structure aud habits:—
“ The mite lives in societies on the upper surfaee
of the full-grown leaves beneath an exceedingly
delicate web, vvUich it spins for itsdf as a shelter.

This web, ordinarily invisible to ihe naked eye, is

often rendered vi.sible by the deposition upon it of

dew in minute globules, which give to the leaves,

when bathed in the sun, an indescribably splendid
appearance of being sprinkled over with minute
diamonds.

“ The mites lay their eggs in hollows close to the
ribs of the leaves usually. The eggs are oblate
spheroids, flatter at one pole, by which they are
firmly aud broadly attached to the leaves, thin at

the other, at which their transparent shell is suddenly
drawn out into a long and tapering and sli''htly

curled glassy process. Th y ar red, like the Mite
itself, and at the close of segnientat on present at

their surface a beautiful redicula ed pattern, due to

the presence of a concentrated and dark-coloured
layer of protoplasm aruuud the nue'ei of all the
cells of the blastoderm. The young arachnids leave

the eg.!8 as six-footed larvro, which do not attach
themselves as parasites to the bodies of insects an I

spiders, as do their distant relations the Trombididae,
nor undergo any of those strange changes which
many other mites pass through in the course of

their development, but attain to the adult condition
by a simple change of skin that usually, though not
perhaps invariably, is made on the same leaf as

that on which they emerged as larvae from the egg.
The shells of the hatched eggs remain glued to tne
leaf for some time as microscopically small objects
resembling porcelain saucers.

“ Prepara'.ory to the final moult the Mites draw
all their legs in under them, become perfectly mo-
tionless, and appear to change from red to white

;

but no change of colour actually occurs, the appear-
ance of whiteness which the thin and colourless
old skin presents being due to the access of air to
the interval between it and the new.

“ ’The male differs from the female not only in
size but also remarkably in the form of the body.
The former rex is the smaller, and in the shape of
the body resembles a plover’s e^g, being broadly
round at the interior end and pointed posteriorly,
while the latter resembles an egg which is similar
and semi-circular in outline and nearly equal at
both ends.

“ The mite injures the tea plant by repeatedly
puncturing the leaves and pumping out the liquid
contents of the epidermis (? and parenchyma) through
the punctures by the aid of the pharyngeal pump
with which it, like all other arachnids, is provided.
A freshly punctured leaf exhibits a regular and
pretty pattern of irregular star-shaped patches of
light green worked upon a dark ground. The pale
spots are caused by the mites ,and in the centre
of nearly every one of them two most minute
punctures can only with difficulty be made out even
by the aid of a uicroscope. In order that the
manner in which the punctures are made may be
understood it will be necessary briefly to describe
the mouth-parts of the animal. Tnese consist of

(1) a conical rostrum or beak, the sides of which
are embraced and partly formed by (2) a pair of

short, stout and jointed palpi or feelers which end
in a pair of pincers, and answer to the great claw-
bearing feelers of the scorpion and to the first max-
illae of an inseet, and of (3) a pair of jaws or
mandibles, which do not enter into the composition
of the beak above and in front of which they lie

but between which of them, on the contrary, there
exists a wide interval. The rostrum is not serrated
on the edges so as to resemble that of an ordinary
tick, as it ia in the European T, telarius, but on each
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side of tlie iiiiiiute slit-like opeuing which constitutes
the mouth, and is placed at its lower extremity, it

bears two minute, curved and probably moveable
spines. At the end of the short fixed arms of the
pincers of the feelers open the ducts of t.ie g ..n is,

which furnish the viscid secretion wherewith the
animals spin their protective webs. The mandibles
or jaws are a pair of long and delicate needle
shaped rods which ordinarily lie retracted out of

sight into their sheaths i-eady to be shot-out with
lightning rapidity. It is a remarkable fact that the
sheaths, which appear to be none other than the
basal joints of the mandibles, retain their primitive

embryonic distinctness throughout life and do not

coalesce in adult life so as to form a single common
sheath as they are said to do in T. telarius. It is

more probable that the leaves are punctured by
these mandibular needles, and that the two little

movable spines placed at the sides of the rostrum
serve only to keep the sucker-shaped elevation around
the mouth closely applied to the wounded spots in

order that the buccal pump may act as effectually

as possible, than that the latter perform the double

duty of lancets and retentive hooks.

I propose for the tea mite, which would appear

to be unknown to science, the name of Tetrani/chus

bioculatus, in allusion to its double (really two pairs

0 ' eyes).”

The tea mite is most destructive in the early

part of the season, and increases at such a rate

if there is a drought that a tea garden appears of

a dull biick-red colour even when viewed from a

distance. As soon as the heavy rains set in it dis-

appears from the eye, but considerable numbers must

bo lying dormant as they quickly reappear if there is

a break in the rains accompanied with hot sun.

The most important matter so far as planters are

concerned is the discovery of an effectual remedy
against this pest, and I take the following from

Indian Museum Notes. Vol. 3. No. 1. Although

experiments have not been conducted on a large

scale, and therefore further tests are necessary before

pronouncing a definite opinion, it would seem that a

most valuable discovery has been made :
—

‘ A very

complete and interesting series of reports by Mr.

G F riavfair, on the results experiments conducted

n Gachar upon the subject of the sulphur treatment

or red spider, have been furnished by Messrs.

Barry and Co. Five tons of refined flowers of

sulphur were sent up to the garden for application

as a remedy against red spider {Tclramichus bio-

culatnti), which is one of tire tea planter’s most

inveterate enemies. The sulphur was applied over

an area of 138 acres, and the results appear to bo

so successful that the treatment seems likely to

prove of the very greatest value.

“ The method adopted was to put the sulphur into

bags nifde of loose woven cloth and sprinkle the

tea bushes by simply shaking these bags over them.

In some cases the bushes were first splashed with

water, but in localities where water was not easily

obtainable the sulphur was applied without any pre-

vious watering. The sulphur was found to adhere

fairly well, even on dry bushes, in spite of the high

wind which blew both at the time that the sulphur-

ing was going on and afterwards. The average

cost of the treatment has been estimated by Mr.

Playfair at Ils 8-4 per acre, including the price and

freight of the sulphur and the cost of application.

The sulphur was applied in the first instance at the

rate of one hundredweight to the acre, but a large

area \vas afterwards sulphured at the rate of two

hundredweight to three acres, and an experiment

was made over eleven acres of sprinkling a mixture

of one part of sulphur with two parts of sifted lime.

Tlie last application does not appear to have been

so successful as the undiluted .sulphur. Besides

destroying the red spider most effectively, Mr. Playtair

is 'of opinion that the sulphur treatment is also

useful against the mos()uito blight {IldopcUis thetvova)

whi'di is perliaps an tweii more destructive, ))est titan

i-ed spider. Iljton this point it will be uselul to make

fiuther observations, as mites (such as red Bjtider)

are the only pest against which sulphur seems to

Jiave hitherto been ‘successfully used in other parts

of the world.

“ It may be noticed that washes made of soap
and sulphur combined have been rocomniended both
in the United States and in England for use against
mites like the red spider. The wash is sprayed
on to the plants by mcaiij of a force pump fitted

with a nozzle to give a very finely divided spray.

This method of applying the sulphur may possible

prove cheaper and more effectual than dusting it

on to the leaves, though Mr. Playfair’s experiments
with sulphur in powder seemed so successful as to leave

little to be desired. Compounds of soft soap and
sulphur can now be purchased in England ready
made, so as only to require the addition of water.”

It is well to know that this insect can be of use
to man, as the following curious note will show :

—

‘‘ A note written some years ago by Mr. M. H.
Clifford, late of the Forest Department, has recently

been found among some old papers in Dehra.
According to this note native hakims extract a kind
of oil from the large velvety red mites {Tetranychus

sp.) commonly known as red spiders of Birhhoti in

the North-West Provinces. The oil is sold for

mediciiral purposes at a high price, and even the
insects themsmves fetch as much as a rupee per
tola. It will be interesting to learn if anything
further is known of the medicinal virtues attributed

to this mite.”
I have been searching through various old records

to find out the earliest reference to these pests, and
it would appear that in the year 1868 attention was
first drawn to the subject. This date is also con-

firmed by enquiries I have made of these in a posi-

tion to know when visiting the various tea districts.

I shall now give you two extracts from the Pro-
ceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society
of India for 186'.) and 1874, I'espectively.

I think there can be no doubt that these refer

to “ red spider ” and ” mosquito blight, ” the black
spots of the latter being at first mistaken for a
fungus. It is extremely probable that these pests

were in existence for some time prior to the year
1868, but their dejiredations must have been on such
a small scale as to prevent any serious notice being
taken of them. Here is an extract dated 20th
January, 1869 :

—

“ The Secretary stated it would probably be in

the recollection of some of the members present
that Dr. Thomas Anderson had kindly offered to

send to the llev. M. J. Berkley certain specimens
of tea leaves from Assam affected by a kind of

black smut, and of blighted tea leaves from Gachar,
both which were submitted at the monthly meeting
in September last. Dr. Anderson had recently received

a reply from Mr. Berkley, of which he now submit-
ted the following extracts :

—

“ (1.) PTom Gachar I do not find any fungus.
The spots are like those which occur in the genus
Drpazea, but there is not a trace of perithecia and
they may arise either from some constitutional con-

dition or from some peculiarity of weather. In
many of the spots the whole of the parenchyma has
vanished, and there is scarcely anything left in the
centre, except the discoloured cuticle. 'The spots in

this case are quite transparent when held up to the
light. (2). Black Smut. I have in vain hunted
for perfect fruit. The fungus belongs, as far as
external characters go, to Lcveilles genus Asterina
but it is different from any species in my Her
barium. I should be glad to have specimens gathered
early in the season, and then I may perhaps tell

you whether it is undescribed or whether it really

belongs to Asterina. (3). One leaf has incipient

asterina without any parithecia, and the other has
been sprinkled with tlie eggs of some mite, but 1

should not think with the red s[)ider of our hot-

houses.
“ It would be well to get mo a fresh su|)ply of

diseased leaves from one or more estates, and 1

shall have groat ii'oasuro in examining them, ll is

very desirable to have furiher specimens of No I.

The fungus in No, 2 is su|)orfi(’iul. ami belongs, as
1 believe, to a genus very widely spreail, and requires
damp for its development.”

Dr. Anderson mentiontd that since he had son
the loaves from Gachar to Air. Berkley ho ha
himself observed the diseased ionu of leaves fgene
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ally) called “ blight ” by the Cachar planters) on
some tea plants at Uarjeeliiig. lie c.iierully e.\-

aiiiined the diseased bushes, and could find no
diseased leaves in any other stage of the disease

but that forwarded to Mr. lierkley. He, how-ever,

found several leaves with a small insect lying uiuIol'

the epidermis of the leaf, and he supposed that

this insect must have devoured the parenchyma and
caused the transparent spots (' blight ”) with wh ch
the leaf was covered Dr. Anderson exhibited some
of these leaves with the insect in posiiion; also a

few leaves with minute eggs cf an insect, collected

in patches on the surface of the caf. Dr. Anderson
said that he found many of the indigenous plants
in the forest adjoi iug those tea estates in which blight

had been observed were also affected. He parti-

cularly noticed Gordonia Wallichi a ternstroemiaceous
plant neirly al ied to tea a Polygonum, an Osbeckia
and Moesa Montana as suffering much from the
blight. Dr. Anderson showed youug leaves of

Chiuchoua Succirubra from a toa estate at Dar-
jeeling

;
these leaves wore covered with blight spots

Since the meeting was held, Dr. Anderson has
examined the insect with the microscope, and finds

that it is the pupa of an insect, probably a beetle,

and that it lies under the epidermis Probably the
destruction of the parenci yma is cause 1 by the
hma, and thus the almost microsco]nc eggs o 1 the
oihtr leaves may belong to the same species.

The Secretary subn itted the following extract of

a letter from Mr. Grote on this t iibject :

—

*• Now about your tea bug, which on r ferriug to

your Gardener’s Chronicle, ‘21st Pebruary yon will

find I brought before our R. H. S. Scientific Com-
mittee I now enclose a letter from Mr. Moore which
expresses an opinion in support of West vood, and
assigns the bug to Helopeltis, a genus described

by Signoret, who has figured a Ceylon species I

have viointed out to Mr. Westwood that his proposed
remedies are hardly applicable to large acres of

plantation. I hope that the pessimist view of the
hug's ravages may not be borne out by results.

Similar insect visitations have occurred and again
disappeared in the coffee plantations of Cejdon and
the VVynaad”
The follow ing are Messrs. Westwood and Moore’s

letters above referred to :
—

“ It is well known to me,” observes Mr. Westwood
‘‘from the very reimrkable upright horn 011 the
scute'lum. It belongs to the Cimicideous family
(Capsidae)- and is closely allied to a species which
sucks our chrysanthemum buds and greatly dama-
ges the blooms. The only ch nee of checking it

see-ns to me to ascertain the p’ace of deposit on
and destruction of the eggs if possitle. Another
plan (which has been suggested for checking the

ravage.s of the Vine Tortrix) is to burn green weeks
to windward of the plants. I should also think
that if bird limed strings were stretche t over the
plants, great numbers would be trapped, or light

bags V itli the insides coated with seme sticky

material run along the top of the plants, like

fishermen's landing nets, the flies would be thrown
and caught in the nets.”

I have made several references to ‘‘ mosquito
blight,” and 1 shal next proceed to give you a snort

account of this insect, which is even more destruc-

tive than the former pest It is so named from
its reseiiiblancG to the ordinary mosquito, although
there is no relationship between there. It punctures
the leaves and absorbs the juices leaving nothing
but the upper and lower epiderm s sticking together.

After a lime the loaf appears covered all over with
bro.Mi spots which, hovvever, soon change to black.

The effect of this is to retard the growth of the
plant, and although it makes a vigorous fight

against its enemy it slowly succumbs to tl e attack.

This pest makes its appearance early in the rains,

and gradually increases in numbers until the month
of yeptember. when it is in full force. By the
end of this m mih n any gardens in the Terai have
to stop manufacture, as ilie tea bushes have en-
tirely ceased to grow. Its effects are felt more or
less in all the tea-growing districts, but its ravages
are greatest in the Terai and lower Darjeeling Hills.

The first to draw attention to this particular pe t

was Mr. S. E. Beal, a well known planter in Assam,
whose description of it appeared in the I’roceediugs
of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Indri
for 1872. There are eleven differ nt species of this
insect in various parts of the world, but only one
so far has been recorded in India.
Another blight, known as “ green fly,” is reported

from various places, but appears to be mo.st pre-
valent in Daijeeling. It attacks the young shoots
and prevents their opening ou‘, and develop nent,
whereby the outturn is considerably diminished.
On the o her hand, this retarded growth undoubtedly
improves the quality of the yield, as tho tea made
from such leaf is always prettier in appearance and
more tlavoury in cup and usually reali-ies extra-
ordinary high prices. This pe.st therefore cannot be
looked upon with the same degree of disfavour as
the previous two.
Scale-insects made their appearance in the Kangra

Valley and Assam in 1889, as several specimens
were sent to me. I will read you a short note
which I wrote at that time :

—

‘‘ Since 18(38 when they first began to attract
attention, the family of Scale-insects have made
th mselves notorious as one of the most dreaded
and destructive of all the known enemies of plant
life First noticed in Australia, they travelled on
to Cape Colony, and final'y appeared in Ca'ifonia,
and as soon as the,' had established themselves in
a new district proceeded to spread in a'l directions.
In Cape Colony and California the principal sufferer
was the orange tree, and so great was the damage
done, that many owners of orange groves were
ruined. In Ceylon, the Scale-insect has done inl-

mense damage to the coffee pla it, and many plant-
ations have been closed in consequ;uce.

‘‘ In order to mark its comin;< of age, so to speak
it has turned its attention to tea, and already it
has done n ' inconsid?rabIe amount of damage to
the bushes. It first appeared on two gardens in
tho Kangra Valley in the early part of this year
(1889), and has since been reported from As^am
but there is nothing to show the man- er of its
introduction in cither district. There is reference
in part I. Vol. I Indian Insect Pests, to a new
coccid found on cinchona in Sikki n which matures
about April, and as the Scale-insect was first observed
on tea about that time, there may be some connection
between the two.

“ There is little to describe about the actual insect
as it has not yet been observed in a free slate!
When a plant is attacked it soon becomes covered
with little brown scales about one eighth of an iimii
in diameter, which adhere closely to the stem of the
plant, but can be casi ly removed by inserting the biade
of a penknife under them. Tinder the microscoiie
these appear to be cases only, as there is no
structure apparent, and in several 1 have detected
a small puncture through which I imagine the
imago escape. The insect appears to be most active
in bright weather and almost disappears iu the rains
Some specimens foiwarded to me iu November last
were of quite a different character to those described
above, the scale being soft and pulpy and covered
on the outside by a thick coating of soft white
waxy-locking substance. This may prove to be the
female.

Its effect rn the tea plant is somewhat similar
to that caused by the tea bug, but more marked
as the Scab -insect appears to absorb the juices of
the plant through tho stem, and the bush immedi-
ately begins to sicken, and would soon die down
unless prompt measures were taken. 'J he most
effective, remedy is the kerosine emulsion which
has been used with very goo.l results in the United
States and Ceylon, against the form of Scale-insect
attacking the orange tree iu the former and coffeem tho latter country.
“The formulm for prep.iring the kerosine emulsiou

recommended by the TI. S. Department of Ao,icul
tnre, were reproduced iu Vo'. VTI., Barts II. and
III., of the Society's Journal.
“I have already discovered a parasite of the Scale-

iDsect which closely resembles Coccophagua call-
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fornicus, figured iu the periodica' Hu'letiu of the

U. S. Dep.xrtment ' f Agriculture, divieion of Ento-
mology, for March 1880. Though it may take some
time for it to develop properly iu order to be an
effective enemy of th ^ Scale insect, it is satisfactory

to know that it is iu existence
“ This short note is merely intended to draw

attention to a subject which may occupy a prominent
position in the near future. Though not wishing
to appear as an alarmist, I fear that tea is threatened

with a new danger, which may do more harm than
any of its predecessors, judging by what has happened
in other parts of the world. I would seriously im-
press on all connected with this great i idustry, more
especiady managers of gardens, to be on the alert,

and at the first indication of this pest, to adopt
remedial measures nt once to stamp it out, other-

wise there is no telling what the consequences may be.”

Various other pests in the shape of white-auis,

caterpillars, beetles, moths, etc., attack the tea plant

from time to time but usually over limited ar as and
at irregular intervals. Although their vis ts cause

a good deal of trouble and annoyance to the

gardens concerned, besides occasioning lo-s, yet the

amount of damage done is so small iu comparison
with the torraer ones that they do not attract

much attention .—Indian Planters’ Gazette

TEA IN THE UPPER CHINUWIN.

The following is a list of the villages of the

Uppof Chindwin which export tea feeds, the in-

habitants of all being Shans :—Kauiigkan, Tiugiii,

Kawya, Mauugkan, Tason, Onbet, Mainwo, Tamanthe,

Alalin.
, , • ,

Tradition says that these hns (clearings) were

cleared and planted some ‘200 years ago, the seed

having been brought from Paiauiig
(
Northern bhan

States). No one has ever heard of wild tea in the

jungle; nor have I ever come across wild tea in the

foresti’ in spite of having always kept a very sharp

look, out for it, and it is my opinion that the tea

plant is not wild, at any rate west of the Irrawaddy

( by the way, wild cinnamon
[.
C. Zenlanieum j

has

been found by me fairly common in the evergreen

forests of the Uyu).
. . i

The gardens were originally planted tor the sake

of the leavis, that is, to make fetpef, the so called

pickled tea of Burma. However, some 20 years ago

there arose a demand for the seed, at first inter-

mittent, but since British occupation steady, and this

has now become the main source of income to the

owners, though the pickled tea is still collected and

made as of old.
. , , . ,

•

The first thing to be done in planting a tetpet-lan

is to find the right kind of soil, what is known as

myeni, literally red earth. In this soil the tea-tree

flourishes to perfecion; the look of this earth is

very characteristic, being a light red or buff coloured

friable loam, which occurs in patches, and wherever

these patches of red earth are found on tue banks

of the Chindwin there villagts have been built and

tea planted. The jungle being cleared of all bruJi-

wood and undergrowth, 3 or -1 seeds are dibbled into

holes, the holes being either or 4 cubits apart.

The object of dibbling in more than one seed is to

guard against blanks: however, all the seeds that

germinate are allowed to grow. After the planes

come up all the tending the gardens receive is

periodical e'earing of grass, small plants, weeds, and

brushwood ;
the ground is never hoed, nor are the

plant.s priiiied, exco)it when the ravages of a parasite

known as ihihaun;/* have become so extensive as to

kill the portions above ground, the dead tops are

then hacked down with the ordinary Burnieie d.ama,

the iilant at once throwing up sto.d shoots or root-

suckers which in three years take the place of the

old cut down plant. The small plants liecome large

enough to give a crop of leaves in 3 years if the

Hn is kept free of jungle, but not till years if

the garden is dirty. Seed is borne when the p'ants

are 8 yoar.s old, but tliey do not come into full

bearing till 15 jeans of age, the normal existence

• Lorauthua Sr.

of a tree being 40 to ,50 years if not attacked by
the parasite mentioned above. Some trees last longer
than this, but old trees do not bear such good crops
of seeds or loaves as middle-aged one.«, being usually
staglieade'^, and are generally cut down, their places

being taken by vigorous shoots thrown up by the
stools, some stools as large as 3 feet in girth being
seen. A light shade is beneficial to the plants and
lessens the labour of keeping the gardens clean, as

the shade kills out the rank grasses such as thchke,

&c
,
which spring up if there is no shade. Heavy

rains are not good for the seed crop, as the seed
drops off without ripening

;
however, if the seedcrop

is poor the leaf-crop is usually good and vice versa.

Each house owns from one to three kins, the
various properties being bounded by rough cactus
hedges.
As already stated there are two kinds of crop.s

—

the leaf-crop and the seed-crop, (a) The leaf-crop .

—

The trees flush three times a year in—(1) Tagu to

Kason (April—May); (2) Wazo to Wagaung (July

—

August); and (3) Towthalin to Thadingyut (Septemner
—October). Of these three flushes the first gives

the best leaf and brings the highest prices. The
method of plucking is to pluck the whole shoot
except one leaf which is left. Thus if there are
three leaves in a shoot the shoot is nipped off just

below the second leaf. Each owner then takes his

crop of leaves and throws it into an iron cauldron*
full of boiling water; it is left in this water till

the leaves turn a yel'ow colour; the water is then
thrown a.vay and the leaves rolled by hand on mats;
it is then ready to be sold to traders, who take it

away either packed in bamboo crates or in the
interuodo of the vu/etsauf/i/e bsmboo {/iendrocalamn.i
HamiUonii). If one wanted to keep this tea it must
either be kept buried in the ground, or the crates
and bamboos must be kept in water. Kawya village,

which has the largest extent of kins, makes on th-i

average 20,000 viss of letpet annually. The price

at the village for the produce of the first flush is

usually Rs. 10 per 100 viss, for the other and later
flushes Rs. 12-8-0 per 100 viss.

The seed-crop ripens in October and November

;

it is then collected, dried in the sun, a' d sold to

Burmese traders, who come up for it. The trader
shoots ths seed into the bottom of his boat, the
bottom being roughly lined with mats, and then takes
it down to Kettha or Tonhe; where he sells it to
the native agents of “ tea-seed chiefs.

’’

The price of the tea seed on the garden varies
from Rs. 3 to Rt. 10 per basket, but to understand the
method of buying the seed one must bear in mind
that the trader, always a Burman, comes up in
January or February to bargain for the seed crop
of the following November. If 2>ossibIe, the trader
makes a contract that the owner will sell him all

the produce of the garden for a fixed sum per
b.isket Tuus in January 1.894 the Maungkan villa-

gers contracted to sell all their seed at R^. 5 a
basket. The trader then advances on the condition
that, if the villagers cannot pay him back iu tea-
seed, they must pay him 100 per cent, on his money.
If the trader cannot get a contract for the whole
crop he always manages to make advances for a
certain proportion of the crop on the same condition.
Thus, this year, all the villagers of Kawya have
had advances on the condition that they pay back
next November (in seed), each b.isket to bo counted
as Rs. 3. Any left after the villagers have paid back
their advances usually brings doutle the contract
price. The trader then hires boa's and takes the
seed to Kettha or Tonhe, the rate of boat hire
being from 2 annas to 4 annas per basket according
to distance to Kettha. He will sell to agents of
the tea planter for an average of Rs. 17 per manng
(a inaung—1 basket 10 pyis or 20 pyis

) This is

practically the end of the business ns far as Buima
is concerned, as from here it is carried by Chin or
Manipuri coolies in baskets, Scotish fish-wile fashion,
to Manipur. No tax is collected or any transit duos
exacted anywhere along the route. The Chins are

* The ordinary Do of Burma, exactly the same as
that which cutch boilers use for cutch boiling.
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said to ca;ry a load of one basket and a quarter,
the average weight of one basket being 14 visa, and
get Ks. 5 to Ks. 0 for the journey.
It will be seen that as in most trades the middle-

men are the best off and absorb most of the profit.

The Barman trader makes, even if ho does not go
in for the advance system, over cent, per cent, and
of course his profits are doubled if he docs. No
Thaungdut coolies or men in any way are interested
in the trade, the development of which is solely
due to the Bengalis and Barmans. I believe Messrs.
The Bombay Burma Trading Co. are experimenting
as to the feasibility of sending seed to Assam rfa

Calcutta
;

of course if they succeed that will settle all

matters of tra isit dues both for Thaungdut and
Manipur. I see no reasm why the Bombay Bur na
Trading Co. should not succfel as no care to

prevent shaking the effects of damp or of heat, is

taken, any way prior to the seed reaching Manipur,
by the present method which seems to be as u -

scientific as possible, and yet the tea-seed has, as
is well-known, a first class reputation in A^sam for

germinating properties. The t. a-seed experimented
with, however, 1 would recommend being bought at
any cost in November; the best way, of course,
would be to advance money on the followii g season 3

crop, this system being the custom; or else only
the leavings and old seeds which have been lying
about can be got, which naturally would not have
the same germinating power as fresh ripe seed.
From what I s.iw of ihe girdens they were wonder-

fully healthy considering the little cire taken with
them, as, with the exc ption of the pvrasite referred
to. the trees all seemed clean, vigorous, and full of
leaf I should s.iy tea-p'anting with European mediods
wou'd bo a great success if only Cm labour question
could be succe sfully dealt with. That once settled,
all a planter who proposed p'anting in the Chindwin
would have to do would be lo pr i.spect for red earth,
and from my own experience of the forests I am
sure I have come across several tracts of similar earth
to that on which the tea is grown.
There are two other points to be touched on, viz

,

a “maung” weight is spoken of above; this I am
pretty sure is only a corruption, or rather the
Burmese pronunciation of the word inaund. I was
informed that a “Maung” weighed about 22J visa
( viss=3'68 lb.

)
and that would bring the “ Maung ”

to about 80 lb, t.e., the Bazaar maund of India.
2ndli/, I believe some people still doirbt that “ Lstpet ”

the pickled tea of Burma is made from C. Theifem',
the plant in the Chindwin and Katha is undoubtedly
C. I’keifera, and is not Eloedendron; and it seems
absurd that such a point should need proof, consider-
ing most of the gardens in Assam have had all

their extensions for some years planted with plants
grown from Chindwin seed. Besides this Mr. Oliver
sent specimens in 1892 to Calcutta which were identi-
fied as C. Tliei/era.—Imlian Forester.

C. W. A. BRUCE,
Div. Forest Officer, Upper Chindwin.

THE CULTIVATION OF CHICORY IN
BELGIUM.

The Belgium Government considers chicory a per-
fectly legitimate drink, on an equal with coffee
and chocolate, for the adulteration of coffee, chicor.-

,

and chocola'e, and the sale of such adulterated
articles, aim prohibited by law. All v.irioties of
chicory, according to Jussieu, are indigenous to the
European continent. The United States Consul at
Ghent says tiuit a 1 these varieties may be traced
back to the Chieoree sauvaye ( Vichoj-ium intijbus

)

and the Chieoree endive (Cichoriuia endioiaj. The
f.irrner, commonly called small chicory, is especially
cuUivated for its leav s, which make an excellent
ailad. This wild chicory, so-called, is a very common
perennial plant in Belgium, and is frequently culti-
vated in gardens. It has a fusiform and taproot

;
its

stalk grows three (eet or more in height. It is
abundant along the roads and in tlio pasture ha.ids of
Belgium

;
in the gardens it develops much more,

the height of the stalk often exceeding six feet, an.

I

its leaves are larger. The plant is sown in the spring

sometime.? in beds, but more 0 Ten along the borders
I. only requires watering, and ordinaiy tilling and
weeding. The green leaves only are ordimuily em-
ployed in medicine and domestic economy. For
this purpose it is necessary to cut them from time to
time, thus inducing new and more tender leaves to
shoot forth

; the stalk, too, must be frequently
cut in order to delay as much as possible the
florescence. Wild chicory is a'so an excellent fodder
plant. Its most valuable properly is its ability to
grow in the werst soils, even such as are barren,
chalky, or clayey. Almost all cattle eagerly hunt
for the plant, and cows, which at first dislike it,

rapidly become acciist med to its taste. By reason
of its bitterne s, in acts as a tonic, and animals
who feed upon it are much le-s exposed to cutaneous
diseases. Swine are especially loud of the roots.
Amo ig the varieties of wild chicory just d scribed'
the most important is.chicory with large roots, known
as “ coffee chicory. ’ It is a perennial plant, whose
root, by toriefaction, acquires a bitter flavour, and
an aroma, which is not unlike that of sugar converted
into caramels. This is the variety which is daily
increasing in commercial and iudus rial importance.
In Belgium it largely re, laces coffee in the*
lower ranks of society. West Flanders, in the
district roun 1 Gourirai and Rou'ers, is its principal
home. The niithod of its cultivation greatly resembles
t lat of the beet. The seeds, which are very small,
are sown by a hand drill, three rows at a time, during
the mouths of April and May, and they are sown at
a distance of about 15 inches apart. There are
seve al varieties, or, rather subdivisions, of this
variety. The two chief ones are known as the
“wide-leaved chichory ” fd larges feitillesj, and the
“ eel-headed chicory ” fns&es a fetes d’anguilles), of
which the latter is considered the best. The seed
is obtained by replanting in the month of March, the
old stalks being dug out daring the preceding autumn.
In the course of a few weeks these go to seed.
Each plant gives about 3 0 grains of seed. Another
estimate gives 530 lb. of seed per acre. A temperate
climate is required, and a vigorous soil, even slightly
clayey, produces the best chicory with the heaviest
roots. Bandy soils also are good, but the roots are
generally lighter. The soil must be ploughed several
weeks in advance. About 160,000 plants are raised
per acre. A crop of from 11 to 14 tons of green
roots ij produced per acre. The harvest takes place
in Oc o' er and November. The roots must be im-
mediately washed and t ried, and then may be
preserved for fifteen to eighteen mouths. The seeds
if put in a dry place, may be kept for seven years!
The plant has no known disease, but is subject to
the attacks of a worm which eats the roots. The
leaves of the plant generally grow in a small tuft,
are narrow, and do not exceed ten or twelve inches
in height. The roots are carrotshaped (slightly
larger), dark grey in colour on the exterior, and
nearly dead white in the interior. The roots are
dried on perforated racks in kilns by means of coke
fires, and are then cut by machines into small
pieces. These are known as cossettes, and chicory
is generally exported to America in this form.
Afterwards it is ground and sold in xiowder under
the name of granulated chicory. Only very recently
a Royal decree has been promulgated in Belgium
declaring the essential quaiiiios of pure chicory,
requiring all packages to be legibly marked witli
tho name, and forbidding, under heavy penalties, the
sale of any adulteration as the genuine article. A
similar law exists respecting coffee.

—
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CAMPHOR AND CHINESE YEGETABLE
PRODUCTS.

The reports of the British Consuls at the various
ports of China and Formosa, that are now being
issued from the Foreign- office, contain much that is
interesting on the natural products of the countries
in relation to the late war. Thus, for instance, with
ivg.ud Lo the camplmr supply, the trade in which, it
was feared, would be seriously injured, even if the
supply were not actually stopped. Consul Hurst,
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of Tainan, gives the following sketch of the business
done in camphor. Last year, 1894, he says, shows
a satisfactory development. 13'971 cwts. having left

the port, as gained 7'530 cwts. in 1893. From
January to July the prices ruled rather low. In the
la’er month, camphor fetched, in the Hong Kong
market, only t‘3 2s. per cwt. In August, however,
on the outbreak of the war between China and Japan,
there was a boom in the market, and the price rose
at one time to £.5 14s. per cwt. This was due to
apprehensions entertained in Hong Kong of a
blockade of the Formosa ports. The market quickly
recovered from this abnormal figure, but prices were
well maintained throughout the remainder of the
vear, the average price bsitig about €1 par cwt.
Daring the year, two more British firms

(
Farsees

)

have started in the business. There are now five

foreign firms in Tainan, engaged in the c imphor
trade, namely, four British and one German.
In the course of the past year uevv districts have

been opened up at .\ntoapo, Chau-liu-Ping, and
other nlaces in the Kagee district. An attempt
wa^ wale last spring by the Kagee Magistrate to

compel f 'reigners to convey camphor produced in

Chau-liu-Ping by a circuitous road on its transit

t ) the 0 last, instea 1 of by another direct road, which
shortened the journey by two days, on ths plea tliat

the former offered greater facilities for official inspec-

tion
;
but the Taot'ai, on being appea'e.l to, at once

admitte I that foreign merchants were at liberty to

convey their goods under transit pass by any route

they plea.sed. The camphor produced is all brought
down under transit pass; 71 passes wore taken out

in 1891, as agahist .">7 in the previous year.

The new camphor forests are situated on tho
borders of savage territory, and the Chinese opera-

tives, when cutting down tree^ and campho.- dis-

tilling, are liable to attack by ilu savages. The
hazardous nat ire of the occupation suggoite 1 to the
Chinese authorities the levy of an impost, known
as the “ fang fei ” or protection tax, on all camphor
produced to pay for the maiutena’ice of frontier

guards to protect the camphor workers, llecenlly,

owing to the exigencies of c .>ast defence, the cam-
phor districts have been largely denuded of troops,

whose services were desired elsewhere. The c.m-

tinuance of the levy caused a certain amount of

discontent on the part of the foreign mercha ils, as

they sail that these opera' ions received merely
noriiinal protection. Some outrages l)y savages had,

at the time of writing, been rep u-ti d from places

in the dis'rict of Chip Chip. Tue c imphor states

had been destroyed and the oper.it >rs murdered,

ami the savages had escaped puiiislniient

In Chiiikiang we are told that the cliicf item among
native imports is wood oil, obtained fro u Aleurites

cordata. which is inva’uable in China for prese.ving

or xarnishing woodwork, and was impo. t d to the

val'ic of over £150 UOU, though it is not exported to

Europe.
A branch of culture, which, it is sugges'ed, is open

to fiuit growers, is the extended grow.h of a loud of

hawthorn, whoso fruit is known in the north of China
as ‘‘S'lau ch’a. ” It is de.scrioo I as having a very

agreeable, delicate, acid taste, and can hs used either

stewed, dri d, or made into a jelly. Though largely

consumod in Chiiikiang, it i.s m ire especially a native

of Sliang Tang mid Coro.i, and appears to be tho

Crativfim jiiituafa/ida, Broiigo. The plant is described

as a very omaineiital one iu spring.

—
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LADY BIRDS IN THE KONA COFFEE
district.

K,vllu.\, Kox.\ Hvwaii.
June 6, 1895.

C. D.Mii,LKn,EsQ.. President Kona Planters’ Assoeiation.

Sic Your commitice app >in od to iovestigat'

the blight on coiTee and the work of the lady bud
Cryptoiaeinus, bog to report a i fo lows : About three

years ago this blight, a s)iecios of Fnivinaria, made

its first appOiirincc in K niu, along the inauka

govevnineiit road at llolualca, Tbcnce it has spread

and IS still increasing anl spreading until to-day,

it has posf.esBion of about one hundred square miles
of valuib'o land. It not only infects coffee, but a'so

a larue variety of trees, shrubs and herbs, including
even the taro.

Nearly a year ago we received the first colonies
of the lady bird Cryptoiaeinus, and during the five

succeeding months many thousands were sent to us
by tho Hoii .Joseph Marsdeii, Commissioner of

Agriculture. All of these colonies, with the excep-
tion of a few that were placed among the guava
and ohia-ai trees, were liberated among our young
coffee tr-es, which were then already suffering greatly
from the effects of blight.

After the lapse of so many months, even allowing
for a scanty reproduction during the winter months
a decided increase of the lady birl should be
noticeabD. Instead of that, iu all places where
there was no restocking, the lady birds are practic-

ably extinct, and the blight has increased to a
frightful extent, particularly upon cultivated coffee.

Ou the other hand the lady birds have found a
more suitable habitat upon the guava, and since the
beginning of summer have been increasing freely

iu those localities where colonies had been liberated
upon coffee in their vicinity, and it is an undoubted
fact that the larva feel upon the ogginassea and
thus help to check the increase of the blight. The
f ict has recently b- en observed that the scaled off,

curled up bark of the guava affor is such favourable
shelter for pupation, seems to be largely tbe cause
of the increase of the lady bird amongst those trees.

To the fact that the coffee tree dues not afford
such shelter is possibly due the apparent dislike

of the lady bird to these trees, and the suggestion
that artificial shelter be afforded is in this connection
of value. That the lady bird is feeding and iucreas-

ing in localities makes it a valuable addition to

tho already exis ing enemies of Pulvinaria. The
history f its work so far, however, and particu’arly
its long winter rest, makes it very unsafe to say,

at this time, that it will afford speedy or perma-
nent relief to coffee planters, and we do not advi-e
that wo rest satisfied with what has been so far
attained, but that while acknowledging the valu-

able work that has been inaugurated by Mr. Marsden,
we should urge upon him that further efforts he
made with the view of discovering other enemies
of the Pulvinaria to reinf rce such as have been
already introduced. Whether, iu the meantime we
resort to spraying or to constant restocking with
lady birds from the guava,* we trust that every
member of this association will agree with us iu

concluding that a well managed coffee plantation
i I Kona will still prove a profitable investment.

[iSigncdl WoLUEMAit Muuleu,
Chairman.—Planters' Monthhj.

SEAWEED AS A MANURE
“ There can be no two opinions,” a writer in

the Afarl) Lane Express says, “as to the value of
seaweed as a green manure, containing as it does
all the substances required for the growth of either
cereals or green crops. I is ash is rich iu salt,

potash, sulphuric ac'd, and phosphate of lime. In
fact, chemists tell ii.s ih.xt this product of our shores
contains at least twice as much of these valuable
matters as the plants which are ordinarily grown by
farmer.s as green manures. When, therefore, it is

intelligently used so as to conserve in addition its

most important nitrogenous constituents, seaweed
is a fertiliser which is not easily beaten. Con-
sequently, those who are fortunate enough to farm
within easy re mb of the coast, will be very unwise
if they neglect to avail themselves of such a valu-
able manure. Farmers so situated may well betake
themselvis to the ‘harvest of the sea’ after the
harvest of tho land is safely gathered in.” In Austra-
lia, es]iecially where seaweed is used, it should be
cillier quickly ploughed iu or made into a c impost
with any vegetablo refuse, le.ivos, stable litter, etc.,

and soil if laid upon the soil and allowed to dry
before being covered its decomposition when it is

ploughed iu is much less rapid .—Australian Agri-
culturist,
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THE CEYLON CINNAMON TRADE IN

DAYS OF OLD

;

AN OIJU.

[it (foiiig tliroiigli the olil E i.st India Company’s

Letter Hoidv'-' at the India Odiee, I have come

across some interesting jiassages relating to

TilK CKYLON CINNAMON TItADK,

and the attempt of the Company to introduce

THK CULTIVATION OF CINNAMON INTO ST. HKLKNA.

I have copied the j)as.sages verbatim et h'trratiin :

the first is as follows :

—

Condon 2S .Tanuarie 16G0 [1 |.—Onr Agent a'

d

Fac ors at Fori st. George.—. . . . We have in

several of our le'ters b th to you and our Factors,

in ye Bay, desired that you would procure for us,

as much cinnamon >'i any sort as yon could g tt,

and being slid very desirous of ye Con»odilie,

wee have taken into our con dderation. ihe setling

of a Factory f r that pmpo e on ye Island o' i^eilon,

and have cone uded, in regard of ye vicinity of your

Rsaidence, to ye said Is and, that it will bee most

ropper for y u to undertake this negotiation. We
oe therefore give you Comission and denre you

aerioua'y to consider ho-v it may bee put in execu-

tTon, and brought to effect, and to send soma fltt

and’ able parson to treat with ye King or his

deputies fo ye satlin:,' of a comodious Factory on

VO Island, and that you draw no sn h comiasiou and

Ina:ruetiou3, as iio may thereby bee enabled, to capi-

tulate upon sure and protHtable termos, Wee leave

this affaire, to your prudent, and serious manadg-

m^nt, and desire you to proceede theiai 1 with all

dili>^ence, And not to be disanimated, or beaten off,

from Ibis or any other hopefull, and profitable

Designe, by ye Dutch whoa wee believe will not

now "dare, 10
' disturbe us in our trade, or abuse us

as formerly they have done, it having pleased

ye Almiyhiy to restore our Kinejs iiatij, by whose

1-ovall favour and assistance, wee dmbt not but to

recover from them due satisfaciion for what is past,

and a vood seltlement with them in trade for the

time t
" come However, if it should so happen, that

ye Slid Du'ch shall at any time hereafter, inter-

rupt yon in yonr lawfu 1 way of Comerce at any place,

or Dring anv losse, or damadge upon us, wee require

you to I
rotest fully against them, for ye same, and

to drove up ye damadge to acerteyne som

which having att-sted under your hands, let it be

3 , t home unto us, and wee doubt not hut to

r. cAvo full sa'isfaotion from them.

S)on after the above was written (viz. in June

1)61) the Marriage Treaty between Charles II.

and tlio Infanta of Portugal w.as concluded by

o le clause of which it was agreed, that if eitlier

Great Britain or Portugal should ever take Cey-

lon from the Dutch the cinnamon trade was to

1)3 divided between tlie two nations. The next

e.xtract is as follows
: ^ _

London, the 20th. February 1661 [2].—Our Agent

and Factors at Fort St. George.— .By our

snip Jhscovei'tf wee advised you of our desires to

have as mucli Cinaiiamon [iu'e] sent us home as

nii'dit bee procured, and to that purpose we
Ordered you to endeavour the setling of a Fac-

tory upon the Xslcuul of Aeilov^ and^ then referred it

to your serious f oiisideration how it might bee put

in execution, and brought to effeett, and wee hope

some progress is made therein. AVee now conlirme

that our Order, and if it shall not bee alreadie

done, then wee desire you to undertake the same,

with all con'enient expedition, at an easie charge.

That an attempt was made by the English Agent

at Fort St. George to gain such a footing in

the island is pretty certain ;
for in the Bcknnpte

Historic (as translated in the C.B.K.A.S. Jl.

Vol. IX) we read :

—

At the end of the y -ar 1666, the Governor Rijik-

loff van Goens returned to Batavia, and wss veula' el

by Heer Jacob Hustaert, during whose admi.iisir.i-

tlon nothing further happened, save that t le English

to gMn a footing on the Island by the

20

aid of the Candian Court : this they were, however,
unable to do, as the relations between the King and
the Company remained peaceable.
Of course, tliis may he a mere niisaijprelieiisioii

of the unsuccessful mission sent by Sir Ed-
ward \Vinter in 1604 for tlie release of me
English captives in Ceylon, as mentioned by
Yalentyn (.see translation in Lit. Uc(j., Yol.
Ill, p. 424) ;

but I think that it was hoped
to kill two birds witli one stone, and tli.at the
Dutch suspicions were well founded. Tvaja Sinlia
seems to have .acteil with his usual duplicity

;

for, whicli ill 1666 he “ comiminic.ated to His iLv-

cellency Yan Goens a letter which he ha<l received
from tlie English ” in 1667, we re£td, tlie company
“captured some pei'sons wliom the King h<Td sent

as Ambassadors to tlie Englisli, then enemies of

the Honourable Coiniiany, at Madraspatnain, ami
brought them to Coloniho. ” In the next extract,

it will be seen, the Company unite the questions
of the redemption of the captives ami the acqui-

sition of cinnamon in the frankest way
London, 7 December 1669.—Our Agent aud Counsel!

in Fort St. George.— Me take notice what you
write concerning ye Captives in Zeilon, aud could
heartily wish you could find out some way for their

redemption, and to treate wth the King of Can 'y

by some Bortuffcze or natives about it,, and the bring-

ing downe Vinamon to the Eastward port of Zeilon,

and advise us how it is with Cuitiarroio, for that the
Dutch affirme, they have erected twoe forts there,

and if any iuch bee, advise us when done, for

that wee believe, it is purposely done, since wee
have bin treating with them, and insisting upon
that, as a free place, thereby to prevent us from
having recourse thither.

It was quite true tliat the Dutch had recently
occupied Kottiyar, and erected a fort there

;
as

may he seen by the statements in the Beknupie
Historic and in tlio Considerations written by
Governor Van Goens for his successor, as given
in Yalentyn [Ctulon, p. 211). From the latter it

would appear, that the occupation was for the
purpo.se of levying^ customs duties on tlie extensive
trade with the Coromandel coast

;
and that the

eartlien fort was intended to last but a couple of

years. Finding that all their eftbrts toobtain a sharo
in the Ceylon cinnamon trade were in vain, the
Company then determined to try and grow cinnamon
in St. Helena, as is .seen by the next extract

:

—
London 8th January 1674 [5]

.

—OurAgent and Coun-
sell at Fort St. Georcre If you can by meanes
of the natives from Ceylon procure any cinnamon
plants, we would have you send a Box of them for

St. Helena, and what direccons you can for the
oultivating of them, for we would ,by all meanes im-
prove the plantation of yt. Island and if it canot be
raised by the plants, then if by seeds, or fruites, or
by what other meanes and send them to St. Helena
to ye. Governr. wth. what direccons you can get.

In the next extract the cinnamon question takes
precedence of the captives, though great .sym-

pathy is expressed for the latter :
—

London, 15th December 1676.—Our Agent and Coun-
cell at Fort St. George.— .... Wee againe recomend
to you the procureing of some Cinnamou Plants for

St. Helena, and the release of Captives at Ceylon
for whome wee have a groat compas.sion.

From the next extracts it will he .seen tliat the
Company detenniiied to have two strings to

their how ; and, if they eonhl nol obtain jilants

of the true cinnamon from Ceylon, to giow cas.sia

and other bastard kinds of cinnamon :

London 12th December 1677.—Onr .Agent and Coun-
cell at Fort St. George.— . . . AVee have now undo
Giiiamoii Trambooue Ciiiamon Cassia Lignum an i

Turinerick our own Comodities, which you are lo

note, and if you can procure any Cinamon Plants from,
Zeilone send them to St. Helena with Directions
for Planting t lereof. which we would doe to make aii^

experiment.
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fjondon, L')lh March 1077 ""fi].—Our President and
Councell at Siiratt.— . . . Wee rocomeud to you the
procuring ua wuat quantities you can of tile Sorts
of Cassia Ligniiin formerly written for, and canot
beleeve but you may procure some for us, as easily
as the ( omauders doe tor themselves, which they
could not doe but by yor Permission or at least
connivance, wee would have you obtain some Plants
of Tramboone Cinainon and Cassia Lignum as also
Pepper and send them to St. Helena and Bombay
with directions for the Planting and ordering them.
(.\t tlie same time the Company wrote to their
Agent and Council .at Bantam to .send clove aiul

nutmeg plants to St. Helena.) In the ne\t ex-
tract the Ceylon captives are referred to first,

hut the most stress is laid on the procuring of

cinnamon plants :
—

London, 3rd .January, 1678-9.—Our Agent & Councell
at Fuit St. (Jeorge.— . . . Wee must still (and
nlwaies) remindeyou to use all possible endeavours for
redemption of the poor English Captives from the
King of Candy, and would have you omitt no Invention
for procuring Cinainon Plants to be sent as for-

merly directed, with great care, and the rather
because (though it be a small thing) it may in con-
sequence prove a great advantage to your native
Country; One piece of a Sugar Cane canded by a
Madera Ship to Barbadoes was the first cause of

that Plantation and manufacture of Sugar, and that
within the memory of some yet living.

The accuracy of the last .statement I (lannot

verify. The last extract on this subject is as
follows ;

—

London April 22th, 1681.—Our President & Councel
at Surat.— ... '1 here is also another matter
of Nationall concernment as relating to our owne
interest, which must in most especial manner rc-

oomend to your assistance our care and invention
vizt. The procuring for us by all possible contri-
vance very great quantities of Cassia Lignum Cina-
mon Tramboone & Cinamon Lamatt, which is the best
expedient we can think of to keep downe the exor-
bitant price of the Dutch force England and all

other Nations to pay for Cinamon since they were
masters of the sole trade of Zeilone, wherefoi’e to
coinpasse all that is possible of those bastard kinds
of Cinamon if our Stock should fall short you may
take up money, and for price shall not limit you,
knowing you will use this liberty with justice and
discretion.

.\t the .same time the Agent and Council at
Bantam were instructed to buy at any price all

the “ c,a.ssia lignum” they could get, and send
it home ;

.and to continue this until countermanded.
In the Court Book of the Company .a few years
later the following entry appears —

1.5th October 1685.—Resolved, that the owners and
Commanders of y« Compa shipping be permitted to
bring home Cinamon of the growth of Ceylon free

of stated damage.
.So mncli for cinnamon.

.\s to TE.V, there are many references in the
Company's books to this commodity. Here is one,

in which the [nice mextioned will make Ceylon
[danters sigh for the “ good old days” ;

—
8th Sept, 1675.— It i,s ordered that a warrt be

made out for payment of ye moneys due to the Go-
vernor for pots of Thea by him presented to several

persons of quality for ye compa service, as also for

3 pots D.D. to Mr. Harris for ye Compa own use,

weighing in all 74lb : 14oz : i after ye rate of 20s per
lb. according to a report now read and approved.

In one of their letters to Bant.am, the Conip.any

re |uest IW lb. of good te.a to be sent (“ no trash'

)

for their own use, properly packed.

The conversation turning on
CEYl.O.V TEA.

one of the members of the Council (who is also

a .member of the Council of the Iloyal Asiatic

Society), said that he w.as very fond of cold te.a,

]but found tli,at it alw.a^-s turned thick. He had

.asked pl.antoi.s fora remedy; but could learn of

none, except llie addition of more water. Per-

baps some of your readers may be able to sug-

gest a eure.

A meeting of the Royal A.siatic Society w.as

held last Tuosd.ay, when the Secretary rearl .a

paper by Hofratu Georg Biililer, c.l.E.
,

r.il.D.,

on “ ruture Arclueological Explorations in

India.” In this the writer dejirecated the abandon-
ment by the Indian Government of arclncological

e.xqiloratioiis v'v'c. ;
and urged the coiiliuiiig of

work to the mo.st imjiortant sites. The K. A-
Society was asked to move the Iiidi.aii Govern-
ment in this matter. In the subsequent discus-

sion Dr. Leitner, Mr. B. .Sewell and others took
part, the former at gre.at length veiy discur-

sively. Ceylon Buddhists may be interested to

learn, that, in Dr. Leitner's opinion, the maliant

at Bmldlia Gayii is the best possible person to

be in charge ot the Maliii Bodlii teni[)le.

I). w. F.

Croydon, .June 14tli.

THE CAMPHUR TRADE :-EORMOSA AND
KOBE.

The Orient for Orientals and .Japan for the Japa-
nese is a cry among merchants of this country which
must not be lost sight of in considering the question,
Formosa now being a part of this Empire, the .Japanese
are fairly entitled to make the best of it in their

own interests. Already preparations are being made
to lay a cable from .Japan to l''ormosa, and regular
steamers will shortly be running to the island, proving
that Japan intends to monopolize the trade if that
be found possible.

It will be learned with interest that Admiral Ka-
bayama, the Governor-General of Formosa, has
already been approached by .Japanese merchants
interested in the camphor trade and desirous
of extending their operations to the South, with
a view to obtaining permission to explore tlie

camphor woods. His Excellency was, however,
so exclusively occupied with strategical and
political considerations that he was unable to make
any reply. It is, however, assumed by those who
are in a position to have accurate information that
the camphor woods in Formosa, most of which are
in the hands of the State, will be placed under strict

control by the Government. It is a fact not gene-
rally known that there are large tracts of country
in Japan covered with camphor trees which are yet
practically untouched. These, however, belong to the
Government, while the trees in the hands of private
owners are rapidly dwindling in number and those
remaining are in almost inaccessible mountain regions,

where there is little or no water for distilling pur-
poses. The Government forests are strictly protected,
only the felling of old tiees being here and
there permitted, although it is generally be-

lieved that the axe of wood-poachers is not
altogether absent. It has been the policy
of the Government for several years to rigorously
preserve its quasi-virgin forests, botli for the general
good of the country and in view of its own future
wants, such as for naval yards and so forth.

Now to apply these facts to Formosa, it is sugges-
ted that the Government may adopt similar methods
with reg.ird to the caniiihor woods there. Admiral
Kabayania, the Governor-General, being a nav.il man,
will doubtless bear in mind the necessity for preserv-
ing trees with a view to the wants of the navy—a
matter which will bo of the greater importance,
if as is rumoured, a groat naval port is to

be established at the Pescadores. Be that as it may,
it is but reasonable to assume that in Formosa forest

culture will henceforth be conducted on the
same lines as in .Japan. Those Japanese
who are most inlerostetl in the development
of Formosa believe that no camphor will bo forth-

coming thence for at least a year after the Japanese
occupation is completed,—perliaps longer,—aud that

no cutting of trees will be permitted until the politi*
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cal state of the island is settled and the tTle-deeds

of the lucky possessors of camphor domains have been

investigated and acknowledged by the new Govern-

ment, after which permits will be issued with the

greatest reserve.

As is already well known among those interested

in Camphor production, the Nitrate King, Colonel

North, has done a splendid stroke of business in corner-

ing the article, which within a few months has gone

Up 100 per cent., and in the hands of such a

powerful concern the price is not likely to give

way, while, if it suits the ring, it may be

driven up to almost any figure. It must be

borne in mind, also, that it is to the interest

of the Japanese to work with these speculators at

home, as by carefully husbanding supplies producei's

can dictate terms to the whole world and derive

great pecuniary benefit from- the production of cam-
phor in their own land ond the newly acquired

territory. They ai'c indeed perfectly safe from com-
petition, it being a well-known fact, as our Formosan
correspondent remarks, that a camphor tree, like the

oak, is a tree of slow growth, and for generations

hence there will bo no tear of production in territory

outside of Japan. It should be remarked by the way,
that woods of Camphor trees in Japan and For-

mosa are merely found interspersed among other

trees ;
indeed we learn from the report of a

.Japanese who was recently sent by an important
house of business to investigate the matter
that the camphor trees in Formosa are by
no means as plentiful as is sometimes sup-

posed, the tree only growing in certain favourable

situations. The production of camphor in Formosa
cannot, therefore, be relied upon as inexhaustible.

One word more with regard to the probable direc-

tion of the future export from Formosa. It may be

considered as certain that the Japanese will attempt
to dispose of the article by way of Japan, unless, of

course, they should see a imirked advantage in send-

ing it to Hongkong. That port, as is well known,
has a reputation for wild sp.*culation in camphor

;
it

often occurs there that prices are 10 per cent, above

those in .Japan and if the consuming markets at

home
;
and in the merchants of Hongkong choose

to put so much extra money into the pockets of

Formosa camphor producers, they will doubtless be

made welcome to do so when opportunity occurs

ater on —-Kobe Chronicle.

the cocaine habit.
A Tit-Bita representative has had a talk with a

Jjondon West-end pharmacist about fortunes spent on
drugs, and the pharmacist has poured some sad tales

into the willing ear. About cocaine, for example,
the chemist said he has a customer, a vei'y wealthy
gentlemen wdth an affection in his legs, who spends
no less than t'H a week in cocaine. He is not alone
in this respect, the chemist said

;
he could name

hundreds oi cases where members of the aristocracy

only keep themselves going by means of cocaine or
morphia. At present the cocaine habit is a perfect

curse to many ladies in the West-end, who are ruin-

ing their constitutions and spending small fortunes

in the purchase of the drug. A lady went to this

disciple of Galen the other day, entering the shop
in a very stealthy manner—a characteristic which
most people addicted to the cocaine habit have—and
bought right away 6 oz. of cocaine, costing over
M20, and in a comparatively short period was back
again, w’anting the bottle replenished.

We admire the grand manner in which these West-
end men speak of their customers who are rarely
less tha!i “ members of the aristoci-acy.”^ The curious
thing is that we never meet in real life with phar-
macists of position who talk so freely about what
their customers take .—Chemist and Drugijist.

“IN TROITCAL LAND.S.”
[This is fj-om an old friend of a Ceylon plan-

ter nf)w at home, -a county m.agnate of the old
scliool. It must amnso the author, and his com-
nieiits on Free Trade sound like a voice from the
middle age.s and his style e.xactly like I'epys

[

He is the only man however, who notes the re-

marks on the manipulation of tea—and he is riffht

there

;

only Ceylon has to provide for depraved
tastes !]

( From, a vcri/ Old Hand.)
Mr. Sinclair’s hook on Peru, ikc.

,
is very in-

teresting. I have read all the Peru part. He
seems f<j recommend the temperate )>arts to
Europeans, the chief objection being at present
insutlicient carriage, but the valley of the
Amazon is apjiarently too hot and steamy for
any Euro])ean workers.

i. think at page ,32 he suggests that tea should
be dried in the sun like coca leaf, and undergo
no other mauipulaticn. This is just what was
done years ago with very good Indiiin and, I

believe, China tea. Dr. Bridge, of Wellington
who was very fond of tea used to have it always,
he told me from a friend of his, in that way
and in sacks of leaves uncurled. They looked
like a spread out yellowish brown leaf. Mr.
Sinclair seems a bit of a Kadic,al and a Free
Trader. He says the potato famine of 1846 com-
])elled Free Trade. This is not so, for it was
decided in 1843 or rather in Se|jtember 1841.

When Parliament o|iened for business Major
Beresford, afterwards War Minister, asked me
to come and dine with him that day, for he
would come home to Pall Mall and leave .again

for the House of Commons, but during an hour
or so told me everything. He said he did not
at ,all like what Peel was saying about Free
Trade. I expect in 1846 the remaining h.alf-crowii

of duty xvas taken oil', many shillings having
been taken off before th.at.

THE HALF-YEAR’S EXPORTS FROM
CEYLON; JANUARY TO JUNE 1895.

It may be useful to offer a few rcm.arks on
the comparative table of exports, for the half-

year ended the .30th June bast, which we published
In our Overland Edition of the 4th instant, and
to bring some of the more important figures con-
t.ained therein into a focus. Coffee, by prescrip-

tive title, althougb .alas ! no longer by its total

intrinsic value and its weight, occupies the first

place in the table
;

.and we are glad to note that
it .shows some increase. It is not a little that,

after its lamentable decadence from over a mil-

lion cwt. in the seventies, it shouhl present
even .so respectable .an outturn as 38,303 cwt.
for the half year, as against 12,981 cwt. for the
first half of 1894, and .32,939 and 25,392 for

the corresponding periods of the two ])revious

years. It would be too mucb, perhaps, to expect
that our exports of this article at tlie end of

tlie year will exhibit the same progressive in-

crease, and that 1895 will show thrice the out-
turn of liist year ; but with the growing atten-
tion p,aid to the product—attention fully' justi-

fied liotli by current and prospective prices ami
by the unwisdom of rushing into Tea - we may
hope that Coffee has at last touched the bot-

tom, and th.at there will be a m-.adu.al, if nol

very startling, growth in exports of all varieties

of the fragrant bean.
The downward tendency t)f Cinchona has not

been arrested, and is not likely' tc» be, so long
as prices remain what they' are

; but what a fall

from the the 3,t million, 2^ million and more than
1 million lb., of bark sent au’.ay in the first half
of 1892, 1893 .ami 1894 res])ectively to the le.<s than
half million lb., of the past six months ! Tlie

time, tliough not y'et, m.ay (mine some d.ay for

the resuscitation of Cinchona
; but meanwhile

there is more than compeu.satioii in the steady
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increase in tlie output of Tea. AVe have sent away
already more thanol million Ih., of tea, as against
4o million, 42 million and 40 million lb., during the
first half of the three years preceding. If theincrease
has been steady, and so far gratifying, it is satis-

factory to note that the advance is no longer by
the leaps and bounds which gave the w’hole
Colony such [)le.asnre when the industry was in

its infancy. We are quite content, to let other
countries outshipus astiiey may, that the develop-
ment of the industry shoulil keej) pace with the
demand. For one thing, we are not lagging
behind; nor have we come to the end of our tether ;

and the readiness with which all the tea that
we produce is taken up is the best evidence that
we are not going too fast. On the other hand,
it would be a fatal mistake, against which we
have uttered more than one note of warning,
to place any restrictions on the reasonable and
natural e.Ktension of cultivation. To do so

while we are doing our best to find new markets
for our teas and to strengthen our position in

markets we have already won, would be to

place ourselves in the unfortunate jHisition

of not being able promptly to respond to the very

ilemand we have toiled to create, and to divert

caiiital, as has already been done, from
our own shores to other lands. While not re-

laxing in the least in the efforts which
have made our teas known in every civilized

country in the world, we should see to it, in

our own interest, that the lack of Ceylon tea

of any grade, would not biing our rivals into

prominence, and thus weaken our own iiosition

in any place in which we have gained a footing.

While saying thus much, are Me not justilied

in drawing attention to the lower average M-hicli

our teas fetch, Mcek after week, in comparison

w ith Indians, and even to the difference in price

between our “stand out” teas and those of our

big neighbour? In this connection mc Mould

draw special attention to the counsel containetl

in Messrs. Com', Wilson and Stanton’s circular,

M'hich we issued .as a Supplement on last Tnesd.ay.

We cannot aim too strenuously after .a high

standard, and at the same time strive to m.aintain,

and even increase, the fei tility of our .soils by theaid

of manures and l>y intelligent cultivation. We Mush

M'e could believe tliat sufficient attention is being

paid to these m.atters throughout the country.

t)f course, there are honourable and striking

exceptions ; lint the genev.al rule seems still rather

too like contentment M itb things .as they .are.

The uncertainty of Cocoa crops is exhibite<l in

the figures before ns, Mhich at I.S,9(i2 cM’t. for

the half year, give an adv.ance of over 50 per

cent on last year s exports, M'hile they arc short

of those of IHO.'I whicli stood at 21,324 CM t. for

the six months, the lignrcs for the same period

of 1S02 having been 12,404 cm ! . 'J’he alternatii c

hi'' and little crops M hich characterized coffee seem

iuTm- to (listingnish this product ; but if the out-

Inrn of tlic current year should fall short of

that ftir 1S!»3, the lU'odnccr Mill be entitled to

much symi.athy, esi»ccially in \ icM- of the wii,y

that prices hai'e tumbled doM'n. fetill, cocoa is

a very useful string to the planteis bov.
,

a.s

are .also Cardamoms Mhich, M'ith an exiiort of

•>13 742 111 ., are a minor product by no means

to be despised. The figures for the current year

are in excess of those for the three previous

years, .and, with the prices uom- ruling, there is

every enconiagement for extensions into moist

and slnwly corners of ostiites.

Cinnamon, despite reiiorts of bad .seasons .and

trouble M-ith )>eelcrs, hohls up its head hr.avely

—the exports for the half-year of (593,891 lb. of

quilled bark, being in excess of the figures for

the two jirevious years, though 100,000 less than
the first .six months of 1892 shoM’ed. In Chips,

however, this year distances the three preceding
years by betM'een 130,000 to 140,000 lb., so that

in the total it stands first. Ibices too, .after a
long interval, .are continuing to be satisfactory ;

and the steady demand for the spice augurs
well for the future. The mysteries of (’oconut

Oil are difficult to f.athom. The falling-ofl in

exports this year of 4(i,(X)0 CM't., as compared with
last year, .ami of .al)ont 107,00(3 cwt. .as compared
with 1892, brings 1895 almost on a line M'ith 189.3,

when 146, 112 cwt. M ere exported during the first six

months
;
but prices have not lisen in sympathy

M’ith the limited supply. Can iC be that the

.snp))ly has shrunk in vicM- of the restricted de-

mand ? Tlie seasons have, no doubt, hail some-
thing to do M’ith the exports of Coconut Oil, as

with those of Co}u'a M-hicli stands at about one*

fourth of last year, one-half of 1893, and one-fifth

of 1892. The dronglits of last year have told on
(Mconnt crops, while the Desiccating Mills have
proved greedy customers for all the nuts produced
M'ithin a certain radius. The quantity of the
desiccated jireparations Mhicli have left our
shore.'', is returned at 3,588,915 lb. or somcM-liat

more than double the Hgures for last year;
but it must be remembered that the latter lialf

of 1894 saM' a considerable increase on the first

half, and that 1895 so far shoMs an advance of

only half a million lbs on the figures for the
corresponiling months of 1893. An increase of 15

|»er cent in the output of desiccated j)rei)arations

in tM'o years should be nothing remarkable, if

thet.aste for them is groM’ing ; but there .are mur-
murs of over production and leadingtofallingprices.

“We fancy th.at mills in M'hich iiu.ality is studied, and
the ]U’ocesses arc carried on M’ith cleanliness and
thoroughness, have nothing to fear. Of Coconuts
M'o exported over 5 million—an average number ;

but in IMunibago, there is a falling-oil’ about 5U
per cent as conqiared M’ith 1892 and 1893. This
year is slightly ahead of hast year, M'hen the
exports of the mineral Mere only F22,582 cMt.;

but as a demand has sprung up, and better prices

are said to be ruling, the second half of 1895 may
possibly .see heavy ex|>orts. (.'oir shoMs an increase
in rojie, j’arn and fibre, but not anything much,
though tlie supply is believed to be in excess
of l.ic ilemand in London. The remaining minor
exports call for no sjtecial rem.ark ; but deer,

elk and sambur horns m.ake ,a very small sIiom-

M’ith only 159 cwt.—a natural result. Me suppose,
of the measures taken to check the indiscrimi-

nate slaughter of game.

PLANTING IN SUMATKA TOBACCO c.v.

COFFEE.
Dcli-Snmatra, July 6.

You are quite right, Sumatra would be better than
German East Africa. But there arc. no billets going
here as coffee is yet in its infancy

;
and the line

tobacco prices I'ealised for last crop have, for the
present, rather thrown coffee into the shade again.
What is wanted is a moneyed partner for coffee here. I

can imagine no better investment. Tobacco of course
is better for those that know it. But it fully bears
out the old Duke's saying—“ A high rate of interest
means bad security.” The other day I Mas travelling

with a Manager of a Tobacco Co, whose operations
last year cost t35.000. and Imlf of the crop has just
brought in .t;7(),(XK) ! ! Pro-di-gi-ous ! ! 1

I have just had a run over to Perak: but only saw
th« immediate neighbourhood of Taipeang. In noway
was 1 favorably impressed : but I am lu-ejiidiced
against the Peninsula perhaps.
Somebody in Kandy has got his hair off about my

cock-a-doodle-doos !
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“DEATH IN THE TEAPOT.”

We believe tlie above saying to be “as old

as tlie bills.” Presiiiuably, tliere must have been

some reason why it found cuiTency. Probably

it had its origin in the ignorant use of the

loaf during the early days of its introduction

into Enro^)e. Hut there certainly exists a further

cause for it which does not seem to have become
extinct even after a prolonged perioil in the ex-

tended use of tea. It is astonishing how little

attention is paid by some housekeepers to

the condition of the teapot. We have heard

recently of a case of illness occurring in England
due to this neglect. For some time all the

members of a family seemed to sicken, and for

no cause that could be assigned. At length it

became noticeable that the nausea experienced

was more frequent after the breakfast tea had been
drunk. This led at first to a confirmation of

the belief that had arisen that the tea obtained

was not of the same quality or description that

had been in customary use. Reference, however,
proved that this belief was incori'ect. It was
then noticed that the disagreeable flavour and
subsequent nausea was not experienced with and
after the morning tea partaken of before the

family got up. The fact that this was made in a

different teapot to that in u.seatthe table, led to ex-

amination of both. The result of this was to find the

strainer of the latter, almost choked l)y a foul black

dei)osit the issue to months of careless cleansing.

The strainer was then wholly removed and the

tea poured through one of the little wire

strainers fixed to the s]Knit now in such general

and preferred use. After doing this the dis-

agreeable flavour and uni)leasant after-result to

the tea drinking ceased. In many families too

little attention is given to this matter of clear-

ing the strainers of all deposit after use. The
fixed strainer that was the cause of the ill-

effects mentioned h.ad far better go entirely out
of use. Even with ordinary care this is always
liable to retain some stale leaf, and it is the

case that their use is being gradually aban-
doned for the suspendeil outside strainer.

When this has not been .adonted, much
complaint- may have arisen from the cause in-

dicated. It cannot be too strongly impressed
upon housekeepers that an absolutely clean tea-

pot is essential to the good making of tea.

Directly this precaution is neglected, tlie infu-

•sion of the best tea l)ec.omes more or less spoilt

as to flavour, and, as iu tlie jiarticular c.ase re-

ferred to, tliis neglect, if long continued, may
become tlie .source of illne.ss. It has often been
remarked that the common earthenware teapots

make sweeter tea than those of metal, and it

is jirobable that this advantage is due to the

fact that the former are rarely provided with in-

side strainers.

KOVAL HOl'AMC OAKDENS,
PERADENIVA.

.Mr. Hugli F. MacMillan has been appointed
in Mr. Clark’s jdace as head-gardener of Pera-

deniya, and i> expected out on the tf^nd in the

H. 1. “ Rewa.” He has been at Kew Oardons for

the last two years and is highly spoken of.

A NEW Tapioca Factoiiy was recently opened at

Sungei Ujong. The factory is believed to be the
largest iu the Straits. The boiler is of ‘20 H.P. and
the engine l(i H. P., the plant being capable of put-
ting through aOO pikuls of tapioca root daily with
0 ase.

—

I'inaiiij Uanettc.

COCONUT PL.ANTING NORTH OF THE
MAHAOYA.

•Inly 1 ().

Of course the absorbing topic of interest to all

agriculturists is the weather
; and to those in the

lovveountry the interest is intensified by its utter
uncertainty of recent years.

THE SOUTH-WEST MONSOON

this year is, if ever it could be so characterized,

A MISERABLE FAILURE.

The little monsoon opened with over 5 inches in 24
hours, and shut up five days after with a total of
6’81. The big monsoon opened on the 11th June
with over 5 inches and there was another heavy
plump on the 18th of 4'50 and the monsoon closed
with 1P77 inches. If quantity only is looked to,

there was ample rain for the two mouths, but when
it comes in deluges, in two or three days, when more
than half runs off the soil, it is simply a snai-e;

for it induces cultivator.? to sow, and, as rain does
not follow at reasonable intervals the grain only
sprouts to be burnt off. T.ds has been the fate of
numerous cheenas this year, and only those who
happened to sow with the April rains have anything
to harvest. This is hard lines for the poor goiyas.
Those who have had

UOCONUr CLEARINUiS
to plant have also suffered, and I know of one superin-
tendent who is having the plants ovei'a large acreage
watered. From the 20th June to date, with the except-
ion of two light showers, there has been no rain.
Throughout all this time the weather has been verv
cloudy, the sun rarely shining for half an hour at a
time. The clouds are all carried by a stiff breeze to
the hills and I see that Maskeliya is already complain-
ing of too much rain.

This has also been a very
SICKLY SEASON,

not only iu the N.-W. Province but, as far as my in-
formation goes, all over the low country. This has
greatly interfered with all works. Not much paddy
was sown for the Yala crop, but there is much ac-
tivity in preparing for the Maha sowing.

I see that all ordinary filters are condemned as tend-
ing rather to contaminate than purify the water. Can
you or any of your learned readers tell me if the
ordinary three chatty filter can be included in this
category, supposing that the charcoal sand and peb-
bles are changed once a month ?

-
THE CAMPHOR INDUSTRY IN CEYLON.
A gentleman who i.s experimenting, writes ;

—

“ You will find in the Tropical Agriculturist of
November 1st 189.H, p. 826 an account of Formosa
Camphor Industry, but I cannot make out yet ex-
actly how the camphor is caught. I have had
some leaves and twigs boiling for 48 hours and
the steam smelt very strongly of camphor

; but it

appears to have all boiled away, as I cannot find
any camphor. I wish I had a proper still as I
have some damaged branches that might be ex-
perimented on. It is a plant that coppices first

rate, sending up strong shoots from the old stump
in abundiince. Old books I have, state that the
camphor is ‘ extracted from the roots, leaves and
young twigs’ and if so why could not the trees be
coppiced every 4 or 5 years ?”

Anotlier coire-spondent writes :

—

“ What is the nature of the camphor from the
chips. I should not think it volatilizes and I
should think that after boiling, it would float on the
surface. A simple worm could be made for a few
rupees; I'll be glad to show any one how.

'

Clearly the eainplior tree industry has come to
stay w'itli us, wdiether on a little or big scale,
time will sliow. We are on the lookout for more
exact information as to preiiaration. Has any
one in (leylon got Spoil's “ Encyclopicdia” (we
miss the volume for “ c") ? Meantime wc quote
froni the “ Encyclopo>,dia Hritannica” in reference
to Formosan canqilior as follows :

—
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The crude and ))rimitive process of distillation is

thus dcsiuibed 1)V IMr. E. C. Taintor in his Trade

Jleiiorl (}/' 'J'aiiistti, IHUP

;

—“ A long wooden trough,

frequently hollowed out from the trunk of a tree,

is fixed over a furnace and protected by a coating

of clay. Water is ])Oured into it. and a board per-

forated with numerous small holes is luted over it.

Over these holes the chips [of the camphor-woodl
are placed and covered with earthenware pots,

bleat being applied in the furnace, the steam passes

through the cliips, carrying with it the camphor,
which condenses in the form of minute white crys-

tals in the upper part of the pots. " It is collected

.and stored in vats to await exportation, during

which time it gives out from 3 to 4 per cent of

uucrystallizable camphor oil of a yellowish colour,

which has been suggested for use in medicine and
the arts in the same way as spirits of turpentine.

CEYLON TEA IN RUSSIA :

WHAT M. ROOIVUE IS DOING.

M. Rogivue has written to Mr. A. Philip’

Seeretary of tire Planters’ Association, regarding

tlie steps he lias taken to jnish tlie sale of

Ceylon Tea in Russia and giving an indication

of 'his plans for the future. Through the courtesy

of Mr. Phili|i we are enabled to publish the letter,

which we do herewith in a slightly abbreviated

form ;— , „ ,

Mockba, Moscow, May KUh, 180.o.

A. Philip Esq., Secretary to the Planters' Asso-

ciation of Ceylon, Kandy.
Dear Sir,—Since my last private report to the late

Chairman of the Planters’ Association (Mr. G. 1''.

Walker), and my letter to you of the 27th July—
• 8th August 1894' the “Tea P'und as I have seen

in the Ceylon papers—has been dissolved and replaced

!by the Committee of “Thirty” which, seemingly,

,<ievoting its entire time and available funds to and

/w the American Campaign, has none left for me,

iudging, at least, from the fact that since the

toe^nning of its sitting, it never passed a word on

my aubject or on my work in this country.

i turn however certain that the Committee of the

“Thirty” and the Tea Planters of Ceylon will not

forget and ignore that if Ceylon Tea is now making

its ways in Russia it is entirely due to my efforts,

to the work I have done, and the expenses I made

during the past four years to introduce it, and that

after all—although the progress may perhaps appear

to be somewhat small and slow and not quite to

expectations—I have done more for this purpose than

I had promised to do with the limited funds placed

at my disposal as free grants from the Tea Pknid.

No doubt the progress would have been more

rapid and worthy of note had I had the necessary

means to advertise on a larger scale than I did.

I will however not complain any more and will

leave it to the Ceylon Planters, their Associations

or Committees to judge for themselves whether it is

•mod policy from their part not to devote a little

more attention on this )iart of the world, such a

lar<^e country of tea drinkers as Russia is.

Ueveitiim to the ))ast four years of my
operations since my arrival in Russia (July 1890)

when Ceylon Tea was almost unknown m the

country, and nobody would drink it I may report

the iirogress of its imports-resp.. Consumption, in

J/o.^coei only as follow
; ^ ^ ,

Importc/by me up to I^e«[^[ber
^

Russ. lb. -hhi.W 112,280 l(;i,.579 209,250

by other Firms from
London, especially

ilbout^*' !^!russ.^11). 10,000 25,000 21,200 .3.80,000*

r,9,153 137,2.80 373,579 589,250

lor Moscow alone wore Haul half a willion panmh in IH<M,

lo which is to lie added the sh ipments from

* It is difficult to get here the exact figures at

iho Customs but these are about correct.—M, R,

London (direct br via Germany) to other places than
Moscow * and the direct shipments from Colombo
to Russia which in 1894 have been over J.l.OdOA’Kjr; (5.

I have now/ci«/- Retail Magazines in Moscow, one in

Nijni Novgorod and one in \Varsaw se'ling only /'are

Ceylon Tea in jiackots and cases, of which the sign-

boards with the words, “ Cci/lon Tea Ture a'>d

j^coaoi/u’cnf” conspicuously shown in large gilt letters

on black ground is a useful advertisement, as well
as tlie magazines of my no": 111 special agents in

the province who have the monopoly of m3
' mark,

selling only ( 'e>/lon Tea and t’ei/lon products, to the
entire exc.usion of Chinese Tea. Besides I am
selling iny Tea wholesale to more than 400 clients

—shop-keepers, retailers, Hotels, Restaurants, Buffet-
keepers Ho^itals, etc. all over Russia.
The teas I sell most are Pekoe and Pekoe Sou-

chong worth in London BJd to lOd and (lid to 6id
respectively which as a rule are found good quali-

ties and answering the requirements according to

the purse and taste of the generality of my cus*

tomers, and all classes of Russians, Better teas

like broken and orange pekoes, though selling also

in small quantity, are not quite suitable, Russians
as a rule, preferring a whole leaf tea and finding

these latter sorts (broken and orange pekoe) too
strong.

I have not overcome yet all the difficulties

and have still to struggle hard against the Chinese
Tea competitors who are sparing nothing for doing
me wrong with nasty and dirty tricks to run me
and my tea down. Not later than six weeks ago I

was Bumnioiied to appear before the Kiew Criminal
Court in order to answer a-cliarge of having sold an
article of consumption “Ceylon tea "’—injurious to

the health of people. The charge was a malicious
one brouglit against me, no doubt by someone paid
by the competition. The short of it was that a few
sorts of 1113’ tea were analysed by the police labora-

tory, found all right and I was let off.
» » •

In the year 1893 I spent Roubles 2,500 and in 1894

over Rb. 3,500 cash for advertisements in News-
papers, placards, pamphlets, circulars Ac, and
gave aways 'jratis a great part of the tea the Tea
Fund has sent me; but what is this for such a
wide country like Russia ! Five times more money
ought to be sacrificed every year for, at least, three
years still, but I really cannot do it alone.

Mr. Rogivue then refers to a forthcoming ex-

hibition at Nigni Novgorod and states what, in his

oiiinion, would he the best method for bringing the

tea before the public at the Exhibition. He gives

details as to the most effective method of ad-

vertising and sums uii by saying:

—

In all a sum of about Roubles 15,0iX) (say Tst. 1400)

would be required for the purpose, and I would
be very thankful if the Committee of “Thirty”
was to help me in the limit of possibility in covering
it, for it is not in my power to bear it entirely

alone.
I only wish that some Ceylon men interested in

the subject would come over here and judge for them-
selves what I am doing to represent Ceylon Tea
in this country.
You might have already heard of the expedition,

the Russian Government has sent out for the sake
of studying the cultivation of tea. As far as I know,
the expedition consists of four gentlemen amongst
them Professor Krasonow and Inspector Kliugen, and
according to the newspapers they' arrived at Cal-
cutta and are proceeding to the Northern Districts

of India whence they w’ill go, I think first to Cey-
lon and afterwards to China and .Tapan. The aim of

this expedition is the study of tea planting for the
Rusdan Government intends to make a trial with
Tea plantation in the Caucasus, first in the district

round Batoum. It was proposed to me to join the

expedition.

Having sometimes difficulties with the Russian
authorities, I should like to lie able to prove to them

* Ollier p'aces in Russia would bo impossible for

me lo control, but I know that Odessa and St.

Petersburg are importing a pretty large quantity.—M R.
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that I am the sole Agent in Russia for the Ceylon
Planters' Association, and would thank yon to send me
a certificate to to this effect, legalized by the Russian

Consul in Colombo.— I am, etc.

(Signed) M. Rotiivi:i:.

PLANTERS’ DIFFICULTIES IN THE
STRAITS, SELANCOR.

So much has been written in the local press and
elsewhere, on the alleged difficulties and restrictions

connected with European planting enterprise in Se-
langor, that it would not be fair to the State to

leave the subject entirely unnoticed in this Report,
although I do not propose to deal with it in detail.

I am not prepared to assert that difficulties and res-

trictions do not exist, although their extent has
been somewhat exaggerated, but such of them as are
not necessarily incidental to the conditions of the
State (c.;/., the keen competition for labour between
contractors, miners and planters, and the occasional
clashing of planting and mining interests in the in-

land district) will, I hope, gradually be removed, and
planters may rest assured that Government is as
anxious as they are themselves that their enter-
prise should be rewarded with every success. Experi-
ence, however, has shown that granting concessions of
large areas of land for planting purposes, without
any provision for actu il cultivation, conduces rather
to the promotion of companies than the encourage-
ment of agriculture, and I am glad to be able to
state, from personal observation, that hona /iile plan-
ters do not object to a fair cultivation clause, and
also to call attention to the fact that everj' coffee

estate in Selangor is now being cultivated with
success. The formation of a Planters’ Association,
of which Mr. E. 'V'. Carey is the energetic Chairman,
is a matter for general congratulation, as European
planters can now express their views on anj' subject with
the weight attaching to conclusions arrived at by a
representative body, and the Government can deal
with them collectively, instead of individually. I

hope that the time is not far distant when a re-

presentative of the planting interest will be invited
to become a Member of the State Council.—./. P.
Itodijer, Aclinf/ lifUish Resident.

PLANTING IN SELANGOR (STRAITS) 1894.

The development of planting, mainly in connec-

tion with the cultivation of Liberian coffee, both by

Europeans and natives, has made very rapid strides

during the last few years, and is one of the most
reassuring features connected with the progressive

development of the State. There is still, of course,

a large area of metalliferous land, unworked or only

partially worked, for mining purposes, hut sooner or

later, the deposits of alluvial tin (and no true lodes

have yet been discovered) will be worked out, and the

continued prosperity of the State will then depend
upon whether or not tin mining has been replaced by
some more permanent industry. Fortunately, the

planting of Liberian coffee in Selangor has now pas-

sed beyond the experimental stage, and may fairly

be considered an assured success, not mei-ely at

Klang, although planters have recently shown a special

predilection for that district, but in every district of

the State. It may now also be asserted, without

much fear of contradiction, that contrary to the

opinion formerly prevailing, Ijiberian coffee grows as

well as, or even better, in rich, low-lying ground
t i in on the hills. As far as Sidangor is concerned,

this has been conclusively proved by the present

condition of the coffee estate planted in the neigh-

bourhood of Klang, some ten years ago, by the Datoh
Dagang, as the coffee on this estate, notwithstanding
the somewhat neglected cultivation of native land-

holders, compares favourably with the most
high-cultivated hill-grown coffee in any part
of the State. The importance of his dis-

covery can scarcely be over-estimated, »s it renders

jBUuedifttely Rvailable for profitable cultivation vast

tracts of land in the coast districts, where metalli-
ferous deposits are practically unknown, whilst it

leaves the inland districts fully available for pur-
poses of mining. Again, although the high price of
coffee has recently attracted the special attention of
planters to this prrticular form of cultivation, the
soil and climate of Selangor are well adapted for
other tropica.1 products—such, for example, as pepper,
gambler, indigo and sugar

:
possibly also cacoa and

tobacco and the ffuctuation of prices may at any
time cause a rapid change in the relative areas of land
under cultivation for one product rather than for
another. -J. V. Rodtfci\ Acltiuj Urilislt Resident.

THE FLORA OF MOUNT KINABALU.
In tlie Tiniisnctions of tlie Linnean .Society,

Ur. Stapf tie.ats of tlie Mora of Mount Kina-
lialii, drawing his conclusions from tlie collec-
tions of Dr. G. D. Haviland in 1892, and also
using the material olitaineil liy Sir Hugh Low
more than fortj’ years .ago, and the more
recent investigations of Mr. F'. W. Burhidge.
Dr. Stajtf distingui.shes four zones. The first,

the Hill Zone, extending from the foot of the
mountains up to 3,000 feet, is almost entirely
occupied by cultivated land and young jungle,
in xvliich are found palms of the genera Areca,
Rinanfin, and Ccdainus, and numerous bamboos.
In the cultivated fields grow Cnladitun eseu-

lentcuni, rice, bananas, tobabco, and vegetables.
Next comes the Lower Mountain Zone, extend-
ing up to 0,000 feet, occupied for the most
part by old jungle or primeval evergreen forest,

abounding in creepers, epiphytes, ami shrubs.
The ground is covered with ferns and mos.ses,
ami bamboos grow in thick clumps. In the Up-
])er Mountain Zone (6,000 to 10,000 feet) two
formations occur, namely, evergeen dwarf forest
and bogs. The forest consist of stunted, tsvised,

and weather-beaten trunks thickly droped
with dripping moss and festoons of lichens.
Only conifers grow’ into line trees in sheltered
spots. The shrubs blos.som all the year round.
Nine k'inds of rhododendrons adorn the ridge,
and at least live species of pitcher jilants are
seen climbing the trees or straggling along the
ground. Ferns attain their most luxuriant
development iu this zone. The bogs are con-
lined to a few’ spots, and produce a Dro-sem, a
Utrie idaria, and some interesting 1‘lants of
Australian aHiiiity. From 10,b00 feet to the
summit at 12,698 feet most of the ground is

bare rock. Shrubs extend to 12,0UU feet, and
buttercups, potentillas, and gentians grow in
certain boggy spots.

—

Natural Science.

INDI.VN TEA FOR TIBET.
With reference to the necessity of extending the

markets for Indian tea our correspondent with
the Sikkim-Tibet Boundary Commission makes a
suggestion which ought to commend itself to the
Tea Association. The Tibetans, he says, only re-

quire their tea to possess three qualities—it must be
Chinese, it must be coarse and strong, and it must
cost from R2 to R2'8 per seer. They are also
partial to receiving it in the form of bricks. If
supplied in the ordinary way it would only confuse
them. Our correspondent thinks that, bearing these
pre lilections in minds, Indian tea planters might
eisilv produce a tea which would just suit the palates
of our Tibetan neighbours. But it must he (.'hinese,

hints some objector. Why not '/ Ijet it be made
up into bi'icks and smuggled .icross the frontier, the
merchants taking care to sell it at fancy prices and
calling it by some high-sounding Chinese name. But
would that not be cheating? Well, if it comes to

that, 'we should simply be deceiving the Tibetans for
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theiv own pood, There is no doubt ordinary Indian
tea is better tlian ordinary Chinese tea, and if the
Tibetans onoe began to drink it they would not be
able to leave off. But with true Mongolian preju-
dice they refuse to believe in any except the Chinese
plant. As our correspondent says: ‘‘There is hardly
a doubt that it would be bought up greedily, but
once let it be known that it is not the real ii.r., the
Chinese) article, and no Tibetan would take it as a
gift.” Upon such narrow-mindedness the everyday
devices of coinmerco would be expended in vain.—

II.

—
CAMBHOR TREK IN NORTHERN INDIA.

It is not only in Ceylon that the idea of planting
the camphor tree is attracting attention. In a
specially contributed article in the Planter to hand,
the subject is seriously discussed, and attention is

drawn to the probable suitability of the cooler ravines
and valleys of the hill countries in India. It is

pointed out that the camphor tree is no stranger to

this country. We have tolerably good evidence from
the records of the East India Company that at one
time it flourished in Nepaul and the ancient kingdom
of Tipra, or Tipperah, which in the middle of the
17th century embi’aced the lands between the present
Megna and the Upper Irrawaddy. Even within the
present century, camphor was exported from Chit-

tagong. The discovery by the hillmen of the secret

of extracting camphor from the root of the tree pro-

bably led to the extinction of the plant. There is

no reason, however, why it should not be revived.

—Jf. Times, July 19.

VARIOUS PLANTING OTES.
Coffee Pn.VNTiNO promises to be the nnst im-

portant industry of British Central America. 'I'he

export of coffee for 1893 was nearly double that of

1S.)‘2, and in 1891 again nearly doubles 1893, and the

coffee crop of 1895 can now be definitely expected
to fully double that of 1891. The land under culti-

vation for coffee has been greatly extended during the

p rst year, and probably the acreage now planted is

quite double what it was twoyear.s ago. The average

coffee crop gathered throughout the country during

the past year has been satisfactory, and the prices

obtained on the London market have been good.

—

Echo, 3rd July.

Ceylon 'I’e.v in Russia.—In another column
we publish an account of liow' Ceylon tea is

being pushed in Russia by Mr. Rogivue. That
gentleman, according to his own showing, has

not found the task an easy one, and he too raises

the cry for more money. One thing that will

strike the reader is that, many as the difticulties

are in America, they do not include the risk of

being charged in the Police Court with attempt-

ing To poison the lieges ! Truely the Ru.ssians

are in a bad way and almost ileserve to be left

to poison them.selves with China tea I

Ceylon 'I’ea : Packaoes and Sweeping.s.—
We are indebted to our friend Mr. Tho.s. Christy

for two interesting letters by last mail to which

we call the attention of our merchants and
planters. In one place he pays a special com-

])liment to our Ceylon i).ackages ; but he wants

for We.st Africa and other moist regions that

a special airtight lid should be adopted for cases

tea.—We regret very much that any injustice

should inadvertently be done to certain London

'Tea Warehouse owners ;
but we feel sure Mr,

Christy’s letter will make all clear and give

satisfaction.—Mr. Christy de.serves w'ell of our

tea planters in every way ;
he gives an immense

!iim Vint of. time to the working of the m.anu-

facture of tea sweejiings into caffeine or tliejne,

and latterly has seen how a ouantity of old stuff'

lying in the warehouse for along time, could lie

utilised, much to the satisfaction of tlieimjiortor.s,

the niercliants and the brokers.

Patent 2,008.- February Cth 1804. Packing tea

Ac. Davidson, S. C. Sirocco Engineering Works, Bel-
fast, and MaGuire, F. G. Colombo, Ceylon. The
machine shown is for shaking, during packing, the
chests or receptacles in w'hich tea and other granular
materials are packed. The receptacle S is secured
on a table C between jaws Q and the table is oc-

cillated about its trunnions N by the crank F and
m:iy be at the same time rotated about the central
pin M.— Patent .foiinial, June‘2(>th.

Tea Pests.—Mr. Milos read an interesting paper
on w'ell-kuown tea posts at the Microscopical Society,

Calcutta, on Monday. It appears that the red spider
leads off in warm dry weather. The rains when they
set in wash this pest .away, only to start another

—

the moscpiito blight. When the rains, cease, this

E
est also cases, and in bright weather is succeede.1

y the scale insect, and so on. One pest seems to

be a benefactor—the green fly. But in that case
why call it a pesf? The enemies of the tea-plant
are many, and Dr. Watt has lately discovered a host

of new pests and blights. Altogether Dr. Watt has,

we believe, collected between sixty and seventy pests

and some thirty fungoid blights.—Englishman.

Precious Stones and Chemistry.—Mr. Arthur
Chamberlin, in the Mineral Collector j, says
” An accurate scientific method has at last been
discovered, whereby precious stones may be distin-

guished from the fraudulent gems which are now
so numerously manufactured in the laboratories of
Paris and other Continental ci'ies. This is by
testing them for their specific gravity, but not by the
scales occasionally used for large stones, and which,
however delicate, are unreliable. The new me uis of
detection of bogus gems is simple and ingenious,
and is likely to he widely adopted in the jewelry
trade. It is the clieinist who has added tliis know-
ledge to the b'pidarv’s art. Several liquids have been
discovered, which are more than three and a half
times as den.se as water, and in which, therefore, the
amethyst, the beryl, and »ther light stones will actully

float. The most useful of these liquids is metliylene
iodide, which has a specific gravity^ of 3'3. and in

wliicli the tourmaline readily floats. Moreover,
it is uot corrosive or in any way dangerous. It being
impossible for the lapidiary to prepare a number of

liquids each having the specific gravity of a differ-

ent gem stone, the methylene iodide is easily delu-

ted by adding benzine to it. Each drop of ben-
zine added makes the liquid less dense, and so it

may be used to separate the tourmaline and all the
lighter gem stones from each other. If it be doubt-
ful whether a certain gem be an acquaniariue or a
chrysoberyl, all that is necessary is to place it in a
tube of the liquid, together with a small fragment of

true acquaniariue to serve as an index. If it be a

chrysoberyl which has a specific gravity of 3‘6, it

w'ill sink like lead. If it be an aquamarine, which
has a specific gravity of 2'7, it will float. If the liquid

be then stirred and diluted until the index frag-

ment is exactly suspended, the gem also will neither

float nor sink, but wall remain poised beside it.

This method may be adopted wdth all of the
lighter stones. But for heavier gems, like the car-

buncle, the jargoon, the sapphire, the ruby, the
spinal, the topaz, and the diamond, a different liquid

is necessary. This has lately been discovered by the
Dutch mineralogist Retgeis. He has found a colour-

less solid compound which melts at a temperature
far below that of boiling water to a clear liqiiid five

times as dense as water, and tlierefore sufficiently

dense to float any known precious stone. This com-
pound is the double nitrate of silver and thallium,

its most remarkable property is, that it will mix
in any desired proportion with warm water, so that

by dilution the specific gravity may be easily reduced.

Tliis fused mass may be reduced in density by adding
w'ater, drop by dro]!, so as to suspend in suocossiou

carbuncle, s.ippliiro, ruby and diamond, These te-.U

111 ))vce,ious sumes m be m ule in a few minutes,

and are absolutely relialile, as all stones of the same
nature have the .same specific gravity. None of the

bogus rubies or diamonds have the same weight as

those they are made to imitate .”— Piititir (Ijiinidn.
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CEVLUN LAHOUK SUPPLY AND THE
PJ.ANTEKS’ ASSOCIATION :

GOOD ADVICE TO VOUNG SUPE UIN TENDENTS

BIG AND FIHMa ; THE INDO-CEYLON KAILWAY.

The Meinoranclum laid hefore the “Labour
Supply Standing,' Committee” of the Planters’
Association, and by it, amended and published
in the form given elsewhere, is umpie.^stionably one
of tlie most practical deliverances of the kind, that
bar appeared for a long time. Leaders of the Asso-
ciation have been accustomed to say thej' can
do little or nothing in respect of labour supply
and management

; but if only they gave us perio-
dical bulletins of the kind before us—we speak
of its positive not its negative opinions—
good must inevitably result. It is no secret that
when Mr. Melville White called this particular
Committee together to discuss a question with
which the country was .supposed to be “ringing”
there was not a single scrap of pajier, no letter
nor resolution from a District Association
to lay before it. Even Dimbula, Maskeliya

(
the

home" of Mr. A. E. AVright
) and the"Kelani

Valley were silent ! Surley this shews how' great
has been the cliange whicli had come over the
dreams of the planters since “ the Ides of March” !

Every one, a few months ago, snp^iosed that
enormous advances, multiplied crimping and a
generally short cooly sui))dy were to be the
rain of the Tea industry ami our printers could
scarcely keep i>ace wdth the letters and reme-
dies which poured in upon them. AVliere
are those dreamei's, or physicians now? How
marvellous the change which three months’
steady immigration of coolies has w'rouglit! And
this brings us at once to a notable practical
ommission from tlie Memorandum before us, namely,
a recommendation to Superintendents to endea-
vour to iiiHuence the coolies who wish to visit

their country, to do so a little later and if

possible to distribute their vi.sits more equally
over the year. In other words, it has to be
pointed out to “Ramasamy”—who would not
be at all slow' to appreciate tlie situation—that
the arrangement winch fitted in admirably with
“coffee”—through which all and .sundry were
allow'ed to make for “the cost” early in the
year,—does not at all suit “tea”; for, indeed,
tlie early months of the j’ear and on uji till

May are frequently among the busiest. We do
not think it would be at all impossible, to
get the period of departure gradually shifted
to w’hat arc really the slack months, say begin-
ning about 15 th May. AVe know that the ri.sk of
exposure to wet weather in jtassing to and fro,

is a great objection
;

l>iit with through railway
communication, and eicn now' with rail and
.steamer, this is lamnd to be obi iated.

We now come lo the Memorandum itself, and
as the most notable passage iiv the whole docu-
ment—and here especially do we recognise “ the
fine Roman hand ’’ of the Chairman, w e quote :—“The cooly is very much what the master
“ makes him and there is far les.s change in the
“cooly than there is in .some Superintendents
“of the day.” This is most true, find it is a
text on which Mr. Melville AAMiite and his fel-

low Committee men might very well enlarge.
All the trouble which brought a Medical Aid
Ordinance and tax on the planters in the
“seventies” arose from the
generation of young |)lanters

w'as “to make haste to
who had little or no symp.athj’ with the coolies
or care for their welfare. To the very same
cause in the present day may be traced tlie

21

appearance of a
wliose one object
be rich ” and

evil of “over advancing,” crimping and the
dying about of “tundus”to the unsettlement of
canganies and the disorganisation of coolies.
How' dificrent from the old typical planter after
the pattern set by Robt. Boyd Tytler, Peter Moir
—who has just passed away—and may more of
a similar order. Who ever heard of coolies ne-
glected in the lines. Or sent to the C >urt to
settle their quarrels in their day? And why
should not Alanagers and Superintendents take
as much pains in the present era ? The very
first requisite, indisputably, is a thorough work-
ing command of the language of the coolies.
Can eveiy young planter of the present day-
in charge of an estate, really understand a coolie
who conies to him with a complaint, it may
be, against his cangany ? Are we going too far
in suggesting that the Tlanters’ Association
might establish a form of examination in
coolie Tamil and grant a certificate to young
men satisfying tw'o or three competent exami-
ners ? Such certificate w'ould of course, not be all-

important, but w'e venture to say, it would by
no means be scouted by proprietors and agents
looking out for men to take charge of estates.

Very good advice is given as to the manage-
ment of coast advances and w'e would press
home their responsibility on our chief Agency
and Proprietary Firms and Companies, as pointed
out in the concluding portion of the Memoran-
dum. For “crimping,'’ evils of the “tundu”
system and all other ills a.ssociated with the
local transfer and scarcity of coolies, it is most
correctly and comprehensively alleged that there
is no better remedy than to increase the supply
of coolies.

And now we come to what is said about
“facilitating the journeys of coolies to and from
Ceylon.” Here we regret to lind that the Chairman
has forsaken the best tradiiions of the Planter.s’

Association—ever in the van of progress,—and has
adopted a narrow-minded, jiarocliial, lukewarm
view of a great and important undertaking. Here
is what Mr. Melville- AA’^hitc wrote (as published
by the local “ Times ”) :

—

“ The question of the Iiido-Ceylou railway seems
hardly within the range of practical politics yet
and there may be a fear that the journey oy rail will
be too expensive and possibly bring the home of the
cooly too near the country of his adoption.”
This reminds ns of nothing so much as the
worse than lukewarm, the sneering allusions, with
which certain individual leaders were wont to

meet our luogramme for a Nawalapitiya-Hapu-
tale Uailwav in the early “seventies.” The late
Mr. ( leorgc AVall was not alone in trying to

give it the “;'o-by”; for several others supported
him ill “tickling the cars of the groundlings”
by saying tlial it was not within the region
of “ |ira(dical politics” nor would be for a
ilccatlc or score of years to follow. AA’e need
not say how such criticism and opposition
•served but to whet the earnestness of the
few who stood by us ; and to do the As-
sociation justice, that body as a whole gave
uniform support to the memorials w'liich the then
far-away ami neglected Uva Planters laid before
it, although several of the leaders would have
sneered them out of court if they dared. Now,
we trust and believe it would be the same in

the present case. For, let it be noted, the Indo-
Ceylon Railway is the child in tlie first in-

stance, of an eminent and very old member of the
Association, Mr. Edward . 1 . Young. He was
specially chosen I*y the Association to visit South-
ern India and report on the Labour Question,
ami valuable as his Re[iort may be in other re-

spects, there can be no (|uestiou than any im-
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partial critic,—as well as Mr. Young liiniself—
Would confess that liis most practical and uotaljle

suggestion for the improvement of the Cooly La-
bour Supply, was his starting, or ratlier revival
of, the proposal for an Indo-Ceylon llailway.
'I'hat being tlie fact, we would expect tlie Plan-
ters' Association to back uj) their Special t'om-
inissioner,—to be in the very forefront in urgin'^
on this great and notable work,—in place of

its Chairman truckling to petty official and a
niiserably local unofficial opinion, by telling us
“it is hardly within the range of practical
politics.” How is it to be brought within that range?
How was sanction for a Railway to Nanuoya first

and then to Haputale secured—after seven years’

battling in the one case and sixteen in the other?
Not certainly by the Association or any of its

leaders stating, this does not mean “ practical

politics.” We might, however, pass this over on
the part of the Chairman if lie did not add
the really childish remarks to apparently justify

his position, that the journey by rail would be
too expensive for the cooly and possibly bring
him too near his home. The one proposition

we would suppose, might be regarded as anta-
goni.'tic to the other ! Rut fancy anyone sup-

posing tluit a Company, or other owner of an
Indo-Ceylon Railway would not a<lapt their

rates so as lo. catch the great cooly traflic

from Southern India to Ceylon ! Is it any
wonder that the “Stamtiim Committee” struck
out two-thirds of tlie foolish sentence of the

Chairman and contented themselves with say-

ing (evidently not with unanimity) :
—“ The

ipiestion of the Indo-Ceylon Railway .seems

hardly witliiu the range of jiractical politics as

yet.” It is a case with us of lieing “ thankfu’
tor sma’ mercies ;” but certainly the day will

come when the gentlemen who subscribed to

this half-hearted declaration will be ashamed
that they did not <lo their little best to show
the world that they were practically and speci-

ally interested in an Indo-Ceylon Railway and
that they were jirepared to welcome and en-

courage every effort put fortli to mature, ami
secure the lieginning of what must be one of

the most notable works of imiirovement ever
undertaken in Ceylon or Soutliern India. For
the planters it not only means a far more
abundant supply of coolies with the means of

tapping new and over-populated districts, Imt
it also means cheaper anil more regular freights

from the great additional importance wliich

must be given to the ]>ort of Colombo.
For the coolies, it would not only mean
freedom from much e\i>osure to wet, cold,

m.alaria, fever, and fatal illness ; hut also

a great saving of time, which means money to

them and their em))loyer. We need s.ay no more
for the jiresent. I’here is no better means of

bringing any desirable undertaking—howexer,
large—within “the range of jiractical jiolitics”

than by urging it on jmblic attention and by get-

ting together all possible information conccniing

it. .\ xvork that has been the subject of two
important Reports froin leading Fngineers in ( ky-

lon and Soutliern India, with estimates and the

results of surveys,—that has been taken up by

a strong Syndicate in London with the favour

it is umler.Uood of the India Ollice authorities,

if not of I hose of the Colonial Office,- -can scarcely

we think be treated with the oflhand remark
that it is not yel . or “ hardly yet within the range
of jiractical politics.

”

Gctta Pekcua in thk Stiiaits.—

I

n Piiluuig, after 1 1th

August, a Govoniiucnt notitication prohibits absolutely

the search for and export of gutta pereha.—

THE LAIIOI R SCPHLY QUESTION
IN CEYLON.

L.VnoL'It SUI'I’LV .ST.ANDIN'i; t'OM.M tTTKK.

Minutes of proceedings of a meeting of the Labour
Supply Standing Committee held at Kandy on Friday,

the Pith day of July 189.5, at three o’clock in the

afternoon.
Present.—Messrs. A. Melville White, (Chairman

Planters' Association of Ceylon); A. Philip, (Secretary,

Planters’ Association of Ceylon); Hon. Mr. Giles F.

Walker (m.l.c.), Messrs. W. D. Gibbon, James West-

land, J. H. Barber, II. S. Duff Tytler, A L. Cross,

W. Maitland. A. W. S. Sackville, .John H. Starey.

The notice calling the meeting was read.

The minutes of proceedings of a meeting of the

Labour Supply Committee held at Kandy on Thurs-

day, the 10th August, 1893, were read. Resolved :

—

“ That they be and they hereby are confirmed.”

Considered memorandum by the Chairman on the

Labour Question. Resolved:—“That as amended it

be adopted and published
; (2) that copies of the

memorandum be forwarded to the Ceylon Chaniber

of Commerce, and to the various District Associations

for consideration.”
The Labour Supply Standing Committee then

adjourned. A. Philip, Secretary.

Memorandum referred to

THE LABOUR QUESTION MEMORANDUM.
The so-called Labour Question may be conveni-

ently divided into 5 parts, some of which are no
doubt inseparably connected with the others, and act

and react on each other.

These are :—I The supply of and demand for

coolies.

II F'acilitating the journeys of coolies to and from
Ceylon.

III Coast Advances and local advances.
IV Crimping.
V The “ tundu system.”
In one or other of these forms the Labour Ques-

tion has ever recurringly been before the Planter.s'

Association almost since its foundation.
It is desirable to remember that the Planters’

Association
(a) has no power to bind even its own members

to caiT}' out its decisions, much less non-members

;

(b) its members are scattere 1 all over the country
and cannot be summoned to meet at a moments
notice and without something f.iirly important for

discussion, attendance involving an absence from
other business of from 2 to 3 days.

(c) although the work of the Association is deputed
to be carried on by a committee o!’ 12.! members
yet the real work is voluntarily done by at most
10 members wlio attend nearly every meeting.
Consideration of these conditions seems to indicate,

(1) that the Planters’ Association is in no position
to undertake the actual recruiting and introduction
of coolies to Ceylon. It has no machinery and no
funds for the purpose. Private effort has been suc-

cessful hitherto in increasing the labour force in

Ceylon from time to time ; and if any scheme for
combination is launched it will bo found oest to group
a few neighbouring estates which are short of labour
or which for other reasons desire to join. These
have the motive of self-interest to make them work the
scheme, it is in a inanagcablc compass, each would
(orsliouldi know the me.ii employed as recruiters,
to whom advances could be given, one of their num-
ber might go to the cooly di.stricts if necessary, and
being a small body agreements binding every one
could be entered into at little cost. Such combina-
tions will not be accomplished however until the Labour
Question is a good deal more acute than it is at present.
It is desirable however to state as emphatically as
possible that it is not and ought not to be any part
of the functions of the Association to procure coolies

for those who arc short of labour or in any way to

interfere between employer and labourer exceiit by
way of recommendation. This has been the invariable
attitude in the past, and circular after circular has
boon i.ssued by the Planters' Association and Chamber
of Conuneroo. Notoriously the I'ccommoudatiouii iu
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those eirciilai’s liave not been cauied ont generally

by the planting community but no blame can attach

to the Association for that, and that body can but

repeat what has been recommended in the past.

(‘2) Facilitating the journeys of coolies to and from
Ceylon is a work well within the province of the As-
sociation and a perusal of recent reports of its pro-

ceedings shows that it has never been backward in

its endeavours to secure such facilities Doubtless

any further improvements which can be suggested
in that direction will receive the early attention they
deserve. The question of the IndO'Ceylon railway

seems hardly within the range of practical polities

as yet.

(S) liegulation of Coast advances, and local ad-

vances. This again is a matter entirely beyond the
province of the Association except by way of recoip-

inendation. If the advice of the Association is not
generally followed that liody should not be reproached
with the results, Individual effort ij<‘ui’rafli/ a/iplird,

can best reduce advances, coupled with the introduc-

tion, of fresh coolies from the coast. Kmall combina-
tions of estates could introduce fresh labour and in

some of the small Districts these combinations might
work well, but it is doubtful if small combinations
could reditce advances where immense areas of cul-

tivated land are adjacent, as coolies will naturally go
where they can get most money and least work.
There appears therefore to be no better remedy for

the evil of high advances than Increasing the aupjih/ of
i'uolies.

(4j Local advances, crimping, and the “ tundu" sys-

tem ax’e all bound up together and inseparably con-

nected ;
and as with regard to Coast advances the

Association can do no more than recommend a cer-

tain course. This has frequently been done in the

past and nothing more can be done but to repeat

the recommendations in the hope perhaps that some
day they may be carried out. It is impossible to

say that local advances should not be given. Op-
ortnnity to change from one estate to another must
e permitted to coolies as well as to others, and

notwithstanding all that is said against the “ tundu ”

system, in it properly used and not abused lies the

best safeguard of the employer. Like all the other

panaceas proposed for the evil, its complete success

depends on its universal use. As its universal

use cannot among the planters be hoped
for, so its success can only he partial. No one
can be compelled to give a “ tundu ” although

many are lender that impression, but it must be mani-
festly unfair to the labourer to refuse invariably and
under all circumstances to give a “tundu” if the systern is

tmiversally adopted. To enable an employer practi-

cally to prevent a coolie obtaining employment
elsewhere would be unjust, and would have the effect

of driving labour from the country. At present
“ tundus ” are far too recklessly given and those with
“tundus” as well as those without “tundus” are far

too recklessly taken on.

Crimping is at present intimately connected with

the “tundu” system but that is because the system
is abused or improperly used. Nor is Crimping con-

fined to coolies or kanganies alone. The Superin-

tendent who at a day’s or a w'eek’s or a month's
notice tells his Icaugany that he the (Superintendent)

must have more coolies, must be perfectly well aware
that the kangany can only get these by crimping.

The Superintendent who can foresee his wants and
takes the trouble to calculate what these wants may
l)e, sends to the coast 6 or 8 months before ho
really W'ants them and will be prepared to give them
work if they arrive before he expected them. And
this in fact brings one to the root of the whole ques-

tion. The cooly is very much what his master makes
him and there is far less change in the cooly thau
there is in some Superintendents of the day.

If a cooly is ill, he gets a letter to hospital. Some
Superintendents neither know nor care what is the
matter with him, in tnany casrs do not even know
them by siglit! If there is a row in the lines they
are tola to settle it themselves or go to Court.

It is uscle.ss to .ittempt any remedy wh ite'vfer until

the adhesion is gained of certain l.ir c employers of

labour w'hose visiting aenfife fitust be stAv.ire' of the

difficulties existing onSnairyest-ates in-ahiding their ovtii

.

if))

Until those large employers insist on their Superin-
teudents procuring coolies from the coast anuually
and show them how to sot about it, small individual
proprietors cannot be e.xpected to introduce hew
coolies oil a scrle large enough to remedy the evils,
as if they did so the probable effect would be to
enable the Superiutendents of the large employers to
recruit their force from such newly-imported coolies.
It is desirable that Superintendents should show in
their estate accounts what advances, given out in
any month, are sent to the coast and what given for
local labour, and tho number of coolies so obtained
should be shown in the same way.

BOUND FOR NYASSAL\NI).
Mr. 0. M. Cr.abhe, of Uva—who lia.s had eight

years’ experience as a planter in Ceylon and is

in every way titteil to lie a Central Afim-an pioneer
planter, leave.s for Nyassaland via Bombay, Zan-
zibar .and Cliinde, at once. .Mr. Crabbe will be
associated with jN|r. Owen in the service of the
Nyassalaml Cofiee Oo.

j and we feel sure will
do justice to hi.s selection. We trust he may
hai'o an enjoyable loyage across, arri\-e ii]

good health on the Company’s land and have a
successful e.xperience of Central Africa.

PROGRESS IN NORTH BORNEO.
From a letter dated Saiulakan, IStli -Inne, we

are allowed to quote as follow.?

:

—
We have seen but little of Mr. Hciirv Walker for

seme mouths as he has beeu busy ou the West Coast
climbing mountain gorges and doing otliev laborious
tramps. Here things are progressing though slowly,
it is said that tobacco laud is getting short and
when the pinch comes then wc shall begin to see the
country go ahead on proper linos I hope. Our coffee
comes on well, and gives every promise of dividends
before long; it is already in heavy bearing.

THE CENTRAL TEA CO. OF CEYLON,
LIMITED.

We have liefore ns a memo of Association of
tliis Company under The English Companies' Acts
which is snhscrihed to hy Messrs. ,j. Sancroft,
Holmes. H. K. Rutherford, David Reid, 11,

Todd, W. Herbert Anderson, A. Crabbe aiul
M'illiam Jolinston.

The capital of the Company is £45,1100 divided
into 1,.500 preferent shares of £10 each, and 3,001
ordinary shares of £10 each. Two estates—Somer-
set in Dimbula, and Kahheragalla in Matnrata—
Iiave been purchased hy the Company for £38,750
sterling.

THE TRAVANCORE CARDAMOM
MONOFOLY,

The Travaiicore fTOVv^rnment has at last decided to
abolish the cardamom monopoly against which the
planting community has been agitating for years past.
The cardamom gardens were all surveyed last year
and a re^lav assessment will he fixed ou each hold-
ing, which it is expected will amount to the average
income obtained hy the Government from this source.— .)/. Uaii.

INUIAS Tea in A.meric.\ —Say.s the Pioneer
of July 27 :—The Indian Tea Asso,jiation has just
issued another circular to all proprietors and agents
of tea gardens, appealing for further contributions
(four auuas per acre on c.rea and lialf an anna per
mauud on produce) iu support of the endeavour to
push Indian tea in America. The measures adopted
l)y .Mr. Blechyiideu at the Chicago Exhibition seem
to have borne good fruit, and the Indian planter
niay rest assured that the game is well worth the
candle.

'
'

>
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COLOMBO TEA THADE UE(JL'LATI()NS ;

THE CEYLON IMPORT DUTY OF 25 CENTS
PER LB. ON TEA.

We direct attention to the full report of the

proceedings at tlie meeting of the Colombo Tea
Traders’ Association, published on some of the fol-

lowing pages, which cannot fail to be of interest to

planters both here and in India. In re.sj)ect of the

first two subjects discussed and the Hesolutions even-

tually carried, we do not know tliat much need

lie said. It seems only right that tlie planters

should mark tlie gross as well as tlie net weight
on the boxes if this is sj)ecially desired by the

buyers in Colombo
;
while as regards tlie strength-

ening of boxes in the manner suggested, we
shall doubtless hear a good ileal more from the

planters in their several Association meetings.

One cannot help thinking Mr. E. B. Creasy’s

suggestions on the subject, published by us the

other daj', well worthy the consideration of

practical men in the tea-planting community,

and the various opinions expressed yesterday

will all help to a right decision on the subject.

We now come to the third and last subject

of discussion—bearing on “(’eylon and South

Indian tea,”—and arising out of a Memorial

addressed to (lovernor Havelock by Mr. (J. L.

Yom'e, Secretary, on behalf of the United

PlaiRers’ Association of Southern India ;
and we

may say at once that we are amazed at the

reception accorded to the Memorial in a meet-

ing composed mainly of merchants and brokers. Wc
are (piite aware of the i>rejudicc which prevails

upconntry about admitting the teas of Southern

India on an eipial footing to the Colombo mar-

ket. It is an unjustiliable prejudice in our

opinion, and more particularly so, seeing how
Ceylon teas have invaded certain markets in

India without a word of remonstrance so far as

we are aware. But still i»lanters may very well

Htiy : “We do not want to increase the supply

of tea for competition with our own in the

Colombo market.” That is an easily under-

stood argument, although looking at the <iues-

tion in any broad light, it is not one that

merchants or statesmen would usually regard.

(3u the other hand, however, one would ex-

pect every steamer agent, merchant and broker

to view the matter in a very iliHerent light and

at least to admit fairly and openly that it was

to the advantage of t’le Colombo market and

port to encourage the addition to the local pub-

lic sales of all the teas of Tinnevelly, of South

and North Travancore, and even of the districts

beyond, should they find age.it to their advant

But we cannot find that there was one at the

meetin" to advance this undoubtedly correct

armiment from the trading and business jioint

of”view. Now what is the explanation ? M e

supi»o-e it can only be that all present

look at the matter almost entirely with

the plant'Cr.s’ eyes and as a matter of fact,

the estate proprietary interest carries the day

in the mercantile and broking cindes of Colombo?

Now persomillv, our very limited interests are

identical with ‘those of the laoducers, and we

are of those who, selling all their tea in Colombo,

'may be benefited, perhaps, liy restricting the

suimly, and at any rate, by shutting out Indian teas

from ‘local competition. But is that a reason

why as iournalists, we .should deal with this

question after what seems to us, the illiberal

and shortsighted fashion of the speakers at the

meeting in question? M'e c mid scircely believe

our eyes in reading the remarks of the Mon.

W. W. Mitchell, Chairman of the meeting.

Mercantile rejiresentative in Council, one of our

eldest uierchants having close trading relations with

Southern India
;
.and yet hest.and.s up to justify at

this time the maintenance of a loc.al import duty of
,io cents per lb. on. tea because there is a firr

ycr rent ad mlorcm duty in India

!

Why,
the Ceylon duty, as Mr. Mitchell and every
one in the room knew well—though not one
mentioned it—is e({iial to fully fffy per cent

ad vedorein on the average teas that would
come to us from Southern India, Now, before
we go further, we would ask :

“ Is it fair as a
matter of ordinary justice between man and
man to take advantage of the low duty to send
all the Ceylon teas we can to India, and to

refuse to reciprocate on an equal footing?” \Ve
could understand Mr. Mitchell if he argued :

“Let the Indian Government raise its duty
against Ceylon teas to 25 cents jier lb.—wc
don’t want in respect of tea, to have any
dealings whatever with the opi>osite Continent.”
That w’ould be conservatism worthy of Pekin j

but it at least would indicate consistency, and
a wish for equ.al dealing all rouml. Fiat justitin

runt Citium. Huiqiose, the Viceroy indicated in

answ'er to the United Planters of .Southern India,

that unless the utterly prohibitory Ceylon duty
were reduced, he would direct a similar rate of

tax to be levied at all Iiulian ports, and espe-
cially Bombay, would Mr. Mitchell speak and
vote as he did yesterday ? And will any fail-

man amongst us .say that Lord Elgin, on being
told of this Colombo meeting, would not be
justified in issuing some such ukase a-: we
indicate ?

But the Chairman had another argument : the
|)lantcrs of Southern India want to sell their
teas in Colombo as their nearest market anti

Mr. ^litchell tells them, “there is no obstacle,
you can do so in boiul.” Now, we are not up
to the mysteries or technicalities of trading

; but
although the Chairman was allowed to indicate,
nemine contradicente, th.at the comjilaint of South
India teas being sliut out from the Colomlio
sales “ fell to the ground,” we might well
expect .anybody interested in Travancore, had
such been jiresent, to act the

i’**-''! one of
Ingoldsby’s well-known ch.ar.acters :—
The Sacristan said not a word to indicate a doubt.
But he put his thumb up to his nose and spread

his fingers out

!

Can sales be made in “ bond” as favourably
as in the open market in Colombo or is it

Hitting South Indian teas on the .same
ooting in our sales to have, them in bond ? Of
course not ; and therefore, sureljq Mr. Mitchell
trilled with the question at issue when he spoke
of sales in bond. The issue was reached when
reference was made to “ blending ” and it is a
great pity we think that all reference to “bond”
and an “ Indian .1 per cent duty" was not left

out, and an otien avowal made at once that “tea
planting opinion” in Ceylon was dead again.st Indian
teas being allowed into the Colombo market to
be liouglil, sidil or blended on .an e<(Ual footing w ith
Ceylon teas, and that in deference to this feeling,
the ('liairman and the meeting ngreed to oppose
Mr Yonge’s Memorial. That is, wc supiaise, the
actual f.act and if we proceed to ask for a reason
for this feeling, must it not be somewhat .as

follows :
—

I do not like thee Dr. Fell.
The reason why I cuinot tell;

But this I know and know full well,
I do not like thee Dr. Fed.

For, can Mr. Mitchell or any other merchant or bro-
ker in Colombo, tell us in w hat respect thcarerage
Travancore teas differ from the average for Ceylon
districtsofthe same altitude? Practically, the whole
agitation eirdutt roum\ “ Tfavaucore ’’ wUicU m
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a ]ilantinp: distriot, lias from the very be<‘inniii<i-

been coiisulerotl an outlying division of Ceylon.

Its tea must be superior to .a good deal of our
lowcountry produce

;
for Ceylon it is well-known

turns out some of the poorest as well as some of the

best of teas and one or two jiareels of “Ceylon’s”
(as the Chairm.an knows) have even been rejected by
Customs authorities, a thing that we suppo.se

never happened to Travancore tea. One more illus-

tration of the e.xtraordinary anomaly to which
Mr. Mitchell would bind ns : Travancore coffee

and cardamoms can come without hindrance for sale

to the Colombo market, where they can be lilended

or shipped as “Ceylon
;

” it is only tea that is to

be shut out ! Then again and linally, we were
tohl not so long ago, th.at our tea duty was
specially recjuired to shut out Java and
China teas, and that there would be no
objection to Indian teas coming freely

into Colombo ; but yesterday, we do not find

a single voice indicating such an ojiinion ! What
has led to this change of view in Colombo ?

We pause for a reply.

COLOMllO TLA TllADKHS’ ASSOCIATION.
A Special Ceneral Meetinjf of the Colombo Tea

Tr.aders’ Association was held in the Chamber of
Commerce Rooms yesterday afternoon at three
o’clock. In tiie ab.sence of the Chairman, the
Hon. W. W. Mitchell, C.M.G., was called to the
chair

;
and there were present :—Messrs. F. M.

Mackwood, (!. H. Alston, C. A. Leechman, E.
Henh.am, A. H. Thom|)son, H. Tarrant, L.

Davidson, W. Haslam, W. E. Drury and C. E.
H. Symons, Secretary.

SUOKT WEIGHTS OK P.VCKAGE.S.
The Ch.\ikm.-vx said that the pi’esent being a

s[iecial meeting there were no minutes to be
read. He proj>osed that the meeting should there-
fore proceed to dispose of the business on the
agenda. The first re.solution was as follows :

—

“ To consider the following proposed addition to
mle 8 of the present Sale Conditions :—In order to
afford to buyers of tea a partial check on the weights
of packages, it is proposed to add to clause 8 all

packages to'have the gross weights markcil upon them.”

This resolution, he said, had been prepared by the
Committee as a result of complaints, which had
been very freipient of late, of weights turning
out to be short—that was complaints of packages
not turning out to be such as to correspond with
the weights buyers had paid for. A number of

instances had been brought before the Committee
of the A.ssociation lately. Complaints had been
laid before them where very serious di.screpancies

W’cre shown to have taken jilace and the com-
plaints were supported by the weights from the
London Warehouses, showing the Customs w'eights,

and affording jiroof that the packages did not
contain the quantities that had been paid for.

The Committee on various occasions, when these
instances were brought before them, afforded the
best advice which, in their opinion, they could
give to tlie.'C persons who brougiit the
complaints before them. But as the out«ome
of it, all the Committee thought that, it wouhl
be welt if some means were devised to enable
buyers to check weigliLs when taking delivery
from the sellers’ go-downs. At present, under
clause 8 of the conditions of sale, it was stated
‘ to ascertain actual net weights 10 per cent
of each break, but not less than three pa(d<ages
to be turned out and weighed, and the average
result taken as representing the actual net weight
of the tea in each package of the break,”—so
that w'hen a buyer w'ent to take delivery of tea

a seller’s go-dowa it was practically im.

possible to gi\e effect to this. Clause 8 of the
conditions of sale was therefore iir.octically a
dead letter. Buyers generally—at least a good
many—took teas to thegodown and there weigherl
them and then turned them out to ascertain wdiether
they contained what they weie represented to con-
t.ain. They could not very well comply with the
terms of condition No. 8 and it was in order
to enable them to have some practical check
that the motion had been brought forward,
to re«iuire that all packages should have the
gross weights marked ui>on them. If they had
this, the buyer could, on taking delivery, pass a
few' packages over the scale and see w’hether the
weights corresponded with the gross wei<'ht
marked on the packages, and, if there was° a
discrepancy, to there and then draw' the atten-
tion of the seller to it. He thought that was a
very reasonable request. Some Superintendents of
Estates marked both the gross anti the net w ei<dit
upon patdeages. They had, of course, to mark the ?iet
weight—they need not necessarily mark the tare-
but if they gave the gross weight it would
afford an opjiortunity for checking to some extent
the weight of iiackages and to see whether the
man’s scales in the factory were correct or not.
No one, of course, had any de.sire to pass off'

short weights, but at the same time weights and
scales would get out of order and the resolution
would enable them, on receipt of a complaint, to
.see where the weights were w’rong. It was not
asking anything unreasonable, and therefore he
begged to propose the re.solution.

THE GROSS W'KIGHT SYSTE.^I.

Mr. M.vckw'ood said he had great pleasui’e
in seconding the resolution, and it Would be only
reason.able, to give effect to the motion, if they
asked the brokers, when printing their catalo^nes
to state the gro.ss weights of the jiackages off’ei'ed.

It was a great a.s.sistance to know that teas were
bulked, and also an advantage toknowthat packa*>es
w'ere hooked, and, he thought, that while it might
not lead to increased bidding it would lead to bid-
liing w'ith more confidence if the gross weight
were marked. He had all the more reason
in supporting the re.solution becau.se he had him-
self been fVir the last three or four montlis con-
sider.ably worried and troubleil over this question
in both capacities,—as a buyer, in having to "et
allowances made him, in some cases satisfactory
and in others, unsatisfactory, and as a seller he
h.ail had the same trouble. Rule 8 as it at
present stood ab.solutely debarred any man from
making a claim in respect of tea if he had taken it
out of a go-down. The rule was neither conducive
to kindly feeling in the town nor to the advance
of business. As a rule they could only send
in claims to the man who Knew all about the
matter and the only man who tvas in a position
to tell was the man on the e.state. As things ut
jirescnt stood it was largely a matter of courtesy
whether a .seller would make a refund for short-
age or not. He asked what could a buyer do
.supposing his claim was objected to. He conhi
not go against an a.ssurance by a man he had
known for years and in whom he had the
utmost confidence. He w'as of opinion that tlie
gross weight system would help them very much.
Un the other hand, as regarded claims, he thought
a line should be draw'n soniew'here as some of the
claims were really frivolous. He liad one before
him at |iresent. His firm recently sold 5 chests
of tea that were probably not weighed in Colombo.
They w'eighed it anti it w'as ifound deficient
according to the customs w'eights, to the extent of
5 lb. and a claim w'as made accordingly. AVitl»
all the care that was taken in factories, trilling
mistakes were likely to occur, Xhw was « sul>
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jpct in wliioii liP look ,a dpop iulorest. He had
always passed a loss of woij^iit when it di<l not
exceed li jier cent and lie always expected to

buy with the risk of such a loss. His personal
opinion was that any claim made for one jier

cent, in view of the (’nstoms’ allowance and the
rules of the trade, was simply frivolous.

THK ust; or thk sc.m.ks.
Mr. Al.ston concurred tienerally, mentioning

instances in his own e\[ierience where short
weights had been disirovered and where much
trouble would have been avouled had tlie gross

weight been marked on the boxes.
The Chi.MH.M.VN spoke of a similar ease wliieh

occurred last week, where if they had had an
op|>ortunity of pas.sing the packages over the

scales aiul comparing with the gross weight they
wouhl have been able to detect the shortage at

once. As regarded Mr. .Maok wood’s suggestion
as regards the brokers’ catalogues it seemed to

Mr. Mitchell that marking the gross weight on

the packages became a condition of .sale so that

the suggested course would have been necessary.

Mr. Mackwood said he was all the better

ple.ased, an<l remarked that if they did not meet
each other in a fair and honest way and <leclined

to come in, the men who stoo<l aloof would
sutler in the long run.

Mr. Si .viONS pointed out that a (ionsiderable

time might elapse before the purpose of the

motion came into operation, and in the mean-
time the brokers should slate it in the cata-

logues.

Mr. Alston If we make a cuudition of s.ale

we must name a d.ay on which it is to begin so

iis to gi\ e people a j'casonable time.

Mr. Mackwood:— It is absolutely no trouble.

Mr. Tho.vU'.sox Notice should at once be given.

Mr. Lkucti.max suggested the 1st October.

Mr. Mackwood was of opinion that there was

no necessity for delaying so long. He mentioned

1st September as the date when it should come
into oper.ation. So far as a date went the men
who were willing to come in would do so at once.

'I'he CiiAinMAX suggested Hi,at the words “ to

take etlect from Seiitember ” be atldeil.

'I'he motion with this addition w.as then jiut to

the meeting .and carried unanimously.
COMI'I.AIXTS KHOM OVKK THE .SE \S.

The ('iiAinviAX .said the next resolution was :

—

•• 'J'hat in view of the numerons coiupliiints of

sboilncss in weights of contents of packages of tea

it be urged upon I’lauters that in the interest of the

grower as we'l as the buyer, it is important that

greater regularity and accuracy in weights should be

observed.”
The Committee, observ ed .Mr. Mitchele, h.ad

had a good m.any complaints from over the .se.as.

The following w.as received the other day from

Australia as follows ;

—

“ Weifihts.—M’e have had a lot of trouble with

our Customs regarding the irregularity of weights

and with very few e.xceptions we liml that

the weights marked on the packages are in excess of

actual contents. Now this is a most serious matter,

and as it entails in some instances the opening of

every package it naturally much depreciates the

value as vou can well imagine
;
we therefore think

that it is“ an important jioint for you to bring before

your Chamber of Commerce for unless something is

done to overcome this serious discrepancy of weight,

Ceylon Tens will undoubtedly get a bad name in

our market, solely on this account and it will mean
a heavy loss to importers, for buyers are only too

anxious to take advantage and make cl.dii b spec.ialiy

when they know that it can he proved on ('xaiuinatiou.

lie did nut think the resolution needed inucli

disciiHsion. 'I'he ahova* was not the only letter

on the .subject wlibdi had been received. Ileinendy

..took it u Baniplo of tli^s lot tbivl laid liccii

forwardml from difl'erent p.arls of tbe count ry.

'I'bey could do iiolhiug more tliaii pa.ss tlic re-

sedution tus an cxiiicssion of ojiiiiion by tlie A.ssoci-

ation .and with the view of impressing upon
l^lanters and Superintendents the necessity for

greater accuracy.
Mr. Mackwood .supposed that in a good

many ca.ses .all necessary care was taken.

Tliey bad to recognise that Planters luid a great
deal of difliculties to contend with. His teaTimaker
might be disbonest and by wrong initialling, try

to represent a larger ouantifx', than there really

was. They bail to de.al .also with a certain

amonnt of moderate carele.ssness. For himself lie

thought wlicro a good deal of the trouble

.arose was from the m.achines not being tested

periodically.

'I'he Ch.ueMAN :—M’eighing maclpnes r

Mr. Mackwood Yes.

Mr. SvMOX.s remarked that the former reso-

lution would come in and check tliat-

Mr. Mackwood, (continuing) said on the other
hand tliere were certain eccentricities in tea
which it wa.s impossible to trace hack to the
factory. Last year amongst .several other lines

of tea his linn bought from 2,000 to g,tKfU lb. for

the Canadiau market. 'I’o suit tlie purpo.se of

tlieir client they repacked tbe tea at (,’olombo at

Me.ssrs. (leorge Steuart and Co’s. Mills and the
up-country man’s weight was found to be per-

fectly correct, yet when the tea was .sent to Liver-
pool for transhiimieut to Canada it was found to

lie four jicr cent, short.

'I'lie CuAlRM.'VX;—Do I understand you to
second the resolution ?

Mr. Mackwood s.aid he would second tlie re-

•solution to be in order, adding that lie had never
been enabled to get Vieliind the cause of the
discrepancy be bad mentioned.

riie Cii.uicMAX :
— I sliall be glad to hear the

exjierienccs of any other gentleman. It is

a matter of importance and mifortiin.ately we
all know it only too well.

'I'lie resolution was then pul to the meeting
and carric'd unanimously.

E.VUETV TE A RACK ACES.
'I'he Cii.MRM.AX submitted the following

motion

:

—
“That in view of tlie fact that Ceylon tea is now,

nmeh more than formerly, distributed to all parts of

the world the transit involving in many cases more
than one transhipment the half incli Ceylon wooden
planks at present used for tea chests are in the opinion
of this Association insufticient for tlie weight con-
tained in them and they consider that planks of at

least gth of an inch should be used.”
'riiis motion the Cii.UHMAX jiroceeded to say

w'.as brought forward to some extent witli the
view of eliciting an expression of opinion from
the memhers of the Associ.alion. Some, lie know
considered lialf-iiicli jdaiiks were sulUcioiilly

thick, otlier memhers that packages ought to he
of .a difl’erent sliape, w Idle ot liers considered they
are not sufficiently thick. 'I'he hist was his

oiiinion, for, lie hail seen again and again pack-
,ages coming down toColomho altogether nisutlicient

for the carriage of tea. After tlicy had been deli-

vered and nailed uji after beingopeiiedlie had known
many instances where they were not fit to go the

leiiglh of the I’ort.

Mr. Mackwood Are 3mu .snro that tliej' were
m.ade of lialf-in h wood ?

'I'lio Ci'v;! ,\v w !’> understood to rejily in Hie
alnriiiativ o, ami.

I

lo. feding. he said they w onhl
have impmfoci |il;.nl s mw and ag.ain : I ut he

could not help thinking tiiat if planks were more
than .j.-iiicli that that wouhl go a long way to

meet the dilliculty. If t)iej' were a little t||ick,pr
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that Avouhl provide a margin for iiiijierfect ]>lanks.

If the planking was thicker it stood to reason

that it would stand better. Nothing liad heen said

about imported packages of more select wood from

Japan. He did not think the motion would

apply to that. Perha[»s others who knew
more about the subject would say something
about it. If, at all events, wood a little

thicker weie used, tea would have a much
better chance of reaching its destination in

better order, than at ])resent. It might be said

that the China packages were very thin.

That was true but they were bound with

rattans and being Ilexible were able to stand a

great <leal more knocking about than their

Ceylon packages. Indian packages he thought, were
of the same thickness, but he was not com[)etent

to speak on the subject and would be glad

of information. As members knew, a great deal

of Ceylon tea was subject to transhipment and
that was increasing because more tea was going to

the United States and Canada. The half-inch

packages such as they get from upcounU-y

were altogether insuHicient to bear the strain.

The iialf-inch hoops put on at present were
useless. In many cases before reaching Colombo
the hooiis were torn off and thus served no purpose.

He should be very glad to hear an ex[iression

of o])inion on the subject.

Mr. Bknham seconded in a feW words.

Mr. M.tcivWOOU differed. He was of opinion

that half-inch planks were sufficient, as regarded

momi packages, and sufficient for country made
packages ]jrovi(ling these were covered with Jute
hessian. Of course this only api»lied if the wood
was proi)erly .seasoned and there must be no
mistake in substituting wood g uf an inch thick

for Cinch wood. The majority of them packed
their teas presumalily.for transhipment. 'I'he tea

went out of the Southern Ports of the Island

and the question arose whether the man u]»counfry

had to bear the cost of g-inch packages, which after

all might not be necessary, or whether the buyer
had to bear the cost. Jute hc.ssian and a half-

inch i)lanking would stand any amount of knock-
ing about and the cost of it would be

cheaper.
Mr. Alston said he had tried covering j)ackages

with gunny. He had had to fight against the Com-
pany and only sometimes had he succeeded in get-

ting claims paid. When gunny was used the ship-

pers said “ We can do what we like with it” and
they tumbled it up till tea, wood and lead were
all mixed up togetlier and then they handed it

to the consignee like a carpet bag. (Laughter).

Mr. M.VCKWOOI) :
—That is not condemnatory

of the form of jiaidcage. It is condemnatory of

the bad usuage.
•Mr. Uituitv said that, taken all over, there was

nothing much to complain of and the boxes
as used at present stood a fair amount of knock-
ing about. The cx})erience of his linn was
tiiat conntry-nifide jiackages, in many cases, were
very bad indeed, particularly after tlicy had been
sampled, Mhen'tlie nails were apt to split them.
Mr. Alston suggested that “Country-made pack--

ages ” should be specified in the motion.
The Chairman replied that there was no

objection. Proceeding he went on to say
that Mr. E. H. Creasy had written to the
Association on the subject. I'liat gentle-

man's letter hail already been published in the
newspapers. He suggested, instead of altering the
thickness of the wood that it would he better
to make the packages of a diU'erent si/e x

20i X 20h—perfectly square, and they would then
carry very much better than at present. Prob-
ably that was correct.

Mr. Maukwuol) remarked that that was a mat-
ter for planters If they liked in sufficient num-
bers to adopt it there would be a sujiply to meet
their wants.
The Chaium.vn said it was very difficult to

nail up again, a plank that was only half an
inch thick. The motion was merely an exjiression

of opinion. They conld not force ])lanters to

ailopt the course proposed. It was for them to

follow it out if they chose.

Mr. MacivWooo said that it should be left

to planters to deal until accordingly
to supjdy and demand. If they were going to

express an opinion that 20.V inches cube would
be preferable

—

The Chairm.-\.N.—We do not do that. Do you
move an amendment ?

Proceeding, Mr. Mackm'od said he did not.

The fault of most of the wood—not all—was in-

herent, that was, a tendency to split, and so far as

that point was concerned lie could not see g-inch

Ceylon wood was any better than i inch. He had not

sufficienbknowledge of the structure of the wood,
Imt he understood it was this splitting tendency that

was to blame.

Mr. Drurv said it was difficult for a i»erson

who had no experience to give advice. It seemed
to him that two things had to be guarded
against, splitting and, very often, the coming
asunder of the joints.

Mr. Mackwooh : —That is want of .seasoning.

After further discussion Mr. Mackwood sug-

gested that the better way would be to refer

the matter to the Planters’ Association with the

view of eliciting tneir o]iinion.

The motion was put to the meeting and carried

unanimously with the addition “that the ex-

perience of the Planters’ Association in this sub-

ject be solicited.”

THK DUTY ON INDIAN TKA.

The (’hairm.vn intimated that the Secretary
had been addressed by (Jovernment with re-

ference to a memorial by the United Planters’

Association of Southern India with the view
of being furnished with the views of the mem-
bers. The memorial Avas as follows :

—
To His Excellency Sir Arthur E. Havelock, o.c.m.g.,

Governer of Ceylon, Ceylon.

Your Excellency,—I have the honour to address
you on behalf of this Association regarding the im-
port duty on Tea now in force in Ceylon.

I am directed to point out that whilst the tax,

which has now been in force for several years, is quite,

unremunerative to the Eevenues of your Excellency’s
Government, it operates very injuriously against the
interests of Tea Properties in Southern India.
Ceylon possesses a market for teas from which all

those of Southern India ai’e shut out owing to the
existence of the import duty and this Association
ventures to urge the repeal of the Act imposing
this duty not only in the interests of the Planters of

Southern India but also in those of Ceylon itself.

The Association would respectfully advance the
opinion- that whilst no possible injury would I30

inflicted on the local market by the abolition of the
duty a considerable impetus would be given to the
tea industries of both countries.

It is well known that both for the London and
the Colonial markets each of the teas finds a ready
sale when blended and it would be a distinct advan-
tage to both countries if the blending could be per-
formed in Ceylon instead of at the various Ports of sale.

I am further directed to point out that the natural
mai’ket for South Indian teas is Colombo and, the
larger the quantity attracted thereto, the better for

Ceylon.
Ceylon is in no way benefited by the exclusion of

Indian teas as the latter is naturally absorbed at the
various Ports in any ease.
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lu couclusiou I am to ask for your Excellency’s
best consideration of the praj'or of the Association, and

I have the honour to be your Excellency’s
bbedientand humble servant, G. L. Yo.vgk,

yecretary.

Tlic Cii.UKMAN remarked that the two salient
j-»oints in the letter were first of all in regard to the
sale of teas grown in Southern India in the Ceylon
market, and secondly, as to the advantage or
otherwise of their blending the teas. In regard
to the former there was nothing to prevent the
Planters of Travancore selling tea in Ceylon in
bond as they had done before, so that fell to
the ground. As to the advantage derived from
blending, he thought, most of them would agree
with him that they would much rather not have
any teas blended with their Ceylon teas. (Hear
hear.) What they had always prided themselves on
was that their teas were pure and were not mixed
with anything whatever that would cause them
to be looked on with less favour. To abolish

this duty would be to do away with the only
safe'uiard preventing such a thing from taking place.

—(Hear, hear.) If tea was let in from Southern
India it Mould be mixed up M-ith their Ceylon
teas and sold, perhaps not labelled as “ Pure
Ceylon tea.” but sold as “ Ceylon tea.” There
was no possible advantage to be gainetl by their

abolishing the duty and he strongly recommended
the Government to continue the import duty
against the very thing that these gentlemen re-

commended. (Hear, he,ar. )
They could not iiom'

eomplain that in India they did not pay a duty
on Ceylon tea, for 5 per cent, was levied

in India.

Discussion took place as to Mhether the mat-

ter could competently be discussed, seeing it was
not on the agenda.
The Chairman decided in the afHrmative re-

marking that M'liile there Mas no intention to

push the matter he did not see any harm in

passing a resolution.

Mr. Mackm'OOU held the opinion that the

Committee might be authorised to rejily to the letter

very much in tlie terms indicated by the Chairman.
He was itrejiared to go very much further tlian

Mr. Mitchell. If there M-as one iiroblem staring

them in the face it Mas the scarcity of markets

for their plentiful supplies. To do M'hat Mas pro-

posed Mould be to add to their om u natural

increase some unknoM-n millions of pounds of

tea. He moved “ That the opinion e\presse<l by

the Chairman that the tluty on teas imported

into Ceylon should not be repealed has the un-

animous apiu’oval of this meeting and that he be

asked to convey the same to the Chamber of

Commerce.
The resolution having been duly seconded Mas

farried unanimously.
The Chairman suggested that it sbould be

circulated to all members of the Association so

that those m Iio M’ere absent might receive official

notice of the discussion.

Mr. Leechman remarked that this course of

procedure Mould strengthen the hands of the

Association in reidying to the Chamber of Com-

iiicrcc*

The meeting adjourned shortly after four o'clock,

tt vote of thank.s having, on the motion of Mr.

.MackM'Ood, been accordeil to the Chairman.

LOCAL TEA EALES AND SALES LISTS.

A Kelani A'aHey planter m rites to the Obscrcer :—
“ (Considering the large quantity of tea now disposed

of in the local market, 1 think it would he an im-

provement, if you were to issue the local sale list,

iis Ui of u couYouiciit aizo loi tiliug
;

iiucl

arranged in the same way as G. W, and S’s Lon-
don circular

; i.e. with the Estates in alphabetical
order, and the prices for the different grades of tea
printed in columns. This would make it very much
easier to compare the prices realized by different es-

tates in the same district
;
and one would see at a

glance if any estate in M'hich one was interested,
was represented or not. Should you not care about
making the alteration, perhaps some of the brokers
might adopt my suggestion.'

Does our friend know the Troj}ical A;/ricuHuri.d‘!

In it he will liiul both local and home tea sales

bound up each month in the convenient size

he desires, though not aliihabetically arranged in

the case of local sales. Were it only for the con-
venience of easy reference to these .sales, a practical
Visiting Agent has said that every Tea Factory
in the country should file the 2\A.

“MODERATE CARELESSNESS” IN THE
TEA FACTORY

At the meeting of the Tea Traders’ Associa-
tion, carelessness at the Factory, M'as stated to

be one f>f the chief causes of these shortages,
mIucIi not infrequently, lead to so much
trouble. Mr. Mackwood, recognising the evil,

makes allowance for “ moderate carele.ssnes.s.”

I M'on.ler if the following facts can be in-

cluded under this category Some time ago
the representative of a Mell-known firm of buyers
went llpcountry on jdeasure bent. At a
tennis Jiarty he was introduced to a planter,

M'ho in a burst of confidence told how keen
he was on tennis saying :

— “ I have not
seen a coolie for a week and I haven’t been
inside the factory for three Meeks !

” Curi-
ously enough, about this time, the firm M’ho.se

representative Mas tennis playing Upcountry,
had occasion to make a claim for shortage on
the identical planter w ho “ hadn’t been in the
factory for three week.s.” As is usual in such
cases correspondence passed between the )>arties,

and when the tennis-playing tea b\iyer had re-

turned to his desk he received a letter stating
that it was itu|)ossible that there could have
been any shortat'e as the M'eighing and sending
out of the tea w'ere incnriabhj done under his

(the Planter’s) personal supervision. A reminder
of the tennis ))arty and the conversation thereat re-

sulted in a checiue being received by return.

-Cor.

HATAVIA NEWS.
The Hataciu Niemcshhul says that the plantation

called “Tjiseureh” on the “Gedeh,” belonging to

the “ West Java Cinchona Companv,” has been
purebased by Messrs. Mundt and S. C. Vansou.
This j)lantation, covering an area of about 1,RX)

acres, will bo planted with tea.

A new line is being laid between Buitenzorg and
Baudong in order to expedite comnuinicatiou between
Batavia and Semarang. The cost of this line is

estimated at tl. 6975.

A concession for Pearl Fishery in the territorial

waters of the Islands about the Lamnoug districts,

in the Sunda Straits and Seinangka Bay, has been
granted to Mr. Steenstra Toussaint.
The lUitavia Nieun-ghhul is informed that the

Cinchona Company “ Kertamanah ” (directors Messrs.
Tiedeinan and van Kerchun) at Batavia at tl\o last

meeting of shareholders resolved to buy up a lot

of aJiares in the new Java Cinchona Company whicli

will soon bo established here.—N. /•’. July 16.

Libkiuan Cofkek in the Sthah's.—“ Ivdinburgir’

is tlie name of the latest addition to Europoan-OM iied

estates in Selangor; it is situated at Kepong, and M’ill

be opened up M'ith Liberian coffee by Mr. Dougal.—
rinamj Gazette,
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INDIA PATENTS.
Calcutta, July 11.

Applications iu respect of the undermentioned
inventions have been filed, during the week ending

6th July 1895, under the provisions of Act V of 1888;

—

For “ The Killum-right, or Giant Blight Destroyer.”
—218 of 1895.—Daniel Powell, of No. 2 Bolton Road,
Newport, in the County of Monmouth, in England.
Gardener, for “ The Killum-right or giant blight

destroyer.”
Specifications of the undermentioned inventions

have been filed, under the provisions of Act V of 1888.

For improvements in the extraction and prepara-

tion of the fibVes of rhea and other grasses and
fibrous vegetables.—115 of 1891.—Henry Cecil Fel-

lowes, of Leadenhall Buildings, 1, Leadenhall Street,

in the City of London, England, Merchant, and
William Itobert Crozier, also of Leadenhall Buildings,

1, Leadenhall Street, in the City of London, England,
Merchant, and Henry Ferguson, of 60, Kanelagh
Hoad, Leytonstone, late of 10, Cleveland Terrace,

Kanelagh Road, Leytonstone, in the County of Essex,

England, Engineer, for improvements iu the extrac-

tion and prejjaration of the fibres of rhea and other-

grasses and fibrous vegetables. (Piled 1st .July 1895.)

For improvements iu and connected with beating
apparatus employed in opening and cleaning cotton

and other fibups.—375 of 1894.—August Kirschner, of

19, Rue Gambon, Paris, in the French Republic,
Engineer, for improvements in and connected with
beating apparatus employed in opening and clean-

ing cotton and other fibres. (Filed 1st July 1895.).

—

Indian <C- Eaateni Engineer, July 20.

PLANTING NOTES FROM COORG.
CooKO, July 15.

A sad event has occurred in the Bamboo, which
has cast a gloom over the community there. Mr.
Bell, a long-resident planter who was highly res-

pected and esteemed, passed away on the 2nd in-

stant and was interred the next day in the new Pro-

testant Cemetery in the precints of the new Bamboo
Church.

THE ATTEMPT TO RAISE LIBERIAN
HYBRIDS IN COORG.
an unsuccessful venture.

It will not be out of place here to notice the
non-success ‘of Mr. Brooke-Mockett, the well-known
Mysore planter, to raise many hybrids like the

chance hybrids he has in his Liberian field. It

was said at one time that he had a lot of seed

like what he thought had produced the hybrids

in question, which are a cross between the

Liberian and Arabian species. The seed was
sown, but after the resulting plants had been
X)lanted out and had grown up, it was found that

although some of them bore some resemblance
of the parent trees, there was marked degeneration.

To those who knew anything of the matter, the re-

sult to the ex|)criment was only to be expected if

the seeds, as was most probable, were taken from
the hybrids. The why and the wherefore of this is

easily made clear. It is well-known that hybrids

only bear heavily when their flowers are fertilised

by the pollen of one of the parents, i.c., if we have a

hybrid between a Liberian and an Arabian coffee true,

iu order that it may bear well and that its seed may
bo fertile its flowers niust be fertilised by the pollen

from either an Arabian tree or a Liberian or from both;

but then it must be abundantly clear that the plants

resulting from such seed cannot possibly be true hy-

brids
;
they would bear a stronger resemblance to, and

have more characteristics in common with either the

Arabain or Liberian jdt than to their immediate
parent, the hybrid, according to which pollen it was
that fructified the flowers of the latter. It is said

that Mr. Brook-Mockett was offered as much as

111,000 per bushel for his hybrid seed, but he declined

the offer. He would have made a good thing out of

it if he bad accepted it, but the purchasers would have
been dreadfully “ sold.” I am aware that some of this

has appeared in other papers, but the impoi'tauce of

what is here contended for does not appear to have
been generally appreciated, so I trust it will prove
interesting to your planting readers. Each hybrid
is the result of the fertilisation of the flowers of one
species by the pollen of another, and not the flowers
of the hybrid itself by either its own pollen or the
pollen of another species.— Jf. Times.

IMPROVED TEA MACHINERY.
Mr. J. R. Dalgarno, repi-esenting Messrs.

Jackson’s Patent Tea machinery, is once more
in Ceylon and as usual he comes to intro-

duce something new and an improvement on
all its predecessors. One of the latest of

Jackson’s tea-drying machines is the “ Para-
gon,” a specimen or whicli has been erected on
Tiabukclle estate, Ramboda, and another on
Diyagama estate, Dimbula, drying from 350 to

.390 lb. of tea per hour. The special machine
under notice this time is the “ Chota Paragon,”
a self-contained and very useful machine equal
to from 160 to 200 lb. per hour and very com-
pact, inasmuch as it occupies no more than 8

by 16 feet of floor space
;
while the consumption

of dry wood fuel is oiiual to about f lb. the 11). of

di-y tea. One of these machines has just been
erected on Great Western and gives special

satisfaction to .so good a judge as Mr. Mackie.
Among the improvements introduced into this

machine are the following :

—

1. In this new air-heater the tubes are placed
across the Stove and the furnace bars. The first

two vertical lines of tubes are pushed in and locked
from one side of the Stove

; the next two vertical
lines from the opposite side and so on ;

so that
half the cold air enters from one side of the Stove
and half from the other, and is delivered uni-
formly heated along the two sides of the Stove, no
matter how the furnace bars may be covered with
fuel.

2. The drying chamber is placed on the top of
the air-heating Stove in this machine, and special
notice is directed to the fact that the hot air by
this arrangement of Stove is admitted to the, dry-
ing chamber along the two sides and one end of it,

thereby ensuring the most uniform distribution of

heat all over the drying surfaces, and a consequent
increased drying effect and economy in fuel. By
this arrangement all heat generated from the
Stove must pass up through the drying chamber,
which still adds to economical working.

3. The drying chamber being elevated to the top
of the Stove jii'ovides for a great improvement in
the discharge arrangement, which is now 3 feet above
the floor level.

The drying chamber is. fitted with 4 slow moving
drying surfaces, the chains carrying these having
motion imparted to them one independent of the
other

;
so that each of these having the strain of

only one travelling web on it will run for years
without any special attention. A slow moving short
feed travelling web is provided for the attendant to
scatter the leaf on. The travelling webs can have
5 different speeds imparted to them, and the velocity
of the air can be controlled for drying heavy and
light teas.

We have no doubt that very considerable inter-
e.st will be taken iu Ceylon in tliis new' machine,
by tlic owner.s of estates who require an Auto-
matic Dryer, and yet c.annot aflbrd any of the
larger ones. Tlie manufacturers of the machine.s
are Me.ssrs. Marshall Sori.s & Co., Ld., Gains-
l)orough.

COFFEE PRODUCTION AND COSUMPTION.
'To a Ceylon j)lanter who is specially interc.sted

in ‘'Collee” wo are indebted for the following
interesting information and e.stiniates in refer-

ence to the future i)roduction and consumption
of our old staple. The figures and progaostica-
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tioiis will no tloiibl be closely scanned by all who
are looking to coll'ee as the safe inodnct of

the future :

—

Extract from “The Export World and Herald''
(published by Flint, Eddy Co. Neio York) dated
U9th April 1895.
Coffee.—As the question of the future value of

cffee is very interesting to many of our readers, we
publish below an article prepared by a gentleman
long familiar with foreign commerce in this article,

The whose opinions cannot fail to be interesting,
men problem is a very complex one, and the argu*
and ts in favor of his views are certainly most strongly
put.

The idea prevailing in some quarters that ruling
vaues of coffee are too high, because there has been
a large shrink^e in the price of nearly every other
product, is entirely wrong if values are governed at

all by supply and demand. We purpose showing in

this article that the consumption of coffee throughout
the world has been and is steadily increasing, while
the supply contfnues almost without appreciable
change. There can therefore, be no permanent
decline if any, in the price of coffee, unless the yield

oi several consecutive crops be in excess of yearly
requirements. Our figures show that the consumption
and production are almost equalized. The stocks in

all countries, about the middle of the present year
will probably show very little difference as compared
with the same period of the preceding year, while
during the season of 1895 to 1896 the visible supply
will be smaller.
A careful study of coffee statistics enables us to

present the following data which, we are sure will be
interesting to our readers in coffee producing countries.

The production of the world in 1893-1894 was 9,110,000

bags, and careful estunates show the probable yield in

the following years will be: 1894-1895 11,120,000 bugs,
1895-1896 10,260,000 bags, divided as follows :

—

1893-94. 1894-95. 1895-96.

Africa, Mocha, etc. .

.

150,100 199,000 200,000

Ceylon 26,300 38,000 39,000

Hayti 426,200 398,000 148,000

Java 433,100 799,aX) 750,000

Meuado 5,000 1,C00 4,0(0

Padang , , 89,700 47.000 50,000

Macassar, Timor, etc. ,

,

30,000 42,000 39,000

. East Indies and Manila 270,000 250,000 298,000

- Central America and
Mexico , , 1,466,300 1,249,000 1,348,000

Colombia and Vene-
zuela 1,206,900 800,000 1,000,000

West Indies , , 185,800 200,000 224,000

Bahia 365,000 300,000 350,000

Santos 1,767,000 4,000,000 3,.500,000

Rio, Victoria
Ceara

and
• • 2,697,000 2,800,000 2,000,000

Total ..9,110,000 11,120,000 10,260,000

The Consumpticu of Coffee in 1891 was 11,350,000

bags, as follows

United States ..

Bags,

1,300,000 Asia Minor

Bags.

.. 65,000

France 1,110,000 Spain . . 100,000

Belgium
Germany

390,000 Portugal .. 35,000

2,110,(X>0 Egypt .. 85,000

Austria • .

.

600,000
25,000

Bulgaria .. 15,(X)0

. . 280,000Canada Sweden
Great Britain .

.

205,000,

135,000j

isNorvvay . . 150,000

Switzerland Ij^Pacific Coast . . 145,000

Denmark 120,000 Holland . . 520,000

Italy 200,000 Australia . . 335,000

Turkey .. 140,000 Russia . . 200,000

Roumania •

.

25,000 Greece .. 16,000

Servia •• 11,000
Value over 30 million stg. .11,350,000

While the production is subjected, from natural

causes, to frequent lluctuations, the consumption has

been continuously on the increase as may be veri-

fied by constilting the tables of deliveries in the

United States, France,' 'Itelgium and Austria, which
show that, from the year 1867, when the aggregate

average yearly deliveries amounted to 4,200,000 bags,

they have gradually but constantly increased, until

at the close of 1894 they footed 9,520,000 bags, tliis

being more than double in the comparatively short
space of 27 years.

A greater increase has been shown in the average
annual consumption per capita, of coffee in the
United States, than of almost any other article, ex-

cept sugar, that of coffee having increased from 5 01

pounds in 1867 to 8'25 pounds in 1893. This is

largely attributed to the improved methods of

preparing coffee for retailing which presents it to

the consumer in more convenient form than was the
case several years ago.
The outlook, therefore, would seem to be for at

least stationary values for some tjme to come. The
figures given here certainly prove that present prices,

rather than being fictitious, as some would have them
appear, are in reality on a sound commercial
basis.

THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT AND
INDIAN TEA.

The Russian Government has lately removed the
prohibition that has hitherto existed on the importa-
tion through Batoum of Indian teas intended for

E
laces in Central Asia. Until now this trade has
een carried on tln-ough the ports of the Persian

Gulf, but since the new decree has been issued it

is being sent from Bombay to Port Said for tranship-
ment there to Russian steamers pi-oceeding to the
Black Sea.

—

M. Jfail.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Tea Companies' Shakes as Investments.—Under

this head there was an article in a recent number
of the Economist, together with a table showing tlie

dividends distributed of the principal companies, the
past and present market valuation of their shares,
and the yield obtainable on the basis of last year's
distributions. Says the writer in the Economist :

" In view of the constantly diminishing return obtain-
able upon ‘ giltedged ’ securities, on the one hand,
and the heavy losses sustained by investors in some
other classes of Stock Exchange issues, on the
other hand, it is scarcely to be wondered
at that the shares of several varieties of
industrial undertakings have grown steadily
in public favour. . . . There can be no
doubt, indeed, that the tea cultivating in-

dustry in Assam and Ceylon has been placed upon
a thoroughly sound basis, with the result that so far
at all events, as the United Kingdom, is concerned,
the Chinese article has been practically beaten out
of the field. In India tea planting has been going
on for about fifty years, and at present about 38U,(X)0

acres are under tea cultivation, representing a capital
of something like £15,000,000

;
while in Ceylon, where

the industry dates back for only fifteen years, 280,000
acres are at present under tea, reiiresenting a capital
of about £11,000,0(X). The fall in the value of silver,

the introduction of machinery, and improved means
of communication have, of course, greatly assisted
the development of the tea estates in India
and Ceylon; but when the fullest allowance is

made for these advantages, the displacement of

the Chinese supplies in our markets has been not
a little remarkable. Naturally the supersession of

the Chinese commodity has been accompanied by
a very great reduction in the market values of tea,

the decline in the past ten years having averaged
about fifty per cent, but the reduction in the cost
of production has more than compensated for the
fall in price. The Indian and Ceylon comiianics
have, therefore, been making larger profits of late,

as a rule, last year’s results having been benefited
also by a slight improvement in tlie avoiage price
realised. Until quite lately, indeed, dealings in

many of the Indian and Ceylon tea shares wore
matters of private negotiations, but gradually the
efforts of some of the people largely interested in

the industry to create a market for the shares are
meeting with success."
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Tii,: Position ani> PnosPKOTs.—Tiio E' Onomist then
sums up the outlook as follows :

“ IJeyond the essen-
tial facts concerning individual Companies, which
investors can readily procure for themselves, there
are two or three features in the po -itiou and prospects
of the Indian and Ceylon tea Companies as a whole
which call for some remark. In the first place, it

has to be borne in mind that hithei'to the Indian
and Ceylon planters have not only been able to supply
the normal increase of consumption in this country,
hut they have also provided for the gradual dis-

placement of the Chinese commodity
;
in future they

will have to depend mainly upon the first of these
factors for increased sale here, for it is not at all

probable that the consumption of China teas will go
altogether out of favour. It is obvious, therefore,
that India and Ceylon will have to secure fresh mar-
kets for their constantly increasing production. At
present the great bulk of the tea grown in both
countries is shipped to the United Kingdom. Last
year, for example, out of a total export from
Calcutta of 125,446,000 lb, 116,083,000 lb. came to

this country, while out of 84,592,000 lb. shipped
from Ceylon 75,350,000 lb. were for the United King-
dom. Australia and New Zealand are the next largest
customers, taking over 12,000,000 lb. from the two
sources of supply

; but other important markets re-

quire to be established if Indian and Ceylon tea is

to command remunerative prices. Strenuous efforts

are being made to foster a taste for British-grown
tea in the United States and in Russia, and it is

said that the prospects in both directions are en-
couraging

;
and in the trade it is thought that the

expenditure of a little energy and a little money by
the Indian and Ceylon tea planters would suffice to
open up many other channels for their produce.
The area of cultivation is being constantly increased
and it is obvious that if fresh markets are not found
there will be a tendency towards over-production,
and a consequent reduction in prices. In the se-

cond place, skilled labour is becoming scarcer and
more expensive both in India and in Ceylon, and
as the new areas which have been planted in recent
years begin to bear, the labour difficulty may in-

crease. This, however, would cut both ways, for if

labour becomes scarcer the tendency to over-produc-
tion will naturally be checked. In the near future
there is not likely to be any great increase in the
outturn of tea either in India or in Ceylon, for

it is one thing to open up new areas, and quite
another thing to bring them to fruition. The
only other ppint to notice is the value of silver and
its effect upon the tea-planting industry. That the
low price of the ‘ white metal ’ has been of great
benefit to tea planters is indisputable, and it is equally
obvious that any sudden and important rise in the
value of silver would be prejudicial to the Indian and
Ceylon industries, as it would diminish the pur-
chasing power of the metal as measured in gold.
That, in the opinion of the bimetallists, is ‘a con-
summation devoutly to be wished,’ but probably the
tea-planting interest would regard such a movement
with much less favour. It is scarcely worth while,
however, to discuss the problematical effects of an
international agreement which is never likely to
take place, and without such an agreement no such
rise in the value of silver as would materially affect

the tea industry is at all pi'obable. The outlook
for the Indian and Ceylon tea companies is, therefore,
generally satisfactory, though it is tolerably clear
that the fears of over-production will only be re

moved by the success of the efforts which are now
being made for the opening up of new markets, and
the vigorous development of existing ones.”

Tka Tabloids.—In an official report of a tour by
Mr. W. II. Hearn* through the German and Italian
colonies in the State of Rio Grande, Brazil, Mr.
Hearn reports on his visit to one of the principal
inns, where the accommodation and food were ex-
tremely bad, and adds by way of consolation: “Luckily
we had with us a supply of tea tabloids, so that if

the resources of a dwelling consisted of nothing more

• Who will b« remembered when in Ceylon.

—

Ed. T.A.
^

than a tin of hot water, wc could always be sure
of a refreshing cup of excellent tea.” Messrs.
uuoughs, Wellcome and Co., the m.anufacturers of

these tabloids have conferred a great benefit on
tiavellei;s by thus enabling them to carry their teaabout with them.—yy. and C. Mail

QUININE-MAKERS AND THE CINCHONA
SUPPLY.

We announced .some time ago th.at Dr. Buchler.
of the Brunswick Quinine-factory, was now in .Java
for the purpose of inquiring into the condition of
the cinchona-industry in that island. It appears that
Dr. Buchler is the delegate of the combined German
quinine m.anufacturers, and of Messrs. Howards *
Sons, and in that capacity has made proposals to all
the cinchona-planters in .Java to make a contract for
the purchase of their bark for a period of five years.
The manufacturers propose to pay a fixed price of
6c. per unit per half-kilo of bark, and in addition
to that to allow the planters one-half of the profit
on all sales of sulphate of quinine above- 21fi. per
kilo, which is equal to about Is 2d per oz. The Java
cinchona-planters on their part would have to agree
severally and jointly, not to supply more than one-
half of 235,000 kilos of quinine in the bark, these
figures being estimated as the total annual con-
sumption of the world. This would reduce
the shipments of bark from Java to about'
one-half of their present quantity, the total exports
from the island in 1894 having been equal to 211,760
kilos, of sulphate of quinine. Under the arrange-
ment the Gennan and English manufacturers to-
gether would monopolise the whole of the bark-
^pplies in Java, consequently the American and
Trench markets would have to depend upon the
supplies from British India, Ceylon, South America,
find Afiica, and it would follow that acceptance of
the proposed agreement hy the Java people would
lead to an immediate advance in the price of Quinine
It is considered very doubtful whether Dr. Buchler
will be able to come to a satisfactory arrangement
with the planters, as there is no trace of co-opera-
tion among the latter. About three years ao'o when
a snuilar pl.an was proposed by leading nmrehants
in Batavia about one-half of the planters agreed to
limit their shipments for a year to three quarters

'

of their estimated possible output. Very few of thosewho had agreed to do so, however, kept their pro-
mise, and the experiment ended in total failure —
Chemist and Dnujijist.

RETIREMENT OF A WELL KNOWN
INDIAN BOTANIST.

Mr. M. Lawson, the Superintendent of tlic
(Tovernment Gardens and Cinchona Plantation
on the Nilgiris, is permitted to retire from the
service on tlie 3Lst instant. As, however, tliere
ivill be .some ditficulty in (illing his place, it is un-

'

likely, an Ooty naper says, that lie will be relieved ,on that date. Mr. Lawson, .who was formerlv
Professor of Botany at Oxford, and in clnar.^e
of the exqursite garden which stretches alom^.'
the bank of the Clierwell, which Macaul.ay des"

^ J>eautiful p,as.s.age, came out to India<
in 188.1 at tlie instance of Sir M. E. Grant Duff.
Since then he has done wonders for the maidens
at Ooty, and established and worked, nn.aided
by any expert ,a.ssistance, the Quinine Factory,
whicli now does sncli good work for Government.—M. Tunes.

FIBRE MACHINES.
TlK-re are few subjects tliat h,ave for some time

back so much engaged the attention of mechanical
engineers, and generally of tliose with an inven-
tive turn of mind, as the construction of machinery,
for treating fibrous plants. A great incentive
w.as, moreover, given to the pro.secution of this
search in a particular direction, by the nia^'nificent
reward offered by the Government of India fot
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an iileal inacliine to tieat tlie fila'e of the

Kliea 01 Kaiiiie plant (/jof'/u/io-ni >ui;prt) commonly
known as China grass. It is needless to

enumerate the advantages to Ije derived from
the use of suitable machinery for extracting
various fibres ;

but hitherto none of the several

machines that have been patented in England,
the Continent and America, has given entire

natisfaction when put to the test (3f late,

attention Inas been specially attracted to a
patent known as the “Todd Machine,” of Ame-
rican origin, in connection with the fibre industry

in the Bahamas and Florida, where it is reported

to treat Sisal and allied leaf fibres with great suc-

cess
; while still more lately the “ Gomes’s patent

”

(said to be a purely chemic.al metliod) for extr.act-

ing libre from Rhea and other members of the

nettle family and from the cortex of otlier

plants, promises to revolutionize the trade in

such fibres.

A prospectus issued by a Manchester En-

gineering House, which has reached our

hands, offers to sujiply all descrijttions of

machinery for dealing with libre plants, such

as the extractor, decorticator, crushing machine,

M'iliow softening, seeding, scutching ami brushing

machine ;
rope-making machine, c\;c—capable of

dealing with leaf fibres, stem fibres and coir.

We are specially interested in “ Extractor No.

A” said to be capable of extracting the fibre

from all descriptions of leaves and stems, when
worked up in a green state and freshly cut. The
hand-power machine of this description, suitable

for small planters and agriculturists, and guar-

anteed to produce 150 lb. of cleaned libre per day,

is offered at a moderate price. It would seem

to be a machine of wonderful capacity, and if

one of the kind could be set up in Golombo, and

the quality of its work tlemonsf rated to satis-

faction, we have litte doulit of a local de-

mand springing up in a country so rich in

])lants (rapalde of yielding excellent fibres, par-

ticularly .at the present time when fresli in-

terest appears to have arisen in tlie lilire industry.

Tlie Manchester House concerned ought to estah-

lish a loc.al .agency and give the necessary demon-

strations.
_ ---

COFFEE CULTIVATION IN NETHER-
LANDS INDIA.

Papers laid before the Netheiland States General

give details of coffee cultivation in tiie islands beyond

Java. In West Sumatra, and North Celebes, or

Minahasso, coffee is grown as in Java by the inhabi-

tants for Government at a fixed price on delivery

—

the price being far below the market value The
result is that the yield is declining. Elsewhere in

these islands coffee-growing is free. At Beucoolen,

where the inhabitants would not plant coffee under

the compulsory system, free cultivation has proved

su'h a success that several thousands of piculs of

the berry are now exported. The coffee is grown in

the mountains, and its cultivation nffoids an abundant

means of livelihood to the people. The cultivation

of the Liberian berry is extending also there, and

promises to benefit the inhabitants of the low country

L well. From Pulembang, the ) early quantity

exported has now liieii to over 14,000 piculs, and

the people living in the inouniains draw so much
profit from the cultivation of the berry that many
of them take to it by neglecting the cultivation of

rice. In the independent district of Korinchi, in

S. W. Sumatra, c ffee-growing has widely extended

and gains i creai-iug favour among the people. In

South (M. be--, too, the natives are actively engaged

in laying • tit fresh plantations under coffee, and the

same is reported fr- in Pali. There, the export of

coffee fropi Rtileling in 1803 reached 21,000 ’picul .

In the Lampoiig Dis'ricts (Sumatra), coffee is taking

the place of pepper, the cultivation of which is on
the decline owing to the fall in quotations for that

spice. In the Kwantan district (lihio), the people

steadily proceed with clearing forest land in order

to plant coffee from seeds supplied by Government.
—Straits Paper.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Manuring of Tka.—We he.ar that .an Indi.an

te.a pl.anter of long experience has been giving

an opinion quite the opposite of tli.at of the

German Agricultnr.al Professor from .Japan. Large
(loses of artificial manure .are no doubt undesir-

able
;

but sm.all |)ro|)ortions with bulky stuff

ouglit to do good in every way. A trial of

small doses of bonedust with the buried prunings
might be desir.able.

'If.a Pn.VNTKiis UP NORTH liavc been having an
anxious time of it with red spider and backward leaf,

but a ebange appears to have set in with the rains.

Red spider is always destructive in the early part of

the season, disappearing with the heavy rain. Mr.
G. F. Playfair suggests the sulphus treatment as the
most effective way of getting rid of the pest. The
method is to put I'efiued flowers to sulphur into

bags made of loose woven cloth, and to sprinkle
the tea bushes by simply shaking the bags over
them. This treatment, it appears, is useful also in
mosquito blight, the dreaded //efopeh is thievora. The
sulphur, it is said, adheres fairly well even on dry
bushes, and is applied at the rate of from 1 to 2

cwt. to the acre and costs about R8-4 per acre, in-

cluding freight in Cachar, where the experiments
were made.— .V. Times.

Ceylon Te.v in Russia.—Read letter from Mr. M.
Rogivue, Moscow, reporting on his work in Russia,
and applying for monetary support towards adver-
tisements, pamphlets, photogr.vphs. Snow-bills Ac.,
for distribution. Erection and fittinu of a Pavilion at
the Nini Novgorod Geuei'al Russian Exhibition Ac. Ac.
Read letter from Mr. .James Sinclair, .also extracts
from letters of Mr. William Mackenzie, in reference
to Mr. Rogivue, and his work in Rifisia. Resolved:—
‘ That the sum of tT,()()()/ Sterling, be granted to M.
Rogivue for the sole purpose of advertising and
pu.shing Ceylon Tea in Russia in the manner indi-
cated ill his letters, dated 29th A} r land tith May 189.'i

(
2

)
that a credit to that amount he granted to the

Ceylon Association in London, to be held at the
disposal of M. Rogivue as he may require

; (3) that
a cojiy of this Resolution be forwarded to Govern-
ment for approval, to the Ceylon Association in

London, and to M. Rogivue
; (4) that a letter on the

lines of the draft approved by the Committee be
forwarded to Mr. Rogivue, through the Russian Con-
sul in Ceylon.

iNniAN Tea will not by any means have a walk
over in America, Ceylon and Cliiiui are already in
the field and now .Japan is preparing to enter the
lists and run a tilt against its older and more firmly-
established rivals. The American taste has yet to be
educated te appreciate tea and just now it is very
much in doubt as to what to adopt. Ceylons and
Indians have rapidly risen in favour, but there are
many who hanker afier China tea and evince a
special predeliction for the Oolong of P’orinosa. It

is said to be in strong demand all through the
country but more particularly in the eastern states.

We are told that compared with Japanese tea, no
particular superiority can he claimed for tea produced
in h’Drinosa, but it holds a better place in tbe
American tea market, commanding a price higher by
10 to 20 dollars per 100 cattles. Tlie totsl cximi t of
Oolong tea every year to America is about 17 million
pounds, worth 5 to (5 million i/eii. It has been proved
that any attempt to grow (iolong tea in .Japan is

idle, but now that the island of Formosa has become
Japanese territory, it will pay that country to
abandon its hitherto unsuccessful experiments to

produce Oolong at home and turn its attention
serioudy to the improvement of the original industry
in Formosa and the extension of its inaiKets .

— Imlian
Planters' Oaaette.
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THE NATIVE TEA (JHOWTNH INDrSTRV
IN CKYLON.

It is quite clear tliat we must l.ay to account
in discussin<( tlie future of tea in Ceylon, a sery

large and growing area planted in gardens
owned by members of the native community.
In the height of its prosperity, the Native Coffee

Enterprise was a very imi)ortant one iii the
island

; for, in 1868 as nuich as 218,584 cwt.

of “native” coffee were exported against 789,090
of “ plantation ” coffee, or about a fifth of our
total exports had to be crediteil to the native
gardens. It will l)e a long time, before we
can say the same of tea ;

for ai>art from the
peiiod ret[uired to bring the exports from native
gardens up to 18 or 20 million lb. of te.a, there
is the fact that simultaneously with an extended
cultivation umicr native auspices, will come an
extended local consumption, so that probably
from one-half upwards of all the tea produced
by Ceylonese-owned gardens will be sold in the
towns, villages and wayside boutiques for the
benefit of the Ceylonese themselves. There is

every reason why this extended use of tea
among the Sinhalese and Tamils should be
s|jecially encouraged. To keep the people away
from the arrack-shops will be one notable ad-

vantage, derived from tea-drinking, and also

to conserve the health of a people who, from
their carelessness in respect of the water they
drink, frequently get fever and dysentery, where
a little care, or the drinking of tea instead, might
save them from .such attacks. Then to get a
market at our doors for the common kinds of our
teas, is of course so much of a relief to the markets
served by exports. The Indian tea planters have
long seen the advantage of getting the people of

India to become tea drinkers, and the Government
has taken special stejis and much trouble in

the endeavour to encourage a taste by the
establishment of wayside tea boutiques and re-

freshment stalls. In Ceylon, this part of the
work may be left to the enterprise and intel-

ligence of the n.ative bouti(pie- keepers them-
seh’es

;
just as the garden owners in the Gam-

pola, Nawalapitiya, Kotmalie, Pu.ssellawa, Kadu-
gannawa, ‘Matale and many more valleys re-

quired no oflicial nor foreign pron>pting to take
to the cultivation of a plant which they saw
was to be as profitable to them as ever coffee

was. In .some cases they liave gone so far as
to turn their paddy fields into tea gar iens and
splendid tea is grown on such alluvial Hats.

The progress upcountry may be judged
from the information made av.ailalde to us
for the Ganqmla-Nawalapitij'a valleys. In
native tea gardens around Gampola extending
from 1 to 125 acres each and aggregating 938
acres, the Manager of Mariawatte writes :

—
“ I buy leaf from these estates and gardens, but

there are a great many more that sell to other fac-

tories. Messrs. Walker of Shamrock, Anderson of

New Peradeniya, S. Agar of Kandy, C. E. Rowlands
of Attabagie, F. H. Wiggin of Sogama, A. L. French
of Ascot and G. C. Bliss of Atgalla could probably
assist you with information as to other native hold-
ings in tea. The acreages given are supplied by
the owners, but how far they are correct I cannot
say. Most of the gar'dens are only partly in bearing.”

We are also indebted to Mr, T. R. Walker for

a list of 44 native tea gardens extending from A

acre to 110 acres giving a total of 5331 acres;
and of another list counting up 33 places from

I to 30 acres each or a total of 119J acres.

Both these lists will be given in our Directory.
Mr. Walker in his letter adds;—
“ Many factories take leaf now and if you could

get them all to give you a somewhat correct list

you will be astonished at the acreage. Barnagalla,

jyiqssville, Craighead, St. Clive, Carolina, Imbool-
pitiya, Goorookoya, Atgalla— all take in native leaf
and from Polgahawella, Matale, Peradeniya, Pussel-
lawa and Gampola you would get many acres. In
the lowcountry—-in Galle, Morawaka, Balangoda,
Ratnapura, Kalutara, Kelani Valley there must IJe

many native gardens and from what I see travel-
ling about here, the native produce will bo vefy
great in a very few years.”
The Manager of New' Peradeniya estimates that he
buys leaf from .about 450 acres of native tea gardens.
We shall, ot course, be very glad to receive
further lists of any gardens not likely to l)e in
the above, if .sent at once. But 'meantime,
we may mention that our returns for the low-
country of the Western .and Southern provinces,
indic,ate wonderful .activity on the part of a
number of Sinhale.se in planting tea ; and it

is quite clear to us that in a very few' ye.ars,

we shall h.ave to m.ake a liber.al .allow'anee for the
native crop of tea in Ceylon.

THE INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION IN

LONDON.
REPORT OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE

FOR THE YEAR 1894-5.

The following is from the fifteenth Annual Report of
the Association :

—

The General Committee of the Indian Tea Associa-
tion (London) have the pleasure to submit to the mem-
bers the following statement, on the conclusion of the
fifteenth year of its operations.

Re-organisatiox.
At a general meeting held on July 9th last, at

which Mr. S. K. J. Claire, Secretary of the Calcutta
Branch of the Association, and of the Chamber of
Commerce of that city, was present

;
an interchange

of views took pLace oil this subject, and, as a result, a
small Committee was appointed, under whoso gui-
dance arrangements were made with a view to
keeping members more fully informed of the meetings,
and of the work done by the Association, and its
several Committees, and especially of maintaining
closer touch with the Calcutta Committee. A set
of suggested new rules was prep.ared by S. E. J.
Clarke, while in England, and these have been placed
in the hands of a special Committee for consideration
and report, but up to the present no definite conclu-
sion has been arrived at.

New Market.s.
1. Mil. Bleciiyndkn’s Woiik .^nd Aspect op Opeua-

TioNs IN Ameiuca.—This subject has received
continued attention from the American and Foreig i

Tea Committee, which met sixteen times during the
year to consider Mr. Blechynden’s operations and
reports. These operations mainly consisted of “ de-
monstrations ” with native servants at four food shows
at New York, Brooldyn. Cliicago, and Washington,
and in eighty-five “ stores.'' But in the last few
mouths these “ demonstrations” have been streii"-th-
ened by the addition of “ sales-ladies,” who, tho*^igh
affording a less striking and exceptional adver-
tisement than the natives of India, speak
no unknown tongue, and are thus able to explain
•ftectively the merits of the tea. Mr. Blechyuden has
also included in his operations lectures, interview's
with memhers of the Press, and notices in the news-
papers.
There are no figures or ascort iined results by which

to gauge the measure of su ;cess resulting from these
operations

;
but this, at least, m.iy be safely .accepted,

that they have helped to stimulate curiosity and"
awaken interest .about Indian teas in the States, and
though the committee cannot prove that the operations
have increased the consumption of Indian teas in
America, there can be little doubt that they have
served as good advertisements to start with. The
mere fact that Mr. Blechynden has been able to send
a list of one thousand grocers in the States, who
profess to stock Indian teas, is good evidence of the
ncreased attention given to those teas; and it
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j3 not unreasonable to attribute the expanding con-

umption at least in part, to Mr. Blechynden’.s efforts.

0'i a careful consideration of the position tlio coin-

iiiiL.oo is of opinion that it is time to make a fur-

ther advance. They think that there is not much
more to be done through the medium of these small
demonstrations at exhibitions, food shows, and stores.

Something more is required, and the committee be-

lieve that it is to be found first in co-operation with
Ceylon, and next in supporting the efforts of private

firms and others, who are endeavouring to introduce
Indian teas to the American public. The question
of co-operation with Ceylon is dealt with below. The
sale of Jiritish-made teas in America is now being
pushed by many agencies and tirins, among whom
may be mentioned Mr. Lipton and Messrs Tetley

and Co., who are both reported to be doing well,

Messrs. P. R. Buchanan and Co., the Indian and
Ceylon Tea Company, the Mazawattee Tea Company
and others. Some two years ago, under the advice

of Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and Stanton and Mr.

Blechynden, this Association arranged to give some
pecuniary facilities to Messrs. Reid, IMurdoch & Co.,

of Chicago, for the purchase and sale of Indian te.i,

and since then 55,920 lb of the tea have been sent to

that firm to keep up their special blend. The firni

is also believed to be doing a good business in

other Indian teas. The American and Foreign Com-
mittee, having considered all the facts before them,

have no hesitation in recording thsir i^inion that the

opening of America to Indian teas can now be most

effectually promoted by judiciously assisting, by
advertisement and otherwise, the efforts of firms

and persons now engaged in pushing the teas. This

assistance of private firms can be effected either in

GO-operation with Ceylon or independently.

With further energy, perseverance, and the neces-

sai-y funds, the future of Indian tea in North

America is now assured, but the committee again

Vvish to reiterate the necessity for such a subscrip-

tion or levy from those interested in the future of

the tea as will enable the committee to press for-

ward with vigour for one more year at least the

work of advertising and introducing the tea to the

American public.

A note of the receipts and payments in connec-

tion with Mr. Blechynden's work in America from

June 1894 to June 1895 is appended.

The names of the members of the American Tea
Committee, who were empowered, at a meeting of

the General Committee, to deal, not only with

matters connected with America, but with those of

all foreign markets, are ; Messrs. A. Bryans, R.

Lyell, A. G. Stanton, W. H. Verner, and C. W.
Wallace, to which the name of Mr. J. N. Stuart was

added, on his return to England.

2. Pnopos.iL FOR Joint Action with Ceylon in

America.—The committee have lately had under

their consideration a proposal for joint action with

Ceylon in America, and as the result of interviews

with members of the Ceylon committee in London,

aided by the report and advice of Mr. Wm.
Mackenzie, the delegate of the Ceylon Plan-

ters’ Association, who has just returned from

visiting the United States, a scheme has

been prepared for the consideration of the

Associations, both here and in India and Ceylon.

The scheme referred to was submitted to, and

received the approval of, the special American Tea

Committee and the General Committee of your As-

sociation ;
a copy has been sent to Calcutta; it has

also received the unanimous approval of the (.eylon

Committee in London, and it now awaits the sanc-

tion and approval of the Ceylon Association m

The principal h(*ads are : I- Each of the Associa-

tions contributes .€2, .500 towards a joint fund to be

used for advertising the teas of both countries con-

ioiitlv 2 In order to save expense these funds

are to’ be administered by one commissioner, towards

whose maintenance Ceylon will contribute Tl.OUO and

India £500. 3. Ceylon will appoint the commissioner,

but the appointment to be subject to the approval of

India. 4- A. small New York Committee to bo ap-

pointed to advise the comniissioncr locally as to his

action in disposing of the funds, and in advertising,
the latter to bo understood in its broadest sense such
as: (a) .Vttcndiiig food shows, stores, Ac. (bj Distribu-
tion of samples of the teas of both countries, (c)

Advertising in the press, (dj (This is strongly re-

commended.) Subsidising such persons or firms as

are pushing British grown teas in such ways as have
commended themselves, provided they are willing to

contribute a like sum, and to render accounts of the
expenditure, (e) Suc'i other methods as may be ap-
proved of by the New Y'ork Committee. 5. The
commissioner to use no bias in favour of India or
Ceylon

;
all advertisements to be equally fair to

both countries. Lastly—a joint committee here of

six members (three members representing India, and
three Ceylon) to appoint the New York Committee,
administer the fun is, and consult as to the action
taken, and to advise their respective associations of

the progress of events. The arrangements to be in

force for one year.

Note.— Since this report was in type the com-
mittee has learned with regret that the scheme is

disapproved of in Ceylon, and consequently falls to
the ground.

3. United Planters' Association of Southern
India.—Communications have passed between
your committee and this Association as to the
importa,nt subject of new markets, and it is

satisfactory to learn that the planters of Southern
India have identified themselves with their brethren
in Bengal in the endeavour to find fresh outlets for

Indian tea, and have generously subscribed to the
fund raised for that purpose in Calcutta.

4. Indian Tea in South Africa.—Copies of a com-
munication received from a resident of Capetown
suggesting the opening of business relations with
that colony by the Association wore received from
Calcutta, and copies circulated for general inform-
ation. The suggestion that the .\ssociation should
interfere in trade matters received but little support.

5. Indian Tea in Spain.— A. proposition w.as held
before your committee to make a grant for three
years of £180 per annum towards the establishment
of a tea room in one of the best ])arts of Madrid,
where the want of some advertisement of Indian tea
appeals to be felt. But in view of the small consump-
tion of tea in Spain and the paucity of funds it was
thought unwise to divert money in that direction,
although the field was a somewhat promising one. the
price demanded for good tea being prohibitory.

ITIE CHINA- .JAPAN WAR.
Little or no excitement has been caused on this

side by the existence of hostilities between China
and Japan, which might have been expected to in-

terfere with the course of trade between China and
those countries in the habit of receiving her teas.

The fact, however, of ho.stilities lasting so long
will, no doubt, have drawn one attention of con-
suming countries to the existence of other sources
of supply, and have thereby led in a great many
instances to the production and trial of British-
grown teas, with results which cannot fail to be
advantageous to producers in India and Ceylon.

MR. A. G. STANTON'S PAPER ON TEA.
A valuable contribution to the literature on the

object of t’.ie supply and distribution of tea is made
by Mr. A. G. Stanton, a member of the General
Committee, in a paper re.id by him, before the Society
of Arts, on January 23rd, followed by a discussion
on the relative merits of Indian, Ceylon, and China
teas. Copies of this number have been sent to

America, India, and elsewhere, and (juotations from
the article are continually being made in trade
journals abroad, jiarticularly in Chicago. The dia-

grams, maps, and tables liavo been reproduced eii

bloc, and can hardly fail to impress the American
jjiiblic with a just idea of the importance of the
indii itry.

[A rejiroduction of ]Mr. Stanton’s paper is given in

the appendix to this report.)
“ Times ” .-VinTCL '.

Under the head of ‘Indian Aifairs ” a valuable
article appeared in the I’iincn of tlth August, calling
attention to the urgent need of now markets. This
article was repriuted, with BOmo correspoudeuce re-
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laliug to it, and widely circulated both in England
and in India. Copies were also sent to America and
elsewhere, and lit is hoped that the effect will be
to convince planters of the necessity for combined
and vigorous action in the direction of finding new
outlets for Indian tc'.

[A copy of this article and the correspondence is

given in the appendix.]
THE LABOUR QUESTION.

The all-impbrtant question of labour supply has
been under the consideration of your committee, and
papers in connection therewith, received from Messrs.

Begg, Dunlop, and Co., Calcutta, secretaries to the
Tea Districts Labour Supply Association (with which
is amalgamated the General Coolie Recruiting Asso-
ciation), were circulated to members.
A meeting of the General Committee was held on

February 21st which was well attended, and a reso-

lution was arrived at that it was advisable to sup-

port the action of the Managing Committee in Cal-

cutta as to recruiting coolies through the established

agency of the Association, with a view to removing
the evils attending the system of obtaining coolies

from Arkattis and contractors outside the association.

A subsequent meeting was held on May 6th which
was also largely attended, and at which Mr, D.
Cruickshank was present, and explained fully the
latest aspect of the question. A Committee was
elected, consisting of Messrs. R. -J. Boyle, D. Cruick-
shank, R. B. Magor, .J, N. Stuart, and ,J. Stewart, to

further consider the question. This Committee is

now engaged on that work.
INDIA MUTUAL LINE AND THE “ CONFERENCE ” NEW

AOREEMENT.
This line cannot be said to have worked quite

satisfactorily to shippers, owing to the inability

of the owners, from various causes, some of which
Were quite beyond their control, to maintain a
thoroughly effective service, in terms of their

contract. To the owners the result was not a
financial success, and an appeal was made by
them for more favourable terms, in consideration
for improved service and an extension of the term
of contract. At the same time they admitted their

liability to continue on existing terms, and left the
shippers at liberty to cancel the contract and make
other arrangements, if they considered it in their

interest to do so. On this, negotiations were opened
with the “ Calcutta Steam Conference,” and several
important meetings of tea shippers were held to con-
sider the question, with the result that Mr. Magor
was authorised to represent tlie shippers in these ne-

gotiations
;
and, mainly through thisgentleman’s efforts

an advantageous agreement was entered into w'ith

the “ Conference the chief points of which ai'e

:

1. Five years’ agreement, terminable by two
years’ notice on either side, but not before
March 31st, 1,900. 2. Freight to be 10s net above
the average rate for rough cargo. The advantages
of the “conference ” service will be manifest to all,

and the vexatious question of rebate, against which
your committee has strenuously protested for many
years, has at last been eliminated.

SMALL BREAKS.
Representations having been received from India

that some of the Darjeeling planters found it difficult

to comply with the new rule fixing the limit of a
full break at twenty chests, thirty half-chests,

and fifty boxes, the Tea Brokers’ Associa-
tion of London was communicated with on the
subject, and the operation of the rule was care-

fully watched, while the Calcutta Association
was requested to nominate a delegate to repre-
sent the views of the Darjeeling planters. Mr. C.

Milner, of Messrs. Lloyd and Go., having been
named, that gentleman was invited to attend the
Committee. Further experience seems to show that
the new rule is working beneficially to tea proprie-
tors all round, including those of the Darjeeling
district.

REGULATION OF SUPPLIES.
Information, vvith a view of creating a more healthy

public opinion on this subject, was sent to all mem-
bers and at no time during the year was there
such pressure on the market as to cause any serious
collapse of prices.

BHUTAN-DOOARS ACT.

The proposed substitution of Act X. of 1859
for the Bhutan-Dooars Act received the attention
of those meinbers of the General Committee
w'ho, from their official life in India, were practically
acquainted with the question, and representations on
the subject were inado to the Government of India
through the Association in Calcutta.

THF. DUTY ON TEA.
This remains as before at 4d per pound (to which

point it was reduced in May, 1890), although the usual
anticipation of a further reduction was indulged in
before the Budget was produced this year. In con-
nection with this question an interesting letter written
by Sir Henry H. Howarth to the Times will be found
in the appendix.

INDIA AND CEYLON IN THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE.
The ill effects of blind rivalry between Ceylon

and India were illustrated at the Imperial Insti-
tute, w'here a monopoly, obtained by Ceylon for
the sale of its teas at a cost of i,’300, resulted in a
heavy loss to those who found the money, and the
discontinuance of the arrangement at the close of
the year.

TREATMENT OF TEA COOLIES IN ASSAM.
A series of articles in a weekly publication, headed

“ More Slavery Under the British Flag,” “ The Free
and Happy Coolie,” &c., attacking the system of
recruiting, and indirectly reflecting upon the planting
community in Assani, having apiieared, and being
greatly based upon nfisapprehensions, Surgeon-Gene-
ral A. C. C. De Renzy, c.b., kindly undertook to
reply to them, and an able letter from him (pub-
lished in the Home anh Colonial Mail) will be found
in the appendix. The attention of the various Loudon
Tea Companies was called by the secretary to the
importance of giving in their annual reports vital
statistics as to their labour force, and other informa-
tion evidencing the care which is usually taken for the
coolies’ well-being and comfort. This has been gene-
rally done.

ANTWERP INTERNATIONA!. EXHIBITION.
The Indian Planters’ Co- operative Tea Supply

Association, Limited, supplied Indian tea both in
cup and in packet at the exhibition. Samples of
fine Indian tea, including those lent by Messrs. J.
B. Barry and Son, were shown, and information as
to the progress of the industry was supplied by
statistical tables furnished by Messrs. Gow, Wilson,
and Stanton, also by handbills. A large number of
circulars in Flemish and French were distributed.
The secretary visited the exhibition with a member
of the General Committee, and a report of his visit
will be found in the appendix. A silver medal was
awarded to the exhibit.

EMPIRE OF INDIA EXHIBITION.
Arrangements have been made for a tea house

in the Indian City at this exhibition, which was
opened on the Queen’s birthday. Mr. E. F.
Langdale, who is well known to the members'
having previously had charge of the Indian Tea
Stall at the International Health PIxhibition, held
at South Kensington in 1884, has undertaken the
responsibility of the teahouse. In connection there-
with will be an exhibit of Indian teas, and of other
uiatters of interest in connection with tea planting
ill India, for which samples, Ac., are being sent from
Calcutta in response to a circular issued by the As-
sociation there. Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and Stanton
have kindly supplied a large coloured diagram illus-
trating the progress made by British-grow'n teas, and
the falling off in the use of China and Japan teas.

LONDON TEA SW'EEPINOS.
Various methods had in times past been tried in

order to get rid of the tea sweepings, including re-
fuse and damaged tea. Consigned to the dust bin,
they had been picked out, manufactured, and sold to the
poor. Burnt, they had proved a nuisance to the neigh-
bourhood. Consigned to the sea they had involved a con-
siderable exjicnse. Their destruction having been accord-
ingly relinquished, they were after treatment ex-
ported to the Continent, and in some cases found
their way back to this country, and were sold as
good tea on this market. iVfter eousiderablc corres-
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pondewce, and with the assistance of Mr. T. Christy,
the well-known chemist, w’ho interested himself in
the matter, a Port Order was issued by Her Ma-
jesty's Customs (copy of which will be found in the
Appendix), which eftectively stopped any further ex-

portation of sweepings to the Continent. These teas
are now “ de-natured and converted into “ caffeine.”

A NEW INDUSTRY.

'• Caffeine,” or “ Theine,” is a new industry by
which low class tea dust, as well as primings and
injured tea, hitherto considered not worth shipping,
can be converted into money, much of the material
being shipjped from Calcutta in bags or boxes at a
low rats ot freight as “ tea refuse.

“ADHATODA VETICA.”

This is a new insecticide which has been discovered
in India, in connection with which your committee
have been in correspondence with Mr. R. J. Doyle,
the Curator of the Indian Section of the Imperial
Institute, to whom two complete sets of the papers
received from Calcutta referring to this plant have
been sent. A set of these papers can be seen at the
of&ce of the Association by members at any time.

[An appendix given with the report contains the

following reprints, which have already appeared in

our columns: “A paper on Tea by A. G. Stanton
(of Gow, Wilson, and Stanton, 13. Rood Lane, E.C.),

read before the Society of Arts, January 2:1, 189.');”

“ Foreign Markets for Indian Tea, article on Indian
affairs, the 7'i/ae.s', August b, “Ocean Freights,”
“ Sir H. H. Howorth and. the Tea Duty,” “ Treat-

ment of Coolies in Assam,” “The Antwerp Inter-

national Exhibition,” “London Tea Sweepings.”]—
If and O Mail, July 12.

ROAD.S, RAILWAYS AND RLANTING IN
PERAK.

As usual, Mr. F. A. Swettenhain, c.m.g., renders

a full and able Administration Report on th«

State of Perak for 1894. Of much iniport.ance is it

to note Mr. Swettenham’s sjympatlietic deliverance

in reference to the Planting Enterindse as fol-

lows :

—

If the falling price of silver is helping the miners

of the Malay Peninsula to crush all rivalry in Corn-

wall or Australia, the same cause will give a mani-

fest advantage to the planter who sells his coffee,

tobacco or spices in a market where payment is made
in gold. The conditions of soil, of climate and rainfall

that he requires are here, the transport facilities are

good and improving yearly, labour is cheap and may
be made plentiful, and all that remains is

that the Government should be libei'al in the terms

on which it alienates the land. It is the opportunity

of the planter, and it is also the opportunity of the

Government ;
it would be a serious blunder if the

fact were not grasped that the interests of both are

identical.

Failures cannot beneiit the Government, and at

this moment, when European planting in the Malay
Peninsula is still in its infancy, the man who brings

us his capital, invests it in agriculture and loses it,

can only serve as a scarecrow to frighten away in-

tending planters.

Mining is and must ever be surrounded by risks

;

it is an unfortunate fact that many Europeans have

invested considerable sums in mining ventures in the

Malay States and have lost them, and yet it is not

ani has not been urged that the Government has

placed difficulties in the way of acquiring mining

land. When the British Government undertook to

advise the Malay Chiefs in the Government of tlieir

countries there were no alluvial tin-mines in any
liritish territory nearer than Australia, and no ob-

jection has tliereforo been raised to the regula-

tions framed in the Malay States for the oon-

diiot of an industry that has now no rival in the

w'orld in the inagniliide of its operations. Wo give

to the minor What is often fine land covered with

magnificent forest, and when he has destroyed the

timber he turns the soil upside down and after a few
year.s abandons it, leaving’ huge stretches of country
a sightless waste of water-holes.
Whilst the operations last the Government secures

a large revenue, and, as I htve already explained,
tint revenue has been very usefully employed.
• The case of the planter is the exact reverse. He
converts the jungle into pro luce-yielding fields, he
nettles on the soil, it is to hii interest to foster to

the utmost a property which will only give him a
fair return after the investment of capital and years
of toil. His object is to keep the land in cultivation,

and when one product fails (as coffee failed in

Ceylon) he immediately turns his energies to the
introduction of another.
Here also there is a permanent revenue to be

gained from the export duty on produce, and it wants
no great effort of imagination to see a day when the
duty on agricultural exports may exceed that on
minerals. The returns in the latter case are much
more rapid

;
but to make it easy to mine successfully

and difficult to plant with profit may be good shop-
keeping, but seems indifferent administration.

I feel very strongly that the Government cannot
pursue a wiser policy than the encouragement of the
planter. I have Ibeen told that the terms in which
land has been granted to planters In the Malay States
under the regulations which I drafted are too liberal,

that they are thriftless, and I have failed to safeguard
the future interests of the Government and retain

the power to share in the rising value of alienated
lands. The revenue returns of the last five years
given in paragraph (53 ante are some indication of the
result of the policy hitherto pursued in Perak, a
policy which was endorsed by the great experience
and sound judgment of Sir Hugh Low. Up to the
present time planting in Perak has been
confined, with very few e.xceptions, to small
native cultivators, but while the Government
retains the power to determine the ampunt
of the export duties and while there remain
millions of acres of land available for planting, and
the total area granted is only 1.57,209 acres, I do
not think the interests of the State can be said to

have been greatly neglected in the past or seriously

endangei'ed for the future.

SEVEN CEYLON TEA PLANTATION COM-
PANIES DECLARING HANDSOME AD

INTERIM DIVIDENDS.
At the office of the Agents and Sccret.arie.s

—

Messrs. Whittall iV Co. ,—the Directors of tlie

following Tea Companies met on 3rd August and
declareil the very liher.al ad-interiin ilividends

mentioned opposite each name :

—

Y.\tiy.\ntot.\ Tea Coy. Ld.
We Oya Tea Coy. Ld.
Dunkeld Estate Coy. Ld.
UiTEii Maskeliya Estates Coy. Ld .

.

Gl.asoow Estate Coy. Ld.
Aoha-Ouvah Estates Coy. Ld.
Maha Uva Estate Coy. Ld.

It should be noted that theaboi e are the actua
[lercentages to be paid—tlie rate per cent pa
aiiniiiii being of course double tlie above figures.

10 per ct.

10 per ct.

9 per ct.

8 per
8 per
8 per
8 per

ct.

ct.

ct

ct

Indi.V POS.SK.S.SKS IN ITS T.VMIL POPUI.-VTION
a wealth of re.sourco that it has not projterly

realised, says the Madras Tivirn. Wherever
Tamils they are acknowledged to be
Avonderfully ailept agriculturists or planting
coolies ;

they are cheap, even as imported labour

;

and they are generally more law-abiding than
the natives of the places they .sojourn in. 'i’his

being the case, why are tfiey not made more
use of at home‘( Why is tin' Indian planter
crying out for labour, and why are numerous
imlustries in which the 'I'amil cooly could shine
neglected or untried altogether.
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PLANTING IN THE STRAITS.

{/•'rOM Mr. Martin Lister's Administration Iteport on

the States of Sunrjei ffov<i and Jclehu, for the

near lSO-1.)

Coffee.—Three leases were issued to coffee planters

in the Serembau District, the area leased being about
2,500 acres. In the Coast District there were seven
applications by natives for small areas amounting to

(it) acres. The Collector of Land Revenue, Scremban,
reports that the proprietoi-s of the various coffee

estates have largely extended their operations ;
that

a new field has been ojjened cn the Liusnm Estate
and that the Ribu Estate has been greatly improved.
The Syndicate owning the Sinawang Estate has
opened up about 300 acres of coffee, and Mr. Dumnan
has shewn great energy in the opening up of a con-
siderable area at Terentang, adjoining Sinawang. A
fair area of land also has been opened on the Gu-
•nong Angsi Estate.

Pe:i>pf.b.—There is a considerable cultivation of this

creeper in the Coast District, and, as pepper requires
mulching, gambicr is grown in connection with it,

and tlie refuse after cooking the gambier and extract-
ing the juice is used to cover the land on which the
popper is planted.

{From Mr. Cecil Wray's Jfonthly lieport on Lower

Perak, April 1895.)

The few cacoa trees at the penghulu’s house have
grown a great deal and look very healthy and are
full of fruit, but the nutmegs do not look very flourish-

ing. Some vanilla bi'ought from Mauritius looks well
and flowers freely, but does not set any fruit, which
is only to be expected, as the owner does not un-
derstand the cultivation of the plant. A great deal
of new land has been applied, for along the old road
running through the Mukim from Kampong Padang
to Kota Lumut, and the people are anxious to have
the road cleared and put in order.
The penghulu has three splendid orange trees grown

from seed given to him by the late Mr. F. W. Brewster
some years ago. They are certainly the finest I have
seen in the Straits. One of them, the largest, bore
over 1,(XK) ripe oranges last year, and is now breaking
down with the crop on it.

{From Annunt P,,eport on Krian District.)
SuGAH.—About 31,000 acres have been alienated for

sugar planting in Krian, of which 13,(XH) acres are
under cultivation, and employ permanently 7,500
Chinese and 2,000 Tamil labourers, besides Javanese
and Malays. ' The price of brown sugar, which is the
chief product of these estates, averaged between
j^4'35 and $4’85 from January to September, and fell

in October to ^4T0, in November to $3'40 and in
December to ^3T0, since which it has gone as low as
$2’(j0 a pikul, a price that will barely cover the cost
of production. The price of white sugar also fell

steadily, till at the end of the year it had reached
a figure the sterling value of which is lower than
has been known before. The Gula Estate, which is

the largest in Krian, is the only one under European
management. I am indebted to the manager for
furnishing me with a review of the year’s progress.
At the close of the year considerably over 2,tX)0 acres
were under cultivation

; tlie area actually yielding
a crop being over 1,600 acres. Owing to the difficulty

of obtaining a supply of Tamil labour, part of the
estate has been sub-leased to Chinese on what is

known as the rumah hchil system.
The whole labour force at the end of the year

was ;

—

Tamils, indentured ... .. 030
Do. free . . . . 570

Chinese Sinkths .. .. 54
Do. Lankehs . . . . 150

Malays and Javanese .. .. 175

Total .. 1,879
excluding women and chiklren who arc not l.ibourers
but who reside on the estate and number between
four and five hundred. A new hospital was built on
the estate

; a steam still for manufacturing rum
was erected, and sugar store, office and laboratory
added to the plant, at a total cost of ft-IS.OOO.

23

A concession of 5,000 acres adjoining the Gula
Estate has been talcen over by tlie same Company
from the concessionaries, Messrs. Kennedy A Btewart
The concession is now being demarcated ; no work
except a little jungle felling having been done up to
date.

Mr. Koch, a private surveyor, surveyed 7,455 acres
of sugar land during the ti.st four months of the
year, in addition to the work done by Government.

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, July 18th.

Applications in respect of the undermentioued in-

ventions have been filed, during the week ending
13th -July 1805, under the provisions of Act of
of 1888
For a cleaning Apparatus for the “Acme” Tea Sorting

Machine or other machines of the Reciprocating Class

—

‘223 of 1895.—George Murray Collom, Engineer and
Tea Planter, care of W. G. Forbes, Esq., H. M. Mint,
Calcutta, for a clearing apparatus for the “ Acme ”

Tea Sorting Machine or other machines of the reci-

procating class.

—

Indian Engineer.

...-

TAPIOCA IN MALACCA.
A Syndicate has just purchased a tapioca estate ef

5,0(X) acres belonging to Cho Bun Pu, ahd situated In
the Negri Sembilan about 38 miles from Malacca. It

is said that one third of the purchase money of $28,000
will be furnished by the Hylam domestic servants of
Singapore.—5. F, Press.

MAURITIUS.
Port-Louis, July 5.

The WEATHEm and the Crop.—The plantations
have been well watered during the past month and
the rain continued falling till the beginning of the
month of July. The ripening of the canes has been
retarded by the heavy rains with a rather high
temperature. It will not be possible to begin cutting
the canes before the 15 of next month or the end
of August.
Vanilla.—The market is quiet. We have no sales

to record. As we mentioned in our last, the outturn
of the coming’ crop will not exceed 3,500 kilos.

We quote nominally :

—

R33 to 34 per kilo

26 to 28 „
20 to 21 „
14 to 15

1st quality
2nd do
Good to middling
Vaniloes

Aloe Fibres.

—

The market is quiet. We have no
sales to record. We quote nominally :

—

1st quality - - R240 per ton.
2nd do - - - 200 ,,—Merchants and Planters' Gazette,

MYSORE PLANTING NOTES.
South Mysore, July 26.—We have had seasonable

monsoon weather for the past six weeks, but little

rain has fallen for the last few days, although it

can hardly be said that we have had a single break
since the monsoon burst on the 4th of June, as
rain has fallen every day and the sky has always
been overcast.
The very long drought experienced has acted de-

trimentally on the coming crop. There was a big
promise on most estates and an extraordinary show
of bud on many places. On some trees I counted 54
spike in a bunch and the- average would have been
about 40. It is well-known that big bunches generally
constitute a good crop. The extreme and prolonged
hot weather dried uii a lot of the bud. A lot of
fine wood has totally failed to set its blossom.
Luckily on account of the fine condition of the coffee
after a small crop last season and the abnormal show
of bud, even after the failure very good crops will,

as a rule, be picked.
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The scarcity of good Government jungle in favour-
able localities and the price of coffee keeping up and
steady, has naturally caused a corresponding rise in
the price of land ; but I tliiiik the price of very ordi-
nary jungle of about 12 acres near Miuligeri, which
was sold by one Gowda to another for R7,000 “takes
the cake. 11211 per acre was paid some time ago
by. a European planter in public auction for a piece
of scrub adjoining his estate, and by another, an
extensive piece of deciduous jungle was only secured
by him at the rate of nearly 11200 per acre, the villagers
having run the price up. These are exceptionally
fancy prices, but they are instances of the upward
tendency which has lately taken place in the price
of jungle.—The borer has been rather more active
this season than last. The rubbing of the stems of
the coffee trees in the pruning, and just before
the fly lays its eggs, seems only partially to check
the pest, as the trees which are bored generally break
off at the foot of the steam and often under the soilt
The inference to be drawn is that the fly finds its

way to the stem below the soil and deposits
its eggs there. It will be necessary to rub as
low down as possible in the next operation.
The silver oak (Grevillea) has gained in favour, and
a good many planters have been led to look favourably
on it as a desirable shade for coffee. It is a light
shade and its deposit is doubtless valuable

;
it grows

quickly, which is another great point in its favour.
As regards labour, most managers are not so well-
off in this respgct as they were a year ago.— .1/. Jfail,

PICKINGS WITH A LOCAL APPLICATION.
An Australian exchange thus refers to the

enterprising seed merchants and nurserymen of

Ueneratgoda :

—

The available information in Queensland concerning
tropical products is not great. This in the past has
been largely due to the fact that the agriculturist

on our Northern coast lands has up to the present
cohhned himself to cane, coffee, and rice, and the
commoner varieties of tropical fruits. Attention is,

however, being devoted to other products, and at this

juncture a useful budget of literature reaches us from
Geylon. Messrs. J. P. William and Bros., seed mer-
chants and nurserymen, forward us their descriptive
price lists of tropical seeds and plants, bulbs, tubers
and yams, and a number of leaflets dealing with new
products and with special varities of old ones. All
the seeds are those of tropical and sub-tropical
cultivation, and the publishers show praiseworthy
energy in pushing to the front new varieties and
new species which are finding a ready sale in the
markets of the world. We have a large area capable
of growing pepper, spices, and oils, besides fruits,

etc., and it we cultivate from the best of seeds and
stocks, success should be assured. As an instance
we may quote the giant pineapple, weighing from 10

to 28 lb., a fruit unknown to us here, wdiere the
heaviest pine never exceeds the lower figure.

Kapok has lately been mentioned in connection
with the revival of the fibre industry and the follow-

ing correspondence in the Cape Colony A(/titnflnral

Oa~ette with reference to this article is interesting :

—

The Melbourne A(/c, .January 28th, urges the Vic-
torian Minister for Agriculture to experiment with
the South Sea Island (.i»c) plant kapok : which in the
Goulbourn Valley, near Melbourne, rapidly reached
a height of 12 ft. and bore numerous peds full of

seeds and fibre ; the latter being largely imported
into Sydney and Melbourne for stuffing mattresses,
cushions, etc.

The matter has been mooted in Parliament by Mr.
Pendergast, m.l.a. showing that the Australian soil

and climate suited the shrub, and that if grown freely,

the fibre might soon form a new export to Europe.
It is already grown in the Horticultural Gardens,
Bumlov, Victoria, and also at Shepparton by
Mr. Matthews, so that it clearly deserves some
help from the executive, and if its merits are attrac-

tive’ enough to extract a small cheque from the Cape
Government, a rood pf it may in good time be sets

flourishing on the Cape Flats, where seed could be
sent broadcast through the Colony and .South Africa.
Capo Town, February, 27th 189.'i. r. f.

If our esteemed correspondeut will look up the
back issues of this Juui-nul, he will see that utiliz-

ation ef kapok down is a very old scheme here, even
if it be a novelty in Victoria. Compare Vol. i. p.
120. where a re))ort is given on what a correspondent
sent as “East India Thistle Down.’’ Then follows
on page 1(12 a letter in which the plant providing it

is reported from Calvinia; page 251 refers to pro-
posals to mix it with silk and page Hlit giving name
and address of a manufacturer willing to pay cash
for any quantity of it. Also consult A'ee - Wales
Aiiricnltnral (luzejte V. p. 7, where a figure of the
plant is given. Cape kipok is in the same predi-

cament as Cape fibres, and so many other thing.s that
are Cape. They are bulky and will not boar our
extravagant freights. They grow without labour or
culture, yet the cost of collecting ninoimts to more
than the stuff will fetch at the store of the exporter.

It is true that the down of lloinha.e Ceiha. and to

some extent of Calotrojiis /iroceru ai-e imported into
Holland for upholstery stuffing, but who is it does
the collecting? Not any person comparable to our
well-fed darkle population, but famine stricken Indian
ryots and their families, whose wage is calculated on
a nice perception of the exact amount of pice and
annas which will serve to keep their bodies and souls
together. The lines have fallen to our labourer in

far too pleasant places for him to go bothering about
after Gomphocarpus down, and get perhaps sixpence
for his day’s collection.

The plant producing the down ei’ows all over the
colony, and could be cultivated as easily as hemp
or ramie. But when manufacturers propose to go
in lor utilizing a new product they iiave an awkward
knack of saying “ Are you prepared to guarantee us
under penalty not less than .e tons per annum, so
that we may bo recouped for our outlay and initial

charges, and not find ourselves stopped short for

want of material?” And nob )dy here will answer
“ Yes.” Believe me, it is this obvious necessity of the
manufacturer’s position that has strangled iu the
birth dozens of fair-seeing proposals for the utiliza-

tion of things which have a small value, a large bulk,
and which unfortunately will not gather themselves,
and jump into the exporter’s hales without hands.
My old friend, Samuel Cawood, spent a small fortune
in trying to get the natives to grow and pick Sea
Island cotton down along the Albany and Kaffr.irian
coast. He gave them the seed for nothing and
offered fourpeiice a pound for the product. Tliey put
the seed in, some of them, and—let the cotton blow
away. So speculative Samuel never got beyond the
second or third bale. And mind you this was not
cheap kapok for filling pillows, but costly long stapled
cotton, beloved of Lancashire spinners. We are a
peculiar people at the Cape, and if a staple won't pay
for collecting and exportation, we let it severely alone.

P.M.O.

Dr. Weir, District Surgeon of Engcobo, Tembu-
land in a communication to the Department, states
that he has found a combination of Ipecacuanha and
Ammonia a very effective antidote in snake-bite.
The method of treatment which ho adopts is as
follows :

—“ Scarify the wound and sprinkle a small
quantity of powdered ammonia upon it, then apply
a poultice of linseed meal with J ounce of ipeca-
cuanha powder. Give an emetic of ipecacuanha
powder and follow it up immediately with ipeca-
cuanha wine in medicinal doses combined with rather
large doses of aromatic spirits of ammonia until
recovery is complete.’’ Finding this combination so
effective in snake-bite he Tried it in the treatment
of the contagious lung-sickness of cattle, and with
encouraging results. Mr. Smith the gaoler at Eng-
cobo, wno attended to the cattle, cured six out of
seven cases affected. Tho presciiptiou for a full-

grown boMt wm:—
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Ipeca cuaiiha powdcv f ounce, Carbonate of ammo-
nia * ounce. Mix in a pint of water and administer

If necessary half the above quantity may be re-

peated in 36 hours.
r ,

The same prescription has been successful in the

treatment of influenza in horses.

The following is a description of how maizena

is made from Indian corn, by one who has been

making it for 8 years. The account appears in the

Cape Journal ;

—

I take a big basing so that a fe\y persons can sit

around it. I then throw the mealie cobs into the

water which softens the grain.

I then rasp the grains in the cobs, so as to make

a rough meal, till all are rasped off. I then wash

the cob and put all the meal, which is obtained b}'

the above process, into clean water, and then put

all the* flue meal through a strainer into another

basin. On the husks left in this first basin I pour

a jug of water so that all the meal may be washed

out
;

after that strain it through a piece of linen

into a porcelain bowl. After the meal has settled,

the dirty scum floating on the top must be removed,

then clean water must again be thrown on and the

white sediment stirred up. It must be treated in

this manner until bubbles cease to come up, then

it is taken out and placed in fine linen bags, which

must not be too full. The bags should then be

placed on a framework made of netted wire, so

that air can reach them on all sides. Two or three

times a day it should be turned over and the lumps

broken up. ^\hen it is dry it is sieved and put

into bottles. The bags protect the maizena from

dust which is otherwise difficult to keep out. I usually

make the rasp I use out of sardine tins.

an old planting district well to
THE FRONT:

go-ahead rangalla.

(From a Visitor.)

2nd Aug.—Ju.sb come back from a visit to

Ran<mlla. "The old district is coming to tlie front

with" tine central factories such as “Duckwari”

with its teleplionic communications ’twixt Man-

ager’s bungalow and his Factory and Assistants’

buno-alows" and new district cart road in the

Nit"e Cave direction and which the P.W.D. take

their time to complete. The plea.sant tliouglits

of such resuscitation of the go-aheadness of the old

district are much mixed with .sorrow at the loss

of such men as the Martins and Nicol. It has

still connected with it the Youngs, Pattenson

and Ihirke—good men and true. Natives seem

to he enjoying the prosperity of the tea enter-

prize. Good, large native gardens and well cul-

tivated, attract the eye.

CUBAN SUGAR PLANTERS.

Consul Baker, at Sagua la Grande, Cuba, under

date of June 12, reports to the State Department upon

the sugar crop, saying The sugar crop of 1894-95,

having been marketed, leaves no doubt of a matenal

decrease from the yield of the previous vear. This,

tooether with the very low price realized by the plan-

ters, leaves the sugar growers of Cuba m a helpless

condition. They now frankly admit that they will

not be able to secure loans with which to niake the

coming crop, which means that not exceeding

half of the usual acreage in new cane has been planted,

and a corresponding neglect in the gleaning of the

present crop. In truth, the condition of the planters

of this island is distressing ;
and the end is not yet,

for when it is recalled that fully one-third of the

inhabitants depend on the plantations for employ-

ment and a living, and that the owners thereof can-

not obtain money to engage their labours, actual suf-

fering must ensue.”—/fmdah’eed’s.

THE TICK PEST IN THE TROPICS.

Those living in temperate climates have probably
small idea of the virulence of insect and other pests
in the tropics. A plague of caterpillars may destroy
a season’s crop in England, but there is the winter’s
frost to be passed through before a second attack
need be feared. It is otherwise in the tropics. Ve-
getation is much more luxuriant, and the food supply
is permanent

;
and, when once a plague has obtained

a firm foothold, there is no apparent reason why it

should cease i s ravages before it has entirely des-
troyed its particular host. It is fortunate for agri-
culturists that the great increase of any particu'ar
parasite seems ultimately to work out its own des-
truction

;
and frequently when all hope seems over,

the plague rapidly and unaccountably disappears.

Surprise has been expressed that ticks infesting cat-

tle have received so little real study. Quite recently
the statement appeared that these parasites formed
the least known part of the trojiical fauna. But a
great deal has been done in this direction of recent
ears, and there seems some hope of real progress
eing made.

Taking the conditions into consideration, it is a

matter of great wonder that so few ticks exist in many
parts of the tropics. No real attempt has been made
to decrease their numbers, and there appears to be
no season of the year when the climate is fatal to

them. Vegetation is rank, and we know now that they
can live to a great extent upon vegetable matter;
further, even where there is a scarcity of small indi-

genous mammals, there are plenty of horses and
cattle. The multiplying powers of ticks are enormous.
In one case I determined the number of eggs from ohe
female as over 20,000 (see Fig. 3), and almost all of

these were fertile and produced young ticks. The
increase in numbers of ticks in most countries is

not marked, however, and we are driven to the con-
clusion that there is here, in the animal kingdom, a
waste of material analogous to that in the seeding
of parasites and saprophytes among plants.

It is not surprising now and then- to hear of a long-

continued plague of ticks from one place or another
where cattle-rearing is a staple industry. In Jamaica,
it is by no means uncommon for the traveller to get
covered with “ grass-lice.” On pushing aside the
branches overhanging the riding path, I have been
immediately covered with firmly attached young ticks

which needed much care and patience to remove. The
ticks of Jamaica are now a very serious source of

anxiety in cattle-pens, and much loss is attributed
to thes8 parasites.

During my stay in Antigua, complaints were loud
and frequent of the ravages of a large tick, which in-

fested the cattle between the months of May and
September. In the cattle and sheep farms of the
Cape of Good Hope and Australia the “ tick” matter
is absorbing much attention. Specially large and
annoying forms are described from parts of India,
Central Africa and Central America

; while extraor-
dinary tales are told of the destruction caused by
these parasites in cattle-rearing districts of South
America. Elaborate and expensive researches have
been conducted in the United States Southern Ex-
perimental Stations upon the life-history of the ticks

and their relations to cattle
;
and the exhaustive

reports, issued from the Bureau of Animal Industry,
form by far the most valuable part of our economic
literature on these pests.

The books of travellers teem with references to

the annoyance caused by ticks. Sir ,Joseph Hooker,
in his “ Himalayan Journals,” describes their abun-
dance in the frontier regions between Sikkim and
Nepaul, in pathless tracts destitute of animal life.

He writes the following concerning the neighbourhood
of Tonglo :

“ A large tick infests the small bamboo,
and a more hateful insect I never encountered. The
traveller eannot avoid these insects coming on his
person (sometimes in great numbers) as he brushes
through the forest

;
they get inside his dress, and

insert the proboscis deeply without pain. Buried head
and shoulders, and retained by a barbed lancet, the

tick ia only to be extracted by force which ia very
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painful. I have devised many tortures, mechanical
and chemical, to induce these disgusting intruders to
withdraw their proboscis, but in vain.”

Bates, on passing through the grassy lanes of the
second-growtn woods on tlm Amazons, often found
himself covered by ticks. It occupied him, he says,
a full hour after his day’s work to clear himself of
the parasites.

Belt refers to the “ grass-lice ” on the plains of

Nicaragua, as quickly covering any one travelling
through the country, so much so, that the herds-
men or “vacqueros” keep a ball of soft wax with
which to rub themselves. The smaller ticks are thus
removed from their skin, while the larger ones are
picked off by hand.
Many a time, in walking through grass in the Lee-

Ward Islands, I have been conscious of the peculiar

itching at the ankles caused by the attacks of “ bete
rouge.” The bete rouge is not in reality a tick, al-

though often confused with it. Horses seem to bo
particularly liable to its attacks, with the result that
they lose all the hair about the face and eyes. In
all probability the poor animals suffer a good deal,

for ihe personal irritation is extreme. The bi*te rouge
is exceedingly minute, and, as its name implies, is

of a brilliant scarlet. ’ At night, after retiring to rest,

the warmth of the body seems to increase the ir-

ritation to the utmost pitch, and sleep becomes
Absolutely impossible. Rubbing or scratching the
parts attacked merely intensifies the discomfort, the

creature pushing itself deeper into the flesh. Most
painful sores are the result if the greatest caVe is not

taken. The one certain remedy seems to be to anoint

the inflamed spots with vasline. This substance not

Only soothesj but appears to destroy th'e bOte rouge

by stopping up its breathing pores. I have never suc-

ceeded in detecting the creature on the skin, but,

when reading in or near an infested lawn, I have
captured many by watching for the minute scarlet

dots travelling over the white paper.

The damage done by ticks to cattle is undoubtedly

very serious. According . to observations by Leidy,

the adult female tick is able to absorb 100 times

its weight of blood, swelling during that time to an
Onormous extent. This food is rapidly changed into

eggsi The adult male does not increase appreciably

in size, but his demands upon the host have pro-

bably been greatly under-rated. An account of tick-

infested cattle in Queensland states that they were
BO completely covered that the branding-iron had to

be burnt through the ticks before it was possible to

reach the animals' skins. A case in Texas is men-
tioned where it was found impossible to lay a silver

dollar Upon the body of the animals without touch-

ing some ticks. Again in Texas, 100 full-grown ticks

were collected from each ear of a pony, while many
Immature ones were loft behind. The mere abstrac-

tion of blood must, in this case, be a very serious

drain upon the system.

When one considers, further, the irritation ex-

perienced by travellers from the few ticks fixed

upon them in their daily rambles, it may be safely

concluded that the penetration of the countless pro-

boscides into the skin of cattle must of itself be a

source of great discomfort, especially as these animals

are quite unable to get rid of them. Calves not un-

commonly are destroyed by the formation of balls

of hair in their stomachs
;
and in tick-regions this

is undoubtedly due to an attempt to get rid of the

par.asites by licking and biting them off.

It is quite conceivable, then that ticks do really

cause the death of multitudes of cattle on the great

estates where it is impossible to examine them
closely. We should, however, approach this part of

the subject with caution. Sickly cattle are usually

covered by ticks, while the healthy ones have only

a tew • but it is questionable whether the ticks are

the real cause of their emaciation. The ca.-e of ticks

seems rather to be analogous to that of scale insects

on piants. The latter pests appear in great quanti-

ties at any period of stress, wlien from lack of nutri-

ment or other cause the plants become weekly. Thus,

in Antigua, there is a marked disappearance of scale

insects with the commencement of the rainy season.

It seems probable that the prevalence of ticks upon

certain cattle is rather due to conditions of the blood
or skin of the animal, closcl}’ connected uitli its general
nutrition. This is an exceedingly important matter for
determination, for upon it as will presently be shown,
depends the only means of freeing the eattle from
these pests.

Thus far the direct effects of ticks upon cattle have been
considered. Certain alarming facts have lately been
brought to light with regard to the relations existing
between ticks and different well-known cattle diseases.
The subject is by no means new having long been
a fascinating one for cattle-breeders. The“louping-
ill ” or “trembling ” of the north of Britain has been
traced by some directly to the presence of ticks
upon the sheep. The same may be said of a disease
called “ heart-water ” at the Cape of Good Hope.
Finally, the United States Department of Agricul-
ture has for the last five or six years been conduct-
ing exhaustive experiments upon the connection
between ticks and the Texas cattle fever, the results
of which have appeared in the annual reports of
the Bureau of Animal Industry already referred to.

There is, in this latter case, present in the blood of
the cattle suffering from disease, an infusorian which
quickly destroys the red blood corpuscles. This
minute oi'ganism has also been detected in the body
of the tick. It has been again and again transferred
from diseased animals to healthy ones by means of
the tick, alid tick alone.

Ticks, then, are In certain cases connected with
the transmission of deadly disease. In how many
more cases this is so remains to be investigated. It
is quite possible that some of the obscure cattle
diseases in different parts of the world are caused by
ticks, and that other countries will, in their turn, be
forced to face this problem.
There is now and then an outbreak of a severe skin

disease among cattle in A.ntigua; and this disease
does not appear to be known in the neighbouring
islands. Judging from the climate and peculiar con-
ditions of Antigua, the scarcity of water and lack of
nutritious food for part of the ye.ar might be con-
sidered sufficient to account for a local disease

; but
there is also a large tick present, which has not
been recorded from the other islands of the group.
A loose theory has thus arisen that this “golcftiJc”
is connected with, if not the direct cause of the
cattle disease.

The evidence available does not tend to confirm
this idea, but it is obviously impossible to solve the
problem in the absence of proper appliances. I was
led however, to commence observations upon the
gold tick, which may be of interest.

In considering the re.nedies for ticks, one is soon
forced to the conclusion that direct measures against
the parasite themselves will be of little avail. Methods
of prevention are always preferable to those of
cure, and in no case is this more so than with
parasites of this class. Besides this, they are practi-
cally invisible at the most dangerous stage

; and
when we see the ugly, swollen, mature si"ecimcnB,
wo know that their evil work is done. All lar>'e
females should bo carefully collected and burnt,
however, as thus future attacks will be diminished.

'

The treatment of pastures is a very important
matter. Here probably the parasite spends the
greater part of his early life—usually on the rag-
ged bunches of old grass left from previous years.
The proper feeding or cutting of the grass, and
the liming and draining of the pastures, will
destroy myriads of the infant ticks or “grass-lice.

"

For the sake of the animals, there is every induce-
ment to render the pasture as nutritious as pos-
sible

;
and ticks do not seem to trouble the sleek

cittle of the herd. It is an undoubted fact, more-
over, that the improvement in food, due to change
of pasturage, does in certain cases cause all the ticks
to drop off infested animats. The first class of
remedies will aim at cutting off the supply of ticks
by treating the pastures.

The second class—one might say almost the only
one which is attempted in the troiiics— is the des-
truction of ticks upon the cattle.

The common method of tying the logs of the
animal together, hurling it to the ground, and
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smearing some tick-destroying compound over it,

cannot be too strongly condemned, especially as

there is no need for it whatsoever. Cattle may be
handled with impunity if some form of cattle-bail is

employed
;
by this means they may he driven one

by one into a small trap, where they can be treated.

But even this is hardly necessary if the application

to the skin is in the liquid form
;

for with a
powerful spraying machine, as many as one hundred
cattle have been completely covered in the space
of an hour.
Of pastes and powders and fluids recommended

there is no end
;
and it will serve no useful purpose

to give detailed lists discussing the merits of each.

The points to be kept in view are that the liquid

should be of an oily and nou-poisonous nature,

capable of clogging up the air-pores of the ticks. It

shoud be cheap, and easily applicable without handl-
ing the cattle

;
it should, finally, not easily evapo-

rate, or be washed off by the rains. A full dis-

cussion of remedies has recently been published by
me, the following being taken from the summary at

the end ; “A number of types of washes for spraying
are selected for description. All poisonous ones
should be rejected, as there are nou-poisonous pre-

parations equally effective. Carbolic acid dips and
other liquids, which evaporate quickly, need frequent
applications, and should be discarded in favour of

oily liquids or emulsions where the latter are equally
effective. The best of all these is the kerosene emul-
sion regularly used for plants. There are many
formuhe for the preparation of this

;
a useful one

(for ticks) is given.” The formula referred to is as
follows ;

“ In two quarts of boiling water dissolve

half a pound of soap
;
remove from fire

;
immediately

add one pint of kerosene, and agitate. In from
three to five minutes the liquid becomes creamy. It

may be stored in this form in bottles or barrels.

For use, add three of water to one of emulsion
;
mix

thoroughly, and apply with a spraying pump.’ *

The third and most important class of remedies
is closely connected with the nutrition of the animal.
If we can render the skin or blood of our cattle so

distasteful to the tick that the latter will not at-

tach itself, we have a solution of the whole matter.
We should confer immunity upon our animals, and,
at one stroke, do away with the necessity of all the
laborious and expensive methods now in vogue for

the destruction of these parasites.

The first step in this direction has been taken

;

and, in various parts of the world, most excellent

results are recorded from the addition of small doses
of sulphur to the animal’s food.

It has already been noted that the food of animals
has an influence upon their infestation by ticks.

Cases are not uncommon among cattle-breeders whore
a mere change of pasture will cause all the ticks

to drop off. This change is obviously felt through
the animal’s skin.

It has also been mentioned that the ticks seem
to congregate upon cattle in poor condition, while
those with sleek skins are more or less untouched.
Dr. Cooper Curtice (late of the United States Bureau
of Animal Industry) suggests, as an explanation of

this, that there is in well-fccl cattle an oily con-
dition of the skin obnoxious to the ticks; and this

suggestion is the more worthy of consideration when
we remember the aversion of these creatures to

grease of any kind.

It is certain that taken intenialli/ will render
the skin evil-smelling, by the exhalation of sulphuret-
ted hydrogen, a substance highly obnoxious to all

parasites. The following seem to be the physiologi-
cal changes which take place during the passage of

the sulphur through the animal's body 'to the skin.

Sulphur taken in with the food pas.ses the stomach
unaltered. In the intestines a small portion is changed
into sulphides of hydrogen and the alkalies. Part
of these sulphides pass into the blood, and into
the tissues from the blood, and act chiefly upon the
central nervou.s system. The sulphides in the tissues
are variously excreted. By the kidneys they are
excreted as sulphates

;
if in excess, part is also ex-

* For further details, see paxrers in Leeward
Islands A'jnoultural Journal, Nos. 1 -3 .

creted in the form of sulphides. By the skin they
escape as sulphides, giving the characteristic foul
odour to the perspiration, and somewhat increasing
its amount.
The doses of sulphur should bo small, but they

should bo constant. The form in which the medicine
is offered to the animals will best be decided by the
manager of the estate. With stall-fed cattle there
can be no difficulty at all; but with the cattle of
large estates, which are seldom handled and some-
times not seen for long periods, it will be necessary
to prepare the sulphur with salt as a “ lick,” to
which cattle will readily help themselves if it is
scattered about.
The success of this sulphur treatment has so far

been encouraging, both at the Cape of Good Hope
and in the United States. Doubtless with continued
study other similiar preventive remedies will from
to time be discovered, and thus rid the stockowners
of the tropics of one of their most dre ided enemies.—Nature. C. A. B.^rbeh.

DRUG REPORT.
(From Chemist atnd Druggist.]

London, J nly 1 1

A.nx.vtto.—

S

eed realise.s good prices. Twenty bag.s of
bright quality from Cocunaibi brought 8;!d per Ib. todayA 44 bag parcel of good Madras seed is held for 4)d her
lb. and another lot of 17 bags was bought in at the
same price.

Arecanuts.—.Still tending downwards. Two packa'W's
of fair quality from Ceylon sold today at 10s Od per ewt"

Caki-'Ei.nk.— Easier. The market has (piieted down con-
siderably, and altliough 27s Od is still asked on the spot
it is by no means easy to sell at that price. For Octolier
delivery the quotation is 22s to 23s per lb.
Camphor (Crude) has been quiet all through the week

but this afternoon the syndicate buvers again appeared
upon the market and purchased 100 piculs of Formosa
camphor at 1.57s Od per cwt. c.i.f., near at hand, thereby
imparting a firmer tone to the drug. At auction o> ca.ses
of Formosa Ccinphor (1893 import) were bought in at 165sper cwt. Minety-four tubs of .Japanese camphor (1890 iin-
port) were also offered and bought in at 170s per cwtwhich seems to be the lowest price. A bid of Ki7s uri
per cwt was refused.
Coca Leaves.—

F

rom lOd to lid per lb is asked for fiir
green broken Truxillo : a bid of 9d per lb. however is
be submitted. ’

Kola.-Tending easier. At the auctions several nareels
were bought 111 at is per lb., for fair partly dama-ed seedand 1 bag of fair West Indian kola realised llAd per nr
Oils (Esse.nti.vl).—At today’s auctions several parcels of

essential oils were offered, but the bulk wasC as u-^irbought m. Of Cinnamon oil S cases offered vVithoip’ re
serve, and realised, respectively Od and 3d per oz “Fib-
quality was bought in at Is per oz.

'

OuiNlNE.—A dead letter. Mo business has been renorleil
this week. For second-hand Oerman bulk 12§d per^oz isKiif lOl/l 1. ,

® isnominally asked, but 12^d would probably buy
Vanilla.-

A

t today’s auctions a small suiiply .sold atfuM price.s:—Fine cottony, < to 8 inches, J9s Od to -Ws • -u
to 5^ inches, 16s to 17s 6d

; brownish, 14s to 17s 6d "per lb.

Work on the Palleoama Grant.-BL-. Russell Coxwho has lately taken over charge of Pallegama from
Mr. Ross Wright, was in Colombo to day on business
and WG learn that considerable progress has been inado
with the new clearing on Pallegama. On the old
clearing some 300 acres, abutting 011 the road from
lallegama to Lalande, were opened, and now the
block that is being cleared is the corresponding
stretch down the banks of the Kaluganga—about 210
acres. Felling is going on, and it is expected
that the 1 urn-off will take place at the end of tim
current month. When that is done the lower part
of the grant will have been completely encircled • it
will then be roadod

; and, from that point, the 'ron
cessionairc.f will work inwards, making roads on the
\yatch-sprnig pattern till tlicy get to the centre of
their land, wlicn they will make a straight road
cutting through all the others to the lower end of
the grant. The weather at I’allegama is very liotnow

;
hut the healtliof the place is good, and there

IS little trouble about labour. All the settlers outlie
land are doing well, and there is no lack of applicaut.s
for settlement.
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SALE OF A DIKUVA ESTATE.
We learn tliat Mr. Duncan Skritie lias sold

Warleigli estate, DiUoya, to Mr. Paiiillon for
t7,000, Messrs. Skrino A' Co. continuin;>: as
agents. The property is a coin[)act one of 25U
acres, all but 10 acres in tea. M’arleigli was
well-kninvn .as one of tlie best planted and ricli-

cst collee^ plantations ever opened in .a Ceylon
high district. It first appeared in our Directory
for 1869 as 184 acres of coll'ee and it continued
to be.ar heavily long after leaf disease had wrought
havoc on some of its neighbours. \Ve well re-

member Mr. L. H. Kelly on one of his- periodical
retnrn.s to Ceylon expressing “indignation” (or

something akin to it !) tliat Mr. Skrine should have
allowed the coffee whicli had given him so big
a fortune, to be overgrown and choked by cin-

chona; but the answer of a practical man was,—“ Warleigh is more valuable as it stands now,
than ever it was in cofiec alone.” Whether the )>ro-

nrietor was fortunate enough to harvest Ids bark
oefore the i>rices fell, we do not know. At any
rate, we may congratulate both seller ami pur-
chaser in tlieso days of tea, on the satisfactory
contract just concluded, and we believe Warleigli
will long yield heavy and good crops of tea leaf.

PLANTERS AND THEIR LAIJOUR LAWS.
In the Woftre States of Southern India are in a satl

pickle as to debts, adv.ances and contracts with
coolies and m.aistrics who may bolt into British
territory, there being no common law. Mr. C. L.

Yonge on behalf ot the Cnitcil Planters’ A.sso-

ciation in writing to the (Jovernment of Madras
says :

—

“ The planting industiy has assumed very large
dimensions in the Native States and fresh capital
is annually being employed in opening up the waste
lands. The cultivated area in the three States of

Mysore, Travaiicore and Cochin, to which the figures

now submitted apply, amounts to 132,2(X) acres, with
an annual expenditure of Ui);!, 78,000. The average
amount of advances now outstanding on these pro-
perties is EBO per acre, or IlBl),(56,000, of which 1110

E
er acre, or 1118,22,000, are considered bad or have
een written off within the last four years. The

f/reatcr portion oj this lan/e loss is due bij coolies and
maistrics now residinii in British terntor;/, ar/ainst

whom under the e.cislimj law there is absoluteli/ no
remedi/."

And further on :
—

The value of all the lands held on planting tenure
in the three Native State.; amounts to and
it is for the better .safeguarding and conserving of

this valuable industry that the Association asks for

the Intervention of llis Excellency in Council. The
Association recognises with respectful gratitude the
sympathetic attitude of the Madrac Government, ane
it ventures to hope that, when the Government of

India is made fully acquainted with the largo in-

terests which arc at stake in Southern India, it

will no longer refuse to give its consent to such re-

medial measures as may be necessary and which
the Association trusts may be supported by His
Excellency in Council.

In conclusion, I have the honour to forward the

following Resolution which was unanimously passed

by the Association at the meeting hold at Bangalore
early in this month :— ‘ That Government be asked
to empower British magistrates in the districts, in

which accused resides or in which the contract was
made, to endorse and cause to be executed summonses
or bailable warrants against the said accused issued

l>y a magistrate in a Native State.

The M auras Govermnent was favuniable ; but the

(ioverninent of India saw dillicnlties in the way
ami so Iho Mdtlrus Mail .advises:—

“ The Secretary of State is the person to go to.

We hope that the U.P.A.S.I. will decide to send to

England representatives who are thoroughly «k cou-

rant with all the facts, if necessary paying their ex-

^penses. There are 27 lakhs of good delits still out-
* standing in Mysore, Travancore and Cjchin, and
it will be worth expending some diminutive percentage
of this huge sum in the endeavour to collect it.

Lord Wenlock will be in England early next year,
and we have but little doubt that he will do all he
can to further the success of any representation that
the planters of Southern India may think proper to

make direct to the Secretary of State.”

THE TEA CHEST QUESTION.

Ceylon planters are seriously considering the ques-

tion of tea chests. The imported “ momi ” chests

are apparently quite satisfactory, but the locally

)iianufactured boxes, made of J inch planks, do not

stand opening for sampling purposes and nailing

down again, and split up and break in transit.

Making the chests a little heavier, it is rightly

argued, will not make them any better, but it does
not seem to have occurred to anyone that a batten
diagonally placed on each surface would greatly

strengthen the chests, if the opposite diagonals were
taken on the corresponding sides. What smashes up
a box is being dropped on the corner .—Madras Times,
August 1st.

VATADERIA TEA COMPANY OF CEYLON,
LIMITED.

An Extraordinary General Meeting of this Com-
pany was held at the Office, 13, Queen Street, on
2nd instant at 3 p.m. Present :—Messrs. II. V. Mase-
field in the chair; J. H. Starey (Man.ag'ng Director);
D. Fairweatber (Director)

;
B. G. L. Bi'emner (Secre-

tai-y)
; J. R. Fairweatber, and C. M. Gwatkin ;

and by
proxy W. W. Church, A. H. Dingwall and H. W.
Hornby.
The Secretary read the notice convening the

meeting.
Tub Managing Directoe said tha.t as usual no ac-

counts were presented at the half-year meeting, but
the shareholders would bo interested to know that
the tea remaining for sale at end of 1894 had reali-

sed more than was estimated by 8,838 lb. The profit

for the half-year to 30th .June (not including 10%
brought forward from 1894) was about 21% on
the capital. The tea secured in 6 months was 265,547 lb

equal to 48 28 per cent of estimate of which to 30th
June there had been sold 129,640 lb all the tea had
been shipped to London. Seeing that at 30th June
last year a smaller proportion of the year’s crop was
secured—whicIT is a circumstance to be explained by
the incidence of the pruning—it was evident that the
very favorable result was due to the recent good
demand for “ teas for price,” such of the crop as had
been accounted for having averaged about 41 cents

per lb. The value estimated for tea not accounted
for being only 35 cents.

On a shareholder inquiring whether a larger in-

terim dividend than usual might not be declared it

was replied that of the 129,6101b sold at 30th .June,

only 92,410 lb had been accounted for
;
and the majority

of the meeting expressed approval of following, the
usual practice of moderation.
The Chairman then moved tliat “ an ad interim

dividend at the rate of 12.1 per cent for the half year
ended 30th Juno, 1895 he declared.” This was seconded
as recommended by the Directors by Mr. J. R.
Fairweatber and carried unanimously. Vote of thanks
terminated the proceedings.

Manganese.—The Government of India having
leai'iit that tliere are increasing exports of manga-
nese ore from tlie ports in the ftladias I’residency, has
asked tlie Madras Government, if there is a jirospect

of the continuan e of the trade, to )mblish the figures

in the monthly account of trade and navigation. It

has also asked te be furnished with information as to

the quantity and value of manganese ore exported
from this Brwsidency to foreign countries during each
of the last three years,—J/. Mail,
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THE MOCHA TEA COMPANY OF
CEYLON, LIMITED.
GENEllAL MEETING.

A general meeting of the shareholders of the above
Company was held today, at noon, at the Office
of Messrs. J. M. Robertson A Co., (the Agents and
Secretaries), w'hen Mr. H. Bois presided, the others
present being Messrs. W. B. Kingsbury, W. Moir,
C. Minto Gwatkin, R. Webster, and Captain San-
deman.
Mr. Moir read the notice convening the meeting,

and after that the minutes of the last meeting, which
were confirmed.

ADOPTION OE THE KEPOKT.

The following is the

KEPOHT OP THE IHRECTOlt.S.
The Directors have the pleasure to submit their report

and accounts for tlie year eiuling the SOth of .June last,

which are, tliey consider, of a satisf.ictory nature.
Doth estates have sliglitly exceeded their estimates,

310,810 lb., having been made against 305,000 lb. esti-

mated for : 108 bushels of pounded coffee were also secured
on Mocha.
The yield of tea is equal to 375 lb. per acre in bear-

ing, and deducting capital expenditure and that on
produce other than tea, the cost per lb. delivered in
Colombo was 26 cents, while the nett average price re-

alised was 57 '40 cents per lb., as compared with 54 "01

cents per lb. averaged last season.
The nett profit for the year is R102,.534'40, w'hich is 25'38

1

>er cent, on the capital of the (.'ompany, and adding
1992'52, the balance brought forward, there is K103,.526'92
to be dealt with.

R
Out of this, the Directors have already paid an

interim dividend of 8 per cent., absorbing .. 32,320’00
A bonus has been paid to Mr. Maclure and Mr.

Tench, the Superintendents on the Estates, of 2,000'0u
Expenses on clearing on Glentilt have been

written off •
. . . . 623'01

There has been transferred to depreciation
account . . 7,580‘20

There has been transferred to reserve fund . . 15,000'O0
Leaving available a balance of .. .. 46,003 ‘71

R103,52C-92

Out of this balance it is proposed to pay a
further dividend of 11 per cent, (making 19 per R
cent for the year) which will absorb . . 44,440‘00
anil to carry forward the balance of . . 1,563’71

R46,00o'71

Tire Company’s properties now consist approximately
of ;

—

834 acres tea in bearing
15 ,, under one year
GO ., grass land

125 ,, forest and fuel trees

21 ,, buildings, roads, &c.

1,055 acres.

The estimates for season 1895-96 point to similar, or
.slightly better, results than those obtained in 1894-95.

Mr. E \V Dois and Mr. E Christian having left the island,
Mr. II Dois and Mr. W Moir have joined the Doard at the
invitation of the Directors.

The Chairman briefly moved tlie adoption of the
Report. He had nothing of inteiest to add beyond
the information contaiued in the Report. The work-
ing of the estate for the past y«.ar bad been very
satisfactory, and he had no doubt that the result of
the coming year’s work would be equally so.

Mr. Wers'it.u seconded the motion, which was
carried nem. con.

DECEARAITON OF DIVIDEND.
Mr. Gwatkin proposed that a dividend of 11 per

cent, be declared, making with the interim dividend
of 8 per cent, already paid, a total of 19 per cent,
for the year l«94-95.
Mr. Mebsti r seconded.—Carried.
The Chairman moved that iMr. W. Moir, one of

the directors retiring by rotation, be re-elected to
the board.
Mr. Webster seconded.—Carried.

ELECTION OF AUDITOR.
Mr. Gwatkin proposed that Mr. H. J. Scott

be appointed Auditor for the year.
Mr. Webster seconded.—Carried.

REMUNERATION OF AGENTS AND SECRETARIES.
The Chairman then moved ;—“ That from the 1st

of July, 1896, the remuneration of the agents and
secretaries be as follows :—For office rent. Secret-
ary’s and clerical work, Rl,,600 per annum

;
for tea

shipped
-J
cent per lb.; return commission on freight

for receiving, transporting, shipping etc
; 4 per cent,

commission on drafts drawn, as agents and secre-
taries of the company

;
on tea sold locally half cent

per lb.; and one per cent, commission on account
sales for receiving, transporting, storing, fire insur-
ance, opening and closing, sampling, arranging sales
and collecting proceeds.”

Capt. Sandeman seconded.—-Carried.
VISITING agent's remuneration.

The Chairman proposed;—“That from July 1st

1895, the fee of the visiting agent for each estate be
R500 for four quarterly visits.”

Mr. Gwatkin seconded.—Carried.

Mr. Kingsbury proposed a vote of thanks to the
chair, and this terminated the proceedings.
[We are iiiilelited to our evening contemporary for the

proceeiling.s, our own reporter having tlirougli a mistake,
mis.sed the meeting.]

“COCHRAN’S HANDBOOK OF CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS” :

AN INDISPENSABLE GUIDE TO THE MERCHANT
AND BROKER AS WELL AS PLANTER.

Mr. John Hughe.s, Agricultural Analyst, writing

from London on July 12th in acknowledgment
of a copy of the above work, says “I noticed

some weeks since that a copy had been for-

warded to the Cliemical Society Burlington
House, where it will he a u.seful work for re-

ference in regard to Tropical Agricultural Ana-
lyses.

“ The book is one that deserves to be gene-
rally known in order to he fully appreciated, for

its contents are of practical use to the merchant
and broker quite as much as it must naturally

be to the planter. In regard to the latter I can
safely say tliat if he will only carefully peruse
its closely filled pages it should not he neces-

sary to search elsewhere for practical informa-
tion respecting the composition of Ceylon soils

and manures. The work does great credit to the
author who has compressed years of hard work,
and many hours of calculation of the analytical
results, into a practical form available for im-
mediate use.
“ Indeed tlie daily demand upon its contents,

would suggest that a stronger and more substan-
tial binding should liave been added

; but this is

a matter that can he remedied in future issues.”

TEA, COFFEE AND CINCHONA PLANTING
IV JAVA.

Mr. A. E. Wright returned today liy the M.M.
steamer after two montlis’ absence, cliielly spent
in visiting Ids property in West Java. At
Singapore when coming hack he met at Mr.
Swettenham’s residence, Mr. Talliot on his way to
East Java, and as he thouglit not looking very
well. Mr. Sw'ettenham was in good health
and spirits, over his new work, and as Acting
Governor.

In Java, Mr. WriMit has this time travelled
a good deal seeing the principal districts of the
island

; but we can only notice for the present.
Ids “ Wangiewatte” estate of over l.GOO acres

—

half ill cultivation, half forest, all available,
eko atioii ‘1,000 to 4,000 fi-et, such soil as Ceylon
can nowhere shew - 490 acres cott'ee giving good
cro])S for a few' years

; but j\lr. Wriglit has no
faitli in its permanency; 2-tO acres of cinchona;
nd at present 105 acres of lea, about 70 ip
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l)eaviiig. Mr. Wright and his partner Mr.
liingley believe inteaand have alreaily a Jackson's
Roller and a hig Sirocco availalile, while o.'t niannds
of selected seed sent fiom Ceylon have been su|iple-

mentetl by some very line “As.sani” purchased on ihe
spot—showing that Java planters and merchants
have begun to imimrt the best Indian seed
freely. evidently “Wangiwatte” ami many
more Java pro|jerties are going to be gra<lually

turneil into tea idautations. I'he climate and
soil are all that can be desired ; the
labour fairly ]ilentiful—lazy but cheaper
than ill Ceylon. As for transport Mr? Wright
travelled from Ratavia by rail lUO miles to

within lU miles of the projierty and then had
t-i riile. All jiroduce is carried on i)ingocs for

these ten mile.S by the Jaianese who contract

for this work and like it ;
but a cart road is

talked of, before the present I’rivate Company
is turned into a I’ublic one about two years

hence. We do not know what the Sharchohlers

of the tipper Maskeliya and other local Te.a

Companies will say' to our friend’s enterprise in

thus
j
ioneering a Tea industry in a new division

of Ja\a
;
but there is this to be said that Mr.

Wright had this Java jiroperty in a manner
placed before him three years ago in England,

and something had to be done with it. hie is

full of faith in what tea at 3,000 to 4,000

feet will do in Java. Hitherto the 6 to 8

million lb. jier annum of Java teas have
been produced in the low-country and from

poor “ jfit.” Now the era is api)roaching of

high-grown fine teas from superior bushes and

the result will be an increasing and serious rivalry

to India and Ceylon.

As for climate, we can vouch for Mr. M'right

l eturning in capital health and spirits only a

little bit troubled by his fellow planters in Ceylon

not taking u]) the local Labour (Question (with

reference to ne.xt Spring’s ditliculties, .and the e.\-

tended Irrig.ation Works in Southern India) a

little more seriously and practically.

THE CASTLEKEAGH TEA COMPANY
OF CEYLON, LIMITED.

The Directors of this Comp.any have declared

an ad interim, diviilend of 7 per cent in res])ect

of the half-year ended 30th June. The crop

pros[»ects are e.xceedingly good, the estim.ate of tea

tor the whole year beiTig nearly secured in the lirst

h.alf of the y-ear. Tins shouhl l>e good news not

only for the sh.areholders, but for Mr. L. H. Kelly

ami Mr. Win. M.ackenzie who came in for a gre.at

lot of criticism last year, a good de.al of it, as

it would now appe.ar, of an unjust ch.aracter.

The unfortunate sh.areholders who sold out at

RG.") or anything below par .some months back,

are to be pitied. The sh.ares .are worth now
fully Rl-lU.

COFFEE PLANTING IN SERDANG, SUMA-
TRA:—NO IX.

(From an ex-Crylon Planter. )

I see that some one in Kandy ft.'. O. 15th June)

has had his nerves shaken by tlie shiillncss of my
cock-a-doodle-doo-. Tell him to let his hair grow

quietly and knock off whisky, which is bad for nerves.

At the tame time I am glad to learn from him that

“ Libeiiaii ColTce in Ceylon is not eclipsed.” Neverthe-

less I would ho cc.uld see things hero for himself.

1 stated bcfoie Unit H V. in Sumatra was present,

but liad to lie songlit for : and this is the case. Dr.

I’linun in bis i epoi t fm IS'.U (7'. .1. Aiiril Irt'.lo) says,

•• No doubt JJbenan i olice sufl'cis severely from leaf

disease, but with liberal treatment and abundant

manure it crops well.
”

I have seen most of the
bIHEHI..\N COFFEE

growing on the East Coast of Sumatra; and can
safely say that it does not suffer from leaf-disease

The suitability or the extra fatness of the soil i r

in my opinion, the reason for this. And further, my
cock-a-doodle-doo does not extend to all of the land
that I have seen in this country. Regarding pur-
chase of seed, I was talking a few days ago to another
ex-Ceylon planter who recently imported some Libe-
rian seed from Ceylon, one reason being tliat it was
cheaper than local seed. With respect to disease, he
said certainly it was prevalent in Ceylon, at the same
time agreeing with my views as to its non-prevalence
here. He further said that he had put his Ceylon
nurseries far apart from those planted with local

seed, for fear of sickness. I have not seen my
friend's nurseries : but I hope to bear the result.

However, I am not afraid for the Ceylon seed : and
to show the nervous man of Kandv that I am not
crowing Sumatra against the world I give the fol-

lowing facts. One of the finest fields in this neigh-
bourhood is grown from seed from an estate in

Singapore w'hich always suffered more or less severely
from 11. V. though manured up to the neck. The coffee

here, which has had no manure, shows no sign of sick-

ness : which looks as if seed even from sickly trees
may do well, when planted in more suitable soil.

.\s promised, I visited

THE GENIUS OF THE TAF-KOOTS.
He was a tobacco planter who took up coffee : but
knoA’ing naught about the planting thereof, jammed
his plants in anyhow : and was horrified to be told

by a Java coffee man that all his tap-roots were
turned, and his labour wasted. Having exhausted all

the language at his command (ho is not much
of a linguist but a fine langungcist) he set to

work. His bushes at this time were considerably
over a year old. He bored down the root on one
side until he came to the first kink. Just above
this he cut clean through the root with a pair of

strong garden scissors : and again 3 or 4 inches below,
leaving the bottom part of the root to rot in the
ground. Then covering up the hole, he tied the
offending menrber to the lowest primary, so that he
should know his man again.
We saw this operation in process: but my friend

and I wished to see results. So we were taken to
the coffee which had been first experimented on,
some four months previous to our visit. Boring down,
as before, we came to where the tap-root had been
cut, and there found a strong healthy sucker, going
straight; and well-established in the ground. The
coffee was in perfect health

;
though our host to d

us that for some weeks after the operation it lost

colour
;

the rich dark green returning after the
subsidiary taji-root had made itself felt. The man
himself was a perfect poet, both for fluency and force
of language.

^
VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

A CoKiiEsi’ONDENT Whites fkom South-East Wy-
NAAi) ;

—“ We are having a very heavj’ monsoon. During
the past throe days the average daily rainfall has
been 2'55 inches and we are about 12 inches about the
average to date for the year. Coffee generally looks
very promissing, but would be the better for a little

sunshine, which 1 think we must soon liave, as the
wind has shifted a little during the past 21 hours, and
there was some thunder yesterday.— J/. JIail.

COFKKE IN Gi:i!M.\n Ea.st Akhica.—The Ger-
man newspaper JJaa Echo says that Dr. Riehanl
Himlorf ot Ruhroit, well-known for his activity

in NVilhelnislaiul, German Fast .(Vfriea, and Ger-
man South Africa, and now in the service of the
TJeuts(:h-Ostafrika7mchcn Gesellschaft, will shortly
jnoceed by way of ('ey Ion and Java to East
Africa, and that he will arrange to visit

plantations of coffee in Ceylon and Ja\a, where
he formerly stayed for some time, in order to

aciinaint himself with the cnltiiution of Imiiic.al

jdants. He will also emleai'onr to procme skilled

laborers. The coffee plant.ati<»n at Usanibara w:is

laid out by him some years ago.
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G u i; respond 6 n CO

To ilie Edilor.

CEYLON EIBRES IN llEQUESt.
London, 29th May, 1895.

Sib,—My letter of 15th March was not written

with any view to publication, but I have none the

less to thank you for giving so much prominence
to the subject.

I have also to thank “ X ” for his remarks, but it

does not appear to have occurred to him, that if the

proper scientific names could have been given, and
the “habitat" known of any fibre or other material
in demand, one would not have required to trouble

public-spirited men like yourself to call attention

to the subject, orders would rather have been sent
for what was wanted, through the usual commer*
cial channels.

Unfortunately whilst our countrymen—and may I

say it. Colonists also—have been apathetic, other
nationalities have been active in developing their

over-sea resources and it has fallen within my own
observation, that during the past year or two very
large profits have been made in similar materials
by our more active continental competitors who for

obvious reasons withhold the real names of the plants
from which the materials are obtained.

Surely we are not prepared to admit that French
Colonies for example possess a monopoly of the valu-

able products which their greater enterprise have
lately brought into the market ? Rather should we
endeavour to stir up all whom it may concern to

make such inquiries, investigations and trials as may
enable them to develop the supply of suitable novelties

of a'l kinds.

The various collections of products in the Imperial
Institute, Kew, and elsewhere are highly interesting,

and valuable for many purposes, but those who would
keep abreast or ahead of their competitors must
look further afield and endeavour to utilise for

themselves more of the natural products of such
countries as Ceylon.

I may add for the information of “X” that “ Pia-

mater" is the name of the “ innermost of the three
membranes covering the brain.”—not an inapt

name for a medical botanist to give to the inner mem-
brane (or shaving) of a plant. The French call it

“ choux .chonx ” (or cabbage stalk)
;
consequently the

cabbage palm has been suggested.
I have a beautiful specimen described as “ Arum

Exculentrum ’’ sent by an American Botanist from
the tropics (very similar in structure and grain to the
common arum). This is a valuable product.
Specimen No. .3 has been described as from the

“ Cryptomeria Japonica." I have seen similar speci-

mens from the narrow leaf of a palm of which the
“ Raphia Raphia palm ” yielding the ordinary Raffia

may be cited as a type,—Freycyuetia, &c.
At present the demand is running mostly upon the

No. 3 class of fibrous materials. I would suggest
the skins of the long leaves of the “ Pandanus ”

or screw pine as specially worth attention, and
any similar or other plants yielding suitable skjns

should be sampled.—Yours truly,

C. E. COLLYER.

Note on above

:

Piaia said to be a shaving from the cabbage palm.
Areca Oleracea is known as the cabbage palm of

the West Indies : but the Sabal Palmetto

M

the South
United States is also there known as the cabbage
palm or cabbage tree. As the word cabbage refers

to the edible terminal bud of palms, it is probable
that the term cabbage palm is given to different
species of palms in different countries : compare
“ Coconut-Cabbage.” A specimen of Palmetto is to
be seen at Peradeniya. In Mr. Collyer’s letter the
reference to Pia and its derivation and the account
of how the name cabbage palm was hit upon, leads
one to suspect that the shaving is probably from
the cabbage (or terminal bud) of palms. I shall
endeavour to test this theory.

24

I see that Mr. Collyer again suggests that the
leaves of the screw-pine (Pandanus) should be looked
to for “ Raffia.” I think there must be a good deal ih
the wag of getting out the skin of screw-pine and
palm leaves. It is not so easy for the uninitiated
to do it, I am making further trials.

CEYLON TEA EXPORTED TO MOIST
CLIMATES : A PRACTICAL SUGGESTION.

London, June 26th, 1895.

Sir,—With your permission 1 would, like to put
before some df your advanced tea producers the ne-
cessity of adopting some plan to meet a requirement
which has come specially to my

_

knowledge by those
with whom I work in our colonies in Africa) espe^
cially in the moist climate on the West Cioast; The
men in the Botanical Garden found that the tea be-
ing supplied to them, for instance at .Old .Cabaral
was quite other than that which they had been ac^
customed to get in England. They ordered out small
canisters, but these did not seem to answer because
they could not be packed in bond. It then occurred
to me to send out to Ceylon what are known in
the trade in England as Canisters With self-opening
lids. I therefore had some cases prejiated to hold
4 tins, each tin, as far as we could get at the weight
here, would hold about 25 lb., making 100 lb. of tea
for a chest. These are now on their road to Ceylori)

and the object is that they will arrive In the docks
with the gross and tare marked on them, afid

these chests can be shipped to any of oUr clients)

so that when a store-keeper in a town receives
one of these chests, he can sell off 25 lb. in a tin.

The party who buys this will be able to take out
during the dry part of the day, just what is required
for a week’s consumption, put this air tight lid down
again, and there is a canister perfectly secure, and
the Tea will keep fresh to the last. As it is now, the
chest is opened, a good deal of it gets spilt and
lost, other parts get mouldy of course in a few hours
with the damp, and the result is that a good cup
of tea can hardly ever be depended upon.

I want to carry this point one step further. As
I use these tins very largely and they are very
much liked by colonists and people abroad, and
they are very simple, I would wish to inform
tea planters that they can order out the self-open-
ing lids by the gross, then if they have no machine
for making or bending the top plate of their tin
box they can order out a top sheet with the lid

fitted, so that all they will nave to do will be to
solder on the sides and the bottom from ordinary
tin plate.

In conclusion I would wish to remark that, not
having had any experience in this department in
Ceylon, I make every apology for perhaps having
brought forward a thoroughly well-known threshed
out subject. On the other hand the facts that I
put forward may point to the necessity of some
such plan as I have suggested being adopted, as the
colonies I have referred to and have been in com-
munication Jvith know nothing about this subject,
and have never seen tea sent out in self-opening
tin canisters nested in a case.—Yours truly,

THOS. CHRISTY.

CEYLON TEA AND TEA-SWEEPINGS:
WHO WERE NOT AND WHO WERE

TO BLAME:
CEVLON TEA PACKAGE.S PRAISED.

London, June 28th, 1895.

Sir,—The remarks based on your London corres-
pondent, on page 576, headed “ Mr. Christy of London
on tea-sweepings and tea sales,” has naturally.
I think, irritated the gentlemen who own the Tea
Warehouses of London, and some of them I have
seen, feel hurt that all are brought under the lash
when they have, up to the present time, endea-
voured to hold the scales equally between the various
interests affected.
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tn tevery letter that I have addressed to you or
any information that I have given I have invariably
stated how very much I am indebted to the majority
of the owners of Tea Warehouses and to the gen-
tlemen conducting them for the great assistance
they have rendered to me. While I have in hand
an “ explanation ” which is only due to these Tea
Warehouse-keepers of London I would like, with
your permission, to add the dates at which I com-
menced to work:

In 1888 1 fdund that tea-sweepings were such an in-

cubus to the warehousemen who did not know how to

get rid of them that they paid as much as b‘5, and very
often much more, for each clearance or riddance of a
parcel of tea-sweepings. These tea-sweepings were
sold by the parties who took them from the warehouses
at a low price, to Germany, but of course very remu-
neratively, as they paid nothing for them

:
part was

used for food purposes and passed throu^ a very large
tea establishment that was erected at Hamburg, and
part was used in Germany for the manufacture of

caffeine.

Knowing the state of affairs that existed I applied
first to every one of the Government establishments,
starting with the Custom House. Some of the replies
I received were not even polite. Nothing daunted, I

persevered, and put copies of the letters together
with my applications, before Sir Frederick Dixon Hart-
land and Sir John Lubbock. I then went to the whole-
sale manufacturing Chemists who were most likely to

work at such a product as caffeine. They smiled at me,
saying “ We wish you good luck and shall be very glad
if you can carry this point. We have tried for

years, and have only received snubs.” Notice of

motion was given in the House and Mr. Goschen
Was suTOorted by the whole of the official element in

the different departments in ridiculing the proposi-
tion that the chemical. Caffeine should bo made in

this country, as it was in Germany, from a mate-
rial which was a waste product and actually cost

money to destroy.

Mr. Goschen was eventually convinced that an
alkaloid only was intended to be obtained and referred
the matter to Mr. Prowse, the Secretary to the Cus-
tom House, who sent for me, and, to cut a long story
short, with the assistance of Mr. Cobden Samuels,
the chemist to the Custom House, a material satis-

factory to all concerned for rendering the tea-sweep‘
ings totally unfit to be ever used for food was dis-

covered in asafetida and lime. Within fi weeks from
this it was permitted to denature the tea-sweepings
and refuse Tea in England.

The Wharves were, as a rule, quite as dubious as

any of those interested, and felt confident of con-
stant irritation and trouble from the Customs, Suf-

fice it to say that they have not had one single

instance to ground their fears upon in the work
ever since 1888, so perfectly had the Secretary of

the Customs arranged all the detail. In 1893, every
wharf but one passed their tea-sweepings through
our house to tne manufacturers. 13y this time
stocks of tea-sweepings were getting low in Ger-
many, and the foreigners were able to bring suf-

ficient pressure to bear to induce some few of the
warehouses to allow them to have tea-sweepings
again. They disregarded any interest I might have
in the tea-sweepings, which only amounted to 3/

per ton, and barely paid the expenses of stamps,
clearance at the Customs and arranging cartage of

the tea under the supeivision of the Customs
offiper, and other incidental expenses.

These Wharves who have not acted as I consider

fairly towards mo ignore all the trouble and ex-

pense I have been to
;
they ignore also the interests

of the tea-producers and of the English manufac-
turers of Caffeine. They ignore also the special per-

mission which had been granted by order of Mr.
Goschen and the work carried out by the Custom
House, which was a positive gain at the time

of the transaction to these wharfingers, as I

have shown in the former part of this letter, and
this in spite of the Port Order No. 33, 1888 Regulations

for the delivery of damaged tea free of duty for the

Manufacture of Caffeine.

After reiterating all the facts, as you no doubt will be
addressed by some of the Bonded Warehousekeepers
I would like to ask them in I'eply—

1. If they have sold tea-sweepings to Germany
after the Port Order was issued, stating that no
further Tea sweeping should be shipped to Germany.

2. As Ruother order has been issued stating that

tea-sweepings may be denatured in this country and
shipped off, whether they are now selling or whether
they intended to sell their Tea sweepings (which are

the produce of tea produced in the British posses-

sions) to foreigners to be ground up under Customs
supervision in this country and shipped abroad, thus
entirely working against the British industry and British

trade, and in direct opposition to the work done by the
Chamber of Commerce, who assisted me with their

valuable support when asking the favour of this Port
Order in 1888.

Another question that it would be interesting to

get them to answer is

—

3. If the Caffeine manufacturer in this country do
not offer them a higher price than they can obtain
from anyone else.

I must ask you to accord this letter the prominence
that you have put upon the writing complained of

in your widely circulating journal.—Yours truly,

THOS. CHRISTY.
P.>S .—Important matter is often eonsigned to a

postscript, as in this instance. “ The tea packages
from Ceylon are so well put together that there is

a minimum of leakage.” This is the experience in

some of the tea warehouses
;
hence the volume of tea-

sweepings is decreasing.

WIND GALORE IN SOME PLANTING
DISTRICTS.

New Galway, July 1 st.

Dkau Sih,—T he letter of the local “ Times”
correspondent (juoted by you last week woulil
apjiear to give this district “tlie cake for wind.”
Well, certainly we have had it pretty stiff lately
doing considerable damage to young timber ti ees,

store roofs tfec.
,
and although we must not forget

tlie incident of tlie grindstone tliat was dislodged
and carried away by its action on lower Amba-
welle during the time of the great Alister of

Bagjtipe renown, the Kandapolla district can now-
cap that, as during the storm that laid our
LT. P. M. low-, a stone mile-jmst of the usual
dimensions—i.e. about 4 feet long and embedded
more than h.alf its length in the ground, was
oVerturnc<l, to say nothing of the scores of large
amcia mdanoxylon and other trees uprooted,
tw isted .and broken oft'.

The mile-post above alluded to is either the
7th or 8th from Nuwar.a Eliya—.at .any rate it is

just .above the coffee store on Macl.aren’s P,ark
est.ate, and any one so inclineil can “ ))arka” it

by the road-siile unle.ss it h.as been carried farther
away or re-erected since S.atunl.ay last.—Yours,

WINDY CORNER.

HYDRAULIC LIMESTONE IN (’KYLON.
July H).

DeaI! Sn;,—Re your article on this subject (ap-

pearing on page 132) you will find hvdraulic
limestone in a cave just below the higli road a
little beyond P.ailiy.apellella in the Maturata
district of Nuwara Eliya.
—Yours truly, M.

LIMESTONE AND ('LAY IN THE
SOUTHERN PROVINCE.

Siu,—I have read your recent article ;r “ Hy-
draulic Limestone,” and as you seek for infor-

mation whethci the magnesia limestone is to be
found elsewhere, 1 must refer you to the Southern
Province. The hard palish-yellow stone is to be fouu
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from the I’esidence of the late Perera Mudaliyar at

Unawattuua, in the Galle district till about Pelena in

the Matara district, and has been largely used on the

public works and private dwellings. You attribute

the fertility of the soil of the Jaffna peninsula to the

presence of an extensive formation of limestone, but

I can assure you that the fertility of the soil between
Unawattuna and Pelena is not in any way behind.
Anyone who has visited this part of the country can
well speak of the luxuriant growth of coconut trees

and the well-bearing of nnts. Another thing unknown
to many is that a good deal of the limestone, is not
collected in outlying islets in the sea, but dug out
from the ground where coconut trees over fifty years
old are found growing. The veteran Government
Agent at Galle should obtain fuller particulars on
this point and make them public.
Mention has also been made by you that no good clay

can be found in the island for the purpose of making
cement. I should wish to know whether the clay in and
around Dikwella, a village mid-way between Matara
and Tangalla has been tested by anyone

;
it is the best

clay T have yet seen and bids fair to be of great nse
hereafter. The pottery turned out at Dickwella is

harder than that you see in the Colombo market

;

and on this point the energetic Assistant Government
Agent of Matara, Mr. Gushington, should be able to

furnish interesting data as well as send specimens of

pottery to be tested.—Yours truly,

EX-MATARA RESIDENT.

THE FUEL QUESTION: WOOD-FUEL COST-

ING 3 CENTS (Against Coal 12'5 cent)

PER LB. MADE TEA?
Madulkellie, July 17.

Dear Sir,—

I

have read with intere.st in the

columns of your valuable journal the report of

tlie Dimbula P. A. by wliich I was surprised

to see that wmod fuel is costing some estates

over R‘2’50 per yard delivered .at their factories.

This seems quite prohibitive. Would not coal be

cheaper ? I should be very much obliged if any
of your readers can give me the results of ex-

periments with coal.

I have been told that coal in one engine in

this district costs 1‘25 cts per lb. made tea.

From carefully kept figures I calcul.ate that wood
fuel at R2'.50 per yard in my engine w'ould cost

quite Sets per Ib. made tea. The fuel question

is daily getting a more serious one and w’ood

fuel is by no means plentiful.—I am, sir, yours

etc. ECONOMY.

THE TEA-BUSH, TAP-ROOT, AND
MANURING.

South India, July 20, 1895.

Sir,—With reference to your corresi)ondent’s

remarks reg.arding Mr. Huglies’ statement re the

t.ap-root of" the te.a-bush, in connection with
immuring, the latter-mentioned gentleman is

made to .appe.ar ignor.ant of the principles of

agriculture ! How often will it be necessary to

repeat the f.act that deeply penetrating ta])-roots

arc almost entirely destitute of the fibrous

spongioles whicli alone are able to appropriate

nourishment from the soil ?

An examination of any deep-lying tap-root wall

convince tlie most sceptie.al on that jioint. It is

true that even the dense, w'oody, cellular con-

struction of a tap-root permits of the .ascent of

water, and it is equally true that salts in solu-

tion may bo found in that water, hut, (and this

is an all-important “ but ”) no nitrogen is pre-

sent, and that owing to the following f.act. The
food of jdants must first be nitrified before )ie-

eoming fit for absorption and assimilation.

This necessary preparatory process of nitrifica-
tion does not go on in the .soil at a greater
deptli tlian two feet below' tlie surface—con.se-
quently belo\y tiiat depth the tap-root finds no
oxidized, nitrified fooil fit for appropriation. Your
Ceylon soils being mucli more open in texture,
as a rule, th.an tlie dense Indian .soils, the pro-
ce.ss of nitrification may go on a few inches
deeper below' the snrf.ace, but virtually there is
no appreciable ilegree of nitrification going on
that is of any practical value to tlie idant, at a
gre,ater depth than two feet below' the surface.—
Yours faithfully, J. McKENZIE.

PEPPER-VINE GROWING A SERIES OF
QUERIES BY A WOULD-BE

PLANTER.
Sir,—I have a sm.all EsLate in Hewagamkorle

about 12 miles from Colombo in the Cotte Road
near t’le property once ow’iied by Mr. Grinlinton.

The soil is cabook and clay. It is partly planted
w'ith coconuts, and though the trees are about

15 years, they do not bear well. I intend trying

pepper on it j with this view' I procured your
vq,luable book “ AH about Spices” from which I

derived nuich information. But before I begiq
operations, I wish to supplement the inforipatiqn

obtained from that Boob with the follow'jqg

particulars, which I hope some one of your readers
will oblige me by furnishing :

-
1. Is the soil suitable.

2. Is it advisable to allow tlie vines tq cfeep
on tlie coconut trees ;

will the pepper-vine injure
the coconut trees ?

3. What is the effect of pepper among oinna--

mon ?

4. What .are the native (Sinhalese and Taniil)

names of the following trees : Dadap, Rappk

,

Erythrina Indica, Nava, H.alamba, M.adre de
Cacao, Chingkariang, Inga Saman, Bobnglai,
Jacca tiee (these names are taken from the Book
on Spices.)

5. A practic.al planter in the same book says
that vines which grow' on non-deciduous trees bear
better ; of the trees mentioned in 4 and of the
following trees which are non-deciduous. Jack,
Godapora, Goraka, Thiapora, Mille, Imbul
Suriya, Erabaddu, Coconut, Arecanut, Hikgaha,
Albizzia, Mollucana.

6. AVhich of these trees enumerated in 4 and
5 grow fast, or rather how long will they take
to grow so large as to support pepper vines ; and
which of these trees will the pepper vine injure ?

Thanking in anticipation.—Yours faithfully,

S. W.-N.
P. S.

—What product will best suit this soil and
climate ’

COCONUT PLANTING AND THE BEETLE
ENEMIES OF THE PALM.

Singapore, July 22nd.

Dear Sir,—I have been told th.at you are a
gre.at authority on the diseases of coconut trees.

1 shouUl deem it a great favour if you would
tell me if you know' of any cure or means of
exterminating the Red Beetle. Here none is

known, and the pl.ace is gradually being eaten up
by them. Do you consider it possible to save
a tree w'hen once attacked by this beetle ? Ag.ain,
I should much like to know the Ceylon method
of catching the Black Beetle,—and do you do
anything in the W'ay of stopping up the holes
made by them. As I am in chai’ge of a plan-
tation here, any details you can give me on the
subject would exceedingly oblige.—Yours faith-

fully, " R. DUNMAN.
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P.iS',—Is there any reliable pauiplilet ))ublislieil

on the subject of cocomit-growini^
'!

[We regret to say that our Manual “ All
about the Coconut Palm ” is out of print ; but
a fresh edition is being prepared, and in it Mr.
Dunnian •will find all the information he re-

quires, including the mode in which the black and
red beetles are killed on nlantations in Ceylon.
There must be Tamil coolies in the Straits, we
.should think, who know' the kind of iron rod with a
bend or hook at the end, used to get at the
big black beetle in his burrowings in the top
and heart of the palms. The red beetle is a
far more serious customer ; but there is nothing
for it, b#t to hunt him down and cut down
and burn at once all trees affected beyond cure
which jirobably contain a family of the beetle.

Clear the estate too of all rubbish likely to

give cover and then the attacks ought to be
greatly diminished until they finally disappear.

—Ed. T.A.]

THE PLANTERS AND THE INDO-CEYLON
RAILWAY.

Dear Sir,—Your recent article on the P.A.
Committee’s memo, on labour is much to the
point. It is evident from what appears in your
contemporary’s article that the Chairman’s
draft was considerably modified in Commit-
tee, and if the editor of the “Times” is

correct, for some reasons properly so. This must
be said for the Chairman, that his draft may
not have conveyed his own views say on the rail-

way to South India, but may have been intended

to summarise the opinions in regard to it held

by various sections of the Planting Community.
What do the Committee mean by the cruue

paragraph :
—“ The question of the Indo-Ceylon

Kailwaj' seems hardly within the rant'e of nractical

politics as yet ” ? If the Committee had adued “but
it will be no fault of the P.A. Committee if it con-

tinues in that state longer”—a very excellent point

would have been carried in support of a movement
that must better our condition as em])loyers of the

Indian coolie. You hear some, but veiy few planters

saying:— “If w'e joinour estates to the Indian villages

by Railway, we place Ceylon in the same po.sition

as estates, say in Travancore with the labor in the

villages adjoining them.” What noirsense ! It will

cost the Indian labourers at least Ji3 to going
singly, or. R2to 3 in gangsfrom Matale to India,

and that is a sum the India cpolie will think twice
before he s])ends. For every cooly who will leave

to go home by railway we shall have two coming
back, for in any sudden dilliculty arising on an
estate from leaf coming in too abundantly, the

Manager will be able to send a Kangany with
1150 to the Coast in 30 hours, and m a week
he would return with a gang of coolie.s. If every
planter will take the trouble to think over this

matter, he will see that the Planting Industry
must be benefited by quick, comfortable, and
safe Railway transit service from India to

Ceylon. I can understand the little mag-
nates of our Ceylon Civil Service having
the feathers in their little wings ruffled

by the idea of Ceylon having its Civil

Service carried on more in harmony with its size if

we had closer communication with India ;

but I .see no rea.son why the Planting community
need fear any harm to its Indian labour supply,

when brought into real touch with the regions

from which that .supply is drafted.

If the Chairman took the trouble to draft

what was on the whole an able Memo., so as to

bring the discussion on the Labour Question to

a point, I believe he could bring his clear level
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head to draft a Memo. 011 the jiros and cons of
the Ceylon-lndian Railway, that his Committee
would li<dc into shape .so as to piove conclusively
that our Planting interests will be most mate-
rially strengthened, so far as its labour is con-
cerned by a Ceylon-lndian Narrow Caiige Rail-
way.—Yours truly, PROCRESS.

CEYLON AND INDIAN TEAS : PURITY
AND PROTECTION.

J uly 27.

•*
“pause for a reply.” You shall have

it ! India .sends 140 million lb. of tea into the
markets of the world and its purity is unchal-
lengeil, althougli o million lb. of China tea is
annually imported tor business (? blemling) piir-
po.ses into Calcutta.
Ceylon sends out 90 million lb., has .a prohi-

bitory imjiort duty of 50 ]>er cent on value of
tea (monstrous anomaly in this year A.D. 1895)
to ensure purity

;

and yet on at least two
occasions, some of its tea produce lots been
stopjied by Customs authorities as “unfit for
human food.”

uiore

:

—Ceylon tea averaged 8id ]ier
lb. last year, falling year by year, notwithstand-
ing Its protection of 50 jicr cent duty. Indian
tea averages a penny more and imiiroved its
jiosition la.st year, notwitlrstanding that all the
protection it gets is 5 per cent.
Send the above and your yesterday's paper

with my compliments to Mr. Chamberlain and
let liim see how his latest Colonial C.M.G. has
lieen arguing—as a Manchester man and Free
Trader. I enclose my card.—Yours truly,

(A'NIC.

THE “LADY BEETLES” IMPORTED TO
FIGHT “GREEN BUG” ON COFFEE.

St. Leonards, Niiwara Eliya, July 28th.

Dear Sir,— I regret to inform you that the
Beetles “ Vedalia Cardinalis” to destroy green
bug sent by the State Board of Horticulture,
California, to Mr. E. E. Green have all arrived
dead, owing to their having been packed in a
clo.sed pill box.

I have written to Mr. Cran, Chairman of the
Board of Horticulture advising him of the con-
dition the beetles arrived in and asking liini to
forward another lot suitably packed.— I am

CHAS. H. BAGGT.
’

PLANTING IN THE NORTH BORNEO • \
LETTER FROM MR. PRYER.

Sandakan, July 7th.
Dear Sir,—

A

further few notes from here may
not be uninteresting to your readers.
Coffee pl.\nting is always more or less in

progress, luit not on a quarter the scale it ouglit
to be. Still a few more acres here and a Tew
more acres there are jmt in almost monthly, while
the existing g;u-dens .are alw.ays improving. Some
of my coffee is now ten feet high, of a hand-
some pyramidical shape, .and the branches crack-
ing with the weight of fruit. This last fact is

largely owing to dry weather during the last three
months having retarded ripening and as soon as rain
.sets in, picking will be proceeded with rigorously.

I was looking .at some 10 months’ plants a lew
days .ago, they were over 4 feet high, well sh.apcl,
and were showing fruit as large as small
marbles, with any quantity of buds forming,
these were from 8 leaf seedlings

; but the
latest idea is to put in plants alreaily
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showing Laterals, the nurseries must he close to

the fields in order to do this, and the planting
requires a little extra supervision, hut six months’
weeding is saved.

As to thinning out crop or entirely stripping-

young trees as recommended hy some people, I

must say that after you have done nothing hut
spend money for two years or so and when you
do see $40 a picul clustering on your trees, to

pull it ofl’ and throw it away does seem to me
a curious thing to do.

As for the practice of the thing
;

first the
planter makes a hig hole, then he fills that hole
with the most fruit-producing food, then he se\ erely
handles the trees so as to further force on fruit

and then wlien the fruit comes he pitches it

away ! The whole thing is as tho’ one took a
child, fed it up on turtle soup and sherry,
pork chops, cheesecakes and Chiistmas pud-
ding, and then was surprized that he got
bilious, and proceeded to give him castor oil.

If what is wanted are trees that don’t bear
.so soon, all that has to be done is to make
small holes and fill with poor soil. But
why people should prefer their trees not to bear
soon, seeing that the main purpose and intention
of a cofiee estate is to earn income as large and
as soon as possible, is inscrutable to me. As
for any idea that early cropping is hurtful I

have never seen any evidence of it, while it is

always one’s be.st trees that crop earliest. Mr. Hill
in Selan«or judging from his crop returns was
not afraid of raking in the dollars as soon as
they showed.
As to other cultivations. Coconuts continue to

be nut in, and all promise well. The G<ambier
garuens are constantly being enlarged, and look
like becoming of importance soon ; a little cotton
is being tried in three or four places, and there
is a tendency to nibble at sugar and Manila Hemp.
Beyond tfiis, matters in the country are not

very bright, the tobacco news is the reverse of

good and if the Chartered Company does not mind
it will find a serious falling-off in its exports
anr- consequently in its revenue. tJp to the present
its policy has been of a Micawberish character
“ waiting for something to turn up.” Nothing
does turn up, rather the contrary, and meantime
any quantity of opportunities in coffee, sugar
and other things are alloweil to slip and the
magnificent soil remains disregarded. However,
the shareholders are clamouring for more action,
and a new policy has been inaugurated. At first

a few slips and ei-rors may be anticii>ated, but
the attitude of the shareholders and their instruc-
tions to their Directors seem to be :

“ Find out
for us what this country really can do.” It

cannot be too strongly impressed upon them that
the main resource is the soil, and in view of

the shareholders demanding real action, it

is to be hoped that this, the future mainstay
of the country will have that attention devoted
to it that it deserves, and which it has never
yet received. If not, disaster is inevitable.—Yours
very truly, W. B. PBYEB.

WHO FIRST INTRODUCED THE GRE-
VILLEA (SILKY OAK OF QUEENS-

LAND) INTO CEYLON.
Fairieland, Kandy, Ceylon.

Sir,

—

Can you or any of your numerous cor-
respondents inform me who has been the bene-
factor to Ceylon, in introducing the “Grevillea”
into the island ?—Yours, &c.,

SHELTON AGAR.
[We .should suppose it came in first through

the Royal Botanic Gardens and we know that

the late Dr. Thwaites was very strong in his
recommendation of it as an ornamental treeHe persuaded the late Mr. A. M. Fero-nson in
the “sixties” or “seventies” to try grevilleas
in his fjarden at Aloe Avenue

; but the sea-air
played havoc with them. The proper altitude

leve^—Ed
LbUO to 4,000 feet above sea-

FRUIT IN UVA—AND THE MARKET?
July 10.

Dear Sir,—Now we have our usual dry and hot
season in Uva with gusty wind, more especially dm-
ing the night and up to say 9 a.m. in the morning
Thunder showers are always welcome visitors to us
in Uva at this time of the year, and the tea estates
in Uva Province do tolerably well with occasional
showers of rain till October and the periodical rains
arrive. Just now our oranges are ripe on the trees
and you may take my word for it that there are few
better climates for oranges, et hoc genus, than the Pro-
vince of Uva affords. Sun and clear skies are essen-
tial climatic constituents, for all fruit-yielding lands
and the little sheltered vallegs of U va could be made'
to produce lemons (and they pay well), limes, oranges
and shaddocks in great abundance. When choosing
a spot for an orchard it is necessary to seek for a
well-sheltered hillside or valley, and. if the soil be
fairly fertile, it will do well in Uva

;
and if the land

is poor C. P. manure can be used.
I wonder the Burgher landlords in Badulla do not

pay more attention to their orchards than at present
and extend them and introduce fresh varieties of
fruit-bearing trees. Hakgala Botanical Gardens could
I fancy supply young and good trees

; next October
I hope the Badulla house-holders will plant out fruit
trees, they will yield them a nice income in a few
years, with a Railway now to Bandarawela. I sent a
basket of delicious oranges the other day to Colombo
each orange wrapped in thin jiaper, and they arrived
in perfect condition. “OLD GARDENER.’’

I Just now a lady says it is all very well to
grow oranges, mangoes, Ac., but how about the ready
market for them ? I at once reply ; Colombo with large
steamers arriving daily and crowded with thirsty
passengers, will buy 1,000 oranges a dag and at a
fair price.

[Colombo certainly ought, and yet we have heard
of Matale men losing by consignments of fruit.
Oranges have been as high in Colombo as 25 cents
each, though usually 5 cents.—

E

d.

— -
VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

The Company for the working of the Pamanoekan
and Tjiassem lands has issued its annual report,
which shows that a loss has been sustained in the
preceding year of fl 268,346. This loss is ascribed to
the small coffee crop of about 9,600 piculs

;
to losses

on timber of tl 112, 188 ;
losses on rico of 11 54,005 •

charges for law suits 11.16,323, and further to a loss
of about 11.80,000 on the worldng charges on the pre-
ceding year. Against this there is a profit of 11.240^000
on interest account. The prospects for coffee are
favourable, and the estimate for this year exceeds
the crop of 1894 by 4,000 piculs, good prices have
already been made for the crop.— 7^. ^ C. Express.

^

Tue Outlook for Indian Tea.—Say.s the
Calcutta Coiiiinercial Corre.spondent of the Pio-
neer :

—

Calcutta, July 20.—The outlook for Indian tea is
decidedly promising. The consumption is extending
to Persi 1 . and Russia as v-eii as in the United King-
dom, C.'i.nada, the United States, Germany and the
Austr.alasian colonies, whicii means that although
supply is increasing, the demand seems likely to
keep pace. Tea shares may therefore be considered
a safe medium of fair interest-paying investments at
the present time, and this is confirmed by the ad-
vanced prices of all stocks.
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Haputalk, July 31.—Coffee is doing splendidly up
here, and estates are giving crops such as they have
not done these last six years. Of course, it is taking
it out of the trees considerably

;
but at present prices

proprietors are getting returns from the old berry
that few of ihem expected to secure again. Tea is

also doing very well, generally speaking. Undoubtedly
our tea, like the coffee in the old days, takes

a long time to show up, and is very slow maturing;
but Haputale will by-and-bye be as good a tea dis-

trict as any in the island. Its climate is not forcing

like most other districts, and the growth is slow, but
there is the soil, and one of these days there will

be a rush to buy estates, and the voice of the com-
pany-promoter will be heard in the land.

Tka Extension in the Southern Province.—Mr.

J. Simpson Scowcroft, the well-known planter returned

to Colombo today (5th) from Cralle, having been en-

gaged on the work of further opening up Mr. .leronis

Dias’s property at Matugama in the S. Province,

where Mr. Dias will eventually have a very large

te'a property. He originally bought 650 acres, 200

of which were lately opened up in tea by Mr. Scowcroft

while the latter is now busy felling the timber on

another 300 acres, and he expects to burn off in a

month. The proprietor of the land is negotiating

for the purchase of another ;150 acres adjoining his

present property, and has in view the acquirement

end of 1)000 acres in all, in which case he will

bo the owner of one of the largest estates in the

S. Province.

The Castleueagh Tea Company.—This concern,

until the end of last year, and while it failed to even

approach the prospects formed of it, was naturally

a “ much-abused company.” With no interim divi-

dend for 1694, the shares—eleven months ago—stood

at R65 ;
but on the strength of a rather unexpected

dividend of 8 per cent, for the year, they reached par

in March last. Then, as it became known that the

estimate of yield for 1895 was being realised practi-

cally in half the period, the price advanced until the

shares were quoted, as now, at R135, ex-dividend.

The dividend for the half-year ending June 30th

—

paid on Saturday last is 7 per cent., although, wo

understand, the profit for the same period ran into

“ double figures.” The estimate for 1895 was 130,000 lb.

of which 125,000 lb. were secured in the first six months

The superintendent has raised the figures for the year

to 180 0001 b. only, to be on the safe side, but it is

expected that this yield will be greatly exceeded.

Mr A. E. White is the manager of the estate,

and he deserves more than a word of praise for h a

work.

CoEFEA Stenophvlla.—Read the following repoit

from T. J. Eerguson, Esq., dated Calicut, 27th Eeb-

ruarv i895 :
—“ reply to your letter of the 16th

instant. I'plantcd the small supply of seed (in cherry)

of the Coffea stenophylhi immediately on receiving

it from you about the' end of June last. Only 10 ir

.Q £ seeds germinated and I only succeeded n

rnisiim 8 plants, all were weak and sickly at first*

several seeds germinated 2 months after the others.

I Pot fine well-grown healthy plants which have

now '1 irnirs of primaries, and average eight inches

n heiuht I have two healthy young plants with

five pairs of leaves, and one sickly plant with lour

pair of leaves. One of the largest plants has

Icen planted out in the open here tor some months

amon- some Arabian and Liberian hybrids fane ro-
amoiio

n,,noiitt which the Sierra Leone plant

'"'l
^ IwLf I an. sending all the plants, except

r,fO.W Sied to obovo, to bo planted In Wyna.td,

jySd b=^,:^“f
dllSt to beutve tl.ilt tl.o Siom, I.eone plnnto o«n
Cliiucuit lo

ordinary crops, it is so much

V fhan the smallest Arabica of the same age.”
smaller ['nt U.c s^

received from Mr. Woodrow
Reports

1
Mrs. 11. Munro,

:"t''^.r25i^Erm;ry.l8>k;Mr W. Oollan;
dated

i 7 t,p March: and Rev. Richter,

22nd Eebruary 189.5, stating that none

of the’ seeds sent gerininated.-fVocccdimy.v A,jn-llor-

licultund Hocictij of Madras.

Tree Trunks as Filters.—“A well-known Austrian
engineer, M. Efi.ster,” says the llaUmaii Itevien-, “ is

stated to have discovered a remarkable property of
the trunks of trees, namely, that of retaining the
salt of sea-water that has filtered through the trunk
in the direction of the fibres. He has consequently
constructed an apjiaratus designed to utilise this
pioperty in obtaining potable water for the use of
ships’ crews. This apparatus consists of a pump,
which sucks up the sea-water into a reservoir and
then forces it into the filter formed by the tree
trunk. As soon as the pressure reaches L5 to 2'5

atmospheres the w'ater is seen—at the end of from
one to three minutes, according to the kind of wood
used—to make its exit from the other extremity of

the trunk, at first in drops and then in fine streams,
the water thus filtered being potable, freed, in fact,

from every particle of the usual saline taste which
is such a drawback to water obtainable by ordinary
manner .—Public Opinion.

The “Indian Forester.”—June 1895 has for con-
tents ;

—Original Articles and Translations.—A Tour
in the Landes and visit to the French resin works,
by E. McA. Moir. Note on the Regulation of Forest
Concessions in Oudh, by ‘O.C.’ The quality of quickly
grown Teak-wood, by P.M. Lushington. Correspon-
dence.

—
’The Legal Position of Forest Rights, letter

from ‘ Seeding of the Thorny Bamboo,
letter from T.F. Bourdillon. Official Papers and In-
telligence.—The Resolution on Forest Policy : Circular
letter of the Inspector General of Forests. Reviews.

—

Forest Administration Reports for 1893-94 forAjmere
and the Forest Surveys. Report on the Nagpur
Experimental Farm for 1893-94. Forest Administra’
tion in Southern Australia, 1893-94. Shikar and
Travel. Elephant Catching Operations—The Sad
Sequel. Elephant Catching, letter from H B Bryant.
Extracts, Notes and Queries.—Obituary—H H Davis
and G A Richardson, Death of a Cape Forest Officer,

Walking Sticks and Umbrella Handles from New
South Wales, by -I II Maiden, Consumption of 'rimber
in the British Isles, by W R Fisher. The Whittall
Memorial. Timber and Produce Trade.

Till-; Cost ok an Indicateu House-Poweh.—An interesting pajier under this title was submit-
ted at the recent Montreal meeting of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers by DeCourcy
May, who summarised his subject in the following
table, showing the total cost of 1 I. H.-P. per an-
num for various engines :

—

365 days of 308 daj's of

24 hours. 10J hours

Kind of Engine. Coal per Coal per
2,240 lb. 2,2-10 lb.

Triple-expansion, $ $ $
pumping, Allis, 20 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

revs. . .
• 48 55 61 67 31 33 35 37

Triple-expension,
without pumps.
Allis, .50 revs. 27 33 39 45 16 18 20 22
Compound mill, best
engine .

.

29 36 44 51 17 19 21 24
Compound mill

average .

.

39 46 52 28 22 25 28 30
Compound electric

light average ..) 22 i:49 1.59 174 78 84 !W 96
Compound trolley.. 48 58 68 79 29 32 36 39
Triple-expansion

trollery .

.

45 54 64 74 26 29 33 36
Condensing mill .. 45 52 61 69 25 24 33 38
Non-condensing, .50

to 200 horse-power.

.

70 76 81 88 49 53 57 60

The figures for engines below 150 II.. P. VIirv so
widely that they have> been omitted. The abov(2 table
has been calculated, says the New York Klectricihi. as
far as possible from actual engines running under ordi-
nary conditions, but it is not pretended that the
figures rc'present true average values, the writer not
having been able to collect information from a
sufficient number of cases. The engines are nearly
all high-class and of largo powers

;
the figures in

the table are therefore rather below than above tho
average.
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CoFFEK IN UvA AND DUMr.APvA.—This is evi-

dently going to be a great year for what remains
of oollec in Haputsle and Madulsenia, and even
the nativ'es are beginning to look after tlieir old

trees. A traveller the other d.ay from Lower
Maturatta via Dnmbara to Kandy, found the

Sinhalese busy clciaring out and manuring their

coffee trees and full of the belief tliat all the

troubles of coffee were now over, and that an
era of prosperity was to set in !

West Haputale, August 2nd.—Tea doing very well

up here, one or two of the older places giving as

much as 600 lb. an acne, though high up. A big

clearing has just been burnt off on Meeriatenne,
belonging to Mr. G. Anderson, and of which his

son is in charge. There is a small clearing on
Yellatenne, and there will be more land opened on
Callander next year. The road through the Valley
to Ohia is nearly completed, there only being a
few more stones to blast, and rice and tea find their

way to the railway along it. The four miles have
been constructed for less than the planters’ estimate,

which was so much under Mr. Harvey's estimate.

Ceylon Plantehs Bound for the Far East.—Mr.
E. Walker, of Galloway Knowe, Nilambe is in Co-
lombo at present, and will leave for Singapore by
the French steamer on Thursday

;
his object being

to go on to Borneo, to a place to which he has
been recommended by Mr. W. D. Gibbon, Mr. Walker
intending to plant coffee there if he likes the look
of the land after inspecting it. If he decides to in-

vest he will remain in Borneo, but if he does not
like the prospect he will probably go on via Japan
and America to England, in which case he will re-

turn to Ceylon later. In any case he hopes to get
some good shooting in Borneo. His place on Gallo-

way Knowe has been taken by Mr. C. C. Herbert, of

Badulla, who has been working under Mr. Alison.

Another Ceylon planter bound for the Far East is

Mr. W. Greig, who will arrive in Colombo tonight

or tomorrow. Mr. Greig has for long worked on
Beaumont, Pussellawa, but that estate has lately

been taken over by a Limited Liability Company,
and he is going to Selangor to plant coffee. He
will leave by the same steamer that takes Mr.
Walker. Mr. Picken goes to Beaumont to join his

brother, the superintendent, in the working of the
estate.

Progress in Nya,ssaland.—Tlie British Con-
sul (Mr. idiiarpe) w'lio had just reached England
lias been giving information, reproduced in tlie

London Times of July 20tli, respecting tlie general

pro.spects of Ny.assaland, as follows:

—

“ The coffee crop this year is fully double that

of last year, and last year’s was double that of the
previous 12 months. From present indications the 1896
crop will be double that of this year, so it is

evident that enormous strides are being made. Al-

though the industry is only in its infancy, this year’s

crop will be over 200 tons. The revenue is steadily

increasing, and the returns up to April were con-

siderably in excess of those of 1894. British Central
Africa, with the Shire Highlands, is ns yet the solitary

instance of a successful agricultui’al colony within
tropical Africa. The work has not been done by
borrowed capital

;
it is genuine and sound business,

nearly all done by Scotchmen with their own small
capital, who are now getting good returns. A great
point about the country is its cheap labour, so that

in the future it will be able to compete with any
coffee-producing country. Another point is the com-
parative cheapness of transport, w’hichmnst speedily

become cheaper. A railway is badly - wanted from
the head of navigation on the Shire to Blantyre,
the centre of the coffee district, a distance of 60
miles.” The protectorate itself as it stands is about
as large as Great Britain, and it will be a very
long time before anything like the whole of it can
be opened up. In conclusion, Mr. Sharpe said :

—
“ An attempt is being made to see if it is not possible
to tame the zebra and make him of use for pur-
poses of transport. If this can be done the tsetse
fly will cease to be a terror so far as beasts of

burden are concerned,”

Elephants to the Rescue.—Not .-ilono in
Madulsima ami Hew^a Eliy.a are elephants desi-
<lerated .as tr.ansport aids by tea planters. W^e
hear tliat there is room .also for them in the
Kelani \ alley .and we m.ay shortly have .an e.v-
])eriment of the kind on a Valley estate. A
docile working elephant to drag in firewood,
carry te.a-bo.xes down ,aiul b.ags of rice np, might
be a very useful adjunct to a big Tea Factory.
The Oriental E.st'ate.s Co.—This is one of

the few (Jomi)auies connected wdtli Ceylon pl.ant-
ing, w'hose shareholders c.annot be congratulated.
There is no dividend to declare, although there
is .an a]jpreciable balance on the right” side to
carry on, in the Report we print elsewhere. But
then Ceylon is not at all to blame—the fault is

ith Mcauritius, as the following

Ceylon ; Income .

.

. . £56,827

„ Expenditure . . 39,388

Profit
. . £17,439

Mauritius : Income . . £51,732

,, Expenditure 52,753

Deficit .. £ 1,021

Our Tea Shipments up to the end of July are in
excess of those to the .same date of last ye.arlty over
9 million lb. Even if this e.xcess were not incre,ased
during the rem.aining five months, our total
shipments for 1895 would be 9.3.1 million lb. or U
million in exce.ss of the offici.al e.stimate. Fast ex"^-

perience show's that about 55 per cent of the ye.ar’s
crop is shipped in the first six months aiid 45
per cent in the latter half. This year gave a
kot.al of 51,(i6/,/16 lb. up to .30th .June and
.applying the proportion, w’e w’onld get 42,273,651
lb. from July to December or a total of 93,941,447
lb w'hich is very close on our previous estimate.
Ihe lesson would seem to be that betw'een this
date .and the end of the year Ceylon is not likely
to shi]) -at any rate to the United Kingdom

—

niucli (if finy) uioi'c tea tliuii she did durui" the
same period of last year.

"

How llRiTLSH Central a.s ivell as E.ast
Africa—is to be opened by r.ailway and steamers
IS -well show'n in the latest Contcriiporanj. If the
following plan is adopted, it will be a good thin f--

for the Nyassaland planters :— ”

The Contemporaiji contains a plea by Mr. G F
Scott Elliot for making our route into Uganda not
a Mombassa railway, but a highway, half to r.ailways
and half of rivers and lakes via Nyassaland. He
would make the merchant and his bales on the way
to Uganda, go first by steamer up the Zambesi and
Shird Rivers to the Shire highlands. Thence, by a
railway one hundred and twenty miles long to be
constructed to Matopc, from which point the upper
Shire is navigable, and goods can be carried to the
north end of Lake Nyassa. Here another railwa-y
(two hundred and forty miles) would lead to Lake
ianganyika Tanganyika gives a clear waterway of
four hundred miles to its northern end. Then another
r.ailway to the Karega River, and finally, down the
Karega River to the Victoria Nyanza. In favour of
this route Mr. Scott Elliot urges two tilings. It would
cost about half-a-million less than the Mombassa
railway, and it would kill two birds with one stone,
that is, w'hile opening up Uganda, it would also open
up the already flourishing settlements of British
Central Africa, and make a beginning of the Cape-
to-Cairo route. The proposal is a fascinating one,
and will no doubt be carried out some day; but
whether it ought to be done instead of—not as well
as—the Mombassa railw’ay, we cannot profess to
decide. That is a matter not for us, but forexpertij
like Captain Lugard and Colonel Colville.
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The Cacao Cuop—now setting in tlie Matale
and other districts is likely to be late through
the cIVect of the [trolonged drought. It is pos-

sihlc that the harvesting may not take i>lace till

January, so making a considerable dift'erence

in the exports of cacao for this year.

Coffee Cultivation at Poet Dickson.—During June
Mr. B. M. Lumsden arrived for the purpose of taking

up his concession of 2,000 acres of land at the 11th

mile on the railway for the purpose of cultivating cof-

fee, and the survey has since been completed
;
clear-

ings for three nurseries have been made and extensive

felling of jungle is to be started in September next.

Mr. Lumsden is expected to return in November from
England .—Pinang Gazette.

Crekn Bug on Coffee and Lady Beetle.s.

—We regi'et to learn from Mr. Bagot, whose

letter appears elsewhere, that so far, Mr. Green’s

enterprise in indenting for the lady beetles—

(said to be the special enemy of the bug insect on

the orange trees and expected to do the same
wood seriuce on coffee)—has not met with success,

^he beetles eh ordered, all arrived dead, through

being imt into pill-boxes without any air holes.

We slmuld have expected the State Board of

Horticulmre, California, to have understood better

how to .send such insects on a long voyage.

We trust the next attempt may jnove a full

success, botli for Mr. Green’s sake and for that of

our remaining holders of collee upcountry.

OVERPnODUCTiON OF Tka.—

M

r. J. Berry White,

Chairman of the Jokai Tea Company, hail .some

caustic remarks about his neighbours in his ad-

dress at the annual meeting of the Company:—

In our report we refer to this in the paragraph

regarding the market price during the last year,

w'hich was, on the whole, very favourable. The firm-

ness of the market was no doubt in a great measure

due to the fact that the yield was several

million pounds under what was expected. In the

current season an increase of nearly 20
,
000,000 lb,

is expected from India and Ceylon. This increase,

I have no doubt, will be absorbed, but at the cost

of a fall in the average sale price of all low and

medium class teas. I do not expect the special teas

of Darjeeling and of Upper Assam will be much
affected, as they have particular qualities w’hich can-

not be produced elsewhere; so the loss will fall on

what I regard as the chief sinners in causing over-

production—the Indian districts of the Dooars and

Sylhet and the Island of Ceylon. I have spoken in

a somewhat pessimistic tone of the consequences of

this over-production. I hope you will not misunder-

stand me : I have no fear whatever for the future

of our properties. We have been looking forward to

some crisis consequent upon over-production for

some time past, and have been putting our house

in order. We have now our properties so fully

equipped with labour, machinery, buildings and trans-

port that after this year our expenditure must bo

very much less, and, notwithstanding the heavy out-

lay on bctierments, we have kept the capital cost

per acre of our cultivation at about £40. I do not

apprehend that there will be any reason for reducing

our dividend in future years, unless the crisis, when

it comes if it ever does come—be of a much more

severe and far-reaching character than there is any

reason at present to expect.

Mr Alex. liaurie of tlie Jhanzie Tea A.ssociation

It the annual meeting, wa,H more genial :—

Before making the proposal to adopt the report,

let me impress on our shareholders the great advant-

age that would arise to the tea industry generally

if evervone interested in Indian and Ceylon tea would

combine to promote an increased demand for these

teas. If everyone would only help a little by writing

to friends in America, Canada, and similai places,

urging the advantages offered by the use of Indian

and Ceylon teas, in preference to the weaker teas

from China and Japan, the aggregate of good to the

industry would be immense,

Kola Nut. —As of general intere.st to the culti-

vators of Kola, we readily give a place to the
following information sent us by Mr. Philip,

Kandy :

—

“Our foreign agents write under date 25th Juno,
1895 as follows :—

‘ You will have to be very careful

to see that you do not plant or distribute what is

known as ‘ Sweet Kola,’ that is the seed that has
four or five cotyledons and divisions in it, as it is

most difficult to do anything with it. The seed is

principally sold in powder to adulterate the ordinary
‘ Kola ' {•iteiTulia acuminata). Our Kola nut plants
are of the true cultivated superior variety.’

’’

Advertising Ceylon Tea.—The Ceylon tea
planting industry is regarded with great interest

l)y London journals, who are always ready to

extend a friendly lead to reports concerning it.

It reflects great credit on all concerned in push-
ing tlie interests of Ceylon tea that the indus-

try receives a remarkable amount of gratuitous
advertising, and this has done a great deal
towards popularising Ceylon tea with the
Britisli public, who like to have their attention
continually directed to a really good thing,

'riiis is what an evening paper says :
“ Some

idea of the extent of the Ceylon tea industry may be
gatliered from the fact that to produce last year’s

crop of exjiortcd tea no less than .340,000,000 lb. of

green leaves were gathered from the plants, and
conveyed for the most part on the backs of the
jiickers to the factories for manufacture. Last
year there were about 305,000 acres of land in the
island planted with the tea shrub, and there is

every prosiiect of this acre.age being doubled
within another ten years.”
The Indian Tea A.s.sociation in London.—

AVe direct attention co the able and comprehen-
sive Report of the Conniiittee of this body for

the year 1804-9.5, as given on our fourth page
today. “New Markets” is of course one of the
most ini]>ortant subjects treated and in this

“America” leads the way. The Committee is

extremely hopeful of the prospect, due mainly
to the good and persevering work of Mr.
Blechynden with the comparatively small amount
of funds at his command. AVe read :

— “ AVith
“ further energy, perseverance and the nece.ssary
“ funds, the future of Indian tea in North
“ America is novv assured but the Committee
call on the planters for subscriptions, so as “ to
“ ))ress forward with vigour for one year more,
“ at leant, the work of advertising and introduc-
“ ing the tea to the American public.” Now
we consider this good news to be as im|)ortant
in the interests of Ceylon as in those of India

;

and indeed our Planters’ As.sociation might well
pass a vote of thanks to Mr. Blechynden and
liis Committee for the valuable solid advance
they have made against the common foe, during
a period lost by Ceylon through prolonged dis-

cussion. In the re))ort before ns we have the
])roposal for “ joint action” very clearly put and
after reading the “ conditions ” we are almost
as .sorry as the Committee that it has fallen

through. Two points of importance were that
India had to contribute as much as Ceylon
namely £‘2,500

; while it also gave £.5«X) for the
Commissioner against £ 1.000 from Ceylon which
was to ha\ e the selection. The scheme for work-
ing, so far as the heads in this Kejiortgo, seems
(juite a feasible one. But it is no n.><e regretting
what is bi'yond our reach now, .and ive can only
hope Mr. Mackenzie null do his best in adver-
tising, at b'ood Shows and by other means toacegn-
tu.ate and increase the advance already m.ade.—
There is a good deal more of useful information
in the Report which indicates a great deal of work
done on behalf not simply of Indian, but of British

grown teas.
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VARYING CLIMATES AND EXPERIENCES.

Life in the Tropica—as we are daily reminded—is

not without ita drawbacks. Some are even disposed
to think that our own favoured isle of Ceylon has
more than her fair share of discomforts. Yet those
who take the trouble to compare the conditions of

other climes, find that the worries and sufferings—
like the blessings—are upon the whole pretty equally
divided

:

—
“ As different good by Art or Nature given
To different nations makes their blessings even.”

Few who experienced and survived the last winter
in Britain will live long enough to forget the seve-
rity of the frost diming January and February of

this year, and now from the Antipodes we have ac-

counts of a similarly abnormal wave of icy cold in
July, the height of winter of course there. Private
letters speak of the thermometer approaching Zero,
with burst water-pipes in the inland towns of New
South Wales; while daily skating on the upper reaches
of the Lachlan adds a new experience doubtless
much enjoyed by the young “ Cornstalks.” But what
about the orchards? There’s poor Towser who left

his native Devon 30 years ago to devote his life almost
single-handed to the formation of an Orangery. What
a sad disaster this bitter frost must be to him 1—apples,
pears and grapes ai’e of course safe; hut alas for those
delicious oranges which promised such a rich reward 1

I might have imagined the thermometer of my friend
being a little out—like the Irishman’s which “ did
not affect the temperature”; hut here comes a cut-
ting from the Sydney Morning Jlerahl of the
lltn July:—
The Cold Weather.—At 6 o’clock yesterday morning the

lowest reading at the Observatory within the 24 hours
was reached, namely, 29'2 on the grass, or over 4j degrees
higher than on Tuesday morning. Some of the imand
temperatures were, liowever, startling in their frigidity.
At Kiandra the mercury fell to 10 deg. below zero, 42 degrees
of frost. Kiandra, holding the most elevated position in
the colony, is always sure to be returned at the head of
the poll, under the circumstances. Yesterday afternoon a
block of ice 2^in. thick was brought into Parramatta from
Castle Hill. It was taken out of a pond in one of the
orchards. In the morning the ice in this pond was over
3iu. thick.

Imagine the effect of 2§ inches ice at Parramatta.
The great drawback to the Australian climate is not

however the danger from extreme cold, but the extreme
variableness of the temperature. It is this that kills

off the poor Anglo-Indian who goes in search of a
perfect climate, tortures the squatter’s wife with neu-
ralgia and himself with rheumatism. A daily variation
of 40° to 50° Fahrenheit is quite common. More
safe is the old country with all its severity.

Here in Ceylon we do not boast of a perfect cli-

mate, but we at least run no risks from frost, while
the range of temperature at medium altitudes is mar-
vellously little. In the bungalow in which I reside,
situated at 2,000 feet above sea level, the thermo-
meter has just varied 3° viz., from 74° to 77° within
the past month. Warmer than necessary certainly,
but quite compatible with perfect health. As a proof
of this I lately came across two Eiu’opean ladies
who for 30 years have not been off the estate for a
single night and never a day ill 1 After this, who
will dare to disparage the climate of Hantane,
But apart from the climate, Australia has many disad-

vantages from which we are spared in this compara-
tively free country. The iniquitous system of Pro-
tection still prevailing there, the hateful jealousy of

neighbours, the unutterable selfishness of the “ squa-
tocrat ” are fast completing the ruin of those dis-

jointed colonies
;
and it is much to be feared that,

until the Japs or Chinese seriously threaten an in-

vasion, no united action for any good or useful
purpose is possible there. I take the following cut-
ting from the Sydney Mail of 13th ult. to show the
absurd length to which protection can be carried
even in the most enlightened and liberally disposed
of those ridiculously over-governed colonies :

—

Under date 3rd June, 1895, Mr. William Hicks writes
from South Apsley, Cow Flat P.O., N. M, W.,—“ Having
ni-'t with a severe accident at Ueorge’s Plains in Mareli
1894, by which I lost a leg, I am importing an artificial
leg from America. On arrival of the limb in Sjalney
I am infox'raed that I must pay a duty of V.'l os lud on
the same. Now I think that Is very unjust. Before ordering

25

the leg I did not take the trouble to find out if a duty
was to be pahl, never dreaming for a moment that a
cripple would have to pay duty on an artificial limb in
any part of the British Empire, and I wa.s very much
surprised to find that such is the case. The fTovernment
might as well charge a passenger with an artificial leg, or
crutches, a duty before allowing him to walk ashore, even
If the .same was attached to liLs body. Will von please
bring the case before the proper authorit}-, ' with the
object of obtaining a refund of the dutv, and notify me
If such can be obtained ? I would mit ask you to do
this for me only I think that the omission of artificial
limbs from the free list is an error, owing, no doubt to
the rarity of such imports, and that the duty is v< rv
severe on a man in my position.” As previously stated no
redress could be given.

’

Now our Government may be urgently in need of
much improvement. We have the indefensible one-
sided tax on rice, and the contemptible tax on light
still staring ua in the face

; but we have not come
to anything so asinine as a tax on wooden legs
which a whole Legislative Council could not repeal

!

One would imagine that there the all-powerful work-
ing man had these matters very muoli in his own
hand, but it must be confessed that the Australian
labourist is politically the very prince of idiots.— Oftf
Colonist.

The present mail brings us worse news still from
New Zealand in regard to weather. Fancy 200,000
sheep perishing in one county ! The following extract,
is sent us from Dunedin by an old Ceylon resident :

—

CHRbSTCHURCH, July 10.
Snow commenced to foil in the city about 8 o’clock this

morning, and a couple of hours later was lying on the ground
to the depth of three inches. In the northern districts the
fall is heavier. 'I'he farmers are having an anxious time
in removing stock to sheltered spots, 'rlie snowstorm tills
moniing was tlie he.aviest in the district for years. It
thawed very little during the day, and tliere is a very
sharp frost toniglit. It is feared tliere will be a great
loss of sheep in the back country.
News from country districts states that the fall of snow

this morpiiij^ lias been very heavy. The mortality among
sheep within the district will, be very heavy, and it is
stated that 80 per cent of those got are very weak, and
have been subsisting by eating tlie wool off the dead ones.
The loss of stock in the Mackenzie country is expected

to prove serious. 'Tlie rabbits are said to be dying in
numbers, and are so tame that they will allow themselves
to be handled. Tliey can be seen in scores in tfie sheep
camps, disputing the sheep’s right to a solitary tussock
brouglit to view by the continual movement of the sfieep.
Tlie latter are so weak that they can liardly walk out
of the camp when tracks are made for them. 'The winter
has been worse than any previous one because the snow-
storms liave been so continuous, witliout a tliaw to forni
a crust on whicli tlie sheep can walk. It is estimated on
good autliority (.says the Oainani Mail) tfiat 200,000 sheen
have perished in tlie Waitaki County during the late severe
weather.

THE HYDROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF TEA-
A gentleman with a scientific training writes us:

—

I have received by this mail a brief note regarding
tea from a friend who is working in conjunction with
me in my researches. I mentioned some time ago,
what, my customers said regarding tea sent home
in bulk and packet. That the bulk tea was as different
from the packet tea. “as night [from day.” The
flavour being quite different. I instructed my friend
to try and find, what the loss of flavour was due to
in the bulk tea which was retailed out, in paper
packets. In his letter’ he says that he opened a
lead packet and exposed it to the action of the air,
the tea was carefully weighed exactly 452 grammes.
It was laid aside for 56 hours and then weighed was
found to weigh 4.55’792 grammes, and at the end of
three days, that is 72 hours, it was’ again weighed
and the increase was found to be 5’42 grammes, that
is the tea weighed 457'42 after exposing it for 72
hours to the action of the atmosphere

;
or to be better

understood by those who are not used as yet to the
metric system, the weight increased by nearly IJ
drams, 452 grammes being equal to one lb. almost.
This increased weight was soon lost by placing the
tea in a mattress containing Calcium Chloride, and
heating it to 100° F. This proves that the increase
was due to the absorption of moisture from the
atmosphere. I hope to hear more from him regard-
ing his further experiments. I think the above ought
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to be sufficient to make tbe planters pay some
attention to Mr. T. Christy’s letter appearing in the
columns of the Observer of the 19th ult. Mr. Christy
does not ireed to apologise for the advice given as it

is of the utmost importance, to exclude the atmos-
phere from Ceylon tea owing to their Hvdroscopic
properties.

EARLY DAYS ON THE AORAS.
{Fro7)i a Corresjiondent.)

I began on Sutton in tlie Agras in 1871 and
’72, and sul)sequently on Clydesdale and Ardlaw
in ’74, all in coilee. Perhaps some of the jiresent-

day jdanters of that district could scarcely

picture to themselves tlie rougli life led by the
pioneers in those districts pof-a-century ago.

How when liuiiting Elk we came upon (iliisgow

estate then in the middle of jungle, and where
we killed a Sambur while swimming or wading
across the stream. And many a liunt we liad on
Holmwood (then not opened) bordering the
Ropats; when the meet oi the Dimbula Hounds
with Wiggin, Tom Rrabazon, young Renny,
Pilkington, MacCall and the Grays often hun-
ted on the plains—separately with packs

;

when the melted glass of the burnt down
Duke’s Hut, could be found on the Patnas, near
Fisher’s Pool ; and when Atherton’s bungalow
near Land’s End w'as standing, and now only a
chimney marks the spot as you say.

^

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, the 25th Juiif, 1895.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned
inventions have been ;nled, during the week ending
20th .July 1895, under the provisions of Act V of 1888.

—

For an improved device for Weeding Nurseries or

Plantations—230 of 1895.—William Hose, of lioydon
Rectory, Diss, in the County of Norfolk, England,
Planter for an improved device for weeding nurseiies

or plantaions.
Whereas the inventors of the undermentioned in-

ventions have respectively failed to pay the fees

within the time limited in that behalf, it is hereby
notified that the exclusive privilege of making selling

and using the said inventions in British India, and
of authorising others so lo do, has ceased :

—

For improvements in machinery or Apparatus for

Rolling or curling Tea Leaf.— 142 of 1.S88.—Mr. H.
Thompson’s invention for improvements in machinery
or apparatus for rolling or curline tea leaf. (Speci-

fication filed, 17th April 1889 .)—Indian Engineer.

^
COFFEE-GROWING IN PERU.

In a consular report on the trade and commerce
of Callao, Mr. G. W. Wilson has embodied a pam-
phlet in regard to the coffee-growing districts of

Peru, printed in lima last .July. The writer of this

says ;—Peru has been known for many years as a

coffee-producing country, but the coffee grown on
the coast has been absorbed by domestic consump-
tion, and Peru's appearance as an exporter of coffee

is of recent date, although she is now likely to be

a considerable competitor with other countries.

Coffee-planting began and coffee is still cultivated

with success near the port of Pacasmayo. But al-

though the cultivation on the coast could be some-
what extended, it must always remain re.strictcd, as

there are only certain favoured localities in which

the planter can hope for a good return. Tbe region

which Peru offers to the coffee planter, unsurpassed

in fertility, and almost unlimited in extent, is situ-

ated on the eastern slopes of the Andes, among the

network of streams and rivulets that find their way
into the great affluents of the Ainazon. This re-

giou, known as the moutniia has hitherto been shut

off from the world by lack of communications, and

above all by the difficulty of crossing the high ridge

of the Cordillera that bars it from the coast. In
spite of these difficulties, coffee has been cultivated
both in the south in the gold-bearing districts of

Sandia and Carabaya, and in the centre of Peru in

the valleys of Chanchamayo, Vitoc, and Iluanuco.
It is the Chanchamayo district—for most of the
coffee that passes under the names of Yitoc or

Huanuco comes from Chanchamayo—which is the
real coffee-planting district of Peru, and it is the
production of this region that has elevated Peru to

the rank of a coffee-exporting country. This is

due to the completion of the central or Oroya rail-

by the Peruvian Corporation to its present termi-
nus at Oroya. . . .

• The output ol coffee from
the whole region w'as about 1,500 tons in 1893. but
extensive planting has lately taken place, and pro-

duction will shortly be trebled.

It is considered that coffee can be raised at the ex-

pense of 5 Peruvian soles per quintal, or 1001b., the
yield of a tree after the thircT year being about 3 lb.

Clearing ground is easy, the hill-sides being covered
with dense but light timber, easily felled and burned.
The average cost of clearing may be taken at 05 soles

(Of 10s) a hectare, or 20 soles (2f 12s) per acre. The
number of plants that can be introduced with advan-
tage on a hectare is about 1,700 to 1,800, or ray 700 to

the acre, although a larger number are often put into

the ground. Young plants can be obtained for 5 soles
(10s) per 1,000.

Coffee is usually bought at the planter’s door by
Italian houses in Tarma at prices varying from 18
soles (1/ 16s) to 30 soles {31). and the cost of trans-
port of a quintal from Chanchamayo or from the
Peremi to the port of Callao by mule and railway is

from 4 to 5 soles per quintal. Recent lots have been
sold in New York at 22c (gold) per lb., a price which is

equal to that of the best Mexican or Central American
with the exception of one or two favoured qualities, and
will improve when the coffee is better cleaned for the
market. Freight to New York from Callao by the
Merchant’s Line is 3l per ton, while the British
Royal Mail Company^ have recently put down their
rates from 5/ to 4.1, in expectation ol increased pro-
duction.
The principal difficulty of cultivation in the Peru-

vian montana lies in the broken character of the ground.
Thi- in itself is favourable to coffee cultivation, as the
hill sides afford slopes where the young plants can be
raised without being exposed to the sun all day long,
and the expense of protecting the young plants by
artificial shade is avoided Besides coffee,
cocoa, tobacco, indigo, rice, sugar-cane, maize, drc., can
be grown on the Perene, while wild vanilla is found in
the forest, and could be brought under dome.stic culture.
An experimental plantation ol tea is also being made.— Grocer, .June 22.

FASHION IN TIMBER.
For many years there lias been a falling-off

in tlie (leinaiul for many varieties of ornamental
timber such as were at one time generally used
liy cabinet-makers in England. The effect of this
has been especially noticeable in the periodical
circulars issued by the lar;re timber-broking firms,

such as Mos.sr.s. Churchill and Sime and others.
Our own local sales are also evidence of this

fact. Not very long .ago, ebony offered for sale here
failed to obt.ain anything like satisfactory bidding.
A corres])Oiident rein.-irking upon the failure, ob-
serves that there must be some reason for this

falling-off. He finds this, he tells us, in the
unsatisfactnry character of the work now done
in hard wo.ads generally. He .«ays that ho re-

cently imported some of the antique ebony fur-

niture offered for .sale at the London curio
auctions. In his opinion there was no compari-
son to be drawn between the work in such
wooil of a century or two back and the modern
exemidars of it to be obt.ained from the London
(uibinet-makers, cvmi of those of the highest stand-
ing. It is rather difficult to decide why this should
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l)e the case; hut tlio explanation is probably to be

found in the disinclination of buyers of the luesent

time to pay the jirices of a byegone af^e. In ebony

furniture more tlian one century old, one can find

none of that loosening and gaping of joints

that is said to characterize the work of modern
manufacturers. Why this contrast should be

observalile, it is dilKcult to account for, save

under the supposition that the present rage for

cheapness renders it impossible for the careful

work to be done that is noticealde in the mas-

terpieces of some of the, older cabinet-making
celebrities. As the result we learn that ebony
and many of the ornamental timbers are going

out of fashion at home. The beautiful carved

work of Bombay is for the same reason largely

ignored, while for cabinet work of two centuries

back almost fabulous prices are still given. It

cannot be denied that the tools fitted for working
in these hard woods have greatly improved in qua-

lity, and are at the same time much lower in price

than they were when these antique specimens,

so eagerly .sought after, were made.

A safe conclusion is, therefore, that the reason

for tile change in fashion which tells .so seriously

upon the prices obtained for many of our hard
ornamental woods is more due to inferior work-
mansbl]) than to any other cause. Imjirovemcnts in

mechanical workingfail to compensate forthat labo-

rious ami loving work that characterized the furni-

ture of a century or so back. Even the best ma-
chinemade watches fail to compete with the hand-

work of some sixty or seventy years ago. One
critic says he has in use a chronometer worn
by himself and his father before him for over

sixty years. It never varies from its regulated

speed, and from year’s end to year’s end it never

requires alteration. No modern machine-made
Avatch, however costly, gives such results. Ana-
logous reasons, it is believed, are the cause

for modern hard wood ornamental furniture

failing to find its former demand. Ebony,
owing to the peculiarity of its grain, cannot be

satisfactorily fashioned by any mechanical process.

Each separate piece reiiuires to be dealt with
separately and intelligently. The art af doing

this does hot remain among even the most skil-

led workmen of this age. In this fact, is found the

reason why of late years there has been a marked
falling-off in the demand for furniture made of

this class of woods, and for the failure to obtain

prices for ebony, satinAVOod, tkc.
,

eiiuivalent to

those of even a ([uarter of a century back. Un-
der all the conditions of our time, Ave fear the de-

mand can .scarcely be likely to rise again to its

former level.

ORIENTAL ESTATES COMPANY :

THE CAUSES WHICH HAVE AFFECTED THE
COMPANY’S REVENUE—THE OUTLOOK

FOR SUGAR.
The ninth annual ordinary general meeting of the

Oriental Estates Company, Limited, was held yester-

day, at Winchester House, Old Broad-street, E.C.,

under the chairmanship of Mr. Quintin Hogg.
The Secretary (Mr. Henry Greey) having read the

notice convening the meeting.
The Chairman said : In moving the adoption of

the report and accounts, I should like to give you
a sketch of what has been going on both in

Ceylon and in Mauritius, the good we have met
with and the evil that we have had to contend
against, and the results of our stewardship. Let me
begin with Ceylon. The weather there, tliough not
very adverse, has not been very favourable, and
the result has been a slight diminution in the out-

turn of the estates, which however, is not of import-

ance. It amounts to about 40,0001b in the pro-
duction of tea but that has been met by a more
than corresponding economy in the cost of produc-
tion. This cost is, I think a fraction below that
on other large blocks situate somewhat the same as
ours. The price, which in July last year had fallen
to a very low ebb indeed gradually rose until it

showed an advance of nearly 2d per lb. This year
there has been a gradual decline again until we
have nearly reached the figure ruling last July. One
element in the low prices hist July was the heavy
stock with which we commenced the year, and the

E
rice obtained for tea to-day is by no means helped

y the rumours which come to hand from more than
one quarter of very considerable extension in India
of tea plantations. It seems that we can take here
something like 120,000,0001b of Indian tea 80,000,000lb,
of Ceylon and 40,000,0001b. of China. If there should be
a fall in price, it is not unreasonable to expect that some
of the lower qualities of China tea may fail to come
here, and they may be further supplanted by the
lower qualities of Indian and Ceylon. It is difficult

to foretell what may occur
;

but there seem to be
reasonable grounds for that hope. Those of you who
haA’e for some time followed the conditions of our
Ceylon estates have noticed that there has been a
considerable amount of land under cultivation which
has not yet come into bearing. The policy of the
board before I joined it, which was recommended by
Mr. Rutherford and approved by you here, was to ex=

tend and get into cultivation all the land fit for that
purpose that you possessed. There are about 1,200

acres which are opened and under cultivation, and
which give us no return. When these areas come
into bearing, our general cost of tea will be re*

duced. Then, again, we have had not infrequently
during the past to erect a factory at an expense
of several thousand pounds, and although, as we
carry on such a large business, we may expect in

the future to have some small items of machinery
and extension to provide for

;
yet we hope we shall

not have to erect a new factory or to spend so
much as during the last few months. The lines laid
down by Mr. Rutherford have been satisfactory to
the board, and have worked out very well

;
I hope

they meet with your approval also by their results.

Noav let me turn to the Mauritius potion. I
stand before you somewhat envious, because it

is much more hopeful to grow sugar in a siU’er

country than in a gold country. What Mauritius would
be witn a gold standard I cannot think

;
but by paying

your wages in silver there you have a much better
chance of weathering the storm than in the bulk of
English colonies, where paying wages in gold means
paying almost double. For many estates last year,
with its extraordinarily low prices and most disastrous
fall, is the worst I have known in my business career.
I had only one estate that did not lose considerably.
On your estates you lost a comparatively small sum.
I suppose there are few sugar-cane estates, Avith

the exception of thosesilver countries and with virgin
soil and special reasons for cheap production, which can
show anything like an even balance-sheet this year.
The great fall occurred in 1884, and we have had
nothing approaching it since, but in 1894 we had a
fall below the lowest point yet reached, both beet and
cane going loAver than ever before in the history of

sugar. Though this was a-seinous matter, and involved
a loss of T4 a ton on low^p^iced sugars and of £3 a
ton on the better classes, the trouble was aggravated
by two other minor matters, which we should not,
however, under ordinary circumstances, have looked
upon as being minor ones. I refer to the
weather, Avhich in Mauritius was not at all

favourable, and also to the cane disease. At
the last meeting I told you there was a slight loss

from cane disease. No provision had been made for
it in the previous estimates, as our manager did not
think it would amount to anything very serioii.s

; but
last year in estimating for the crop about AA'hich we
are talking today he did allow on one estate. It is

not one of the company’s estates, though you practi-

cally control it. The alloAvance made was ,500,000

lb. out of 5,000,000 lb., which we thought was not
unreasonable; but the misfortune was that it waa
only gne-third of what ought to have been allowed
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the loae amoiiutiiij,' to 1,500,000 lb. That loss, together
with the low prices, instead of making that estito
the head of the list for production and pioxits,

put it very low down in the list indeed. The disease
did not affect the other estates to anything like the
same extent, and so. though the quality of the
cane was not so good, we have no great reason to

complain of the disease. At Britannia the sugar in

the cane, instead of averaging a trifio over 13 per
cent., averaged only a little over 11 per cent.

The three adverse factors, therefore, have been the
low prices, the disease, and the weather. The weather
is not a serious item. It has diminished our output,
but to nothing like the same extent as the disease.

We have had, very unwillingly, slightly to increase
our holding in Mauritius; but there was an estate
which was being partitioned right in the heart of one
of our properties, and which we took up owing to

the need 01 giving a certain amount of land rest at
Britannia. You have in your employ Mr. Nash, our
head attorney, and Mr. Byrd, who take a very in-

telligent interest in the cultivation of sugar, and who
are very well up to date in their operations. They
have been resting the land largely, and giving it nitro-

gen by growing green crops and ploughing them in. Not
only have they been able to give the necessary nitro-

gen in a better form than by the application of ma-
nure, but the manager tells me there is the greatest pos‘

sible difference in the appearance of the canes which
have been undel' these green crops and those which
have not been so treated. To enable us to put the

land thrown out under these green crops 300 acres

were bought near the Britannia property. The dir-

ectors did not want to buy the land but Mr. Nash
recommended them to do so, and, believing it was
in the interests of the company, the purchase was
sanctioned. The opinion of the board is that we
ought not to increase in Mauritius if we can avoid
it. I am glad I did not prophesy last year as to

the future of the sugar estates, for I should not
have prophesied a fall of .li-l a ton, and that fall

would have nullified any remarks 1 should have bad
to make. We have now all we can do to weather
the storm. We have sent out the most stringent in-

structions about the limitation of expenditure, we
have been through the estates and found out the
lowest point at which they could have produced in

favourable years, and we have given a definite

limit which will prevent your losing money at

these prices. I do not think they can con-

tinue, and for this reason ; Other people are losing

very much more heavily than we are and it,

is quite clear that the present price of sugar is below
the cost of production on the Continent, and also

below the cost of production in most parts of Cuba.
Of course, I must except a few places with special ad-

vantages
;
but in the long run I look for some Increase

in the price of sugar. We must not lose sight of the
disturbances in Cuba. Some men were expecting
1,000,000 lb. from the island ;

they are now talking of

600,000 lb. or 700,000 lb. 1 believe both figures are

extreme
;
for the production could hardly have reached

1,000,000 lb., and it would not be as low as 600,000 lb.

Apparently, the insurgents are insisting on the man-
agers not cultivating their estates. You will have
noticed something in the Times about it. The insur-

gent leaders have been saying that the Bpanish of-

ficals will stay in the island as long as there is a

revenue, aiid the only way to send them back is

to stop the Revenue—that is, the cultivation—and
these declarations may have a certain amount of ef-

fect. Tlie insurrection is not confined to any particu-

lar spot, but the insurgent leaders have gone on
the principle of scattering their forces all over

the country, and harrying those who do not agree

with them. Some sugar estates are escaping this by

paying a subvention to the insurgents
;
but all will

not do that, and perhaps some, after they have done
it, will still bo harried. The result in Cuba must
tend, at any rate, to have some beneficial (dfect upon
the price of sugar in the market. I will now lor-

mally move the adoption of the report and balance-

alieet which are in your hands.

Mr. Alex. W. Crichton soconded the resolution, and,

in doing so, attributed the non-declaration of a

dividend entirely to the climatic and other circum
stances w-hich had existed in Mauritius.

In reply to questions.
The Cii!i'>-man said that i’15,(KX) i-epresented mainly

controlling interests in certain Mauritius estates
which w'ere not ac<iuired by the present board, but
which were part or its inheritance. The directors
were working them to the best of their ability. With
regard to dividends, the directors deemed it unwise to

distribute anything at the present time, as it was
necessary for the company to have a certain amount
of working capital. Borrowing at high rates was
often ruinous, and the sugar business was very risky.

The reserve was on deposit at the bank.
Tbe report was adopted.
On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr.

Rutherford, Mr. Norman W. Grieve was re-elected
a director.

Messrs. Welton, Jones & Co. were re-appointed
auditors, and a further resolution was passed to re-

quest them in future to add to the certificate the
following words, or words to a like effect—viz, that
“ the balance-sheet is a full and fair balance-sheet,
and correctly exhibits the true position of the company.”
Mr. C. J. Thomas proposed a vote of thanks to

the chairman and directors, which was seconded by
Mr. C. Bishop, and passed unanimously .—Fimncial
News, July a6.

CHINA TEA EXPORTS AND CONFUSING
STATISTICS.

The experienced journali.st who i.s gouil enough
to send us the special teiegiani.s of Tea Ship-

ments from the Far East to the United King-
dom, writes under date, Hongkiuig, J uly 2o :

—
“ Of course you understand that these telegrams

only cover the shipments to Great Britain. There
is now a good deal which goes direct to the Continent,
beside what goes to Odessa, which alone takes more
than Great Britain does now that you, by putting

tea into the mouths of the people there, have taken
the bread out of the mouths of your unfortunate
brethren in China.

“ Statistics are becoming increasingly difficult to

get ; merchants go by the season
;
the Customs by

the year ; some returns are in chests and half-chests,

some in lb., and what is worse the Chambers of Com-
merce of the different ports won’t work together and
the merchants even won't work with their own Cham-
bers. Not even the Customs figures when they come
to be made up are correct, for they do not include

what comes to Hongkong by junk from Kwangtung
and Kwangsi for shipment here. I wish Japan had been
allowed and induced to take over the whole of China
and ‘ run ’ it in the intelligent and enterprising

way they do things in their own country.”

THE AGRICULTURAL MAGAZINE.
The following are the contents of the August

number:— Dairying, Occasional Notes, Rainfall

taken at the School of Agriculture during. luly,

Law.s of (-'eylo)ii Relating to Agriculture, Bazaar
Dings in Veterinary Practice, Lady Birds, The
Value of Kainit, An important Letter about Rhea,
Contagious Diseases of Insects, Dairy Pickings,

Camphor, Common Mortar, Rhea (Ramie) and
China Grass—a Distinction, and General Items.

The two articles on lady bird.s and contagious
diseases of insects are specially interesting, as

dealing with a subject which is prominently be-

fore the planting community at )>resent, viz., the

t.aking advantage of natural mean.s of destroying
insect enemies. The article on kainit serves to

show that jiotash is a far more important in-

greilient of manures than it is generally considered

to be. We are glad to liml that there is a tic

mand on the part of private laml -owners for the

animiUs bred lu the Go\ crninent dairy farm.
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SALES OF CKOWISi LANDS.

We direct the attention of tlie Ooverninent—

since the Dnr])ar lias already closed—to the

letter of a practical planter on this subject in

another column. It shows how great is the

amount of red tajic which clogs the way of

business in the direction referred to, and how

very discouraging is the present attitude of,

at least some, Oovernment Agents and the otli-

cers whom they intlnence, in respect of appli-

cations for land. Never were the doings of an

obstructive circumlocution olHce more fairly

delineated, or the unwise action of the Gov-

ernment Agent for the Western Province more

explicitly condemned. But the point is whether

such action may not be the outcome of the

deliberate, thougn undeclared, policy of the Gov-

ernment ? It has apparently taken credit in some

quarters for laying an embargo on local land

sales, the result being as our corres))ondent point

out, to drive a great deal of capital out of

the island, and .some of our best and most ex-

perienced colonists to exjiloit new planting entcr-

prise.s in Java, Sumatr.a, the Malayan Peninsula,

and Central Africa. We have no fault to find

witli sucli new cnter])risc ;
but certainly from

the point of view of the ])Cople cand tax])ayers

of Ceylon—whose interests (and not those of

any one limited class) should be guarded and

promoted by Government,—the movement is a

dubious one. In supposing tliat tlieir do-nothing

policy checks local “over-production,” our Goven.-

ment forgets how entirely relative is tliisterm. Jdmit

Ceylon to 90 to 100 million lb. of tea exports

ami what benefit will there be, when Travan-

core, the Dooars, .and high districts in Java

send forth the extia millions of lb. which^ might

)\ist as well have been turned out in Ceylon?

Tliere will he the same markets to go to and the

same comiietition to meet. But how' great the

diherence, as our correspondent shows, to the

wage-earning classes in Ceylon is the fact that

the extra )>roduction occurs outside, instead of

inside the Colony ! And very soon too, the

General Bevenue must sufl'er from this do-

nothing jiolicy—a policy w'.iich in l)eing ex-

tended to minor applications for blocks of land,

as additions to existing plantations, becomes at

once s[)eci.ally worrying as well as ridiculously

obstructive.

VINE-GROWING IN CEYLON.
An interesting experiment has just been com-

menced in the neigidiourhood of the Agricultural

School in Viticulture. M. Zanetli, .an Italian,

with some previous experience of this Colony

has brought a consignment of young vine plants

and cuttings from Australia. These have been

put out on a piece of laml allotted by the

Principal of the School to the following extent

;

—800 plants, 2 ye.ars old and younger, down
and growing, .and nearly 1,000 cuttings. M.
Zanetti warded laud and help ot once, as the

plants had been over a month out of the soil

.and could not have been kept much longer, so

Mr. Drieberg came to his rescue. He says th.at

his experience is that there is nf) oljjection to

any amount of moisture, [irovided the s')il is open

and naturally w'ell drained. He, however, means
to give trials in other pl.aces .as well. This is

all very interesting; but we have alway.s regarded

the .lati'ria peniirsitla, Puttalanr, Chilaw and
Hambantota .as iieculiarly the districts in Ceylon
suited to the vine. Bennett itt his “ Ceylon and
its Capabilities” reported that his garden in the

Magampattu (Hambantota district) produced very

fine grapes from vines introduced by him from

Teneriti'e in 1821. He used bones as manure,
and got bunches double the size of those got
from uiimanured vines. In writing to a coirt^un

porary M. Zanetti saj's :

—

Though not altogether so easily as in other tropics
and soils, I am of the firm opinion, that vine grow‘
ing in Ceylon, could be effected .as a p.aying enter-
prize. The difficulties, presented by the rainfall and
the want of certain chemical properties in the soil,

could be surmounted
; tbe first, by selecting only such

soil as would be most permeable and most likely to
keep its surface free from collected water and
easily dried, such as sandy or very light gravel soil

;

the second, by using those fertilizers only, whose
chemical qualities added to those of the soil, would
furnish the plant the necessary nourishment, wanted
to produce the delicious fruit and bring it to its

full maturity, which, I believe has not yet been done,
neither in Jaffna, nor by the amateur growers in the
island.

It is well to remember that experiments with
imported vines have not been unknown in the
pre.sent generation. Capt. Bayley some years ago
did much in this w'ay, at Galle, in the Morowa
Korale and otlier localities

;
but without such

success as would warrant perseverance.

^
THE DOOMO TEA ESTATES COMPANY.
“ Tlie Doomo Estates Comp.any” is (.as already

mentioned) to comi)rise the Vcrelepatena Estate
j)urcliased from Mr. Channing Esdaile for. about
£14,090 .and the Doomo e,state bought from Mr.
M.ason for about .£7,000—or 11250,236 and 11127,600
respectively. The total area of both properties

is 983 acres of wdiich 560 are in tea, 120 coffee.

Mr. Mason is likely to be Manager on Verelc
patena.

CLUNES ESTATES COMPANY.
Tlie annual general meeting of the Climes

Estates Company of Ceylon Ltd. was held in

the registered office of tlie Company No. 18,

Upper Chatham Street on the 16th August. The
Chairman, Mr. Don.ald Cameron, presided, and
there were also present Captain Sandenian,
Messrs. W'. II. Tatliam, James Forbes, George
V^anderspar, John Guthrie, V. A. Juliu.s, W’.

Forsyth and Gordon Frazer, secietary.

The notice calling the meeting having been
read and minutes having been approved
The Chaikman said that the report of the

Directors had been in the hands of the share-
holders for the last two weeks and might per-

haps be held as read, i'he balance sheet showed
a very satisfactory result for the past year’s
working. After writing off tlie balance of pre-

liminary expenses and allowing liberally for

depreciation of the Clunes factory and machinery
(Err.acht factory being only just completed
nothing required to be written off' for dejire-

ciation this ye.ar) and carrying forward to next
year a lialance of K2,566’29 the Directors
were able to recommend a dividend of 15 per
cent which, with the interim dividend of 5 per
cent, .alre.ady p.aid, is equal to a dividend of 20
per cent for the year. The Directors were pleased
to report that the labour on the estate was suffi-

cient, and that the cart road, just com|ileted,

greatly facilitated working. It devolved on the
meeting to elect a Director in the place of Mr.
Julius who retired and as that gentleman was leav-

ing the island, he did not seek re-election. The
Directors regretted to rejiort the resignation
of Messrs. Buchanan, Frazer v'v Go. as Agents
and Secretaries. The th.anks of the
sharehohler.s were due to the lirm foi' the very
satisfactory manner in which they had conducted
the business of the Company since its forojation.
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Tlie meeting would also rc([uire to elect an
auditor in tlie i)la(^e of Mr. (iutlirie who retired

but who was eligible for re-election.

Several questions were asked by Mr. (leorge

Vanderspar relative to the acreage coming into

bearing and the amotint of reserve available.

Mr. Tatiiam moved the adoption of the report

and the payment of a dividend of 15 per cent.

Mr. Vaxdke.spar seconded and the motion
w'as adopted.
On the motion of Mr. Tatham seconded by Mr.

Forsyth. Mr. W. H. Figg was elected a Director

in succes.sion to Mr. Julius.

Mr. Gordon Fraser moved and Mr. Tatham se-

conded that Mr. Guthiie be re-elected auditor.

Aj^eed.
The meeting, on the motion of Mr. Forbes se-

conded by Mr. Vanderspar, resolved to accord a

hearty vote of thanks to Messrs. Buchanan, Fra-

zer & Co. the retiring agents and secretaries

for the satisfactory manner in which they had
conducted the business of the firm since its

formation.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought

the meeting to a close.

SALE OF A NATIVE TEA GARDEN
AT PUSSELLAM'A.

Aug. 17.—The nearly 6 acres of 2 year old vi-

gorous tea was sold K7U0 to Ludowicke, owner
of adjoining garden. There was a good attendance

of native )»roprietors intent only on .securing a

bai'gain, if possible. Under all the circumstances

it fetched about its actual value.

THE CORAL TRADE.
Owing to the depression in the coral trade, the

Italian Government forbade coral fisliing on the

Sciacca banks in 1891. Manufacturers have thus

been working their old stocks out. The finest coral

still commands its price
,
but unless new banks are

discovered its quantity must decrease from year to

year, the Messina banks being practically exhausted.

Some years ago a new bank was discovered not far

from Malta, but the fishermen did not take the bear-

ings of it with sufficient accuracy, and, although her

Majesty’s Government at Malta gave assistance,
_
the

bank has never again been found.—East Anglian Times.

EILA TEA COMPANY.
A general meeting of shareholders of the F,ila

Tea Company of Ceylon was held in the Regis-

tered Office of the Cthipany, No. 6, Prince Street,

on the Kith August. Mr. Henry Boi.« presided, and

thei'e were present Sir G. W. R. Campbell (by

his attorney, the Chairman), Messrs. Tarrant,

H. G. Bois" and W. Moir. The Report, which

is in the following terms, was held as read :

—

The Directors have the pleasure to submit their Report

and Accounts for the year ending 30th June, 1895.

The result of the working for the year may be

considered satisfactory. The estimated crops have

been realized and the prices obtained for the Tea

sold have been considerably higher than those of last

year. The average net price for 1891—95 is 42‘83 cts.

per lb. against 36'27 cts. per lb. in 1893—94.
^ No further Tea extensions have been undertaken in

the expenditure this year having been in-

curred on tlie land opened previously.

The net profit for the year, after allowing K9,3i2

85 for depreciation, is R52,8()4’28 (equal to 17A% on

the Capital of the Company) to which must be added

the balance brought forward after payment of the

Dividend for 1893—94 of 112,331 05 and the surplus

value of 1893—91 Crop R 1,899 20 together aggre-

irating 1157,095 13. Out of this an interim dividend

of 5 % been paid leaving R42,09;) 13 available

for distribution. ... ,

The Directors reeoinmend that tins sum be disposed

of as follows, viz That Dividend of 10 % be dec-

lared on the share Capital of 11300,tKX) (making 15 %
for the year) . . • . . . . R. 30,000 00
That a sum of RIO,000 be carried to

Reserve Fund 10,000 00
Leaving to

next a/c

be carried forward to

2,095 13

R42.095 13
The Estatjs now consist of
Eila 410 acres Te.a, 5 years and upwards

.“iO acresTea, 1 year old
105 acres Tea, under 1 year
392 acres Forest

957 acres

Kanangama . . 200 acres Tea, 5 years and upwards
15 do 2 do do
108 acres Forest

323 acres

Mr. II. Tarrant retires in accordance with the
Articles of Association, but being eligible offers himself
for re-election.

The Shareholders will also have to elect an Auditor
for Season 1895-96.—By order of the Board of Direc-
tors, J. M. Robertson & Co., Agents and Secys.
Colombo, 30th .July 1895.

The CHAlliMAX in moving the .adoption of the
Report, said the inforni.ation which wa.s before the
meeting embodied everything which, he thought,
would be of interest to shareholders, so that
unless anyone load a question to ask there was
nothing he could .add to wh.at h.ad been submitted
regarding the working of the ji.ast half-year. The
]>rice obtained for te.a during tlie 12 niontlis ending
30th .June was con.sulerably in .advance of the price

oht.ained in the previous year, which, in itself, was a
very satisfactory feature. The crop on Eil.a was
estimated at 210, 1 00 lb. and on Kaiiangama 150,000
lb.—very much the same figures as last year.

The condition of Eila estate was in every way
satisfactory. Mr. Gibbon in his report of

date 1st August wrote that the new
clearing was .a great addition to the value
of the estate. This new clearing would jiroduce

now 15,000 lb of crop. The report on Kanan-
gama was not very satisfactory. l\Ir. Gibbon
wrote: “ Kanangama, I am .sorry to say, is suf-

fering from an attack of Hclopeltis, more es-

pecially, in field No. 2 and No. 3 division which
liad the disease so Imdly two years ago

;
Nos. 8

and 3 fields are not so b.adly attacked
;
No. 1

is fairly free and coolies are now collecting the
insects .at the r.ate of .S.tkJO jier day.” In the
reports for the last two years very much the
same report w.as .sent in. In 1893 there was a
bad attack and 1894 did nob seem to have been
so bad. Still the conditions were not very dif-

ferent, but, as energetic measures were being
taken to keep the pest in check, he did not think
they had any reason to believe the property
would be seriously effected. The fields tliat had
been attacked had lieen pruned down for a time,
and that would affect the yield, but he gathered
from what Mr. Gibbon and the superintendent
wrote that the yield of crop would be pretty much
what h.ad been estimated. He moved the ado})-

tion of tlie rejiort.

Mr. Moir seconded and the report was adopted.
Mr. Moir moved that a dividend of lo per

cent be declared on the capital of the Uonipanv.
The GnAll!M,\N seconded on behalf of ,Sir G. \V.

Campbell and the motion was adopted.
On the motion of the Chairinaii seconded by

Mr. H. G. Bois, Mr. 'I’anant was re-elected a
Director, .and it was proposed by Mr. Moir .seconded
by Mr. H. G. Bois .and agreed to, that Mr.
Shattoek be apiiointed auditor for the ensuing
year the reniuneration lioiiig li.xed at R,50.

This was all the husiness and the meeting
terminated with a vote of thanks to the Chair.
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VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Sf.ed-Gkkmination.—It has been ascoitaiiicd by an

extended scries of experiments that rye and winter-

wheat will germinate in soil the temperature
of which is as low as 32 degrees. Barley, oats,

fliCx, clover, and peas will sprout at 35 degrees. The
turnip is as cold-olooded as the rye and winter wheat,

but the carrot needs 38 degrees, and the bean 40

degrees before they will make the initial effort to

send the life-shoot in search of air and light.

—

Home

Tobacco in Nohth Borneo.—In North Borneo on
the receipt of news of the very low prices fetched

for last season’s tobacco quite a stir was cr-eated in

the colony. It is surmised in some quarters that the

Bornean leaf was really worth a good deal more than
it fetched, and that the cause of all this disappoint-

ment is attributable to the manoeuvres of a powerful
Dutch “ring” which is believed to be doing its utmost
to “smash” the Borneo tobacco trade and then buy
up the estates cheap when the worst comes to the
worst .—PiiunKj Gazette.

Tob.acco .at Tuincomalie.—Tobacco now being
cured, has been grown extensively this year at

Nilavclli, where Mr. Alvapillai of Ploly, better known
by the very familiar name of Muthalaliyar, there
owns several acres of tobacco lands. In consequence
of the increased demands yearly for jungle lands at

Nilavelli for growing tobacco, the Government has
already surveyed several lots of ground there, and
has notified the sale of a few plots early in May
ensuing. The acre rate, it is thought, will range be-

tween thirty and sixty rupees.

—

Cor., Local “ Times.”
They ai-peau to have a rough and ready way of

TREATING Tea On its Way dowii from Sylhet. A plan-
ter noticed the other day that some forty cnests
of tea—his tea which were packed in front of the saloon
were getting wet. An official noticed it too, and
had them covered up with an old purdah, which was
secured to the boxes by nails driven into them.
As the nails were two inches long, of course they
pierced the lead. The advantages of the metal tea
chest are apparently quite realised by Sylhet and
other nothern planters, but they are afraid to use
them on account of the rough treatment they will

have to put up with. It is a wonder the planters
stand this sort of thing.—-Boiiihaii Gazette.

Notes from Upper Burma.—A former Ceylon man
writes to a contemporary from Upper Burma:—“I
have been over two months in Burma now, and have
managed to travel more than 1,500 miles, and have
seen a lot of -varied country. The farthest point north
I have reached is Shwedwin, 688 miles from Mandalay
by boat. I had some fair shooting—sambur, wild duck,
goose, and peacock; also saw tracks of bison and
elephant, but had no time to follow these up. All

the country up there is more or less hilly, and looked
the very spot for tea and coffee—plenty of water
and big tiniber, and the rainfall about equal to some

E
arts of Kotmale and the country round Kandy

;

ut the difficulties of labour and transport I am afraid,

could not be got over. Freight by river steamers is

enormous, and is more or less a monopoly of the
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, Limited.”
Tea: an Outcome of tne overproduction scare has

been the envy with which tea planters have come
to look on the millions of people in India who should
be, but are not, tea-bibbers. Sever.il suggestions
have recently appeared for capturing the Indian taste
among which w-as the issue of free samples. It is

realized now, however, that that this would be rather
an expensive experiment, while another point w'hich
has impi’essed itself on enthusiasts is that it would
be fatal to create a demand for highclass tea at low
prices. The idea apparently is to teach the native
to drink tea, the cheapest kind for choice, and then
to feed the taste with stuff that will suit the depth
of his pocket. One curious suggestion for arousing
a passion for tea is to supply the jails free for a
time, and to sell the tea later on at low rates. This
is beginning at the bottom of the social ladder with
a vengeance! It would be no had idea to subsidise
public places of amusement to hand round tea free
of charge on feast occasions and to advertise it as
a fine medicine against certain prevalent disorders.

—

M. Times, .July 11.

The “Agricultural Gazette” of New South
Wales, Vol. VI. Part 5. May, 1895. Contents:

—

Useful .'Vustruliiiii Plants, Beech or White Beech,
(Gmelwa Leu-hhanUii, F. v. M.), .1 II Midden ; Weeds of
New .South Wales, Part III.— Digests of Reports from
Country Districts (continued), .) H Maiden

;
Botanical

Notes, Yorkshire Fog (IIuIcks laiiata.'i, Linn.); Is Goodia
Poi.sonous to Stock ?; Riinge of Maiiea vitkasis, Benth,
J H ^laulen

; Winter and 8nniiner Protection for Bees,
A. Gale ; Report on ;ui Investigation into the Potiito
Diseases prevalent in the Clarence River District, R Helms ;

Prospects of the Frozen Meat Trade on tlie Continent
of Europe, A Bruce ; Beef-jiroducing Breeds of Cattle,
.1 L Thompson

;
New .South Wales Tobiicco in London

C R Valentine ; E.xport of Poultry to England, C R
Valentine

;
PraeticiU Vegetalile ;ihd Flower Crowing,

Directions for tlie month of .June
; Orchard Notes for .June ’;

General Notes, Warning to Fruit Exporters : Abortion in’

Cows ; Remedies for Plant Diseases
;
To Destroy Stumps

of Trees ; Opium Poiipy ; I.ist of Agricultural Societies’
shows, 180.a.

“Lauv Bhuls ” AND Coffee in Hawaii.—
The following is on the whole enconraging for
Mr. Green’s e.xperimeiit :

—

“ A report from the Kona Coffee Association,
states that the blight still threateHS to .seriously in-

jure the coffee cst.ates in that district, owing to the
tact that the lady liirds prefer the guava buslie.s to

the coffee trees, both being affected in the same waj'
with the blight. The report assigns as a probable
reason for this preference for the guava bushes, the
fact that the latter furnish a better breeding place
for the larva. If this he so, the trouble will only
be a temporary one, as the lady birds must .soon

increase in such numbers as to cover all the
bushes and trees in the district that furnish food
for them. In other words, it is a question of
owit ; but whether the planters can afford to
mile .so long is quite another matter—one of
dtaalrs and cents, as well .os jiatience.”—Honolulu
Planters Monthly, for June.

Tea Cultiv.vtion in Java.—It will be seen
from the figures we append that .Java last year
sent to Europe over 8^ million lb of tea. The
Bataviaasek Nienu/sblad states that the cultiva-

tion of tea is extending more and more in the
Preanger. Tea is gradually taking the place of
coffee and cinchona on the old plantations of
Pandan Aroca belonging to Mr. Massink, Tji-
w'angi owmed by Mr. Biiigley, North Tjeinpaka
belonging to Mr. Holland, and on Passia Telaga
Warna

;
Avhicli new jdantations have been opened

on the estates of Tjidiangkar, Goenoeng Be.sir

and on a piece belonging to Mr. v.an der Sinillie.

All tlie.se estates lie in the neighbourhood of
Goenoeng Kosa. In the Bandong district also
new' tea plantations are being cultivated : inter
alia Mr. A. Mohr has bought a large lot in the
neiglibourliood of the Kadjaniandala from the
N. I. Handelsbank, and Mr. Furtli i.s busy with
a new'ly opened plantation.

The Exports of Tea from Java to Holland
and England for the eleven yeais 1884-94 have
been as follows :

—
To llollanil. To Englaml.

Kilograms. Eng. lb. Kilogvams.

1884. 788,903 = 1,735,586 1,071,381
188.). 750,440 1,6.50,981 1 ,7O->,850

1880. . 1,071,804 2, 364, .568 2,084,09.8

1687. . 1,399,999 3,079,997 ],.539,477
1888. . 1,635,676 3,598,487 1,603,812
1889. . 1,461,037 8,214,281 1,821,579
1890. . 1,376,041 3,027,290 1,250,093
1891. 857,616 1,886,535 1,782,919
1892. . 2,097,444 4,614,372 ],897,.535

1893. . 1,905,804 4,192,768 1,979,246
1894. . 2,495,209 5,489,459 1,311,208

15,812,879 = 34,S51,.324 18,9.56,858

Euff. lb

4,343,633

3,762,870

4.586.335
8,386,849

3.528.336

4,007,473

2,763,404
3,922,421

4,174,577
4,354,:I4I

2,884,789

41,705,083

A Dividend of 35 per cent has been declared by the
Iliudoo Tea Company, Limited, for the year 1894, and
is payable to the sluuebolders at the Company’s regis-

tered office at Darjeeling .—hulian Planters’ Gazette.
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The Heathem Chivee is Peculiar.—In the
Sood old days of the Cliina tea trade the little

dodges of the Cliiuese, or some of them, for it is

not fair to tar tliem all \\ith the same hrnsh,
Mere luimerous and vario 1, It has been saiil

that the decdine in the tea trade would teaeh
the Celestial a lesson, and that he wonhl set
his house in order and tea'di the world many
things. I’resnmahly he has not commeneed to
reform yet, or else ohl hahits fondly cling to him.
The following extract from the Hankow report
of Messrs. Evans, Pn;th, and Co. shows that
“ tricks that are dark ” .still find favour with
John when an opportunity occurs. “ There has
been very great trouble and annoyance on all

sides,” says the report, “in consequence of teas,

Nitigidiows in particular, having been sold from
false muster chests. In some c.ases ‘cuts’ have
been sutiicient to allow for the dirt'erence in

([uality, but there are many instances udiere

comlilion is poor, and actual rejection the only
safe course.”— /y. «nd C. Mail.
The Colombo “Packet” Tea Industry

Threateneh).

—

We fear the example of Messrs.

Nelson Moate *1^ Co. of New Zealand is likely

to be followed in the other Colonies an«l that

the prayer jiresented xvill be acceded to, at any
rate where anti-Free Trade views prevail. The
substance of the Petition to the New Zealaiul

Parliament is as follows :

—

•2. That a very large quantity of tea is annually im-

ported into this cmony in wholesale packages or

parcels.

3. That after its arrival in the colony it has been
the custom of the importers, for the purpose ot the

tea trade, to divide the wholesale parcels into packages
of 1 lb. and 4 lb. weight, and boxes of from 5 lb. to

20 lb. weight.
4. That in the making up and the sale of smdi

small packages regular employment is given to many
hundreds of men, women, boys, and girls in making
wooden cases, paper hags, tin cases, printing labels,

and mixing, wrapping, and packing the tea, and
thousands of feet of timber are annually used in con-

nection therewith.

5. T’hat recently a practice has been started of

having the small packages of tea packed in India,

Ceylon, and Ldscwlicre by coolie, Cingalese or other

foreign labour, and so imported into this colony, to

the great detriment of the lal)onr industry of New
Zealand.

U. That such practice is largely on the increase,

an I if the Parliament do not impose an extra duty

of 2d per H). on all packets and boxes of tea under
‘20 it), in weight it will only be a matter of time

Itefoi e all the tea merchants in tl'.e colony will have

their teas packed for them in Ceylon, India, or China,

and thus many thousands of pounds now annuallj'

spent in employing labour in New Zealand will be

expended in the aliove-mentioned foreign countries.

7. T1 e following businesses and industries will

suffer considerably, viz.:—Timber merchants (because

thousands of feet of timber are used every month
for making cases), carpenters (who are employed to

make np the cases), liag makers, paper manufacturers,

printers, tinsmitlis, tea mixers, packers, and pro-

perty owners.
8. Tliitt the component parts used in the making

up of tlie packages m.ade up in India. Ceylon, or

China escape duty altogetlier, whilst those traders

wlio pack up in the colony have to pay duty as

follows viz.

:

2.5 per cent on paper bags and labels.

Is tid per cwt. on lead.
, , . ,

9. That it having been found tliat tlie above

practice w'as seriously nffecting tlie tea industry in

the colony of Queensland, an extra duty ot 2d per

lb was imposed liv the liegisl 'tiire of that colony' on

all tea imported in pai-kcts an 1 boxes.

|0 The pnldic will also in many cases be defrauded

by liavuig Via y eoiii.i oii and inferior tea iinnorc 1

upon them, in packets, upon the pretence that being

labelled as “packed in Ceylon” or “India” the tea

must be of .good quality.
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Coffee Pl.antino in Kl.cvg, Straits Set-
tlements.—Mr. J. H. M. Hobson suin.s ujj tlie

Iiosition of Klang as a liehl for coll'ee in liLs

animal report by .showing that 2,7hi ucre.s have
been taken up hj' Europeans (hiring the year,
wliile .{,810 acres iiave lu'en surveyed and xvill

.slioi'tly lie ottered for .sale. Cott'ee is. in fact. King
of Klang. VVe shall give detailed information
in an early issue.

F.vmi.ne at Nyassaland.—Mr. 11. Caldwell writes
to lit daail from Nyassaland, saying: “A great
famine has come upon us. Millions of locusts liave

arrived, and have devoured every green thing, ex-
cept coffee plants. The kafirs’ mealies were all con-
sumed, They sowed again, with the same result.

. . . Hunger and death stand at tlie doors of the
people of this land, unless provisions can be imported.
For the people around us, a faiuine fund of t‘l,.500

would be required.

—

Xatul Meri-uni, June 14.

Ceylon Tea in America.—Our readers will be in-

terested to know' tliat tlie Ceylon Planters’ Tea Com-
pany w’hose admirable brands of tea, Ilhud, Tittiii

and Bungaloo have won their W'ay into the Vander-
bdt, Astor, and leading families in all the large
cities, are willing to send a sample free of charge
to all applicants. The president of the company', Mr.
S. Elwood May, w’hose skill, energy and intelligence

has done so much for the island of Ceylon, informed
me that they were giving away thousands of samples
daily.

—

American Paper.

How Capital is Lk.avino Ceylon through
THE Official Land-Sales Policy.—A proprie-

t.ary' planter of large experience writes :
—“ I was

pleased to read ‘A.J.I.s’ letter and your edi-

torial remarks in the Veijloa Observer of loth
inst. I endorse every word you and lie w'lite.

Tliere is no douht the colony' is at a standstill,

and, as you truly remark, a (/renf amount of

capital is leaving the island, more, perhaps than
one thinks. 1 conclude £80,000 to £100, (iOO is

inve^it 'd hy Ceylon men at tlie present moment
in cott'ee, tea and coconuts outside Ceylon, and
all in the space of the last J j'ears, and more
going and more bound to follow, all of wliich

iniglit well have remained in the island. Cajiital

must lind vent somewhere. I liave liad several
apjdicatioiis for investments outside Ceylon from
men who cannot get a ‘wee hit’ of land ]iut up
ill the island. Many men are putting tlieir

money, having nothing better to do with it, into

old aliandoned, poor, wasted, unsuitable land,

whereas India is oiiening and extending on virgin

fioil. This will tell against us in time.” NVe
commend these remarks to the .serious attention
of the Ceylon Government.

Coconut Planting appears to be a thriving and
promising investment in Ceylon just now. The price
(in silver) has gone up, it is said, beyond the most
sanguine expectations of those interested, and as a
I'esult tlie cultivation is extending rajiidly. Capita-
lists invest their money in coconut plantations, with
the greatest confidence, and the acreage of new lands
that will be opened (hiring the next planting season
will 1)0 much over what it was in previous years.
The question tliat suggests itself is whetlier the pre-
pout prices will keep, up, or if they should come
down, how far should it be to appreciably affect
the industry. No other planting product, wliotlier
n tive or English, vice or tea, could stand just at
pie.sent a fifty per cent, reduction, hut “ it can be
s ifcly said tliat coconuts would survive even a much
gro.itor reduction.” The price may come down through
over-production, but but sucli an eventuality as over-
production is not likely to occur for, perhaps, ten
years, or till all the young plantations which exist at
present come into liearing

;
it may go down througli

a waning of the demand, hnt tliere is no immediate
likelihood of another product replacing tiie coconut
partially or wliolly; in fact, the livid f.>r co. .niul pro-
ducts is daily extending. It is adniiitcd tliat tlie liill

of exchange has not been without iiiflouce in promot-
ing this industry.

—

Pritish Trade Jot(rnal.
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CEYLON AND INDIAN TEAS.
London, July 26.

I had not had the opportunity Itefore my last

letter of reading the report of the Indian Tea
Association. This, and what pa.ssed at the meet-
ing of that body held last week, you will have
been informed by tlie Home and Colonial Mail
posted you last Friday. I refer to this matter
now, because what fell from Mr. Derry White,
the Chairman of the Association, has an im-
portant bearing upon a subject that was dis-

cussed by me this week with a well-informed
e.K-colonist. We were referring to recent writings
by jmu on the subject of the mutual interests of

CKVI.ON AND INDIAN TEA.S

in opening new markets for the teas of both
countries, and more e.xpressly that of America.
“ The Uhmn:cr, to my mind,” remarked my in-

terviewer, “omits from consideration one, and
that the most important, point of dilteronce
between the two tea-growing countries. It

insists that by finding new outlets, for In-

dian tea, tiie home market is strengthened
to the advantage of both India and Ceylon.
This would, 1 think, be perfectly true if

both of those countries were on the same foot-

ing as regards the possibilities of further and
e.xtended cultivation. Dut while Ceylon can
do but very little more in that way, the
end of her tether being nearly reached, the pos-
sibilities for India are almost boundless. Let
Ceylon, therefore, in her sinking of all rivalry,

aid India in widening the scope of her markets,
and she offers a direct inducement to her great
rival to open out fresh land and to pour increased
supplies into all the markets wherein Ceylon
and India will compete. In that sense I cannot
cjncur with the OIjserocr in its denial that there
e.xists any competition between India and Ceylon,
or in Its accusation that both countries have
identical interests. Ceylon is, in fact, chained to
a stake. India can enlarge her circle at will.

Ceylon only holds her own because her teas always
secure a preference among newly att.acked com-
munities. Yes, I know i)erfectly well that the
Observer has the weight ot general opinion
on its side, but there are some who, like
myself, differ from that general opinion.
Read Mr. Berry White’s s]ieech as Chairman
of the Indian Tea Association, and you will

see how strongly he holds the view I have
stated to you. He goes even further than I am
pre])aretl to go, and sees rivalry and competition in
every step of piogress made by cither of the
competing countries. Nor, it is evident, will he
admit that t'eylon can l)e acting honestly in

any desire she may exju'ess for joint action, or
at least for the sinking of any apparent livalry.

Ceylon, .Mr. White evidently thinks, must anti-

cipate—as she probably would secure—getting
the best in the results to any smdi arrangement.
Well, I don’t go the length of Mr. White’s
arguments, but it seems evident to me that any
mutual action must be limited and restrained
by the consideration I have mentioned ;— viz. that
India has boundless possibilities for extending
her cultivation. Ceylon is markedly almost with-
out a chance for it.”

I have mentioned the opinions recorded above
to those whom o])portunity has affordcil me a
chance of discussing them with. 1 liiid, however,
the view almost unanimously held that India
and Ceylon teas are of so closely

ALLIED A CHARACTER,
that wliere one penetrates, the other will
possess egual chances. Also that this al*
Uauce of character ranges them against

a common opponent, China tea, wherever
it may be met with, and that united efl'ort

should be made to “ cast out the devil ” wherever
he may be met with. But although it is admit-
ted that I find this view almost universally pre-

valent, it seems to me that there is some cogency in

the reasoning stated by the friend quoted "above.
It is difficult to realize a thorough community
of interest when the aspects for the future are
so wholly unlike. However I don’t pretend to
offer an opinion on a subject of which I know
so little.—London Cor.

[We cannot follow the logic of our correspon-
dent’s friend. Suppose that Ceylon reaches its

maximum export at 100 million lb. and that
India goes on to 200 million lb., unless a market
is found for the Indian surplus in America, will

it not come on the London market and there
drive down the Ceylon, equally with the Indian
averagp price? We are, however—as we have
often said—against the policy that would limit

cultivation and production in Ceylon, as only
tending the more to encourage planters in India,

Java, N:c., to cultivate tea far more extensively
than they would do if they thought Ceylon men
under the auspices of their Government, were going
ahead.—

E

d. T.A.~\

BRAZIL COFFEE NOTES.
In the interior of S. Paulo coffee trees have been

injured by frost. A. S. Paulo telegram of the 28th
ult. says that “ the future coffee crop is appraised
at about thirty millions.” Thirty millions what ? It

is to be presumed that sterling is referred to, but it

would be well to make all such statements precise.

The Diario Popular of Sao Paulo says that the re-

cent cold weather was exceptionally severe at Soro-
caba, the thermometer making one degree below zero
(Cent.) There were heavy frosts, and it is said that
the coffee plantations have suffered severely.

The exportation of Coffee from Santos during the
year ending the 30th ult., is given by one of our
exchanges as 3,904,078 bags.
The damage caused by frost to young coffee trees

in the municipal district of S. Simao, Ribeirao Prete,
Batataes and Jaboticabal is said to be enormous and
will, it is thought, diminish considerably the crop
for next year, which was expected to be large.

—llio News, July 2.

CEYLON PATENTS.
The following Grants of Exclusive Privilege have

been made under “ The Inventions Ordinance ’’

during the half-year ended June 30, 1895 :

—

457.—To WiTiam Welh sley Pole Fletclierof Wishford,
Liiidula, C. ylon, at present residing at 3, Edinburgh
Ttrrace, Kecsirglon, in the couuty of London, England,
Civil Engineer, lor “improvements in vehicles adapted
for conveying chests oi tea or other goods along
common roads.”—Jan. 2, 1896.

422.—To James Adam Hunter of Sunnyoroft estate ia
liuwauwella in KeHni Valley in the island of Ceylon,
f r “ improvemeu's in apjaratus for cutting and gather-
ing tea shoots and leaves ^I'eb. 7, 1895.

445.

—

To Alfred Francis Bilderbeok Gomisj of 24,
Alfred Place wett, soutii Kensiogton, in the county
of London, England, cheiri t, •* for an improved process
for the preparation of textile vegetable fiores.”—
March 2, 1895.

448.

—To Ch tries Meray Htorvath of Arad in the King
dim of Hui gary, pub isher an 1 tugiuner, for improve-
ment.s in and ccimected wi h apparalui or msbines*
for pro ucing type-mairices.”—March. 17, 1895.

449.

—To JohnCarlyoa Robertsof 16, Cromwell Grove
West K( nsington, Loudon, EnghnJ piamer, for im*
i^rovemenst in the manufacture of folding boxes ot
oases,—Mwch 7, 1895.
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451.—To Charles Smith of 39, Albert lio»(i, Peikhams
Lon loa, EnpUnd, Commission Agent, for improvement,
in sheets, counter-panes, quills, curtains, shrouds aud
ottier lise r'i le f r pro'rction ag inst fl es m d > ther
in'KHit.*.—May ii, id95.

46ti.—To Williim Jackson of Th rngrove, M.iu' o-
field, Aberdeen, North Britsio, for iinproveme'ils in
appiiatus or mscliinery for disentaniiiing o: Sf'p.ir.ting
t)aleav s that get interwjven or united to each other
in the proc 8> of rolling.—May 14, 1895.
454.—To Mir. Sultan Moheedcea of Madras, for an

invention for sultan water lifts and buckets.—June
1, 1895.

453.—To Henry Occil Fellowes and Wi'liam Robfrt
Cr.zier, merchants, both of L'*adenhall Buildings, 1,

Leadeuhall street, In t' e c'ty of London, and Henry
Ferguson, Eog'nei r, of 00, R.n^lagh road, Leytonstone,
late of 10, Cleveland Terrace, Rtnelaghroad Ley tons' one,
in the city of Es'ex, England, for imorovement'S in the
extract on *nd ir piratioo of the fibr»s of Rhea and
other gr-s'es and fi >rous vegetables.— June 1. ,

1895.
452.—To Edward Robioseu of 4, Castl nau Gar-lens,

Btrner. London, England, merchant, for apparatus for
drying Tea, Brain and other m s'anoest—June 5, 1895.

117.—To William Oow, of 13, Hoad Lane, in the
city of London, England, Tea broker, for improvemen.s
iu apparatus for treating *.e» leaves.—June 3, 1895.

E. Noel Walkek,
Colonial Secretary.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,

Colombo, August 4, 1895.

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, Aug. 8.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-
ventions have been filed, during the week ending
3rd Aug. 1895, under the provisions of Act V of 1888 :

—

For Improvements in Apparatus for Rolling Tea
Leaf and the Like.—238 of 1895.—William Jackson,
of Thorngrove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North Britain,
Engineer, for Improvements in apparatus for rolling
tea leaf and the like.

For Improvements in Tea Leaf Withering Racks.—240 of 1895.—Edward Bulteel, tea planter, at present
residing at Kalacherra, in the district of Cacnar, in
the Province of Assam, and Henry Joseph Kersting
Green, Engineer, of .SO, Clive street, and 14, Garden
Reach in the town of Calcutta, for improvements in

tea leaf withering racks.

Specifications of the undermentioned inventions
have been filed, under the provisions of Act V of
1883:—
For Improvementa iu Tea-rolling Machinery.—197

of 1894.—Lawrence Herbet. Sutton, of Panitolla,
Lakhimpur, Assam, Engineer, of the Jokai Assam
Tea Company, Limited, for improvements in tea-
rolling machinery. (Filed 2(ith July 1895,)—Indian
Emjineer.

—
PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Teamen and Growers in China.—Consul Mansfield,
in his report on Foochow, says that to the teamen,
or native traders, the 1894 season has, with few ex-

ceptions, been a fairly profitable one, while the
growers are said to have done only indifferently well.

As regards the latter, even if they have profited but
little on the sale of their produce at the new low
scale of prices now ruling, the fact of their having
made any profit at all goes to show how large their

gains must have been in years gone by. The foreign
shippers felt themselves heavily handicapped early

ill the season by the dejiression of trade both in

Europe and Australasia, but through being able to

Imy at low prices, ami helped by some iniprovonicnt

111 the consuming markets later in the year, the
season has not been altogether an unprofitable

one to tlieni. Prospects are not bright as far as

they can be judged of at the inoineut. So far from
there being any chance of an alleviation of the im-

uostit which weigh so heavily on the. trade, it is un-

derstood that there is to be au Increase in the lUtiu

duties as a special war tax. Then there is a serious

continual falling off in the deliveries of China tea

from the London bonded warehouses, and the
Australian markets have been taking year bj' year
less C'.Uiia tea. Certainly the export figures

show our trade with America to be steadily improv-
ing, but as yet that continent is only a small customer
for Foochow Congous. No definite information is

yet to hand with regard to the increased likin pro-

posed to be levied on tea coming down from the
interior. Should the rumour prove true, every pos-

sible effort will be made to induce the Chinese
authorities to recoguise the fact that the trade cannot
bear increased taxation, and that the result can only
be iu the long run diminished supplies and propor-
tionately reduced revenues.

Question of Quality—Much is said in the home
papers, says the Consul, about the inferior quality

of Chinese tea shipped to England, and recommend-
ing improvements m this direction. The fact is,

however, that, speaking generally, it is only the
lowest grades that find a ready market for mixing with
the higher priced Indian and Ceylon teas in what is

known as the “shilling canister.”—The higher priced
teas of good quality frequently show losses which
shippers can ill afford to meet. The great bulk
of the teas now sliip])ed from Foochow are,

therefore, tlie commoner kinds at a value, roughly
speaking, of from Tl its to ill 9s per picul (133 l-illb).

Before this tea leaves the port it has to pay in likin

and export duty about 10s ltd., which is out of

all proportion to its cost. The tariff duty of 2'5

Haikwan taels (say 8s) per picul was, when the
tariff was drawn up in 1858, supposed to repre-
sent an average ad valorem duty of 5 per cent. At
the prices now ruling for the leaf, the duty on finest

quality, which is only exported in small quantities,

is over this 5 per cent, estimate, while the common
tea, which, as above stated, forms the bulk of the ex-

port, pays about 30 per cent, ad valorem for export duty
alone, without taking likin or inland taxes into con-
sideration. The profits made by those engaged in

the business are now so small and precarious that
this heavy impost is slowly but surely undermining
the whole existence of the trade. From Chinese
accounts the coming season's crop promises to be ex-

traordinarily good, but the movements of the Japanese
fleet in the neighbourhood of F’ormosa have caused
something like a panic among the native merchants
here, who are afraid to send their money into the
country for the purchase of tea. It is difficult to

foretell what the effect may be on the trade during
the season now approaching.

Free Insurance and P.vcket Tea.—This is the
latest plan for pushing the sale of packet tea. The
Lindoo Valley Ceylon Tea Company state that for

the future every packet and every fancy tin of their

Ceylon blends, from Is 6d to 2s 8d per lb. will con-
tain a free insurance policy against accidents up to

the limit of A'bO for three pounds £20 for one pound,
flO for half pound, and £5 for quarter pound. In
addition every quarter pound packet will contain a

coupon, every half pound two coupons, every pound
four coupons

;
and when the consumer accumulates

104 of these coupons, they can be exchanged for a
yearly policy of £1,000 against fatal injury or per-

manent total disablement, and £500 for permanent
partial disablement

A Tea-Testing Contest.—We learn from the
Canadian Grocer that quite a novel depar-
ture in the way of entertaining instruction
for grocers' picnics and like gatherings was
introduced recently in Minneapolis, at the gro-

cers’ picnic. It consisted in a tea testing contest,
whereby over fifty grocers tried their ability to gness
tlic price of different kinds of tea under the instruc-

tion of an expert from some wholesale tea liouse.

•“The tea testing contest given at the grocers’ )>icnic

of Minneapolis brought out some strange evidence
of ignorance in the value of teas in the men to

wliom a good knowledge of teas would mean
a good many dollars in the eonrso of a

year,” says onr Canadian contemporary. “ The
throe BauiploB of tea to bo lestod wore valued

at 2o ceuts, 2fi cents, aud 19 ceuls respoutiveb'*
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There were something less than fifty grocers taking
part in the contest. The fact tliat one contestant
marked the 10 cents tea up to .55 cents, ami that
there was a range of marking covering the whole range
of price of teas, shows in a degree how many grocers
simply make a stagger at guessing at the real

value of the tea they buy. Now, not one of these
grocers would thiuk of taking some other
niau’s word on the grade oi butter they buy.
Yet where a cent a pound is saved on butter
by knowing how to test the grade, 10 cents a pound
can be saved ou tea, and this means 8 dots on a
chest. The grocer who does not learn to test his
own pui'chases of tea, 5'et insists on testing his own
butter, simply wastes at the bung what he saves at
the spigot.”

—

H. and C. Mail, Aug. 9.

TKAVANCOKE PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.
Minutes of proceedings of an extraordinary, meet-

ing hold at the Club, Trevandrum, Wednesday, 1 1th

August, 1895.

Present:—INIessrs. H. M. Knight (Chairman), J. S-
Valentine, H. S Buist, W. O. Milne, C F. Ewart,
R. T Miller, C. Cary-Elwes and R. Ross, Hony. Secy.
Visitors : .J. E. Fowler, President, K. D. Association,
and A. D. Adams.
The notice calling meeting having been read, the

Chairman and Honorary Secretary resigned, but were
unanimously re-elected.

The following resolutions were then put before the
meeting and carried.

I. Proposed by Mr. .7. S. Valentine and seconded
by Mr. K. T. Miller:—“That subscriptions to
American Tea Fund be continued, viz., four annas
per acre under tea, and half an anna per maund ef tea
produce bbing rates fixed by Indian Tea Association,”

II. Mr. Ackworth’s letter re Association paying
half share of delegate s expences to United Planters’
Association conference having been read. It was
proposed by the Chairman that the following telegram
be sent to Mr. Ackworth :

“ Travancore Association
request you will act as delegate in terms of your
letter 3rd Aug. Reply.”

III. Proposed by Chairman, that a considerable
deficiency exi.sts in the current year’s accounts. Each
estate be asked for a donation of RlO for the year
1895. also that subscriptions for year 1895 be now
called for.

rV. That the attention of Government be drawn
to the resolution passed at general meeting held in

1894 re giving 'notice to owners of estates on which
arrears of tax are due, and that an English translation
accompany the vernacular, also that the Secretary be
asked to revise the scale for calculating the duty
on Liberian coffee the present rates on Easteruside
being equal to double duty.
V. That the following resolution be added to tele-

gram to the Delegate “Trust that prompt action will

be t.aken in laying the subject of Act XIII. before
the Secretary of State by the United Planters’ As-
sociation.”

VI. Proposed by Mr. J. S. Valentine and seconded
by Mr. H. M. Knight :

—“ That this Association
views with apprehension the evident determination
of Government to refuse, 011 the plea of forest being
reserved the granting of extensions to owners of

present holdings, who have put all. their available
land under cultivation and that Government be
urged to grant applications for such extension within
reserves.

VII. Proposed by Mr. R. T. Miller and seconded
by Mr. H. S. Buist :

—“ That with reference to the
new medical grant-in aid regulations. Government be
requested to extend the grant to medical practitioners
in residence in the tea districts.”

VIII, That Government be requested to put in re-

pair the bridle path from Kalthuritty bandy road
via Shalakarey to Patanaveram, also that Gov-
ernment he asked to make a yearly grant of R120
to pay for boatman at crossing of river on the
Rockwood c.ait road, the erection of Myuall and
Kildonnan bridges as jier estimate, and former appli-
cation.s

;
that the attention of Government be again

called to the fact that no travellers’ bungalow exists

207

between Coullapooly and Naduvangnad, a distanc
to the great inconvenience of travellere

on that road.
5

ho?o!f"h
meeting the Chairman said hehoped before tney met again next January, that a

^°™‘^lated for combining'the three

^
Travancore into one Association. 'Theaiiangement would not interfere with the present

existing Associations, which would control their localbusiness, but would strengthen their hand when deal-lUg in matters with Government in which all wereequally iiUerested, and it must be obvious to allmembers of the Association, that it would be advan-
tageous to have a becretary near the Capital, whowould act in coinmon for the planting community.
Unity IS strength, and he W'as sure that this f.actwould not be overlooked by any planter, at a timewhen Tnwancore seemed fairly launched into pro

perous times; and provided fair justice is given us
over Act XIII, he saw- no reason why Travancore
should not become the premier tea district of India.

„ ^ Ross, Hon. Secretary.
(Signed,) H. M. Knight, Chairman.

THE RIVAL MANUFACTURERS OF
CAFFEINE.

We {Chemist and Druggist.) understand tha
Messrs. Boehriuger and Sons, of Mannheim
have just opened a factory in London where
they have put up a plant for denaturing tea,
sweepings for exportation to Germany, The two
English name manufactureis offered to take the
entire supply of sweepings from the docks on con-
tract at 10.1. per ton above the regular quotation of
Gl. 10s per ton, but the Dock Company refused to
entertain this proposal, and supplies all' makers, Bri-
tish or foreign, equally at the old figure so far
as supply goes. Four tons of denatured leaves are
said to have juat been shipped to Germany,

THE PU\NTIN0 DISTRICTS OF CEYLON
IN 1895.—NO. I.

HOW IT STRIKES AN “OLD COLONIST.”
“ Together let us beat this ample field
Try what the open what the covert yield.”

7 lie gentleman who ohjecteil to liis estate being
tlescribeil as abandoned, merely because it ceased
to glow eoftee, had some reason on his sido^
especially if Ids estate lay at a moderate alti-

tude in one of the fertile valleys of Central Ceylon,
riieie are few more interesting scenes tlian a
wild maze of vegetation, and this may now he
seen in perfection, wliere years .ago the land
was ilevoted to one product—

A THOUSAND V.VKIETIKS
where erstwhile only one reigned supreme The
rugge.1 liill-side \yith its stifl, forced and formal
coacing of coflee is now dres.sed in the softest of
dni[iery, plants growing witli a spontaneity and
arranged with an effect wldcli makes us inarvei atthe
liand of nature, 'fhere stands out like a gi»antic
prince .s feather, the grand old Kitul overtoiiping
the noble Jak, tlie siveet-scented Howers of the
k>apii perfume tlie air, wldle the leaves of the
hiiiily rooted liogaha quiver in the morning sun.
Iheie too tlie shafiely Toon has taken its ap-
p.mited place, more at home than i:i its own
native country wh(>re with characteristic perver-
sity It is called a ced.ar ! The umbrageous Inqa
has also found its way here and throws a re-
freshing shade over the tangled net-work of
lovely creepers covering every iiu-li of ground
the Tropn-olnw tr.ails through the L anfana while
the black peeping eye of tlie Thnnberqia looks
out from amongst the sendtivc jdunts,
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Chiefly foveiynevs tliese, \yliioh have fouml a con-
genial home in Ceylon like the present ruling
race ; hut there are many purely nati\ e })lants

equally beautiful and equally valuable, springing
up wherever they can find sj)aee

;
the cinnamon

and various kinds of camplior on the driest
ridges, \yhile cardamoms and ginger indicate where
water is near. tJuavas abound, and are much
prized though to me always a disa]>i>ointing
fruit. But there is another and smaller fruit
which deserves to be better known—not unlike
the black currant, the virtues of which for colds
and throat affections, the gudewives at home
jdace so much faith in—it grows in ])retty clusters
on ahandsome treeof moderate height—.and curiously
enough the Sinhalese call it “ i^ju-nesm,” I'gu
meaning I believe, the throat.* The J\(paw is

common and either for vegetable or fruit is a
great boon

; the Avocada pear is less .seldom seen,
and no great loss as the variety in Ceylon is

rather a fraud ; Oranc/es i>lentiful but sour. Fines
might pass had we never tasted them at Guaya-
quil. The sonsy Soursop is appreciated on a
hot day, but is a poor relation and apology for

the Cherinioya. The massive Mango tree pro-

vides in season the best of all Ceylon fruits.

Plantains in profusion and Tomatoes— particularly

the smaller kinds—in perfection, while the Bead
tree from which we get our Margosa, the
Croton ami Castor oil plants are every where. These
and hundreds more

“ here disporting owu a Kindred soil

Nor ask luxuriance from the planter's toil."

‘ Abandoned 1” do you call it. jioor divi-

dend worshippers, may such abamlon long be mine 1

Seriously, the les.son to be learneil from this is

surely
NEVKPv MORE TO ATTEMPT THWARTIN'CJ NATURE
esiieclallj' in the tro[»ics—by the vandalism of

eradicating all the products save one p.assing or

temporary favourite
;
the more mixed the more

natural and permanent will the [)roducts become
;

and under such circumstances the “Watte”
regained, will be much more interesting than the
“VViitte” lost.

How to turn the various Products to the best

ac<;ount is the absorbing problem for the jilanters

of today. To arrange the robust end strong so

as to shelter the more fragile fiom lierce winds
and to nurse the shade-loving fruitbearer under
the arms of umbrageous mothers.
.Some of the best examples of what it is po.ssible

to accomplish in this way I have recently visited,

RO.SENEATU AND ANNIEWATTE
within a mile of Kandy. To those who remem-
ber these estates twenty or e\en seven years ago
and have not .seen them since, a visit now will

indeed be a revelation. The erstwhile bleak, liare,

washed and bleached ridges swept by both mon-
soons and greedily devouring half the refuse of

Kandy witTi little to show for it. Now, see the
sylvan shade; what a transformation in a few years !

' The kindly and easily luopagated Erythrina, the

noble Jak and graceful Grevdlea form the three

best shade trees. Next comes the Inga (name*
after our fast vanishing friend the Inca of Peru).

Under these the cacao thrives and yields in a

manner marvellous to see. True, no San Antonio
can be expected here ;

but, such cacao as may be

sulliciently remunerative ;
wliilc tea and biberi.in

coffee, though not courting .shade, pn-fer it to llie

wind-blown dry quartz which now' responds more
profitably to the manure.

• One Sin.-alese authority, sayj that it is of the

bark of the tree, a decoction for throat purposes

ia made.—£i>. T.At

The surface soil is gre.atly enriched by the
fftlliiijj ledves from the shade trees M'liicli drawintf
their chief nourishment from the snb.soil, return
dU per cent more than they take from the food
of the proht-giving products.
Altogether the transformation is veiy striking

and })leasing, while the returns are, I believe,
in keeping with the enhanced <ai)pear<ance of the
estate.s. Ihe po.ssibilities are thus shown to he
something not dreamed of in the early d.ays of
planting. In this immediate neighbourhood or
Avithin a radius of ten miles of jvamly

400 .SC^UARE .MILES
might be treated with equal succe.s.s. Labour—
oi lathei the want of it—is the chief ilifliculty
which meanwhile bars the way.

has unquestionably deteriorated, both
iamil and Sinhalese es])ecially near ])0])ulous cen-

where they come in too freipient contact
with Europeans. And this is one of the saddest
facts that strike tlie returning C'olonist :

“ Man seems the only growth that dwindles here,”
And this does not apply merely to the poor dc-
nioralized coolie, but even more .so to the families
of the well-to-do .Sinhalese.

Let me record one example out of scores :

Don Carolis—as I may call him—was a well-
known and very presentable ligure on the Gat-
tember road .30 years ago—prospeious and deserved
to lie

; honesT, .active, .suave and gentlemanly
; more-over as guileless a Cliristi.an as ever the C.M.S.

were instrumental in saving. I well remember the
ate David h enn taking a .special interest in the faith-
tul old Don and frequently calling at his pretty
uhite l>un^;ilo\v liy the lime kilns.
Don had a name-.son, his s])eci.al pride, a bright,

keenly intelligent and promising boy. With what
evnlent delight the old man smileil upon his son
as he returned from school laden with books !No expense was sj)ared in his education, though
at home every economy was practised in onfer
to le.ai'e at death the coiniietence he had so care-
tully acquired, to his much loved son. Poor old
Don IS now gone, so too is his hard-earned
wealth, and the precious son m.ay now be d.ailv
seen loafing around the corner grog-shop, the
blight intelligent eyes now hlood-shot, glassy .and
void of expre.ssion, but with shameless jjersistency
he begs a cent of the ])asser-by :

“I know you, sir,” he said to me yestcrd.ay in
better English th.an manners—“[ remember you
coming to my father's house with Mr. Eeim.”

\ on drunken scoundrel”'. 1 iej)lied. “.Are
yon the .son of good Don Carolis '!

”

I must leave the reader to moralize. My func-
tion being merely to see and try to tedi in a
])lain w'.ay w’h.at may d.aily be witnessed around
beautiful Kandy. Ne.xt week 1 purjiose re-visitino'
some of the highei regions of the island.

”

A TOUR BOUND THE COCONUT DISTIHCTS.
DELICIOUS MANGO,STEENS AND ORANGES AS WELL

AS—COCONUTS (LVLORE! TW'O I'LA.VTING
VETICR.VNS : W'. 11. W. AND W. ,).

At what age do mango.steen.s bear?— is .atjueslioii
often asked, and it may interest your readers to
heal that on .Mr. AV right s model coconut est.ate
at Mirigama, there is a little gro\e of lie.auti-
iiil foul eai old luango.st ecus \ielding a \au'V
nice crop which rather ujisets the native theoiy
that if you plant luangosteens vour children net
the fruit.

‘ ^

1 tasted oi.anges also (the tri'c.s gia.wn fnun
seed) on the same estate, more delicious t han any
I have ever eaten before. 'I'hey were a .sort of
large mand.arin and almost seedless. Under the
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guidance of the veteran J., I have been making a

tour round tlie coconut districts and Mr. \V right

kindly put ns up and showed ns a model estate

indeed !
Over the ivhole dUU acres there

is not a single vacancy, and the marvellous care

with which every detail has been thought out,

and wi’ought out, convince one that our host

is a personality far above the average. The
bungalow nestles in a grove of fruit trees and

the garden is full of lieautiful Howers, while

many rare orchids and other plants have the

constant care of the proi>rietor, and the hospitality

dispensed is unbounded.
W.J. is building u[i a big thing in Coconut

property for the Ceylon Tea Plantations Company
and in a few years', even if their handsome tea

ilivideiuls sliouhl disappear, their income from

coconuts will bo larger. Ham y are the share-

holders whose directors provide so ain))ly for the

present as well as lay up for the future as^ is

being done in this Company. K.

CEYLON TEA IN NEW ZEALAND.
Mr. John D. Darley, formerly of our planting

cominunity and well-known in Ceylon, writes to

us from New Zealand under date 18th July :—
1 enclose you a cutting from a local (Auckland)

paper with reference to your teas. I must say I

do not agree wiih it, and find there is nothing to

e<tual good Ceylon tea. But a quantity of the tea

sold as “Ceylpn” is mixed with an inferior quality

thereby giving it a bad name ;

—

"In the tea market there is a plethora o undesir-

able C ;yl )iis. The growers in the is'and where

every prospect pleases and only man is vile,’ are

apparoiii y plu ging into quantity, and are forgetful

of quality. If this policy is continued cood-bye to

the fav uiitism of Ceylon teas, which up to now
have stea lily advanced in i

opular favour. Reckless

con-iignmen s of noor Ceylons have been advised

from all quarters, while the difficulty of finding high-

olasj qual ly is more pronounced than ever.’’

N.VTIVE CULTIVATION IN UVA.
The villagers and cultivators are reaping their

harvests of paddy which seem pretty fair, but this

evening's thunderstorm will I am afraid spoil some
of the stacks that are not threshed out and prove to

some of the lazy ones, that there is "many a slip

between cup and lip,’’ and perhaps set them levying

black mail on their neighbours.—Crime is about much
the same as usual and by no means decreasing

;
the

village headmen and town Arachchies are a farce

as guardians of the public, all they .are good for is

to levy blackmail and share the “ spoils-of-the chase
’’

with the rogues and vagabonds.

—

Cor.

—
COFFEK Leaf Di.ska.se.— It never rains, but

it pours. Jn.st after the “Secretary to the

.Agricultural Department, Ceylon” received a

letter from England claiming the reward (inythi-

c. 1, 1 )
for the discovery of a cure for coffee leaf

disease, there comes a telegram to the same effect

from a gentleman in Conoor, tvho is really

neat enough to know wo have little coflee left

in Ceylon, and who also ought to know tli.at .as

the disease prevailed on yo\tug estates witli virgin

soil, as vvell as on old, it could nut be iluc to

a c.ause he names. Still, our Coonoor friend has

colibe near by him in Coorg to experiment on.

DEAFN’88.
An essay describing a really

genuine Cure for Deafness,

Ringing in Ears, &c., no m.atter how severe or long-

standing, will be sent post free.—Artificial E.ar-

drums and similar api)liances entirely superseded.

Address 'I'HOMAS KEMPE, Victokia Cha.m-

iiF.Ks, 19, Southampton Buieoinos, Hoeuoun,

TEA CROW INC IN WENCHOW.
Consul M. P. A. Fraser wi'ite.s in his Report on

the trade of Wenchow for the year IS'.H, dated April
29th, as follows ;

—

Tire principal fe.ature in the export trade was a
large incro.xsa in the export of Tea, and this pro-

mises a large expansion hereafter, which is most
gratifying to those interested in the progress of

this struggling and ill-used port. Foochow will have
to look to its rather faded laurels.

Green tea dos.s n t appear in the customs returns
of cargo exported in steamers befo e the year 18'.);!.

In that year 149,4'o7 lb of it were so exported,
and in 18J4 there were 2.)3,73J lb of green, being
hyson, gunpowder, and imperial. The beginnings
recorded were very small, in 1877 there having been
only 37,007 lb exported in steamer, and in the next
year, 1878, only 90,067 lb all sorts included.

A visitor to Wenchow may see tea growing without
the necessity of going so far afield as a visitor to

Foochow, -'it Wenchow an hour’s walk in almost
any direction takes one into hills where tea is culti-

vated, .as also tobacco, coir-palms, the tea-oil plant,

the bamboo and the ubiquitous sweet potato. Even
on the tiny river island on which the consulate

stands, tea is grown by the Buddhist Priests. A cup
of tea prepared “ala Chinoise ’’ from lea ve.s picked

just outside the portals, and pure mountain water
hard by, tastes delicious to the holiday pedestrian

who has climbed up the steepest of stone-flagged

parts over 1,090 feet to one of the numerous temples
occupied by good Budduist and Taoist priests in the
surrounding hills.

Nearly all the tea exported, however, comes
from the Ping-T’ang region. The town of Ping-

Yang is about forty miles south of Wenchow,
and is reached by canals over which there

is an enormous traffic, mainly in fast boats
of small size propelled by hand. In the trade
report for 1883, .hr. Parker mentions that an enor-

mous export of alum to Ningpo, quite 12,000 tons a
year, takes place from Ku-ao-t’ow, the port of Ping-
yang, ten miles further to the south. It is fi'om Ku-
ao-fow, I am informed, that great quantities of tea,

bought by four Ningpo Chinese merchants, is shipped
on junks and taken to Hit-p'u for the province of

Kiangsu, the province just north of this one, con-

taining Shanghai, Soochow, and Nankin. The tea so

shipped is of coarse complexion, and indeed it is easy
to understand that the finer kinds of this delicate

article better sustain a quick voyage in good steamers
than a long one in “wind-jammers’’ like the native

junk, in which conveyance of over .500,000 ib. of tea take
their way to the neighbouring northern province.
As for finer teas no pekoe black tea appears in the

customs returns of steamer export before 1894, and
then only to the extent of 50 piculs, i.e., 0,007 lb.,

but this first-crop tea, called pekoe, “whitedown,” from
the whitish down with which the leaves are covered,
is grown to a much larger extent annually, and a
great deal is taken overland to Hangchow, the capital

of the Ningpo-Wenchow Province of Chehkiang,
wheircesome finds its way to the largo city of Soochow.

'Tea-firini/.—At present half of the Ping-yang pro-

duct goes south to Foechow, but we in.iy expect
that this proportion will diminish if not (iisappear.

In 1893 a beginning was made by e.stablishing a tea-

firing concern in Wenchow. It n.is liiO firing-pans,

to attend to whic.i eight,y men are employeU in the
season, earning each 1 iO ca.sh a day, tnal is 10 s ,,y

about ijl (2 j) a week. About 100 women are also

employed by it in y.icking out stalks, old le ivos, A'c.

from the teas at wages of tea cash a catty (1>^ lb
)

Ta
workpeople engaged in the work of sifting and
packing are from the enterprising population of llui-

chow, the mountainous j)refectural rlisirict iii the pro
vince of Anhui, bordering oui- pro\ince on the west..

“No business can be done without Hui-chow men”
says a proverb well-known in China. These skilled

Hui-chow men aie paid by the season, and a
double the rates of the local men. The n.itive

tea iusijectora or “ chaszees” are also Hui-chow
men. In 1894 another firm set up 140 firing pans.
These two together exported about 5,000 chests of

tea last year. Three more are in train, so that in
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the season of ISO.'S there will be five at work pre-
paring green teas for exportation. This green tea,
•which is prepared at Wenchow, requires elaborate
manipulation, cov» ring a period of two months,
which accounts for its greater cost. The prepara-
tion of black teas is not so elaborate. It seems
almost a pity that one or two of our merchants
do not settle here and buy locally. I am assured
that as compared with Shanghai expenses they would
save about $3 per picul (133J lb., the Chinese hundred
weight) on commissions, coolie hire (porterage), cargo-
boat hire, godow'n hire, and packing expenses.
However, %yhen the long-talked-of telegraph
is built, the risk of losses in making such an experi-
ment will be of course diminished.
The Wenchow Oiamje has an enormously thick

skin, easily detachable. It is si o igly scented and
bitter, and is supposed to have medicinal virtues.

It is exported chiefiy to Tientsin and farther north,

packed in tubs.

Whole streets in the city are occupied l)v the makers
of the various parts of the paper umbreJla, known to

commerce as the l-itti/sol, an ingenious perverson of

a Spanish name for a parasol, “ quitasol. " Its simple
components are bamboo and oiled paper, with tlie

addition of a little decorative colour. The same
thing is made in Japan, and called the “ kasa,” and
depicted {ad nauseam) on Christin a s cards, etc. Its

domain is being invaded by what the Japanese gra-

phically call “ the bat’s wing,” the umbrella of

European build; but while the large non-mandarin class

of Chinamen are kept so poor, the difference between the

shilling or tw'O paid for the latter article and the four-

penny ‘‘ kittysol ” will be a financial consideration

to be taken into account.

Fisli-rnaws are boiled into a nourishing glutinous

soup.

—

L. fO C. Express.

«

EXTRACT OF PALMETTO; A NEW TAN-

NING MATEHIAL.
The palmetto palm 8erenoa serrulafti, grows in

North America, and is an evergreen tree having rib-

bed fan-like leaves of three to tour feet in diameter.
Round each bud four to six leaves grow every year,

and these keep green for two years, when they be-

come yellowish bro'wn and die off. The stalks of

these leaves grow to 1 J to 3 feet in length, the leaves

are collected and cut up finely, the stalks being re-

moved. The w'hole is then put into large tubs and
lixiviated with hot or boiling water. The liquor is

then concentrated to an extract when intended for

shipment. To obtain the fibres, which are useful for

rope-making, etc., the parts remaining in the tubs
are treated after the liquor has been drained off with
chemical agents. These have the effect of separating
the silicic acid and decomposing the ether portions,
which become converted into a gummy mass that
can easily be removed, leaving the |uire fibres. The
tanning process with palmetto extract is the same
as with quebracho {A 2Wth Zeit., No. 30, ISy.'i, p. 309J—Pharmaceutical Journal.

Teas from the Far East.—Our Special Tele-

gram elsewhere shows that the London demand for

China teas—poor as it has been for tliese two
seasons—is slackening even on the figures for last

year. At the same time, as we learn from o\ir

files, the China exports to Odessa for Rus.sia

have increa.sed considerably.

C1LOSET8, L’rinals, Night Commodes, Stables,

J Kennels, Ac- should be llglitly dredged
(after cleansing) with Calvicrts 1.') ner cent-

Carboitc Powder, to destroy bad taoiirs and
to kill or keep away insects.

—
'1 he most ellovdive

))rei)aration.— In i lb., 1 lb. an<l 21b; dredgers, at

bd;, Isf, & Is. 6d- each, from Chemists ami Htore.s.

F. C, CALVERT A Co., Manchester.

DRUG REPORT.
(Fi’om Chemist ruad hrajejlst.)

Loiiiloii, .\ugust Sth.

AxNvrro Seed.—tloud bright offering at 3.Vd per lb.

QI'IM.ve.—Ten thou.sand ox Auerbach sold' in auction at
l.s 0',d ;

Is U.Sd is the outside price.

Cottv l.E.WES.—A lot of diirk-brown Ceylon .should

ha\e been cold without reserve, but no offer could be
elicited.

Ct'HEs.—Only 17 bags were (tffered. The fruit was
slightly inouldy fair brownish to grey, but there was
practically no demand, j3s being liid and refused.

KoE.v-M'i's.—l’riviitely several tons have been moved off

at lOd to lopi per llj. A few bag.s good West Indian
realised lOpi to ltd ])er lb at auction.

VA.M1.I..V.— -tltliougli the quantity brought forward was
small it represented different varieties. Mexican beans
are quite a. novelty on tlis market, as there have not
been any here for a long period. The lot was, however,
withdr.iwn without (|Uotation. Tahati 4d to 7d ; low fo.xy

sold at .‘is 9d per lb. Seychelles and Bourbon withdrawn.
I'.vl-TEl.NE.—The deartli of suitable niw material is still

in evidence. This scarcity is likely to continue, as the
svipply of such material is, and will lie, restricted. Makers,
altinuigh not (pioting riglit ami left, are supplying con-
sumers accoi'ding to circumstances, at from ‘AKs to ‘2'is

per lb. A few second-hand lots may be picked up here
Jiid there at 2;)S to 27s Gd per lb

INDIAN TEA SALES.

(From Wntson, Sihthorp d' Co.'s Beport.)

C.ALCtJTT.A, August 27th, 1895.

Notwithstanding the unsatisfactory news from the
Loudon market the sales held here on the 22ad
instant passed off with spirit and prices for teas

showing any improvement in quality were generally
higher, ail grades, under eight annas may be quoted
from 2 to 4 pie dearer, while the better sorts sold

irregularly but mostly in favor of sellers. Buyers
for the Colonies, Bombay and various other markets
were very keen and secured a large proportion of

the tea sold. 15,513 packages changed hands, of which
nearly 5,UOO packages go to markets outside the United
Kingdom.
The average price of the 15,513, packages sold is

As. 7-11 or about Sjd per lb. as compared with 18,994

packtrges sold ou the 23rd August 1894 at As. 9-0 or
about 9^d per lb. and 13,995 packages sold on the

24th August 1893 at As. '7-9 or about Gjd per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 24th August from
here to Great Britain are 41,786,089 lb. as compared
with 39,784,288 lb. at the corresponding period last

sea.son and 39,295,591 lb. in 1893.

Note.—Lrvst srile’s rvverage was As. 7'8 or about
8d per lb.

Exch.vnge.—Document Bills, 6 months’ sight,

Is 17-16d.
Freight.—Steamer .61-15-0 per ton of 50 c. ft.

^
EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA AND
JAPAN TO THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Export 2 Miu.ion lb. le.s.s than Last Year’s.

China Coa.st, Aug. 20.

The Exports of Tea up to date from Cliina

and Japan to tlie Uniteil Kingdom amount to

24 million lb., as compared with about 26 million

lb. u[) to same date last year, .38 million lb.

in 1803, and 24 million lli. in 1892.——
Confidence in Ceylon Plantation Pro-

perty.—We learn that an absent proprietor of

long Imsiness connection with the East and ac-

([uaintance witli tlie ii|is and downs of plantation
property, so values Ids Ceylon plantation tliat,

on being lately approaclied with reference to a
sale, lie iiitimateii that notliing less than si.rtecn

years’ imrclirise on his present annual profits

wiiiilil tempt liim. 'I’liis is cei tainly an indication

of conlideiu'o on tlrCiirait ol a l.ondon man of

biLsiness in the future of tea. Seven to ten
years’ purchase is usually considered enough for

the tropics.
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COLOMRU ITilC'E CURRENT.

{Furnished b;/ the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, Sept. 2. 1893.

Exchange of London, Ci.osi.ng Rates, on Gth Aug.

Bank ScUinij Bales :—On demand 1/1 5-lG to 11-82:

4 months’ sight 1/1 11-32 to g ; 6 months' sight 1/13

to 13-32. Bank BuyiiKj Bates :—Credits 3 months’

sight 1/1 15-32 to J ;
G mouths’ sight l/lj to 17-32

;

Doets. 3 months’ sight l/lj to 7-32; C months sight

1/1 17-.32 to 9-16.

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, RlG'OO to 17’00.—nominal. Estate Crops

ui Parchment, delivery per bushel,—no quot.. Plan-

tation Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt, R81
to 8G,—nominal. Plantation Estate Coffee f.o.b.

Special Assortment per cwt,—no quot., Liberian

parchment on the spot per bushel, R12'50. Garden
and Chetty Pachmont on the spot per bushel, R15'50.

Garden and Chetty Coffee f.o.b. per cwt,—no quot..

Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt, R73,—Scarce.

Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week ; Broken
Pekoe, per lb G7c. Pekoe per lb 50c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 43c. Br-oken mixed and Dust, per

lb 32c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bauk.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine

per lb Ol^c. to 2c.—1 to 4 %. Twigs and Branch.
—No quotations.
Cardamoms.—per lb 80c. to Rl'75.

Coconut Oin.—Mill oil per cwt, RlS ilO to 13'73.

Dealer’s oil per cwt, R15'25 to 15’62L Coconut oil in

Ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton, R347'90.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked A undried) per cwt, R33 to R45.

Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R38'00 to R49‘00.

Coconut Cake.—(Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R45 to 55.

CoiB Yarn.—Nos. 1 to 8 per cwt, R6 to 15.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 and 2 only per lb G8c.—noniinM.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb G5c.—nominal.
Plumb.ago.—Large Lumps per ton, R150 to 330.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips per

ton, R30 to 1.50. Dust per ton, R30 to 100.

Ebony.—Per ton, no quotations.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7T0 to R8'00.

Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7.50 to R7’85.

Coast Calunda per bushel, R3'06 to R3’25.

Muttusamba per bushel, R3'30 to R3’G5.

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—No quotations.

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, R10'50.

Freights.

Cargo.
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Tea 20/ 25/ 25 20/

Coconut Oil ‘201 25/ 25 20/

Plumbago 17/6 25/ 25 20/

Coconuts in bags 20/ 25/ 25 20/

Other Cargo 20/ 25/ 25 20/

Broken Stovi'age 10/ 25/ 2.5 20/

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil , 35/ . . • • . .

Plumbago , '6bl • • . . • .

New York rates per steamer with transhipment
12/G 15/ above London rates.

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittambalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

(Jarden Parctniient :
—

Chetty do
Native Coffee :

—
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parcliment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

lumiinal)

Rice.—Market is steady
Kazla
8oolye

Colombo, Aug. 28th, 1895.

Rl.'i'UO to per bushel
l.T-.^O to 16-00 do
tio'OO to OG'OO jier cwt
78 00 to 73 1 10 do
13 '00 per bushel (nominal)
67 ‘00 per cwt
0'70 to 2'00 per lb (nominal)

30 ’00 to 40 00 per cwt do

U6-75 to 6 ‘87 per bag
7 '00 to 7 '50 do

Callunda --qo to
Coast Callunda 2'8o to
Kuruve (Scarce)
/Muttusamba 3-15 to

Cinnamon.—

Q

uoted Nos. 1 to 4 , at
58 cents per lb (nominal)

Cl lies.—R55 00 per candy (nominal)
Coconuts.—

O

rdinary R3S'00 to 38't

7-37

3-00 per bushel

3 '40 do
54c and Nos. 1 and 2 at

do Selected
Coconut Oil.—
Copra.—

M

arket steady
Kalpitiya
/Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—

G

ingelly
Uhekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.—quotations at
Satinwood.—cubic feet

Halmilla.— do

42-00 to 45-00
15-37 to 15-50

00 per 1,000 (nominal)
do

per cwt
do
do

per candy
do
do

1147 -00 to 47-50
46-00 to 4C\59
40-00 to 44-00
87-50 to 90-00 per ton
75 '00 to 80'00 do
60-00 to 65-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do
1-00 to 1-25 do

KiTUL Fiure.—Quoted at R30-00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—Quoted nominally :—No buyers
Jaft'na Black.—Cleaned R15'00 to 17'00 per cwt

do Mixed lO'OO to 13'00

Indian do 7 '00 to O'OO
CleanedDo

Sapan Wood.—

Q

uoted
Kerosine Oil—.American

do Russi.au
Kapok.—

C

leaned f. o.b 26 00 to 27'50

do Vneleaned o'OO to 5’.60

Croton Seed 13'00 to 17 00

lO'OO to 14-00

65-00 to 70-00

7-00 to 7-12
6 -50 to 6 -62

do
do

Nux.Vniunica

per ton
Per case
Per case
(nominal)
do
do

2-,60 to 3’00 per cwt

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION 1895.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
(From S. Figgis d Co.'s Fortnightly Price Current, London, 31st July, 1895.)

E\S1’ INDIA.
Uoinbay, Ceylon, Maoras

Coast and Zanzibar.
QUALITY.

ALOE^, Socotrine
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BARK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow ..

Mauritius & Madagascar..
CARDAMOMS—

Allepee
Mangalore
Malabar
Ceylon
IVilicherry

Mysore

Long Ceylon

t’ASTOR OIL,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

1st

2nd.-

CINNA.MON.

CLOVES,

Ists

2nds
3rds

4ths &5th.s
Cliips

Zanzibar
and Pemba.

uood and tine dry liver...

Common and good
Leilgeviana chips
Original stem
Renewed
Chips
Sli. sof. to gd. hard brig
Dark to fair

Pair to flue

Pair to fine clipped
Hold, bright, fairto fine..

Clipped, bold, bright flue

Middling, stalky & lean
Good to fine

Brown sh
Pair to flue pmp. d pi.

,, small
Shelly to good ..

Seels
White
Vair and good pale
Fair to fine bright
Ord’y. and middling ..

Ord'y. to fine quill

,, STEMS
cocnurs inuicus
COFFEE

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted...

CUTCH
dragons blood. Zui.

GALLS, Bussorah& Turkey

QI'JGER, Calicut

Cochin

Cut A
B & C

Rougli

SUM
Beogal Rough

AMMONIACUM ..

ANI"I, washed ..

ARABIC E.I
scraped.,

& Aden.,

Ghatti

Amrad ctia.

Madras
ASSAF(ETIDA

KINO
MTRRU, picked

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop...

*»

pickings
siftings

ISDIARUBBER ...

East African Ports, Zanzi-

bar and .Mozamtiique Coast

Aisam

Rangoon
Madigiiscar, Tamataye, i

Msjunga an I Nossibe
j

isinglass or Uongue
fish MAWsf

Bladder Pipe
Purse...

Woody and hard
Good ordinary

Fair to fine bright
Common dull and mixed

Common to good
Fair sifted

Bold to fine bold colory
Midding to flue mid
Low mid. and low grown
Good to fine bright sound
Ordinary& middling
Ordinary to line fresh ...

Fair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to tine dark blue ...

Good white and green .

.

Good to fine bold
Small and medium
Common to fine bold ...

Small and D'.s

Pair to good
Blocky to tine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts
Part yellow & mixed do.

Beau & Pea size ditto
Amber and red bold ..

Medium & bold sorts

Good to fine pale frosted
sifted

Sorts, dull red to fair ...

Good to tine paleselected
Sorts middling to good
Good and fine pale
Reddish to pale brown .,

Dark to fine pale
Fairto fiuepiiiky block.

and drop
Ordinarystony to midliiif;

Fair to tine bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to nne white
Reddish to middling
Middling to good pale ..

Slightly toui to fine

Red hard clean ball

White softisli ditto
Unripe root
Liver and Larau Ball ..

Sausage, ordinaryto fine

without sticks

Good to fine

Common foul & middling
Fair to good clean

Good totiiie pinky & white
Fairtogood black ...

( good to fine pale

\darktofeir
Clean thin to fine bold

QUOTATION.S.

£3 108 a

30s a 80s
2d a 3J1
lid a 3.1

21 a 4il
IJ I a 2 I

£f 10s a £8
£6 a £7
£6T2s 6d a £7 fi-

ls a 2s 6d
Is lOd a 2s 8d
Is 8d a 3s 3d

Is 3.1 a 19 ‘M
Is fid a Is 81
9d a Is 4d
Is 9d a 4s

la 2d a l.s 5d
Is Id a 2s lid
Is lid a 2s Id
2/d a 31
2Jd a 2,id

27s a 30s
24s a 27s
Sjd a Is 4 1

8il a Is 3d
7Jd a l.s

7d a P(l

2Jd

2jd a 3d
41 a 2Jd

Id

8s a 12s

106s a 112s
97s fid a 107s
97s a lOOs
I Os a 20s
7s a 8s

30s a 40s
2Us a 32s
2 IS a 50s
47s a 50s
,35s a 40s
68s a 77s fid

55s a I Os
32s a 35s
79s a 30s

22s 6 I a 26 1

20s a 50s
£9 a £1 1 10s

£8 lOs a £8 15i

£1 a £7 lOs

£5 a £7
£4 a £7

lOs a 42s 61
30i a 37s 80
!2s 6 1 a 45s
23s a 30s
15s a 4ss

23s a 32s
20s a 33s fid

sOs a 100s
20s a 4 is

£25 a £30
£5 a £7
fiis a 7-is

SOs a 55s
1 7s a 2Ss
8s a 14s
9s a 13s

2s Id a 2s 5d
Is 8d a 2s 2d
lOd a Is 4d
Is 8d H 2s 2Jd
Is 3d a 2s

3s 2d a 2s 5d
Is 7d a 2s

9d a Is 5d
Is fid a 2s 2d
2s Ida 2s fid

Is fid a Is 9d
Is 8d a 2s fid

9d a Is 4d
la dd a 2s fll

Darkinlsddtoflaepa'e.„&aa Is 2d

Etsr 1ND1\ Continued
Bist Coist Africa. Mala-
bar and .Miidr.is Coast,

QUALITY, QUOTATIONS.
Bengal.

Kurraohee Leaf Good and fine pale 2s Id a 3s
Re 1 part thin s 2d a Is lid

INDIGO Bengal Middling to tine violet... 4s 81 a 5.9 fid

Ordinary to middling ... 3a 3 1 a 4s 6

i

Kurpah .. ... Fairtogood reddish violei 2s 10 1 a 3a 6d
Ordinary and middling Is 10 1 a 2s 8d

Madras (Dry Leaf). Middling to good Is 8d a 3s
Low to ord nary 7d als Sd

tVORY-Elephants’ Teeth-
60 lb & upwards Soft sound £5» a £68
over 30 & under 60 lb. *» »» £48 10s a £61
60 a 100 lb. ... Hard ,, ,, £35 a £42
Sorivelloes .. Soft ,, close* wide £22 a £35 lOs

Billiard Ball Pieces 2|a 3i>n Sound soft £30 a £97
Bagitelle Points Sli. def.to fine sound soft £51 a £63
Cut Points for Balls ... Shaky to fine solid sd. sft £65 a £78
Mixed Points & Tips... Defective, part hard £33 a £44
Cut Hollows Thill to thick to sd. sft £25 a £41
Se i Horse Teeth— ...

tall lb. Straight erked part close Is a 3s fid

vIYRABOLANES, Bombay Bhimlies I, good & fine

pale

,, II, fair pickings
Jubbleporel, good & fine

7s 9d
3s Gd a 4s 3d

pale

,, II, fair rejections

Vingorlas. good and fine

8s a 7s

Is fid a 4s

4s a 5s fid

Madras, Upper Godavery Good to fine picked 5s fid a Gs 6d
> I» • • Common to middling ... 3s 3i a 4s fid

Coast Fair ... 4s 41 a 4s 6(1

Pickings Burnt and defective ... Is 3d a 4h 6(1

MACE, Bombay ... Dark to good bold p vie .. Is fid a 2s

W’d com. darkto fine bold 4d a fid

NUT.MEGS, 65’s a 81’s 2s 3 1 a 8s 2 1

90’s a 125’s Is 6 i a 2a Id
VITX VOMICA Fair to good bol 1 fresh Gs a 9s

)IL, CINNAMON Good heavy id a Is fid

CITRONELLE Bright & good flavour... |d a Id
LE.MONQRASS ... iSi

ORCHELLA 1
-

jMozaSn.

Mid. to fine, not woody
Picked clean flat leaf ...

lisa 15s

l2s a 18s

.. Wiry 22s a 32s
PEPPER—
Malabar, Black sifted ... Fair to bold heavy |

^2(1 a 2idAlleppee & Cochin
i

Tellicherry, Black
• .

good f
» » » • • •

Fair to fine bright boldIPLUMBAGO, Lump 15s a 16s
Middling to good small lOs a 13s

Chips Dull to fine bright Is Gs a 8s fid
Dust ... Ordinary to fine bright... 2s a fis

RED WOOD .. Fair and fine bold £3 I Os a £4
SAFFLOWER, Bengal Goodtofiiiepinkynominal 95s a 100s

Ordinary to fair 70s a 8Us
Inferior and pickings ... 30s a SOs

S-ANDAL WOOD, Logs .. Fair to good flavour ... £30 a £60
Chips.. Inferior to fine £4 a £8

lEEDLAC .. Ordinary to fine bright SOs a 100s
8ENNA, Tinnevelly Good to flue bold green fid a 8d

Fair middling medium 3d a 6H
Common dark and small jd a 2ii

Bombay ... Ordinary to good Id a 3d
SHELLS. M.-o’-P. Eoyptian

—

bold clean .. 50s a 56s
medium thin and stout 70s a 77s fid

chicken, part oysters I '8 6d a 77s 6d
large .. ... Bombay—poor tofinethie 80s a 67 s fid

medium part stout clean part good color 76s a 87s fid

chicken part stout M >» SOs a 8Ss
ovdter& broken pcs t» f* **

medium and bold sorts
77s fid a 82i 6d

Mussel .. 40s a 508
small and medium sorts 18s a 34s

Llugali Ceylon ... Thiuaud fjood stout sort'^ Is a 24s
TAMARIND-S Mid. tofinoblacknotstoiiy 9s a lls

iStony and inienor 4s a fis

TORTOISE-SHELL ...'Sorts.good mottle, heavy 26s a 34s
Zanzibar and Bombay Pickings thin to heavy... 9s fid a 31s 6d

I'UR MERIC, Bengal ... Leanish to fine plump
finger ... )s fid a lls fid

Madras ... Fill, fairto fine boldbrgt Is fid a 12i fid

» Mixed middling 10s

, Bulbs ... Js 9d a lOs
Cochin Finger ... 8s 3d a lu

VANILLO ES,
Fine, cryst’ed 5 to 9 in.

Foxy & reddish 5 to 8 in.
Bourbon, Ists ... It's a 3 's

Mauritius, 2nds... l2s a 18s

Seychelles, 3iMs... Lean & dry to mid. un-
der fi in. '9 a lOs

Madagascar, 4ths„. Low. foxy, inferior and
pkld<i|)| ^6 t, 7«
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GRAP15 CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.

HE cultivation of the grape has been

the subject of a number of com-

muuications whicli have from time

to time appeared in the pages of

this Magazine. Mr. E. T. Hoole

in particular has written much on the subject, in

wliich lie has evinced peculiar interest, no doubt
having first had his attention drawn to the

possibility of extending grape, culture in Ceylon
by his long experience of the industry in

Jaffna. . In a late number, this correspondent

contributed a most interesting account of the

cultivation of grapes in North-West Inda, and
commended the system there adopted to the

notice of cultivators in at Ceylon. Not long
after the publication of this account we had a
visit from Mr. Zanetti, with whom arrangements
were subsequently made for carrying on an
experiment in grape culture on the grounds of the
School of Agriculture at Colombo. Mr. Zanetti is

an expert in this branch of agriculture, of which he
has bud long and intimate experience of an
extensive nature both on the Continent and in

Australia. Hitherto grapes have been cultivated

to a very limiied extent in Ceylon, the Jaffna
peninsula being the locality where the largest

number of vines occur. But as far as we are

aware no single grape grower in Ceylon possesses

more than a couple of plants in his garden, and
these have been grown as spreading vines on
bowers or pandals. The continental method which
is now being adopted wherever viticulture is an
established agricultural industry has, we believe,

never before been attempted in Ceylon, and its

demonstration will be otie of tlie features of tlie

e.xperimont at the School of Agriculture, where,
moreover, the most approved systems of pruning,
manuring &c. will be practised. Some criticism

has been raised by the choice of Colombo for the

experiment, as it is thought that the climate is

too humid for the grape. Single vines have
however been known to flourish in nearly every
part of Ceylon, and it will remain to be seen
whether given a suitable soil, selected varieties,

and expert-treatment, a vineyard cannot be estab-
lished in the metropolis. We believe, however,
that Mr. Zanetti does not intend to limit his ex-
periment to Colombo. Personally it is a source of
great gratification to us that an opportunity has
been afforded for the carrying out of so desirable
an experiment, which we can only hope will prove
an unqualified success. We have already had
many communications on the subject of the
experiment, and .some of our correspondents have
given us their own e.xperiences of vine culture.

^
LAWS OF CEYLON RELATING TO

AGRICULTURE.

Chapter IX.

Recovery of Money due under this Ordinance.
1. If default be made in the payment of any

instalment, charge or rate under this Ordinance in
repayment of any amount expended on the con-
struction &c. of any irrigation work, it shall be
lawful for the Government Agent or any person
authorized by writing under his hand to seize the
land herein declared specially bound and liable or
any movables thereon to whomsoever such land
crop or moveables may belong, and to sell the same
by public auction at any time not less than twenty-
one days from the date of seizure.

2. If default be made in the payment of any
other sum payable under this Ordinance it shall
be lawful for the Government Agent or any person
authorized in writing under his hands to seize any
property belonging to the defaulter, wheresoever
the same may be found, and to sell the same by
public auction at any time not less than twenty-
one days from the date of seizure. Provided that
no seizure of any land be made if the defaulter
surrenders free and unclaimed movable property’’ to

satisfy the total amount of the debt, Provided also
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that no land seized under section 1 be sold until

and unless the crop or produce thereof and tlie

movables thereon, if any, shall have been first sold.

3. The sale of irainovable property shall be
carried on the spot unless the (iovernment Agent
shall otherwise direct, or unless the defaulter shall

consent to the sale being conducted elsewhere.
4. The person making the seizure may, if so

authorized by the Oovernraent Agent, keep a
person in possession of the proj)erty seized.

o. It shall be lawful for the Government Agent
or any person authorized by him as afore.said to

demand, take and receive from such defaulter the
several sums of money mentioned as follows :

—

(a) In cost of proceeding to .seize prox)erty—

a

charge not exceeding 50 cents for every 11 10 due.

(0) For keeping a x)erson in possession—

a

charge not exceeding 50 cents per day.

(c) For the expenses of sale—a charge not ex-

ceeding 25 cents for every ten rupees of the net

proceeds of the sale.

6. After deducting the amount and costs due,

the overplus, if any, shall be paid to the owner or

joint owners of the proiierty sold.

7. A certificate of .'^ale signed by the Govern-

ment Agent is sufficient to vesf the property in

the purchaser. Such certificate is liable to stamp

duty fixed on conveyances of immovable xiroj'erty

and to any registration or other charges authorized

by law, such duty and charges being payable by

the purchaser.

il. A. J.

LAJ50UK.

A season of unwonted jirosperity has set in in

many planting districts for the Sinhalese agricul-

tural classes, owing to the want of Tamil labour felt

on the plantations, and entire families are leaving

their homesteads for residence in close jiro.'dmity

to European plantations. The system of weekly

payments if not in.^isted upon has still become

imperative, as the tide of labour generally .«ets in

the direction of prompt settlement and from

Rl'50 to Tll'80 per week is easily earned by an

adult male, while a woman or child earns from

Rl-25 to 111 '50 on an average. And thus the

Sinhalese ryot who had hitherto to depend

entirely on his paddy fields for the suxiport of

himself and his family has i)ractically averted

the calamity of starving during bad seasons of

mnha and i/ala. The Governim'iit have also thus

been reliewid of the an.viely of having occasion-

ally to proviile villages with relief work.s.

News comes from the coast of India that the

recruiting grounds of our Immigrant labonr siiindy

are being largely taxjped by Singapore xtlanter.-^,

who are offering more advantageous terms than

the Ceylon planters do. If our labourers went

gradually away from Ceylon to their old Dores

in other parts, and also to others following their

example, and if capital coming to Ceylon is also

driven away to countrie.s where land can fie got

on more advantageous terms, Ceylon need be in no

fear of an over-production of tea. Hut the

Surveyor-fieneral may fail to control the deliveries

at Mincing Lane.

The. general efieet of tea ])lanting, although

largely beneficial to the neighbouring villages, is

bv uo'meanti an uiuni.xed blessing to the younger

generation, as it is reported from the Sabara-

gamuwa Piovince that the attendance at the

village schools have been greatly affected by the

children being taken away to the neighbouring
tea estate.-: for gathering le:if. It may not be felt

just yet, but it is the oxiinion of many reflecting

minds that the supxu'e.ssiou of crime among the

Sinhalese villager.^ can be be.'t attained by taking
them in hand when young and teaching discripline

and morality .as in European countries. The
school has ever been the mir.sery of the Church,
and even if wo did not c.irry the Chri.stian's pro-

paganda iiito the iinddhist villages, still Christian

.school masters who have oversight of the boys
during scho' 1 hour.s, c.in do an immense amount
of good in watching their conduct generally and
training them to love rectitude and truth and to

control tiieir natural imx)ulses. To take a man
whose character has been moulded and fixed and
to fine scourge and imprision may satisfy the

vindictive requirements of justice, but results have
X^roved that it has neither cured the offendor nor
operated as a deterrent to others of b.is class. It

is x>ossib!e that comx)ulsory e<lucalion and the
establishmeu .of normal schools all over Ceylon
may do more to suijipress crime by training the
Sinhalese youth while young tlian the increased
rigorous treatment in jails will do after the
criminal has been made by the general neglect
of his mcra education in his early vears.

1 ’.

I'AEMVIIAII I’ALM IMIGGCCTS.

Air. C. E. Cdlyer, the fibre referee for the
Imperial Institute, reports as follows on sarax)les

of Palmy rah fibre :

—

“The stiff fibre extracted from the base or

sheath of t'’e leaf-stalk, when in mature condition,

of dark colour, and tough and sujjple in quality,

is in consK.erable favour as a broom and brush
making material, and has rapidly become one of

the best substitutes for Bahia Piassava, notwith-
standing a tendency to curl in warm and dry
weather.

The consumption haskeiit i)ace with the supply,

and its us^’ could bo largely increasd if sufiicient

(Xuantities could be obtained at moderate x^rices, of

which accor'Hng to the available information there

is much doubt.

The light-coloured fibre extracted from the
leaf-stalk itself is of a different character, and is

at present of com])arati vely small value;—its

want of li''e, toughness, and strength to recover

its strnightiu'Ss after being bent, limit its use to

common mixing x)ur])oses, and it is considered infe-

rior to African Piassava, for the lowest uses. It

is xtossible a better and more extensive use for this

fibre may ultimately be found, but in the mean-
time shipments would come to a very doubtful

market.”
The wood forms a valuable rafler for houses

Toddy is got by fementalion from the sweet juice

of the llower, as with the coconut and kitul X)alms.

Sugar (jagg(U'y) is made from the unfermeuted
juice. .lAins art' constructc'd of tlie young leaves,

which in the very young stage are also woven
into braids and thus e.\])orled. llaskets, hats and
other nrlicdoa are also maile of the le.avcs, whicl;

have a 1-0 from lime immemorial served the

])Ui|toses of writing jaixier. The soft iJulp inside

the shell or stone of the fruit is oaten raw, of
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hardened into thin slabs l)y the niix.ai'e of a

little lime, on fried into cakes after being mixed
with flower, sugar, atul coconut scrajnngs. The
cabbage or terminal bud is also oaten. The seed-

lings are sometimes eaten cooked a' a vegetable

or made into ])icklos, while the germinating

embryo within the stone is considered a deli-

cacy and is sometimes reiluced to a Hour.

Mr. J. W. Mollison, Olliciating Director, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Dorabay, supplies some
information with reference to the uses of the

tender root which the seeds send i own at Ihe

time of germinating :—Tiie pahuyran fruit con-

tains two or three kernels, and if these ai’c to be

eaten raw, the fruit has to be plucked before it is

ripe. In thi.s condition they are sold in N. IV'.

India at 12 for one anna when good w -,ay 6 fruits

per anna. Fallen fruits onlj^ are used; or plant-

ing in order to get the radicle to be n?ed as a

vegetable. These radicles are from 9 to 12 inches

long and 1 to I5 in. diameter at the tnick end.

The seedligs are grown a.s crowded as possible in

the nursery, and are ready for digging in about
four months. The vegetable is generally roasted

before it is offered for sale, at thereto of 16 for

an anna. Its cultivation in the Bombay
Presidency, says Mr. Mollison, is important,

because of the enormous value of outturn per

acre, and because it might l)e economically imi-

tated elsewhere in India. Nurseries, however,
are seldom larger than to ixs of an acre. In a

nursery about 60 fruits are ])lanted in a .scjuai'c

yard, and these may produce 100 ) more young
tap roots. The gross value of yield per anna at

ordinary market rates i.i 111,800, but if the veg(>t-

able is dear, the outturn per acre may be worth
RdOO.

^

DAIRY PRODUCE.

The native cow as most of us are aware is a

very poor milker. In fact, a Ceylon cows average

yield of milk per day is hardly over three to four

pints.. In many instances the cows are never

milked. The coast cows (animals of Sonth Indian

breeds) which are being imported to the Island

yield on an average six to eight pints of milk a day,

and those of the better Indian breeds, notably

the Sind breed, which has been introduced
,
to the

Island through the Government Dairy Farm, yield

on a average from twelve to sixteen pints daily.

Dr: Parkes in his Manual of Hygiene, puts down
the average of an English cow to be 20 to 26 j)int.s

daily and occasionally up to .60 pints. Thus it is

seen that the milk yield of different breeds of

cows varies greatly. It has also to be iioted that

milk differs in quantity and quality in different

animals under different conditions, for instance,

the age of a cow, the number of calves produced
by it, the age of the calf, and the system of feeding

the cow, has much to do with these variations.

The ridiculously small quantity of milk yielded

by native cows, is undoubtedly due to neglect

on the part of breeders for ages past, the native cow
in the villages being considered not so much a

milker,but a producer of calves, which when grown
up are used either for agricultural work ot draught

puri)ose-!, .such as for tiie conveyance of loads or

for trotting. Again, the villager requires an
animal to plough his fields, and any small sized

animal will do the work with the irvtive im-

plement. Such is tlie demmid, and hence the
siq>ply keeps pace with it. As regards dairy pro-
duce, lliougli in India milk and gliee are highly
prized and often indispensable articles of diet,
milk is seldom an article of diet in the villages
here, and it i.s when used considered more or less
a luxury. Gliee again is mostly used in medicine,
and coconut imlk is often considered a cheap and
easuy obtained substitute for it, wdiereas in India
a natir e w'ould be shocked to hear of the substitu-
tion of coconut milk for ghee, for he can-
not conceive how one could be satisfied without
the use of such an indispensable article. The only
form in which milk is used in the villages is in the
form of curds, and even for the production otthis
cattle owners have not sufficient encouragement, as
there i.s no regular demand for the article. It is

used generally on special occasions (feasts, &c.),
I)ut the curd obtained from cow’s milk is considered
to be inferior to that obtained from buffaloe’s
milk. These remarks do not apply to the
villages in the vicinity of towns, for in towns on
account of the different classes of inhabitants and
their different tastes, there is always a demand
for milk, and the villager is ever ready to meet
it, and obtain the advantages of profit thus
offei'ed him.

It is no smqarise that in the fight of the above
facts that dairying has not been an industry
among the (Sinhalese villages, and a good milking
COW' is a rarity among them.

In India the native consumes tlie produce of the
dairy in a variety of forms. First and foremost,
the gliee or clarified butter is an indispensable
article in the preparation of his daily food. Tmk
a bye-product of ghee-raaking is never wasted

;

viawa ovkhowa, a sort of dessicated milk is largely
used by them

;
and lastly, curd is also a favourite

wdth them.
In places where milk is turned into butter and

clieese, and tlie bye-product obtained in the process
of butter making, .skimmed milk is also put to a
variety of uses.

The conditions prevailing in Cejdon are such,
that dairying as an industry will be more readily
adopted in the vicinity of towns rather than in the
villages.

In towms there is ahvays a demand not only for
pure milk but for its products. A large quantity
of butter is annually imported to the island, and
with all that, the consumers always prefer fresh
butter, and are prepared to pay enhanced prices
for the article they prefer. Dairy-farming in
yillages close to towms should prove a paying
industry. iVhen millc could be sold in a fresh
state, I, Imre is not much difficulty in carrying
on the, trade profitably, but ns it is doubtful
when a large number of persons engage in the
production of the article that there will be an
equally large demand for fresh milk, itis essen-
tial that attention should be paid to the manu-
facture of butter.

A central factory where a cream seperator could
be worked, and where all the milk in the district

could be disposed of, would be the best

inducement for the villager to pay attention to

this important industry. Under such circumstan-
ces, when they are assured of a ready market the

inducement will be sufficient for them. A
central factory need not cost much

;
a Baby Laval

' can be had for less than E2-50, and
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a few more appliances such as cans, jars, churns \'C.

would meet all the requirements.

As an instance it may be mentioned that t g"

experiments conducted in the Bombay Presidency
and the North-Western provinces of India some few
years back have given such an impetus to the
industry, that at present tliere are over fifty or

sixty small butter factories in the Bombay Presi-

dency alone wdiere cream seperators are used with
the greatest advantage. These factories have be-

come central stations, where the out-put of milk in

the adjoining villages is readily purchased. Bombay
butter now not only meets the demand of the

Presidency to a great extent, but as we are aware
is obtainable even in many of the Colombo stores.

It has to be noted in this connection, that for

the manufacture of butter the cost of fresh milk

will have to be comjiaratively cheap, but if the

price obtainable leaves a margin of profit to the

owner of the cows, there is no reason to fear any

possibility of failing in obtaining a proper supply

of milk for the purpose of butter making.

The experiments at the Poona Dairy farm have

shewn that 74 lbs. of cow’s milk gave 3 lbs, 6| oz.

butter orl lb. butter from 217’3 lbs. milk. Again,

43 lbs. of buffaloe milk gave 3 lbs. 10 oz. butter

or 1 of butter to 14'29 of milk.

Thus it is seen that buffaloe milk yields a much
larger percentage of butter than cov. s’ milk, and

there is no reason why buffaloe milk should not be

put to this use here.

The following analysis of cow’s milk (Sind) and

buffaloe’s milk, at the Poona Dairy Farm is also

very suggestive :

—

Water
Butter fat...

Caesin

Milk sugar
Mineral rr.atter

Cows.
B5'53
5’43

2 95
5-40

•69

Buffaloe.
82-13

7-73
4-03
5-31
•80

10000 100-00

W. A. D, S.

BLACK SMUT ON OEANGE TREES.

in tlie event of the emulsion having become
lumpy. This should be applied to the trees in as

fine a spray as possible with the help of a suitable

apparatus tsuch as the Vermorel “ Knapsack,’

sprayer, or the Antipe.st sprayer).

All parts of the tree should be wetted, and

the treatment should be repeated at intervals as

necessary, as there are times and seasons when
the treatment will be all ended with much better

results than at others. In addition, the trunk

and larger limbs of the tree may be advantageously

painted over (by means of a paint or white-
wash brush) with the following :—Flowers of

sulphur, 4 lb
;

soft soap and water, 6 gallons
;

or with “ Parker’s remedy ” which is made up
thus : a thin flour-and-sulphur paste containing

three parts by weight of sulphur to every one of

floiu’, the paste to be made by boiling in the

ordinary way, and the sulphur to be stirred in

while the latter is still hot.

branches of an orange

smut, with a request
We have been sent some

tree affected with black

to suggest a remedy.
The fungus we may at once state is only a

secondary disease dependent on a scale itisect

(probably a lecanium), and we advise that the

ordinary treatment against scale insects should

l>e at once adopted.

Make a solution (by boiling) of 4 lb. of liard

soap or 2 quarts of soft soap to a gallon of

water. Cut the hard soap previou.s to boiling

in thin slices to assist solution. To every gallon

of boiling soap solution (oft' the fire) add 2 gallons

of kerosine. Then churn the mixture violently

with a force pump or garden syringe, driving it

backwards and forwards through the nozzle,

keeping the latter always below the surface

during the process; By this means an emulsion

will bo formed, which, if perfect, should be of

the consistency of cream, and the oil should not

separate out, even if the emulsion be kept standing

for days, and it should mix freely with water in

any proportion. This, when required, should be

mixed with no less then nine times its bulk of

water, which, if used warm, will facilitate dilution

ABORTION IN COWS.

We take the following from the Neto South
Wales Agricultural Gazette :— In a paragraph
on this subject which appeared in our February
issue, it was stated that no preventive measures
had ever been found to be of the slightest avail.

Owing to this statement, Mr. E. R. Dean, of

Goulburn, has written to the Department, pointing

out that some of the American agricultural journals

speak with much confidence of the great value of

Viburnum prunifolium as a preventive of abortion.

He mentions that Dr. Phares, speaking of the

action of viburnum, says :—“ It is a preventive in

habitual miscarriages. It prevents miscarriage

from any cause. It has never failed to prevent a

threatened abortion so far as I can learn.” And
the American Veterinary lieview endorsed this as

follows :
—“ We simply add this is literally true,

and confirmed by the thousands of cases since

treated all over the United States and in other

countries. No other medicine, perhap.?, ever came
so soon into general use and met w ith so unani-

mous a verdict of approval among the medical
fraternity. This wonderful medicine is found
native in the forests of most of the States between
the Gulf of Mexico and the Northern Lakes, and
is generally known by the trivial name of ‘ black-

Imw.’ The bark of the root is used for making a

tincture
;
or in emergency the decoction of fresh

bark serves well.
* * * jf pvoj)erly prepared

and administered it is worth, for the purpose
mentioned, more than all other medicines.” Mr.
Dean adds :

—“ Dose for

Infusion ...

Tincture ...

Powder
Therefore say double or

do.se for a horse or cow.”

( Viburnum is a genus belonging to the order
Caprifoliacce, and is represented in Ceylon by two
distinct indigenous species

—

V. coriaceum and V.

erubescens.)

a human being :

—

. 4 oz. I

1 draclira ' Four or five

1 drachm
]
times a day.

treble the quantity as a

GAMBOG’E AND BENZOIN.

Gamboge is a gum ro'^in yielded by tlio bark of

Garcinia morella of Ceylon and South India, and
G. Jlanburyi of Siam, C.uubodia and Cochin
China. It is from these latter places that praeti
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cally the whole of the gamboge of commerce is

obtained. It is said to be a j)owerful cathartic

medicine, but its principal use is as a pigment in

water-colour painting. It is also used to give

colour to lacquer varnish, for brass work &c.

The following reference to the gamboge tree of

Siam is from a report on the trade of Siam for

1893, extracts from which appear in June-J nly

number of the Kew Bulletin :
“ The trees grow to

a height of 50 feet, and are straight stems with

no lower branches, owing probably to the dense

shade of the forest in which they grow. None of

those I saw had a diameter of more than 12 inches.

Ten year’s growth is said to be required before

the tree is ready for tapping. This is carried on

by the Cambodian and Siame.se Islanders during

the rainy months—from June to October—wlien

the sap is vigorous, by cutting a spiral line round

the trunk from a height of some 10 feet down-
wards to the ground. Down these grooves the

resin wells out of the bark and trickles in a

viscous stream into hollow bamboos placed at the

base of the tree, and from there it is decanted into

smaller bamboos, where it is left for about a

month to solidify. To remove the gamboge the

bamboo is placed over a red-hot fire, and the

bamboo husk cracking, there is left the article

left as pipe gamboge. The trees can be tapped

twm or three times during the season . . . Care

must be taken to prevent rainwater mixing with

the resin in the grooves.” The hidian Agricultur-

ist of August 1st makes the following reference to

gamboge :

—

As to gamboge, so far as is known, two trees

are to be met with in India which yield this drug.

The Garcinia pictoria is found in the high

mountain lands of the Wynaad, but attempts to

cultivate it in the low country are said to have

failed. A good kind of gamboge is extracted from
this tree. The bark, according to Dr. Eoxburgh,
is sj)Otted with many yellow specks, and contains

considerable masses of gamboge inside. Samples
sent to him he considered superior to most other

kinds. This tree is to be found in the greatest

abundance along the whole line of the Gh&ts,

and its produce would in time become an import-

ant article of export. The seeds yield an oil which
is not purgative, like the gamboge resin. It has

been said on high authority that “ it is probable

this gamboge might advantageously be applied to

any use to which the gamboge of Siam is habi-

tually put.” The other Indian tree which yields a

substance like gamboge is the Xanthochymus pic-

torius. It bears fine yellow fruit, like an orange,

whicli is eaten by the natives, who find it very

palatable. The fruit, when full-grown, but not

ripe, yields a quantity of yellow resinous acrid

gum like gamboge, of the consistence of a rich

cream.
Benzoin—known also as gum Benjamin in Eng-

lish commerce—is a green resin obtained from the

bark of trees in Sumatra and Siam. Benzoin is

used as a stimulant and expectorant in chronic

bronchists, is one of the principal ingredients in

Friar’s Balsam, and is largely" used for incense.

White Sumatra benzoin is known to be yielded by

‘^tyra.T benzoin, it is curious that the true character

of the tree yielding Siam benzoin remains a mys-
tery still, in siiite of private and oificial efforts to

to clear up the matter. A report on the trade of

Siam of 1893, referring to gnm Benjamin, states

that the whole of the Bangkok export goes to the

London market, and thence to France and Belgium
to be manipulated into balsam, a small quantity
being used locally for frankincense. Prices in

1893 are reported as b.id, the first-class gum fetch-

ing about £l6operton, the second-class about £10
per ton.

It is not generally known, remarks the Indian
Agriculturist, that the Tertninalia angustifolia is

a tree which produces a variety of benzoin. It is

obtained by wounding the tree, and is composed
of large whitf' and light brown pieces easily broken
between the hands. When gently dried it forms
a white powder formerly in great request as a

cosmetic. It has a mo.st agreeable smell. But
the most striking ingredient of this resin is

benzoic acid. In the churches in the Mauritius
this be nzoin was formerly used as incense.

^

A NEW FEUIT TREE.

Under this heading the Australian Tropical-

turist refers to a well-known Ceylon tree known
by the native name of hxmaranga, and incidently

also makes mention of another fruit tree, common
in gardens and much used as an acid in Eastern

cookery, viz., the biling. Verily, we do not appre-

ciate our Ceylon fruit sufficiently and it yet may
happen that we will find ourselves purchasing tins

of kamaranga and biling jam exported from the

southern continent ! The following is the notice

referred to :

—

For although known to experts for a number
of years, the Averrhoa-Carambola maj- be classed

as a new fruit tree, being almost unknown to the
general public. AVe have tasted the fruit when
ripe and when unripe. In its unripe state it is

too sour and unpalatable 'for any use we know
of. In its ripe state—but it must be quite ripe

—

we think it very good indeed. It has the taste

of a plum not quite ripe. The fruit we saw was
exhibited by Messrs. L. Summerlin and Company,
and came from the garden of Mr. AF. H. Day,
Kedron Brook. AVe thought this tree the only
one in the district, but we have since discovered
several others in the Acclimatisation Society’s
Gardens, Bowen Park, from whence Mr. Day
received his plant some 16 years ago. The Accli-
matisation Society introduced the Averrhoa-
Carambola or bitter Averrhoa, and the sweet
variety or Averrhoa-bilimba, from China, but it

has never become a favourite, so has beeti almost
neglected. There is a fine tree at Bundaberg and
some others on the Daintree River. From the
mere tasting of the ripe fruit we were of the
belief that it would make good jam and jellj".

Our opinion has been confirmed, as we have been
informed that Mrs. Soutter has made jelly of the
fruit this present season, which Mr. Soutter
pronounces to be “ lovely,” and “ far before that
of rosella.” It would make splendidly into tarts.

Its acidity, we believe, would act as a tonic and
appetiser. The tree grows to a large size, some
si.xteen to twenty feet iu height, and resembles
the willow in form, the fruit hanging on long
racimes which are drooped gracefully amongst the
foliage. It yields all the year round and is

always in bloom. The crop is said to be a heavy
one. The fruit is oblong in shape, resembling in

size and colour the sugar banana, but instead of

being round like that well-known fruit, is ridged
or furrowed with fine-pointed ribs running longi-
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tudinally. We hope to see some notice taken of
this really excellent fruit, as it has been too long
in obscurity.

POULTRY DISEASES.

Roup generally attacks poultry after exposure
to chilly winds and rain. It begins with a cold
and is attended with offensive disch.arges fi'oin tlie

mouth and eyes. The disease is highly conta-
gious, and is conveyed by the saliva of sick birds
falling into water or food to which the healthy
have access. Separate utensils should therefore
be used in feeding the sick. Affected biuls should
be kept warm and given a grain of pepper twice
a day. Another good prescription is the follow-
ing : The bark of inurunga root (horse radish tree),

garlic and ginger, pounded, and the juice adminis-
tered twice a day. If the bowels are constipated
a little gingelly oil may be given. Roup gener-
ally runs a rapid course, and requires prompt
treatment.

Diarrhoea is caused by acidity of the stomach or

a chill. Unripe bael fruit (yiy/e marmelos) should
be first roasted and a solution of the pulp, after

filtering, given with a few drops of ginger.

Poultry are sometimes killed, by apojdexy which is

generally the result of high feeding. It is seldom
that anything can be done for the birds as they
soon become unconscious. Relief may be given
by opening the vein on the side of the neck (tin?

jugular), and the head fomented with a mi.xture of

vinegar and cold water.

It is a common experience for hens to lay soft

eggs. This generally occurs with overfed poultry,

and though sometimes caused by fright, is due to

a deficiency of lime iu the system. Rone dust
should be strewn about the yard for the poultry

to pick up.

For vermin on poultry, a mixture of powdered
charcoal and sulphur .should be rubbed over the

body of the bird, and the poultry house cleansed

and limewashed.
In damp or wet weather whenever fowls are

found to be drooping or loose in the bowels, a
small pill of mustard will be found beneficial, and
help to ward off more serious complications.

A. M. FERNANDO.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON TUBERCULOSIS.

In concluding their Report, dated April 3, 1895,

ami signed by all the Commissioners, tlioy say :
—

“ We have obtained ample evidence that food

derived from tuberculous animals can produce
tuberculosis in healthy animals. The proportion

of animals contracting tuberculosis after experi-

mental use of such food is different in one and
another class of animals; both carnivora and her-

bivora are susceptible, and the proportion is high in

pigs. In the absence of direct experiments on

human subjects, we infer that man also can

acquire tuberculosis by feeding uj)nn materials

derived from tuberculous food-animals.

“ The actual amount of tuberculous disease

among certain cla.«ses of foud-animals is so large

as to afford to man fre<|uent occasions for con-

tracting tuberculous disease through his food. As

to the proportion of tuberculo.sis ac(piired by man
through his food, or through other means, we can

form no definite opinion, but we think it probable

that an api>reciable ]>art of the tuberculosis that
affects man is obtained through his food.

“The circumstances and c )uditions with I'egard

to the tuberculosis in the food-animal which lead

to tlie production of tuberculosis in man ar(>, ulti-

mately, the presence of active tuberculous matter
in the food taken from the animal and consumed
1)3

’ the man in a raw or insufficientl3’ cooked state.
“ Tuberculous di.sease is ob.served most frequent-

ly in cattle and in swine. Is is found far more
frequently iu cattle (full grown) than in calves,

and with much greater frequency in cows kept in

tow’ll cow'houses than iu cattle bred for the ex-
press jmrpose of slaughter. Tuberculous matter
is but seldom found in the meat substance of the
carcass

;
it is principall 3

’ found in the organs,
membranes, and glands. There is reason to believe
that tuberculous matter, when present in meat
sold to the public, is more commonly’ due to the
contamination of the surface of the meat w’ith

material derived from other diseased parts than
to disease of the meat itself. The same matter
is found in the milk of cows when the udder has
become invaded by’ tuberculous disease, and seldom
or never w’hen the udder is not diseased. Tuber-
culous matter in milk is exceptionally' active in
its operation upon animals fed either w’ith the
milk or with dairy’ produce derived from it. No
doubt thi' largest part of the tuberculosis which
man obtains through his food is by’ means of milk
containing tuberculous matter.

‘ The recognition of tuberculous disease during
the life of an animal is not w’holly unattended
with difficulty’. Happily, how'ever, it can, in
most cases, be detected -with certainty’ in the
udders of milch cows.

“ Provided every part that is the seat of tuber-
culous matter bo avoided and destroy’ed, and pro-
vided care be taken to save from contamination l\y

such matter the actual meat substance of a tuber-
culous animal, a great deal of meat from animals af-
fected by’ tuberculosis may be eaten by the consumer.

Ordinary proces.ses of cooking applied to meat
which has got contaminated on its surface are
])robably’ sufficient to destroy’ the harmful (juality.

They’ w’ould not avail to render wholesome any
piece of meat that contained tuberculous matter
in its deeper parts. In regard to milk, w’e are
aware of the preference by’ English people for
drinking cow’s milk raw, a practice attended by
danger, on account of possible contamination by’

pathogenic organisms. The boiling of milk, even
for a moment, would probably besulltcient to remove
the very dangerous quality of tuberculous milk.”

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION t>F CEYLON
PLANTS.

]\[e.ssr3. Hummel and Perkin of YorkshireCollege,
Leeds, have examined the Toddnlea acuteala
with a view' to discovering the character of the
colouring matter contained in it. The plant
belongs to the order Rutacea and is locally know’ii
as Ivudii-miris (S.) Tlie root, about f in. in dia-
meter, jios.se.'^ses an aromatic odour; it is of a
pale, yellow'ish colour, has a woody’ centre and
a brown bark covered with a light, yellow, soft,

j.owdery, pith-like substance.
Ten grammes of the external yellow powder

wore digested for two hours with 100 c.c. of
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boiling alcohol, filtered, and the residue again

treated in a similar manner. To the orange-

brown filtrate an alcoholic solution of lead-acetate

was added drop by drop, as long as a colourless

precipitate was formed. After this had been

removed by filtration, the filtrate was evaporated

to a small bulk, and poured into five times its

volume of dilute hydrochloric acid. A viscous,

yellow precipitate was thus obtained, which in-

creased in quantity on standing
;
tliis was collected

upon calico, then first rinsed with cold water, and
afterwards digested with boiling water. The
turbid yellow liquid thus obtained contained

resinous matter in suspension, but this was readily

removed by means of ether. Afcer boiling the

clear acpieous solution excess of hydrochloric

acid was added, and, on cooling, it deposited

long, oi'ange-coloured needles, which were
collected and washed with dilute hydrochloric

acid. To purify this product, it was dissolved in

boiling dilute alkali and the solution digested

with animal cliai’coal, filtered, treated with hy-

drochloric acid, and allowed to cool
;
the yellow

needles which separated were collected washed,

with water, and dried at the orilinary temperature.

The product weighed 0'3o gram.

h’or analysis, this was converted into the

plantinochlorido in the usual manner, and the

I’esulcing amorphous, yellow powder dried at 100°.

0'294 gram, on ignition, yielded O'OoSo platinum
= 18‘19 p.c. The formula (C.^o H,, NO,) 2 Hj Pt

Cl
5 ,

requires Pt= 18'02 percent. The analytical

numbers accorded, therefore, witli tliosc given Ijy

berherine-platiiwchloride. Its identity with this

substance was shown by a comparison of the

reactions of tlie hydrochloride above referred to,

with berberine hydrochloride obtained from other

sources. The inner bark of this root (60 gi'am.)

was found, on examination by the above method,

to contain but a trace of berberine, so small, indeed,

that this was probably derived from traces of the

preceding yellow powder still adhering to it. It

contained, however, some quantity of a sticky,

resinous product, which was insoluble in water or

dilute acids, but readily soluble in ether, and

appeared to be identical with the similar substance

present in the yellow powder. The quantity

obtainable was too small for extended examination,

and the preliminary experiments were not success-

ful in e.xtractiug from it any crystalline substance.

The central woody portion of the root yielded no

berberine.

We have already heard a good deal of the insecti-

cidal properties of adhatoda vasica known in Sin-

halese as adhatoda and agaladara. A quantity of

dried leaves of the shrub from the Imperial Insti-

tute collections was sent at the suggestion of Dr,

Lander Brunton to Professor Giacosa of the

University of Turin for examination.

Professor Giacosa reports that by following the

method of examination described by Mr. Hooper
in the Phannaceutical Journal for April, 1888, he

has been unable to discover any alkaloid in the

leaves, but that these are especially rich in

potassium nitrate. Dr. VV'att, the Reporter on
Economic Products to the Government of India,

suggests that the unsatisfactory results obtained

from expeiments on dried leaves in Europe, may
be due either to the fact that (1) the active

properties possessed by the loaves in the fresh

gtate are in some measure, if not wholly, lost

when they are dried
;
or that (2) there are certain

periods in the growth of the plant, ’or certain
seasons of the year, when the alkaloid is present.
An investigation as to (1) can only be carried

out on the fresh leaves in a laboratory in India,
while a careful collection of the leaves of the
A-dhatoda at different seasons would be necessary
to afford material to finally clear up the points
raised by (2). As there seems no doubt from the
experiments carried on tea estates, that the fresh
leaves pos.'^ess insecticide properties, further ex-
periment on the nature of the substance which
gives tlie leaves these properties may furnish
interesting information.

VINES AND LINE SUPPORTS.

( Communicated.)

The news that grape vines are found to thrive
by the side of Ph-gthrinas in Bombay, and that
tire cultivation is a simple affair would justify

similar experiments being made in Ceylon with a
view to the cultivation of grape in an extended
scale.

In Jaffna it is become the fashion to have a
grape vine in every compound, but beyond imitat-
ing an e.xisting fashion and contributing a luscious
fruit to I he table, no attempt has been made by
the comfortable and easy-going folk in the penin-
sula to extend its cultivation as an industry.
And this may be due to the fact that there its

cultivation is by no means an easy affair. Besides,
tlie vines are permitted to cover a large area of
ground over pandals, and one large vine well
attended to and manured is amply sufficient to
satisfy the demands of the grower. How well
single vines can be made to bear has been illus-

trated in the well-known vine at Hampton Court.
And this fashion set in Jaff’na has been the method
which has obtained in Ceylon all along wherever
a vine was grown, whether in Kandy or Colombo,
or Dumbara or Wahacotte.

The report of Mr. Hoole in the June number of
the Magazine on Viticulture in India, at least in
the vineyard referred to by him, affords a sugges-
tion for extended experiments on the lines indi-
cated by him. It may be that the Erythnna does
supply nitrogen in quantity to satisfy the limited
wants of a grape vine checked in its growth and
dwarfed to the limits of the umbrage afforded
by its host; or it may be that the vine is afforded
certain natural and indispensable conditions at the
foot of its living host which enables it crop with-
out much artificial management beyond a supply
of manure annually.

As^regards the theory of nitrogen supplied by
the Erythrina, while it may be interesting to cocoa
planters to have it definitely settled, it may be also
interesting to growers of pepper to know that
the Erabadu and the Badap do not show any
better pepper vines on them than any other
host from .lack to lioorie, on which I have
permitted my pepper to creep. I have found,
however, that a live host is better than a dead
stump for crop. The conclusion that is forced
upon one is that the decaying leaves help to enrich
the soil and thus to increase the crop. But there
is yet another inference. A growing tree is known
to supply itself with a large quantity of water
from the ground by means of it§ roots, and this
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cou.staut action upon the soil round about its roots

lead to two distinct and beneficial results in regard
to the vine, whether pepper oi grape, or any other

creeper which may grow at its roots. During the
wet season it takes away the excessive moisture
which may lead to fungoid growths at the roots

of the vines, and in the dry season it may without
artificial aid, such as root pruning, bring about
naturally and from the dryness of the soil the

inspissation of sap which is necessary in a tree

for the development of blossom and crop. If this

is proved, then grape culture in Ceylon will be

simplified into a system of superficial pruning
and annual manuring.

PLANTER.

CEYLON WOODS.
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(Continuedfrom July iasue.)

LeguminosEC (Papilionaceae).

Erythrina indica Erabadu.
Dalbergia fiondosa.

Pongamia glabra. Magul-karanda.
Pericopsis mooniana Nedun. (Crnsal pinem).

Poinciana regia.

Cassia fistula. Ehela.

,,
marginata. Ratu-wa.

,, siamea. Wa Aramana.

,, sp.

Dialium ovoideum. Gal-siyambala.
Tamarindus indica. Siyambala.
Bauhinia racemosa. Mayila. (Mimosa?).

Adenanthera pavonia. Madatiya.
Dichostrachys cineria. Andara.
Acacia planifrons.

,,
leucophlea. Maha-audara. Katu-
andara.

,, melanoxylon.
Albizzia lebbek. Mara.

,,
odorotissiiiia. Suriya-niara.

,,
stijmlata. Kabal-mara. Hulan-mara.

Pitliecolobium saman (rain-tree.)

Kosaccic.
Pygeum wightianum. Ununu.
Rhizophorace;e.
Carallia integerrima. Dawata.

,,
calycina. Ubberiya.

Weihea zeylanica.

Anisophyllea zeylanica. Weli-penna.
Combretacem.
Tenninalia belerica. Bulu.

,,
i)arviflora. Hunpalamla.

,,
glabra. Kumbuk,

Gyrocarpus Jacqiuni. Hima.
Myrtaceie.
Eugenia aquea. Wal-jambu.

,,
gardneri.

, ,
revoluta.

assimilis.

calophyllifolia.

,,
operculata. Bata-komba, Kobo-mal.

,
jambolana. Mali a-dan.

brachteata. Tenil)iliy.a.

,,
mooniana. Pinibaru.

Barringtonia acutangula. Ela-midella.

Careya arborea. Kabata (Pat.ana oak).

Eucalyptus globulus.

Melastomaccio.
Meniecylon capitellatuin. Dodankaha. Weli-

kaha.
Lythrace.'c.

Lagerstrocmia flos-roginm. Muruta.

Axinandra zeylanica. Kekiiiwara.

RAINFALL T4KEN AT THE SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURING AUGUST, 1895.

1 .

.

Nil 13 .. -22 25 . . Nil

2 ... Nil 14 . . Nil 26 . . Nil

3 .

.

Nil 15 . . Nil 27 • Nil

4 .

.

03 16 . .
11 28 • • -08

6 .

.

Nil 17 . . Nil 29 • • -02

6 .

.

•07 18 .. -07 30 •
• Nil

7 .

.

•03 19 . .
-23 31 . . Nil

8 . .
•01 20 . .

-03 1 . .
-02

9 .

.

•12 21 . . Nil —
10 .. Nil 22 . . Nil Total .. 1-29

11 .. Nil 23 . .
-15

12 .

.

•07 24 . .
-03 Mean . .

-04

Greatest amount of rainfall in any 24 hours

the 19th instant, •23 inches.

Recorded by W. 0. Rowlanu.s.

GENERAL ITEMS.

The Rew authorities and our local Entomologist

would appear to be at some variance inregard

to the new pest. Or thezia insignis vel. nacrea.

Mr. Green in his paper on the subject stated

that “ there is little doubt but that we owe the

introduction of this pest to plants received from
Kew,” . . .

“ where it is now said to be doing

an enormous amount of damage.” In the June-
July number of the Kew Bulletin, reference is

made to this report in the Miscellaneous Notes,

where we lead, “ It is undoubtedly possible that

the Orthezia may have reached Ceylon by way
of Rew. It is not, however, very probable, and
the reverse may just as well have been the

case. It exists in the public exhibitions, how-
ever, from which plants are not drawn for

exportation. Tlie plants in the propagating
liouses from which distribution is made are

kept scrupulously clean, and every precaution is

taken to send tliem out free from taint of

any sort or kind.... Mr. Green’s statement as to

the enormous amount of damage in the plant-

houses caused by the insect, is very much
exaggerated, as far as Rew is concerned,

the Orthezia is rather a scienitific curiosity

than a troublesome pest.”

Owners of fruit trees who suffer from the
ravages of the flying-fox might try this preventive,

which is said to have been used in New South
AVales wtth good effect :

—

“

The alleged remedy
is to dip strips of rag in hot melted sulphur, and
hang them in the fruit trees. The idea was
borrowed from an experiment in England where
sulphur was used to keep off w'easels and other
vermin from destroying pheasants, partridges,

etc., and it was thought that sulphur might have
some effect on flying-foxes in keeping them off

fruit trees. The remedy is simple enough, and
an experiment on a small scale would be a trifling

undertaking for the poorest fruit-grower.”

Mr, Hugh McMillan, who has been appointed
head Gardener of the Royal Botanical Gardens,
Beradeniya is comes from Rew, where he entered
the Royal Gardens in 1893, having been pre-
viously in charge of gardens in Wales. Tlve

Kew Bulletin notices two other Colonial appoint-
ments from Rew, viz, Mr. Cliarles Henry
Humpliriea to the Gold Coast botanical statioii
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in succession to Mr. William Crowther, and Mr.

John Cliisnail Moore to the botanical station at

St. Lucia.

The Scientific American recommends the

following treatment for destroying .stumps of

trees;—-in the autumn bore a hole in the centre

of the stump about 18 itiches deep, and 1 to

H inches in diameter. Pat in about 2 oz. of

saltpetre and fill the hole with water
;

plug

it up tight. In the following spring take out

the plug, pour in 8 or 10 oz. kerosiiie, ignite,

and the stump will smoulder, but not blaze,

to the extremities of the roots, leaving only ashes.

A new method of preserving oranges has been

discovered. The plan of burying oranges with

three or four inches deep of soil above them is a

decided advance in simplicity on the ordinary

methods of keeping this favourite fruit. The

inventor of this method i.s Mr. John Carson, of

Clutha, Kew, whose reputation as an e.'cperienced

grower of fruits is a guarantee of the efficiency of

the new plan. The spot chosen for the experi-

ment was on the .shady side of a tall jiine tree, to

which the sun had access only for a time after

rising. The oranges were buried as described on

S ;ptember 25, 1894, and they were lifted on

Tuesday, April 9. They were quite ripe and
perfectly sound and sweet when submitted to

examination.

One of the uncon.sidered trifles that the Mikado
has picked up as the result of the Chinese war is

the monoi)Oly of camphor. Tliat drug is produced
only in Japan and Formosa; and, though a variety

known as Borneo camphor is obtained from
B irueo and Sumatra, it cannot compete with the

])roduct of the evergreen laurel of the Eastern

Asiatic islands. Inasmuch as camphor, apart from
its many and varied therapeutic uses, is an es.sen-

tial ingredient in the composition of nearly all the

new explosives, the demand for it is very large.

The Jap.anese are well aware of the valuable

monopoly tliey have blundered upon rather than
sought, and have already begun to limit the

export by imposing duties. As a natural con.se-

quence, the price of the drug has risen rapidly

since the war cam.' to an end, and bids fair t > rise

higher. Happily tlie commercial instinct of the

Japanese state.smen is a^ sound as their political

instinct, and they are not likely to abuse the
monopoly they have acquired by forcing the price,

up to prohibitive rates. The cliief concern of the

Japanese Government will, for some time to come,
be the finding of money to )>ay for the shi])s and
munitions of war which will secure the Mikado
in the posse.ssiou of the spoils he has already won.
Properly handled and wisely administered,
camphor should prove a valuable source of revenue,
and contribute a hand.-ome quota towards the cost
of the military preparations which pertain to the
peaceoftheDragon Kingdom.

—

IndianArjricuIturirt.

Mr. James Peter, of Berkeley, Gloucestershire,
writes:—“ I have received many inquiries asking
for information regarding the use of carbolic acid
as a preventive of abortion

;
and to save mj'self

the necessity of answering so many letters, 1 give
yon the following particulars of the system I

adopt :
—

‘ Commence by mixing with sufficient

hot water to make a bran mash, \ oz. ordinary

crude carbolic acid, then add the bran, gradually

incre.asiug the carbolic acid up to | oz., which i.s

the maximum quantity I can get a cow to take in

a bran mash. Fur a number of cows I measure out

the requisite number of 4 oz, doses, and mix with

the water and bran in a fodder barrow, and then
give a good broad shovelful to each animal.

Before 1 got rid of the disease 1 administered the

carl)olic mashes three times a week. 1 find it

equally safe to give an animal a | oz. do.se daily.’

I may state that 1 have rekuilarly used carbolic

acid in this lierd for the last three years as a

preventive against bacterial diseases, and in all

my experience I iiever had animals keep so healthy

and well as they have .since I have done so. My
opinion is that its use internally is a valualile

remedy and a preventive against microbic diseases.

The lioyal Agricultural Society has asked me to

revise my evidence before their Abortion Com-
mission, owing to the numerous inquiries for

copies of the evidence, and 1 understand they are

now about to publish it in pamphlet form. I

hope to make further experiments in another

form.’'

—

Marh Lane Express.

Says the Agricultural Journal of New South

Wales:—It is satisfactory to be able to report

that, according to notifications received by the

Department, the various remedies recommended
hiive been most successful. No less than fourteen

fruit-growers, whose addresses cover a very large

portion of the Colony, have been able to clear

their vines of black spot and oidiuni. From four

different districts complete success has followed

the use of bandages for codlin motli. Resin and
soda wash has proved efficacious for woolly aphis,

while Bordeaux mixture, in addition to its good
results in black spot, lias also proved beneficial

for removing pear scab, shot-hole fungus and
apple-scab. Spraying with Paris green has given

good results for codlin moth and Ciiterpillars in

potatoes. There is one reported failure from
East Orange, where Bordeaux mixture failed to

cure twig blight and powdery mildew. It must
not be supposed that the cases here referred to

cover all the orchards and vineyards of the Colony,

as doubtless there are many trials which do not

get reported, and what is still more to be regretted,

tliere are many case-' of disease where no attempt
is made to effect a cure. It is lioped that the

])ublication of the .successful results will act as a

stimulus to those who come within both the

classes last referred to.

The English “ Wil 1 Birds’ *^rotection .\ct 1894”
supplie.s a list of wild birds to be protected, but

other birds may on the recommendation of a

Countv Council be added. Mr. Cecil Warpburtou
of the Zoological Laboratory, Cambridge, has done
good service in preparing a complete schedule of

wild birds “ undouirtedly beneficial to agriculture,

and which in the interests of agriculture it is very
de.sirable should be protected under tlie act re-

ferred to,” The schedule consists of four columns
headed respectively “bird,” “food,” “j)est,”
“ eggs.” For in.stance. Bird, the wren {Troglodytes

p>nrvulus ) ;
Food, insects, Nest

;
domo-sliaped,

with side entrances

—

Eggs, 6-12, white generallj*

spotted with red at larger end, '67 w '5, April

—

June. A schedule prepared after this thin

should prove use in every country.
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INDUSTRIES OF THE COLO < OAST.

ONSIDERABIjE attention is

now being paid to the plan-

tations of coffee and cocoa at

the Gold Coast, in the cul-

tivation of which, but more

especially the former, the

natives appear to have become

interested. Along the road

leading from the botanical station through the

CDuntry of iVkwapin to the interior, are large numbers

of small clearings in which coffee plants chiefly ob-

tained by purchase from the botanical station, are

to be seen in the most flourishing condition. The
Liberian coffee plant appears to thrive best, but

there are large quantities also of the Arabian coffee

plant, the berry of which, however, is small and,

apparently, deteriorated. The Colonial Secretary, at

Accra, says in his last report that it will probably

be necessary for the Government at no distant date,

if the coffee industry is to be fostered, to instruct

the native cultivators in the proper way of preparing

the berry for export. At present the most primitive

methods are employed. The berries are scraped, by

hand, with a round stone worked in the hollow of

a large stone, and after this jprocess they are washed

and dried in the sun. It is obvious that a large

crop could not be so dealt with, and that the em-

ployment of machinery in the near future is im-

perative. The initiative will have to be taken by

the Government because of the general ignorance

on the part of the natives of all machinery even of

the simplest character, and because no single native

cultivator possesses sufficient capital,- enterprise, or

experience to take the matter in hand. The only

manufactures carried on by the natives are manu-

factures which the necessaries of life have driven

them to undertake. The most important is the

manufacture of earthenware pots of various sizes,

ranging from a capacity of four to twelve gallons,

for the purpose of carrying and storing water for

drinking aiid household purposes. These pots are

[No. 4.

made principally in the country of Shai, which lies

behind the trade port of Pram Pram, where the

ebay is admirably adapted for the purpose. The pots,

which in shape are exactly similar to the English
glass bowls used by dealers in gold fish, are moulded
by hand and shaped by eye. They are baked in the

first instance, and are then subjected to a slow wood
fire for three days, when if the latter and important
process has been properly carried out the pots come
out black and hard. Before the pots have cooled

each is polished by hand, and for this purpose the

covering of the palm kernel is used. This tlu’eady

covering is heated- over the fire in which the pots

have been baked, and is then taken in the palm of

the hand and rubbed over the outside of the pots.

It acts as a varnish and imparts to the pots a
brilliancy which may best be compared to a well

polished fire-grate. The pots are then packed longi-

tudinally in crates made especially for the purpose

and adapted to conveyance as a head load, and are

carried to the markets where there is a ready sale

for them. The market prices for these pots ranges

between one shilling and sixpence and three shil-

lings and sixpence each, according to size. The
drying of fish is also a staple industry of the country.

All the large sized sea fish caught by the coast

fishermen are split open and cleaned. They are

then closed and kept in salt water for three days

until they begin to get putrid—which condition

affords the flavour dear to the natives'—when they
are again opened and covered with salt, to prevent

the presence of flies and other insects. They are

then sun-dried, and become ready for food. The
herring, which is a common sea fish on the West
Coast of Africa, is treated differently. It is not

subjected to the cleaning process, as in the case of

the bigger fish, but is quickly roasted in clay-made

ovens, and then smoked over an open fire, which is

arranged on a shallow pit, about one foot in depth.

Fish are also salted into barrels. These especially

prepared fish are carried to the markets throughout

the country, and form a recognised article of native

diet. Their presence is soon made apparent, espe-

cially in the case of the stm-flried fiah, by theJpuU’i^

COLOMBO OCT. ist, 1895.
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smell which arises from them, and which, as the

Colonial Secretary points out, appears to be one

of the principal attractions to the unsophisticated

native. Baskets and crates, adapted for carrying

goods on the head, are extensively made in every

part of the colony, and on the coast all the fishermen

make their own nets often from yarn which has been
manufactured out of native-grown fibre and cotton.

In many of the villages of Akwapim and Krobo there

are blacksmiths’ forges, where rough ironwork is

turned out, such as door hicges, door handles,

bolts, window fasteners, &c. Mining and working
for gold is extensively carried on, especially in

Wassaw and Akim. The country is rich in gold,

it is to be found everywhere in large or small

quantities, and there is no native family in the

country without its family gold ornaments of the

purest gold and often of artistic workmanship. The
insignia of the Court officials of a native king are

almost invariably covered with beaten gold, and gold

dust among the natives is a common medium of

exchange. The natives mine for gold in a very

primitive manner; they do not use mercury, and
their returns are much smaller than they would be if

more perfected systems were adopted. A native

miner has but few implements—a long-bladed spud

or dagger, a wooden bucket for bailing out the water

or hoisting out the stuff, and a bowl for washing or

“vanning" make up the list. He rarely makes his

shaft more than three feet in diameter. Planting one

end of his digger into a recess in the shaft he places

the other end diagonally against the opposite side of

the shaft, and supporting himself by it his foot is

placed in another of the recesses. He then lengthens

out his body and fixes his back firmly against the

side of the shaft. Thus supported he removes the

digger, plants it in another recess below the first,

and by repeating the operation gets to the bottom
of the shaft. For many years past gold mining on

an extensive scale has been carried on by several

English mining companies in Wassaw.

—

Journal o]

the Socict;/ of Arts.

A SHOUT 1‘UOORKSS UEPOUT UX THE

AOIllCULTUUAE IXUUSTUIES OF

TRINIDAD (“ EXCLUDINO SUGAR

The Agricultural Industries may conveniently be

divided iuto several classes.

Section 1.—Produce use

for the preparation of

Dietetic beverages.

,,
2.—Cereals.

„ 3.—Starches.

,,
4.—Dyes and

Tannins.

„ 5.—Vegetable Oils.
|

Section 6.—Fruits.

,,
7.—Spices.

,,
8.—Rubbers.

,,
9.—Fibres

,,
10.—Timbers.

„ 11.—Miscellaneous.

In writing of the various tropical Agricultural

Industries, it has not been attempted to arrange

them in the order of their relative importance,

but to take them seriatim as they fall under the

heads into which I have, for convenience, divided

them.

Section 1 .—Pboduce Used lou the Preparation of

Dietetic Beverages.

Cacao.— 7'/o"oZ»/'oma Cacao.—The success which has

followed the cultivation of Cacao in Trinidad is

known world wide, and no further words are needed

to provedt. If other counti'je^,, are^ to follow on the

saane lines, there are many points which should be

most carefully and fully considered, the chief of

which are brought to notice in a small book entitled

“ Cacao ’ winch is published at the Office of the

Koy(tl Botanic Gardens, but would be too lengthy

to incorporate in a Report of this kind.

[Oct. I, 1895 .

The yearly production by
five years is as follows :

—

Year.
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

Trinidad for the past

Lb.
*21,552,593

16,188,493

25,041,635

19,106 553
21,606,384

Coffee.— Cqffea arahica and Uherica.—It has been
proved that Cojfee of first class ijualiti/ can be success-

fttlly grown in Trinidad, and the area under culti-

vation is slowly iii'-reasiug. Arabian and Liberian
varieties can both be successfully grown.
Machinery, which has enabled small planters to

prepare their produce with economy has been recently
introduced, and other inventions to hand, appear
to be well suited to further aid settlers in this
matter.

Tea.—Camellia Thea.—This does not grow well
enough in Trinidad to warrant the belief that it

could be profitably cultivated in competition with
more favoured countries.

Cola or Kola.—Sterculia acuminata.—This product
has lately come into some prominence, and the
demand for it has much exceeded the supply

;

consequently, good prices have ruled.
It can readily be grown in the same kind of soil

and under the same conditions of climate as “ Cacao,”
and requires almost exactly the same treatment in
every respect. The product however, does not require
the expensive manipu’ation which has to be given
to Cacao, having to be only well dried, to be ready
for shipment.
Planters are now giving some attention to this

matter and the demand for plants is increasing.
The industry appears a promising one.

Section 2.—CEREALS.
The principal products under this head that need

consideration are Corn and Rice.
Corn or Maize.—Zea Mays.—This can be, and is,

very successfully grown generally throughout
the Colony, and the produce has been proved bv
analysis to be better and more nutritious than the
imported article as generally received. If the culture
of Cereals were better understood by the people
much larger areas might be brought under cultivation.
As it is, there is a great want of knowledge, as

to rotation of crops, and as to tlie conservation
and application of manures.

Rice.— Oryza sativu.—'Ric.e of various kinds has
been succeesfully cultivated in the Colony. In some
districts, large areas are annually planted.
The produce is of excellent quality and quite

equal, if not superior, to the imported article.
Sorghum.—Guini a Corn.—,Sorghum viJgare, Sorghum

saccharatum.—As a grain producer, this plant is ex-
ceedingly useful.

There are s veral well marked varieties of each
of the above species, and some are much more
productive than others. The plant has been surcess-
fully grown in Trinidad. Under the name of “ Joar/’
it is one of the most important rainy season crops
of India, forming with rice and wheat the chief
staple foods of the country.

f

PlSTACHE, Pe aMut, Ground Nut.— hg/iogea.—This has been successfully produced on iicli
sandy soils, in the Siparia and other districts of
Trinidad.

It produces an oil said to be ti good substitute
for o’ive oil, and often sent into the market as such
The cultivation, so far as I can learn, is not ex-

tending.
Pigeon Pea, Congo Pea.—Cg/anus Indicus, Syreng

—This is probably one of the most useful legumes
cultivated, and it answers well as a rotation crop
with Sugar Cane, Corn, Ac. It is most succe.ssfully
cultivated in Trinidad, as well as other West Indian
Islands.

* The fluctuation in the annual production i.s caused
hy crops like that of IS91 being late and shippedm following year.

Church in “ Food Grains of India.”
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hecjMucs .—There are mauy other leguiniuous p'aiits

which are successfully cultivated, and are especially

useful for restoring nitrogen to the soil, as rotation

crops
;

but they are so coinmoniy known that it

would be useless to discuss them here.

Section 3.—STARCHES.
The starch-producing plants are many, but th y

have so frequently been “ trotted out ” before the
public at e-Khibitions that the majority are well

known.
Cassa^'A ou Manioc .—Jlanihot aipi PoJil, and

Arrowroot— .U.n-anta amtuUnacea .—The first is a
staple food for th maands of people in Mexico,
Central and South America, and the West Indies.

The TortUla properly prepared in Central Atnerican
style, is a food which may be taken by the most
delicate, relished by the most prejudiced, and enjoyed
by the most particular connoisseur of dietetics.

Cufisava meal or Fariiic is also largely us.sd in various
ways. The starch of this plant is in common use
throughout the West Indies. The plant is success-

fully grown in Trinidad and must be consideied
an important minor product.
Of the latter plant no large quantity is grown

in Trinidad. An idea prevails that Arrowroot cannot
be successfully cultivated.

This appears to have arisen from the fact that

the variety generally grown is a very inferior on=>.

It has been successfully shewn by the Botanical
Department that when a superior variety is planted
the produce is abundant and of first class quality.

Section 4.—DYES AND TANNINS.

Logwood.

—

IIa:mafoxijlon campeachianum ,—One of

the principal products in this class is Logwood,
which form.s so cinsiderable an article of export

from many West Indian and Central American Ports.

It is fully proved bliat Logwood of first class

quality can be produced in Trinidad. Shipments
made to European markets of wood grown in the

Colony, realized prices above that obtained by any
other West Indian Islands, viz. : £7 16s. per ton.

This proves that our wood is one of the best quality

and can be grown to perfection in our lands.

It grows on poor as well as rich soil, but reaches

a larger size most quickly on the better lands.

Once trees -are established they' will produce self-

sown plants over a large area, and the plants

require little or no protection from stock. (See

Bulletin, articles 35 and 105).

Divi-Divi .—Coesalpinia coviaria .—This a well known
tree, which produces seed pods used for tanning

purposes.
It grows well in Trinidad and affords an article

wh ch has considerable repute. A large quantity is

annually imported into European markets, and it

obtains fair prices

Gambier ok Gajibir.— O'ambir .—-This plant

has only recently been introduced, and so far, I

believe, only Dominica and Trinidad has succeeded

in establishing the plants.

It forms an article of export from the East Indies,

and the possibility of our being able to produce it

economically in the West is a question which only

careful experiment can solve.

ANNATTO .—Bixa orellana .—Some of the finest

kinds of Annatto have been introduced to Trinidad

where it has beed as well grown as in the French
Islands, which are the seat of the greatest production

There would be no limit to the production, if

the prices were such as would give good returns

for its cultivation, collections, and preparation.

Myrabolans.— Terminalia of species .— These trees

grow to a large size in Trinidad, and probably

yield as much produce as in the country to which

they are indigenous. Little attention is required

after the first planting, and the collection of the

produce is simple.
Mangrove.—Rhi'Mphora manrfe .—This indigenous

tree yields a bark which is excellent for tanning
purposes, the only apparent objection to its use bemg
the somewhat fanciful one of its giving the tanned
hides a red colour.

Good “ Cutch ’ can readily be produced by a

simple operation. From the Mangrove lands of the

Gulf of Faria is obtained the greater part of the
fire-wood used in the city of Port-of- Spain.
No cultivation is required.
Turmeric —Curcuma longa.—This plant produced

a well known yellow dye. The roots are locally
known as yellow ginger and are in demand among
the East Indian immigrants, for curries, drc.

It has been most successfully grown in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.
Fustic.—Madura tinctoria.—This plant produces a

yellow dye. The plant is indigenous and grows to
a large size in Trinidad. It is valued at from 60/*

to 105/- per ton at this date.

Section 5.—VEGETABLE OILS.

CocoNCT.

—

-Cocos Hucifera.—The process of ex-
tracting oil from the Coconut is well known. Large
areas of laud are cultivated in Coconut groves in
Trinidad, and the export of nuts is a large one.
Several oil factories are now working and the oil

made is of excellent quality. The meal or cake
produced when extracting oil is of first rate quality,
and very suitable for feeding cattle, poultry and pigs.

Carai’.—Caropi guiaueusis.—Ga,i'&'p or Crab oil

only needs to be mentioned. Bettor methods of
extraction than those at present in use are urgently
required.

Lemon Grass or Citronella.

—

Andropoyon
sdicenanthus.—Xn essential oil can be distilled from
the Lemon grass, which flourishes readily here.
Orange.—Citrus aurantium and other species.—Rs-

sential oils of Orange, Lemon, &c., <fec., of high
quality have been produced in Trinidad.
Bay Tree.—Pnuento acris.^From the leaves and

fruit of this tree is produced the celebrated Oil of
Bay so much used in the composition of hair washes,
&c. It is indigenous to Trinidad and grows well
in almost any soil. Tiie oil is easily extracted.
Clove.—Caryophi/Uus aromaticus,—From the leaves

or fruits the essential oil of cloves is readily pro-
duced by aqueous distillation, the trees introduced
in 1818 have reached a large size, and annually yield
crops of fruit.

Nutmeg.—Myristica moschata.—From the fruit of
the Nutmeg tree two kinds of essential oils are pro-
duced, namely that from the nut, and that from
ths mace which surrounds the nut.

Many other oils, natural, as well as “ essential ”

can be readily produced.

Section 6.—FRUITS.
Banana.—Musa sapientum.—Eight years ago it vVaa

scarcely possih'e to find the kind of fruit known as
the Gros Michel or Jamaica Banana (the principal
kind exported from Jamaica) in any district of the
Island of Trinidad. The attempt to induce planters
to grow it was so far successful that the larger
portion of 40,000 plants imported by the Government
were taken up by them, and large numbers were
afterwards sold from Government Establishments.
For an Island, practically without a suitable fruit

to export, to at once develop a fruit trade was not
to be expected, and the attempt nfade in 1889 to
sat such an enterprize astir, has succeeded, if not
as fully as was expected, yet it has resulted in pre-
paring us more effectually for any future effort that
it may be necessary to make.
To-day can be purchased in the markets, fruit,

that six years ago might be looked for in vain.
At that time, little else was known here but the
small varieties of fruit utterly unsuited for export,
but now the demand for the better and larger
variety is general among the people

; and there are
few indeed who do not know the Jamaica or Gros
Michel Banana, and I look forward to the time
when they will be generally cultivated both for
home use, and for export.

Opinions differ as to the practicability of exporting
fruit from Trinidad. Our first shipments consisted
of small lots of fruit, inferior in 'size and badly
packed, which naturally sold-=-outside the ring--^in
New York at low prices.

If we had had large cargoes and sent them by fast
steamers, well packed, and had sold them, inside
the ring

;
I am of opinion the result would have

beeu differoat, But eveo this shipmeot would load
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one to believe in ultimate fuccess, for if suoli fruit
reached New York, in good or even faY condition,
aa it is known to have done, it is easy to see, that
it is practicable to get it there in much better order
on a live days’ steamer-, than on one uhicli takes
ten or twelve days.

Moreover, sufficient fruit was not forthcoming at
the time. It was not to be had in the Island

;
and

we have practically now, (even after the importation
of such a large number of plants by the Government)
only the nucleus, for commencing the growth of
the banana on a scale suitable for export.
Abandoned sugar estates lauds are not always

the best lands for bananas, though much availai le

land of this kind may be well suited for the purpose
To ensure success in banana growing and shipping,
several points are necessary : 1st—Suitable land. 2nd
—Easy access to Kailway of Port. 3rd—Quick dis-

patch, and fast ships, and Lastly—Interested persons
;

not competing against formidable rings, to sell them
for you in the American market.
Ohange, Lemon, Ac.

—

t'ih-iis, spu .
—Oranges of

several varieties grow well in Trinidad especially in

the valleys of the Northern range of hills.

The Tangerine and St. Michaels varieties both
produce highly flavoured fruic equal to any in the
world. The St. Michael Orange could be exported
if the supply were sufficient, but it is as yet hardly
equal to the local demand except perhaps in some
few districts

I consider there would be no difficulty in growing
oranges in Trinidad for the American Marlcet pro-

vided that proper arrangements are made for their

shipment and sale.

To make it pay, the proprietors must allow the
New York Ring to obtain an interest in the matter,
and to see that it doe.s not militate against New
York trade, on the lines already established.

The same remark applies to lemons, which are

grown here from European seed of excellent quality.

I apprehend no speciul difficuty in sending oranges
or lemons to the American market in good condition.

Parcels have, we are fully aware, arrived i-i bad
condition. That does not prove that the Trinidad
orange cannot be carried safely, but simply proves
that the shippers did not know enough of the busi-

ness. To pack fresh gathered oranges in barrels or

boxes in damp weather without drying is certainly

not the means to adopt to get them safe to market.
Oranges to go safely, must be gathered and packed
in dry weather

;
must be handled as if they were

eijgs, and must be well dried before packing, in

chambers where they can be placed in single layers.

In our dry season from January to April, excellent

oranges can be had, and oranges too of a flavour

quite equal if not superior to the well known Jamaica
orange.

Section 7.—SPICES.
Vanilla.— I'unilla ii(ani/olia has been successfully

grown in Trinidad, and the native species give a

saleable product. 'I’he cultivation of this product
has not yet assumed proportions to place the article

upon the export list.

Clove .— CanjoplajUus aromatic ik .—This tree grows
well but does not pay for harvesting the crop in

Trinidad.
Ginger.—Ziitifiber officinalia.—Has been successfully

grown of excellent quality.

Nutmeg.—Mijnstica monchata —Nutmegs when
planted in suitable situations, produce regularly

good crops, and realize good prices.

Trees in the Botanic Gardens, yield crops valued

at £'i each, annually.

CiNN.VMON .—Cinitamoinmi /.ciilanicvm .
—Grows well,

none exported.

Section 8.—RUBBERS.
Rubber.—Rubbers of several kinds have been

planted, but preference is given to Oastilloa clastira

or Central American Rubber. This has succeeded
admirably in several places, and a systematic outlay

would probably give ample return. No export of

produce has yet been made, but our trees have no-.v

reached a size when it will soon be practicable to

trqp regular!/. 'J,’b9UBiudi? pf Uccb liav^ been Bold,

and I learn good success has attended planting in

nearly every case, this is corroborated by the demands
for more p'auts.

I look for.vard to a great future for this Rubber
in Trinidad.

Hecea hraziHams, or the tree producing Bara
Rubber, also grows well in Trinidad and niiglit be
useful, but it does not come into crop so early as
the Castilloa and does not, so far as i have seen,
give an equal yield, until it beco ne.s of very largo size.

Castilloa Rubber can he phinted 2iX) trees to the
acre. These will yield on good land at the 7th or
8th year some two to three pounds of Rubber per
tree: and will give an increased annual yield.

Tlu-ee pound.s at 2/- x 200 - t'60. Present price

—

1,0 to 21 n\.
The planter can decide for himself whether this

would be profitable or not. The visible sources
of supply shoA' a decrease, and prices rule hit;h

aud regular. Hfvea or Para Rubber takes longer
to bear, but the quality is said to be better, and
prices rule higher than for the product of the
Castilloa.—3 - to 3/1.

Section 0.—FIBRES.
Fibres.—The best kind of plants for producing

fibre have been successfully iiitrodiuel, aud are
now growing well in many places in tlie Is'and.
Several machines have been tried, but we yet want
a machine of economic character. IVs have a native
fibre, Ahutilon periplocifoliinii, which can be most
successfully grown. It strips easily, and the raw
material can be baled and sent to Europe; I believe
therrs is a great future for this fibre

;
1st from the

ease with which it can be grown, 2udly from the
facility with which it can be prepared for shipment
without machinery, aud thirdly, from the ease with
which it can be shipped as raw materisl to be
prepared at home by fl-ix machinery. It is to be
compared with the best Jute.
Cotton can bo very successfully grown, but it

gives such a poor return in comparison with other
crops that no one grows it.

Hemp.—At/ave rigida var Sisalana .—Sisal hemp
plants of the true kind are growing well in many
places throughout the Colony aud we cannot doubt
the possibility of producing large quantities of
material if the success of the culture in other
colonies would warrant extension of the area.

Section 10.—TIiMP>EKS.
Many people think it ridiculous to p'ant timber

trees, but wlion we know that the visible supplies
of many kinds are yearly decieasm.', it would appear
to be a safe inves iiieut to spend money on the
cultivation of forest trees of the best kinds. lu
Trinidad, wherever planted, the cultivation of timber
has proved a success, but it is the absence of a
quick return, which at present, (and wo fear will
contiinio to) militate against any proposal to cul-
tivate timbers 011 a large scale.

Oil estates however where other cultivations are
in progress, it would be easy and inexpensive to
start groves of quick growing timbers, whose growth
in a few years would pay the proprietor a hundred-
fold for his outlay. It is iudeed sad to witness the
desolate look of some estates, on whose broad ex-
panse not a tree is to bo found, except perhaps
round the homestead, where they serve the purpose
of wind-breaks, and like

“Imperial Ciesar, dead, and turned to clay,
“ May stop a hole, to keep the wind away. ’’

An estate planted with Mahouaioj and Cedar, would
pay bettor, once established, than the best forest
land of Europe; Cedar may be taken to grow li
inches m diameter per annum, Mahoriaug 1 inch. I
can show trees planted eight years ago giving these
measurements. After twenty years they will probab'y
make an average of half an inch per annum for
Mahogany and three quarters of aii inch for Cedar.
Tne supply of Furniture woods to European markets
is daily becoming smaller, and there would be a
iiiiue of wealth in a well established area covered
with such woods as I'mide Heart, Mahoijanj, Cedar.
aud plhers.
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Section 11.—MISCELLiANEOUS.
Cinchona Barks cannot be grown to advantage in

Trinidad as there is very little suitable land I'or the

purpose. On the hill areas, Succirubra or lied Bark
would thrive.

Tobacco.—A. good qualitj' of Tobacco has been
successfully produced in districts where “ vega” lands
ai'ri available

S.\rsapahillA has been successfully grown of ex-

cellent quality.

General Kemarks.

No one can, or wishes to deny, the importance
of the Sugar interest to the West Indies, but its

maintenance appears to depend a great deal upon
how long European Governments will maintain the
bounty upon ttio production of sugar from the Beet-
root. In a fair fight there appears to bo not the
slightest doubt but that cane sugar can hold its own

;

but if the bounties are continued which cive beet
an advantage, the cane sugar industry (unless some-
thing wonderful intervenes) appears doomed, and
what can replace it '? This alas ! is a question
which has been often asked, and perhaps, never yet
satisfactorily answered. Something new is requited,
but it is quite certain that no one can miraculouslv
devise a “branspan"’ new article of export which
Avill at once step in and take the place of the
Sugar cane, or it would have been done long ago.
People engaged upon prominent industries seldom
find time to do more than to look well after the
immediate work they have in hand, and considera-
tions for the future, practically have but little place,

until disaster is clearly foreshadowed. While all

goes well, they “ blow cold ” on experiments under-
taken in any other direction but their own, but as
soon as difficulty comes, they are quite willing to

“blow hot” upon anything advanced, in the hope
of a solution of their troubles
The Botanical Establishments of the West Indies,

have, for many years past taken up the economic
question of substitutes for current cultures, in view
of their possible failure

;
and careful examination

has been made into the various suggested means.
Numerous importations of plants have been made

from all parts of the world, and cultivations hitherto
carried on in the East, have been tried in the West.
There does not, however, appear much likelihood

of our taking up the growth of any special Eastern
produce, for the simple reason that we are at once
placed in competition with East Indian cultures,

and we know by comparison that the labour supply
in thd Bast and West favours production in the
East, and unless disaster or disease sets in Eastward,
there is little hope for the West successfully enter-

ing into competition, in the cultivation of the various
products which can be grown equally well in both
quarters of the Globe. This being so, the cnltivator

turns to the products of the West itself, in the hope
of finding suitable ones for his purpose, and it is

probable that his search in this direction has more
hope of success; for it will be seen that our most
promising substitutes are really Western products.

To fix upon articles'in regular demand he first turns

to ‘‘Food snypUes” and secondly 10 “ d/rtjm/’rtcfitres.”

Now the greater number of articles of tropical

production are not “ Food sxipplies ” and failing Sugar,
Cacao, and a few others, he can only rely upon
the demand for the supplies of raw material, for

supporting “Manufactures..” The demand for manu-
factuiing material is neither so constant or so re-

gular, as the demand for Dietary articles, and careful

examination is needed in selecting an industrial pro-

duct that gives the producer the greatest security.

Turning to a list of Tropical productions, (well seen
in the pages of the “ Public Ledger,”) we find them
very numerous indeed, and at first sight, it appears
that it would not be difficult to find a substitute

for any failing Industry, but planters know to their

cost how mucli disappointment meets them at every
turn in their attempt to do so. It thus appears
that the only course left is to find out, vdiat can
reallp be iccll (iioivii, and whether such is likely to
have a steady market in the future, and whether the
Remand is froiu any cause increasing or diminishing,

^
u**'

products, many of which might
possibly bo grown at a profit

;
but it must be clearlv

understood, that I do not for a moment suggest
leni, as in any way capable of at once becoming

substitutes for the Major Industries; but simply
nien ion them with a view cf pointinr/ out the possibilitii
of turning attention to them in a profitable manner,
should our present cultures fail. It will be noted
that possib.e productions other than those legiti-mately belonging to Tropical Agriculture are not
montioned, viz. : Mining produce. Manufactures, Ac.

liisfc of Products.

Arroto/'oot. . . Ciiu be well grown.
nulata. . . A native product. A Balata forest

.50 years hence would be a mine of
wealth, both for gum, and for wood.
What is done with waste bones?
Bamboo cane can be grown in un-
limited quantity here.

Large supplies can be produced from
our Limes.

Would grow at 3,000 feet, but we have
little land at that height.

Easily produced.
. . Trinidad is in the front rank with

this product.
.. Can be well grown of first class quality.

Coconut. No attempt made to utilize it to
advantage.

Worth £13 per ton. Coconuts sell
at 20 te 30/- per 1000.

Thousands of tons could be easily
grown. .£'6 to £9 per ton.

Grows well, difficult to compete
with old established countries.

Fii.e cutch can be made from
our Mangrove bark.

. Grows well, worth 8
'- to 11/- per cwt.

Drayou a blood. Aw indigenous tree produces this,
growing in our swamps, worth £6
to £12 10 per cw;.

Jiufies.

Caneis—
Hamboo

Citric Acid

VinchoHa
JJarh.

Cochineal.

Cacao.

Coffee

Cotr.

Copra.
Coconut.

Corono.i.

ivory Xut.i.

Cotton.

Cutch.

Itivi- Itiri

Drugs :

Aloes. Can be well grown and manufactured
here, worth from 15/- to 95/6 per cwt.
Grow, well, but waste on the ground
8/6 to 12/. per cwt.

’

Balsam Lapioi. A native tree, produce worth 1'- to
1/7 per lb.

Grows well here, worth 9,'- per lb.
Glows well, cannot compete with

forests of Venezuela.
Grows well, and produce freelv
worth 1/4 to 3/9 per lb.

Kola or C./a. Worth I /5 per lb. Grows freely.Au.o I omica. Worth 5/- to 8/- per ewq
^

Oils Essential—

•

Can be well produced.
Can be as well grown here as any-
where in the world, 1 2 to 1/5 per Iffi

Arcca Xuts.

JSalsain Peru.
Jleaiis.

Tomiuin

Cardamons.

various.

Sarsaparilla

Fibres

;

Abutilon

Sisal

Fruit :

Bananas
Oranyes
Jjemons

Gambier

Gu.h Kino

India Rubber ;

Caslilloa

Columbian

. . A first class fibre, easily manipulatedand promises best of all
. . Can be grown of first class quality.

^Already discussed.

.. .Just introduced, production wouldhave to compete with East Indian.

.. This tree does well here, and sam-
ples of good gum have been pro-
duced, at present quoted at £20
to .£2a per cwt.

Ii9 to 2/lli')
1/6 to 2/8 [.per lb.

Jievea or Para .3/- to .3,'IJ j

-Uyrabolans . . Trees pow large and very quickly
worth i),6 to 8,'- per cwt.
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Oil, Coconut Large quantities produced in Trinidad.

Bice .. Can be well grown.

Spices ;

Mace 'I

Nutme;i!i i

Cloves
1

Cinnamon
Ginger
Pepper
Pepper Long

_

Tamarinds .

.

Topioca

Tea

Tobacco

Turinenc
Vanilla
Bee’s Tl'a-r .

.

Wood :

Logwood
Fustic

Lancewood
Mahogany
Cedar
Furniture

Woods

17/- to 20/- per cwt.

Made from Cassava Starch, could be

well made here if desirable.

I don’t think we can compete with

Ceylon, the plant grows here, but

does not thrive.

Good Tobacc j has been grown here,

and Cigars have been made of ex-

cellent quality.

Can be well grown.

Can be produced of good quality.

Honey and W'ax both produced here.

Can all be well grown.

Purple Heart,

&c. J . , .

In the foregoing list I have pointed out numerous

articles that might be grown.

The circumstances which militate most against

the introduction of new industries are those which

are chiefly generated by the action of those who

monopolize the Major Industries, in whose hands

for the part rests the I.egislation and Government

of the Colony. Minor, S ibsidiary or New Industries

having always (as must be confessed is natural) to

take a second place. Under these conditions, it is

only when the tide turns, that they receive tho

at-iAnMon they fu'ly merit as industries which tend

whmi cabined as"^ a whole, to the stability of the

Colony. The Botanical Depart ments of the various

colonies are always ready to afford the planter the

benefit of any knowledge or experienco tliey may

have obtained, but they would not attempt to per-

suade anyone to enter into cultivation of what are

called “Minor Industries,’’ if the larger ones pay

them better. Most certainly and emphatically No!

But instead, it is for them to respectfully duvet the

attention of all planters in times of prosperity, to

all such industries as may ke-cp them from the

serious error of carrying “all their eggs in one

*^^Pwbably the most encouraging of the so called

“ minor ’’ or “ subsidiary ’’ industries are :—Bnbhcrs,

Fibres Cola, Puc-woods and Timbers.
f-ibies, voui, j hart, F.L.S,

22nd May, 18t)5.

NYASSALAND AND ITS RESOURCES.

(From a Gorrespondoit.)

COKFEE-PLAXTINO.

Coffee-planting, although still in its infancy, may

he looked upon as the chief cause and support of

mir nrosperity in Central Africa. .
Nyassaland coffee

Ust vear fetched the highest price in the London

Market The prospects of coffee-planting m British

Central Africa are excellent at present, and the in-

dnstrv will have a great future, when more capital

has found its way into the country, hven now,

compared with coffee-planting in India. Its culti-

vXoD in Nyassaland offers advantages to the planter.

The conditions of the country would seem to be

admirably suited to coffee. There is an abundance

of running water in all the coffee districts. This is

absolute necessity for the washing process The

feHile slopes of the Shird Highlands and Mlange

iS with a rich soil which contains ever/

element necessary for the healthy growth of the
plant, and as yet the coffee disease has not made
its way into the interior, although it has appeared
on the coast of German East Africa and in Natal.

CHEAP LAIIOUK.

The greatest advantage of coffee-planting in Cen-
tral Africa is the abundance of cheap local labour.
Tlanta'ion work is very popular with the natives
who live in the neighbourhood of coffee estates, while
now that the country is quiet, people will come on
foot for hundreds of miles to obtain work. Under
their capitaos or native niaestries, many of whom
come from curious little colony of Mahomedans on
the Lake, the coolies are admirably workers, steady,
willing, industrious, and extremely cheap, Ha. fid. a
month being the cost of each adult male cooly to
the planter. Land, of course, is excessively cheap,
and a plantation cleared in May is planted the fol-

lowing December, the planter getting his first crops
at the beginning of the third year, while in the
fourth he may reasonably hope for a large return
for his outlay. At present only the washing and
pulping is done in the country, as there is no
machinery lor peeling and garbling in Central Africa,
but some energetic planters have already set on foot
plans for importing all the necessary machinery,
which will shortly be established at Torona. At pre*
sent the porterage is the difficulty. Parts of the
Shir6 above Chiromo are unnavigable, and now the
whole of the exports and imports of Central Africa
are carried on the heads of native porters, some
10,080 natives being engaged in the transport of goods.

TRANSPORT DIFFICULTIES.

They are, however, difficult to obtain, though
cheap. The great want of the coffee planter is .

railway from Chiromo to Blautyre
;
and it is easy to

understand that those who have had the fruits of

years of waiting and toil, detained perhaps for six

months oii the Shire bank waiting for coolies,

w’ould gladly pay double to ensure their safe and
speedy transport by rail. It is in fact a matter
of life and death to the planter to get his produce
out of t’ne country before the heav3

' rains set in in

November. It will, however, not be long before this

dream is realised, as a company has alreidy been
for.ned, and a railway will shortly be laid down
from Chiromo to Blautyre, which, it is hoped, wi'l

soon be extended to Matope, higher up the river.

CLIMATE.

The SliiiA Highlands, with Blautyre and the Mlange
Districts, are at present the chief seats of coffee-

planting, and both are admirably adapted for coloni-

sation; these districts being over, .5,000 feet in latitude,

while parts of Mlange reach 10,000 feet. The upper
Mlange plateau is very wet, with a rainfall of nearly
75 inches

;
otherwise the climate is perfection, as

regards temperature, and very bracing. The S. W.
plateau has the makings of an ideal sanitarium. Its

clear air and exhilarating climate would give new-

life to the visitor from the heated plains, and its

acres of rolling grass land afford excellent pasturage
for horses, cattle, and sheep, which thrive there.

Many European vegetables will grow there. It

would, in short, be a favoured hill station, which
would eclipse any in India, except perhaps Ootaca-
mund, surrounded as it would be by breezy downs,
with a splendid natural race-course and polo-ground,
and all these advantages being obtainable within
two days of Blantyre.

HOW THE COFFEE TREE BEAK.'<.

There are, however, some difficulties to be over-

come as regards Central African coffee-planting. The
coffee shrub, although a native of Africa, is not
found wild in Nyassaland, and does not grow there yet
as it should, and as it grows in Ceylon. In Central
Africa the tree at its first bearing produces an en-
ormous crop of berries on the horizontal branches,
but these then die off, and the tree, though it in-

creases in height, bears very little more. It is then
cut down, and at least two years must ensue before
tho new shoots make their appearance on tho old

roots. It is, however, hoped that by some ue^
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process of pruning or manui'ing the coffee tree may
m time give secondary branches which would rapidly

increase the profits. The Nyassaland coffee, strange

to say) was introduced into the country from Scot-

land by Mr. Buchanan, c. m. g., who brought a small

plant from the Botanical gardens at Edinburgh.
From this plant, which is still in existence in the

mission grounds at Blantyre, all the trees in Nyas-
salaud are descended.
I'here itre, of course, at present very few so-called

tbwn-ships in Nyassaland. These are (Jhiromo, on
the Shire, Blantyre, the capital of the Shire High-
lands Fort Herald, Fort Johnston, and Fort Lister.

Of these Blantyre is the most advanced. It is a
picturesque little settlement of some thirty European
houses, in the centre of the coffee-planting district,

siirroUnded by plantations, beautifully situated be-

neath the hills in a well-wooded country. The
climate is remarkably healthy.

DI.SEA.SKS OF CATTLE.

There are difficulties which seriously impede the
progress of colonisation in Nyassaland. First and
foremost among these is the unhealthiness of portions

of the country for cattle and horses. Horses dieff
the fatal lung tickuess, which often clears off number.s
of them, and they and the cattle die from eating
certain poisonous plants that spring up at the com-
mencement of the rains. Then there is the belt of

tsetse-fly, fatal to all quadrupeds which come from
without. It is a small grey fly, like an ordinary
horse-fly, with crossed wings. It is the curse of

the country. Were it not for the tsetse-fly the diffi-

culties of colonisation and of extirpating the slave

trade would be lightened a thousandfold. Were
it not for this pest the whole country could be
kept under control by a few troops of mounted
police. Fortunately the tsetse-fly never appears in

the hills or near the rivers, so that horses can
be brought by boat up to Katunga. The following
belt of country is also free from them, so that
the horses can be taken in safety to the Shire
Highlands .—Times of India.

AVHAT WILL NORTH BORNEO'S CHIEF
EXPORT RE V

The cultivations from which we have to choose
in seeking an answer to this question are coconuts,
coffee, cotton. Manila hamp, rattans, sago, sugar
and tapioca. To commence with :

Coconuts .—The demand for coconuts an 1 their pro-

ducts is little understood in England where when
an intention is announced of planting up say 20,000

fresh trees, people ask “• are you not afraid of over-

doing the supply?" it being supposed that the chief

destiny of the coconut is to be sold in half penny
slic s to little boys with strong digestions, or to be
given as a prize at Aunt Sally.

Coconuts are a large article of diet throughout
the Tropical East, constituting the main ingredient

for giving extra flavour to rice and curry
;
coconut

oil is largely used as a luminant; while in the form
of copr-i Europe imports enormous quantities of the

dried kerne! ;
the number of the nuts require ! for

affording fresh oil for women’s hair is very large,

and coconuts or their products are in request for

a dozen other minor purposes. Some hint of tho
demand may be gathered from the fact that Europe
last year took from Singapore alone ca7. 1,000.893 oi

copra besides the quantity shipped from Java, iho

Philippines, t’eylon*, ff-c.
;
the rice-eating people of

the tropical East increase in a manner diilicult if

not impossible to esti'nate, all of them with a fotid

ness f r coconuts, while as a luminant it uiay be
I ote 1 that when the price of kerosiue oil rose the
other day the retail price of coconut oil rose, too,

several cents a- botUe in Singapore. It is i.ow re-

cognized that the oil fields of America are exhaustible,

* By reference to another column it will be seen
that Ceylon’s export of coconuts and their products
totals, over 50,000 tons a year on the average of

late years. —Editor.

what will the effect on coconut cultivation be'when
this begins to be felt ? But as it is, the’ present
always enlargeniug demand for the various purposes
mentioned caused by an increase of some millions
of consumers yearly, most of whom live in districts
where coconuts do not grow, calls for a supply
that is barely met by the number of fresh trees
planted yearly as is testified to by the fact, that
copra has stood f r months past at a price nearly

per picul higher than it commanded up to some
three years ago.
Now tho coconut is a particularly easy tree to

grow requiring little up-keep after 30 months of age
except from cattle (which also are profitable to raise)
and the amount of coconut land, particularly in
the district of which Sandakan is the place of ex-
po t, is very large, capable of growing some millions
of tree.s.

I think it may fairly be prognosticated that some
time in the future the coconut oil making industry
will assume enoimous proportions in Sandkan Bay.
A few coconuts have been put in in different places
round the Bay, though not really many but it is

at all events satisfactory to know that planting is

always in progress.

Cqfee (Liberian).—The amount of Coffee land in
North Borneo is very extensive

;
if millions is rather

a large word to use, at all events commencing
from ihe rich soiled hills of the Segama and pro-
ceeding north-wards there are several hundreds of
thousands. A start has been made in coffee planting
in the country though on a comparatively small scale
so far, but in two or three places the growing trees
can be seen, gigantic in size and with tbeir branches
bending and cracking with the weight of fruit. No
doubt So'ith America is a strong competitor in pro-
duction, but the consumption increases yearly (though
not in England where the making of a cup of
drinkable coffee is amongst the lost arts, and people
spoil their digestions with raking Indian teaj but
Europeans fight shy of South American, where at
the worst you get your throat cut or are bombarded,
while at the best your coolies are all liable to be
called out for military service and the estate left to
take care of itself, and let it be once widely enough
known that there is a British protected State, vir-
tually a Briti'h Colony, in which coffee can bo
successfully grown, and where wages are cheaper
than i i Brazil, and there will be no lack of intend-
ing planters.
Our coffee is quoted at 84s, per ewt. on the London

market as against 68s. the price of fair channel RlO
(Arabian).

Cotton .—An enormous expansion of the cottongooda
making industry is in progress in China and Japan,
and the suitability of North Borneo cotton for the
mills has been most favourably reported upon, especi-
ally in comparison with Chinese. A large proportion
of the cotton imported into Japan comes from
Bombay, but we are much nearer Japan than Bombay
is, while as against cheaper wages in India must
be put the land tax for one thing and the expense
of bringing the cotton from up country to ship's
side there for another against no land tax and the
sending of the rolton bales direct from the estate
packing house to ship’s side here, Ctahen there is a
cotton I state, at present there is not one). When
this cultivation is commenced in earnest there are
tho pro.-pects of a very large business as our cotton
possesses several advantages, caring little if any thing
for weeds and lasling for at least three years with-
out replanting; one started in fact the expence of
up keep is very slight and little else has to be done
but pick the crop as it ripens. The main difficulty
1 fore-r.ee is from di er and wild cattle which are
very fond of the plant, but at the worst all that
would be require d would be wire fencing. However,
our information on the subject of cotton is not yet
complete enough to allow one to speak about it

with quite the same certainty as about other things.
Gambler is a product which seems particularly

adapted to North Borneo, owing to its demanding
large supplies of firewood in the vicinity of the boil-

ing house and to the need, it having hitherto been
a low priced article, of cheap transport for it.
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lo fow countri6 s otlicr tlicin Borneo ccin .i conjunc"
tion of these two advantages be ell'ected, (The
need for constant rains debars it from being grown
in any country that has marked seasousb The
export from Singapore has slightly risen during the
last 10 years moving from 712,000 cwt. in lS;Si; to
812,000 cwt. last year; the price used to rauo-e from
Sl-.W to .'§()50 per picul and at these prices the
‘•gambler and pepper” hongs made enormous for-
tunes (ill a great measure tlue to pepper however
it must be confessed), b it during the last few months
the price has much gone up, and as I am assured
at the gambler gardens hero that our plants yield
a first crop in two or three miuths less than in
the Straits and also that the leaf matures again
ready for picking in O months as against 4 there,
it seems more likely gHinbier gardens will be opened
here. As the forests get cut down for boiling pur-
poses in the districts in the Straits and Islands
where it is now made (as t ley are rapidly being
done now) a gradual transference of this iuduitry
to Borneo is inevitable.

Manila hetni) on the average year by year shows
no great change in price while the export does
not increase very fast, which see ns t > denote that
we shall have to directly compete with and under-
cut the Philippines imteid of merely becoming a

fresh feeder to an increasing demand as in the
case of copra, coffee, sago and other things. At
present we lack a sufficient supply of properly
qualified labour, but when we can show plantadons
of hemp largo enough to guirantee uninterrupted
work I think there will be plenty of workmen off jr-

ing, at present owing to various causes we cannot
do this and in fact the industry is in its eKtrome
infancy, but tnat we can gro w M uiila hemp just
as well as the Philippines there is no question, an t

in view of the harsh governme it and heavy taxes
and exactions upon everythiug and everybody there,

there is no reasonable dnibt but that this industry
also will gradually co'mo over to North Borneo.
Not to go any further, the e.xport duty of SI a picul

charged in the Philippines gives us a 10°,

q

advan-
tage at once. In the Philippines it is mainly a
‘•cottage” industry, the plants beiii!( usua'ly grown
in fields by “small” holders who bring the hemp
to the towns where it generally passes into the hands
of a middleman who passes it on to larger towns,
sometimes on through consignment, sometimes to

the agent of an op n port firm, and in the event
the hemp will sometimes travel once on a pony’s
back and twice in coasting boats, and pass through
the hands of two middlemen an I one merchant
before fina’Iy being exported, all of which oporat.ons
mean additional ch.irges or profits, which hivvever
per contra moans that the original producer there
can make it very great deal cheaper than wc can
at present, but the fact "that we cm send direct

from the estate to ship's side and without an export
duty must tell in time. MYNA FI.

—Bi ilish Xorth Borneo Herald.

HAKDV BAMBOOS.
Mr. Freeman Mitford’s paper at the Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society on Tuesday last proved one of the

best and most interesting lectures that have been
read before the Society. He had a gr.md subject

and a novel one, and he handled it with the ease and
knowledge begotten of enthusiasm and experience.

It was by no means a compilation or a paper “ made
to order” or to fit an occasion. It is a matter for

regret that it was not illustrated,, either by speci-

mens or by drawings* The Society, as too frequently

happens in such cases, missed an opportunity.

Nevertheless, when Mr. Freeman Mitford’s paper

conies to be read in full in the Journal of the Society,

there is no doubt it wdl give a great impetus to

the culture of these graceful and singular plan’s,

and the Bamboo-garden at Kew already furnishes

an excellent object-lesson open to the community

at large.

We are apt to associate Bamboos with something

tropical, and dimensions too gigantic for and ordinarv

Fnglish garden. Mr, Mitford’s paper will do much

to correct this imperfect judgment. Big Bambooa
there are, and many of them far too gigantic and
much too tender ever to find a place in British

gardens, but Mr. Mitford gave a list of between forty

and fifty species and varieties, alt of which are of

suitable size, some dwarf, and adopted for carpet-

ing the ground beneath trees, and all more or less

hardy. Indeed, after a winter which has in ninay
parts of our islands destroyed even the common
Gorse, Mr. Mitford is able to say that not one of

the species entirely failed. Nothiug worse than a
severe check has occurred, a chock resulting in the
formation of a sheaf of small canes, but richly

provided with luxuriant foliage.

Mr. Mitford gave some excellent advice as to the
necessity for not planting out the Bamboos till they
have recovered from the effects of their reinovel from
their native countries or gardens where they have
been grown. When received, the roots should be
soaked in water for twelve hours, and then potted.

They should then be placed in a cool-house, and
but little water given at first. In February the
buds begin to swell, in March the leaves appear.
Water should then be afforded freely. In May the
pot-plants may bo hardened off, and at the end of

the month they may be planted out in their per-
manent quarters, which should be duly sheltered
from their deadly enemy—wind. In handling the
plants the greatest care should be taken not t>
injure the roots, nor the points of the shoots, which
are very' brittle. They should not be trodden in,

but the roots well watereJ-in so as to enable them
to get firm hold of the soil without risk of breakage.
The soil should previously have been well double-dug.
By preference it should be a rich loam, and the plants
mulched with cow-manure. Wire netting may be
proviled tow.ud off the attacks of rabbits or phea-
sants. A little fern or bracken thrown over the
stools in winter might be advisable. We neel not
follow Mr. Mitford in his enumeration of the species,

but refer the reader to Mr. Bean’s classification of

hardy Bamboos, given in our volume for 1894
(March), wliere the species cultivated at Kew and
elsewhere are enumerated and described, with illus-

trative cuts, some of which we now reproduce as
opportune to the occasion. Ariuidinaria nitida. fig.

iW, one of the loveliest and hardiest, to quote Mr.
Mitford, was formerly called A. khasyana, under the
erroneous impression that it was a native of the
Khasya mountains, a hot steamy region not likely

to afford many plants hardy enough to withstand
our climate The species, it appears, is really a
native of the Chinese province of Bzchuen, a very
different climatal region.

'This instance, among many more, shows the great
advantage that accrues from the association of

Botanical rese.uch and practical cultivation. The
culture of those plants, as in the case of Orchids,
will lead to an immense advance in our knowledge
of the plant.s, and to the gradual establishment of

a correct nomenclature, and at the same time the
information gleaned as to the native countries of the
pl.uits will afford most useful h nts to the cultivator.

Incidentally, we may mention a curious co-relation

alludeJ to, with becoming caution, by Mr. Mitford,

and that is the circumstance that all, or almost all,

the species known to be hardy have the smaller
veins in the leaves arranged in small but conspi-

cuous squares, the venation being, as it i-s called,

te.s-ellate. Mr. Mitford’s paper was instructive and
suggestive to a high degree, but as it will doubtless

be printed in full in the .fournal of the Society,

we need now only counsel those of our readers in-

terested in tlio subject to look forward to a future

issue of the Journal. In the meanwhile we may refer

them to iMr. Bean’s .Mono<iraj)li already alluded to,

and to ftir. Mitford’s own communications to the

(lardcn, and to our own columns.
At the conclusion of the lecture, some remarks

wore m ide by the chairman. Sir Alexander Arbu-
tlinot, and by Sir -lohn Ijlowelyn. Dr. Masiers
mentioned that .V. japonic-i, better known as B. .Mo-

tiko, ilort., thrives well in one of the densest and
most insalubrious Ijondon suburbs, and even under
the shade of some old Lime trees, where little_ or

nothing can be induced to grow.

—

Gardeners’ Chronicle,
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FOREST CONSERVANCY ;

CONSERVATOR’S REPORT FOR 1894.

SHOULD THE FOREST DEPARTMENT BE
ABOLISHED AND KACHCHEHI OFFICIALS
BE MADE FORESTERS AS WELL AS

POLICEMEN ?

Tlie Forest DnpcT,rtment is umlerstoocl to be
standing on its defence. “ Retvenchinent ” as a
cry lias rung tlirougli tlie island. R.adical re-

forin and retrenclinient based on tlie s'vceping-

away of tlie iinineniorial Paddy Rents, and the

absolute promise of Government, bad been the i<lea

in the imblic mind, as involving a corre.sponiling

cutting-down and re-organis.atioii of the Revenue
service. But very cleverly has onr Executive
got a Commi.ssion to spre.ad out its Inquiry over

the whole body of Establishments and to furnish

such a Report as may afford an excuse for

ignoring the original purpose in view and for

indulging in the very minimum of alteration. Some
people indeed, thipk that the whole affair will end
in the Colonial Secretary doubling up a couple

of Magistracies here—the Judicial rather than

the Revenue Service suffering !—and cutting off

an unfortunate Survey officer or peon elsewhere.

We shall see.

But meantime, it has struck more than one
would-be critic,—afraid to face the real problem
of Retrenchment,—that a safe outlet for zeal in

the public interests would be found in some of

the outlying Services or Departments which
have neither revenue nor judicial justification

for their existence. Among these, the Forest

Department was especially singled out by a native

rnoHicial Member of Council, apparently with
the sympathy if not encouragement of the Exe-
cutive

;
and this has led to the belief that

there would be no objection in high circles to

imposing Forest, as well .as Police, duties on
the occupants of the different Kachcherie.s,

in order to justify the continued existence

of the latter on their present scale. It is pecu-

liarly unfortunate that, at such a juncture, the

Conservator of Forests should have to go on
leave and that he should furnish—for the second

time—what he himself considers an unfinished

and inadequate Report. Such as it is, we give

extracts representative of the more interesting,

practical portions elsewhere. But we would say
that the very first duty of Mr. Broun on his

return should be to supply a special Report with
“ the case ” for the Department as a separate entity

—summing up what it h.as done in the past, is

doing now, and may be expected further to do
in the interest of the Colony. This will enable

a projier judgment to be formed, and if after

such is weighed in the balance, the Forest De-
partment is found wanting, we should be among
the first to cry for abolition or amalgamation.
[But let not this >ide businoss, divert the public

mind from the real object of Retrenchment, based

as it was on the Paddy Rents abolition.]

In thinking of the raiaoit d’etre of a Forest De-
p.artment, we are always reminded of the shrewd
Scottish Laird’s injunction to his son and heir:

—

“Keep stickin’ in a tree, Jock, it will aye be

glowin’ M'hen ye’re sleepin’.” It may be said

why .should Assistant Agents not .see to thi.s.

Why not indeed ? But unfortunately, where is

the district revenue officer wdio has given him-
self the trouble even to establish a model
Kachcheri garden with products familiar to the

people in order to show what proper cultivation

means, and the results? If P'orestry and ar-

boreal plantations are to be attempted at all,

it is quite clear that they must have skilled

29

direction and supervi.sion. The work must be
well done, or it had far better be left alone
altogether. We do not know that practical

l)lanters sjieak very highly of some of the efforts

of the Department towarils e.stablishing planta-
tions in the hill districts, and it is possible, that
after these are once started, there would be eco-
nomy in giving out their upkeep—weeding, supt
plying, Ac.—on contr.act to the nearest estate supe;
rintendent who might be inclined to Lake up the
charge. Experienced supervision would still be
required

;
but a contract, if feasilde, should save

the moving about, or eng.aging, of a special force

of forest coolies.

We must, however, look more closely at the
Report before us, and the first broad fact that
comes out is that although there was an increase
of income last year—timber .and other produce
sold—from R36 1,000 in 1893 to nearly R.381,000
in 1894

; yet the deficit on the working of the
Department wdiich was close on R.39,000 for 1893,
w'as no less than R72,000 for last year. The
large.st portion of this deficit l»s accrued in the
M^estern and Central provinces ; while the Eastern,
Northern, North-Western and Uva provinces show
a surplus. But it seems the Eastern has done
less well with its timber trade than in pre-

vious years owing to the re-establishment of the
Indian import duties ; while the falling-off in

the North-Central province is due to the low
price obtained for ebony. Then again in the
Central, a good deal of timber delivered in De-
cember could not be paid for or credited till

1895. Nevertheless, explanation is required, and
not afforded, so far as we can see, in justifi-

cation of the high amount of chai’ges in the
Western and some other provinces. It will be
necessary to show how far the Colony can count
on an .adeipiate return for this comp.aratively
heavy and eontinnous outl.ay, in the future. If such
return is not assured, most cert.ainly there is need
for the she.ars of economy to be effectually ap-
plied. That the Conservator’s office should make
an increased appropriation in 1894, up to wellnigh
10 per cent of the total outlay, seems also to re-

quire examination.
To turn to some of the actual M'ork done, we

are told of a total area of reserved forests equal
to 52,000 acres with 162,000 acres taken up to
be reserved, waiting for final proclamation, and
72,000 acres of fresh areas gazetted for settle-

ment hast year. A good deal of work has been
in demarcating forest boundaries, in surveys
and “ working plans,” which latter term applies
to sample plots with pl.anted trees in which
measurements for .annmal increment .are registered
—teak in the North-Central province showing
one of the best results. We pass over dep.art-

mental det.ails, with prosecutions .and the control
of chena cultivation, to draw attention to the
Conserv.ator’s rem.arks (reproduced) as to Forest
fires. The seed crop a))pears to have been bad
hast year, .all except of the satinwoorl tree. We
direct attention to the notes on the progress
of the different plantations as perhaps the part
of Mr. Broun’s Report that is of most general
interest, especially to our planting readers. We
.should like to have some ciiticism of these from
neighbouring planters. We do not quote for

the Ea‘'tern or North-Western jirovinces, although
good work seems to be done in both. In the
natural forests, a good deal of creejier and
undergrowth cutting as well as the regula-
tion of felling occupy attention. Nothing
seems to come amiss to the Forest ofticei' and
roads and buildings appear in his list of work,
while we are told that the Batticaloa sawmill
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L iloing well and ha?; more than enough to keep
it going, and it saves 1{200 a monlli

;
wire

shoots in the Central and T^va jirovinccs are also
«aui to save much labour.

_

There can be no doubt of the important bear-
ing that a great deal in Mr. Bronrds Report
has on the development and prosperity of the

Opart from the “Reserved” and “ pro-
posed-Reserved ” Forests already referred to, tlie
Conservator calculates tliere are 2,404,490 acres
of other Crown Forests in the Colony. Of forest
plantations at the end of 1894 tliere were .al-

together 1,712 acres; while 22 miles of roads and
paths load been made by the Department. The
total of trees felled during 1^94 of all kinds w.as
28,609 ; while between R6,000 and R7,000 of forest
produce w.as granted free of charge for various
imrposes. Finally, we ought perhaps to notice
the fact that against the R72,OO0 of delicit on the
yeai'’s working, a “summary of outstandings
due to the Department ” at the close of last
year, gives a total of R62,586.

FOREST SETTLEMENTS.
The following areas were finally proclaimed to be

reserved forests during the year :

—

N.-W. PnoviNCE

—

Baddegamnwa forest, area 619
acres

;
Nariagama forest, 615 acres.

Sabaragamuwa—

Y

alpana forest, area 55 acres.
Grand Total 1,289 acres.

In the case of the last named forest 223 acres
were taken up, but the area of forest secured to
the Crown was only 55 acres.

It oaniot be said that two square miles of re-
served forest obtained as the result of forest settle-
ments for a whole year is a brilliant record. It is

partly accounted for by the complicated nature of
the settlements undertaken in Sabaragamuwa, and
])artly to the fact that certain areas await comple-
tion of boundary surveys by the Survey Department
before tlie final Proclamation is published.

A reference to form 1 in the appendix will
show that the total area of reserved forests was
51,361 acres, or 80'25 square miles, on 31st Decem-
ber, whereas it h ad been reported to be 52,144
acres, or 81‘47 squarcimiles, on the 31st December of the
receding year. In paiagraph- (i of my last report
pointed out that many of the so-called forest

reserves in Sabaragamuwa contain large areas
which are useless for forest pui'iioses. The work of
expurgation of such areai has been begun, and 1,203
acres, chiefly in Dambarabotuwa, have been excluded
from the reserves. If all the areas wduch should
be so excluded were taken out now, I fear that the
area of the true forest loft as forest reserves would
be very considerably diminished.
There are lt;2,352 acres, or 253 67 square miles,

which have been taken up to be reserved, some of
which await, and have for some years past heen
awaiting, final Proclamation

;
otliers, inquiry regard-

ing which is now in [inogress, and otliers again in re-

gard tovvhicb the preliminary notification bos appeared
in the daztile, but a settlement of which has not gone
thioiigh the first stage. Of those regarding which
the final report of the Settlement Officer has been
sent, I have mentioned sjmo in paragraph 6 aliove
others, such .as the P.arawa and Mettirigalla forests
and others, mentioned in paragra[)'i 9 of my last re-

jiort, have been kept unreserved, a.s in the opinionof the
Government Agent, it was desirable to acquire cer-

tain lands and to include them into the reserve.
The fieih areas g.izctted for settlement during the

year are the following :

—

WESTEUN PROVINCE. Acres.

Fuel reserves . . . . . . 1,969

CENTRAI. PROVINCE.

Kelani Valley I’eservc (alioiit) .. 8,0,9)

NORTH-WESTERN PROVINCE.

Moragalla forest .. .. 02

kABAIlAOAMrWA PROVINCE.

Acres.

Gilimale (second settlement) 17,760

Kitulgalla .

.

660

Eratne 10,173

Godaganipola .

.

377

Mahawettekanda, d’C. 2,121

Y’atipana 55

Udakarandapan

a

206

Kelani Valley (about) 28,155

Dehipahala 1,558

Badahelgoda .. 910
61,975

Total .. 71,996

or 112‘49 square miles. All this area is not forest

proper ; over half will most likely turn out to be
private land or chena land unsuitable for forest

conservancy.
The third portion of form No. 1 in the ap-

pendix shows that there are estimated to bo
another 3,900 square miles of forest, regarding
which no settlements have as yet been attempted.
The estimate is, on account of the very imperfect
surveys in our possession, only a very rough one,

but even if the estimate were considerably reduced
it would, at the rate at which settlements now
progress, take very many years to make set le-

ments for the whole forest area. There are other
Provinces besides Sabaragamuwa which are in urgent
need of settlement, and I should much like to

see a beginning made in the larger forest tracts of

the dry zone which produce our most valuable
timbers.

WORKING PLANS.
Fellings were carried on in compartment 5 of Conical

Hill forest near Nanuoya, stripes Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

11, and 13 being cut over. The yield has heen greatei'

than that calculated by the \Vorking i’lan Officer,

2,836 cubic yai’ds of firewood being obtained, and the
estimate being only LSlOcubic yards. As the estimate
has usually heen rather under than ovci' the actual
yield, this surplus conies as a pleasant surprisf*.

Compartment 5 is one of the richest in the forest,

the yield per acre having proved to be 235J cubic
yards per acre.

Four strips cut over in 189.3 in compartment No. 1

were planted with Eticali/i/tm rohwxta and Acncia
decnrrenn, and four strips planted in 1893 were supplied
during the south-west monsoon.

Sufficient experience has now, I think, been gained
by our staff to try and work the forest on a more
natural system. The cost of I'eplanting after clearing
absorbs a large portion of the revenue obtained,
especially as the young plants suffer much from the
inroads of animals, and I have instructed the Fores-
ter to limit his future fellings in the strips to the
t,iking out "f suppressed trees and trees on the
decline. This will liave more than one advantage,
for it will be possinle to come hack much earlier to

file adjoining strips which have now to be left

nnloncbed niiLil the giowtii 011 the cleai'ed stiips

lias attained sufficient strength t.i resist exposure.
Tbeco.st of plaining will be almost entirely done away
with, and the character of the forest will remain
niielianged. Near a health resort like Niiwara Eliya
it is a pity to see tliefore.st of indigenous trees give
place to the more monotonous Anslralian trees.

Mr. Hansard was engaged until October in making
rough surveys of the Crown linds in the .lafl'iia

district bea-ing palmirah, and of laiils snitsble for

planting. He lias submitted a r.'iim c.oiiLaiiniig bis

propo.sals for future operations, but it lias not yei
been s ibmitted to Government owing to m ,• having
referred it b.ick for some further dat 1 . His inquiries

on the spot sliow that many areas arc claimo.l on
apparently very poor titles, and that at the rale at
w.iich palmirah is now being exported to India there
will so m bo none left. The only w.iy to make up
for tlie improvidence of the people is for G.ivcrn-
mont to make extensive pi lutations, which will not
only provide fruit after 15 or 20 years, but which
after 80 years will supply timber.
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In the month of August, Mr. Ferguson was placed
on special duty in order to prepare a working plan
for the Haputale reserved forest. This foi-est has
been much overworked by the Railway Extension
Department, and it is necessary that strict rules be
framed in order to ensure that none but badly grown
and suppressed trees be removed until the forest

shall have recovered fioin the effects of the heavy
fellings made in the last few years.

Ncvth-M esteni Province.—Two sample plots have
been started in the Puttalam District : one for na
{Messua /errea) in the Galkuli forest, and one chiefly

for satin at 3J miles up the Kenankali road.

FOREST FIRES.
The Assistant Conservator, Eastern Province,

followed the instructions I gave him in order
to preserve the grass-surrounded teak plant-
ations. I am glad to say that the result has been a
total absence from fires during the year. I hope tha
this success will be continued, and that the plant
ations will benefit from the protection afforded.
The firing of patana and grassy plains to pro-

duce a fresh crop of herbage still goes on un-
checked. Where the plains are surrounded by
forest these are gradually giving way before the
yearly fires. In the hills patana fires kill down
seedlings and impoverish the soil. I should recom-
mend that the patanas near the railway line be
strictly protected, as the action of fire on the top
soil encourages slips and fall of boulders when the
rains begin. Apart from this, I think a little pro-
tection would have very beneficial results in im-
proving the soil, and probably also the herbage.
It is absolutely impossible for the more tender herbs
to withstand the action of fires, and the ground is

invaded by coarse mana and illuk grass, whose
underground stems enable them to survive the fibre.

PLANTATIONS.
M'esfeni I'looiiice.—The plantations at Mirigama

• were cleared of undergrowth and creepers at a
cost of R278'29. It was high time to take up this
work, for the trees—especially the lunumidella and jak
—were suffering much from the undergrowth and
creepei s. Domba, which a few years ago looked the
least pi omising of all, is the species which has stood
best. It is doing well, and the ground is already
covered with self-sown seedlings.

Centro! Prooince.—Thirty-eight acres were added to
the existing plantations viz., at Galboda 9 acres, at
Kotagala 5 acres, and at Conical Hill 21 acres, bring-
ing the total area of plantations in this Province
to 529 acres.

The 9 acres at Gahroda were added to the
Blackwater clearing, and consisted of scrub and
patana land. The plants put in were Euealijplus
rohmfa, grevillea, a few domba, and pepiliya ( Apo-
rosa lafi/oUaJ. This piece is doing well, and
hardly a vacancy is to be seen. The cost of this

addition was R350, or less than RIO per acre.

As a whole the Blackwater field is by far the
worst of all the Galboda clearings. The soil in
some portions is so poor that although there are few
vacancies the plants will take a long time to make
a start. I was glad, however, to note that the
plants of Acacia decuirens, which were put in as
supplies, have taken a sudden start, and that the
portions planted with Encalyptun robueta are doing
well. In cool places, where domba and pepiliya had
been put in, they are doing well. I do not think,
however, that much can be expected from the por-
tions planted with Acacia mclanoxylon. Grevillea is

doing better, and may make a start in another
year or so. The total expenditure on this field for the
year was R723'31. Dekinda No. 1 field is now doing
well. It is planted with Eucalyptus rohusta andgrev.llea,
and the supplies put in were chiefly of indigenous
species, such as domba, pepiliya, del, e'.ambe, &c.
Dekinda No. 2 field is the best of the whole planta-

tion. It is covered chiefly with grevillea, which is

now forming leaf canopy. The cost of upkeep, chiefly
of No. 1 field, amounted for the year to R851'54,
23'5G6 supplies having been put in.

M apakande field has always been a source of trouble.
However, I am glad to say that the plants are now
doing well. Fifty acres were ro-jolanted ou this
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field. About 135,000 plants were put out during the
year, consisting of grevillea, take karavu, sapu, wild
cinnamon, etaniba, pepiliya, domba, milla, wa,
pehimbiya, and katuboda. The teak below the cooly
lines is doing very well, but some had been put on
clayey spurs, and does not show much progress.
Most of the Lusuarinas have been killed outb}' white
ants. The cost for the year was R3,839-55. Penhros
fieldis, on the whole, doing fairly well, that is to say, cer-
tain portions show good grow th, while others make poor
progress. The failure in many parts is due entirely
to outside circumstances. For instance, some thou-
sands of jak plants which were doing welt have been
destroyed by hares and pigs. Casuarina, which had
attained a height of 10 to 15 ft., was killed by white
ants as in the other clearings and white grub attached
a number of Eucalyptus rohusta. The supplies now
put in will, I hope, do well. Experience now shows
that the best supplies are those of indigenous species,
such as katuboda [Cullenia excelsa), pepiliya {Aporosa
latifolia), del {Artocarpus nohilis), damba {Euyenia
operculata et cet sp), suriyamara Albizzia (odoratissima)

liyan {llonialiuni zei/laniciun), mihriya {Dichopsis,

sp.), and other treas growing in the belts of forest

clo.se by. I myie'f made some experiments with
some of these species, the seeds of which I

dibbled mostly into poor soil, and the results have,

I hear, been satisfactory. The total numberof plants
put out during the year was 34,029, and the
expenditure 011 this field was Rl,163'97.

The total expenditure during the year on Galboda
plantations was thus R6,577’97, or R17'44 per acre.

Since the beginning the total expenditure has been
R39,414'8l, or Rl04'55 per acre. If the revenue
obtained from the plantation be deducted, the total
expenditure amounts to R35,476'26, or R94T0 per acre.
Five acres were added to the plantation in the

Kotagala reserve at a cost of R228'20, thus bring-
ing the total area to 10 acres, which have cost
altogether R455, or R45'50 per acre. The Assistant
Conservator reports the plantations as doing
well. The whole clearing was planted with
Eucalyptus rohusta. Twenty-four acres of strip
clearings were added to the Nauu-oya planta-
tions during the year, thus bringing the total

to 106 acres. The clearings planted in 1889,

1890, and 1891 are not doing well, as most of the
Eucalyptus ylohulus are attacked with canker.
Happily in the older plantations a larger number of
standards were left. These are now spreading their
crowns and fillicg the vacant spaces. Eucalyptus
rohusta is doing w'ell in the more recent plantations,
and seems to be the tree best suited for the plan-
tations, for Acacia decurrens, which would otherwise
do well, gets eaten down by sambur. The planta-
tions of the year at Conical Hill are doing well, but
they also suffer from being browsed by deer. The
plantations made near Scrubs estate and near the
kachcheri are doing well. On the latter plantation,
however, a portion of Cryptomeria trees are coming
up only very slowly. They are somewhat exposed.
The plantations near the nursery on Gallwey’s land
are doing very well. A wire was taken through
the plantation by the Telegraph Department,
and some trees hacked about, when it would have
been practically quite as easy to have avoided the
plantation altogether. On Christie’s land the
Eucalyptxis rohusta are doing well, but the Acacia
decurrens have most of them been broken by cattle.

The tables given in appendices B, C, and D show
the rate of growth in the different plantations of

the Central Province.
The total cost up to date for the 529 acres of

plantations in this Province has been R49,330’55, or
R93'25 fer acre, or, after deducting revenue obtained
from them, R31,630, or R59'79 per acre.

Province of Eva.

No money was spent on the Judges' Hill planta-
tion, which can now be considered to the established.
At Elladaluwa no money was spent on the 13-

acre block planted in 1889. It was found necessary
to replant the w'hole of the 25-acre block planted
in 1892, on account of the constant damage done
by cattle. Several watchers were appointed in

succession, but had to be dismissed on account o£
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neglect of duty. It appears to me that a few hundred
yards of barbed wire would have come cheaper, and
would have had better results. As the Assistant
Conservator does not state by what means he pro-
poses to p'otoct the young crop he has again put
in, I woiu . oi.ggohl tliaL even now the jm !i oof he
barbed wire would be advisable. The cost uumig ine
vear has been 119()4-:V.), or R82'88 per acre. The small
block called “Mediriya ” plantation in form No. 5 is

the one mentioned in last year’s report as having
been planted with the large-leaf mahogany. Teak
and toon and mahogany were planted In this area
at a cost of R13'49. The mahogany has here also
been attacked by borers. The Bandarawela planta-
tions do not show a satisfactory progress.
Haputale Plantation.—The acres planted with

Eucdl;/pfus robusta in 1889 are a great success, and it

Is tiihe to thin out the suppressed trees. I have
isked Mr. Ferguson, as part of his working plan
Work, to coppice a few trees, so as to test the
capability of the stools to produce stool shoots.
The next plantation, althougli not quite such a
failure as anticipated last year, cannot be called a
success, and many vacancies had to be supplied.

Fifty acres were added to the plantation, but here
there are also a number of vacancies, the result, I

should Bay, of too late planting. The Assistant

Conservator put them down at ir> per cent, but

my estimate is higher. The cost of supplying
and planting in this plantation during the year
amounted to R2,042T5, or B37T3 per acre. The sale

of 3,359 yards of firewood, chiefly remains of the

trees taken by the Railway Extension Department,
which were cl ared out of these 50, brought a revenue
of R5,497.
Ohiya Plantation.—'Twenty acres in two blocks of

ten acres of forest, which had been mostly cleared

by the Railway Extension Department, were planted
during the year at a cost of Rl,037'29, or R5186 per

acre The cost was more than covered by the sale

of the firewood brought out of this clearing, by
which Rl,500 were realised after issue to the Rail-

way Department. The cost of planting is higher
here than elsewhere in the Province, but, 011 the

other hand, the clearing can, so far, be considered

a success. The Moratota plantation is said

to be doing well. The cost of upkeep
was R79'94, or R13.32 per acre. This is one of the

small plantations which were started without refer-

ence 'to me. During the year 2,775 plants of different

species were distributed free of cost to the Public

Works Department and to the Local Board. I am not

aware that this free grant was sanctioned by Govern-
ment.
The total expenditure on the Itili acres of planta-

tion waH during the year R4,497'32, or R27'85 per acre,

and the total cost since the plantations were started

R13,750‘65, or R85T4 per acre. As the revenue ob-

tained during previous years is not stated, I cannot
show the net expenditure on these plantations. Ap-
pendix E shows measurements taken in the plantations.

Province of Sabarfif/amuica.

No addition was made to the Para rubber plantations

no account of there being no suitable land close by. The
blank spaces at Yattipawa were supplied with plants

grown from seed produced at Edangoda plantation.

These appear quite sound and healthy. The trees which
produced the seed were planted in 1891. The plantations

look sound and healthy, and are the better for the grass

which has been allowed to spring up and protect the

soil. Some trees have suffered from inroads of cattle.

The following measurements were taken by the

Assistant Conservator
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The trees nieaaured at Yatti])a\va were respectively

ou eastern and western aspects. As will be seen,

those growing on western aspects show slightly better

growth, and both of them have grown better than
those planted in the same year at Edangoda. The
jak plantation at Edangoda has unfortunately suffered

so much from attacks of cattle, deer, hares. Ac., that

the .\ --sistant C'onscrvitor is of opinion Uiat it docs
not pay to extend it further. It is a pity*, for there
is a large extent of land which would be suitable were
it not for these enemies of the plants.

The hal plants imt out at Edangoda and Yattipawa
do not show satisfactory progress. This tree requires

partial shelter for young plants. Mendora is doing
well, and so is nedun. Both of these species, how-
ever, like protection when they are young and tender.

DEPARTMENTAL OPERATIONS.
Tele;jraph Posts we-.e supplied in different Provinces

I have requested all Government Agents to lay in

stocks of telegraph posts in Order that well-sbasoned
timber may be given without delay to the Telegraph
Department to meet urgent indents.

It would also be satisiactory were the Public Works
Department to give trials to a greater number Of

kinds of timber. For example, in the Eastern PrO^
vince tumpalai was used for several kinds of works,
and I have not heard that it has proved to be a bad
timber, yet the Public Works Department now coii-

fine their indents to palu, kumbuk, and milla, the
the latter two of which cannot be said to be very
abundant. The price of tumpalai is also lower, and
the use of this timber would reduce the cost of 2)ul)lie

works for which it was used.
The work at the Central depdt was ably superin-

tended by Mr. Gillam. Although the sales of satin-
wood for export to England were almost entirely
confined to Howei-ed sat.mvood, there being little

demand at home for plain logs, the total sales would
have exceeded those of 1893 had the last ebony
auction only been a success. The average prices for
ebony sold were improved, and very satisfactory prices
were obtained for satinwood. The total value of
sales amounts to R51,286-67.

CITRONELLA OIL.

Lew (uIh are more larwly u.sed no\vaday.s in

soap-manufacttire than oil of citronella. Within
the last ten years tl>e ex))ortH of citronella oil

from Ceylon, now the only country counting
for anything in the production of the article,

have increased threefold, and there seems hardly
any limit to the capacities of its employment in

tlie soaii-industry. Formerly a good deal of

citronella oil distilled hj' a European manufac-
turer used t</ reach our m.arkets from 8inga-
jiore

;
that particular hrand, as well as anotlier

prepared by a European distiller in Ceylon,
was considerably dearer than the “ native”
distillate, which composed the hulk of the
supply, and both are now rarely met with in

the open market. The great increase in the
production of citronella oil in Ceylon has gone
iiand in hand with a depreciation of the article,

which w'as arrested only when the last margin
of profit had disap))eared, and when, in conse-
quence of the energetic action of one or two
large buyers, adulteration of Ihe oil with kero-
sene—long a favourite method of certain distillers

and exporters of turning a dishonest penny, while
yet keeping pace with competition— had been
rendereiiso easy of detection as to become almost
impos.sible. In 1881, when the export of citionclla
oil from Ceylon was less than one-seventh of last

year’s shipments, the price of “fair native brands”
in the London market averaged about did per
oz. (the year before, during a temjiorury out burst
of s])eculation, it touched Gd per oz.

), hut in
January, 1888, the .same <iuality eouhl be bought
in London at 7-8d. per oz. 'The screw of compe-
tition could not he turneil on any tighter than
that figure, and in a trustworthy Ceylon re-

port issued shortly afterwards we were told
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that, altliough the cultivation of leinongrass and
citr uiella plants for distilling purjtoses had at-

traeced much attention in the western and
southern provinces of tlie island, yet at the price

tlicn ruling a European distiller (;ould make no
other i)rofit than was obtainable from the sale

of the manure made from the grass after dis-

tillation. In that year the area under citroiiella

ami lemongrass in t'eylon, was estimated at about
lOjOUu acres, but in I8t'2, in spite of the un-

enviable market jtosition of the article, the

estimated area under cultivation had increased to

about ‘Jo,000 acres, and it was then believed that
over 450 native stills were employed in the
industry. The subjoined figures, imlicating the
e.vports of citronolla and lemongrass oils in ounces
(an old-fashioneil way of (| noting the article

which ought to have been abolished long ago)

during the last fourteen years attbrd an indica*

tion of the enormous development of this in-

dustry !—

1831

1,!).50,501

ISsG

0,745,71)1

1882 1883

2,940,043 3,910,398

1887 1888

8,828,578 10,5.39,405

1884 1885

4,997,333 0,570,133

1889 1S90

10,203,433 14,559,075

1891 1892 1893 1894

1.3,203,581 13,312,020 10,090,481 15,015, .332

The statistics here given refer to citVHmella
and lemongrass oils together, no sei>arate records
being kept of the two. but as the use r,f lemon-
gra-ss oil is insignilic.ant compared with, that of
citronella the first-named oil may Vj left out
of account for practical purposes.

Until last autumn the price of citronella oil

showed little or no improvement, but a moderate
advance then began to take pl'ace, and within
the last two montlis there ha\s been a further
imjiortant rise, the quotation 0^1 “fair native oil”'

in drums having advanced fr jm 9.^d per lb., c.i.f.

terms, last March, to Is 3d per lb., c.i.f., terms,
at the present moment. 'This unusual rise is

partly due to .speculatio'.i. Citronella oil has
long been a favourite ar tide of si>eculation ivith

a few Mincing Lane hr uses, and this spring two
or three of these firm' j a[>pear to have .sohl oil

on contract for future d.elivery without a.scertaining
whether there would l)e any difficulty in obtaining
the material in the country of production. When
the time came for o.overing their sales it was found
that citronella olP had suddenly become scarce in
Ceylon. It is said that the drought of last season had
destroyed part of the crop, and as both citi’o-

nella and lemor.igrass require a great deal of mois-
ture, though they grow in poor .soil, that stiite-

ment may bo true, but as the grass is cut and
distilled twice a y'ear a prolonged scarcity is not
jirobable. Anyhow, the speculators were caught.
They succeeded in piu’dia-sing a jjortion of the
rpiuired supj)lie.s in America, where the u.se of
citronella oil, formerly very large (in 1892 the
States imported nearly 6 oiillions of ounces, in
1893 only 23 millions),, has greatly <leclincd in the
last two years

; but "when tlie j\mericans realised
the real position of affairs they became buyers
themselves, and witln tliis fresh demand the Cey-
lon shippers have Iw’Kji able to nin up their quo-
tations still fiirthea; The first shipments of the
summer distillation aa e due in London in August,
and in all probalwitity pri-ces will again recede tlicn,
although a selling-price of less than. Id. ]ier oz-

seems to be an abuo rmaJiy low oaie for the article.
It is said that tlie •consumption of citronella oil

has increa.se<l enonii-ously .since Ifvst year, when tlie

manufacturei’s of a 3uuch ailvqrtised soap began to
use it laagely,

—

ChQniist^ ami Vrmjqist,

THE U. l>. A. S.

THE SECOND (iENElUj/ MEEl’INtf of the
U lined Planters' Association of Southern India assem-
bles at Bangalore 011 Monday (.10th inst.) The most im-

p rtant question that will have to be dealt with con-

oenis the Labour Laws. The draft Bill for the Com-
pulsory Eegistration of Maisiuies is another important
question, which will occupy the attention of the
delegates for several hours. Freights is, we see, put
down for discussion. If the United Association could
devise a schenre which would enable planters to ship

their crops home at the cheaper freight than hereto-

fore, nothing could be better
;
but for the Association

to try aud squeeze the merchants who take on them-
selves the risit which the chartering of special steamers
necessarily entails, is a petty and unworthy action.

The Ceylon import duty on Indian teas is to come
forward, and we anticipated that some action will be

decided on which in every probability will meet with
the approval of

,

the authorities in Ceylon and permit
the removal of the present inequitable impost in

coui’se of tiine.—d/. Mail.

SELANUfJK PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION
AND THE LABOUR (QUESTION,

Minutes of a general meotihg held at the Selan-
gor Club oir Saturday, ‘27th .Jufy,- 1895. Present :

Mr. E. V. Carey (Chairman), Mr. Tom Gibson (Hon,
Secretary), Messrs. G. Meikle and E. B. Skinner
(Committee Members), and Messrs. Hiirth, C. G.
Glassford, K. C. Meikle, B. Nissen and A. C. Ilendle.
Messrs. H. C. Ilendle, H. M. Darby and J. Tait

were elected members of the Association.
Proposed by Mr. Carey, seconded by Mi-. Gibson
“ That the Hon. Secretary be requested to ascertain

from the Government whether the followin'^ rules
(a) All recruiters arriving in India with” a letter

from the Indian Immigration Agent, and those
appointed by the agents of tlie Planters there, shall
take out licenses in India

;

(b) No agent or recruiter shall receive any com-
mission on coolies not entered in the list of
Indentured coolies (Form A)—in Circular dated
Penang, 8th November, 1887, and distributed
amongst the Planters of the Straits Settle-
ments and Native States, are still in force - and if
so that the hardship of Planters not being’ able to
recruit free coolies in India through paid commission
agents, be brought to the notice of the Government •

and that the Government be asked to make excep-
tion in the case of mercantile firms of standing and
other recruiting agents of accepted respectability "

Mr. Carey read a report of his visit to Southern
India, fully and clearly explaining the necessity of
the above resolution, which on being put to the
meeting was carried unanimously.

Resolved that the Hon. Secretary take steps to have
the report printed aud distributed to members of the
Association.
— /’.

i'rc.is,

PLANTING AND PRODUCE
Gatching^the PIIOMOTEU’S Eye.—

T

he meetings of
tea companies, which fell so thickly a few weeks
since, are now nearly over. The present year i.smarked with a red letter in the history of Indianand Ceylon tea enterprise, and although the tide ofsuccess 18 high we will trust that it is still rising,and has yet to touch high-water mark. After allow-
ing for favourable conditions in the form of lowexchange and other advantages, there is a greatdeal to be said for tbo energy and adaptability
of the planters on the spot and the representa-
tives of the industry at home, who have placed thetea industry oil such a satisfactory footing The
exercise of prudence as regards increased cultivationand perseverance about the question of new markets
are points which have now to be steadily borne in
mind. The success from a financial point of view
of the leading Companies has caused the profea-
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sioual conipanymongei- to look with greedy glances
in the direction of tea gardens. We have heard
of more than one instance of urofessional promoters
in search of “ properties” to'turn to account. For-
tunately the public are not likely to be caught in
the toils of these gentry. The well informed
amongst investors have become acquainted with most
of the men of “ light and leading ’’ in tea, and are not
likely to dance to the piping of mere outsiders.
But no doubt we shall see some attempts made to
float speculative tea projects on the strength of the
past season’s lesults, but unless the said projects
are sponsored by the right people there is not much
chance of their finding favour. The investor is not
the wisest of mortals, but he is a little more shy
than he once was of the wrong sort of joint stock
company. All true friends of the tea industry, how-
ever, will fervently hope that the company jobber
will continue to busy himself in other directions and
leave tea severely alone.
The Blackman Duvek in Darjeelino.—The first

consignment of new season’s Darjeeling tea ex Castle-

ton, tired by the Blackman Drier, was sold at the
Commercial Sale Rooms, Mincing Lane, on Monday
last, by Messrs. ‘Lloyd and Carter. The following
prices were realised—viz., 27 half-chests orange
Pekoe, 2s; 33 chests Pekoe, Is 6id.

—

II. andC. Mud,
Aug. 2.

.#

SALE OF CINNAMON AND COCONUT

I’UOPEUTV.

Mr. A. Y. Daniel, Auctioneer, put u[i for sale liy

Pnlhie Auction, at his rooms, toilay, (Aug. ‘21st)

the lease for 7 yeans of the cinnamon and coconut

property know's as Cayton estate, situate in

Talangania and comiuising about 208 cacres. Mr.

C. D. Alwis oi)ened the bidding with 11.500, and
the lot was bought in at the last bid made by

Mr. H. O. Abilenu, of li‘2,000. The bidding w‘as

brisk at the beginning, but latterly was .some-

what slack.

MANANOODA OOLDEN TIPS-

At today’s (Aug. 21st) tea sale 1 box of Manangoda
Oolden Tips weighing 3 lb. was put up by Mr. Seale

of Messrs. Somerville & Co. 'I’lie bidding rose from

li‘2 to U7‘50 per lb. and the lot w'as knocked
down to Mr. J. H. Love, the new Broker.

CAM PI I Oil TKEES IN CEYLON.

.Vn upcountry jiliuitcr writes ;
“1 told you I

Would try and .send you some information about

camphor growing in Ceylon, but I can’t. 1 got

some seed liere last year and as it grew very

slowly (4,600 feet) I thought it would be better

to try it elsewhere, so I sent some plants to a

few friends in Ha)tutale and some to near Gam-
pola and told them their value. The llaputalc

trees are doing well, but I can’t get any reply

from Gamjmla. Here they grow decidedly slowly,

but they are growing.”

THE U. PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION OF S. I.

P,.\N(i.\i.oi!K, Aug. 1!).—The second Annua'

Meeting of the U. P. A. S. I. commenced its

sittiiK's at 11 a. 111 . today, 17 members being

present. Mr. Digby T. Brett the outgoing

(Miairman, delivered an address. lie agreed wiUi

the action of the Government of Madras in

abandoning the Estates Labour Bill and commciidwl

the sympathetic action of the same Government

witU regard to the Collee Stealing vVet, with
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reference to which, he .said, an o[)portunity

would be ail'orded of waiting in deputation on
the Viceroy during his tour in Southern India.

.Mr. Sprott Coorg was elected Chairman, Mr.
Hockin (Wynaad) ^'ice-Chairman and Mr, Yonge,
Secretary.

The first business dealt with was Act XIII of

185‘J and the Estates Labour Bill. The Hon.
Mr. Romilly moved that an address should be
drawn u)) and jiresented by a deimtation to the
Viceroy on his tour in Southern India. The
resolution was carried and a deputation was ap-

pointed to draw up the draft of an address,
Mr. I’ar.sons (Coorg) pro|iosed that the Planting
Member of the Government of India's Legislative

Council should be advised to bring in an amend-
ment of Act XIII of 1859, unless the Viceroy
suggested another alternative, such as a Com-
mittee of Enquiry into the w'orking of the Act
in Southern India.

It was next pi'oposed that the dejiutation
should suggest the necessity of a Committee of

Einiuiry being appointed to enquire into the
working of Act in Southern India. The
Hon. Mr. Romilly proi>osed that the Viceroy
should be addressed on the matter of the Cofl’ee

Stealing act, and, if necessai'y, an appeal should be
made from him to the Secretary of State.

The resolution ran as follows:—“That the
Sub-Cominittee already apjioiiited to draw uji an
Address to the V'iceroy includes in the Ad-
dress an appeal for the Amendment of Section 9,

Act VIII of 1878.” Carried unanimously.

It was then proi>osed that, failing a favour-

able reply from the Viceroy, the dejnitation

should inform the executive of the U.P.A.S.I.
and take steps to w'ait on the Secretary of

State,

CAMPHOR AND INDIA RUBBER.

A large nunibir of camphor and India rubber
trees have been planted at Jhansi as an experi-
mental measure. The site selected, however, does
not appear to be well chosen, owing to the absence
of any deep wells in the locality .—Madras Standard.

HAWAIIAN COFFEE CROP.

The coffee crop this year will be much larger
than that of last season. There is also a larger
acreage bearing and the blight is not as bad as
currently reported. There is very little coffee in

the local market at present. Occasionally a few
bags come in on local steamers which are readily
bought up. Green coffee sold last week at 21 cents.
—Hawaiian Commercial Journal, July 9.

The Travancore Cardamom Monopolv.—The news
that the Travancore Government has at last decided
to abolish the cardamom monopoly against which
the planting community has been agitating for years
past is still going the round of the iHuian press.
As a matter of fact the Travancore Government
although they did contemplate the abolition of the
cardamom monopoly have been strongly advised
against giving effect to their intention, as it would
be practically impossible to assess each holding cor-
rectly. It would therefore be the source of regular
loss to the Government, and this we learn has been
satisfactorily explained to His Highness the Maha-
rajah. The cardamom gardens were all survej’ed last
year and a I'egular assessment will bo fixed on e.ach
holding, which it is expected will amount to the
average income obtained by the Government from
this aource.— U'cslcrn iitar.
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CACAO IX ITS NATIVE CM ME.
We are inucli iucere.^^teil in receiving a letter

from Mr. liobt. Cross wliose name was so closely

associated witli the early transfer of cinchona

seed and plants from Soutii America to Southern

Asia. We had lost .sight of Mr. Cross for some
years and feared he had ))assed away like some
others of the pioneers whose names are em-
balmed in the early volumes of this Journal,

and which were “familiar as household
words” among our i)lanters twenty years

ago.* Mr. Cross now comes forward to give

us some of his South American experience of

cacao, and we direct the careful attention of

our planters to what he says on the subject.

He makes a mistake in supposing there is

much coast land in Ceylon or indeed in India
suitable for jdanting cacao. Our coast lands
are as a rule jjoor in .soil, and nothing is so

suitable or prolitable to grow in them as coco-

nuts, while cinnamon and paddy (rice) claim
their own peculiar divisions. In other parts in

the face of the South-west monsoon, tea flou-

rishes, the cro)) being one of leafage
;
but to

produce good crops of the rich cacao pods re-

(juires a soil that, unfortunately, is not readily

found in Ceylon. Certain of our valleys in our
hill districts have proved best for plantations,
while there are also some good estate.s 40 miles
inlanil at the foot of the hills. So much we
may mention for Mr. Cross’s information. What he
says about the value of cacao beans or chocolate
to travellers, or to an army in the Held, in South
America we have heard also relatoil of both
cjca leaves (Erythroxylon coca), and kola nuts,

as also to some extent of mate or Paraguayan
tea. In certain respects, Mr. Cross’s information
comes to stipplement that afforded by Mr. Sinclair

in his book on “
'I'ropical bands” descriptive of

what he saw in I’eru, Trinidad, See.

We would ask Mr. Cross to siiggest how
seeds or ])lants of the “ large, robust and
lu'olitic sort” of cacao he describes, can be got
for Ceylon planters. The kinds planted in Ceylon
have been generally classed by Hr. Trimen as
Forastero (the pale-fruited cacao) and the tine P,ed
Caraciis which was the first variety tliat came to

the island and fortunately proved oneof the best that
could have been introduced. Later on Dr. Trimen
mentioned that the Forastero trees were proving,
in the experience of our planters, to be the hardier
of the two and were gi\ ing better crops, than the
finer and more delicate variety. ^Ve ((uestion if we
have soil rich enough in Ceylon to carry the
large and more prolific sort referred to by Mr.
Cross, .although an experiment with it would be
eX trem ely i n teres ti n g.

BRU'ISH CENl’KAL AKllIC.V.

(From 1 he Ftiitlsli IJcnlcal Africi Gazette,
Zomba, .lune lo, bS9.").)

Mr. Grieve Macronc, Civil Engineer, arrived at
Zomba on the ,’5rd of .June to obtain permission from
H. M. Commissioner to commence surveys for various
lines of railway in the Shire P.ovmce. Ferinissiou
w'as granted and Mr. Macrona left Zomb.i on Ibo
.oth of June to c-inunerico his surveys, whicli Im iion.-s

to complete before the coninien_,.--emcnl of the w. t

season.

* I considered it necessary that a practical gar-
dener should assist Dr. Spruce in the forests, and
establish the plants in the Wardian cases at Guaya-
quil, as w'ell as accompany them on the voyage to
India. For this work I selected a very able and
painstaking Scotch gardener named Eobert Cross,
who was recommended to me by Sir William Hooker.
He went out from England, and joined Dr. Spruce
in Ecuador.— CicHietga Markham in 1869.

XOTK.S Og MLAXJK DISTRICT.
(From Mr. flilhe.rt Slevemnn'A Yearhj Rc/jort)

PltOGUKSS MADE IN DISTIUCl' IN 1891.
Coffee.—Coffee continues to dc fairly well, though

its success up to date has not quite rea'ized the
expectations of the first settlers in the district.
This is perhaps but natural. The enthusiasm that
was first awakened on viewing the lich and fertile
lands, which lie round the great Mlanje range ot
hills, has had time to cool; obstacles, w’hich of
course exist in every business venture, have had time
and opportunity to make themselves apparent

;
but

though experience has shown us that coffee planting
is not altogether plain-sailing, yet it can truly be
said that the coffee industry in the Mlanje district
is a very promising one. Five plantations in all

have been started : the oldest is 4 years old. An
enthusiastic early settler in this district has termed
Mlanje, “ The home of coffee.” A misapprehension
has consequently grown up on this point. Wild
coffee does not grow, as far as I am aware, any-
where in British Central Africa

;
nor prior to the

advent of Europeans had natives cultivated coffee.

.

A TRIP TO MEXICO.

(FROM A CORRESPONDENT.)
After le.Tving Texas and entering Mexico from

the north one is struck by the cliange in the
conformation of the laml. Te.x.as is a low-lying
Hat country in the south, whilst Mexico is a
succession of lofty rugged mount.ainous heights
and fertile plains and valleys of a jiicturesque
and interesting character. The boast of the
Mexican is the climate, and well may he boast.
It is as near perfection as ])ossible. As 1 write
tliis the thermometer stands at 72deg. in the
shade at midday. In the sun it is always hot
<at midday, but wdierever there is shadow there
a c()(d refresliing .air may also be found. There
are no lire-plaoes in .any iii’ing rooms in .Mexico,
the temperature being .almost e(iual winter and
summer. Snow is unknown except on tl.e

highest mountains in winter time. The Ameri-
cans are not slow to avail themselves of this
salubrious climate, and a continual stream is

constantly coming in from tlie St.ates all the
year round, in the summer to avoid the oppres-
sive heat, and in the winter to e.scape the
intense cold. Mexico City, wdiich has a popula-
tion of a00,00U, is built on a pl.ain which i.s

some 7,000ft. .above sea level, surrounded by
mountains, tw'o volcanic, rising some hundreds
of feet

; whiidiever w'ay you may look out of
the city mountains are seen forming a very
picturesq ue background.
The tram service ot the city is suHicient and

m.aintained. The streets .are ‘well lighted with
electric light. 'I’lic railway senice in the Re-
|iublic is almost entirely under the direction of
.Vmericans, and as a rule comfoit.able traielling
is to be obtained. I’liliman cars are .attrclied

to all long jouriu'y trains. The liaos in opera-
tion in the ihqmblic np to Septembei' Hi, ISl).”,

reached .an agereg,at(“ of 11. lot) kilometies, earn-
ing about .d8o, 0()ii,i)i )0 ,anni ally. The mile.age .and
earnings aie still on the increase. 'I’l-opical fruits
are aimm hint and in gre.at v.ariety. .Sngai', eoHee,
cocoa, and indi.arubber grow luxuri.anl ly. The
country i-< \ery I'irdi in mineral wealth, the
)irincipal inetais being iron, eoppei', gold
and sih’er, most of the mines working paying
good dividends. Ojrals are found in ijman-
tities not far from Mexiiai City. Negotiations
are irending with the Govornimuit for the con-
struction of harbour .and other woi'ks at the two
termini of the Tehuantenec Railway, .and when
these w'orks are completed there will be a regu-
lar service ol mail boats from England, having
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their ultimate destination in Aufitralia, New
Zealand, China, .Japan, A-c. IJy tliis route the
distance to these i- mntries will l»e consideralily
shortened. AVith lal)our cheap, good, and identi-
fill, a climate that will jirodiice sugar, india-
riihher, cottee, A'c., in alnindance witli only
rudimentary farming, many sqii.aro miles of
valuable mines still undeveloped, under a Co-
vevninent founded on the firmest liasis of eijiiity
and ju.stice, and upholding in tlio strictest sense
the riglits of )>roperty, a lietter held for Hritish
enterprise does not exist, aiul deserves tlie im-
me*lia^ attention of liminciers. T here ai'o several
])oints of interest in tlie country tliat would
well repay a visit, and a more pleasant, ins-

tructive, and healthy holiday could not well he
imagined than a trip to Mexico

,
—Murninij Post.

HQW IT 8TKIKE8 AN “OIA) COLONIST.”
—NO. II.

Up the steep hill-.side, where the labouring traip
Marks the wide track that scores the level plain

;

”

r*KR.\pKNIV.\
lias made marked progress during the past two
years, notwithstanding the dry seasons. The cover
is now closer even on the hill-side, while I never
saw a race-course turned to siioh good account.
The tea and Liberian cottee I saw being planted
there ip 1893 have thriven amaisingly. Altogether
this famous totiim now conies in a good secoml
to Mariawatte.
From the junction onwards to

GAMl'OLA
there is not much worthy of note—the old paddy
field which probably fur thousand of years has
been ploughed and harvested still gives a fair

return. Tea is cultivated in a desultory way,
the Sinhalese evidently iireferring to plant on
the bare ridges ,as being easier weeded.
Wherever there is a eoH'ee Inish it looks healthy,

with decidedly less leaf bliglit than existed two
years ago. About half way to (iampola is said

to be the site of the “good white man’s garden,”
Kobt. Knox having lived there for some years
—probably on the banks of the rivulet called
Geeleeoya,

(lami)ola itself shows but little sign of ailv.ance-

ment
;

its chief product seems to lie muck for

the two adjoining estates, which are of more
intrinsic value than all this ancient township.

SINAPITTIVA
is even a greater marvel than Mariawatte. Washed
by a hundred monsoons during the time it was
in cottee, one would have supposed t.here was
little left to .sustain the tea jilant, but there it

is worth £100 jier acre !

Mariawatte itself leaves little room for im-
provement. I note that the little hill behind the
Imiigalow with its nondescript soil, has now
got pretty well covered but even tea draws the
line at certain jmrtions of the next estate. “A
j)oor subject” as honest Willie Legg.it said of it

years ago.

Farther up towards
NAWALAPITIYA

and for a little beyond, there are some very good
and well cultivated fiehls. Hj/ndford, auld Fytt'e

will be interested to hear, is, though “gey”
backward in ii.atchcs, by no means amongst' the
hindmost of tea estates. Gallehodde has more
substance, and is doubtless doing well, but somehow
it always strikes me as a dreary, inhospitalilo

.sort of place, which I am glad to gvt past. I

almost forgot to mention the forester’s experi-

mental plantation at Hlai-k water, which, how-

ever, does not strike me as likely to be a credit

to the dop.artment. I do not think if the whole
Central I’rovinco load been se.arched. more unsuit-

able soil could have been found in which to grow
such trees ,as teak—or a worse locality for the
various natives of Australia which so clearly love

a dry climate. Tlie linest e ical^'jiti in the world
grow where the rainfall does not exceeil 2^3 in^ches

per annum, .so that the idea of .selecting the worst
end of Amhagamuwa is so outrageously absurd
that the man ought tq be strangleil in’ red tape
who suggesteil such a thing.

Carolina shows the hand of a tlioroughl}’ prac.

tical planter.

Poor wet WalawaJa was always a straggling
cold bedraggled jilacc. Rozel, too, is somewhat
mixed

; but there are some be iutiful fields of

tea on the oppo.site .side of the river,

though farther up the same side we got a little

mangy again with a tendency to overpluck the
goose.

liefore reaching
flATTON

we ))ass through part of one model totum—as
well it might be, for the jungle cost over £20
sterling per acre, and here lie buried the savings
of more than one poor doray ! Albeit the place
i.s a credit to the man who did the practical
work of lining and planting the tea.

Hatton itself, the scene of the jjoor old Squat-
tor’s labours—and lying on the dividing ridge —
never was, and never can be a very pleasant
climate to live in, though tolerable for a time
to the Kndai Karen who battens on his 12o per
cent proJits. 'I’he township is ch.aracteristic of
Ceylon and looks as if the crows had dropped
it. In this res|)ect we might learn a little from
our friends in Australia or oven the Spanish
Colonist in the West who im arl ibly lay out
their villages with some method, the hiimble.st

hamlet having its “Plaza.” Here v e have .a hideous
jumble of sheds, o\erlooke<l by a somewhat
garish looking hotel.

In

UPC'OUNTIIV
life generally, I find of course con.siderable changes
during the last 20 years. Some for the better,
some for the worse. There are better facilities for

moving aoout, more amusements, more gaieties,

but fewer substantial comforts. The food and or-

dinary home comforts of theaverage Superintendent
have unquestionably deteriorated

; partlj' perhaps
his own laiilt, but chiefly is he the victim of
circumstances. The beef for instance, never very
good has now degenerated till often quite unlit for
human food, and in this matter there seems
a lamentable lack of cnteiirrise in ColomlM> in

not arranging for the import of good Austra-
lian meat. The other day I saw scores of

s])lendid carc.oses being landed at Port Said from
an Orient Liner. If Egypt c.an, why not
Ceylon? Mauritius .also, and I believe Hong-
kong get regiil.ar siip])lies from Sydney— while
here we .are still chewing the old cart bullock
Hut beef is but one thing, there .are many

other little items which used to be considered neces-
s.ary to life—now apiiarently out of d.ate. In
olden days every dor.ay h.ad his dozen or half

dozen kye atnl the first thing one heard in the
morning w.as the thumping of a bottle iijion a
cushion, the nett out-come of which was a pretty
pat of fresh butter on the e.arly breakfast table.
Slor were these luxuries for the doray alone.
Poor p.arturient Carpie whose own fount hail

failed to feed the sharger baby, called daily
for a su|iply of milk, while Caru|)pen himself
recoi'cring from gastric fever was never sent
emply away. Now alas; the tables are turned.
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anil it is tlie K.annani wlio lias tlie cow : bnt

sncli a cow ! Recently a doray tired of the

tinned article resolved to tre.at himself to a

little real milk and sent his kitchen coolie for

a supply from the lines. Would the fat share-

holder as he reclines in his armchair, like to see

the dairy arrangements on his estate ? Let him
follow me in imagination, down the rugged

path to yonder lines and along the not over

sweet-sineiling verandah, in the farther end of

which stands a poor corrugated little cow, suffer-

ing somewhat from diarrhoa'a, but this is her

normal condition ; beside her stands the abtenu=

ateil ghost of a calf, weak and trembling from

sheer starvation. But here comes the milkman,
see him as he cro.sses‘ the stream which runs

past tbe sick coolie line, hastily washing out

the ojd meat tin, leaving a little in the bot-

tom with which to begin operations. Need I

describe the tugging at the poor torcureil crea-

ture ; the sup[dy was indeed meagre, but the

ini.Kture was suthcient to do its deadly work at

the bungalow. Will any man marvel to hear

that this doray got typhoid and shall we longer

wonder that labour is getting scarce?

A CEYLON PLANTER IN CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, California, U. S. A. -July 10th 1895:

I have been to see several
TEA PEOPLE

lately, and the demand for “ Ceylon ’ keeps iucreas.

ing I am glad to say.

I met Mr. Leechman, a brother of the worthy
Colombo merchants, he is a broker with good con-

nection : Mr. Dent, an old Ceylon and China man,
is now the Tea man of Messrs. Levy & Co., a very

wealthy and large wholesale Grocery housej they are

doing well and are 'p^^sbing “Ceylon” in this

market. A new man has come here, a Mr. Coppin,
well-known on the London market ;

be intends to

work up the Indian and Ceylon teas here, he does
not do anything with Chinas or Japans. M. J
Brandenstein & Co., the largest handlers of teas on
this Coast, tell me the demand for your teas is in-

creasing slowly; I do not think they are imulnny our

teas, however, and I must talk to them and try and
convince them of the error of their ways!
Mr. R. -V. Webster is due in New York today

having been to Canada, Chicago, &c
,
since he left

here four weeks ago : He has done very well so

far, this trip.

LIBERIAN COFFEE PLANTING IN
SERDANG—SUxM.ATRA.—NO. X.

The nervous man of Kandy raises two very inter-

esting questions
; (1) is Liberian coffee impi'o\'ing

with acclimatisation ? and (2) does it not bear earlier

than it used to ?

The first question is a very wide one. In this dis-

trict I know three clearings all the same age : the
conditions are very similar

;
and the seed is all from tbe

same source. Two of the clearings are very fine, grow-
ing broad pyramid or cone-shaped bushes, all tlirow-

ing out their primaries close to the ground, having

a sturdy compact look, with only aruu-away here ana
there. The other clearing, planted under ex.actly the

same conditions and from the same seed—from the
same nurseries, in fact, as one of its neighbours

—

is almost entirely composed of run-aways
;
great long-

legged spindly things, six or seven feet in height,

and no sign of a primary. Succulent green wood
all the way, no sign of its ripening

;
and the more

you cut it the more it runs away again. The
only thing to do with such a beast is to cut it out
and supply it

;
or to let it grow at its own sweet

will, for there is nothing on it to handle
;
and it

refuses to answer to the knife. The question is, how
do you account for it? There are of course always

30

some run-aways
; but for three quarters of a clearing

to grow in this provoking way—“ Oh, now, this is fair

redek’lous !

”

THE AGE OP BEARING
is an easier question to tackle

;
for we can fall back

oil “ chiels that winna’ ding.” For instance Mr,
Hill in his figures which he has given to the public,
shows us that on Linsum estate in 1884, 28 acres under
four years, and 12 acres under three years, together
gave 99 cwts, on S lian Estate, also in Sungei Ujong
gave 92 cwts. from 8 acres under four years, and 28
under three in 1885. Weld’s Hill in Selangor 1886
produced 325 cwts. from 10 acres under four, aqd
36 acres over four years old : while Batu Caves in
Selangor in 1888 gave 78 cwts. from llj acres under
four years old.

In Serdang I have just seen a sample sent to

Europe from trees not yet two years old : and the
same trees I estimate will have produced more than
a picul per acre (133J lb.) before they are three years,

Regarding these trees tbe following blossoming figures

miy be of interest. The first blossom appeared in

June 1894 when the bushes were between 10 and
11 months old. From this was taken tbe sample
I have just mentioned. There was again a blossom
at Christmas : but the first large blossom opened on
23rd February 1893. This was a very fine one

;
and

was followed by others, all useful, and some distinctly

good ones, on 23rd March, 24th and 25th May, 2nd and
iMi June, and 3rd July.

Now if our neiwous friend will give us the dates of

blossoming and beai'ing in Ceylon in the seventies,

the eighties and the nineties, the comparison will

be most interesting. I am sure II. W. will be only
too glad to give us his B. N. B. figures as well.

Perhaps few people know how much bucketing about
a Liberian tree can stand. There is an instance of

it here. Last Yule Tide a two year old tree was dug
up, put into a tub and used as a Christmas tree,

“After the opera was over” the tub was removed
into the garden where it stood neglected for some
months, when it was noticed that the coffee tree

was throwing out suckers. It was promptly sawn
down, and transplanted, with the earth round the
roots, to fill up a vacancy, and is now coming
on well, with three healthy suckers already throwing
out primaries.

I should like to know if, by practical men, it is

considered good to allow the first blossom to fruit,

or whether it should be stripped “ to allow the bush
to strengthen.” I saw some double distilled

dunderhead writting to the latter effect in a Bang-
kok paper recently. Beneficent nature does not like

her gifts thrown back in her face
;
and if she gives

you a good blossom and you strip it, you may bet
your last pair of boots that next season will be a
bad one. The old dame will have it out of you
one way or another. Who does not remember
the prudent man who was not going to shave his

cinchona until a certain age ? What did canker
do for him ? And where was the market when
he came on it ? Take what you can get and be
thankful.

COFFEE

is going ahead here. In this district another “contract”
of 2,000 or 3,000 bouws has just been taken up and will
be opened forthwith. But there will be some awful
howling grief in the future : and serve ’em jolly well
right too 1 The idea here is for a man who could
not tell the diffei'ence between K’Koffee K’Kokkonuts
and K’Kabbages to open land close by an es.
tablished coffee estate, and to copy the mode there
as well as he can. Uublushingly they try and
suck your brains. More land is shortly to be taken
up

;
and, in short, it may be said that coffee is

going ahead.
Once before I said that I would like to penetrate

THE BATTAK COUNTRA'.
Many thanks, old man, I’d rather take a split

—

not too much soda. A short time ago I heard some-;
thing about the Battak Postal Service. Just now a
neighbour has had a nearer experience of it : and
I find that on this estate the Battak Post has been
used more than once ; but before my time 1
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Thanks be 1 But it may come again. I remembev
in Hewaheta years ago a planter who used to survey
with pride every morning “ the best clearing in the
district, sir, ” with its splendid maiden crop. One
fine morning the best clearing in the district looked
strangely »ray in the distance. It had been cut
down in the night, the bushes carried into the jangle
and stripped. The Battaks cut down trees from
another motive. If they have trouble among them-
selves, or between themselves and a Malay faction

they proceed by night to their nearest European,
neighbour and cut down a few of his bushes, tobacco
or coffee as the case may be, just sufficient to

attract attention. On the spot they stick a decorated

bamboo into the ground. Their message to you is

scratched on the bamboo, and the decorations are

symbolical of what you may expect if you take no
notice of it : a box of matches

;
a bow with an arrow

tipped with the very inflammable black hair of the

sugar palm (arenga saccharifera) : or something else

tending to show that if you don’t settle their little

affair they will burn you out. In the case of our

neighbour they first cut down 20 two-year old coffee

trees
;
and this not having had the desired effect,

they have since cut down 1.50 ! What they want is

rather difficult to arrive at : but it has something

to do with a man who was dead before any of the

present lot of Europeans were in this district ! The
matter of course has been reported to the Battak

Controleur. A similar case happened here a few

years ago, and the man who cut down the tobacco

was caught and got six months’ hard. Poor devil 1

Perhaps a few words about

LAND TENURE

may not be out of place here. The system seems pretty

much the same as that in the Native States across

the water. A certain sum down, a lease for 75 years;

and an annual quit-rent of one guilder (Is 8d) per

bouw (IJ acres). I must confess that the lease-and-

quit-rent system sticks in my throat. I think most
Englishmen like to feel that their property is their

own. I don’t know what price is asked for land now.
But one piece I know of. that could have been got

for next to nothing two years ago, was spoken of at

the rate of six dollars per bouw a few months since :

and I doubt if that would fetch it now. The big

contracts of 4,000 and 6,000 bouws are of course a

drawback to any one who only wants a modest
500 acres of coffee. The Sultan of Serdang realises

this and is prepared to give out his land in “lots to

suit purchasers ’’; and late comers will have a hard
job to find blocks with sufficient water For though
the country is a network of rivers, there are large

tracts between the rivers without a drop of water.

THE WORLD’S GREAT FORESTS.
At a recent meeting of the Americ.an As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science rei)orts

were read by several members giving the resulls

of their investigations as to where the greatest

forests in the world are sitn.ated. The object

of tliese investigations, remarks the Journal of
Horticulture, w’as principally to ascertain the ex-

act influence of fore.sts for e(pialising the dim,ate
and tlie rainfall of the glohe. Tn the ))rovinces

of Quebec and Ontario, north of the St. Lawrence
river, tliere is one great continuous tract of

forest, whicli extends nortliwanis to Hudson and
Bahrador, atid which mc.asures .altogetlier about

1,700 miles in length and 1,000 niile^ in width

There is also another large area of timl)cr lands

in South America, which occupies tlie v.illey of

tlie Amazon, embracing large portions of

Northern Brazil ami E.astcrn I’eru. T’his

forest is estimated to me.asurc about 2,100

miles in length by 1,»J0 in width. Recent

explorations have .sliown that Central Africa

j.ossesses a tremendous forest. 'i’lds forest

IS situatetl in tlie v.allcy of the Congo,

bouniled on the north-east Ity tlie waters of the

Nile, and by the Zambesi on the .south. Its

widtli lias not yet been surveyed, but its lengtli

is estimated to' measure at least 3,000 miles from
north to south. Again, there is another in Si-

beria, ranging from the jdain of the Obi River,
on the Avest, to the valley of the Indighinka, on
the east, and embracing the gi'eat river valleys
of the rivers Olenek, Lena, amid ana. The aver-

age breadth of this great forest region is 1,700
miles, and the average length from east to west
about 3,000 miles. Tlie principal trees in tlnat

vast and extensive taigas and urmans are the
conifers, comprising iiines of several varieties,

firs, and larches. The central parts contain thou-
sands of siiuare miles which have never been ex-
plored, and to which not even the most experi-
enced trai>]iers ha\e ventured to enter. It is

stated th,at the beautiful .semblance of the lofty
conifers, which exclude the pale Arctic .sunshine,

is extremely bewildering to the e3’e—so bewilder-
ing that a'll sense of direction is lost. Their
height averages about 150 feet, and thej' stand so
closely together that walking among them is

difficult .—A ustralasian.

A CUBEB MOVEMENT.
August 1st.

Our Amsterdam correspondent writes, under date
of July 31st We have had a much better market
for cubebs the last day or two, and higher prices
have been paid. A holder today placed upon the
market two parcels of cultivated berries, one of 16
bales (585 kilos), for which he asked 20 cents per
half-kilo, another of 196 bales (8,300 kilos), for which
he asked 25 cents. Both parcel sold very I’cadily at
full ra es .—Chemist and Drwjijist.

PLUMBAGO IN SCOTLAND.
An important discovery of plumbago has been re-

cently made near Newton Stewart, in Wigtonshire.
Two beds are said to have been opened up, each
about 20 feet wide. This is good news, as it will
restore the trades connected with the mineral to the
original source for raw material. British supplies
are otherwise practically exhausted. Ceylon is at pre-
sent the chief producer .—The Investor, .July.

TEA IN NATAL.
The importance to the colony of the rapid and

permanent advancement of our local industries can
hardly be over-est mated, and that the tea planters
have achieved remarkable success was amply de-
monstrated during the recent exhibition. The tea
industry spends thousands of pounds annually in this
Colony, and has been established in our midst for

a number of years. We may instance the case of
Messrs. W. R. Hindson & Co.. Limited, of the Clifton
Tea Estates, as indicative of what has been, and is

being, done by growers. Commencing with an output
of some 600 lb. in 1887, their return for present
season is upwards of 250,000 lb. Over .500 acres are
planted with tea bushes. A huge factory, equipped
with the lates , machinery, driven by water power, deals
with the leaf during the many pro -(.sses it under-
goes on its way from tlio bush to the tea-chest, and
gives employment to about 300 hands. A feature of
the (x'libit was the fixe distrilnition of thousands
of neat little pickets, cont lining about 2 oz. of the
blended te.is which have created smdi a sensation
recentljx—Kutnl .Uennri/, .Inly 26.

LIBERIAN COFFEE IN WVNAAD.
The following is an extract from the Proceedings

of a meeting of the Agri-Hortieultural Society of
Madras held on the 1st ult.

:

— Head the following
letter from Mr. H. B Winterhotham, dated Anda
Todi Estate, Vnyitri, S. Wynaad, 6th INIay 1 h;).5:—
“ I am in receipt of vour letter of the 1th May and
I shall be glad to give you any information whic
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may interest you regarding Liberian coffee in which
I take gr'eat interest. The height of this

place above sea is about feet 2,400. The Li-

berian we find will grow from 500 feet to 3,000

feet. It ripens earlier at the lowest level and
takes 14 mouths from blossom at this elevation to

ripen its fruit, but it seems to bear very satis-

factorily from 2,000 to 2,500 feet. The small piece

from which I am collecting seeds planted 10 x 10

and now 14 years old has averaged over 12 cwt. clean

coffee per acre for 8 years past. The trees are now
20 feet high or more, and the fruit has to be picked
by small boys with ladders. The first two trees

planted by me 20 years ago came from Kew.
They are now large trees 33 feet high near my
bungalow and from these neai'ly the whole district has
been planted, there being now nearly 4,000 acres under
this variety planted during the past 6 or 8 years and most
of this will soon be coming into bearing and will I
believe replace Arabian coffee almost entirely at low
elevations.

Temperature during monsoon is steady at about
68° during winter (November to end of January)
it is cold at night 50° sometimes running up to
80° in sun in middle of day. From February to
May temperature runs up to 85° in the shade.
Liberian coffee does not mind sun but requires
a certain amount of moisture with good drainage
and does not like heavy wind. Rainfall here is

from 110 to 130 inches a year, very little falls from
November to end of March. The country is ra-

ther steep and hilly. But the Estates near the
ghauts get sometimes 200 inches. Those inland as
little as 60. On all these places, there is good Li-
berian to be seen. The sample of coffee of this
giant kind is good; something like a date-stone in
appearance, has lately been valued at 85 to 90s. in
London or say 10s per cwt. less than arabica. I am
supplying seedlings to planters in large quantities,
these if put into nurseries 6" x 6" apart shaded
and watered till following .June, should be plants 12"
high and ready tjgo out into the open in pits 20" x
20". The plant does not grow very much the first

year; after two years it comes on quickly. We find
topping the tree or pruning in any way seems to

put them back. Any other questions I shall be glad
to answer.”

Recorded with thanks.

PLANTING ANT) PRODUCE.
Another Outcry Against Tea Drinking.—The

crusade against tea drinking carried on by some medical
men deserves the attention of the Tea Association.
It is not in the medical journals alone that doctors
fulminate against tea. In these journals there is less

chance of real mischief arising because they are not
seen to any great extent by the unprofessional public.

In the current number of the ll'indsor Maganine
there is an attack on tea written by Dr. J. E.
Cooney, which is very marked in its hostility.

After recounting the well-worn stories of adul-

teration and ‘'facing” of tea, and referring to

these Chinese dodges as though the introduction of

Indian and Ceylon teas had not put an end to them,
so far as tea in this country is concerned. Dr.
Cooney expresses the opinion that tea drinking” not
only produces, but promotes and prolongs dyspepsia.”
This we have heard before. “ Black tea is bad
enough,” he says, ‘'but green tea is worse.” He does
not sufficiently emphasise the fact that scarcely any
green tea is now used in this country. Indeed, he
has very little that is new to say of tea, nor anything
in its favour, except that it is refreshing under cer-

tain circumstances, aud useful, medicinally, for “ the
headache of nervousness and exhaustion.” He says
“the dilfeienco between alcoholic drinks and non
alcoholic tea infusion is in mansy repects but a
question of degree

;
both are abused, and may bo

safely abolished and prescribed only as medicaments.”
If Dr. Cooney had confined himself to calling atten-
tion to the mischief arising from excessive tea
drinking and improperly infused tea he would have
done some real good

; but he is less concerned with
anything in its favour than with piling up all the old

arguments for or against the use of the leaf except
under medical direction. The public are to a certain
extent hardened against the warning of medical men,
who continually cry out against the evils of eating and
drinking generally, and say there is danger in
almost every article of human food. They aro
constantly letting us know what we should not eat
aud drink; but, unfortunately, they do not console
us with anything liquid but water, and that, they
tell us, should be boiled. Most people are aware
that strong tea cannot be sipped all day long with
impunity, nor is it conducive to a healthy condition
of the stomach when the leaf is stewed and served
up at frequent intervals. On the other hand, there
is plenty of testimony in favour of the refreshing
and invigorating influence of tea consumed under
rational conditions. Tea drinkers have many argu-
ments on their side, and it is high time a “counter-
blast” of some kind were issued in thednterests alike
of grocer, dealer, and consumer. This abuse of tea by
medical men has become monotonous.

—

H. unci C. Mail,

^
SYSTEMATIC FRUIT-GROWING ON A^^

LARGE SCALE :

A NEW INDUSTRY FOR CEYLON : - ORANGES,
LEMONS, &C., SUCH AS HAVE NEVER BEEN

KNOWN HERE.
Last year we liad a very interesting visit from

Mr. F. Caley Sinith of Messrs. L. Sniitli & Sons,
Yolumba, fruit and wine growers and exporters.
He travelled a good deal in Ceylon and right to
the North of India, taking notes everywhere
as to fruit

; hut also doing business Hir his
firm. At Nuwara Eliya and Hakgalla, he
gave and got information and was much in-
terested in the small private fruit gardens he
saw. The S.S. “Hinialaya” lias liioiiglit his
brotlier Mr. Walter Smith on a similar business
tour; but he is accompanied by Mr. Pearson,
who after being several years i’n Ceylon, has
latterly put m_ five years at fruit-growing in Mil-
dura, and who is now convinced that given 100 acres
of suitable land—sheltered, undulating, not too
.steep, decent soil,—oranges and lemons such as
have never been seen here, can be profitably
^lown for export in Oeylon. We luive recoin*
mended both gentlemen to visit Uva, but to take
P^adeniya Gardens and Mr. Nock, as well as
“Old Colonist” on the way. If our visitors are
piepared to introduce the very best descriptions
uf ^Luit, and to take all the risk of their ex-
]ieriment, -we would certainly recommend, if a
suitable lot of Crown land—not exceediiw 100
acres—can be found, that it be granted to them
on certain conditions, after the fashion of the
Pallagama grant ?

— — —
MATALE : A NEW DEPARTURE.

A PIONEER IN NEW PRODUCTS AND HIS
SUCCESSORS.

It IS said that \\iharagamma estate, so long
the property of Mr. Muntun has been leased!
with ngnt ot purchase, by Mr. E. Gordon Reeves.
Mr. Munton has been for a great number of

years a lu'oprietor in the Matale district, and
well-known as being one of the earliest to ex-
periment in new products when the fate of coflee
seemed sea.led. So far back as 1878 attention was
given to Liberian coffee and cocoa on this estate •

and It was one of the estates also that gave scone’
to the experiments of Mr. Schrotky in the cam.
paign again,st the leaf disease.
Frcm time to time after the reverses in coffee

various enterpri.ses were taken up, and this
IS one of tlie very few estates retaining the
ouginal Lxbenan coliee, if indeed tUerQ are others^
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while cocoa, rubbers of various kinds, nutmegs
and experimental hybrids of coffee, maragogipe,
and cocoa and a number of other things liave
been taken iu hand. It bns been the means,
of supplying seed from lb' . 1 !••.! .\lbi;r;'.a tiers
in the island, and latterly iiirr,.i,ig tlie demand
for lands being opened up in Liberian Collee, &c.
The lessees arc said to be opening the reserve

lands in tea, and as teaintheneiglibourhood, over
the river, opened by Mr. Munton for Mr. Koss
is very successful, there is no doubt whatever
of the certainty of its success here.
Mr. Munton was as.soeiated in the fre.sh enter-

prizes of tho.se days with such pioneers, as George
Wall, A. G. K. Borron, Alexander lloss and others
and has contributed not a little to the district by
maintaining its value despite the backwardness of

the tea inmistry in this particular locality.

With the further string to their bow, the new
owners will ensure, with the reserve lands in tea,

oven better ressults than the present.

CINNAMON IN LONDON.
The third Quaterly Sales took place yesterday in

Mincing Lane, when we learn by a telegram received
this morning through Eenter that the quantity
offered amounted to 700 Bales, of which (iOO found
buyers. The market was excited, and consequently
prices ranged from those which ruled at the May
Auctions to 2dhigheri The telegram adds, “ reported
huge advance believed fictitious.” It is somewhat
difficult to determine exactly what this means as

the sentence now stands; but if the word xhipments
be substituted for advance, it would make it clear

that the heavy shipments which would appear to

have been reported as coming from Ceylon were
believed to be fictitious—hence the excitement and
the consequent rise in value. Prior to the auctions
telegrams were received wanting Cinnamon

;
but the

knowing ones would not entertain any offer what-
ever, seeing that the expoi’ts were comparatively
small. The next sales may see a drop of 2d.; but
we hope that the price will be maintained. The
prices realised at the May Sales for Ordinary were
as follows :

—

No. 1 9d,

2 8id.
3 8f.

1 7d.

The comrai'ison, therefore, with the August Auc-
tions will be :

—

No. 1 lid.

2 IQid.

3 lOd.

4 9d.

Ci'iUamon Chips arc badly wanted today, and
E'll) has been quoted per Candy.—Local “Examiner.”

A LAKGE OIIDEK EOK gUININE.
General Martinez Campos has asked for 600 kilo-

grammes of quinine for the ai-my in Cuba. The
Spanish Minister of War has consequently ordered

that this enormous quantity of quinine be procured

at once, and on consulting the chief of the military

laboratory 200 kilos, was promised to be ready for

delivery during the present month.

—

Pharmaceutical

journal, Aug. 18.

^
CHINA TEA IN SOUTH AFKICA.

As everybody knows, China tea is being rapidly

ousted from the European market by the leaf of India

and Ceylon, and not even the divorce of the rupee

from silver, caused by tlie closure of the Indian mints,

has arrested the iiiovemeiit. On the other hand, it

is curious to find indications of a boom in China tea

in the South African market. Tlie steamer “ Umkuzi,”

the name of which faintly recalls Mi. Kider Hag-

rard's novels, cleared for Natal and other South

African ports on the 10th current, carrying no fewer

than 12,416 chests of China tea which had been tran-
shipped at Calcutta from Hongkong. Algoa Bay takes
7,568 chests. Natal 1,920, Cape Town 1.570, the re-
mainder being divided between East London, Delagoa
B'v and Morrell Bay. These figures bulk largely
w ,i' i c l uii’ve.l with the exp rt ofindian tea to South
Africa, vvnr.,h in 1894-95 was only 19,986 lb.— Pioneer.

A GI.UT IN THE TOBACCO MARKET.
At Amsterdam, a cry of alarm has been raised

that there is too much tobacco in the market. The
Deli Courant finds that there are good grounds now
for fearing a glut in the tobacco market in the near
future. Experts hold that dai^er arises the mo-
ment the output of tobacco in Deli exceeds 2iX),000
bales a year. That limit was reached by the crop
of 1894. The outlook iu 1895 points also to a heavy
yield, and, should matters not mend, a crash is un-
avoidable in 1896 or 1897.

SUCCESSFUL AGRI-HOKTICULTUKAL
SHOW IN THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.

F'roni Mr. A. B. Stephens’ Report on the
Agri- Horticultural Show Held at Batu Gajah
on the T2tli and 18tli July, 1895, we quote
a few paragraph.s :

—

Economic PaonucTS—was a poor show compared
with last year, a sugar cane from Mataug 35 feet
long getting one of the first prizes. Coconuts were
very fine, the best coming from Setiawana. Coffee
had 12 native exhibits. Copra was exceedingly fine.
Seven lots of oils were shewn. Rattan w.i.s well
represented, so was pepper, 20 lots being exhibited,
Gapis Estate being first, Syed Musa second. Tapioca
Hour had 16 exhibits, but tapioca only one. ’i’i^ter-
loo aud Kaniuning each worn first price for Ai-abian
and Liberian Coffee, respectively.

Minkkals.—This was a new departure and a num-
ber of valuable collections of Ore and Minerals were
shewn—Mr. C. Wray’s being the best, then came Mr.
Fincham’s, Mr. Plumbe's aud others also being good.
A very good working, model of a mine was erected
and the whole smelting operations for tin were
shewn.
Elephants.—About forty animals were shewn, a

very handsome spectacle—only about five elephants
were exhibited at our Taiping Show. The elephant
race was very amusing and a close finish witnessed;
the elephants were afterwards put over some
obstacles.

The Larut gaol sent three railway truck loads of
rattan aud wood-work exhibits of furniture, and they
were so much admired that not a single article re-
mained unsold and H.H. the Sultan of Kedah wished
to buy the whole lot as they stood.

The gentlemen who took charge of the different
sections worked hard to make their divisions a success.
Messrs. Metcalfe, Berwick, Cox, Harfleet and Finch.am
working exceedingly hard, and to the last named is

due all that was shewn in the Mining Deparment.
Mr. Hanson gave me a great deal of assistance, and
to him I owe the wire fencing which have such a
finished appearance to the ‘buildings generally. Mr.
Marks did a great deal of hard work and was always
ready and willing to push on everyihing, and to him
a great deal of the success of the Show is due.
For the outside districts, as far as one could judge

by results, I would mention Mr. Voules first, then
Mr. Berkeley, who managed the elephants, etc., so
well, and then Mr. Bowen, who if lie did not win
many prizes, tried hard. Lower Perak and Krian
sent a great number of handsome and valuable exhi-
bits, Upper Perak, Batang Padang and Larut sent
very few exhibits. Kuala Kangsar had most of the
fruit exhibits and got the prizes for them .

—Perak
Government Gacette, .tug. 18.

CoEEKE Notes.—The Popular de Tauhate tells of
two planters who gather their coffee with the pulp
already removed, this service being performed for
them by bats, which eat the pulp as fast as tlie

coffee ripens. This species of hat should be culti-

vated;
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COFFEE IN HAPUTAEE.
Fiklds WiiiTi': WITH Blossom.

Coft’ee blossom full out today, and a really

Hue show, nothin'’' to equal it for some year.s.

Weather for .setting has .so far l>eeu all that

could be wishetl. Le.d disease disap|)eared some
time ago, and has not been bad at all this season.

Up to (late green bug practically nil. 1 wonder
if the old king is really to take a new lease

of life. 1 roLnrncd yesterday' morning from a

tour round the Hai)ntale side ot the district: Coilec

on Nayabtedde was one white sheet ;
not so much

on Conamotava and Koehampton. 1 understand
tliey have just finished gathering a very big croj).

Hapntale and Sherwood, es[)ecially the latter,was a
sight .suflicient to ghulden the heart of any old

stager who can remember the blossoms of the

si.'^ties. Thotalagalla w’as very line on their big

acreage of fine cotl'ee left. I would say they had
blossom for an average of 4 cwt an acre, and on
a few acres here and there more than double.

Pita Ratmalie had also a good blossom
;
but

somewhat patchy. On this estate it is rei>orted

the proprietors contemplate ojiening a hundred
acres of their fine forest reserve in coffee ne.xt

season, .so that faith in the old king is also

reviving. Nothing could look better than the

coll'ee on Dambatenne, and that just after giving

•a crop of over o cwt an acre. Not so dusty in these

degenerate days !

—

Cor. 27lli. Aug.

THE U. P. A. S. T.

Thursday evening witnessed the conclusion of the
second Annual General Meeting of the United Plan-
ters’ Association of Southern India, which had assem-
bled at Bangalore. The business before the meeting
was transacted without waste of time and a perusal
of the Report leads to the conclusion that the dele-

gates have grown more familiar with the rules and
customs of debate than heretofore. Thirteen District

Associations were represented, one of which was that
of the Coorg Native Planters. The Mysore Native
planters bad no delegate this year, Mr. Subbaiya,
the President of the S.M.N.P.A., being prevented at

the last mcment from attending on account of ill-

health. Mr. Digby T. Brett, who had made an efficient

President for two years, retired and in his place Mr.
Sprott, 'of North Coorg, was elected; Mr. Hockin,
of Wynaad, being chosen Vice-President to fill the
vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr. G R Evans,
of South Coorg. Two or three well known faces

were missed, the most notable absentee being Mr.
Thomas Clarke, of South Travancore. However, his

place was taken by Mr. Acworth, Honorary Secre-

tary of the Central Travancore Association, who
represented the whole planting community of the
Province and who took a leading and able part in

all the debates. On the last day a vote of thanks
to H. E. Lord Wenlock was carried with acclama-
tion for the sympathy and consideration which he
lias always shown to any representation of grievances
or requirements from the Uni ed Association.

Turning now to the business transacted during
the three days that the meetings sat

; undoubt-
edly the most important question that came up for

discussion was the deputation to the Viceroy,
the greatest weight should be attached to the
appoinment of a Committee of Enquiry. The
primary object to be attained is, we under-
stand, not the redress of certain grievrnces, but
the education of the Government of India in

the circumstances which surround the planting in-

dustry in Southern India.

A fairly long discussion arose on the question of the
affiliation of the United Association with the Loudon
Chamber of Commerce, some gentlemen being of
opinion that such an action would be prejudicial to
the planting interests. This is a subject on whicha
great deal can be said on both sides, so we will

merely observe that it is a tentative proposal
;

that
he affiliation can be subsequently cancelled if deemed

a'lvisable, and that in Mr. Bandersbh, a well-known
broker of Mincing Lane, a representative has been ob-
tained \yho is in close touch with the planters of South-
ern In(iia and who can be safely trusted to advance a
their interests by every means within his power.We are surprised that no mention was made of affi-
liation with the Indian Tea Association of Calcutta,
an important organisation whose aid ni'ght be found
invaluable at times when questions in which the
Suureme Government is directly concerned are
brought up. Mr. Acworth spoke at some length on
the Ceylon Import Duty on Indian teas, but we are
unable to follow his line of argument. Ceylon tea, as
we know, is usua'ly sold in EnMand in packets, being
first blended with Indian tea. But, said Mr. Acwortn
it is a mere piece of clap-trap to say that Ceylon men
wish to prohibit their teas being blended with an
inferior article. By an inferior article, be it distinctly
understood, a Ceylon man means cheap China trash.
Considering the situation of Colombo we consider
the danger a very real one if ever blending became
a big business in that island, as it probably would
if the import duty were removed. If Mr. Ackworth
would tell us exactly what the Travancore planter
wants in this direction, he would place the matter
in a better position than it stands at present and
enable Ceylon to know exactly what the Indian tea-
planter requires.—J/. Mail.

Tiik Skconu Annual Meeting.
Second Day.

(From our Special Correspondent.)

Bangalore, 21st Aug. l8'J5,

CEYLON IMPORT DUTY ON INDIAN TEAS,

This was the next subject for discussion.
Mr. G. L. l’'oNGE (Secretary) read the correspon-

dence with the Ceylon Government on the question
Mr. G. L. Acworth (C. Travancore) saicT:—

"

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,—I do not know if
anybody has seen the Ceylon papers which gave an
account of the meeting of the Ceylon Traders Asso-
ciation at which our letter was read. They were
handed over to me, and when I read the account I
was exceedingly surprised that what purported to be
a dignified meeting could deal with such a letter in
so flippant and almost insolent a tone. One argument
brought forward for the import duty was “ why should
not we have it? Ours is only per cent, while
they have only 5 per cent in India.” That is not
the case. The import duty, on tea in Ceylon isM cents. That is, roughly speaking, from 3i to 4dThat is pretty nearly 60 per cent of the value of
Ceylon tea in London. Another argument they used
was that they wished to prohibit their teas from
being blended with inferior articles. That is a mere
piece of claptrap. As a matter of fact, Cevloii tea
It IS very well known, is hardly sold in England at
all except in packets There is not the slightest
deubt if, in spite of all the spacious advertisements
at the railway stations, Ac., it is blended with Indian
teas, that the people will hardly drink it without thisWhen nw tea was first sent to England some years
ago my broker said ” Don't trouble yourself about
the flavour, we don t want that; we can get flavourv
tea from Upper India. What we want is hooS
®t/ong liquoring tea.” Ceylon has taken the place
of China tea, and we want something to fortify it
I am a great admirer of the Ceylon planter- I
admu-e his energy, push, perseverance and pluck, but
at the same time he need not crow so loudly about
It himself Personally I do not much care about
the duty being removed. I do not send my tea to
Ceylon now, and I am not likely to send any. But
the Association I represent is very strong on the
subject, and I was particularly asked by the South
Travancore Association to speak about it. I think
myself the Ceylon planters are a good deal blind
or at any rate the Ceylon merchants are blind to
their own interests. They seem to think that our
tea would flood their market if blended with
theirs. But looking at- it from a merchant's
point of view, is it not a good thing, docs it not
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increase the volume of ti-ade, and does it not in-

crease prosperity ? For many years there Has
been a large market in Calcutta for Indian teas.

It would have been 25 years ago of great assistance
to the Upper Indian Planter if he could have got
China tea in the C.dcutta mai'ket to blend with his
own. Fur nothing was more unpopular when they
were first introduced than the Indian teas in the
London market. Everybody spoke against it. I well
remember the time. It would have been an excel-

lent thing for the Calcutta planters to liave got
China tea to blend with their own, marked the
chests as Indian tea, and sold it as Indian tea in

London. This was never done, and I never heard
of its being done. I cannot see how there
can be any more danger of the Colombo market
being flooded with our tea than the Calcutta

market could be flooded with China tea. At
any rate, there is not the slightest doubt that the

enormous duty on Indian tea is contrary entirely to

the spirit of British legislation or British trade. As
the removal of it might be of use to the growers of

Indian tea, I beg to move the following resolution :—“ That in the event of an unfavourable reply from
the Governor of Ceylon, the Secretary of this Asso-

ciation be requested to again address him with a

view to the abolition of the heavy import on tea.”

The Hon’ble Mr. G. Uomili-y (Wynaad,)—In seconding

this resolution, I should like to add a few words. When
I went to Ceylon I was given to understand that there

was a very strong feeling in Travancore on the sub-

jects which apparently does not exist. At any rate,

i thought it a good thing to see H. E. the Governor

of Ceylon on the matter. I see that in a leading

article the Cci/lon Ohserver does not take up the

same attitude as the Ceylon Traders’ Association, and
certainly from the conversation I had with the planters

upcountry, I am perfectly certain that the planters

themselves would not treat our letter with derision.

The resolution was put to the vote and carried.—

Madras Times.

TEA PACKERS.
With reference to these machine.s we may

mention tliat one of the Davidson -Maguire pack-

ers has lieen tried on Gammadua estate

—

among otliers—witli excellent results, namely

10,000 lb. of tea packed as follows Broken

Pekoe 2,066 lb. in an hour, at the rate of 110

per chest ;
with pekoes 220.5 lb. ))acked per hour,

packing 105 lb each chest; of souchong p.hl coarse

teas, the packing was at the rate of 1,710 1b per

hour or 96 per chest.

BOUJsD FOR EAST AFRICA.

AN IMrOKTAXT AI’I'OrNT.MENT.

Count Von Zech leaves Ceylon tomorrow for

German East Africa. In January 1889 the Count

first came to the island, where he made a short

stay, afterwards taking up an important position

as Director of tlic German New Guinea Corn-

pan v. In April last Count Von Zech returned

to Ceylon and since then lie has liccn engaged

in acquiring knowledge of planting matters

111 this he has shown much aptitude and he now

leaves Ceylon well equii>peil with a knowledge

of high and low country planting in the matter

of t(Ui, coflee, and coconut cultivation. Count

Van Zech’s latest appointment is one on which

we desire to heartily congratulate him. lie has been

apiiointed Imperial Coinmis.sioner in Usembara,

Gennun East Africa. This important advancement

will be learned with pleasure by his many friends

11 Ceylon, more iiartimilarly in Kandy where he

has resided for some time. 'The New Imperial

(’ommissioner leaves by the N.D. “ Preussen

tomorrow. At Aden he will tranship and proceed

to Dar es, .Salem, where he will jiresent his

credentials to the Governor, the well known

Major You Wismuau,

PEERMAAD PLANTING NOTES.
Another estate, Arnakal has now got machiner}',

having for its motive power an oil engine, which it

is hoped will be a success, for on many estates where
the w'ater in the dry weather is so deficient it is the
only power which could be used. Although oil en-
gines have not met with much favour in Ceylon
there is no reason why they should not be success-
ful. Their cost is not more, probably not so much
as a steam engine, neither is the up-keep more ex-
pensive, for the consumption of oil is not great and
they do not require a man in constant attendance
white working. Once set going in the morning they
can be left to run by themselves till work is over
for the day.

—

Cor. Western Star.

SELANGOR NOTES.
Mr. J. H. French, Assistant Treasurer, Selangor,

after a long spell in Ceylon and the Straits, is now
going home on well earned leave.
The new Pension notification, whereby officers in

the Selangor Service Will in future draw their pen-
sions at a lesser rate of exchange than at present
exists for this purpose) provided they receive ail in-

crease of ten per cent on their salary during the
rest of their service in the state, was a surprise to
all concerned. Nobody expects to work for 10, 15 or
20 years without promotion, so that it practically
means goodbye to a four shilling pension for all

officers concerned, with perhaps 2 per cent exceptions.
Nor apparently can this rate bo relied on. There is

no reason why the rate should not be further reduced.
— Singapore Free Tress.

Mr. II. M. STANLEY ON TROITCAL AFRICA

AND ITS DEVELOPMEN'r.
KEKERENCE.S TO CEYLON.

One of the most interesting .speeches at the
Geographical Congress w'as made by Mr. H. M,
Stanley, the intrejud exjilorer of “ Darkest Africa,’

and the newly-elected Unionist Member of Parlia*

ment for North Lambeth, in the course of the
discussion following a valuable paper read by
Sir John Kirk, who took as his subject the
important question of the extent to which Africa
is suited for development by white races. Mr.
Stanley, who was very warmly received, said he
thoroughly agreed vvith the paper read by Sir John
Kirk. It was a wise and an able paper, but he
thought it looked too far ahead. Sir John
talked about the fitness of Africa for colo-

nisation, but so far, in Central Africa he
knew no intention to colonise any part of it. He
did know, however, of a good many intentions to

make the thing possilile in the region called

Central Africa, and in the way of commerce, in the
way of inqiroving the blacks, and in the way of

making the country tit for colonisation in the
distant futnie. Tlieir aims on the Congo were
simply to develop the commercial possilulities

of that region and prepare the way for those
who would exploit the products of Africa. In

1876 and 1877 he descended the Congo, and he
was then jiossibly as great a pessimist a.- any
one could lie. \Vhen he saw tlie immen.se river

expanding broader and broader, and the shallows
increasing, it seemed impossible that the river

should ever be able to be invailed by a flotilla of

steamers. But after diverging from one channel
to another he found there was a certain rule

and mode to be kept in the mivigation, and
[lo.ssibly steamers might be constructed which
would be able to gm over the shallows and
find the deeiier channels. ’I'hen, on looking at
the banks, tie found there were eertain .seiusons

when the river rose very high, and finally he

tatmi to a place where the river eontraeted
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find them an enovinons depth. It N\ asnot,

liowever, till he reached the sea and eonhl take

the whole (luestioii broadly into view that he

saw the i)ossil)ilities of the Congo, ami he wrote

in the Ust letter he sent ^rom the mouth ot

the Congo in 1877 “The time will come lyhen

this "-reat river, now known for the lirst time,

will bo an international question. Happv the

nation that will take time by the forelock,

and be warned.” They all knew the way^ they

set about founding the State of the Congo.

They did not lose any time in studying scientihc

o-eodraphy. He had never seen a Colony

Uiat had been founded upon scientihc geo-

<-raphy. He asked what was known of scientihc

<i'eo"'r€a])hy by .John Smith, founder of ^ irginia, 1»y

the" Pilgrim’ Fathers, by Cortes and Pizarro, or

by tho fouiulers of New Zealand find Austialia.

To take another instance—Cecil Khodes, the re-

doubtable hero of South Africa he doubted v eiy

much whether he knew anything about scientilic

f'eooraphy, and yet he had planned Colonies so

vast as to be the wonder of the century. He did

believe, Mr. Stanley continued, in pioneering

slowly and cautiously, and not going too reck-

lessly into rash enterprises. The pioneer must

clear the way, hnd out whether a country was

liable or no’t, and he must try to_ make the

mechanical instruments of civilisation do lor

him a part of the work, such as travelling.

On the Congo they had .something like 40

steamers and 800 white men, where 16 years

ao’O there was not one. Now, if those men

had to tr.avel on shanks’s mare, with all the

knowledge of science they might have, he

doubted very mucii whether tliey would go very

far ;
but, being taken aboard those vast ste.ainers,

they could travel thousands of miles north and

soiitli, east and west. So now they had the

whole of the Congo basin navigated, and this

Avas what they were trying to get the British Govern-

ment to do in British East Africa. They thought

they would be able to show that Central Africa was

just as livable as India or l->razil. Itiecjuiied bii

Samuel Baker to go up to the mountainous parts

of Ceylon to find that that region was capable

of supiiorting English families and children.

They had also found that English people and

Emdish children could live on the Congo. M hen

they had completed the railway to Stanley Pool,

and had got steamers going 15 or 16 knots

instead of six or seven, and when they had got

telegraph stations, they would have done Avonder.s,

and”by that time they would have carried hotels

and all necessaries of civilisation into tliose

regions. People went to Africa and found that

there were no hansom cabs, that they could not

even "et a cup of caf^ an lait, that if they

ottere(T a thousand pounds for a loaf of white

bre.ad they could not get it. They fonnd they

had to carry their house and stores on their

ba(d<s. So they went home at once and con-

demned Afric.a. Now that Avas not the Av.ay to

look .at a great region. India had been the av lute

man’s grave, but they found people there who

never Tbouglit ot going over to England. They

found people in Br.azil who never thought of going

to Portugal, their mother country; people in Chili,

Peru, and .Mexico, avIio never thought of going to

Spain, Avho liad made their homes there and intended

to liA’e and die tliere;and the t ime would come when

the Avhole of Central Afric.a, barring the maritime

regions, of course, Avould be in the same position

as Mexico and Brazil and Ceylon. Put it took a lon;f

time fora nation to learn how to IIa’c. Heh.ad

been in a cert.ain State in the United States

Avhere there Avere more fevers in 24 hours than

Could_be found in any part of Africa. He was

constrained to live in it for a certain number of
months, and lie had more fevers in that time
than he had in live years in Africa. At tliat

time that State eontained only 425,UOU men,
Avomen, and^ children, and now it containeil
1,650,000. Why ? Not because they had le.arned

science, he Avas sure, but because they had
learned the art of living. Take, on the
other hand. New York. Tliere they had a great
city groAving from year to year', and yet tlie

most iiiAentive peojde in the Avorld had not
learnt the art of living in hot Aveather. It was
the same in Australia. A little comnion.sense
only, not the study of scientific geography,
would ha\e enabled them to live, and people
Avould have been .able to jiass safely from one
street to the other instead of being stricken by
the sun. It Avas the art of living they needed to

teach in troiiical countries. He had tried to

teach young men from England and Scotland Iioav

to live in Africa, but he invariably failed, be-

cause if one saAv one’s good advice rejected, one
got .sick and tired of preaching it. He load

seen a young fellow avIio, after going there Avith

a Avhole-.souled desire to distingui.sk himself,

Avalked under the A'ery hottest sun Avith a black
cloth cap he Avas accustomed to Avear in the
temperate regions of Scotland. That man never
returned to Scotland. He had seen another too

fond of the liquor bottle, and he had said

:

—
“ My dear fellow, you do not need Dutch courage
in tiiis country any more than you need it in

your oAvn. Take a teaspoonful at nigiit .as a
nightcap if you Avant it, but not in the d.ay,

Avhen the sun is hot. Take a tabloid of quinine.
Thiit will be ever so much better.” But those
men never returned. He had gone himself seven
times into Africa, twdee .across, and .altogether

he h.ad been there 23 years, and he felt just as
strong tod.ay as though he had never been there.

He mentioned various other cases of men Avho
hail lived in Afiica for many years and Avere

quite .as he.althy .as Avhen they Avent to it. At
present Ave A\’ere sending young men fresh from
the college and from the University, fresh from
their mothers’ haps, into .Africa, and they f erished
almost the first d.ay they found a ditt’ere.nt at-

mosphere .and a ditlerent sun. Before sending
these young men into Afric.a they should go and
study for two or three months the v.arious arts
of conquering these fevers, wardisig them olf, and
living Avisely .

—Colonics and India.

COFFEE CULTURE IN HONDURAS.
The United States Consul at Tegucigalpa iii a

recent report to his Government deals with the sub-

ject of the prospecis of coffee culture in Hondnr.is,

and stales ;

—

*• The cultivation of the coffee plant is yet

in its infuicy in tlie Republic of Honduras.
While there are numerous so-called plunt.itions of

coffee, they are sm ill and indifferently c.ired for,

and, consequently, the production is far from being

up to the proper standard.
“ The soil, climate, and conditions in Honduras are

equal in evei'y respect to those of Guatemala,
Micaragua or Costa Rica, where the coffee industry

has already reached large proportions. The only

drawback in Honduras is lack of merns of transporta-

tion and facilities for shipment to the coast. At
present there is practically no exportation of ctTfee

from Honduras, the produc.t of iho plantations be'ng

readily sold at home. I have unown the price of

coffeei even in time of peace, to reach the sum of

40 cents (gold) per pound, a .d in lime of war, as much
as 7.5 cents, notwithstanding the splendid adaptation

of the country to its production.
“ The Houdurean coffee is equal in every respect to

the Mexican, Guatemala or Costa Rica on product^
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and is well known to be of a superior quality,
commanding a price in the great markets of from 20
U> 25 cents per pound.

“ In the liepublic of Honduras land can bo had in
either of three ways—by direct concession from the
Government or municipalities, by pre-emption under
the agricultural law, or by direct purchase from indi-
viduals. In the first, two ways the lands will cost
nothing, or a nominal price; in the latter the lands
will cost from $5 to $10 per acre.

“ A new plantation of coffee will commence
to produce a profit by the end of the fourth
year after planting, and after the seventh year
a profit of from 100 to HOQ per cent, on the
capital invested may be expected. The average cost
of the production of coffee, after the plantation is

well started and five years old, will not exceed 7

cents per pound.
“ The preparation of the land for a coffee plantar

tion will consist only of clearing it off well and
keeping it clean. The young trees are to be secured
from a nursery and cost from $10 per thousand,
Hurseries of course, are maintained on every planta-

tion. The young trees are planted from 10 to 12

feet apart, in regular rows, like an orchard fn the
United States, and the holes are dug about 1 foot

square ahd la inches deep.— Munthhj.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

The E-state.s Company of Uva Limited,—
we learn officially, have paid an Interim Divi-

dend of 4 per cent for 1895. We congratulate the
shareholders.

Coffee Cuetivation in Java.—The statutes have
been published of the French-Netherlands Java Agi'i-

cultural Company with a capitai of fl 200,OUO, fully

taken up. The object is the cultivation of coffee and
other produce in Java.

—

L. and C, Expretis.

A Kauiu Tkee blown down recently in Western
Australia measured 174 ft. from the roots to the first

branch, where it was 14 ft. in circumstance. Mr. J.

Ednio Brown, the forestry expert, cut down a Karri
ICOft. high, which he estimated to be only 35 years old.
—AustralaHuin.

“ LADY-BiiiD.s” Fou Coffee.—We direct .atten-

tion to an interesting letter from Mr. E. E.

Green by tins mail. We liope a full measuie
of succes.s will crown Mr. Green’s e.xjieriment

and then he will indeed he a benefactor of coflee in

Ceylon.

The Pineapple Tuade of Sinoapoke has ex-

panded greatly within the last few years. There
are now ten European firms and nine Chinese firm-i

engaged in the business, and tlie annual exports
amount to 150,000 two-dozen cases of preserved pine,

valued $200,000. The pineapple is preserved whole
and retains its delicious juciness.— J/. Timeti

Cl.NNAMON.—Tlie “ Impei ial In.stitute Journal ”

to liand hj" the Fremdi steamer contains .a

],.aper on “Cinnamon of (leylon,” by xMr. I’eter

de Abrew of Colombo. There is nothing new to

us in Ceylon ;
hut tlie information is concisely

compiled—from our “All <ahont Spices” and
“Planting llevicnv” among other sources.

English P.atent.—4,741. March 6th, 1894. Pack-

ing, tea, coffee, etc. Moore, J. H., 7, Jansen Road,
Leytonstone Road, Stratford, and Inger, J., 28,

Minories, both in London. Tea. coffee, cocoa, and
the like are packed in small quantities in a trans-

parent wrapper preferably of gelatine, which is solu-

ble in the water, milk, or other liciuid used for

making the infusion of tea, etc. The package is

encircled by a iiaiicr band bearing a descrijition of

tlie contents. It may also contaiii a caramel m i.de

bv desolving about a pound of sugar in a quart of

niilk beating till the mixture becomes pasty, then

solidifying it by cooling, and finally cutting up and

coating with sugar.

—

I'atent Journal, ,July 31.
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Indian Ijamoci! in West Austualia.—Mr. Adnljee
Dinsha, a wealth Parsec merchant at Perth. Wes-
tern Australia, has been lined f 100 by the local bench
of m igistratos for importing 40 I ndian labourers
without first 0 itering into an agreement under the
Imported Labour Registry Act.— Times of India,

Sept. 2nd.

Cocoa and Sugah in Trinidad.—The exports of sugar
from Trinidad this season keep well ahead of those
of last year, and the expectation of a considerably
larger crop will be fully realised, Cocoa also shows
an excess over the hitherto record year (1892),

Picking is now reported over, and attention is being
already directed to the fall crop, accouiits of which
from various parts of the island being very conflict-

ing. The weather when last mail left had been favour-
able, so that agriculturists generally were satisfied.

— A, Mail
Tuavancore Planters’ Association.—X iiieeting

qf the Travaneore Planters’ Association was held at
the Club, Tri'andruin, on the 14th inst. It was
unaninjQusli' agreed to continue the subscriptions

to the ilmerican Tea Fund. Mr. Acworth has been
asked to represent the Association at the Annual
Meeting of the Central Planters’ Association of

Southern India. Thus Mr. Aesvorth will ftnd him-
self with 5 votes out of ten at his disposal viz.

Central Travaneore, Travaneore, Rannan Daven,
North Mysore State, South Mysore State.

Reform of British Weights and Measures,

—

J’he Report of the Select Committee appointed to

enquire whether any, and wnat changes in the
present system of weights and measures should he
adopted, has been published as a Parliamentary
paper. It js recommended, according to Nature :

—

(a.) That the metrical system of weights and
measures he at once legalized for all purposes.

(b.) That lifter a lapse of two years the metrical
system be rondei ed compulsory by Act of Parliament.

(c.) That the metrical system of weights and
measures he taught in all public elementary schools
as a necessary and integral part of arithmetic, and
that decimals be introduced at an earlier period of

the School curriculum than is the case at present.

The Heat of tue Sun as Power.—If the coal

mines of the world were exhausted, it would be a
relief to know that other great sources of power are at

our command; that no distress would ensue with such
rapidity as to di'prive us of a means of warmth. In fact

our own mother country, England, has been contem-
plating the time when her fuel centres will have be-

come diminished and the burrowed catacombs reaching
far out beneath the ocean’s bed will have been emp-
tied of their precious deposits. Then the miner will

take Ills pick and shovel and mount upward to the air

and glistering sunlight. It will not be a useless errand
to move towards the sun's light, because it is here, if

all other i esources fail, that we may look for greater

power and wider possibilities. It is not ihe buried

sunlight of the past ages that wo need look for

any more, for that is for ever gone. The heat
of the sun, the living, reviving rays of our parent
planet, will yield its energy for countless years
to come to warm our bodies and liglit our homes.
John Ericsson invented a machine with which he
believed we would be independent of the coal supply,

and make direct use of the heat rays of the sun.

It might have been called a sun steam-engine—

a

steam-engine heated by sun-light. The vast tracts

of the Sahara or the deserts of Asia can supply heat
that would generate millions of horse-power in

Kricsson’s solar engines. The torrent of Niagara is

not comparable to t e incalculable waste of power on
the scorcliing surface of tliose enormous plains. The
engineering schemes of today will fade into insigni-

ficance in comparison with those that the fierce ciw

of future necessity will force men to execute. It

would be a curious sight to see a fully equipped
power-station si'uated in the centre of a dreary
waste sending its threadlike lines across the desert

to heat and light some distant town, th.n guiding
the warm sunlight that it may glow and glitter in

the mosques and minarets of the Far East .—Electrical

Aye (i/.N.)
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AGKR’UJ/rURAL INDUSTRIES IN TRI-

NIDAD AND BRITISH GUIANA.

A Goinmis.sion in British Giiuuia lias been
inquiring how to “ further the jiroduction of

minor agricultural industries” and the Colonial
Secretary in its behalf applied to tlie Government
of Trinidad, for all the information available
there on the subject. The matter was naturally
referred to Mr. Hart of the Botanic Gardens
wlio reganled it as “ a large order”

;
but promised

to collect a set of his Beports, although tliese

hail, in i-cality, been regularly forwarded to Mr.
Jenman of the Guiana Botanical Department.
Mr. Hart added tlie following pithy and pr.ac-

tical paragra[)lis in his preliminary reply to his

Government—paragraphs that carry a lesson for

Colonies in the Ear East as well as in tlie Ear
West :

—
While prices rule low, Sugar planters are spe-

cially kind to the Subsidiary Industries, but when
prices are remunerative, they are, as a rule, at once
pul aside.”

“How often I have advocated the planting of Log-
wood here, the Government knows, yet in only one
or two instances has either Simar or Cacao planter
attempted to plant it. Yet 1 know of estates in
Jamaica abandoned by sugar planters, which have
paid their purchase money by the sale of the log-

wood grown on them, and many an abandoned
sugar estate now pays as much or more in taxes to
the Government (sold out as it is in lots to the
settlers who grow “ minor ” pi’oduce) than when it was
in full running as a sugar estate. Ruin of sugar
estate proprietors, does not necessarily mean ruin to

the country, but simply ruin to individuals. At least

this is the outcome of the abandonment of estates in
Jamaica in many cases. The sugar planter how-
ever does n. t see with the s ime eyes as a com-
pletely disinterested person.”

However, Mr. Hart set about writing a special

or a-s he calls it,
—“A short Erogre.ss Report on

the .Agricultural Industries of Trinidad, exclud-
ing' Sugar.” It is certaiuly comprehensive as
well as concise, and we are not surprised at its

securing the special praise of Governor Napier
Broome who had it published forthwith for local

and general use. We shall probably reprint it

in full in our Tropical Agriculturist, meantime
remarking that Mr. Hart shews the Trinidad
Cacao crop of 1894—21,(508,384 lb.—to be almost
identical with that of 1890, although the crop
for 1892 was nearly 3i million lb. ahead. Alter
nate crops of cacao seem to be the rule in Trini-

dad as they a.ssuredly have been in Ceylon, although
our highest crop of cacao iu Ceylon as yet has
only reached to 30,(558 cwt. (in 1893) or 3,433,696
lb., against more than seven times that quantity
for the maximum in Trinidad.

In sending in his report, Mr. Hart called special

attention to .a remark made by the Exjiert of

Eibres at the Indian and Colonial I'Ahibition,

as follows :

—

“ The authorities iu the several islands should
decide generally that the growth and preparation of

a Eibre is desirable
;
then a particular Fibre, the

best for each locality, should be selected, and the
trade in that fibre thoroughly organized. The im-
portance of an organization cannot be ov^r-estimated,
and in support of this we may cite the case of the
trade in -Jute.’ There are as we know from the
results of investigations, not a few fibres cajjable of
replacing this particular cast, some iu fact being
superior iu all essentials. Nevertheless the trade iu
Jute holds its ow'ii uuassailed, and the cause in so
far as it does not reside in intrinsic superiority and
couiuicrcial Illness mubl be sought in the concentra-
tion 01 attention upon tins fibi-e, and the resulting
Oiganization of the trade. These facts deserve to
be borne iu mind by all who are conteiuplatiug
the founding of any such euterprize.”

31

I he Report itself is, a.s we have said, botli full
and concise : it is divided into the following

used for the Preparation
of Dietetic Beverages

; (2) Cereals (including
maize, rice, sorghum, pigeon and congo pea,
ground nut,&c.); (.3) Starches (cassav.a)” &c.)

;

0) Dyes find Tannin (including divi-divi, ^fiinbier,
mangrove, &c.); (.5) Vegetable Oils; (6) Emits
(.a great \ariety

; a large trade in banamis as
w’ell as in oranges and lemons for the American
market, being anticipated); (7) Spices; (8)
Rubbers (Mr. Hart anticipates that Castilloa
rubber, 200 trees to the acre, should yield at
the 7th to 8tii year 2 to 3 lb. per tree equal to a
gro.ss return of £60 per acre!); (9) Eibres; (10)
Timbers (about which Mr. Hart says that an
estate planted with mahog.any and cedar, once
established, ivould pay better than the liest forest-
and in Europe,—mahogany growing 1 inch in dia-
meter per annum; the hatter, cellar 4 inch)

; (11)
Miscelhaneous (cinchona, tobacco and sarsaparilla).
In conclusion, Mr. H.art winds up witli some
sensible general remarks, sliewing that the jirae-
tical planter has to lind out what can reallj' be
well (and w’e must add, profitably) growm

; and
he gives it as his opinion that in ‘British Guiana
and Trinidad as in the West Indies gener.ally,

—

the moat encouraging of the so-called minor or
.subsidiary industries are Rubbers, Fibres, Kola,
Dyewoods and Timbers. It remains to be seen
in Ceylon whether the demand for Rliea fibre
13 likely to be so much beyond the natural supply
as to warrant cultivation. Sapan wood for a dye
IS a favourite growth on many low'country estate
boundaries, but we do not suppose, the profit
encourages extensive culture. Many of our planters
will erelong be able to shew what useful if not
valuable tiniber trees can do for them at differ-
ent elevations; and quietly but carefully on afew plantations at least is a sufficient trial beine
given to rubber, though not in so many di.stricts
as we should like to see it planted in Ceylon.
Altogether, Mr Hart s Report when it appears
in full in our Tropical Agriculturist, will deserve
the careful attention of all sub-tropical planters
in bouthern India, the Straits, Borneo, East
Africa as w'ell as in Ceylon.

THE OTTERY TEA COMEAN\ OF CFVinv
LIMITED.

The Memorandum and Articles of Association of' of Ceylon,
Mbl..l,ed m the f.Wle 3 The objeete for ihlohthis Company is established are—amoni? others—To
acquire the Ottery estate and half of Stamford Hill
estate, subje^ as to the Ottery estate to a morticewhereof £2,oOO sterling remains due, situated in ttf«
Dikoya District of the'’ Island of C^yC to ai nmanufacture, or cultivate tea, and (or) any other nro’
ducts or trees, plants, or crops Which may hereafterbe approved ; to purchase tea leaf and (or) othermw products for manufacture, manipulation, or saleThe capital of this Company is R.700,000, divided into
five thousand shares of RlOO each, with power toincrease or reduce the capital. The following have

VTCTURIA REGIA IN THE GORDON
GARDENS.

The plants that were sent from Madras died, I believefrom not being sufficiently established before being sentover, this was no doubt due to their anxiety to sendthe Goveiument plants as soon as possible Theseeds have germinated very well;— l,ove stni-torland more may yet come up, so that all going well
in a month or G weeks’ time there will bl an Imulesupply of plants for the Gordon Gardeus.-(7or“^^
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the WANAKAJAH tea COMl’ANY OF
CEYLON, LTD.

The annual general meeting of this Company was
held in J|||e office of the agents Messrs. Baker S. Hall
on 31st ^igust. There were present :—Messrs. J. C.
Dunbar,^ (Chairman)

;
and Thos. Mackie, (Directors);

J. G. Wardrop, J. Clark, L. Davidson, A. Stevenaon,
snr. The following were represented by proxy:—Mr.
Keith Hollo. Mrs. M. Hollo, iMessrs. A. Orchard, H. M.
Alleyn, J. Macliesh, Eric S. Anderson, H. PI. Eliot,
Geo. Noel and F. H. M’iggin.
The following is the report :

—

The Directors have the pleasure to lay before the
Shareholders their Report, Balance Slieet, and Pro-
fit and Loss Account for the season ending 30th
June 1895.

In pursuance of a special resolution passed at a
general meeting of the Shareholders on the 14th day of

September, 1894, and confirmed at a meeting held on
the 19th day of October, 1894, the capital of the Com-
pany was increased from 11315,000 to H378,009, by the
issue of 125 new shares of H500 each, which were issued
at a premium of HlOO per share. The premium so ob-
tained, R12.873, as shown in the Balance Sheet, has
been appropriated for the purchase of manures for the
past and current seasons.
The ordinary working of the estate shows a balance

at credit of Profit and Loss Account of R80,473'38 Of
this sum an interim dividend of 5 per cent was paid in

January last, and the Directors now propose that the
balance be disposed of as follows :

—

5 per cent off cost of Buildings R. c.

(Depreciation Account) . . 2,271 60

10 per cent off cost of Machinery
(Depreciation Account) . . 2,023 45

Dividend of 7 per cent . . . . 26.460 00
Balance carried forward . . . . 30,813 33

Total . . 61,573 38

The satisf-actory result of this ye.ar’s working may
be mainly attributed to the good coffee crop'^ecured,
anl the favourable prices obtained for this product
as well as for the teas, the latter netting nearly
64 cents per pound as far as yet ascertained.
The general condition of the estate has been most

favourably reported upon by the Visiting Agent.
The weeding, which has always been such an

important and expensive work on this property,
continues to show a marked improvement, and it is

to be hoped that reductions will be made until the
average cost per acre is in accordance with the
general rate in the district.

The young tea planted under the coffee continues
to fill out, while the forest clearings show good and
even growth.
The suppling of the estate throughout had had

careful attention.

M.vnuiu;. —I'he effects of manure are so encourag-
ing, that the Directors have been induced to apply the
premium on shares to this worli, as they are con-
fident that the benefit to be derived by the Share-
holders will be shewn by increased returns in the
near future.

Buildinos .vnu M.uuunehy.—

T

he waler-course,
which gave some trouble, as mentioned in tlie last

report, is now in a sound condition. A set of lines

wrn’e put up to suit this year’s new clearing
The extension of tea cultivation this year is limited

to a clearing of 72* acres, the works of which are
progressing and well forward.

Prospects for current season are, as regards coffee,

not favourable, some 200 to 300 bushels only being
expected

.

Tea, on the contrary, shows a considerable increase,

the estimate being 170,000 1b. as against 117,697 1b.

secured in 1894/1895.

Labour supply is in a satisfactory state, and the

amount outstanding for coast advances is reasonable
The Directors who retire by rotation, Messrs. A.

Cantlay and .1. W. Vanderstraaten, bo'-g eligible,

offer themselves for re-election.

Mr. Guthrie, the Auditor, offers hims It for re-

election. By order of the Board of Directors,

Bakeu & n.vLL, Agents and Secretaries.

The Chaiumax in addressing the shareholders
asked them to accept the report as read and
addressed the meeting as follow.? :—I do not
intend to delay you long today, as I think
such a satisfactory report needs little comment

;
how-

ever as at the meeting of directors this morning a
letter was laid on the table from one of the share-
holders, asking for information on various points, I
consider I cannot do better than answer these now.
The first matter in the report for consideration is

the premium on shares
;
this might have been paid

back to the shareholders in the form of dividend, or
placed to a reserve fund pi-oper; but your directors
think it better that the money should be utilised
for manuring, as the V.A. and manager report so
favourably on the effects of the manure applied to
date. It is however for you, gentlemen, to confirm
or not our action which I may say is quite in order
under J.S.O. No. 4 of 1861 and clause 77 of the
Company’s Articles of Association. The next item
in the balance sheet is the amount written off for
depreciation, as our machinery and factory are
practically' new, I hope you will consider the amount
sufficient.

Tea.—Final accounts of sales of tea have now been
received and I am glad to say that they show a
surplus of R1,435T0 over the amount shown in report.
The aver.age nett priev obtained for the crop of
117,187 lb. of tea is 65‘8.

Coffee.—The disposal of the coffee crop was a
matter which gave your directors a great deal of
concern. The best offer made locally lor the crop of
1st Parchment was H18'50, but as your Directors
wore aware that R19'25 and over with a falling ex-
change, had been offered for crops they refused
R18'50, and instructed the Agents to ship if they
could not obtain 1119. Unfortunately the price ob-
tained in London did not come up to the local offer;
but your Directors did what, at tne time they con-
sidered best in the interests of the shareholders. The
actual crop was

3,248 bushels 1st pai'chment.
120 „ 2nd
.50 „ clean coffee.

250 ,, dried cherry’.
Acheaoe.—It may interest you to know the acreage

at present under cultivation—we have of
Tea 155 acres planted previous to 1890

136 ,, ,, in 90
250 ,, „ in 91

541 under leaf season 1894-95.

300 planted in coffee 1892.

28 „ „ 1893.

101 ,, in Forest 1893.
72* being planted in 1895.

1037* acres of Tea
60 acres Grass and Timber
26.{ Foi’est.

1,124

Tffiere was a considerable amount of coffee over
nearly the whole of the tea acrc.age last season, but
there were primaries on only .320 acres planted with
tea ’92 93. Since the completion of the coffee crop
these have been removed as they were past bearing.
As the tea fields are being pi-unod, the coffee-suckers
are being cut out except on the 320 acres where
they are fairly promising ami with good luck will
give a consider.ible crop next sea-.on. As mentioned
in the repoit ibo coffee crop for this season is to
be a very short one; but the man iger writes that
he hopes to see the tea oAimate of 17(),0(K) lb. consi-
der.ibly exceeded, so that T think gentlemen we are
now f.iirly started on the road for regular and good
dividends, even though wo do recommend you to
carry forward such a large sum as B30,813. Next
year if our anticip.itioms arc fully realized, you will

bo able to strengthen your ivosition by putting a con-
siderable sum to reserve fund.

i\Ir. AT,r:x. Stevenson argnoil that the accounts as
presented were not in onlei’, an 1 pi-oposod the follow-
ing aniendnuiit, whidi was seconded uy Mr. Clakk
and carried unauiiuously:—
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That the following words and figures be substituted

on the credit side of the Profit and Loss account

in the place of those appearing under the heading

of “ t’cifite often" viz.—value of tea sold and estimated

“value of tea in store and afloat 117,097 lb.” 1175,100 07.

It was then proposed by the Giiaiioian and seconded

by Mr. 11. Davidson:—“That the report and accounts

as amended, be received and adopted, ’’ which was
carried ncm con.

The CifAiiDiAN stated that the next matter before

the meeting was the declaration of a dividend when
it was proposed by Mr. Clauk, seconded by Mr.

Wadrop, and carried,
“ Tliat a dividend of 7 -per cent be declared paj'-

able forthwith, making with 5 per cent paid in

February last, a divident of 12 per cent per annum.
It was then proposed by Mr. ('dark, and seconded

by Mr. Wardeop,
“That Messrs. Cantlav and Vandf.rsiraaten be

re-elected Directors ol the Company.”
M,r. Alex Stbw.vsun, then proposed and Mr.

Davidson seconded p
“That .^ir. John' Guthrie be re-elected Auditor for

the ensuing year*'at a remuneration of 11100.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman and Directors

for their excellent manaftement of the Company during

the past year which wa^i'-'proposed by Mr. Clark and
seconded by Mr. Wardrop, terminated tne proceedings.

THE HAl’UGAHALANDA TEA CO., LI).

The first annual onliiuuy goncral nicotiug of

this Company Avas held today at 12 noon at the

registered office, of tlie Comiiany, 22, Haillie

Street, Fort, those present being:—Messrs. Joseph

C. Dunbar, Chairman ;
Thomas Mackie, Director

;

Wm. Taylor, by Ids abtoniey Robert Davidson
;

Mrs. G race Stronacli, by lier attorney Tlionias

Mackie ; R. Lewis ^1. Ifrown, by his attornej’

Robt. Davidson
;

Robt. Davidson as a sliarehobler

and on behalf of tlie Agents ami Secretaries.

The Report of tlie Directors for season 1891-9.")

Avas taken as read.

Report of the Directors for presentation to the

fii-st annual ordinary general meeting of shareholders

to be held on 30th August, 1895, at 12 noon.

Your Directors beg to submit their first annual
report and accounts for the season ending BOtli June,

1895, which they trust may be considered satisfactory.

The quantity of tea manufactured for the season

(including estate and bought leaf) was 173,585 lb.

After estimating the unsold tea at a safe valuation,

the amount realized for this product has been

R85,929'01, which is equal to fully 49^ cents peiTb.

An interim dividend of 10% for the h.alf-year

ending 31st December, 1894, amounting to R17,000,

was paid on 22nd February, 1895.

The sura now available lor distribution (after

writing off OA'er half of the formation expenses of

the Company, and setting aside Rl,625 for deprecia-

tion on buildings and machinery) is R17,278, out of

which the Directors recommend payment of a final

dividend of 10%, making 20% for the year, leaving

a balance ol R278 to be carried forward to the

next account.
The prospects for season 1895-96 are favourable.

The Chairman after proposing the adoption of

same .said :
—“ I have not much to add to the very

satisfactory report laid before you. The season

owing to absence of rain was not quite so good as

e.Npected and owing to the necessity of pruning

a large acreage the crop secured fell somewliat

short of the estimate. This season, however,

the pros])ects are better and there is a consider-

alile increase in the estimate of cro)). The Visit-

ing Agent reports very favorably of the general

condition of the estate and the vigour of the

bushes, especially in the lields pruned some six

months ago. Since the publication of the report

final account sales of tea for the season have
been received ami show a surplus over-estimated
value of R629'60. This amount has, therefore, to

be added to the balance carried forward.”

Mr. R. Lf.wi.s M. Rrown, bj’ his attorney
Robt. Davidson, seconded tlie adoption of the
report which was agreed to unanimously.
A vote of tlianks to the ChaiiTiian, proiiosed

by Mr. Iho.aias iM.ackie and seconded by
Mr. Rort. Davidson brought the meeting to
a close.

TURfUNES IN THE KALUTARA DISTRICT.
Mr. Starey is erecting a Turbine on Recherton

estate, equal to 20 horse-power, having a full
water supply nearly the whole year rouml.
On Geekiyanakamle, a 28 house-power turbine

is being erected, a boring for it being through
100 feet of rock, and here also the water supply
is good.

SOME MORE ABOUT CAMPHOR TREES IN
CEYLON.

Mr. Nock of the Hakgala Gardens is still experi-
m-.ating. Ho imide a stilt and condenser exactly like the
one in Spoil’s JCncyclopfodia and charged it with 55 lb.
of chips from a tree with a stem of 4 or 5 inches in
diameter, and which he thinks is about only 6 or 7
years old. The fire w’as started and steamed away
for 12 hours. The air all round about smelling
strong and pleasantly of camphor, and the water
seemed impregn ited with it and even tint which ran
from under the condensers tasted strongly of it, but
when he came to open the condensers, there was no
camphor. He doesn’t know if he had it too wet or
not, but that is the only fault he can think of, and
perhaps it was carried off in the water for the coolies ?
’Tiicre is something he has not got hold of yet. Mr.
Nocknoticed in the paragraph in Obsenerot 22nd July :

—“What we specially note, however, is that the
writer in the vernacular press seems to ignore the
important point that Formosa camphor cannot be
suitably refined without the addition of the Japanese
vegetable.” What is the Japanese vegetable and is

it an article that has to be put in to make the
vapour solidify or what ? perhaps there is somethintr
in this ?

Mr. Nock has one of the camphor trees at Hakgala
that grows more like a willow than an oak. This is one
that has been coppiced. There are a few small ones,
about a year old planted in the Anuradh.xpura
Gardens, and healthier plants no one need wisli
to see.

CITRONELLA OIL ADVANCING.
The market for citronella oil presents an interest-

ing study just at the moment. The importations
during the year which closed July 1st were nearly
three times what they were the preceding year being
the largest on record, yet the market price has ad-
vanced over fifty per cent during the past six months
owing to a scarcity of oil, which is not confined to
this market, but is felt in all commercial centers
as well as in the primary market. Truly this is a
very anomalous condition of affairs. What broi^ht
it about^ is what everybody interested is anxiouKto
know. The most reasonable explanation that has
been advanced is that the prevalence of low prices
for several years lias largely increased the demand
Iroin soapmakers, many of whom had bcimr
using some of the cheeper French essences.
Especially during the past year has thij in-
crease been felt, which resulted in such an enor-
mous export from Ceylon. The course of the market
during the past six months is good evidence that thedemand still exceeds the supply. The situation is
such that lots which were contracted for to be shin-
pod from Ceylon in 1895 will not come forward until
December, instead of at intervals during the year as
was expected, which will bring them in the

,Vhe scarcity at the source of .Sfpply was
first attributed to excessive rains, which Avere said to
hfcve interfered with the distillation, and^ quite re-
cently to drought. Although the market price has been
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in the neighbourhood of twenty-five cent per pound
in drums tor several years, during which tiiere was
a steady increase in the exports from Oeylon, it is

among the possibilities that tne natives, now that they
are sure of a large and increasing outlet for their pro-

,
arp dc''irn'is of obtaining ahigher price than they

1 ...; iu ciisii'incd I 0
,

01', pcrhaj's, they cannot
keep pace wiui lae luciease in the demand. At any
rate, t he indications point to a further advance in

the price before a decline occurs.
We append a table which, with the single exception

of the last line, was compiled from the United States

Government reports, and includes lemon-grass oil,

but as there is comparatively a small amount of this

oil imported the figures will serve our purpose, as

indicating the growth of the industry. The figures

in the last line represent the importation of citro-

nella oil alone

:

IMPOUTS OF CITRONELL.V OIIi INTO THE UNITED STATES.

July 1 to June 30. Pounds. Value.

1889-90 174,457 P9,818
1890-91 356,735 73,764

1891-92 .. 477,623 113,750

1892-93 411,151 86,924

1893-94 274,279 56,811

1894-95 743,663 ....

— Oil Paint and Drui) ltei>ort.

AN IMPORTANT PEAT INUUSTY.
THE MOSS LITTER AND PEAT INUl'TRIES : MU. W.

LAINCl M.ALCOLMSON AG.UN TO THE FRONT.

The prospectus of this promising company has

now been issued to the public. The capital is

225,000/ in U shares. The vendors take 75,000 fully-paid

shares in part payment of the purchase considera-

tion, this, be it noted, being the largest amount
they are allowed to take under the rules of the

Stock Exchange. The balance—150,000—are now
offered for subscription. This Company has been

formed of the purpose of acquiring and dealing

with peat deposits, works, machinery and plant

;

also the valuable patents and patent right (with

all future improvements) for tne treatment of

peat and peat fibre, which are now the pro-

perty of the Peat Industries Syndicate and of W.
Laing Malcolmson, and for the purpose of establish-

ing and devoloping these industries inEngland, Ireland,

and Scotland. Forty-three patents have already been
granted for the following countries :—Great Britain

and Ireland, France, Germany, Belgium, Sweden and
Norway, Denmark, Austro-Hungary, Russia, Spain,

Italy, the United States of America, and Canada.
The peat moors, 1,757 acres in extent, with the fully-

equipped freehold moss-litter factory, are situate at

Schoeningsdorf, near Meppen, Hanover, and the two
fully-equipped factories for ti e treatment of fibre and
agglomerated materials (the principal of which is free-

hold) at Maastricht, Holland, and the depots at Lingen,
Dedemswaart, and Paris. The prospectus would seem
to indicate that the company has excellent prospects

of making a very respectable profit out of the enter-

prise, and shareholders who now take the advantage of

the present opportunity or taking up shares are not

likely to regret it .
—Colonies and India.

Mr. Chamberlain’.® Railway Policy.—In
answer to our application to a good authority,

we have the following satisfactory expression of

opinion :
—

“You ask me what I think will be Chamberlain’s

railway policy. I think that wherever it is shown
that the safeguarding of the Empire or the exten-

sion of its Commerce needs the construction of a

line of railway. Imperial assistance in so far as it

depends on Mr. C. and his colleagues will be given,

and given with a promptness and liberality to which

up to date we have not been accustomed.”—Reuter’s

report of Mr. Curzgii's speech published in our

Saturday's issue points emphatically in the same

direction.

SUGAR PJ.ANTING IN GUATEMALA.
A successful coffee planter of Guatemala, Mr.

Leodore Engelhardt, has gone to Germany to

purchase an outfit for a sugar house. To a repre-

sentative of the New Orleans I'icaijune has said

:

“ Guatemala is one of the best countries in the

world for the cultivation of sugar cane. There is

never any danger of freezes, and the cane grows
very large. It is an ordinary thing to see a stalk

20 foot high, with the thickness of a man’s {vrm. In

addition to its bulk, the cane is exceedingly juicy.

It is my intention to purchase machinery for a mill

that will grind 1,500,000 pounds per annum. The
cane grows down there with slight cultivation, labour

is cheap and the market accessible on account of gojd
railroad facilities.”

Mr. Engelhardt also intends to cultivate Indian
corn, as ihe supply of it in Guatemala does not
equal the demand. The people have found coffee

so profitable they have been contented to pay high
prices for corn. One hundred pounds of corn, he
says, is worth $6 in Guatemala money, which is about
|3 in the currency of the United States. He believes

that money can be made from the cultivation of

the soil adapted to corn, and intends to send down
about thirty Louisiana negroes to do the work in the

fields. The natives are too lazy, and one good
negro from the States does the work, without com-
plaint, of more than half a dozen of the labourers of

Guatemala. The soil produces three crops of corn
in one year.

PL.ANTING IN SELANGOR.—THE RECENT
LAND SALE.

This is for the eye of the new Resident-General
of the Native States who will doubtless quite see the
force of the plea that whatever be the fortunes of

mining, planting is the industry which should receive

every possible facility, encouragement, and actual as-

sistance. A correspondent writes .—We have had
a spell of fine planting weather, which has been
taken advantage of. The land sale at Klang on Mon-
day last was fairly attended, but prices would have
been far lower all round but for the receipt of Mr.
Forsythe’s commission to buy, just at the last mo-
ment. The Selangor Government ought to employ
half-a-dozen extra surveyors, if only temporarily, and
after selecting an expanse of good land, have it all

cut up in blocks ready for sale, so that newcomers
might have a chance of getting what they want at

once, without having to wait an indefinite period

for the next sale. It is in matters of this sort that

the Government policy errs on the side of economy,
though any amount of money is always available for

building, and so on. The extra premium resulting

from competition at these sales is a mere fleabite,

and if the Government were content to get settlers,

looking to the future for their reward in the shape
of a swelling revenue, instead of adopting their pre-

sent skin flint policy of auctioning, say 3,000 acres

when 5,000 or 0,000 would be taken up and opened
if obtainable on easier terms, it would be far better

for the country.—-S'. I. Press.

ClIEAR TRANSLORT AND HotV 'JO (iET IT.—Mr.
Davis-Allen favours ns (see page '2o\) witli another
of his instructive pai»ers, this time dealing with
gauge in reference to curvature and gradient.

It will well repay [lernsal. One question arises

as to the advantage of the greater boiler-space

available on a broad-gauge in elinibing a heavy
gradient. We travelled on the Lb'ccmhuid narrow-
g.ange in 1870 and our train— it did not seem a
long one—had .some difliculty in getting up the
inclines: there were not a feu nnnsnal stoppage.s.

Rut it is possible the engine was to blame. Great
improvements in locomotiies ha\e been efl'ected

within the jiast 25 years. The t^neensland narrow
lines were designed by Mr. h'itzgibbon wlio was
third on the original Ceylon Railway St.alf in bir
Henry Ward’s time, while we found the then Chief
Engineer, Mr. W. T. Doyne, in 1 870, busy engineer-
ing the first railway in Tasmania.
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CHEAP TUANSrOHT AND HOW TO
GET IT.—NO 6.

CURVE AND GAUCyv

Tlie destructive factors whiclicome into operation

during the movement of a train round a curve

are: (1) the thrust of the leading outside wheel

against the head of the rail due to tlie centri-

fugal swerve of the train
; (2) the nip arising

from the oblique position of the wheels relatively

to the rails
; (3) the sliding of the wheels

owing to the outer rail being longer and the

inner rail shorter than the centre line
; (4) the

crushing due to the load being thrown on to the

inner rail by the elevation of the outer one. It

is not to the credit of railway engineers that

the manner and degree in which these factors

are affected by gauge should be still tlebatable.

The chaotic state of opinion and the lack of as-

sured knowledge hereupon were aptly illustrated

in the course of the controversies which arose

over the Nawalapitiya extension : we continue
to take our examples as far as possible from
Ceylon. Writing under date November 11th

1874 Sir C. H. Gregory said “ I do not consider

that the existence of 5-chain curves, if unavoid-
able, would be a bar to the use of the gauge
ot 5'6";” adding later, “to work properly on
inch curves special appliances would be required
both in' engines and rolling stock, such as

shortening the wheel-base and the use of radial

axles or bogies * * * these are no novelty, and
the result of theii use is an ascertained fact,

ainl not a speculative question depending upon
experiments to be made.” But the local rail-

way staff were of a different mind, and the
Director of Public Works (Mr. J. 11. Mosse),
fearful lest the adoption of 5-chain curves should
eventuate in break of gauge, and convinced of

the po.ssibility of securing at a slight additional

cost a limiting radius of 6'37 chains, sent
in to the Colonial Secretary an elaborate
statement of his views on the subject, supporting
them by quotations from a formidable array of

authorities. Amongst them Sir Guildford Moles-
worth to whom he had submitted the following
questions on the point in issue between himself
and Sir C. H. Gregory:—“ Have you practical

experience on the State Railways in India of

curves of 3.30 feet (= 5 chains) on a long gra-

dient of about 1 in 44? Do you know of any
means, by radial axle-box or the like, of adapting
ing rolling .stock on a gauge of 5' 6" to curves
of 330' radius ?” To which Sir Guildfoiil Moles-
worth rejilied:

— “ We have no practical experi-

ence of curves of 333 (sic.) on a long graclient

ami I sincerely hope we shall have none either

on a gradient or otherwise* * * I know of no
method by means of radial axle boxes which
would lessen the friction so as to re-

concile me to curves to anj' extent
of 330' radius.” Nearly twenty- years have
gone by, and thousands of miles of railway on
all kimls of gauges to all kinds of curves have
been built, since Messrs. Gregory and Moles-
worth thus darkened one another's counsel, yet
there is well nigh as much room for dissidence
now as then.

All wc know assuredly is :— First, that the
resistance duo to curves is mindi greater than
would appear from Moriison’s stale formula,
still given in Molesworth’s “ Pocket Book,” ac-
cording to which the mea.sxrre of the resistance
is the figure obtained by dividing the j)roduct
of weight of vehicle, co-elficient of friction of
wheel on rail, and gauge plus wheel-base by twice
the radius of curve. Second, that with a wheel-base
the same multiple of the gauge (and it should not

be less than twice), the destructiveness of anj'
given curve is less, the less the gauge. Hence
it is that to accommodate broad gauge rolling
stock to sharp^ curves, or (keeping to the particular)
to enable 6' 6" wagons to run round 5-chaiu
curves without absolutely ruinous wear and teai',

the wheel-base must needs be contracted to the
dimension appropriate to metre rolling stock,
namely 7 feet^ or thereabouts. Even so, the wear
and tear continues greater on the bi'oader gauge
by the amount due to the heavier axle-load,
speed being the same. Oil the curve tlie ex-
pedient is all to the bad, because vehicles whose
wheel-base is much under twice the gau^e have
a tendency to travel askew and spread the track •

they swerve now to this side, now to tliat’
striking the rail laterally with a force propor-
tioned to their momentum.
Let us get to figures. According to Mellen
ellington’s calculations, the destructiveness of

a 5-chain curve per ton of train weight would
be 61 per cent less on a metre than on a 5' 6"

gauge with a wheel-base in both cases approxi-
mately twice the gauge. And the same author’s
experiments on the New York Pennsylvania and
Ohio railway gave the following noteworthy
results: on two locomotive sections of equal
mileage, with the .same rolling-stock load,
the one virtually straight, the other con-
sisting for one-third its length of curves of
6‘37 chains radius and for the remaining two-
thirds virtually straight, the locomotive expenses
alone during the trial year were 7 per cent
greater on the curved than on the straight. The
gauge was 4'8|." A similar series of experi-
ments on the Ceylon 5'6" track should show that
locomotive expenses are at least 12 per cent
higher on sharp curve sections than on straight;
inoliably more, on account of the higher degree
of friction which obtains in climates like that
of Ceylon. The heavier wear and tear caused by
curvature is, of course, not confined to the
locomotive

; it is felt in almost every item of
operating expenses, notably in maintenance of
the track. Locomotive expenses are singled out
merely because the difference may be more readily
and accurately mea.sured. The third item of
certainty in the matter of curve and gauge is that
in broken country, the shorter the limiting radius of
curve the less the cost of construction; and (re-
peating what we have already said) the narrower
the gauge the less the danger .and damage accruino-
from this .source of economy. Lacking better
argument, the narrow-gaugers on the occasion of
a famous te.st run over the “seven foot way”
from Didcot to Goring, privily abstracted the
grease from Brunei’s axle-boxes. Under a similar
necessity the broad-gaugers, Messrs. Haivkshaw
and Bidder for example, have denied both these
propositions, or, to be quite accurate, they have
lielittled the saving to be effected by sharpening
the characteristic curve, and have .affirmed th.at
where a little railway can go, there, and n-ith
equed case, a big raihvay can go also. To such
amazing statements Avere truthful church-o-oim.-
men driven a quarter of a century ago in 'their
laud.ablc endeaveurs to prevent lireak of gaii-m.
Sir C. H. Gregory on the contrary (and^’tliese
samples of the extent to which opinion takes
the jihace of .ascertained fact in r.ailway
practice c.aniiot be too carefully pondered)
Sii C. H. Gregory Av.as so convinced' of the saviim
which might be effected in hill country by shorteif-
ing up the limiting radius of curve by even a
chain that, advising on the Nawalapitiya exten-
tion, he wrote, “if a s.acrifice of eHiciency must
be made in order to limit the cost of the extension
1. hVefelt tliat the sacrifice of the curves was
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ihe one wliich wouM prol>ably i)ro(lnce tlie largest
saving of cost with the least amount of injury”
and accordingly he made the characteristic curve
wliatitis beyond Nawalaintiya, one of 5-chains ra-

tlins. That he was right we will not say, in advising
5-chain curves, but his view of the clTect on cost

of construction was amply proved Ijy Mr. McNair’s
surveys .and estimates, according to which on
the line in question a dillerence of T.37 cli.ains in

the limiting radius of curve made a dilTcrence of

Kl 0 ,
0OU a mile, tlieline being in every other rt*-

spect tlie same.
Queensland supplies .another example. Tlie Ijis-

wich-Toowoomba r.ailway, 78 miles in length, w.as

in the first instance, .surveyed for a 4'’8.y' track

M'ith a char.acteristic curve of S’19 cli.ains, the

dimensions .adojited in the older colony of Jvew
South ^Yales. The cost being found prohibitive,

a new trace was surveyed for a .3'

'

6" railway of

the same quality but with a minimum curve of

5-chains radius. This w.as built by Messrs. Peto,

Rrassey (.t Petts at a total cost or 34°o less than
the estimate for the wider line, while on the

mount.ain section where the line crosses the Little

l.iverpool and Main ranges the saving was
ne.arly 70%. The Little Liver])ool r.ange 700',

and the Main langc 1400, above the level of

the surrounding district are cut up into long

thin spurs with deep, narrow, steep-walled r.avines

intervening
;

perhaps as dillicult a bit of

country from .an engineer’s ])oint of view

.as any' in the world
;
the kind of country where

.a (litTcrence of .a chain in railius of curve makes
an enormous difference in cost of construction.

In this ease close surveys .and estimates showed

that in the item of vi.aducts alone a reduction

from 8 -i!) to 5 cli.ains would effect a reduction in

cost of no less th.an £29,000 per mile on the 22-iuile

.section (1865 prices).

Much of what has been said under the he.ad

of curve and gauge might with cijual propriety

have been said under the he.ad of

ALIGNMENT AND GAUGE.

We have .seen why and to what extent sharp

curves are less injurious the narrower the track.

With a grip on tlie practical corollary therefrom,

namely that sharp curves may be more freely

used in setting out a metre gauge railway than

one of 5 ' 6", there should be no ditHculty in ap-

prehending the following crucial propositions.

First, that except it may be in crossing a billiard

table, tlie .alignment to a bro.ad g.auge will rarely

coincide with .an .alignment to a narrow' gauge, the

divergence being grc.ater the more broken the

country, the more closely it resembles the spur

and <'iilly type of formation. Second that a com-

parative 'est'im.ate of the cost of a narrow' gauge

r.aihvay to the alignment of one of bro.ad gauge

is unfair and fallacious ;
and the more fallacious the

more dillicult the country to be traversed. A metre

track shouUl be allowed to pick its w'ay, and to tal<£

full advantage of the greater facility with which

it can mould itself to the n.atural contours of

the
'
surface, and thus elude the nece.ssity for

tunnels, cuttings, lofty embankments, and the

lorn'- culverts w'hich lofty embankments ent.ail.

To "coerce a narrow gauge railway to the res-

tricted alignment of one of wider type is to

throw' away a main source of its handine.ss

and cheapness.

The fallacy should now be obvious which

vitiates the cut-and-dry method cinployed

iu Westminster to calculate tne saving in

the item of earthworks resulting from a reduction

of •aiKm :
“ suhtr.actthe cost of a par.allelogram

of 'the” width of the difference of gauge and of

the depth .and height corre.sponding with tluat

of the cuttings and emb.ankments ”—quietly assum-
ing, the reader will note, that in country broken
up into spurs and gullies and on prairie or veldt
as smooth as your Sund.ay h.at, the alignment
of the two will he the same ! Where an oro-

grajihical survej' is .available sufficiently det.ailcd

to show the contour lines for every tenth foot
ot altitude, alignment .and quantities for a marrow
gauge line m.ay be ajiproximately workoil out
from the jdans and estimates for a, broad g.auge ;

but where as in Ceylon no such datum exists

an absolutely independent survey is indispensable.
And the assumption that all gauges mii.st travel
from terminal to terminal by exactly the same route
is mislc.adiiig with respect not onlj' to earthworks,
but to such costly features as tunnels, viaduct.s,

bi idges and culverting .also
;
how misleading may

be inferred from the inst.ance alre.ady cited of

the viaducts on the Queensland Southern and
Western Kaihvay.

GRADIENT AND GAUGE.

Were railw.ays straight and level throughout,
locomotives might be smaller or tniins much
heavier, so little would be the tractive jiower
reiiuircd—s.ay from 6 lbs. to 18 lbs. jier ton of

gross weight behind the engine, according to

speed, climate, .and conditions of road and roll-

ing stock
;
w ith about thrice this pow'er of pull

for starting. Hut very few railw.ays are level

throughout
;
most have ,a very appreci.ablc per-

cent.age of their length on the slope
;
the Indian

metre lines, for instance, have about 2U per cent,

say 400 miles, of their united length on gradients
worse than 1 in 200. The wm'st gradient on a
line determines the weight of its locomotives,

.and with it all those items of construction .and

mainten.ance which in their turn are ruled by
the travelling lo.ad.

Hut the influence of givadients does not
end here

;
it is felt in cost of h.aulage

also. For a gradient adds to the work of haul-

ing the train, the much h.arder .and costlier

work of lifting it, and this ata r.ate such that the
vertical rise per cent of distance traversed, the
gradient in plain phrase, expres.ses the percentage
of the train-lo.ad added to the resistance of

haulage on the level. Thus if the re.sistance

to haulage on the level be 10 lb. ]ier ton of train-

lo.ad, a gr.adient of 1 per cent (=one foot of

rise per 100 feet length of r.ail) would .add

22'5 lb. per ton of tr.ain load to the work to be

done by the locomotive ; a gr.adient of 2 per

cent (1 in 50) would add 45 lb.
; one of 2'5per

cent (1 in 40) 56 lb.
;
and so on. Or take a

locomotive whose weight is so distributed .as to

throw 18 tons of it on the coupled wheels.

Then reckoning its tr.active power .at one-sixth

the insistant weight, and the tr.active j)ower re-

quired jier ton of train lo.ad on the level at 10 lb.,

such a locomotive should move 672 tons—on
the level. Hut now see the reduction of haulage
cap.acity when the train requires to be lifted .as

well as (lulled : On a gr.adient of 1 per cent, the
locomotive would bo equal to a load of no more
than about 260 tons ;

on one ot 2 per cent. 120

tons ;
and on one of 2'5 per cent. 100 tons only.

In view of these facts it should be easy to un-
derstand why where .a heavy traffic is to be ]iro-

vided for, no outl.ay is begrudgeil to secure a level

track, the saving in h.aul.age and uiikccii more
than coverin ; interest on the extra capital thus

exiiended. Oil? concerH, however, is with cases

of light traffic, with c.ases, therefore w’here the
limit set to capital cx])cndilure by the jirospec-

tive returns is soon reached. Here the ludme
consideration is a cheap line, and sharp curves
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and steep gradients, cum mult is aliis, are resoi ted

to as making for cheai>ness. But these expedients

(and the fact cannot be too clearly kept in mind),

all entail some sacrifice of elliciency, sonie in-

crease of operating expenses, and are justifiable

only as the alternative to no railway at all—the

predicament of most projects which hinge on

trafiic “in sifdit.”

Of expedients for cheapening first cost, curvature,

as we liave seen, is less objectionable on narrow
than on broad gauges. In the use of gr.adicnts,

on the other h.and, all gauges enjoy pretty much
the same facility with the exception of those

of less than one meti’e, which labour under tlie

disadvantage explained in an earlier article. In

all cases tlie train has to he lifted, and the extra

work tlius thrown on the locomotive is in no wise

affected by the space between tlie wheels.

When however, gradients are complicated by
curvature, and in hilly countries the one is

seldom found M'ithout the other, then gauge
begins to tell, and the metre and its congener

the 3' 6" resume their superiority in this res-

pect over the 4' and 5' 6«. It is customary
to represent the effect of curvature on gradient

as the equivalent of an increase in tlie angle of

inclination, according to a formula devised by
the late Professor Rankine of Glasgow. But the

formula does not square with the observed facts

of experience, and it would be nearer the mark
to represent the combination of curve and gradi-

ent as equivalent to a sharpening of the curve.

CUOLY LABOUR IN S. INDIA ANU THE
SUPPLY FOR THE STLAfTS.

EXTRACTS FROM REPORT ON A VISIT TO
SOUTHERN INDIA.

By Mr. E. V. Carey, Chairjian, Selangor Planters’

Association.

As soon as I arrived at Negapatam I at once went
to see Dr. Hardaker, who gave me application forms
for four licenses (one for myself and three for ray

Canganies) and a letter to the Assistant Collector, a

native gentleman, who after hearing what I had to

say, sent me on to the Port Officer, it being
apparently the custom that the latter official should
signify his approval of the applicant before the

licenses could be issued. Having survived this ordeal

I obtained my licenses, free of cost, but before avail-

ing myself of the privileges which they conferred
upon me, I had again to take them to be counter-

signed, by the Port Officer and Emigration Agent.
The time occupied by these proceedings was exactly

live days, the previous record having been, I was told,

a month, so I had every reason to consider myself
extremely lucky; but I could not hcl]) thinking that

the matter would be much simplified if licenses

were issued direct on Dr. Hardaker’s recommenda-
tion, which surely should he sufficient. 'There

does not seem to be any other objection to the
system of compulsory licensing, which to some
extent prevents irregular rocruting by persons vhose
representations, as a rule quite false, must in the
end do considerable harm to the cause of emigration
to this country.
During my stay in Ni-gapatam, whilst wailing for

my licenses. I took the oppotunity of sounding
IMessrs. Adamson, Maetugg.ai t & Co. and IMessr.s.

Gauapilliiiy Pillai V Co., both of wdiom recruit in-

dentured labour, with a vio\t' to ascertaining whether
tiiey would undertake the supply of tree coolies
also. The latter firni refused point blank on the
ground that they were prevented by law and also
that they could not work the two businesses harmo-
niously. Messrs. Adamson, Mact.aggart & Co., how-
ever, acting upon my suggestion, addressed the
Goveruinent upon the subject and endeavoured to
find out what the legal position was, but up to the

time of my depai’ture they had received no reply
j

they, however, expressed their willingness to recruit
for us no reasonable terms provided no legal difficul-

ties existed.

After some trouble and a lengthy search
through many Immigration and Emigration Acts
and Ordinances, I unearthed a Madras General
Order dated 15th May, 1888—a copy of which
I have handed to the Honoi-ary Secretary for in-
formation of members—which does not seem to have
been repealed and which covers copy of a Circular
addressed by the then Acting Indian Immigration
Agent, Penang, to Estate Managers in the Colony
and the Native States. This Circular, which pur-
ports to have the force of law, is worded as follows,

and is dated Penang, 8th November, 1887 ;—“ I am
directed to inform you that the followidg rules are
to be observed with reference to the recruiting of

labour in India. («) All recruiters arriving in India
w’ith a letter from the Indian Immigration Agent
and those appointed by the agents of the planters
there shall take out licences in India, {h) No agent
or recruiter shall receive any commission on coolies

not entered in the list of indentured coolies (Prom A).

“ 2. I will ask you to be good enough to com-
municate the above rules to your Agents in India

—

(Signed) H A Thompson, Acting Indian Iinmigration
Agent."

Commenting upon the above rules the Madras
Government, in the same Government Order, p. 9

para 5, has the following ;
—“ The proposal that

agents and recruiters shall not receive a commis-
sion for any emigi’ants not entered in Form A cannot
of course be enforced by this Government."

The position, briefly summarised, is therefore this

:

the planter may go to India and recruit free coolies,

he may send his native agent from here for the same
purpose providing he pays him no commission; but
he cannot employ even the most respectable and
trustworthy agents at Negapatam to do the same
thing because he is not allowed to pay such agents
any commission, free coolies not being entitled to
have their names entered in Register A, which
is reserved for indentured labour only. This, I

venture to think, is an exceedingly anomalous
and untenable jiosition, and I have no doubt that
when it is pointed out to the Government exceptions
will be made in the esse of firms and agents of
standing and position. The fact of the Madras Go-
vernment declining to enforce the Order referred to

does not do away with the difficulty in Penang, which
must clearly be set right, for such enormous and
comprehensive powers are conferred upon the Immi-
gration Agent there by Indian Immigration Ordi-
nance, No. V. of 1884, that it is conceivable that
coolies recruited on commission through Indian agents
(the fact having become known to the Penang autho-
rities) might not be allowed to proceed to their des-
tinations in Selangor.

Leaving Negapatam I went for a 10-days’ round
of the recruiting grounds at which I ho])ed to collect
coolies, visiting Madura, Chittambaram, Kumbolconum.
Tirip.itooroo, Tullikapetty and other towm and vill.i.-

ges. Wherever I w^ent I found the coolies willing
enough to listen to all I had to say and m Miy of them
to come with me, though somewhat sceptical as to the
existence of such a place as Selangor, with its salu-
brious climate, high wages and already settled Tamil
community.

I regret that I am unable to announce wluvt the
nett result of my t.ip w’as, as the (’angania-i I left

behind have not com; iu yet; but I bedievo ihat I
have secured 100 to 150 coolies, which w.is all that
I wanted, and lam ceitiiii that had I been able to stay
iu In.lia for two months or so myself I could have re-
cruited 500 if I In, I Ij.mn desirous of doing so. In
one or two villages I found coolies who had been
over to the Straits, but under indentures, and it

was only when I explained that I proposed to enter
into no contract with them, that 1 could in these
cases obtain a hearing at all, the native recruiters
who had got at them in the first instance having,
according to their own accounts, misled them not a
little.
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To 8uin up, I attribute the poor influx of Tamil
labour into this country to the following caiise=

(1) Want of advertisement—the vast majority 01 the
coolies I spoke to only knew the Straits by name
as “ Singapore ” and had not heard of Selangor at
all

; (2) The heavy and steady drain upon the
villages from the tea and coffee estates in India
and emigraition to other and better-known countries.
In connection with which it may here be stated
that the “ congestion ” cry appears to be much
exaggerated

; (3) The prevalence of the truck
system, by which the labourer is practically kept
always in debt to the “ Jemindar ” or heidman,
leasee of the land on which he lives, where he
works, and from which he consequently often ''’>eri-

ences great difficulty in getting away
; (

4)
The sys-

tem of recruiting as adopted by the agents of in-

dentured immigration

—

vtz., R16 per head paid to

native recruiters for every coolie brought to the depot
at Negapatam and passed by the Medical Officer.

The recruits may not have had a rupee spent upon
them, but the recruiter gets his money all the same,
and these men are naturally strongly opposed to

free labour operations where strict accounts of ex-

penditure have to be kept. They are also practi-

cally the only i-ecruiters the coolies in the villages

have any experience of, and I should say the large
majority of them are men who as long as they
secure recruits, care little how they get them

;
and

consequently command neither the respect nor the
confidence of the inhabitants.

Although I saw many gaudy posters in the offices

of the Negapatam houses which were supposed to be
distributed as labour advertisements through the
villages, I never came across one of them there my-
self, nor did I meet a single coolie who had seen one

Indentuued Immiguation.—

S

o much has been said

of the unsuitability and poor physique of the coolies

sent over through the agency of Messrs. Adamson,
Mactoggart & Co., and other firms in Negapatam
and elsewhere, that I took the opportunity of visit-

ing the depot, which is situated in a rather out-of-

the-way quarter of Negapatam, whilst several batches
of these coolies were being examined by the Medical
Officer prior to despatch to the Straits. The
depot was a large airy building kept scrupulously
clean, and the accepted recruits were as fine look-

ing a lot of men and women as one could wish to

see—indeed. Dr. Hardaker turned away several as
unsuitable whom as far as physique went I would
have been uncommonly glad of myself,—on the ground
that their hands were not hardened by manual labour,

or that they belonged to other than an agricultural

caste. Each man was made to use the mammotty
or chaugkoi in the presence of Dr. Hardaker
until the sweat ran off his back, in order that
his knowledge of the use of this instrument, which
is more commonly used than any other for digging
purposes, might be thoroughly tested. I also learnt

that, in the case of Messrs. Adamson, Mactaggart
& Co., a member of that firm almost invariably ins-

pected their new recruits, after his Government ex-

amination, in order that there might be no doubt as

to their fitness for exportation as agricultural

l.ibourers. I went over to India prepared to find the

whole system of indentured immigration rotten, as I

bclievetl it, and as I know numbers of planters believe

it, to be. Hut I soon saw for myself that it had a

great deal to recommend it and that in many res-

pects it was excellently worked, especially in every

jjarticular connected with the depot at Nagapatam.
It is the more to beregrctted therefore that the many
diawbacks which the system possesses, and which I

do not propose to touch upon now', render it so un-

acceptable to planters who have been accustomed to

free labour, that they do not care to avail them-
selves of its provisions and assistance.

_

The solution to the whole labour difficulty is to

devise some means by which a sufficiency of labour

may be attracted to the country, and not to com-

pete for what we already have.

Genrual.—

I

strongly recommend that the Asso-

ciation should have a native agent travelling by every

steamer to and from Negapatam to look after and
assist all coolies whose passages have been paid for

them by our Negapatam agents, and who unless in

charge of some responsible and recognised guffie,

might easily get adrift in Penang.—E. V. CAHEY.
New Amherst Estate. 27th July, 1895,

AN IDKA FOR CA ITTA LISTS.

Mr. (lambier Holton, F.Z.S.
,

who ought to

know, say.s that there is money in wihl-heast rais-

ing. Ile.saj's tliat an extremely lar^e hn.siness is

only waiting to he worked up in this line. Its aim
would he to supply specimens to the ever-increa-sing

numher of private and pnhlic collections. A i>ieco

of laml on the south coast, well sheltered from
north and east winds, and with a sandy soil, is re-

commended hy Mr. Holton as the most suitahlo

site for this novel farm. How' to stock it !
“ A

small ex[)cdition, alreatly seriously talked about,

would produce the African m.ammals, such ,as lions,

zebras, hii)popotamus, the r.arer antelopes, ami
eventually giraffes and elephants ;

while a skilleil

buyer sent to Singapore could obtain tigers, Mala-
y.an t.apirs, and other Asi.atic mammals ; and bi.sou,

wapti, and pronghorn anteh)pes can still be pur-

chased in Can.ada and America.” Mr. Holton has

no fears of the result of a well-managed enterprise

on these lines.

—

New Budget^ Aug. 15 .

LIHEUIAN COFFEE IN ^YYNAAD. -

To Editor, M. Mail.

Sir,—Your issue of the 22nd instant contains a let-

ter on Liberian coffee, w'ritten by Mr. II. H. Winter-
botham, of Vayitri, to the Agri-Horticultural Society,

Madras. As this gentleman has, I believe, a longer
experience of Liberian coffee in Wynaid than any
other planter, his opinions are valuable and should
carry weight

;
but, in the course of the above let-

ter, he makes two statements to which excep-
tion must be taken. He says:—“The fylberiau

we find will grow from .500 feet to 3,000 feet."

Again :—“ It seems to bear very satisfactoi-ily

from 2,0n0 feet to 2, .500 feet.” This would mean,
by implii-ation, that 3,000 feet is the highest
elevation at which the cultivation of Liberian coffee

could be successfully undertaken in Wynaad. This
is a mistake; for in Nellacotta (S.E. Wynnad) we
have very fine specimens which yield large crops, at

an elevation of some .5,000 feet. I have some GO

trees, two of which wore planted, as far as I can
learn, about 18 years ago. These later are .30 feet

in height, and bear he.avily every year. They are
now cov('red with immature fruit, the April blossom
having been a fine one. The other trees, planted
many ye rs later, are from 12 to 1,5 loot in

height, and also bear well. Avondale Estate con-
tains two fine Ijiberian trees; while on Devera
Shola Estati' there are quite a number, 3(X) per-

haps at a rough guess, all of which crop heavily.

No Nellakotta planter has gone in for Liberian on
anything like a large scale; but from the specimens
extant it is quite evident tliat this species of coffee

would do well. The limit of its successful cultiva-

tion can therefore be safely increased in Wynaad
to 5,000 feet.

Mr. Winterbotham says ;
—“The sample of this

giant kind .... has lately been valued at

85s. to 90s. in London, or say 10s. per cwt.
less than ‘Arabica.’” Tlie proof of the pudding
is in the eating, and Messrs. Patry and Pasteur's
Market Hepovt for the week ending the 24th July
contains the sale )irice at auction of a consignment
of Wynaad Liberian (from S. Wynaad 1 take it.

and the first consignment I think ever sent Ilonu'i,

“3 bags Wynaad Liberian " arc there stated to have
realised 71s )>er cwl.. " .3 bags Travanenre liiborian

''

brought 1 (i ]ier cwt. less
:
and 1 gre.itly doubt wbetlu r

it would be sale ('Vev to reckon on higher jiriees

tli.in these. 78 bag-i .loboiv Ll.ierian fetched tl.e

high price of 8(is (id per cwt. It would bo inUacst-
ing to know the reason for this largo difference.
Probably the latter is a bettor variety with a finer

beau. Toda.
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ART EXPORTS.
If we examine tlie retuvn.s of nearly every

Eastern country we shall see the lar<,'e proportion

tliat art productions bear to the general volume
of exports. .Japan i)robahIy takes tlie lead in

tliis respect, and China makes a very respect-

able second, while many other countries at

least make a respectable show. Rut Ceylon is

almost entirely outside the category of art-ex-

porting countries. India makes a show with

the ])"oducts of her looms, with her Benares and
Delhi work, and with the large quantity of carveil

furniture jn-oduced in the Bombay Presidency.

Why should Ceylon form .such a notable excep-

tion in tliis resncct ? For it is undoubted that

anmng the Kandyans, at all events, the faculty if

not the genius for art is original. The taste shown
in the designs of many Kandyan buildings of a

f'irmer age, anil in connection with certain work
in metals, evidence the originality of this pos-

session. Those designs have no parallel in

any other country. They .are unique. Anyone
e.an recognise their features, yhle by side with

tlie work of Indi.a, Burma, Siam, or China, the

trained eye immediately and without ditUculty

separates the work of the ancient Kandyan archi-

tect. It has a distinct and early recognisable

style that is by no means delicient in .attractive

fe.atures and p.articnlarity. It is safe, there-

fore, to say that we have an ori<dnal

school of art' among us, and the question there-

upon follows why it remains so undeveloped and
so unappreciated that its results bear no place

in our export list? We have he.ard it .argued that

there is no appreciation of Kandyan productions

in European countries, that they are not suited

to the taste cultiv.ated therein. But Japanese
art is at least as eccentric as or even more so

than, that of Ceylon, and yet the demand for

its productions in Europe, far from waning,

seems to increase day by day. E.xperts tell

lu that it is colouring that determines appre-

ciation by European taste, and that the .Ja[ian-

ese excel in this. Well, it must be admitted,

we think, that Kandyan taste, with its affection

for bright yellows and the sharp contrast that

the use of these enforce, .are scarcely con-

sonant. with the canons of European taste. If

this be* so, it .seems a pity that failure to please

in one department of art should exclude our

n.ative productions from ap)»reci<ation by outsiders.

Does it of necessity follow that because crudity

in colour has existed through m.any ages that

it must necessarily continue to def.ace native

art ? That crudity is at least peculiar ami dis-

tinctive ; but if it doe.s not please, might not

innovation upon it be allowed without c.arrying

the stigma of Philistinism ? Who, in Ceylon, is

c.)in])atent to advise and aid to some useful

result.

CEYLON AND OTHER TEAS IN
AUSTRALIA.

(From Alfred Harvei/ tb Co.’.s M.mthhj
Tea Report .

)

Meluourne, Aug. 2d.

GEKER.iL.—The see ml series of siles of Foo-
chow teas was held on the 14th, wlie i equ il to

21,000 half-chests were offei’ed, of svhich 17, 50J found
buyers, the withdrawals, as in the first series, being
almost confined to low grade cotnmon congou. Dur-
ing the interval between the first and second sales,

almost all held over from the fir.st sales have found
buyers at prices then demanded. The selecton in

the second ca>-go w .s, though liinitsd, miinly good
useful Panyong kinds, and for these the biddings
were spirited throughout at 5 per cent, advance upon
opening sales,

32

2j'5

Some small sales of Indi.ans ex “ Bucephalus "

were held on the 23rd, at which there w.is no change
in value, and biddings were dull. Much larger
printings will claim attention today—some 4,1500

chests. The bulk shows no improvement in quality,
and there is an increasing number of poor Kangra
Valley and hindered growths boldly marked Dar-
jeeling. It is almost a pity some of the more
venturesome shippers do not send these uia Colombo,
marked with some cr.ick Ceylon garden, and so
avoid injuring the good name of one of their best
districts.

Ceylon teas continue in very limited supply, and
in consequence there has been a gradual firmness
in all grades, with a substanti.al advance in good
quality, especially fine and finest. Both the Foo-
chovv and Colombo markets are well above local

values, and Calcutta remains without change. Stocks
in bond on the 10th were 2,589,946 lb., against

3, .576,816 lb. at same time last year.

CEYLON.—Shipments are 3,331,000 lb., against

2,200,000 lb. at tno same time last year
;
or an in-

crease of over 1,000 000 lb. in less than throe months.
Consumption is evidently much larger, as there is

little or uo stock on this market, and latter arrivals

having been small, prices advanced for all kinds,

more especially for hill-grown, fine quality showing
Id to l^d advance. Prices paid were :—For dust,

5Id to 5|d
;

bold red leaf, 55d to 5jd ;
good leaf

pekoe souchongs, 6Jd to I^d
;

pekoes, 6\d ti 8.i
;

broken and orange pskoes, 7JI to lljd for choice.

Stocks in bond on the 10th were 369,625 lb.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Too MUCH Virtue in Te.v Le.vves.—We had occa-

sion las. week to refer to the hostility to tea shown
by some medical men. Weeannoav give an instance

where too much virtue was ascribed to the leaf.

A chemist’s assistant named Perdue recently appeared
before the coroner for East London in connection
with the death of a child. Perdue, in the course
of the evidence he gave, said: “I have attended
the sick, the dying, and bereaved in various parts
of London.” “Then the sooner you give it up the
better for your p itients and the safer for yourself,”

remarked the coroner encouragingly. “ I am fully

aware of it,” continued to the unabaslied chemist’sassis-

tant, “ but I never charge anything from anybody,
and its wonderful what 1 can do with my skill.”

“What can you do?” asked Mr. Baxter. “I can
make anything out of tea leaves,” answered the wit-

ness
;

“ it’s really wonderful what you can do with
them if you only try.” “But that does not give

you the right to act as a doctor,” suggested the

coroner. “I live only to do good to others,” replied

Perdue, “and if I do wrong I will stand the risk.”

“Do you mike your meJicine of tea leaves?”
queried Mr. Baxter. The young m in, whom the

coroner called foolish because of his answers, denied
the impeachment, but those who smelled a bottle

produced declared that the deeoction smelled strongly
of till fragrant plant. According to the testimony
of a duljf qualifiel doct >r, the stuff Perdue had pres-

cribed was harmless, anl the child’s death really

resulted from bronchitis.

A Te.a. Leaf Adept.—Interviewed by a Press re-

presentative, Mr. Perdue revealed some further se-

crets in connection with his use of tea-leaves. The
reporter found Mr. Perdue ha’vd at work with his

hands buried deep in a brown troacley compound,
which proved to be his own new and original pre-

paration for the cure of gout. Leaving his bowl of

ointment, he led the way to iiis tea-leaf repository

at the back of his premises. There, acco '.ling to his

own sweet w'ill, he either turns the tea-loaf into boot

blacking or ink. For the manufacture of the former
th o leaves are put through a drug press, then through
various degrees of oxi las; i anl finally mixil with
sugar, vaseline, and oils. The result is a solid com-
pound, which Is cutup into halfpenny cakes, not unlike

burnt coffee, and solid as blacking. The ink is made
by a different process, but this Mr. Perdue keeps
hermetically sealed in his bosom. Whatever may
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be his true title to fame he has certainly an in-
ventive turn of mind, and has succeeded in getting
himself his ideas, and his waves much talked about in
the locality.

A New Tea Company.—Under the title of the
Tiugri Tea Company. Limited, a company has been
registered by Collyer, Bristow & Go., 4, Bedford
Row, W.C., with a capital of 400,070 in 10 shares.
Object, to acquire the business of te.a, coffee, and
cinchona planters and cultivators, as hitherto o.u’ried
on by the Tingri Tea Company, Limited, in the
province of Assam, in accordance with an agree-
ment expressed to be made between the said Tingri
Tea Company, Limited, and G. G. Anderson (the
liquidator thereof) of the one part and W. Ground-
water, on behalf of this company, of the other part,
and to carry on and extend the same.—//, and C.
Moiii

CAMPHOR IN FORMOSA.
Camphor.—The actual quantity of this valuable pro-

duct shipped from Tamsui was larger in 1894 than
in 1893 by about 1,000 cwt., but the average price
obtained in Hong Kong was less per picul of 133J
lb. by TOO Haikwan tael for the same period. This
and exchange account for the fall in total value
from .416,836 to 490,149. There were unusual fluctu-
ations of price during the year. The quotations in
Hong Kong during the June quarter touched a
lower level th in for many years previously, while
for the latter six months of the year prices re-

covered themselves partly owing to the disturbed
state of tne producing districts which threatened the
supply, and partly in consequence of the war and an
anticipated blockade .—Comutar Heoorl for 1891.

OOLONG TEA IN FORMOSA.
Oolong Tea is both the cause and the condition of

the commercial prosperity, not only of North Formo.sa,
but in great measure of the neighbouring mainland
port of Amoy. And whereas not many years ago
Tamsui might have been regarded almost as a
dependency of the former port, it is a question
whether the rela'ive position would not soon be
reversed were the normal political status of Formosa
to remain unchanged. The total export for the year
under review was very nearly 18,300,000 lb., valued
at 4480,566, against •20,017,000 lb., valued at 4730,590
in 1893. In mere bulk this is a falling off of some
1,700,000 lb. Nevertheless the true Formosa crop
was probably larger than in 1893, and the smaller
figures are due to a satisfactory cause, the decrease,
namely, in the import of inferior teas from the
mainland for mixing with the island-grown leaf.

As much as 60,000 half-chests, or 2,580,000 lb., it

is estimated (though this may perhaps be too
high) sliould be deducted from the export of

1893 on this account. The firm stand made in

1894 by the foreign buyers in declining to accept te.as

containing more than a certain percentage of dust
had a good effect. The great feature of the tea
season of the year under review was the settlement
of nearly half the entire crop in Tamsui itself. Such
a proportion has never been achieved before. The
figures are for 1891, purchased in Tamsui 206,000
half-chests : in Amoy, 2'20,000.* For the previous
year the totals were, bought in Tamsui, 160,0;X)

;
in

Amoy, 305,000 half-chests. The standard of the crop,

taken all round, was decide lly satisfactory, and
showed more c ireful preparation Oy tlie Chinese than
the crop of 1893. Tne autumn pickings were much
better than any autumn teas for some seasons. Dollar

prices were naturally high, owing to low exchange,
and the country growers m.ide money. So also did

the native packers. And I m ly add that it is

understood that the foreign firms eiigiged in this

branch of commerce have no reason to bo dissatisfied.

Many n.ative tea buyers closed their lioiigs and re.

turned to the miinlinl when tir; w ir u.th Japin

* Oilier figures wliicli i have seen show an even closer

approach to absolute equality.

commenced, a step which made matters considerably
easier for the foreigners who remained and did

business. The export of I'ouchoiiy Tea for Chinese,
in the buying of whicli only native firms take part,

increased by about nUfiOOlb.—'Coimdar Ileport for 1S91.

.
TOBACCO IN FIJI.

Mr. Sutherland, the local manager of the Nadroga
Tobacco Company, has been in town for the last day
or two. He i-eporfcs h iviug harvested twenty acres
of tobacco, which is no .v in the drying houses. Some
60 acres more are also in a forward state, and will

soon be ready for cutting. The growth of the to-

bacco, we are glad to learn, is quits up to expecta-
tions, and le.aves little to be desired -with re.spe’ct

thereto.—Ft'/i Times, July 31.

TEA AND TARIFFS IN PER.SIA.
Some light is thrown on the revolution in the tea

trade which has recently occurred in Persi« by the
following extracts from the report for the financial

year 1894 95 on the trade of Khorassan by Consul
liingler Thomson :

—

The customs regulations as they affect British trade
are as follows :—Persian and Afghan goods are charged
a duty of 5 per cent, ad valorem. The importation
of European and Anglo-Indian goods is forbidden,
except pepper, ginger, and some other drugs (3

gold r per pond, 33lb) : black tea (25 paper
r per poud)

;
green tea (14r 40c, paper, and

6r, paper, per poud, according to quality).
Green teas destined for Transcaspia aud Bok-
hara may be sent in tramifc by Bitoum, Biku, or
Ozanada, either to Ashkabad or to Bokhara, where
the above duty must be piid. Now it is this last

apparently simple clause which is to cause a revolution
in trade here. In the first place, the natives of
Russian Central Asia drink nmie but green tea, afid

up till now all of it has pissed through either
Afghanistan or Persia. Bit the dues in Afghinistin
being very heavy, and the country sometimes
disturbed, that route is not popular, and the great
bulk of the green tea (either C.iinese or Indian) has
been brought from Bombay via Bandar Abb is to
iMeshel, and then sent on to Russian territory.
In Persia, if the tea belongs to a British or
R issian subject, only 5 per cent, ad valorem
is paid on it; and, until the now regulations
were introduced, 2j per cent only was paid on the
Russian frontier, and 2J par cent more if it was
despatched to Bokh ira. Tlien if it entered Turkistan
14r per poud was levied on it. If the tea is the
property of a Persian subject, the duty is nearly
10 per cent in Persia. The Chinese green tea is

superior to the Indian, and costs about double as
much, and therefore little or none of the Indian
green tea entered Turkistan. But under the now
regulations, the tea is to be taxed 5 to 10 per cent
in Persia, and 6r or 14r 49e (paper), according to
quality, on the Russian frontier, an 1 nothing in
Turkistan. In other words, the tei for Transcaspia
aud Bokhara, which comes by this route, is to be taxed
something like 50 per cent. The Russians, however,
have hit upon a very clever plan, whereby the
whole of the duty hitherto paid in Persia, say at
least 48,000, will be swept into their pockets, after
bein^ multiplied by about ten (of course much de-
pends upon exchange), and yet the price of Indian
reen tea in Transcaspia and Bjkiiir.i (.vucro it is

runk) will only be very slightly raised. Too Chinese
green tea will become, it is true, nearly 50 per cent
dearer in Bokhara

;
but in 'L'urkistan it will become

considerably cheaper, and tlie Indian green te.i so
much cheiper tint nowit will probably find a sale
in Turkist in.

HOW IT IS WORXEI).

It has bean managed in this wiy : Up till January
bait, all tea, black or green, arriving at Bl.ick Sea
ports, paid a duty of 21r (gold) p'r pout(3'i lb). The
gold rouble is an imigini.y [li ice of money. The
only gold coins in Hunii are half imporiiis, a. id
these are e(pial to 5r (gold) eacii. At the present
moment 41 sterling is worth about 9r 3U (pap«r),
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and a gold rouble is worth about IJ (paper). A
paper rouble should be of the same value as a gold

rouble, but such has not been the case since the Crimean
war

;
and its value at one time was only half that of the

gold rouble. Thus black and green teas arriving at

iilack Sea ports paid 21r (gold), or about 32r (paper)

duty per pond. But now a concession has been made
in favour of green tea, under which it may pass, in

transit, through Batoum for Central Asia on payment
of a duty of only Or or Hr 40c (paper) per poud,

according to quality. This great reduction in duty

cannot fail to cause that route to be adopted in

preference to the route through Persia for several

reasons.
, .

Firstly, the Russians have carefully worked it oiit,

and reckon that the expenses by way of Batoum will

save about 3r 12s per poud. If, then, we suppose 1 lb.

of Indian green tea to cost 81 in Bomb.iy, and 1 lb. of

Chinese 1 rupee, we get the following result; but

three factors must be kept in mind : 1. Exchange
has been calculated at 1 rouble equals 6 krans

equals 2 rupees, and it is sure to alter con-

siderably. 2. The rate of transport through Persia

to Bokhara (including the old rate of 10 per cent,

duty) has been calculated at 4a per lb
;
that is the

rate when forage is cheap and carriage easily pro-

curable, but otherwise it would be much dearer. 3.

The Russian estimate may be wrong, so that these

statistics must be taken for what they are worth.

This would make the Indian green tea 8c per 1 lb

dearer when brought by Batoum than it was before

January when brought via Persia, but the Russians

reckon it will only be perhaps 2o dearer. Secondly,

by the route through Persia the tea takes at least

three months to reach Bokhara from Bombay, and

often six, because transport is not always procurable,

especially when forage is scarce, or wells dry up, or an

arctic winter prevails. On the other hand, a merchant

steamer travels from Bombay to Batoum in twemty-

two days, and the remainder of the journey can be per-

formed by a traveller in six days. Goods, of course,

would take longer, but they should not take longer

than forty days in .all. Greon tea is all that may
pass in transit, at these rates via Batoum for Central

Asia ;
but it is expected that the route will be adopted

now ’for other goods, such as indigo and muslin. In-

deed, a large quantity of the former article has re-

cently been despatched that way. And there is no

doubt the regulations will be modified hereafter, if

necessary, so as to draw trade by the new route.

Jleantime the merchants here are very angry and

profess to be very suspicious about it, and

it is quite possible that some little time may elapse

before it- becomes really popular.

THE RUSSIANS INSIST ON THE BATOUM ROUTE.

The Russians themselves do not expect great results

all at once, if only because there is enough tea now

in Bokhara to supply Central Asia for two years.

The people here say the tea will be spoilt by the

long sea route. This old fallacy is exploded even

in Russia. Tea properly packed in lead-lined cases

cannot be affected by a sea journey of three weeks

in a well-founded modern steamer. Moreover, the

Chinese tea has, in any case, to undergo the sea

voyage from China to Bombay, and by the Persian

route from Bombay has another sea journey of ten

days. Tea gets more shaken several hours daily

upon the back of a pack-animal than in the hold

ot a vessel, and the case which contains it is

liable to more damage in the constant loading

and unloading it undergoes. Moreover, in the

former case it is likely often to be exposed

to heavy rain for hours together, and sometimes

to be immersed in water while the animals are

wading through rivers. This happened recently to a

couple of cases of tea which were brought here

through Afghanistan.—The merchants say, too, that

the tea will be impregnated with naphtha passing

through Baku, &c. They also declare that numerous

vexatious restrictions exist in Russia which neutra-

lise the other benefits. There may be some truth in

this, but one point they brought forward was found

to be exaggerated. They stated that a deposit equal

to three times the value of the tea is demanded

at Batoum, and not refunded for three months. This ia

what really happens : On arrival at Batoum the tea
is sealed and despatched to Baku, where it is ex-
amined, and a deposit taken equal to the customs
duty which will eventually be paid on it ac Askhabad
or Bokhara. Then it is shipped to Ozanada (across
the Caspian) where the weight is checked. After
this, if the owner wishes again to scnl on the tea,

in sealed waggons, the customs agent at Ozanada at
once gives him an oi-der for the refund of the de-
posit at Baku, and the tea is sent on to Askhabad
or Bokhara, where the duty must be paid. If, how-
ever, the owner wishes to send on the tea unsealed
from Ozanada the deposit ia not refunded until in-

formation is received that the duty has been paid
on the tea at its destination. The Bokharan merchants,
who have no agents at Baku, may pay the duty at
Bokhara, and it is now being arranged that no
deposit at all will be required, and that the duty
will simply be taken at Askhabad or Bokhara.
Several points in the regulations are necessarily only
tentative. The Russians mean that the Batoum route
shall be adopted, and they are likely to have their

way. Meanume, as abovestatod because Bokhara is

now overstocked, they expect very little green tea at
Batoum for a year or two. But the merchants who
hurried their teas across the frontier to evade the
new rules have been in a measure checkmated, for

the inner customs cordon at Samarkand and else-

where is not to be withdrawn at any rate until

July 1st to 13th next. Curious to relate, green
tea has, since the new tariff came into force,

been arriving at Meshed in just the same quanti-
ties as formerly, and it is being sent across the
frontier and paying the new duty. Of course, this

tea was ordered six or nine months ago, but it is

quite possible that green tea will continue to arrive

here for some little time to come. Orientals are
very conservative, and especially suspicious of novel
methods, but once convinced where their pockets
are affected they soon adopt them. The man who
introduced sewing-machines into Persia was ruined
because no one would have anything to do with
them for a long time. Now they are as much in
use in the towns as in India.

THE EFFECT OF THE NEW REGULATIONS.
The new regulations, then, are causing this re-

volution in trade here. European and Indian articles
are rigidly excluded from Russian Central Asia, ex-
cept necessaries, such as tea, indigo, muslin, pepper,
and spices, which Russia cannot her.self supply, and
these, too, are, as we think, pretty heavily taxed.
But we must remember that the new customs system
will cost a great deal to maintain, and that in
Russia proper all foreign goods are heavily taxed.
Indeed, the taxation on this frontier is light com-
pared with it and the Hr taxation on Indian tea
is a distinct concession to England. Had 14r.

40c been charged on all green tea the people
would have been compelled to drink nothing but
Chinese tea. Of course, the Bokharans who had been
drinking Indian tea would then have had to pay
double or treble (for a better quality, however), and
there would have been some discontent, but still it

could have been done. In Russia a peasant has to
pay 2s 6d per lb. for the worst tea (the duty is 21
gold r, equals at present 32 paper r per poud

;
a poud

is equal to 36 English or 40 Russian lb.) The tea
drunk by the middle and upper classes costs from
7s to 11 s per lb. In Central Asia Indian green tea
will hardly cost Is per lb.

Black tea can now pay 25 paper r on this
frontier, or 21 gold r (i.e., about .32 paper) at Batoum.
It remains to be seen which route will prevail.
Probably the black tea will still continue to come this
way, because in Persia the people drink black and
not green tea. Therefore, the tea can be brought
for sale either here or across the frontier. But the
amount of black tea which goes to Russian Central
Asia is small. It is only the Persians there, and a
few Russians (including soldiers), who use about £10,000
worth per annum. For some reason only about half
that quantity crossed the frontier last year. The
traders do not seem to have thought it worth while
to get black tea across before the introduction of

the new regulations, or they were too much occupied
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with the green. The fact is, the pure Russian ahed
not much taste for Indian tea (or what is called
Indian tea, for it is said that in Moscow much Indian
tea is sold as Chinese). Now, this is not all pre-
judice, for there is a difference between the Chinese
tea the Russians drink and Indian tea

; and, whether
it comes from the soil or tlie method of drying
and prepai’ing the leaf, it is easily distinguish-
able. Good Indian tea has more liavonr and
fragrance, perhaps, but the tea in Russia seems
to be softer to the taste and more delicate and
less bitter. How is it that the tea one gets
in even Russia, at a railway station, is always good ?

That tea is left simmering on the samovar soniotimes
for hours, but if a small quantity be poured into a
glass, and the glass filled up with boiling water,
the decoction is always drinkable. Indian tea is

stronger, and the English people prefer strong tea,
but that does not explain all. There is no doubt that
a very large quantity of cheap bad tea comes from
the Indian markets. All of that brought to Meshed
is of the vilest desci*iption, and is probably damaged
stuff which has been subjected to firing a second time.
Russians themselves say our process of drying
is to blame, and that if our tea were subjected
to the same process as in China they would
gladly buy it. The Indian Tea Association, London,
state that in 1881 the average price of tea in the
London market was Is 5d ; now it is 9id (and this

includes 4d duty), and the Indian has driven the
Chinese tea out. In 18dl Great Britain, they say,

consumed 112,000,0001b. of Chinese tea, and 48,000,0001b

of Indian and Ceylon tea. In 189,1 the Consumption
was 36,000,0001b Chinese and 172,000,0001b. Indian
and Ceylon. They further say that it only takes a
nation ten years to get rid of its taste for bad teas,

and to acquire a preference for good ones. Also
that “ China has not a chance against India and
Ceylon. Her rule-of-thumb methods produced an
article inferior in flavour and in high-class strength
to that which the scientific appliances, the costly
machinery, and the chemistry of arrested fermenta-
tion enable the British tea planter to send to the
market.” This may, and ought to be, all true, and
there is no doubt that India can and does, turn out as
good and perhaps better tea than the best from China.
But she also apparently sends out a quantity of very
cheap bad stuff, and the fact remains that an Eng-
lishman can always drink what is called Russian
tea, but a Russian often cannot drink Indian tea.
—//. & a Mail.

SIR W. MACGREGOR IN NEW GUINEA.
Still energetic, our old Colonial Secretary, Sir

W. M'Gregor, is evidently intent upon developing
his possession, as the following late telegram testi-

fies:
—“Mr. J. Fitzgerald, a Tasmanian miner and

botanist, has been engaged by the Governor of

New Guinea to explore the interior of that island
for natural history specimens. Mr. Fitzgerald is

highly recommended by Baron von Mueller.

—

Fiji

Times, July 31.

-

TEA SHIPMENTS FROM SHANGHAI.
Th.v.—^The following notes on the tea market of

last year have been supplied to me by a gentleman
intimately acquainted with the trade. The Chinese

have made fair profits this season all round. These
profits encouraged free production of the leaf, and
although the first crop showed a falling-off in quantity

of 90,090 half-chests, or 12 per cent, the total season’s

yield amounted to .1 per cent, more than the previous

season’s total (say 45,000 half-chesta excess). This

quantity has proved rather more than was wanted,

but notwithstanding this fact, the season's results

have proved decidedly satisfactory to foreign buyers.

Fine teas (especially Keemuns, owing to their com-

parative scarcity and low sterling cost, and to the

fact that fine Indian and Ceylon tea was likewise

in short supply, paid handsomely in England, profits

of 25 and 40 per cent being quite common
; the

lower grades, however, on the average did little

better than cover cost or pay commissions. The

good average result of the season’s operations is

however, no indication of any revival of the China
black tea trade with England, which continues is

shrink r.rpidly. The export of Congou from North
China to England this season was only 16,250,000 lb.

or nearly 4,000,000 lb. less than last season, and this

is more than is wanted. There is no abatement in

the speed at which British grown toi is ousting its

heavily tax-'d rival in the London market .—Consular

Repot L j\jr J.JJI.

— --

PRACTICAL NOTES FROM UVA.

(Zf// an old Northern Districts Planter.)

The subject of a sufficient supply of

FIKEW’OOD

for tea furnaces is a most important one, and I

thought over it for some time past.

BLUE GUM TREES.

Some years ago I planted some 13 blue gum seeds
in ordinary patana land close to my prese t abode,
scarcely thinking they would grow well, the spot
where I planted these seeds being much exposed to

bleak and cutting winds. Nevertheless, these blue
gum trees grew up fairly well, and some of them
are from 30 to 40 feet high. Some mouths ago I

felled 3 or 4 of the best of them and was quite
surprised to find how solid the timber was, and what
excellent fuel it gave.

I am quite sanguine that both blue and red gums
will thrive on most ordinary patana lands, and if

so, the fuel question will partly be solved to the
great comfort of most tea planters. Let some plan-
ters try how these Australian weird-looking trees
will grow on abandoned coffee estates. This is an
important matter, and the experiment is well worth
trying. No doubt some ordinary jungle trees would
grow well if transplanted when young and large holes
cut even in the patanas all about here and else-

where too. This subject leads me naturally to say a
iCW words about

WIND-BELTS.

Old coffee planters like myself know right well that
many ancient coffee estates were much impaired by
cutting the outside jungle of their estates, and letting

in violent gusts of wind that comes at certain times
of the year. I myself did so, I am sorry to have
to confess, and a near neighbour of mine almost
ruined his totum by felling a long strip of jungle
that kept out the winds of the N.-E. monsoon.
Now, in these days wind-belts prevent such mistakes
from playing havoc with

A WIND-BLOW.X ESTATE,

and there are many tea estates that are much freer

from wind and stormi now, thin they were when coffee

estates thrived, owing to the judiciom planting of

wind-belts. Then, again, how well most tea estates
aredrainei. There is little loss from

WASTE MOULD

being carried away when in heavy rain and storms
noW-a-days. So much for modern cultivation of tro-

pical tea estates. This part of the island is rather
celebrated, you know, for its extensive cultivation of

INDIAN CORN.

For many years when I lived on the Kandy side
of Ceylon, I never saw such a lot of Indian corn,
and I well romembor Hamilton, the farrier &z., of
Kandy town, first called niy attention to the

MAIZE

grown in Uva Province' asking me, a Western tropic il

if it wa.’ wholjnii! eding for horses and that lie

hid just got in 2 ) ) bushols at HI per bushel. Well
just now it is selling at Rl'5i) to RI-75, while the
price of paddy is Rl‘2.5 at Kodanlo bazaar, I am
told, and in the villages. By the bye, I hear many
of the boutique-keepers are down with

FEVER,

and it I were to toll tli; roader.s of the lTMTr«<>r the
number of fever cases troatod monthly at the Uia-
pensary they would hardly credit it ! Olu Hand.
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VARIOUS PLANTIG NOTES.
Tur “ Agricurtuiul G.vzETTt;” Oi N.'.iV South

Wales, Vol. VI. Part 7 for Tuly 1395, h is for Con-
tents:—-The B.itluu’jt Suir, (Xuafliium spiiio-ia.'ii, Linn).
J HSIaiden. Australian Sandarach— J il Miiden.
Econo nic Etoniology—A S Olliff. Tne rioney Bee
(Part III)—R Helm. Fruit from the Orchard to the
Buyer—L G Coirie. Rotation of Crops—J L Tiiomp-
son. Fluke and Liver Rot in Sheep—A Bruce. Ana-
lyses of Commercial Fertilizers—F B Guthrie. Prac-
tical Vegetable and F'lovver Growing—Directions for

the month of August. Orchard Notes for August

—

General Notes. Agricultural Societies’ Shows, 1395-6.

Ckylon TiiA IN London.—Pekok Souchong
The SaxME as L.-vst Week and the Average ^d.

Ur.—Our Special Telegram from Messrs. Gow,
Wilson & Stanton reports that the market gener-
ally is very linn, and good liquoring Pekoes are
dearer, while the market for poor liquoring teas is

very firm. The price of fair liquoring Pekoe
Souchong is 7d and the average 8i|d. Reuter
reports:—“Tone of Geylon Tea : Very firm; fine

qualities id higher, common qualities ;Jd higher.”
Fair Pekoe Souchong he quotes at G.Vd and
the average at S|d, both shows an advance of ^d.

15,DUO packages of Ceylon Tea were offered for

sale, of which l-f,(.)UU were sold.

Poisoned by Coc.yine.—“ Death from misadven-
tuie ” was the verdict returned, on August 11, iqion
the body of William Patelield, aged 22, a solicitor

of Bradford, who died on the platform at the Leeds
Midland Station. He had been in the habit of taking
cocaine hypodermically, and before starting for Lon-
don he went to the lavatory, drank a quantity of the
drug mixed with water, returned to the platform,
fell, and expired. The deceased’s arms, forearms,
and thighs were covered with marks such as would
be caused by a hypodermic needle, and a quantity
of cocaine was found in the stomach. Dr. Roberts,
of the Leeds Infirmary, said in small doses the drug
was a stimulant, and in large doses it produced a
kind of intoxication. Eight or ten grains would be
fatal, and it would be easy for a person to administer
to himself an overdose.

—

Fharmaceutical Journal.

Java Coffee.—The British Consul of Batavia reports
that the cultivation of the Liberian bean, both in

Mid and West Java, is rapidly increasing, and the
satisfactory results obtained from its introduction
become year by year more apparent as the principal

difficulties attending the preparation of this coffee

for the market are gradually' being successfully

surmounted. As a result a marked improvement in

the appearance and quality of coffee is noted, and its

flavor is becoming more and more assured. The
continued reciiii'euce of the so-called “leaf” disease
in the Java coffee on low-lying lands, from which the
Liberia still preserves comparative—have been im-
ported and laid under the streets, distributing though
by no means entire—immunity, causes more confi-

dence to be felt in the latter, and many lands which
have suffered most severely from the ravages of this

disease in the Arabian plant are being re-planted with
Liberian.

—

Am. Grocer.

The Influence of Trees.—As far as influence upon
neighbouring crops is concerned, trees exert a dele-

terious influence upon the immediately adjoining
portions of either by their shade—and some species
are shadier than others, hence a difference in degree
of effect—or by their competition for moisture. Some
kinds, like cottonwoods, willows, and elms, require
not only more water than others, but their root
systems are capable of rapid and enormous extension
in search of water, so that thijir influence is far-

reaching. Grape-vines are of the Scime nature, so
that it is almost useless to cultivate in the neigh-
bourhood of a vine-yard, unless the soil contaim a
superabundance of moisture. The taproot trees are
less injurious, because they supply themselves from
greater depths

; while the shallow-rooted ones, like
black locust, beech, spruce, Ac., compete on the same
level with the annual crops .—Public Oimian.

The Coekee Cror oi- Liiieri.v lia^ proved an
alino.st entire failure tliis season. 'Flie prices for
Ceylon and Straits croi)s of Liberian ouglit to
rise.

hLUFFV Tea Dust. — It is ratlier extraordinary
that iVir. Peter Shoi t ca:i nowliere in tlie Dim-
hula district, find ;i planter willing to supply
the lliilly dust of the tea, now either sold to
natives or burnt. We suppose the difficulty
is to make up a sullicient ([uanlity. If Mr.
Short or the linn’s Agent would start a cart or
carts to itinerate and call at every stoi-e once-
a-week, we should think all the Huffy dust could
be secured with the minimum of inconvenience to
the planters. It certainly does not seem busi-
nesslike for a bye-product worth 3d to 4d alb. to
be comparatively wasted or worse than wasted.

“ Triangular ” verms “ Square ” Planting is a
subject exercising Tea planters in some places up
North. With the same distance between the trees,
the former system seems to be the most economical
as far as ground is concerned, bringing in 2,012'18
trees to the acre, against 1,712 47 on the “square”
method. Triangular planting too, is said to possess
the advantage of simplicity of execution. 'This is the
method given in the I'lanter: Measure out abase line on
Hat land if possible. On the base line take any number
of stakes, say, when planting 5 feet by 5 feet, take
21 stakes (20 spaces). Have two chains of 100 feet
each, lay them out to t';c front from the 1st and
the 21st stakes, and makes the ends meet, holdin"
them straight and tight, put in a stake and there is

the apex of your first triangle. Then lay the chains
from the 21st to 41st, ma.ke another triangle, and
so on

;
the triangles can be filled in by small

boys. Simple enough indeed for anyone.

Cinchona Plantations.—There are nearly four
million living cinchona plants at the Government
plantation in Sikkim and Nimbong. The outturn of
the cinchona factory during 1891-95 was 8,.318 lb.
of sulphate of quinine, the produce of 393,150 Iff
of yellow bark, and 4,032 lb. of cinchona febrifuge^
the yield from 105,560 lb. of red bark. The outturn’
in 1893-94 was 4,765 lb. of quinine from 230,100 lb.
of yellow bark and 3,848 lb. of the febrifuge from
91,800 lb. of red bark. Thus, while it took nearly
24 lb. of red bark to yield a pound of febrifuge
in the previous year, 26 1b. of the bark were required
for the manufacture of a pound of febrifuge durin"
the year under review. On the other hind, in order
to produce a pound of quinine, 47 lb. of yellow bark
wore required during 18.11-95, against 18 1b. in Uie
previous year. Owing to the increased demand for
quinine, two or three hundred addition.il acres have
been prepared for being planted with new trees.
Pioneer, Sept. 7.

Official Retailers of Quinine in Italy.—A pro-
position exciting a great deal of indignation among
Italian pharmacists has just been presented in the
Chamber of Deputies by Signor Garlanda, who
wishes the Government to supply sulphate of quinine
in 1 gramme tube.s to the general public at 10 cen-
times each, through the licensed vendors of tobacco
and salt (this latter is a dutiable article in Italy)
This bill reads as follows: “ For public and hygienic
reasons the Minister of Finance is empowered to
furnish to the general public sulphate of quinine by
means of the veadors of dutiable articles. The sulphate
of quinine shall be supplied to the vendors in hermeti-
cally sealed glass tubes, each containing 1 gramm
Upon each tubes shall be placed a stamp value !o cen-
times,^ which will be the selling price of the said
tube.” 'The Neapolitan pharmacists at once tele-
graphed to the President of the Chamber of Rome
in those terms :

“ The Neapolitan pharmacists strongly
protest against the proposition Garlanda, which viola-
ting sanitary law, injuries vested interests and gravely
offends professional dignity.” Besides the Neapoli-
tans, the chemists of Florence and Venice, as well as
the pharmaceutical associations in Italy generallv
arc actively agitating the rejectiou of this unjust
aud illogical bill.—Ibid.

^
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CoFFKR IN Mexico—A Mexico telegram of

June 18th to the Boston Herald says :
—“ Tlie

cotl'ee cro)) is estiuiateil this year as available for

export at 25,300 tons, against 20,700 tons last year.

Many nesv plantations come into bearing this

year.’
Vink Cuetuue in Coeo.mdo.—M'c call atten-

tion to interesting details given elsewhere ;
but

it will be time enough a year hence—or even
later—to begin to speak of success, if such be
the outcome of M. Zanetti’s experiment. The
very (lescri|)tion of the soils in which the vine

delights, indicates the boldne.ss of the experiment
in Colombo or its neighbourhood.

The United Pl.\nter.s of Southern In’dia

are reminded by the Madras Mail of the pro-

verbial saying: “Everything comes to him who
knows liow to wait ”

; but instead of the last

word, an intelligent compositor has made it

“ wail ’'

1

and so the Indian Government is to

hear some wailimj with reference to planting wants.

Paving Stones.—Colonel NVaring mentions

—in the Remew of Reoiews—that in New York the

city ashes ha\c been utilised by being converted into

paving stones ;

—

Fifteen parts of ashes to one part of Portland

cement, producing a concrete that Would be admii’-

ably suited for the foundation of stone-block, asphalt,

or other pavement.

SunoiENTS OF Cinnamon.—

F

or the last tew days

there have been unu‘'ually large shipments of cinna-

mon to London, the largest sliippers being Messrs.

Volkart Bros., Schultze A' Co., and Messrs, de Soysa.

Altogether over a thousand bales have been shipped,

and the product is at present in great demand. An
unfortunate mishap occurred this morning alongside

the “ Glen Orton,” for a large bale of cinnamon,

while being put on board, fell from the slings into

the sea. The contents were recovered as speedily

as possible, but were found to be wot and useless. -

Lo-.al -‘Times,” Aug. ill.

Bk\zie Coffee Chops.—An old Sao Paulo subscri-

ber, who is familiar with the coffee-producing districts

of that State, writes us as follows :
—“ Noticing the

accompanying paragraph ’’—the item in regard to the

damage by frosts, which appeared in our last issue

—

“ I may tell you that as the result of a personal

visit to the districts named therein, within the past

few days, you may take it from me that the damage

is practically nil. So far as these districts are con-

cerned nothing has hapjiened up to nosv to materially

depreciate the future crop .”—liio Xeios.

The Cookg Coffee Crof: Official Forecast.

According to the oHicial forecast, the Coorg

cotl'ee crop for 1895 !)(> i.s estimated at 6,070 tons.

Last year it amounted to 5,3.54 tons, and the

annua'l average for ten previous years is set down

at 3,561 tons. The coming crop is made up of

3 037 tons 1’1,'uitation and 3,039 tons Native

coti'ee. Putting the value of the former at £100

ner ton and of the latter at £75 per ton, the

coming crop rei>ro.sents £303,700 and £2-27,925

re.siiecti vely, or in all £531, 62o. I Ids at the

current rate of exchange means 96J lakhs of

rujiees.

—

M, 31ad,

RUSSIAN Tea Plantations in tiieCaucasus.—

The cultivation of the tea plant in the Caucasus

seems so far to Inu'e l)cen very successful, and

(our Mo.scow correspondent informs us) it is ex-

pected that in tlie course of time Ru.ssia will be

able to grow a large portion of her ow-n tea,

instead of importing this product from China

•uni Ceylon. A Bussian tea merchant in Charkoll'

imly recently paid 70,000 roubles to a tea-planter

near Batoum, on condition that he could have

•ill the tea grown by the planter for a period

i.r ten years. It is 'said that the tea, grown in

the Caucasus is of e.xcellent (|uality .—Daily

(Jhi'ov.wlc^ Atio’ *"'•

Coffee Planting in Selangor.—The “ Selangor
Journal,” of the -23rd August says :—We have re-

ceived an addition to the ranks of European coffee

planters in Mr. Spencer St. George Carey and Mr.
\V. Greig, who have arrived from Ceylon to take up
land in Selangor.—Local “ Examiner.’’

Cotton Growing in Borneo.—“ There seems,”
says the Kobe Cbronide, " little doubt that the com-
mercial men of Borneo will be encouraged by the
expansion of the cotton-weaving trade to devote their
attention to the cultivation of cotton, and we may
look forward to hearing even more about Borneo
than has been our wont ”

—

S. F. Press.

“ Planting Ufinion, a Fortnightly Journal
(with Weekly Market Supplement) written by
Planters for Planters,” is publisheil at Coonoor,
and a copy of No. 1 has reached us. It is a
modest undertaking of about 14 pages the size

of our Tropiced Agricidturist. We wish the ven-

ture all success, and take some extracts from it

elsewhere.

Tea Extension in Cevlon.—

I

t is rather a
striking fact that while 188,000 acres woro
planted with tea in the time of Sir Arthur
Gordon between 1883 and 1890, only 85,000 acres
have boon .addeil during the term of our i>resent

(.lovernor. In 1883 the total area w.as 32,000 ;

now it is 305,000 acres of tea valued, we su])pose,

at not much less than ten million pounds sterling.

The ” .Agrici'lti'r.il Gazette” of New .South Wales,
Volume VI Para (i, for .luiie, lS!)o has tlie following Con-
tents :—Useful Australian Plants, ,J 11 Maiden, Colonial
or -Moreton Hay Pine (-‘ Araucaria Cunninghaiuii,” Ait.) ;

Forest Wealth of Gloucester, A Rudder
;

Ueiuarks on
Weeds, the Soil and its F'ertility, .1 G O Teiipor ;

Fruit
Cnluire, A II Henson : Australian Entoinophytes, or En-
tomogenous Fungi, and some account of their Insect
Hosts, A S Ollitf

; Cultivation of Hops, J Coleman ;

Beef Producing Hreeds of Cattle, J L Thompson
;

Chemi-
cal Notes, F B Guthrie

;
I’oultry Notes^ .S Gray

;
Prac-

tic,al Vegetable and Flower Growing Directions for the
month of .July

;
Orchard Notes for .July

; General Notes ;

.Sealine, an alleged F’odder Plant, .Seeding of Red Clover,
Sending .Specimens to Department, Imports into United
Kingdom in 1894 ;

and Agricultural .Societies’ .Shows,
189,').

Coconut Product.s.—We have a reque.st from
the Secretary of the “ Jamaica Agricultural So-

ciety” for information in respect of the propar.a-

tion of desiccated coconut and of coconut oil.

The new edition of our manual will give nearly
all that is neces.sary

;
but of cour.se, machinery

to exj)res.s oil after the fashion of the few large

mills in Colombo is an expensive matter ;
while

even in re.siiect of the desiccating |irocess, a com-
plete set of the machines used (including steam-
engine and boiler to drive the same, if avater power
is not available) will run into £400 to £509. We
understand that the Colombo Commercial Com-
pany has just shippeil a .set of machinery for a
Coconut Desiccating Establishment to Zanzibar ;

—

.and no doubt the West Indies will want to follow.

A Curious Trade.—Consul Scott mentions a curious
export from Swatow, viz., ducks’ eggs, which he
has observed on steamers bound Bouth for Bangkok
and the Straits. They have, for the most part,

been incubated to within a few days of hatching.

They are taken on board the steamers in shallow-

baskets in large numbers. In the bitekets they are

arranged in layers two or three deep, each layer

carefully covered and surrounded with soft Chinese
paper. No sort of artificial heat is applied to them.
The baskets are placed anywhere about the deck,

or slung to the awning supports. The soft paper
and the heat of the climate as the vessel runs south

are sufficient to preserve the newly-hatched ducklings
from injury, and not only so, but before the vessels

reach their destination most of the eggs are hatched
out, and in lien of the eggs tliat were shipped
hundreds of healthy young ducks are lauded at

Biugaporc or Bangkok.—i'lOHce/-.
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Fruit Farmlvg ix Caufornia.—

M

r. J.

Macdonald, ill a paper— in the National Review—
entitled “ Tlie Fruit Fanning Fiasco in California,”

pours cold water upon the glowing pictures of fruit

fanning i>ros))erity, and e.vplains that fruit fanning

is very hard work, and yields very little profit :

—

While California is not the “ poor man’s paradise
”

which it is often represented to be, it is in many respects

a good country, and there are many good people in it.

One would naturally imagine that in a country

of such extended area, with a population less than
that of Chicago, a man willing to work should have no
difficulty in getting employment, but there is no State

in the Union in which the labour market is more con-

gested, and it is far easier to get steady, continuous

employment in Chicago than in California. Liv-

ing, however, in cheap in California, and the

luxuries of life are abundant. The fruit industry has

been overdone, and the supply is greater than the de-

mand. The country has been over-boomed, and is

suflering from the reaction which follows that artificial

mode of stimulation.

Kanora Valuev Teas Marked “ D,\r.jeei.-

ING.”—A merchant calls attenticn to the “ gene-

ral” paragrajih of Mes.srs. Alfreil Harvey
& Co.’s Melbourne Tea Report—see another

column—in which we are told of “an increas-

ing number of poor Kangra Valley and
kindred growths boldly marked Darjeeling”;
and then tlie Melbourne firm adds:—“It is al-

most a pity some of the more venturesome
shippers do not send these via Colombo, marked
with some crack Ceylon garden, and so avoid

injuring the g)od name of one of their best dis-

tricts.” Of course this is meant as “a goak”
by Messrs. Alfred Harvey v'c Co.; but in our
estimation, it is a very sorry if not stupid one ;

for they must know tliat any one putting the

name of “a crack Ceylon garden” on tea that

did not belong to it, would run the risk of an
action at law ;

and (2) tliat as tea is dealt with
on its merits in Melbourne quite as much as

in London, no one is likely to be deceived by
“Darjeeling” or other highly esteemed marks
on poor teas. Ceylon cert.ainly cannot throw a
stone at poor Kangra Valley teas ; in view of

the considerable (|uantity of inferior quality tea

produced in this island as London and Melbourne
as well as local prices show.

An Interesting Factory.—Fray-Bentos which is

about 45 miles distant. I daresay most people have
heard of Liebig’s factory of Extract of Beef and
this is the spot where the factory is situated. Be-
fore the factory was opened, this place was a small
fishing village. It was founded by a friar, “ Fray-
Bcneto.” The factory stands on a bluff overlooking
the Uruguay which flows about a mile from
the town. In the season, which lasts about five

months, Liebig’s Extract of Meat Compony here
kill 1,000 cattle daily, and each carcase gives usually

about 8 lb. of beef extract. The factory employs
about 800 men, the staff including manager, clerks,

engineei's, tinsmiths, carpenters, physician, and.

school teachers. Capital schoolrooms are provided
and there are two reading-rooms and an excellent
library. During my stay the killing season was in

full force, and in one day I saw 1,300 head of cattle

killed. The rapidity with which it is done is re-

markable. The average time of killing, skinning, and
cutting up each animal being only seven minutes.
The killing process is very good, far better than
that practised at home. The Liebig’s Company
import about 10,000 tons o! coal yearly for the sole

use of this factory. Mr. Gunther, a German, is the
manager, and gave us some good partridge shooting,
but the moquitoes were so bad that we had to stop
and take refuge in the nearest house. At lengtii
the river rose some six feet which enabled me to
leave for Praysandu, a town about 58 miles from
here.—Commander Neeld Qi H.M.S. “ Beagle.”— 7'/(e

Devices Qaaette,

Sir Water Sendall—so long’ and lionovably
connected with the Puldic Instruction Depart-
ment of Ceylon—ha.s been interviewed by tlie

Weatiulnster Budget on the subject of “ Cyjn’n.s
”

and the result is a very interesting jiaper which
will be found in our Tropiced Agrirulhirid.
Auulterated Vanilla.—a colonial merchant M.

Gaston Baraton, appeared at one of the Paris
police courts a few days ago, on a charge of selling
adulterated vanilla. He had disposed of a consider-
able quantity of vanilla in both Paris and Antwerp
which had previously been treated with ground
glass, as a means of increasing its marketable
value. M. Baraton protested, in defence, that he
had merely used boric acid for the manipulation in
question, and as evidence of the quality of his por-

clucts showed the awards that had been given him
at various exhibitions. He was condemned to six

months’ imprisonment, and to pay a fine of l,000f.

{\Ql).— (.'hemisf and Dniggist, Aug. 31.

The Colomho Tea Market undoubtedly de-

serves the more liberal support of our planters,

.seeing tlie e.xeeedingly good jirices which have
recently been obtained there. When a lowcountry
estate Broken Pekoe .sells at over 70 cents jier

lb. apart from other very satisfactory sales, u’e

should expect very considerable additions to

the quantity sent to the Colombo mart. Our
new buyers naturally want larger sales, and Instead

of 5,000 would like to see 10,000 chests brought for-

ward M-eekly. Mr. Lampard has a strong opinion

that a great deal more might be done in deve-

loping the llussian and other foreign markets
direct from Colomho, if we had bigger .sales and
a more liberal ]jo!iey all round. His views well

de.serve the attention of the “Committee of

Thirty” and Tea Traders’ As.soeiation.

Bananas in the United States.—

T

he
Amcvican Grocer .shows that the imjiorts of bana-
nas into the United States are equal to one
million pounds sterling per annum !;

—

The imports of bananas for the past five years were
valued at f25,99‘2,483, or an annual average of

$5,198,497. In 1884 the value of the imports was only
$1,892,013. Since then there has been a steady in-

crease every year until 1891, the maximum year, as the
following table shows :

—

1884
1885
1886
1887

$1,892,013
2,146,114

2,357,663

2,729,477

1888
1889
1890
1891

$3,157,989
3,578,325

4,654,048

5,855,682
The banana has steadily grown in popular favor. It

is nutritious, palatable, cheap and of great value as
food. It is wiihin easy reach of the poorest. For a
nickel a day each member of a family of five may enjoy
a ripe banana of good size and quality.

Pl.-vnting in Central Africa.—In Mr. Alexander
Whyte’s report on the botanical aspect of the region
over which he exercises influence in British Central
Africa—principally the Shire Highlands—it is stated
that when European implements arc placed in the
hands of the natives, they make good field labourers
while w'iihoneor two exceptions all European vege-
tables do well, their pletiful supply contributing
materially to maintain the health of the whites at
the various stations. English potato tubers were
spoiled in transit by the extreme heat; but by a
little management excellent potatoes wore raised
from seed, and, as Mr. Whyte points oat, the result
is that the plants now growing are practically in-

digenous. Tnoy show no signs of disease, and are
not so liable to degenerate as the offspring of Eng-
lish tubers would be. A large number of other
economic and ornamental plants are also flourishing
among them wheat, barley, oats, lobelias, roses,
pinks, balsams, phlox mignonette, and so forth. In
fact, the Briti.sh settler in the Shire Highlands will

find himself very much at home in his tropical
garden. Some familiar home flowers, however, as-

sume gigantic proportions pmder an African suo.
Geraniums grow as high as hedges; and sunllowers
dahlias, amaranths, and cannas shoot up into tall,

shi’Ub-like plants.— Journal, Aug. 24th.
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Tokacco.—Diu-in" the first half of the present
year 10(1,292 lb. of tobaccco—nearly the whole of
which was in the form of cheroots—were shipnefi
from Madras as against 77,005 lb for the same period in

1894.- Ibid.

Tnr. Jute Ixoustuy is increasing by leaps and
bounds in puts of the Pnraeah district, and in a
few years we shall in all in'obabilitv see a greater
area given no to its cultivation than is at present
under indigo a crop which is far more precarious.— Indian linfiineer.

Clux.v Tk.v Exports.

—

Our special telegram from
the Ear East s’lews a slight comparative falling-

o ft' ill the cniToat export of China and Japan tea.s

to tlie Uniteil Kingdom. The impoitant part of

the seasoji is now over and wo cannot expect
nmcli addition to the figures just telegraphed.

The Tusskr Silk Ixnusray was once a flourishing

one in many jiarts ot India, but it has practically

disappeared except in a very small way, and in but
one or two district. A cert.ain difficulty attends the
reeling of the silk from a tiisser cocoon, and we are

glad to he.u- that Mr. Otto Ana, of Hamburg, has
the courage t

)
propose to start a tusser reeling in-

dustry in India. A parcel of 20.000 cocoons was
lately forwarded to him from Eilaspore, in the

Central Provinces, where a certain amount of at-

tention has been bestowed upon the industry during

the past year. Mic .Vuz’s opinion of them is awaited
with interest.

—

Indian Emjineer.

The Calcutta I’ea Market.—We understand

that the losses m.ade hy buyers during tlie first

few niontlis of the season—-^Liy to Jnfy—were

simi»ly apiialling. Tlioii.sands of pounds sterfiiig

dropped hy individual Iniyers form a very serious ex-

perience. Tlie cause is 'found in tlie coiuiiaratively

had quality of tlie teas of tliis season, esjia-

cially as compared with last year, and the Cal-

cutta Imyers in absence of good teas, appraised

tlie value of tliose available, far .above the

value given lo them in Lomloii. Teas judged

ns “finest” in Calcutta, were ]mt down as

only “fair” in London; “fair” bec.anie

“ iiicdiuui ;” “ nicdiniiis ” were classed as “com-
mon,” and “ common ” were deemed worse than

“China’s” or e\en the poorest “Ceylon’s.” India

lias evidently liad one of tlie worst “tea” sea.sons

experienced for a long time—hence the present

firmness of our Ceylon average in tlie home and

local markets.

Coa.st-lands IX M.uiaoascar.—The following

is a pass.age from tlie letter of its Special Corre-

spondent (Mr. Ixiiiglit) in tlie latest London Tim.ns

(Aug. P2tli) dusciipt ive of Ids journey along the

Sontli-East CoaM of Madagascar :
—

The coast scenery wo pisso.I on this journey is as

beautiful as any I have ever seen. Spurs from the

inland mountain r.inges forui grand promontories eii-

olosiim lovely bays. Every few miles some fine river

pours "its waters into the sea. All these rivers have

narrow mouths, close 1 to shipping by narrow bars,

but open out inside the sand dunes into extensive

lakes or lagoons, with shores winding in many capes

and bays. The hills that slope into these lakes are

clothed with tropical bush and groves of palms and

traveller’s trees, while the plains and rolling downs

which extend to the distant mountains are generally

covered with fine grass, affording excellent pasture.

But this magnificent country is very thinly inhabited,

and the greater portion of it lies waste. We often

travelled all day without seeing a human being or a

ai<rn of cultivation, and it was only around the rare vil-

lages that small but Inxnriant patches ot rice, maizes,

cassava, and svveet potato testified to the riehnc.ss of

the soil. Sugar, coffee, and all tropical produce have

been proved to thrive on this fertile coast, and this

would ceitainly be as good as any country in the

world for the white colonist, were it not for the coast

fever especially deadly at this season of the year—

the termin.xtion of the I'ainy reison, when the sal aid*

ing waiors leave leagues of foul mud to fester in the
sun.

M'iiat has been said of |)arts of Ceylon is ap]di-

eahle :

—

Thon’rt fatal as thou’rt fair.

Forest Dklartme.xt, Cev'lox.—Return show-
ing tlie lieveime and Expenditure of the Forest
Department for the five years 1890 to 1894, was
called for hy Mr. (''oomaraswamy, M. L.C. It is

unexpectedly satisfactory, the results as given
hy Capt. Walker being as follows :

—
R. c.

T jtal Expenditure f >r the last 5 years 2,1‘.)9,H:;.7 37

Total Receipts for the last 5 years ex-
clusive of value of free grants and
of stock 2,131,801 G7

Total deficit .. 07,833 70

The sum of R200,826'74 incurred during the five

ye.ars on account of buildings, surveys, demarcation,
lanting, &c„ from which no revenue can possibly he
erivod for many years to come, should not be shown

as expenditure against the year in wliiah it is iiicnr-

red. This should appear as capital, being money sunk
and invested in Government forests, the uenefit of

which will be derived in future years.

The large sum of R42.005T8, being am cunt of free

grants of timber made during the five years, should
appear as a credit to the Department, hut which is

not shown at all. Were these and other items cor-

rectly accounted for there would be no deficit, but on
the contrary a large profit would appear to the credit

of the Department
;

thus, the total receipts for five

years being 112.151,B01'C7, to which, if added the value
of freegraut^ of timber amounting to Kt2,005T8, will

give atotnl of E2,17:!,806'8,5. And if from the total ex-

penditure for the live yeai's, viz., 112,199,6;55'37, is de-

ducted the amount expended for buildings, surveys,

demarcation, Ac., viz., R205,82G'74, the total expendi-
ture would be reduced to R1.998,808'()3, thus sliowiug a
balance in favour of the Department of R174,998'22 for

the five years.

New Products and Retirement oe a
Pioneer.—We call attention to tlie interesting

l)iiragi'a])h headed “ Matale ” witli the announce-
ment tliat Mr. Munton lias leased his Wiliara-
gama property to Mr. (lordoii Reeves and part-

ners. Tills jiractically means the retirement of

Mr. Munton from a long-coiitiiined series of ex-

periments, struggles and successes with new jiro-

dnets. Who Speaks in Matale now of coconuts
and arecannts as new products—or of aniotlo, ceara
rnhher, castil'oa and p.ara, cloves, nutmegs, the
sowing of sapaii, lunumidella, vanilla, iicpper ami
plantains forsooth?—Cocoa, Jjiberian coll'ee and
marogogipe?—and yet for all of these, in his day,

Mr. Munton has been accounted an “eccentric”
but never a “genius” ! Nevertlieless how much
valuable pioneering has he not done

; while the re-

membrance of many failures and dislieartenments

in the struggle witli le.af-disease iloes not, we feel

sure, prevent his present giving up of the Matale
property being any less a wrencli. Wiharagama is

on the Siuliiganga, not many hundred yards from
where Mr. Munton first crossed the river on
horse-back in August 1859 ; hut tlie estate was
not purchased hy him until about 18 years ago.

Mr. Munton’s previous purchase was Lochnagar
in Nortli Matale, also a vety prulitahle invest-

ment. M'o can all see now that the resolute

sticking to ii nv products was in liyegone days
and e\’en 1111 till today, a real and comiiiendahle

elloit; hut in tlie “se\onties” and early
“eigliLies” cliielly .so,—as the struggle tlieii was
fn“(|iienlly a gliastly one. All lioininr to Mr.
Munton and further success to Mr. Cordon
Reeves,
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DAYS OP OLD AND SPORT IN CEYLON.

(By a famous Itarontcar.)

August Hi.

KANOV IX TIIK FORTIES.

To hilVk back a bit. In 1845 tlie only Hotel

ill Kandy was ‘•'Silencer’s” kejit by an old -Mess

Sergeant of tlie IHtb Royal Irish. 'I liis was the

iMiildiin' afterwards known as the otlice of Messrs.

Keir, Dnndas A' Co. In this hostelry society

was of a very mixed order, the food execralne,

and discomfort rampant. Mr. Venn, in addition

to his Colombo business, had a store in Irinco-

malee Street, Kandy, superintended by a "party

of the name of Walker. I’liis unfortunate nian

met with some accident and Shipton cut his leg

oil. Asking Venn some time afterwards how

tliis unfortunate fellow was getting on. "tlh !

siiid he, "lirst class, wonderfully cared for,^

public sympathy, my dear sir, public sym[)athy.”

Rut I <i()ul)t if"he got very fat upon that. There

was another shop of all sorts a little higher uj),

kept by a ^Ir. Hart, who besides announcing

that he sold everything from a needle to an anchor,

dabbled a bit 'in the tine arts, and did some

sweet things in oils of a bold colonry nature.

Remarking on one of these one day, 1 said,

"Surely, Mr. Hart, that is copied from one of

the old masters?” "Right you are,” reidied the

artist, “ that’s taken from one of Crackers” (Cara-

vagio). MMlfehaila store on the Esplanade, Brodie

was just ojiening iu Malabar Street, and several

other "Emporiums” were kept by Burghers.

One of the evening amusements in Trincomalee

Street was to ins[)ect tlie bakers, where regu-

larly every night the i)erformance took place of

a couple of perspiring coolies kneading an im-

mense lump of dough with their naked feet !

(This style may be going on at the present time

tor aught I know.)

At that period there was great progress being

made in opening up

THE MATALE DISTRICT.

I well remember the Matale Resthouse being kept

by a Mr. Carruthers, and an advertisement of

his in the Ceylon Herald, in which Mr. (’arruthers

vaunted the extraordinary advantages offered by
his establishment, adding " Here hadies may board

ihemselves or can he lioarded by Mr. Carruthers.”

At that time the Mahawiliganga was crossed at

Katugastota by a ferry boat. The bridge was not

comjdeted until 1859’ by the I’.W.D., Churchill

in charge ;
m bile my old friend Capt. Donald

Graham built the Gampola bridge. Executions

were carried out in public then, on a mound called

"Gallows Hill,” aj)])ropriately ;
somewhere about

the regions of the Kandy new market. I hap-

l)cned to be present on one occasion, when the

criminal, who was one of the biggest Sinhalese

I ever saw, broke the rope three times in suc-

cession. Whether there was any collusion be-

tween the hangman and the (uilprit I don’t knowg
but three times he was strung up and three

times the rope failed to hold him—a grievous

sight. Then young Kerstcrman who was afterwards
in tlie Rifles, galloped off to the Pavilion wdiere

Lord Torrington happened to be staying at the
time, and begged his interference which resulted
in a temporary reprieve ;

this however came just
in time to save a fourth atiemjit being made.
Tlie unfortunate man died afterwards in gaol,

thus cheating the scaffold. I believe he was guilty
of some atrocious murder.

Judging by your paper,
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THE MERRY RUHOLAR
apjiears to be doing a thriving trade in your part
of the world. During my Ceylon experiences I

sufl'ered severely from roblieries—the \vorst being
the theft of my wife’s dressing ca.se with between
£300 and £400 worth of jewellery. This was stolen
out of a safe during the time I rvas ill in Co-
lombo. At the same time everything in the way
of linen, blankets, sheets, &C., were stolen out
of the Glenloch bungalow, in fact a clean sweeji
of nearly eveiything that was portable. But not
a clue, or a trace of these was ever found, al-

though my name was marked upon all the table
and bed linen, and even woven into some of the
blankets. With you still, robbery appears of

nightly occurrence, and detection by the Police
unusually disap()ointing. No^^’, how is this?

r will enlighten you. Say a whole.sale clearance

is made of some bungalow, the loot is canned oft’

at once to one of tlie native .schooners or dhonies
in the harbour, and is safely landed at Tuticorin,

or some other ladjacent jiort, in tlie course of a
day or two, and there dispo.seil of. It is never
kept in Ceylon, but directly the haul is made
the enterprising cracksman embarks his swag,
most probably .some of the gallant crew being
his pals. This is the way it i.s done ! and if a
proper search i.s instituted, just as one of the.se

craft are getting under weigh I’ll be bound a
haul will be made. I remember pointing all

this out to your late Sujierintendent of Police,

but nothing came of that. Police, Lord bless

you, I know a bit, especially about police ser-

geants in cliarge of districts, you bet ! A more
corrupt lot did not exist in my day, but all that
is changed n’est pas?
There was a good deal of

EEK HUNTING IN THE FORTIE.S

and beginning of the fifties. There were two fine

packs in Dimbula in 1850. One was ow’iied by
William Fairholme at Wattegoda conjointly with
Fred, and Edward Palliser at liadella. The other
by .Jack Bannister at Bogahawatte. The Dim-
bula jungles then with the enormous acreage
unopened, swarmed with elk, and there were
also many more leopards knocking about than
in these days, and many a costly Englisli

foxhound fell a prey to these whilst return-
ing jaded after a long unsuccessful run ; so
that what with disease and occasional loss of

hounds, a jiack was an expensive establishment
to keep up. The progenj’ raised from English
stock were le.ss subject to disease, better acclima-
tized, and not so subject to the prevailing maladies
of pneumonia and enlargement of the liver, which
was generally the case with all imported hounds.
Many a nice pup have I seen brought up by a
foster-mother in the shape of a Tamil girl, (no
doubt this will shock your delicacy,) till they
were able to lap the brose them.selves, and good
nurses they were, and proud of their four-footed
charge.

AN ELEPHANT
put in an appearance in one of the ravines below
Bogahawatte e.state. Some coglies ran up to tell

Bannister. He had no bullets in the house or
bulletmould, so he set to work, and melted down
.some spoons, and cast two or three balls in a to-

bacco pipe, with which when hammered a bit
into sha])e, he proceeded to load up

; tracked the
elephant down to the river, and snot him in the
small stream close by where the short-cut goes
up to Mt. Vernon above the Madecoombura Bridge.
This happened just before I came to Kelliwattie,
and I often saw the skeleton afterwards, when out
after elk. The head was sent to Warminster. Of
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Course the late Sir Samuel P>al<er ami !iis hrother

.lolm kept a line pack of liounds at N\i\vaia Eliya,

which attbrdecl great sport, and to which the

brothers devoted themselves, as described in those

delightful works, “The Kille and the Hound” and
“ Eight Years in Ceylon.”

In the beginning of the “fifties,” there were
merely native patlis to the

UPPER DIMBULLA ESTATES,

Wattegoda, lladella, Louisa (opening) and
lartulella tlirough the patanas down to tlie

at Medacombura. All estate su])plies

generally carried up by coolies, b;y way of

sellawa, down to the Kotmale Ferry

Fal-

ford

were
Fu.s-

tlirougli

patanas and paddy fields to the Limekiln berry,

and then up a precipitous path through pa-

tanas to the Upper Wattegoda road, a mere track

through the jungle, where now-a-days 1 heli<Ae

the Medacomljura, or Wattegoda Kail way station

is placed. There was a ilat-rock where .a lialt

was always made in completing the ascent from

the river. This rock was always called “ licst

and be thankful” and full advantage was taken

of the same. 1 rememher a line powerful young

Scotchman, Uaviil Kell, who was on attegoda

and wdio carried a husliel of rice without a ha|L

from the Limekiln to “ Uest and he tliankful

as an example for his coolies to follow.

I had a great horror of

SN'AKES

in my oarli(‘r days, and oouhi in common wiili

many others, specially fishermen, lelatc a variety

of tales connected with these. 1 have only seen

two Europeans who were bitten by them, Mr.

Langshaw, then in the M ynaad ; and the present

Major (Quarry, then a Lieut, in the ('. H.K., was

bitten by a tame cobra, he was in the habit of

playing with— I lielievc a solitary case, except the

late General de Saumarez, but the latter sullered

to the end of his life from the virus. I once had a

well-pre.served python’s skin oflered to me. It

was 22 feet long, and 1 afterwards regretted 1

had not accepted it, as it would have made a

novel suit of clothes ;
this python W'fis killeil at

Tippekardoo. Some of the old lo\yc.onntry Sin-

halese can relate some very astonishing tales anent

snakes. I rememher asking an old elephant tracker

what might have been the length of the largest

snake he had ever seen in the Trincomalee jun-

'des. His reply was to this purpose,— “'I’he long-

est snake I ever saw was about the lengtly of

the shadow of a coconut tree at 5. p.m.” This

must have been a whopjier. The door leading

into the verandah was the last I generally closed

at Glenloch. One morning niyappu called my at-

tention to my having scjiiashed the head of a cobra

in shutting the door, a brute about five feet long!

" One of the chief regrets that press on my mind

in connection with my sporting adventures, and

with wdiich I never cease to reproach myself is a-

follows:—Whilst shooting in the Hamhantotta

country not very far from Maha-Tisserama, tpiictly

plodding along a sort of de.serted road leading to

a mined dagoba, in coming round a corner 1 sud-

denly almost ran up against a huge elci.hant; he

was standing with his back to me, and grasping

the situation as he slowly turned Ins head

round 1 killed him with the earshot. Now
this was a most wonderful elejihant, a male,

evidently stone-blind, and no doubt deaf, or

he must have heard my approach He was 111

very poor condition, much marked with leju-ous

blotches about his head. His enormously large

ears were torn and tattered all round their fringe;

but the most remarkable thing was the forma-

tion of his head which instead of possessing t he

concave features of the common or as one may
say indigenous eleiihant of (’eylon, had hardly

any temple dei)re.ssion hut a rounded surface

above the bulb of the trunk, in fact in every

way he bore undoubted similitude to the Afri-

can species. Now, how did this animal turn up
in Ceylon. He was of a arerit age undoubtedly,
the trackers said they had never seen tlie like,

and in fact they first calle>l my attention to this

change in ai)[)earance. 'This 1 am now greatly

exercised about, as it would lia\e led to much
di.scussion and many theories would have been
started. I fully intended reiisiting the spot a
week afterwards, tmt both myself, and most of

my coolies were .seized with deadly fever. I lost

some 14 of them, and how I ever got hack into

Kadulla 1 <lon’t know to this ilay. This waslay.

the result of being over-persuaded in a weak
moment to accompany an Indian friend, wlio

wislusl to kill an elei>hant. hut who siiould not have
chosen the month of August for his debut in the

Hamhantotta forests, and its malaria.
J. T.

A .lAFANESE SEED AND PLANT FfKM.
The mail brings us a copy of the very ornamsntal

and neat catalogue of L. Koehmer A' Co., exjiorters of

Japanese lily hnlhs, phuits, seeds, Ac., Nos. 4, .5, and
28 Kliifi', Yokohama. Japan, established in 1882. It

is got up after quite an ornate Japanese fashion
and inclndos pliotographs as well as lists and prices

of ])liU)tS. Ac.

S.\U'. OK lIOOJ..\.NK.VNDP EST.VTE.

The purchaser from Mr. Bomes of tlii.s well-

kmtwn Kellehokka estate is the Earl of Glasgow
wlio is adding it to Ids Poeng.alla jiroperty which
(tl'.ough in Matale Fast) a'djoins Hoolankande.
Kotii estates arc on the l)onndarics of their res-

pective districts; hut Hoolankande will liencefor-

ward he worked as one witli Poengalla, the total

ai'ca being, 1,20.1 acres of wliicli SOO acres are
cultivated chiefly witli tea though to acres are in

coli'ee, 27 in canlamoins ami Gt in timber, grass, &c—
HOW ITBTIHKES .VN “OLD COLONbST,”

A'/? PK/EDIAL PKODUCTS.
t’ll example you witli thievery.—.Shake.spere.

Amongst the surprises I gi t on my return to the
island is the apparent difficulty of obtaining evidence
of thievery, and the consequent collapse of a Proedial
Products Commission.
Now, I was never guilty of running down or dis-

paraging the natives at Ceylon, my leseingxli, quite

the other '.vay. 1 li.ive been accustomed t', of

the S'liini'esc a^—like the Trisli— -.mong-l the •'
'"i.-'A

peasantry in the worid " and lor tl:c Tandb- -ihu

raw material as iiniterted,

—

I have a great regard.
But there are striking exceptions and these are

almost invariably located around our populous centres
—the educated loafers to wit—than which no viler

type of bipeds ever trod this beautiful earth. Apeing
all the worst vices and copying none of the virtues

of Pluropeans.
About a quarter of a century ago I recollect

writing to 7'/ic Obsercer, and picturing as well as I

could, the great chieftain thief of tlie mountain capital,

DON WANDKUOO nA.^tY,

the employer of nocturnal coffee nickers, and pros-
perous merchant. Plump and sleek, as lie drove in

his own waggon to the railway station with buttons,
rings and ebain.s of gnUI. glittering in the morning
sun. How he appeaivd in Kaillie Street witli his

samples, and how tlio big mercantile bully of the
day guffawed as lio loaneil back from the tiffin

table declaring for tbo edification of all subs,

that their own Agents in Kandy were the veriest fools

in tins island of imbeciles.
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Hero, said be, is Don \Vandeioo Hamy again sell-

ing U8 0,000 bushels good garden parchment at Is

less per bushel than tiie limit sent to our branch a
week ago and at which the idiots aro as yet unable
to operate

!

Tne matter attracted some notice at the time and
a Commission was talked ot whicii I was invited to

join, out it came to little and soon after this it, more
ii.siuiuus t nemy to coffee absoroed our atLention.

Don Waiiueroo Hamy is dead and gone to the
laud of ins fatners

;
Out he has ieit a marvel-

lously proiillc and feaifiuiy uegenerate progeny around
Kauuy

.

INo evidence of stealing!

Let me in the plainest possii.le language tell my
uuauorned tale

;
i have only been in tlio island

about tliree months at this tune
;
but my experience

has alas ! been ample to quality me as a tirst-class

witness.
lUy lir.-.t taste was from a ‘•Contractor” who got

heav) auvances and unuer the impudent pretence of

Clearing lor plaiun,g, carted oH ana soiu ail llie

tiinner, then bolicu with all the esiato tools and
nesei more was ueaiu Ox, leaving tlio uOi'ay to pre-

pare me grouiiu for planting as iie eesl coUid.

Cur spexiai caie alia pride Was, liowever, our nur-
sery ol the hiiest jat which we watched over and
watered with teiiuerest solicitude till the rains came
when ho, lor planting out!
Imagine if you can, our exasperation at this

stage, to find that during one moonlight night the
the whole of the available plants disaxipeared, nobody
was supposed to know how or whitlier.

Not to be baffied by this we at once sot to work
to purchase and germinate the best seed obtainable
for the purpose of pila-nting at stake

;
but on taking

a quiet walk last Sunday evening I found one estate

coolie had been caught carrying off germinated seed.

On hfeariug this I returned to the bungalow and sat

down to dinner in no very thankful or Christian
spirit.

“Boy 1 “What is the matter with the curry tonight ?”

“ No coconut sar.” “Then tclti/ not coconut ? Are lUO
trees not enough to supply you ” “ Only koorumbas,
sar, thieves take all ripe nuts.”

Well : i wouldn’t like to write down all I said and
thougiit on this occasion. I plead indigestion,

and hope for pardon. 1 do not blame anybody in

purticuiar—except the devil, who seems peculiarly

at home in ti,is warm island. Least of all do i blame
trie xxieseut very able and paiiistakiiig P.M. who vigo-

rously endeavours to do the best that can be done
with such poor effete and pointless tools as are at

his command
;

but pray do not drive me desperate
by languidly sa3'ing, there is no evidence of stealing !

Nor blame me if i adopt the lemccly recommended
by ll.B.T. It may be rough, it may be risky, but
meanwhile it seems the only feasible protection for

honest industry.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Jap.\nese Te.\.—In his oflicial report on the trade

of Tokio for 181M Mr. Consul Troup says :
“ The

tea export of last year amounted to lb.,

as against •2d,7dU,b9;i lb. in 189li. On the whole, the
quantity of tea exported from here does not vary
greatly from year to year. Tlie market tor new
teas opened tow'ards the latter part of April, and
a large biismess was done during llie following

three moiitlis. The quality of the crop was supe-

rior to mat of l«yil, ana saver prices have ruled

from ‘20 per cent to ‘2o per cent higner than
ill that year. The fall in excUaiige, however,
has admitted of the tea being laid down in

the American market at lower gold prices. An
impression appears to have prevailed there that

the outbreak of the war between tne two countries
would interlere with the export of tea from both
China and Japan. This has ccriamly not been the
case as tar as tnis country is concerned, but this

notion, together with the more favourable conditions

existing in the United States, contributed to stimulate

the export during the autumn mouths. The result

yyas that considerable profits were realised, and the

causes above enumerated have made the year a good
ono for both exporters and producers. Stocks here
at the end of the year were low, mostly of inferior

qualities, .and very dear.

—

11. & C, Mail

THE AMSTERDAM MARKET.
August ‘22nd.

At the cinchona auctions, which will be held in
this city 011 August 2',)th (writes our correspondent),
(i,r)21 bales and 151 cases, weighing together 600,510
kilos, will be offered for sale. The manufacturing
portion of this bark consists of 585,651 kilos, with an
equivalent of 29,63‘J kilos of sulphate of quinine (5'06

per cent), the druggists’ hark of 14,889 kilos, contain-
ing about 347 kilos of quinine .— Chemist and Dnigyist,

»

TEA BLIGHTS AN D INSECTICIDES.

The following letter from Dr. Watt, dated the 6th
of July, was read at the Sixth Annual Meeting of
the General Committee of the Assam Branch of the
Tea Asaociation :—1 regret to say that I am not in
a position at present to give the Association any
very definite statement of my investigations. So far
I have found, not three or four, but perhaps over
100 blights, the majority of which aro at present of
no serious moment. Ono or two are, however, very
important, and certain of the others might suddenly
assume alarming proportions. I think it therefore
essential that every enemy of the tea bush should
be thoroughly investigated.

ADHATOD.V VASICA.

A. special feature of my visit to Assam was to in-
quire into the value of Adhatoda Vasica as an insec-
ticide. So far I have found: (1) That the value of
the plant as an insecticide varies greatly according
to the climate and nature of the soils on which it

has been grown—richer in dry hot climates and poor
soils than when allowed to run into large vigorous
plants in damp rich soils. (2) That as found in
Assam it does not appear to kill mosquito, though
it undoubtedly stupifies the insects. I have, how-
ever, met a few planters who speak highly of Adhatoda
in the treatment of mosquito, and 1 mention this
circumstance since my personal experiments have
not proved very satisfactory. (3) It kills red spider
as also not of the minute insect pests.
These results are not, therefore, so far very en-

couraging, but I would caution the Association from
rushing to the opposite extreme, viz., that it is value-
less. We have much to learn as to how we should
grow the plant, when it should be cut and the way
in which the insecticide should be prepared. I
hold as strongly' to iny original opinion now,
as I ever did, that we possess in Adhatoda an
insecticide of con.“iderable value. It costs nothing
more than the labour of using it. The infusion
possesses distinct manurial merit. It is quite harm-
less. I would not therefore abandon experimenting
with it till wo have conclusively demonstrated that
it is less valuable thau other insecticides, the merits
of which more than compensate for their expense.

an ENEJIV OE I’URE JAT TEAS.

The members of the Association will doubtless
admit that it is a very general experience that pure
Assam jats of tea are, as a rule, pale yellowish green
in colour and flush late. When this yellowness
becomes abnormally high it will be seen that it is

not natural. The leaves get in addition a pinkish
tinge and later are bronzed, become spotted, dry
and unhealthy looking

;
the bush is also baiigled.

This is especially common on badly drained soils, or
during exceptionally hot seasons, and on dry exposed
situations. I have found that when these conditions
occur (say in April and May,) such leaves are
covered with a very minute parasite that belongs
to the family of mites. So far as I can discover
this pest is new to the literature of Assam blights.
I do not say that it is exclusively the cause of the
paleness in the Assam nlaut (for it is naturally pale
cploui’ed), but simply that I have uevef eeeu verv -
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pale ABsain tea without this pest. It is in fact all
but universal on the Assam pure jats, and often
makes plots of exceptionally good tea look mottled
from the alternation of diseased and healthy bushes,
or whole patches may liave turned pinkish yellow.
So far I have not found it on China or Hy-
brid. Now if it be confirmed by future obser-
vers that the flushing of the purer jat teas is re-
tarded by this pest, Adhatoda will be admitted as
asuming a new interest when I add that so far as
my experiments go, it not only kills the mite,
but the plants after one or two applications
become bright green in colour and give indications
of flushing. My experiments have not, however, been
carried to the extent of demonstrating that the
plants will flush as soon as the mite is killed, though
they justify me in the expectation that this may pos-
sibly be found to be the case.

UXCOMPI.ETED EXPEKIMENTS.

Besides being fatal to all mites the insecticide has
proved invaluable in the hands of some planters against
white ants. So far, however, I am disappointed with
the results of my investigations into the subject of

Adhatoda, but mainly because while moving from
garden to garden I have not had the
time to personally supervise the experiments that
should be undertaken. It is on this account
that I recommend that we should not too
readily abandon the subject, since no in-

secticide possesses the advantages of Adhatoda, pro-

vided it can be proved to be a poison of the
required potency.

BLIGHT-PEOOF SEED.

But I would add that I am more than ever con-

vinced that the pests of the tea plant are never
likely to be destroyed by insecticides. Such treat-

ment may assist, the more so when blights do not
assume gigantic proportions. The subject will have
to be dealt with on more general principles, such
as improvements in the system of cultivation, more
careful selection of seed, especially the production
of blight-proof seed, and an extended study into the
life histories of the blights, so as to put us in a

position to deal with them at the stage in their lives

at which they are weakest .— Civil and Jlilitan/ Gazette.

TEA BLIGHT IN ASSAM.

One of the most important results of Dr. Watt's
recent deputation to Assam with reference to tea

blight has been to convince the planters that, as

Mr. Buckingham says, “ there is as much to be

learned on the subject of proper cultivation of the

lant as in that of the remedy of actual blights.”

he Assam branch of the Indian Tea Association

has approached the Government with a request that

it will supervise the scientific labours of a chemist
whom it 13 proposed to bring out with a view to

his devoting several years to a thorough investiga-

tion of the chemical properties of the plant. It is

felt that the Government of India is best qualified

to select the most capable man for this undertaking,

and in order that nis work may be efficiently

supervised it is proposed that he should bo asso-

ciated with one of the scientific departments. The
Association is willing to pay his salary upon the

understanding that the result of his investigations

becomes its property.

—

Enijliahmun.

A TEA EXl’EllT WANTED.
At the annual meeting of the General Committee

of the Assam Branch Indian Tea Association, held

last mouth, we notice that the question of the ap-

pointment of a scientific officer for the tea districts

was discussed. We append for the benefit of our

home readers the memorandum on the subject to

be submitted to the Government of India. “The tea

industry having for some jyears past felt the neces-

sity of a thorough scientific investigation into the

chemistry of the tea plant and its cultivation and

manufacture desires to bring the matter before the

Government of India for consideration and such

60-opevatiou as uiaj^ he fouud possible. It

is understood that in a kindred subject—viz.,

investigation connected with silk—such co-operation,
and even pecuniary support, has actually been ren-

dered by the Governments of India and Bengal. It

is accordingly felt that the suppoit, not only of the
Government of India, but also of local Govern-
ments, whei'e tea cultivation is pursued, might
reasonably be extended to an industry of such magni-
tude and importance. The Tea Association fully

appreciates, the assistance which the Government of

India have rendered, and are still rendering, in the
deputation of Dr. Watt, the Ileporter on Economic
Products, to investigate into the subject of tea

blights. Without anticipating the report which
Dr. Watt is likely to publish, it may be said that
he has convinced the planters in the districts

visited that there is as much to be learnt on
the subject of proper cultivation of the plant as in

that of tile reuieay of actual blights. But this in-

volves a scientific investigation mainly of a chemical
nature, which the planting industry, unaided, is un-
able to accomplish, not so much financially as in

proper control and supervision of the operations of

a scientific officer. It is contemplated that a chemist
of established reputation should be brought out to

this country, for a fixed term of years, say five, to

receive such salary as would ensure his devoting his

entire energy to this enquiry, but on the distinct

understanding that the result of his investigations
should be the property of the Association. The selec-

tion of such an officer it is felt that the Government
of India would be better qualifie 1 to make than the
Association. The direct assistance which the Go-
vernment of India, it is believed, could render would
be in the equipment of a laboratory, since the ap-
paratus required might be utilised by Government in

its chemical laboratories, at the close of the contem-
plated investigation, it is also suggested that the
major portion of the apparatus and chemicals might
even be lent for the purpo.se hero indicated. In ven-
turing to suggest direct aid, the Association considers

that supervision of chemical inquiries is of the great-

est importance, and for this purpose the chemical
officer might be associated with one of the scientific

departments of the Government of India. This
Association believes that the desired aim of the in-

vestigation might be frustrated through a scientific

officer not being supervised, there being the
liabilities of his attention being diverted from
the main j)oints at issue. But, in venturing
to make this suggestion, the Tea Association desires

mainly to obtain an expression of opinion from the
Government of India, and the final scheme may be
matured hereafter.”

—

II. C. Mail.

THE KOLA NUT AND ITS PROPERTIES.
The introduction of the kola nut is comparatively

of recent date, and as a marketable commodity its

advent here is somewhat of a novelty
;
but it clearly

has a future as an article of commerce. Its remark-
able invigorating qualities have been much talked
about. By use of the kola it is stated that the bur-
den which could only be borne by eight Braz -

liau negroes can easily be cari'ied by four African
mgroes. Acccording to Dr. Gustave Le Bon,
who has devoted some attention to the nut
and its properties in the Revue Scienfi/ique

the introduction of kola is only of recent date.

From a chemical standpoint, the composition of the
nut is still imperfectly known

;
from a physiologi-

cal standpoint its efl'ecls have varied very consider-
ably. When the grains of the kola tree first came
to Europe, chemists submitted them to analysis, and
as large quantities of calTeino were found, it was
naturally supposed that caffeine was the active prin-
ciple of the kola, and that, therefore, it was much
more simple to substitute this alkaloid for it. Main-
tained at the French Academy of Medicine by the
high authority of M. Germain See, this opinion naturally
retarded for a long time, at any rate in France, the
judicious use of the kola. The question of the principles
to which the kola nut owns its properties has provoKed
numerous iiuuiiries, and many results have been
obtained by diilercnt expoiiments. The most impor-
taat aualyses are those published bj' lieckel. lie
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found in the kola nut 2'35 grammes per cent, of

kaffeiiie and •023 grammes per cent, of theobroma.
The original pa t of the analysis of Heckel was to

establish a particular body
;
the red colour of the

kola, which exists in the proportion of 1‘3 per cent,

in the nut, he obtained by treating with water the
alcoholic solution of the kola, but did not succeed in

defining its chemical constitution. Having seen by
experience that caffeine alone would not replace the
kola nut, and finding in it no other substance than
caffeine, theobroma, and the red portion of the nut,

Heckel was led to suppose that to thi.s red portion
of the kola was due m great part the action ot the
nut. A chemist of Orlongen has maintained that the
red of the kola nut was a glucoside, susceptible of

decomposition in tlie presence of water into cafieine

and a colouring substance. The red of the kola nut,

under the influence of mastication, is transformed
in a great part into caffeine when it arrives in the
stomach. Heckel cites in support of his experiments
upon man investigations in the laboratory, which
snow that the kola increases and prolongs the inten-

sities of the muscular contractions, while with the
caffeine the stimulation is of very short duration and
wears itself out very rapidly. Tor those who desire

to make use of the kola nut the advice is given to

consume it exactly as do the African negroes—that

is to say by masticating slowly fragments of the
fresh nuts, and to reject completely all other-

preparations. Fresh nuts are to be taken in

preference to dried nuts, as the last are valued
little by the negroes and are produced from a
very inferior variety of the kola. Nothing is easier

than to obtain fresh nuts when required, for medi-
cal or other purposes, from the coasts of Africa, at

a cost of two or three francs a kilogramme, and to

preserve them in this condition for a long time.

They have been kept for more than six mouths by'

simply covering them with moist leaves, and by
rolling them up in sugar, or some saccharine pre-

paration, they may be kept for a much longer time
than this. Fresh nuts, by reason of their charac-

teristic appearance, cannot be adulterated, whereas
when they are dried it is impossible to recognise

by their appearance the true kola from the false.

The negroes frequently substitute spurious kolas for

the true ones, and the former belong to a very
different family, containing no trace of alkaloids.

—

1L& V. Mail.

^
COCONUT AND OTHER CULTIVaVTION

IN CHILAW AND PUITALAM
DISTRICTS.

(From a Colombo icrifer.

)

Rain has not fallen over Chilaw, for the last few months
and every thing looks parched up auddiy. Coconut
trees have however not been affected and the hardy
tobacco plants look green and tioiu-ishiug, but to-

bacco is pils-nted on small piatches of land and every

shrub is daily watered. There is in most parts of

the district no grass at all and cattle are fed with

plantain and coconut leaves. Coconut cultivation

13 extending on all sides, Mr. Baitr has over 400

acres under cultivation and bids fair to be one of

the lai'gest proprietors in the disti'ict. As much as

11100 has been lately paid for good forest land.

There are yet large tracts of laud available for

cultivation. There is just a little fever prevalent

in some parts of the district but the people who
suffer have in most cases to thank themselves for it.

One ‘ intelligent native ” especially eschews quinine

and has built his bungalow on the bank of a river ! He
is a firm believer in an Indian quack remedy
in which quinine forms no part ! The writer au»

vised him to try quinine and run up an upstair-

bungalow as far away from the river as possible,

and it is to be hoped that his advice will be taken.

It is surprising how people will not take the most
ordinary precautions. The climate is not always
to blame. The water is as a rule always bad, but
yet very few think of boiling it before drinking.
Young Driebei-g who superintends Mr. Baur’s group
of estates has never known a illness ail thf time

Jie b&B been iu the distcietj

Mr. ihorburn, the hard-working Assistant Agent,
It IS expected will go up shortly to Kandy as Office
Assistant and Fiscal being re-placcd by ,\Ir. Noyes.

Farbcrry is doing good ivork as Magistrate at
Chilaw, and sits for a week, a month at Marawilla.
Mr. Jjovering is under orders to proceed toBandara-
wella after a turn in a fever district. Some portions
of the road are a bit cut up and certainly the coach
service leaves much room for improvement. The
Postmasters along the road seem to be a sleepy lot,
and the time occupied in the delivery of the mail
bags seem to be altogether absurd. Last but not
least, Chilaw boasts of a club with a first-class bil-
liard table, and visitors from the Metropolis have no
reason to complain of the warmth of their reception
in the land of coconut.

CEYLON .SEASON REPORTS FOR AUGUST.
The abstract of season reports for the mouth

ended August 31st is published in the Gazette.
The condition of paddy crops and harvest through-
out the island is generally satisfactory, but Hapiti-
gam Korale reports that some fields have suffered
from drought. Cattle disease is reported from several
districts, while in some places the spread of the
disease has been effectually suppressed. P^ever,
dysentry, chicken-pox and measles have been pre-
valent in the Galle district and many deaths have
occuri'ed. Hanibantota reports fever and dysentry

;

and Badulla, cholera, dysentry and fever. The health
of the inhabitants in other districts is fair.

• ^

THE TEA ROLLER CASE.
An application w-as niabe today before their lord

ships in the Appeal Court, on behalf of the defen-
daiits and appellants to withdr.iw ihe R3,000 deposited
as security for costs that would be incurred by the
respondents in the hearing of the appeal before the
Privy Council, The appellants having been success*
ful in their appeal, the application to draw the
deposit was allowed.

IVORY, SPICES, AND BARK.
The statements about the African elephant be-

coming extinct must be all bosh. So one thinks as
one enters another warehouse, the ground floor of
which IS devoted entirely to ivory. One of the
quartcidy sales had just concluded, and at least 120
tons of the valuable material was lying about in

lots.
^

India aud Africa arc tiio ivory exporting
Countries. The best quality comes from Zanziba^
and is reniarkable for its density and whiteness.
That which is sent from the Soudan has often been
buried for years, and frequently gets damaged.
Sometimes when it “ cracks ” in the warehouse it
goes on like a gun, and fetches of course a lower

pnee than some of the other kinds. That from the
West Coast, also, is not of first-rate quality, being
worth about half that from Zanzibar. Tlie ivory
imported is of all shapes and sizes. One big tusk
weighed 137 pounds, and w-as considerably over six
feet m length. Tusks of the rhinoceros, teeth of
the hippopotamus, are also found here, and many
other anmials, such as the walrus, the narwhal, the
sperm whale, also possess teeth or tusks which are im-
ported m quantities, and which can be used for pur-
poses ill the arts for which true ivory is employed,
A.together, the ivory at the docks is an interesting
sight, and an inspection of it might throw some light onmore than one of the vexed problems of Central Africa.— Westminster Gazette.

North rR.vvANcoRi-; Pb.VNiiNu iNnusTRv.
Elsewliere will be found full ana interesting
information re.specting the condition and proi^
l>ects of the North Travancore district, inwhich both tea and coffee are likely to make
a brave show' through the enterprise of Messi-s.
b inlay, Muir & Co.’s Syndicate in tlie nc.st
icw yeai's.
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COMPANIES AND SHALES : A CAl.L FOR
CAUTION IN CEYLON.

The pace altogether in Colombo, we are assured,

is getting too Lust, and while there is yet time it

would he well for the public to i)ause and

consider the future. “ Hastening to be rich” is a

habit with a long pedigree, and a bad reputation.

Even in the childhood of the world, wiien there

were only flocks and grain to deal in, the wise

and experienced of that age lifted uj) their

voice against it as a snare
;
and to the more

civilized nations of today with their lionrses and

Stock Exchanges, this race bn- riches which has

too often ended in crashes and disaster, has been

proved to thousands over and over a^ain, to be

a way of life hard in tlie extreme and full of pit-

falls.'
. . .

But then there is, undoubtedly, excitement in it,

and often much self-satisfaction. Everybody in

the slang of the day—thinks himself so Unowing,

and as having got a “ tii>” which he feels sure

will “ land him the coin.” Besides that, he

knows somebody who has put him “ uj)

to the ropes,” and got him “into the swim” and

althoii'di it often turns out that this esoteric

knowled'^e i.s liiit poor stull, and the expected

reward eludes these enlightened ones in the end,

'itill human nature is hopeful, and often thinks

more of what may be, than of what is. In this

way speculation is fostererl, and when once a com-

mun’ity is properly inoculated, and has gone fully

in for this species of madness, one does not re-

quire to be able to forecast how' it will all end.

^ In Ceylon there has always been speculation

more or less, much of it of a legitimate kind

—the risks that a man must take Avhen he

follows his regular business. But since the

advent of i'ea Companies and a Local Share

Market, which gives every facility for the

transferring of scrip, “dabbling in stock has

become, we are told, common among almost

every class of the community with any casii

to spare, and to make money on the

chances of the market, is now, we are assured,

one of the absorbing aims of life, at any rate

amon-' not a few mem Iters ot the business

and planting communities. It is under these

circumstances that we are asked to give a word

of w'arniii"- in owv editorial columns and t<i

place the° danger before the Colony, of over-

(loim- “speculation in shares in a forcible

li«dit° Yt the s.ame time we are aware there

is another side to much of tlie criticism oflercd

to us and therefore, after continuing to give

the one side of the shield as depicted to us by

pessimistic critics, we shall endeavour as w'ell

to brill"' into relief the other side with the

views o1 those who, it may be, are sanguine if

not optimistic. We are told then, on the

one hand, that because, within the last

luonths or so, prices ot almost all the

stocks have risen, and some have gone up

with a bound, investors have in some cases

nearlv' doubled their capital. Further that now
T verv feverish state of allairs witli a

marked tendency to inflation of prices and an

cveited number anxious to share in the spoi
,

w hose blood-our critic warns us-is at too liigh

a temperature for them to be able either to

U.iiik or act with ordinary caution Beports of

t e local Share Market, it is added, too clearly

sl ow that Tea Companies’ scrip s now becom-

tn.. a thing to speculate or even gamble with

rather than a medium lor honest investment ; and

tnaiiv who know nothing of the real position of

rs put their money down with the sole iiiten-

Jiou of iftiny it 010 very long, plus what the wis-

SIX

tea

dom or unwisdom of others may have added thereto.
“ It’s a (jueer tiling if 1 can’t find a higgler

fool than myself,” is how a deal at a fancy price

is .supiiorted ; and while the “boom” is on, the
bigger fool is siipjiosed to be sure to turn up
and oiler an enhanced rate. What has been
said of tea shares, applies, it is urged by'

the pessimistic, to Comiiany formation. Coni-
jianies are sjiringing up like mushrooms ;

and
in a late report, the local Share Market is said

to be “a trifle w'eaker ” owing “to the amount
of capital required for new Companies just in-

corporated, and being now neirotiated.” High
values are ofl'ered for estates, and when the Com-
iiany has been formed, and the shares jilaced on
the market, a rush sets in, and before results

have had time to be shown, shares arc at a )ire-

minni, and a mwv race in speculation is inangii rated.

What then, .says the critic, is all this sort of thing
going to lead to ? We hold as strongly as any one
in our midst, the soundne.ss of the Tea Industry.:

but, our iiessimistic friends assure ns that no kind

of busine.ss can allord to be treated in this wayq
without a di'iy of reckoning hax ing to be faced.

’I'lien it is alleged that althongli it is some
time since the local banks took alarm, and
placed their ban upon Tea Company scri[i

:
yet

that the ell’ect has been not to check specu-

lation but to send the men borrowing else-

where. The condition of atl'airs is therefore

depicted as a wild hnrly'-burly altogether,

and while it is yet time, the public are

warned to be cautious. The reaction is

sure to come, and when the present
,
un-

healthy excitement lias exhausted itself,

and the mad carnival is over, there will

lie to many a retrospect which is unsatisfactory
;

the fragments to be gathered np will be of a
sorry nature and worst of all, there will be “ the

mischief to pay.”

All this is calculated to sober the least thought-

ful amongst us and to cause them to ponder
whether th" pre.sent is a healthy condition of

affairs in our local Share Market. At the same
time, it is impo.S'^ihle to deny the force of certain

“facts and figures” which put matters in a dif-

ferent light. The very fact that “ scrij) ” is not

rega'.'ded as ]iroper security for loans, surely

shows that the buyers of shares are working
chiefly with their own money. Banks, we believe,

only take shares as collateral security ; hut it is

urgaal that every' quotation in t’olomho so

far, may be justified on the basis of a lU—or

at least’ 7 to 8—per cent return on the price.

It is therefore insi.sted that the business up to date

is perfectly legitimate and sound, and consider-

ing the good ]iositioii of Ceylon tea, every Com-
pany so far announced, and some more to follow

,

can all be shewn to have a soliil basis. The transfer

of estates from individual iiroprictors to liodies of

shareholders, so spreading the risk, and providing

a ready investment for local savings, is considered

"•ood noliey from every' jioint of view
; and more

^onqianies are to be approved of since they atl'ord

means for the safe and profitable investment

of local savings as well as of cheaii money from
home.

- There is much, of course, in all this ; but the

([uestion renif' .s as to the safe limit for sjiecu-

lation in slin .. s. For one thing, Ceylon tea i.s

leaving a s, ecially favourable innings this year

through a bad Indian season ; but that

cannot be expected to continue ; and therefore

to base calculations as to returns on recent or

jiresent experience, can scarcely' be safe in re-

spect yf coming years; and the word of “caution”

is, therefore, after all necessary.
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CRAPE (!Ci;nVATtOX [N ('CLOMP,o,

{Coill.llIHlliratcd.)

We lui VO before referred to an experiment in grape
culture that was going on in the nei;hbourhood of

the Agricultural yclio)! in the Cinnamon Gardens.
The vines were collected by Mr. Zaiietti in ililferent

parts of the Central Districts of Victoria, a.id the
cuttings taken from selected healthy plants under
his supervision. Packing for transit was of course a

mo- 1 important matter, and puirticular attention had
to b-.- given to the vines during the voysge, in keep-
ing the roots moist and at the same time preventing
mildew. Ninety ijer cent of the rooted vines that

weie brought over are tluiving well; the other ten per

cent canno'. yet be said to be t.itai failures as they
may in all probability strike from tiie bottom,
though, of course in such cases, the crop will be de-

layed by two reasons. In conneclion with the Colombo
experiment there are two nurseries. One nursery con-

tains :—
125 Cuttings Gordo Blanco
125 ,, Champion Muscat
125 ., Black Prince
10 ,, Lady’s Finger
10 ,, Snow jMuscat Ambro
10 ,,

GrussColmau
10 ,,

White B'larillion

100 ,, Golden Chasselas
making a total of 740 cuttings.

A second nursery contains 150 cuttings chasselas

(golden) 250 cuttings Muscat of Alexandra. Making
a total of 400 cuttings.

Tne planted vineyai’d contains vines; two years

old and under, of the same varieties as the cut-

tings excepting the Muscat of Alexandra, plants of

which could not have been secured, and the Cham-
pion Muscat. A bundle of 50 plants of the latter

variety were unfortunately stolen from Mr. Zanetti

two days after their arrival in Colombo, and all at-

tempts to trace the thieves proved unsuccessful.

The following notes the chief characters
varieties that are being tried.

The ‘. useat of Alexandra; A very e-asily grown
grape, very prolific, fine flavour, small bunches but
well filled, generally a very good cropper in hilly

land of a rocky nature where patches of loose soil

ai'e obtainable.

The Ch.vmpion Muscat : does not grow very rank
or strong, but is a fair cropp)er, very large red
berries with splendid flavour.

The vineyard contains about 750 plants of the fol-

lowing :

—

Uortlo Blanco.—Vines two years old, in their first

bearing, very strong grower, good cropper, large bun-
ches, though not very well filled, fine Muscat Savour,
a white gr.ipe.

Blar.h llamhroor iraiabiiirih.— .V medium grower, fair

c>‘opper, splennid l.ivge black oorries, verj' .sweet, bun-
ches large ami lull.

Prinre.—B,,ire variety, large oval blackberries
oirong gro.ver,but must be expected to fail to c»op once
every two years.

Uuldeii C/utss- las-—The earliest grape iir Australia,
brought over originally from tne South of Spam,
splendid cropper, easily grown, affects sandy soils,

medium sized soft golden berries with sweet juice,

large and well tilled bunches. This Mr. Zanetti
thinks, should be the most successful in Ceylon, and
liked most for its flavour.

iPhite .Uarillou or Dovadilloit.—Very strong grower,
good cropper, though late, good sized berries of
amber colour and tine flavour.

Gro.ss Colman.—Strong prolific grower, large sized
lilack berries, poor cropper, of very superior flavour.
Vines two years old.

Snow Muscat Hamuuo.—Strong Muscat, good
cropper, not very large berries but of very delicious
flavour, very late.

Lady’s Finoru.—A strong grower, magnificent oval
goiflen grape, came originally from Sicily, large
bunches but loose, lierries of exceptionally large si’ze,

very fleshly and of delicious flavour, hardier and more
vigorous than any of the above, and all round the
best. Vines two years old. The vines which were

over () weeks out of the ground were planted during
the first week of August, and the 750 do not occupy
much more than an acre. Supports have already
been supplied and the vines tied on to them. Alto-
gether the miniature vineyard of a month old pre-
sent.? a very pleasing sight, and it is as novel as it

is intore-sting to see some of the little vines, two
three feet in height, bearing blossom and a few ac-
tually with fruit. The experiment is one of vast
importance to the Colony and svill be watched with
much concern by all. We heartily wish it all sucess.

(f.UININE FOR THE MILLION.
M’e are very pleased to find that the Ceylon

Govenuiieiit is at length to follow that of India
in a direction wo liave often reconnneniled.
Tlie following is from Dr. Kynsey’s Medical
Re[)ort :

—

“ A scheme has been sanctioned by the Governor,
and is in course of being introduced, for the sale at
dispensaries and post-offices throughout the I-^land of

quinine in small packets at a little over actual cost

price. I anticipate that much good will result if the
scheme proves a success ;

this valuable drug will be
placed within the reach of the poorest village at trifling

cost.”

THE AGRICULTURAL MAGAZINE.
The following ai’e the contents of the September

number just out—I. Grape Cultivation in Ceylon.
II. L iws of Ceylon reiaiiug to Agriculture. III.

Labour. IV. Palinyrah Faim Frodiiot.s. V. Daily
Froduce. VI. Black Smut oil Orange trees. VII.
Abortion in CIow.s. Vfll. Gambago and Benzoin.
IX. .A Now Crnit Tree. X. Fouitry Diseases. XL
Royal Commission on Tuberculosis. XII. Chemical
Examination of Ceylon Plants. XIII. Vines and
Live Supports. XIV. Ceylon Woods. XV. Rainfall
taken at the School Agriculture during August 1895,

and XVI. General Items.
Some discussion has been started in the pages

of the Magazine on the subject of Grape cultui’e

—the outcome of the experiment at the School of
Agriculture, where, from all reports nearly a dozen
varieties of Australian vines have made a very
promising start. It is to be hoped that these experi-
ment will be the means of discovering the best
varieties for grapes in Ceylon. The article on Dairy
Frodnee is interesting, and the note on black smut
on orange trees should prove of value to fruit

growers. It is somewhat amusing to read of the
high opinion in which the Carambola (a much
despised fruit in Ceylon) is held in Australia.

—
NEW TEA COMPANIES.

THE CEYLO.N I’liOV I .(CIAL ESTATES CO., LTD.

The MemoLanduin and Articles of Association of
the Ceyion Provincial Estates Company, Limited, are
publisiied in tlie Gazette. Anioag the objects
lor which tiie Company is established are

—

To pur-
chase, or lease, or otherwise acquire any estate or
estates, land or lands, machinery, implements, Ac.
in the island of Ceylon

;
to purchase tea leaf and

(or) other raw products for maufacture, manipula-
tion, and (or) sale; to manufacture tea leaf and (or)
other raw products

;
to plant, grow, and produce, buy

sell, trade, and deal m tea, coffee, cinchona, cacao’
cardamoms and other plants, trees, and natural
products of any kind, or any of them. The nominal
capit.il of the Company is one million rupees
(Ri,OJl),000), divided into two thousand shares of five
luindred rupees (R500) each, with power to increase
or decrease the capital. Tlie following have already
taken a share each ;—Messrs. John Paterson, Stephen
Brown, John N. Grant, F. J. de Saram, M.’ Bremer
Andrew Murray, and R. W. Paterson.

’

TUE HIGH FORESTS ESTATES CO., LTD.

The Gaz’dte also contains the Memorandum
and Articles of Associatiou of the High Forests Estates
Company, Liniitel. The following are among the ob-
jects stated for which the Company is established
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To piu'chaae, ou lease, or otherwise acquire any
• state or estates, land or lands, machinery, imple-
ments, etc., of any kind whatsoever in the Island of
Ceylon

;
to purchase tea leaf and or other raw pro-

ducts for mannficture, manipulation, and or sale;
to manufacture tea leaf and or other products

;
to

carry on the business of planters of tea and other
products in all its branches. The nosniiial capital of
the Company is one million rupee’. (lU,Odd,000), divided
into two thousand shares of Bj'dd each.
The following have already purchased a share each :

—Messrs. G. \V. Carlyon, W. Henry I’igg, C. J.
Donald, C. E II. Sy noin, A. •) . S iwer, G. fl. Alston,
and J. Armitage Ogden.

SALE OF A KALLTAKA ESTA'l’E.

The mail lias brought iiew.s of the sale of I'ol-

gahakaiide e.state, situ.ite in the Kalutara District,

1)V Mr. .J. Wight to The English Ceybm I’ro-

duee Comii.iuy, Limited, for 11.5, 7od. 'J’here arc
2dl acres of tea ami (51) acre.s of reserve. Wo
never heanl of this (domiiaiiy— it must be another
new one’

THE CANTON TEA TRADE.
The Canton tea trade, season 18‘J4-'d5, has proved

fairly remunerative. Declining exchange has enabled

shippers to lay down their purchases on the London
market at a low and continually lower cost. This,

combined with a considerable falling-off in production

(the natives liaving lost money steadily of late years),

has helped importers in feeding the greatly reduced

demand at prices that have paid them as a rule, if only

in a small way. Ten years ago the season’s exports from

these waters amounted to nearly 20,050,000 lb.; it is now
less than 10,000,000 lb. The bulk of this is scented tea

used for mixing purposes ;
but the natural pungency

of Indian and Ceylon products is the cause of its going

out of fashion. Little is now required, and that only if

very cheap. The trade is dying out. Taxation is not

likely to be less; exchange has risen; and the rate of

freight this season is to be higher
;
so tliat prospect.s

are altogethergloomy.”—L. mid C. tJxpress, Aug. 2:i.

- .

THE TEA TRADE.
An important point has been brougirt to notice by

Messes. McLeod & C in which the Ceylon tea

shipper has hitherto had the advantage over his

Indian competitor in the American and Canadian

markets. We refer to the factory bulking and mai’k-

ing of teas on the chests. Tills, it seems ilie Ceylon

planters have already attended to; bao Indian gar-

dens have often neglected it, though some large

lirnis ill America already m ike the bulking and

tarrini^ a sihc and otheis gi\e the piefeience

to che'sts so dealt with. The matter is oemg taken

up by the Iiidiau Tea Association, who are circulat-

imr a minute 011 the subjecr, and now that attention

has been called, it should not be difficult to remedy.

— rndian Daily News.

ACACIA C.ATEClir

Preparation of dark Catechu, or, as in trade, it is

more correctly designated L.utch.

The trees that yield ihi.s substance are regarded

as matui'e when about a foot in diameter. Tney are

then felled and cut up into blocks two or three feet

lou". Ill some parts of the country the natives

ascertain whether it will pay to cut the trees, by

making a small notch into the hsait-wood. Trees

between twenty-five and thirty years old are regarded

as best suited aud are said to yield more or loss

according to the mimbar of wuite hues perceived in

the heart-wood Toe bark and the outer sap wood

are generally removed and rejected. The red heart-

wood is then cut up inti sm ill chips. In certain

districts the branches arc not utilized in the prepara-

tion of the extract, in others they are so used.

The chips are then boiled in water in earthen

pota for twelve hours. When the water is reduced

by one-half, the chips are taken out and the liquid

placed in large iron pans or cauldrons and again
boiled and stirred till it attains the consistency of

syrup. The cauldrons are then taken off the fire and
the stirring of the liquid continued till the mass is

cool enough to be handled, when it is taken out aud
spre id .m leaves arranged within a wooden frame
or 111 mid aud left for the night. In the morning
the Cutch is dry and then e.xists as hrick-liko masses
that each weigh :ii3 to 41 lb. These are broken up into
pie ;es ready for the market.
The process of boiling and preparation of the dry

extract varies considerably all over the region w'lere
the article is made, but the principle is the same
as that given above, which may bo said to bo the
Pegu system. Occasion illy the chips are boiled a
second time with the production of a small amount
of inferior stuff. In other cases the red liquid is

poured over fresh chips and again boiled.

F’roiii the widespread conviction of the necessity
for stirring or beating the concentrated solution (on
its being re iiovod from the fire), it might almost
be inferred tliat some chemical change was thereby
efl’ected similar to the oxidation produced by beating
the indigo-vat solution. Thus, for example, in Baroda
the decoction is strained through a blanket. For
this iiurpose the blanket is dipped into the fluid,

stirred about and then wrung out, while the blanket
is being held at as great a height as possible. By
this process the liquid falls through the air in a
greatly divided stream or shower. And this is continued
for an h mr or so, the liquid being repeatedly wrung
through the blanket, the trough is then covered over
with a lid of split bamboos and the sediment allowed
to snb.side. The water is then poured oft and the
extract cut into small cakes and allowed to dry.

In Biriya (Gujarat) the thick decoction is poured
into pits, rive or six feet deep, in the bottom of

which baskets are placed. The liquid drains off, the
chips are retained in the baskets, anl tlie solid

extiact formed on the floor of tlie pits. This is

removed and dried on leaves while exposed to the sun.
Speaking of tlic Pegu system, it is admitted that

much difference of opinion prevails as to the value
and extent neoessary of the beating process. One
writer says it is more of a ‘‘ beating up ” than stir-

ring, “but I have never been able to a certain
wliat the object or effect of the process is. Cooks
differ, too, in the amount of beating up tliat is

desirable, some being satisfied with half an hour’s
application.’’ It will lie seen lielow in connection
witli the subject of Ka.fh that a peculiar system of

encouraging crystalliz.ition (wliich m ly lie analogous
to tlie beating) is consid-red essential.

As to the a iioimt of Cutch yielded l>y lie art-wood,
it li id lieen stated that from 3 to 10 p-sr cent, in

weight would lie a good average. In other words,
one toil of timber, in tlie roiinu, might be taken as
yielding 2.')0 to 300 li). of Cutch.

’L'iie Cutch of trade appears in several forms. The
Pegu variety occurs in masses witii layers of leaves
between tlic successive preparations. But Ciitcli is

also met with in cubes of various sizes which of.en
sliow the 111 arkiiigs of leaves used in the moulds, or
it occurs in sliarply defined cubes or blocks from
having been cut up by a string or wire run tlirougli

the still plastic mass. In other cases it is sold in

rounded balls or flattened cakes made in tiie hand.
In colour it is externally of a rusty brown, internally

a dirty orange to dark liver-colour, and in some cases
almost black or port-wine coloured. It is inodorous,
but has an astringent bitter taste, followed by a sense
of sweotness. It is brittle and breaks witli a more or
less resinous, shining fracture.

Hiving regard to the results of tlie several oxperi-
ni lilts wiiicli I have made, I draw the folio .vitig

conclusions :

—

1. That wiiethcr t'leCutcli extraction be performed
by the native or in a factory, tlie wood should bo
preferably reduced to tliiii shavings.

2. That as little water bo used as may be. ten
parts or peril ips less would suffice.

3. That the boiling be continued for half an hour
only .—AgricullunU Ledger,
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^orrospondcnco.

To (he Ediior.

COFFEE IN SUMATRA.
Aug. 16.

[To the Editor of the Deli “ CoiivantT]

Sir,

—

111 a recent Issue you stated that the rush
for coll'ee in Scrdaiig existed only in tlie imagi-
nation of the writer of tlie articles which have
recently appeared in the Ocy/oa Observer.

Permit me to inform you of the following facts.

Six months ago there were in Serdang seven con-

tracts going begging, aggregating 25,000 bouws *

All these have now been taken up for the
‘cultivation of Liberian Coffee.

I enclose my card, and am,
THE SUMATRA CORRESPONDENT OF THE

CEYLON OBSERVER."

THE CACAO, COCOA OK CHOCOLATE
TKEE-“THEOBROMA C.ACAO IN ITS

NATIVE COUNTRY.
Victor Park, Cor.storphine, near Edinburgh, N.R.

Sir,—This remarkable tree the beans of which yield

the most valuable beverage known, is a native of

the hottest parts of tropical America, being found
growing wild in the Republics of Ecuador, Colombia,
Venezuela and Brazil. When travelling in those
regions I observed that two distinct sorts of trees

which might be regarded as separate species pro-

duced the Cocoa of commerce. One of these of low
habit from 15 to 20 feet in height is the variety

cultivated to the greatest extent in the Spanish
Republics, the West Indian islands and Ceylon. It

appears, at least in its native habitat, to bear most
abundantly on the more slender boughs and branches
which crown the trees

;
with some fruits, however, on

the trunks also. The fruits are moderate in size

but the beans they contain, although not numerous,
are often large and fine. This variety is considered
richest in quality and may be seen growing up to an
elevation of 3,000 feet. Contrary to the statements
of various persons the tree thrives well by irriga-

tion. Some of the finest cocoa grown in South America
is obtained from plantations cultivated by this

method. I have seen in Colombia several aque-
ducts for irrigating cocoa plantations which had been
originally constructed by the Indians before the
discovei’y of America.
The other variety which sometimes shoots up

to a height of thirty to forty feet is of

far more robust growth and dense vigorous habit
and yields twice or more the number of beans.
This is the sort for planting in India, Ceylon, and
the East generally, but only in the low-lying and
hottest situations. The fruit which is dispersed on
the trunk and larger and smaller boughs is at first

streaked with yellow and purple, finally becoming
totally a pale golden colour when perfectly ripe.

The mature fruit much resembles in appearance a
frame melon. There is an extensive coast region
of India and Ceylon bordering on the brim of the
ocean in groat part overgrown with wild forest
which would bo found well adapted for the culti-

vation of this superb variety of cacao tteo. The
same remark applies to many portions of land
on the banks of the Irrawaddy and Southern
Burmah.

It is singular that this large 1‘obust and prolific

sort of cacao has not been identified by any of the
botanical writei-s on the flora of South America.
This is explained by the fact that botanical collectors
invariably aim at the acquisition of the greatest
possible number of species without devoting inucli
inquiry about the plants cultivated by the natives
of the countries in which they travel.

« 25,000 Bouws-- 43,750 acres,

34

Of the value of cocoa as a beverage when pre-
pared pure, it might almost be difficult to say too
much in its f.avour. In the densely humid debilita-
ting hot regions no other description of food is

found so supporting and nutritive as the native
prepared chocolate.
The Indian tribes inhabiting the vast forest domain

of the eastern Cordillera of Colombia and Ecuador
will travel long fatiguing journeys for several days
in succession with no other support than a
moderate sized bag of cocoa be.ans. Those beans are,
of course, in a raw state, the shell being removed by
the hand and eaten while travelling. In the Spanisli
Republics the successful leaders of oueriullas who
have often overturned and replaced Governments
in those countries frequently owed as much of
their success to a good supply of chocolate in
their undertakings, as they did to their shrewd stra-

tegy and knowledge of mountain paths and local
influences.

Since 1860 the use of cocoa in the United States
has increased more than six-fold while that of tea
and coffee within the same period has not quite
doubled. The annual consumption in France amounts
to 26,000,000 lb., Spain 16,000,000 lb.. Great Britain
and Ireland 11,000,000 lb. Apart from the consumption
of this product by the different countries of Europe
we have that of the whole of the Central and South
American Republics—from Mexico to Paraguay—more
than half a continent—whose chief beverage is un-
doubtedly chocolate.

In cmclusion I trust that these remarks regard-
ing the large growing prolific variety of cacao tree of

South America as yet unknown to cultivators or
planters of this tree in either Ceylon, Africa or the
West Indian islands may not bo without interest to

your readers.—I am, sir, yours obediently,

ROBERT CROSS.

HYDRAULIC LIMESTONE AT JAFFNA.
Jaffna, Aug. 20.

Sir,—The article on the above subject ou
page 132 attracted much attention here. If

it is the same stone from which lime was
prepared some time ago, under the auspices
of the Government Agent at the Ivalumunai point,
for use at the reclamation road at the Jaffna lagoon,
off Karioor, it certainly abounds in several places in
the .Jaffna Peninsula. The stone varies in consistency
in different places, from the hard stone fit for build-

ing purposes, to the fine gravel dust used in levelling

and smoothing of our roads. However stones exactly
similar to that found at Kalumuuai Point are mot with
in several parts of Jaffna, along the sea coast as well
in the interior, almost to an unlimited extent, andoUr
Workmen would be able to supply the stone at very
low jirices, at a cent a bushel, as they would cal-

culate upon converting the ground into good garden
land, by filling up the hollow places with earth after
the stone is removed.
The chief item of expense in the preparation of

lime with this atone would be that of firewood. There
is har Uy any wood fit to be used as firewood worth
mentioning in Jaffna. However a forest officer of some
standing in Jaffna lately said that the Wanny part
which is estimated to bo of some 500 square miles
in extent, abounds with decaying firewood timber
which can advantageously be cut and removed, and
the undergrowth allowed to attain maturity and
expansion

;
c.an this firewood bo availed of ?

and even if it can be, bow can the firewood
and stone be placed in proximity to each other.
They are now lying at a considerable distance
from each other. Can the contemplated railway or
even the tramway be made to do service either
to convey the firewood to a convenient pla ce at

.Jaffna, or the stone to a similar place at the Wanny.
If this is done, cheap lime can be had in any quan-
tity for building purposes or for making cement.
The Government .\gent of the Province is just now

in Colombo, on his annual visit to the metropolis,
and there is not another man in all .Jaffna whether
native or European who knows more about these

two points of firewood and stone, than ho •,
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and he would be glad to furnish information, es-
pecially as the palmirah fibre industry which he at
one time encouraged is fast dying out

;
and

hundreds of people in the interior villages of Jaffna
who used to make a living out of it are thrown
out of employment.
With their numerous buildings, cheap lime is a

great desideratum in Colombo and Kandy, not to
mention the other towns which are rising into im-
po^ance. Already there Is a thriving trade between
Jaffna and the Ports of Chilaw, Calpentyn, Pattalam,
ffc. in lime, and the trade would speedly develope
It the supply could be maintained at a reduced rate.
Ihe value now paid for lime in the above ports is
enormous, almost triple of what it costs in .Jaffna.

—

Yours faithfully, PRO BONO PUBLICO.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE CIRCULATION
IN PLANTS.—CAMPHOR TREES IN

SOUTHERN INDIA.

South India, Aug. 22.

Dear Sir,—Will you kindly allow me the oppor-
tunity of commending to the notice of my hrotlier

planters a suggestive book called “ The Physiology
of the Circulation in Plants, in the lower animals
and in man.” This book comprehends a series of

lectures delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons.
Would it not be helpful if you devoted a column
regularly to the review of any works that may ap-

pear from time to time that are likely to be heli)-

ful to planters by throwing side-lights perhaps on
important agricultural questions. The title of the
book mentioned may not appear likely to pi'omise

any practical help. But if wo are to acquire a
thorough knowledge of the laws of health and vigour
in plants we must begin systematically at the begin-
ning and surely a thorough acquaintance with the
various processes in the normal circulation of the
sap in plants, may be considered to be almost
the first essential. Before meeting with this book I

had come to the conclusion that the circulation of

sap in plants, and the resulting processes of

nutrition, could not be thoroughly, and intelligently

understood apart from some insight into the processes
of the circulation of the blood in animals and in

man, for an insight into the one helps to elucidate the
other, as there is a striking analogy between all the
processes of circulation in plant, animal and man.

I imagine I hear some practical man incredulously
exclaim ;

“ How on earth can there be any analogy
between a plant that takes up its sap mechani-
cally by its roots, and the intricate organs of the
animal and human body?” Such a man however
is too practical to be aware of the fact that the villi of
the animal and human intestines are exactly analogous
to the roots of plants, and performexactly the same
office interiorly that the root does exteriorly.
Of course with each rise in the scale of organiza-

tion the construction of each organ is increas-
ingly elaborate and complicate, but the principle
in all remains the same. When we bear in
mind that the very same law of osmoses
that govern the transmission of the sap through the
membranes of the cellular tissue of plants, also
controls the transmission of the blood through the
membranes of the cellular tissue of the human body,
we begin to apprehend how close the relationship
must be. In the volume under remark, there is

collected a vast amount of information regarding the
various ]irocesses of jilant life, which has been care-
fully culled from the works of the best authorities

—

specially from our great lion Herbert Spencer, but
unfortunately many erroneous statements have been
perpetuated in its pages such as the theory of the
capillnry ascent of the sap. However it is correctly
stated tliat the ascent of the sap is also governed
by the law of the diffusion of liquids, or fluids. The
editor liowover seems lo bo ignorant of the fact that
the principal factor that controls tlic ascent of the
sap is the rarilication of the air within the intercel-

lular spaces of the plant, in the presence of light and
sunshine. The editor contends that there are two
prino'iial currents of sap in plants. That a downwar

diffusion of sap is needed in order to store up
the contents of the sap within the bark, Ac.
in autumn, is evident, but to affirm the existence of

a continuous downward current is unwarrantable.
The circulation of the 'sap in plants cannot be

altogether compared with the circulation of the blood,

as the sap is of varying density and composition in

different parts of the same plants. I'l the stem near
the roots, for instance, the sap is in a diluted state,

whereas in the leaves it is considerably thickened by
the cvi-porat'on of a largo percentage of its contained
moisture. Of course the editor might here refer me
to the density of the contents of the chyle ducts
in the human body, but that is just the reverse
of the conditions in plants. Again the author
has perpetuated the error that the stomata of

plants close in dry weather and open in wet I The
fact is that the opening of the stomata depends
chiefly upon the degree of pressure exerted upon the
guard cells by the aqueous vapour within according
to its varying density. The author also seems to be
unaware that leaves possess both air stomata and
water stomata. The air stomata under the leaves
and the water stomata along the margin of the leaf.

E irly in the morning of a warm day large drops of
m-'isture may be noticed on the margin of some
loaves, which one would be apt to call dew, but is

really water excreted by the water ducts.
But I have not time at present to add more to these

hasty remarks. Perhaps I may be permitted another
opportunity of doing so. Meanwhile I would only add
that the careful study of a book of this kind will give
the clue to much that is obscure and perplexing, in
our study of plant life.

With reference to the cultivation of Camphor. The
Camphor trees I have grown here although of vigorous
growth show a tendency towai'ds a huslni habit of
growth instead of making a clear stem. The same
tendency is observable in the Camphor trees growing
in the Botanical Gardens at Ootacamund. May I
enquire whether it is the same in Ceylon ?—Yours
faithfully, J. BIcKENZIE.

“LADY-BIRD” BEETLES AND MR. E. E.

GREEN’S EXPERIMENTS.
Mote Hall, Bearsted, Kent, August 23.

Dkar Sir,—I learn from your la.st issue of the
Tropirnl AcfricuUurist just to hand, that the parcel
of “lady-bird” beetles has at last turned up, but
that the beetles themselves were all ilead. Mr.
Bagot considers this failure to be due to the fact

that they were packed in closed bo.xes. But I

think that the long and inexplicable delay in

tran.sit is the real cau.se. It is a mistake to

suppose that insects require a large amount of

air. They w’ill generally obtain a sufficient supply
through the natural crevices between the lid and
the box. In fact in my experience of the receipt

of living insects by jiost, I have more frequently
had to complain of over-ventilation, leading
either to the escape of the insects or the drying
up of the food plant. In the case of the “lady-
bird ” beetles from California, Mr. Crow has had
a large experience in sending these insects to
various p.arts of the world. He despatched them
in the full fed larval stage with a sufficiency of

food to last them until they had pui)ated. It

was calculated that the l»eetles would l»e hatching
out .about the time of their arrival in ('eylon.

But a delay of .about three weeks naturally up.set

these cali'ulatioiis. Perhaps it w ould be advisable
on another occasion to have the parcel consigned
to the U.S. (-onsul. It might come with less

delay in the official mail bag.

Did Mr. Bagot examine the cotton wool or
.any debris in the boxes? 'I’liis wouhl probably
have cont.ained eggs l.aid by the beetles before
dying, .and a brood of young larva' might have
been raised from them.—Yours very truly,

E. ERNE8T GREEN,
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FRUIT CULTIVATION IN CEYLON.
Aug. .SOfch.

Dp.au Siu,—Your correspondent who invites growers

of oi'anges to send them down to Colombo, as he

pays nine cents a piece, is unaware that there would

be probably no profit to the gi-ower.

It is my experience that all fruits which the

grower cannot retail himself leave very little profit

if any. even when grown with another standard

product. This is the case even with plantains, which

I have had more than once to sell at a loss, owing

to rings formed by middlemen who, as a rule, make
no less than cent per cent.

There are other reasons which make fruit cultivation

a failure, that is that contractors for hotels and the

shipping have no standard of quality to furnish and

the Colombo residents are at the mercy of their

Appoos ! I have never seen in the hotels or in

private houses of Colombo any prime fruit of the

classes which can be cultivated. A look at the

Colombo market is sufficient to prove my assertion,

—Yours truly, A. V. D. P.

[For pi’ofit, fruit must be cultivated on a consider*

able scale for cx.poi-t to London; and we trust Messrs.

Smith. Pearson and their friends will be able to

give a fair trial to oranges and lemons.—Ed. T.A.]

CINNAMON CHIPS: RISE IN PRICE.
Negombo, Sept. 4.

Uear Siu,—Can you or any of your readers

account for the unprecedented rise in tlie price

of cinnamon cliips this season ? In one of your

recent issues I lind it stated that the price had

gone up to R65 per candy, delivered at Colombo,

I believe, you will be surprised to hear that the

chips of ki‘mbiilpitiya estate in Kadirane, belong-

in"' to Mr. Schrader of Western Seaton fetched

Rb7 per candy. Golua Pokuna estate following

closely with R66.—Yours truly, CHIPS.

TEA ENEMIES AND REMEDIES.
Kandy, Sept. 7.

gip —With reference to the advertisement that has

been ’ appearing for some time now in the Cenlon

Observer of the Chiswick Compound and Spraying

Machines, we think it may be of public interest to

know that there is not the slightest doubt as to the

successful results that are being obtained. I he fol-

lowin'^ reports from three ten estoites in IndiR liftve

been received by recent miiil and bear out many

earlier reports :— _ t ^ i t> i

Henorts from three Tea hstcites referred to, 1. ICed

spider has been bad, but is now disappearing as

the monsoon has broken. Chiswick Compound is

invaluable for this disease, a couple of applications

generally being sufficient to eradicate all trace ot

the disease. , , , • j i

2. Blight was noticed rather early in odd spots,

and the spraying machines were put to play on it

promptly, anil during the fine weather 10 machines

were working every day and have been succe>siulin

keeping it under, and preventing much increase.

3. Blight. The trees are woiidei fully tree trom

blight notably on the cut down. Insects arc caught

and the spraying machines do a great deal of goom

Blight is very slightly noticeable on one tillah of

No. 5 and it is also to be found on some of the

tillahs of No. 6, but otherwise there is practically

nothing. Orange beetles have done a certain amount

of damage but red spider has not been so bad as

last year.—We arc, sir, yours
. ,^

A. PHILIP & CO., Agents.

TEA AND ITS CHEMICAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION.

Talawakele, Aug. 23.

SiK,—I read with much interest the account appear-

ing in the local “ Times ” of H. H. C s. inteivmw
with Mi\ Rogers of tea tabloid fame. I would beg

to point out that some five or six inonths ago I

drew the attention of your readers to the fact th.at

it was not to the tannin in tea that the bitterness

was due. In my experiments on the action of tea

on the digestive .system 1 have satisfied myself that
the tannin is not so injurious to the digestive organs
as many people make out. When introduced into

the stomach it does not act, as is supposed by
many, by tanning the mucous membrane of the
stomach. It attacks the soluble albumen, or peptones,
and is precipitated in the form of an insoluble peptone.
This insoluble peptone acts mechanically only in
retarding digestion. I find that there is no difference
in the time required to digest meat fibre, to which in-

fusions of tea have been added, the infusions vary
from five to thirty minutes. Seven different glass
tubes were used

:

No. I. contained meat fibre & digestive fluid.

„ II. M tea 5 m. inf.

„ III. 10 „

„ IV. >) u 15 11

„ V. 1, 20 „
VI. 11 25 „

„ VII. n 11 50 ,,

No. I. was the control experiment. The time in

each case being noted, it was found that the five

minutes infusion required the same time as the thirty
minutes. I then repeated the experiment, but re-

moved tannin from the tea with gelatine, and found
no appreciable difference in the time occupied in

the digestion of the fluid “ sine ” tannin and that
with the tannin present. On removing the tannin
from the five minutes infusion the bitterness was not
perceptible, while, in the 10'30 minutes infusions it

increased in proportion to the length of time infused.

I have been able to isolate this bitter principle, and I

don’t agree with Mr. Rogers that it is Crusta Tannic
Acid. It answers the tests for alkaloids, and I take
it to be closely allied to “ Thebaine ” from what I have
seen in people who use strong, boiled infusions or decoc-
tions of tea. It is a yellowish powder. I have not deli-

cate enough apparatus to ascertain its actual chemical
formula. But I hope shortly to be able to give an
account of its physiological action on the nervous system
The question of the detrimental action of the tannin in

tea will ere long be a thing of the past. Why do those
who consume large quantities of claret and other such
wines at dinner not complain of the same symptoms,
as tea drinkers, when tliese wines contain a much
greater percentage of tannin than tea does? The
astringent action of wine being most marked on
the mucous membrane of the mouth even. With
tea the action of the tannin is more than balanced
by that of the caffeine. The discussion of the ac-
tion of the caffeine I shall reserve for some future
occasion. Ii is time the medical profession knew
more about the chemical and physiological action of
tea. 95 per cent of them know that it is the leaf of a
plant that contains tannin and caffeine, and is used
very much by ladies as a mild stimulant

; further
than that they don’t trouble themselves. Apologising
for taking up so much of your valuable sp.ace.—

I

am, Ac., P. M. SHORT.

FLUFFY TEA DUST—AND THE DEMAND
THEREFOR-WHO WILL SUPPLY IT?

Talawakele, Sept. 10.

Dear Sir,—

I

herewith enclo.se a letter which
may interest many tea planters.

It applies to llully tea dust a .sample of which
I .sent home for valuation, after e.xperimentinf
with it myself. At present it is either burnt or
thrown out, in many cases it is sold to itinerant
Moormen wlio .sift out any tea that may be
present. It is no uncommon sight to see heaps
of it lyin" in the bazaars and the fanning oper-
ations being carried on. There are two serious
evils, that are likely to arise from this sellino'
Huff' at the factory door. Fiist, it allords a means
ol selling other te.as, thereby encouraging thefts
by factory hamls. Second, the tea thus sifteil
out is used to make u]) inferior tea packets for
sale in the Harbour, much to the detriment of
Ceylon teas. Now th.at it is known tliat this
bye product has a market value, it ought to be
collected in all factories, and sent down to a
central dep6t for baling and shiiiping.
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The finiib who are willing to buy it are well
known in Ceylon, as you no doubt can testify
to Mr. Kditor. I am not ac liberty to ])ublish
the name at jjresent, but shall be pleased to
furnish same to !iny firm caring to take tlie

matter up, in the Planters’ interest. A written
guarantee will be given tliat no i)ortion of the
tlutf will ever api)ear on the market in any form
as tea.

I may say that red leaf can be i>ut in also.

Trusting that the Planters may move in the
matter. —I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

PETER M. SHORT.

Stratford, near London, R., August 8.

Peter M. Short, Esq., Talawakele, Ceylon.
Dear Sir,—We have received the sample which

you sent us and we find its present value to be 3Jd
to 4d per lb, delivered to docks in London At this

price we could take a quantity, and if you can ship

5 or 10 tons promptly we should be glad to receive

same and would pay the higher price if equal to

sample. Payment to be made on arrival here.—^Wo
remain, youi's faithfully,

[Please don’t publish Arm’s name at present.

—

P.M.S.l

COOLY SANITATION.
Sir,—I noted your letter in the August Tropical

Acjriculturist in which this subject is handled, and
reference has made to the unearned reward offered by
your former chief for the best hints on this suljject.

The cooly is a creature of habit and custom ;

once establish a custom and he will hold by it
;
he

also readily conforms to any prevailing customs of

the place he works in.

It has been found imiiossible, by trial, to make
coolies restrict themselves in the way of latrines, but
it may be possible to bring about the desired end by
the use of a little diplomacy. Elephants are shy and
powerful but thej’ are eventually driven into a stock-

ade, (of course A their real and moral well being)

but the commencBinent of the “ drive ” is very wide.

Imperceptibly they are drifted rather than driven to

the desired centre.

On the same principle it might answer to enclose a

large area of land adjoining the lines, out-side of

which any pollution should be strictly forbidden
This area could be kept clean by special sweepers,
the model latrine could be put up in the centre of

the area, its use being optional, or merely advocated.
Gradually the area could be reduced, and the latrine

increased in size.

It would be used in wet weather, in fact its use
would gradually become a custom. Should this sys-

tem be adopted by a majority of estates which
•employ labour, it might have some success, but any
trials on a small scale nuist be doomed to failure

and the experimentalist would get a bad name. This
plan entails time and patience, but as these two
factors have already been spent without success,

they might be employed again. There should bo

no appearance of hurry or coercion until indeed
the custom is established to have become a law.

INDIAN I’LANTER.

GRAI’E GROWING AT 2,200 FEET IN

CEYLON.

Hinilugala, Fer.adcniya, .Sept. 12.

Dear Hlll,—Could any of your roadersgivo mo
hints .as regards gr.apfc growing at tiiis elevation

—2,200 ft.

1 ha\e a Muscat vine, from a cutting brouglit

out nine year.s ago, from a rerp good \ine in

'•'.ngl.and, and altliongli apjiarcntly strong anti

healthy it sliows no signs or bearing yet.

It is itlanleil oh a sbelttn-eil samly slojie facing

aouth-west.—Yours faithfully,

M. Q. WERR.

[M. Zanetti is good enough to give his opinion

through Mr. Drieberg as tollo\v.s :

—

It would be a difficult matter to account for the

non-bearing of a vine without seeing it in situ, but
the following are the most probable reasons— its

strength may be exhausted by the presence of

suckers; the sap may be dissipated along unneces-
sary branches by the vine being allowed to grow
rank without proper pruning, or lastly the cutting might
have been got from a “ water shoot” or non-fruit-

bearing one in which case there is hardly a possi-

bility of the vine ever bearing.

SVe should be inclined to advise Mr. Webb to

try laying bare the roots .as a means of check-
ing growth, ado])ted with succes.s by the late

Mr, Dyke in Jall'na, who in that wa}', got his

vines readily to bear fruit. Rut Jaff na li,as the
peculiarly dry climate in which the vine delights.

—Ed, T',A.]

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Libkri.vk Coffee,—A couple of Arms in Nederland

are endeavouring to buy up the whole Liberian
coffee crop of west Java for 1896 and are prepared
to pay sixty guilders per pikuk— Chronicle.

Coffee Redivivus.—We attract attention to

the very cheering account given to us to by a
practical planter writing from Haputalo, of the
condition and prospects of our old ruling staple,

on the estates that have retained an apiireci.able

extent in cultiv.ation. A comjiaratively dry sea-

son in our hill-country used alw.ays to be a good
one for coffee. We congratulate the fortunate
pro|)rietor.s referred to, who should make a good
profit, with coffee selling so well as it does now.
Dangers of Peat Litter.—In a meeting of the

French Centr.al Society of \’'eterinary Medicine, Mr.
Railliet called attention to the dangers of peat
litter as regards the propagation of intestinal para-
sites among horses. Having observed a veiitable
epidemic of worms among cavalry horses—over 250
out of .500 having, as he puts it, “ their intestines
literally crammed with ascarides”—he examined the
turf litter used in their stables, and found in it an
abundance of eggs of intestinal worms (Acaris
equomm, Ori/arus equi) and even tenia, and he came
to the conclusion that the turf litter was the hotbed
of this epidemic of worms.

—

L’Echo de VAmide.

The Exten.sion of Tea Cultivation in
Ceylon.—The following from the evening journal
is a specimen of a series of unfounded state-

ments :

—

In fact, we were as good as told—and the editor of the
paper (meaning the Ohserrer) supported the c ntention
—th.at Ceylon bad seen her best days, that it had turned
the corner of prosperity, and was starting on the down-
ward track; all because the Government, falling in

with the suggestions made by several Di.Urict Plant-
ers’ Associations, did not tlirow its reserve of jungle
on to the market, and thereby unnecessarily increase
the output of Ceylon tea.

Now the writer knows well that most of the
above is from his own im.aginatioii,—that our special

objection to the announcement of the Cevlun Go-
vernment that it would sell no more land for

“tea,” was the effect it had in Northern liulia

where an unprecedenteil extension in planting at

once took place. Suchapoli(\v might, prac.tic.il ly,
have been followed, by only pi,-icing 2,000 to

.3,000 .acres a year in the market without the
resulting mischief which the “ Times” ’s clamour-
ous jiaragraphs about the wishes of Planters’
Associations and the compliance of the Govern-
ment, cre.ated on the minds of planters over the
way. Our business has been to counteract this

effect by shewdiig our Indian neighbours how largo
an area of available land there is in private hands
in Geylon—perhaps 120,000 acres, if re.servcs be
counteik
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TEA SHIPMENTS EKOM AMOY.
A consular report dealing with the exports from

Amoy states, that the total tea export and re-export
to foreign countries, which, during the year in cpies-

tion, as in the previous year, consisted almost en-
tirely of Formosa Oolongs, for the period from Jan.
1st to July 31st amounted to 13, 50.),4971b. against
7, 159,0851b. for a corresponding period last year'—that
is, an increase of approximately 47 per ceirt.

These figures, however, do not present a really ac-

curate statement of the condition of the trade, inas-

much as a very large quantity of stock was remaining
over from last year’s supply, and, contrary to the
usual custom of the port, considerable shipments
took place iir the early months of the year. The
figures from the commencement of the season, up
to Aug. 6th as given in a report published by
the Amoy Chamber of Commerce, nevertheless
showed a considerable increase in the amount of

tea shipped during the season—namely, 6,543,7491b.

against 5,432,840 lb. for the corresponding period in

1893. This increase of about 17 per cent was justly
due to the fact that the tea season commenced some-
what earlier than usual, and also to the brisk demand
in the American markets, in view of the possibility

of the export being temporarily stopped should For-
mosa fall into the hands of the Japanese. The
shipments continued to the end of the season, and
the total export of tea for the year was 5,811,428 lb.

in e.xcess of last year’s export, Formosa tea showing
an increase of 5,246,411 lb, It will be understood
how large a bulk of the tea from this port is ex-
ported to America, when it is slated that 78'49per
cent of the total tea trade was with the United States
market. The quantities of the three classes of tea
produced in 1894 was :—Oolong, 26,561,388 lb.

;
Pou-

chong, 1,500,108 lb.; Souchong, 18,325 lb.; total,

28,079,821 lb

»
LADY I5LAKE OF JAMAICA

is a frequent writer in magazines. Her latest

paper so far a.s we know is entitled “A Day
in Barbadoes” published in “ Timeliri ”—the
Britisli Guiana half-yearly journal—received by
last mail. The article covers some 25 page.s and
is well-written

;
but a considerable iiortion is

taken up with .an historic.al retrospect. Lady
Blake does not .seem to ha\'e had on this occa-

sion a pleasant experience of voyaging or steamer.
She writes :

—

After crossing the Atlantic from Southampton
to the West Indies—a voyage which, under the
moat favourable circumstances is wearisome and
tedious to a degree—it must be a very morose in-

dividual indeed, who fails to be pleased with the
first sight of the bright little island of Barbados,
glittering with greenness, and looking like a great
emerald rising out of a sapphire sea. It is a relief

to look forward to an escape of even a few hours
from the discomfort of the steamer, which, since the
anchor has beeji down, have become so aggravated

—

what with the maddening noise of the steam winches
and the unendurable heat caused by the steam being
turned into the pipes that work them—that one
cannot help thinking that the early Christians paid
the Church a very j)oor compliment when they
typified it as a ship

;
had they been acquainted

with the horrors of a modern steamer taking in

cargo in Carlisle Bay, the ship would no doubt
have been handed down to us as the typo of the
nether regions.

Before leaving the stuffy cabin where so many
wretched hours have been passed, it is advisable
carefully to fasten the port-liole. Boats innumer-
able swarm round the ships, and it is by no means
uncommon for a brawmy brown arm to be inserted
through the cabin-window, in search of any goods
or chattels that may be w'ithin reach, sometimes a
thick hooked wire being used to tioh uj) any bag
or garment beyond reach of the hand. It is amus-
ing to see the crowds of boats of all sizes and des-

erptiens surrounding Jbe great bar-

ges, waiting to land cargo, to tiny little craft very
inuch the size and shape of floating coffins, contain-
ing a couple of diving boys eagerly calling to the
passengers to fling coppers to dive for. Making one’s
way as best one can down the ricketty ship’s ladder
that scv'ays uncomfortably over the .side, it is a re-
lief to find oneself ensconced in one of the boats,
and after a pud of about half a mile over* the blue
waters of the bay, it is delightful to find one’s feet
once more on solid land.

From the sea Barbados looks not unlike the “ Little
England,” she proudly calls herself. Fields of
sugar-cane seen from afar resemble pastures numbers
of w'ind-mills crown the gentle slopes, and clumps
of trees when looked at from the distance of a
couple of miles or so, appear much the same
whether they be mahogany or ash, sea-grapes or
alders.

The Barbadians, or “ Bims ” as they are some-
times termed, are often laughed at b\' the inhabi-
tants of the other West India islands for their
patriotic devotion to their island but they have good
grounds for pride in themselves and in their little
spot of earth, for though in size and scenery ii can
claim no pre-eminence, its history is second in in-
terest to that of hardly any other colony, and affords
many striking pictures of loyalty, pluck and energy,
often displayed under circumstances of much peril
and difficulty.

Then follow some 11 iiages of past history, which
wo skift in order to get at the more interesting
parts
Having only a few hours to spend in the island wo

could not hope for more than a'cursory glimpse of it.

It was with great pleasure wo availed ourselves of the
kind invitation of the Governor and Lady Hay to
accompany them on an expedition by special train
to the south west of the i.sland, which as the rail-
road runs right across, would give us an opportunity
of getting a general impression of its characteristics.
The capital, Bridgetown, is clean and picturesque, no
sleepy worn-out place, with weed-choked streets and
lazy inhabitants, such as West Indian towns are
sometimes depicted. The shops are commodious and
well stocked, the hum of business is on all sides.
Tram-cars run along the principal streets, which
are thronged with busy, chattering crowds of men,
women and children

;
unkempt donkeys, carrying

great loads, and drays of sugar, picturesque with
many mules that form the team, the drivers cracking
very formidable-looking whips. The women are mostly
dressed in white, their heads being bound in white
handkerchiefs very becoming to their dai-k skins.
The houses are small and low, but generally neat,
and altogether the town has a thriving, contented
appearance. We passed a tavern with pink walls,
on which were depicted sprays of inebriated looking
roses

;
it bore the name of the “ Bose of Devon,”

and the petition in large letters to “ Heave to.”
The suburbs of Bridgetown, through which the rail-

way runs, are not prepossessing. The houses are so
sinall that they resemble sentry boxe.s more than habita-
tions, and are many of them in a very tumble-down
condition

; they are crowded closely together, and the
fences and yards look shattering and neglected. Evi-
dently the inhabitants have little cash, tin. e or incli-
nation to bestow on such minor matters as lepa ring
or adorning their dwellings. Jiarbados is more thickly
populated per acre than any other spot of earth, not
excluding China. The negroes have there to encounter
the hard struggle lor existence from which their
brethren in the other islands are exempt, and
in conseqence are hard working as the stern-
est of po.iti'al economists would desire. But the
islaiid is small, the population very large, the
profits from sugar cultivation arc diminishing and
wages consequently arc low. Barbados has all her
eggs in one basket, and one cannot help wonder-
ing, when hearing of diseased cane and falling-markets,
what would become of the place should any number of
the estates be ” thrown up.” Barbados altogether
gives one a difl’orent impression from that one usu-
ally expects from a West Indian island. It is not

“ A place for idle eyes and ears,
A cobwebbed nook of dreams,’*
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No ! ud in which to eat the Lotos, and gatherfruit
thai. one has not shown ; man and beast must there
work their hardest, the struggle for existence is in f\ill

swing. “ Little England ” is

“ A land of settled government,

A land of just and old renown
Where freedom broadens slowly down
From precedent to precedent.”

She may e’er long have the problem before her that
is pressing unpleasantly clo.se on Old England, what is

to be done with a population which, should industry
cease to pay, is superabundant. It is earnestly to be
hoped the lea ling men in the island will endeavour to

find a solution to the question before it is asked
by a starving population for whom no work can be
found.

The interior of the island is decidedly ugly and
monotonous. In all directions stretch cane-pieces,

with here and there, patches of sweet potatoes, yams
or guinea-corn. There are no fences

;
occasionally

come small clumps of mahogany trees of no great

size, or a line of tall, slender cabbage-palms by a

road-side, looking like so many greeu-iieaded mops.

Hardly a flower is to be seen, every weed is turned

up and hoed into the fields as manure. In one cane-

piece we saw a white overseer, mounted on a sorry

nag, superintending a gang of negroes. He wore a

mask over the lower part of his face. We inquired

the reason, and were informed that it is “ the

custom in the island,” a custom which has probably

arisen from the fact that when white people work in

the fields exposed to the sun, their lips are apt to

blister, and after a time to fall away from the teeth,

the face becoming scarred as if from a burn. The
manual labour on the estates is all done by negroes.

They are divided into three gangs. The first coii.sist

of able bodied men who each receive lOd a day
;
the

second gang is composed of women who are paid 8d

or 9d a day; in the third gang are all the children

who do light work such as weeding, for which they

are paid 8d to Cd a head. These wages are not

—accordingly to ideas in England, they are

ridiculously low,—but as things are in the tropics,

they are sufficient to enable the negroes to live, to

multiply contentedly, and though many of them
would gain double or treble if they would emigrate

to the other islands, their devotion to Barbados is

like that of the Irish to Ireland previous to 1848
,

and they will not consent to seed; work elsewhere. If

the life of the labourer in Baibados is one of effort, that

of the animals on the estate.s, must be one of nearly

constant suffering, for all we saw looked more than

half-starved. It was pitiful to see the small stunted

oxen, looking almost like anatomical specimens, toiling

painfully, many of them lame, dragging their heavy

loads through the cane-pieces. When the weary work
is over there are no refreshing pastures into which to

turn them, only pens (in the English not the Jamai-

can sense) in ploughed up fields, where cane tops are

flung to them as scanty nourishment. We passed

some of the old estate “ Great Houses,” two storied

and substantially built. They had no gardens, the

canes came close under the windows, an 1 the “ works ”

were hard by

.

It was not till we reached the south.:;in shore that

we realized that Barbados has a claim to her share

of the heritage of beauty that is the birthright of

the West Indies. The coast-line rose so as to form

cliffs of a considerable height, the d.izzling white

surf beating on a creamy coral strand at their feet,

head-land stretched beyond head-land till they melted

away in the blue hazy distance. The glossy foliage

of manchioneel trees growing luxuriantly on the

shore • the green picturesque forms and beautiful

colour’s of the sca-grapes that stretched their fine

boughs towards the waves, as if to invigorate their

copimr-coloured and red-veined green leaves in the

refreshing spray; while high over them toweied the

coconut palms, giving a tropical look to the scenery

that hitheito has been absent. An oily .substanec

was pointed out hi us floating on the waves; this

was iietiolcum. ™io rocks along the coast are coated

with it, as it trickles down the cliffs. The hill form-

ing one of the highest of these clitfs still bears the

name of Burnt Hill; its baked red earth is some-
times brought into Bridgetown and used for making
walks and paths. This hill is said to have been
found burning by the early English settlers, and so

remained till it burnt itself out. The tradition is

that it was set on fire by the Caribs, possibly by
those who came hog-hunting from St. Vincent. At
present no attempt is made to work the petroleum,
which perhaps may ultimately prove a much-needed
second string to the Barbadian bow.

We got out of the train—which literally drew up
at the door of a sea-side lodge cal'cd “ Quamine’s.”
Long ago an old freed slave called Quamine had
built a shanty there, and his name is kept green
by the present comfortable little fishing lodge. The
coast abounds in fi.-h of all sorts and hues. There
was a stage in the surf on which a fi.sher could sit

at ease and fish in a deep pool beyo d it for grunt,

snapper, parrot fish, mullet
; and fish of unknown

names, wonderful shapes and indescribably vivid and
beautiful colours. Outside the coral reef, in the deep
ocean, is where the flying-flsh are taken. To cap-

ture these the sea has to be “scented” with the
previous day’s catch, then a line is thrown out by
a fisherman and as soon as he has hooked a flying-

fish, it is fastened through a small aperture in the
bottom of a shallow net some throe or four feet in

diameter. This is placed alongside the boat and in

come the fish rushing headlong after their companion,
and are forthwith ladled into the boat. Flying-fish
are rather dry, but taste somewhat like smelts, the
roes fried is a favourite dish with Barbadian epi-

cures. As we walked down to the beach we passed
a group of copper-coloured men and stopped to speak
to them. They belonged to the class known in the
island as “ Red-legs.” 'Though almost resembling
Red Indians in coloui-, they arc white men l)y race
and have not mixed with the coloured population.
The fierce sun of the tropics has burnt them to

the hue of bricks, but the young children are quite
fair-skinned. 'They are the poorest of the poor, eking
out a scanty livelihood as fishermen ;

the white
race cannot do hard work in the fields and survive

long, they have no land or means of obtaining any,
consequently their only resource is fishing. The name
“ Red-legs” is said to have originated in Cromwell’s
time, when his English soldiers seeing northern men
advancing against them clad in kilts, called out in

derision “Here come the Red-legs.” * * » *

The possibilities that surround the ancestors of

the “ Red-legs ” invest the poor people with a par-

ticular interest, though of course, the origin of many
of them may be anything but romantic as now-a-days
the white fishermen arc all called “ Red-legs.” Those
w’o saw had Scotch names and all they knew of their

history was that their ancestors had come from
Scotland. 'They wore tall, well-made men, but they
appeared dull and spiritless, and I was struck l)y the
listless and cr.amped expression of their countenances.
They seemed men who had small interest ’’n their

surroundings, and little hope in life.

Our day in Barbados w-as drawing to a close. It

was time to return to catch the steamer, so wc turned
with regret from a search on the tempting beach for

the tiny green shells found there sometimes in abun-
dance and took our places in the funny little train,

the lines of which curve along often in un[)leasantly
close proximity to the edge of the cliffs. On our
way back we noticed a large building surrounded by
a wall. It was the prison. 'This stands in a district

called St. Michael’s, most probably what was the
St. Michael’s Town of former days.
Our ship was just ready to get under weigh, as

we went on board. 'The tropic sun was sinking
serenely into its ocean bed, .and as we steamed
westwards to the far more lovely island of our des-

tination and watched “Little England” fading away
in the distance, \ve heartily wished it “ good-hiek,”
an 1 felt wo should always retain n feeling of interest

in the fortunes for “weal or woo” of the i-iland

whoso soil has a certain sacrodness on account of

the suflcrings- and surviving of so many of our
countrymen wlio toiled and pined and died in “ Far
Barbados on the Western Main.”
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PARASITE AGAINST PAR/\SITE.

WHAT LADYBIRD BEETLKS ARE DOING.

During recent ye.vs many workcr.-j have been study-

ing to good purpose, so far as the agriculturist is con-

cerned, the often curious relationship of one insect

10 another, or perhaps of a plant to an insect. How-
ever small it may he, every animal is sure to have
some particular plant or other animal especially

suited to prey upon it if it once gets the opportuniW.
We have before noticed how the common house fly

is attacked by a fungus. In the same way otlur

insects are liable to serve as hosts for different kinds

of fungi or moulds, and as these insects are some-
times very injurious to fruit trees and crops, advan-

tage is now taken of the fact in just the same way
in which Pasteur proposed to take advantage of the

liability of rabbits to disease.

More has been done in this way in America than
in Australia, and the results have been in' some
cases wonderfully successful. In Kansas, for ex-

ample, the well-known chinch bug had become a

great pest when the idea occurred to the state en-

tomologist, Mr. F. H. Snow, of fighting it by means
of one of its plant enemies, a fungus. Taking one
of the chinch bugs affected with fungus he confined

along with it numbers of other healthy ones. These
became affected, and when released in the fields

carried the infection far and wide, and by this

means the insect xsest was kept under control. From
Kansas the disease has been introduced into several

other states.

In this distance wo have a plant parasitic upon an
animal which is itself a parasite. In other cases only

animals are concerned.
Mr. Tryon, in Brisbane, has pointed out how the

Moreton Bay fig tree is attacked by a small insect

like a little jumping cicada, the life history of wdiich

is as follows. The insect lays its eggs upon the

under surface of the leaf
;
the eggs are enclosed in

strong leathery cases, out of which in course of time
emerge little grub-like creatures. These soon begin

to form a case which encloses them, and under the

shelter of which they can bore their way into the

soft tissues of the leaf. It is not easy to kill either

the insects or the larval grub, as the former are very

active and the latter only exposed for a very short

time, while the eggs-cases are too thick to be pene-

trated by such fluids as kerosene emulsion. There
is, however, another insect allied to the bee whose
mission in life appears to be that of searching out

the young grubs, and by means of a sharp pointed

tube at the end of its body introducing its eggs

right into the grub. The result is that the eggs

grow at the expense of and finally kill the grub,

so that here w'e see first an insect living as a para-

site on the tree and then another insect living as a

parasite on the first.

Still more interesting has been the discovery by
Mr. Tryon of a special form of insect-eating in-

sect. Though this particular insect and its habits

were described in Australia by Mr. Tryon it is really

better known in America than with us, owing to the

fact that the Governments of the various states are

far more alive to the economic importance of spend-

ing money in studying and experimenting upon such
matters than we are.

There are numerous little insects which from their

appearance are known as scale insects, and which do
BO much damage to trees, such as the orange and
lemon, that if left unchecked the trees ai'e often

killed. However, fortunately for us, a iiatural check
is close at hand

;
the little ladybird beetle, both in

the adult and grub state, devours these scale insects

by the thousand, and so effectively does it keep down
the numbers that the Agricultural Department of

the United States sent across' an officer of the de-

partment en purpose to secure the ladybird and accli-

matise it amongst the orange groves of California.

It is somewhat strange to realise that the gi’owth of

oranges in California may be largely influenced by
the application of knowledge derived by Mr. Trj'on

from the study of the life-history of so insignificant

a creature as a little Australian ladybird beetle.

—

Auntralanian.

THE JAVA COFFEE CROP.
According to a telegram from the Governor-Gene-

ral of Netherlands-India, dated August 23, the Go-
vernment's coffee crop in Java for this year is es-

timated at 338,200 piculs. It is said that there will

be a deficit of 3^ million guilders on the war budget
in consequence of the Lombok expedition.

—

L. £ C. Ex-
press, Aug. 30.

_ «

TEA PLANTING IN THE CAUCASUS.
A Reuter’s telegram from St. Petersburg says that

a tea planter in the Caucasus proposes to gather
next month his first crop of tea. Present indications

lead him to hope that this undertaking, which was
an experimental one, will be crowned with entire suc-

cess, in which case the area of cultivation will be very
largely increased .—Morning Post, Aug. 27.

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE NETHER-
LANDS IN THE EAST.

Particulars of the arrangements made between
Great Britain and the Netherlands concerning the
boundaries between the possessions of the two coun-
tries in New Guinea have just been published. The
boundary starts from the southej^i coast of the island
at the middle of the moutli of the Bensbaeh River,
situated at about 141° 1’ 47‘i)'' of east longitude
(meridian of Greenwich), and proceeds to the north,
following the meridian which passes through the
mouth referred to up to the point where that meri-
dian meets the Fly River. From that point the Fly
River forms the boundary up to the 141st. degree of
east longitude, which after this continues the boun-
dary up to the point of intersection of the boundaries
of the British, Netherlands, and German possessions.
Navigation on the Fly River is free for the subjects
of both contracting Powers, excepting as regards the
carriage of warlike stores .—European Mail, Aug. 28.

BRITISH EAST AFRICA.
Mr. Alex. Whyte, in a report on tlie economic

products of British East Africa, makes tire fol-

lowing rein.arks :
—

Tobacco has been extensively eultivated by the
Messrs. Buchanan for some years, both at Blantyre
and Zomba. They have now a large local sale for
their cut tobaccos and cigars, which are excellent.

They have also obtained remunerative prices for their

leaf in the London market, much of which is avail-

able for “ wrappers.’’ Mr. Robert Buchanan, of this

most euterpi'ising firm, which has already done so
much to develop the resources of Nyassaland, is now
at home, and is busily engaged in the study of to-

bacco manufacture, and selecting coffee, sugar, and
other machinery. There is unlimited score for the
cultivation of this promising product. In Ceylon and
many other British possessions this industry has
made no headw'ay, owing to the expense of labour
and the scarcity of suitable land. Here the one is

perhaps the cheapest in the world, and the other
almost boundless. The natives have grown tobacco
for their own use for many j'ears.

CiNCUo.NA, of best varieties, had a fair trial in the
Shire Highlands, and did well, but, from the ex-

tremely low price to which bark has fallen, it has
not been found remunerative. But it costs little,

need not be harvested until remunerative prices are
to be had, and the older the trees become the more
enhanced is the value of the property.
Tea of good varieties, Assm and China, has been

introduced, byt is not as yet cultivated to any ex-
tent. It grows luxuriantly, and ought to do well in
some districts. Our long dry season would prevent
its flushing so freely as it does in Ceylon or Assam,
but aga.inst this we have to put the abnormally low
price of labour at from '.)d. to Is. per lb. I see no
reason wdiy it should not become a profitable cultiva-

tion. I shall do all I can to introduce seeds and plants

of the very best teas procurable.—A. A- C. Express.
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AND CARDENS OF THE CANARY
ISLANDS.

A paper read before the Royal Horticultural
Society May It, 1895. Ry D. Morris, C.M.O.,
M.A., I) sc^, Assistant Director, Royal
U.'U’ilcn.s, Hon. Treasurer, Royal Hor-
tieultural &ocietJ^ We have received from Mi*.
-Morris a copy of this very interesting [laper,
winch will be fully noticed later on in our
Tropical A gric id f urint.

THE METEOROLOGY OF CEYLON FOR 1894 :

ARE WE IN THE MIDST OF A DRY CYCLE ?

This Administration Report for 1894 on the
^Meteorology of Ceylon is by Mr. D. G. Mantell,
Surveyor-General. There is a considerable degree
of monotony in reading a report of this nature,
especially in the tropics, where the mercury in

tlie barometer appears to the casual observer to

be .xs fixed and immovable as tlie w'all on which
the instrument hangs. The thermometer, too,

seems to be asleep in those latitudes. The heat
at night is ne.arly the same as at midday in the
shade, and tlie temiicraturc of August differs

little from that of December. AVIi.at is the mean-
ing, wdicn we come to statistics, of tlie remark
we sometimes make after .a shower— “ How deli-

ciously cool it is now”? Hriefly this, that the

temperature has dropjied perliaiis some four 01 li\ o

degrees as shown by the Fahrenheit scale. M'bat,

on the other hand, do our friends at home mean
when they tell us that the weather has suddenly
become cedder? Probably a droj) of twenty or

thirty tlegrees, or more, in the twenty-four hours.

Consecpieiitly out here in stewy tropical Colombo
wlien on an early North-East monsoon morning,
our temperature sinks to the seventies (say 7.)

to 77°) old residents facing the keen air are

apt to s.ay, “it is bitterly cold.” “ Ritterly

cold” with very much the temperature maint.ained

in the jialin-house, KewGaidens ! The tides .seem

to follow tlie same rule of doing as little work as

as possible. We get our 18 indies bere
;
at home

we m.ay have been accustomed to get 18 feet!

\Ve note that in the Meteorological system un-

der the Surveyor-General there are 10 jirincipal

stations, that is, stations recording daily the

readings of the barometer, the “ wet bulb ” and
“dry-bulb” thermometers, the m.axinium wet
and' dry, the minimum wet and dry, the solar

railiation thermometer, terrestrial radiation ther-

mometer, anemometer, wind vane, and rain-

"auge. In addition to these, there are 7.3 stations

re])orting only the rainfall.

Some of our readers may not be aware that

the beat of the sun’s rays in various parts of the

island averages generally from 00 to 60 degrees

above the mean sh.ado tcm])erature of the loca-

lity. -At first .sight, and in view of the remarks

we have made above as to the difference between

a cool day and hot day, this seems oxces.sive.

Ibit it is not so bad as it looks, as we learn from

the Report under review that the solar radiation

thermometer is an instinment with its bulb

blackened with lampblack to make it ab.sorb

all the heat it c.an get, and enclosed in a glass

v.aeunm-iacket to preserve it from air currents

and ena)de it t(t retain its heat. Few substances,

we supimse, w’ould acquire by exposure to the

sun’s rays in the open ,air the temperatures in-

dic.ated by the sobar-r.adi.ation thermometer of the

meteorologist, a form of in.strumcnt which is

adopted to facilitate the comiiarison of readings

taken in different places.

AGRICULTURIST.

The range of variation of shade temperature
is very interesting. The greatest range in any
one month was at Nu'var.a Eliya, and amounted to
37° 8 in December. The gre.atest range in the whole
year w:is also at the Sanatarium and amounted to
46°'7. The highest shade temperature registered
at that station during the year being 78°’0 on
the I7th May, and the lowe.st 31°'3on the 27th
December. Next to this comes Puttalam with
a range of 38°T; while Kandy is 3o°.0, Colombo
25°‘8, and Galle (the lowest) 20°'0

The barometer tables are most uninteresting to
the lay reader. The l)arometcrs do very little

M’ork app.arently. The Colony supports sixteen
standard instruments, -worth, xve suppo.se, several
pounds sterling apiece and wdiat do they do for

their living ? Sometimes they move a thousandth
]iart of an inch, sometimes a hundredth, in .a

day. Of the whole sixteen, xvith every variety
of climate, and all the care and attention that a
poorly-paid stall of observers can afford to bestow,
not one could show a variation of half an inch
in the whole year ! The British householder who
taps the “ weather glass” in his front hall every
day of the year as regularly as clock-work and
as regularly infers from his observation tii.at it

will l)c prudent to take bis umbrelba, would be
quite non-plus.sed iji Colombo. If the band pointed
to “ Set Fair” todajg it would point to “ Set
Fair ” every day “ till furtber notice” or until
the nail it hung on luid rusted .away !

When the atmosphere is hot, it c.an hold in

suspension more moisture than when it is cold.

For every degree of temperature, therefore, there
is a certain quantity of moisture which can stay
in suspension, .and no more. If the .air gets more
moisture than th.at quantity, or if the tempera-
ture of the air falls, the moisture is condensed
and falls in the form of rain, snow, or h.ail ac-

cording to the climate. The dewon the outside
of a tninbler of icetl water is produced in this
way. M'hen the atmosphere contains all the mois-
ture it c.an keep, it is s.aid to be “ saturated.”
Meteorologists express the degrees of liumidity by
calling the satnration-j)oint lOU .and absolute dry-
nc.ss, zero. \Vben they state that the humidity
is 50,_ they mean to signify that the atmosphere
conLains half as much moisture as it. would hohl .at

satur.ation point .at the same temperatui-e. The
Report under review shows that the humidity
was lower in 1894 than in the average ye.ar, at
nearly every station, by an .amount varying from
1 to 5 of the degrees just mentioned. It naturally
follows from a low humidity that there must be
less rainfall. This we find to have been the Ciise in
1894. Ne.arly every station w.as short of r.ain to
an amount varying u)) to 27 inches. The s.ame
experience is likely to be noted for 1893, .so that
it would really seem as if wc M'ere in the midst
of one of Tytler’s “Dry Cycle.s.”.

«
ExPOKTS op COFPKK and Pp.PPKH PIHIM

SoUTiipuN India.—

W

e call attention to the
interesting letter and return sent us by our old
friend, Mr. R.al|)h Tatb.am, on behalf of Messrs.
Arbutbnott A Co. Two new ]iorts having been
included, a fair comparison with previous years
cannot, perhaps, be ollered ; but we may men-
tion that while 291,021 cwt. Cofl'ee were sent
aw.ay in 1.894-93

; the <|uanlity recorded in the
previous three years (for the same periods, but less

two ]H)rts) were 239 900; 221 ,3.33 and 308,2.8:1 ewt.
rcsp(!ctively. As to Pepper, the lignres for four sea-
sons com]>,are thus under the same con -conditions :—

(bvt. Cwt.
1894-3 = 132,4.39 1.892-3= l.37,.3.33

1893-4= 172,803 1891-2= 1:33,941
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LIBERIAN COFFEE.
The Editor, Madraa Mail.

Sir,—With reference to the correspondence in

yonr paper about Liberian coffee, kindly allow me
to state I have some 85 fine trees of this variety

growing on my Clifton Estate here at an elevation

of 3,750 feet, and not only growing, hut cropping
heavily. My recollection is, they took 5 years from
seedlings before they did crop, but they have gone
on cropping ever since without any cultivation speci-

ally applied to them, although no doubt, they have
likewise benefited from the cultivation the Arahica
coffee has had among which they are growing. They
resemble young jack trees. The last few years I have
kept a careful account of the outturn of parchment, or

seed, coffee; and all I can say is, if Liberian is going
to produce on the same scale in a large acreage,

then there must be a big future before it soiue-

where in the country. One drawback to its

cultivation no doubt is the time it takes to come
into bearing. It certainly stands wind and exposure
better, and will no doubt flourish, more or less,

where Arabica will not. Mr. W. G. Dawson quotes

an instance at Manantoddy. This disposes, I think,

of Mr. Winterbotham’s surmise that Liberian will

probably only flourish up to 3,000 feet. But, as that

gentleman explains in your issue received today, he
only wrote of what he had personally observed.

Quite so. “ Toda,” no doubt, meant to have written

4,000, instead of 5,000 feet, at which his Liberians
are cropping. “Nemo ’ says, he should saij, the

average elevation of cultivation at Nellacotta would
be 3,000 to 3,500 feet, but as I agree with him that

mere guessw'ork will not do, I am glad to be able to

say that I have the average elevation of cultivation here
—that is to say, Jths of the cultivation—re-

corded at 3,500 to 4,000 feet. “Nilgiri Wy-
naad ” has kindly determined the highest

point of Avondale at 3,800 feet, but it happens
just to touch 4,000 feet. I have made several

testa at various times with more than one
aneroid. Then, as to pi’ices. The Public Ledger—
the official organ of MinciugLaiie—1 find quotes the

sale in July last of “ 4 bags broicn Liberian Ceylon
at 72s, 3 bag.s brown Liberian Travancore at 72s Cd,

and 3 bags Liberian Wynaad at 74s.’’ At the same
time, “78 bags Liberian Johore sold, good, bold and
medium yellow, at 86s. 6d.’’ “ Mr. Wiiiterbothiani

quotes instances of Wynaad Liberian samples having
been 'valued at 85s to 94s per cwt. It is to be hoped,
if there is anything in curing, the bulk will be as

carefully prepared as these samples appear to have
been, but unless the true Liberian bean is produced
—that is, I believe, a bold yellow bean—I should
say, don’t expect prices approaching Ai'abica. I

understand Mr. Wiuterbotham to say there is Liberian
and Liberian coffee. I agree with him.

H. W. SlIEUDRICK.
Nellacotta, 9th Sept.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Spicks .^nd B.\rk in Store.—In an article entitled

“How Loudon is Fed’’ a writer in the Westminster
(laxette refers to a visit paid to the London and
India Docks and the stores of spices and bark there.

He says : ‘“What though the spicy breezes’—but
one does not need to go to Ceylon to experience
them. As the visitor ascends the stone stair to the
cinnamon and spice departments he seems to meet
all the perfumes of the Orient. Three great floors

are devoted to the ‘housing, working, and showing’
of, among other like products, cinnamon and cloves,

nutmegs, cassia, and Peruvian bark. Here at one
corner are a group of men going ' carefully through
great piles of nutmegs, examining

^
each nut, and

turning out all of inferior quality, A little further
along, the ‘weeding of mace, the inner covering of

the nutmeg, is going on, and this membrane is

actually lying on the floor in cartloads. Cloves are
sorted in the same way, and emptied into cases.
Cinnamon arrives in tightly packed bales, each one
of which is opened out, gone through and classed
according to quality. Some of the cinnamon sticks

35
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are beautifully fine others are coarse and much
broken. Thousands and thousands of bales and
cases of these spices lie around, and the wonder is

wherever and how the contents are finally used up.
This is especially the case as regards the Peruvian
bark. ’The article which bears this name looks very
much like the bark of an elm tree. It is peeled
from the cinchona tree—a laborious and difficult
operation. The name is derived from the fact that
the Countess of Cinchon, the wife of the Viceroy of
Peru, had been cured of an obstinate intermittent
fever by means of it, and thereafter habitually dis-
tributeditto those tufleiiug from fever. Itgoes, of course
to the manufacture of quinine, which is carried on by
only two or three firms in England. The conclusion
one arrives at on glancing round the many thou-
sands of bales at tbe docks is that it must
take a large quantity of bark to produce a little

quinine, or else there is a very large demand for
the drug. But London is the market for the hark,
and all the Continental supplies pass through here.
The bark comes largely from Peru still. Formerly
the mode of collecting it in the latter country was
most wasteful, and it looked as if the tree was
likely to become exterminated. The attention of

European botanists was called to the matter, and
there are India, British Burmah,
Ceylon, and the West Indies, and it is a very im-
portant article of export from these countries. The
trade in the bark has been active of late years. Has
this been due to the influenza?”

—

II. and C. Mail.

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, the 29th August, 1S9-5.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed, during the week ending 24th
August 1895, under the provisions of Act V of 1888:—
For improvements in app.a.r.\tos for packing tea

OR OTHER SUBSTANCES INTO CHESTS.—272 of 1895.

—

Samuel Cleland D.ividson, of Sirocco Engineering
Works, Belfast, Ireland, Merchant, for improvements
in apparatus for packing tea or other substances
into chests, boxes or other receptacles .—Indian
Engineer.

LABOUR IN NORTH BORNEO.
It is much to be regretted that the efforts of the

Government to obtain immigrant labour upon cheaper
terms than have hitherto prevailed have not been
more cordially backed by the planting community
of the Territory. The planters base their lukewarm-
ness chiefly on the allegation that it is impossible
to obtain a class of labourer as good as those
brought down at existing rates for the reduced
figure offered by the Government. No coolies, with
one exception, have come forward under the arrange-
ment proposed and this objection strikes us as
somewhat “ too previous.” Meanwhile it may be
interesting to state that the agent in Hongkong for
some of the estates rejected over a hundred men,
brought forward by the Government officer sent there,
at j^34 per head and a few days afterwards sent the
same men down to an estate at a cost of over $60
per head. No complaint was made that these men
were of inferior physique or otherwise unsuitable.
Whether the planters have been wise in refusing

to support a scheme which if successful would have
saved from $20 to 25 per head i.e. $25,000 per 1,000
coolies, is a matter which they will doubtless argue
out with their shareholders at home. The great ma-
jority are not of British nationality and have large
discretionary powers in the matter of the labour
supply .—British North Borneo Herald, August l&th.

NORTH BORNEO PLANTING NOTES,

Kabeli .—Fair rains, coffee growing nicely, 5,000
holes made in new clearing for Trading and Planting
Co. Crop for May 30 catties, June piculs 1.33, July 4.26,

plants 30 months old.

Loong Piasow .—Fair rains, everything doing well,

coffee blossoming freely, crop for May 4 catties, June
12 catties, July 22 catties. Oldest plants 2 yettfGb
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Byte .—Weather dry for last four months to 22nd
ult. Coffee banking up, rains last week of month and
picking in fair progress. Branches breaking with
weight of fruit all over the estate. Crop May, piculs
r2'12, June piculs 14'83, .July piculs 23'f)8 parchment.
Barge intrease expected for August.
The May crop was sent to Singapore for realization,

and from thence the parchment portion of it was for-

warded to Selangore to be husked from whence came
the following report upon it :

“ the parchment was
the finest “ as regards colour that I have seen in the
Straits.”

Samples of Byte April crop sent to London were
reported upon by Mr. Czariiikow the well-known
coffee broker as of fair quality and valued at about
8.5/ p. cwt. for clean, as against G2/3 the quotation
for ordinary Brazil (” fair Channel Bio”) on the same
date .—North Bonteo Herald.—

CINNAMONS :

EXTRAOBDINAKY PRICES FOB CERTAIN
MARKS IN THE LONDON QUARTERLY

SALES.
The new.s to hand by tlie mail of Aug. oOLh, lielp.s

to explain so much of Reuter’s telegram to his con-
stituents here on tlie last Cinnamon sales, as was
mysterious. The quarterly sale took pi,ace in

London on the 26tli ult., and the great news
agency telegraplied an advance of 2d to .‘Id jier

lb.—at the previous salein M.ay tliere w.as an
advance of 1(1 to lid; Imt added “ reported large
.advance fictitious.” As it was itself re])orting

an advance in price sufficiently large to delight
the heart of growmrs— the average price for years
having ranged in pence, instead of in shillings

—one was puzzled to know what was fictitious.

It could not he the news wdiicli it was then wiring
out to its constituents ; for then it would he
serving tip imagimirj/ .and misle.ading news,
instead of correct information, for which
.alone commercial men would care to p.ay. The
“ Ex.aminer,” in a ii.ar.agrajih which we pub-
lished in our issue of the 28th ult., surmised
that “ .adv.ance ” was a mistake for “shipments”;
and th.at what Reuter telegraphed was that the
large shipments reported from this side being
believed to be fictitious, buyers operated freely,

and hence the .a<lv.auce in price. The exiilanation
was ingenious ; but we felt it coulil scareely be
the correct one, 1st, because Reuter generally
telegraphs facts, and not surmises in London
regarding crops in the Colonies ; and 2nd, bec.ause

the shipments of cinnamon from here have been
large this season—certainly they have not been
small as compared with past years, and those
here knew better than Reuter that there was
nothing fictitious about our table of exports.

We preferred to sus])end our judgment on
Reuter’s mystery. Tlie Sale Lists to hand by
the mail-steamer which came in on Monday,
fully explain the mystery. The news telegraphed
by the responsible agency was an advance of 2d,

tlie advance which it warned its constituents
against accepting, as being fictitious, w.as the
much larger advance which the Sale Lists

or Catalogues exhibit. The line cinnamon
which generally fetches about .3.3 per cent above
the otdinary kinds, was represented, .so far .as

we can see, only by two well-known marks, A.
S. G. P. (Colua Pokuua) and A. S. W. S. (Wester
Seaton). Tlie spice of these two estates sold at

rates ranging from TOJ for fourth quality

to Is (5d for firsts—s|)lendid prices having regard
Tb those which have ruled for ye.ars jiast, and
showing an .advance of 2d to 3d per lb., or there-

abouts, on the prices which the same m.arks or

similfir fetched at the May Siile.s. But what do

we find, when we turn to ordinary or unknown
marks ? Ck H. De S. Kuruwitte, an est.ate

belonging to the De Soy.sa family which never

set itself to the manufacture of line spice, or
“ smarts,” sells 23 bales of its first ijuality at

Is 7d. per lb. or Id. ahe.ad of Golua Pokuiia, and
2d. a head of Wester Seaton. Then D. R. in .a

diamond obtains Is 7d. for its 2nd quality I

B. obtains the same juice for its firsts. Is fid.

for its seconds, and Is. for its thirds; but,

greater marvel yet—the 4th quality of A A S.

fetches Is 4d. per lb. where.as its thinls fell to

the hammer immedi.ately before at lOd to lUld.
-

—

good jirice enough ! It seems jiretty cle.ar that
these could not lie genuine s.ales

;
and any ad-

vance based on these figures, wired from London
to Ceylon, would be fictitious. If a sudden and
lieavy demand for cinnamon had sjirung uj), the
best (pialities should have shared the advance
in prices ;

but not only do the well-known marks
not show a corresponding advance ; they are
even distanced by medium and inferior sorts !

What is the explanation of this extraordinary
feature in the sale ? Gambling, we suppose ; or
worse than that. If it be gambling, the sales

would be genuine, and lots probably jiassed into
the hands of a powerful Syndicate which means
to control the market. But we fear the bids
\\ere fictitious, and represent purchases which will

never be completed, or figures at udiich the spice

was bought in with .some ulterior object. We
shall prob.ably hear more .about these sales on the
prompt day, when .accounts have to be settled.

Meanwhile, as showing that the statistical posi-

tion of cinnamon cannot explain the reported rise

in price, we need only refer to our Export ta-

bles. True the stocks in London just now
are 2,34fi hales, .against 3,707 in 1893 and 2,590 in

1892; they were lower, .and stood .at 2,0fifi b.ales

and the market was in uo way excited. The
hast compilation by the Chamber of Com-
merce, making up the exports of Ciunamon up
to Ifith September for the p.ast four ye.ars, gives
the following figures :

—
(juills lbs. Chips lbs.

1895 ... l,.3S7,3-:2 ... 47.8.048

1894 ... 1,220.203 ... .•179,54.3

1893 ... I,lfi8,:i41 ... :i7fi,878

1892 ... 1,494,707 ... .395.319

It will he : een from the foregoing that this
year is ahead of the three preceding years, and
we believe of any year, in exports of both quilled
Cinnamon and of Cliijis, and when the auctions
were held a month ago, the figures were not
against 1895. There can be little doubt that
there is a better demand fur cinnamon both locally
and in London, due, we think, to new uses ;

but the wild bidding to which we have refen'ed
can scarely accurately reflect this demand. We
hope it may not prejudice it. Here is what a
leading London Firm in the trade, re])orts :

—

CINX.VMOX.
London, 27th August 1895.

The quarterly sales were held yesterday when G67
bales Ceylon were offered, comprising 267 bales
“ worked” quill, and 400 bales *' unworked” compared
with 1063 bales in May last, and 517 bales at this
period last year. Most of the Cinnamon offered
was sold, the small quantity of ,tinr quill meeting
good competition and realizing chiefly 2d to 3d per
lb. advance on last sales’ prices, these sorts being
bought for the ordinary sources of consumption.
As regards ordinary Ekello descrijitions, it is difficult

to express an opinion as to the extravagant prices at
which, in some instances, the hammer fell. Among
others, the mark A.S. No. 3 was knocked down at lOd
and lO^d and No. 4 of same mark at Is 4d per lb.

O R diamond No. 2 Is 7d or eleven pence higher than
in May, while the very finest quill m the sale F. S.
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W.S. and A. S. G. P. brought la 5d to la 6d per lb.

These inflated hammer rales, wo have reason to

believe, do not represent bona jide sales, but must
be taken as a market operation to influence prices in

view of the fact that speculators are reported to have
purchased recently “ to arrive” about 6,000 bales
of these oi’diuary qualities.

No chips were offered.

Stock 2,346 bales Ceylon against
1894 1893 1892

Bales 2,066 3,707 2,590
The next sales will be held 25th November.

FoKiiEs, Fokbes ct Co.

PLANT LUKE.
A home ooi're.spondent .asks if we can say if

any attempt has l)een made to collect the Plant
Lore of the n.ative races of this island. He tells

us tliat year by ye.ar he finds the interest taken
in this subject to be augmenting. He was .as-

tonished to learn from a collector of works
bearing on Plant Lore that his list of books
dealing exclusively witli tlie subject, numbered
over 12,ft00 volumes, many of them, as might
be expected, being of very ancient publication.

When it is remembered that it has jnobably
been from ancient Plant Lore that a great deal
of our present system of medicine has been
evolved, the scope of the collection mentioned
reed scarcely evoke surprise. Ui)on the tradi-

tional medicinal value of plants, .all sorts of

curious and su])erstitious beliefs have been built.

In one ancient work on the subject we have
seen a curious illustr.ation, for instance, of the
gtose or bainacle tree, the b.arnacles on the
growing plant having develoi>ed as they ripened
into a lively flock of geese t.aking naturally to

tlie water beneath the parent tree ! But
underlying all the quaint traditions attached to

particular plants and trees, there have nearly
always been valuable ti’eatiscs, that have largely

led to the enricimient of the modern materia
medica. Among the natives of Ceylon even, there
has existed a knowledge of lierbal simples, that,

if collected might prove of much value. The
same may be .said of nearly all the people on the
face of the earth, and in very many cases their

PlantLore hasbeeuc.arefullycollected andpublished.
We are mot aware whether this course has been
attempted with any .system in Ceylon. Incidentally,

of course, all botanical works dealing with the
vegetation of tlie island have embraced many re-

ferences to the subject. But to fullil all the
objects desired, it is necessary that these refer-

ences should be collected and arranged. It is

prob.able that there may be native writings

extant dealing with this topic, bnt M’e are
unable to s.ay whether at any time these have
been so dealt with as to be readily available

.loj modern research. It would undoubtedly form
a valu.able contriljution towards the Eurojiean liter-

ature on the subject if this could be done.
What is needed is the publication of facts con-

nected with the Plant Lore of the island quite in-

dependeirtly of merely botanical features. The
experiences of medheval “simple” gatherers has
largely contributed towards the success of modern
medicine. Unsuspected, among the lore of out
Sinhalese and Tamils might be found much that
would aid usefully in the same direction.

A Smai.i, Lot of Six Seeds of the Avocado Pear
were lately received from Mauritius, through the
post, by Mr. Barrant, who handed them for cultiva-

tion to Mr. Gueritz. We now loam that four of

the seeds germinated and are planted out in four
different local gardens. It will be a boon should

the cultivation prove a success .—Borneo fferald,
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BOUND FOK NORTH TKAVANCOKE.
Mr. G. D. Gordon who left on the 20th. Sept,

for North Trav.ancore, via Tuticorin, w'ill perhaps
be remembered in Ceylon as one of the contrac-
tors of the Nanuoya Extension of our railway,
and also of roads in Ceylon. He was here for
9 years before he went to the Straits 12 years ago,
where he has since been employed in railway
and road making. In working on the Perak rail-
way, 17 miles in extent, through swamjas, he
contracted fever, and recently was ordered away
to recruit. For the last four months he has
been living at Ulapane, and owing, Mr. Gordon
says, to our healthy climate, is uoav quite re-
covered. The object of his journey to North
Travancore is to open out about 50 miles of
estate roads through Me,ssrs. Finhajq Muir & Co.’s
land. The first road will commence from Munaar
and finish at Anaikolum, in extent about 20
miles going towards the west

; the other start-
ing from tlie same place will go 30 miles to the
north. The altitude rises from 1,000 to 4,500 ft.

Mr. Benzie, of Mahavilla estate, Ulapane, is to
follow IMr. Gordon in a few weeks’ time for the
same work.

A NEW PRIVATE ESTATES COMPANY.
We learn that the proprietors of three estates—

Clyde, Kaluganga and Lliskillan—in the Kalu-
tara district are likely to unite in forming an
Association or Limited Company for their ro-
perties, so saving expenditure on separate Su-
perintendents, Factories, litc. This is a very wise
procedure. Clyde has, we believe, a Factory
equal to the requirements of all. The total extent
is 711 acres of which 508 acres are in tea.

THE “CEYLON FORESTER."
We have, by the courtesy of the Editor, Mr

H. C. P. Armitage, Forester at Trinoomalee, received
the first three parts of this new contemporary, which
we cordially welcome, and to which we wish every
success. It is a small Magazine of about 16 pages
monthly, the subscription is B5 yearly, and the cover
shows an old banyan tree with many root props,
and a palmyra growing out of its crown.
The first number, that for January, 1895, has an

Introduction, and then a short history of the Ceylon
Forest Department. There are useful botanical
notes on various trees and plants of the Ceylon
forests, and the first part of a paper on elephant
catching in the Northern Provinces. In the February
number is described the saw-mill and Depot at Bat-
ticaloa

; the botanical notes are continued, and there
is a further instalment of the paper on elephant
catching. The March number continues thesh papers
still further, and has an interesting account of the
Satinwood tree by Mr. Brown, the Conservator.
We couimeud this new periodical to the attention
of Indian forest ofScers, and especially to those in
South India .—Indian Forester.

REPORTED SALK OF A NUWARA ELIYA
ESTATE.

A Kaiuly corraspoiulcut writc.s :

—

“That splciHlhl
pnq'erty Tommagoiig E.state in Nuwara Eliya, the
iiroperty of Mr. Jame.s McLaren, has just changed
hands, the purchaser being Mr. Megginson, who,
it will be remembered, lately acquired Charley
Valley for the long figure of R7D0,000. Thesuni
paid for Tommagong has not yet transpired, but
is said to be quite a record price even in these’
flush ilay.s.”—Tomm.agong and Park cover 248
apres,of which ISU are in tea, 45 line coffee, 15
cinchona, 8 timber and grass.
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PINE HILL ESTATES COMPANY.
•The following is from the Report to he pre-

sented on the ‘28tli inst ;
—

• Owing to an abnormally dry season, especially
in the Hapiitale District, the actual crop of tea from
the Company’s estates fell short of the estimate by
30,000 lb. Coffee was 95 bushels in excess of estimate.

lb. q;! 11).

Pine Hill ami Wavahena
'I

•crop was costing cts. 3'2“21 I netting
Out-turn from pur-

|

^’Ib.,

chased leaf 1-2,638 J cts. 4i)”2i

Nahakettia crop was 100,590 „ ,,
32'32 ,,

46'23

Average yield from the Company’s acreage of Tea
in full bearing was 454 lb. per acre.

The profit for the season is equivalent to llj per

cent, on the paid-up Capital. Amount available for

distribution is R16,793‘3(i, which your Directors would

propose to deal with as follows:—
K. ct.

In writing of balance of preliminary
expenses . . . . • • 596'49

Payment of dividend at the rate of

4 per cent. . . • • • • 13,916’00

To Reserve Fund .. •• 2,000'00

Leaving a balance to be carried for-— - Ward of.. .. •• •• ‘280'87

ll),793-3C

Estimates for season 1895-96 are:—255,000 lb. Tea
and 250 bushels Coffee.

^
JAVA CINCHONA.

Sept. 5.

• The August shipments of cinchona bark from Java

according to telegraphic information from that island,

amounted to 697,UOOhalf-kilos. The total shipments

for the first eight months of the year were 6,013,700

half-kilos. The following ai'e the figures for the last

five years from July 1 to June 30:

—

Year 1894-5 1S93-4 1S92-3 18S1-2 1890-1

Half-kilos.. 8,705,057 7,428,336 7,955,090 7,786,867 6,876,816

i^Chemitit and DriKjgist.

^
PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

The Tea Thade of Peksia.—A report on the trade

of Bushire makes the following reference to Indian

tea: “There has been a strong demand throughout

the past year for Indian and Batavian teas, which
seem to be steadily supplanting the China teas in

favour with the Persian consumer. Heavy consign-

ments, chiefly from India, were received by native

merchants, who found no difficulty in disposing of

them at a good profit. It was, however, at the port

of Bunder Abbas that this trade received its most
vigorous impulse, the import being more than
double that of the previous year. This largely

increased import was probably to a great extent

due to an effort to take advantage of a favourable

opportunity for suppling the demands of regions be-

yond the north-eastern frontier of Persia.”

Tea Direct to Manchester.—As announced at

the last half-yearly meeting of the Ship Canal Com-
pany, Messrs. Cayzer, Irvine, and Co. have made
arrangements to establish a service of steamers from
Calcutta, Madras and Colombo to Manchester, the

sailings to be about once in every six weeks.

The first steamer, the “Clan Mackay,” 2,602 tons

gross register, left Calcutta for Manchester on

August 6th, and is now en route, having left the

Suez Canal on August 28th. She will call at Loudon,

and, after discharging what cargo sho has for that

port, will come round to Manchester with a large

consignment of tea, being expected in about a fort-

night. P’rom Manchester she will proceed light to

Glasgow and Birkenhead, to load outwards, “ and

will thereby .afford, ’ says the Manchester t/uardian,

‘‘ local shippers a striking object-lesson in the in-

fluence of steamship conferences. Although hundreds

of tons of merchandise are sent away daily from

Ma-ochester to Calcutta, and aRbough steamefs

from, and bound for, Calcutta will be actua,lly

discharging in the Manchester Docks, owing
to ‘ Conference arrangements,’ those vessels must
steam away to Glasgow empty, and then come
back to Berkenhead for the goods, which have in

the meantime been sent thither by rail or barge.

It is to be hoped that the Calcutta shippers will

not be content with such an anomalous state of

things when it lies in their power, by combining
to induce the ring to recognise Manchester as a

loading port, as is now done by the Bombay and
Chiiia Conferences.” The next of the Clan boats to

load at Calcutta for Manchester will be the “Cbui
Mackinnon,” 2,208 tons gross register, which will

leave about the end of the present month, calling

at Madras and Colombo.

Fruit Growing in the Southern States.—The
particulars given of the peach harvest in Georgia
arc interesting. On one farm alone 520 hands were
daily engaged during the season. They gathered
and p.acked 25,000 baskets of peaches a day. Eighty
per cent, of them camped out while so engaged,
and they included all kinds of people, from college

boys to coloured men and women. They began their

work at four o’clock in the morning, and continued
it as long as they could see. Not much trouble

abort “ hours,” it will be observed here, and no
strikes in the labour market. The fruit was plenti-

ful, and two-thirds of it paid a profit of from 25
to 75 cents per crate. The industry is in its infancy,
however. The negroes wanted their pay in silver

dollars. They were cumbersome to everybody else,

but the darkeys enjoy the weight of the silver.

—

//. # C. J/ad.

COFFEE PRODUCTION IN THE MONTANA
OF PERU.

The acting British Consul at Callao says that the
region which Peru offers to the coffee planter, un-
surpassed infertility, and almost unlimited in extent,
is situated on the eastern slope of the Andes, at a
height of from 6,000 to 12.000 feet above sea level,

among the network of streams and rivulets that find

their way into the great affl'.ients of the Amazon.
It is the Chaucliamayo district—for most of the
coffee that passes under the name of Vitoc or liua-
nuco comes from Chaucliamayo—which is the real

coffee-planting district of Peru, and it is the produc-
tion of this region that has elevated Peru to the
rank of a coff'ee exporting countrJ^ This is due to

the completion of the Central or Oroya Railway, by
the Peruvian Corporation, to its present terminus at

Oroya, giving railway carriage over the crest of the
Cordillera, and also to the opening up of the Perenc
and adjacent valleys which form its prolongation.
Oroya is about 60 miles from Chaucliamayo valley,

and there is a fair road all the way, passing through
the town of Tarma, the capital of a department
with about 7,000 inhabitants. The Chaucamayo
Valley, itself about 10 miles long, is now in t&e
hands of private owners, but the rich and far moi'e
extensive valleys beyond it of the Perene, Paucar-
tambo, and Rio Colorado, have now been linked on
to La Merced, the last town in Chaucliamayo by
the extension of the Tarnia-Chauchaniayo road through
a short but difficult defile. The output of coffee for

the whole region was about 1,.5(X) tons in 1893, but
extensive planting has lately taken place and pro-
duction will shortly, it is said, be trebled .—The Cos-
mopolitan.

[On which “Old Colonist” who lias been to Peru,
writes:—“This British Consul, writes from hearsay
and hearsay in Peru is valueless. Only an ignorant
idiot would talk of cofl'ee up to 12,000 feet in any
part of this earth. There is no coffee at Paoasmayo
nor within 100 miles of it. One dealer 1 met there,
liowcver, boasted of having l>,Ot)0 trees in the interior.

Not loo acres at the famous Iluanuco, not a forest
tree within ,50 miles of it. Perene yes, but first get a
settled Government and then talk about coffee iuPeni,
-El).
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THE NORTH TKAVANCORE COMPANY’S
CONCESSION IN THE KANAN

OEVAN HILL.
We liave been favoured with an inspection of

a map of the Kanan Devan Hills, sliowing the

territoiy of which a concession was made by tlie

Madras Government to the North Travancore
Land Pl.anting and Agricultural Society. Tlie

concession which is entirely in the State of Travan-
core is separated from Madras by the Cardamom
Hills. It extends to about 120,000, acres between
40,000 and 50,000 acres (approximately) being
suitable for cnltiv.ation. Within the area delined

by the map are 27 estates. These estates were
purchased from tlie North Travancore Society,

each year a small rent being still exacted from
the holders. The property of the North Tra-
vancore Society has since passed into the

hands of the North and South Sylhet Tea
Companies as represented by Messrs. Finlay,

Muir A Co. In the last issue of our Direc-

tory w'as published a list of estates in the

district. Since then the estates in the appended
list have been opened up. From the table it will

be seen that by far the largest portion of culti-

vable land is in the hands of the North
Travancore Society or rather in those of Messrs.

Finlay, Muir & Co. As shown in the Maj), the

Kanan Devan Hills consist for the most part

of extensive tracks of grass plateaux, in the
higher altitudes, and of forest land at a
lower level. The land as yet is practically

unopened, only .3883 acres being in cultivation.

The altitude of the Devan Hills ranges
from 686 feet above sea level, on the

west, to 8,840 feet—the highest point at

Anemudi. Generally s]jeaking forest land gives

way to o'rass plateau at 5,000 feet, though at

Cholemalai (6,200 feet) and in the surrounding
district forest is met with at a greater altitude.

In the matter of roads, as indicated, much
work requires to be done. On paper the

existing means of communication look some-
what imposing, but as a matter of fact the
best of them is little better than a mere
bridle-path. Joining a road to Nere-
mangalain and Cochin a ent-road leads

part of the way to Munar Camp from
which- combinations of footpaths and cart

roads lead ,to the boundary of the territory,

and descending to the valleys, communicate
with roads leading to Anikolam and (,'oimba-

tore, to Wattawadde and Kodikanal and to

Kotagudi and llodinakannr. F'rom Devakulum
a cut road affords a means of transit to Munar Cani|i

and tans the other roads to the north and east.

It is also in contemplation to construct a road
from the Munar Valley so as to secure
direct communication with Cochin. The road
will be about 20 miles long, its wdiole length in

the Company’s territory lying through forest land.

A second road to the north, 30 miles in length,
will be constructed to tap a road leading to

Coimbatore. The country is well watered. Fdve
streams of no inconsiderable magnitude ivitli

their tributaries How to the west, an equal
number drain the country on its southern face

while another river runs parallel to the course
of the projected road to Coimbatore. The
district is healthy and, -as wdll be seen
from the table, the rainfall is lieavj'. LTnder
existing conditions, transport is a matter
attended with some ditticulty. Communication
Is had from Tnticorin by train to Ammanai-
kanur, thence by bullock cart to Bodinai-
kanur, afterwards by foot road to Devakulajn
The forest land standing in name of the North

yravttHCQi’e Company is .stated at 30,000 acres}

but this w'e are informed is only an approxima-
tion. At present steps are being taken to have it

cleared and planted. Mr. W. Milne of Warwick
Ambewella has just retu'-ned from a visit to the
Kanan-Devan Hills and the work of road-
making to \yhich w'e have referred, will be carried
out by Mr. t>. D. Gordon, who, as stated in a pre-
vious issue w-as a Sub-contractor for the Nannoya
Railw'ay E.xteiision, and wdio has acquired great ex-
perience of such work in the Straits and India. The
recent visit of Mr. Milne, w'e are informed, has
shown that large tracts in the Munar Valley district
are suitable, on the west, for tea, and on tl'ie north,
for coffee. The work of clearing this locality wili
be pushed on wdth as little delay as possible.
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The total extent of cultivatable land in the Northern

Kanan Devan District of Travancore is now 40,OOo acres
(approximately) of which 4,000 acres are in cultivation
—900 acres with tea, 1,300 acres with coffee, and 1,800
acres with cinchona. Of the balance 35,000 acres are
forest (30,000 acres of w'hich are alone owned by North
1 ravancore Society) and 1,300 acres grass. Compared
with the last retunis, the above show an increase of 500
acres of tea and 200 acres of coffee, while the cinchona
acreage has been reduced by 40 acres. The addition to
the total area of estates has been 3,000 acres.

.\n essay describing a really

genuine Cure for Deafness,
Ringing in Ears, Ac., no matter how severe or long-
standing, will be sent post free.—Artificial Ear-
drums and similar appliances entirely superseded.
Address THOMAS KEMPE, Victoria Cham-
BicRs, 19, .Southampton I3i/ildings, Holborn,'
Lonuon,

DEAFNESS.
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INDIAN TEA SALES. CEV'LUN TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
{From Wcdson, Sibthorp cC- Co.'s Report).

Calcuxia, Sept. 18th, 18U5.

‘24,123 packages changed hands in the sales held on
th“' 12th instant. The market was active, common
sorts, especially Pekoes, being in very strong de-
mand at a further slight advance, while the better
grades sold irregularly with here and there a ten-
dency in buyers’ favor.
Buyers for the Colonies and Bombay were very

keen, and suitable teas, particularly for the latter
market, realised very full prices.
The average price of the 24,123 packages sold is

As. 8-4 or about 8|d per lb. as compared with 18,967
packages sold on the 13th September 1894 at As. 8-9 or
about 9id per lb. and 15,381 packages sold on the
14th September 1893 at As. 6-7 or nearly 8-1 d per lb.
The ej^orts from 1 st May. to 16th September from

here to Great Britain are 5[), 798, 142 lb. as compared
with 55,169,921 lb. at the corresponding period last
season and 47,776,962 lb. in 1893.
Note.

—

Last sale’s average was As. 8-2 or about
8id per lb.

Exchange.—Document bills, 6 months’ sight.
Is l-ll-16d.

P’keight.—Steamer -tT-12-tj per ton of 50 c.ft.

THE SEASON IN MADRAS.
Yesterday the Board of Revenue telegraphed to

the Government of India for the week ending the
21st instant as follows :

—“ Rainfall is good in Gan-
jam and Cuddapah

;
fair elsewhere, except in Coim-

batore, Madura and Tinnevelly. Agricultural opera-
tions are proceeding. Standing crops are generally
fair and improving after the recent rains, but
withered or withering in parts of Madura and Tinue-
Velly. Want of rain is felt also in parts of Nellore,
Cuddapah and North Arcot. Some harvest is going
on with generally moderate yield. Pasture and
fodder are generally sufficient. Cattle is in generally

f
ood condition. Prices are falling in parts of the
)eccan

;
elsewhere generally stationary, but dry

grains are slightly dearer in Godavari and Coimba-
tore.”

—

M. Mail, Sept. 25.

DRUG REPORT.

(From Chemist and Dnai'jist.)

Loiuloii, iScpt. 11 th.

Caffeine, 'rhe manufactures are very busy executing
orders, and for September delivery 22.s per lb. is tlie (pio-

tation, although it might perhaps be possible to Imy a
fraction below tliat price. For October-November delivery

the makers would accept 20s and the price for December
delivery has recently been reduced to 18s per lb. Most
people interested in the article .seem inclined to think
that it will not fall below that figure.

Cinchona.—The following figures are given concerning
the movement of cinchona-bark on the Amsterdam market.
'I’he Amsterdam stock on August 31 consisted of 10,080

bales of wliich 1,902 were produced on the Government
plantations, the remainder on private iil.uitations. The
imports in the course of the month of August amounted
to 4,040 bales, and the sales to 0,0V0 bales.

Quinine has been very neglected through the week, and
no business of any importance can be reported. The
nominal tpiotation for .second-hand German, in bulk, re-

mains IH.ld per 07.. at which there are sellers, but there

are no buyers over Is Gd per oz.

Vanii-I.v in small supply
;
good (|ualities, however, are

firmly held, and .sobl at an advance of about Is last week.

/'dlAFED SKIN, ITLES, SCALDS, BRUISES,
{ ] C U 'I’S, S'r I N ( i S, N E U B AL( J IC ami R II

E

V -

i^iTC PAINS, SORE EYES, KAK-ACIIE,
TIIROA'I' CUJ.DS, ami SKIN A1L.MENTS quickly

relieved By
CALVERTS CARBOLIC OlRTlViElNT*

use or

Lav'e Pots 13pl. each (Englisli rate.) Sold at

^)Ueniists, Stores, A’c.

f. C. CALVERT & CO., Maiicliestei'j

(Alfred Harvey A Co.'s Mo)ithly Tea Report.)

MELBouuNE-SyDNEV, Sept. 47.

Ge.neual.—The third series of sales of Foochow
Teas, ex “ Taiyuan,” was held on the 5th, the
features of which were the reluctance of the trade
to bid the higher price that increased cost demanded,
firmness upon that part of holders resulting in the
greater bulk of the offerings being withdrawn, and
the larger quantity of good Panyong kinds, sold
from 5Jd, to 63d, being taken by' a speculator. The
position of both the markets of supply and con-
sumption, as regards the stocks available seems to
warrant the safety of the spec., irrespective of the
strong advance in value of leaf since the Foochow
market opened.
Much larger supplies of Indians have been avail-

able during the mouth, and these, owing to the
heavy falling-off in supplies from Ceylon, found ready
buyers at last month’s rates, with an improvement
in one or two choice breaks shown. Calcutta, in
sympathy with its rival markets of production, has
shown an advancing market during the month marked
with a decided firmness at close, both in value of
leaf and exchange.
The continued advance of the Colombo market has

materially reduced shipments to Australian ports,
and has resulted in very high prices being paid for
the few small lota ' of true Ceylon-fiavoured Teas
offered. The lower qualities show no change, the
falling-off in supply being no greater than that of
demand
Stock in bond on the 7th were 3,485,979 lb. as

against 3,884,755 lb. at some time last year.
Ceylon.—The very high prices ruling in Colombo

have checked shipments to all Australian ports
;
con-

sequently for the few true-flavoured lots offei’ed upon
this market further strong advances have been paid,
‘Bombays.” owing to the better supply of low-
grade, clean liquoring Indians, have been not only
without change, but the demand has fallen away as
rapidly as the shipments have diminished. As usual,
the bulk of the sales have been effected privately,
only about 700 chests being printed, and these sold
at fancy prices whenever the lot offered showed good
Ceylon flavour, whether it was a Pekoe Souchong or
Orange Pekoe. Prices paid were E’er Dust, 6id to
5i)d

;
rough Leaf, 5Jd to 5Rl ; “Bombays,” 5^d to

6fd ;
clean Pekoe Souchongs, 7d to 7id ;

good flavour,
up to 8jd

;
Pekoes, 7Jd for clean, up to lOd for good

flavour; Orange Pekoes, 8.Jd for tippy, up to Is IJd
for fine hill-grown. Nothing choice shown publicly,
but small lots sold privately at Is 4d to la 6d.
Stocks in bond on the 7th were 342,384 Ih.

LONDON REPORTS ON CEYl.ON
PRODUCE.
COFFEE.

August Brazil receipts totalled 810,000 bags against
844,000 bags last year, ami to date .since 1st .Tuly 1,325,000

against 1,460,000 in 1894. The fact of such hejivy receipts
has led to the belief in some quarters that the esti-

mates of the jn-esent crop will be exceeded. Messrs,
h'aria Cunha & Go., liio, Me.s.srs. Goetz Hayn & Go., and
Messrs. .lames Mathew & Go., .Santos, have cabled to this

effect. .Simultaneously favorable reports as to the 189ti-97

crops have come to hand, advices stating that the weather
is tine, and prospects under pre.sent conditions point to

a large yield. It is certainly early to talk at all defi-

nitely a.s to 1896-97 eroiis, all wo can gather is that the
liresent conditions are favorable. 'I'hese telegr.aius, com-
hined with liberal receipts, have adversely affected ter-

minal markets. In Havre prices have eased li to 2frs.,

in bondoii Is 9d to 2s. 'The undertone is easy, but specu-
lation continues cautious, operators do not seem inclined

to take strong views at least for the pre.sent, and a
waiting market is the result. Cost and freight prices in

Brazil keep remarkably steady. Buyers are reluctant,

having the opinion that with Iteavy receipts Brazil mu.st

come to them. On the spot tlie public sale.s have been
small, prices are steady, commoner kinds of Columbian
only being more difficult of .s;ilo. Messr.s. Ouuring and
/oon's niontldy figures just to liand by wire show a de-

crease in tlie F.uronean stocks of 2,S.'>0 tons, and an in-

creu.se in tlie World’s Visible Sujiply of 13,860 tons,-'

/. A. iiitcicer ib JSaiciaft's Ueport, tSept, 5tU,
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRJiNTi

{Furnished hij the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, Sept. 30, 1803.

Exchange or London, Closing Rates, Ilanh ,'ieHin;i

Rates :—On demand 1/li ,
4 months’ eight 1/1 17-32;

6 months’ sight 1/1 0-115. Ranh Jlui/inei Rates :

—

Credits 3 months’ sight 1/1 21-32; (5 months’ sight

1/1 11-16. Docts. 3 mouths’ sight 1/1 11-16; 6 months’

sight 1/1 23-32.

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, RIT'OO to 17’50.—coffee quotations are

quite nominal. Estate Crops in Parchment, delivery

per bushel, R18’50. Plantation Estate Coffee, f.o.b.

on the spot per cwt, R83 to 85. Plantation Estate

Coffee f.o.b. Special Assortment per cwt.—no quot.,

Liberian parchment on the spot per bushel, R12'50.

Garden Jtnd Chetty Pachmcut on the spot per bushel.

—no quot.. Garden and Chetty Coffee f.o.b. per cwt,

R73 . Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt.—no quotations.

Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week : Broken
Pekoe, per lb 69c. Pekoe per lb .50c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 41c. Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 37c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Ba«k.—

P

er unit of Sulphate of Quinine

per lb i|c. to 3c.—1 to 3 %. Twigs and Branch.

—No quotations.
Cardamoms.—per lb 80c. to R1'50.

Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt, R15’25.

Dealer’s oil per cwt, R15T2. Coconut oil in

ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton, R337'30.

Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R4P00 to R48'00.

Coconut Cake: (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R37'.50 to 47'30.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked & undried) per cwt, R35 to R48.
Coir A^arn.—Nos. 1 to 8 per cwt, R6 to 15.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 & 2 only per lb 65c.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb 61Jc.

Plumbago: Weaker.—Large Lumps per ton, R150
to 3.S0. Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290.

Chips per ton, R80 to 150. Dust per ton, R30 to 100.

Ebony.—Per ton,—Govt, sale 7th October.

Rice.—

S

oolye per bag, R7‘25 to R8'00.

Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7'70 to R8’00.

Coast Calunda per bushel, R3T2 to R3'32.

Muttusamba per bushel, R3'25 to R3‘75.

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—No quotations'

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, RIO'50,

Freights.

Cargo.
R 0 -!^ 0 -^

Ch » .

?H ^ rH i-H

® Li

.2
“

CO .

d3 ^
«—

! 4J
OJ

Jh .

c5

r rH

io 2 •

"T- ^ c>

3 S
<a 9 0 » 0a iz; & t-i S ft

A Ls

W «
s. d. s. d. s. d. 7?. c. s. d.

Tea 20/ 25/ 25 20/

Coconut Oil 20/ 25/ ,

,

20/

Plumbago 17/6 .. 25/ •

.

201

Coconuts in bags • . • • 25/ .

.

20/

Other Cargo • « • . 25/ .

.

20/

Broken Stowage 10/ 25/ .

.

20/

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil 35/ • • , ,

Plumbago 85/ . . • • . .

New York rates per steamer with transhipment
12/6 @ 15/ above London rates.

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Cliittambalam, 7, Baillle Sf., Fort.

Colombo, Oct. 5th, 1895.

Garden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Coffee ;

—

do f.o.b. :

—

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
RiCE.

—

Slavket is .steady

Kazla
Soolye

RIS'OO to 15'25 per bushel
15 -50 to 16 '00 do
65 '00 to 66 '00 per cwt
72 -no to 73 00 do
13'00 per bu.shel (nominal)
67'00 per cwt
0'70 to 2'00 per lb (nominal)

3.5 '00 to 45 '00 per cwt do

R6'75 to 7 '00 per bag
7'25 to 7'75 do

7 '50 to
3-00 to

3-25 to

to 4, at

8-00

3-00 per bushel
Calluuda
Coast t'allunda
Kunive (.Scarce)
Muttusamba

Cinnamon.—

Q

uoted Nos.
65 cents per lb (nominal)

Cllll’S.—RyU'OO per candy (nominal)
Coconuts.—

O

rdinary R35-00 to 3S'00 per 1,000 (nominal)

3 -.50 do
61c and Nos. 1 and 2 at

do Selected
Coconut Oil.—
Copra.—Market ([uiet:—

40-00 to 43-00
14-75 to 15-00

do
per cwt

do
do

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

EBONV.—quotations at
S.aTi.nwood.—cubic feet
Halmilla.— do

do Mixed
Indian do
Do Cleaned

Sapan WooD.-Quoted
KEROS 1 NK O I

L—American
do Russian

Kapok.

—

Cleaned f. o.b
do Uncleaned

Croton Seed
Nux. Vnomica

R46 00 to 46-50 per candy
44-00 to 45-00 do
38 00 to 42-00 do
77-50 to 85-00 per ton
75-00 to 80-00 do
50-00 to 55-00 do
BlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 212 dp
1-75 to 2-00 do

KiTUL PiBRE.-Quoted at 1130-00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.-

Q

uoted nominally:—
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned B15-00 to 17'00

10-00 to 13-00

7-00 to 9-00

10-00 to 14-00

65-00 to 70-00

6'70 to 6:75

. 312 Per tin
27-00 to 27-50 (nominal)
6-00 to 6'50 do

13-00 to 17 00 do
2-50 to 3"00 per cwt

per cwt
do
do

per ton
Per case

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION 1895.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
( from S. Figgis <& Co.'s Fortnightly Price Current, London, 1,2th Scjitemhcr, 1896.)

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylon, Maaras

Coast and Zanzibar.

ALOES, Socotrine
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BAKK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow ...

Mauritius & Madagascar..
CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CARDAMOMS-

Allepee
Mangalore
Malabar
I’evlon

IVll cherry

Mysore

Long Ceylou

CASTOR OIL,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CINNAMON,

1st

2nd

CLOVES,

cocHurs
COFFEE

Ists

2nd:

3r Is

4tha & 5th.s

Chips

Zanzibar
and Pemba.

STEMS
INDICUS

Jood and tine dry liver...

lomraon and srood

Leclgeriana chips
Original stem
teaewed
Chips
81i. sof. to gd. hard brig.

Dark to fair

air to hue

I
Fair average quality..

Fair to tine cl’ ppa !

tnid.brierht, f lirt' ft i >
.

Clipped bold bright flue

Middling stalky S, lean
G 'Od to tine

Brown sn
Fair to tine pmp. cLpl.

.. ,, small
Shelly to good
Beets
vVhite

Fair and good pale
Fair to fine brigat

Ord’y. and middling ...

Ord'y. to fine quill

QINQER, Calicut

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted..,

cures „ -
DRaGO.SS blood. Zui.

G ALLS, Bussorah&Turkc.

Cut A.

B & C
Cochin Rougii..

Beilgal Rough

OU.M AMMONIACUM ..

ANIMI, washed ..

scraped...

ARABIC E.I. & Aden...

Ghatti

Amrad chu.

Madras
ASSAECETIDA

Woody and hard
Good ordinary

Farr to fine bright
Common dull and mixed

^ood

fill 10.S a £h
30s a 80s
21 H 3^ 1

Ijd a 3d
21 a 4 id
IJl a 21
£. 10s a £3

£3 a £7
£37.s6da C617/6

200s a 205s

Is a 73 6d
Is lOd a 2s 8d
Is Sd a 2s 3d
Is 3 I a 13 ltd

Is 01 a Is 81
9d a Is 4

1

Is 9d a 3s 6d
’3 2 1 a Is 5d
Is Id a 2s lid

Is 6 1 a Is 8 1

2fd a 31
2id a 2id
28 ) a 3 !s

24s a 27s
Is 4 1 a Is 8d
l.s 2 1 a Is 3d
Is a Is Id
lOd a Is Id
2id

2id a 2^d
2d a 2 3-lC 1

Common to ^ood ... id

Fair sifted 83 a 12s
Bil l to fine bold c dory 10.5s a 112s
Midding to fine mid .'07s Od a lOls

Low mid and low grown j93s . 93 s

Goo, I to fin- brigh, sou-id lOs ,t 20s
Ordinary & middling
Or linary to fine fresh

Pair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop
Fair 10 fine dark blue
Good white and green
Good to fine bold

Small aud medium
Common to tine bold ...

Small .tndD's
Pair to good
Blocky to tine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts.

Part yellow & mixe I d >.

Beau & Pe.i size ditto

Amber and red bold
Medium & bold sorts

... 7s a «s

..• 30s a 37s

... 2Js a 32s

...'2JS a 5)3

...'47s a oOs

..'3.1S I 40s

.. less a 77s 6.1

...jSOs SOs

... 32s a 35s

...|29s 1 30s

...l22s 6 I a 233 6d

...l20s a -oOs

£9 a fill lOs

£8 103 a £3 lot

£l a £7 10s

£5 a £7
£4 a £7

Good to fine pale frosted
sifted 'tos a 4)S

Sorts, dull red to f.iir ...'30, a 37s 61
Good to tine pale selected (53 a 45s
Sorts middling t> goodl25( a S2s 6

1

Good and tine pale ...|:{js a 4>s
Reddisli to pale brown ...'25s a 32s
Dark to fine pile ...!2 Js a 33s 6d
Fairto nne pinky block...

I

and drop
Ordinary stony to m dlinn
Fair to line bright
Fair to line pale
Middling to good

KINO
myrrh, picked

Aden sorts _

OLIBANUM, drop... Fair to flue white
^ Reddish to middling

pickings... Middling to good pale
,

siftings Sliglitly (oiil to tine

T«iniamnRRER ... Rsd hard dea l b U1

Kast ADman Ports: Za.izi- White SO ish ditto
,

barandMozain .ique Joast
"aH

Sausage, or lia iryij in

I

' without Sticks

. „ .. Good to tine
’ Common foul & mid lling

'Fair to good clean

MaScar, TamatVve.’i^Good tofiue pinky &whit.

Miiunga aiil Nossibe j
Fair togood black

MAW8 [Tongue.
| { to fair

FISH MA J

pipe'iOlsanthin to fine bold...

Purse...'Dark mlx«d tofinepa’e...

50s a 100 s

20s a 4-is

£2-i a £.30

£5 a £7
8is a 7is

3)8 a .i5s

I7s a 25s
8s a 14s
9s a 13

1

2. Id a 2i 5d
Is 8,1 i 2s 2d
lOd i Is 4d
s81 2s 11

Is 3 1 i 2s

2s 1 I 2s d
Is 7.1 i2s 2d
i) 1 Is 51
I , C 1 a 2 s 21
2s Ida 2s .id

Is 61 a Is 9d
Is lOd a 2s 9d
9d a Is 6 1

Is 6d a 2 1 6 i
id a Is 2d

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylon, Madras

Co.isc and Zanzibar.

Kiirrachee Leaf

INDIGO Bengal

Kurpah

Madras (Dry Leaf)

IVORY-Elephants’ Teeth
6 ) lb & upwards
over 30 Sc under 60 lb

60 a 100 lb.

Scnvolloes
tiJliard Ball Pieces 2| 1 3Jin

Bag itelle Pniiiti

Cut Points for Balls ...

Mixe.l Points & Tips...

Cut Hollows
So.i Horse Ceetii — ...

f a U lb.

.IYRAUOLANE.8, Bombay

Madras, Upper Godavery
l» II • •

Coast
Pickings

MACE, Borab.iy ...

SUT.VIEGS,

yUK VOMfCA
)IL, CINNAMON

CmiONELLE
LEMONGRA33 ...

ORCHELLA i
-

/MoTamdqui
PEPPER—
Milab ir, Black sifted ...

Alleppae tk Cochin
Trtllioherry, Black

PLU.M8AGO, Lump

Chips
Dust

RED WOOD
9AFFLOWER, Bengal

tiUALlTY.

G jod and flue pale
Re 1 part thin
Vli.i.lliiig to fine violet...

Ordinary to middling ...

Fairtogood reddish viole;

Ordiii iry and miiidling
Mid lling to g.ood

Low to ordinary

close & wile

Soft sound
1

1

Hard ,,

Soft ,,

Sound soft
8li. def.to fine sound 80^1

Shaky to fine solid s 1. sfl

Defective, part hard
Thill cj thick to sd. sft

Straight crkel part close

Bhimlies I, good & Hue
pile

,, If, fair pickings
Jubbleporel, good & Hue

pale

,, It, fair rejections
VIngorlas. good and fine

Good to fine picked
Common to middling ...

Fair ...

Burnt and defective ...

Dark to good bold pile ..

VV’d com. darkto line bold

6.5's a 8l's ...

9i)’s a l2o's

Fair to good bold.fresh
Good heavy
Bright & good flavour...

II II »» .»4

Mid. to flue, not woo ly

Picked clean flat leaf ...

.. wiry

QUOTATIONS.

2s 3 1 a 3s

s 6 1 a Is 1 Id
4s 8 1 a 5s 6d
d.s 31 a 4s 6 i

2s 101a 3i Rd
Is 10 i a 2s 81
Is 8d a 3s

7d als 5 I

£.1 s a £66
£5 ) a £60
£38 a £43
£22 a £35 IDs

£9 )a Ins a £ 05
£57 10s a £63

0 10s a £76
£13 a £ll
£22 10 t £39 lOs

9 I a 3 s

7s 91
3s G 1 a 4s 31

6s 3d a 7s

Is 6d a 4s 6d
Is a 5s 6d

5s 6(1 a Gs 6d
3s3i a 4s 6d
4s 4 1 a 4s 9(1

3s 3d a 4s
Is 6d a 2s

4d a 61
2s 31 a 8s 21
Is 5 1 a 2s Id
6s a 9s

3d a Is 6

1

IJd
41
lisa I5s
12s a 18s

22s a 32s

Fair to bold heavy . I
'

, ,

„ good „ ...
/ 2|(la2id

,, • • 3.jd
Fair to fine bright bold 55^ , jg,
•I Idling to goo I small 3, 01 ,413.,

Dull tu line bnglf gq , gs 6

1

Ordinary to fine bright... |2s 0(
Fair and flu • bold ..Ifii Kig a £4
Goodtotiiiepiukynoiulnal|95s a Ig
Ordinary to f ur —170s a 8 )s

SANDAL WOOD, Logs

,, ,, Chips,.

4EEDLAC
SENNA, Tinnevelly

Bombay
SHELLS. M.-o’-P,

large
medium part stout

chicken p irt stout

oyster & broken pcs
.Mussel

Lin rah Ceylou
r.A.MARiNDs

rORTorSE-SHELL
Z'luzib.ir and tombay

CUR MERIC, Bengal

-M.idras ...

Inferior anl picking (

Fair to good flavour

Inferior 10 line

Ordinary to fine bright
Good to flue bold green
Fair middling medium
touimou darn, aud smal.
irdinar togood
iarPrtAX—bold clem
medium thin and stout

chicken, part oysiers

Bombay—poorCotiuet nc
cle.in part good color

Cochin

VANILLOES,
Bourbon,
Mauritius,
Saychellei,

Madagascar,

Ists ...

2ids...

3iMs...

4tb9„.

medium and bold sorts

small aud .nodiu a sorts

Thin and go od stou sirt-

Mul to.inobi ickuot toii,

Stony aid i i e' or

S-irijs.goid mot le. heiv>
Pickings thin Ci lieav,'

Le.i iish to line iilu.up

ringer .. ss d a9s M
Fi I . fairto line bold brgi g . gfl j g j

.M xi>. 1 muldUiig ... ..ilO-i

Bulbs ... 9 . 9d a 10

,

Finger 8s3dalis

30s a 50s
£30 a t60
£4 a £8
•5 )s a 10')s

61a 8 1

3 1 a 6Jd
id a i 1

id a 2

1

55s a 6)3
65s a 82s 6 1

6 s 6 1 a 77s 6d
67s 6d a 75*
5s a 82 s Hd

72 s 6d a S7s 6d
75s a 82s 61
37s a 45s
15s a .10)

a 20s
)i a Us
Is a 6s
24s a !0s

6s a 21s 61

Fine, cryst’ed 5 to 9 in.
Foxy & reddish 5 to 8 i 1.

Loan & dry to raid, u 1-

der 6 in.

Low. foxy, interior and
pickings

173 a 2's

12s a 18s

7s a 10s

Is a 7s 6d
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GBYLON FIBRES.

II E following reports made by London

experts on certain samples ofCeylon

fibre sent from tli« School of Agri-

culture is rather disappointing in

view of the fiequently expressed

opinion that there is a great future in store for

Ceylon in the development of its fibre resources

The following are the samples referred to :

—

(1) . Fibre and rope prepared from Sa7iseviera

zeyUoiica (S. Niyanda).

(2) . Rope made from the fibre of Fui'crwa

(jifjantea
'

(S. G-onegass), the common hedge plant

generally referred was “Aloe.”

(3) . Floss from the pod of Calatropis gi(/a7i.tea

(S. Warn).

(4) . Fibre from SlercuUa halanglim (S. Nawa.

llf'port 'No. I on the above specimem .
— “ AVe

think that as commercial articles they are little

wanted, the world’s supply of fibre, generally, being

already not only adcfiuate but really beyond the

actual consumption. C ju,sequeut,ly all those

special fibres, against which, the fibres you sub-

mit to us, would have to complete, are at the

lowest point in record, and any new product

coming into the market would not in any case

find a very profitable market.

Sample No. 1. The fibre is too short, but is

well cleaned ; a limited market might be found at

present at about Lrf to £9 per ton.

S.imples No. 3 and 4. AV’e can give no opinion
,

it is certainly useless for the fibre (roi)e) trade.

Sample No. 2. No market here whatever for

the rope, which is very nicely mule. It could

only be sold for the commonest purposes, as

scaffold cords, and as we have already mentioned

other fibres are so low, that the English rope

makers need not allow any for..‘ign rope to compete

with them.

We would not advise either fibre or rope to

be exported to England, except in small quantities

as a trial.”

Report No, 2.

—

“ In my opinio.i the fibre could

be treated in England, but I could not possibly

say until the fibre was tested in this country.

No. 3 sample. I cannot say as to this No. It

is not silk
;

it looks like cotton.

I beg to say the ropes, or better called lines,

look very well, and would sell here as they are

if shipped in coils. All these Nos. 1 and 2 are

worth about £20 per ton delivered in Loudon.

No. 1 sample larger-sized I hi. rope .
—^I have

tested one of the strands three times, and this stands

a breaking strain on the average of 26o lbs. test.

No. 1 sample smaller size f in. rope .
—

1 have

tested one of these strands, which averages 16o

Ib.s. test.

No. 2 sample 3 strands larger .

—The larger

sample tested to 280 lbs.

No. 2 sample 3 strands smaller .
—Tested 224 lbs.”

OCCASIONAL NOTES.

In our last issue on page 27 instead of the

heading “ Vines and Line Supports” read “ Vines

and Live Supports.”

The reports on India Agave fibre as given on
another page should encourage all land owners to

adopt either A. Americana ov A, Vivipava to the
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exclusion ot' nil hedge ])lants, for boundaries, with
a view to suppleinenliug their income from tea,
cocao, and coconuts by growing these fibres, and
at the same time checking cattle trespass and
solving the difflcnlty about suppressing theft of
])rtedial ])rodncts ! But some ente-ii'i/.ing person
should set up a central factory f > extracting the
fibre by means of the most approved machi-
nery.

^V e direct attention to an interestitig extract
referring to Weeds taken over from the Agri-
cultural Gazette of New South Wales. We have
ourselves written much on the subject of utilizing
weeds to the best advantage by judicious treat-
ment, instead of completely suppressing their

giowth under all circumstances. We know of

sOrae planters who have been bold enough to

adopt the latter alternative and that with satis-

factory results, but they are few in number.
We commend the article referri'd to, to all agricul-

turists, and regret that owing to the limited space
at our disposal we are unable to reproduce it in

extenso.

It is satisfactory to be able to report that the
experiment in Grape Culture at the School of

Agriculture bids fair to be a success. About 750
rooted vines are now thriving well, and there are
about ns many Cuttings making healthy growth.
The following are the varieties being tried :

—

Gordo Blanco, Lady’s Finger, Black Prince, Cham-
pion Muscat, Chassehis D’Or. Gross Colman, Snow'
Muscat Marillion, Black Ambro, Muscat of Alex-
andra, Black Manbro, and White, !^^arillion.

It is not tw'o montlis yet since the vines were
planted out, and many of the Gordo Blanco
variety are already in fruit.

We learn througli vi.«itors and correspondents
that vines are to be found nearly in all parts of

the Island. Wo lately had the opportunity of
inspecting two splendid vinca in Matale, a very
wet district, and on one of these counted over a
hundred full bunches. A correspondent from
llangurankette writes us that he is growing
purple grapes there. In Colombo, the owner of a
vine in the heart of the town reckons on his

RloO worth of grapes a year. All this must
make M. Zanetti very hopeful about his experi-
ment.

A small plantation of rhea fibre has been
succes.sfully established at the Colombo School of
Agriculture, and the plants have stood out well
against the late long and trying drouglit without
any special attention given to them. Some de-
mand has sprung up for cuttings, and it is likely

that a few of our lowcountry landowmers will
give rhea a trial on a fairly extensive scale. The
great advantage about rhea cultivation is that the
grower has nothing more to do than to harvest his

sticks once in two or three months and strip off

the bark (which can be soM in (Jolombo) for ship-
ment to London, where the extraction of the valu-
able fibre is now f.acilitnte<l Iiy chemical
treatment, which, how'ever, is a close secret. On
making enquiries as to j)rices in Colombo, we were
informed by one firm that they weie prepared to

buy rhei bark in any quantities of not less than

o tons in pressed hales at R9 or RIO per cwt, free

oil board. From another source the offer came of

RL30 per ton, nothing being said as to baling or

placing on board.

As a general rule 2^ gallons of milk are required

to produce one pound of butter. The market
value of good cow’.s milk in Colombo is about

20 cts. per bottle of 26 oz. (“ guaranteed” pure
milk generally fetches 22 cents and sometimes
more), so that it would take about R3 w'orth of

milk to produce one pound of butter
;
but the

prices of butter is about Rl'oO per lb., and
to cover cost of production (including labour) and
leave a small profit—sufficient to give a fair

interest on out lay—the separated milk should
fetch at least 12 cents per bottle. And if house-

holders are w’ise they should gladly pay that

price f.)r milk separated by a machine than give lo
and 16 cents for the ordinary milk vendor’s stuff.

B It, unfortunately, .separated milk has no recog-

nised value with us yet.

RAINFALL TANI3N AT TllE SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURING THE MONTH

OF SEPTEMBER, 1895.

Gre.alest amo

1 Sunday •02 19 Thunsday .

,

Nil

2 Monday •12 20 Friday •29

3 Tue.sday Nil 21 Saturday •

•

•03

4 Wednesday.

,

Nil 22 Sunday •11

5 Thursday . .
•07 23 Monday •07

6 Friday •25 24 Tuesday •02

7 Saturday .

.

•43 25 Wednesday. .
•01

8 Sunday Nil 26 Thursday ,

.

Nil

9 Monday Nil 27 Friday •25

10 Tuesday .

,

Nil 28 Saturday .

,

•80

11 Wednesday.

,

Nil 29 Sunday •05

12 Thursday .

.

Nil 30 Monday •88

13 Friday •09 1 Tuesday •34

14 Saturday .

.

•26

15 Sunday •38 Total .

.

4-60

16 Monday •15 —
17 Tuesday Nil Mean.

.

•15

18 Wednesday. . Nil

on the 30th
int of rainfall in

instant, ’88 inches.

Recorded by W. 0.

any 24 hours

Rowlands.

THE SAFFLOWER.
( Carthanius Tinctorius.

)

There are many’phmts cultivated in in India
which yield valuable dyestuffs, but there are also
others growing wild wdiich, if taken in hand, are
capable of producing irseful dyes. It cannot be
denied that vegetable dyes are being to a
great extent replaced by the atialine dyes,
the products of coal tar. This is mainly
due to the cheapness of the dye.s and the
regularity of suj)ply which cati always be depended
upon. A manufacturer who uses a parti-
cular substance is put to a. deal of trouble and
expenses if after a time there is any interru|)tion in
the supply of that substance. He adopts Ids mahei-
nery and appliances to the product which he is

using. His workmen get used to the handling and
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inauipul ition of their materials in a special way
ami there!>y gain a sort of (lo.Kterity wliicli is of

great importance, in that work is done expede-
tioiisly. The few vegetable dyes that liave been
in use in India have met with no demand owing
to the want of a regular .«npply and nni-

tonnity in (piality. These two important
requisites conld be met only by a systematic

proces.s of cultivation and preparation. How-
ever gloomy the future may be for indigenous

dyestuffs, there is some consolation in the fact,

that vegetable dyes are superior in quality to any
obtained artificially. The former are extremely
well ad.apted for the purpo.'e of dyeing costly

materials and they are devoid of the poisonous

pro[)erties possessed by many artificial dyes. If a

systematic method of cultivation be adopted, if

technical knowledge which at the present day is

indispen.sable in every walk of life is employed
in their preparation, and if the chemist’s aid is

cilled in at the proper time, there is no reason

why the vegetable dyes shouUI not hold their

own and pay their way.
Cart/iamus tinctorius yields the cartlmmine

dye of the English. It is called by the (jlerraans

safran, and by the Spanish cartamo. In Russia

the dye is known as po/ermand in India kmumha.
There are two species of Cartharaus known to

botanists, one a wild species, the Carthamus
oxyacantha, met with in the North-Western Pro-

vinces and the Panjab, and other C. tinctorius or

the true Carthamin grown largely in India,

Spain, Germany, Ilungarjq Italy and Russia, and
even in South America and the Sunda Islands.

The plant is also cul ivatod to a certain extent

in China and Egypt.
Cartkamus tinctorius is an annual herbaceous

plant with large orange-coloured flower heads.

The history of the plant is littleknown, as the plant

is no where found in its wild state. De Candolle

believes that the grave cl athes of ancient Egypt
were dyed with Carthamine. It is said the plant

was introduced to China in the second centuy B.C.

Indians at one time were not aware of the presence

of the valuable red dye, but grew it for its evan-

escent veflow dve and for the oilv seeds it gave.

EARTII-VELOS

This is a preparation patented by Strawsons
Limited, the well-known firm who.se name has

been long associated with insecticides and
machines for distributing them. The preparation

is in the form of a j)owder, and special form.s

of it are known as Mop-velos, Vine-velos and
'I'ea-velos, their ii.se being intended particularly

for ground pests of whatever nature. Earth-velos

is said to be suitable for all crops, requiring

neither skilled labour nor expensive machinery
for its use. It is sufficient to spread it evenly
over the soil, and hoe or plough in at the time
of ordinary cultivation. It destroys wire-worms,
leather-jackets, grubs, millepedes, heetles, aphides
and all insect life in the soil—preventing insects

from entering the soil to hibernate or change
into chrysalids and thence into grubs, and
destroying those already there. For fruit garden.^,

I he ground m.iy bi; strewn over with the powder
by means of a distributor such as Strawson’s
Corouette ” (specially designed for dealing with

in.secticide powders, and costing only 30 shillings)

at tlie rate of 1 or 2 cwts. per acre. About three
dre.a.sings a year are advi.sed. Where the roots
of trees are deep and difficult of access a hole
from 8 to 16 inches deep may be made with a
stake and a teaspoonful of E.arth-velos put in,

the top of the hole being closed by means of
the heel. Great success appears to have attended
the use of this i)reparation against phyloxera
in vines. The effect is in some respects like

Bisulphide of carbon, but the preparation is

safer and cheaper, being non-poisonoii'<. Further,

it c.in be kept any length of time if covered,

but should be preserved dry and never mixed
with water. Being combustible, however, no
lire or artitieial light should be brought in contact

with it. Earth-velos is sold in i)ackages of one
shilling, two and six pence, and live shillings,

or in large quantities at 32 shillings a cwt. or

£28 per ton. We believe that the Eastern

Frodnce and Estates Company is the agency fov

-Messrs. Strawson, whose London address is 77,

Queen Victoria Street, London, fC.Q-

INDIAN CORN AS HUMAN FOOD.

Indian corn—on what grounds, it is difficult

to explain—is little fancied ns a human food in

many parts of the world where it could be cultL
vated with success. Frobably there is a miscon--

cei)tion as to its proper nutritive value.

In a bulletin issued by the Department of

Agriculture, Brisbane, it is stated that excepting
sugar cane, maize is the most important crop
grown in Queensland—.about one-hnlf of all the
cultivated land of the colony being devoted to it,

The average yield per acre for 1894 is given ns

2o"8 bushels, which is higher than is obtained in

the United States, the greatest of maize-growing
countries. Dr. Wiley, chemist of the United
States Department of Agriculture furnishes a table

of analysis of leading cereal grains, which serves

to show the ciiemical relations that maize sustains

to other bread grains, and clearly indicates the
value of the different food-', based upon the
digestible food elements which they contain. The
tollowing is the table

Hulled
Oats.

Wheat.

>5
Barley,

Maize.

Water 6-9.3 10-27 8-67 6-53 10-04

-Ash ... 2-15 1-84 2-09 2-89 1-52

Oil or Fat
Digestible carbo-

814 2-16 1-94 2-68 5-20

hyilrates 67-09 71-98 74-52 72-77 70-69

Crude carbo-

hydrates 1-38 1-80 1-46 3-80 2-09

Albuminoids ... 14-31 11-95 U-32 11-33 10-46

[We might liere add the following analysis of

rice' for purposes of comparison :—Water 13'0,

flesh-formers 6‘o, starch &c. 80'0.]

D.'. Wiley, commenting on the above table, says:
“ As indicated by the above analyses, maize is

fully equal in value as a food to any of the

cereals, making up in its contents of fat any
driflcieucy which might be noticed in its nitro-

ge:ious matters and digestible carbohydrates.

This conclusion, however, as to the food value

of maize, does not rest alone upon the com-
parison of analytical data. The long years of use
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of this article, by man anci beast, has shown its

liigh character. Whether to be used as food for

producing muscle for labour, or as a means of

latteniug animals, it has been found to be of

superior value to any of the other cereals produced
in the United States.”

Anotl’.er reason that may be assigned for the

prejudice against Indian corn as an article of

luiman food is the fact that few know how to

prepare it so ns to form a palatable diet. Pro-

fessor Shelton of Queen.sland condemns the

grinding of maize into a flue powder as in the

case of wheat, and .states that maize Hour in this

condifioii is (jiiickly converted by cooking into a

sticky, pasty mass, which is both unpalatable and
indigestible. Maize, he says, should be ground

into an even and rather coarse meal—not flour—
which, when cooked, gives the light granular

bread and cakes seen in maize-consuming countries.

He further recommends that the maize should be

thoroughly kiln-dried before grinding, and the

germ afterwards removed from the grain, e.xphai 11-

ing that this will give a better and more uniform

meal that will keep without becoming rancid.

DAIRY PRODUCE.

The following extracts are from a valuable and
exhaustive paper read by Surgeon-Captain P. W.
O'Oorman before the Indian Medical Congre.ss:

—

If there be any article o*' diet in India, that

needs more than any other the earliest and most

stringent regulations to be enforced against

disease and adulteration, I claim them for our

dairy produce—produce on which by far the

largest proportion of our population, European
and native, of all castes and classes— infanis,

children, invalid!?—subsit for long periods together,

and these the most helpless and voiceless. Time
after time is disease being specially trsiced to

this produce; lives are being sacrificed every day,

and outcries arise from every station in India

ugiiinst the j)resent riyivie. The time is, there-

fore, ripe for legislation. All European countries

have laws in force against adulteration of food,

and the last were passed by the Senate of the

United States in 1892, under the name of the

“ Pure Foo'^ Bill.”

From the labours of Pasteur, Koch, Klein and
others, much light has been thrown on the

bacteriology of milk itrodiict.s. Schenk describes

25 pathogenic and saprophytic micro-organisms,

but several others can be added. Milk may be

contaminated either during milking or in the

subsequent manipulation, and may exhale an
odour owing to the substances so acquired

(Bacillus fcetidus lactis), or become slimy or

stringy (Uacillus lactis viscosus), or take on a

bitter or an acid (B. dahil. llankin), sweetish,

putrid taste (Bacillus fcetidus lactis) or its colour

may turn yellow, blue (B. cyanogcnes,) or red

(B. lactis erythrogeues). Moreover, various patho-

genic micro-organisms (parasitic) may be im-

parted to milk from the diseased animal

furnishing it. Many dangerous organisms, how-
ever, may exi<t in it or in its products without

exciting notice.

The following 1.3 di.sea.Ses have been discovered

to be due to milk contaminated, eitlier directly

or indirectly, by specific germs, viz :

—

Tuberculosis

Typhoid or Enteric Fever

Cholera.

Diarrluna (Enteritis)

Vomiting and Purging (ptomaine poi.soning.)

Gastriti,s.

Dy.spepsia (acidity, etc.)

Stomatitis and Apthoe.

Diphtheria.

Scarlatina.

Foot-and-mouth disease (eczema ei>izotica).

Peculiar febrile symjitoms.
Peculiar “milk sickne.s.s” (vomiting, collap.se,

etc., from cow.s sufferi.ig from the “ tremliles.”)

To these may very probably be added several

others, including dysentery, malarial fevers, small-

pox. rinderpest, plenro-pneumonia, actinomycosis,

and anthrax due to direct contamination or adul-

teration with befouled water, etc. Milk may
also be contaminated by inflammatory products

in nearly every di.'^e.ase to wdiich the cow is

subject. Professor Brown cites an instance

whore, in a case of septic mammitis, a milker

actually milked into a pail a quarter of the

contents of the udder, from which came nothing
but pus, under the impression that it was pecu-
liarly rich milk.

It ought also to be si)ecially borne in mind
that cheap" and ‘'nasty" av& convertible terms

in dairy produce. I wish to emphasise this fact

that it is absolutely impossible to get good, pure,

wholesome dairy produce at the present preoailing

rates. They ought most certainly to be raised

from one-third to one-half higher.

1 have now, 1 think, made out a very .strong

ca.se for legi.'hiti ve interference in the interests

of both natives and Europeans. The .Muuicipiil

Act .should be amended and strengthened, ami
rigid in.spectioii and regulations enforced on ail

the i)oints I have indicated. And as the country
at large is not yet ripe for .such me.a.-uies, I lieg

to earnestly urge th.at the iimended Adulteration
and Dairy Produce sections of the Municipal Act
or a new separate Pure Food Act be extended to

all cantonments, large railway .stations, and all

municipal towns, and perhaps subdi visional liead-

quartersof districts. All inspectors to be properly
qualitted, and be Europeans in large towns and
cantonments. Atiother thing 1 would beg to

urge on Government would be the diivct encour-
agement, in every po.ssible way, of Furopean
private enterprise in Dairyfarmhng, iti preference
to any Commissariat monojioly of such, as other-

wise tiie civil population can never Imjie to enjoj’

the untold advantages of modern dairving.

WATER MEASURES AND R INFALL.

In connection with various operations in

practical farming, coii.servalion of water, rainfall

and irrigation, the following me;isures and quan-
titio.', given in the Agricultural Journal of Cape
Colony, will be found useful :

—
ll'atcr Measure.

One Imperial gallon of pure water weighs 10 Ib.s.

„ „ „ ce.ntains 277’27J cubic in.

1 cubic ft. contains nearly Oj- Imperial gali.s. (ti 23)

„ „ of water weight lbs. (02’212)

„ yard contains 168J gallons,
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1 Imperial pint of water weighs lbs.

„ „ contains 20 tliiid ounces.

6 wine bottles are reckoned to contain one gallon

of water, or 26§ ounces each-

liainfall and Irrigation.

1 inch of rain is 144 cubic inches to a square foot.

„ „ 1,296 „ „ or 4^ galls, to

the .«q. yard.

„ „ 22,622galls. to the acre (4,840 sq. yds.)

,, ,,
113 tons to the acre.

,, „ 144 million galls, to the .sq. mile.

By an inch of rain is understood cus much rain

as would form a sheet of water one inch deep
over the surface of the ground, if none of it

soaked into the soil or ran off

An inch of rain falling on a roof will be after

the rate of a little more than half a gallon to

the square foot. As the slope of the roof makes
no difference, a house roof will, when an inch

of rain falls, collect a half gallon of water for

every square foot of area the house stand upon.

So if a house is 40 ft. long and 30 ft. wide, I lie

catchment area will be 1,200 square feet, and an
inch of rainfall will supply to a clstein 600
gallons, allowing some 15 gallons for waste and
evaporation. If there is 20 inches of rainfall

during the year, then with projier spouting and
cistern room, the abovementioned roof or area will

furnish during the year 12,000 gallons of woiter.

An inch of lain over an acre of 4,840 square
yards being 22,622 gallons to the acre, it is a

matter of some interest to get the ajiproximate
quantity recpiircd for irrigating.

As 1 find that usually, even in a dry season,

after 2 inches of rain have fallen, the land can be

idoLighed, 1 have suggested that 50,000 (fifty

thousand) gallomS be accejited as an estimate, the
quantity required forirrigating an acre of land once.

Of cour.-e more nr less water will be required
according to the nature or staple of the soil, its

dryness and powers of absorption. But still it is

well to have a definite or ajipro.vimate standard of

measurement as to the quantity of waiter required,

to be delivered by a }>ipe or furrow, or, it may be
pumped for irrigation.

lit Spain the regulation quantily of water for

one irrigation is 2| inches. This would be 52,210
gallons per acre.

It has been found in practice that one good
watering is much better than two or three light

ones. For unless the water .soaks some way into

the ground, it does not enable the crop to feed on
the plant food in the soil. If only a little below'

the surface is kept moist, the roots of the plan(.<!

will be encouraged to grow near the surface and
suffer from the heat and drought, instead of peiu-
trating deep into the soil and sub-soil.

Pleasuring the delivery of water as to quantity
supplied in a given time, has been a question of

some consideration, enquiry, and e.vperiment.

The factor difficulty to be dealt with i.s that
the quantity of water delivered over a weir or
through a pipe or any other kind of ajierture

constantly varies with depth or pressure of the
head of water whence it is derived.

For in.stance, the quantity of w'ater wh cb is

delivered through a four-inch pipe with two feet
of water above the orifice will be 354 gallons per
mbiute, while the quantity delivered through the
same pipe with a head of one foot of water would
be only 250 gallons per minute, being a difference
of 1,240 gallons per hour,

29 r

So the problem to be solved was to invent or
arrange some plan by which tlie water should
always be delivered under the same pressure
w'hich would be secured if ahvays the same head
or depth could be maintained.

In Italy this water measurer is called a modwle.
The principle of which is, that a stone trough is

filled from the canal, river nr spring, in which
trough or module the wuiter is always kept at one
state of fulness or level, and so maintains tlie

same jn-etsure and consequently delivers e.vactly
the same cpiantity of water at all times and in
l)crpetuit.y.

In the United States of America the law' of
water delivery provides for the construction of a
“ module.”
Water is sold by the square inch, that is the

quantity which wdll be delivered liy each square
incli of the a]ierture through wdiich the water
ffows. An orifice one foot long and two inches
high, thus delivering 24 inches.

The law provide.s that “ water sold by the inch
by any individual or corporation shall be measured
as follows, to w'it, every inch shall be considered
equal to an inch square delivery orifice under a
five-inch pre.'Sure, and the five-inch pressure shall
be from the top of the orifice of the bo.v (module
to the surface of the water.” This will give a
constant pressure of four inche,®,

A module thus constructed, and with this
pressure, will deliver through erery septare inch of
the orifice 74 gallons (Imperial) every minute,
and 450 gallons jier hour.
A four-inch jiipe under the same pressure will

deliver 94 gallons per minute.

L.4W8 OF CEYLON RELATING TO
AGRICULTURE.

Cl I PTE R X .

—

Miscellaneous.

1. As it i.s necessary to have channels of drain-
age, ponds, and t.inks unob.strncttd, jilans or
.surveys, made under the authority of the Surveyor-
General, in which encroachments shall appear
shall be considered conclusive, unless satisfactory
proof to the contrary shall be established.

2. It shall be lawful for the Government Agent
to order verbally or in writing, any person ob-
structing or encroaching upon any watercourse,
pond or tank within his Province, to remove such
ob.strnction or encroachment, or to abate it. And
if the pers(/ii who is so ordered sh 11 fail to
com])ly with the same wi.'hin a reason.ible time
or if there be any doubt as to who i; ibe ]>roper
])orson to whom .-uch order should be given, the
Government Agent m.iy cause such obstruction
to be removed; and I lie Government .4o-ent, or
an^ ]iei son authoii.'-ed by him in writing, may
use all reasonable means such as may be necessary
for such removal The Government Agent may
recover the costs buna fide incurred in effeciin'o
such removal from the party who'e non-com])li-
ance wirh oialers caused such costs, in manner
provided in Chapter IX. of this Ordinance.

3. I f a ny per.sou by ele.iring oi' draining any
land, b^ doing any act wbatsoei'ci' on the same,
shall cause uny channel, wuitercourse, or ela u.sed
for irrigatiou purposes, to be blocked up, or
obstructed by silt, earth, or other substance, it

Bhall be lawful for the Government Agent of the
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Province within wliich such land may be situate,

to give order to the owner or occupant thereof,

by written notice, witliin a reasonable time to be
specified in such notice to

(a.) Remove forthwith any such silt, earth,

or other substance.

(b
)

Provide all such drains, pipe.«, and other
w'orks as may be necessary to carry off the water
from such land to some point where it can be

pas.'ed over or under such channel, w’atercour&e
or ela.

4. A copy of such notice shall be affixed in

some conspicuous place on such land, and another
copy shall be sent by registered letter through the

post, addressed to such owuier or occuj)ant, and
if so sent shall be deemed to have been served at

the time when the letter containing the same
would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

o. In proving such service, it shall be sufficient

to prove that the letter was properly addres.«ed

and registcfed at the Post Office.

AGATE PIBRE.

The following is a report by Mr. Collyer,

the fibre expert, on two samples of Agave fibre

sent from India—one from Saharanpur, N.W.
Provinces, the other from Coimbatore, Madras
Presidency.

“ Saharanpur fibre, length 40” to 60”, fair

light colour, good strength, fairly clean, rather

fine flatfish fibre, similar in character Imt rather

superior to Furcroea gigantea, ecpial for some
purposes to fair current Manilla hemp, but finer

in fibre. Value .i’22 to £24 per ton,

Coimbatore fibre, length, cut ends 24” to 30,”

fair, yellow'ish colour, well cleaned cut eiuF,

good strength, good roping quality, but short.

Value .£20 to £22 per ton.

Agave fibre, equal in quality to either of the

above samples, would sell readily in any quantity

at slightly under the fair current Manilla hemp
(£23 to £24), and its growth should be en-

coiii'aged to the utmost.”

The plant, Ayave nmericana, is ns a rule not

grown for its ftl're. In Upper India it is generally

used as u hedge plant to prevent cattle tres-

pass. ft is said to grow on any soil, but that

best suited is a mixture of clay and sand t.,nt

may be described as a rich heavy alluvial loam.

The plant grows botli in the open (ns along the

Madras Railway Line,) ns well as under sliade,

but best in the former position. In the Saha-

ranpur sample the fibre wn.< extracted immediately

after cutting the leaves, by beating with a

wooden mallet, washing out the pulp, and drying

in the sun. In Coimbatme the fibre is generally

extracted at once, but sometimes a day or

two after cutting. The e.xtraction is done by

hand, either by maceration or scraping. The fibre

got by scraping witbout washing or bleaching

is very clean and free from pul]), though not very

long : that by maceration is longer but not neiii ly

so clean.

Mr. Gollan, Superintendent of Saharnniuir

Gardens, states that a ]>lant of average age, or

say from 0 to 8 years old, will annually jirodnce

from 12 to lo mature leave.s. Tl.e average weight

of a fresh leaf of 4. americaiia '2^ U)., in the

case of A. vivipnm | ib. The fibre of the latter

though shorter i.s considered better, and the jdant

superior for hedges.

The Coimbatore plant is possibly A, omericana,
but it is to be feared that this species and
vivi2>cira are often confused, and hence j)robably

the rej)orts of varying (juality in the samples
of Agave fibre submitted to experts.

Aloe fibre is also produced from A. vicipara
in the Bombay Presidency. The plant grows
wild, but is not cultivated specially for fibre.

It is of slow growth, and takes about 2 years
before the leaf can be cut for fibre.

The following is nn extinct from the report

of Mr. D. Morris of Kew Gardens:—
“ It is evident, however, that the jilants exists

in Bombay in sufficient quantity to supjily several

huudied toms of fibre received in this country.
After a comsideratiou of the facts noted below,
it might be found advisable to cultivate this

species of Agave on waste lands in Bombay
entirely for the sake of its fibre or the .-isal

hemp plant, A(jam rUjidu, var. Sisalana, might
be introduced on a large scale. This latter yields

the most valuable fibre of any desired from
species of Agave, a;id there is little doubt it

would thrive equally well in India. The im-
portant fibre industry of Yucatan, created entirely

within the last twenty years, is now of' the
annual value of about three-quarters of a million
sterling; India has, therefore, good grounds for

devoting attention to nn industry which so far

has established itself '“ii a moderate scale in spite

of adverse circumstances.
“ In order to test the quality of the fibre

produced by Ayave viviparn wheii cleaned by
machines similar to those in use for the pre])n-'

ration of Sisal-hemp in Yucatan and West Indies,

a few of the broken loaves about a foot to two
feet in length, taken from the larger plant re-

ceived at Kew, were forwarded to the Death’s
Fibre Machine Company, 147, Leadenhall Street,

E.C.”

The sample of fibre jmoduced by passing the
leaves through the Death Machine as well as

that cleared by hand in Bombay were examined
by Messrs. Ide & Christie; and thier report showed
a great difference in quality and value between
the two. Mr. Morris continues:

“The value of the machine-cleaned fibre ranges,

according to length, from £25 to .£30 per ton.

The ordinary Bombay aloe fibre, cleaned by hand,
is worth from .£5 to .£12 per ton. These figures

fully bear out the opinion offered in my letter

of the 21st February, 1887, that the Bombay aloe

fibre industry was capable of being greatly im-
proved. At the present time (1890), there is in

stock in this countrj' 1,000 tons of Bombaj' aloe

fibre, which, prepared roughly by hand, will only
realise (if sold) about £^,(KK), a price that will

probably hardly pay expenses. If this fibre had
been cleaned by machinery and presented in the

condition of the sample produced by the Death
machine, it would realise about .£27,000, or more
than three times its ])resent value. It ajiiieais

possible, therefore, without any extension of the
pre.sent Agave phints in Bombay, to increase, to

a very ajqrreciable extent, the returns on the

shipment of Aloe fibre from that I’residency. The
following is the report of Messrs. Ide Sc Christie

on the two samjiles of .Aloe fibre nuMitioutd

above

:

—
We have your favour of the 4th inst., (Febiuary

1890,) with samjiles of fibre extracted by Death’s

process from the leaves of Ayave vivipara. This
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is an t'.\cclU'iil til)i'c, of fair strengtli, line colour

(wliicli liowcver, may cliange somewhat uiuler

continued exj)Osure to tlie aii ); and were it

times as long would be worth £30 ]ier ton

today in London
;

if twice as long, £27
;
and, as

it is, it may he valued at £2o.

The ordinary Bombay aloe of commerce presents

a very different appearance to your s]jecimen.

Jts value today is good, £12
;
common £0

per ton.

Sir Fredrick Abel, Secretary and Director of

the Imi)erial Institute, considers that to the

process of “retting” or steeping llie leaves in

water may jrrobably be due tlie inferior quality

of fibre, as it is a well-known fact that monocoty
ledonous fibres will not, as a general rule, bear

retting. He further writes ;

—

It may, therefore, be of im])ortance to the

Bombay aloe fibre trade to bring to the notice

of the authorities in the Agricultural Depart-

ment of the Government of Bombay the fact

that a better fibre tban that usually supplied

to the market as Bombay aloe has been obtained

from Indian-grown .\gaves. This was shown in

the report of a filjre e.vpert.”

POULTRY NOTES.

According to Toicn and Conntnj, M. Bouruouf
recommends in h<i Belter, a French Journal of

Agriculture, the following method of preserving

eggs : Dissolve in two-thirds of warm olive oil

one-third of bees-wax, and cover each egg com-
pletely with a thin la_ver of this pomade with

the end of the finger. The egg-shell by degrees

absorbs the oil, and each of its pores becomes
filled with the wa.v, which hermetically seals

them. M. Bouruouf affirms that he has eaten

eggs kept for two years in this manner in a

place not e.xposed to too great extremes of tem-
perature. .He thinks that the germ may also in

the same manner be preserved for a considerable

lime.

Dt. Ropenshaw in Poultry states, on the other

hand, that all plans for preserving eggs are more
or less unreliable, because tbe eggs experimented

with are, so to speak, alive, or contain a living

germ, which can only last for a certain time

unless developed by incubation into a higber

form of life, when the egg necessarily becomes
“ bad.” He draws attention to the facts that

unfertilized eggs are after being subjected to in-

cubation found to be perfectly fresb, while

fertilized eggs in which the germ has perished

are found to be putrid.

“ If a poultry-keeper wants to preserve eggs,”

says Dr. Rojjenshaw, “let him not keep a cock.

The hens will lay just as well without one fin

my experience better), and the eggs will beep

if cirefully rubbed over with fresh butter and

then put in a cool place, not heaped up one

on top of another, but placed side by side on

a shelf previously covered with a thin layer of

siwdust or dry moss (not hay, which has a strung

smell
;

or brau, which is apt to get musty) :

if they are turned half round !iow and then

they will remain j)erfectly good for six months,
possibly longer, but 1 have only tested them for

half a year, and cannot speak positively beyond

that J consider the buttering a much better jdan
tlian pickling or soaking in lime water, for if

the. butter is fi'e.sh it imparts no taste whatever
to the preserved eggs, which at the expiration
of six months cannot be disi iiiguished when cooked
from eggrsone to three day.s old. But they must be
unfertilized eggs to begin with, for those that
Contain a living germ will not keep, no matter
what method is adopted to pre.serve Liiem. .More-
over, maiden hens lay far more eggs then mated
ones, and are not nearly so frequently ‘ broody.’”

Turkey hens are to be preferred for hatching
eggs for many reasons.^ As their jjeriod of in-
cubation is longer, there is more chance of constant
sitting, and they make very careful and attentive
mother.s. They will easily cover from eighteen to
twenty hen-eggs, and will continue quite useful
for five or six years.

A little powdered sulphur or carbolic shoi Id
be sprinkled in the nests made for hatching
this will keep off vermin. In very dry weather
it is advisable to sprinkle the eggs with warm
v/ater about three days before the.y are due to
hatcb out. The average time required for hatch-
ing out the eggs of Hie different kinds of poultrv
are

Ordinary fowls
Ducks
Turkeys ...

Geese

. 21 days.

28
26 to 29 d
30

ays.

h

The two commonest di-eases among fowl are
Roup and Diarrhoea. The symptoms 'of roup are
running at the nose and sneezing. Immediately
these symptoms are observed the bird should be
Isolated. A tea spoonful of Epsom salts should
be given immediately, and when this has acted
the head and throat should be washed witli
diluted kerosine (two parts water to ono part
keroHne). Soft food only in a crumbly condition
sbould be fed, and if the attack has I'aeen taken
jiromptly the bird should recover within a week.
Care, however, must be taken to walcn for
symptoms among the healthy birds, for if the
disease is found to have affected several, it would
be better to shift all the birds into another rien
and the infected pen should be closed and
properly disinfected.

Diarrlicca is often caused by tbe drinking water
benig left in the sun, and also by feeding the
soft food in a sloppy condition. If promptly at-
teiuleoto, a case may generally be cured by feeding
a little boiled rice sprinkled with prepared chalk
It there appears a tendency amongst the birds
in the pen to contract diarrhoea, a few drops
of tincture of iron should be put in the drinkii gwater, in addition to giving rice and chalk.

WEEDS.

The plants which endeavour to take possession
ot our fields, and are apt to choke the strmr.dincr
crops (or apologies for such) are called “ wcmds ”

are de.spised, detested, and jier.secuted as “ e.x-
han.stmv while they really rejuu^ent the means
by which nature ende ivours to replenish the ex-
chequer, and to restore the productive power of
the soil, of which it has been deprived by man’s
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inconsidovuto actions. For what does he do By
ploughing, i^c., he turns up the lower actively

living soil, and brings it to the surface, while at

the .same lime lie turns down tlie dricd-up dead
surface soil, burying with it the dead and living

vegetation, wliich under normal conditions is

here revivified, and adds to the fertility the

jirnducts of last season’s sun-force in the form
of carlion and organically combined .saline com-
Iiouiuls (manures), wliich should bo supiilemented

by fertilisers to make up for that portion removeil

in the form of grain, hay, fodder, &c., or washed
out by rain. So far, it is all right. If the ground
be sown wdiile moist at slight depths, as is the c i.se

under cool and moist atmospheric condition (old

world countries mostly), the young plants rapidly

cover the surface and shelter it from the sun’s

rays. It then remains moist, and is thus pre-

served in con.stant vital activity, unless frozen.

Then all manures, fertilisers, &c, can and do act

to their full extent, being laid hold of by the

natural organic and chemical forces, and made
available for the higher plant life, and absorbed

for man’s advantage- In this way no deterioration

or imiioverishment follows or need follow, but

instead regular improvement. In hot and dty

countries like ours, other conditions prevail, but

tbe same operations are persisted in mechanically,

!iml result not in the same beneficial effects, but

ill constant deterioration proved by continually

decreasing averages of our grain and vegetable

crops, notwithstanding iucrea.‘-ed care, and tho

ado})tion of more or less scientific metliods. A\ e

plough and fallow like our European forefathers.

Moreover, before doing so, we feed off all the

weeds and stubble, or rake them together and burn

them, leaving the ashes and cinders to be blown

away by the winds, and to be wased away by the

floods, and leaving the soil as bare as a floor, and

exposed to tbe glowing iieat of the sun, which

Imkes tbe surface as bard as a rock aud kills all

the agents of fertility beneath, except the seeds of

mischievous weeds, aud tbe eggs of injurious

insects. By fallowing in .spring we loosen and

bare the soil more mischievously still, under the

mistaken ideas, that “it needs rest that weeds

exhaust it; that the soil requires to be aerated,

and that to make the air circulate the soil needs

breaking up, aud exposing to the sun, &c. The

last is only necessary in soil reclaimed from

mora.sses and swamps, when the soil, on the re-

treating of tho wuiter becomes compressed into a

stonelike, airless, homogeneous substance by at-

mospheric ijressure from above. There is some

truth in all, but just enough to conceal the fallacies.

Acting on such fallaciou-s ideas, we only succeed

in converting our fields into dc.serts and blasting

5ur future, for tbe causes wdiich operated hitherto

in reducing the oO bushels per acre in early years

to o at iirl'sent, are still acting, and will reduce

the oto le.ss still, till not evengra.ss or weeds will

be able to exist. It is not enough to study books,

or to consult “ authorities’’ by the score, we must

vtudy nature herself. 'Vord-kiiowledge is apt to

i)roTedelu<ive, thing-knowledge alonecan guide ns

nearer and nearer to truth, which only he could

fully gauge, who knew everything. This no man,

least of all tbe multitude, can attain. The scil, as

all other things, must not bi; mendy considered

from one aspect, but from as many as present

thom.selves. What may be ]>erfectiy true from

oue point of view, or under one set of conditions

in one country, is, or may not bo so under another

ehsewhere, nor doe.s it matter how many exports

or aiitboritie.s (rext-boooks included) entertain a

belief, if it be fa he. We mu-;t ahvays be ready to

bring our beliefs and ojiinions into line with

nature’s laws if we desire to inosper. Look about

you then for nature’s facts. Do you find that the

richest ground which is bare, or that which is

reeking with jilant life. Does the latter ever get

rest? Certainly not, and yet its fertility and rich-

ness augiT.ent from year to year. Why should this

be ? Because the plants grown and gro»ving there

convert more and more of the purely mineral and
chemical ingredients into sub-organic ones by the

aid of worm«, nitro-bacteria, &c., bringing out the

actively fertile qualities more and more, and at the

.same time shelter the surface from being heated

and dried up. Moreover, the growing plants

and their dead remains arrest the flow of rain-

water, compel it to move slowly, and conduct a

very large jiroportion through root and w’ornl

boles to the subsoil, laying up a stock more or le.-s

in excess of their needs under ordinary circum-
stances. You can prove this any day for yourself.

Dig in densely weedy or stubby soil, and measure
tbe <lepth at which perceptible moisture is met
with in summer, and you will find it at much less

ilejith than in a large area of bare ground in con-

stitutionally loo.se .soil, at less than in bard-baked,

nay, in tbe latter cases you may get through the

moist soil into |)ermanently dry lower down, a
state of affairs iierhaps never met with in plant-

covered areas. Only such soil as had become
waterlogged at some time (swamps, river-flats,

&c.) when dried, needs breaking u]) and aerating

by exposure, not naturally loose and porous soil.

To render hard-baking .soil loo.se no fallowing, A'c.,

will permanently avail. That object can only be

attained by tbe abundant addition of carbonaceous
substances (st able manure, itc. ), and lime or sand.

The lime need not be quicklime, but ordinary lime

stone crushed or ground, the smaller the quicker

in action. Our customary fanning methods, in

combination with our climate, do their level best to

withdraw both carbon and lime from the soil. 'I’he

former is burnt up gradually by the long exposure

of the bare, broken-up fields to the fierce heat of

summer. The latter is washed out in the form of

bicarbonate by the floods of winter, carried to

sea, or into tlie deep jiorous sub.soil, beyond re.ich

of the roof s of cereals, vegetables, or root cnqis

finally. Why wonder then at the decreasing

fertility? The fruitful .soi' has become sterile by

losing tho whole or a large jiart of two most
e.s.sontial constituents, is losing more still. Sand
and clay, wdth a jiroportion of useless .stones, and
the colour remain, although even in this the

black has given more or less way to the red,

where carbon alone, and not m.'uigaese, deepens it.

GENERAL ITEMS.

Ton't) mul coioifri/ .says with reference to

mulching and Watering fruit tree'-:—A dry
season is v('ry bard on fruit trees as well
as on other iilauts. In such a season mulching is

of the gi’ealest benofil t,o .all kinds of |ilants. Any
vegetaide matter will do for a mulch, but of

course the most nutritious grasses aud fodder
plants answer best. Litter of all kinds more or
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less impregnated with manure is especially valu-

able, as it will not only help to retain the moisture
in the soil, but also manure it. AVeeds, so long

as they do not contain too much seed, brush

wood, and muck of all descriptions will answer
verj' well as a mulch. The depth ot a mulch may
varj' with the conditions 01 tne sm and the

quantity of material at hand. Some people spread

mulch all over the surface of their land to a depth
of one foot, but perhaps a depth of from three to

six inches is about the average. AYater may be

most beneficially applied in connection with mulch.
Some people apply it by simply pouring it over

the top of tlie mulch, and letting it soak through
to the soil, while others remove the mulch from
around the tree, open a small trench some five

or six feet from the tree,and pour in a quantity

of water, permitting it to soak into the soil and
replacing the mulch. By the latter method a

smaller quantity of water will probably suffice

to moisten the soil than if poured over the mulch,

as in the latter case a considerable quantity

might be lost through evaporation, but if the

mulch is kept moist it will decay all the quicker,

and furnish its manurial ingredients to the soil.

One of the chief objects of mulching is, however’,

to shade the soil from the sun’s rays, and keep
it from cracking and drying up. It also has n

powerful capillary action in drawing the subsoil

water to the surface and so keeping the surface

moist, thus furnishing needful water to the lateral

rootlets of the plant.

“ Coal ashes,” says the Editor of the Cape
Agricultural Journal, “ contain a small quantity

of potash. AA'ood ashes vary in the quantity of

potash they contain from 4 up to 10 per cent.

All the sources of supply

of this material should be most carefully hus-

banded and kept dry, as rain will soon wash
all the potash out of ashes and under them almost
valueless. AVhere lime is burnt with wood, the
mixture of lime and ashes produced in the
process will be useful for trees and crops. One
of the principal sources of potash tor manure
is 0-jrinar Kainic worth in London aboUe. £2 ICa
per ton, and containing, in the best quality, about
14 per cent of potash.”

The N.S. ir. Agricultural Gazette refers to a
warning that comes from America as to a much-
advertised so-called fodder plant known as saca-
liiie. This is a polygonum, and, as European and
American seedsmen’s catalogues reach this country,
it is just as well to take time by the forelock, and
warn searchers after novelty against any extensive

trial of this plant. It is stated that none of the

more conservative seedsmen include it in their

lists, and the reason of this is probably fully

explained in the following opinion of it by the

head man of one of the largest seed firms in

Philadelphia. He says :
—“ Look out ! for you

will be terribly disappointed if you expect to

realise the hopes that the glowing descriptions

from Europe would seem to warrant. In a couple

of years they will make roots the thickness of a

man’s arm, circling and running in all directions

through the ground. AYhen once the plants are

established, you may try with all your might, but

you cannot destroy them
;
they simply laugh at

you, and grow so much the stronger. Farmers,

do you want to spoil and infest your land ? Then
plant polygonum (sacaline).”

Never add lime to a manure containing nitrogen
;

and when lime has been applied to the land, do
not use such manures until about three weeks
afterwards.
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DO PLANTS ABSORB NITROGEN ?

LTHOUGH the question opened

by “ Student’s " query in your

last issue (page 231) would

demand a special article deal-

ing completely with the ab-

sorption of nitrogen by plants,

a short note may be of some

service.

Briefly stated, plants have access to nitrogen in

cwo conditions

—

t.e. (1) As free uncombined nitrogen

in the air; (2) In a combined state (as salts of

ammonium, nitrates and organic compounds in the

soil). A very large number of carefully conducted

experiments have shown that the absorption and

assimilation of nitrogen in a free state is confined

to the lower orders of plants—mainly bacteria—and

to leguminous plants among higher green vegetation.

Wheat, Rye, Buckwheat, cruciferous plants, and

many others not belonging to the Leguminosas,

always die of nitrogen starvation when grown in

soil containing very little or no nitrogen, although

they may be exposed to the air. Moreover, legumi-

nous plants die under these conditions irnless their

roots are possessed of fleshy “ nodules ” (well seen

on the roots of ordinary Broad Beans). It is from

the combined forms that an ordinary green plant—

Wheat, for example—obtains all the nitrogen it

possesses, and this it takes up means of its roots-

hairs from the ground.

In the soil the plant has access to nitrogen in (1)

complex organic compounds, resulting from partial

decay of vegetable dr animal remains
; (2) ammonium

compounds (c.;/., ammonium carbonate, sulphate

;

and also (3) nitrates, chiefly of sodium, potassium,

magnesium, and calcium. It was formerly supposed

that the ammonium compounds supplied plants with

all the nitrogen necessary for growth, but definite

experiments have shown that, although many green

plants can be nourished by both organic compounds

and pure ammonium salts, the results are in every

way inferior to those experiments where the plants

are supplied with nitrates to their roots. These

faxjts, coupled with the knowledge that both organic

compounds and ammonium compounds soon give rise

to nitrates in tbe soil, lead to the conclusion that

plants absorb or take up their nitrogen from nitrates,

and seeing that nitrate of lime is most abundant

in the soil it is concluded that this substance is

the main source of nitrogen for plants.

“ Student s ” difficulty lies in tbe assumption, or

statement, that nitrate of Ihne is taken into the

plant as such—that is without any change. If this

were true we should, as he remarks, expect to find

the lime (neglecting the other baser, potash, soda,

and magnesia), and nitrogen in something like the

same chemically equivalent proporticais as met with

in nitrate of lime. This is found not to he the

case. There is an excess of nitrogen and a deficiency

of lime, as seen in the analysis quoted, and this

has led “ Student’s ” query and suggestion that the
nitrogen must have been obtained from other sources

than nitrates. The latter view has been amply re*

futed by most careful experiments, and the explana*

tion of the apparent discrepancy is that the nitrate

of lime is split up and decomposed at the very
threshold of entry into the plant—i.e., in the root-
hairs and in the roots which are not included in
the analyses given, which soon dry up and remain
in the soil. The lime is thus separated and practi-
cally left in the soil, while the nitrogen enters into
new combination, and helps to buUd up various
more or less complex organic compounds. The ratio
of the lime and other bases to the nitrogen in
different plants grown even upon the same
soil, and thus having equal access to nitrates, varies
much.
The details of the chemical changes which nitrogen

undergoes after entering the plant and where these
changes take place are practically unknown yet.
The changes are slow, compared, for example, with
those undergone by carbonic dioxide, and difficult

to follow. Different kinds of plants, growing with
equal access to nitrates in the soil, -show very
different results as regards their method of taking
up and utilising these compounds. In some cases
the nitrates can be readily detected as such in all

parts of the plant
;

in others only in the stem, or
perhaps only in the root, or in no part at all.—
John Percival.—

/

ow nai of Ilorticiilture,
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COFFEE PRODUCTION IN THE MONTANA
OF PEEL.

Pern has been known for many years as a coffee-

producing country, but the coffee grown on the coast
has been absorbed by domestic consumption, and
Peru’s appearance as an exporter of this article is

of recent date, althongh she is now likely to be a
considerable competitor with other countries. Coffee
planting began, and coffee is still cultivated near
the port of Pacasmayo, with success. But although
the cultivation on the coast could be somewhat
extended, it must always remain restricted, as there
are only certain favoured localities in which the
planter can hope for a good return. The acting
British Consul at Callao says that the region which
Peru offers to the coffee planter unsurpassed in

fertility, and almost unlimited in extent, is situated

on the eastern slope of the Andes, at a height of

from 6,000 to 2,000 feet above sea level, among the

network of streams and rivulets that find their way
Into the great affluents of the Amazon. This region,

known as the Montafia, has hitherto been shut off

from the world by lack of communications, and,

above all, by the diffiulty of crossing the high ridge

of the Cordillera that ban it from the coast. In

spite of these difficulties, coffee has been cultivated

both in the south, in the gold-bearing di tricts of

Bandia and Carabaya, and in the centre of Peru
in the valleys of Chauchainayo, Vitoc, and Huanuco.
It is the Chauchainayo district—for most of the

Coffee that passes under the name of Vitoc or

Huanuco comes from Chauchamayo—which is the

real coffee-planting district of Peru, and it is the

production of this region that has elevated Peru
to the rank of a coffee-exporting country. This is

due to the completion of the Central or Oroya
Railway, by the Peruvian Corporation, to its presjnt

terminus at Oroya, giving railway carriage over the

crest of the Cordillera, and also to the opening up
of the Perene and adjacent valleys which form its

prolongation. Oroya is about 60 miles from Chau-
chamayo valley, and there is a fair road all the

way, passing though the town of Tarma, the capital

of a deportment with about 7,000 inhabitants. The
Chauchamayo Valley, itself about 10 miles long, is

now in the hands of private owners, but the rich

and far more extensive valleys beyond it of the

Perend, Paucartambo, and Rio Colorado, have now
been linked on to La Merced the last town in

Chauchamayo by the extension of the Tarma-Cliau-

chamayo road through a short but difficult defile.

The output of coffee for the whole region was
about 1,500 tons in 1893, but extensive planting

has lately taken place and production will shortly,

it is said, be trebled. It is considered that coffee

can be grown at the expense of 5 Peruvian soles

(sole=2s.) per quintal, or 100 lb., the yield of a tree

after the third year being about 3 lb. The average

cost of clearing may be taken at 65 soles (1!6 lOs.)

a hectare, or ^£2 12s. an acre. The number of plants

that can bo planted with advantage on a hectare

(2.47 acres) is about 1,700 to 1,800, or, say, 700 to

the acre, although a larger number is often put
into the ground. Young plants can be obtaiLod

for 10s. per 1,000.

—

Journal of the Society of Artn.

TAPPING RUBBER TREES.

Mr. D. P. Copeland, Deputy Conservator of Forests,

Assam, gives the following report on the methods
of tapping rubber trees adopted in Assam, and of

collecting and preparing the rubber for the market :

—

The mode of exlractini/ rubber as /iractised b// Mr>

Martin of Tezinir.—Small funnel-shaped cane or bam-
boo baskets were prepared and coated with caout-

ehouc, after which the baskets were atta,ched to the tree

under the incision. The incision or cut w&a made
diagonally and elliptical in shape, being about 3

inches across the centre and from 6 inches to afoot

in length. Sometimes the cuts were made like an
arrow head, thus V, the baskets being nailed with

a bamboo nail just below the point. These baskets,

when full, were emptied into cane receptacles coated

with caoutchouc, and thus convoyed to the factory
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where the milk was poured into large wooden boxes
or bins 6 feet squ<ii\.‘, and partly lined with water,
tbs caoutchouc, alter lim j lloating on the top. The
caoutohouo (being still fluid^ was then taken out and
boiled over a slow lire on iron pans, which are still

lying in Tezpur, 4 to 6 feet in diameter and 2 to

2i feet deep, two parts of water being addei to the
caoutchouc, and the whole stirred constantly. As
soon as the rubber coagulated into a mass, it w.is

taken out with iron forks and pressed, and again
boiled and pressed, and then dried in the sun, and
finally washed over with lime. The rubber thus
prepared was shipped direct to the London market.

The Assamese and Nepalese mode of extracting rubber
is as follows ;—The men begin from the top of the
tree working downwards, making incision with their

daos or khukris from 6 inches to a foot long and about
4 inches wide along the stem of the tree. The
milk collects in these cuts, and also runs down
the stems, some of the overflow falling to the
ground. After four or five days, the rubber thus
out is dry, and can be pulled up very easily

;
it is

then either wound round into balls or left loose.

The ball rubber fetches a smaller price than the
loose rubber, as very often a stone or other impurity
is hidden inside the ball to add to the weight. The
tappers try and get rid of their rubber as soon after

collecting as possible, as it loses in weight by drying.
The traders get over this difficulty by keeping it in

water in barrels and wetting it well before shipping.
The rubber undergoes no preparation in Assam,
and is shipped to the Calcutta market in the same
state as it is received from the forests, except, of

course, the wetting with water already mentioned.
I am informed that a machine has been put up at

Margherita in the Lakliimpur division for cleaning
rubber before shipping

; but as I have only heard of
the process, I cannot describe it. The most favour-
able time for tapping is from November till April,

the dry-weather months. During the rainy season
from May till October, the richness of the juice

diminishes. From that time till January the rain
diminishes, and the milk increases in richness^
While on the subject, I beg to describe a third

mode of tapping rubber which has been the cause of

the total destruction of our indigenous rubber forests

in Assam
;
this system crept in graduallv, and not

having been suppressed with a strong hand, has
left us ruined and killed out the rubber trees. I

mean root-tapping. The Assamese, being too lazy
to climb, were jirobably the first to find out tliat

by tapping or cutting the root, of the tree along
the ground much more rubber could be got and
with far less trouble. I maintain, and can prove it,

that stem-tapping, however severe it may be, unless
it amounts to down-right girdling the stem, cannot
kill out or parmanently ruin the tree

;
but root-

tapping, as practised in Assam, kills out the tree

at once. The roots of the tree are followed up for

40 or .50 feet a’ong the ground, and every yard or

so a hole is dug, and the root is cut clean through
with an axe, a few large leaves being placed over
the hole to prevent rain or due wetting the rubber

;

a week later the rubber is removed from the hole,

being found in slabs from half a ])ound to six pounds
in weight. Stem-tapping cannot be done during the
wet weather, as the ruin w ould wash off the caout-
chouc from the cuts; but root-tapping with a little

care, provided the trees arc growing above flood-

level, can be done the whole year round.

—

Madras Mail.

«

DIMINISHING MARGINS IN
AGRICULTURE.

Where untarc is prodigal, man is wasteful. Waste
has been the rule in American agriculture. Ac-
cumulated mold of ages of vegetation was offered
at §1.25 per acre. Afterwards it WiU given away,
subject to official fees for perfecting a title, both
to natives and immigrants. With land free to all

there was prodigality of fertility and economy of
labor.

Thus in primitive ngiiculture, rotation, cultivation
diversification wore all sacrificed, and fertility w,
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transmitted into not cash. Because wheat conld be

grown without cultivation on the broken sod, and

because it was always a cash crop, little else was

grown
;
and because there was so much of it, and

so few farm animals, the straw, which is worth as

much in England as the whole crop is here, was

burned to get rid of it ;
and because of this

repeating of a crop without cultivation, weeds much
more than loss of fertility reduced the rate of yield

;

until at last, because of extension of wheat area

bevond the needs of consumption, price was reduced

and profits destroyed. Thus nature, which can not

be trifled with safely, has been avenged, and the

wheat erower is muddled in trying to lay the blame

upon the currency the tariff, or anything rather

than his own uneconomical and wasteful practice.

The same abandon attended early efforts in animal

industry. Unimproved breeds were kept four years

or more, on lush grass in summer, in the lea of a

haystack in winter, fattening at one season and

existing at another, favouring the production of fat

and lean, in layers, to be sold at low prices to

unsatisfied consumers. The first butter dairies—for

instance, Pratt’s in New York—required forty pounds

of milk to make one pound of butter. He, by

selection and care, reduced the requirement almost

one half, and now some .Jerseys produce a pound of

butter for thirteen pounds of milk. The “hogging

down ” of corn in feeding cattle and hogs was

another wasteful procedure in primitive farming,

It was the same with cotton. The seed was wasted,

or only used for manure. Sometimes stock was

killed by being gorged over a pile of seel, but

systematic feeding was unknown. Now forty million

of dollars, more or less, represent the oil of the

seed, which was wasted if applied to the soil, and

almost as much more should be got from feeding

the cake, with incidental foods to constitute a

suitable ration, and costing almost nothing. In this

way al the valuable elements of the seed are returned

to t e soil, with additional manurial value of other

feedint^ material. Pork, if not beef, can be produced

in the mild clima’e of the south with cotton seed

cake, cow peas, and other fall and winter growing

fora^’^e plants, even cheaper than the central west,

III” wooded sections the first and largest opportu-

nity for waste was found in the wanton destruction

of wood and timber, and it was improved until

large areas have become de.'Crts. In every rural

industry, exploration has been depletion and des-

truction. When flax became an auxiliary or successor

to wheat, a million of acres went into cultivation

for seed, and the straw was thrown away, though

coarse fibre worth a hundred dollars per ton has been

made of the straw as it lies from the mower
;

while,

by a slight change of method of culture and treat-

ment, as is done in Europe, far more valuable fibre

can be produced. Flax-growers will say it cannot

be done because they do not know how and will

not learn, but it has been done and is done suc-

cessfully and uniformlyin other flax-growing countries.

Pednction in prices and competition in production

are lowering the margin of profit more or less,

though not equally or by regular gradation year by

yea' The most careless are pinched fearfully, tlie

more systematic only feel the tightening pressure of

reduction, while the most skillful and scientific still

find a reasonable profit in agriculture. It is well

that these wastes in their primitive recklessness are

HO longer possibl©. The lichest soil in the world

never made an incieasing yield, or retained a per-

manent fertility until higher values of land and

greater cost of production compelled economy and

improved methods. England once made smaller

vields than the United States upon soils naturally

less fertile. Now its average grain yield is more

than double that of this country.

Thus there are compensations in reduced profit

in agriculture. It is a spur to improvement, to the

ediicntion of the farmer, more potent than any he

has yet felt, and it is all the more valuable because

its ;rewards go to the energetic and mentally alert,

while [the laggards fall behind in the race, and the

slothful vegetate.—(J. R. Dodge, in rrairie Farmer)
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THE COFFEE, CACAO, KOLA, &C-

INDUSTRY IN JAMAICA.
A PItACTICAL PROPOSAL.

The Secretary read the report of the Committee
appointed by the Board on Coffee, Kola, Chocolate
and Pimento, which was as follows :—“ The Com-
mittee reports that it has met and considered the
matter referred to it and now submits the following
ad interim report :

—
Our remarks on coffee do not apply to the district

of Port Iloyal Mountains, where the cultivation and
curing of coffee is well iinderstood and also the
advantage of selling coffee in the cherry.

1. The general mode of “planting” coffee by the
easantry is as follows :—The land is cleared and
urnt off

;
plants or “ suckers ” of from three to

four feet high (which have been roughly uprooted)

often having berries on them sometimes with dis-

eased roots, are procured and frequently left to

quail for a day or two b^ore being replanted. As
soon as the rams set in these suckers are planted
among “ ground provisions ” without regard to re-

gularity or distance from each other. After the
“ provisions ” have been reaped the young coffee is

often neglected and consequently when the trees

arrive at maturity the yield is poor. In most cases

too many large fruit trees are allowed to grow and
overshadow the plants, thus depriving them of suffi-

cient light and air again there is little or no at-

tention paid to the invaluable practice of pruning,

forking, &c„ which is not yet understood by the
peasantry.
Some years ago when the market price of coffee

fell very low; in a great many instances the peasantry
actually abandoned their cultivations.

2. Tne reasons generally given why so much ap-

parently available land in close proximity to the
dwellings of the peasantry is allowed to remain
uncultivated, are, first, because the land has become
impoverished by previous crops and is being left to

nature to be resuscitated. Second, because they
prefer to hold their own land in reserve against
the time when they may not be able to rent land,

and often the soil is unsuitable for coffee, such as
clay.

3. The yield of coffee may be increased by better
cultivation, proper pruning, and the use of manures.
Cultivation and pruning are well understood by
experts, but our people need to be instructed with
regard to them, this we think may gradually, be
done by leaflets, lectures and demonstrations.

4. To practically demonstrate to our people the
value of improved methods of cultivation such as
planting, di-aining, forking, manuring, pruning, &c.,
it is advisable that the President’s suggestion be
carried out and “ model grounds ” be established in
certain districts at the expense of the society, and
we recommend that Mr. H. Cork’s offer in Upper
Clarendon for experimental purposes be accepted
and that the Secretary in the first place be requested
to visit the spot and arrange matters.

.5. The inferior quality of coffee produced by the
small settlers is due chiefly to the manner in which
the article is prepared for the market. The primitive
style (in most cases) of curing the coffee on the bare
earth and in wet seasons actually resorting to the
use of iron pots as a dryer, must affect the quality.
Added to this the evil resulting from the reckless
manner in which this article is purchased by the
runner or buyer, without regard to quality certainly
does not tend to improve matters. In our opinion
therefore the best remedy on the state of affairs

is the establishment of Central Factories for the
purchase of coffee in the cherry and the proper
curing by a good set of works. The advantages to
be g lined by these central factories should be brought
to the notice of our people by leaflets and lectures.

6. We have carefully ^considered the subject
brought to the notice of the Board of Management
by the Colonial Secretary from a letter from the
Collector of Taxes, for Manchester, calling attention
to the poverty of the peasantry owing to the im-
poverishment of laad in that parish, and as far as
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our jnvesf'gnticns 1 ave gone we are of opinion that
assuring the existence of the state of things repre-
sented the cause and possibly a remedy may be
found in the foregoing remarks.

7. "We recommend the distribution of the leaflet

on Cocoa published in July by the Director of

Public Gardens, a large munber of which have b?en
placed at the disposal of the Secretai'y.

x\. leaflet on K.ola is also being prepared which
can be dealt with in the same manner.

Ji. The Curator of the Museum having taken up
the matter of Pimento, the committee will not deal

with it.

Mr. Burke moved the adoption of the report and
said that it showed that the committee were doing
their work well. They could not do too much for

the cultivation of coflee, as recently he saw that the

exportations of the article had greatly decreased,

and the Society should press upon the peasants

the necessity for new and improved methods
The Chairman said he was planting about (iO acres

of Liberian coffee in St. Catherine, and ho would be

glad to give the Secretary samples in order to

supply the peasantry with them.

A. I'esolution was passed approving of and giving

effect to the recommendations of the Committee.
Mr, Burke called attention to the enormous waste

of everything that could be used for manure in the

Island. If some material W'ore obtained and thrown

In and the compost allowed to ro‘, a first rate

manure would be got. The peasantry should be

told that what they would thus put into manure
would be returned to them from the land ,—Jamaica
^lyntultmal Society.

W.ATERING.

-There is probably no one operation in the whole
routine of gardening that is more thoughtlessly
carried on than that of watering. The individual

requirements of particular plants are little thought
of, and “watering” is administered indiscriminately
to each and all alike. Where there is a mixed
oollection to bn dealt with, the ditficuhies in ad
justing the supply to the needs of the iiidividual

are, no doubt, great, but in market establish'i ents,

where large quantities of q- e plant are grown, and
where a house or houses are set apart for the ex-

clusive cultivation of some par icular subjects, the
difliculties ar-' materially lessened, though not over-

come. In any case it is most important to gain

a knowledge of the principles which govern the
relations between the growing plant, the amount of

water it receives, and the period at which it receives

the supply.
1'iiat a plant needs water, suffers if it gets too

little or too much, that it requires more at one
time than at another, and that different plants

vary in their requirements according to their

confoimation and structure, and the circumstances
under which they are growing—ail this, of course,

is well known, though in practice it is often not
remembered or acted on.

Again, the influence of excess or deficiency of

water may affect not only the individual plant, hut
may determine variations in the productiveness of

the plant, and induce variations in the number,
size and vigour of the seed and its contained embryo.
In reference to these matters, the Revue Scientifique

for July 6 publishes a report of a thesis prepared

^ M. Edmond Gain. ai d presented to tf e Paris
Faculty of Sciei-ce. The general character of this

thesis 'may be gleaned from what has already been
said, but it may be of interest to add a biief

summary of the conclusions at which M. Gain, a

well-known author on agricultural chemistry, has

arrived, as they are of great practical importance.

There is, says Gain, an alternation in the

requirements of plants for water. Continuor.s de-

piivati. n or continuous supply of water are alike

contraiy o tlie physiological requirements of p'ants.

In ail M. Gain’s ’ exp. rliiu nls lb se plants which
were supplied with water at the two c itical pe. iods—
the commencement of the unfolding of tlie leaves,

the beginning of tie flowering period—and at

no 01 ' er time, did as well ai those provided with
a continuous supply of water during the whole period
of vegetation. Farther, the experiments of M. Gain
showed that this influence of moisture is not felt

equally bv all the organs: it has a greater effect

on bite aiuial than on the subterranean organs.
The result of this differing influence is shown in the
fact that plants grown in dry soil have thicker
roots than plants in damp soil, though the stems
may be equal in w-c'ght. This is in accordance with
the well-known fact that plants of very dry countries
have frequently roots which are very large in com-
parison with the weight and height of their ai*riaJ

parts.

With regard to the inti etic-3 exircised by the
greater or lesser nuaitity of w.ater on the propa-
gation of the species, the researches of M. Gain
have established the t«o f >11 win' facts, relating,

the former to seeds, the latter to the tubers: —
1st. The humidity of the soil favours and greatly

augments the number of fruit and seeds, but drought
induces the formation of larger and heavier seeds.

Oil damp soil a plant yields smaller seeds, which
coiisequently, tend to bring about tho de_.4eneratiou
of the species.

3ud. The number of the tubers is but little in-

rinenoed by the variation iu the retentive powers
of the soli for wat'-r, but on damp soil the plant

yields larger tuber-. There is then an increase in

weight; the po'ariiy of these tubers isj however,
n t nmch marked, and they are consequetnly less

perfect than those which have been submitted, in the
heart, to relatiie dryness.

Ii may be repeated that moisture perceptibly

increases the immediate yield, but tends to the

formation of impeifect reproductive organs, which
produce less vigorous plants. This is to the ad-

vantage of the iiidividua', but to tlie detriment of

the conservation of the species. Tho prac ical in-

ferences are obvious.

—

Otn-denere’ Chronicle,

IMPROVED PLANTIxXG.
Thb Importance of Large Pits,—To begin with

the very importaut work of pitting.—What is the
object of providing pics for young plants ? Why
not simply dibble them in anyhow ? Simply because
the teuder young rootlets must have a free loose
soil to enter on all sides, or the growth of the
plant will be checked and its vitality impaired.
This being so, is the size of the pits usnally dm'
sufficient fir this

,
purpose or not? Who has not

remarked the check young plants receive at that
period of their growth when the rootlets have reached
the lia d sides of the pita and are too weak to

outer the hard soil beyond. By the nature of

things this check occurs at a very critical moment
of their existence and has a lot to say to the
prevalence of “ failtiies.’’ The pits usually dug. on
the Niigiris at any rate, and I ticHeve in the other
districts also, are so-called IS” cube circular lioles.

As a matter of fa> t the real size seldom exceeds
15", which is far short of the actual requirometils

of the plants.

Pits 3x2x2 Just as cheap as 2' cube.—At first

I made my pits 2' cube : now, as I find it entails

no extra cost, I make them 3x2x2 deep. The seem-
ing puzzle about the cost lies in the fact that in

the latter pits the cooly is able to use a basket to

remove the earth, while iu the former he cannot.
Perhaps the most uniformly .successful of the older
Nilgivi estates is Hillgrove, which was planted up
many years ago by Mr. Riley iu large 2ft and
sometimes 3ft. pits, paiticular care being taken to

remove all stones from tlie pits. Hi.lgrove is, I

believe, the only estate in the district which has
been planted up in this mam er.

Stir up Your Soiu.—As a class we planters seem
to be now more appreciative of the value of what
fanners at home call “ tilth,’’ and of tl.e ai'ratiou

of the soil. As it is difficult, though not impossible,
to do v^y much without serious injury to the
large roots on an old jlantalion, lot us do all in
our power at tho start. What is tho heat model
to copy from t I tvofi t take my reader* farther
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than the nnrsery from which the young plants were

Whv not try and obtain as nearly as possi-

blSe Til .e.ul‘uo» .h6e.utc.,ho„shof course

K.MVAT.ON P>Te.-The

nearest approach I can recommend is the

over the whole area—when the estate is hrst planted

large renovation pits, commencing w'tli

every other row. Fork them a full fork s depth at

the Lttom, leave them open for 2-3

till them up aifixln with the same soil. W
block rfiihibeh pit again over the. alternate rows,

Thus every four plants have a pit in their centre.

Almoli eveS^ s^are food of the land is thus

du^ up in time, say in the first three jea^s from

Sre orplanting Mis gives young coffee^
from the very first a free acpess to

proportion of the soil. The ground is well aerated

Ld^Us physical coirdition improved. The stones of

food in the ground can be easily tapped,

rendered more soluble by
^helvy

soil ef air and ram, saving the cost of neavy

manuring. Being porous, the soil ab^rbs every

shower in the dry weather and drains off the excess

in the monsoons readily through the subsoil. In

drou'^hts the coSee-roots can obtain the moisture

reaufred well below the surface, and in the wettest

of\eather ate not iroubled by any esoese. It is

clear that in all ways the estate with a cultiva ed

denth of 3 feet (for this is what the above system

cornea to) has an immense advantage of those

estates which have their soil only partially stirred

up to the depth of 15 inches or less.

Results op Careful Cleaeino.—There is another

pornt TLve not ye. tonched on, and yet m the

example before me, i.e„ the nursery, it is a most

imnortant one,—I mean the careful removal of all

roosts and stinea which would prevent the free

growth of the tender rootlets. On estates th® presence

of atunjDS and large stones h^ yet a .othei eul.

it ren^s cultivation appreciably more expensive

and a great deal less efficient. Were the siuface

of an estate quite clean and fnable, it would be

r.Lsible to do^ a great deal more in the way of

fertility to the soil than is now dreamed of.

F^r one tW^^^^ amounts of fodder for cattle

mffihrbe grown af.er the plants have reached their

fourth or^fiftli year and borne their first good

crop, any excess being preserved in the shape

of hay, or better sCill, ensilage. As tffis would all

go back as manure, the result would be a gained
not a loss. If the cultivation were carefully mana^d,

the olants would suffer very little, and were the

Sop a rgumffioua one, the roots left in the soi

3d greatly enrich it m niteogen Inst ad of

TakC it off the land, it might be cut and dug in,

or buried in pits. The change m tie nature of the

soil in green manuring the estate would be simply

marvello^us. The effect of the humus would be far-

rSing and, u dike cattle-manure would furnish

SS?d for a number of years before becoming

Lhausted Some «U1 scout at all this. Let me

ask these wherein then lies the value of virgin

forest and jungle soil ?
, ,

.

The Vanity ®f Large Areas.—None of these things

can be done of course without some extra expense.

It costs more, no doubt, ot first, to plant up an

estate caremHy and thoroughly than to stumble

aSg in the old ruts of routine. In opening up

la?ge^ areas, the question of first cost assumes very

Se Iroyonionl but I hold that the for

iSe areas has done us planters more hirm than

any known plant-disease or low prices. As the

3eral mle seems to be that the larger the area,

fnriess money ought to be spent in proportion,

I hold that it is practically Unpossible to cultivate

a large estate as well as a »^11 one. 1 he

?or Opening land and the desire to be counted

lmon| the ‘-large proprietors’’ has dme an

of mischief. The vanity extends so far that I

verily believe there are men who would rather own

a third share in a three-hunffred ac^ estate than

be the sole owner of a comporot 100 acre block,

giving perhaps 20% more income. It has beeii

said that a man is deserving of honour who causes

two blades of grass to spring where oijly *ne

grew formerly, The burdefi of hiy remarks is that

if a mail is eont'eut with half the usual area, he

can obtain quit® doub'c the usual yield. This, too,

with a c'st per acre but slightly higher than usual.

There are numerous instances proving tho truth of

my cditeiition to be found in every district, I believe,

in South India. If this be so, -what in the wide

world can he called that twist of mind which com-
pels men t^> open out in so many cases more than
twice the land they can properly cultivate 1

In agricultui'® all the world over the same thing

is going on. In America they call it “ i/itensive
”

xersus “ e.rtensive ” farming. Let us planters rank
ourselves then among the intensive lot, and we
may laugh at the mishaps which yeaVly befall the ill-

regulated hut arrogant extensives.— Opwion,

A PRIMITIVE TOBACCO FACTORY.

China is nothing unless she is primitive, and
although the factory which forms the subject of

those remarks is not exactly situated in Uhioese

territoi'y, as it is in the Portuguese settlement of

Macao, it is, to all intents and purpqRos, a Chinese

factory, for it is owned and worked by Chinese.,

The premi-sea c®mprise several laiige sheds with

earthe 1 floors, and one or two better huilt rooms,

used as storehousr's. The factoi-y gives employment
’

to several hundred Chinese men an 1 women, I

was accompanied on my visit by Mr. A. A. Petti*

grew, a son of Mr. Pettigrew, of Cardiff Castle,

who is at present (May) on a tour in the East.

The tobacco is not grown at M’aaao, but at a

place called Hokshan, about forty or fifty miles

to the north-west of the former town, on one of

the numerous mouths of the Sikiang, or Canton
River. Wlien the plants are properly dry, they are

done up into bales about 24 feet long, 2 feet wide,

and 1 foot deep, and sent down to Macao in junks.

On arrival at Macao, these bales are stored in the

premises of the factory until such time as they

are required for the manufacture of tobacco.

The first room we entered was devoted to strip-

ping the leaves from the stalks, these being dis-

carded in the manufacture. Women, sitting on the

floor on their haunches, were busily engaged in

this operation when we entered. The sight of us

did not distract the women’s attention, 'but several

young children who were present on our arrival,

scampered awa> to distant corners like mice into a
hole. The dust from the tobacco leaves got into

our noses and throa's, and caused ns to sneeze and
cough, nnj.ch to the delight of our celestial onlookers,

as evidenced by the loud onthnrst of laughter which
followed our discomfiture. Strange to say, we did

not bear a sneeze or a cough from any of the
Chinese whilst We were in the factory. After the
leaves have been stripp-ed from the stalks, they are
carried into one of the sheds in large bainbqo
baskets by men, then spread on a wooden fiv.or and
damped with water. When sufficiently damp, they
are made up into layers about 21 feet long, 2 feet

wide, and 2,j inc’nes thick, and placed on hoards.

The next process is o make each layer into a solid

cake. This is d me in the following way:—About
a dozen Iryera, with a board I 4 inch thick between
each layer, are placed on the top of one another,

and then pressure is In-mght to hear upon the wh .le

lot by means of a rever of the second order, in the

shape of a thick pile. O.ic end of the lever is fixed

firmly with strong rojs s, and this cmstituteB the

fulcru ; the Weight of the resisting substance is

the tob icco, and the power is applied at the other
end of the lever by means of stout ropes, which
pass round a wooden axle that is sesurely fastened

to tho ground.
When the tobacco leaves have been properly

pressed, the cnkes are taken out and cut crosswise

into strips 4 inches wide, and the two ends cut

off, as they are not sufficiently pressed. The next

step is to 4ie half-a-dozsn of these strips together

by lu ana of ropes. The next operation is to make
the lobaoco ready for use. 'JSiis is dpne by means
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of a plane, very similar in shape to an English
earpenter's plane. The strips of tobacco are stood

up on end on the ground, and kept in position by
hoards made for the purpjse. As tlie strips are only

about l.V fo it high, tlie men have to work the plane

in a half-stooping position, a most uncomfortable
way of working from an Euglishinan's point of view.

^However, the Chinese do not appear to mind ic, as

theyswork away coments^Ry from- morning tonight.

The shavings of .the tobacco leaves are tue tobacco

ready- for smoking. Every man puts his shavings,

as he takes them from Kie plane, into sniaW heaps,

weighing about a pound each, enclosing at the same
time a ticket with the name of the firm on it in

the centre of eaqli heap. These small heaps are

then put into panders, the two ends of the papers

being left open. The packets are thtn Weighed, and
a tittle more tobacco is added or taken away ac-

cording to whether the packet is too light or too

heavy. When the packets aio of the proper weight

they are put into another paper, both cuds closed

up, and then packed in boxes ready Ho be sent a«aj.

Th6l'0 is a good deal of order in ilie Way in wmich

the factory is worked. Women i#.e only omplo'ied

in stripping off the leaves fimn the staiks, men do

all tfce rest of the work. There is one lo'. for damp-

ing and pressin,:^ the leaves, and auotfier batch Ar
cutting the pressed cakes into strii s and tying them

mp ready for planing. The pJaners ' OM.'y make the

tobacco and put it into heaps, a separate lot of rnen

pit it into the first papers ready for weighing, lire

’11X611 wlio woigb tlxG tobacco pass it 011 to otlxcrsj

who put it into the second paper, and these fiualy

hand it to the packers. 'I he tobacco is of a dark

hrown colour, and is only, used, so far as I know,

by th,e Chinese. It has the reputation amongfct them

of being a particularly good brand, and the tactory

Is said to be one of the largest in rioutb China. It

was very amusing to see the workers at T2 o’clock,

Ks this is the time they take their mid-day meal.

As soop as the clock- struck twelve, everything stopped

as if by machinery. In less than five minutes tubles

were produced from unlooked-for ccpners, basins of

rice and other foods were placed upon them, and

the men were busily engaged in emptying them by

the aid of chopsticks. All the workmen took this

meal in the same place as they liad previously

been working in.—W. T. TIi'I’cher, liotanic Clarden,

Hong Ko g.

—

Gardeners’ Chronicle.

VANILLAS COMMERCE.

The following historical and descriptive aiccount

of the species yialdiug aromatic fru ts, more or less

used in commerce, has been prepared by Mr.

B. A. Ilolfe, A.L.S., Assistant in the Kew Herrarium.

Eroni historical accounts we learn that vari-ill-i

was used by the Aztecs of Mexico as an ingredient

in the manufacture of chocolate prior to tine discovery

of Amerkia by the Spaniards, who adopted its use,

and Morren states that it was brought to Europe

as a perfume about the year 1510 at the istme time

as iud%o, cochineal, ai d cacao, and ten years

before Hie arrival of tobacco.
,

The earliest botanical notice of the vanilla is by

Clusius in his l^xoticorum Libri Decern, pnb’ished in

(il05 'This author had received fruits from Morgan,

apothecary to Queen Elizabeth in 1602, which he

deecribed as “ Lobus oblongus aromaticus (p. 72),

without being aware of their native country or use.

He describes them as 6 to 8 inches long by half

an inch broad, and terete from vh.ch it is evident

that they belonged to the true Mexican 1 aniUa

^ lu^S^‘figure was given by Hernandez in his

Nova Flantarum Mexicanorwn Ihstoria {p. 38), under

the name of Araco which shows bo h he

characteristic gtowlh and fruits of the plant ho

flowers not being represented. I h-s original of this

figure was one of a series ot 1200 executed at creat

.n-t in Mexico, by order of tlio King of Sjiain,

the pfovions ctmtnry. Hernandez only men-

lioi'rt its lisa as a drug aiid gives its native name

TlilxoehHl.
”

Piso in his Mantissa Aromalica, published in 1658,

appears to have first put the name Vaynil'a on
record, and also its use ai au ingredient in the
manufacture of chocolate (pp. 200, 201). He describes
it as the fragrant siliqua or fiod of the Araco aro-

matico of Hernandtz, and that it was called Vaynilla
by the Spaniards, who added it -fo chocolate, not
only on account of its fragrance but because of its

medicinal virtues. The name is the di-uinutive of

the Spanish roina, a pod or capsule.
Ill 1675 Redi figured the pod and seeds, the latter

as seen under the microscope ( C.rpcrinieHta, p. 179).

He called it Vainiglias.

Dampier next furnished some important informa-
tion about the plant. Speaking of the coast of the
Bay of Gampeachy. South Mexico, under date 1676,

ho reuiaik-^:—‘-Here are great plenty of Vinellos,"

( I oija(/cs, II., pt. 2-, p. 123). And at Boca-tero, iu

Costa Rica, which he visited in 1681, he observed :

—

There grow on this coast YintToes in great quan-
tity, with much Chocolate is perfumed” (1., p. 38).

At a place called C.vibooca iu the former locality,

Dampier remarks:—“We found a small Indian
village, and in it a great nuauticy of Vinello’s dry-

ing in the sun. Tbe Yinello i.s a little Cod full of

small black se< ds
; it is 4 or 5 inches long, about

the bigness of the stem of a Tobacco leaf, and
when dried much resembling it : so that our Pri-

vateers at first have ofien thrown them away when
they took any, wondering why the Spaniards should
lay up Tobacco stems. This Cod grows on a small
Vine, which climbs about and supports itself by the
neighbouring trees : it first bears a yellow Flower,
from whence the Cod afterwards proceeds. It is

first green, but \iheiiripe it turns yellow; then the
Indians (whose manufacture it is, and who sell it

cheap to the Spaniards) gather it, and lay it in the
sun, which makes it soft; then it changes to a
Chestnut colour. Then they frequently press it

between their fingers, which makes it flat. If the
Indians do anything to them beside, I kn w not,

but I ha' e seen the Spaniards sleek them with Oyl”
(I., p. 231). He further remarks that tbe Vines grow
plentifully at‘ Bocca-toro, where ha had gathered aud
tried to cure them but without success, and that
he had never met with a Spaniard who could tell

him, w ich led him to think that the Indians had
some secret. “ Could we have learnt the art of it,

several of us would have gone to Bocca-toro yearly,

at tbe dry season and cured them, and freighted
our vessel. AVe there might have had Turtle enough
for food and store of Viuello’s They are com-
monly sold for 3 ponce a Cod among the Spaniards
in the West Indies, and are sold by the Druggist,
for they aro much used among Chocolate to perfume
it. Some will use them among Tobacco, for it gives

it a delicate seen', i never heard of any Viui-llo’s

but here in this Country, about Caibooca and at

Bocca-toro ” (I., p. 235).

The preceding accounts all clearly refer to tbe true
Mexican Vanilla

(
I', idanifoliaj, but in 1796 both

Plukenet and Sloane introduce confusion into the
records. The former includes the above under his

“Vanillia’s Piperis arbori Jamaicensis innasceus”
( Alinatjest. Dot., p. 381), though figuring the true

plant (t. 320, fig. 4). The latter, while retaining
Clusius’ original naaie, andi citing the above refer-

ences, records it as growing spontaneously in the
woods of Jamaica about Aqua-alta ( Cat. PI. Ins.

Jam., p. 70). Iu his Natural Ilistonj of .htmaica,

published in 1707, he further ob.serves;—“It is said

by several that they grow in this island about Aqua-
alta, and that before the felling of timber and
clearing ground, they were co niuoii in the shady
bottoins of the inland parts of this island.” (I.,

p. 180). so that it was evidently iiichwled on hearsay
evidence, and probably the indigenous inodora

(V. anaromatica, Griseb, ) was mistaken for 1'. plani-

folia.

The Mexican Vanilla w.is. as already ebservo h
intioduced to England veiy oaily in the sevon'.eeiitii

century. The second volume of Miller’s Gardeners'
Jtictionari/ appoare i in 1739. There the author
reinarkid that be had some branches of the plant,

ghitliered by Mr. Robert Millar at Canipoacby,; ami
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seut between papers by way of sample, and as Ibe
stems appeared fresli, tl ough gathered at least four

moiitlip, he planted them in small pots and plunged
tln-m in a hotbed of 1 aimer's bark, where they soon

put out leaves mid roo's. It is probable that they
were soon afterwaiSa !' 0 '.

Shortly afterwards Ca.cs'by gave a good coloured

figure of I’, inodora. including flowers and fruit,

but in his remarks complelely confounded it with

the true economic plant.

Thus three distinct species had become confused
together, and these are all mcluded by Linnasus, in

his Species Flzutanim, in 17.53, und“r the name of

Epidendrum Vanilla (p. 952).

Between 1830 and 1838 Bauer and Lindley’s
trations of Orchidaceous Plants appeared, and we find

plates 10 and 11 of the Gcneia devoted to the struc-

ture of flowers and fruit of Vanilla pianifolia, Andr.,
“ drawn by Mr. Bauer in 1807.” This is the first

evidence of the production cf fruit in Europe, and
as the drawing was made in the same year as

Salisbury’s figure appeared, it is practically certain

that it w’as made from the very same plant. How
the flower became fertilised is not mentioned, perhaps
accidentally or by some insect. Morren suggests

that the fmit was di'awu from a specimen of com-
merce, but the colour, the uniformly plump texture,

and the fact that it is attached to the rachis, all

show the contrary
;
quite apart from the fact that

the vanilla of commerce was then thought to be
produced by another species, F. aromalica, which
even Morren states that he sought for in vain in

the gardens of London and its environs, and at Kew,
and wrongly supposes it to be the plant cultivated

by Miller in 1739. Blorrcn is also wrong in stating

that the “Vanilla pla’ ifolia {'?)’' of Liudley’s Her-
barium is “ihe veiy same plant drawn in flower

by Mr. Fraucis liauer, ” for it came from a Botanic
Garden near Moscow, as the ticket “ ex horto Goren-
kensi” proves.

To Professor Charles Morren, of Lidge, belongs
the credit of first produeing fruits in quantity, and
of proving that V. piatiifoUa was the source of the

true vanilla of commerce. By a particular method
of treatment adopted he succeeded in obtaining 54

flowers on one plant, and these he fertilised artifi-

cially, and obtained the same number of pods. The
following year a crop of about 100 pods was obtained
from another plant by the same method. His paper,

“On the prodnetion of Vanilla in Europe,” was
read before the British Association at Newcastle,
in 1838, and published in the following year (Ann.
Eat. Hist-, per. 1, Hi., pp. l-9j. He also succeeded
'u tracing his plant back to the one which originally

flowered in the collection of the Bight Hon C. Grtville,

and also its introduction to Java, as has been already
pointed out. Thus Morren first proved the necessity

of artificial fertilisation, and he attributed its not
bearing fruit in the East Indies to the absence of

the species of insect which doubtless existed in

Mexico, and there fertilised the flowers. He also

suggested that vanilla mi-hi bo produced in inier-

tropical colonies, and also in European hothouses,
by ar.ificial fertilisation. Detiel states that arti-

ficial fertilisation was first practised by Neumann,
in 1830, in the Jardin des Plantes, but Mum n makes
no mention of it. In 1845 Blanco described a species

of Wuiilla from tho Philippines, which he had received
from his friend Azaola under the name of \\ majai-

Jensis fFl. Filip., ed. 2, p. 593^, but it has since

been referred to V. planifolia, and thus, if the deter-

mination is corect, it may have been at some time
introduced from Mexico by the Spaniards. Blanco
describes the pod as not aromatic, but it may
not have Lccn mature when ho received it.

—

Keio
Bulletin.

THE INSECT ENEMY, OKTHEZIA
INS'IGNTS.”

Dr. Trimen, in his annual report on tho Botaiiica^
Gardens for 1893, mentioned the occurrence in the
Peridenija Gardens of an insect pest the Ortherda
Intijnia, which had proved rather destructive to

the ornamental shrnbe there, H aLerwards sprt^ad to

the Lntana outside, but Dr. Trimen wa,s of opinion
that it was mainly a garden pest, and Hra't it would
not spread to estates. Mr. E. E. Gipcn. of Pundaloya,
contributed what appears to have been a rather
sensational article on the subject to the “ Ttopical
Agriculturist

j
fur January last

;
and it is replied

to in the “ Kevv Gardens Bullet n ” for June and
July, just to hand. Mr. Green stated that the
p< sL • lias, fi r unately, as yet shown no taste
lor eiiher of our two most important produdts
tea and coc:>a. Coffee, however, does not share
this immunity, for trees of Liberian coffee have
been observed to be infested with tho insect, and we
have no reason to suppose that theArabi.n species
will be less liable to attack.” The insect was
first described by Mr. J. W. Douglas—with whose
n nne it is consequently associated—from specim'eus
found in Kew Gardens, where, Mr. Green remarked,
“it is now said to be doing an enormous amount
of damage in the plant houses Originat*
ing as it does in the Peradeniya Botanical Gar^dens,
there is little doubt that we owe the introd^Jfon
of Ibis pe.st to plants received from Kww.” JJThe

“Kew Gardens liplletiu ” editor replies that “Mr.
Green's statement as to ‘ the enormous amount of
damage in the plant-houses’ caused by the insect
is very much exaj, gerated, and I am unable to
ascertain the authority on which it is made.” The
Assistant Curator was also requested to report on
the subject, and he states that their Hongkong
Strohilauthes is not much aS'ected, but species of

this plant from India and Ceylon are much subject
to Orthezia. No appreciable harm is done to the
plants, even when badly infested, and it is the least

harmful of all the insects parasitical on p'ants at

Kew, where it is “ rather a curiosity than a trouble‘
some pest-” Some interesting comments follow on
the question of the introduction of the pest into
Ceylou and we consequently give the two eoncluding
paragraphs of the Assistant Curator’s report in
extenso :

—

The dispersion of plant diseases tluough the inter-
change of plants is undoubtedly a peril requiring
eaieful precautions. The Phi/lloxera wa,a introduced
from England into Switzerland. The Coffee-leaf
disease {Heinileia) has been conveyed from Ceylon
on the one hand to Fiji (with tea seeds), where it

practically extinguished the promising coffee in-
dustry, aiid to German East Africa on the other.
It has always been a matter of the deepest anxiety
lest by any accident it should be introduced through
Kew to Hie New Woild, where it does not at
present exist. It has been no less a matter of
anxiety lest the coffee-leaf miner should be in-

troduced into the Old World. Kew extends, un-
doubtedly, an I involuntary hospitality to many
strange guests, which come unbidden no one knows
wheuCe. The remarkable land Planarian, desefibed
by the late Professor Moseley as Btpaliwn Ke vense,
which is generally to be found in the houses, is a
case in point.

It is undoubtedly possible that tho Orthezia may
have reached Ceylou by way of Kew. It is not,
however, very probable, and the reverse may just
as well have been the case. It exists in (the public
exhibitions, however, from vi.hich plants are not
drawn for exportation. The plants in the propagttt-
ing booses from which distribution is made are
kept scrupulously clean, and evary precaution is

taken to send them out free from tai.,t of any sort
or kind.—Local “ Times.”

— ^

A CHAT ABOUT JAPAN TEA.
Professor Dr. Max Fesca, went to the Far East

country in 1882, for three years, as he thought. He
has remained tliero ever since, but he uow thinks
it probable lie will not return. The Professor has
been engaged in geological an i agricultural surveying
ill Japan, and he h vs, naturally, se. n a good deal
of lea cultivaticm. It was couceriiing this that our
representative waited upon Dr. Max Fesca, at the
Bristol, this morning, when, he found him “ready
to cominunicate.”
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XBA THE Ml-LBEIlIiV.

“The Japanese manufaQjjui'e greea tea almost
Bo'ely,’ said the Professor 111 response to a ques-
tion. * What is consumed in the country cannot
be determined by accurate data

;
but they e.xporl

from five to six miliion yens worth per annum, and
tins may be gaid co be all green tea, and almost
all of it goes to America.’’

“ Can you tell me why the amount exported is

not increasing?’’
‘‘ The I) ulberry,” was the reply, “ is already growing

along with the tea, and silk culture and manu-
facture is far n ore profitable and attractive to the
peop e. They export IG million yens of silk, and
this is a minimum oslimaie. Thus, I think, the
export of the green tei will decrease insteid of
inert asing

; and that the extonsion of the mulberry
will be preferred. Tlie old fanipus tea distric.s will

remain
; but there wi 1 be litt e new land op ned

up in tea, and sone will be changed in favonr of silk

produoiiou.”

TUB AGE AND YIELD OF TEA.

“Anything about tea interests ns here. Professor;
will you tell me what effect age has on the bushes?”

“ Theit; are shrubs l.'K) years old, and though
the quantity is less lire qutlity is better than
when they were young. Tliat is the rule iu good
districts where the soil is suitable. The average
up to which the heavy yields continue is some
30 years, and then, as I have s lid, the quality

rather improves. There are two seasons for pluck-

ing ;
in the year, the first commencing now, on a

little later, with the snmmer Miensoon. In a wet
year there would bo a third time of plucking

;
but

this would be only inferior tea. Of course, bushes
have a rest in tire winter; but it is a striking fact

that the annual yield per acre in Japan is larger

than in Ceylon or Java. I have compared the
yields, and so beneficial is the winter rest, ap-

parently, for the subsequent enormous reproduction

of oaves, that the montns of idleness compared
with plucking all the year round, represents no
loss at all, hut the reverse. The Japanese cut the

shiubs one metre high, and only iu those districts

which in winter have rather much snow aie they

cut lower. Every year the bushes are pruned into

shape.”

“CONCEHNLXG MANUKING ?
”

the intorrogalor remarked.

“Oil cakes, which are expressive out there,” leplied

the Professor, “ are used on the most Valuable p an-

tatious;but iu the ordinary way any kind of manure
is used, ascording as jt is available. The manuring
commences from the beginning, and is not only

done anually but several times a year, each bush

being manured. On many places it is recognised

as a mistake to use forcing manure. It is better,

of course, to uso a gentle, strengthening kind that

Will bcuef^ the shrubs theiMsolves, rather thaa pro-

duce an abnormal flush.”

THE DECADENCE OF GREEN TEA, AND CEYLON PROSPECTS

IN AMERICA.

“I can remember the time,” continued our

visitor, “ when we in Germany drank a good deal

of green tea, and it was so in England, too, where

YOU can renie^iiber black and green were blended.

Now in Japan itself the Europeai s mostly drink

tlie black tea from Chiiw, which is less strolls’.

The Japanese, who take tea withoui sugar or milk,

drink their ow n strong beverage, anI take it in small

cups in consequence. I don't think it is iiijuriona

;

aid I have found it very refreshing, a,fter walking

a long distance and going into a lea house by

the road side. The price of tea has been going

(iOwn and down, and this has been disappointing

to the producer; heJides which, from Iho value of

the total export which I gave yon in Mexican

dollars, you wi)1 am that their must be plenty of

rosAn tor CeyloH tea in the United BtaUis. Japan

cannot by any means supply such incraasiog de-

mands, though, of course ” fin reply to a conclud-

i g qaesiion)“I am unable to s.ay what Ceylon
can do to induce Americans to drink its tea

beyond the usual plan of making known what you
have to c ffer, and showing that it iS good value

for the money. Prosit.”

“ Thank you, and hon voyage, Professor.”—Ibid.

VAEIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

A New Pencil.—The Blaisdell Paper Pencil Com-
pany, Philadelphia, U.S.A., has introduced a kind

of pencil, the lead of which is seen, on examina-
tion, to be covered with many very narrow trips of

paper. The pencil never needs cutting in the or-

dinaiy sense of the word, but, to expose more lead,

all that is necessary is to make a iinall alit in the

paper near the lead, thus raising a tiny flap. By
gently pulling and unwinding this, working towards

the point, a spiral of paner is twieted off, and a

length of the lead is laid bare. This process can

be repeated as required, till the pencil is too short

to be used at all, and is kss laborious, and is more
cert I in in results than is cutting with a knife.

The lead is excellent in quality, and keeps a good

point. In appeaiauce this pencil always resembles

an oidinary cedar pencil, ihe “uncot” end of it

being covered with red glazed paper, which increases

the likeness, and is pleasant to handle.

—

Gardeners'

Chronicle.

The Cotton Plant is losing its popularity as a
“safe investment” in the very heart of the cotton-

growing States of America. Time was—some forty

^ears since—such an assertion would have been
laught^d at. “You cannot do without American
cotton” was the article of faith set up by growers
and brokers on the other side of the Atlantic;

s'.arvation iu Lancashire during the cotton famine
shook the belief iu many minds, and alteiatioua iu

spinning and weaving machinery brought under
subjection cottons of short staple; planters and
capitalists took up the cultivation of the plant ;

aud
to-day, Lancashire is no longer dominated by New
Orleans or New York. But planters in the Southern
States kepi on

;
and in the face of a steady fall iu

prices, opened up all over the world a market for

cotton seed, cotton oil, and cotton cake. Of course,

the same products can be placed on the market
wherever cotton is grown, anU capital can be ut Used.

Should it be desired to learn where cotion is giown
at the present time, the intelligence can be had from
the “market” columns roc.ording sales iu any daily

paper any morning in the week. And it has come
to pass, that it has been determined to reduce con-

siderably ti e growth of cotton in America. The
remit of the special investigation set on foot by
the Federal Government's Agricultural Department
in 720 Cotton-growing counties in the United States

shows ihat in eighty-eight there will bo little or no
change in acreage as compared with 1894; five

report an increase up to 10 per ce t.; two, an
increase of from 11 to 20 per cent

;
three an increase

of from 21 to 30 per cent.
;
a' d three an increase of

over 30 per cent.; 127 show a decrease of 10 per

cent, aud less; 250 a decrease of from 11 to 20 per

cent; 168 a decrease of from 21 to 30 per cent.;

forty-four a decrease of from 31 to 40 per cent.
;

B3Ven a decrease ai from 41 to 60; and thirty-three

a decrease 01 more than half. This decnase in

acreage is not confined to any particular lo. ality,

but covers a widespread territory, embiacing almost

the entire area devoted to Cotton cul ure. Tlie ex-

traordinary low price of the staple gave rise to the

agitation as to the necessity for reducing the acre-

age in 1895; this rosuUed in a convention this year,

and a rise in prices is hoped for. Uoulrtless. much
may be done in improving the TRvieties now grown,
amt so placing on the maiket the highest class of

raw material. Meanwhile, the above noted facts are

sorely well worth record.—Ibid.
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the planting ENTEKITilSE OE CEYLON:
IN TEA, COFFEE, CACAO, CINCHONA,
cardamoms and minor PRODUCTS:
Extent of cultivation under
EACH PRODUCT IN SEPTEMBER,

1895. NUMBER OP PLANTATIONS
AND SUPERINTENDENTS, &c.

TOTAL EXTENT CULTIVATED IN PLANTA-
TIONS 379,182 ACRES.
In Tea 305,000 Acres.

No tvop.cal industry—and probably no agricultural en-
terprise outside the tropics—has had so much care bestowed
on the compilation of substantially accurate statistics
concerning its position and progress as has the Planting
Enterprise of Ceylon in the products above-named, and
to a lesser e.xtent in Coconuts, other Palms and Ciuuamon.
The first Compilation of the kind was made by a Committee
of the Planters’ Association led by ftir George Wall in 1856.

Thirty-nine years ago it was a comparatively easy task to

frame a list of the then limited number of plantations in

existence, and to sum up a cultivation confined entirely to
one product. This was done, as we have said, by the
Planters’ Association in 1850 ;

but no further attempt
was made to collate the acreage in cultivation, for

thirteen years afterwards, until 1809, when the present
Editor of the T. A. first prepared a complete review with
this information. Since then at thirteen distinct

periods—in 1871. 1873, 1874, 1875, 1877, 1881, 1883, at end
of 1885, in the middle of 1888, of 1890, of 1891, of 1893

and now in the latter half of 1895,—the compilation has
been carefully made and the position of the Planting
Industry accurately gauged, our figures being adopted not
only by planters and merchants, but by the Government
and Civil Servants as the only available and reliable re-

turns of an Industry which must be regarded as the
backbone of the prosperity of the Colony. We have,
in fact, at the expense of much time and labour
for twenty-six years back, been doing the work
which properly appertained to the Agents of the
Government, or to a special officer as Statist, and
supplying information which in other Colonies and
Dependencies, is only to be found in official

publications. However, we have had our reward in

the intimate acquaintance it has given us with all the
ph.ases of the more important industries of the country
and in being enabled to follow closely each successive de-

velopment of new branches of planting and agriculture

generally. Especially .interesting, although involving far

more trouble, has been the work of collating the statistics

since a variety of new products has been added to the
old staple now so insignificant comparatively

; and never
perhaps has so much pains been taken as on the
present occasion to secure accurate returns of the
area planted with the all-important new king, Tea, and
with minor Products, although no one can be more
conscious than the compiler, of the impossibility of attain-

ing perfect accuracy. Still for all practical purposes we
believe, the results derived from our tables, may be
taken as reliable statistics from which to gauge the pre-
sent position of industries, the importance of which as
regards the revenue, trade and general well-being of this

community, cannot be over-estimated.
Taking first the total extent of the properties included in

our Directory, namely 748,017 acres,—there is an increase
of 23,212 acres on the return made up at tlie middle
of 1893. This is owing chiefly to some 0,000 acres
added to both the Kelam Valley and Matale East, partly
through land sales and grants and partly transfers. 'Ihen
there have been additions through more correct informa-
tion or private purchases of about l.dUO acres to (piito a
number of districts, and in other districts additions are due
to the revival of old properties for tea, that had fallen

out of cultivation and notice. In other directions, more
correct returns have .slightly increased or reduced
the totals for each district.

Turning to the more important figures representing the
area now in cultivation with tea, coffee (Arabica and
Liberica), cinchona, cacao, rubber, and the host of new
and old products with which experiments are being made
in different quarters, ive find the grand total to l)o 379,182
acres, or an increase of 25,947 acres on the middle of 1893.

'I’his addition of 20,000 acres may not be considered much
for the two years, more especially when it is remembered
that over 4,000 acres additional have been brought into
cultivation, in the Kelani Valley alone, 3,300 moi-e in the
Kalutara district and 1,700 acres ip Matale East and
Lagalla, in the interv.al ; while Allagalla., IJalangoda,
Dikoya Lower, Dolosbage, Hewaheta Upper, Kadugannawa,
Maskeliya, Matale West, and Udapussellawa, e.ach show about
1,000 acres of cultivated increase. On the other hand,
the higher districts, Dimbula and Dikoya, show scarcely
any difference in their totals and Nuwara' Eliya very little;
but there is a distinct extension of cultivation both in
Eastern and Western Uva if we take lla])utale and Il.aputale
We.st and the liiululla, Passara, Madulsima and Monaragal.a
groups together. In respect of old coffee land, a revival has

39

come in favour of tea. In Maskeliya, a comparatively young
district, our cultivated return in 1883 was lower than in
1881 by 2,000 acres, indicating how coffee had then
fallen out of esteem there

; hut all this has now
been more than recovered under tea. On the other hand,
it is noteworthy tliat neither in Dimbula nor Dikoya had
any land gone out of cultiv.'ition—and the same is true of

districts wliicli, witli tlio liigher and younger
divisions, never showed so large an area in cultivation
as at present. 'That tlio total are.a under cultivation— after
careful checking and verification of the returns

—

should stand
so higli as about 380,000 acres (or nearly COO square miles),
notwitlistanding the adverse experiences of coffee .and cin-
eliona, i.s matter for surprise and gratulation, and shews
how widely tea has been planted and liow satisfactory,
so far, have fieen tlie re.sults.

PLANTERS AND PLANTATIONS.
Considering the efflux of planters from our shores dur-

ing the period of coffee depression, no one will be
astonished to learn ttiat ttie total number of .Superin-
tendents fell from 1,389 in February 1881 and 1,108 at the
end of 1883, to 1,079 by December 1885. Since then,
however, the turn of the title has set in steadily

;
for

wo had in July 1888 as many as 1,13G ;
increa.sed by June

1890 to 1,211 ; by August 1891, to 1,258 ;
andin August 1895

to 1,334 ;
while now we have the full number of 1,4C9 Superin-

tendents and Assistants corresponding to 1,528 estates in
cultivation out of a total of 1,962 properties. It is probable
that more than 300 European jfianters left Ceylon in the
four years, between 1881 and 1885 ; but a considerable
number afterwards returned, while a very large quota of young
men “ to learn tea ” have been added to the number of
Assistant Siiperiiiteiulents. Perhaps we may fairly say
that our planting community diminished at the rate of
sixty Superintendents or Proprietor-superintendenls a year,
between 1880 -irnd 1886—and that about 400 or about 4i
per annum have since been added of old colonists re-

turned or new men from home. The total now is

higher than in the height of ourcoffee prosperity; although it

is noteworthy that the number of "separate plantations
is not so large in proportion, a fact explained by the aggre-
gation of small properties into one charge under the
process whicli has given us .so many Limited Companies
among “ tea estates.

The Analysis of the Cultivated Area is, however, of
more practical importance than the foregoing total results.
We must explain the principle on w'hich the returns have
been compiled. After giving the matter a fair trial, on
a former occasion, we found it quite impossible to work
out a suggestion made to us of securing returns from each
estate of the number of trees (in thou.sands) of each pro-
duct. In respect of all products, save cinchonas, we nad
to fall back on tlie old jilan of acreage returns, asking
for the figures representing eacli product wliether culti-
vated in fields by itself or interspersed with others. We
have thus obtained, as far as possible, the acreage in tea,
cottee, cinchona, cacao, cardamoms, &c., planted alone; of
tea or coffee intermixed, or planted with cinchona, or
cacao or rubber

;
also of each of the minor produc„s

separately
;
and of tea and cinchona ; cacao and rubber,

&c. The total results under each head m.ay be seen at a
glance from the following :

—
{Sejytcmber, 1895.)

Acres.
To’’al extent of Tea planted by itself - - 296,753

Do oiCoKae {Arabica) cultivated by itself 15,142
Do of Coffee {Libenea) - - - 264
Do of Cinchona do ... 982

(liesides 1,714,000 trees partly alone and
intermixed),

of Cacao )>y itselfDo
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

13,828
of Coffee and Cinchona interspersed 1,611

' - . -

- g_Q3g
5,331

3,596
448

of Coffee and 'Tea interspersed
of Coffee and Cacao do
of Tea and Cincliona do

doof 'Tea and Cacao
of Tea and Liberian

Coffee do - • 140
Do of Cacao and Liberian

Coffee do - 934
Do of Cardamoms alone • 4,616
Do of Rubber do ... 201
Do of Toh.acco do ... 45
Do of Cotton do ... 109
Do of Other Products and some of the

above mixed • - - 18,385
[Some Cacao and Liberian Coffee are mixed with Annatto,

Coconuts and other products.]
'To arrive at a fair estimate of the total extent which

may be taken to represent each product, we have, in
the case of cinchona growing among coffee or tea, taken
from one-third to one-fourth the acreage for the cinchona,
and credited two-tliirds or mere to the staple. In the
case of coffee and tea, or coffee and cacao, being planted
together, w-e have divided the acreage into two equal
parts. Of course this would not be a fair criterion
in every case : some planters wiio may have their 100
acres of tea or coffee interspersed with 20,000 ciatlioua
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trees will maintain that the tea should still be reckoned
at the full 100 acres plus the cinchona. But knowing
as we now do by experience that the cinchona, where
it matures, does not benefit the other product, but the
reverse, it i.s misleading to count the full acreage of
the stjvple, in additi<»n to a certain extent of new pro-
ducts interspersed. However we have left the fi^iures in
the Directory lists and in our tables as returned to uh
from the estates and agents, to speak for themselves, and
it IS possible that some may consider that tea and
coffee area should be counted in full, even when mixed
with cinchona, cacao, or rubber. We have no doubt
however, that the majority will agree with us that, ana-
lyzing the above figures in the way we have pointed
out, and with a moderate estimate for the average number
of cinchona trees per acre,

THE POSITION OF THE CEYLON PLANTING EN-
TERPRISE AT THE MIDDLE OF SEPTEMBER

1895 MAY BE REPRESENTED SOMEWHAT
AS FOLLOWS

Acres.

Total area of 1,962 plantations and planting pro-
perties .... 748,017

Do do of 1,628 plantations in cultivation
with 1,469 Superintendents and
Assistants - . . - 379,182

Total approximate extent under Tea • • 304,419
Do do Coffee (Arabica) • - 21,634
Do do Coffee (Liberica) • • 2,804
Do do Cinchona [4,483,000 trees

over 2 years.]
Do do Cacao .... 18,278
Do do Cardamoms • - - 4,693
Do do Rubber ... 034
Do do Tobacco (on plantation) 82
Do do Cotton do - 133
Do do Grass (Cultivated^ - 5,730
Do do of Annatto, Coca, Va-

nilla, Pepper, Cloves, Plantains, Citronella grass, Divi-Divi,
Croton, Castor-oil, Aloes, Cinnamon, (on the coffee, tea,

or cacao plantations) ..... 7,397
Of Fuel, Timber and Fruit-trees, Span, Coconuts,

Arecas, Nutmegs, Kapok (on the tea, coffee or cacao
plantations) ... . . 16,000
We have 8,400 fewer acres under Coffee now than in the

miildle of 1893, and nfbre than 2J million trees fewer of
cinchona. On the other hand we have an increase of
nearly 31,500 acres in the staple (Tea) which is of chief
interest. The cultivation of Cacao shows an increase of
2,000 acres which is very satisfactory as is also the extent
added (366 acres) to Liberian Coffee, while tlie extent
in Cardamoms and minor products has either l>een
stationary or shows a decrease due to the great atten-
tion given to tea in the past two years, save m the case of
timber and fuel trees of which several thousand acres
have been planted in the two years. In giving 365,000
acres as the total area of tea, it must be remembered
that certain proportions of clearings planted during the
current south-west monsoon, are included. Nevertlie-
less it is clear that 310,000 acres of tea will shortly
be reached, and exceeded, were it only through the
8u,>ercession of both coffee and cinchona where these
are at present intermixed with the staple, in the pro-
portions credited this time to the latter products. We
may expect, indeed, to see the 5,038 acres at present
crediteef to tea and coffee, altogetlier tea, and so with
cinchona and tea, so that we are quite prepared to find
our once great staple reduced from 272,000 acres (as ni

1877) to 20,000 acres by the time we make up another
return, unless Mr. E. E. Green sliows how green-bug and
other enemies can be got rid of, and Liberian Coffee takes the
start it deserves

;
while on the other hand tea will probably be

represented by 315,000 acres in full cultivation by
the middle of 1896.

In the returns of 1883, the considerable number of
plantations with “ abamloned ” opposite their names,
attracted aHention : altogether they aggregated 53,540
acres ;

at the beginning of 1886 the aggregate was 40.000;

but in the middle of 1888, the total of 298 “abandoned
properties stood at 69,432 acres

;
in July 1891 thei-e

were entered about 293 “abandoned" properties aggre-
gating 73,262 acres ;

while in 1893 through more careful
returns, the totiil number was 324 with an area of 74,217

acres. We have now substituted the term “uncultivated”
and the total of such estates is 289—or 35 less than in

1393— covering 65,727 acres; but a certain proportion of

this extent—probably one-third—must still be considered
reserve and untouched forest or chena land.

Of good forest reserves mentioned in many of our
district returns, though not in all, the aggregate is

about 57,000, but even if we add one-third of the
uncultivated, making a total of 85,000 acres, we feel sure
this is far l)elow the actual extent of forest land in private
bands. How, then, is the difference between the total area
of 748,000 acres and the cultivated area of 379,000, namely
369,009 acres to be accounted for? Our estimate would be
that of forest land tit. for tea, cacao, Liberian coffee or

other products, there are counting all reserves and un

opened blocks about 120,000 acres in jirivate hands
;
that

50.000 acres represents the area of land once cultivated,
butabandoned within the last 30 years and now growing up
n weeds and lantana, and that the balance of about
200.000 acres may be put down as representing chena and
patana (a good deal of both fit for cultivation,— especially
in Uva, where jiatana land is turning out .so well m tea

—

should prices of produce kee]) up) besides swamps and
other utterly waste portions,

WEATHER FALLACIES.
The weatlier and aught connected tlierewith,

it is almost a truism to say, is of universal
interest. And yet Meteorology has not
attained the dignity of an e.vact scienc« ;

all science is the result of e.xperience, and
scientific laws are generalisations deduced from
an observation of natural phenomena and of

concrete facts. That being so, Meteorologj'^
ought to have outdistanced all other branches
of scientific inquiry in re.spect of the sum of

systematised knowledge. For have not the
data been apparent to man ever since he set

foot on this planet, ever-present to his senses,

moulding his cliaracter and determining his pros-

perity and coMifort, more so than all other e.\-

ternal surroundings ? And what is the result ?

In a prominent position in the columns of our
newspapers we have jirinted “ weather forecasts,”

issuetl ollicially, whicli, like dreams usually go by
“contraries” not to speak of a host of persons
who style themselves “weather prophets.” That
is all. Hesiod, it is on record, was among the
first who presumed to dogmatize upoM the
weather. He and his succe.ssors have much to

answer f ir. Sunday school pic-nics, garden-parties,
and out-door gatherings are postponed in conse-
quence of predictions which usually come to pass
not on the day named by the “prophet” but
on that on wliich such events actually take place.

Then the “luojihet” is reviled and the Sunday
scliool teacliers make remarks which it is not
advi.sable tlieir pupils should Jiear. But people
follow his counsel next year, all the same and
should the “[u-ojihet” prove correct, as he cannot
fail to do if he goes on long enough, the fact

is advertised, his fame blazoned forth and his

reputation established for another period of years.

Alter all tlie “ projihet ” is but the quack of

the Meteorological ju-ofe-ssion. The regular ju-ofes-

sors have done and are doing a great work in

.systemati.sing the results of world-wide observa-
tion. And it is not of them we would speak
flippantly. Some day, jierhaps we shall be able
to forecast with certainty what the atmos-
pheric conditions will be. Man has now got
the heels of the weather. Approaching
storms, thanks to an international system of

Meteorological stations connected by telegraph, are
duly heralded and timely warning given. But
still that nebulous personage, the Clerk of the
Weather goes on in the same inscrutable, and,
apparently haphazard fashion scattering his

favours here and his buffets there without regard
to the convenience of mortals. While in the
East he may delay the monsoon, thereby giving
old-stagers, periodical opportunity for declaring
that the existing state or matters is “unprece-
dented,” it is in Britain, particularly in the
northern portion, that his vagaries may be seen
to most advantage. There he often adds insult

to injury, for a man certaiidy does look foolish

and feels in no enviable frame of mind when,
attired in winter garments, the temperature rises

to “summer heat.” The situation is scarcely

less trying when after one has donned a summer
suit there arc suspicions of snow in the atmos-
phere !
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These contradictions notwithstanding, men have
seized upon certain ])lienomena as weather signs

and it is witli exposing these fallacies that the

President of the Meteorological Society in his

latest address—chielly deals. The President of the

Royal Meteorological ' Society candidly admits
that research shows “ how little we have our-

selves advanced in some matters since the time
of Hesiod, Theophrastus and Aratus.” In early

times men, then as now, foretold what they
desired, the wish being father to the prophecy
and put down for a universal law that wluch was
only a coincidence of totally independent events.

Mr. Inwards has no regartl for St. Swithin, at

lease as far as the weather is concerned. Ac-
cording to him the saint has no more to do
with the dryness or humidity of the season than
has the sphinx. It is not always pleasant to he
disillusionised even in the interests of truth and
before Mr. Inwards’ criticisms many will feel

cherished ideas go by the hoai'd. There are,

says he
Forty weather saints, among the most prominent of

whom is undoubtedly St. Swithin, whose day is July
15, and the superstition is that if it should rain on
that day it will rain for forty days after This
date is very near a well-known bad time in wet years,

as the terms, long in use, of “ St. Margaret’s flood
”

and “Lammas flood’’ abundantly testify. The fact

that some of these heavy rains began on July 15 has
been enough material for the adage-monger, and so

we have another “ universal ” law laid down, a law
which is, however, constantly broken, as every stu-

dent of the weather very well knows. The whole
thing is a fallacy of the most vulgar kind, and ought
speedily to be forgotten, together with all the adages
which make the weather of any period depend on that
of a distant day.’’

Regarding the attempts whicli have been made
to connect atmospheric changes with the move-
Tiients and position of tlie heavenly bodies Mr.
Inwards shows that nothing has been proved to

show that meteoroloMcal conditions depend in

any way upon such metors. In this connection
he quotes an interesting letter from Herschel
datecl Feb. 6th, 1814: —

“ I am glad of an opportunity to say that prognosti-
cations of the weather are so much above the knowledge
of astronomers that I have taken unknown pains pub-
licly to contradict reports of predictions that have been
ascribed to me. You may therefore bo assured that
what you have heard as my opinion about the frost i's

without the smallest foundation.’’

The moon, according to Lord Ryron, is respon-
.silde for many things, but Mr. Inwards acquits
her of any complicity in affecting the weather :

—
“ Even the halo round the moon has been discredited,

for Mr. Lowe found that it was as often followed by
fine weather as by rain, and Messrs. Marriott and Aber-
cromby found that the lunar halo immediately preceded
rain in 34 cases out of 61.’’

Comin" down to earth the worker deals with
the fallacies connected with the • behaviour of

plants and animals. He says
“Mr. E. J. Lowe, f.e.s., has endeavoured to put some

of the rules from this source to the test of definite ob-
servation. He took a number of well-known signs
said to indicate change and carefully noted what hap-
pened after each sign, and although he does not say that
all indications from animals, birds and plants are use-

less, yet certainly those he did investigate seemed
utterly to break down. He took the well-known signs
of bats flying about in the evenings many toads ajo-

pearing at sunset, many snails about, fish rising much
in lake, bees busy, many locusts, cattle restless, land-
rails clamorous, flies and gnats troublesome, many in-

sects, crows congregating and clamorous, spider-webs
thickly woven on the grass, spiders hanging on their
webs in the evening, and ducks and geese msuiing more
than usual noise. Mr. Lowe found that in 361 obser-
vations of the above signs, they were followed 213
^ioies by fine, and only 148 times oy weather

|
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that even after the prognostications for rain, there was
a greater preponderance of fine Weather- He called
a day fine when no rain was measureable in the rain
gauge. Mr. Lowe says that even swallows flying low
cannot be depended on, as, especially at the close of
summer and autumn, they almost invariably skim the
surface of the ground, and Mr. Charles Waterton, the
naturalist, decided, after careful observation, that the
unusual clamour of rooks forms no trustworthy sign
of rain. These must, therefore, swell the list of falla*

cies, although there are many other rules which have
not been so carefully examined, but which may still

be true. My own impression is that although it is

painful to dismiss the animals from their ancient posi-

tion as weather prophets, we may consider them as
indicating what they feel, rather than as predicting
what is to come, and that their actions before rain
simply rise from the dampness, darkness or chilliness

preceding wet weather, and which render these crea-

tures uneasy, but not more so than they affect man
himself.
As to cows scratching their ears, and goats utter-

ing cries, and many other signs of bad weather,
they are at least very doubtful ;

whilst the adage about
the pig which credits him with seeing the wind, carries

with it its own condemnation. The medicinal leech

is still left on the list of weather prophets, though he
has no doubt had his powers exaggerated.
Plants have also their advocates as weather indica-

tors ;
and there is no doubt that in most cases they

act in sympathy with changes in the dampness, gloomi-
ness, or chilliness of the air, and as these conditions
generally precede rain, one cannot term the indications

altogether fallacious. The pimpernel and the mari-
gold close their petals before rain, because the air is

getting damper, while the poplar and maple show the
under surface of their leaves for a similar reason.
Indeed, an artificial leaf of paper may be made to
do the same thing, if constructed on the same principle

as the natural one—a hard thin paper to represent the
upper side of the leaf, and a thicker unsized paper for

the lower side
;
these will, if stuck together, curl up or

bend down in sympathy with the hygroscopic condition
of the air. A slip of ordinary photographic paper will

do the same, and will curl up at once when placed on
the hand.
In 1892 attention was directed to a plant, the Aims

precatorius, a beautiful shrub of the mimosa kind,*
which has the property of being sensitive in a high de-
gree, 80 that its pinnate leaflets go through many cu-
rious movements, and it was claimed that these form a
guide of unerring certainty to foreshow the coming
weather. Even earthquakes were said to be predicted
by this wonderful plant. If it closed its leaflets up-
ward, after the manner of a butterfly about to settle,

fair weather was shown
;
when the leaflets remained

flat, changeable and gloomy weather was indicated)
while thunder at various distances was to be foretold

by the curling of the leaflets, and the nearer the
thunder the greater the curl, until when the points
of the leaflets crossed, the thunderstorm was indicated
as being overhead. Changes of wind, hurricanes, and
other phenomena were to be shown by the various cu-
rious and beautiful movements of the leaflets and
stalks. These movements undoubtedlv took place, but
when the plant was submitted to tlie unprejudiced
observation of Dr. F. W. Oliver and Mr. F. E. Weiss, at

Kew Gardens, those gentlemen failed to find any con-
nection between these movements and the weather, and
Dr. Oliver made a report on the matter, which hits the
heart of the whole subject of plant movements, by as-

cribing them for the most part to the agency of light

and moisture. Mr. Scott, of the kletcorological Office,

gave the finishing stroke to the theory by proving that
the movements had no connection with either cyclones
or with earthquakes, so that the sensitive plant may
be considered as out of the list of weather guides,

in spite of having been made the subject of an Eng-
lish patent.”

The discharge of cannon as a means of produc-
ing rain is also discredited and to various other

ideas, generally accepted, Mr. Inwards applies

* Very common in Colombo gardens, with its pretty

scarlet and black seeds.—Eh, T-4'
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the dictum,—' and this too is fallacy.’ As for those
who “proi>he.sy” they are doiiouuccd as a gene-
ration of false ))ro[)hets. flie paper is destructive,
not constructive and when thereadei', dri\en from
Ins strongliolds of heliel, .asks wh.at liaxcAvc tlien
to reply on, Mr. Inwards says :

—

“I would venture to refer him to all the patient work
which is being done in various countries, and by which
a real Science of Meteorology is being slowly built up,
while to the outdoor weather student I would offer this
consoling reflection—There is still the sky.”
Some people w'ill s.ay, we ask fur bread and

these philosophers give us ,a stone ! But this
would not be fair

; for in the Meteorological re-
turns available even in Ceylon, much may be
learned in wmrking out averages, and in noting
exceptional seasons as to rainfall, temperature, &c.

WHAT REMAINS OF COFFEE IN CEYLON;

HOW THE 22,000 ACRES STILL UNDER
CULTIVATION ARE DISTRIBUTED.
GOOD NEWS FOR PLANTERS' FROM

HAWAII: “LADY-BIRDS” THERE CLEAR-
COFFEE OF BUG Ac.

In 1877-78, coffee reiiched its inaxiimun area of cultiva-

tion in Ceylon with the aggregate close on ?.80,000 acres.

.Six years later, and no less than 100,000 acres of this

extent had either been abandoned or practically super-

seded by cinchona, tea or other cultivation. Six ye.ars

later still, in 1890, the area under coffee was returned at

no more than 54,000 acres, in 1893 it had sunk to 30,000

acres exclusive of about 2,500 acres under the Liberian
variety and now (Sept. 1895) it has gone down to 22,000

acres besides 3,000 acres of Liberian coffee. So great

a transformation in agricultural enterprise within .a period
not nmch exceeding half-.a-generation—as such is reck-

oned in temperate zones—has surely never been wit-

nessed in the world’s history hgfore.

It is of interest at this time to know over what districts

in Ceylon the 22,000 acres that remain of the old staple

—

coffee Arabica—are distributed. North as well as South
of Kandy, in districts that were once the stronghold of

the coffee bush, sc,arce <an acre now remains ! For the
Knuckles, Kang.ala, and Nil.ambe distrlcUs, for instance,

no return whatever is made by a. single planter,-

-

\mder coffee the record is absolutely nil. It is no better in

Ambagamuwa, Medamahanuwara and Lower IMkoya ;

while only a very few acres appear for Kelebokka, Ilunas-

giriya, Dolosbage, Pussellawa, Rjunboda, the llewahetas,
.md Kotmale. Dumbara, Hantane, the Matales and
Pundaluoya show a little more ;

but altogether in the
Kandy districts proper, between Ikunbodii .and Matale .and

Dolosbage and Med.amahanuwara, once the mainstay of

the coffee enterprise, with perhaps 190,000 acres under
cultivation, the total under coffee now does not exceed
3,500 acres 1

We now come to the three higher districts lietween

Ad.am’s Pe.ak .and Great Western, Which could—fifteen to

sixteen years ago—show over 80,000 .acres cultivated with
coffee. Here is the return for the present day :—

Dimbula . 2,109 acres coffee

Dikoya • 1,535
160

do do
Maskeliya • do do

Total • 3,804 do do
We then come to the Principality—to Uva and its

allied districts-in which, for our p\irpose today, we in-

clude Maturata as well as Ud,ai)ussellawa, and althougli

compared with the maximum return fifteen or even ten

years ago, our figures show a woeful decrease— still, it is

a matter of satisfaction that so much good coffee re-

m.ains, especially in Ilaputale, and still more that in

place of every acre superseded, we have full compensa-
tion in flourishing tea or cacao. Uva coidd at one time

l)oast of well-nigh 50,000 acres of coffee. Here is now the

record with some extra districts:

Ilaputale • 0,110 acres coffe

H.aputale West • 507 do do
Hauulla • 2,419 (lo do
I’.assar.a

.Mailulsima and llewa
1,222 do do

Kliya 921 do do
Monaragaki
New Galway

• 143 do do
- ni do do

Vdapussellawa * 1,449

480

do <lo

Maturata • do do

Total t 13,374 do lig

Or let us say 13,500 acres which is equ.al to nearly two-thirds
of tlie w hole coffee extent in the island. Moreover, we .are

glad to learn th.at in certain narts of Uva, (.as in Dumbar.a
successful clearings with the old staple with the Liberian
variety—are being established, while the gre.atest care is

being taken of the fields tliat remain. Considering the
continued high price of coffee and good crops recently
gatliered, it is scarcely to be wondered .at that this should
be tlie case

; but there is .a further reason now for con-
serving coffee in the news just received from Honolulu that
lady-birds there arc killing the enemies of coffee.

As reg.ards Liberian coffee, the .3,000 acres cultiv.ated are
chiefly distributed between the Kurunegala, Kegalla and
Polgahawela, Matale North and West and certain low-
country districts

;
but there is no re.a.son why a consi-

derable extension should not take place. We hope to hear
of further experiments being made with the Nalk.anaad-
Coorg and Mysore-hybrid coffees, as .also with the hybrid
between the Liberian and Ar.abian kinds reported some
time .ago to have been established in the Peradeniya
Gardens.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEAS.

Mr. W. D. Gilj))on, Iionieward-bound, drojis a

note to us .as follows :—
S.S. “ Malta, ” Suez Canal, Sept. 1.

—
“ We hope to

be at Port Said at 12 noon after a very uneventful
journey. The “ Malta ” is a most comfortable boat.
I understand from a London buyer of tea just re-

turning from Calcutta that buyers there have lost

money by their purchases the London market for
Indian teas being dull. Indian tea was nothing like

the quality it had last year. The season has been
bad, but the increased area coming into bearing will keep
up the quantity so far as output is concerned. My
informant, who says he has no prejudice on the sub-
ject, maintains that the keeping quality of Indian
tea is far superior to Ceylon, and that there is a
salty flavour in Ceylon tea not perceptible in Indian
nd which he tries to account for owing to Ceylon

being an Island.”

COFFEE, CACAO AND SHADE IN THE
DUMBARA VALLEY,

In connection with our Handbook Planting Re-
view, it isof .s]ie(‘i,al intcre.st to le.arn how experiments
with new or old jnoducts are proceeding and so we
w.ant to know' from time to time .about tho.se in
Dnmb.ara with Coorg coflee mixed Avith c.ac.ao

.and all umlcr shade, first begun on Kondc.salle
at, w'e believe, the inst.anco of Mr. ILamlin
.and continued by Mr. M'ilkinson

; .and .also

c.arricd on by Mr. Vollar on I’allakelly. The
Mana<^er of Kondesalle ba.s accordingly obliged
us w'itn the following very useful reports :

—

Kondesalle Estate, Kandy, Sept. 21st, 1895.

Dear Sir,

—

I have with the exception of one year,
opened land in Arabian coffee and Forestero cacao
and shade yearly since 1888.

All the coffee planted on this estate has paid well,
especially the 40 acres clearing planted in Jiily 1892,
which last year gave a crop of almost 4 cwt. per
acre and this year may give quite IJ cwt. per acre, per-
haps 2 cwt. per acre. This field is shaded with
dadap. My previous clearings were shaded with
the Coorg fig i.e., Ficus (jlomerata. which I do not
believe in and am of opinion that from the experi-
ence I have had the hens f/Iomcrata does not suit
coffee as well in this district as I am told it does
in Coorg. It certainly does not suit cacao except in
occasional patches.

Allhongh Arabian coffee has done so well on
Kondesalle and rallekcllc, I know of four instances
on other estates in another district where it has even
on better soil, jiroved a failure.

All our seed was from Coorg. A few acres lately
have been put into Liberian.

C. II. T. Wilkinson.
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[The following was written to us four years
ago, but omitted to be sent for publication at the

time.]

July 24th, 1891.

Dear Sir,—In the issue of your paper for 21st

inst. I notice you draw attention to the coffee and
cacao clearings on this estate under the heading of
“ Coffee Planting in Dunibara.” There are one or

two errors which I should like to correct as they
may be misleading to those intending to plant cacao
and coffee together, so you may publish as much of

this letter as yon think fit. My first clearing—.50

acres—was planted in June-July 1888.- Coffee plants

were put out, but the cacao was planted seed-at-

stake. The next clearing—54 acres—was planted
June-July and Aagust 1889 in the same way.
The cacao holes are .8 feet deep, and are 10ft. by

12ft., and not lift, by lift, as you have it, therefore
the coffee is 5ft. by 6ft.

If the land is really good I advise coffee and Carac-
cas cacao being planted together at 10ft. by 12ft. I

am inclined to think that the Caraccas or red variety

is a heavier bearer than the Forestero, although not
so hardy. Forestero grows faster than the Caraccas
and requires more space as it spreads

;
therefore

I do not think 15ft. by 15ft. too wide apart, for if

the soil be really good, even at this distance, the
branches will meet in 3 or 4 years, especially if the
laud be flat.

In parts of my 50 acres clearing where the soil is

really good the Forestero Cacaos have spread so
freely that their branches already touch—so are crowd-
ing out the coffee.

If Coffee and Caraccas be planted I recommend
them being planted the same year as these Cacoas
do not grow quite so rapidly and do not spread so
much

;
but if tne Forestero is required to be planted,

I recommend putting the coffee in alone (without
shade plants) the first year and Cacao and Shade Plants
the year following. The Coffee will have a better
chance by having a year’s start and I find where
the shade trees have not come on well at first, the
Coffee bushes are -much more luxuriant.
Shade Trees in my clearing have Deen planted

10 by 12 i.e. one' for every Cacao tree. This in

my opinion is far too close and is not required I

therefore recommend one shade tree to be put in

for every two Cacaos thus :

—

J 7 7
o 0 0 0 o

X x'x x X X X X X
- y yxxxxxxxxx

X
o

X
o

X X
O 0

X X X

y y yxxxxxxxxx
Cacao 0 - Coffee x. Shade y.

"^C, H. WILKINSON.

Mr. Vollar kindly reports as follows s
—

“ Coorg coffee was planted in Dumbara, and at
the same time cacao plants were also put out.
Upshot:—got one or two good crops of coffee which
more than paid all expenses of clearing and left
a fair profit, and then the cacao trees overshaded
the coffee and snuffed it out. From what I observed,
I have no belief that the coffee would have lasted
or gone on giving good returns, if it had had its own
sweet will, but it was a splendid catch-crop. We
have still a fringe of coffee along the roadsides,
which gives a fair crop every other year.”

DR* TRIMEN’S “FLORA OF CEYLON.”

We have to acknowledge the receipt of Part III*
of this valuable work accompanied by 26 coloured
plates e.xecuted in Messrs. Dulau & Co.’s (the
publishers’) best style. Reservinfj an adequate
liQtice with e.\amples of the information of

general interest afforded, we quote for the pre-
sent, the title page of the volume :

—

A hand-book to the Flora of Ceylon containing
descriptions of all the species of flowering plants
indigenous to the island, and notes on their history,
distribution, and uses by Henry Trimen, M.B. (Lond.),
F.R.S., Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Ceylon. With an Atlas of Plates illustrating some of
the more interesting species. Part III. Valeriana-
cesB—Balanophoracese with Plates Li—LXXV.
Published under the authority of the Government
of Ceylon. London : Dulau and & Co., 37 Soho
Square, W. 1895.

Among the more striking of the plates are :

—

“ Barleria Arnottiana, Nees, Var. Glabra,
Trimen”' a double page with “ IpoMEA Ju-
CUNDA,” Thw.) “ IXORA JUCUNDA,” ThtO. with
its dark-green leaves, red stems and wealth of
white flowers

;
“ Wrightia Flavido-Rosea,”

Trim.', etc —
HOOLANKANDE ESTATE, KELEBOKKA.
The price paid for this property the sale of

which to the Earl of Glasgow (Governor of
New Zealand) was recently announced is £12,750.
The acreage is 668 of which 355 in tea, 40 in
timber, rubber &c.

THE TEA “ RING ” OR MONOPOLY IN
CALIFORNIA.

We can use no other term than the above after
reading the following circular letter handed to us by
a Colembo merchant. No doubt San Francisco tea
dealers w’ould prefer that there should be no
intrusion of a new and better article such sis
Indian and Ceylon teas, seeing that the inferior
and oft-adulterated Japan and China teas, afford
them a wider margin of profit. But it is just
their monopoly that has to be fought and if the
large dealers refuse to hold Ceylon and Indian
teas, then it w'ill be for the producers to go
direct to the consumers with samjiles and ad-
vertisements and to let them know how they are
kept out of a wholesome superior article—and
a more economical one in the end. To stop the
steady supersession now of Japan-China by Ceylon-
^dian teas year by year in America (as in
Europe and Australasia), is a task parallel to
that of worthy Dame Partington in trying to
diive back the Atlantic Ocean. We quote a.s
follows :

—

1895.-Whereas the

Jna
^ consigning Teas to this market, to Agentsand Brokers, has been steadily increasing ana inconsequence threatens to be a menace to legitimate

Importers, by causing serious demoralization in prices,and general injury to the trade. Be it therefore re^

rmnf’ ^”,.Tea Houses in Japan,China, India, and Ceylon who consign Teas to thismarket, to cease doing so, and to sell only on ordersfrom the Importers direct, or by sample or ordersfrom their Agents or Brokers, representing them in
this maiket. Be it further resolved, that the respec-
tive Agents or Brokers be at once notified that these
resolutions will go into effect after due time hasbeen allowed for communication with their Prin-

Castle Brothers,
J. A. POLGEK d- Co.,
TiLLMANH dBENDEL,

S. P. Lauinger
Secretary.

McCarthy Bros.
M. Ehrman & Co.
William Clufe CosiPANy,

Mau Sadlbr & Co.
Jones * Co.
M. J. BRANDENiTiTff * CO.
A.. ScmxLLiNo Ss Coi
Adelsdorfer di' BiUN-
denstein,

Easton & ScHWARTZj
W. A- W. Maibbw,
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THE TEA PLANTING INDUSTRY OF
CEYLON IN 1895:

THE POSITION IN RESPECT OF ALTITUDE
AND GROUPS OF DISTRICTS

;
INTERESTING

ANALYSES.
THE RESERVE AVAILABLE FOR TEA.
Just as we have pointed out the location of what is

^eft to us of “Coffee,” so it may be well briefly to

bring under review the great divisions or centres of

“Tea” cultivation in the island. We may indeed be told

that tea is everywhere, or be asked where it is not,

within the recognised Planting divisions of the Moun-
tain Zone and much of our South-Western lowcountry

;

but by grouping certain districts together and show-
ing the total area in these covered by the tea plant,
we may get a much better idea of the importance of
the several zones of cultivation. In doing so we may
first give an approximative estimate of the area with
tea from an altitude of about five thousand feet above
sea -level and upwards

;
secondly between five thou-

sand and down to about three-thousand-five-hundred
feet altitude

;
thirdly from the latter limit to say two-

thousand feet
;

fourthly between two and one
thousand feet and fifthly under a thousand feet

altitude and in the low-country proper. Premising
that the aggregate area planted for Ceylon is taken
according to the latest Directory returns, at 305,000
acres, plus 5,000 acres in native gardens not in our
lists, our estimate of approximative areas at the
different altitudes works out roughly as follows ;

—

Feet. Feet. Acres.

Tea above (or close on) 5,000 about
,, ,, 3,500 and under
„ „ 2,000

„ „ 1,000

,, under

30,000
5.000 151,000
3,500 67,000
2.000 24,000
1.000 38,000

Total.. 310,000

Next we may attempt some grouping as i-espects

districts. Taking first the great expanse of cultiva-

tion between Great Western and Adam’s Peak and
including Lower Dikoya, we get of tea planted, as

follows :

—

Acres.

Dimbula- area under tea •

Dikoya ,,

Dikoya Lower ,,

Maskeliya ,,

• 41,001
26,731

- 7,996
- 18,547

Total - 95,175

Or, not far short of one-third of the total area
planted in the country, and certainly by far tlio most
valuable third. Let us by way of contrast place the

Uva group of districts, going as far as Maturata
and Nuwara Eliya on the one side and Balangoda—
though this may seem rather beyond the Uva climate
-—on the other. We then get a return as follows :

—

Haputale area under tea

Acre.s.

- 11,6.30

,,
West - 1,197

- 3,412Balangod.a
N ew G.alway 881
ITflapussellawa »»

* - 8,289

Maturata J»
“ - 5,U’9

Badulla - 8,579

Pas.sara »>
• - 3,560

Madulsiina and llewa
Kliya M * - 6,009

Monaragala 1
“ 245

Nuwara Kliya »>
" - 3,600

Total • 63,141

Here we have ovei* ouc-sixth of our total area under

tea ;
but then it must be remembered that in this

division there are also 13,-100 acres of coffee and an

appreciable ai'ea of cinchona against only 3,800 acres

of coffoe and very little cinchona in the Dimbula-

Dikoya group.

It may be well next to show the area under tea

Ja North aad South of Kandy respec*

tively. In the Northern, North-Western and North-
Eastern divisions, we have :

—

Matale East & Laargala—area under tea

Acres.

- 7,439
Matale West - 3,095

,, North - 1,289
Kelebokka • 4,887
Knuckles - 4,095
Nitre Cave - 329
Rangala • 4,595
Medamahanuwara - 988
Hunasgiriya - 2,859
Panwila and Wattegania - 1,913
Dumbara - 60
(And let us add) Kurunegala - 1,368—

Total - 32,417

Or not far off one-ninth of the whole extent under tea
and less than half the acreage included in the next
group. South and West of Kandy, we place :

—

Hantane—area under tea
llewaheta Lower

„ Upper
Nilainbe
Pussellawa
Kamboda
I’undaluoya
Kotmale

. Ambagamuwa
Vakdes.sa
DolosViage
Kadugannawa
Alagalla

Acres.

• 4,840
• 4,004
• 4,228

4,991
• 12,211
- 3,637
• 3,345
• 8,198
• 5,092
• 1,761
- 14,174
• 3,375
• 2,453

Total . 73,209

This takes the second place, the proportion being
nearly one-fourth of the whole.

Finally, we may give all that remain together as
“ Lowcountry,” although the Rakwana, Kukulu and
Morawak Korale districts are scarcely in that cate-
gory

Kelani Valley—area under tea
Kegalla and Polgahawela
Kalutara - • •

Udagaina
Other Lowcountry Districts «

Acres.

- 22,322
- 1,350
- 10,453
- 3,970
- 3,749

(Considerahhj higher.)

Kuruwita
Rjikwana
Morawak Korale -

Kukulu Korale

41,841

. 1,262
• 3,145
• 3,168
• 1,053

Total • 60,472

In this total we have very nearly one-sixth of the grand
aggregate for the island

;
but as time rolls on, if

only encouragement is offered through prices keep-
ing up, we may expect the lowcountry to show a
further considerable development.

We liavc been asked by a Colombo merchant
to .state wliat proportion, acconiingto our reckon-
ing, of tlie reserved land in private bands may be
available for planting witli tea. The total ex-
tent of plantations being ... 748,017 acres
and of cultivation ... ... 379,182 ,,

We get for total reserve ... 368,835 ,,

Of this very large extent we should say that
about 120,000 acres represent forest and other
valuable land fully available for cultivation
if due encouragement is ottered ; and unle.ss a
fall in the price of tea through large crops in

India interfere, we see no rea-sou why 60,000
acres of this reserve should not be jdanted
liming the next live or six years—apart from
any Crown land that may be made available

—

so let Jndkm tea-planters beware of sitjyposing

that Ihcre is no more tea land to plant in Ceylon,
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SUPPLEMENTING TEA WITH COFFEE
IN N. INDIA.

First as regards the elevation required for growing
coffee in the Bengal Presidency. We can start from
the low country, where there is good drainage, to
any fairly sheltei’ed elevation below frost zone. There
are a few coffee trees in Calcutta, but we will cite

Rangoon, some 8 deg. south of it, where may be seen
over an acre of coffee in their Botanical Gardens
some 20 years old grown in “ Native ” fashion

—

cropping on suckers. Owing to want of method, it

crops heavily every two years. There is no pamper-
ing, rather an intentional neglect to wisely prove
that it thrives under difdculties. In Bengal we have
the advantage of being—roughly—8 deg. north of Ran-
goon, where it thrives on the plains. We have a
rainfall averaging 65 inches in the year, falling in

the months best suited for coffee. A dry winter and
spring, and showers in April, with a wet October—
this last matures berry and future bearing wood.
Coffee, like tea, will not do on a wet subsoil.

—Indian Planters' Gazette, Sept. 14.

[And then follows practical advice.—

E

d. T.A.'\

THE PREPARATION OF CAMPHOR.
In view of the failure of Mr. Nock’s persevering

attempts to collect camphor from decoctions of

the bark, twigs, &c., of his trees, we applied

to Mr. R. Porter to try and get some of his

friends of the English Presbyterian Mission in

Formosa, to compile and give us the necessa.-y

information. Tlie result is eminently satisfactory,

in the paper we append written from Taiwanfu,
the capital of Formosa. We give the manuscript
account in full and we trust the instructions are

simple and clear enough to enable Mr. Nock to

utilise them in a fresh experiment ; there are three

little sketches—of the furnace, the style of chips,

and the beaten wood—which we also have had
reproduced :

—

THE METHOD OF PREPARING CAMPHOR IN
FORMOSA.

The method employed in Formosa for preparing
camphor is very rough, and consequently not very
economical.

I myself have not seen the process but have heard
it described by several persons, particularly by the

man who first had to do with this work in Formosa.
The apparatus and

operation are as fol-

lows :

—

'

1. A fire-place is

built and a shallow
iron vessel (the kind
used in Formosa for

boiling rice) inserted
therein.

2. The walls of the
fire-place are carried

up a short distance
and a meshed frame
placed across the open-
ing.

3. A large earthenware vessel is placed inverted
over the top. It is made to fit more or
less closely to prevent (as far as is safe)
the escape of vapour.

4. The pieces of wood are chipped off

from the tree with an adze diagonally to
the grain.

5. Each piece of wood is then beaten till it

splits more or less up along the grain.
This is to expose the surfaces where
the camphor lies. Some of the pieces of
wood are about the size of one’s hand,
or less. The slices are not very thick.

6. Water—not too much—is put into the iron vessel.
7. The prepared pieces of wood are placed on the

top of the meshed frame.
8. A wood or charcoal fire is lighted under the

iron vessel. It must be a slow fire and the water
must not boil violently.

[The idea seems to be like that in the making of
beef-tea with steam, the water from which is

generated being allowed only to simmer.]
9. The steam goes up through the grating or

meshed frame and then through the pieces of wood.
It gets impregnated with the camphor which is de-
posited in the inside of the inverted earthenware
vessel.

10. The wooden chips are changed about every
twelve hours, the exhausted ones being taken out and
fresh ones put in.

11. The process goes on continuously for several
days (nights included.) A sufficient quantity of cam-
phor is obtained afti-r six or seven days, but it is soft
and apt to run into an oily fluid. To get a good hard
quality the process should in all last about ten days.

12. When the camphor is properly ready, it is

scraped off from the inside of the earthen vessel.
This is the camphor of commerce, not the refined
kind sold by chemists.

George Ede, E. P. Mission, Formosa.

^
A NEW TURBINE FOR GEEKIYANA-

KANUE ESTATE.
The Colombo Commercial Company are erect-

ing a new turbine on Geekiyanakande estate,

Neboda. The turbine is of Gunther’s partial in-

jection type, and is so constructed as to suit the
requirements of both the wet and dr}' seasons when
the supply of water will vary. The horse-power is

25, but the turbine could be efficiently worked even
at 3 h. p. The fall of water is 70 feet, and the
machine passes 250 cubic feet of water per minute.
The pit is 45 ft. deep, the excavations made through
rock being at a depth of 22 feet, the upper
nortion—23 feet—only, being through earth. The
diameter of the pit is 6 feet 8 in. and the upper
part is lined with 9-inch brick lining. The vertical
shaft has a revolution of 240 turns a minute.
The tail-race is 2^ chains in length—the cutting
of the first two chains being through .solid rock.
This has been the first instance in Ceylon of
such a deep turbine-pit. Work is now in full swing,
and will be completed shortly.

COFFEE IN THE NORTH OF QUEENSLAND.
It is an interesting fact that the Cairns district

can now boast of the largest area under coffee in
the whole of Australia. As a result of the enterprise
of Messrs. Swallow Bros., of Hambledon Plantation,
thirty-five acres of their estate have just been put
under the coffee plant, there being 34,000 trees
of the Arabian and 1,000 trees of the Liberian
variety. It is anticipated that in from two to
three years the thirty five acres will give a total
of about thirty-one tons of coffee beans per an-
num, which at the wholesale rate of Is. per lb.,
represents a gross return for the thirty-five acres of
.£3,500 per annum. The seed from which the young
plants were grown was obtained direct from Ceylon.
We always thought there was “ money ” in coffee
culture, these facts show it. Other agriculturists
north-wards should follow this example \—Australian
Trojncultui-ist, Sept 2.

FOREST-THINNING.
Mr. J. A. Manton, who is in charge of the

forest-thinning operations in the Murray district
for the New South Wales Government, reports
that the total area thinned to date is 5(J,500
acres. The average number of trees left is about
250 to the acre, and it is assumed that at least
100 will grow to marketable timber during the
next 35 years. Placing the market value at only
£1 per tree there will be a return of at least
£100 per acre in .35 years. The cost of the
thinning operations so far has been 5s 2d per
acre.—A ustralasian.
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LIBERIAN COFFEE IN WYNAAD,
Kadur Dist., Sept. 10th.

Sir,—May I hope for a reply to the following
queries from some of your numerous readers ? About
what should be considered “a good maiden crop”
per acre from Liberian coffee growing at an elevation
of 1,000 feet and planted 10 ft. apart—and also at
what age may the first crop be expected ?—ExQUinKu.

U.

Vayitri, Sept. 20th.

Sir,—As promised in my letter appearing in your
issue of the 4th instant, I have now to inform “ Toda,”
that the first shipment of Liberian coffee from this
district was sold in London on the ISth ultimo and
realised 84s per cwt. The consignment being a small
one, the price is, I think, fairly satisfactory, and
just lOs more than that secured for the coffee (grown
in the loweountry and erroneously marked Wynaad)
referred to by “ Toda ” in his letter of the 3rd August
last. It may interest “ Toda ” also to learn, that the
outer husk or pulp, if carefully dried, finds a ready
sale on the coast, and adds very materially to the
value of a Liberian Crop. R. Lamb.

III.

What’s all this pother about the elevation of

Nellacota ? There is little doubt but that “ Libei'ica
”

would grow at the top of Needle Rock if it could
only find a footing there. The question we would
like to have settled is, as to whether the said
“ Liberica ” would bear paying crops of coffee at

4,600 feet or so above sea-level ? That the tree

has borne heavily and given half a ton and more of

high-priced coffee per acre at about 2,600 feet ele-

vation in Wynaad, seems to have been conclusively

E
roved. It would now be very interesting to know
ow much coffee per acre may be expected from

trees growing at 4,600 feet and over, or, well, let’s

say in the clouds or somewhere near the frosty

regions I in a locality rather foreign to the habitat of

“Liberica,” which loves rather the hotter and more
forcing climate to be found at a comparatively low
elevation. I trust, however, that the “ Liberica ” at

Nellacota may reward the enterprise of its planters

by proving highly successful and remunerative.
Manantoddy Club, 23rd Sept. Excelsiou.

IV.

As the elevation at which Liberian coffee will

grow and crop well is, I believe, of much interest

to many, kindly allow me a word in reply to
“ Nilgiri Wynaad,” whose letter appears in your
issue of the 19th. He impugns my recorded tests

by aneroid on the ground that such tests can be
comparative only ; but having found out by a reference

to Mr. Borough Smyth’s map, that the highest point of

Needle Rock is there given at 4,600 feet, he takes it for

granted that is the highest point of the range, and
at once draws an imaginary line from thence to

where he supposes “Toda’s” Liberians’ to be growing;

and another imaginary line to Avondale Bungalow,
which he supposes to be the highest point of Avon-
dale estate. Against liis imagination, I think my
aneroid tests can be fairly x^laced. Such tests, I

believe, are generally accepted as good enough fox-

practical purposes—admitting their variations are

understood, aud allowed for. There is a trig-

nometricsl survey point at either Needle Rock
Peak, or Rockwood Peak. Aneroids set at sea level,

I should think, would be found to agree very

closely to that determined point
;
but I have not,

though it is necessary to climb to the top of either Peak,

in order to be able to rectify, possibly, a difference

of a few feet. I leave that for “ Nilgiri Wynaad” to

do. As he says, no one will deny that Needle Rock
Peak (or the highest point of the Needle, to be

absolutely correct) is the highest pointy of the Range,

ke may be muqirised to learn that it is not, but that

Ifockwood Peak is. Nor is Avondale Bungalow the

highest point Of Avondale Estate to which I

alluded. “ Toda” has admitted to me that b«
ought to have written 4,000 instead of 5,000 feet,

as being the elevation his Liberians are doing
so well, and I understand him to be of opinion
that Liberian might even be found to crop at
5000 feet. I agree with him that his Liberians are
cropping at about 4,000 feet. We have the testi-

mony of Mr.f.W. C. Dawson that they are doing
ditto on the Bramagherries at 4,100; and it would
be interesting to know whether other testimony of

this variety cropping at even higher elevations could
be adduced. I am inclined to the opinion of “Toda,"
without fixing so high a limit as 5,000 feet, but
they might be found to crop well at over 4,000 feet.
“ Nilgiri Wynaad’s ” belief would probably not have
found expression, had he been better posted up in

local knowledge. H. Sheldiuck.
—M. Mail, Sept. 23rd.

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA.

VVe liave the official Gazettes from Nyassaland
of July 1st and 15th. The first is full of Cus-
toms regulations ; but in a Suixpleinent we get
.some exciting news about lions :

—
It is stated that a troop of lions made a deter-

mined attack on the cow-byre at the Mission Station
at Blantyre the other day, and killed three cows.
The increasing boldness of those animals is extra-
ordinary and IS probably due to the extinction of

the game in the more settled Districts of the Pro-
tectorate. A few days ago one of the Zanzibari
policemen at the Ntondwe post on the Zomba road
met a lion walking up the same road in close

proximity to the post. The lion was between the
man and the little fort and stood his ground, not
at all inclined to give way. The Zanzibari therefore
fired at and wounded the lion who however chaiged him
and the man received him on the point of his bayonet.
Nevertheless, the lion managed to free himself, and
though very severely wounded made off into the
bush. In the struggle the Zanzibai-i had one of his

toes torn off bv the lion’s claws. Otherwise he was
ixuinjured, but tbe nervous shock was so severe that
for some days he was incapacitated from duty, aud
would not leave the fort under the belief that the
lion was lying in wait for him.
Major P. W. Forbes ari-ived at Zomba on the

23rd June to see H.M. Commissioner in reference
to the taking over of the Administration of the
British South Africa Company’s Territories north of

the Zambezi. The transfer of the Administration
from the Commissioner to Major Forbes will have
been completed by the date on which this Gazette
is issued.
Major Forbes proposes to start in July on a tour

of inspection round the Chambezi, Tanganyika
Mwera and Luapula Districts. He hopes to be back
in Blantyre in about two and a half months from
the date of starting. Major Forbes proposes to make
his headquarters at Blantyre for some time to come,
as besides the administration of the Chartered Com-
pany’s sphere he is charged with the completion of

tV.e Telegraph line from Blantyre to Tanganyika.
No immediate alteration in the Administration of

the Comixany’s sphere is contemplated.
The latter paper has articles about Angoli Labour
and Coffee and the following paragraphs

:

—
It is interesting to notice the atttention which

the more intelligent of the native chiefs are now
giving to the planting of coffee Ac. Coffee planting
has been started in the Marimba District by some
of Jumbe’s old headmen. Magnificent crops of
otatoes are now being raised by the chiefs and
eadmen in the Zomba District, and those brought

in for sale are superior in size to the best that can
be turned out in our European gardens at this
place. All these potatoes are derived from seed dis-

tributed amongst those chiefs by Mr. Whyte, two
and three years ago. Unfortunately, the experi-
ments with wheat were marred by the locusts, and
it is to be feared that the natives are rather dis-

couraged from planting corn for some time to come,
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EXPERIMENTS WITH TEA IX CEYLON
2G YEARS AGO.

[I send some notes on tea written by Mr. A. C. H.
of Rangoon, formerly a planter on Mount Temple
Estate, above Gampola, which it will be interesting

to publish. He is a very clever and original man,
but unlucky in his speculations. At present he has
a rice mill, and is pi'eparing Burma rice in the
same w.iy they prejiare it in Madras, steaming it

i.o make Calunda rice, and is the first to intro-

duce that system of preparing rice into Burma,
which may benefit the rice growers there very much.
He is very sanguine about making a fortune over
it.

—

Cof.']

9th Aug. 1895.

In 1879 the following experiment wastiied on five

ycr r old tea bushes by a restless spirit whose notions
are out of the beaten track. A few old women were,
after picking the usual flush of young leaves, set to

strip every leaf off a certain number of bushes to

ascertain what kind of tea could be made from the

bard leaves.

About 8 trees a piece was all the old women got
through, each tree producing as its total crop, over a
pound weight.

The 'e .ves wore too dry to wnther, roll, or ferment

;

the question was : what to do then

A large-sized sausage machine being available the
leaves were put through it, and cut up

;
they were

then sprinkled with water, plenty of it, and with
some trouble of attempted rolling (and palming,
patting or pounding) got to adhere in the form of

D.alls. In this state a certain amount of fermentation
was set up, even to a reddish-green colour, and the
tea was in due course fired, put into paper packets
of 1 lb. each, and put aside for sale to natives who
occasionally came for tea at Is Gd each.

The originator of the experiment forgot it until

some weeks after, a neighbour who turned up his nose
at the very idea of Ceylon tea, ran out of his im-
ported stuff and wrote over asking as a favor
to be spared a few pounds of tea. By way of pay-
ing him off for the contempt he always exhibited
with ’regard to the production of Ceylon tea, a couple
of paper packets of the production in question were
sent to him with a note saying that this was some
rubbish sold to natives at Is Gd a pound, and was
the only tea available at the moment.

In the course of an hour or two an acknowledge-
ment was received to the effect that the sample sent
was the finest the writer had ever tasted, and he
would be only too glad to buy every pound avail-

able at Is Gd I So much for tea made from what 99
planters out of 101 consider of no value, because the
rem lining one has said so.

Twenty-seven days after that stripping, every
bush treated threw out an abundant flusl*' of

pekoe tips or about ten times tbe quantity that

any ordinary bush would yield under ordinary
circumstances. At a rough calculation an acre

of tea if stripped say twice a year would yield

fully 800 lb. of tea from hard leaf. From only
pekoe tips two pluckings, .501b. and more than its

yield of average tea during tbe other 10 months in

the year, because all the young leaves would be
tender enough to manufacture if advisable.

The late Dr. Thwaites on being consulted, gave
his opinion that stripping should not be resorted
to “ too often.”

The question induced by the result of this experi-

ment is “ Does the Tea Planter under the prevailing

system derive one quarter of the profit from his

tea trees that they are capable of yielding” the
answer is, if you h.ive full-grown bushes why not
prove it ?

A. C. H.

[We suspect that after each successive “strip-

ping,” the bush would prove less and less readily
responsive and would in fact soon begin to show
signs of suffering.—

E

d. T.A.\
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now IT STRIKES AN OLD COLONIST.
MOROWAKA REVISITED

;

THE COMING RESURRECTION OF
BURIED SOVEREIGNS.

Passing along Craven Street a few months ago, I
observed a brass plate bearing tbe words “ Morowak-
korale Tea Company, Limited.”
The doorway had long been familiar to old Im iin

and Ceylon men, mercantile, civil and military, and
perhaps was more frequently and hopefully entered
in the olden time when the quaint little street came
to a cnl lie mic ere reaching the bank of the Thames,
than now when it is an open and busier thoroughfare.
Morowaka seems better known in London than it

is in Colombo. “Where on earth is Morowaka?”
said a leading Estate Agent the other day and as
there are doubtless many in Ceylon equally ignorant
of our southern hills, a biief record of the district’s

history during the past 30 years may not bo out
of place.

The Morowakkorale proper lies wholly within
the Southern Province, though several of the estates
such as Hayes, Valleyfield, Panilkande, &c., are
within the limits of Sabaragamuwa, about 40 miles
from Matara—GO from Galle and 112 from Colombo,
by such roads as are now available and those who
complain of them ought to have “ seen those roads
before they were made,”
The railway jouriiay to Galle from Colombo un-

necessarily tedious as it unquestionably is—takii g
four mortal hours to cover wliat in my native coun-
try would be accomplished in about IJ hour. Still it

is an improvement on the old coach, though the journey
may be more monotonous. We are not now anil

then landed in the ditch we gat no mullaga-
tawny at. Bentotta.' Albeit there is a considerable
saving and for this we are duly thankful. In a
few weeks more the line will be opened to Matara
bringing us ten miles neartr our destination.
To anyone like myself who 30 years ago crept

up from Akuresse through jungle paths,* the present
carriage drive seems .splendid, and indeed it is a
very creditable trace—but passes through a veiy poor
and sparsely peopled country. There are no valu-
able forests and the greenery existing such as the
bracken, only serves to show the poverty of the soil.

Here and there the pretty and curious pitcher plant
hangs over the steep embankment indicating a very
moist and warm climate. The purple variety, by the
way, only supposed to be found in Borneo, is here
not uncommon. A few miles before reaching Akuressa
—or about 20 miles from Galle—we come upon the
first tea estate, a poor jilt in a poor soil, but such
is the result of 150 inches of rain per annum in a
hot climate, that the flushes seem fairly good.

AKURESSA

itself, with its comfortable bungalow, its pretty clump
of teak trees and its navigable river, forms the only
real oasis in this lowcountry wilderness. The road
thence to Dcniyai—29 miles—affords little worthy of

note save tbe welcome and very pretty Beslhoiise at
Morow.ika where one can alw.iya get an easy chair,

a refreshingly long drink and see such iamiliar
objects as a copy of the I'ropicul Aijricullurint and
S.indy Browm’s picture hanging on the wall.

AIUUVED AT DENCVAI

whe 'e the frogs perpetually croak, the worried travel-
lers feel only fit to follow their example. There is not
much to eat, less to drink; Imt wo bless the Government
Agent whose forethought li id provided such Sjflendid
beds. Deuiyai though barely 1,000 feet above sea level is

cooler than Kandy, and we sleep as only moderately
tired men with fairly good consciences can. Feeling
refreshed next morning we start for a walk of 6 miles
into the heart of the old coffee district; but before we
had travelled a mile we hid entered upon a tea watte
of considerable extent, at the entrance into which
stands a substantial stone and lime Church dedi-
cated to St. Joseph built by the prosperous native

* Our first and only visit to Morowakkorle and
BjCross Gongalla to Rakwana was in 1872 .—Ed. T.A,
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propi'ietor oi the watte. The watte of about 100
aces showing a fairly good cover of—1 am sorry to
ajain add—rather poor jat, making up in flower whai
it fails to do in flush.

THIS QUESTION 01’ .lAT

is by the way one of the most tender topics that a
visitor can touch in Ceylon. It took the pucka planter
1) years to . arrive^ at its immense importance and he
is 1 sath to think that any occasional interloper should
so far pi edit by his dearly bought experience as to
become in 0 weeks an authority on the mysteries of
Mauupuri v. the so-called Singlo-hybrid. The bare
possibility of any one seeiim at a glance the superiority
of pure indigenous, acts like worsnwood on the man
who has daily to look at his poor degeivu’ate China
jut and think “what it migl.t have been had he
but known.”
The fact, how’ever, seems to be that the produce of

the purest and best seed-bearers deteriorates after 7

or 8 years, like most thing.s in the troi ios. Even
planters themselves get musty and it would well repay
pioprietors to give them a change home every 8 or

10 years in order to rub off the rust.

But all this by the way. As we trudge along the 5
miles from Deniyai to Anningkande, w’here, after a
hospitable reception, I am ready to stretch myself
in the Verandah and tell all I know of

MOUOW.\K.A AS A PLANTING PISTltlCT.

It was in the very early sixties that in company
with my most amiable of friends, W. Hay Wodehouse
the Temple Lands Commissioner, I first visited

Morowaka, viewing it from the ridge above Berle-
panatra, an unbroken range of forest save where the
natives had nibbled away portions f. r koorukan or
hill-paddy, and we pictured then and there the smiling
homesteads that might some day be dotted over these
verdant slopes. The nativeswere not numerous nor very
bold. “All you who have never seen white men, now’s
your chance ” was the message that was sent through
tne village by tuck of tom tom, and they came ‘keek-
ing ’ at us very timidly with hand on mouth, lest

their breath should pollute us. Alas they are not
quite so respectful now !

My next visit to the neighbourhood was with the
redoubtable

j. w. Bir.CH

—„poor Colonial Birch,” as H. 0. Russell delighted to

dub him—a different type from the polished Woody
—or the aristocratic Russell; but a most usef il and
energetic public servant, albeit his manner of treat-

ing the natives was rough and ready in the extreme.

"'Koorumha!” he called out as we came panting
upon a Colonna village

;
but thinking he was only

a Rakwane iilanter, the owner of the watte hesitated,
when, immediately, the edict went forth that this

man’s garden be stripped of every green thing. “1 11

teach liim hospitality,” said B. as his followers
literally carried out his instructions.

We encamped for the night on what is now known
as the Panilkande fiat, and early next moining as
B. was bewailing the cheiiaing of so much fine forest,

a native headman crept up salaaming and unfortunately
began to complain of the inroads of a suiveyorupcn
what he considered his inherited territory. 13. was m
no mood to listen to such grievances, and turning
upon the aratchy he exclaimed, “You think—ycu
thiif,—that because you have been permitted to look
at those hills all your lazy life they belong to you,”
and ended by administering such a castigation as

headmen had never heard of. This now brings us
to the days of Surveyor John Grinhntcn, \\ho;e
flowery desciiption of the ferns in these \allc3s caused
the Government of the day to laise the upset price

of the land by ltO%.
But before this— (18(i3)—Lfmarchand and Claik had

discovered and slyly secured a laige slice of this

Eldorado, quickly lollowtd by Ciq tain Buy iey
,
Bly ih

and others ; but the big purchase at '^0,. (RkUl per acre
was by J.R.H. for his Craven Street friends.

Anningkande was the first opened, and I well

remember zig-zagging .. .Kr from Iterlepiimitra to find

C. G. Bury at work clearing, and who in tho evening
entertained me with the story of

How HE DID the FISCAL IN THE CENTRAL

PROVINCE.

Worried by unfortunate duns of the A. Saibo order,
B. bad made up his mind to seek relief by flight into
the wildest and least accessible of new pdauting districts,
but before starting determined to give his friends—the
provision dealers—one more good order, and his brother
nlanters a parting s’pread. Summonses to attend Court
had been treated by B. as a joke. So on the eve
of flight, as bad or good luck would have it, a
warrant was issued and two belted peons were des-
patched to apprehend his body. These ai’iived just
as dinner was aniiouncGd

;
but the host took them

aside and talked them over with such tact that
they consented, nothing loath with such a prospect
before them, to lay aside their belts and assist to
w .it at table ! So fully entering into the liumour of
the thing, they ate ami drank us much asauydoiay,
feeling sure all the same that they would li ve
their man in the morning

;
but long ere they awoke

B. was tiudging up through Bogawantalawa en rotefr;

for Sabaragamuwa. thence to this back 0’ the world
called Jlorowaka.

Several more planters of the same jilt followed
till Morowaka became rather noted as a refuge for
harassed debtors

;
but somehow pi'oprietors began

to discover that these were not the best type of
men to develope successfully a new' district and n«
one by one they were shunted or died off, their
places were filled by the best and most truste.l
planters the C. P. afforded. And now wo come
to the time when Morowaka first had a fair chanoe

AS A COFFEE DISTRICT,

—

when steady, faithful and practical men like S.
LeCocq, A. T. Rettie, R. Morison, &c. entered
upon the stage and well did they act their part.
But it was of no avail. As a coffee district
Morowakkorale was doomed, even before Jfciiiillia

put in an appearance. Those who knew the
Oiality were well aware that (under no possible
circumstances) could the life of the coffee tree be a
yery long one there. Ten yearn as a rule, had been
its length of days as a paying product in the adjoin-
ing district of Rakwana, where any attempt to pro-
long its life by high cultivation only prolonged the
misery. This was sufficiently exemplified under the
liberal cultivation of 0. Shand & Co., and King Gof-
fee never had more loyal or generous subjects—yet so
early as 1858 the sagacious Sir. H. Ward mildly re-
ported “ Some of the older erffee looks thin and
poor.” Nevertheless there were few; districts in which
coffee more amply repaid the planter: the first three
crops—from 30 to 40 cwt, per acre—were sufficient to
cover all outlay. The mistake Morowaka men made
was in despising Rakwana experience and in hoping
and working for a permanency. It was in vain that
economy in permanent buildings was suggested “Let
us have no fears as to permanency of coffee if pro-
perly cultivated” said Craven Street,—“Look at the
lIai»pton Court Vine, 200 years old and still bear-
ing. If coffee fail, it is the fault of tl.c planter whoso
duty it is to make the soil suitable an 1 keep it up.”
All very beautiful in theory, but to those who know’
all about the old vino and ycung coffee, it sounds a
trifle ridiculous.

At this stage came leaf blight, and to no district
in tho island did it prove a groatcr blessing. Would
that it had been practicable to lake more immediate
advantage of the opjportunity !— that, as in the younger
districts of the C. P., the coffee bad at once been sup-
planted by the new product. Asitis, tbcMoiowakdkoraie
is still a somewhat sad spectacle to these who remem-
ber it in the fiibt flush ot liope. Eicm Anningkande
1 can see the remains of tho old Coffee Watt.ea
spread out like a map before me. JAiny foot
famili.'ir gjound— from tho Goslun /ij.’g?*/ ’ when'
clever Arnold White practised his :cioiffitie manm-
ing, to the Easiniost end where ])Cci] l::Ue Liddeh
cliff his dibbling. Right in front lies what was con-
sidered the cream ot the district, wheie I con still

see the roads so carefully traced by Le Cocq, and
along which I have so often wandered with that
prince of practical planters. But even here no at-
tempt has yet been made
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TO OIWW TEA.

Tlio fact seems to be that the hardy new product
succeeds most abundantly in lands which King
Coffee despised. J. R. H. laughed his loudest when
Silvak-ande wn,s pointed out to biin as the purchase
of a neighbouring proprietor ;—the repre icntirlive of

Craven Street pro iem. little dreaming that the strag-
gling strip of forest which ran along the bottom of

’their estates would one day prove the veritable
gold mine whicli would redeem their fortunes. ^

There are in the island fevv finer fields of tea than
this, and although there are in this district many
patches equally good, it is )iot all Silvakandes,
Campdens nor Bevevleys, and much discrimination is

rc-quii'cd in the selection of suitable land. Any
novice might select and successfully plant in such
districts as Uimbula and Dikoya, bnt it requires a
tropical agriculturist to discriminate here.
Immediately over the ridge lies the

KUXULU KOl’.ALE VALLEY

correctly described in the recent report of the Govern-
ment Agent as “ that infertile region.” The valley

comes in like a ‘ gushet ” twixt Morawaka and
llakwana, contains about 10,000 acres and tho’jgh for

fuil five years I occasionally fossicked there in the

hope of finding 100 aci.03 of realiy good land, I had
to give it up in despair. Yet during a wave of tem-
porary insanity which passed over tlie island in

1872—;) the Government took iho opportunity of

seeing (luibc a number of blocks and there lie bur-

ied many a good sovereign. One can hardly sym-
pathize with some of the investors who asked for

advice and acted contrary to it, remarking it was
“surely good enough to sell at a profit.” Man na-
tin’ally hopes that he can always find a greater
fool than liimself, but sometimes this is very dif-

ficult.

The only hope of a resurrection in Kukulu seems
to be in Cardamoms. Once in a life-lime. a lucky man
may pick up a gem, herbage for a herd of elephants
might be found, and if leeches could be turned to

account there is wealth there but beyond this the future

of Kukulu is not hopeful.

From the ridge above Vegeria—which rises a little

to ihe West of the grand Abbey Rock—ma^y lie

seen some of the remains of good, old, hospitable

U.IKWANA

through which I fain would now pass. “To those who
know Rakwana,” said Sir Henry Ward, “it is needless

to speak of its hospitability.” Rut, alas ! King
Coffee is gone, so too are the Dorays I knew
of yore 1.

The time was when twenty bungalows would open
wide their doors to welcome a wandering Visiting

Agent, but shade of dear UaviJ Mitchell 1 now I

know not whether the love of “ Auld lang syne”
would procure me the meagrest curry and rice.

So with a sigh I once more turn my back on
Rakwana and retrace my steps towards Galle.

BANANA FLOUR.

LIKELY TO DEVELOP INTO A VEKY IMPORTANT INDUSTRY.

A good deal of attention has been drawn of late

to the use of the banana as a source of flour or

meal, and, though such an application is by no means
new, or the discovery modern, it seems not at all

unlikely that banana flour is an article that has a

prospect of great development in the near future.

Wherever the banana or plantain thrives, the fruits,

when dry, are converted into meal, and used for

making cakes, puddings, and for various other uses

iu cookery. An effort is being made to establish a
factory for the manufacture of bariana meal.
As to the use of banana flour for brewing

purposes, Mr. Kahlke, one of the best known
manufactures of yeast in Germany, writes in

this connection ;
“ Banana flour, without doubt,

from its rielmess iu starch and its good flavor,

is particularly suitable for the manufacture of

yeast. This flour is easily rendered saccharine. The
yeast obtained by adding banana flour to the other

ingredients has a good color, all the requisite fird-
perties oi an excellent class of yea.*t. ana moreover
keeps, well. The alcohol obtained from it leaves
nothing to be desired, so that this flour may be in-
troduced as an article of commerce, and employed
witnout any special preparation. Satisfactory experi-
ments have also been made in some breweries, where
-0 per cent, of malt has been replaced by the flakes
and flour of cananas. The flavor of beer was not
alteied, and iho quantity of liquid wa,s increased,
find tli6 iiifilt was roplaced by a less expensive sub-
stance. Experiments are being made in which the
proportion of banana flouFis increased .”—Fiji Times.

DEMAND FOR LOAV CLASS TEAS.
It is very satisfactory to notice, writes the Plantev

from the proceedings of the meeting of the Calcutta
Committee of the Indian Tea Association, held this
month, that .the result of the stoppage of the export
of tea sweepings from London to Hamburg was a
demand from Gmin.iny in Calcutta for low class teas
and large quantities of tea dust. Tin’s proves con-
clusively that the tea sweepings scandal was affect-
ing very injuriously the Indian tea trade, and that
stops were not taken too soon to put a stop to it;
It would be advisable to include in the arrange-
ments on foot to piLsh the sale of Indian tea measures
for the exploitation of the German and other Conti-
nental markets. It is of no little importance to the
industry (« know where our low class teas and tea
dust can be largely disposed of.

LTRERIAN COFFEE.
Steacily, little by little, Liberian coffee is outgrowing

the prejudice with which it has for a longtime had to
contend. .Planters in India are beginning, here and
there, to pay some attention to it, and the results
111 nearly all cases have been a surprise. The old
feeling, “ why should I bother about an inferior
cultivation while Arabica is doing so well,” is inmany places giving place to a desire to know more
about the hardy Liberian plant and its prospects.
In the Straits Settlements, in Sumatra and in JavaEmenan coffee has obtained a firm foothold, and
u'l

tne continued recurrence of the so-called
leat-disease in the Java coffee on low’lying lands

from which the L/iberia still preserves comparative im-
miiiiity, causes more confidence to. be felt in the latter •

and many lands which have suffered most severely frorn
the ravages of this disease in the Arabian plant arc
being re-planted with Liberian.—J/. Times, Sept. 26.

—
WANDAKAN NOTES.

Continual improvement in the coffee estates isre-
ported. The Byte estate crop for August is reported
to be 33 pikuls^ 3d katties. Part of this crop, ashusked coffee, goes to Hongkong. This coffee hasbeen spoken well of in Singapore and Selangor. Theamount of fruit in all stages of the growth
to the shrubs shows no signs of diminu-
tion, and holds out every hope of monthly crons
of eyer-inereasing bulk for some month.s to come Agentleman representing a Ceylon Syndicate is in Borneo
pist now, looking for coffee land. He inspected theByte estate, and is said to have expressed a hii/l.
opinion of the coffee he saw there. ®

HisExcellency the Governor visited the gambler gar-dens at the b.ick of Sandakan the other dav and
appeared much pleased with the progress made in
that iiid’.istry.

Upwards of 60,000 coconuts have been planted here
during the last twelve months, and the commercial
barometer is assuredly on the rise, despite the croak-mgs of some people who look with doubt, not nnmixed with cynical smiles, at the curious modusoperomh suggested recently in the London office ofthe Chartered Company for the immediate enrich-ment of all who are either directly or indirectly con.
nected with the country.— /S', i' Press, Sept 24'
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SELANCOK PLANTATIONS SYNDICATE.
The first ordinary general meeting of the Selangor

Plantations Syndicate, Limited, was held on Tuesday
afternoon, at the office, 147, Leadenhall-street, E.
C., Mr. Ludwig Huttenbach presiding.
The Secretary (Mr. James Fitzpatrick) having read

the notice convening the meeting.
The Chairman said : Gentlemen, as you have just

heaid iiom the notice which has been read, this is
the statutory meeting of the company. We arc com-

meeting within four months
of the registration of the company, whether we have
anything to say to you or not, and this is the very last

1
^ months having expired today. If

that had not been the case we would have preferred
to hold this meeting a little later, so as to be able
to lay fuller information before you. As it is, we
are not in a position to say very much. This may
partly be attributed to the fact that our manager,
who has been temporarily in Europe, left only on
August 1, and) consequently, will only have arrived
out there about a week or ten days ago, and there
has not been sufficient time for him to send home
any regular reports. All arrangements have, how-
ever, been made, so that iuiinediately on his arrival

out there the property would be transferred to
the company. As stated, we have no recent specific

news
; but, geiicially speaking, wo have no reason

Whatever to alter the favourable opinion, which we
expressed when you w'ere invited to take shares. I may
further mention that although no formal reports have
reached the directors, I have seen from private ad-
vices that things on the estates are in a very satisfac-

tory condition. Instead of going now into further
particulars, let me assure you once more, in general
terms, that we are satisfied in every respect with the
state of affairs, .and that we feel that you are inter-

ested in a good, sound, and promising concern. I

Wish to emphasize once more the fact on which stress

was laid when the company was formed—that Selangor
is under British rule, aud that we have every re isou to

expect that we shall be treated in all cases not
only with ordinary fairness and justice, but, doubtless,
with special liberality and consideration, as, from tho
character of the officials out tliore, I feci convinced
that, our company being ulmost tlic first of any magni-
tude, they will give us every possible encouragoment.
Knowing, as I do, the officials out there, I feel sure
this is the case, hut if any confirimitiou were wanted
I may tell you that we have had indications to this

effect from, not merely a very high official, but the
very highest offici.il of the Belangor Government.
(.Applause.) As usual, I have kept the best to the
end, and iliat is that' it gives me special pleasure to

see that this whole meeting is composed of old friends.

I do not say this in order to mention something
which may bo pleasing to yon, but because this

fact of our knowning each other, and dealing w’ith

old friends, makes it still more incumbent on
us to do everything in our power, which can possibly

be done in furtherance of your mterests, so as not
to forfeit tho full confidence you have hitherto re-

posed in us, and which I can assure you is liighly

gratifying to us. I don t mind telling you that some
people have expressed tlic opinion that the anticipa-

tions wo have as regards this Company have been
exaggerated. Of course, this may bo so, as in agri-

cultural eiitei'priscs tho possibility of unforeseen con-

tingencies always exists
;
but 1 think 1 may remind you

that when the Sumatra Tobacco Syndicate, was fon'ned

wo were also ridiculed in some quarters for holding out

the probability of large dividends, and yet we ulti-

mately paid-, as the result of one crop, a dividend of 180

per cent. It has been lemarked to me that I per-

sonally expressed myself at the time as not satisfied

with this dividend. Well, I frankly admit that this

was tho case, and I am equally frank in telling you
now that if our anticipations as regards the Selangor

Coffee Syndicate arc realised to the letter I shall

likewise not be satisfied. I daresay you will, but I

expect something still better, and I beg to repeat that

our joints efforts will be devoted to briiig about a

perfect success. As I have mentioned, this is the

statutory meeting and there is no resolution to bo

proj)03ed. It is only a formal meeting, but I think

there can be no harm in following the usual custom
of invitiug any geutleman present to put any question
that occurs to him, and, of course, if it is in our
power we shall be only to happy to answer it.

(Applause.)

No questions being put, the Chairman said : The
following telegram from Selangor has just come in:
“ The property is now in course of transfer, which
will probably be completed in a few days.”
AVheu that transfer takes place we shall be in full

awing—in fact, I might say we are in full swing at
the present time.
A vote of thanks to the Cliairmau terminated the

meeting.—//, and C Mail, Sept. 13.

PLANTING IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

Ono of tho greatest industries of Southern India
is the cultivation of tea and coffee, which thrive
on tho sunny and rain-swept slopes of the Nilgiris
and other hills of the South, and afford continuous
and well-paid labour to a larvc proportion of the
inhabitants of the hills and of tho plains beneath.
A planter’s life is often considered by those who
have no experience of it to be a dreary and
monotonous one. In r-eality it is anyihing but that.
It is a life full of variety and activity; quite re-
deemed from any danger of monotony by the cle-
ment of speculation which enters into it, and
which alwaj's brings a certain excitement with it.

Black care and smiling hope may be said to
hover in turns round the path of the planter,
which is as full of ups and downs, and as
much smiled and frowned upon by fickle Fortune,
as is the career of a professional speculator. Coffee-
plauting, in fact, may almost be described as a fine
gamble. A few years ago this industry seemed to be
at a low ebb, prices being low and the tlemand small,
but a turn of Fortune’s wlieel has completely changed
the position of affairs. Brices are now higli, and
all goes swimmingly with the production of tho
fragrant berry, which has risen enormously in the
favour of the public.

Ill selecting the site for a coffee plantation in
these hills there are a v.uioty of thiiig.s to con.sider.
The land sliould be sheltered from tlic wind, and,
if possible, lie in tho line of tho showers that fall
in the early part of the year, and yet not bo ex-
posed to the full fury of either the S. W. or N.
E. monsoons, with their accompanying damp and
constant mists and fogs. Laud should also be cUosen
that is never affected by frost, as this scorches
and blights the coffee and is as fatal to it as fire.

Damp at the roots is another deadly enemy, and nil
land on which coffee is to grow requires careful
drainage. Another great essential is a stream of
water which runs during the whole of the crop sea-
son : this is a necessity for the process of “ pulping”
which will be described later. The coffee range
varies from 300 to -150 feet or even to (iOO foot 011

tho eastern slopes of the Nilgiris. The most favour-
able site for a plantation is a sheltered valley with
a riuiiiing stream. Coffee is grown from seed, in
nurseries, i.e., level plots of ground carefully pre-
pared trenches for water. In about eight mouths
the seedlings arc ii-aily for planting, the host time for
this being during showery weatlior, soon after tho rains
hayetetiu. When the young plants have reached a
height of 3-i feet to 4 feet, which takes 3i to 1 years,
time greatly depending on climate, soil, and situa-
tion, the trees require topiiing to prevent their growing
any taller. This idea is tho outcome of experience,
as in Arabia, tho original homo of colleo, the trees
are allowed to grow to a height of from 1‘2 to ‘20

feet, with a number of stems, nor are iho berries
plucked as with us, but slmken off, when fully ripe,

into mats spread underneath and dried in the sun.
A Nilgiri coffee plantation is a pretty sight, with

its lovely ravines, its giant trees which shade tlie

undergrowth of dark green laurel-like slirubs, their
branciu's laden with berries, some green, some gra-
dually changing colour to the bright scarlet of the
ripe ofies, which closely resemble cherries.
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Tiie coli'ea plant ia a very hn\ly one and will

su.vive anil yield after years of neglect and repeated

attacks from its many toes. These latter are nume-
rous. Its living enemies are, beside.s the siiuirrelsj

monkeys, rat ;, and birds, who love the sweei pulpy

covering of the ripe birry, the coffee-bng and tno
' borer,” a most destructive inseit. The chief dis-

eases to uhich the coffee shrub is heir are leaf rot

—which is caused by damp—and prevails in rainy,

mi.ity climates, and its worst foe, the dreaded leaf

disease. This latter is the latest and most serious of

plagues to which the long-suffering plant is subject, and
it is as lasting, damaging, and incurable as the odium ih

the vine. This is a most serious disease, which appears

to have its seat in the sap of the tree, appearing and
disappioaring with no apparent cause, on all soils, at

every elevation. Although it has not yet made its

appearance in so dangerous a form on the Nilgiris

as in the lower-lying countries of the Wynaad, Coorg,

Mysore, or Ceylon, no coffee planter can say that

his crops have not been reduced by leaf disease.

Although the cay for realizing large fortunes in

tea has gone by with a fall in the price of the

leaf, that has brought it within the reach of the

poorest, tea cultivation yields a steady, if not a big,

profit to the planter, who is willing to devote himself

to it; persona! supervision and oven labour being of

the utmost importance in tea. The task of ihe

tea-planter is altogether a bigger one than that of

the cultivator of coffee. In tea there are at least

twenty * piuckings ” a year; it therefore requires

more continual labour on the estate, as, unlike

coffee, tea is prepared ready for consumption. Tea
thiives best on the Southern and Eastern slopes of

the Nilgiris, which get a fair share of both mon-
soons, i.nd at the same time possess a warmer and
more equable climate than the Western slopes. It

requires sul'ticieiit moisture, and a certain richness

of soii and good drainage; but the less the laud on
the plantation slopes, the better it is for the tea.

Like coffee, tea is raised from seed in nurseries,

and while the seedlings are growing, the estate should
be prepared, if necessaiq’, by terracing and by
••lining,” or marking out and “pitting” cylindrical

pits cf Ja inches being tho best size.

The quality of tea depends on the care bestowed
on each of tho jirocesscs it undergoes

;
the grade is

determined by •“ sifting.” This is performed by
women or children, who do it by hand or by machi-
nery, in sieves varying in size, the tea falling through
them upon a cloth. The grades in tea are :— 1.

orange flower, or broken pekoe; 2. pekoe; 3. pekoe
souchong; 4. souchong; 5. congou. The dust which
results from all these manipulations especially from
sifLng. is sold by itself, and not mixed with the teas.

Labour has always been a matter of difficulty to the
Nilgiri planter. Local labour, alas ! is becoming
scarcer with every year. It was formerly obtained
chiefly from the Badegas, or “Northmen,” descen-

dants of Kanarese colonists from the Mysore country.
These Badegas are a hard-working and a thrifty race,

and thanks to their industrious nahits they are be-

coming a compai’atively wealthy people. Their villages

are characteristic of their prosperity, and form a
striking contrast to those of the other hill tribes,

with their rows of neatly thatched or tiled houses,
standing in fields of korali or sami and surrounded by
woll-slocked farm yards. Prosperity has made them
very iiuleiicndeiit, and they arc becoming very unsatis-

factory woikers, as they keep innumerable holidays,
and stay away altogether on the smallest provocation.
Having learnt, too, the principles of conee-plauting,
and acquired a complete knowledge of its manu-
facture, they have lately set up as planters them-
selves in a small way, and quantities of colfee are
grown and sold locally by the more wealthy Badegas.
'There arc oven iiistaiicos of Badegafe having taken
over plantations on the death or retirement of the
owner

;
and, idle and trying as they arc as hire-

lings, they display the greatest energy on their
own behalf, and will work night and day for them-
selves. When any district becomes congested, as
Mysore did some five and twenty years ago, there
is little difficulty in obtaining labour from it.

On the other hand, should a country be blessed

by good seasons and consequent prosperity, or,

again, should it be visited by a famine, which
relieve i congestion, the dilficulty of obtaining labour
is proportionately increased, and it becomes
necessary to tap more distant districts. The
southern districts of India—Trichinopoly, Madura,
and Tinuevelly—are the great recruiting f<roimds for
the planters of Ceylon, the Straits Settlements,
and Mauritius. This naturally impoverishes tire

labour supply ef the Nilgiris and other planting
districts of Southern India. The labour question is

the most important of all the difficulties that arise
to harrass the planter, and when he has succeeded
in obtaining labour his troubles are by no means at
an end. Anyone who has had the slightest acquaintance
with Indian life will realize some of the labour dif.

Acuities of a European employer, and will under-
stand how constantly friction may arise between
the planter and his coolies. At the head of all the
labourers ou the estate is the writer or overseer, who
acts as a go-between between masterand men

,
and super-

vises all the field labour. But in planting, as in most
things, the eye of the master is of supreme im-
portance, and only those planters who are willing to
devote their whole time and attention to their estates
can hope for a reasonable profit. The lowcouiitry
coolies, who are brought often from a great distance,
are housed by the planter on the estate in cooly-
lines which every planter is obliged to build for
them. Some o\raers also have a bazaar on the estate
for their coolies, which is managed by the writer, and
where the labourers and their families can obtain
necessaries at the usual rate. Of all the lowcouiitry
coolies those from Mysore are the most respectable.
They are also the most cai'eful, saving, and indus-
trious, being of higher caste than the others. The low
caste or Pariah coolies, on the contrary, are reck-
less, extravagant, and generally in want. The low-
country coolies work from 7 a.m. till 5 p.m., while
the hill coolies, who are not housed, but go to their
homes after the day’s work, come at 9 a.m. and leave
again at 5 p.m. A male coolie employed in ordinary
field labour earns 4 as., a woman ‘2^ as., and a child
from 2 as. and under a day. Skilled labourers em-
ployed in the manufacture of tea and coffee are paid at a
higher rate, and work overtime ia paid for separately.
It is a matter of great regret that the Supreme
Government seem but little disposed to follow the
excellent example set by the Ceylon Government,
in enabling planters to contract for the services
of coolies for a term of years, but are rather in-
clined to give as little encouragement and assistance
as possible to this industry in the way of legisla-
tion, even when the Madras Government, who are
in a position to understand local requirements,
strongly recommended the adoption of certain
mea,8ures sought for by the planters of Southern
India. Instances of this indifference were given
in their opposition to the Breach of Contract Act
and the Coffee Stealing Prevention Act, and to other
measures of the same character .— Tiincn of India.
Sept. 24.

—

EXPORTS OF COTTON SEED OIL

FROM THE IT. STATES.

During the last fiscal year the exports of cotton
seed oil reached 21,161,728 gallons, valued at i6,TS06,.S13.
This was a gain over the exports of 1894 of 6,203,419
pounds. Of the total exports 3,463,412 gallons
went to the United Kingdom

; to Germany, 2,674,263
gallons; France, 2,463,994 gallons

;
rest of Europe,

8,922,716 gallons
; Me.xico, l,7^20,8r)9

; Brazil, .593,295
gallons

;
British North America, 423,067 gallons. It

seems incredible that a few years ago cotton seed
oil was not known as a commercial product, and
that the cotton States wasted material which now
brings the country nearly fi7,000,000 in a single year.
The utilization of waste products is one of the most
wonderful chapters in the history of recent times,—Amciican Grocer.
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THE EXPUKT TRADE OE INDIA TOR 1894-j.

India ex|)orteil “S[>ic;e.s” to the extent of 28
millions of pounds weiglit in tlie twelve months cml-
in-' olst March last; hut “ ” "hidi used to
he hy far the most important product
this heading has fallen greatly from its old j)osi-

tion
; while the trade in “ginger” has developed

in (juite a wonderful way during tiie past three
years Irom a total of less than 4^ millioji Ih.

HI lb92-;i to more than 10.^ million Ih. in 1894-C5.
The olliciai ligures for the tliree years compare
as follows :

—

1 892-03
tncus:— b,
Raid -mams 304,5:;7

4,711,203

P-’l'P 1- 12,257,270
0 li r toits 8,825,884

180-394. 1894-95.
)'-. i .

391,010 23-1,493

C,.534.529 10,243,707
8,fio.',371 8,135,705
7,711,279 9,395,262

T.'t'd Ih. 21,101,881 23,2£9,189 28,099,307

In Cardamoms, it will be observed, there is a
considera,!)!e decrease on the tw-o previous years

—so tiiat all India now cx[iorts loss than Ceylon
which li.i.s shipped 200,900 Hi. in tlio nine months
of the emToiiL year. l>ut then the very large

home consumption in India must he rcmcmliored.

iSUHAli, reliued or crystallized, including Lhigar

Candy :

—

1802-93. 1893-04. 1894-95.

cut. cut. CW’t.

(67 106.S50 lri.206

2.3,193 26,317 3’-9i8

13,596 13,779 11,925

To Ihiitcd

Kintplom

„ Ceylon
Other G. uni lies

T.ital c»vt

SUGAK, unreliiicd,

or C.oor oiul other Saccharine Produce :

—

37,461 116,9-16 60,179

':iz., Molasses, and Jaggery

To Cnit d

K ngdoni* (!9,'^,771

o Egypt
.

,, Other Countries 4 ',3/

1

f r t.

940,122

82,91()

127,597

cwt.

855 657
75

102,375

1,150,635 958,107TtJ (wt. 798,773

Of the export and distrihiition ot our staple

“Tea” there is not much to remarle except that

the shipment to the United States is showing

a continuous increase ;
but it is unsatisfactory

to see the great decline in the quantity to Aus-

tralia, although oil the other hand, Ceylon ex-

ports are increasing. What we want is to see

China teas altogether ousted and the taste fully

established for India and Ceylon tea :

—

1892-93. 1893-91. 189-4-95.

> i.;a
lb. lb. 18.

'J'o United King-

, aoni 108,513.141 116.007,328 118,417,084

United .States 49,9:>7 1I5,«G1 227,595

Persia 1,400,(125 2,197,.525 3,172,890

Australia 3,908,087 0.2.39,538 4,871,919

(Hlu r Countries 841,037 1,472,-123 2,409,912

1,605,047

97,910
11 ).

8,672,951
786,78.5

1,737,318
94,645

lb.

9,719,331
8''3,229

Totallb. 111,722,447 126,332,-175 129,099,316

'I'he sh'pm n's of C nehona Bark shew a slight

increas ,
n 1 the d irei se in the esport (f ojimn

is n teworlhy;

—

CNCiio.XA Batik lb. ‘2.M3 J137

OcuiM c\n. 104,0.d8

UmuLnifactured ll,^t)8 ,
4
p

.NUiiutactlirfd 8 -.5,iW

Xext come a variety of
,

le- interest to us in Ceylon, i he lalling-oll in

Cntcli omdit to be of some concern to tim new

‘‘(Uch” (’o>>.pany at TrincomaleoOf Myro-

Inlans, Ceylon exports an aiiprecialde (|uanlity

,,wl .r m-oai deal more eonld lie obtained under

careful,"ex tended
suiiervisioii of our l ores Is :

* Jaggery to bo refined.

iirodnets of more or
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Byeing and Tanning M.iteiiiai.s

cwt. cw t. cwt.
Ciifcii 22).3!G 187,115 1.5.5,032

1 lidigo 12->,7()3 131,;:99 166,303
Myi-' baba: s 067,549 830,520 1,123,113
SafHowi.'i- 990 2.353 1 790
'J nrmeric 50,907 68,551 119,422
( lii-s :

— g dion.s. gallons.
.

gallon
Animal 39,695 50,352 10,325
Ess'-ntial l«,-i()l 19,03.5 20.174
Idimr.al 7

1
,780 67,377 48,39!

Pai-effii e Wax 21.-278 28,858 25,458
Vegetable, not Essenti.i!—(,'astor:

To United King-

—

doni 1.1 '3,0815 958,759 1,183,265

,, Australia 678,807 545,262 635,0.50

„ Other Countries 767.099 790,623 860.921
Total gallons 2,578,992 2,294,614 2,079,236
The inc ease in

arked :

—

the export of Coconut Oil is very

Coconut Gallons 1,643,971 821,355 2,285,524
TilorJinjili lO.Tam i«soai ow.j -7.1 >

Other kinds

Borax
Till Bhipments of Indiaiubbcr, year by year, from

India, keep wondc fully ste>dy at between 9,000
and 10,000 cwt. c llected chietly in Northern Bengal
and Assam forests:

—

Cacu'ichouc, Raw :

—

cwt. mvt. cwt.
To United Kingdom 7,7 12 7,721 6,695

,, Other Countries 2,260 1,895 2,575

Total cwt. 9,972 9,616 9,270

,, 359, 1 ^ 4

cwt. 75,-338

cwt. 7i077

328,763
44,616
7,230

529,192
4-2.810

7,880

BATS !

The Popular de Tauhate tells of two planters who
gather their coffee with the pulp already removed,
this service being performed for them by b.ats, which
eat the pulp as fast as the coffee ripens. This species

of bat should be cultivated in Selangor.

—

S. F. Press

THE PINE HILL ESTATES COMPANY,
LIMITED.

ANNUAD GENERA!. MEETING.
The annual general meeting of this Company wnis,

pursuant to notice, held at Wr. L. P. Fisher’s oflice.

Palace Square, Kandy, at 11-.30 a.m. on Saturday-
last, wdien there w'cre present Messrs. .T. Roydon
Hughes (ill the chair), L. P. Fisher. R. E. Prance
H. St. B. Evans, Hunter, and Lieut. Herbert. Miss
Nicol was represented by attorney, and Messrs. S. H.
Dyer, A. Jemniett .Brown, and F. S. Hill, and Mrs.
R. E. Prance by proxy.
The notice convening the meeting, and the minutes

of the last general meeting, having been read, the
report of the Directors for the season ending the
30th of June, 1895, was submitted to the meeting.
Mr. Hugiiks proposed, and Mr. Fishkr seconded,

that the report be adopted. Carried.
Lieut. Herukrt moved that a final dividend ot

four per cent, be declared, making with the pre-
viously declared interim dividend of five per cent.,

a dividend for the year of nine per cent. iMr. Hunieu
seconded. Carried.
Mr. Hunter moved, and Mr. Evans seconded, that

a further sum of R2,000 be placed to the credit of the
reserve fund. Carried.

Ml-. R. E. France was re-elected Director, and Mr.
Guthrie was elected Auditor for the ensuing year.
A vote of thanks to the chair then terminated the

proceedings.—Local “ Times.”

Bat.s and (,‘oi’EEE.

—

/l/>rof)o.s of your para
about hats and con'ue is Iho following' from Di-.

Nicliolls’ work on 'hopirid dtiiintlfiirr: “In
crop time one will often .see paivhnieiit eofl'ee
on tlie ground nmb'r (he Irci's, (his is usually
called ‘ liat-coHee ’ for the bats have eaten the
])ulp ami dropped the beaus envek)[ieil in their
paichmenl.”

—

Cor,
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A TEA MACHINIST’S FACTORY
I spent last week in

ABEUDKEN,
where I was j^lad to meet several Ceylon friends.

I also took the opportnnity of vi.siting lUr. William
Jackson’s factory, where the models of his various

inventions are prepared. Mr. Jackson showed me
Dire of his new

P.\UAGON TEA DIUERS
(similar to the one which has recently been erected
on Great Western estate) and explained the various
improvements which it possessed ivcr previous driers.

I also saw in process of manufacture one of the
new tea roll breakers which Jfr. .Jackson has just

invented, a marked feature of which is its compara-
tively noiseless working. U]rstairs were models of

Mr. .Jackson’s varioirs previous inventions; some of

the latter ones, however, being absent, owing to

their not having yet being returned after produc-
tion in court at the recent trials of the famous
l.rw-suit. On the floor was a quantity of “ withered

”

eaf,—not tea, but
ELDEll LEAVES,

a boxful of which, after rolling and firing, stood close at

hand. The leaf when hot from the firer has a smell
not unlike that of tea, but this soon disappears. When
Mr. .Jackson first began utilising the elder leaves
thus, he noticed that his workmen, as they left of

an evening, would pocket a handful of the fired leaf

to carry home. He therefore asked his foreman to

malvo inquiries as to what the men did with it
;

and ho w-'S amused to learn that two cupfuls of the
decoction acted as

AN EMETIC !

Mr. .Jackson tried one cup of the infusion himself

;

but it took a lot of cream and sugar to make it

palatable. I was also shown a box of

TEA-DUST,
one of five which had been sent to IMr. .Jackson
from China with an order for a machine that
would separate from the tea clay the dust that
was mixed w'ith it. (The tea dust, I should ex-

plain, was what is used for the manufacture
of “brick tea”; and consumers have begun to
resent having to pay for and swallow clay dust;
hence the application.) The English agent of the
Chinese firm was shown a machine w'hich he thought
would suit the purpose of his clients

;
but he would

not fix on it until he had referred to them ;
.and

meanwhile he insisted on returning the boxes of dust
to China. One box, how'ever, Mr. .Jackson retained
as a curiosity.

TWO INGENIOUS MACHINES OF AMEIUCAN MANUFACTURE
were shown me by Mr. Jackson. One of these was for
boring holes in iron or wood, the borer being cap-
able of being moved to any' position upwards, down-
wards, or horizontally. The price was con-idcrably
less than that asked for an English machine of

inferior capability. To the other machine
AN AMUSING STORY

W'as attached. One day Mr. -Jackson was
on the point of leaving for London, when
in walked a Ymkee, who asked if he would
look at a machine for cutting wood, at the same
time pulling from bis pocket a bundle of prospectuses.
Mr. .Jackson replied :

“ I am leaving for London in

ten minutes; so you had better show the papers to

my foreman.” “Oh, but J can show you the machine
itself,” said the Yankee. “ Why, have you got it in
y'oiir pocket?” asked Mr. Jackson. “No, but it is

outside,” returned our American friend
;
“.and lean

show it to you at W'ork here within ten mii utes if

you wish.” Mr. .Jackson consented
;
and soon up drove

a convey'ance drawn by a couple of fine horses, with
two men holding the machine. 'J'his was set up on
the floor of Mr. .Jackson’s woikioom

;
and ten

niinutes afterwards I\fr. .Jackson was on Ins way to
the station for Jjondon, and the Yankee was
away with a cheque in his pocket.
“That is how the Americans do business,” added

Mr. Jackson, “while tl>e English workmen arc nap-
ping.” The machine, which is a very simple one,
has over and over again repaid its cost to Mr. Jack-
son, who has never repented of his hasty bargain.

D. W. F.

NEW PRODUCTS.

An old jflanter w'ritos “ Thanks for l!i

valuable infonuatiun re C'ami)h()r ;
the tree would

erow' well liere, tliore being .sevcr.al varieties in-

(ligenous. Another indigomuis tree here might
be turned to aceoiint tim Gora'.a of the Sinhalese
belonging to same family as the Mangosteen

—

and producing the Gainh.jf/e of coimiierce—what
is tlie value of Gamboge at present ‘P’

So far baede as 188-1, a consignment of Gamboge
in its natural state from Ceylon fctclied Gil os

])er ewt. in the home m.arket. TTiis w.as from
the Grirn'uia morellri (the “Gokatu'’ or “ Kana
Goraka” of the SinliAlese). How collected we
cannot s;ty. In 18;)!, tlicre wore 17 ewt. -0-1 2 lb.

of “Gun'i” exported from Ceylon, the local

Customs V,ablation being RlTo. In 1893, the ex-

j)ort was 41-cw’t. -1-6 lb. valued .at Rl,5.j0. The
latest London quotations for Gamboge are :

—
Siam (pickings to good clean pipe) £6 10s to £10
os (per ewt. we suppose).

^
WHOLES! )ME CO F FEE.

A writer in The Jjuncet lameut.-i that good, whole-

some, pure coffee, free fiom chicory, is not brought

to the notice of the public by advertisers as much
as tea, cocoa, or chocolate is. Ash- observes, those

who have travelled on the Continent know that a

cup of excellent coffee can be obtained at an almost

trifling cost, and know what an .excellent stimulant

it is. Why (it is asked) should this be ? and why,

on the other hand, should coffee, ev u in the homes
ot the rich in this country, be too often wholly

undrinkable? That there is no difficulty about the

making of good coffee is held to be proved by the

fact that the best is made in the simplest apparatus

—a plain eartheuwai'o jug. This, with boiling water

and a reasonable amount of berries, freshly ground,

is all that is required. “Roth the demand and supply

of coffee in this country (adds the writer) are

diminishing, but a more extended knowledge of its

value as a stimulant and as an article of diet would
ensure its increased use and in due time its reduced

price.”

—

Dai';/ News, Sept, 5.

THE CANARY ISLANDS.

Although largely and necessarilj' of a highly
technical nature, the lengthy ai ticle in tlie .Angu.st

number of tlie Journal of tlie Royal llorticiil-

tural Society on “ The Plant.s and Ganlen.s of

the Ganaiy Islaml.s,” by the Assistant Director
of the Royal Garilens at Jvew, will he read
with considerable interest not only by scientilio

botanists (wlio nill liiul, in addition to the
general discussion of tlie flora of the several
islands of tlie Arclii|iel<igo, a list of such Canary
lilants as are at pre.seiit under cultivation at
Ivew, and a catalogue, apjiarently the first that
has ever been gi\en in Englisli, of the native
and introduced plants in tlie Rotanical Garden
near Orotava), but by the annually increasing
number of our comitrymeii who direct tlieir

steps to these soiitlierii resorts to escai>e the
Siverity and the uncertainties of Tmp winter
climate, and also by market-gardeners, fruit

growers, and indeed by all classes of trade.s-

men who are in any way connected with that
coiirplicated problem—the distiibiitioii of our food
supplies, wlietlier obtaineil from home or foreign
sources, d'lie Ganaiy groiqi is composed of

1.3 islands, six of which are very small.
Tlicj' are situated almost wholly between llie

ijavallcls of 28deg. and 29deg. N., but they are

scattered over several degrees of longitude, so

tli.at while Fuertcvontiira is witliin GO miles of

Cape Juby on tlie African coast, Raima and
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Iliervo are about 300 miles distant. In former
times tliey were known as tlr' Fortunate Islamls.

Vliny knew of tlieir existeuco. Juba, Kin};' of

Mauritania, desi)atclied a lleet to visit tlieui,

afterwards reijortiny tliem to Augustus Ca'sar

as clotlied witii lire. He also sent to Koine two
large dogs from the islands, and to this fact is

attributed the jiroliable origin of tlie name Canary.
The l‘ortuguese rediscovered the islands in the
14th century, tlie inhabitants being the brave
Cuanehes. Early in the next century Fuerte-

ventura and Lanzarote were taken possession of

by the King of Castile, biu it took until nearly

the close of the centurw before the Spaniards

succeodeil in subjecting t^ gallant Guanches in

all the islands. After cruel persecution at the

bands of the conquerors tlie last of the

original inhabitants bad di.sappeared before the

end of the 16th century. Tlie islands have

ever since been not a colony, but a Spanish

province, and their fortune has been a very

varied and capricious one. “Under the [iro-

scriptive policy of Spain,” said one writer,

“ nothing depending on human exertion pros-

pers, and though the Canary Islands are less

exposed to its despotism than any other [lart of

the Spanish Dominions, everything languishes.
’

This, however, is only partially true, for, like

our own West Indian Islands, the Caiaries

have suffered reverses through the changes

which from time to time take place in the

demands for various jiroducts, and the keen

competition with which they have to contend.

In the early days of the Spanish occuiiation the

cultivation of the sugar-cane was the great in-

dustry of the islands, tlie African negro being

the labourer. Vines were introduced long ago,

Canary wine or sack being a famous be\erage

in England in the time of Shakesjie.are. Kut

mildew, and not Spanish despotism, afterwards

wrouglit sad havoc among the vineyards, and

the imblic taste changed. Cochineal culture

was introduced in 1826, and soon became an

important indu.stry, but science has discovered

how to extract all the colours of the rain-

bow out of eofil tar, and amongst the many
sufferers were the Canary Islands, whose

cochineal trade dwindled to a mere nothing.

They have, however, entered u])on another pros-

perous jieriod, thanks to the indefatigable exer-

tions of Mr. Alfred .lones, of Liverpool, who
has induced the inhabitants to try other indus-

tries.

So far as invalids and holiday-makers are con-

cerned the geographical situation of the Archi-

pehifo is all that could be desired, d'hey are

not tn the Tropics, and they can hardly be des-

cribed as being of the Temperate zone. But

while the islands are all in about the .same

latitmle, they present differences in asjiect, cli-

mate, crops, llora, customs of the people, and

so on the eastern islands being more African

and the western ones more Atlantic in character,

and as Dr. Morris points out, the amount of

've<*etation in the several islands increases with

their distance from the African mainland. At

Las Palmas, in Grand Canary, the coldest month

is .lanuary, but the mean temreratuie foi this

month exceeds 62deg., against less than .Gideg.

on the Uiviera, and about 89deg., in London.

.July is the warmest month at the Koyal

Observatory, tJreenwich, its ineiin temperature

being 62ideg., so that mid-winter in Gnind ( unary

is as warm as midsummer in Loudmi, the lowe-t

ni'dit temper.ature registered at Las Palmas in

live years being til .bleg. Passenger steamers tre-

quently call at the islands, the voyage Irom 1 ly-

inouth occupying live days, from London six,

and from Liverpool seven. The islands are almost

entirely of volcanic formation— reallj’ the jieaks

of submerged mountains a continuation of the Atlas

chain running westward from Morocco into the

Atlantic. Since the clo.'C of last century there

have been no volcanic outbreaks, but formerly

they were rather severe, ilie eruption of 1701 des-

troying thousands of lives and a number of towns
on the island of Teneriffe. To get at the volcanic

mud, wliiidi is a rich fruitful soil, it is often

necessary to blast I lie solid overlying la\ a, ami
this has to be piled ii]) in lieajKs so that the

country iiresents locally the ajipearance of an
extensive stone (luarry. Both soil and climate are

favourable to widely dissimilar classes of vege-

tation, strictly tropical plants such as the •‘-ug.ir

cane, banana, the oil palm of Africix, and the
coconut palm growing alongside the common oak,
ash, bramble, white poplar, and other trees of

our more northern latitude. 'I'lie most remark-
able tree in the Canaries seems to b(> the ilragon's-

blooii tree, one “of the most celebrated in the
annals of natural history.,’' .Strange to say,

similar ilr.agon’s-bhtod trees are known to grow
in various parts of Africa, aero.ss to Abyssinia,
.Somaliland, and .still further east on the island

of Socotra. Profo.ssor Bayley Balfour states that
they are remains of an old African flora which
covered the greater part of the continent when the
climatic w.as very miicli colder than it is now.
Clinutic cli.anges load gr.adually driven it out and
rejilaced it by inore tropical plants.

The islands now’ depend for their living

mainly on garden cultivation, there being
no large estiucs or farms. All the fields are

small, land being exceedingly valuable every-

where. Its letting value is from ±To to T25
]jer acre, and to tliis has to be added the cost

of water, which runs to from iilU to .TL') an
acre. An acre of good land therefore means an
initial exiienditure of £40 and the cost of labour
before any profit can be made. An excellent

system of irrigation is, however, in operation,

large tanks having been constructed to store up
the winter rains for use during the dry season.

'I'lie secret of the present luosperity of the
Canaries is this provision to secure an abun-
dance of moisture all the year round. M’ith-

out it the land would be of very little value.

As it is, the tenants are able to raise three,

and even four croiis ,a year—a fact which 1ms
been received wiili some incredulity by not a
few English agriculturists. This prolilic quality
of the soil explains why the rents are .so high,

but with so many harvests it is not unusual
for the thrifty and hard-working inhabitants to

clear £30 an acre per annum— a very good pro-

lit on the large out hay. The w hide of the work
is ilone in the most primitive fashion, wooden
ploughs drawn by oxen doing all the ploughing
nece.ssary. With what rapidity crops reach ma-
turity may be gathered from the fact that a
steamer leaving England with seed potatoes in

the middle of Movember returns home with a

eirgo of new potatoes in the following February,
the plants appearing above ground in about a
w’eek, and in another fixe or six weeks the

t ibers are dug up and shi])ped. England is the
principal customer for the fruit and vegetables
grown in the ( anaries. In 1892 we received
59,.")08 tons out of the 03,601 tons of ban.anas

exported from the islands
;

and of the 96,842
tons of vegetables .T.), 124 tons came to Enghand,
anil 27.970 tons we.it to the West Indies. Most
of the bananas come to us from Gi.and Canary
and most of the tomatoes and jiotatoes from
Teneriffe. We received in one year no less than
118,6.32 tons of fresh fruit from the.se fortunate
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isles. Bananas are largely grown on Grand
Canary and Tenerille, llonrisliing only on well-

irrigated land in warm localities near the sea.

Eami bunch is made up of from 150 to 250 lingers,

and in 189.3 (rrand Canary alone exported 217,095

bunches. Canaiy oranges .are of excellent llavour,

and recall the now .almost extinct St. Michael
oranges. The trees unfortunately are little cared
for, and they are consequently badly allected

with disease. Tlie tomato industry is quite a
new one, but it has increased by le.aps and
boirnds. Not until 1887 were .any tomatoes
exj)orted, by 1893 tliere were 54,641 cases, and
in the first half of 1894 the tot.al was 85,000 cases.

The actual cost of growing, p.acking, ami delivering

in I.oudon is estimated at 2d per lb. Tlie potato

trade is conlineil to the early months of the ye.ar,

dowm to the end of M.ay. In the first lialf of 189.3

the number of cases shipped was 15,101, and for

the corresponding period of 1894 it rose to 32,60!).

There is still some tr.ade in wine cocliine.al,

cere.als, sugar, and many other fruits and vege-

tables, hut it is evident that the inhabitants are

concentrating their energies mainly on bananas,
potiitoes, and tomatoes, for the English' markets
in the hast place .—Monxmcj Post.

A FICUS STRANGLING A M.ANGO TREE.

Our illustration, taken from a photograph kindly
furnished by Mr. G. M. Woodson, College of Science,
Poonah, exhibits a Mango tree growing in a grove
near Lanowlee, on the Western Ghauts, India, being
killed in the embraces of a Ficus. The process of

destruction is well and correctly described in the fol-

lowing words by Mr. .James Rodway in the Guiana
Foreit

“ Woe betide the forest giant when he falls info

the clutches of the Clusia or Pig. Its seeds being
pi'ovided with a pulp, which is very pleasant to the
taste of a great number of birds, are carried from
tree to tree, and deposited on the branches. Here
it germinates, the leafy stem rising upward, and the
roots flowing, as it were, down the trunk until they
reach the soil. At first those aiirial roots are soft

and delicate, with apparently no more power for evil

than so many small streams of pitch, which they
resemble in their slowly-flowing motion downward.
Here and there they branch, especially if an obs-

truction is met with, when the stream either changes
its course or divides to right and left. Meanwhile
leafy branches have been developed, which push
themselves through the canopy above, and get into

the light, where their growth is enormously acceler-

ated. As this takes place the roots have generally
reachejS the ground, and begun to draw sustenance
from below to strengthen the whole plant. Then
comes a wonderful development. The hitherto soft

aiirial roots begin to harden and spread wider and
wider, throwing out side-branches which flow into

and amalgamate with each other until the whole tree-

trunk is bound in a series of iri’e^ular living hoops.
The strangler is now ready for its deadly work. The
forest giant, like all exogens, must have room to

increase in girth, and here he is bound by cords
which are stronger than iron bands. Like an athlete,
he tries to expand and burst his fetters, and if

they were rigid he might succeed. . . . The bark
bulge between every interlacing—bulges out, and even
tries ki overlap

;
out the monster has taken every

precaution against this by making its bands very
numerous and wide As the tree becomes weaker
its leaves begin to fall, and this gives more room
for its foe. Soon the strangler expands itself into
a great bush almost as large as the mass of branches
and foliage it has effaced If we look carefully
around us wo see examples of entire obliteration

—

a Clusia, or Fig, standing on its reticulated hollow

E
illar, with only a heap of brown humus at its

ase to show what has become of the trunk which
once at(5od up in all its majesty on that spot.”

—

OarxTAieva' Chronicle, Sept. 21.

AGRICULTURIST.

A FIRE RESISTING TREE.
An interesting .account of a fire resisting tree

IS given Mr. Roliert Thomson in a Consular re-
port on Golomhia. He writes :—The thousands
ot square of natural pastnr.age on the pl.ains
.and lower hi. Is of Tolinia assume during the rainy
season tlie most lie.autiful verdure. But in tlie
.alternate season of drought the gener.al aspect is
that of a desert. These lands were originally ac-
quired at a nominal cost. No conservation of the
natuial fertility of the Land has ever been taken
into consideration. On the contr.ary, the natural
grasses, interinixed avith scrub or brushwood, have
been systematically Imrncd from year to ye.ar, and
the Ijurnings effected during the most scoi'chino'
periods of drought. Tlie principal object attained by
this process of despoliation is the reproduction of
new and tender herbage or p.astnrage, which, with
the advent of the rainy season, forthwith covers
the p.arc I led surface. V.ast pastor.al regions—scores
of thousands of square miles—in tropic.al America
are thus m.aint.ained. Half a century, or it may
be a centurjq of this treatment suffices to extin-
guish almost every trace of fertility in the .soil.

In Tolinia alone hardly less than 2,000 square
miles of savannahs and hills, ascending to .some
3.000 feet, have in this waay been tr.ansformed into
comparatively barren wastes. And in other parts
of the Republic many thousands of square miles
have similarly lapsed by thib devastating
process.

A STRANGE SIGHT.

This persistent burning of the savannahs and
hills for crops of renewed p.astnrage plays des-
perate havoc ivith all other vegetation, trees and
brushwood. Isolated p.alm trees, with their in-
tensely hard trunks and endogenous structure,
together with groups of brushwood in sheltered
or humid spots, sometimes avithstand the fury of
the flames. There is, however, one phenomenal
exception to this subversive power of the fires. A
humble tree with contorted and rugged trunks and
blanches and scabrous leaves, a tree presenting the
most subdued and iveird aspect conceivable

; "this
pigmy tree not only resists the fury of the flames,
but fire is actually congenial and subservient to
its existence, for the tree, instigated by the con-
flagrations, forms itself into great plantations. The
name of this tree is chap.arro (Rhopala obovata),
indigenous to Colombia and other South American
countries._ It attains a height of 15 to 20 feet,
and its distorted trunks measure from nine to 12
inches in diameter. It is avidely distributed in
Colombia, for I have found it at the Sierra Nevada,
of S.ant.a Marta and dispersed inland 1,000 miles
from the sea. In contact with great forest fires
it maintains a precarious existence. But, as al-
ready explained, it usurps dominion in places where
no other tree can grow. In Tolinia it abounds on
the slopes and ridges of the hills at elevations from
1.000 to 3,500 feet. In this department alone
hundreds of square miles of the lower hills which
hav'e been reduced to sterility by incessant burn-
ings .are occupied by this diminutive tree, and it
assumes theasjieetof vast systeni.atically formed
and well-kept plantations. This is more than .a

triumph of the “surviv.al of the fittest.” It is
very remarkable th.at these fire-begotten plantations
are noivhere crowdeil to excess

; on the contrary
the trees are so regul.arly pl.aced that their aspect
vies with that of the most c.arefiilly formed planta-
tions. There is a popular belief in Tolinia where
alluvial gold abounds that this tree flourishes only
on those seductive lands, serving as a guide to
searchers after the precious metal,—PtoRecr,
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GOVERNMENT CINCHONA PLANTATION
IN BENGAL.

The result of the year’s operations of the Govern-
ment Cinchona Plantation and factory in Bengal was
that the total number of living cinchona plants at
the Government plantations in Sikkim and at Nim-
bong, excluding the nursery stock at the close of

the year, was 3,927,501. The demand for quinine
having increased owing to the success of the pice-
packet system. Dr King has ordered two to three
hundred acres of land to be prepared for the purpose
of being planted out witli new trees. The crop of

the year amounted to .500,.53i lb. of dry bark, of which
295,0541b. were obtained from the trees uprooted on
the Government plantation in Sikkim, and 205,480 lb.

W'ere collected from the trees uprooted at Nimbong.
The bulk of the bark, with the exception of 126,603 lb.

of the red sort, was of the quinine-producing kind.
The outturn of bark per tree was over a pound,
as compared with less than half a pound per tree in

the preceding year, when the majority of the trees

cropped were dwarfed and feeble. The whole crop,

less 1,959 lb. sold to a medical dep6t and to other
purchasers, was, as usual, made over to tbe Cinchona
Factory for disposal. The outturn of the factory was
8,318 lb. of sulphate of quinine, the produce of 393,150 lb.

of yellow bark, and 4,032 lb. of cinebona febrifuge,

the yield froin 105,560 lb. of red bark. All these
figures are decidedly satisfactory, but a precisely

similar question arises in regard to the Bengal plan-

tation and factory to that raised with reference to

the Madras concern : Is it impossible for private
plantations to supply Government with all the bark
it requires in excess of the production of the Govern-
ment plantations as they now stand ? If it is, the
extension of the plantations is justifiable. If, how-
ever, private enterprise is able and willing to meet
the demand, than an extension of the Government
plantations can only be regarded as a step in the
direction of State interference with private trade.

Such 'interference is opposed to the principles laid

down by the British Government and the Government
of India, and we trust that planters, and others, in

Bengal will stand by planters down here in their

representation to the effect that no extension of

Government cinchona plantations in this country is

necessary or desirable. The manufacture of quinine
is quite a distinct matter from the production of

cinchona-bark. Private enterprise has so far mani-
fested no inclination to take the former in hand, »o
the Government is free to develop the manufacture
as much as it likes .—Madras Times.

COFFEE PLANTING IN THE HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS ;

230,000 ACRES OF SUITABLE LAND
AVAILABLE :

2,500 ACRES PLANTED: 20,000 MORE
EXPECTED IN 2 OR 3 YEARS.

A UKPORT has Lately been made to tlie Executive
anil Advisory Council of the Republic of Hawaii
by a Labour Commission relative to the Collee

Planting industry. Having in view the disasters

which have happened in certain British Colonies

owing to shortage of labour the authorities in

Hawaii are looking ahead and are considering

what steps should be taken to render imitossible

in their case the evils referred to. T'he framers

of the Re]ioi't are fully aw,are of the danger
which exists in allowing I he island to depend

entirely upon the single industry of sugar. In

reviewing the present conditioii of the ci^flee

industry the rct>ort states :
—

The soil and climate of several districts are ad-

mirably adapted to the cultivation of coffee, and
there is no reason why this industry should not in

a few years, with proper encouragement, equal in the

value of its product the sugar industry. In the Kona

district of Hawaii, the land suitable for coffee plant-

ing covers an area of more than 80,000 acres. The
excellent growth of the coffee plants and the quality

of their truit during the last forty years, demons-
strate the exceptional adaptability of this district for

the purpose. Aside from wild or uncultivated plants
which cover considerable areas, there are probably 100

acres which have been recently planted and will soon
be in bearing. This acreage is being added to every
month, while buildings are being erected, and other
improvements made. Several plantations have re-

cently been started with considerable capital, men of

experience and means are engaging in the business,
and the majority of the planters reside on their plan-

tations and superintend their own work. In this dis-

trict tbe successful production of coffee has been
thoroughly demonstrated. The greatest drawback,
however, to its more extended cultivation here is the
inability of settlers to acquire lands, owing to the fact

that vast areas are covered by leasehold interests,

which bring little revenue to their owners or the
Government. If arrangements could be made by
legal enactment or otherwise, by which these large
areas could be generally opened up to settlers,

there would be in a few years an extraordinary
growth of the coffee industry in this district.

In the Puna and Hilo districts there has also been
within two years a great development of this in-

dustry. In the Olaa section nearly 14,000 acres have
been leased to proprietors who are now engaged in

it. About 600 acres have been planted, while nearly
1,000 acres have been cleared at great expense, and
are nearly ready for planting. In the Puna, Hilo
and Hamakua districts of the island of Hawaii, there
are probably 150,000 acres of land on which the
coffee plant will grow to more or less advantage, and
upon this land, also, fruits and vegetables may be
successfully cultivated. None of the land herein
referred to as suitable for coffee, is now planted with
sugarcane, and most of it is unsuitable for sugar culti-

vation.

On the island of Maui there are a number of

excellent coffee plantations. In Hamakualoa, about
sixty Portuguese families have secured homesteads,
and each of them has a coffee patch. The latest
lanter on the island is a Chinaman in the Kula
istrict. Without attempting to give even approxi-

mate figures, it is safe to say that many thousands
of acres of land on that island are suitable for this pur-
pose. There is also a considerable aci-eage under
cultivation on the islands of Oahu and Kauai.
The ojiinion is ex]3re.ssed in the Report that coffee

planting enconrage.s a desirable class of settlers

and in this connection it Ls mentioned :

—

It is a significant fact that there are already over
200 intelligent, enterprising white men, mostly small
proprietors, engaged in this industry, nearly all of
whom will become permanent settlers.

Regarding the extent of land in coffee plantation.s

stated at 2,500 acres ;

—

In November, 1892, a committee of the Planters’
Labored Supply Company estimated that the acreage
of the cultivated coffee land on Hawaii, Maui and
Molokai was 1,325. If to this is added that of Oahu
and Kauai, and also the large increase during the
last two years, it is safe to estimate that the total
acreage is now not far from 2,500. If there should
be as now proposed by the Government, a wise and
satisfactory adjustment of the land tenures, there may
be within a few years not less than 20,000 acres
under coffes. Moreover, it is very apparent that the
sugar planters are closly watching the pioneers in
coffee, and if they are successful, many of the former
will place large areas of land now uncultivated, under
coffee, !inl make this industry auxiliary to that of
sugar.

For facts and figures the Commissioners refer to
the case of Ceylon and t he report states :

—
In 1875 the otlficial returns of the Island of Ceylon

showed that 204,000 acres of land were under coffee,
and that 2(M),(H)0 laborers were required in the culti-

vation
;

that is to say, about one laborer to the
acre. With the better class of labor and improved
methods in these Islands, it is believed that one man
can cultivate three, or in some cases, oven
live acres. But iu tho picking season there will pro*
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bably be neeeed about one person to the acre. Wo-
men and children M'ould siniply this need to some
extent, if men with families could be induced
to immigrate and settle here. If there should
be within the next few years 20,000 acres of

land under coffee cultivation on Hawaii alone,
there would be needed in the picking season,
according to the above estimate, nearly 20,000 labor-
ers including women and children. According to
returns received at the office of this Commission, the
number of laborers employed on all the sugar plan-
tations on December 31st, 1894, was between 20,000
and 21,000. Such an increase in the coffee acreage
would therefore require, during part of each year,
as many laborers as are now employed in the great
sugar industry of the country. The demand for
laborers on the coffee plantations is now readily sup-
plied by the Japanese whose contracts with the sugar
planters have expired. The demand for this labor
IS as yet limited, but it is evident that with the
present rate of increase in acreage there must in-

evitably develop a competition for laborers between the
sugar and coffee planters which may prove disas-

trous to both, or may result in the irreparable losses
before referred to as experienced in Demarara and
the Strait Settlements. There is no doubt that in

those countries the labor question was allowed “ to

take care of itself,” and with the most disastrous
results. A similar experience here, caused by a want
of laborers, might be regarded as a national disaster
in more ways than one. The subject, therefore,
becomes one of supreme importance to the State
and community.
The Coinmi.ssioners proceed to put a valuation
on tlie coffee plantations in the following manner:

—

Regarding the coffee industry as a source of Go-
vernment revenue, the Commission is informed that
in the island of Ceylon, the coffee plants have, when
in full bearing, for some purposes, the value of one
dollar a tree. It seems to the Commission that the
same valuation may be justly placed on the plants
here, if the planters meet with anything like the
success they expect. For purposes of sale coffee laud
with full bearing trees upon it, would be worth
j|(500 per acre, allowing only 500 trees to the acre
and calling the land nothing. On this basis the value
of 20,000 acres with coffee trees in bearing would be
110,000,000, and at the present tax rate of one per
cent., if taxed at that value, the annual revenue to

the Government would be $100,000. This estimate
is, however, only suggestive, it being most likely that
the coffee plantations would be valued for purposes
of taxation, at considerably lower figures. The annual
product of the crop from the moderate area named,
allowing 800 trees to the acre, which is less than the
average, would be, at one pound to the tree, 16,000,000
pounds, which, at the price of fifteen cents per pound,
would amount to $2,400,000, or about one-third the
value of the present sugar crop. This gross return
of $2,400,000 would give, if equally divided, $1,000
each to 2,400 families, or $500 each to 4,800 families.

Estimating four persons to the family, it appears
that nearly 20,000 persons could derive a comfortable
living from this moderate acreage, and with more
comfort than the average moderate farmer in the
United States is able to get. The value of other
home products is not here taken into account. Small
independent proprietors would produce for their own
consumption, and by their own labor, vegetables,

fruits, poultry, and meats, the value of which should
be added to the income from the coffee crop. The
value of these products, even if not sold, is of great
importance in the economy of life. This estimate,
if correct, shows again the importance and value of

this industry in reconstructing the social and political

situation in the Islands. If twenty thousand acres
of land should be successfully placed under coffee

cultivation within the next two or three years, there
is no reason why 30,000 or 60,000 acres more should
not be put under cultivation at no distant period.
No article known in the world’s trade as a staple
article, saleable in all markets, has been up to the
present time produced in these Islands, besides
sugar and rice. The production of coffee now adds
{bnother staple article,
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The Report goe.s on to deal with tlie labour
question in detail. It is a question of wdiether
occidental or oriental countries are to be ta))))ed
for

^

labour supjily. Sentiment, it is stated, is

against eastern labour, a fact which by no means
siniplihes tlie position.

INDIAN GOVERNMENT BOTANICAL
GARDENS NEAR MUSSOOREE.

We have received a copy of the report of the
progress of the Government Botanical Gardens at
Saharanpur, Mussooree. The financial results are
satisfactory and considerable work has been done in
the way of improvement The Garden still continues
to supply the Medical Department with drugs, but
the demand during the year was less than usual.
The Ceylon medical stores are at present doing
something in the way of preparing ointments, tin^-
ures, &c., by which a considerable saving is no
doubt being effected, and the idea of “growing”
some of their own drugs might with advantage he
borrowed from North-West India. We note that
there is a good sale of fruit from the Gardens, as
much as Rl,306 having been realized during the past
year. The American Dewberry is again reported to
give excellent results, but we have not yet heard
of the plants at the Hakgala Gardens or those with Mr.
J . W. Ebert at Demetegoda, as bearing fruit. Mention
is made of the introduction of the “ Red Ceylon Peach”
into the Gardens from Florida, which however, turns
out to be no stranger to Saharanpur. The report
mentions the despatch of cow pea seed to the
Superintendent of the Colombo School of Agri-
cultrrre, who has already reported in his “ Agricul-
tural Magazine ’’—see file of Tropical Aqnculttirist
—of the success of his trials. Sisal 'Hemp is
stated to be making excellent progress, growing on
raised embankments. Regarding Teosinte, another
fodder plant successfully introduced into Colombo by
the Superintendent of the School of Agriculture, and
grown at the School and a few other places, we are
told “ the plant yields a nutritious and excellent
green forage, so it cannot be made too widely known
or be too often brought to the notice of all who re-
quire to grow forage in large quantities.”

OFFICIAL IGNORANCE ON PLAN G
MATTERS :

A CLEVER AND ORIGINAL SPEECH.
The following speech, which was delivered by

Mr. J. W. Hocking, of Wynaad, in moving the
adoption of the address to the Viceroy at the
last general meeting of the U, P. A. S. I., but
which was inadvertently omitted by our reporter
deserves publication as it exemplifies clearly tbe
ignorance prevailing on planting matters:—
A great deal had been said about the necessity

of educating Government to a knowledge of their
position. He could give an excellent instance of how
one person had been educated to a knowledge of the
planter s position. His wife was brought up on
“ Uncle Tom’s cabin ” idea that all planters were
slave drivers. She had lived in the midst of a lare-e
labouring population and, through continually hear-
ing their grievances, she became an ardent Radical
in regard to improving the position of the labour-
ing classes. But she met with the same difficulty
plaiRers are met with. Planters are recommended
by Government to solve all their difficulties by rais-
ing the rate of pay. Talking over this subject with
a Radical friend of h6rs, 'the village mason, the
same difficulty met Mrs. Hockin. It is quite true,
she said, that you ought to have more wages, but
if they were raised higher than they are now who
in this parish could afford to employ you ? The man
scratched his head and said That is so, I never thought
of that. Apparently the Government of India also
had never thought of that. Planters had to make
two ends meet

; they paid their coolies as much as
they could afford which wRiS a y§i’y large increase QQ
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what the coolies could earn in their own villages. Al-

though his wife had repeatedly declared she would
never marry a planter, she eventually did so, and
had now over ten years’ experience of planters and
instead of classing them with the villain Segrce or

even with the well-meaning St. Clair who found
himself helpless in the, face of the evil system
then obtaining in America, she now classes plan-
ters with the benevolent squire and farmer in

England without whom every one, except the most
bigoted Radical, admits the country parish could
not get on. No man is a hero to his own valet

and few are so to a w'ife with Radical ideas, but

if practical experience can convert a Radical wife

to think well of planters’ treatment of their

coolies, planters need not despair that a similar

experience may have a similar effect on the Govern-
ment of India and the Secretary of State. It is for

that reason that planters ask that an enquiry may
be made into the w'orking of Act XIII of 1859 in

Southern India. Planters have every confidence
' that the Collectoi's of Southern India w'ill report as

the Commissioner of the Tea Districts in Northern
India did that the practical working of the Act
is “ harmless and even beneficial.” Planters have

been repeatedly taunted by English lawyers that

the measures they demand are opposed to the

principles of modern legislation. In reply they

would point to the English Merchant Shipping

Act passed in 1854 and amended so lately as 1880.

In that Act penal punishment is provided for the

breach of a civil contract, doubtless because the mer-

chant sailor being generally, not only pen-

niless, but under an advance from the ship

before she sails, no fine can be levied. Planters

elaim that their case is on all fours with that of

the merchant captain; their coolies are not only

penniless but, like the sailor, always in debt to some
one and advances are absolutely necessary to pro-

vide for the coolies families in their absence and to

free them from the debt they always owe to the

village landlord and trader who will not allow them
to move until the debts are paid. No fine can be

levied on coolies with no property but debt as it

cannot be levied on a sailor in a similar case, and
if the imprisonment of the English sailor for breach

of civil contract is not opposed to the principles of

modern legislation it is difficult to understand why
the imprisonment of the coolies, for the same offence

and under similar condition is.

—

M. Mail.

TEA PLANTING IN CEYLON.

Rum-tom-tom, rum tom-tom, nun-tom-tom. These
were the sounds that woke me up from my sleep

the first morning after my arrival on the tea estate

to which I had come out to learn my work a.s a tea

planter under the premium pupil system. Wliilc I

was wondering what all the noise was about, a ser-

vant knocked at my door and told me that the tom-

tom was beating to summon the coolies to work, and
that unless I wanted to be late I must dress quickly.

It was then something after 5-30 a.m., and was just

getting light. There is hardly any dawn or twilight

in Ceylon. The variation of time, during the twelve

months, of the sun’s rising and setting is only a

matter of about twenty minutes, and so x^^’S'Ctically

all the year round daylight lasts from 6 a.m. to Gp.m.
In less than no time I was dressed, for I was

young and curious, and, after swallowing down
a cup of tea along with some toast and a

banana, away I rushed to the muster ground,

to find the coolies all drawn up two deep in the

form of throe sides of a square, the men on
one side, the women on another, and the children on

the third. The “ conductor,” i.u., native oveiseer,

and the “kanganies” stood in the centre, the latter

vigoiously chewing aw’ay at what I afterwards found

to be betel leaf and tobacco. The betel leaf mixture

is the rcgul.ation chew, and is as necessary to the

natives as smoking is to us. 'The women aud even

the children use it. A small piece of arecanut, a

bptel leaf smeared with lime, a bit of dried tobacco,

et voila tout j It is lyondeffiil how national and iii-

flividual tastes differ. 1 have often tried a chew, with

the only result of feeling distinctly unw'ell afterwards.
^yell, the coolies were then all sent to their respec-
tive occupations, each gang attended by one or more
kanganies, the women and children to pluck the tea
leaves, and the men to various ether things, such as
cleaning out drains, mending roads, et hoc genus omne
of work.

I remember the first mystery I was initiated into
w’as the plucking of tea leaves. The plucking coolies
are all ai'med with cane baskets about 2ft. to
3ft. deep and from 1ft. to IJft. wide. These
they tie round their waists or sling over their heads.
Then each coolie is given a row of tea bushes, for the
tea bush are always planted in rows about 3i feet
distant and 3J feet from each other. Wlien a coolie
has finished her row she takes the fii’st after
the last row being plucked, and so they go on. Tea
bushes are ready to be plucked every eight days or
so, for by that time the new shoots have grown big
enough, aud if allow'ed to remain longer, the leaf runs
away and gets too coarse. At different times of the
year the shoots grow quicker or slower. The art in
plucking is this. The new shoot starts with a small
leaf called the fish leaf. Now, one leaf, or at all

events, half a leaf, should be left above the fish leaf,

and the stalk above nipped off ai>d put into the
basket, and the shoot should only have grown
enough to have the spike and two leaves on the
plucked stalk, thus. Of course, one cannot always
get round the estate quick enough to get
the leaf plucked off in this condition

;
during

some parts of the year rushes will come on,
and the leaf will run away. The result of which
is a great deal of coarse leaf in the tea, which de-
tracts much from the delicate flavour of the spike aud
first two leaves.

I did feel very foolish that first morning among the
coolies, to hear them all jabbering round one like so
many monkeys let loose out of the Zoo.

;
to feel instinc-

tively that I was the subject of their conversation, aud
yet not to understand a single word

;
to wander about

and try to look as if I knew all about it, when Ifelt

most distinctly that I knew absolutely nothing. To
try to climb the steep side of the hill, holding on to

the tea bushes for dear life, with the only result of
tumbling I a ;k myself, or sending a shower of earth and
stones on to the coolies beneath me amidst the suppres-
sed titters of all excep the one who received the
shower. I guess she thought the more. Oh ! it was
most embarrassing. I thought the morning was never
going to come to an end, but at last I was ftiformed

that it was time to weigh the leaf.

Weighing the leaf is quite a business. Every coolie

brings tip his or her basket of leaf, whicli is weighed
with a pocket balance. The number of lbs. plucked
is marked in a check-book, aud the loaf is emptied
into big baskets, which are carried down to the factory

by coolies. One big basket of leaf weighs about (iO lb.,

and this weight a man coolie will carry on his

head with the greatest ease. On many estates now
they run the leaf in sacks from the tops of the hill*

down to the factory by one or more wire shoots. This
method saves a great deal of labour.

As soon as the weighing was over, I toiled back to

the bungalow to enjoy the luxury of a bath. And a
luxui’y it was, too. We then had breakfast, or what
they call breakfast, for to me it seemed like an early

dinner. Mulligatawny sou}), a couple of entries, cold

beef, curried fowl, bread aud cheese, the whole
washed down by excellent draught beer. 1-30 p.m.

saw me out again, and, after losing myself two or

three times on the estate roads, I at last managed to

find the plucking coolies, who had just had their

leaf weighed for the second time. Then till four

o’clock followed almo.str. o pt;tit’.o!. of tii,' nioi nmg. only

i was bcgiiiniug bo leoi ^uite }uoud of mysel: ny ihi*

time, for 1 could say inge\ a " (iniiu:' lieiii), ' Ange
)0 ” (go there), and a few other lilte phrases. At
our o'clock the horn blew at the factory, and away
we went down there for afternoon muster. The loaf

was then weighed for the third time, aud every

coolie who had pluckrffi a certain amount of green

h'af during tho day got “ full name,” and those that

had plucked under that amount “half name.” Of
course, tho number of pounds varies according to the
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amount of “flush” on the bushes, and the first

thing one should do on going into the field where
the pluokers ore is to tell by looking at the “flush”
bow much each coolie must pluck in order to get

“full name.” A good coolie will pluck from 20 1b to

30 lb with a fair flush. Very often a cent cash is

given for every pound over 20 lb and I have known
a woman to pluck 60 lb and more in one day with

a good flush on. By the time the leaf has been
w'eighed, all the other coolies from other parts of the

estate had assembled, and a mark put against their

names in the check roll if they had done a full

day’s work, and half if they had not finished

their task. By 4-30 muster was over, and so

finished my first day’s work on a tea estate.

Quit® an easy one, as I afterwards found
oat; for during most months of the year there are

various works going on which have to be supervised

very carefully—clearing, planting, pruning, Ac. The
weeding of the estate is always given out in con-

tracts to the kanganies at so much per acre, and
one has to see that these contracts are kept clear

up to date.

The most important, and probably most scientific

work on an estate is in the factory in the manu-
facture of tea. Tho process of turning the leaf

from its green state when plucked off the tree into

the condition in which we see it at home is one of

great interest
;
and in large factories hundreds of

pounds worth of machinery are worked by turbines

or steam engines. The process is, when the leaf is

brought into the factory it is spread out very thinly

on tats of jute hessian cloth, stretched tightly 6 in.

or so one above each other
;

there it is left for

several hours to wither, on an average from
sixteen to twenty-four. Of course the weather
greatly affects the time of withering. 'When the

leaf is sufficiently withered, it should feel, when
squeezed up in the hand, something like a silk

handkerchief. Then it is taken and put into a

roller and rolled till all the capsules in the leaf

are thoroughly broken, but the leaf itself, though
rolled and pulpy, should not be chopped up.

Nearly every planter has his own ideas as to the

proper method of rolling, and cejtaiiily no hard
and fast rule can be laid down. The planter must
study the texture of his leaf, &c., and judge for him-
self what suits his estate best.

After rolling is over, the leaf is laid out on tables

and allowed to ferment for a short time, then it

is put through the firing machine, and it comes
out at the other end tea, as the term is applied at

home. But the process is not yet over. There
are machines called sifters, and through them
the bulk is sifted on wire meshes, of different

sizes, the top mesh coarse, the next finer, the next

finer still, and so on
;
and by this we get tho dif-

ferent grades of Broken Pekoe, Pekoe, Pekoe Sou-

chongs, &c. The tea is kept in big bins, and once

a week or fortnight or month, as is necessary, the

tea is packed in chests on which are stamped the

grade, the name of the estate, and any other neces-

sary information. The coolies carry it off to the

storehouse on the Government road, from whence
it is carried by bullock carts to the nearest station,

often, as in the case of the district I was in, over

sixty miles away.
'The trains take the chests to the Agents in

Colombo, who ship them off to the tea auctions in

Mincing-lane. Only very intelligent coolies are

employed in the factory, and, as a rule, they receive

higher wages than the others. An ordinai'y coolie’s

pay averages from 8d to 9d per diem. The estate

supplies him with rice, which is deducted from his

pay, but rows of quarters called “lines” are sup-

lied free. A coolie tukes a J bushel of rice a week,

irt he is not allowed Ihs full quantity unless he
turns up for muster five d.ays in 'the week, except in

cases of illness. My experience of coolies is that

they are very good fellows to work, provided they are

justly and firmly treated. The cost of production of

tea must necessarily be very cheap in order to make
any profit. In fact it should bo placed in the London
market for something about 6d. per lb.

A tea planter’s life in Ceylon is by no means an
unpjeasaint one

;
indeed, I look back upon the time

spent there as some of the happiest years of my ^life

but tho work is often hard and very monotonous, and,
to those who cannot stand tropical heat, most trying.
The usual way of learning one’s work is under the
pupil system. You pay a planter from £150 to £200
tor a year, for which he boards you, and lets you learn
the work on his place, and also promises to do his best
to get you a billet of “ sina durai,” i.e., under assis-
tant, at the expiration of your year. A sina 'durai’s
billet usually begins with 83-33Rs. per mensem, that
means a nonfinal £100 per mouth; but, of course, with
exchange so low, it is not actually half that sum
in sterling money. When I left Ceylon nearly two
years ago the island was simply swarming with
you»g fellows, and it was difficult to get these
billets, and I knew lots of young men who were
only too glad to W'ork for their board. I think
it is most imprudent for any young fellow to go
out to Ceylon to become a tea planter unless he
has got a fairly good capital to back him. I have
seen very moderate estates indeed sold for £8,000.
Of course, it is cheaper to open up land yourself,
but then you must wait for three years before you
can expect any returns.
For anyone fond of sport there is generally plenty

to be obtained in the way of deer, pigeons, &c.,
and in the wet months ssipe. Down in the “ low
country ” there is some big game, but nowadays
elephants are getting so scarce that one has to pay
a license of RlOO for every one shot. I never met
such thorough good fellows anywhere as the planters
in Ceylon, most hospitable and generous, and I
received more real kindness during my four years’
residence there from people almost eomparative
strangers than I think I should have at home. No
wonder that I entertain the happiest recollections of
the years I spent in “ sunny Ceylon.”

VOYAGEUK.
-The Field.']

CAUCASIAN TEA.
The successful experiments made with the tea culti-

vation in the Caucasus have led to very sanguin#
expectations as to the future. M. Bataline, the
director of the St. Petersburg Botanic Gardens, has
visited the Caucasian shore of the Black Sea for the
purpose of reporting on its cultivation. In this
report he says that the resources of the country are
admirable, but little has been done to use them.
“ Over an extent of thirty versts, from Novoros!
siisk to Gheledjik,” says the report, “ the soil
and the climate are not favourable to the
cultivation of fruit. The only important orchards
are those in the neighbourhood of Touapse. The
strip of land between Gheledjik and the Asche River
is, on the other hand, highly suited to this kind of
cultivation. Here are found wild the chestnut, the
laurel, the samschit or Caucasian palm, and, to the
South of Gaza, even the olive. At Soukhoum plants
can be cultivated which were formerly not dreamed
of. Fruits and grapes are not good, but rice, indigo,
cotton, olives, palms, lemons, and oranges have been
acclimatised, especially on the property of M. P.
Tatarinow. A tree nine years old produces, on this
estate, about 400 oranges a year. The tea plant also
grows here. The English were the first to demon-
strate that the soil of this locality exactly resembles
that of those parts of China where the best kinds
of tea are grown. The first person who succeeded
in growing the tea plant in the Caucasus was Colonel
Solovtsow, who, however, had many difficulties to con-
tend against. At first he had to import plants from
China since none can be bought in Europe

; the Customs
formalities greatly hampered him. The Customs House
officers went so far as to disinfect these plants,
believing them to be vines, and hoping to prevent
the phylloxera. The Societe Economique Libre sent
M. boolvtsow a telegram congratulating him on hi»
excellent results.

e s m
“ At the meeting at which M. Bataline read his

report, tea grown in the Caucasus was served and
its flavor was found to be satisfactory. The tea
plantations of Colonel Solovtsow are situated in the
arrondifisement of Batoum. He began to cultivate
tea nine years ago and he has had excellent results,
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The first attempts to grow the tea plant in the
Caucasus were made thirty years ago, but they were
not successful. Professor Boutlerow intended to
renew them at Soukhoum, but the project was in-
terrupted by his death and his successors had no success.
Now the cultivation of the tea plant seems to be
safely introduced into the province and it is under the
protection of the Government.” In conclusion M.
Bataline says :

“ The events which are now proceed-
ing in the Tar Bast may bring about notable changes
in the tea trade. The English have long been
growing tea on the slopes of the Himalayas and in
Ceylon, but the Colombo tea is disagreeable in flavour.
Our Caucasian tea is superior in quality and we
may, perhaps, look forward in a few years to drink-
ing Russian instead of Chinese, which now costs us
annually 42,000,000 roubles, just as the Russian wines
are every day expelling more and more foreign wines
from our daily consumption.— Grocers’ Review.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Te.v Shipments. —The total shipments for Sep-
tember from Colombo to London were b, 078,000 lb.

and the e.stimate for October is 5i to G million lb.

against actual shipments of about 4,900,000 lb.

in October 1894.

Pe.\rl OY.STER Cultivation.—London, Sept.

6th.—A Frenchman has asked Mr. Thomas Play-
ford, Agent-General for Soutli Australia, for the
lease of a piece of tlie foreshore of tlie Northern
Territory, to be devoted to the cultivation of the
pearl oyster.

Goomera Tea Estates Co.—Good news for

Shareholders in this Cyrnpany, comes by the mail,

to Messrs. Baker Hall, in the shape of an
announcement of a dividend of 17 per cent for

the year ending June, and carrying forward
an amount equal to 6 per cent.

Cinchona Bark and Quinine—are said to

be on the rise, and tlie New York Drurj Reporter
winds up an editorial as follows :

—
The bavk situation is daily growing stronger, and

another year may see the alkaloid considerably
higher than it is today, based solely on natural
conditions.

The Canary Islands.—We promised our
readers a review of Dr. D. Morris’s interesting

paper on these islands, which recently reached
us. We are saveil the trouble by being able

to take over an excellent resuni6 and criticism,

w'hich has .aiipeared in the Morning Rost, ami
which will be found reproduced elsewhere.
Export of China Tea. —Our Special Tele-

gram from the Far East continues to give us
satisfactory new's about the export of China tea
to the Lnited Kingdom, the total to date
being less than that at the .same date last

year by 2 million lb. The China tea season is

generally considered to come to a practical close

in this month of October, and there is no evi-

dence of a revival of the trade this year, as

some people anticii)ated.

“ Handbook of Horticulture and Viticulture of

Western Au.stralia” by A. Despeissis, m.r.a.c., late

Consulting Viticulturist, Department of Agricul-

ture, N. S. Wales, Expert of the Bureau of Agri-

culture of Western Australia,—is issued by direction

of the Ibireau of Agriculture and a copy has

ju.st been sent us for review in our Tropical Arjri-

ciilturist. This -will be done ; meantime we may
mention from a glance that thus volume of ;i.‘18

clearly printed i)ages is exceedingly well put
together wuth numerous useful engravings, a

map of the South-west jiortion of West Austra-

lia—from Geraldton to Albany shewing the Vine
and Fruit-growing divisions

;
and a capital index.

The New South Wale.s Land Department
is now ofl’ering homestead blocks at 7s 6d per

acre, capital value. This low value has been
fixed for the first time in tlie history of the

colony.

New Limited Companies.—A contemporary
announces that the next Ceylon Tea Company
to be floated will be one to purchase and work
three well-known e.states in Madulsima. \Ve
hear of one or two other new Companies besides

to take over adjacent estates in other districts

and work them economically by saving separate
factories. This is the basis on which we have
always advocated the establishment of Limited
Companies, .and most of the shares in these cases

are taken up by the proprietors and their friends.

A fourth, or it may be, fifth jirojected Company
is of a somewhat different character, as it is

to take up a new lowcountry industry which
lias already been successfully established. Details
of all of these will no doubt shortly appear.

Selangor Flantation.s Syndicate. — The
meeting of shareholders of this four months
old Company reported in another column,
though purely formal in character was of a
gratifying nature. Opportunity was given to the
Chairman (Mr. Ludwig Huttenback) to state his

belief in the future of the Syndicate. Tliis, he
did in a happy speech, remarking that the Di-
rectors had no rea.son to alter the favourable
opinion, which was expre.ssed by them when
shares were offered to the public. In British

territory under a friendly otiicial body he had
no tloubt, that

,
the Syndicate would receive every

assistance. From the confident tone of the
Chairman’s remarks, it looks as if there were good
times ahead for the Syndicate.
Cotton and Pepper Export.s from

Southern India in 1894-95 : AVhy not
Pepper from Ceylon in Large Quanti-
ties ?—The valuable return forwarded to us by
Mr. Ralph Tatham for Messrs. Arbuthnott & Co,,

ought to excite the interest of planters and
progressive native agriculturists for this reason.

Here is Southern India sending away in the
year 1894-95, as much as 151,439 cwt. of Pep-
per, valued at K2,574,468 ;

while Ceylon with
all its advantages of climate, soil, cheap labour
and transport, and the fact that a hundred
years ago, it was a great pepper-growing and
exporting country, and h.as among the Kegalla
Sinhalese, a lot of natives well acquainted
with the pejiper vine and its ways,—cannot
now get up an export exceeding 143 cwt. =
K35, 115 (in 1894) ! And yet pepper is one of

the few products for which there is a good
ami pa3'ing demand. We are aware that the
veteran Mr. W. H. Wright at Mirigama and
some others are pioneering once more with
pepper, and we wish them all success. Every
tea planter in Kegalla, Polgahawella, Western
Dolosbage, the Kelani Valley and Kalutara,
ought to find a second string to his bow in
“ Pepper.” In 1650 A.D., Ceylon ]icpper was
the most highly valued in Europe. In A.D. 1740,

Governor Van Imhoff considered pepper in Ceylon
more important than coffee, and tlie Dutch, the
ye.ar before had exported nearly half-a-million

lb. of this s])ice. In 1843, Bennett wrote that

the one district of Kalutar.a ought to grow
more peiiper than the whole island then jdelded.

For a long series of years the Ceylon export
exceeded 100,000 lb.; now it is about 16,000 lb.!

There is no reason why we should not grow and
shi]) up to the value of one or two million of
rupees,
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Tea Planting in Ceylon,—

“

Voyaficur
”

must he credited witli affording readers of The
Field, a very livelj'’ as well as instructive account
of tea planting in Ceylon, and his winding-up
will be generally appreciated.

Victoria Kegia.—There is now growing in the

Victoria Tank of the Royal Botanic Society, in

the gardens in Regent’s Park, one of the finest

plants of the Victoria resria ever seen in London.

The surface covered by the plant is over foiir

hundred square feet. There are ten gigantic

leaves, each measuring over seven feet in dia-

meter, while several beautiful flowers are open

almost at once.—Standard, Sept. 7.

R0AD.S—R0AD.S—Roads !— It is very likely

that our next Governor’s term of administra-

tion in Ceylon may be one of the most im-

portant as regards “ roads ” as well as railways

and tramways, of any in our record. Rot only

do we hope to see all the sections of road

and the bridges required to serve and feed the

Uva railway, taken in hanil and disjiosed of ;

but the long-talked-of connection between the

Southern and Sabaragamuwa provinces by road

should be effected, both by way of Morawak
and Colonna Korales, and towards Hambantota
for the salt traffic—a triune junction would
seem to be wanted, the termini being Pel-

madulla, Hambantota and Matara. Then again,

the Central and Sabaragamuwa provinces sliould

have their road communication by way of Boga-

wantalawa and Balangoda, apart from district

extensions. Tramways in Colombo should at

last be inaugurated, and a light locomotive lino

from Nanuoya through Nuwara Eliya to Uda-
pussellawa, as the pioneer of several more to

follow
;

but, of course, still more important

would be the inauguration of the metre-gauge

for our R^orthern, and we trust Indo-Ceylon,

railways. Altogether the next five or six years

should witness a big step onwards in material

improvement in Ceylon.

Tea Seed.—No wonder though tea planting

should still be pursued so vigorously in Ceylon,

seeing that considerably over hali-a-million lb.

weight of tea seed valued at R.329,000 was
imported from India during the two years 1893

and 1 894 ;

—

lb. R Value.

1893 . . . . 324,075 — 128,502

1894 . . . . 207,410 and 9 pkgs. 200,168

Up to date this year, the import is much
less, the total being R35,360 as may be seen

from the following statement kindly supplied

by the Collector of Customs:—
Statement shoioing the quantity and value of

Tea Seeds,

Imported from the several ports of India, from
January to August, 1895.

Date Name of Whence No. of

1895 Steamer Imported Cases. Value

January 2nd ss City of Cambridge Calcutta 20 1,114

do 16th ss Logician do 74 3,373

do 17th ss Culna do 62 2,763

do 17th ss Logician do 88 4,000

do 18th SS City of Cambridge do 201 18,000

do 23rd ss Virawa do 6 220

Februarj’ 1st ss Newshera do 77 3,850

do 6th ss Vita Tuticorin 4 100

do 6tll ss Amra ^ do 6 1,50

March 5th ss Aska do 3 100

March 12th S3 Aska do 3 60

May 13th ss Aska do 3 100

June 17th S3 Aska do 2 1,500

August 15th S3 Vasna do 6 300

R35.630
R. Reid, Principal Collector,

Colombo Customs, lOth Sept.

Coconut Planting in North Borneo.—The Go-
vernor of British North Borneo has ordered that any
native planting 30 coconut trees in the year shall

be exempt from poll-tax The trees will become the

property of the planters.

—

S F. Press.

Java Co.

—

The States Gazette contains the statute
of the Agricultural Company Ngobo in this city, with
a capital of fl 300,000, which has been fully subscribed.
The company is to work the Ngobo estate in Java.—L. and C. Express.

CooRc; Planting.—The Coorg correspondent of the
Planter states that Mr. .Tames Chisholm’s estates
have been converted into a Company : one pound
shares. He believes the management remains in the
same hands.—M. Times, Oct. 4.

Plantain Trees, Producers of Electricity 1—

A

Saigon Journalist bas, it is alleged, discovered that
the juice of banana trees acting upon zinc and cop-
per batteries, develops electricity. By connecting a

number of banana trees, with piles inserted in in-

cisions, he worked a telephone 2,500 metres long for

eight months.—M. Mail.

Froren Lilies from Australia.—The Orient steam-
ship “ Ophir ” has brought home from Sydney a
bouquet of Australian lilies enclosed within a block

of ice. They have been sent to the care of the
Agent-General for New South Wales with the re-

quest that he will ask Her Majesty to accept them.

—

London Times, Sept. 5.

The Hampton Court Vine.—“Old Colonist”
referred to this vine the other day. We read
in a paper by this mail :

—

That wonderful vine in the gardens at Hampton
Court maintains its reputation. Though it is 127 years
old, and has once this season been pruned of 2,000
bunches of fruit, it has now over 1,200 “ massive
clusters” in process of ripening.

Roads in North Travancohe.

—

The beautifully-
raded elephant tracks which have for so long
eeu the only substitute for roads in North Travan-

core will soon be discarded. The very punishing
Sylhet Tea Company is now hard at work iii finding
outlets from their property direct to Cochin. This
means sixteen miles of roads through the Company’s
property and another twenty to the existing road and
river service to Cochin.—Planting Ognnion.

Mr. M. a. L.awson, Superintendent of the Govern-
ment Gardens and Cinchona Plantation on the Nil-
giris, has retired from the Madras service. He was
formerly Professor of Botany at Oxford, and in
charge of the exquisite garden which stretches along the
bank of the Cberwell, which Macaulay described in
a well-known passage. Mr. Lawson went out to India
twelve years ago, at the instance of Sir Mountstuart
Grant Duff.— Colonies and India.

The Borneo Tobacco Crop.—We are indebted to
Messrs. Mansfield & Co. for the following note of tobacco
exported (1894 crop) during this year, the whole of
which was carried to Europe by Blue Funnel
steamers.

Kinabatangan 2,185 bales against 2,175 (1893 crop)
Darvel Bay 1,058 „ „ 866 „

Total ... 3,243 „ „ 3,041
of the above 2,614 were shipped to Amsterdam,

629 ,, Rotterdam.
— Borneo Herald, Sept. 1.

Rhea.—A new use has been found for the fibre

of the Rhea. In making the new American yacht
“ Defender’s ” spinaker, the material to he used will he
Ramie silk. This fabric would, if properly woven,
no doubt take the place of cotton, as it is 25 per
cent stronger than duck when dry and about 50 per
cent stronger when wet. The reason for its very
limited use in this respect, writes a contemporary

,

is due to the fact that only the Chinese understand
the art of weaving it perfectly, and as a consequ-
ence it is dear. We think that the secret, if any
such existed, is now known to others besides the
Chinese, and the development of the Ramie-working
industry on commercial lines is not very far distant.

—Indian Engineer,
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Planting in North Borneo.—The August crop
from the Byte Coffee Estate was piculs 33.35. Some
ripe cocoa pods were also gathered.—Aor//i Borneo
Herald, Sept. 16.

North Borneo Cotton.—A sample of Dusun cotton
was picked last month at Looug Piasow after being
subject to two or three days rain when ripe; the
sample was sent to Hongkong and is reported as being
of “fine quality, long staple, very clean, free from
seeds, and of good colour.” It is valued at 184—19
per picul as against a quotation at the same date of
China cotton 174 to 19i and Indian at 14-16.—Ibid.

The “Agricultural Gazette” of New South Wales
Vol. VI. Part 8 for August, 1895 has for contents;

—

Honey ; Its Composition and Adulteration—F B
Guthrie

; The Honey Bee—Foul Brood—K. Helms
;

Bee-keeping—The Inmates and Economy of the Hive
—The Queen Bee—Albert Gale

;
Irrigation—H G

McKinney
; Harvesting in California—J Martin

;

Fruits to Export and How to Export Them—A II

Benson
; Comparative Experiments with Sugar

Beets—G Valder
;
Poultry Notes—S Gray

;
Practical

Vegetable and; Flower Growing—Directions for the
month of September

;
Orchard Notes for September

;

General Notes—Cure of Black Spot
;
Gamming in

Lemcfn Trees
;
Sending Specimens to Department

;

Agricultural Societies’ Shows, 1895.

Electricity Sent to a Distance.—Electric
power transmission for a tlistance of 105 miles is

proposed by tlie Kern Kiver& Los Angeles Elec-

tric Power Co., of Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. H.
Hawgood, M. Inst. C. E., is the Consulting En-
gineer, and lie now has a party in the field se-

lecting the most feasible route for the transmis-

sion line between Kern liiver and Los Angeles.
The scheme contemplates the develo]iment and
transmission of from 10,000 to 40,000 H.P. The
plant recently installed at Fol.som, Cal., generates
about G,200 H.P., and transmits 5,000 II. P. to Sacia-

mento, a distance of U) miles, at a tension of 11,000

volts.—Engineerin(j News.

Breaking a Monopoly.—With reference to the re-

port that the Travancore Government has decided

to abolish the cardamom monopoly against which
the planting community has been agitating for years

past, the Western Star states, that although the Go-
vernment contemplated the abolition of the monopoly,
it has been strongly advised against giving effect

to its intention, as it would be practically impos-
sible to assess each holding correctly. It would
therefore be the source of regular loss to the Go-
vernment, and this, our contemporary learns, has
been satisfactorily explained to H. H. the Maharajah.
The cardamom gardens were all surveyed last year,

and a regular assessment will be fixed on each hold-

ing, which it is expected, will amount to the average
income obtained by the Government from this source.

^Indian Engineer.
The “Indian Forester ” for September, 1895 has

the follow'ing contents :—Original Articles and Transla-

tions—The Chemistry and Physiology of foliage leaves

by Dr. Leather
;

The Cause of the dripping of

Water from Forest Trees; A Note on Ceroplastes

Ceriferus (white insect w'ax), by E. Stebbing
;
How

to get rid of blight. Correspondence—Privileges and
Ri^ts, letter from B. H. B.-P.

;
Seeding of the

Thorny Bamboo, letter from M Kuppusawmy Chetty

;

Jadoo fibre :
plants without earth, letter from A W

Peet. Official Papers and Intelligence—Budget Esti-

mates of the Poorest Department for 1895-96 ; A Note

on Plant Assimilation of Nitrogen, by Dr. J W
Leather ;

Peculiarities in the distribution of certain

Indian Leguminosoe, by Dr. G Watt. Reviews—
Annual Forest Administration Reports of Assam and

the Central Provinces, for 1893-94; Report on Re-
venue Administration in the Central Provinces for

1893-94
;
Report on the Botanical and Afforestation

Department, Hongkong, for 1894 ;
Report of the

Agricultural Chemist to the Government of India for

1893-94. Extracts, Notes and Queries—Man-am Grass

in Australia; Wood-pulp Mosaics ;
Chemical Wood-

nip; Woodlands in Sussex. Timber and Produce

radei J3xtracts from Official Gazettes.

The Possibilities of the Cow-Pea.—A planter who
was aware of our interest in the subject of green-man-
uring has drawn our attention to the cow-pea. This
lant certainly has a future before it in our coffee

istricts, judging from the excellent work it has ac-

complished elsewhere. Some years ago a few plants

were casually inti-oduced in Queensland, where its

value was promjitly appreciated. Now it covers the

best part of that province, where it is utilized in a
three-fold manner, the most important of which is

manuring the heavily-taxed sugar-cane fields. It can
also be used as fodder for cattle, and the seeds form
a valuable food for man. It can give two crops a
year. It has been cultivated between perennial
plants and trees with the most satisfactory

results. The yield off one acre is put down
as giving almost four thousand pounds of oi'ganic

matter, which again yields very nearly 65 pounds
of nitrogen. We should like particulars of this plant,
as its double value for forage and green-manuring
makes it take a front place in the list of leguminous
plants, our indigenous plants being mostly poisonous
to cattle .—Planting Opinion.

The Tea in Lool Con dura : The olde.st con-
tinuously crotred FIELDS IN Ceylon ;-Weare
very pleased to have the following corrobora-
tive report from Mr. J. N. Cani]iliell, Manager
of the Oriental Estates Com|)any Limited :

—

23rd. Sept.—The oldest tea on Lool Condera viz.

the China Jat tea planted along the road sides is now
29 years old, and the oldest field 20 acres of Assam
Hybrid is 27 years old. There is also a field of 80 acres
of tea now about 23 years old. The whole of this 100
acres was planted in virgin forest at an elevation of
nearly 5,000 feet and it Is now as healthy and vigorous
as ever and continues to give a fairly good crop.

This report and that of Mr. Bonner, are of

interest and value to the entire tea planting
community in Ceylon. How often, in the early
day.s have our Indian planting visitors come
back to us from the Gampola and Dimbula dis-

tricts with the cry :
— “ Oh yes, the show is

fine ; but it is not going to last; a dozen years
or so will see these fields worlced out ;”—and here
are fields no better than the average, still yield-

ing well and looking \ igorous after 2.3 to 20 years !

Yatiantotta, 3rd Oct.-Last week brought us a
spell of fine planting weather, and those with plant-
ing or supplying to do have taken due advantage.
Now we are having bright mornings with wet after-

noons and occasionally the Peak standing out clear
and distinct. Does this mean the North-east mon-
soon ? It cannot now I think be far-off. What I

have seen of tea in the district looks very well. The
oldest opened fields look as well as they have done
any time for the last ten years. Of course here as
on upcouutry estates there are thin poor ridges
which are always more or less backward and as the
surrounding bushes expand they give to the casual
observer the impression that the bushes on the
thin ridges are falling-off. The same inequality of

growth and spread of bush takes place upcouutry,
but the development of the more favoured bushes bi?ing

slower the contrast is less xironounced. Referring
to the question of weeds. It is not likely that we
will ever attempt growing weeds along with the tea

at least vei’y generally
;
but the other day I noticed

a small field of tea, on the bank of the Kelaui Ganga
with a complete surface of grass such as grows any
where from hero to Colombo. The tea belongs to

a native and is about eight or ten years old. It

had been lately pruned and looked quite healthy in

spite of the grass. No doubt it would prevent wash
and protect the roots from the sun. At another
point on the river I saw a clearing, or rather planta-
tion of arocanuts (grown trees) with the space between
planted with tea which looked quite healthy though
without much spread.—I think local Postmasters
might use more despatch in receiving letters after

the ai'rival of the mails and keep the receiving box
open later before time of departure. Fancy, closing

the receiving box half an-hour before the advertised
time of departure.— 1 notice one or two cultivators

have commenced harvesting kuri-akkan.
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To the Editor,

PLANTING AND LITE IN NYASSALAND.
Lamlerdale, Britisli Central Africa.

July loth, 1895.

My DRar Sir,— I have just received your

Trop cal Agriculturist, a valuable Magazine I

have taken (w'ith a break) almost from its com-
mencement. I liave read with a sort of pitying

amusement the unfavourable account of British

Central Africa by a Ceylon Planter (Mr. Tliorn-

ton, I presume.) As you appeal to me, I send

a few notes, on this interesting case. The Cey-

lon Planter matle a bad start, a very bad start,

seeing Ins fellow passengers began to “ eat medi-

cine ” on the second day up the river. Perha[)s

this very unwholesome diet was washed down
by even more hurtful potations of spirits, which
flow far too freely now : the wail of the C. P.

may even have its sources as far back as this.

A young engineer, not a year out from home,
certainly oied, I am sorrj^ to say, but had been
seriously ill for at least a fortnight. Had he

been better advised and “eaten” less medicine

with unwholesome accompaniments, he would
probably have been still alive.

“ Any man who "oes there gambles with death,”

so writes our C. P. But I have some figures, carefully

made up in 1891, which will go much further

than bare assertion, one way or the other.

These refer to the employes of the African

Lakes Company, which was started by my
brother and myself in 1878. Up to 1891 there

had been engaged in all 64 men. Three how*
ever, had only served a few months each in

Africa, four had been dismissed, and one had
been drowned on tlie coast, all of whom I ex-

clude though their aggregate service would have
added several years to my figures i

—

25 of the rest were either in our em*
ploy or had completed their engage-
ments with about..

Average service and a total of

22 meii had been a shorter time in

all

5 were invalided, but two of these were
consumptive, one of whom would pro-

bably have lived even a shorter time
at home ;

the other recovered. These
had an aggregate service of . . .

.

4 had died, after serving

But, and I think it accounts for the difl’ercncc

betw'een my figures, and the impre.ssions carried

aw'ay by your Ceylon Planter, we only employed
teetotallers in those early day.s. If a man ^oill

indulge in promiscuous drinking, ho is not
“ gambling with death,” he is selling his life at

a price. We w'ant none .such.

I say no more, but shall detain this letter

a few days, till I can send you my second year’s

meteorological record, wdiich has an answer also

to the fore-mentioned Ceylon Planter.—I remain,
dear sir, yours sincerely, JOHN W. MOIR.

P. S.—29th July, 1895,—Since writing the fore-

going an old Capital! or Kangany came up to see

me, and volunteered the statement, “in the old

time no drinking, no one died; how every one
drinks and many die.”

I trust you wall understand my Registers. The
large ones are for 3 periods of 6 months each; the

smaller for the last 6 months.
Each 6 months is added and averaged, as also

each 12 months.
There are some columns to enable me better

to foretell the weather, such as a “ Crater” a,nd

“ Chiperone ”—the amount of cloud in each, wdiich

you w'ould probably leave out.—Yours,
J. VV. Mi

[The Meteorological returns which are elaborate

in detail, will be found elsewdieVe.—

E

d. T.A.'\

“ (iUININE” TREE AND MALARIA.

Sir,—The Madras Alail is responsible for the fol-

lowing :

—

“ It has been discovered, says an English contem-
porary, that the famous tree from the bark of which
quinine is obtained furnishes no quinine except in
malarial regions. It is therefore claimed that quinine
is a malarial poison drawn from the soil and stored
up by this wonderful tree.”

It is indeed wonderful that such ignorance should be
thus countenanced 1 The fact that the richest barks
are grown in regions where malaria is unknown such
as in this Naduvatum and Ootacamund district, seems
to be ignored I

Quinine is a w'aste-product in the economy of the
tree, which is incidentally formed during the process
of nutrition, but not being essential to either growth
or nourishment is expelled as far as possible, namely
to the circumference or bark of the tree.—Yours faith-

fully, J. McKENZIB.
[A fashionable London Doctor in a paper on “ In-

fluenza and its cure” in the “Nineteenth Century”
first promulgated the error alluded to above, and wo
corrected it at the time in London.

—

Ed. T.AA

CAMPHOR IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

54 years

130J „

38

22 „

94 „

56 men, therefore, had completed ser-

vice of . . 200 „

There wa.s, therefore, exactly according to these

figures a death-rate of 20 per thousand per annum.
But two of these died immediately in conse-

quence of tlie severe and protracted exertions and
anxiety, wdien w'e were fighting the Arab Slave-

traders at the North end of Lake Nyassa. But
for this, the deathrate would have been only half

of what it was, or 10 jier tliomsand, one per cent.

But not one died in those early and hardest

years of all, the first nine years, of pioneering

work, of many privations, of oecasional dangerous
crises, and constant strenuous w'ork. F'or instance
in 1882-3, my first year of coft'ee work (my
brother planted our first patcli the previous season)

my whole day was spent in out door work, much of

it at the coflee, while I did five niglits of ollice

work a w’eck till 12 p.m, vr 2 a.jii.

Sept. 18th, 1895.

Sir,—

I

n former years you included camphor in
your column of “ Market Rates for Old and New
Products,” but for some time past that product has
not been quoted. May I ask whether you have any
objection to include camphor again in the list of
monthly quotation at the end of the I'ropical Agri-
culturist f It was the study of the progress of
camphor as formerly quoted every month in your
Market Rates for Old and New Products that induced
me to procure seed all the way fi-om Japan.

I may take this opportunity to remark that to
the surprise of Mr. Hooper he obtained solid camphor
from the leaves that I sent to him. Only oil of
camphor is supposed to be obtained from the leaves
alone.—Yours faithfully, J. McKENZIE.
[We shall certainly resume the quotations: we were

not aware it was dropped. We shall be glad to hear
of Mr. Hooper's experiments : has he tried the bark {

-Ep.
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AN ENEMY OF TEA—THE HED “1]()1!EK”
ON A l.OWCOUNTUY ESTATE.

Hanwella, Salawa Estate, Sept. 21.

De.\u Sir,—1 have fouud in the new held of this
estate certain kinds of insects which are called
“ Parasa |epida,” " /.ertzeva coff'eo’,” “Eunieta sik-
kiine. Ihese insects destroy the young tea bushes,
some eating the hark, some the leaves and others
bore holes in the stems .and eat the heart of the
main stem. I learnt these names of the insects and
their forms by reading the l;ook which is called
“ Iea Insects ” published by Mr. E. C. Ootes.

I am sorry I l)uricd all Uie insects 1 found. I
post to you a piece of stem in which you can see
the tunnel made by the intects and lo.v they eat.
I showed all the insects to Mr. liichard Morgan and
he advised me to direct them to you.—Yours truly,

CHAS. A. PIElilS.

_

[ISalawa estate which is now included in the Kelani
Valley district has 100 acres under tea

;
but IMr.

Pieris does not tell us if the mischief is widespread,
although we gather it is chieily conlined to the
young tea. The enemy is the well-known red
“ borer ” to which Nietncr first gave a name and
wrote :

—

'• This insect .... destroys many trees, young
and old, the caterpillar eating out the heart: for

this purpose it generally enters the I ree six or twelve
inches from the ground, ascending upwards. For-
tunately it is not abundant. It resembles the cater-

pillar of the goat-moth of England, is two inches
long, and as thick as a goose-cpiill, nearly naked, of

yellowish colour, back red, head thoracic, and anal
plates blackish

;
when full-grown the colours are

light and dirty. The sickly drooping foliage, and a
heap of globules of conglomeratecl wood-dust at the
foot ef a tree soon indicate that the caterpillar is

carrying on its destructive work inside. The chrysalis

rests three months, and its skin half protrudes from
the hole when the moth escapes, which is about
February. The moth measures 1^" across the wings,
which are white, spotted with steel blue; the upper
ones, with one large spot and numerous series of

small ones, placed in rows between the nerves; the
lower wings are less spotted. Thorax with four spots

near margin. Abdomen variegated with blue. Leg.s

blue, second pair with wliite femora, third pair witli

white femora, and tibise." ]\Ir. E. E. Green adds
that the presence of the insect may usually bo
detected by the heaps of sawdust-like excrement to

be found on the ground under the bush.
With regard to remedies, cutting out infested

stems is the most promising treatment that has
been suggested, though the damage occasioned ap-

pears to be seldom sufficient to make this worth
while. In the case of coffee bushes Dr. Bidie re-

marks ( lieiwrt on the ivcdi/es of the hornr on cojlee

estates, Madias, 18(i7) :—“If not much injured, the

external opening should be closed with a wooden
peg, which causes the death of the borer, and tl e

tree will then in all probability recover.” Squirting

kerosine oil into the whole or hooking the grub out

with a barbed wire would also be likely to be effective

in cases where the trouble was worth taking.

—Ed. T.J.]

THE YAFUE OF I’EFPER IN CEYI.UN AND
INDIAN CROI’.-i.

Dariry, Oainpol.a, Sept. 27.

ItllAK SiH,— li> your notiio of Mr. Tatliam’s

returns of ex'imrts from Southern Indi.a, you s.ay

that in 1894 Ceylon only exjiorted 14:1 owt. of

])ep])er= K:!"), 1 K5 !

’ Surely there i.s something wrong

liereV as this works out K245-tj.‘l per cwt. or

B2-21 per lb. Southern India exi)ortcd 1894-95

lol,4:i!) cwt. valued at l!2,574,46:i works out I! 17

j)er cwt. or say lo cents peril). This, I take it,

is more in accord.ance with the facts, lor as a

biiiall grower of i)epi»er 1 know tliat 1 liad con-

sider,able dilliculty in dispo.sing of this yeai's

crop at 111 cents per lb. in Colombo. At these

prices I don’t think there is much inducement
to grow it.—Yours faithfully, J. A. H.

[We I'egret very much to find there was a mis-

])rinf, the local Customs value w.as Il:i,51d or 1124 ‘oO

per cwt., or not quite 22 cents per lb.
;
but Customs

valuations when there is no <Iuty are proverbially

haiihazard. Tlie London ((notation in our last

“T. A.” is 2id per lb. which corresjtonds with the

local i;i to 1.) cents. We are sorry to find that

our correspondent docs not think this price very
prolitable : is he not rather too high, however, for

the proper pei)i)er-growing region of heavy crops ?

— El). 7'.J.]

CAMl’HOK TREKS AND MR. NOCK’S

(’A.MPHOR EXPERIMENTS.

Ohiya, Sept. 28th.

DivAI: Sik,—

C

oncerning the Camphor industry,

is it not po.ssible tlnat Mr. Nock’s failure to ob-

tain camphor, is owing to his exjperinienting on
too young trees? From a short paragraph in the
“ Scientific American” for August 18th, 1804, 1

extract the following :—
“ The Cainjihor is extracted from chips taken

from the roots or from the stem near the root,

the w’ood yielding about 5 ])er cent of Camphor,
and the root a larger proportion.

*** “ Plantations of young trees are also making
and are well taken care of, and, although Cam-
phor has not liitherto been extracted from trees

le.ss than seventy or eighty years old, it is ex-
pected that under the juesent intelligent m.anage-
ment e(iu,ally good results may be re.alized in

twenty-five or thirty years.”
From another volume of the “ Scientific Ameri'

can”, I find that Camphorated oil has been used
with success in the treatment of phthisic.al patients,
in Rerlin.

This ]iaper also states that the Camphor tree
is being domesticated in the United States, and
that it was thought it could be produced there
in (taying ([uantitie.s.— Yours faithfully,

(t. H. G.

[We fear Mr. Green is correct
;

for Mr. Nock
referi-iug to tlic Formosan ju'ocess writes It

is exactly as I did it except that I allowed no
steam to esca))e, and had a wooden condenser.
Perhaps too it was boiled too fast, and I did
not keep on for in days. I’ll have an earthen-
ware top made and try again as soon as 1 can
liiul time.”—Ed. T.A.]

THE KUKULU KORLE : IN DEFENCE
AGAINST “HOW IT STRIKES AN OLD

COLONIST.”

Kukulu Korle, Rakwane, Oct. 4th.

DkAU Sin,— In the Observer of ."nth ultimo
there .api)e,ars a long descriptive article headed
as .above, and as some of the rem.arks con-
tained therein are veiy dispaiaging in the re-

ference made to the Kukulu Koihq and “good,
old, hos])itablc Rakwane,’' 1 cannot refrain from
saying a few w(>rds in their defence.

It is much to bo regretted that “ O. C.”
“ fain” though he was, could not have passed
down through Rakwane, and into the much
desi»ised Kukul Korle, to refute, with his own
eyes, the erroneous statements he has imule,

iuid to dispel the gloomy picture which presented
itself to his over iinaginati\ e brain.
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Step down “ O.C.” from tlie lofty lieiglit.s of

\'egeria wliereyon Jiave conjured up .such .strange

and gloomy imaginings, ami accomjiany me, and
I will guide you tiirough old liakwaue, aiul

show you lields of as line tea as you woulil \\isli

to set eyes upon, and which, for general aj)pear-

ance and ]j:iying cai»ahilities, may be eijuailed,

l)ut not .surpas.sed, in any other tlistrict of tliis

sunny Lsle. Tlicii lia\ ing feasted your eyes on tlie

luxuriant lields of liana, Stubton, Hatherleigh

and Kangweltenne, let me conduct you up through

old “Everton,” tliescene of your labours “in days of

yor(',”—alas now so changed—and so on.

Into the heart of Kukulu Korale North. I

will here shew you lields of tea which have given,

and are still gi\ ing their OUU lb. of manufactured

tea per acre. Wliat do you think of that Y

You are wi ong agmin “ O. C.” when you say

tliat the Kukulu Korale is best adapted to the

cidti\atiou of cardamoms, for thej" have Ijeen

tried and “found wanting.”
Your most correct statement concerning the

Kukulu Korale is with reference to the leeches,

f<u' I heir wicked little ways seem to have 1 mule

as lasting a,ji im[tre.ssi(m on youi' mind, as they

d.inbtles> did on your liody, on the occasion of

V tir.r ever memorable visit to the district ol gems.

as to your remarks vtalling in cjnestion

the hos]dtality of the present generation of

^Kakwane Planters,— well, all I can say is, that

*Vou do them a cruel injustice, for altliough the

ljungalows are not now so numerous as in days

gone by, still in the hearts of the present occu-

]»ants of the le.s.ser number of bungalows of

toilay, there exists the same love of shewing
hospitality—be he stranger or A.—as ever

charactei'ised the planter of old, with his hearty

welcome, and oiler of good cheer. Ohl Kakwane
has changed in many way's since the days when
coll’ee was King, but not so its residents, for the

hos] itality of those of- today is like that of their

predecessors, proverbi.al.

With these few remarks, I bee' to subscribe

myself, ANOTHEIl OLD COLONIST.

WEST IIAPUTALE AND THE MINOR
ROAD TO THE OHIYA RAILW'AY

STATION.
Calhander, Ohiya, Oct. 7.

Dkai! Siu,—

M

y attention having been called to

<a ([uery in a leader in the Observer of Oct. 3rd on the

U va roads, whether the Ohiy'a bridle-path has

been finished, 1 have the pleasure of informing

you that what y'ou are pleased to designate as

our “sma’ mercy” has been completed and
taken over by the Provincial Engineer : and I

invite you next time you visit U va, to come and

have a peep at our ‘right little tight little’

valley and its “sma’ mercy,” and sniff our

Highland breeze. A rickshaw could bring you
down at racing s))eed, but corners might be in-

convenient, and ilon’t be alarmed at oui ndle-

stones : they are made big and heavy that the

wind can’t blow' them out 1—Yours,
GEO: H. GREEN.

[We are he.artily pleased to have Mr. Green’s

news and his cordial invitation to West Haputale

which will not be overlooked ;
but surely neither

the planters there nor the Raihvay Managers
will long be content to have the traffic carried

on coolies’ heads (?), in rickshaws or single bullock

carts? can .a double bullock cart travel on the

new road : if not, the sooner there is .another

vote the better, for bumper crops of leaf over

an extended area must be looked for in West
Haputale.—

E

d. 1\A.]

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
SuGAK feeding of Cattle.—

T

ho results of some
experiments in tho use of molasse.s and
sugar in the feeding of cattle made at the
sugar factory at Libnowes, Austria, are given
by Mons. Vivien in Le Fermier. Tho trials

extended over HO days. Twelve beasts had added
to their usual rations, for 7 days, 2 lb. 3 oz. of
molasses per day; for the following l.> days, 3 lb.

4 oz.
;
and for the last 8 days, 5 lb. ti oz. The

averaige rate of each beast before the experiment
was 1,1‘2W lb., and, after the experiment was 1,204
lb. being a gain of 84 lb. per head, or a total of

1,008 lb. This is equivalent to a daily gain per
head of over 2 lb. 0 oz. Twelve other beasts were
experimented upon at the same time, and fed in

the same way as the former, except the molasses.
In 30 days they increased 784 lb., corresponding to

(J5i lb. per head, or an average of nearly 2 lb. 3

oz. i^er head per day. As to the profits, tho net gain
was calculated as equal to 3s. 8d. per head in fa-

vour of the niolas.ses-fed animals. A further experi-

ment is said to have denionstmted that even
better results can be obtained by the use of red
crystallised sugar instead of molasses.

Coffee is, of course, largely adulterated

—

say.s the Daily Chruiiirle of .Sei»tember lUth :—
Of .' number of sumpie . coliecteii in different parts

of London, 43 in all, no fewer than 22 were labelled
“ French coffee,” and nine of these “ contained from
62 to 93 per cent of chicory, etc., averaging 70 per

cent of otner substances than coffee,” and in the 43

samples the average amount of coffee was just .'iO

per cent. Ginger, too, is sadly adulterated. “ The
refuse left after the fermentation of ginger, in

ginger-beer making, ... is largely used to be
mixed off with unexhausted ginger, and ground to-

gether to reduce the price.” Exhausted caraways
are similarly mixed with fresh. Pine oatmeal is

adulterated w'ith barely meal. Beeswax “ is exten-
sively sold in Mincing-lane containing as much as 50
to 60 per cent of paraffin wax.” Pepper is adulterated
with “ground rice, long popper (which is not a pepper at
all), olive stones,” and other things. And there was no
way of stopping the sale by public auction of

240,0001b. of pepper-salvage from a fire, which had
been soaking in Thames w'ater for several weeks,
was saturated with sewage, and had become most
offensive. So it was duly ground and sold by retail,

though “ quite unfit for human eonsumption.” Even
candied peel is now made of peel from which the es-

sences have been abstracted. Beetroot sugar coloured
with aniline dyes is sold as Demerara sugar. But we
must stop.

Cotton Cake.—“Advanced Agriculture.” Henry
I. Weljl;, Ph. U., B. Sc. (London). Treating on oil

cake as a stock-feeding product, he advises that
all cakes be stored in a dry place, and packed in

layers at right angles to each other, to admit the
air between; this prevents them from becoming
mouldy. Mouldy cakes should not be used for
feeding

;
they are often very danyerous, sometimes

causing blood poisoning and such diseases as anthrax.
Decorticated cotton cake is a good food for mixing
with others for cattle in winter and about the best
concentrated food to give cattle on grass. It neu-
tralises the purgative action of grass

;
it is very high

in albuminoids, and contains a higher manurial value
than any other food. It is also an excellent food
to mix in a ration for a milking cow, but it should
not be given too near her calving period, either be-

fore or after. Neither should it be given to stock
under one year old, unless in very small quantities
mixed with other foods of a more carbonaceous nature.
The reason for this food being so unsuited to young
stock seems rather difficult to explain, but it has
lately been considered that its highly nitrogenous
nature acts prejudicially on the liver. Many of these
cakes, when badly manufactured, contain hard, in-

digestible lunips, and should be used with caution.
Undecorticated cotton cake, possessing less feeding
and manurial value, can only be recommended for cattle

out at grass, though it is often used for mixing with
other foods for cattle in the wiuteri—Home ^aper.
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ECHOES OF SCIENCE:
A iii1)ber-yielding creeper, the “milk withe”

Forsteronia tloribamla), has been discovered in
Jannvica, through the attempts of botanists to
acclimatise the india-rubber tree in that island.
The climber is generally as thick as a man’s
wrist, and reaches the tops of the highest trees
and rocks. The milky juice coagulates on ex-
posure to the sun

Gelsoline, the new fibre from the bark of the
mulberry tree, is treated like Hax, and purified
with soaj) and water to prepare it for the weaving
shed. The cloth, as now made in Italy, is ten
times stronger than cotton, and only one-tenth
the price of flax.

The flowers of the “ mahwah ” (Bassia lotifolia)

are eaten in India. They fall at night in large

number, and are gathered in the morning, then
eaten raw. They are sweet, but of a sickly flavour

and smell. The flowers are also dried and stored

as food, especiall5
' by the Bheels.

—

Globe.

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, the 19th Sept. 1895.

Specifications of the undermentioned inventions
have been filed, under the provisions of Act V. of

1888:—
For improved process and apparatus tor the treat-

ment of Rhea Grass and similar fibres.—178 of

1895.—Henry Hungerford Boyle, Chemist, of Lon-
don, for improved process and apparatus for the
treatment of rhea grass and similar fibres for com-
mercial purposes. (Filed 10th September 1895.)

For improvements in and relating to machines for

delinting cotton seed.—196 of 1895.—James Jones
Faulkner, Citizen, 94, Poplar Street, in the City of

Memphis, County of Shelby, and State of Ten-
nessee, United States of America, Machinist, for

improvements in and relating to machines for de-

linting cotton seed. (Filed 10th September 1895.)

The fees prescribed have been paid for the con-
tinuance of exclusive privilege, in respect of the un-
dermentioned invention, for the periods shown
against each :

—

For cutting and gathering leaves from off tea
Bushes.—246 of 1889.—John Ashington Thompson,
tea planter, for cutting and gathering leaves from
off tea bushes by means of specially constructed
shears, scissors, knives, hooks or sickles. (From
3rd November 1895 to 2nd November 1896.)

—

Indian
En<iincer.

THE TIMBER FUEL OF CEYLON.
We do not remember seeing .any analy.ses of the

relative value of tlie woods of tins island as lie.at-

giving and steam-rai.sing fuel. If inform,ation on tliis

subject could be collected and published, .a con-

siderable service would be rendered to steam
users especially in tea factories, and indeed
in all factories for drying purposes. .\s

the distances increase over which fuel

for estates has to be transported in correspon-

dence with the denudation of liioximate sources

of supply, this information will become of very

considerable importance. There would be direct

and large .sacrifice of economy in .accepting a

supply of wood possessing a lower degree of

heat-raising properties than could be obtained
from the better descriptions Wh.at it is desirable

to know is, which woods throw out when burnt,

the largest amo\int of heat and leave the small-

est resitluum of ash. It must be m.anifestly

unwise to use those woods which ofiend in res-

pect to the latter (juality. We doubt whether
liitherto this ([uestion has been much studied.

The widening area that now has to be traversed

I,»efore Mood fit for fuel can be obtained must

however, soon necessitate its studJ^ No doubt
the Railw.ay Locomotive Department and the

Managers oi some of our Colombo Mills have
already considered it. There must also be

many planters who have, by this time, g.ained <an

extensive experience of the woods most eflica-

cious in steam-raising, and we hope that some of

them M’ill make the result of their experience gener-

ally available. And such results, if collated and
jiublished, would be useful in other ways. For
instance,—most of us are aware that damp wood
fuel is a thorn in the side of the fire-raiser.

But perhaps few are axvare of the fact mentioned
to us by one ivho has had considerable experience
with wood fuel for steam boilers, that a certain

projtortion of green or damp wood, largely increases

the heat of a wood fire burned under draught.
There is a tendency when the fuel consi.sts ivholly

of diy M’ooil to “fly” ivlien the draught is at
all sorong. An admixture of green wood ivill

not only check this, but the steam given of!

greatly increases the general heat and promotes
th,at slow combustion which it is desirable to

obtain. Even in the sjilitting of the logs there
are specialities, the observance of xvhich has
useful results, and these vary both with
dift’erent kinds of ivood and xvith those that
.are either dry or damp. Some woods burn better
sawn tr.ansversely into billets, others yield

their maximum of heat lyhen split longitudinally!
At .all times the best results are obtained when
a small proportion of coal can be burned with
the Mood, tlie combination of gases yielded by
the two fuels largely increasing the heat and
promoting ready combustion. Notes on the
“ topic ” we have started from planters or others
with local experience would be readily receive<l

and utilised by us, for the gener.al benefit.

FRUIT UPCOUNTRY:
LEMONS—AVOCADO PEARS—CHERIMOYAS.
The reproach of our hill [)lantations having

no proper g.ardens or orchards, is certainly in a
f.air way to be removed and a few years more
shouhl witness a great ch.ange. First, we have our
friend Mr. .1. G. Macfarlane of Ormidale, Mas-
keliya, xviiting :

—

“ There has been a good deal of interesting reading
lately in the Observer re fruit culture. I send you
under separate cover four lemons grown on this

estate. What do you think of them ? The tree from
which they were gathered I planted here about ten
years ago.”

The lemons sent to us are (luite etpial in size

and flavour to those recently brought from Mil-
dnr.a, Australia, and higher jn ai.se we can scarcely
give. An orchard of 10 or 20 acres of such
lemon trees. Mould be a sjdendid addition to a
residential property in our hill-country, the crop
being M'orth p.acking for the old country.
From LoM'er H.aputale, Mr. Maartensz has sent
us from the famous Macaldenia Gardens some
very fine Avocado pears M'hich though rather too rich

and buttery for our taste. Me can judge must
be as M'ell grown ami ripened as any in their

native habitat.—Next “OKI Colonist” and others
M'ill be interested in learning th.at our latest gift

which comes from Mr. H. F. Dunbar of Gam-
])aha, Udapussellawa, namely tMo Mell-groMui
“Cherimoyas” are as fine .and luscious as any in

the Far \Vest, M’e venture to say. To Mr. Nock
belongs the credit of introducing tJiis line fruit,

the Gamjtaha tree being groMii, we believe, from
his seeil iir.st put in by Mr. .1. Bagra.
What has become of our Mildura friends and

tbeir projiosed Lemon and tfrange j)lantation ?—
We hear noM’ of a coujde of jdanters mIio are
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willing to go in fov a fi’uit-garden experiment in

the Kalutara distriet. Tliey have fixed on a meee

of land, of no service for tea, near a village

and if they get 100 acies at HlO per acre froin

Government, they would undertake to plant 10

yearly with different fruit.s, and so show tlie
acres
Sinhalese how to grow fruit properly, as well

as go on with what might become an important

industry. We trust this application will bO

favourably considered by Government when it

conies before it.

PURCHASE OF EST.CTES FOR A
COMPANV.

An upcouiitry resident writes

“ Have you not heard of the new Company ?

RoBel and Mottingharri purchased by Thomson for

some i36,700, I mean td lakb it few shares.

The purchase is, wb presume, for a London Com-

pany of wliifch Messrs. Whittall iSc Co.j are the local

Agents. The two properties named—one in Lower

.Dikoyti, and one in Maskeliya—are returned as

follows :

—

Total.

Mottingham 2.‘>8 .

Binova or Rozelle . . 929 .

1,187

Tea.

220
441

661

Timber and
Grass.

16

118

134

The bargain slionld therefore be a good one for

the buyers.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION :

THE INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

l'.Y

luswicb—Cardinal Wolsey’s town and coupled

f liiin with Christ Cburcli as “ twins of learning

—is favoreil this year as the place of meeting

of the Rritish Association, an Association which

has played, and continues to play, perhaps,

a greater part in the growth and influence of

science (natural knowledge), than almost any

other in the world. 1 he names of all our niost

eminent men are connected with its proceedings,

and almost every important branch of industry

ha.s heneflted by its labours aiul endowments.

This year’s President is “ Sir Douglas Galton,

K.C.B., D.C.L., r.K.S., &c.” And no one, wishing

to keep abreast of the science of the day, and of

its history and conquests during the last sixty-

years, should fail to read his inaugural addre.ss.

This address is not, as is so often the case,

conlined to an abstruse and technical dissertation

on some particular branch of science, too learnecl

for the appreciation and enjoyment of the general

reader ;
hut is a general survey of the gams that

science h.as made during late years m every de-

partment, and can be read and understood by

every intelligent person. It is, as usual, very

lon^-- and the mere enumeration of its lieadings

or sections would take up some space. But it is

not too long, and does not contain a word too

many, for those who love science for truths

sake, as well as for the many who live by one or

other of its ramifications and depiirtments. 1 he

immense strides we have made in our geneial

knowledge and industries are herein set forth ;

and only a very inadeipiate idea of the scope

of the afldress can be gathered from our reiei-

eiice to some of its subjects. Ihus it oitens

with a glance at the history of the Association

since its foundation in 1831, comparing, generally,

the ignorance of that time with the knowledge

of today. It was at tlib ihstanfce bf the Rritish

Association that Government undertook tidal ob-

servations at 500 stations on the coasts of Britain.
“ a subject necessarily of imjiortance to Kriglatlu

as a dominant iiower'at sea.” It roused (iOvern-
ment to make large-scale experinients in Sliip-

huilding ahd NaVal Arcllitectilre. It caused
GOverrinient to est.-ihlish a general Registration
of Births aiid Deaths in IS-oB. It instituted, long
ago, an eri.luiry into the accuracy of Standard
Weights and Measures of Length and Capacity

;

and “in the last session of last Parliament

a

Committee of the House of Commons endorsed
a recommendation of the, Association to provide
for a Uniformity of Weights and Measures with
reference to the interests. Of Science. In tlih

eighteenth century English artisans w-ere pre-

eminent in tlie niailiifactiit-e of instruments of

jjrecision, so much so; that practical Astronomy
wds kept mdiiily in the hands ,of British observers;
“ tlie sectors, quadrants and circles were then
inimitable by cpiitihental workmen and “ the
foundation of the llritish Association was coin-

cident with a rapid developement of mechanical
apjdiances in the engineer’s w-orkshop.” Thus, “a
young workman named Joseph Whitworth ” rea-

lized that the basis of accuracy in “ machinery
was the making of a true iilane,” a problem he at

once proceeded to solve, follow'ed by “an exact
system of measurement generally applicable in

the workshop.” Most people have heard of the
Royal Uhservatory at Kew. In 1842 the Govern-
ment gave it up, and as the Royal Society declined

to take the charge, it would doubtless have lapsed

had not the British Association accepted the respon-

sibility, and after having maintained it for nearly
thirty-years, at a cost of about £12,000, handed
it over to the Royal Society in 1871. These
facts will give some idea of the services the
British Association has rendered to the country
asw-ellasto the Sciences, geographical, geological,

chemical, astronomical, mechanical, and physical.

Meteorology, Biology (animal and botanical), An-
thropology, Bacteriology are all passed under review-

in this address; while sewage purification, smoke
abatement, mechanical engineering (a boundless
subject in itself) are all told of in the most
interesting manner. Then a good deal is said

about the “Influence of Intercommnnication af-

forded by the British Association on Science
1‘rogress;” about Science in Germany ; assistance

to Scientific Research in Great Britain, and a
general summing-up. How the British Associa-
tion works is told in the following w-ords : “Onr
meetings have been successful because they have
maintained the true principles of scientific in-

vestigation. We have been able to secure the
continued presence and concurrence of the master
spirits of science. They have been w-illing to
sacrifice their leisure and to promote the wel-
fare of the Association, because the meetings
have afforded them the means of advancing the
sciences to which they are attached.” Again,
“the British Association has distributed £60,000
to aid research since its foundation.” The Pre-
sident, in his opening remarks, rightly pays a
tribute of respect to the memory of Professor
Huxley, who took such a prominent part in the
proceedings of the last meeting at Oxford, and,
“whose energy and wealth of argument helped
to win the battle of evolution, and to secure
for ns the right to discuss questions of religion
and science without fear and without favour.”

Sir Douglas Galton concludes his address in
these w-ords :

—
The various agencies for scientific education have

produced numerous students admirably qualified to

pursue research
; and at the same time almost every
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field of industry presents openings for improvement
through the development of scientific methods. For
instance, agricultural operations alone offer openings
for researjh to the biologist, the chemist, the
physicist, the geologist, the engineer, which have
hitherto been largely Overlooked. If students do not
easily find employment, it is chiefly attributHble to

a want of appreciation for science in the nation at

large. *
*

_

Lvery year the field of usefulness of the
Association is widening. Fur, whether with the geolo-

gist we seelr to write the history of the crust of the

earth, or with the biologist to trace out the evolu-

tion of its inhabitants, or whether with the astro-

nomer, the chemist, and the physicist we endeavour
to unravel the constitution of the sun and the planets

or the genesis of the nebulm and stars which make
up the universe, on every side wo find ourselves

surrounded by mysteries which await solution We
arc only at the beginning of work. I have, there-

fore, full confidence that the future records of the

British Association will chronicle a still greater pro-

gress than that already achieved, and that the British

nation will maiirtain its leading position amongst
the nations of the world, if it will energetically con-

tinue its voluntary efforts to promote research, supple-

mented by that additional help fivn the Government
which ought never to be withheld when a clear case

of scientific utility has been established.

CENTBAL TBA\AX(;OliE PEANTEUS’
ASSOCIATIUX.

CEYLON ANIJ INDIAN TEA DUTIES.

A general meeting of this Association was held

in the Bon Ami bungalow en the ‘28th ultimo at

10 o’clock. There w’ere present Messrs. R. S. Imray
(Chairman), H. W. Baker, .7. Burrows, A. R. Cox, It.

W. Courtney, J. Finch, R. H. Goldie, W. Graham,
B. Laurie, A. E. Veale and G. L. Ackworth (Hono-

rary Secretary); also as visitor of the Hon'ble V. ]7.

Wilbraham. The minutes of the last meeting were

taken as read.

Cei/Ion Import Didicx on Tea.—The Honorary Se-

cretary said ;—Mr. Chairman, you will have noticed

in the last leading article of the Modrax Mail on the

proceedings of the H. T‘. A. S. I., that my speech on

this subject was referred to and the writer of the

article denv.inded wliat it was tb.c planiers of Southern

India required. I regix-t that my speech was not ver-y

accurately reported, but I am glad of this opportunity

of stating again publicly, that whu.t we want is, that

the Ceylon Tea Import Duty should be placed on the

same basis as that of India, so far as Indian teas are

concerned. At present the Ceylon duty is about oO

per cent ail valorem, whilst that of India is only Ci

per cent. Ceylon teas are therefore admitted into

India practically free, whilst an absolutely prohibitive

dvty is placed on our te.as in Ceylon. This is not

only unjust but unstatesmanlike, as the two countries,

whose interests are identically the same, ought to

lun hand in hand. We have no wish to relieve

t'bina of any other inferior teas, but our teas are as

good as those of Coylon, and ought to be treated on

the sanif footing as the latter are in India.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

The Col TEE Estate of Me.ssrs. Ilanisey ami

Harrisoii at Singgora is said to he promising very

well. Several hundreils of acres of very rich soil

are under cultiv.ation and the only diflicnlty the

proi>rictors have to contend with is that of oh-

t-dnino hihour.— I’icss.

“ TnoiMCAL roT.ONisATioN.”— Under this head-

iii«- we -dve an article of lascinatiiig intere.st

from ihcT l^'/n'rialor. S)iecial mention is made of

(‘oylon in most Mattering terms .as to heauty

of scenery, richness of vegetation, miodness of

climate; hut m'c agree wdtli the editor r.ather

than with Mr. Boyle as to the mam (|ue.sticii in

dispute; .and there is in this island, the e.xiieri-

eiice of a century of British occupation .and sixty

years of jilanting settlement to point to, 111 sup-

port of the 8pectat(ji’s argument.

ODDS AND ENDS.

{From an Kx-ltniajaUa rianter.)

THE TEA BOOM.

T’he name of Ceylon no longer stinks in the nostrils

of city men and speculators, and the one thing that

all and sundry' long for is the possession of some
shares in the big dividend-paying tea companies,
such as Yatiyaiitoca, Yataderia, We-oya Ac. Ac. and
now tile much abused Castiereagh Company and
Clunes Limited have come witli a rush and intend
paying handsome dividends, like the rest. Those
shareholders, who, putting no faith in Mr. L. H.
Kelly, sold out at Rt55 must feel a trifle sick when
they see Castlereaghs quoted at R140, while, I can
fancy', a benign smile playing around the chiselled

features of L. H. K. Although rejoicing at the suc-

cess of the Ceylou Planters, I wou'd fain utter a
word of warning, and would advise them strongly
not to put too niucli faith in tea, but to keep some
other irons in the fire. In Cacao for instance there
is likely to be a boom since the interesting test was
made recently' by a French woman, who, with a
view of testing the sn-itainiiig powoiS of chocolate,
lived upon tliat abme for (U) days, and lost only 15

lb. ill the iiitoival. In tliese depressed times, to be
able to li\e f r two months on choculate alone is a
policy likeiy to be adopted by the lliiifly, and so
cueo.i will be ill deiiimid. Planters, who aie drawing
big dividends from their tea share.-i, should also
reiiieiiiber that tea can be grown in aliuo.st any
country, the latest to enter the lists being Russia,
where '.hey are growing magnificent tea on the Cau-
casus, one planter there having received a firm offer

of 20,000 roubles for his next season’s crop. In
New Zealand, Australia and the Cape tea grows
w'ell, the only advantage Ceylon has against these
countries being cheap labor and continuous flushing,

and this bring.s to mo the suliject of the

TITNIUI-MANIA.

W’hat lias gone wrong with it ? In the days of King
coffee there was no trouble about tnndus, one plan-

ter never dreamt of taking a mean advantage ol an-
other, so why do they do so now '! The correspon-
dence on this subject, whicli appeared in the Ohserrer,

was exceedingly silly, and the stiqiidity of it reached
a climax wh m a “Buchan lioon ’’ rushed into print

with his experience, whicli he had, no doubt acquired
in the Bog of Ardallie, or some other festive spot
in Buchan. He modestly admits that conceit is

characteristic of his native wilds; an undoubted fact,

for, sometime ago, I pointed out, in these notes,

that another Buchan Loon, Mr. Marr, had been
lecturing, in Scotland, on Ceylon, he having spent a
fortnight in your island, and his knowledge of the
palm-fringed isle having been acquired amongst the
Clydesdale horses of Cairnbrogie. The labour ques-
tion .apeared to me to have been threshed out by
Mr. E. .7. Young in his pamphlet on Indian labour
fields: why don’t the planters read that? They were
willii g to pay Mr. Young for going to India on their

account, and yet they don't seem disposed to read
wliat he has to say on the matter.

'J'l'.A-TOXEU.

—A new tablet just brought out in London is

finding a place on ihe tea tray. It is a tea-toning

lozenge, which is dropped into an inlu-iion of tea and
acts as a solvent to the tannin never absent from
even the most delicately lirew'ed of this beverage,
its component parts are gelatine and alkaline salts,

and its alleged office is the neutralising of any in-

jurious digestive effect of the cup which “ cheers ’

—indeed at ihe moment ot drinking, but often chides
bitterly afterwards.

women A'l'Il CAItKUESSNKSS.

Mr. Mackwood’s allowance for moderate careless-

ness in the tea factory seems a peculiar idea, and
would be all very well, for us home buyers of your
tea, it the carelessness took the form of putting too
much into the chest, and not, everlastingly, too
little. Tennis has a groat deal to answer for, but
short weight in the tea chests is certainly a very
reprehensible thing to lay to its charge.
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OLD DISTRICTS.

It is cheering to read such accounts of the old dis-

tricts, as appeared in a late Uhserrer. Dmnbera
natives getting their gardens vs'eeded, in expectation
of a crop of coffee, and Kangalla natives enjoying
prospei'ity through the tea enterprizc. Fancy Kan-
galla with teleplionic comnumicatiou, cart road to
Nitre cave, a Church—and no necessity for a constable
at that centre of commerce, Udispattu. I hope the
Dumbera natives are not trusting to ihe talented Mr.
E. F. Wright and his cure of leaf disease. Mr.
Wright is not tho first man who expected to draw
in the txovernment rew'ard of ,flO,OOU, but their
names have long ago passed into oblivion, and the
reward remains in Government hands still.

COSMOPOLITE.

TROPICAL COLONISATION.
We wish w e could heartily agree in the views

of Mr. Frederick Royle, but history, we fear,

forbids. That gentleman, rvho ha.s much ami
varied experience of tro[)ical lands, argues, in

the N'ao Itecien' for this month, that the English
belief as to the ini[)ossihility of Europeans colon-
ising tropical countries is a haseles.s, as well as
an embarras.sing, prejudice. AVe shall have to
do it, he says, for the temperate regions are
either getting full, or hiing closed to immigrants
by the jealousy of their occupants

;
and we

may therefore as well reconsider the objections
to settling in the tropical or, to be more exact

—

for the description wdiicli includes Northern
India in the tropics is a little vague—in
the hotter regions of the globe. Mr. Boyle
linds most of them unreal. That man as
a being does not degenerate physically in the
hot countries seems to him certain, and we
should admit that the evidence is for the most
part wholly on his side. The Bengalees may
be allowing to be “ a feeble folk”—though there
is great exaggeration even about this—but the
Arabs, the ISoudanese, the Southern Ciiinese, and
almost all negroes are remarkable for muscular
strength, |)ower of enduring fatigue, and ])hysical

energy in general. They have less perhaps of
the habit of living than Northern Europeans

—

though half the centenarians of the world are
negroes—Imt that probably results from special
circuiiLstances, the English from the twelfth to
the eighteenth centuiy having died at least as
fast as any dark tribe. If they had not, they
would have increa.sed in number at a much
quicker rate. The dark peojdes are, in fact, <as

“strong” its Europeans; wliile as to courage,
the Woudanse broke a British square, the West
Indian negro soldiers can be entrusted any-
where, and if the daring of the South China-
man is doubtful except wdien he is a pirate,

no one has ever (questioned that of the Malay,
either in battle or in the wild adventures which
led him to Madagascar and the islands of the
I’acilic. Nor is there much evidence of intellec-

tual decay, for if the w'orld owes nothing to the
negro, she bakes all her creeds from the men of

the hotter lands, and tho (dearest-sighted professor
in Euro])e is not sui)erior in i»ower of subtle
thought to the Brahiidn of Madras. If, then,
man as a genus does not neces.sarily degenerate
in the tropics, wdiy should the white man, his
most energetic species, degenerate either ? As a
matter of fact, there are families of Jews w hich,
without mixing their blood, have retained all

energies, in Persia, Bombay, and even Bengal, for
centuries

; wdiile the people of Costa Rica,
who are “nearly white,” .are a singularly
hardy peas.antry, and we may .add the Coqits,
>vho, if not w hite, are as neardy white as the Jews,

AGRICULTURIST.

are still the most competent race in the valley of the
Nile. Neith(3r the Ptolemies nor their soldiers
degenerated in Egypt and there are Spanish
f.amilies in Mexico ,as strong and .as able as ever
their progenitors were in Old Spain. Why then,
asks Mr. Boyle, should not .some S^ate try the
experiment of a tropical Colony, which, if it
succeudeu, \\ ould ojieii such vast regions to Kiivoiiean
immigi.ation, nay, might even produce a race
greater than any now' existing, for Mr. Boyle
.sym]>athises a little with the n.aturalist, Mr. Bates,
who. .after years sjieiit in the forests of Br.azil’
chielly in the valley of the Amazon, foiiml
himself so fascinated by the vi«-oiir of
Nature in the tropics that he wrote: “The
well-bal.anced forces of natuie ni.aintaiu here
a laud .surface .and a climate that seem to be
tyj)ical of mundane order and beauty I hold to
the opinion th.at, though hiim.anity can re.ach .an
.advanced degree of culture by battling with the
inclemencies of nature in high l.atitudes, it is
under the equ.ator alone tliat the r.ace of the
future will att.aiii to conqilete fruition of in.an’s
beautiful heritage, the earth.”

It is a splendid dream, because it opens u]) new
and almost inlinite qiossibilities for the w liite race
now doinin.ating, though it does not colonise, all
the continents

; but we fe.ar a dream only. His-
tory is opposed to Mr. Boyle. To begin with,
that must have been a powerful instinct or a
most operative law w'hich originally divided man-
kind, so that the wdiite race was confined to
Europe, that the black race populated Africa,
and th.at the huge bulk of A.sia, the most fertile
and tempting of .all the continents, w.as filled
with yellow' and brown men. scientilic theo-
rist would cert.ainly s.ay that some immutable
law of convenience alone could have produced
that result, which, amidst all the endless muta-
tions of history, has remained substantially un-
changed. Europe and Asia have fought foi' ever,
but the bulk of the populations have remainerl
Euiojie.an ami Asiatic, while the great Roman
invasion of Northern Africa and the Vandal in*
vasion which follow'ed it, .alike ended in the
triumph, more or less complete, of the brown
r.aces. Historians suggest no explanation of this
c.ardinal f.act, nor is .any, we think possible, e.x-
cept that, w'hatever the me.aning of the mysterious
law of race and science in no way .accounts even
for colour—the white peoples llou'rish best witliin
strictly temperate regions. They can flourish
in (he highlands of the trojnes, but they do not
re.ach their highest level, and tend, when at-
t.acked for ages by autochthons, to recede, as
they have done in Egypt, and .are doing in many
])aits of bpauish America. It i.s ju'obably true
th.at they can labour in the tropics, for tlm white
mechanics of the Southern States of the Union
live and work there, and possible that, ,as govern-
ing (j.astes, they would iu the tropics develop
maivellous energy

; but they almost certainly
vyould not advance as raiikily as in Euroiie.
Lnglishmen aie, wo think, for some unknown
leason, liabiLually untair to Spanish Americans,
wlm, vyhether pure or cros.sed, have produced
men of singular daring, energy, .and power of
endurance

; who have built great cities .and re-
cl.aimed great regions of tho earth

; and who have
besides a power of absorjition and attr.action
cickiio\\ Jeu^od by nil who settle in Spanish
America, Italians nuire especially

; l>ut it would
be foolish to say that the owners of Brazil or
Central Americ.a oi' Me.xico show .any symptom.s
of develoqnng into the siqierior race of mankind.
I ure or cro.ssed, an optinust would hardly .s.ay

of them that they were better than their ances"
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tors in UM Spain or I’ortuj'al. A “ Southern
gentleman ” of English blood is often a very fine

man ;
but lie is not so much nobler than an

English gentleman that he can be quoted to prove

the truth of Mr. Bates’s dream. That the hot

lands are not fatal to energy may be true
;
but

certainly they do not, with all their natural ad-

vantages, ever tend to produce it. If they did,

the most glorious of all tropical countries, Ceylon,

would have produced a grand race ;
and it has

not done it. There, witli land of all altitudes,

and all kinds of pow'ers of production, amidst
perpetual summer and scenes w hich, if the theo-

rists are right, should have bred in them an

abnormal sense of beauty, dwells a race wdiicli

we have no wish to decry, but which is certainly

not moie distinguished than, say, the Belgian or

the Sw-ede for any high qualities whatsoever.

Whether an admixture of wdiite blood would

have altered the result, as w'e understand Mr.

Boyle to half believe— at least if he does not be-

lieve it, w-e do not quite comprehend the drift

of his remarks on the cross-breeds—isstill an un-

settled question ;
but it is cl^ear that in the

Southern States of the Union, in Spanish America,

and in India, such admixture has not developed

any markedly sui)erior race. Mr. Bates’s hope

is a dream.
We should say, on a review of the whole

evidence, that it pointed to this result. It is

probably much more possible for lyhite men to

colonise a tropical country than is imagined,

especially if the colony w'as so organised that

sanitary laws could be enforced from the very

iirst
;
but the first generation would suffer terribly

from unaccustomed diseases—lowfever, for example
.—from the de|>ressing effect of a change of climate,

and from the shock involved in a violent change

of daily habitudes as to diet,^ hours of

labour, and general social life. This sufler-

Ing, involving much mortality, would dis-

courage the average colonist to such a degree

that he would not remain for the time which even

Mr. Boyle admits to be necessary to secure

complete acclimatisation. No generation of men
will devote itself in this way for the benefit of

its successors, and every ex])eriment will there-

fore end either in failure, or in the importation

of races able to relieve the colonists of all severe

or exhausting toil. The second alternative may
succeed,—has, for example, succeeded in Loui-

siana ;
but that is not colonisation by white men.

It is “ settlement,”—a very different matter, and

one which cannot be said to have been as yet

fairly tried. SVe can quite conceive of both the

world and the whites being benefited by the set-

tlement of a tropical region, in which dark inen

shall labour, and white men, few comparatively

in number, shall guide their labour, and, while

reajnng a profit out of their exertions, shall

deliberately endeavour to keep up among them a

lii'di and improving standard of civilisation. A
bo*tly of white colonists working as a hieratic

caste, and governing in the interest of the labour-

ers as well as their own, might nroduce, under

favouring circumstances, such results as the world

lias never seen, a civilisation in which poverty,

tlisease and crime were almost entirely absent,

and the whole community exulted in struggling

forward to some lofty ideal. The experiment,

liowever, has never been made, except by the

Jesuits in Paraguay, and it is difhcult to imagine

how it could succeed. The guides become arbi-

trary or the guided rebellious, or in the end some

adroit man avails himself of human foibles to

seize the reins of power, and wc have, as under

Dr. Francia and his heir, a pure despotism which

ftdvauccs uothiug, because in the iiitcicst of the

despotism individuality must be put down. Wc
rather wonder, however, that the experiment has

never been trieil by laymen, who witn a healthy
African district before tliem, and two regiments
of black freedmen from America, might achieve,

for a time at least, a considerable result, and
would certainly add considerably to the knowl-
edge of mankind. A good manj’ phalansUres
have been started from time to time, and .a |dii-

lanthropic Baron Hirsch might try that one with
some faint hope of success. It would, however,
be a faint hope, the law of ages being clearly

that Europeans and Asiatics and Africans will

not, unless coerced by irresistible circumstances,
work in continuous harmony together.

—

Spectator.

PLANTING AND PKODUCE.
Coco.v Adultek.vtion.—On this subject Messrs. Cad-

bury Brothers write :
“ It may be true, as stated by

a writer in the Times, that many ‘ of the leading
manufacturers and the Government in the victual-

ling yards’ add 50 per cent, of sugar and arrow-
root to the cocoa they prepare, but the word ‘ all ’ is

incorrect. Our firm, which clears between one-third
and one-fourth of the cocoa imported into Great
Britain, has resolutely set its face against all such
admixtures. Our cocoa is absolutely pure, and does
not contain any addition of sugar or starch, nor any’ of

those alkaline salts added by many of the Dutch makeis
to produce their dark-coloured and scented cocoas. Mr,
George Cadbury, a member of our firm, in giving
evidence before the Foods Adulteration Commission
of 1872, proposed that the exact percentage of all

the ingredients used in the manufacture of any
articles of food should be distinctly given on the
label. To this opinion we adhere, and believe the
public would soon learn its value were it carried out.

The public understand chocolate to be an article

containing sugar and flavouring matters, such as

vanilla. Our remarks, of course, only apply to brands
offered as ‘cocoa,’ which as a beverage need not
contain any starch and sugar, still less any addition
of alkaline salts.”

Shade Trees and Coffee Planting.—Mr. Robert
Thomson, who was for many years at the head of

the Government gardens and plantations in Jamaica,
has furnished to the Foreign Office for presentation
to both Houses of Parliament an interesting report
on the agricultural products of Tolima, in the
Sierra Nevada of Colombia. He points out that in

recent years a great impetus has been given to the
cultivation of coffee in Colombia through the sys-

tematic intorplanting of shade trees with coffee

plants. The value of the coffee exported from the terri-

tory has increased from 810,000 dols in 1877-78 to

10,000,000 dols in 1894 ;
and it may be assumed that in

the course of two or three years the value of the total

output will amount to 15,000,000 dols. Mr. Thomson
mentions that thousands of acres in the district in

question are being gradually reduced to a desert by
the practice of burning the natural grasses during the
most scorching periods of drought for the purpose
of obtaining new and tender pasturage, and that the
soil, is only preserved from sterility by the chaparro
tree, which appears to flourish in consequence of the
fires and the leaves, which form new vegetable mould.
—II. and G. Mail.

^

SALE OF THE MESSRS. CHAMBERLAIN’S
BADULLA ESTATE.

We learn that Mahapallagalla estate, Badulla,
has been sold by the Messrs. H. & W. Cham her-

lain (brothers of tlie Rt. Hon. Josejih Chamberlain,
M.B.) to tlie Nahavilla Estates Co. for the sum
of £7,000. Tlie pro(ierty includes 323 acres, of

which 47 are in collee, 200 in tea, 20 acres fuel

trees and the rest patena. It ought therefore to

bo a bar^jain for the Company.
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.SULPHIIK AS A CURE FOR RED
SPIDER IN TEA.

To tliG Editor of tho /lome.and Colonial Mail.

Sir,—I regret not having had an earlier opportunity

of examining, in your issue of the 30th ult., my
two letters on “ Sulphur as a Cure for Red Spider,”

which you were good enough to publish. In the one
of April, 1893, which you reprint, several slight

abridgments have been made, to which I take no
objection, but, on the contrary, feel obliged that you
devoted so much of your valuable space to the

subject. But there is one serious omission of half-a-

dozen words from the seventh paragi'aph from the

beginning of that letter, on the “process” of apply-

ing the sulphur, that I trust you will kindly permit

me to call attention to.

Tiiat pai'agraph should commence as follows : “Our
process of application is simple and inexpensive. We
put tho sulphur in gauze bags or cloth of open

texture, and after wetting the bushes thoroughly

over and under the leaves, and the branches and
stems, hij means of large hand garden syringes, the

sulphur is dusted over the whole bush,” &c.

The words omitted—whether from a defect in the

copy you had or through an oversight of the printer

I know not—are in italics.

Apologising for again troubling you, and thanking

you in anticipation for making this most necessary

correction.—1 am, Am., Geo, W. Christison.

WHAT WILL NORTH BORNEO’S CHIEF
EXPORT BE ?

Tapioca.—Here is a cheap article of general re-

quest that can be grown to any extent on the banks
of the rivers and waterways round the Bay and from
thence floated to a central manufactoi’y, while as to the

demand, tapioca stands on much the same footing as

sago
;
produced now’ in large quantities any material

rise in the price of wheat would entail a sufficient

rise in the price of tapioca to cause a vast in-

crease in its production in countries best adapted to its

cheap growth, manufacture and transport
;
and what

country is better adapted to these ends than North
Borneo ?

Last year’s expoi’t from Singapore alone of the
various products I have spoken of, (sugar, Manila
hemp and cotton omitted as they are not grown in

the districts for which Singapore is the port of ship-

ment) are as follows :

Gambie.r. Sago. Copra.
682.000 pels. 695,000 pels. 841,000 pels.

Rattans. Tapioca. Coffee.

271.000 pels. 372,000 pels. 61,000 pels,

making a total of 2,922,000 pels, or say 172,000 tons.

All these things we can grow just as well, as cheaply,

and as profitably in the Sandakan district as in the
places from whence these large supplies come

;
while

the area of land centreing upon Sandakan is large

enough to grow every picul as well as sugar enough
for the Hongkong refineries and cotton enough for

the .Japan mills
;
no one I presume queries this

;

but when are we going to begin ?

Which ever products offer most inducements to the
capitalist are likely to be the things that will be
most largely cultivated at first and a combination of

quick returns and good profits are the points likely

to have large influence on the question
;
the follow-

ing list gives the length of time within which the
various plants mature :

—

Cotton commences to give crop in 8 months
Sugar Cane „ „ „ 9 or 10 ,,

Tapioca ,, „ ,, 12 „
Gambier ,, ,, „ ^ 15 ,,

Manila Hemp ,, „ ,, 20 „
Coffee „ ,. ,, 30 ,,

Rattans ,, ,, „ 48 ,,

Coconuts ,, ,, ,, 60 ,,

Ssgo ,, ,, ,, x40 ,,

But various other considerations have to be taken
into account; a great deal depends upon which
of these prodrc-s recci-.cs attention first; for trial

s synonymous with success and profit, and success
42

and profit will mean the follow’ing up of that parti-

cular cultivation. Now the plant.s that are receiv-

ing most attention at the moment are in the
order named coffee, sago, coconuts, gambier, Manila
hemp, cotton and sugar. There is no doubt that
coffee successful as it is will be followed up, but to
do so on a large scale requii-es a good deal of
capital and elaboration. Sago-palras will be planted in
increasing numbers, but new plantations takes too long
to crop to figure in an export sheet for years to come.
Coconuts are planted in the Sandakan district at

the rate of some 20,000 per annum, a rare likely

to be accelei’ated in the future rather than re-

duced, but they also are a long crop
:
gambier is

well in hand, the gardens are being increased in

size, the leaves take but a short time ti mature
and at present prices tlie manufacture gives large

profits where the transport bill is not too high,

and gambier is the product that I expect to see

exports of increase more quickly during the next
few years than anything else, always remembering
that it is in the power of sugar to go ahead
and take a commanding lead at any time and
at short notice. Manila hemp owing to

the want of skilled labourers on tho one
hand and to the small returns it offers to the

capitalist on the other will make its way but slowly,

but it will give good and certain rents to the large

land owner on the one hand, and a Manila hemp
patch is a sort of bank that can always be drawn
upon when the small occupierwants money on the other,

so that although its increase will be slow it will

be sure
;
cotton also does not promise large profits

to the capitalists although it offers several attractions

to the small occupier, but it maybe that millowners
in China and Japan may demand it and put their

money in for other reasons than the profit the crop
itself would pay and then it would rush ahead in a

way second only to sugar. Sugar is barely started

yet, but when once a start is made it will go ahead
by leaps and bounds.

Demand is another factor in the matter
;

for sugar
and cotton, the demand is practically unlimited, as also

it is but on a smaller scale for coconut products, for

coffee it is very big but there is a limit, for gambier the
demand is smaller, but the area of production also is

small and is always decreasing, for Manila hemp the
demand is bounded by. very well defined limits, while
for rattans tliere is no probability of ever our producing
them in such quantity as would affect prices ; while
tapioca and sago stand on a somewhat different foot-

ing, when wheat rises as rise it must some day the
demand for these two products is capable of inde-

finite expansion, that the price of wheat will be over
40s per quarter twenty-five years hence is pretty

certain but how much sooner ?

Considering all these points therefore I am in-

clined to think that gambier will be the first pro-

duct to go ahead largely and to hold the lead in

our export list for a few years, but then I think
sugar will pick it up and pass it by with coffee and
coconuts third or fourth.

If I made a bet now as to the values of exports 20
years hence I should back (but should want long
odds) sugar to be first, gambier second copra third,
coffee fourth, cotton fifth, tapioca sixth, Manila
hemp seventh, rattans eighth and sago ninth, and
for a long shot at the future I should expect to see
sugar always an easy first, sago second, tapioca third,
cotton fourth, coffee fifth, copra sixth, Manila-hemp
seventh, gambier eighth, (owing to the land for it

being mostly worked out and then probably planted
with tapioca) and rattans last.

Cocoa, India-rubber, tobacco, oranges and pumeloes
pepper, nutmegs, ai’rowroot, betelnuts and various other
agricultural products are likely to be exported in more
or less quantities from ihe country

;
but never I think

tea, cinchona or cinnamon, (always avoid anything
Ceylon can really produce). If the cultivation of rice
or of Indian-corn is taken in hand in the course of
years, these things will very likely become large ex-
ports, and there is no knowing what else may turn
up but as far as I can judge my remarks bound
present probabilities. Mynah.

£. Herald.
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TEXTUAL AFRICA.
( l' ioni the Dvilish Central Africa Gaxette.)

(Zomba, Aug 1st.)

Mr. Stotesbury, of the Survey Department of India,
and a staff of Indian assistants have arrived in this
country 10 undertake for the Government the syste-
matic survey of the land in the protectorate. His woi'k in
addition to that of Messrs. T. H. Lloyd and Anderson
would soon bring about the authoritative survey of
all estates, and greatly facilitate the land settle-
ment. Careful attention will be given to the map-
ping of native reserves.

Mr. Poulett Weatherly, the well known sportsman
has written us an intei'esting letter from Momora,
in the Ulungu country, south of Tanganyika, a
portion of which we propose to publish in our
next issue. Mr. Weatherly has started on a ten
months’ exploration through the Awemba country
over a district quite unkown to Europeans.

Dr. Percy Rendall writes :
—“ During a visit I made

to ‘Woodlands ’ (a country house near Cape Town) I

was interested to note a large herd of fallow deer
that were being transferred to the Zoological collec-

tion in Mr. Rhodes’ grounds. As far as I can ascer-

tain fallow deer have never been acclimatised and
bred in South Africa before. In addition to these,

I saw Burchell’s zebra and eland in captivity in the
grounds of the High Commissioner.”

JAVA QUININE.

The Java quinine-factory scheme, after many
troubles, is now approaching completion. syndi-
cate of four gentlemen have sent out a circular say-
ing that they have been supplied with funds for

the erection of a factory which they propose to
“ locate ” near Bandoeng. The factory will not pur-
chase bark outright, but charge a fixed pi ice for manu-
facturing—viz., 11s 8d per kilo, for quantities between
400,000 and 6(X),000 kilos per annum ; lOs lOd per
kilo for quantities between 000,000 and 900,000 kilos

;

and lOs for still larger parcels, calculated upon an
average of 4 per cent quinine. It is thought that
the Government gardens will assist the factory by
sending their baA to it for extraction. The co-

operation of many of the largest private planters has
also been secured. The factory will commence with
an annual capacity of 600,000 kilos bark. It is thought
that from 15,000 to 20,000 kilos of the quinine made
can be sold in Java and the neighbouring Dutch
colonies. The trouble, it seems to us, will be to pre-

vent the prepared quinine from being “slaughtered”
on the Em'opean markets in the same way as the
bark is now, for no provision is made to keep the
manufactured profluet in the control of a central
sale-office. On the contrary, it is to be handed
back to the planter who supplied the bark, and who
will, thei'efore, bo under the same temptation to

sell with regard to quinine that has been his un-
doing in the matter of the mother substance.

—

Chemist and Brufjcjist.

INDIA AND CEYLON TEAS IN AMERICA :

STATISTICS SHOW THAT THEIR SALE

IS ON THE INCREASE.

Under tlie above lieading tiie New' York Mail

and Express publishes the following :

—

“Consumption of India and Ceylon tea in the United
States and Canada is rapidly on the increase. In

1890 there was a total consumption of 2,100,000

ounds. In 1894 the figures were 6,200,000 pounds,

hese teas are pure and machine rolled.

“To one who has seen the Celestial at work rolling

the tea leaves in his bands, the best recommenda-
tion that can be give.' to the India and Ceylon pro-

ducts is that they are machine rolled. Tims all

foreign substances are kept out of the machine rolled

India and Ceylon teas. J’hoy are also relatively

cheaper than other brands. According to the sta-

tistics of the English Chancellor of the Exchequer,
three pounds of them go a.s far as five pounds of

Chinese or Japanese teas. They find a ready sale

in the markets.”
The .same issue contains a clever and very much
up-to-date advertisement of Ceylon and Indian

tea.s. Tlie “Valkyrie” and “Defender,” the

former Hying a flag with “India” and the latter

a flag witli “Ceylon” im]>rinted on it are en-

gaged in a neck and neck race while behind
lay tw’o junks “China” and “Japan.” The
letterpress in connection with the illustra-

tion .says ;

—

“ ‘Good Thing, Push it Along.’
—

’The above dia-

gram shows the types of the fastest y.achts

afloat, as well as of the old Cliincse junks. There
is as much difference between “ Defender ” and
“ Valkyrie ” and the old-fashioned junk as there is be-

tween the delicate, well-flavoured, machine-made India
and Ceylon teas and the hand-rolled and lead-colored
Japanese and Chinese article. The cornpaiison is

striking, you say ! Try the teas and be assured of

the statement. Insist on your grocer supplying you
with Ceylon and India teas. Three pounds of India
and Ceylon tea go as far as five pounds of China
and Japan teas.”

Tiie Brookljn Daily Eagle, which gives
prominence to the .same advertisement lia.s the
follow'ing :

—

“ Machine vs. Hand Made Teas.—Tea drinkers in

the United States have discovered that teas grown
in Ceylon and India, being machine rolled and
not subject to objectionable treatment by the hand,
are more desirable than the Chinese and .Japanese
teas. E'urthennore, no foreign substances are used in

India and Ceylon teas for coloring the product.
As to price, the English Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer says that three pounds the former is

equal to ' five pounds of the latter. The con-
sumption of the.se British teas increased in 1890
from 2,100,000 pounds to 5,200,000 pounds in 1894.”

The advertisement referred to and the
figures (|uoted al.so appear in the Bew Yorl: Daily
News.

The above was in typo yesterday. Tod.ay’s Kandy
post brings us a packet from tlie Secretary of
tlie Planters’ Association giving cover to two
letters (and sani|)le a Ivertisement cuttings) ad-
dre.ssed to Mr. Wm. .Mackenzie by Uhicago and
Toronto tea dealers ; but the names .are not
given. The former has started “the Monsoon
Tea” .and has app.irently been subsidised with a
supply of circulars and 4,UU0 dollars, with which
we are told a great work has been done in

Chicago and the Western .States in making
known “the Monsoon” (])ure Ceylon) te.a. But
they now want 10,000 dollars more from “both
Associations” (? Ceylon and India—5,000 each)
to work the East and South—inclmliiiL’’ the
Atlanta Exposition (which we had thought the
Conimissioner and Committee of Thirty had blown
out of all consideration !). Here is perhaps tlie

most important pa.ssage in the Chic.ago letter :

—

“I do not know whether my plan of introducing
Ceylon teas is the best or not, hut what can be
said of it is this; that two years ago sc.rrceiy a
pound of Indian or Ceylon tea W'as used in ChiLago
or th.' Wes

,
and now cvei'y good gro-.cr botli Inue

and over the Wcsteriniountry is off' ring it for side,

and repeat or.l. rs aic coming in claii;. — s .l. s amount-
ing to about -100 half chests per mouth ol ‘Monsoon’
alone.”

.Surely (be writer does not mean that all the
credit of the change is due to him or his

idan ? Ho calmly ignores the International Ex-
hibition altogether !—The other letter is a
much .shorter one and is apparently from a
I'inn exhibiting in a Canadian Pood Show
and mentions th.at thousands of cuj>s ofteaaie
being served out daily. The di.agrams, and the ad-
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vortisomeiit.s of the “Moii.soou tea”, are certainly

very striking. The Commissioner himself sends

no comment on the letters (or advertisements)

and these being without names, how are we to

know what weight is to be attached to them ?

barely it would be more business-like for the

Commissioner to give a fortnightly or monthly
report on what is being done, summarizing the

letters of agents. Put we much fear that trouble

will arise through the subsidising of a few

favorite firms or individuals and the neglect of

others? That is a matter, however, for the Com-
missioner and Committee of Thirty to decide._ We
can only rejoice in all the evidences of advertisingon

a big liberal scale, brought before us, because we
feel sure that this is the way to make our teas

known and to lead to an extension of the de-

mand for Ceylon teas.

PAITAUIE OF FIJI AS A TEA, &C.,

GROWER.
farewell dinner to MR. A. J.

STEPHENS.
A Gkeat Deal about the Colony and its

Prospects.

Taviuni, August 31.

Without the sensible and true avouch of our own
eves and ears, we might not have believed a few

month’s ago that there was any foundation for the

rumour that it had been decided to close the Alpha
Tea Estate, although we knew full well that its

capable manager had been bravely fighting the fates

for- some time past. Now, all too well know the truth,

and Mr. Stephens’ friends have gathered round and

have right royally done honour to one who has so

manfully done honour to himself and his avocation.

Too well, we all know the disadvantages at which

he was placed to make the Estate the success the

product deserved, for a better quality of tea is not

produced here nor in any other of the tea-growing

countries of the world. It w’as hoped up till tho

last that Mr. Stephens w'ould not find it necessary

to leave Fiji, but those hopes have now become
blighted and we, here, paid a last tribute to him we
like so well by being present at Mr. Tarte’s residence

on Friday evening, invited by that gentleman to a

dinner given in honour of the departing pioneer.

Excepting our popular medico (Mr. F. S. l inucane),

who was unavoidably absent, alt the leading Vuua
Point planters and re.sidents, including Mr. Stuart

Black of Selia Leva, Mr. J. Guilliam Scott, of the Bank
of New Zealand Estates Company, and Mr. H. Monck-

ton, S.M., of Taviuni. After doing justice to their

“inner man” off a table tastefully arranged with

delicacies innumerable, even for our most pronounced

CpiciTTGS)

Mr. J. V. Tahte, the host, asked all to charge

their glasses and drink the toast of the evening,

“ Our Guest, Mr. A. J. Stephens.” He said It is

with mingled feelings of pain and pleasure that I

rise to propose the toast of the evening, “Our
Guest, Mr. A. J. Stephens.” With pain to think

that we are so soon to lose from our midst a

pushing energetic man, a kind neighbour and a

sincere friend. (Much applause.) I remember some

17 or 18 years ago being on the Levuka Beach,

when a tall dashing fellow hastily passed me, with

a hat which for size and style I w'on’t forget in a

hurry, and on my asking who that was, I was in-

formed, “ 0, that is one of those Ceylon fellows, who
has come down here to show us how to grow coffee

and lea.” Gentlemen, notwithstanding the envious

sneer, he has shown us how to grow both, for w’ell I

remember the glorious sight I witnessed when on an
invitation from him and his partner, the late Hon. J.

I'l. Mason, I visited Alpha and saw' the glorious pros-

pects that were before them by the axipearance of

their coffee plantation—prospects, however, w'hich

were never to be realised. That fearful scourge, the

coffee leaf disease, breaking out, simply annihilated
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the lot. However neither he nor his partner weTe
quietly and suffer defeat. No,

if coffee were a failure, they would try tea, and on
that, gentlemen, I need noc say much as you all
know the success achieved in growing it and its
quality. Alpha tea is a household word in Fiji
and, were it not for the labour troubles and
financial difficulties of the Comjiany ho represented
of late, preventing him going into it on a large
scale. It would have been as well known in the
outside vvoild as Ceylon tea is. Before sitting down
I htiv6 on,G mors plcftssrit duty to psrfonii iii present-
ing him with an address signed l,y all his fellow
planters and residents on the island, and am sure
he will appreciate it all the more when I tell him
it was done by a fellow-planter as a labour of love,
and for beau^ and artistic design it could scarcely
be excelled. Gentlemen, with your permission, I will
LOW road and present it.

ADDRESS TO ARTHUR J. STEPHENS,
late of Alpha Estate.

“ We, tho undersigned residents of Taviuni, under-
standing that you are about to leave us owing to
the closing of the Alpha Estate by its owners, wish
to express our sincere regret at the event. The loss
the community will sustain by your departure is oue
which will be long felt. As a man and a friend
you have always proved yourself a gentleman in
whom thorough reliance could be placed and whs
was always ready to assist others. As a planter
your energy and outsioken method of
meeting all opposition to the general
welfare of the community has done much to advance
the colony. We deeply regret that circumstances
have prevented your meeting with the success you
deserved as^ the pioneer of coffee and tea planters
of Fiji. We wish you every success in your future
sphere of action and trust you will live long to en-
joy it.” Here followed the signatures.
The toast having been drunk with musical honours,
Mr. Stephens replied saying that he was deeply

moved by the kindness of the Taviuni residents
generally. His friends at North End had already
entertained him, but he was completely taken unawares
by another dinner at Vuna, and with the address pre-
sented to hi in—a thing he never for a moment could liave
eitherexpected or deserved. Hesaid his planting efforts
here had been a failure, but through no fault of bis
own. He had done everything in his power to make
a success of Alpha. He had first of all. with the late
hon. J. E. Mason (a better man than W’hom never
lived), introduced the Arabian coffee, cinchona, carda-
mons, and the Assam hybrid tea, and these adapted
themselves to the climate and promised w'ell until
the unxirocurableness of suitable labour, together
with recent hurricanes in Fiji, weighed too heavily
He was very, very sorry to have to give up the fight"
but more sorry than he could say to leave so many
good and generous-hearted friends behind. He thanked
them all heartily for the kind way in which they had
entertained him and trusted that, wherever he went
he would find as pleasant and agreeable neighbours
as he had in Taviuni.
A song by Mr. W. J. Ewins, “ Remember Me,”

with words written specially for the occasion and
dedicated to the guest and sung to the air of “ You’ll
Remember Me,” in good style, was followed by that
gentleman proposing the toast of “ The Govern-
ment.” He said in spite of the many hard things that
are said of Crown colonies, we have many things
to be thankful for. For instance, Queensland Sugar
planters have been having an unpleasant time owing
to the working man’s vote, which has interfered
with the coloured labour so necessary in a tropical
climate. Our labour laws in this colony give us
many advantages in working cooljes and Polynesians
that other colonies do not possess, and we ,are there-
by enabled to get a fair amount of work from the labour.
Mr. Monckton, S.M., in responding, said he was

given too short notice to make the reply he could
have wished, but was very pleased with the views of
the proposer as just delivered and he tendered thanks
The Plantino Interests were proposed by Mr. .Tas

McConnell We are here tonight to show our respect
to Mr. Stephens. He has been for a number ®f years
a Taviuni resident. I declare that he was always
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eiiger to advance llic iut.iesLs of this island. We
are all patriots, but the greatest patriots of us all has
been Arthur J. Stephens. I never knew him to clo

any act or deed that was hostile or hurtful to the
interests of this Province.

There are men who I know would sell

Tlie truth to serve the hour,

And palter with eternal God for power.

When I was in Australia lately (and here in

Fiji), I always embraced every opportunity of point-
ing out to people with capital and sons to settle
that Fiji would be in time a great colony. I have
been often grieved to hear the remarks made “ that
much capital had been wasted in Fiji. That a Go-
vernment official, who now possesses the confidence
of the Colonial Office, had at one time planted 40
acres of ramie on Taviuni and there was not then
(or vet) any machine to clean or prepare it for the
market.” Then I have been reminded that “ a large

urea of coconuts had been planted on the Nananas,
the coconuts grew, but did not bear a remuner-
ative crop.” Because Taviuni would produce a

good crop of nuts, it did not follow that Viti Levu
would do so. Then we have been all reminded con-

stantly about the capital wasted on the islands of

Rambi and Mango, and at Deuba. To hear of these

visionary schemes having failed and to be told (as

you all have been) that Fiji was not a good country,

has been to me always very painfnl to listen to. I

have generally, in reply, said;
—

‘‘ Dear friend, do you
not know that Fiji is a Crown Colony. You only

want t© send your son to Fiji. What if he blunders

and waste your money
;
the fact of having failed and

lost your money and not having been a successful

colonist will secure for him recognition at the Colonial

Office. He will probably be made a Governor. He
will be certainly qualified for, and made a Crown
Colony Legislator. The chances arethat he will be made
a K.C.M.G., and may blossom into a Duke.” (Cheers.)

Gentlemen, the present is the most awful crisis that

ever Fiji saw. During the past few years, the Mort-

gage and Agency Company, the New Zealand Loan
and Mercantile Agency Company, and the Union
Bank have withdrawn their capital, indicating that

something must be rotten and decidedly wrong about
the way that the affairs of this colony are adminis-

tered, directed or managed, when financial institutions

of the highest standing refuse tohelp the colony to deve-

lop the agricultural resources of the country. These,

according to the estimate of competent men, should

produce an annual return of twenty millions ster-

ling, and just examine the beggarly show of empty
boxes, and we have no parliament and a Legisla-

tive Council that is not capable (or competent) of

re-arraiigiug Colonial affairs on a solid basis. Sir,

the entire colony must deplore and lament the clos-

ing up of the Alpha Tea Estate; the labour troubles

have had much to do with this movement. The
fact is the Government and the Legislature about
this question and other matters are not in sympathy
with the colony ;

they are only in touch with the

wants of the residents at Suva and Levuka. His-

tory is only repeating itself. Western Australia,

New South Wales and Natal each was for many
years in its infancy directed by the Government of

a Crown Colony, with a nominee Council. While
so nursed the growth of each, like Fiji, was stunted

and dwarfed. The first thing that the Representative

Legislative Assembly of Western Australia did was
to pass a law to give 1,CKX),(X)0 acres of the waste
lands to a syndicate to run a line of railway 3(X)

miles into the interior, and open up the country
for settlement. The policy was very beneficial and
effectual

;
in less than six years the population has

been doubled and within the last two years the

revenue has risen from £100,000 to over £1,200,000.

Fiji has been a Crown Colony for 20 years. I sup-

pose, like Western Australia, the Colonial office will

continue to spoon-feod and keep us in loading strings

for another 20 years, unless by accident a Governor
Weld or Sir Charles Mitchell be sent here, who will,

do justice to the colony and explain to Downing
Street that the attempt to guide the infant stops of

the colony by a Nominee Council have boon

uutortuuato and disastrous,

You al! know the history of the Roman Emperor
who fiddled while his city of Rome was burning.
The history of Fiji shows that the Goverumet and
the Council have Been very much like that Emperor.
They have quietly sat (either thro igh ap ithv or pre-

judice) and watched the tea and fruit industries being
wiped out. The hill land of Taviuni is the best tea

land in the world; Mr. Stephens has proved it be-

yond a question of doubt. The cost of labour pre-

vents the industry being worked at a profit. The
Alpha Tea Estate is cloasd up and ab.iudoiied

;
other

estates for tbe growth of tea will uot bo started.

The Government “ native tax experiment” is responsi-

ble for the high cost of labour and its limited
supply.

The fruit industry was extinguished long ago on
the two most valuable islands of the group, covering
half the lands of Fiji, Taviuni, and \'anua Levu.
The fruit industry to be successful in Fiji should
have been fostered and promoted on these two is-

lands, the volcanic soil of which is pre-eminently
well adapted for its growth. But not so

;
the clay

subsoil along the coast of Viti Levu, the retentative
nature of which holds the rainf-.ill and causes the
land to be what the farmers call sour

;
this generates

disease in plants, the pines shipped from Suva are
a miserable article, the laud there will only produce
one crop of bananas and they arc a diseased abortion.
The value of fruit for a few years after 1882 was
over £10,000 shipped from Vauua Levu via Levuka.
During 1893 only .£281 worth

;
and last year there was

to the value of £241 only. The centralizing policy
at a distant place like Lsvuka on a barren islet has
undoubtedly arrested the progress of Fiji. The future
greatness of the colony depends upon the develop-
ment and the cultivation of the soil of Taviuni and
Vanua Levu.

It was during the time that Sir Charles Mitchell
was here that I last brought the question of the
shipping arrangements under notice of the Govern-
ment. Sir Charles, having had West Indian experience,
understood the question that the interests of an im-
portant island like Taviuni were not identical with
that of another island at a distance of 100 miles
away, and that to tranship the imports and exports
of Taviuni at Levuka, Kadavu, or Norfolk Island,
was not to bo justified. * » »

Mr. W. J. Ewins, being called upon to respond
for the Planting Interests, said Mr. McConnell had
said that Viti Leva lands had no chance against
such as those we possessed, but apparently the fruit

and cane growers there were uot of his opinion
;
for

they were by no means beaten yet, in spite of diseases
in bananas and cane, as is being evidenced by the
large areas the planters were still opening up. (Ap-
plause). Speaking as a sugar-planter he felt certain,

in spite of the deplorable fall iu the prices of sugor,
that, incredible though it may seem, by judicious
economy, careful and skilful management, we
could still make a profit and felt by uo means.
With regard to tea and coffee, it was sad to think
that many who had tried these industries had not
met with better success. The high costand difficultv

of procuring local labor mainly contributed to sucli

failures. It was a pity that the Fijian was not more
easily and cheaply available for such work. He spoke
a short time back for the Government, but now spoke
as a planter and he must say that he thought it a
pity that a system of native taxation, which was
based on the Dutch policy in tlie Malayan Archi-
pelago, should be continued in a British colony whore
a Similar mode to that of tlie Dutch is im-
practicable.

Hon. J. M. BoiuioN proposing tlie Commercial
Interest.
Mr. J. MiCiNNF.i.L, responding for the Commercial

Interests » * * You know that up to the present the
mineral resources of the ir,lands are an unknown quan-
tity. 'I'hey may bo of groat value for aught that man
can tell. VVe have no mining class in Fiji to provide
for. No manufactory of any importance has yet been
started, unless you can call the Suva Desiccated
Coconut Co. one. Its success is very doubtful.
Manufactories miglit be established, and wlicn
tbeso aio attempted it will be a good thing for

Fiji, if caro will bo taken iu soluctiug compotcut
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Directors. A failure of any enterprise through
want of prudenc ^ in that direction would do
harm to Fiji. The wealth of Fiji is at present derived
from the fruits of the soil

;
therefore the success of a

commercial luaii in Fiji depends u|)on the prosperity
of the planters and the ijrogress that may be niauo
in bringing under cultivation tlio waste lands o? the
colony. These waste lands amount to over 4.5Uu,dOU
acres and there are only 39,000 acres under cultiva-

tion. Be assured that the Yuna Chamber of Com-
merce whether it had one or fifty luenibers, will

endeavour to secure for the planters of these two
islands direct steam commuuicati.m with the colonies,

to enable the planters to grow and export fruit and
save the planter double freight, and the intermediate
charges now imposed by the middle man for tran-

shipping.

PERAK MILLING AND TRADING
COMPANY, LIMITED.

The prospectus of the Perak Milling and Trading

Company, Limited which has a capital of $12,000

has been forwarded to us :

—

The Company is being formed for the purpose of

purchasing from Messrs. Tait, Tate and Company
of Perak, Engineering Contractors, the following pr'o-

perties :—1,300 acres of jiadi land in the District of

Krian in the Protected Native State of Perak in the

Malay Peninsula, and of three other pieces of land

respectively situated in 'J’anjong Piandong, Kurau
and Bagan Serai in the aforesaid District, and of

purchasing padi from the Native producers thereof

and milling the same. The cultivation of padi in

the State of Perak has of late years been rapidly
increasing, and the Government recognising the im-
portance of the industry has recently started a new
Irrigation Scheme for the District of Krian by means
of which it is confidently expected that the pro-

duction of padi in the next four or five years will

be more than doubled. At present the cultivation

of padi is exclusively carried on by natives.

They produce annually about 6,000,000 gantangs of

padi (a gantang being equivalent to a gallon in

English measure) 4,000,000 of which are exported as
padi, and 1,500,000 as rice w'hich has been simply
treated by hand mills.

The first mentioned property is held by Messrs.
Tait, Tate and Company, under a Lease for 999 years
from the Sultan of Perak. 100 acres of land have
been planted with padi and another 100 acres will

be cleared befoi'e the end of the year.

The Vendors are to receive $35,000 in cash for the
cost of the erection of the Mills and for the ex-

penses incurred in opening up and cultivating the
land till the end of the current year, and ten fully

paid-up shares. It is proposed that the Company
should open up 250 acres of land annually, thus
bringing the whole estate into cultivation in five

years. It is hoped that two crops a year may be
produced as is the case in Ceylon.

In regard to the planting of 13,000 acres of

paddy, the estimated profit per year for tlie

first five years is $5,000 and the estimated profit

yearly after the fifth year $16,000. The total

expenditure for milling is stated at $178,000 and
the total receipts $308,000 showing an estimated
yearly profit of $30,000 which wdth the average
profit on the estate for the first five years shows
a total profit of $35,000.

CAMPHOR IN JOHORE.

Datu Mehlrnm reports :

—

ycarcely such a thing as Kapur Barns—
Cotiqdwra is to be found in the territory of Joliore
now. To obtain it involves the de.sti action of the
tree and before a tree reaches maturity more than
a generation must elapse. The price of Barns
Camphor used lo be twenty times higher than Japan
or Formosan manufactured Camphor, Campi/ora Larus.
No attempt to plant it has been made in Johore.

AGRlCULrURlsr

THE MANUFACTURE OF INDIAN
CIGARS.

A ritOKlTAIiUJ UNDERTAKING.
Me arc (says tlie Madras Mail) glad to see

that the manufacture of cigars in this country
under Euro))ean management gives every promise
of develoj)ing into a large and profitable industry.
1 he fii'st annual general meeting of Messrs. G.
Mengel & Co., Limited, was held at Dindigul
outlie 28th instant, when the balance sheet was
presented which showed on the ten months’
working a net profit of 12i per cent. This is

very satisfactory. There is' no reason that we
can see why all the cheaper brands of cigars
smoked in Europe and Australia should not in
course of time bo obtained from Southern India.
Public balance-sheets, such as Messrs. Mengel
& Co.’s, conclusively show that there is money
in the business, and we know tliat enter-
prise is not lacking. During the first half of
this year 109,292 lb. of tobacco—nearly the whole
of wliich w'as in the form of cheroots—were
shipped from this port as against 77,006 lb. for
the same period in 1894.

LETTERS FROM JAMAICA :

BY AN OLD CEYLON PLANTER.
Blue Mountains, July 31st 1895.

ORANGE CULTIVATION.
You apjiear to have in a gentle way, been

“hauling me over the coals”, in that I have
not, as your Jamaica corre.spondent, given you
more information as to the wonderful expansion
of the Orange Trade and Cultivation on the
North side of the Island. I was under the im-
nres.sion that in my lir.st letter from Jamaica, I
had dealt fully on that subject, and stated
that “Pen ” keeping, and “Banana” cultiva-
tion were the most paying investments in the
Island. The growth of the orange trade has
certainly been very remarkable. In 1884 the
total value of fruit exports was £253,019 ; in
1889 it was £320,323 and in 1893-94 it had
risen to £527,871. Last winter there was a terri-
ble cold wave in Florida, and it damaged not
only the crop, but the trees vei’y severely, and
tho.se of our orange growers who had oranges
left made a lot of money by shipjiing them, and
for another year or two, until the Florida trees
pick up again, there ought to be good times for
our orange growers. But in .Jamaica we have
no orange groves proner, and the attempt to grow
them on that juinciide does not seem to have
been successful. Perhaps we want some Florida
planters to come and teach us grafting and other
“ dodges.” The best Jamaica oranges seem to
be those sown hroadenst by the birds, these
usually come up sweet oranges, but I am told
that if you plant seed most of it comes up Seville
orange, so that

GRAFTING LS NEEDED
to tuin it out a ])rolitable tree. I hear one or
two grafters have lately been imported, so we

m?
^'*^^*'*^*^ future—“ Experientia does

it. The^ best oranges grow at an elevation of
2,000 to .1,000 feet .above the sea—Manchester is
famous for them, but they grow well all over
.I.amaic.a, and if they were ])icked at the proper
time, and sized, and' shipped carefully as Medi-
teiianean, and St. Michael’s fruit is shipped, they
would certainly “ take the cake ” in the American
markets, and there is no reason why they should
not do the same in London .and Liveri>ool. 1 have
shipped a few lioxes niyself on trial to London,
early in the season with most satisfactory results,
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AS TO liANANAS

(or plaiitiuns, a.s we called tliem in Ceylon) the edict
has >'oiie forth that the trade as reyard? Jamaica
has passedi its zenith and that conipelition from the
Pentral American countries, and sucii jjlaccs a.s

Honduras, and Boca del Toro, Cuba, nay even
t,'olon will soon run ihe Jamaica exporter very
liard, the more especially unless he improves the
(Quality of his shii)ments, and makes them ar-

rive at market in the “ littcst condition.”

OUll SICTI'LEUS HAVE BEEN SO CARELESS
in the preparation of their ))roducts tor ship-

ment, be it Coffee, Cocoa, Bananas, Oranges,
Pimento, etc. that except for mouutain-grown
and prepared Coffee, Jamaica obtains much
lower prices for its [iroducts than would be the

case, were they shipped in good order. 1 have
seen it suggested in the papers that a law should

be passed that would cause all produce to be

inspected by Government officials before ship-

ment ; and that all bad and doubtful packages
should be rejected and not allowed to be put

on board ship. It would be a somewhat drastic

measure, but it would he one to make “t>uashie”

sit up, and see his sins “ of negligences and

ignorancies.” xs’o fault can be found 1 believe

as regaials

RUM AND SUCAR,
excejit that if more modern machinery were uni-

versally adopted, better results would be obtained.

The usine system is once more being urged

u|)on our .Sugar Proprietors, as a means of

lighting Beetroot .Sugar which under the sub-

sidized system, the Cane Sugar Planter is not

able to overcome. Something must ere long be

done to enable our Sugar 1 lanters all over the

British Uominions to light beet sugar and to hold

their own, and it will be a most suicidal act

on the part of Gre.at Britain, if she allows her

Colonies to be ruined, for the mere jirinciple or

“fad” of Free Trade. Trade to my mind is no

longer free unless it is reciprocal, even Cobden
himself were he alive would admit the present

state of things is not just or equitable; and

that when he started
FREE TRADE,

he believed other nations would follow England’s

examiile, and that tr.ade would universally be-

come fair trade, and not all one-sided as it is

now, to the serious loss and next door to ruin

of our English I'armers and Manufacturers, and

our Colonial Planters and Agriculturists and

Stock growers all over the Kingdom. How
Ministers, whether Unionist, or Liberal, do not

see the unfairness of letting subsidized articles

like beet root sugar come in freely', with non-

siibsidized sugar, has been a puzzle to me, and

proves tliat jmlitics are not honest and .straight-

torward, but simply pandering for popularity to

the mob, and the rag-tag and bobtail of the

constituencies. Couhl I becoine ruler of Great

Britain’s policy, I would have free trade with

our Colonies, getting them to

i’rotect all britlsh rroduct.s

by a favourable tarilV, as ag.ainst foreigners. 1

would also only have free trade with such nations

as idaced no duties on British productions, and 1 be-

lieve if this were done, the revenue would very much

increase, and the money couhl boilevoted to the

better payment of our sailors iiud soldiers, and

to the iiayment of pensions to people too old to

work who have lived an honest and hardworking

life. This wouhl be making re.ally good use of

the money.* We arc shortly to have

* In Ceylon we have bad for three years “ pro-

tection ” of the local rice growers,^ and yet our im-

ports of rico go on increasing !—En. T.A.

A GENERAL ELECTION,

as we are to liave a Member of Council for each

Parish i)i the island, and a very sensible law lias

liaen passed to the effect that such member must
be a resident in, or be a proprietor in the parish.

Tills will keej) out lawyers of whom there are

already too many in the Council
;
and also should

prevent all demagogues, and those who wish to set

the black man against tlie white, from airing

their Radical and di.sloyal opinions in the Council.

r. .S'.—I beliei e you still get the Gleaner—I see

in its columns that there is a likelihood, of Ja-

maica supplanting Florida and that Americans
are likely to come here to start orange groves.

— -————— -

OLD FARMERS AND MODERN AGRI-
CULTURE.

Prof. Wiles of the Depai’tment of Agriculture,

Washington, in an address on “ the chemists,

the farmer and the jieople,” drew the following

amusing picture in verse of the old-fashioned

farmer, moralizing over modern agricultural

science :—
And the fellers from the College of Agri-

culture, they
Wuz thick az lightning bugs in .June, and had
a heap to say.

There wuz one they called a chemist, and he
kind a seemed to know

All that wuz iu the air above and in the ground
below'.

He sed we needed uitorgin, and showed us how
the stuff

Wuz awful high and skecrce for crops, w'hile

iu the air enuff
Wuz found to make us ’tarnal rich if we could
ouly git

Some cheap aud sartin projeck of hitchin’
on to it.

He sed that peas and clover and other crops
like them

Wuz jist the stuff to do it and store it in

the stem.
And the yeerth is full of critters that eat this

stuff, you see.

And change it in a twinkle into ammoniee.
Since I come back from the institoot, it really
appears

That potash, nitrate, fesferus, wuz ringing in

my ears.

And, William, it seems perty tuff that you and
Jim and me

Hev went along so igu’rant of what we
daily see.

Jist hauled manure out on the pints aud plowed
aud hoed and mowed

And worked so hard for little pay, and never,
never kiiowed

Thet clover, peas, aud beans, and sich oz the
chimist mentioned there

Hev the highly useful knack of suckin niter
from the air.

INDIAN TEA SALES.
(From William Moran rbt'o.’s Market Report.)

Calouti'a, Sept. 17th, 189.5.

TEA.—The market during the last fortnight lias

been strong, and of the IJ.OOO chests brought to
auction, practically all were sold. I’riccs have ruled
very hrm for all descriptions, while common grades,
especially leafy sorts, show a rise of from i to 4

an anna per pound.
tju.ality genei-ally has been bettor, the most

marked improvouicnt being on ti>as from .Assam,
Dooars ami Sylhet. This week’s sale, being the
last before the holidays, will be largo, probably
33,000 chests. 'The following sale will be neld oh
the 2nd October.
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TEA IN CEVEON and S. INDIA.

The 3fadras 3[ail of Oclober 1th, oo.niiienting on
the figures given by the Olaeruei' of proh.ible future
e.xtonsions of tea in Ceyiou, offers some remarks of

interest to local planter.s. Adniitliug tliat there are
fiU.OOU acres which may be put under tei in Ceylon
during the next five or six years, it asks:

—

“When these (30,000 acres are in bearing, what,
in all probability, will be the extent of land under
tea in Ceylon? Will it be th-) pre.ssnt acreage (<.«,

379,182 acres) plus 60,000 ? We venture to assert
that it will be nothing like this. Admitting that
these 60,000 acres are in every way suited for tea,

and are, as predicted, brought under cultivation,
then, if we can attach any ere lence to reports which
have reached us. they will not do very mtich more
than replace the acres of poor soil and Tuiser-

able land opened up in recent years, which will never
give an adequate return, and which will naturally
fall out of cultivation little by little year by year.

The fact of the matter is that tea cultivation is

being overdone in (deylon, and, wo hold, foolishly so,

seeing what good land is available in Southern India.

Travancore is fair-ly well-known in the island and
Ceyiou planters have given their attention to it

;

but a district which is but little known, and which
is most admirably suited for tea, is the Wynaad.
This district is divided into North, South, and South-
East Wynaad. It is in the South and particular
parts of the South-East where, in course of time,
tea will be largely cultivated. That the plant will give
splendid results there is evidence to prove. The soil

in this district is most fertile
;
the land is either forest,

bamboo or old coffee that has lain fallow under
scrub for a decade

;
the climate is very suitable

;
and

the communications are on the whole good. Owing
to the gold mines, which were at work there fifteen
years ago, roads have been traced all over tho
district, and in many places there are deserted
bungalows and the foundations of old storehouses,
mills, Ac. Companies in Ceyiou and individual
planters worrld do well to pro.spect Wynaad before
putting poor land under tea. So long as the pre-
sent policy of pushing the product in new markets
is pursued, we do not believe that the Indian and
Ceylon tea-planter, with cheap labour and the best
of machinery, need have any particular dread of
over-p)oduction

;
the world still wants 200 mil-

lion lb. of tea annually more than British planta-
tions can produce. But, should over-production ever
take place, or should, for other reasons, there be a
fall in prices, it will then be a survival of the fittest,

and the_ Company or the planter who has put every
rubbish-heap under cultivation simply because it hap-
pens to be near his door, and who has deliberately
ignored good soil, yielding 1,000 lb. and more of tea
w'.r acre, owing to its being at a little distance, will
bitterly see his short-sighted policy. Wynaad, in a
small way, has as great a future as a tea-producing
couirtry before it as either Ceylon or Travancore, and
no one, we believe, would be more ready to accept
this than any Ceylon tea-planter who might hapens
to visit that district.—Local “Times.”

DRUG REPORT.

(From Chemist and Druj/i/ist.)

London, Sept. 19th.

.‘t.NN.VTTO-SEED—In good demand at ratlicr tinner
rates, 25 packages fair Aladr.is realising from .J^d to Jd
per 07,.

C.\EEEIXE—The spot price in second-hand is 21s tkl to
22s per U)., but very little is available. Whiifen's brand
for October delivery offers at 20s, Howard's for Decem-
ber at 18s per lb.

G.v.mboge—

T

here has been an active deiuaiul for fine
qualities of gamboge, mostly for America, and an ad-
vance of lOs has been established, good picked having-
realised lOf 15s per cwt. At today’s auctior.s no demand
was manifested. For Saigong and Singapore mixed, small
to medium prices, partly dull ricely t'racturo, of uis per
cwt is the limit. For fair pipe and lump a bid of Sfl5s
per cwt was refused.

Ks.sen’i'i.u, Oils—Cinnamon-leaf oil is again dearer
; 2^d

ptr oz has been paid and 3d per oz is asked. Cinnamon*
bai’K oil 13 also Unding higher, a good deal of the sn])])ly

haMiig been bought up. For a hff in sale today Is per
nz was asked. Ihe Lemon crop outlook is said to be
very nnsatisfactory. Oil gimivinteed to eoiitain 7-7 25 per

h>., c i f prompt
sliipment.

^

Citronella, tu-m
; snvill parcels have sold at

I’®*’.
I’-

arnv.il tli.ire are sellers at Is "id
pel ID

, oil.
better tone prevails, and 20,U00

mi
(icnn-ui uulk have changed hands atthe slightly improved price of liihl nor 0/ bn Hip snot

!
l>‘’esenc 111 i.imfactm-er.s’

' quotations^

Ahifteus vials Is 4d
;

tin.s la 2d. Felletier vi-ils is

fins
Loinbanla vials is 4.1, tins Is 2d ; Oerman

tins ls_2d per 07 . In America the consuming demand
for quinine i.s described as oxcc'lleiit. \11 the current
orders go directly to the inamiiactiirers, dealers having
generally advanced their views t.i 25p, ,althou"h iobbiiw
orders might possibly lie filled at 2ilc in small lot.s^A parcel of 20,000 07- has .just lieeii shipped from NewYork to London by the ‘Europe.”

V.v.niil.v-A moderate supply, mostly of good quality,
•sold at very high prices.

FRUIT IN UVA.
{From a Correspondent.)

Be fruit culture, for wliich our district is re-
markable arid I sliould s.ay the best dimate in
the Island, I am sending you by goods train
a tea 1)a,sket full of lemons, citrons and bitter
oranges, (Heville oranges I tliink I have heard
them called). Tlie two latter citi’ons and bitter
oranges gi-ow like weeds, ct'erywhero along the
banks of stream.s ami are gathered, ami used by
the natives in their diet', cuiTies, Ac. Th'e
loinons, I have giown from imported semis. The
fruit I .send you ai’e by no means a good sample,
as my .soil is very poor and tiie cultivalioii spon-
taneous, vyithout any manure. Reside.s these I
have growing apples, pears, plums and peaclies,
all bearing f.air crops on poor imtana soil with-
out manure. The local fruit trees, I also grow,
and side by side, I can .show you lo([uats, Cliina
anil native guavas, mandarin and .sweet oraimes
of varieties, mangoes, picks, and plaritains'’of
varieties, limes, passion fruit, granadillas, grape
vinos, pine apples of varieties, in f.act almost any
indigenous fruit can he grown here, and if your
Mildura friends want to live and enjoy life by
fruit culture let tliem come to our glorious Uva
climate 111 preference to any other place in tlie
island or lowcomitry, with its heat and malaria

!

[VVe are obliged for tlie almiidaiit sainjile of fruit •

enough of acidity to sour even “Mark Tapley’L
hut Uva can nroduce sweet things too.—

E

h. U.'u.j

COFFEE PLANTING RY JAVANESE.

_

Thiee lots of coffee laud at Sel.-inia, P.T.ik, amouiit-
inp; in all to forty acres, have b-eeii apiiHod for by
Javanese. The headman has gone t;> J-f i.miniiif to
buy seed and rotuniiu;; vi-i Pciring, will b’ing in

hundred followers; Im !i is Ind cxpciicnccm coffee planting at Klang in Selangor. If thesemen settle permanentlv, and succtcd. olTioiv will soon
follovv^; the oiiening up of t.iie n nv bcidlciiatli from
Alor Pongsuin Krian totiieJiok river .mgiit to belli the
development of this D, strict eon.sider . iy uuid will
op m up .a considerab .0 area of bendaiig land for settle-
ment.— /‘iiia-iii; (.idzelfe.

ORCHID COLLKCTINO

ROHNIiO.

NORTH

The British North Borneo authoiities will issiiino more orchid collecting permits for the presen
tor Province Keppol or Rinabalu. Any per.soii tra
'.c.ling or collecting orchids without a permit is

liable to a fine ol jjriOO.—A. /'. Prts.i.
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THE LOWER PULNEV?5 PLANTERS'
ASSOCIATlUxV.

The following is from the Annual Report
of this Association :

—

Labour and Crops.—Our Labour supply is good
and being chiefly local we are able to avoid the
heavy outstanding advances current in many
planting districts. The crops last year were good
and this year, in spite of the unfortunate rains
we liad abo\it the time of the opening of the
blossom, and the scanty rain .since, will, .so far
as can be judged now, be fair, though not as
good as last year.—il/. Mail,

CYPRUS : ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE.

(Fr’om the Westminster Budget, Aug. 23.)

A TALK WITH ITS HIGH COMMISSIONER.
As Sir Walter Sendall, k.c.m.g.. High Com-

missioner of Cyprus, had recently arrived in

London, it occurred to us that he might be
willing to give some information about the one
British trophy of 1878. The island has so often,

lately, been described as a whits elephant that

isformation about it from one, who could speak
with authority, seemed likely to be generally
interesting. The High Commissioner replied very
courteously to the suggestion, and so a represen-

tative of the Westminster Budget found himself a
day or two ago in pleasent tUe-d-tete with Sir

Walter Sendall not very far from Hyde Park
Corner. Sir Walter at once remarked on the
contrast between the climate of Cyprus and
England, which he felt very much, as he hap-
pened to arrive in London just after the long

drought came to an end.

CYPRUS AS A HEALTH RESORT.
“ And is Cyprus fairly healthy ?

” I asked.
“ It’s an extremely healthy place,” said Sir

Walter. “ It got a bad name when we occupied

it fir.st
;

but for a long time it has been the

healthiest station for troops on the foreign roster.

There’s no doubt, if we had better roads, it

would be much resorted to. The few people,

who have come over from Egypt, .say that tlie

change from Cairo and Alexandria is exceedingly
agreeable. They come over in the summer-time,
of course.”
As Sir Walter has held the Governship of

the Windward Isles and of Barbados, the fol-

lowing question naturally suggested itself to me :

—

“ Is the climate at all like that of the West
Indies ?

”

“ It is during the hot months. Then it is like

that of the tro])ical West Indies. But then we
are, of course, north of the Tropics, and we have
a really cold winter ;

fires all over the house, in

every room.”
“ And the island is otherwise attractive ?

”

“ The scenery in the mountainous part of the

island is extremely beautiful. Unfortunately, the

least inviting nortion of the island is the part

which first catches the eye of the visitor, and
that is Larnaca and the road from Larnaca to

Nicosia—a flat uninteresting country. The proper

jiame of Nicosia is Lefkosia, from the white

minarets of the Turkish mosques. The place it-

self is picturesque enough, and I resi(le there

during the greater part of the year
; but in the

summer tlie Government moves to I roodos on the

Ulym))us range, where the troops are statiouetl.

CYl’UUS AS A SEAT OF WEALTH.
“ In the olden time,” said I, “ Cyprus w'as

wonderfully pro.sperous, was it not?”

AGRICULTURIST.

“It was not only rich,” said .Sir Walter, “ but
a seat of commerce, and abounded in wealth of

every description.”
“ And how is it that the British occupation

has, so far, failed to benefit the island?”
“ Well,” said Sir Walter Sendall, “ the m.aiu

thing, of course, is want of money to develop the

resources. Then, you see, it has been for 400
years under the Turks, steadily wipetl out, and
prevented from every kind of progress,”

“The root of the wdiole matter is this,” con-

tinued the High Commissioner, “ that .so large a
proportion of the money raised by taxation leaves

the island to make up the payment, whicli Eng-
land is under an obligiitiou to make to the Forte
under tlie (’onvention, tiiat it ieaves the Govern-
ment w’itli the bare expenses of administration,
without any surplus, which would enable them
to emb.ark ujion any expenditure for improving the
productivene.ss of the island. Cyprus is an im-
provable estate, but the Governinent have no
money to spend on improvements.”

AGIHCULTURE 2,000 YEARS BEHIND
THE TIME.S.

“ And as the Cypriotes are poor they must
plod along as best they can ?

”

“ Their metliods of agriculture, ” went on the
High Commissioner, “ are of the most primitive
description.”

Here Sir Walter took down from the man-
telshelf a tiny moded of a Cyprus plough.
“There,” said lie “that’s what they use toda3^
It’s just what Virgil describes, d'liey ha\’en’t
changed their iiiqdements of agriculture for 2,000
yeans. Yon see, it can only .scratch the ground.
Here again is a model of their thieshing
implements. Of coui'se, with such materials,
the "lain must have a lot of dirt mixed up with
it. As for the threshing-floors, they are precisely
what they were in Palestine in tlie days cif

Araunah the Jebusite. Every village has one or
more of these.”

Sir Walter Semlall declined to di.scuss the value
of Cy[>rus as a jilace of arms, though ho hail no
doubt whatever of its great usefulness as a sana-
torium. He also considered the phrase “ enchanted
island” as somewhat overstr.ained, except as com-
ing from a person wdio saw the Orient here for

the first time.

Tea In Cevlon and Southern India.—The
Madras Mail in discussing our Planting Statis-

tics for Ceylon has taken the opiiortunity to
dilate on the great advantages presented by the
^Vyllaatl districts for intending tea planters. We
have nut a word to say against these advantages;
but our contemporary goes too far in s|)eakiiig

at huge of “ acres of poor soil and miserable
laud” opeuod with tea in Ceylon. We have often
said how India tea visitors so far back as 1885,
declared after visiting our tea gardens that half-

a-dozen years would see ni.any of them snulled
out; but somehow these same gardens are now more
prosperous than ever they were. Gur contemporary
makes a mistake over our statistics—not 37!),OuU

acres are in tea, Imt 305,000 on iflantations (the
balance being c ;ll'ee, cacao, c'tc.,) besides, perhajis
o,000 ill native gardens not enumerated—making
310,000 acres altogether under tea in Ceylon today.
When 60,000 acres are added, before the close of

the century, we shall have 370,000 acres and we
see no rea.son why all this area should not be in
full and prosiierous cultivation by a. d. 1900.
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COCONUT PALM ON FIRE.

Mr. Jardine writes

:

—“ I never saw a coconut

tree set on lire by lii'litninj' or meteorite, though

I have seen liunclreds killed by lightning.”

Mr. W. H. Wright, writes :
—

“ I saw a tree some eight years ago take fire from a

sky-rocket. The tree is situated at Colombo in Regent
Street, the property belonging to Mr. W. Vander-
straaten, proctor. I may say that after a few months
I saw the same tree giving a very large crop of

nuts. I have taken this as a lesson ;
occasionally

since, when I have found a tree not giving crop I set fire

to it, so improving the tree and forcing it into

crop.—Some time ago I witnessed a coconut tree

taking fire from a flash of lightning and just before

the rain came down
;

but I never saw any tree in

a blaze during the rain, I suppose owing to the

trees being wet and so the fire cannot ignite."

CLYDE TEA ESTATE CO., LD.

Incorporation of this Company with a capital

of RS00,000 divided into .*1,000 shares of RlOO
each has been anplied for by Messrs. .Julius &
Creasy. As has been reported the Company has

purchased Clyile, Kalugnnga and Liskillin estates

in the Kalutara district.

MORE TEA COMPANIES.

The shares in the Ruanwella Tea Estate Coni-

E' which is to have a capital of R20O,0OO have
privately sub.scribed more than twice over.

Ruanwella belonged to Mrs. C. R. Deane, J. B.

Lindsay and T. N. Christie, but has "been sold

by them to the promoters of the Company.
There are 358 acres in tea out of a total of

570 acres.

We also learn that the Ederapolla and
Ardross Estates, in the Kelani Valley, are being
formed into a Company, with sterling capital.

Messrs. Lyall Anderson Company, 16, Philpot Lane
are to be Secretaries and Agents. The estates

•are to be taken over on 1st J.anuary. The ven-

dors take a large proportion of the shares, and
the balance was taken uj) at once, privately.

Ardross belonged to Mr. Macmartin and has 212
acres in tea out of 294. Ederapolla belonged to

Messrs. Jas. Bett and A. Watt with 395 acres tea

out of 526 acres.

PROSPECTING IN CEYLON.
(By an Old Ceylon Planter.)

Three decades and more have passed away, since

first I went “ Prospecting ’’ in the Central Province
of Ceylon. For many years, as far as I remember,
Government had not advertized in the Gazette any
extensive forest lands for sale, si i .able for the cultiva-

tien of the fragrant berry
;
but towards the end of the

fifties, rather large blocks of 1 nJ of virgin forest

were advertized for sale in the Ligalla district, and
1 determined to have a look at them, with a view
to purchase

;
true it was that evil reports had been

circulated about Kandy to the effect that the whole
of the Lagalla district was moie or less exposed to

violent and continuous gales at certain times of the

year.
A JOUHNEY BY COACH.

But “ seeing is believing,” and so a friend and I

one fine breezy morning took our seats in the old

coach, that trundled into Matale in those days
daily at the rate of four miles to the hour. Two fat

Tambys sat their shaky and unctuous figures in the
coach, and looked as if they had been fed on ghee
and olive oil all their days. Nevertheless they were
mortals, and Moors seemed to enjoy the journey
greatly, chatting in Tamil with each other and offer-

ing one another short cigars, which are generally
called “ Jaffnas” in Ceylon, and are found only in the
native bazaars for sale.
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The journey from Kandy to Matale town was a
leasanc one, and in places the high road was shaded

y over-hanging boughs, beaded with pearly tears
soon to be dissolved by the growing morning. Before
leaving Kandy town we had elected to leave our
horses under the care of Jacob of ancient renown,
as we did not wish to risk them in unknown and
unroaded regions.

THE MATALE BESTHOUSE
was the spot where the coach pulled up. The hotel
had a most uninviting appearance for travellers—
.shabby without and dingy within. The landlord, a
tall, rickety-looking man, graciously informed us that
breakfast was on the table, and waiting for us, visions
of the inevitable estew, rose up before one,—often
concocted as it was then of aged buffalo beef, swim-
ming in a mass of half.frozen or half.melted fat

of an inferior quality. It was soon off the table,

and our landlord informed us that it was made from
elk flesh,—but certain^ it had the feel to the palate
of stewed sponge ! Then we had curry and rice

;

but alas 1 the koHe had purloined the cream of the
coconut,” and left us only the saffron and aroma-
tics. It was as harsh as a rasp and indigestible as a
cucumber. Having duly blessed the kekie, landlord
and resthouse, we mounted the sorry steeds that
were waiting for us outside the front gate and left

the spot. You can easily believe that

BESTHOUSE QUADRUPEDS
are not high-flyers as a rule, but the gallant grey
and vicious-looking tat pony, with a coat as rough
as a file and as red as rust, that waited for us
were the veriest bags of bones I have ever seen
offered to two fat coffee planters to ride on. The grey
animal seemed as if his bony body was lifted up on
stilts and Bob the tat, had a mouth so hard, that nothing
but an Indian bit with points all around could hold
him in when he chose to nave a spree

! There was no
use complaining, and so I mounted upon the top
of the grey, and my cheerful companion strode the
Indian tat, As we thumped along the ilbpaved
street^ of Matale town, I thought of King Richard
and little John, as portrayed in ray school history
book long ago. And then fugitive ideas crowded my
brain and I wondered if the jackals would have a
meal off our fleshless nags in the Lagalla jungles.
Bah! it was too ridiculous altogether. At last we
passed over the new iron bridge and then hobbled
into the

HAMLET OF RATOTA.
By the time we topped the East Matale coffee estates
there was an aggravating sun overhead, and anon
G.W.’s

FAVOURITE COFFEE ESTATES
were all before us. What a surprise they were, with
the primaries of the coffee trees pruned so severely
that in my native country they would have been
called by the factory lads, switches. ” Famous estates
indeed,” said my genial friend

;
“ Why, I would not

exchange my little totum for one of these hungry-
looking places, and I have a shrewd guess that G.W.
will bury many a British sovereign in them before
he has done with them.” At last we managed with
difficulty to reach the last estate of the district from
which we could discern the

LAGALLA RANGE OF HILLS
in the distance, and made for the bungalow of the
planter that was known to have two good tats, which
we hoped he would let us have lor the nonce.
“Come in,” he said, “ and take pot luck. I see you
have jaded brutes under you. Come in and wet
your whittles. Where are you going t® ?” “ Oh I to
the jungle lots that are for sale shortly in Lagalla ?”

“ Well, they are over yon range of hills some half
dozen miles away, but with my galloways you can
mount the crest of the hills before the sun goes
down and reach the only shanty in the district, where
you will find an old blue-jacket, and he will only be
too glad to give you lodgings for the night. Then
early in the morn you start for your diggings, and I

will have the ponies sent for you by breakfast time.”
As we leached the road over the top of the hills

and returned the ponies, we entered into dense forest

and following a jungle path tried to find out the new
clearing where the jolly sailor lived.
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COLOMBO TEA SALES: DEMAND FOB
AUSTRALIA AND AMERICA.

(Front, a City man,)

Lorulon, Out. 4.

The Planters are gottiiu> line price.s for their
teas in Colombo

; for some time they have been
about 1(1. per lb. ahead of prices here. I am glad
to see the sMes in Colombo increasing so ra])idly;
by last mail, 1 noticed, tliat about 18 million lb.

had been ollered at public auction from 1st Janu*
ary to 12th September, or more than l-4th of the
total export. In the best of tlie coffee days,
local sales never exceeded UlOth of tlie exjiort.

It is gratifying to note the rajiidly increa.sing
exjjorts to Australi.a See.., it relieve.s the London
market and efoes good all round. I hear the
Americans strongly favor direct imports from
Ceylon.
In London, prices have again advanced and

a steady advance till nigh ’Xmas seems likely.

THE LABOUR QUESTION IN CEYLON.
We direct attention to a special paper printed

on “The Labour t^ue.stion” in i)amphlet form
and which the writer has given us permission
to reproduce in full. Though his name cannot
be given at present, we may say that the planter
responsible for the views now put forth is one
who travels about a great deal and has special

o|)portunities of judging of the condition of

allairs and of the remedies so far applied. In
his opinion, the proposal of the Dikoya Planters’
Association to ask Covernment to give planters
a first claim on coolies’ pay for advances “re-
quires a deal of trimming.” But to turn to

the paqier itself, the writer is greatly iinjiressed

with the Iieljiless condition of the average cooly
as regai’ds the burden of debt he staggers under-
debt wliich he has often incurred himself, which
has been thrust upon him, and which he has
more often th.an not inherited. It is the heaped-
up responsibilities of the cooly by this last-named
iniquitous ]iroce.ss which chietly troubles our
autlior, and which doubtless has troubled many
conscientious jdanters before him. For, undoubt-
edly it is a circumstance that has been well
known to, and understood by old planters

; and
the, I file of the Observer in olden days teems
with suggested remedies, chief of whi'cli there
has lately come into favour the only remedy in-

sisted upon by this wiiter, namely, nionthlij

payments of ivnyes to coolies. In order that this

rule should become universal we would have it

made compulsory by law. The practice of im-
posing debts by inheritance is bad, and should
be stopped on principle

; but, nerhaps, somewhat
too much is made of this in the pamphlet. The
chief end of most coolies has been .and alw.ays
is the same : somehow or otlier to get overhead
in debt, liowever contracted.

In in.sisting upon his two points the writer uses
arguments and illustrations which are forcible and
true, and against which very little can be said.

To break the pow'er of the Chetty and kangani
over the cooly has been the theme of many
l)lanting pens, .and in .some few instances there
are planters who have had the courage of their

convictions to brave .all opposition, and to

carry their theory of monthly .settlements into
practice. Pertinently enough the writer .of

this brochure speaks of tlie experience of

“.a friend of liis” wlio has “paid his coolies
“ ei ery month for many j’cars |iast, and has
“al)undantly proved tlic blessing.s of this system.”
On the other hand we juiblished not long ago,

one or two letters from old Managers with tJie

deepest possible intere.st in their coolies, pointing

out practical objections to monthly p.ayment of

caolies. One of tlie.se, a letter from Uibapussilawa,

excited a good deal of attention at the time.

And if this question of “ Cooly indebtedness and
monthly settlements'' is to be threshed out, it

should be done after the manner of those other

planting questions, treating in detail and the
discussions collected in a concise shajie—to-

gether forming a little reference library—pub-
lished by the Ceylon Observer. Let leading
planters all give their opinions and experiences,

and let tlieir letters be collected into p.anqihlet

form for distribution and comment. It is sug-

gested tons that this could hast be done by the

Committee of the Planter.s’ A.ssociation caUingfor
reports from the dillerent districts. In the mean-
time, the “ paper” we give elsewhere deserves
careful consideration.

(From a pamphlet by an experienced planter.)

\V th one or two exceptions, those who have lately

written and spoken about the great “ Labour Question”
appear to me to have dealt with the subject almost
entirely from the Proprietors’ and .Superintendents’

point of view, while the caugaiiios and coolies have
been represented to us as being for the most part

demoralized, and quite different in many important
respects to what they used to be in days gone by.

They are, however, in my humble judgment entitled

to a great deal of sympathy, and the present may
not perhaps be an inopportune time to state their

case for public consideration rather more fully than
has hitherto been done.
Taking our Tamil labourers as we find tliem in the

present day, it will be admitted, that not only are
they deeply involved in debt, but speaking of them
generally, they are held responsible for tire repay-
ment of monies w hich they have only in part received,

and for liabilities which they cannot, with any show of

justice, and ought not, for many obvious reasons to be
called upon to meet.
Dealing first of all with the indebtedness of these

people, it will, I presume, be conceded that although
ths Coast Advance Account as shown in the Estate
books is frequently a lieavy one, it probably does
not represent very much n 0 e than a fraction of

wliat they are supposed to owe to the Chetties and
Bazaar-keepers, to say nothing of Afghans and other
creditors, and the lumdred and fifty transactions
running on betw'een themselves ! With the exception of

the so-termed Coast Advances, all these debts carry
interest, at more or less exorbitant rates, and instead of

dying a natural death, as other debts frequently do,

they are handed down from father to son in per-

petuity. There is in fact no escape from them, and
they multiply as tliey grow older. New coolies arriv-

ing from tlie Coast are taught to consider themselves
part security for this accumulated debt, or bribed to

do so, and children, instead of being born naked into

the world, as in other parts of the globe, make their
debut here with a halo of debt around them, which
becomes rapidly denser as they advance in maturi ty.

If a Superintendent will patiently investigate the
origin of any particular debt of long stauding
amongst liis coolies, he will find in nine cases out
of ten that it pertains largely to a generation of

people who have long since passed away. The debt
in fact has survived, while the debt rs themselves
have died

In too many instances these debts had their begin-
ning at the time of the collapse of coffee, when
wages were hopelessly in arrears, and frequently
not paid at all, and it is a reproach to us to be
reminded that at this unfortunate period, while
Euiopeans, Chetties, and traders were chasing
each other through the Bankruptcy Courts, the
canganies. and coolies were practically left outside
in the compound. The burden of debt, though
removed from others leas deserving of relief,

was not raised from their shoulders, and they
and their children are still hold liable lor
responsibilities incurred at .that time.
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The habit of inheriting and immortalizing debt is a

feature in the character of the Tamils, which though

praiseworthy enough in itself, has been traded on
kr too largely by employers of labour in Ceylon,

'and it is bliis monstrous system of extracting, or

attempting to extract, from the living, the debts

which rightly belong to ‘the dead, and is largely, if not

wholly, responsible for the present unsatisfactory

state of affairs.

If what is involved in the above statement is

denied or questioned, I would ask how it is that

Estates hitherto have lost so littlo by Advances?
If a planter of long standing is asked to name the

sum he has from time to time written off his Coast

Advance Account, the reply, in the vast majority of

cases, indicates either that nothing at all has been

lost, or at most something very trifling.

Now what is the precise significance of this ad-

mission ? and what conclusions are to be drawn
from it ? Either it means that the Coolies

who have died in his services have departed

without leaving debts behind them, or that he has

contrived somehow or other (thi'ough the Cangany)

to recover them from the living. We know as a

matter of fact that dying Coolies are always more or

less in debt, and instead of the Estate bearing the

loss as it ought to do, we carry on the account from

time to time, knowing that if their surviving rela-

tives do not themselves pay the money, the sword

can be held over them until the debt is liquidated

from other sources. On some Estates the propor-

tion of debt due by deceased Coolies may not amount
to very much, but on others, especially in pai-ts of

the low-country, where the mortality is heavy, it

represents a very large sum, and is constantly accu-

mulating.
Of late years we have gradually come to realize

that it is practically impossible to recover all out^

standings from the people, who are supposed to owe
the money, and it has therefore become customary

and more convenient to accept payment of advances

from employers of laboirr
;
but at the same time,

we take very good care that the Canganies

and Coolies are not relieved in any way of

the responsibilities in connection therewith, and every

time the debt is transferred from one estate to another,

it increases in bulk, like a snow-ball, with this one
distinction, that it never melts. Not infrequently the

coolies’ pay is indiscriminately and unjustly withheld,

as a set-off against these outstandings, and this com-
bined with a wicked system of irregular payment of

wages due, has necessarily produced a demoralizing

effect on the labour supply of the country, and one

may well enquire how it could possibly be othei-wise ?

Sometimes, an attempt is made to draw a distinc-

tion between the kanganies and the coolies
;
the latter

it is urged are to be sympathised with to some ex-

tent, perhaps, but as for tne former, they deserve all

the abuse they get, and a great deal more besides.

No doubt, many cases could be quoted to show that

the kangany has defrauded his employer, especially

at critical times, when opportunities have given him a

chance of dictating terms
;
but as a general rule, it may

be taken that his position is a very unhappy one. He
owes far more money than he can possibly pay, and
far more than he has ever received, and after all he

is only a cooly, with an umbrella to protect him
from the rain in place of a cumbly.

The idea that Canganies are well off and that

their head money is paid them in order that they

may become security for advances, is quite erroneous.

The head money has nothing whatever to do with

advances, and the only security which the Cangany
holds for debts standing in his name is the Cooly

;

and what is the Cooly worth ? He is possessed of

two things: his cumbly and his labour 1 The latter

no doubt is a good marketable asset, while it lasts,

but it shoubl not be mortgaged too heavily, and
people who complain that Coolies do not w’ork so

well as they used to. should rcnicmber that they

have very little incentive to do so; in fact, it is

rather the other way on.
In olden days their tlehts were never more than

could easily be repaid, and they moreover received

every month the where-withal to meet them. In the
present day their liabilities are in the majority of

cases beyond reasonable prospect of liquidation, and
it is no wonder therefore that they work more for
Rice than for Wages. The former is served to
them regularly, and they barter what they do
not require for other necessaries. The latter is

-in a great number of cases and unknown quantity,
which -they may, or may not receive into their own
bands, but in any case it is pretty certain to be doled
out at long and uncertain intervals, and grabbed at by
hungry creditors when payday arrives. So regardless
have coolies become in respect to their balance-wages,
that it is sometimes difficult to get them to tiavel from
the lines to the bungalow for a settlement, and in-

stead of expressing surprise that people so burdened
with liabilities should work irregularly, and with in-

difference as to the future, the wonder is that under
all the demoralizing influences of an unjust and ever-
increasing debt, the labour arrangements of the island
should continue as satisfactory as they are.

The system on which we have worked our coolie.s

for years past, and which we are always impressing
upon Government is as perfect as it well can be, en-

courages and fosters hereditary debts, and there is no
escape from the conclusion that, if it is not directly

responsible for bringing our labourers into a state of

hopeless insolvency, it has at all events been closely

associated w’ith this unhappy result, and it is not very
creditable to us that it should be so.

The labour difficulty of the present day is summed up
in the one word“Debt.” It is not that the coolies have
individually changed, or that there is scarcity of them
in' the vineyard, but that surrounding circumstanees
are such as to render it difficult for us to make the
most of the material at ohr disposal, and a state of

affairs has been brought about, which shews it to be
desirable that the Cooly should in future be pro-

tected to a greater extent than he has hitherto been,
both from himself and from others.

Seeing that the Tamil Cooly is a pauper labour, it

seems only fair and right that his debt should be buried
with him when he dies, and as he has practically
nothing but his labour to mortage, his debt-contract-
ing powers should be ai5 limited as we can make them.
At first sight it may appear almost impossible, by

any means short of a miracle, to better his position as
regards debt, or to bring about a more healhty state of

affairs generally.
The Cooly, we know, lives in an atmosphere of

debt, and likes it rather than otherwise; but w'hile con-
ceding all this, and a great deal more besides, there is no
sufficient reason why he should be Jiopelenshi in debt,
and mixed up irretrievably with the debts of others,
or why indeed he should be any w'oi-se off in

this respect than he was twenty-five years ago. In
those days Coolies were, as a rule, regularly paid,
and Chettics advanced them sparingly, because the
balance of wages telig practically confined to one
month’s pay, did not represent sufficient security
for a substantial lean.

If we would w'ish to return to these happy times,
it is imperative that wages should be promptly and
regularly paid, but as the debts in the counti'y are
now so overwhelming, (assumed and otherwise,) the
only hope of this system being generally adopted
is to make it compulsory by Legislative enactment
and penal in its operation.
So long as it is optional (practically) for a Super-

intendent to pay his Coolies once a month, or once
in three months, as the case may be, no general
change in the direction indicated need be looked for,

but once make monthly payments compulsory and
penal, and the debt-contracting power of the employed
will be immediately and permanently lessened, while
other vei-y beneficial results may be expected to fol-

low as a natural consequence.
Some years ago Lord Stanmore (then Sir Arthur

Gordon) strongly urged upon the planting community
the importance of monthly payments, and if ho had
had his way, the prompt settlement of wages due would
then have been made law ; but it was pointed out to
him, amongst other things, that as the Island was only

•just emerging from the dark days of depression into
the light of better times, it might be well to postpone
lemslative measures in this direction until the Tea
industry had thoroughly established itself in the
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country, and placed people in a position to meet
their engagements from month to month without
personal embarrassment.

It will not be denied that our position in the pre-
sent day is such as to enable us, without much in-
convenience, to pay our Coolies regularly, and it Is

high time tb.at they shared, to this meagre extent
at all events, in the general prosperity of the island.
The principle involved in the prompt and re^lar

settlement ot wages due, is one which cannot for a
moment be contested, and if circumstances, have
arisen, which render it impossible to give effect to
this principle ourselves, we should be grateful if

Government can be induced to step in and remove
the obstacles for us.

The arguments which one hears against monthly
payments from a practical point of view, are that
Canganies and Chetties are opposed to it, and that it

might lead to a loss of outstanding advances, &o.
The Canganies object because it deprives them,

to a great extent, of the power of recovering debts of

doubtful origin, which we insist upon them paying,
but they vety soon reconcile themselves to the change
and as for the Chetties and other moneylending sharKs

if regular monthly payments result m a loss of out-

standings in that direction, we need not repine. Real
and just debts should of course be paid if they can
be proved, but not those which have been carried

forward from time immemorial, with interest added
and in this connection it must be remembered that

as the influence possessed by Chetties over our la-

bourers has never been exercised for good, we may
welcome anything likely to weaken the chain w'hich

has hitherto linked them together.

The question of outstanding Coast Advances
is no doubt a more serious one, but let us
look at things as they are. On the majority
of Estates, as already mentioned, debts have
accumulated to such an extent, that they are no longer

recoverable in their entirety from the people who
are supposed to owe the money, but rather from
emploi/ers of labour, and as the amount increases

almost every time the account is transferred from one
Estate to another, it stands to reason that before

very long whether the Coolies are paid regularly every
month or irregularly as at present, losses must occur.

The sooner this is realized ny proprietors and their

representatives the better, and the sooner the atmos-
phere will be cleared of the impurities which have
for such a length of time withheld from our Coolies

the light of more prosperous days.

If in dealing with large advances it were custo-

mary to regard them as merely so much money paid

away temporarily for the benefit the Estate derives

from the coolies’ labour without any intention of re-
covering it from the labourers themselves, the sys-

tem would be relieved of much of the scandal with
which it is now associated, but we know that in a
great number of cases the Coolies’ pay is kept in

arrears, and fretjnently confiscated altogether for the
purpose of meeting these oustandings, and it is here
where the injustice comes in

;
for in the majority of

cases I repeat they probably do not owe very much
more than a fraction of the money.

It may be asked why monthly payments should

of necessity, or be likely to, lead to loss of Advances ?

The reason is that while coolies have no great

objection to paying off debts even though they may
have had little or nothing to do with contracting

them, provided they can borrow money for the

purpose, it is quite a different thing when they are

expected to do so out of wages paid into their own
hands. It is only under such circumstances that they

began to realize the value of money, and pay away such

as is due but nothing more.

I hardly think we shall ever see the day when
Raniasanii will deliberately repudiate a just debt,

nor one which there is a moderate prospect of his

being able to repay within a reasonable time ; in-

deed the tendency is all on the opposite direction.

A planting friend of mine of great experience, in

charge of a large and important Estate, has paid

his coolies every month for many years past, and

has abundantly proved the blessings of this system,

his only regret being that he cannot pay them

once a fortnight. Ilis experience ia that the

Coolies greatly prefer it to any system of irre-

gular and deferred payments, and the C uiganio.s

learn to appreciate it also when they get accastoineJ
to the change. He has no Coast Advances outstand-
ing, and his transactions with the Chetties are few
and far between.

It is HIS suggestion that a system of compulsory
monthly payments throughout the Island may the
means (slowly perhaps) of restoring order where chaos
now reigns, and I pass it on to the readers of this

paper with every confidence that he has not over-
stated the benefits likely to be derived from it. Re-
ferring to the proueness of the Cooly to get into
debt, he naturally enough enquires how we can ex-

pect him to keep clear of it if we withhold from him
the only legitimate means of doing so?

Possibly it might be found advantageous if com-
pulsory monthly payments became Law to avail our-
selves to some extent ol Indentured Labour under con-
ditions which Planters and Government might mutu-
ally agree upon, but the first and most important
thing is to arrange for Coolies in all parts of the
Island and on overy estate to receive their wages
regularly, which after all, is only their just due.

In a recent Memorandum from the pen of the
Chairman of the Planters’ Association, reference is

made to the want of touch between Coolies and
their employers such as existed in older days.
No douDt this is the case to a great extent,

and strage though it may seem the Medical Aid
Ordinance is probably more to blame than anything
else for thus alienating the Coolie from his master.
Government, of course, did not contemplate such a
result as this when the Ordinance was introduced^
but, nevertheless, it practically had the effect of
taking Coolies out of the hands of the Superintendents
as regards their little ailments and so forth, and
in many cases they have been left to shift pretty well
for themselves ever since.

There are, how'ever, serious responsibilities attaching
to employers of labourers in a country like Ceylon,
and while there may not be any very general desire
to avoid these responsibilities, the tendency has
been rather in that direction for some time past,
and I doubt very much if the Cooly would ever nave
drifted into his present position if he had been pro-
perly looked after.

It has been suggested that the abolishment of
the Tundu system might go some way towards solv-
ing the labour difficulties, and special legislation in
respect to runaway coolies has been put forward as
a possible remedy for the evil, but neither of those
appear to me to touch the real seat of the disease,
and the mischief associated with the former would
probably disappear to a great extent if a system
of regular payments applied to every estate. The
Chetty would not then have the power to shift Coolies
about from place to place as he has now, and even
if he had the power, he would gain nothing by
doing so.

I have endeavoured to shew in this paper that our
Canganies and Coolies are labouring under the demo-
ralizing influences of an unrighteous and ever-increas-
ing debt, and that we have no right to expect any
great or permanent improvement in the labour ar-

rangements of the country until this burden has been
removed from their shoulder, or, at any rate, greatly
reduced in weight.

Individual planters may quote their own and
other cases to prove that the conclusions which have
been arrived at are wrong or overstated, but I am
not dealing with individual cases. I am dealing with
Coolies generally, and that their ))osition in respect
to debt is practically as I have represented it to bo
will not be denied. If, however, it is questioned, 1

would again ask how is it that Estates lose and have
lost so little by advances ?

Hundreds of cases might bo cited to prove the great
injustice of making pauper labourers of the present
day pay the debts of pauper labourers who have gone
before them, and it is time in our own interest, as
well as on other grounds, that the immortality of
these outstanding should be destroyed. Our labour
system will not rest on a sound basis until this has
been accomplished,
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THE CEYLON IMPORT DUTY ON TEA
AND SOUTH INDIAN PLANT EKS.

Sir,—

W

ith reference In the enclosed circular,

letter please give it at-Le.i.iun as sent to your care

carefully seeing to return to me all the accom-

panying papers.— 1 am, &c.

,

A. PHILIP, Secretary.

Kandy, Oct. 19th, 1S9.5.

(Copy.)

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Colombo, July 23rd,

1895.

Sir,

—

I am desired by His Excellency the Go-

vernor to transmit to you the accompanying copy

of a letter from the Secretary United Planters’

Association of Southern India relative to the

import levied on tea, and to a.sk your Associa-

tion to be good enou^li to favour the Government
with an expression of their views on this subject.

—

I am, sir, (Signed) H. L. Crawford, for Colonial

Secretary.

The Secretary, Planters’ Association of Ceylon.

[copy of letter from the secretary, united
planters’ association or southern INDIA,

TO HIS excellency THE GOVERNOR OF
CEYLON.]

To His Excellency Sir Arthur E. Havelock, g.c.m.g..

Governor of Ceylon.
A''our Excellency,—I have the honour to address

you on behalf of this Association regarding the

import duty on tea, now in force in Ceylon.
I am directed to point out that whilst the tax,

which has now been in force for seve; al years, is

quite unremunerative to the revenues of Your Excel-

lency’s Government, it operates very injuriously

against the interests of tea properties in Southern
India.

Ceylon possesses a market for teas from which all

those of Southern India are shut out owing to the

existence of the import duty
;
and this Association

ventures to urge the repeal of the Act imposing this

duty, not only in the interests of the planteis of

Southern India, but also in those of Ceylon itself.

The Association would respectfully advance the

opinion that whilst no possible injury would be in-

flicted on the local market by the abolition of the

duty, a considerable impetus would be given to the

tea industries of both countries.

It is well-kuQjvn that both for the London and the

Colonial markets each of the teas finds a ready sale

when blended; and it w'ould be a distinct advantage
to both Countries if the blending could be performed in

Ceylon instead of at the various Ports of sale.

I am further directed to point out that the natural

market for Southern Indian Teas is Colombo; and the

larger the quantity attracted thereto, the better for

Ceylon.
Ceylon is in no way benefited by the exclusion of

Indian Teas, as the latter is naturally absorbed at the

Various Ports in any case.

In conclusion, I am to ask for Your Excellency’s

best consideration of the prayer of the Association,

and—I have, &c. (Signed) G. L. York, (?)Secretary.

Kandy, Aug. 19th.

To the Hon’ble, the Colonial Secretary, Colombo.
Sir,—Having duly laid your letter of the 2.3rd July,

and the accompamying copy of a letter from the Se-

cretary, United Planters’ Association of Southern In-

dia, relative to the import duty levied on tea, before

the Committee of the Planters’ Association of Ceylon
at a recent meeting, I have now the honour to invite

your attention to the annexed copy of the resolution

passed on the subject —I am. Ac., A. Philip, Secre-

tary to the Planters’ Association of 'Ceylon.

(Resolution refen'ed to:~)
“ That, in reply, it be stated that in the opinien of

the Committee it would be highly detrimental to the
interests of Ceylon Tea that the prayer of the peti-

tion from the United Planters’ Association of Sou-
thei-n India be granted. That Ceylon has for many
years worked hard tq introduce her teas into foreign

countries and to raise their credit for purity, and, now,

that some success has been achieved, it seems unwise
to admit other countries on equal terms to the jeo-

pardy of Ceylon’s interests. That, regarding the ques-
tion of blending, the Committee desires Hgaiu to draw
the attention of Government to the Resolution on
the subject transmitted to Government with the Se-
cretary’s letter of the 20th January, 1894, which Re-
solution, and connected statement, the Committee again
fully endorses.”

Colonial Secretary's Office, Cjlombo, 29th August,
1895.

Sir,—In acknowledging the receipt of your letter
of the 19th August, 1895, relative to the Import
Duty levied on tea, I am directed to inform you that
the proposals contained in the resolution trans-
mitted with your letter of the 26th January,
1894, to which you draw my attention, as offering

a protection sgainst the dangers of removing the
import duty on tea, did not seem practicable for any
action of the Colonial Government, under the
Merchandise Marks Ordinance of Ceyhm, inasmuch
as its provisions apply only to any falsa trade des-

cription as to the place or country in which any
goods wire made or produced, and to the material

of which any goods are composed, and has no opera-

tion at home where the fraud would be committed.
2. It would, therefore, apparently be for exporters

of blended and unblended tea to adopt Trade Marks
to seek protection from any fraud in blending in

('eyIon by means of registration under the Imperial
Act and of vigilance in the markets of Europe and
elsewhere.

3. I am to say, however, t'nat any detailed sug-

gestions by which the local Government could apply
the provisions of this Ordin.ance, in order to caiTy
out the proposal effectively, will receive attentive con-
sideration, with a view, if possible, of meeting the
wishes of the United Planters’ Association of

Southern India, an object which the Governor believes

that your Association would desire to attain.—I am,
&c., (Signed) H. L. Crawford, for Colonial Secy.
The Secretary Planters’ Association if Ceylon,

Kandy.

Sept. 23rd, 1895,

The Hon. Colonial Secretary, Colombo.

Sir,—Your letter of the 29th August to the Secretary
having been forwarded to me for my perusal, I deem
the matter of so much importance that I reply to it,

merely stating at the same time that your letter and
copy of this reply shall be laid before the next Com-
mittee meeting of the Association.

2. I have the honour to point out that While the
Association in no way desires to actively injure the
interests of the planters of South In lia, yet it in no
way sees that the planters of South India hive any
claim for favourable consideration at the expense of
Ceylon planters. The Planting Community of Ceylon
and unquestionably also the Mercantile Community,
are of opinion that the removal of the Import Duty
on tea would be injurious to the interests of the
Ceylon tea enterprise.

8. The desire of the Ceylon Planting and Mer-
cantile Communities is that the duty may not bo
removed or clianged in any way, because while
acting as in some measure a protection against
South Indian tea being re-exported as Ceylon tea
it in no way hinders South Indian planters selling
their produce in the Colombo market in bond. This is

in fact is now do e, and the statement made by the
United Planters’ Association that their teas are
shut out is therefore ii acc irate.

4. As regards blending, the Association is unable to
see that it is in any way cinducive to the interests of
Ceylon tea to facilitate further than at present the
opportunities for blending. Rut if further facilities are
given, the Association is of opinion that absolute pre-
caution should be taken that no blended tea can possibli/
be exported as Ceylon tea. Unless that object can be
fully attained, the Association, I feel sure, would de-
sire that further facilities should not be given.

5. Owing to the tenor of the third paragraph of
your letter under reply, I venture to hope that the
Government of Ceylon will, so far as it legitimately
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may, in the iirst place guard and protect that in-
dustry \^hich is its chief source of prosperity, and I re-
gret to see that apparently His Excellency has mis-
understood the desire of the Association as regards the
request (if tho United Planters’ Association of South
India, lo was the feeling of the Co nmittee who
passed the resolutions contained in the Secretarj'’s
letter of ihe 19th instant, that the requests of
the Indian Association should not be granted both
as regards the removal of the impost and the grant-
ing of further facilities for bleiiding unless the Ceylon
Goveinnient can make such arrangements lor
blending as shall absolutely prohibit the risk of
fraud, and unless all expenses of such arrangements
be borne by importers and there be no risk of loss
or damage to the Ceylon tea enterprise. In claim-
ing this consideration I feel confident I am not
claiming more than is due from any Government
towards the chief industry of the country.

6.—In consideration, 1 would nress also that the
Planting Community of Ceylon have for years now
been spending time, labour and money in pushing th dr
teas as Ccyhn teas throughout the world. South
India having done nothing to. push her own teas,

and any admission of South Indian teas to Ceylon
without absolute safeguards that such shall not be
re-exported as Ceylon teas would be a distinct in-

justice and injury to the Ceylon Planting Commu-
nity. I therefore trust that His Excellency will not
grant the requests of the United Planters’ Associa-

tion of South India.—I am, Ac., (Signed) A. Mel-
ville White, Chairman. C. P. A.

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Colombo, September
80th, 189.5.

Sir,—Having laid before the Governor your letter of

the 28rd of September, 1895, relative to the import
duty levied on tea, I am desired by His Excellency

to state that the planters of Ceylon may rest as-

sured that the Government will do everything to pro-

tect their interests. It is not, however, politic to

withhold friendly and neighbourly consideration to a
proposal emanating from a country from which the
planters draw their labour supply, and whose com-
petition, if fairly and properly conducted, they
should not fear.—.1 am, (fee., (Signed) H. L. CiuwEcnn,
for Colonial Secretary.

The Chairman, Planters’ Association of Ceylon.

Relugas, Madulkelle, October 1st, 1895.

The Hon. Colonial Secretary, Colombo.
Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge receipt

of your letter of the .SOth of September, and in

reply desire to thank His Ex ellency the Governor
for the assurance that the Government will do every-

thing to protect the interest of Ceylon planters,

2. A meeting of the Committee of the Planters’

Association has been called for the 11th instant, at

which the correspondence will be considered, and
until then, further reply on my part seems unnecessary.

—I am, cfec., (Signed) A Melville White, Chair-

man, C. P. A.

Kandy, October 19th, 1895.

To tho Hon. the Colonial-Secretary, Colombo.

yir, Having duly submitted to the Committee of the

Planters' Association at a recent meeting the corres-

pondence that has passed on the subject of the Im-

port Duty levied on tea, I have now the honour

to annex, for the information of Goveinnient, copy

of the Resolution passed thereon.—I am, cfec., A.

Philip, Secretary to the Planters’ Association of

Ceylon.
, , . ,

[Resolution referred to :)

“ That the Committee approves of the Chairman’s

letters to Government on the subject, and that a copy

of this resolution be forwarded to Government.”

—
T’he LmjoUU QUK.8TJON.—All estate iiruprietor

of long experience writes

1

am against legis-

lation that may tell in tlie wrong direction in

times of adversity ! However, it is a (luestion

that is in the air, and lias to come loiward for

discussion.”

ARTESIAN WELL RORING IN CEYLON;
AND THE NEED OF A GEOLOGICAL

SURVEY.
We are asked if the ajiparent tot.al failure to

obtain water by arlc dun Iioring at Mannar docs not
fiunish strong additional proof of the necessity
for a tliorougli geological survey of the Island.

We are unaware of the data upon w'hich it was
concluded that the .strata in and about Mannar
island affordeil prospect of suc(?ess to the w’ork
undertaken and now' abandoned as being fruit-

le.ss. We are not disposed to caiil at the ex-
penditure, even if it were only for the sake of

experimentaliydng. Mannar, like many other
localities in Ceylon, has a very deficient water
supply, and had the work iindertakcn there
increased that supply, it would not only
have been of local use, but would probably have
afforded experience that could have been bene-
ficially extended. Ordinarily, wherever artesian
boring h.as been undertaken, it has been ujion

knowledge previously obtained as to the lay
of the surrounding strata and the j)rob.ability

of that to be pierced, confining a supply of the
jirecious element. We are unaware if any such
previous knowledge liad been olitaincd in the case
of Mannar

;
but, indeed, we do not see how' such

knowledge could have been obtained unless it were
derived from a survey of the geological features
over a wide area. There has long existed a
tradition—which has never been in the least degree
verilied—that the water of the Jaffna Peninsula
is derived from the Pulney Hills in Southern India.
It is upon tliis tradition that the extraordinary
diurnal movement of the water in the cele-

brated well at Pootoor in that ))eninsula has
been accounted for. Probably, it was the impossi-
bility of assigning any local cause for such motion
that gave rise to tlie tradition. And it must be ad-
mitted that, to a certain extent, the conjecture
is not wholly colourless. Tiie intermittence of

the rise and fall of the tides in this well, which
does not at all agree with the action of the
tides on the adjacent coasts, seems to point to

some distinct ojierating influence. How far simi-

lar nhenomena may have been observed in tho
shallow wells about Mannar we hav{? no knowledge.
If such are known, and it has been ascertained
tliat they have no corres])ondence with marine
tides, we should liold that there were primafade
grounds for the hopes upon which the late artesian
boring was undertaken. We should be glad to

be enlightened as to this matter. Failing any
such .solution, we can scarcely comprehend why
anticipations of success were entertained.

But certainly our querist is right in his conclu-

sion that tlie failure of an experiment which,
had it proved successful, miglit have conduced
greatly towards an improvecl water sujiply in

many thirsty districts of this island, affords a
strong additional argument in favour of a Geo-
logical survey. Until this Survey be completed,
and it be, moreover, connected with that of India,

all efforts towards securing, among other things,

the advantages of an extensive water supply
in our driest districts, must be mere “ leaps in

the dark.” It is not nece-ssary that we should
recapitulate our previous arguments in favour
of such a survey. We content ourselves with
adding this additional one t(i those we have
on jirevious occasions set forth. And wo hope
ill,at such a scheme may be favourably considered
by our now Governor when he has sufficient

acquaintance uith the island to enable him to

correctly estim,ate the value of a Geidogical Survey
in a variety of directions, more ospeci.ally in respect

of our jdumbago mining and gemming industries,

aiiart from the question of artesian well boring.
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VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Season Reports.—The Season Reports for the past

month are published in the last Gaiette. The reports

regarding paddy crops and harvest are generally fair;

the Southern Province reports several districts where
fever, chicken-pox, measles and dysentery prevail;

hoof disease in cattle is reported to be increa-ingin

the Eastern Province, and cattle murrain in the
Anuradhapnra district.

Cacao in the Dumbera Valley.—

V

hat i.s this

we hear from a Colouiho dealer, of cacao being-

uprooted on a well-known Uiimbera ])lantation in

favour of tea? Tea is said to grow and Hush
at a marvellous rate in the old rich valley.

Another authority hints that coconuts, rather

than tea, are likely to supersede the chocolate

plant in certain divisions. We are very £orr,y to

think there should be any circumscribing of the

area under cacao.

The I.mporx Duty on Tea in Ceylon.—The
Import duty on Teas in Ceylon is cei tainly un-

fair to India—says the Madras Times—and if it

cannot be removed it should certainly he coun-

teracted by a similar import duty in India. As
Mr. Acworth says, the Ceylon duty i.s about 50
per cent ad valorem, while the Indian is only o

per cent. In respect to tea duties, at any rate,

Ceylon is considerably behind the age. Its trade
is (^uite strong enough to dispense with a pro-

tective duty of 50 per cent, and if the duty is not
protective, it must be useless.

Coconuts and Lightning.—“Of course, ’’writes

a corres])ondent,—“lightning, as you suggest, would
be a sufficient explanation of a coconut tree on
fire. Was it not witnessed in a garden near
Christ Church, last year or the year before,

about the time of that terrible storm on Calle
Face when a horsekeeper was struck dead ? But
in Pondicherry a storm is not suggested. Indeed,
I gather that it is its absence which suggesteil

spontaneous combustion.”—There is such a thing
as a bolt out of a blue sky ; but, of course, it

should be observed : what is the e.xi)erience of

Messrs. Lamont, Wright and Jardine?
“How TO Supplement Tea with Coffee”

—is the title of a series of articles in the Indian
Planters" Gazette evidently for the benelit of

North Indian tea planters. We wonder if the
writer ever heard of the late Mr. Charles Anderson’s
experience with 50 acres of coffee in Assam ?

If not, he hail better enquire. Mr. Anderson (an
old tea-planter) failing to jiersuade Ceylon (Dik-

oya and Maskeliya) iilanters in the late seventies
to go in for “tea” (as they ought to have done
and made a fortune 20 years ago), was ]iersuaded
by them ratlier to go in for coffee in Assam, with
of course disastrous results.

Crown Lanu.s Sold.—Governor Havelock has
sold a less area of Crown lands than any ]ue-

vious Governor of Ceylon during the prst forty
years. Sir Henry \V'ard (1855-60) sold 112,000
acres for about £200,000 ;

Sir Chas. MacCarthy
and General O’Brien (1861-65) 157,000 acres for

£807,117 ;
Sir Hercules Robinson (1866-71) ’227,000

acres for £3-11,562; Sir Win. Gregory (1872-77)
270.000 acres for no less than .£612,000 !—the
maximum in extent and amount th''ugii not in

average per acre; Sir James Longden (1878 to

1883) sold 149,000 acre.s for £375,0iJ0
;
Sir Arthur

Gordon (1884-89) sold 115,000 acres for £218,000;
wdiile Sir Arthur Havelock sold (189"0-95) 70,500 acres
for £182,000—(highest average £2 11s 7.j:d per acre)

— or if 1895 be fully added, in perliaps about
78.000 acres and £2OO,O00. Although in the 40
years over 1,100,000 acres lia\e realized o\cr 2}:

million pounds sterling eoing by the old cur-
rency throughout—or an average of over R20
an acre.

On the^ MoVE.--Mr. Maguire of Messrs.
Davidson N’ Co., proceeds on a visit to Assam
this week. His itinerary will be through the
tea districts there, and he will, probably, re-

turn before the end of the year.

Sale of an Estate.—Mr. J. B. Lindsay, of

Ruamvella, says a contemporai-y, has almost com-
jileted negotiations for the purchase of Rothes
estate, Dikoya, the property of the late Mr.
Arbuthnot Smith. It consists of lUO acre.^ of which
5 are planted in tea.

A Quinine Factory in Java—so long talked
of, is really ?'H fait accompli at lost. It is situated
near Bancloeng, is under the control of four-

partners and IS not at first to buy bark, but
to manufacture at a fixed charge for planters.
That charge is to be about os ])er lb. of quiirine

which ouglit to pay the jiroducer very well if

the quinine is worth 16.s or over per lb. Fur-
ther particulars will be found in another
column.

Tea to Manchester.—Those responsible for the
first direct cargo of Indian and Ceylon tea to Man-
chester are rather proud of the success attending
the experiment. The tea has arrived, been discharged,
and sold within fifty-eight hours. The importers con-

gratulate themselves upon making a study of the
market, for did they not send out samples in sealed

bottles of the drinking water of Manchester to Cal-

cutta and Colombo in order to see which teas were
best suited to the Manchester market.

Coffee Crop Prospects in Coorg—w^e learn,

are better than they w'ere last year. Mr. R.
Tatham wn-ites from Tellicherry :

—“ We have had
a good average monsoon, always a dreary time
on the coa.st. I have gauged at our mills 111 -41

inches from 1st -I line to date; it is all over now'.”

Mr. Tatham was about to start on his usual
visit prior to cro[). Another old Colombo resi-

dent, Mr. Noone is referred to, as well and
busy.

A New Te.v Company.—The prospectus is iasued 0^

the British Darjeeling Tea Company, Limited, with a

capital of £50,000 in £T shares. The company is formed
for the purpose cf acquiring and working the free-

hold tea estates known as West Darjeeling Nigali, and
Pusunibing situated in the district of Darjeeling, in the
province of Bengal, India. The price to be paid
for the properties is as follows : West Darjeeling
and Pusunibing, R7, 10,000, or £39,197 18s 4d

;
Nigali,

TO,000 in fully paid-up shares. The present issue is

of 29,000 shares and £'25,000 in six per cent deben-
tures. The directors of the company are: R. J.

Boyle, Esq., chairman Moabund Tea Company, Li-

mited; W. F. Rabai), Esq., director Moabund Tea
Company, Limited

;
Sydney Thompson, Esq.; and

Loftus R. Tottenham, Esq., late Judge of High Court
Calcutta.—II. and C. Mail.

Pl.vNTING between ('Jiilaw and Pnttalam is

chietly contined to coconuts, but w-e belieie ex-

periments are being made with cacao and Libe-

rian cotl'ee. The region is a ratlier dry one and
a contemporary’s cories|)ondent only shews 1’92

inch of rain from 1st -July to date; but in the

Rajakadaluwa division especially, the soil is never

too dry and the roots of the palms seem to find

all the moisture they require not far from the

surface. The rainfall return is, however, for

Mr. C. A. Seton’s Segersta estate 18 miles North
of Chilaw, 12 North of Rajakadaluwa and 14

South of Pnttalam. It is verj' satisfactory to

find European capitalists pioneering in this fnsliion

in remote and comparatively' untouched p:irts of

the low'country. Mr. Seton in the I’uttalam

district is balanced by Mr. Pole-C'arew's enter-

prise in palms, cacao, N'c., in the equally dry

and remote district, Hambantota. May bc'ih be

very successful.
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New Tea Estatr.s Companie.s.—

W

e learn
that the valuable tea properties—Chrystler’s
Farm, Jtimhula, and (ilenorehy, New (lalway—
connected witli the estate of the late ]\Ir. Jolin
Martin are to hetornied into a Limited Company
for wlddi Mes.si’s. Lewis Lrown I'c Co. will he
the local agents, and iJessrs. Lyall Amlersontlv
Co. the London Agents and Secretaries. The
shares \vi 11 probably betaken nj)by the heirs and
others interested. A Comjiany with such line

jiroperties should have a good name, let us sug-
gest : “The Hiohland.s Tea F.state.s Co. of
Ceylon”!—

A

nother first-class Company will be
“The Nuwaua Kliva Disti.’ict Tea Co.”

—

to
include Tommagong ai d Coiicordi.a estates, both
purchased by ]\ir. Megginson for this Company
at handsome prices.—A third Company on the

tapis is said to be “The UuANWHtLLA E.sta'1 'E.s Co.”

Austrai-IAN Timheh —It has for years bei a as
pleasant duty to record any endeavour to popuhoine
the use of Austr.xlian word in this country, whether for-

paving or upholstering purposes. Gradually the Eu
calyptus and other large timber troe.s have become po-
pularly known, if not as popularly used. Today our
vehicular traffic is carried oh over roads coustructed
of wood from tho Antipodes, and promise is not
wanting iliat New Zealand and Australian timbers
will soon obtain higher rank. The Manchester Ship
Canal Company, we believe, are endeavouring to make
a market hero for tho wood noticed

;
they have

brought, and continue to bring, to Manchester what
may be looked upon as pioneer cargos for that sec-

tion of the industrial world. 'The venture, we have
been informed, has so far been successful, find there
is no doubt that, wlieu the cspacity of ihe Eu-
calyptus is better known, it will enter in successful

competition with most kinds of timber now on the
market.

—

Gardenem' Chronicle..

LaBUUU C.V.SES IN COUUT AND OUU LABOUR
1..AWS—are evidently going to attr.act a good
deal of attention as iin appeal case elsewhere
indicates. 'I'liis magistrate who .succeeds Mr.
Northmore in his responsible post must certainly

be one well uj) to bis work under the Labour
Ordinance. In tliis connection we tUrect atten-

tion to tbe notice of motion given by Mr.
liobinson for tbe next meeting of tlie Pussai-fi

Association. M^e know there is a strong feeling

rising all over tbe country and especially among
Visiting Agents in favour of “ monthly pay-
ments.” One old planter writing on the subject

says :

—

“ It strikes really at the power at pre.sent in the
hands of the chetties and kanganie;.”

And there are many more thougldfnl men who
consider that to make monthly payments com-
pulsory will be of the greatest benelit both to

planters and coolies.

A Coconut Tree on Fibe.—

W

ith reference

to the paragraph in a late Observer, a itlanting

correspondent writes :
—“ Can the exjilanation of

spontaneous combustion stand, in the case of

a healthy coconut tree, with a large head and
full croj) of fruits, wliicb is found to be on lire?

I me,an i.s it likely on scientific grounds. Is it

not more likely that the bead of tlie tree was set

on tire by a meteorite dropping between the
br.uiches which are enswathed in an inllamma-
ble fibrous substance ? I have known healthy

trees snufl’eil out by tlie decay of tlie unopened
leaf, but maintaining their vitality until the
leaves die out one by one downwards

; and I

have never been able to detect any disease or

insect jiest. lint, j>er I liave never .seen

a tree allame, though I have accepted the Sin-

li.alese explanation of tharnlca, or meteoiite, as

the cause of the insidious ilefunction. Is it

sciontilic.” What about lightning .setting lliepalm

on lire?

The Sambur; From a Pi.axter'.s Poixt of View.

—

If you cut a dee]) ditch and put a 4 ft. fence all

round your garden, he will jump it. Even barbed
wire will not stop him, for he will squeeze through
somehow and leave some of his back hair on the
barb for you to see in the morning. No young plant
seems to be safe from his devastations. He treats
my blue gums the same as he does my cinchonas,
and he eats uj) the young shoots of pomnieloes, citrons,

mangoes and other trees when Ire gets a chance.
Neither will we leave Orevillea Ilohasla, or coffee
alone. Tea he trampliis upon and breaks the branches
of the plants. A young plantation is evidently his
favourite playground, where high jinks appe -a- to be
carried on during the night time .—Plutitimj Oiiinion.

Honour TO AN kn-Ceveon 1'lanter i\ Fur.—
E’sewliere will he found \ery intere.sting ju-o-

ceedings from the P'iji Times, in connection
with a farewell dinner to Mr. A..I. Steplien.s

—eldest .son of tbe Fatri.arcb of Dolosbage—and
liim.self well and favourably known here. We
take over a great deal more of the proceedings
than we usually do in such ca,se.s, becau.se tlie

several speeches reveal to us tlie present con-
dition and prospects of planting 111 the Fiji

islands far better than even a special report
would. Perhaps after-dinner speeches

—

in vino
veri as—have to be credited with this result

; but
the whole proceedings aft'ord very interesting read-
ing esjiecially to Mr. Stephen's’ many planting
friends in Ceylon.

The Dayidson-Maouire Tea Packer.—Messrs.
Davidson and Co., of Belfast, have always shown
enterprise in advertising, and they occupy with their
announcements several additional pages inthei/owe
(t Colonial Mail of September 27th. In addition to
this, the journal itself has a two-pige illustrated
article descriptive of the advantages of Davidson s

Improved Patent Electric Portable (Davidson-Maguire)
Tea Packer, for use in London tea warehouses. Mr.
Davidson, in December last, exk bited his tea packer
as then an-anged. but now it has appeared in a por-
table form—no longer bolted to the floor of the ware-
house, but capable of being easily moved all over
it—and worked with an electric motor. It is con-
sidered possible that this new design will eventually
supersede the present highly objectionable and des-
tructive process of “ treading in,” wlieu the refilling

of chests in the London bonded warehouses is neces-
sary. The writer describes the opernadt of this

crude process as follows :

—

A layer of about 6 in. or 8 in. deep of tea is thrown
into the chest at a time, and shaken down lightly by
hand. A piece of cloth is thrown over the tea, upon
which the typical dock labourer then mounts, and with
his heavy hob-nailed boots crunches the tea down as
hard as he can, first with one foot and then the other.
Naturally the haviest man gets it crushed down
soonest

;
but what, may we ask, are the rusults to

the tea ? Something to make any planter or estate
proprietor sick at heart, after all the trouble and
care that has been taken in the assortment of his

teas into true unmixed grades, free from broken and
dust, for this “treading in” process when applied
to any well-sorted whole leaf tea so breaks it up
that, if one of the chests svas afterwards re-sorted,

it would likely show from ten to fifteen per cent
of broken leaf or dust, and for this result the tea
estate proprietor (to add to his sickness of heart)
has to pay 2s 6d to 3s (Id per chest according to the
size of the package.
The new anaiigement is considered so thorough

in its working that, wh n the packing on the estate
has been done by its means, re-bnlking in London
should be quite unnesaavy. Consequently the sug-
gestion is made that all the chests of machine-
packed invoices should bo branded in small but dis-

tinguisbablo letteis wi(l-. a hot i.'.Mi (mi instru-

ment for which piuipose iMr. Davit . ^ n would very
likely supply along with his packets) as " Factory
Bulked and Machine Tacked, ” as on arrival in London
this brand would soon bo recoffuised amongst buyers
as a “ good character ” mark.—Local “Times.”
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COFFEE PLANTING IN NYASSALAND :

Summary of Meteorological Observations at Lauderdale, S.W. of Mlanj.
,Lat. 15° 67' 30"; Loag, 35° 30',—6 Months January to June 1895.

Maxima : Minima ;

Months, Year.

January 1895
February do
March do
April do
May do
June do

iS

Oi

72 '415

74 790
71 900
69 620
60 695
63 OoO

cS

s
s
V
S

78-74

81 40
78 23
76 37

73 29
69 04

.s •

a ••

D
3
a
4^
«
W
85-8

87 0
83 0
80 8
82 3

73 4

ce

s
e
cj
0)

a
66-09

68 18

65 69
62 87
60 10

57 06

is
d>

3
V
43
X

60-0

63 3
63 1

58 0
55 0
54 1

g
d
CO

u
fi

67-26

69 16

66 49
63 33
61 26
57 81

g
e.

(M

4=
-g

M
75-89

77 72
76 43
74 28
71 56
67 43

q3
43
a)

g
0 a
a a
n ei.

2o3
H
70-70

71 38
70 13
67 85
65 14
61 14

g
d
t£>

•4.3

64-73

66 40
64 06
60 68
68 42
54 17

g
d
IN

5
M
72-07

73 60
71 88
69 02
66 74
61 81

s
0)

g
0 3

$ d
<0 *
H
68-23

68 82
67 68
64 65
61 69
67 43

6 Months Totals.. 418 53 4.57 07 492 3 379 99 353 5 385 31 443 31 406 34 368 46 415 02 388 40

January to June '95 Means. .69 76 76 18 82 1 63 33 .58 9 64 22 73 89 67 72 61 41 69 17 64 73

6 Months Totals.

.

435 26 495 70 543 7 374 82 346 0 383 40 472 87 440 70 366 08 414 38 398 31

July to Dec. ’94 Means. .72 54 82 62 906 62 47 57 7 63 90 78 81 73 45 61 01 69 06 66 39

12 Months Totals.. 853 79 952 77 1036 0 754 81 699 0 768 71 916 18 847 04 734 64 829 40 786 71

July '94 to June ’95 M eans

.

.71 15 79 40 86 3 62 90 58 3 64 06 76 35 70 59 61 21 69 12 66 66

5) 3 3 Rainfall. Wind. Aneroid. CLOUD.
3 . 3, 3, Cloud General. In “Crater.” On “Chiperane,’’

5 8 0-1 0 v: e
+3
73^

D ci c5
4->

0
4^ v£ ct 8

d
a
d

8 g a
d

g
d

a
d d d g

a*

d
g B,

a
ft P H 1P G 0 O'! Oi C> (N C3 00 a 0 01 C5 CO (N C5

2-53 3-82 2-47 38-34 31 15th 12-41 0-45 0-98 0-80 27-177 27-112 27‘162 7‘1 8-4 7-0 3-0 2-7 1-1
2 76 4 22 2 56 16 30 27 25th 4 35 0 54 0 95 0 63 177 135 175 6 8 9 1 7 0 9. 9 3 0 3 2
2 43 4 60 2 55 13 07 26 2nd 1 74 0 70 0 76 0 72 219 186 220 5 0 7 8 5 4 1

9

3 9 3 3 ...

2 65 5 2() 3 20 13 79 20 25th 3 02 0 52 0 52 0 77 267 232 286 4 5 6 5 6 0 2 2 2 9 3 2
2 84 4 82 3 45 6 18 15 25th 1 77 0 60 0 64 0 66 335 312 345 4 3 6 7 4 1 1

5

1 8 1 6 5 8 3 2 4 6
3 64 5 57 3 71 4 37 18 7th 1 93 0 98 0 76 0 66 391 382 413 4 0 6 3 5 4 2

1

1 8 2 2 4 8 2 7 68

16 85 28 -29 17 94 92 05 137 25 22 3 79 4 61 4 24 1 566 1 359 1 601 31 7 44 8 33 9 12 9 16 1 14 6 10 6 6 9 9 8

2 81 4 72 2 99 15 34 23 4 20 0 63 0 77 0 71 27 261 27 227 27 267 5 3 7 5 5 7 2 2 2 7 2 4 5 3 30 4 6

17 32 58 49 42 39 35 85 64 12 06 3 41 6 40 4 95 27 183 .

.

18 29 30 32 28 43 6 24 4 67 6 75 ...

2 89 9 75 7 06 5 98 10 2 01 0 57 107 0 83 . . 3 05 5 05 4 77 1 03 0 74 1 12 ... ... ...

34 17 86 78 60 33 127 90 201 37-28 7 20 11 01 9 19 . . 50 0 75 1 62 5 19 8 20 6 21 3

2 85 7 23 6 03 10 66 17 3 11 0 60 0 92 0 77 .* 4 2 63 6 2 1 7 1 7 1 8 ... ...

Maxima. Minima.

Months,. Year. c”" H
Sw a

eS

a 8O cS

a

S
B
i
s

a

1
s

I

1
13

I)ry bulb thermometer : IVet bulb thermcineter :

X
a

X
W 6 a.m. Noon. 6p.ra. 6 a.m. Noon. 6 p.m.

July 1893 73-00 60-29 54-2.5 68-87 61-00 53-75 63-76 59-15

August do 69-845 79 40 85 0 04 45 .54-0 00 40 75 CO 08 50 68 46 68 30 63 89

.September do 75 1 15 85 78 91 5 60 28 .58 0 GO 40 82 09 74 45 01 85 69 79 65 84

October do 75 580 84 88 93 5 68 87 60 0 68 02 81 31 76 39 64 1(! 68 09 08 15

November do 79 580 90 29 04 8 68 63 01 0 7] 48 So 40 79 91 Cl '-il 73 19 69 63

December do 77 930 87 -23 90 0 66 5 70 70 80 91 75 72 CS /4 iU / 1 69

6 Montlis Total 378 050 500 58 460 8 328 52 299 5 391 31 474 18 435 97 374 26 417 22 397 75

July to Dec..

’94 Means ..75 610 83 43 92 2 65 70 59 9
'

65 2-2 79 03 72 66 62 37 69 64 66 29

.lamuiry
February

1894 74 235 81 19 88 8 67 28 64 2 69 16 77 02 74 31 67 60 73 56 71 62
do 74 900 81 70 85 8 68 10 64 2 69 47 78 30 74 26 68 98 74 70 72 22
do 72 775 78 74 83 8 60 81 63 5 (jy 9/ VC 72 87 (37 yii 73 00 71 19

April
May
June

(lo 69 320 75 64 84 9 03 00 .58 5 04 37 72 88 69 64 63 32 09 38 67 79
do 66 350 73 30 81 2 59 40 64 0 60 59 09 92 66 28 59 62 65 99 63 85

do 63 660 71 25 75 1 56 07 62 1 57 17 68 31 63 76 65 29 62 15 69 85

6 Months

.

.421 240 461 82 499 6 380 66 356 6 388 97 442 73 421 U 382 64 418 78 406 62

January to June ’04 ..70 207 76 97 83 3 63 44 69 4 64 93 73 79 70 19 63 77 69 80 67 75

12 Months July ’93

to June ’94
1
Totals .

J Means .

. 709 250

. 72 663

962 40
80 20

900 4

87 31

709 18
64 47

656 0

69 64
780 88
.65 07

916 91

76 41

857 08
71 42

756 89
63 07

836 00
60 67

804 27
67 02

July
August
September
October
November
December

1804
do
do
do
do
do

64 53
08 23
70 69
79 03
78 95
73 83

72 64

77 05

82 22
92 46
89 57

81 76

79 7
84 5

00 3

100 1

97 4

91 7

56 42
.59 42
59 10
05 60
08 32
05 90

51 7

53 8

53 0

60 5

65 0

62 0

57 42
59 36
61 28
07 77

69 84
07 73

70 35
73 38
77 98
87 94
85 57

77 05

64 09
66 88
72 07
SO 97
81 24

75 45

55 81

57 02
57 .51

62 90
66 46
66 38

63 81
64 62
67 46
73 93
72 71
71 86

60 33
62 65
63 67
69 65
70 94
71 17

6 Months 'Totals 435 20 495 70 543 7 374 82 340 0 383 40 472 87 440 70 366 08 414 88 398 31

July to Tec. 94’ Means...72 51 8-2 62 00 6 6217 57 7 63 90 78 81 73 45 61 01 69 06 06 60
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Difference 6am

s Rainfall. Wind. Aneroid. C.’loud. Crater.

Wet

Noor
a

>.
u
A

Totals.

a

Q
Date.

Largestf'aU. a
cC

CD

Noon.

g
&
o Ca.m.

Noon. Cp.m,

/i

g
a

Y^ear,

a

<0

Noon.

o
Noon.

a

CD

O-oO 5T2 1‘25 7T7 16 nth 3-76 • • t* mm July ’93
• • •lO • •

1 94 7 30 5 21 0 24 3 2nd 0 23 « • • t« mm mm Aug. do ••• « « *M • ••

4 61 12 30 8 61 0 50 2 16th 0 43 mm . • Nept, do «. • , , • •• ».* .

.

3 86 13 22 8 24 1 92 7 9th 0 91 27 535 Oct. do ••• , . ... •••

4 27 12 21 10 58 2 77 9 nth 1 76 0^ 1 00 1 00 526 27 578 27 464 Nov. do 2 45 5 33 4 OO ... »• • •

1 88 6 81 4 33 10 20 26 9th 1 98 0 22 0 05 0 65 481 477 447 Dec. do 7 78 6 97 768 •• ••

17 06 56 96 38 22 22 80 62 9 06 0 58 1 05 1 65 1 542 1 0.55 0 911 10 23 12 30 11 68 ... ... .

.

'

14> OC 9 49 6 37 3 80 103 1 51 0 29 0 52 0 82 27 514 27 527 27 455 5 11 6 15 5 84 -•

1 56 3 46 2 69 19 10 28 13th 3 31 0 23 2 08 LOO 27 460 27 460 27 430 Jan. ’94 7 06 8 20 7 71

0 49 3 56 2 04 16 21 26 7th 2 95 0 31 ,.1 00 0 66 476 470 440 Eeb. do 6 69 7 82 7 64 6

0 44 3 24 1 68 14 89 28 l#th 2 40 0 10 065 0 65 476 471 463 Mar. do 8 (X) 7 50 8 00 ...

1 05 3 60 1 8.5 13 95 25 10th 4 35 0 78 0 75 0 51 575 568 554 April do 5 04 7 36 7 16 2 74 u

0 97 3 93 2 43 3 56 18 22iul 1 87 0 85 1 40 0 72 632 636 615 May do 4 30 6 10 4 97 1 60

2 42 6 16 390 0 77 12 27th 0 39 0 31 0 86 0 44 678 718 688 June do 360 660 5 70 0 68 .£•

6 93 23 95 14 59 68 58 137 15 27 2 58 6 74 3 98 3 297 3 323 3 190 34 69 43 58 41 18 5 02 'O

1 16 399 2 43 11 43 23 2 54 0 43 1 12 0 66 27 549 27 554 27 532 5 78 7 26 6 86 1 67 0
S

X
223 99 80 91 52 81 91 38 199 24 33 3 18 7 79 5 63 4 539 4 378 4 101 44 92 55 88 52 85 5 02

2 00 6 74 4 40 7 61 17 2 03 0 39 0 97 0 70 27 538 27 547 27 513 5 62 6 99 6 61 1 67

July to Dkckjubkk, 1894.

1 61 6 64 3 76 3 32 12 19th 1 61 0 51 0 77 n 69 ... ... July '94 4 03 4 39 4 73 1 57 0 77
o 34 8 96 4 23 0 31 4 14th 0 14 0 84 1 49 1 13 689 697 (568 Aug. do 2 62 5 60 3 89 0 54 0 99
3 77 10 O'l 8 40 4 39 10 3rd 2 12 0 73 0 96 0 60 664 648 631 Sept,. do I 82 4 39 3 74 1 24 1 (H»

4 87 14 01 11 42 0 26 4 28th u 20 0 40 0 87 0 52 562 568 oU8 Oct. do 1 38 2 95 4 12 0 17 0 11)

617 672 612

3 38 12 66 10 30 3 66 15 28th 1 11 0 54 1 39 1 29 172 186 165 Nov. do 4 80 5 93 5 01 1 57 0 60 C5

1 35 5 80 4 28 23 91 19 22iul 6 88 0 39 0 92 0 72 194 195 142 Dec. do 3 74 6 96 6 24 1 85 2 33 O

2 339 3 290 3 136

17 32 58 49 42 39 35 85 (54 12 06 3 41 6 40 4 95 6 366 0 :J81 0 307 18 29 30 32 28 63 8 94 4 47
27 648 27 658 27 (527 c

2 89 9 75 7 06 5 98 11 2 01 0 d7 1 07 0 83 27 18:5 27 890 27 153 3 05 5 05 4 77 1 16 0 94

6 536 0 613 6 326

•24 25 82 44 56 98 104 43 201 27 33 5 99 13 14 8 93 0 366 0 351 0 307 52 98 73 90 69 81 4 96 12 47
27 594 27 an 27 575

2 02 6 87 4 75 8 70 17 2 OO 5 01 1 09 0 74 27 163 27 890 27 153 4 41 6 16 6 82 1 33 1 38

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
The Indian Tea Crop.

—

Full particulars of

the original and latest Estimates for the current

season’s crop will be found in our Tropical Agri-
culturist. Out of a total crop of 138,13.5,964 lb.

for 1895, it is expected tliat 124,000,000 lb. will

be shipped to the United Kingdom. This is

against 118,417,084 lb. sent thither in 1894-95.

Limited Companies in Ceylon.—The year

1895 is likely to be a record one in the history

of Ceylon in reference to tlie formation of Limited
Coni])anies : liere is a list of tlie 21 Companies
registered so far in Ceylon this year, and with a

totai capital of 1110,195,000:

—

1895—Names of Companies. Capital.
It.

Colombo Fort Land and Building Coy., Ltd. 750,000

Blackstone Estate Company, Ltd. .. 130,000

Kandy Hotels Company, Ltd. . . 400,000

Kelani Tea Garden Company, Ltd. . . 300,000

Beaumont Tea Company of Ceylon, Ltd. . . 500,000

Ottery Tea Company of Ceylon, Ltd. . . 500,000

Udabage Company, Ltd. . . 300,000
Noml. Capital

Union Estates Company, Ltd. . . 500,000

Hill Club Company, Ltd. . . 50,000

Galle Face Company, Ltd. . . 500,000

Claremont Estate Company, Ltd. . . 65,000

Estates Company of Uva .. 750,000

Uvakellie Tea Company cf Ceylon, Ltd. . . 500,000

Nyassaland Coffee Company, Ltd. . . 300,000

Kirklees Estate Company, Ltd. . . 100,000

Doonioo Tea Company of Ceylon, Ltd. . . 500,000

Ceylon Provincial Estates Company, Ltd. 1,000,000

High Forests Estates Company. Ltd. . . 1,000,000

Clyde Tea Estates Company, Ltd. . , 300,000

Ruanwella Tea Company, Ltd. .. 750,000

Ceylon Hills Tea Estates Company, Ltd. . . 1,000,000

Total.. 1110,195,000

A New London standard of Indian “ type tea’’

conies into force next month. It is said to be about
a half-penny a pound inferior to the old .—Madras
Times.

The Season’s Tea Crop.—The revised estimate of
the Indian tea crop, will probably not be issued by
the Tea Association for another week or so

; but it

is generally expected that it will show a reduction
on the original estimate, which put the crop at
140,390,520 lb. or 13,262,305 lb. over the actual out-
turn of the crop of 1894. Shipments to the Colonies
and other ports with local consumption were put at
14 millions, leaving about 1261 million lb. for export
to Great Britain, against 1151 for 1894. Up to ihe
30th September, however, only 62,254,7061b. have been
shipped, against .59, .509,612 lb. to same date last year.—Indian Ewjineer.

False Brands on Tea.—Here is what Messrs.
Alfred Harvey & Co., of Melbourne and Sydney
write in their Monthly Tea Circular received
today :

—

“Now that the Customs have commenced to pro-
secute traders for putting false brands upon spirits,
it is to be hoped they will next give some of our
shippers, importers, or dealers a turn for putting
false districts or descriptions upon packages of Tea.
How much preferable to printing an untruth would it

be to omit the false name of the district, and sell as
Orange Pekoe, Pekoe, or Pekoe Souchong. Darjeeling
has an envied reputation—so has hill-grown Ceylon
and neither should be besmirched.’’

It is evident therefore that Ceylon tea.s sent to
Melbourne are even now fraudulently misrepre-
.sented—to go and call a low-grown tea by the
name of a high district, is just as bad as any-
thing that could happen from blending and call-

ing the result, “ pure Ceylon teas" ; but in
Australia as in England there are experts whom
nothing of this sort can deceive.”
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We had not realized before that

su^ar to India : here are tlie

though
1893.94.

Rx,

335,141

443,161
443,386
572,006
424.666

RF.VIEW OF THE TRADE OF INDIA.

WHAT 1.9 .SAID OF TEA, COFFEE, &C.

We have received from tlie Oovernment of

India a copy of tlie Review of the Trade of

India in 1894-i)5 referring to I, Foreign fea-borne

Trade; If, Trans- Frontier Trade; III, Coasting

Trade ;
By •). E. O’Conor, C.I.E., Director-

General of Statistics to tlie Government of India.

It is, as usual, an able and full Rej>ojt cover-

ing 72 pages.

Ceylon supplied

(pi'ures :

—

° 1890-91 1891-92 1892-93 1893.94 1894-95

cwt. cwt. cwt. cwt. cwt.

Ceylon 1,935 1,082 4,921 17,161 7,393

Of practical value is the part devoted to

of tea, which shows that if we cultivated proper

rel.ations and equal tariffs with Bomhay we ought

to supply from Ceylon nearly 6^ million lb. of

tea now got from China, Straits and Java. Ihls

tea is ohiefly for the Persian market, but passes

through Bombay ;— ui u 1 1

Tea.—This trade maintains a high level,

the imports last year were smaller than |in

The imports are;—
lb,

1890-

91 4,770,008

1891-

93 6,353,017

1892-

93 6,022,883

1893-

94 7,687,757

1894-

95 6,326,122
,

The sources of supply are China, Ceylon, the Straits

and Java, from which countries the imports in the last

five years have been
Ceylon

167,177
849,737
633,596

980,.507

901,971

The Ceylon tea is consumed in India, but the

greatest part of the other imported tea is re-exported,

going chiefly to the Persian market by sea, and to the

Afghanistan market by land.
u 1

^ 6xt C01116S ft notftbl© mention of Colombo mftcle

in reference to the re-export trade from India :—

With Ceylon tho trade is relatively small, not half

what it is with the Straits, thoueh being so much

closer it might have been supposed that the trade would

be larger. The explanation is that Colombo is so

happily situated geographically that it is admirably

adapted to be an entrepot for the supply of Southern

India and other neighbouring regions, and that there

is no necessity for that port to receive supplies of

European goods except direct from Europm

Then we quote what is said about cojfee :

The run of high prices has continued now for three

consecutive years. The world is so Wgely dependent

on Brazil for its supply now, that Ceylon has given

UD coffee, and the conditions in that country are so

uLertain. that speculative influences have been in

successful operation for a considerable time past The

ran£?e of prices has not, however, been eneciual

in fncreasiiik the supply from India materially for

coffee-planting has been beset with difficulty and dis-

appointment Ld the area under the plant continues to

be very restricted. In Travancore, following the ex-

amnle of Cevlon, coffee has been largely abandoned

h^^Lour of tea, and in British India, according to

i I p agricultural returns, the area has substantially

d^iminished during the last four or five years.

Next we have a long paragraph on tea'.—

7'g„ _The exports of the last ten years are given

below ;— ,,
lb.

(ooo's omitted.)

1885-

86 ... 68,784

1886-

87 ... 78,703

1887-

88 ... 87,514

1888-

89 ... 97,011 ...

1889-

90 103,760 ...

1890-91
1891-92
1892-93
1893-94
1894-95

China

lb. 3,940,584

„ 4,680,232

„ 4,795,473

„ 6,016,244

„ 4,630,327

Straits

543,847

589,953

464,518
360,770
413,417

Java

97,640
216,261
107,100

308,333
362,366

Rx.
4,306,133

4,727,992

5,174,440

5,267,315

6,277,650

1890-91 107,015
1891-92 120,149 , ,

1892-93 114 722
1893-94 126,3.32

1894-95 129,099

lb,

{ooo's omitted.) R*-
6,219,233

5,968,129

6,292,348

6,.585,835

7,55.5,745

111 1894-95 the quantity exported greatly increased

and the prices obtained were higher even than in

1892-93, which was an unusually good year. The
prophecies of the planters that the closure of the

mints would be the signal for the ruin of their busi.

ness have happily not been fulfilled, nor are they

likely to be fulfilled. The Average Prices realised

at the auction sales in Calcutta during the last six

years were as follow, in annas and pie per pound
1889-90.

-- -

Orange (and broken
1890,91. 1891-92.

orange) pekoe
Broken pekoe
Pekoe
Pekoe fannings
Pekoe souchong
Broken ditto

Other low class

Or, (and bro.

orange) pekoe
Broken pekoe
Pekoe
Pek fans.

Pek sou,

Broken ditto

Other low class

11-8

9-9

7-5

.5.7

5.7

5.0

4-8

1892-93.

11 - 2|
8-lOi
7- 2

5-

10
6. 8J
6-

6. 9

1893.94.

13.

11 .

8*

6-

6

0 5.7ths

3 l-3rd

9

7 l-5ths

5i

a
9

6-106.7ths

Oi

n
24-5th3

2§
3. 7l.5tha
5- 4 4-6ths

4-11 5-6tha
4. 5J

11.

1

8-7i
7-Oi

5-3J

5-

3J

4-

9S
4.2^

1894-95.

14-0 2-5ths
11.8

9.4 4.5tha
7-3 6-7th3

7.25-7tha

6-

81-5th8

5-

6

The Exports are. in pounds (ooo’s omitted) :

—

1889-90. 1890.9R 1891-92.

United Kingdon .. 98,731 100,209 111,169

Australia 3,419 5,119 5,204

Persia 1,118 1,221 2,789

Turkey in Asia 63 89 340
United States 103 79 83
Canada 85 61 102

1892-93. 1893-94. 1894-95.

United Kingdom . 108,513 116,007 118.417

Australia . 3,908 6,240 4,872

Persia . 1,407 2,497 3,173

Turkey in Asia . 115 456 l,39fl

United States 50 116 228
Canada 39 113 317

The United Kingdon continues to be the gieat
market for Indian tea, as much as 92 per cent of the
exports of the year having been shipped thither. Of
the small quantity not shipped to the United Kingdom,
Australia takes a considerable but unfortunately not
an increasing share ; Indian tea seems to make no
headway in the Coloniefs in competition with China
and Ceylon tea. Persia during the last four years
has been taking larger quantities. As regards the
trade with Persia Her Majesty’s Consul at Bushire
writes in his report for 1894; “There has been a
strong demand throughout the year for Indian and
Batavian teas, which seem to be steadily supplanting
the China t^as in favour with the Persian consumer.
Heavy consignments, chiefly from India, were received

by native merchants who found no diflSculty in dis-

posing of them at a good profit. It was, however, at

the port of Bandar-Abbas that this trade received its

most vigorous impulse, the import being more than
double that of the previous year.” Some of the tea

at any rate imported into Bandar-Abbas was destined
for consumption in Russian Asiatic territory, and it

seems probable that the effect of recent fiscal arrange-
ments of the Russians will divert the transit trade
to Batoum and the trans-Caspian railway. A new
feature in the trade of the year is the largely in-

creased export to Asiatic Turkey, and it is to be
hoped that the exports to this country may become
larger. Exports to the United States and Canada
have also developed very greatly, though the aggre-
gate is still relatively trifling.

Calcutta is now, and always will be, the great centre
whence Indian tea is exported

; but, in consequence
of the increasing demand from Persia and Asiatic

Turkey, the exports from Bombay and Karachi are

increasing.
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The distribution last year was as follows;—
Bengal 123,000.733 lb. ; Bombay 2,828,746 lb.

;
Sindh

1,067,359 lb.; Madras 2,149,006 lb.; Burma 53,472 lb.

Total 129,099,316 lb.

To the quantity of tea given nbove as exported
from British India should be added about 780,000 lb.

exported from Tiavaucore and Cochin.
Then on cinchona back :

—

Cinchona hark is the only separate item of im-
portance in the group “ Drugs and Medicines,” and
this article has rapidly lost a great measure of its

importance in .recent years owing to the competition
of other countries having so lowered the price of the
drug, which planters once thought would be the
source of untold wealth, as to make it what is com-
monly called “ a drug in the market.”
The exports would have been even smaller during

the last two or three years if their volume had not

been kept up by the bark sent for sale from estates

whose owners got rid of their trees, root and branch,
finding chinchona bark not worth the expense of

cultivation. But though the bark has ceased to

justify the expectations once formed of it as an
article of export, and India will probably under ordi-

nary circumstances never be a large exporter ot the

article, the cultivation of the tree by the Government
has had a most useful effect in supplying large

quantities of febrifugal alkaloids and the sulphate
of quinine to the fever-stricken population of mala-
rious regions in India.

It is of interest to quote the following in view
of .Mr. Crawford’s local Cutch Company :

—

Cutch .—This trade has not, as figures go, a flourish-

ing aspect, the ex ports being :

—

Cwt. Rx.
1890-91 156,493 236,355

1891-92 197,059 317,296

1892-93 229.816 382,484

1893-94 187,115 337,890
1894-95 155,032 292,136

The limitation of the trade is, however, ascribed

by the Chief Collector of Customs in Burma, whence
the bulk, of the article is exported, not to absence
of demand but to absence of supplies due to “the
Government having further limited the issue of

licenses in some of the cutch-producing districts and
to the period allowed for cutch-boiling having been
reduced from six to four months

;
also to the ex-

tension of forest reserves.” The demand from out-

side markets, he says, was fairly good.

And finally there i.s mention made of trade

across the frontiers North and North-East, a.s well

as North-West ol India wliicli includes some tea :
—

1893-94. 189i-‘.l5.

Tea : Rx. Rx.

India .. .. ' 40,7.54 33,727

Foreign . . . . . . 59,999 46,328

THE CONSOLIDATED ESTATES COMPANY,
LIMITED.

The General Managers have the pleasure to submit
their ^Fourth Annual Report and Balance Sheet, to-

gether with Statement of Accounts for the Crop
Year ending 30th .Tune, 189*.

The Profit and Loss Account shows a balance
(including £160 8s lid brought forward from last

year) of £2,700 13s lOd after paying Interest on the
Debentures, and an Interim Dividend of 4 o/° on the

Preferred Shares.

Out of this sum th-> General Managers propose:

To pay a Ba'ance Dividend of 4 o/<, on

the Preferred Shares, which will absorb £320 0 0

To set aside for redemption of five per

cent of the Debentures at 103 ... 618 0 0
To write off from the Factory Account

the sum of ... ••• ... 800 0 0

To pay a Dividend of 8 °/o on the Or-

dinary S aies. which will require ... 800 0 0

Carrying forward the Balance, viz; 162 1310

£2,700 IJ 10

The following shows the resnlt of the year’s work-

ing, viz.:—
Net proceeds of Crop, viz. :—

Average net Price £ s. d.

Tea, 300,084 lb .About t^l. per lb. ... 8,622 5 11

Interest on Account 36 13 9

8,668 19 8

Expenditure on Estates, viz.:

—

Messrs. Geo. Steuart & C. ’s draft ... 4,707 18 7

Postages and Telegrams 0 5 0

4,708 3 7

Bonus remitted to Superintendent 185 0 0

4,893 3 7

Net Profit on Cultivation ...£3,765 16 1

It will be seen that the crop was slightly in ex-

cess of the estimate—being 300,084 lb as against
estimate of 300,000—and exchange was somewhat
more favorable than was anticipated

;
while on the

other hand the average price realized for the Com-
pany’s Tea was rather lower than that current when
the last report was issued, althongh slightly above
the average price obtained the previous year.

The Shareholders are aware that the Company
has recently acquired four new estates on terms
which the General Managers be ieve to be favorable,

and to promise satisfactory resu ts. For conveni-
ence of ref erence the following approximate pari-

culars of all the esiates now held by the Company
are appended:

—

Acres Planted
with Tea

be

.9

cj

c Z
o 2

O &
^ ‘.2 V

^ ce

a «

lo

c
Pe. ?

Pd

93
iff
z

Wattegodde
Tallagalla
Kllagalla
Hoonooc'otua

and
Hennewille

The last four Estates have been purchased as
from let July 1895 and therefore the working of them
does not appear in the Accounts now presented which
are for the Crop Year ending 30th June 1895.
The following are the Estimates of the current

season’s crops (1895-96) of the Comp my’s Estates :

—

Dimbula 895 800 Nil Nil 95
Kaliitara 499 268 22 204 15
Matale; 445 207 13 20 205

Kotmale 713 588 20 ,55 50

2552 1853 55 279 365

Wattegodde
Tallagalla
Ellagalla
Iloonocotua

and
Hennewille

Expenditure, at 1,/lJ

per Rupee,

R82,958= £4,666 7 9
32,983= 1,855 5 10
25,903= 1,457 0 10

Crop

300,0001b. Tea
140,000 „ „
90,000 „ „

66,.344 = 3,731 17 0 240,000 „ „

j

R208,188 =£11,71011 5 770,000,, „
On the basis of exchange as above and at he

prices now current for Ceylon Tea tlm foregoing Es-
timates if rea'ized would show very satisfactory
results.

It is proposed to plant 70 more acres with Tea
on Tallagalla and a few acres on Ellagalla and
Hoonoocotua during the cuirent season. The cost
of these extensions, and of a smal outlay for requi-
site machinery and withering accoiamodation, is esti-
mated at about £8')0. This will be charged to the
Factory and Extension Account, but the General
Managers propose to continue ihe present poliev of
writing off libarally from this Account out of Re-
venue in prosperous years.
The Preferred Shares to the nominal amount of

£9,000 Nos. 801—1,700, both inclusive, and Ordinary
Shares to the nominal amount of £9,000 Nos. 6,001—
6,900, both inclusive, which were issued on 1st J uly
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last, and are included in those enumerated in the
annexed Balance Sheet, do not participate in the
Dividends now proposed to be paid, these Dividends
having been earned during the Crop Year which
ended on iJOlh Juno last. For the same reason the
Debentures to tlie nominal amount of £2il,000, Nos,
121—3,'iO, will not participate in the next drawings
for redemption. Arbutiinot, Lathaii & Co.,

General Manager.
.33, Great St. Helens, E.C.,

23i*d September, 1895.

THE INDIAN TEA CROP.
In their circular of the 16th April last, the General

Committee of the Indian Tea Association gave an
estimate of the outturn of the present season’s crop
of Indian tea based upon the following figures,

which they had been able to collect ;

—

ORIGINAL ESTIMATE OF CROP OF 1895.

lb.

Assam - - - 57,531,490
Cachar - - - 19,405,880
Sylhet • - - 22,272,000
Darjeeling - - - 8,069,210
Terai - - - 3,176,000
Dooars - - • 19,864.240
Chittagong - - • 842,000
ChotaNagpore • • 238,800
Kangra • • 3,000,000
Dehra Doon and Kumaon • 2,000,000
Private and riative gardens • 4,000,000

140,390,520
From the figures which have since been obtained,

a revised estimate has been prepared, based upon
actual results to the 31st August, as follows :

—
Manufactured Manufactured
to 31st Aug. to 31st Aug.

1894. 1895.

lb. lb.

Assam - 32,987,585 34,286,191
Cachar - 10,783,203 10,332,442
Sylhet - 10,695,213 11,967,318
Darjeeling
Terai

- .5,164,574 6,089,418
- 2,004,966 1,707,7.38

10,802,538Dooars - 8,983,916
Chittagong 459,257 361,759
Chota-Nagpore 91,061 131,231

71,169,775 75,678,535

REVISED ESTIMATE OF CROP OF 1895.

lb.

Assam 56,874,241
Cachar 17,421,950
Sylhet 22,910,208
Darjeeling 8,479,854
Terai 2,472,116
Dooars 20,044,489
Chittagong
Chota-Nagpore

921,746
203,360

Kangra - 2,808,000
Dehra Doon & Kumaon (Estimate) 2,000,000
Private & native gardens do - 4,000,000

138,135,964
being 2,254,556 lb. less than the original estimate of

the crop. Estimating shipments to the Colonies and
other ports with local consumption at 14 millions,
there would remrin about 124 million lb. for ex-

port to Great Britain. Actual shipments to date to

Great Britain are 66,389,121 lb as against 61,908,561
lb. to same date last year .—Madras Times, Oct. 17.

The Duty on Tea in W. Australia.—A gen-
tleman writes from Perth, W. Australia, to a
contemporary ;

—“ As you are probably aware,
our Government has placed tea on the free li.st,

and the new tariff came into operation on the
1st September. The duty on tea has always been
4d. per lb., so that you wdll see the remo\al of

such a heavy duty all at once has simply demo-
ralized the market here. Teas are selling locally

below cost,”

CINCHONA IN INDIA.
Our Simla correspondent telegraphs us concern-

ing a table compiled by Mr. O’ Conor with respect
to the cinchona industry in India. Statistics show,
we are told, that there has been a steady decline
in the cultivation of this product, the area un-
der cultivation in 1886-87 and in 1894-95 being
shown as follows ;

—

1886-87. 1894-95.
Acres Acres

Madras 8,989 5,819
Bengal 3,624 2,.508
Mx sore 271 350
Coorg 1,707 32

14,491 8,709

We are not in a position to question the accuracy of
these ft ugures, but the remark that the table points
conclusively ” to a stead]] decline of the cinchona indus-
try in India would appear to be c'nallenged so far as

Madras is concerned by a Blue-Book now before us.

In a statistical abstract relating to British India
for 1882-83 to 1891-92—a parliaineniary blue-book

—

we find the area under Cinchona in 1891-92 given
as follows ;

—

Cooi’g . . . . . . • 63 acres

Madras 10,799 „
so that in 1891-92 there was a larger area under
Cinchona in this Presidency than there was in

1886 87 in Madras, Mysore and Coorg combined.
There can. however, be no doubt that the Cinchona
industry even in Madras is not what it was.

For this the Government itself is partly to blame, but

the main influence appears to have been the down-
ward rush of prices that occurred a few years
ago in consequence of Supply greatly exceeding
Demand.

—

Madras Tines.—: ^
EXTRAORDINARY SINGLE LEAVES ON

THE VICTORIA REGIA.

From the measurements gis^en in a recent issue
of the Gardeners’’ Chronicle of leaves of the \"ic-

toria Regia in the Royal Botanic Society’s Gar-
den, Regent’s Park, London, it would appear as
though some of the leaves upon a ])laut of tlie

same species growing in the Sheffield Botanic
Garden are still larger. I have never seen a
more vigorous plant, or one with liner leaves,
than tlie Sheffield specimen. The t.ank in which
the plant is growing is 28 feet in diameter, and
even this width is insufficient for the leaves to
develop fully, as tliey get damaged by being
squeezed against the shies of the tank. The sur-
face of the water is entirely covered with leaves •

the dowers are large and numerous, and at the
time of w'liting there are flower-buds in various
stages of development showing above the surface
of the water. Today, September 24, the laro-est
leaf measured w'as 7 feet 3| inches in dianuTter
inside measurement, with a turned up margin 34
inches iiigh, which gives the full measurement of
7 feet inches diameter. The next hardest
leaf is 7 feet 2 inches. Then tliei e are tliret' of
7 feet 1 inch, and 2 of 7 feet; two younger leaves
each 07 feet and another 5^ feet. There are also
upon the plant three smaller ones. Four leaves
have been cut from the plant, each of which
measured upwards of 7 feet in diameter. All
the above measurements w'ere taken inside, with-
out calculating the rims, wiiich vary from 3 to
4 inches in depth.— William Harroiii, in “Gard-
eners’ Chronicle.”

'IFAFMFQQ describing a ren’lly

JLnriiLOOi genuine Cure for Deafness,
Ringing in Ears &c., no matter ho w' severe or Ion".-’,

standing, will be sent post fi-ee.—Artiiici.al Ear-
drums ami similar appliances entirely .sii|jer.seded
Address THOMA.S KEMPE, Victoria Cii \,vi-

RF.R.S, 19, SOUTHAMP’TON BUILDINGS, HOLDOKN
London.
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INDIAN TEA SALES. DRUG REPORT.

{From William Moran <!• Co.’s Market Report.)
Calcutta, Oct. 30th, 1895.

TEA.—The sales held since out last have com-
prised about 41.000 chests, all of which were sold.
Prices all round have been somewhat lower, the fall

being most noticeable on good to fine qualities We
hear that there has been some rain in Cachar and
also in the Dooars, but the weather continues cold
and nianufacture must be shortly closing. Owing to
this it is possible that the quantity available for
export to Great Britain may not reach 20,000,000 lb.

Tomorrow about 21, .500 chests will be offered.
TOTAL QUANTITY OF TEA PASSED THIiOUGH CALCUTTA

FROM 1st APRIL TO 28TH OCT.

1895 1894 1893
Great Britain ,

.

Foreign Eiu’ope ,

.

America
Asi a

Australia and New
Zealand

80,426,934
192,023
830,631

2,771.022

3,903,449

77,584,510
182,485
346,941

2,692,344

3,185,967

72,045,580
231,809
90,340

1,752,238

3,595,197

88,124,059 83,992,247 77,715,164

(From Watson, Sibthorp dr Co.’s Tea Report.)
Calcutta, Oct. 30th, 1895.

In sympathy with London the sales held here on

the 24th instant passed off without spirit
; really

good liquoring teas alone being much wanted and

for these full prices were paid, but for all other

sorts the market was lower; teas under six annas

were only fractionally easier, but a decline of from

3 to 6 pie may be quoted on all grades above this

price. 22,735 packages changed- hands.

The average price of the 22,735 packages sold is

As. 8-1 or nearly 83d per lb. as compared with 18,763

packages sold on the 25th October 1894 at As. 9-3

or about 9Jd per lb. and 25 404 packages sold on the

26th October 1893 at As. 6-9 or about 8Jd per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 26th October from

here to Great Britain are 80,249,154 lb. as compared
with 76,438,773 lb. at the corresponding period last

season and 69,660,087 lb. in 1893.

Note.—Last sale’s average was As. 8 or about

8id per lb.
, ,

Exchange.—Documents bills 6 month s sight.

Is l-15-6d.

Freight.—Steamer—A‘1-12-6 per ton of 50 c. ft.

HAWAIIAN TEA AND COFFEE CULTURE.

The Hawaiian Coffee and Tea Co. of North Kona

have now on the market some native-grown tea from

their plantation in that district. The brand is known
Kona Tea” and each package in addition to the

nLal advertisements bears the following ;
“ This

«ooV«.cre contains absolutely pure tea, prepared by

r„Phmerv from the best Ceylon Hybrid.” ^he flavor

"f this tea is similar to that of the v/ell-known English

TiVeakfast tea. The Company has about five acres

which produces a very satisfactory yield. Unfor-

tiinatelv however, the expense of harvesting is

'^^

reat draw-back at present and is another con-

’^'•tfcine proof that the government will have to

direct its energies to providing for enough
, loLmivto meet the demand of planters engaged

•

''The various kinds of agriculture and fruit culture

T the proper season. This country cannot com-

in foreign markets against other tropical coun-

tries unless;it is on an equal footing as regards labour.

A cpnn as the tea and coffee industries begin to
As soon

extent of development we all look for

fhaCTill have to be an abundance of labour at han^d
‘ ® \.pnuired otherwise disastrous failure will be

result As the coffee season only lasts a few

Tonths it ‘will be necessary to provide employment

Tthe labouiers requii^ed auriiig the coffee season, in

1 V interval To do this successfully, crops that will

nnatc with siigsr cane and coffee must be culti-

.1 and the soon»'- a st«rt is made m this direction

t e^^better.-—
(-'ommercial and Maritime lie-'

Jtjil.

(From Chemist and Drnfjgist.)

London, Sept. 2Ctli.

Caffeine—

U

naltered at 21s on the spot ;
the forward'

quotation remains the same as last week.

Cinnamon—

A

t the end of last week a parcel of 100

bales sold at !)jd per lb c i f terms, for August-October
shipment.

Crotton-seed—Very scarce, and almost unobtainable on
the spot. The value of fair Hast Indian is now from 35s

to 30s per cwt.

E.SSENTIAL Oil—

L

emongrass oil, which had been some-
what neglected lately, has become firmer again, and se-

veral transactions are reported for arrival. On the spot

lid to 2(1, landed terms has lieen jiaid, and about 400

cases have found buyers at Ijd rising to 1 17-32d per 0/

”c i f ” for .September-October steamer, and IJd per oz

“c i f” foi .September-January steamer shipment. Citro

iiella oil offers on the spot at Is 3Jd to Is 4(1 per lb accord-

ing to (luantity, and for .shipment there are sellers at Is

Id c i f terms.

Quinine has been more active, and closes at an ad
vance of about id on last week’s rates about 30,000 oz
having found buyers on Monday and Tuesday at Is l}d
per oz for second-hand German brands in bulk. Busi-
ness in second-hand, however, is somewhat hampered by
the fact that there is only kl per oz difference now be-

tween the manufacturers’ price and tliat of second-hand
holders. The market closes very firmly, with few sellers

at Is Ijd per oz.

London, October 3rd.

Kola,—

S

till tending easier. Of 31 packages offered to-

day, 8 West Indian sold at from lOd to lid for good, and
from 7d down to 4d for ordinary to very poor.
Quinine Again slightly dearer, with* sales of about

5,000 oz .second-hand German bulk at ISJd per oz
Ks.se.ntial Oils - Cinnamon oil was bought in at Is per

oz., but 8d per oz would be taken for fair quality. For
Lemongrass l^d per oz, e. i. f. is said to have been
paid, which would be dearer, Citronella is also higher.
On the spot Is 4d per lb is reported paid

; for shipment the
quotation is Is 3d per lb c i f for drums, but there are
no buyers over Is 2Jd per lb.

«

THE CLYDE TEA ESTATES COMPANY,
LIMITED.

The prices given for the properties purchased
are as follows :

—

1. Clyde (including Enselwelle)...Rl50,000
2. Liskillin ... ... ...R 48,(X)U

.3. Kaluganga... ... ...K 43,000

The extents are :—(1) 320 acres, 241 in tea ;

(2) 205 acres, 137 in tea
; (3) 186 acres and 130

in tea—the age of tlie tea ha.s, of course, to be
considered in each case.

A “CRACK” TEA ESTATE FOR SALE.

The death of Mr. K. C. Maciver has thrown
his Lippakelle estate into the market and all
Dimbula is watching to see if it will realize
£100 sterling per acre, and so top tlie record for
Ceylon. This price is not outrageou.s, if it be true
that the profits for four years averaged from
£15 to £16 per acre, so beating the return for any
property in Ceylon. It is not settled yet wliethe'r
Lippakelle may he put up to public auction ;

this course will be adopted if it is not .soi(l

privately.

The best soaps for warm cum vtes
are CALVERT’S TOILET SOAP (6d. Ta-

blets) .and PRIKf’LY-HE.AT S( ).\ P (6d. and P.
bars), pleasantly perfumed, for Batli or Toilet,
containing 10 ]ter cent, of Pure Carholie. Very
•serviceable as ineventativivs of Priekly-beat and
other skin;irritation. Sold at Chemists, Stores, Ac.

F- C- CALVERT & CO., MAncm^srKn.
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.
{Furnished by the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, Oct. 28, 1895.

Exchange of London, Closing R.U'es, Bank Selling

hates :—On demand I'l 13-16 to 27-32; 4 months’
sight 1/1 27-32 to g ;

6 months’ sight 1/1| to 29-32

Bank Buying liatcK :—Credits 3 months’ sight 1/1

31-32 to i; 6 months’ sight 1/2 to 1/2 1-32; Doets. g
months’ sight 1/2 to 1/2 1-32

; 6 months’ sight 1/2 1-32

to 1/2 1-16.

Coffee.

—

Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot
per bushel, R17 to 18.—quite nominal. Estate Crops in

Parchment, delivery to Feb. 28,—no quot,. Plantation
Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt, R83 to 85.

—

quite nominal. Plantation Estate Coffee f.o.b. Special
Assortment per cwt.—no quot., Liberian parchment
on the spot per bushel, R12’50. Garden and Chetty
Parchment on the ^ot per bushel.—no quotations.
Garden and Chetty Coffee f.o.b. per cwt.—no quot.
Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt. R73.—quite nominal.
Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week : Broken

Pekoe, per lb 61c. Pekoe per lb 45c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 31c. Broken mixed and Dust, per
lb 30c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine
per lb l§c. to 3c.—1 to 4 %.—Nominal. Twigs and
Branch.—No quotations.
Cardamoms.—per lb 80c. to Rl‘60.
Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt, R15T2J.

—

Nominal.
Dealer’s oil per cwt, R14*90 to 15‘tX).—Nominal. Coconut
oil in ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton R332 50 to 335.

—Nominal.
Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R40 00 to R49‘00.

Coconut Cake : (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R42-00 to .50 00.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked & undried) per cwt, R35 to R48.
—Nominal.

cm y«K._N„.. , to

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 & 2 only per lb 65c.—Nominal.
Ordinary Assortment, per lb 60c.—Nominal.
Plumbago :—Large Lumps per ton, R150 to 330.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290.

Chips per ton, R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R.30 to 90.

Ebony: per ton.—none offering.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7‘25 to R8’00.
Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7’,50 to R8T0.
Coast Calunda per bushel, R3'15 to R3'40.
Muttusamba per bushel, R3'40 to R3’75.
Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—No quotations.
Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, oag, RIO'OO.

Freights.

Cargo.

S ^ g® 0 13*r rO 00

M S M

S 'J

"C ^

(fi .

<0 M
? "S

c8 ^

. 0

a s
S 0

« 9 OJ

Oit-l a
. <u a ®

ti p, S a W W
s. d. 3. d. 3 . d. B. c. s. d.

Tea 2bj 25/ 25 22/6

Coconut Oil 25/ 25/ 25 22/6

Plumbago 2*2/6 25/ 25 22/6
Coconuts in bags .

,

25/ 25 22/6

Other Cargo • • 25/ 25 22/6

Broken Stowage 12/6 25/ 25 22/6

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil . . 32/6
Plumbago
New York rates per steamer

12/6 (cb, 15/ above London rates.

with transhipment

Garden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Coffee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
Rice.—Market is Likely to go down.
Kazla - K6-.50 to 675
Soolye V'OO to 7 -.50

Callunda 7 '50 to 775
Coast Callunda 3 ’00 to 3 '06
Kuruve (New) 375 to 3'87

Muttus&mba 3-2a to 8*50

per bag
do

per bushel
do
do

Cinnamon. Quoted No.s. 1 to l, at 58c and Nos. 1 and 2 at
02 cents per lb (nominal)

Chips. RsO’OO per candy (nominal)
COCONUTS.-Ordinarv R35 0O to 38'00 per 1,000 (nominal)

Coconut o,,
''o 'I"

COPRA -Mariclt quiet:-’"
''

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.—quotations at
.Satinwood.—cubic feet
Halmilla.— do

RlO'OO to 46 '50 per candy
44*00 to 45*00 do
39*00 to 43*00 do
77*50 to 8*2*50 per ton
75*00 to 80*00 do
50*00 to 55*00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1*50 to 2*12 do— 1*75 to *2*00 do

IviTUL Fibre.—Quoted at 1130*00 per cwt (nominal)Palmyra FiBRE.-Quoted nominally :-
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)

do Mixed do
Indian do R7*00to 0*00
Do Cleaned 10*00 to 14*00

Sapan Wood.—Quoted 65*00 to 70*00
Kerosine Oil—

A

merican 6*55 to 6*60
do Russian

Kapok.—Cleaned f. o.b
do Uncleaned

Croton Seed
Nux. Vnomica

per cwt,

per ton
Per case

3*00 to 3*05 do
27*(X) to 27*50 (nominal)
6*00 to 6'50 (Scarce)

13*00 to 17 00 do
2*50 to 3*00 per cwt

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittmnbalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.
Colombo, Nov. 2ud, 1895.

R15*00 to 15 **25 per bushel
15*50 to 16*00 do
65*00 to 66*00 per cwt 1

72*00 to 73 *.00 do
13*00 per bushel (nominal)
67*00 per cwt
0*70 to 2*00 per lb (nominal)

35*00 to 45*00 per cwt do

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTTON
1894-1895.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.

(From f!. Figgis cO Co.’s Fortnightly Price Current, London, 9th October, 189o.J

liAST INDIA,
isombay, Ceylon, Maira.-

Coast and Zanzibar.

QUALITY. QUO vriON’S
EAST INI'I

Bombay, Cevlon, Madras
Co ist and Zanzibar.

ALOES, Socotrine ...

Zanzibar & Hepatic
BAKK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow .

Mauritius St. Madagascar..

CAMPHOR, China
J^pan

CAEUAMOMS-
Allepee
Mangalore
Malabar
Ceylon
Tcil cherry

Mysore

Long Ceylon

CASTOR OIL, 1st

2nd

CHILLIES, Zanzibar ..

1st

2nd
3r.b

4ths & 5th;

Cnipt

CLOVES, Zanzibar
and Pemba.

STElNItS

COCULUS INUICUS
COFFEE

CINNAMON,

rood and line dry liver...

lommnn and sood
Ledgeriana chip.s

Origin.nl stem
touewed
Chips

.

l-Sli. sof. to gd. hard brig.

Dark to fair

•air to tine

I
Fair average quality .

.

yair to tine cl' I'pe ’.

Bold.briirht. f lirt ) ti le .

Clipped bold bright fine

.Middling stalky Jt lean

G )0d to fine

Brown sh
d'air to tine pnp. cl pi

„ ,, small

Shelly to good ..

Seels
.VUite

.<’air and good p ile

Jair to line brigiit

iOrd’y. and middling .

Ird’y. to fine qnill

£3 lOs a £5
30.S a 80s

2 1 a 3^ i

Ud a 31
2 1 a 1

I a 2 '

ei lOs a £S
£8 a £7
£ij ,5s a C6 15s

200s a 205s

1

Woody and hanl
rood ordinary

I

Fair to fine brigh*

lOommoudull and irt xed

good

Is a '-’s 6d

Is 10 1 a i.s 8d
1“ 8d a 2s 31

Is 3 1 a IS «d

Is 6 1 a Is 8

1

9d a Is 4d
Is 9d a 3< 6d

is 2 1 a Is 5 1

l.s M a 2slld

Is lOd I 2s 1

1

2jd a.3l

3i'i a 2td

8

1

a 3 is

2 Is a 27s

ts 3 i Is 61
Is 1 i a Is 2d
Is a Is Id
lid .. Is Id

2 1-161 a 2Jd
lil r.2d

aiNQER, Calicut

COLOMBO BOOT.,

CROTON SEEDS, s.fted...

CUl’CH ••• „ _
DRaOONS BL0 ()I). Z

G 4LLS, Uussorah&Turke:

Cut A
B & <

Cochin Uougii..

Bei.’gal Rough

QUM AMMONIACUM
ANIMI, washed

scraped..

ARABIO E.I. & Aden.

Qhatti

Amrad elm

Madras
assafcetida

KINO ••

myrrh, picked
Aden sort

OLIBANUM, irop..

Ktirrachno Lett

INDIGO Bengal

Kurp ih

Madras {Dry Leaf)

IVORY'—Elephants’ Teeth

61 lb & upwards
over 30 & under 60 lb

60 a ino lb.

Sor velloei

Billiard Ball Pieces 2Jt3iu
Bag itelle Points

Cut Points for Balls ..

Mixed Points St Tips..

Cut Hollows
Sev Horse Teeth - ..

I a 1
.1

lb.

vIYRABOLANE.S, Bomba

Madras, Upper Godaver;

.. >•

Coast
Pickings

MACE, Bomb y ••

iHstlwcarpUrZa.
aniX'ambique Coast TT..e.ne root ...

pickings.
siftings

Common to

Fair sifto'l -

Bold to fine bold odor
.Midding to tine mid
Low mid and low grown
Goo l to tiue briglu .sou n

'Ordinary & midd ing

irdinary to fine fresh ...

Fair to line dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to fine dark blue ...

Good white and green .

.

Good to fine bold

Small and medium
Common to fine bold ...

Small and D's
Fair to good
Blocky to fine clean

Picked fine pale in sorts

Part yellow & mi.xe l do
Beau & Pea size ditto ..

.Amber and red bold ..

Medium & bold sorts

Good to fine pale frosted

sifted

[Sorts, dull red to fair ..

iGoodtofine paloselooted

Sorts middling tj good
Good and line pale
Reddish to pale brown ...

Dark to fine palo
Fairto finepinky block...

and drop
Ordiiiarystonyto m dlin

Fair to fine briglit

Fair to fine pale
Middling to good
Fair to tine white
Reddish to middling ..

Middling to good pale ..

SUglitly tonl to tine

Red hard clean b ill

Id

83 n 12s

105s a 112s

97s 6da 10 is

95s I 99s
lOs I 20s

7s a 8s

30) a 37s
20s a 32s

2 IS a 50s
I7s a 50s

3.5s a 40s

63i a 72s 61
50 t a 80s

33s a 36s

29s a 30s

21s

20s a 50s

£9 a £11
£8 lOS a £3 15i

£4 a £7 10s

£5 a £7
£4 a £7

42s Od i 60s

32s 6 1 a 40s
!35s a 50s

23s a .’43

35s a 5)s

27s 6 I a 32s

2 Is a 33s 6d

Assam

Rangoon

Unripe rout

Liver and Limu Hall ..

Sausage, ordinaryto tine

” without sticks

Good to fine

Common foul & middling

Fair to good clean

Mad.g'°oar, Tamatave.'i’.Good toftiiepinky&wliiL

\ntiuima anl Nossibe l Fair to good black

'
.T-’v't* I I igs or I

'

(
goo'l to fine pale

^^fKi^MAWS i

\§ark to feir
tltou pipH Clean thin to fine bold..

PurS<J...lLarU mixed to hue pa u..

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.

45s a 80 1

1 5s a 40 1

£25 a £30
£4 lOs I iO
GOi a 70.<

30s a .56s

20s a 2Ss
8s a 14s

9s a 13'

2s Id a 2< 5,1

Is 3d a 2s 2d
lOd a Is 4d
Is 81 a 2s 11
Is 3'1 a 2s

2s id a 2s 5d
Is 7d a 2s 21
9d a Is 5.1

Is 61 a 2s 21
3s Id a 2s 5d
ts 6d a Is 9d
IslOda 2i 91
91 a Is 0 I

Is Sd a 2s 01
ed a Is 2d

NUTMEGS,

VUX VOMICA
)IL, CIN.NA.MON

GITBONELLE
LE.MONGRVSS ..

WEED
j

PEPPER—
Malabar, Black sifted ..

Alleppee & Cochin
Tellicherry, Black

PLUMBAGO, Lump

Chips
Dust

RED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

SANDAL WOOD, Logs

„ ..
Chips.

4EEDLAC
8 ENNA, Tinnevelly

Bombay
SHELLS, M.-o’-P.

large ...

medium part stou

chicken p.vrt stout

oy.stcr& broken pcs

Mussel

Llngah Ceylon

TAMARINDS

TORTOISE-SHELL
Zanzibar and Bombay

PURMEKIO, Bengal ...

Madras ...

Goo.l anl fine pile

Re I part thin
diddling to fine violet...

)r Unary to m ildling ...

Fairtog )oJ reddish vioiei

)rdin»ry and middling
diddling to good
Low to ord nary

Soft sound
M •)

Hard ,, ,

•iofc close* Wile

lound soft ... •••

ill. def.to fine sound so I

Shaky to fine solid s 1. sfi

Defective, part hard

Thinto thick to si. sit

Straight erkei part olos-

Bhimlies I.gool* nne
pale

,, II, tair picking -

[ubbleporeI,gool & li >e

pile
I

,, H, fatrrejeclio 's

Yingjrlas. good and fine

Good to line picked

Juuiuion to middling ...

Fair ... •••
.

Burnt and defective

Dark to good bold pile

vV’d com. darkto fine bold

S.)’s a 81’s

lO's a I25’s ...

Fair to good b dd fresh

Ordinary to fair

Briglil St good llavour...

Mid. to line, not woody

'icked ole.ui flat le.if

„ wiry

2s 31 a 3s

Is 6 1 a 2 ‘ 2

1

4s 81 a 5s 61
3s 31 a 4s 6 i

2s 10 1 a 3s 61
is 10 1 a 2s 81
Is 8d a 3s

71 als 5 I

£.5* a £6S
£61 a £60
£38 a £43
£2i a £35 lOs

£9 1 a lOs a £ 05

£ 57 1 os a £63
e:0 10sa£76
£l3a£ll
£3310 a £39 19s

9 1 a 3i

7.S 91
3s 6.1 a 4s 31

is 3d a 7s

is 61 a 4s 6d
Is a 5s 6d

5s 6d a 6s 6.1

3s3 i a 4s Gd

4i 4 I a 4s 9d
Is 3d a 4s

Is 6d a 2s

41 a 6d
2s 3 1 a 3s 2 I

is 5 i a 2s Id

6s a 9s

71 a ls8d
lid
l|l

lisa 1-58

I2s a 13s

23s a 32s

Pair to bold heavy
good „ -1 2fd a 2id

Fair to fine bright bold 15s a 16s

.I ddiitig to gooi sn all ,

Dull to line bright is 6d a 8s 61

Irdiuary to fine bright ..
6 s

Fair and fine bold ,__
£3 108a £4

loodtofinepiiikynomlnal ®

Ordinary to fair
...

“ ®''“

Interior and pickings ...

Fair to good flavour ...

Inferior to fioe

Ordinary to fine bright
Good Co tine bold green
Fair middling medium
Ooiuiuoii dark and s.-uali

Irdinar, to good
EOYPriiN—bold c’.eui

medium thin and stout

chicken, part oyi ei’s

JoMu.vY—poor tofinet.il

clean part good coloi

Cochin

VANILLOE8,
Boiirlion,

Maiiriti'is,

Seycliolle*,

lets ..

2 ids .

I
3iMs ..

Madagascar, )
4tUs..

f » * * »»

medium and bold sorts

small and medium sort-

Thin and good stout sorb-

Mid. toliilobUlcknobstonj

Stony and inferior

Sirts.good motile, heivy
Pickings thin to heavy .

Leaiiieh to fine plum,
finger ...

Fin. fairto tine bold b.'g'

Mixed middling
Bulb.s ...

Finger ...

Fine, cryst’ed 5 to 9 in

Foxy * redd sh 5 to 8 in.

Loan -t dry to mid. un-

der 6 in.

Low. foxy, interior and

pickings

70s a 80s
.30s a 50s

£30 a £50
£4 a £8
5'Js a 160s

6 I a 8 t

31 a I

11 a ijl

I I a 21
•5.5s a 6 js

65s a 80S 61
6 s 61 a 776 6d
67s fid a 75*
. 's a 82 1 fid

72) fid a 8 'e fid

75s a 8 ;s 6

1

37s a 45s
15s a 0)

9) a 20s

J) a Us
is a 68
34s a 30s

6 ) a 2 ls 6 d

•is rid a 9s fid

8 ) till a 9s 6 I

7-s 6d a Ss

6 j 6d a 7 - 6d
7s a 7s 6d

19

1

a 23s

Us a 20s

8 s a 12s

kia a Os
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AGEICULTURAb EDUCATION.

RIliFbY stated, the object of ngri-

cultuval education is to teach the

most enlightened methods in the

cultivation of the soil, so tliat the

cultivator may secure the best

results while the fertility of his

land is maintained. As the \ye:ilth of a nation de-

pends upon the agriculture of the country, it is but

fitting that agricultural education should receive

Government aid in as largo a measure as any other

department of education. At the same time agri-

cultural education should be made as attractive

as ])Ossible to all, for there are few persons, par-

ticularly in the Colonies, that have not a

direct or indirect interest in the soil. It

is a mistake to imagine, as some do, that the results

of agricultural teaching can be ganged by the num-

ber of scholars, who after tlieir training at school

cultivate their own lands. If this test were applied

to agricultural colleges abroad, it will be found

that the maj'’'iity of tho.-e who are being trained at

these schools are by no means intended to be far-

mers. The moie ibe individuals of :icommunily—

no matter in what cu)acUy they are serving, whe-

ther as professional men, G ovenunent servants, or

in private employ—know of agriculture, of the soil

and the plant in all their bearings, the better

tor the coramanity and the country to which they

belong. We do not think of limiting the literary

education of a boy because he may not intend to

l)e a literary man, or what is_ popularly called his

“ scientiftc education,” bec.uise he h is not made

up his mind to be a worker in science. The 'Ob-

ject of education in its widest sense is, we Lake it,

to expand the mind and enable men to think

and act under the various circumstances

in which they may be ))laced. It is but meet that

we should make thennelves acquainted with our

natural surroundings—the soil, the air, plants and

animals, and the various relations in which they

stand to one another. Unfortunately there are

some people who are proud to own their ignorance

of these matters, and others who imagine or pre^s

tend that they know all about them,when in fact

tlieir ignorance is prodigious.

in this countjy 've should greatly desire to see

all minor native officials possessed of an up-tOt

date hnowledge of agriculture, such as will equip

as well as actuate them to take an active, in-

telligent, and honest interest in the w'elfare of

their more ignorant and conservative brethren who

are engaged in agricultural operations.

OCCASIONAL NOTES.

The fertility of soils is always a subject of in-

terest, and we therefore direct attention to a series

of papers on this subject written by Professor

Edward Xinch, the well-known chemical lecturer

at Cirencester, the first of which appears in our

present issue.

We have been favoured with a copy of the

“ Memoranda of the origin, plan, and re.s.ilts of

the field and other e.viieriments conducted on

the farm and in the laboratory of Sir John

Bennett Lawes, Bart., D.c L., ll.d., Sc.D.,

at Rothamsted, Herts.” The present year is the

fifty-second year of the experiments. The pam-
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phlet IS replste with facts and figures derived
from all manner of experiments with crops,
manures, food-stuffs, &c., and should prove a
valuable work of reference.

Whether the operation.s of the Ciitch Company
in the Eustern Province will result in the ulti-

mate extirpation of the mangroves that flourish
in our tidal areas is more than we can say,
but^ the protest that has been raised in Jamaica
against tl>e destruction of the mangrove in tlnit

colony and tlie claim put forward for this tree

as n sanitary agent are undoubtedly of local in-

terest. Tlie mangrove is said to solidify the

mnd where it vegetates and to raise it. From
the leaves, bark and .''ceds which fall from the

mangrove, we are told that the mud receives

an immense amount of tannin—a powerful
antidote against jnitrefaction. By catching and
solidifying the mud it keeps it form spread-

ing, and while preventing the increase of the fi.xed

shell-flsh aid the multiplication of other species,

particularly the crabs— the greatest consumers
of organic matter deposited on the banks. It

is further stated that where the mangrove
flourished, yellow fever and other disorders of an
endemic character were unknown. If these state-

ments are founded on fact, it would be well

for us to take heed lest in our anxiety to encour-
age enterprise, we open the door to fresh evils.

Dr. George Watt suggested enquiry into the
possibility of increasing the vield of Cutch by
acacia catechu, by mechanical or other injuries

to the plant. Dr. Leather, the argicultural

chemist, remarks that it “ appears to be pro-
bable that catechin can be drawn from the trees

by wounding them, for it is a solid substance
found in the heart-wood.” The Director of the
Imperial Forest School states, “ if catechin were
a gum obtained by exudation and chiefly from
the sap-wood, no doubt wounding the trees

would increase the production, but it is not a
gum but a sub.stance found in the heart-wood,
and wounding could have little or no effect.”

In spite, however, of these opinions, Dr. Watt
goes on to point out that the removal of gum
or any other mechanical disturbance to the life

of the plant through wounds, diseases, drought.
&c. might easily enough cause a deposition of
crystalline matter within the wood, lie further
refers to analogous cases thus :

“ The irritation

caused by sand within the oyster shell is

believed to be the exciting cause to the forma-
tion of the pearl. Barus camphor is deposited
within the wood of Dryobalanops camphora very
much after the same manner as catcehin (kinsal)
within that of acacia catechu. The crystals of
that form of camphor are well known to occur
within the heart-wood, hence it is said old trees
are the most productive. In searching for trees

likely to yield camphor, the natives pierce the
stems to the heart-wood, I Inis injuring them
materially

;
but it is said that a tree left for seven

or eight years will then lie found to contain
deposits of camphor freely, so that the tapping
process has come to be regarded as facilitating

the formation of the much-prized article. The
formation of Agar (a crystalline substance found
within the wood of Aquilaria ngallochn)is believed

to be due to .some diseased condition. The
formation ol the crystalline substance tabashir

within the bamboo has been demonstrated to be

due to an insect. A native merchant (according

to Mr. I’eppe) tried to imitate the action of tlie

insect, with the result that he found that by

making a small perforation above a joint in

half-mature bamboos the .salt formed freely.

This he practised systematically and made a

considerable sum of money before he Anally

glutted the market with tabashir. {Diet. Vol. I.,

S85.) It is not unusual in fact in agricultural

operations to check the growth of plants so

as to cause the formation of reserve materials.

In the production of f/n»ja it is found necessary

to remove the male plants since the fertiliza-

tion of the female destroys the formation of

the narcotic. But in some parts of the

country (as in Burma) this same result is

obtained by injuring the stem.s. Witliout men-
tioning other such examples it may fairly well

be said that it remains to be demonstrated that

the yield of catechin is not a matter that is

capable of control. It was, however, from
analogy in similar instances that the writer

ventured to make the suggestion that the

formation of catechin might be facilitated by
mechanical agencies or other disturbances to the

life uf the plant. This, however, was only a

suggestion, though it is one that might still be

kept in view'.”

RAINFALL T4KFN AT TIIK SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURING THE MONTH

OF OCTOBER, 1895.

1 Tuesday •34 19 Saturdfiy Nil

2 Wednesday

.

• -14 20 Sunday 2 '86

3 Thursday .
•08 21 Monday Nil

4 Friday •18 22 Tuesday 1-91

5 Saturday . . •.57 23 AVednesday

.

3-07

6 Sunday .
-10 24 Thursday . M7

7 Monday .
-04 25 Friday •01

8 Tuesday . 1-98 26 Saturday .
•22

9 Wednesday

.

. ul 27 Sunday •59

10 Thursday . .
-30 28 Monday •30

11 Friday .
-13 29 Tuesday 5 -59

12 Saturday . l oo 30 Wednesday. 3-91

13 Sunday .
-30 31 Thursday . •75

14 Monday .
1-78 1 Friday •07

15 Tuesday .
-13 —

16 Wednesd ly

.

.
1-03 Total

.

‘29-72

17 Thur.sday . .
-34 —.

—

18 Friday .
-90 Mean

.

•95

Greatest amount of rainfall in any ‘24 hour
on the 29th instant, 5 59 inches.

Recorded by J. D. S. Jayaw'U'krema.

PRINCE KRAPOTKIN’S ARTICLE IN THE
“ NINETEENTH CENTURY.”

Prince Krapotkin hasdonegood service as a chron-
icDr in almost every department of Science,

and his summary of the re.snlt of the researches

into the nature of the relation between the

plants, the soil, and the free nitrogen of the

atmosphere is a valuable contribution to the

literature of the sulqect.

Nitrogen, in one form or another, exists both
in the soil and in the atmosphere, and it is

curious to note that apparently contradictory
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conclusinns resulted from enquiries into the re-

lation of both these sources of nitrogen with
plant life, till fresh research in a new direction

altogether, helped to reconcile the apparently
contradictory results.

(1.) As regards Atmospheric Nitrogen.—Some
fifty years ago, Boussingault, as well as Lawes,
Gilbert, and Pugh conclusively proved that plants
do not absorb free nitrogen from the air through
their leaves. And yet Ville has brought forward
no less conclusive evidence to prove that in some
way unknown small quantities of nitrogen always
find their way from the atmosphere into a vigorous
plant (irrespective of the ammonia and nitric

acid that might be derived from the atmosphere).

(2.) As regards Soil Nitrogen.—We are told that

Liebig declared that cultivable soils have quite

enough of nitrogen for agricultural purposes

—

left by previous generations of plants—and
advised that the mineral salts carried away by
plants should be returned to the soil. But it

was found on the contrary that plants could not

do without nitrogenous manures, and that the

addition of stable manure gave vigour to plants

and seemed to vivify the.se very nitrogen com-
pounds previously pre.sent in the soil.

Prince Krapotkin then goes on to show how
experimentalist.s gradually came to see that che-

mical experiments carried on in Laboratories were
insufficient to explain away the apparent contra-

dictions referred to above, and to account for the

true relationship between the plant and the

nitrogen found • in the soil and the air
,

how,
while we are more and more persuaded that

chemical processes that are going on within
are complex and unstable compounds are the

real basis of life, we have also come to know
that the seat of these processes must be looked
for in the infinitesimal component parts of the

organism and the microscopical inhabitants of its

organs.

It has been proved to conviction that the

progressive increase in the perce.itage of nitrogen

in soil left uncultivated is due to the lower
fungi and micro-organisms which develope in

prodigious quantities in decaying vegetable matter.

Neither the nitrogen shut up in vegetable mould
or in the form of insoluble ammoniacal salts so

easily formed in a clayey soil is of any direct

avail to plants. It is now known not only that

a “ living ferment’’ is necessary for the produc-
tion of nitric acid and nitrates in the soil, but
also that the process of converting ammonia into

nitric acid is performed by special microbes, and
that two different bacteria are requiied to accom-
plish the full process—one to deco upose ammonia
and transform it into water and nitrous acid, the

other to further oxidise this acid and convert it

into nitric acid. Without these two microbes,

which are continually preparing tresh nitric acid

in the soil, while the j)revious stocks of it are

washed into the subsoil, agriculture would be in

a precarious state. In the enquriy into the re-

lation between plants and free atmospheric
nitrogen, it was first discovered (by Wilfarth and
llellriegel) that the roots of papilionaceous

leguminos;e—which striking showed an apparent
independence as regards soil nitrogen—were
found in fertile soils to be covered with nodules
originated from agglomerations of bacteria

(ijf. radicicola) which have a sort of symbiotic
association with the plants, It has heca further

demonstrated (by Schlosing, jr. and Laurent) that
various mosses and especially algae {Conferva;,
Oscellarue Nitrseckea) which usually develope
on the surface of the soil also absorb nitrogen
from the air. But legumiuoaes are not the only
higher plants that can utilize atmospheric nitrogen
by the aid of bacteria. Eknngnus angustifolia (a
garden shrub nearly allied to the laiiral tribe)
has also been found to harbour the bacteria that
utilize atmospheric nitrogen, though different
from B. radicicola. Indeed, it appears that each
species of leguminosae has its own bacteria
e.specially appropriate for entering into a mutual
benefit association.

These discoveries, to quote Prince lirapotkin’s
own words “ have solved enigmas of long standing,
and to the practical agriculturist they promise
a new method for improving the soil by watering
it with liquids containing the necessary microbes.
Once inoculated into the soil the nitromonade
(or nitrosomonas) of the soil and the Bacteria
radicicola in the root nodule will continue their
'^'ork The fact that the nitromonade though
devoid of chlorophyll is capable of making the
synthesis of organic compounds out of purely
mineral salts is of immense importance in the
economy of nature.”

It has been proved that the beech can only
thrive when a mantle of mycorhiza fungi enve-
lope its roots, and while obtaining their nutriment
from the soil yield part of it to the roots
of the tree. The same has been found true in
the case of the pine.

In conclusion, to quote Prince Krapotkin again,
“ all these are evidently but separate instances of a
much more general fact, which only recently
became known under the general name of symbio-
sis, and appears to have an immense signification
in nature. Higher plants depend upon lower
fungi and bacteria for the supply of that impor-
tant part of their tissue, nitrogen. Lower fungi
associate with unicellular algm to form that great
division of the vegetable world the lichens. More
than a hundred different species of algm are
already known to live in the tissues and the cells
of animals, and to render each other mutual
services. And so on, associations of high and low
organisms are discovered every day; and when
their coeditions of life are more closely' examined,
the whole cy'cle of life changes its aspect and
requires a much deeper signification.’’

LAWS OF CEYLON RELATING TO
AGRICULTURE.

Chapter X.—( Continued.

J

6. Provided, however, that nothing in sections
3, 4 and o of this chapter shall apply to—

((() Any channel, watercourse or ela which
has been or may hereafter be cut, opened, or
constructed for irrigation purpo.ses within a
period of not less than one y'ear after such land
or premises or portions thereof shall have been
cleared and drained for cultivation, except in so
far as such channel, watercourse, or ela may be
so blocked or obstructed by reason of any further
and additional clearing carried on, or any further
and additional drains opened, on such land or
premises or portions thereof after such channel,
watercourse, or ela has been so cut, opened, or
constructed as aforesaid

5 or—
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(6) Any channel, watero.onrpo, or el:i which
has been or may hereafter be cut, opened, or

constructed for irrigation purposes through, and
without ])aym.-;nt (d crmpeusation to the owner
of any land or preinises not cleared and drained
for cultivation.

7. (1) The owner or occvipant against whom
any order is made under the last preceding section

shu 1

(rtl Perforin within the time specified in the

order the act directed thereby
;
or

(6) Apply within ten days from the date of

.service of the said notice, by petition to the

District Judge of the di.strict in which such land

or premises may be situate, for an injunction to

restrain the Government Agent from enforcing

such order, on the ground tliat the same is con-

trary to law, And every such petition shall be

accompanied by an affidavit containing a state-

ment of the facts on which the application is

based,

(2) Upon receiving such application tlie Di.'-trict

Judge shall forthwith cause copies of the said

petition and affidavit to be served on 1 he Govern-

ment Agent, and shall li.v an early day for

enquiry into the matter and give notice tliereof,

both to the apjilieant and the Gevernment Agent.

If the District Judge aftc'r taking evidence wdiich

the parties may adduce, or he himself may retpiire,

is satisfied that the order is contrary to law, he

shall issue such injunction as aforesaid, l)iit if

he is not so sati.slied he shall make absolute the

order of the Government Agent, and in either

case he shall award such costs as he shall deem
meet.

8. If such owner or occupant to whom such

order shall have been given shall refuse or neglect

to comp]}’ with the same, the said Government
Agent shall, if no injunction as aforesaid shall

have been served upon him within thirty days

from the e.xpriation of the time specified in the

notice, cause the obstruction by silt, earth, or

other substance to be removed, and shall provide

such drains, pipe.s, and other works as may be

necessary
;
and for that purpose the Government

Agent, shall have power, and heir hereby autho-

rised to enter into any land or premi.ses, and to

cause to enter therein sucli persons with such

instruments and thing.s as may be required.

9. (1) The costs which have been bona fide

incurred by the Government Agent under section

8 shall be certified under his hand, and shall be

a first charge on such land or premises, and on

any crop or produce thereof, and on any movables

thereon.

^(2) The Government Agent shall proceed to

recover such costs by seizing and selling such

land, premises, crop, jmoduce, or movables, in

manner provided in section 1 of chapter L\., and

the ])iovisions of that chapter shall mutatis

mutandis apjdy to every such seizure and

sale.

10. All the powers, duties, and obligations

entrusted to or imposed on, the Government

Agent t)y this Ordinnee, shall and may lie exe-

cuted and performed by any Assistant Govern-

ment Agent within tlie limits of this

district.

11. A. J.

MIGROUKS.

The term microbe is often vaguely understood,

though since of late it occurs very frequently in

our daily readings. Professor Crookshank, one of

the leading bacteriologists of the day, has contri-

buted a very interesting paper on this subject to

the Journal of the lloynl Agricultural Society of

England.
Microbes are now divided into four classes i

Bacteria, yeasts, moulds and protozoa. The first

three classes are of vegetable origin and the last

includes animal organi.sms.

Bacteria are such minute objects that when
magnified under powerful microscopes, a thousand
times, often appear as mere commas or dots in

an ordinary printed page. The different cla.«ses

of bacteria, vary greatly in size and appearance.

Some are egg-shaped and found singly, in pairs or

in the form of chains, other.? are rod shaped and
some others spiral. Prom these different shapes
bacteria are divided into three classes, viz.,

micrococci or spherical form.s, tvacilli or rod forms,

spirilla or spiral forms. Bacteiia pos.sess tlie

power of motion, and under the microscope tlii'y

are observed to move to and fro and often tii’m

round and round. Tliey reproduce tiy division. A
bacterium inc eases in size, constricts in the middle
and is divided into two. There is nnottier mode
of rejirodiictioii where distinct spores are formed
and shed from the mother bacterium. It is said

tliat abic'eriiim polucei twi njw individuals

in nnhiu’’; this is a form dable process of repro-

duction, a.s at this rale a .single ti.acterium is cap-

able of giving iDe to a crop of nearly sixteen and
a half million b.ute ia in a day. These b cteria,

however, require suitable nourishment for their

growth, and when this is not foUiid they perish.

If not for this jirovifion the multiplication of

bacteria would take place to such an extent as

to exclude all other living things from the surface

of the earth. B.icteria must be supplied with
food, they require oxygen, nitrogen, ci.bon, water
and certain miner.il salts. They cinnot thrive

at all temperatures— high temperatures and very
low temperatures easily kill them. They produce
certain ch.inges in the mediums in which they
grow, and according to tlie.se changes they are

cla,s.sed as pigment bacteria (producing colour

stuffs), ferment bacteria (setting up fermentation),

putrefactive bacteria (producing decomposition;,
pathogenic bacteria (causing disease).

Micrococcus prodif/iosus is given as an example
of a bacteria that produces colour stuffs, it pro-

duces a red colour similar in appearance to blood,

and is the origin of Iilood-rain which we often
hear. It has even been suggest- d that this micro-
organism was respon.'.iible for one of the plagues
of Egypt, for it sometimes appears ns a blood-red
growth covering the surface of jiools and ponds
in mnr.shy districts. Instances are given of its

appearance on the. bread of a miiit'iry bakehouse
in Paris, and in some jilaces in Italy. Even in

Ceylon we hear of blood-rains. Tlie blood milk
which milkmen here sometimes complain of and
attribute to “ evil eye ” may be traced to the
presence of this organism. There is also another
organism, liacillus si/ncyanus, which spoil milk by
turning it a bluish colour. There are certain bac-

teria which causes iihosphorescence. Pish thrown
up on the shores of some coasts become luminous
at night owing to the growth of these bacteria,
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An instance of bacteria canning fermer.tatioti

may be found in the case of wines which turn into

vinegar. A yea.«t causes the fe.mentation of toddy

into a liquid containing alcohol, and a ])rotozoa

causes a fermentation in butter.

The class of bacteria Unit causes juitrefaction is

important in tliat some of liiein are msefnl and
otliers dangerous. These bacteria hasten the

disintegration of bodies, and if not for llieir

presence we will find all dead bodies to have
mummified. The mummies of Egypt have been

preserved by the use of certain ingredients which
preA’’ent the attack of putrefactive bacteria. In

putrefaction certain alkaloids, are found
which are very poisonous substances. The poi-

soning as a result of taking tinned meats iSrc. is

produced by ptomaines.

The other class of bacteria are those that pro-

duce disease It may be questioned that if it is

true that varieties of bacteria are found iii the air,

water and dust and even in myriads on our own
bodies, how could it be jiossible to attribute the

cau.se of a disease to any of tliese. But the parti-

cular disease germs are met with in t he blood and
tissues, and when these are artilicially cultivated

and introduced into the healthy animal body
cause disease of tlie same nature a-i that which the

original person or animal suffered from.
“ I’oul air is full of germs, water may come from

a polluted stream, or be contaminated with sewage
from leaky drains, cesspools or with soakage from
cemeteries carrying the contagia of tyjdioid fever,

diptheria or chidera. Rags and dust bins are the

hamlets of germs, meat and milk may come from
animals suffering from tuberculosis or other disease

and be unfit for human food. Pure air, pure water,

pure food, pure surroundings and a pure life—such

are the weapons with which we must oppose these

invisible enemies of mankind and avert the

dangers to which we are otherwise exposed.”

AV. A. D. S.

THREE WELL-KNOAVN CEYLON GRASSES.

The introduction of Panicnm ma.vimum, Guinea
grass (when and by whom) into Ceylon is not

definitely recorded. It is known to iiave been
growing here in 18:14. The late Dr. Gardner
introduced what he supposed to lie a new fodder,

but it eventually turned out to be identical with
Guinea grass. It was introducetl into Jamaica
about 1744 from the coast of Guinea.. Lunan
in his Hortus Jamaicensis says that this most
valuable grass is a native of Africa and was
introduced into the West Indies by a mere acci-

dent. A gentleman by the name of Ellis brought
over some birds from the cost of Guinea and
with them some seeds for their support; the

biids dying soon after, the seeds were thrown
away as useless. From these seeds grew up some
luxuriant grass whicli attracted iMr. Ellis' notice,

and he had a. horse and a co.v bro^ught wiiere it

was, when both greedily ate of it. It was then
tramsplanted into a garden and gradually culti-

vated, till it became one of the most paying and
useful plants in Jamaica.

Dlauritius gi'ass, Panicum molle, is erroneously

so called as it is not native to that country. Its

introduction into Ceylon is also obscure. The culti-

vation of the grass in Colombo was at one time

confiued to a single firm, uiz., Messrs. AVilson,
Kicliie & Co

, until their f.-iilure .some years
ago, wlieii the r<imils and Sinhalese (jiarticularly
tlie former) began to cultivate it; and tlie grass
now occupies every bit of l.iwlying land avail-
able in Colomlio and tlie suburbs, Trinius <^^ives
Brazil as its u.ative place, luit it is said to Inve
originally come to the Botanical Gardens at
Culcutta fioin Sumatra about ninety yeaits ago and
Mr. William Ferguson thought that 'it very likely
spread from there to the various places in which
it is now cultivated. Roxburgh mentions that
it was Dr. Charles Campbell who brought it to
Calcutta in 1804.

Oynoden dactylon is the well-know doob
grass (also called Huryalee and Arugam-pillu by
the Tamils). It is considered the most nutritious
of the natural grasses for cattle, and is indi-
genous to the Island. Hitherto it has been
described under about a dozen scientific names
and is identical with the Panicum dactylon of
Liiuueus. The grass occurs over a great part of
the world—in England and other parts of Europe
India, China, Thibet, Australia, South and Central
America and the Cape. It is believed to be the
Agrostis of the Greeks, and its perfect flowers
considered “among the loveliest objects in the
vegetable world.’ Its usefulness and beauty have
led to its being made “sacred” to some of the
Hindu deities.

NEAV METHODS AVITH TOBACCO.

The usual method of harvesting tobacco leaves
tor curing is to cut away the stalks of the plants
and afterwards strip off the leaves. Another
method is, however, being adojited in the Southern
States of America, and the following account
tiom the Cultivator and Country Gentleman shows
the advantages of the new process over the old and
sliould be of interest to local tobacco growers •—
Under this system the routine of plantinc^ and

cultivation need not differ essentially fronf that
in general use. The first important divergence
from the ordinary line of practice is m ide when
harvesting begins. The usual way is to cut thestalk at the ground, at the time when tlie largest
p.art of its leaves are ripe. Just previous to this
topping of the plant is done, when a number ofthe upper and immature leaves are broken offand thrownaway. By the new plan, the leaveswhich ripe first are plucked from the stalk
leaving therest to be gathered as Hhey mature’The bottom leaves which .are thus saved, as thev
are the first to ripen, would otherwise decay andbe ost before the other leaves of the plant areready to be harvested. The leaves are gathered
at several different times, always from the bottom
until nothing of the jdant 13 left in the field butthe stalk and its suckers. Removing the first
leaves is said to hasten the maturity of the re«t
so that the entire crop may be sicured earlierthan It could be otherwise, thus lessening tlmdanger from rost. Finally, the top leaves, whichwhen ripened are not without value, are savedRemoving a part of the leaves admits the sun-shine more freely to the others and also to theground at the roots of the jiiant. This is regarded
as essential to the perfect distillation and secre-
tion ol the subtle oil that gives the finest wrapper
leal Its delicate aroma, and which is complete
duly m the thoroughly ripened leaf,

^
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A great advantage claimed for this process is

the complete sepiration of the leaf from the stalk

as soon as the leaf is ripe. It is said fnat, if the

leaves are not removed, tlie stalks will extract

nearly two ounces ot the oil of tobacco from every

pound of loaves cured on them, and that when
the leaves are cured separately, the tobacco is

about lo per cent, heavier than it would other-

wise be.

The leaves of the tobacco ))lant do not all ripen

at the same time, and while the upper ones are

maturing, the lower leaves are becoming wortli-

less. This fact puts the farmer in a dilemma. If

he leaves the plant until some of its leaves are

over-ripe, it is believed that their oil is absorbed

by the stalk and their value thus impaired. If

he cuts the plant while .some leaves are green,

these immature leaves will be of little worth. It

is urged that lo.ss in either direction may be

avoided by taking off the leaves as fast as they

tipen.

In practice the leaves are gathered and laid in

baskets 3 feet long, 18 inches wide, and 9 indies

deep, and in them conveyed to the curing-house.

This building is provided witli heating apparatus.

Usually in the basement. Tlie leaves are strung

On steel wires, 84 leaves to a “ stick.’ As soon as

tt
“ section ” of sticks is filled, it is hoisted to its

place. The leaves are cured in a very .short time,

compared with the process of air-curing on the

stalk. House-bum, or pole-sweat, is said to be

entirely avoided.

It is estimated that the tobacco stalks grown

on an acre of average land contain 4,000 lb. of

water. When damp or rainy weatlier prevails,

it is believed that this quantity of water in the

stalks is a serious drawback to good cures in

tobacco sheds, and is a probable cause of pole-

sweat. When the weather is propitious, and the

best results with the stalk-cure are obtained, it is

argued that the leaf is more or less impregnated

with a bitter flavor, gathered from the tannin

contained in the stalk.

The above are, in substance, the leading argu-

ments advanced by the advocates of the leaf-cure

as a<yainst the stalk-cure. As to the merits or

demerits of the former, I do not care to express

a positive opinion. Intelligent growers will

doubtless investigate and judge for tliemselves.

Several patents are held in connection with the

process. In the few instances in whicli the le.af-

cure has been tried in Connecticut and Pennsyl-

vania, the growers have .seemingly concluded

that its advantages over the old method are more

than offset by the great additional labor and

expense involved.
^

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

•\nimals are cruelly treated under different cir-

cumstances. Many owners only think of getting

as much work or making as much money out of

tiieir animals as possible. Tliere are others who

seem to derive a sort of mo.'hid enjoyment by

illtreatin<» their beasts &c. There is yet a third

wav ill which animals suffer, in that tliey are sub-

iected to different methods of treatment winch

cause them pain, with the object of doing them

some good. Tliis last form of cruelty is more or less

due to ignorance, the first-mentioned to selfishness,

and the second to wanton cruelty.

In any scheme for the prevention of cruelty to

animals no practical good can be effected without
taking into consideration the origin of the forms
of cruelty. Punishment is no doubt a neces.sity

in most cases, but before a person is punished for

alleged cruelty, it is always advisable to take into

consideration the motive or motives that led to

the act.

Here in Ceylon the forms of cruelty we meet
with are not very numerous. Lame bulls or those
with sore necks are put to the yoke, or lame
horses are made to trot about with heavy traps
all day. Children and often grown up people in

a few instances illtreat harmless creatures, but such
instances are extremely rare. Branding is the
form of cruelty which is perpetrated through
ignorance.

A Society is useful in checking these practices,

but when that Society can employ only one or two
paid agents to travel about the length and breadth
of the island, the advantages gained will be very
small, and perhaps nothing. The evidence of the
activity of the paid agent should not be gauged
from the number of prosecutions entered in the
Courts nor the amount of fines recovered, but
from the condition of animals that are seen
about. It is a noteworthy fact that we come
across, almost daily, horses used in waggons and
cattle u.sed in carts that are not actually fit for the
work

;
but these are allowed to go about unmo-

lested, whereas a few are now and again prosecuted.

Cruelty to animals is a Penal Act in the island,

and any breach of this Act should be duly noted by
the guardians of the peace, and if in any way
these officers neglect to do their duties, it is for the
putdic and within the province of a Society to in-

sist on their attention tothisdutj\ A S.P.C.A., if

it appoints paid agents at all, should do so to

note the extent to which cruelty exists, and then
to inform the Society not ag.iinst die owner of

animals but against those who neglect to perfo.'in

their duties. It is a great pity that no one has

yet recognized the fact that the very appointment
of special agents to carry on the work of prosecuting

those committing cruelty to animals is in itself

the most damaging to the cause they have at

heart,
;

for by that means they imply that either

an act of cruelty and a breach of the law in that

respect is not of much importance, and the officers

of Government who are specially appointed to see

the laws of the Island carried out do not take a
serious view of such acts, or that the cruelty exists

only in the eyes of a band of persons who are
j
lined

together to form a Society for P.C.A.

The legitimate duties of a S. P.C.A. should be,

if the aims of the Society are actually to benefit

the animals and ensure their better treatment,

to instruct the people m humanity, and to

show tliem an example by providing suitable

institutions for treating animals when ill or other-

wise disabled. They may if they find their re-

sources ample also devote some of them in see-

ing that tlie duly authorized guardians of the law
do not neglect their duties in respect of paying
due attention to cases of cruelty.

iV. A. D. S.

CUTCH.

The Af/riculfitral Lt'rlyrr No. 1 of 189o is de-

voted to an exliaustivo account of .\cacia

Catechu and its products. The three important
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products of the tree are “dark catechu” or the

commercial Cutch, “ pale cutch ” or Katti (iden-

tical with the “ kaipoo ” used by the Sinhalese

to chew with betel, lime, tobacco, and areca),

and kirsal or khersul, a resinous product of

great value found imbedded in the wood. The
following is an account of the metliod of pre-

paring “ dark catechu ” or the commercial Cutch,

the valuable tan in India and Bunnah. (Query?

Have the Cutch Company the “ Rat-lvihiri
”

trees among those to be operated on ?)

The trees that yield this substance are regarded

as mature when about a foot in diameter.

They are then felled and cut up into blocks

two or three feet long. In some parts of the

country the Natives ascertain wdiether it will

pay to cut the trees, by making a small notch

into the heart-wood. Trees between twenty-five

and thirty years old are regarded as best

suited and are said to yield more or leas ac-

cording to the number of white lines perceived

in the heart-wood. The bark and the outer

sap wood are generally removed and rejected.

The red heart-wmod is then cut into small

chips. In certain districts the branches are not

utilized in the preparation of the e.vtract, in

others they are so used. The chips are then

boiled in water in earthen pots for twelve hours.

When the water is reduced by one-half, the

chips are taken out and the liquid placed in

large iron pans or cauldrons and again boiled

and stirred till it attains the consistence of

syrup. The cauldrons are thefi taken off the

fire and the stirring of the liquid continued

till the mass is cool enough to be moulded,

wdien it is taken out and spread on leaves

arranged within a frame or mould and left for

the night. In the morning the Cutch is dry and

then exists as brick-like masses that each weigh

.86 to 44 lb. These are broken up into pieces

ready for the market. The process of boiling

and preparation of the dry extract varies con-

siderably all over the region where the article

is made, but the principle is the same as that

given above, which may be said to be tlie

Pegu system. Occasionally the chips are boiled

a second time with the production of a small

amount of inferior stuff. In other cases the

red liquid is poured over fresh chips and again

boiled.

From the widespread conviction of the neces-

sity for stirring or beating the concentrated

solution (on its being removed from the fire),

it might almost be inferred that sone chemical

change was thereby effected similar to the oxi-

dation produced by beating the indigo-vat solu-

tion. Thus for example, in Baroda the decoction

is strained through a blanket. For this purpose

the blanket is dipped into the fluid, stirred

about and then wrung out, while the blanket

is being held at as great a height as possibel.

By this process the liquid falls through the air

in' a greatly divided stream or shower, and this

is continued for an hour or so, the liquid being

repeatedly wrung through the bla'iiket, the trough

is then covered over with a lid of split bamboos

and the sediment allowed to subside. The w.-iter

is then poured off and the extract cut into small

cakes and allowed to dry. In Bariya (Guzerat)

the thick decoction is poured into pits, five or

six feet deep, in the bottom of which baskets

are placed. The liquid drains off, the chips are

retained in the baskets and the solid extract
formed on the floor of the pits. This is removed
and dried on leaves while expo.«ed to the sun.

Speaking of the Pegu system, it is admitted
that much difference of opinion prevails as to
the value and extent necessary of the heating
process. One writer says it is more of a “beating
up ” than “ stirring, ” but I have never been able
to ascertain what the object or effect of the pro-
cess is. Cooks differ, to, in the amount of
beating up that is desirable, some being satisfied

with half an hour’s application. It will be seen
below in connection with the subject of Kath
that a peculiar system of encouraging crystal-
lization (which may be analogous to the beating)
is considered essential.

In Pegu the manufacture of this article extends
from June to March, but the months of December
to March are regarded as the best. In April

and May scarcity of woxter is supposed to stop
the works, while in the rainy season the difficulty

of transport checks the industry.

As to the amount of Cutch yielded by heart-

wood, it had been stated that from 3 to 10 per

cent, in weight would be a good average. In

other words, one ton of timber in the round
might be taken as yielding 250 to 300 lb. of Cutch.

The Cutch trade appears in , several forms.

The Pegu variety occurs in masses with layers

of leaves between the successive preparations.

But Cute:; is also met with in cubes of various

sizes which often show the markings ofjeaves used
in the moulds, or it occurs in sharply-defined cubes
or blocks from having been cut up by a string or

wire run through the still plastic mass. In other
cases it is sold in rounded balls or flattened cakes
made in the hand.

In colour it is externally of a rusty brown, in-

ternally a dirty orange to dark liver-colour, and in

some cases almost black or port-wdne coloured. It

is inodorous, but has an astringent bitter taste,

followed by a sense of sweetness. It is brittle and
breaks with a more or less resinous shining fractrue.

CEYLON WOODS.

( Continued from September issne.)

56 Samydaceae.
126 Homalium zeylanicnm. Liyan.
57 Cornacem.
127 Alungium laniarkii.

128 Mastixia tetrandra. Diya-taliya.
67 Kubiaceu'.

12!) Sarcooepbalas cordatns Bak-mi.
180 Adina cordifoHa. Kolon.
181 Stejdiegyne parvillora. Helamba.
132 Wendlandia notoniana. Ituw.an-idala.
188 ,, zeylanic.a. do
134 Gardenia latiLdia. Galis.
185 Canthium didymum. Porawa-mara, Gal-

karanda.
136 Ixora jiarviflora. Malia-ratambala.
137 Morinda tinturia. Ahn.
74 Vacciniaceu'.
138 Vacednium leschenanltii.
79 Sapotacem.
139 Chrysophyllhm Koxbnrghii. Lawuln.
140 Isonandra wightiana. Kiriwarala.
141 Dichopsis petiolaris.

142 „ grandis. Kiri-hembiliya, Kiri-
hiriya, Mihiriya.

143 Bas,sia longifolia. Mi.
144 ,, neriifolia. Gan-ini,
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145 Baftsia fnlva. Wana-ini.
14G Mimiisops olenj^i. Mimainal.
147 ,, hexandra. Palu.

SO Ehenacea*.

147(«) Malia liuxifolia.

148 Diospyros inontana.

,, eniljryopteris149
150

151

152
15:i

151

155

166
83
157

84
158
159

160
SO

161

162

Kalu-habaraliya.

fiiiiliiri.

oval i folia,

ebenuin.
oocavpa.

liiii'd lei'i.

Kalnwara.
Kalu-kadumlienya.
Kaluiiiberiya.

( ioiia, Porua-malla, Wal-

inediiiya.

,, tliwaite.^ii. Uo-mediiiya.

,, cnimeiiatii,

Salvadoracea*.
Salvadora persio.i. Mustard tree.

Apocynaceio.
Ocliio.sla borbonica. Mudii kaduni,

Alstoiiia scholaris. Kuk-attaua.

Wi'ightia angustifolia.

Loganiacaa*.
Strychnos nux-vomica. (!oda-kadiini,

'

,,
potatonuu. Iiigini.

00 Bignoniaceat.

163 Stereosperiiuim cbeloniobles. l.unu-niadalu,

00 Verbenaeea;
164 Tectoiia grandis. 'I'ekka. Teak-

165 Premiia tomentosa. Bu-seru.

166 Vitex tritolia.

167 ,,
alti.ssiina. Milila, Milla, Sapu-nuhla.

168 ,, Beucoxylou. Nebedda.

THE FERTILITY OP SOILS.

(PROFKSaOB KIXOH.)

Tne fertility of a soil i.s partly dependent on its

chemical composition, but also partly on its me-
chanical and physical condition. Its productive-

ness is influenced very largely by its environments

of climate and weather. Upon the size ofvthe pre-

vailing particles in a soil its physicl properties,

and therefore its fertility, largely depends
;
the

actiuil toUl number of particles amount to many
millions, or even hundreds of millions, per grain

weight of soil. When the size of the particles is

large, goo.i crops can only be grown with the

copiouo addition of manures, especially those con-

taining oi’gauic matter, or by means of irrigation.

Grass grows svell in soils with very rtne particles.

The coarser particles of the soil, including sand,

have little cohesion, and little power of holding

water. A gravelly or sandy soil is therefore easy

to work with a plough, as its tenacity is low
;
it is

dry, as it holds little water, and that is readily eva-

porated; it is, under most condition.®, warmer than

a clayey soil ; it has some advantages for market

gardening. Soils containing very line particles and

clay are tenacious, and, as such, stiff
;
they retain

much more water than sandy soils, and do not dry

so readily
;
their capillary power is greater; they

are colder than sandy soils. Soils having very

much the same ultimate chemical composition

might be in either of these categories, according

to the fineness of their particles. Both sandy and

clayey soils are imp>-oved by the addition of humus,

the decaying organic matter of the soil. In sandy

soils it holds together or cements the .soil particles :

it increases their posverof holding w.y.er and their

power of absorbing water from the air, and so ren-

ders them less liable to be burnt up in dry weather,

orminic matter added to clay diminishes its

coherence, and makes it more easily worked
;
the

ameliorating effects of long dung on heavy clay

are well known. Humus has a greater power even
than clay of absorbing water. Humus not only

exerts important effects of a iihysical nature, but

it is important from a chemical point of view as

a storehouse of the most valuable constituent of

plant food. The g-ood projierties, and, therefore,

the fertility of a soil, are increased by the pre-

sence in it of easily decomiiosable compound sili-

cates, which exert an influence on its absorptive

powers for some of the important ingredients of

plant food.

iSoraetime.s it is necessary to distinguish between
what may be called the inherent and, to some ex
tent, permanent fertility of the .soil, and its tem-
porary fei'tiliy oi high agricultural “ condition"

—

which latter has been brought about by the care,

skill, and capital of the cultivator, and which he
can to a large extent remove in hi.® crops. The
inherent fertility is much more difficult to remove,
and only very slowly disappears under adverse
circumstances; upon it the amount of the rent of

land depends to a considerable extent.

CHE.MICAl. CO.XIUTIOXS OF FKllTILITY.

I’lants obtain from the soil all the ash consti-

tuents they contain, and most plants obtain
thence, also, the nitrogen they require for their

growth. It follows that if the most important
chemical constituents of a soil are nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid, potash, and lime, the soil to be fer-

tile must not only contain these constituents,

amongst others, in a good proportion, but they
must be in a form in which they are available to

the plant as food. If they are locked up in a

totally insoluble form, they might be jireisent in

the soil in large amounts and yet the soil be abso-
lutely sterile. A soil to be fertile must also bo

free from poisonous and injurious matter—such
as decomposable sulphides, excess of ferrous salts,

excess of saline matter, especially of common .salt,

and even from too large a quantity of acid organic
matter. But the actual fertility of a soil, as far

as it can be mea.®ured by chemical means, is de-

pendent mainly on the amount and the conditions

of the four ingredients—nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

])otash, and lime.

It has been .seen tor many years that ol anj’ one
factor making up the fertility of a .soil the ni-

trogen is the most important. The nitrogen of a

soil is almost entirely contained in the organic
matter or humus, which consists of the residues

of previous races of plants which have grown in

the soil and decayed there. Sir John Lawes has
pointed out more than once that “ fertility is due
to the organic residue of previous generations of

plants, mixed with certain mineral substances, the
most important of which are phosphoric acid and
pota.sh.” Lawes mid Gilbert, in a paper read to

the Chemical Seciety in 188-5, also state that “ not

only the facts adduced in this and former papers,

but the history of agriculture throughout the world,

so far as it is known, clearly shows that, pre-

eminently so far as the nitrogen is concerned, a

fertile soil is one which 1ms accumulated within
it the residue, of ages of natural vegetation, and
that it becomes infertile as this residue is e.x-

hausted.’’ A soil rich in humus is rich in nitrogen,

tlvmgh the one is not an exiet measure of the

other, as the percentage of ni rogen in humus is

somewhat variable. Also, this nitrogen is not all

equally valuable to the pl.int. Some of it. may
be in a form in which it soon becomes assimilable,
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whilst part of the organic matter strongly resists

the processes of oxidation and decay in the soil,

and so the nitrogen in it remains for a long time

in a locked-np form, in wIikIi the plant can make
no use of it. This, indeed, is a very advantageous

provision, as if the nitrogen all became available

and soluble in a short time it would certainly

be largely wasted by being washed out of the soil

ere plants could utilise it. The chemical analysis

of a soil is a matter requiring a good deal of time

and a good deal of skill, and when it is done it

may not tell us all we want to know. We can find

out the total amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

potash. &c., in the soil, or the amount soluble in

strong hydrochloric acid, or, with greater difficulty,

the amount soluble in water; but none of these

represents the amount of plant food which the

plant itself is capable of attacking in, and ab.sorb-

ing from, the soil. Moreover, different plants

have different powers of taking up the various

plant food. All plants, however, can undoubtedly
take up from soils matter which is not soluble in

water, and this they no doubt accomplish by

means of the acid sap in their rootlets or root hairs.

(To be continued.)

THR MANUFACrURR OF RHEA FIBRE.

So much of a contradictory character has

recently been published regarding the Rhea fibre

and the rival methods of preparing it, that the

ordinary reader has learned to treat the subject

as only in the experimental stage and of doubt-
ful practial value. Our readers will therefore be
interested in the following particulars of rhea in

connection with the Gomess process of preparation.

Only recently we have had an opportunity to see

and examine sample.s of the rhea fibre in every
stage of manufacture, including the finished and
dyed article in the form of yarns, cords, and cloth,

as prepared under the Gomess patents. The plant
itself grows wild in many parts of India, and is

already cultivated in several districts. Its pro-
ductiveness may be shown by the following figures.

From Mr. Favier’s book on “ Textile Nettles ” it

appears that Mr. Montgomery cultivated rhea in

the Kangra Valley, and produced 1,900 lb. of rhea
ribbons or bark per acre for twelve successive

years. Mr. Gustav Mann, Conservator of the
Assam Forests, produced 1,800 lb. per acre. The
Indian Husbandry Co., at present working in

Bengal, report their production to be over one ton
per acre, and Mr. Manuel, of Lucknow, in his report
gives the average production of dried rhea
ribbons in well-manured and moist ground to be
one ton per acre per annum

;
while Mr. Fredrick

Pincott has contracted to supply the London Rhea
Fibre Treatment Co., Ltd., 15,000 tons of rhea
ribbon from India at £7 or K 1.30 per ton f.o.b.

The ribbons after being separated from the
natuml gum by the Gomess process become
within twenty-four hours, with a loss of 30 per
cent, on the original weight. There is thus 14
cwts. of filasse left, which, it is said, will find a
ready market in England at £ 1 per ton. The
product of an acre when wa.shed is tlius equal to

£77 per ton. The present market value of rhea
ribbon ia from R120 to R140 per ton, but it is

highly probable that more extended cultivation

wUl bring it down to a price ranging from R80 to

RlOO per ton, or R60 to R60 per acre as the cost

of cultivation. Thus the cultivation of rhea will

be much more profitable than that of cotton.

Considering the enormous cotton production of

the United States it is a noteworthy fact that the

Senate at AVashington has just passed a Bill witli

a view to encourage the cultivation of the rhea

plant, offering Government subsidies to successful

cultivators in three of tlie southern states of the

Union. From a practical jroint of view the

strength of the rliea fibre is its chief physical

quality. According to Dr. Forbes Royle, who
tested it as an expert, its strength is equal to two
and a half times that of Russian hemp. Accord-
ing to Trautwine, the best hemp ropes require

15,000 lb. strain per square inch of section to

break them, while leather of the best quality

gives way at 5,000 lb. AV'e have thus the com-
parative breaking strength as follows;

—

Hemp 15,000 lb. per sq. inch

Leather 5,000 „ „
Rhea 37,500 ,, „

Rhea is thus naturally designed for all purpo.ses

in which tlie utmost strength is required in cord-

age or cloth. The next phy.sical property of the

fibre is its fineness, which allows it to be mi.xed

with all the finest animal and vegetable fibres

known, and to be spun into the finest of yarns up

to 300 s. AVhen prepared for spinning it is of the

purest white colour, with a silky lustre, and it

readily takes dye of every shade. The samples

exhibited by Mr. Wookerjee, who has acquired all

the rights of the Gomess Patents for British India,

consist of the green plant
;
the raw ribbons as

they come from the plant
;

dried ribbons freed

from gam(p/asse) ;
filasse silver

;
rhea yarns plain

and dyed from lO’s to 60’s ; rhea cord, wliite and

dyed
;
rhea tatted shawl dyed magenta

;
corded

cloth of rhea and silk mixed
;
and figured cloth

of rhea dyed. The beauty of these samples and

the remarkable strength of the yarns cannot fail

to impress all judges of textile materials or pro-

ducts. A small factory is at present being or-

ganized in Bombay where the Gomess process of

removing the gum from the ribbon will be sliown

at work on a commercial scale, with apparatus of

full size, and all persons interested in the use of

goods made from rhea or in the manufacture of

rhea will be invited to see this f.ictory at work.

In addition, apparatus will be prepared for carry-

ing out comparative trials of strength of rliea and

other cordage and yarns, by breaking them with

deadweights. In this manner the value of rhea

for main driving ropes in milD, driving cords and
banding, belting, tent and heel ropes, traces, har-

ness and reins, cordage for shipping, twines and
threads, sailcloth and canvas for. tents, and fishing

lines and nets will be recogni.sed. In many of the

above instances the saving of weight is of great

importance, as, for instance, in tent rojies and

canvas, and the saving in co.st for cordage or

material of a given strength is illustrated in the

case of belting, which is sold by weight.

Assuming Dr. Hoyle's experiments to be correct,

the breaking strength of a rhea belt a little over 3^-

of an inch in thickness would be equal to that of

first-class leather of an inch thick. Such a belt

would not bearforke«l guides, but the difference in

cost would pay for friction clutches, which, even

for belt driving, will eventually supersede the

clumsy and destructive fork. The e.vperimental

factory now’ being established and the operations

that are to be showm therein will be f>l' the highest
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interest to all who are concerned in textile manu-
facture or business in India, and they will doubtless
hnd tliat such a practical demonstration as is to
be given will be more readily appreciated than any
printed description.

One fact interesting to the cotton mill-owner has
been published in the prospectus, viz., that the ex-
isting cotton machinery can be adapted, with cer-
tain modifications and at a reasonable cost, for
the manufacture of the rhea fibre, though the well-
known firm of Messrs. Greenwood and Batley, of
Leeds, have gone the length of designing special
machinerj' for producing yarn and manufactured
goods from the rhea fibre filasse. A parent com-
pany for India has been founded in Bombay, which
has tlie right of forming sub-companies in differ-

ent parts of the country, and in the meantime Mr.
Cowasji Wookerjee has been empowered to grant
licences for the manufacture of rhea according to

the Gomess patent process. It is claimed for this

process that it is the only invention of its kind
which has been granted patents in Germany and
the United States of America, besides other
European countries and India. The subject, on
the whole, deserves the careful attention and
study on the part of the investing public, con.sider-

iug the wide field of utility the rhea fibre lias

before it. The shares of the London Company
have been reported to be at a premium, and we
hope the Indian companies will meet with tlie

same success.

—

The India Textile Journal.

GE.VERAL ITEMS.

One of the most universally distributed orange
scale is the Aspidiotus aurantii

'

n\\\('A\ is commonly
found sticking on to the rind of the fruits,

giving it a very unsightly appearance. Repeated
applications of kerosine emulsion are most
effectual +'or this as for all otlier scales.

A writer in an Exchange gives his experience
of preserving orange: The plan 1 adopt is to

leave the oranges on the trees till well ripened,
carefully gathering in baskets and on no account
allowing any that drop from trees to get into

baskets, as the slightest bruise will rot an
orange. I always had large packing cases in

an outbuilding in which they were packed. I

first put a layer of dry river sand, then one of

oranges, which must not touch each otiier, and
so on till tlie box is full. Oranges were gatliered
about the end of July and boxes opened for con-
sumption in midsummer. The sand must of

sourse be clean and perfectly dry.

In view of the extension of grape cultivation
in Ceylon, the following from the iY. .S'. If'’.

Affricaltural Gazette should prove of intere.st

:

—
Mr. E. llerborn, of Minto, reports the success-

ful treatment of black spot of the grape with
sulphate of iron and sulphuric acid. He writes :

“ My vineyard had suffered considerably the jire-

vious season, and I determined to try the following
(last) winter this remedy. I treated about half

the vineyard only with one application only. As
the spring advanced and foliage and fruit deve-
loped, the most unpractised eye would at once
bo struck with the remarkable difference in the

appearance of the two halves of the vineyard.

The oue exhibite<l vigorous, healthy foliage.

with a good show of fruit
;

the other, scanty

yellowish foliage, and shrivelled berries, or none

at all. Had the whole vineyard been similarly

treated the proof of the ellicacy of the remedy

would not have been so clear, as an improvement

in th ! vineyard, as compared with the previous

season, might have been attributable to other

causes. Under the circum-stances I have narrated,

however, cause and effect were in unmistakable

evidence. I shall not fail to treat my vines several

times this winter. I use 3 per cent, sulphuric

acid in a saturated solution of sulphate of irou,

any time before the buds burst, following up with

Bordeaux mi.xture, which latter is, I believe, also

a specific for Oidium,”

The black sooty appearance common on orange

trees is due to the presence of the mycelium of

a fungus, Capnodiion citri, which grows on the

sugary secretions of scale insects. It injures

the tree by blocking up the stomata of the leaves.

The true cause of the trouble being the scale

insect, the tree should be treated persistently with
kerosene emulsion.

An ointment, says the Editor of the Cape Colony
Agricultural Journal, made of equal parts of

llowera of sulphur and grease, laid on in a streak

as broad ns your hand all down the backs of

horses and cattle will rid them of ticks. The
diffusive qualities of sulphur are something not
well understood, but may be easily tested.

The Adelaide Observer .states that in making
Bordeaux mixture it is of the greatest importance
that air-slaked lime should be rejected. The lime
must be strong and fresh from the kiln. The
bluestone must be the best. This is the latest

way to make Bordeaux mixture:—Dissolve 6 lb.

of best sulphate of copper in 6 gallons of boiling

water in one vessel large enough to hold 22gallon.s.

In another vessel placed lb. of fresh lime
;
pour

on a little water, but not enough to cover the
lumps; when that is taken up add a little more
water; after a litle add enough, to make 1 gallons.

Strain the lime water through a branbag or fine

sieve into the vessel of bluestone water, and make
up to 22 gallons by the addition of more water.

Use the mixture without much delay, as it spoils

by being kept for more than a few hours.

Leg weakness in poultry may arise from mus-
cular weakness or from a deficiency of bony matter,

and the symptoms usually manifest themselves
between the ages of three and si.x months. The
free use of bone dust is a preventative of this affec-

tion, but a cure is not difficult by using the

following prescription :
—Sulphate of iron 1 grain,

strychnine { grain, Phosphate of lime 5 grains,

and sulph.ate of quinine h grain. Jlake a small

pill and administer three times daily—morning,
noon and night.

Writing to the Aurirahman, “Grazier" says:—
I have found the following a very easy and olK-

cacious way of getting riel of worms

:

—Tie the

horse up in the stable and starve him for at least

12 hours, an«I then give him about a quart of

new milk quite warm from the cow. 'riiis will

rid the horse of all the w'orms.
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PLANTING AND AGRICULTURE IN

COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA.
(Sprr.ial liepori to the Forrlr/n OJfiec from

W, Roht. Th om.wn,

)

Tor,IMA : It.s Agpjcui,turat, Productions.

His department is situated in

the southern part of the great

Valley of the Magdalena, ex-

tending from 2° to north

latitude. And the department

is embraced within the two

great chains of the Colombian

Andes, the Eastern and Central

Cordilleras, which continue nearly parallel from

latitude 2° o' to 5°. Within these bifurcations of

the Andes is also comprehended a large portion of

the department of Cuudinamarca, thus including the

lofty and extensive savannah on which the city of

Bogota (8,000 feet above sea-level) is situated. The

average height of the Eastern Cordillera is from

12.000 to 18,000 feet above sea-level, whilst the

highest ridges of the Central Cordillera are covered

with perpetual snow, the culminating peak, Tolima,

from which the department derives its name, being

upwards of 18,000 feet, and the highest peak of the

Andes north of the Equator. The River Magdalena,

from its source, flows through the department some

400 miles to the river-port town Honda, which is the

terminus of steamboat navigation with the coast,

distant 600 miles. At Honda rapids in the river

preclude continuous navigation higher up, bat im-

mediately above these rapids the river is again navi-

gable for steamers for 100 miles, and for native craft

300 miles. The area of Tolima is 18,434 square miles,

and the population 230,000. The department com-

prises a small area as compared with the total area

of the Kepublic, namely. .')18,845 square miles.

The plans and lower hills extending from the River

Magdalena occupy an area of several thousand square

miles, and the climatic conditions np to an altitude

of from 3,000 to 4,000 feet are purely tropical, tierra

ailiente. Within this zone nearly all the inhabitants
of the department are settled. The chief industrial

imrsuit, in common with the rest of the Republic
is cattle farming.

’

A distinctly more temperate zone prevails between
4.000 and 6,000 feet above sea-level, tierra templada.
This region consists of numerous ramifications of

mountains, which, are to a large extent covered with
forest. Here the cultivation of coffee is becoming
an important industry, a subject dealt with later on.
A still higher zone, designated tierra fria, extends

from 6,000 feet np to the coldest climate in which
European grains and vegetables can be grown.
Potatoes and wheat are grown in patches at eleva-
tions ranging from 6,000 to 9,000 feet, and barley
and oats thrive up to 12,000 feet.

The agricultural and planting prospects of Tolima,
like those of the Republic in general, are only
beginning to emerge into the domain of commerce.
l.‘p to a dozen years ago, for example, the value of
the exportation of quinine-yielding barks, cinchona,
and cuprea, obtained from the forest, was for many
years far in excess of the value of the exportation
of all other vegetable products combined. This bark
business attained its maximum development in 1881-
82. when the value of the article exported amounted
to some 30,000.000 dol. Since then this trade in
Colombia, notwithstanding that the trees abound in
the forests, has completely collapsed, owing to the
extensive cultivations of cinchona in the east.
As I have already said, the greatest industry of

Tolima is cattle farming. The area of land appro-
priated to pastoral purposes practically occupies the
whole of the zone which I have in the foregoing
designated tierra caZfen^e—several thousand square
miles. Official statistics give the total number of
horned cattle, horses, mules, and asses in Tolima
at 390,000, the total number throughout the Republic
being 3,46.6,000. There are also in the Republic
goats, sheep, and swine, 3,487,000. Great cattle
farms (“ haciendas ”), each containing from 1,000 to
4,000 cattle, abound throughout the department. To
the favourable positions of Tolima, t.e., in proximity
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to the most densely populated .and richest com-
munity in the Kepnhlic, the comumniiv inhahitiiiff

the elevated savannah of Bogota, must he attributed
its dominant position in regard to cattle rearing.
Thus a lucrative market is assured for many thou-
sands of cattle annually. These lowland cattle,
though very inferior both in point of size and
quality to those on the cold savannah, are reached
under conditions calculated to assure their production
at a minimum cost, that is to say, at a much cheaper
rate than is practicable in the cold regions.

The thousands of square miles of natural pasturage
on the plains and lower hills of Tolima assume
during the rainy seasons the most beautiful verdure.
But in the alternate season of drought the general
aspect is that of a desert. These lauds were ori-

ginally acquired at a nominal cost. No conserv.ation

of the natural fei’tility of the land has ever been
taken into consideration. On the contrary, the

natural grasses, intermixed with scrub or brushwood,
have been systematically burned from year to year,

and the burnings effected during the most scorching

periods of drought. The principal object attained

by this process of despoliation is the reproduction

of new and tender herbage or pasturage, which,

with the advent of the rainy season, forthwith

covers the parched surface. Vast pastoral regions

—

scores of thousands of square miles—in tropical

America are thus maintained. Half a century, or

it may be a century, of this treatment suhices to

extinguish almost every trace of fertility in the soil.

In Tolima alone hardly less than 2,(XW square miles

of savannahs and hills, ascending to some 3,<MX) feet,

have in this way l>ecn transformed into comparatively

barren wastes. And in other parts of the Republic

many thousands of square miles have similarly

lapsed by this devastating process.

This persistent burning of the savannahs and hills

for crops of renewed pasturage plays desperate havoc

with all other vegetation, trees and brushwood. Isolated

palm trees, with their intensely hard tranks and
endogenous structure, together with groups of brush-

wood in sheltered or humid spots, sometimes withstand

the fury of the dames. There is, howcvei’, one

phenomenal exception to this subversive
,

power of

the fires. A humble tree with contorted and rugged

trunks and branches and scabrous leaves, a tree

presenting the most subdued and weird aspect

conceivable ;
this pigmy tree not only resists the

fury of the flames, but tire is actually congenial and
subservient to its existence, for the tree, instigated

by the conflagrations, forms itself into great j)lant-

ations. The name of this tree is chaparro { /i/iojiula

obovata), indigenous to Colombia and other South
American countries. It attains a height of l.'i to ‘20

feet, and its distorted trunks measure from 1) to 1‘2

inches in diameter. It is widely distributed in

Colombia, for I have found it at the Sierra Nevada
of Santa Marta, and dispersed inland 1,0(X) miles

from the sea. In contact with the great forest it

maintains a precarious existence. But as already

explained, it usurps dominion in places where no
other tree can grow. In Tolima it abounds on the

slopes and ridges of the hills at elevations from 1,000

to 3,.WO feet. In this department alone hundreds of

square miles of the lower hills which have been

reduced to sterility by incessant burnings are occupied

by this diminutive tree, and it assumes the aspect

of vast systematically formed and well-kept plan-

tations. This is more than a triumph of the

“ survival of the fittest.”

It is very remarkable that these fire-begotten

plantations are nowhere crowded to excess
;
on the

contrary, the trees are so regularly placed that

their aspect vies with that of the most carefully

formed plantations. There is a popular belief in

Tolima, where alluvial gold abounds, that this tree

flourishes only on those seductive lands, serviim as

a guide to searchers after the precious metal. The
bark of the tree is peculiarly constituted. It consists

of a congeries of integuments or semi-detached layers.

The outer portion, about half-aii-inch thick, performs

no organic function, and this portion of the bark,

in conjunction with its peculiar compositions, pro-

tects the inner vital integuments from injury by fire.

Tlic form and struct nve of the tree may have ori-

ginated fi'om the severe ordeal through which it has
suivived. b'or instance, according to the theory of

natural selection, some animals when they migrate
into a colder climate become covered with thicker

fur. As we have seen with regard to this plant, the

]>owers of nature have been encroached upon, i.c.

the plant having emerged from a state of nature it

has made for itself a law of its own, for it has
triumphed over the most disastrous element to all

organic life. The hundreds of square miles of worn-
out land covered by this beueficient tree in Tolima
alone are undergoing a slow jn’oeess of amelioration
which, moreover, could be easily accelerated by the

interposition of a few simple devices.

It is noteworthy that the chaparro prefers the
slopes and ridges of the hills to the flat savannahs,
on which it is seldom found in any considerable
quantity, though widely dispersed. Fire ranges with
far greater fury on the slopes and ridges of the hills

than on the plains. I, however, attribute this pre-

ference of the plant for the hill-sides to the pernicious
influence of the accumulations of water on the plains
during the rainy season.
The illustrious Humboldt, during has travels in

South America, noted the dispensal of this plant on
the vast llanos stretching from tne Orinoco, Ac. These
llanos are, for the most jiart destitute of vegetation
other than O’l-aiiiivcic. The only trees that were
found on many parts of these dreary wastes were
specimens of chaparro and in more humid spots a
palm. Thus, reterring to the llanos which he tra-

versed, he says, “For many square miles not a tree

to be seen, but where a few .solitary trees are
found they are, in humid districts, the Mauritia
palm, and in arid spots the /I’hojHihi rmnpliititd.”

Vast deserts and semi-deserts abound throughout
the tropical world many hundreds of thousands of

square miles. It mo.y be that the chaparro is

destined to play an important part in the recla-

i.nation of these illimitable wastes for the decomposed
leaves gradually from a crust of vegetable mould.*

Goiuke.

In recent years a great impetus has been given
to this (!offee cultivation in Colombia. The most
reliable statistics show the following export returns:—

^ ear. Value.

Dolkars.

1877-78 .. .. 810,0(K)

1890 .. .. 7.500.000

1891 .. .. lO,0(X),00()

It may be safely estimated, in view of the continual
large extension of this cultivation, that in the course
of 2 or 3 years the total output will have augmented
to 15,000,000 dob; no less than 37,000 tons

I am unable to state the proportion of coffee which
Tolima contributes, but it may be estimated at about
300,000 dob, a return greatly in excess of the pro
duction half-a-dozen years ago. The districts of

Tolima in which this cultivation is chiefly carried

on are distant inland from Honda from 100 to 200
miles. Thus, bearing in mind that coffee is culti-

vated at from 700 to 900 miles from the seaport
Savanilla, credit is due to the enterprising planters.

The Biver Magdalena, with several of its contri-

butaries, afford to a large extent the means of trans-

port to Honda. The produce is carried by mules
from the mountain slopes to the river, thence in

rafts down the current to Honda, from 3 to 5 days'

journey. From Honda, whence also is shipped the
produce from the great coffee-growing province of

Cundinamarca, the coffee is conveyed by steamers,
and two short railway routes, to the sea—800 miles.

Independently of the Upper Magdalena and its

contributaries, many thousands of mule-loads of coffee

are annually brought to Honda, partly from Tolima,
but chiefly from Cunnamarca. tlms from 3 to 5 days’,
journey to Honda only. The cost of transport from
the plantations to the coast amounts in Fnglish
money from 1<?. to 14ff., thus respectively 9/. tl.t. 8d.

* An extract from a letter of mine to the Director
of Kew Gardens relative to chaparro was published

some years ago.
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and 14/. per ton, 11 very heavy item, pi this con-

nectioii it may also he iiieutioued that from several

of the large growing coffee provinces of the Kepublic

the cost of transport is still highei.

Notwithstanding the great difticulties appertaining

to distance from the sea, and the consequent cost

of transport, the Tolima planters are quite able to

compete with planters in far more favorably situated

countries, countries which are 111a position to tnuis-

i.ort coffee to their seaports at a comparatively tiphng

cost Magnificent land abounds on the colossal Andes

most adniirably adapted for the cultivation. Well

cultivated plaiAations on these Cordilleras are uu-

sm-nassed by those of any other country, and this

observation applies not only to the quality of the

uroduce, but also to the quantity. Land is obtainable,

m general, at a nominal cost
;
and it is available

to a large e.vtent, though it may be mentioned, 111

the adioiuiug department of Cundmamarca, where

great eiithusiasm prevails relative to coffee cultivation,

„.nd where it is being much more extensively planted

than in Tolima, the price of the more conveniently

located sites for plantations has augmented veiy

materially ;
indeed as much as 40 and liO dol. (paper

, urrrncv) say 2/. IH.s. to 3/. 7s. at exchanp now

ruling of 15 dol. to 1/. per hectare (2^ acres) is now

' The extension of this cultivation in ioliina, and

this applies to the whole country, is in generM con-

IneA to districts accessible to settlements or villages,

yiore remotely removed from populated dispicts

widelv extending mountain slopes, eminently fatted

iov coffee, remain in a state of nature It may also

be noted that the quality of the labour itself is

satisfactory, for it is on the whole industrious and

in Xent 80 c. (about Is.) per day Colombian cur-

rency, are the average wages for peons, and for

women about 50 c. (about 8rf.).

\s regards the productive capabilities of these

Co'rdilleras, coupled with the laboip resources, i.e.,

where it is sufficiently abundant, it may be stated

that the cost of coffee production at Ure plantation

ranges from 30 to 35 do .
per mule-load of 2o01b.,

or from 12 to 14 dol., Colombian currency, per 100 lb.

With the rate of exchange with has prevailed during

several years (1 dol. ruling rather less than 2s.-.),

this shows that planters are acquiring enormous

nrofits. With money at par the nominal cost of

production would be about the same, although in

walitv the price measured m gold would have much

more than doubled. It should, therefore, be remem-

bered that to the depreciation of Colombian currency

must be attributed iu great measure the rapid ex-

pansion of the coffee indusUy. At the same time

l^xceptionallj^ high prices for he article have ru ed

during recent years, a result pai tly due to the

abolition of slavL-y, in coffee-growing countries and

(lartly to the revolutionary movements 111^
Lra/.il,

where coffee is grown on a gigantic scale Now that

co¥ec h-as become a staple" industry of Colombian

there can be no doubt that tlie country is able to

maintain a prominent position among all rivals

The number of coffee trees planted pei‘ hectare

fOi acres) in Colombian averages about l,o00. Ihe

General averages yield per tree per annum on well-

kept plantations is lb., or 2,2.50 lb. per hectare-

00(1 lb per acre. On many other plantations the

X-age yearly crop does not exceed 1 lb. per tree

—tiOO H) hr am-e. Thus the number of trees planted

per acre in this countiT .strikingly contrasts with

the number planted in British Colonies, uhere twice

as many are planted per acre, iiotwAhstanding heavier

crops are secured in Colombia. In the pahn,y days

of coffee cultivation in Ceylon the average production

was 5 cwt. per acre. .

One of th(T chief elements of success appertaining

to this cultivation in Colombia must be assigned to

the systematic inter-planting of shac e-B-ees _vvith tlm

coffee. At altitudes ranging from 3,000 to ..,0(JO feet

more densely-foliaged shade-trees are

is the case at plantations between o,(W and 6,000

feet, where a slender shade is afforded b.y a species

of Cassia. The shade-trees utilised at plantations

situated between 3,000 and 5,000 feet are a species

of Eriithrina, and another leguminous tree, a species

of which latter is becoming very generally

adopted by planters. I w'ould strongly recommend
this Iit'ja for adoption by British colonial coffee

planters, as it is most admirably adapted for the
purpose. It grows rapidly, and the large compound
leaves fall abundantly at the season in which the
plantation requires the least degree of shade, whilst
the abundance of fallen leaves from this tree check
in a very marked manner the irrepressible growth
of weeds. Moreover, the general result of the bene-
ficial iuflueuce of this congenial shade reduces to a
minimum all cultural expenses

; indeed, it may be
safely computed that the good offices of this
tree curtail the cost of actual cultivation to the extent
of some .50 per cent, as compared with coffee devoid
of shade. It is a remarkable fact that British colonial

coffee planters have in the main ignored the appli-

cation of shade to the coffee tree. Without shade
the tree certainly flourishes, but its full exposure to

the sun, at any rate as the sun is wont to shine here,

is detrimental in the long run to its most congenial
state of productiveness. However, near the upper-

limit of this cultivation, namely, from 5,000 to 6,000

feet, shade is not to be recommended.

From the foregoing it will be seen that Colombia
is making rapid strides in coffee cultivation, and the
strides are so remarkable that it already produces
about two-thirds as much coffee as all British colonies

and possessions combined, and doubtless it will very

soon overtake the total aggregate production of these

colonies and possessions. When the vast productive

tropical resources of the empire are borne in mind
this seems anomalous. For example, the “ Times,”
iu a recent editorial, says with regard to the expan-
sion of three of the great groups of colonies, not

referring to the Eastern Empire:—“What is most
remarkable about that growth is that it has already
reached a point at wbich each of the groups exhibits

the most extraordinary variety of climate, of pro-

duce, and of the conditions under which life may
bo lived.” It is true that the production of this

article in Ceylon has dwindled, owing to the fatal

leaf disease, from 60,000 tons in 1871-75, to 3,750 tons

in 1891. Though this disease has so seriously affected

Ceylon and India, England possesses other eligible

colonies exempt from the disease. For instance, in

the New World, Jamaica may be mentioned as
being capable of growing coffee on a very much
larger scale than it does at present. There, how-
ever, during scores of years this product has remained
•almost stationary. Even compared with the neigh-

bouring llepublic of Hayti, the inhabitants of which
are usually denounced for their aversion to progress,

.Jamaica comes out unfavourably, for Hayti, iu spite,

too, of revolutions, exports seven times more coffee

than .Jamaica.
As I am well acquainted with the productive re-

sources of Jamaica, England's tropical American
colony par excellence for coffee, it may not be amiss
to give the following particulars touching coffee

cultivation in that colony in comparison with the
cultivation in Colombia. The total coffee production
in Jamaica, about 10,000,000 lb., represents what ia

cultivated on an area of 11,000 acres iu Colombia,
but in Jamaica 22.476 aci-es are under cultivation.

Thus, were the .Jamaica plantations yielding to the
same extent as those of Colombia the value of the
output would be increased from 336,840/. to double
that amount yearly. Moreover, the general average
quality of the Colombian article is superior to that
of .Jamaica, though that island contains several
plantations at high altitudes the produce of which
is the fanest in the world. There can be no doubt
tliat the coffee industry of .Jamaica would be greatly
benefited by the adoption of the more advanced
practical methods pursued in Colombia.

In a recent number of the “ Kew Bulletin” refer-

ence is made to the slow development of the coffee
enterprise iu Jamaica and other British colonies.
What that paper suggests in order to encourage the
enterprise in .Jamaica is the opening up of roads
to facilitate transport, but .Jamaica is already well
provided with splendid roads

; besides, the most
eligible sites for i)lantations are nowhere situated
more than some 20 miles from the sea, and seaports

surround the island. I have already described how
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reiiuu'lcably different are the conditions of transport
in Colombia, and how this, the most important
commercial plant of tropical America, can be turned
to better account in the colonies,
A j;!:ince at the following figures, which I have

ciilleU from the “ ('(iilon Tropirul AijnciUlurist
"

Ac.,
shows the relative position of the exports of the three
great rival products—coffee, tea, and cacao, in the
Old World and the New: —

Quantity.

Tropical Old
Articles. America World

Tons. Tons.

Coffee .. filO.OOO 105,000
Tea . Partically nil 216,000
Cacao 42.000 1,600

Total .. 682,000 322,600

To the foregoing Old World returns China and
Japan contribute to the extent of fully 100,000 tons
of tea, so that the total exports from tlie British
Eastern Empire, together with .Java, Ac., amount to

but little more than 200,000 tons of coffee, tea, and
cacao, whereas the total output of coffee and cacao
from tropical America amounts to (182,000 tons, and
the value of this is 50,000,(K)Of.

Touching the cultural requirements of these three
products, cacao, though from an alimentary point of

view by far the most important, is placed at a great
disadvantage, inasmuch as this plant is exclusively
adapted to hot and humid tropical zones, conditions
which have undoubtedly restricted its cultural ex-

tension. Tea is an extra tropical product, though it

is cultivated with great success on the mountains of

the tropics. The coffee plant, like cacao, is essen-

tially tropical, but it is constitutionally adapted to

a far wider range of climatic conditions, for it grows
in the hottest valleys, up to the genial temperature
experienced at elevations between *1,000 and G,000

feet above sea-level. As to cacao, it may be assumed
that if this tree were susceptible of cultivation over
the wide climatal expatise on which tea grows, instead
of being confined to purely tropical climes, its cul-

tivation would have long since attained greatly

enhanced proportions.

C.4.CA0.

This is a favourite article of cultivation among the na-

tives, cacao and the beverage is very largely consumed
throughout the Republic. In most parts it is used,

probably, to the same extent as tea is in England.
Anyhow, it may he safely computed that its con-
sumption by the 4,000,000 inhabitants of tne country
amounts to not less than 3 lb. per capitum per

annum; thus a gross annual production of 12,000,000 lb.

The number of trefes requisite to yield this quantity

may be estimated at about 12,000,000, i.e., 1 lb per

tree. And it may be mentioned that the number of

trees thus indicated is considerably less than is under
cultivation in the island of Trinidad. From a few
districts of the Republic some hundreds of bales are

exported, but it is notorious that, in spite of the

illimitable resources of the country for the cultivation

of this indigenons tree, the production falls short of

the actual wants of domestic consumption. Were
the plant more largely cultivated the internal con-

sumption would be greatly increased, consequent on
reduced prices, which are usually higher here than

in Europe. Moreover, only recently several shipments

of cacao have been imported from England, ship-

ments transported at groat cost to the interior of

the country.

'The explanation as to tlin abnormal position of

this cultivation may be best indicated from the

following extract of a letter of mine addressed to

the President of the Republic, and published in the

“ Diario Official” of November 8, 18‘)3:—
“ 1 place this in the first class of the products

which deserve the attention of the Government. The
plant is indigenons here, and the article is one of

general consumption in the Republic. Further, as

Ml article intended for exportation, it is, in my opinion,

more important than coffee. “ Unfortunatsly, in many
parte of the country the cultivation of it is tound iu

a most lamentably degenerate condition. In a note
on this, and other similar matters, published in the
‘ Diario Official ’ of November 7. 1887, I referred to
an insidious disease which affected the cacao tree
ill various parts of the country. Many plants in other
countries have been attacked from time to time by
some disease, lint without loss of time an investigation
of the causes has been made. Here this industry
is allowed lo decay, and the country to suffer a loss
of many thousands of dollars each year. In the
document itself I pointed out as a likely means of
combatting the evil the following :

—“‘In all probabi-
lity the most systematic and efficacious remedy which
could be adopted would be the renovation of all the
plants by selecting foreign seeds, thus m king im-
possible the reproduction of plants proceeding from
diseased trees. Another effective remedy might be
found in having recourse to the system of grafting
healthy brandies into the wild species of the cacao.

’ ’

111 coni inuatiijin of this subject I made the following
remarks in my former report, published liy the
Foreign Office iu .March, 18‘.U:—“lii two rep.nts of
mine, published by the Oolombiau Government, I

strongly advocated the introduction of cacao seeds
from 'i’rinidad, with the view of ameliorating the
degenerated plantations of the interior. The result
of niy excursion to the Sierra Nevada, as re iewed
in this repoit, completely nullifies my former im-
pressions as to the advisability of importing these
seeds; now the conditions are rever,-ed, the wild
cacao being, par excellence, the kind for cultivai ion
throughout tlie Republic. In those countries iu wliich
this product has become a staple tJie yield per tree
hardly averages 1.1 lb. With our wild cacao I feel
sure that under careful cultivation that average can
be doubled, though iu making an estimate of returns
I prefer to curtail this prospective average. The
cacao planters of Toliina, where millions of pounds
are cropped, annually obtain an average of little

more than i lb. per tree. Hence the replanting of
the degeiieiMted fields of the interior, as we'l as the
extension of this cultivation, with seeds from the
Sierra Nevada, is a measure the importance of which
caunot be overrate!. Arrangements c mid be made
for the acquisition of these seeds on a large scale.

”

In that report I also referred to the favourable
conditions imdcr which cacao flourishes in Trinidad,
where this product is an important staple, and iu
making a comparison with these conditions, I sum-
moned up—“ How infinitely superior are tlic innumer-
able sites for plantations at the foot of the Sierra
Nevada, sites which nature has disclosed. ’ In this
connection it should be mentioned that tlie.se favourahlo
conditions are liv no means confined to the district
surrounding the Sierra Nevada (a ‘ystem of mountains
distinct from tliat of the Andes), that is to say.
equally eligible lands abound iu the great valleys at
the feet of the Cordilleras of the Colombian Andes.
Here thousands of square miles arc most iidmirubly
adapted for the niaiit.

The disease affecting Ibis cultivation is confined,
as far as I am aware, to two provinces, namely to
certain districts of Tolima and of Antioqiiias. For-
tunately, though the disease is widely extended in
Tolima, tlie southern confines of the department are
ill a great nieasurc exempt from it. Tet attacks by
parasitical insects arc frequent sources of conceru
to the planter. In all probability the diseases to
which this plant is subjected have been instigated
by the injurious system of close plaiitiug resorted to,
combined with the c.xcessive shade imparted by an
overgrowth of trees planted for shading the cacao.

In the soiilli of Tolima. it is interesting to note,
this cultivation is pursued on a considerable scale
and with great success, under the influenco of irri-

gation. 'The region in question is characterised by
prolonged droughts, and the application of irrigation
has thus proved inoit advantageous. Cacao thus
produced has become quite an important industry.
Flanters in British colonies will be glad to learn
that the plant is amenable lo systematic irrigation,
a condition that assures the extensive cultivation of
the plant in comparatively dry regions, for excessively
humid coudilions of climate have been deemed in-

dispeusably requisite for the plant.
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TOJfACUO.

This is a very important industry in Toliuia, and
it affords cmfsloyment to many thousands of the

peasantry, for the cultivation of the article entails

incessant care and attention, and its subsequent
manipulation, from the preparation of the crude
product to the manufacture of cigars involves ex-

ceptional conditions of labour. Women and children

arc largely employed in the manufacture of cigars.

The best cigars are sent to Bogota and other largo

towns. The price of these averages from ‘2 to 5 c.

each (Colombian currency). There is comparatively
little difference in the quality and aroma among
these cigars. The higher priced kinds are the pro-

duce of the most carefully cured and best formed
leaves. In point of quality, it is worthy of remark,
there is a much wider range in this respect tha ' is

the case in the Jamaica cigars, which are no doubt
superior, and this is a new industry in that colony.

Among the common classes of people in Tolima a

very inferior ill-made cigar is extensively smoked.
These are sold in the districts in which tobacco
is cultivated at the rate of some 30 for 1 real

(about ‘Id.).

This cultivation in Tolima formerly occupied a

much more important position than it now does.

The great falling-off in cultivation is the result of

a disastrous disease which attacked the plant about
a score years ago. The cause of this disease has
been attributed to the unintermitted rcprodirction of

the article on the same land. The plant is now
generally cultivated in small patches, so that the
effects of the disease is neutralised.

.\nterior to the appearance of the disease, Tolima
was the chief tobacco-producing centre of the Republic,
now tlie quantity exported from Tolima is insignificant.

At preseuD the principal seat of this industry is

occupied by the Department of Bolivar, which fur-

nishes .')0 per cent, of the total exportation from the
country.

20 years ago the total quantity of tobacco exported
from the country was somewhat higher than at

present, then it was about 4.000 tons, valued at

2.600.000 dol. In 1891 it was 9,8J0 tons, valued at

1.489.000 dol.

Agriculture in general in the tropics is carried on
in a rough and primitive fashion, weeding the fields

coii'titutes the one domiirant elemant inseparable
from the cultivation of most products, that is to say,

weeds grow apace in such a way that agriculturists
unacquainted with the tropics are total unable to

form the slightest conception of their rapid and
irrepressible yrowth. Moreover, the system of weed-
ing pursued is commonly performed in a most per-
functory manner. The conditions of climate are, of

course, not conductive to painstaking efforts on the
p.art of the peasantry. This is the kind of treat-

ment usually accorded to most agricultural products
in tropical America. These is, howeveifoue notable
exception to this rule

;
I refer to the cultivation of

tobacco. It is a delicate plant, and easily overpowered
with weeds and with insects, so that careful cul-

tivation is indispensable. A tobacco plantation is,

therefore, cultivated like a garden. Peasantry em-
ployed in this cultivation necessarily become trained
to superior jneihods of cultivation. There can, there-
fore, bo little doubt that a Gevernment that fosters

tobacco cultivation in tropical America fosters a
genuine predilection for improved husbandry on the
part of the agricultural labourer,

CINCHONA.

There is but little interest nowadays attaching to

cinchona cultivation, but the following brief remarks
may prove interesting:

—

Several species are indigenous to this department,
and prior to the great reduction in the price of

quinine—a reduction from about 10.'!. per oz. to M.
—large quantities of bark of excellent quality were
exported from this department.

Cultivation was started in various parts of Tolima
over a dozen years ago, when barks still fetched

a high price, but coincident with the marked decline

in prices the plantations were abandoned. The
largest and most important was established under my
supeiintondence

; some 400,000 trees, comprising the
best species, were thus established at an elevation
of troni 6,000 to 8,000 feet above sea-level. Though
abandoned tor several years, a large proportion of
the trees are growing, and as they assume larger
dimensions will bo turned to account some day.
heeds of the more important species grown in the
east were obtained_ and planted to a considerable
e.x ent thus.

/ . C. CaU.Haya, nar. Le.dycriana,and ( oWcuuiliH. These species flourished here, but
alter half-a-dozen years of cultivation, one of them
VIZ., C. offinnahs, began to show symptoms of what
IS denominated “canker,” an in.sidious diseasp and
large numbers have since succumb d. This is e.xactlvwhat occurred with regard to this species in’ theJamaica cinchona plantations, which I alsDinaumir
ated.

' ”

Besides the above-m=ntioned species, several indi
genous species were planted on a largo scale and
these proved the most important, as will be’ seenfrom the analysis_ given below, which analysis was
iiiade by Mr. David Howard, of the well-known firm
of quinine manufacturers.

A deta'led account of the Colombian species was
given at a meeting of the Pharmaceutical Societvm London, m April, 1892, by Mr. Holmes, the curator
and it may be h^re added that gentleman then stated
111 regard to one of these varieties, viz., Tumi-
“Probably the richest khowu in the percentacre of
quinine.'’ The result of the analysis shows remark-
able average richness:—
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iNDI.t-HUBUEi;.

A very important species of rubber is indigenous
and I am inclined to think peculiar to TolimaUu ike other important kinds of rubber, it errows
at high elevations, viz., at from 6,000 to S.OOb feetabove sea-level. Some thousands of bales of it were
exported a dozen years ago. But as the tree wasonly locally distrihiited, the source of supnlv- wassoon exhausted. The autliorities at Kew have iiamed
this plant Sapiiiiii. hirilundalosuin. a species which is
also said to be found in British Guiana, where

pScer,
'' ^

In connection with the cinchona plantations abovereferred to, a plantation of this rubber was mulf'ado.it 10 years ago. The tress grew witl^ re i ,Sable rapidity, with trunks a foot in diameter iTs xyears
; but this plantation shared the same fact ashe cinchona, that is, it was abandoned years a-obecause the cinchona was abandoned. Withrenewld

A few years ago I directed the attention of theSecretary of State for India to the advi.sabihty ofcultimuig this plant on a large scale in that countryMy letter was refen-ed to the Government of India.
110 progress has been made.This valuable plant could be cultivated over a widerange of latitude m India, thus extending from thee evated mountainous regions of Southern InXr othe low-lying valleys of the Himalaya as far as ofio

north latitude. And this is a great; advantagecompared with the limited zone in which the fther
American species of rubber intro-duced to India can be cultivated.
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DEEP DI(H;I]S(J for coffee.

A Correspondent in iSouth Coorg writes to a

Madras paper : The change that is worked in a sick

piece of coffee by a deep digging is little short of

marvellous
;

in a couple of weeks’ time one would
hardly know it for the same piece of coffee. Any-
one has only to try it to be convinced of the fact.

It seems strange under the circumstances that the

important work of digging should in any case be

neglected; and yet I have heard of its discontinu-

ance being advocated, and of this being put partially

into practice in several places. The argument used

in favour of discontinuing digging is that it as very

seldom done in the Spicy Isle, and yet crops used

to be large. It would be well to call to mind, when
using argument of this description, that almost all

the coffee in that delectable land has gone out.

It has also got to be remembered that soils differ

and that work suited to one description of soil would

be quite unsuited to another. In Coorg, for instance,

digging is not generally so necessary in the open

friable forest soils as it is in the Damboo; although

even there it would have been beneficial in all cases

where the slope of the land admitted of its being

carried out without the risk of loss of soil through

wash. The result of stopping digging for a couple

of seasons in the Bamboo or the Santikoppa District

would cause such a rough awakening that I am
sure it would never be attempted again

;
the lesson

learned would be too severe to be easily forgotten.

I may mention that the increase in borer alone

would be starling ;
although it is as likely as iiot

to be attributed to this cause. The following brief

extract from Professor Johuston, although referring

more particularly to the plough, is equally applicable

to the fork, will afford some reasons as to w.iy

digging should naturally be beneficial. “ I3y the

use of the plough the parts of the land are more

minutely divided—the air gels access to every particle

—it is rendereff lighter, more open, more permeable

to the roots. The vegetable matter it contains

decomposes more rapidly by a constant tuining of

the soil, so that whatever the fibres of the roots

penetrate they find organic food provided for them,

and an abundant supply of oxygen of the atmos-

phere to aid in preparing it. All soils contain,

likewise, an admixture of fragments of the minerals

of which they are formed, and which, by their

decay, yield new supplies of inorganic food to the

growing plant. The more frequently they are ex-

posed to the air, the more rapidly do these fragments

crumble away and decompose. There are few soils

so stubborn as not to show theinselycs grateful m
proportion to the amount of this kind of labour

that may be bestowed on them. I might make

many (|Uotations from other authorities in support

of the beneficial action of digging, but the above

ought to suffice to convince any sceptic. In the

case of the estates above referred to, it is the

practice to place the manure on the surface of

the hard ground near the stems of the trees, the

idea being that it all sinks into the ground ana

that none of it is lost. Tbis may look very well

in theory, but in practice a two-fold loss is en-

tailed on the manure, one by the wash and the

other by the escape of the organic part as gas

into the air, and I am sure that if the quantity

of manure used were not l«rge, the results \vould

be very evenescent. One bad result of putting down

manure in this way is that the stems of the trees

throw roots into it above the surface of the ground,

and these become exposed if any part of the manure

is washed away ;
or they arc injured it a coolie is

careless with his mamooty in scraping weeds or

digging ; so that here also, as far as the trees are

concerned, there is a further waste of manure

^Vheu the roots are injured they are deprived of

the only means of taking in the manure just when

they had begun to do so. Dr. Voelckcr had said

that it does harm to go upon the land when it is

wet evidently because this tends to make it liaid

and compact. Hut how is going upon the land when

it IB wet to be avoided ? The Bcasonable pciTurmaiico

of the different works entails going upon the laud

often when it is very wet. The only way to coun-

teract the bad effects of this is to fork and stir

th(^ soil several times if feasible. But here the

planter is exercised by the fear that this would
cause too much root oisturbance. So long as the

roots are not turned up and exposed, I believe no
barm results. The fork should be inserted deeply
near the big trees and the soil be prised up. Even
if some tearing of roots results, the injury is slight

and is more than compensated for. This cannot be

done in the case of young plants as they are apt

to bo lifted. In this connection the following will

be of interest. Thus Mr. Phillips in “ Principles of

(Tropical) Agriculture ”
:
—“ Mr. Mills is known as

the grower of some of the finest pines ever seen,

and the secret of his method is thus characterised
in the (1cerdenem’ Chronicle The foundation of

his success is common sense. He keeps his soil

perfectly open and well drained
;
his roots are pre-

served by tliis means in a healthy condition ;
he

does not cramp thein. These are his great rules

of conduct. They apply to other plants as well as

pines. —I/ulian Aijiiculturist.

THE (’EDAU OF ( ENTUAH AKKirA.
In Commissioner Johnston’s report of the first

three year's administration of the eastern portion of
British Central Africa there is a sketch-map showing
the agricultural condition of this country and the
extent of such forests as yet remain. Mr. Johnston
says;—The dense forests are now mainly confined
to certain hilly regions, where local circumstances
protect them to some extent from destruction by
bush-fires. They are always associated also with
either an unusual rain-supply or the presence of
underground springs. Slightly stagnant or surface
water appears to contain too many salts in solution
to be favourable to the growth of forest, and such
forests as are usually found growing near swampy
districts arc palm thickets. There is one magnificent
forest of raphia palms—one of the grandest sights

I have ever seen in the vegetable world—near .Junibe’s

town, Kota- Kota, in the valley of a sluggish stream
flowing into the Bua. As a remarkable feature
peculiar to British Central Africa should be noted
the splendid cedar forests on the upper plateau of

Mlanje. Under the explorations of Mr. Alexander
Whyte, the naturalist attached to my administration,
it was not known that any conifer existed in

Central Africa, south of A’oyssiiiia, and north of the
Drakensberg, with the exception of a few small
juniper bushes discovered by Mr. Thompson growing
on Mount Kenia and one or two other heights in

Equatorial Africa. The existence of conifers on the
top of Mlanje was first reported by the Kev. Robert
Clelland, a missionary belonging to the Church of

Switland Mission. Not much heed was given,
however, to this news, because no specimens were
sent homo for identification. But, undoubtedly, Mr.
Clelland’s ftiformation put us on the scent, and one
of the first things I attempted on arriving here in

1891 was to have the upper plateau of Mlanje ex-

[dored. As a consequence, Mr. Whyte discovered

the grand conifer, of the genus Widdringtonia, to

which his name was given. An account of this tree

and the circumstances of finding it were given in an
earlier report of mine printed by the Foreign Office.

This Widdringtonia would appear to be nearest allied

to the cypresses, as it unquestionably is by the
shape of its seed vessels, and the nature of its foliage ;

at the same time, it is widely different to the cy-

presses in shape and size, and far more resembles
the cedar, both in appearance and in the fragrant
smell of its timber. It would seem now as though
there were two different species of Widdringtonia
growing on Mlanje, one a very lofty tree, reaching
fully to 11)0 ft. ill height, and the other scarcely

exceeding i!0 or -10 ft., and growing in a very straggling

habit. There is a slight difference in the foliage

of the two species. SVe have not yet been able
to get the dwarf species edeutitied, but hope to do
so before long. In regard to this Widdringtonia,
I might mention that Mr. Whyte lias spared no
efforts to introduce, or lot us say, re-introduce its

growth into all parts of the bhire highlauds above
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3,000 ft. in altitude. The tree would appear to flomi.ih

at a relatively low altitude, inaamueh aa those planted

in the grounds at I'^omba, liclow the Kesidenc.y, at

an altitude not exceeding ‘2,;i(IO ft. shove the sea,

leave nothing to be desired as regards their vigour

of growth, some of the young seedlings having

attained a height of 5 ft. in two years. Mr Sharpe

believes that he has seen a Widdriu gtonia growing

on one or two of the more inaccessible peaks of

Zomba, and, judging from what I could see through

a field-glass, I think he is right in his opinion.

Nowhere else, however, throughout British Central

Africa, or in the adjoining regions, has any one

reported the existence of this conifer. Baron von

Eltz has made an active search over the lofty

Livingstonia Mountains, at the north end of the

lake, but has failed to find anything of the

kind.

As an example of the rapid application to practical

usefulness to which we have ]mt this discovery of

Mr. Whyte's, I may mention that, whereas the

definite existence of the tree was only first made
known in October 1891, in June 189;!. Captain Johnson,

commanding the Indian troops at IMlanje, was having

the dead trees sawn un into logs, which were being

sold to advantage in Blantyre, and later on, in the

autumn of 189:1, enouah cedarwood was supplied

from Mlanje to re-roof the whole of the Residency
and its attendant buildings at Zomba. besides which
a great many useful ariicles of furniture have been

made of the wood.— Timber Trades Juurnal.

I'KODITTS OF BOLIVIA.

This mountainous country has great natural wealth.

It is rich in the precious metals and has large stores

of coni)er and tin. Lack of transportations facilities

prevents free export of the natural products, other
than high-grade minerals and cocoa.

The torrid region extends from the low tropical

plains and valleys of eastern Bolivia to an altitude

of approximately t;,r>00 feet above the sea. It abounds
in every variety of tropical fruits, iucludgranadillas,

pepinos, paltas, jjaoaes. a fruit cf the genus Jni/a,

consisting of thick pods about six inches long filled

with a sweet, refreshing, white pulp; chirimoyas, a
species of anouct, one of the most highly pi-ized of

the Bolivian friuts
;
pine-apples, those of the province

of Yungas being especially rich and fragrant
;
sugar

cane, coffee, rice, a superior (juality of white and
yellow cotton, cocoa (erythroxylon coca), the dried
leaves of which are a highly stimulating narcotic and
are chewed by the Bolivian and Peruvian Indians,

by travelers in the Upper Andes, and by the Bolivian
soldiers, when in the field, just as betel is used by
the inhabitants of the East Indies, cacao or chocolate

tree, a species of theohroma, found also in the West
Indies, which bears a pulpy fruit from the seeds of

which chocolate is made One of the peculiar pro-

ductions of this zone is the guayacu tree from xvhich

is gathered a fruit containing a rich aromatic flour

or powder neatly inclosed in a strong box-shaped
cover or shell and esteemed more for its rich perfume
than for food. It is known only by the name given
it bv the Aymara Indians, viz, hdka f/iun/dcra. hdl-u,

in the Aymara tongue, meaning flour and yita;/dcra,

box; hence ‘flour box' or ‘box of flour.’’ The
guayacca is perhaps the tallest tree of Bolivia, growing
to the height of about 1‘25 feet, with dense foilage

and wide-spreading branches, thus making it one of

the most delightful shade trees known to the mon-
taJa. This region also abounds in forest of ebony,
mahogany, rosewood, satin wood, cedar, wax, and
cork trees, palms, rubber trees (caoutchouc), and
other varieties of wood of great beauty and value

rarely met with in other countries, including a species

of mulberry from the bark of which are made the

curious shirts worn by certain tribes of the Bolivian

Indians. Among the medicinal and other plants are

cinchona, jalap, niatico, sarsapaidlla, copaiba, tama-
I'ind, palma-Christi, ipecacuanha, camphor, gum
arabic, balsams, valerian, cinnamon and vanilla.

—

^tnerican Grocer.

SOMF, (jUEET! FOODS.
'Phero is an old proverb to the effect that what

is food to one man is poison to another, and the
pioyerb is wfJl illustrated at the department of
aqriculturo at Washington, hy an odd sort of exhibit
of queer foods eaten by out-of-the-way people.
Among the articles in the exhibit is a loft of bread
made from the leaves of a plant that is allied to
the century plant, as also another kind of bread
from a dough of juniper berries. These are relished
by some kinds of Indians, while others make cakes
out of diflerent kinds of bulbs. The prairie Indians
like a dish of wild turnips, and the “ screw beans ”

which grow on mosquito bushes, are utilized by Indians
for food. Soap berries furnish an agreeable diet
for some tribes.

The Digger Indians in California do not disdain
the seeds of salt grass, and the seeds of gourds
are consumed in the shape of a mush by Indians
in Arizona. The exhibit in question includes a jar
of pulverised crickets, which are eaten in that form
by Indians of Oreg'on. They are roasted, as are
also grasshoppers. These delicacies are cooked in
a pit, being arranged in alternate layers with hot
stones. After being thus prepared they are dried
and ground to powder. They are mixed with pounded
acorns or berries, the flour made in this way being
kneaded into cakes and dried in the sun.

—

L'io Mars.

A RETROSPECT.

We suppose it will be at least an,orthodox, if not
an interesting proceeding, if, in this our first num-
ber, we devote a small space to looking behind us
and trying to recall from out the fast receding years’
a few' facts as to the beginings of the planting in-
dustry in the days when B. C. A., as W'e now know
it, was still a vision of the future.
We need not here go over the story of the dis-

covery of this part of the woild by Livingstone in
1855 and it will he sufficient to note that it was in
1875 that the late Ilenry Henderson fixed on the site
of the Blantyre Mission, a selection showing a judg-
ment and know ledge, which has not since been equalled.
It was one year later before the first mission party
arrived among them Mr. John Buchanan. In 1878
]\Ir. .Jonathan Duncan arrived bringing the now his-
toric coffee-plant and in the same year Messrs. .John
and Fred IMoir established themselves at Mandala.
At the end of three years the maiden crop of the
first coffee-plants was sown and the plants distributed,
part being planted out at Blantyre, part sold to the
A. L. C. and planted at Mandala, and part being
sent to Zomba. The second year’s crop was also
sown and distributed and thus a beginning was
made in coffee-planting.

In 1881 Mr. Buchanan started for himself at
Mlungusi (below the Zomba Mi.ssion site) and put
the question to a practical test as to whether coffee-
planting would be a commercial success. Although
many years, with varying vicissitudes, have passed
since then we do not suppose. Mr. Buchanan would
now materially alter the opinions he then formed
and enunciated in his book “ The Shire Highlands.”
In the light of present day experiences it is inter-
esting to r'eread the verdict passed on the first sample
of coffee from East Central Africa (Zomba district)
placed before a London broker

'

‘‘The following is the report of Messrs. Patry and
Pasteur, coffee-brokers, London ;

—

‘‘ The coffee particularly is remarkable for the
depth and brightness of its colour, which gives to
it a value probably much greater as a fancy coffee
suitable for certain foreign markets, than it would
possess merely from its strength when roasted

; and
it compares favourably, for appearance, with the
products of European plantations in British India.
Ceylon, and Java. It is, however, a rather soft coffee,
and not likely to keep its fine colour very long.

‘‘ Indeed some of the berries are already getting
a little faded, which, if it made further progress,
would soon detract a good deal from its value in its
present state. In all othei’ respects the coffee is as
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well prepared as possible; it is largo, well picked, and
very clean-looking, smooth and oven, and of bright,
deep hlusli-green colour, and worth in this market
about 85s. per cwt. in bond.”
In connection with the preparation of the above

sample, I am, in justice to it, entitled to state, that
I had had no experience whatever in preparing coffee
prior to iny sending away the sample.”
As this is merely an outline we are not able to

go into the details of Mr. Buchanan’s efforts in
sugar planting in which he was ably seconded by
his brother David Buchanan, w'ho Joined him in 1883,
nor to relate how he made a wooden cane crushing
mill and afterwards a wooden waterwheel, but we
note that in 1880 he was able to write as follows:—

“ There are now growing in the Blantyre garden
orange, lemon, fig, pomegranate, peach, loquat, guava,
apricot, nectarine, custard-apple, granadillas, and
several others.

”

From 1885 onward was the period of the Arab war
and Portuguese complications and the records of these
years are chiefly in the archives of the Foreign Office.
In 1887 it was, we think, that Mr. Sharpe came into
the country elephant-hunting, which however had to
bo exchanged for the more serious business of fight-

ing the Arabs, a work in which the late Mr. L. M.
Fotheringham had his full share. In 1888 the fllant^re
Jfitisioii iSuppletiient” was first published and a few
stray notes here and there helj) us to follow the
progress of events. It was in the same year that
the present writer came int® the country. At that
time one could almost count the Europeans engaged
in planting or trade on the fingers of one’s hand
and the chief stations were Blantyre and Mandala,
Chirazulo, Zoniba and Domasi. Mr Robert Buchanan,
who came out in 1885, was at that time in charge
of Zomba.

In 1888 both Messrs. Lindsay and Smirie had been
tometime in the country and Mr. Simpson was on
she low'er river. In March on the same year w'e

read that “ the Brothers I’ettitt are still holding their
own in the country. Mr Pettitt and Mr. Marshall
are on their j'oad to (Juilimane in the course of their
trade ” and in May w e hear of Mr. Steblecki's
arrival.

In December the Supplement reports Mr. Sharrer
as “ being on his way up ” and having brought his
streamer as far as Katunga's filled with his trade
goods and two months later a note is made of the
purchase of the site of his present head-quarters
from Kapeni.
In April 1889 the following paragraph marks the

progress of the Mission agriculture:

—

“The Mission tea bushes are doing extremely
well

;
the gums have seeded, and we have now plants

from them
;
Mocha coffee is sown and springing

oranges are maturing, and there has been a supply
of vegetables for some time past.”
With I'egard to “outsiders” we read:

—

“ Coffee seems to be doing well this year. T’he
Mission patch shows some light berry in one small
part but not so wide spread as last year. The acres
of the Buchanan Bros, in the Michiru valley are
perfect; level symmetry, lovely green and laden
shoots have transformed the rough bush into a fairy

land. The plants are all young and of the same
age, so there is neither lightness in berry, borer in

stem, nor irregularity in the rows.

Mandala coffee, much older and of course more
tried, is doing well.”

In October 1889 our present Commissioner passed

up to the North End (of Nyasa) on his mission of

peace and shortly after the country was declared a

British Brotectorate.

In 1889-90 the late Mr. Robert Cleland was fre-

quently at Mlanje arranging for the opening of his

station' there and we well remember with w’hat en-

thusiasm he spoke of the soil, the forest, the rain-

fall, and the general suitability of the place for coffee.

During one of his visits he made a determined
attempt to reach the highest point of Mlanje but

failed, and he was the first to discover the well

known Mlanje pine.

Mr. Duncan started his present estate at Upper
Mudi early in 1890 and in July of the same year

we read of a great storm of hail passing over

Hlantyre. “ The hail was woi'so than wo have over
seen hei'o befoie. ft lay for days after and the
natives gathered it in basketfuls.

”

111 1891 there are several arrivals. Mr. Bradshaw
)iassed up the river and settled at Mlanje where
Mr. Brown of Ceylon had preceded him. Mr. Brown
opened up for the A. L. C. what is now Mr. Moir’s
Ijauderdale Estate. Mr. Hastings also arrived and
took uji land at Chiradzulo while numerous other
purchases were completed and ratified. Mr. Adamson,
now at Cholo, arrived shortly after Mr. Has-
tings.

The Supplement has a doleful note in April of
that year—“ Coffee is being planted in all direc-
tions Coffee plants have been unable hitherto
to hold out above four or five years. ” The same
note is struck in September 1892, at the time of
Dr. Johnston’s visit, but we notice tliat these views
are contradicted in their issue for June of the
present year where despondent planters are told
to take a “little heartening” seeing that the
pioneer patch of coffee in the Mission garden,'
which is fourteen years old, is “ as flourishing as
ever ”

In August 1891 it records the aim of “ The Buch-
anan Bros.” to reach the number of 1,000,000 coffee
plants that season.

“ This sounds w'ell and is no empty sound, for
even the empty berry foe seems to be succumbing
to treatment, as did the borer and leaf-scale. The
highest price quoted is w'e believe this very Shire
Highland coffee—we want some good name for it

—the quotation being 112s.

“ ilr. Sharrer’s plantation’s arc said to have laid
more ground, than any one else, under culti-
vation.”

But it is time to stop as we are now, so to speak,
on the very borders of the present regime, seeing
that our Commissioner arrived in July 1891 by
the Chinde mouth, and the history of the last four
years must be tolerably familiar to most of us and
if not, is it not written in the recently issued Blue-
book ? to w'hich we refer those desirous of acquiring
the latest information .

—Central African Planter.

Cotton, Coffee, anu Vanii,l.\ Cultuuf. in Tahiti.
—Referring to the cultural industries of Tahiti, the
British Consul states th.at Cotton has alw.iys been
the favourite culture of the native population, but
owing to the extremely low prices that have latterly

ruled, both locally and in Europe, its cultivation

is being gradually abandoned. Tahiti Cotton no
longer pays to produce, and it would be an ex-

cellent thing for the island and for some of its

dependencies if the natives could be induced to

undertake in its place the culture of Coffee, which
grows in the island under the most favourable cir-

cumstances. The quality tias boon declared by
European and American experts in Liverpool and
New York respective! v to equal West Central

American in aroma and in general qu.ality. Coffee

would be the ideal culture for the natives, but so

far only a few of them have been induced to set

out small patches, for the reason that as they only

live for to-day, they cannot as yet be persuaded
to undertake an enterprise from which a return

can only be expected after the first three years.

The one attempt made by any foreigner in this

direction—a small plantation of seven acres, planted
some three years ago—shows conclusive!)'’ that this

enterprise could be made to pay. The annual pro-

duction of Coffee is at present 3 to 4 tons only.

The cultivation .and curing of Vanilla in Tahiti is

being neglected in consequence of the inferior quality

as compared with that ot Mexico, Bourbon, and
Seychelles, and the corresponding low price that it

comniiinds. A hope, however, is current in the

island that the market value may be increased by
the adoption of a more efficient method of curing

the bean than that at present in use. The annual

export of Vanilla is about 15 tons.

—

Gardeners'

Chronicle.
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THE LABOUR QUESTION.

We direct attention to two letters elsewhere
from men of planting experience and long re.si-

dence, writing the one from a Kandy, and the

other an Uva, district. Both de])recate any
a])peal to Government for legislation to render
monthly payments compulsory, and we think
the parent Association will he very slow to

accept a proposal of the kintl until they see

a good deal further into its working and con-

sequences. These “ consequences ” are depicted
by a contemporary after a graver fashion than
is attempted even by the planters themselves,
and we quote the following for the purpose
of asking how far actual experience bears
out the several anticipations of evil results all

round ;

—

If the cooly’s wages are paid into his own hand at
the end of every month, it will be a good thing for
him, but probably his creditors will see very little of
this same pay, and either the debtor must go through
the bankruptcy court and get a clean slate to begin
again with, or else his creditors, including the estate
proprietor, must face the loss of large sums of money
in the shape of bad debts written off. This arrange-
ment would, no doubt, be a splendid thing for the
cangany, who, in spite of what is said about him, is

often a distinct genus from the ordinary cooly, having
inherited the gang that works under him, with his
father’s possessions and liabilities, and being a
somewhat important personage in his way, more in-

telligent and unscrupulous than the cooly-cangany
who has worked all his life in the field and has been
merely promoted by the favour of his master. The
.former receives large sums of money from time to
time, which are spent in other methods than advances
to the humble cooly on the coast, and are often uti-

lized for money-lending purposes and in the purchase
of I'eal estate. If the cangany is to get a release
from these debts, simply because the coolies under
him are unable to bear the burden of their indebted-
ness to the cangany, the latter will undoubtedly score
all round, and we do not see how distinctions are to
be made betw'eon one class of debts and another, or
how the debt which has been rightly incurred is to be
Separated from that for which the debt r is not really
responsible, and which he has never benelitted by in
the slightest degree.

Now, while the writer of the pamphlet only
makes mention of one friend wlio ha.s for a
con.siderable time practised “ monthly payments”
with theHitmost satisfactioji, there must .surely lie

several other planters thronjjhont the planting
districts, who have had experience of the system.
At the time when Sir Arthur Gordon wisiied
very much to legislate in this direction, lie liad

—it we remember rightly—a leading Dimbula
planter and a well-known group of estates in

^latale to refer to, in support of the case for

“monthly payments.” Now, in a matter of

this kina, a singly fact is worth a bushel of

theories. Will the gentlemen who have
actually carried on “monthly payments” for

it may be half-a-doren years, tell ub exactly
their experience. How have their Canganiesgot
on about the old debts ; how about security for

Coast advances ; liow' about hereditary claims ?

We do not say that even if the answers should
1)C satisfactory, the time is rii»e for compulsory
legislation. The case is one to which Festma
Icntc pre-eminently applies. But if we have all

the advantages, as realised in actual practice,
related to us by those who arc making monthly
payments, and perhaps the drawliacks noted by
observing neighbours who have watched the work-
ing of the new .system, we are far more likely to
arrive at safe conclusions than if we go merely
speculating about consequences, without taking
tt(Ko of actual eaporieucc.
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THE ELK HILL COFFEE ESTATES
COMPANY.

The Elk Hill Coffee Estates and Land Explora-
tion Company, Ld., of which we published the
prospectus a few days ago. is a company formed
with a capital of £100,000 in shares of £1 each
to take over as a going concern the coffee estates
and business of Mr. James Chisholm, a well-known
and successful coffee planter in Mysore. The
pro.spectus states that the books of the firm cover-
ing a period of ten years have been submitted to
a prominent firm of chartered accountants in
Loudon, and the result of their examination shows
an annual average profit of £7,70.3. On the Boanl
of the Company are two late Commissioners, Colonel
Henderson, C.S.I., and General Cole, who are well
acquainted with the district and have visited it

in their official capacity. The profits of the
concern on the basis of ten years’ working would
be equal to the payment of 6 per cent, interest

on the intended issue of £32,000 of cumulative
preference share, and 10 per cent, on £.30,000 of

ordinary shares. The Indian Agents of the Com-
pany are the firm of Messrs. Pierce, Leslie and
Co., well-known in Southern India, and the vendor
and his friends take payment of a large portion

of the purchase money in ordinary shares. The
prospectus provides for the way in which intend-
ing subscribers in India should apply. The bulk
of tlie Indian tea companies’ capital on the Bengal
side has been subscribed in England, and tnis

seem to be an effort to apply the same principle

to coffee, giving Indian subscribers an opportunity
of investments akso.—Times of India.

BENGAL CINCHONA PLANTATIONS.
Dr. King’s report on the Bengal Cinchona

plantations for the past year is, as usually, a
most satisfactory record. The scope of operations
was much extended owing to the purchase of the
Lebong plantation from the Bhutan Cinchona
Association, from which 203,000 trees (all quinine
yielders) were cut down. Altogether 295,500
trees were uprooted for their bark, in addi*
tion to those from the Lebong plantation ; the
greater number of which were, however, feeble
plants. The year’s cropping reduced the number
of trees to 3,277,000, out as there are still

650,000 trees growing on the Lebong property,
the total number of living trees belonging
to the Bengal Government at the end of the
official year was 3,927,501 in permanent planta-
tions and 20,000 in nursery beds. It is satisfac-
tory to note that the demand for quinine, owing
to the success of the pice-packet system, has
increased. It is therefore intended, in view of a
further Increase in the demand, to plant out during
each year an area in excess of that uprooted
during the previous one. The year’s crop yielded
over 500,000 pounds of bark, the bulk of

which was of the quinine-producing kind. The
whole cro]i, with the exception of about 2,(XX)

pounds sold independently, was made over to
tlie Government Cinchona Factory. There was
a sliht falling off' in the issue of cinchona febri-

fuge as compared with 1893-94, due mostly to
a decrease in indents from- the Government
Medical Depots at Calcutta and Mian Meer.
Considering the low rate to which the price of
-quinine has fallen during recent years, and the
still lower level to which the prices of cinchoni-
dine and cinchonine have been reduced, says Dr.
King, a dimunition in the demand for cinchona
febrifuge was inevitable. The diminution has,

been uiDre gradual than was anticipated.
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and the fact that during the past year the cash
sales were reduced by only 37 pounds, Dr. King
regards as a most satislaclory evidence of liie

public belief in the ellicacy of this drug as acurt £ >r

tever. He notes that both cinchonuiine and cui-

chonine have during the past year been pressed
on Indian buyers a^, very low rates by European
quinine makers who, obliged by the tests oi the
phannacoporia, to rcinove these aikaloiils from their

quinine, can tind no market for them in Europe,
'the e.xpeiiditure on the plantalioms and factory
during tlie year amounted to U1,23,S05, including
tlie instalment of K5U,UU0 paid towards the pur-

chase of the l.ebong pdintaiion. The net result

of the year's working was a surplus of U7,7U5,
which, however, can hardly be regarded in the

light of a protit, as the plantation from which
a certain number of trees has been taken has

not been increased by a corresponding number.
Dr. King pays a high tribute of praise to the

work done by Mr. J. A. Gammie who was in

e.xecuiive chaige of both the plantation and the

factory. Messrs. Pantling, Parkes and Hartless,

the three assistants, are also favourably mentioned
—Indian Daily Hews.

TEA REPORT FROM NATAL.

Mr. G. W. Drummond, Kearsney Estates, wTites

us : —It scorns likely that the new tea season will

commence about the 23rd inst. The tremendously
long drought we have had has, of course, had its

effect on the backwardness of the young shoots. Our
estimate for the Stranger district is 830,000 lb., out

of which we hope to make at this factory 540,000 lb.

and the total crop of the colony should be about 950,000

lb. If we get the favourable weather we got last year
the estimate will be reached without a doubt, and
probably exceeded. I have found that many people,

most people in fact, who make Natal tea, give i’ ex-

actly the same time to infuse as Indian or Ceylon
tea. This is a mistake. Many a cup of Natal tea

is spoilt by this mistake. Natal tea should be allowed

to stand in fresh water, first boil, for fully three

minutes longer than Indian tea, and two minutes
longer than Ceylon tea. It is a tea that can be drunk
by Itself (pure)—no mixing—and has not the astiin-

gency of Indian tea, nor does it contain the same
amount of tannic acid, which last is not wanted, and
should not be allowed to find its way into the cup.

Indian tea, 5 minutes; Ceylon, 6 minutes; Natal,

8 minutes .—Natal Mercury, Sept. 27.

TALIPOT PALM.

Tliero is a fine talipot palm in ilower above

Mirigania on the right side of lino from Colombo
coming up.— C'or.

THE RUANWELLE TEA CO., LTD.

Application has been made by Messrs. F. J.

and R. F. de Saram, Proctors, for the incor-

poration of the above Company with a nominal

capital of R750,000 divided into 7,500 shares of

RlOO each. The subscribers to the Memoran-
dum and Articles of Association arc Messrs. A.

Melville White, T. J. Anderson, G. W. Carlyon,

C, E. H. Symons, G. H. Alston, C. J. Donald,

and C. A. Leechman ;
the first Directors being

Messrs. A. Melville Waite, Eric S. Anderson

and G. W. Carlyon, and the Agents and Secre-

taries, Messrs. AvTiittall & Co.

PiETUUN FROM Tea.—With reference to an

advertisement of Kituliraha estate in Maskeliya,

it is remarked to us that “a return of U3,00tt

a year oil' 40 acres tea is not bad, seeing the leaf

is sold.” Very good we should say.

ELECTRlCxVL DEVELOPMENTS.

The new “Non-polarising Electric Battery" :

—

otlierwise, “the new Voltaic Battery" are names
which do not convey much to the minds of the

ordinary reader not familiar with the details of

up-to-date electrical science, with its hariiarous

nomenclature of “ Volts, W ebers, Ohms, Ampireo,”
Ovc. But when told what wonc the new battery will

do, at wliat cost, and in liuw convenient a manner,
—provided tliese shew a great advance—all

can understand tliat aiiotlier great discovery has

been made, all'ording “ Liglit” anti even “ Power”
from a cheap and simple source. In writing on
the possible achievements of science, a short while
ago, we ventured to say that a time would come
when all the potentialities contained in a small
lump ol coal wouhl bo made available in

some new form of battery. W'ell, recent dis-

coveries, apparently, go verj near to the realiza-

ation of our pruguosticat oiis. If we could accept
all that is men cloned in the paper before us,

the new battery for ligimug purposes, seems to

afford facilities unobtainable hitherto. For a sum
of about £5(J—we are informed— an installation

can be bad for any factory or residence,

wliiiih will run for 200 consecutive hours,
against a hitherto po.ssihlc ma.\iimim of 10

hours by any other battery doing the same
work, at the same cost. No engines, dy-
namos, or accumulators are required— only a
lloor .space of 4 ft. by 21 inches and 3 ft. in

height. As a motor, it is stated tliat it will

not be found to be pf much use until it can
be made to develope more poAver.

Unfortunately, at the same time, Ave are
told independently by a Colombo householder,
for Avliom a friend at home has been in-

teresting himself in this “ Non-Polarising Battery ”

that it lias by no means been fully and practi-

Ctilly developed yet. He has been Avatching
it since February last, but so far Avithout being
able to recommend it.—.Still another circular placed
before us has reference to the “ Boron Carbon
Battery” mentioned in the Chemical ATiw Avliich

says
“ The conclusion of the all-too-brief description

states that the new cells are unrivalled as a lighting
agent Itr lamps and give off no fumes, whilst oue
usually suluces to drive a motor, and throe for the
entire electro-chemical work of a large laboratory.’’

Verily, in the variety of candidates for further
favour, there is a difiiculty of choice. Wc must
just alloAv the rivals to eheiv Avliat they can do
in the old country before trying them out here.
But AA'C arc doubtless on the threshold of further
discoA'crics Avhicn Avill afford us cheaper and
greater “poAver” as A\ ell as more brilliant “light,”
and by the same safe, easy and inexpensive
means.

Since Avritiug the above, there come.s from
a correspondent, the latest story in lighting ;

—

“ The Municipal Council of Paris has lately invited
the Administration to study the practical means of
ligating with -Acetylene.’ A mixture of 4 oz. of
marble lime and 2J oz. of coal of sugar submitted
during 20 minutes to a heat of 3,.500 to 4,000® celtius,

gives 4 oz, of black .crystals of ‘ carbm-e of Calcium.'
Put in contact with Avater this decomposes immedi-
ately in giving gas bubbles, tue ‘acetylene,’ winch
has a lighting power twch-e times greater than gas.
2 kilos. 85 of carbure of calcium in 40 kilos, of Avater
produce one cubic metro of ajctylene. A miinufac-
tiuer of aluminium of spray (North Carolina IJ.S.A.)

is said to produce the carbure of calcium at £3 per
tou of 908 kilos. At that i-irice, taking into account its

greater lighting pOAver, acetylene will bo ten 1*3

twelA’o times cheaper tjjai} ordinary gas, One may
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foresee that lamps will bo made in the recipient

of which, in place of oil, a lump of acetylene will

bo placed in the water; this would bo the downfall
of kerosene and gas, as well as of electric light ?”

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF ExUILY DAYS
IN CEYLON.

[IIY MU. 1!. t:. LEWIS—A PIONEEU PLANTEIl IN
THE EARLY “ EORTIES ” AND AFTERWARDS
COLOMBO MERCHANT.]

The writer's recollections commence in

THE YEAH, 1841,

when Sir Colin Campbell was Governor of Ceylon. It

was then ceasing to be merely a military depen-
dency of the British Crown, but was becoming a Colony,

while Mercantile and Planting enterprise were be-

ginning to develop. It is not intended to give a

History of the e enterprises, but something m ly be
said us to the ci.usoe tor ihis change. In a tvord,

it W'as tin- ahoiiuoii cf differential duties on colfce,

which had been impo-ed on the produce of Foreign
Countries and even on thr.t of oer own posseeoions

in ia', or of the Vv e.-l Iiiuies.

In these days, wh >n few middle-class families have
not some fi-ienct or relation connected with the Island,

it may sound strau:-e, that Ceylon in the Forties”

was very often confounded with Sierra Leone, and
intending voyagers v.ere sympathised with as going out

to one of the most unhealthy countries in the world.

As early as 1837—perhaps earlier—some few plant-

ations had been comm.enced
;
the Governor Sir Edward

Barnes had himself opened land near Peradeniya,
rendered possible by the opening of the road to

Kandy under his energetic rule.

PLANTINO
was very experimental in those days, and much
capital was wasted, by planting in unsuitable situ-

ations. The great rush for land however began in

1841 and land was then readily sold by the Govern-
ment at 5s an acre, as a reference to the Government
Gazette for that year will show. Unhappily much
land was bought and planting commenced by Civil

Servants and Military men and much disaster fol-

lowed leading to regulations which have lately been
revised prohiDiting such investments. Experience in

cultivation and linance had to be acquired, wanting
which many proprietors were ruined and bv the year

1847 few estates remained in the bands of the original

owners.- Experience at last came,—nob a little assisted

by tiie local press, t 'lvough which every improvement
became common jroperty, producing valuable dis-

cussion. Vv - ve alter wave of aitevnate prosperity

and depression have characterised the Enteipuse up
to the time when Ceffee bad to give place to '..of..

In those narlr davi fne

> OCtETV

outside the Civil rnd Military ofnceis was very

limited. A lew merebants had officers in the Fort

where their af-sistants mostiy liveu to protect ihe

hard cash in the sti tng loom
;
no Bank having been

established until 1841, when the “Bank of Leylou
was opened. Theie was no decent hotel in those

times ;
the Colombo Besthouse would now be a disgrace

to an outstation
;
but there was much hospitality to

strangers, and Captioins of ships were always enter-

tained by the merchants, to whom their vessels were
consigned. Admission to the use of the Library

with the privilege of attending the dances everj

fortnight, was by ballot. There were then two Regi-

ments of Royal Troops besides the Ceylon Rifles,

Artillery and Gun Lascars. Not long before there

had been

FOUR REGIMENTS,

stationed in the isiand. With the influx of new
people, houses and furniture were wanted and except

old Dutch furniture ;n the houses of Burghers,—often

very handsome and made of valuable woods,— there

was little to be had, except a few articles manufac-
tured outside and brought in for sale on pingoes chiefly,
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It was not ail uncommon thing for somebody to say
to another about to leave the island :

—“ I am sorry
you aro going away,

HAVE YOU ANY FURNITURE TO SELL ?
”

Not only furniture but geutlemcL’s and ladies’ cloth-
ing articles were difficult to obtain, be.oud plain
things winch could bo made by local tailors
and needlewomen. The Wiiter not knowing what
head covering might be worn, brought out with
him a silk hat costing fis 8d which was ad-
mired by all beholders : many were the enquiries
“Where did you get your hat?” At that time
tho Colonial Secret .ry was wearing a heaver, the
color of a fox's brush. Soon after, things changed
by a curious circumstance. A new Chief Justice
came out and in his train a Scotch gentleman, who
practised as a notary afterwards and later on as a
magistrate at an outstation. His wife, with an eye
to the main chanco, brought with her an invoice of
ladyies’ goods which were sold off at once. This lady
saw at a glance tho nakedness of the land and having
a brother in the drapery trade, communicated her
views to him. which resulted in the estphiishuumt of

n't
L STi'-iU'

of high characin ai.d whi li oeieli’sted its jubilee
only is-ieij . Retail busiuess by Euiopeans has since
progres. ed largely in all its braiicheu. One 01 tho
most pressing wants at that time was

ROADS IN THE INTERIOR.
The Kandy, the Kuruegalle, theGalie, the Qampola,
the Negombo, the Putlam and the Matale roads alone
existed. Estates which did not adjoin these roads
were reached at best by bridlepaths, but most often
by a mere track through jungle over rock and river
which caused those clever and sure-footed Pegu
ponies to be in great request,—rice and stores reach-
ing the estates by coolies and tavelam bullocks. The
facilities for locomotion now enjoyed independently
of railways, are chiefly due to the late Major Skinner
and his able assistant Capt. Evatt and his subordi-
nates. There were then mail coaches (so-called) on
the Kandy and Galle roads which started daily at
morning gun-fire. Our merchants were few

;

the business of coffee curing and shipping had
not then come into existence

; nor had the
trade in piece goods and European articles
been developed by the circulation of money on
the plantations. A merchant leaving for Europe
would be always accompanied to the Wharf by hU
brother merchants. Intercourse with Europeans was
then almost entirely by

SAILING SHIPS
;

merchandise and produce coming and going in the
same way. Mr. 'Wm. Tindall of London and Scar-
bo lough was the owner of nearly all the vessels
which traded with Ceylon

;
their Commanders being

well-known men well received everywhere. Any
one who wished to use the OverLaucl” llouto orga-
uLc'd by "VyasihorH, wouid go up to Bombay by our
iiitle m lii-'teaiuei, “Seauc tii' going on by Indian
Navy siei'incr to Sv- ’A, s - .i -i'.OHce iu a verv rough
way across tijederot'. toOoiio and to .'i.lfxanc.ria and
onvvarus. O.ir (./verla'id Maris came in aiid went
out once a mouth. D -.img the moasooa liiev were
brought down by Dak trom Bombay. I,, the 'No:th-
East monsoon they came by the Colonial steamer
“ Seaforth” from Bombay. The arrival of the

ENGLISH MAIL
was a very exciting thing; for it happened mostly,
that the outward mail had to be despatched in a
matter of hours after. Perhaps there is no European
now living in Cej'lon who remembers the arrival of
the mail announcing the birth of H. R. H. the
Piince of Wales and the Breach promotion in 1841. On
that occasion after the steamer was signalled. Civilians
Military and Rerc.intile men were at the Wharf
awaiting the Captain of the steamer to land.
When he came, he announced to the recipients
themselves their new hooouis. That gentleman after
a prosperous career as a merchant in Colombo is
now at a good old age, living near Loudon. The
passage of the mail was then about a month—pos-
sibly more—for when Capt. Ingledew the Pioneer of
the P. (fe 0. Company, brought letters to Galle in tb«
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btoamer “India” in 30 days,it was considered a great feat.

Since that time the large and powerful steamers of

the P. & 0. and British India Company, besides

many other modern lines, with the opening of the

Suez Canal, have reduced the time occupied in

transit and expenses of travelling to about half of

what they were up to as late as 1871. Postal

facilities of all kinds now exist which were undreamed
of in the 40’s 50’s and GO’s. The early planters had
among other difficulties, that of

FETCHINO THEIR MONEV
in hard cash up to the estates which generally required

a personal visit every month to Kandy. The provision

of this money was by Government uotes cashed at the

Kandy Kachcheri. Considering the temptation to

highway robbery and the facilities for it in ;onoly

corners, it speaks well for the natives, that the number

of these crimes might have been counted on ine

fingers of one hand. A greater trial to the planter

was
THE LABOUR QUESTION

especially for clearing jungles for which Sinhalese

villagers are specially adapted ;
those were not the

days of contractors for felling and burning, and 4he im-

migration of Tamils for all the after operations had

not been systematised.

.\MUSEMENTS

were few. Governor's Balls, Kace Balls and dinner

parties in Colombo were about all. In the Planting

districts perhaps the monthly visit to Kandy where

the pioneer enjoyed himself very much like Jack

ashore, was a beneficial change which the circum-

stances of his life required. It might then have been

said,
, , , . , „

“The sound of the church-going bell

These valleys ami rocks never heard.

There were Chaplaincies in Colombo, Kandy, Galle

and Trincomalie ;
Missionaries both Church, Presby-

terians and Non-Conformists nt several stations with

Churches and Cliapcls in Colombo and Kandy

,

but the privileges of public worship which

dwellers in the jungle now enjoy, though those might

1)0 improved and extended, did not exist. The

most important improvement, and cause of the great

contrast between the present and the earlier times

has been .the introduction of

RAILWAYS.

The facile communication between the Plains and

the Hills is a boon to the health of Europeans, whilst

its is an enormous advantage to the Planting Interest,

on the prosperity of which, as seen by its ups and

downs in sixty years, the well-being of the island

depends.

JAPANESE CIVILISATION.

Bathino. Cleanliness is one of the few original

items of Japanese civilisation. Almost nil other

.Japanese institutions have their root in China, but

not tubs. Their hot baths—for they almost all bathe

in verv hot water of about 110° Fahrenheit—also help

to keen them warm in winter. For though moderately

hot water gives a chilly reaction, this is not the case

when the water is extremely hot, neither is there

then any fear of catching cold. There are some eight

hundred public baths in the city of Tokyo. 111 which

it is calculated that three hundred thousand persons

bathe daily, at a cost of 1 sen 3 iin (about a halfpenny

Vnirliflh money) per head. A reduction of 3 rin is

mafe ^irchildrem ^In addition to this, every respect-

able private house has its own bath-room.

HOW TEA IB PRXJNK IN JAPAN.

The tea drunk in respectable Japanese >^o}|«eholds

generally costs about 25 cents a pound, while from

yo cents to «1 will be paid for a better quality, fat to

set before an honoured guest. The most expensive

Uiitea costs $0 per pound. At the opposite end of

the scale stands tho so-called ftoacAa, the tea of the

lower classes, 5 cents a pound made out of chopped

lorves, stalks, and bits of wood taken from the trim-

Ss of the tea-plant; for this beverage is tea. after

3l Stlo R3 ita flavour haa in common with that of

Bohea or of Uji. Other tea-like infusions sometimes
to be met with are Kosen, made by pouring hot water
on a mixture of various fragrant substances, such as
orange-pool, the seeds of the xanthoxylon, etc; S'llcura-

Ifu, an infusion of salted cherry-blossoms
;
JIugi-i/u,

an infusion of parched barley
;

Mame-c.ha, a similar
preparat on of beans. Fuhi-Ja, or “ luck tea,” is made
of salted plums, sea-weed, and xanthoxylon seeds, and
i? pariakeu of in every Japanese household 011 the last

niglit of the year. Japanese tea, uidike Chinese,
must not be made with h.-iling water, or it will give

an intolerably bitter decoction
;
and the finer the

quulit) ot tho tea, the loss hot must Le the water
employed. The-Japam se tea equip.ige actually includes
a small open jug called the “water-cooler ”{yu-:;amashi),

to which the hot water is, if necessary, transferred
before being poured on the tea-leaves. Even so,

the I'lr.-'t brew is often thrown away as too bitter to
drink. The consequence of this is that Japanese
Beivauts, when they first come to an English nouso,
always have to be taught how to treat our Chinese
or Indian tea, and generally begin by giving practical
proof of their incredulity on the subject of the in-

dispensable virtue of boiling water.

—

li. II. Chamberlain.

THE OPENING UP OF NORTH
TRAVANCORE.

Interesting experiences or mr. eenzie.—Mr. Geo.
Benzie, the well-known siuveyor, gave ns some in-
teresting information yesterday on the subject of
the big work he is now carrying on in Travaucore.
with u! r. Chas. Gordon, in connection with the cart-
road to be made through the western side of the
Sylhet Tea Company's new’ propertv’, to provide an
outlet for it in the direction of Cochin. Tho new
road will only go to the boundai’y of the Sylhet Com-
pany’s land, and between that point and the present
termination of the Cochin road there is an interval
through which it is hoped the Travaucore Go-
vernment will eventually make a road, eo as to
establish complete communication. In tho mean-
while the SylUet Company are pushing on with their
I'oad at ail speed, tho contract being in the hands
of Ml'. Benzie, assisted by Mr. Gordon.

Talking about his recent trip to Travaucore, Mr.
Benzie said :—“ I was over there for six weeks this
time, and, when I left, the first eight miles of road-
way wore completed, and the work was going on
under the supervision of Mr. Gordon. How long the
road will ultimately be I cannot say, but I should
think to the boundary of the Sylhet Companj’’s land it

must be from 30 to 35 miles. 1 spent the bulk of
my time this last visit in exploring the country and
looking for ways and means of cutting the road, for
that part is nearly all jungle. It is a very wild country
to have to travel through, and, in parts where I went,
natives even had never been. The natives of this parti-

cular part of Travaucore are a nomadic class. They
put up grass huts and stay in them for a time,
cultivating kwakkan, like our natives do here, one
year, but the following year they may be 40 or 50
miles away. They are called Mathuvars, or back-
carriers—that is to SHV, they carry everything on
their backs. They are splendid jungle men and
handle ]their jniigle—knives well, and they work will-

ingly enough, but unfortunately their uum jers are
few. They are Tamils, i>f course, but as compared
with the Tamil coolies you see in Ceylon they are
a civilised race. They are much (he same as tho
coolies in regard to build and physicnl appe,. ranee,

but their manner is more independent ;
tiioy don’t

come up to you in the cringing way that a Tamil
cooly (Joes, and they are a heap pluckier tiian the
coolies.

The Home or the Elephant.—“ The whole place
swarms with elephants. On the Cardamom Hills,

which belong to the liajah of Travaucore, ami which
abut on the Sylhet lands, it is estimated that 'here

are fully 6,000 elephants, and you cinnof leave a
house or a tent of a night without a watchman and
big fires without running a very great risk of its

disappearing before the morning.
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Camping Out.— •* Yes, I ciuup out the whole time
Bometimes sleeping in the open and sonibtimes under
cover of a tent. The elevation is about 5,000 feet,

aUd in February and March it freezes there of a
morning, but at other times it is much drier

than similar elevations in Ceylon, and it is not
nearly so hot during the day as in Ceylon. And it

is grand soil
;
very fine indeed. The very patana

land even is better soil than a lot of the forest-land

in Ceylon. On the Cardamom hills, as you know,
cardamoms are indigenous

;
they are not cultivated

in any way. The part of the S> Ihet lands W’here I

am working, as I have told you, is mostly jungle.

You ask if it is not risky for the Company to make
this road before getting a definite answer from the
Travancore Government that will continue it. Other
people have asked me the same question, and my re-

ply nas always been that the road is necessary lor

the development of that side of the Sylhet lands.

Whether it be continued or not the road must be
made. It is through the finest part of the Sylhet land.”
A New S.'.nitahium.—“ The part of Travancore

where I am working is in the same range as, and
probably within 15 miles of, Kodi Kanal, which is

said to possess the finest climate in India, and
whieh has been fixed on now as the site for the chief

Observatory in India. It is already largely used as
a sanitarium, and there are many boarding houses
there, the people who visit the place coming chiefly

from Madura, Trichinopoly, and Madras, and they
prefer it to Ooty. One gets there every English
comfort, and plenty of pastiuje, such as good tennis,

billiards, shooting Ax. I could recommend it to

Ceylon folk requiring a hill-change, the bugbear for

Ceylon people being, however, the steamer trip

between here and Tuticorin. Still, once at Tuti-
corin, one can get to it pretty easily and cheaply.
One has to go by railway from Tuticorin and
from the point where you leave the railway there is

a journey of over 30 miles of cart-road, and then
one of eight miles in saddle or in chairs. Steamer
fare from Ceylon to Tuticorin is 1121; railway fare

from Tuti to the nearest station (120 miles) is R9

;

cost of conveyance over rest of the country III;

total R34 for the single journey, and (of course)
less for the return trip. You can leave Tuticorin at

2 o’clock today and arrive at Kodi Kanal in time for

breakfast tomorrow morning. I don’t suppose the
Nuwara Eliya people will thank me for saying all

this, but it readly is a very delightful sanitarium.

I am off on Monday or Tuesday again for Travan-
core, and I shall be away there several months st

all events.”

^
“LADY BIRDS” IN CALIFORNIA.

UKATH OF THE EN’TOMOLOGIST WHO
INTRODUCED THEM.

Professor Cliarles Valentine Riley, whose death
resulted from a fractured skull caused by a fall

from a bicycle, w.as the leading agricultural en-

tomologist of tlie United States. Born at Walton-
on-Thanies in 1843, he passed his early years
there and at Chelsea. He tvas educated in France
and Germany, where he acquired not only a
knowledge of the languages, but became very
skilled in the use of tlie pencil, an accoin-

plishnient tliat proved of great use to

nini as his love of entomology developed itself.

In I860 lie crossed the Atl.antic and settled on
a farm in Illinois, where he devoted himself to

agriculture and natural history pursuits. In

1864 he took part in the civil war in the ranks
of an Illinois regiment of V’olunteers. Four years
later he was apjiointed State Entomologist of

Missouri, and during his tenure of olRce he
prepared a remarkable seiies of illustrated mono-
graphs. In 1877 he hecaiim the leader of a com-
mi.ssion appointed to inquire into the ravages of

the Rocky Mountain locust, and in the following
year the_otlice of Government Entomologist of the

Lnited St.'ites was conferred upon him, a post
from whicii no retired only a year ago. He
^ihhshed a large numher of memoirs upon the
Hessian ny, ariiiy worm, cotton worm, chincli

phyllo.xera, and other insect pests. One of
Ills most brilliant e.xploits was the suppre.s.sion
of a scale insect which threatened to destrov
tlie orange groves of California

; tliis he did by
introducing and acclimatizing from Australia an
insect allied to the Engli.sli ladybird—which
preyed upon the .sea c insect. Wliilsi at Washing-
ton lie organized the Entomological Mmseuni and
Stcllt'GCl tll6 pdlOCilOtil I'iXSCct Llfc^ HOW ij)
seventh year. He lectured at different, times at
various IJniver.-^ities and college.s, and in 1889
the entire charge of tlie agricultural .section of
the United States display at the Paris Exhibi-
tion was intrn.sted to him. He had already
received a gold niedal from tlie French Govern-
ment in recognition of his researclies into the
life history of phylloxera, and in 1889 the cross
of tlie l.egioii of Honour was bestowed upon him.
He was a frequent visitor to his native land
and was liere as recently as last year, when lie
attended the Oxford meeting of the British As-
sociation.

THE NEW DIMBULA COMPANY,
LIMITED.

REPORT, .SEASON 1894-95.

In presenting their renth Annu.al Report the Dir
ectors are enabled to recommend the payment in full
of all arrears of dividend on the “B” shares and
at the same time to commence payment of dividenH
on the “C” shares, which hitherto have not participa

Company. The estimated yield
of Tea for the past year has been exceeded but
prices have been lower than in the preceding 'yearThe estiue is reported in good order; consider-
able additions have been made to the factory ac-commodation m the past year, and larger additionshave been sanctioned for the present year to meet
the increasing yield from the larger acreage now in
bearing, and to provide as far as possible for the
efficient treatment of the Tea. The full area of
cultivated land (2,193 acres) will come into bearineduring the present year. ®

The accounts now presented show a surplus of £16 2"0
3s. after writing off the balance of Tea Extension Ac.
count, viz., £69 8s Id. and the balance £1,750 16s lid
of the “Factory and Machinery Account ” The Dir
ectors propose a dividend of 8 per cent, per annum on“A” shares for the year ended 30tti June lash
4 per cent, of which was paid in Blarch. The Direc
tors also propose the payment in full of all arrears
of dividend on the “ B” shares amounting to 8 per
cent, 4 percent, of whieh was paid in March list,

fu
payment of G per cent, on

Directors further propose an
additional dividend of 2 per cent, on all sbaixs andthe placing of £3.0.90 to a Reserve Fund

’ ^

The Directors h vemuch pleasure in recording their
appreciation of tiie Oeneral Management in Cevlouand feel tnat special credit is due to the ResidentManager.—By order of the Board, A. Cbabbe,

Secretary.

FOR THE•l.AP.'VNESE AND CHINESE
STRAITS.

The well known politician, Mr. Oi Keutaro. isnow staying at Singapore, where he is believed tobe engaged in business. In a recent letter to atriend at home, he speaks with admiration of the
influence exercised by the Chinese population there,and ot the general trustworthiness of Chinese mer-
chants. Another surprise to him has been that the
.summer is nioro endurable at Singapofe than ijj
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Tokyo, aud a third cause of astouishtiient is the
cheapness of house rent. lie suggests that it might
bo prOtitablo to orgaiiizc a society for the emigra-
tion of carpenters, plasterers, aud other artizaiis
from Japan.

o-

TEA l’ROS?i:CTS IN IISDIA.

A Correspt>mleiit writes to the Enf/fixhruaii :

—

“ My iuivice.s from the tea-iiroi’.ucing districis .are

anything but (dieerfnl. There i.s now a com-
pl.aint of want of rain, anil the night.s are too
colli. The consequence is that the prospects for

October (generally a favourable montli) are very
poor, ami all circumstance.s point to an early,

and I .should say, for producers, a disastrous

close to the season. The point I wish to dwell

on forcibly is that the total croj) of tea for i80b

will of a certainty^ be much less than tiiat anti-

cipated by the Indian Tea Association. Tliis is

no alarmist’s prediction. 1 liave no ulterior reason

to induco my writing on so important a subjimt,

and I give you uy nan.e as a guarantee o! good

i'aitb. I aui a larec proiiucer ,n\.se!i, aud my
only Impe is i1m.i tivCLcr piices \A11 eonq e.isaio

in some degivc for a short crop.
’

THE PUEI’AR.VTI OF CAMl HGR
In auswer to liir o iqaiiy on our hchaif, Mr.

U. Purler has ro'-eiced tlie following .second repiy

from friends in China :— i

Your enquiry about tiie manufacture of Camphor,
I was totally unable to answer till the other day,

when I met' a very good fellow from P’orinosa. I

give his information, iu case it may bo of use. The
Camphor troos grow in the hills, none on the plains.

They are more abnucbuit in the noithern porCon of

Formosa. Some of the tree-s are very largo, 5 to li

feet in girth, and proportionately tall. Tlie larger

trees give a be' ter yield of Camphor. The Camphor
is obtained as follows :—The roots of the trees are

exposed, and with a kind of axe pieces abnit the

size of a man's hand ^Bometimes twice that size) are

cut from the external layers of the root. Some of

the pieces may be an inch thick, some half an iiicli,

all include bark, aud a thin slice of the woody mat-

ter. The pieces of Camphor root are put into a

large, somewhat shallow iron pot. The pot is covered

wit'll a jar. a little w.aler is put along with the wool.

Fire is apuHed, and Hie c mphor distils, being caught

on the sid'es of the jui. 'IhJ w.wkm-.n li-.'o in r .mps,

and for e.ich set of camp., there ia a centre 1 .stove.

TiiO inauagcment of fh.’ m uiufacturc is all in t!m

hands of f iCigners. ij'crnierly rho iJandarius tried

to inauiige it, nr. 1 s/.' caiiiphor to the foreign-

ers. but n pbui >11.^ not succeed. The number of

treo^ is very they are not planted, but

purely s.df-.m.vn. Tuo i.cm already sliced, generally,

hut not always, die.”

TEA FOK TIBET.

Mr. A. do Rosthorn’s pamphlet on the Tea
Cultivation in Western Ssuch'uan and tlie Tea
Trade with Tibet via i: chieulu is very interesting

and instructive, aud iu the compass of 41 pa es

gives much practical and valuable information about

the Tea trade between China and Tibet. The in-

formation has been acquired by Mr. de Eosthorn

partly I'V personal ooserv.ition and enquiry and

part y from official records. Mr. de Rosthorn shews,

Ui a some of us - knew already, that of the so-called

Tea 0Xpoi‘teJ from Ciiin.t via Tachienln into Tiiiot,

a la’re^ proportion — .tbout 65 per cent — is not tea

but the leaves of wild trees, “brushwood.” He give.s

an acoiuiit of the maiiufacturo of this “tea, tells

us how much i.s exposed, gives the revenue derived

from it the cost when laid down in Tibet, and other

parucuiars intere.stiiig to the Indian te.x grower.

Wo have also a very suggestive reference to tiie

political question which may be ii^olved in the

Freatment of the Tea trade with Tidet by the

Cbin«se GoveranaonG— Oriental List,

TEA BULKING ON ESTATES.

As is well-known, it has for years past been the
practice to bulk Indian and Ceylon teas at the gar-
dens before they are despatched to the markets, or
to bu'-k them in London if it has not been done
at the gardens. This has been -lone to eecure
regular aud uniform quality. Serious complaints
have reached u.s, however, that some importers
are neglecting this practice. They are bringing
teas on to the English market which arc not bulked,
and are taking the risk of being detected. When
tho irregular cliaiactcr of the tea iu the cliests is

discovei-eu, and a claim is made, it is quietly allowed,
aud the matter treated as accidental. If the non-
bulking is not detected, then the cost of the process
is saved and goes into the pockets of the importer
The omission, however, if persisted in, must lower
the confidence in Indian and Ceylon teas—a confi-
dence which has naturally tended to enhance their
liopulanty, and has contributed to the growth m
consumption which has been such a marked
feature of the tea trade for some years past Suoii a
policy, moreover, is dangerous. T1 e greed of tim
China lien, v\hicli led to tlie (inter: on: ti u of Ch;i e-.c

tea, i”.l the consequent f.illing oil iu the dei.caiid,

ought to oe remembered oy n.li but t ic most in .ilfcr-

ent or careless among the importers. Tnere is little

doubt tuut similar cGuuuct on tho pet of those inter-

ested in Indian aud Ceylon imports will lead o a
like result. Occc’otth? confilence ol the trade and
the public be shake;', it will not be easily roin.'itated,

and tno contiuu.uice ot these nou-bcilkiiig tricks wiil

do an amou'ut of damage to the trade which cannot
be readily estimated. At present the evil has not
grown strong, but, unless checked, and that speedily,
disaster is not far off. We hope the London
Wliolosalc Tea-dealers’ Association, which has ren-
dered .such practical service in the past, will take this

matter up, and use its great influence to put a stop
to it before our immense and still-growing trade iu
Indian and Ceylon teas ia seriously damaged.
—London Grocer.

I’AKTNEK AVANTED FOR LIBERIAN
COFFEE.

An advertiser in oui advertising columns, hailing

from Sumatra, who has £5,000 of his own, seek.s ror

a practical coffee-planting partner willing to fur-

nish £2,500 with the riglit of participating in

one-third the returns. The notice is a tlioroughiy

genuine one.

“LADY BIRDS.”

On I, Jiid- n rc.rie.spon(iei;t sugg>.sts tl.ai ii. :c; i

of niii,%.Ing lui ilier trial of the importation oi

tlie.se iittlo insects from California, a direct f . 1
-

deavour should be made to obtain some of the

Australi.in variety. The success attainea by
the late IVofes^or Riley in liis introductiun 01

this in.sect in relieving tlie fruit-growers of

California from a great pest wliicli threat-

ened the distinction of their orange-groves,

should induce us to persevere in the same
direction. That victory has been deserbed
as the “ most lirilliant” acliieved by the Frofes-

sor during his career. We liave in this a special

encoiiiagement to tiirther effort in tlie same direc-

tion. ^Ve fear the death of tlie “lady-birds” during
their journey outward to Ceylon that we pre-

viously reported, is not to he accountcil for by tlie

fact that all air was e.xcluded from tliem. We
are ourselves aware of the tenacity of insect

life under sucii exclusion to which a recent
correspondence bore testimony. Its vitality ii.ider

circumstances even more likely to produce death,
lias been repeatedly evidenced, aud we believe

tlie cause of failure must be sought in some
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other directions. It seems ditticult to imagine
that an insect that delights in tlie sun heat of a
Californian summer would succumb to even the
heat of the Ked iSea while in transit. But there may
be some other climatic influence unfavourable to

the life of the “lady-birds ’ which caused their death
in the long transit across America as well as Europe.
It is ceitainly wise to make a fresh attempt with
the allied form of Australian beetle, to which
rcierence has been made. As this was successfully
transported to and acclimatized in t'alifornia,

there can be little doubt, we should say, that
it would bear the transfer to Ce.ylon

;
and our

correspondent and others interesieil in England
will be glad to hear that already steps hav
been taken by a Ceylon planter to endeavour to
gel. a supply of the liitle enemy of the coffee

as well as orange “coccus” (bug) from Queensland.

LRUU KEPOliT.

(From ChcDvist and Drnguiat.)

London, October 10.

CnNCHO.N.c—A parcel of 20 serous fine cultivated Boli-
vian Calisaya (MO brand) has just arrived, and will
shortly be offered for sale. The holders expect to get
about 2s 3d per lb for it. The bulk of the supply of

cultivated Calisaya in flat pieces wliich was oft'ered

at. the last drug sales has been sold privately at firm
prices.

Cot'A-LE.vvES—Fine qualities have been rather scarce
lately, but this week there have been a few new arrivals,
iucluding good bright South American lluaiiaeo, for which
holders expect to be able to get Is id per lb. For fair

but somewhat broken Truxillo Is per lb is a.sked privately.
There has also been an arrival of ti boxes of very fine

coi a leaves from tleylon, said to be the finest over placed
01. the market from that island. Tliis lot is held for Is

fid per lb.

Essential Oils—Lemongrass oil has been dealt in at
2d per oz on the spot for fair native brands. There are no
quotations to arrive at present, as it is said that all

available oil has been shipped. Citronella oil is still

quoted at is 4d per lb lor tins and drums on the
spot. The quotations for arrival are more or less no-
minal—viz Is 2^d per lo for tins and Is 2jd for drums
c i f. 'Jassia oil is firmly held at 7s Gd to Ss Cd jier

lb for 70-per-cent to iSo-per-cent quality on the spot.
The quotations for shipment are practically worthless,
because no oil is offered above 46 per cent cinnamic
alilehyde, and this quality is too low to engage at-
tention.
Vanilla—Mauritius report that the market is very firm,

while vanilla of good quality is wanting. The probable
yield of the ne-xt crop is estimated at about 7,800 lb.

The following figures show the exports of vanilla from
Mauritius in the last three year.s

1892 1893 1894
kilos kilos kilos

Weight 17,100 G,9U0 4,130
K E R

Value 1/4,074 83,895 82,720
Qltmne—

A

t the end of last week a considera ble busi
ness was done at slightly higher prices, 5,0u0 oz second-
hand German in bulk on the spot selling at Is lii
and. 20,000 oz ditto for January delivery at IJd per oz.

One of the manufacturers also reported a sale 20,000
oz deliverable at the end of January at the full quota-
tion of Is 2d per oz. Buriiig the early part of the pre-.
Bent week there has also been a good demand, with
sale's on the spot at from Is lAd to Is IJd, and Janu-
ary at Is Ijd. The market close’s slightly weaker, with
spot sellers at Is 1 d p^r oz. Some excitement has been
caused by the sale a couple of da.ys ago to a firm of
brokers of a parcel of Brunswick quinine for April deli-
very at Is 2jd per oz. The sale was made by the
agent' of the manuiacturer, but as that gentleman also
carries on bu.siness on his own account it is difficult to
•ay whether it ought to be cla»sed as the second-hand
T)r first-hand transaction. If the latter, it would be,
according to the other manufacturers, a breach of the
•pirit of the agreement which exists^ between the makers
and which i.s understood to pro vide' that they shall not
sell further ahead tlian sixty days. A considerable ousi-
ness has been done lately by most of the manufacturers
•specially for export to the .State-s

London, Oct. 17th.
Kola.—

T

he first hand supply of kola nuts in Loridon
is mostly in the hands of one firm, who are inclined
to abk much higher prices, on account, they , sav, of t«be

in> tub la beptembeir tnu ^vere

only about 20 packages, and since then only one im-
portant cqnsigument has come to hand in Liverpool. It
consists of 21 packages, of which 15 are nuts in a fresli
state, for besd quality Is 2d per lb is asked privately,
winch would show an advance of 4U per lb. Of 40
))acKages offeied today only about 0 found buyers
very httle inteie.st being maiiiiested in the article,

in’ washed West Imlian sold at lid.
dull maiihly at o^d to 7id, wormy at G.,d per lb. For,
tine washed kola Is 3d per lo was suggested as the
price.

I'/.SSENTIAL O1L.S—Oils of Citronella and Lemongrassremum firm at tlie last spot ((notations of Is 4 cl per
U) for the former m tin.s and drums, and 2d per oz for
the last-named Lemongiass and CitrOnelia keep firm
1 wo eases oil of Ciimamoii bark sold todry at Gd per
oz ; lor a 4 ease parcel of Cumamon oil a bid of 3(1 per
oz IS to bo submitted. ‘

Quinine—No busine.ss is reported this week, and the
maket price is more or less nominal; Is j”J pr-r oz
would probably be the nearest ((uotation for second-
hand German brands. At aueiiou today 5,U(iO oz of Bruus-
w’iek (ininiuo in bulk were buuglit in at is l.Vii per oz.
Xo bids were made for the parcel. The man'afaeturers’
pric(;s remain as follows ilo.vards in vials is 5d to ts
ad, in tins Is 3d to Is ad

;
Wliitten in vials Is 4d, in

tins is 2d; Felietiiir in lials is Gd
; Fabiica Lombarda

in vials Is 4(1, in tins is t'd ; all tlie German factories,m tins Is 2(1 per oz.

V.vNiLi.A— .\ considerable business lias been done in
vanilla of ail kinds since the last auction at extemely
Idgh prices. This article i.s now very dear, especially for
tlm better grades ; while vanilla suitable for esseiice-
maiiufaeturers, v,liieh not .so long ago could be had at
about 8s Gd, now easily realises from 12s to 12s Gd per
lb. The stocks in first hands in J.ondon is .said to be
^ery low indeed. At auction today SI tins were offered
.almost tlie wliole of wliicti sold wdtli excellent compe-
tition at an advance of from 2s to 4g per lb. Fine
sliglitly crystalliised 8 to s; ineli

;
Bourbon beans bought

from 30s Gd to .;is; medium chocolate bi inches to 7
inches, 22s Gd to 23s; ordinary brownish, 4, inches to

niches, 15s to 18s ; common foxy from 4s 3d down to
3s per lb. Reports from Bourbon indicate that prices are
l.kely be to higher for the new crop.

AKBUKICULTUBAL TKAIMKG AT
EULNBUKGH UKIVERSITY.

Mr. Presiilent of the Board of Agri-
culture, received in Edinburgh on Oct. 23 a de-
putation from tlie Arboricultural ISociety with re-
ference to a fore.stry in Scotland, and the limited
facilities for obtaining forestry education in Scot-
land as compared witJi Germany and other coun-
tries. Mr. Long e.xpre.ssed himself as favourable
to the apiiointment of an arboiicultural correspond-
ent in Edinhnrgli, in preference to a .snb-ofKce in
connection witli .Tgricultnre.—0 . Mail.

COFFEE LAND IN THE STRAITS.
Two blocks of land lying opposite the Port Dickson

Coffee Co. s concession, of 500 acres each, have been
applied for by MeBsi's. Biirt and Sharpe of Mincinc
Lane, London.-^S'. t. Press.

New Products.—It has been most interestin'-'
to us to learn from an e.xperienced planter like
Mr. A. J. Thomas, the great success which, in
Ins opinion, is attending the cultivation of Li-
berian coffee and cacao as well as tea on the well-
known Moran kande property in theMadawalatenne
district It is quite cheering to hear of the “Li-
beruvn llonrishing .as it docs, while “catch”
crop.s of “ Nalknaad ” coffee are arranged for
between lioth the Liberian and the Cacao. Mr!
Thomas was one of the few planters who gave truly
effective evidence before the Praxlial Products
Commission

; for, he and his neighbours have
been and still are very much troubled with thieves
Tne Coraiuission, unfqrtimately, baa not retnUted
In ranch comfoTt for tbywa
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THEFTS OF PR.EDIAL PRODUCTS.
One would not be justified in inferring, either

from the tenor of the Heport of the Commission
appointed to advise on the tlieft of priedial pro-
ducts, or from our ai»proval ot the c*)nclusi< ns
arrived at by ohe Commissioners, tliat there was no
occasion for their ajipointment. xsot only did the
prevalence of thefts, especially of cacao pods from
lields, justify the inquiry that was set on foot
by the Government

; but the inquiry itself has
been useful in many ways. From the otiicial

IHjint of view, there has been this great advan-
tage, that the Government has by its action

cleared itself from the charge, whicu had begun
to be prepared against it, oi being indiflerent to

the losses sustained by industries wiiich are the

mainstay of the prosperity of the Island, while
the out. One of the inquiry has, to a great extent,

justified its attitude, which too had exposed it

to some reproach, of unwillingness to place

further special legislation on the statute book.

From the planters’ standpoint, there is ground
for satisfaction in the evidence that their com-
plaints have not passed unheeded, and that the

labours of the Commission cannot fail to make
the official world better acquainted with the

difficulties and the needs of the agriculturist

than it had been before. At first sight it may
appear that the planters failed to make out

their case and that the inquiry w-as fruitless ;

and already such familiar expressions as much ado

about nothing, love’s labour lost, the mountain
in labour, much cry and little wool, have been

current : but we do not regret the appointment of

the Commission. 'J’he Report should open the eyes

of planters—their own brethren being witnesses

—to the fact that they do not always take as

great care of their goods as ihoy should ; and the

lack of due watchfulness, it must be remembered,
not only results in loss, but is also an encourage-

ment to wrong-doing to peojile who have hazy

ideas of meum and tuum, and who think the

harm comes in, not .so much in appropriating

what does not belong to themselves, as in being

so stupid as to be caught doing it. This cau-

tion is specially necessary in view of the circum-

stance chat the labourers resident on estates are

themselves not above suspicion, and that as often

as not, if they are not the thieves, they are in

league with them, or have knowledge of their

doings. The value that the employer places on

las products, as evidenced by reasonable precau-

tions .against their being stolen, is often their

l)est protection ; but if master takes scanty pre-

cautions against pilfering in the lactory or in

the store, or even in the field, Ramaswainy and

Appu Sintio think nothing of helping theniselves

to what is 80 lightly valued. On the other

hand, though the Government may not be able

to protect the employer against his own em-

ployees on a large plantation, it is bound to

afford every tax-p.ayer the protection and justice

which it is the function of clvmzed States to

provide. By care in the choice of men for the

rank and file of the regular and rural Police,

by the provision of adequate detective machin-

ery, by ensuring the due supervision of sub-

ordinates, by the appointment ot qualified M.agis-

trates, ami by rendeiing the punishment of

oH'enders deterrent, it can do mucli to prevent

thieving and to protect the_ agriculturist. e

use the word agriculturist in iis widest sense ;

for it is not only the owner of large estates

who suffers from the prevalence of thefts, but

the humblest vill.iger as well, to whom the loss of

his garden produce is often a direct discourape-

BiW indusW)*,

These truths, we say, liave been brought out by
the labours of tlie Commi-ssioners, not as liiscoveries,

but as factors to be reckoned with in the agri-

cultural enterprise of the Islaml. If special

legislation cannot be justified on the evidence
placed before the Commissioners, it is because
that evidence, while proving that thefts were
much more frequent and serious .some time ago,

establislied the efficacy of .severe sentcnce.s by
experienced magistrates, and rigorous pri.son dis-

cipline under a new regime in lessening thefts.

The Report admits the latter cause, which im-
plies the existence of the former ; for without
magistrates fully .appreciating the gravity of

thefts of prajdial products, the jails would not
have the materials on which to exercise their

rigour. Another cause which is specially men-
tioned is de.serving of attention—tlie employ-
ment of villagers on estates. It would be well,

even at some inconvenience to sIioav indulgence
to the irregularity which is too often a distin-

guishing feature of village labour, not only as

a matter of benevolence to neighbours, but also

as a protection against tliefts. The thieves of

a village are generally the idlers, and there is

no little merit in weaning people from dis-

honesty, wliile w'eaning them from idleness.

But in order that a fair measure of success
should attend such employment, tlie village head-
men must be warned, both by the superior
headmen, and by tlie revenue officers, that
they should liave an eye on the bad characters
who may find employment on estates, and also

rigorously prosecute those who have no ostensible

means of livelihood.

These are general considerations, and we can
lay no claim to originality o their behalf

;

but the remedies, tbougli old-fashioned and slow,
are likely to be permanently efficacious if per-

sisted in. If education, into wliich morality
enters, is the best means of arresting the spread
of crime generally, industry should be the
first step in that education. We content our-

selves today with those general ob.servations, and
may touch on some special features of the Report
in another i,ssue.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
“ Planting Opinion ” understand? that Govern-

ment will shortly abolish the post of Quinologist,

and that the Botanical Depariinent will be quite

separated from the Cinchona Department, the former
having its headquarters in Madras. A former planter

on the Nilgiris, lately in the Jail Department, will

probably be offered the post of superiuteedent of the

Cinchona gardens.

—

Madras Times.

A Mammoth Potato.—America has broken
the record with a “ mammoth ”

potato, which
is 28 inches long, 14 inches in diameter, and
weighs 86 lb. 10 oz. This is equivalent in weight
to over a bushel of ordinary potatoes. It was
grown by Mr. J. B. Swan, of Loveland, Colo-

rado, who naised 430 bushels of potatoes on a
single acre last season. Tlie mammoth potato

is to be used for seed, it being “ too oig to

eat.”

—

Globe.

Trade with Au.stralia.—A leading Austra*
lian house has sent a representative to Colombo
to endeavour to establish between Victoria

and Ceylon, trade relations in the following lines:

—

“ P'resh fruit, fruit preserve—jam, A'C., biscuit-s,

cordials, candles, soaiis (toilet ami household),

beef and imittoii tallow, general produce of

Australia.” Taking so much of our tea as Aus-
tralia does, it is very desirable vie should be-

come customers in turn, as far as this Colony
potfslbly can up tli^ prdikRAi referr^ ftJ,
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DEATH OF TREES BY SDNSTROKE.
At a time wlieii local coconut ])lanter.s are discuss-

ing the apparent “ spontaneous combustion” of coco-

nut palms due to the fall of meteorites, it is of

interest to read the following in the latest

Gardeners’ Chronicle-. —
During the late extraordinary warm spell, the

writer of this paragraph was called upon to see a
large Sugar Maple tree that was supposed to have
been destroyed by a leak of the city gas-main at the
root

;
but on examination showed that the tree died,

literally, from sunstroke. It is strange that close

observers of trees are unable to see when anything
is out of the common run of things, and conse-
quently note that something is going wrong. This
Sugar Maple had been planted on the street probably
a quarter of a century ago, and was about 1 feet in

circumference
;
but the trunk was almost triangular,

and yet this peculiarity seemed to attract no atten-
tion. The tree was simply triangular because on three
sides of the tree the bark and woed had evidently been
destroyed years ago, while the outer bark still con-
tinued to cover up the injury, and the only live wood
was on the angles of the trunk. Only about one-third
of the trunk was practically alive. When the exceed-
ingly warm spell came, it was impossible for these
limited ducts to supply the moisture required for such
a large surface of foliage, and the tree, therefore, lite-

rally died from inability to furnish the moisture re-

quired for transpiration. It may be always taken for

granted, that when the trunk of a tree naturally cy-

lindrical, takes an angular form, there is something
wrong beneath the bark, and an examination should
at once be made. The flatter portions will usually be
found dead. In this case, the bark should wholly be
cut away from the dead portion, and the denuded
part painted, in order to check rotting away. In time,

the healthy wood may grow over the wound or lifeless

part, and the life of the tree be eventually saved.

THE EAST INDIA TEA COMPANY
has been regi.stererl with a capital of £200,000, of

wliicli amount there will be a first issue of

£170,000 in £10 shares. £85,000 of this amount
will consist of preference shares at 6 per cent.

The object of the Company is stated to be the
amalgamation and taking over as going concern
certain estates in India and Ceylon.
The estates to be dealt with in the manner

indicated are tliose of the Doolabcherra, Mook-
hamcherra and Mahaousa Tea Companies, be-

sides the .gardens known as the Blackwater,
Hapugastenne, and Waladowa. The proj)erties

altogether include about 12,660 acres, of which
about 3,629 acres are already planted with tea.

The prospectus states the properties in Ceylon
include about 5,000 acres that will be available
for the extension of cultivation In tlie island,

and in view of the refusal of your Coveniment
to put up fresh land for sale for this, this avail-

able acreage will possess an exceptional value.

A good deal of the lantl now cultivated is

said not yet to be in full bearing, but
the average profits for the past three years are
stated to have been £9,875, while those for the
j)ast years were £12,586. The price to be paid
for the four estates now yielding profits will be
£158,000, and for the other two estates £7,000,
the vendors taking as i>art of the ijurchase

money 2,750 preference and 2,750 ordinary shares.

The list for public subscrii)tion will close today.
Enclosed with this I forward to you copy of the
advertisement made, wdiich includes the prospectus
of the new Company.—London Cor.

Vanill.v.—A report from Seychelles states that

an abundant flowering of the vanilla vines is

shown in all parts of the Archipelago, and the

crop for 1896 is expected to be e.xceptionallj'’ good.
’^Colonics and India, OcL 13 .
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THE EAST INDIA AND CEYLON TEA

COMPANY, LIMITED.

Capital . . . . ^200,000,

Divided into 10,000 six per cent. Cumulative Pre;
ference Sliares of £10 each, and 10,00 Ordinary
Shares of £10 each.
The Preference Shares are entitled to a cumulative

preferential dividend of 6 per cent per annum and a
preference in return of capital.

Issue of £170,000, in 8,500 Preference Shares and
8,500 Ordinary Shares.
Directoks P. R. Buchanan, Esq., 45, Leaden-

hall-street, E. C. (Chairman), Director of the North
and South Sylhet Tea Companies, Limited

; S Boul-
nois, Esq., Love-lane, E.C., Director of the
Mahaousa Tea Company, Limited

;
C. T. Richard-

son, Esq., 31, Binswood-avenue, Leamington, Dircc*
tor of the Mookhamcherra Tea Company, Limited

;

A. Bryans, Esq., 45, Leadcnhall-street, E.C., Direc-
tor of the Chargola Tea Association, Limited

;
L.

Davidson, Esq., Superintendent of the Gikyana-
kande Tea Estate, Ceylon (Resident Director in

Ceylon).
Particulars of the properties to be acquired by

the company will be found in the statement—ac-

companying this Prospectus. They comprise about
12,650 acres of land, of which about 3,629 acres

are already planted with tea. (See our Loudon letter).

The exceptionally large area of land available for

cultivation in Ceylon, amounting to about 5,000 acres,

is a special feature of the undertaking, and should
greatly add to its value. There is ample factory
accommodation on the estates for all present require*

ments and the factories are supplied with all necessary
machinery. Labour is plentiful, and an experienced
staff of managers and assistants is in charge of the
properties. Although a considerable area of cultivated
land was either too young to yield crop, or only in a par-

tial bearing, the average profits for the past three
years from the Estates under cultivation, as will

be seen from the Auditor’s certificate set forth
below, amounted to £9,874 19s 5d. It will also bo seen
that the profits for the past year were £12,586
7s fid, and on this basis there would be sufficient

to pay 6 per cent on the Preference Shares, and 9i
per cent on the Ordinary Shares now being issued

in respect of the four Estates under cultivation.

The prospects of the current season are good, and
there was, on the 30th September last, an increase
of 126,148 lb of tea over the crop at the same date
last year

;
as the new planting comes into bearing

the crop should be considerably increased, and larger

profits in consequence realised. The Directors of the
Company are all connected with the tea industry,

and most of them have a practical knowledge of

planting. The Company takes over the existing ar-

rangements of the Vendor Companies, with their

several officials and staff of employees, and the
business will thus be carried on without break of any
kind. The financial arrangements for working the
estates now in force will also be continued by the
Managing Agents in London, India and Ceylon. Pro-
vision of furtlier working capital is thus unnecessary,
except for the development of the uncultivated
lands, which is provided for as stated below.
The properties are taken over as from the fol-

lowing dates, viz. ;—Those of the Doolabcherra
and Mookhamcherra Companies from the 30th
November, 1894 ; those of the Mahaousa Company
from the 31st December, 1894, and the Blackwater
Tea Estate from the 30th June, 1895. The several
Vendors will receive interest at 6 per cent upon
their purchase-money from these dates until the
same is paid. It is proposed for the future to

close accounts on tho 30th November in each year.
The price to be paid by the Company for the
four yielding properties is £158,000. The price to

be paid for the Hapugastenne and Walawadow'a
Estates is £7,000, the remaining £5,000 of capital

now issued being reserved for the opening out of

same. The £30,000 of unissued shares will be avail-

able for the further development of these estates, or

the purchase of other properties, as may be deemed
desirable by the Directors.
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PLANTING AND PPUDLCK.
Tka in D.AMP Climates.—Mr. T. Christy recently

made the suggestion that for the purpose of e.xporta-
tion to moist climates tea should be put up at the
garden in what are now the familiar self-opening
tins, in sizes of about twenty-live pounds each.
The Grocer, supporting this view, he says: “It is

well known that these tins are easily opened
and closed, and that when properly made they
keep their contents air-tight. The consumer using
one of these tins would be able to take
out tea sufficient tor immediate requirements
during the dry part of the day, and then close the
package so that the leaf would koep fresh and sweet
to the very last. It is important that care should
be taken tliat tea at all times should be kept as free
from any contamination as possible. It is so deli-

cate in its nature—and the rapid modern methods
of its preparation intensify this—that every pre-
caution must be made to keep it fresh

;
and this

simple and practical suggestion ought not to be over,
looked by tnose interested in promoting this produce
from Ceylon.”
The Natal Tea Industry.—The development of

the tea growing industry goes on apace in Natal.
From very small beginnings—in 1885 the total crop
was only 28,000 lb—the output has increased until
about 1,000,000 lb of Natal tea is now produced
chietiy for the South African market. We hear that
extended cultivation is oontemplated.
A Plant with a Law of its Own.—A valuable

official report is that by Mr. llobert Thomson,
formerly head of the Government plantations in

Jamaica, upon the products of the department of

Tolima in Colombia. It is the custom there to
set the grasses and brushwood on fire in the dry
season to prepare the ground for reuew'ed pasturage.
The effect of these fires, however, is very destruc-
tive, and many once-fruitful places are now barren
deserts. But one plant flourishes, not only in

spite of, but because of, the fiery ordeal
through which it passes. This is the Chaparro,
or Ithopala ohovata, a dwart tree, which “ not only
resists the fury of the flames, but fire is actually

congenial and subservient to its existence.” Its bark
is peculiar. It consists of “ a congeries of integu-
ments or semi-detached layers. The outer portion,

about half an inch thick, performs no organic func-

tion, and this portion of the bark, in conjunction
with its peculiar composition, protects the inner vital

integuments from injury bv fire.” Mr. Thomson
points out that the plant has “ made for itself a
law of its own, for it has triumphed over the most
disastrous element to all organic life.”

Banana Cultivation.—The cultivation of the

banana is making rapid strides in the West Indies,

where, now that the means of exporting fruit have
so much improved, its cultivation is found to be
more profitable than that of the sugar cane. There
is a banana plantation in Cuba covering an area of

fifty square miles, containing on an average 2, 500,0(MI

trees and keeping in constant employment 8,500 jiersons.

A fleet of twenty-six steamers is required to tras-

port the fruit to the United States.

—

11. d- C. .UaU,

Oct. 18.

TEA IN MALItrnrS.
A few months ago Mr. J.T. Hawke was in Mauritius,

and he says that Ceydon need fear no tea-planting
rivalry in that part of the world, for there were only

some 250 to 300 acres planted up, and the largest estate

(one of 125 acres) belonged to the Assets Company.
The tea wasgood—Indian jat,—and in the experimental
gardens at Cuipeep there were 20 acres of tea planted,

bearing 000 lb. to the acre, at an elevation of 1,800 feet,

with a temperature equal to that of Nuwara Eliya.

But tea is not likely to be cultivated largely

in Mauritius ;
the French are too conservative

and keep fondly to planting sugar, and to a small

extent vanilla. On the other hand, Mr. Hawke
says that the remarkable rise in the export of Ceylon
tea to Mauritius is easily explained. The French
Creoles like Ceylon tea, and are shewing a marked
jnelereuce to it over tho China article

;
while, over

and above all, to use Mr. Hawkes’ own words,
“ They are at last beginning to realise what is very
true, and that is that coffee is not the drink for a

tropical climate, and they are taking to tea ifrstead.”

In threi weeks Mr. Hawkes hopes to leave for the
Seychelles. He is going there to plant coffee to a
small extent, as he has seen coffee growing there
and bearing remarkably well, and he does not see

why it should not be done on a large scale. He
will, however, begin with only 50 acres. He expects
to start in a fortnight or three weeks, and will pro-

bably I'emain in the Seychelles for a twelvemonth.
—Local “ Times.”

A (TNCHONA ANNIVERSARY.
October 20th will be a notable anniversary-day in

the annals of the drug-trade, for it is twenty-five
years ago next Sunday that the first public sales of

Java cinchona-bark were held at Amsterdam. For
eighteen years previous to 1870 cinchona-plants had
been grown in the island with more or less success,
but lew, if any, of those connected with their pro-
pagation foresaw the gigantic dimensions which the
industry was destined to take. It was, in fact, chiefly
in order to stop the mouths of inconvenient ques-
tioners in the Dutch Parliament, who, yearly, on the
occasion of the debate on the Dutch-Indiau
Estimates, worried the Government about their
alleged waste of l,500f to 2,0001 a year on the
cinchona-gardens, that the Indian authorities decided
to send home a consignment of cinchona that the
critics might be convinced that there was something
to show for the expenditure. This consignment,
weighing 933 half-kilos, (about 1,026 lbs.), consisting
entirely of Calisaya javauica and o'. I'a/iudiatia, left

Java in 18(59, but it does not appear to have been
sold until the autumn of the following year, along
with further shipments. At any rate, the first public
sale of Government bark (private plantations had
not as yet come into bearing) was held on the
date aforesaid. For size, compared to the Ams-
terdam cinchona-auctions of the present day, it was
as the acorn to the oak, for it amounted to no more
than 876 kilos, the loss in weight from the time
of shipment to the day of sale having been no less

than 13 per cent. The net proceeds of the sale were
1,935 florins (about 16R), or nearly 2« per lb. The
result of the sale, and the determination of the
Government to encourage the culture of cinchona
with more energy than before, gave a strong impetus
to the industry. Private planters, who had hitherto
looked askance at cinchona fbetore 1870 only two
estate-owners, in addition to the Government, had
laid down experimental plantations), started up all

over the island, and literally sowed the seed ot the
over-production from which they are now suffering.
In 1875 the first bark-crop from private plantations
was exported. It amounted to 3,125 half-kilos. Last
year tlic Javan Government exported 654,851, and
private planters 8,26(5,714 half kilos.

Ceylon, now an extinct volcano so far as cinchona-
production is concerned, only preceded Java by a
very short time as a producer. The first experi-
ments in the island were made by Dr. Thwaites,
the late Director of the Botanic Gardens at Pera-
deniya, in 1860; but for several years the coffee-
jilanters looked upon his attempts as an amiable
craze out of which nothing financially valuable
could come forth. Up to 18(57 the doctor had po-
sitivel}’ to beg coffee-growers to accept cinchona-
plants for nothing, or to give them a trial on their
estates. Several of these gentlemen put down suc-
cirubras around their bungalows as ornamental
Xilants, but only one, Mr. K. J. Corbett, set a few
acres apart for the culture— a venture which paid
him handsomely in after years. In 1866 the
first samples of Ceylon-grown bark had boon
sent to England for analysis, and in 1868 Messrs.
Kcir, Dundas & Co. sent a ton of Otficinalii bark,
grown on their estate at Loolecondcra, for sale to
fjondon. This parcel was auctioned at No. 6 Min-
cing Lane in April, 1868, and realised such high
prives^ that the consignees immediately made ai‘«
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raugenients for the planting of 250,000 OiUciiudis
trees, while other planters rushed into the culture
in an access of the same “cinchona-fever” which
broke out in Java two years later. In 1869 there
were about 100 acres of laud under cinchona in

Ceylon, in 1873 there were 1,500, and in 1883 the
industry reached its maximum, with an area under
cultivation of 64,000 acres, each acre being sup-
posed to carry an average of 1,000 trees .—Chemist and
JJrufjf/ist.

TEA ADULTERATION IN AMERICA.
The New York Freeman's Journal says:

—

The importance of tea as a healthful, refreshing
and invigorating beverage is so generally recognized
that it is estimated the United States consumes 90
million pounds annually. While probably 60 per cent,

of this possesses the qvralities mentioned, the greater
portion of the remainder is unfit for consumption
and deleterious to health, acting as a slow poison,

instead of a healthful beverage. The trade is so enor-

mous that there is a great incentive to unscrupulous
dealers to deal in cheaper sorts in order to increase

profits. They either supply inferior grades, increase

the weight by an ingenious treatment with plain blue

mud, or furnish refuse leaves that have already been
used in the kitchens of the Chinese families, redyed
and colored with Prussian blue and soapstone. To
such an exteirt were these deceits practiced that in

1883 the United States Government appointed tea

inspectors for the protection of tea iirrporters. These
inspectors examine samples of every cargo that

reaches this coirntry and certify to its quality before

it is landed. This precaution caused a decided im-
provement in most of the tea consumed here, but
far more important results have been accomplished
by tbe efforts of the planters and importers of

Ceylon and India teas. The advantages of these

grades are now so well understood that Great Britain

uses several times as much of them as of the quali-

ties grovt'n in China and Japan, while thirty years
ago 90 per cent, of the tea used there came from
China.

NEWS FROM FIJI.

(From our Correspondent.)

Sept. 29th 1895.

The new Sigatoka Tobacco Company have
experienced great dilHcnlty this .season ow-ing

to tlie number of caterpillars which have retarded

their planting, and spoiled a part of their crop.

The native labourers have also been giving

trouble. The tobacco 1 hear is now being

harvested and the experts say that tobacco as

good as that of Sumatra can be grown. It is

sincerely to lie hoped for the Colony’s sake

that this will turn out to be true.

A large Banana Company has been formed.

The Natlroga natives have agreed to plant up 500

plants each, about H acre. Over 400 have already

signed contracts to this effect and 200 more
are expected to do so. The Company agree to

buy all approved bunches of 8 hands and over at 7d.

a bunch, if the natives carry out their part

of the agreement statisfactorily. The Com-
pany Nvill swamp the markets with Fiji fruit

and should be able to under-sell the Queens-
land and New Hebridles planters. I think the

Company will experience great difficulty in

keeping the natives up to the mark. Two
Sugar Mills owing to the low prices will be
closed at the end of the present season.

The Alpha Tea Estate owing to hurricanes and
high price of labour, has been closed.

We have had a cold winter season ; up at the
Sanatarium the thermometer went dowui to 43"'.

I shall most probably be leaving for Ceylon shoxtlyt

—A. J. S.

RAINFALL IN LACALLA, MATALE
NORTH-EAST.

I am euclosing memo, of rainfall for October from
a group of estates adjoining one another, yet with
very different results in daily and month’s totals.
I believe they are all record figures for this district
for the month of October, which is always considered
a S. W. month—with the exception of a few days
about the 20th, all the rest were regular N. E. rains

;

Although our neighbours have beaten us by wches
we are not jealous !

CkOUP of klSTATK.S, LAGALLA EAST :

Rainfall.
B. L.G. H.W. M.G.

Month Date Rainfall Rainfall Rainfall Rainfall
October 1 •02 •07 •08

2 , , •04 •04

3 28 , , , ,

4 1-38 •40 •30

5 1T2 *04

6 •18 •22 -.38

7 1-85 1-30 •30 1-25

8 2-70 2-55 1-80 3-15

9 3- 10 2-00 2-.30 3-20

10 •02 •15 2-50 •06

11 •60 •40 1-54 1-10

12 1-20 1-30 , , 1-05

13 1-12 •80

1 1 2-90 2-34 •48 3-25

J5 2.30 2-iO I-OO

16 •22 2-15 2*22 1-23

17 3-28 2-50 1 15 1-40

18 •16 •.50 1-53 •10

19 •05 •67 •18

20 •10

21 •42 •02 , ,

22 2-12 1-50 •28 1-15

23 3-85 2-35 •58 1-50

24 1-08 •93 1-75 1-00

25 1-33 •64 2-12 •40

26 •18 •15 •58 •05

27 •15 •15

28 •10 •09 •52

29 2*12 1-16 •14 3

30 1-60 1-54 •25 1-53

31 1-55 •20

This month 34-74 29-42 25-29 26-76

Previously 103-14 60-74 60-40 59-60

Total for 10
months 137-88 90-16 85-69 86-36

COFFEE IN TAIPING, STRAITS
SETTLEMENT’S.

(From Mr. Bowen's Monthly Report, .5th Oct. 1895.)

Two more applications by Javanese for coffee
land were received during the mouth. While
on a visit to Ulu Selama during the latter part
of the month I went to see the Arabian coffee
gardens of Inche Karrim and Haji Abdul Rahman.
This coffee is looking well and the older plants are
bearing heavily

;
Malays, however, will not recognise

the fact that to grow coffee successfully the ground
must be kept quite free from weeds, etc.

A New Coffee Comp.vny.—The Port Dickson Coffee
Company (Limited) has been registered by Sanderson
and Co., 40, Queen Victoria-street, E.C., with a capital
of £20,000 in £1 shares. Object, to acquire a certain
tract of forest land of about 2,000 acres, situate in
the State of Sungei Ujong, in the Straits Settle-
ments, ,in accordance with an agreement expressed
to be made between D. M. Lumsden of the one part,
and this company of the other part, and to carry
on the business of coffee (and other products) planters
in all its branches. The directors are D. M. Lumsden,
R. J. Boyle, A. J. M. McLaughlan, and R. B. Major
Qualification, £500 shares. Remuneration to be fixed
by^the Company.

—

L. and C. Express,
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TR.EDIAL rUODl’CTS.

THE COMMISSION’S “ SCHEME ” TO PREVENT

THEFTS.

The sound common-sense which tlie Pncdial
Products Thefts Commission have exhihited, hotli

in the conclusions at which they arrived and
the reasons by wliich those conclusions are sup’

ported, is equally to be seen in tlie ‘ .Scheme ’-

which they pro])Ound as worthy of adoption,

should circumstances call for special protective

measures. Although they felt themselves unable

to recommend special legislation on the evidence

before them, past experience and future possibi-

lities suggested to them the need of being pre-

pared for a contingency which could scarcely be

considered remote. If the conditions which ob-

viated the necessity for special measures just now
were the ])rompt and vigorous punishment of

ottenders, the fall in value of the products most

easily misappropriated and greater facilities forearn-

ing an honest living, any of these causes may cease

to operate at any time, and there would then

be a recrudescence of thefts. It is far more satis-

factory to consider what should be done in that

event now, when a calm and unbiassed judg-

ment can be brought to bear on preventive pro-

posals, than when (he public mind is excited by

losses arising from impudent and daring thefts.

Then, the acuteness of the disorder suggests

violent remedies to the sutTerers, while the reck-

lessness of some of the proposals inspires in the

(Government distrust of the suppliants for aid.

Here, farther, were brought together a body of

(dllicials and UnolHcials, whose experience and

moderation might not l>e forthcoming at some future

time; and it was very advisable theiefore that a

scheme, formulated by one of their own number,

should be considered and revised by the Com-
mission already appointed. The necessity for

another Commission, with the delays inevitable

in appointing one and receiving ami considering

their Report, will not now arise. The Government
will have in the scheme which has been put

forth the materials on which to proceed if spe-

cial measures are again demanded ; and the tho-

roughly judicial way in which the and cons

of special legislation' are stated in dealing with

the scheme, should be a further aid to the Go-

vernment.
The scheme brielly is that all lands or gardens

on which cacao or cofl'ee is grown—these being

the only two products who.se protection cannot

be accomplished by ordinary means—should be

registered in the Provincial Kachcheri, -with full

particulars of the land, its estimated produce for

the year, and the naihe of the proprietor or man-

ager. The produce of registered lands can be re-

inoved only on permits, books of which in tri-

plicate will be issued by the Government Agent.

One of the permits (which will be numberedcon-
.secutivelyjwill be given to the carrier; the duplicate

will be sent to the Kachcheri for registration; while

the original will be kept by the landowner or his re-

presentative, but only till such time as a second

book is necessary, when the originals of the book

i)reviously i.ssued must be sent into the Kach-

cheri. While the annual estimate of j>roduce,

which the Government A"ent has power to have

revised when necessary, will prevent the squatter

from increasing the yield of his patch by appro-

priation from his neighbours,—the calling-in of

old permit books before issuing new ones will

prevent the dishonest manipulation of old forms,

'rhe inspection of Registers by any one on pay-

ment of a small fee ;
and the power of the (Govern-

ment Agent to insiiect produce in transit, and

holil inquiries when irregularities occur and
prosecute for frauds—are all useful jirovisions

to check undue acquisitivene.ss in small land-

owners. But dealers, too, want looking after

—

jierhaps, more so than growers ;
—and they are

to be licensed to buy and .sell in specified

places, where they are to keep records of their

transactions. To them, too, the Government
Agent will issue ]>ermit books in tripli-

cate, difl'erent in form from those issued to

growers, but for .similar use ; and without
these permits no produce can he removed from a
dealer’s premises. As a corollary, no one may
receive produce from a grower or dealer without
a ])ermit, and thus an ellectual check Mill be
juovided against the class but for uhose ready
acceptance of stolen goods, the risks incidental

to thieving would be greatly enhancetl. As sooji

as the produce is received, the receiver must
foru ard the permit M'itli his endorsement to the
Kachcheri. The dealer is guilty of an offence

M'ho has more or less produce than the permit
Marrants.

These are briefly the main provision's—avoid-

ing details and exceptions—of the scheme
;
and

there can be little doubt of their stringency, and
even of their efficacy to reduce, if not to remove,
the temptation to steal and to deal in stolen

produce. But ue must not lo.se sight of the
obstacles they mu.st present to legitimafe
trade in the case of the i^'norant and
loM’ly— those mIio cannot read or Muite,

and who M'ill have to pay for the smallest
service M-hich the sharper can render. The drau'-

backshave, hoM'ever, not been overlooked by the
(Gommi.ssioners, mIio, after admitting that there
must be “ considerable interference uith the or-

dinary couise of trade,” i)ioceed to describe the
scheme in the.se terms :

—

It will mean registration of all lands cultivated

with c acao or coffee, and the annual correction of

registers with reference to producible quantities of

crop, and frequent corrections with i-eference to

chatige of ownership.
It will require the filling-in of a somewhat elabo-

rate printed form whenever any produce is dis-

posed of, and this, in the case of a poorly educated
peasantry, must necessarily involve some hardship.
In crop time, when protection is most required, the

checks provided will be difficult to enforce. So long
as a grower has not sold the whole of the estimated
produce of his garden, he will have a margin on
which he can dispo.se of stolen produce; and if a
mail be both a dealer and a grower, he can remove
produce on either a dealer’s or a grower's permit ns

suits him best, and in such instances the checks
provided may not prove sufficiently effective.

25t To render the scheme effective it will pro-

bably be necessary to largely restrict the number
of licensed dealers.

It will be difficult to supervise or examine produqe
in transit, while the large number of permits and
of permit books generally in use will open a door
to fraud.

It will thus be .seen tlnat only under excep-
tional circum.stauces would the promulgation o
the scheme be justilie<l. Meanwliile, by the es-

tablishment of a special Police, in what m.ay be
called infected Districts, on the apidication of
two-thirds of the owners, a handy means of re-

lief will be provided—the Government contribut-

ing a moiety of the cost of the Police. This
remedy, for the application of which means
already exist in the Ordinance Hi of ISdd, with
certain mollifications suggested in the Reiiort,

should be adopted promptly when thefts become
frequent in any District. Meantime, let (he sug-

gested amendment.s of (he Police (.Irdinance

be asked for by the Planters’ .Association or

the Planting re)iresentative, from Government.
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‘ CEYLON IIANOnOOk and DTJJECTORY
EOU 189r)-6.'’

Ill directing attention tO onr Directory Supple-

ment, we have to tliank npcountry subscribers to

tliis volume for tlieir forbearance in respect of tlie

delay attending its delivery. The last touches have
noAV been given and the printer’s work closes to-

day— so that regular delivery from the binders

to outstation subscribers in the order of the regis-

ter will commence next week; and we trust before

the end of the month, “ the big book”—for Me
regret in some respects to say it is the biggest
v(Mume ever issued from our press—will be in

everybody’s hands The mere addition of all tlie

new Tea Companies with their Boards, N'c.,

added considerably to our pages
;

ivhile the
Dll5EcroRif:s altogether are much fuller than ever
before. In Cenekal Information, too, we have
never given so much. Of many friends (and
perhaps some will become critics of the bulk),

each wants some one new thing gi\ en and the total

result of additions, in the endeavour to be ge-

nerally useful, is, of course, very great. One
wants the Franking Minute in full

;
another Pa-

tent Rules and still another the I.abour LaM’s
;

while as regards “facts and figures” woe Iretide us
if everything possible, is not available ! The Peant-
INO AND Aoricultural REVIEW has been tho-

rougbly revised and brought up to date. The
Map ok Ceylon in pocket form, adds to the
bulk of the volume

; and as our collotype ]>ortraits

of H. E. Sir West Ridgeway have oidy just ar-

rived, we have decided to add them to the Book
as a frontispiece, just as Sir Arthur Havelock’s
portrait appeared in the edition of 1890-91.—Tlie

very first copy of the volume put together (witli-

out the final revise) ivas given to the (Governor

before his departure, and todaj^ we have received

an appreciative ackiimvledginent from Mr. Dgilvy,

Private Secretary.
Tliose Nvho have a proper idea of the labour in-

volved in compiling, arranging and printing, a
volume of this k’nd witli its 1,500 to 1,600 pages,

will believe us when we say that tlie limited

edition wliich after all a field like Ceylon can
take oil’, does little more than cover the actual
outlay. We should be in pocket probably if we
had never touched this ye.ar’s edition

; but we
should have known far less about the island, its

condition and wants
; and done far less to serve

the public and to discharge a duty wdiich, un-
dertaken by the present Compiler, since 186.8, is

expected of us and which we are only too glad
to be able to discharge. This, hoM'ever, is pro-

bably the last of our very large volumes. We
sh.ali take steps to compress, le.ave out .and re-

duce certain sections before another issue is called

for.

The handy “GENERAL Addre-ss Directory”
for the island will be ready about 1st December.
A Street and Hou.se-'to- House Directory

FOR Colombo (by special request) is in course
of i)ieparation, most of the information being
.alieady in the printer’s hand.

CEYLON AND HER PLANTING
ENTERPRISE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE LONDON “TIMES.”

Sir,— At intervals during the past 80 years I have,

at the cost of much time and trouble, compiled sta-

tistics of the planting enterprise of this colony, and
have periodically sent you the results for publica-

tion. No agricultural industry in the world probably
has a fuller or more reliable recoid than is obtained
through the inquiry thus conducted. My last report

was dated August, 1893, so that two full years have

elapsed, and all interested in the first of Crown Co-
lonies and its most notable Industry will be glad tb
navB tn6 following figui’es ;

Position of the Ceylon Pl.\nting Enterprise
At the End of August, 1895.

Acres.

annotto, coca, vanillH

748,017

379,182

304.419

21,634

2;804

18,278
4,093
634
82

133
.5,330

7,397

Total. area of 1,962 plantations and plantinc;
pioperties - - . .

Total area of 1,528 plantations in cultivation
with 1,469 superintendents ami assistants-
Total appro.xiuiate extent under—
Tea
Coffee (ArabiCa) -

Coffee (Liberica) -

Cinchona 4,483.000 trees)
Cacao
Cardamoms
Rubber
Tobacco (on plantations)
Cotton (on plantations)
Crass (cultivatedF

Total approximate extent of
pepper, cloves, plantains, citronella grass, dlvi-divi’

croton, ca.stor-oil, aloes, cinnamon (on the coffee,
tea, or cacao plantations)- -

Of fuel, timber, and fruit trees, sapan, coconuts,
.arecas, nutmegs, kapok (on the tea, coffee or cacao
plantations) .... 16,000

Without entering into any elaborate comparison,
I may mention that in the two years 26,000 acres
have been added to the total area under cultivation

;

but the increased extent under “ tea ” in the same
period is over 31,000 acres, the difference being ob-
tained by a further supersession of coffee (Arabica)

—

due to the persistency of its fungus enemy, and of cin-

chona (no longer a profitable product). While there are
8,500 acres fewer under ordinary coffee, the culti-

vation of the hardier Liberian species has slightly
increased

;
and if an experiment now being made by

a planter (Mr. E. E. Green) to import lady-bird beetles
from California to clear off the bug (coccus) which is

troubling coffee in our richest districts, be successful,
it is possible that there may be a fresh departure
with our old staple. At any rate, it is satisfactory
to know that our export of coffee this year is likely
to be very much larger than during any of the
previous three years, the comparison so far being as
follows :

—

Coffee Exports, January 1 to September 16,
1892-1895.

Pl.anta-
Total exports tion. Native. Total,
from Jan. 1 to Kept. 16, 1895 .. .52,.383 3,607 5.5,995

Ditto ditto 1894 .. 22,201 5S7 22,788
Ditto ditto 1893 .. 43,652 1,808 45,460
Ditto ditto 1892 .. 34,907 2,030 36,997

The area under cacao (chocolate plant) is also, I am
glad to say, slowly but surely increasing, about 2,000
acres having been added in the past two years. So
also with the cultivation of rubber trees, a consider-
able advance has been made and interest taken in
the culture by planters in several districts.

I am thus particular in specifying certain minor
industries, before touching on the present overshad-
owing staple—cea—because it has been my constant
endeavour in writing for the planters in our daily
Press, as well as in the monthly Tr02ncnl Aqeicnl-
turisl, to impress upon them the great advantage,
wherever possible, of having two or more strings to
their how, and my hope is to see the cultivation of
Liberian (and perhaps as well Arabian) coffee, rub-
ber, useful and ornamental timber trees freely ex-
tended during the next few years in the Ceylon plant-
ing districts.

Nevertheless, I am bound to confess that so far tea is

the most encouraging as well as most profitable cul-
ture. Although we have now got beyond the 7naxi-
mum area ever planted with coffee (280,(XX) acres
coffee in 1878 79, against 304,000 acres in tea in 1895),
yet the tea plant is everywhere healthy and vigorous,
and crops satisfactory. Nowhere, apparently, can
tea be grown more economically than in the favoured
divisions of Ceylon, and the enemies of tea can
he much more easily fought and conquered than
those of coffee. Shortness of the labour supply is

occasionally in some parts a difficulty; but if' the
ludo-Ceylon railway now projected from Colombo
to Madura were constructed, this difficulty would
be at an end. There is room for a further
expansion of the tea area, through private xe->
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serves of forest land being utilized. The Crown
for the present sells very little land. But it may
be of interest to mention that, during the adminis-
tration of Sir Arthur Gordon (now' Lord Staninore),
1883-90, the area planted with tea rose from 32,000
to 220,000 acres, while 84,000 acres have been added
in the time of Governor Sir Arthur Havelock, who
is just leaving us. The export of Ceylon tea, which
was only about 1* million lb. in 1883, will, for this

year, probably exceed 90 million lb.
;

and I see no
reason why this should not be maintained and ex-

ceeded for many years to come.
I will not touch on the danger of “ over-produc-

tion” and consequently of prices falling below a pay-
ing level ; because at present Indian and Ceylon
planters are busy trying to conq»ier new’ markets for

their staple in America and llussia as well as Aus-

tralasia, where much jirogress has been made. At
the same time I may mention that the ranks of

Ceylon planters are very full at present and that

there is little room for additions in young men who
hope for a career here

;
although our plantations

continue, in my opinion, to be the best tropical agri-

cultural school for young men who are prepared after

their training to pioneer (with coffee, ciicao, Ac.)

in the Malayan Peninsula, Sumatra, North Borneo,

or Nyassaland, in Central Africa.

A word or two may be permitted as to the more
purely native agricultural industry in Ceylon. I calcu-

late that there are some .W millions of coco-palms

growing in regular plantations or small native gardens

in Ceylon, covering some ()50,tXX) acres, and yield-

ing an annual harvest nearly equal in value to that

gathered from the btX),()00 acres of our tea plant. A cer-

tain proportion of the “harvest "is exported,—-in coconut

oil, up to 500,000 cwt.; “copra” and “poonac” (the

dried kernels), up to 200,000 cwt.,
;

coir fibre, rope,

and yarn up to 170,000 cw t.
;

in coconuts (10,000,0()0),

as pulled or v/ith the husk off; and in a new and
fast-expanding industry in “ desiccated coconut,” six

to seven million lb.—but a large, perhaps the larger,

proportion is consumed for food and domestic use

otherwise by the people of the island, apart from the

large and unfortunately growing quantity of arrack (the

whisky or brandy of Ceylon) prepared from the sap of a

large number of palms set apart for that purpose. Of

other palms(Palmyra, Kitul, and Areca chiefly) and fruit

trees in great variety, I count the Sinhalese and Tamils

of Ceylon have over 300,000 acres planted, and most

yielding crops, as additions to the food supply and, in

some cases, exports. Of our famous ancient spice-—

cinnamon (which was cai'ried from Ceylon and sold in

Rome in the time of Augustus Ciesar for the

equivalent of T8 sterling per lb.)—there are still

about 35,000 acres planted in Ceylon, the annual

exports of the quills and chips keeping in excess of 2J

rnillion lb. This industry is in Ceylonese (chiefly

Sinhalese) hands. Cardamoms, pepper, cloves, nutmegs,

and some other spices claim more attention from the

I'luropean planters ;
but the cultivation of citronella and

other grass for essential oils is solely done by the

natives, as also, of course, the great paddy, or rice-

gi’owing industry in Ceylon. Since the abolition of

paddy rents from January 1, 1893, this industry is now
“ protected ” (the Cobden Club Committee consenting)

to*^the extent of a Customs duty of 29 cents per bushel

on all rice imported from India
; but the result so far

has' not affected our imports (*), which are as fol-

lows ;

—

Rice Imports, 1892-94.

Bushels.

1892 .
Imported from India .. 7,282,411

1893'.. „ •• 7,447,376

1894.. r. ” ••

Finally, I may mention that the trade in ouronly

mineral of commercial importance, plumbago, is not

very prosperous, though wc continue to export between

'$00 (XM) to 400,000 cwt. of it, largely if not chiefly, to

the’ United States, London coming next, while France

and Germany have begun to take increasing quantities

• If it should be said that the imports are for immi-

„rant coolies, it must be answered that the total con-

sumption by them cannot exceed 2J million bushels,

while local and imported rice competes in every bazaar

ipjthe towns and tnroughout the island.

iildirect shipments. Ceylon has from time immemorial
been famous for its precious stones - rubbiesj sapphires
cats’-eyes, and moon-stones—and these continue to be
freely found, the digging and selling beilig in native
hands and the proceeds largely carried away by visitors

or despatched in registered postal packets.
May I wind up by saying that the tw'O notable

material facts in the history of Ceylon during the past
15 years are— (1) the rise of tbe tea-growing industry
from 9,000 acres planted in 1880 to over 3(X),000 acres
in 1895

; (2) the immense growth and ever-increasing
expansion in the tonnage and trade of the capital,

Colombo. The total tonnage of the port in 1880 wafe

1,3(X),000; while last year the aggregate (inwards arid

outwards as before) had reached 5,328,000 tons. If, ifa

place of being shackled with a long list of Customs
burdens and restrictions, Colombo were to get some
of the fiscal advantages of Singapore, or even Bombay,
it would more and more rapidly become the great port
of Southern Asia, and such increase of prosperity for
the port and city W’ould be further confirmed and ex-
tended if it were directly connected by an Indo-
Ceylon metre-gauge railway with Southern India, as
orginally projected by the late Duke of Buckingham
and Sir William Gregory.

I am. Sir, yours repectfully,

J. FERGUSON, of the Cei/lon Observer And
Tropical Ayriculturif’/.

Colombo, Ceylon, Sept. 19.

INDIAN BATENT.S.
CALCVTT.V, OCT. 24tH.

“ For Improvements in Stoves or Apparatus for

heating Air”.—No. 321 of 1895.—Samuel Cleland
Davidson, of Sirocco Engineering Works, Belfast,
Ireland, Merchant, for improvements in stoves or
apparatus for heating air.

Specifications of the undermentioned inventions
have been filed, under the provisions of Act V. of
1888 :

“ For Improvements in Apparatus for Rolling Tea
Leaf and the Like”.—No. 238 of 1895.—William Jack-
son, of Thorn Grove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North
Britain, Engineer for improvements in apparatus for
rolling tea leaf and the like. (Filed 11th October 1895.)

“ For Improvements in Apparatus for subjecting
Materials to the Action of hot Air.”—No. 257 of
1895.—William Jackson, of Thorn Grove, Mannofieli.
Aberdeen, Scotland, Engineer, for improvements in
apparatus for subjecting materials to the action of

hot air more especially intended for use in drying
tea leaves and other produce —(Filed 11th October
1895.)—Indian and Eastern Engineer, Nov. 2.

MABVEI.LOU.S \TCISSITUDES OF AN
ISLAND.

TRY AND TRY AGAIN.

Away to the South of Asia and almost attached
to the great empire of Hindustan, lies the ancient
isle of Lanka.
Thousands of years ago,—aye, thousands of years,

—

perhaps before our British ancestors in paints and
hides attired, unsuccessfully resisted the Roman in-

vaders, this island had intercourse with the Chinese
in the Far East, and the Arabians in the West.
’Tis hard to name a date so far remote that some
of the arts, say pottery and architecture, were un-
known to its people.

The Americans, who are the heirs of the ages,

are not really the inventors of many things which
their skill and intelligence have greatly improved,
cheapened and utilized. The Chinese, who may
have been as advanced five thousand years before
the beginning of history as they are to-day, and
if left to themselves would be five thousand years
hence, were acquainted with the compass and the
cantilever, with powder and printing centuries before
Columbus was born.

The ancient capital of Lanka, whose gigantic
ruins are now being uncovered in almost impene-
trable jungle, was founded and with it the Bud-
dhist religion in the island some live hundred
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years before our Christian era. The ruins of its

vast temples attest the skill of its ancient builders.

A sacred tree brought over there from India
when a small plant, is still growing, and its

history has been reguarly recorded for nearly
two thousand five hundred years, by the devot-

ed priests of a Temple dedicated to it. It is now
the oldest historical tree in the world.

But Lanka was known and its products utilized

at an earlier age when a still more famous temple
was built. I mean that of Solomon.

“ That uxorious King,
Who beguiled by fair idolatresses,

Kell to idols foul.”

If in the recently discovered African mines we
have found the source of Solomon’s immense stores
of gold, in Lanka we recognize the source of his ivory.

So skilful, too, were the dentists of those early years,
that the ivory trunks were extracted from the live ele-

phant
;
and so effectually were the molar roots drawn,

that unlike the elephant of African India, Lanka’s
greatest beast has never since developed a large
tusk, but has to be content with a small protuding
stump, which like Monbodda’s tail in man, merely
indicates what has been.

Passing over two thousand years or so, a short

time in the life of those eastern countries, during
which Lanka was ruled by its native King, or by
Invaders from the adjacent continent, and while its

Gigantic irrigation works, now mere monuments, were
being constructed, we find the Portugese ruling the
island during the 16th and 17th centuries. Then came
the Dutch ;

until about the beginning of the 19th

century, the English gained possession. The des-

cendants of the Portugese and Dutch are still numer-
us in the land.

About 1825, while Lanka had few Englishmen be-

sides the Civil aud Military Servants, an enterprising

soldier introduced the cultivation of coffee. His
example was soon followed by his brother officers, and
within the next ten years a large tract of land carried

the fragrant bean.
The success of the young Englishman attracted

capital to the island, and hundreds of coffee gardens
were planted during the following thirty years. The
island’s seaport became a place of great importance,
and the planters a numerous and influential body.
Roads were opened up, branching between ranges of

lofty mountains into all the lovely and fertile valleys

on whose slopes the grand primeval jungle gave way
to the coffee tree.

Soon the railroad took the place of the road with
its thousands of bullock carts.

Between 1865 and 1875 the exports of coffee I'an

from 750)000 to 1,000,000 cwt.; giving employment
to a quarter of a million of coolies (native labour-

ers), or with their families perhaps finding susten-

ance for seven hundred thousand people.

About 1868 or 1870 a curious looking powder was
observed on the leaves of the coffee plant in

many parts of the island. At first little notice

was taken of it
;
then it became a curiosity, and in

time the attention of a famous scientific authority

—the Conservator of the island’s beautiful

botanical garden—was attracted to the phenome-
non. After close observation the oracle spoke,

and his utterances were a grave warning
;

the
stranger was pronounced to be a dangerous and
insinuating parasite, which penetrated into the

cells of the leaves and prematurely destroyed them
while their functions in assisting the trees to mature
their fruit were still unperformed.
At first little heed was given to the sage’s opinion.

Manuring was resorted to and under the influence

of good prices, hope, aud faith, with an occasional

note of distrust, which when expressed was im-
mediately hooted down, ruled until about 1876-78.

By this time it was evident to many that the
weaker portions of their gardens were succumbing
to the attacks of the parasite. Manuring no longer
produced its old results ;

crops estimated to be good
in their early stage gradually dwindled during the

two mouths while the berries should have been
maturing, until actual out-turn greviously dis-

appointed the poor planter.

Tears before this, one gentleman of a botanical

turn and a rare gift of foiesight, had introduced the

cinchona and other tree into Lanka. He planted
fields of those, and soon found they were well adopted
to the soil and climate and could be cultivated most
profitably.

His example was generally followed so far as cin-

chona was concerned. Hundreds of millions of those
trees were put out between 1870 and 1880. Those
who planted them first reaped a splendid harvest,
as the bark from which quinine was extracted sold
readily at from three shillings to ten shillings per
pound. Great fortunes were anticipated by hundreds
of planters—single trees of the best qualities being
valued at thousands of pounds, as seed bearers.

The exports of bark went up by heaps aud bounds,
until supply exceeded demand, when prices fell badly.

Quinine fell from eighteen shillings per ounce to two
shillings, and even to ten pence. Bark from a five

shilling average per pound to five pence, and soon
after became almost unsaleable. Thus another gre-

vious disappointment befell the poor struggling plan-

ter. With household bills unsettled, and labourers’

wages in arrear, the interest of an ever swelling

mortgage became due with ruthless regularity every

six months. Ruin and sequestration were the fate

of many, while others strove bravely by hard work
and strictest economy to stave off the evil day.

Meantime, attention was directed to that other

plant which our far-seeing friend had introduced.

ExperiTuentally by many, and boldly aud extensively

by a few, its cultivation was attempted. Early in

the eighties it was recognized as a useful friend

which miffiit help many whose properties lay in the

Zone, to which alone it was then thought to be
adapted. Gradually, with fear and trembling rather

than faith, it was tried higher up in the mountains
and further down the vallies—and still its capabilities

did not fail.

By 1885 it was known that those who had
planted it during the seventies were surprised at

their success ;
and it gradually dawned upon all

that from the sea level near the equator to

winter snow about thirty degrees north, and
seven thousand five hundred feet elevation, one
variety or another of this Heaven-sent plant would
grow, flourish, and pay handsomely. The moist
climate of Lanka was found to be particulary suited

for it. Cheap labour helped greatly and raindly
;

falh

ing exchange was a God-send to a country with a
silver currency.
Other countries slow to grasp impi-ovemeiits,

wedded to old customs, and not over cleanly habits,

had been growing this plant aud exporting products
for centuries. Among them it was a family industry,
as weaving of woolen and linen garments was last

century in England and Ireland. The children plucked
the leaves. 'The elders rolled them by hand and dried
them over charcoal, as, and when, other household
matters permitted.
In Lanka it was speedily recognised that machi-

nery supplied the most economical and only cleanly
way of manufacturing the article. It was universally
adopted, both for rolling the leaf and firing the
pi'oduct.

Ill 1893 Lanka exported 1,000,000 pounds aud in
1895 it will export 94,000,000 pounds of this use-
ful, refreshing aud grateful household need.
Great Britain now uses the machine-made pro-

duct of Lanka and the adjoining continent of India
almost exclusively whereas a few’ years ago the
hand-made article had complete possession of every
household. Other countries, chiefly Australia, Russia,
and America including Canada, which took only
four and one half million pounds from Lanka in
1891, will this year take seventeen, perhaps eighteen,
million pounds.

Cleanliness is a factor in favour of the machine-
made product, as is also economy in time and money.
A cup can be made in half the time and with half the
quantity of raw material required when the hand-
made article is used.
Lanka is the ancient name of Ceylon, and the other

plant of the far-seeing planter is the tea tree, from
the young succulent leaves of which the now famous
an<^ ctlmqst upivet'sally dcuuls Ceylon tea U manufai^*
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tured. We would prescribe a soothing cup of its ex-
tract to all whose brains are wearied by business
troubles and to the many whose digestion has been
weakened by the too stimulating extract of coffee’s

fragi’ant bean. w. mck.

LABOUR CONTRACTORS IN MADRAS.

We have before us the Draft of an Act which
it is proposed to pass in the Madras Council, to

provide for the licensing and registration of con-

tractors wlio supply labourers to estates in the

Southern Presidenc5^ One of them is the Bill

as ]>repared by the Advocate-General ;
the second

embraces the alterations which the United

Planters’ Association of Southern India suggests

shouldj be incorporated in the Government mea-

sure. We are not sure if these alterations are

“amendments” in the strict acceptation of the

term ;
but it would not be wi.se to decide

hastily on that point, without knowing some-

thing of the origin of the measure, and the

reasons which have weighed with the j)lanters

in suggesting the alterations. Has the Bill

been prepared at the instance of the planters,

for the protection of their own interests, or has

it been devised by the Government for the pro-

tection of the labouring classes from Recruiting

Agents, whether of their own nationality, or

strangers to the country Y The superiority of one

Bill over the other must depend on local cir-

cumstances on which we cannot pretend to be

fully informed ;
but speaking generally, and sub-

ject to correction, we should say that the pro-

vision made by the Advocate-General for the

re<dstration of licensees, which the revised Draft

oinits, is a wise one. It is .scarcely bn.siness-like

to issue licenses without keeping some record of

them ;
and if a Register is to be kept, it would

be obviously useful that it should have legal

recognition, both for purposes of reference,

and "as a means of verifying the license in

the event of suspicion attaching to it, either

as a whole or in respect of alterations

in it. The chief ditierence between the two Drafts

lies in the provision for a Register, and in the

absence of such provision.

The Preamble sets forth the expediency of

licensing [and registering], contractors who hire

labourers for service on tea, collee, and cin-

chona estates, and of preventing unlicensed

persons being employed in supplying gangs to

work on estates. The interijretation clause is

very fvill and jjrecise. and ilelines such terms

as ‘ planter ’ (to include owner and manager), ‘ es-

tate’, ‘gang’, ‘contractor’, and not least ‘advance’

which nieans “ any money or thing given to

any contractor, as a prepayment, in whole or

part, on the consideration for his contracting

to smpply gang labourers, and includes any

release of a balance due on a previous con-

tract, when such release is by mutual consent

treated as an advance.” That strikes us as a

very satisfactory definition, and one which

micJ'ht with advantage be incorporated into our

local Labour I.aw, to guide the Courts in deal-

in" with the indebtedness of coolies to estates

an'^ vice verm. Indeed, it may be a question

whether we should not have a similar Act here,

whereby the Kangany might be licensed and re-

"istered as a means of increasing his usefulness

Slid limitin-' his readiness, sometimes, to Hit from

one estate to another. That however is a matter

on which we should like large employers of

labour to have their say, through the Press

or in District Associations, so that the Parent

Association might decide whether to approach the

^(}veniTU?nt or not with a view to legislation^

Probably, tlie reason of the disinclination which
Planters show to enter into written contracts

with labourers, may also militate against the

forging of any shackles for the Kangany, lest

his conservative mind should rebel against the

change. And, to ‘leave wellalone’ is a mottowliich
has much to recommend it in this age of unrest

and revolution.

But to proceed, the Bills we are notic-

ing conteni] late the restriction of the recruiting

of labour for estates to persons duly licensed.

The license is to be obtained from the Sub-Magis-
trate within whose jurisdiction the applicant
resides; but we prefer the “may be granted” of

the original Bill, to the “shall be granted” of

tlie revised, because that would imply .some dis-

cretion in the granting of licenses ; and the
withholding of a license by the Magistrate from
an applicant of known bad character would be
an advantage, rather than the reverse, both to

the labourer and the estate. Any person acting
as a labour-contractor without a license would
expo.se himself to a line of Ro for every day he
so acts, and any planter who enters into a con-
tract with an unlicensed person would similarly

incur a like penalty for every day he so employs
the man. Each license is to run for 12 months,
but may be renewed, the renewal being recorded
on the license under the signature and seal of

the renewing olHcer
; and it must contain a cor-

rect abstract, according to a prescribed form, of

every contract entered into by the licensee. The
abstract is required to be both in English and
in the Vernacular which the Maistry understands,
to be signed by both planter and contractor, and
to contain j)articulars of estate, district, number
engaged, duration of contract or specification of

work, amount j>ayable and how, and amount of

advances. Tiie license restricts the contractor to

work within the jurisdiction of the licensing
Magistrate, but if the coolies be engaged to

work on an estate outside that jurisdiction, the
contractor is bound within a week (a month in

the revised Draft) to produce the licen.se before

the Sub-Magistrate, within whose jurisdiction

the estate is situated, to have his signature and
seal to the abstract. So with regard to all alter-

ations and modifications of the contract. The
Bill strikes us as both well-conceived and care-

fully ])repared ; and if a trustworthy class of

contractors come to be licensed, there should be
no reason why we (in Ceylon) should not ask
for .such an alteration of the law as might enable
such licensees to recruit labour for our estates
too, on terms and conditions to be hereafter ar-

ranged. Whether this be thought advisable or

not, the connection between ourselves and South-
ern India is intimate enough to explain our inter-

est in the proposed legislation.

Tk.v DniNKiNO inCiiina.— In a paper on “Work
in Heathen Homes,” by Miss Horne and Miss
Miller of Amoy, rea<l at one of the L. M. S.

Centenary meetings in London recently the
writer says :

—

Again, a rule of Chinese courtesy is that a guest
must be offered tea, or a concoction of hot water
poured over a Chinese fruit mis-called “ tea.” The
lady worker inwardly groans as she hcai-s the order
given by the mistress of the house to prepare tea

;

in vain does she say there is no need to make tea,
she has lately eaten, she would rather they sat down
and listened. Their duty of politeness is to offer her
tea, and tea she /shall have. (Laughter.) So she has
to endure the fumes of wood smoko, and then to
politely taste the syrupy beverage, after which the
household can spare a little attention to listen to
the “ doctrines.

’
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TEA PIONEERS IN ENOLAND:
A FAMOUS FENCIiURCH-STREET FIRM.

[Abt-idycdfrom the London “ Cif >/ /’/'m'.”)

From wiiat was gathered at an interview the other
day witli tlie head of tlie well-kuown lirni of tea

merchants, Messrs. Davison, Newman, and Co., of

Fenchurch-street, the question whetlier we drink good
tea (writes a representative of the Citi/ I’ress) is open
to mucii discussion. A cheap article nowadays sells,

says the head of the firm, and thereby becomes
poxjular. Dut whether the policy x>ni-’sued by the
community is one to be commended is oxien to grave
doubts. Competition is the jiropelling agent of the age
of merchandise, and to a large extent it is responsible
for the many interior kinds of goods that now glut tho
markets. The responsibility always rests with con-
sumers, for the supply is 'made according to their
demand.
The tea house of Messrs. Davison, Newman, and Co.

is the oldest-established in this country. It was foun-
ded in 165U, when tea was “worth its weight in gold,"
by Daniel Rawlinson, the father of Alderman Sir

Thomas Rawlinson, who was Sheriff of London in 1GS7,

and Lord Mayor 170(1. The “ Annual Register ” gives

the following x>articulars of the founder of the firm :

‘ Daniel Rawlinson, merchant, bapitized 1G14, died
1679.’’ There is a tine portrait of him in the liawks-
head School. He rebuilt the latter in 1675. A monu-
ment is erected to his memory in St. Dioiiis

Backchurch, Fenchurch-street. Samuel Pepys and
Daniel Rawlinson (founder of the firm) were friends,

and seeing how near to one another they lived the
fact is not suiqiiising. The diarist frequently refers to

“Dan Rawlinson.” Mr. Battersby {ride Pepys’ Diary,

p. aos, August t'th, 1G6G) informs Pepys that “after all

this sickness, and himself (Rawilnson) spending all

the last year in the country, one of his (Rawlinson’s)
men is dead of the plague, and his wife, and one of

his maids sick and himself shut up.” Whereat Pepys
says that he was “mightily troubled.” On August
9th, three days later, we learn from the same source
of the death of Mrs. Rawlinson, the continued ill-

ness of the maid, and the fact that Mr. Rawlinson
had been forced to quit his house. On September
8th, 1667, Mr. Pepys relates how he met Mr. Raw-
linson in Fenchurch-street, the latter having been
looking over the ruins of his premises destroyed by
the Great Fire of the jirevious year.
The firm, which carries on business today almost

on the same lines as it did in the days of that much-
maligned monarch Charles II., is justly en-
titled to the term famous, for it is one of the
first historic houses of business in the City, The
business was commenced in P’enchurch-street 250
years ago, and was conducted at the same old
place until 1890, when the successor was irer-

force obliged to remove. From No. 44 they migrated
to No. 57, but deep was the regret of the firm, and
jrerhaps quite as deep was the regret of their

old customers, and everybody else, at the removal of

such a grand old landmark. But it was compulsory
owing to City improvements. The establishment is split

up through it, however, for, while the retail business is

carried on at the new address, the wholesale business
is done at the large five-storey warehouse in Cree-
church-buildings, Leadeuhall-street. In 1763 the fiim
was known as Rawlinson, Davison, and Newman.
In 1777 the style Davison, Newman & Co; w'as ad-
opted, and is retained to the present day. In 1777
Moukhouse Davison and Abraham Newman admitted
into partnership three of the clerks, who put various
small sums into the business, no amount, how’ever,
e.vceeding .£500 ; a Mr. Thwaytes invested .£500. These
small sums of money qualifying for partnership
in a well-established firm whose capital was £80,000
seems ridiculous, but the fact is nevertheless, true.

In 1792 the capital increased to .£196,C00. Our re-

presentative was privileged to inspect the original
books and documents and many other interesting
data of the old firm. In the “Annual Register”
for 1799 we read the following: “Died this year,
in I’cnchurch-street, Abraham Newman, Esq. He
was one of the richest citizens of London He
acquired ,£600,000 So forcible was his
habit that he went every day to the shop and tea

his mutton chop at two o’clock .... with his

successors. To each of his daughters he left one
hunured thousand pounds.” He retired some
years before he died. Monkhouse Davison died in
1793. The two jrartners were buried in one vault.
The memorial tablet still exists in the church of
St. Clave, Hart-street. Time eventually cai'ried off

all the original partners and also the two clerks,
leaving Mr. Thw'aytes the master of the whole
concern. He realized an enormous fortune, for, after
providing pretty comfortably for those who knew
him best, he bequeathed £40,00U to the Clothworker’s
Comxjany. The interest on £20,000 of that sum we
understand, is now paid annually to the blind by that
company. The following extract is taken from a book
called “'The History of Signboards”:—“At 44, Fenchurch-
street, a very old-established grocery firm still carries
on business under the sign of the “ Three Sugar
Loaves.” The house XJiesents much the same ap^iear-

ance it had in the last century, with the gilt

sugar loaves above the doorway, and is one of the
few places of business in London conducted in

the ancient style. The small, old-fashioned wiiidov/-

panes, the complete absence of all show and
decoration, the cleanliness of the interior, and the
quiet order of the assistants in their long white
apron betoken the respectable old tea warehouse,
and inixiress the passer-by with a comiilete con-
viction as to the genuineness of its articles.

”

This description, of course, referred to the old

Xiremises. Over the new premises, 57, Fenchurch-
street, the identical old shop sign is still to be in

the shape of a crown supporting three gilt sugar-loaves.
The connexion enjoyed today by Messrs. Davison,

Newman, and Go. is of a nature fully commensurate
with the honorable records of a prosperous com
inercial career of nearly two and a-half centuries-
Their mercantile relations are of the most in-

fluential order, many of their customers having
dealt with them for generations. This reflection

(continues our representative) brings us back to the
abstract question—tea. The late Sir Andrew Clark
was no friend of the teas hailing from any planta-
tions but those of China, our representative was
told. In his lecture to the students at the
London Hospital, the late doi/eii of the medical
profession said:—“If you want to have, either for
yourselves or your patients tea which will not
injure and which will refresh, get black China
tea.””' It is the opinion of the principal that the
tea which comes from fields not Chinese, and for
which there is now such an enormous public
demand, is not the best friend of the tea-drinker.
Tea “ critics ” say that it is too pungent, and what
money is saved in buying it for home consum-
tion is lost in another way, for, by all accounts,
the drinker of such tea can seldom make
sure of retaining a healthy nervous system.
Unfortunately the peojile are so wedded to cheap
and strong teas other than Chinese that they
do not relish the more delicate importations from the
Flowery Land. India and Ceylon send over good
tea as well as indifferent tea, but tea specialists,

like the successors of the Cit3'’s earliest firm of tea
merchants, would never recommend the choicest
products of those places in preference to those of

China.* Pure tea, pure coffee, and pure sugar are
necessary to health and happiness. Among the work-
ing classes of the community it is generally believed
that cheap, and thereby impure, stuff is only sold
for them, and that the higher-priced foods belong to

the world w'hich is not theirs, the world of the “ upper
ten.” But will it surprise them when they hear that many
of the nobility today insist upon having tea at
less than Is 6d per pound ? Will it surprise the rea-

ders of the CiU) Fress to hear that while it is possi-

ble to get at this establishment fine old-fashioned
China tea at 2s 4d per pound, many of the beat coun-
try families w'ill not buy it, preferring the cheap Ceylon
instead ?f The finest tea that is imported into this

* Sir Andrew Clark recanted this opinion after-

wards and pronounced good Ceylon tea the best he
ever tasted.

—

Ed. T.A.

t This just shows how behind the age the Firm’s
views are,—Ed. T.A.
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coimti-y is the pure Souchong—Sir Andrew Clark’s
favourite.*

It is a “ tradition” that it was this old historic
house which exported to America those celebra-
ted chests of tea, which, being sunk in Boston
Harbour, gave rise to the war of American Inde-
pendence—hence our previously unexplained heading.

THE DAUJEELINCJ-HIMALAVAN AND
OTHEl; MOUNTAIN HAILWAYS.

llie He])ort of the Directors of the Darjeeling
Kailway for the half-year ending 30th June 189o
.show.s that the revenue of tlie line continue.s to
increase, .and witli the expansion of the tea in-
dustry the receipts must go on iin]>roving, says
the Pioneer, which takes a ratlier difi'erent view
of the situation irom Mr. AVaring. For one thing,
the Government gets the half of any i)rolits above
5 per cent. Our contemporary continues :

—

As mountain lines to bimla and Mussoorie h.ave
already been projected, and others are in con-
templation, it may be well to consider the causes
to which tlie success of the Darjeeling Kailw.ay
is attributable, as the experience gained in that
concern should be a valuable guide in forming a
judgment as to the fe.asibility of other schemes
of a similar nature. The total length of the
D.arjeeling Hallway from Siliguri to D.arjeeling is

51 miles, of wliicli 7 miles in the Terai .are practi-
cally level, .ami tlie remainder comprkses the
mountain section. The gr.adients of this latter
vary considerably from 1 in 23, which is the
steepest, to 1 in 3U, or more ; and the sharpest
curve is about (10 feet radius. The total rise from
Siliguri to Ghoom station (3;^ miles from D.arjeeling)
is some 7,00(1 feet, and tlie actual lengtl’i of the
ascent from the foot of the hills is 40 miles.
From Ghoom there is a fall of some 200 feet
into Darjeeling. 'I'he cart-road, which is utilised
as far as possible, is a good metal road 2.7 feet
wide, and h.ad the lower section of it b<>en as well
laid out as the upper, there would have been con-
siderable saving in the cost of the construction of the
Kailw.ay. * * * It may be as well to consiiler
here if any direct advant.ages accrue to Govern-
ment from conceding the use of an important
mountain ro.ad for the purjioses of a railway. In
the case of the Darjeeling line the ag''eement
between Government and the Company is, we
understand, as follows

:

—The upkeep of the
ro.ad is to be paid for bj' Government and the
surplus earnings of the Hailway over 5 per cent
are to be divided equally between the two jiariies.

Hence we find in the accounts under notice a
sum of 1130,365 entered .as the Government
share of the excess profits. This may be reck-
oned as a pure gain to the .State. Instead,
therefore, of discour.aging the construction of
railways on mountain roads, it would appear the
Government policy sluuld be to make it a con-
dition th.at such roads should be utilised where
possible. Whether a railw.ay is made .alone' them
or not, such ro.ads must be kept up at the public
expense, but if it becomes profitable to utilise

them for a line of railway, the .State is both a
direct and indirect gainer. It is argued that a
good road may thus be converted into a bail

lailway, but such is not the experience of the
Darjeeling route. It is true the ro.ad is hampered to
a certain extent by the existence of the H.ailw.ay,

but as the rates of carri.age on the latter are less

than h.alf of that by bullock-cart, while the
speed is five or six times gre.ater, it follows .as

* The utter ignorance shown iii speaking of pure
“Souchongs”—a common China tea brand—as the
" finest,” can only make real authorities on tea

smile.—En. T.A.

an.atural consequence that the ro.ad tr.aftic becomes
insignificant and the necessity for a first- class

ro.ad thus disaiijiear.s.

The success of the Darjeeling line, both on

account of its public utility and the profitable

returns it gives to the shareholders (and it m.ay

be sahl to Government), should result in more
attention being directed to the fc.asibilily of

other schemes of a simibar mature. In the Doo.ars,

where the tea industry is exjianding so niar-

vellously, there is a great opening for light

railways : and the Bengal-Dooars line, which
has so recently been ojiened, is already showing
signs of becoming a highly remunerative enter-

prise. A mountain line up the Teesta Valley
IS discussed as a po.ssible scheme of the immediate
future, and as a good metalled road exists we
believe to Kaiimpong in .Sikkim there should be
little difficulty in promoting a scheme of this

kind. There is a large tea area to be served ;

besides which the Tibetan trade follows this

route. In other directions there are jiromising

schemes to which promoters of light railways
might well direct their attention. In the vici-

nity of Murree there are 12 or 13 depots in

which British troops .are located for 8 months
in the year, and the cost of carriage for provi-

sioning them alone must be a considerable item.

A light railway from Hawalpindito Murree would
serve these (leqiAts, and would afford Govern-
ment the mc.ans of transporting troops rapidly

to the jilains in .an emergency. Simla and Mus-
soorie must also sooner or later be pro\ ideil with
railway facilities. If (he same concessions were
given as in the case of the Darjeeling line, doubt-
less conqianies could easily be formed to c.arry

out the schemes. It is inqierative that the luiblic

roads should be utilised for all these mount.ain
lines, as in no case will it probably be found
jiossible to build a nailway on .a separate .align-

ment exi-c])! at .a prohibitive outlay.

THEE-FLANTING I.\ SOUTH AFHICA.
The regulations for a tree-planting prize cempeti-

tion are as under :—Three prizes of amounts not
exceeding £500, £300, and £200, for first, second, and
third prizes respectively, are offered by the Govern-
meut lor the best plantation of forest trees. The
award will be made in May, 1901. Persons intend-
ing to compete should give notice in writing of their
iirtention to the Secretary for Agriculture not later
than May 1st, 189(1. The plantation, excluding roads,
lire-paihs water-courses, rocks, and other ground uu-
smtable for planting, shall contain not less than 100,000
forest timber trees planted or sown in one block,
which, however, must be subdivided into compartments
by fire-belts

;
if the block be shaped as a band or

shelter belt, its narrowest part shall bo not less than
100 3airds. The trees shall be spaced at an average
distance of not less than 3 ft. by 3 ft. (equal 4,810
per acre), not more than (1 ft. by 7 ft. (equal 1,037
per acre). Trees planted sparser than 1,000 per acre,
when inspected by the judge, will be excluded from
the competition. The plantation must be clean and re-

gular, the trees evenly distributed, and efficiently pro-
tected against danger by lire or grazing .—Home paper.

British Centi’.al Africa.—The Gazette of

.Sept. 1st is to liiind by the French mail, but
there is not much in it of outside interest, .save

that lions are prowding close to the capital,

Blantyre, and alarming the residents with their

nightly howling. Here is a paragraph referring

to <a proposed railway :
—

Mr. Grieve Macronc reports very satisfactorily on
the progress ho is making with his railway survey.

He hopes to have his work completed before the rains

set in, and we shall then for the first time bo able to

judge of the feasibility of a line to be brought up
from Chiromo to Blantyre along the Gholo plateau.
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VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Planting and Life in Nva.ssaland.—We
direct special attention to the letter of Mr. J.

W. Moil- of Lauderdale estate, answering certain

criticisms directed to ns hy a Ceylon visitor to

Britisli Central Africa in the early part of thi.s

year. As we said at the time, experience on

the coast and u]) the river is very different

from tliat of the resident at Blantyre and in the

coffee hill region. Mr. Moir’s life statistics are

eminently satisfactory ;
and .so arc his r-ainfall

and temperature tables,—given on pp. 300-354—as

to the suitableness of tlie hill country for coffee

glowing.

Tea Cui/itv.\tion and the Olde.st Tea in

Ceylon.—It may surprise a good many to

find that whereas in 1892-9.3, only 23,000

acres were added to the total in tea in

Ceylon, in the past two years (1894-95) the

total of land planted with tlie staple is 32,000

acres.—We are accustomed for each new
edition of our Handbook to get a report

on the oldest field on Loolecondura (now in its

27th year). Mr. Bonner, the present manager is

good enough to respond toour requestas follows :

—

Loolecondura, Sept. 21.

To the Editor, Ca/loii Observer.

Dkau Sir,—

I

n reply to your letter re the Oldest

Tea hold on Loolecondura. This field is still very

vigorous though one or two patches on the ridges

are decidedly poor. The yield 1st January to 31st

August is at the rate of 382 lb. per acre and though not

so good as 1893, this may in a great measure be ac-

counted for by its being only recently pruned.—Yours

faithfully, C.t. dONNER.^

Lady Bird.s and Coffee in Hawaii.—-We
take the following imjjortant paragrai»h—impor-

tant to Ceylon Planters ivitli coiiee—from the

Hawaiian Commercial Journal, Augt. 13th :

—

What has given the Kona people more encourage-

ment than anything else is the rapid disappearance

of the blight, which in the early part of the season

threatened to destroy the whole crop. The ladybird

recently introduced in the district did not begin opera-

tions on the coffee trees until about six weeks ago,

confining themselves at first to the guava bushes.

They lay dormant all winter and when the warm
weather set in, appeared in small numbers on the

guava trees. When they first appeared the planters

feared they would not spread to the coffee trees but

a few weeks later when the warmer weather set in

myriads of the bright-ivinged strangers swarmed the

coffee trees clearing them completely of all blight.

The result will be that whereas the whole crop was

threatened with total destruction more than half a

crop will now be saved with the prospects for future

seasons exceedingly bright.

ItUuiiER Cui/l’UKE.—Nob alone in coffee—-ami

Liberifiii coiiec espccicilly—cire our fetiiiits iieigli-

hours leading the way ;
but also it seems in

respect of the cultivation of rubber. \V e have

had a call from the proprietor of a plantation

in Lower Perak on alluvial riverside soil, where

there are either planted, or about to be planteil,

some 500 acres of Para rubber. The climate

and soil ought to be as good for Para, as

its native Amazonian region, and we look for-

ward Avith much interest to hearing from Mr.

Baker of the progress of his clearing and his

eventual harvests of rubber.—There has, how-

ever in the i>ast two years been a good deal done

in Para rubber in Ceylon, e.spemally 111 the

Kalutara and other lowcountry districts. ihe

Conservator of Forests does not tell us much of

his Sabaragamuwa plantations, but they appear

to be groAving all right. Perhaps 1,000 acres

altogether are jdanted Avith rubber trees m
C'ej’loii.

Meai for Planters.—Never add lime to a manure con-

laiuing nitrogen
; and when lime has been applied

to the land, do not use such manures until about
three weeks afterwards.— The Agrieulliwal Magazine.
Pl.vnting Enterpki.se in North Traa'AN-

CORE.—The folloAving is from the Madras Mail
We publish froji the Ceglon Observer .an interes-

ting account of the lands w'hich have been bought
in the Kanan DeA'an District by Messrs. Finlay,
Muir & Co. from the North Travancore Company.
We understand that it is the present intention of the
proprietors to put 10,000 acres under tea within the
next four years. Mr. H. M. Knight is the General
Manager, and the property will be opened out under
him in a throughly ))ractical manner. We should
like to see as vigorous a spurt in other planting
districts.

—

M. Mail.

Hydraulic IMortai!.—

M

ay be obtained by
mixing brick dust Avith quicklime. Blocks of

such mortar half an inch in thickness, after

immersion in Avater for four months, bore
Avithout cru.sliing, crumbling or splitting, a
pressure of 1,5001b per .square inch. It is asser-

ted that the use of mortar of this composition
largely prevails in Spain, and that it is found
here to be superior to much artificial cement
in the construction of drains, tanks, or cisterns.

The proportions used are one of brick dust, one
of lime, and tAvo of sand, mi.xed together dry, and
tempered Avith Avater in the usual way. There must
be many occasions in Avhich you Avould find thisneAv

mixture useful. It is not knoAvn to me if it AA’ill

absolutely set under Avater, bu,t probably a
somewhat larger proportion of brick dust might
ensure this. It seems reasonable to think .so, for

we knoAV that artificial cements are made almost
entirely of burnt clay and lime. Very little

exiierimenting Avould be able to decide your local

architects and engineers on this point. It may
Avell bo recommended to your Direetor of Public
'Works to make some trials in the direction men-
tioned.—London Cor.

The E-xport of Ceylon Teas.—The figures given
in the Chamber of Commerce Price Current this

Aveek, relating to the exports of Ceylon tea to all

parts of the world, arc more than usually interest-
ing, and show a most gratifying increase in the output
of our staple (to 26th Sept). The American shipments
have risen from 163,4101b. to 272,2901b. The export to
Australia exceeds that of last year by 1,487,284 lb.

But by far the most interesting increase is shoAvn
in the figures relating to the Russian market.
The importance of that country as an outlet for
oiu' teas has long been recognised, and an ener-
getic campaign has been carried on there against
merchants' and dealers’ prejudices in favour of China
tea. From .January to Se})tcmber, 1.893, the direct
shipments of Ceylon tea to Russia wore 15,410 lb

From .January to September, 1894, there Avere 33,3281b.
Tho shipments ujHo September 26th this year, however
have been 206,8951b., an increase of 650 per cent!
This is a noteivorthy rise, and one we are heartily
glad to see. For it we owe thanks undoubtedly in
a very great measure to M. Rogivue, Avho has
done good work on behalf of our staple; but to
Mr. Lampard, the latest addition to the ranks of our
local tea-buyers, credit is also due, for since his arrival
in Colombo he has been helping to develop foreign
markets, and in regard to Russia avo hear that he is

now sending off something like fifty tons of our tea a
month. 27 tons were shipped by him in the “ Viude-
bona” the other day, and his shipments to Russia
this mouth will be fully up to fifty tons. This is

good news for our planting community, and Ave are
glad to draw attention to it and hope to see the
increase maintained.—Local “ Times.”

[Mr. Lampard is as strong as other large tea-
buyers liere in tlie belief that the tracle direct
Avitli Russia, Australia, 'America, etc. could be
increased manifold Avere the absurd Customs re-

strictions Avhich kecji Colombo in SAvaddling

clothes removed.—Ep. T-A.]
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Coconut Butter.”—Mr. tfohn Hughes’ letter
on this suhjeot given elsewhere will be read with
general interest : the new industry even if

confined to America ought to lead to a large and
growing demand for coconut oil, so benefiting
Ceylon ]iroducers.

New I’roducts.—We attr.act .attention to the
useful and interesting letter of K. M. T. ;

we
are very pleased to ha\ e the information he gives
about greater attention being )jaid to new uro-
ducts. I here is plenty of room for them in Cey-
lon without going to India.
Lady Birds for (!offek Buc, Ac.—

W

e are
glad to learn that Mr. C. H. Green of West
Haputale is likely to supplement his brother’s
attempt at importing “ ladj^ birds ” from Cali-
fornia, by trying whetlier a supply can be got
froni t^ueensland. We heartily trust both these
spirited ventures may be highly successful.

Indian Tea Companies.—Mr. George Seton
has published in tabular form the results of the
1894 season’s working of 40 Indian tea companies
registered in London, .says the Financinl Times :

—The total share ca[)ital involved is £8,734,620
and on this sum an average dividend of 9 i)er

per cent, was paid, £835,970 being distributed
out of total receipts amounting to £1,087,767.
The 40 Companies have reserves and balances in

band eijual to 9,^ ]>er cent, of their entire capi-

tals, the Jorehaut (which pays 20 per cent.)

showing 41 '82 per cent, of its capital in this

form. Only one Company }>aid no dividend
;

27
paid 7 per cent, and over, while 22 paid
10 per cent, or over ; and three paid 20 per
cent. Few' groups of industrial investments can
show such consistently e.vcellent results.

The Scottish Trust and Loan Co. of
Ceylon, Ld.,—whose annual Report will be found
elsewhere—is one of the few Companies that
began operations in the days of coffee, and woukl
probably have come to utter grief wdien coffee

collapsed, w'cre it not for the pluck ami perse-

verance of Ml'. Thomas Dickson, scnr.
,

well

supported by tlie local Agents, Messrs. Cumlier-
batch & Co. They never lost faith in the Com-
pany’s properties although the returns dwindled
woefully for some years ; and then in the tea
era came the reward of their faith and courage

;

for, now, all is iirosperity with the “ Scottish

Trust,” though the Directors are still in the pro-

cess, it will be obser\ed, of develoiiing fresh

property. For the year ending the 81st August
last, the shareholders ha\e divided D> )ier cent
in dividend and bonu.s. Altogether we congratu-
the Company, its Officers and Managers on so

satisfactory a Report.
Good New's for Ceylon Tea Planters.—

We are well pleased to learn that an inffuential

Rus.sian tea-buyer who has been on a visit to

the island, has left so well .satisfied with all he
has seen and learned that he is likely to es-

tablish an Agency here next year and indeed that

he lias already •withdrawn from his Agencies in

Canton and Foochow'. This gentleman was es-

pecially loud in praise of our high-grown teas.

While the guest of Mr. E .S Anderson in Dikoya
(as well as in Colombo) he had the o]i]iortunity

of testing a great many samples
; and he thinks

there can be no doubt of such teas going very

largely into consuinjition in Russia in super-

session of China tea.s. Already M. Popolfs house
uses more and more of Ceylon teas in their

blends, and while the delicate high-grown arc

in demand for the well-to-do clas.ses, lowcounlry
Ceylons suit for the chcaiier blends. 'I'o get a hold

of the Rus.sian market through buying Agencies

ja Cflouibo will bg a. yieat {j'uia lo the j^iroducvr.

Scorpion Stings.—A coirospondent writes :
—“ A

paragraph in a recent issue of your paper on scor-

pions prompts me to write and say that I have
found phenyle an infallible and instant cure for

stings from scorjiiona, bees, wasps and hornets. A
little pure phenyle rubbed on to the wounded part

will give immediate relief and effectually prevent

inflammation. I have tried this simple remedy in

dozen of cases, and it has never failed. Publicity

of the fact will perhaps be the means of giving relief

to many.

—

I'lonecr.

Tea and Tigers at Upper Burmaii.— I hope next
week 10 go up to Tamanthi to look at some native tea

gardens, whicii do a fair trade in pickled tea

(let-pet), and in exportation of tea-seed to Assam.
The actual cultivation is very poor, and I don’t

think they have ever succeeded in getting more than
30U lb. of green leaf per acre per annum off any
garden. A very big tiger was shot in this district

the other day by Sepoys at a post named Yebami,
on the Uuru river. I have the skull, a splendid one,

but the skin was mangy. I measured the skin and
it was exactly 10 feet from tip of nose to end of tail,

so I suppose the tiger measured, when alive, about
8 feet 10 inches. The curious thing about the latter

was that it only killed fowls, eating 54 in three days.

The Sepoys fired 1015 rounds at the beast, and only
four bullets hit it!”—Ibid.

Tea Speculation.—The H. ami C. Mail of

Oct. 11th devotes most of its “ ]>lAiiting ami
luoduce” paragraphs to the consideration of our
“ note of warning ” about not allowing specu-

lations in tea shares to go too far, and the
need of “ putting on theilrag.” Our contemporary
introduces his review as follows :

—

They Think So.—The idea has taken a firm hold
in some quarters at home that the tea-planting industry
is " wallering ’ in wealth just now, and that to be a tea

planter is the next best thing to jiossessing a gold
mine or occupying the proud position of a leading
jockey. Perhaps the grocer may have helped to spread
the notion that the tea planter is steeped in wealth,
because in his playful way he sometimes tells his

customers, when he is asked to explain how he can pos-
sibly sell such beautiful tea at such low prices, that
the grower makes all the profit, and he, the retailer,

in his abject despair at the prospect before him,
wishes to heaven he had taken to growing tea instead
of selling it over the counter. Then tea has been
talked about almost as much as if it were a new
beauty or the latest scandal. An article of produce
is not a subject for conversation outside commercial
circles as a rule, but tea is the exception. It is

supposed to be grown under romantic conditions,
and the tea planter is believed to be the most envi-

able of mortals living in an atmosphere of tropical
horticulture tempered with polo and cooling drinks.
Perhaps these pleasing fictions have helped to
strengthen the general impression that to be connected
w'ith tea, especially the planting of it, is a blissful

and remunerative association. The success of the
past year’s workings and the references of late in
the financial qiapcrs all help to foster the notion,
and it would be quite useless for a tea planter at the
present moment to plead poverty in any form. Al-
ready, if we may judge by a note of warning in
the Cci/lon Observer, the planter in Ceylon is begin-
ning to possess some lofty notions of his own as to
the value of his product and the estates on which
it grows. Had it not been that the minds of the
company-mongering fraternity at home are engrossed
over the goldfields of South Africa and West Australia,
and their yearnings after the welfare of humanity
consequently confined for the present to those spheres
of usefulness, there certain Ij' would have been some
attempt to create a financial boom in tea. Some-
thing of the kind may hajipen even now', but tea
estates are not quite on all fours with gold mines,
and there are difficulties in the way. For all that,
the jmblic believe in tea, and they are convinced
that tea proprietors who can snap their fingers at
the low rate of exchange are more likely to revive the
glories of ihe ancient order of Nabobs than any of
tligir Anglo-lndiau coutcmporarieij
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A FOURTH CROP of Strawberries has just been
gathered near Penzance. Chestnut-trees are in new
leaf and bloom in north London. At Kendal dam-
sons sold for a farthing a pound, and apples at less

than a half-penny. A marrow weighing 32 lb. was
displayed at the harvest festival in Eastbourne Wes-
leyan Church.—Christian World.

De.vth of Mr. Andrew' .Jamieson,—The Ktc-
Itulletin for September anuoiuices the death at the
General Hospital, Madras, on August 17, of Mr.
Andiew Jamieson, Curator of the gardens and parks
at Ootacamund, Nilgiris. Mr. Jamieson was fifty-

three years of age, and had been connected with
the Ootacamund Gardens for nearly twenty-seven
years. He w'as formerly a member of the garden-
ing staff at Kew, and was appointed to Ootacamund
in September, 18(58, being in sole charge of the
gardens on the Nilgiris for many years, until they
were placed under the control of the present Dir-
ector, Mr. M. A. Jjawson, who spoke most highly
of Mr. Jamieson’s skill and perseverance in Pull his

duties.— Gardeners' Ch roniclc.

Brick-making in Ceylon.—There is a report cur-

rent that an effort is to be made at Nuwara Eliya
to make bricks according to European methods in

place of those hitherto in vogue. We wish the pro-

ject all success, but we would point out that the
demand for bricks in Nuwara Eliya cannot be large,

while past efforts to improve the system of brick-

making in Ceylon have not been very successful.

During recent years two companies were projected
at different times to start brick-making in Colomlio,
according to the most approved methods, with
European machinery and under European supervision,

but they never got beyond the stage of projection
;

for some reason or other, the difficulty in one case
being the personality of one of the projectors, which
was objected to by the general public when they w'ere

asked to invest. A.11 effort was also made, if we remember
aright, by Government to make their own bricks when
the new Post Office taken in hand, and some machi-
nery was erected at the General Factoiy, but this

scheme also fell through, although it was responsi-

ble to a great extent for the decided improvement
in native-made bricks that has been observable dur-
ing the last two or three years. And yet there are said
to be large profits made in brick-making as at pre-
sent carried on, and it has been urged that, were
machinery imported and European methods adopted,
instead of the primitive ways at present in vogue,
still larger gains might be looked for, although, in

our opinion, this does not necessarily follow, as ex-

perience of other enterprises—laundry work for in-

stance—has convinced us that in some operations,
epecially where a large degree of skill is not required,
the hand ‘labour of the native can hold its own with
the more expensive and complicated machine-woik
of the European, without taking into account the
opposition of vested interests.

A Place Worth Occupying.—Sir Theodore
Bent describes the only sjiot on tlie Arabian
littoral which seems to be worth while anne.xing.

This he describes under the title of the “Land
of Frankincense and Myrrh”;—
Dhofar is 610 miles from Muscat on the one side

and 800 miles from Aden on the other, so it is situ-

ated about as far as possible from any civilised centre.
Nominally it ic under the Sultan of Oman : virtually

it is ruled over autocratically by one Wall Suleiman,
who was sent out there about eighteen years ago as
Governor, at the request of the feud-torn inhabitants,
by Sultan Tourki of Muscat. If ever this tract of

country comes into the hands of a civilised nation,
it will be capable of great and useful development.
Supposing the harbour restored to receive ships of

modern sixe, the Gara hills, rich in grass and vege-
tation, with an ample supply of water and regular
rains, and, further-more, with a most delicious and
health-giving air, might be of inestimable value as a
granary and a health resort for the inhabitants of

the burnt-up centres of Arabian commerce, Aden and
Muscat. It is, as I have said, about half-way between
them, and it is the only fertile stretch of coast-line

along that arid frontage of the Arabian Peninsula on
^9 the Indian Ocean.

Japanese Matting.—The demand for .Japanese
matting, probably made from the culms of Lepironia
mucronata, appears, from a recent report from Hirgo
and Osaka to be still increasing. The progress made
in the manufacture of this article is more and more
noticeable each year, the export for 18'J-l amounting
to O', er 277,OOU rolls of 10 yards each, against
227,000 in 1803. The chief demand comes from
Nevy York, and the quantity carried to that port by
sailing vessels alone amounted to over 170 000 rolls,
being an average of over 12,000 rolls per vessel,
which shows what an important factor as regards
freight this industry has assumed. New designs of
matting are constantly being invented by the
Japanese, W'hile the workmen are very ready to
execute orders based on patterns received from
foreign countries, so that the number of styles now
available to the exporter are almost unlimited. The
crop of Rush from which the matting is made was
particularly good and abundant during the year, and
the result has been that the trade proves capable of
great expansion without any important change in
prices, to the considerable advantage of both the
Japanese and foreigners engaged in it. To all
appearance, the demand for floor matting is likely
to increase in the future.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Sheet-Lightning.—An interesting paper was read
a,t a recent meeting of the Scottish Meteorological
Society by Mr. G. Michie Smith, Government Astro-
nomer, Madras, 011 the thunderstorms of Madras.
Almost every night, he said, sheet-lightning could be
seen on the horizon, and he attributed this not to
the reflection from distant flashes, as was commouly
and erroneously supposed, but to .the meeting of
land winds and sea winds. The first would be
heavily charged with dust, while the latter would
be free from impurity. He had frequently noticed
that when slieet-lightning occurred tiie clouds were
double, and he suggested that these two oolumiis of sea
and land clouds might be negative and positive to
one another, and thus discharge is brought about
bet'veeu them. The succession of flashes was some-
times so frequent that three hundred could be
counted m a minute, and this would go on for as
long as an hour and a half. The Indian Govern-
ment had decided to build an observatory at a
height of 7,i00 feet, at Kodaikanal, and although it
\vas primarily intended for the study of solar phy-
sics, a certain amount of meteorological work would
be done. Associated with this Observatory would
be another building 7,000 feet below it, and at a
distance of three or four miles. The foundation stone
of the foruiei’ was successfully laid this morning

The Pro.srect.s of Quinine w'ill certainly im-
prove greatly it war breaks out in South-Ea.stern
Europe. Meantime the New York Drug Reporter
has the tollowim.-- editorial remarks
The attempt to secure co-operation among the .Java

planters, with a yie'v to restricting production, appears
to have failed, but the statistics prove that, at any
rate, individuals have been willing to try to obtain
better prices for their output. One feature must notbeoverlooked and that IS that the supply of bark isgradually fading, the indications pointing to a repe-
tition of what has occun-ed in Ceylon.^ Manufac-
tuieis of quinine would be perfectly willing to payhigher prices for their bark, as they could easilyobtain a relatively much higher price for the alkaloid^

The quinine makers do not appear to be woniedby the prospect of an early establishment of a factory
in Java for the manufacture of the alkaloid. As aforeign contemporary says : “ The trouble will be to

*5«hig slaughteredon the European markets in the same way as the bark isnow for no provision is made to keep the manufai-toed product m the coutral of a central sale office.On the contrary it is to be handed back to the planterwho supplies the bark, and who will, therefore beunder the same temptation to sell with regard to
quinine that has been hig «ndoing in the matter
of tho mother substauc#,”

® *
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“ Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon.”—Dr. Tri-
men s most useful htiiidbook markes steady progress.
The plates by which it is illustrated now number
seventy-five. Barleria Arnottiana, with large tabu-
lar blue flowers would be a desirable introduction
to our stoves. The text of the third volume has
now reached the Balanophoraceae. The terse de-
scriptive paragraphs admitting ready comparison
are in marked contrast to the diffuse dissertations
admitting of comparison with difficulty if at all,

which are employed by the laboratory school of
botanists.

—

Gardeners’ Chronicle.

The New Public-Gardens Superintendent at Nag-
pur.—We learn that Mr. John Horne Stephen,
formerly of Kew, and lately curator of the Lai Hagh
Botanic Gardens at Bangalore, Mysore, has been ap-

pointed Superintendent of the Public Gardens at Nag-
pur, Central Provinces of India, in succession to the

late Mr. J. 11. Ward. Mr. Ward died in Jauuai-y last

from smallpox complicated w'ith other maladies. He
had only held his post since 1893, but had already

won general regard
;

his untimely death has cut short

a career of promise.

—

Kao Bulletin, September, 1895.

A Nkw Guinea Correspondent Write.s.

—

“ The well-known Gen nan traveller, Mr. Otto

Ehlers, has started on his trip through New
Guinea. With 45 carriers, he intends to follow^

the Francisco river inland, and to cross the

mountains so as to meet the Heath river in the

Emdish territory. The direct distance from shore

to ”hore is not much more than 1)0 miles, but

nothing whatever is known of the country to be

traversed, if it is inhabited or not, if the inhabi-

tants are friendly or hostile, if food is to be

procured or not and therefore the results are still

doubtful.—df. Mail.

The Po-ssirilutes oe CoLONhs.vrioN in the
Tropics are discussed in the articles of Mr.

Frederick Boyle in the New Review, and Cap-

tain Lugard and Mr. A. Silva White in the

Nineteenth Century for September

Mr. Boyle revives and gives personal support to the

opinion of Mr. H. VV. Bates (the “ Naturalist on the

Amazon”) that, “ though humanity can reach an

advanced degree of culture only by battling with the

inclemencies of nature in high latitudes, it is under the

equator alone that the race of the future will attain

to complete fruition of man’s beautiful heritage, the

earth.” Captain Lugard, eschewing transcendenta-

lisms' continues his search after “ New British Mar-

kets ’’ this time in tropical Africa, and winds up with

the enthusiastic prophecy that the “ great policy" of

r^lonial development announced in the speech of

Au-'usl 22nd, but” first formulated in 1893,’ “will

be identified in English history as Mr. Chamberlain’s.”

Captain Lugard may learn some day, in company

with more eminent persons, that it is not quite as

easy to lead the Colonial Secretary by the nose as it

annears to be*

^'TiiE Planting and Agricultural En’ier-

prise of Ceylon and the London “Ti.me.s.”

Very opportunely on tlie day we are pubh.sh-

i , our “Directory” Supplement, the German

steamer has brought us a copy of the London

Times of Oct. ‘21st—three days later than our

last mail—which, ammg other things, contains

the lon(' letter we ventured to address to the

Editor on Sept. 19th on first arriving at a elear

hlea of the position of our Planting Enterjuise.

Vy reproduce the letter in full elsewhere and

•t will observed that it refers to native

A-M-icultural industry as well as to our Bice

I ('nstoms 'I’axation, ami the marvellous

\v, )cariu” at a time when bir Arthur Havelock

i, about “o hand over the reins m person to a new

rovernor. Sir West Kidgeway, this letter in leaded

fvne in The Times cannot fail, we think, to attract a

m d deal of otlicial and general attention 111 the

motlier country, aiid thereby to prove a good ad-

{or Ceylon.

Take Notice.—The Ceylon hserver by the way
issues a warning to Indian tea planters in italics

and it only requires the accompaniment of slow
music to render it melodramatic. Our contemporary
says: “We have been asked by a Colombo mer-
chant to state what pro2iortioii, according to our
reckoning, of the reserved land in private hands
may be available for planting with tea. The total

extent of plantations being 718,017 acres, and of

cultivation 379,182 acres, we get for total reserve 368,833
acres. Of this very large extent we should say that about
120,OuO acres represent forest and other valuable laud
fully available for cultivation if dua encouragement
is offered

;
and unless a fall in the price of tea

through large crops in India interfere we see no
reason why 60,000 acres of this reserve should not
be iilanted during the next five or six years—apart
from any Crown land that may be made available

—

so let Indian tea planters heivare of supposing that

there is no more tea land to plant in Ceylon. ” The
italics are copied from the Ohsercer.—II. <(• G. Mail,

The Indian Tea Crop.—

A

writer in the
Indian Planters' Gazette says of the current
crop

If the profit last year per lb. was estimated at 2d
per lb. we would be inclined to think that all over
it might be cut in two this year, as Assams, which
princiiially keep up the high average price of Indian
teas up to date, with a few, aye—very few—notable
exceptions, have proved a “ lame duck”, and only
contributed to lowering the average. Tis true that
lately a few of the sales have been exceptionally
good, but this by no means represents the general
bulk, and there can be little doubt this is entirely

due to the atmosphere, as all cannot have lost the
“ cunning of their hand.” In the beginning of this

season a leading broker stated his opinion that the
jioorness of the Indian crop was entirely due to at-

mospheric causes, and jilanters must find it a great
advantage to be informed by competent authority
that the fault does not lie in the system of manu-
facture pursued, but in the air so to speak. At
one time, the 1895 crop was talked about with
“bated breath,” but the wind has again been tem-
pered for the shorn lamb, and season 1396 will be
upon us ere we know what we are about, and there
will be probably speculation as to the enormous
increase again I

What has iieen done and what is to come
—formed the occurence of a.striking passage in the
British Association President’s addres.s ;

—

Who, at the ioundation of the Association, would
have believed some far-seeing philosopher if he had
foretold that the spectroscope would analyse the con-
stituents of the sun and measure the nioiions of the
stars; that we should liquefy air and utilise temuera-
tures approaching to the absolute zero for ex^ieri-

meiital research
;

that, like the magician in the
“ Arabian Nights,” we should annihilate distance by
means of the electric telegraph and the telephone

)

that we should illuminate our largest buildings ins-

tantaneously, with the clearness of day, by moans of

the electric current
;
that by the electric transmission

of power, we should be able to utilise the Falls of

Niagara to work factories at distant iilaces ;
that we

should extract metals from the crust of the earth by
the same electrical agency to which, in some cases
their deposition has been attributed ?

* » ]}ut

what will our successors bring discussion sixty years
hence ? How little do we yet know of the vibration
which communicate light and heat ! Far as we have
advanced in the application of electricity to the uses
of life, we know but little even yet of its real nature.

Wo are only on the threshold of the knowledge of

molecular action, or of the constitution of the all-

pervading sether. * * It is only within the last

tew years that we have begun to realise that electri-

city is closely connected with the vibrations which
cause heat and light, and which seem to pervade all

space—vibrations which may be termed the voice of

the Creator calling to each atom and to each cell of

protojilasm to fall into its ordained iiosition, each,

as it were, a musical note in the harmonious syw
jfhony iv'hioh wo call the uuiveiBe.
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“ Sai!ai ” Grass for Papfr.—Experiments arc bring
made in the Deccan for improving the gr-owth of the
sahai grass, which is fast taking the place of the

failing esparto in the manufacture of paper. The
Deccan Paper Mill Company has obtained a fi’ea

grant for five years of .50 acies of land for the

cultivation of the sabai grass.

—

A small beginning waa
made in 18'.)3 i)4 in the export of printing and writing
paper from Bengal to Ceylon, .Java, the Straits, and
even to Australia when the export value was only
Rx. .3,827. In 1894-1).t it had increased to Rx. 8,038,

and from all accounts there is a distinct probabi-

lity of the export trade of India in paper taking a
pi ominent position in the next yearly Trade returns.

—

S. and K. Enf/ineer.

“CKNTitAL Afkican Plaxter.”—AVe have re-

ceived a cotiy of the lirst number of this little

periodical (12 pages) published at Zomba, dated

September ana edited by R. S. llyiide, f.r..s.g.s.

AVe quote from the introduction as follows :
—

We have already a paper devoted to Mission in-

terests, a general Magazine, and a Goveiumient
Gazette, but no organ devoted to the planting in-

terests of the community—the interest, we venture to

state, on which the commercial prosperity of B.C A.

depends. It will thus be seen that we are attempting

to fill a place which has hitherto been vacant and
that we have neither the wish, nor the intention, to

trench upon the fields already takeu up. Such is

our apology and now a few words as to our plans.

We propoi-e to run the paper somewhat on the lines

of the Troiiical Af/riciillunst

"

of Ceylon—a paper
which, .as most of us think, may be fitly styled the

Prince of Planters’ Papers. AVe will endeavour to

put before our readers tho latest information on
Tropical Agriculture at our command and we also

hope to publish, from time to time, original articles

from residents in the country dealing with planting

questions.

We a])preciate the compliment to ouiselve.s.

The mo,St imi)ortant .article is entitled .a “ Re-
trospect” iiH to cotlee planting in Central
Afi'ic.a which we reproduce elsewhere. AVe wish
the “ Centr.al Afric.an Planter” a .successful career.

.Sunspots and Rainfall in India and
Ceylon.—The Pioneer has the following deliver-

ance on this subject :

—

Once upon a time everyone who aspired to do his

duty at an Indian dinner table had to know some-
thing about the theory of sunspots. But now that
Sir W. W. Hunter is gone, and the weather on tho
whole remains much the same, the interest of the
subject in general conversation has rather waned.
There is in fact only one region in India where it

has been shown that a general agreement exists

between the changes in the solar photosphere and
the amount of r.ainfall. This region is the C.arnatic,

where the rainfall shows a very fairly regular in-

crease and decrease which approximates in a very
remarkable manner to the course of the sunspot varia-

tion. This is the more remarkable as the total rain-

fall of India affords no evidence of a similar eleven
year variation, and the rainfall of the present autumn
in Madras will hence be carefully watched by those who
are interested in establishing a relationship between
the progress of solar changes and terrestrial meteo-
rology. A slight maximum of sunspots occurred in

the beginning of 1884, and that year was one of

heavy rainfall in Madras. The present year 1895 is

also one of maximum spots, hence according to the

theory heavy rains should be received over the

Carnatic and Southern India gener.ally during the

prevalence of the present North-East Monsooir. So
far this arrticipation has been amply fulfilled, as

drrring the past fortnight, i.e., since I,l.e setting in of

the monsoon, the rainfall has been abnormally heavy
over the whole of the peninsula region. Thus
Colombo has received 22 inches instead of 8 inches

;

Madras 8 inches instead of ti inches; Masulipatam 8

inches instead of 5 inches
;
and Cochin 12 inches irr-

stead of 7 inches, a result which will be equally

acceptable to the Southern India ryot as to the be-

liever in direct solar action on terrestrial weather,

Day.s of Or,u : Mr. R. E. Lewis.—AA'e are
much pleased to h.ave a long ami interesting
communication—to appear in an early issue—on
“ Days of Old ” from this gentleman who
pioneered cotlee here in the early “forties”;
ami .afterward.s bec.ame Editor ami .autlioi' and
merchant—joining the linn of Messrs, Darley,
Butler A 0<». Mr. Lewis was one of the very
lirst to write the history of coffee-planting in
Ceylon. He must now be over 75 years
and yet it is interesting to lc.arn that although
Mrs. Lew’is and himself “suffered from inlluenza—
critically at the time—we are both well and I

have legained my active habits.”

Cinchona.—Mi. O’Conor says that in 8 years
the area under cincliona in India has fallen from
14,4!U to 8,709 acres

; but the Mad ras figures
do not quite agree with this result. In Ceylon,
however, in 8 years we have gone from 40,000
down to 5,000 acres !—.Speaking of cinchona, we
may here give ligures—the latest available—sup-
plied to us by Mr. Morey for the importation
of bark and quinine into the United .States:

—

Quantityn Value.
Cinchona Bark lb. 3,423,941 §299,998-00

Cinchoniada oz. 11,483 1, .58(3-00

Quinia [Sulphtof] oz. 2,086,(377 542,440-00

All other Salts of

Cinchona oz. 156,442 22,366-00

oz. 2,854,602 • |866,390 00
Tla and Finance.—We are not infrequently asked

to express an opinion as to the merits of certain
tea companies as investments, and whether the new
projects launched from time to time are worth at-

tention. AA’’e leave to those who make a special
study of the stock and share markets the task of
acting as financial advisers in these matters. We
have continuously pointed out that the shares in
sound and well managed tea gardens are w’ell worth
attention, and as w-e give ample information
about all that concerns these gardens w'eek by
week it is not a very difficult task for the
intelligent investor to ascertain for himself the

E
respect before him. That tea planting is on a sound
asis is quite certain. It will have its ups and downs,

but in the case of well-managed properties it offers
much that cannot be found elsewhere. The prefer-
ence shares in some of the leading companies—the
Jokai Company is an instance—are valued as highly
by investors as Colonial Government securities, and
this is evidence of the solidity of the tea industry from
the investors' point of view. That every new tea con-
cern whose prospectus is issued is necessarily' a good
thing by no means follows.

Indian and Ceylon Tea in America.—We under-
stand that Mr. Mackenzie, special commissioner of
Ceylon, is expected at Liverpool tomorrow (Satur-
day) by the ss. “ Etruria.” His report on the out-
look for British-giown teas in America will be
awaited with much interest. It is stated that the
304,000 acres of tea at present under cultivation in
Ceylon will yield, this season, some 90,000,000 lb. of
tea, and the revised estimate of the Indian crop
is 140,000,000 lb., so that there will be no lack
of tea

^
to supply our American cousins. Mr.

Blechynden’s proposed scheme of operations is at
m-esent receiving the attention of the American and
Foreign Tea Cemmittee of the Indian Tea Associa-
tion. His programme is, we believe, based in a great
measure on co-operation with Ceylon, both in respect
of demonstrations in Food Shows and in subsidising
firms already engaged in the business of advertising
and selling Indian tea. The scheme also contemplates
enlisting the interests of newspaper men, and thus
securing valuable notices. Mr. Blechynden’s opera-
tions also include the services of six talented sales-
women, who discourse on the merits of Indian tea to
select gatherings of the sex, in addition to which, as
we stated last week, the agency of the Salvation
Army has been enlisted in the joint service of India
and Ceylon.
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Labour Laws in India.—The Bengal Chamber
of Commerce has addressed a strong i)rotest to

the Bengal Government against “ the attempts

made by a section of British manufacturing
interests to retard the industrial development of

India by forcing on this country, under tlie

sanction of Parliament, labour laws wholly nn-

snited to the conditions under which labour has

to be i)erformed in India.”

Handbook oi’ thk Flora of Ckylon.—The
third volume, or third part, as it is designated,

of this admirable work has just appeared. It

contains the orders Vah’rinnaccw to Balano/jlio-

racea’. With it are issued plates 51 to 7o. These

are of quarto size, and represent interesting or

critic.al species Dr. Triinen, who is now on leave

in this country, is to be congratulated on the

rapid progress of his undertaking. Tor further

particulars see /vcie 1894, p. 84 and p. 227.

—Keiv Bulletin.

Ceylon iNVF.STMF.NTS in .Java.—From what we

hear of the results of the investment of ('eylon

capital in collee in Java, the caiutalists who have

cried out against the local Goveinment for with-

holding sales of Crown land and so forcing capital

to limf an outlet elsew here have not much cause

for conq)laint. Two and a half year old coffee

(Tiviu" 4i cwts. an acre is equal to anything in

t’eylon in the old coffee days, and a coffee estate

in Java must be a liner ])roperty than the best

tea estate in this island at ])resent prices asked

for estates or for jungle. There seems to be no

diiliculty about getting land in Java, and, ^yith

the splendid soil there, and facilities for working,

the wisdom of jjlanters ha\'ing a second stiing

to their bow instead of overdoing the tea outi)ut

and swamping the market ought to be ai)parent

to everybody.—liOcal “Times.” [And so our

contemporary appears to rcioice in the develop-

ment of Java with skill and capital from Ceylon,

rather than in the extension of enter)>rise. locally.

This is certainly a new form of p.atriotism !—Ed.

T.A.]

Advertising Tea in America.—Another

packet of Chicago, Brooklyn and New York

papers shew that Mr. Mackenzie and Mr Blechyn-

den are not idle—for they seem to have

joined forces in advaiBinn, and wisely so,

we think. The American Grocer has^ a really

striking half-jiage which is headed, lie Bise

of Indian and Ceylon Tea and the Ficlipse of

("hina -Tea” ;
but which ends Insist on your

<n-ocer supplying you with the juire Ceylon Teas,’

so this must be a Ceylon advertisement only.—

In this connection we may notice that Mr. El-

wood May send us a neat little panqihlet called

“ Tea Secrets ” issued by his “ Ceylon Planters’

Tea Co.” which ought to m.ake a good advertise-

ment of his tea and coffee Iwands.— In one ad-

vertisement, our Commissioner .seems to show

for the United States alone (?) a consumption

of Indian and Ceylon teas in 1893 and 1894

equal to 2,5U0,000 and 3,300,000 lb. respectively.

This is far above what our statistics for Lon-

ilon Colombo and Calcutta shipments prove, and

we ’suspect though headed “U.S.,” that Canada

is inclmle<l. xMr. B. \. M ebstor has been te 1-

inc our contemporaries that the imports for the

present year are bound to be 40 per cent above

those of 1894. 'That would bring us uj)-on our

statistics—as follows

United States and Canada 1894 = 2,0o3,42C 11)

40 per cent increa.se = 1,453,368 ,,

Of

U.S. & Canada in 180.5 0,080,894 lb.

course, the bulk of this is sent from London.

'Tea Culture in A.ssam.—We have to acknow-
ledge with thanks the receijit of a Blue Book
on this industi’V' for 1894 sent to us by Mr. J-

Braine, of Joonkballie Tea Coiiqiany, Limited.

We are mucli obliged
;
we had already got the

statistics and embodied them in our “ Handbook
and Directory.” 'Tiiere is a small map of A.s.sam

showing divisions, stations Bailways and droas.

'The Neiv Zealand Tariff.—We are much
obliged to an ex-Ceylon Colonist who sends us

a co])y of the new Tariff for New Zealand from
which we quote as follows :

—

Class 1—Foods and Auticles fou Human
CONSU-MPTION.

Class 4—Non-Alcoholic Beveiiages.

Nrtine of Article.

Tea
Coffee, raw
Coffee essence

Former
Dut3L

6d lb.

3d lb.

15 p.c.

Present
Duty.

4d lb.

•2d lb

20 p.c.

Tea and Coffee in Biutish Delhi and Ijangkat
—The report of the British Delhi and Langkat
Tobacco Company for the year ended December 31st,

1894, states :—Tea and Coffee.—Fair progress has
been made in carrying out the estimated extensions
of these new cultures. The exact particulars cannot
be given, owing to the prolonged illness of the
manager, Mr. Inch. His opinion, as an experienced
Ceylon planter, completely bears out the estimate
already formed of the entire suitability of the climate
and soil for raising these products .—London and
China Bxjiress, Oct. 18.

Ceylon and the Planting ENTEnriusE.—In a
long letter to the Times, Mr. Ferguson, of the
Ceylon Observer, points out the position and pros-
pects of tlie planting enterprise of Ceylon, and sup-
plements his letter with some interesting statistics.
» ’ * Mr. F’ergusou winds up his letter by saying “that
the two notable material facts in the history of Cey-
lon during the past fifteen years are— (1) the rise of

the tea-growing industry from 9,000 acres planted in

1880 to over 300.000 acres in 1895 ; (2) the immense
growth and ever-increasing expansion in the tonnage
and trade of the capital, Colombo.”
Oct. 25.

Ceylon 'Tea in America.—'The following re-

port on tea in the American Grocer, of Sejit. 25tli,

received today, shows that increasing attention is

given to our luodnct :—
Ceylons have been selling freely and at unusually

low rates. The Ceylon Planters’ Commissioner has
again been in this city and a good deal of advertis-

ing done, evidently with the view of attracting the
consumer. Unquestionably it will bear its fruit and
the demand for teas from this island become even
more general. A rather unusual feature was this

year observable in Loudon at the opening of the
season, viz.: Ceylons advanced in price while Iiidias

gave way. The rapidity with which the output in-

creased IS remarkable—to say that a few years ago
they exported 1,000,000 pounds, while this year the
export will exceed 90,000,000 pounds. The quality of

recent shipments shows improvement, and some
good trade are offering.

Quotations are as follows:—Indias.—Pekoe souchong
16 to 19c

;
pekoe, style and cup, 21 to 2'2c

;
pekoe,

extra, 22 to 23c; orange pekoes, 23 to 25c; orange
sylhet, fancy style and cup, 26 to 28c. Ceylons.—
Pekoe souchong, 15 to 17c; pekoe, ordinary 17 to 18c;

pekoe, extra 18 to 21c; orange, pekoes 22 to 25c; B.O.
pekoe, extra 28 to 35c

;
fancy orange, 45 to 5()c.

Darjeeling.—Pekoe souchong, good cup 25 to 32c
;

orange pekoe 40 to 55c; B.O. pekoe 55 to 65c.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Comiiany will sell 3,652 packages of tea.s,

viz.: 938 hall-chests Moyuue, including a “crack”
chop; 1,264 half-chcsts and boxes Pingsuey, new
season’s; 426 half-chests congou, new crop, including
desirable pekoes; 67 packages India, Java and Ceylon;
229 half-chests and boxes Amoy; 225 half-chosts

Foochow; 503 half-chcsts and boxes Formosa.
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Cui!ri;sponde>it c 0.

«

To the Editor.

UUTTA PEllCHA TREES; EXPERIMENTS
SUGGESTED.

Oct. 2iiil.

SiK,—Your paper (the Ohacrver) has such a wide cir^

culation and letters have the advantage of appearing in

the Tropical AariculturUt, which touches specially plan-

ters in foreign countries, that I would suggest to some
of those interested to iry the following experiment.
I have very good grounds for stating that it can be
successfully cai'ried orit and has been so.

Where the gutta percha tree exists, if the leaves

are allowed to fall ripe and are then collected and
withered, then rotted and time allowed for them
to decay, and if the matter is then collected and
ground up finely and treated with bisulphate of

carbon a very superior gutta percha is produced.
I have lately seen cakes of this gutta perclra drawn
out as thin and fine as rubber.

Naturally it will occur to anyone who is interested

in this subject that by this plan the trees can
easily be deprived of their leaves and twigs with-

out in any way deteriorating the parent stem.
Surely some gutta percha trees can be found in

Ceylon and this experiment tried and reported
upon in your paper.
Tt is only fail, however, to say that this matter

does not originate from me, and that good work is

being done and excellent gutta percha collected.

I am sending out to Africa by this mail informa-
tion oir this subject with the view of inducing some
of the growers of Landolphia to try the experiment
where a good supply of leaves can be produced.
These species of Landolphia (four or five of which
I have obtained) I find the greatest difficulty in

growing and Mr. Horace Billington informs me that
he experienced great difficulty in getting up a stock
of these rubber-yielding plants.

Some of your readers will remember that I urged the
collection of rubber and gutta from trees some years
since by extraction and boiling of the fresh foliage,

but, from .all I can hear, this has not yielded a satis-

factory result except in the boiling of the twigs ahd
stems of the Landolphia.—Yours truly,

THOS.“ CHRISTY.
[Ceylon being a v*ery paradise foi‘ leafage,

Would bo.tli<3 pHce for experiments. Rlanters
Willi rtiblicr trees should make a trial.—Ed. T.,4.]

VEGETABLE BUTTER.
London, E.C., Oct. 10.

i)EAR litltj

—

i enclose a cutting from The Stand-
ard of the 7th October in reference to the pre-

paration of Coconut Butter whicli is made from
a vegetable oil as opposed to Margarine wliich is

matle from animal fat. It might therefore be
termed vegetable butter, and .as siicli would be
much .appreciated by (hose who, eilher by edu-
cation or inclination are opp(tsed (o tlie con-

.suiiiption of oil or fat of animal origin: —
“Some time ago it was reported that butter had

been made successfully from coconuts, but it w'as

supposed that the cheapness of margarine had pre-

vented the discovery from assuming commercial im-
portance. Now, however, an American dairy paper
reports the establishment of an extensive factory for

the manufacture of coconut butter, which is already
being made at the rate of 10,0001 b. a day. The crude
coconut oil it is stated, is received from Cochin in

tierces of 2,0(X)lb. each. This oil is almost colourless

and tasteless. After passing through two processes,

which are kept secret, it emerges white and granu-
lar, and afterwards it is churned with skim milk or

butter-milk to give it a butter flavour. At present most
of the commodity is sent out in its natural white
colour, for the use of coafectiyuers cyyks m

pI

restaurants, but that which is sold for table use is

coloured to resemble butter, and for the best quality
it is intended to add a little cream before churning.
The so-called biitter is said to possess a clean, sweet
flavour, and to keep remarkably well. The oil from
which it is chiefly made is declared cheaper and bet-

ter than “neutral lard,’’ emulsifying more easily with
skim milk, and being more difficult to detect when
mixed with real butter.’’

Some few years );ack I exerted myself to bring
to the notice of an old Ceylon linn a project for

the manufacture of this imrticular hutter from co-

conut oil
;
but at that time the firm in question

couhl not see their way to take up the matter j

and now the ever enteiqu'ising Americau.s have
perfected the proce.ss in a practical manner.—Yours
faithfully, JOHN HUGHES.

A USEFUL GRASS.

Dear Sir,—In last Keio Bulletin (Sept. 1895)

reference is made to .a very useful grass Andro-
pogon pevtuiiuslinow'n in the VV'est Indies as “ .sour

grass ” and in Bengal as palava. Can you or

any of your correspondents .say if it is to be found
in Ceylon and what is its local name.—Yours,
&c., HAY.

[Mr. Nock will at once be able to tell us if

we have this grass.

—

Ed. T.A.}

MR. ROBERT THOMSON’S REPORT ON
COLOMBIA, S. AMERICA.

Sydenham, Oct. 18.

Dear Sir,—I have the iileasure to forward
by book post today a co))y of my last Re-
port on Colombia. I was very pleased to see
you had reproduced in your valuable work my
previous Report. I think this was in the July
(1894) number of the Tropical Aqrimlturisti
One error slipped into the introductory part of

that report, an error on your part, viz., you
mentioned “ Joseph ” Thomson instead of Robert.
— I am, your obedient servant,

ROBERT THOMSON;
[The Report referred to, gives us much use-

ful and novel information and extracts will be
found quoted elsewhere.—

E

d. T.A.~\

“ANDROPOGON PERTUSUS.”
Dear Sir,—Andropogon pertusus, Willd. Sp. Pl.j

Rox. FI. Ind. 1. p. 238, Thw. Ew. p. 437. A very
common gr.ass from the sea coast up to 3,(X)0 feet
elevation. Plentiful about Colombo. It is an ex-
cellent fodder grass, either in a green or dry state
and cattle are very fond of it. It can easily be
distinguished from the other species of this genus
by a remarkable pit on the back of the calyx of the
hermaphrodite flower. It creeps a little, but the
culms rise from one to two feet with three to twelve
digitate spikes of flowers. It is not known by any
native name. J. A.

No. II.

Dear Sir,—This grass is indigenous to Ceylon, but it

apparently has nodistinctive native name. AV. Ferguson
in his Notes on Ceylon Grasses says it is very com-
mon from the sea coast to 2,000 and 3,000 feet, and
speaks of it as an excellent fodder grass either in

a green or dry state. The following is his description
of the grass :

“ It creeps near the root but has culnls

from one to two feet high and three to twelve digi-

tate spikes of flowers. It can at once be distin-

guished from the other species of this genus by a
remarkable pit on the back of the calyx of the her-

maphrodite flower.’’ Baron von Mueller states that

in Australia it is regarded as one ef the best grassei}
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to tvithstand long droughts, while it will bear anv
amount of feeding. There it is huown as “ Pitted
bluegrass. The ^lunt l u/iait Gaxttte for Pebruai’y 1893
contains a description with plate of this grass which
it recommends as a lawn-grass especially in dry dis-
tiiuts. Dr. Watt in his Dictionary quotes Dr. S’-ewart
as saying that it is an “ excellent fodder for bullocks,
&c., and for horses when green.”

AGllICULTUIlIST.

wantp:d-thr experiencr of plan-
ters WHO PAY THEIR COOLIES

MONTHLY.
Glencairn, Oct. 23.

Dk.vr Sir,

—

A’r the jiresent discus.sion on the
labour (juestion,—there must be many Planters in
tlie Island who pay tlieir coolies monthly

;
will

they kindly come forward and give their o])inion
pro boao publico. Ry monthly payments is meant,
1 presume, paying for Octol)er say on the 3Uth
November. If such he the case, I think a large
majority of estates do this already.—Yours faith-

fully, “ TEA.”

THE PAMPHLET UPON “ THE L.AP.OUR
OUESTION.”

Dk.\i; Slit,—The writer on “ The Labour
(Question” begins by a complaint that the writers

and speakers ui)on the question have hitherto

taken the views only of Pro))iietors and Superin-

tendents, and reju'esented the labourers as having
become demoralized and dill'erent to what they

used to be. Almost the whole of his paper con-

firms this great difference, and in one ]>art he
actually traces a cause of it. as far as the

Government action in imposing a medical ordi-

nance and altering relations between employers

and employed. It does seem pre|tosterous that a

writer who virtually condemns Government action

and interference in one direction should seek for

more of it in another. He is equally inconsis-

tent when he says that individual jilanters may
quote their own and other cases to jirove his

conclusions iucoirect, but that ho is not dcalin.if

with intliridual ca.ncs. Yet his whole argument

for monthly payment is supported by his re-

ference to his one “ friend of great experience.”

He must have more faith than is visible, if he

supposes that the advance system stops at the

estate, and does not enter into the Bazaar. It

would be extremely interesting to know how his

one friend’s coolies shifted off their original and
•• immortal ” debts, and what monthly payments
enable them to do it.

It appears to me that the reckle.ss issue of

advances by young and inexperienced Europeans

in new districts in former times, as well as now,

someliow left the entanglement ami embarrass-

ment, if it be such, (o the present Proprietors,

ami that as far as I can judgeq Ramasamy is

the only one who has increaseil in independence

and not the Proiu'ictors nor the Superintendents,

He makes far too much of the i>oint of inhcriteil

debt. To whom are the orjihans liable for the

debts of dead parents? Do they inherit

.any rights or advantages as well as oblig.ations ?

anil how is the tenqiorary pro|nietor to stej) in

and control relations Itetweeu kanganies and

c)olies when everyone knows it is an affair of

their own ancient custom and selectioii.

He says, howe\’i'r, that it has of late years

been fou'ml impracticable to recover the money

from those who are siipjiosed to eve it, but the

debt is pas.sed from (‘state to esial-e. Where,

then, is the hardshi])? The cooly is absolutely

free.' He passes on where he wislies
;

incresxses

lii-s debt^ by the furtlicr mortgage of his security,

but doesn't pny it off, so the writer says, on
account of his iidierited woe.s. Why, surely, the
orphan’s inheritance of debt has enabled him to
recover twice its amount ere this! At least on
tluj writer’s show’ing. For the kangany also, the
writer expresses great sympathy—for he is said to
have neither money nor security (only an umbrella).
Now really it becomes au interesting question :

the kangani has nothing, the cooly only debts,
and the orphans an incubus of responsibility
enough to bring tears to one’s eyes, if only one
wasn’t wondering again about the money itself !

^V ho g(^t it? Where is it? All consumed by
tho.se dead coolies. At this jjoint I thought I

had solved tjic problem in the manner desired
by the authoi-, but alas! he says “in olden d.ays
their debts were never more than could easily
be rcjiaid.” So now', indeed, the writer on the
“Lal)our (luestion ” has complicated matters and
certainly cleared up no mj'stery.

Formerly the .system was one of “Coast Ad-
vances”; it underwent changes by reason of the
needs of new distri(;ts .and inexperienced jdanters
and it became sim])ly adv.amies, and the wily
and “able lin.ancier,” the Tamil kangany, limance'd
his cash to his native village and his debit bal-
ance .and obligations to his fortipi occupation,
and therefore, according to the sentimental author,
the poor orph.au di uTt p.ay his debts but only
incre.ased them, ,atid therefore he should be re-

lieved of them altogether ! SIC.

NO. II.

October 2.3rd.

SiH,—Surely the present Labour Ordinance binds
Planters down enough without .asking Govern-
ment for further legisl.ation. Superintendents
can now pay their coolies monthly or fortnightly
if they think it is for the beiiclit of tlie estate.

It seems that the cry for a new Ordinance,
comes inincipally from men who have only been
working habour since tea took the place of coffee,

.and who are not in touch with their coolies .ami

cannot manage them
;
these men must have some

excuse for a short labour force and so they call

for a new Ordinance to make co<dies’ monthly
]iay cnm|iulsory, fcaiing their labour might go
to another (islate when coolies are paid every
other month.
Look at the scheme in another way ; if a .Su-

)>erintendent likes, he can lind out ex.'U'tly how
much c.ach conly owes for (loast ,\d\ anees to hi.s

Kangany, and each p.ayday could hand over a
jiroportion of his pay, taking the balance for his

monthly e.xpcnses
; a cooly can easily live on R5

a month and ])ay for his rice out of this.

If the coolies arc ))aid every month and there
is nothing owdng them, who is to be responsible
for the Coast Alliances, is each cooly to have a
seiiarate stain peil advance .account ? The Kangany
now keeps the coolies in <a gang .and sees that
they are not crimped

;
why should he do this, or

bring coolies, if he does not derii c any licneflt ?

Another item to be considered is the Tamil cus-

tom of heredit.ary debts, ;ilways practised on the
Co.ast. would it be advisable for Ceylon to al-

ter this ; why not India lirst?— Yours faithfullv,

“TAKE carl.”

LIBERIAN COFFEE .\NI). COCOA,
RU 15BER v'ic.

Dedana Etta, Oct. 2.'>.

Dkai; Sir,— It is au iuerediblestatement appear-
ing in one of the Madras papers, that Ceylon plan-

ters dissatislied with the prolits of te.a planting,
weie running all over Southern I ndia to scU'ct land

to plant their old love, Arabian Coffee. Not ten
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per ^ent. of tlie original cofl'ee planters (proprietors)

of tlie jte. ia I wlien tlie decaile l>egati are ali\o or

resilient liere. Wliat is being planted in Ceylon
is Liberian Colfee, and that tiniidly and ipiietly

by those witli little or no experience, aiul none of

these care to rnn over to India for the purpose,

as there is much lanil available for this jiroduct in

districts where iVrabian ColTee in its best days
wonhl not yield very profitable returns. The
cultivation of tea seems best to thrive in the
hands of Limited Companies, and the gradual
sinking in value of the article will not alarm
the shareholders even if the dividends per an-

num are only live ])er cent. Individual- proprie-

tois of medium-sized estates would prefer [uo-

ducts giving larger returns, and Cocoa and
Liberian Coffee estates are M’hat we expect to

see in numbers in a few years. The price of

cocoa has faden, but not yet to its former ao/’/ao/

price, and its ju-esent average value has been
maintained, since its fall, from the unaccoun-
table and most certainly, unexpected [U'ices ob-

tained a year ago. Liberian Collee jnomises
not only to maintain its present very paying
price, but there is every probability of the price

for bulk increasing.

The cultivation of these products is slower than
tea, and has hence been overlooked. There has

been much planteil out this year, and the present

weather has enabled the lilling in of vacancies to

be successfully carried out. At this .season of the

year small jdants are jireferred, as they take
root sooner and stand the drought that follows

much better than larger jilants. d'liesc lattei’ do
well generally in the .South-West season, fn low
districts dalaii cuttings or .seedings should now
be grown as shade. l>y January, when hy then they
are well looted, they grow vigorously during the
drought that follows, seeking moisture from be-

low. Some time back Mr. Munton dreu' at-

tention to the Castilloa rubber, used as a shade
tree in South America. These trees grow very
tall, afford excellent sh.ade, as they flo not shed
their leaves during the hot months and at the
end of eight or ten years yield |irolits. The
planting of Liberian Coffee this .season is an
advantage, as the jdants are generally free from
disea.se and take a goorl start, fitting them, for

an attack in June—July. A nursery for the

South-East is best starteil in March—the end of

the ripening season. li. T, M.

COOLIES AND LABOUR LAWS;
IMPORTANT TESTIMONY.

Oct. 27.

Sir,—I was glad to see your correspondent “ Aber
donetiHis’s” letter in the Observer of 25th inst. My ex-

perience - and it has been a pretty large one—coincides

entirely with his. To take the matter of “ in-

herited debt,” during the last few months I have been
asked to take on a good number of coolies in small

gangs of two or three, who had been paid off by me
a year or two previously. In every case their debts

had increased from RIO to R15 per head to from R40
to R60. The explanation of this is simple. The
coolie knowing fiis value demanded from his Kau-
gany further advances under the threat of

leaving unless he got them; that money he has

simply squandered to the benefit of the proprietors of

Arrack Taverns and Boutiques. As an instance of this,

I may quote a case which I know to be true. On
the recent Tee Vali, an Arrack Tavern renter in this

district, who supplies arrack at the most to a group
of not more than ten estates, acknowledged ttat

he had sold arrack to the value of oyer J12,000 in

^hree days

.Some impulsive people have now jumped to tl e
conclu.sion, that monthly payments will prove a
panacea for all our troubles. A friend of mine, thun
whom no better or more practical planter exists
tried them on taking up a large charge in another
district, hut was obliged to revert io his old system
of three monthly payments as he found his labour
force w’as becoming very unsettled. Heaven help
us if Grovei'nment arc now to be asked to step in
and compel us to pay monthly. Surely there has
been enough legislation in recent years regarding
our coolies, and does anyone for a moment suppose
that were such a law passed, it would be anything
but a dead letter in a number of cases. I have no doubt
the same gentlemen who advocate the passing of
the above law will shortly be clamouring for inden-
tured labour, witli all the necessary regulations and
interference by Government.
The only way out of our present difficulties is to

stop the system of bidding against each other for
labour now in the country, and to endeavour to get
more from Inditi; but I must confess I see little

chance of this happy consummation unless we Planters
can be brought to one mind in the nutter, and judg-
ing from past experience, I fear that will be a difficult

matter.—I am, etc., M.

THE LABOUR (QUESTION
PAYMENTS.

AND COOLY

Garamadua, Oct. 27.

Dear Sir,—One of the recommendations of the
Joint Committee of the Ceylon Chamber of Com-
merce and the Planters’ Association appointed to con-
sider the Question of Coast Advances, was the adoption
of “ a system of monthly payment of coolies wages
within say :-!5 to 40 dayr, and in any event to make
payments every two months.’’ As I had the honour
of serving on that Committee and supporting the
recommendation my experience in the paying cf
coolies monthly may now be of interest to “Tea”
and your readers and be useful in discussing ti e
Labour Question.
My first experience of paying coolies monthly dates

liack five years, the first jiayment of a single month’
balance paid to all my coolies was in September, 18t.0|
when the July balance of pay was handed them
and since then I have had a pay-day monthly with
the exception of the following moiitlis :

—

April, August and December . . 1891
P’ebruary, September and November
March and September
November
September

By special request of the kanganies

1892
1893
1894
1895

the balance
of pay then due, was held over till the following
month and two months’ balances were then paid to-
gether. To show that the monthly system of payment
is favourable to the recovei'y of Coast Advances, I sub-
mit an abstract of the advances of three estates

During xidvanced. Recovered.
R c. R c.

1889 1,414 71 637 30
1890 977 81 1,271 15
1891 1,797 00 1,685 78
1892 1,715 25 1,679 41
1893 1,570 00 2,073 83
1894 1,897 50 1,809 46

i of 1895 2,531 00 1,846 13
4 mons. „ 1,417 25 690 53

_ The average
13,320 52 11,693 59

daili/ out-tum of coolies at 31st
j-/cceiuuer 1008 was ttajiing Clays in tne moutn;
127 coolies. The average days for September 30th
1895 was 257 without weeding contractors’ coolies.
Other three estates in my charge have no coast

advance account and trifling sums advanced to
the kanganies going or sending coolies to the
Coast annually to recruit, are generally so small
they are debited in the checkroU, and recovered in
a month or t^g.
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At first the kanganies were rather opposed to the
coolies being paid monthly, as they were afraid

they would be unable to recover the debts due by the
coolies, and they would not bo able to repay their

coast advances, and the system had to be introduced
gradually. Experience has now proved that the coolies

are not more inclined to leave the estate (or in

other words bolt) than when the quarterly payment
system was in force. For many reasons the coolies

prefer the monthly payment of their balance and
as a rule many of them know exactly how much they
have to get; but about a “peranal” time they like

having a little extra cash, and hence the request
that two months' balances he paid together. Accord-
ing to the law as it is at present one runs a risk

of losing his coolies by witholding the balance of

pay due to them for a longer period than sixty days.

1 do not think it would be advisable to ask Gov-
ernment to make monthly payments compulsory,

that it might be beneficial to the coolies I admit

;

but it might also be very inconvenient some mouths
both for proprietor and coolies were the system en-

forced by law
;
but so many planters are finding out for

themselves the advantages of the monthly pay-

ment system that it will probably ere long

be almost universal without the interference

of Government. I understand that there are

Managers of estates who pay their coolies monthly
balances the following month, and find it beneficial

to do so ; but my reason for holding one clear month’s

balance in hand is. that should a cooly be in debt

to the check-roll that moiitb, the debt is recovered

from the previous balance about to be paid, and tell

him this has been done. While the coolies are being

paid those who admit being in debt to their kau-

ganies, have by mutual agreement set aside from

their pay, a sum towards the paymeiit of the debt,

and as a record of this payment is kept in the

check roll, it can be referred to, should any dispute

arise as to the amount recovered for the kangany.

It is very seldom this has to be referred to, and as

all recoveries of debt as a rule are made at the

pay table, it is also seldom there is any squabbling

over their debts at the lines. These recoveries made
from the coolies, plus what can be recovered from

the kangany's pay, go towards his Coast advance

debt should that individual be in debt.

As to the debts due by the coolies to the kanganies,

let any planter attempt to bring a gang of coolies from
• the Coast through afraid Agent other than a kangani,and
he will very soon find how coolies’ debts mount up.

It is not only the advances on the Coast, feeding and
transport, but after their arrival on the estate there

is the cumbly, cloths, chattypaus and curry stuffs

all go towards his debt before a day’s work is done.

Should he arrive in wet weather or at a feverish

season he may be bowled over with fever, or if a lazy

fellow, he may sham sickness and loaf in the lines

for days and refuse to do any work, llice has to be

given him or he will soon be in a state he could

not work. Or he may clear out within 10 days of his

arrival, taking three or four of his companions with

him, necessitating a further outlay of more rupees

and coolies to search for, and when caught, bring

them back to the estate, lieing new coolies they

are cautioned, that if they bolt a second time

there is a method of punishing coolies in Kandy,

which is graphically described
;
but even this has not

always the effect of keeping them on the estate.

Another attempt is made and getting clear away, more
rupees are again dealt out and more coolies put on their

track with instructions to go andffnd them. Ultimately

they arc discovered and brought back, and as they

can give no satisfactory reason, if any, for running

away, the master is compelled to make an example

of them and to Court they are sent and receive the

sentence of one month’s ri'gorous imprisonment.

Under the presentable Administration of the Prisons

and the system adopted for punishing offenders, not

many coolies are likely to runaway a second time after

they have had only one month’s rigorous imprison-

ment.
, • i. 1

Though it may appear that the services of a cooly

doing his month in Kandy are lost to the estate

they are not so, if at the expiry of the month the

coolies are brought back to the estate; their experience

of prison life is related in all the lines before they
have been 24 hours on the estate, and for a time
at least it has a very restraining effect and iudtices

a more contented feeling amongst the others.

If Superintendents would take the trouble to send
crimps, and men found loitering on their estates, to

be dealt with by the Court, and succeed in getting
them one inontli, there would be less dissatisfaction,

amongst the coolies, less bolting, more work done
and less debt.
While this is being done. Managers or employers

of Tamil labour should send their advances direct

to the coast as far as possible and discourage their
Kanganies from taking on coolies with tundus.
That there are occasions when it may be advisable
to give monej’ to pay up a debt due by relatives
of one’s coolies working on another estate, is adraittted

;

but as a rule it is the readiness of the Kanganis,
backed by the Superintendent to pay uj) the debts
as shown in thexe tundus that have been the means
of adding to the debts and the curse of the cooly.
Freak up, by discouraging, this system, and the

cooly rvill settle down to his work and in most
cases gradually paj' off what he owes.—Yours
faithfully, ‘ JAMES WESTLAND.

COMPULSOKY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Kandy.

Sill,—The Ohsen'er of 17th inst. contains a Report
of the proceedings of the Dikoya Planters’ Associa-
tion which includes the result of a discussion on the
Labour Question, which must be of great interest and
importance to the whole Planting community, and it

is very much to be regretted that the arguments
adduced in favour of the resolutions carried are not
published.

It seems to me tliat there is an obvious intention to
carry, if possible, the set of resolutions in each District
Association and that then, backed up by such a
weight of authority, the ‘ set ’ of resolutions should
be brought before the Parent body and, as full re-

ports of (lisrussions at the District Associations are
very rarely, if over, reported and published, thosQ
of the planters who do not attend District meetings
(very many of course) will have no opportunity of
hearing any ai-mmients for or against the proposals.
No harm, therefore, can be done by discussing the
matter.

Two resolutions were passed by the Dikoya Asso-
ciation (A) claiming that the cooly shall not be al-

lowed to quit service until his advances are
paid off, and that advances shall be a first

claim over his wages. (Ji) That monthly pay-
ment of wages sliall be compulsory. Now,
really, sir, can the District Association lend itself

to such an inference as the first resolution involves.
Can anybody assert that it is the pi-actice for coolies
to quit service without ^laying off their Advances ?

I dont me n to say it is never done. Rut out of our
community say of 2,000 planters do you believe 50
can come forwanl at the P.A. meetings or admit
that their coolies have quitted service without in
some way oi’ another jiaying their debts ? As a
“ ]ii actice,” is not the inference from the resolution
wholly and entirely wrong ?

As regards making Advances a first claim against
wages, or up to a certain limit, I am not prepared
to raise any objection. It would bo a perfectly fair

claim considering the advantages already held by the
cooly for the recovery of his wages against the estate
and other privileges he enjoys if payment of wages
is long delayed and I should urge that advances
whatever tho amount iihould bo recoverable by means
of the Court of Requests as is the case with actions
taken by coolies for recovery of wages. Rut this very
fair and i-igbteous claim is so manifestly just in itself

that it miglit well be urged on its own merits and
not tacked on to a set of resolutions. Our IManting
Itepresontativo in tbo Legislative ('ouncil might well
direct his and our attention to it when tlie amended
Court of Requests Ordinance comes up shortly in
Council,
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Now the second resolution (13) regarding com-
pulsory monthly payments, calls for unpleasant
comment in its singular position.

If it had stood honestly (though mistakenly) alone,
it could have been dealt w'ith b}' itself, but
from the way the “ set ” of resolutions is worded it

reads as if the Hon. G. F. V/alker thought he was
making a concession to somebody. ^Yhich is it the
Government or the cooly ? and that in return for
the Government granting the demand of the first

resolutioir, be implied approval of compulsory monthly
payments proposed in the second, now there is here.
Something very wrong, for the 1st claim is not
founded on the general practice among coolies and
his 2nd claim if a just one should be granted with-
out any quid pro quo. Why should any (supposed)
concession be made. Moreover what is conceded ?

Every planter in Ceylon may at this moment if

he chooses pay his coolies monthly. Yet, it is no
exaggeration to say that not 7 per cent of planters
do it. Why not ? Because, now, as in the past, it

is found to have no advantage whatever
;
none to

the manager for he has more trouble and recovers
less of his advances at a time, and the same disad-
vantage meets the kangani also for same reason
and on this account he is (oiiq)ellcd to issue more
advances for weekly requirement to his coolies, and
also it is a disadvantage to the coolie because he
gets less pay in his hand at a time. Mr. Giles
Walker and others who agree with him will

say the cooly is wrong and that it must be to
his advantage and if be can’t see it, he must
be taught and made to see it by legislation.
Curious how legislation, medical legislation, hope-
lessly failed in these directions years ago and,
the cooly can’t see it even yet

!

Let the champions of monthly payments state the
reasons for their belief—of several who have adopted
the system, not one gives assurance that either he
or his coolies are any better for the change.
The neighbouring coolies do not rush off in crowds

to the gentleman who pays monthly to seize the
advantages he is supposed to thrust on them. He
is not better off than his neighbours, his advances
don’t seem to be less than bis neighbour or better
secured. But that is his own affair, let him pay
monthly as every planter can if he wishes to. What
I want to know is why should monthly payments
of coolies Be compulsont. Not long ago the leading
planter in East Matale mentioned that his coolies had
begged him to postpone paying one month and pay two
so that for Tee Vali they might have more in hand.
’That gentleman, I believe, is also a great champion
of monthly payments. It is presumed that he pocketed
his principles and accommodated his coolies, but
does this gentleman want legislation to prevent his

meeting the wishes of his coolies and strengthen the
backbone of such principles. Monthly payments, I

advocate for all who wish, weekly even if they please,

but not compulsorj-. I myself was requested by
Sinhalese villagers a few months ago to keep 2 month's
pay, yet there were people who once were paid every
week. J. M.

TEA FREE OF DUTY IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA.

Coloinho, Oct. 28.

Sir,—I beg to inform you, that I liave re-

ceivetl advices from Western Australia, that there

is now no duty on tea entering tlitit part of tlio

Australian Continent.—Yours faithfully,

E. B. CREASY.
[Well done, tlieyoungest Gold Colony !—Ed, T.A.']

THE LABOUR QUESTION.
Kotmalie, Oct. .31st.

Dear Sir,—It is ditlicult to understand wh.at

“Well-known Planter” would have us do un-

less it be to destroy our ailvance notes, Wjiteoll

all outstanding advances and give the cooly a

fresh start w'ith a clean sheet and compulsory

monthly payments. A very drastic remedy most
l)lanters wall admit anil w'orthy of the strongest
of rank Socialists.

How long might I ask “ Well-known Plainer ”

would such a happy state e.xi.st were e."ch cooly
and kangany relieved of his indebte<lne.ss to the
estate NVhat would be the consequence of such
action. I I’enture to say that the .advance ques-
tion would lie in a far worse case six months
afterwards than it is at the present time. F'a-
vourite estates would be overstocked with labour,
while estates with new clearing work or lorn--
and unwieldy transport of tea chests, be deprived
of the leipiisite labour and again have to resort
to advances or if advances were illegal, oiler in-
creased w.ages which would be still more d,ama'nn<>-
the tea industry.

” °

Coast Advances, we must give if we are to
continue drawing on Inilia for our labour supply.
We must therefore have kanganies to recruit ami
pay out our aihances.

'The Coast cooly demands, and rightly .so I
think, an advance of money to leave with rela-
tives who have been depending upon him for
support, and this probably .accounts to a great
extent for the many inherited debts which A\e
hear of among our imolies.

The “tundu” .system is almost solely to
blame for any difticulties we have with our
labour force. We did very well without it
twenty-live ye.ars ago. It is however an excellent
thing in itself

; but is in every instance abu.sed
both by planters and coolies, I'joth using it at
times as a threat when any diil'erence, serious or
trilling, arises.

It is this indiscriminate and thoughtless
giving of tundus th.at has increased the
indebtedness of our coolies, and the evil
becomes worse each year as the bu.sy jduck-
ing season comes round, and I .see no hope
of a bettei state of allair.s till some combined
.action is introduced in regard to the i.ssuino’
of tundus. Only the other day two gangs each
of six coolies were engaged on tundus for
R38U and R3o5 respectively for an estate in
this district.

My experience of the cooly is that he prefers
having his ji.ay every two months. I have tried
monthly p.ayments and never found them satis-
factory. On one occ.a.sion the money was in the
bungalow to pay for one month .and I was
asked by the coolies .at muster to return it to
the Chetty .and wait till they could be paid
for two months. ^

Monthly, or even weekly payments will not
keep Ram.asamy out of debt. The greater his
indebtedness, the more important .a*^person he
considers himself. Were he paid every Saturday
the whole in most c.a.ses would go on Sunday and
after the manner of the English miner he would
live on credit till the next payday.

A. F. S.

CEYl.ON 'TEA IN AMERICA.
Dear Sir,—

I

t was with great interest, I read Mr.
MacKenzie’s letter appearing in your columns of
the 5th inst

,
regarding advertising in the journals,

etc., in the United States.
I think that in your leader, you have sounded

the key-note of success. Popular Lectures on the sub-
ject of Ceylon and Ceylon Teas, will, without doubt,
be one of the best means of attaining the end in
view. It is a well-known fact that lectures are very
much appreciated by Americans of all classes.

^

I know of no more interesting series of lerfureB
than the following would be :

—

First—Ceylon, The Spicy Isle, Illustrated by Lime
Light Views,
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Second—The Products and Resources of Oeylon,
Illustrated.

Third—The Rise and Progress of The Ceylon Tea
Industry.
Fourth—The manufacture of Tea in Ceylon, com-

pared with that in China, Illustrated by Lime
Light Views and Diagrams.

Fifth. The value of Tea as a Dietetic, and the
superiority of Ceylon Teas over China as such,
owing to difference in Chemical composition.
Such a series of lectures could be adapted to suit all

classes of Society from the most scientific, to babes
and sucklings; yet all the while most interesting.
One important point al)out lectures is that you

could give your audience, samples of the articles
avhich y^ou were pushing either in the form of a really
good cup of Ceylon's finest tea to wash down the
substance of the lecture, or in the shape of a small
packet with which they could prepare an afternoon
cup for themselves after being instructed by the
lecturer as to the proper method of preparing same.
Pamphlets could al=o be. distributed bearing the
names and addresses of dealers in Ceylon teas in each
town where the lectures were delivered. Many
would willingly take up the job to stump the States
in the interests of Ceylon ; in fact I would not mind
the job myself for even less than is quoted by Mr.
McKenzie for advertising in one of the American
Journals, provided travelling and other expenses
were paid, and I think I could make some impres-
sion on the Yankees, and get tliem to turn from
their “ evil ways ” of green tea drinking to the more
healthful Ceylon Broken Pekoe or Pekoe, I am etc.

EXPERIMENTOM CRUCIS.
[We should favour rather, one good lecture in each

town. Americans are too busy a people to go in for

a course by the same lecturer.—Ei>. 7'../.]

VARIOUS PL\NTIXG NOTES.
Tka Export.S. — It is an intere.sting fact tliat if

China kecpsthis season to a little less than her usual
tea export of recent years, her total exports will al-

most exactly correspond with those of India and
Ceylon. Thus the revised estimate for India
gives Ids million (instead (»f I40.}) of which it is

estimated l“24 million will go to the United King-
dom. The Ceylon exports are not likely to fall

below 1)2 ndllion and although all the Indian
may not be shipped, the .aggregate for the two
countries cannot fall far below ‘2d0 million lb.

Now this is very near what we estimate for China
Exports
Kn.ssia say ... ... ... 90 million
IJ. Kingdom ... ... ... 4o ,,

N. America(l)esides4r) ndllion .lapan’s) .55 ,,

ThibetandCentral Asia(Bricktea, etc.) 15 ,,

Australa.sia and Cape... ... 14 ,,

Other pliices... ... ... ll ,,

230 ,, lb.

India l.SSmillion + Ceylon 92 nullion= 280 ,, lb.

Tka is the most encouraging and most profitable
culture in Ceylon, writes a Ceylon journalist, who,
though his name is Ferguson, which suggests North
Britain, does what is generally supposed to be purely
an Irish practice—to wit, he perpetrates a “ bull,”

for he includes precious stones and plumbago under
planting enterprises. With respect to plumbago, which
is the only Ceylon metal (ndneral rather) of commercial
importance, the trade tlierein is not very prosperous,
though between 800,000 cwt. and -100,000 cwt. thereof are
shipped annually. Most of it gees to the United States,

Lonaon coming next, while France and Germany
have begun to take increasing quantities in direct

shipments. Ceylon has been long famous for its pre-

cious stones—rubies, sapphires, cat’s eyes, and moon-
stones—and these continue to be freely found. The
digging and soiling are in native hands, and the out-

put is largely carried away by visitors or di.spatched

in registered postal packets. I'lr. Ferguson, omits to

mention that the natives are in the habit of selling

inferior stones at fancy prices to travellers who
knoiy nothing of the yalqe of gciffs, tiud tluuk Ihoy

ai’e getting bargains. This fact possibly justifies the

inclusion of the trade in stones among the “ plant-

ing ” industries of the island .
—FinaucUd Font, Oct. 22.

Indian Teas kou the Coeombo Market
AND THE Ceveon Imi’ort Dutv.— It is a little

comic.'il to read the letters cm our back jiaj^e

in the light of actual facts:—(1) is it, or is it

not the fact, that Ceydon jiroduces some of the

very worst, as well as some of the best teas

uniier the sun ? [To blend our good te.as even
with China or Jav.a, much less Indi.an, teas would
not lie so bad as with some of the stuff' occa-

sionally sohl in the Colombo market .and twice
rejected as unlit for human food at Melbourne.]
(2) Do not the Ceylon tea planters live, to a
great extent, by the blending trade? What
•are all the great tea sellers in London and the
Colonies but blenders? How is our tea getting
into Russia buc by blending ? Actually, Ceylon
and China teas are .at pre.sent .sent to London,
blendetl tliereanilthensentb.ack to Australia ! Can
it be said th.at the North Indian jjlanters have not
worked hard to m iketheii' teas known with their

Calcutta and Loudon Tea .associations? .and yet why
are they not afraid to leave Calcutta an open
port, although sever.al million lb of Chin.a te.as

enter there for blending. Finally, it is absurd
to supi»ose that the grand Port of Colombo, is

to be shut off’ from its legitim,ate trade,

as the ])ort for Southern India and as tlie distri-

buting })ort for Austral.asia. We are told that
one solution of the difficulty is for Government
to build barge Bonded Stores for blending pur-

poses. If so, the sooner they are built the better.

The Ceveon Fore.ster for October is a useful

number albeit m.ainly t.aken up with a review of

Mr. Broun’s Forest lleimrt for last year. It would
be well if the Dej)artment’s ex[»erience .so far,

of the four or live best timber trees to cultiv.ate

at different elevations, were put briefly and clearly

before our planting .and agricultural community.
In reference to the Sessional Paper called for on
the Department, by Mr. Coomaraswamy, Tamil
M.L.C., we have the following .satisf.actory

criticism :
—

This return, as at present compiled, shews a loss

of R()7,888'70 for the .5 years, but, as the C mser-
viitor points out, this is not the true state of the
case. In his remarks we notice, however, that
the Conservator has not credited the department
with the incre.ased value of timber in depot from
.January 1890 to December 1894, which amounts to

R()2,00T61, nor does he mention under the head of

capital, stores, &c,, as we believe this includes the
s iwniill at Battiealoa, which cost about R10,0)X), wo
think this item might also be included in capital

expenditure.
The figures are as follows :

—
Total Expenditure . . . . 112,199,1)35 37
Deduct Capital Account .. .. 200,82ti 74

Rl,998,808 G3
Total Revenue .. R2, 131,801 G7
Free Grant . . 42,005 18
Value of Timber)
inde|K t on Jan. !-R19(),732 00

1st, 1890 )

Value of Timber

)

in depot on Doc. - R259,(133 61
31st, 1891 )

Increased value of Timber .. 62,901 61

112,246,708 46

In favor of Department.. 11247,899 83

The above figures shew that so far from the
Forest Department not paying, the yearly average
revenue derived is equal to R49,579'96 for the last

five years, which, considering the increased pro-
tection given to our forests should bo cpnsiderod a
satisfactory result.

No(/e8 on Ceylon Birds ttre continiwU
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THE NATIVE HOME OE C01H<EE.

When we are enjoying a tragant cup ot cofTee.

It is jileasant to rellect that there is one country,
though one only, wliere tlie coffee i)laiit grows and
iiourislies without cultivation. This country—ac-

cording to an Italian traveller— is Kaffa, in South
Africa,* from which town, it is surmiseil, the plant
took its name. “ I affirm what I have seen,”
says this traveller, “namely, that Kaffa is the
only country in the world where coffee grows
spontaneously, comes to maturity, and |)roduces

jierfect fruit without any cultivation at all.”f At
the present day, he continues, there is not a
house in Kaffa which does not jiossess a jiiece of

ground planted with coffee, and lie himself, during
his two years’ stay in the place, had about three
thousand plants in the ground, but that wldch grows
spontaneously in the woods, ])roducing without
artificial means, was always esteemed the best.

And, in fact, rich people, in order to have
good and fresh coffee every morning, keej) a
jiiece of ground apart in their farms planted
thiekly with the forest trees, beneath which the
plant thrives and bears better and more aro-

matic fruit than when in the open. Here the
berries are gathered daily lor the family con-
sumption. Another advantage mentioned with
regard, to forest-grown eoffee is that it is never
subject to any malady, whereas the other
suffers from a variety of diseases. Again, the
wild plant germinates in a fortnight, while the
domestic one does so after several months only.

It is usually believed that there are various
species of the coffee plant. Our informaut, how-
ever, is of the opinion that there exists but one
plant, which, nevertheless, according to the diffe-

rent methods of cultivation, undergoes a certain
change. As, for example, in the wild and
domestic plant

; and, again, in that which is

favoured by climate and soil, and that which is

not. Much also deptnls upon the cultivator.

The_ same ^species growing wild jiroduces small
berries, winch become double the size when cul-

tivated. It is also impo.ssible, wc are reminded,
that one harvest can ju'oduce nothing but line

full berries ; conseiiuently the ba<l and the
good are mixeil together for sale, or sold sciiara-
tely at different prices by the coffee merchants.
The small unripe grains have neither taste, nor
smell, nor form. An apiiarcnt variety in coffee

is likewise lu'oduced, according to the time em-
ployed in and the manner of gathering the
grains at harvest time. Coffee requires several
months to come to maturity

;
in Kaffa ripe ber-

ries begin to appear in yeidembcr, and are lit

for gathering in November. Any small or unripe
berries remaining are equally gathered and given
to the .servants or sent away for sale. The Ara-
bians are reported to be the best coffee cultiva-
tors, because they know how to gather the grains
at the most favourable moment, and take great
care in .sifting and cleansing them to send them
in good condition to the markets. J Consequently,
our traveller maintains that the good reputation
that Moka coffee has maintainecl is due solely
to the care referred to, inasmuch as the [iroducts
of this country do not differ in the least from that
which is sown and cultivated in other parts.
What a jiity it seems, then, that in a country

where coffee comes to |ierfection in a wild state

* No—ratlier North-East Africa or Abyssinia.

—

Ed. T.A.

t So long ago as the eaidy “ thirties ” a Mission
from Bombay to the Court of Abyssinia described
part of their journey from the Coast as being under
wild coffee bushes laden with berries.

—

Ed. T.A,

J
This is absurd.—Eo. T.4.

there should be neither roads nor means of
transport for converting it into an article of com-
merce. These necessary aids to business are,

however, wanting in Kaffa, it is said. Neither
do they exist even for the interior of the African
towns, or for the regions of the Oriental coast.
Consequently the pro<luction is a source of little

or no [H'olit to the country, whereas it might
be one of great gain to the inhabitants. The
oidy i)urpose for which it is utilised is for do-
mestic use, as everyone is accustomed to this be-
verage. If by chance the luovision should not
sullice for one family, it is e.asily made up for
by a neighbour, in return for a measure of
corn. The great ivory, musk, and slave mer-
chants i)urchase a certain (piantity, but only
sufficient for their journey, or for pre.sents to their
hosts cn route, or to obtain a free passage over
one of the frontiers, never for selling. Less im-
]>ortant vendors, who pass through the country
selling wax, coriander, and other small wares,
buy it for selling again, but in such limiteil quanti-
ties that no one in Kaffa cultivates and gathers in
the berries in the hope of gaining anything by
such tiansactions. And if, in time of xvar, even
these small itinerant merchants fail to pass, the
cultivators, not knowing what to do with so much
coffee in the house, do not trouble to gather the
grains when ri|)e. Another authority on this

subject, M.Massaja, confirms the above statements,
and, basing his o])inion on the traditions of the
Kaffas and the Arabs of Moka and Jemen, says
that this idant, which the greater part of botanists
assert to be a native of Arabia, coTues instead
from Kaffa, whence it takes its name. “ And
this,” he continues, “ ap])cars to me i)i obable, as
Kafl’a and the adjacent territory are, as far as
1 know, the only places where the coffee grows
so spontaneously, and with such force of vegeta-
tion in the woods. And the plants which vegetate
under the shade of the great forests are, accord-
ing to the natives, of excellent quality, and not
subject to any of the diseases tvliich generally
attack those which grow in the open country.
How far the assertitju of the Kaffas is true,
says this writer, I cannot venture to say

; it is

a fact, however, that rich proprietors, in cultivat-
ing this shrub near their dwellings, always select
the most shady s]iot

;
and if trees are scarce,

they have them planted in a manner so as to form
small forests.

There is not a house in Kaffa which is not
surrounded by coffee woods or plantations, the
products of which always surpass the quantity
necessaiy for the family’s consunqttion. W hen the
coffee is fresh, the natives eat it fried with salt
and butter, or make an infusion of it, as we do.
The i)lant is propagated in two ways in Kaffa—l)y
transjilanting and .sowing. In the former case, they
generally wait for the rainy season. Then, ])roceed-
ing to the forest, such plants as have taken growth
in others half fallen to the gr.mnd, vegetating to
tlic detriment of the larger shrub by robbing it of
its nourishment, are taken up. Care is horvever
taken not to loosen the earth adhering to the
jamug roots, which are rej)lanted in a free .s]»ot,

in holes about twelve inches deep, so that not
more than nine inches of the plant remain above
ground, and in a slightly slanting jmsition. The
sowing of coffee takes place, as soon as the ripe
fruit is harvested, in ground freshly ploughed
and well manured. After one or two years,
the young j)lants are transi)orted to a spot
where they will remain till the time of }»ro-

duction is linished. A little while after the
transplanting or sowing, the Arabs take care to
exterminate .all weeds <aml useless growths. The
Kaffas, however, do not trouble them,sclve.s about
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any '.vends, exvc))t foi' tlio i)lants near their liahi-

tations, the re.sult l)eing tliat tlie weeds and para-

sites, increasiiijr with all the force belonging to

intertropical vegetation, often linish by sudbca-

ting the whole plantation. In Kalla, as we are

tohl, the coll'ee shrub reaches a height of from

three to live yards. It begins to bear fruit, as

in Arabia, ai)out a year or two after trans-

])lanting, and three or four weeks after sowing.

In the lifth or sixth year it attains to the maxi-

mum of lU’oduction, and becomes sterile in the

sixteenth or seventeenth year. In the Antilles

or in V'enezuela the plant bears fruit till tbe

thirtieth or fortieth j’e.ar. It is probable, how-

ever, says our informant, that if the plants were

j)runed at the base they would bear fruit in

Katl’a for another live or six years. Contrary to

the former authority, already ([uoted, Mons.

Massaja says that the berries of tbe wild plant

are somewhat larger than timse of the cultivated

ones ;
sometimes tlie ]>od contains but one grain,

which, being free to develop itself at pleasure,

takes a form almost round, and is called Moka
by the coast merchants from the resemblam^e it

bears to tlie coffee of Jemen. In Kalla and the

ad jacent country the colfee selected for the con-

sumption of tlie gi'cat dignitaries and the Court

is preserved for two or tliree years in a dry place,

because tbe older it is the more coffee develops

its aroma and strength. That which is destined

for commerce is sold before it is quite dry.

—

London ''•Standard," Sept. 20.

THE PUTUPAULA TEA ESTATE CO. LTD.

At the annual general meeting held by the

shareholders today, a ilividend at the rate of 10

per cent per annum was decl.ared

(From Directors' lieport.)

Tea in bearing . . . . 391 Aci'es

„ „ partial bearing . . 30 ,,

Liberian Coffee . . . . 10 ,,

Forest . . . . • 30 ,,

Grass Ac. . . . . . . 2.5 .,

Grand Total SPl Acres

Tbe Crop amounted to 132,3.S9 lb. Tea (against an

Estimate of 110,000 lb.) and 771 bus. Liberian Coffee.

The nett average sale price of the former was

47.30 cents per lb:—The latter realised 11182.65.

Tbo net profit for the year amounted to R22,635 16,

and the Directors recommend a dividend of 10

per cent for the year, carrying forwar-d the

balance 112,635. 16 to the current year’s accounts.

A sum of lll,567'01 was spent in manuring' a por-

tion of the Estate, the benefit of which will be felt

for a year or two, but the Directors decided to include

the entire amount 111 the season’s expenditure.

A small Down-draft Sirocco was purchased during

the year, the cost of which, R3,520.65, was added to

Capital Account. A further sum of 1U,278.()6 was

spent in putting the existing Machinery in good

order, and therefore it is not thought necessary to

write off anything for depreciation this year, tbe

property' being W'orth more than the amount stand-

ing^ at the debit of Machinery account.

A sum of 111,500, has been allowed for improvements

and repairs to the Superintendent’s bungalow, and

debited to capital account.
^

The estimated crop for 1895-1896 13 1 10,000 lb.

Tea on an estimated outlay on working account of

R32 390 In addition to this expenditure, a further

suin' estimated at 119,110, will be spent iu exten-

ious, buildings, and manuiing.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

I’l- V UuhKiNC ON E8TATK.S.—VViLh refenmw to

the remarks of the Droeer on tins subject

see elsewherc-would it nob lie possililc for

our London contemporary lo get tbe mioniiation

Rod publish the marks of yllomlers ( 1 he fact of a

threat of this kind would lead to greater care and
it might be found tliat reiiacking in Colombo
(after a local .sale) was to blame.

The New Di.mhul.v Comp.vnv, Limited.—

T

he
Shareholders in this Company may well be con-

gratulated on the Ile|)ort which the Directors

lire.sent, a.s given elsewhere. It is particularly sa-

tisfactory to .see the “ C” shares coming in for a
good tlividend after a long period of \vaiting.

The Company has undoubtedly gob a valuable
projierty and it is admirably managed.

TiieOedDumbau.v V.alley will yet be a grand
coconut ])lanting district, a corresjiondeut tbinks.

He has seen “ over 1,U0U acres in coconuts, on one
property—a very wuse planting. We'll live to see
all the Valley a coconut grove }'et—though cacao
may still go on for a number of years, but the
lack of moisture is against it and so can’t com-
pete with Trinidad if prices are to rule the same.”

CooMES IN CooEG.—A writer in Phintintj Ojunion
says :— It is estimated that Coorg gives employment
to at le.ast 30,000 Canarese coolies in addition to the
local labour and the labour from the coast. Of these
Messrs. Matlieson A Co., on their 7,000 acres in the
Bamboo, employ 5,000 or thereabouts from six to eight
months of the year. The 30,000 coolies, with their
maistries, draw some 12 to 15 lakhs per annura in

wages very nearly the whole of which eventually
reaches Mysore either in payment of grain Ac., or as
surplus income which the coolies annually take with
them to their country. The prosperity of Mysore is

thus largely contributed to by the province of Coorg.
—df. Standard.

The New Kubber Tree (Sapinm biqlandn-
losnm) which Mr. llobcrt Thomson found to be
indigenous in Colombia, South America, at ele-

vations of from 6 , Obi) to H,000 feet, is one about
which we should like to hoar some more and to

see tbe seeds made locally available through
Hakg.alla as soon as possible. We are quoting
Mr. Thomson’s interesting Report on coffee,

cacao, cinnamon &c.
,
as well as rubber in full

into our monthly periodical
;
bub meantime may

mention that thousands of bales of the rubber
have been ex}iorted from Colombia, bub Mr.
Thomson does not give the prize realized. He
states however, that in a idantabion formed of

this rubber tree, the trees grew rapidly—trunks
a foot in diameter in 6 years. It should just

be tiie tree to try high up in Ceylon. Respecting
the genus, we may quote from the “ Treasury
of Botany” as follows :—

S.vpiUM—A genus containing about a score of

trees or shrubs of the order Diijdiorhiur.ac, found
in the tropics of both hemispheres, and all of them
yielding a milky juice, wliich in some is very acrid
and even poisonous. The leaves resemble those of

the willow, the popular, or the laurel, and at their

point of union with the stalk are furnished with
two round glands

;
while the small grceni'di flowers

are dis[)0.sed iu terminal spikes, the lower portion
bc.aring the fertile, the upper the sterile llowcrs.

P. imliriiiii, a w'idfily distributed eastern species, is

known under the name of Boroo in Borneo, where,
according to Mr. Motley, the leaves are largely

used for dyeing and staining rotang of a dark co-

lour. The acrid milky juice produces a burning
sensation like that from a capsicum. The young fruit

is acid and eaten as a condiment, while at the same
time the fruit is one of the ingredients used for

poisoning alligators. The ripe fruits are woody tri-

lobcd cap.sules, about an inch across, with three
cells, and one oily seed in each.
The Milkwood of Jamaica, N. lauri/’olium, rocoivoa

its name from the milky juice which abounds in

the stem, and is a source of annoyance to sawyers
and others when the wood is green. /S', .talieifoliitni

affords in Paraguay a hark which is used instead of

that of oak for tanning. Most modern authors
unite this genus with StilliiKjia, from which thero

are no reliable characters to distinguish it. [A.A.B.J
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CEYLON SOILS y\N7) .MANI KES.

In tlu? ye<ii’ LS77, iiii<l('r ixn iinanyoiuent witli

Mm C’eyloii J'lanters’ Association, Mr. .Jolin Hughes,

F.C..S.,' tlio Analytical Chemist visited Ceylon, and

after touring througli all the most important dis-

tricts, undertook the work—lasting over three

months in t.'olomho—of aualj’sing the country’s

soils and tiie more usual manures, the permanent

outcome of winch labours was a goo<lly little guide-

book of 150 pages.* ^Ve lri\'e recently been looking

over this book, and we find that altliough it was
writteninlheintei'c.sts of cofl’ce beforethe era oi te.a.

it must, in the nature of thiug.s. be ijuite as valu-

able for tlie tea iilauter as it was for the coll'ee

planter. Nut tliat we e\er heard of any sus-

tained interest following its pufilication in

coflee days: but that was not Hie fault of Hie

book, but rather of the despair and losses which

leaf disease causeil to develop and fall upon all

so rapidly after that date, everywhere in Ceylon.

1 )Ut now times are changed. In )ilace of advanc-

ing despair, we have the strong forward march
of ju'osjicrity ami conlidence; in ]ilace of a decay-

ing staple over a limited area, we have a paying

product spreailing over an unlimited area of pro-

duction, w hich cannot be all alike rich and fer-

tile. It, therefore, seems to us that this book

by Mr. IIufiiiK.s ON Soils and Manures will be

foimil to be more valuable to the tea planter

than, under adverse circumstances, it ever pro\ed

to be to the coflee, planter. Lor it treats not

only of the .soils of many districts and well-

known estates, but of the manurial values of

all the available lertilizers ordinarily used

Such, for instance, as castor cakes, and other

miscellaneous cakes, linseed, coconut, cotton-seed,

bones, fish and conpiost. It teaches the use of

lime and instructs all al.unit limestone, calcareous

sand, granitic limestone, gas lime, wood ashes

and cattle manure and pigs and oxen, and how
to feed them.
The fact that tea nourishes wdierever collee

grew, as well as in places where coffee would not

grow', is sullicient ])roof that all that was gooil

for coffee must bo gooil for tea, and any tea

jdanter of a yiracLical turn desiring a trust-

worthy guide in scientific cultivation cannot,

we think, alford to be without a copy of this

iiu])ortant little work (along with Mr. Coch-
ran’s Manual) bearing exclusively as it does

upon Ceylon estates, soil, and climates.

In his general remarks Mr. Hughes says :
—

“ Bones, cake, and superior kinds of fish-manure

are the materials which are best calculated to

be economically used as fertilizers
;

also com-
posts whenever the estates are sulliciently near a

railway to allow of the application at a moderate
cost.” This broad rule applies e([ually to tea;
for the cost of carriage to the estate, and distii-

bution over the fields of the estate, must ever

be the iir.st items to consider after the cost of the

article itself. How to discriminate in the selec

tion of suitable fertilizers is a very iinjiortant

})art of a planter’s duty Doubtless cattle, stable

and line inanurcs will still be the planters’ best

friends, but on a large estate they go such a little

w'ay that other fertilizers must be thought of,

and no better guide in their selection than Mr.
Hughes’ book—supplemented by Mr. Cochran’s
Manual—can be got. We may add a <-ouple of

)>assages illustrating the usefulness of Mr. Hughes’

* Special Eeport to the Ceylon Planters' Associa-

tion by John Hughes, r.c.s.. Fellow of the Institute

of Chemistry of Great Britain aud Ireland—to be
got at “Observer” Office book-store, price v.p.p. RP50
post free.

little book'. On the use of “ Lime,” which in

st)uie Incalities i.s a\-ailable for jilantations and
which can always be obtained on i-ailway trucks

from the sea-siife as burnt coral, Mr. Hughes
writes on page 30 :

—

The Use of Lijie.—During my tour, I was very
much astonished at the small value apparently attached
to the use of burnt lime, prepared either from coral

or from some of the numoi'ous local deposits of

magnesian limestone, which very fortunately occur in

irregular masses interspersed among the prevailing
granite formations of the Island. At home the value
of lime upon all arable soils is so fully recognised
by practical agriculturists that it would he unneces-
sary to entoi' at any length into a discussion of its

merits. At the request of the Planters' Association I

addressed a short note u])on the use of lime in some
form as a desirable manure for coffee, and I have
reason to believe that it will in future be much more
e.xtensively employed.
Lime is a necessary constitueni of all permanently

fertile soils, for it is a requisite element of the ashes

of plants. It assists in rendering both the organic and
inorganic portions of soils available as plant food. On
all flat land rich in organic vegetable remains, lime
will be found especially valuable for improving the

phvsical as well as the chemical condition of the soil.

Sir Samuel Baker in his book (“ The Rifle’ and Hound
in Ceylon ”) mentions in reference to Kuwera Eliya,

that “ an absence of lime in the soil, and the cost of

applying it artificial!)' prohibit the cultivation of all

grain, and restrict the produce of the land to potatoes
and other vegetables.” The analyses of upwards of

uO samples of Ceylon coffee soils drawn from different

estates, would incline me to think that the great

huntsman need not have limited his remarks to the
neighbourhood of Nuwera Eliya, when speaking of the
poverty of the soil as regards lime.

The difficulty of applying lime artificially is one
which is fast disappearing under the annual extension
and improvement in the means of transit

;
good roads,

railway extension, and plentiful labour supply, will

soon enable the planter to obtain bimit lime at a
moderate cost, say Is. per bushel, delivered on
the estate.

I am told that ordinary burnt lime applied at low
elevations (by which I assume airything under 2,000
feet) has been found too stimulating. This fact should
rather be taken as a positive proof of its quickening
efficacy at once indicating the powerful action upon
the previously dormant qualities of the soil. With
the alternations of heavy rainfall, followed by tropical
heat, the effect of burnt lime, naturally is very
pow'orful, so that caution must be used, and a far
smaller dose applied than would be considered sufficient

according to English modes of application.

Also on “Cattle Manure,” the other nearly
universal fertilizer, albeit not alway.s in suffici-

ent quantity IMr. Hughes on page 90 has the
following :

—

C.VTTLE Maxuke.—It is quite unnecessary if not
superfluous to say anything in favour of this manure,
its merits as a general fertiliser for all crops has been
long since determined, but there are one or two points
connected with its production aud subsequent use,
upon which a few remarks may be made. Ferguson’s
Directoi-y, 1878, contains a very able article upon
“The true way to keep Cattle for Food aud for
Manure.” The W’riter, who is evidently an experienced
planter, states that “Ceylon is perhaps the only
country wdiere manure is the sole end and object of
stock-keeping, and Ceylon is a most fortunate country
if the operation will pay, even when coffee is above
100/ per cwt.” The author adds: “there seems to
me but one solution of all these complications, and
that is, to make the stock pay for their food in heef,
and have the manure over aud above.” Certainly
this is the way to make manure profitably

; but can
it be done ? and if it cannot, then does it pay to
keep cattle ? Doubtless this question has been
seriously and anxiously considered over and over again
by planters, who have at length come to the con-
clusion, namely, that of the two altcrnativas, it

decidedly the hetter.
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Unfortunately, however, in too many instances,
such manure, which has entailed a large outlay to
make, is allowed to remain several months before
being applied. Large sums of money have been spent
by proprietors in the erection of expensive cattle-
sheds, in the purchase of cattle and cake; and yet.
when the manure has been made, it is left rotting
in a heap, sometimes entirely exposed to the com-
bined action of sun and rai)i, and nearly always
liable to depreciation by drainage. I regret to state
it, but frequently during my tour did I notice a dark
stream wending its way from the manure heap to

the nearest watercourse. It is unnecessary to point
out that such dark fluid contains most valuable ferti-

lising constituents. Voelcker. in his capital paper 011

“Farm-yard Manure,” mentions that the drainings
of dung-heaps are more valuable than the urine of

domestic animals, such as the cow. horse, piig. c^c.

Coolies probably dislike carrying manure for many
reasons, and it requires considerable energy on the
part of the resident Superintendent to carry out this

application of cattle manure at regular and frequent
intervals.

TK.\ IX AMERICA.
New Yoitiv, Oct. !».

There is' no improvement in the demand for in-

voices. Xew crop Moyimc Greens are here and
show very good cup quality, but in style of leaf

are a trifle deticiont. They bring very high prices,

owing to small supiply. Low grade Jaijans are very

firmly held ;
also low grade Blacks i)articularly

Foruiosas. On everything else it is a buyer's mar-
ket. India and Ceylon tea is growing in favour.

The aggressiveness and persistency of the cam-
paign to introduce these teas is bearing fruit in an
enlarged demand. One cannot help hut admire
the pluck and courage of Ceylon and Indian planters

in pushing for a market in this country.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and
Commission Company will sell 8,219 packages of

teas, viz 817 half-chests Moyune, new season’s

;i,r)08 boxes Pingsuey, new season’s ;
8i> half-chests

Japan, new season’s
;

189 half-chests Congou, in-

cluding new season’s; 7t> packages India, Java and
Ceylon; 510 half-chests and boxes Amoy; U25 lialf-

chests Foochow
;

2,108 half-chests and boxes For-

mosa, including “ Fancy ” invoice, seasons 1895-90.

—

American Oroccr.

TEA AND ROADS IN THE WVNAAD.
Oii.icut-Gudaiaiu Hoad.—Extract from letter from

the Honorary Seci'etary, "Wynaad Planters’ Associa-

tion, to the Chief Secretary to Government dated
24th Septembor ISO:') to which no answer has as yet

been received.

With regard to para 0, the Executive Engineer
states :

—“ With regard to the coffee industry I believe

that many of the estates have been abandoned and
that the traffic along these roads is small and light

compared to that anticipated when the improvements
to these roads was first commenced.” 1 am again
instructed to question the accuracy of this statement.

As a matter of fact the great abandonment of coffee

estates occurred before 1885 when very low prices

for their produce prevented planters from coping with

leaf disease. In 1885 the price began to rise again

and since then we doubt if there has been any
falling off in the Coffee trade (except yearly fluctu-

ations; and at the present moment the abandoned
coffee estates are gradually being planted up with

tea (as has been done so successfully in Ceylon) and
prosperity is fast returning to the district.

In para 7 of the Executive Engineer’s report he

says:—“I do not think they would have mucli dilfi-

cu'lty in maintaining these roads, now that they have,

been thoioughly made in an eflicient state for light

traffic. " We would point out that the Executive

Engineer speaks only of light traffic and lie makes
no mention of the’ very large timlier trade which

has sprung up since the road was constructed from

the foot of the ghaut [28th milestone
1

into Calicut

which cau certainly not be termed light traffic.

We venture therefore to submit that the statemeut
of the case by the Executive Engineer, West Coast
Division, is not verified by facts and we further ven-
ture to state that the circumstances in existence
when the road was commenced are in existence now,
and that the traffic along the road has not dimi-
nished during the last few years and will now steadily
iucrciise owing to the tea' trade.

ECHOES OF SCIENCE.

The *\mericau “ snow plant of tlie Sierra.s
’’

(Sarcodes sanguinea), which rears its tliick .sub-

tro])ical sjiike of red (lowers out of the snow,s
of t!ie mountains is, according to Mr. Meehan,
an American ))hysiologist, wlio lias specially
studied it, not a [lara.site (like the Balanophores.
uhicli it resemliles), but a sajirophyte : that is

to say, it is nourished by dead organic matters.
It is an annual, germinating on the radicles of
conifers, but afterwanls drawing its fooil from
the groumi, into which it thrusts very deeply.

Ladybirds are .sometimes killed by persons ig-

norant that they are a good friend to the gar-
dener, liecause they eat small vermin. The
dragon-lly, or “ needle case,” is another useful
insect, wiiicli is killed in some districts under the
belief that it has a sting. He is an enemy of house
and other Hies.

Mr. Walter Hough recommends the following
eomjiosition for preser\ing specimens of natural
history from the attacks of insects :—.qTU grains
of a saturated solution of arsenic acid, .570 grains
of essence of iietroleum, 140 gr.ains of alcohol at
9.5° of proof, I grain of phenic .acid, and 1 gr.ain
of a 10 percent, .solution of strychnine.— Globe.

Dr. Rackhau.s’s .irtilicial human milk is cow
milk caiefully and cleanly collected, then fer-

mented by rennet. T'lie serum produced is steri-

lised and cream added according to the quality
of “ human ” milk required. Dr. Backhaus
strongly recommends dairies to sterilise their milk
before sending it out to customers. To show
the importance of cleanliness in preparing milk,
Herr Baekliaus states that the inhabitants of
Berlin eonsume .500 cwt of cow -dung with their
milk every day.
Some of the shade trees in Ameiican cities

are being killed by electricity. American electri-

cians are far from being jis tiily and scientilic in

their operations .as British or Gontinental ones,
and it is c.ommon enough for them to run wires
through the trees. The result is that in wet
weather the electricity escapes from the wire .and

destroys the tree. On the other hand, weeds
aie now killed on American lailw.ay tracks by
watering them and giving them a powerful shock
of electricity.

THE MERGUl REARL ELSH FRIES.

As a result of the report made by the Queensland
expert on the Pearl Fisheries in Mergiii, a batch of
thirty .Japanese pearl fishers have been engaged by
the Burma Government for employment there. The
revenue during the past year trom this service was
B29,247.— A’. /•'. Peees.

TEA IN WVNAAD.
Some correapomhmee has lieeu taking jdace in

i’linitiiit/ Ojtiuion concerning the cost of production
and the yield |ior acre of coffee and tea. gentle-
man, writing over the nom ih iihime of " Wynaad,"
.stated that in that district planters get tlOO lb. per
acre and can put the tea on the ijondon market at

•Id per lb. “ Not (juito a Novice ” now writes, in a

(louutiug spirit:— If this is so, Wynaad planters
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“ would do well to yo in for some advortisiug, if

they want to boom their district. The figuresgiveu

by ‘Wynaad’ are until now unheard of in the histor}!

of tea.” Our contemporary also observes that the

figures are astounding. i3e this as it may, we
know on reliable authority that ” Wynaad s

figures are well within the truth. Uy the

way, Planfiii;/ U/nnioii evidently does not pos-

sess a copy of Mr. ytanden’s excellent essay on
“ Tea Cultivation in the Wynaad,” otherwise it would

never have appended the foot-note it did. Our

Coonoor fortnightly contemporary is doing excellent

work for the planting industry of Southern India

in collating planters’ views on different subjects,

but before it expresses opinions ou the capabilities

of any district it should make itself uit con rant with

the latest information on tho subject. In South

Wynaad there are fields of tea which have given

1,’iOO lb. to Iji'iUO lb. per acre, a fact which has been

stated in these columns more than once. The only

reason why the Wynaad is not for its acreage one

of the biggest tea-pi'oducing districts of the day is

that it is unknown. Let it be boomed and a change

will come o’er the spirit of the dream.

—

JI. Mail.

DRUG llEPUKT.

(From Chemist and JJrug<jist.J

London, October 24th,

Cafi'EINF,—The market remains firm. Sales were made
by second-hand holders at 20s per 11), spot terms, in

the course of this week. The mmiufacturers have booked
orders for the total of their capacity up to Oeceinber.

Some short time ago they were still selling at ISs per

lb for November delivery, but at that (piotation no

orders could probably be executed at present. For De-

cember delivery also the makers will only sell small
([uantities.
KoL\-NliTS - Fair AVest Indian nuts sold this week liy

auction at lOd per lb. Privately about Id advance is

asked on the recent rates.

QiriX'iM-; tending .somewhat easier. .Several small sales

of German bulk, B and S or Brunswick brands, jare re-

ported from .second hands at Is l.jd per oz. A pai'celof

5,000 oz Fabbtica Lombarda in bulk has been sold at
Is Id per oz. The market clo.ses rather dull, with sellers

of the usual brands at Is IJd, but no buyers.
VA.MLL.t Mail reports from Port Louis, Alauritius,

dated end. of September, state that the market is bare
of cui'ed vanilla. No business has been transacted during
the month. It is stated that the coming crop of

Mauritius vanilla will be no less than (iO tons smaller
than the last. A considerable business has been done
privately in the last few days. Fine beans are very
scarce, and high pric'es are asked, (food Mauritius, 0

to 7 inches, li.ave been sold at 2Ss per lb. A parcel of

Australian vanilla, showing long but rather foxy shri-

velled beans, which was bought in at the last auctions,
has since been di.sposed of at 21s 6d per P). Me.xican
vanilla, a variety not very often seen on our market, was
bought in at the last sale at 10s per lb, which, however,
must be regarded as a nominal price.

-
TEA BLIGHT, AND LEGITMINOUS

PLANTS.
Dr. Watt auuounces a discovery which may pos-

sibly prove of importance to 1 he tea industry. He
found that tea gardens over w'hich Na (Alhi-::ia sli-

nulata) trees had been planted suffered far less from
insects and mites than gardens where this was not
the case. He writes :

—“ It soon had demonstrated
to me that, far from this comparative'iminunity from
blights being due to the shade afforded by these

trees, the quality of the tea w'as distinctly lowered,

though the volume afforded was increa.sed. The Sa
tree belongs to the group of Jjeguminosir that ac-

cording to the researches of investigators in Europe,
should not produce the beneficial rout tiiberdes

discussed in the appended pamphet. 1 was for a

time puzzled to account for the facts narrated

until through the kindness of Mr. Buckingham,
I was pennittsd to have a young tree dug up so

that I might examine its roots. To my no small

delight I found that these were covered with mul-

titudes of the tubercles, and further that under the

microscope these were actually found to contain the
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nitrogeu-feediug bacilli. I extended my researches in

this direction, and found that in Assam very nearly
the whole of the members of the Mimosas (the sub-
order to which the Pa belongs) also produce root
tubercles. I shall thus have to amend the review
of the literature of that subject (as given in the
pamphet), and the Mimosae to the Papilio-
naceae as forming beneficial tubercles on their roots-
But I was led to the practical consideration, and
one that I now regard as almost of supreme mo-
ment to the tea industry that the cultivation of a
herbaceous-leguminous plant to be hoed in as green
manure would secure the strength to resist many
blights without entailing the disadvantage of the
Shade given by the Pa. I accordingly recommended
the Assam planters to sow in October and hoe
in about February a crop of Matti Kalai or some
other of the numerous pulse crops common to the
neighbourhood. Mauj' of my Assam friends have
given practical effect to this suggestion (Mr. J. A.
'Thompson of Ligri Tukri more particularly) by exami-
ning all the w'ild or cultivated plants of the kind indi-

cated in order to discover a quick-growing species
with a' copious production of root tubercles. I need
only add in conclusion that the principle involved
in this recommendation is identical with the time
immemorial experience in the value of Clover in the
agricultural rotation of crops pursued in Europe. By
growing a herbacceus logminous crops for a few
months on the soil, some attempt is made to com-
bat the evil effects of a perennial cultivation of the
same plant on the same soil.”

—

Pioneer.

^

ITIOSPECTTNG IN THE “FIFTIES.”

XOUTII OP KANDY-: PART II.

{Bj/ cm Old Planter .

)

The
SHADES OF EA’ENINO

w-eve fast closing around us and steady rain began
to fall as we hurried along the jungle bridle-path,
which led up to the new clearing, and soon a disc
of light was visible in the distance, and then we
alighted at the middle of a little coffee plantation

;

but it was not roaded, and we did not know which
way to go. Peering into the distance before us we
espied something big and high and white, and climb-
ing over the trunks of forest giants prostrate on the
ground discovered to our dismay that it was only

A GEEY-CO.VTED AND PRODIGIOUS ROULDEK
and which we had fondly hoped was a cottage with
white-washed sides. What was to be done ’2 Here
wo were in a sad iix,—not a human voice to be heard,
nor a building of any kind to bo discovered, and
wo knew not which way to proceed, so we wandered
on and on over planted clearings, till at last I fancied
1 hoard the sound of a Tamil chant and then the
thud of the rice-pounder, and it was so, and soon we
reached a long set of

TH.VrCHED LINES
and found Minatchy and Ramaswamy happy and
lively and contented even in this lone and unroaded
region, and guided by one of our dusky Tamil
friends, we reached the gable end of another set of
lines where resided our nautical host. “ Who
visits my cabin at this time of night, I won-
der-—friend or I'oo in ' a cheery tone he en-
quired. “Come in and get shelter from the rain.’’
Bight glad were wo for his

HOSPITAHl.E INVITATION
;

and tlien he gave us a brew of genuine Congou—all
he had to give—we smoked the pipe of peace and
listened to sailuis’ yarns, redolent of sea waves and
white squ-alls and typhoons. Early next morning wo
started for

OIL .ILNULL LOTS
some -2 or .'j miles away, and as we travelled over
the new clearings I was delighted to sec how sturdy
and Jiealthy the young coffee trees looked, springing
up from a rich fertile loam, soft and springy be-
neath our tramp. As we proceeded, I noticed the
Lagalla district—most of it, at any rate, had an un-
broken and ominous descent, as far as the eye could
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pierce, and right clown tc the Miueriyawa Lake—which
as an inland sea—shone like a burnished silver disc
in the very far distance. Soon we reached our des-
tination, and duly inspected the lots for sale. It
reminds me of

OXn IINE LOT
especially, with a splendid outlook, gentle slope,
covered with forest trees of say 2 or 3 hundred
years’ growth. What a temptation it was to a poor,
but industrious coiloe planter in those long-ago days!
But I remembered the warning I had given me:
“Take care, it may be wind-blown,’’ and 1 thoug’nt
of the rapid and unbroken descent from the top of

the Lagalla hills to the fiat and outlying lowcountry,
I enquired of qur guide, if the district pleased him,
and what were

ITS FUTURE I’ROSl'ECTS
as a coffee district. A shrewd sort of expression
came over his face and he said only in a whisper.
“Howling winds, three months on bud, trees stripped
of leaves

;
berries size of an ordinary pea

;
hungry

wolves howl around my wigwam for (5 or 8 w'eeks

at a certain time of the year
;

rain, yes, torrents of

it. The coffee tree may stand : but persistent gales
of wind are death-blows to the tropical coffee planter’s

prospects.’’ On our

RETURN .JOURNEY
with a broiling sun overhead, I noticed as we neared
Batotta that the plant yielding

OINOELLY OIL
called in Tamil bj' coolies Nalyenna, was grown in
native gardens, and onwards at places most of the
way I think to Matale

;
and I was pleased to see

the coffee shrubs grow well on the new clearings
along the river’s bank, as we crossed over it. As
we arrived at

RATOTT.Y

which consisted then of a tiny Resthouse, Post Of&ce,
and store, kept by a Mr. Bone, if memory serves
me right, we were lucky enough to get seats on Her
Majesty’s Royal mail-cart—a coftiu-like vehicle

—

made to imitate, I suppose, the gay scarlet and gilded
mail carts that used to start from St. Martin’s-le-

Grande, years ago, and a very poor model it was.
Anyway, we were right glad to get rid of our stumb-
ling ponies, and get a lift on the Ratotta mail-cai’

to the Matale Rostliouse. In the evening we mi't

a few friends, the Government Sni’veyor and one
or two others, unlucky jjropidctors of Lagalla lands

;

and afterwards I was assured that from Lagalla
right down to Nitre Cave, peisistent and cruel

winds had ruined many promising young coffee es-

tates, in fact almost snuffed out the coffee enter-

prise in those storm-swept regions; which with good
soil, could only be expected to grow root crops,

such as ginger, arrowroot, Ac.

TLANTING AND I’RODUCE.

A Gold Med.yl for Indian Tea.—In connection

with the Empire of India Exhibition it is gratifying

to hear that a diploma for a gold medal has been
awarded for the exhibition of Indian teas made by

the Indian Tea Association under the direction of

IMr. E. F. Langdale. The diploma, which is in course

of preparation, will be delivered at an early date.

A Nation of T'ea Drinkers.

—

“ 'The extent to which

Ceylon and India on a small scale jjacket tea is

pushed,’’ writes a correspondent, “ is remarkalrle.

In remote villages in Cornwall and in small inland

hamlets all over England you will find some form

of Ceylon or Indian packet tea. 'The cottager when
ho can afford it takes his tea wiili regularity, and

the village alehouse must suffer, I should imajgino;

for good or evil w'c have become a nation of tea

drinkers ’’ We agreed with our correspondent.

Certainly the representatives of Ceylon and India

have worked hard and well to push theii- products.

Then and Now.—'Those who object to the tea-

drinking ways which now prevail would no doubt

have appreciated the custouis of the Restoration

periods in a new volume of “ Seventeenth Century

tuglftud ’’ just published, we find that people then

had a “ Jiiornlng drought’’ of ale, with, bread, butter,
and radishes for breakfast. Dinner was at 1 o’clock,
and so early were the hours kept that the debauch
often began then. There were plenty of drinks
available. More than 12,000,000 barrels of beer
were bi'ewed in 1688 ;

the one spirit in common
use was brandy

;
of Spanish wines, canary, sack,

inalaga, and sherry were common, as were
clar-et, burgundy, and Rhenish wines. Water
was scarcely ever drunk, even children drink-
ing small beer. In town, coffee was usual, tea
rarer. Pepys’s wife was informed by the “ potti-

carry ’’ that tea was ‘ good for her cold and de-
fluxions.’’ Merchants went to work at six a.m.,
and in summer the majority of folk were in bed
at sunset.

Gratifvino Evidence.—The tabulated statement of
the results of the working of Indian tea companies
compiled by Mr. George Seton a nd published in our
columns has called forth many favourable com-
ments in the newspapers on the position and pros-
pects of Indian tea. 'The Grocer says, referring to
Mr. Seton's tables :

“ Roth financially and commei'cially
the Rritish industry in tea affords very gratifying evi-

dence of its growth and prosperity, as nearly all the
companies have been doing well, and the i-ates of
dividend in some cases have been exceptionally
high. In this respect the Assam, the Brahma-
pootra, and the Joi-ehaut with their payments of 20
per cent, take the lead, followed by the Chand-
pore, the Lebong, and the Moabund concerns with
their l."> per cent dividends. Next to these were
the tea-growing districts of the Dooars, the Leesh
River, the Attaree Khat, the Doom Dooma, the
Doloo, the Allynugger, th e Borjuli, the Chubwa, the
Dapoota, the Jhanzie, the Jokai, the Lungla, the
Mazdehee, the Moran, the Sephinjuri Bheel. and
the Shumshernugger, where the dividends earned
and paid have ranged between 10 per cent, and
121 per cent. Other tea companies have distri-

buted in this way rates vaiying from 5 per cent to

8 per cent., and in this group maybe included the Rar-
aoora, the Borokai, the British Indian, the Cachar,
the Cliargola, the Darjeeling, the Dojoo, the Eudo-
gram, the Indian of (Jachar, the Land Mortgage
Bank, the 3Iajuli, the Mookhamcherra, the Noaka-
charee.aud the Hco tish Assam estates. A few gardens
pay only from 2.1 per cent to I percent profit, and in
one instance there w’as simply nothing to hand over
to the iiroprictois. As regards the sevei'al crops,
the aggregate weight of tea raised by the forty com-
panies enumerated was :>y,612,815 lb for the season
1804, and among the largest contributors to this grand
result were the planters representing the Assam Com-
pany, the Jokai. the Dooars, the Assam Frontier,
the Land Mortgage Rank, the Brahmapootra, the
Borjuli, the Jorehaut. the Doom Dooma. the. Cliargola

and the Upper Assam interests, firoducing a yield of

from 1,218,458 lb to 3,2.-)I,127 lb each. The plantation
yielding not more than from about 800,000 lb to ‘.100,000

ib of tea a])icce, though not necessarily associated
with the least prosperous ol their class were the
Allynugger, the Attaree Khat, the Raraoora, the
Rorelli, the Borokai, the Rritish Indian, the Cachar,
the Chandpore. the (.finibwa, the Dapoota, the Dar-
jeeling, the Dejoo, the Doloo, the Eastern Assam,
the Endogram, the Indian of Cachar. the Jhanzie,
the Lebong, Leesh River, l-ungla, Majuli. Moaband.
Mookhamcherra, Moran, Noakacharee, the Scottish
Assam, Sephinjuri Rhccl and the Shumshernugger.
'I'he smallest cropgrown—185,0'.l01b—wasin the district

of the Mazdehee Company, but such a diTiwback if

it may bo so termed did not prevent the cultivators

from earning a dividend of 10 per cent and instances of

this nature could be easily multiplied.''—IJ. d- C.JIail.

Royal Gardens, Kew.—Bulletin of Miscellaneous
Information for October has for contents;—New
Rubber Industry in Inigos: Diagnoses Africanni : 'VIII.

;

Citrus T’ruits in Sicily ; Miscellaneous Notes
;
Weather

and .Vttondanee of \ isitm s in Siqitcmber
;

Bota-
nial Mug'll/,inc : (lUiccnsland Chenv

;
Dried Rlants

from British North Romeo; Fruit of Sararanga

;

liortus Fluminc-nsiS
;
Liberian Coffee.
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PERAK PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.

A meeting was held at Taipeng ou Nov. 2nd, Mr.
H. A. W. Aylesbury in the chair.

The following liye-law' w'as proposed by Mr. Gibson,
and seconded by Mr. Stephens :

—

“ That no coffee plants or seeds tendered for sale

by natives shall be purchased by any member of the
Association unless the seller can produce written
proof that the same are his hona fide property, or
that he has been duly authorized by the owner
to offer such plants or seeds for sale. Breach of

this bye-law to involve a fine of to be paid into
the funds of the Association by the offenders.’’

A discussion took place in regard to a proposal,
which originally emanated from the Selangor Plan-
ters’ Association, for a Central Association, or amalga-
mation of all the planters’ Associations in the Native
States and Province Wallesley. The meeting was
unanimously in favour of this, and the Honorary
Secretary was asked to communicate with the Selangor
Planters’ Association with a view to bringing about
this much desired object.

—

S.h.l'ress.

^
A VETERAN PLANTER’S VISIT.

Mr. J. E. Todd, Meleny Estate, Assam, one
of the pioneer tea planters in that country is at

jiresent on a visit to Ceylon, his second since

18(51. Mr. Toild who was a passenger by the
M. M. Co.’s ss. “ Oxus,” left for upcountry
on Sunday morning on a visit to Mr. Ansthruther
of Tillicoultry. He will then proceed to Nuwara
Eliyaand revisit the places with which he is familiar

in that district. Mr. Todd will make a sojourn
of from S to 10 days, remaining in the Island
till the arrival of the “ Clan Matheson,” on
board of wdiich he will meet >Sir John Muir, head
of the linn of Messrs. Einlay, Muir & Co. with
whom he will travel to Calcutta.

SELANGOR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Minutes of a general meeting, held at the Selan-
gor Club, on Saturday, 2(lth October, 1895. Present

:

Messrs E. V. Carey, (Chairman), C. Meikle, E. B.
Skinner, R. Meikle, 11. Kiudersley, R. C. Tollemache,
L. Dougal, H. Rowe, M. Stonor, C. Glassford, B.
Nissen, P’. A. Hurth, H. M. Darby, H. Hiittenbach,
C. Jackson, and Tom Gibson (Hon. Secretary).

Mr. P’orsyth, having expressed his wish to retire

from the Committee as ho no longer intended to

reside in Selangor, Mr. 11. Hiittenbach was elected
in his place.

Correspondence with the Perak Planters’ Associ-
ation, re the proposed Central Planters’ Association,
having been read, the Chairman explained to the
meeting that, taking advantage of the presence of

Sir. T. H. Hill (Chairman of the S. U. P. A.) in

Kuala Lumpur, the Committee had invited him to

meet them on the 15th October, and it was then re-

solved that the Hon. Secretary should write to the
S. U. P. A. and arrange a convenient date for re-

presentatives of the two Associations to meet in

Kuala Lumpur and that notices be sent to planters
in Johorc and Perak.

GERMANY IN AFRICA.

Gnder this heading a hojiie contemporary gi\'es in-

teresting information regarding German East Africa.

The colony of Togolahd which has only 73 white
inhabitants, is made up of 19 officials, 22 missionaries,
and 32 traders, who include six Frenchmen and four
Englishmen. The value of the imports amounted in

1893-91 to £127,937, and of the exports, whicb con-
sisted of palm nuts, palm oil, gum, ivory, skins and
bides, ground nuts, and coffee, to £160,571
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In the Cameroons the white population numbers 231.
The imports for the official year 1893-94 amounted
to £’232,131, and the exports to £238,707, the exports
being similar to those from Togoland, with the ad-
dition of indiarubber, ebony, and cocoa. Reference
is made to the official report on German East Africa.
It is stated that in German East Africa the white
population numbers 215. The exports of ivory rose
from 212-449 lb. in 1893-94 to 317,777 lb. (14,092 tusks)
in 1894-95. The fear expressed in the official report
a year ago that the amount of ivory exported through
German East Africa would diminish in quantity in
consequence of the competition of the Independent
State, and of British Central xVfrica, Uganda, and
British East Africa, “ which are all striving to
attract the ivory trade to their own export markets,’
does not therefore, as yet, appear to be well founded.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEAS.
l.OXnON CONDITIONS OF SAiE.

An alteration which comes into force today (Nov.
1st) has been made in one of the clauses for regulat-

ing the sale of Indian and Ceylon tea by public
auction. We give below the Clause (4) as it formerly
stood and as now amended :

—

OLD CL.VUSE. NEW’ CLAUSE.

Tlie.se teas will be ready These teas have been
for tlelivery on the day of weighed, in.spected, bnlkeil
sale (excepting packages re- (if necessary) and tared,
quiring coopering, wliich will and will he re-weighed,
be completed u ithoiit delay), papered, and leaded down
and three clear working days by the evening of the day
from that date are to be after the day of sale. All
allowed for delivery of weight packages will be nailed down
notes. The buyer to have within six days. Delivery
the option of refusing to 'vill be given on the day
accept any lot or lots for after the day of sale, and
which he cannot ebtain the up to the delivery of weight
weight notes by 6 p.ui. on notes, on notice being given
the third day, by giving a (in writing) the day before
written notice to that effect it is reipiired to the selling
to the selling l)roker on the broker and warehou.se keeper,
following morning. Missing 'The buyer to have the op-
packages, if equal to bulk, tion of refusing any pack-
and not more than 5 per ages as to which the above
cent., are exempted from conditions have not been
this condition, and are to compiled with. Three clear
be taken by tlie buyer at working days are to be
the original ))rice and prompt allowed for delivery of weight
it tendered within fourteen notes. The buyer to have
working days from date of the option of 'ref\ising to
contract. accept any lot or lots for

which weight notes have
not been delivered by the
evening of the tliird dav,
by giving a written notice
to that effect to the .sell-

ing broker on tlie following
morning, if, on application,
he cannot then obtain them.
Missing paekages, if equai
to hulk and not more than
5 per cent., are exempted
trom tliis condition, ami
are to be taken by the
buyer at the original price
and prompt if tendered
within fourteen working
days from date of contract.

—London Paper.

How TO Renovate Brown Boots.—First give the
boots a tight treeing up either with trees or soft
paper (the former method is the best), then give them
a good wash with soap and lukewarm water, but do
not sodden them. This can be done with a spontre
or very soft brush. Do not brush too much in one
pdace, but only till the dirt is all off. When this is
done, put them uuder a tap, or give them another
wash with warm, clean water without soap. It would
bo best now to give them a wash with some scourin<^
fluid, but in either case, when quite dry, give them
a good creamiug. It is always wise to treat brown
leather as above before it gets too dirty, as continual
creaming with the dust on helps to impoverish and
wear away the gram and beauty of such leather, and
so causes them to crack and show dirtv lines when
creamed.—/’rm “ Work" for September.
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THE ACHUCULTljRAL SCHOOL :-IN
DEFENCE.

If the Unofficial Members of Council have not
been very successful in their legislative battles,

they have sometimes clone good service in tlraw-

ing the attention of the Oovernment to wliat

they believe to be errors of policy on the part

of the Executive and thereby have brouglit the
light of criticism to bear upon defects where
they are alleged to exist. As we liave already
stated, we are rather at a loss to assign a
motive for the vigorous attack which the Tamil
Member made on the Agricultural School, par-

ticularly when we recall the fact that his zeal for

the security of our Uuauces seemed to forsake him
during^ the debate on the Arrack Kent Sales.

Mr. Coouiaraswamy’s plea for the suppression

of the School was supported by two ar-

guments, first, that the expenditure on the

institution was excessive, and secondly that the

School itself was a failure. In support of his first

argument the Tamil Member quoted figures from
the Blue Books to the ettect that the net expen-

diture on the Agricultural School for the past

three years was as follows :

—

In 1892 .. 1U2,007-41

„ 1893 .. K12,728 11

„ 1894 .. 1112,370-75

Now we find on reference to our Blue Books
for three years that included in the above is

a sum of KojOUO ])aid to the Colonial Veteri-

nary Surgeon during each year. VVliy this s\im

should he included in the expenditure on the

.Agricultural School it is difficult to say. We
should be sorry to think that the work of

the Government Veterinary Surgeon was con-

fined to the Agricultural School
;
and indeed if

this be so, so large an expenditure on the

salary of a teacher would not be warranted. We
know, however, that tliis office of Veterinary

Surgeon is for the whole colony, and that the

Surgeon’s special work lies in the .study of

large fpiestions concerned with the stock ot the

country—especially Avith reference to the sup-

pression of cattle disease. We presume that the

Veterinary Surgeon besides, conducts a class in

the Agricutural ScliO(»l
;

but it is nevertlieless

most unreasonalde to debit the School with

the whole .salary of K5,000, when the salaries

of the Superintendent ami his staff of tlirce

Assistants aggregates not mucit more than

Ko,(X)0 '. We should have thought that it

would have been more consistent to attach tlie

Government Veterinary officer, as a "Colonial

Sur''eon,” to the Medical Department, where

he ought to prove more useful under an able

administrator like Dr. Kynsey. Indeed, it ap-

pears quite anomalous that a Colonial Veterinary

Surgeon should have the Director of Public In-

struction as his chief. If the change we advocate

is made the veterinary class in the Agricultural

School could still be taken by the Colonial Vete-

rinary Surgeon or even by the tfovernmeut vete-

rinary scholar who had such a brilliant career at

the Bombay College, and who we believe is already

on the staff of teachers. Taking away the salary

at leant of the (Jovernment Veterinary Surgeon

(for there may be other cxi)enses for wliich he is

responsible) from the cost of working tlie Agri-

cultural School, wc find the figures quoted by Mr.

Coomai-aswamy reduced to the following

1892 • • • • 7,007-41

1893 ..
,

7,728-11

1894 .. •• 7,370-78

The Veterinary Surgeon’s salary, therefore, forms

40 per ceut of the exnenditure on the School and

as it should come under another head altogether,

the above would be fairer ligui'ea lor the Tamil
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and Mercantile members to take in reckoning the
cost per student and in comparing the total cost
with that of tlie Teclinical School or Koyal
College. Mr. Cooniaraswamy’s assuinjition that
the expenditure per year for the last 11 years
Avas over K12,U00 is quite unwarranteil. Even if

he, tlirough an oversight, included 115,000 in

1892, 1893 and 1894, he should have remembered
that there Avas no Veterinary Surgeon before
1892, and that the Superintendent, Mr. Drieberg,
joined the staff only in 1889. The real expendi-
ture for the 11 years is thus noAvhere near
K140,000 or Kl50,duo, but more like KfiU,00O or
K70,000. It is very suri»ri.sing to us that there
was no official—not even the Treasurer or the
Government Agent of the Province—sufficiently

up in the subject to correct the unofficial speakers !

If the paid members of the Executive and Legis-
lative Councils do not study the annual Blue
Books, Avho can Ave expect to do so ?

There is another point to Avhicli we may direct

attention and that is that the Training School
and Practising School are bracketed under the
head of Agricultural Scliool, though the ex-

penses of the three are given separately. From
this it Avould ai)pear that the Principal of the
Agricultural School is Superintendent <as Avell of

tAvo other Schools. If so, tlien surely the salary
of this officer sliould be divided proportionately
in estimating the expenditure on tliese three es-

tablishments ? We are further reminded of the
existence of the GoAernment Dairy—a separate
in.stitution from the School—against Avliich in

all reasonableness a large slice of Mr. Driebergs’
salary should be debited. If not, the alterna-

tive must be tliat the proceeds of the Dairy
should go to sAvell the receipts from the soil.

The Direi^tor of I’nblic Instruction in his Ad-
ministration Report for 1894 speaks of a number
of students being refused admittance into the
Agricultural School

; this Avould indicate that
onlj' a limited number is taken on, and if so

tlie small numbers are not due to lack of appli-

cants for admission. It Avould appear from the
total receijits that the fees charged at the
School are unduly low, and indeed the Suiier-

intendent in his Rei>ort for 1894 recommends
that they should be raised. If this suggestion
be acteil on, Ave may hope to see the net ex-

penditure on the school still further decrea.sed.

Let us now refer to the second argument put
foi-Avard, namely, that the School is a

failure. But Iioav has Mr. Coqmaraswaniy set

about ganging the success or failure of

the institution ? It Avould seem from the
character of the return called for, that the bon.

member looks upon the School as an institution

for training Agricultural Instructors and nothing
more. It is true that the School Avas started on
a A-ery small scale at first and that Mr. H. W
Green, avIio Avas its initiator, tried the ex|>cri-

•meut of sending out a few Agricultural Instruc-

tors to certain districts. ^VllctlIcr this experiment
was a success, is doubtful, ^\'e Iuia-c heard of a fcA\

of these Instructors doing good Avork under the im-

mediate supervision of progressive revenue oHicer.-,

i'/iid Ave have also heanl of some making no hcad-
Avay at all—left to themselves receiAing no help
from village autlioi itics. nans funds, nuns labour,

nu.nn land, cAcrytliing that is necessary for

establishing anything like an agricultural station.

Indeed avc believe that the attempt to disseni-

miimte agricultural education through Instructors

has been a half-hearted one, oAving (1) tothcAvith-
holding of the expenditure that must necessarily

be involved in carrying the system forAvard Avitu

any ellect, (2) to the lack of support from village and
district authorities, (3) to the opposition of conserve*
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live natives, .and (4) tlie ill-consideretl r.ationale of tlie

work of tlie Instructors themselves. Tlie iniine

error in connection with this last cause of

failure w.as the idea that the mission of

tlie Agricultural Instructor was to force an

English-made i»longh on the native paddy
cultiv,ator—to act indeed as an agent for

Howards of Hedford—and that the central School

in Colombo had concern only in this mission and
took no heed of the unlimited sphere of useful-

ness indicated in the terse but signiiicant motto

of the Royal .Agricultural Society of England :

—

‘‘ Practice with Science.” We understand that

of late since the number of Agricultural Instruc-

tors has been reduced, it has been decided

to ai»i)oint Instructors only on the demand
of revenue officers, who see an opportunity

for fruitful results and who are ]irepared to take

a personal interest in the work of the ollicers

jdaced under their control. ^Ve have the further

assurance that the interest .and industry of these In-

structors will, in future, be more closely enquired

into by the |novision—announced atthe Agricultural

School last i>rize-day— th.at the Su]»erintendent

has been appointed to insjiect their work.

But we hasten further to sa_y that the \'.alue

of Agricultural Education is 'not, in our opi-

nion, to be estimated by the success or failure

of some half-dozen young men sent out as pioneers

in a discouraging though meritorious enterprize ;

anil we would further quote a passage—from

-Mr. Drieberg’s Rejiort, published some two years

f^,.ro—which we commend to the notice of the

Hon. Tamil Member who in his speech last

Wednesday remarked with the complacent satisfac-

tion of the rabid as well as ignorant con-

serv.ative “ IPc have got on well heretofore,

.and we wish to go on as before”:

—

In a paper on “ Technical and Agricultural Edu-
cation in the Colonies,” read before the Royal Colonial

Institute, the writer observes that “ he would be a

bold man who in the last decade of the nineteenth
century would in the slighte.st degree undervalue
what science can and does so largely give to agri-

culture
;

or who would argue that because yonder
farmer has been a successful man, and yet could

neither read nor write, he owes that success to the

absence of education. In these days, education
(not only in the principles which underlie his art

but in the workings of the markets of the world)

is so largely used against the fanner, that for the

latter to neglect it would be the height of foolish-

ness.” He then goes on to show that as with the

lawyer or medical man, soldier or sailor, a knowledge
of the principles of his art is necessary to the Agri-

culturist. .Tohn Chalmers Morton, one of the leaders

in the agricultural world, said when speaking before

the Society of Arts :
—“ The sound preliminary edu-

cation for which I am to argue, is not only the

foundatiou-stone of a future building—it is the seed

of a future life, with influence and guidance in it,

as well as mere security and strength. And the
agriculturist, whatever the distinctive features of his

occupation may be, will, I believe, quite as much as

any other busy man, benefit by an education which
may open his eyes a little wider than they are at

present to matters which really concern himself,

ihough they may seem outside the limits of his

day’s w'ork. Such are the opinions of those who
have made a study of this subject; and such opinions

are the securities for the benefits of agricultural

education : I do not give them by way of apology

for the instruction imparted here.

There can be no manner of doubt in the mind
of any man of enlightenment that Ceylon, like

every other country and colony, is all the better

for the existence of a central School of Agri-

culture just as it is in having a Botanical

Department, an Arcliicological CoHimission and a

Museum : to keep us in touch with the changing

times ;
to difinse—it m.ay be but slowly—

knowdedge of the gre.at principle.s of scientific

agriculture, of the natur.al laws which control
and regulate plant-life, and to use the know-
ledge of both for local ends ; to be able to
note and if iiossible, utilise the results
of recent research

; and to be a means of
communication with the Agricultural world
around us. hen we con.sider the large scope
of Agricultural Education and the pettiness of tne
questions raised (such as that referring to local
experiments with Agricultural Instructors) we
cannot but decide that to give up the School
w ould, .as we have stated before, be “ a
b.ackward step indeed ami one not to be
thought of.”

One thing strikes us as very comical, namely the
persistency, with which Unoflicial Members, appa-
rently encouraged by the Government, .seek for ob-
jects of attack and jiossible Retrenchment (?) ovi-
aide the acopc of the Ilctreiichiatnt Coimnittedfs lie-

jiorf. Surely their lirst duty is to insist on the re-
commend.ations in that Reiiort being attended to
.and to hammer away at them, in .season and out of
season, until something is (lone. It is .an un-
commonly weak if not miserable thing, to seek
out a struggling young institution with poor funds
to back it in the interests of the native com-
munity—for the Agricultural School is purely for
the benefit of the Ceylonese—and to strilce a "blow
at such a School

;
while big ofticials and extra-

vagant in.stitutions are left unnoticed, and enc#ur-
agement is given to throw aw'ay at one stroke
some R250,UUO of Arrack revenue—enough, by
the way, to pay for the Agricultural School,
for more than a (j^uarter of a century. Ami
yet there w'as no one in the Legislative
Council to remind the Tamil Member of this
fact!

THE CEYLON HANDBOOK AND
DIRECTORY.

An old resident and good judge of such ivork
writes :

—

I write hurriedly, but can only say how pleased
I am with the Directory—its outward appearance,
and its very full and varied contents, so far as a
glance has enabled me to judge,—and how thankful
to have received an early copy. I have always, even
before I took to planting, been impressed with the
general and special utility of two publications, both
issuing from the Observer Press—the Directory and
the Tropical Agriculturist. My admiration of them
and appreciation of their value have not diminished
by closer acquaintance

; they have rather increased •

but a new feeling has possessed me this year—wonder
at the marvellous industry and perseverance which
could put so big a volume through the Press, with all
the cares of a daily paper on your shoulders. More
strength to your hand and elbow

!

Brique'ite.s of Coffee Husks.—TheSoerabaia
Handelablad says, that at the last meeting of
the Malang Coffee Planters’ Association it was re-
solved to otter a prize for the discovery of a uni-
versally iiracticable and cheap binding subatance
for tlie preparation of briquettes of coffee husks.
On account of the gradually increasing scarcity
of firewood on the estates it is very nece.ssary
to look out for a substitute

; .and upon .some
estates cottee husks in a dry state are used for
fuel. They burn up too qu'ickly, however; and
at the same time cause risk of fire through the
quantity of sparks,
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THK LANKA PLANTATIONS COMPANY,
UMITEI).

Dirf.ctoks—George Allen, Esq., Chairman, Wil-
liam Austin, Esq., Henry Bois, Esq., and Edward
Pettit, Esq.
Agents in Colomuo—Messrs. J M llobertsou & Co.

Secuet.viiv—Mr. Charles M Robertson.
Authorised Capital, £200,000, in 15,000 ordinary

shares o£ £10 each and 5,000 preference .shares of

£10 each, of which only 1,470 have been issued.
Repout to he presented at the fifteenth ordinary

general meeting of the Lanka Plantations Company,
Limited, to be held at the office of the Company,
on Wednesday, the l:ith November, 181)5, at 12

o’clock noon.
1. The Directors now submit their Report for the

twelve months ending 00th .June last, together with
the Balance Sheet and Accounts of the Company
made up to that date and duly audited.

‘2. The Coffee t'rop shipped to Loudon was cwts.

1,071, against cwts. 781) last year, and realized £0,501

Os 2d net. 'I'he acreage under Coffee alone was 210
acres, and the trees after maturing a good crop are
reported to be in e.xcellent heart and condition.

Patches of Coffee scattered about the fields of Tea
added considerably to the total yield this year, but

so large a crop can hardly be expected again.

;i. The total crop of Cocoa gathered on Yattawatte
amounted to cwt. 1,214, against cwt. 1)79 last year, and
realized £3,038 10s lid. There was a further drop
in the market during the year, but even the very low
rates now ruling leave a good margin of profit.

During the season a further acreage has been planted,

and 42 acres of available land adjoining the e.state

purchased. The cost of the new planting and the

land have been charged to Capital Account.
4. The Tea received from the Company’s estates

amounted to 528,048 lb., and has been sold at an
average of 8d per lb. net, realizing £17,507 3s 2d.

Last year the Company received 518,136 lb., which
was sold at an average of 7id net, and realized

£15,873 .5s 5d. The total acreage under Tea now
stands at 2,161 acres.

5. The following Statement shows the acreage and
state of cultivation of the Company’s Estates on the

30th June last;

—

X
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Estate 5 ^
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0
X
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c 3 &->

Ampitiyakande T

Arnnall J
50 414 - 4 167 70 705

Fruit Hill

Fordyce, Garlion]

* 22;') • 12 * 237

Gongalla and >

Paramatta )

* 707 * * 34 135 936

Rappahannock 23 302* - 31 307 87 473J
Rill:unulle - 232 - - 6 20 258

Thotulasalla 137 221* • 4 109 84 555

Yattawatte • - 020 95 169 105 989

210 2161 020 168 493 501 4153J

* P.artly in Coffee.

6. The net Profits for the past year amoun'-ed tp

£11 378 13s. 4d., to which must be added the sum
£458 17s. 6d., the balance brought forward from the

year 1893—94, making together .£11,837 lOs. lOd.

7. The Directors propose to take advantage of the

unexpected increase m tlie net proceeds of the coffee

crop to write off from the suspense account the sum
of 714—being not only the one-tenth usually written

off but also the sums of £799 and £1,021 which,

from circumstances, the Board was unable to write

off tn the years 1888 and 1889 This will enable

the Directors, at the end of the current year, to

strike out of the suspense account the sum of

£4.544 5s, 7d., charged in the year ending 30th June,

188.5, which by these payments will have been en-

tirely paid off.
. • - V •

8. Having already paid a half-year s interim divi-

dend on the Six per Cent. Preference Shares to the

31st December, 1891, amounting, leas property tax, to

£426 6h., the Directors recommend the payment of

the dividend 011 these Shares to the 30th .Time last,

requiring, less property tax, a similar amount and
they further propose a dividend of 8s per Share, free
of income tax (being 4 per cent, per annum), on the
Ordinary Shares, amounting to £6,000, carrying for-

ward a balance of .£1,270 18s lOd to the next account.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
A New Pe.\NTATIOX Co.—The Poonagalla Co.

formed to take over Sir George Jhlkington’s pro-

]iertie.s i.s announced by this mail. Tlie price paid
for the four pro))erties witli about 1,200 acres in

cultivation and as iiincli more in re.serve, cannot
he considered dear at .£27,050. In fact it ought
to lie quite a bargain for the Coiiqiany and good
dividend,s ought to result. Sir George will continue
to he tlie chief sliareliolder himself, and the
Company could not ha\e a better Manager than
iMr. James Bis.set.

The L.vnka Pi.antations Co., La, is one of

the oldest connected witli onr planting industry
and lias ahvay.s deserved well in the estimation
of colonists. It sufi'ered in the coffee-disease

days ; hut we are glad to see how far prosper-

ity has been renewed—thongli dividends still

are small—and tlie very satisfactory jiros-

jiect there is now before tlie sliarelioldeVs. We
congratulate Mr. Geo. Allen and his brother
directors as well as the local Agents, Messns,
Murray, Robertson N' Co. on tliis good result.

The Lank.a Coinp.any lias still large interests in

coffee (its crop for 1894-5 realizing nearly £7,1)0<))

and also in cacao (its cocoa selling for over .1
‘

8,()00)

ajiart from tea. Gnm seed w.as sold in Oylon
for £10 3s 6(1; and “Leaf” (what “leaf”’) for

£109 Os 6d. Tliis must be tea leaf from an estate
where there is no Factory’?

The China TitA Sea.son oe 1895—having now
virtually closed, it may be well to give tlie total

export hgures. It will he ob.served there is a com-
)>arative decrease on 1894 to tlie United Kingdom
of nearly 3.^ million lb.; hnt to Odes.sa (Russia)
an increase of nearly 4J million lb. To Nortli
America the export of China is about tlie same,
but from Japan tlieie is an increase tliis year of

over 4 million lb.:

—

EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO GREAT BRITAIN.

Canton and Macao
Amoy
Foochow
Shanghai and Hankow

1895-96.

lb.

6,149,4.53

330,015
. . 11,175,408

17,335,211

1894-95.

lb.

5,431,776

601,040
14,357,248

17, 50,),220

34,990,087 37,899,283

EXPORT OF TEA FKOM CHINA TO ODKSPA.

Hankow' and Shanghai

1895-06.

lb.

27,040,068

1894-95.

lb.

22,555,223

EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO UNITED ST.VTES AND
CANADA.

Amoy
Foochow
Shanghai

1895-96.

lb.

9,189,775
6,066,651

24,093.600

1894-95.

lb.

12,800,107

4,626,555

21,908,814

39,650,026 39,335,476

EXPORT OF TEA FROM .JAPAN TO UNITED STATES AND
CANADA.

Yokohama .

.

Koiie

1895-96.

lb.

.. 27,496.112

16,807,9.58

1894-95.

lb.

26,542.48?

13,666,790

44,304,070 40,209,77i
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THE NEW DTMIH'LA COMPANV, IJMITEl).

Report of Proceedings at Eleventh Ordinary Gen-
eral Meeting, held at No. Graeechurch Street,

London, on Wednesday, ‘23rd October, 1S95. H.
Brooks, Es(|., in the Chair.

The Secretary having read the notice convening
the meeting, and the minutes of the last meeting,
held ojr October 2-lth,

The CuAiiiMAN said :—I have now to move that the
report, balance sheet and accounts as presented by
the Directors be received and adopted I tbink j’ou

all have copies of the report and accounts which art'

in their usual form, and I hope are intelligible to

the Shareholders. Your Directors have much pleasure

in meeting you again with such a satisfactory report

of the operations of the Company tor tiie past year.

The Statement of Accounts you will see shows that

in spite of receding prices for tea during the past

year, profits do not show any material falling-off

from those earned in the previous twelve months
;

a result which is due, to some extent, to the
prevalence of a favourable rate of exchange, hut
largely, I may say, to the fact that expenses in Cey-

lon have been kept down to a very low level, and to

an increased yield. That, 1 think, is evidence of the
careful management by our Jios'ident Manager in Cey-
lon. I do not know that there are any items in the
account to which I should call your attention. You
will notice from the closing of the present Accounts
for tea-extension and machinery and unilding, that the

outlay on these items has now all been written off, and
that the cost of all the new tea acreage has been
provided for out of the profits, as well as the building

and the machinery. I may now, perhaps, gentlemen,
be permitted to congratulate the holders of the B
Shares upon their receiving al' arrears of dividends

upon this class of Shares, and the holders of the

C Shares upon their now participating for the
first time in the division of the profits of the Com-
pany. And as this in a way marks an epoch in the
liistory of the Company, it may not be out of place
here to recapitulate the resialts of the Company
from its formation, and it is perh.aps with some
pardonable pride that your Board may point out
that not only has the conversion of the estate from
coffee to tea been fully carried out, but that we
now have k factory and plant in the highest state
of efficiency, and equal if not superior to any other
establishment for tea making in the Island, and
that we have paid the Debenture holders of the old
coffee company interest upon their money at S per
cent, up to the present time. The Company has
paid out of profits over f;3‘2,()(X) on tea extension,
buildings and machinery, and has paid to the
shareholders during the same period, no less a
sum than fc'6I,000 in about ten years. And I think,
I may say you have now a property worth very
much more than the amount at which it stands in
the books of the Company. With regard to the
future, we are hopeful that we may continue our
successful career, but we are not unmindful that the
ossibility exists that the low rate of exchange which
as helped us so much in the past season now under

review, may not always remain in a condition so
helpful to the successful operations of this Company.
If there is anything in these accounts upon which any
proprietor wishes to have any further information,
I shall be pleased to give it if it is in my power.
I now beg to move that the Report. Balance-Sheet
and Accounts, as presented by the Dtt’ectors be re-

ceived and adopted.
General IIakeis having seconded the motion; Mr.

Anjuiksox asked what was the quantity of tea
obtained from the estate, and what the cost
per lb. free on board, and whether there was
any intention of increasing the acreage in
tea, and remarked that it appeared to him
an unnecessary precaution to have a reserve fund.
General Hareis having dissented from this view,

the Chairnifin stated that 837,11(1 lb. Tea had been
obtained, costing ;t“2(id per lb. free on board, and
that the question of tea extension was under con-
sideration. He also contended that it was desirable
to have a reserve fund. The resolution was put to
the meeting and carried unanimously.

f)3
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The CuAntMAx :
— I have now to move the following

resolution :
—“That a dividend be declared on the A

shares at the rate; of S per cent, per annum
;
that a

dividend be declared on the B shares at the rate of

1() per cent., viz., 8 per cent, for year ending .June
30th, 18.M, S per cent, for 3'oar ending .June 30th
hSl).")

;
that a dividend be declared on the C shares

at the rate of (1 per cent per annum
;
and that an ad-

ditional dividend of ‘2 per cent be declared on all shares;
that the same be paid on October 21th, less the in-

terim dividends on the A and B shares, paid in March
last

;
and that l‘3,l)00 be placed to a Jleserve Fund.

Sir A.N. Birch, k.c.m.u., seconded the motion, which
was carried unanimously.
The CiiAiuMAX : The next business on the Agenda

is to notify that there is a vacancy on the
Board through one of the Directors retiring
in rotation. Mr. W. S. Bennett is the Director
who now retires, and I have very great pleasure
in proposing that he be re elected as a Director of

the Company, and I think from the amount of good
work be has done for the Company, you should be
very pleased to support him.—Mr. VV. Herbert
Axdeusox seconded the re-election of Mr. Bennett.
The resolution was carried unanimously.—Mr. Ben-
XETr :

— I thank you very much, gentlemen. I have
been connected with this Company since its earlier

troubles began, and I am glad to see it has merged
from them in such triumph, and I hope it will con-
tinue to jirosper.

Mr. .Ta.mes Axi)i:i!sox :
— I have much pleasure iu

pronosing that Mr. George Sneath be re-elected
.\uditor for the ensuing year, and that his fee be
•21) guineas. Mr. .7. K. Morrison:—I have pleasure
in seconding that resolution. The resolution was
carried.

The Chairman :
—Before separating, I should like

to move that a vote ot thanks be tendered to the
Resident Manager in Ceylon. Y'’ou w’ill see from
what I have said, how much we attribute our suc-
cess to the way our affairs are managed in the
island, and I think w'e can do no less than e.xpress
our feeling of satisfaction at the way in which
things are done. I have therefore much plea-
sure in moving that a vote of thanks be accorded
to the Resident Manager and Staff in Ceylon.
Mr. Bennett

;
I shall have the greatest pleasure

in seconding that, knowing Mr. Dick Lauder and
also his indefatigable work, and his knowledge of
engineering and all other matters which help him iu
his work. Mr. C. J. Scott : May I say that I visited
the estate last December, and I have very great
pleasure in supporting that resolution. Everything
was in perfect order, and the prospects of the Com-
pany look excellent. (Hear, hear.) The resolution
was carried unanimouslj-.
Mr. Jajies Anderson moved a vote of thanks to

the Chairman and Directors for the way in which
they had conducted the affairs of the Company, not
only during the past year, but during the whole
history of the Company. General Harris seconded
the motion which was carried unanimously. The
Cii.virman acknowledged the vote of thanks, and the
proceedings terminated.

POON.VGAI.LA VALLEY CEYLON COM-
I’ANY, LIMITED.

Capital lT)O,000, in 5,000 shares of tTO each.

Dividends will be x^kyable as from 1st .Tanuary.
181H), according to the .amount for the time being
paid or credited as paid up on the shares.
The estates were inspected and valued by Mr.

Alexander T. Rettie, the well-known Manager of the
Spring Valley Estates, in June last, with a view to

the sale to the Company, and the following figures
are taken from his Report

:

—
Directors.—Sir George Augustus Pilkington, South-

port, Chairman (the Vendor to the Company). Robert
Colvin Bowie (Portmore Estate, Cexlon), Ravensby
House, Carnoustie. N.B. George Gray Anderson
(Lyali, Anderson A C.), IG Philpot Lane, E.C.

Secretaries and Office.

—

Lvall Anderson & Co., IG
Philpot Lane, E. C.
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PROsrECTUs.—This Company has been formed to

purchase from Sir George A. Pilkington the pioper-

tie.s of Luuugalhi, Udahena, Oabragalla, and Poona-

gala, situated in the Kandapolla, or Eastern division

of the district of Haputale, Ceylon.
The estates consist approximately ot 2,554 acres in

all, viz :

—

Lukuo.vlla.— Altitude, 2,500 to 4,500 ft. above sea

level

—

22s acres tea in full bearing ; 54 acres tea planted

1893 in coffee
;
28 acres tea planted 1894-95 in coffee

;

35 acres drained and roaded for planting; 35 acres

fuel trees
;
50 acres coffee# 358 acres Patna forest,

waste &c. Total 788 acres.'

Udahena.—Altitude, 3,000 ft. to 5,000 ft. above sea

level—140 acres tea in bearing; 30 acres tea and coffee;

45 acres tea planted in 1893; 18 acres tea planted in

1894 ;
10 acres coffee

;
80 acres cleared and drained

for planting
; 5 acres fuel trees ;

325 acres ravines,

Chena, Patna, Waste, Ac. Total (>53 acres.
‘ C.ABR.AGALLA.—Altitude, 3,000 to 4,500 ft. above sea

level—100 acres tea in full bearing ;
30 acres tea

planted in coffee 4 and 5 years old ;
20 acres tea

planted in 1893 ;
18 acres tea planted in 1894 ;

30

acres coffee; 10 acres Fuel Trees; 17 acres Patna

Ravines and Waste ;
Total 225 acres.

PooNAGAiJ.A.—Altitude, 2,800 to 4,000 ft. above sea

level—lit; acres tea over 3 years old ;
35 acres tea

over 2 years old ;
52 acres tea planted in 1894 ;

2"

acres tea planted under coffee 1894; 80 acres coffee;

G acres Liberian Coffee (all drained)
;

2 acres fuel

planted 1894; 577 acres forest, patna, waste Ac.

Total 888 acres.

The estates were valued by Mr. Rettie at an aggre-

gate of 027,050 sterling, and the price to the Com-

pany has been fixed at that figure. The Compau}'

will also pay the amount of any capital outlay on

the estates by the Vendor between 20th June last,

tlie date ot the valuation, and the 1 st of .lanuary,

189G. Mr. Rettie’s Keport and V'aluation is open to

inspection at tlie Office of the Company. The pro-

perties will be taken over as from 1st January, 1895.

Sir George A. Pilkington has agreed to accept

payment as follow's :
—

tT0,(X)0 in fully-paid Shares ;
8,500 in b i^cr cent

Debentures; 8,550 in Cash; £27,0.50.

Factories.—Mr. Rettie reports that at Lunugalfa

the factory is a substantial building of three Hats,

90 feet by 30 feet, with a 15-feet verandah on

ground floor for machinery, which is in good order

and sufficient for ne.xt two years; and that at

Poonagalla there is a very nice compact factory of

GO feet by 40 feet, a ground floor and two upper floors,

and ample supply of water, and the machine) y all

new, in excellent order and sufficient for some time

to come. There are no factories at Udahena and

Cabragalla, the tea from the former being made at

Lunugalla, and from the latter at Poonagalla.

Extension or Cultivation.— In Mr. Rettie’s opi-

nion, on Lunugalla of the 358 acres of Forest, Patna^

A’c., 225 acres might be made available for Tea and

most of the remaining 133 acres would grow fuel. ()n

Udahena about liiO acres of Chena Patna, A'c., could

be planted with Tea and much of the balance could

grow fuel. On Poonagalla about 200 acres of the

577 forest wold probably grow' Tea profitably and

much of the remaining 377 acres would no doubt

^ Coffee.—There are .50 acres of excellent Coffee

on Lunugalla in good heart, on Cabragalla 30 acres

very fine, and on Poonagalla 40 acres in good heart.

the vine growing experiment at

THE AGRICULTURAT. COLLEGE.

With regard to the vine growing experiment at

the Agricultural College, inslituod by and carried

out under the Supervision of Mr. /anetti, Mr. Dneberg

the Principal of the College is now in a

position to report as to the first season of culture.

As stated there are 800 plants, one or two years old,

trained to a height of ahout 3J feet. The plants arc

now beginning to show signs of “ wintering ” as they

would naturally have done at this season bad they

been allovved to remain in Australian soil. I’lanted

four niontlis ago, the vines came out in blossom two
months after being put into the ground and shortly

afterwards fruit formed on the two year old plants.

There were fifteen bunches in all and the grapes
forming these though inferior in size and appearance to

the grape of Europe or to the liot-housegraiieof Britain,

have an excellent flavour, very different from that
of the Ceylon variety. So far as it has gone Mr.
Zanetli is satisfied with the experiment and w'ith the

appearance and growth of the vines. Little impor-
tance is attached to the crop which has been pro-

duced as it is supposed to be due to the fact that

the vines, having been two months out of the ground
when they came from Australia, matured it when they
were planted at the Agricultural College. The vines
have been pruned down after the continental metho d
and Mr. Zanetti is hopeful that when they again
shoot up there will be indications of an improved
crop. It is expected that there will be another
blossom on the vines before the end of the year.
The lieavy rains recently experienced, it is

satisfactory to note, have done little damage to the
plants, as a matter of fact they do not seem to have
been effected in any way special precaution being
taken in the matter of providing for tlie water run-

ning away.

SALE OF .VN ESTATE.

Mr. T. ( '. Aiider.'ion lias sold Kitulgalla estate,

Kdaiii Valley, to Mr. J. R. landesay for £1,750
sterling casli. 'J’be j)i()]ieity covers 172 acres

—

4U acres tea in full bearing, 40 acres heavy forest

ami 1)2 acres chena.

TIIF GRE.\T WESTERN TEA CO.MFANV
OF GEVLON, LIMITED.

'I'lie half-yearly general meeting of the Gom-
paiiy was held at 12-30 p.m. on Nov. l.st,

at tlie ollice of Me.ssrs. ,1. .M. Robertson
A: ('o. Mr. J. G. Dunbar jnesided, and the
others present were:— Messrs. .1. )<'. Headrick,
D. R. Marshall, R. L. M. Rrowii, Tlios. Mackie,
Geo. \'.ander.spar, Henry Rois and W. Moir
(Secretary).

Tlie SeckkI'.akv read tlie notice convening
the meeting and the minutes of the last general
incoting which were conlinned.

1'lie (’o.\ii!MA\ tlieii said tliat the meeting
had been called merely for tlie juirpo.se of declar-

ing an o.d iidciim dividend. The Report was
.satisfactory and the Directors were liighly

pleased at the state of things. The (|uantity

of crop for the half-year was considerably in excess
of that for tlie same jieriod during tlie jirevious

season. Having gone carefully through tlie iiccounts,

the Directors tlioiiglit tliey were safe in recoin-

inendiiig an rtd interim diiidend of 8 |ier cent,

for the iialf-year.

Mr. D. R. iVI.AKSii.Mjj thereupon proposed
and Mr. R. L. M. Rliuwx seconded that an
(id inierim dividend of 8 per cent, he declared.—(^arried nemi con..

Mr. Vandkksi'Ai; iiiijuired how nmcli the oro|)

for the half-year wa.s.

The Ghai’kman said it was l8l).G4(l Ih.—
54,UUUlh. in excess of llie i|iiantity secured dur-
ing the same period last year.

Mr. \’.VNi)iCl!si'Ai; tlioii in([iiiied if tlie lir.-'t

or second half of the year was usually tiiehettet

for crop.

Tlic CiiAiliMAX remarked (liat it was lI'C

second half of I lie year.

'I’lie hiisino.ss then concluded with a vote of

thanks to the Gliair.
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OUR MONSOON AND “THE ELEVEN
YEARS’ CYCLE.”

Our readers will remember eerbaiii iutere.stirif>-

papers 011 tlie above subject written by Professor

Arc.bibalil (luring his visit to Ceylon early in 1S93,

and some may recall bis projihecy for the advent

of the Soutli-west monsoon of that year. It

was not realized according to the date registered

at the Master Attendant’s Otlice
;

but Captain

Donnan, like ourselves, would be free to admit

that, in fixing an exact date for both the little

and big monsoons, a certain amount of arbi-

trariness or guesswork must inevitably be a))plied

in view of the means available at our Port for

judgingof tlieconditions. So much we readily grant

to Professor Archibald who sends us from uii-

country another interesting letter on the subject.

It is a pity notwithstanding all that is done

through the Surveyor-Ceneral’s and Public Works
l)ei>artnients, that our Meteorological Returns

should be so inferior evidently to those of India.

In India, of course, there is a separate Meteoro-

logical Department, and a specially ([ualified

heail in Mr. Eliot, giving all Ids time and

thought to the subject ;
and it is a pity

we think, that in respect both of Metec^rology

and—if we may add—of Geological Survey,

Ceylon should not be identilied with India, and

worked as one. In respect of Meteorology, there

can be no doubt that the observations and reports

which Mr. Eliot would initiate in Ceylon, could

not fail to have a very important bearing on

the deductions which are regularly made from

tile Indian Meteorological Observations. We could

not have a better Governor to approach on such

a suliject than Sir West Ridgeway in view of

his sjiecial Indian experience, and we trust to

see some improvement and assimilation in Mete-

orological werk attempted in Ceylon during his

term of Government, as also a Geological Survey

commenced if not completed.

“ THE CEYLON HANDP.OOK AND
DIRLCTORY EUR ISlD-b.”

[Bj! f'li old R(’-sidcnt.)

I have to thank you Sir, for an early copy of the

big “ book”—as I see you call it in your editorial

noHce of its issue at last. Tliis is a nau'ie often given,

witli a diflerent meaning, to the Rible, and witli-

out irreverence we may call your Directory for

tlie Ceylon Rook of Books, or tlie Big Book

of Ceylon. Ijying before me is alsoacojiy of your

“ Hand Book”' for bSOM. It is worth whileto stay for

a moment to compare the two. The book for

1868, while being also an 8 vo. is only one inch

thick, including the covers, and weighs only 1.', lb.

with 46U pages. \'our new Directory just issued

lor this year, has a thickness of aliout three

and half inches, and weighs d lbs., with over l,.“>U(i

pa"-es. Now, as it would trouble anyone want-

ing a scrap of blank i>apcr, for a note, 01 nie-

morandum, to find a spare clear ' sciuare-incli

between the two (mvers, it follows that every

inch of the .-surfaces of nearly 1,60U ])ages i.s

covered with ]u*intcd matter of use ami \aluc.

But to continue the comparison between the

books of 1868 and of ISlld. These years

indicate a i)eriod of 8"2 years, so that, in

order to bring your Big Hook “ uj)-to-dato
’

it has grown, or increased in size and contents,

nearly four-fold, and by over 1,000 pages, in that

time
;

or at the rate of 30 pages every year, on

an average. But so3ue years have been more

pfoliin; o? new matter than others, and notably

i>as this been the ca.se with this new volume,

for it ia by one inch thicker than that of last

4^t

year, to go beyond the dimensions of which it

was then thought almost imimssible. It follows,

therefore, that the t>resent Directory contains

over ‘JUO more pages of matter than any of its

l)onderous predecessors. How' such a little island-

country can furnish material for so huge a Year-
Book is a juizzle, until wm sit down to a care-

ful and ))atient study of its contents. Naturally,
as: we should suspect, it is pretty exhaustive
of the useful information about everything
Ceylonese from its Inuustuuos past, present,

and those ])o.ssible in the future, to its

L.vws, Tkadk, iNii.viuTANTS, Manner.s. and
CusTUAls. Cl.lMATE.s (and there are many)
St.\tistic.s of all kinds, jjarticulars of all

Blacks, Town.s, Villages, Dlstricts, Puovin-
cE.s, Ro.vds, Railwav.s, Rivers a Calendar,
chokefull of useful information of many kinds ; all

useful Ordinances, full Military and Naval notes,

and a thousand and one other details which only

an exhaustive Index can show
;
and the Index

of this Directory fills 32 pages of double columns.

The full and com[>letc Directory contains tlie

names of everybody who is anybody, and is

brought u|) to the (late of imblication by nearly a
dozen jiages of “Errataand Addenda,” necessitated

by the nature of the case, for .somebody is shifting

his (quarters, coming, going, or alas ! dying every

day of our lives. The details of each (listrict,

and of every estate in the island, are particularly

valuable amt comjilete, having been corrected up to

the latest possible date, and 1 see that the old

anti(|uated word “ abandoned,” op[>osite valuable

luoperties not yet brought under suitable culti-

vation, is here for the iirst time itself abandoned
in favor of the more appropriate and correct woixl
“ uucnltivated.” A yeai' or two ago before the
daps had asserted themselves, I hajipened to be at
the Mount Lavinia Hotel when a dozen of these
Islanders called here as passengers cn route to
Europe. I noticed them well. They were in Eu-
ropean clothes, and for the most jiart spoke English.
One of their number sat pouring over good Mr.
Link’s copy of your big Directory for that year.
Pretty dry reading, I thought, foi tourists, till

the gentleman jumped uj), book in hand, searched
out the manager, and declared

.

he “must have
one of these books,” and ofi'ered to buy, and did
buy and pay for that co])y on the nail. Japa-
nese, we have since learnt to know, are discri-

minative and appreciative, and good imitators,
so that I should not be surjirisedto hear that your
Directory has suggested one for -lapan. It will

take the Japs a good many years to get up such
a hook as this, but I suppose they will begin in

a small way as you did over thirty years ago.
It seems now, after nearly half-a-century, that it

is scarcely possible to think of a single (question
to which a reference to the index will not direct
y(m, amongst tiie subjects crowding these 1500
pages, t(j an answer. The man who does not
possess a opy of this Directory is himself as a
stranger in the land.

I must not forget the latest exceedingly valu-
able addition to this marvellous RI6 worth of
nece.ssary knowledge, viz., the iNIap of Ceylon in
a pocket in the co\er. It was a happy as well
as a liberal thought to present this along M'ith

the Book to subscribers; and I al.so see as Iron

-

tisiiiece the i)resentment of our new tlovernor.

CoFFICE IN TUI'; Straits.—

C

onsiderable inter-
est is being shewn in cotlee

)
dan ting in the

Gopeng division, as the people are beginning to
appreciate the value of the existing plantations
around Gopeng and at the foreign settlement at
Lcntgval.— Hqjtcinbcr Uejjuri,
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On Sepl. lit.—Messrs. Macncll ttCo. wrote to the Asso-
ciutioii enclosing copy of a letter received from Mr. 11.

A. Hole Manager of their Dooclpntlce Garden Cachar,
regarding damage done to an indigenous bush by a
borer. The enclosure was in the followim.'- terms':—

I am today sending yon by parcel post the shoot
of an indigenous bush killed by a borer. There are
two grubs within the shoot; I shall much like to
know what they are. 1 never before saw any bori' g
insect that attacked tea. Here it is comparatively
common, as you will perceive, attacking the strongest
and healthiest shoots of indigenous bushes, causing
the shoot to wither and eventually rot off just
where the bore commences. The grubs live on the
t ith of the shoot. The borer does not commence
from the ground. The shcot I enclose rotted across
about ‘2 feet from the ground, the pith of the lower
portion being intact. I think many cases that are
put down to white-ants are really the work of this

borer.
The above correspondeirce and the shoot were for-

warded to Dr, Watt re(piesting that he would kindly
favour the Association with his opinion. In reply-

ing if Dr. Watt says :

—

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of ymur
No. 32t) O dated ttth instant, on the subject of a
Borer caterpillar iir a sample of Assam indigenous
tea sent to the Association by the Mairager of a
Tea Gardeir iir Cachar. I regret to say that the
worm in question had so shrivelled up or possibly
been so attacked by arrts on trairsit that it was uir-

recognizable. From the appearance of its operations
I should however presume it to have been the
Red Borer, iieuzera Coffete, an insect that I have
repeatedly found doing much harm in certain
gardens. You will find a figure both of the cater-

pillar and moth in Mr. Cote's “Account of the In-
sects and Mites which Attack the Tea Plant, ’’ p. 8.

2. I would invite you to kindly ask the Manager
to cut off a few more twigs containing the borer,

and to place these in a wide-mouthed bottle with
spirits of wine sufficient to at least half fill the
bottle. In this way the insect can be conveyed to

me in a state that will admit of its final deter-

mination.
;3. I would also desire you to be so good as to

ask that certain observations be recorded regarding
the insect. We do not know (assuming that it is

Zeuzera Coffeas) how many generations of that
insect there are during the year. This could be best
ascertained by completely enclosing an affected bush
with wire gauze and allowing the insect to have its

way with that particular plant. The number of

times moths emerge should be carefully recorded.
Some writers say that the moths emerge from the
cocoons in February, others that there are moi-e than
one generation, while other species of the same
family of insects are known to live for two or three
years in the larval stage before they pi'oduce co-

coons and perfect insects.

1. It would obviously' be unwise to recommend
any treatment till wc discover the full life history
of the insect. During my tour through Assam I

urged on the attentioir of planters the necessity of

their co-operation. We arc not likely to adviinco
the question of how to cope with the pests of the
tea-plant till we possess more trustworthy parti-

culars than we at present have regarding each
blight and pest. W'ere each planter to give even five

minutes every alternate day or so to the study of

one out of the many insect pests we very soon would

E
osscss the desired particul.irs. The borers would be
est studied in the way I have indicated. A few

of the insects that escape should bo collected, killed

as carefully as possible, so as not to rub off gll the
plumage by which alone they arc recognised. The
others left to couple and lay' their eggs. Cocoons,
caterpillars and if ijossible eggs as well as perfect

insects are necessary for a final determination. The
preserved moths should be placed in a small box
along with cami)hor. The date of emergence should

be recorded, and the experiment extended for, say,

two years in order to ece how many times a year moths

(ti'e produced.

5. For most of the larger insect pests of the tea

plant I believe as effectual a nietliod as any to battle

with them would bo to train a few children to catch

the moths in ordinary insect-collecting nets. I have
seen as many as 8 or 1(1 niaunds of the common
brown caterpiller (Andraka trilochoidesj gathered

daily in one garden. A ftw weeks later thousands

of the harmless looking moths were, however,
allov\ed to llutter about all over the garden,

and deposit thousands upon thousands of eggs. I

do not say the planters should stop collecting the

caterpillar; by no means, but if it pays them to do
so why not complete the process by catching the

moths as well. The firs; step toward any such whole-
sale warfare against the larger insect pests is. 1st,

to know both the caterpillar and the moth : 2nd, to

know the months of the year when these should be
looked for. In the case of borers it is obviously the
more rational course to catch the moths, since the
collection of the caterpillar very often means the
destruction of the bush. The pre-ence of the borer
may at once be detected by the saw-dust like powder
seen escaping from holes on the stem or branches,
or accumulated around the base of the stem, and 1 y
the leaves of the tree all turning brown simul-
taneously' and withering up along one branch or set

of branches that spring from a distinct portion of

the bush. These should be instantly cut off, an 1

burned, as they can do no good, and may become
the nursery for hundreds more of the same enemy

TKA BLIGHTS.

AVc [Indian F/nnfcrd Gazette) liav(3 to ac-

knowledge receipt of the follow ing correspondence
which will l)e of intere.st to our readers:—
Fj'om—Messrs. Macneill A Co. Calcutta, fSept. 7.

In a letter which we have received from the Manager
of our Kalline Garden in Cachar he writes us as
follows ;

—
“ In Etujlishman of 28th August a letter from Dr.

Watt, read at Assam Branch of Tea Association, con-'

tains very valuable information under the heading of
‘An Enemy of Pure Jhat Teas,’ and solves a matter
that has puzzled me for two years. Part of our very
best tea has had the appearance, he mentions it had
a close resemblance to red s[)ider but you could not
find the red-spider on the leaves as on Jiybrid. I

am fairly sure it is the parasitic mite he writes of.

These bushes have to a lai'gs extent recovered, but
I should say, 10 per cent of them have given little

or no tea for 2 years. I would feel much obliged
if you could get me any further details or particulars
of Dr. Watt’s experiments or discoveries, and also
if, when on this subject, you could get me a pam-
phlet or leaflet of his on the subject of introducing
nitrogenous microbes into our soils by' means of
leguminous pbmts (a late German discovery). Mr.
J. S. Hulbert, of the Assam Company, had been in
communication with him about it.’’

We shall be much obliged if you can put us in
the way of getting from Dr. Watt the further infor-
mation which our Manager asks for.

Following upon this communication the Secretary
of . the Indian 'Tea Association communicated with
Drv Watt, Reporter on Economic Products to the
Go eminent of India.

Dr. Watt replied as follows;—
In ve))ly to your No. filU—U., dated 10th inst., by

which you forward to me 'an extract from a letter
•received by you from Messrs. Macneill A' Co. on the
subject of a blight observed at Kalline in Kachar,
I have the honour to say that the blight in ques-
tion is, doubtless, the new disease to which 1 have
drawn attention.
The report on my explorations in Assam (at least

in a preliminary form) I trust may appear very
shortly, and will afford full particulars of the kind
desired. In that report I am to recommend that
the bushes sho>ild be syringed in March and April
with either a decoction of Adhatoda \hsica or kero-
sine emulsion. From my experiments I believe the
simple insecticide W'e possess, in the wild plant

Adhatoda, will very jiossibly bo found ouiupletuly
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efiectual. It is certainly killed the mite when applied

to it under the microscope and was effectual also in

the few practical experiments I was able to conduct

dnriim my rapid tour through Assam. But I am of

opinion that unless applied with determination during

the early stage-s of blights no insecticide is ever likely

to he found a practicable remedy for any of thfe

more serious maladies of the tea plant. Once they

got fairly distributed over an area, say of 500 acres

(which I calculate might possess 1,000,000 bushes), it

seems to me that springing with insecticides is carried

beyond the field of xiracticable operations.

Vour further enquiry in which you ask to be

supplied with a^jeopy of my pamphlet dn the Assi-

milation of Nitrogen through the Agency of the Boot
Tubercles in certain Leguminous Plants, I have
much pleasure in enclosing two copies. I would add
that while in Assam I made a discovery that I think
of no small importance. The chemistry of most tea

soils is admittedly deficient in nitrogen. A^ou are

aware that some years ago a hotly-contested con-'

troversy was conducted on the value of Sa (Albizzia

stipulata) trees being grown in tea gardens. The
Hon’ble Mr. J. Buckingham was one of the very first

advocates of this recommendation I found that tea

gardens over which Sa trees had been planted suffered

far less from blights, and from the mite alluded to

above more particularly, than gardens where Sa trees

were not grown.
[The remainder of Dr. Watt’s reply w'e published

in our issue of 16th inst. under the heading of “ Tea
Blights and Leguminous Plants.”—En. T.A.]

A NEW' CURE FOR SNAKE-BITE.

To allay, and cure, the intolerable pain fol-

lowing stings by .scorpions, centipedes, hornets

and tbeir kind, which so often seek to share
with us tlie shelter and comforts of our liouses

and couches in India, we liave seen it stated

that “y>/icayfe” applied to the wounds has no
etpial as a remedy, and never fails. Be that as

it may. we have now to consider a kindred subject
of very much the greater importance as death
after short agony is worse than pain however
acute. ^Ve know from the statistics that a cer-

tain numlier of lives are lost every year from
snake-bites ;

anti altliongli generally a marvellous
immunity from such acciilents is enjoyed by
Euroi)eans,. still, so long as w’e live in a troi)ical

country we are all lialile to fall victims to

lurking reptiles, while for the hospitals the sub-

ject is of vital importance. The world scarcely

yet knows how tremerulous is the rlebt of gratitmle
it owes to the great Erenchman, Dr. Pasteur, who
has just passed away. He is even said to have
‘ ])ut l.,ister on the path of his Antiseptic s])iay

in Surgery’’; and in France he savetl the silk

industry l»y curing the diseases of silkworms
;
he

also cheapened the manufacture of beer l>y his |mre
yeast ; lie cured “ Anthrax ” in cattle, anil follow-

ing ui» this last discovery lie was led to that
still more important study the iirevention and cure
of hydroph(jbia. lie saved hundreds of lives, and
his system is now being followed all over the
w'orhl. But these successes l)y no means exhaust
the benelits conferreil on mankind by this truly

great man. Though he does not a])ijear to have
worked at the subject himself, it was he
who again pointeil tlie way, and it w’as at his

institute that Calmette has conducted his

researches for a “rational cure for snake-bite.”

The principle is Pasteur’s “immuniseil serum”
possessing antitoxic powers. Pasteur’s disco\ eries

were directe<l against bac-teria and bacterial infec-

tions, wliereas the labors of Ehrlich, Behring, Kita-

sato, Calmette and h'raser have been to extend the
same ])rincipal of serum-immunisation to other, i.e.

iion-bacterial, poisons. Not to weary the reader by
following too closely the technical account of

these labours as w'e read of them in “ Nature,”
we may (piote, lirst, as follows :

— ‘‘ It had been
demonstrated by several observers that, by means
of oft-re[ieated injections of small suli-lethal doses
of snake |)oison (rattlesnake, cobra, or vi[)er

venom), the resistance of an animal against the
poison may gradually be increased con.siderabljg
it may be rendered ‘ giftfest ’ to borrow- a
German expression. In fact, all the me-
thods used for imlucing a tolerance against
tetanus poison can be shown to work in the case
of cobra poison.” The next step was, that
Calmette showed that, “on mixing cobra venom
with small ([uantities of serum obtained from
an immuniserl rabbit, tbe deadly ell'ect of the
venom disa|)j)ears, a fact at once conlirmed
by indepemlent observations by Phisalix and
Bertrami.” Lastly, we read that “ recently these
French observations have received entire contirma-
tion in their leading points l>y Prof. Fraser of

Erlinbiirgh.” We, therefoi-e, see that we are with-
in a measurable distance of having a reliable

cure for snake-bite at last. Of course it still

remains to be perfected; but .soon every bospital
anil e\ery doctor will have a ready means of

saving the lives of per.sons bitten by snakes,
as well, it w-ould seem of immunizing anyone who
may be w'illing from all danger from a chance bite.

DRUG REPORT.

(From Cheviist and Driajdid.)

London, Cclober 31.

Annatto— few lot.s of fair seed from Madras realised
Ijd [ler 111

Cai'i f.iM':—

O

ne of the manufacturers asks 19s per lb.
for llecember delivery

;
the second one would probably

accept 18s for the same position.
Kola—There has been a good demand privately,

sound but rather dull West African kolas having been
sold at Std per lb. At auction today there was a good
demand, tine cpialities being held for very high rates.
Other kinds were slightly dearer. Ten packages, out
of the 41 offered, sold as follows West Indian, dull
to good, but mouldy 6d to 9,d

; good llUl to I2d
per D).

Essential Oils— J.emongrass and Citronella. oils un-
changed, Cinnamon oil at Is per oz.
Qci.nixe—Few Transactions are reported this week.

There would probably be buyers of second-hand German
bulk at Is Ipl, but no .sellers can lie found at that
figure. Pei liaps Is Igd might be accepted. The parcel
of Italian (Fabbrica LombaidaJ quinine to which we re-
ferred last week, had been lying in a warehouse for
many years, and was out of condition. The price of Is
Id per oz. obtained for this lot is tlierefore not a fair
criterion to its general value. At auction today 0,000 oz.
Hnmswick quinine (landed weigiits), 1888 iinpiirt, .sold at
Is Id per oz.

Va.mlla.—At today’s auctions tlie fairly heavy supply of
202 packages, weighing in the aggregate about 2,900 1b.,
was offered for sale. Competition was exceedingly brisk,
and the (irices realised showed an irregular but all-round
advance upon the last auction rates. Practically the entire,
supply was .sold at the following rates Mauritius and
Seychelles : tine, 7 to 8^^ inches, -28s Od

; crvstallised, 0 to
7^ inches, 27s to ;i8s Od ; medium to good fresh chocolate,
Ol to 7i inches, ‘22s Od to 27s ; brownish to fair, 4 to b
inches, 17s to 20s

;
fair crystallised, 4.} to 5 inches, 21s to

22s Od ; ditto, b to Of inches, -Ibn to 20s
; common reddish,

12s to 17s per lb. Dull foxy Ceylon beans reali.sed lus to
lUs Od per lb. ; ditto Java, 4l to 01 inches, Ss 3d to Us 3d
per lb.

Ti;a Cultupeand Blight.-We call attention
to the (li.scovery of Dr. Watt given el.scwliere
in favour of tlie jilanting of Albizzia atipn-
lata trees amongst tea, altliongli the .shade
is not ('onsidered too favourahle. ,\.s a .substitute
Dr. Watt recommends to the .Vs.sam tea jilanters
the sowing of a cro]) of pulse and the tliggin*'
in oi the same ; hut the conditions in the C’ey-
Ion tea districts do not favour such au experiment,
unless over a limiLetl area.

’
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KUEMKUUV TEA COMPANY OE CE^L()N,
LIMITED.

Incoritoration ot tlii.s Coinpiiiiy with a capital
of l!5U0,(M)i) divided into dOU share.s of l!lU0-Un
eacli lias been ajiplied for hy Messrs. K. J. and
11. F. de Saram. The Comjiany is pureliasiii”' we
understand the two estates lioelieriy and Delie-
j^alle hotli in Madulseenia. A contemporary
.states :

—
The former property consists of ()33 acres, :;00 acres

of which are planted in tea, and 20 acres with grevil-
leas ; and the rest is forest, chena, and patana. The
other estate is 400 acres in extent, 242 acres being
in tea; 58 acres coffee; 40 available jungle; and
00 scrub and jungle. The estates are being sold by
the trustees of the estate of the late Mr. George
Alston and the Blackwood Coffee Company respect-
tively for f8,500and £5,200. Thisds equivalent to aoout
B287,000

;
and the cost of the factory now being

er-ected, viz., EH5,000, is to be paid by the Company.
Thi'ee thousand 14100 shares are to form the jiresent
issue

;
and the provisional directors are Messrs. Geo.

Alston, W. H. Figg, and Percy Bois.

“EEUGUSOVS CEYLON HANDBOOK AND
DIKECTOBY 1895-90.”

( r>U (ui “Official."

)

A new edition is before us literally bulging with
information, and though not overflowing, very full

indeed. It is a compendium of information—tlie experi-

ence of years of unwearied industry, of dauntless
labour, of unselfish love and study of the Editor's
tropical home—not the scourings of a bird of passage.
Mr. Ferguson has given Ceylon more than any Euro-
pean has ever taken or can ever take away from it.

No Dependency of the (^ueen has ever been served
as he has served it, and may his shadow never grow
less. The chapter on the rise and progress of the
planting enterprise has been written down to the
present year. As regards plantation coffee, it is

satisfactory to find that the estimate for 1895 is

57,000 cwt. as against an export of 29,029 cwc. in

1894 ; and as regards native coffee an export estimate
for 1895 of 4,000 cwt., as against an export of only
1,5G8 cwt. in 1894. These are encouraging indications
that the decadence of the coffee plant has been
arrested and that a slow but steady increase of the
output of coffee may fairly be looked forward to.

At present we have 805,000 acres of tea under culti-

vation. The export of tea has risen from 28 Ifc. in

1878, value 1158, to 85,87(5,822 lb., value 141(5,108,214

lu 1894 The imports of tea in 1878 were 69,45)4 lb.,

and in 1894, 242 lb. In 1878 10 cwt. of cocoa were
exported; the estimated export for 1895 is 28,000 cwt.
The export of cinnamon in 1898 amounted to 1,1(50,754

lb., value 14580,870. The estimated export for 1894
is 2,784,754 lb., value 141,118,902. The area of land
under coconut cultivation is 854,221 acres yielding
1,486,219,(535 nuts at an average of 1,680 nuts per
acre. The approximate estimate of area cultivated
with the coconut palm in the world is 2,7.80,000 acres.

The cultivation is also being extended in Northern
Australia with success. To what extent the ever-
increasing cultivation of coconut will in the future
affect the question of price, can at the present time
be only a matter of mere speculation.

It is impossible for want of apace to touch upon the ex-
haustive treatment of all our products—cardamoms,
cocoa, palms, cinchona, rubber, Ac. One can only [icruse

with ever-increasing interest and wonder the various
exhaustive articles on these sjthjecta. The total area
of land cultivated in (ksylon is estimated at 8,887,000
acres, with a probable eventual extension to 4,8(50,000

acres. The valuation of agricultural jnoperty in (Jcy-

lon is estimated at £40,5 10,500. 1 have thus very lightly

indeed touched on the first part of the Directory.
Part ii is entitled “ Calendar and Useful Information.”
The useful information is very comprehensive and
minute—abbreviations used in connection with com-
merce—common chemical terms and their scientific

equivalents—foreign patents, notes on boilers, table
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of constant multipliers for finding weight of metals,

a most < xhaustive chronological table of events in

Ceylon, a resume of the principal Ordinances, Ac.,

Ac., Ac. The comparative statement of revenue and
expenditure in 1892 and 1898 (and further on,

18941 is most interesting, as also the chapter on
Ceylon Bailways. There is a very full and inter-

esting chapter on the Colombo Harbour Works. The
Directories are very full, as also the Estate Direc-

tories But I must stop. It is utterly impossible

to convey any fair conception or any conception
at all of the vast and varied amount of most
useful information this “ Handbook and Directory”
contains. At the end of the book there is a pocket
and in it we have an excellent map of the island.

So that between the boards we have the island and
all it contains. The labour involved in gathering
and arranging the information must have been stu-

pendous. The result is worthy of the builder and
worthy of the subject. If the Government 14ecord
Boom, and the Kachcheri Bccord Booms in the island,

were burnt to ashes tomorrow', ” Fkrguson’s Ckyi.on
H.VNnnooK .snd DiitEcroKY ” would supply all that
they contained and a trifle more

!

THE CHINESE TEA TRADE AND
RUSSIA.

The following is an important e.xtracfc from the
letter of llie St. Peter.shurg Correspondent of The
Daili/ Tdctjraph :

—
At a sitting of the Siberian Railway Committee,

presided over by the Heir-Apparent, now the reign-
ing Czar, on Oct. 31, 1893, it was resolved that the
Government be urgently requested to take energetic
measures to in luce the Chinese authorities to allow
the Bussiaii raihvay to run through Chinese terri-

tory in two directions, viz., from the Transbaikal
to the Gulf of Liaotoug on the one hand, and through
iMougolia to the Central Provinces of China on the
other. The reasons alleged were reasonable enough—from a Russian point of view; viz., the necessity
of winning the Chinese markets, and in this way
of paying the expenses of the railway. The memo-
randum on this commercial aspect of the case is in-

structive. It set forth that the chief exports from China
are costly—viz., silk and tea, amounting to about
68 per cent, of all exports from the Celestial King-
dom : that about two thirds of these pass through
English hands, and that over and above, England
is ruining the tea trade * by her own plantations in

Ceylon and India; that China, left to her ow'n re-

sources, is pow'erless to break down this competition;
but that Russia, with the tea trade in her hands,
could enable China to hold her own The chief im-
ports also could be supplied by Russia with advan-
tage to both countries, viz., cotton Ac., aniounting to

41, and metal manufactures and woollen wares
amounting to 10 per cent of all China’s imports.

Unless this be done, it was urged, the Siberian
railway will prove ruinous to the country. The re-

port wound up by affirming that in all that part of
north-eastern Asia, the most important district for
Russia, from an economical and strategical point of
view, would be the contiguous territory of Manchuria,
comprising the basin of the Sungaree, with the cities of
Sansin, Ningoota, Tsitsikar, and Girin, the actual po-
pulation of which is about twelve times that ot all

Ussuria. This territory must ,^be brought under the
control of Russia.
And this is precisely the land through which it

has just been reported Russia is authorised to cons-
truct two lines ; to be called the Nertshinsk-Tsitsihar-
Vladivostok Itailway and tlic Tsitsihar I’ort Arthur
Railway respectively, besides which she has received
the right of anchorage in Port Arthur.
The plan existed, as I have shown, at a time when

China and Russia stood face to face as irreconcilable
enemies. That it will bo realised now that they
have become fast friends cannot for a moment be

* F’rom 1886 to 1890 the export of tea from China
fell from yu to 07 million pounds.
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doubted. Tbe news may Im prcmatuie. That it is

absolutely false, no person acquainted witli Russia’s

style of 'policy iii the Far Fast can for a moment

believe. Most of tbe reasons are obvious.

the future SUPI’LV of INDIA UUHHER.

An Engliih Vieiu oj the Situation.

Some twenty years ago sinister rumors as to the

depletion of the rubber forests of South America

caused a new departure in economic botany, namely,

the systematic planting of rubber trees, and the

results may be considered satisfactory as tar as the

possibilities are concerned, although the garden pro-

duct, as we may term it, has not yet entered into

serious competition with that from untended natuie.

The question now arises as to whether all the time

and trouble has been expended needlessly or not.

From what has appeared recently in the American

technical press, this would appear to be the case,

and it seems of some interest to briefly recapitu-

late those criticisms on what is almost entirely an

English enterprise. Attention is drawn to the tact

that vast forests of rubber trees exists untapped,

and that any fear of curtailment of supply is il-

lusory. This statement is supported by the tact

tliat the market price of rubber remains practically

stationary, while the demand has largely increased

of recent vears. A critic remarks that there is no

rood in doing what nature has already done so well

For us
;
and another practical man, when asked why

he did not support the rubber plantations, made

answer by the ipiery, “ Why do i not go in for the

cultivation of coal These and similar remaiks go

to show that in America there is no tear as to the

supply running out, and that, therefore, any pre-

cautionaryr measures which prudence niiglit dictate

are unnecessary and uncalled for. Ihe Anieiican

business man cannot see any pressing need tor the

movement under consideration, and he is unw’illing

to embark his capital in an affair the benefits ot

which, to him at any rate, are so problematical.

With regard to this point of unlimited supply, it may
be noted that recent travellers in the upper parts

of Bra7.il report that there is a large iinworked area

of rubber forests in the watershed of the Orinoco,

and even where the forests are worked it is only in

rare instances that more than the borders of the

stream have been tapped, no trouble being taken to get

spoil from the higher regions. Further than this

there is a constant succession of trees arising from

seeds. Count de Berthier has expressed the opinion

that the Venezuelan forests could be made to yield

loco tons of the best rubber per annum if carefully

worked, and he is supported in^ bis optimistic

tone by what the Baron de Marajd has written in

a recent number of the New Tork India Rubber

World. In Africa, although the supply is abundant,

the want of navigable rivers has acted prejudicially

a^^ainst the due expansion of the trade, as undei

the conditions of porterage at present obtaining in

many localities the natives find it unprofitable to

carry rubber any distance to the coast when the

item of paying tribute to
^

the various tribes en-

countered Ml route has to figure in the profit and

loss account. W bile on this niattei of Africa s ad-

dition to our supply, we should like to take the oppor-

tunity of referring to the statement of M, Chapel that if

the African ruboers were collected and prepared for

market by the more enlightened methods in vogue in

South America, the resulting product would be equal

to the best Fard rubber. ^Ve confess to a mild

feeling of surprise at this statement, and

consiuer it a bold assertion which is not supported

by the facts of the case, though as it must be

remembered that some kinds of African rubber are

much superior to others, the author quoted may have

had in his mind the best of the African sorts. As

regards the bulk of the rubber, that from the Landol-

pliia.'i, or the species of Ficus found on the west

coast, we think the day is very far distant which will

see thein improved to the stiindard of PaiTi rubbeij

* From London Engineeriruj

.

though we certainly do not doubt that some amount
of improvement is possible, and indeed, to our own
knowledge, this has been effected of recent years in

the case of the Lagos rubber, which, though a.t first

practically worthless, now fetches a fair price in the

market. However, we are rather wandering away
from the lines of this article, and to return to

the critics of the rubber plantations, it may be
noted that they prognosticate great difficulty in

obtaining labor if the jilantations are carried out on
anything like a large scale. The Indian, it is as-

serted, will not change the whole course of their lives

and submit to the entire revolution of their methods of

work, while it has been amply demonstrated that
Europeans or Asiatics are incapable of sustained work
in the climate. Other objections have been urged,
but in face of the chief one, viz., unlimited supply,

there seems but little use drawing attention to them.
The case then seems a tolerably clear one for those
wffio argue that rubber plantations are not warranted
by the facts of the case. In passing judgment, how-
ever, on those who, in the light of recent discoveries,

may seem to have acted somewhat precipitately,

and without the exercise of due foresight, we
should, of course, bear in mind that the common
facts of today were not the common facts of 10 or

20 years ago. The discovery of these rubber forests

is of recent dale, and it cannot, therefore, be
pointed at as an overloked factor in the original

consideration of the matter. It will be remembered
|jy those interested that the representations made
to our Kew authorities as to the depletion of the
rubber forests, were couched in distinctly alarmist

language, and therefore they quite merited the
measures taken by the India Office. Of course it

was possible for our government to have undertaken
such explorations as have recently been made by
private individuals, and this would probably have
resulted in the alarmist rumors being somewhat
discounted, as we may presume that the forests of

today existed in much the same condition 20 or 30
years ago. However, it is easy to be wdse after the
event, and we shall certainly not be found in the ranks
of those who seek to throw ridicule on the whole move-
ment, because, whether the expense and trouble
which our Kew authorities have been put to seem
warranted or not at the present time, it has certainly
been shown that rubber trees can be successfully
acclimatized and grown in India and other districts

far remote from their original habitat, and occasion
may yet arise when the information thus gained may
prove of much value to the India-rubber industry.

COMMENT BY .\N AMERICAN IMPORTER.

A gentleman thoroughly familiar with the conditions
of trade and industry in Central and South America
entertained somewhat different views from the above.
' While,” said he, “ it is true that not much capital,

American or foreign is invested in rubber planta-
tions, the question is certainly in the air, and be-
fore long the vague notions and ideas on the sub-
ject will assume practical shape. The rubber coun-
tries are poor and naturally anxious to attract capi-
tal from outside to develop their industries and re-

sources. On the other hand, it is beginning to be
felt that some measures have to be taken to insure
the future supply of the ever-increasing demand for
rubber. As population grows, and as new applications
or extensions of old applications of rubber in indus-
try, are made, the demand for rubber increases,
and it is a short-sighted policy to depend on
existing rubber forests, which surely cannot last

forever and access to which must become snore
• and more difficult and exq>ensive. Not only will rubber
plantations be needed, but there will be more profit
in them than in' going to the inaccessible forests
for the supply. The business world is not entirely
ripe for it, but the subject is in the air, and you
may expect to see the starting of a great many
enterprises in that direction before many years go
by. It is, however, to American capital that we
have to look for this. Foreign capital will not go
into anything the price of which is controlled by
this countrj'. We consume two-thirds of the rubber
product of the world, and hence control prices. In
tw'enty years our consumption has risen from less
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than ten niillions to not far from forty millions. Tho
rubber countries look to us for capital. The natives
in South and Central America have already be-

gun the planting of rubber trees, and a traveler will

meet here and there plantations of considei’able
importance. But American capital will do the real
work when the time is ripe. There is, however, one
serio's drawback,—the lack of labor. There is no
civilized population in the rubber districts, and the
Indians cannot be depended on for regular, syste-
matic, and continuous application. They are not
accustomed to order and discipline, and they will

work in their own way, getting drunk or loafing

whenever it suits them. ’

—

India lUihher W'oiUl.

YABIOUS PL.YNTING NOTES.

Wood Ashes, fresh and unbleached, are of great

value as a manure for fruit trees generally and also for

strawberries, but the bare advice often given that they

be “ stored for use” should be accompanied by in-

structions regarding the proper method of storing.

If wood ashes are once wetted they will have lost much
of their manurial value

;
therefore they should be

stored as soon as made. They should he kept quite

dry at all times
;
but better still would be the adop-

tion of a system of applying them to the soil while

fresh .—Indian .Ujiirnlturist.

Tiir. Nkw DiMiiCi.-V Co., Lo.—We attract at-

tention to the i)roceedings at the annual meeting

of tliis Company in London as given in another

column. They reveal a si>ecially satisfactory state

of atl'airs and it is no wonder though tlie share.s

in this Company are strongly hekl in jiew of

the dividends paid, and the fact that 8:17, 1 Id lb.

of tea last sea.son were jilaceil on hoard ship

,at the very low rate of :i"2(id ])er Ih. Altogether,

the vote of tliank.s to the Ceylon Manager was

e.Kceptionally well deserved.

The “ Aoiucuetuual Gazette” of New South Wales,

Vol. VI., part 1), September 1895.—Contenfs Notes

of a Trip to the North Central Coast Forests of

New South Wales, J. H. Maiden
;
The Cultivation

of Lucerne [Medicuijo saliva.) J. L. Thompson
;

Broom Corn or Broom Millet [Sortjhuin vuh/are,

Pels )
G. Valder ;

Comparative Test of Sorghums,

G. Valder; Sugar-cane at the Experimental^ Farm,

Wollongbar, llichmoud Kiver, G. M. McKeowu
;

The Honey Bee—On the lielationship of all Bee-

races with suggestions for their Improvement, II.

Helm’s ;
Bee-keeping—The Inmates and Economy of

the Hive—The Oueen Bee [rontinund) Albert Gale
;

Practical Vegetable and Flower Growing, Directions

for the month ot October; Orchard Notes for Oct.,

General Notes ;
Growing Flax ;

Table showing the

Districts in which tho under mentioned Timbers are

obtainable ;
Wild Oats ;

Yorkshire Fog, Agricultural

Societies’ Shows. 1895-0.

COl'PKE IN Ckkman E.a.st Afi!IC.\.—

T

heZle»fs-

chr.s Kolonkdblatt says:—
The firm of A. Zuntsel, Wve., has given the fol-

lowing report respecting a sample of coffee sent by

the station Kilossa in German East Africa:—“The

coffee resembles the increasingly scarcer fine Ceylon

coffee TTie beau is not yet fully developed; the

roasted beans also appear somewhat shriveled
;
but

nrobablv the product could be brought to develop

well by means of practical cultivation and rational

treatment The flavour of the roasted beans is good

and resembles that of Ceylon coffee. The price of

the raw coffee I should estimate at 8o to 9U pf. per

i kilo without duties. The price of good Ceylon

coffee’ or of its superseder, namely ‘West Indian

cured’ varies from 90 to 105 pf. per A kilo without

duties’ If I place the price of the sample sent

lower
'

it is because it is still somewhat light and

not so full of riavoiir as tlie kinds resemhling it in

the market.” From the above it appears however

that a regular cultivation ot i he colTee referred to

\wnld in process of time pay, and should thus well

be recommended.

AGRICULTURIST.

Leeds and its Tea Trade.-The “gift ” system
applied to the sale of tea is popular, we should im-

agine, ill Yorkshire. In Leeds the generosity of the

tea retailers knows no bounds. Furniture, ujiholstery,

in fact almost anj'thiiig from a child’s cot to a

bootjack is included in the items given away with a

pound or more of tea. Indeed, a large purchaser of

tea who was about to start house furnishing might
stock himself with tea and fittings upon reasonable

terms, and upholster his residence from the kitchen

to the roof, including the crockery and the carpets.

—

Jl. <( C. 31ait.

VlCTOlii.V Kki.iA Pi.ANT.8.— Read the following

letter from Mr. Nock, Acting Director, Royal
Botanic Gardems, i’eradeniya, dated ifrd Septem-
ber, 1895 :

—
“ You will be sorry to learn that all the plants of

the Metoria L'cijia, that you were good enough to

send, have died. On the other hand you will be
pleased to learn that 11 of the seeds have germinated
and are doing well and I hope in a few weeks time
they will be large enough to plant out. The only
thing that has troubled them yet is a water slug which
feeds on the small tender leaves. I am having these
carefully hand picked and I trust all will now go
well. 1 had much pleasure in despatching by post
to your address on ‘i‘2nd ultimo, :!ti packets of Palm
seeds which I trust have reached you safely and that
they will prove acceptable. I very much regret that,

at present, we h.ave but a very few of the plants
named in your list of desiderata, but I have instructed
my assistant to propagate as soon as possible as

many plants of those you ask for and they will be
forwarded as soon as thej’ are ready.”—.(g/'f-Z/o/Ti-

cultural Socii'ti/, dfadra.^.

The Laiiouu (i»ukstion—like the poor— i.s

alway.s with us and tliere are .signs as the letter

of “A.F.S.” shows that scarcity of siijiply and
pi'essing needs are likely to lead to multi[ilication

of sharp practices. We fear the ( lovernment can-
not take action in the way jiointed out, more esjieci-

ally in respect of private land ; hut certainly the
matter should he hrought undei' the notice
of the Rlanters’ Association.—A much larger
question is opened up after <a very interest-

ing fashion hy our corres[)ondeiit “ Egomet,”
He begins by having a hit at the ohjectoi's to in-

tlentured labour, and then jiroceeds to jioint out
to those whose averseness to this system ajipears

to he based upon the regulations that obtain in

Assam, that an organization yiehling very desir-

able results, whicli he enumerates, c.xists on the
Diamond Fields of South Africa and is very
well worthy the con.sideration of our planters. In
the concluding ]iart of his letter he empha.sizes
tlie necessity for reform whether initiated by the
Government or hy the planters. On this jioint our
opinion is that the matter is not ripe for legis-

lation, at allei’ents at jiresent. “ Egoniet’s” pro-

posal is nothing less than a revolution in the pre-

sent .system of dealing with the planting labour
force in Geyhm. The sketch given of what has
been done on the Diamond Fields is most en-

ticing, more es|iecially the substitution of arbi-

tration Boards or ollicials for the Law ('ourls,

the regulation of the sujiply of liquor, and the
guarantee of a regular sujiply of docile labour.

We fear in the case of Ceylon that the formation
and working of a similar organization so a,s to

(•o\er the whole of our planting districts would
he expeiisiie. But the members of the I’hinter.s’

Association would do well to invite “ Egoniet”
to lay the scheme before them in full detail.—
In the minutes of the Udaimssellawa 1*. we
notice that a very .sensible resolution has been

]>assed recommending co-opertition between the

planters .and the (liamher of Commerce tis

to making a suitable alteration with regard

to paying coolies.
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$oiirospond6no0.

To the Editor.

PKUFESSOlt ARCHIBALD ON THE MON-
SOONS AND THE “ELEVEN YEARS’

CYCLE.”

Nov. 19.

SiH,—As I happen to be again passing through
this earthly Paradise and may not have another
opportunity of following up the question in situ I
shall be glad if you will allow me a little space to

refer to the “eleven year” cycle of the dates of

arrival of the big monssoon at Colombo which I
placed before your readers in 1893 and to advert
to its apparent and exceptional failure during 1893,
1, and 5. From the averages for the cycle from the
past dates since 18.')1 given in the list furnished by
the Master Attendant, the arrival of the big monsoon
ought to have been 2, 10 and 4 days early in

1893, 1894 and 1895 respectively, whereas it

Wiis 19, 18 and 30 days late—differences not
onl}' exceptionally large, but entirely opposite to

those which occurred in the corresponding indi-

vidual nine years of three preceding cycles covering
a period of thirty years.

Of course the popular verdict will be that the
theory has failed, and so I frankly admit that it has
in these three years

;
but it would certainly be hasty

to infer either that its existence is mythical or that

it may not turn out to have a practical as well as
scientific value in the future and I venture to put
forward ray reasons in support of this claim.

In the first place it was discovered by the remark-
able unison that was found to be displayed by the
arrival dates at Colombo and the yearly rainfall

anomalies of the Carnatic, the cases in which early

dates at Colombo and heavy rainfalls in the Carnatic
and late arrivals and light rainfalls agreed, being
no less than eighteen out of 22 with only one dis-

tinctly negative case. Such a parallelism itself argues
the presence of law and even granting that three
cases in which the parallelism fails, have now to

be added, they only make the ratio of favourable to

unfavourable eighteen to four instead of eighteen to

one. Moreover, since the concurrent fluctuation in

the Carnatic rainfall and the sunspots has been
maintained all through, notably in the present year
as referred to in the Pioneer of Nov. 5th, the ex-

ceptional feature seems to lie entirely with the Cey-
lon dates of arrival.

Now as the Master Attendant may be assumed to

have only a small personal equation, w'e must evi-

dently look either to some local pecularity or to

some general cause which without sensibly altering

the supply of rain to the Carnatic or Ceylon has exer-

cised some peculiar effect upon the conventional date

of the arrival of the big monsoon at Colombo.

It is cei’tainly a fact which has been officially

admitted by Mr. Eliot, the head of the Meteoro-
logical Service of India, with whom 1 have been
working during tlie past two years, that ever since

the beginning of 1893, some extraordinary and
abnormal set of conditions has prevailed, not only

over India, but over the entire Indian ocean, as far

ns data are available. The monsoons of 1893 and
1894 wore abnormal in respect both of cjuantity and
distribution, and it was only the other day as ho

was leaving for a tour of inspection in Persia

that Mr. I'lliot asked me to investigate the

possibility of these conditions being coiurected

in some way with an unusual quantity of

floating ice in the Southern Ocean, of whose pre-

sence an Orient steamer had a vivid proof the other

day by receiving 70 tons of it on board without any
manifest after colliding with a berg. It vvill surely

be admitted that the presence of such a widespread
abnormality as that which caused the monsoon of

1893 to stand out in contrast with all its prede-

ceasors, as the wettest ever knoivn, and that of 1894

as the second wettest in India may be allowed to

upset temporarily a law which depends on a regu-

larly recurring and small variation of sun-heat
As soon as these abnormal conditions subside, the

normal laws may be expected to act, and the cyclical

law' which I firmly believe exists, will resume its

operations.

Before concluding, I should like to point out that
the rainfall of Ceylon judging from Colombo unlike
that of the Carnatic does not seem to be directly
dependent upon the early or late advent of the S.-W.
monsoon as estimated by the Port officer.

For example in 1893 when it was 19 days late
according to his method, the rainfall of May at dolombo
was no less than 20'39 inches or nearly double its

average (11’34) for this month while the total for
the year was 2 inches above the average. Some
people would be inclined to fancy such a rainfall

with a S.-W wind would of itself constitute a mon-
soon, but I suppose the Port officer has his own
opinion about what constitutes a biirst. Again in

1872 when the burst was assumed to occur on May
1st which was 18 days earlier than usual the rain-

fall of May was 1 inch below the normal, and the
total for the year 25 inches below the mean for 25

years, and nearly the lowest on record.

It would almost seem therefore from these instances

that an early arrival of the big monsoon betokened
a scant}' rainfall and vice versa. 1 have therefore
exanrined this point w'ith the following results.

First I have taken exceptional years and then all

cases of early and late arrivals. The results are given
in a tabular form below:

—

Table I.—Extreme monthly falls, arrival of big

monsoon.
inches

Wettest May 1888

Driest May 1882

Wettest November 1870

Driest November 1872

28'78 one day early*

2’62 normal date.

3l5'23 9 days early.

2'82 18 days early.

Table II. —Big monsoon exceptional arrivals.

(1) Early years average rainfall anomaly

date May Oct. year

1872), May (ith in. in. in.

1874
1

I

(13 days 0 —1 —8
1883 j'

early)

1887 j

(2) Late 187(1), J une 5th in. in. in.

1885 1 (17 days -1-2 -f 1 —3
1893

1

r late)

1894 J
1

Total annual fall anomaly
in.

All early years (11) -i-O S

All late years (12) -t-2‘0

Th e balance is thus in favour of late years though
the amount is not enough to be practically import-
ant. The general result appears to be that so far as
Colombo is concerned the monthly and annual falls are
not directly dependent on the early or late arrival
of the soutli-west monsoon, l)ut is due to certain
second.ary and probably local influences which mask
any regular periodicity

;
but that in general the

rainfall at Colombo both monthly and annual is

greatest in those years w’hen the arrival of the
monsoon according to the port officer’s definition is

latest. An examination of the rainfalls at other
places in the island is required before any deductions
can be drawn for districts other than the neigh-
bourhood of Colombo. I hope some one may bo
tempted to undertake it and send the results to

the Indian Meteorological Office, which is studying
the general conditions that affect the monsoons of

the Indian ocean.—I am sir, yours faithfully,

DOUGLAS ARCHIBALD,
Fellow of the lioijal Meteorological Societg of London.

* The average date for the arrival of the big mon-
soon is taken to be 19th May.
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15RIQUETTES (lUlICKS) UK COEFEE HUSK
FOR FIKINU PI ^REUSES.

iS'o\ ember 'Jit.

DE.-viiSiif,—In tlie Obscrri’r of tlie lOtli inst. 1 note
that at tlie last meeting of tlie Malang Planters'
Association it was resolved to otter a prize for the
discovery of a cheap binding substance for the
preparation of briijnettes of colt'ee husk, et(^,etc.,
and as T think 1 could throw some light on
the sulijcct, [ would be glad if you could jmt
me into communication with your Soerabaia
friends.

For several years ) last I have been eNpei iment-
ing— oil' and on—with coir libre dust mixed with
a cheaj), adbesi\e and inliammablc substance,
jiressed into briquettes, the size and shajje of a
Scotch peat, which makes a good fuel, but has
insufticieut heat generating power, as only 191b.

of steam could be got out of it although 1 stoked
all I knew.
Had 1 got another (i or S lb., it would have done

my purpose, but unless some other cheap sub-

stance can lie found, J must confess to Vicing

defeated, as have done many better men before

me, who have tried their hand at it but the

substance used with the coir-fibre dust would
amalgamate with cotl'ee busk eipially well and
would I know solve the IMalang Planters' dtli-

culty, as the coll’ee husk has in itself suHicient

beat generating power for any ordinary steam
pressure.—Yours faithfully,

ENGINEER AND PLANTER.
[This letter is sure to attact attention in

Java (Malang and Soerabaya) and wc shall be
ready to give our corresjiondent’s address when
apjilied to. Meantime he might write to the

Secretary of the Planters’ Association refened
to.—Ed. T.A.]

THE CEYLON LABOUR QUESTION.

Nov. 20.

Sir,—Indentured Labour to Plantera would appear

to be pretty much what Pork is to Jews. Wliy it

should be BO is a little hard to understand. Inden-

tured Labour is of all sorts, is indeed just wdiat

you choose to make it. Its sole essential feature,

the point in which it differs from free latour is

this, that in the contract of service the employed
is either represented by, or else has conjoined with

him some responsible party, generally a Government
Department or a Labour Bureau, which stands in loco

/luraitis. All else, the obligations of the employer

to the bureau and of the bmeau to the employer,

are as may have been arranged between the autho-

rities and the representatives of the industries

concerned.
When a Ceylon Planter grows inflamed oi cr Inden-

tured Labour he has in mind, I am told, the regulations

which obtain in Assam ;
whereby, he declares, the Plan-

ter is converted into a sort of milch cow for his coolies,

and the coolies into “fat and greasy citizens ' who
do a turn of plucking or weeding now and again

just to keep them in health and appetite. However
this may be (and the description striJics one asa trille

embroidered), I am not concerned to defend the In-

dian systemj my purpose is to enqihasi.se the fact that

the Indian system is not. 1,he only one.

What is w'anted in Cevlon, if 1 am correctly in-

formed, is an organization which shall secure (I) to

the Planter a sufficient and steady supply of labour,

and this without recoui'se to recruiting agents or

advances; (2) to the coolie, fair wages and treatment

and protection from caprice and inexperience on the

part of the employer ; (3) to the Government the

two desiderata of steady employment for the labour-

ing classes, and the abolition of those incentives to

drink, debt, agid petty crime which are inevitable

^here the eoloured labourer is treated, qua labourer,

agriculturist.

otherwise than as a legal minor. To which may be added,

(for the solicitude of Government may surely be ex-

pected to extend thus far), the promotion of the

interests of industrial Caiiital insofar as they hinge
on Labour.
An organization yielding these results now exists

on the Diamond Fields (not yet on the Gold F'ields)

of South Africa : outcome of twenty years experi-

ment and discussii n, not without noise and heat.

It occurs to me that the Planting Community of

Ceylon, in preparation for the revision of its labour
arrangements wliich the eiicompanyiug of the tea

industry now in jirogress will render necessary,
might find it profitable to investigate .he methods
of regularising labour which obtain elsewhere, and
this method in particular. A system which in dis-

putes between master and servant, substitutes for

the tedious untrustworthy pro.esses of law the sum-
mary arbitration of skilled labour officials ;—which
safeguards employer and enijiloyed alike from the
crimp and the pettifogging lawyer ;—which makes it

an indictable offence to serve liquor to a registered
labourer without his master’s written peimit;—which
treats a registered labourer who should leave the
estate without a written permit as a vagrant, and
any person who should enter the estate without a
written permit as a trespasser ;—which guarantees a
steady supply of docile labour .—such a system is

surely worthy study. For the substantial benefits

aforesaid the employer in his turn is under sundry
obligations which he may not shirk; but they are
obligations which no man. fair-minded and possessed
of the gift of working labour—and it is as much a
gift as writing poetry—will consider vexatious.
And now what like is the system in operation here

in Ceylon? “Just perfect!’’ exclaims ihe orthodox
Planter in I'eyily. Buc one has not gone far in search
of the perfection before one finds that like the joy's

of Paradise it is ineffable
;

no tongue can tell it.

One hears how' you catch your cooly, and how you
keep him, and the way you pay him, and what hap-
pens when you and he fall out and invoke the aid
of the law

; but at the end of th.e story what appears
is not the perfection of the system, but the patience
of the Planter. In the light of the famous Labour
pamphlet— I hear the unhappy author is hiding in the
high jungle until the storm he raised is over—and the
subseciuent Correspondence, the Ceylon system would
seem to have at its root—one might even say as its

root -the habitual and hereditary insolvency of the
cooly

;
gathered up and made available for

the purposes of the Planter in the person of

the kangaiii, and recorded in the Twidw. primarily
a caveat emptor addressed to whomsover the cooly
seeking other employ, may address himself. Now the
tuudu is hardly a document to take into a
Court of law, and an Auditor, a London Auditor,
would treat it with scant couitcsy. Its value is as a
string round the coolie’s leg; and it is this only, so
long as the planters hang together and discourage
the mobility of Labour.
The Inndu, indeed the whole system, is the outcome of

the Arcadian phase of the industry, when estates
were all in the hands of private owners, and native
cultivation bad not begun. The planting community
was then, and in no sentimental sense, a brotherhood
from which any man who should play “ dirty tricks,”

cdmpiiig his neighbours' coolies for example, was
jiromptly banished. Camaraderie secured mutual
fair-dealing. But private owner's arc now rapidly
giving place to public Companies with neither bowels
nor conscience, exercising no more rectitude in their
dealings than the Law tlcniands, and as much less

as possible. And with the Companies is coming into
existence a body of native planters who also will

show small respect for the Kith cominandmcut in
the articles of manservant and maidservant. All
this would not matter wore tlie supply of labour in
excess; but it is not in excess; it is, I am told,

barely adequate. With demand unscrupulous and
supply deficient, a state of things is inevitable, has
indeed already begun within a few miles of whei'c
I am writing, which will issue disastrously to tlio

employer or not, according as he takes the initiative

in reform or leaves the initiative to Goveruiuent.

—

Yours etc., EGOMEX,
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MIL J. II. RENTON ON CEYLON TEA
IN AMERICA.

Reluf-as, Mailiilkelle, Nov.
iSiu,—Ahliou^'li eiiclo.seil is a priNato letter,

I tliiiik tlie iiitormation coiitaiued is sulHciently
interesting-, coininj;- from an inde|)en(!ent source,
to warrant its puldication. —Yonrs trnly,

A. MELVILLE WHITE.

New York, Oct.
My Dear White,—I have been some six or seven

weeks in the United States and Canada, making
myself personally acquainted with the conditions of

the tea trade and write to you to say how very
pleased I am with all that MacKenzie is doing for
us. He is doing his very best with the small funds
at his disposal. Six thousand pounds go a very
little way in this country, but the lines he has ad-
opted are the right ones, and I do most sincerely

hope that for the sake of Ceylon he will continue
to act as our delegate for another year or two. He
has got in touch with the men. and now that he
knows the ropes it will be a great pity if he were to

leave and some new man take liis place.

I think, however, that the Ceylon Planters might
do more themselves to help the introduction of their
•teas into this inai-ket. Eirst, by placing much more
on the Colombo market. The American Imycr would
prefer to buy direct. He does not like tne idea of

idaying second fiddle to Jjondon. He buys direct in

China and Japan and docs not see wliy he should
not do the same in Ceylon

;
but as long as the

J.ondon market remains at a penny a pound below
the Ceylon market, he does not see the force of

sending out any direct orders, and the general
complaint is, that direct orders are not executed,
owing to the lack of supplies of the ]n-oper kinds of

tea for this market. The only advantage which the
American buyer receives by buying direct at pre-

sent, is that he gets his packages in good order. I

have been into several warehouses and am perfectly

ashamed at the condition in which the Ce5’lon

packages arrive from London. i)0 per cent are
broken and tied up with bits of rope and hoop-
ironed all over. This is the result of the teas being
re-bulked in London.

Second.
—

'\\'hat the Americans want are well-made,
well-twisted leaf, light in cup, thin liquor and lla-

vorj-. I know that it is difficult to make Pekoes
and Pekoe Souchongs of this description for America,
while the Hi-’okeu Pekoes must be made differently

for London and other markets ; for llroken Pekoes
are almost unsaleable here. The teas most suitable
are Pekoes and Orange Pekoes.
Third.—I bear great complaints about our paclcagcs.

Our chests are too bulky and clumsy for inland
trauspoit. The American pi-efers the Japan pack-
ages and there is a great deal in this complaint,
when you consider the immense distances that they
have to travel in the States. The .Japan packages
are made of Momi wood and run as a rule, 23 in-

ches long by 15 broad by 12 deep. These are covered
with matting. Now, as we import an immense
number of Jajjan packages, is there any reason why
we should not import packages of a size suitable

for this niaiket ? We can import the same wood as

what the .Japanese use, viz. ;!-8tli9 inch and the
matting to cover packages of this reditced thick-

ness. f think that if we could give them 1st, more
teas

;
second, teas of the qnalitj' they w’ant

;
and third,

in the packages they want
;
there can he no doubt, we

should do a much bigger business in Ceylon teas with
A,meiica.—Yours very truly, J. H. RENTON.
A. Melville White, Esq., Chairman, Planters’ As-

sociation.

n C A C M r Q Q essay describing a really

ULnlnLuOi genuine Cure for Deafness,
Hinging in Ear.- vYc.

,
no matter how .severe or long-

standing, will he sent post free.—Artilicial Ear-
drums and similar appliances entirely superseded.
Address THOMAS KEMPE, ViCTOlUA CllAM-
UERs, 19, Southampton Buildings, Holborn
London.

A DAY A.MONO THE COCO-PALMS.
And such palms ! YVe can well say after

wandering among the edassie groves of Mirigaina
that “the half was not told us.” “CTas.sic” in
the sense of being almost historic as well as
most interesting ground in connection with Ceylon
planting ; for who has not heard of “ the Squire
of Mirigama ” and his famous work among the
coconut palms?
After being a successful coll'ee planter in Dnm-

hara so far hack as the “ thirties”—(’twas sixty
years ago !)—Mr. Wright took charge of Pera-
deniy.-i and there oi>ened up Held after Held with
coffee, ami (^ualiHed as well as horticulturist in the
forties and early fifties. Thence he went as pioneer
coffee planter to East Hapntale in the fifties,

sixties and se\ enties
;

and then we Hnd Mr.
YYriglit, after some years’ residem^e in town,
renewing his youth and showing both young
and old coconut planters “ how to do it,” by
opening and cultivating tliis model plantation
of 2.10 acre.-i in the vicinity of Mirigama. Its

name “ Kand.vngomuwa ” means the ])lace where
tlie trunk of a beheaded man was buried—be-

headed and buried lU) doubt “by order of the
King” of Kandy. Not far away is the beheading-
place itself, and the locality being near the Kegalla
frontier ^\llero thei-e was often lighting between
the. Kandyan forces and their enemies, it is not
unlikely that the punishment of both traitors

and pri.-<oncrs was more common here than in

other jiarts of the country.
The slaughter, however, which has taken place

on and around Kandangomuwa, during the past
ten years has been of the enemies of the coconut
palm, 'i’liese are principally in the shape of

beetle.s and against them and especi.ally the
kandapaaniwa or red beetle, Mr. YVriglit has waged
deadly war, not siin])ly on his own plantation,
hut al.-;o tliroughout the countrj^-side around
his plantation. The leason for this is very
obv ious when one lememhers the terrible foe this

beetle in-oves to young coco palms and tlie ditH-

cutty of knowing that they have found a lodge-
ment, until their work is almost fatally done.
It is generally too, the most luxuriant and jiroinis-

ing, because temler and .succulent jialmtliat the red
beetle pounces upon, and only after he has burrowed
down to tlie heart and utilised the life-hlooil for his

offspi-ing, do tlic.signsof theattackliei-ome externally
visible. Occasionally the mi,scliief is jierceived be-

fore the plant is vitally affected, and if the beetle
is got at and dug out at once ami the tree pro-
perly treated, recovery is jiossihle. Rut where
the beetle has hail time to make Ids deposit
and rear his fandly, it is of the utmost impor-
tance that the tree should he cut down and
utterly hnrni before the swarm of beetles gets
away. A single tree neglected, in -what is too otten
the native fashion, until it becomes a perfect
nursery of the kandapanuwa, is enough to affect

a whole district of jdantations. In our walk
through Kandangomnwa, we saw hut one palm
affected by red beetle and it was being iiromntly
and effectually dealt with. But -what would be
the use of Mr. YVright’s watching carefully over
his

_

250 acres, or some 17,000 palms, if in the
native gardens all round him, no care were taken
to deal with trees affected by the beetle. Per-
haps there is no more striking illustration in
all the history of agriculture than this of how
a careless owner may damage liis neighbour’s
propertjL I n Australia, a Thistle Act was passed
to enable careful cultivators to clear up neigli-

houring properties of a wilderness of thistles, if

such were neglected by the owner, at his ex-
pense, and in Ceylon in the old coffee daysi a
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similar Ordinance 'ftas often threatened in re-

ference to white weed. But certainly, still more
important should it be to have a measure
to compel attenlioji to the chief enemy of tlie

coconut palm. Tlie plan ado])ted l)y Mr. Wright
i.s, however, an ellectual one and very [ileasing

to Ids native neighbours. For, as .soon as lie

hears of a jialm attacked by red-beetle in bis

neiglibourhood, tliough outside Ids own projicrty,

he hurries oil' with kangani and cooly, ami
pays the owner dO cents for the ]>rivilege of being-

allowed to cut down and burn it out. At lirst,

of course, this practice kept him busy enough :

but now ho has his reward in atl'ected trees

being few and far between, in the neighbourhood.

M e have, however, run too far abeatl in dis-

cu.ssing one branch of the planter’s work, sug-

gested by the name of the estate. Ivandangomuwa
is about three miles from Mirigama station which

is fast becoming a busy centre of tratlic. The
thriving continuous village along the roadside

and a great extension of cultivation in jdantations,

fruit and vegetable gardens owe very much to the

establishment of this railway station, some years

after the lino was ojiened to Kandy. The ex-

jieriment has been a highly successful one and
it suggests the (piestion as to whether one or more
statioiis with enually good results might nut be es-

tablished at otlier points on the line. That is a

matter for the ( ieneral Manager and (iovernment

.Vgents to decide. Mr. M’riglit had undoubtedly

very fa\ ourable land on which to plant at Ivamlan-

goi'nuwa. It is of that slightly undulating character

in which the jialm jilanter delights; while the soil

—much of it a sandy loam—is such as palms

luxuriate in.

(To be continued.)

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Investors and Tea Shakes.—There is one point in

connection with investment in tea shares that should

be noted. At one time the lists of shareholders in

tea companies -were composed mainly of people hav-

ing some connection with Anglo-India and the plant-

ing interest. Now the general public are investing

in tea shares, attracted by the stability of the in-

dustry. Both for Indian and Ceylon shares of the

better class there is a steady inquiry, and there is

no reason why tea shares should not increase

in public favorr'r. 1 Investors require some reason-

able security, with a probability of steady dividends.

Mines and ventrrres of the lightning-change sort suit

speculators, but the investor likes something that

does not distrrrb his rest. Four or live per cent

with comparative safety is a boon to the small

capitalist, who wearies equally of the small re-

tirrirs upon consols and gilt-edged securi-

ties ami the risks he has to accept if he trusts

his money in the ordinary joint-stock project.

Under these circumstances tea shares are at-

tractive. In this connection we may mention that

Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and Stanton, who devote

special attention to the purchase and sale of tea

shares, issue a useful list of prices and other par-

ticulars, and a quotation fronr this list will be found

irr airother column.

Indian Tea and the Society of Arts.—We
understand that arrangements are being made
by the Indian Tea Association, in consultation

w'ith the Society of Arts (Indian Section), to have

a vei y interesting paper read at the commence-

ment of the session in January next on the prac-

tical side of Indian tea planting, dealing par-

ticulai’ly with tho improved methods of ina-

nufacture since the introduction of machinery,

the increased attention paid to sanitation, and

care taken of the labour force in sup-

plying them with good water, food, Ac.,

Ithp advantage of railway communication, illus-

trated by mimerous slides showing the gardens build-

ings, and various other details of an interesting

nature. The reader of the paper will be Mr. G W
Christison, who has practically devoted the w'hole

of his life to this subject. We hope to give further

details later on when the date of the lecture is fixed.

A New Use for Tea.— While experiments are

about to be made in England in the direction of

tobacco growing, there is a remote prospect that

the new woman may use tea in a manner
scarcely contemplated by tea planters.

house of a well-known lady where I visit,” so a

AVest-end physician has informed the representative

of a weekly journal, “ green tea cigarettes are in-

variably handed round after dinner; and I know
three actresses of celebrity who give ‘tea-smoking’
parties twice a week, and a coterie of literary ladies

in Kensington have formed a small club, for the

same baleful indulgence.” As the supply of green
tea in this country is not huge, dealers must keep
their eyes on this new development. The Ijuncet

and the Jlrilish Medical Journal will no doubt be ready
with some suitable thunderbolts for the occasion.

Meantime, if a lay opinion be of any value, we
should say that green-tea cigarettes smoked at short

intervals would produce an effect rivalling delirium
remens in variety of sensation and in the number
of reptiles to be seen at a single glance.

DH. MARSHALL MAVRl).

At a meeting of the electors to the Professorship
of Botany at Cambridge, held on November 2nd, Dr.
Harry Marshall Ward. Sc.D., f.u.s., of Christ’s College,
Professor of Botany at the Indian EugineeringCollege,
Cooper's Hill, was chosen to succeed the late Pro-
fessor Caidale ivabington. Dr. Ward graduated
as a member of Christ’s College, obtaining a first-

class in the Natural Sciences Tripos, 187i), with
distinction in botany. In 1888 he was elected to a
Fellowship, and in l,s88 was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society.

—

O. Mail.

The new Cambridge Professor of Botany, Dr.
Marshall Ward, may be briefly described as a plant
physician. At the invitation of the Ceylon Govern-
ment, he was successful in tracing the fungus which
caused tho coffee disease whereby the plantations
of the island were devastated, anil he followed up
this* brilliant beginning by studying the diseases of

the salmon and the potato, the lily and the bean.
His acquaintance with the ])arasitie plant is more
intimate than that of any other botanist in the world,
and it w'as owing to this special knowledge of his
that he was invited to take charge of his special

subject in the forestry department at Cooper’s-hill.

His xiresence in Cambridge will make a great change,
because hitherto undue attention has perhaps been
given in that university to the mere classification

of xrlants.

—

Star, Nov. .5.

-<6>

Ckyi-on Tka jx Ameiuc.v.— It is indeed very
gratifying to learn from the letter of the ex-

Chairinan of our Chandier of Cominerce which
ha.s been pl.aceil at om disposal by the Chair-
man of the Planters’ Association, that our Tea
Deleg.ate in Americtt has proceeded to work on
the right lines in endeavouring to popularise
Ceylon Tea in the great AYestern Continent, tuid

that, in the opinion of so shrewd and capable a
business-man as Mr. Renton, the very best lurs-

sible use is being made by Mr. Mackenzie of

the limited sum placed at his disjiosal. Coming
from an independent source, as Mr. White says,

this informal ion is not only interesting but ex-

tremely satisfactory, and amply justifies the ap-

j)ointment and continn.ance in oliice of Mr.
Mackenzie. The American dealers wish to trade

direct with Ceylon, and tin* points which .Mr.

Renton mentions (about better packages and
suitable teas) in this connection will no doubt

receive the careful consideration of all concerned.

Altogether, Mr. Renton’s i.s a l ery useful lettei.
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ELK HUNTlNCi LS^ CEY’LON.

It was a perfect scenting morning, the hoar frost

hung thick on the long gi'ass in the deep hollows,

and the rhododendron! leaves were silvery with rime.

Tiiere was hardly light enough to pick our way across

a swamp or two we had to cross, and it was iiot

until we reached the jungle edge that the pink tints

in the eastern sky gave way to the dull grey of

actual day. I had selected an isolated piece of forest

for the morning's “ draw,” and ex'iiected to find an
old and very^ large stag which had beaten me more
than once. I had a strong pack out, about seven

couples of foxhounds and four and a half couples

of long-dogs and half-breds, including my grand old

seizer, Zulu.

Posting three of my kangaroo hounds at the

back of the jungle, so as to cover all the open patana
lying between it and the main forest, 1 took the

pack up the hill to the jungle side. I had
)
o ited

Zulu near the river below me, with orders to the

dog-boy to bring him to me on hearing a single note

on the horn. June, who had been feathering on what
seemed a very good line on the grass, opened at

one just inside the jungle. Her first note was fol-

lowed inimediatcdy by a savage “ bay," Standing
close by the jungle edge, I heard the growling of what
I thought was an old stag—a sound 1 have heard

man> a time when I have run up against a stag in

his lair in thick forest. Then suddenly 1 heard the

unmistak-able grunts of a boar. The bay lasted but

a few seconds, and as one of the hounds howded in

ain the boar rushed past within l()ft. of me, but

idden by the bramble thicket he had * stood’'

in. He then made a wide circle deep into the

jungle. I called tor Zulu, and with three coolies

tollowed the pack; my other seizers were quite out

of hearing I knew, so I had to do ihe best I could

with what I had got.

After going about 200 yards through very thick

“ nillu " jungle I reached a clear spot about 20 ft. in

diameter, where the undergrowth had been trodden

down by deer and pigs. In the middle of this stood

two small trees growing close together, and whilst

waiting near these, listening to the “ tongue ’’ of the

hounds as they' appioached me, I heard the thud

of hoofs on my right. Glancing in that direction

without moving I saw the boar trotting down
a gentle incline in a direction that would take him
past me about four yards distant, and the other side

of the two trees. Having no weapon with me but my
hunting knife, I took, for further security, one

cantious.step forward and sidewards so as to place the

two saplings between the boar and myself. I

could see his wicked little eyes glistening as he

stood and listened for the approaching pack, now,

some 500 to 000 yards behinU him The movement
I made, though very slight, did not escape his notice.

He turned and raised his head, looking straight at

me. and, quicker than thought, he was past the trees

and upon me. My knife was in my belt, and 1 was
absolutely powerless. Indeed, it was the feeling of

my own impotence to deal w'ith such a massive brute

that struck me more than anything else.

Past I he trees he reared himself upon his hind

legs, and to the best of my belief, he had all four

feet off the ground as he sprang upon me. I felt

the rough bristles of his chest on my face as 1 fell

to his charge. By the most excraoidinary good for-

tune ho passed on over me as I lay and rushed

straight at two of my coo ies. who w-ere standing some
10ft. behind me, one of them holding Zulu in slips.

I picked myself up as quickly' as I could, in time

to see both the coolies on their backs and old Zulu s

four feet in the air. About 10ft. beyond stood the

boar, in thick “nillu,’’ contemplatjug, as I believe, a

fresh attack. But Zulu, having escapeu f 1 oin the hold of

the dazed dog-bo.v, witli slips and all, rushed furiously'

at the boar. In'a rccond he was alongside of him,

and in another had him by the ear. By this lime

the whole pack had come full cry on his line in a

regular crash of music all round me. It was franti-

cally exciting, for I could not tell how long the good

old dog would hang on. The boar was ploughing

his way through the dense undergrowth, dragging

Zulu with him, and I feared every moment the slips

would catch in the bashes and choke him off. I

seized the spear that the dog-boy ahvays carries to

meet emergencies of this kind, and rushed down
with the pack. Twenty yards or so down the slope I

caught the boar up, going slowly, with the whole
pack baying at him. Not a hound would touch him
though, most of them having had a severe lesson
taught them at previous encounters w'ith Hus indi-
cus. It did not take me as long as it takes me to
write this to get the spear into the brute’s side. Then
jamming it well home, I gave the butt end to one
of my men to hold, and my knife soon did the rest.

As quickly as possible I got my hounds together,
and examined all carefully. Zulu had four skin
wounds over his ribs, inflicted, I imagine, when the
boar first knocked him over. Rip, one of my Col-
chester lurchers, I found badly hurt, a large double
or treble gash in the thigh cutting through the
large tendons and down to the bone. He was the
hound I had heard howling at the first hay, and
had crawled out on to the patana, where I found
him lying. He never recovered, and had to be shot

some mouths afterw'ards. Hector, a strong, plucky,

half-bred dog, had two deep cuts in his hind
quarters

;
.Juno, a foxhound, had a deep wound in

her chest
;
and two or three others had a slight skin

wound. I had no means of weighing the boar in

camp, but he was one of the heaviest I have ever

killed, and stood over 32 in. at the withers. His
tusks are wonderfully perfect and sharp, and measure
just under 9 in.

On looking over the pack I found three of my
best foxhounds were missing. This was a shock to

me for I naturally feared more damage had been
done, and I was just going into the jungle again to

ljuk for them when I heard in the distance the

familiar note of good old Lifter. Far away on the
patana I could see three white objects flashing across

to the nearest jungle. Giving the disabled hounds
in charge of my coolies I ran my best speed across

to where Bountiful, Gossamer, and Lifter were throw-
ing there tongues to a merry tune. I laid on the

rest of the pack and soon there was a grand chorus
in the big jungle under Hudugalla. I now sent for

my three long dogs, and by the time they arrived

X heard a “running liay’’ about a quarter of a mile
in, and felt sure then that hounds were running a good
stag. The baying of the hounds now' began to approach
the patana, and getting forward Siniler, my fastest

seizer, I was just in time to see a fine stag, some
300 yards off', trotting across the open towards the
nearest jungle. Taking advantage of a slight ridge
on the patana which lay between me and the stag,

I got .:,miler well forw'ard, and as soon as I was sure
he had viewed him he was slipped. It was a pretty
course, but not room enough for the dog to reach him
before he dashed into the jungle at full gallop. I
could see he had a grand head, the points of his well
polished antlers flashing white in the bright morning
sun. In a few minutes the leading hounds were
racing across the patana on his line, and with a few
touches on the horn I hurried up the laggards. I
could now' guess fairly well his “ point, ’ especially
as I was sure he was the stag that had beaten me
before, and running all I knew to where I supposed
he would again face the open and cross the river I
saw his galloping slots on the grassy bank of the
stream, and at the same moment heard hounds goino’
hard on my right t,ome 300 feet above me.

Getting over the ridge where I had last heard tongue,
I again heard a “ bay ’’ about half a mile off.

The country here was rather broken, sharp
spurs running down from the main ridge and forming
deep ravines with very steep sides. The jungle on
the nuain ridge being too dense to allow of any pace,
I had to take the broken country, thus giving more
time than I liked for the stag to get his wind. As I
climbed the last hill to the bay, 1 could hear every
now and then the heavy strokes of his fore feet
as he pounded at the more venturesome hounds
around him. AYithin three yards of him, I could
see his head just above the undergrowth. I gave
the order to slip the seizers, but he either winded
me or heard me, for away he dashed pneo more,
crashing the “ nillu ” like a young elephant.
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He now made a fresh point, which I more or

less anticipated, and, making my best pace, 1

was just in time to hear the pack topping a

distant ridge of forest, about a mile from where the

last bay had occurred. Getting down the hill to

cross the stream below me I heard, to my astonish-

ment. the baring of hounds quite close to me. I

soon found out the cause was a sambur hind,

which some of the tail hounds and a couple of the

seizers had charged on to in their last burst after

the stag broke bay. She was lighting gamely, but I

wanted every hound for the hunted stage, so, juinj)-

ing into the water by her side, I got my knife well

home behind her shoulder and dropped lier in her

tracks. Without waiting a moment, and, the few

hounds whipped to me, I hurried on, and over the next

ridge, some HOOft. high, I once more was rejoiced to

hear a grand bay in some very dense forest.

Feeling sure the stag would not face the

open again, nor take water in the adjacent river,

I forced my way through one of the most awful

thickets of thorns and bamboo I was ever in. The

baying of the hounds was getting more and more

savage, and, as I got nearer, the noise was almost

deafening. The whole pack, barring the seizers which

had somehow failed to keep with me, were pressing

him close, and each time as I got within a few yards

of them the stag broke bay again and again.

more I think he winded me, for he made another bold

bid for freedom by a straight run of about half a

mile, but hounds would not be denied, and again

they made him stand. He had been fighting hard

the whole time, and T heard over and over again

the heavy thud of his hoofs as he dashed at, and

fortunately missed, some forward hound. At last I got

up to him once more, and as 1 was trying to niake out

the direction of his head from the points of his antlers,

which I could just see over the undergrowth, he

rushed straight at me, knocking me over with one of

his bi'ow antlers. As I fell I gave him one behind the

shoulder with my knife. This failed to stop him,

and for another ten minutes or so it was the grandest

fight I have ever seen. He charged the hounds right

and left, wounding two or three of them with hoofs

and horns, but they were now mad with fury, and

pressed him harder than ever. Once more he broke

away, and stood again near a small tree. Behind

this i crept to within less than three feet of him, and

then made a quick dash at his shoulder witli my knife.

The next thing I knew was that I had received two

violent blows on niy urni tiiicl slionldoi, nud
^

I

was lying on the ground with hounds running

over me. My knife had gone home, though, this time,

and it was his last kick, and a pretty bad one it was for

me. He travelled about fifty yards after that and

fell dead. He was an enormous stag, carrying a

vory syininotricai hoiid, (uid for n» Coylon snnibiiv a

lai-r'e one. The spread of bis horns I mea,surcd :iOi

in.r and the length of beam along the outside curve

was 2itin. His weight must have been considerably

over thirty stone clean, and he stood more than 13

hands at the withers. I had no means of ascertain-

ing the weight exactly, but I have weighed smaller

stags that I have killed which have turned the scale

at thirty-two stone clean.
. .7 ,

It is only fair to mention to the credit of Zulu

that he was thrown out after the first bay I slipped

him at, being too heavily built a dog to keep up

with racing foxhounds. Had he been with me the

fight would have been over much sooner. The run

lasted two-and-a-liai£ boiu’s. d.

—Field.

S.MOKEHS SHOUJ4) USE
CALVEKT’S DENTJ-PHENOLENE,

A KfiAOn\NT DENTIFllICJi -\N1>

.\roUTn-\vASn.

Editor of HcaHh says;—“The most effective-

preparation for ridding the month of the aroma

of tobacco, and leaving a ideasant taste.”

Sold in \s. %d., 2,v. 6if., and 1 lb. 7s- bottle.s,

by Chemists, &c.

F. C. CALVERT & CO-, MjJ»anciiestek.

DRUG KEUORT.
(From Clicinist ami Dn(/jr/ist.)

London, Novendier 7tli.

CoCA-LK.vviis—Fine Truxillo leaves are reported to be
scarce, and held for inoie money.

Va.nii.i.a remains (mite firm. It is s lid that in Mauritius
there is notliing left in stock.

Ks.sk.vi'iai, (Mi,— Citronella oil : Native iiraiids (pioted
on the spot at Is 4,jd to Is ad per lb. A fair amount
of bu.siiiess has lieeii done for November- December ship-
mont, with Chemic.il guarantee of purity, at tlie rate of

Is ;{.jd per 11), c i f terms for oil packe,' in drnms, and
at Is 2d j)or lb, c i f terms without guarantee, for No-
venibei -.lannary steamer shipment.

(^i l.M.vi;—The market is a triile easier, 2(),o00 oz second
hand German hulk (15 Sc S or Brunswick) having been
.sold in the cour.se of the week at l:ihi to I3jd per oz.

There are sellers today at the last-mimed figure. The
following are the London statistics of iiuiiiiue :

—

Oz.
Imported in October 1895 17,000
Delivered in October 1895 40,072
Stock on October 31st, 189.) 2,009,904

do do 1894 2,890,3()8

At today'.s cincljona, auctions in .Amsterdam (almost, tlie

largest ever held in tliat city) about 4, .>00 packages .lava
cinchon.i—rather over three-foiirtlis of the ((Uantity olfered
--sold steadily at an ave)-age unit of 2ic per half-kilo,

showing no alteration compared with the hist .Amster-
mad public sales.

INDIAN TEA 8ALE.S.
(From Williani i][ova)v (b Co.’s 3Iarkct Report.

Calcutta, 27th Nov. 189.5.

On the 21st instant, 17.072 chests were offered
and 17,(i05 sold. Prices for all good quality teas
were very firm and occasionally marked a rise

;
com-

mon sorts were again slightly lower. Tomorrow 18,000
che.sts will be offered.

TOTAL (JUANTITY OF TEA P.VSSEr) THROUGH CALCUTTA
FROM 1st APRIL TO 25TH NOV.

1895. 1894. 1893.
Great Britain 90,941.284 90,838,733 87,090,370
Foreign Europe 223,!»88 204.035 257,314
America 881,558 430,537 210,970
Asia 3,227,913 3.044,128 1,135,849
Australia 5,259,049 3,001,952 4, .502,279

100,.533,792 98.179,985 93 790,788

(From Watson, Sibtlior// <£ Co.'s Tea Report.)

Calcutta, 27th Nov. 1895.

17,550 packages changed hands in the sales held
on the 21st instant. Good liquoring teas were
again in demand and sold at full prices, but other
sorts were more or less neglected and found buyers
only at a further decline of from 2 to 4 pie per lb.

There was a fair amount of business done for the
Colonies, Bombay and other places.

The average price of the 17,550 packages sold is

As. 7-1 or about 7?d per lb. as compared with
19,707 packages sold on tlie 22nd November 1894 at
As. 9-8 or nearlj" lOd per lb. and 10,185 packages sold
on the 23rd November 1893 at As. 6-11 or about 8*d
per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 25th November from
here to Great Britain are 96,809,067 lb. as compared
with 91,159,735 lb at the corresponding period last

season and 88,143,013 lb. in 1893.

Note—Last Sale’s average was As. 7-3 or nearly
8d per lb.

Exchange—Document bills, 0 month’s sight Is

1-1.3-lOd.

Freight—Steamer—£1-11-3 per ton of 50 c. ft.

Violet Perfume.—In a Toxir Itouml my Garden,
by Alphonse Karr, translated by Eev. J. G- Wood,
the reader is told that * the Violet alone refuses to
separate its odour from itself; it is to bo met with
nowhere but in its own corolla. Perfumers are
obliged to make,- with the root of the Florentine
Ir,s, a certain false and acrid Violet odour, of which
every returning spring compels us to ackuowloclge
the insufficiency.” I wouM like to know if this is

still the case, or if the difficulty has been overcome ?

WilUain Cntlibertmi, Rothesay,
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.
{Furnished by the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, Dec. 2, 1895.

Exch.\nge of London; Closing Rates, Banh Belliny

llate.s On demand 1/liJ to 25-32; 4 months’ sight

1/1 25-32 to 13-16; 6 months’ sight 1/1 27-32. Bank
Buying Bates:—Ovc&its 3 months’ sight 1/1 29-32 to

15-16
;
6 months’ sight 1/1 15-16 to 31-32

;
Docts. 3

months’ sight 1/1 15-16 to 3i-32
;
6 months’ sight 1/1

31-32 to 1/2.

Coffee.—-Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel.—Nominal. Estate Crops in Parchment,
delivery per bushel R17 to 18’25.—Noml. Plantation

Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt, R1825.
Plantation Estate Coffee f.o.b. Special Assortment
per cwt, K85 to 92 50. Liberian parchment on the spot

per bushel, R12'50. G-ardeii and Chetty Parchment
on the spot per bushel, Rll’50 to 15 50. Garden and
Chetty Coifee f.o.b. per cwt.—no quot. Native Coffee

f.o.b. per cwt. R72.
Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week; Broken

Pekoe, per lb 55c. Pekoe per lb 40c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 33c. Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 29c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bahk.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine

per lb I5C. to 3c.—1 to 4 %.
Cakdajioms.—per lb 80c. to R1'80.—Nominal.
Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt. R15’25 to^ 15’37.

Nominal. Dealer’s oil per cwt. R15-12 to 15-25.

Coconut oil in ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton R335'00

to 337-50.—Buyers.
Copiu.—Per candy of 560 lb R42‘00 to RlS'OO.

Coconut Cake; (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R40 00 to 47-50.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked & undried) per cwt, R35 to R45.

„ T.T 1 * Q I Kogalla per cwt. R7 to 19.
Coir Yarn.-Nos. 1 to 8 j^g.^O ^0 16.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 cfe 2 only per lb 62c.—Nominal.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb 58c.—Nominal.
Plumbago :—Large Lumps per ton, Rl50 to 330.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290.

Chips per ton, R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Ebony ; per ton.—Government sales on 18th inst.

Bice.—Soolye per bag, R7'12 to B7-90.

Pegu and Cfalcutta Calunda per bag R7*75 to R810.
Coast Calunda per bushel, R3-15 to R3-35.

Muttusamba per bushel, R3-15 to R3'75.

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel, R2-95 to 3-24.

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, RlO-00.

Freights.

Cargo,

Tea
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
Coconuts in bags
Other C.argo

Broken Stowage
SAILERS.

Coconut Oil

Plumbago
New York rates

s fl

rQ 03

M S M
<U O o
pH 1-1 04

s. d.

20/

22 '6

201

20/
20/

10/

h;
• lU

s. d.

<u

tH a,

s. d.

25/

2.5/

2.5/

25/

2.5/

25/

§ §4

B. c.

25
25
25
25
25
25

a 3^
H W
s. d.

22/6

22/6

2210
22/6

22/6

22/6

per

32/6

32/6
steamer

12/6 ® 15/ above London rates.

with transhipment

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittambalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

Colombo, Nov. 30th, 1895.

KI5-UO to 1.5-25 per bushelGarden Parclmient
Chgtty do

Native Coffee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parclmient,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Coco A. —(nominal

)

Rice.—Market is Steady ;—
Kazla
Soolye
Callunda
Coast Callunda
Kuruv^ (New)
Muttusamba

15-60 to 10-00 do
05-00 to 06-00 per cwt
70-00 do
13-00 per bushel (nominal)
07 -00 per cwt
0-70 to 2-00 per lb (nominal)

35-00 to 45-00 per cwt do

RO-.50 to 0-75

7-00 to 7 -.50

7-75 to 8-00

3-00 to 3-06

2-75 to 2-87
8-25 to 3 '50

per bag
do

per bushel
do
do

Cinnamon.—Quoted Nos. 1 to 4, at 58caiidNo.s. land 2 at
62 cents per lb (nominal)

Chips.—R80 00 per candy (nominal) ^
r.offiNiiTs —Ordinary 1135-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)COCONUTS.-

do .Selected 40 -OO to 43-00
COCONUT Oil.— 15-12 to 15-25
Copua.—Market steady;

—

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.

—

fpiotations at
Satinwood.

—

cubic feet

Halmill.a.— do

R46-50 to 47 00
44-00 to 46-00
39-00 to 43-00
05-00 to 72 -.50 per ton

do
per cwt

per c.andy
do
do

do
do

80-00 to 85-00
65‘00 to 60-00

RlOO to R185
1-.50 to 2-12
1-50 to 1-75

ICiTUL Eibre.—

Q

uoted at R3O-O0 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—Quoted nominally:—
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)

do Mixed do
Indian do R7-00 to 9-00

Do Cle.aned lO-OO to 14-00

Sapan Wood.—Quoted 60-00 to no-00

Kekosine Oil—American 7-00 to 7-10

do Rus.sian 3-25 to 3-30

Kapok.—Cleaned f. o.b :— 27-00 to 27'50

do Uncleaned 6‘00 to 6‘50 (Scarce)
Croton Seed 13-00 to 17 00 do

Niix. Vnomica 2-.50 to 3'Q0 per cwt

do
do

(nominal)
do
do

per cwt.

per ton
J’er case
per tin

(nominal)

CEYLON EXPORTS AND
1894-1895.

DISTRIBUTION.

bb
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NE\A/

f From S. Figgis & Co.’s Fortnightly Price Current, London,

PRODUCTS.
1th Nui’ember, 1895.)

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylou, Maarat

Coast and Zanzibar.

ALOES, Socotvinc
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BAKK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow ..

Mauritius & Madaf^ascar..
CAMPHOH, China

.Japan
CAKDAMOMS—

Allepee
Mangalore
Malabar
(’eyloii

Teil cherry

Mysore

Long Ceylou

CASTOR OIL,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CINNAMON,

1st:

2 lids

CLOVES,

Xsts

2iids

3 p Is

4tlis & 5ths
Cuius

Zanzibar
and Pemba.

„ STEMS
COCULHS INUICUS
COFFEE

COLOMBO ROOr...

CROTON SEEDS, s.fted.

CUTCH „
DRAGONS BLOOD, Zin

GALLS, Uu3Sorah& Turkey

Cut A
B & C

Rougn...

GINGER, Calicut

Good and tine dry liver...

Common and good
Ledgeriana chip.s

Original stem
Renewed
Chips
Sli. sof. to gd. hard brig.

Dark to fair
ra r to hue

I
Fair average quality..

Fair to fine clipped
Bold, bright, fairto fine ..

Clipped, bold, bright. fine
Middling, stalky Jt lean
Hood to tine

Brown sh
Fair to tine pmp. obpl.

,, ,, small
.Shelly to good .

.

Sce-ls

White
Fair and good pale
Fair to fine bright
Ord’y. and middling
Ord’y. to tine quill

Cochin

GUM
Beng.il Ron;

AM.MONIACUM
ANIMI, washed

:b

scraped.,

ARABIC E.I. & Aden.,

Ghatti ...

Aiurad oba,

Madras
ASSAFCETIDA

KINO •••
,

myrrh, picked
Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

jackings...

siftings ..

INDIARUBBER ... •:

East African Ports, Zanzr .. . .

bar and Mozambique Coast

IVoody and hard
Good ordinary

Fair to fine bright
Common dull and mixed

Common to good
Fair sifted...

Bol l ’n fine bold cMor •

Midding to fine mid
Low mid and low grown
Good to fine brigiu aou.i,.

Urdiiiary& middling
Ordinary to fine fresli ...

Fair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to fine dark blue ...

Good white and greon .

.

Good to fine bold
Small and niodium
Common to fine bold
Small aii'lD's
Pair to gooi
Blocky to fine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts
Part yellow & mixed do.
Bean & Pea size ditto
Amber and red bold ..

Medium & bold sort-s

Good to fine pale frosted
sifted

Sorts, dull rod to fair ...

Good to fine palc-selectcd
Sorts middling to good
Good and fine yiale

Reddish to pale brown ...

Dark to fine pale
Fairto fine pinky block...

and drop
Ordinarystony to midliiij.

Fair to hue bright
Fair to fine pale
Middling to good

"

Fair to line white
Reddish to middling
Middling to good pale
Slightly foul to fine

Red hard clean ball ,,

Wliite softish ditto

1 a 3J-

1

Ijd a 3d
•21 a 4id
ID a 2 I

e; lOs a £3
63 a £7
fill lOs a £7

200s a 205s

Is a 2s 6d
Is lOd a 2s 8d
Is Sd a 2s 3d

Is 3 I a IS fid

Is 6d a Is 8i
9d a Is 4d
li 9d a 3s Cd
! s 21a Is 5d
l.s Id a 2s lid
2s \ 2s Id

2J.1 a 3d
2j.I a 2^d
30 1 a 't5s

2(3 1 a 30 '

Is Id a Is 4

1

111 a Is

04d a lOd
Oil

254

2 MOl a 2id
IJl a 2 d

Id

83 a 12s

105s a 112s

07s (id a 101s

95s 90s
10s a 20s
7s a Bs

48s
•20s a 32s

2 IS a 50s

50s a 52 i 6d
lOs a 47.S 61
03 1 a 70s

5 fi.l 1

33j a 37s

30 s a 3'3s

2Is

20s a 50s
69 a 611
6S 108 a j68 15(

64 a £7 lOs

63 a £7
£ I a 67

EAST INiiI\.

Bombay, Ceylon, Madras
Coast ami Zanzibar.

,us

Assam

Ball ...

Sausage, ordinaryto nu»
without sticks

Good to flue

Common foul & middling
Fair to good clean

Good tofiuepinky&wliiiRangoon
Aladag iscor, Tamatave,

( „ . ,
.

A inga anf Nossibe I
d'Air togood black

TLi'vr’ I AKK ,,!• I I
gooB fine pale

ISlNftLANts 01 Ixougue ^ • -
Fl!3UMAvV.sf_

Bladder I’ipi'

Purse,..

tdaik to feir

hoan thin to fine bold,,

dark mixed totiaepa’e..

12s Cd i 50s

32s fi.l a 103
3.)S a 503
2ss a .' 4s
i)3 a 50s
273 0 I a 32a
2js a 33s Gd

4 is a 80s
15s a 40s
£25 a £30
£4 lOs a £0
(30 i a iOl

30s a .55s

20 i a 253
Bs a lls
9s a 13 1

•2s Id a 2s ojd
Is 8d a 2s 2d
lOd a Is 51
Is 8il a 2s 21
Is 3d a 2s

2s 1 1 a 2s 4d
Is 7d a 2s '2d

9d Is 5d
I 0 1 a 2s 2 1

2s 2 1 a 2s 6 I

Is (ill a lOj
Is lOd a 2, Od
91 a Is 0 (

Is 8d a 2s 91
5jl a la 31

Kurrachee Leaf ...

tNDIGO Bengal

Kurp.(b

Madras (Dry Leaf)

EVORY'— Elephants’ Teeth
61 lb & upwards
over 30 & under CO lb

60 a 100 lb.

Scrivelloes
Billiard Ball Pieces 2Jv3lui

Bag itelle Points
Cat Points for Balls ...

Mixed Points & Tips...

Cut Hollows
Se.i Horse TeoUi — ...

f a i j lb.

1Y RA BOL AN KS, Bombay

Cd

(lUAHTY.

G lod an 1 fine pile

Re 1 pari thin
•Iiddling to fine violet...

)r Unary to in (Idling ...

Fairtog >0 1 reddish violei

Irdiniry and middling
'lid lling to good
Low to ordinary

Soft sound

close & wi le

.Madras, Upper Godavery

Coast

MACE.

NUTMEGS.

Pickings
Bombiy

,'UrX VO.MtCA
)IL, CINNA.UON

CITRONELLK
LEMONGRAS 8 ..

ORCHELLAlg°y[^?^ "

/MozaX^'
PEPPER—
Malabar, Black siftel ..

Alleppee & Cochin
Tellicherry, Blact

PLUMBAGO, Lump

Chips
Dust

RED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

SANDAL WOOD, Logs .

„ ,, Chips.

8EEDLAC
sENNA, Tinuevelly

Bombay
SHELLS, M.-o’-P.

Hard ,,

Soft ,,

Sound soft

81i. def.to fine sound soft

Shaky to fine solid sd. sft

Defective, part hard
Thin tu thick to .sd. sft

Straight erke 1 oai t close

Bhiailies I,gool& fine

pile

,, II, fair pickings

Jubbleporel, gool & fi w
pale

,, If, fair rejeotio ;s

Vingorlas. good and fine

Good to fine picked
Common to middling ...

Fair ...

Burnt and defective ...

Dark to good bold p ile ..

VV’dcom.darktoline bold

9,3's a 8l's

90's a 12.5’s

Fair to good b l 1 fresh

Ordinary to fair

Brigiii i3t good itavonr .

,, »»

Mid. to fine, not woody
•Jicked clean flat leaf ...

wiry

(JUOTAriONS.

is 6 1 a 3< 2d
Is 7 I a 2i 3i
4s 6 1 a 5s 2

1

3s a Is 3

i

2s 7 I a 3s 14
Is 61 a 2s 41
Is 7 1 a 2s lOd
7d a Is 5 I

fi.59 i fififi

£5 ) a £fi2 10s

6 )8 a £17
622 a £35 1 0.3

69) lOs a £103
£-i a £63
£67 a £76
(233 a £16
£25 a £41

Is a 3i id

7s 6 1 a 7s 9d
3s G I a 4s

is 3d a 7s

is fid a 4s fid

Is 61 a 5s 6d

5s a -as 6d

3s3 1 a 4s

Is C I a 4s 9d
Is 3d a 3< 91
Is 6d a 2s

11 a 6d
2s 1 1 a 3s 2 1

Is 5 I a 21

33 a Ss

4 1 a is 3 1

Id
21
lls a l-5s

12s a 18s

22s a 32s

Fair to bold heavy
good ,, .

V
1 5-16d a 2id

Fair to fine bright bol j];-,^ ^ jg,
vl ddliiig to gooi smal 3,Gial3s
Dull to line bnghi ji,j gj ^ s.s 61
Didinary to fine bright.

..| 2s , 6s
Fair and fine bold ...It4 a £4 lOs
Goodtoliiiepinkynoiuinal 7,.s a 00(

large
medium partstoui
chicken part stout

oyster & broken pcs
Mussel

Ordinary to fair

Interior and pickings ...

Fair to good flavour ...

..Inferior to fine

.lOrilinary to fine bright

(food to tine bold green
Fair middling medium
'Jominon narx and sinal.

irdinarj to good
.•.GYPTiAx—bold clean .

medium tliin and stout

chicken, part oysicrs

Bomuay

—

poor tofinetn.i

cle.au part good color

medium and bold sorts

small and medium sorts

.. Thin and good stout sorts

... Mid. toliuoblacknotstouy

;8tony and inferior

... Sorcs.good motile, heavy
Zanzibar and Bombay Pickings thin to heavy...

Leanisb to fine plump
finger ...

Fill, fair to tine bold brgl
Mixed middling ...

Lingah Ceylou
TAMARINDS

TORTOISE-SHELL
Zanzibar and B

TURMERIO, Bengal

Madras

Coobin

VANILLOES,
Bourbon,
Mauritius,
Seychelles,

Madagascar, ) 4ths,)

1 Ists ...

2uds...
V 3rds...

Bulbs
inger ...

Bulbs ...

Fine, cryst’ed 5 to 9 in.

Foxy St redd sh 5 to 8 i n

Lean St dry to mid, un-
der 6 in.

Low. foxy, inferior and
lickings

6Js a 70S
.50s a 503
£30 a £50
64 a £8
5 JS a lO'Js

Ola 81
31 a 5H
Id a 2,'d

Id a 2 I

55s a 6.13

65s a 82s Cd
C2s Cd a 77s fid

i57s fid a 75 J

75s a S2s (id

7-2s Cd a S7s Cd
75s a 8 is 64
37s a 45s
15s a i(H

9) a 20s
9s a lls

Is a Cs
24s a 3()s

6s a 21s 6

1

7s 3 I a 83 fid

8i Cd i 9s 0.1

*.7s Od a 8s
6 < Cil a 7 6d
7s a 7» Cd
os Cd a 7s Od

'22 1 a .33s

13s a 24s

l'3s a 16s
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THE LATENT VITALITY OF SEEDS.

CASIMIR cle Candolle has lately

published an interesting paper

entitled La Vie J^atente tks

O'yaiiii 'i (Archives des Sc. Rhys.

ct Nat.
;

iiibl. Univers., 1893)>

in which he comes to the con"

elusion that if the external

conditions necessary for the

vital activities of seeds be absent for a long time

they may be totally arrested, but yet the seeds may

be alive and re-enter an active course of existence

after, perhaps, an indefinite period. His experiments

were conducted in a cold room of a meat refrigerator’

having made a preliminary one as follows; Ihree

lots of Peas and Haricot Beans were placed (1) in

free air
; (2) in a tube of air, but sealed

;
(if) in pure

carbonic acid. After two years (1} had increased in,

weight, and nearly all germinated ;
i2) had lost weight

while a silialler proportion germinated ;
air now con-

taining 11-1 per cent, of oxygen, and f’.-H per cent, of

carbonic acid
; (;!) none came up. He asks the

question whether the enfeebled vital activities had

ceased before the end of the experiment, so that

respiration and assimilation had completely stopped

;

if so, the protoplasm must become quite iuert. He

believes that to be the case. He now experimented

with an intensely cold temperature, having previously

determined that Peas, Haricots, and Fennel seed,

would germinate after an exposure of four days to

a temperature of 1-180 R. Ue wrapped up some Wheat,

Oats, seeds of Fennel, of the Sensitive plant, and

of Lobelia Erinus in tin foil. All were well packed

in a cylindrical iron box of 3A cubic feet capacity

.

the lid being hermetically sealed. This was placed

in an open wooden box for protection. The whole

was subjected to an intermittent steani of intensely

cold air coming direct from the refugcrator, from

May to September, 1894, or 118 days.

The cold air was continued from eight to twenty

hoius per day
;
the average time being fourteen hours.

On the greatest number of occasions (sixty-eight

times), the cold was prolonged for twenty hours.

The lowest temperature reached was—63° F., and the

highest—36° F.

In the intermediate periods the warming was very

slow, for the temperature scarcely passed freezing-

point at the end of two to three hours, after stopping

the machine. Conversely, the cooMng of the box

was very rapid, as it was directly exposed to the
current of cold air.

M. De Candolle asks the question whether the

box ceuld check the cooling. As an experiment in

this direction, he completely filled a bo.x with corn*

The lid, being hermetically sealed, was then pierced

to allow the bulb of a thermometer to pass through
it, and the hole was then plugged with cotton- wool.

He then observed the thermometer outside a window

.

The rate of cooling varied much according to the
initial temperatures, and in proportion as the exterior

air was calm or agitated. Thus, in a strong north-

east wind, the temperature of the room being 18°

Fahr., and 17‘5° Fahr. outside, it took twenty-six

minutes to ascend to 21° Fahr. On a calm day
when it was 5.3-0° Fahr. in the room and at freezing

point ontside, it took one hour and eight minutes to

descend to freezing point.

But, as M. De Candolle observes, this experiment

does not bear much, if any, analogy to the cooling

by the air from a refrigerator, for the box was placed
in the direct current from it. Moreover the seeds

were surrounded by a metallic paper, greatly facilitat-

ing the conductibility of the box. He thinks, there-

fore, that not more than a quarter of an hour would
be required to put the temperature of the box in

equilibrium with that of the cold air. On taking out

the seeds, they were at once sown. Nearly all the

Wheat, some of the Oats, and some Fennel seeds

quickly appeared. Of sixty-six seeds of the Sensitive

plant, thirteen only came up
; while of numerous

Lobelia seeds, only ten germinated
The failure of the seeds of the Sensitive plant was

not solely due to the cold, as many failed to "ger-
minate, while many Lobelia plants grew in a control
experiment. The conclusion the author arrived at
was that life, as expressed by vital functions, was
completely arrested for a time

;
the protoplasm was

inert, and could not either respire or assimilate*
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the cause of some being killed was that their in'o-

toplasni had not yet become completely uiei’t-

If this result be true, then, one would expect that

seeds could be maintained with impunity in a medium

unsuitable for respiration, provided there was nothing

which could exert a deteriorating effect upon the

internal chemical processes, as does carbonic acid.

He therefore, tried the effect of plunging seeds

in mercury; thus, 8 grains of
^

below 2'5 cm. of mercury for one month (Uctobci IJ

to November 19). Of these four only germinated.

Of 5 grains of Wheat under i:> cm. of merciirv,

fr-om November 27 to December 28 four grew. Of

5 grains of Wheat under 5 cm. of inercury, fioiii

February 5 to May 5, all grew, bimilarly L. gra ns

of Orcss^, under 5 cm. of mercury, for two months,

*\'hi”''exim^^ therefore, as that with a low

i. qHows that seeds can exist in a state

oT^^cmniplete’ vital inertia ;
and that the internal

cLSs of metabolism can be arrested as long as

tJe necessary external conditions of temperature,

De (SiidoUe thinkrtliat this state of chemical

j -Li inPvHa mav last, perhaps, indefinitely. He
£:tvertlle^Sving^ hi illustration :-M.

A P De Candolle mentions a case where grains

r A,' Jpn«i+ive plant germinated very well after
of ^

f ' gi^tv years repose {r}n/siolo(;ie, p. 621).
upwards of

^y^ilaricot Beans germinating which
Giraidin s

herbarium of Tournefort, where
were taken trom X

century. In 1850 Kobert Brown
they had am

iosit
collection

of Sir’H^ns Sloane! 150 years old several germinated

* fL evamnle one of Nelumbium speciosum, ofM t^e ilant is still preserved in the Natural

ffisSry MuLuni. He refers to the popular notion

2 ‘‘Mummy Wheat” having germinated, only to

k adding, that it appears that the grams were
refute it,

^ placed in the tomb—but he
sterilised

of this. The present writer

finds the ftarch grains to be perfectly sound, and

f ^oimir readily^ with iodine; so that the grains

of St least have been boiled. The most ex-

^case to which he refers was observed by

P^oT De Heldreich {(Uirten Flora, 1873, p 323), the

i fi-ie 13otaiiic Garden at Athens. In
Director ° mines of Laurium he discovered

a^ newlpecter
Glaiicium, G Serpieri. It

in 1873 a
from under a thick layer of

made
fg which he w'ould assign a date of

volcanic sco
, p ^ a reference to the

1500 years. HefCmrcu^ter,
inyestigatio precaution,

f^^T uIt sS from ancient forests gave rise to
found

fgg only ;
but soil from recent forests

woodland plains and fields, according
supplied sp

replaced these respectively. Ad-
as the foies ha^

experiments did not decide the
mitting tha

fpiuks it would bo safe to allow
question, M-

^ duration of arrest of vital

UllivTtj in
buries h. Ihe eoil of fo.-e.t.,-

Gardeners’ Ch ronicle.

COMjMEKCIAL ITBllES.

-r-^ T\ A.Tnn'RTS C.M.Ct., M.A., D.SC., I.L.S.,

of the Uoijal Gardens, Kew.
Assistant-Dm^l^>^ and uanaxa Fimmo.

TV! Alfl hemp produced by JAsa tcxtdis.

Besides
ye tibi2 useful for cordage pur-

Other P;°aiid for making coarse paper. The
poses, for r jlfusa sapimt inn ,

var. paradi ><nyaj ,

plantain, in-
‘ glossy fibre at the rate of 1'81 per

produces a
| weight. The price of the best

cent, of the
g^^es is, howeyer, seldoni above

plantain and bauau n

£12 per ton, a-"", V •Lmand for white-rope fibres,

when there IS a mg
fyi^nila and Sisal hemps. In

and a short °iiL of consideration, whether
spite of this. It s wo J

g^g^^s cut down every

tbe immense (estimated at 50,000,000)

vear in fbe West lud es es
It i, evidently

could not be utilised
^ with first-class rope

coarse paper, as a packing material, or even for the

manufacture oi papier mache. The Aliyssinian banana,
Musa <ie(e. yields a somewhat Vv'eak and du'l-lookiug

fibre, dliisa Dajoo s grown in Bouthern Japan for

its fibre, which is woven into cloth . f an exceedingly

durable character. Musa sumatranii, forming a-n im-

pene rable jungle in the Malay Penii snla may even-

lu.illv prove a useful fibre plan. A banana, native

of 'he Bolomon island^, yields fibre which is woven
into ornamental ganneii'.s, bcu's, and sleeping mats.

< Pine-apple Pibke.

The common ihne-applo (Ananas saliva) has a

rosette of 30 to 50 narrow, strapshaped leaves, from
3 to 5 feet long. These contain an abundance of

fibre which, though somewhat difficult to extract,

is possessed of great merit. It is liner and stronger

than that yielded hy almo.T any other phuit except

China grass. In the East Indies it is manufactured
into a beautiful fabric known as “piua” cloth. In
the Straits Settlements, Sifrra Leone, and some
other localities in the Old World, this tropical

American plant has become thoroughly naturalised.

The leaves in these semi-wild plants are more highly

devoted than in plants cultivated for the fruit, and
hence are better suiled for fibre purposes. In the

Philippines it is also customary to pluck the fruit

before it matures ; this is .said to cause a considerable

extra developement of the leaves.

Pine appla plants are grown in every tropical country
and their cultural treatmect is welt known. They
are easily propagated by means of offsets from the
base. The leaves aie fully developed in about 12

to 18 months, and each p'ant could yield at least

10 to 20 leaves every year. P’or piha cloth the fibre

is extracted by scraping by hand, then washed and
laid out to I loach in the sun. The steeping, wash-
ing, and drying a-e repealed until the fibres are

cousidere l to bo properly bleached. The fibre bundles
are very fine, transparent, strong, and supple. The
ultimate cells are from 2 to 5 mm. long, fine, uniform
in diameter 1 hrough''ut, solid and glossy.

A sample of pine apple fibre t f excellent and
extraordinary length (6 feet), grown at Malacca, was
brought to this country by Mr. Derry in 1893. It

was stated, in the ‘‘Kew Bulletin,” 1893, p. 368,
‘ that one manufacturer was hopeful of using 1,000

tons a year or more of this fibre at the price of

£30 per ton, delivered in London. “Pine-apple
hemp” is a regular artic.e of export from P’ormosa
to Swatow, where it is made into fine “grass cloth,”
esteemed for its coolness as a summer wear.

Cauachiata Eiiiue.

Garaguat.8 (llromelia ariicntina).—The best fibre of

Paraguay is “ Garaguatii ibera. ” It is described as

long and silky. There is fr.cjQent mention of it in

works of travel, and fine specimens were shown in
the Paraguay Court at the Exposition Universrlle,
held at Paris in 1889. Specimens of the plant, abun-
dant in a wild slate, were received at Kew in 1890
and it was found to be a new species of llromeliacac
allied to the pine-apple, which it resembles both in
hab't and character of the leaves. In a report fur-

nished to the Foreign-office by Mr. Arthur Herbert
(No. 1,006, 1892), it is stated “ the ibera is a sort

of caraguata', and its fibre is of a finer (juality than
that of its congener, but neither of them has obtained
any importance in commerce owing to the cost of
cleaning and separating the fibre from the lea\es.
Several attempts have been made but so far without
any great success. From the interest that has been
awakened in this product in European markets it

would seem to deserve a more serious study, and
the r pinion soems to pi-cvail that with improved
machinery and more skilful administiation more
profitable results might be obtained.” Any machi-
nery that could successfully extract pine-apple fibre

could also clean Lie caraguata' fibre. It is anticipated
by those acquainted with the local circumstances
that caraguata' fibre will some day form an important
article of export from Paraguay.

OrniiR Bhomelia Fuikes.
According to the “ Kew Bulletin, ” 1887. April,

p. 8:_-

There are several samples of a wild pine-apple
(iSronidia s^lvestris, M’illd.) from the SVest Indies
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aud Ceutral America at Kovv, but there is no record
of their commercial value. A sample supposed to
be from this plant vi'as lately sent from Trinidad,
upon which the brokers reported as follow;: — ‘ Not
yet in commercial use, but destined, we think, to a
successful future ;• fine, soft, supple fibre, strong and
good colour, ample length

;
say ^£80 per ton and

upwards.’
“ The fibre of the .Jamaica Pinguiu f Bromelin Piii-

i/iiiiilj.) would appear not to bo of high value. The
plant covers hundreds of acres in the plains aud low-
lands of .Jamaica, and an effort was mad ) some time
ago to prepare the fibre, for commercial purposes.
The report of brokers upon a sample of 90 lb. was
as ffillows :

—‘A long, towzelled, weak fibre, of bad
colour, coarse, no strength, and only fit for bfo.aking
up. Similar to St. Tft'lnna hemp tow, but not so
good. Wo should think fl'2 to £10 per ton to the
utmost value ’ Several samples of this Pinguin fibre

from Jamaica and elsewhere, cleaned both by hand
and by machine, are to be seen in the Kew Museum,
No. II.”
Another bromeliad fKaratas PfitHu'e/'U with leaves

8 to 10 feet long, armed with distant, incurved teeth,
is common in Tropical America. It is a well-known
and valuable fibre plant. It is said to be used by
Indians in making the finest hammocks in Central
America, Griiiana, and Brazil.

Bowsteino Hemps.

The species of Hannevieria yielding Bowstring
hemps have creeping rhizomes and a rosette of

leaves of a fleshy character, sometimes flat, concave,
rouud, or spear-shaped. The flowers are in spikes
or clusters, white or green. Tlie leaves are dark
green, more or less succulent, and banded or mottled
with white or black markings. They abound in a
very valuable fibre, remarkable alike for fineness,

elasticity, and strength. The Sausevierias are chiefly
of African origin, but one at least may be Indian.
Some of the species are already widely distributed
in tropical countries. They are capable of being
propagated very readily. Usually the rhizomes are
divided and planted; plants mvy, however, be raised
from seed, or, better still, from the leaves, which,
if cut into pieces about two or three inches long,
readily take root in moist situations. Plants may
be put out at 3 or 4 feet apart. The first leaves
for cutting may be produced in three to four years.
In India, with iSanseeicria roxhari/lnana, 1 lb. of fibre

was e.xtracted from 40 lb. of small gr.’eii leaves.

It was calculated that “ one acre would yield 1,613 lb.

of clean fibre at a gathering, two of which may be
reckoned oil yearly. ” So far Sansevieria fibre is

not in commerce It is, however, used largely in
India—where it first received the name of bowstring
hemp—in Ceylon, and on the West Co.ast of Africa
for twine aud cordage, and is regarded as most
valuable. The fibre, of Sawei:iflria niliiulrica, known
in Angola as “Ife,” is said to be the beat fitted

for deep sea sounding of any fibre known. The
special merits of the fibre yielded by each species
will be mentioned below.
Konje Hemp (Samtevierin giiiiieensis).—One of the

oldest and best known species. The mottled leaves
are somewhat flat and leathery, about 3 to four feet

long, 3 inches broad in the middle. On the Zambesi
it yields “a valuable fibre similar to Manila hemp.”
It grows “ in great abundance in many places, keep-
ing to the shade of woods. ” In Mauritius, Jamaica,
Cuba, and Trinidad it is semi-wild and yields ex-

cellent fibre. In Jamaica the return, under favour-

able onditions, is estimated at 14 tons of dry fibre

per acre, of the gross value of £45. Samples
received in this country from Trinidad, in 1886, vere
valued at £20 per ton, but the colour a.nd strength
were not normal. Good machine-cleaned fibre from
Cuba is said to have realised £50 ]jer ton.

Sansevieria longijlora.—This plant is a native of

equatorial Africa. The leaves are like those of S.

guineensis, but usually larger or flatter, and not in-

variably blotched with green. The best distinction

is the individual flower, which is 3.4 to 4 iuches long,

while in -S', gnineensis it is only 2 iuches long. Fibre
from -S'. longifiora, grown at Kow, was described in

1887 as “ very bright, clean, and strong; in every

way a most desirable commercial article. It would
compete with the best Sisal hemp for rope-making
purposes. Valu.s £.30 per ton.”
Pangane Hemp (Sansevieria ICirkiiJ.—The leaf is

very horny lu texture, with a brown edge, much mottledon both sides. This species was discovered by
Sir .John Ivirk, who states, “It grows abundantly
neai I angane on the mainland opposite the island
of Zanzibar .It is used by the natives and yieldsa long and useful fibre.” The robust habit and
large .size of the leaf of this plant render it very
valuable for fibre purposes. Under exceptional cir-cumstances a single leaf will attain the height of
9 feet. Fibre from a plant grown at Kew was
v.ilued in 18S7 at £27 per ton.
Noyauda {Sanserieria -:ei/lnnir.a).—This has Ions

been cultivated in Ceylon. The leaves are semi-
circular ill transverse section, 1 to 2 feet lono- dull
green with a red margin, and copiously banded with
white. The Singhalese use the fibre in numerous
ways for string, ropes, mats, and a coarse kind of
cloth. Generally the fibre is prepared by rettin» or
by simple beating and washing. The small size of
th.o leaves, aud the difficulty of handling them in
large quantities, would render this species of less
value ommercially than any of the preceding.

Ife Hemp (Sansevieria cglindrica).—This is a most
distinct and curious-looking plant. The leaves are
quite cylindrical and solid, about 3 to 4 feet long
and about an imh in diameter at the base. When
growing they look like a cluster of sharp-pointed
stems. The species extends across South Africa
from Zanzibar to Angola. The fibre, as already
stated, is very valuable. -Specimens prepared from
plants grown at Kew were valued at £28 per ton
-S', sn/rala is very similar, but the leaves are more'
slender, with rather deeper vertical grooves. The
fibre is slightly weaker, and valued at £26 per ton

Sisal Hemp.
Sisal hemp, Henequen, or Yucatan hemp, is pro-

duced by a species of Agave, native of Mexico of
which the common “American aloe” is the type
Tfiere are two, if not more, varieties cultivated for
fibre. The chief one is the “ Sacqui ” {Ar/ave rigida
var. longijolta). Plants were received at Kew in 1879’
and again in 1890. The other is the “ Yaxqui ’’

{Agave rigida, va,v. sisalana). The former has leaves
with side teeth, and a strong terminal spine; the
latter has the terminal spine only

; the edges of the
leaves are smooth.

Cultivation.—These Agava plants are propagated
either by suckers from the base of the stem, by seed
or by bulbils (called “pole” plants) produced on the
flowering branches. The latter appaar in the axils
below the flower, and number many thousands. They
remain in the parent plan until they are about four
to six iuches long, and sometimes much longer.
The land suited for the cultivation of Sisal hemp

is entirely different from that required for Manila
hemp. The best fibre districts in Yucatan possess an
arid climate, with gravelly, stony, or rooky soils; they
are only a few feet above the level of the sea

; thesummer heat is intense. It is claimed that the fibre
is s’ronger and more abundant in dry, hot soils than
in rich, deep soils. The plantations are formed with
young plants about 18 to 20 inches high. These are
put out in rows, at distances varying from 6 to 12
feet apart, equal to about 600 to 1,000 to the acre
Broad lanes are left here aud there for the purpose"
of making roads or tramways, all convergincr on the
factory, where the leaves are cleaned. A plantation
begins to yield in three to five years, depending of
the size of the plants when first put in, and the
ne.ture of the soil and cultivation.
Harvesting.—'When the leaves are fit to cut 10 to

20 are taken from each plant, beginning from below
The cuuing may be repeated two or tfiree times a
year according to the vigour of the plants. As soon
as a plant shows signs of “poling” it is regarded
as useless for fibre purposes. The pole is cut out
and the remaining leaves are harvested soon after
To provide for the continuance of the plantation
“ it is the custom to place at the foot of each plant
(when about three-fourths of its life are spent) a
small plant which replaces the old plant when the
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latter is removed.” The period of the life of a plant
may extend from five to ten years or more. Cuttiiig
the leaves too severely will accelerate the poling of

the plant and thus destroy its usefulness.
Exhartinii the Fibre.—1'he leaf-entters are paid at

the rate of 2.^ cents per day for 200 leaves. Tiie
leaves are conveyed from the fields to the factory
either on mule back or by means of light tramways.
Each mule carries 200 leaves each trip ;

a t.ask of

10,000 leaves requires ten trips, with five mules each.
On the tramway a mule can draw a waggon with
.S,000 leaves and make five trips a day. Most of the

large fibre estates in Yucatan are provided with
light portable railways on the French Decauville
system. The more common machine used for ex-

tracting the fibre is the ‘-raspador. " It is a rude
])iece of machinery consisting simply of a wheel
like a four-foot pulley with a six-inch face. Across
the latter are fitted pieces of brass an inch square

and six inches long, running across the face about
a foot apart. This wheel runs in a heavy wooden
frame and makes about 110 revolutions per minute.
The leaf is put in at one end of the machine and
held by a strong clamp while exposed to the beaters.

The pulp is soon crushed out of it, leaving only

the fibre. The leaf is then reversed and the other

end cleaned in the same way. The average work
of one machine, requiring li horse-power, is 7,000

to 9,000 leaves per day with two men feeding. It

is estimated that 1,000 ordinary leaves will yield .50

pounds of dry fibre. Exceptionally they will yield

100 pounds, but from strong plants from five to

seven years old 75 pounds would be a good yield.

After the fibre is cleaned it is spread out in the

sun to dry. It is afterwards pressed into bales by
lever or screw presses or by hydraulic pressure.

The latter method is becoming general. The bales

vary from 1550 to 100 pounds, with a cubic measure-
ment of 22 feet. It i.s calculated tliat the total

cost of growing and cleaning the fibre and of deliver-

ing it at Progresso, the port of shipment, is about
iji cents to 4 cents per pound Mexican money (about

ijd. to l.Jd. English money).

Fofiilioii of the liuht.'ftr//.
—The fibre plantations in

lucatan are estimated to cover about 24,000 acres.

The total yield in lti9 was 350,000 bales of 375 Id.

each giving a tota eight of 131,250,000 lb. For
the whole country, this would be at the rate of

760 lb. per acre. The actual return is probably a

good deal more, as the total area under cultivation

is not aT yielding fibre. The estimated yield of the

Yucatan plantations in 1S95 was 400,000 bales. A
State duty of 20 cents per 100 lb. is levied on hemp
exported from Progresso. A detailed account of the

fibre industry in Yucatan is given in the “ Kew
Bulletin,” 1892, pp. 272-277, and 1893, pp. 212-218

The latter was prepared by her Majesty’s Vice-Consul

at Progresso. A general account of Sisal hemp
plants, and efforts to start industries in various

countries is given in the “Kew Bulletin,” 1892, pp.
21-40. Attached to this is a return of the average

price per ton (spot value) obtained for Sisal hemp
in this country for each month from January, 1879,

to December, 1891. The following is a brief summary,
based on this return, brought down to September,

1895

Year. Highest. Low'est.
Average for

the Year.
£ s. .£ s. £ s.

32 10 21 0 24 0
29 0 24 0 27 0
56 10 45 0 50 0
20 0 15 0 17 10

17 0 13 0 14 7

1879
1883
1889
1894
1895 ; (

Jan. to Sept, i
, , . ,

The fall in prices, so marked in the United

Kingdom since 18.89, was equally prevalent in the

United states. This will appear from the following

Price per
jgjp.j, igoq. 1895. to Sept,

lb. in.

Now York. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents.

Dec. 31. C. to 6.i S' to 3H to 2g 2J to 4^

Note added.—The monihly report on Sisal on the

15th Seiilember, 1895, sliowcd a more favourable

tendency. The spot value was .tTO to T17 per ton.

BoMii.w Ai.oe Fibre.

Bombay Aloe (
Ai/aec eicijiamj .—The plant is a

native of tropical America, but widely sp-ead in the

East Indies. It is extensively used as a hedge plant

in ludia, in B 'nlia ^and the North-West Provinces.

The leaves are very long, narrow, and concave,

with rather distant,' brown teeth, and a terminal

spine. Numerous bulbils are produced on the flower

spike, hence the specific name. When white-rope

fibres were in high demand, the fibre from Ar/ave

vivipam was prepared rudely by hand, and shipped
from Bombay. It was, from the first, practically

unsaleable. In 1890 the stock in this country had
accumulated to over 1,000 tons. The prices quoted
were from t‘5 to £12 per ton. As pointed out in

the “ Kew Bulletin, ” 1890, pp. 50-51, well cleaned
fibre from this species was really worth at taht

time from £25 to J'30 per ton. The ditforeiice in

price was entirely due to the character of the cleaning.

A very similar fibre to Bombay aloe fibre was
imported this year-from Natal under the name of

South African hemp. It was probably yielded by
Aijare americana. It was of bad colour, not well
cleaned, and almost unsaleable. It is useless to ship
fibre of this character from any British possession.

Maniba Aloe Fibre.
Manila Aloe (Apace rivipara ).—The

1 hint known
locally as “Maguey” is the same as that yielding
the Bombay fibre mentioned above. It is also cleaned
by baud. The value of the Manila fibre has always
been slightly higher than the Bombay fibre, owing
to its being presented in a cleaner condition. In
March, 1893, Manila a'oe fibre was quoted at 17s.

per cwt., while Bombay aloe fibre was dull at 8s. to
13s. per cwt. It was only possible to produce the
former when the inice of white-rope fibres was ex-
cepliona'ly high. Of late years it has almost dis-

appeared from commerce. In the Philippines the
aloe fibre is used for making strings for violins. It
is important to distinguish between this fibre and
Manila hemp. The latter is yielded by A/ii.m le.riilis.

Mauritius Hemp.
The Green or I'ketid Aloe yielding Mauritius hemp

(Furcra’a (/ipanlca) was introduced as a garden plant
from South America, about 1790. It is known amongst
the French as A/oi-s vert. In 1837 it had established
itself spontaneously in many localities in the island.
About 1872, the quantity of plants growing on
abandoned sugar estates suggested their utilisation
for fibre purposes. The first exports were 214 tons,
of the value of £4,934. Since that time, with some
fluctuations, duo to tin ebb and flow of demand,
the Mauritius hemp industry has sttadily advanced.
The vaiue of the exports is now about £50.tiOt)

annually. The plant has much the habit of an
“Aloe,” but Ihe leaves are bright green in colour,
and with no teeth or terminal spine. The leaves
are often 4 to 7 feet long, and 5 to 8 inches broad
in the middle. The flowers are greenish white, on
a branched peduncle or “pole” 10 to 20 feet hio-h.

Bulbils are produced as in some species of Apove.
The plant is chiefly propagated by means of these.
Regular plantations are established on the same
plan as those described under Sisal hemp. Plants
that have “poled,” are replaced by strong young
plants from nurseries. The life of a p'aiu is about
seven to ten years. They are, therefore, cut for
about four or five years before they pole. Over-
cutting the leaves tends to cause the plant to flower
and die prematurely.

Fibre Machintc .
—The hemp indust'.y in Mauritius

was greatly advanced by the invention of local
machines, called prattee. They cost about £20 each,
and are worked by steam or water power. The
grattes are on the same jirinciple as the ra.y/atlor
of Yucatan, and consist of a drum, with In Ited blades,
which revolves at a great speed in front of a feed
table, on which the loaves are placed. One giatte
is served by two men. who woi k alternately

;
one of

them must be left-handed. Theout-tuiu of wet fibre
for each machine is, on an nveiage, nboul !tl lb. per
hour; the out-luin of dry fibre p.i day of eight
hours for each machine is 214 lb. The average cost
of producing a ton of fibre ready for shipment in
1890 is 225 rupees. A full account of the Mauritius
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fibre iiiaclnnc is given in tlic “ Ivcw r>nnctiii, " pp.

Jlr.'n-itins hemp is n >t 'arge'y used for covd-^ge
pni.poses. It has speeiii iiypl’raiioii ; 11 .accnuat'id’
ii-r. fineness and instre, and is ai’.'.'. a ;n,-.i fr.r • i-'.ui-

mental parpnsea. T: e prices have Ijeen well main-
tained, in spile of tiie depressed condition of most
fibrous substances during the last two years. In
March, 1895, the quotations were Good white,
21s. to 24s. per cwt.

;
fair, 17s. to 18s.; common,

14s.’' The imports in 1893 were 1,375 tons; in 1891,
684 tons.

<ii(jantca has been largely planted at the
island of xVnguilla in the Leeward Islands, under the
direction of Sir William Haynes Smitli, k.c.?i.(t.

The plantation is adout 350 acres in e.'itent, and
the first crop of loaves will be shortly harve-tod.
Should the price of Mauritius hemp be maintained,
the Anguilla pla.ntation is likely to be very successful.

Silk Gn.iss.
Although this term is sometimes applied to some

species of lUomdia, it is more genernllj' apn'iod Pi
lurenva cuhp.nsu, one of the “green aloes,” very
similar in appearance to the plant yielding Mauritius
hemp. It is a native of tropical America, and is
cultivated in Jamaica and Tobago as a fibre plant.
The leaves are 5 to 6 feet long, usually armed with
strong prickles, but sometimes unarmed (as in the
vai'ietv inennia), ov with few prickles. * he vield of
fibre is at the rate of 2-5 to 3T5 per cm . Sunoles
of silk gra.ss fibre fr, m .Tfimaie i \ .

, ..

1884, a' £27 p. r t' n, ;tid rep.,. s u).;

to Sisal.” Anoti.er species, Fiuci-ua .-icUoa, witn
leaves 3 to 5 feet long, armed with brown horny
teeth, is plenti ul in Ceylon, but apparently scarce
elsewhere. The fibre yielded by it is very similar
to that of /''. cu^Kinais. Unlike the latter, ' however,
it has 10 unarmed variety, and is therefore not
likely to be widely cultivated for fibre purposes.

New Zeal.vnd PiioitHtUH Fiintn.
The plant yielding this interesting fibre {Phoriiiium

tp.naa-) is very variable. It belongs to the liliaceous
order, and h is very long, sword-like leaves, growing
in opposite rows, and clasping each ofher'at the
base Th' re are two well-marked varieties. One
has leaves ,5 to 10 feet long, bright green above,
glaucom beneath, with the flowers red; the other
has shorter leaves, with the flower.s yellow. The
flowering stem is large, and alternately branc' ed.
It rises out of the centre of the leaves, reaching a
height of 12 to 16 feet. The I'ruit is a three-valued
capsule, containing two rows of small, Ihittmied
black seeds.
The Maoris are said to recognise about 55 sorts

of the Phormium plant to which distinct names are
given. The accepted number amongst Europ ans is

mucli less. Eacli shoot has live leaves, and ahont
ten shoots go to a clamp

; there are therefore about
.50 leaves in a clump. Excepti'.nally the leaves may
be 10 feet high, but usually they are from 5 feet
to 7 feet bigo. So far the I’horminm plant is not
regularly cultivated’ The fibre is prepared wholly
from wild or semi-wild plants. It is recommended
to start p'antations under favourable conditions, and
make Phormium one of the established crops of the
country. Hy such means it is anticipated that the
leaves will be more uniform in character, an I capable
of yielding a better class of fibre.

Phormium has been the subject of extensive
invejiigation in New Zealand for many yca ’S. Num-
erous experiments have been undertaken uitli the
view of improving the methods of preparation, and
extending the application of the fibie. The lesu ts

have not been succes.sful. Tiie subject is still • ccupy-
ing the serious attention of ihe New Zealand Govern-
ment. In 1893 the follo’.vi g picminms weic offeied ;

—

(1) .£' 1,750 tor improvements m mechiiiery which will
materially rediice the cost of production of commercial
fibre; (2) £‘J50 for a process for utilising the waste
products of the industry. The resuUs of (be trials

in CO nection with those premiums liavo not yi-t been
published. It is prol.ahle that experiments carried on
in this couii'ry with fresh leaves would be more
8Uccessf. 1 l. It is to b'c expected that the conditions
in New Zealand, in a Comparatively new community.

devoted chiefly to agricultural pursuits, are not so
favourable for inventions as in the large manufactur-
ing c. n.re.s of Pugland. A suggestion on this point
is oiTi'i’i'd later

J.’: may bo ueutioned that the fibre of Phormium
is iietini-r a fl ix tmr a hemp in the usual acceptation.
It would be more correct to call it simply “ Phormium
fii)re.’ It is one of tlio oldest exports of New Zealand.
Between 1828 and 1832, although New Zealand was
then vi.sited only by whalers and a few traders,
110 less than £59,000 worth was sli pped to Sydney
alone. .Vt tint time the Maori hand-dressed fibre
fetched a high nrice in the English market, under
the name of “ New Zealand flax.'’ The Maoris were
careful in tlie selection of the leaves, taking only
those in which tiie fibre was properly ripened,
instead of cutting over the whole plant indis-

criminately and at all seasons. Machine-dressed
fibre did not come into commerce until 1861 , and
then only to supp’y ihe deficiency in Mauila for rope-
making. It is estimated that an acre will vdeld
ab:"i: ten tons of sun-dried leaves, and that the
us’ al yield of fibre is at the rate of 12 cwt. per
acre. Phormium is pre-eminent for its high yield
of fibre

;
this is at the rate of 15 to 20 per cent,

of green leaves. The old Maori fibre was so well
prepar- d that it was capable of being made into
damask and towelling equal to fairly good linen.

Specimens of these are in the Kew Museum. The
m ‘cl’.hie- !• -"i-ied fibre is defective in many respects,

I ;! -.i5 ; 'll ;v for the manufacture of twine
to-. '• ini -L' , bi iding iii.achhias. It is felt that
the iuli value of the fibre can only *be obtained by
the use of a combined scraping and chemical process
applied to carefully selected and properly matured
leaves. Tiiis is well brought out in the following
extract front the “ New Zeala”.d Official Year Book ”

for 1844 :
—

“The ;greatest improvement of the present system
will be effected by the cultivation and careful selec-

tion of the leaves, and by the substituti n of a
chemical retting process for the prolonged owashing
and siin-bleaching whi'-h at present obtain
The sodic-.sulph ite process suggested by Mr. Cross
appears to be the most promising. The advantage
of this process over any other is the very higlt yield
of fibre it achieves, which exceeds one-fourth of the
weight of the green leaf, no other process having
yielded more than one-sixth. The quality of the
fibre produced resem'-tles the native-made fibre in
lustre and strength. For the future, if the phor-
mium plant is 10 become a suirce of fibre supply
fnv the world' iiiarkot, its culiivatii>u must be es-
tabiisiicd in favourable situations. The natural
-up 'ly is now dilficult to collect, and still more
difficult to renew and perpetuate.”

The shipmcnia of Phormiurn are variable. Owing
to the iinproved demand for fibres generally, the
number of Phormium mills in New Zealand in-
creased from 30 in 1886, to 177 in 1891. The ap-
proxiina'c value of the industry during the same
peiiod increased from £ 13.094 to 234,266.
The exports of Phormium for 1881, and for the

years 1888-93, showing the quantities and values,
were as follows;

—

rear
1881
1888
1889
1890
1891

1892
1893.

1,308

4,0-42

17,084

21,158

15,809

12,793
12,587

26,285
75,269

361,182
381,789
281,514
214,542

219,375
The fignros since 1893 have shown a remarkable

falling off ill exports both to this country and
America. The latter imported only 7,000 bales in

18.'4, as against 70,9-15 in 189.3,

A careful investigation of Phormium fibre was under-
taken by Mr, Cross in 1886. The results are pub-
lished in the Keports of the Royal Commission of
the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1887, pp. 373-376.
As compared with Irish flax Phormium fibre con-
tains a lower per-oentage of cellulose, the actu.al
figures bei.ig, Irish flax 80’2 per c.mt., Phormium
65’7 per cent. This cellulose in Phormium is alsg
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shown to possess a lesser stability than in flax.
It is pointed out there is a very close structural
resemblance between Phormium fibre and Manila
fibre, so that i i case Phormium may not be so use-
ful as flax for the higher textiles it may be brought
into more active competition than at present with
Manila hemp as a white-rope fibre. The structural
resemblance between Phormium and Manila hemp
above noticed is corroborated by what takes place
in commerce, “ Phormium,’’ writes one authority,
“ mixes well with IManila. Whcir the demand in the
States for binder twice runs on Manila then New
Zealand Phormium is in such demand for mixing
that it may go above Sisal in price.”
The outlook in this direction is, however not

very promising. The supply of IManila, as well as

Sisal hemp, could be considerably increased if prices

went up, as there are large tracts of land still

available for cultivation, and the labour supply is

both cheap and abundant. Further, the question

of freight has to be considered. Frei?hc on New
Zealand Phormium to the United States in 18‘,)2 was
fi lOs. per ton, while on Sisal it was only iT.

Again, by sailing vessel to the United States the

freight on Mniila was only £1 12s. 81. per ton. By
way of England it is more. The best opening for

Phormium is evidently in the direction of supplying

a good fibre for textile purposes, and here the field,

at present at least, is not so fully occupied.

The prospects of the Phormium industry are yery

fully discussed in a paper presented to the Houses
of General Assembly in New Zealand (II. 22, 1892),

containing correspondence with the Agent-General

in London. The latter states :

—

“There are a number of skilled persons who, if

they had sufficient inducement and full and proper
opportunity [in this country] for ascertaining the

nature of rhoriaium tenax, would dir-ct their atten-

tion to the discoyery of a means whereby the plant

could be effectually and economically cleaned, so as

to enable it to compete with Manila and Sisal.”

He then offers the following suggestion :

—

“ It appears to me that wuat is wanted is the

cultivation of the plant itself in this country to such

an extent as would provide sufficient materials for

the purpose of supplying those whose skill and
attention would be directed, on sufficient inducement
being offered, to the discovery of proper machinery
for preparing the fibre for the mirket.”

It may be added that the plant grows yery freely

in the South of England, the South of Irelacd. and
many localities with a warm climate south of the

isothermal line of 51° Fahr. A plot of about five

acres in extent would be amp'y sufficient to supply

leaves for experimental purposes. The importance

ot the interests concerned would fully justify the New
Zealand Government to act upon the suggestion

here given.

PALM-LiiAr Fihues.

Several species of palms with feather-winged or

pinnate leaves, are utilised for the fine fibre contained

in the leaflets. This fibre is fine and hair lik , very

soft, and. when unbleached, closely resembles flax.

It is composed of the fine tibro-vascular bundles run-

ning through the substance of the leaflet. It is deftly

extracted by hand in the young state before it is

hardened bv exposure to the sun. The process is

alow and tedious, but the value of the fibre is un-

doubted. It is remarkable for great strength and
durability.

Oil-palm Fibre {FAwm f/iuneensin ''.—The oil-palm

is the most valuable plant in West Africa, it is

distributed in a wild state over the greater part of

tropical Africa. The yield in palm oil and oalm

kernels is of tho annual value of about £2.009,000

sterling. The fibre from the leaflets of the oil-palm

has long been known in West Afric.r. Only small

samples have occtsionally reached this country. A
very clear and gr.xphic account of the method of

extracting the fibre is given in tho “ Kew Bulletin,”

1892, pp. 62-t)7 (with wood-cuts). The young leaflet

is, first of all, deprived of the mid-rib for a short

distance below tlie apex, and it is then split

horizontally so as to expose the librc-vaaeular bundles.

These arc taken up one by one, and usually twisted,

at once into a thin cord. If not so twisted, they are
kept iu sm ill tufts, and eventually made up into a
bundle. The threads are “ as fine and tenacious as

human hiir.” It is a liard day’s wn-k to prepare
six ounces of this fibre from 8!1 lb. of the raw
miteriil. It is estimated that the actual cost of

this hand-made fibre cannot be less than about £75
per ton. It is almost exolucsively used for miking
fishing ]iu‘s and fine cord. A sample submitted to

Messrs. Ida and Christie, in June, 1891, was des-

cribed as of “ great strength and fineness, and, if

really spinnable, worth £5i) to £150 per ton.” This
must 1)3 regirdcd as one of the most valuable and
lasting of tropic il libras.

Gri-gri Fibre [A>stmcanjam spp).—In the West Indies,
at St. Vincent, and on the Atlantic slopes of Central
America the Caribs extract a fibre from the yotmg
leaflets of the Gri-gri and other palms identical in
character with that of the oil-palm. Demonstrations
in extracting fibre were given by the Caribs sent
from St. Vincent to the Jamaica Exhibition, 1891.
It is evident that the process is widely known
amongst native races. Everywhere the fibre is re-

garded as most costly and durable. A fine fibre is

extracted also from the leaflets of Axtrocari/niii Tucunia
in tropical South America. This is knitted by hand
into a coinpic': wffi of so fine a texture as to occupy
two p-ersons three or four months in its completiin.
The handsome Hammocks afierw irds made from the
web sell for £.l each, or even double that amounc.

Paliivua Fibke.

A fibre very similar to West African bass, and
nearly of the same character as Para and Bahia
piassava, is obtained from the Palmyra palm, called
by the Portuguese, par excellence, “palmeira,” or
“ the palm tree ” {JionisBU't jiahellifer). In West
Africa it is known as the Black Run palm. It is

very tall, sometimes, but very rarely, branched, with
large, fan-shaped leaves with spinous petioles. The
fruit is nearly as large as a coconut, with one to
three seeds. The Palmyra palm is widely distributed
in India and Ceylon, but generally in a cultivated
state. It is, however, truly wild in tropical Africa.
In the East, it is a toddy or sugar palm. The young
germinating nuts are cooked and eaten as a vege-
table. The leaves are made into books, which con-
tain the classics of the Pali and Singhalese langu-
ages. The timber is hard, and very durable; it is

used for umbrella handles and walking-sticks. From
the base of the petioles, or the sheathing leaf-stalks,
is obtained a stiff, wiry fibre. This was at first

called “ bassine, ” to distinguish it from bass and
piassava fibres. It came into notice as a commercial
article in 1891, when the high prices of piassava
induced the production of substitutes. A.t that time
even split r.ittan, stained black, was requisitioned
as a brush fibre. Palmyra fibre has stoadily increased
in quantity, and, contrary to wh.at was at first antici-

pated, it lias also risen in value. “The chief ob,
jection to Palmyra,” wrote IMessrs. Ide and Christie-
in 1892, “ is that it lacks straightness, but experi-
ments are being made in this country to overcome
this defect, aucl should they prove successful it is

claimed by importers and dressers that Palmya
should, for wear, be found equal to the best Para.”
These anticipations have, to some extent, been
realised. Palmyra now has practically taken the place
of West African bass. The latter, on the Kith Sept.,

1895, was “ dull, business small, ,£11 to .£23 per ton.”
Palmyra fibre, on the other hand, was “good, .£26
to £31; medium, £22 to £25; common, £15 to £19
per ton.”
The natives in Ceylon and India are evidently

copying the worst praccices of the Indians of Brazil
in sending consignments of P.ilmyra fibre to this
country in a d ionp condition. The result is that vs

one firm complains, " the bales, on opening, are fomd
wet, and thd fibre to a large extent perished and
powdery.” Should the practice continue, the industry
will be seriously injured. The bales are press-packed,
and iron bound

;
they weigh I to 3 cwts., and

measure 10 to 3fl cubic feet.”

Kittooi. Fibre.

The Kittooi or Kittul palm of India and Ceylon
{Car^ota wens) is a stout handsome plant with tv
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Bniooth aiiimlated stem, SO to 40 feet high. It has
broad leaves, with the leaflets obliquely cuneate. The
fruit is small and reddish. It is a toddy and sugar
palm, and also yields sago.

Mr. J. it Jackson, A.L.S., in “ Commercial Botany,”
gives the following excellent account of the fibre

yielded at the bases of the leaves of this plant :

—

“ Kittool fibre,” he says, “has been known in this

country for some 30 or 40 years, but it is within the
last 16 years that it has become a regular com-
mercial particle. When first imported, the finer fibres

were used for mixing with horse-hair for stuffing

cushions. As the fibre is imported, it is of a dusky-
brown colour

;
but after it arrives here it is cleaned,

combed, and arranged in long straight fibi’es, niter

wliich it is steeped in linseed oil to make it more
pliable ; this al=o has the effect of darkening it, and
it becomes, indeed, almost black. It is softer and
more pliable than piassava, and can consequently be
used either alone or mixed with bristles in making
soft, long -handled brooms, which are extremely dur-

able, and can be sold at about a third the price of

ordinary hair brooms.”
The use of Kittool fibre is said to bo spreading

not only in this country, but also on the Continent.
During 1895, Kittool fibre has not been much in

demand. The values on the 16th September were
quoted as follow's :

— “ Long, lOd. to lO^d. ; No. 1, 7d.

to 7gd.
;
No. 2, 2d. to 2gd. ;No. 3, Id. to ijd. per lb.”

Coconut Fibres.
The Coconut palm {Cocos nucifera) is extensively

cultivated in nearly all tropical countries. It exists

in immense groves in Southern India, Ceylon, the
Islands of the Eastern Archipelago, and Polynesia.
Its cultivation is extending in the West Indies, and
on the East and West Coasts of tropical Africa.

The coconut palm is one of the first objects to

be seen along the beach, and soon becomes one of

the most familiar objects to travellers in the tro))ics.

It is a valuable food plant for man and animals,

and provides besides materials for the construction

of houses, and numerous utensils in daily use. It

has a cylindrical stem, usually gracefully curved,

and attaining a height of 40 to 100 feet, surmounted
with a crown of large feathery leaves. The plant is

propagated by means of seed-nuts (the fruit)
;
these

germinate, if kept moist, in 3 to 5 months. The
young plants are put out in their permanent places,

when about 8 to 15 mouths old, at distances varying
from 27 to 33 feet apart. The coconut begins to

bear in 5 to 8 years. Usually, the nuts take from
8 to 10 months to mature before they fall from the
parent plant. Each coconut palm bears from 30 to 60,

and, very exceptionally, when well watered and
manured, up to 100 nuts a year.

As shown above, the coir of commerce is yielded
by the thick pericarp or outer fibrous covering of tha
fruit of the coconut palm. The word “coir” is

said to come from the Malay Kdi/ar, a twisted product.
Kayar is also the Tamil for a rope. Although coir

w'as known in Europe in the 16th century, it was
not until about 1842 that it was brought prominently
into notice. St. George’s-hall, Windsor, in that
year was laid with coconut matting on the occasion

of the baptism of the Prince of Wales. Later a
great impetus was given to coir manufacture by the

Great International Exhibition of 1851.

Coconut fibre is tough, elastic, easily manipulated
within certain limits, and eminently suitaole for

manufactures where lightness, cleanliness, and great
indestructibility are required. It is understood that
coconut fibre will not bear bleaching. Various shades
of colour are, however, obtainable by using different

descriptions of n.atural unbleached fibre. In an orna-
mental mat in the Kew Museum the various shades
are obtained by using dark Fiji coir, medium coloured
Ceylon coir, and very light Cochin cbir.

Besides being made into rou^h cordage, coir is used
in combination with wool to give richness and effect

to hearth-rugs and carpeting. It is also used for
brushes and brooms for household and stable purposes,
matting for sheep-folds, pheasantries and poultry
yards, church cushions and hassocks, hammocks,
clothes-lines, cordage of all sorts, string for nursery-
men, nosebags for horses, mats and bags for seed-

Crushers, oil pressers, and candle manufacturers.

Coir is one of the best materials for cables, on
account of its lightness, elasticity, and strengh. It

is durable, and little affected by salt water. Of coir
and coir-made rope, about 9,000,000 to 10,000,000 lb.

are annually shipped from India
;
much is pre-

pared in Ceylon
;
but Cochin is noted as the port

of shipment for the best quality of yarns.
Certain varieties or cultivated forms of the coconut

are better suited than others for the production of
coir. Cochin (a small native state on the Malabar
coast) produces a bright, light-coloured coir, which
fetches the best price. On the other hand, a good
deal depends on the age at which the nuts are
gathered, and the time which elapses before they are
husked and cleaned.
In the process of separating the fibre, the following

commercial qualities are produced :—The mat, or long
fibres, used for spinning purposes: the shorter, or
more stubborn fibres (bristles), for brooms or brushes;
the tow or curled fibre for stuffing cushions

;
and

the dust or refuse for gardening purposes. When
dyed black, the tow has been used as a substitute
for horse-hair. A singular use was proposed a short
time ago for coconut dust or refuse. Taken before
it is quite dry, and subjected to great pi'essure, it

is capable of forming plates of varying thicknessj
like millboard, only much more brittle. These
boards, if used as backing for steel plates or ironclads,
swell up on being punctured below the water-line,
and soon close the orifice. If really effective,
such plates could be produced at a trifling cost, for
thousands of tons of coconut refuse float away an-
nually down the rivers in India and elsewhere.
The first step in the preparation of coir is the

removal of the husk from the hard interior shell.
This is usually done by striking the nut on a pointeci
instrument stuck in ihe ground. A man can husk
about 1,000 a day. The husks arc then soaked in
water. Thi.s is variously conducted. The water may
be either salt, brackish, or fresh

;
in this the husks

are kept for a lengthened period. The more re-
cent method is to place them in tanks of water
made warm with steam. The latter heatens the
softening process, and improves the colour and
quality of the fibre. Where machinery is used, the
husks, when sufficiently soaked, are passed through
a crushing mill, which flattens and crushes them
ready for the extractor, or breaking-down machine
In the latter the fibres are completely disintegrated,
and are then passed through a “ willowing ” machine,
to free them from dust and refuse. It is calculated
that, when treated in this country, 10,000 husks will
produce 45 to 50 cwt. of “spinning fibre,” and 9 to
13 cwt. of “ brush fibre.”

In Ceylon, 40 coconuts are said to yield 6 lb. of
coir

;
in Madras, 3 large coast nuts yield 1 lb. of

coir
;
in the Laccadives it requires 10 small nuts

to yield a pound of coir, measuring, when made
into yarn, 35 fathoms. In 1889, an attempt was
made to export coir from Lagos. A bale of loose
coir, weighing 42 lb., was prepared from 400 nuts.
No attempt had been made to separate the “ bristle ”

and “ mat ” fibres. Good Ceylon bristle fibre was then
worth £30 per ton, and Ceylon mat fibre £10. The
Logos fibre, when separated, was valued at £15 and
£9 to £10 respectively (“Kew Bulletin,” 1889. pp.
122-132). The average annual value of coir goo<Js
exported fi-om Ceylon is put dow'ii at £60,000. The
quantity exported in 1884 was as follows Coir rone.
10,419 cwt.

; coir yarn, 81,037 cwt.
;
coir fibre, 12,732 cwt •

total, 107,208 cwt.
’’

The principal exports of coir from India are trom
the Madras Presidency. For the five years ending
1.880-81 they wore 271,9.31 cwt., valued at P2,179 767
while for the year 1881-82 the value was R2 354 202.
The exports from the Malabar coast alone amounted
to R2,243 0(X). “ From these figures an idea may
bo obtained of the immense importance of Malabar
and the Laccadives as the chief seats of the Indian
coir industry.”
The approximate market value per ton of coir goods

in London on the 16th September, 1895, were as
follows :

—

Coir i/nni : Cochin, common to good, roping, £11
10s. to £ 14

, weaving, fair to good, £2u to £25
; Ceylon

fair to good, ballots and bales, £17 to £21.
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Coir fibre : Cochin, fair to good, ill to i'20; Ceylon,

clean, £8 to i9 10s.

Coir rope. to 6 inch, 2J to bi inch, and 1§ t^

I5 inch, £11 to £11 .

Bristle fibre : Medium, £18 to £21
;
good, £29 to

£30 .—Journal of the Society of Arts.

SWAMP PLANTING.

Eucalyptus Glopulus and other Eucalypts.

Much has been written from lime to time on the

special antimalavial properties possessed by an

Australian tree known as F.ucahjptus ylohulus and

such writings cause no inconsiderable nuiiiber of

enquiries at the Botanical Establishments of West

Indian Colonies for plants of this species. It has

been stated that the planting of this tree
^
has

lessened the amount of fever prevailing in the,nei-

chbourhood of the city of Rome and in other places,

and it is therefore regarded as a suitable plant for

any swampy district, and in this way, it has become

a somewhat popular idea that Fiicalyplus ylohulus

should be planted in all malarial districts. I am
‘conversant with what has been written on the

subject by Baron Von Mueller and various other

Botanists-but without controverting one word of

what they have said, I must point out that in our

case the circumstances and climate, are so dinerent,

that I am sure that even Von Mueller himself would

at once tell an applicant for information that it

wou'd bo useless to plant under such: conditions of

climate as prevail in the lowlands of ; the est Indian

Islands During iny twelve years in Jamaica I planted

on plain and hill, and distributed year after year

many hundreds of plants to others. Those on the

hills succeeded, those on the plains invariably failed,

and to plant in a swamp or near swampy ground

was found to kill them at once. The tree^ in the

hills crow rapidly and Von Mueller, quoting from the

records of the Department, states that irecs had

crown tiO feet high in seven years, and having Oeeii

personally in charge of them for a pvi'iod i.i sis

^ r ran fully oonfirin the siatcmem. Bueali/ptiis

is a native of the Southern parts of Australia,

vA at times the temperature falls below freciting
^Vjeie at

Tasmania, so that it is

’in reality, a native of tropical regions, but

vAmures as do most plants coining from teinperato
requites,

vviiiter to enable it to

thrive f ^
1

* afford The fact is, hucaluptns ulobalus will not
to

, West Indian plains, and it planted it

^Tnot survive for more than a few monSh.s, and

Aoiitation it has somehow nr other obtained

^ ,h;,TLre than a popular faUacy. it we examine

T ^ Lon civen for its reputed aiiti-in.ilariai pro-
the reaso

slated. (Von Muiler, p. 1511,

fl’lvntus leaves generate vr.onc largely for the
A Biicalyptus lea^^

air; and the volatile oil is very
purihcat Earalyplus
mdiscpDi'-

inanv other plants of ilie yenus,

'^ ‘^L'nLo^of some of our own West Indian plants,
and " therefore Eucah/ptus ylohulus is proved to

La should sLk out other trees of a suitable

’ Ator If however, Eucalyptus ylohulus will not
charactei. b th^ yams that will
grow we have' A. tcreticonn.s, and

• XL and others. Of the hist, we have a
AT. citnoihi Gardens giving four feet in
tree in me ground,
diameter

. itself freely from seed, which of
and yeP^u. teL of its acclimatization, but alihough
itself 19 a

,
, j ra been continuously planted

Eucalyptus XL’fsinX tree has Ibriven. llesides
for yeaiP,

. tX Eucalptii arc rank feeders

and “•bsoiueu malarial

'to e thto i.. Slvint!

*“
.f, to.t u.«i» iiilUietoo fi-oui

.T t manv West Indian or exotic ticco of similai

ctLaLei 'vould answer as well and serve the same

purpose. W'o nity mention as suitable the Swamp
Palm lluphia twdiyera, the Ivory Nut Palm Ehytelephas

macrocurpa, the Cassuarinas, the Saman Guaugo or

Rain Tree, Pithecolobiuin, Baman and the Eterocarpus
of our own swamps. Phytelephas gives the ivory

nut or “ corossos” of commerce. Casuarinas in India
have cost £1 to £10 per acre to raise, returning in

eight years £13 to £32, (Von Mueller ) ;
and they

are suitable for saline soils, and “ thrive much
bettor tliau Eucalyptus ylohulus in Lower Egypt,”
(Dr. Sweinfurth ). The wood is admirable for fuel,

aud the tree lias been proved to do well and
grow rapidly on the Trinidad Lowlands. The
Saman is well kuowii for its beautiful wood and
fast growing properties and the Pterocarpus give
the Dragon’s olood of commerce : but even such
trees us these if planted dircdly into a swamp,
will probaoly fail for many reason ; but if planted
ou small hillocks in 01 near such places, they will

thrive and do well’ and ultimately take possession
of it. Some may dispute the fact that Eucalyptus
ylohulus will not grow in the districts indicated,

aud reference may bo made to plants existing.

I:i such case I would recommend the cultivator

to make sure of the species he has growing; for

it may be safely assumed that it is not the plant
supposed, but a species of the yenus more suited to

our climate. Toe species of Eucalptii most suitable

for cnltivatioii hero are those coming from the hottest

and most tropical portions of Australia, such as the
districts in the vicinity of Port Darwin or the most
northern portion of the territoiy, aud not those
coming from the southern or more temperate regions.

12 .June, 1981 J. H. H

VAKfOL'S PLANTING NOTES.
Thu Danoeu of Weed Killeus.—We would draw

the aite Uon of all who handle weed-killers to the
exceedingly poisonous elements sometimes included
ill sui h pi ’ jifuatii ns. Messrs. Spiers & Pond were
ixcvD'iy ’.I.. :I £.5 and £5 5s. costs f- r selling what
was .li.cgi d <1 I'C a preparation of arsenic, without
entering tiu- iniiaiiire and addiess of the purchaser.
Tne proparalioii was sold as a weed-kdier, and it

said to have contained 75 per cent, of arsenic, and
25 per cent, of caustic soda, in all 2 lb. 13 oz. or

Buflic’ent to kill (iOOO persons. Apart from the danger
which might result to those buying such mixtures
without due kiiow'edgo of their contents, there is

110 small risk involved if such violent poisons are
left l>ing about in positions easily accescible to

children aud others ignorant of their nature or con-

tents.

—

tlardcuers' Chronicle.

“JoUKN.u, OF THE Kew Guied.”—Wo liavc already
alluded to the leceiit publication of ilic number of

May, 1895, auD may now give some indication for

iis c uueut.s. It • pens wi h a poitrait and brief

memo r of Sir William Hooker, the first Director.
What he did, how greae was liis courtesy, and how
potent his aid to young gardeners aud students,
is held in gnteful remembrance by the older gene-
ration, and it is well that the new-comers should
be made acquainted with the facts also. The main
purpose of the guild, that of linking the Kew gar-
deners of the past with thoso of the present, seems
to have been well aecoinplishnd, and no doubt the
circulation of the present number will still further
promote that eo-operatioii aud good fellowship which
arc so desirable. The items of Kow news have
mostl> been published already in the gardening
papers, hut it is very useful to have them collected

in so convenient a form. The notes from far off

members in all quarters of tho globe arc most in-

teresting, and constitute a fcatuio which wc would
fain hope may bo much extended. Some notices
of old Kewites who have jiasscd away will be of

interest to many who still hold their memory dear.

There are some muissions which will probably be
made good in subsequent issno.-i. Tho list ot old

Kew men will jirovc very serviceable. Wo congra-
tulate the pioniotevs on tho progress of the guild,

and most heartily wish it all attainable success.—Ibid,
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THE HILL-COUNTIIY OF CEYLON :

THE BEST OF CLIMATES AND SCENIC
ATTRACTIONS.

To see our.selves as otliers see us may occasion-

ally shock our vanity, hut it not infrequently

produces precisely the reverse eflect, and acts as

a ijowerful antidote to the normal tendency of

human beings to undervalue what is familiar to

them. We are^ll aware of the floral and scenic

beauty of our islanil. E\-ery passing stranger

sings its praises in our ears, and yet so im-

mersed are we in the race for wealtli that we

scarcely have time to look about us and realise

the marvellous gifts of climate as well as scenery

with which nature has endowed this favoured

isle. A pamphlet in manu.scrii)t lies before u.s

by one who, as a recognised Meteorologist of

high repute both in Europe and Asia, and a

resident in many climes, is (jualilied to judge

and speak with authority upon the merits of

our hill Sanitaria. The author, Mr. Douglas

Archibald, a former member of the Bengal Edu-

cational Service, has good I’eason to dread the

deadly Beng.al climate, which after four years,

.sent him home in 1878, seriously invalided and

no one than he can better judge of the superi-

ority of even our sea-level climate over those of

the' Indian main land; and tiunigh he has re-

cently returned to the .scene of his former labours

and 'been engaged in important meteorological

work for the Government of Imlia—amongst

which a Monograjih on the Climate of Calcutta

is conspicuous,—he has wisely resided in the

Himalayan Sanit.aria, and is thus .able to com-

)iare them from personal knowledge with our

own Highlands.
.Vmongst the points which se(Mu to havestrmdc

Mr. Airhibalil’s im.aginal ion most torcibly are

the .accessibility ot our hill lesorts as com|iared

with tiiose of 'India. The journey to Simla for

example, involves eight hours’ weary jolting in an

.antiipiated tmiga, which occasionally, as he has

told us hai>peneil to himself, breaks down and

deposits its human freight in the road. This

after 48 houi's’ railway journey in a May sun

is (3nou*'^Ii to tinish ott tlic truvcllor alto^ctliGi.

To com'pare this with the delightful journey to

Kandy, Hatton,. and Nuw.araEliya, or Bandarawela

.seaterl in the refreshment car, eating iced bana-

nas, (luatling cool li<|uors, and gazing at our

ooroeons scenery is like comparing barb.arism

with civilization'! Another point is the relative

cost of reaching our Sanataria from say Calcutta.

The journey to Simla from either Calcutta or

Bombay including tonga is at least 1H20 or

R130, 'and return about K160 or K170.

This spread over three days is U50 a day, where-

as from Calcutta to Colombo, it is B180, letuin

fare by P. & 0. steamers spread over 10 days, or at

the rate of R18 a day wmOo'/my fee.ling. In the

other case the feeding by the w.ay is all e.xtra

Moreover, the sea-journey itself is inconip.arablv

pleasanter and alone one of the best ot health

A further ad vantage upon which the author lays

crreat stress is the' vast superiority cf our hotels

ncht through to Bandarawela over the cone-

si^ndin*^ liouses which adopt the title iii Iiulia.

We are“not in the habit of considering oius ,alto-

-ether perfect but it is consoling to find th.at

they .are far .ahead of most of those on the main-

land, and though our prices may seem somewhat

high,' we at all events appear to get cur moneys’

"^Tlie Eulogium pronounced by Mr. Archibald

on Nuwara Eliya is to a gre.at extent deserved

especially ia tegard to the beauty of its scenery,

the facilities it affords for recreation of .all sorts,

.and the aUsohite purity of its atmo.sphere
and in these respects it deserves, as the author points
out, to be better known and advertised. We are, so
bles.sed with beautiful uplands that we .are apt to
underrate their supreme merits .and forget that
the enormous territory of Northern India has
only one line of refuges from the heat at all of

which the monsoon r.ainfall is far more dis-

agreeable than at Nuwara Elijm. It must al-

ways be remembered that the rainy season in the
districts of which Hatton is the centre is always
declared by the re.sident jilanters to be about
the healthiest, due to the ei|ii.ablene.ss of the
tem[)erature, so that visitors sliould put this to

the credit side even in the few months when the
weather m.ay seem to be against them. The
“ perfection of climate .as we have frequently

pointed out, is in the uplands of Cva, and the
author fully recognises the remarkable feature of

the climate of this district represented by B.an-

darawela in .affording a complete shelter from the

rains of the .S.-W. monsoon while at the same
time it h.as a me.an temperature of only .3 degrees

above tiie ideal of ])erfection viz. 65°. This means
of escaping from the South-west monsoon rains

is as ]\Ir. Archibald ])oints out a unique feature

of Ceylon due to its insular position and is with
a few excei>tions such .as Kashmir, unatt.ainable

in Imlia, and he draws attention to the peculiar

ad\'ant.ages possessed by Bandarawela as a resort

during June, July and August— or, indeed, from
J line till October.

TINPLATE TEA CHE.STS.
Mr. Prank Randpll, of Llanelly, has written to

the Ironuioiii/r.r on the .ahovo subject, which is at

present being largidj' disoussed in Swansea tin-plate

circles. He says ;
—“ 1 will at once say that having

had over twenty years’ experience in the tea trade,

the new stylo is, in my opinion, a very distinct im-
provement upon wood chests lined with lead, and I

am convinced that it is the tea-chest of the future,

now that I have seen the actual thing and the several
advantages in its favour. I notice that there is a
marked gain with regard to the weight of the chests

or tare—viz., 10 lb. in every 100-lb. chest—and, there-

fore, in a cargo of, say, 10,000 chests, there is a
saving of freightage of 100,000 lb., and a further gain
of 1 to 2 inches cubic space per chest—two most
importent items in cost of transit. The tin-plate

chest being hermetically sealed is a positive safe-

guard against any damage by water, either by sea
or rail, and it is, moreover, proof against the possi-

bilities of contamination by microbes or other germs
of disease, to say nothing of a vast amount of tea
being secured from running out through the cracked
timber and other crevices often found in the wood
chests, it being a well-known fact that several thousand
pounds of tea are lost annually in this way during
transit and handling from one warehouse to another.
The use of tin chests further prevents the damp
air getting into the tea, thus retaining its

aroma and full flavour until wanted for use.”
In view of an alleged scarcity of timber he

holds that in cost the tin-plate chest will compare
favourably with the wooden article. Commenting
on the latter the Ironmonger says :

—“ It will be inter-

esting to note whether the tin-plate manufacturers try
to make a proper use of the opportunity. They seem
to have a great chance of creating an enormous
demand, and as China has lost her supremacy in
tea, they have a magnificent chance of gaining con-
verts in Ceylon, Assam, Japan, and other tea-grow-
ing countries. The Chinese may possibly adhere to
the old chests, but elsewhere the tea-growers ai'e pro-
gressive men, and if it can be shown that the tin-

plate chests can be had at nearly the same prices

at the wooden ones, they will almost certainly bo

adopted. Who amongst the tin-plate makers will

take the matter up in an iutcHigent, level-headed,

eaterprisiug manner 'i
”
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INDIAN AND CEYLON TEA IN AMEEACA.
Mr. Mackenzie, the special commissioner for Ceylon,

who is now in London, has sent us tl>e following

particulars referring to the campaign for pushing

Indian and Ceylon tea in America:—•* It is difficult

to say anything about what is being done to push

Ceylon and Indian tea in America without trenching

on other people’s business. And about that I have

so often been asked to be discreet, that I think it

well to say nothing. “ But, vaguely and generally, I

may say that I found much more interest is now taken

in British-grown teas than was the case early this

year. The vigorous efforts a few strong London firms

have made to push their packet teas appear to

have convinced American dealers that ‘ contemp-

tuous indifference ’ is not the best attitude to assume

towards the teas (Ceylon and Indian) chiefly contained

in those packets
... i ^

“ The advertising schemes which Mr. Blechyndcn

and I propose to carry out were somewhat delayed

by the uncertainty as to the amount of support wo

might expect from Calcutta. But beginning from

December (next month), short pithy advertisements

are to appear in twenty-seven periodicals of the

weekly and monthly order, which concern themselves

chiefly with ladies and household matters.

“ Besides these, we advertise in the principal

trade iournals and in several New^ York and

Brooklyn Saturday evening papers. \\e have also

been assisting at food shows and in many

other ways. Half-hearted measures arc of no use,

and are merely a grievous waste of time and money.

\Ve should strike strongly and at once. But unfor-

tunately our Indian allies are, in my opinion, too

nitxaardly with their funds. Then are rich enough

an'd’ strong enough to furnish tirice and much as

Ceylon does. Yet it is with difficulty that hal/ as

much can be extracted from them.

“ Several good firms have begun to handle our

teas chiefly because they have heard we are to

assist largely in pushing them. It would be a pity

Wfc^rc tliGV to be clislicflirtoiiGu bccixiiSG oi fiiiiliUG on

our part to do what they expect of us. Our oppor-

timitv is to be in IH'.lfS, and all our strength should

be put forth during that year.”—//. # Mail.

PUESEIIVATION OF BOOKS IN THE
TROPICS.

Tn the Kei'i Bulletin, 1894, pp. 217,218, an exti;act

^ from Indiiiti Museuiti \ol. ui. ISo.

°”cfPS of insects in the tropics. On this subject

thr'following letter has been received from Surgeon-

Mnpral George Bidie, o.i.n., formerly m charge of

Iv, rnvernment Central Mu.-eum, .\iadras:—

iwrv View Paignton, South Devon, 19th March 1895.

^ In the Veil) Bulletin for 1891, p. 217, there

. .^.....indum on the “Preservation of Books
I® Tropics,’’ and I now write to mention that

as their protection from insect enemies is

the subject was investigated by me years
concerned^ the

Government Central

Mndras. and the practical outcome of the
iluseun

, ..pcorded in the Museum Annual Reports

p S and for 1883 (p. 4). Indeed.it may
toi roox

+y,„ application of corrosive sub-
be affirmed that

timato devised by the staff of the Madras
‘nsects W‘

thereafter regularly used for the books
Museum, public libraries which it

conShir' Before bringing it into use it was carefully
contains. . and papers poisoned with
tested by P white ants, the most formidable

"n ^Bio enemies of literature, and it was invariably

Sat the articles thus exposed came out of

K’ o Sell
The compoeitfou of the

Medra? P»..r..live wa. X-Ho™

Corrosive sublimate • •

Carbolic acid (Calvert s)

(or Thymol, 1 oz.)

This^Slre*' wa^' carefully ‘a\id freely ‘applied

With a soft bfush about the bindings and ainong.st

1 oz.

1 oz.

2 pints.

the leaves of the books, the eyes of the operator
being protected with close fitting goggles. It dried

(piickly and was perfectly safe, as I have never seen
or experienced any disagreeable effects from handling
books poisoned with it.

IMy impression is that the value of this preser-

vative was made known to all public departments
by Government circulars, but apparently these never
penetrated so far as Calcutta.—I am, &c.,

(Signed). G. Bidie.
W. T. Thisolton Dyer, Esq., c.m.g,, &c..

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew.

COLOMBIAN 1 ND IA -RUBBEH

.

Through H. M. representative at Bogota (Mr. G.
Tenner), Mr. Robert Thompson (who was for many
years at the head of the Government Gardens and
Blantations in .Jamaica), has sent hom^ a re-

port on the agricultural productions ttf the department
of Tolima (Colombial. The loUowing is a reference
of interest to our readers :

—
“ A very important species

of Rubber is indigenous, and, I am inclined to think,
peculfar to Tolima. Unlike other important kinds
of Rubber, it grows at high elevation, viz., at from
0,000 to 8,800 feet above the sea-level. Some thou-
sands of bales of it were exported a dozen years
ago. But as the tree was only locally distributed,
the source of supply was soon exhausted. The
authorities at Kew have named this plant Sapiuin
hi<ila)uhihmm, a species which is also said to be
found in British Guiana, where, however, it seems
to be of no value as a Rubber-producer.

“ In connection with the ciuchoiia plantations above
referred to, a plantation of this Rubber was made
about 10 years ago. The trees grew with remark-
able rapidity with trunks a foot in diameter in si.x years

;

but this plantation shared the same fate as the
cinchona, that is, it was abandoned years ago be-
cause the cinchona was abandoned. With renewed
attention, however, this plantation may still be made
important. “A few years ago I directed the atten-
tion of the Secretary of State for India to the
advisability of cultivating this )ilant on a large
scale in that country. My letter was referred lo the
Government of India. 1 think, however, that no pro-
gress has been made. 'This valuable plant, could be
cultivated over a wide range of latitude in India,
thus extending from the elevated mountainous regions
of South&rn India to the low-lying valleys of the
Himalaya as far as 20° north latitude And this
is a great advantage as compared with the limited
zone in which the other important tropical American
species of Rubber introduced to .India can be
cultivated.’’

—

Jnilia h’ulihrr Journal.

THE SF.ISON IN MADRAS.
Yesterday the Board of Revenue telcgi-aphed to the

Government of India for the week eliding the 23rd
Nov. as follows “ Heavy rainfall along the East
Coast and South of Nellore and moderate falls in
the remainder of the southern half of the Presidency

;

showers elsewhere. Agriculturti,l operations are pro-
gressing St.inding crops arc generally good. Har-
ve.st is going on with a fair outturn. Pasture and
fodder are sufficient Cattle is in good condition.
Prices arc falling especially in the Deccan, Southern
and West Coast Districts.’ —M. Mail.

YEYANGODA DESICCATING COCONUT
MILLS

were never so bii.sy as at ])resent, working night
and d.ay and disposing of nearly r)U,00irnuts a
day, or the C(|uivalent of the produce of over
10, (HH) acres jier annum. 'I'lie mills are most
]>opular with the estat(> pi‘oprietoi>. .-ind villjurej-s

on account of the fair (irices tiiey give for ''the
crop.s of nuts. Nearly 20(1 natives too, liud
prolitable employment ui the.se mills, an immense
boon to the surrounding district. Native capital-
ists are trying their hands at mills on the Kel.-uii
and at Negomho,
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COPRA IN FIJI.

Attention is drawn in our advertising columns to
an ordinance passed in Wallis Island for the pur-
pose of improving the qnaiity of the copra made on
the island of Wallis and Futuna. The natives are
forbidden to climb the trees e.vcept to obtain nuts
for drinking or domestic use, and only nuts naturally
fallen from the trees are to be used for copra m iking.
Traders are liable to lines for buying bad copra,
so that it is evident that the Government intends
to improve the standard of thier exports.
The native tax copra has been coming in very-

fast during the last month or two and has every
prospect of continuing. It is expected that the yield
will be quite equal to that of last year, so that
there will be no diminution in the revenue of native
taxes as was anticipated shortly after the hurricane of
January last. A most unwelcome feature has how-
ever cropped up in connection with the product this
season. Several cargoes brought to Suva have been
rejecte 1 and sent back to the districts, owing to the
copra being damaged by salt water. This has been
caused piincipally by leaky vessels and faulty tar-

paulins, w'hile in one case at least the produce was
spoiled by the ballast being taken cut and the vessel
completely filled with copra which was thereby
damaged with the bilge water. The damage has
occurred, not only on native bo ‘ts, but also on
European-owned vessels. Fully fifty tons have been
rejected on this account, and a certain portion of
this will be complete loss.—Fiji Times.

— —

—

A DAY ON A LIBERIAN COFFEE ESTATE
IN THE MALAY PENINSULA.

“ SuDA PuKon Lima, Tuan ” (5 o’clock, sir !).

With these words am I awakened one morning by
my Chinese boy. Though intensely sleepy, I have
no further chance of rest, as my ‘‘boss,” no gong
being handy, begins to drum violently with a boot
on the wooden partition of his room. So I slip out
of bed and, after washing my face and hands, ^et
hastily into my clothes, a costume consisting of a
cotton vest, khaki trousei'.s and button-up coat,

merino socks and canvas boots. I5y this time it is

half-past five, and the first streaks of dawn have
been appearing for the last few minutes in the East,
the mist is lifting, and the birds aro already giving
notice that a new’ day has begun. I shiver as I tuyn
from the window, and am truly glad when my boy
reappears to announce, “ Te suda siap, tuan ” (tea
is ready sir).

I am soon at woik on hot tea and the inevitable
pouched egg in the dining-room, into which both bed-
rooms of the bungalow open. These three principal
rooms form the main portion of the building, and
stand on piles rai.sed four feet fj’om the ground.
F’rom the back of each bed-room, steps lead to the
bath-room below

;
here also arc two smaller rooms

used respectively for stores and medicines, and the
bungalow opens on to a verandah in front.

By the time my meal is finished it is quite light,

so, putting out the lamp and whistling to tho dogs,
the manager and I start out. After some five minutes’
walk we came to the coolie lines. Here arc drawn up
two long rows of coolies, Tamils from various districts

of Madras, the men separate from the women and
children. .The manager then produces his small
muster-book, and calls out from it the names of the
coolies

;
opposite the names of those who are pre-

sent he puts a dot, against those of the absent a
cross. Muster being finished, he proceeds to tell off

his coolies to their various works, so many to
holing, so many to filling, so many to weeding, so
many to pruning, two or three men to tlie nursery, and,
lastly, some men to plant. The manager then goes
back to the bungalow, saying he has some work to do,
and that he will give out medicine to any coolies who
are sick, and thus save me the trouble of returning to
the bungalow for what is, as a rule, part of my duty.

I start off to the weeders. Weeds in this tropical
climate ripen and seed wonderfully quickly, so quickly
that we find it necessary to weed every portion of the

estate every three weeks. One weed in particular,
called vaalkic by the Tamils, a kind of chick-weed, is

the bane of every plantation
;
it roots very deeply, and

if any portion of the root or head bo left on the
ground, it will revive as though it had never been
touched. For this reason, all weeds aro collected in
sacks, and, after ivork is over, either burnt or buried.
Itach weeder is supplied with one small sack, and
with a small pointed stick to loosen the soil at the weeds’
roots. I give each coolie so many rows to weed, and am
careful to notice whether the number of workers
arrived at tho spot corresponds with the number des-
patched from muster.
My way now lies through jungle, to the new clear-

ing, and as I take the path all is shade, though in
the open the sun has already begun to give its fierce
heat. My dogs thoroughly enjoy themselves ranging
on either side of the track in search of game. Squi-
rrels of several kinds run up the trees for refuge,
shaking off great drops of dew which fall on my pith
hat with a thud. Trees rise up on all sides, ranging
from the slender sapling to great giants of a hundred
and fifty feet high, interlaced in many places with
beautiful vines. The undergrowth is dense : nowhere
can one see further than five yards, one close
mass of creepers, palms and wild ginger leaves. Here,
in the shadow of the trees, is none of that gorgeous
colouring, or life, so much written about as
existing in the forests of Brazil. It is true
that from the open clearing, at certain times
of the year, one does see the leafy tops
of trees here and there glorified by tints that would
shame an English autumn, but in the shade where
I walk, the general impression is 'of a great green
mass, relieved from monotony by one of the graceful
rattan tribe. Save for the occasional scolding of a
squirrel, or the chattering and shrieking of various
sorts of monkeys, disturbed by the approach of man,
the silence is wonderful. The birds seem to be ashamed
of themselves. One rarely sees them; but on
this path, wherever a gleam of sunshine manages
to force its way, colour is supplied by hundreds of
butterflies, some of striking brilliancy and beauty.
Suddenly my reverie is rudely disturbed by a great

yelpping of the dogs, who, seeming to scent something,
keeii rustling to and fro in the undergrowth, as they
now find, now lose, the scent. It may be a wild
pig ! And I am cursing my ill luck in not having a
gun with me, when a small form, no doubt the
innocent cause of all the commotion, creeps suddenly
out of the jungle some twenty yards away, looks round
with frightened eyes, and then hops slowly across
the bath, back into tho jungle. This is a mouse-deer,
the smallest of all deer, perfectly proportioned though
but a foothigh. The dogs soon givo up the chase, and
ciuno back to my side just as I emerge into the new
clearing. Here is what would seem to the uniniti-
ated a scene of wildest coufu.sion, trees lying about
in all directions, some heaped on top of others, and
all more or loss charred by the fire that was applied
to them a month ago. Now, in reality, everything
is quite in order : if one looks closely, one can see
pegs placed in line at a space of ten feet apart, this
being the distance at which holes for the coffee
plants are to be cut. Wherever a bough would have
been in the way, it has been lopped off. The ex-
planation of the seeming disorder is that, in this
country, timber is never removed from a felled clear-
ing. By its shade, it keeps the earth from drying
too fast, and, decaying so rapidly as it does, it forms
a valuable top-dressing for the soil.

My first business in tho new clearing is to inspect
the work dono by tho holers. Each of these is armed
with a heavy hoe and a sort of iron scoop into which
is fitted a long handle. The hoe is used instead of
spade for digging, the other implement to trim tho
sides of tho hole, and remove earth where the hoe
cannot reach. I have first to set tho coolies their task
then to see that they are doing their work properly'
that the earth which they remove is neatly, piled m
one or two heaps We do not allow more, as tho “fill-
ing coolie,’’ whose duty it will bo to refill these holes
with top soil, would have to hard a task had he first to
remove the earth left all round the hole by a careless
“holing cocUe.’’
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A quarter of au hour or so I spend with the holers,
then after checkin},' their numbers I pass on to the
fillers, whose task I set, and whose work I proceed
to inspect. They must refill the holes with soil
scraped from the top of the ground, which
soil has to be carefully freed from roots
before being put in. It is then stamjied down, and
more is added until the soil of the hole is raised
three or four inches above the surrounding level, thus
allowing any subsequent subsidence caused by rain.
The planters next claim my attention. They have

just started work on the field, the small plants being
brought form the nursery, which is handy, and given
to a certain chosen few who understand the work.
They, making a hole with a wooden peg in the
earth of the hole itself place in this the tap-root of the
plant, taking great care not to bend it, and complet-
ing the operation by pressing do\sn the soil round
the root with their fingers. After each of these
planter coolies there comes another coolie, whose
duty it is to shade the young plants with palm-leaves,
which he places east and west of them, thus shield-

ing them from the sun, but allowing a current of air

to pass through from north to south. I watch the
planters for some time. Coolies are very ajA to bend
the tap-roots; for this reason we never take the plant-

ing coolie, so he can never give the excuse of having
been in a hurry. I glance at a young nursery, where
two or three men are employed in watering the seed
put in a few days before

;
then, on looking at my

watch, find it is time to be off. So I turn home-
wards, only halting on my way for a few minutes’
inspection of the primer’s work in an old clearing, and
arrive at the bungalow again about eleven, veiy
hungry and thirsty.

My boss, who is lying in a long chair, is apparently
in the same plight, as he calls out to me to hurry
up and change. This accordingly I prepare to do.

But first I must have my bath. The bathe, one
cannot call it bath, is a much more frequent and
important occurrence in the East than in the old

country, so it seems worthy of description. In one
corner of the bath-room, which I enter by means
of steps from my room above, stands a big earthen-
ware ,iar full of water. This jar is, in my case, about
three feet high, and rather more than afoot in diameter
at the mouth broader below. Near it is placed a tin

bailer, and with the help of this one is expected to

throw water from the jar over oneself until refreshed.

This, in such a hot climate, is a somewhat lengthy
operation, but, oh ! the relief of it. The pleasant

feeling of that cool steam trickling from one’s buzzing
head, down one’s hot spine ! It is much more re-

freshing than the ordinary bath, but I well remem-
ber that when I first came out to this country I

was much preplexed by this mysterious jar. I stepped
boldly into it. But, alas ! when my legs were in, there

was no room to get at the water.

Eventually I was forced to appeal to my boss for

advice. lie roared with laughter at the idea of my
getting into the jar, but after putting me right, he
was obliged to admit that he himself had done the

very same thing, when he first came out!

Dressing after my bath was not a work of

much time, as in a bachelor establishment one does

not trouble onesself with too many clothes. A vest,

the sort of skirt called a “ sarong ” that is worn by
all IMalays, and a pair of grass slippers complete my
toilet. Wo shout to tlio hoys for food, whicli soon ar-

rives, and consists of tour c ourses— fish, mince, stewed
chicken (chickens appear constantly under various

disguises), and curry. I do not touch the last dish, as

I find it makes me so sleepy that turning out again

into the heat is distinctly objectionable. Our drink

is whisky, beer being too bilious for ordinary oc-

casions, though we sometimes do indulge in it by way
of a treat on Sundays. When our food is over we
enjoy a little interval of idleness, lying in our long

cliairs on the verandah and smoking. But at half-

past one the work of the day begins again
;
we resume

our outdoor clothes
;
the manager goes off to see af-

ter the pruners, remarking that he has not much con-

fidence in my skill in that line, and wants to see for

himself what they are doing
;
while I start on my

jjj9rning's round over again.

The coolies had been tasked, so that, if fairly

industrious, they should be able to finish work be-

tween the hours of one and half-past two, at which

time a horn is blown as a signal for all untasked,

such as nurserymen to leave the field, while those of

the tasked who have not then done their alloted

portions have to remain to complete it.

As I have started out at half-past one, I expect to

find that most of the coolies have finished, and on

my way to the weeders, I do meet several from each

of the works, who have evidently done what they

had to do, and are hurrying back to the lines to wash
themselves. When 1 reach the weeding party, ten

men have finished and gone, and the others remaining

have only a faw yards to complete. Their work seems
clean, so I go on to the new clearing. No holers ! I

ask the headman who has been looking after them
where they are, whereupon he answers that they

have all finished, except one who has gone sick.

It never does to trust any of *^hese men too im-

plicitly, so I proceed to count every fifth row, and
find that though the correct number of holes has

been cut, many are not of the proper size. As the

headman possesses a gauge with which to measure
the holes, ho has no excuse to offer, especially as

he has been warned only yesterday. So I dock two

days’ pay, firmness being the only method that

answers with coolies, leniency they regard as weak-

ness to be taken as much advantage of as possible.

The fillers’ work is satisfactory. And now all the

coolies have finished, as the nurserjmien and plan-

ters went off some ten minutes ago, at the blowing

of the horn.
I have nothing more to do, and telling the head-

man to have the coolies ready for muster at four,

I go back to the house. When 4 o’clock arrives, off

I set to the lines, and put down the working coolies’

names in the small muster-book. Then I have to

check the different totals given me by the headman,
and see that they, when totted up, agree with the

grand total in the muster-book. This takes some
time today, as the man who looked after the holer

gives me one too many in his total, en-

tirely’ forgetting to deduct the coolie “ gone sick,”

After puzzling a bit, I find out his mistake, and am
able at last to get back for a much-needed bath and
change, while the coolies begin to cook the rice for

their evening meal.
After tea there is some book-work to be done: I

must enter the coolie’s names from the small muster
book into a big one

;
then the manager calls to me

to take co])ies in the letterpress book of some busi-

ness letters which he is writing. So I am well em-
ployed until dinner-time, half-past seven. Dinner
does not differ materially from tiffin, except that soup

always begins it, and curry is dispensed with. As
our rising hour is an early one, we turn in about half-

past eight, after smolcing one pipe.

My day’s experience m.ay be taken as a pretty

accurate example of work on most estates. If pick-

ing had been going on, of course we would have had
also to measure the crop picked during that day’, in

the afternoon. To a man who becomes interested in

the coffee, its growth, and cultivation, such w'orkas

I have described is not irksome; the morning'a walk
is always a pleasure ; and though I must say that

occasionally going out after tiffin into a burning sun
is distinctly against the grain, still that is often the

result of ovf.r-eating.

As to the amount of capital required to open a

coffee estate in the Peninsula, t'20 per acre is generally

considered sufficient to bring the coffee into bearing.

This should include all cost of buildings, Ac.; of course,

as one can easily see, the expenditure on a place of

100 acres will be greater in proportion than that on

a place of two hundred, since a good manager would
have to be paid quite as large a salary on
the one as on the other, the store and bun-
galow would cost nearly the same, and so on
with a good many items. For this reason it is bettor

that no estate should be started with less capital than

f 4,()0() : this should allow for the opening of '200 acres.

I do not mean, by my account of a day’s life on

a coffee estate, to make out that the planter’s lot

is all work and no play. On the contrary, on Satur-

day and sQpietlmes another day as well, we dtive
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into the nearest town and play either cricket or
football. I see my reader shudder at the idea of

football in 85 deg., in the shade— about the tempera-
ture at 5 p.m., when we begin to play—but I can
assure him that not only is there no particular fatigue
(except after the first try or two, when one is in no
sort of training), but also I, for one, am certain
that the exertion is of distinct benefit to the health
of the many who, in towns, lead a life of two much
liquor and too little exercise.

After football and a change, one repairs to the
club, where there are to be met all the elite of the place,

and where one can get a game of billiards. After
a pleasant hour there, the cart is called, and in

brilliant moonlight we drive home to our estate in

time for the welcome dinner at half-past eight.

Abei,.— Field.

TRADE AND INDUSTRY OF DUTCH
GUIANA.

Unlike British Guiana, Surinam has been at a
standstill as far as her popirlation is concerned.
According to a statement in the Demarara “Argosy,”
the number of inhabitants in 1805 was 64,(i02

;
in

1811 59,453 ;
in 1831 61,511; and in 1893 only 58,866,

notwithstanding that several thousand coolies have
been imported in late years. Yet the capital shows
a considerable increase, but this is hardly a favour-

able sign as it means so many the less employed
in agriculture. In 1847 Paramaribo contained only
13,266 inhabitants

;
today the town’s-people number

nearly 30,000.

The exports of produce from Surinam show the same
vicissitudes as in Demerara. Coffee was at one time
the main crop, and in 1817, eight and a half n illio 1

Dutch pounds were exported. It never went en-

tirely out of cultivation as in British Guiana, buc

in 1890 the amount had sunk to 437 lb. However,
it is creeping up again, and in 1893, 30,514 lb. were
exported. Cotton has gone out of cultivation entirely.

In 1823, two and a half million pounds were produced,
but in 1885 that amount had dwindled to 3,533 lb., and
now it is nil. Sugar was of less consequence when cot-

ton and coffee were t® the fore, but when they fell, it

assumed a greater importance. In 1816 the amount
was eleven and a half million pounds, after which it

increased, until in 1835 it reached thirty-seven and
three-quarter millions, but in 1893 only fourteen and
a half millions (say, 7,250 tons) were produced.
This seems absurdly small, and, as may be sup-

posed, the sugar industry might be eliminated
without ruining the colony.

What then are the principal pi'oducts of the colony ?

First of all comes cocoa. In 1817 it was exported to the
amount of 113,4541b — in 1893 it reached to nearhj seven

millions. Several districts are entirely wanting in sugar
estates, e.;/., the Upper Cottica, which produced in 1893,

23,419 kiios. cocoa, 4,545 coffee, 10,275 corn, 7 4.50

ground provisions, and 17,368 bunches of plantains.

Balata is an article of some importance, the ex-

ports in 1892 reaching 241,359 lb ; and in 1893,

although much smaller, the total was yet 65,092 lb.

With regard to the Surinum gold industry, there

are four gold-bearing districts, viz. : Upper Surinam,
Upper Saramacca, Upper Marowyne and Lawa dis-

trict. The output of the Isst ten years has not in-

creased to any great extent, and it is almost im-
possible to say what has actually been collected, a,?

the royalty (or export duty) is only paid when the

gold is sent away. The consequence is that although

in 1893 there appears to have been about the value

in round numbers 1,200,000 guilders collected, the

export amounted to nearly 1,600,000. This last sum
is higher than the total of any forrner year, but, as

may he seen, it only amounts to 640,000 dollars, as

against about two millions and a half dollars in

British Guiana. During the previous ten years the
annual collections amounted to an average of about
a million guilders per annum, and this seems to

be fairly stationary Of the districts the Upper
Surinam produces more than half ; then came
the Lawa and the Saramacca, about equal, and

finally the Marowyne. The number of persons
engaged in the industry is put down as 3,382, this
total including every one interested, whether at the
diggings or in the town. The village system ap-
pears never to have been introduced into Surinam.
The abolition of slavery in 1863, when 37,000 people
were emancipated, made a great impression, but was
not so ruinous as the same change in the British
Colonies. The output of sugar, coffee and cotton fell
at once to half, and these products have not yet
recovered, nor are they likely to do so. Possibly
coffee may be replanted, but it is in cocoa that the
hopes of the colony lie. This did not participate in
the downfall of the other products, but advanced
with rapid strides, rising to’ double in the 10 years
from 1860 to 1870.

AN ENGLISH COLONIAL EXPERIENCE.
THE CULTURE OF TEA IN CEYLON.

Bij Our Sxjectal Correspondent in the Far East.

(Translated from the Journal Des Debats.)

On board the “ Salazie,” Oct. 7th, 1895.

I profit by the clemency of the sea in the Strait
of Malacca to send you some notes that I have
been able to gather on )ny passage to Colombo on
the culture of tea in Ceylon. The chance—I ought
to say the good fortune—of life on shipboard has
already put me en rapport since leaving Marseilles
with Mr. C—^— ,

a planter of importance in the
North of India. I will recount to you anon his
experiences. They are not without interest to our
colonists present and future. They appear to me to
be the same which has been followed for fifteen
years in “ the Great sland of the Indian Ocean ”

(Ceylon) of which the area, it should not be forgotten
almost equals that of Ireland.

^

i will spare you my sensations of Colombo. All
has been said elsewhere of the stupour of delight
with which we were filled at the first revelation^ of
tropical nature. One feels himself overwhelmed by
the splendid luxuriance of plants and flowers And
yet I had only had a few hours of it when a grey
sky burst in a waterspout of warm rain. I should
not have regretted it much elsewhere. This drawback
was sufficiently prolonged to help to accentuate the
bizarre sensation of the extraordinary power of vegeta-
tion of this privileged island.

®

I had been recommended to go and see the
Editor of the Ceijlon Observer, Mr. Ferguson
who has resided in the island for .30 years and whosename is an authority in matters of tropical agricul-
ture. He put himself with perfect willingness atmy disposal. It is thanks to him, to the documents he
was good enough to furnish me with, and notably
to his book Ceylon in 1893,” that I am enabled,
aided also by the recollection of my conversation
with Mr. C— , to send you these remarks, a little
unconnected it may be, on one of the most curious eco-
nomic developments of these latter years
Two groups of figures suffice to describe it In

1873 Ceylon exported 23 lb. of tea to Ensland
This year it has exported 92,000,000 lb. and the

Fn 1807 pounds
in 1897. The nist exportation having serionslv
begun in 1884 (two million pounds) one cLi say that
it has almost increased a hundred-fold in 10 venrV

last in Ceylon opinions arevery different. My Indian planter who, I beg pardon
of him from afar, is not perhaps altogether
impartial, holds, that the soil of the island
IS in course of being impoverished, by the
series of diverse and intense experiments to which
It has been subjected during a period of thirty years.Old Ceylonese (I speak of European colonists) areon the contrary very confident. They say thatthey form an experimental corps which certainblights have rendered prudent. T^eir plantations areSituated m a climate healthy and verv «?nnnnrfahlo
to. the Eetopeen. The,,, hev.Vep.Md .“lrapid means of communication and no one is situated
more than a day s journey from Colombo which is
a port admirably served by international navigatigm
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ihe pliiiiters havo in the Tamils from the Hotith
Coast of India, who immignite to the island hy
thoasands, au excellent supply of laboiu-. Tlaif number
IS estimated at 150,000 on the tea jdantatioiis alone.
"Ihe Planters of tea in Ceylon believe that tlieir ])ro-
duct, stronger but very much more ]mre and loss
adulterated than China tea, is beginning to 1)0 more
and more appreciated not only in England, but in all
the English Colonies. Regarded from this point of view
the proximity to the Australian market will be without
doubt more and more profitable to them.
They avoid devoting themselves exclusively to tea

and reserve a certain place for coffee, cacao, cinchona—Ac. This tends to reduce the risks a little.

I hasten to return to the history of Mr.
C. He is a fine example of what can
be accomplished on the initiative of individual
energy and it is because of that reason that I pre-
sent myself to cite it.

Thirteen or fourteen years ago he joined with some
friends and they subscribed a capital of about
i-30,000 (750,000 fr). They bought from the
Government of India some thousands of acres in a
district situated on the North frontier near to one
of the Independent States—between the Peninsula and
Thibet.

This district which is about 000 square miles,
was thirteen years ago, an immense forest
without a single tenant, habited by the elephant, the
tiger etc., and where 300 or 400 savages vegetated.
They have cleared it at their own ex])enso. They
have now a tea plantation of about 2,000 acres
where they employ more than 2,000 workers, men,
women and children, under the direction of four
Europeans. I will not state the figure of interest
which the undertaking brings to Uiem. But one
will have an idea if one reflects that generally,
in “the case of a good yield,” they counton a net
profit of from £10 to i'15 per acre, that is

to say at least about 600 to 1,000 fr. per hectare.
This district has actually a population of about half

a million souls. This population has come liberally

from the one and peopled districts of Bengal. The
planters have alw .ys paid the passage of the workers
that they engage, the others come at their own
charge. Very many of these first have saved
enough at the end of three or four years to buy lands
from Government and to become small proprietors.

The cultivation of rice, millet, and coffee is multi-

plying. AU this population has naturally brought
111 its train representatives of all the trades necessary
for the life of the community. In short a veritable

little State is created in the space of a few years,

thanks to the intelligence, to the en'.crprising spirit

and to the capiital of several men.

All this is done without the least inlei fcrciice of

Government. ^Vh(m it was decided to make roads and
a railway in the new territory opened to civilisation

Mr. C and his friends decided for the first timo
to make an appeal to its aid. Tiicy asked Govera-
ment to aid them in the construction, or at least, to

guarantee a minimum dividend for the railway. For
different reasons the Indian Government has refused

this collaboration even under the latter form.

Our four planters have taken their part in the en-

terprise. They have constructed themselves 56 miles

(60 kilometres) of railway at their own expense.

Today it returns to them 5 to 0 per cent ancl they

are going to extend it.

But this abstention of the Government has had

a happy counter effect and it is perhaps the

most astonishing part of my authentic narra-

tive, upon v/hich wo w'ould do well to carefully

meditate. For instead of multiplying ofticials tho

Viceroy “ in his Council,” following tho legal

formula, has given a sort of delegation

of the principal administrative and judicial offices

to certain planters designated by him.

Government have found profit in this affair. Hero
is a country which, in its primitive state cost dear

enough. It was necessary to keep in it a Ifosident

with bis assistants over and above a stallof forest kee])-

ers. And now, thanks to the sale and the leasingof lands

to the taxes which begin to come in, this district,

is supporting itself without costing a cent.

Oji the other hand, the planters arc satisfied that

a popriiation, nmnaced by famine in these districts in

their original state, have found hero remunerative
work which has been a benefit to everybody.

I'LAN'ITNG AND PRODUCE.
Coi'KUE Giiowi.vo A’r Ilovin.—The depressed state of

agricnlture at home leads to various speculative sug-
gesiions as to the possibility of growing plants
hithcito associated with tropical climates. One day
tobacco is talked of, another day it is coffee. Satur-
day’s nieeliiig of the Royal Botanic Society of Lon-
don foreshadowed the cultivation of the latter tree.

In the greenhouses are a number of coffee trees
w'hich have this season been remarkably fruitful.

Mr. Sowerby, the secretary, liad gathered some of
the beans, which he had carefully roasted, ground,
and decocted into coffee. This brew was submitted
for the opinion of certain of the members known to

be connoisseurs of the beverage, and their opinions
agreed that it was excellent in eveiy respect.
Mktal Tka Cjiests.—Opinions arc divided in the

trade about metal chests for tea, but on the wliolo
there is no prejudice against their use which may
not ho overcome, although tho trade insist that lead
lining must be xiscd. At a receut meeting of Cardiff
grocers tho following letter on the subject was read
from Mr. Randell, of tlie firm of Messrs. Randell
and Sons, merchants, of Llanelly :

“ I have recently
received a consignment of Indian tea, packed in 100
chests, direct from India, the same being of tinplate
instead of w^ood, and lead lined, and I see in them
verj' many advantages over the old mode of packing tea.

As the use of tinplates is a very important question
now for South Wales and Monmouthshire, 1 venture
f^o ask you to bring the matter forward at the open-
ing of the Exchange, with a request that the mem-
bers will bo good enough to co-operate in any
movement which may be started in South Wales to
induce tea brokers, merchants, and planters to use
tin plates for the imrposes of tea packing, especially
when it clearly shows several advantages over the
wood chests now' in use. What is wanted is Uio co-
operation of tho grocers and tea dealers of South
Wales and Monmouthshire to give it effect.” 'I'his

gave rise to a general argument upon the subject
of tea packing. One speaker said “tinplates would
not be iit all suitable for packing tea. Could they
be prepared in the right way no doubt it would
be a good tiling, but ordinary would not
do. It would have to be lined with lead.” ThoChair-
man: “Or washed with lead.” The first speaker;
“ Yes, some other mode of packing is certaiidy desirable;
,at present tho Indiiui teas are disgracefully parked. It
would be a great boon to the retail trade if toil were
sold ill uiiiform pa.ckages of .O'l, (>o, 80, orldOlb. If

the tinplates were lined with lead and hermetically
sealed the filing coiiM bo done, but, of course, tho
retail grocers would have to be provided with appli-
ances for opening tho chests.” The chairman said
“ they were all agreed, lie took it, that the

|
resent

system of packing tea was unsatisfactory to the re-

tailer, hut what could they do in tile matter?” Fl-
timatcly a resolution expressing their approval of
Mr. Randcll’s idea and suggesting that he should
bring the matter before the Grocers' Federation was
carried.

—

II. arid C. il/mV.

NEW TEA MACHINERY FOR CEYLON.
Me.ssis. David.soii, tlie well-known makers of

tea machinery, will .shortly introduce into tho
Island several iicwtyiiesof maeliinery used in tho
jirciiaral ion of tea. 'I’lie machinery we understand,
will include an antomatie tea-dryer of a new
invention. This machine is designed on the
endless wchli i»rinciple and is lifted with an
improved make of cast iron stove. A new witli-

eiing machine and a Davidson steam engine for

use ill lea factories, bolh of new design, w ill also

be placed on the market, wo understand, early

next year.
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the unequalled climate of the
HILL-COUNTRY OF CEYLON.

When ilealiiig more in iletiiil witli Lire elimatic
elements in the latter part of Mr. Douglas
Archibald’s ]iam)dilet, attention is dia\rn by tlie

writer to many foature-s which only the
microscopiq eye of tlie Scientist, M'ho never over-

Ibbks details, wonhl liave discerned, l*'or example,
bur .hill-stations are cooler than those of India
at the same elevation although we are nearer
the eiiuator. In the Himalaya the rate of de-

crea.se with the ascent is one degree Fahrenheit
for every -lot) feet elevation. AVith ns the rate is

one degree for every iidU feet betn’cen Colomljo and
Kandy rind one degree in every 2GU feet belw een
Kandjr and Nnwafa Eliya. AVhate\'er may be the

cause, ainl for practical pnrpose.s we may lea \ e this

alone, the result is decidedly in onr fa\'onr, since

we are not obliged to go so high or breathe so rare

an atinosi>here to cool oursehes as our less for-

tunate Anglo-Inilian brothers.

Another feature peculiar to Ceylon from its

propinquity to the etpiator is the small range of

its monthly temperature ['mring the year. Any
one can ea.sily see that on the Nortliern tropic

where the sun has to travel 4(i degrees from the
Southern in order to reach verticality, there must
be a greater range than near the equator when
it never travels more than ‘d:! degrees on either

side of the Zenith
;
and this diilerence is exag-

gerated as we travel either poleward or iidand
where the presence of a solid surface accentuates
temperauire changes by its small capacity for heat
and its great cajiacity for exhihiling lieat or cold in

the form of temperatures. Our small annual range
in Ceylon aiqdies to hills as well as plains and
this, again, is a great ad\antage since it means
that at Nuwnia Eliya, for exalnpje, no month
is excessively cold or hot as occurs at the host

Himalayan sanitaria. 'I'o counteract iheiiossible

enervation produced by such a small annual
change there is as Mr. Archibahl points out, a
remarkable compensation in the fact that the
diurnal range of temperature is alway.s greatef
than it is farther north or south, and even on
ati island like Ceylon when it sliould be le.ss

than on a continent in the same latitude, it is

greater than .at many Indian stations. 'I'his also

nieatis coal nights nhen the mayirita during the
dav as wit.h us are )ie\er very large, and even
Colombo shows this when in July in-ii' d of a
.study SO at nigiit after in the day we have
a com]iaratively cool 77. -Vt Kandy and N\iwara
Eliya the eti'ect is still more niarkeil

;
ihe mean

daily minima at Kandy all through the hot
weather never Ijcing greater th.-ui 7<>'\ and at

Nuwara Eliya, -where the range is providientially

smaller, never le.ss thtl'n W. In other words,

while an agreeable change during tin* day is

experienced our hill stalious aie ne\er too

hot and never too (a)hl. Of course, this

in a great measure is due to the fact that

owing to the double march of the sun
over us in the year onr hill staiions

ox)ierience in reality twf> summers and two
^vinters of only half tiie normal dimensions of

those outside the troi)ics.

The question of rainfall is another jioint on
which the author tinous some new'‘ light, since

he ijoints out the mistake of judging the aunc.ge
raininess of n, place imnely by incln > or annual
totals. Tlie iuc-.hes m,iy lall in suddtm |)inmps,

as is shown by a compari.son of rainy days at
Hatton 207 withduS.at Nuwara Eliya, while at
the former tiie annual fall is loS against IM at

the latter, and the falls may he pretty uniformly
spread over tlie year and not ns in India he

cpniined to the season of the S.-AA’'. luonsbon.

Ry a judicious series of transportations, the

visitor may almost e.scapc both monsoons, and in

any case meet with nothing worse than what 1.^

called a “ Scotch mist ” at Nuwara Eliya if he
avoids certain months.

It is curious to lind that we embrace in Cey-
lon almost all the most desirable climates in

the world. New' Zealand is represented by
Nuwara Eliya; South Qtueensland or the Cape
by Bandarawela ; Sydney by Hatton with a few
inches of rain olV; Cairo with its hot summer
expunged by Kandy, and that while this latter

station has a summer heat no greater than Romq
or lAIadrid ;

the winter cold of Nuwara Eliya

is no greater than the snmmer heat of Edin-

burgh.
AVhat are we to say after all this ? Have w'e

made as much of our blessings as we might or

ad\'crtised them as much as they deserve 't AA^e

think not and while undoubtedly the best adver-

tisement such places can get is the reports that

visitors carry away with them of the air they

have breathed ami the comforts they have enjoyed,

we quite agree with Mr. Douglas Archibald that

a supidement might be added to the caution to

strangers on landing against the dangers of

snnstr(d<e, so as to m.ake it read as follows —
“ Beware of sunstroke and go to our Hill-

country.”

THE LANKA FL.VNTATIONS COAII’ANY,
LIMITED.

The fifteenth ordinary general meeting of the
shareholders of this company was held at the offices

of the company, 12, Fenchurch Street, B.C., on
Ifith November.
The chair was occnpiecl by Mr. Gleorge .Allen, chair*

mall of tlie directors, and the shareholders pi-esent

Were Messrs. F. Bois, E. F, North, A. Collinge, J.

Hall, J. E. Dawson, J. Smith, .1. Lee, and AV. H.
Ilaslara.

The secretary Mr. C. Robertson, ba-ving read the
tnotice convening the meeting, and the minutes of
tlie previous meeting having been read and confirmed,
he chairman in moving the adoption of the report
and accounts said ;

Gentlemen, you will all agree with me that the
duties befor-e ns today are pleasant and bj' no meails
difficult. I will deal first with the report which yoil
have all received and are no doubt familiar with.
You v.-il! notice that the coffee shipped to London
ivaa l,ci71 cwt. against 780 cwt. last year, and real-
ised .£6,504. The acreage under coffee alone was 210
acres, and the trees, according to the latest reports,
after maturing a good crop, were i-eported to be in
excellent he.irt and condition; and as the superin-
tendent is confident of his estimate, we may hope
for fair profits for 1896. The total crop of cocoa
gathered on Yattawattc amounted to 1.214 cwt.,
against 07t) cwt. last 3'car, and realised £3,038, and in
spite of the verj* low rates now prevailing there
wuis a good margin of profit left. During the season
a further acieage has been planted, and forty-two
acres of available land adjoining the estate have been
purchased, the cost of the new planting and land
having been ebarged to capital account. The estate
i.s improvii g year by year, and the manager reports
that there is every indication of a good crop for
1806. AVith regard to tea, there has been an increase
of nearly : 0,000 lb., which has realised an increase in
cash of £1,600. As our teas are nearly all high-class
teas, it natiually follow's that we benefit by high prices,
ill'. Bois reports that the estates are in good order, and
eveiything points to a satisfactory result for the
current year. Since the death (if I may term it

so) of coffee we have spent .£20,206 out of revenup
in substituting cinchona for coffee, and then tea for
cinchona. Tlie directors propose to take advantage of
the unexpected increase in the net proceeds of the
coffep

,
to write off fi'oin the suspense account thg
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sum of £3,714, being not only the one-tenth
usually written off, but also the sums of £7‘.»9 and
£1,021, which from circumstances beyoud our
control we were unable to write off in the years
1888 and 1880. This will enable us at the end of

the current year to strike out of the suspense
account the sum of £4,541 5s 7d charged in the year
30th June 1885, which by ten annual payments will

have been entirely paid off. We are now able to

declare a dividend of 4 per cent on the ordinary
shares, leaving .£1,270 to be carried forward. This
is not only highly^ satisfactory to the original share-

holders, but to those who have since bought shares

in the company. I may mention that latterly there

have been inquiries for shares at £6 per share

With reference to the loan of £12,000 in the last

balance sheet, we paid off £3,000 with some money we
had on deposit, and desiring to reduce the interest

we applied to our old bankers for a loan of £9,000,

but the request was refused
;

it was, however

willingly granted by the Loudon and Westminster

Bank, which paid off' the balance, and we have

thereby saved about .£150 in interest. The most in-

teresting subject to persons engaged in this industry

is. of course, tea, and Ceylon tea is now so good

that it wutit make its own way. I will give a few

extracts from some of the leading brokers’ circulars,

which go to prove the truth of this. Messrs. Wilson,

Smithett & Co., in their circular of a recent date,

g
. ii Several Russian orders were in the market,

and again comparatively few were executed, as they

were generally for teas of exceptional character

which certain home buyers were determined to

have at almost any cost, but they had the effect

of stimulating the competition and securing full

prices, and leaving at the same time the reason-

able hope of renewed orders at higher limits in

the future. For the nine months the imports

mark an increase of 5,800,000 lb, whilst home con-

siimntion has expanded to the extent of 2,000,0001b

and exports of 1,600,000.” Messrs. George White

and Co. in their circular of November 1th, re-

port that “ deliveries were IJ million lb above

the imports, so that the stock has been reduced

by that amount since September 30th. For the

four months from July 1st the quantity taken

from the warehouses was more than 3J mil-

lion pounds over that received, indicating a very

healthy condition of trade.” Messrs. Gow, Wil-

son and Stanton, who take a great interest in

these matters, report under date November 1st:

“ From North America reports are very encouraging,

and there is every reason to believe that British-

crown tea has now taken sufficient hold on the public

taste both in the United States and Canada to

ensure a permanent and increasing demand for it,

if only the work of the Indian and Ceylon Commis-

sioners can be effectually and steadily carried on.”

I am not acquainted with the details of the work

now being carried on in America, but this I may say,

that when I was there recently a gentleman greatly

interested in Ceylon tea complained to me that the

tea was not made up to suit the tastes of the con-

sumers. Another complaint was that the Ceylon Plan-

ters’ Association is associated with the agent of the In-

dian Planters, and I understand that they occupy the

same office. I may also say that I saw an advertise-

ment consisting of a large block in which the quan-

tities of Indian and Ceylon sold during the past year
**

na marked and of course the number of pounds of

T dian tea sold looked much larger than those of

Pevlon putting Ceylon in an unfair position. I

have sent this advertisement to our planting mem-

ber of Council in Ceylon, pointing this out, but up

to the present have received no reply. In conclusion

T may say that I still cwntiiiue to have a sanguine

bone of the prosperity of the company, and that

nbiect to climatic influences and other matters over

rUiich we have no control (for after all we are “tropi-

cal at'-iculturists” in the same position as farmers),

the merits of Ceylon tea must come to the front.

That small account of tannin is in its favour, and

I think it may safely be said that we are on the high

Fmd*^SoU stated that he wished to make a

few remarks in a friendly spirit with regard to the

d fference in the accounts of this company and others.
With regard to the suspense account, it was very
satisfactory to see that £3,700 had been paid off,

but he was sorry to see that it bad been taken off

with one hand and with the other hand £1,256
had been added to the suspense account for machinery,
buildings, Ac. Most companies, he maintained, objected
toasuspeuse account and charged all to revenueaccount.
He would have liked to have seen this item not carried
to the suspense account.

The Chairman, in rejily, remarked that the
directors courted rather than depreciated criti-

c sm on the part of shareholders. The new
machinery and buildings were not likely to rust
or wear out in a short time, as Mr. Ford
North seemed to think, and he considered that
what had been done had been done wisely. The
price jier acre of their cocoa land was £8 17s,
and he had considered that the cocoa estate was
one of their very best properties. He did not think
that prudent men could have done better. They
had paid 4 per cent., and had they wished to divide
all their profits they might have paid a great deal
more.
Mr. W. Austin remai’ked that he took a hopeful

view of the prospects of the company. When the
shares were very low he continually bought them, so
that no one could say he took a gloomy view. He was
the latest director who had been appointed, and he
was extremely gratified at the way in which the busi-
ness of the company was conducted. He had heard
Mr. Ford North's remarks with great pleasure. The
companies to which he, Mr. Ford North, had al-

luded had, however, great latitude, and if the sugges-
tions he had made with regard to the accounts were
carried out it would make the company appear to
have earned a smaller profit than they had ac-
tually done. It would be a pity to issue new shares,
as they would be at a discount. He considered that
the Chairman had done a grand piece of financing
in getting money at a low rate as he had done.
The affairs of the Company were thoroughly well
managed, and every £1 that was spent was severely
criticised by the directers.

The following resolutions were put to the meeting
and carried unanimously :

—

Proposed b}’ the Chairman and seconded by Jlr.
Pettit, “ That the report and accounts be received
and adopted.”
Proposed by Mr. Austin and seconded by Mr.

Pettit, “ That the payment of a dividend on the
6 per cent. Preference shares for the six months
ending December 31, 1894, be confirmed, and that
for the six months ending June 30, 1895, be paid
forthwith.”
Proposed by Mr. Austin and seconded by Mr.

Pettit, “That a dividend on the ordinary shares for
the year ending June 30, 1895, at the rate of 8s per
share, free of income tax. be paid forthwith.”
Proposed by Mr. Ford North and seconded by Mr.

Collinge, “ That Mr. Allen, a director who retires on
this occasion, be re-elected.”
Proposed by Mr. Smith and seconded by Mr. Collinge,

“ That Mr. Edward Pettit, a director who I’etires on
this occasion, be re-elected.”
Proposed by Mr. Collinge and seconded by Mr

Haslum, “That Mr. John Smith be re-elected auditor
of the company for the ensuing year at a remune-
ration of £21.”

Mr. Ford North proposed a very cordial vote of
thanks to the directors and also the managers of the
estates in Ceylon, and the chairman having briefly
responded the proceedings terminated.—J/.ii' C. Mail.

ENGLISH AGRICULTURE.
Norfolk, Nov. 4.

Farmers have indeed been, having a bad time of it.

Many farmers have been let out of cultivation, and
others only kept in cultivation by foregoing all rent.
However it is to be hoped, that things have at last
touched bottom and that an improvement may be
looked for during the coming year. No Government
can guarantee good harvests, but a strong one, such
as the present, cau do UUloh to help the struggling
tiller of the soil.
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nUlLDINLS ON ESTATES:

EALLAKDIE’S AND OWEN’S PRIZE ESSA\ S.

Does .any pl.anter want to luiilil either a factory,

cattle-shed, Inmgalow (large or small) or a set

of lines, or to alter, or reconstruct any(jiie oi

all of these? If an experienced man, he at once

lirides himself on being what every good planter

ought to be, and claims to bo in his cajtacity of

jaedc-of-all trades : a pr.actical builder. In old

coffee days, to engage the services of an architect

was alniost universally considered a useless

waste of money. True, as regards collee store.s,

very little variety vvas indulged in, the “stores

nearly everywhere having been designed and

built on one unvarying plan. This was a custom

that had more than one advantage : the cost

was easily ascert.ained from the experience of

others, and the native eontr.actor.s bec^ame ex-

perts in constructing almost identic,al buildings

wherever they went. The pulping-houses, how-

ever, <leinan«te<l more ^ariety of ])lan, and in con-

structin'' these the I'lanter found his ingenuity

considerably taxed. So, too, in the case of

bungalows, every planter was I'Cti to loliow liis

own taste and rc'iuiremcnts,— if he did not—as

at first nearly everybody did, eiirly in the plant-

i„o_era, run up a rectangular shed divided into

three rooms with a long verandah in front.

Those which were subsUntially Iniilt remain to

this dav, but. often so tr.ansformed by “taking in

the verandah” here, adding a wing there, that

the original simple design is not easy to be

distinguished. Well, all honour to the
_

me-

mory of the old planters, .sturdy .and inde-

itendent .as they were, and it mistakes were

made and money wasted, why coffee could afford

it as it afforded many other items of expenditme

that would surprise the economy enforced by

strict Visiting Agents in these later days.

And it cannot be denied that a Tea I'actory

demands a grcafw practic.al knowledge of build-

in<^s than sufficed for tlie simpler coflee store.

,So° too the <'reatcr number of married planters

now have created a demand for more up-to-date

homes and bungalows, while even the coolies are

l.etter housed. The old Diatched roof on posts

ten feet apart, open to .all the winds that b ow,

will not do now-a-days for cattle, especially where

manure is the object of their liemg, while also

a vast number of valuable c.attle are now kept

for (hairy purposes and for profits deri vable there-

from. All these modern conditions call for greater

care in the con.structiou oi buildings on estates

for all these purposes, besides sucii subsidiary

structures as limo-kRus, Szc.

In 1.S711 Messr-

T. ('. Owen via.-
,

(reJier in a baiUy book n;i sucn

mgs
Lite to

limO-Kun--, ivi,.

essrs. .J. de C.aynoth Bal bardie and

wrote “prize essays” published to-

ler 10 bamly book n;i such .-state ;• Bui Id-

i” • but like "otner works it came just too

i.iac 1.0 ..rof m’uch service to the planter harassed

bv Daf-dis-'a.se, loss and debt. But has not the ,

time -ome round again when such a book ought

to 1)0 one of the companions of every nr.actic.al

phnuter ' How to design every conceivaole build-

inw in an infinite variety of phuis, is here given

iu Reiail graphically and te.xtually, and even the

old and expert builder will fimk yalmable in-

formation in this bonk of designs and estiuuates.

We coniidently reconmicnil it to all in chaige

of tea and cac.ao estates and est:ites of every

other produce .as .a reliable fuide 111 designing

.and constructing and giving out contracts for

every sort of bail dug likely to be required in

such places. This may be judged from the

57

following list of tlie plans “ to se.ale” embodied in

•the volume to which we have been referring' :

—

(1) Biuck Kiln.—Section of kiln—plan of kiln

—

trough and section—yoke—drying shed and section.

(2) Luie Kiln.—
(
i) To buni 1.50 cubic feet per

diem—(2) to burn 250 cubic feet per diem.
(8) Biuckwokk Masonry.—

E

nglish bond and Fie-
luiah bond.

(1) Walls’ Eooi'ing Clip.

(5) Kino Post Roof.-

K

ing post—(pieen post-
struts— tic beam—principal—ridge piece-purlins

—

common rafter—pole or roof plates—wall plates.

(0) Queen Post Roof.—

Q

ueen posts—strut.?—tie
beams— principal— ridge piece—purli ns— straining
beam—common rafter—polo of roof plate—wall plates.

(7) Hekring-hone Struts : 2 in. square.

(8) Joints oh Sc.arfs.

(9) Beams and Pillars.
Lines.—

T

welve-room set of Linos—wooden roof,

wattle and daub walls—kanganies’ row.
Bungalows.—

D

oor and wiiniowfrallies—wooden plank
ceilings— wainscoting— verandahs—chimneys —small
bungalows—large bungalows.
Pulping House and Store.—

R

eceiving pulping house
and store (combined)—sections of pulpers—Walker’s
Gearless Pulper—Store Receiving House—Section of

held Receiving House—Coffee spouting—watcrbo.x

—

covered spout to carry water to outside hopper

—

Self-acting measuring boxes—Tube well—Cherry Dis-
charge, Dams (comxiosite and earthen, and wooden
and iron doors) anients, weirs and spouts.

Cattlesiied and Piggery.—

S

tore for fodder—air

passage—stone walls with permanent stalls—brick
walls with moveable stalls—pillars—roadside cattle

and pig shed.
Estate C.artroads.

Eight plans illustrating buildings referred to in Mr. T.
C. Owen’s Essay, viz., Store and Pulping House—Cattle
shed—big cattle shed—big store—pulping house

—

bungalow.

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY INTO TEA
CULTIVATION.

From the Secretary, Indian Tea Association, to
the Secretary to the Government of India, Depart-
ment of Revenue and Agriculture, dated Calcutta,
11th November, 1895.

Sir,—Referring to your letter No. .952-18, of 7th
March, in which it was stated that, pending the
appointment of a successor to Mr. Cotes, who
had resigned bis appointment in the Indian Mu-
seum, the Government of India regi-etted they were
unable to make any arrangement for the inves-
tigation of tea blights in Assam, I am now directed
by the General Committee to submit for the con-
sideration and orders of tho Government of India
a memorandum drawn up by Mr. 1. Buckingham,
C.I.E.. Chairman of the Assam Branch of the
Association, containing suggestions for the appoint-
ment of :)• scientific officer for the tea districts,

2. I am to state that this memorandum has re-
ceived the approval not only of the General Com-
mittee, but of the branches of the Association and
also of the Planters’ Association in D.irjeeling, the
Terai, the Dooars, and the Kangra Valley, who are
all agreed that the appointment of such an officer
as suggested in Mr. Buckingham’s memorandum
Avould be a very great benefit to the tea industry,
and, as a natural consequence, to the trade of tho
country.

3. T’ne General Committee feel that they can add
but little to the suggestions contained in Mr.' Bucking-
ham’s memorandum, but they desire to take this
opportunity of tendering their best thanks to Gov-
ernment for having deputed Dr. George Watt,
Reporter on Economic Products to Government, to
prosecute investigations in the Assam province, which
latter will, without doubt, when his report has been
published, prove of the greatest value to tea planters
and the industry generally. The Committee
are awaiting with much interest the publica-
tion of this report, and in the meantime
they would commend Mr Buckingham’s proposal to
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the most careful consideration of Government.

—

1 have etc., S. E. J. Clarke.
Secretary, Indian Tea Association.

[Memorandum re appointment of Scientific Officer

for the Tea Districts, to be submitted hereafter to

the Government of India.]

The tea industi'y having for some years past
felt the necessity for a thorough scieniific

invstigation into the chemistry of the tea

plaet and its cultivation and manufacture, de-

sires to bring the matter before the Government of

India for consideration and such co- operation as

may' be found possible.

2. It is understood that ip a kindred subject in:.

investigation connected with silk, siich co-operation

and even pecuniary support has actually been
rendered by the Governments of India and Ifengal.

It is accordingly felt that the support not only of

the Government of India, but also of Local Go-

vernments where tea cultivation is pursued, might

reasonably be extended to an industry of such

magnitude and importance.
d. The Tea Association fully appreciates the

assistance which the Government of India have

rendered, and are still rendering in the deputation of

Dr. Watt, the Reporter of Economic Products, to

investigate into the subjects of tea blights. Without

anticipating the report which Dr. Watt is likely

to publish, it mav bo said that he has convinced

the planter’s in the districts visited that there is as

much to be learnt on the subject of proper cultiva-

tion of the plant, as in that of the remedy of actual

blights. But this involves a scientific investigation

mainly of a chemical nature, w'hich the prlanting

industry unaided is unable to accomplish, not so inuch

financially, as in the proper control and supervision

of the operations of a scientific officer.
, j

4. It is contemplated that a chemist of established

reputation should be brought out to this counti’y,

or a fixed term of vears (say five), to receive such

alary as would ensure his devoting his entire energy

o this enquiry, but on the distinct understanding

that the result of his investigations should be the

property of the Association. The selection of such

an officer, it is felt, the Goverument of India would

be better qualified to make than the Association.

5. The direct assistance which the Government

of India, it is beHeted, could render, would be in

the equipment of ft laboratory, since the apparatus

required might be utilized by Government in its

chemical laboratories at the close of the contem-

plated investigation. It is also suggested that the

major portion of the apparatus and oheinicals might

even be lent for the purpose here indicated.

6 In venturing to suggest direct aid, the Associa-

tion considers that supervision of chemical inquiries is

of the greatest importance, and for this purpose the

chemical officer might be associated with one of

the scientific departments of the Government of

This Association believes that the desired aim of

the investigation might be frustrated through a

scientific officer not being supervised, there being

the liability of his attention being diverted from the

main points at issue. But, in venturing to make

this suggestion, the Tea Association desires mainly

to obtain an expression of opinion from the Gov-

ernment of India, and the final scheme may be

matured hereafter. J- Buckinguam,
Chairman, Assam Branch, Tea Association.

Indian Planters' Gazette.

SALE OF AN ESTATE.

It is reported that Gangwarily Estate, West

Doloshage, has been sold by Mr. John Drummond

to Mr. W. Blackett.
^

SALE OF COCONUT ESTATES.

The 1 trice jiaid Mi’. Jacob de Mell by the

Ceylon Tea Plantations Coinpany for the coco-

nut estates Siringapatha and lursina is L_J-,),00().

Mr de Mell purchased these estates about lomonths

ago from Messrs. Akbar Brotbms for R’280,000.

Mr.
estates

Ehves.

GALATA GROUP.
Tunnicliffie has, we learn, sold these

for R 100,000 to Mes.srs. Cresswell and

DRUG REPORT.
(From Chemist and Druggist.)

London, N ovember 14.

Annatto —Five bags of dull dark Madras sold at the
low price of ijd per lb

Oai'fei.ne t^uiet. Some business lias been done this

week at 19s per lb on the spot.

CuoxoN-SF.r.n—At today’s auctions a parcel of 15 bags
of seed from Colombo, not quite so nice as what offered
at the preceding sale, was well competed for and again
realised an advance of a few shillings, the whole lot

being sold for 50s per cwt.
OuuKiis remain quite neglected. There was .a fairly

])lentiful supply at auction, but no berries were sold
;

privately 32s Cd per cwt would be accepted for fair

slightly stalky quality. At auction a bid of 27s was re-

jected for some berries of fair quality, slightly stalky.
tSeven bags cubeb s^talks and berries sold without reserve
subject to paying charges at 6s per cwt.
Gamboge was in very good demand today, medium

qualities being steady. Of 40 packages, 22 realised
i£l() 7s 6d for good pipe, partly blocky, of bright fracture,
and from K9 7s tid clown to £9 for partly drossy and
blocky pipe I’icey mixed to fair blocky pickings.

Kola—

H

olders are disposed to ask more money, viz,

Is 3d per lb for good bold w^ashed and Is per lb for
small washed. It i.s doubtful, how’ever, whether those
prices given can as yet be made. At auctions today
28 packages were all bought in, bids of lod being re-

jected for good washed quality. We understand privately
that ltd per lb has been paid for fair washed from
Africa.
Nux Vojiic.v—One hundred and sixty-six packages of

small to fair pale quality from Bombay were all bought
in today <at 5s (id per cwt.

E.ssentiai, OH.s-Cajuput oil 10 cases were bought in.

Cinnamon oil sold, subject to approval, at 4R1 per oz.
Jitronella oil is again dearer. Is 5d per lb being now
asked on the spot, while offers of Is 3id per lb c i f

for oil in drums have been refused this week by Ceylon
exporters, who say that there is no more oil to be had.
Lemongrass oil is also very firm on the spot at 2d to 2Jd
per oz, without further arrivals in sight The market in

Cochin is said to have been cleared.

tJuiMNE—At the end of last week there was a sale of

20,000 oz German bulk (B & S or Brunswick) at the price
of Is Id per oz, showing a further decline of fully one-
eighth. .Since tnen the market has become slightly' firmer
again and buyei-s offered at is Ijd, which has not, how-
ever, been accepted. For second-hand German bulk on
the spot Is Ifil has been refused this week. Offer of Is

Id per oz for Fabricca Lombarda quinine have also been
refused, and the market is, upon the whole fairly

steady.
Vanilla—The supply at today’s auctions was fairly

large— viz 200 tins—but almost the entire quantity was
made up of arrivals from France, the principal portion
con-sisting of stocks which had been hold back by large
French holders, tiood (piality was well represented, but
buyers were not such fkeen purchasers as at the last
.auctions, and the iirices today ruled very irregular, jind
were on the aver.age *about is to Is Od per lb lower.
The total quantity offered weighed about 4,200 lb, and
was nearly all disposed of.

THE UNITED PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION
OF SOUTHERN INDIA.

Follo\vii\" up the acknowledgment which we
made of a copy of the proceedings of thi.q Association
f >r the year we would mention th.at the volume
which is of a very convenient size, con.si.st.s of 191

pages iruiluding tlie appendix. The main part of the
record is a report of the proceedings at the second
annual general meeting held in August last, and
the variety of subjects then discussed sliow.s how
very important the organization is. IVe trust that

it will long continue to keep a .strict watch over
all matters connecteil with the planting industry.

After the report comes the accounts showing a
b.alance on hand of RSli). then correspondence,

and lastly the appendix in which we m Lice is

incorporated a copy of the Ceyhm Lahour 0)x|i-

nance.
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MEXICAN COFFEE LANDS.
A former Ceylon planter, with large experience in

the coffee countries of the world, has studied the
ossibilities of Mexico as a coffee-growing country,
n an interview printed in the Chicago Inter-Ocean
he says :

“ I joirrneyed to Mexico to inspect the Mexican
lands suitable for coffee from a business stand point.

With hardly an exception, I found chaos reigning
supreme, as far as cultivation was concerned, little

or no attempt having been made to do anything but
pick the crop. After thoroughly inspecting some of

the newer districts, with which the older districts

cannot be compared for a moment, it surprised me
that these older districts had ever been taken up at
all for coffee, the proximity to the railway being the
only valid excuse, as neither in climate nor soil

can these older districts stand their own.
“In choosing coffee lands what should be looked

for first and principally is a suitable climate. Coffee

wants a regular temperature of say, from tlO to

80 degrees Fahrenheit all the year round, with a
rainfall of from 100 to 120 inches, the latter preferred

;

in fact, a warm humid atmosphere
;
when you can

get that it matters little about the latitude or ele-

vation. It is true that the high elevation bean is

generally the most delicate in flavour, but the differ-

ence in price is so little that it will not nearly com-
pensate for the difference in crop, and the planter,

if he is wise, will confine himself to what will

fill his pockets the quickest.
“ Two districts specially caught my fancy, the

one on the Tonto Eiver, partly in the State of

Oaxaca and partly in the State of Vera Cruz. I
saw thousands of acres of magnificent rich loam
covered wiih heavy forest which could be converted
into most successful plantations. These uisuhets are
par-excellence, the home of the sugar cane. J'ho

district, however, on which my choice rested, and
which in every way filled my bean ideal of the coffee

district, was on the Gulf of Mexico side of the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, inclosed between the two
rivers, Uspanapa and Coatzacoalcos, and intersected
by others. Most of these rivers have deep water and
are navigable far into the interior. Within this

tract of country there is a large per cent of the finest

coffee lands I ever saw in my life. I was thoroughly
surprised with the rich, black soil and its uniformity

;

he nice, easy lay of the land, with its good drainage :

ts plentiful supply of live mountain streams, its

fine navigable rivers, within easy reach of the
seaports, where goods can be slapped to all parts
of the world; its plentiful supply of fine, robust
natives, willing and ready to work

;
its production

in a wild and semi-wild state of coffee, sugar,
vanilla, cacao, rubber, fruits of all kinds, corn
and other products, and lastly, and a very impor-
tant thing to the shelter, its tine, healthy climate.
The residents of this district claimed for it a tem-
perature and rainfall exactly in accordance with
my views of what was perfect for coffee and my
first glance at the vegetation verified their claim.

“ The climate as regards health being one of
the principal things to thoroughly investigate, this
I did, and I found, first, that the death rate
in Minitlan, the largest and most important town
in this district—being also a shipping port—and
seemingly in the most unhealthy part of it, is

only 8’7 persons, in the 1,000 per year, while the
death rate of Chicago averages about 18.2. The
old residence Americans and foreigners speak highly
of it in that respect.

•‘x\ll over Mexico coffee is handled, almost with-
out exception, in the most slovenly manner, being
neither cultivated nor prepared for market properly.”
[Nevertheless some of the finest coffee seen in this

market has been of Mexican growth.—Ed.] “ If

the old districts give handsome results with the
present system, I venture to say that in the district
I'eferred to, on the isthmus, irnder judicious manage-
ment, being essentially a coffee district, which most of
others are not, the results, I think, could safely be
multiplied by 10.

“ There is any amount of valuable timber which
'au be made to pay hausomely, as well as growing
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corn between the rows of coffee, which forms a good
shade for the young coffee plant, and yields from sixty
to eighty bushels per acre, and at least two crops
at that rate per year. This, at the local rate for
corn—about $1'25 silver, or about (50 cents American
—would, I think, almost, if not altogether, clear ex-
penses of cultivation. The outlet to this district is

Coatzacoalcos, where at present two steamers per
week arrive and go on to Minitlan, load up and
return to Vera Cruz, where they tranship their pro-
duce into the large New York and European steam-
ers. This is necessary on account of a bar at
Coatzacoalcos, preventing any steamer drawing more
than foru'teen feet of water coming in .”—American
Grocer.

THE FUTURE OF PETROLEUM AS A
FUEL.

In an article contributed to the ColUenj Gnardian,
Mr. R. Nelson Boyd, M. Inst., c.e., discusses the
possibilities of petroleum replacing coal as a fuel
for general purposes in this country. After referring
to the numerous experiments and trials that have
been made with liquid fuel, including those of Mr.
Holden, on the Great Eastern Railway, where several
locomotives are at preseat running, and have been for
a number of years, with liquid fuel, he goes on to
observe that the adoption of petroleum as a fuel to
any practical extent has been limited to South
Russia up to the present time, and it appears' that its

general use is a matter for the very distant future,
except under special local circumstances.
The necessary elements for the economic use of

petroleum are quantity and cheapness, and these are
only to be fouu i in South Russia—at any rale up to
the present time. The production of crude oil in the
South Russian field is about thirty millions of bar -

rels, giving say, three to four millious of baiTels of
residuum, or so called “astatki,” equal to about half
a million tons, which represent in heating po ver one
million tons of coal. This is, of course, a large and
a sufficient supply for local purposes, including tho
steamers on the Caspian Sea and ,the locomotives
and as there is no other use for the astatki, it is

obtained at a low cost. But this is the only petro-
leum-producing field in the world where circumstanees
so favourable to the use of liquid fuel exist. The
Russian oil is of such a character that in the pro-
cess of distillation it leaves a largo percentage of
residuum, whereas in other fields .almost all, if not
all the distillates from the crude oil are applied to
commercial purposes, and sold at prices which pre-
clude their use as fuel except [for special i^urposes,
such, for instance, as heating where space and cleanli-
ness, rapidity of lightning and extinguishing the fire

are dominant over the question of cost. But these
special applications cover only a small field of con-
sumption, and in reality, as a competitor with coal
as a fuel, petroleum is not in the market, at any
rate in tho country. In addition to the high cost
comes the question of supply. The quantity of pet-
roleum produ'ed is certainly considerable, but when
compared with the amount of coal raised in the world
the figure sinks into insignificance—that is, from the
point of view as fuel.

It would be difficult to to estimate with exactitude the
total production of petroleum in the w'orld owing to
the want of correct data. In the United States the
returns show over 2,000 millious of gallons raised in
1894 ; in Russia, about 1,200 millions of gallons

;

and in Galicia, Austria, uO millious of gallons
; but

the statistics of other contrics are very uncertain. It
may, however, be roughly estimated that the world’s
production will amount to between 4,000 and -5,OCX)
millions of gallons. A very largo production has
sprung up in recent years in tho far East, tho statis-
tics of which are not easily obtainable; but, taking
the total production at 5,000 millions of gallons—
say, 20 millions of tons, equal in calorific heat to
40 millious of tons of coal—we ar-rive at a figure
which represents but a very small percentage of the
world’s production of coal. This is assuming the
entire production of crude oil to be used as fuel,

whereas only the small production of Russiai)
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astatki is available for the purpose, if we eliminate
the refined oils, burnt in so-called petroleum stoves,
which arc practically lamps, the cost of which is too
high to enter into competition with coal for industrial
purposes. The demand for illuminating and lubricat-
ing oils, as well as for other distillates of
crude oil, is equal to the supply at present but is

increasing day by day, and the produce of
the new discoveries is being absorbed by the grow-
ing demand for the va ions petrolemu pro lucts.
Among the uses of these distillates must be re-
membered the oils used for enriching gas, and in
peti'oleum engines, which though not applied directly
as fuel, replace a certain, but a comparatively small,
amount of coal.

Under these circumstances, it seems futile to look
upon petroleum as a competitor of coal as a fuel,

at any rate for the present or the near future. It

is somewhat curious to note how slowly the already
known petroleum lields are opened out in the face
of a large demand and a lucrative trade. It is

really only in the United States and in South Rus-
sia that the deposits arc worked to any great ex-
tent. Crude oil has been known to exist in abun-
dance in Peru for many years, yet the production
does not seem to increase. The same may be said
of the deposits of .Japan, .lava, Sumatra, and other
fields in the far East which have been left in

abeyance until quite recently. In Mexico and other
South American States very good indications, to say
the least, have been discovered, but they have not
been practically followed up by the expenditure of

any capital. The European fields, other than South
Russia, are being opened out with much reserve,

as if an opinion prevailed among capitalists that

petroleum was but an ephemeral product, with not
much present and no future profitable life. Yet the
United States raise 2,000 millions of gallons of crude
oil, and dispose of it all to advantage.
So long as this reticence of speculation in petro-

leum development prevails, the production will not
become formidable, and oil will not be extensively

amplied to industrial purposes.

—

Indian and Eastern
Engineer.

CEYLON PRODUCE.

Coconut Oil.—The market is very treacherous,

leaving the brokers in the “ high seas.” Even our
old friend, “ Peruma ” is staggered at the present
status of the market. Very conflicting reports come
from all quarters re coconut crops and the Ijattalion

of millers and dealers take them for what they are
worth—often swallowing an occasional “pill”. A few
days ago, the market was steady at RyST'oO per ton

f. o. b., and after gradually showing a tendency to

on increase, reached the climax of R340—but only
to fall back immediately in two ranges to R33d.

Copra.—

T

he arrivals are few ; and the quality is

not much to be admired. For some weeks, hardly
anything has come for the manufacture of white oil.

Prices range from R38'50 to R47.
PooNAC.—What a fall, compared with the prices

fetched sometime ago ! Good mill can now be had for

from R45 to 47'50 per ton f. 0 . b.

Coffee.—Plantation, new season's crop is quoted
at R84’b5 ;

but a parcel changed hands last week
at R82 per cwt. f. o. b. In Native firm offers arc
given at R72 and R71 ; but this is all mooiiBhine
as at those prices no mortal with a spoonful of

braing can operate upon. R6S is nearer the mark.
Cocoa.—The season is in full swing, and since

the middle of last month hundreds 01 hundred
-weights are almost daily brought down to houses
of Europeans, Binhalese and Tamoios. The latter

two have representatives upcouury, who are buying
liirgely for them. I’rices locally range froniR32 to

45 per cwt. A fine parcel froni “ Woodsley” changed
bauds yesterday at R43 ;

while “ Gangoruwa ” and
beans from other well known estates are in the hands
of brokers.
CakdamOiMS.—

T

he season’s crop has not been .a suc-

cess, and this is due it is believed to the circums-

tauce that, off and o u during thu whole year, there

have been pickings. There is a very great demand
for Malabar from Bombay and the Borah and Parsee
mei'chants have run up prices from Rl-06 to Rl'28

to 30 per lb. The European market supply w'ill

almost be nil in “ Malabar. ’ It is only recent by that

Bombay has taken a fancy to Malabar. In the

)>ast its |>et w’as the well bleached, white bold

Mysore.—Local “ Examiner.”

FEXGERANG PLANTING GO,

The ordinary general meeting of the Pengerang
Planting Co. was held in the Exchange Rooms to-

day at noon, the Hon’blo G. S. Murray (chairman)
residing. There was also present Messrs. W'. Hutton
and E. -I. Nanson, directois, and Messrs. A. P.
Adams, McBain. Dittmir. Eckhardt, W. ^V. Bailey,
Manager, and Mr. A. J. Gunn, Secretary.

The Chairman said in adopting the report they
would at the same time adopt the propositions that
were put forward in it, that w'as, a dividend for

nine months at the rate of 20 per cent per annum,
absorbing a sum of #10,500, and that the amount
p>assed to rest account should be #4,000, which
would leave a balance of #14,052-04 to be carried
forward to new account. He hoped that the share-
holders would look upon that report as a satisfactory
one. The Company had now, he trusted g t to such a
stage that they might hope to continue to prosper.
It had not in the past been a very prosperous con-
cern, and there were many reasons why in the early
days of their enterprise they paid no dividends at
all. They made many mistakes as a pioneer com-
pany in these parts, and they had other difficulties

to contend with which he need not enter upon at

that meeting. He hoped they were in smooth waters
now. The only thing which occurred to him as at
all likely to mar their progress, and it was cer-

tainly a very important one, was whether the
price of coffee was to be maintained. That was
a point which everybody interested in a coff'ee ven-
ture should keep clearly in mind. At present the
price of coffee ruled very high

;
some were of opinion

that the price would still improve, others held a
contrary view. He was not prepared to say much
with I'egard to the views which had been express-
ed as regards the cultivation of coffee in other
parts of the world falling off, as no definite and reli-

able information could be got. They had to accept
the good things as they came, and hope for the best
in the future. He did not think it was necessary in

the meantime that they should start any account for
the depreciation of the estate. As a matter of fact

the property was improving in value every day. No
one knew the life of a Liberian coffee estate, and it

seemed to him that so long as they kept on add-
ing to the area under cultivation tho estate w'as in

a thoroughly sound financial position. It was car-

ried, that the report and accounts as submitted
should be approved and adopted.— ;S. /•’. Press.

NORTH BORNEO NEWS.

The Government is advertising free grants of land up
to 500 acres in extent for the cultivation of Tapioca.
A very large extent of land, flat and of fertile

soil has lately been discovered butwceii tho range in
l.Jlu Lingkabau, (a tributaiy of tho Sugut) which
has Makatol hill at the northern and Mount Taliu
at the southern end—and tho Bongon River above
Timbaug Baiu. The locality is Idank on the latest
map. Tho Imd in question would appear to be
accessible without much difficulty from Marudu Bay,
the most easy road being up the Beukoka river to

whore a walk of half an hour brings oue to the
Tinandukiin Nilampan Hill at the edge of the flat,

which takoB over four hours to walk across.
Pangeran Mahomet of Sembali will act as guide to

any one wishing to prospect.

Tho wet wcatlicr, succeeded by a spell of sunshine
has bonelitted the 'Tobacco crop to a largo extent.

—British North Borneo Herald, Nov. 20.
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VARIOUS OILS.

{From Semi-Annual Report of Schimmel cL- Co-,

Fritzsche Brothers.)

Ijeipzig and New-York, Oct., 1895.

Cinnamon Oil, Ceylon.—In conformity with the

opinion which we expressed in our Report of April

last, an enormous change has come over the niarket-

va'ues of this important article in the course of the

past few months. The quotations for cinnamon-bark of

the “ usual assortment,” (which is the ordinary con-

dition of sale of cinnamon in wholesale quantities

for shipment,) have risen from 8d to lid per lb.,

those lor cinnamon-chips, the raw material for the

distillation of the oil, from 2d to 2Jd per Ib^ or

about SO per cent. As the existing cheap stocks have

been disposed of, the finer grades of cinnamon oil

have in turn followed the upward course of the

market, and it is therefore probable that this long

neglected and unreasonably depreciated article will

again acquire its proper position shortly'. The culti-

vation of cinnamon lias been just as unprofitable in

Ceylon as the manufacture of cinnamon oil. Many
planters have given up the culture and it is thei'e-

fore impossible to deny that the present movement

in the price of bark and oil rests upon a solid foundation.

In order to place ourselves in a position to form

an opinion of the quality of the cinnamon oils of the

London market, we caused to be sent to us a number

of original bottles containing oil imported from Cey-

lon. 'The examination of these samples convinced

us that there was not a single genuine oil among
the lot, but that they were all largely mixed with

cinnamon leaf oil. The following brands were ex-

amined
,

1. Cinnamon bark oil. N. G. de Silva. 2. Kaderana

genuine Cinnamon oil. First quality. Distilled iu

Ceylon. 3 Genuine cinnamon oil. First quality.

Distilled at Ekelle. T. A. Jayasekera. Colombo, Cey-

lon. 4. Charles Mendis Kaderana. Purest Planta-

tion cinnamon oil. Colombo, Ceylon. These figures

clearly show that none of these oils contained less

than 50 per cent of cinnamon leaf oil. We do not

allege, however, that this has been added to the

cinnamon oil on purpose
;
in fact, it is more prob-

able that in Ceylon the leaves and bark of the plant

are distilled together, and that this is the cause of

the inferior quality of the oil.

C1TR0NEI.LA Oil.—The price of this article, after

having remained at the low'est level for several

years, commenced to advance gradually in .Tanuary of

the present year and lately reached the highest point

of recent times with a quotation, in Colombo, equal-

ling l/3c1, or 1 0.30 per lb.

The statistics, w'hich show a very large export

prove that the cause of the advance does not

lie in a scarcity of supplies at the point of pro-

duction, consequent upon a failure in the crop,

but that it must simply be attributed to the con-

stantly increasing use of this popular perfume. In

particular it is said that a large English soap factory

has recently commenced to use citronella oil, and has

entered into contracts for large quantities with British

wholesale drug-houses. It is added that the latter ex-

perienced some dhficulties in fulfilling their engage-

ments with respect to the delivery of the oil, and that,

as they had accepted all risks, trusting to the long-est-

abolished stability of the quotations they found them-

selves compelled to pay high prices, and not only to

buy up everything available in England, but also to

secure supplies from America.
At any rate it is certain that the speculators have

received a wholesome lesson.

Vigorously supported by our New York house, vyhich

had purchased very large quantities of citronella oil be-

fore the commencement of the rise, we have been able

to fill the requirements of our clients without stint

and at moderate quotations. Careful investigation

enables us to state that no reduction of price is at

all to be expected in the near future. Moreover,

considering the increasing consumption of the article,

which is strikingly shown by the export-statistics re-

produced below, it seems to us impossible that the

price of the oil should again fall to the former bottom-

figure.

Citronella oil is now generally tested in Ceylon ac-

cording to the method published by us. That pro-

cess has come to be considered authoritative in cases
of dispute. It was certainly published just at the
right moment for closing the door to further demo-
ralisation of the trade in the article.

In an experimental investigation recently made by
us for a leading importer of citronella oil, only one
out of four samples stood our test

;
the otlier three

being adulterated. It is true that the latter gave a
clear solution with from 3 to 5 parts of 80 per cent
alcohol, but they turned cloudy upon the addition of
further alcohol, and caused a precipitate of a foreign
substance at the bottom of the flask. This deposit did
not consist of petroleum, but probably of East-Indian
Gurjuii-balsam or wood oil. An exact identification
of the adulterant was prevented by the smallness of the
samples.

C.A.Mi'HOH.—The advance iu price in this indispen-
able article is due to the speculative tactics of a
London capitalist and is therefore, at any rate iu

the extent it has assumed, without a solid basis.

The question whether it is likely to be prolonged
muen further cannot be answered. At any rate there
is very little spirit of enterprise shown for the article

at its current market-rates, aud businesses in the drug
are restricted within the narrowest limits.

The question whether ihe island of Formosa will

pass entirely into the possession of the .Japanese is

only of secondary importance. If that should be the
case, however, the Japanese will hold the monopoly
of the production of the article, and, with their

notorious astuteness, they will then in all probability
succeed in discovering a means of preventing direct

shipments from Formosa, thereby maintaining prices,

if not at their present level, but at a figure which
will secure them a liandsome profit.

'The average price of Formosa camphor during the
last thirteen months has been as follows :

—

1894 September per cwt. C7s., 1895 August perewt. 160.

Crude Japanese camphor reached its highest point
(up to the present) in the middle of September, when
210/ per cwt. was quoted for it.

It scarcely requires mentioning that under the
prevailing conditions no binding quotations for refined
camphor can be given.

.JOUORE COFFEE ES'l’A'rFX

'The local coffee estates are looking well and
good pickings are expected next month. On Theo-
broma the new clearings are looking very well,

especially the swamp. Another swamp of about
50 acres is now being cleared and should this be
as successful as the present one, it is hoped the
future will be brighter then it hitherto has been.
Mr. Abrams, the proprietor, is to be admired for
his perseverance, as 'Theobroma is the only estate out
of five originally opened up in the Pantei District
still working. Mr. J. M. Crichton, an old Mysore
coffee planter of over 15 years experience, has
taken over the management of the Pulau Layaug
estate. A new clearing of over 40 acres on this
estate, commenced by the former manager, has
been discontinued.

—

S. F Fress.

EDRAPOLLA TEA COMPANY OF CEYLON,
LIMITED.

Mr. Purler, who represents fcliis new Company
in Ceylon, Inns, ne nnderslaiul, received a tele-

gram from London informing him that the Com-
pany has been registered.

A New iNSEcricinE.—A gentleman in Calcutta,
“ who has made a special study of the subject, and
has an extensive knowledge of the virtues of Indian
plants,” has, it appears, discovered a “perfect” in-

secticide and destroyer of mites and blights. His
insecticide has the merits of simplicity, economy,
and effciency, while it has the great advantage of
being non-poisonous to human beings, horses, dogs,
etc. The new insecticide is as yet a secret, the dis-

coverer holding back until he can make suitfible

terms for its disposal .—Jladras Times, Nov. 28,
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PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

T£a in the United States.—At the Eood Exposi-

tion held at the Madison Square Garden, New York,

the Indian and Ceylon Tea Court is a prominent

feature. It is hung with rugs, and decorated with

photographs show'ing the tea plantations of India

and Ceylon, scenes in the tea fields, and the differ-

ent processes of manufacture. The various interests

have combined, waiving their own speciality,

united in a campaign to popularise Indian and Cey-

lon tea. A different blend or bi and of tea is served to

visitors each day by lady attendants, who set loi'fn

the virtues of Indian or Ceylon tea. The New
York correspondent of the Grocer says apropos

:

“ One cannot help admiring the tenacity with

which the advocates of India and Ceylon tea liave

clung to the American field. They are detiunined

to win, and their very aggressiveness and persistency

have won the admiration of the people and tiadeis,

and secured for Indian and Ceylon tea recognition

of its claims, as against Japan and China tea. fio-

gress is being made, and in the direction.

With many consumers Indian and Ceylon tea will

never be popular, they not liking the heavy liquoi

and sweetish taste. In each section oi the

United States a different sort of tea is m favour.

Thus in New England and the Middle States the

black tea of China is most popular, notably Formosa

Oolong, although Philadelphia takes more kindly to

Foochow. A great deal of mixed tea is sold,

but these mixtures are not scientifically made, nor

is the American grocer given to the use of machin-

ery for sifting or blending ;
ten chances to one he

will mix at random two or three sorts in the scale,

while the customer watches the operation.

of blending is very imperfectly understood here,

which makes your correspondent think thtro is a

field which English blenders might work with profit.

Such tea does not encounter the strong preijudice

which is shown towards straight teas of the Indian

type. Japan tea is largely consumed in the more

. recently settled States, which also take the ranker

sorts of coffee, while the older States prefer the

milder sorts. It is incomprehensible to many why

Japan tea, with its astringent, rank flavour, is so

popular. I recently met a chemist %yho claims that

tiavouriug Oolong tea with vanilla makes a delicious

drink, and one which would please the American

palate. The putting of a vanilla bean into a lot

of tea for a short time is all that is needed. I have

never tasted tea so prepared, but think that there

is enoueh promise of success to warrant the expen-

ment even in England. Those qualities which en-

able John Bull to open markets all over the world

will bo victorious in time in giving him a good market

in America for Indian and Ceylon tea.

The Eitbct of Tea on the Digestion.—Wc are

so used to the unmitigated abuse of tea that its

condemnation with fain praise is quite a relief. Dr.

McKechnie,* of Colombo, has been making experiments

with tea, with a view to ascertaining wliether that

popular decoction has the effect on the digestive

organs ascribed to it. As the result of his mvesti-

eations Dr. McKechnie is of opinion that the tannic

acid in’ the tea is not the iniurious agent, but that

the undoubted injury which arises is caused by some

of the less soluble extractive matters. He is in-

clined, says the Lancet, to think that the action of

tea is not so injurious as sonio writers think it to be.

Tt srreatlv depends on the method of infusing whether

its action is injurious or not. Long-infused teas

seem to extract some substance, possibly an alka-

loid that has an inhibitory action on the nerves of

tL stomach. Dr. McKechnie also states that an

infusion of tea of twenty minutes with the tannic

acid precipitated has a similar bitter taste as

the sane tea with the taniiic acid present, so that

the bitterness in long-infused tea seems not to be

due to the tannic acid, but to some othei iiigiedieiit.

Moral : Let the consumer know that tea should not

be boiled ill the same copper with the family wash-

ing, and that even twenty niimites stewing does

not improve it. Avoid long-inlused tea unless you

* Really “Dr. P. Mackechuie Short.”

wish to extract the “some other ingredient” here
referred to, because otherwise you may become a
martyr to science without discovering what that
‘other ingredient” really is.

Coconut Buttek.—According to an American paper
an extensive factory has been established for the
manufacture of coconut butter, which is already being
made at the rate of 10,000 lb. a day. The crude
coconut oil, it is stated, is received from Cochin in

tierces of 2,000 111. each. This oil is almost colour-
loss and tasteless. After passing through two pro-
cesses, which are kept secret, it emerges white and
granular, and afterwards it is chuined with skim
milk or butter milk to give it a butter flavour.
At present most of the commodity is sent
out in its natuial white colour for the use of

confectioners and cooks in restaurants, but that
W’bich is sold for table use is coloured to re-

semble butter, and for the best quality it is in-

tended to add a little cream before churning. The
so-called butter is said to possess a clean, sweet
flavour, and to keep remarkably well. The oil from
which it is chiefly made is declared cheaper and
belter than “ neutral lard,” emulsifying more easily

with skim milk, and being more difficult to detect
when mixed with real butter.

—

U. cC C. Mail.

DOMINICA FOR PLANTERS:
HIS HONOR P. A. TEMPLER.

We are indebted to a correspondent for the
following extract lioina letter of His Honor P. A.
Teinpler (.such is his official designation) dated
the 2nd August last which he sujiposes “maybe
of general interest e.«pecially at the present time
w'hen Plantation Comiianies seem to he all the
rage.” Since it was written Mr. Templer has
had practical experience of anything hut a pleasant
nature, that Dominica is not quite as healthy
as he believed. He describes the heat in August
as equal to that of Colombo in April.” Mr.
Tenijiler writes :

—“ Dominica is very liealthy and
if we could only get some money into it and a few
Ceylon iilaiiters to open it u]i, it might do great
things. It has as rich a soil as any place in the
ivorld, abundant rainfall, and m the hills a perfect
climate. Some 8O,O0U or 90,000 acres of vii-gin

forest full of line timber are just waiting for

men with caiutal to come and cultivate them
with anything they like to grow. I saw a
neglected jiatch of Liberian collee away in the
forest the other day, which was a little over
two years old, hearing well and utterly unmindful
of the fact that no one ever came near it or
looked alter it from the day it was jdanted.
Any one can have the land lor one pound
an acre.”

CEYLON INVESTMENTS IN JAVA.

From what we hear of the results of the in-

vestment of Ceylon capital in coll’ee in Java the
capitalists wdio have cried out against the local

Government for withholding sales of Crown land
and so forcing capital to find an outlet elsewhere
have not much cau.se for complaint. Two and
a half year old coffees giving 41 cwt. an acre
is equal to anything in Ceylon in the old coll'cc

days, and a collee estate in Java must he a liner

])roperty than the best tea estate in this islaiul

at present prices asked for estates or for jungle,
d'here seems to he no difficulty about getting
land in .Java, and with the splendid soil there,

and facilities for working the wisdom of planters
having a second string to their how instead of

overdoing the tea out)iut and swanniing the market
ought to be iyiparent to everybody.—r/te 7/irffaw.

ana Eastern Engineer,
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THE AUSTKAUAN LADV-BIItDS RECEIVE
KIND NOTICE IN HAWAII.

SuccEs-s ON Coffee.

Mr. J. Marsden, Coniiiiis.siouer of Agriculture
in Honolulu, writing to u.s on October 28tb, re-

ports :

—

I mail you under separate cover the August number
of the Flanfers' Monthly, in which you will find an
account of the good work done hy the Cryptalaemus
Lady-bird on the Coffee blight in Kona, Hawaii.
We are the more eager to .see lady-birds at work
in Ceylon.—The extract referred to is as follow,

s

Kailua, North Kona, Hawaii, Aug. 8, 18i).5.

Editor “Planters’ Monthly”:

—

Some eight months ago I wrote to you concerning
the lady-bird which had been introduced to prey upon
our coffee blight, expressing doubt, as to its utility,

and until May of the present year, my remarks seemed
to hold good, as, up to that time, very few specimens
in any stage could be found, and the increase of Ptil-

vinaria was simply terrible.

In his reply to the resolutions adopted by the
local Associations on April 5th, Mr. Marsden informed
us of the habit of Crytolcemus ? taking a winter rest,

and some weeks afterwards an increase of the lady-
bird was apparent on guavas gi’owing in the vici-

nity of coffee, on which the origninal colo-
nies had been liberated, but principally at a point
about three miles on the Thurston road at an
elevation of about 1,000 feet. Spreading from this

place they have travelled in all direction, and are
now to be found from the beach up to 2,000 feet

on the mountain side, their distribution having
been materially aided by large quantities of pupoe
having been collected and carried to various parts
of the district. So far they seem to breed more
rapidly at low elevations and show a preference for
blight upon any tree but the coffee. Jt is, however,
gratifying to note that, having cleared out the
blight on other vegetation, they take to the coffee, as
a last resort, and keep on until that too is clean.
The work of Vedalia Cardinalis on the cottony

cushion scale in California has hitherto been regarded
as an exceptional instance of the complete extir-

mination of an insect pest by a predaceous enemy
;

and, in a recent letter from the Washington De-
partment, a doubt is expressed as to the wisdom
of relying too much in that direction. The work
of CryjJtolipinus Monsfr-teusers in the Pulvinaria
psidei will, however, so far as present indi-

cations show, be just as remarkable as that of
Vedalia in California, if it remains as indus-
trious as it is at present.
Now that the dreaded White Aphis has been com-

pletely exterminated by Ilileyii, the hopes that
Cryptnice THUS will inflict a similar fate upon Pulvinaria
is making our Kona coffee planters jubilant and Prof.
Koebele, as w'ell as Mr. Marsden, will occupy a warm
corner in their hearts.—Yours faithfully,

William G. Wait.

THE NEW QUININE FACTORY.
The opening of the new English quinine-work at

Stamford Hill, which we announced in our issue of
last w'eek, is not likely to have a serious effect up-
on the market-position of the .Irug. It is irue that
the entire output of the facto. y fo. the preseu mouth
is said to have been sold aiead , Pui ti-e woiks ai e
described as only of “ mode < te I'.ip '.’'i'v ’ The chief
point of interest in the situ tio.i is th t the new factory
is the only one in Europe not bound by the “ .agree-

ment,” “convention,” or “understanding”—call it

what you will—which has existed for more than a
year among the older makers, and has-given a healthy
tone to the quinine-market. The Imperial Quinine-
works may set out on their career with the best pos-
sible intention against price-cutting, but theirs is an
unknown brand, and the)' will naturally have to pay
Ipr their comparative bbsciuity as a manufacturing
concern by accepting a lower price for their article
than betteir-known makers. We have nm reason to
doubtthe accuracy of the statements that were publicly
iPftde last week with regard to the excellence bt the new

quinine, but it takes a long time to convince the average
consumer, especially a British cue, who is proverbially
loath to leave his time-honoured sources of supply.
Now, the fact that the new company, in spite of the
alien origin of its loading promoters and its chemist,
appeal specially to consumers of English quinine,
will probably render it necessary for them slightly
to undersell their rivals for a long time in order to
establish a sure footing. If the makers already in
possession of the market refrain from retaliating,
things may settle down without much trouble into a
condition in which the new English brand will assume
a market position analogous to that taken by a certain
quinine among German brands. But should the
older makers be so ill-advised as to declare war
upon the new comer, we may possibly again return to
the price-cutting days of 1892, when quinine was
purchaseable below lOd. per oz., and, possibly, to a
renewal of the system'of unrestricted selling for forward
delivery at competitive prices, which was responsible
for the accumulation of such an enormous stock of
second-hand quinine in the hands of speculators.
The new factory starts at a time w'hen the older

manufacturers were believed to be contemplating an
all round advance in their quotations early in the
coming year. From the quinine-makers’ point of

view the mai-ket has been mending for some time,
notwithstanding the fact that there has been no im-
provement worth speaking of in the second-hand
quotations, and that the makers’ prices have remained
unaltered for months. The second-hand stock of qui -

nine in London has been reduced to manage-
able proportions, the cinchona .bark supply in
this country is too small to place any serious
impiediment in the way of a rise, and at least
one of the large German quinine works has been
deliberately kept closed all through the summer
months. Only the Java producers remain hopelessly
disunited. Their exports of cinchona bark last month
reached the enormous total of over 1,200,000 lb.

(1,100,000 Amsterdam lb.), and in their present dis-

organised condition they are almost at the mercy of
the quinine-makers, so far as the price of their pro-
duce is concerned. At the present time the quinine
manufacturers pay for the quinine in the bark only
about one-fourth of the price at which they quote
their finished product, and if only the second-hand
stock of quinine were smaller than it is, they would
nut be at all badly off. For the sake of the stabi-
lity of the industry it is to be hoped that they will
admit the new firm into their comity with as little

friction as possible. On the other hand, the brokers
who at present act for the new factory are too ex-
perienced in questions relating to cinchona bark and
quinine to be likely to provoke a contest of price-
cutting .—Chemist and JJruyyist.

LIBERIAN COFFEE AND COCOA
PRICEy.

Doloshage, Dec. 8.

The last London market reports contain
the announeeinent that 86 hag.s Liberian (Cey-
lon) line yellow fetched 90s 6d and brown at
86s. These price.s for small consignments are
excellent, seeing th.at the average for Arabian,
realizing from 94s to 110s, at the same sale, w'as
only 99s. Resid.es, small consignments of any
imvlnet generally go “for a song.” When
Liberian coffee growing was fir.st attempted,
much was said aliout the markets for it. It
will only sell at New York and low con-
tinental markets A'c. That was fourteen years
ago. It is important to note the colour of the
coffee that fetched most. Bluish-grey and pale
green were the tints for Arabian coffee years ago.
Cocoa has been reported as selling at 60s. for

several months past, but the Ceylon mediums,
though not reported, have fetched from 67s to 69s.
and best qualities up to 77s. Tlie last report states
that there has been a stembf decrease of stock.
Prices will, of course, improve. It will be re-
membered by a few that the price of coffee rosf
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in ’73 from R6 to 1111 per bushel in the loc.al

market, notwithstanding increased shipments
from Ceylon and clsewliere. In or about 1881 the

price with diminished exports, decreased to K8
per bushel ! Cocoa at 50s. only in tiie London
market woidt ileter those desiring a plantation,

that is newer abandoned or renewed “for nearly

a century” as Sir James Longden remarked when
he visited certain cocoa jn-operties with a view to

giving an impetus to its cultivation. He sjmke
from his knowledge and experience ot plantations

in Trinidad as well as in Jamaica. J- D.

^

VAllIOUS FLANTINU NOTES.

Various Oils.—Elsewhere we quote e.xtracts

from the semi-annual report of Schimmel Co.,

EVitzclie Bros, of Leipsig and New York regarding

the market for cinnamon and citronella oils of

which a very hopeful account is given.

Coffee in Mexico.—What a former Ceylon

Planter has to say about the prospects of collee-

*'^rowing in Ale.xico will be found (quoted elsewheie.

He s])eaks particularly of two districts cajjable of

being con\-erted into’ most successful plantations.

Petroleu.m as a Fuel. -^.Vu interesting article

on this subject is quoted in another column. It

contains the views of Mr. B. Nelson Boyd, M.I.C.E.,

who expresses the opinion that the geueial

.adoption of petroleum as a fmd is .a m.atter for

the very distant f\iture.

The SHEv.utoY Planters’ Association.—We {.Vadras

Mail) publish in the annual Report of the Shevaroy

Planters’ Association. It is stated that there is a

scarcity of labour on the plantations on these hills,

but considering how favourably they arc situated in

regard to the railway, no difficulty ought to be ex-

perienced in getting as many coolies as are wanted

if only planters would combine and organise.

Ladies and Tea have become inseparably

associated, thanks to tho.se ch.arming afternoon

gatherings with which everybody is familiar.

There is a new guise in which the association

appears, to which a corresiiondent directs our

attention :— , . , . , .

“ There is in London a firm of lady tea merchants

who have an estate in Ceylon, and who employ mem-
bers of their own sex exclusively as tasters, blenders,

packers and agents.”

Sale of an Estate in the Kel.ani Valley.—Mr-

J. M. Brace has purchased from Mr. C. S. Warren.

Mapitagama estate, Ruanwella, the price paid for

the estate, which is one of the best small covers

of tea in the K. V., being R57.500. The estate con-

sist of 1184 acres, of which 100 acres are planted

in tea.—Cor.

A OuiNiNE Factory in London.—A new quinine

factory has been established in England—at Stam-

ford Hill in the North of Loudon. It contains brand-

new maebinerv of the latest descripUon, and has

no connection' with any previous ^iiglisl’ maini-

facturer of quinine. Its nistitutio>| caused qu.te strr

among the London druggists, and is expe.:ted to effect

jSgreAly. lA full report is gwen elschere-

^ Colombo Tea ^Iarket and the Ces.s Tax.

—Mr Arthur Lanipard certainly gnves us a

thoroiigldy original suggestion for tlie .lisuosal

of th? ’Tea Cess m hi.s letter elsewhere :

-distribute it among producers supporting the

local market! Tl.e.e is niore in Mr.

Lampard’s letter th.au .aiq.e.ars .at first sight

Colombo will never be a great te^a-market unti

it i,s better siipi.orted and fieed from absurd

Customs shackles, and the more tea sold'heie, tlie

sooner will we drive China’s and Japans out of

i^uierica, Russia, and Australia.

Salf. of Land at Batticaloa.—We hoar that

some Dikoya jilanters are going to bid for the

lands, suitable for coconut cultivation, to be put

up on the 19th instant, at the Batticaloa kachcheri,

and that prices arc likely to go high. This interest

of Europeans in coconut cultivation is a good sign,

especially whed it leads to fresh land being

opened up.

Sir John Muir’s Movements.—Mr. W. Milne from
the Sylhet Company’s Travancore property, met Sir

John Muir at Madras as arranged, but the latter

decided to go on with his family to Calcutta, and
returned in February to visit Travancore. The
weather will then be less rainy, and the surveying
and other work more advanced. Mr. Milne came
down to Colombo, where he is now. He leaves for

South India for good next w'eek.

The Quinine E’.-actory wdiicli has just been
ojiened at Stamford Hill is the subject of an
article which we quote in another column from
the Chemist and Druggist dealing with the
effect which its existence is likely to have
upon the market-position of tlie drug. Onr
contemporary does not think that the effect will

be .at all serious.

Cardamom Cultivation in Bangalore.—We un-
derstand that the reports of the Deputy Com-
missioner of Hassan and Kadur have been
forwarded to the Superintendent of Mysore Re-
venue Survey ou the subject of the reduc-
tion of assessments on estates cultivated with
cardamoms in exposed situations of excessive rainfall

with certain instructions for reclassifying and reasses-
ing all such estates in the situations unfit for
coffee owing to either excessive rainfall or exposure,
with a request that definite proposals maybe submitted
so as to enable the Government to sanction the revised
settlement being brought into effect during the cur-

rent year.

—

Daih/ Post.

Growth of Trees.—The following interesting results

of experiments relating to the growth of trees at
different times of the day have been sent to ns by Mr.
E. H. Thompson, the Government entomologist of

Tasmania. Measurements were taken as far as
possible every three hours, with the following results

:

—From 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., 8§ per cent, of growth
;

from 9 a.m. to noon, 1§ per cent, of growth
;
from

noon to 8 p.m., no growth; from 3 p.m. to Gp.m.,no
growth

;
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., IJ per cent, of growth;

from 9 p.m. to 12 p.m., 3| per cent, of growth
;
from

12 p.m. to 6 a.m., 85 per cent, of growth. Tlie greatest
growths in twenty-four hours were banksia rose, 6.^

inches
;
geranium, 5^ inches

;
wattle, inches

;
apple,

2J inches
;
pear, IJ inch.

—

Public Opinion.

The Ceylon Coolie.—An experienced planter in

Ceylon, writing to a 1 'cal paper on the much vexed
labour question, thus sums up Ramasamy :

“ Monthly,
or even weekly payments will not keep Ramasamy
out of debt. The greater his indebtedness, the moie
important a person he considers himself. Where lie

paid every Saturday, the whole in most cases would
go on Sunday, and, after the manner of the English
miner, he would live on credit till the next p'.y
day.” And perhaps Ramasamy is not ; Itogetn r

wrong, for there c,u beii.tle doub' that ttie 11 ; -ney
Ion-ling Chetty takes a lively and continuous interc t

i'l the c '-'lie 'vho is ever on his books, and out of
whom he mak-s a steady income

,
and the Ciieity

is .'"I in<iii''nt'f'I m in. Pioneer.

Scientific Enquiry Into Tea Culti-
vation.—Elsewhere we quote from the Indiati
Planters' Gazette the full text of coire.spoii-

dence between the Secretary of the Indian
Tea A.ssociation and the Government of India on
this important subject. It is pleaded that as
Governiiient liad rendered assistance in investi-

gations connected with silk it niiglit similarly
give support to an industry of such inagnitnde
and iinportance as tea by equinning a laboratory
for the use of a chemist of estaolished reputation
who should be engaged for a ])eriod of live

years’ say.
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To Hie Editor.

VINE-GllOWIN(} NEAR COLOMBO.

Leiuiwatte, Pailukka, 22nil Nov.

Sill,— I see in the Obserner of the 20th instant tha^

something i.s said about my vine- growing experi-

ment
;

if you can spare a little more space of your

valuable columns I would like to add something on

my own a ccount.

A vine requires four years before coming to its

regular stage of hearing. Out of ninety two-year

old plants, tliongh a good few had boon in blossom

twenty days after being planted at the School of

Agriculture, aliont fifteen lioro fruit; I do not give

much importance to tliis crop, as I must take into

consideration the substances contained in the plants,

and absorbed during their two years’ origination in

the other grape-producing country
;
but as one with

a little experience in this culture, I must say, that

the change of soil, climate and abnormal moisture

to which those plants have undergone, have in no

way affected their natural course of growth. Neither

the quantity of fruit, would have been larger, nor

the quality better, if left where originated “ Gardo

Blanco,” the only two-year old vines I have, and

the one that has been bringing this little fruit, is a

Muscat. Anybody who knows this variety of grape,

cannot say much about the appearance of its clusters

and berries, but certainly must speak the highest

about its flavour. The grape I had the satisfaction

to taste from the School of Agriculture’s Vineyard

is just as good in appearance, and as delicious in

taste as the Muscat "grown in any other part of the

world (the hot-house grape of Britain included).

I have asked Mr. Drieberg to let you be persuaded

of these facts by providing you with a specimen.

I have been pruning the vines at their very first

signs of wintering so as to bring their next bearing,

if any at all, in dry season. Mr. Drieberg, to whom
we must be thankful if these experiments will prove

successful, wull carefully watch and keep me informed

w'ith all stages of growth in the plants. The pruning

being done, our next attention will have to be paid

to the “ disbudding ” a very important operation

in order to secure healthy crop. I hope in a few

more months to add some good and positive news

re this experiment, W'hile I remain, sir, yours faith-

fully, C. 7.ENETTI

PATENT T EA- PACKIN G.

Ramhukana, Dec. 1.

Dear Sir,—

A

contemporary of yours a few

clays ago mentioned tliat Mr. P. M. Short of

DImbula had commented very favourably on a

jiatent tea-packing paper lirought out by Mr.

Ander.son. Perhaps you liave also seen the paper

and will be able to tell, after comparing it with

the sample .sent, m.adeforme by a large manufac-

turing tirmin England, which is the better. I have

not seen Mr. Anderson’s paper but from a dc-

scri))tion gic'cn of it I thinl-i mine would be

more servieealile. I sh.all be glad to give any

further information and .sample,s touuiyone caring

to try the paper. In the meantime 1 may state

it is easily glued together, i.s [lerfectly air and

water tight, is much stronger and lighter than

lead and only one-third the price.—^ ours truly,

P. C. THEGIIALD.
[Is Mr. Theobald sure there is no infringe-

ment of patent? The packing sent to us seems

very serviceable.—

E

d,
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“TEA-MAKING A LOST ART.”
Dio.u: Sir,—

U

nder the above heading you print

a letter in the Ohscrocr of Dec. 7, wdiich con.sists,

I take it. of an attack by a Planter U|)Oii

Golomlio Brokers, and as I represent neither of

these interests 1 may pos.sibly be better able to
reply to it. The letter i.s a little rambling, but
oil dissection I imagine there are the followdiig
questions roipiiring a reply :

—

The reason for Brokers’ adverse comments upon
the make of tea.

The reason for Brokers’ adverse comments upon
the liifuor of tea.

The reason of the decline in price, and the
policy of encouraging local sales.

The remark in the letter under review attribu-
ting to Brokers’ ulterior imdives in making their re-

ports is one I regret was not expunged from an
anonymously written letter prior to publication",

.as I feel sure it is perfectly unjustified and has
no foundation in f.act, and I .am endeavouring
to reply to this letter, only because many
])l.anters m.ay be interested in this subject, which
otherwise I would not attempt to do, for the
benefit of up-country. Reg.arding the make of

teas sold in the Colombo Market, I consider

that speaking generally the Brokers are studying
the planting interest in its truest sense in point-

ing out what is an admitted fact as regards the
great bulk of the tea; and as one who has spent
a good many years in the London market, I

can state that in regard to this, the teas
sold here are more I’oughly ami coarsely made
than Indians, Chinas or even Javas

;
and as this

defect is a great handicap in Colonial and Foreign
markets, comments drawing planters’ attention
to it can only be good in the interests of the
industry. The reason for brokers’ adverse com-
ments upon lirpior is because it is <a fact, but the
marked falling-olf in this particular is a thing
which the recent heavy rains are accountable for,

and therefore beyond all human control. In
common tea I .admit the decline in prices

; but
it is owing to the fact that the w'hole of India’s

increased output consists of this grade of tea

—

wdiich competes wdth low gro wn Ceylons—the
tw’o being practically an interchangeable article

—buyers taking wdiichever apjiears the cheaper.
The market in London for such gr.ades of rough-
leafed, sweet-liquoring teas is from 4-^ to 5^d with
a sick feeling and a tendency to lower rates.

Regarding good, well-made, te.as, with Ceylon
flavor, the market locally for these grades, of

wdiich far too few are sold in Colombo, has been
an extremely good one during August, September,
October ; teas with stand-out point were realizing
locally at least Igd per lb. above London prices.

The difference between this market and London is

not now' so marked, but is still in favour of Colombo.
* The remark was as follows :

—
‘‘Nobody is taken in with it, except that the credit

and motives of those who indulge in it are ques-
tioned. Selling brokers in Colombo are also buying
brokers

;
and when a systematic attempt is made to

call down the teas ac local sail, the suspicion arises
that thare is something behind all this. If the mar-
ket is bad and the teas fair, why not say his '?

But in these days it is only the teas that are bad,
and are fteadily getting worse.”
Now, in our opinion it is far better in the interests
of Brokers and all concerned that such talk or sus-
picions as the above, should come out in black and
white and be answered, than that they should be-
come the common talk in upcouutry bungalows with-
out the chance of the other side being heard. Had
we suppressed the sentence, what would “Upoountry”
and his fellow-planters infer ? Why that the Press
had joined in a conspiracy of silence with their
Colombo neighbours.—Ei), T.A.
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RegartUng the policy of encouraging \oca\

sales, I think the planting interest as a wliole, by
the elt'orts they have made and are still making,
realize the importance of o])cning np fresli markets
to deal with the increased suiii)ly the island
will be producing in the near tnture, and tluis

prevent prices declining to an nnr emunerative
point. I claim to be in a po.sition to give an
opinion upon this point, the result of personal
experience, and I am convinced there is

one way .and one way only of doing this

and that is by making Colombo a re.al

representative market where colonial and foreign
buyeis may feel assured of having tlieir orders
properly executed. No real expanse may be looked
lor in the foreign develojunent, however mucli
money the Planters’ A.ssociation may spend, until

tliis IS done; for buyers abroad will not realize

tlie advantage of buying Ceylon tea in Ijondon,

plus l^d per lb. Freight, Dock and landing charges
when tliey can import direct and satisf.actorily

botli China and J.apan teas, without any sucli

import. I trust I may be forgiven f<rr .saying

that I feel sure, the wiser metliod of employing
the Cess-tax would be to distribute it amongst
planters selling locally; for, in this way it would do
some good and planters sharing it, would, in ad-

dition, obtain, year in and year out distinctly

better prices than London rates and do more than
anything yet done to open u]> the World’s Market
for Ceylon Tea.—Yours faithfully,

AKTlll'Il LAMPAIII).

THE LOST ART OF TEA MAKINO;
A REPLY TO “ UPCOUNTRY.”

December 8 th, 1895.

Sir,— In reply to Upcountry, who by-the-bye
might have given us his name, it would be inter-

esting to re.ad some of the reports of “A Lost
Art ” that he h.as in his ]>ossession. As regards

tea-tasting, I maintain we never had bettor

men in Colombo than at present. I don’t allude

only to Brokers, but to the Tr.ade generally.

“Upcountry” is quite wrong when he .asserts

that “ since the home m.arkets got weak ’’ the

Colombo Brokers have developed “ a keenness

of vision ” etc., etc. Loc.al teas and reports

are b.ased on local prices and demand, and
have now-a-days, very little to do with the

home market. If a man requires a report for

London he gets it and to the best of our ability
;

but it is no more possible for the local Broker

to value, not report, teas sold live weeks hence

in London than it would be for the Loudon
Broker to value, .say, for Australia or Russia.

It can only be done approximately, and quite near

enough for .advances against shipment. Cert.ain

marks, both here and in London, have their oivn

supporters and will always upset any calculations

as to v.alue. My experience of late has been

that the teas, both high and low giown, are in

many instances (mite as good, and .some better

and the market only not the teas, must be blamed for

results. Another point I should like to draw atten-

tion to, “ Upcountry” says “ Selling Brokers in

Colombo are also buying Brokers.” WelT, of course

they are. God help them if they wei'e not, at times,

but so are all the leading selling Brokers

in the Lane from the king (W. .1. & Ily. T.) down-
wards. Surely a man must be very dense if he

does not .see or understand the "pall” his teas

get, protected by good orders. His Brokers will

always “ (ind out” his own te.as first and fill

up his orders from his own catalogue where

suitable, and failing that he goes on to Ids brother

Brokers and there will always be far less “ taken
out.” There is no “ blue funk ” about. Only
since August, with the advent of one or two
new buyers, some tall orders from places outside
the “little village,” and a low exchange local

prices have been about ld-2d over London, and
now when orders .are filled for the moment
and buyers are thrown back on home rates, the
usu.al wail comes and Brokeis are told they
don’t know f/tciV busine.ss!!!—Yours truly,

A. H. THOMPSON.

THE LO.ST ART-“TEA MAKING;” AND
THE WORK OF BROKERS.

Sir,—When teas deteriorate, some one must be
blamed, and ‘Upcountry’ vents his rage on the
Colombo Broker—the man whose personal interest
it is to keep prices u|), to keep the market up
and to satisfy as far as he is able his consti-

tuent, the seller.

He infers that we, tea-tasters, report on an in-

voice .as inferior to the previous one in make.
li([uor A'c., when we find the market is weak.
This of course he says in ignorance, but as every
tea-taster who h.as had a practical educ.ation in

Mincing Lane, knows as a rule jn'ices fall when
teas deteriorate.

For instance a buyer purchases a tea this week
.at a cert.ain ]uice and in a fortnight’s time the
.same estate's tea is oll'ered which he t.astes with
.a view to “ follow ing ’’ his previous pureh.ase.

Me buds it Id ]ier lb. inferior, and w h.at does he
dov He either leaves it .alone or bids Id less

than the price he paid before. The Rlanter who
has m.ade the tea, posssibly thinks the invoice
equal to the Last and assures his agent th.at it

c.annot be worse, because he has not altered his

manufacture in any respect, forgetting perhaps a
change in the weather .and ignoring the various,
though j)erhai>s trivial matters whieh cause
differences in (|uality and character of te.as, .and

which the “ all-seeing ” eye c.an and does detect,
but which slight though important change may not
be apparent to .an unprofessiou.al t.aster. Jfut no !—it is the Colombo Broker’s fault ! The clim.ate,

the tea, the Superintendent are in no w.ay to blame !!

If your correspondent will look at the local

tea circulars published in August last, he will find

such remarks .as these “ the quality of te.as

generally show's improvement ;

” “a large propor-
tionof good teas were offered” &c; and in many
tea reports he will find the same. But to s.ay now
that the invoices offered last week were gener.ally

better than tho.se sold 5 w'eeks ago would be
incorrect and misleading, though doubtless it would
please the eye of illused “ Uii-co>intry.” His
un|)rovoked .assault on the commerci.al mor.ality

of Colombo brokers is unworthy of a reply. The
auctions .are public, and every one interested, can
see and judge for himself if he suspects his teas
are ‘ called down” or th.at they do not re-

ceive fair and open competition.—Yours truly,

TEA-TASTER.'
[Te.as m.ade after ])runing .and during very

wet weather must necessarily be inferior.—
Ed. T.A.]

DOMINICA AS A FIELD FOR CAPITAL.

The Grove, 9th Dec.

Dkar Sir,— Referring to Mr. Philii) Tenij)ler’s

letter .about Dominica .as a held for Ceylon Plan-
ters I now' enclose a cutting from the Financial
News of ‘2.5th Septcmt>er last [(| noted on page
l()f.—

E

d. 'J'.A.] forw.ardcil to me b^ my Agents
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Messrs. Harvey Bros, on the same subject. Tiie

computation “ tliat 20 bands will be sullicient to

wor/i: a cac.ao plantation of 300 acres in full

bearing;, including picking and curing crop ”

written by Mr. Mor)‘is, certainly beats our ex-

perience. The bands must be either of very
ditterent activity, energy and skill from those
of the Tamil laboui’er

;
or the mode of upkeep

aud cultivation must be materially dilVereut.

It would be instructive to know more about this.

Perhaps the weeding in Dominica is like the
weeding of native coconut plantations in Cejdon
and a saving is effected in that way.
The average yield also of from 80 to 100 pods

per tree is a crop that we may well be satisfied

with—if with such little cultivation such a crop
can be got—and there can be no great reason
for clean weeding if the saving is in the weeding.
Your correspondent may I dare say be willing
to obtain for us this information from the West
Indie.s. Or Mr. Templer may most likely be glad
to show us Ceylon men more economical modes
of cultivation.— Yours truly,

JAS. H. BARBER.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Phoposeb Fokmation of a Company in Colombo

TO PuHCHASF, Coconut Estates.—We learn that a
Company is in course of formation amongst some
Europeans in Ceylon to purchase a group of co-
conut estates in various districts, and that a well-
known broker is' negotiating the sale on behalf of
the owners of the properties. We stated a few days
ago that a Syndicate was being formed in England
with a large capital to purchase coconut estates in
Ceylon. The properties were appraised, but nego-
tiations have been going on for the last four
months or so without any practical result, and the
matter is still pending. In the meantime, we un-
derstand that one or two Colombo firms, in con-
junction with up-country planters, have resolved
to start a Company and buy up the same proper-
ties. The capital to be I’aised is, we understand, a
very large one, but, as the properties are expected
to yield very remunerative returns, it is expected
that the shares will all be taken up readily.

Advkrtising Ckvlon Tea in Can.vda.—We
have to acknowledge receipt from Mr. A.
Melville White of a co]iy of the ('anndifui Grocer,
a journal which, in point of excellence in arti.stic

advertising, W'ould be hard to beat. In its

columns a large mea.sure ot space is de\'otc<l to
advertising Ceylon tea, and we are sure no better
medium could have been selected for bringing it

under the notice of the trade. The advertise-
ments themselves are smart, and cleverly got
up. An article in the pajier deals wdth the
“Buying, Handling and Selling of Teas” by
Mr. VV. J. Eorinan, Ingrersoll

; and in it much
valuable information is given to retailers as
regards sampling, blending, advertising, A'c. And
then again the Canadian Grocer gii es prominence
to “ W. iM’K’s” article, “The Maiwellous
Vicissitudes of an Island ” which has apiiearcd
in our columns. Mr. White also semis us a
number of cuttings from American and Canadian
papers (Mintaining' advert isemenis, jiaragraplis

and .articles reg.iriling; our sta.ple jimdncl. It is

<.f interest to note fr.mi these that the Salva-
tion Army have vigorously taken- up the work
of pushing Endian .ind Ceylon tea. I'hey have
issued handbills in their own characteristic
style narrating the advantages of the article
and assuring customers that “ every cent of
profit is devoted to e.xtending the sjuritual
work of the army.” A good stroke of business
which Messrs. M’Kenzie and Blochynden have
accoiuplifclitjU Jias been to secure the right of

advertising on the margin of the Salvation
Army’s note paper. In this connection it is

stated by Mr. M’Kenzie that the Salvation
Army’s is the third largest mail that comes into
New York. This should be a valuable adjunct
to the work of advertising. From the papers
which Mr. W'hite has been good enough to
send us we are pleased to observe that the
campaign is being carried on vigorously.

The Glencoe Estates Company, Limited.—This
Company, with a nominal capital of Rit00,000, has
been formed to take over Mr. .John Clark’s pro-
perties, Glencoe estate in Maskeliya, and Woodland
estate in Lower Dikoya. Glencoe is well-known, and
consists of 202 acres, of which 200 acres are in tea
in full bearing; and Woodlands is also a good pro-
perty, consisting of 110 acres of tea and 10 acres of
tea and cinchona. The estates were valued at
11220,000 and a purchase price has been fixed at
R180,000, half of this being taken in shares, and half
in cash, Mr. Clark continuing in charge. The Com-
pany is practically a private one, and the capital now
to be issued, viz., 11180,000, in RlOO shares, has been
subscribed, although applications are still coming in.

The estimated return on the capital is 14 per cent.
The first directors are Messrs. G F Traill, F R
Williams (of Minna estate, Maskeliya), and E Booth,
Mr. Clark joining the board after allotment. The
agents and secretaries are Messrs. Bosanquet & Co. —
Local Times.

Papku Mills in India P’lom a Blue Book
recently issued we take the following :

—

There are nine paper mills—four in the Bom-
bay Presidency, three in Bengal, one at Luck-
now, and one at Gwalior. Another is under
construction in Bengal. Of the nine, three afe
private concerns in the Bombay presidency, one
of which has not been at work for many years. The
others have an aggregate nominal capital of
Rx. 492,200. The fibrous materials used for making
paper are chiefly rags, babui and moonj grasses,
straw, jute and hemp cuttings, and old jute bags
and cloth. The quality of the papers made has much
improved in recent years, and they have a large and
increasing sale. Most of the white aud blue foolscap
and much of the blotting paper, note paper, and en-
velopes, used in the Government omces, is now
obtained from the Indian mills. The total quantity
of paper made in 1893 was about 29 J million lb. The
number of persons employed is ,3,1.'>7. There are
a number of small xiaper works, for the manufacture
of what is known as country paper, scattered through
most provinces, but of these petty industries no sta-

tistical information is available.

“A Strong Market for Coconut Oil”—is

the subject of an article in the Oil Paint and
Drug Reporter dealing wdth the completion of a
tran.saction in New' York involving the sale

of 500 tons of Ceylon oil which had formed the un-
sold portion of the stock of a local dealer wdio had
made an assignment some months previously.
It is explained that though the oil had not
actually been retired as a comjieting factor in

the market, it had passed into very strong
hands and it w'as conceded that there was no
lU'obability of any of it finding its way
into c.onsumptiie or other channels ex-
cept at full and inllexible price.s. The ett’ect

of (be announcement of this deal was to
iminedialidy cause an adv.am^e on both varie-
lic.s of oil, and the feeling of confidence which
has thus been inspireil is intensfied by the
knowdeilge that the supplies yet to be forwarded
this year from the primary markets are compara-
tively light. Of Ceylon oil the next shipment is

550 tons expected in New' York in the beginning
of neceinber. It is stated that the demand for

coconut oil is slowdy improving despite the fact

that very many of the lieaviest cousuiuers ar§
carrying rather fwU supplies.
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Indian c;ovki:nmhnt Cinchona Tj.anta-
tioNS.—From the lleviscil Eslimale for 1895-9(5

\vo notice {says the Madras Mail) that tlie Co-
verameut Cinchona Flantations will show a [irolit

on the current year’s working of U17,7UU, receii)ts

being set down at one lakh and expenditure at

1182,300. It is ])o.s.sible that when the accounts
for the year are made up, the prolits will l)e even
larger, owing to the constant daily increasing

demand for (quinine and febrifuge. The ihulget

Estimate for 189(5-97 provides for a profit of over

K12,500, that is if the sales continue stationary.

In view of this consitlerable prolit, Covernment
should at once reconsider its decision to jilant up
new acreage. These increased sales of (luinine

are satisfactory, but if they go on and Govern-

ment runs its factory on commercial principles,

it must expect to hear shortly from the trade on

t'le subiect.

Fruit-Ghowinc in America.— Some idea

may be gained of the .scale on which fruit-

farming is carried on in Ameiica say.s the

London LWiO—from the oi>erations of one

establishment alone, the Hale Orchard Com-

pany, which, in 1891, planted 100,000 Peach

trees in Georgia;--
During April and May tins year 50 men were oc-

cupied all day in removing excess liuits in order

to^allow the rest to have room to develop. They

began to come to maturity in .Tune, and from the

20th of that month ;i50 men, aided by 50 mules,

were engaged every day gathering and carting awiiy,

filling 4 000 baskets in the 24 hours. Imperfect, bruised

and scratched fruits, separated from that in prime con-

dition amounted to 300 bushels a day. It took from

505 to’ 600 baskets to fill a railway refrigerator van,

and each van load represented a va ue, including

coast of gathering, packing, and transport of £100.

From this single orchard 80 van-loads were sent away

this year In Houston County the cultivation of the

Peach alone gives employment to 3,000 people.

Coconut Puanting in ki.ji.— Ihe Editor of

the L'iji Times is a strong believer in the coco-

nut |>tdm and urges his depres.scd fcUow-coloiiist.s

^'’to owners, who possess land lying idle, situated

other than on Yiti Levu, where from some unex-

tilainable cause the coconut does not thrive to the

Lme degree as in other islands of the group, we

would suggest the planting of such lands with coco-

t= As they stand at present they arc compara-

tivelV valueless, but once planted Nvith the coconut

nalni from the mere fact of their being so planted,

their’ increment for the succeeding ten years at least

would be an increasing one year by year, and so by

some such iiractical means our waste lands would

recain their wonted value once ngaiu, and with some-

tbiuLT on boot. Once in full bearing the produce

f om an acre of coconuts should be worth two pounds

«tpHing plus 10s for reducing the nuts into copra.

At this estimate it will readily be seen at a five

rTpv cent interest on capital-the days of 10 per cent
r for ever—the value of an acre of
have gone

V

warranty
,

- r n . *

ouly to turn to Ceylon, where, for the past two
•. .. -evival m coconut ]ilanting has set

As
coconuts would be worth about thirty pounds.

» „ warranty for so planting we have

,

wher

years, quite a revival in cncoi

fraud is being pushed ahead with some vigor

Av’ like to see our unoccupied lands which

fux%uUable for the production of the pain., put to

1 ?ike use and the ordinance lately passed to facili-

tate contracts being entered into between Europeans
taie cony

laiixly assist to this end, as no
and nativ

• 1 . pe necessary, beyond what
European 0 native, at any rate

rrr'w bo capable of planting and tending the nut

mr thr first yLr or so, after which it may be left

n take care of itself, ami he owner of so iiiiich

. anti land will know that his possessions are m-
plaiiieu lai

„ .vhilc he is hleepmg his nuts

‘^^r^hrm-owing ’We hope, therefore, that soiiio at-

tention will be 'given to this suggestion by a largo

iumber pTovvhers and agents of unproductive areas.

“The Iki.sT Art: Tkamakino A.s we
expected, “ Fpcoiuitry ” has drawn forth a
]iroinpt rejily, and he as well as others of tlie

jdanters will he ]deased to see such recog-
nised authorities as Mr. A. II. Thoinp.son
(Broker) and IMr. Lanipard (Buyer) giving the
needful exjilanations called for hy that
letter. Now, in (he f.acc of siudi answer-
ing letters as we piihlish, it will surely
he aclnhtteil that we acted very wisely in allow-
ing “ Uiicountry ” (o have his grou 1 (even
inchuling his iMsinii.-itions) fully out. li'ar better
that any unconifortahle feelings or snsj.icions enter-
tained in iijicoiintry factories should he brought
into the light of day, and so he met, and di.spclled,

rather than that they sliould he denied publi-

cation, and so allowed to pass from one dis-

trict to another and gather more and more
force as tliey became common talk. Mr. Lain-
jiard must reineinber that many jilanters lead <a

lonely life, they cannot meet on ’change, or find

a hnsinessinan among their accessible neiglihours
to ex[)lain Col Miiho matters that they do not under-
stand, and therefore we feel .a cerlain latitude
should wisely be allowed, when those competent
to clear away unfounded suspicions are avail-

able. So again, in respect of “anony-
mous letters.” Many Estate Managei's do not
feel at li erty to sign their names w'itliout the
permission of absent proprietors, and yet it is

often in the interests of such that they feel

bound to criticize Colombo husinessnien. It is

now for “Upconntry” to say how far he is

satisfied with the letters of Messrs. Thompson
and Lampard and whether he thinks any further
explanations necessary? To our mind, the informa-
tion given is satisfactory, if not conclusive.

Vjeget.\ble Phoducts in Porto Rico,—Besides
sugar and coffee, both of which are iutimately asso-

ciated with Porto Rico, tobacco also holds an impor-
tant position, but though already cultivated to a very
large extent, it is stated that its growth might be
extended almost indefinitely if it were not for the
old question of excessive taxation. The soil is of the
very best for tobacco growing, and quite equal to the
bc*3t of the Cuban plantations, but as a rule, there is

some carelessness in the process of curing. Good
tobacco requires no groat labour in its cultivation,

but considerable care and attention, e.specially as
regards insect pests, and when tlio leaf is stripped,
selected and dried. In all these matters the native
of Porto Rico is exccediiiglj' careless, .and this it is

that prevents so good a final product being obtained
as in Havana. Still, a considerable quantity of

I’orto Rico cigars find their way to the States, Spain,
France, and England; but the tobacco trade i.s one
which ought to be largely extended, if ouly proper
facilities were given by the Government. Eargc
quantities of tobacco-leaf are exported to Cuba, to bo
made up there into tlie world-famed Havana cigars.

On the subject of fruits, it is said that, though the
plantain, banana, Ac., arc grown everywhere, and are
much used as fruit in the country, the export trade
is not large nor yet of the pine-apple, which grows
to perfection when any care is taken of it. It is

remark.able that the jiiiic-apple is not exjiortod in
larger .piantitics than is actually the case, seeing
that it is a fruit that could easily be sbipi.ed and
carried the sliort distance to the United Statc.s, where
it call comuiaiid good prices. The coconut grows in
immense quantities all around the coasts of the island,

and to a considerable distance inland, but little or no
use is made of it, and exports aie few and far belwocn.
The contents of the green nut arc much used as a
beverage, but the great bulk of the crop, which lias

a coiitiiuious growth, is allowed to go to waste. Tlio
mango, covered with its green and golden fruit, is

coimnon everywhere, ami lines the roadsides in many
jiarts for niilcs and miles. Tlio Se\illc, or Ritter
orange, grows wild in tlie woods, but none of tlie

fruit is exported, and by far the greater part goes to

absolute waste.— j('4c Ganiencra’ Chronicle,
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The “ Acuiicui.TUKAL Gazettj2 ” of Now South
Walew, Published by the Department of Agriculture.
Volume VI. Part 10. October, 180.1. Contents:—
Stinworth [Inula ymyco/eJi.'}, Desf.) .J. H. Maiden ;

The
Weeds of New South Wales (Supplement.ary Notes,
No. 1) J. U. iUaiden

;
Botanical Notes—Mr.

Charles Ledger of Cinchona and Alpaca fame. Note
on Sassafras timber in the Bega District, Beech
or White Beech, Additional notes on Colonial or
Moreton Bay Pine, J. H. Maiden

;
The Cause of Gum-

ming in Sugar-cane, N. A. Cobb; The Phylloxera in

Europe.—Annual Report of the Chief Andres Blavia,
of the Central Government Station of Viticulture
in Spain, at Cette, Translated by H. Cambridge

;

Beekeeping.—Chapter II : The inmates and ecoiimy
of the Hive, the Drone, Albert Gale; The Dairy
Industry in Denmark, P. E. H. W. Krichauff

;

The Devon Breed of Cattle, J. L. Thomson
;

Chemical Notes, Beeswax, Testing Babcock’s Flasks,
Fowl Manure, Notices of some recent Text-books,
P. B. Guthrie; Ticks on Cattle; Poultry Notes.—
Cramming Fowls, Freeziig Poultry for Export,
S. Gray

;
Practical Vegetable and Flower Growing.

Directions for the month of November; Orchard
Notes for November; General Notes—A new Fruit-
dryer, Remedy for Potato Scab

;
Agricultural Socie-

ties’ Shows, 1895-G.

Poisonous Efeects of Borax.—The extensive use
of compounds containing borax, which under various
names are sold for preseving foods, lends a special
interest to some observations of Dr. Ch. Fere of Paris,
who has used borax in the treatment of intractable
cases of epilepsy, and with success in certain cases.

It is true that for this purpose it was necessary to
give large doses for long periods, but in the course
of the trial he met with a considerable number of

persons who were peculiarly susceptible to borax. In
them, loss of appetite was succeeded by burning pain
in the pit of the stomach, dryness of the mouth,
and eventually by nausea and vomiting. Boi'ax pro-
duces also a remarkable dryness of the skin, which
is found to favour, if not to cause, various skin diseases,

especially eczema. The hair also becomes dry and
may fall out, causing complete baldness. The mott
dangerous result of the use of borax, however, is its

power of producing kidney disease, or of converting
a slight disorder of the kidneys into a fatal malady—British, Medical JouiuM.

Coffee, Cotton and a Species of “Tea”
IN Sou’i'iiEitN Akyssinia.—Tlie following extracts
from an ollicial Iteiiort are of general interest

—

more especially that part winch indicates tlie

existence of a shrub in Abyssinia which serves
the people as a sub.stitute for “tea” and is similar
to the mate of Brazil and Paraguay :

—

“But few people are more desirous or more cajiable

of trading than the natives of Africa; and the
facility with which factories can be formed is

sullicienlly jirovcd by tlie rcceiition heretofore
experienced in various parts or the continent.

Abundance of land now unoccupied could be
purchased or, rented at a mere nominal rate,

in ])ositions where the permanent residence of

the white man would be hailed with universal

joy, as contributing to the repose of tribes long
harassed and persecuted. The serf Avould seek
honest employment in the field, ami the chiefs

of slave-dealing states, gladly enteiing into any
arrangement foi the introduction of uealth and
linery, would, after the establishment of agricul-

ture, no longer lind their interest in the ilood

of human victims, which is now annually poured
through the Highlands of Abyssinia. No quarter
of the globe abounds to a greater extent in i cgc-

table and mineral productions than tro])icuI

Africa; and in the pojmlous, fertile, and salu-

brious portions lying immediately north of the
equator, the very highest capabilities are pre-

sented for the employment of ca[)ital, and the

development of British industry. Cwiton of u

quality unrivalled in the whole world is every-
where a weed, and might be cultivated to any
reiiuisitc extent. The coll'ee which is .sold in

Arabia as the produce of Moclia is chielly of

A\ild African growth
; and th.at species of the

tea-plant which is used by the lower orders of
the Chinese nourishes so widely and with so
little care, that tlie climate to which it is indi-

genous would doubtle.ss be found well adapted
for the highest-llavoured and more delicate .species

so prized for foreign exportation.

“ Chaat is a shrub very extensively cultivated
both in Shoa and in the countries adjacent. It

is in general use among the inhabitants as a
substitute for tea, which, in all its properties
and (qualities, it clo.sely resembles. The plant is

said to have been brought originally from the
western mountains, of which the elevation being
from five to eight thousand feet, agrees with
that of the Chinese tea districts, whilst the aver-

age temperature does not exceed 60° Fahrenheit.
In a light tn-avelly soil it attains the height of

twelve feet
;
and the leaves being plucked during

the dry season, and Avell dried in the sun, fetch

from one penny to tw'o-pence the iiound. They
are either chewed or boiled in niillc, or infused

in water
; and bj'’ the addition of honey a plea-

sant beveiage is iiroduced, which, being bitter

and stimulative, dispels sleep if used to excess.

The virtues of the chaat are equally to be appre-
ciated with those of the yerba mate, recently

introduced into England from Brazil and Paraguay.”

The NEW CuiiE fok Snake-Bite.—In our re-

cent article we showed that the rvorld really
owed this suggestion, amongst so many other boons,
to the great Frenchman, Pasteur. Since then,
an article contributed by Profs. Geddes and
Thompson to the Contemporary confirms this, in
these words: “to the Chemist he has given a
new theory of fermentation

; to the phy.sician
many a suggestive lesson in the etiology of
diseases

; and a series of bold experiments in
[ueventive and curative inoculation, of which
Roux’s treatment of diphtheria, and Prof. Frazer’s
new remedy for snake-bites, are examples at
present before the public

; to the surgeon a
stable foundation, as Lister acknowledged, for
antiseptic treatment.” But besides its greatest
men, the world contains many quiet, and
someiimes ob.scure, workers, who often con-
tribute very important help and make
valuable original sugge.stions towards the
elucidation of great discoveries. Apparently we
have such an one (though by no means an
“ ob.scuie” w'orkcr) in “ DiNSIIAH Akdeshiii
Tai.eyaskiian,” (who is “ assisted by the
Medical Stnff of the Maharaja of Baroda ”) and
who in .January 1891 published a “ Note on
the probable discovery of snake-bite and cholera
cui’e,” w'liich had a limited circulation in
“ Europe and America only.” “ At that time”,
he says, the task of discovering effective reme-
dies was all but hopeless, and despared of.”
lb A. 1'. in November 1S9-3, publishes
another “Note” in which he says: “’To Prof.
Frazer of Edinburgh, and Dr. Hafkcine of Paris
is now due the whole credit of ransacking on
the lines laid down in the Note of 1891.”
Antivvenine is the name given by Dr. Frazer
to his snake-bite cuic. M e have not space to
go into details, but having read I). A. T.’s
Note of 1891 we think the claim he makes in
his Note of 1893 not without some justification.
But ill tliese matters tlie man who liy his
labour and .science demonstrates the proof is always
the true discoverer.
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TURPENTINE.
Capital lying idle in India for want of investments

that will yield something less exignoiis than the rate
of interest on Government Paper, need not go far in
search of employment. To judge from the account
given by the Conservator of the School Circle of the
United Provinces, the manufacture of terpentine is

an industry which promises to pay well those who en-
gage in it. The operations carried on at the Forest
School for the distillation of the product from the fine
resin collected in the Jaunsar forests have proved that
the industry can be made proStable. At present of
course, it is carried on departraentally under conditions
that keep it, for all practical purposes, in an experi-
mental stage. But in the large towns of the submon-
tane tracks there is a market for a much larger quan-
tity of turpentine than the Forest School can supply.
It is therefore reasonable to suppose that, if private
enterprise were to take up the manufacture energetic-
ally, it would find its reward. No limit need be as-

signed to the area of operations, and the Kumaoa
forests may just as well be tapped for the resin of the
conifers as those of Jaunsar. The matter is, we think,
worth the attention of those who seek new openings for

the employment of their capital .—Indian Agriculturist.

DOMINICA AS A FIELD FOR
CAPITAL.

it has for some time past been apparent that the

West Indies must rely less on the old staple indus-

try of sugar planting, and turn their attention more

to the cultivation of the many and valuable fruits

and vegetable products for which their situation and

climate render them so eminently suitable. In no

island can the experiment be made with a greater

chance of success than Dominica, and few islands

have a finer prospect before them. Trinidad and

Jamaica are first in the field
;

but, in proportion to

her acreage, Sunday Island should soon assume a

high rank in the vanguard of the movement. The
necessity for new capital is now recognised by those

who have visited the islands, and already syndi-

cates and companies are being projected which promise

to return to their promoters and shareholders a high re-

turn. Dominica is 29 miles long by 1(1 miles broad,

and has an area of 291 square miles, or 18(5,000 acres,

of which about 20,000 acres only are under cultiva-

tion. In the official catalogue of tho Colonial and

Indian Exhibition of 1889 tho following account of

the Island of Dominica is interesting and important

;

“ Its mountains are next in height to those of Jamaica
;

but ri"ht away to the top they are densely clothed

with foliage. From peak to shore the island is a

mass of virgin soil and an uuopened forest, while

from the heights can be seen sparkling streams and

brooks which appear as fresh as those of Yorkshire.

The finest lime groves in the West Indies may oven

jjow"—that is nearly ten years ago—“bo seen there.

A certain amount of cacao is already established. Of

fruit in all kinds there is plenty. No place in the

West Indies is better adopted for cacao or for fruit of

all kinds. Cinchona will flourish there as well as in

Jamica. In short, whatever can be grown in the

tropics will grow in Dominica.’’ No island has such

capacities for irrigation; nowhere can water-power

be obtained so easily. The rivers and streams, which

never run dry, number nearly 30 ; and, as the coast

line does not exceed 90 miles, three rivers in every

mile pour down past the estates to tho sea. 'There

is excellent steamship communication, not only bet-

ween the islands themselves, but America, Canada,

and the United Kingdom, and the trading world

generally. There is an abundant rainfall, averaging

about 82 in. per annum. The mean temperature is

about 79 deg. Fahr.; the maximum 83 deg. 93 min.

and the minimum 71 deg. 83 nun.; so in respect to

climate Dominica is vastly superior to Irinidad and

other islands. Tho severe droughts of 18(i9 and 1873

in Trinidad wore fatal to the lime trees throughout

that island.

The most im))orlant of tho vogetabh' jirodiicts of

Dominica are, no doubt, cacao and limes. RIi. IMoiiis,

ia hie work on " Cacao; How to Grow and How to
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Cure it,
’’ says that “ a good cacao tree, in good

soil, yields from ,50 to several hundred pods per
annum. The average fur well-cultivated trees at seven
years old should be between 80 and 100 pods per annum.
As it generally takes about 11 pods to yield 1 lb. of
cured cacao, the above would indicate that a good
mature cacao tree, under favourable circumstances,
might yield, on an average not less than 7 1 '. of
cured cacao. The average yield per tree at all stages
on an estate of. say, 300 acres would probably not
exceed some 2 lb. or 3 lb. per tree, or, taking 230 trees
per acre, a return of 4 cwt. to 6 cwt. of cured cacao per
acre. Under ordinary circumstances the actual working
expences on an estate in Trinidad are estimated at
about 19s per cwt. At tho sixth and on to the ninth
year cacao trees should bo in fair bearing, but they
seldom reach their prime before their twelfth or
fifteenth year, after this period, where the trees have
been carefully established and well cultivated, a cacao
estate is a comparatively permanent investment, and
it may be expected to continue in bearing and yield
remunerative returns for some fifty, eighty, or one
hundred years. It is computed that 20 h.inds will
be sufficient to work a cacao plantation of 300 acres in
full bearing, including picking and curing crop.

’

Land in Trinidad p anted with a cacao fetches .£50
and upwards per acre. The cost in Dominica of lands
in forest is 10s. to £1 per acre, and under certain con-
ditions the Government gives freegrants. The following
statement will give a idea of the expenses and profits
connected with cacao planting in Dominica for the
first six years. Afterwards, as we have already
stated, the estates will yield far larger and heavier
profits ;

—
100 acres of forest land to fell, clear, plant

cacao
;

houses for manager, labourers, &c..
stock, &c., complete, £20 por acre to sixth
year ..

^

... ... £2,000
Interest on £2,000 at live per cent for six years 800
Coutigencies (say) . . ... 400

£3,000

Returns, sixth year

—

5 cwt. per acre at 60s=£15 . . ... £1,500
Working expenses, at 25s per cwt. ... 925

£875

Another industry which promises well is the growth
of lira 3S and the m uiufacture of lime

j nice. There is no
difficulty in the cultivation of the lime

;
indeed, as soon

as it has begun to yield it looks after itself. The fruit is

crushed by the same machinery employed to crush
the sugar cane, and the juice is distilled by me-
chanical process. It is then boiled and run off int

)

barrels to cool, when it is ready for exportation and
sale. It is estimated that a lime estate should yield
a profit of about £10 an acre. All the world knows
of the lime juice of Montserrat, an island about one
degree north of Dominica

;
but the climate and rain-

fall of the latter are even more suitable to the cultiva-
tion of the lime than Montserrat itself. Cacao and
limes would doubtless, be the chief staple of a Do-
minica estate; but there is also a successful future
open to tho cultivator of oranges and bananas. The
working expenses of an orange plantation are al-

most nominal. Prune the rotten branches, thin the
fruit in its early stage, and manure the trees oc-
casionally, and you have done all. The great germ
of success in orange culture in Dominica lies in
the fact that the fruit ripens some two months
before the Florida crop

;
latter, moreover, is

subject to severe and disastrous frosts. It is a
fact that ]<’lorida orange-growers go to Dominica
in tho early fall to buy such oranges as they
can obtain, to sell in the States prior to the
ripening of their own crops. A crop of 1,(XX) orange
trees should after tho eighth year realise a net
profit of not loss than 10s per tree, or f,500 a year.
Dominica oranges have been sold in London this

last winter at 2s a dozen. In November and De-
cember I'lngland and Scotland have no oranges, except
some immature fruit from Spain and tho States.

Florida oranges ripen earlier, and so, at present, meet
with no competition for practically two months, The
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oranges which ripen in Dominica in September should
supply this competition. The banana is another
product which has money in it. ^I’he tree is raised

rora a suck er, and fifteen months after planting
produces its first bunch of fruit. It is also useful

in acting as a shade tree for the young cacao plant

;

but it will grow in any ‘out-of-the-way part of the
estate. Mr. Morris refers also to this plant in his

work on cacao, and shows to what proportions the
trade in this and other fruit has reached in Jamaica.
The annual profits on banana cultivation are esti-

mated, he says, at £15 per acre, but as much as
£*20 or £‘30 per acre are realised in suitable districts.

The banana is a perishable fruit, and requires a
rapid transit to foreign markets

;
but it appears

from a pamphlet published in 1890 by Dr. Nicholls
that the Government of Dominica has made ar-

rangements with the Quebec Steamship Company
for making Dominica the last port of call on the

line from the IVcst Indies to New York. Dominica
thus appears eminently suited to take a decided lead

in the new commercial activity which will un-

doubtedly, in a few years, prevail llnoughout our
West Indian possessions. If once she can show how to

respond to an inflow of home capital there will be
no lack of money forthcoming, and though the old

West Indian nabob can never be resuscitated, and
it is hardly expedient that he should be there is no
reason why these new and valuable industries should
not bring in their wake a fresh era of prosperity to

the islands and a race of moderately wealthy and com-
fortable planters.— Fmmin'ni Neirs.

^
Diirc UKToiir.

(From Clieiitl.i/ ami !>• H(/;ii.il .)

London, No\einI)cr

Stea<ly. The general (inotation is l!)s per
lb., but for lOU-lb lots 18s, it is said, would tie ac-

cepted. It is very doidrtful, however, whether tlie last-

named figure applies to “spot” stuff. For Dcceinber-
.lauuary 18s is ((noted.

Quinine— There has been no busine.ss of any importance
this week. Second-hand German bulk (juiiiine otters at
Is Ijd per oz.

Essenti.vl Oils—Lemongrass Oil is firmly held at 2s

per 07, on the spot. Oil of citronella is again dearer. Is

.'id per lb having been p.aid on the S()ot for tin oil,

and holders being now disposed to ask Is Gd for that
variety. Tlie last imsiness for shipment w.as at the rate
of Is 4d per Ib c i f, and it is lielieved there are now buyers
at Is 5d per lb for drums, but no .sellers.

^
TEA IN- MAUllITIUS : GOOD NEWS FOR

TEA PLANTERS.
There is nothing like living under a good maternal

Government, for the enjoyment of protection to in-

dustry and encouragement in production. The Tea
Farm having proved a great success, and tea culti-

vation being likely to prove a source of profit to the
country, it was not to be expected that the Finan-
cial Authorities would miss an opportunity to fritter

away a little public money, and prove to the World
at large, and to such of our planters in paticular
who have been unwise enough to invest their money
in Tea Planting, how good and patriotic Po thing it

is, to endeavour to increase the resources of the
Colony by any new euterprize. Open competition,
no doubt, like open confession, is good for the soul,
and is the very breath of Trade, and when Govern-
ment happen-" to be one of the competitors, and, with
the true instincts of maternity, chooses to supply the
naughty litJe heathen Chinese, who won't buy
nasty rum, with nice tea at a good deal
below cost price, it is a capital thing
for the Colony and of course. Helps out
the Auditor General in the budget which we are
given to understand he is preparing.
Mr. Mayer, Government Vendue Master, has, we

are informed, sold today by public auction, by in-
structions from the Storekeeper General, about
2000 lb. of the Farm Tea at 0.80 per lb. We hope
that the public will appreciate the fact, and be duly
grateful to a Government which provides them with
the cup which cheers but not inebriates, at such a

moderate price, and at a sacrifice of so little common
sense. If they get the benefits—for it is rumoured
that the whole lot found a ready purchaser in an
astute ‘ reveiidedor ’ who finds no dilhculty in passing
it on at 111.50. The Farm Committee are naturally
delighted—some are asleep—the Chairman is on a
journey, and as when they are asked for their opinion,
and give it, it is naturally never taken, they have
ceased to bo a necessary factor in the matter
at all.

There will soon bo another sale, and it is to be
hoped that the price realized will encourage an export
trade.— J/erc/miifi' and Planters' Ganette, Nov. 6.

BOILER INSBECTION IN CEYLON :

AN EXPERT’S VIEWS.
Connected with the controversy on the

in.s]iection of machinery and closely allied to it is

a point, which, in our opinion, has been to .some
extent overlooked, viz :—the inspection of steam
boilers. S|>eakers at the recent Chamber of Com-
merce meeting and elsewhere have shown that,
beyond the danger inherent in the case of all

machinery in motion and which no legislation
can avert, in tea factories, the safety of those
emjiloyed is in no way jeopardised. But in the
case of steam boilers lies a source of danger, in
the generality of cases, unapparent to those in
charge and which under unskilled direction
might be the cause of a terrible disaster. With
a view of determining how far this danger exists
our representative considered the best means of
throwing light on the subject Avas to call on
Mr. Lamont of M<?ssrs. Walker and Co., than
whom, probably, no one in the island is better
fpi.alilied to express aii opinion. Mr. Lamont very
courteously expressed his Avillingness to submit
to the jirocess of being interviewed.

.V FACTOItV ACT SUPERFLUOU.S.

You Avant to know Avliat I think of the
Or.linance for the inspection of machinery?
he said. Well in my opinion a Factory Act for
Ceylon is (|uite unnece.ssary.

In the case of tea factories only ?

No, I should say all round.
What about textile factories and other places

in Avhicli women and children may be employed ?We have only one textile factory and in it
so far as I am aware, there has not been a
single accident. We have several coconut desic-
cating mills but, as I have never been inside, I
am unable to say Avliat arrangements are made
for fencing machinery. In tea factories least of
all, do I consider tliere is any nece.ssity for
Government interference. Tea-making machinery
generally speaking, involves a minimum of
danger to the persons employed. They may become
carele.ss, indeed they do, often laying a.side the
brush Avhicli is supplied for SAveeinim in the
leaves and using tlieir hands. The Toss of a
finger or a hand may be the result. Such acci-
dents, hoAA'eA^er, must be of comparatiA'ely
infrequent occurrence, as one never lieare
of them. No legislation can put a stop to
that. I don’t see what further precautions you
can take than to fence machinery in tea factones,
BOILER IN.SPECTION : LEGISLATION NECE.SSARY.
But what I want chiefly to know is - Avhat about

the steam boilers in use in tea factories ?
Ah! that is a different matter. I am krongly

of opinion that Ave should have an Ordinance
rendering the inspection of boilers compulsory
All boilers, in my opinicin, ought to be inspectei’l
at least once a year, either by a properly quali-
fied inspector or by some other competent person.
You consider that the policy of laissez faire is

conducive to danger '>
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Yes, 1 do. While I cannot recall any serions

accident. I have seen boilers which ought to

have burst. Why they did not 1 don’t know.

These I may say were in Enroiiean Iruids.

Is there any ])articular tyjie of Iroiler in nse

in tea factories, and is that pariicnlar tyiie ad-

aptetl for rnnning for a considerable j)eriod with-

out an overhaul ‘t

The boiler most in nse is of tlie locomotive

type, rain^ing on an average from 12 to H
nominal liorse-power. With that particular type

of boiler little inspection is recpiired but,

to my mind, that is an argument in favour of

compulsory inspection. In this country the water

used is comparatively free from lime and conse-

nuently the formation of “scale” is less than

in other countries. Steam boilers, so far as tea

factories are concerned, date only some ten years

bach As time goes on these boilers will sutler

fronV
danger will become

.••reater There is a strong tem|>tation, especially

when a boiler is in native hands, of pnlting olV

renairsand it is in .all such cases that an ()r.lin-

ance is reipiired. In many tea t.actories the

workiii"' of engines and boilers devolies on na-

tives aiid the Superintendent or the S. 1). may

suneiaise but, from the very nature of then-

training, they cannot be expected to detect any

Haw wriich might arise.

A SYSTKM OF INSFICCTION.

But is there no system of periodical inspection

at present such .as is carried out by the boiler

insurance companies at home !

Oh yes. Some Companies employ a com-

netent
‘ European engineer who i.s well <inahlied

to inspect the boiler under his charge. Ibis

firm undertakes the work of boiler inspection.

Once a quarter an iiis]iector makes a round of

estates in the Kelani Valley and inspects

tiie boilers in use, for which a certain fee is

ebanred There is his book and here is

an entry Estate “safety valve leaking

sli-htly’ ;
otherwise, boiler in good order

;

eindne not so clean as it might be. a

coov of the report is sent to the buperin-

Liident and if a third copy is reiinired

for the nroprietor it can also be had. Superin-

tendents can thus keep the men in cliarg

UP to the mark, and the responsibility of having

re, .airs done lies with them. Our Kandy hrm

do similar work Upcountry, and so 1 under-

st.and, do Messrs. Brown Co. of Hatton and

other firms.

Then is this sort of inspection at

Yes 1 should say that most of

upcountry are visited by engineers,
npcou j

-rilK DANGEU UFS.

Then w'hy render compulsory what is already

done voluntaiily .
. ,

• . *1

For those who do not have their boilers in-

si.ected It is in these eases that the danger lies.

In what manner would you propose to legislate?

1 would render it comi.ulsory to liavc all

boilers inspected at least once a year, either by

r Covernment insi-ector or by a competen

• ppr I am in favour ot the latter method

bSsc it does not entail tl.e appointment of an-

Ser ollicial and l.ecause the owners ot l.oilers

wo, .1 ...Ml.

a Covernment oihcial. 1 hr -

li-irdsbii) or. inconvenience because, as

sS l ist of them are in ,.ossession of certihc.ates

of eflKiency for their boilers, lo such as, were

t nossession of these certificate a license miglit

"e S-cui by Covernment. However, as regards

.all general ?

the estates

uses rather than
use no
1 have

as

thelicensiiig of boilers that is a m.atter of opiii-

iom I do think all the same that the certificate of a

competent engineer whether oflici.al or unofficial,

should be insisted on by Ordinance.

“A COMPETENT ENCUNEEi:.”

Ill the case of an unoliicial insiiector how
would you define a “ competent engineer.”

By a “ coni])etent engineer” I mean a person

who has served an api.renticeship to engineering
and holds a responsible position in an engineer-

ing linn.

Is once a ye.ar often enough to inspect a boiler?

I think it is. Of conr.se, once in six months
would be more likely to ensure absolute safety

but it might be .a c.ause of complaint, as an i>is-

pection would entail cessation of work. 1 in,ay
mention that under Lloyd’s Kiiles a steamsliij.’s

boilers are inspected once in four years only. Yes,
once a year is quite often enough.
One more question. How will the new Onlin.ance

.allect your linn’'

Not \('iy iiiiicb. An inspector coming ].oking

about niigbl bother ns aliftle, but il he did come,
tbongh I .say it myself, he could not. show ns

vi'iy mneb final rei|uiied lo be done.—Cood
Morning.

TEA LEAD PAPEB.

With reference to the enquirj^ by a correspon-
dent the other day in regard to Tea Lead Pa].er

we wrote to Mr. T. C. Anderson, Jjjartniore for

the favour of bis o)iinion. Mr. Anderson has
been good enough to rejily sending ns also another
sample for comparison, and from his letter we
quote as follows :

—

“ My opinion is unfavourable. I and others have tried

it, (or similar paper, a sample of which I send j’ou)

and the report from the Lane was that the teas

had gone off, and this within two months. My
patent lead paper is infinitely superior and has the
following advantages as stated in the specification.

It strengthens the lead and makes it more .air-tight,

thus enabling thinner and cheaper lead to be used,
and the paper being inside, it prevents the contact
of the tea with the lead, which is injurious to the
tea. The only disadvantage it has, is that it is

slightly dearer, but against this is the fact that the
teas are better preserved. I have shipped tca.s to

South Africa in this lead, and in the usual lead
packets, and the former is preferred, and to South
America. I use no other. The Colombo Commercial
Company imported a consignment on tiial some
years ago, but it had been packed in London in a
damp condition and the lot was unsaleable.

A'AIHOUS PLANT! N(J NOTE.S.

The Nahavii.la Estate.s Comfanv.—The
Bc|,ort of this Conquany for the p.ast year will

be found in another colninn. It shows that a
good deal of progress li.as been m.ade- both
in tea and coll'ee cultivation, and that while
the profit for the p.ast ycai' b,as been such as to

permit of <a dividend at the rate of 20 per cent—
.‘12,1 per cent was tlie exact return ; the prospects
for tile, ensuing j, ear are also very satisfacloiy.

We coiigiatulate the sliarelmlders,—especially .Mr.

!l. P. M.acfarlane (who is erelong lo f.-vke a
ivell-carned boliil.iy)—upon this fortunate st.ate of

mat.tcrs and trust that the (’ompany may long
continue to be |nospei'ous.

“Dominica as .v 1'Teu) I'oit C.\i>itae.”—

W

e

direct .attention to tbe article on this subject
which we (|Uotc elsewhere from the Financial
News and to Mr. ,1. H. Barber’.s letter in criticism

thereof. Both will be read with a good deal of

interest here, and we trust that we may hear
more on the .snhject from either Dr. Morris, or

Dr. Trimen who is at present in England.
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DIMBULA FELIX AND ITS TEA.

Dimbula Felix is unquestionably a pvincc amongst

Tea districts; much more so than ever it could have

'"Tfter^pSng along the damp valley of Ambe-

gambuwa and through the disma drippnig tunnel, he

prospect on emerging, is very cheering. At hist the

Lates retain just a little taint of the

we had been passing through ;
but presto ! all is

changed, and by the time we skirt Ghrystleis Farm

we breathe a more stimulating air The patiiarch

alas ! has gone since we last visited the locality ,
but

his handy-work remains, and no pl-^ntfr ever d d

his work more neatly and methodical^ . Albeit,

John Martin did not for years believe in tea. Com-

pared with coffee, he said it was “

And he was not alone in this opinion ;
neai y all ti e

crack planters said the same if less forcibly. Old

K.B.T. often declared that “tea planting was only

fit for creatures in cuinboys. ' Yet, here wo are in

the midst of a general prosperity which the colfee

era never brouglftus; for, it war.

cases that coffee paid the poor

together the fault of the coffee, much less that of

the planter-but there was always too great a leak-

ago in coffee,- too much Agency. What a change

now in Colombo! Twenty years ago when a planter

went to see his agent he approached the great

man’s office hat in hand. Now forsooth, he throws

himself into a lounger at his hotel and sends a message

for the fellow to come to him

!

Dimbula is seen at her best as we approach the

heart of the district. The broad belt of land stretch-

ing due South-west from the Great Western towards

Adam’s Peak is probably the pleasantest planting

ground in the island, the soil so uniformly good,

or fairly good, the climate so mild and even,—that

any -novice might plant with success and live as long

and- healthy a life as he could anywhere in the tro-

’^'one^fs’^^giad to observe a marked improvement in

the general appearance of estates during the past

two years It is a relief to find tliat the experimental

stage is past, and that the cultivation and prepara-

tion of the leaf has now been reduced to an approv^

avsteni. No longer do we hear wild guesses at 600

fn 1 000 lb PGi' Here; they tire content to estimate an

average return of 400 lb. No longer do we, here and

there, see the unfortunate tree cut down to within

an inch or two of the ground, the leafless stubble

struggling between life and death. A more natural

and rational system of pruning has been uniformly

ndonted -The cultivation and manufacture of tea

has in short, been fully grasped and without any

reasonable doubt the industry has come to stay in

Dimbula Felix.
Exotic Trees.

Nor is the general improvement confined to the

tea plants ; the beautiful belts of exotic trees inter-

spersed throughout the district not on y give a pleas-

anter aspect to the landscape, but they afford the

tea a better chance of escaping blight than ever

poor coffee had. It is all very well 111 temperate or

iold latitudes to plant up wide expanses with the

same product ;
but, in the tropics, plants are not so

sociable and the greater the mi.xture Bie more natu-

ril and healthy Is the vegetation And yet some

discrimination is necessary ;
for, all trees are not

friendly to the tea plant, which after all must be

our chief consideration. Many of the Acncias for

instance are poison to tea; the ,S'a/mis a sworn enemy

-Awhile the Bamhoo is a beast that will tolerate no-

thing else to feed in its neighbourhood. Cmchoiia ike

coffee is a dead horse, and its place is well filled

bv more beautiful if less profitable substitutes, ainong

which GremUea is tiie chief favonnte, so much so

that it too threatens to be over-done; but I itm glad

trsee many others cropping up. The rapid-growing

Encah/pti adorn many a swamp and odd coiiici

,

but fm rapid growth, shelter and harmless shade

the Aalhizzia is the best I have seen.-the timber not

so useful as that of the /nga ;
but the tree is more

kindly to the products growing under it. Ut all the

recent introductions, however, commend me to th*

59

BucklaiuUn* a large leaved vaiiety of poplar habit,

well-suited for wind belts—and being closely allied to

the 1Aquidamhar of Formof-a—chiefly used for making
tea chests, the wood will doubtless one day come in

useful.

Government Reserves not Requiiied.

With such a beautifully mixed cultivation it may
well be asked what earthly necessity is there for largo
Government reserves ? Let every estate proprietor
be bound to cultivate, say 50 fdrest trees per acre,

and dispense with the foresters and their antiquated
notions regarding the cause of rainfall and water
3upplj\ The classic grounds of Abbot.sford are a ease
in point, an example of what may be done by a njixed
cultivation. Tweiuy-tive years ago, men laughed at

the seemingly haphazard way in which trees all and
sundry were pitchforked into this property

; but see

them now, after judicious thinning out, and you will

laugh with the otht r side of the mouth.
'There is only one thing that cannot now be helped

in Dimbula, and that is a considerable jproportion

of poor jat. What a contrast some of the fields show
in this respect ? And it is curious to note how
much there seems to be after all in sheer luck. It

isn't foresight, it isn’t brains. “Brains,’’ said

the late James S. Martin, “.are often a posi-

tive encumbrance to a planter,’’ a crumb of comfort

of which I was forcibly reminded in crossing a

certain boundary the other day. On the one side

the pure and beautiful broad and toiider.’leafed ma-
nupuri. On the other a nondescript jut with little

leathery leav#i.

Yet to think of the owners of these two adjoining

properties a dozen years ago 1 The one with a gi-

gantic intellect and with unique means of gaining
information and supplies of every green thing obtain-

able. With the other, alas I nature had been very
niggardly. Yet, look at the tea he planted. By mere
good luck he simply stumbled upon the very finest

jilt, and now the estate he left is worth 4;20 an
acre more than some of the neighbouring properties.

Planters of tlie present day have indeed an im-
mense advantage over their predecessors

;
profiting

as they do by past experience. Yes, it w'as worth
waiting. The advantage of good jiit being now so pal-

pable that it would be culpable folly to plant inferior

stuff. The real difficulty is now however, whore to plant.

This reserve policy of a demented Government is

really an outrage on common sense without a parti-

cle of reasonable argument in its favour while the

loss to the Colony is incalculable. Again. I say, look

at the mixed cultivation on these be.iutifiil high-

land estates. Could any forester suggest a better
cover ?

There are few prettier rural scones in the High-
lands of Ceylon than can be seen from the veran-
dah of Abbotsford bungalow, a picture so often and
so beautifully painted by an Old Master, that he
would be a bold amateur who would now touch it,

and I only approach the subject to record how much
the near prospect has improved by the rapid growth
of the many ornamental trees, particularly ihe Corypha
Australis which thrives so much better here than in

its own nati\<e land. I cannot however refrain from
bewailing one little bit of vand tlism by a neigh-
bouring proprietor who has planted up portions of

the pretty palana—Mount Pisgah to wit—in stiffly

* We (Ed.) quote as follows from the “ Treasury
of Botany”:—“Bucklandia. The name of a genus
belonging to the order of witch Hazels, having
stamens and pistils in the same flower, or in different
flowers on the same plant

;
or some plants have

stamens only, while others have only pistils. The
calyx is almost bell-shaped, adherent below to the
seed-vessel

;
the anthers are supported on awl-

shaped filaments. The flowers are in head-like
groups, each subdivision of which consists of eight
flowers. The name Bucklandia, which has also been
employed to designate certain fossil spe ies of plants,

was givcii in honour of the late Dr. Buckland, well

known as a geologist. The only species is an
Indian tree with the general aspect of a poplar

;

its leaves are alternate, stalked, and variable in

outline. [G. D.]”
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straight lines, a dreadful eiie-sore. Why could he not

have been content or' induced, to follow nature in

graceful curves, instead of that sickening irritating

bee-line which disfigures the scene,—enough of itself

to disturb the peaceful slumbers of him who so often

and so fondly looked upon this prospect.

THE NAHAVILLA ESTATES COMPANY,
LIMITED.

A meeting of the Naliavilla Estates Co., Ld.,

was held at the olliee of the Agents -Me.ssrs.

Geo. Steuart & Co., at 3 o’clock on 14th Dec.

There were present Messrs. E S Grigson, C hair-

mau, and A Orchard, Directors

Paterson, J Anderson, J Abel, J

and Gordon Pyper ;
and by

Catharine Margary, Messrs. I

\V Anderson and J L t.ortion,

Grigson, Messrs, ('has. Gordon,

A F Souter, K J

The Report of the Directors tlaled 5th Decem-

ber was taken as read and unanimously' adopteil.

The following proposals

monsly

,

i ^

l._“That a hnal dividend at

per cent for the last half-yeai

R

,
Messrs, d

F Headrick,
proxy Mrs.

S 'Grigson,

Mrs H H
(' Wright,

AGRICULTURISI. [Jan. 1
,
1896

The definition of the two estates as at present

constituted is as follows:—
Tea ill full bearing 175 181

„ „ partial „ 66 —
„ not in „ (includes land in

course of planting) 93 127

Coffee 120 117

Forest 44 66

Cinchona, Patna, Scrub, Chena
,
&C.103 158

Total .. 601 652 acres.

The Factory on Ury is in working order, and

the prices realized for the teas have so far been

Drummond and R P Mac-

w'ere carried nnani-

on
The

on the
results

the rate of 10

,ci vv:..v ....
making 20 i)or

cent for the year, be paid forthw'iU^^^

2.—“ That Mr. R. C. W right of Deaculla, fla-

putale, be elected Director in place of Mr. R. 1

.

MacFarlane who retires liy rotation.

3 ^ “That Mr. John Guthrie be appointed

Auditor for the year ending 30th September, 1896,

on a remuneration of RIOO.”

(Jhaiuman then made some remaiks

position of the Comiiany and the

of the year’s working, which, he

thomdit, might be regarded as highly satis-

factoTv The recent acquisition of Malia])alagalla

was alluded to, and tlie Directors hoped that

it would prove a satisfactory addition to the

other properties of the Company.

The following is the

ANNf-U. UEl’OliT.

The Directors have the pleasure to submit their

ciPfoncl Annual Report together with a Statement of

itruntflorthe /ear ea5ed .30th September^
The accounts shew that a sum of -l> ha.

been expended on the purchase of sundry allotments

of laud, in building and eqnippnig the Factory on

Urv with machinery, in planting and cultivating the

area not in bearing, and this amount has been ad-

ded to the cost of landed property.

The Directors therefore deemed it advisable to call

UD the remainder of the Capital to recoup the ex-

n^diture [ride Circular of 10th October, last .

^ The profits for the year including a small balance

nf 11*^01*57 brought forward from last year, and after

pavinK preliminary expenses in connection with the

^!nvchase^of Ury Estate have been Rbi,ol;j-94, equal

Ca return of about :32J per cent, on the paid-up

An^'inferiln dividenef ‘for the half year of 10 per

ppnt was paid, absorbing the sum of 1120,800, and

J^hP^Directms recommended the balance (R1G,7 l.l ill)

being disposed of as follows

Final Dividend for the Season of 10

per cent, making 20 per cent m all

Directors’ Fees ‘ ‘

Secretariat and Office Rent

Reserve

satisfactory.

The coffee crops secured for the year exceeded

expectations very considerably, and although pros-

pects for 1895-9() do not point to so large a return

from this source, still there is a fair crop on the

tress, which together with the proceeds from the

tea, should enable the Directors to present a fairly

satisfactory I'eport again next year.

The Directors have just concluded the purchase of

Mahapahagalla Estate for the Company at a cost of

.t'7.000, the acreage of which is as follows

Tea in full bearing

,, not in ,,

R

20,800
1,500

1,000

2:1,11.5

new laiK

of Ury, 100

Coffee

Ratna, F'orest and Fuel trees

Total

170

47

35

71

323 acres

Mr. ’I. P. lUacfarlane retires by rotation from
the Hoard of Directors, and as he is shortly pro-

ceeding to England, it will be nee'essary to elect

another qualified shareholder in his place.

c.

00
00
00
94

40,715 94

During the year under review about lOO acres of

have been acquired m the neighhourhoo I

acres of which are now being planted

with tea - a'ndon Nahavillalurthor 23 acres of coffee

land have been brought under this cultivation.

NEW TEA COMPANIES.
THE VOGAN TEA COMPANY OF CEYLON, LIMITED.

The memorandum and articles of Association of “The
Vegan Tea Company of Ceylon, Limited,’’ are pub-
lished in the Ga-Mle. The main objects for which
the Company is established are:—To purchase or other-

wise acquire the Vegan and Iddagodde estates in

Kalutara, and the Stamford Hills, and Barkindale es-

tates in Dikoya
;

to prepare, manufacture, treat, and
make marketable, tea, and (or) other crops or produce,
and to sell, ship, and dispose of such tea crops and
produce, either raw or manufactured, at such times
and places, and in such manner a.s shall be deemed x-

pedient. The nominal capital of llie Cqinpauy is one
million rupees, divided into ten thousand shares of

one hundred rupees each (of which seventy-two thou-

sand rupees nro now called up), with pow’or to in-

crease or reduce the capital. The following have
signed the memorandum :—W \V Mitchell, M Finlay,
CSV IMorrison, F Licjcliing, V A Julius, \V Moir, and
Henry Bois.

THE KANDYA.S 1111,1,3 COMPANY. LIMITED.

The memorandum and articles of Association of

“The Kandyan Hills Company, Limited, ’ are published
in the last Gazelle. Among the objects for which the
Company has been established is:

—
'To acquire tlie

Pansalatenue estate, situated in the Matalc district,

or cultivate tea, and (or) any other products or trees,

plants, or cro)is which may hereafter be approved, and
either on the .said cstaie.-s or elsewhere within or beyond
the limits of Ceylon, and to prepare, mamifactiiie,
treat, or make marketable the produce of any such
farming or cultivation, or any like produce, and to sell,

ship, and dispose of such produce, cither raw or manu-
factured, at such times and places and in such manner
as shall be deemed expedient. The capital of tliis

Company is R3()0,0U0. divided into three thousand
sbare.s of RIOO each, with power to increase or reduce
the capital. I'lio following have signed the memoran-
dum and articles:—Ucoigo J Jameson, F'lowerdew
Macindoc, E R Waldock, F rank Diiplock, E Benham,
John ^Yilson, and F Liesching.
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THE VALUE OF TEA PLANTATrON.S AND
FORESTLAND

on^ht to rise still fiirtlier if it be correct that
tlie responsible bead of a Planting Finn, whom
we welcome back to the island, has been stating
that, in his opinion, first-class forestland at a high

. elevation suitable for tea is worth £35 sterling per
acre, and that lie is prepared to buy at that
rate. And yet with the statubud of value already

• set for tea estate proncrty in Upper Dimbnla, the
Agras, in Udapussellawa and around Nuwara
Eliya, of £70 sterling and ui)wards per acre,

who dai’e say that half that amount is too
much for hrst-class forestland ?

In any case, it seems to us that it behoves
the Ceylon Government to take advantage
of the present full tide of jjrosperity to

have a certain proportion or its waste
land between Dimbula and Haputale utilised for

cultivation. It is perfectly absurd to have a
first-class line of railway running for twenty
miles through country that as yet does not yield

,i single ton of traihe ! Over four millions of

rup :• may bo said to be S])ent on the line

belwujii the last tea-field in Dimbula and the

first, encountered in Uva; and are we to be told

that no trallic is to be drawn from the scores if not

hundreds of square miles of Crown lands at |>rescnt

lying unutilised in this region? The idea is in-

defensible ;
and so is the old-fashioned notion that

it is necessary to leave these higher forests un-

touched on account of rainfall or for the pro-

tection of the head-springs of our rivers.

Let the Government enforce rules to con-

serve forest on each side of streams as

they please ;
but far better in these days when

the value of quick-growing timber and fuel

trees is so fully realised, to laydown regulations for

tlie planting up of a certain area in each lot sold

with exotic trees which, indeed, would be done
in any case for the shelter and benefit of the tea.

There are besides, patana lands near Ambewella
and below Horton Plains admirably adapted for tea ;

and much of the Uheoya Valley ought to be
utilised, to the benefit of the Railway, of the

General Revenue and for the General I’rosjjcrity

of the Colony.
.4^

BEAUMONT TEA COMPANY OF
CEYLON.

An extraordinary meeting of the shareholders

of the Beaumont Tea Coiu])any of Ceylon, Ltd.,

was held in the oltices of the yccretarics ami
A<mnts— the Eastern Estates andProducc Company
Lnnited., on Dec. IGth. Mr. F. H. Wiggin ine-

sided, and there were ])rcscnt : Messrs. 1). Micliie,

F. Liesching, F. S. llashicigh, B. G. L. Brcmner,

and (by proxy) Mr. John Guthrie.

The Chairman explained that the meeting

had been called

1. To consider the advisability of purchasing addi-

tional estates and allotments of land.

2. To confirm such purchases as shall have been

made by the Directors.

3. To consider and pass (if approved) the following

resolutions or either of them (namely) :

—

(1) That the capital of the Company be increased

by creating .5,000 new shares of lUOO each and that

the Directors Ire empowered to issue, and allot the

same, or any of them, in such manner, and at such

time, or times, as they may think expedient, and

at any premium, and generally on such terms and
conditions in all respects as the Directors may
determine.

(2) That the Directors be authorised to borrow
money for the Company on mortgage debentures,

and to that en 1 to issue debenture bonds bearing

interest at 6 per cent per annum for such amounts

as may bo required for the purpose of the Company,
but not exceeding in the aggregate at any time half
the then issued capital of the Company.

4.

To ti'ausact any other business that may be
brought before the meeting.
The Chairman explained that the power to

purchase ;i<hlitional e.«tate.s and allotments
of land was practically alre.ady conferred
by the Articles of Association, but they
wished to put the matter beyond all doubt.
Mr. RA.suLKKiu moved and Mr. Brkmnkr

seconded theadt)ption of the motion.—Agreed.
The Chairm.vn stated that the Directors, exer-

cising what they believed to be their power.s,
h,ad arranged to purchase Delta Estate at a jirice
which he had every reason to think would prove
a satisfactory bargain for the Company. He
therefore moved that the arrangement for the
purchase of Delta estate be confirmed.—Agreed.
On the motion of Mr. Rashleigh seconded

by Mr. Bremner the other resolutions before
the meeting were passed and that without com-
ment.
Mr. R.v,shleigh asked whether, for the infor-

mation of the shareholders, the price and other
arrangements connected with the purchase of
Delta Estate should not be made public.
The ClLVlRM.VN considered such a coiirsc inad-

A’isable and intimated that a valuation of the estate
can Vc seen by the shai eholders at the oHice of
the Company.
The proceedings then terminated with a vote

of thanks to the Chairman.

COCONUT PLANTIVG AT HIIRIGAIIIA

:

A MODEL PLANTATION : No. II.

We have too long delayed to dispose of our fur-
ther reference to the model coconut jilantation of
the Mirigama district, if not of the whole island.
AVe have mentionetl the exceptionally good soil
and favourable undulating hay of land on which
Mr. AA'right had to work. Everything in these
respects, was just what an experienced coconut
]danter would desire to have, and in the matter
of ready access and easy means of communi-
cation, Kandangomuwa was also desirable

;
while

the surrounding Sinhalese villagers soon prized
the regular employment and prompt payment for
work afforded them on the new estate. But all
these advantages of soil, situation and command
of labour would have been of little avail, if the
utmost pains had not been taken in the selection
of seed nuts, and in the various operations for
nursery, holing, iilanting and care of the young
plants. As to nuts, Mr. Wright proposed to
]iay a siiccially increased price in order to be
sure of the very best possible article. He was
alloweil to select bis own trees on various estates—famous for their line nuts—and to put a mark
on the same to shew that the coming crop was
ot be harvestetl for bim, of course, paying in
proportion for the privilege. The largest and
ripest of nuts were tlius secured, and none was
passed for the nursery without such testing as
eye, ear and hands could affoi'd. We need not
enter into tlie further jilanting operations, but
may hasten on to the jiresent condition of the
property after six and seven years of growth
has covered the soil with an umbrageous grove
of iialms, at the rate of only 66 tree to the acre—
so giving an unusual area to each

; and yet
their branches already nearly meet over the
intervals. The absolutely methodical, systematic
style of m.anagement is shewn bj”' the whole
e.state being marked oH‘ in different blocks, each
of which is indicated by a small wooden .sign

Ixiard itainted white with the number of tree-
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in black ftgurcs-^so that at a glance the Super-

intendent can see how far his weeding, clearing,

manuring oV harvesting work lias progressed, as

lie walKs or riiles over the property. This is

quite an original idea of Mr. Wright’s, adopted

so far as we know on no other property, and yet

it has been admired for its usefulness and sim-

plicity by all old |)lanters who have visited

Kandangonuiwa. In the centre of his property, on

a coninianding position, Mr. Wright has erected

a commodious bungalow and all the needful

otbces and stores ;
while all who know of his

past career as a successfnl amateur Hortioil-

turist, may be sure that he h.as not forgotten

his cunning or tastes over the garden.

splendid, well-cujtivated as well as carefully

selected mangosteens and other foreign fruit

trees are nowhere else to be .seen in the island

he has Singapore mangosteeiis, blood oranges

from Aden, durians, chestnuts, nuts,

rambutans, ami mangoes, &c. M>- 'vjpht s

latest hobby—for he cannot possib y be idle in

this direction—is Orchids, of which he has a

delightful collection including some very beaiitilul

speciniens.

Mr Wri"ht is a great believer in manuring

coconuts ;
and we feel sure that he is ready

to subscribe to the opinion of that other veteran,

Mr W Lauiont, that no man ever spent

un to a rupee per tree jier annum in manuring

his coco-palms, without jiocketing IQO per cent

on his outlay. The use of a stock of cattle

is not neglected on Kandangoiiiuwa ;
but Mr.

Wrifdit has more faith in sheep manure : and

he be^an by introducing a valuable breed troin

Australia—a ram and tluee ewes al^iut six years

a"o, and now he has raised a Hock of close on

aliundred sliee)), across with native ewes ;wlnle he

is determined to get the number uji to 1,000 of

a Hock before he considers his property properly

stocked. This is a new departme in stock-

broedin" of the utmost importance to tlie Colony

at lar-'c, and for which Mr. Wright dc.serves

very **‘reat creilit ami ollicial thanks.

Mr." Wright is also a believer in the \ eyan-

<mda Coconut Desiccating Mills, lie and other

nei'dibouring proprietors are entirely satislied

witti the liberal way in wbich their crous are

purchased at this establishment. So far, it has

been the day of comparatively small things with

Kandagoniuwa in its crops of nuts, rising from

1 784 nuts in 1889 to close on 40,000 this ye.ar.

lint henceforward, the return going on at a

geometrical ratio may be expected very soon to

reach eight-hundred-thousand nuts, bo mote it

i,e_with a continuance for a century of crop-

nin" at the same rate to the beneht of Mr.

WrT'dit, his children and grand-children.

4 "few lines of “ Keniiniscences ” of early years,

will conclude our notice of Mr. Wright’s work.

I’LANTINC AND PRODUCE.

The Fear ok Over PiioDrcTiON.-If the tea

Planting industry is overdone it will not be

Cause^ of the absence of warning on the sub-

let At homo and on the spot tea growers are

ri,V 11^ t if thev will persist in increasing the out-

to „ tty „«st look OM lor .11 kind, of trouble In

fl e fuluri The temptation ]ust now is very great

HO doubt to “open out” in tea, and there is every

S.nSc th.t thl “Vt tho" Wetdi; wfrn
while the demand is brisk, lhat iho irienaiy wain

higs iLued for some time past will, as in the case

of lUnings generally, be utter y neglec ed we do

notXubtT blit it is tlie duty of a well rcgula^d

minds to persist in uttering them all tho same. We
that a Calcutta prophet says that ore long wc

—the planters—“ shall have to face hard times,”

Well, we imagine that is precisely what will happen un-

less there is moderation in the oulturn. Newmarkets
are very important, but they are necessary to relieve

tlie British market of some of the present supply.

Unless people discover some new virtue in tea the

demand after all is limited.

The New Markets.—There is no doubt that the

demand for Indian and Ceylon tea is increasing out-

side the United Kingdom. Australia is steadUy
adding to the quantity annnally consumed, and ap-

pears to be following the example of the Unit^
Kingdom in the gradual displacement of China tea

by Indian and Ceylon. In Russia the use of Ceylon
tea has lately received considerable impetus, and
that market is now a very important outlet. South
Africa, however, should not be overlooked, as recent
advices from Cape Town state that the quantity of

China tea.s shipped to Natal, although tea planting is

carried on to a small extent there, has lately been on
an increased scale.

A Tea Garden Dispute.—It is not often that a
dispute about an Assam lea garden is heard in the
Law Courts at home. In the Queen’s Bench Divi-

sion last week, Mr. Justice Mathew, sitting to try

commercial cases, had before him the case of Mac-
Lau^lin v. Bardley, which was an action brought
by Dr. A. J. MacLaughliu to recover a balance
on account of the purchase of a plantation
in Assam from Mr. William Mackenzie Bard-
ley, of The Elms, Exinouth. Dr. Blake Odgers,
Q.C. (with him Mr. Rose limes), in opening the
case, explained the purchase was admitted, defen-
dant having from time to time made payments on
account. The action related to the purchase of an
estate, and defendant agreed to pay eight rupees
an acre for land suitable for planting tea and one
rupee for land not suited for tnat purpose. The
dispute was in respeet of the acreage of the estate,

and there was a question as to survey made at

the request of the defendant in order to avoid
a difficulty with the Government. The property
subsequently went into the hands of a Company,
of which the defendant was chairman of the
directois. The plaintiff was called in support of

the claim, and was cross-examined by Mr. Turton,
who represented the defendant. In the course of

the evidence the counsel engaged in the case saw
his lordship in his private room. On their re-

turn into Court Dr. Odgers asked his lordship to

give judgment for plaintiff for jEHOO and costs,

tho settlement to cover and include all mat-
ters in dispute, and to be a final discharge of

the settlement. Mr. Turton thanked his lordship for

his interpositipn, and said it should be clearly

understood that the settlement included all matters
of difference arising out of this transaction. His
lordship agreed, and gave judgment accordingly.

F.'vCTs and Figures.—Financiul News, as will be seen
from the following extract, throws doubt upon the
statistics regarding the increased cousumption of Indian
and Ceylen tea abroad. It says .• *' some rather
absurd statistics have got into circulation regarding
the increased cousumption abroad of Indian and
Ceylon tea, one writer representing that up to the
end of September the deliveries abroad were
35 ,

000 ,OtX) lb., against 28,000,(XX) lb. for the whole of

1804. That the re exports of Indian and Ceylon
tea are growing fast is true, but these figures are

far in excess of the truth. Tho Board of Trade return+i

for October show that in ten months the total re-ex-

ports of tea were 25,201,881 lb. of which throe-fifths was
Chinese. The re-exports of Indian tea ro.se from
2,832,838 lb. for ton months in 1804 to 3,102,288 lb.

for the same period this year
;

while the increase

in Ceylon lea was from 4,-102,014 Ih. to (>,073,288 lb.

Of course, some countries take their Indian tea

direct ;
but tho London market is still the best

criterion of the course of this rising trade.” Messrs.

Gow, Wilson, and Stanton’s letter, wliich tho Finmicial

News prints today, is a complete answer to its own
comments. This letter is as follows ;

“ In your
article upon the increased consumption of Indian

ami Coylon tea abroad you have drawn attention

to a matter which is of vital importance to the
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British-grown tea industry ; for it is upon the
opening up of new markets for Indian and
Ceylon tea that the prosperity of that industry
now mainly depends. So generally is this fact ad-
mitted by the proprietors of tea estates that, in
response to a petition from planters, the Ceylon Gov-
ernment imposed an export tax upon tea for the

Sose of raisinr a fund to open np new markets,
3 Indian planters have riiaed a voluntary levy

among themselves for the sa no purpose, the two
funds annually reaching somewhere about £10,000.
You comment upon a report having obtained circu-
lation which en-oneously states that ‘ up to the end
of September the deliveries abroad were 3.5,000,000 lb,

against 28,000,0001b for the wh >le of 1894.’ The
total quantity of Indian and Ceylon tea used abroad
for the first nine months of 1895 was about
27,000,000 lb, against about 20,000,000 for the same
period in 1894. Of this quantity only 8,000,000 lb

were re-exported from the United Kingdom in 1895,
and 6,000,000 lb. during the same period in 1894, the
remainder going direct from the countries of pro-
duction. The total quantity of Indian and Ceylon
tea used outside the United Kingdom during the
whole of 1891 did amount to 28.000,000 lb., as stated in
your article, and if the increase whicli has taken
place during the first nine months of 1895 should
continue in the same proportion to the end of the
year the use of J5ritish-grown tea outside the United
Kingdom should reach aearly 40,000,000 lb.—a quan-
tity sufficient to materially affect the welfare of the
enterprise. This matter is of such importance to one
of our great national industries that v/e feel sure you
will consent to give it publicity.”

—

II. S C.-3Iail.

TEA DEALERS IN COUNCIL
The annual meeting of the London Wholesale Tea

Dealers’ association is always interestir g to the growers
and importers as a reflection of the views of the
tea trade. Mr. Francis Peck presided over the
meeting held last week, and the annual report was
as follows : “Your Committee have delayed the issue
of their repoit until now, as they wei'e anxious to
complete tlu- negotiations respecting an amendment
to Clause 4 of the Public Salts Conditions. These
negotiations were only concluded at the end of Oct.,
and the clause as hereinafter referred to come into
operation on the 1st. The subject of robbery of
tea returns for sampling has again engaged the at-
tention of your committee, and a special fund was
raised, which assisted in the prosecution of another
receiver and sampler. The case on being tried at
the court resulted in conviction, the receiver being
sentenced to eighteen months' imprisonment with
hard labour, and the youth to three months. An
account of the receipts and expenditure in connection
with this fund is printed with this report, and shows
a balance in hand to be used in future cases. In
connection with this subject, the warehouse pro-
prietors have a plan for abolishing the system of
using returns for .sampling still under their consider-
ation, and your committee will favourably entertain
any well-devised scheme which may not be opposed
to the interests of wholesale dealers. A caes was
reported of some tea sweepings being exported, and
after being subjected to a particular treatment re-
imported, and, although then of an objectionable
character, passed by the Customs authorities. Steps
were promptly taken to effectually prevent such rub-
bish being used for home consumption. A further
representation was made to the Customs authorities
respecting tea collected in what are commonly
known as damaged holes in some bonded warehouses,
and an assurance was given that such tea should
in future be destroyed. Complaints have been re-
ceived of teas being put up for sale without any
indication whether the teas were bulked here or
abroad, also of the bulking operations being in
some cases imperfectly performed, and steps have
been taken to prevent sucb irregularities. A
measure was drafted during the last Parliament,
entitled the ‘ Warehousemen’s Certificates Bill and
as it appeared to facilitate advances upon warrants
without enquiry, and thus render fraud easy, your

cnnHn. «
‘=°"®i«ered It most objectionable, and will

inUorceh i‘'Pr\^'‘ «teps are taken tointroduce It in the House of Commons With reference

leieirea to in the first paragraph of this renm-t

Ser'an'd'^f?
have very carefully considered^ thelattei, and after several interviews with the brokers’

opeltbn N™’™SeT"l« 'S;!'’
..'n.ply ..a.ed thr'’Yhe'‘'ieJ'’;„„”;r‘b“e SXfor delivery on the day of sale but tbpro

^
UO pe„»% to, o„y
ta ring, and m practice it was found that fresuentTvdelivery could not be obtained, and, moreovelpackages were often allowed to be left open for along^ time, and the teas seriously affected therebvwhereas, by the amended clause, the operations tobe completed on the day of sale are clearly statedall packages nailed down within six days, and deli’very given on the day after the dav of sale on anotice being given. This will not prevent any packages which are urgently required being in ordinarycases delivered on the day of sale, but, what is moreimportant, gives the buyer the option of refusincany packages as to which the conditions have no^

^To\pTil"'‘^
catalogues the wordso be taken without allowance for any irregularity

of
against the mteres^t01 tlie buyer, and your committee are glad to renortthat upon the injustice of the condition being brom^ht

I ider the notice of the Brokers’ Association an as-

be'Zitted^^'''f”ture’’'^'"
objectionable words should

.^e Chairman said, with regard to the amendmentof Clause 4 the Public Sale Conditions, he suppSevep one of them knew what an important Mattert^hat wis They had had to have a very great num!mterviews with both importers an<f also with

tffid
satisfactorily set-

end' concluded at theend of October, and the clause came into operationon the. first of the month. He hoped it .UKe a
Two or three mtm-bers of their committee had taken a great deal of in-terest in that matter. As to the question of robbery oftea returns for sampling, he was afraid they hadnot got to the end of that yet, but at all eventsaction had had some effect. He did notthink they would really stop it until they got a

S’ sampling, but that at preaen/se^emedas far as ever. There was a balance of £34 on the
!p?fi

that prosecution. The cost did notreach the sum subscribed, and so it was decidedo carry the balance to a prosecution fund in theevent of a similar case heing taken up With lepaid to the paragraph as to the wai-ehouse proprie-tors’ plan for abolishing the system of usi^ Srns
thU^esm 'T’ 1

°“^^ difficulty was that fhe moret ley came to think over the different proposals themore difficult it was to arrive at any^really satisfactory substitute for that which Ky ^owhad. 'They would probably all know to whatthe next siih.i^ect referred—that of tea sweopinusbmng treated and re-imported. The sweepinisof wWehouses mixed with dirt and every elL ^wefe

fc^^
“’"d reimported as goodtea. The Customs passed it—how or why he had neverbom, Me to make out. He was in correspoiiKe

th the customs personally, and so were also the committee, but smnoone lot the teas go through—theywere very white, and he supposed the people%l,oSthey were Tekoe tips. They proposed to add one pai^giaph to the report on a matter which had ^beenoimagmg the attention of the committee as follow^Ihe subject of dust teas being imported in packagesnot canvassed or otherwise protected has beenmider the consideration of the committee, andthey urge on importers the desirability of having suchpackages properly packed.” He supposed everyoneknew there were a considerable number of compli^intsm lespect to dust teas, that when they arrived at theirdestination they were short weight. The general feelmg was that both in the interests of thi hnporVersand themseves such teas should be canvassed ^at the
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E
ort of departure. He would move that the report
e adopted.
This was seconded and the motion carried.

—H. ^ C. Mail.

CINCHONA IN INDIA.
From the Revised Estimate for lS',)5-9() we notice

that the Government Cinchona plantations will show
a pipfit on the current year's wording of R17,700,
receipts being set down at one lakh and expendi-
ture at R82.300. It is possible that when the ac-
counts for the year are made up, the profits will

be even larger, owing to the constant daily increas-
ing demand for quinine and febrifuge. The Rudget
Estimate for 1890-97 provides for a profit of over
R12,500, that is if the sales continue stationary. In
view of this considerable profit. Government should
at once reconsider its decision to plant up new
acreage. These increased sales of quinine are satis-

factory, but if they go on and Government runs its

factory on commercial principles, it must expect to

hoar shortly from the trade on the subject.— rintes

of India.

TE.V -GROWING AT THE CAl’E.

It has been a standing anomaly for many years
that England has been almost alone in appreciating
the superiority of Indian and Ceylon tea to the
Chinese article. Many wore the attempts made to

find ntarkets in other countries, but until quite re-

cently, it seemed as if our planters would have to be
content with British custom alone. A great change,
however, has latterly occurred

;
during the first nine

mouths of the present year the quantity of Indian
and Ceylon teas sent out of the United Kingdom
exceeded by 7,000,000 lb. the amount thus exported
during the whole of 1874. At the same time the United
States, Australia, and even Russia have considerably
increased their direct imports ,/f the Rritish-grown

herb, and it may bo pretty safely assumed that, as

the knowledge of its superiority spreads in these and
other countries, the demand will continuously in-

crease. The one exception is, oddly enough. South
Africa, which still remains faithful to Chinese tea.

Why this should be the case among people not par-

ticularly given to sticking to ancient ways remains to

be explained. But for many years the goahead Aus-
tralians displayed the same strange preference, in

spite of the most determined efforts to convince

them that they would benefit by following the ex-

ample of the mother country. rcrha))s the “Capers”
are merely making shift with their old source of

supply until they can produce tea for themselves.

It is already experimentally grown in some parts of

Cape Colony, and experts predict that, before the

end of the century, tea-growing will become an es-

tablished and highly profitable industry in that

marvellous land.

—

Globe, Nov. 20.

^
AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF

MAURITIUS.
Tlie tw'enty-sccund ordinary meeting of the

Agricultural Company of Mauritius, Limited, was
held yesterday at W inchester Hou.se, umler the

presidency of Lonl Stanmore. Mr. Alf. G. Dick
(manager and secretary) read the notice conven-

ing the meeting.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of tlie

report and accounts, said that when lie addressed

the shareholders last year h(' had a very pleasing

duty to perform, inasmuch as he was able to

tell' them that the estates had iiroduced a net

profit of over £12,000, and that the directors

were jirepareil to pay a dividend. He was .sorry

to say that this year he could not do the same.

Of course, in such an industry as that in which

they were engaged, there must be Huctnations.

Liust year they considered that the hurricane of

1804 was a slight one; it had not ap))arently

done much harm ;
hut when the cron came to he

cut it was found tliat it liad (lone a great

AGRICULTURIST. [Jan. i, 1896.

deal more harm than w'as supposed, and had
damaged exceedingly both the (juantity and
quality of the canes. Tlien, again, there was
a great amount of disease in the canes, and
altogether the result was far from emiouraging.

Pric.es were had, tlie produce was inditl'erent, and
naturally the anxiety of tlie directors was great.

Under the circumstances the directors conceived
that it was their duty, while content with the man-
agement of the com|)any’s atlViirs in the colony, lo

make the strictest and closest imiuiries into every
detail of management on the .several estates, and to

exercise every economy in their jiower, in order to

assist the recuperative process wliich they hoped in

more favouralde years to undergo. He was very glad

that they did make that investigation, and that

they had consequently delayed meeting the share-

holders, because the result was much more satis-

factory than some of them at first .sight were pre-

pared to expect. They found that their business
was essentially in a sound position. They were
clearing off debts running over several years,

which were due to causes entirely beyond tlieir

control, and they were also largely ({iniinishing

the debenture debt, and the interest payable on
account of it. There was every reason, he thonglit,

to expect that, unless they had more bad luck than
usually fell to the lot of men, they would be able
next year to present a report as flourishing as the
one submitted last year. He did not for a moment
deny that if they were overcome by such an extra-
ordinary concurrence of bad luck as to have hur-
ricane ujion hurricane, disease ui»on disease, and
prices still going lower and lower, they would be
in a serious position, but ho did not think they
had any reason to expect that such an extraordi-
nary run of bad luck would continue, '[’ho last

report received from the colony was decidedly en-

couraging. It xvas to the effect that the crop was
satisfactory, and that (irices had improved. Re-
ferring to the accounts, the shareholders would see
that the amount of the share capital that was called

up in March last was ,£4 a share. The calls so far

had been fairly met, although not so well as the
directors could have wished, and stej) had been
taken to get in all ai-roars. The debenture debt
had been reduced to CHojO.iU, and since the making
111 ) balance-sheet to ,£]d2,0d0, showing a \ ery
substantial decrease as compared with last year.
Altogether the liabilities had decreased by
£29,460. The adverse balance carried forward was
£19,900. Under the circum.stances the Board had
felt it their duty to exercise the strictest economy,
and to reduce the expen.ses as far as possible with-
out impairing efficiency, 'fhe office expenses had
accordingly been reduced by 2.') per cent., and the
directors themselves had reduced their fees by a
similar amount, although they had been reduced
on a former occasion. 'I'he great reduction in the
inodnction of .sugar all over the world, which
amounted to something like 1,(H»0,UOU tons, must
have its effect in raising the price of sugar, and
he was ([uite satisfied that there was no occasion
to think despairingly of tlie future of the
company.
Mr. W. J. Tanner .seconded the motion.
Mr. Haigh said the directors had collected from

the shareholders over £80,000, and they had only
reduced the debenture debt by .£71,9(Mi. On the
other hand the debts in Mauritius had been in-

creased by ,C4l),(tili». lie comiilained also of the
fact that the directors had paid an interim
dividend although no profit had been earned.
(“ No, no.”)

Mr. Tanner replied that the directors had only
had £).'), (100 in the present balance-sheet with
which to reduce their indebtedness, and not
680,000.
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riie Cliainiiiiii also stateil tliat the additional

liabilities in Mauritius were incurred with the

full approval ami knowledge of the shareholders

last year. The imiuiry was instituted fur the

])urpo.se of seeing whether the estates in Mauri-

tius were likely to he worked at a profit or at

a h)ss in the future, and, as the result had
shown, the directors had every conlidence that

they couhl he worked at a profit.

The Secretary added that the company had
called u)) altogether £9U,0G0, including the l‘2s

call ina'le in June, £19,0UU were outstanding,

which left £71,000, and they had paid off £72,000

worth of debentures up to date.

After some further discussion, the rei)ort and
accounts were adopted, and the other formal busi-

ness transacted.— Times.

COCO-NUT OR COCOA-NUT.

Once again we call special attention to the follow-

ing editorial note from the l‘li(ii'i)iaceutical Journal of

London. We have for several years back with the

concurrence and approval of the highest authority

in the island (the Director of the Royal Botanic Oar-

dens) adopted “ coconut ” in all our publications.

Emerson Tennent, the greater Historian of Ceylon,

did the same. The difficulty usually is to get people

at home to aid in a change of the kind, but now
that the step has been taken by so good an authority

ill England, we trust all writers, printers and pub-

lishers out here will follow suit and do what they

can to make the convenient and indubitable form

of “ coconut ” universal. We would especially appeal

to our contemporaries, to the Department of Public

Instruciion (and Agriculture ?), and last not least, to

the Government Printer to adopt what is so clearly

and scientifically shewn to be the correct form. If

we could only convince “ Mincing Lane ” we should

like next to see “cacao” adopted for the produce as

well as the tree ;
but this is more difficult, “ cocoa”

as pronounced being a universal household as well as

“market” word for this food product and drink, in

England. Still if “coco” is kept for the nut, there

will be much less risk of “cocoa” beans, nibs, or

paste being supposed to come from the palmtree.

Here is the paragraph

“Coco-NOT OR Coco.wNUT.—A discussion as to whether

this should be spelled c-o-c-o or c-o-c-o-a has recently

been published. The palm ^ ielding the coconut and

the tree which furnishes the substance u.scd as a

beverage an I called cocoa, are know by bontamsts,

and hence by pharmacists, to have no connection

nevertheless, many persons outside that intelligent

circle have an idea that both are products of the

same trees, or are connected in some way and even

botanists do not agree as to the correct spelling of the

word coco in coconut. The evidence on the subject

is briefly this In early botanical works and bonks

of travel coco-nuts arc mentioned, the word coco

being derived from an Indian word coc or cocus, used

to indicate the fruit of 6’ocos nuafera on account of

a fancied resemblance of the base o the endoc.arp

with the three circular impressions, to the face of a

mo key whose conversatiomO powers were limited o

ffitS a sound like coco or coeus. According to

Sei- authority the w rd " coco ” in Portuguese

means anything which friRitens children, the mon-

key liL expression on the cn.iocarp being perhaps

used for that purprse Luiuicus in foimmg

th^ genus thco.«i probably founded .the name on

ihL vaiiarions, and how it came to be known

as cocoa (c-o-c-o-a) nut is not quite clear, but theie

R notffing to waiTant such a method of spelling.

Now that the leaves of ErnUn-oxi/lon Coca aie also

articles of commerce and known as coca (c-o-ca), it

becomes a matier of much importance to discri.ni-

nate carefully between the three substances of similar

names but widely different nature.

THE LANTANA.

(AUstract of ie[»ort on Forestry from the Planters’

Monthly.

)

The lantana of which mention has been made in

former reports of this committee, continues to spread

with vigor in almost all districts of this country

;

Puna, as Mr. Rycroft believes, and Kula, Maui,

according to Mr. von Tempsky, being happily free

from the invasion. Where it attacks cultivated

ground, or intrudes into land already wooded, its lead

eradication is no doubt desirable. Mr. Lowry and

Messrs. Gay and Robinson, for our 1888 report, de-

scribed the process adopted by them in meeting the

difficulty. The young plants lightly rooted are with-

out difficulty pulled up; the older plants are cut off

near the ground, and a few drops of kerosene oil

are poured on to the exposed wood of the remaining
trunk, after which the roots perish. Mr. R. W. Meyer
and Mr. Colville clear their arable and pasture lands

of lantana twice a year. As the committee suggested

in 1888, the lantana is probably not without econo-

mic use, if it can bo restricted to valueless or only

slightly valuable land
;
but this restriction is of course

the difficulty which presents itself
;
and no remedy

seems to exist except the careful clearing of young
plants where they can be reached. Moreover, where
alntana is not interfering with any other growth, it

is as Mr. McBryde points out, providing the seeds

of mischief elsewhere. This gentleman writes that

some landowners do not clear their lands at all, or

do it so little that it amounts to nothing, giving as

reasons that the clearing would cost more than the

land is worth
;

whilst others after constantly and
diligently clearing, find themselves constantly injured

by the pi'oximity of what are in effect nurseries for

propagating the plant.

Of some economic service rendered by the lantana
Colonel Spalding speaks as follows, in a very inter-

esting letter with which he has favored the com-
mittee :

“ I think no one will dispute the right of

the lantana to be regarded as in tne front rank of
‘ noxious plants,’ and yet I am by no means sure
that this interesting individual has not been maligned.
Having had over 12 years’ experience with the lan-

tana on Kealia, I am not prepared to say that it

has been altogether an evil. The dying out of the
kukui trees, some years ago (a circumstance I cannot
attribute altogether to the cattle) left our middle
lands on foot hills bare and exposed. In many places
the soil was soon washed from the surface, and these
lends became unfit even for pasturage. The lantana
aume and stayed. Naturally it has been kept out
of the cane fields, and only allowed to extend itself

over these middle lands that had been denuded and
rendered almost worthless. It has continued to grow
mauka, to some extent, but, our best pastures on the
upper lauds are comparatively free fi'oiii it. Now I

find that the lands where the lantana has had its

homo for j'ears h.id gained in strength of soil, and
the cattle find good gmss wherever they can push
througli the bushes. I attribute this to the fact

that the thick bushes prevent the hot rays of the
sun from drying up the ground, and serve to retain
the moisiu.e wiiich causes decomposition of fallen
leaves, and vegetable matter, adding to the strength
and richness of t!ie soil. I expect to see the lantana
die out in the near future, and leave these lands in

much better condition than if it had never grown.”

Granting that the plant in question is to a certain
extent useful, it seems likely that it will establish
and t«ke care of itself where it is w'anted

;
and too

great efforts cannot be made to keep in check; for

in a bilancc of advaiitag.ss and disadvantages the
jattor will be found in mo .t districts to predominate.

[The Lantana. though regarded by many in Queens-
land as a pest, has its friends and these are in-

creasing. When well grown it is easily uprooted-.by
bullock teams. Colonel Spalding’s views will find

many adherents in this country.—Ed. T.A-I
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PALMETTO FIBRE.

The experiments made by Dr. Silas L. Loomis,

of Fernandina. show clearly that the palmetto fibre

is of great value commercially and that the plant,

which not long ago was con.sidered not only worth-

less, but a burden to the land, will in the future be

of great importance. It will almost, if not, quite,

equal cotton for varied uses and as a source of wealth.

Dr. Loomis divides the possible application of the

palmetto fibre into articles made of raw material

and manufactured articles.

Of the raw material are the following:

1st. Roof covering and thatching for the sides

of building.

2nd. Brooms such as are in use wherever tne

palmetto grows.

3rd. For scrubbing and other rough uses brushes

are also made by binding leaves together, and are

very cheap, easily made and useful

4th. Hats and Baskets.—When the young leaves

of different grades of fineness are split and bleached

one has an article which, when braided in different

styles, can he made into hats, baskets and bonnets

which vary in price from 10 cents to ft.5 and even

!|20 according to quality and decoration.

5th Food.—The bud of cabbage palmetto from

which the plant derives its common name is edible

both raw and cooked. Its taste is not unlike the

°^6tlT°%iles.—Trunks of the cabbage palmetto show

a wonderful durability as piles in under-water

building. Piles in the wharves of Havana of this

material are said to have been in use for more than

one hundred and fifty years, and are still in a good

condition. The foundation of Fort Moultrie was also

built of palmetto.
.

7th. Potash—Ashes of the palmetto lixivated and

steamed yield a good quantity of potash.

.\KTICLES MADE FHOM THE SAP.

1st Tanning.—Tannic acid is made from the roots,

the trunk and leaves. The common progress of tan-

ning with oak or hemlock barks always adds to the

weight of the leather. As yet no method has been

discovered by which, in tanning, an increase of weight

can be avoided except by the use of tannic acid.

2nd. Medical Uses.—A certain preparation of the

oak gives a medicine which has a happy effect when

used for the throat and breathing organs.

3rd Coloring Mat er.—Through simply steaming

the clarified sap a known dye is obtained which

dyes a pretty brown.

AiriTCLES MADE FllOM THE FIBUE.

1st. Brushes.—The rough, stiff fibres at the point

of the leaf stalk made into brushes through a special

^^Ond^* Mattresses.—The leaf is split to a requi-

site fineness, curled, then ran through a peculiar

machine, pressed into bales and sent to the mattress

manufactory.
3rd Upholstery. -The durability of the fibre as

compared with other materi ils, recommends it for

upholstering purposes. The long tough fibre holds

its place until the furniture has become unusable

4th Cordage—The long tough fibre seems very

suitable for certain grades of cordage

5th Paper-making.—T’he different grades of fine-

ness which wo have in this fibre make it a vahi-

abie addition to the article to be selected from in

manufacturing paper. It is suitable for all qua-

lities of paper, from the roughest roof paper to the

finest sort of bank note and bonds.

6th Wood Pulp.—The great solidity of palmetto

wood pulp makes it of more value than any other

wood pulp It is to he recommended to maniifa;-

turers for the making of pails, tuba, caski, globes,

scrolls, wheels, etc. ,

7th Felt —The finer fibres felt very easily and

can be put to many uses viz ,
in the place of wool

felt in ship-building, and for the polishing of quartz

and other stones. With a mixture of 48 to 60 per

cent of wool it can compare with all other felts.

8th Stuffs and Carpet.s.-There seems to be no

reason why the fine fibres cannot be spun and woven

into stuffs and carpets of different qualities.

Oth. Underground wires which are covered with
chemically prepared palmetto fibre, have stood un-
usual tests without injury. For protecting single or
small wires this fibre is perhaps the best covering
th it has yet been discovered.
Many of the methods for using the palmetto des-

cribed above have borne the test of actual experiment.
The number of these uses grows continually larger.

The products have already become valuable articles

of commerce. So soon as the achievements of Dr.
Loomis, of Fernandina, have become kown, capitalists

in many of the favorable points of Fi irida will

hasten to build factories for converting the palmetto
into useful and ornamental articles of commerce.
Then the hitherto neglected and worthless palmetto
lands will become of high value to the country.

—

St. Augustine News.

DRUG REPORT.
(Froiii Chemist and Dnaigist.)

l.uuduti, iNoveinher iSth.
Caffeine—The market remains tirm at last week’.s

(piutatioii viz. 18s to IDs per 16 according to (piantity .and
position. The malinfactiirers are very busy, and do not
much care to .sell lor some inontlis .ahead. They seem
both to he of ojiinion th.it, if any change is made, it

will he towards higher rates. It is .said in the Ceylon
p.ipers that there has of Lite heen a very strong demand
for tea-flulf, red leaf, and tea-.sweepings on the part of

dyers, who have found a profitable use for these articles

in their industry.
Cakuamo.ms—At today’s sales the supply was small.

It consisted of 103 packages, of which 78 sold at steady
prices— viz : Ceyloii-iMy.sore, medium to bold round
pale 2s 2d to 2s 3d per Ih

;
smaller size, but good

appearance Is 8d
;

small to medium, fair pale to brown-
ish Is 4d to Is Oil per 11). .Seed realised from 2s to 2s

2d per lb.

Cinchona—At today’s drug-sales iseveral parcels of
South .American and otlier cinchona-barks were offered,'

The most interesting lot was one of 12 serous, recently
arrived from Payta (Peru), which sold, with good com-
petition at luid per 11> for fair Loxa quill 71 d for mixed
Iluanoco, .mil from 2Jd to ojd per lb for damaged Una-
noco. .Si.Ktten bales of Maracaibo bark realised from 7jd
to Dll for sound and 8d per Ih lor damaged. Of the other
lots olfered, very little w’as sold.

Vanilla—

A

bout 2,0(i0 lb oll'ered today and sold, with
good eoinpetition, at steady r.ites, especially for .short
he.ins.

K.SSENTIAL Oils- Of Lenioiigrass oil 2 cases of Winter’s
brand w'erc taken out, while 5 cases ol Winter’s Citronella
were also bought in at 2‘Jd per oz. Citronella oil is again
much dearer

;
Is Oil per lb has heen paid for drums on

the spot, and Is 7d per Ih for .small parcels in drums,
it is said that there are now no further sellers
below Is 8il per Ih. JiCmongrass oil is also firmer ; 2d
per oz has been paid on the spot, but 2 l-lOtns d is

asked. For shipment 2d per oz e i f, January-March, is

reported paid.
ticiNTNE—Tending lower. No business is reported this

week, hut there are sellers of second-hand Cerinau hulk
quinine at Is Id per oz.

Coca-leavf;s—8 bales of damaged but otherwise fair

thin Truxillo leaves .sold without reserve at lOil per
lb to lljd per lb today. .Sound quality was bought in

at Is 2d per lb, and good Iluanoco character at Is

Cd per lb.

Kola—About id per lb dearer, with a fair demand. Of
39 packages, 0 solil at Is to Is Id for fair to dqod
West Indian, and at 7d per lb for ordinary Malta gitto

Flowf.u Skkus A.S A Paint.—

A

Soutli of

India coi re.spondent writes :
—

“ I believe we have made a discovery that in the
hands of a clover person might lead to a new in-

dustry , .diss h d gatliered n few seeds of that
flame-coioured spiked flower—I forget the name that
grows in several Nuwara Eliya gardens (like a sceptre)
and put them in a little wooden box 7 or 8 months
ago. Today on opening the box she found they had
all melted into a thick shiny tarry substance. I

tried to stick two sheets of tlio Observer together
with it, but it is not so much like glue as a sort of
paint. 1 have polished my bo ds and sli''> s with it

and they look beautiful. Also I have
|
,.nted the

little white wooden box witli it and it lo, as it it

liad been d. ne with black enamel paint. ’ W e are
puzzled to know whether onr correspondent means
a Lobelia or “ red hot poker tlie seed of the latter,

however, wo have not observed as lU all conspicuous.
Mr. Nook will bo able to decide.
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oriJ MODKL rOCONCT Ff.AN'I'ATK >N :

ITS PLAMTLK AND UWNEU:-A VI'U'FLDVN

PIONEER.
\V'e have already referred to tlie early career

of Mr. W. H. Wrifj,lit, an e,\'aiii|)le in so

many \'ay.s, e,si)ecially in his enei'gy and
ingennity, to the ri.sing youth of the

i.sland. Mr. Wright is now in his Toth year,

hut is wiry and nin.-^cnlar enough to warrant
the e.xpectation ot another ten yeais of worU
with almost unabated vigour. His education as

a hoy in Colomho had not many advantag'es —
he never entered Academy or College—Imt he
got a fair grounding in the three “ i*'s” at the
Orphan Asylum and it may have been his own
fault that he did not go further; for in his \ eryeariy
years, he showcil a greater interest in everything
outside, than in the school-work, In every species

of manual work he w.as certainly interested and in

this way became a jack-of-all-tr.ades—acipiiring

what proved im aluahle accomplishments to him af-

terwards in his jungle-work, when he conhl, mi an
emergency, act tailor, shoemaker, car|)enter, mason,
doctor, or farrier as the case called for. Mr. Wright’s
lirst engagement w.as under the Hon’hle (Jeo.

Turner and David Baird Lindsay on Bajawella*
e.state as A.ssistant on T2 lUs (30 dollars) a
month, of which— he it noted by the youth
of the i.sland—the young lad remitted ,CI

monthly to his motiier. He worked so hard
here, th.at Dr. Ferdinands who came the way,
remarked to his Peri,a Dnrai: “Why you will kill

this lad.” He, however, left soon after with good
health and the liest of certilicates ami ne.\t got
.a place in Kandy undm- .Major Badly, 1 ;. K. l''rom

there .Mr. Wright went to Peradeniya estate and
by IS12-3 (when 21 years old) he had, pr.actically,

full charge of, and opened the coll'ce plantation of

t, ills e.\tensi\ e property -.Messrs. Viscardi and Val-

lance, tli(> cdiief Supm-intendents direcLing l.heir at-

tention more to the Sugar. From Peradeniya, a lit-

tle later, .Mr. Wright was accustomed (an evidence
of his active haliits) to drive to Colombo 72 miles
.after work on Saturday and be back for his

duties by Monday morning. He won the full

confidence of Mr. Christian and other memliers
of the firm of Messrs..). M. Itobertson & Co., and
whenever any member of the Firm u]>conntry,

wanteil cash after the Kandy bank'.s were
(dosed, Mr. Widghl. could grd them any
amount of money up to a thousand iiminds

from De Soysa's private bank without even a
chit, only giv ing an order on the (’olombo firm :

such was ihe confidence jdaced in him alike

by Knropeans and natives.— While he was at
Ilajaweil.i there was ,a terrible, ontbre.ak of

cholera and coolie.s were dying, live and si.v ,a

day, on other |)laces round, hut Mr. Wriirht
was able to keep his coolies in health by a

simple means : every morning .at muster he hail

a supply of powdered charcoal (burnt coconut shell)

near him and as e.aidi man answered to his name
he had to come up .and sw'.allow a teas[ioonfnl

from the master’s hand, followed by a drink
of water.

.Mr. Wright’s lirst venture in planting on
his own account was in the Wevakelle
estate, Dolosbage, on wdiich he spent Bld,0oii

in 1.') months and Llnm sold it fitr U3it,0Ub

to Dr. Shiiitoii. In the clo.sing years of the
“fifties” his attention waas directed to llapu-
tale and he bought several blocks of land from
(Toveniment. Koslande wars the only one that
he retained eventually, and .after about two
years of work he bought from his partner Mr.
.John Hamilton, the veterinary surgeon of

GO

Kandy, the half .share of this properl y for L‘2,2o0.

\\ idle living there he pnrcha.sed ,\lr.
( 'orbet's

two rifles and two of iMr. Jack Tyndall’s for

CIOJ, and after killing his forty elcidiants he

sold the btittery for the price which he origin.ally
p.aid for it. He saved Mr. Tyndall when .attacked by
hornets on a notable occasion. Mr. Wright was one
of the i)ioneers in the South-e.astern'’division of
Haputale whore we lirst met him in ISG."). He
did exceedingly good work there as a jdanter,
while he was ahvays re.ady to .advise or oblige a
neighbour or indeecl ])<assing visitors—.as Sir Hei -

cule.s Bobinson found, when in journeying from
Hambantota to Nuw'ar.a Eliya, His Excellency
was indebted to Mr. AVright for sup])lying liis

suite at a pimdi with the services of some coolie.s

to carry baggage from Wellaw.aya to the Sana-
tarinm. Eventually Mr. W'right .sold his Koslande
jiroperty toMe.ssrs. Pineo ami Bennett for f21,U0fi.

The history of this transaction is w'orth record-
ing. Mr. Pineo asked : “AVonIdMr AA'riglit listen
to any oiler for the [)l.ace?”— “ Yc.s,” he replied, “if
a fancy |)rice were given.” “ How mnch would you
s.ay?” “ .T2T,000—that is .£8,000 down aniLfor
the balance ,£2,000 every two years and interest
at 8 ])er cent.” Mr. Wright was asked for a
written statement of the oiler, bnt he said : “No,
I give you my word as ,a gentleman and expect
you to take it as a gentleman. I give you one
month to decide .ami at the end of the time I

am free to sell elsewhere.” Next day another
gentleman came and ollered Mr. Wright £2,00n
down as .a bonus if he wnuld sell to iiim on the
same terms, but he refused and lost the £2,000
sooner than break his word. .After selling, Mr.
Wright returned to Colombo, where his enterprise
in house-ouilding and in gardening was much
.admired. Later he parted with bis resideime—
“ AV'ilhelmruhe,” Turnd' Bond—and went to .\liri-

gama to open Kandangnmuwa coconut plant ati m.

Mr. AVright’s reminiscences go back to the days
of tlovernor Sir Edward Barnes whose face .ai'id

form he recalls, as also those ot a long succession
of British (Governors, many of whom titok notice
of the enterprising Horticulturist by reason of
his displays of new products at .Vgri-liorticultural
Exhibitions in Colombo and Kandy. In this way',
.Sir Henry AVard took special jiains to have Mr.
AA^right’s vanilla—then a rare |troduct worth it.s

weight in gold—sent to Euro])e for a I'rench
Exhibition. [.Some of the vanilla that he culti-
vated .at Peradeniya w.as sent homo to Baring
Bros, and fetcluvd 5 guine.as a jiound.

] Still more
interesting is it to he.ar the veteran subject of
our notice speak of Geo. Bird— the “ f.athcr” of
Ceylon collee iilanting—whose sr.alwart form was
only equalled by that of the brothers Beid of
B.ajawella, “8tum))s” and others of the early
planting inoncers. Long may the Chief of Cey-
lonese Coconut Planters survive to tell the tales
of his early d.ay^s and still more to point—with
honest, justiliab'le pride—to the work of his brain
and h.ands in what is, in our opinion, the model
(’oconut Phantation and Plantm-s' Fruit Garden of
the island of Ceylon.

To exemplify still further Mr. AA'right's “jduck,”
we may mention that should he .sell “ Kandan-
gomuw'a” for a fancy price, which may be learned
on a|i[)lication, his determin.ation is to' get another
block of waste land .and open again in coconuts.
This Speaks well for a veter.an of 75 with GO
years of work behind him and who has never
been out of Ceylon, his only .sea voy'.age being-
in a brig he chartered to carr,y rice from Colombo
to Hambantota, to save his own and neighbour-
hood coolies in Haputale from starvation !
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Ijandaiawella, Dec. 17th.

Lovely weather for the past week, hut the

hot sunshine is rough on young plants. The seed

and idant market someway or aiiotlier is always

a lively one, and sunny Uva’s young tea tields

will reuuirc much suiiplying,

Crumus of comfort for cacao jdanters are to

he found in tlie following newspaper s_

graph. “ There is no check to the revival ot

trade in America which has heen such a feature

of the situation in recent months. riienomenal

"rain croi»s have heen harvested and there

every sign that during the year the circle ot

business"' activity will continue to widen and

expand.” The’ M’Kinlay Hill ami depression in

America Avere the causes <»f our loosing

prices for our cacao, hut now that the ast is

ab.sent, let us hope that the Americans will gne

such prices for our cacao that pros)ieiity vm

a"ain be our cacao planter s jiortion.

"’L \BOUn —This ditliculty will again be a new’s-

paper topic in April of ISSHi. Coolies have not

come in from the Coast. The cultivation of tea

is extending and, as the tea bushes grow older,

the bearing increases. \\ hat do you say to t ie

tidlowinov “As a matter of tact labour creates

and employs capital and tiie labourer makes the

advance to the capitalist. />o6o(«mii niiiety-nine

cases out of a hmidred /'.? performed before the

n-(K)es arc paal-iuu\ the wages are paid out of

the product of labour, not out of capital. \N e

!,ave heen all calling out for capital to come

into the countiy and made no itrovision for tlie

labour. The Ceylon Covernment wi 1 he very blind

to its interests and to those of its subjects, if they

don’t quickly take the initiative in getting coolies

from pastures new.
Landarawella Hotel is most excellently mai -

a'm.l. The food is plentiful and weil c loked.

’D)iirisls and luwcounlry i.coph* have only ti> stay

a (lay or two at this comlorlable Hotel to wish

to repeat their visit and reeomimmd it tootliers.

Trains are running well to time.

I’ate's coach is well horsed.

CINNAMON :

THE rUlCES AT THE LAST (iUAKTEKIA
SALE.

I'liK particulars which have come to hand by

the last mail of the (Quarterly Auction sale of

Cinnamon held on the 2.'>tli ultimo, coiilirni the

view we expressed on the previous sale of

Aiumst last. The ])rices recorded at that sale,

we'felt could not be maintained, if indeed some

of thein were not fictitious, or represented bids

by siieculators, who wcuild be

vettliii" day. This lictitious or doubtful advance

Preference chiefly, if not solely, to common

sorts of spice and medium marks. Ihe advance

in the price of the leading marks, simli

'olua Pokiina and Wester Heaton, though sub-

stantial w'as not iihenomenal, and indicated about

Si to'id per lb. Part of this advance has been

be slhl 'to^havo been wholly iinexpectc.f, as the

iLTbramls had shared to some, .though to a

Cmall extent the benelit of the inllation. As

M..y »»>«.

pronounced satistactoiy A. . .

P(duina) and

ri^aliz'sl Irom

1). S.

7d

\\ . H. (Wester Heaton) having

Id. according to (|uality.

.). 1). H. 1!. (llajaiiakso Mudaliyar, we suppose)

lo(d< scarcely
' second jdacc, having regard to

quantity, with prices ranging from !Jd to Is 3d.

Indeed,' it looks as if his average must be quite

equal to, if not higher than, those of the two

brands we have named first. The drop in juices

has been most marked, as was to be exjiected,

with the brands which w'ere run up extravagantly

last August—as much as 100 to 150 jier cent

over jirevioiis averages, as against the Id to 20

))cr cent, of the finest spice. Thus O. K. in

diamond wliose Heconds hail sold at Is. /d., or Id.

to 2d ahead of the Firsts of the jtremier brands,

and A. H. (whose F’oiirths were knocked down at

Is. -fd., while its Thirds fetched lOd. in Augu.st

last) were nowhere at last month’s sales. Then
(,'. H. Do. H. Kunnvitte, an Estate belonging to

the De Hoysa family, had its spice run up at

the sale before the ‘last to Is. 7d. per lb. for

its Firsts, or about 100 jier cent
;

while in

November it ran down to lOd.—a jirice some-

what higher than its ruling average for years

jiast. It would be interesting to know whether

the Proprietors of the medium and common
marks obtained the prices noted in the August
catalogues on settling day.

» What is satisfactory is that, though there was

a collajise in the inllation attempted four months
a"o, and though the jirices receded somewdiat for

the' marks whose sjiice had a bona fide sale,

the ju-ices which ruled last month were in every

way i-easonable and comjtared fa\ourably with

the averages which had ruled just before the

fictitious and forced advance, and indeed with

the averages for some considerable time jtast.

It may be that ju'ices were kejit uji by the

sjieculators of August last, who stood to lose

heavily if there was a sudden and .serious droj)
;

but more jirobably the jirices wdiich ruled re-

present the actual value of the spice at the

jiresent time, having regard to new uses and a

conseiiuently sti^ady demand. This view’ is .snjt-

jiorteil by tlie fact that more than Lw(»-thirds of

the exception,ally large iiuantily catalogued found

buyers at the hist auctions, or iimm'diatidy after,

while t he demand since, both here and in l/ondon,

has not slackened. Hnt for a genuine imjuiry

for the spice, the ellect of rushing a large quantity

into the market under the influence of the

lictitious and speculative ojierations (if August,

would have been a serious fall in prices. I’liat

there was no such fall in the value of the brands

which found bona Jide liuyers in .\ugu.st, is a

healthy sign and promises well for Cinnamon
Proprietors. The activity of the loc.al inquiry

for the sjiice just now, is confirmatory of our

view, that new uses are creating a steady de-

—though this inquiry is doubtless stimu-

lated just now by the delay in harvestiiur

ojierations. The exceptionally wet weather of

October caused almost a general suspension of

jiecling ;
and .since then a heavy le.if bud has

rendeml harvesting operations next to imjaissible.

As a conse(iuence, very little Cinnamon can be

"(it ready to be shipped in time to reach London

for the next sale on 24th February. Peeling is

said to have only just commenced in a few jilaces,

but the sticks ' do not part with their bark

easily ;
and if ojierations are not to be susjiended,

they w'ill be necessarily slow. Meanwhile we
learn that there are buyers for the ordinary

assortment of (|uills .at from (iu to (i.’i cents jier lb.

'I'liis is what a leading bondon firm in the trade

rejiorts of the last sale:—
Cinnamon .

—The closing sales of the year were

hold on the 'i.'ith inst., 2.S17 liales t'l'ylon iioing cata

Irigiu'd. against (''t'T lialcs at the .Vugnst auctions, an
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and 2,51(> bales at this period last year. On this oc-

casion there was no speculative movement, and, as

anticipated, values gave way, but a genuine trade
demand prevailed and about 2,050 bales were dis-

posed of in the room and immediately after the auc-

tions, at decidedly easier prices when compared with
August rates. As p gainst May sales, regular rates,

the prices now obtained must be considered favor-

able on the whole. In view of the inflated prices

at the August sales, it is difficult to compare the
rates now realized.

The fine and good brands sold from 7d to 1/4 per lb.

for fourths to superior, and common to medium
gi-ades ranged from Tld to llAd joer lb. for fourths
to first.

793 bags chips &c., were offered and sold at 3d
to 3Jd per lb. quillings, clippings, and broken 7Ad
to 9d per lb.

Stock of Ceylon 5,716 bales against 1894, 3,567 ;
1895,

3,788 ;
and 1896, 3,742 ;

bales.

The next sales are fixed for the 24th February 1896.

London, 27th Nov. 1895.

Forbes, Forbes A Co., Limited.

THE SALE OF ESTATES IN NUWAllA
ELIYA.

Regarding the sale of estates in tlie Niiwani
Eliya district wdiich we reported in our last issue,

our evening contemporary says :

—

Acting on behalf of a sterling London concern,
the Nuwara Eliya Estates Company, Limited, Mr.
W. Megginson of Carolina has just completed ar-

rangements for the purchase of Portswood estate,

Nuwara Eliya, from the Hon. Sir J. J. Grinlinton.

The price paid is about £94 per acre. The adjoin-

ing estate, Kenmare, has also been purchased by
him for the same company, and now we hear that

the next estate, Toinmagong, the property of Mr. J.

MacLaren, and Lover’s Leap adjoining, have also

been acquired for the company referred to. The
ick of the basket, however, is Pedro—the well-

nown property belonging to Captain Ilayley—which,

we understand, is also included in the sale, though
the price paid has not yet transpired. Rumour,
however, fixes it at considerably over £90 an acre.

Besides these, Concordia has passed into the same
haiids-^another valuable property in the vicinity.

The properties thus acquired by Mr. Megginson form
some of the finest and most remunerative estates in

Ceylon.

From our Directory we take the following ligurcs

showing the acreage of the estates :

—

'J’otal. Cidtd. Tea
Kcumarc 230 170 170

Lover's Leap 150 139 139

Tommagong 218 2oU 180

Pedro 373 275 275
Portswood ,:i02 2o6 210
Concordia 188 188 106

1,691 1,268 1,110

Our contemporary adds :

—

Besides these estates, an attempt has been made
to acquire two well-known Dimbiila properties, but

without success, for we hear that Alessrs. Cross

and Ballardie refused to part, even after £100

sterling an acre had been offered them ! This
certainly beats the record, and should have an
important influence upon all tea estates property

before long.

The Government of Madr.vs, it is said, will shortly

abolish the post of Quinologist, lately held by Mr.
David Hooper, and separate the Botanical Depart-

ment from the Cinchona Department, the headquar-

ters of the former being transferred to Madras. An
old Nilgiri planter lately connected with the Prison

Department will probably be offered the post of super-

iuteadent of the cinchona gardens.—£. JfutY.

COLOMBO TEA SALES.

\V eduesday’s sale closed the series for tlie

year, and Messrs. Forbes & Walker show that

the totals for the year (ujj to Dec. 11) arc

415,(397 pack,ages = 2-5,431, ,523 lb. oh'ered, of

wdiich were sold 237,728 jiackages 19,122,33(3

lb. as compared with 255,722 packages— 20,281,265

lb. oliered of which 193,343 p,ackages=15,279, 141

lb. ^vere sold to same date in 1894. Wc
append a table with ofl’erings, sales, and
prices for the 12 months as compared with 1894.

The highest average was 56 cents on the 2nd

Oct.; atid tlie lowest 40 cents on Dec. I8th
;
the

Idggest sale 600,718 lb. was on ,Jau. 16 ; ami
the smallest 178,254 Ih. on Nov. 6. The aver-

age for the year is 48 ccnti as compared witli

44 cents in 1894. The tables are as follows :

—

SALES OF TEA IN COLOMBO DURING

1894 5 WITH AVERAGES.
•

s.
181> ll

Date. Odercif. Sold.

o"

CM
Pks. > >

<1

Jail. 4 68 9 51-59.35 5824 449 37 53 .'4

»» 9 .5801 463576 4379 3)0885 53 50
IB 10461 7929';4 8015 600718 53 52
S3 7595 ,590616 6485 5t0996 53 52

y 30 4730 388247 3374 2-1720 55 55
Feb. I) 4113 394973 3 • 0 2)1991 65 55

13 54 a 45187) 4U2 3; 2622 .'2 53
M au fbJS 5 9.183 325! 310J.10 52 54
It ^l 4573 3'7967 i360d 28 381 5! 62

Mar. 1 198 417716 3869 3.6625 6.3 5-4

M 13 6195 .'20470 4485 380857 60 60
»» ;0 62 2 61-135 43)7 3.'-80'6 50 60
t

27 6147 542319 <J466 3763 3 48 48
April 3 5517 44 COi 4119 31 080 48 47

»> 9 5m 436x21 4 726 .3.557 7 46 47
19 7170 .'82909 4 133 3.50-57 44

A! ay
21 5i25 4761-3 3632 307085 45 1.3
1 6.^00 5 (2577 4 029 :-3(785 45
8 6011 490:'99 3 !35 26 790 11 4-3

>» 15 731

1

5.850.17 4706 •'691.51 12 il
tt 22 b'.'Ol 717387 6C92 .••5959 i 41 4l
t * 2'J 8219 64 6 00 1720.'2 11 41

Juuu 5 0191 511596 .'077 1 3780 •1.3 4 L

• >
1 J 81 .5 6.5641 a 65.86 4!iir.-.6 13 41

»• 19 7560 <3 22) !63.5.S >JI, .5 4.1 4-i

,

,

::*» 6.9 , )1'J0'2 <512 41-3 0 1 ! 40
July 3 53-i 1 J.5IK9) 362<ll M a

f) J9 6i)5 •5 3 08 .527

1

118-27 13 44
,, 1/ 8"9) 613886 6 8;i 4;‘20 3 44

21 .59 0 lc608 5722 4(01)1 11 41
» » 31 .'5 4 45-8.>6 5141 123161 51 40

Aug. 7 4581 3-D171 4277 331447 51 5-5

n H 5521 451021 4641 379350 52 51
M 21 58 '.8 •n2.H7 4849 38 8.19 52 bli

8<’pf .

;8 5103 38 059 4 2; 7 :-21S92 52 50
1 4 783 39J277 3-312 30 Uis 5-2 5,*?

»»
11 6197 816 28 8811 4H2799 54 55
18 6159 610,-00 45 i5 .335 96 51 54

J» 25 bl li* 46 65o 4519 3617 9 56 5isoa. 2 C663 541162 t> \ 120708 50 56
9 68 1 f 68050 4-2G2 3336‘1) 51 51

16 7 22 6o;3-0 4,835 113-'42 51 51
23 6818 49' 953 4042 2 0 i)i 48 -15

; » 30 42.'9 34.5377 2.R0 1881'.-2 48 48
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THE N I'M'A HA EM^A
CUMI’.VN'V, UM

'I'l'iA E.STATES
ITED.

This iis tlie title of tl le l.umlon Cuiiii lan y W Ilifll

lias justr ])iuvl laseil the I’cdro, I’ortswoiml, L o\er'.s

l.Oiip, Koimi!ir(!, Tmiiinagoiig, aiid ( 'oiicurdia

e.-itate« in tlio Nmvava Kliya dislricl, 'I'lie Com-
pany has a oaidtal of i'ldUjUUn, and tlie direc-

tors arc Messrs. C- A. \V. Cameron (Messrs.
Fritli, Sands &• Co.), Wiiicliester House, 0!<1 Jiroad
St. ,

JjOiidoii ; Charles 1 {. Kol)son, ISatchacre Hall,
Newport, Salop ; and H. . 1 . St. J. ( )sear Thomijson,
(Messrs. M ., J. and H. d’liompson. Mincing Lane).
The Ijankers are the National Haul; of India ;

the solicitors Messrs, h'reslilield and Mdlliams, o
Hank Huildings ; the secretaries arnl managing
agents in London, Messrs. Lrith, Sands N' Co.’,

Winchester Honse, Old Hroad Street
; Ceylon

agents, Messrs. Leechman Co. ; and Ceneral
Manager of e.states in Ceylon, Mr. Mk Megginson.
The lirst issm; of shares lias alnvidy hcim snh-

scribed and allotted, while the sei'oml issue

lias heen fully a|)plicd for, and there are
no shares .available foi- snbserijition in

Ceylon, 'riiere has been a good deal of e.xagger-

ali'on in the rejiorts thati have g.ained currency
as to the sum paid for the properties, end we are
able to state authoritatively that the jirice ]>aid is

.t)Sd lOs ))<'r acre of tea all round. \Vith ri'gard to

the, idler for i'klinbnrgh and linerness estates,

whiic we are not in ajiosilion to give the e.xaet

lignres, we are assured on authority that the
price is considerably less per acre than that' paid

iui thy tU iibovc-uiuitioucd ystules.

NATAL TEA.

During tlie past few years, the cultivation of tea

in Natal has made rapid strides, the acreage now
reaching four figures and the output si.x. These
tigiires, at first glance, will not appear very formi-

dable to Indian planters, for an area of but 2,000

acres, and a produc.ion amounting to something like

t)00,t)00 lb., represent but a bagatidle when co.mparcd

with our local figures. Where the interest for the

Eastern producer comes in, however, is in the fact

that the Nutalian infant, under the healthful influ-

ences of congenial climate, carvfui sustenance, and
attentive nursing, is annually verging towards robust

youth, and gives promise of developing into an
exceedijigly healthy and powerful adult. Last sea-

son's crop was an advance of about twenty per

cent upon the production of tlie preceding year—

a

progress of most appreciai)lo dimensions, and the pre-

sent conditions of the trade indicate, still more rapid

advances year by year. The cultivation of coffee

has practically given way to the sister indu.stry, and
even sugar—Natal’s premier product—is experiencing
the slight of defection on the part of some of its

erstwhile adherents in favour of tea. Advocates of

the tea industry in Natal claim as one of its chief

advantages over the growth of coffee the comparatively
small risk of destruction by hail

;
v. her'eas tea is

continually manured and gathered, tiu whole crop
of coffee must stand, till it is ripe for the pluckers,

a probable victim to a single heavy hailstorm, and
the Colony knows only too W'ell how it can hail

periodically. A tea garden attacked by a hailstorm
would present, it is reasoned, but one fiush to the
destroyer, representing but a portion of the crop,

and this would not necessarily be devastated. In the
c.tse of coffee, the elements would enjoy an un-
restricted walk over, wreaking, not only incal-

culable damage on the sticks, but perhaps
wrecking the heart of the victimized planter.

Then, as regards its merits over sugarcane cultivation,

it is pointed out that there is no risk from fire, and
cane fires—accidents sometimes but most often the act

of a revengeful or discharged coolie—are the nightmares
of the sugar planter. Again, it is claimed that, where-
as coffee has suffered from the borer, Hcmileia mstaliir,
and short rainfall, and sugar by excessive expenditure
for mai-.liim'ry and ntlier drawback's, tea has expe-
rienced inimunity from pest or serious disease, and
cheap female and juvenile cooly labour can be uti-

lized in its production. The yield per acre, too, in the

Colony is estimated to be considerably in excess of

that of India, nnd equal to the best Ceylon gardens.
Cooly rabour there is, of course dearer than on its

native soil, but only about half the number of hands
are found necessary, and the market returns so far have
afforded ample recommendation to planters to prose-

cute the industry. The rainfall, an average of about
Ifl) inches, though necessarily less than the humidity
of more tropical climates, is steady and gradual,
and perhaps more effectual than torrential down-
pours, and for comfort in Avorking in the gardens
Natal claims favourable comparison. It will thus
be seen that, from the Colonial cultivator's point of

view, the industry offers much encouragement, and one
is not astonished, therefore, at the leaps and bounds
by which the production is progressing.
The principal tea district is situated a few miles

to the north of Durban on the coast, close to the
village of Stangor, on the main road to Zulu-
land, about 2‘) degrees south, but at intervals all

along the co.ast small areas are under cultiva-
tion, and at all these gardens convincing proof bus
been afforded of the suitability of climate and soil

for the plant, specimens of which close upon forty
years old, can now be seen enjoying a perennial
youth. .South coast planters have also latidy been
juishing forward, and extending their o])crations in

the cultivation of tea, and already several limited
liability companies have been establi.shed in the
country for a more widespreading prosecution of the
industry. “Natal tea" is used pretty extensively
locally, and commands a considerable trade in tlie

Cape, Transvaal, and other States of South Africa,
and now that railway extension in that continent
liuij been pushed forward to liuhtij hitherto only
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reached by ox-wagon, a greater market has natiually
become open to cultivators, and a greater stimulus has
necessarily been given to the enterprise. One him,
not only employ an experienced traveller throughout
South Africa, but periodically ship parcels of their

produce to England. Natal tea has a decidedly char-
acteristic taste, but it is said—and this is worthy of

note—that, like Transvaal tobacco, the taste is an easy
and pleasant one to acquire, and, when once acquired
it is not readily relinqu'shed. The Colonial planters
depend entirely upon coolies for their labour, and
this class of Indian subjects has long since become
indispensable to our friends on the other side of the
ocean, for a successful development of many of their

outdoor industries. In this conne tiou it may not be
inappropriate to mention here that one enterprising
lilanter lately put a hundred acres under rice, and
the result attained was said to be very satisfactory
This was, we unde. stand, an initial experiment, but
probably more will be heard of rice cultivation in

Natal ere long. Sufficient interest for the present
attaches, for us, to the tea industry, and our Colonial
cousins advance in this direction will probably be
eagerly watched from this side. It may be mentioned
that the plucking season in Natal commences in

September and closes in June, so they are now in the
middle of their operations. The official statistics of

the output at the close of the season will be inter-

esting.

—

Capital.

TODDY AND THEE TAPPERS.

••Hrbit is everything.” The profound wisdom of

the old savv struck me very forcibly as I took my
early morning ride through the almost boundless
palmyrah topes which stretch away inland to the
hills, on which the great blue-grey monsoon clouds

are resting prior to a northern journey, and on the
other side away to the calm warm sea.

In and out betw’eeu the slender trunks of these

lofty giants jogged the toddy drawer, pole over

shoulder and with his “ goods and chattels
”

suspended therefrom. In the left hand a wooden
crutch. Hurrying from one tree to another to

gather into their plaited baskets the night's yield-

ings. The average height of the trees roundabout
w.ts full 3.”> feet; while some conspicuous 50 foot

wallahs roared their rustling fan-shaped leaves in all

the dignity of their riper years.

[ watcliod one drawer. He ilcpositod Irs pole and
slung baskets at the tree foot and placed his crutch
against the trunk. PTom a hanging side basket

(from which protruded a forest of brush and knife

handles) he withdrew a heavy bladeci weapon. It

was like the “ kookrie,” without a point to it, and
heavier. A murderous weapon. Tiiis he sh.aipened

on the jjole of the crutch andreplaced in his basket.

Then he imt on his climbing ‘‘irons’’ which con-

sisted of a small circle of plaited palmyrah leaf!

The crutch gave him his first foothold, and then
embracing tbe tapering trunk, up he went at a rapid

pace. Up till he reached lor the strong fibrous

shiny ” mattais ” (the stalk of the leaves) and
swung himself into the rustling leaves. Then lean-

ing over here and there, supporting himself with

his knee-pits, he emptied the small chatties into

a division of side basket—trimming afresh each
spathe before adjusting the chattie, with his

heavy sharp knife, and coating each pot with lime

from another division of his basket. A few rapid
Tuovements executed in the (\\'/.zy heights, and he
was as rapidly descending the tree. Emptying
the toddy into one of the larger slung baskets he
shoulders his pole, reaches for his crutch and off

for the next tree. He is not really drawing ‘‘toddy”
but “pathani,” which is boiled down into jaggery,

for which he need take out no license. But the

toddy drawer is doing exactly the same without lim-

ing the pots, for that process prevents fermentatioti.

There is toddy and toildy. The article freshly

drawn, sweet and cool is excellent, but the foul smell-

ing fermented cour liquid which stands in the big
chatties in the reeking toddy shops is as unlike; it

is a decomposed corpse to a young baby. The smell
of a much frequented toddy shop is sufficient to in-

toxicate anyone but a confirmed drunkard or a Tamil

fisherman. But it was not the “ habit” oldrinhimj toddy
which caused the old saw abovementioned to flash
across me. It was the “habit” of drawing toddy,
lor months on and the toddy drawer is engaged,
sometimes both at dawn and at eve at other places
01 ] once during the day, in scaling these tall trees
one after the other. A man will go up twenty trees
in^ an houi or so, and then walk his six or eight
mile.i to deposit the toddy in a licensed shop ! I
do not know what this would pan out into in rais-
ing foot-pounds per second, but it seems to me that
the result would be fairly “ tall.” But habit comes
into the equation, and how much are we to allow for
that'.' Not quite “everything,” but a good deal.
The drawers down in these parts are, for the

most part, well set up; broad chested, deep and
mu-cular

;
points developed doubtless by continu-

ous generations of toddy drawing. Physical de-
velopment secured at the cost of the mental dete-
rioration of the drinking community.

Stern and terrible are the threats held out by the
Great Sirkar against those who infringe the laws
regulating the import, export, transport, A'c., of in-
toxicating liquor—up to one thousand rupees—six
months or both ! And yet many are the ways and
means by which the crafty law'-breaker evades the
meshes of the law, small as they are. Tapping the
silent trees at night and holding a revel by moon-
light in the tope is a favourite amusement, and now
and then the merry party are disturbed by a watch-
ful Abkari officer with his band of men, and a rare
game of hide and seek goes on in and out of the
old trees eudiug, perhaps in the offenders planking
down their five-rupee fine on the Magistrate’s judg-
ment, and returning to their unlawful pleasures
“ ek-dum.”

The toddy shops about here are remarkably uni-
form. Usually situated on the outskirts of the village
they are conspicuous. A regulation T. S. consists of
an inner room and outside three walls of palmyrah
leaves and a roof and a few leaves for a carpet Along
one wall stands two or more toddy chatties- and
the shop keeper during the day is usually asleep
inside! There, with his license ready in a tin case
for any questiomiig Revenue official, he remains dol-
ing out at the rate of 2 or 3 annas a gallon toddy to the
tlursty souls. And when the sun gets low the littlesimp IS quite animated as the workers of the
(lay bring 111 their pice and sit round di.scus.sing
the questions of the hour. These are the mofusn
shops. I he town shops are less pleasant. They
smell evill}', and instead of the happy village folkwe find the saturated arrack smelling gaol bird and
harpies of the lowest type. The scum and the dregs
0 the dirtiest of dirty municipalities, and some
of the most unfortunate of our fellow creatures.
1 here Uiey sijup.t and drink the sour rotten liquicl
until night falls, and they reel out into the darkenmg streets to sleep oft the fumes against the morrowihose are the two types I have met down here Ishould like to see the one shut up and the other-more frequent. But that savours of “ Utopia “T ’— I'lonccr. ^

KOSHENA COCONUT ESTATE COMPANY,
LIMITED.

1 .m’®
'^*''^Litory general meeting of theshnre-hohlers of the above Company was held this nfioi-r,

^

at the office of Mr C. E. H. SVino^
present; Messrs. John Clovis De^SHwi' C^M^r
K. L. 1C R. Itanamalaga CHitTt
Colenda ^ Ian Chotty and Mr. C. R IT
Mr. .1, Clovis De Silva proposed and Mr. R^LItanamalaga Chetty seconded the followino—ihat the following gentlemen be appointed

’

o,- the ,c„t : uC,,., SyJ.J'eTIV ‘c iC Imm.almgan and Bastian EernandV S’Mr. .1. Clovis De Silva also propXd Thal cfebeevetary do wsit the est.rte and report to the
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THE CUCONUT-GKUWING KEdlON BE-

TWEEN CHILAW AND PUTTALAM.
SiNCK the middle of 1888, we have made the

journey from Colombo to the llajakadaluwa
district, nortli of the Dedunioya, half-a-dozen

times at irregular intervals
; and (»n each suc-

cessive occasion, we have been more and more
impressed by the need of that fuller, speedier
and altogether more adequate means of transport

which a Railway alone can allord. There are

no wealthier native districts in the island than the

maritime divisions of Negombo and Chilaw.

The Marawila district is, we suppose, uneciualled

for its rich, continuous coconut groves and well-

to-do population. Indeed for oU miles north of

the capital there is the same succession of vil-

lages, huts and gardens that maiks tlie more
familiar coast line towards Kalutara and Galle ;

but with evidences of much more prosperity

and trading and travelling enterprise. Coaches

and steamers as far as Negombo have full occu-

jaition, and very frequently native passengers

wishing to be picked up on the roadside have

to be left behind. Coaches and many other

vehicles, north of Negombo, by no means suttice

to meet the public needs. One thousand rupees

per acre can scarcely purchase coconuts in full

bearing in the neighbourhood of Negombo or

Marawila ;
while, althougli we get into a drier

region farther north—where tobacco gardens

around Chilaw have to be regularly watered

and where there is evidence of the palmyra

palm finding a congenial home—still we have in

the Madampe region some of the finest of

Ceylon’s coconut plantations as well as paddy

fields ;
while there are also prosperous palm

groves right up to the river.

It is, however, of the region north of Chilaw

and the Deduru-oya that we have more particu-

larly to speak. liajakadaluwa is 56 miles north

of Colombo, rendered readily accessible now by

the fine iron bridge some 567 feet long with 8

pairs of iron screw |)iles, opened a couple of

months ago and wliicli bears the name of Go-

vernor Havelock and of Mr. \V. C. Simmons,

District Engineer. This officer of tlie P.W.D. has

done c.vcellent service not only in the successful

erection of an important bridge, but on irrigation

works in the remoter, and feverish divisions of

Sabara»'amuwa. What is now wanted to serve the

Puttalam district (which we enter on crossing

the Dedunioya) is a similar luit less costly bridge

across the Battuluoya (ten miles fartlicr north)

the nei’dibourhood of which is also the scene of

active planting entcriirise in eoconut.s, by Messrs.

Seton Baur and others. Indeed, all the way

from the new bridge to Puttalam town, the land

has been freely taken up for planting purposes,

and ere many years elapse, the continuous ex-

panse of jungle which, in the early “ eighties,”

marked this road for well-nigh 30 miles, Avill be

replacetl by a continuous grove of jialms with

the inevitable multiiilication of wayside lioutiques,

vill.‘’ 0’e settlements, labouier.s’ lines, carters’ slled^;,

,>cc
' Already the road—wliicli we remember

as undisturbed during a long afternoon over a good

many miles, save by the one bullock cart, and

a passing cheetah, which stood and gazed at

the unusual intruders,—wears <]uite a lively ap-

pearance with native traders, villagers, ca.rters,

Ghetties and Moormen and even horsemen and

do>marts. The development every year will be

ve”v vapid, both in cultivation and population

;

ami the cry will be for more land which, wc are

.dad to learn, is likely to be made acce.ssible over

a lar*^e ilivision of the district, betsveen the sea

nud a backwater which L e.xjiected to equal

the far-famed Kalpitiya(Galpentyn) i»enin.sulain its

suitablene.ss for coconuts.
Native cajiitalists do not require urging where

land suited to the palm is ofl'ered for sale ;
hut

many of our readers will be glad to see what
can be said for coconut planting in the Puttalam
district. Nearly eight years ago, an energetic A.ssis

taut Government Agent addre.ssed us on the subject

of the develojmient of his district and the need of

better communication with the capital. The facts

and figures adduced by Mr. Lushington con-

vinced us of two things:—(1) the need and great

advantage of constructinc' a railway from rolombo
to Puttalam (and indeed as Mr. Lushington then
stated, that the line to JaH’na should come via

Chilaw, Puttalam and Anuradhapura) ;
and (2)

the wisdom of jdanting coconuts beyond the

Deduru-oya. To take the latter topic first, we
may give an extract from the ohl letter of

March 1888 now before us:—
I can assure you that in parts of this district the

crops with little or cultivation are enormous. In
the Puttalam district as it nov) stands, iV., since the
recent division ihe average throughout is 36 nuts
per tree. 75 tress to the acre 2,700 nuts per acre,

and we calculate the price at 2 ^ cents per nut which
gives a yield of E67‘50 per acre—but the average here
is much reduced by some of the old badly planted
gardens of Akkarai Pattu. At Chena Kudirippu and
Arachchivillu (suburbs of Puttalam) the average yield

is 60 nuts per tree i.e. 4,i500 per acre, and the same
applies to the well-planted lands of Abharai Pattu
and a few gardens near Kalpitya and Karaitivu.
This makes the yield equal to R112‘50, but as most
of the owners of gardens have numerons dependents
who work in return for food they convert the nuts
into copperah getting thereby 50 per cent increase
in their returns. The average (good and bad together)
throughout the Pitigal Korale South is calculated at

60 nuts per tree, while in the villages along the
road from Madampe via Marawila to Vennappuwa
and Nainamadam the yield is as high as 100 nuts

E
er tree and in some gardens even higher. This
rings the yield to 7,500 nuts per acre and the value

R187-50.

Of course, wo knew well that all the Puttalam
ilistiict was not like Pitigal Korale South ; but
we also judged that if native gardens without
culti\ation oi- jiroper attention gave 36 nuts
per tree per annum, there was great room for

encouragement North of the Deduru-oya. At that
time only one European i)lnnter hail settled at

Rajakadaluwa. We commissioned him to buy an
adjacent block at the forestland sale for re-

latives ; and, at the same time, the Messrs. Dc
Mcl and soon afterwards Mr. Baur and .some
others became neighbouring luoprietors. A
market uas found for a good ileal of the
heavy timber cleared from the land ; every
care was taken in ojiening and planting ; but
unfortunately against our iqiinion and ad-
vice, the one Manager of nearly all the clear-

ings would follow the native example of taking
crops of plantains off the land while the coconuts
were grow’ing. The argument was that the
plantains opened the soil—a superllnous work,
as the good soil in these parts is specially

open and friable—and sheltered the young palms
while growing. .Such experienced planters as

Messrs. Jardine, Wright and Nicholas are dead
against the use of jdantains in such a case;
wdiile some of them think a crop or two of cas,

sava kept at a |;ropcr distance from the palm-
far less if at all injurious and useful in shad-
ing the newly-cleared soil. Be that as it may,
a stop was ]>ut to the plantain growing as soon
as jiossible, more especially as the native con-

tractor for the fruit (huge lio.atloads are brought
50 to 00 miles to the Colombo market from this

cUbtricL ub from Kegalla ami eLetthere) bolted
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with tlie jnoceeds to tlie tune of some l,tiOO to

1,000 rupees!
Seven yeurs uyo, wo look Mr. Jaixline to

visit Kajakadaluwa : it was a new distriet to

him. He was struck with the oiowtli of tlie

young palms and with ihe fact that, althougli

a dry district, much of the land lying low had
water within easy reach in the suh.soil which
would jirohahly sustain the trees in time of

drought. But Mr. Jardine did not (juite approve
of the soil—a mixture of sand and light loam

—

and doubted its “staying” power, considering

that it would have to be early and continuously

su))ported by manure to ensure paying crops.

Meantime, the palms grew' and they had to

battle with one year of nearly entire neglect

through the illness of the Manager and our ab-

sence in England. This entailed extra expense
later on, and a disadvantage through the advent
of troublesome weeds in some jiarts scarcely got

over to tills day, although sjiecial credit is due
to the great iinprovement ellected under care-

ful supervision How'ever, the lields aie now'

6.V ana 7 years old, and w hile unable to get Mr.

Jardine again to visit the scene and perhajis

revi.se his report of December 1S8S in the face

of a nourishing growth, we were fortunate in

securing the presence of Mr. W. H. ^yright witli

his unequalled experience of soils and cultivation

in so many parts of the island. Mr. Wright
had previously reported on plantations south of

the Deduruoya ;
but he had never visited Kaja-

kadaluwa. From the time we crossed the new'

bridge, during our four miles journey onwards, our

comjianion was eagerly on the qui vivc to note the

peculiarities of the country, the vegetation, soil

&c. ; and he saw' much which evidently did not

please him. Indeed by the time we reached our

destination, Toynbee, Mr. Wrigiit had anything
but a cbeerful aspect. He, how'ever, at once

started off on a walk of inspection by himself

and the result w'as eminently satisfactory. He
found none of tlie dreailed burnt clay (“ k.arameti ")

which he feared from what he s.aw a long.and near t he

ni.ainroad at several points; he tested the soil by the

cuttings, diggings, anthills, ikc. hec.ame acro.ss; but

above all, he was completely .satislied by the

actual growth and appearance of the palms and
the number and .size of nuts on those coming
into bearing. Mr. Wright had a good deal of

criticism to .advance, of course. He utterly con-

demned, for one thing, .sapanwood fences—judging

from his own experience at iMirigama w'here he

had to cut them down—as specially interfering

w'ith the adjacent rows of palms
;
and he had

many hints to give in regaid to improved
cultivation. But on the all-important matters
as to the .snit.ablcness of soil for coconuts, he
li.ad a strongly favourable opinion. It was im-

lossible to foretell what twenty years might bring

orth ; but finer or more vigorous trees of their age,

lie had never seen even in the Mahaoya Valley
.and he saw' no reason w'hy, with due cultivation

and such economic manuring as he was using

on his own young plantation in the application

of ashes ami sheep manure, the lields should not

yield successive liberal crops of nuts for a long

period to come. Of course, there w'as a great

.advantage in seeing an estate after seven years,

•as compared with six months, in judging of the

capabilities of its .soil and of its future. At the

same time, it is evident that between the De-
duraoya and Pnttalam, as indeed in the Baja-
kadaluwa division itself, there .arc great dillereiices

in the soil, even w'ithin comparatively short

distances. The still' clay found in some parts
has to be carefully avoided by the coconut
planters; though no doubt “liming” and “tillage”

could ilo much to improve even such a soil, Mr.

Wright is a great believer in the jmlicious ap-

plication of w'ood ashes to ])alms at almost all

stages. He would have all timber burnt and
tbe ashes cai’efully gathered for application,

rather than allow' twigs and branches to

gr.adually decay. The burning, too, is a pre-

ventive of malaria. All sw'amps and lowlying
]rarts he would have carefully drained, squares
raised and planted on. Of course, this is a common
}>ractice of good planters, though all may not
have the means to do the w’orks in the thorough
systematic w'ay which Mr. Wright has inaugu-

rated near Mirigama. An estate Superin-

tendent must cut his coat .according to his cloth.

Meantime we tender to the estate proprietors

in llajak,adaluw'a and beyond towards Put-

talam, ' all the encouragement the veteran’s

opinion should bring to them;—only to profit

by it, they must c.arefully cultivate their

palms, w'eed regularly, cut down and buiy all

plantains, keep up a steady fight w ith the beetle

enemies. It w'as pitiable to notice some fields of

jtalnis choked with weeds, or impoverished by
plantains, or yellow and w'itheredfor w,ant of drain-

age. Far better such should never have been
planted

;
and even wealthy capitalist.s among our

native friends are sometimes sinners in this res-

pect—in not doing justice to themselve.s or their

properties. How'ever, visitors to a district should

judge by the res\ilts due to proper planting and
cultivation.

To turn now to the Raihvay : if its need
w.as made plain to Mr. Lushington in 1888, w-e

feel sure the encouragement and necessity have
gre.atly grown since then and must go on growing
every year. But a far greater importance is given
to such a project when it is connected with an Indo-

Ceylon Line. A metre-gauge K.ailway from
Colombo due north through Negombo, Maraw’ila,
Cbilaw, R.ajakadaluwa, and Puttalam will pay
si)lendidly on its own account and then when
connecte(l at Mana.ar with the South Indian
lines, and extended thence or from Puttalam into

Anuradhapiira and .Jall'na, we shouhl have by f.ar

the most economical and ad\ant.ageous system
that can, .at this time, be desired and introduced.
There is much on the journey to and from

Chi law to interest the traveller by coach and
one has now' the felicity of crossing the Kelani-
ganga by the grand new Victoria Bridge—longer
.and bigger, more costly and showy, but not
more useftil th.an the sister bridge over the
Deduruoy.a. All along the route W'e noticed a
pros))erous well-to-do peoi)le .and a country emi-
nently in need of communication by r.ailw.ay.

Meantime both steamers (to Negombo) and coaches
there an 1 beyond serve their useful purpose.
We heard of the Chilaw' coach being fined for

w'ant of punctuality by tbe Postmaster-General

;

but, in our experience, the longest delays by far

were caused by the Post Offices along the route.
“ MLaiting for the mails” was the rule at nearly
every wayside post. This ought not to be the
case ; and if there .are to be fines, let them be
imposed on those really res])onsible.

^
THE UNITED PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION

OF SOUTHERN INDIA.
We have received a copy of a circular contain-

ing correspondence with regard to affiliation with the
London Chamber of Commerce, and requesting
that each Association will, at an early date, send
in the name of a Planter, either now resident in
England or shortly proceeding there, who it would
propose to nominate to represent the United Planters’
Association of Southern India on the London Cham-
ber of Commerce,
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roi'FKE LAND r\ 1 >.UIT[S 1 I ('EXTUA!.

AI’HK'A.

All iiil\ ertiseiiient slm\v.s tliilL IjukI in the Shire
Liiiuls suitable for coifee eultivation is hein^ (rllereil

for sale in larj^e and small hlochs. In “ The Central
Atrican Planter” to hand hy the Cerinan mail
we notice an artiide hy Mr. J.' Jhudianan,
on the ijosition and prospects of cori'es in whicdi
he mentions that rouj^hly speaking there are at
present acres under eoll'ee in Nyssaland
spread over something' like lUd plantations.
(,)f these the j^reater nniiiher are in their
first and second year, so that lSi)7 is looked
forward to with considerable satisfaction, it heinjf

very itrohahle that the export of coffee in parch-
ment for that year will reach an ay<rregate of

•24,001) cwt. Land, he says, is yet available in

((Uantity. Notwithstanding a very marked in-

crease in value within the last few years there
is yet good coffee land obtainable at from os to

20s per acre.

NEWS FROM RRITISH CENTRA). AFRICA.

On i>ages 4S3-84 will he found some interest-

ing and, "alas ! some very sad news from thisquarter

of^Afriea, so closely connected with Ceylon now,

hy planting and' other ties. Pioneering as

planters in a new country is, an«l must always

he, a trying business and it is not surprising

therefore, to learn of sickness and even deaths.

Among the rest, Mr. J. P. 0\ven who left Ceylon

some months ago in the service of the Nyassa-

land Coffee Co. has had a had attack of fever,

and has left Blantyre on his return to Ceylon
;

hut we trust Mr. C. M. Crabhe will he able to

persevere and get acclimatised like Mr. Ruchanan,

.Nfr. Moir, and Mr. Henry IJrown (an old ('eyhm

planter). In the monthly “Central African

1‘l'anter” for October, it is interesting to note

the register of arrivals and departures from the

infant ”Colony for a month as follows;—
Vuuiv’Av.s

:

—Mr. .Tenldus arrive! with Mr. Brown

at Mlanje to assist in carrying on business under

•‘Brown and Jenkins.” Mr. and Mrs. Thomson for

F. C. Mission Nyasa.

I’er “James Stevenson ”

—

Air. G. M. Brable, for

Nvasaland Coffee Co., Ld.. Captain Bradshaw, of

3',th Sikhs oil furlough from India, to hunt, Mr. and

Mrs Armstrong, Air. Lovell, Mr. Burnet, Mr. Steb-

iecici (a younger brother of Messr.s. K. S Steblecki),

Mr. Donaldson, Mr, Ij. A. Wallace and Mr. Clifton

for'chiromo ;
Mr Lindsay and Mr. Fleet of Baptist

Mission of Scotland.

Per ‘‘ Henry Henderson”— Miss Bell for Church of

Scotland Mission.

Departures;—Air. J. P. Owen for Ceylon, Air. and

Airs. Thomson for Nj’assa.

This monthly—conducted on much the same

lines .as the Troptml AgvicuItuviHi an

article' on “Coffee: its position .and jirospects”

i)V .lohn Buchanan, Esii., C.M.c., the pioneer

nianter which we shall transfer to the ji.ages of

!;uTpei’iodie.al. The one chief .Irawhack to colfee-

nlamims the writer says, is want of proper

|„,.,uis'of transport: hut .several schemes are mi

the tmm to remeily this An article oii Alt

Moir’s Lauderdale estate is also ot interest: it

was originally opeue.l. by Mr. Henry brown ;

Imt the energetic proprietor h.as since done much

f„r it and Mrs. Moir is evidently the right

•onsort for a pioneer tropical i-
anter, introdn.'iug

fruit trees from Algiers, Ac. Mr. Moir h.as cacao

..s well as colfee and is also intercste. in cattle

k„d other stock. A third article from this

ionrnal as well as current notes we give on onr

[Jan. I, 1896.

h.aidc p.age today as of .special interest to Ceylon
planter.s.—Tlie return of Mr. 11. Brown shews
he has faith in (In; fiilure of Nyassaland. Tlic

total colfee crop id’ this year is expected to equal
.1

,
01)0 cwt., the average yield so far 3 to 4 cwt.

per acre. A Chamber of Agriculture and Coni-
nierce had been formed, rates being regulated
hy acreage of land planted or closed, or by
niimhcr of European Assistants enqdoyed ! The
office-hearers elected for the year, are :

—
President, Air. .Tohii Buchanan ;

Conimitteej Alessrs
,

It. S. Hunter, Alackinon, T. AI. Hastings, John Gibbs,
.Jon.ithan Duncan, and Robert Buchanan ;

Secretary
Air. W. J. Dow.

VARIOCS PLANTING NOTES.

CoFEEE Guowino AT IIoME.—We notice that at a
recent meeting of the Royal Botanic Society some-
thing was said about the possibility of coffee culti-

vation in England. Air. Soweiby, the Secretary,
had gathered some, of the beans grown by the
Society under glass, which he had carefully roasted,
ground, and made into coffee. This decoction w.is

submitted for the opinion of certain of the mem-
bers reported to be connoisseurs ot the beverage,
.and their opinions agreed that it was “ excellent
in every respect.” A reference was made to the
cultivation of a plant which “ may rltimalely help
in some degree to cbesr and brighten the existing
depressed state of agriculture.” Possibly this was
meant for poetry. We feel sorry for the poor agri-
culturist in England who thinks he can cultivate
coffee successfully. The Ceylon planters could give
sime useful information on the subject.— //. and ('.

Mail, Dec. 0.

I’BSSI'U.l.AWA Pl.ANTKKS’ A.S.SOCIATIDK. —The
mimite.s of committee and general meetings
which we publish elsewhere show that the affairs

of the district are being very clo.sely looked
after hy the Association. The hnsine.ss transacted
h.ad reference to roads, bridges, tolls, liospital aocoiii-

niodatioii, and )»ostal and telegrapliic commniiica-
tion. It is to he hojied that tlie P.C.M <). will

see his way to accede to the request of the .\s-

sjciation in respect of a conveiiieiitly-sitnated ami
snitahle ImihUng .as an hospital. The resolution of

the Dikoya Association with rcg.ard to the labour
iliiestion was disapproved, and we think there
will be very genera! concurrence in the opinion
of the .Association that any further interference

on the jiart of Government in this matter is

itudesirahle. T'he estimated tea cro|i for lS!)d is

o,Sf!),0U0 lb which, deducting the crop of three
eTites not included last year, is an increase of

3fS,-2.')0 III.

Cevi.o.x Notes from Nvassilaxu.—Ooffeo appear.s

to he doi g well in Ni'assaland, an I crop’ have so

far come up to expectations. I note of late .se-

veral men have come into the cenuti-y, though
more so for the purpo.se of prospecting for gold

than for planting coffee, Air. Henry Br iwii. formerly
of Ceylon, has lately arrived, having heeii home for

the pnrpoie of lioating a large company in Portu-

guese territory. Mr. Percy Owen, whom doubtles.s

yonr readers will remember as liaving left Ceylon
of late has, I am sorry to record, hem exceedingly

ill with black water fever, and, in consequence, had
to letive the country to I’econp his health, and has.

I believe, gone South. Black-water fever seems pre-

valent thronghont this part of Africa, Air. Fotiior-

ingliain, the manager of the African Ijakes Com-
pany, and another gentleman in .similar employ,
having died from it lately; also Air. Miller, late of

the Agr.as. Mr. Idoyd, formerly of Ceylon, and now
Surveyor-General to the Administration, is, 1 hear,

leaving shortly for England for a trip. Mr. Alorti-

mor Crabhe has just arrive I from Ceylon to take

up the appointment as manager of the Nyassaland
Colfee Company, and starts for Milange almost im-
mediately.— Cor.
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CEYLON AND NYASALAND.

Since the arrival of Mr. Brown, but perhnns more

especially since Mr. Carson’s visit, Ceylon has been, to

judge from its newspapers, greatly exercised over the

planting possibilities of Nyasalana. Reports, more or

less accurate, have been published and extravagant

statements duly commented upon while every

little straw has been regarded as a weather-

cock. On the whole, however, opinion seems to

be favourable as regards our coffee enterprise

seeing that a Ceylon Company has been

formed to develope the land which Mr. Carson pur-

chased at Mlanje.
In a leading article in the Cei/lon Ohscryrr the

subjects of coffee-planting and health are discussed

with special reference to our Commissioner’s last

Blue-book from which large quotations are made.

It appears that H. M. Commissioner asserts that

coffee bushes here bear only on their primary

branches, that secondaries for some reason or other

do not develop, and that after a time the bushes

have to be cut down. This official dictum has

naturally somewhat nonplussed our Ceylon friends

and they refer to these “ authoritative utterances ’

as “ rather perplexing references ” and note that it

“ is passing strange to us, now we have gone into

the matter, that we can find no reference to the

absence or failure of the second crop, or to the

non-appearance of secondaries, in any other writings

from Nyasaland.”
, , , . . ,

It would, on the other hand, be passing strange

to MS if they had met with such references, for,

with all due deference to our Commissioner’s opinions,

his statements are entirely misleading.

Undoubtedly the primaries have a tendency to bear

too heavily as is the case in all hot, dry latitudes, e.nd

owing to ignoranoe have occasionally been allowed

to bear such a crop as to kill themselves, but such

phenomena are well known in most coffee countries.

Undoubtedly, too, the old practice of allowing the trees

to grow six feet high before topping has produced

long bare treeswith most of the green wood at the top,

but such a practice is now exceptional. On the other

hand secondaries not only grow but bear crops and ter-

tiaries too as may be seen on any average coffee estate

in the country. In fact the growth and development

of the coffee tree in this country are quite normal,

only with our small rainfall it requires very careful

^*For "hke reasons some of the bushes have had

to be cut down on the oldest estates, one instance

in particular being due to overforcing the maiden

crop The cutting down of bushes is however not

the practice and we hope never will be. At

Zomba and Blantyre there is coffee of over

eight years of age still bearing and if such is the

case in our two dryest districts and with pioneer

methods, the chances are that, with our improved

methods of cultivation ^especially in the wetter dis-

triots). the results will be eminently satisfactory.

A Ceylon planter who lately visited this

country has given us an exceptionally bad

character as regIrds health. He really believes the

death-rate is as high as 20 per cent! and calls

Nyasaland a country of ‘ sudden death. On the

subject of health we are at one with H. M. Com-

missioner in the summing up ns given in his Blue-

book in which he points out, “ that the only malady

to be really dreaded is Black-water fever. Even

in the case of Black-water we believe that if all the

cases could be at once put into the hands of a com-

petent Doctor the mortality would be much less In

the cases which have had proper treatment and in which

the termination has been fatal (very few) it has usu-

ally been so because the constitution of the patient had

been abnormally run down either by a too prolonged

residence, or, by over-exposure and pertion with

insufficient nutrition. This is a subject oh which

Dr Robertson might give us the benefit Of his

experience, meantime we would only remark that it

is self-evident that, in a new country like ours, no

one should come here who has not a sound constitu-

tion and who is unwilling to take due care of his

he«Hh. In passing we may further remark that we

were informed by an ex-Ceykm planter that the fever?

61

here are not nearly so severe as those of the Ceylon
low-country, and that the heat at about 2,000 feet

elevation here is as nothing compared with the heat
at the same elevation in Ceylon. In fine, past ex-
perience has shewn that there is nothing in the
climate of B. C. A. to deter planters from taking
up land as freely here as in otlii^r tropical lands.
As the Commissioner remarked to an interviewer
when he was at home—if a man who has a good consti-
tution, takes care of his health, and avoids alcohol
there is every chance of his standing the country.
The chief difficulty which a Ceylon planter will

encounter is the unsatisfactory state of the labour.
Accustomed to coolies under long contracts he w’ill

be naturally somewhat non-pluased when he finds
that the longest term for which he can contract
labour is one year and that the usual term for’
which labourers contract is six months. So far as
the drudgery of estate work is concerned this diffi-

culty could be borne with, but, when it comes to

the opor.ations of pruning and handling and such
work requiring skill, the full force of the evil will be
felt. This is a hindrance which we trust our Com-
mis.sioner will remove and one on which an expres-
sion of opinion by planters is desirable. It must be
evident that, unless the difficulty is removed, tbe
coffee industry will be severely crippled.

Another point, in which the conditions here are
different from those in Ceylon, is the great isolation

of estates and the want of what are called the ameni-
ties of civilized life, to which may be added one of

the necessities of life anywhere, viz, a good cook
These however are difficulties whi.-.h are disappear-

ing with the development of the country. With the ex-

tension of the cultivated area, a railway, and a greater
influx of capital, the conditions of life here will

greatly improve. By careful study of our meteoro-
gical records, by well directed experiment, and by
adopting the best methods of cultivation, it ought
to be possible so to master the conditions of coffee
planting here as to place it on a permanent basis.

—

Central African Planter.

THE UNITED PLANTERS’ ASSOCIA'nON
OF SOUTHERN INDIA.

The following is the Report of th6 Deputation
of the United Planters’ Association of Southern
India on the matter of the address that they
presented to the Vicoroy white at Madras :

—

“ The Deputation had a gracious reception from
His Excellency, and from the tenour of his reply
we do not consider that any further action need be
taken.

As regards advances His Excellency, in his reply,
referred to the correspondence that has lately taken
place in connection with this subject in the Public
Press, and alluded to the fact that there seemed to
be some divergence of opinion as regards the neces-
sity of advancing. We, as representatives of the
United Planters’ Association of Southern India,
consider that some form of advance is absolutely
necessary, and we cannot but regret that an irres-
ponsible correspondence should have attracted the
attention of His Excellency to the detriment of the
interests of our community.
His Excellency did not allude to the subject of

Extradition, but we infer that this matter is to be
dealt with by the Committee of Inquiry which he
proposes to institute.

With regard to coffee-stealing. His Excellency
deprecated the idea that the Government of India
had any sympathy with thieves, and at the same
time alluded to the fact that his Government had
not fully appreciated that we merely wished to pro-
tect what was in fact a product in its transition
state between the producer and consumer, and was
not in reality an article of consumption.

—

Madras
Times, Dec. 19.

Tea Cultivation in Assam.—At the end of last
year the number of waste-land grants taken up ra
Assam for the purpose of tea onltivation was 8,189
of Which the total area was 1,013,756 acres.— Mail

1
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NYAS8A : PLANTING AND l‘EUSONAL
NEWS.

Mr. Huuter of Cholo hopes to have 2UU acres under

coffee before the end of the rains. Mr. Mitchell is

opening up at the Namiwawa stream near the Na-
madzi.—The A. L. C. are starting a cattle station

at the north end of Chiradzulu. Mr. Lloyd intends

going home soon. Mr. R. R. Stark leaves for home
itDmediatelv.— Mr. D. J. Morkel is owning up an

estate at Chiradzulo. It is called the Fort Roberts

Estate and consists of about GOO acres. He intends

rearing stock and growing wheat, barley, etc. Mr.

J. P. Owen has left for Ceylon
;

after his severe ill-

ness he considers this a “ no white man’s country.

We regret the death of Mr. .1. G. Innes, of the A.

Jj. Corporation, Ltd., who died at Mandala on the

6th September. He was only a few mouths in the

country, and what makes his death the sadder was

his parents’ unwillingness that he should come to

this part of Africa. Capt. Cavendish and Mr.

Gordon Gumming have returned to Zomba ;
Corp. W.

Fletcher has gone to carry on the further making,

of the road.—Capt. C. F. Beeching has left Mikolongo

and arrived at Blantyre ;
he is we understand, super-

intending the construction of another new
^

road,

running from Sharrer’s road towards Cholo Ihe A.

L. C. are now issuing English money froin their

Banking and General Departments; the natives aie

rather dubious about accepting half-crovvns, or other

large coins, but will no doubt learn in time, as they

had to do with the rupee.—We are sorry to learn

that Mr. W. A. Morman of the A.L.C. plantation

Rivi-Rivi has had an attack of Black- \Vaier heyei

,

assistance was immediately sent to him.— Sir John Kiik;

whose name is so closely connected with this country,

has been deputed to enquire into the recent troubles

with the Brass natives.—Coffee is said by Captain

Williams to grow almost wild at Uganda and on the

islands of the Lake Victoria Nyasa. howls cost eigh-

teen-pence each and eggs two-pcncc each.--rhc A.L.

Corporation’s oil-press at Karonga’s is now in working

order. The yield at present is about three buckets

—Mr. TIasting’s crop amounted to ten tons. Mr.

Steblecki’s to four tons, and Mr. McPherson’s to five

tons. Mrs. Watson of Mandala lately performed the

journey from Mandala to the Mlanje Mission Station

in nine and a quarter hours actual travelling with two

relays of machila men .—Gcutvcil Pltiutcv,

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Broken and Dust Teas.—The following circular

has been issued by the Indian Tea Association

(London) ;
“ With reference to the packing of broken

and dust teas, it is pointed out for the information

of members that it is desirable, owing to the weight

of these descriptions of teas, to pack them in half-

chests either of metal or of well-made and iron-

hooped strong wooden packages. The use of canvas

coverings is objectionable. They not only servo to

hide the condition of the packages, but probably

less care is taken in handling them in transit,

besides which any tea which miglit escape into the

canvas would soon become unfit for use.

Indian Tea in America.—Messrs. Reid, Murdoch

& Co., of Chicago, who are well known for their

enterprise in pushing Indian tea in America, have

held an interesting exhibit of tea at a large industrial

exhibition held at Milwaukee. We observe that the

Sentinal, a Sunday paper published at Milwaukee,

contains an illustration of the exhibit, and mention

is made in the letterpress of the famous World’s

Pair Indian .Teas-viz., “Light of. Asia,” “ Star of

India ’’ and “ Lalla Rookh, of which Messrs. Reid,

Murdoch & Co. have exclusive control.

Tea Chests and the Tin Plate Trade.—The

Welsh tea dealers and grocers are very interested in

securing a more extensive use for tin plates in the

manufacture of tea chests, and thus benefiting their

local hi lustries. At a special meeting of the Swansea

Groceis’ Association held last week the president

said, as though it had quite hurt his fee ings, he had

recently received a consignment of chests, and he

was greatly surprised to find that they were made of

steel which was neither manufactured nor coated

in the neighbourhood. The movement, which
had recently been initiated for utilising tin in
the manufactiu'e of chests for tea, was one
which might result in a great increase in the
trade of the town, and he hoped it would be
enthusiastically taken up. Aiiotlicr speaker, who felt
that the tin plate trade of the district was suffer-
ing from neglect in the matter, said that for a num-
ber of years he had been agitating for the use of
till ill the packing of tea, because he believed it

would create au immense demand for tin plates,
which would mean increased trade to the neigh-
bourhood in a number of directions. He thought the
subject was one of special importance to the gro-
cers of Swansea, for it was to their interest to get a
chest that would preserve the tea and g'ive little
trouble. This result was secured by the chests which
had recently been supplied to Mr. James Jones, Mr.
Gale, and Mr. lies. He had seen the chests, and, as a
practical assorter, he knew at once that the roughly-
coated plates out of which they were made were not
manufactured in Wales. He had also seen and obtained
some information from one of the directors of the
company who supplied the chests. Feeling that the
matter was one of importance to Hontli Wales, Mi'.
Thomas Phillips, of tlie Tiniilato Workers’ Union,
and liimself paid a visit to the works at Glasgow-
last week, and ascertained from the inventor, who
was also the manager of the concern, that the coated
steel which formed the sides of the chest was in the
first instance supplied as black plate from Coatbridge,
and coated by thn inventor himself, but that
arrangements were subsequently made for obtainiug
the sheets from Belgium and coating them at Wor-
cester. It was mo.st uiiuccessary for him to make
further comment, for it inu.st bo clear to everyone, from
what he h-ad already stated, that for the want of
a little enterprise the trade which should ho
their own was pre.sentod ton foreign firm. He felt
that this was the more to ho regretted, for there
should be no difficulty in prodiicin.g a better and
cheaper .sheet in the vicinity of Swansea. But this
was not all. They found tlie chest company pre-
paring to do their own coating, a \Vol.sli patent not
haying been already set np. It had occurred to Mr.
Phillips and himself that if at Glasgow tin plate was
successfully coated and used up, with coals cheap and
a plentiful supply of steel, this miglit be the beginning
of a competition between Wales and Scotland which
might prove more disastrous to the Welsh tin-plate
trade than American competition, ile was, therefore,
glad to attend that meeting of the grocers of Swansea
in order to call early attention to the matter. In con-
cluding, he expressed the hope that Swan.sea people
would take the matter np with the view of inducing the
chest company to construct the work.s they were con-
templating at Swansea, wliich ongiit, he th. night, to
be its natural location.— //. and (J. Mail, Dec. 6.

COMPARATIVE HEIGHTS OF DIFFERENT
ESTATES IN 11. (’. AFRICA.

The iwriter of this note, having during the course of
busiiess to visit various estates, has jotted down the
different heights of the pi icns named as given bj- a
pocket aneroid. In the following list the Residency,
Zomba, is taken as a standard and denoted by the
amount of rise being denoted by plus, and the amount
of fall by — , before the figures. By combining these
figures with 2,‘)G8 the height of the Residency, a rough
idea of the actual height of any of the places named may
be obtained. Needless to say the figures given are
only approximations and differences of wc.itlier and
temperature have not been accurately discounted for.
The Limbi Estate plus unj ; tipper IMudi Estate plus

5.50; Chipando FiStatc plus 000; Blautvre 7'Istate pin
2 111

;
Nkawa (Cholo) plus 100; Mwaland'uze (Cholo) plus

50 ;
Lunzu Estate plus 5!); Zo a 0; Namadzi Crossing

0; Mlanje Mission — 2.50
;
Midinia Uesthou.so— -llX);

[Mlanje Road]—Mr. Simpson’s Ilo.— InO: Jlombosi
Crossing — 5.50; [Mlanje Road]— Soiigaiii Estate —
60C ; Mr. Bradshaw's Ho. — (1.5U : Mr. Moir's House —
6.50; Mr. Bradshaw’s Estate [lowest] — 'J.50; Mr.
Simpson’s Estate [lowest— 1000

;
l\Ir. Moir’s Estate

(lowest) — 1000.—

(

'cutml African Planter.
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A NEW CEYLON TEA COMPANY.
The Ederapolla Tea Company of Ceylon, Limited,

has been registered, with a capital of £50,000 in
5,000 shares of £10 each. The company has been
formed to purchase from Messrs. Bott and Watt,
Ederapolla Estate, and from Mr, MacMartin, Ardross
Estate, both properties being situate in the Kelani
Valley District, Ceylon. The directors are Messrs.
James - Bett, Ederapola Estate, Ceylon (vendor);
J. M. MacMartin, Ardross Estate, Ceylon (vendor)

;

G. W. Paine, Chairman of the Kelani Valley Tea
Association, Limited

;
and R. Porter, Maskeliya,

Ceylon, managing director of the Kelani Tea Asso-
ciation, Limited. The secretaries are Messrs. Lyall,
Anderson & Co., of 16, Philpot Lane, E.C.

—

If. d) C.
flail, Dec. 6.

<•-

A MONSTROUS PAPAYA.
At the last meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Dr. D. Prain exhibited a monstrous papaya, which, he
explained, was an excellent cx.amplc of a fruit within
a fruit. Of this condition there may be two expla-
nations. An adventitious fruit may occur within the
ovary so as to occupy the position usually occupied
bv a seed. This is by no means an uncommon
oci urrcnce. But here was a dillerent phenomenon.
Inside the ])erfectly normal looking fruit has a
second, about half its length, quite unconnected
with the carpels of the ordinary pistil, and .arising

from the axis of the flower within the normal
ovary, and therefore above the point of attachment
of its parts. The edges of the carpcllary leaves of
this second ovary were more or loss free, except at
the base

;
through the interstices could be seen a

third ovary proportionately smaller but I'ather more
approaching the normal ovary in appearance and
structure, owing to its component carpels being united,
except at their tips. This third ovary was as free

from the second as the second from the first. It

occupied apparently the very extremity of the axis

of the flower.

—

ff. Mail.

INDIAN TEA IN AMERICA.
3IR. buechynden’s operations.

The following are extracts from a letter dated
New York, l.Sth October 1895, from Mr. R. Blechynden
to the Secretary of the Indian Tea Association :

—

On page 3 of my letter of the 29th July, under
the head “ in the week ending l.Sth July,” I re-

ferred to an arrangement I wac trying to make
with grocers to use their cards for distribution

through Mrs. Tipton in the course of her work, and
getting them to give a reduction on the tea purchased
within fixed dates by those presenting the cards.
This arrangement was carried out with several men.
In all some 54 stores covering New York,

Brooklyn and a few in Jersey city. The
cai’ds were used chiefly in connection with
the Trilmne (newspaper) fund lor Fresh Air
Excursions, referred to in my previous letter on this

subject. The excursions went out regularly during
the summer, and Mrs. Tipton accompanied the
greater number of them.

I enclose a cutting from the Tnbune summarising
the operations of the season. In addition to the
Tnhnne excursions some of the others were served,

as for instance the 1st of August, the people’s Taber-
nacle excursion, when. 1,272 souls were on board,
including 503 women, of whom some 300 were served.
There was also a coloured people’s excursion, when
I gave Mrs. Tipton the a.'^; istance of some coloured
girls, and she superintended the serving. This was
on the 9th August.

^ On the 8th August there was a convention of Total
Abstainers held in the Empire Hotel, a great demon-
stration, including a parade through the city. Delegates
attended from distant parts of the country. By some
arrangement, permission was obtained to serve tea
to the women delegates in their Committee room

;

it would have been impossible to serve the general
meeting. Some 76 of these influential ladies were
served, and also the men who were transacting
business with them, and samples of the tea given
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to all present in the sample tin boxes over from the

World’s Fair.

As stated in a previous letter, I took advantage

of a special opportunity which occurred to send a

demonstrator to a country fair of some local im-
portance at Newburgh. A firm of wholesale grocers
at Newburgh, doing business all through that section
of the country, applied to the Indian and Ceylon
Te“- Cos. for assistance to demonstrate teas at the
Fair. They were referred to us, and as Mr.
Mackenzie agreed to pay half the cost, I sent one
of the ladies we have trained there, and the tea was
supplied in packets by the India-Ceylon Company.
The demonstrations proved successful enough to lead
the firm in question to send an order for another
400 pounds, but the order was neglected, and I can-
not say what the result will be. The Firm whom
Mr. Mackenzie and I had an interview witn when
we wont to the Fair, said that they intended push-
ing the tea through their travellers and looked to
getting a good trade in it. The Fair was visited
by thousands of people, and was quite a large affair.

Regular buildings were put up for the accommo-
dation of the exhibits, and our friends occupied an
entire building .—Indian Planters' Gazette, Dec. 14.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Coffee.—The National Bank together with
Messrs. L. Behrens Sons, in Hamburg, have pur-

chased coffee plantations in Guatemala, tlie last

year’s crop of which amounted to 18,00U quintals,

'i’lio i)urchase sum is reported at .uillion mark.s.

It is stated that the liftli part of tlie coffee planta-

tions in Guatemala are now owned l>y Hamburg
parties, and about one-half of the Guatemala crop
come.s to the Hamburg market.

—

Planters’ Gazette,

Dec. 1.

Precious Stones in Ceylon.—It is news to

us to learn from Mr. Siedle (who has long been
an ex'pert in respect of Ceylon gems) that the
country in wdiicli our moonstones (an attractive

form of adularia) are now' found, is between
Matale or Ukuwala and 'Teldeniya in the Dum-
bara Valley. The natives often tunnel consider-

able distances and, in their blasting, sometimes
break up valuable pieces ; for, the moonstones
that are in request now, are pieces large enough
to be cut and engraved in cameo-f.ashion. One
such piece found on Crystal Hill e.state, Matale,
w'as of considerable value. The tiny stones are
at jireso.nt plentiful ami cheap, a brisk demand
from Americ.a some time ago having been over-

supplied. The moonstone is really a very pretty
stone, though not to be compared for a
moment in value with our rubies, sapphires,

cat’s-eyes, or alexandrite. Ceylon rubies,

however, are going out of fashion, being
eclii)sed in colour by those from Burma and
Siam. But in sappliires much business in a
(luiet way is still done, and Mr. Siedle is able
to tell us of leally valuable finds by the natives
in Sabai agan Iuwa—single stones up to Rl,000
Rl,'250, and Rl,500 in local value. Alexandrite,
again, usually found in the Matara District and
near Weligaina, is much in request and a good
many natives are keenly after it. Altogether,
the mining and trade in Ceylon gems is by no
means played out ; but is as active as ever
though there is no great show about it.—Mr.
Siedle is, with justice, looking forward to the
opening up of the Banibarabotuwa division of
Sabaragamuwa as likely to bring more valuable
gems into the market. In early days, tliis w'as

a favourite scene for gemming ; but natives do
not care to work in dense forest. There is .also

a report of successful gemming having been lately

begun near Haiiwella, 20 miles from Colombo.
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“ The Treatment of Tea in the London
Warehouse.”

—

Under this heatUn}.; we publish
elsewhere a letter from Messrs. Davidson & Co.
which contains good news for planters in regard
to the treatment of their tea in re-packing in
the London Warehouse. The example has been
set by Messrs. Wrightson & Co. of the Trinity
Bonded Tea M'^arehouses of securing a complete
outfit of Messrs. Da\’idson’s Tea-packers to do
all their re-packing work, and we have no doubt
that otlier firms will soon follow, so tliat. as
the letter remarks, “there is every prospect of

the objectionable ‘ treading in ’ process being
entirely abolisherl in the near future.”
Ceylon Tea in America.—Our Tea Com-

missioner to America in the course of a letter

to us remarks:—“I see you lately said I was
subsidising favorite firms. You are right, but
not as you mean it ; favorite, because willing,

in consideration of a little assistance to handle
our teas, and use their organization to push them.”
We meant the term in no other sense : certain
firms had got at the Coinn)issioner or he had
got at them. There are, no doubt, scores more
in the United States willing to do the same,
who never got the chance or heard of the ar-

rangement. The fair thing all round is to adver-
tise in the interests of all, and ive were much
struck the other day with the reimark of a Colombo
merchant (Mr. A. Forsyth) as the result of his

observation during a recent visit to America,
namely that the one thing to do in the United
States for Ceylon tea is—to advertise.. This bears out
our own advice from the very beginning,, and we
are glad to recognise liow much Mr. Miickenzie
lias done .'vid is doing in this direction.

Indian Pea.sant Settlements.—We are in

receipt of a memorandum containing the brief

outline of a scheme which “ General ” Booth pro-

?
08es to launch during his approaching visit to

ndia>. He [Mroposes to ask Government and
the. Native States for say 50^000 acres of land
in suitable blocks free of taxes for five years.
On this land it is calculated that 10,000 fami-
lies (or 50,000 people including children) can
be settled, but it is proposed to begin with
only half that number. The capital expenditui’e
required for commencing operations, breaking up
the landv .sinking wells, Imilding houses, buying
ca,ttle and .settling first colonists is estimated to
be about £50,00U which it is proposed to raise

in donations, in loans from private sources and
bearing interest aA ,3 pec cent and repayable
witliin a given term of years, and in loans fruai

Government under the Takkari or agricultural
loan law. Connecte<l with each colony there
will be an agency for acquiring waste land near
the over-populated towns and villages. These
tracts, it is said, will be cultivated by means of
thedabour of the adjoining villagers, thus saving
all preliminary outlay for houses, wells, support
of colonists I'^c. It is also ])roposed to establish
an agency, for making loans on easy terms as
the go-l>etween for Government in obtaining
loans for the depre.ssed classes under the T.akkari
law, as tire agents for banks and others desirous
of investing in this way at a fair rate of inter-

est, and on the co-operative village loan system.
Another jnosposal to establish agricultural schools
in course of time. This, in brief, is the scheme
which the “General” proposes to launch upon
us. It look.s well on ]iaper and has, we believe,

been “ genonilly apju'oved ” by leading English
ollicials and others, hut our own o])inion is that
the Salvation Army have not qualified to un-
dertake Indian Atlministration in this way or

to do better for the people than the Government
docs.

Indian Tea in America.—The Indian Plan-

ters' Gazette publishes extracts (which we will

reproduce later on) from a letter by Mr.

Blechynden to the Secretary of the Indian Tea
Association in u hich he mentions the success

which had attended an arrangement he had tried

to make with grocers to use cards for distribution

and getting them to give a reduction on the tea

purchased Avithin fixed dates by those presenting

the cards. The arrangement wae caiTied out with

several men—in all some 54 stwes covering New
York, Brooklyn, and a few in Jersey City. He
also refers to co-operation between Mr. Mackenzie
and himself.

The Kelani Valley Tea E.stimate.-

M

r

Coles, the Honorary Secretary of the Kelani

Valley Planters’ A.ssociation, has kindly supplied

us with the following correcterl figures of the

estimated crop for 1896 as compared with 1895 :

—

Yield. Acreage.
1895 . . 9,942,000 lb. 23,188

1896 .. 11,715,000 „ 26,606

Increaise . . 1 ,773,000 lb. 3,418

Yield per acre ie .530 lb.

The District shows an addition of 3,400 acres of

tea for 1896.

Planting in Uva.—

T

his has been a very bad
season for planting in Uva to judge by the

following from a Haputale planter :

—

“Your correspondent from Bandara.wela was about
right the other day when he said that a good deal

of this season’s planting would have to be replanted
again. October planting—those who were lucky enough
to get their planting done then will be all right.

Plantings since then have been most disappointing—

a

couple of sliowery days and then ten scorching hot ones.

Christmas usually can be depended upon for some
rain. Today has blown a hot, dry, strong wind all

day, and no indication of the much-needed rain.

Truly we are in one of the late R B.T.’s dry cycles.”

Dr. Morris, c.m.g.,of Kew.—This mail brings

us a letter from Dr. Morris in which he men-
tions :

—“I am just off for a winter trip to the

Bahamasi, to look up things there.” We are

sure to have an interesting paper on these islands

as the result of this trip, similar to tliat written

about tlie Canary Islands. Dr. Morris, in asking

for .some missing numbers of this journal is good
enough to say :

—

“ I rind on looking over my file of the Tropical

Agriculturist that I am wanting the monthly parts

for July and August 1895. Ae I have a complete
set of this interesting and valuable work from the
beginning I would esteem it a great favour if you
would kindly send me the parts above mentioned.”
In the Gardeners' Chrotivcle we find the follow-

ing notice of Dr. Morris’ last course of jiajicrs

now pubislied as a volume :—
Vegetable Fibres.—Dr. Morris’s lectures on this

subject before the Society of Arts have now been
republished in a complete form, and may be had
from the Society of Arts, Adelphi, London. They
present within small compass a readable account of

the nature, properties and source of vegetable fibres

generally. On looking through this excellent sum-
mary, the reader will be struck with the small num-
ber of species which have, up to the present time,
been utilised. This is the more astonishing, as the
great majority of plants yield fibre in some form or
another. Is thei-e not here an opportunity for our
botanical stations to institute, on a far larger scale
than they have hitherto done, comparative trials of

various fibre-produciog plants, in order to ascertain
which aj'e of the most commeroiiU im{>ortance. In
the mean time we commend the present publication
to the notice of all ooncorned.

Ceylon is a paratlise for libruus plants, and imicli

could be ilone in developing tra<le and in culti-

vating tlie best kinils, if “tea,” “cacao” and
palms” did not absorb capital and enterprise

so completely.
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^oiirosponiJenc^

To the Editor.

A PRACTICAL QUESTION ABOUT TEA
SEED: ITS GERMINATION AND GROWTH.

Dec. 12.

Dear Sir,— I avouM l»e much obligeil if yon

or some of your readers would inform me liow

it is that a large percentage of seeds wliieli tnrn

out sound in Colombo, and even on the estate

when tested in water, never come to any

thing ; many of the seeds turn mouldy on the

out.side after being in the germinating beds a

few days.

Is this due to any defect in the mode of ger-

minating or not ? And would a greater percentage

turn out good if the seeds were spread out each

on the ground and covered with light earth, in

preference to the general metliod of germinating

layer above layer Avith earth betAvecn ? The above

applies largely to Indian tea .seed.—Yours faith-

fa, Iv,
‘ ENQUIRER.’

[We shall hope to have the opinion of the

Acting Director of the Botanic Gardens and of some

old planters on the ffuestion raiserl?—Ed. T.A.~\

A CACAO PLANTATION YIELDING 19i CWT.
OF CROP PER ACRE IN FERNANDO PO.

Dec. 13.

Dear Sir,—

I

t may interest Mr. James H»
Barber Avhose letter I notice in the Observer of

11th to knoAv that I have seen in the island of

Fernando Po (W. coast of Africa) a cocoa plan-

tation of nearly 200 acres giving 19^ (nineteen

and half)* cwt. an acre. To ascertain this, I

have surveyerl the plantation and examined

the books.
This plantation, like several others, Avas on the

seaside and had no shade, the Foreebero trees

being from 5 to 8 years of age and at about 9

feet apart. The Aveeding of young field.s, or

rather a kind of sickling, Avas done about 4

times a year Avith machetes, light straight knives

about 2 feet long, the cocoa plants receiving an

extra hand-Aveeding of about 3 feet diameter.

Tlie fields, from three years, hswl sucli a dense

foliage that it Avas only necessary to cut doAvn

twice a year the scanty shed<ly.

May I suggest that it might be interesting to

Planters and give a fair idea of the ,Arofits to

be derived from the cultivation of the main pro-

ducts, if in your yearly Table of Exports you
added the approximate acreage in tearing and

the average Colombo price. Of course account

Avould have to be taken in the computation of

the acreage, of the small holdings not mentioned

in the district tables of estates of your valuable

Directory.—Yours truly, A. V. D. P.

THE COLOMBO AND LONDON TEA
MARKETS HOW THEY ACT AND

RE ACT ON EACH OTHER.
Callander Estate, Dec. 13^ 189o.

Sir,—Having read Mr. A. H. Thompson’s reply

to “ Upcountry,” I Avish to ask him two q)iestions.

I have no intention of referring to the subject

* Why not 20 cwt. at once, most planters will re-

mark; but let it b« observed that our correspondent
verified the return.

—

Ed. T.A.

raised by “ Upcountry,” which is invidious, and
I suspect only half believed by himself. Mr.
Thompson says :

“ Local teas and reports are
basefl noAV-a-days on local prices and demand,
and liave noAv-a-days very little to do Avith the
home market.”

Tliis is one of the chief arguments used by
all Colombo brokers to induce proprietors or their
agents to sell in Colombo. But I Avouhl ask Mr.
Thompson and his l»rother-brokers,

1st.—How is it that tlie local market rises or
falls witli the London market ? “ Market up” or
“ market down ” in the Aveekly re,iort from the
Lane, is tlie almost sure signal for a sympathetic
rise or fall in the Colombo market.

2nd.—What does Mr. Thompson say to this ?

About two months ago (Avhen the lirst severe
drop occurred in Colombo) valuations Avere re-

ceived by Avire, by certain buyers, of samples of

teas (my OAvn amongst them) sent home for that
purpose, AA'hich led them to believe that they
had been given too high a price for them. The im-
mediate consequence Avas a fall of from Id to 2d
l»cr jiound for higli groAvn teas. I by no means
attribute the Avhole fall since then to that, as I

am painfully aAvare that the late Aveather has
not been conducive to good manufacture, but
(,hat Avas the cause of tlie first fall (acknoAvledged
by brokers), and I do know this, that this Avas

in my case on teas valued by my brokers
as highly as those Avhich fetched 3d per lb.

higlier average the montli previous.

If local prices have so little to do Avitli Mincing
Lane, Avhat reason had those buyers in send-

ing samples of certain teas to London for

valuations, and Avhy Avas the adverse report
followed so immediately by a drop in prices ?

I acknowledge that the arrival of a large order
from Australia gives a temporary lift to local

prices, and tliat these may even be for some
period id a lb. higher than in London ; but ex-
perience jiroves that the Colombo market is ruled
very considei'ably by the reports from the I^ane.

If it is not affected by the Lane and if it is

usually higher (as asserted), hoAv is it that there
are so many speculators on our market, who
buy to resell in the London market? 1 have
not heard that any of them hai’^e gone “ stony
broke ” yet.

Apologizing for the length of this letter,—Yours
faithfully, GEO. H. GREEN.

REPLY TO “ENQUIRER” TEA SEED:
ITS GERMINATION AND GROWTH : NO. I.

Sir,—

I

liave this year germinated and planted
out 12 maunds of tea seed Avith not more than

2 per cent failures. The .seed was germinated
in the usual Avay between layers of river sand in

a dark room, and planted out Avhen about an
inch sprung. Moukliness is the result of the
death of the germ, probably caused by the drying
up of the essential oil. Water is no sure test of

ood fresh seed. A seed may sink and yet be
efunct, may float and yet groAv. “ Seed spread

out on the ground and coveied Avith light earth”
ought to germinate all right, but river sand is

preferable to earth.—Yours, &c., S.

No. II.— INDIAN TEA SEED : THE
TESTING OF SEED IN ANSWER TO

“ EN<iUIRER.”
Dear Sir,—

T

he Avater test in itself is not a

safe one to be guided by in determining the

percentage of good or bad seedj as perfectly

rotten seed Avill sink.
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Several liundred seeds should he broken and
carefully examined as even when the kernel seems
sound enough though somewhat “ cheesy,” if the
germ looks sloughy, it is in all ])robability dead,
and the seed should not be classed as in good
condition.

Doubtful seed stands a better chance of ger-
minating if si)iead thinly in damp sand or char-
coal dust two or three layers deep only, than if

placed in deep pits or boxes, as fermentation
then sets in raiiidly and the seed rots.
“ Enquirer ”

’s seed had very likely sudered from
over-fermentation already on its way down from
Calcutta.—Yours truly, OLD TEA HAND.

THE COLOMBO AND LONDON TEA
MARKETS.

Dec. 18 th.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Thompson’s little anecdote of

the returned buyer is interesting and instructive,

and I doubt not that he has already taken ad-

vantage of the 3d drop since that Wanderer’s de-

)>arture from the atmosphere of fog and smoke,

'line, I ought not to have used tlie word “ruled”;

I only meant “ affected ” as throughout the

letter. SVell, if Mr. Thonijison’s contention is

right and the Colombo market is not affected by

London advices, then those adverse valuations

(luoted in my letter should not have been fol-

lowed by a drop here ;
the Colombo buyers should

have nobly and generously shut their eyes to such

a trifle as a London report. But they did not,

there’s the rub : something wrong there ! I will

not deny Mr. Thompson’s allegation there is an

advantage in selling locally, for by doing so

myself 1 own to the fact. Money is turned over

quicker for one thing, and there arc booms when

large orders with high limits arrive from the

cities of the world, but such do not flow in

steadily all the year round ;
I wish they did.—

Yours 'faithfully, GEO. H. GREEN.

THE PACKING OF TEA FOR THE
LONDON MARKET.

Kandy, 18th December 1895.

yiIi^__At the request of the Committee, I en-

close for publication for the information of the

Planting Community, copy of letters received

from the Ceylon Association in London. I am,

sir, yours f.aithfully, A. PHILIP, Secy.

^^^^Mincing Lane, London, llth October 189.5.

A. Philip, Esq., Secretary, Planters’ Association,

Kandy, Ceylon.

Dbib Sib,—1 am instructed by the Tea and Pro-

duce Committee of this Association to forward to you

for the information of all concerned in Ceylon a

conv of letter dated 8th instant from the Secretary

of the London Wholesale Tea Dealers’ Association,

and to say that the Committee agrees in the opinion

that 170 lb- >9 too great a weight for a chest of Tea.

I am also to call your attention to the reports that

continue to come in from the London and India

Docks Joint Committee of Packages of Tea arriving

in London, the chests externally sound, hut the

weights of tea deficient. I annex particulars of reports

that have lately reached me.

SO May, Norwood, ex Nubi 1 chest,

n June i chest ex P. & 0. steamer

6

10

II

July Bitterne

do
„ Damblagalla

do

„ Mariawatta
do

Oct Lagalla ex Glenesk
do do 11

” Diuegama, Senator chest Joss

do
do
do
do
do
do

chest

30
16
6
4

12
15
6

8
10

12

not

lb. short

given.

All these are reported as apparently, “ country

plundered ” and in most cases “ canister cut.” It

is to be noted too that all deficient packages con-

tain either Pekoe or Orange Pekoe.—I am, dear si'-,

yours faithfully, (Sgd.) Wm. Martin Leakb.

Copij.

London Wholesale Tea Dealers’

Association, October 8th, 1895.

Wm. Martin Leake, Esq., Secy., Ceylon Association.

Dear Sir,—Messrs. Appleton, Martin and Smiles
bought recently 8 chests Ceylon dust and find by

the weight notes that they were 170 lb. net.

They consider a package containing so much dust
as this is very likely to leak when sent by rail; and
as the weight is unusally large for chests, they wish
me to draw your attention to the circumstance with
the view of preventing a recurrence.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) R. Sedowick.

Copij,

4, Mincing Lane, London E.C. Nov. 22ud, 1895.

A, Philip, Esq., Secretary, Planters’ Association,

Kandy, Ceylon.

Dear Sir,—I am requested by the London ’Tea

Brokers and Wholesale Tea Dealers’ Association to

ask you to be good enough to draw tlio attention of

those packing Tea for the London Market to the
serious loss and inconvenience which arise from dust
Teas being sent in packages not properly protected
against leakage and to suggest in the mutual in-

terest of both seller and buyer in London that it

is desirable that such packages should be canvassed
or otherwise protected before being shipped.—1 am,
dear, sir your faithfully, (Signed) "W.m. Martin
Leake, Secretary.

THE TREATMENT OF TKA IN THE
LONDON AYAREIJOL.se.

“ Sirocco” Macliinerj' Dci'ot.,

Colombo, 28tli Dec, 1895.

Sii!,—Those of your readers who are interested
in Tea will be glad to learn that tliere i.s every
prospect of the objectionable “ treading in

”

process of rejiackiiig 'I’ea in the London Ware-
houses being entirely abolished in the near future.

Our head otlice advises us by wire that they have
received instructions from Me.ssrs AVrightson & Co.
of Trinitj' Bonded Tea AVarehouses, Coopers’ Row,
London, to supply at once a conqilete outfit of

our Patent Tea-packers to ilo the entire re-pack-
ing work in their AA'arehonses.

'This is a much-needed reformation. Teas that
have been carefully packed in the Factory will

now reach the Home Market in perfect condition,
without being subjected to the “ tramping down ”

treatment in the London Nl'areliou.se witli its

concomitant crushing ami breakage of the leaf

and “greying” of the 'J’ea.— AV'e are, sir, yours
respectfully,

DAVIDSON A CO. ,11 M. H vRKt.s, Manager.

DRUG MARKET.
Quinine.—The demand has continued of fair pro-

portions and manufacturers are in a position to meet
it. There has been considerable inquiry for specula-
tive purposes, and 25c. was freely bid, but makers
declined to sell, and no further lots of outside stock
were secured. A portion of the recent speculative
purchases of 60,0Ci0 ounces for foreign account has
been exported by the St. Louis to London this week.
The lot amounted to 21 cases, containing 13,000
ounces. The bark shipments from Java during
October are reported as 1,100,000 lb. The London
stock Nov. 1 was 2,069,901 ounces, against 2,896,368

ounces on the same date last year. The imports
into New Y'ork have increased enormously during the

past two mouths .
—Oil Paint and Dru<j lieporter.
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A CINCHONA AND CARDAMOM CENSUS.
Our Ceylon contemporary, the Tropical Agri-

cnlturist, luisjn.st taken its periodical census of the
area cultivated in Ceylon with produce for exporta-
tion, and publishes some, interesting comments upon
the results of its investigations. Concerning cinchona,
it is stated that in September of this year there
were only 982 acres of land under cinchona alone
left in the colony, but besides the trees growing on
this surface there were 1,714,000 cinchona trees grow-
ing in coffee and tea gardens, the area of mixed
land of this character being 5.207 acres. This latter

estimate is arrived at by crediting one-third of the
mixed area to cinchona. The total number of

cinchona trees over two years old in the island is

estimated at 4,483,000, a decrease of 2,500,000 within
twenty-seven months. The coffee area, by the way,
has decreased in the same time from 30,000 to 21,0.34

acres, while the acreage under tea, the all-devouring
crop of the moment, has risen from 273,000 to

304,419 acres. There are 4,693 acres under cultivated

cardamoms, slight falling-off, which is attributed

mainly to the absorption of planting energy by tea-

growing, which accounts for a decrease in the
cultivation of many of the lesser products. Ceylon
also contain 7,397 acres of land partly under
coffee, tea, and cocoa, but interspersed with annatto,

coca, vanilla, croton, pepper, cloves, citronella, castor

oil, and aloes. The T.A. is naturally proud of its

census, and observes with justice that “ No tropical

industry—and probably no agricultural enterprise

outside the tropics—has had so much care bestowed
on the compilation of substantially accurate statis-

tics concerning its position and progress as the

planting enterprise of Ceylon.”—Chcmisl ^ JJi-uiji/ist,

Dec. 7th.

THE DUTCH PLANTERS AND COEEEE
IN .JAVA.

The Rirst Clt.amber discus.sed last week the

Java Ihidget, and it was principally Mr. Py-
nacker Hordyk, the former Governor-Ceneral,

who criticisea the policy of the present Colonial

Minister. In many instances there wa.s a con-

siderable delay, and those reforms whicli were
introduced had long since been prepareil by the

former Governor-General. Mr. Muller found that

tlie price of 11.15 per picul paid for the Govern-
ments coffee was too low, considering that fl.60

per picul was made for it, and he advised that
11.20 sliould be paid to the natives in future.

However, M"!-. Hordyk observed that if 11. 15 was
an injustice, 11.20 would be eqally unjust, and
thus there would be no other way left than to

abolish the Government coffee cultivation, tlie

conse(piences of which would be so ruinous to

the Treasury that plans for useful works, such
.as irrigation and (ionstruction of r.ailways, by
w'liich the population is benefited, would be laid

aside. In addition to this the Minister stated

that in Menailo the price had been increased

from fl.20 to 11.25 per ])icul but .since then
not a single tree moie had been planted. With
regard to decentralisation, he said that no body
desired it, .and why should he thus make pro-

posals in this respect? Tlie Chamber did not

enter into .any furl her deb.ite, and the Budget
passed un.animomly. According to atelegram from
Goveinor-Gcueral of Netherl.and-; India the Gov-
ernment coffee crop in .Java lor this ye.ar is

at present estimated, at .335,700 piculs. — London
and China E.rpre.<is.

AN INDIAN VIEW OF TEA COMPANIES
IN C PYLON.

What the effect of this wholesale swallowing up
of estates by the Company mania will ultimately be

on the planting enterprise in Ceylon remains to be
seen ;

but there can hardly be any doubt that it

sounds the death-knell of the good old days, when

the position of the Ceylon planter was analagons to
that of a country gentleman living on his property.
It cannot but be that, with the disappearance of the
resident proprietor, planting in the colony will lose
much of its prestige, and become more and more a
purely commercial enterprise, and that the change
will bo regretted in many ways and for many rea-
sons. Tne change may be gradual, but it will be
iri6vit3(Dl6 if the presGut stsito of things contitiuGs —
Madras Times.

TEA CULTIVATION BY THE SHANS
BURMAH.

Mr. H. A. Johnson, of Maskeliya, has an interest-
ing story to tell of his recent trip to Burmah
whence he returned this week in the ss, “ Cheshire ’’

His visit to Upper Burmah was taken to see his
brother, Lieut. G. W. Johnson, of the 3rd Punjaub
Cavalry, who is in command of the TTpper Chindwin
Battalion of the Military Police, his headquarters
being at Kindat, 390 miles above Mandalay. For this
out-of-the-way spot Mr. Johnson started last April,
and in the course of his visit he went out severai
times on circuit with his brother, his travels furnish-
ing him with a number of most interesting experi-
ences and some line sport. He described the country
as most picturesque—all jungle, but the scenery he
has not seen surpassed anywhere. Having joined
his brother at Kindat he stayed with him a
short time, and then, acting on his advice he

E
aid a visit to the district in which tea is grown •

is brother accompanying him there. They reached
the first tea gardens at Koiya, but did not stay
anywhere till they reached Maungkan, a pretty
little )ilace on the banks of the Chindwin river.
They travelled thither in a Government boat, and
Mr. .Johnson says he was well repaid for his visit.
Maungkan is where tea is grown in the largest
quantity, and having become acquainted with a
headman, he was shown over the nurseries and the
gardens—all of which, by the way, are cultivated
by Shans. The tea grown is pretty much the same
jut as that cultivated in Ceylon—Assam Hybrid.
and is not indigenous to the Upper Chindwin
though it has been grown there for 200 years’
when it was first imported from the Northern Shan
States. The planters do not go in for clearings as
here; all their tea is grown in the jungle under
shade. From these plants the Shans take leaf
and seed, all their bushes being allowed to beceme
seed-bearers. They pluck coarse, taking even the very
largest leaves, and nearly all the leaf is converted
into a pickle which they call letpet. This pickle is
dark-red, and is by no means a bad condiment at
the lunch table. How it is made Mr. Johnson says
he does not know

;
but the pickle comes out a rich

dark colour
;

the tea resembles ordinary tea leaf
after infusion, except that it is larger than what we
see here; and the leaf loses all flav.jur of tea. The
pickle has a large sale in Rangoon, and the seed is
all exported. Some of the tea bushes .Mr Johnson
saw were from 20 to 25 feet high. He brought away
some of the bushes and planted them in his brother’s
garden at Kindat. The soil in the Maungkan dis-
trict is perfect in his opinion for both tea and
coffee growing. Later Mr. Johnson spent a long
time on the river Uru, a tributary of the Chiudwar
400 miles inland from the mouth of the river’
going as far up as Haungpa, which is very near
the jade mines worked by the Chinese. Here he
had some good fishing and splendid shooting—ele-
phants, tigers, bison (and the Burmah bison is the larg-
est in the East), samhur, leopards, bears, and deer
being very plentiful, w’hile one requires no license fer
shooting elephants or other big game. He had his first
experience of big-game shooting from elephant-back in
the course of his trip. Birds of all sorts are very nu-
merous, and he had some fine snipe, quail, and' teal
shooting. Naturally he had some interestiug experien-
ces with the tribes on the Naga Hills and elsewhere—
the head hunters and men of that sort—and he has
brought back with him a number of Naga weapons. On
the whole he put in a very enjoyable holiday in a
country about which very liftle is yet known.—Local
“ Times, ”
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PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
Indian Tea and the London Maiucet.—The posi-

tion and prospects of Indian tea, from the grocer’s
point of view, cannot fail to interest the grower.
We therefore reproduce the comments of the Groce.r

on the subject :
“ From whatever standpoint it is

regarded—whether from the extent of its supply,
the expansion of its deliveries hero, or the
quantity held in bond—this description of

tea," says our contemporary, “ undeniably oc-

cupies tne leading position in the London market,
and every year it takes a fresh stride towards a
higher state of prosperity than before. Despite the

duiness which has been reported in the market
from time to time, the deliveries of Indian tea at

this port during November progressed at an en-

couraging rate, and reached 12,146,4.'iO lb., as opposed

to 11,932,700 lb. in the corresponding period of last

year, and 11,12.3,600 lb. in 1893, a total which except-

ing that of 14,492,000 lb. in May, 1890, when the new
fourpenny duty first came into operation, is reputed to

be the largest on record for a single month. Thus

the aggregate delivery for the past eleven months

is brought up to nearly 105,160,000 lb., or consider-

ably more than that in 1893 to the present date, the

amount in 1894 having fallen temporarily below the

average. The imports have also been on a propor-

tionately increased scale, embracing 102,.500,400 lb.

in the eleven months, against 101,515,200 lb. in the

preceding year, and 194,386,200 lb. in 1893 ;
and the

stock remaining on hand on the 30th ult. comprised

45 270,950 lb., which was 1,827,950 lb above that in

1894. and 4,481,600 lb. more than in the other year.”

Enlarged Deliveries Due to Reduced Prices.

—

“ There can be no doubt that the enlarged deliveries

of Indian tea now witnessed are ascribable to the

reduced prices which have been current within the

last two mouths, as it has been during that interval

that the commoner qualities of tea have formed so

great a proportion of the supplies at public sales,

and the almost forced selling of these kinds has

sent much heavier quantities direct into con-

sumption. A more convincing proof of the salu-

tary efieots of cheapness in the freer use of

an ^ article of prime necessity could hardly be

produced; for it was in the spring months of the

year, when Indian tea was relatively dear, that the

clearances for home consumption fell off percep-

tibly and now that the article has become pence

cheaper the deliveries have swelled again. It is,

therefore, reasonable to expect that the improve-

ment now set in will be fairly maintained, that

what is still lost ground in relation to the deliveries

in 1894 will soon be recovered, and that the trade

throughout will work itself into a healthier and

more active condition."

The New Crop.—With reference to the new crop

for 1895-96, it may be mentioned that the original

official estimate was for a total of 140,000,0001b.,

leaving about 126,000,000 lb. available for exportation

to this country, and the revised estimate, prepared

on the basis of outturn to August 31st, was

138 000 000 lb. of which it was calculated that, after

r.wiv;rlin£r for shipments to the colonies and local

cOTSumption, between 12.3,000,000 lb. and 124,000,000

lb would remain for export to Great Britain. Since

then however, it has been understood that, owing

to the unfavourable weather that has prevailed in the

tea districts, the later estimate will not be rea-

r ed and it is expected by some authorities that

the ’ total shipments to the United Kingdom

f the whole season will not exceed from

11 HOOO 0001b to 120 .
000,000 1 b, thought there are

firms in receipt of telegrams from private and un-

Sial sources who still put the probable total ex-

at 123 000,000 lb, as compared with one

of n 5 (H)(),(W0 lb.’ in 1894-5 ;
so that it is not at all

improbable that the boon of cheap tea to the con-

sumer will continue to be enjoyed.

Ti-a in France.—Dijon is suffering just now from

^ntbreak of tvphoid-fcver A special allowance

of’ teJ'ha.B been 6r^lered for the soldiers because in

France it is popular belici that tea has curative

Sets in cases Vfever of all kinds.

Ceilon and the Import DutvonTea.—In Ceylon
the question of the import duty on tea is the subject

of discussion. Though the Ceylon Planters’ Asso-

ciation and the Colombo Chamber of Commerce have

protested strongly against a movement for its aboli-

tion which has been started, some authorities in

Ceylon maintain that the duty is distinctly inimical

to the Ceylon tea industry and trade. The argu-

ments on this side of the question are put
as follows by a Colombo paper :

“ 1. Is it, or

is it not, the fact that Ceylon produces some
of the very worst, as well as some of the best,

teas under the sun ? (To blend our good teas

even with China or .Java, much less Indian, teas would
not be BO bad as with some of the stuff occasionally
sold ill the Colombo market, and twice rejected as unfit

for human food at Miilbourne.) 2. Do not the Ceylon
tea planters live to a great extent by the blending
trade '/ What are all the great tea-sellers in London
and the colonies but blenders ? How is our tea getting
into Russia but by blending ? Actually, Ceylon and
China teas are at pi'esent sent to Loudon, blended there,

and then sent Lack to Australia ! Can it be said

that the North Indian planters have not worked
hard to make their teas known with their CHlcutta
and Lonaon Tea Associations ? And yet, why are
they not afraid to leave Calcutta an open port,

although several million pounds of China teas enter
there for blending ? Finally, it is absurd to suppose
that the grand port of Colombo is to be shut off

from its legitimate trade as the port of Southern
India, and as the distributing port for Australia.

We are told that one solution of the difficulty is for

Government to build large bonded stores for blending
purposes. If so, the sooner they are built the better."

Tea Chest.s and Tin Plates.—The representatives
of the till-plate industry are making strenuous
efiorts to push their wares into use for tea chests.

A paper was recently read by a Llanelly grocer
before the Llanelly Chamber of Commerce on the
subject. The opinions of various members of the tea
trade were quoted in support of tin plates for tea
packing.
The Sisal iNDUsTiiy of the Bahamas.—Dr. D.

Morris, c.m.g., the Assistant Director of the Royal
garden at Kew, who lately visited the Canary Islands
in connection with the sisal industry, sailed last week
for New York, on his way to the Bahamas. There he
proposes looking into the position of the sisal industry
in these islands, and, as he has done in the case of

other colonies, suggesting various other plants which
might be profitably cultivated in a place like the
Bahamas. As there is some affinity between the
Canary Islands and the Bahamas, no doubt mai^ of

the plants which are profitably cultivated in the Can-
aries could be tried with advantage in the West Indian
group.

A Ramie Planting Company.—The Anglo-Dutch
Ramie Fibre and Paper Company, Limited, has been
registered with a capitsl of .£150,000 divided into 150,000
shares of £1 each, 100,000 of which are ten percent,
cumulative preference.

Coconut Butter.—A company has just been formed
in Paris to make butter out of the coconut. It has a
plant calculated to produce over 4,000 lb. a day of this

butter, and will soon be able to produce twice as much
The butter will be called by its name. The nuts will

be supplied from the French possessions of Africa.
—1/. and C. Mai', '^ec. 13.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
Tkavancork and the American Tea Fund.

— A.s will lie seen from tlie letter wliieli we
imblisli ill aiiollier eolumii, the Travancore
IMaiiters’ Associ.'itioii has contrilmted Hi,472 to-

wards tlie .American 'Pea Fiiml.

The Fibre Inou.strv.—So far as the eoei

-

nnt palm is eoncorned, tliere are several I'ibie

Factorie.s at work now. A now one is about to
be ereoted at a convenient point on the Negomlio
road for ex-In.sjieetor Harrison who is vwy
active tn developing fre-sli industries.
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TEA SALES IN LONDON IN 189-5.
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OUK TEA CHOP FOR 189S.

Time was, not so very long ag(>, when we were veiy

.almmliintly sneered at, onr conleinpuiaiy ot tb..-

“ Times” as nsnal leading the way, lor anticiiiat-

iiig an e.x])ort of a hundred million lb. of lea in

one year from Ceylon; hut now we have the same

contemporary' prophesying that the total expoit

for ne.xt year is likely to he nearer 105 than

100 million lb. ! No doubt the district estimates

will shew an aggregate efjual to this fpiantity ;

blit we would .suggest caution about the total

estimate, and lor this reasorf True. for

tlie present year, the total e.v]>orts are likely

to be between 94 and 95 million lb., or nnl-

lion, say. in excess of the olticial estimates. Liit

it must be remembered how 1894 (following on

the large export of 1898) shewed little or no increase.

To some extent, m.ay not the experience be re-

peated, especially if India has .a )iros])erous year

in 1890 (as is fully anticipated to make up for

the past b.ad .season) and so forces many Ceylon

planters to go in for line plucking to make up

yj^62

for lower prices ? We would not, therefore,

erstimate anything above 109 million lb. of tea

lor Ceylun’.s total exiiort in 1890
;
ami ol this

ipianMty we should hope not moi-e than 85 to 8'i

million lb. need go to the I'niled Kingdom
direct.

TEA SEED FOR (’EVU)N AND LOCAE
IRUIDUCE FOR CONDON.

'I’he ss “Simla” from Calculta brought on
the 80th Dec. 1895 280 package.s of tea seed

and takes away from Colombo 000 tons tea,

and 50 ton.s cinnamon, catch, Nc.

DRUG RE FORT.
(From tlio {'hriiiisi (iiiil

I.oiuloii, Dcccmliov .‘lUi,

\\Mi,l,V
—

'J’lic l.niiiliiii slick al till’ lii'giniiig "f Ibis

in-.mlli was imly ;i7ii l ins.

( 'A \

u

Ims been |iraclically a ilcail Ictlcr tliis \\ I'l’k.

'I'lio iiuotalion.s I'enimiirs as given in unr last rcinn t.

0u('O.\.|ii ri'Kl!. .Al tlie niunllily anctions 500 i-cw t casus
of (.'adlinry's liraiiil solil at a iluelinu of abuuL 'iiliiurlli—
viz., from down to Is Id pur lb.

Essential oils—

A

coiisiderablo ((iiantity of ritronclla
oil said to be la tons li.is been sold for sliipniont over
four months at Is (id pur lb, c i f in drums. The sp..t

qnolatioii also siiows a frcsli ndvanc-e, the market iiaving
been cleared at Is .Sd ]>«r lb ; seconil liaiid (pioles Is nd
per 11). Oil of cinnamon leaf lias liecome si'aive and is

liigher, till! iirUe running from Hbl Io4dperoz.
(p'l.MMO is ng.iin lower. At llic <md of la si week .'•,000

oz. of seeond-liand (Jenn-m Inilk were sold at i>er

oz, and nnothur .5,000 oz lot, of old imiiort at 12;hl per
oz

; but the quotations today are easier, a. iiairel heing'

olfered witliout guarantee of ago at 12id, while reuently-
madf quinine is quoted 12Jd per oz. 'I’he imports during
Novemlier were 24,5S.S oz, iuid the deliveries 51,17.S oz
leaving- a stuck, on Noxemlier :10th, of 'i.OAOi'illS oz
against 2,810,.SHi oz on November 30tli 1804. It i.s said
that tlie lot ottering at the low jirice mentioned above
Is part of a somewhat considerable quantity left be-
hind by a deceased speculator, who p:iid al)ont Is Cd
par oz for it. bids) of 12td jjeroz were .solicited for it

today.

THE AMSTERDAM DRUC-M.\ RKET.
Our Amsterdam coiTcspoiident writes on Dec. 4 :

—

The exports of Cinchona bark from -Java during tlie

month of November (according to a cablegram just

to liand) AA'ere again very heavy—viz. 1,2()4,000 Amst.
lb (about 1,390,000 lb English). The total exports
from the island during the eleven months Irom .]anu-

ary 1st to November 30tli have been :—
Years 1895 1891 1893 1892

Amst. lb. 8,193,700 8,3S(),700 0,951,000 5,552,000

The public sale on December 12th will consist of
5,472 bales and 210 cases Java cinchona, weighing
528,935 kilos and containing 27,085 liilos of sulphate
of quinine of which about 121 kilos arc contained in
the 17.020 kilos of pharm.rceutii'al baric, and 27,204 kilos
(average 5'3

1
per cent) in the 511,915 kilos of manu-

facturing-bark. Exclusive of the bark to be offered
at these auction.s. the first-hand Amsterdam stock
now consists of about 10,000 packages of maunfactui-
ing-bark. At auction on Tuesday 80 tons of Van
Ilonten’s Cocoa-bntter sold at an average price of
73’53c per half-kilo. The tone of the marlcet was irre-

gular and generally quiet- ( VicniMf miil /h-io/g/.sf.

IH'Rf'HASE UK A M’VNAAD ESTATE
RY CEYLON PLANTERS.

We hear that the sale of a te.i estate in the
Wynaad has been effected, Messrs. Parry and Co.
having disposed ot Perrindotty T-lstate for a good
price to klessvs. de Fonblanque and Deachcroft,
Well-known tea planters in Ceylon. There is, we
are glad to say, eonsidcrable further enquiry in
that island for land in the Wyniad for the cultiva-

tion of tea.

—

M. Jlail^
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NORTH BORNEO NEWS OF 1ST OEC.

Mr. E. Walker, who lately wont to prosjjcct the
land in North Borneo, has taken up laud in IMaj uda
Bay and has been engaged to trace the road from
Little Brighton towards the tobacco estates.

Progress is being nnide by our old Ceylon friend, Mr.
H. Walker, Commissioner of Land, with a new road
he is making in Province Dent. It is now rideablo
for 18 miles. British North Borneo is prepared to give
the grants of lauds for tapioca np to 500 acres.

UVA: PLANTING NOTES BY
AN ‘M)LD HAND.”

The I’.W.L). seems to ha\ e abamloned llie cart

road bet w'een the GinigatnaGap and Kitulgalhina
Restlion.se. If some of the money likely to be

wasted on costly impi'o\ ement.s to tliis resthon.se

was spent on the npkee|) of the road, po.sse.s.sors

of valnable liorses would feel in better temper
with this dci)artnient. How innch (le])ends on
the Provincial head of a department ! Tlie roads

in the Central Province are so innch better looked

after than those in the North-We.stern.

Tma.—The minds of the Editors of the

and “Times” seem now’ to be e.xercised at the

prospects of increasing exjiorts, now that the

1 00,000,000 lb. of tea are likely to be reached.

Some of ns remember the fuss that was made
aliont the 1,000, oiio ewt. of collee. Cnrionsly

enough after tluit llgnre was remdied tin' annual
exports began to Inmliie down, .\hsif oiiirv.

If manuring tea was carried out extensividy, 1

believe in 3 years onr exports would run to JO

per cent more than at present.

There can be no gainsaying tlie fact that IS'J't

has been an exceedingly gooil year for the Ceylon

tea farmer. His Indian brother has not been so

fortunate.

Vai.uino E.statks.—S years’ imrchase seems
now to be the ruling lignre for good lowconnlry,

.and 10 years for good npconntry, estates. Does
it ever strike the buyer at these lignres whether
the estate he pni chases will be worth the same
amount of money at the end of that perioib'

L.MtoUR.— It seems to be taken for granted

t,hat the Tamil labourer of today is not the

man, woman, or child he or she was some b")

years .ago—and the writm- of the “ Paptw on

the Labour (,>nestion” ’ ])iinted at the Ohsernr
Ollice, has, in some arguments he advances, like

“ Ilomocea” tomdied the ^pots.

LAitci't Coast Aii\'AN(i:s.—l\’ithh(dding of

monthly payments, no doubt at the instigation

of intere.steii k.anganies, and the h.abit onr assist-

ants ha\e got into of jmtting their labourers A

(lay inste.ad of remaining in the Hold and m.aking

the labourers do their work— this last iierni-

cions habit reduces the balance due to coolies

on pay-day, and, as the wiiter of the iiamphlet

.say.s, “the' coolies have become regardless in res-

jie’ct to their balance wages.”

THE COFFEE TRADE.

I’hc coffee market has developed several

features of interest during this month. The Brazi-

lians, who for months—I might say years—have

shown unflinching firmness, have at last changed

this attitude, and have accepted reductions in the

cost and freight price of good average Santos,

amounting to 5s. per cw't. Operators in the “Term”
markets, who for months have been content to look

on, are beginning to move by cautiously putting

out a few “bears.” The weather for the next crop has

been all that could be desired, and the combined

receipts at Rio and Santos from the present crop

during the first three weeks of the month have

come fully up to those for the same time last

year.

I now propose to examine briefly the position of

coffee in Brazil, in Euro])C, and in the United States.

In Brazil the great feature is the immense crop to

be expected next season. The trees are loaded as

they never have been loaded before, but I think it is

utterly impossible to find labour sufficient to cure and
prepare this abimdance for market. This applies
specially to the province of Rio de Janeiro. In Sao
Paulo, however, I believe that planters may be abb;
to handle and deal with 5 million bags. The districts

tributary to Victoria and Bahia likewise promise an
exceptionally laige crop. That a good deal of coffee
will from various cau.scs be wasted is unavoidable

;

but this, or even a short spell of unfavourable weather
cannot now' ]>revent Brazil from producing next
season far away the hugest crop she ever has
raised. There can now be no question of disappoint-
ments, such as we have seen before. The favour-
able weather which has continued throughout Novem-
ber is a guarantee against that.

This splendid crop outlook is the cause of the
changed attitude of the Brazilians. It has induced
them to make concessions, and the extremely low-

rate of exchange (1) .5-lGJ per milreis) has given them
some compensation in the currency price they ha\e
received for their c flee. That they will have to

make further concessions in cost and freight prices
seems unavoidable, if they do not want tosc estock.s
acc.mnulate, and such will no doubt be made. But
I do not believe that they will stop there. T'he
Brazilians are .a shrewd people, and I shall not be
surprised if we shoi tly hear of them as large sellers

of “Futures” in ti e “Term” markets, principally in

New Y^ork and in Havic, for the pinpose of pre-
tecting coffee fhey hold, and what they expect to

raise.

In Eurc)'c the pcsilion of coffee is an easy one.
The stocks at the hading ports make a respectable
total, and when the heavy shipments on the way
(brought about by the concessions) niri\e, it will be-
come still easier, lea\ing large stocks not only at

the poits, but also with dealers in the interior. In
fact, quite a ies-pect;ible invisible supply is being
gradually created, which will leave distributors in

the interior in quite an independerrt position, and
enable them to watch the progiess of eveirts. IMany
operators who for nmiiths have practically abstained
from business in the “ I'erm” markets will now re-

sume busincs.s, and some rrray seriously consider
whether it might not be policy to anticipate the
action likely to bo adopted by the Brazilians.

In the Ilnitcd States, the war of rates which has
been going on between the leading roa.sters of New
York and Chicago has had the effect of stocking up
the retail dealers in most of the Wester n Slates. It

has occurred to lire that the large Now Yoikroaster.
by initiating this carnpaigrr, has seen his way to ac-

cornplich two ends—one to danrage his o})poncnts,

the other to force off large stocks of roasted cc ffee

before the irrqortaut declirre takes phice which he
scarcely could help anticipating. The visible supply
of coffee for Anrerica is large, the stocks whr.ir

fornr part of it beirrg about 100,000 bags larger than
last year. Altogether, the positiorr of ceffee itr the
United States is also air easy oire Local operators
have up to irow showir little disposition to take sides,

but I think that we rirust be prepared to see a change
in this respect ere long.

The prospects of the market are distinctly in favour
of a decline irr the value of coffee. Whether this

will take place slowly, or proceed at a rapid pa< e,

the future will show.

A price will, after a time, be reached when rrrer-

chants will stock uj). What that price may be wi 1

be the subject of great difference of opinion. Fur
my part, I believe that we must lirst see a re-

ductioir of cents per pound from the picscnt price of
Rio coffee No. 7. Anton MvisTKxnAiu..
— Nov. 80.
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THE r.EAUMONT TEA COM PAN V OE
CEYLON, LIMITED.

At a meeting of sliareliolders in tlii;? Company
today (Jany. b), tlie following rcsolntion.s were
eonlii'ined :

—

(1) Th«t the capital of the Company bo increased
hy creatintc 5,000 new shares of liltiO each and that

the Directors be empowered to issue and allot the

same, or any of them, in such manner, and at such
time, or times, as they may think expedient, and at any
premium, and generally on such terms and conditions
m all respects as the Directors may determine.

(2) That the Directors be authorised to borrow
money for the Companj^ on mortgage debentures,
and to that end to issue debenture bonds bearing
interest at 0 per cent per annum for such amounts
as may be required for the purpose of the Company,
but not exceeding in the aggregate at any time haif

the then issued capital of the Companj',

GREATEST AREAS OE FOREST.
Accoiding I 0 the Rente llotiicole^ the greatest areas

of forest country in the World are the following

:

In North America, north of the river St. Lawrence,
covering large districts of the provinces of Quebec
and Ontario. The length of this forest which
stretches to the Hudson on one side and to Labrador
on the other is 1,800 miles, and its breadth 1,070
miles. In South America the tropical and semi-tro-

pical forests of the Amazon Valley and High Peru
have a length of 2,200 and a breadth of 1,300 miles.

The most extensive of the African forests, stretching
from the valley of the Congo to the sources of the
Nile and Zambesi, is still impenetrated; its length
is unknown, hut its breadth falls little short of 3.200
miles. Southern Siberia contains probably the most
enormous forests in the world. Prom the river Obi
in the West to the valley of the Indigirka almost
the entire area is covered with timber—a stretch

of 3,200 miles. The breadth of this huge belt of

wood cannot be much less than 1,800 miles.

—

C. World.

PLANTING IN THE NIGER
TORATE.

PROTEC-

Every effort is being made to plant out portions
of the Niger Coast Protectorate as market gardens
and orchards. A report just received by Loid Salis-

bury from Sir C. MacDonald, states that good pro-
gress has been made, and the Curator of the Hotanical
Gardens, Old Calabar, considers the condition of

the gardens as satisfactory in most particulars. Ho
continues :—The experimental part has been con-
siderably extended, and there are now about twelve
.acres planted up, nearly all with economic plants.

The former nursery being quite insufficient, anadditioual
one of two acres has been taken in adjoining the gardens.
Most of this is at the present time occupied with
seeds and young plants, principally coffee seed for
distributing the young plants to the natives. The
large piece of bush that adjoined the gardens, between
it and the barraebs, has all been cut down and the
roots grubbed up for the purpose of forming a coffee
plaritation. A poriion of this, comprising about
twonty-t«o acres, has been fenced in with ,a good
wire fence. 'I'here aie now ])lanted out in it 2,100
colfee trees, which were mostly raised from seeds by
myself in April, 1S',)3. and planted out in August last

year. The condition of most of these trees is very
good. Some hai’e alre.ady llowered, and many will

produce seeds during the next year. The remaining
portion of the enclosure will be planted as soon as
the nursery plants are fit for removal.

I consider this a most important and valuable
addition to the gardens— continues the Curator—as
it enables the natives to see properly how a planta-
tion should be made, and the pointing out to them
its commercial value will act as an impetus to them
to follow out its example. As some plants liavo
already been supplied to natives, and others have
made applications, it shows the object i.. i!“£rinr.iug

to be appreciated by them. The grontU that the

colfee plants first planted in the gardens have
made has been e.xcellent. These trees, that
are only twenty-seven months old from the
line of putting in the seed, average a little over
SIX feet high, with a lino and well-formed head,nwo all llowered, and would have borne a
fair crop had they been allowed to do so. It is, how-
ever, better to remove the first erop of berries. For
experiment I left one of the Arabian colfee trees to
seed and have Just lately gathered a few berries.
Another large undertaking in connection with the
department has been the laying out of an orchard to
the extent of about ten acres. This is situated facing
the river between the barracks and Queen’s Leach
and has planted in it .500 tropical fruit trees of the
following varieties Orange, lime, bananas (Canary
variety) (Musa Chinensis), Avocado pear, Akee,
sour-sop (Anona mnricata), papaw, and about 100 pine-
apple plants. It is now in a promising condition,
though a good deal of trouble has been caused by the
inroads of sheep and cattle. An avenue of mangoes has
been planted along the road leading from the Govern-
ment employes' quarters to the barracks, and another
one along the straight path from the Botanical Gar-
dens to the Consulate Hill. These plants, though
small at present, will in the course of two or three
yeai s given an excellent appearance and shade to the
roads.

—

Planters' Gazette. Dec. 1.

ANOTHER CEYLON TEA COMPANY.
Under the title of the Nuwara Eliya Estates

Company, Limited, a Company has been registered
with a capital of T150,000 in £10 shares to adopt
and carry into effect an agreement, made November
28, betvveen W. Megginson of the first part. Frith,
hands & Go., of the second part, Leechman & Co.,
of the third part, and C. R. Speed, on behalf of this
Company, of the fourth part

;
generally, to acquire

certain tea and other gardens in Ceylon, and to
carry on the business of tea planters, merchants,
brokers, and shippers. These signatories, who take
one share each, are J. Sands, 50, Old Broad Street,
E.C.; C^ A. W. Cameron, 50, Old Broad Street, E.C.;

E.C., S. H. smith,
oO Old Broad Street, E.C.; W. R. Sand, 50 Old Broad
Street, E.C., H. St. -J. O. Thompson, 38, Mincing
Lane, E.C.; P. Williams, 33, Hyde Park Gardens, W.
Ihe first directors, of whom there shall not be less
than three nor more than five, are H. St ,J O
Iffiompson, C. A. W. Cameron, and C. R. Robson!
Qualification, T250. Remuneration £50 each perannum when the subscribed capital does not exceed
£33,000, £100 when it is between £33,000 and £100,000,
and £150 each when it exceeds £100,000.-7/. £• 0. Mail,

DRUG REPORT,
(From the Chemist and Druggist.)

London, December 12tli.

N'LX Vojuc.i remains very low in price. A few odd
packages of ordinary quality sold today at from 4s to 6s
per cwt.

L.s.SExa iAi. 01L.S.—Tlie principal feature in the essential
oil market tins week is the continued advance in Lemon-
grass oil. It IS said that as mnch as Is lid per lb Ins
been paid tor this a.rticle on the spot, while for delivery
tm.snicss has been done at Is (i .6-l(ith d per lb c i 'f(drums) for .lane and,at Is (l!i-1(lthd. per Ih c i f (druni.s)
lor ,A]inl slnpnient. i.emongrass oil Is (,u„te,l at vhl ivr
o/, 11m .spot. Cimuinion-leaf oil has been in strone de-mand. S:tlo.s have been made at 4d and 4ld per oz and
as much as od per oz is now required, "p'otir case's of
lair Ciniiauion oil sold at unction today at lojd toniil
per oz.

J 01 ,
I

CutAlXE.— Unaltered. A fair deniand is reported at I ho
previous quotations of 14s per oz for lUO-oz lots.
Areca.—

T

en bags of fair quality sold today at 12scwt.
V-IMI.LA.

M per

At today 250 tins (about l,s00 1b) ofvanilla met with less competition, and sold at lower rates
Pina
ood,
Od

22s to 23s; dull and grey from lOs 'oU clown"to“
pev lb,

^
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LAND IN SELANUOK. INDIAN TEA EIDUIIES FOR 1895.

In tlie Sctani/or fioz' ltc, Mr Holmes \Miies from Kuala
Si.laugor I received, diuiug the mouth, l(i applications
t'oi i . lid from Eun pe ais and others for blocks vary-
i'lg ;ii area from b‘2 1 to 1,00.) acres, each applicant
proposing to plant c< free. The Resident has since
given instructions to the Cliief Surveyor to have
20 blocks laid out in accessible parts of the district,

and tbe.St' u ill be put to auction at* an early date.
I have every reason to believe that the district will
piove to be a planting one, and the fact of its

having a port and its proximity to Penang should be
in its favour.

Mr. Skeat, on the same subject, in his re-

port on Kdang, says:—Tlie land demarcated dur-
ing October comprised 101 lots, aggregating .llo

acres. The balance of land nndemarcated bus
now been reduced to l,by.5 acres, 'll!'. E. V-
Carey took np 500 acres on the Sungei Riiijci

Road, and an application for i!20 acres was also

received on behalf Mr T. Eairliurst for land
adjoining Mr Carey's application. T’he land in

the vicinity has been very- favourably reported
upon by all who have seen it, the soil lying

nearer to the surface and being less fibrons than
some of the laud on this side of the river. The
Sungei Binjei Road, if carried through to Ijoh, should
have as bright a future before it as either the Lan-
gat Road or the .Talan Kabun

;
applications were

also received from Mr Cropley for 5t) acres and from
Yap Ah Boon for 25 acres, of miziing land ai Bukit
Kamuning.

EKUTECTION UE INSECT-EATINE BIRDS.

The extraordinary fluctuations in the figures of

Indian lea as published monthly surely require some
explanation. Various reasons are given for these fluc-

tuation.'’, hut we have been unable to get a sensible

(‘xpianntion, and we do not pretend in this lo solve

the difflculty nor to attempt it, but merely wisli to

draw more attention to the i-ubject as it is bound to

have an unsettling effect on the markets. Havin '

before us the Brokers’ circulars, we quote from them
the following figures dated 2nd October. E.xpoits

from Cacutta, to Great Britain to date, from begin-

ning of the season.

(As per Customs passes.)

lS<)5-<)(i. ]S'.)4-95, bSH.^DI.

('2.S7(),708lb 02, 01U5,1031b 50,738,723

E.xndings in Ijondou during Ser'tember.

181)5. 181H.

11,000,000 18,802,000

181)5.

1), 100,000

181)5.

DF.LIVEItlKS.

STOCK.

1891.

8,931,000

1891.

.33,911.000 31.435.000

Then going on, the same cirnilar gives for four

months, 1st June ti 30tb September

—

IiMl'OIlTS.

KS95. 1891.

38.732,030 ,30,910,000

and deliveries

1895. 1891.

33,628,900 33,981,000

The following letter l)as been addre.ssed to the
editor of The Anjua -.—

Sir,—I have read with much intciest the letters

from Mr. C. French ami Mr. F. R. Godfrey in

your columns pleading for the Artemidiv, or w'ooii-

8wallow.s. Are tliose gentlemen aware tliat the
birds in que.stion .are among tlie worst
l>ests tlie bee-keeper ha.s to contend against
They are now in very great numbei’s in this

district and may be seen Hying about tlie or-

chards .and gardens feeding upon bees.

My attention was drawn to this fact some years
ago liy a neiglibonr, who !iad a large miiiilier

of liives, sliootiiig the binls. On my remoiistraliiig

with him, I was sliouTi a bird just .sbot \vitlino loss

than 17 liecs inside it-. 1 w.atclied t lie birds for some
cnnsiderable time in my own orchard and saw tliem
feeding on the bees, often Hying wit liiii a couple
of feet of a hive to seize a weary liomeward-
boniid worker, evidently preferring tliose well
laden with honey. I .shut seieral and always
found them full of bees.

This year tlie birds are far more numerous,
consequently the a)darist suli'ers to a greater
extent. 1 am well aware of tiie fact that tliese

birds also destroy iio.xious insects in \ery great
numbers, but wlieii an aiiiarist lim’s Ids idies

becoming weaker and weaker, and at last dis-

covers tlie wood-swallow to b(> tb(' cause, can it.

be wondered <at if be proteids liiiii.self liy destroy-

ing tliem? I slioiild iiiiicii like tn learn if

apiarists in other districts have siiirered in a
similar manner.— J am, Ac.,

EllWAIM) A. I,. VlKU.S.SICUX.

(Irammar Scliool, llerwick.

(
iLOSET^t, I'rinals, Night Commodes, fktables,

J Kennels, Ac. slionld be lightly ilreilge<l

(after cloaiisiiig) wdlli (bVi.VKKTzs 1,7 per ceiu-

CakhoMC Row iii;i!, to destroy had odours and
to kill or keep away insects. 'I’li'' most cHoctive

preparation. In Hi.. I lb. and 2Hi. dredgers, at.

6d., Is.', & Is. (id. each, from Chemist.s ami Stores.

r. C. CALVERT & Co., Manchester.

Dining the period any one will observe that the
deliveries this year are slightly under those of 1891

:

the imports have increased by about one million

and three quarters whilst the landings in September
were about million less than in 1891.

'Take October again, the e.xports h\- f'ustoms
passes, were 81,500.189 lb. agiinst 78 300.11511). the
landings in London 19,000.000 against 17.724.000 1b.

in 1891 Imports were 57,744,000 against .'>4,005,000

in 1894 And Stock on 1st November stood at
41,500,000 for 1895 and in 1891 37,0.88,000.

Can anyone reconcile these figures? Please note
the landings in September were 2J million lb. less

than in 1891; the deliveries were practically the
same, .still the stock increased. Again, for Novem-
ber fjoiidon Imports were for 1895, 15,890.0iX) lb.

for 1891, 17,088.031) lb. dfliveiics 12, 10(),000 lb. against
11,932.701. Stock, 45,271.000 Hi. against 13,413,024.

During tlie period, the exports from Calcutta
from an increse of less than a million jumped to

close on live million lb. the figure’ l)cing as under on
2nd October—1895—02,870,7U8 Ui. 1891, 02, o:!'!. 103 0th
December 101,175,250 1b., 90,701.720. iiiul Stock stands
very iimcb as before. We are w II aw uc that all this

inci-easo cannot be shown, but tbo leaps and
bounds, which the crop takes every now and then,
show that the present system of checking figures is

wrong somewhere or else ihat figures and teas as well

are suppressed for some ulterior reason. Taking the
figures of the Indian Tea Association, the amount
available fjjr export is established at 121 million, rut-
ting this into the mamifactming months, say 8. would
give an average outturn of 15 millions monthly.
Now Seplenilier, was a notoriously had month,
and, the presumption, judging from a li'-t of gar-
dens in front of ns, is tliere was loss tea made in

September this year than last. And October was
not by any means extra favourable in the eaily part;

although, undoubtedly, tlie weather was more genial
towards the tnd, yet these hardly could base been
manufactured during that time, say a fortnight.

This gives an iiicrea.se of 30 odd per cent ; aiul

the coueliisioii that iiiu.st occur to any oi.o is, that
tea.s wore held with a viow to forcing the market,
it not for what other reason? Had this occurred in

tlie early part of the season, one could have found
plenty of reasonable excuses, but when the season
for floods and storms bad long passed, tlio matter
assumes quite a different pbaso, and we should be
glad of some reasonable explanation .—Indian riantera'

Gazette, Dec, 28.
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THE COCONUT OIL SITUATION.
Ill tlie lliportar of October “28tli «e poiiite'l

out editorially tiome features in cumiectioii with

tlie jiositiou of coconut oils which seemed t<.>

warrant the coiiclusiou that the market for both

kinds would continue favorable to sellers during

the balance of the year, if not longer, and since

then the course of events has fitlly coutirmed
th.at view. As regards Ceylon oil, the situation,

as e.xplained in our [irevious article, has not

materially changed, but recent develoi»ments in

the market for Cochin oii have lieen decidedly
interesting and important.

It has come to light that •within the jiast ten

days jiractically all the Cochin oil on the spot

has jiassed under the control of two .strong

local houses. .Small stocks are still held by two
other concerns, but the ([uantity is compara-
tively iiisiguilicant and cannot possibly become
a disturbing factor, even if the ]iarties were dis-

jiosed to release tlieir holdings at |nices below
current guotations. Hut they are not so in-

clined, particularly as the oil is in demand and
saleable at full figures, and the immediate out-

look, at least, is a promising one. The nego-

tiations which culminated in the acquisition of

the supplie.s of Cochin oil, as stated, were con-

ducted sii ([uietly that few in the tiade were aware
of what was being done until the purpose aimed at

had been accomplished. In making these )mrchases,

the houses in (piestion were guiiled by what they
deemed a favorable opportunity to make a sale

investment, ami since the deal was consummated
the market has responded by an advance,
supplemented by increased firmness. 'I’he (juantity

that changed hands and the i>rice paid for the

goods have not been disclosed, though several

hundred tons are said to he involved, and it is

surmised that five and a half cents was the ligure

agreed upon. What lends special interest and
significance to the.se transactions is the fact that

virtually all of the Cochin oil due here this season

has already arrived ami passed eithei' into con
siini|)tion or under the control of the three or

four oi)erators alluded to, leaving the market at

present with only a moderate supply. Further-

more, the offerings from primary markets are

\ery limited, and prices there are graduall}’

haulening. According to cables received thi.s week
from London, stocks there are considerably re-

duced, and it costs all of six and a (|uarter

cents to buy there and lay down Cochin oil hero.

Mail advices show that the stock of coconut
oils, all kinds, held in London on the 1st of

November 'was 770 tons, against 968 tons on the
1st of October and 1,1U7 tons on the 1st of

September, thus indicating a steady demand with
diminishing receii>ts. '1 he imiuiry for coconut
oils, particularly Cochin, has recently iminoved,
and most of tln»se dealers who are usually well

e(|uipped to meet all requirements have liitterly

been inconvenicnceil by curtailed sup[)lies of

Cochin oil. While this has nut been true, to the

same extent, of Ceylon coconut oil, the market
has been seasonably active, and as .stocks are

under firm control prices continue steady and the

general situation in that oil is characterized by a
liealthy tone.

The higher quotations now ruling for Cochin
oil on the spot, aie therefore due partly to a

better consumptive fleniand, combined with in-

creasing strength abroad, and partly to the fact

that local supplies have been concentrated in strong
hamls. ITesent holders contend that existing con-
ditions justify still further additions to cur-

rent values, and there ate reasons for believing

that by degrees the price will be raised to a

point more in harmony with the import cost. In
doing this the trade will, of course, bear in

mind that, while even partial relief to the
market cannot immediately be expected by di-

rect shipments from Cochin, holders in London
are in a iiosition to s^iare moderate quantities,
jirovitled they can obtain satisfactory i»rices. It

follows, therefore, that should the movement
here continue in an upward direction, the limit
will have been reacheil when values touch or
clo.sely aj)|)roxiniate the cost to land the oil from
London. At that centre the imports of coconut
oil for the first ten months of this year were
8, HU) tons, compared with 2,48(1 tons for the
corresponding period in 1894; 2,464 tons in 1893,
2,70o tons in 1892, o,(f7S tons in 1891 and 3,.345

tons in 1890. The returns do not indicate what
proportion of this is Cochin or Ceylon oil .—-New
York DriKj lic/jorter, Nov. 25.

WYNAAU PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Proceedings of a general meeting held at Pootha-
coolie Bungalow, on Wednesday, 18th December, 1895.
Deputation to the Viceroy.—A circular from the
Secretary of the V. P. A. S. I. giving the Viceroy’s
answer to the deputation was laid on the table.

The Honorary Secretary stated that after the de-
putation to tlie Viceroy, Messrs. Acworth, Hamilton,
Sprott and himself had met and passed I'esolutions
to tlie following effect:—!. That in the opinion of
the deputation, the answer given by the Viceroy was
so far satisfactory that no further action need be
taken until His Excellency had returned to Calcutta
and had sent in a definite reply. 2. That inasmuch
as His Excellency the Viceroy had staled that he
believed that there were many Weighty opinions
against the necessity of givi, g advances at all, we,
as representatives of the community, put it on record
that m our unanimous opinion thie giving of some
amount of advance when making contracts for Ubor
was an absolute necessity. 13. Proposed by the chair=
man, seconded by Mr. C. A. Mackenzie and carried
miauimously that this Association endorses the actioit
taken by the Honorary Secretary and records its
opinion that the giving of some form of advance
is necessary.

TEA AND COFFEE GROWING IN ElJt.

AN UNSUCCKSSFUL KXI’EKlMENT.

The Fiji Tiiiten quotes a reference which ap-
peared ill our columii.s regarding a farewell din-
ner to Mr. Stephens, eldest son of the Patriarch
of Doloshage, on the occasion of hi.s leaving Fiji.
Our South Sea contemporary says :

Mr. Stephens will leave Fiji in the R.M.S “ War-
riraoo ’ on 3rd proximo on his return to Ceylon, a
disappointed man. That ho should be so, is only na-
tural, considering that he has spent about fifteen of
the best years of his life in this colony in the en-
deavour to grow tea and coffee at a profit. He has
finally abandoned all hope of being able to bring the
enterprise to a successful issue, labour troubles being
the chief difficulty. We in common with the many
well-wishers of the colony deplore his departure ex-
ceedingly. We understand that he has been offered
an appointment in his first home, Ceylon.

HFAFMPQQ e.ssay desciiliing a really
ULnl ll LGO 1 genuine (Ain; fur Deafness,
Ringing in Ears, Ac., 110 matter how .severe or lou«>--

staudiug, will lie sent [lost free. -Artilicial Ear-
qrum.s and similar a])pliances entirely superseded.
Addre.ss THOMAS KE.Ml’E, VicioitiA Cii.vM-

cEEis, 19, Southampton Buildings, Holbofn
London.

’
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INDIAN TEA SALES.

(From Watson
,
Sihthorp d: Co.'s Tea Report.)

Calcutta, 24th Dec. 1895.

There was a good general demand in
.
the sales

held on the 20th instant. Prices for all kinds ruled
rather irregularly, but without quotable change, the
tendency being slightly in favour of buyers. 16,986
packages changed hands.

The average price of the 16,986 packages sold is

Ajj. 7-0 or nearly 7i|d per lb. as compared with
15,552 packages sold on the 2Uth December 1894 at
As. 9-10 or nearly lOd per lb. and 10,859 packager sold
on the 2lst December 1893 at As. 6-10 or about 8fd
per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 21st December from
here to Great Britain are 106,362,937 lb. as compared
with 101,035,102 lb. at tbe corresponding period last

season and 99,178,598 lb. in 1893.
Note—Last Sale’s average was As. 7-7 or nearly

84d per lb.

Exchange—Document bills, 6 mouth’s sight Is

2-l-32d.

Fueight—Steamer—Tl-11-3 per ton of 50 c. ft.

(From William Moran d- Co.’s Market Report.)

Calcutta, 24th Dec. 1895.

TEA.—The last tea auctions for 1895 were held
on Friday, the 20th instant, when 17,528 packages
Were offered, of which 17,062 packages were sold.

The sale comprised a large quantity of brown and
common descriptions, which were rather easier in

lone; finest were also in rather less demand, while
medium kinds remained unaltered.

The next auctions are fixed for the 3rd prox.

TOTAL quantity OF TEA PASSED THKOUGH CALCUTTA
FROM 1st APRIL TO 21sT DEC.

1895. 1894. 1893.

Great Britain 106,553,484 100,963,271 98,178,598
Foreign Europe 242,782 209,041 351,519
America 1,008,146 481,707 261,833
Asia 3,649,352 8,384,609 2,275,030

Australia 6,879,771 4,462,083 5,059,720

117,333,535 109,500,711 106,126,700

INDIAN PATENTS.
Calcutta, the 28th November, 1895,

Applications in respect of tbe undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed, during the week ending
23rd November 1896, Under the provisions of Act
V of 1888
For Improvements in Tea Leaf Rolling Machines.—

No. 361 of 1895.—Samuel Cleland Davidsou, of Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, Ireland, Merchant, for

improvements in tea leaf rolling machines.
Specifications of the undermentioned inventions

have been filed, under the provisions of Act V of

1888
For Improvements in Apparatus for Withering

Tea Leaf.—No. 145 of 1895.—Robert Thomson, of

Kinning Park Engine Works, Kinning Park, in the

County of Renfrew, Scotland, Engineer and Tea Planter,

for improvements in apparatus for withering tea leaf.

(Filed 1st November 1895.)— TmVof.n nml Eris/ern

Enfiineer.

THE IMPERIAL TEVLON TEA
ESTATES, LD.

We learn that Iuvernes.s and Edinbnrgli e.slates

have been aci[uired by Mr. Megginson on behalf

of this Company, tbe agents of which arc Messrs,

,1. Whittall & Co. in London and Me.ssrs. Wiiit-

tall vN Co. in Colombo. Tbe estate.s wbieli this

Company have now arranged to juirehase are its

follows:—
,

Total Culti- p
.

acreage, vatcd.

Inverness and Edinburgh 432 392 f38,C00

AGRICUI/IURIST.

Biuoya
Mottingham
Nonpareil

[J'AN. I, 1 896.

020
258

441

1

220

)

£26,703

549 402 £8.0(MJ

(coffee & teia)

,168 1,455 .£67,703

lany are

avenue, E.C.; C. S.

Lott., 9, Feuchurch-aveiiue, E.C.; S Gray, 9, Tre-

gothiian-road, Clapham
;

C. R. Shaw, 92, W’impolc-
street, W. ;

A. Thomson, 9, Fenchurch-aveuue, E.C. ;

F. R. Cave 23, Clarendon-gardens, Maida Vale
;

-J.

Stevens, Loch Goil, Romford.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
The Creole (red) rice of Louisiana is pronounce .1

by the Government chemist at W'ashingtou to be the
richest of all rice in nutrient properties. This is no
new thing, for its merits have been fully appreciated
for a century past iu the Southwest. In that loca ii.y

it is given preference over white rice, and in view
of the fact above noted and of its cheapness, ought
to command a greatly extended patronage in the

North aud West.

—

American Grocer. Dec. 4.

Rdy.vl Gardens, Kew.—The Bulletin of Miscella-
neous Information for November has the following
contents:—Ai Camphor; Botanical Nomenclature;
New Oi'chids, 15; Begonia Disease; Ratia from
West Africa (continued)

;
Diagnoses Africanai, IX;

Sumach; Liberian Coffee; Micellaneoiis Notes:

—

Funeral of M. Pasteur, Botanical Magazine, Index
Kewensis, Kew System of Greenhouse Construction,
Rosa wichuraiana. West Indian Frog at Kew, Spot
Disease of Orchids, Arabian Objects for Museum,
Pictures of the Lake, Select Extra-tropical Plants,
Cape Herbarium, Camphor, Shade Tree for Coffee,

and,Crop of Cider Apples.

ThK COFKEt; INDUSTHY OX HAWAII, says the
Planters’ Monthli/, is being pushed forward by ns
energetic and intelligent a class of men as ever en-
gaged in pioneer work. They, however, labor under
drawbacks of various kinds, which only time and
perseverance can overcome. This industry requires
five years to bring it into a paying condition ; and to

succeed, the pioneers need not only perseverance, but
ample means to carry along ttieir load, until the crops
begin to come in treely, when brighter prospects will

follow. No better coffee is anywhere raised than
Hawaiian, and this fact alone should give firm as-

surance as to the ultimate result. All who have used
it, both here aud iu other countries—some many
years—are unanimous in the opinion that for deli-

cious flavor and for permanent health-growing (jua-

lities, t'lere is no equal to the pure Hawaiian coffee.

Still, the amount for export this year will be small,
as none of the new plantations are yet five years
old

;
but in 1896, better returns may be expected.

Gumming in Fruit Trees.—In Mr. Iggulden’s very
interesting remarks on Peach tree failures he says,
“ French experts think gumming is caused by tbe sun.”
While I think it may do so iu Fr ance, I think cold may
be one great cause of gumming iu FiUgland, as we
generally find a great deal more after severe winters,

and I think the Dursting of the cells, while the sap is

freezing, has more to do with it than is gener.ally

supposed. The chief cause in Peach liouses, as Mr,
Iggniden says, is bursting tbe cells by injury from
wires, or knocking the bark off by tools

; but in cacli

case tbe cells are burst, and the gnm exudes out, and
if this gum is left on tlie bark it injures it to such an
extent that it has tlio appearanco of canker, and if it

drops on to a sound biaucli it injures the bark there, if

the shoot is a young one with thin bark. 1 am quite
aware tliat gumming is suppo.sed to be caused by the
Coryneum fungus. But is this fungus the first causo
of gumming ? or does it breed spontaneously iu tbe
sap after it has exuded ? If so, tho droiiping of tbe
gum (with the fungus in it) on to another branch
would cause gumming there by rooting into the bark
and into tbe sap. I find Plum trees on a north wall

that have had no sun are badly affected.—J.L.—
Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener.
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.
{Furnished hy the Cha-mhcr of Commerce).

Colombo, Jan. 0, 189G.

Exchange of London, Closi-ng Bates, Bank Sellimj

Rates \—On demand 1/2 1-;12 to 1-16; 1 months’ sight

1/2 1-16 to 3-32; 6 monthi’ sight 1/2J. Bank Buyiny
Rates '.—Credits 3 monthb* sight 1/2 3-16; 6 months’
sight 1/2 7-32; Ddets. 3 months’ sight 1/2 7-32;

mouths’ sight 1/21 ,

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment 011 the spot

per bushel, R16 to 17.— nominal. Estate Crops in

Parchment, Jan; delivery, no quot.. Plantation
Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt, KB2
to 83.—nominal. Plantation Estate Coffee f.o.b.

Liberian parchment; Garden and Chetty Parchment

;

Garden and Chetty Coffee f.o.b.—All these are no
quotations. Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt. E70.—uoml.
Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week; Broken

Pekoe, per lb 55c. Pekoe per lb 38c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 30c Broken mixed and Dust, per

qi 29Ci—Averages of 18th December, 1895.

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine
per lb IJc. to 3c.—li to 3i %.

C.tRDAMOMS.—per lb 80c. to Rl'50.—Nominal.
Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt. R14-S7 to 15'25.

Dealer’s oil per cwt.—no quotations. Coconut oil in

ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton R332'50 to 333 75.

—

Buyers.
Copra.—Per candy of 5G0 lb R40‘00 to R47'50.
Coconut Cake ; (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R40 to 51-25.

Cocoa.—(Unpicked A undried) jier cwt, R30 to 42.

Do f.o.b. do
;

Kogalla per cwt. R7 to 19.

(Col. side ,, RG’OOtolt).
only f.o.b. 64c.—Noml.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb tile.—Noml.
Plumbago ;—Large Lumps per ton, R150 to 330.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips per ton,

R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Ebony
; per ton.—No Sales.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7'00 to R7‘90.
Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7’75 to R8T0.
Coast Calunda per bushel, R3T5 to R3'35.
Muttusamba per bushel, R3‘85 to R3'85.
Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel, R2 90 to 3T5.
Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, R10 50.

Freights.

Coir Yarn.—-Nos. 1 to 8

Cinnamon.—

N

os. 1 A 2

Cargo.

OS’-*
** T3 05

H 5 H

York
CO

u
S “

(C
©

S

4-*

03

t-i

- a

a s
9 05

H 0 05

P-ll-J

<0

Qi a S
©
Qi

CO V)

w pq
s. d. .V. d. 5 . d. n. C. s. d.

Tea 22/6 , 2->l 25 22/6

Coconut Oil 20/ , 2.5/ 25 22/6

Plumbago 22,'t; . 25/ 25 22/6
Coconuts in hags .

.

. 23/ 25 22/6
Other Cargo , , , 255/ 25 22,6
Broken Stowage 1 1/3 . 2.5/ 25 22/(i

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil .. .32/6

Plumbago . . 32/6

New York rates per steamer
12/6 (ct), 15/ above London rates.

with transhipment

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittambalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

Colombo, Jan. 8th, 1896.

Garden Parchment :— R15'00
Chetty do ;— 15‘50

Native Coffee ;— .IS'OO

do f.o.b. 70'00

Liberian Parchment, 13’00

do Coffee, C.T‘00

CvUDAMOMS.— 0'70

Cocoa.—(nominal) 3.'i00

Rice.—Market is quiet

;

Kazla
Soolye
Callunda
Coa.st Callunda
Kurnve (New)
Mutt,u.s.Tmba

Cinnamon.—

Q

uoted Nos. l

.IS cents per lb (nominal)
HIFS.-^R75 00 per candy (no^iinal)

to 15 ’25 per bushel
to lO'OO do
to 50'00 per cwt
to 04 ’00 do
per busliel (nominal)
jier cwt
to 2'00 per lb (nomin.al)
to 45 00 per cwt do

R6’50 to G'75 per bag
7 ‘00 to 7 '.50 do
7'75 to 8-00
3 ’00 to 3 '06 per bushel
2-75 to 2-87 do
3'25 to 3'.50 do
to 4, at 54c and No.s. 1 and 2 ;.t

Coconuts.—Ordina ry
do Selecteil 40'00 to 43‘00

Coconut Oil.- is oq to 15-12
Copra.—Market steady;—

R35-00 to 38’00 per 1,000 (nomin.al)
do do

per cwt do

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

ICbony.— quotations at
Sa'i IN wood.-cubic feet
llAl.MILLA.— do

R40'50 to 47'00 per candy
44-00 to 46-00 do
39-00 to 43-00 do
65-00 to 75 00 per ton
80-00 to 85-00 do
55-00 to 00-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do

- — -— — 1 *25 to 1 *50 do
Kitul I'lBRK.- Quoted atR30-00 per cwt (nominallPalmyra FiBRE.-Quoted nominally;-
.lafiiia Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)

<lo Mixed 1117*00 to 18-00
Indian do R7*00 to 9*00
Bo Cleaned 10*00 to 14*00

Sapan Wood.—Quoted 60 00 to 70 00
Kerosine Oil—American 7*25 to 7*50

do Russian 3*35 to 3*40 i,.n
Kapok.- Cleaned f. o.b ;— 27*00 to 27*50 (nominal)

do Uncleaned O'OO to 6-50 (Scarce)
Croton Seed 13*00 to 17 00 do

Nux. Vnomica 2*50 to 3*00 per cwt

per cwt.
do

per ton
Per case
per tin

CKYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION.
1894 - 1895 .
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MARKET RATES FOR
( Prom S. Figjis tC* Co,'s Fortnightly

OLD AND NE
Frlii Cnrre.nl, Linljn,

PRODUU rS.

/SY/t December, ISOo.

}

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylon, Madra?

Coast aiui Zanzibar.
QUALITY. 'quotations

ALOES, Socotiiiic

Zanzibar & Hepatic
BARK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow .

Mauritius Madagascar.
CAMUnOK, China

.Japan
CARBAMOMS-

Allepee
Mangalore ...

Malabar
Cevlou
Teilichetry

Mysore

I.ong Ceylon

CASTOR OIL,

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CINNAMON,

1st!

2nd:

1st.'

2ml
3r'l!

4ths & 5th:-

cnipi

CLOVES, Zanzibar (

auJ Pemba.

„ STEMS
COCULUS INIHCUS ..

COFFEE

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted..

SbISoNS BLO«)i>. Zoi;

GALLS, LussoraUat lurice.'

QINUKR. ( alicut

Cochin Bojg"..

Bengal Rough

qUM AMMOMACDM ..

ANI'O. WaaheU ..

serupo.l..

AP.AHC E.I. & Aden..

Ghatti ..

Amrad oli <

Madras
assafcetida

KINO .••• ••

myrrh, picked
Aden sort.-

OLIBANUM, drop..

t *

pickings..

siftings

)IARUHBER ... ;•

It Afr.can Ports, Zanzi-

and Mozaiu. ique t-Oasi

Assam

Rangoon

* Bladder 1’>P®
X’nise...

Grood and Hue dry liver

lommon an 1 eood
Ledgeriaiia cdiips

Original stem
tenewed
Chips
Sli. sof. to gd. hard brig.

Dark to fair

Pair to fine

I
Fair average cpiality

. £3 lOs a £0

. 30s a 8 's

. t a 3^ i

.11 fd a od
i2l a 4td

di’ a 21
£/ lOs a

.'£6 a £7

.‘£6 10s a £7
1
197s Oil

201s 3d

£S

ii'air to fine cl ppe ! .. Is a 2s 6d
‘Sold, bright, f.iirt I fine . is lOd a 2.s 8d
Clipped, bold bright fine

.Middling, stalky A lean
Good to tine

Brown sh
Pair to fine pmp. cl pi.

,, ,, small
Shelly to good .

.

See.ts

A’hito

‘'air and good pale
Pair to fine brigiit

Ord’y. and middling
ird'y. to tine quili

Woody and hard
fair to Good

Fair to fin- brig'i'

Common dull and m xecJ

Jommoii to good
Fair sifted

Bold to fine bold c dor
Midding to fine mid
Low mill and low grown
Jtood to fine brigli. sou e

irdinarySc vuidd ing
Fine fresh
Fair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ..

Fair to fine dark blue ..

iood white and green .

.

Good to fine bsld
Small and meliiiiu

Common to fine bold ..

Small and D’s
Fair to goo I

Blocky to line clean
Picked lii.e pale in s .rl

Part yelloa & mix ) 1 d
Bean & Pe.i size ditto
Amber and red bol I

Medium & bol 1 sj -t-

Good to fine p ile frost.-

sifted

Sorts, dull red to fair ..

Good to fine piles lecte
Sorts middling c i g m
Good and fine pa c

Reddisli to pale brow,. ..

Dark to fine p ,1 j

Fairto 1 ne pinx; bloci.
and drop

Ordiuarystoiiy to m dlin^

Fair to line bright
Fair to fine pale
.M.ddling to good
Fair to fine white
Reddisli to m dd ing
.Middling togjodp lb- ..

Sliglitly foul to liii •

Red hard clea . ball

White son i.-li ditto

Unripe root
Livei a,id Lamu Hall ...

Sausage, ordin irylj an
' without stick.'

Good to line

Coiiimoii foul & miadliiig

Fair to good clean

Good totinepiiiky itwn t

Fair togood b.acx

j
goo.l to fine pale

\dutk to fair

Clean tUm to fine bold..

Dark mlicd totiuepa'e..

1.' 8d a 2a 3il

fs 3 I a Is rid

(31 a Is 8J
Oil a Is 4 1

Is 9d a 3i 0(1

is 21 a I.' 5,1

Is Id a 2s 1 Id

2s a 2s 2d
2.fl a .3d

aid a 2iit

30i a 35s
20.a 39-

Aid a 1.S 3 1

)d a Is Id
S.pl a is

7id a 9jd
3d a 3id

2 15-lOtl a 2id
IJd u2d

id

is a 12s

105s a 112s
.37s Od a 104s
.35s it 09s
Os a 2 Js

7s a Ss

)0s

20s a 32s
20s a 5 3s

Os a 55s
Os a 47s 01
iSs a 70s
32 1 tf.l a .57 s Od
J is a 37s

,0s a 33s

tSs a 22s
iJs a .5os

29 a eu
28 I IS a £315'
21 a £7 los

123 a £7
C4a 127

12s od .1 50s
>2s 6 I a lOj
tOs a 50s
2s Od a 37s Od
js a 50s
;7s 6 I a 32s
2 3s a 33s Od

4 3 a 89

'

15s a 40s
£25 a £39
£4 10.S a £6
GO , a 1 0

•

3os a 55s
20i a 25s
is a 14 s

9s a 13 ‘

2s Id a 2s 5‘d
Is Sd a 2s 2.1

lOd a Is 5.1

IS 81 2s 2 1

Is 3d a 2s

2s 1 1 a 2s 4d
Is 7,1 112.21
.-1,1 a Is 5,1

I, 01 a 2s 2 1

2s 21.1 2.0,1 i

Is ri.l a 1. lOd
21 a 2i 9.1

10(1 a la 8 1

Is 8d a 2s Oil

d a Is 3d

EAST INDIA.
j

Bombay, Ceylon, .Madras
Coast ami Zanzibar.

|

QUALITY.

Ktirraoh ' Lcif

INDIGO Bengal

Knrpili

.Madra

QUOTATIONS.

. G jod and fine pale
Re i pan thin
i.Miildling to tine Ti)let...i

Or linary to m iMIi ne

3s 01 a .3h 2d
Is 8 I a 2s 4'1

4s 0 I a 5i 2d
la a Is 3i

I.

Fairt igoo'i rs Idish violel
‘ r.linery and middling I, !. 7j

{D ry Leaf) Mid lling to good
' ^ ®

Low to or I nary

close & wide
Hard ,,

Soft ,,

Sound soft
Sli def.to fine sound soD
Sh iky to fine so. id s I. sfl

l)e''eetlve, p irt hard
Thill to thick to sd. aft

IVORY—Elephants’ Teeth
6.' lb & upwards ... Soft sound
over 30 & under GO lb

60 a 100 lb.

Scnvelloes
Billiard Ball Pieces 2^a3Jin

Bag I telle Points
Cut P iiiCsfor Balls ...

M xe t Points & Tips...

Cut Hollows
Sen Horse Teeth — ...

I a li lb. -Straight erke I
pa't close

MYRAKOLANES, Bombay Bhimlies I, goo.l & fine

pale

,, If, lair pickings
Jubble. Orel, good & fine

pale

I

,, If, fair rejecli ms
jVingjr as. good and fine

Madr.is, Upper Uod.iverj Good to fine picked
Common to middling ...

Fair ...

P'C. ill's ... Burnt and defective
MACE, Bombiy .. Dark to good bold p ile .

VV’J Coin, diirkto line Ool I

.SUT.MEGS, ,, ... ri-Vs a Si's

90's a 12o's

Fair to good bol 1 fresli

Ordinary to f.air

Bnglit Cl good liavour .

"jls 7'i a 2s lOd
' Ifd a Is 5 1

i», Upper Uod.iver;

I » t »

Coa>t ... .,

SUN VO.MICA
ML, Ct.S.VA.MO.S

CITRONELLE
LE.MONGRASS ..

JRCHELLA
(

••

WEED > Zaiizib.ar

Jnozambiqu,

PEPPELt—
Malab.ir, Black sifte 1 ...

AUeppee & Cochin
Tell cherry, Black

PLUMB IG I, L imp

C lip.

Dust
RED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

SANOA . WOOD Logs

„ ,, Chips.,

SEEllLAC
3ENN i. Tin lev dly

Bombay
SHELLS, M.-o’-P.

Mid. to fine, not woidy
Picked clean flat leaf ..

,, wiry

£59 a £6ri

£5 • a £ri2 10.S

£38 a £47
£22 a £3'5 10.S

£9 1 10s a £103
£51 a £ i3

£67 a £76
£.33 a £ 10

£23 a £11

Is a 3s 1(1

7s 61 a 7.S 9(1

•3s Od a 4s

ris 3d a 7s

Is rid a 4s fd
Is 61 a 5s 6d

.3s a 3s fi.i

3s 3 1 a 4s

Is 6 1 a 4s 9il

Is 3d a 3s 9 I

Is 6d a 2.S

11 a 6J
2s 1 1 a 3s 2 i

Is 5 I a 2s
6s a 9s

4 I a Is 31
I.S lOd a 2s
2;-

1

Ilia 1 .3a

I'is a IHs

22s a 32s

Pair to bold heavy
good „ .

I
'2id a 2i(l

large
medium partstou
c licken part stout

oy 'ter & hrjkeii pcs
lUUS.Ol

Fair to fine bright bolil
jg

M (idling to goo 1 small
Dull t" line brigli!

urdina.y to flue b. Ight .

Fair and fin; bold
Goodtofinopinky uoiuliial

Ordinary to fair

Inferior an 1 p eking. ...

Fair to good liavour
luferior to fine

Ordinary to fine brixhi
(food to fine bold green
Fair middling me liuni

Common d ,ra and s ual
rdinar to goo t

.GYPflAN—boll c'ein
medium t in an 1 stou
chiC'Cn, part oy ers

Bombay

—

po or Cofinet.m
els 1. part good coloi

med um and bold sjrts

small and medium sirt.-

Thin au 1 go d ston s in-

Mid to .nobl.icknot tony
Stony a. Ill i.ifcrior

Sorts good m le, heavy
Zanzib.ir and B uuliay Pickings tliiu to heavy ..

Leanisb to fine pluiuj
linger

Fill, fair to line b >ld i) g.
-Vlixe i middling
Bulbs

Liu tall Ceylon
TA-MARI-NDs

TORTOISE-SHELL
Zanzib.ir and B

I'URMERiC, Bengal

Madras

Cochin

vanilloes.
Bourbon,
Mauritius,
Seyclielles,

Madagascar,

Ists

2nds...

3rds .

4lhs.,

mger ...

Bulbs

Fine, cryst’ed 6 to 9 in
Foxy redd sh 6 to 8 in.
Loan & dry to mid. un-

der 6 in.
Low. foxy, inferior a mi
pickings

as a 16.

3s 6 i a 13s
Is 6(1 J 8s 61
2s a Os
£4 a £4 103
70S a 90s
6)s a 70s
JOs a 5Us
£30 a £50
£4 a £S
.3 s a 160s
11 a 81
1 1 a 5^

I

I i a 2; 1

( I a 2 I

Ills a 77s6d
15s a 80s
)2s 6d a 77s rid

7.3s a 82s Od
70s a 85s
77 . 6 i a 87s 6d
70s a 83
40s a 47s 6d
1 7s a 30.S

a Os
Is a 11s
Is a 6s
Hs a 30s
Is a 22s Gd

: s a 83
is a 9.S 0 I

~s a Ss
6s 6d a 7s 6d
7s a 7s 6d
as Od a 7s Od

22 s a 33s
Iris a 24s

12s a 15s

6.S a lO.s
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GRAPE CULTIA^ATION IN COLOMBO.

ZANETTl'S letter whicli apiieared

ill the morning issue of the Ceylon

Obferi'er of tlie 22iu1 November

takes a very liopefiil view of the

ultimate result of the experiment

in vine-culture which is being

carried o:i at the School of Agriculture. The

ability of the vines to withstand the effects of a

copious rainfall—generally supposed to be hurtful

to the grape— was put to a severe test by the

abnormally heavy rains of October, and it would

appear that the plants did not suffer on that

account. We recollect when the proposal to grow
grapes in Colombo was under consideration, that

M. Zanetti slated that in his experience no ill-

effects were to bo apprehended from a wet climate,

provided a proper site was chosen—one in which
the soil was porous and did not become water-
logged. M'e understand that in Australia the vine
thiives in wet disricts where the physical pro-
perties of the soil are favourable to its growth. In
a previous i.ssue reference was made to the vines
grown by Father Assaiiw of the Roman Catholic
.Mission at Wahakotte. These did very well for

a time, but are reported to have been ultimately
killed out by an exce.ssively wet season. After
the late experience at the School of Agricullure,
w’e are inclined to think that it was the tenacious
nature of the soil that made it impossible for these
vines to make any growth during the abnormally
w’et season they experienced, for it is well known
that the grape cannot thrive in cold and stiff’ soils

that are iiractically impermeable to water. The
Jaffna peninsula is generally spoken of ns the most
suitable district for vine-culture, but it is (pie-s-

tionable whether this has been proved to satis-

faction. It is time that there are a number
of prolific vines flourishing in the North, but there

t\ie enterprising householders would seem to

concentrate much of their energy on one or

two vines grown on trellises (so to speak, under
their very noses), giving them as much atten-

tion as any hothouse grapes in England. IVe

have heard that the main difficulty which
the Jaft’na grape-grower has to face is a water
supply for the vines, which for the most part of

the year have to be liberally treated with water
owing to the extremely dry and arid climate
which characterizes the north of the Island. The
test as to w’hether grape cultivation can be made
a successful industry in the Jaffna district

would be to establish a vineyard of say a thousand
plants and see whether anything will come of the

experiment. Under the circumstances in which
grapes are at pre.sent rai.'cd there, it would be

unreaswiiable to infer that viticulture as an
industry will be a success in Jaffna. There are

many trees that we can grow well and force into

fruit in our gardens by .special attention, though
we know that it would absurd to attempt to

cultivate them on a large scale and expect
remunerative results. Let us take the case of

so common a tree as the orange, which is pierhaps

more frequently found in gardens tlian any other
fruit-tree. IVith special attention it can be made
to thrive nlmostany where and fruit excellently, but
there are only a few situations in which one
would be bold enough to attempt orange culture.

It would seem that the good folk of Jaffna had
their attention specially directed to grape growing
(as also to the operation of grafting) by an enter-

prising official ruler with a strong predilection

for agriculture, who by the force of his philan-
thropic nature no less than by the weight of his

official influence, persuaded many of his subjects
ready to follow his advice and example. (Would
that we had more like him!) Indeed, we have heard
it said that it is “ the /ar-sAmn for every house-
holder in. Jaffna to have a grape vine in his

comiiound,” So much the more credit for the

Jaffna hunseholder for the taste he disjilays.

AVe do not, however, mean to affirm that it is

our conviction that Colombo is the best place for

vine-growing, or even to assert that vine-growing
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is bound to bo a success in (Colombo. liuUed, wo
liave not bad sufficient data to go upon to arrive

at such conclusions. AVe can only state that as

far as the c\i)eriment in vine-growing has gone,

the varieties of Australian grapes— some ten in

number—which have been planted in the grounds
of the School of Agriculture have done lemark-
ably well. We have yet to see whether they will

continue to thrive as they have done, and whether
the severe pruning which M. Zanetti has given

them, in accordance with the system practised in

Australia, will suit the vines in their present

situation.

We are glad of one result of this experiment,

and that is, that many enterprising gentlemen

have secured cuttings of the e.xcellent varieties of

grajies vvhich M. Zanetti has introduced into

Ceylon. Some of Ihe.'e cuttings have gone to

Chilaw and ruttalaiu, which have always been

spoken off as suitable places for grape growing.

The system of cultivation in connection with the

experiment at the School of Agriculture has been to

limit the spread ot the vino to the accommodation

afforded by a standard some -ii feet high< It will

thus have to be seen further whether this system

will suit our conditions of soil and climate, in

jdace of training the vine.s on trellises, the common
method in Ceylon. What we should greatly desire?

is to see some of I lie hest-llavoured varieties of

the grape put into t^.e shillful hands of the Jattini

vine-dressers instead of the “ wild grape" which is

hardly worth the esu'vgy which they spend upon

its cultivation. This is a matter which the

(iovernment Agent of the Northern Province

might interest himself in. With the knowledge

of the process of grafting which the people of

Jaffna possess, some of the introduced varieties of

grapes might successfully be grafted on the

vigorous stocks to be found in the North.

o
OCCASIONAL NOTES.

Writing at the eiid of 1S95 wo wish all

our readers “A llapiiy New Year,’’ and trust that

1896 has jirosperous seasons in store for agricul-

turists in Ceylon and abroad, and that it will prove

to be a year of plenty. For ourselves, we shall

make the “fresh resolution” to do all we can,

in our own little way, to further the interests of

Agriculture in the Island through the coming year.

Jn less than a month after the jiruning of the

Vines— referred to in the arlicle on Grape

Cultivation—they have again made rapid growth,

and, this time a fairly large number have init out

blos.som, which, if it set, should give a nice little

crop early next ye r.

The “ Model Earm”—now only so in name

—

is after a long period of neglect again beginning

to look a bit trim. To keej) such parts as are

not under .Mauritius grass in this condition is no

easy macter, considering tliat it has been over-

run by that most troublesome of weeds, the 8en-

sitivo' plant. The m'w manager, Mr. Samara-

nayaka, has, however, made a good beginning in

clearing away brushwood and cleaning the land,

and while gradually extending the cultivated

areas, imiiro\dug such ])ar;s as are a\ailahle foi'

pasture. Tlie extent of the farm is over two

liundred acrcN Tliere an? at in-esent L'd head of

cattle from the Government Dairy at grass there.

Tile only objection to tlie Modid Farm —which is

otherwise a mo.st desirable site, and indeed a very
])icture.squ ! sjiot,—is that a good part of it is

liable to go under water at certain seasons of the

year, but wo will ho])e that before very long the

working out of the Hood outlets scheme will

remove this defect.

IVe draw attention to the first jiart of a paper
written by JMr. Jlollison, on the management of

Dairy Cattle. The writer who rendered such
invaluable help at the inception of tlie Ceylon
Government Dairy is admitted to he tlie best

authority on stock in India. M'e commend Mr.
Mollison's paper to the careful attention of all

those ivho have anything to do with milch cattle.

Agricultural science will be much the poorer
for the loss of I’rofessor Hellriegel, whose name
is .*0 familiar to students of Agriculture, parti-

cularly in connection with the subject of the
relation of the free nitrogen of the air to plant life.

RAIN! 'ALL AT THE SCHOOl^ OF AGRI-
CULTURE DURING NOVl!IMDER.

1 . .
-07 12 . . Nil 24 . . 1 Od

o
. .

-51 1.4 .. Nil 24 . . 1-07
*)
• > . . Nil 14 . . •02 2d . . Nil
4 . .

-42 Id .. Nil 26 . . Nil
•’

. . -27 16 . . Nil 27 . . •0(!

(i .. •1.’) 17 . . Nil 28 . . Nil
7 . .

-02 18 . . •08 2!) . . •I 1

8 . . Nil 19 . . •t)4 40 . . l-d4
!) . . Nil 20 . . Of 1 St D('c •02

10 . . Nil 21 . .
•04 -

1 1 . . Nil •10 Total... 6-42

JIean..T.5
Greatest amount of rainfall in any 2J hours,

.’fOth November, Fd.d in.

Kecorded by J. D. Jayawickr.vma.

EAINFALL TAKEN AT THE SCHOOL OF
AGRICLM/rUHE DURING THE MONTH

OF DECEMRER, 1895.

1 Sundiiy . .
-02 19 Th ursday . 1-09

2 Monday . . Nil 20 Friday . Nil
3 Tuesday •2 21 Saturdav . Nil
4 IVeduesday

t •60 22 Sunday . -04

0 Thursday 24 Monday . o;-!

6 Friday . . Nil 24 Tue.sdav . Nil
/ Satunlay . .

-29 2d M'eduesday . Nil
8 Sunday .. 2-17 26 Thursday . Nil
!) Monday . .

-08 27 Friday . -01

10 Tuesday . . Nil 28 Saturdav . D29
n Wednesday . . Nil 29 Sunday . -di

12 Thursday . . Nil 40 Nlonday .
-56

14 Friday . . Nil 41 TiiesUay 01
14 Saturday . .

-01 •1 M'ednesilay •1

Ld Sunday . . Nil

16 Nlonday . . Nil Total . 7 7 •

»

17 Tuesday . . Nil

18 M'eduesday . .
-92 Mean

.

2d
Greatest amount of lainfall in any L’l laiiirs on

the 8th instant, ‘2-17 inches.

Ib'corde.l by 1 1 MNDiiiru (L DiiAini ADA.s.i.
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TIIK KEliDING Ol’ ANLMALS.

“Jt is obvious 1.lmt so long as a couuLi'y is

sparsely populated and the needs ot the peo[de are

amply su[)plied under a comparative rude system

of agriculture, in which e.vtended area precludes

the necessity for improved methods, there would

he little either of scope or of inducement to study

economy in the feeding of animals, or systematic

practice in regard to it. But as population

increases in proportion to area, there arises the

necessity for increased production over a given

area .”—{Lcnces Gilbert.)

The condition of native agriculture in Ceylon

has been such that the needs of the ])eoi)le

have hitherto been amply supplied by a compara-
tive rude system of rural economy. But it is clear

that as tlie popidation increases and the area

under cultivation becomes limited, such a happy
state of affairs cannot continue, and unless

attem])ts are made to grow a greater variety of

crops, and some attention is given to the such

important (piestions as the manuring of land and

the supply of “artificial” food for animals, the

lot of the peasant farmer must before long

become a very wretched one.

The rude system of managing land and stock at

present in vogue will have to be gradually

improved, if such a I’esult is to be prevented.

To the feeding of animals we are aware that the

native cultivator pays little if any attention,

allowing the stock under his care to roam about

in search of natural pasture and forage for

themselves as best thej' cam But the area under
natural pasture is becoming diminished, and even

the grass that is found in such land as is yet

available has a tendency to become deteriorated.

And, indeed, the results of these changes

are before us. Years ago, there wove many
districts in the Island which raised a strong and
healthy breed of cattle and buffaloes, and where
the cows yielded a fair supply of milk. Any of

the o'lder inhabitants of these once-favoured

districts will bear testimony to the degeneration

that has taken ])lace. Strong healthy bulls and
buffaloes fire now rarely met with, having been

replaced by an unthrifty, undersized breed. The
mild) cattle now hai'dly sujiply sullicient milk to

make it worth one’s while to di’aw' it. The native

cultivator, as is well known, does not recognize the

value of cattle manui’e, and though unable to

ascribe a cause, he sees his lands getting ])00 i'cr

day by day. As it is lieyond his jiower to account

for this change for the worso, he will alternately

blame the seasons and the weather, Imt it often

hapjiens that he is so resigned to his fate that ho

makes no attem[)t to discover any' Cfiuse for the

disappointing results of his operations. In some
cases, he becomes so despondent, that he loses

all energy, and considering it hopeless to attempt

to bring about a better condition of things, he dis-

poses of the few' cattle ho jios.sesses and iibaudons

his bit of land. Xow’, it is clear tluit the native

cultivator must be made to recognize the necessity

for increased production over a given areti for the

introduction of a variety of crops so as to supply

food for man and beast. But it is only gradually'

that his mind can be trained to think in this way,
by' instilling into him the principles of the art

which he professes to practise. Take the case of

the feeding of stock, which is so important a

paatter, since the success of the agriculturist,

particularly in the East, depends so much on the

condition and capabilities of his animals. It

should be recognised that animals have to be fed

differently for the different functions they' are

expected to p'erform, whether for the ptrociuctiou

of me;it or milk or manure, or for the exercise

of force.

Certain foods are characterised by thepn'esence of

some of the essential ingredients greatly' in excess

of others, so that from an economical point of view
and also for producing the best effects of feeding,

mixed diets are necessary
;
and in order to mi.x

foods ])roporly', the composition and cost of

various foods should be taken into consideration.

But before deciding uiion certain mi.xtures wo
should keep in view what is expected of the

animal, whether milk, meat or energy', and with

a full knowledge of the capabilities of the various

foods to help in producing these, we should mix
accordingly.

(To be continued.)

NOTES I'TtOM THE POONA FAIEM.

1 trust the follow'ing notes culled on my late

visit to the Poona Farm will interest your readers.

The Superintendent, iMr, Mollison, so well-known
in Ceylon by' name, is considered an authority on
Agi'icultnre in India.

Of the Improved Ploughs Mi'. Mollison prefers

the Turnw'i’est to all the others for general use in

India. It is interesting to watch how this

plough is worked at the Farm. Two pairs of good
strong Gir bulls y'oked one pair behind the other

arc used for draw'ing it. The ploughing being
begun at one end of the field, after each furrow
is iTiade the animals are turned short and the next
furrow is taken just beside the former one without
leaving any sjiace betw’een them, so that the furrow'

slice from each regularly covers the preceding
furi-ow. Of course at each turn the mould-board
and share are turned to the furrow side. The
ploughing thus begun at one side of the field is

finished right at the other without any' un-
ploughed strip of land being left in the middle;
and the headlands are ploughed last of all.

'2. The Gir bulls used in the plough are the

ones kept for breeding purposes. They are

worked in the morning ami evening and allowed
to rest dui'ing the middle of the day when the

sun is powerful. The animals are all the better

for the moderate exercise they' got in this way,
and ate I hereby better fitteil lo do their work
as stud bulls than they would be when allowed
(o remain iillo. Besides, when four animals are

y.fived t.ogether, the draught is so well divided
among them that the strain on each individual

animal is but slight.

0. It must be noted that it is not every breed of

bulls that can thus be used uncasti-aled foVdraugbt
work e.specially in the ]ilough. 'I'he spirited

kinds such as the Mysore and Docauee are too
mischievous to bo so used without being con-
verted into bullocks ; but Inills of the Gir, Aden
and 8ind breeds, which are naturally docile and
intended lor slow work, can be used unca.strated.

The Krishna Valley', Malwa and Coimbatore
breeds iire also noted as ijlough cattle.

‘I. Tiie majoiity of animals in the dairy' farm
are buffaloes w'hich are preferred, as they yield

richer milk thau neat cattle, and are therefor^
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more prufilable for making huUer. But a

good number of Sind eo\v$ are kept on tbe 'farm,

and these are held in great repute as they are

by far tlie best milkers in Western India.

o. The points of a good milker are :—

a

mild temper, a clean cut ho id, forequarters light

but allowing sullicient room for the heart and
lungs, a large belly, well-sprung back ribs, and
strong massive hind quarters, thus giving the

animal a wedge-shaped appearance when vieweil

lengthwise from the front. The best signs of

milking qualities are, however, to be found in

the udder and the milk vein. Tlie latter should

l;e prominent, /.c., easily noticeable all along the

abdomen until it disajipears at tlie brisket. I'lie

larger the capacity of the udder the better,

ju’ovided it is not lleshy. U should e.vtend

well forward on to the abdomen and come well

Imck between the thighs. The teats should be

large enough to ])crniit the milker to take a good

hold of them. They should be sipiarely set iu

the udder, be of eipial size aud not grouped

together in a cluster but be wide apart. Most of

these points are found iu Sindh cow-^. but the only

defect in tlie shape of the udder noticeable in many
of them is that it is too iiendulou-!. This, however,

is not positive.

6. All the green fodder and hay required for

the dairy animals are grown and prepared on the

farm itself, only the concentrated food such as

oilcake, cotton seed, grains and pulses being pur-

chased. The chief fodder croiis raised there are

Guinea grass. Maize, different varieties of

‘•'Jowari” such as Son//ium vulfjare, Sorghum

S'icchamtu7n,
“ Bajiri,” I’enicillaria spicata, L >

cerne and other iiapilionaceous crops such as

Dolichos wxijlorus.

7. Of these, Guinea grass and Lucerne are the

most important, as they are permanent or iieren-

nial cro])S, and are each the best of their own
kind as fodder. Guinea grass grow.s eipially wi‘11

under the shade of big trees .such as the mango
and banyan as in the open. It also does well in

damp situations if there is no stagn uit water.

If well m inured and regularly watered it can be

cut ten or twelve times iu the year, the mowing
being al ,vays done as close to the crown of the

root as possible. A (Guinea grass plantation has

to be renewed once iu every three years, becau->'

the tufts get overgrown iu that time.

8. Lucerne ranks tir.-t <d (he leguniiiious family

of fodder crops. If free fr.nu disease and iiroperly

attended to as regards weeding, manuring, Ac.,

a lucerne field will last for four or more year.^,

and can be cut ten or twelve times in the year,

its worst enemy is a fungeid liisease wnich

affects the roots- No remedy is known for

this; but prevention must be sought in the

selection of land, method of sowing and general

care of the crop. It is best grown in a deep

friable lime soil on ridges two feet apart, 10 lbs.

of seed being used for an acre. It is .said that

when Guinea grass and Lucerne are grown as a

mixed crop, the latter is less subject to fungoid

disease.

1). When such cereal crojis as Maize and .Sor-

ghum are grown solely for fodder, (ho seed is

sown much thicker than when < hey are intended

as grain crops- 'J'ho ipiality of tie- fodder is

thereby improved bccau.se the -stalks groiv thinner

and more delicate ;
and further, the outturn per

aero increased- Ilie best time to cut the crops

is when they are beginning to flower, as the nutri-

tive propertie.s of the jilant aie then well distributed

throughout the whole plant. Ij iter on the nutri-
tion is more or less centred iu the grain aud the
stems become coarse and woody. When fed on fod-
derciit before flowering, cattle are apt to get hoven
as the cro]) are too green and watery at the time.
Maize grown as fodder is cut when the male
flowers appear.

10. .\ny e.xtra amount of green fodder grown
on the farm during favourable seasons is pre-
.served for after use in the form of hay. Guinea
grass makes the best hay aud ne.vt come the
Sorghums and Millets. Lucerne is not .suited for

this [uiriiosi! because the leaves get very brittle

as the c.'op dries and a large projiortion of them
falls off and is lost. lii hay-making the grass
should not be allowed to get ipiite dry. If a

little of (ho sap is retained a slight amount of
beiielicial fermentation occurs in the stack, a
sweet flavour and fine aroma are developed, and
the hay is thus rendered more agree ible to the
taste and smell. Care should at I lie same time be
taken that (he hay is not stored too moist ; for
then the centre of the stack will be overheated
by excessive fermentation, whilst near the outside
the hay will get musty. 11 ay should be stored
under suitable cover and iu the I’oona farm there
is a spacious shed built for the jmrpo.se.

E. T. HOULL.
2nd November, 189o.

TUB EBRTILITV OF SOILS.

Cl’liOFK.SSOR KiXCH.)

In most published analy.ses of soils the total
amount of nirtrogen and the amount of various
miner.il matters dissolved by strong hydrochloric
acid is stated. Such analyses are useful for some
jmijm.ses, and in some cases are sufficient to
indicate a deiiciency of some particular form of
jdaut food, but they by no means indicate the
amount of av.ailable jihuit footl iu the S()ii. A few
analyses hai'c been made by extracting the soil
with water charged with carbonic acid gas, and a
few in which dilute acetic acid was the solvent
used, the-;c being thought to more nearly rejiresent
the action of the living jdant on the soil,

h’eceiitly an important, advance towards determin-
ing the amount of available mineral jilant food in
a soil has been made by |>r. Bernard Dyer. He
examined the juice or saji of (he roots of about
one hundred difforimt, jilants, belonging to twenty
diller. nt natural orders, as far ns their total acidity
went. No attenqjc was made to determine tlio

actual acid present in each case, but only (he
actual acidity of the root sap. This itself ‘is by
no means an easy task, aud any method used is

liable to errors. However, he found that taking
the average of the wdiole number of jilanls tried
the total acidity of the sap came to rather less
than that which would be jnodiiced by dissolving
crystallised citric acid in water to a strength of
1 jjer cent, of weigdit of the aci<l. Some jdaiits of
the rose order— viz., Gcum and strawberry, also
evening juimro.se aud thrift, Aniwria, had a root
saj) with a higher acidity than this

, whilst tho
roi't, ol h>e)\s, .some mangel.'^, and some grasses
Nvcrc much h-.ss acid. L 'guminoiis jdants, white
clover, red clover, 'uid beaus seemed to develoji a
much less aijid root sap when grown in pots tliau
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when grown in the field
;

possibly they had less

necessity for the acid when in the probably richer

soil of the pots. However, Dr. Dyer determined

to try the effect of a 1 per cent, citric acid

.solution on soils ot known composition and history

to sec if this would really act in the same way as

the acid gap of the roots on tlie phosphoric acid

and potash of the .soil, and S(^ he in .some degree,

at all events a measurer of the available mineral

plant food of the soil.

Soils suitable for testing this point could only

be obtained from one place in the world— viz.,

Rothamsted. Here alone have soihs been under

exact experiment and observation for a sullicient

lengHi of time for their agricultural capabilities

to be accurately knoxMi. From Rothamsted then,

with the kind assistance of Sir John Lawes, were

obtained samples of soil from twentj’-two ot the

barley plots in Hoos Field which have grown

barley tor forty years in succession under various

treatments as to manure, and the exact amount of

the produce from which each year is known, as

well as in many cases the chemical composition of

the produce. The weight of the fine soil of the

plots, calculated to a depth of 9 inches per acre,

varied from about 2 to 2^ million lb. In these

soil samples were determined the amounts of

phosphoric acid and of potash soluble in strong

hydrochloride acid, much as in an ordinary soil

analysis, and also the amounts of phosphoric acid

and of potash soluble in a 1 per cent, solution of

citric acid, which solution was allowed to act for

seven days on the soil. The re.sults obtained

were very interesting and instruci ive. Calculating

them into lbs. per acre of the soil to the depth of

9 inches, they showed that the plots which were

unmanured or received no phosphatic manure

contained from 2,500 to 3,000 lb. of phosphoric acid

per acre, of which from 140 to 280 lb. were soluble

in the dilute solution of citric acid. The soil of

plots which had received phosphates in manure

contained from about 4,200 to 5,400 lb. cf jdio.s-

phoric acid, of which generally from 1,000 to 1,500

11). was soluble in citric acid solution. A plot

w'hich had received farmyard manure for twenty

years, and then been unmanured for eighleen

years, contained 5121b. of phosjdioric acid soluble

in citric acid per acre in 9 inches of soil
;
and .a

plot receiving farmyard manure for the whole

thirty-eight years contained 932 lb. of such

soluble phosphoric acid per acre. The amount of

potash soluble in hyd.'ochloric acid in the soil of

unmanured plots, or those receiving no potash in

the manure, averaged nearly .3,000 lb. per acre :

where potash had been given in the manure ii

averaged about 0.750 lb. per acre to a depth of 9

inches. But with citric acid solution the com-

parative results were far different, the potash

soluble in a one per cent, solution of citric acid

from the soil of plots receiving no potash was

almost always under 100 lb. per acre, whilst from

the soil of plots receiving potash in the manure it

averaged over 800 lb., and was sometimes over

1 000 lb. jier acre. The citric acid soluble potash

in the farmyard manure plot to which the dung

had not been applied for eighteen years was 330

lb. per acre, that in the continuously dunged plot

was 009 lb. per acre. Now there is nearly six

times as much pliosphoric acid dissolved by dilute

citric acid solution from the soil of the plots

receiving phosjjhates as from those not receiving

phosphates, and nearly nine times as much potash

from the potash receiving plots ns from those

wliich had received no potash for forty years. If

these results of soil analyses are compared w'ith

the actual cro])s of grain and straw obtained
during thirty-eight years, it i.s most clearly

brought out tliat those soils in which citric acid

soluble phos^jlioric acid is low are those suffering
from deficiency of available phosphoric acid, and
likewise w’heii the potadi soluble in citric acid
solution falls below a certain limit that the soil

and the crop.s upon it are suffering from deficiency

of ])otnsh. Thus a plot not receiving phosphates
and with 152 lb. of phosphoric acid soluble in one
percent, citric gave a yield in 1889 of 224 bushels

of barley, a ])lot treated in the same way except
that it had 3^ cwt. superhosphate per acre

annually in addition, yielded 1,073 lb. of

phosphoric acid to the citric acid solution, and
gave 35^ bushels of grain in 1889. Such cases

might be repeated many times. In the case of the

j)hos])horic acid it is found that the amount
dissolved of citric acid is roughlj’^ proportional to,

and approximately one half, the amount calculated

to be left in the soil from applications of

phosjihates and not recorded in increase of crop.

From a careful consideration of the whole
results. Dr. Dyer concludes “ that it would not be

unreasonable to suggest that wlien a soil is found
to contain as little as '01 per cent, of phosphoric
acid, soluble in a 1 per cent, solution of citric

acid, it would be justifiable to a.ssume that it

stands in need of jdiosiihatic manure.” This

amount would be ecpuil to about 250 lb. per acre to

a de[)tli of 9 inches. Again, as regards potash, it is

“ more difficult than in the ca.se of phosphoric
acid to draw from the figures any fairly plausible

suggestion as to wliat percentage limit of citric

acid soluble potash should be regarded as marking
tlie non-nece.ssity of special potash applications.

Prohabhj this limit lies below '005 per cent. ” That
is about 125 11). jier acre to a depth of 9 inches.

Tills plan of treatment of soils with dilute

solution of citric acid does undoubtedly give
valuable indications as to the condition of some of

the im])ortant mineral plant foods in the soil, and
is a decided stei) in advance in the macter of soil

analysi.s. We are very glad to know that Dr.

Dyer is extending his observations to the soils of

the celebrated wdieat field (Broadhalt) of Rotham-
sted, where wluat has now grown continuously for

more than half a century.

(To be continued.)

(.'Hi LON WOODS.
rContinued.)

Ill Myristicacem.
109 Myristica laurifolia. Malaboda.
170 ,, irya. Ireya.
113 Lanraceie.

171 (7ry])tocarya Wightiana. Galmora.
172 i’ersea semecarpifolia. Wewarani.
173 Litsea sebifera Hd-mi.
174 ,, zeylanica. Dawal-kuruudu

t Ivudu-
dawulii.

175 ,, ovalifolia.

115 Thymeheacea’.
17(5 Gyrinops walla. Walla

; Patta-walla.
118 Santalaeea'.

177 Seleropyrun Walliehianum. Katu-pamburu.
110 Euphorbiacea).
178 Bridelia retusa. Keta-kala.
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179 Pliyllantlius eiublica. Nelli.

18U ,, imlicns. Karawu.
181 Heinicyclia sepiaria. Wiia.
182 MUcliotlon zeylanicus. Taiiuiiaiina.
183 Aporosa lactiitolia. Pepiliya, Ma-i)at-kobella.

Hainpotta.

184 ,, linilleyana. Kebella.
185 Dimovphocalyx glabellu.s. Weli-weiina
186 Mallotus albus. Bu-kenda.
187 Macaranga toiuentosa. Kenda. Pat-kenda.
188 Chietocaipus castanocarpus. Hedawaka,

Hedoka.
121 Urticacea?.

189 Hol^ptelea iiitegrifolia. Goda-kirilla.

190 Celtis cinnaiiioinea. tliirenda.

191 Trema orientalis. Geduinba.
192 8treblus asper. Geta-netul.

193 Ficus tsiela. Elanuga, Ehetu.

194 ,, gloinerata. Attikka.
195 Artocarpiis nobilis. Del, Wal-del.

196 ,, integrifolia. Ko.s.

123 Coniferic.

197 Cryptomeria japonica.

198 Cupressus seinperoireus.

139 Palmar.
199 Areca cateclm. Puwak.
200 Caryota ureus. Kitul.

201 Coryplia umbraculifera. Tala.

202 Borassus llabelliformis. Tal.

THE MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY CATTLE.

By Mr. James Moleison,

Superintendent of Farms, L'omhag Presidency.

The constitutions of milch kiae at time of

parturition are delicate. Indian cows and buf-

faloes, although in a sense hardier than other

milk breeds, are no exception to the general rule.

Special care should at this time he exercised in

providing suitable food and other comforts. If a

cow or buffalo gives birth either during the

monsoon or in the cold season, the animal must be

protected from inclemency of weather. E.x-

lerienced breeders will provide comfortable shelter

during the wet days of the rainy season or the

chill nights of the cold weather. Acool shady place

will also be found for a newly-calved cow in the

hot season. A recently-calved cow should not

be turned out to pasture iu the blazing sun and

hioh day temperature of March, April and IMay.

Tins practice must be deprecated oven in the

cooler parts of India. During the time a pregnant

milch animal is “dry,” whicli unfortunately

(specially as regards the buffalo) is rather a

Imigthy period, the cow should 1)0 kept in good,

but” not high condition. A good pasture, well

.supplied with pure drinking water and sluuly

trees will ordinarily maintain iu-calf cows in

good’condition. But when the natural pascuragc

fails, supplementary food of nutritive i|uality

must be given. A full yield of milk during the

next period of lactation need not be expected if the

precaution referred to has been neglected. Beyond

thus a fairly liberal allowance of concentrated

food must be allowed for at. least six weeks just

before calving. There is a very great variety of

foods suitable and available for Indian milk cows,

hi the Deccan, kadbi (Ac., Jowari, Sory/tnm

vulaaro, straw) or hay of fair nutritive value are

the usual dry fodders; whilst various oil-cake.s,

cotton seed, dal (Vajanus Indicnx) husk (chuni)

and wheat bran are the more common con-

CttuU'tited foods. Sesamum cake is perhaps the

best jirocurnble oil-cake. Khurdsni or niger-see

cake, though rather objectionable in appearance,

is considered a safe and nutritive food. Safilower

or kimimhi cake, although rather indigestible

owing to the jiresenceof a considerable percentage
of fibrous hu.‘;k has an advantage over otlier cake.^,

iu that it can be bought at a sea.soti whtn it is

cheap and thereaft>» safely stored. It neither

moulds nor turns rancid on keeping. Cattle have
to get accustomed to it, however, before they eat

it greedily. Four to 6 lbs. ])or <lay of e(|ual

weights of oil-cake and bran, in addition to a fair

allowance of dry fodder for the six weeks before

cal viiig, w’ill keep a dry buffalo thriving. Le.ss

will suffice for a cow. A fortnight before calving,

the quantity of concentrated food may, witli

advantage, bo increased to 8 lbs. per day. The
object is to supply the iiregnant animal with
concentrated food of a character wl.ich will not
only exercise a slight la.xative effect but will also

improve the condition, .so that free lactation may
bo expected soon after parturition. If in good
condition, a full yield of milk forced by extra
feeding will not deliilitate the animal as wonitl bo

the case if lean, when due to calve. For a week
after calving, the feeding of the cow should
receive close attention. The food should be of a

laxative character and should not be too rich.

Cotton seed, oil-cake and chuni (liu-k of Cajanus
/ndicus) should be at this time eschewed. There
is no better food for a newly-calved buffalo cow
than a mash consi'^ting of boiled hrijri (Penninetum
typhoideum) to wliich has been added an
equi\'alont weight of bran whilst the cooked bdjri

was still hot. Five pounds each of bdjri and bran
will, with the ordinary allowance of dry fodder,

provide sufficient ration for a day. Two oz. of

salt addetl to tlie m.a.sh will make it all the more
])alalable. Good fresh green liay is at this time
preferable to kadbi {joirdri, Soryhum rulyorc,

straw) and if a limiteil allowance o^' green fodder,

say 15 lbs. per day, can be givmi, the ration will

be improved. Thus the ration for a day of a

newly-cal ,'(!d buffalo would consist of

—

8 to 12 lbs. of good hay.

15 lbs. of green grass or other green fodder.

5 lbs. bran j as a

5 \hs. bdjri (Pennisetinn typhoideum)
|

hot

2 oz. salt j mash.

A cow should receive about fials of this ration.

Immediately after calving, a hot drink made up
of a thin gruel or /I'rtq/i of ground bajri and bran
with a handful of salt tends to cause tin; after-

birth to come away (piickly.

In Enrojie, deej) milking cows are liable to milk
fever which is mo.ff in-evalent among heavy
milking cows proilucing their 2nd or 3rd calf.

yVs a ])roventive, should there 1)0 any risk of milk
fever, the cow is drenched with linseed oil and
Epsom salts repeatedly during the week before

calving. The practice, which does not seem to

be necessary with Indian cattle, simi)ly because

they are generally poor milkers, is elVoidive,

because the laxative medicine kcep.s I ho bowels

0[)en and prevents any undue secretion of milk.

Under the most favourable conditions an Indian
cow or buffalo will not yield the full (|uantily of

milk for a week or 10 days after giving birth,

'I’heu the full yield may be expectcal and ordinary

food may be given. A buffalo in full yield

requires to be specially well fed. 1 do not think,

however, that any quantity beyond 18 lbs. pet
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•lay of concftil rnU‘(l food uill iiici'capo (lie mill;

yi(!ld apjirocialily. A imidcraU'-sizod liulTulo^iv in;^

over MO tlis. of milk jier diiy (a (iiiuutily sullicient

to make M 11)?. of butter) need not get a larger

ration. Any e.vtra ijuantity of food ^\Ollld be

Avaste<l. A large framed Jafferaba<l buft’alo

require.? a larger ration than the smaller sized

Hurat buffalo ; and moreover the former in llie

Deccan are less profitable, because tbey require a

greater (|unntity of concentrated food and fodder

to produce a given quantity of milk, yimilarly

a tiir cow, because usually of large size, I'equires

to be moi'e liberally fed than the smaller sized

Aden. The latter 1 have found to give an ecpial

yield of milk to larger breeds on such less food.

It is clear that no liard and fast lines can be hiid

down regarding the feeding of cow.s and buffaloes

in milk. An expei-ienced stock owner will very

soon detennine the (piantity of food that can
ad vantiigeously be given to atiy one of his cows
or buffaloes. With good management either a

good cow or a good buffalo will, in India, milk u])to

the full capacity for four or th e months after

calving, iind during this jiei'iod thei'e shoidd be

little or no change in tlie daily ration. A milch
animal has a ])alate. however, and occasiomil

N iu'iety in ihe food is often desirable. If milk
cows are fed from month to month witli i)recisely

the same food they sooner or later may reject it

altogether or eat it with le.ss greed and relish.

An occasional change in the I'ation is, therefore,

expedient. For this purjjose diil {Vajami^ i/idicus)

husks (chuni), if not regulaidy given, can with
advantage be substituted twice a week for laot

of the other food and occasionally cru-hcd
linseed J lb. per animal, jicr day, may be

siinilaily given.

A milk register will, if carefully ktqit, show at

once when the milk yield begins to diminish. A
daily record of the milk yield of each animal
furi’ishes u.?eful data. A glance at the figures

will show when there has been any irregularity

or disturbing cause to re-act on the milk yield.

Moreover, if cal•efulI_^ kept, it is a true guide as

to the value of different animals. One cow may
milk well to begin witli, but the yield rapidly
flimini.'h. Another cow may yield -steadily fm- a

long lime and be much the more valuable .and

profitable animal of the t.wo, although jn’oducing

at no time an abnormally high yield. The milk
register will al>o indicate whether the manage-
ment of the cows has been good, and moreover
furnish dat.i which will enable the farmer to

discard one cow' whiDt he I'etaiins anotlier because
the latter has been proved to be the more profitable.

When the peroid of lactation has -somewhat
advanced and there is evidence of a lessening milk
yield, the ration should also be dimini.'^hed. It

may be necessary to change the food at beast once
a month. The change will be regulated to some
extent by the size and condition of the animal, but
the main consideration is ho\y much milk did the

cow give during the previous month. An average
buffalo gi)’ing 18 lbs. of milk

}
er day ;ind

suckling her calf should have the ration noted
below. I have found it both good and liberal: -

Dry fodder . . . . 16 to dO Its.

Cotton seed . . . . . . 4 .,

J „
Oil-c.ake

. . . , . , . .
.‘5

(husk of ('(danm tndicus) M ,,

Halt . . . . . . . . 2 oz.

The cotton seed, clnmi (husk of Cajavun indieux)

and bran with salt added shoiihl be moisrened.

The oil-cake, broken into pieces, at most an inch

in diameter, may be placed on the top of tiie

moistened mass but not mixed through it. The
concentrated food should be given in two meals
and at milking times. This is jierhaps a bad
])iactice whicli, however, cannot be avoided.

Indian buffaloes and cows have been so accustomed
to get the food whilst being milked that without
it they refuse to let the milk down. The enjoy-

ment of eating doubtless induces a placidity of

dis])Osition at the time which premits the t/avti

(milkman) to milk rapidly and extract more milk
than he otherwise wmiild, especially from those

animals which are umusually irritable and frac-

tious. Two-thirds of the dry fodder should be

given at night, the remainder in the forenoon.

The cows should be milked at regular stated

hours, and there should be no deviation there-

from under any circumstances: 6 a.m. and o p.m.

are suitable hours. The concentrated food is

usually given in tw'o eijLial meals at these times.

Tlie COW'.' should have free access to pure water
three times a day. Duffaloes should be bathed or

washed at least once a day. .During the period

that good grazing is available the dry fodder

may be reduced to (i to (S Ib.s. given at night

and the concentr.ited food reduced by ^ or if

green food is available in reasonable quantity'

all the year round, it may be soiled to stall-fed

cattle. A large buffalo ma.y be allowed up to

40 lbs. jier day of green food, and 6 or 8 lbs.

of hay in addition, together with the concentrated

food ration already noted. Usually 15 or 20 lbs.

of green fodder per day is all that can be

allowed. This (piantity may be substituted for

8 or 10 lbs. of hay.

AILMMNTS AND DISFASKS OF THE
IIOESE.

Bog Spavin.—

T

his disease resembles a wind-
gall in its character, and is situated inside the

hock joint. For practical W'ork it is of no great

con.seipience; it is, how'ever, an unsightly sign of

local weakness that pulls down a hoise’s value.

Oappm) Hock.— Capped hock is due to kicking

in the stable or in harness, or from standing ami
slii)])ing in badl.Y-jiaved stables. Treatmmt .

—

Cold water and friction; hobble the hind legs if

a kicker.

Sandcuack.—This is generally a crack from
the coronet dowm the hoof. Treatement—Pare out

the crack and cut off the crack above and below, by
searing with a hot iron; rest, and keep the crack

clean wdlh antiseptic lotion.

Seedy Toe.—This is a parting of the crust of

1 he coronet iroin t he soft horn at the toe of the
foot. Treafment.— Send for a good farrier or

vet.

Navicui.au Disease.—Navicular disease of the
toot is vei'y serious, and is ulceration of the in-

terior of the hoof. The symptoms are great

lameness. There is always likelihood of recurrence
when the horse is w'orked. Cause.—Blows or

bruises on the sole
;
concussion; heredity. Treat-

ment. —Hot baths for the feet; hot swabs; perfect

rest for some months and a cooling diet.

U.AMiNiTi.s.—Laminitis.or fever in the feet, maj’

come on suddenly after a hard day on hard
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ground. Tho .symptoms are great pain in llie

lore feet, and a continual eiulea\'our to get tlie

weight off tlie fore feet, wliicli are thriest forward.
Cause.—Concussion

;
galloping on a hard road.—

Sling the hor.se, if possible, to stable
beams with ropes to take the weight oft’ the fore

feet, placing a rug under the body
;
or use a pair

of cart shafts. Remove .shoes by soaking its feet

in hot water; and if necessary send for a vet.

ScouK.—This disease is very common in foals,

and serious if it lasts more than a few days. If

scour continues, attend to the feeding of the

mare with care, and give the foal two tablespoon-

fuls, from time to time, of 2 oz. of camphor dis-

solved in 2 oz. of spirits of wine diluted in about
half a pint of water. With this simple remedy 1

have saved the life of a foal almost reduced to its

last gasp.

Broken Knees.— Treatment.— Keep the wound
clean, and bathe constantly every hour with
arnica lotion. If badly broken, send for a vet-

Sore Withers and Back.

—

Treatment.—Com-
plete rest till quite healed and sound is the only

way. When there is an abscess or ftstulous ten-

dency, send for a vet.

Brushing Behind.—This is generally due to

weakness. Young horses very often grow out of

it. Treatment.—On the first symptom.^, before

the skin on the fetlocks is injured, put on a cloth

boot tied about the joint so that it falls over the

joint, and see that the hind shoos are slightly

w'ithin the hoof on the inside, so that they cannot

cut.

Brushing IN Front or Speedy Cut.— Treat-

ment.—’If a habit, sell as soon as possible

Thrush.—The symptoms of common thrush

are soft or rotten condition of the frog, with a

fetid discharge fiom the ckd't, which cleft is absent,

or nearly so, in the healthy foot. Cause—Due to

contracted feet, or standing on rotten litttu-.

Treatment.—Careful shoeing and paring of rotten

parts; constant wnishing and attention to litter;

and a temporary introduction of Stockholm tow

and tar into the cleft, w ith or w'ithout one part

to ten of sulphate of cojiper. The cleft which
appears with tiirush will e.vtend if neglected.

To avoid thrush, the litter in the stable should be

kept dry and clean. If it is desirable to save

straw, great economy may be practised by the

use of sawdust, which can generally be obtained

at a nominal price. When this is spread thickly,

all droppings removed daily, and the sawdust

raked over every morning, it forms a clean, whole-

some, and cheap substitute for strawq and does not

require renewing for w'eeks. Sawdust manure

is good for all soils on arable lands and can be

applied conveniently for top-dressing, or ploughed

in with any crop, so tliat farmers who reiinire

their straw may use sawdust without hesitation.

Tan and sawdust mixed also make an excellent bed.

Acute Thrush.

—

Cause.— “Stopping” the feet

with cow'dung, clay, and other beastliness, is often

the cause of thrush. — Fomentations,

jioultices, antiseptic lotions, mashes, green food,

constant washing of the feet.

Splints.— — Bony deiiosits that come

from or are the results of blows, accidents, or

concussion on the foreleg below tlie knee, also

liereditary in tendency; and are the cause of

lameness or not, according to their situation. If

situated near a tendon or the knee joint, a splint

may bo serious. A small splint often gives more

jiain while growing than when formed. 'I rent

-

mvnt. Rest and cold watt*r. 11 there is heal and
inflammation, fomentations and jioultices. If tlie

.splint does not yield to this treatment, blister. In

bad cases the splint can be removed by a surgical

operation.

Ringbone and .Sidebune.—The following are

tho symjitoms of this disease A filling or rising

of the hoof; inability to flex the jiastern joint.

Cause.—Heredity. Treatment.— I’oultice : rub in

iodide of lead ointment.

A . E. Pease.

ASTRl NG ENT BAll KS.

We publish below' a statement, which may be

found of use to many reader.^, of barks used in

tanning, analy.sed by the Madras Government
(piinologist, Mr. David Hooper. Some mentioned
in the list are now used, and others not at jiresent

used have been tested with a view to their

jirobable future application. A tan bark should

have two natural projierties. In the first place it

should contain a tannic acid, or modification of

that substance, giving a greenish coloration or

precipitate with salts of iron; and to make it

commercially valuable it should contain a large

(juantity of tannic acid. The Australian acacias

and eucalypti are said to afford barks containing

a large percentage of tannic extract, and are

consequently greatly esteemed by tanners. The
barks of the Indian acacias are also largely used
for tanning purposes, atid a few cassia barks are

also used similarly, while a few have a reputation

for dyeing. The investigation of other astringent

sul)stances show's that India is not limited to a

few' drugs of their descrij)tiou, and the list given
below might easily be extended.

The best bark is that of the 4,no(jeis.sus latifolia,

which is closely followed by the guava bark and
the hill guava l)ark. The eugenias and the guavas
belong to the same natural ordr-r, and their barks
comj)are very favourably with the eucalyjjtus

barks. The table appended gives the amount of

pure tannin in each bark, the amount of extract
obtained by exhausting the jrowder w'ith hot
w'ater and eva])orating to dryne.ss, the amount of

ash or mineral matter left on incineration, and the
color reaction the decoctions of the barks afford

with iron salts. The bark of the Anoffeissus

latifolia has hitherto been supjiosed to be one of the
most astringent; but recently there has been
found a bark much richer in tannin and obtained
from the Jiiudelia montana, which belongs to the
Euphorbiacete order, and is common on the ghats
of the Nilgiris and also in other ])arts of India.

It is w'ell known as a most valuable astringent in

Wedern India and is used by tho Goanese in

certain diseases.

It seems strange that the tanners of this
country do not seek drugs very rich in tannin, for

they jirincipally use the bark of the Cassia
aurieulata, which contains only eleven j)er cent of
tannin. The l)aik of the Casuarina is used in
Jladras both for dyeing and tanning j)urj)oses, and
the Myrica Nagi bark is u.sed i>y .Mahomedans and
Hindoos in medicines where astringents are
required. The Australian acacias or wattle, in-

troduced many years ago on the Nilgiris, liave

fi-mly established themselves and are a .source of
annoyance in the towns. Yet nothing is done to
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collect the bnvk ns a commercial article. The
common forms of wattle (A. melaiio.tzjilon aiul‘

A. doalbata) are more plentilul on the Nilgiris

than the .species A. decurroift and P. pjfcnantha,

which yield ricli tanning barks; but wherever the

better species have been planted they have grown
vigorously and w(;ll, and the bark is ecpially rich

in tannin as tliat from trees growing in Australia.

A sample of bark from A. decHrre)ix grown on the

Nilgiris was forwarded to London, and it was

stated that the sample was in good condition
and rich in tannin, ilr. Hooper also made
e.xtracts or “Tannage” from tliese wattle bark
preparations which hold the virtues in a con-
centrated form, and is much bettor tlian tlie crude
bark tor e.vporting. There is a good nnirket
in Kurope for well-prepared wattle bark extract,
and the demand has been on the increase during
the last few years. The following are the tables
referred to :

—

{We have slightly curtailed the statement appended to the above which is taken from the
Indian Ar/riculturist, and instead of the common English and Hindustani names give tlie verna-
cular names by which they are known in Ceylon),

Tannin. Water.
j

Ash. Colour witli Iron
Salts.

1 Aaogeissu.s latifoliii Dawu .s, I'ekkali T 32-5 .33-0 9-6 Bine-black
2 P.'idium guyava Fera S 27 4 33 0 10 0 do
3 Acacia leucophlca Maha andara, Katn andara S, Velum 1 20 8 29 4 7 5 Greenish
4 Acacia .Araluca Kari-velam '1' 2U 5 30 4 7 0
.'> Rhodomyrtus tomentusM 19 5 30 4 9 0 Bhie-black
(i Cicca disticha ...... 18 1 30 0 1(5 4
7 Bassia longifolia Mi .S, Illupai T 17 0 27 3 9 4 (ireenish
S Mangifeva iudica .Vmba S - 16 7 32 1 (5 S do
<1 Eugenia arbottiaiia **«..• 16 1 . 25 0 5 3 Blue blacic

10 Tevminalia ariiuia 16 0 23 0 34 6 do
11 Saxiferaligidata (root) 14 2 0 0 12 8 do
12 Ca.s.sia fistula I'’.liela s, Kovani T 12 0 27 5 8 1
13 Eugenia .iambos .lambu S - 12 4 20 7 8 4

*
Blue-black

14 Eugenia jambolana Ma-dan .S, Naval T . 12 0 16 0 9 1 do
ir. Eugenia niontaiui 11 9 20 1 (5 0 do
10 CUissia auriculata Rana wara S, Awari T . 11 9 22 3 4 1
17 Mimusops liexamlra Pain S, Palai'l' - 10 3 32 7 7 5 do
18 Eugenia calophyllifolia 10 1 ]5 5 8 0 Blue-black
10 Mimu.sa pudica (root)'* Midi, Nidi-kunil)a S . 10 0 16 0 5 5
20 Cylista .scariosa (root) .... 9 9 23 0 9 3 do
21 Schleichera trifuga Kon S, Puvu Kula T . 0 4 23 2 10 1 Greenish
2! Odina woodier Hik S, Othi T . 9 1 15 1 0 3 dfl
23 Acacia pennat i ...» 88 14 2 14 1 Black
24 Careya arboren. Kahata S. Arimaru . 8 7 10 3 10 6 Blue-bl;ick
25 HipUge madablota, Puwak gediya-wcl S - 8 5 15 3 7 6 Green
26 Eloeodendruin glautatm Neralu S, I’ieri T - 8 0 18 4 18 1
27 Albizzia lebbek Mara S, .VlancluuU T - 7 4 12 1 9 0
28 Potentilla lesclienaulti (root) - 7 4 0 0 6 4
20 Litsaea zeylanica Dawul-kurundu S - 7 3 22 5 3 6 Greenisil
30 Terminalia glabra Kumbuk S, Marusu T . 7 2 11 1 12 1
31 Mimusops elengi Munamal S, Muclialai T - 68 20 3 9 4 Greenish
32 Cassia roxlnirgidi Ratn-wa S, \ akai T - 6 1 17 4 6 0 Brown
33 Thespesia popidnea Suriya S, Puwarasu T . 6 0 15 8 13 2 Blue black
34 Litssea Wmbtiaua 58 14 0
3;> Sauicalndica Diya-vatambala S - 5 7 10 2 10 s Greenish
36 Cassia florida \\ a Aramana 8, Wage T . 4 1 11 6 9 G Brown
37 Acacia Faruesiana Siniya S - 2 8 10 5 S 9 Greeni.sh
38 Zizyphus vulgaris Masan S - 2 8 7 8 IG 6 do
39 Rhamnus W'iglitii 2 0 0 0 9 5 do
40 Bridelia montana 30 9 41 7 7 3 Blue-black
41 Acacia pycantha, 33 8 46 7 3 r> do
42 Acacia decurrens 33 4 44 8 3 2 do
43 Kandelia Rheedii 27 4 45 5 9 1 do
44 Acacia melanoxylon 26 8 34 2 4 1 do
45 Macarangii tomentosa Kaiula S . 18 4 22 2 11 0 do
46 Casuarina Equisetifolia Kasa S, Chowkka T . 18 3 22 1 9 5 do
47 Acacia dealbetta .... 17 8 32 1 5 3 do
48 Ficus racemosa 14 1 20 5 12 2 Greenish
40 Myrica nagi 13 7 27 0 7 1 Blue-black
50 Dyospyros emljryopteris Timbiri Panicltikai T - 12 4 19 9 4 9 do
51 Ficus Indica Nuga S, A1 T - 10 0 17 2 8 0 Greenish
52 Fleaggea leucopyrus .... 10 3 20 5 3 5 Blue-black
53 Ficus religiosa Bo S, Arasu T 2 8 12 3 11 7 Greenish

The common name of this is given as the “Manilla Tamarind” and the botanical synonym as Iiwa dulcis
commonly known in Ceylon as the " Madras Thorn,” which is evidently the tree meant and not ' the sensitive plant
(.Jimos.i pudica).

' ‘

PREVENTION OF PLANT DISEASES.

In all civilized countries the respective Govern-
ments have thought it fit to enact laws to prevent

the introduction or spread of animal diseases,

particularly epizootics. There is no doubt that

these acts and laws are based at least in their

principle on laws regulating the preservation of

the health of man. The necessity for the in-

troduction of laws for protecting animals from

disease has been greater than e.xists in the case
of man, since man is able to act for himself, and
where he lajcoguises danger he usually takes the
iirst opportunity to avoid it. In the case of
animals, there is little doubt tliat if they are
allowed to have their own way their instinct

would guide them and (as far as that is possible) to

jirotect tliemselves from the r,.viges of epizootsie.
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But they are domesticated and have to live in

limited areas ])rovided for them hy their owners
housed and fed according to “artificial” laws.
Hence the laws that have been enacted to itrotect
animals from inttictious diseases whenever they
occur, ha\e in all cases resulted in much good
to the animals and have reduced their mortality
to a great extent.

But we are aware that ])lauts too are liable

to various forms of diseases, some caused by
deadly fungi, others resulting on the attack of

different kinds ot insects. !Maiiy of these spread
far and wide and destroy not only whole croj)S

but even devastate large areas of laud.

The fact that i)lants are stationery places them
at the mercy of their enemies, and according to the

degree of tiieir helplessnes.s, the means for ])rotect-

ing them should be increased. But in this respect

tlie vegetable kingdom has been to a great extent

U'^glected. Here in Ceylon we have had a sad

example of the ravage.s of plant diseases in the

history of Coffee cultivation. Our paddy-fields

are in some districts attacked by the fly or bug
and destroyed wliolesale. Insects of various

kinds prevent the successfnl raising of Cotton, and

pe.sts are beginning to interfere to some e.x-

tent with tea. The coconut beetle has become a

thorn in the jiath of the owners of palm plant-

ations. If proper measures are taken to prevent

tlie introduction and spread of the agents that

do damage to plant-life, the revenue from agri-

cultural pursuits should be more than doubled,

while every agriculturist, and particularly the

])Oorer class of cultivators should have great

cause for thankfulness. The Australian Colonies

have indeed pas.'-ed acts and made orders and

regulations to lire vent the introduction and

.spread of plant pests. Under these acts the

introduction of jilants from otlier countries is

regulated, and measures are enforced to control

the spread of any ]>est which may break out in

the Colony. An orcliard or garden found to be

infested is proclaimed an infected area, as it

would be done here, if cholera or cattle plague

was prevailing in a jjariicular area. The owner

ot sucli a garden has to clear his land of

.such parts of trees, dry twigs, &c. as would har-

bour the particular pest and to keep the pre-

mises free of weeds &c. Besides, every owner is

bound to report the occurrence of disease and

to follow the instructions for their suppression

as ordered by the inspectors appointed by Govern-

ment. The importance of this subject is so great,

though it ajipears slight at first sight, that it

is not too early to adopt some such ])ercautionary

measures in tiiis country, particularly so as almost

all our chief products are subject to attack

bv some form of i)lant pest.

W. A. D. S.

NOTBS ON KBCUNT IIUSUARCH ON THE
FEEDING OF ANIMALS.

A maintenance diet for oxen at rest— that is

a ration on whh h oxen at re.-t are al>le to live

l)Ut'are not able to i>ut on fat— has been found

by Dr Gustav Kiihn of the famous German Ex-

perimental Station at Mbckern, to consist of 7 lb.

of digestible alluuninoids or jnolein matter, and

6-6 lbs. of digestible non-nitrogenous matter ])cr

1,000 lbs. live weight. This closely agrees with

Heniieberg and Stohinan’s maintenance diet, viz.,

*0 of protein and 7 lb. of digestible non-nitrogenous
matter. Dr. .'viilm found that when this ration

was exceeded by less than 'o lb. of digestible

protein the animal laid on fat and flesh.

With regard to the influeiice exerted by the
different nutrients (nitrogenous and non-nitro-
genous respectively), it was found that when
the protein of (iie ration wa.s inci'eased by the
addition of gluten or otlier nitrogenous nutrients,
no more albuminoids were stored in the body
than when an equal amount of organic matter
containing only a small percen'age of jirotein

was used. That is to say, the jmtting on of flesh

depends more on the amount of non-nitrogenous
nutrients in the food than on the amount of
nitrogenous nutrients. This is doubtless to be
explained by tlie well-known fact that carbo-
hydrates—that is, non-nitrogenous nutrients—act
as “ albuminoid coiiservers.” They prevent the
albuminoids from being used up, and thus iiennit
them to be utilised in their specially characteristic
function as “ flesh-formers.” It was further found
that every increase of the nutrients above main-
tenance diet was followed by the production of
fat in the body, and that for this production it

made no difference whether the excess of nutrients
over the maintenance diet consisted of nitrogenous
or non-nitrogenous nutrients.

Among the other points brought out by these
important researches, is the fact that no storage
in the body can take place excejit when the
food contains more nutritive material than is

reipiired for the maintenance of the animal. This
fundamental principle of feeding is, of course,
well known, but it is pleasing to find it corrobo-
rated by these careful exiieriments. They also
bring out the fact, previously known, that, where
animals are fed with an excess above the main-
tenance diet, no exact constant relation between
the excess of nutrients and the storage of fat

can be exiiected. This is on account of the
individuality of the animals. Making due al-

lowance for this variability, due to individuality,

Dr. Kuhn's results, on an average, may be said

to show that for every one pound of excess over
maintenance diet of digestible organic matter,

•fl4 lb. of an increase of fat should be obtained.

Thus, 1 lb. of starch meal in excess of main-
tenance diet yielded on an average "2 lb. of fat.

How much of this was diiectly formed from
the starch, and how much was the result of its

conserving action, cannot be stated, but the ex-
periments seem to bear out that carbo-hydrates

can go to form fat.

Changes of the food of cattle should always
be gradual. Another point to be remembered in

the feeding of animals is to take care that the

food is not affected by mould which so com-
monly hajipeus in tropical countries in wet
weather. Dr. Ostermann records a case wl e."e

three cows became ill, two of them afterwards
dying, on a farm where about 1-^ lb. of cotton

seed meal were fed per head ]ier day to the stock.

The disease was characterised liy I lie iiresence

of very great weakness. I'lxternally, the cotton

seed meal seemed all right, but on analysis i.‘, wa.s

found to contain highly ]ioisonous ])Utrefaclion

production (ptomine.s. ) Dr. SiebeiT records a
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similar case in vviiicli very mouldy rape-cake was
fed to horses. The symptoms were unnatural

redness of the lining of the month, hurried breath-

ing and pulse. At this time the rape-cake had
only been fed for two days. The animals recovered
when the food was changed, without any further

treatment. It is clear, therefore, that artificials

should only be fed when they are sweet and free

from mould, and should be stored with great

care. Where tlmie is the least ground for suspicion

in cases of the kind, steaming should be.resorted to.

(il'lN’KHAL ITliMS.

The following remedy is recommended for the

riddance of the guava coccus pest which ])roduces

a blackened condition of the leaves and twigs.

It is said to be even more effectual than paraffine

i.'mulsion :

—

Resin . . . . 20 lbs.

Caustic soda (98 %)
Fish oil

Water
u

80 galls (iniii.)

Place the matei'ials in a kettle, covei' with
water and bring to a boil, stirring the mixture
occasionally until a solution is formed, and adding
/lot water when there is a tendency to slop over.

Boil for three hours, gradually adding hot water
'.util half of the whole ipaantity or 40 gallons

is in tile kettle. Then remove from fire and
strain. This may now be diluted to SO .gallons

with cold water for use, but while the wash is

being boiled, cold water should never be added for

fear of precipitating the resin. The wash should
be warm when applied to the trees. Four pounds
of soft soa]) may be used instead of the Msh oil.

"Flame trees ’ is the popular name given to

trees with brilliant floivers which in most cases
appear before the leaves, and when seen at a
distance have the appearance of being on tire.

The principal trees of this nature are amherstia,
nobilis, bombax malaliaricum, butea frondosa
and superba, coesalpinia jmiechorrima, cochchlos-
])ermuni gossypiutn, lagerstroemia Hos-rogime,
jioinciana regia, pterospermiim accrifolium,
rliododendron arboreum.

According to a French paper a substitute for

.gutta-percha can be prepared as follows:—Tar, 1

part; paraffine, 10 parts; dissolve together at

120 degrees and then add caoutchouc, 2 parts.

Iveej) at this temperature until a homogenou-;
mass results.

According to Prof. Church in 10 J pains of

cleaned rice there are of water, 12‘8; albumiacid g
7o; starch, 703; oil, ‘6

;
fibre, '4

;
and ash, ‘d.

Of this ash, the ])Otash forms u6 more than %
of the rice, jihosjihoric acid -284.

Ce.ylo:i moss {(traciTiria liche7ioid?s') i s i. xamined
by ()'Shaughiies.sy, yielded vegrtabl; .Jelly 54'.o

pi;r cent, cellnltfe 1S%, gum 4 %, and ii.organ'c

salts 7-0%.

V
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COFFEE IN SOUTHERN ABYSSINIA.

N the Cotton and Coffee tree of

Southern Abyssinia tradition

assigns to the countries of

Enarea and Caffa the indigenous

residence of the Coffee plant.

In Shoa Proper the cultivation

and consumption are strictly

interdicted, as savouring too

strongly of the abhorred Mohammedan ;
but the

plant in proper situations grows strong and healthy

and in all the bordering districts subject to Sohela

Selassie, where the restriction is not enforced, there

the plantations are numerous and thriving.

Planted before the rains, the seed soon appears

above the ground, and when sis months old the

offspring is transferred to take the place of some

worn-out tree.

Water and the manure of the sheep arc plenti-

fully supplied, and the crop, which from a full-bearing

adult is generally from thirty to forty pounds, is

gathered in March and .'ipril. Averaging from eight

t) ten feet in height, with dark shining foliage,

and branches loaded with fruit, it grows luxuriantly

in the valleys in any sheltered situation, delighting

especially in the soil produced by a decomposition

of trap lock, which has been washed down from the

adjacent heights ;
and although taking six years to

arrive at maturity, it yields a slight return on the

second season of its transplantation, ihe berries are

in the first instance of a dark green hue which

before pulling is suffered to turn red, a white milky-

iooking pulp called gullaboo meanwhile filling up

the space between the cuticle and the seed, llariug

been shaken and gathered from jihe branches, the

crop is spread in the suii until the pulp liceomc.s

sufficiently dry to admit of its removal, which, by

continual free ventilation out of doors, is usually

the case in one month. The seeds intended for the

plantation are not divested of the husk, but sown

by the handful in a small plot, w'hich is carefully

manured and watered, and the gullaboo, sold separ-

ately fioui the beau, is employed as a beverage with
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the decoction of the choat. For the better security

of his own monopoly at the ports of Vyayla and

Berbera, the Emir of Hurrur opposes the importation

of Coffee into his own dominions, . both from Shoa
and from the country of the Gal!a. The plant is

extensively' and successfully cultivated
; but the price

given at Hurrur is high in comparison with that

paid in Abyssinia; and the average demanded on the

coast by the merchants of the former principality,

vary'ing from five pence to seven pence a pound,

would seem to bo in unison with that customary at

Massowah in the Ked Sea.

The difficulties attending the tedious road to the

coast; the lazy indifferent character of the Danakil

camel owners, who, I’cgardless of the value of time,

spend mouths upon the journey
;
and the fitful caprice

evinced by' the various chieftains through whose terri-

tories the caravan must pass—all form great obstacles

to the conveyance of the cheaper produce from

Abyssinia, although they might doubtless be overcome
within a reasonable period by the well-directed efforts

of British perseverance. In Caff.i and Enarea, coffee

grows wild like a weed over the rich surface of the

country. The beverage is in universal use among
the inhabitants; the price paid is almost nominal;

and the convenience of water carriage is alone

wanting towards the transportation of the product
in unlimited quantities to every portion of the globe.

Cotton of two kinds grows in the sequestered nooks

of the eastern face of the mountains of Shoa, and
in the valleys at the extreme foot of the range

;

but from the superior luxuriance of the plant, and
the amount of crop produced in the lower situations

the natural climate would appear to exist in those

snelterod spots which in atmosphere much resemble

the more favoured parts of Western India. The
Efat shrub varies according to the locality and
supply of water, from three feet in height to upwards

of seven, and usually assuming the form of a pyramid,

extends its lower branches to a width equal to the

stature
;
the size of the leaves, and the soft and

yielding nature of the stem, imparting a strong ex-

ternal resemblance to the Bourbon cotton. Eight

and nine inches in circumfei'ence are not unfre-

quently attained
;
and the advantages of a very pro-
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Jilctive crop tvyicc in each year, the existcuce of the
plant during live seasons, and tlie lieavy return
of tile particularly line, wool during the very first,

award to the species a most deserving pre-eiiiiuenee.
*

The indigenous plant of Kfat is not, however, so
iiiucli esteemed as that from (joudar, which instead
of rising tall and straight from the ground,
assumes a S]n'cading dwaify appearance, t The
wool is considered superior, and the cloth ]irn-

duced is softer and more tdaslic, but the exist-
ence enjoyed by the exotic is limited to three
years. Both are planted indiscriminately in the same
held, although, when gathered, the crops are preserved
unmixed

; and after the fifth j'car the Efat shrub
is cut over close to the ground, which is then
ploughed up, and sown with w'heat and other grain,
when, on the removal of the harvest, the young cotton
shoots are well above the ground, and will yield
during two further seasons. The seed having been
placed for some time in wood ashes, is well rubbed
with red earth before planting

;
and, wherever the

locality is favourable to irrigation, water is not spared.
The pod, when ripe, is cut with a knife, the husk
removed, and the wool deposited in a bag with the
utmost care to exclude extraneous matter. One full-

bearing bush produces twice during the twelve
months between four and live pounds of raw stuff.

Ooffea arabica (Boon) grows wild in many of the

warmer provinces, but is diligently plucked out by
the Christian population, who consider the use of

the berry to be as foreign to salvation as the doctrine

of the false prophet. Where his followers abide in

greater numbers, or uncontrolled, as in Giddem and
in the countries of the Ittoo and Aroosi Galla, the

Coffee-tree grows unmolested, no care, however, being
taken of it

;
but its proper home seems to be far

to the west and south, in the kingdoms of Caffaand
Enarea, where a donkey’s load is sold for the twentieth
part of a dollar. Two kinds of jessamine grace, with
their fragrant flowers, the hedges and groves. Olea
spec. (Woird) is, with the juniper and yew, the
principal forest tree of Shoa; sixty to eighty feet in

height and four in diameter are its common dimensions.
The wood of the wild olive-tree affords excellent fuel

and timber; but no use is made of the fruit, which
attains the size of a large pea.

—

From a TrnreUrrx Hool\

Till-; IHIKM.VNT PEBIOI) IN I'h.AN'I'S.

A fruitful cause of failure in the cultivation of

exotic plants is due to ignorance of the climatal

conditions under which the plants grow in tin; land
of their origin, and especially the jiroper season for

resting, in temperate climes, where the winter and
sumnrer are pretty clearly delined, deciduous plants
discard their foliage as the year’s temperature
declines, and appear during the winter either as leafless

objects or inconspicuous collections of dormant buds
more or less hidden by the soil. Evergreen plants,

on the other hand, retain their foliage till the spi'ing,

but only, as it wei'o, on sulferance, active growtii

ceasing almost entirely, and tlie verdure only per-

sisting by its own inherent toughness. This is easily

seen by our familiar Christmas decorations, where
the Holly, Ivy, Laurels, Ac., last green for weeks
unless placed in hot, dry rooms, where they perish

by desiccation.

The resting period in these cases is clear enough,
but it is another matter altogether when we import
])lants from tropical and sub- tropical regions, where
the diffcreucc between the seasons may be very small

indeed as regards range of temperature, and altogether

dependent u))on widely varying conditions of drought

and moisture, so that instead of having a w'arm and

* Gossypium J'lfatense seeds completely covered

with a close down. Cotton white
;
capsules 3-celled,

:i-valved ;
Howers small, with a red fundus, leaves 3

to 5 lobed; lol)es acuminated.

t Gossypium Gondarcuse seeds sprinkled with sliort

hairs. Cotton wliite, capsules ii-celled, il-valved
;

flowers large, yellow, 1! to 5 lobed
;

lobes commonly
obtuse.

cold season, witli a fairly eveiil}' distributed rainfall

throughout the year, we have a wet and dry season,

witli a constant high temperatui'e. Under such con-

ditions, we naturally find indigenous plants to be very

ditl'erontly constituted to ours, being fitted at once
to withstand excessive drought and heat during their

ri'sting period, and to assume active development
at short notice immediately the raitrs begin.

Now, these periods of drought and moistuievary
considerably on different parts of the earth’s surface,

and the native plants adapt themselves in conformity
to it. Nor is this merely a case of latitude and
longitude; for, if it w-ere, the matter would be com-
paratively simple, and the native country of a plant

would determine its needs within certain fairly -defined

limits. Elevation .above the sea-level is, however, a
most potent factor to be de.slt with, and if ignored,
leads to many mistakes being made in the methods of

cultivation pursued. In the tropics we may by ascend-
ing the loftiest mountains, pass through every grade
of climate from the hot plains of the sea-level, with
an average mean temperature of 80° or so, to the
region of perpetual snow where only the hardest
alpines survive. Yet, despite this obvious fact, many
a plant has been collected, and safely transmitted
from high, cool regions in the tropics, only to die

in a W’arm stove, where they have been placed be-

cause they came from the tropics, where a high
temperature has been presumed to be universal. In
several cases, presumably dead plants of this category
have been thrown to the rubbish-heap, only to as-

tonish their owner by braving the elements, and
obtaining a new lease by their accidental exposure
to conditions more congenial to their needs.
A curious feature in this connection is the great

fastidiousness of some plants, which will only thrive
if their natural condition be very closely imitated,
and the cosmopolitan tastes of others which will stand
most diverse treatment with impunity. Our native
Asplenium marinum, for instance, which thrives on
our western coasts, where it must occasionally be
subjected to some frosts, revels in a hothouse treat-

ment, and becomes a huge and much robuster plant.
Such wide adaptability is, however, the exception,
hence it is of great importance to the gardener to
know something of the native natural conditions of

growth, temperature, and humidity, and above all,

when and how the plant assumes its dormant state,

and for how long it maintains it. With plants which
are to be forced into flower it is essential to with-
draw them from all disturbing influences, and knowing
when the dormant period is due, to lead up to it

by reducing heat or moisture as the case may be,

and maintaining them under such conditions until

it is desired to start them into growth. Then the
application of heat and moisture will be followed by
a healthy vigorous growth, accompanied by an
immunity from vermin, the presence of which is only
too often an indication of a previous too short sleep

and consequent weakness.

'The period of rest seems, as we have indicated, to
be determined mainly by the nature of the seasonal
changes to which the plants are subjected in their
native habitats, but in some cases it appears to be
independent of this. The bulbs of Hyacinths, 'Tulips,

and other spring-Howeriug plants arc busy during
the winter in forming (heir roots and oven their
leaves whenever not actually frozen up. and quite
early in the year, little later indeed than many
other plants that arc beginning active growth, and
lung before the sun has attained very great power,
they have flowered and formed new bulbs, their
foliage has died down, and they lie in the dormant
state for many months, only awakening when winter
has again set in. This seems a very strange pro-
vision of nature that a bulb should resist all the
vivifying influences of summer sun and shower, and
wake up into active life when the soil is at or below
freezing-point, and the great bulk of vegetation dead
or asleep. It would be interesting to know how these
bulbs would behave if shipped direct to the Antipodes
in the spring. In those cases where the cycle of life

has been fully completed, and the whole vitality of

the flower is comiucssed within the rootless bulb, it

wems feasible that if they could be at once sub-
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jected to their nonnal growing conditions, ilie_y could

Inirdly be weakened i>y losing their ri'st
;
Ihongli, on

llie other liand, it ninst he assuniod tliat some subtle

recuperative process is going on in resting plants

akin to that which renews animal vigour during

sleep, or otherwise the shortening of the period of

rest could hardly he so detrimental as it is, even
when favourable conditions for growth accompany
the re-awakening.
With regard to Antipodean plants which have long

been introduced into ibis country, such as the New
Zealand Todeas snperba and pellucida, they have
fully adapted themselves to our climate, and rise in

our early spring at preeisel}’ the time when at home
their growth would be ceasing. How long, liowcver,
such a change takes to establish, we do not know.
Amongst our native Ferns we have noted a certain
obstinacy in retaining the home periodsofawakening
deciduous jt.thyria found in Scotland, starting into
growth a week or two later than southern finds even
after years of culture under like conditions. Poly-
podium vulgare, especially in its varietal foinis,

dematnls, curiously enough, .a much longer period of

rest. 01 ' rather starts int.o grcwtli under glass very
much later tlian normal plants in native liabitat.s,

Tliey often, indeed, sliosv no trace of starting under
glass nntil July or even August, and this with per-

fectly cold cniture, so that the lateness of their
starting is not to be attributed to growth un-
naturally maintained by warmth long after the normal
dormant period should begin. This case is unique
in our experience, culture under glass inducing, as
a rule, and as one would expect, a somewhat earlier

development than out-of-doors. Seedlings, as a rule,

are more precocious in their growth than old plants,

and quite deciduous Ferns, like Athyria, with very
little warmth indeed, will the first year retain their

fronds i-ight through the winter, though later nothing
will prevent them dying down in the normal way in

autumn. We have found, however, that even in a
few g> noratious, it is possible, by selective culture
under glass, to considerably lengthen the growing
period of Athyriums, shortening the dormant period
in equal measure. Most of the plumose superbum
section of this species remain quite green for fully

a month after all their immediate progenitors in

the same house have withered entirely down. One
form, indeed (A.f.-f. plumosum, Druery), is perfectly

green at the time of writing (end of November),
and has'been so at Christmas; while, on the other
hand, without any stimulus beyond its own inherent
robustness, it rises into active growth a full month
before its fellows. One year, indeed, a robust growth
started on Dec. 2, before the old fronds had even
turned colour, but frost immediately after stopped
its progress.

It would almost seem by this case that further

selections might eliminate at one iiud the same time
the deciduous nature of the species, and the dormant
period also

;
this latter being decidedly reduced one-

half in two generations, and nearly as much in one,

since its parent is not far behind it in the long
retention of its vei'dure, while the grandparent growing
by their side, dies down as early and as thoroughly
as any Athyrium we are acquainted with.

How long the actual dormant period is, as com-
pared with the apparent, is an open question, as

well as that of the recuperative or strengthening

processes which undoubtedly accompany them. The
roots certainly commence to be active long before

there is any sign of life in the crown. Hyacintli

bulbs grown in glasses arc a familiar exemplification

of this
;
and as regards Ferns, even in the depth of

winter the crowns will he seen to be fattening up,

implying groat root activity and preparation for the

coming rapid growth in the spring. It is highly

probable, therefore, that in most, if not in iillcises,

much of the dormancy is more apparent than real,

and that a good deal of secret and subtle work is

being done, of which we Know little or nothing, but

the n eed for which is evidenced by the weakness
subsequently shown when the dormant period is

unduly curtailed, and these processes are interfered

with.

—

Chas. T. Dme^-y, F.L.S.—in Gardeners' Chroniclei

(iA.s-id,\ii': AS A manhim:.
I note with sotnn intoiest what Mr. John liainheit

statn.s in )'cfoi'oncc Lo the use of g.as-liine as an
antidote for club in Cahhage.s, and for the extir-
pation of wirewoiiii. In lecturing to cottage and
allotment-holders, many complaints are made as
to the ravages of the wirewona, and the occur-
i-ence of clubbing in Cabbages and Cauliflowers.
If I understand Mr. Hambert rightly, he recommends
the use of gas-lime in a crude state, just asitcoiue.s
fi'oin the gaswoi'ks. It is tine that he recommends
its applic.ition in very small propoitions, but I have
mot with allotment-holders who have applied it to
tlieir land just in the form in which it is received
from the works, and then found it very ditlicult to
grow an} thing on the land for a year' or two. It
is no doubt a useful agent, dcstinctivc to insect-life
when used as recommendel by Mr. Lambert; but
niy fear is, lost some might put too large a con-
struction upon his words, and apply it unwiselv. and
with unfortunate etfccts. Mr. \V. C. Watson, in bis
admirable ]iaper on •' Manures and their Cses."
tcMs ns that gas-lime “is a inixtnie of calcinm
hydrate and calcimn carbon.-ito, witli siiiphito of lime,
'I’lio two latter compounds aie in tbemselvp.s
poisonous to plant-life, but tbo}' :nv lioih converted
into gypsnin or sulphate of linu' (a plant-food), bv
cx\)osingUie g.is-liine to the action of the almospbere.'"
It may and, I fear, docs happen, that when gas-liine
is applied in a crude state as received from tlia

gasworks, the two compounds, poisonous to plant-life,
are present in undue proportions in the interests of
safety, hence the unfortunate results which I have
heard allotment-holders deplore. Mr. Watson further
states :

—“ To prepare fresh gas-lime for use in the
garden, it may be spread out on a layer of pondmud,
night-soil, or coarse vegetable refuse, and exposed
to rain * and air.” This I hold to be sound and
necessary advice. If put on cleared land in the
autumn, it can be laid upon the surface at the rate
of 10 lb. or so per rod, but it should lie on the
surface for several weeks before being forked in,
taking care that it is distiibuted equally through the
soil. It is undoubtedly a powerful remedial agent
in clearing land of insect life, but needs to be
applied with caution.—R. D. [It is doubtless safest
to use gas-lime after some weeks’ exposure in the
open for surface-dressing, or when applying it to land
dug to one spit in depth

;
but in the case of dressing

the bottom soil in trenching and incorporating with
the top spit, which is usually thrown into the bottom
of the trenches in the small quantities recommended
by Mr. Lambert, no harm, but rather good, would
result from the use of gas-lime in the f.vesh state.
Ed.J— GardenerH’ Chronicle.

NOTES ON THE EliNCTIONS. COMPOSI-
T I ON AND IA)A T’ 10N O E MAN U U E.S.

Rv Douob.ts A. Oii.cmnsT, R.,Sc.
Rrietiy stated, the following are the functions of

manures :—{(() In many cases manures improve the
physical and mechanical condition and the texture
of the soils to which they are applied. Thus lime
when applied to sour land decomposes, and there-
fore renders harmless the sour organic acids, w'hose
presence in the soil is the cause of the sour or
acid condition of the land. When farmyard manure
is applied to land, the texture and physical condition
of the soil is much improved by the organic matter
of which this manure is largely composed. (/U In
many cases manures act on plant food already
pre.sent in the soil, and convert this plant food int'o
such a condition that it can he absorbed by the
roots of plants. The maiuirial value of lime is due
principally to the action of this manure on the food
of plants already piesent in the soil. (,) The most
important function of inauiires is to supply plant
food necessary for tlie giowth of crops, which is
deficient in the soil.

The necessary ennstitnonts of plant fond that are
generally deficient in soils are nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, and potash.
Nitrogen occurs in monnres as ;

—

(a) Nitrates, e.g
nitrate of soda, (h) Ammonia salts, e.g., sulphate
of ammonia, [c) Organic nitrogen, e.g., dried blood.
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Nitrogen as nitrates is imm ecliateiv available as
plant food

Nitrogen as ammonia salt soon becomes available.
Nitrogen as organic nitrogen is much more slowly

available.

Phosphoric acid, combined with lime, is generally
present in manures as;— (<j) Insoluble phosphate of
lune, c.(j., bone meal and basic slag, {b) Soluble
phosphate of lime, e.;/., superphosphates and dissolved
bones.

Insoluble phosphate of lime is converted into
soluble or supeimnosphate by treating it with sul-
phuric acid.

Soluble phosphates are generally more active than
insoluble phosphates in promoting plant gi'owth.
Potash is the valuable ingredient in kainit and

muriate of potash. Potash has generally a better-

effect on light than on heavy soils.

Superphosphate and nitrate of soda should not be
mixed, or, if mixed, must be sown immediately.
This also applies to the mixing of basic slag and
sulphate of ammonia.

Artificial manures should be purchased on a guaran-
teed analysis, and the source from which the fertilizing

ingredients of the manure arc derived should be
stated. This precaution is especially necessary in

purchasing bone or mixed manures. The percentage
of nitrogen in a manure should be stated in its

eqiuivalent of ammonia, that of insoluble phosphoric
acid as phosphate of lime, soluble phosphoric acid

as phosphate of lime, and that of potash salts in

their equivalent of potash.
Artificial manures are valued according to the

quantities of nitrogen, soluble phosphate of lime,

insoluble phosphate of lime, and potash they contain,

and are generally valued on the unit system. The
amount of a unit is taken to be one per cent, of

a ton. Thus one ton of nitrate of soda containing
nitrogen equal to It) per cent, of aimnonia is said

to contain It) units of ammonia.
Farmyard manure contains all the ingredients of

plant food. This manure is exceedingly variable in

quality, as the quality varies with the nature ot the
food given to the animal, the nature and amount
of the little used, the method by which the manure
is produced, and its treatment from the time of
production until it is applied to the land.

Amount op Manurial Inouei)if,nts Generally Pre-

sent IN THE MORE Important Manures.

Nitrate of .soda (9") per cent, purity)
Sulphate of ammonia (97 ’)

Nitrate of potash (85 ,, )

Dried blood
TIorn dust
Bone meal
Steaireil bone flour

Dis.solved bones
Superphosphate (high class)

Superphosphate (low class)

Basic slag (best (piality)

Kainit
.Muriate of potash (SO per cent.) ..

.Sulphate of potash (.''lO ,, ) ..

.-S o

1 !)

24

14

15

14
4—5
1—2
3-5

Amou.nt Pe
Cent, op

Phos|)hate
of Lime.

22 "o aj

R

•r. -r.

40

. . 44 -5,-)

. . 5G-05
10-20 10-14
35—40 .

.

20 -2S
37-42

12

Peruvian guano (low class;

Ichaboc guano
Fish guano

The manures mentioned
always be purchased at a

special manures, such as

manure.” “turnip

3—5 ;jo-.5o 1-3
... 10-10 LS-30 2

... 7-12 17-3.7

in the above table can
mucli cheaper rate tliaii

grass manures,” •‘cereal
manure,” Ac. Nitrate of soda

should not be applied to any crop until that crop
has reached an active st.-go oi g.owth. Siilpliat ; of

iiinmonia is generally applied along with the seed of

I ny crop. The phosphaiic m nnres, bones, siiper-

jliosphate, basic slag, Ac., are not like nitrogenous
II anurea liable to be lost from the toil, hence they
may be applied for some time before tlie growth of

a crop. As a rule, basic slag should be applied to

soils rich in organic matter and poor in lime. Super-
phosphate generally gives a better result on harder
land. Ill the case of ba.sic slag it is a distinct

advantage to apply it in the autumn or early winter
for a crop to be grown during the following season.
Tlie qualities of this manuic, which contain.s phos-
phoric acid equal to 1)7 per cent, or more of phos-
phate of lime, give the best results, and this manm'O
should be ground fine enough to allow 8.5 per cent,
of it to pass through a No. 100 wire mesh. Super-
pho.sphate should ahv.iys be iu a dry powdery con-
dition. and not pasty, as, if so, it is impossible to
distribute it evenly in the soil. It is probably desir-
able to apply potash manures in the aut'amu or
early winter. When artificial manures are applied
some time before the growth of a crop, care must
bo taken that they are not buried too deeply.—
Lana A'.rp/'t'.'i*'.

Note.—The above was printed as an extract in the
Agricultural Journal of the Departinent of Agricul-
ture, Cape Colony, but it will doubtless be fouinl of
interest to agriculturists in general.—J. TI. H.

—

Tri'iilihiil JUilhliii.

COCONl'T.S ON THE K.V.'^T f’O.VST OF
FLORIDA.

A West Palm Deaeh correspondent of the Cifi-jfin

writes :

—

Although the fact that a vast number of coconut
trees is to be seen along the east bank of Lake
Worth has bean told many times, yet few have
been informed of the origin of these trees. Their
being planted in rows and f.jriirng shaded walks
from the lake to ihe Atlantic ocean and almost in
a s raight lino from the Diinick place to Cragin’s a
di.'^tance of three miles, plainly shows that tliey wera
pla'itod by hand, and wi.h great care.
The story of their origin as related by Captain

W. M Lainhart recently, is as follows:

—

‘Some time in the middle of January, in 1878,
I happened to be upon the beach one afternoon
and saw a ship, which afterward proved to bo the
Spanish bark “Providencia” carrying a crew of tbir-
teen men, none of whom could speak a word of
English except the mate and lie only a few words.
The vessel acted suspiciously, ami I conclnd d to
watch her. I waited until she was hid in the dark-
ness, when I went home, resolved to come again
the next day, I was upon the beach at day break,
and saw that the vessel had be n run a.shore. With
the assistance of H .F. Ilanimond, I soon had her
stripped of the rigging, wliich wo piled upon the
beach
‘•The vessel had about ‘20,000 coconuts aboard,

which soon began to wash ashore. These we piled
up along the beach and divided tliem among the
vai ious settlers, who set them out upon their home-
steads, and they have since grown luxuriously.

‘•Tlie coconuts whieli had tlieir husks on tiiem,
came from Baraeoa, in soiithe.i.sleni Cuba. The
cargo was bound 'or Ihi; celoiia. From wliat I could
learn from the mate, wlio was the only one I could
understand, the vessel liad been out only a few days
from Baracoa. All of the men w re drunk. They
had plenty of provisioi s and liquor, and remained
on the beach here for three or f. nr days. They
were present while we were stripping liie ves.sel,
and paid little atlenti' n to ilie bo.it af or they h.ad
left her. In tac', it was iiiy impression that the
captain run her upon the shove for the express
purpose of getting the insu unco.

‘•I was much sought for by all the lueiuber.s of
tlie crew, from tlie cap iiiii iL, wn. The.y niiulo me
reiiiaiii with lliom all ni^lu f.ir tear of wild aninnils,
liidiaiiH. etc, a id, in fac;, it w n iiiip.issible for
me to get away. I reiiiembor the second niglit
more dis iiieily, it, was very cold and disagreeable.
I was forced to stay with them, and f had made
up Illy mind to got home at all hazards. I'hnallv,
when the last ono of them h.ad dropped off to
shop, I slipped away and went homo, reluruiug
at daybreak the next day without their realizing
that I had gone. I vvai indeed glad when a ship
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hove in sight, wliich I signalled and they were all

but on board.”
Prom the 14,000 or more coconuts secured at that

time their number has increa.«ed with each year.

Captain Lainhart states that a few were growing

there Itefore that time, but where they came from

ho has 11 ; ver learned. About 0,000 of those t' at

came from the « reck were washed ashore a’l along

the coast, and have made stately trees that are

now looked upon with much interest by all those

who travel in this dii-eclion.

—

I'lorida A<jncultwri>il

.

Tllli LAUDERDALE ESTATE, SOUTH-WEST

MLANJE.
One of the best know'ii of the original pioneers of

B. C. A, whether to natives or Europeans, is Mr.

John W. Moir the oiiginal of the i ame Mandala.

In passing we may note that Professor Drummond
uses Mandala in his recently published Lowell lec-

tures on “The Ascent of Man” as an instance of

the savage habit of generalising unconsciously from

single terms. Ho gives the instance thus :

—

“Mr. John Moir, one of the earliest white men
to settle in East Central Africa, was at once named
by the natives ^^anclaIa, which means “ a reflection

in still water, ” because he wore on his eyes what
looked to them a mill water (spectacles). Afterwards

they came to call not only Mr. Moir ny that name,
but spectacles, and finally—when it entered the

country—glass itself.
’

The Professor might have gone on to show how
it was also applied to the house in which he dwelt

and finally to the community over which at that

time he presided. Although not now resident at

iMandalu, Mr. Moir's home at Mlanje is well known
even to most of the new arrivals, and ihcre are

few visitors to that district who do not take away
a pleasing reminiscence of the open handed hospital ty

of the modest bungalow over which Mrs. Moir
presides. Mr. Moir has gone into coffee planting

with his usual enthusiasm and his place is furnished

W'ith every modern requisite for the carrying on of

the planting business. Unlike some of us uho move,

so to speak, warily, as feeling our way, Mr. Moir
has an implicit belief in the coffee-planting industry.

He has now some two hundred acres under coffee

and intends going in for further extensions as he

has several other tracts of land some of which he
purchased during the last year. The Lauderdale

Estate was first opened up by Mr. Brow n of Ceylon

for the African Lakes Company and some three

years afterwards was transfer ed ti Mr. Moir. Mr.
Brown who is- a relative of Alexander Brown of

Ceylon, the writer of the original Ceylon “Coffee-

planter’s Manual”, and who is now established at

Dnnraven snne three or four hours south from Mr.
Moir’s place, seems to have opened the estate on
the moat approved Ceylon methods. Unfortunately

he did not allow for the violence of the Mlanje
winds and hence the estate is somewhat wind-blown

on exposed prrts. Mr. Moir is however doing what
he c.an to remedy this over sight and by means of

bananas, trees of the A’c»f family and others, is

endeavouring to shelter and shade his estate while

on his new clearings he is judiciously leaving up
shelter bells of the originil forest-

The elevation of the estate is somewhat low,

varying from about 2,000 feet to 2, .500, but on the

other liand its rainfall is about the_ largest re-

corded in the Piotectorate. In 180.5-4 it amounted
lo 01-18 inches and in 1S01-.5' to 127.70 with an
average of 200 rainy days during each yearly period.

The crop in 1801 amounted t about one-and a-hulf

tons while this year about six tons (hulled) w re

gathered. The coffee is pulpi d by Cordon’s cylinder

pulpers driven by an iron overshot water-whee',

fourteen feet in diameter. There is also a hulling

and separating machine and a circular saw dri eu

by the wheel. Mr. Moir is the first to introdu e

an iron water-wheel the] only other water-wheel in

the country hitherto having been Mr. Buchanan’s

wooden wheel at Zomba which is now dismantled,

We were much interested in a cocoa plant, the
only one in the country to far as wc are aware,
which seems to be doing well and is tended and
watched most carefully. Besides the ordinary fruit

trees we noticed also several mangoes which are
making good progress. While on this subject it is

interesting to call to mind that to Mr. Moir is due
the honour of introducing ihe loquat into B. C. A.
she having brought the seeds from Algiers, to which
country she paid a visit some years ago. Besides
coffee and fruit trees Mr. Moir has been experi-
menting with wheat and ginger and is also trying
raurtard as a green manure to bo dug in amongst
the coffee.

Mr. Moir’s energies are not all directed to tro-

pical agriculture, however, as may be seen from
the young shorthorn bull and cows which adorn
his herd of cattle. The young bull is pure bred
from the sire which was introduced by Mr. Dloir
sometime ago and which unfortunate’y died last

year. It is to be hoped that Mr. Moir’s efforts

in this and other directioi s will bo crowned with
success. It is by' the efforts of such men as he
that a country is benefited for each solution of a
problem, whether positive or negative, is a distinct

gain to the community.— Uaff/uf African Planter.

ROSES.
ITow Rosf.s ot'ght to bf. Pi.axtf.d.—Whenever it is

possible, Roses should be given a bed to themselves,
in an open spot, away from trees, and not plauted
among other flow'ers. A bed 3 feet wide will hold
two rows of plants, and one 4 feet 6 inches wide
three rows. The distance tetween the plants for
dwarfs should be about 18 inches, and for standards
about 2 feet 0 inches. The beds having been made
ready, and the position of the Roses in them marked
out, the next thing, an 1 the most important of all,

is to see that they arc pioperly planted. Some of
the plants should bu carefully removed from the
trench where they had 1 een “heeled in,” and brought
to the side of the bed they arc intended to occupy.
A mat should always be thrown over them, to keep
their roots from di-ying by exposure to sun or wind.
A hole should then be dug about a foot square, and
of sufficient depth, in the case of dwarf ( or ’’ bush ”)

Roses, to allow the junction of the stock and scion
to bo about an inch below the surface of the bed
when the operation is completed. In the case of
standards the hole should be (5 inches deep. A nlant
should then be taken from beneath the mat, sprinlded
with water, and held with the left hand in the ceutie
of the hole, while with the right the roots are spread
out horizontally and evenly in it, taking care that
the roots cross each other as little as possible.
Some of the finest soil available should next be
sprinkled over the roots so as just to cover them.
Over this light covering place 5 inches more soil
which may then be trodden in and the hole filled
up. Tread the soil firmly round the plant when
this has been done. Firm planting is very necessary
for the future well-being of Roses.

In the case of heavy soils, or where the ground
remains for any length of time is too wet a con-
dition for the planting of Roses to be salisfuctoril

y

carried out, it is an excellent plan to secure some
light gritty soil, such as the clippings obtained
from the sides of roads when the grass-edges are
being cut. A spadeful of this material may then
with advantage be placed both above and beneath
the roots instead of the natural soil. Soil of this
character may be firmly trodden without cakin;i to-
gether, and the grit in it en^ourag. s the early^for-
mation of roots. When planting Roses singly oii
lawns or elsewhere, the same mo. hod shoiri.i be
followed as when inserting them in beds. Where
Roses are planted in ti e spring the shoois shoiiid
be pruned before planting.

SixoFK Pr.ANTs ON Lawns oii in BciiDKits,
Previous lo planting Roses singly on lawns’ or in

borders a hole sh; uld be dug for each, 18 inches
square and 18 inches deep. 'The soil removed from
the holes should be well mixed with one-foiuth of
its quaatity of well-decayed manure, before being
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restovptt to thoni. ft the soil lie foiinrt poor nnrt

nnsnil.alilf, lieUer soil I'loio luiolhei’ part of the
^'aixlen or some tmfy loam slum'd .substituted. No
^rass should be allowed to f'low within at least (I

inches of the stem of Standard R' s s phuited 011

lawns.
ClIMBI.no Oli I’lLLAIt IIOSKS.

For Cbmbinff and other Roses of very vigorous
growth the whole prepared for their reception should
be ‘2 feet spuare and 2 fe t deep, and care be taken
that the soil be of a suitable character and well

enriched with maMire. For it must be borne in

mind that such Roses require much more root-room
than those which are pruned back every year, and
in most cases are intended to occupy the same
positions for many years to come. 'I'lieiefore, any
extra care and atleiuion bestowed on the p'anting

of strong-growing Roses, like those referred to, will,

sooner or later, will be repaid.

St.vkixg S'r.tsi)Aui> Roses.

As the plaining proceeds, each plant should be

secured to a firm stake of some kind. In order to

avoid damaging any of the roots, the stalces shou’d

be driven firmly into the holes pr.'pared for the

reception of the plants before planting them. Fwarf

(.r bush-plants do not need staking; but, to prevent

injury from high winds, all long growths should ho

shortened previous to planting.

The Labei.i.inc. of Roses.

Where there is only one plant of any variety, a

permanent label, with the name of the Rose either

written or printed upon it, should be attached to a

small stake p’aced near it, and not to any part o

the plant itself
;
but when .several plants of the sani

^

variety are grouped togt ther, or follow one another

labels will only be necessary at the 1 eginning of each

such group or row.— (rav'hners' Chronich.

A SO-CALLFD “ (^riNlNF-llAllK.”

In our Trade Reports on page 8i!8 of the issue

for December 7 last, under the head of “ Interesting

Drugs,” we referred to a small consignnifnt of bark

fro , 11 the West Coast of South Anrerica from trees

“growing in the same forests which yield the red

cinchona%ark of commerce ” The bark was further

said to be used medicinally amongst the natives,

and it was supposed to contain quinine. Thnt the

bark in question was rubiaceous there was but

little doubt, but it could not be further identilied

. fpg time. Some new light, however, las since

been shed upon it, though it by no means clears

its specific or even generic i 'entity—indeed, to

^ome extent, it is further mystified
;
but as the

history of a bark which, if not identical, is very

closely Allied to it, may be interesting, and withal

lead to its accurate nomenclature, we give the

following, which we have been at some pains to

trace Referring, in the first plac , to Guibourt’s

“ Histoire Naturelle des Drogues Simples," published

1850 we find amongst the lluhiaceoi a bark des-
'"'•

hed under the head of Qainquiim hirolore, which

flwrees in its structuie, colour, and taste with the

h rk recently received in the Loudon market. The

tree however, is said to be a native of Guadeloupe,

^Viere it is known as //ot.s Javne. Guibouit gives

> as his opinion that tliis tree is identical with

1, r ,le«cribed by De Candolle under the name of

glioTL ..»< '.» ?< V"
n , live of Guadeloupe, a' d the bark recently seen

Vthe London market com.iw from the “West

Jv,aat of South America, woul 1 seem to be fatal

o the chances of their having any afbnity
; bnt

nroceoding further in ll.e search tor more mformati. n
procLo F

SI I mulown III bark we find a reference

xi
1S.U,

„ ics where in some remarks on ( inrhviio /‘ihu/ii,
page It.H, V e e

^ Mr. H. W. HnH, teprmt d from

York 'He.iiilcr 0/ Mn/u inc anil l‘lri,;„,ir,i for

1 ..-V ISAO ivo re d that the wi iter was show 11

PX e Ouibourt at the Ecole de Rharma ie

iVvis a specimen of I’iluyo liaik wlm b Giiiboutt

was of opinion contained either quinine or cmchoiiiiio
;

but file writer says he is “confident that it con-
tains no alkabne principle whatever, and iti tonic

propertio.s, if it ]iosscsses any, must bo Lrac d to other
souices than to the pieseiico of the jirinciples

which have hitherto been attributed to it." An
editorial remark on this [mper draws attention to

the fact that the name Pitayo has been given to

two entirely different barks, one of which is the
(Juiw/uiiia, Ijicolore of Guiboiut, and is the produce
of Steiiostomivii acutatuw DC., and the other a Cinchonn
bark, to which Professor Guibourt assigned (he name
of Ijiiinqnina I'ilrnjo, is the jiroduce of Colombia,
and somewhat resembles Calisaya bark, and is pro-
bably yielded by Ciiirhoiia acaih'iiiuii of Guibourt,
which really equals Cinclioiia nfficlii<i/i.i of Linnajus.
The next reference to the bark of Stwnislownw

we find in a notiie by T. C. Archer in vol. xiii.,

page 312, of the l‘hannacvuUcol Jonnud for 1854,
“ on a few articles imported into Liverpool in 1853."

It is said to come from Va paraiso and to have
been iutroduced under the name of Peruvian bark,
and is tlius described:—In respect to size and general
appearance this bark is not unlike the coarser
sticks of cassia, for though evidently the ( xtenial
bark of a tree, it is lemaikahly smooth and neatly
rolled into thin quills about 2 f et ti inches in
length, ill thickness it is about that of a sbilliiig,

externally of a very light drab colour, ratlur darker
inside the quills, hut internally tho colour is cinna-
mon red. Mr Archer further says that a sample
was forwarded to London, where it was n med
Sttnoslomum acututuni, but he thought probably in
mis'ake, in consequence of that plant being a native
of Guadeloupe, and the bark coming from Val-
paraiso. He alfo suggests the probability of its

being a species of Guettavda, and perhaps 0. cordata.
He bases this suggestion on the fact of the
Guettardas being excellent febrifuges, and beii g used
by the natives as such.
We have had an opportunity of examining a por-

tion of the actual sample which came into Mr.
Archer’s hands in 1853, and comparing with it the
fre-h sample recently received in London, and,
though there are points of difference, the similarity
is very great, lii the fresh sample the exterior is

of a greenish ' colour, aud not drab; the inside,
however, is very like it, and identical in striation.
In fracture the colour shows rather more yellow
than in the o'd sample, but sections as seen under
a lens are so much alike as to he scarcely distin-
guishable the one from the other, lu taste, too,
they are alike. The old bark is distinctly quilled,
and somewhat thicker than the new, which is m re
tlatteiicd. The conclusions, then, to he arrived at
are that the bark recently received in London is,

if not produced by the same tree as that which
made its appearance in Ijivorpool in 18.53, the
produce of a very closely allied plant, but what the
generic name of that plant or plants is it is still

impossible to say in the face of the two coming
from places so far apart. The suggestion as toils
being a species of (lui-tturda we do not agree witli.

as in all the species of that genus we have had the
opportunity of examiuiug tlie barks aie totally
different and without the slightest trace of colour.

Ill conclusion, it may be well to say that the genus
Sleiio.Hlownin is now sunk in that of Aiitin/iwa, and
that De Candolle’s .S', (icuhttum is now known as
Antirrhiva arislatii, Bth. and Hook, f —Chi’wint and
lhn<i<jist.

THE TliKATMENT (»K ( ’ASF.X R I N.\ ON
SAND-DINES.

if. E. Mc.V. Muir’s interesting remarks 011 the
trea meiit of saiid-dmios in l-’raiice in the liidinii
l<’uri-xh‘i- fer the mouth of .Juno, and especially his
ri'Miarks in coiinection with the giowlh of the small
piims mar the sea-shore ihough entirely “sheltered
from wind ’ being stunted, as compared with tho.se
half a mile distant exposed to the “full force of the
western gales," iiistigato mo to record a few notes

(,.11 the Casuarina ui.der bomewhat similar circum-
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stances on the sea-shoie near Eulfar in the Surat
District.

J'iiforts liave been made to establish the Cusuariita

equLsili/o/ia on the sea-shoje at this spot for some
time past, and last year I managed to raise at least

25,000 transplants at a nursery established for the
purpose ill the vicinity. Unfortunately, just about
the time when the final planting operations were to

take place I was transferred to another Division.
But neverthe'ess, I gained sufficient experience from
the existing plants to justify tlie presumption that
without some special method of treatment it won d
be impossible to rear the plant successfully. Whi'e
trees at a distance of half a mile inland on private
property were doing well, those on the sea-shore
Itself wore stunted and unhealthy even when fairly

well sheltered from the strong sei breeze. I came
to precisely the same conclusion as to the cause of

this as did Mr. Moir in the case of the pines on
the coast of France

;
but whereas ho seems to ex-

press some doubt, there is no occasion to entertain
any, so far as the Casuarina are concerned. The
sand deposit on the minute needl. s and on the bark
and twigs was easily perceptible to the naked eye,

and could be rubbed olf with the finger. Under a
powerful magnifying glass the appearance of the
deposit was appalling and quite sufficient to suspend
the physiological functions of any plant. These
microscopic particles of sand, moreover, appear to

travel with considerable force, penetrating the cortical

depressions and irregularities and filling up the
stomata of the leaf system. The dunes I refer to

are partially covered by that valuable creeper the
I[)OiiM'a hiloba, and in treating the Casuarina for

tliis evil two c nrrses seem to be open to us—(1) to

greatly add to the quantity of this or any other
creeper, a grass that may be induced to grow,
thereby reducing the surface area of sand exposed
to the wind, and (2) to occasionally wipe or syringe
the plants free of the deposit that forms on them.
The second course might, at first sight, strike one
as being impracticable, but as the formation of this

deposit is very gradual plants need not be sub-

jected to such treatment very often. I cannot help
wondering how the Madras Officers have got over

this difficulty, for surely they cannot have been free

of it, and I think it would be of considerable interest

if one of them were to give irs his experience in the

Indian J' orcaler .— W. A. Wallinger, Godhra, Panch-
mahals .—Indian

CLIMATIC INFLUENCE OF FORESTS.

This influence, says M. Charles Marsillon, in Cosmos
(August 10) has long been recognized, but has been
studied scientifically only since 18(57. The results of

this study show that the mean temperature of wooded
regions is slightly less than that of open country,

the difference being about one degree F'ahrenheit

near the ground and a little less at the tops of the
trees. In general, it is cooler by day and warmer
by night in the woods than in the open country.

Thus forests are regulators of temperature, and have
an important influence on the climate, and hence on
the agriculture, of neighbouring regions.

The soil of forests also is slightly cooler than that

of the open regions—a fact especially advantageous
to agriculture in warm climates. In Wurtemberg
the difference of maximum temperature between
forest soil and that of the open country has reached
8 centigrade. The mean annual humidity of forest

air exceeds by 84 percent that of the open country.

This excess is in some cases as high as 14 per cent.

Besides, the temperature of the tree themselves is

lower than that of the surrounding air, whence that

air, coming in contact with the trees, has its temper-
ature lowered to a point nearer to saturation. If

the air of the open country, already saturated with
moisture, blows through the trees, and is thereby
lowered in temperature, its moisture will, of course,

condense and fall as rain; thus a wood may act as

a veritable rainmaker. It is in fact generally re-

cognized that rain is more frequent in the vicinity

of vast forest regions than elsewhere. In parts of

the steppes of Russia where trees have been planted
and forests have grown up in the past fiftv years
mi*

notably increased. Forests ulso prevent floods,
ihe forest soil is soft and spongy, retaining the rain-
water and letting it out slowfy into the streams.

** * ^ sponge, together with greater,

mm-o f
make destructive torrents much

PW. f t‘^**®**‘
'hooded regions.

wn rnfLnnf®- hygienic influence. Inwaim countries, when a forest is cleared awav, fever

d rSs“trips
appearance, while if in insalubrious

^pelrs ThL r fluantity, sickness dis-appeaib. Inus the Bomaii campagua and the Tnacanmarshes, where luxuriant forests are now growing,

Vno®the.T the“'. traditional unhealtlffulnesf

!

HipW fl
hygienic factor of the forest is

tlie fact that ozone exists in unusually large quantitiesin their neighbourhood. This fact, lately establishedby Fernow has been held by him to show that afoiest constitutes an important barrier against theapproach of epidemics and infectious diseases.—
Indian Ayncidturitst^

COFFEE : ITS POSITION AND PROSPECTS.
By J. Buchanan Esq., c.m.g.

How great is the satisfaction of being able to sitdown pen in hand and chronicle the march of progress in Nyasaland. Twenty years in the world's
history is but a moment, and yet how much menmay accomplish by steady perse*'erance and a deter-mination to leave the world better than they found
It even in so short a time.

^

The discoveries of the immortal Livingstone inCcntial Afiica roused the civilised world to a senseof dut>, and the great man’s death liV the shoresof Langweolo caused the hearts of thousands of hiscountrymen to throb with a desire to do somethi n
111 answer to his prayer, “to heal the open sore fothe world, the result by practical form in 1875,a handful of Missionaries take their lives in theirhand and enter the Dark Continent. A year laterolio w more Missionaries, the Merchant, the Planteithe man of Literature and of Art

lanier.

Great are the difficulties to be overcome
; dogeed

'

perseverance and Britisli pluck soon tell. A focfifim
IS obtained on the shoies of Nvasa 'iml lofp.
Shire Highlands are taken possession of From acommercial point of view one could not easil? seegreat prospects of immediate trade, but there Wthe ccu itry in its length and breadth, its Mis andvallejb, mountains and lakes, and the eye of theplanter was keen to perceive a land full of promisppossessing: great capabilities, ready to respond to thecultivator s magic wand, and to reward the husbandman with fruits rare and precious Year« noto
experiments of all kinds Je ivie7
panics enter upon the field. There
rumours of war; na ions vie with each other in thffir

i;r,7of “
Her Majesty's subjects had the satisfactioii'ofTeffin^Nyasaland placed under British protection ^
previous to this coffee had been c^ultivated atand Zoinba, and the Messrs Bi™n u,

v'^^^tyre
staked th.it little alUt. it, wl,il.”,‘“rk7'“b?M
to whom Nyasaland would finally bcloim mwere the forebodings they with others shi,-
with the declaration of a British ITotppi^'*'
cultios disappeared, and from Thar^w Vh'f

"

industry has gone forward with leafis aifd boundf''It IS not the writer s mtentioii at nresenf

T

p ” 1
upon a detailed account of the coffee i^dusti-r ofthe country nor to write the history of nv?

^

made. A medium is now being offered for the^Trle
primarily conemn

discussion of matters
planters, and it behoves all interested*ili m
freely avail themselves of this mea„s
and disseminating information re^^ardiiip- tli„

•

wdiich of all others is likely to 1
of Central Africa

' ‘ -^ahation

The kindly interest taken in Nyasaland Irv pp ,

in almost every part of the world demands^thaf H
**

true position of the coffee industry and
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future bo made known. Rou';hly speaking there are
at this moment (1,000 acres under ooffee in Nyasaland
spread over something like lOO plantations. Of these
the greater number are in their first and second
year, so that the year ’97 is looked forward to with
considerable satisfaction, it being very probable that
the export of coffee in parchment for that year will

re.ached an aggregate of 21,000 cwt.
Very varied have been the returns per acre. In

the early days on one occasion 17 cwt per acre was
gathered. Time after time a maiden crop of 8 cwt
has been reaped, far too much, but taking the
plantations all over an average crop of from three

to four cwt may be reasonably lorked for. The
general method of cultivation adopted, though not
in every particular identical with the system in vogue
in Geylou and India, may be said to bo pi-actically

the same, the first planters having obtained their

knowledge chiefly from the wcll kiiown works of

Indian and Ceylon men. At the ssmo time consider-

able latitude has feen allowed, local and climatic

circumstances rendering it unwise to adhere slavishly

to the methods followed in other countries, no matter

how suitable for those particular countries such

methods may be. For instance, in the clearing, for

several years planters trusted chiefly to local labour

which failed them just at the criticaltime with the

result that great clearings, felled and burnt off

durin<' the dry season, ran the risk of reverting to

bush and grass for want of labour when the rains fell,

and much cleaving and holing had to be dons at the

end of the wet season. Again the plantations were

unavoidably allowed to become foul with weeds, and

doubtless the early plantations sustained great injury

in conse<iaence.

It must be remembered that the country at that

date was in a very unsettled state, and the natives

would not he persuaded to leave their home for a

journey of 40 miles, much less OOO miles, as is the

case now, returning six months or twelve months

after. The African Lakes’ Coy. had succeeded in

briii'^ing Atonga by steamer from Lake Nyasa as far

baclT as 85 to do their transport work, but the

passage was costly, and it was not until ’91 that the

Atoiiga agreed to leave their home and accept w rk

on Luchanan Bros.’ plantation at Zomba. The

position today therefore is totally changed. The

local native being satiated with cloth and other-

goods does little or no work, their place, however,

durino- the dry season is taken by Angoni who

come^from the table land to the west of the Shire,

while the Atonga from further North are available

for the wet season; thus it is that the planter-

today, notwithstanding the enormous increase of

labour demand, is in a better position than was his

pioneer brother. The Atonga labour supply has been

rendered available to every planter in Nyasaland by

the action of II. M. Commissioner in reducing to

order several Yao chiefs on the west of Lake

Nyasa who, up till then, would not allow gangs of

Atonga to pass through their country. Let us hope

that a year hence wo may see the remaining Yao chiefs

of ' the Hast of the Lake silenced and thus another

vast labour supply rendered accessible.

(4ne cannot prophesy as to the future of the labour

supply, as many contingencies may arise. The dis-

covery of gold, for instance, might seriously interfere

with the planters' labour supply, but, t.aking no

pessimistic view of the case, and all things being

equal, there is really no reason why the supply

should not go on increasing. There arc yet vast

fields of labour untapped, and as we advance and

close in on the old order of things in Africa the

..oiiiinl corollary is that tribes come to learn that

he new state is better than the old. Taking the

Angoni as a case in point it seems like but yesterday

since the writer saw villages burning, people Hying

for- refuge, armies of Angoni raiding and pillaging.

Now we have in the Shire Highlands year after year-

thousands upon thousands of those same Angoni who

have exchanged the spear and shield or the hoe, and

who piovo themselves as capable labourers as they

\\ere warriors to be feaied.
•

T'hc rate of wages at the present time varies Irom

f to (i; por mouth for the ordinary plantation hand.

The more skilled labourer obtaining 10 or more
rupees. Wages are yet to a large extent paid in

barter goods such as calico, beads, brass wire, handker-

chiefs etc. but a money currency, namely, the Indian
rupee and the English coinage, is fast becoming
general. Laud is yet available in quantity. Not-

withstanding a very marked increase in value within

the last few years there is yet good coffee land

obtainable at from 5/ to 20 per acre. It is calculated

that a plantation of 200 acres including, say 1000

acres more or less of land, may be brought into

bearing in its third year for about £2000, though
£2500 would bo a safer estimate. The coffee in this

country has a marked tendency to bear heavily in

its first year. The w-riter has known coffee, not
forced in any way, to bear a maiden crop of 8 cwt.

per acre within 8 years of the date of placing the
seed in the soil. The result of this is ruinous, aud
so weakens the trees that, in many instances, little

more crop is obtained. Hence it would be well not
to expect a maiden crop until the fourth year. As
to how long the trees may go on bearing it is at

present impossible to foretell. 'There are trees in

the writer’s possession now in their eighth year
which have borne five continuous crops

;
while, on

the other hand, trees that have borne heavily in their

initial stage have had to be cut down and renewed.
The great drawback coffee has to contend with is

the want of transport. One dreads to think of what
may be the position two years hence, unless by that
time we have a railway from Chiromo to Hlantyre,
if indeed it be not from the sea coast. 'The present
transport arrangements are utterly inadequate to deal
with the export of 2000 tons of coffee in a period
not extending over three months. 'There are railway
and tramway schemes in the air, both good enough
in their way, but what is wanted is a throughly
good railway 3' (i" gauge starting best of all at the
sea coast, failing this at Port Herald or Chiromo
and tapping all the coffee districts in its way to

Blantyre. As yet the fatal leaf disease of Ceylon is

unknow'u in this country, and stringent measures are
in force to debar its entrance. 'There are here,

however, sevei-al ills that coffee seems heir to in

every countx-y. The borer, for instance, W'e have
ever with us; we have suffered also from blight

and bug which cvei-y intending planter must bo
prepared to reckon with. The bug we have to dread
most however, is an insect not unlike the lady-bird
beetle in appearance though considerably smaller in
size. At one time this insect was regtirdcd rather
as a friend than a foe. The mischief resultant upon
its visitations is often serious, empty berry, diseased
bean, and in some cases, no crop at all. Steps are,

however, being taken to combat this enemy and we hope
to publish the results in this magazine at an early date.

Summing up the position and prospects of coffee

in Nyasaland there is every reas.on to regard coffee

planting in the light of a staple industry. II. M.
(Jommissioner IMr. .lohnston. has all along recognised
the importance of the coffee industry, and we would
believe that future legislation will moi-c than ever tend
to aid the planter. Nyasaland planters are not slow to

take advantage of accessory aid. 'They arc loyal to

those in power and alive to their own interests, and
with the many advantages this countx-y possesses, aud
the general iutelligeuce of the planting community,
we feel warranted in concluding tluCt coffee planting
has a bx-ight future befox-e it .—Ventral A/riran I'lanter.

'The Cac.vo Chui’.— .V planter in tlie course of

a letter to us .say.s :
— “No two |iei sons can agree

upon tlie cacao crop thi.s year. Some say it is

short and others tliat it is u)i to estimate. It

is in iiiy opinion rather shorter than otherwi.-e

generally, 'i’he Caracas in many jdace.-' hao a
cro|) with an interxal, or rathei a crop for the
old year and oni^ for the neu, separated from
eacliOther by an interval of some weeks, while
the Korastero is spinning along with ri|ie and
green and blo.ssom again. As reg.ards ]trices they
are kec|)ing up to previous ligures in England.
But there is no knowing what the \ ankce and
Armeuiau troubles may do to all'ect price.s.

”
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THE KE-EXI’OKTS OF CEYLON AND
INDIAN TEAS.

One of tlie most strikinu; feature.s of tlie re-

norts i)eriodically funiislied by Messrs, Gow,
Wilson & Stanton on tlie statistics of the tea

trade is tlie statement given therein as to the

re-e.x|)orts of teas from tlie United Ivingdom.
The ilepnrt before us gives tlie lignre for the
re-ex, lort between the 1st June and SOth Nov-
ember for the years IShd, ’03, ’Of and ’9.3. Ilriefly

abstracted, this statement sliows that since 1892

the re-e.x])ort of China tea has fallen from sixteen

million pounds to nine million pounds ; that of

Indian teas has risen fiom 1,1)38,-151 lb. to 1,992,095

lb.; while the increase in the case of Ceylon
tea is represented by a rise from 1,818,1541b. to

3,780,377 lb. ! Ilougiily speaking, while China
has fallen se\’eu million iiounds, only some two
and-a-(piarter million of Indian and Ue3don have
been sent from the United Kingdom towar<ls re-

dressing tliis falling-oil. Wepresume this difl'er-

ence—or rather this discrepancy—has been made
up by increase in the direct exports from China
to foieign countries. This, however, is not the

])oint that most directly strikes us with respect

to the statistics above (pioted. The question we
should desire to see answered is: “Why has
Ceylon so far outstripi)ed India in this re-ex-

port of teas to foreign markets ? ” While India
during the term reviewed has added but 300,090
lb. or so to ber le-export, Ceylon has added
not greatl^'^ under two million lb. Certainly

this difference is a very striking one. How can
it be accounted for? We can hardly assign as

a re>»son that Ceylon agencies may have been
more active in their respective lields of work
than those of Lidia. After all, such lields have
been mainly confined to America and Russia.

In the first of them the two tea-growing coun-

tries have been working simultaneously’, and, to

a great extent, in syiujialby’ with each other.

In Russia, it is true, M. Rogivue has suc-

ceeded in creating a considerable demand for

Ceylon tea, but we believe Indian tea has not

been without representation there. Australia

may be left out of coni])arison, because she im-

ports most of her tea direct from the producing
countries. Failing effort to account for the

difference mentioned on the lines above sketched,

nothing remains but to assume tli.at there exists

a prefereritial taste for Cejdon over Indian teas

in the outside markets of the world. We do
not assert that this is so, but wo can hardly

suggest any other probable or possible cause for

the relatively rapitl progress^ made by Ceylon

teas in this matter of their re export from the

United Kingdom.

THE GOVERNOR OF THE STKAITH AND
THE .SELANGOR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIA-

TION.

TO -HIS KXCKLHKXCV SIU CTlAltl.ES liULLEN ilUtUI

MITC1IE1*L) G.C.M.O < GOVEitNOK AND COJIMAN'IHoIGIN-

CHIEF OF THE STUAITS SETTLE^IENTS AND ITS

HEi*EXi)ENUlES :

Youu ExceLLK.xcv,—We. the undersigned members

of the Committee of the Selangor Planters’ As.so-

ciation, desire on behalf of our Association to offer

to Your Excellency and Lady Mitchell on this the

occasion of your third visit to Selangor, our most

hearty and cordial welcome.

We feel sure that Your Excellenoy cannot but

be struck by the great change in the aspect of the

country, which has resulted i'l'om the rapid advagee-
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meiit of the coffee enterprise. We desire to tender
to you our sincere thanks for the vigorous steps you
have taken to forward the cause of free labour, and
we trust that Your Excellencj^’s appeal to the Madras
Government to send over Delegates with a view to

ascertaining the exact conditions under which the
Tamil inimigraut lives in this country, will result in
the Mai ly Peninsula being thrown open to unrestricted
emigration from India,
We recognise and appreciate Your Excellency’s

wise determination to so foster and encourage agri-
culture that the State may in the future derive a
largo proportion of its revenue for this source and
not, as in the past, be entirely depended on tin.

We trust that Your Excellency will permit us, as a
body of practical 7iien, to draw your attention to vari-
ous points in the policy of the Government which
affect labour and the planting enterprise—points upon
whicli we believe Your Excclleucy will agree with
us tliat our opinions, as coming from those most
nearly interested in the question, aro not unworthy
of Your Excellency’s close consideration.
L.mjouk.—It is felt to bo a great hardship that

labourers can leave the service of their employers
at a month’s notice without settling their liabili-

ties, unless bound by written contracts of service.

It is true that employers have their civil remedy,
but as, in the majority of cases, coolies’ assets are
nil, it is useless for employers to try to recover ad-

vances through the Civil Court. We submit that
there can be no injustice in making it compulsory
for coolies to either pay or work off their advances
(taking, say, jj.!;') as a maximum indebtedness for

each cooly) before leaving their emploj^er’s service.

It is claimed that written cou'cracts obviate this

difficulty, but we are of opinion that such contracts
are utterly opposed to the spirit of free operations
as binding the labourer to work for a fixed period
exceeding a month, and w'e know that they are ex-

ceedingly unpalatable to the coolies themselves. We
would have our labourers free to leave us at a month’s
notice if they choose and if wo cannot so identify
our interests with theirs as to make it to their obvious
advantage to stay with ns

;
but we ask that this

freedom with regard to their movements should be
coutingeut upon the proper settlement of their

just liabilities, and we qiwte the instance of Ceylon
where this principle is most strongly insisted upon
by planter.s and recognised as equitable by the
Ceylon Government. We sincerely trust that Your
Excellency will sea fit to meat our views in this

connection before the new Labour Code becomes law.
Auction S.xle of Forest or “Waste” Land.—Your

Excellency has inaugurated the system of selling

forest or “waste” land in districts which appear
best adapted to the cultivation of coffee, by auction
sale

;
the size of blocks so sold has been limited to

320 acres approximately, and the usual clause pro-
viding for the cultivation of one fourth of the whole
area within a ))eriod of five years has been inserted
in all grants. Y^our Excellency has stated in a recent
despatch to the Secretary of State for the Colonies that
your object in introducing these innovations has been
primarily the exclusion of the speculator in land.
As bond fide planters ourselves we would record our
entire approval of any measures which will achieve
such a desiralrle result, but we are of opinion that
the cultivation clause in itself is sufficient for this
purpose, and moreover that the practical utility of
this clause would be considerably euchaucod by the
issue of larger grants, inasmuch as the holder of a
block of, say, 1,000 acres would find it a much more
difficult matter to dispose of his laud in the third or
fourth year after purchase, with 2.^0 acres to be brought
under cultivation during the time that remained
before the Government had the right of re-entry, than
the holder of, say, throe blocks of 320 acres each, who
could very possibly place his land in three difl'ereut
quarters with the obligation attached to each of oulj’
opening 80 acres in from one to two years.

VV'^o also consider that blocks of 320 acres are insuffi-

cient in area to admit of economical working, and that
the general effect of sales by auction is to put the trained
planter who has selected his blocks, and spends time and
taonev in doing so, at a serious disadvantage wheq
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the sales come off. The land spccnlator attends
the auction (luite content to buy land that he knows
must be worth acquirinp, inasmuch as it is auctioned
at the instance of the man of experience, and he can
afford to bid higher than the other as ho has in-
curred no preliminary outlay.

Again, it a planter desires to buy three con-
tiguous blocks, Ure spccuhttor may purchase the central
one at a prohioitivo figure and compel the planter
eventually to buy him out at a price which leaves
a substantial margin of prollt for hisnself. Such
abuses are inevitable in connection with sales by
auction.

We would further ask that the dela}' in survey-
ing blocks in the Kuala Lumpur District within the
radius gazetted as subject to auction sales be recti-

fied, and that blocks applied for in the above and
other districts should be attended to and put up
for sale with the same despatch as they are in

Klaug and Kuala Selangor. We would point out to
Your Excellency that competition of these sales

mea.ns the disappointment of at least one party, and
that unless there is abundant land on olTor, which
there has not been hitherto, the result is one settler

the less in the State.

Wo believe that general sati.sf'action would be given
to the public if the Government w^ould

(1) Construct rough service paths, of a width of

six feet or so to commence with, through rich districts
;

(2) Cut up and survey blocks of 5U0 and 1,00U
acres in advance of aiiplicatiomi

;

(3) Price this land at a rate which the demand
at the time being and completed sales would seem
to warrant

;
and

(4) Dispose of the blocks to applicants in order
as they come forward.

If such measures were adop'ed an intending settler

would be able to make his selection, buy his land
and commence operations at once, and there can
be no doubt that the wide circulation of this fact

would tend to bring numbers of investors into the
country who are now holding off owing to the at

present existing uncertainty connected with the ac-

quisition of land.
It is of course of the highest importance that

no such attempt to oixm up a district on the lines

suggested above should be made without the soundest
expert advice upon the suitability of the soil and
locality for growing colTee.

Our Association hopes that the time is not far dis-

tant when your Excellency will concede to the planter
the prior right to mine his own land liimself, ortoniake
arrangements for its being rained, as we aro of opinion
that it is an essential point that the holder of a

lease in perpetuity should neither bo deprived of

any of the land comprising that lease, nor of the
power to exercise control over such miners as, by-

virtue of the mineral rights retained by H. H. The
Sultan, might at any period be empowered by the
Government to prosecute the mining industry in

the planter’s land.

In cases of resumption of land by the Govern-
ment for public purposes, we would again point

out to Your Excellency that the existing terms of

settlement by arbitration are, if not inequitable,

at any rate not at all calculated to givo satis-

faction to proprietors. We maintain that the Court
of final reference should in all oases of arbitration be

composed of adjudicators without any interest what-
ever in the question at issue.

We do not at the present juncture desire to again

urge upon Your Excellency tlie necessity for jicrmit-

ting lawv ers to ]iraotise in the Law Courts, but wo
hope th.at the Administi at ion of jiistico in Selangor

will be one of the first iioiiii ; which w ill ongugo the

attention of Iho l.iesidont-Goiioi-al of the amalga-

mated Native States. We commend the foi'cgoing

suggestions and recommendations to Tour Excellency’s

notice, feeling assured that Tour J'.xcellency will

honour the views which we have advanced, and which
we claim to be reprc'sentativc, with your kind con-

sideration.

We beg to subscribe ourselves, lour Excellency’s

obedient humble servants,— J'k V. Carey. Tom Gibson,

G. Meiklc, E. 15. Skinner, II- Uuttcubach, Com-
paittee, S. P. A.. DugeiubeL

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.
The Proguess of Buitisii Guowx Te.\.—In our last

week’s issue we quoted a eiicular from Messrs. Gow,
AVilson, and Sia-Rton, in which figures were given

or data supplied by Jler Majesty's Customs, chowing
the growDii of the tea trade, and how Eritish-

grov.n tea is gr.idually, but surely, pushing Chinese
loaf out of the home market. Tire eclipse of China
tea has continued steadily, as the following figures

for tile past six mouths testify :

1832. 183.5.

India .. 52,170,' Of). .51 p.c. 58,285,000. .51 p.c.

Ceylon.. 31,735,000. .33 p c. 41,125,030. .30 p.c.

China .. 10,027,000. . 10 p.c. 14,438,00'J. .13 p.c.

In 1877—not twenty years ago—China shi]iped 123
million pounds to the United Kingdom, India 28
million pounds, and Ceylon nil, a to'al of 151 million
pounds. A reference to the figures given in our last

iisue will show the strides made since then.
Dust Tea ano Pekoe Faxnixgs.—

M

essrs. Stenning,
Inskipp A Co. in their Ilcport state :

—“ Complaints
have come to our notice of licavy loss in weight
arising from the broken condition of tlie leads and
packages and the subsequent leakage

;
we would

recommend that half-cbests, either of strong wood,
iron hooped, or of metai, be usd for such de-

Fcriptions.''

•‘Pj,.v\r Many TiirxGS.”—Tiie cultivation of tea and
other products will no doubt be tried, at any rate
experiiuentally. in countries in which until recently
sugar-growing has been the leading industry. In his

piper, read at the Royal Colonial Institute, on “The
Future of our Sugar-Producing Colonies,” to which
rva referred last week, 51 r. .Tustico Condii Williams
made reference to the pnssibilitj' of further develop-
m.nts of tea-growing experiments, lie mged upon
the colonial planters the necessity of turning attention
to tlie cultivation of tea and other products suitable
to the soil. Of Mauritius he said, speaking of the diffi-

culties attending sugar planting ; “But where, as in

this interesting and beautiful island, thei-e re-

mains to a community the possession, in addition to

great natural resources, of a fund of unexhausted
iutclligcnce, pluck and spirit, as was abundainly
manifested after the terrific InuricanG in the island
of 1831, and the fire of the following year, there is

no room for absolute despair of the future. And
Mauritiu-s possesses certain resources which are still

largely undeveloped. Not the mineral resources of

Britisli Guiana and Queensland, which add to the
prosperity of a colony by leaps and bounds, but
such as consist in new and varied species of agri-

cultural production—vanilla, tobacco, fibre, and tea
—-.suitod to development by small cultivators, such as
aro foiinil among the rapidly increasing body of

Indian ‘ ryots ’ of the island, who, so far, have
devoted their energies mainly to the production of

vegetables for the insular market, and of sugar
canes.” Beferi-ing to Natal, Mr. Justice Williams
said :

“ Natal, in past days was called the Colony of

Samples.’ And if that were scarcely a respectful

title to confer upon this plucky and salubrious little

colony of South Africa, still less would it behove us,

in view of today’s three principal staple exports of

Natal, to pronounce her the Old Lady’s Colony of

the future. Yet tea, sugar, and coal arc fireside e.s-

sentials of the first order. And of tea, the latest an-
nual output in Natal is said to be of 700,u00 lb.

from 2,-500 acres under cultivation.’ I’binters

everywhere aro learning the lesson which
5Ir. D. Morris, of Keu', lias ti-ied to teach—viz., that
“ tliP history of nil e-sentially .agricultui'al coinum-
nitics teaches u ; that there is .eilet)' only ,vhi» n:<

plant .nantj thuKjt;
;

oi-, in plain woids, in agricidtural

as well as in commercial enloiprisc, it is 'not well to

place all onr eggs in one basket.”
AGmeui/ruuF. and Cuuuf.ncy.—A paper was read at

the Imperial Institute, last woclc by Mr. \V. E. Bear on
“ Agriculture and Currency.” The reading of tho
)).'ipei' w.x.s to show the ailvantagi's at pi'e.sent enjoyed

by the Argentine over (ndia and other countries in tho
pioductimi of wheat. The paper ]H)iutod out tliat the

lall in juices since silver was demonetised m cer>

fain important countries was too well known. A
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strong opponent of bimetallism, Sir ft. (lilfon hail

estimated the market value ot the Oigricnltural iiro-

tlucts of 1S',)1 at fill,000,000 less than they would
have been worth at the prices of ltS7 1, and there

had been a great further fall in most of the com-

modities since It was stated that the value

of products sold off the land in 1801 was less than
that of those products in 1S71 by t'dS.OOO.OOO. No
other commodity illustrated the effeo. of the artili-

cial fall in prices so strikingly as wheat, wiiich had
been steadily going out of cultivation in the TTnited

Kingdom. The circumstances which caused a de-

preciation in currency to stimulate exportatioii

were iho maintenance, or partial maintenance, of

the purchasing power of the depreciated cur-

rency in the exporting country in relation to the

expenditure of the producers of the goods ex-

ported, and the ability of shippers to pay prices

in currency high enough to yield satisfactory pro-

fits to the producers. The price of wheat iu Europe
had been so extremely low that export from India

had been barely profitable, even with the advantage
given by the fall iu the gold value of the rupee.

The Argontiue Itepublic, with much greater currency

advantages to exporters, had taken up the position

recently held by India as third among the great

wheat-exporting countries of the world. Previous to

1887 Argentina had never exported as muclr as half

a million qnartoi'.s of wheat in a year, and it was
not till IfsilU, whim 100 dollars in gold were worth 201

dollars in paper, that the period of extensive ex-

porting began. Then the exports continued to expand
till iu 1801 they reached 7,018,000 ([uarters, iuclud-

iiig Hour. T’he expansion was attributed to tlie high
gold premium which had existed for the last eight

years, and particularly the last four. The actual

price of growing the grain, purchasing bags, and de-

livering it at the railway had been sent down at about
Os a quarter in a productive year, with gold at 350;
that was m hen the gold jiremimn was at 25C and 100

dols of gold exchanged for 350 of paper. Railway
and ocean freights and other charges might bring

the cost of lauding wheat in England to 10s a

quarter, and the balance of any price iu excess of

that sum was the profit to be divided between tho

owner of the land and the grower. It was only for

a few weeks in 1801 that the price of wheat in

England was under 20s. When Mr. Gasti’ell, thio,

British Vice-Consul at Buenos Ayres, wrote his report

in August. 1801, the price had not fallen below 13>s

on rail iu Argentina, while the exchange value of lOi''

gold dolliiis was over 350 dols iu paper; therefore the

growers v.ei'e getting 15s Cd a quarter in their paper
currency. Can producers stand up against such a
tremendous handicap as that? With the advantages
existing, the Argeiitine grower would be able to un-
dersell tho rest of the farniers of the whole world.
— //. A C. Mail, Dec. 20.

THI', WVNAAD
{Coiiiiiurniratrd .

)

Tlie little hook of 03 i>ages (.lemy 8vn) by
Francis Ford is a cnuci.se and admirahly written

description of Wynaad and the Planting fmlustry

of Soutliern India
;
giving exactly the informa-

tion intending investors require witliont any
unnecessary padding. Investors tliere are, not a
few, unfortunately, lieing now driven from this

island liy the utterly mistaken policy of the

Oylon (xovernment in leserving land.s, Imndrcds
of thousands of acres of which might .safely he

made available for cultivation
;
and a consider-

able portion of which lies alongside the rail,

way to Uva, the very existence of this land-

ind’eed, being one of the chief recommendations
for undertaking the important and costly ex-

tension. The land, as it is, is valueless, and
answers no earthly pnr])Ose. Sold to the planter,

it would realize from 11150 to 1!200 per acre,

and soon be clothed with a vegetation closer

and more verdant than in its primitive state,

greatly adding to our chief iiidu.stry and con-

verting a noil-paying into a highly i-eninneir'itive
railway, ihc only oH'ect the present prohibition
of land salc.s lias had is to enhance for a time the
\ alnc ol existing e.statc.s, which, for no other reason,
ha\e ‘hoomed’ nji to tigures nnjirecedented in
the history ol either tea or coll’ei*

; and, secondly
to turn a-vay intending inieslors to search for
otiier lands liy which they hope to compete sne-
c.cssfnlly _with the Ceylon )ilantiiig industry.
Fur this ]mrpose, there i.s not a more con-

venient and jironr.sing held than the Wynaad,
which, as we are here remindud, is “A Hill
district in the Aiadra.s Presidency, to the W'est.”
I t.s general elevation is from 2,0UO ft. to 4,000 ft.

It enjoy.s a good climate; its fertility is ’nnsur-
pa.s.seci and its scenery wonderful. To tlie

eastf rise the Nilgiri Hills or Bine Mountains
as tho name iiiijilie.s. 'J'his range has an altitude
of 0,001) feet with peaks running ii]) to 8,000,
while to the north-west the chain of ghaiUs
stretches away into the rugged little province
of Coui'g, famed for its coHee ; area about 1,020
square miles

;
rainfall from 50 up to 200 inches.

AV'e might, perhaps, he inclined to demur a little

to ilie statement that “ Wynaad is admitteilly a.s

favourable ;is Ceylon in respect to climate and
far .superior to both that island and y\ssain as
icganls a cheap laliour sn|)j)ly,” but, a.s to the
.snitabilil>- of the land for tea, tliere does not
seem lo be any room ior doubt

; and we suspect
tliat if the pre.sent dejiloralile policy of our
local Covernment continues, it can only be a
riuestion of a very few years when Southern
India will outstrip Ceylon in the yield of all
her ]iet products.

Coll'ee seeins again to be profitably cultivated
in these bamlioo lamls of wdiich w'e have nothing
analogous in Ceylon :

—

“ Kxiierience lias proved that there are locali-
ties in the W'ynaad, notably Sultan’s Battery
and Nellacotta, wdiere coHee liourislies excellently.

Shade and manure are essential to sneces.s
;

by means of iliein the planter is able now'-a-
days to hold his dire enemy llcniilcm vastatrix at
hay. .An ollicial statement of prolits, on a block
of estates, lately imhlishcd, s'-ows that the owner
has m.'wle in ten years a net profit of £77,000
off 092 acres. In one .sea.son alone (IS92) the net
])rotit was no less than £18,000.”
But it is to tea that the present race of crushed-

ont planters in Ceylon will most natnr.ally turn,
and here we have a descriptive report hacked
up by antlioriries and iignres which seem to ns
nnimpeachahic.
‘Tea is a product,” says Mr. Ford, “which

li,as been grown with sncIi excellent re.snits tliat
the Vi ynaad promises to be one of the most
pa.ying distri.as iu the Fa.^t. i.SOuIli, per acre
has been made on an estate in South Wynaad,’:
— and he (luotes from the rejioit of onr own AV'm.
Taylor—than whom we have few better authori-
ties—that “ the nature of the soil is a sandy
loam with some laterite

; well suited for the
growth of tea as proved by the size and vigorous
ap])earanco of the hushes—the lay of the land
is mostly easy and undulating, and I may say
that, as far as soil, lay of land and climate are
concerned, this part of AVynaad would compare
favourably with the hulk ‘of the tea districts in
Ceylon.” Mr. Taylor, wdio, by the way, has
just called upon us while writing tliis, remarks;
“ Yes

;
quite true

; hut they will have to go in
for a heller jat. Of all the rubbishy jat I have
ever seen, the Wynaad can show tiie worst, and
yet tlicy got crops—marvellous Hushes—but M liat
might they not get with a better jAt and better
]danting V

’ Tho author hacks Mr. Taylor’s o])!-

nion up by that of Mr, AAC M. Standen, g
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tlioroufjhly prao.tical tea ])lanter enjoyino- a liigli

reputation, wlio gained tlie laize for an essay
on tea cultivation, in wliich lie states tliat the
few acres of tea plantetl in dillercnt parts of
Wynaad are ‘‘ showing such a vigour of growtli
as could haidly be excelled either in Assam or
Ceylon.”

1 he localities in Wynaad, where tea can
be cultivated witli the greatest success,
we .are iulorined, are : V.ayitri ami INfeppadi
in South Wyna.ad, Cherainbadi, I’udalar and
peval.a in South-East Wynaad. “ 'J'hcre is

forest land still av.ailable, and whenever tin*

cultivation of tlie tea husli is \igorously jirose-

cuted, prosperity awaits Wymaad.”
And yet the jdanter is not .allowed to sup-

pose that lie has found .a perfect |>aradise. .As

in Ceylr.n, tlie .anxious jilanter will alw.ays have
cares and troubles enough with labour. “ .\s

the haw now st.ands,” we are told, “protection
is given to the scoundrel .and fraudulent con-
tractor : the pl.anter h.as no redress.” Much is

expected from the coming (lovernor—Sir xVrthur
Havelock—^to redress grievances and jilace the
]dantcr in a better iiosition than he has hitherto
lield in Southern India. “This able states-

m.an,” says Mr. Ford, “has for the last live

ye.ars been (lovernor of Ceylon, so he comes to

the Presidency with the full knowledge of tlie

value of the industry. One of the first things
th.at will probably strike him when he arrives in

M.adras is th.at, whereas planting in the island

he left was the backbone of the State, in the
peninsula it is but one of many interests. Hut
he will have realised in Ceylon wh.at private en-

terprise is capable of .achieving.” Altogether,
altliough we regret the necessity that has arisen,

we think young aspiring ])lanters in need of more
elbow room ni.ay do worse than follow in the
wake, of (iovernor Havelocdc.

The .autlior gives some \ e,ry jiitliy and excellent
advice to the young planter. “The (pialities

most needed on an est.ate,” he is told, “ are
keen observation, untiring industry and consum-
mate patience. After tlie newness of the life

has worn off, the daily routine grows nionotonons,
the close inspection becomes a drudgery

;
but, if

,a man gives way to his feeling's, the sooner he
throws up the life the better for him. Patience,
consiimm.ate jiatience, is needed in dealing witli

coolies, .and he who cannot control and manage
his labour will never be a good pl.anter.”

We have thus glanced over and indicated the
contents of a very useful and interesting little

volume, which let those looking out for ]i.astures

new buy and rc.ad for themselves : it is pub-
lished .at the Madras Mail |iress .and only costs

III. We have now only to repeat our regret

that there is no more scope fur investment of

capital in this island, but we venture to ])redict

that, before many years are over, our Government
will regret its present ])olicy. We were .amongst

the first to suggest and agitate for railway ex-

tension ;
thougli assuredly, had -we known that

the extensive tract of available forest through
which the line ])asses to llajiutale was destined

for ever to rem.ain a wilderness, we should have

been no party to the advocacy of a railway by
that route.

-4-

PJ.ANTING IN MATALE.

We were in error in stating clsewhoro that

Elkarluw.i Ornnp had given 800 lb. per acre all

round over 300 acres: it should have been an estate

in the Elkaduwa DUlric/. Wc arc glad to hear how-

over that some fields on the Elkaduwa O-oup have

also given close on 800 1b. per acre, but not to such

an extent as 300 acres. Two well-known estates

not 100 miles from Matale, have given 750 and 800

lb. per acre from 300 and 200 acres respectively.

Not so bad for good old Matale, ihe once much
pitied district.

PI .AN TING—PATEN TS.

'J’he following Grants of Exclusive Privilege have
been granted under the Inventions Ordinance during
tlie half-year ended December 31. 1805:—
No. 410.—To William .Jackson, of Thorngrove, Mano-

field, Aberdeen, North Britain, engineer, for improve-
ments in or connected with stoves or apparatus for

drying tea leaf, coffee, grain, or other produce.

—

July 7, 189.5.

No. 158.—To Clive Meares, of Wangi-oya estate,

Talawakele, and Janies Brown, of Hatton, engineer,

for improvements in machinery or apparatus for

iiniirovement in wire-shoot runners.—.July 7, 1895.

No. 471.—To William Alfred Gibbs, of Gilwell

Park, Sew'ardstone, in the county of Essex, England,
for improvements in or connected with furnaces for

the production of hot air for drying or other pur-

poses.—July 21, 1895.

No. lot) —To Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco

Engineering ^Vorks, Belfast, Ireland, for improve-
ments in a]iparatus for withering ti-a leaf or ex-

posing chemical or other material to hot or cold air

or a mixture of air and vapour or gases, also for

drying yarns, cloths, and other substances.—July 21,
1895.

'

No. 159.—To Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco
Engineering IVorks, Belfast, Ireland, for improve-
ments in centrifugal fans, and in apparatus con-
nected therewith.—.July 21, 1895.

No. 470.—J'o Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, Ireland, for improve-
ments in apparatus for withering or limping tea leaf

in the course 'of its manufacture into hlack tea. or

for the finishing or facing of green tea preparatory
to its being packed into chests.—July 21, 1895.

No. 429.—To C. .T. B. Ee.'losurier, for invention

for compressed fuel.—August 15, 1895.

No. 461.—To Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, Ireland, merchant, for

improvements in apparatus for exposing tea, coffee,

cacao, grain, and other substances to the drying or

other action of air, vapour, or gases.—September 16,

1895.

No. 476.—To llohert Thomson, of Kenning Park
Engine Works, K{‘nning Park, in the county of

llenfrew, Scotland, engineer and tea planter, for

improvcmcut.s in apparatus for withering tea leaf.—
September 16, 1895.

No. 473.—To Augusto F'erreh-a iianios. Civil En-
gineer, of San Paulo, in the State ot San Paulo,
Kepublic of Brazil, for iniprovement.s relating to the

drying of coffee, grain, fruit, and to other materials,

and to apparatus therefor.—October 7, 1895.

No. 480.—To Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, Ireland, merchant, for

improvements in smoke-consuming furnaces for boilers

and for air heating stoves.—November 11. 1895.

No. 465.—To Samuel Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, Ireland, merchant, for

improvements in steam engines and in means for

driving high speed shafts therefrom.—November
11, 1895.

No. 468.—To Dr. A S. Lethbridge, Indian Medical
Service, now of Calcutta, tor invention tor making
glazed tea.

No. 472.—George Robson, Manager, Fairfield Iron-

works, of Slave island, Colombo, for invention for

willowing or cleansing fibre and freeing it from dust

and other extraneous matter.—December 4, 1895.

No. 474.—To Alfred Horatio Bell Sharpe, of 3-2,

Charlesworth terrace. F’oss Bank, Ijincoln. in the

county of Lincoln, engineer, but now re-iiJing at

Spence’s Hotel, Calcutta, for im)irovenicnts in machi-
nery or apiiaratus for drying loaves of the tea plant,

the same being applicable for drying analogou.s

substances.—December 4, ]3t>5.— O'ofuimicnl (l(ueiie,

Jan. 10.
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GKMMTNC IN (liS'J.ON.

We take the following from the Lomlou letter

of an evening eontein|>orary :
—

Donbble.ss isneli a welcome inUI he given to a

new undertaking, that inore will he heard of

very shortly in connection with gemming and

gold finding. I'onr undertakings of a similar

nature have now been commenced in your ishiml,

and all have, I believe, ceased oiimations uimn

the grounds of the dilliculty. nut of lindiUg

genisr but of getting them brought in l',V_ the

natives employed in linding them. I thin a it

was Mr. (tow, of Gow, M ilson, and !mant(m,

who said “ Gemming will never be successiuny

canieil on in Ceylon until a means is louml, or

a machine invented, t(j prevmrt the native Hands

from picking and stealing.'’ Undiuibtcdly, m
mining for gem stones, the chiel dilliculty has

been to actiially secure the gems which pass Irom

the washing machines to the picking tables;. ne

lack of success of so many gem-mining ventures

of late is mainly attributable to failure, to detect

gems on the picking tables, and .actual I nett of

really valu.able stones. The new company I

speak of liope to clunige all tiiat. .v macliine,

tne Automatic Gem .Sc|jarator (Lockhart s I’aicni),

takes the place of the picking tables, and, thus

eliminating the greatest cause of loss, renueis

mining in such countries as iiurina, Simn, Imiia.

Ceylon, and Australia practicable. After licing

dug from the mine or pit the gem-bearing

oTound passes, without handling or the ])Ossibility

of being tamyrered with, through the washing

plant to classiliers of special construction which

size it and yiass each size to the separator. Lach

seyiarator selects its gems automatically iuul ure

posits them in a locked receidacle, rejecting the

worthless gravel and .allowing it to yiass (dl as

tailings, the yrrocess is esscnti.ally a continuous

one, and, as there is absolutely no wear on the

separators, their action when once regulated re-

mains constant. Water is the only agent em-

ployer! in the seyiaratiou. It can be used over

and .over again, and, as the Head retyuired for

effective w'ork does not exceed ten leet, only

very moderate iminyung yiower is necessary to

serve a large plant where a constant suyiyily is

not available. These scpai-ators are cayiabh' of

greatly reducing the heavy concentrates from the

machinery at present emydoyeil ;
and for .alluvial

ci-ravels such as are found containing gem stones

fn Burma, Ceylon, and other yrarts of the worhl,

the reduction ranges as high as over 9.') yicrcent.

i have tliis w^eek had an interview with the

inventor, and, from my two and a liaif years’

residence in tire district, Kakwana. where oyiera-

tions ai-e, I think I gathei-ed, already commenced

or commencing, I was aide to suyiyilv him with

some information which was interesting to him.

Alreaily 25 acres of good ground have been

secured, which provi<les" a ynetty good, area for

o'emming. I was shown a very nice selection of

^t„nes—sapphires, amethyst.s, rubies, .and others.

Also a piece of gold which was found by simyile

washing, and a small nugget that had been

e.xtracted without dilKculty. if this new oyierator

could only show that gidd in yiaying quantities

is to be found in Ceylon, what a lilt it would

give to the colony. At le.ast .50 tons of soil can

be treated daily, and, if eacli ton yiroduces, on

a moderate estimate, UM per ton (Mr. I.. G.

Harding, I hear, considers that estimate within

the mark), the new undert:i!;ing. the capital of

which is not he.avy, sliould have a successful

future.

This afternoon I have had the opyiortunity of

seeing ac the premises of Mr. W. 8, Lockh.art,

M.r.C.iv, at Great Snllblk Street, Boro’, the gem-

separating m.achine. It seems certainly a niost

ainyile yet ingenious invention, and is very simydy

worked. The soil is ymt by a cooly into a recejn

tacle. All is worked by water. This receyit.acle

enables the large stones, roots, .and grass to be

got rid of. Thence the residue is carried by the

Force of water into a receiver, which ag,ain .sep.a-

r.ates the soil and sm.aller stones. What is then

loft is only gravel and gems. Into half a bucket

of gravel, w liich had come from (^eylon and wuis

largely mixed with iron stone, 32 different gems
were mixed. This was then jilaced in the separa-

tor. By virtue of the slight difference of the specific

gr.avity, the gravel wms sep.arated from the gems,

the ligliler gravel floating upwards by the force

of the water, and falling into the bailings heap,

.ami the heavier gems falling into the locked re-

ceptacle below. Not one w’as missing, the whole
32 came through, but there wmre also a few iron-

stones whiidi were perhaps exceptionally heavy.

'I'his was .a fault on the right side. The propor-

tion of gravel wxas about 99f to R or perhafis much
less, of gems, and the machine most accurately
rcjectcii the stulf without value, and preserved

the gems. Another operation, showing how small
gtdd pieces could be washed, was shewn. A small
nugget, the size of a )iea, came out of a m.achine
almost by itself out of half a bucket of heavy
Indian gravel, half composed of garnets. The
machine could be set to separate g.arnets from
gravel, .as I .“aw had been done. Then a tiny

luece of .alluvial gold and 12 minute shot were put
in to demonstrate soil w.ashing, .and separated
as .accurately. No constant attendance is required.
The machines will go on from 1st January to 31st
December ; water only is wanted to w'ork it, and
without breaking it no cooly can get .at a .single

stone. I think Mr. Lockhart, who is a thoroughly
practical man has got what is required. So far
it h.as not been a c.ase of stealing the gems, but
taking them. If, now, all that .are found .are

secured, gemming may not be so entirely in the
hands of the natives as it is at present.
Talking of gemming, there was one spot I

always thought might yield a splendid harvest
of gems, .and that was the ground .around and
running aw.ay from the store .at Nahaveena, Kak-
wana. It lies .at the bottom of a bay of land,
all natives used to .assert, famed for gen'is. Good-
ness knows to what depth operations might be
carried, and jiossibly enough lies beneath that
waste piece to jiay for the value of the estate,
even at the luice Mr. Layard purcha.sed, a good
many times over.

INDIAN PATENTS.
C.alcutta, Dec 27th, 189.5.

For a new process of tea manufacture.—No. 411
of 1895.—August Schulte, im Hofe, Ph. D. of
Freiburg University, in Germany, temporarily living
at 1, Vansittart Kow, Calcutta.'

For a combined wood and cast iron plate sleeper
for metre gauge railways.—No. 155 of 1895 James
Connor of Yalgivi, in British India, Permanent 5Vay
Inspector, Southern Mahratta Railway. (Filed 14th
December 1895.

For an improved tea, coffee or hot water boiler—No. 201 of 1895.—Gopal Mahadeo Vidwans, drafts-
man, Sanitary Engineer’s Office, Bomb.ay, Presi-
dency, Poona. (Filed 16th December 1895.)
For improved method of and apparatus for re-

moving sand and like bars or banks in rivers and
tideways, and for deepening the same.—No. 147 of
1890.—M.J.M. B. Baker’s invention. (Specification
filed 16th September 1891.)

For a new or improved method of treating and
prepari'

, 1
;

- i ml blending the same for infusion,
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togethrr with tea, coffee, cocoa, amf other sub-
stances for which such prepared hops are appli-
cable—No. 20 of 1891'—Mr H. A. Siielling’s inven-
tion (Specification filed 18th September 1891.)—i/u/turt
& Eastern Engineer, Jan. 1th

milTISH ('ENTKAL Al'llK’A.

(hroiii the British Central Africa <!azrtte, Zomha,

Oct. 1.5th, 1S‘),5.)

It i.s matter of con.sidcrahle .satisfaction to know
tliat since the return of Mr. Robert Rmdianan to

Rritish Central Africa, by the improvements in

method of preparing tobacco wliicli he has iii-

trotluced, Messrs. Buchanan Brotliers have now
been able to place on the market a su])ply of

native grown tobacco as good as any average kind
imported from abroa<l. Smokers pronounce the

samples submitted to them to he e.\ cel lent, and
a large sale is already si)ringing up. Mr. Whyte
has e.xamined this tobacco, and has funiisheil us

with the details on which this note is founded.

Since at the ])resent time we are almost wholly
dependent on coiiee as our main ox])ort, the

action performed iiy Mr. Buclianan Brotliers, in

showing that really lii'st class lohacco can bo

grown in this l*rotector.at(>, is a ma. Icr of some-

thing more than local importance. This enter-

prising brm. deserves the thanks of the commu-
nity for adding an inijiortant and prosperous in-

dustry to the few other inducemenis whi<di tempt
Europeans to inve.st their caiiital in this Pro-

tectorate.
Showers of rain—some of them very heavy

—

have been falling in the Mlanje and Zomba
Districts, and possibly elsewhere in the Protecto-

rate during the month of September, a very un-

usual occurrence for the time of year. On the

1st of October, a great deal of rain fell at Zomba,

and we understand that as much as tuo inches

were registered on the same date at Fort Lister,

in consequence of this unusually moist “dry”
season, very few hush lires have taken place,

ami although bush lires are not really benelicial

to the country under ordinary circum.stancos,

they are .actually much needeil at the present

time for the destruction of the locusts. This

plague is certainly diminished in intensity.

Mr? Marshall reports that the Tanganyika Dis-

trict is now almost free of locusts .and they .are

little heard of on Lake Nyasa. They continue

to swarm on the top of Zomha mountain

on the ujiper pl.ateaus of .Mlanje in the vicinity

of Fort Lister, on Mount Cholo, and on the

hills in M.atii)W'iri’s country. It would .almost

.seem as though locusts were beginning to prefer

the elevated regions to the plains. The have

up to the present done little or no dam.age to

c'ardens or crops. Nevertheless, for the bast

week they have visited regularly every d.ay the

Residency grounds. Imtthe firing of guns, shouti 7ig

of men, and Ideating of drums have been up to

the present effectual in dispersing them.

AUSTRALIAN FLIWVERS.

“ There is nothing,” we are told, “ that astonishes

the stranger visiting Australia for the first time so

much as the variety and beauty of its flowpr.s.” Au.s-

traliais, indeed, a Land of floral loveliness, and no-

where has Nature been more lavish in lier gilts of

bud and blossom than in New South Wales, where,

at almost every point, the landscape is an endless

panorama of surpassing beauty. There is a plethora

of colour in the flowers that everywhere meet the

gaze. “ They are not placed here and there only, to

give one the impression of limit ;
they cover moun-

tains and valleys in all kinds of form and shades of

hoaiity. Cliiiihcrs, rich in ciimson, and inter-
sjicrscd with every other colour, ar.i multiiilii-d by
million.s, and scattered with a prodigal hand that
know;: no stmt nor bound, save tint of inlinitnde
itself, until every shrub and ])l.mt and busli, robed
in .spkndour, makes the country gay with blue
and gold, and many coloured dyes.” Tlie gorgeous
colouring of the Australian floral kingdom is hardly
to be excelled elsewhere, .\inong the favourite native
flowers is the stately Waratah, or Native Tulip, as
it is sometimes incorrectly designated. It grows to
the height of four or five feet, Iho slender stem
being siiriiiouuted by a large dahlia-shaped flower of
the deepest crimson. It is sometimes grown as a
garden flower, but thrives best in the bush. Ths
Native Rose, which has no resemblance, save in its
delicate pink tint, to the favourite garden flower, is
exceedingly plentiful. The blossom is small and
mode.st, but wonderfully enduring, and forms a
charming addition to an Australia'n bouquet. The

which a beautiful specimen, em-
bedded iu icc, \vas lately sent to the t^fucen, is so
called from its being most abundant in rocky
country, wmere its masses of vellorrush-wdiitc blos-
soms stand out in picturesque relief from the dense
background of dark green foliage. The Gigantic Lily
IS, perhaps, the most magnificent of Australian native
flowers. Prom a cluster of gracefully bending leave.s,
rises a stalk to a height of from ten lo liftocn feet,
crowned with about a dozen (adinson ilowcrs, fuming

natural bouquet, about a foot in diameter.
The Magnolia gr.anditlora is found in parts of the
iriouiitaiii regions, its large white flower.s and deJi-
cious fragrance rivalling those of the cultured plant,
lire wild Lobelia is sometimes found as iihundant as
buttercups in an English meadow, but its presence
IS much disliked by pastoralists. as cattle will- not
eat It. The red flowers of the Trumpet Jasmine
are very beautiful, as are also the. pale-yellow flowers
of the wuld Iloneysuckle, while the rich masses of
Golden \Vattle-bloom are among the ioveliekt at-
tractions of an Australian landscape. The Christmas
Bush is, perhaps, the most popular of all Australian
rowers. It takes the place of English holiv as a
Cluistnias decoration, the flowers being sinall and
of a reddish tint. Largo quantities of the flowers are
sold in Sydney at Christmas time. There are many
other flower.s no less beautiful, such as the Elanuel
h lower and Native Fuchsia, hut the for egoing will
serve to iliu.stiatc the rare and unsurpassed heauty of
the floral wealth_ which has made Australia a helaiiical
paradise .— (Julouies and India, Doc. 21.

DJEU GUI FEE.
On his peent journey to tlie Mlanje District HM. Gonjuiissioner made an interesting discovery. Iti

the v-alley of the little Nyungwi stream which 'flows
direct into the Ruo about ten miles west of the
counuence of tlie Ijikiimila and tlie Kuo and (dose
to the place where the Nyungwi is cros-ed Irv themain ro.ad to Fort Anlerson, tlie Commissioner
found growing a siiecies of wild coffee anparentlv
identical with that which is met with in the
interior of Mocambeque, on the Zambesi, and
at Inhambaiie. By a happy chance this wild coffee
vvas not only in blo.ssom, but bore the ripe ber-
ries at the same time. In growth (he tree was
very straggling, and somewhat resembled the origi-
nal ciiltivated coffee tree in the Rlantvre lUiasion
grounds Tins wild coffee was found gr ;wincr'(or
several hmidrcd yards along the hanks of the sueam
The Commissioner collected a large number of the
berries, some of which were r-ipo, and tiiese will
be planted in the gardens at Zoinb.i. Specimens
were also collocted of tho Ic-n-es flowers ami fruit
for transmission to Kew for ideiitili ution.

It has generally licen stated hvthe Goi’miiissioncr
liim.self amongst others, that there is no wild coll'ee in-
digenous to Nyasalnnd, and coi t iinly up to the present
discovery, it was believed that no sjieciinens of tire
wild coffee had been found by any one. Tlie Com
nnssiouor se.arclied diligently in ahiiost all the other
stream valleys that ho crossed in the Mlanje Dis
tract for other specimens of tiro wild coffee, but was
not able to find any,
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It is just possible, that these trees fonnd 011 the

Nyuiigwi stream close to the i-’ortognese border might
have had their origin in seeds of the wild Zambezi
coli'ee nccidentally conveyed there. At the same
time, seeing tliat colfeo is indigenous to tropical Africa

and is found in almost all the warm parss of the

continent which aro not ab.solnte deserts, it is very

extr.i,ordinary that a fertile region like Nyasaland
should almost alone possess no form of indigenous

coffee. The Commissioner therefore desires us to

publish this discovery for the information of

planters and others who, by careful investigations,

may succeed in discovering' a wild indigenous coffee

in the British Protectorate. Msautima lie lias no
objection to tile berries of tiie wild coffee growing on
the Nyiuigwi stream (which is on Crown land) being

gathered by any persons wiio may like to try ohe ex-

periment cf planting this wild coffee,

—

Jlritinh.

Uentral Africa (fazettc, Oct. 15.

PRESERVING FRUIT AVITH BORAX.

One is inclined to think, judging from tlie

successful e.x]>eriments tliat liave recently lieen

made in jireserving fruit with bova.x, that it

should be well wortli the while of the jiroprie-

tors iu the \Vc.>t Indies to send a few experi-

iiicntal sliiimients of limes, mangoes, and other

fruit to London. I was told in Coient Garden
that the London market prefers the small limes.

Although ,it is [lerfectly true that the. want of

good roads, unays, ami other shipping arrange-

ments would lie severely felt in some of tlie

islands, fur fruit requires' most careful picking,

packing, handling, even more so than eggs

—

and oil these points, too, Mr. Meaden 1-ays groat

stress—yet, considering the enormous quantity

of limes and other fruit that could be gnnvn
]>er acre, the low i)rico of borax, and by no
means heavy rates of freight, I do nut see

wiiy it should not pay to shi|i hand picked and
carefully jiacked fruit to liondon and the Conti-

nent. I slmnld like to see the Botanical Gardens
Dei)artmcnt of 'rriiiidad leading the way by
taking up the (jnestion, and making a few ex-

perimeiitai shipments uith a view to ascertain-

ing _wliic.li fruit stood the voyage best. I also

mde-tliat Air. George Christie, of New York,
encourages the idea of a fruit trade from Trini-

dad, as he, too, believes that a iirolitahlc trade

is to he done if growers would ship their pro-

duce in the right way and at the right time of

year .— Colonics and India.

DRUG REPORT.

('I'rom the Chemist and Drur/(/ist.J

Lonilon, December 19.

V.\Mi,L.'i.—A .Seychelles correspomlont writes: “ Our
v.anillii iiulustry 1ms experienced great disappointments
lateiv :

we have bad two wretebed crops in succession,

so that our vanilla planters have made no protits what-
ever for over two years. However, wlien I left Sey-
chelles at the beginning of October the vanilla-tiowers

were everywhere showing up well (in vanilla-planting to

get a flmAr is half the battle wont, and the Seychellois

were rejoicing accordingly. The exports of vanilla from
.Manritins dm ing the last three years have hecn :

111 l.SO'2 1893 1891

Kilos 17, luU G,9O0 4,130

p,\iCHOi 1 . 1 .
— fifteen hales very stalky lea.es or-um

flavour were oll'eretl at the last s:lles, and a of tliese sold

at ().'.d per lb.

Es.sKXTi-U. Oils.—

L

emongrass oil remain very linn : ii.bl

has been p-dd on the spot, and a bid of -yid e i f has
been rejected. Oinnamon leaf oil has remained exceed-

ingly tiVni, nothing being now to he liail below fid per

0/7-, it is even said that that ligiire li.is actually been
paid. Oitronella oil is again dearer, 2s being asked
on tlie spot. A considerable business is said to liave

been done for arri>al, and fiuther transactions are

expected.

AGRICULTURIST. 5^5

CINNAMON.
TO Tllli ICDirOR “CHKJIIST AND DRUOOIST.”

Siir,—1 read recently of a conviction for selling cinna-
mon which 1 lie analyst certified to be cassia, and on
testing my stock get the following results :

—

I’lilv. cimiamomi : a riococHon cooled, and a solution of
ioiliue added, gave a bine colour.

Pnlv. cinnamomi mixed with water (cold), and a .solution
of iodine added, gave a .slaty bine.
Cortex ciimamomi, bruised in a mortar, boiled in water

and the decoction c.toled, gave a blue colour with a
solution of iodine.

The 13. i*. says a decoction wiien cooled is not coloured
by iodine; Yours truly,

bivei'i)ool. Gko. M. .Slegos.
I'l'he Dhainneopuda is wrong, for cinnamon-decoction

docs give a l)Ine colour witli exce.ss of tincture of iodine.
If the tincture is added drop by drop, the first drops
do not give a penn.ineiit colour, probably becan.se the
ossentiiil oil absorbs the iodine

; after that the colour
remains. Klnckiger and Ilanbnry fully worked out this
]);)int more th in twenty years ago, and we presume that
the retoition of the sentence referred to in the 13. P.
is an oversight.—Kl) C. A D.\

COFFEE PLANTING IN KUALA
8ELANGOR.

{From the District Officer's Report.)

Diuing October applications were received for

land from Europeans and others for blocks varying
in area from 1320 to 1,000 acres, each applicant
proposing to plant coffee. The Resident has since
given instructions to the Chief Surveyor to have
2i) blocks laid o:it in accessible parts of the dis-

trict, and these will be p'ut up to auction at an
early date. The laud demarcated during October
comprised 101 lots, aggregating 515 acres. The
balance of land nndemarcated has now been re-

duced to 1,885 acres. Mr E. V. Carey took up 500
acres on ths S angel Bingei Road, and an applica-
tion for :’)20 acres was also received on behalf of
Mr T. Fairlnu'st for land adjoining Mr Carey’s ap-
plication. The land in the vicinity has been very
favourably reported upon. Applications were also
received from Mr Cropley for 50 acres, and from
Yn|) .All Bosu for 25 acres, of mining land at
Biikit Kamuning .—Straits Jjiuhjet, Dec. 31.

THE AM.STERDAM DRUG-MARKET.
London, December 19.

Our Amsterdam correspondent writing after last
Thursday’s cinchona sales states that a very firm
feeling -prevailed at those auctions, and that it seemed
apparent that the quinine manufacturers were anxious
to have the unit quoted higher than in the No-
vember sale and therefore competed briskly at prices
ranging np to 3o per unit. Of the 5,682 packages
offered 5,219 found buyers, the quantity bought iu
representing the equivalent of 1,638 kilos of sulphate
of quinine. It is expected that at the forthcoming
January sale a further small advance in price
will be established. The richest lot at auction con-
sisted of 10 bales of crushed Ledgeriaua bark any-
lysing 10-70 per cent. It sold at 42c per half-kilo,
while a parcel of 11 bales from the same plantation
analysing only 10 40 per cent realised 42^c per half-
kilo. The difference between the officially published
analyses and those made privately by the manufac-
tiirer.s seems to have been larger than usual. A few
lots of bark even realised above 4c per unit, but
otliers sold as low as 21c. Druggists’ bai'ks in quill
wove quite neglected and only a few lots sold. The
average^ quality ofioriug however was very unsatisfac-
tory. Since tlie Java cinchona bark sale of December
12th, 41 lialcs containing about 152 kilos of sulphate
of quinine and 64 cases of quill bark which were
bought ill at the auctions, li.ave been sold privately
at very satisfactory prices. A sale of fully 300 pack-
ages of Java bark which had not been offered in
public auction at all, has also been made. No de-
tails are known, but it is said that the unit paid
was fully .3c. The reports from the Continental quinine
factories indicate a brisk demand for the manufacture^
article ,—Chemist and Druggist,
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TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, Dec. 11, IS!),*).

This market seems to be surfeited with trash,
which sells all the way from G@llc a pound, while
low-grade teas, from 12'S)25c, are in great supply.
Recently a line of choice Formosa sold at G2o.
This class of teas, however, has a limited sale,
whereas, were the American public educated to ap-
preciate flavor and to drink tea on its merits rather
than from habit, we would have the bulk of the im-
portations high instead of low-grade. The general
drift of the market is in buyers’ favor. Formosa
Oolongs are well held, but country Greens continue
weak, as do low-grade Blacks. Dealers report a
growing demand for Ceylon and India sorts. A line

of flue Congous was sold at 55c.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company will sell 9,226 packages, viz.: 1,641

half-chests Moyune, including some very attractive

Chops; 4,001 boxes Pingsuey, new season’s 227 half-

chests Japan, new season’s; 51 half-chests Japan,
basket-fired and sun-dried, Jievv season’s

;
209 half-

chests and boxes Congou, new crop
; 25 boxes Capers,

new crop; 28 packages India, Java and Pekoe; 664

half-chest and boxes Amoy, new season's
;

:-i70 half-

chests Foochow
;
2,010 half-chests and boxes P’or-

mosa, new season’s, and including an invoice of

the well-known “ Black Bear ” Chop.

—

American
Grocer.

PLANTING AND PIIODL’CE.

The Supply of Tea .vnd the Market.—Now that

public sales of Indian and Ceylon tea have ceased

for the year, the last auctions previous to January

2 having been held on 19th Dec. it will be seen that

the quantities brought forward were large; but the

demand was good, nevertheless, and prices were not

afiected by the unusually big supplies. From the

beginning of June to date the increase in the quantity

of Indian tea offered in London has been 58,864

packages, and of Ceylon 54,287 packages, the ship-

ments fi om Calcutta during the same period having

been 7,6-40,000 lb. greater than in the corresponding

portion of 1894.

The New Fashion.—As we mentioned some weeks

since," a singular fashion is becoming popular in Eng-

land.' It is the habit of smoking cigarettes composed

of tea in place of tobacco. Some ladies have con-

ceived a passion for this new luxury. There are al-

ready in London special shops where tea cigarettes

are sold, and there is talk of a club, the members of

which are leaders of fashion, and who smoke nothing

but these tea cigarettes.
mi < n • n c

Indian Tea in America.—The following advertise-

ment is taken from the ir«r Cr>/ of December 14,

1895, published in New York :
“ There is no doubt

whatever that India mid Ceylon teas are the best

in the world. The difficulty in this country has

always been the prices. Hitherto it has been almost

impossible to get a pound of good India and Ceylon

mixture under 1 dol. Many, therefore, have had to

buv the cheaper and commoner teas, owing to their

inability to pay the price asked. Now, however,

guaranteed pure India and Ceylon mixtures can le

loucht from us at prices within the reach of every-

body Read the following e.xtract from a letter

lust received :
‘ I have compared your India and Cey-

lon mixtures with those of seven other wholesale

firms with whom I have been dealing, and must,

without hesitation, give yours the palm. It is more

nun-ent, and has that rich flavour only to be seen

111 the finest teas of these particular grades. I am

ordering 100 lb. mid you can look for larger orders

in the^ future.’ Auxiliary Blend, 60c. Ihis is a

mixture of India and Ceylon teas of tjie choicest

and best of grades. Memorial Mixture, oO cents. A

mixture of same teas, unrivalled for quality and

^eapness combined. In one pound or half-pound

nackages. These teas can be bought through our

officci^s all over the United States. If you have

any difficulty in procuring Rieiii, to irado

Secretary, 120 to 124, W. Fourteenth Street, New
•r ]l

Mouiia Maintains its Reputation.—It having been
alleged that Alocha coffee is not all that poets and
coffee drinkers have painted it. and that it is some-
times mixed with Java and Singapore descriptions
at Aden, there has been some stir on the subject
in the latter port. The Aden Chamber of Com-
merce issued a circular denying the accuracy
of tne reports. It appears that in the course of

tiie ijresent year 1 790 bags of coffee have been re-

ceived at Aden from Bombay, Singapore, Java, and
the Mai:! bar coast. A detailed statement of these
imports is given in the circular, on the authority of

the Assistant Political Resident at Aden, Lieu-
tenant-Colonel W. B. Ferris, in which it is shown
that 1.2u9 bags have been exported and 581 bags
still remain in bond. Thus the vihole of the
imports are accounted for. Colonel Ferris
ad:is that as the imported coffee is kept under
lock and key by the Customs Department, and is ex-
ported under the eyes of the Customs officers, it is

“hardly possible ’’ that any of it can have been used
for admixture with the superior Mocha or Ilarra.r.

Official statistics, furnished by the Assistant Resident
and appended to the circular, indicate that the im-
ported bean is sent to Zanzibar, Mokalla, Muscat and
other minor neighbouring ports, where it is understood
to be used fot local consumption, its relative cheapness
being regarded as sui'ticient compensation for its infe-

rior quality'.

Plaxtini; on the Nioeh Coast.—A report presented
to the Government from Sir C. MacDonald refers to
experiments made in the Botanical Gardens, Old
Calabar, including the cultivation of the tea plant.
The curator says :

“ The growth that the coffee plants
fiist planted in the gardens have made has been
excellent. I heso trees, that are only twentyseven
months old from the time of putting in the seed,
average a little over 6 feet high, with a fine and well-

formed head, have all flowered, and would have
borne a fair crop had they been allowed to do so.

For experiment I left one of the Arabian coffee
trees to seed, and have just lately gathered a few
berries. Another large undertaking in connection
with the Department has been the laying out of an
orchard to the exient of about ten acres. There are
at piesent over 800 varieties of plants under cultiva-

tion in the gardens, and a number of varieties of
useful seeds liave recently been planted, including
mahogany fSwietenia mahogani) and sisal hemp
(Aga\e rigida). Also I brought one with me from
Enghiiid a valuable consignment of economic and
ornamciitel plants, most of them arriving in good
condition. Among these are nutmegs, Para rubber,
tea, and cascurilla (Croton cascarilla)—introductions
that, in my opinion, will in time prove of value to the
country.

’’— II. C. Maii, Dec. 27.

«

Tk.\ in .\n Oi.I) Cofkkk Disriticr.— It is quite
ulieeriiig (u liear, from tui experienced iilaiitiiig

lisitor tu the district, so satisfactory an account
of tea oil a great number of old Matale East
coffee estates. What will former residents like
Mr. Stewart Jolly and “Old Colonist” say to
Midlands, for instance, being quite a jiicture in
tea, and Nichoioyri, Cottaratciine, Dangkande,
iS:c. , being ecjually vigorou.s—not to go farther
afield Ihit there is room for improvement in
communications : when we hear of the waste of
labour, delay' in transport, of a \'.A. liaiing to
swim a river in order to get on, and all for the
want of a bridge estimated to cost a few hundred
rupees 1 AA’liat are Ihe proprietors about, if the
District Committee and “ Peter Donaldson” of
Matale fame cannot be got at V We should say
lliat a week > loss to the estates concerned in
wet weather would ]ia_y for the bridge, so it

better be put uji foilhwith and if a jiattern is

wanted, there is iioor C. (,1. Burnett’s bridge on
the .Maiia.galla side, of which he used to be so
proud ten ycius ago, and we suppose still a,

meinenbo of his engineering skill?
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THE COMMERCE UE ('EVLON IN 189.-).

Following up the brief notio? we have already

given of tfie Connneree of Ceylon d n ring the passt

year, the following review from a busine.ss point

of view with which we have been favoured will

be read with interest :

—

IMPORTS.
Rice.—The annually increasing f|uantities imported

indicate the presence of a large immigrant popu-

lation in connexion with agricultural operations, as

well as prosperity throughout the island. The figures

for 1895 are the largest on record, viz. 7,356,778

bushels against 6,476,592 in 1894.

Cotton Goons.—As a result of cheap cotton in

1894, and in the early part of 1895, our market was
over-supplied with cotton goods from Europe, and a

state of glut has almost become chronic, whilst

prices that are obtained are, for the most part, un-

remnnerative. The number of packages of greys

imported was 2,888 and of coloured woven goods 1,009.

During the latter half of 1895 imports have shown
a tendency to fall off to an extent more in keeping

with requirements.
Metals.—A large business has been done in metals

and hardw’are and tea requisites, during the past

year. A considerable portion of the goods coming
under this head and many varieties of shop goods
are now obtained from foreign manufacturers, chiefly

because of their more suitable appearance and cheap-

ness, compared with the same articles of British

manufacture.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies

seems anxious that such trade should be se-

cured for Great Bidtain, but unless the manu-
facturers there can adapt their wares and their prices

to suit the requirements of buyers, the tendency
will be for trade with foreign manufacturers to

increase.
Kerosinf, Oil —The importation in bulk and the

working of the tank system seems to be answering
the purpose well, but the consumer does not seem
to derive much benefit as far as price is concerned,

whilst the importation of case oil has been largely

curtailed if not extinguished. The heavy rate of

duty extorted operates against the extended use
of oil engines, and it is to be hoped that the
efforts being made to procure a reduction of it will

ultimately be successful.

EXPORTS.
Tea'.—

T

he quantities exported in the last two years

are as follows :

—

1895. 1894.

lb. lb.

To United Lingdom 85,753.339 75,348,644

,,
Continent 786.741 298,595

,, Australia 91,379,561 7,446,782

,, America 393,527 216,422

,, India 831,070 874.205

,, Other Countries 195,633 407,066

97,939,871 84,591,714

The increase in 1895 over the previous year

is thus nearly 134 million lb. a larger output

than was expected but the w’eather has been
favourable for flushing, and most estimates have been
exceeded.
There is no land procurable, for plancing in the

higher elevations in Ceylon
;
but a good many

clearings, mostly small, have been made in the low-

country, and in 1896, 100 million lb. or over may
be counted upon. The shipments to Australia and
the Continent of Europe generally show, on the whole,

a satisfactory increase, but to Russia there has ac-

tually been a falling off, significantly showing that

renewed efforts will have to be made if access

is to be gained to the large tea consumers of that

country.
Coffee shows some recovery in 1895, the export

having been 63,920 cwt. against 32,205 cwt. in the
previous year. Prices have have been well main-
tained, but supplies of Brazil are reported to be very
large and may cause depression in the current year.

67

Cocoa.—The crop h.as been a fair one, amounting
to 27,420 cwt., but prices have ruled very low and
do not at the moineJit show signs of recovery.

CiNNAJioN.—The export in 1895 has been large,

2,169,527 1b. against 1,969,905 in 1891. The ship-

ment has been largely stimulated by the high prices

that have ruled during the latter half of the
year, due to the operations of a syndicate in

London w'liere a " corner " was created in

Angust-September, the effects of wliich have not
j'et passed away. 'I'o taice advantage of high prices,

the bushes have been cut very close, and supplies
must be short until they have had time to grow
again, probably till about April-May.
CocoNiTT Oil.—

T

he total exports in the last two
vears have been as follows.

1895 . . . . 1891

381,140 cwt. 487,571 cwt.

About 4,500 tons less have been sent to the United
Kingdom than in the previous year, hut America
has taken 1,000 tons more. Prices have been depressed
all ilii-ough tlie year owing to the euonnous supplies
of i,allow reaching England, and which can hardly
be said to show any signs of falling off. The Indian
import duty continues to restrict the quantity taken
by that country. The present rupee price, R332‘50
per ton, is a good deal in excess of the equivalent
in Loudon.

Coi’RA.—The trade has been of about the same
dimensions as iu the previous year, and, like coconut
oil, it will probably contiuue depressed so long as
Tallow is so abundant.
Plumbago.—The quantity exported in 1895 w'as

334,921 cwt. against 339,521 cwt. in 1894—with a
falling off to the United Kingdom of 1,400 tons,
and an increase to the United States of about 2,300
tons. Ow'iug to the slow revival of trade in Ame-
rica, enquiry has been kept within comparatively
small limits. Supplies have been suffleient for the
restricted demand, but it is fe.ared these may be cur-
tailed through the operation of legislation being en-
acted for the regulation of mine.s.

Fibres.—In coir yarn and fibre a steady trade has
been done of average extent, whilst palmira shows
an increase of 4,300 cwt.
Essential Oils.—A gradual annual increase has been

shown in citronella oil, but cinnamon oil exhibits a
slight falling off.

Desiccated Coconut shows 8,551,073 cwt. to have
been exported in 1895 against 5,722,202 cw't. in 1894,
and the demand for this article of our industry seems
to be steadily growing.

THE NEW TEA ROOM AT MESSRS.
LIBERTY’S.

As a concession to the comfort and convenience of
their lady customers, Messrs. Liberty & Co. have re-
eeutly opened a tea room at East Indi.a House.
Tliis is a desirable acquisition iu any estabhsh-
mmt, more csjiocinlly in one like Messrs. Liber-
ty’s. where the cho’ce of goods is so bewil-
tieriug, that a shopping expedition there involves
a staj of some hours. I’he scheme of decoration here
is quite different from most of the tea rooms in Lon-
don, it is approached by a wide staircase, carpeted
with sage-green felt, and the walls, like those of the
room itself, are covered with a tapestry paper, copied
from one at Hadden Hall! The light is subdued and
restful, coming through old windows, which have the
appearance of the old hot lie glass, only that they are
tinted with varying shades of amber and yellow. They
might have been taken from some old Flemish house

;

indeed, the whole room is a judicious blending of early
Dutch and early English. The tables are tiled, and
have oak rims and legs

;
they are in three shapes

—

oblong, squares, and octagonal
;
and are either old

blue, green, or terra-cotta. The chairs are replicas of
old Dutch studio ones

;
they are of oak, covered with

interlaced leather and studded with fancy nails. The
electric light and some bright draperies complete the
furnishing of this comfortable apartment. The tea
served is a blending of Indian and Ceylon, which MISSIS,
Liberty import direct.

—

Queen.
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COFFER AND CAimoN.

The way that tlio receipts at ]{io and Santos are
maintained must he very discouraging to those con-
tinental operators who, on the basis of the early
estimates of this season’s crop, initiated a “ bull

”

campaign, and many must begin to question very
much whether the predictions of a five million bags
crem for Brazil arc not likely to prove somewhat
wide of the inark. Up to the beginning of last
month the position looked fairly encouraging for
the “ bull ” party, the receipts in itio being on a
comparatively small scale, while tliose at Santos
were only of moderate extent, d’ho total receipts
at the two ports were then 2,7ir),onO bag.s, as com-
pared with l)ags in the previous season,
and fair channel llio for December delivery tonrhetl
09s, while Ma}' delivery stood at (iS.s. The woild’s
visible supply also mai'ked a decrease of OOO tons
for whereas stocks in Kuropo had increased by some
1,800 tons, those in America had fallen away to

the extent of 0,000 tons. But, from this time, edr-

cumstances seemed to have conspired to defeat the
ends of the wicked conspiratoi’s, and their position

is not now an altogetlier enviable one.
In the first place, the Brazilian )ecei))t.s have

increased in an astonishing manner, and in jdaee
of a widening gap in the totals of this and the
previous season's arrivals at ports of shipment, a nai-
rowing down of the difference to about 255,(KiO bags has
occurred. This materially alters ilu- jn-nspeet of a
live million bags crop, il,i5ti,000 bags having already
been received at Bio and Santos in the space of

scarcely five months and a-half, leaving little more
than another million and a-half bags to come to

hand during the intervening period to the end of

June next, if the before-mentioned estimate is to be
verified. Therefore, a sharp falling away of receipts

will be necessary, but up to the present there is

no sign of this occurring, for although the crop
)uovement has been somewhat sinalle)’ during the
last week or so, it is still greatly in excess of that
of last season at Bio, while at Santos it is also

somewhat heavier.

Secondly, the trade demand h.as of late been very
disappointing, the financial dillicnlties caused by the
collapse of the mining “ boom ” and the generally
disturbed condition of the political situation no doubt,

to some extent, accounting for this. Consequently
with supplies exceeding expectations and deliveries on
a smaller scale than looked for. stocks have aug-
mented, and visible supplies, during last month, in-

creased to the extent of 2,9-10 tons, being now, accord-

ing to Messrs J. B. Bouse A Co., l!)t;,010 tonscompared
with 102,910 tons ayear ago. Jjast month’s deliveries

were especially disappointing, falling short of that of

the corresponding month by nearly 10,000 tons, but as

the imports were more than 19,000 tons smaller Enro-
ean stocks did not increase to so large an extent as they
id in November last year. Still compared with a

year ago, there is shown to be over 2fi,700 tons more
coffee in store now than then.

Iir the third place we have to take into consider-

ation the prospect of the growing Braz.il crop and
the extent of supplies likely to be received from
other sources. The blossoming of the plant through-

out Brazil was accomplished under favourable con-

ditions, and although subsequently reports were re-

ceived that the Santos crop had been damaged by

excessive rains no revision of the estimates accom-
panied them. Certainly we have not lately heard of

predictions of a yield of ten million bags, but con-

servative and trustworthy houses have not hesitated

to estimate that should everything continue favourable

wa may have a crop of 3,500,000 bags next season from

the Bio and Santos districts. Of course much m.ay hap-

pen between this next June to occasion a revision

of the estimates. The appearance of frost during

the second flowering, for instance, would cause con-

siderable damage and greatly shorten the yield of

Cafe das Aguas, but the fruit of the first crop having

set well, we are, under any circumstances, likely to

see a larger crop gathered next season than during

the present one. Beiiorts from other producing

countries, liowevcr, do not point to crops in all

cases being as large as last year, when it is osti'

[Ff.b, I, iSgf),

niatod 250,000 tons was growing. But considering
that the plantations ai’c being extended and new
distiict.s are continually being opened up, it would
be somewhat rash to at once jump to the conclusion
that supplies from other countries than Brazil will

be much, if any smaller, because somewhat reduced
estimates have been received from the better known
sources of supply.
One thing is certain, and that is. that while of

late years the supply of fine growths has been con-
tinually decreasing the iiroportion of common grades
has steadily' increased, and therefore the quantity of
coffee, such as is taken for the Continent, gradually
becomes larger. These grades come into competi-
tion with Brazil coffees, and tend to diminish the
rise of the latter, more especially when prices are
artificially tnaintaiued, as is at present the case.
The deduction is that, should the “bull” manipu-
lation be continued, the commoner grades of other
descriptions will be consumed instead of Brazil
kinds, and .ariivals of the latter will have to be taken
up by tlie “ bull” clique, which will in time find its

holding grow to such unwieldy proportions as to
become unbearable .—/oiirnnl of Fivoncr, Dec. 1>S.

lU lUMA AS IWAUKRT FOB TEA.

Dipping into a book containing the early annals
of the T'.nglish in Jiengal, lately published (of which
more shortly), we came across the statement that
abo\it two liundred years ago tea was drunk all over
India. It would be imagined that a conservative
people like the inhabitants of India, wdio through
centuries have retained their customs and habits
without cliange, would not have lost, during the
comparatively short period of two hundred years,
their taste for the cup that cheers so completely as
they have. The bulk of the Indian people at the
present time are not tea-drinkers, nor would they
appear to take kindly to the fragrant Hohea even
when tempted to str.ay from the paths of water-
(h inking by the. to the Indian, almost irresistible

inducoineut of fret’ tea. Those interested in the
Indian tea trade, while making heroic efforts to

exploit foreign markets, bethought themselves
suddenly one day of the yirofitable maike.t which lay

at their very doors if the tiOO millions in India
could only be induced to buy their tea. Small
p.ickets were, made up and distributed free in their
thousands, throughout tin; land. 'The people took
them

;
some tried a cup of tea. but rejected the un-

•accustomed bevei’age. while the greater portion
used the packages of tea as paperweights or for

any other purpose than what they were intended
for. The attempt to lead the people back to their
ancient habit of tea-drinking was given up. If,

however, lodiin tea |)lantei-3 had looked a little

further they would have found in Burma a few
million people who might have been induced to
drink their teas, as they are, for the most part,

very partial to the mild stimulant. All the
Mongolian rices aie tea-diinkei-s. It may be hard
at first to get the ])cop!e in Burma to take to Indian
te.a. China has been l)efore us for a considerable time
non. and the taste of the j'eople bis been long ac-

customed to the light fo.is of China. The China tea

which is consumed hy the bulk of the people is, also,

cheap, so the Indian tea introduced here must be of a
low price. Indian tea.s of a thin, light liquor should
first be tried as a compromise between the two
teas, and when the people become accustomed
to the taste it will be a very short step to dis-

carding China tea altogether in favour of the In-

dian article. Wo would seriously advise Indian
planters to look into the matter. A represen-
tative might be sent over here to study the
subject on the spot, and the knowledge and in-

formation acquired would be veil worth the money
spent on the uudertukiug. In a ju-evious issue we
had .some remarks in f.rvour of Ihe cultivation of

tea in Burma: the fact of a market for Burma tea
being at hand in the very country should be a

large inducement to speculators in this direction.

Wc would much rather that the market in Burni i

was supplied with tea grown in the country, but if
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this is not practicable; then, in preference to Chinese
merchants being enriched, we would certainly pre-
fer that the profit made out of tlie tea trade in

Burma went iuto the pockets of the Indian planter.
—Rangoon Times.

INDIAN TEA AND COFFEE
STATISTICS.

C.ALcurxA, JanuHi-y 10th.—Mr. O’Gonnorhas collected

some very interesting statistics on tea and coffee

cultiv.rtion in India.
The tea area at the end of 1891 was 422,551 acres,

vi/., 151,000 in Assam, 114,000 in Cachar and Sylhot,

121.000 in Bengal, and the rest in the N. W. P. the
Punjab, and tlie South of India, Prom 1885 the in-

crease in the area has been 48 per cent., and in the
production over 88 per cent. The number of ]jersons

employed is reckoned at 383,000 permanently, and
150.000 temporarily.

Coffee at the end of 1894 showed 289,000 acres
rmder cultivation, all being, except 37,( 00 acres in

Burma, in the South of the Madras Presidency,
Mysore claims 13li,0(J0 acres, Coorg 71,000, and the
Nilgiris and Malabar 45,000 acres. The yield fluc-

tuates largely, and Mr. O’Connor remarks that the
attention of local authorities might with advantage
be drawn to defects which seem to exist in the sta-

tistics. About 155,000 persons are engaged in the
industry.

—

M. Times.

TEA PLANTING IN INDIA.
JoKKHAUT, Jan. 1.—Pruning is well in hand on

many gardens. We are having superb weather,
grand shooting, too, snipe being abundant this season.

Uak.teeling.—Now that the Christmas and New
Year festivities are over, the work of getting ready
for the ensuing season has been taken seriously in

hand. Matters of labour, pruning general, clearing

up, and the usual could weather operations are now
well in hand in most gardens.
Dam Dim, Dec. 31, 1895.—Weather has been very

cold and chilly at nights of late and a good deal of

sickness is hanging about. Plucking is now over and
pruning is in hand. Outturns, on the whole, have
been fairly good. Kecruiting reijovts so far are favour-

able, and already a few good coolies are on the way
up. SQrae of the old gardens here arc extending
next season.
SiLiouia Jan. 2, 1890.—The season has entirely

closed here, and as soon as the seasonable destrac-

eions are over, we shall be hard at it pruning again.

—Indian Planters' Gazette, Jan. 4.

TEA IN BURMA.
A contemporary asks why the cultivation of tea

should not be added to the industries of Burma
and be a paying undertaking also. When it is re-

membered, says the journal in question, that year

by year in India large incomes ai’e realized from
tea estates, it seems a pity that such a source of

wealth should be closed to Burma merely from want
q£ enterprise. The r ipid strides which tea-growing

has made in xVssam, a neighbouring province, may-

be perceived from the fact that tea alone accounts

lor nearly 500 lakhs out of a total value of exports

of 680 lakhs of rupees during the year 1894-9. Burma
possesses one advantage, and an important one, over

many parts of India in which Jhe tea plant now
flourishes: the tea plant is indigenous to this coun-

try, while it had to be acclimatised and reared at

much e-xpcnse and trouble in India. There are, as a

fact, flourishing estates in India which owe iheir

origin to tea seed imported from some Shan plateau.

The tea produced in Burma is of a coarse quality,

unsuitable for liquoring and reaches the markets unly

as a pickled preparation. In fact, the natives do not
understand the science of tea cultivation ; we say

Science for it is now acknowledged everywhere that, in

thfe future, edentific methods of tea cultivation will

be alone admissible if the industry is to remain
in-oiitable to those who undertake it. As mentioned
above, the tea planter in Burma starts with the
great advantage that the plant is indigenous to the
country. There is another advantage, and one per-
haps as important. All the knowledge which Indian
and Ceylon planters have gained through years
of toil at enormous expense, all the results of most
recent scientific experiments in manures, blights, and
other questions of vital importance in tea cultiva-
tion are at the disposal, at the cost of a few rupees,
of the tea planter in Burma. lie will not be group-
ing in the dark as many of his Indian confreres
have clone, and through there is much still to be
learned in connection with tea cultivation the
planter in this country need fear no losses or failure
if ho goes with his eyes open.
We do not, on the otlier hand, blind ourselves to

the difficulties to be contended with. The chief
difficulty is the want of labour, although a greater
one may exist in a reluctance on the part of the
Government to lease laud on favourable conditions.
The latter obstacle would, of course, place the subject
out of consideration altogether. The scarcity of

labour would not be an insurmountable difficulty.

Almost without exception imported labour is utilised

in the Indian tea districts and we see no reason why
coolies who go readily to Assam and Cachar should
not come to Burma. At the worst the question of

importing Chinese labour might be considered and
it would be a novel undertaking to make use of her
own people in the competition which is now going
on with Cliina in the tea trade.
No time could be better than the present for the

production of Burma tea. Indian and Ceylon com-
bined, through Messrs. Blechyndeu and Mackenzie,
the Commissioners of their respective Tea Associa-
tions, are exploiting the American market in the
interest of British tea, and in Australia and South
Africa the taste for Indian and Ceylon teas is grow-
ing rapidly. China, which formerly possessed the
monopoly of the world’s market, is gradually falling
behind, and when she is extinguished, as she no
doubt will, the demand for British tea will be enor-
mous and unless the cultivation is increased, beyond
the supply. A start is required, and in a very short
time Burma will be in the field as a tea supplier.—
Indian Planters' Gaziette, Jan. 4.

THE IVORY TRADE OF ANTWERP.
THE BRITISH CONSUL’S REI’ORT.

The ivory industry which, of late, has sprung iuto

new life at Antwerp is one of considerable anti-

quity. In old commercial xVnnals of the Town it

is stated that in the year 1546 a Spanish vessel,

the “ Santa de Maria de Victoria,” was captured
off the coast of Spain by English privateers. This
vessel, according to the old chronicle referred to,

was proceeding from the African coast to Antwerp,
laden with sugar, spice, oil, and ivory, the latter

commodity consisted of 340 elephants’ tusks (weigh-
ing altogether about 64 tons), and was the property
of a Spanish merchant named Rodrigo de Llanos, who
resided in this city. The seized merchandise was
taken to London and there sold. It may be sur-
mised that the ivory trade of Antwerp was of some
importance in the 16th century, as we have evidence
that skilled artisans at that time occupied themselves
exclusively in ivory working. xVs an instance of
this, the will of one Hans Van Utrecht, an ivory
turner, ivho died at Antwerp in 1580, contains an
inventory of his effects, which comprised lathes,
ivory saws and tools of all kinds, rare woods, ivory,
buffalo horns, and manufactured articles, such as ivory
boxes, combs, seals, etc. After the termination of
the Spanish dominion in the Netherlands, however,
it would seem that the ivory trade languished and
finally disappeared altogether. No attempt appears
to have been made to revive the trade until 1887,
when, in view of the rapid growth of the Belgian
inlorc-ts in the Congo, and in order to make Auti-
sveip the outlet tor the natural products, of that

country, a company was formed named the Uppej
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Congo Company, which interested itself largely in
ivory, and succeeded in re-establishing the trade at
Antwerp on a firm basis, and this town now bids
fair to become the first ivory market of Europe. It
is said to have already out-distanced Liverpool and
to rival London in importance.

It will thus be observed that the ivory trade
owes its revival almost entirely to the Congo, a
fact which is proved by noting how insignificant
are the importations of ivory into Antwerp from
all sources except from that territory. Blore-
over, the markets of London and Liverpool, which
formerly monopolised the ivory tr.ide of Europe,
could not have found a formidable rival in Antwerp
had it not been for the regular communications be-
tween Belgium and the African coast, which were
established in couseciuence of the intimate relations
existing between this country and the Free State.
The following are the retrrrns of ivory imports

since 1888, the year iu which the trade in that com-
modity commenced to assume importance ;

—

Year. . . . .
Quantity.

1888 . . . . (i,400 Kilos.

1889 .. .. 40,900 ,,

1890 .. .. 77,500 „
1891 . . . . 59,500 „
1892 .. .. 118,000 „
1893 . . . . 221,000 „
1894 .. .. 264,500 „

or a total of 796,500 kilos., or 786i tons for the seven
years, representing a value of 18,000,000 francs, or say,

£720,000 sterling.

During the first eight months of the current year
the figures representing the ivory imports have shown
a notable increase, namely, 514,482 kilos., against

264,500 kilos, for the entire year of 1894.

With regard to the total sales of ivory in the
United Kingdom and at Antwerp, the following
returns may be thought of interest :

—

In 1894, 376 tons, of which 205 tons were fresh im-
ports, and the remainder the residue of the stock of

1893, were sold at London, 60 tons at Liverpool, and
180 tons at Antwerp.
During 1895, 219 tons, of which 130 tons wore fresh

importations, have been sold at London, 43 tons at

Liverpool, and 203 tons at Antwerp.
Tlic sales of ivory during tlie present year took

place at Antwerp on three separate occasions, and
the prices ranged between 5 francs and 30 francs
per kilo. (24 lb.) according to quality.

THE TINTS OF PEARL.

We have been taught to believe that the beautiful

iridescence of pearls and mother-of-pearl is caused
by striations or fine grooves on the surface of the
nacre, just as the iris of a dove's neck is due to the

striations of the plumage
;
but according to Mr. C.

E. Benham, although a little of the colour is pro-

duced in this way, most of it is caused by inter-

ference of the rays of light by reflection from the

outer and inner surfaces of the thin layers of nacre

forming the substance of the pearl. The colours of

a pearl have therefore a similar origin to those of a

soa]) bubble, or the iridescence of ancient glass which

has been scaled by time.— I'lihlic O/tlnion, Dee. 27.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO.

(From the IJri/ivU North Borneo J/rrahty Deo. Uitli.)

H E. the Owvenior returned from a \ isit to

Jjabuan on tlie 7tli pei , ss. “'J'eresa," luiving left

this on IStli November.

Caiitain I’insun has begun outti?ig hillian at

Dravel Bay tlius tapping a new source of snpi»ly

of tills v.aluahle timber.

It is .satisfactory to note tiiat good tob.acco laud

lias been found on the East Coast in a locality

as yet untried by foreign enterprize. We under-

stand that a grant has lieen applied lor.

Weaieglad to hear that planting enteipiize i.^

pn the inaease. Tlie agent of some gentlemen

at home is putting in hemp on the south side of

Sandakan Bay and they appear to meditate an
exten.sive trial.

A linn of good po.sition at one of the South
China Treaty Ports is ofl'ering to supply eoolies of

the class so greatly in favour with planters
at a cost of $2o per head f.o.b. ,‘Vs the addi-
tional cost of [lassage money should not e.xceed

•?S or lU, the proposition may be worth attention.
Further particulars can be learned on application
to the Editor.

Ur. Beelhorst reiiorts on Nov. 23rd that he had
arrived at the river Bole and was able to say
that there is a very large area of auriferous
gravel on both sides of the ri\ er. He is located a
little above the junction wdth the Tuak. A few
days later he found the auriferous limestone
and amphilogite and thinks so highly of the
country that he is desirous of opening abetter
road to it at once.
We are glad to note that a large number of

residents are keeping their eyes open for possible

mineralogical iinds. Some dozen or more speci-

mens have been sent to the Mu.seum or Ur.
Seelhorst during the past month, one of which—
asbestos—may prove of value should the com-
mercial article be found underlying the rough
outcrop from which the first specimens were
obtained. Enquiries on such matters are con-
stantly made by natives from the Hon. Curator of

the Museum.
Collecting specimens of natural history seems

to have “caught on” .amongst our limited com-
munity some ei<>ht or nine ladies and gentlemen
being interested in buttertiies, insects, shells,

&c., A'c. As British North Borneo h.as a plenti-

ful fauna ami, inobably, specimens new to

science, w’e shall doubtless hear before long of a
few discoveries. In one house over forty species

of moth were captured in a single evening between
7 and 10 ]).m.

Mr. G. Mac U. Ennis arrived by the “ Banjer-
mas.sin ” on the 13th Nov. to take up his duties as
Acting Reddent, ai d has with the Resident made
a tour I'ound the tobacco and coifee estates.

PL.4NTING NOTES
Byte.—Plenty of rain, coffee cropping feely

parchment pis. 83.60 for month. Doing up roads
and paths .sirpplying and erecting a drying chamber.
More pickers arrived on estate inchuling a gang
of .fapanese. Coffee blossoming almost continu-
ally

;
((uestion if it sets owing to the continuous

rain. Cocoanuts, two of the smaller kind showing
fruit spaths, jilanted October 1803, 26 months of

age. Cocoa very promising. Apidication for a fur-

tlier 180 acres of land.

K.mieei.—Much rain, coffee dillicultlo dry; crop
for month pandiment, pis. 16.67.

Loone I’lA.SOW.

—

Cro]) parchment pis. 2.88, heavy
lliisli of blossom.

Tlie heavy rains .are naturally int erfering with the
cotton crop, although the trees at the Park Re.serve

.uid Race-coiiroe are in good bearing. Meanwhile
the jiresent backwardness will he atoned for by tbc
larger yield which may be expected when the rainy
season is over.

TEA -PEST I N EST ICAT 1 ( )N S.

The promised ie\el>itions by Dr. Geo. tVatt, c.i.ic.,

with regal'd to the. dnfereiit pests affecting the tea hush
ill Assoni appear to have suddenly come to a dead
stop, and it seems ritther niggardly on the part of
Government to step iu at the eleventh hour and pre-
vent their publication after whetting the lips ot ex-

pectant tea planters for mouths. So far we are told

a few generalipms, which makes no addition fo our
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present knowledge on the subject. Had the embaig^o

come before time and money had been spent ovei

the investigation, one would not have so much won-

dered at it, but now that Dr. ^\ att s tune been

spent, and there is no recall, surely it seems a little

ungracious on the part of a paternal Government to

step in and say, “ no further-the tea industry must

pay for its information.” hat woi^d the term be

that would be applied were any Calcutta _hrm

conduct business on this principle ? We fancy

raail ” To say the least, it would have caiu-ied moie

reason with it had Government, at the hrst start,

put down its foot and said to the tea magmUe

world of Calcutta: “No, you are in a suft-

cieutly Nourishing condition to employ a chemist

to make your own investigations, and w'e do not

see our way to help you. But of this there was no

mention, abd we wonder to whom the inspiration

occurred to put forward as an excuse for no', pub-

lishing Dr. Watt’s researches—the wealth of the tea

industry ! A few years back it ^iddenly occurred to

some one in the Commissariat Department that the

box was by far the most important item with regard

to Indian black tea, as it could, after being emptied

of its contents, be used as an almirah 1 1 keep uni-

forms for the Reserve, and, in accordance with tins

brilliant Nash of economy, all attention has been

paid to the outside of the platter, and the contents

rank as nothing. It is far more important to ex-

amine the box and see it is properly polished, and

not one screw too many or too fevv put in to spoil the

symmetry of the lid. Can it be the same thing

with regard to Dr. Watt's investigations that

they really are not sufficiently

to warrant their publication, and that a fuithei

period of investigation is necessary before publish-

ing what knowledge he has gained? If this is the

caie, would it not be much more above board to

say so, and insist upon the tea industry, furnishing

any further pecuniary assistance to carry out tiie

investigation, although we by no ^neaiis advocate

this course, as we consider it a duty devolving

upon Government to assist all industries that aie

in or are likely to be in difficulties, and our own

colonies set us an example m the matter, not to

speak of foreign countries? Surely, the coiidumii

of Assam providing for many thousands of coolies

from the other congested districts of India, aye,

and continually crying out for more than are ob-

tainable, should not be forgotten by our Governois
,

and should any sudden disaster, in the shape of pie-

ventible disease, attack the plant and deprive the thou-

sands of their bread, upon whom would the greater bm-

den fall ? It is all very well for some people elated with

last year’s success (one which probably never wi 1 occur

ac^ain) to argue that the tea industry can well affoid

to do all this work for itself, but the tune will

probably be changed when the year s results aie

published, and what of and many other years we

could refer to ? Many business men say tea is not

worth investing in, unless it gives a stea,dy ten per

cent and we doubt very much if any going concern

can boast of such a record, and in consequence we

deprecate the tendency to boom tea on the results

of one good season.—huJimi Afinculliinnt, •i&n. 1 .

SCOTSMEN AS TEA PLANTERS.

The London correspondent of the hvdian Plan-

ters' Gazette writing on 13th December says

The following recently took my eye in a local news-

papei here^-i^n
planter writes I have been a

planter for one year only. When I came *0

India I had hardly the faintest idea what I was com-

ing to, in the way of work, climate and play, but the

inlucement of an outdoor existence proved ^00 much

^°“?find that tea planting is a profession which is

bv no means overstocked. On the other hand, young

Europeans with health and strength are great y

fought after, both by tea agents and managers here.

The men required are Scotsmen ;
those of good edu-

catiOfl-that is fo say, gentlemen-apd engineers.

I’ractical gardeners also will never want employment
ill the tea districts of India.

“ When making preparation to come out, I should
have given anything to have met a man who could
have told me all about my new life and how it would
affect my' leaving Scotland. ^Ih old planter's udoice is

morse than useless as he looks on things from quite a
diiferent standpoint. Especially' his description of
the life and chances of getting on is misleading as he
may be a successful or unsuccessful man. Then his
adinr.e as to oulfif, etc., i.s iieuernlli/ absurd. At least
I found I had made fearful mistakes through listen-
ing to the words of retired planters.”

This is rather fiatteiing to Scotsmen, but not so
very complimentary to retired planters. Of course a
Scotsman, whatever he might think, would be too
generous to write this to any newspaper. Perhaps
some of yonr readers of experience, competent to give
an opinion will favor iis with their views. I have but
rarely heard an opinion expressed as to what nation-
alities are the best for tea planters. I once recollect

a Scotch Manager of long experience being charged
by a sagacious friend of mine with his partiality for
Scotch Assistants, when he enumerated all the ap-
pointments made by him for over twenty years, and
proved that only seven out of fifteen Europeans he
had selected were Scotsmen, but stated that though
ho had exercised his patronage in that way, in order
to be strictly impartial, judging from his experience
and observation he considered Scotsmen, upon the
whole the most suitable. From what I know of all

the tea districts I am inclined "to think that the
majority of good planters have hailed from Scotland and
the north of Ireland. I am not able to |recall many
really competent managers from the south of the
Humber. Doubtless the Midland and South County
or London Englishmen have very many superior
qualifications, accomplishments, though they do not all

go to make a successful planter. This may be felt

by some to be rather a delicate subject, but still I

think it ought to be discussed with the best of good
feeling and taste, otherwise I would not have allu-

ded to it.

THE LATEST FROM MR. BLECHYNDEN.
The fo.lowing extract from a letter, dated New

York, 18th November 1895, from Mr. R. Blechy'iiden
has been placed at our disposal :

—

Since my last Report the Pood Show at the Madison
Square Garden has been brought to a close. In
my previous letters I dwelt from time to time on
the importance of our taking part in this show, and
the attendance and general character of it has borne
out all I said on the subject.

The most important matter in connection with
this, as with all other forms of advertising, was to

arrange some plan whereby those whom we influenced

to buy tea, would be able to obtain the same quality
hereafter. On this occasion we adopted a new plan
of getting this result.

THE FOOD snow.
I have hitherto distributed a list of grocers

from whom our teas may be obtained, but
as we were now to exhibit both Indian and
Ceylon teas and there was no list of grocers
supplying Ceylon tea available, we agreed to
try and interest the firms packing tea in packets,
and obtaining their co-operation to reach distributors.

A letter on the lines of the draft I sent to you in
my letter of the 27th August last was accordingly
addressed to the various firms here, setting forth
the advantages to be gained by taking part in the
show, the probability of good attendance, the system
on which the show was organised and the new plan
of “High Teas.” The firms were invited to partici-

pate in a joint show in one booth, where India and
Ceylon teas could be displayed and where each of
the participants would have his day in turn. To
meet the cost of the booth and the general expenses,
the firms agreeing to join in the scheme were to

E
ay $50 each by way of contribution, the entire
alance of all expenses to be borne bv the two

Associations. This letter was sent to all the firms

and agencies for packet teas of any consequence in
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this city. The terms were accepted by the agent
for Messrs. Tettey & Co., the agent for Appleton,
Machiii and Smiles, by “ The Ceylon Tea Co.,” owners
of the “ Siva ” brand, and by Mr. JE M I’ayue, owner
of the “ Dariuna ” brand— four in all.

TUK TEA BOOTH.

The show opened on ihe evening of the ‘2ud Oc-
tober and as the building wa.s opeiie.l for the erec-

tion of booths, on the morning of the 1st we had
to work very hard to get all in readiness, which
we eventually did. VVe Lad harder work than most
people having no contractor, as I looked after the

work myself, and as our booth is always one of

some pretensions to stjde, and is made well and
strongly to admit of seating people who lean back
against it and so on. I will have the pleasure of

sending you a photograph of the booth, which, as

yon will see, is on the same lines as we have always
adopted, the doors and windows following the style

of Indian architecture. Seats ran round the four

sides and the door stood at one angle and
the counter, where tea was made, at the

other, giving the booth a novel appearance. The
whole was draped with Indian goods, and hung in-

side and out with photos of tea manufacture, as well

as the different ornamental signs of the firms whose
teasl we exhibited and the charts of the rise of

British-grown teas in the London Market. Within
the booth in the centre stood a large square table

4' by 4' upon which a round table with revolving top

was placed and the whole piled up with packets of

the different teas. Over the windows, inside, ran

shelves, on which also the teas were displayed, and

over the counter there was a bracket, from which the

name of the tea being exhibited was hung and changed

daily.
THE ATIEND.ANTS.

The staff in the booth consisted of two sales-ladius

and two coloured girls. The latter stood behind

the counter and made the tea, which was handed

by the sales-ladies. We had in addition for the latter-

half of the show a young man dressed in the

turban and scarlet chapkan of our khitmatr/ars, who

stood at the door and invited people to enter and

try the tea. After the first few days, when the

crowded period began, his duties were more to try

and keep undesirable people out, and put up the

cords at the door when the place was full, regulate

the number coming in to the seats available, etc.

The salesmen of the different firms we had interested

were in attendance each evening in turn to try and

catch grocers, take orders, etc.
, ,

Visitors on being admitted were seated, the

sale=-ladies supplied them with tea, gave them

the printed matter sent down for distribution

by each firm, of which I send samples, and then

tried to tell them about the qualities of tea, sell

them packets and, failing that, samples. Each firm

sent a supply of samples, Tettey and Appleton using

well-made tin boxes enamelled in colours with their

trade marks and the other two firms, being new to the

business, used small baskets fr-om China, miniature tea-

ts etc., more expensive and less effective than the

others Visitors desirous of booking orders through
°

ocers could do so, and these were handed to the

Salesmen, or were sent up to the offices next day.

In the early part of the show, when the management

ant nervous that it would not be such a great success as

thev had expected it to be, I was able to arrange to be

allowed to issue invitation cards aud secured the un-

naiial nrivilege of these cards being accepted at the

pate in lieu of the regular tickets of admission. We
iRRued 1 000 of these cards, each admitting two persons

and sent them mainly to tea importers and jobbers.

“HIGH TEAS.’

\t this show an enterprising lady organised what

u onlled '* Hi«h Teas” and succeeded in interest-

S a number of charitable and other societies in the

Inatter A large hall within the building, separate

from tiie immense Exhibition hall, was set apart for

fhis nurpose ;
the room was handsomely decorated by

r number of the firms dealing in art furniture by

of advertisement and some of the leading caterers

f the city lent their names, and in some instances,

Jctually supplied the tables, serving what Wati m

reality a Icblc d’hote dinner, for which a charge of

one dollar a plite was made. The ticket for the
dinner gave- admission to the room, which was nicely
laid out in the manner of a good class restaurant.
The luena i ichuL d certain brands of coffee and of

tea put in by way of advertisement.
I put up a Pooth, reaching the roof of the

room, some ‘2U feet high, 15 feet long and 1 feet

deep, in the most commanding place in the room. It

was hung w ith lu.lian goods, which I had to buy from
Tellory A Co., out got them at wholesale prices.

The booth looked well and I had one American
and o..e Coloured girl here dressed in native costume.

HELl’ EKOM THE SOCIAL PUUITANS.

When there was some doubt of our taking part
in the show, I had arranged with .Mrs. Grannies,
the head of the 'National Social Purity Organisation,
to supply her at a booth she had with sample
packets of Indian teas, w-liich she was to sell for her
society’s benefit. This arrangement I carried out. I

was able in addition to assist Mrs. Grannis in various
ways and have made a firm ally, on whom I couut
for assistance in the future.

I should have said above that we had our cards aud
the tea displayed ill the refreshment room attached to

the.show in return for the tea we provided the caterer.

We were only able to secure one day at the Cook-
ing lectures, which are great features of these shows,
when we served tea and where Mrs. Tipton gave a
short talk to the ladies, who are practically the only
ones who attend there.

Cautoons.

During the show certain special advertising was
done by Mr. Mackenzie in the newspapers, copies
of which were sent you at the time. One of them,
it will be remembered, was in allusion to the tea
booth at the Exhibition and as they were “ display”
advertisements with cartoons, they could not fail to

attract attention. The majority of these advertise-
nieuts were topical aliusious to subjects of the day

—

Mayor Strong and the Tammany Tiger
; The race

between t'alhjrie aud Defender, with Junks in the
background; Crocker and Platt (Tammany
leaders'i drinking China tea and coffee, dis-

turbed by Roosevelt and Public opinion with
Indian and Ceylon teas. These c-xrtoons appeared
regularly every Saturday during the time the show
lasted, and in my further reports I will allude to

the form in which they have sub.sequently appeared.
Ill this report, as it is already so long, I will con-

fine myself to the Food Show and write of other
matters separately. The Indian Tea Association's
share of the whole expenses apart from the adver-
tising, for which separate arrangements were made
between Ceylon aud ourselves, will be approximately
|250, for which small sum we have had a most ex-

cellent advertisement, aud done more good, both
directly and indirectly, than we could, so far as I can
see, have done by any other means with double the sum.
lu calculating our share of the expenses I deduct the
amount paid by the tea packers to the joint fund.
—Indian Tea Planters’ Gazette, Jan. 4.

The “Cevi.on Fohesteu ” for November and De-
cember has reached us. The contents of the No-
vember nnmber are as follows :—Forest Conservancy;
Extracts, Notes and Queries; Botanical Notes ou
Trees; Notes ou Trees and Plants used for Drugs,
Dyes, Oils, etc. in the N.C.P.; Ceylon Woods; Di-
mensions of a Banyan Tree at Admiralty Ilouse,
Trincomalee ; Acknowledgments

; The Relative Price
of Timber and other Minor Produce in the Differ-
ent Provinces; Ratos Paid for Timber <tc. in the
Sabaragamuwa Provinco

;
Notes on Ceilon Birds;

Government Gazette Notifications ; and Result of
Auction Sale of Ebony held at the Central Timber
Depot on 7tli November The contents of the
December number are as follows :—Estimates for ISiHi;

The Working of the Forest Department; Botanical
Notes on Trees; Schlich’s Manual of Forestry; Notes
on Trees and Plants used for Drugs, Dyes, Oils,&c.
ill the N.C.P.; Weight of iialniille; The Mammals
of Ceylon; Shikar; Notes on Ceylon Birds; Acknow-
ledgments; and Government Notifications.
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YAIlIOrS PLANTING NOTES.

Tiik PnooRESR nr Indian Ti;a ('ui/itvatfon.

—A very valuable .statement by Mr. J. E. O'Co-
nor, Director-General of Statistics to the Gov-
ernment of India, lias just been imblished
showing tlie development of the Indian tea in-

dustrj’. We reproduce it from a Madras contem-
porary in another column.

Wynaad Tka.—

T

he first shipment of tea from the
Erramaculla Estate, one of the new tea plantations
tliat have recently been opened in the Wynaad, has
been sold in Mincing Lane at the average pice of

ild per lb. This i.s very satisfactory, seeing that an
average of t>d per lb. is remunerative. It will be
noticed that it is the same average as Ceylon tea

sold on garden account for the week ending 2nd
instant.—J/. Mail, Jan. 7.

The fruit of the India-rubber trees is somewhat
similar to that of the Ricinus coiiuuunis, the castor-

oil plant, though somewhat larger. The seeds have
a not disagreeable taste, and yield a purplish oil.

It is a fairly good substitute for linseed oil, though
it dries les.s readily. Mixed with copal blue, and
turpentine, it makes a good varnish. The oil may
be also used in the manufacture of soaps and litho-

graphic inks. The seeds are somewhat like tiny
chestnuts, although darker in colour. The Indian
girls are fond of wearing bracelets and necklets made
of them .

—India Ruhhir Journal, Dec. 12.

Tea and Coconut.s in the Dumhara Valley
.are to be the next gre.st successes: Mr. Itobert
Brown (who in April is likely to go home) h.as

.alre.ady proved the former on Uajawellii, getting
very handsome returns from the pioneer held,

the niglit dew in Dumbar.a being .suHicieut to

give a Hu.sh ; while he h.as also gone in freely

for the palm. The fact is c.oH'ee was found no
longer to give satisf.actory returns, while some-
thing h.atl gone wi-ong with cacao—so on Baja-
wella, and, we believe, P.allekelle, tea .and coco-

nuts are likely to become the ruling jiroducts.

Dimensions of a Banyan Thee at Aumiuaety House,
TiiiNCOMAi.EE.—By the courtesy of Admiral Drummond
we are enabled to give the dimensions of the above
tree, which in height and circumference of foliage

exceeds the one mentioned a few months ago in the
Indian Forester. ft. in.

Height (estimated by sextant angles) 66 6

Girth of central trunk at 3ft from ground 19 6

do do .5ft do 21 10
Supernumerary trunks and roots which

have taken root No. !58

Spi’ead of tree in S.E. andN.W. direction 16.5 6

do N.E.andS.W. do 174 0
Circumference of foliage 541 0
Above dimensions were taken by Lieut. (N.) I.

Tuke of H.M.S. “Boadicea” on 31st January 1894.

—

i'c/ilon Forester.

Mr Rorf.rt Cros.s on Cacao. — In our corre-

spoudence column we s'ive another valuable
letter from Mr. Robert Cross on the .subject of

the large-growing v,ariety of cacao and its

cultivation in Ceylon. The information it con-
tains will be read with interest by c.ac.ao [ilanters

;

though it will lie seen that Mr. Cross is not
very sanguine as to the successfu' introduction of

this v.ariety into our island, unless someone goes
to South America speci.ally to select the young
plants. Even then, if .an .attempt were made
to procure ])lants of t he large-grov itig

j
i'olilic cacao

tree from a S|)anish plantation in South .\merica,

the thing would have to be gone .about quietly
;

for, although there is now no law in those Re-
publics to prevent the exportation of these plants,

yet the natives have become extremely suspicious,

owing to India and our colonies having al)sorbed
•so much of their commercial exports. Mr. Cross’s
hopeful words regarding the tea industry .are also

Vtvluable, coming from such an experieneed critic.

Thr Imreriai, Tea E.state Company.—In
“Notes from London '’o\ir evening contempor.ary
reports the formation of this Comjiany with a
capital of T1UO,000 .and .a present issue of £27,500
for the Biiioya and Mottingham estates ; but in
one or two respects the [jaragraph in which this
announcement is made is misleading. In the first

place the Comp.any has been brought out, not by
Messrs. W hittall A Co. of Colombo as might
be inferred, but by Messrs. J. W hittall & Co.,
Loudon,—a quite sejiarate firm

; and we are
assured that there never was any ([uestion of a
local rupee ("ompaiiy taking over the estates,
and that the sellers were not in any way res-
pomsible for the formation of the Company. At
the (U’esent market (luotations of shares in a Com-
]iany owning estates adjoining Mottingham the
value per .acre of tea is £70 stgq

;
while the price

paid for the est.ates just .sold is only equal to
.£40 an acre of tea in be.aring. According to our
Directory Mottingham has an acreage of 220 in

tea .and Binoya441.

fiiE Imports oi' Tea into America.—The
total imports of tea for the first nine months of

1895, compared with the same time in 1894, were
.according to. the Aincrican Grocer of the 27th
instant, as follows :—

•

1895.

Pounds.
From China - - 32j540,574
From Japan - - 27,811,747
From United Kingdom - 2,942,273
From Asia and Oceanica - 1,145,961
From British North America 535.177
From East Indies - 436,649
From other countries - 23,774

1894.

Pounds.
36,323,149
28,749,097
2,852,039

211,730
733,985
.380,022

8,460

Total imports - 64,436,155 69,258,482

We note growing intports of India .and Ceylon
tea, but not in a volume to c.ause much con-
sternation among Chinese and .lapanese producers
that the American market is slipping aw.ay from
them. The avertige cost of 1.S95 imports, as
declared at port of sliijnnent, was 13 '8 cents
per pound. That is not very flattering to the
tastes of consumers, nor does it show much of
.an appreciation of the world’s most famous leaf.
There is wide room for improvement in the de-
mand for fine tea.

Mr. Bieracii’s Tea Advertising.—Mr. S.
Bierach has written from New York
stating th.at he h.ad just finished a
Ceylon Tea Exhibit .at the Philadelphia Food
Exposition which had proved very successful.
No fewer than bOO free cups of tea were served
each day of the Exhibition, and hundreds of ladies
had impressed on them the virtues of Ceylon
tea. The brands on sale were those specially
“ run” by Mr. Bier.ach—the “ Aryan,” “ Singha^’
.and “\ihara” brands. Newspaper cuttino’s
which have been brought under our notice corro-
borate the success of the Exhibit which was purely
a Ceylon one. Mr. Bierach writes that if he
cannot be employed by the Planters’ Association
to ])ush the sale of Ceylon tea an exception
should be m.ade in his case and support and a
gr.ant of tea allowed him. Mr. Bierach adds :—
“One thing I wish to impre.ss upon you
is this : Ceylon should st.and alone!
India teas are too .astringent, Ceylons are the
favourites in Americ.a. Americans want good
tea and will i),ay the price, and when the time
comes your planters will be happy with better
prices ruling. America has used rubbish loner
enough. The people are Ie.arning that what they
want is a pure te.a and thej’ are quite willing to
pay for a good article so you will see the ini-
(lort.ance of presenting the best,”
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Tea Estates I’.etter than 1- ive Years Aoo '

—Mr. Tom (liay, tlie veteran (.'eylon |)lanter,

has returned to Colombo after a fortnif^lit nj)-

country ; ami reports tliat the lea in DTmbula,
Dikoya and Maskeliya looks ti^e years younger
tlian wlien he last saw it ! He thinks it .sheer

madness for .any proprietor to sell his estate
(unless forced to do .-.o) at less than L‘100 the
acre.

Season Ri.eoii'rs.—The abstract of Season Reports
for the month of November, 189"), published in the
GarMte, shows that the paddy crops and prospects
are generally fair, though in seme parts, the recent
rains damaged the crops to some extent. The
general health of the people is good. Hambantota
however, reports that fever pi-evails in some villages

of the interior. Cattle hoof and throat disease is

reported from Galle, NuwaraEliya and Anuradhapura
The abstract of season reports for the month of

December, 1895, has also been published in the
Ganefte. Paddy crops and prospects are generally
fair. AVith regard to the health of the people,
'.Mannar reports;—fever prevails to a great extent;
Mullaitivii : — fever and cold)verv prevalent; Radulla:—
fever, sore-eyes and dysentery prevaleni ; ehicken-pox'

and measles prevail in parts of the Kegalle district;

Galle reports eases of dysentery and ehicken-pox in

Wellaboda-pattu.

Frozen Flowers from Australia.—It is stated in

the U'estiiiuister Gar:et!c of November 28, that a fine

collection of blue and white Water Lilies (Nymphaea
giga"tea)has been sent by a leading florist in Sy iney,

N.S.W., through Sir Saul Samuel, the Agent-General,
for presentation to her Majesty the Queen. The
Lilies were frozen in ice, and received as long ago as

August last by the Colonial Consignment and Distri-

buting Company, Limited, being stored at Nelson's
Wharf, until Wednesday, November 27, when tliey were
delivered at Windsor. In spite of the length of time,

the flowers were in perfect condition, and, seen
through the transparent ice, were very attractive.

Shade Tree for Coffee.

—

A tieo that is highly
esteemed as a sliade for coffee in the Republic of

Colombia is described iu the following extract from
an interesting letter addressed to Kewby Mr. R. R.

White, dated Palmira, August bth, 1895. The tree has
been identified as Pithernlohium poli/cephalnni, Benth.,
Hooker's London Journal of IJotanp, lii. (1814), p. 219.

It extends to tropical Brazil, and was collected near

Rio Janeiro by Miers. Mr. White writes :
—“ I enclose

some seeds of a tree which is being used most
successfully here as a shade for coffee. It has flowers

in small white halls just the size of those of the

Sensitive plant, pods long, fiat, compressed, with 15

to 20 seeds. Pods do not open, being held together

by strong morginal veins; they simply break up when
rotten. No one liere knows the name of this tree, f

have referred it to Mr. Tjehmann, and he does not

know it. It is a native only of .\ntio(|uia, and grows

in a mean temperature of 75“ Fahr. ft is fond of stony

poor soil. A tree 18 months old will cover 1 11

square yards of ground (12 x 12) It goes to sleep at

night, allowing tlie dew and cool air to reach the

coffee, ^'hen young the wood is soft, but on ageing it

gradually gets a red heart and becomes hard and durable.
' The seed I send has been bathed in suljihate of copper

solution, and I believe it to be good, as you can try a

few seeds in Kew by way of curiosity and send tlie rest

to one of our tropical establishments to be reported on.

When full-grown tliis tree may be .50 feet high with a

spead of at least 7»9 feet on all sides. Nothing can be

better as a shade tree. It is a poor liver and does not

exhaust the soil. It spreads out horizontally
;

it gives

a good shade, not too dense, and during the night

allows the dew to refresh the jilants beneath. The
leaflets do not litter the plantation and are too small to

harbour fungi and moulds. It is easily trimmed and

brought to shape. The nmbrellaants will attack it, but

they can only get bold of one little snb-pinna at a time.

T’hey cannet get a good bite and cut out a real impos-

ing umbrella and so they do not care to draw much on

this tree when once they have balanced up working ex-

penses and output. This is an advantage.”— A'cio

Bulletin, Hov. 1895.

The Tr.\T)E of the Port.—A merclLant semis

ns tlie following complaint today There is a

serious dead-lock at the wharf, steamers de-

layed, warehouses blocked, no carts and coolies

to he liad, A'c.” Tliis should stir up those res-

]iori.sihle : liolidays even may not stop Export and
Import trade!
“The Agrict'lturvi. Maoazine” for January, 189G

has the following contents :—Gra]ie Cultivation in

Colombo ;
Occasional Notes

;
Rainfall at the School

of Agriculture during November; Rainfall taken at

tlie School of Agriculture during the Month of

December 1895 ;
The Feeding of Animals

;
Notes

from the Poona Farm
;
The Fertility of Soils

;
Ceylon

Woods; The ^'anagement of Dairy Cattle; Ail-

ments and Diseases of the Horse; Astringent Barks;
Prevention of Plant Diseases

;
Notes on Recent Re-

search on the Feeding of Animals
;

General Items.

The age ok Trees.—According to Herr Ge-
ricke, the German forester, trees in Germany have
certainly lived to the age of 570 years. Pine.s in

Bohemia, Norwaj', ami Sweden also live to tliis age.

TTie silver fir in Bolieniia lives to the age of 4t)0

years ; the larch in P>avaria reaches 275 years.

TTie evergreen oak of AschaU'enbnrg was 410 years

old. A red beech at the same place was 245 jears

old. Ashes of 170 year.s, birches of 200, aspens of

220, maples of 225, elms of RIO, ami red alders of

145 years are also known.— LToAc.
Frost in the Nilgiris.—“ The cold weather has

set in with a vengeance and frost has been common
formally night’s past

;
hut last night it visited us

with unusual severity. The thermometer exjiosed out-

side my bungalow verandah registered 24“ at half

past 6 this morning. I have no record of what tlie

minimum was, hut I found ice a quarter of an inch
thick in a tub outside my bedroom and icicles over
2 feet long were hanging from a raised sluice near
the bungalow. As for my garden, the fiowers have all

gone. I believe it is many years since we were visited

by so severe a frost.
’’— .)/. Mail.

The Milduka Producers liavo apparently done
well this last season. The official retiiins give the
yield of raisins at 1,787,744 lb. ; of currants, 10,960 lb.;

apricots and peaches, 182,040 lb.
;
fresh fruit generally,

640,000 lb.
;
and of jams and canned fruits, at 81,288 lb.

;

The almond crop is put at 6,.800 lb. Although no
wine appears to have been exported, the quantity
made is put at 75,000 gallons. Altogether the pro-
duce raised is valued at 40,000/. As this is only
the “ beginning ” of what can be done ou the irriga-

tion jirinciple, it is clear that the Mildurc, cultivators
may be congratulated on the progress that they have
thus far achieved.

—

.11. .Hail.

Ti;a ANit Goefee in Southern India.—
Dealing with a corre.spomlencp relative to iires-

ponsihle scriliblei's in Hie )»ress with regard to

planting mat tens the Mndrrvi Moil say.s :—
We have alicady said tliat thei-e is ample room

for a special planting organ in this Presidency, and
it seemed as if the little fortniglitly journal issued
at Coonoor was to meet this want.' It may still do
so, hut it will have to considerably modify or alter
its views. In its last issue it states that it thinks
the coffee industrv is not permanent, and as tor tea
it is doomed. “ The margin of profit in I^pper India,”
it writes, “is steadily vani.filing and may in a very
few years disappear altogether.” And this though,
according to ihe Ji'co’ioinist. the forty Northern
India tea estates, registered in London. ')>.aid in 1894
an average dividend of 9 per cent., and the financial
papers during the past few weeks have more tlian
once mentioned how nmch greater attention English
investors are paying just now to tea-shares on account
of the steadiness of their returns. Never in
tli3 liistory of coffee cultivation in Southern
India has the permanence of the industry been more
fully assured than at tlie present, and as for tea,
though there are elements of weakness in its position,'
yet the vigorous manner in whicli demand is being
developed m new oountries, and the rise of prices
attendant on this development, are very favourable
signs of its continued prosperity.
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PROGRESS OF INDIAN TEA
CULTIVATION.

Mr. J. E. O’Conor, Director-General of Statistics

to the Government of India, has drawn up the fol-

lowing statement :

—

The area under tea in India at tho end of 1894
extended over 422,551 acres, a little less than two-
thirds of this area (nearly 64 per cent.) being in the
valleys of the Brahmaputra and Surma, which con-
tain as much as 268,796 acres, 154,281 in Assam (the

Brahmaputra Valley) and 114,512 in Oachar and Sylhet
(the Surma Valley). In extent of cultivation Bengal
comes next, though the acreage is much smaller than
in either of the divisions of Assam, the area under
tea being 121,121 acres, or about 29 per cent, of the
whole.
The cultivation of tea is, therefore, to the extent

of between 92 and 93 per cent, of the whole area,

limited to tho two provinces of Assam and Bengal.
The relatively small extent of the remaining acreage

is divided tolerably equally between Northern and
Southern India, thus

NOBTHERN INDIA.

North-Western Provinces
Acres.

- 7,6.52

Punjab - 8,921

Total - 16,573

IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

Madras - 6,102

Travancore and Cochin - - 9,079

Total - 15,181

There is besides a small area of 880 acres in Burma.
Examining the localities a little :more closely, we

find tea cultivation thus distributed in the different

provinces'

—

IN ASSAM.

Surma Valley : Acres.

Cachar 59,586

Sylhet 54,926

Brahmaputra Valley :

Sibsagar 59,925

Lakhimpur . . 44,477

Darrang 33,101

Nowgong 11,837

Kamruk . . ... 4,.534

IN BENGAL.

Darjiling 70,038

Jalpaiguri 43,133

Chittagong . . 4,501

Lohardaga and Hazaribagh 3,349

IN THE NORTH-WESTEEN PROVINCES.

Kumaun . . . . . . 3,140

Dehra Dun . . . . . • 4,512

IN THE PUNJAB.

Kangra . . . . • • 8,826

SOUTHERN INDIA.

Nilgiris . . . . • • 5,697

Travancore . . • • • • 9,022

In Burma the cultivation, which is (piite trill-

ing, is carried on in the Upper Chindwin and Katha
Districts, There are a few small areas also in

Goalpara and the Khasi and Jaintia hills, in the

Chittagong hill tracts, in Simla, Malabar, and Cochin.

Where tho acreage is largest, there also is the yield

of leaf to the acre the largest. It is evident that

tea cultivation in India has been mainly concen-

trated in those places where a heavy rainfall and

a humid and equable climate permit of repeated

plnckings and flashings. In the valleys of the

Brahmaputra and Surma the yield averages about

420 pounds to the acre, and in Bengal about .330

iiounds, the yield in .Jalpaiguri (the Duars) being

exceptionally large. In Dehra Dun and in Travan-

core the yield is about the same as in Bengal, while

elsewhere it is much lower. The area under tea has

expanded from year to year without a pause during

the decade comprised in these tables. In 1885 the

area was 283,925 acres; in 1894 it had increased to

422,551 acres, the increase being in the ratio of 48 8

per cent.

68

The number of acres added to
each year was :

—

the tea-growing area

Acres. Acres.
1886 14,294 1891 17,610
1887 14,584 1892 12,432
1888 11,.525 1893 20,970
1889 9,374 1894 26,712
1890 11,126

in the last five

acres) than the
The average of the acreage added

years was very much larger (17,770
average increase (12,444 acres) in the four preceding
years. The largest increase of all, it may be observed
in passing, was in the two years 1893 and 1894, the
former of these being the year in which the Mints
were closed, an event which was regarded by some
as the herald of disaster to the tea-planting in-

dustry.
PRODUCTION.

The quantity of tea produced has increased in the de-

aede in much greater ratio than the area under culti-

vation for, while the area has increased by less than 49

per cent, the increase in production has been over 88 per
cent. Taking the area and production in 1885 as being
in both cases represented by 100, the subjoined table

shows the ratio of increase in each compared with that

year. The figures of the actual increase of produc-
tion each year over the production of the preceding

year are also added —
Quantity Actual in-

Area. produced. crease an-
nually in lb.

1885 106 100
'

• • • •

1886 105 115 10,899,835

1887 110 129 9,826,270

1888 114 139 7,540,462

1889 117 149 7,250,331

4,993,5311890 121 156
1891 127 173 11,831,496

1892 132 170 —1,873,628
1893 139. 184 10,253,626

1894 149 188 2,465,144

Cachar de-In 1892 the production in Assam and
dined, the decline in Oachar and Sylhet especially

being so considerable as to affect the general results,

though there was a large increase in Bengal and else-

where. In 1894 there was again a decline, but a

smaller one, in Oachar and Sylhet, and in Bengal
there was but a small increase.

PERSONS EMPLOYED.

The number of persons employed in the tea)

industry in 1894 is returned at 383,505 (permanently
and 156,120 (temporarily), or altogether a little over half

a million people (539,625), which would work out
to about 1’28 persons to the acre. The accuracy
of the figures is, however, open to question.

EXPORTS AND CONSUMPTION.

The tea produced in India is exported mainly
to tho United Kingdom, to the extent of about 96
per cent on the average production. The subjoined
figures give approximately tho quantity of tea con-
sumed in India, the figures representing the average
of the last five years :

—

lb.

( Produced . . 124,971,905
Indian Tea t Exported

( Left in India
120,439,095

4,532,810
6,789,337
4,341,044
2,448,293

of all tea in India

I

Imported
Foreign Tea

j
Re-exported
(Left in India

Thus the average consumption
seems to be about seven million pounds, of which
4J million are Indian and 2^ million are foreign. It
may be added that Ceylon provides India with nearly
a million pounds of the foreign tea imported.
This consumption comes to only 0 0241b. per hea

of the population according to the census of 1891, or say
one-fortieth of a pound, a quantity .which contrasts
strongly with a consumption in the United Kingdom of
from 5i to SMb. per head. Broadly, it may be said that
the Indian consumption of tea per head is exceeded by
the United Kingdom more than two hundred times.
Indeed, such as it is, the consumption of tea in
India is to a substantial extent due to the European
population, for more than one million pounds are
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taken by the Commissariat for the British Army,
and at least an equal quantity must be consumed
by the European civil population. However, the
consumption is increasing among the population of
the larger towns, especially the Mahomedans

;
there

is room for great expansion iu this direction.
TRICES.

The prices of tea in Calcutta have fluctuated
greatly since 1873. Taking the price iu March,
1873, to be represented by 100, it appears that
rintil 1884 the level was well above that
point, varying from 110 to 148. Coiuci-
dently with the great fall in exchange and
in general prices in 1885, the level fell to 90, and
though in 1886 it rose to 96, a low level was main-
tained iu the following years untill 1894. In 1895
the level rose to 97. These figures all represent
the course of prices of Fine Pekoe in January of

each year as given by the Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce.

In the Statistical Bureau the average prices of

the various descriptions of tea sold at the public

sales held in Calcutta during the tea season have
been computed of some years past, and the results

are regularly published in the review of the trade of

India. From these returns of prices the figures

below are taken, being the prices per pound of the

three descriptions which form the largest propor-

tion of the tea sold :

—

Pekoe.

Season. Broken Pekoe. Pekoe Souchong.
As. Pie. As. Pie. As. Pie.

1889 .. 9 9 7 5 5 7

1890 .. 8 lOi 7 2 5 8i
1891 .. 8 7 04 5 3i
1892 .. 11 34 8 9 6 5i
1893 .. 9 2 4-5th 7 25 5 4 4- 5th

1894 .. 11 8 9 4 4-5th 7 2 5-7th

prospects of BRITISH NORTH
BORNEO.

Mr. R. 8- Duff Tytler writes :
—“ I received

the enclosed, which may interest you and otliers

seekint' Might’ on Borneo.” The enclosure is

the following letter from Mr. Henry Walker
Dec. 19th.

Mv dear Tytler,—I have just come across your

note introducing to me, and it just occurs to me

that you would be glad to hear what he has done.

He "^was very pleased with all the coffee he saw

in North Borneo. I happened to meet him at

Labuan where I was a bit seedy and was taking a

change to Sandakan so we travelled together. I

advised him to go straight on to Sandakan and

see the Goverror fimt before doing anything. At

Sandakan he saw Pryer’s coffee which is very prm

mising and beginning to crop wMl-^planted in 1892

labout 180 acres). That induced him to see the Go-

vernor and he got a free grant of 500 acres subject

to its being planted and then he -went back in the

same steamer with me to Kudat, and saw my plant-

ings also about 180 but wo only opened 27 acres early

in ’l892 and gradually opened
;
the last 32 now being

^'^r ^soil is better than the East Coast, besides we

have some labour, not much but still it is a help.

stayed at Toritipan our place and the adjoining 4

tobacco estates and ifinally took up land on the Bay

fo the North of Toritipan, about 2 hours by boat.

T had told him he would find good soil, but he must

rnnke sure of the water and he says he has both

with a bic village near. I hear he has felled 70 acres

nartlv for^ Liberian coffee and partly for coconuts.

^ T think that coffee in North Borneo is the coming

K hilt I should like to see Arabian coffee grown.

Tt‘ crows and fruits well in many villages on the

West coast and no leaf disease, but vyc shall get leaf

(hsease so I do not lay any particular stress on

that My belief is we always had it m Ceylon.

Oiir hills begin at the sea-side and continue for

180 miles 7,000, 8,000, 14,000 Icet high in he

interior, behind the coast range, there are open plains

S a lovely climate. I asked the Government in

1892 to make a road through the hills and pointed

out a gorge which I thought would do, but the

“ powers” were against it and when it was said my
road scheme was impossible they said ‘ we thought
so.’ However in 1894 a change was made in the Direc-

torate and Roads were wanted. My letters were
found and I got orders to make the Roads, and I

have done 20 miles since March and shall finisd

35 miles, I hope, in the 12 months—Bridle track.

The gorge slips in between hills of 3,400 feet up
to a plain at 600 feet which rises steadily and ex-

tends North and South for 20 and 15 miles. Hills

all round—and bad soil. The rainfall resembles
Uva, about 70 in. well divided, and since March
I have seen the sun every day. A fruit country
and the jungle is full of wonderful blossoms, each
iu its season. I believe, it is a grand coffee country.
This is the centre of our chief population. And there

is any amount of yams. The directors now propose
to run a railway up the gorge and if they do it

will make this country go-ahead.
I was in Sandakan two months and then returned

here so that I have had a lot of rough work this

year, and I shall be glad to get back to Sandakan.
I hope to go to England in March or April and

I should like to see the Ceylon men on my way.
They ought to come here. We have our troubles

but they can be overcome, only we want men with
money—it’s no use coming here for a job. My road
will be a capital means of prospecting from sea-

level gradually up through hilly land and valleys

until the hills are 3,400 feet which in point of temp,
means 1,000 feet more than in Ceylon. —With
kind regards, yours sincerely,

Henry Walker.

«i

BORNEO CHIT-CHAT. ,

Jan. Ifltli.

Oil Motor Launctiks for passenger .and goods
traffic in the hays and rivers of Nortli Borneo
are advocated by tlie North Borneo Herald of

December. The amount of petroleum required is

exceedingly small, a pint keei»ing the engine going
for a considerable time.

Good Bilian Timber Land has been found on
the east coast in a locality hitherto untouched.
Coals are now being exported from liabuan weekly
to the value of $11,000.
A New Coffee Company (Sandakan Coffee

Estate Company, Limited) has been registered

and incorporated in London, £25,000.

Tobacco.—North Borneo tobacco has been .sold

in Holland in 1894 value $588,000, average price

.S7A Am. cents per Am. lb. Sumatra tob.acco has
been sold in Holland in 1894 value $14,000,000,
average price 43^ Am. cents per am. lb.—Cor.

TEA LAND IN SOUTHERN INDIA.

We learn that Mr. W. S. Shaw, senior part-

ner of Messrs. Parry & Co. of Madras, and
President of the Bo.ard of Directors of the Bank
of Madras, will arrive in Colombo jier ss.

“Goorklia” on the 23rd inst. Mr. Shaw’s linn

are at present offering suitable blocks of land
in the Wynaad for tea uirfe (advertisement). The
demand for the land, we hear, is very keen, and
intending purchasers should make up their minds
at once.

^

TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, Dec. 18th.

The pressure to sell Greens has stopped and the
result is a steady market for Piugsueys. High grade
Formosas are in light supply and firm, with low
grades steady and buyers holding off, believing they
must go lower. Japans uhuhanged. The general
market is quiet and dull

; the only activity is on the
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part of the agents of the Ceylon and India tea
planters, whose pluck, perseverance and aggressive-
ness command .admiration. They arc advertising
liberally, and have succeded in getting their te.as

into scores of the best stores—in short, they
are making progress. The campaign never looked as

well nor promised such good results as at present,
and this is due in a large measure to the industry,
intelligence and admirable way in which the repre-

sentatives of the Indian and Ceylon tea interests

have worked. Today at noon the Montgomery Auction
and Commission Company will sell 3,820 packages,
viz. : 647 half-chests Moyune, new season’s includ-

ing the “ Qui Hong ” Chop
;

1,563 boxes Pingsuey,
new crop

;
157 half-chests Japan, new crop including

fancy assorted 1-lb baskets; 154 half-chests Japan,
baskets-fired and sun-dried, including fancy assorted
1-lb baskets

;
305 balf-ohests and boxes Congou, new

crop
;
48 boxes Capers, new crop

; 144 packages
India, Java Pekoe and Ceylon

;
19 half-chests and

boxes Amoy
;

483 half-chests Fooeborv
;

300 half-

chests and boxes Formosa, new season's.

—

Amei'icayi

Grocer.

DRUG REPORT.
(From tlie Chemist and Drnc/gist.)

London, December 24th.

There is very little news in the drug and chemical
markets since our last report, business transactions being
practically at an end for the remainder of the year

Essential oils remain steady, at 10s to lOs ^d for star-

anise, Is lid to 2s nominally for citronella, and 2fd to

2Jd per oz for lemongrass oil.

Good East Indian annatto-seed has lately been sold
privately in small quantities .at 6d per lb.

In spices scarcely any business is passing. Zanzibar
cloves remain fairly steady, with seller.s for January-March
delivery at 2 l-32nd d. per lb

MISTLETOE AND MISTLE THRUSH.

The mysteries wliicli have gathered round the

mistletoe" plant, the Viscum album of botanists,

have struck their roots deep in the romance of

of folk-lore, in the evolution of cults and super-

stitious ceremonial, far beyond even the deep
woodland ritiuil of the Druid priest. Even the

most learned of philogists of the present day are

not agreed as to the origin of the word. It

fills, ‘too, no inconsiderable space in realms of

poetry. Our great Elizabethan dramatists have
employed it and its imaginary properties and
parasitical ways to point their morals. Under
its bouglis, at the merry Cliristmastide, many a

life’s romance, many human comedies and even
tragedies, have received their first meaningless
or passionate note of inspiration. In this article

we must not be tempted, beyond this casual

allusion, into a consideration of the mistletoe

in any of these fascinating fields of specula-

tion. Our purpose is to point out certain

purely scientilic phenomena in connection witli

the plant and tlie mistle thrush {Timbos visci-

vorns) about wdiich much controversy lias been
waged, and in connection with wdiich consider-

able ignorance still prevails, even among; bota-

nists and ornithologists. For instance, in one
of the standard Gerni.an works on sylviculture

(“The Waldscliiitz of K.auschin"er,” by Hermann
Fiirst), the statement is made that the mistletoe

jdant “probably” owes its wdde extension .and

reproduction to thrushes, wdiich e,agerly consume
its berries, and “in cleansing their beaks from

the sticky tiesli of the fruit, leave a portion of

it on the bark of the tree along with some of

the .seeds contained in it.” That is not so, .as

we shall show, .and the elements of science and
rom.ance are interwoven with this very theory of

seed propaganda and of specific modus operandi.

Curiously enough, the ancient theory wdiich

found favour with Aristotle, Pliny, zElian,
Phile, and others, and wdiich the poets fol-

lowed blindly .and enlarged upon in metaphor
form, was rudely assailed by Lord Raeon
in his “ Sylva Sylvarum” (163.5), and even more
vigorously ridiculed by the very sceptical
Sir Thomas Rrowne in his “ P.seudoxia Epide-
niic.a ’ (1072), but is now established as true
beyond the shadow of a doubt. The truth h.as
been revealed by the labours of field naturalists
and observant botanists w'orkini^ on the very
inductive lines of re.asoning that Lord B,aco'n
is poinilarly credited wdth having “founded,”
and wdiich undoubtedly were successfully em-
ployed by Sir Thoni.as Browne in exposing many
“ Vulgar Errors.” Lord Bacon ventures upon
reasons for discarding the ancient theory, wdiicji

are altogether fallacious. The pass.age wdll be
found on p.ages 139 to 142 of the edition referred
to, the old spelling and piinctucation and use
of capital letters being followed.
“We finde no Super-plant that is a Formed

Plant, blit Misseltoe. They have .an idle Tradi-
tion, that there is a Bird, c.alled a Missel.
Bird, that feedeth upon a Seed, wdiich many
times shee cannot digest, and so expeleth the
wdiole wdth her Excrement wdiich falling upon
a Bough of a Tree, that hath some Rift, put-
tell forth the Misseltoe. But this is a Fable :

For it is not probable, that Birds should feed
upon that they cannot digest. But allow
that yet it cannot be for other Reasons

:

For First it is found upon certaine Trees:
And those Trees beare no such Fruit, as
may allure that Bird to sit, and feed njion them.
It may be that Bird feedeth upon the Misseltoe-
Berries, and so is often found there : Which
may have given occasion to the Tale, But that
which maketh an End of the Question, is, that
Misseltoe hath beene found to put ^rth under
the Boughes, and not [onely] above the Boughes :

So it cannot be any Thing th.at falleth upon the
Bough. Misseltoe groweth chiefly upon Crab-
Trees, Apple-Trees, sometimes 'upon Hasles

;

And rarely upon Oakes
;
the Misseltoe whereof

is counted verie Medicinall. It is ever greene,
Winter and Summer

; And beareth a White
Glistering Berry : And it is a Plant, utterly
differing from tlie Plant, upon which it growetli.
Tw'o things therefore may be certainly set
dow'n. First that Super-fetation must be by
Abundance of Sap, in Bough that putteth it
forth : Secondly, that that Sap must be such,
as the Tree doth excerne, and cannot assimilate.
For else it would goe into a Bough

; And
besides, it seemeth to be more Fat and
Unctuous, th.an the Ordin.ary Sap of the Tree,
both by the Berry which 'is Clammie

; And
by that it continucth greene. Winter .and Sum-
mer w'hich the Tree doth not.”
The theories of Ur. Prior, Bosworth, and others

who traced the word to the old English mis-
tiltan, “from ‘ mist.al,’ dift'erent, and ‘ t.an,’ a
twig, being so unlike the tree it giow's on,”
must be abandoned. It is possibly derii ed froni
the Scandinavian “ mist,” meaning dirt, or ob-
scurity. But be that as it may, w'e have en-
deavoured to show that in the realm of pure
science tliere are associations of mystery and
rom.ance quite as interesting .as the as.s'oci.ate ideas
of Druidic ceremonial and cult, and almost as
fasinating .as the legendary significance kissim'
nnder the mistletoe, with all its far-re.aching 01^
it m.ay be, quite ephemer.al consequences. Then
the bird itself has been the object of much study
and an infinity of “ fine wiiting.” The habits are
now well known, and have been frequently des-
cribed. To our mind, its piercing, but sweet, strain
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of music, poured fortli in the pauses of a wild
February or March storm, possess the additional
charm of mystery because, like the music of the
robin or the wren, we cannot reconcile such vo-
luntary bursts with the theory of sexual rivalry as
the origin of avian song.— Graham IF. Murdoch,
in Knowledge.

INDIGESTIBILITY OF FllUIT SKINS
OR RINDS.

That the rind or “ skin” of all fruit is more or less

indigestible is a fact that should uot be forgotten.

We say cdl fruit, and the statement must be under-
stood to include the pellicle of kernels and nuts of all

kinds. The edible part of fruit is peculiarly delicate

and liable to rapid decomposition if exposed to the
atmosphere; it is thei'efoi’e a wise provision of Nature
to place a strong and impervious coating over it as

a protection against accident, and to prevent insect

enemies from destroying the seed within.

The skin of plums is wonderfully strong compared
with its thickness, and resists the action of water
and many solvents in a remarkable manner. If not

thoroughly masticated before taken into the stomach
this skin is rarely, if ever, dissolved by the gastric

juice. In some cases pieces of it adhere to the coats

of the stomach, as wet paper clings to bodies, causing
more or less disturbance or inconvenience. Kaisins

and dried currants are particularly troublesome in

this way, and, if not chopped up before cooking,

should be thoroughly chewed before swallowing. If

a dried currant passes into the stomach whole it is

never digested at all.

In the feeding of domestic animals this fact should

be kept in mind. If grain and leguminous seeds are

not crushed or ground, much of the food is often

swallowed whole, and the husk or pellicle resists

the solvents of the stomach, causing a considerable

loss of nutrition. Thus every horsekeeper should

posses a corn-crushing machine for feeding purposes.

Birds, being destitute of teeth, are provided with a

special apparatus for grinding their seed, namely,

the gizzard. The iudigestibility of certain nuts is

partially duo to the brown skins. Blanched almonds
on this account are more digestible than those which

have not been so treated .—Market Gardener, Dec. 4.

CENTRAL TRAVANCORE PLANTERS’
ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of this Associa-

tion we see from the Madras Mail was held on

the 4th Jan. The Hon. Sec. read tlie Annual
Report, in the course of which he said

I myself, though I have taken some pains to

make enquiries, have never met a planter of any
experience who has not looked on advances as a

matter of absolute necessity, and I am therefore led

to believe that the assertions as to their inutility

emanated from the younger portion of our community
Another step forward this year was the re-insti-

tution after a lapse of nearly twenty years of public

sales of waste lands, and it is much to be hoped

that these will bo continued there being unbounded

room in Travancore for the expansion of the tea

and coffee industries.

With unanimous consent Messrs. J. Grieve & Co.

were appointsd solo agents for the Association. These

KO'itlemen have done much in exposing local traders

making use of fraudulent marks and selling there-

under spurious teas purporting to be the produce

Of this Ilistrict. I trust that the arrangements now

made will go far to check this trade.

Indian Ameuican Tea Fund.—Members are to bo

most heartily congratulated on their response to the

appeal made to them for this Fund, livery estate

and almost every Superintendent subscribed, and

the Association, which remitted the very substan-

tial sum of R1,.')00, has again received the special

thanks of the Indian Tea Association. The past

year has seen an average decline of fully Id, per lb.

in the tea market, and I would warn members that
a recovery in the coming season is unlikely. The
estimates for the year have not yet appeared,
but tliere can be little doubt that, given
favourable weather, there will be an increased yield
both from India and Ceylon. For this annually
increasing production an outlet must be found
Mr. Blechyndeu, our representative is doing admir-
able work for us in America and his efforts are
beginning to bear fruit, but to continue the campaign
the sinews of war must bo forthcoming, and I would
therefore urge members by every means in their
power to respond as liberally in the present season
to the appeal that is certain to be made for funds
as they have done in the jiast. It is practically a
Life Insurance Fund, for on the success of the
American campaign in a large measure depends our
own prosperity, and, after all, the sum asked for
from each individual estate is infinitesimal as com-
pared with the interests at stake. It is satisfactory
to note that coffee cultivation is again springing up
in the District, and this too with every prospect of
success. I heartily congratulate the enterprising
gentlemen, who have extended their operations in this
direction.

The result of the ballot for office-bearers was
as follows ;

—Chairman.—Mr. F. M. Parker.—Com-
mitteo.—Messrs. S. M. Dighton, li. II. Goldie and
R. S. Imray, Honorary Secretary.—Mr. G. L. Acworth.
Proposed by Mr. Imray seconded by Mr. Goldie :

—

“ That this Asssociation endorses the Resolution
passed by the Wynaad Planters' Association and
considers some form of advance as necessary to the
existence of our industry.” Carried nem. con.
The Insuiiance on Tea Factojues.—The Honorary

Secretary drew the attention of the meeting to the
fact that the principal Insurance Companies in Lon-
don had raised the rates of premium m South India
to what he himself could not but think an unjustifi-
able- extent, a well equipped factory now costing
some Re. 1-4 to Re 1-G per cent, per annum.
There was considerable discussion on the subject,

which, on the motion of Mr. Imray, it was eventu-
ally agreed to refer to the Committee, who should
have full power of action.

BLACKSTONE ESTATE COMPANY,
LIMITED.

.STATUTORY MEETING.
The statutory general meeting of tlie Black-

stone Estate Company, Limited, was held on Jan.
18th at No. 21 Baillie Street—tlieofiicos of Messrs.
Car.son & Co., Agents and Secretaries. Mr. J. N.
Canijibell presided, and the otliers present were
Messrs. G. J. Jameson, H. Creasy, J. Guthrie and
E. R. Waldock.
The Secretary having read the notice con-

vening the meeting.
The Chairman said tlie Company was in-

eorporated on the 25 tli of January 1895
, anil

therefore it was nece.ssary to call a general
meeting within twelve months from that time.
He exjdained that the jiresent meeting Avas
simply to re-elect Directors. The three Directors
who retired, he stated, were eligible for re-

eleetion and offered themselves for such.
Mr. J. GUTlir.iE moved, and Mr. E R.

'NVaedock seconded that Messrs. J. N. Campbell,
H. Creasy and G. . 1 . Jameson he re-elected
Directors foi the present year.—Carried ncm. con.
The Ch.uk.man said that there was no more

business before that meeting, which was to be
adjourned to lay the accounts before the share-
holders, notice of such adjournment being given
to the shareholders, whereupon

Mr. G. J. Ja.mk.son jiroposed and Mr. J.
GuTHiiiE seconded that the meeting be ad-
journed to the 8th jirox.—Carried nan. con.

The meeting closed with a vote of thanks
the Chair pro])Osed by Mr. J. Guthrie.
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WEEDS.
A remarkable illustration of tlie ill-results

that may and do .attend the introduction and
spre.ad of weetls has been recently athorded.

Australia seems to he more troubled by these
and animal i)ests than any other country ue
have heard mentionetl in sucli ,a connection.
Simultaneously with a renewed outciy for tlie

more systematic destruction of rabbits, we hear
of a strong agitation proceeding for the adoption
of measures calculated to keep down cert.ain

weeds, the growth of which is stated to have so
extended as to seriously threaten the prosperity
of the most important branch of Australian pro-

duction, namely wool. It appears that a great
falling-olF in prices obtained for this at home of

late has been due to the quantity of seeds of

certain weeds contained in the fleeces. This l e-

duction has amounted to something like two-
pence j)er pound, as very considerable cost has
to be incurred to free the wool from these
seeds before it can be submitted to treatment.
Although our productions in this colony are not
likely to sutler in the same manner as this,

we think the lesson should not be lost sight of

by our planters. Eor, once allow weeds to gain
head, and it is impossible to foresee Avliat the
result may be. Many of us recollect the time
when that imported plant, the lantana, spread
in most baneful luxuriance over the wliole face
of our coflee estates. The experience gained
from the effect of that scourge has not been
without its benefits, and it is the rule that our
present generation of the pl.anters are c.areful to

eradicate all similarly useless .and possibly pesti-

lential growths. But immunity from direct

consecpiences, when long-continued, often tends
to engender earelessness and laxity. It is as

well, therefore, that the lesson afforded by this

newest Australian experience should be empha-
sized. The evil in Australia we believe to be
compar.atively one wholly unanticipated. The
sheep farmers there have been mainly occupied by
endeavours to combat the rabbit plague—endea-
vours that would seem by the light of very
recent complaints to have been far from entirely
successful. But, quite unsuspected, an evil,

almost if not quite as great .as that of the
animal pest, has been progressing upon their

)5.asturage grounds, until the result has shown
itself in a very nmterial loss upon the staple pro-

duction. Wh.at has thus been insidiously working
to the detriment of the Australian sheep banner
m.ay be as insidiously working among ourselves
unless all and everyone of our estates are kept
scrupulously free from weed growth. For the
presence of a single estate in a district upon
which negligence in this respect is permitted
may infect, so to speak, the whole of the area
of that district. The forces of nature are ever
working around us, and in no c,ase with greater
insidiousness or r.apidity than in the inst.ance of

waste .and valueless growths. If the effect of that
carticular force is to be met and o\ercome, it

tan only be by unanimous effort and irnremit-

ing watchfulness and care. Had these qualities

been ojierating in the case of the Australian
sheep-runs, ^heir proprietors nould not now be
face to face with ,a loss that in,ay mean ruin to

many of them.

THE HAPUGAHALANDE TEA COMPANY.
DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

The Directors of the Hapugahalande Tea Co.
have declared an interim dividend of 10 per cent
for the current season 1895-96.

MOKE WRINKLES FROM AN OLD
COCONUT PLANTER.

How TO Clear an E.statk of Porcupine.s

AND PiG.S.

Begin by digging a trench 18 inches deep, 12
feet long and 2j feet wide at the opening, but
the sides must gradually converge to a veiy
narrow slit. Feed the porcupines well a little
way off from the trench and induce to come .and
eat ag,ain and .ag.ain. They are fond of green
pineapples and cacunut oil seeds

; these grow
plentifully in and al)out Kandy and indeed the
oil, extracted from the seeds is what n.atives
nsu.all.y u.se for their lamps. Gradually begin
scattering food close around and then in the
trench, but be c.areful not to tramp the soil or
the wary creatures will not come near; bring
the food nearer and then after the middle has
been re.ached, put the food quite up at the end,
they will eagerly wedge themselves in forward
and others follow behind, but when the.y wish
to turn and get aw,ay they find themselves fixed
and fairly caught, their quills being their worts
enemies.
Sometimes porciqiines live in armadillo holes

or caves and innst be caught by another means.
In this case, arm yourself with a long pole or
stick to the end of which three dynamites are
tied with a long fuse. Insert 'it into the cave
as far as it will go and set a light to it.

Another way of getting rid of these destructive
creatures is to drill small holes into 50 or GO
coconuts and put a little arsenic into each hole

:

sprinkle these about their feeding pl.aces, and
there will be dead porcupines lying about every-
where.

Pigs—Get cwt. of poonac put in three dif-

ferent tubs 40 or 50 fathoms apart forming a
triangle. Refill these each d.ay and gradually
place them nearer. When the pigs are accus-
tomed to feeding there, concentrate all in one
tub and mix a good dose of arsenic with the
food—and the pigs will be found next morning
lying about never more to rise.

Fowls. ^—Are you troubled with .sickness among
the fowls ? Try the lollowing : 1 measure boiled
rice, i m. b.aza,ar salt, | m. ch.alk, m. .anthill

cl.ay
;
put .all into a mortar and ])ound and make

into a ball which keep in your fowl house. Also
give the fowls iron water to drink, that is put
some rusted iron into their water chatty.

A CEYLON PLANTER IN AMERICA.
Mr. A.E. Scovell, Str.athellie, Nawalapitiya, h.as

just returned to Ceylon after an extended period of
leave. Mr. Scovell, has travelled round the world
and those who know him will readily under-
stand that what he did’nt see .and ment.ally digest
in the pl.aces he visited was’nt worth seefno'!
He left on 22nd November last, but before setting
out on his journey to New York lie was fortun.ate
enough to meet Mr. Win. M'Kenzie, our Commis-
sioner, who was good enough to give him introduc-
tions to the principal tea men in vVmcrica and espe-
cially to Mr. Blechynden, tlie Indian Tea Com-
missioner, .and to Mr Robertson, who is .acting
Agent for the Noiih and South Syhlet Conn
pauies, a gentlem.an who h.andles over one million
lb. of tea per annum. Mr. Scovell is well satis-
fied with the tea )>ropag.anda in America.
With regard to the food show at Philadelphia,
Mr Scovell thinks it a thousand pities that
Ceylon was not officially represented, and he
corrobrates Mr Bierach’s letters reganling the
success of his show. It is gratifying to think
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that Ceylon has a ch.armetl sound in the ears
of our, at present, bellicose cousins, Ceylon tea.

Mr Scovell stating as the result of his exjie-

rience, being much oftener spoken of than Indian
tea. The feeling that the Chicago big show
h.ad not commensurate results was, he thinks,
due to the hope of reaping too soon what was
sown. Very often in America he had Yankees
say to him “Ah ! I remember the tea I had at
Chicago.” Canada, he thinks, will prove a
better outlet than the States. In San
Fransisco where they go in for afternoon
teas “same as the English do,” there is a
growing demand. The fruit-growing district in

Caleforni.a was visited by Mr. Scovell. Oranges
and lemons seemed to pay and for ther cultiva-

tion land was in demand in the Lake Tulare

district. Pi'unes, apricots and other kinds of fruits

were less profitable; and from the fact that gardens

could be acquired ,at seven yeai's’ purcliase, there

did not seem to be much confidence in their

future. From San Fransi.sco, Mr. Scovell went on

to Yokohama after a twenty ilays jiassage, pro-

tracted three days’ beyond its normal e.xtent

by heavy we.ather. lie visited the tea

plantations at Uji, where is grown the

most highly flavoured tea in Japan at the best

a poor article, China tea of the worst jat. The
methods of cultivation are the most primitive, and

as far as tea-making is concerned, charcoal stoves

and hand-rolling and sorting are resorted to. At
Yokoh.ama he saw in operation the “ f.aking

”

process for giving the leaf that appearance

which American connoisseurs delight in. Sp.aee

forbids us publishing more of the information

gathered by Mr Scovell in the course of his

tour. We welcome him back to Ceylon!

SUGAR-CANE CULTIVATION.

Oar Galle correspondent writes:—I think there is

a great deal to be said in favor of Mr James

Dixon’s contention that Sugar-cane can be suceess-

fully cultivated in the lowcountry. Of late years

several Sinhalese land-owners in Gangaboda Pattu

have gone in for this cultivation and have established

mills for sugar manufacture. E. A. Jayasinha

Mudaliyar has 120 acres fully planted at Nagoda with

a factory and all modern appliances for sugar infilling.

His sugars are well-known in the markets. In audi-

tion to this and Messrs. Winter’s estates there are

a good many gardens with mills, whose proprietors

appear to do a thriving business. When Sir Arthur

Havelock visited Baddegama the return trip was

made in the Nagoda Mudaliyar’s boat to Wakwella

;

and His Excellency was much pleaced to view the

largo acreage under cane cultivation. Mr. Dixon s

interesting letter is deserving of attention on the

part of agriculturists and others seeking new

investments for their capital.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Tea Packing in Tin Pi.ate.—The controversy on

this subiect is carried on with considerable vigour m
Swansea, and the local and trade papers discuss the

BnUiect A grocer in Swansea raises an objection to

thenacking of tea in tinplates. “It will never do,’’

sivs^ho “You know that hay when stacked often

caLes sufficient heat to cause a blaze. Well, unless

aZe outlet for the damp contained 111 tea is provided it

nil ao wrong. Of course the air cannot get to it to

Bl™r.offidS,Ljgen lor a bul the re.olt ,v,t

,

air-tight tin boxes will be that the tea will get heated,

then mildewed, and spoilt. Under the present ar-

rangement the lead foil lining of he wooden boxes,

not being hermetically sealed, allows the hot au-

to get away through the wood, and the tea ar-

r^fhere quite sound and who esome. It is my

firm belief that it would not do so were it to

be packed in sealed tin boxes. Then, again, there

is an extensive lead industry in China, and the

people there will be sure to protest against the dis-

ccutiiiuance of the use of lead foil.” In an inter-

view which a Llanelly correspondent has had with

Mr. Frank Randell in reference to the question of

tea packing in tin plate, and the objection thus
raised, that gentleman said that if experts decided
against the box being hermetically sealed the chests

could be so made as to provide the required venti-

lation. The objection was no objection at all. As
to China protesting against the change in the in-

terests of the Chinese lead industry, he admitted
that China would not come within the scope of

the change until the advantages of the new
packing had been made abundantly manifest.
As to the suitability of the packing, this was
conclusively proved by the enormously increased
demand for metal chests for tea packing. In
point of fact the tea even in the inside lead
cases of the chests now chiefly in vogue was herme-
tically sealed up

;
but, for himself, he held an open

mind. The objection raised, however, was completely
answered by the fact that the tin plate cheat could
be easily ventilated as a wooden box. In the whole
of his experience he had not found that the tea grew
mildewed through the box having been hermetically
scaled. In his opinion such conditions of packing
were a safe guarantee against mildew. It was an
admitted fact that the 2 per cent of the metal
chests in which tea was now brought over was ap-
proved of by the planters and traders, and there
was no reason why, in the interest of the South
Wales tin plate trade, they should not en-
deavour to capture the remaining 98 per cent. An
official of the Government Railways in Ceylon waited
upon Mr. W. H. Ludford, the district manager of

the Great Western Railway, at Llanelly a day or two
ago, and asked to be supplied with full particulars of the
new method of tea packing. He is reported to have
said that as the industry of tea planting was so

rapidly growing in Ceylon, the matter of adopting
new methods of packing was of first importance, es-

pecially in view of the fact that the present wooden
boxes were open to so grave an objection through
being smashed in transit. He considered therefore
that there was a great future for metal chests.
Coffee in Mexico.—According to Mr. J. L. Pernet,

of Orizaba, a well-known authority on coffee esti-

mates, Mexico’s crop this year will be only 300,000
centals, or fully 50,000 centals less than last year.
The shortage is said to be due to the severity of

last winter, to the lateness of the rainy season, and
to the over-crowding of trees. It is still asserted,
however, that, with little more experience, coffee

planters in Mexico will become serious competitors
with Brazil.

—

11. and C. Mail, Jan. 3.

THE TEA DUTY IN AUSTRALIA.
Referring to the discursive debates on the new tariff

in the assembly at Victoria and the resolution to retain
the duty on tea, the Si/dney Herald contrasts the policy
of the Victorians on this matter as compared with
New South Wales. It says: “During the debates in

the Assembly a motion had been tabled for reducing
the duty from 3d per lb as at present, to 25 per cent
ad valorem, the intention being to reduce the cost
to the consumer of low qualities of tea. The pro-
poser withdrew his motion when it was reached, but
another member W'as ready to champion a more
drastic reduction still, and invited the committee to

include tea amongst the articles altogelhor exemp-
ted from payment of duty. He based his proposition
upon the too familiar claim of ‘ a free breakfast
table,’ and Mr. Best, in replying for the Ministry,
admitted that ho had some sympathy with the policy
of reducing the taxation upon an article in sucli

general use. But the state of the finances did not en-
courage him at present to surrender a revenue of about
£100,000 yearly. Should the public accounts pre-
sent a favourable aspect later in the financial year,
he might he witling to consider how a reduction
could be made, but he asked the House to re-

flect on what the effect would bo in England
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if it were announced that so great an item of

revenue was given up while the surplus was so
small. The debate was postponed, and when the
discussion was resumed nothing substantial was ad-
ded, but the House decisively rejected not only the
proposal for completely freeing tea from a duty, but
also several suggested reductions of the existing duty.

“ It is interesting to contrast this action with what
has taken place in Now South Wales. When early
in 1892, the Customs Duties Bill of tho Dibbs Govern-
ment was submitted to the Legislative Assembly,
the second clause contained a provision for wholly
removing the duty then charged on tea, 3d
per lb. Apparently, nothing but antipathy to

anything like a purely revenue-producing
duty animated the Ministry in this pro-

posal. In England the duty is 4d, and even
the staunchest free-traders approve of the tax. In
the nature of the case it can have no pi-otectionist

incidence, and it produces a large return in taxation
without being unjust or burdensome. At the time
when the ad-valorem proposal was adding 10 per
cent to the cost of every imported article say only
those subject to higher specific duties, the protection-
ist Government remitted a Customs charge which
had been in force for many years, had caused no
dissatisfaction, and had given the Treasury an aver-

age return ot £100,000 a year, and at the time Mr.
See remitted it was yielding £125,000. The Treasurer
had nothing more to say about the remission than
that it would benefit the working-man, and might
be set off against the new duties on agricultural produce.
In such a light frame of mind did the Gibbs Govern-
ment surrender revenue. The majority which that Ad-
ministration had managed to get together was equally
ready to remit a taxation which was hardly felt and to

impose other duties which have been complained of ever
since. Thus the tea duty disappeared. The Treasury
lost a source of steady revenue which not even the
English tariff seeks to dispense with. The loss was
an argument the more for the mischievous ad-valorem
duties. The consumer was not benefited, for it is

not found that the public at once and wholly reaped
the benefit of the remission of duty The import
trade was stimulated, and a salutary check upon the
introduction of inferior teas was removed, with the
result that we are frequently hearing complaints
that the refuse of other colonies finds a safe market
in Sydney, and at the present time we have the
City Health Officer condemning perished teas sought
to be landed and vended here, in such ways tnis

community has to pay for the reckless policy of Sir
George Uibbs and his Treasurer. The Victsrian
authorities are wiser. They know that to remit a
tax is easier than to reimpose it—that it is impolitic
to surrender a duty which is easy to collect and
which the public hardly feels, and especially im-
politic when in the nature of the case other taxation
must recoup the Treasury, and that in the interests
of the community a small Customs duty is beuefical
as serving the purpose of a check upon ‘ lie tea.’

“ There hardly is available to a Treasurer another
article of consumption which if so fitted according
to the canons of taxation to bear a duty as tea. It

is nearly universal in consumption
; therefore al-

most every person in the community bears the bur-
den in proportion to his use of the commodity. Conse-
quently also, a small tax is immediately and steadily
productive. The article in itself is not, .like alcohol,

an object of conscientious scruples, nor, in spite of

the opinion of doctors that the Australians drink
too much tea, is it believed that the taxation raised
in this way represents an evil done to the moral
welfare of the people. Next, in practice the duty
incidentally checks the importation of the in-

ferior qualities of tea by loading them with a
Customs charge which is heavy in proportion
to their low intrinsic value. A further advantage
is that the duty is as easy of collection as it is

lightly felt by the consumer. Having no protective
incidence, it docs not interfere with industry, and
does not coddle a parasitic local interest at the ex-
pense of the community. The article is wholly im-
ported, and from one or two places

;
therefore the

collection of Customs is facilitated, and the bulk and
specific value are deterrents to smuggling. It is in

all these points of view an ideal subject for taxation,

and it becomes clear that the duty never ought to

have been sacrificed
;

or, having been given up,

ought to have been reimposed by some wiser ad-
ministration.”

—

II. and C. Mail, Jan. 3.

COFFEF cultivation in INDIA.

Mr. J. E. O’Conor, Director-General of Statistics
to the Government of India, has drawn up the fol-
lowing statemeht :

—

At the end of I89l there were 289,080 acres of
land under coffee in India, all of it, with the excep-
tion of 10,746 acres in Burma, being in Southern
India. The cultivation of coffee is in fact restricted
for the most part to a limited zone in Mysore,
Coorg, and the Madras Districts of Malabar and the
Nilgiris. In Mysore there are 136,052 acres, in Coorg
71,181 acres, and in the Nilgiris and Malabar 45,65^

If to these are added 6,587 acres in Travancore
and Cochin, we find about 90 i or cent of tho coffee-
bearing area of India concentrated in the hilly re-
gion above the south-western coast where the rain-
fall is heavy and the climate generally approxi-
mates to that of the coffee- bearing area of Ceylon
In tho Madras Presidency coffee is not grown to any
extent except in the two districts already mentioned
and in Salem and Madura. The only other province
in which coffee is grown is Burma, mostly in Toungoo,
and the industry there is of recent origin. In the de-
cade under review the area in the Madras Districts has
fluctuated, remaining in 1894 at but little above the
level of 1895. In Coorg there has been a sudden and
large increase in 1894, in Mysore there has been a
steady and considerable increase, while in Travancore
and Cochin there has been no advance : in Travancore
indeed many coffee-growers have abandoned that in
ustry for tireless precarious cultivation of tea. The
yield has fluctuated greatly

;
in 1894 it was about 35i

million pounds, which was but little larger than in
1886, notwithstanding the increased acreage. Taking
the figure 100 to represent both area and production in
1885, the ratio of yearly increase or decrease is shown
in the subjoined table :

—

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

Area.
. . 100
. . 97
. . 103
.. 104
no

Production.
100
90
109
76
85

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

Ai-ea.

. 114
. Ill
. no
. 116
122

Production.
63
113
97
118
101

In 1894 the yield varied enormously in the different
localities, the returns giving 472 lb. an acre in
Toung o; 354 lb. in the Nilgiris; 157 lb. in Mvsore

;

104 lb. in Coorg
;

76 lb. in Malabar. A noticeable
feature in the returns is the record of a yield of
1,511 lb. an acre in Cochin in 1893 followed by a
yield of 175 lb. in 1894. The brief explanation given
by the local authorities is “ that it appears that the
crop in the previous year was good, and that a good
crop is almost invariably followed by a poor one.”
It is not explained, however, why in Cochin in
1893 the yield should have been as large as 15,1111b
to the acre when in the adjacent region of Travan-
core in the same year the yield was only 1701b and
in Malabar only 701b. There would seem to be
defects in the statistics, to which the attention of
the local authorities might with advantage be directed.
According to the returns there w-ere, in 1894, 37,903

persons permanently and 118,014 temporarily em-
ployed on the coffee estates, making a total of 155,917
persons, which is equal to about one person (107) to two
acres, while in tea estates the average is over 2^ per-
sona to two acres. The difference is explained by the
much greater labour required in the repeated plucking
of tea and in the subsequent processes of preparing
the leaf for the market.
The following figures are the average of the five years

ending 1894-95
ve^eais

Indian Coffee
Do.
Do.

Foreign Coffee
Do.
Do-

Production
Exports
Ac/'< 171 India
Imports
Re-exports
Left in India

lb.

34,444,087
31,595,514
2,848,573
1,820,426
585,245

1,235,181
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It appears tlierefore that nearly 92 per cent of the pro-
duction is exported, and that of the coffee consumed in
India foreign coffee represents less than half the quan-
tity of Indian coffee. The rate of consumption is little
more than half that of tea, amounting to only G‘014
lb. per head of the population. It is said to be
rather freely drunk by the native population in
Southern India, but that is certainly not so in
Nothern India.
There is no trustworthy or complete record of

the prices in India of Indian coffee
;
and in answer

to enquiries I am informed that there are no
materials for the preparation of a record of prices,
and that the prices in fact depend upon and follow
the fluctuations of prices in London of Ceylon
plantation coffee, the price on Indian coffee being
about .5s less than the price of Ceylon coffee. This
being so, the prices in London, in February of each
year of the last twenty years of Ceylon coffee
(plantation) are here subjoined :

—

Per cwt.
I

s. d.

1876 .. 89 0
1877 . . 85 3
1878 .. 80 0
1879 . . 61 0
1880 .. 68 6

1881 .. 59 0
1882 .. 61 0
1883 .. 74 0
1881 .. 69 0
1885 .. 54 6

Per cwt.

s. d

1886 . . 56 0
1887 .. 77 0
1888 . . 72 0
1889 .. 90 0
1890 . . 99 0
1891 .. 104 6

1892 .. 105 0
1893 .. 108 0
1894 .. 100 0
1895 .. 104 0

Ten years, from 1879 to 1888, of depressed pi'ices,

combined with the havoc wrought by the borer and
the leaf disease, greatly discouraged coffee planting
in India and Ceylon, and the prospects of the in-

dustry seemed so forlorn that both in Ceylon and
India much coffee land was placed under tea. In
1889, however, there was a sharp rise in prices, and
the level has ranged high since that year under the
operation of speculative corners, political troubles in
Brazil whence the main supplies of the world are
derived, and other circumstances. The maintenance
of prices at their present comparatively high level

has given to the Indian coffee planter a stimulus
and an encouragement which were greatly needed.

—

M. Mail, Jan. 16.

DINING FROM BOUQUETS.

Although it is well known that many kinds of

flowers are used in medicine, the fact may not be
known to many that the blossoms of certain plants
are employed as articles of food. In many parts of

India the flowers of a sairotaceous tree {Bassia lati-

folia or malimah) form a really important article of

food. These blossoms, which are succulent and very
numerous, fall at night in largo quantities from the

tree, and are gathered early in the morning and
eaten raw. They have a sweet but sickly taste and
odor. They are likewise dried in the sun and sold

in the bazaars. The Bbeels dry them and store them
as a staple article of food, and so important are
they considered for this purpose that when in ex-

peditions for the punishment or subjection of these
tribes, when unruly, a threat is made by the invad-

ing force to cut down their Bassia trees, the menace
most commonly insures their submission. An ardent
spirit like whiskey is distilled from these flowers,

and is consumed in large quantities by the natives

of Guzerat, etc. The Parsces and hill people
eat the flowers both raw and cooked, and eften

with the addition of grain, and also make sweet-

meats of them. A single tree will afford from two
to four hundred pounds of the flewers.

The blossoms of another species {II . lonf/ifolia)

are employed in a similar manner by the natives of

Malabar and Mysore, whore it abounds. They are

either dried and roasted and then eaten, or arc

bruised and jboiled to a jolly and made into small

balls, which are sold or exchanged for fish, rice and

various sorts of small grain. The flowers of the
Judas tree {Ccrcis Biliquatitrum) of Europe have an
agreeable acid taste, and are sometimes mixed with
salads or made into fritters with batter, and the
flower buds are pickled in vinegar. The flowers of

the American species {C. Caiiadcnsiis), the red bud,
are used by the French Canadians in salads and
pickles. The flowers of the Ahutilon esculentuvi

{bengao cle deos) are used in Brazil as a boiled vege-
table. The flowers of Moringa pfenjgospernie (the horse-
radish tree) are eaten by the uatvies of India in
their curries.

The large and showy flowers of Tropa’olum majus
(the Indian cress or nasturtium) are frequently
used along with the young leaves as a salad. They
have a warm taste, not unlike that of the com-
mon cress, and it is from the circumstance that
the plant has obtained the name of nasturtium.
The young calices of iHllcnia scahrella and D.
speciosa, which are swollen and fleshy, have a
pleasantly acid taste, and are used by the inhabitants
of Chittagong and Bengal in their curries and also
lor making jelly.

The flowers of Rhododendron arhoreum are eaten by
the hill Yieople of India, and are made into a jelly

by the European visitors. Yet poisonous properties
are usually ascribed to the species of this genus, and
it has been said that the R. Ponticum was the plant
from whose flowers the bees of Pontus collected
the honey that produced the extraordinary symp-
toms of poisoning described as having attacked
the Greek seldiers in the famous retreat of
the ten thousand. The flower buds of Zngophylluni
Fahaqo are used as a substitute for capers, and the
flowers of Meliantlms major, a plant of the same
order, are so full of honey that the natives of Good
Hope, where the plant grows wild, obtain it for food
by shaking the branches, when it falls in a heavy
showier. Coccoloba urifera is remarkable from the
pecularity of the calyx, which becomes pulpy and of

a violet color, whence the plant is called the seaside
grape. This pulpy calyx has an agreeable acid flaver

and is edible. The flewer stalks of llovenia dulcis

become extremely large and succulent, and are used
in China ss a fruit. It is said that in flavor they
resemble a ripe bear. The flowers of the pumpkin
were coeked and eaten by some of the tribes ef the
American Indians, especially by the Aztecs, by whom
they were highly esteemed. The cauliflower, which
has been known from remote antiquity, differs in a
remarkable manner from all the other varieties of
the cabbage tribe, whese leaves and stalks alone are
used for cullinary purposes. Instead of the latter
being used, the flow'er buds and fleshy flow'cr

stalks, which form themselves into a film cluster or
head varying from four to eight or more inches in
diameter, here become the edible portion and one of
the greatest of vegetable delicacies. The flower buds
of Caj)paris spinosa, a plant which grows on walls,
etc., in the seuth ef Europe, arc pickled in vinegar
in Italy and form what are ccmmonly known as
capers. These are chiefly imported from Sicily,

though the plant is largely cultivated in some parts
of France. The cloves ef commerce arc the unex-
panded flower buds of Cari/ojdigllus aroni.aticH;s {Mgr-
taceaj, a small evergreen, native of the Moluccas,
but cultivated in several parts of the East and
West Indies. Before the expansion of the flowers,
w'hich are produced in branched panicles at the
extremity of the branches and are of a delicate
peach color, the buds are collected by hand, or else
sheets and mats are spread under the tree and the
buds by brought down beating it with sticks. They
are cleaned and then dried in the sun. A iiniform
brown color is impared by slightly smoking then
over a wood lire. The flower buds of Calgpfranthen
aromaticus, another plant of the same order, m.ay bo
advantageously substituted. The flower budsaiuUthe
ben'ies of the myrtle {Mgrtus connnunin) were oaten as
spices by the ancients, and are still used in Tuscany
instead of pepper. Long pepper is furnished by the
immature spikes of flowers of Chacica Roxbttrghii,
which are gathered and dried in tlie sun. In chemical
and composition qualities it resembles ordinary black
pepper and contains pipeline.—Sdciiti/ic American,
Dec. 11.
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(t;cu|rc!spondono0.

To the Edilor.

SUGAR CULTIVGVTIUN IN CF.YLON.
Fiji, Nov. lS9o.

Sir,—For about eight of the ten years I have been
in the sugar industry, the question has been con-
stantly in my mind, “ Why are there no sugar-mills
in Ceylon ?” As I became better acquainted with the
different varieties of the sugarcane, their habits
and their needs, I wondered more and more, re-

membering, as I do, the soil, climate, and extent
of your alluvial fiats.

i know—in a vague way—that much money was
spent, a great many years ago, in the attempt to

grow cane and make sugar in Ceylon, and that
failure was the result.

Precisely the same failure was made here between
twenty and thirty years ago, when the site of the
present capital of Fiji was all planted with cane
and a large factory built. The whole of the money
spent was lost, though sugar was then five

times the price it is now, and the cost of

labour seventy-five per cent less than at present.
In those days really nothing—comparatively speak-

ing—was known of cane-growing and sugar-making.
The price of sugar was so high that those tropical

countries which stumbled into more or less right
ways of doing things made huge fortunes, in spite

of the now well-known fact that they only extracted
about one-third of the sugar from their cane. Even
so late as ten years ago, sugar planters were, for

the most part, ridiculing the idea of chemical assist-

ance in the factory I And at the present day the
majority of cane-sugar-mills in the world are without
chemists. In Fiji the sole survivors have employed
chemists from the start, and do still

;
while those

Companies who did not do so have all gone into

liquidation.

But what was the cause of the failure
with you ? It was not the climate, that is

quite certain, for the climate of your low-
country is that of Demerara, than which there is

no better for sugar in the world. There are canes
which thrive in semi-tropical lands better than they
do in tropical, and vice versa. There are canes for

sv/amps, canes for dry lands, canes for wet climates,
canes for dry climates. In the state of our know-
ledge bf 20 years ago, there were any number of

unknown reasons for the failure of sugar in any
particular place. But tell a modern scientific sugar
planter that sugar cannot be grown to pay in your
climate on your alluvial flats, and he will laugh at

you. Your latitude is the same as that of Domcrara,
and your labour is fully .50 per cent, cheaper

;

moreover you pay in silver and sell for gold.
The history ot sugarcanc-growing in Fiji is a curious

one. First there was the Jiasco mentioned above,
then, a few years later, a small Company started
on the Rewa river, and made sugar in a crude way
for some years, and paid fairly well. Then the Colonial
Sugar Refining Co. came down, in ISTO-bS.SO,

and put up a large mill on the Rewa. At the same
time a number of small Companies erected factories

in various parts of the grouj), all of which have
since failed but one, the Fiji Sugar Co., Ld. The
C. S. R. Co. have now two other mills in addition
to that on the Rewa; the latter, owing to the
absence of the very conditions rvhich you possess,

viz. : bright skies and great heat has only paid
about one per cent; but the Ba river mill—when
the rainfall in only from fiO to jSO inches and which
is favoured with bright skies and great heat has
been an unqualified success from the start

;
though

the cost of buildings, is double what it is in Ceylon,
and labourers cost 100 % more than with you.

This is a very moderate estimate for wages at is

added to cost of introduction and losses by death.
Ax., bring the cost of a day’s labour to Is 8d.

There is nothing whatever— it is impossilde that

there could be—to prevent the successful cultivation

pf cane and naauufactuie of sugar on any or all of

69

your alluvial lands. Much has been said of the
wonderful soil in Fiji; but chemical analyses
and practical experience has proved this to ho non-
sense. Our soil is deficient in lime, nitrogen, po-
tash atul phosphates, and these wo have to supply
artificially and have been doing so for year’.'. I should
niuch like to have the analyses of some samjtles of
your alluvial and conip.aro the two. I would risk a
good deal that yours is inlinitoly the better of the two.
Ceylon is still, I have no doubt, one of the most go-

ahead countries in the world, and full of plucky and
enterprising men. It has a climate—I speak of the
lowcountry—which isasugar planter’s ideal: the cheap-
ness and abundance of labourers coupled with the
advantage of your currency, is equal to a bounty of
several pounds per ton of sugar made. To think that
all these advantages are unused because 30 years ago—
more or less—some scores or hundreds of thousands
sterling were lost in a futile endeavour to make su-
gar is at once ridiculous and exasperating. Ceylon
and Southern India together could supply the ivorld
with sugar, and do it much cheaper than it is
done now, and when they make a fair start, this
and other sugar countries in which labour is scarce
and dear will have to close their shutters.
Some of your readers may perhaps remember me.

I was in Ceylon from 1875 to 1878, and most of the
time on Kelvin estate, Uolosbage. To any old friends
who see this letter I offer my salaams, and to any
of your readers who may take an interest in the
sugar question I shall at all times be I'.appy to give
any information in my power, being only too glad
to help to find the way to the gold mine which I
believe lies at your doors.—Y'ours faithfully,

JAMES D. DIXON.

EEAEUA TEA IN CALIFORNIA.
San Franchsco, California, U.S.A., Nov. 18, 1895My de.\r “ Observer,”—As the present year of

p-ace will have about run its course by the time a
letter can reach yon in Ceylon, I must write to wish
you all in Ceylon a Merry Christmas and a HaipvNew Year

;
I hope 189G will be a very prosperous

year, and that with the advent of your new Governor
several very necessary works, advantageous to the
general community will be undertaken. I am glad to
see prices for most products keep fairly high o'--ppiMly those for Tea and Coffee. Tho old district
of Machilsini.i keeps in the front with the formation
of good companies, all of which will, I am sure nav
well . with good jat, faie soil, careful management
salubrious climate and cheap transport, this favourite
district has stid to see its best days: but (there is
always a “ hut ’

) roads, roads, roads, are wanted
very much pr_ tho out-lying sections of this scattered

Government and i

r.W.D. will admit that tho treatment mrt-1 out o
long-sip-eriug Moncragalla has been in the matter
of roads, simply shameful.

Yoiu- “Overland” issue readies me with won-
derful punctuality. riiJ, if delivered within 30days from date, does not lose much time on theway. It IS m great demand by .sovoral tea nionmid lap week I was asked for a few back nninbers
by a hanker, who wished to read them ! I have
selected a few for him, containing the account of theopening of the Legislative Council, Galle Face Hotelmeeting Governm- s Speech, etc., etc. The weather
IS usually cool M'out Gallo Face, but there muAthave been a hot wave ” on the afternoon of thatmeeting.

I

•
'y'^^.cci-taiuly very severe on thebright httlc, right htilo, tight little island. Ofpim.so, Ceylon IS .absurdly orcr-govorned, cnnsidcriim

Its size and population: no one for a moment wifipiiously contend the opposite. Can you give usthe relative percentage per capita of the cost ofgoveruing-say kLrdras and Ceyloip-civ/v/ff/f,,,, iiciuded, militmy, judicial, prisons and police, ir Lgatiop edimation, etc., etc.? I think the figures willbe interesting and surprising reading.

fi
^ a visit to that fine irou shipthe “ Thomasena MacLellan ” of Glasgow on ti esecond voyage of which I was a joassenge;’ tg N«W
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/calantl nearly twenty years ago; she was then
'(uite a show vessel, being the largest iron sailing vessel,
iUloat. I retneinber while we stayed in Rio de Janeiro
for live or six weeks crowds of people U'ed to visit
and bo shown over her. I noted the several changes
in the fittings of the saloon, hut the fine roomy
cabins were still there. She can still do her 350
knots a day, and pass most sailers going. The
present crew have been on board for over two years,
which speaks well for the captain and officers.

I had the pleasure of meeting in a tea brokers’
office last week Mr. \V. D. Perry of Dublin. We talked
tea, told stories, and found we had a mutual friend
in Geo Kent Deaker, Passara, to whom he wished
to be remembered. I gave Mr. Perry satisfactory
news about our good friend, with which he was
much pleased and delighted.
Your delegate is once more in London. I hear

pretty regularly from Mr. Ilierach, who is still

hammering away at Ceylon Tea. It must be some-
what discouraging, how'ever, to him, with no sup-
port or recognition from Ceylon for the good honest

work he is doing : I presume you have heard he,

and he alone, represents Ceylon, with a Ceylon
Court at the great Pure Food Show at Philadelphia ! !

He has had a largo amount of advertising of

Ceylon and her teas in numerous papers, gratis, and
a man who can do this in America is worth some-
thing, for your delegate’s accounts will doubtless show
that advertising rates are pretty stiff here. I br.ve

one before me from the Kveninii Post, New York,
said to cost some £10 each insertion! I hope India
pays half of this

;
the “ cut” is in the usual rough

style,—I am perhaps hypercritical, but it isan extraor-

dinary circumstance that the three ladies therein

depicted should be left-handed. I call it the “ left-

handed ad.,” but perhaps these ladies are “ ambi-
dexterous.” The “ Eclipse” advertisement for

America is a mistake. In this country, to quote
Shakespeare !—they don’t care what kinds or quan-
tities of tea are consumed in Great Britain.

Tnere are very many “ lovely ” Americans, who
like and admire the English, but there is no use
blinking the fact, that amongst the middle-class

both upper and lower (amongst whom our customers
are to be found in the future) there is a very strong
prejudice ngainst the Dritish and anything British.

This dictum applies to the great majority of the peo-

ple, those who have no time for reading anything
l)ut the newspapers, from which source they derive

their information (very frequently misleading) and
form their conclusions and deductions (necessarily

as fi'eqnently wrong and unjust).

This dressing-up of an ordinary woman as an In-

dian Princess and parading her about the New York
Food Show is a mistake, a bad mistake (as a general

rule mistakes are bad, but this is more so than usual):

it savoui's too much of the Midway Plaisance, and
Fake style of business, and does more harm than good
eventually’. You will hear of nothing like that at

the Philadelphia Food Show. Tiie Ceylon Importing
Co. of Iowa also applied for a concession, but were
informed that Dir. Bierach was the party w’ho was most
acceptable and best known to the management.
What a great pity a few natives w'ere not sent out

early to Mr. Bierach; he writes me he could do so

much more if he had liad a few Tamils and Sinhalese.

Doubtless you will have reports and ligures when the

time comes, direct from Dir. Bierach or through the

“dU Committee,” but you can judge of the good
work being done through Dir. Bierach’s personality

.solely, when 5i)0 cups of tea are being given away
free daily, at no cost to Ceylon up to the present.

No doubt his a])plication to your worthy delegate for

some assistance to hel)) to dcfr.ay the heavy expense

he has been put to. will lie i)rom])tly attended to

as it deserves to he, and as 1 am sure the Plantci-s

and *• dO Committee” would wish.

To overcome single-handed many obstacles, in the

absence of any tangible support or recognition even,

perhaps almost ignored though having valuable ex-

perience in his own line of business, and to carry

through to success, in spite of all that must have

lieeii disheartening, this Ceylon Court at the Pure

Food Show at l’lii!adi'l|)liia, is, 1 consider, an acliicve-

pieut of which Dir. Bierach or anyone else, might be

proud, and one that will merit and will gain the ap-

proval of Ceylon men, or I am very much mistaken.

It does seem most extraordinary to me that at a

Japan Tea Stand in New York Food Shows the Plan-

ters’ Association pamphlets (of Ceylon) should be dis-

tributed. This is entirely wrong ;
there is great ig-

norance about Geoiiraphii as well as of Tea in this

country, and people receiving these pamphlets from
a Japan Tea Exhibit wdll naturally think “it is just

some new kind of Japan Tea," and will, in most
cases, continue to ask for Japan Tea.

I am awaiting papers with descriptions of the
Ceylon Court at Philadelphia, w’hich is much ad-

mired and is a great favourite. You will, along with
most of your readers, have forgotten the name of

DIrs. Rover, the first authority upon cookery in America,
who at the great World's Fair, Chicago, received a
salary of ^1,000 (f‘200 sterling) a month for lecturing
upon cookery and making demonstrations. Our
Court in the Woman’s Building was a great favourite
of hers, and I can see her now, coming in there
“ for a cup of your delicious pure tea,” followed by
a number of leading ladies. She holds the same
position at Pliiladelphia, and is a strong, personal
friend of Dir. Bierach’s

;
it is doubtless owing to her

knowledge of him in a great measure that he has
been enabled to secure for Ceylon S3 many advan-
tages. She condemns all teas but Ceylons, and never
will endorse China or Japan teas

;
she is official lecturer

on cooker}’, but presided the other dry at a o o’clock

tea in the Ceylon Court, she would not do this for

any other exhibitor, nor will she speak during her
lectures in favour of the products represented by the
several firms and companies at the Show’. Her lec-

tures are on cooking and she does not use them for

advertising purposes
:

yet it greatly surprises ex-

hibitors, that Dir. Bierach and his Ceylon Court are so
much favoured by her

;
as each day at the close of her

lecture she says: “Now we will adjourn to the
Tea Room.” From the description given me I imagine
this Ceylon Court is all it should be, an 1 very at-

tractive. Mr. Bierach has w'onderfully good taste,

there is a haudsotne carpet and beautiful stand-
ard onyx banquet lamps, with pink silk

shades, eastern draperies, Ceylon photos nicely

framed in coconut wood, baskets, mats, some brass
w.vrc, satinwood teapoys, lace, fans, &c., &c.

I have just received this moment a short hur-
ried letter in pencil from DJr. Bierach. I think I may
quote the following:—“Well, I am catching on,
am solid with the management. In next week's
programme, I am to have a hig ad. ; also in all the
Sunday p.vpers a send-off F«ee, no cost to Ceglon,
Last evening I had a call from the A-ssociate Editor
of the Grorerg World, will have a free notice in

that journal. And my article on Ceylon iv to be
]3ublished in Household Xews. All this for Ceylon.”
I respectfully and earnestly draw the attention of

the “ 30 Committee” and the planting community
to the above information, and I am sure, with
their usual fairness, suitable recognition and ap-
preciation will not be longer denied Dir Bierach.
I only speak of him as I know' him and as I found
him, he is suited to the requirements of Ceylon
here, aud the “glad hand” and not the “marble
heart” should ho extended to him.

I hope he will “come out even” if nothing
more, though it seems such a result would be im-
possible when everything is free to all.

The weather is simply magnificent here for this

time of the year, and I am inclined to agree with
Californians when they say reverently and with
deep conviction, “ This is God's country.”

I had the pleasure of being conducted
by the projirictors over the new Cliff House now
rapidly approaching completion, in the place of the
old historic house, burnt down last Christmas: the
liouse is over 100 feet high, and I must have walked
miles and miles in Ihc building; it was pretty hard
work as the elevators are not yet ruiming. This
will be a favourite resort, and I know of no finer

maiinc view, as members of ships and steamers
pas.s in and out of the world-famous Golden Gate.
'There are 10 dining-rooms, magnificent restaurant
dining-rooms to scat over 100 guests at a time
billiard and smoking-rooms, 15-feet verandabq »U
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round tho five atorej’S cLosod in with glasa, stabling

for 100 buggies and horses. Tlie driveway from town
through the famous Golden Gate I’ark, about 5

miles in length, is being lighted by electricity, and
on moonlight evenings tlioimaiidfi of bieycles, Illoomer.s

both male and female, go out to the famous place.

The old familiar names begin to di'op off : I noticed

that of good old G. H. Hall, an amusing and good
fellow. I hope K. P. M. of Tonacombe well soon be fit

once more ; I will send him the information required
in a few days.
The demand for Ceylons does not improve here

as rapidly as one would like, some of tho large

people say “ We have no use for Ceylons, we cannot
make as much out of them as we do on .Tapans and
Chinas, and why should we bother with them.” Others
are again openly hostile to these teas, but they will

in time be bound to hold them in stock. The lead-

ing buyers of Japans and Chinas told mo the other-

day “that I would have to unlearn all I know about
Ceylon tea to do any business here”; but I took
the opposite view of the case entirely, and
politely hinted that they would soon find it advan-
tageous to have a specialist in Ceylon teas on tho
staff of each house on this coast, and it will come
to that in time.
Some Ceylon teas received recently have not been

quite fo good as they should have been, the quality and
appearance must be kept up, for I see frequently
some magnificent “ Formosas,” tippy and beautifully

made, and those are our severest competitors.
1 w'as asked on Wednesday last if I had been out

to visit tho Memorial Museum at Golden Gate Park
recently. I replied I had not. I was told, “ You
should go out

;
there are some lovely things there

now, just brought from Europe, wonderful mummies
from Egypt, all tied and wrapped up, dead ones of
course!” This is a fact.

Now I have wandered on without thinking, and
if the dead mummy brings a laugh to some counte-
nance about Christmas, my reward will bo ample.
With all good wishes for 189(1,—Y^ours truly,

T. A. C.
P.S.—19th Nov.—Just received 2 tetters from Bier.ich.

He had seen A. G. Scovell, who was much pleased
with the Ceylon Court at Philadelphia; he hasmy address,
so I hope to see him soon. Bierach has had a
letter from your worthy Delegate from London, who
says—“ I have left matters connected with the
Philadelphia Exhibition in Blechynden’s hands.” This
is rather amusing, as Mr. Blechynden has no more
to do -with the Exhibit than the man in the moon.
Ceylon must stand by herself. Bierach is offered
space free, for a Ceylon Court at a pure food show
at Willmiugton, Delaware

;
another show is to held

in Washington. Mrs. lloror is to be there, and
Bierach can make tfood arrangements there also, but
be cannot undertake all these without assistance
from Ceylon.
An average of 500 free cups are being given away

free daily, and for 2^ hours Mr. Bierach “ talked
tea” the other evening to a large audience of ladies,
Mrs. Roror being present. Numbers of free adver-
tisements appear weekly for Ceylon’s benefit, so I

hope to hear soon that full advantage is being taken of
his valuable services. Just going to call upon Mr.
Hulbert, late of Ceylon. In haste, T. A. C.

THE LARGE-GROWING VARIETY OF
CACAO.

Victor Park, Corstorpliine, near Edinburgh,

Dec. 12, 1895.

Sir,—Respecting the suggestions contained in your
kind editorial remarks on my letter of August 21st

in the ‘'Oeglon Observer” regarding the large-growing
variety of cacao tree, I may state that the ordinary
mode of “exchanges” in vogue between colonial and
home botanic gardens might perhaps be tried in
order to obtain some plants. The island of Trinidad,
reported to have a very complete collection of eco-
nomic plants, may possibly possess some trees of

this large-growing sort of cacao. Purdie, a collector

who travelled in the low-lying regions of Colombia

where this large-growing sort has in places been
planted,—and was afterwards Curator of tho Gardens
if Trinidad,—is reported to have taken great interest
in the cacao plantations of the island. I know not
it he had any knowledge of tho sort referred to

;

but it is possible that seeds or plants from this source
might be procured. I fear, however, that plants
would have to be relied on, as tho germinating
power of the seeds is said to vanish when dried,
fn planting in South America the fresh undried
beans arc always resorted to

; and these are planted
in the prepared sites at once where the trees are
to remain permanently. But honestly I may state
that I would have no strong expectations of tho
.success of plants obtained through the medium of
exchanges. This, because it is quite possible that
the plants sent would be the same as those already
growing in Ceylon; besides which there are other
causes that might lead to failure. Undoubtedly it

would be better for someone [los.scssing the necessary
knowledge to proceed specially to South America
and make a collection of plants and convey them
direct to Ceylon.
Geographically I may remark that Ceylon, together

with a piece of Southern India, occupies, in point of
latitude, the same identical position as the centre
of the wild cacao region of South America. As re-
gards suitability of soil, I may say that the most
esteemed sites where cacao planting is carried on
are the rich deep deposits usually met with on the
banks of streams or livers. Other comparatively
level situations almost equally as good occur at the
foot of the Cordilleras or in deep flat-bottomed
valleys. These remarks apply more to the require-
ments essential for tho large-growing iiroliflc cacao
tree; for the dw'arf and hardier sort thrives under
very varied conditions, growing from the level of
the sea up to 3,000 feet in every variety of aspect,
occasionally on bare hill-sides or in deep ravines’
and with great diversity of soil, sometimes a clayey-
loam, or sand and gravel deposit, or quick-running
sands all of which usually possess facilities for
irrigation.

For shade a wdde-spreadiug sparse-foliaged legu-
minous tree admitting plenty of light is preferred

;

and although the tender growths and leaves of
various of the cacao trees are as the natives say
“toasted”, yet no serious injury appears to result
therefrom. After a number of years when the trees
begin to yield diminished crops and the beans be-
come small they are coppiced. When the growths
from the stocks are one year old they are removed
with the exception of one; and the result is that
trees treated in this way soon become equal and
sometimes superior to newly-planted ones. When
removing the young shoots some care is exercised
in leaving only the stoutest, most straight, and seem-
ingly best adapted to grow up to form a tree.

In the drying of cacao in South America consi-
derable injury is frequently done to it through care-
lessness, inattention or slovenly and protracted
method of working by which means the proper
natural reddish colour of the beaus is changed and
the piice consequently lowered. The preliminary
course adopted by some of fermentation previous to
drying is in my opinion likewise injurious. Ceylon
cacao which often holds a prominent position in the
European market appears to be more carefully man-
aged

;
although as in the West Indies planters seem

to “pick” and “size” the beans, a thing never
thought of by those who plant in a big way in
South America. In conclusion I may state that I
have some confidence that suitable localities will be
found for the cultivation of the large-growing prolific
trees in Ceylon. The flat, more or less wooded region
stretching from the coast inland including the de-
bouch of ravines together with the banks of streams
or rivers should possess a number of appropriate sites
Some years ago when in Southern India at Nil-ambur I travelled over about 11 miles of wooded

lands bordering the river there where I observed
various tracts with forest growth equally as well
suited for cacao planting as the best land I have
anywhere seen in South America. Similar sites I
have no doubt e.xist in Ceylon. I may remark that
those expressions of opinion are the result of ex-
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poi’ienccs after having travelled in South America
over nearly 2,000 miles in whieh wild cacao trees and
plantations abounded. Of course I refer to those
river-side localities as being specially adapted for the
growth of the large-growing prolific variety, which
I may add possesses several most valuable and im-
])ortant characteristics for cultivation to which I

have not as yet made any allusion. Some of your
readers may not he aw.ire that cacao planting in

South America is not ahvays as it might be a plea-

surable and ])rofitable occupation. I have seen the

leader of a <imn-iHa going with a number of men
to the hacienda of a plantation and carrying away
all the cacao found therein without, of course, paying
anything for it. This sort of thing is spoken of as
“ taking donations for the causa of liberty.” Yet in

spite of such disasters I have never yet seen a

cacao plantation forsaken. On one occasion in Colom-

bia after a protracted revolution I went from the

head of the Alagdaleiia Valley down to the sea a

distance of over 700 miles with cacao plantations

some large and some small on each side of the river

all the wOjV. I took special notice that while 1 saw

many plantations of coffee and other cultivated pro-

ducts “run to bush” or deserted I did not find a

single cacao plantation abandoned. Finally 1 may
add it gives me great pleasure to address the re-

marks herein contained regarding the large prolific

cacao tree to Cculon Observer,' the first journal, if

I mistake not, to have taken up the cultivation of

the commercial products of the tropics. In thus ad-

vocating an extension of cacao cultivation, tea plan-

ters need not be alarmed that such a course would

affect the tea industry. On the contrary the con-

sumption of tea is i/ouikj ;
and in many of the towns

and cities of South America there is a wide field,

only at present it is difficult on account of custom and

other duties to recommend a iiopular system of

figcncies for the introduction of Indian and Ceylon

trrrs.—I am. sir, yours most obediently,
EOIIERT CROSS.

llUr.EER (’n/nVATION IN CEYLON.

2 i'owis Place, (jucen Sq., W. C., London, 19

Doc. 1S%.
Dnvi! Sin,—Some vears back I obtained a copj'

of your book on Rubber (2nd edition), but I see

very little now about Sinhalese Rubber in the trade

papers. I am very much interested in the subject

and liave been asked by a Foreign Government to

advise on acclimatisation of rubber trees. Would it

be troubling you too much to ask you to send me
a postcard with half-a-dozen words to say whether it

has succeeded in Ceylon, or how much you exported

last year and the price? Did you get any prn/italde

lielp from Kew ? Apologising for troubling you, I

be“ to remain, yours faithfully,
"

C. PUHCFLL TAYLOR, D.Sc.

[Wc have thought it best fo give tlie above

letter publicity in our columns. Rubber has, so

far, not been the success that it might and

ou'dit to he in Ceylon. Tlie causes of this are

various ; hut the chief one is the unwillingness

or inability of our iilanters to wait lor the slow

return of their money which rubber gives. 'I'lie

subject is dealt with in liie Planting Review

prefixed to our new Handbook. The export of

rubber from Ceylon in 1894 was of the value of

114,440.—El). T.A.]

'i'RAVANCORE AND THE AMERICAN
'i'EA FUND.

Rraemore Estate, Dec. ‘ill, 189.5.

I)K.\n Sn:, I beg lo (uiclose the snh.scription

list for American 'IVa Fund fimm this A.ssociation

and would fVd obliged if yon would kindly bnd

room for it in your paper.— ^ onrs faithfully,

R, ROSS, Hon. Secretary,

'I’ravancore Planters’ Association.

TltAVANCOnR planters’ ASSOCIATION
TIONS TO AMERICAN

SURSCRIP-

Estate.s.

Pooimiudi Estate
Hraeuiore ,,

liivercauld ,,

Iloiiaccoi'd Croiii)

Merchistoii Estate
Seenikali ,,

District.

Pooimiudi

AshanibooHillside ,,

Oreat Valley E.st. ,,

'J'lie Home Estate ,,

Belfoid ,, ,,

Kinmylies ,, ,,

MakeiidraglieiTy Est. ,,

Miloiiie Estate ,,

Balamore ,, ,,

Sea Eield ,, ,,

Corrimoiiey ,, ,,

(ileiiuiore ,, ,,

Achencoil ,, Slieiicottah

ICockwood ,, ,,

A’enture ,, ,,

Donation from North Travancoi
Society per II. M. Knight

TEA FUND, 1895.

Agent or
Manager. R. A P.

J. 8. Valentine 134 13 0
74 3 0

59 1 0

183 2 0

W. Marsliall 6->

Cameron Cliisholm
15 G

& Co. 39 9 0

34 14 0

19 5 0

»» • 3(i G 0

40 2 G
39 4 0

48 c 0

.1. Fraser 1C 0 0
42 13 0

(19 5 0

C4 2 G
68 0 G

K. M. Ewart 50 4 0

R. T. Miller 95 4 C

II. M. Knight 194 4 G

i-e L. P. and A.
100 0 0

Total 1,472 10 G
lony. Secretary, T. P. A.

Central Travancore Planters’ Association,

Peermaad, via Periacolam, Jan. Gth.

Dear Sir,—Enclosed I beg to hand yon tJie

list of snbscri])tions from this Association to the

Indian-Anierican Tea Fund, and shall feel much
obliged if yon will imblish the same in y'onr

newspaper. It is satisfactory to note, that

ever_y estate in the district has jiaid its full

(inot'a to the h’und, and that almost every
superintendent lias gi\-on a donation.—A ours

faithfully, GRANVILLE L. ACWORTH,
Ilony. Secretary.

R. a. R. a.

Arnakal (SO 15 Woolbeding 40 10

Ashley 30 0 supeuixtedknts.
Bon Ami 195 5 A R Cox 25 0

Carady Goody 43 2 R W Com tiiey 25 0

Chenkara Group 218 10 .1 Finch 25 0
Fail-field (17 4 II Ij Holder 25 0

GleuVeary 91 0 R L Imray 25 0
Mary Ainic 195 5 Dr. Little 25 0
Mount 51 0 A E Veale 25 0

Oopoocolam 102 3

Penchiu'Bt 9(1 5 Total Rl,503 7

Stag Brook Group 136 12

THE COLOMBO TEA MARKET.
Central I’rovince, .Lan 9t.li

Dear Sir,— I consider the Colombo lea market
at tills time to he a veritable treasure trove

lo the fortunate buyers. London average is re-

jiorted to he tlie same by wire- 9d.— wdth good
denmnd, and yet yon liml the following averages
for estates in the follow’ing districts

:

—Atjros,

(’oluml)o average ale. equal to a
Gross London av. of 9d

Maskeliya - 42 e. tlo 74d
Nuwara Eliya - - 50 c. (lo 8 .td

Rakwana - 3(i c. do did
Kclani Valley 38 c. do f'gd

Some of your broker friends may tliruw light

on tills rot in the Colombo market.— A’ours truly,

TEA EAILMER.’

WANTED: A AVEEl) DESTROA ER.
Colombo, Jan. IHth, 189(1.

De.aR Sir,—Can any of yanir readers advise

me as to how weeds, grass Ac. can he di‘-

strojn'd on an unused barhecue inColumho? 'I'lic

roots are well down between the hrick-q ami
it is quite im|H)ssihle to get properly at them
to ilig them out. Is tlierc any preparation or

solution that would reach tlie roots ami kill

them oll’V I should he grateful for any infor-

mation.—Amours faithfully,
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PLAN'I’INd IN MATALE.
.fan. 12

Deai; Sii:,— In Mk! Obsa-ca- u! lOtli inst. iiiulcr

the heading of “ Planting in Malale” you wtate

tliab an estate lias yielded SOU Ih. of made tea

))er acre over .‘500 acres giviim a ])ro!ib of M2oU'00
per acre. It is not ijuite clear wliother juni mean
for the year or only .at that rate for the month
of December*'

If the former, it is very lino, hut it means
that the tea netted oO cents per Ih. and cost only

20 cents or a prolit of .'50 cents [ler Ih. It is

possible, hut douhtfnl, especially on old land.

At 8 years’ purchase (the .acceptcrl figures for low-

lying estates) this would M’ork out about tlP20

sterling per acre!! This is ‘‘one better” than

Nnw.ara Eliya.— Yours, &c., •!. A. I!.

[A corrected p.ara ai)]>eared in the next issue of the

Observer. The rate is for Deeemlier.— Ei).

AKECANUT AS A VEllMIEUDE EOT
DOGS.

Tunisgala, Ilangala, Jan. 16.

Deab Sir,—As the letter in your Directory

for 1896 he.aded “ Arecanut as a Vermifuge for

Dog.s” has been the means of killing the best

beagle bitch 1 ever had, I think it only light

that others should prolit by my experience and
be warned against taking the advice gi\en in

the letter.

Unless our dogs have insides .similar to Capt.

Vetrio’s, it is impos.sible for them to live .after

having taken bub one-half of the smallest dose
recommended by A. AY. At least so 1 have been
told since ; and I unfortunately proved it in one
ease .at any rale.

1 prepared the powder myself, ami it was all-

e.arefully sifted through a piece of ceiling-cloth.

So the dog’s death was not due to carelessness

on rny jiart.

From one-half to one te.aspoonful is the correct

dose, I am told
;
but it tvill be some time before

I try even that except on .a pariah.—Yours faith-

fully, J. HALL IlROWl^.
[AV'e greatly regret that we should ha\e been

the indirect means of causing the death of our

correspondent’s dog. The inform.ation in our
Handbook was supplied by a former well-known
(!eylon resident of much experience with regnrd

to .animals. It lirst aiipeareii over ten years figo,

.and has been reprinted in each of our llandbooks

.since; but we do not remember to have had its

accuracy called in ([uestion before. AVe shall be

glad of the opinion of other correspondenls on

the subject. From Dr. Geo. \Abitt’s “ Diction,ary

of the Economic Prmlnots ol India” we (piote

as follows regarding arecanut :
—

“Is very useful as a verinil'ngo in dogs. I have
given half a nut powdered, mixed with butter, to

terriers with remarkable effect.” {Siirf/e.on K. 1). (.-those,

Khulna.) “The powdered young bark is anthelmin-

tic, used for tape-worm ;
useful in animals

;
supposed

to be the principal ingredient in Naldire's worm
tablet.?,” [.Surgeon IF. J>- Steu-art, Lbittack.) “It is

a good anthelmintic, and expels thread-worms. I

have often given half a nut to a dog mixed up in

butter with very good effect. The worms are expelled

afiei one or two doses” (Surgeon A. /). Ghose,

itankura, Ilengal.) “Is a good vermifuge for dogs in

1 oz. doses (powdered).” (Surgeon-Major J. Ihjers

Thomu.s, ]\'altnir, Vizagapalofu.) “ Uut cut small and
soaked in nnlk is a good yermifugo for dogs.”

(Surgeon-Major P. N. Mnkerji, Cuttack, Orissa.)
“ A'^ery useful in worms in dogs and otiior domestic
anim.ils.” (Surgeon H. l>. .Uasani, Knrrachee.) “Is
a valuable vermifuge for dogs, especially for r.Hiud-

worms.” [Surgeon George Cumberland lioss, Delhi.)

-El). r.H.]

VERMIFUGE FOR DOGS.
North Gove, Jan. 20th.

Di'iAK Sir,— In the Observer of the 17th I see .a

letter having reference to the Vermifuge for

Dogs as gi\'eu in your Ilaudliook. Over leaf 1

semi you the prescription I have always used
fur my dogs and have alw.ays found it elective
and safe. It is ahvays prescribed thus in “An-
swers to Correspondents” in the Field. —Yours &c.,

THOS. FARR.
i'ermij'uge—taken from The Field .

—

For a dog up
to 10 or 12 lb. in weight ;

—

20 grains freshly ground arecanut and 2 grains of

santonine followed in 2 hours by a table-spoonful
of buckthorn and castor oil.

If the dog be more than 12 lb. in weight increase
the arecanut at the rate of 2 grains for each lb. in

excess.

THE AVANARA.IAH TEA CO., OF
CEYLON, LD.

.Ian. 20.

Dear Sir,—AA^e beg to inform you that the
Directors of the above Comiiariy have declared
an interim dividend of R40 per share for the
half-year ending 31st December 1895, equal to 8

per cent on the capital of the Company.—Yours
faithfully, RAKER rY HALL,

Agents^ and Secretaries.

PLANTING IN NYASSALAND.
Jan. 22.

Dear Sir,—Enclosed we beg to hand you cojiy

of a letter from our Superintendent in Nyassa-
land in which you may lind something to interest

the general public.—Yours faithfully,

P. pro. CARSON & Co.,

E. R. AA’aldock,
Agents and Secretaries,

Nyassaland Coffee Co., Limited.

Nyassaland Coffee Co., Milange, Oct. 1.5th, 1895.
Messi’s. Carson A Co., Colombo.
Dear Sirs,—I arrived on the Company’s land on

the 10th and although far from being settled down
I take the opportunity of sending you a few lines. I

left Chiiide on the 2nd September, but after 5 days
on the river we had to return owing to the engine
pumps breaking down. I again left on the 8th in
another steamer, but owing to the river being very
low, navigation was very difficult. I only reached
Rlantyro on the 1st October. I had to w'ait at the
latter place i) days for my luggage. I called on the
Manager of the African Lakes Co. and made all

arrangements with regard to banking, etc. Owing
to labor being very scarce at present they were
only able to give me 18 men to remain with me,
beside sulhcient labor to carry my goods, but I
reached Milange on the 6th and had to stay two
days with Mr. Bradshaw, as none of my boxes had
turned up. I spent Saturday night at a village on
the way as it is 55 miles from Blantyre to the Com-
pany’s land

;
and as none of my boxes arrived, I

had to be content with nigger grub (Indian corn
and potatoes). I stayed one night at Lauderdale,
but unfortunately Mr. Moir was away. At present
I am camping out, and am busy building a tem-
porary house.
EuKoruAN Assistant.

—

AATiile in Blantyre I tried to
get an liluropean assistant. Although I tried in seve-
lal places I was unsuccessful. I found there was a
big demand for Europeans and such a thing was
not to be had. I then tried to get an English-speaking
nigger. 1 also failed to get that, so I started off
not, knowing a word of the language, and with only
18 men. Since then I have picked up a good deal
of the language which is not at all difficult. There
is not the slightest doubt that a European assistant
wih be necessary to enable me to open up a large
cleu'ing next year, and as it seems impossible to get
a man out here, it will be necessary to get a man from
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Ceylon. It must bo l)onio in mind that the labour here
is very dil'ferent to tlu' Tamils in Ceylon, they are an
ignorant lot, and it is a case of sheer necessity to

stand by them all day, otherwise they will not work.
The language is easily learnt, hut the very fact of

a European in the field keeps the niggers at work,
to that an assistant would be useful immediately he
arrived here. There is no experienced labor out

here
;
they come for a short time and then go, hence

the gieat necessity for an assistant. If I might
suggest either of the following gentlemen both of

whom expressed their aesire to come out here, and
at the same time, both have had a certain anicunt

of experience with coffee, and certainly could show
good testimomals, viz., Mr. tf. C. Morris of Mahadowa,
Madulsima, or Mr. Ch. Pinches, Naybeddy, Bandara-

wela. Mr. Morris I havc’known for some time,—he

is a thoroughly conscientious and hard-working man
and would be well adapted for this life. I mention this

as it would be useless to s(uid a man out here, un-

less he is prepared to lead a very lonely life, and

at the same time groat patience is required to work the

niggers successfully, and the latter is of great importance

as you arc aware opening up land is any thing but

healthy work and in consequence it would be advisable

to let him have furlough at the end of four years,

living out here is, I find, very expensive, the prices

charged by the African Lakes Co. for tin things are

exorbitant, and unfortunately they are the chief food,

so I would suggest to start him on tT50 with a

T‘25 rise for each succeeding year. I might men-

tion that the lowest paid man in the African Lakes

Company gets TlOO a year and his food found

by the Company. Coffee, judging from the appearance

of the coffee I have seen at Milange, has e.xcellent

prospect
;
the trees are healthy, and have lots of

strong wood about them and yield well. I have as

yet been unable to gather many satistics with regards

to Milange coffe-s, but ^Ir. Ihichanan of Blantyre

told me a field of his (1 years old gave 7 cwt. an

acre last yeai'. I saw the field, and from appearances

it could not be compared to Milange coffee. I noticed

that what few fields have been carefully planted

are doing considerably better than the majority of

fields which have been hurriedly done. In most

cases the coffee has been topped too high and the

maiden crops (which arc generally very heavy) have

taken too much out of the trees. A considerable amount
of empty berry is found in the Blantyre coffee

but not in Milange, w'here the soil is undoutedly better.

Company’s Land.—Although I have not been able

to go over much of the land, yet what I have seen

is undoubtedly very good, and ought to grow splendid

coffee. The land is very undulating and is thickly

wooded, but there is not much virgin forest. In

places the land is indifferent and i.s not good enough

to plant, but taking it all round there is a large

percentage of very good land. The soil is of a dark

chocolate colour, and is veiy free
;
there is, however, an

absence of rock or stone. From what I can gather

the rainfall averages about fiO to 70 inches and the

elevation about 2,000 feet.

Artizans.—There are very few trained native

artisans in Blantyre, and they are all engaged, so

in the meantime I have engaged an European
carpenter to assist in building a house at a salary

of i'7 a month. He is new to the country and is

unable to speak the language, so is not of

much use. It would undoubtedly be a saving to

the Company if they sent out an artizan for a

year or so—a man who understands masonry as well

as carpenter’s work, for in addition to building a

permanent bungalow, a pulping-house and cisterns

will be necessary, bricks can be made in the property,

but lime is very expensive. In my opinion a Malay

would be the best man to send out. If an artizan

does come it would be advisable for him to bring a

good supply of rice, as it is very expensive here.

BinmuNOS.— 1 am at present putting up a small

thatched hut which will do for a few months, but a

permanent bungalow will be necessary next year,

in the meantime I will try and train some men as

flawvers. Owing to the exhorbitant charges out here

it would be advisable to send all necessary articles

Hiich as nails, screws, tools, otc., from Ceylon. I

enclose list of articles necessary. I find the prismatic

compass has not been .sent. I will require one to

survey the blocks of land w ith.

FuiiNiTciiio.—Beyond a small camp table and a
chair, I have no furniture, and so I would be ob-
liged if the Company would send out some. It

can bo obtained far cheaper in Colombo than
out here including freight. Following are the necessary
articles required

I

almirah, I dining-room table,

1 chairs with arms, 1 office table, 1 sideboard, 2 beds,
2 washhaud stands and any other articles the boy
may think necessary. The furniture can be taken
to pieces and packed in long cases and I can put it

together out here.
Labor.—At present labor is very scarce

;
there has

lately been a war close to Milange, and in conse-
quence local labor is very scarce

;
there is also very

little labor coming down from the lakes at present
owing to the country being in an unsettled state
about these. An expedition has already been sent off

to quell a disturbance. However, there is not the
slightest doubt that as soon as the country is more
settled, labor will find its way here in large quan-
tities, and that, I am told, will be soon. The men, as I

have before mentioned, are very ignorant and have to
be looked after like a lot of cattle. They are a lazy
lot and the only way to get work done is to stick
by them the whole day, hence the great necessity
for an liluropcan assistant. Labor is almost entirely
paid by calico and I think it would be a considerable
saving, if the (Jompany imported their calico direct from
England in the future. On this subject I will write
jnore fully in my next report. In the meantime I

can get all I i-equiro from the African Lakes Company.
Cdeaiuxc! and Nuuseuiks.—The rains, I am told, do

not commence till the middle of November so a.s

soon as I complete my hut I intend starting a clear-

ing, also to open up large nurseries. I have written
to the Manager of the African Lakes Company, ask-
ing him to send me some more labor, and if I

can possibly manage it I will open 20 acres this

year
;

in any case I will start it. I have made ar-

rangements about buying plants. I have also booked
.WO lb. of seed from Mr. Buchanan, but he says he
cannot giiarmitee it, although he thinks it will come
up well. This will be sufficient to start, and later on
I will get more. If you have received advice about
the Brazil seed I would be glad if you would
let me know as soon as possible to enable me get
nurseries made for it. It is, of course, impossible for

me to say what average I will be able to open next
year, as so much depends on labour, but with the
aid of an assistant I think I could manage to open uji

1.70 acres well. I will start clearing early in the year,
so the sooner an assistant is sent out the better.

Stationery.—I would be obliged if the Company
would send out a case of stationery with the
Company's address printed on the paper. I have
bought sufficient in Blantyre for the meantime

;
I

will also require a copying book and press (see list).

General.—Chiromo is the nearest port on the river

to Milange, it is about 80 miles distant, so that all

goods will have to come that way. When you send out
an assistant advise him to stop at Chiromo and he can
send a messenger across advising me of his arrival
and I will then send down men to bring his boxes
up. He ought also to be advised to stick by all

his luggage, as the African Lakes Company are
very careless, and if a box is left behind it will

probably not be seen for months. All cases ought
to be labelled Chiromo, B.C.A., and carefully num-
bered, I might add that I have got all my tools

with me, but I omitted to bring a list of them from
Ceylon, so would be obliged if you would ask Messrs.
Walker, Sons A Co., to forward one on, to enable me
to see if they are correct. I regret Mr. Owen’s
necessity to leave the country, I presume another
man from Ceylon will be sent out in liis place. If

I can be of any assistance to him, I will gladly

do so. I enclose an order for some goods on Messrs.
Cargill Co , and would consider it a great favor
if the Company would settle the account in the
meantime and on receipt of the amount, I will

forward a draft through the African Lakes Co. The
goods might be brought out by the assistant.—I am,
dear sir, yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Mortimer Cuarre,
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A CUP OF TEA.

Dkar, Sir,—Although Ceylon and Indian teas con-
tain possibly (?) more tannin than those of China,
the taste for them is rapidly increasing, and it is to

our interest to purchase the productions of our English
planters rather than from the Chinese.
As tannin is a natural product of the tea-leaf,

whether grown in China or Ceylon, and varies in

quantity with the age of the leaf itself (as I am told

by those who have grown it in Ceylon) we shall find

its presence, even in the purest and best of teas.

Moreover, people I'-iU drink tea, and many will not
give a high price for it, nor make it with due care.

They can, however, obviate all difficulties and dangers
by making use of the Tanocea tea-toning tablets—

a

simple, useful, and perfectly harmless addition to

their tea, the qualities and virtues of which I cannot
wi-ite highly enough about. We have used these

tablets for one and a-half years, and I cannot drink

my tea now without them. Even the purest lea is

denied to me without them, for they prevent the

tannin from entering the infusion—it remains in the

pot with the leaves.—Yours truly, B. -J. Ma'I’thews.
— Temperance Chronicle, Dec. 27.

COFFEE PLANTING IN CENTRAL AFRICA.
rARTICULARS OF THU ENTERPRISE BY A FORMER

CEYLON PLANTER.

Mr. R. S. Hunter, who is now engaged in coffee

planting in Central Africa, and who has been in the

island for the past few weeks visiting the local coffee

districts and a few old friends that he knew when
he was a planter in Ceylon, has been interviewed

by a contemporary, who reports :

—

“ Do you show more in the neighbourhood of

Blantyro yet ?"

“Well, we have got something like (5,000 or 7,000

acres there in cultivation by this time,’’ was the
reply, " and that is not bad for two or tliree years’

work. The place is beginning to look like business

now. There are not a great number of Ceylon men
in the neighbourhood of Blantyre. A dozen? No not

so many !
perhaps eight

; but then there are several

white men up from South Africa, though some of

these don’t know much about coffee
;
and there are

other men from other parts of the world who
have been engaged in coffee planting elsewhere,

and have been attracted to invest. I should

say that within a fair radius of Blantyre,

there are now 3Q0 white men; not all planters, of

course, but planters, storekeepers, &c. Touching
coffee, there is no certainty about the planting, but,

as far as we have got, the first crops seem to be

very good and come on pretty fast and big, besides

which it is much cheaper working there than here.’’

THE LABOUR QUESTION.

The labour is very much cheaper than it is in

Ceylon. We pay there in cloth—so much cloth per
liionth calculated at sterling rates—and the average
pay is from two shillings to half-a-crown a month.
There have been tribal rows, but the Commissioner
(Sir Henry Hamilton .Tohnson) has now dealt with
the leading spirits in those disturbances, and the

labour is now not much interfered with. The na-

tives are fine, big, healthymen, who would each make
three Tamil coolies, and they work very well pro-

vided they are properly supervised, but they require a

vision and pushing on with the work. Kept at it,

we get as much from our natives as yon do from
Tamils, and their women and children all work
also. No; w’e don’t find them lines; they provide
places for themselves, tor the most part sleeping in

grass-huts. Europeans are starting to put up decent
bungalows, and the place is getting on

; but the chief

difficulty at present is

THE DIFFICULTY OF TUANSI'ORT.

We are at present unfortunate in the way of roads
and railways ; but a raihvay has now been sanctioned
from Chiromo to Fort Johnson at the bottom of

lake Nyanza, and another railway is in contempla-

tion from Quilimane in the coast to Chiromo, where

it would join the line to Port Johnson, and so we
should get Communication right up from the coast.
That is what we hope for.

Ah-eady we may mention that Mr. Hunter urges
that the Government should p)oceed with these
works speedily, arguing that the planters are the
backbone of the country. At present all the coffee
grown is shipped to Chiude, whei’e ocean steamers
call, but Mr. Hunter says that this outlet will not
be sufficient soon with the acreage now in bearing.

CEYLON MEN IN THE DISTRICT.

Not all Geylon men that go over to Blantyre
succeed, and according to Mr. Hunter some men have
been tbc very reverse of successes there. He in-
stanced one planter who got frightened at a dose
of fever, and cleared at once, barely staying in the
place a mouth. Personally speaking, Mr. Hunter-
says he finds the climate agrees with him. Fever
is encountered with in clearing, as in Ceylon,
but otherwise the district is healthy. On the
other hand, he refers to Mr. Crabbe of Badulla,
who went out to join the Nyassaland Company as
a mun who has made a very good start indeed, and
one who seems to be the right man for the country.
Eui'opean planters, he says, now have little or no
differences with the natives in those parts, and are
not hindered by any warlike spirit displayed by the
people there.

SUPERINTENDENTS AND MASONS WANTED.

On this same subject we append some further in-

formation kindly given us by Mr. G.^J. Jameson of the
firm of Messrs. Carson A Co., who have just received
from Mr. Crabbe interesting news as to his work in
Nyassaland. Mr. Crabbe reports that everything is

very encouraging indeed
;
but further supervision is re-

quired, and Mr. Jameson is trying now to get hold
of a couple of good men in Ceylon to send down to
Mr. Crabbe to assst him, as Mr. Crabbe has a large
area to work upon. “ If we can get the men to go,”
said Mr. Jameson, Mr. Crabbe will proceed with open-
ing-up operations to a large extent. We are going to
have a meeting of the Directors of the Company next
week to decide what is to be done. Mr. Crabbe cannot
do anything on a large scale till he gets more assistance;
but, given that, in the course of a year he would prob-
ably opien uj) from 100 to l.oO acres more. We also
want to get some native artisans, Malays if possible-
men who can do carpentering and masonry work.
There is a good opening there for such men.”
We may add that Mr. Hunter said on this point that

some masons got down from India by Sir Henry .John-
son did not turn out very satisfactorily, as the climate
seemed to get hold of them more than it did the Euro-
peans.

W(X)i) Fekskrvino in Switzerland.—

a

simple, effective and cheap way of preserving wood
from decay is practised in .Switzerland in the
ltrei)aration of j'osts for the telegrajdi service.
A square tank, having a capacity of some 200
gal., is supported at a height of ‘20 ft. or 25 ft.

.above tlie ground by me.ans of a light .skeleton
tower built of wood. A ])i()e drops from the
bottom of the tank to witliin .20 in. of the
ground, where it is connected with a cluster of
Ilexible brandies, each ending Avith a cap havin>'
an orifice in the centre. Each cap is clamped on
to the larger end of a pole in such a manner
that no liquid can esc.ape from the pipe except
by jt.assing into (he wood. '1 lie polos are .arr.angecl
p.ar.allel with one .anolher, sloping downwanls
and troughs run under both ends to catch driiV-
pings. When .all is ready, a solution of sulph.ate
of copper, which has been prepared in the tank,
is allowed to descend the pipe. The pressure
produced by the fall is sufficient to drive the
solution, gr.adually, of course, right through the
poles from end to end. When tlie operation is
ended, and the posts dried, the whole of the
fibre of the ivood remains permeated with the
preserving chemical.— IFo/^- for December,
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YAUIOUS I'LANTINc; NOTES.

following from the “ Jall'ii.a Catholic Gufirtlian
”

“ A line specie.s of tobacco niucli i»iizecl by.Jairnr

trailers for its strength and aroma is giown al

Nilavelly in the Trinconialec district, where i1

ror.ACCO \T Tkincomalkk.—

W

e take tlie

following from the “ Jall'na Catholic Gufirilian ” :—

•

adha
at

......... it

is now reported that tlie plants in gardens and
nnrsnries have been destroyed by excessive rains.''’

Pn.\NTiNG IN jM.vTALE.—The Matale correspondent
of a contemporary writes :—Heavy cocoa crops are

now being gathered throughout the district
;

tlie

estates north of Matale are doing especially well.

Liberian Coffee planting also making considerable

s'rides. IMessrs. Storey and Brockman are putting in

100 acres of Liberian alone on their new West Matale
estate, and interplanting with cocoa is much in favour.

Thu Fibre Industry.'—A corres])ondont of the

“Jaffna Catholic Guardian” writes:
—“The trade

in Palmirah libre wbicb was reported by a con-

temporary as ‘gone,’ lias again revived. The
fact is, there was for sometime a rapid decline,

not a total extension of it. owing to the fall

in the London Market, which made it an un-

remnnerative business to all concerned. M ith

the rise in the jirice in London, the industry

has begun to revive ;
but fibre cannot now be

got as" largely as formerly for love or money,

owing to the very great havoc already m.ade on

palnurah plantations in every part of the province.
’

Native Coffee Planters in India and in Jamaica.

—It is, says a contemporary, the intelligence and

imitative faculty of the Indian paasmtry that make
them so valuable a factor in the labour market

abroad. The want of these qualities are a draw-

back to industrial development. The most noticeable

instance of this latter remark comes from Jamaica,

where the cultivation of special products like coffee,

cacao, kola, Ac., have been carried on for a period

sufficiently long to have been taken up by the in-

digenous population, if that population possessed

these qualities to any appreciable extent. But we

find a committee of horticulturists and planters,

only now, proposing to improve indigenous industry

in these directions, by lectures and the dis-

semination of leaflets containing instructions on new

and improved methods. The native .Jamaican coffee

planter understands neither how 10 plant coffee, how to

cultivate it, nor how to harvest it. Each of the

processes is thoroughly understood by every coffee

planting native of India, and some of the estates

owned by them are models of up-to-date methods

that will compare favourably with the properties of

Europeans, whose pr.rcticos they have imitated only,

too closely. No Indian coffee planter ever thinks

of putting down a three-year-old coffee plant with

berries upon it haphazard which the .Janiaica native

will not abandon, with the result that, at maturity,

the tree is sickly, stunted and unprofitable. Nor

will he allow his coffee to be over-shadowed or to

remain unpruned and unweeded. He sees the bene-

fits of these operations upon the estates of his

Pluropean neighbours or of his erstwhile employers,

and follows them so closely as oftentimes to make

him a not contemptible competitor. In ihe

matter of curing too, where self-interest, we

should imagine, would dictate more rational inelnocis,

the Jamaican tries to dry his crop on the

bare earth, in the wet season, actually resorting to

the use of iron posts, as driers. Thus his coffee

goes into the market defectively prepared, mildewed

and in a condition that causes it to roalizo. low prices.

In this respect the Indian native coffee plaiuer is

immeasurably his superior, and although the latter a

crop is not so presentable as that of the TiUropean,

it turns it close. The comniitteo to which allusion

has been made above, talk of central factories in .Ja-

maica for the purchase of coffee in the cherry, in

order that it may be cured liy a proper set of machin-

ery. Something of the sort will liave to be done if

coffee planting is to bo continued 111 the island. J|y

latest statistics the exports are shown to have greatly

decreased and to be gradually falling oH.—Luluai and

f^astern Engineer, Dec. 7.

Tka in India.—

K

emaikiiig oil tea eiiltivatioii

ill Noi'tlieni India, the Madraa Mail says that

the niiU'giii of profit has for the hist four yeans
been generally on the increase. The .Jorehaut

Goinuaipy of A.ssani, for instance, has [laid a
steadily increasing dividend—in 181)2, It) per cent;
in ISy.j, I2i per cent ; in 1894, 15 per cent; and
in 1895, 20 ]ier cent with the result that its

shares which in 1892 only reached a niaxinmin
value of T.'H, have this year touched £52 and have
never fallen below £44. The prices by the way
for 1895 are taken from the November Inccstur’s

Monthl]j Manual so they are not quite complete
for the year ; but they show' what we have already
drawn attention to, viz. the greater demand
that there has been for tea shares during the year.
Referring to Southern India, our contemporary
remarks that Travancore has gradually raised

over the ruins of her coffee industry a splendid

tea enterjirise, giving once more an examjile of

what optimism, backed by brains, can do in the

face of actual disaster. Only last year Messrs,
b'inlay, Muir v'e Go. made a large purchase of

land in this State for expres.sed purpose of tea
cultivation, and not only are they opening out
tliis tract of laud as quickly as po.ssible, but they
are develoiiing the whole country side ; con-

structing roads and performing work which in

any other country the Government would have
gladly undertaken. On the Nilgiris tea has been
cultivated for many years past, but so far as we
are aware there has been no great extension within
recent years. Reference is then maile to the
attention which is now being paid to the Wynaad.
SUDAR CUDTIVATION IN Ckylon.—A former

Geylon iilanter, Mr. .James 4). Dixon, writes

from Fiji (his letter is given on page 543) ex-

pressing the utmost confidence that—past failures

notwithstanding—the cultivation of the sugarcane
in Cejdon for the production of sugar can be
made to [lay, and pav' handsomely. It will be
seen that Mr. Dixon states his disbelief in our
climate’s having anything to do with the failures

of former years; but on this point we have the
siuqiort of ex|ierienced planters when we say
that we fear it has everything to do with it. It

has been proved by sad experience that locally-

grown sugarcane contains too much water for

its sugar to crystallize |irojierlj'. However, if

any capitalist is willing to risk his money in an
attempt to ]iroduce cane sugar iirulitably in

Geylon, '.ve ha\e no doubt that Mr. Dixon will

lie willing to undertake the managemeHt of the
enterprise. In the Planting Review iirelixcd to

our llandbook we give a succinct account of

past attempts at sugar cultivation in Geylon,

—

Mr. AVi liter, the lirst editor of the Colombo
observer, being the pioneer of the industry in

British times, h’rom that Kiwiiwv we quote as
follows

:

—
iMr. Ij. AA'ray of Perak writing to the Tropical

A'lriadturisf (on page 4ffi! vol. J.'-Sl-o) c.xpleases con

-

lidonce that Ceylon might become a great sugar-pro-
ducing country if land were judiciously selected and
all modern improvements in cultivation and pre-
paration, utilized

;
and wo had about seven years ago

(.July ISHS) an enquiry from a Kuropean at Nagpore
who wished to trj' new inarhiiii'ry in manufacturing
sugar in Geylon; while one of' the first questions
asked by II. E. Sir A. E. Havelock after assuming
the Government (Alay ISDO) was, why sugar was not
grown in Geylon with its choaii labour supply.

It will be seen from the above that Mr. Dixon
is not singular in his belicl regarding sug.ir cul-

tivation in Geylon being made to pay. It must
not be. forgotten, that among Ihe natives sugar-
cane would h.i\e to conqielo with the i»alm siigar

(jaggery) so largely u.sed.
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A FORMER CEYLON PLANTER IN

RRTTISH COLUMBIA.
Wc liiive received a letter from Mr. E. W.

liarrls, formerly a planter in Ceylon, ami for

some little time in char{j;e of tlie lish-curing
yai'd at Kaljjitiya. Mr. Harris writes from Vic-
toria, B.C., on Dec. 14 last:

—

“ How is Uva doing ? Do you know if Mr. Crowther
.vho worked on Blackett’s estates (Keiiakelly) is still

in the irdand There is a large field for the sale
of Ceylon teas both in Canada and the Pacific coast
of the U. S. Can I be of any help in the matter ?

I pay 25c (equal to 50c of Ceylon money) for J a lb.

of Ceylon tea here. I have been 8 years on this
coast. Great things are being expected from the gold
mines of Rooteney, but a lot of capital is required
to develops the quartz in which it is found.’’

THE INTRODUCTION OF “LADYBIRD”
BEETLES INTO CEYLON.

Mr. E. Ernest Green write.s to ua from Eng-
land :

—

The failure of our first attempt to introduce “ lady-
bird ” beetles must not discourage us from trying
again. The experiment seems to have been most
successful in the Sandwich Islands, where the same
kind of beetles that were despatched to Ceylon have
increased rapidly and are doing good service against
a scale-bug closely allied to our Lecaniuni viride.

I have written to my friend Mr. Albert Koebele,
who is responsible for the experiment in the Sand-
wich Islands, asking him to send us a supply direct
from there. They would be consigned to care of

my brother Mr. G H. Green. I also propose to

get another supply from California, to be sent to

me here in England. I shall endeavour to propo-
gate and establisli them here in a greenhouse where
I find a plentiful supply of a scale insect (Lecaniuni,

alienum). I can then choose my time and send out
consecutive consignments to Ceylon. The initial diffi-

culty will bo to get the insects over to England.
For I am surprised to find the same lack of con-
venience for interchange of parcels between this

country and America as exists between the latter

and Ceylon.
«

'THE PHILADELPHIA COMMERCIAL
MUSEUM.

OFl'lCEIiS OF THE )10AI!I>.

Win. Pepper, M.n., i,r,.i).. President
; Charles II.

Cramp, Vice-President; Clarence U. Clark, Treasurer;
Wm. P. Wilson, Sc. u., Sec. protein, and Director of

tlie Museum.

I'LAN AND PUKrOSE OP THE PHILADELPHIA COMMEliClAL
MESELH.

The I’hiladelphia Economic and C-omniercial Mu-
ecum is a municipal institution established by the City
of Philadelphia.
The Museum consists of culb'ctions of natural pi'o

ducts from all the countries of the world which ha\c
already entered our markots, or which may bo DiaJc
available for them, together with samples aud cases of

manufactured products from foreigu couutrics, which
may serve as aids to our manufacturers.

THE OBJECTS OP' THE INSTITUTIO.N.

1st. To briug before our manufacturers, dealois

and consumers all the varied products of the world,

that they may make the best selection for their own
pecial interests.

2d. To publish all possible scientific and useful in-

formation concerning these products which ffiay aid

the manufacturer and consumer in his choice.

3d. To place on exhibition manufactured articles

and samples, w'ith full information from all markets
which we ought to enter or control, and to furnish

useful information concerning opportunities in foreign

ands to our merchants and manufacturers.

* Yes,—manager of the Kellie Co. ’a estates,—Eo.
r.A.
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Tlie most important parts of the e.xhibits from Mexico
Central and South America, Australia, South Africa, and
many Asiatic countries at the World’s Columbian Expo-
sition, were, at its close, removed to Philadelphia.
Similar products from all other countries have been
secured, and are being rapidly added to the collections.

Division op Exhiiuts and Depajitments.

I.

exhibits .\CC01{D1N(3 to counttues.
Glider the classification a visitor may study the

resources and commercial features of any particular
country; can see the extent and variety of its pro-
ducts

;
investigate the character of its industries,

climate and soil
;
means of transportation and manner

of communication with the commercial woild, and
thereby be enabled to de'iive from the exhibits, maps,
charts and other data collected, valuable informa-
tion necessary in the conduct of his business.

II.

EXHIBITS ACCOHDIN& ID FUNDS OF PlIODUCIS.
Under this classification the mnufacturer, merchant

or consumer interested in any particular commodity
may here find systematically arranged and displayed
samples of the various products which interest him.
collected from all sections of the globe, with all

obtainable data possible, whereby he may ]udge of
their commercial value. For instance, the manu-
facturer of wood will have displayed for his
benefit thousands cf samples, embracing nearly all

the woods of the world, in sufficient size and quan-
tity, and with data necessary for him to determine
their value in his particular iudnsln'y. Likewise the
textile manufacturer may hero find" samples of the
wools, silks, cottons, vegetable fibres, etc., from every
foreigu country, cumprising the most varied and com-
plete collection of its kind in existance. The col-

lection of hides, skins, leather, tanning materials,
dyestuffs, food products, oils, medicin.il drugs and
herbs, minerals, etc., are intended to enable the
dealer in these products to keep fully posted upon
the constantly changing conditions of the markets
of the world. These collections will be renewed or
augmented as necessity may require.

III.

'

SAMPLES OP POP.EION MA.NEPAi i UiP.S.

This will be a collection of samples of merciuindisc
required in foreigu countries, especi.ally in the new
markets of Spanish America, Australia, .Soutli Africa
and other countries, the object being to slnw to
the American manufacturer winit bis European com-
petitor is doing in the foreign trade of these coun-
tries, and suggest to him new linos of goods which
lie may produce .and sell witli profit. Novelties and
improvements made in European luamifacturos in
standard goods and staples will be promptly reported.
Detailed information ns to the source, cost of pro-
duction. selling prices, import duties, uiauuer of piii 1;-

iiig, patent rights, etc., etc., will be furnishe.!.

IV.

DUltEAU op I.NPOliM.UiON,

Arraiigemoiits have been made with the Depart-
ment of Slate at Washington for special reports on
these subjects from consular officers in all parts of
the world. Tlio Museum will have correopoudents in
all foreign couutrics, men of e.xperience, familiar
with the conditions, and peculiarities of their markets,
who will forward regular reports concerning com-
mercial possibilities and the conditions of ti'ade of
Uieir particular localities, thus enabling the manu-
facturer and merchant to keep in close touch with
iho markets of the world.
Business directories and copies of important peri-

odicals will be kept on file
; also books of reference

in all languages, statistical reports from all coun-
tries, and other publications bearing upon the ques-
tion of trade.

Detailed inforniatioii will be furnished nianufac"
turevs, upon inquiry, conccriiiDg commercial o]>por-
tuuities and the demand for sjiecified products iu
any locality, together with the reports upon prices,
duties, credits, etc.

Special efforts will be made to procure early and
COiapletd information coneevning the plans and spe*
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citications oC proposed public improvements and
private enterprises that ma^’ be open to contract.

A BCIIiNTIFIC AND E.WEUIMEXTAL DEl'AUi.Un.vr.
In this deparcment a careful study of the

scientific and economic value of all products
collected will be made. As for instance, tan
bai'ks will be carefully examined

; woods will be
studied

;
gums and resins will be tested. Many new

vegetable fibres will be investigated \vith reference
to new applications, and in general new articles will
be subject to scientific investigation for the purpose
of determiinng their commercial and practical value.
Through the publications of this department, the
institution will co-opei’ate and exchange with all other
scientific and educational museums of the world.

INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION.
Calcitta, Dec. Hi, l8'Jo.

Abstract of Proceedings of a Meeting of the General
Committee held this day.

Read letter of ‘2nd Oct. from Mr. E. C. Kingler Thom-
Hon. Dritish Vice-Consul for.Khorassan, and Sistan, Me-
shed, in reply to the Committee’s letter dated 10th
September, on the subject of inferior Indian tea ex-

ported to and sold in Persia. Mr. T’homsoii for-

warded four samples of tea, with his letter in sup-
port of his previous oliicial statement, and threo of

these on being valued were found to be absolutely
worthless; the value of the fourth being estimated
at not more than 7 annas per lb, although selling

in Persia at Rl-1, this being the one only one of

the four samples sent, which was fit for consumption.
Mr. Thomson's letter is printed as an appendix to

the minutes for general information and the Commit-
tee had since been in correspondence with the Kangra
Valley Planters’ Association on the subject. A I'eply

had been received from this Association, but was too
late to receive consideration at the meeting and the
Committee are now endeavouring to find out the best
means to prevent the export of such deleterious rub-
bish under the name of Indian teas.

Dated Meshed, the 2nd October. If^',).").

Erom, .Ij. C. Pingler Thomson, Esij.,

Drilish Vice-Consul for Khorassan and Sistan.

To, The Secretary, Indian Tea Association Calcutta.
( havi; the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter No. hll ('.. dated 10th September ISOn,

-.tating that 'a i-tain icmarKs in my recent Trade
l\.0])ort iiri. (il.ely to ilo considerable damage to the
Indian Tea Trade and asking 'ue for samples and
particulars of the tea sold in Khorassan.

In reply I send you four samples of tea which
sell at about Ke. 0 10-0, 0-12-0, 1--1 0 and 1 10 0
per pound respectively, The two former are the
qualities drunk by the mass of the pople, and the
two latter by the richer classes. Persian gentlemen
have often complained to me that the after-effects

of even the best of these teas is bad, and I agree
with them. Really good Indian Tea is not pro-
curable in the town at any price : but fair Chinese
tea called here always "Russian Tea” can be ob-
tained at a high price. Thus the people of Central
Asia have come to believe that India cannot pro-
duce good tea. The Indian tea is brought here
from Bombay via Buudar Abbas. The worst is

packed in bags, sewn up in skins ; and the better

sort in boxes, also sewn up in skins. The parc<ds

do not as a rule exceed hOll) in weight, as caniel.s

arc not always avaihablo at Bundar Abbas for ti'ans-

port, and donkeys arc ther-efore generally employe^d.

The bad tea I believe comes chiefly from Kangra.
And I have only recently heard from a planter there

that “ 200,000 lb of rubbish are going from this to

Bombay this year consigned by native growers. It

is sent to sell at o annas per lb or under and .is

about as bad as tea can be,” This tea I imagine
was intended for the Meshed market and seems
to correspond with the cheaper samples I am send-

ing you. 1 hope ^'ou will now allow that my r'e-

Uiarks woro justified. They were not dictated by
tk to but to improVu the Xhdiuai Tea

Trade and to remedy an evil by giving it publicity.

The people here are now' so accustomed to rank
tea sweetened excessively that ordinary good tea at

first appears to them flavourless. I have, however,
found that it takes a very short time to teach
them to prefer the latter. The green tea sent here
from India seems to be much on a par with the
black tea and comes from the same direction. 1

know' by experiment also that a sample of Indian
green tea specially manufactured by a planter at

Kuniaon was preferred by a native of Central Asia
to that from China. The duty on good Indian
green tea would probably be the same as Chinese
green tea.

1 am obliged to you for pointing out my error
about the selling price of black tea in London and
I am sorry I made it. I learnt my mistake three
mouths ago, but too late to alter it this year.

—

litdiaii Planltra' Gunette, Jan. 11.

I,.\N1) KECOKD.S AND AGRICU LTE K E

IN MADRAS.
We liave had belore u.s for some weeks, await-

ing a convenient season for review, the Report
on the operations of the Department of Land
Records and Agriculture in the Madias Rresi-

dency, for the oliicial year 1SU4-95. There is

not much in it of local interest, but a cursory
notice of it may suggest some points a\ orthy of

local adaptation, if not adojition. Tlie document
we are noticing emanates from the Board of

Revenue and is a review of the operations of the
Land De)iartment. It is followed by the “ Order ”

of the Rresideiicy Government, ajiproving or

disap))roving the suggestions and eoninients of

the Board. The matters dealt with are very
varied and eomiircliensive and embrace (1) The
Organization and Maintenance of N'illage Records,
(2) .\n Analysis of Distiicts, (3) The Collection
of Revenue in Erecarious Tracts, (4) Measures of

J’rutection, (.')) .Agricultural Experiments, (d)

Cattle Breeding ami A’eterinary Eslahlishiiirnts,

and (7) Miscellaneous.
The oversight of the Organization and Maiii-

lenance of \’illage Records devolves on the
Director of Land Rec.ords and his Deputy a\ ho
are aided by Re\emic Inspectors. The year's
work includes the re-settlement of villages in

wliich the settlement had expireil, the training
in survey of or tillage accountants, wlio
are employed in replacing boundary stones, sub-
dividing survey fichls, and generally aiding the
)iermaiu!nt District Surveyors w ho aie resiionsihle

for maintenance and correction of village maps
and survey iccords. When the immense tracts of

land to he dealt with in the Southern Prc.sideney

are considered, aid also the constant subdivision
of holdings, the importance of a siihordinate

staff can be readily understood ; and the Super-
intendent of Survey has found it necessary
to make arrangements for holding “annual
survey schools,” lasting for 10 or 15 days in

each taluk, to prevent the karnams from for-

getting what they have been tauglit, and
to keep them in practice. In tlie.se schools the
knowledge and worli of the /.anut nix ;irc regu-
larly tested by Survey Ollicers, ioeacli of wlioiu

a cert.ain number of schools are ajiportioncd for

inspection and report. The work of survey and
re-survey done under this system is considerable.

The area to he re-surveyed in four of the dis

tricts was found to he 9,SS9 square miles—or
considerably over one-third of Ceylon—of wliieli

8,101 sipiare miles had been surveyed up to date—2,.327 square luiles liaving been completed
within the year.

The seeoml lieail—Anal^isis of Districts— lias ro-

Icrcucti to filatifttical leyistcrs, showiny tlic coa-
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flitioii uf each xillac'c, of wliicrii a contimioiis

record is thus available ;
bearinj^- on irrigation,

enltnrable extent, waste land, \ariations in

holdings, tlie nninber and contlition of llocUs and
herds. As, liowever, these particulars are available

from other sources and reports, it has been reconi-

inemled that the economic reports are of no
])ractical value and should be discontinued ;

i)iit the Government has reserved its decision

on the point. In regard to tlie Collection

of Revenue in jirecarious tracts the greatest

(;onsideration seems to be shown to the ryots,

with the result that no ditliculty has been
experienced in the collection of revenue in any
part of the Presidency. We remember com-
jdaints here, before the abolition of the Paddy
Kent, that tlie rent was made payable before

the crops were reaped ; and opportunity was
thus allbrded to the wily lieadman to acquire

the laml or the crojis under a forced sale, or

I he cultivator was drii en to borrow .at usu-

rious rates— literally cent |>er cent, by nnder-
lahing- to ileliver to the lender paddy twiiu' the

lalne of the loan. <>n the adjacent continent,

we lind the time for the payment of revenue
in instalments revised, .se as to enable the
ryot-i to sell their jirodnce before being called

upon to |)ay the Government dues. Further
modifications have been recommended for the relief

of the ryot, but they remain to be adopted.

Had similar consideration been shown here, the
P.addy Rent may have been saved; but rigid

exaction did its work.
Under Mefisures of Protection are included

the extension of communications, advances to

agriculturists, and irrigation. Under the first

head we note the completion of the East
Coast Railway as far as Berhampur, 400
miles, and ' Surveys for Railways aggre
gating 4.")8 miles—surely a goodly record for the

year. Among the latter we lind 102 miles of

\tadura-Pamban track, which we hope is destined

some day to heli> to connect our little Island

with its" big neighbour. The advances to agri-

culturists represent a benevolent, and to a great

extent, succesful, attempt to combat the great

evil of -usury, on which we had occasion to

write recently with reference to contemplated
legislation. The loans during the year amounted
to R270,o91, a falling off as compared with the

previous year when 11450,921 found their way
into the 'hands of needy agriculturists; but in

tbe year liefme, the sum was as large as

K2,27.j,159. It would be diflicult to estimate the

extent of relief which these enormous sums
afforded to hundreds and thousands of families.

We should think that state loans of this des-

cription arc a f.ar more efficient corrective of

usury than direct legislation. The diminution in

the sums lent the two last years is explaineil,

partly by the magnitude of the previous loan,

liuf "mainly by the imjirovement in the se.asons

since the Ilistress of 1892. Loans, however, are

only a temporary expeilient, and can only
lighten distress. To avert famine, railways and
irrigation works are needed, and both these are

receiving attention year by year—the latter to

heli> to" increase the fond su])p]y, the former to

transport food into the famine districts in emer-
gencies, and generally to aid in the development
of the resources of the country. On the Rnshi-
knlya works in tJanjam, the expenditure during
the year was IRPll lakhs, raising the tot.al up
to date to R.Sb 80 lakhs, while on the Periyar
project (with which the name of Colonel Penny-
cnick is honourably connected) R9’60 lakhs were
spent during the year, or K73'56 lakhs up
to date. The expenditure of these enormous

sums,—and they by no means rc[)resent all that
w.as spent last year—if it proves the greatness
of the needs ot a teeming population, establishes
also the .solicitude with which the Government
labours for the welfare of those under its rule,

and may be regarded as one of the grand character-
istics of British rule.

Agricultural Education does not seem to have
proved a success, for we lind the re-organiza-
tion of the Agricultur.al College has been necessary,
while as a means of increasing the number of

students, the holder of an Agricultural Diploma
is to be ])laccd on a level with gr.aduates, so
far .as employment in the public service is con-
ccrncil. The College Farm continues to be man-
aged as a Dairy Farm—the milk produceil find-

ing a ready loc.al sale; and the development
of the farm at S.aid.apet is contemplated so tliat,

like our own Government Dairy, if Nhould sup-
ply milk to ( lie hospitals, and .'lUo l o t ho troop.-,

in M.adr>as. 'I'liere is not much ihaf is deliniic

on experimental crojis, nnd the inquiry info fim
cnltiwation of cotton ‘ind imligo which w.as begun
two ye.ars ago has not been completed. .Vs here,

the iRfiiculty of having ii'on ploughs rejiairetl

has stood in the way of their extended use.

We do not reatl that objection Avas raised to

the weight of the plough, but the cattle in India
are of a larger and stronger breed than ours.

'Pile [laragraphs on cattle-breeding and veteri-

nary establishments are of interest, and suggest
the need of .some organized experiments liere

under (government auspices. We may revert to

this subject again.

ARECANUT AS A \^ERMIEUGE.

It is well known fact that the arecamit contoiu
a fluid and volatile alkaloid, Arecolin, closely allied

to Pelletierin, the alkaloid contained in the bark of

tbe pomegranate root, but much more poisonous
than the latter. The arecanut has been introduced
into veterinary practice in Germany over 12 years
ago

;
but I am sorry I am unable to give you the

doses used. No doubt they are carefully proportioned to

the weight of the animal to be treated. I find that

it has also been used in the human subject to ex-

pel tape worm, in doses from 60 to 90 grains for an
adult. I do not however recommend its use, as it

is highly poisonous, causing some peculiar and dis-

agreeable symptoms, such as increased action of the
bowels and violent diarrhoea, salivation and bronchitis,

contraction of the pupils and a very irritable con-
dition of the heart.
Death results from an overdose, as in the case of

Mr. Brown’s dog. M. D]

TEA AND CAMPHOR IN FORMOSA.
In the Scottish Geoc/rccphical Magazine for

Nov. 1895 is an article on Formosa by Jolm
Dodd, lieing the abstract of a paper read at the
meeting of the British Association, 189.5. From
it we make the following extracts ;

—

1 may as well describe here how the Hakkas and
others manufacture camphor. Small shanties are
scattered over the hills where the camphor-trees
grow, and in all directions the clearing of the woods
is going on at a rapid rate. Some trees are cut up
for camphor-making, others are sawn into planks and
knees for the building of junks and boats of all

descriptions. Fine specimens of camphor wood, ten
feet and more in width and several inches thick,
are sent down to the coast, though to facilitate
transport they are often cut down considerably before
they arrh’e at the port of shipment. Other timber
is also exported, such as the siao lam, a beautiful
wood nearly as light as maple, and suitable for furni-

ture, There are also hard woods and black wood as
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heavy as metal ; at least seventy spet'ies of timbei'

have been eolleeleil. Ou the hilisides arc built ilis-

tillories consisting of oblong-shaped strncturcs princi-

Itally of mud bricks, and about ten or twelve leot

long, ai>; £eet broad and four high, (hi each side

are live to ten lire-holes about a fool apart and the
same distance above the ground. Ou each lire-hole

is placed au eavthou pot full of water, and above
it a cylindrical lube, about a foot in diameter and
t\vo feet high, passes up through the structure and
appears above it. 'I’lio tube is capped by a large

inverted jar, with a packing of damp hemp between
the jar and cylinder to jn'event the escape of steam.
The cylinder is lUled with chi

2
is of w'ood about the

size of the lictle linger, which rest on a perforated

lid covering the jar of water, so that when the

steam rises it \iasses np to the inverted jar. or con-

(ieuser, absorbing certain iv.siaous matter from tlie

wood on its w'ay. ^Yhilsl distillation is going on,

an essential oil is ju-oduced, and is found mixed with

the water on the inside of the jar. ’\^ hen the jar

is removed ihe licady drop-s solidify, crystallisation

commences, and l•,^•ml'h"l in a crude form, looking

like iiew’iv-fovmcd snow, is detached by the liand,

Vilaced in" buckets lined with plaulaiii leaves, and

hurried ofl li) the m.’arc-^l border Li.)wn for sale.^

Tea is now hy far the most important article

of e.v^iorl. though camj'hor is srill in demand.

Oiher articles, such as coal, pith jiapcr, skins, rattans,

hemi). sugar, am’ indigo tind their way to the main-

la.nd, and a goc»d deal oi timber—camphor and baid-

wood - i.s also exported.

Coal is the principal export of Kelung. ITie trade

has had many np.s and downs, caused by the obstruc-

tions placed by the authorities in the way of foreign

trade. The coal seams in the ueighbonrhood of

KcluiP'' and in the northern hills as far as the centre

of the° island arc practically inexhaustible. There

are also less imjiortant impoits. such as kerosene oil,

wood for li a cliest.s, aud pigs of lo.ad to line them,

and. \vhoii iho .Inpancsc iiavo put things in older

and lliecomr.iv has been more ihoroughly oxidored,

no doubt imuiv other articles adapted for exiiort will

he i'ouud. A\ ith regard to camiihor, as in other com-

mercial matters, the (Miincsc Government has acted

very toolishly. For over thirty years to my know-

ledge there has been a constant demand for camphor,

and vet the administration has done nothing to pre-

vent'tlie reckless waste of the forests aud taken no

stops to provide for the re afforestation of uninha-

bited tracts useless for cultivation. True, as far as

1 have explored the momiiaiiis of the interior, cani-

phor-trees seem to he exceedingly numorous, aud there

is at in-esent no fear th.at the supply will run short

for many years to come. But the increased demand
for camphor in these days of smokeless powder may
hasten the destruction of the trees, and therefore it

is to lie hoped that the Japanese will assure the

supply in the future hy planting saplings on waste

lands! I planted a lot in my garden in 1S69, and wlien

I left in 1830 they were trees thirty to forty feet

lii"h and upwards. From this experiment I conclude

that trees fifty years old would iie large enough for

hH ordinary purposes to which the timber i.s applied.

•Vs for camplior, it may be extracted from leaves and

twigs, so that comparatively young forests will yield

material for the industry.

While fxnlniiiig the camphor distiicls in bsti.’i, 1

came -icioss ciniiaiiion and wild tea jjlants. the latter

being ten or twelve feel high. I got downi a fair

•uiiouiit of ciiiiuinion to tlie coast, but fouinl tliat the

i-.xnens.' of sorting the outer and inner harks aud

oVckiiig them for shipment to England was coo great.

With tea 1 was more successful. On making in-

uuirics I found that between Kelung aud Banka, and

to the south-west of the latter to\ni, small patches

of tea were cultivated in the gardens of farmers,

but that it was grown principally for home consiunp-

tion. All the tea I could get I bought up, and find-

iiio- that it fetched a good price in Macao, 1 at once

m.tde loans to the farmers, through my co-a/imdorc,

for tlie purpose of extending the cultivation, and also

imported iilips oi the tea plants from Amoy. I then

started tiring on a small scale at I>auka, and after

wards took huger premises at Twa-tii-tia. In the
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coiu so of llirco or four years. l''ormosaii teas acquired
a, repiitaiioii in America, and before the end of the
sixties I bad disijatched in one year two sailing
vessels to America, ouo witli a full cargo and the
other nearly full. Others followed my example, aud
the exports increased by bounds year after year.
The Amoy and Fuchow merchants were not at first

in favour of Tamsui becoming a tea-port, but before
long they began to join in tlie Formosan tea,-trade,

and now nearly all the tea is sent to Amoy for sale,

and the merchants there have done much to enlarge
the yield by heavy advances to the planters. I have
no statistics showing what is the jiresent quantity of

tea exported from Tamsui, but I should say that it

is certainly not less than 50U,000 chests, equal to
about ‘iO.OOO.CKX) i)Ouiid.s. The hills and soil of North
Formosa are excellently adapted for tea-growing, and.
indeed, for almost any crop.

IXDlAiX FATEXTS.
For a method of rendering tea leaf jiliable for

purposes of rolling or twisting without resort to na-
tural or artificial withering.—!No. 8 of 1891.—Horace
Drummond Dcaiic, of Kintyrc estate, Maskeliya,
Ceylon, })lantcr, and John Thomson Race, of Hattop,
Ceylon Engineer, aud thus preventing all fermenta-
tion aud oxidization by the application of steam to

freshly plucked tea leaf, aud of an ajiparatus for

.applying steam to freshly pihicked tea leaf. (From
5th January 1895 to -Itli January 1897 .)—Indian and
Eastern Engineer, Jan. 18.

^
DRUG REPORT.

(T^rom (lie ('lieinisf and Divrfriisl.)

bimdoii, .lamiarv 2ik1.

Nrx Vo.MK 111 \v i-iuii Ilf tliis (Inig is fiow aniv-
iiig ill thii liiiliaii shippiii" |iml,s. |t is .sviil tlial it is

SI) wei iis III III- imbt fiir sliiimu-nl tit luestiui.

Kssk.vi'ui. Oii,s.--U'ii!iiiul iiiiiti-iiiil iilteratioii. For Cii-

roiielLi oil it, is rc-porti-il lliat Is lOil piiv lb, c i f

terms, is asked for present shipment wliile Is 8d per
lb, c i f is limited for shipment end of May. On the
spot the jn-ice is 2s per lb. l,eimiii gra.ss oil,' 2j;d to ‘Ijil

per lb on (be spot.

t^l IMNK—Ilas been extremely i|iiiel tills week, and no
whdle.sale traiisiietinns liave become known. .Second-hand
(iermiin in bulk is (pioteil at l:i}d per 0/,. iit wliieli figure
here would be sellers.

THE M WAR.V Kl.n'A I’K.V E.s'l'A'I'ES

COM PA XV.

Tlie foniuition ami operations ol tlie Xiiwara
Eliya Tea Estates Co. mark a new deparl im-
in the liistory of Ceylon IMantation Companies
ami an imiiortant era in the Tpa-|ilanting Enter-
prise of the Colony. A good many years ago,
Mr. Artlmr Tliompson, of the well knowni Mincing
Lane Firm, while tisitiiig Ceylon, made it clear
(hat the tea oslatcs in ami around Xuwara Eliya,

at an eleviition of feef ami npwaiils abme
sea-level, stood tin a basis of their own, apart,
it iiiiglit lie said, from all other plantations in the
island. Their teas were peciiliai ly i/cn/’r/.v for
delicacy and lla\iinr, and .Mr. Tlioin)Kon could
only compare them w itli the line I >iu jilings

’’

winch always top the Indian tea marki't ami of
which the quantity prodiicilile is. and always
must he, very linnted. The .same is alisoliite'lv

true in the case of Ceylon in regard to tlieqiiaii-

tity tliat can ever be sent into the market of
the siiecially delicate- flavoured teas of tlieSanu-
tarinm and Kamlaiiola. For, oven if the ('eyion
(Jovernmont were permitted to niilizo .some of

t'le (,'rown land over o.iHin foot lor tea gardens,
tlie area over (),00U feet that could possibly l»e

alienated for cultivation would he e.xtre'mely

limited ; and it may lie said there iieier can be
sncli aiiotber stridcliof tea in ('eyloii at a similai-
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elevation as lli.al liolow tli(“ l’i(limitala.£;ala ran.u'e

from Lovc-r'ts Jaaip and IVdro aastwan'.s and on
the outljdii;;' s|mr of the Sanatariiim. This being

the case it ^^ill he readily understooil that the

Nuwara Eliya Tea Estates Co., in securing ],d‘20

acres of the very tea fields v e are describing

and in a continuous, almost unbroken area, has

secured a uni([uely valuable tea plantation pro-

perty—unequalled perhaps, acre for acre, if qual-

ity as well as quantity produced is taken into

account, anywhere else in India or Ceylon. For,

it must he reniembeicd, that not only is the

climate of ilie Sanatarium and neighbourhood
favourable to tiie production of tlie finest, most
delicate teas, but the soil—deep black, friable

loam—and the lay of the land, undulating easy
slopes or flat plateau.x can nowhere else be

parallelled at least in this island. 'We suppose
Pedro (sold to the Coinjiany by Capt. JJayley)

is, acre for acre, certainly the l ichest tea gar<len

in Ceylon when its producing eajiabilitics up to

600 lb. V'cr acre as well as (pialify <d‘ lea are

considered, and Pedro as well as .se^ eral other

pi’opertie.s pureliased have the innnense a(h antage
of lying under the Pidurutalagala range or spurs,

a large portion under cliffs from which a pei ennial

supply of fresh soil, equal to the best and most
endui’ing manure, must trickle down, season by
.season, on to the slopes and flats below. Then
in careful opening of the land, selection of jat,

planting and cultivation, the tea properties ])ur-

chased by the Company will compare uith any
that we know of, in our best cultivated dis-

tricts. \A'e need say nothing of the special

salubrity of the district both for Jhiropeans
and coolies— \ <>ry near as if is to one
of the finest (dimates in the world. Xor is the

district behind in its irojmlarily with oolies who
develop bigness and strength unknown lo\ver

down, and who are specially iiroud of their

vegetable g.arden privileges when thc!.s<^ ;ue maile
available. In transport facilities too, the dis-

trict is specially favoured with a first-class road

to the first-class railway at Xanuoya and the
prospect of the first mount.ain load tramway in

f'eylon being eonstructeil from X^anuoya to

Kandajiola, passing right through the Company's
estates. Ihit these and several other advantages
of a similar kind are not to be mentioned in

the same breath with the superiority of the teas

jiroduced, the wonderfully heavy crops consider-

ing the standard of flavour and the fact that it

is phj'sically impossible— so, far as we can judge
—in either India or Ceylon to produce a super-
abundance of such teas. The demand rather

must continue in e.xcess ot the supply, .always

ensuring a high staudanl of \aliu' for Xuwara
Eliya ami K.andapola teas.

Is it any wonder then that the capahh' f.ondon
promoter.s and Directors of the ( Vmipany which
lias seciireil I he name of tlu' .Sanafarium, acting

on the ad\ice of a planter of the ('xceptional

shrewdness of Mr. .Megginson and an agency
house with the long ,aml \aried experience of

Messrs. Leechman tX Co., should have deter-

mined to secure the group of continuous proper-

ties above referred to, e\en at prices hifherlo

unknown in the island Allowing a fair value

for the very line land that is to he opened for

tea forthwith and for the brickfield.s, bazaars

&c., the price paid for the area planted with
tea, averages .€85 per acre. AVe think that everyone
who realizes the unique position and value ot the
e.3tates will consider this price most reasonable.

Should the line fuel reserves become exhausted
after many years there will alway.s be the huge
Crown reserves which border on all the pro|ier-

fics to fall back on and tiiis is .an advantage
of considerable importance for the future.

We may he sure tliat the shrewd men of busi-

ness here and at home, working for the Com-
pany, ha\c Midi considered all the bearings and
contingencies of the case ; and M’e can only, for
ourselves, congratulate the shareholders on securing
the very finest selection of tea estates in Cey-
lon—unequalled too, as M'e omitted to say above,
for the means of economical M'orking, through
their contiguity, easy lay of land and the fact of
the main road running right through them. No
matter Mdiat the future of the tea market ge-
nerally may be, Me truly believe tliat the Nu-
wara Eliya Estates Company will be one of the
most solidly and permanently succe.«sful Com-
panies connected M'ith tea either here or in India

—

paying, it may be, not phenomenal dividends, but
a steady good rate for a long series of years to
come—indeed as long as a tea tree ]»roduces jiro-

litably anyM-here in the island.

It only remains for us now to place on re-

cord an .’luthenlic statement of the < 'ompanv’s
Estates purebased up to date with their names.
cultivated amil total acreage as follows :

—
Heavy Forest- Forest He- , ,

serve and
Patana.

Tea. laud available
for Tea.

Park . 237 — 12 249
Concordia . 180 — ‘ 8 188
Pedro . 30.5 45 24 374

Portswood . .300 J qo
j 50good patana

'

"

512

Lover's Leap. . 1.38 5 7 150
Keninare . 170 30 32 232
Nasehy . K)0 — 13 113

1,130 200 I8.S 1,818
s v ears’ lease of

Pnii'ylaud and
Hazelwood . . 90 — 20 110

1,520 200 208 1 ,928

Besides those for the superintendents thereareexcel
lent residential bungaloM-son Pedro and Portswood.
Briidc-making is carried on very profitably on
the patana SM’amps of three of tlie estates. There
are a fcM' bazaars and there is demand for many
more on the miles of Government road running
through the juoperties. The total purchase
price including the leases amounts to €129,800.
We leai'ii that last year’s yield from the M'hole
of the tea in full bearing M-as 400 lb. lea per .acre

which is a yield f.ar above theaverageof the Island.
The called up capital of the Company is £115,000
in ordinary shares and €23,000 of 6 per cent deben-
tures and provides for ojiening up the re.serve land
and furnishing the factories to take in the increased
crops expected. The Coiujiany is hopeful of obtain-
ing a stock exchange quotation M hich would add
great ly to the value of the shares as an investment.
Nonpareil in West llaputale purchased M’ith
Pedro, wc may mention, is to he handed over to
anothei’ Company -so that the NuM’.ara Eli\m Tea
Estates ('ompany M’ill be true to its name. ' Long
may ii maintain the reputation of Ceylon for
line, delicate high-priced teas always so inuch in
demand.

THE COCCID.E OF CEYLON.
P.V E. ERNEST GREEN, F.E.S.

We have received a prospectus of the above-
named M'ork, M’hich is described as folloM's :

—
A Descriptive Catalogue of all the Species of

Scale Insects at present recognised in Ceylon, inr
eluding several New Genera and mimerdus New
Species, illustmted by about 120 plates, chroiuo-
Ijthographed in the finest style by P. W. M, Trap
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rtf lioiilf'n, from drawings made liy tlio AuLlior dirocL
from natiu’e.

To be published in Tour Parts, each, containing
Thirty Coloured Plates and about Sixty Pages of
Letterpress (octavo).

^
The subscription price for the complete work is

Five Pounds (t.'5), payable in advance, in one sum,
or by ! instalments of T1 .'is each.
From a specimen ]ilate, ami [tage of lotterjtre.ss,

issued with this [trospectus, we judge iliat it

will be a work of much value a.s well as intere.st,

Mr. Green being a careful observer and a facile artist.

With the prospectus is circulated the following
letter :

—

To Messrs. Dulau A Co.-—Having been informed
that you are contemplating the publication of a work
on The Coccid" of Ciiijlun. by Mr. Pi. E. Green, wc
desire to point out that what is known of the dis-

tribution of this cosmopolitan group justifies the be-

lief that many of the new species from Ceylon des-

cribed by Mr. Green will prove, as inquiry advances,
to be world-wide. The literature connected with
this important group of insects is at present of a

very scattered and fragmentary nature, and the crea-

tures are not easily recognised from descri])tions.

Having regard to this—to the economic interest of

Mr. (Tieen's investigation—to the fact that wherever
possible he has recorded the leading stages in the

life-history of the creatures, aud that in all cases

his delineations and descriptions are from materials

studied in life—we have much pleasure in recom-
mending the work to the consideration of subscribers,

believing that a treatise like thi.s, in which a great

variety ot forms will be figured with very uumerou.s

details, wull be of great assistance to gardneis and
to naturalists generally, and of considerable value

to those engaged in economic entomology or in the

management of plantations i.u any part of the world,

as well as to systematic entomologists and n.or])ho-

logists.

K. McLachlan, f.u.s.
;

It. Meldola, f.k.s., r.7:.s.

;

Newstead, i-.k.s.
;

1). Sharp, .u.n., f.u.s.; C. Svvinhoe,

li.A., F.E.s. ;
Walsiugham. >r..\.. i.i..i>.. iMi.s. ; G. Pi.

Howes, Sec. Ij.S.

Jjondon, Ifec. 18'.l.‘>.

PT’om a ])rivate letter of .Mr. (ireen's to us we
venture to extract as follows :—

•

I have received most kind encouragement from

some of the leading Plnglish Plntoinologists to whom
I have submitted my drawings and uote.s. ..t few

of them Avere good enough to form themselves into

a committee to support and push the ])ublication of

the work. With this view they have allow'ed me to

circulate the letter which I enclose with tlie pros-

pectus. They also very kindly applied for a grant

Horn the British Association at its meeting at

Ipswich in September last
;

but earlier and more
important claims absorbed the funds at their disposal.

Another application is to be Tiiade at the next

session this year.

My work will consist of a natni’al history of all

the scale insects (coccidab of Ceylon ; describing and

figuring not only those species that have made them-

selves conspicuous as specially injurious insects, but

every member of the family—many of them at present

of no economic importance, though under special

circumstances liable at any time to increase and

multiply as suddenly as did the “green scale-bug"

on coffee.

It is interesting to note bow wddely distributed

many of these insects are. My list will include some

species that have lieen recorded from America.

Plurope, India, Japan, Au.stvalia and New Zealand.

In walking through tlie plant Jionses at Kew last

week I noticed two spocie.s—attacking Bamboo and

Kitnl Balm (Cai-ifoln vrenn) respectively—which are

identical with species found on the same plants in

Ceylon. To show bow easily scale insects may be

imported fiom one conn li y to another I may mention

that I have found upon Tasmanian apples sold in

Colombo living specimens of the “ mussel-shaped scale”

[Miilihuipi.-i jioinoiHiii). And morn recently,' upon
oranges brought in a village shop in England, I

have found living and breeding specimens of an
important Americau pest {Tarlatoria penjandii).

The demand for specialized work of this kind is so

limited aud the cost of prod ction so great that I am
compelled to put a high price upon the book. But
when you take iuto con.sideration the fact that it will

contai:i between 120 and l;iO chromolithogr.iphed
plates the cost will not apjie.ir excessi' o. I a:n
bringing out an edition of ‘J.'iU copies only; but I am
warned that I cannot h pc to dispose of mors than
half thi’t number. My publishers estimate the total

cost of production at d'1,000 ; so I am bound to drop
money over the business unless I receive assistance
from the Ceylon Government.

We certainly hope that such assistance tvill he given
by our Government

; and we think the Planters’
As.sociation might also give a grant in aid of Mr.
Green’s work, which cannot fail to lie of use to

the Planters of Ceylon,

I'KA L\ 1MS,S|.\.

\ (Ml will be interested in the following

1

1

notation of a p.aragraidi appearing in tlic

leading jimnial. 'Flie subject is one witli whicli

we may expect Mr. Hogivnc will fee! ninch
conconi, as it is evidently in contemplation to

extend the cultivation of tea in lliissia on a
largo .scale. It may he concluded from the iii-

forniatioii gi\'eu that Kussia is desirous of

making hei.self independent of any foreign siiji-

plies of tea. We do not recollect to have
heard if the expedition which is said to have
studied the siiliject of tea culture abroad in

eluded Ceylon among tlie countries n'sited. It

seems going rather far alield to li.ave studied
tlie system of tea planting piir.siied in Califor-

nia, where Ihe enterprise cannot but he as yet
in ils inhancy.

Te.a Cultuue in the Tii.ans-C.auc.ases.—The Con-
sular report on tlie agriculture of the district ot

Batum. just issued, contains some interesting re-

marks concerning the cultivation of tea along the
south-eastern corner of the Black Sea littoral. Tlio
experiments made during the last few years appear
to have disclosed certain conditions whicli promise
a great future for the industry. The soil, moi’e
especially in the hilly country round Batum. and the
climate .are said to be eminently suitable. A num-
ber of proprietors have acquired land for planting,
among them the Imperial Domains Department,
which has in addition sent a special expedition of

inquiry to tea-growing countries. This expedition
has already completed its tour through India, China,
and .Japan. In China it procured seeds and plants
and machinery, as well as staying an entire month
in a village near Shanghai to study the preparation
of tea. In .Tapan, likewise, the expedition collected
samples of tea plants and seedlings

;
and it is intended

to engage .Tap.nnese labourers. Some of the members
of the expetiition are studying the American system
of culture near San Francisco. The report concludes
this part of its observations wtith the remark that,

if tea is ever cultivated in tlie Trans-Caucasus in

quantities which would enable Russia to profitably

compete with China and other countries for the sup-
],ly of her home markets, the bulk of such tea would
have to be grown inthe district of Batum .—London Cor.

TEA T\ AMERICA.

New Vokk, Dec. 2.5, 189r>.

It has been a very slow week with tea dealers. Tlio
market is unchanged in any particular. Buyers
have the advantage on everything hut Fornioaas.
No auction sale this week, which emphasises the
dull Condition of the market .—.Imerivan ilroiff
Dec, 2.5,
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PLANTING AND PKUDUCE.
A Trade Virw of Tea in 189-5.—lu the course of

its review of the tea trade the Grocer says : “In
taking a brief view of the history of the tea trade
for the past year (1895), it cauuot be considered
to have been either a profitable or satisfactory one
for the trade generally. Total consumption how-
ever, has been good, and shows an increase
of nearly 4,000,000 lb. Duty payments for home
consumption have increased about 8,000,000 lb. while
exports have fallen off owing to Russia and the Con-
tinent having imported much more China tea

direct. Had it not been for the high rates
ruling for the first half of the year for Indians and
Ceylons, our deliveries would have been much
heavier, as the deliveries of Indian tea during
that iieriod fell off 3,000,000 lb. Since the com-
mencement of the new season and lower prices,

our deliveries of Indian teas are on a par with last

year, while Ceylon teas have increased 3,000,0001b.

I'-hina teas for the year show a small increase in

the deliveries, and would have been mucli greater had
not the exports fallen off. Wc may take it, how-
ever, that home consumption of China tea has
increased owing fo the dearness of Indians and
Ceylons at one part of the year, and not because
the public taste is coming back to it out of choice,

unfortunately. It has been a more or less falling

market all through the year, and the losses to the
dealers on their Indian stock were very severe in the
spring and summer mouths. The general trade have
found it a trying and difficult market, with only one
short-lived spurt in common grades in the autumn to

help them out of stale stock. Trade, however, has been
good since August, and now that we have every pros-

pect of a low range of prices for some months to c nno
we trust dealers will have better times in the new year.

Owing to the absence of any Russian demand this sea-

son, importers had to force off their dearly-bought
Monings in October and November; the result has
been a drop on opening rates of 3d per lb. on teas

up to 9d, and 4d to 7d per lb. on the best. China
exports arc expected to be about 8,000,UU01b. less

than last season, so that we shall not have too
much tea from that quarter ; if the present low
I'auge of value brings in an export demand, which
is more than ju'obablc in the new year, we are
likely to run very short, and there may be some
nice profits going for those who have been bold
enough to buy in the panic. An export from India,

however, of 1‘23,U00,00U lb. is more than we want, and
if this estimate is confirmed the price of common
teas ought to keep very low. On the .other hand,
no common teas are coming from China, and
a large quantity of the lower grades of Ceylon
arc being shipped direct to the colonies,

&c. Low prices of Indians and Ceylons also attract
Continental buyers, and other markets may be found
to absorb the otherwise alarming surplus of supplies.

Ceylon imports and deliveries for the year keep very
evenly balanced, each year showing continued in-

creases wliicli even high rates cannot stop, whereas
Indian tea is immediately affected by a high market
for common grades. Figures look healthy, and we
shall commence the new year with about the same
stock BS 1695. Prices are on a very safe level, trade
is improving, and we may confidently expect that
dealers will have a more prosperous new year.

’

Indian Tea in 1895.—The consumption for the hrst

six months of the year fell off 4,000,000 lb. on ac-

count of the high prices ruling for common grades,

but no doubt this loss will be partly recovered by
the end of the year, owing to the fact that of late

the value of Indian tea has been much better to

the consumer than Ceylon tea, and it is being used
more freely in consequence. The total consumption
for the season 1894-95 was 114tf million pounds, or
say l,O00,0OU lb. less than 1893-94. while the im-
port for the season was 115,000,000 lb. or 1,000 000 lb.

more. The export of Indian tea from London to
other countries is just under 4,000,000 lb. or some
half a million more than in 1894. There was a very
fair business done for the first half of 1895, and owing
to the scarcity of common tea, prices opened hij^h

this class, or, sa^, a quotation ot to per

lb. which strengthened for the first two or three
months, but afterwards gradually fell away in May
and June. The weight of the supplies was in
medium to fine grades, owing to the crop
having been a very good one, and prices
dropped very considerably. Dealers were lauded
with a heavy stock of this class. No-
body wanted them, and the consequence has been
serious losses to holders, who could only get out of
their holdings by degrees, the hquidation of which
took them well into the new season’s, and almost
any price had to be accepted from those who were
willing to relieve them of their stock. Quality fell
off towards the end of the season, and finest being
scarce, were well competed for at firm prices right
up to the end. It is very unlucky that the new crop
of 1895-93 has turned out a very poor one, as the
low prices ruling in May to July for good medium
to fine old season’s made it almost impossible to get
offers for similar grades of the new crop within 3d
to Id per lb. of the Calcutta cost on arrival. The
first sales of new teas were held on June
l(>, and opened slightly over the previous season.
(Quality, however, was so poor that there was
a very dragging market, with drooping prices
until September 9, when an improvement in
demand and prices for common grades—and, in
fact, for all good liquoring teas—raised values very
materially. Unluckily the improvement in value
of eonimon grades only lasted a month a telegram
from t.'alcutta being received on October 9th with
the news of a probable export of 124,000,000 lb for the
season. An increased export of 8,0t)0,000 lb could only
mean a glut of common tea, and heavy auctions for the
rest of the year have reduced the quotations of
Pekoe Souchongs to 5jd and fine and medium Pekoes
to 6d to 7id (the latter are said to nave never been
so cheapi, and these rates are drving them freely
into consumption. Wo have already received about
8,000,000 lb more of the new crop, luit if the revised
estimate of 123,000, lb is confirmed, the stock-
next year will be greatly increased, as the
deliveries for the year still show a falliue
off from 1891. Prices of common grades will
doubtless still tend downwards, as the surplus con-
sists of this class

;
deliveries, however, will probably

increase materially, and show up well against the
first six months of 1895, when prices ruled 2d over
present rates for common to medium kinds. Good
medium to hnc Pekoes and broken Pekoes from 9d
to Is 3d improved almost imperceptibly for the last
three months of the year, the improvement amounting
to 2d and 3d per lb, as compared with the lowest
point

;
finest grades from Is 6d up nave also been in

small supply, and have brought good price.s, quality
considered. The outlook is not a happy one,' bear-
ing in mind the estimated crop of 123,000,000 ’lb and
probable increased supplies from Ceylon

; low prices
may certainly increase our deliveries to, say 118 or
120 million pounds next year, but even then we
shall end the season with a much larger stock than
we need.
(Tylon Tea.—This most popular branch of the

trade continues to expand, and is the last to feel
the effects of high prices or poorness of crop. If the
island could turn out the quantity, it is thought that
its deliveries would soon take precedence of In-
dian tea. In 1894 we delivered Ih million lb. more
than in 1693, and this year the increase
amounts to over 4,000,OLX), or actually “more
than we have imported. The increase has been in
the last half of the year, or, say, over 3,000,0001b
more than our Imports from Juno 1st. The bulk of
this j'ear’s supplies have been very poor in flavour
and quite lacking the Ceylon smack—mostly bakey
or half cured

;
but as they are consumed almost as

soon as they arrive, and certain people must have
them, however poor in comparison with other kinds,
losses on bad stock are not often very serious, A nota-
ble feature has been the low rates that have ruled
for common to good broken pekoes throughout the
year, and two or three times they actually got down
to the same price as ordinary leaf teas. Often tlio
breaks of pekoe soachong have been very small on
account of colonial buyers taking them in Colombo,
Fail’ to g’ood pekoes have relatively fetched high prices,
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the demaud always being so strong by the blenders, an
also for the Continent. Really good and fine

liquoring teas have been very scarce throughout,
and competition was so keen from them that prices

have ruled very high, more particularly for the
Pekoes and Pekoe Souchongs

; their value, however,
is so good that no other class of tea can compete
with them for blending purposes. The market
opened high in January with a quotation of TJd for

Pekoe Souchong, and soon rose to 8d to 8§d, with Pekoes

at 9d tolOid; but no change in Broken Pekoes at lOd to Is

These prices only lasted a few weeks, and rates gradu-

ally eased off until the end of March, when we had

quotations of 6|d for Pekoe Souchong, 7d to 7+d for

Pekoes, and 8gd to 9Jd for good broken Pekoes. The
market then took a turn ,

demand improved, supplies

came forward freely, but quality fell off. From
Mid-June to Mid-July the crop was very

common, and quotations were at their lowest—viz..

>id for Pekoe Souchong, 5Jd to 6Jd for Pekoes, and

plenty of Broken Pekoes at 6|d to 74d. Quality and

trade soon began to improve—common slightly, but

better grades very materially. In September the real

rise commenced, and by the middle of October sweet

common leaf was carried up to 7d, or say a rise of

li,d from the lowest point. Fair to good liquoring

Pekoes were also very strongly competed for at a rise of

over 2d per lb. while fairly good liquoring Broken

Pekoes were up 2d to 3d per lb. It is difficult to

estimate the rise in really good and fine liquor-

ing teas, but it was well sustained until

the end of the year; common or ordinary

Pekoe Souchongs fell quite Id to Igd per lb.

during November and December owing to the better

value offering in Indian growths. The supply of

these kinds was not excessive, however, or the fall

would have been more severe, as the trade devoted

all their attention to the wonderful value offering iii

Indian kinds. In noticing the rise quoted 111 September

and October, the improvement in quality must, how-

ever be allowed for. The long prices that really

fine ’pekoe souchongs, pekoes, and leafy broken pkoes

have realised is principally to bu accounted tor by

the strong competition tor export and their general

Ir-nrceness. It is niost noteworthy that the export

of Ceylon tea for the year is over 7,000,00ulb, or say

L increase of 2,00u,0001b. over 1891, so that rea y

the homo trade has only increased about 2,000,0001b.

For the year. Lower prices for the common and fair

oradcs have stimulated consumption during the last

six months, and deliveries are likely to increase still

more as there seems no reason why we should have

any material rise in the new year. The weather in

Ceylon has been favourable, and increased supplies

are expected.

qhu' rRoi rrs ox Coi i i.i-..--Oiic cause of the popiilari-

V..S1 is the fact that the wholesale and retail

dLlir in it is able to make a fair profit out of it. \V itli

coffee it is not so. The sale of coLfee has been as uii-

Mofitabln to the home dealers during the past

vear as it was in several preceeding ones; and

mterest in this favourite bevei-age of the

ffeakfast-tablc has flagged so much that many

SoSrs have ceased to push its sale and pro-

lotr its consumption with tne same energy that

lid in bygone days, when quotations tor the
they di

v oy imported were trom 20s to 30s

i^r“cwt lower^thrnS are now. This is. mainly

^ing to the circumstance that the cofiee which pays

or hlndsomely to grow consists principally of com-

«m-ts such as Brazil, that is consumed less iii

Great Britain than in other countries ;
whilst ancy

kinds, which are strongest in request here, being

ivD far the scarcest of any that are pi’oduced, fetch

SiSs so extremely high as to virtually prechide

the possibility of securing a reasonable scale of profits

in preparing and disposing ot them to British con-

suii^ereV// C. Mail, Jam 10.

market for tea shales.

Tiiuksday Evenikg, Jan. 9.

T-tv Yeai. 1005.—Iu referring to the new issues of

we ohiitte-cl in out review to mention

tT7,5UU fresh capital issued by the Jliauzie Com-
pany, which was readily subscribed for at T6 15s

per To share, or at preniiuin.

Business has been somewhat interfered with both
by the Christmas holiday time, and also latterly by
the unsettled state of the stock and money markets,
resulting from the so-called South African scare, but
nevertheless a steady investment business has been
in progress.

Ckylon Shakes.—There is very little business iu

progress in most of these shares, but the great
divergence of view as to the price between buyers
and sellers rather prevents business.
Debentures.—Some Eastern Assam oj per cent

are said to have changed hands at a small premium
Upper Assam Company’s “ C ' Debentures are be

mg asked for at or about par.—//, and € Mail. Jan. 10

TRAVANCUKE PLANTERS ASSOCI-
ATION.

Minutes of proceedings of a general meeting
held at the Club, Trivandrum, on Wednesday, loth
January, at noon.

Present —J. S. Valentine, M'. Marshall, J.

Stewart, J, E. Cook, A. D. Adams, (D.
Cameron, visitor)

; D. G. Cameron, and R. Koss,
Hon. Secretary.

Notice calling meeting having been read, it

was px'oposed by J. S. Valentine and seconded
by J, Stewaki that Air. Cameron take the
chair.

Secretary - report liaving been read, Mr, Ross
was again elected Secretary,

1. Propo.-ied l»y J. S. Valkn'IT NE ainl seconded
by I). Cr. C.VMKl.’ON;—“ That those members wlio
have not paid tlie extra donation of RlO asked
for last year be again appealed to do so.”

2. Projiosed by W. Makshali., seconded by
J. B. Cook :

—“ Tliat subscriptions be raised from
Kid to R20 per annum in order to meet expen-
•liture.”

.J. Proposed by J. S. \ ALENTlMg seconded
by W. Marshall That a vote of tliaiiks be
conve.yed (iovernment for granting extensions of

estates within the reserved forest area and that

a copy of tliis resolution he forwarded to the
Dewan.”

J. Proposed by J. S. N’aleN'IINE, seconded hy
D Ad.v.vls :

— “ That Government he urged to

sanction expenditures on bridges on Boiiaccord
and Braeinore cart-ioads, as well as other appli-
eatious still before Govenimenl.”

With a vote of thanks to tlie Cliainnan, the
meeting terminated. K. Ross. Hon. fciecy.

(Signed) D. G. C.\MLK0N, Chainnun.

Clvlox Cacao and Jamaica-Tkinidad Cacao.
—Referring to the comparative analyse.s of Ceylon/
•Jamaica, and Trinidad cacao published in our
issue of 27th November last, witli an accom-
panying letter from Mr. John Hughes of London,
that gentleman now writes Porliaps you can
obtain other anal.yses of Ceylon cacao and nnblisli
them side by side with the.se, as I daresay
l>lanters and merchants would he iiil^erested with
the results. The chief difrereiico between Ceylon
cacat) and that of Jamaica and Trinidail aiqiear^

to bo that it contains more libre and less starch
compounds, though in soluble, extractive, and
flavouring constituents the Ceylon specimen is

decidedly superior. No doubt tlie charaefer of

the season all'ects the particular (|uality of the
cacao a.s is the case with tea.” M'e shall gladly
pliblish any analyses sent to us.
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^oiirospondenoe.

To the Editor.

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA.
CHANCE FOR A CEYLON ROOM AT PHILADEL-

PHIA MUSEUM.

SHOULD CEYLON WORK WITH INDIA OR

SEPARATELY.

San Francisco, California, W.S.A., Dec. 14, 1895.

My de.au “ Observek,”—I did not intend again
addressing you until next, year, but the following
letter received by Mr. Bierach, contains news so
important to Ceylon’s interests here, that I make
no apology for sending you a copy

;
I hope the

“ Committee of i!0” and general planting commu-
nity will grasp the magnificent opportunity for sitch

a grand free advertisement of Ceylon’s products,
especially as Philadelphia is a great commercial
centre, and the letter was quite spontaneous.

—

[Letter of Dec. 5 to Mr. Bierach, as given in his

letter below.

—

Ed. T.AJ\

The above letter speaks for itself, and I need
only remark, that Mr. Bierach does not care to

avail himself of the handsome offer referred to in

the latter portion of the letter. He wishes Ceylon

to benefit here, and not merely his own private

brands of tea : his remarks are as follows :
—“ Ceylon

can have a fine show here, I can, I am sure, ur-

range for a separate Ceylon Jlooin, if Ceylon will only

appreciate the opportunity, cost will be so trifling.”

The funds at your disposal will soon tell you the

heavy cost of advertising in America
;
and such

chances as the above should in my opinion bo
snapped up at once. The Book Pamphlet of Plan
and Purpose sent me, relative to the above Museum,
I must retain, but doubtless you will receive one,

and can quote therefrom, it is interestiug, espe-

cially chap. 4, “ Bureau of Information.” Leading
Ceylon papers, dii'ectories, and books should be

kept on tile.

It appears to me that Mr. Bierach had the

“pull” at Philadelphia. Where would Ceylon have
been at that most important show, but for

him, without a cent of support either from available

funds? Why were none of the Planters’ Association

tea pamphlets even sent him for distribution? I

think it would bo good for Ceylon if your worthy
Delegate (who is a rattliiig good business man) were
to avail himself of Bierach’s services. India is not

in it (is it a (question of supplies being stopped?);

and besides Ceylon must yo hy herself as her teas

are wanted in preference to those of India. Jtonl't

ihistake this point.

So it seems S. Elwood May is again disoryunixed !

Still we will probably hear shortly of his on/anixmy
something or other connected with Ceylon tea; this

is I think a great pity, for obvious reasons.

Mr. Belirig (one of the Burghers who remained in

the country after the World’s Fair) is now no longer
connected with the Ceylon Importing Co. of Daven-
port, Iowa. The.sc -lohnnies seems to be all dropping
out of it. Beling was a superior fellow, and 1 im-

agine a good business man.
I w'as glad to learn some time ago that the pro-

ceeds of the grant of tea voted to Mr. J. 11. ]'’ostci-

wei'e secured to the “ .‘>0 Committee” and retiimhil

them. Mes-srs. f^astle Bros., who held the hill", ru”

lading and had a claim with otherr, against thai

gentleman, were somendiat surprised when I told

them the final results of the transaction
;
they had

previously informed me “ that they would first pay
themselves and then remit back to Ceylon any balance

there might remain after satisfying their and their

friend’s claims. Thus has the wily Yankee (and Jews
at that) been foiled.

I regret to learn that Mr. Bierach has been obliged

to let the Wilmington Pure Food show go by, without
a Ceylon Court, as he desires to concentrate all his

efforts cij a good showing at 'NVasbiugtou ne:.t mouth.

This is a pity, but he cannot be expected to luq

shows all over the place for the benefit of Ceylon
without any support; and it is unfortunate his ex-
perience, and the “pull” he evidently has with Pure
Food people, should be lost to Ceylon.
Now, Mr. Editor, I will conclude,, and wish you

all in Ceylon good luck in 1891).—Yours truly,

T. A. C.
15th Dec. 1895 (Sunday).

P,S.—On taking the above down town yesterday
afternoon to post, I found your Ooerland of date
Nov. 7th, containing an interesting letter from your
worthy Delegate which in some points surprises me.
Truly advertising is expensive; and your Delegate
will be all the more able to appreciate the telling
amount of free advertising Mr. Bierach is able to
get for Ceylon, without more cost to him than his
valuable time, pen, ink, and paper; and not a cent
of cost to Ceylon. I also received a few of the
Association pamphlets which will be given by me to
the leading grocery stores here, the largest of which,
with its four magnificent establishments, continues its

Ceylon Tea Demonstrations, by serving free cups daily.
This being holiday time is the best season of the
year. The tea is (jood and the brew perfect. I in-

structed the lady in charge, got small teapots
used (one for each guest), a time-glass for her guid-
ance, Ac., Ac. nice biscuits are served also.

The teas used are the “ Bee ” Brands of R.
V. Webster’s, and they are very well liked,

to the big show intended at Philadelphia did not
come off; a great pity. £700 sterling f3,500) seems
a large sum for a 3 weeks show; but, as Wm. Mc.K
says, “ Philadelphia ',is a great centre;” and every-
one should bo thankful that Bierach stepped into
the gap. I believe f lUO stg. and some natives was
all he asked for the Atlanta Exposition which runs
for over 4 months ; but that is ancient history now,
unfortunately for Ceylon. I sincerely hope the same
mistake will not be made about Canada.
Are you in Ceylon aware that the British Associa-

tion (for the promotion of science) meets next year
at Montreal, Canada ?” I presume this city was
chosen on account of its Exposition.

It was very unfortunate your Delegate was not in
America to push Ceylon at Philadelphia. How is it

that even if India (why must Ceylon wait on India
in these matters?) did not have the £350 stg. available
as her share, Ceylon did not go right ahead, and
make a good show by herself. Would such a course
not have met Avith the approval of 9 out of every 10
men in Ceylon. Is it not their expressed wish that
Ceylon stand on her own feet and not bo dragged
down by India, who is now merely hanging on to
Ceylons’ coat-tails, metaphorically.”
Bierach’s application for support at Philadelphia

is referred by 'your Delegate “to Mr. Blechynden,
to whom I have left everything in connection with
the Philadelphia show.” “Blechynden has the
staff, booth Ac.’’ What staff ? A few negro-;
I believe, one of whom is occasionally dressed
up as an “Indian Princess”!!! This won’t do for
Ceylon; it savoui-s too much of the “fake” dodge,
and besides Mr. Blechynden’s applications were re*
fused by the Philadelphia authorities. Why? Doubt-
less Mr. Blechynden “ likes having sole charge of
the running,” but how does Ceylon like it ? Is it to
Ceijlon’s best interests that an Indian man should
have “ sole charge of the running ” ? I think not.
Fortunately he had sole charge of running nothing.

I am sorry to see that what your worthy Delegate
says about poor teas being sent OA'er hero bears out
what I wrote some time ago on f.ho samo subject.
I had hoperl this fatal miatakn might only be local.

-
Washington will he well pushed by Wm.

iUrL. a-jid the application made by Bierach be favour-
ably received. Don’t you think America is right
about the pamphlets ? She has 70,000,000 people to
feed

;
and if she can produce pamphlets, guns and

9he'ying-guiu, to he used in Amenca^ is she uot quite
justified in protecting her own industry and thereby
employing, and paying wages to, her own people '?

P ree trade is all very w’ell in the abstract
; but in

the concrete it don’t always work
;
and a mild pro-

tection is not a bad thing. I imagine the British
farmer would like to try it, and get a paying pric^
tor bis grain and 9thev orops.

* .)>•"
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I gave the same answer, fortunately, to Mr. Perry,
as you have given to Henry Cottani. not to go to
Ceylon unless he had money to invest, in which latter
case he might go th many a worse place.

T. A. C.

AB‘2 East 2 ;id_, Street, New York, Dec. 19th, 1895.
De..\u Siii, While at Philadelphia a conducting a

Ceylon Court in the interest of the Ceylon Tea
Industry, at the food exposition, I was invited to a
private view of the commercial museum (not yet open
to the public), an institution that will be bound to
benefit all countries represented by exhibits. Tie
pi 'll IS a flood one. The accompanying pamphlet will
explain fully its purpose, and which I should be glad
to luive you publish with your comments. On the
subject I have addressed a letter to the worthy
Chairman of the “Thirty'^ Committee,” A Melville
White, Esq., and the annexed letters will explain
themselves and show Ceylon opportunities of which
I sincerely hope, advantage will be taken.
The Philadelphia Museums, Philadelphia, Dec.

5th, 1895,

Mr. S. Bierach, 132 East 23d St., New York City.
Dear Sir,—I take the liberty to write you, through

the suggestion of Mr. W. B. Smith. Allow me to
state that I was extremly sorry not to have been
in the Museum when you called some days since ; I
should take great pleasure in putting on exhibition
here a complete collection of Ceylon Teas. When
we are open we shall have great numbers of cen;-
mercial men visiting our place and I feel it will be
quite advantageous and as much in your interest as
ours to make the collection a fine one of large samples
including all varities on the sceintific side, I should
like every different kind that you can furnish me
with, regardless of its saleability. You can then give
us the information with reference to those kinds
you are particularly pushing and we will send people
to you. If i/ou desire to arrange a handsome case
with your own name upon it you are privileged to

do so. In such event we should like to have the
samples in sufficient quantity that they might be
tried.—Very truly yours, (Signed) W. P Wilson,
Sec. and Director.

Philadelphia Museum, Philadelphia 12, 1(5, 95.

Friend Bierach,—We send you via mail lot of hooks
as requested, and I am instructed by Prof. Wilson
to say we will be pleased to grant you a special

room for show of Ceylon products and hope to

make it a very interesting one. We will ftirnish

all cases and fi.c up and will make a special endeavor
to have with your assistance a show worthy of your
efforts.

You will understand that we have some very
large rooms and some not so big

;
and if you can ar-

range to get all the products of the island we can
with your assistance make a fine display. Hope to

see you soon.—Kespectfully, (Signed). W. B. Smith.
This museum of the products of the world is not

intended for an Exhibition of a month, or six ;
huf to

be permanent
;

for this reason it is all the more
desirable. The planters and commercial firms of

Ceylon should not be slow in taking advantage of

this offer.

I sincerely trust the response will be a heart;/ one.

And that Ceylon will put its best foot forward by
making a creditable representation at the Commercia
Museum of Philadelphia.— I am. yours faithfully,

b. Biluach.

Copy. 132 East 2.3n Street, New 'i’ork. Doc. Kith, 1S9.">.

Wrn. Mackenzie, Esq.,
Ceylon Tea Representative, London, England.

Dear Sir,—With this it gives me great pleasure

to hand you a copy of a letter that I have addressed

to your worthy Chairman. A Melville White, Es(|.

Tho. letter will explain itself. The object i am siuc

will meet with your approval ; and I fully trust that

on close investigation you will endorse the enter-

prise and that Ceylon will make a suitable disjilay

at the Philadelphia Museum.
I trust that you received tho copies of the ‘TJouschold

News,” “Grocery World,” and tho photo of the

Ceylon Court at the Philadelphia, foo(J bhow with

my letter covering same. Not to lose any time I

shall forward this by the next outgoing mail, trust-

ing that i shall have your favorable reply covering

the Washington Exposition.
With best wishes for your health and with com-

pliments of the season.—I am, dear sir, yours faith-

fully, S. Bieuach.

Copn
132 East 23rd Street. New York, Dec. 16tb, 1895.

A. Melville White Esq., Chairman Planters’ As-
sociation and “ Thirty Committee,” Kandy, Ceylon.
Dear Sir,—While at the Philadelphia pure food

exposition on tho invitation of W. B. Smith, Esq.,

of that city I paid a visit (Private View) to the com-
mercial Museum not yet open to the public. This
Museum is under Municipal patronage.
When complete in scope it will be beneficial to all

countries represented. The idea is to show the pro-
ducts of the world and I am of the opinion its im-
portance will be appreciated by all that are connected
and represented by exhibits.

I promised that I would interest myself and
communicate with your Association, Committee and
deligate showing the importance of the enter-

prise for a display of Ceylon Products, particu-
larly tea.

Your Committee and the Chamber of Commerce
should take ibis opportunity into favorable consider-

ation and make a representation of the products of

your beautiful island. Space and display costs voihiw/

and will do an immeasurable good, in fact, a stand-
ing advertisement for your products.

I know that if the proper commercial exhibits be
sent I could arrange with the director. Prof. Wilson,
or a separate Ceylon room thus making your ad-
vertisement standing out more prominently.
The cost for the proper exhibits would be but

nominal, transportation moderate, and if your com-
mittee so desire I could install and arrange your
exhibit personally and that would not add so very
much to tho cost.

Requirements for the exhibit:—“Golden Tips”
bro. or. pekoe, or. pekoe, pekoe, pekoe sou. souchong,
“ Silver Tips,’' and hyson high and low-grown; coffee,

cinnamon, cardamoms, cacao-beans, cloves, nutmegs,
mace, desicated coconut, plumbago, animal and vege-
table fibers, oils, coconuts in husks, Ac. &c. Ac.

Estates and firms could be invited to contribute
for this purpose and in making the display have
their produces shown under estate or firm names so
as to receive all possible benifit. Name of estate,

temperature, rain-fall, elevation Ac., to be given with
tea exhibits.

The exhibit practically would cost your Committee
nothing; the cost of transportation and arranging
being so trifling in comparison to tho benefits to be
derived therefrom. The opportunity is a good one
that should not be lost but promptly acted upon.
The Mayor of New York has inspected the Com-

mercial Museum plan of the Municipality of Phila-
delphia and reported that a similar institution should
be started in this city. *

Trusting that your Committee, .Association and the
Ceylon Chamber of Commerce will appreciate the im-
portance of making a good Show and taking advantage
of this splendid opportunity. I await your favourable
and early reply. With my best compliments to your-
self, your Association and Committee,—1 am, dear sir,

yours faithfully, S. Bieuach.

MU. DELING AND THE CEYLON IMPUKT
INC COMPANY, IOW.\.

Colombo, -Jail. 24.

Siu,—My attention v,a., called to the para in Mr
Cockburn’s letter in the (jbserrer of tho 23rd instant
in which it is stated that Mr. L. lieling has severed
his connection with tho Ceylon Importing Com-
pany, Iowa. 1 have good reason to believe that
this statement is incorrect. I would not care to con-
tr.idict the statement if not that it might work pre-

judicially to the iuterests of the. Company, ami it

IS not likely from the inforniatiou I have recently
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had that any such thing had taken place. Fi-oin a
letter dated the 10th December, 1 learnt that the
business, the headquarters of which is now at New
York, was more full of promise and, having attaiae 1

this much, that no elforts would be spared to make
it a life success.

Unless the unexpected had happened between the
10th December and the 1-lth, the date of Mr. Cock-
burn’s tetter, the news of which could not have reached
San Francisco so rapidl}^ tlie Ceylon Importing Com-
pany of Davenport and New York was at that date
and is now I fully believe under the same manage-
ment.

Mr. W. Mackenzie, the Ceylon Delegate, in one of
his earliest letters, spoke of the Company as “ per-
haps the best friends the planters had in America
and since then he has doubtless had ample oppor-
tunity of watching the work they are doing in
pushing Ceylon products, especially tea. Mr. J. II.

Renton when in New York recently had called at
the offices of the Conipanv on several occasions

;

and as a business man and one actively interested
in the pushing of Ceylon tea in new markets he
would no doubt be able to speak authoritatively as
to the work my brother is doing in the interest of

Ceylon.

I hope the C. I. C. will long continue to push
Ceylon tea without clamouring for extraordinary aid,

mangnifying their own efforts or crying down that
of others in the same direction, nor attempt to
interfere with the work of the responsible and duly
constituted authority who could use his discretion
and experience gained on the spot to push the Cey-
lon products to the best advantage.—Yours faithfulhq

H. P. BBLING.

ST. HELIERS TEA COMPANY.
Colombo, Jan. JOtli.

Dkah Sir,—

I

t may be of .some interest to yon
and also to some of your readers to know that

at a meeting of Directors of St. Heliers Tea
Company hehl today it was resolved to declare

an interim di\ idend, for the six months eniling

31st Dec. last, of 10 per cent, which has been
paid.—We remain, yonrs faithfully,

BOIS BROTHERS & CO.,

•
_

Agents and Secretaries.

COCA, PARA RUBBER, SABA! GRASS
COFFEE, AND CAFFEINE.

Jan. 7th, 180(1.

Sill,—After receiving the IVopieal Ai/ricullurist 2nd
Dec. IsO.T I digested the contents, and would like

to remark as follows :

—

Produchi of BoUnin (page 377).—Very little is said

about the Pi'!ithro.i'!ilon Cora. I am following up this

suljjec.t because I know that there is much to be

learnt still. I had the satisfaction of knowing that

I had introduced a valuable drug into England when
I lirought in the coca leaf and pushed it before Ihc
notice of medical men. None of the alkaloid makers
supported rne until Mr. Merck took it up. I have found
out that the large-leafed variety from Bolivia is the

moat valuable to grow. Farther, in testing the coca

loaf grown in .lava, there is hardly any crystallizable

alkaloid ; the substance that comes from the Java
leaf is more like a glucoside. I had sent to me from
India some coca leaf which had been passed through

a tea desiccator and its appearance when it arrived

here was that of a curled-up, dry leaf. It was pro-

nounced by the authorities of the Pharmaceutical
Society to be valueless

;
nevertheless I sent it to

the works where they are most advanced in the

manufacture of caffeine and they pronounced it very

fine and said they would be glad to take any quantity

that could be supplied, and, instead of the price of

the Java coca leaf being worth about 3d., this

would be worth about Is. The point to be noticed
after reading these remarks is that this coca was
grown at a high elevation in India, comparatively
speaking, and the information that I have given to
my friends in the report was: “ Go up to Assam and
try the coca leaf there (the large-leafed variety),
dry the whole leaf like tea, pack it tight into bales
and send it over. I believe it will then be worth
Is (id to Is 8d per lb. here for the extraction of the
alkaloid.” In testing trees, either for the leaf or for
the berry in the instance of coffee, it is most mis-
leading to take the first fruit or foliage from &i/oting
tree. We see this specially with coffee, because as
the seed dries it “shrivels” off a young tree.

P.VKA Rui)bep..—I think it will turn out a valuable
enterprise to all those who are planting this variety
of rubber in Ceylon. The trees can be planted a
good distance apart, close to any moist or wet ground
or on the sides of streams

;
it will he a great pity if

they are put so close together that they crowd one
another.

Sabax Gbass fob Papek.—I should be very glad if

I could obtain some of the seed of this grass and
also a specimen of the paper which is made from
it. I am writing to the only clue that I can find in

the article on page 401, viz., to the Deccan Paper
Mill Co. for samples of their paper, because it will

be very interesting if this paper will stand chemical
treatment as well as the Manilla paper does

;
this

Manilla paper I use.in largo quantities, perfectly

free from any sizing and it is 40 inches wide. I

should be very glad to see the Sabai grass if it

came at the same price or cheaper and w'as equally

strong as the Manilla. This Manilla paper makes a
beautiful water-proof material, which there is a great

demand for.

Coffee.—I have lately been thrown considerably
into company wdth some of the large coffee brokers
and dealers, and they have informed me of the sums
of money which they have collected to start places
where pure coffee will be given, because when one
asks for a cup of coffee one rarely gets it in this

country, and hardly ever in Germany. If the hotels,

restaurants and eating-houses were once compelled to

give pure coffee when a cup of coffee was asked for,

people would commence to know what the flavour

of coffee was. They next w'ould ask f >r coffee

to be made strong, and the quantity of coffee that
comes to this country would be quite inadequate to

supply the demand. There are exceptional places in

London and a series of establishments where pure,
first-class coffee is to be obtained, and tuese are
well-known and frequented by those who know what
the flavour of a good cim of coffee is. The Liberian
coffee which comes to England is so Id at a good
price becau.se it has great strength and flavour and
this goes to the north of England and the manu-
facturing places, but there is not more than 20 per
cent to 30 per cent of coffee in the mixtures that
ai’e sold. It is a great question if the legislature

could not compel restaurants to supply coffee when
it is asked for.

You may like to hear that the caffeine industry
has gone on increasing and large quantities of tea

are consumed. A much larger plant has been erected
by the manufacturers so as to cope with the demand.
All this industry has been brought into England
since 1888. To iirove how pernicious the action of

some of the dock companies has been of allowing
the Germans to have the British made tea sweepings
from British warehouses to denature and send to

Germany to be made into caffeine, to compete against
British industry. An American firm has engaged a
German to start a similar set of machinery in Lou-
don, and to bring pressure to bear to obtain tea
sweepings, so that the tea can be denatured and
sent to America to be worked up and so compete
against British industry.

In conclusion I am glad to say that some of these
docks and tea wharves who formerly allowed the tea

sweepings to go to Germany have repented and are
now acting most honorably in sending the whole
supply to the English houses.—Yours trul^.
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(’KVLoX, LIMITED.
"We have received a copy of the prospectu^s of this

Company which has been formed witli a capital of

£50,000 ill 5,000 shares of £10 each, to purchase
from Messrs. Bott and Watt, EJerapolla estate, and
from iMr. Mac Martin, Ardross estate, both properties
being situated in the Kelaui Valley District, Ceylon.
The Directors arc Messrs. James Bett, Ederapolla
estate, Ceylon (Vendor); J. M. MacMartin, Ardross
estate, Ceylon (Vendor); G. W. Paine, Chairman of

the Kelani Valley Tea Association, Limited ;
11.

Porter. iMaskeliya, Ceylon, Managing Director of

the Kelani Valley Tea Association, Limited. Manag-
ing Director in Ceylon—Mr. ^Vrthur Watt, Edera-
])olla estate, Ceylon fVendor). Bankers—National

Bank of India, Limited, 17 Threadiieedle Street, E.C.

Solicitors—Me.ssis. Murray, Llutchins, Stirling A
Murray, 11 Birchin Lane, E.C. Auditors—Messrs.

Cape A' Dalgleish, S Old Jewry, E.C. Secretaries

and Ol'lioe—Messrs. Lyall. Anderson A Co., Hi Pliil-

put Lane, E.C. The estates have been reported on

and valued by Mr. R. Porter. Managing Director of

the Kelani Valley Tea Association, Limited, and the

Company have acquired the properties at the values

put upon them by Mr. Porter. The \ endors have

agreed to accept piynient as follows;— tT2,f!fiO in fully-

(laid shares. in cash— £T'.),0Ui).

I’l.ANTl.NC IN 'I’llE STK.MTS
Si;T'J'i,E.Mi:.NTS.

I'roin Mii; Kuala Kangsar Monthly Report for

Nov. 1811.5, (mldishe'l in tlie Pemh (loccnimcnf

(iazette of Jan. 17, we take the following:—
On the ‘20th instant, in company with tlie Act-

ing District I'lnginecr, I went to Padang Rengas, and
there met the State Engineer : we then proeoeded to

Sungei Ati, a small river that takes its rise in the

Hijau range; this river h.is washed down thousands
of tons of earth fro)ii the side of the hill on which the

Waterloo coffee estate is situated. This earth has
covered tlie land in the valley to a depth of one or two
feet and destroyed a great many valuable kampongs.
There are. several hundreds of acresof hendang land be-

low this whicli will eventually lie destroyed unless

something is done, and that sliortly. T’he State

Engineer has decided to run one or more sections

of levels across the upper end of the valley and
then put in a succession of dams and turn this part

of the valley, which Is now worthless, into a sort of

catch pit and by this means keep the falling e.arth

from further encroaching upon the lower land. The
sooner this is done the better. The original cause

of this damage was owing to the fact that the jungle

on Waterloo, which at onetime, by means of its roots,

held the earth together, has been cleared away and
the hill being very steep has been washed down by
every successive rain.

7. The kampongs that have by this means been

totally destroyed belong to the ordinary Malay raiotx

who have been ruined by this. I think that these

people should undoubtedly be compensated for the

loss they have suffered. The attention of the Govern-

ment was drawn to this early in the current year hut

up to the present nothing has been done.

Over 1,4U0 pikuls of coffee have been shipped from

the Kamuning Estate for the year ending on the

;5ist October. Only ‘2J per cent of this was number
two coffee. There are altogether 391) acres under

cultivation, 265 of which are in bearing. This gives

over live pikuls to the acre, which at the present

price means over ft 200 per acre. Tqere are thousands

pf acres of land equally suitaqle for coffee to the

north of Lliis estate, aiid wiih this land opened up

by the Kamuning-Lassag road, which will he about

10 miles in length, access to this land will be easy.

When the railway reaches Chumor it will only be a

mattes of 10 miles of cartage, instead of as formerly,

;',5 miles to Taiping and then trans-shipping into the

railway aiul again into the I’enang boats.

The’ owners of tlie Gapis Estate are pushing on

with their eleainig and planting very fast. The
young coconuts on this estate are loolcing very well
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and limy ii.ave planted .already about 70 acres in

coffee.

I have had two applications for coffee land this

month, from a party of Malays and a Chinaman
respectively. Two Chinese towkays have also been
inquiring about land for planting coffee. In one in-

stance the would he planter is willing, I understand,

to plant up as much as 1,000 acres if he can get

suitable land and a good man to manage for him.

If these men are prepared to put the monoy they

make out of tin mining into planting, I think it will

be a most excellent thing for the State as well as

the men themselves. What is wanted novv more
than anything is a few experienced planters, who
are willing to select and plant up and manage the

the land for them. I think it only requires one
or two start, to shew the Chinese what can be done
with European management, and many more will

follow suit. I would suggest that special and very
favourable terms bo offered to the first three or

four Chinese who aro prepared to lake up, and
plant a certain area in coffee within a certain time.

Let them either have the land at a reduced
quit-rent free until the plants are in

hearing. I personally do not think the Government
can do too much to induce tne Chinese to take to

planting and I feel sure that the future of the State

will greatly benefit if this is achieved.

Tlio SeUnufor .fonntnl has the following;

—

Not only for coffee planting is there a demand
for laud in Kuala Selangor. We hear that an
application has been received for a very extensive

concession for pepper and gamhier
;

also that a

gentleman, lately visiting the district, expressed

a desire to take up a thousand acres for coco- nut

cultivation. This latter application is for land
subject to tidal influence, which renders the area

applied for useless for any other purpose. It is

to he hoped that the application, at any rale, will

he granted, for in that event the concessionaire has

stated his willingness to import the necessary plant

and machinery for the extraction of oil and tlie

working of fibre, and start an industry tliat would
bring wealth to the natives and to the Governmeiu.
A high authority once informed ns that our “tin won't

last for ever." and that we were “going on the

right lines in dcv»Joping our agricultural resources.''

Therefore, let the development lie encouraged.

A general meeting of members of the Selangor
rianters' Association will he held in the Reading
Room of the Selangor Club to on Jan. 11th.

THE CEYLON LAND AND FRODCCE
COMPANY, LIMITED.

ANNUAL REPORT.

Your Directors bag to submit the annexed Pr
and Loss Account and Balance sheet for the y
ending 30th June, 1895, duly audited.

The amount at credit of Profit and Loss Account
is £8,836 15 6, which, with the sum of £358 0 2

brought forward from last year, leaves £i),194 15 8 to

be dealt with.

On July 18th last, an Interim Dividend of 7i per
cent, on the Ordinary Shares and 3 per cent, on the
Preference Shares was paid, and j'our Directors now
propose to pay on the 21st day of .January, 1896, the
balance of the fixed Cumulative Dividend on the Pre-
ference Shares (3 percent.) making 6 per <!ent. for the
year, and 74 per cent, on the ordinary shares making 15

per cent, for the year, and in addition a bonus of 5 per
cent on the ordinary shares—all free of Income Tax. It

is also proposed to ti-ansfer £2,000 from Profit and Loss
Account to a Reserve PNind, and carry forward the
balance of £1,:!07 15s. H i., subject to the Directors’

remuneration f<ir the year under review, to bo fixed

at the general meeting, and to the payment of Income
Tax, Ac.

Tfiie result of the operations during the past season
has been very satisfactory, tlie largest crop of Cocoa
yet secured from the Comp.uiy's estate having been
marketed, whilst the realized net pi ice of tea shewed
an improvement as compared with the previous period.
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Tf.a.—Thfi yeai- ISO.', opmiod with rather hi"h prices

(or common teas, an l moderate rates for mi'diiim

and line. This position was about maintainod 101

the first few months, but subsequently, as supplies

increased, a lower raii^e was established until July,

when, owing to better teas coining forward, and some

recovery in the value of medium and line, the

monthly average again commenced to rise. On the

whole the cpiality of the crop has been a fair average

oue, and, as showing the increase in the trade, it is

interesting to note that about 950,00!) packages passed

the hammer in the public sale rooms during the

last T2 mouths, bringing in an average price for

the whole of Sid. per lb. or the same as was obtained

for 876,300 packages in 1894, and comparing with

9Jd lb. for 834,000 packages in 1893, while the

London Bonded Stock on December 31st was

about oil a par with that of 1891, so that the 111 -

crease of nearly (> million lb. has been practically

absorbed. The export trade from London to the

Continents of Europe and, America is a growing one,

and your Directors are pleased to be able to staic

that orders from buyers abroad now have consider-

able influeuce on the prices obtained in public sale

for the classes of tea deemed suitable for tlieir require-

ments. The total exported from London from

January 1st to November 30th in the past three

point nut that tlie redemption of this mortgage in-

ci-eases substantially the value of tlie Debenture

holdeis’ security.

Your Directors wish to place on record their

appreciation of the services so far rendered to the

Company by the Chairman and Managing Director.

THE UDUGAMA TEA AND TIMBER
COMPANY, LIMITED.

The annual general meeting of this Company
was held at tlie Company’s ollices, 20, Baillie

.Street, Colombo, at 12 noon on Jany. 28.

Present ;—Me.ssrs. Clias. P. liuyley (Chairman)

;

H. Creasy and J. N. Cam|»bell, Directors. Messrs.

II. Cnwin, E. Benliam, C. J. C. Conran, by his

attorney Clias. P. llayley ;
L. M. Torin, by his

attorney .1. N. Cam|>bell : and .1. McCillivray

reijrcsenling the secretaries.

Tlie minutes of the last general meeting having

been read and conlirmed, Mr. Unwin, attorney

for Rev. W. E. Rowlands, moved the adoption

of the report, w liicli was seconded by Mr. E.

Benham.
year.s is :

—

lspr>

6
,
535,211 lb. 1.795,312 lb. 3,711,751 lb.

Coco.\.—The market for this article has been dis-

appointing. and prices have been lower than those

of 1894. The position now looks more hopeful, al-

thougli your Directors canuot at present look for a

renewal of the record prices of past years.

Coffee. -The prices obtained during the year have

been satisfactory, but inferior to those of 1894. Tlie

highest price paid during the year for Cf,'/d«' Liberian,

viz. 90/6 ,' was obtained for a parcel from North Matide

Estate. According to news from the producing

countries a lower range of values must he looked

for in 1896.

The following Statement nhow^ the acreage nj the

('oinpan/i’s Pro/terties at date :

—

Name of Ten

Cocoa,
Coffee A

Forest,
Grass,

Estate. Coco- Chan a,

Alloowiharie . 107

nuts.
410

(Vfc.

15J

Aiidangodde . 1202 — 55i
Petteresso . 405 — 33

New Peradeniya., . 3864 17i 54i

North Matale . 226 822 4.59

Owella . . 27 74i 77 a

Rickerton . . 500 — 96

Strathisla . . 229*
. HU

Forest , .
— 4.30

1.8421 1,553J 1,470

Total
Acre-
age.

670
176
438
45SJ

1,577

179
596
311
430

4.865i

At the request of the Board, and some of the largest

shareholders, your Chairman and Managing Director,

Mr. James Wilson, left this country on a visit to Ceylon

in Jan last year. He has visited each estate several

times, and, speaking generally, lound the Company’s

properties doing well. He reports that he is especially

pleased with Strathisla, and that Tea bids fair

to be a success where planted, both on Strathisla

and Owella.
LITIGATION WITH FOIVMEK AGENTS.

Y^our Directors have been obliged to embark upon

litigation with their late Ceylon agents, and at the

moment proceedings are in an advanced stage.

The crop prospects for season 1895-96 are, so far

favourable, the estimates of tea being in excess of

last year’s intake.
, , ,

Your Directors beg to report that they have amply

provided for any possible reduction of the bock values

of the Company’s properties in Ceylon, over t’20,000

having been set aside from Revenue for this purpose

during the past six years.

The nioiigage over the North Matale, etc., Lstates,

which originally stood at £15,000, has been cancelled,

and the relative deeds are now in th e Company s

possession
;
your Directors, therefore, wish to aga m

Ylr. Unwin prciposod .‘unl Mr. Benhfun eeoiuled

Mr. I’reasy’s re-oleclion ns n Director in place

of Mr. 11. Creasy resigned.

Auflitor.^lt was proiiosed Uy Mr. Clias. P.

llayley, ami seeoutletl by Mr. E. Benham, that

Mr! Hercules J. Scott be appointed auditor for

the current year.

The Chairman and managing Director, Mr.
Clias. P. Hayley, stated that notwithstanding ilie

loss incuired during the past yeai' lie had e\ ery

hope that the Company will pay this year.

COCONUT LAND IN THE KURUNECALA
DISTRICT.

“ Welikela,” the coconut land of the late David
Perera, who planted it on the “ lease system” which
was generally condemned in a series of letters written
to the Observer some years ago, was put up for sale

on Saturday last, when the highest bid obtained was
E21,000 for a block of 67 acres. There were various
causes which led to this. Firstly, half-improved
value has not yet been paid for the entire land which
is about 95 acres. Secondly, the grant is not forth-
coming. Thirdly, the land is under mortgage to a
man in Kand}', and David Perera the planter and
mortgagee who has since died, by nis last will

has provided that the mortgagee should have the
refusal of the purchase. All thees conspired agai 1 st

the sale taking place, and the land had corsequently
to be bought. There is the lesson, however, learnt
that whereas the official assessor, the Raiemahat-
maya of the district valued the land at 1175 per
acre, a slight show of competition has proved that
this is quite wrong, and raises tlie value to R260
per acre. Coconut land in this District is becoming
more and more valuable and is attarcting the atten-
tion of capitalists. Mr. Henry Daniels, the Superin-
tendent of Minor Roads, Colombo, was up here some
time ago to value Kohana estate, 1,0(X) acres of
coconut

;
not for sale but to settle some dispute

between tlie owmers, de Silva brothers of Moratuwa.
Mr. W. H. AVright came on a commission to value a
laud of de Mels, on the Dambulla Road near the
Dednruoya. It is close upon a hundred acres in extent,
and De Mels waut 11600 per acre. In the direction of
Wellowa 6 miles from Kuril, on the road to Trinco.
extensive coconut plantations are coming up. In a
few more years theie will be hardly any laud avai-
lable for planting, within a radius' of twelve miles
from the town. European capitalists are reconnoitr-
ing the country and with the examples set by
Messrs. Finlay, Muir & Co., Melville White and
others, we shall sooner or later have a colony of
Europeans among our coconut growers,

—

Cor,
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TEA TM.AXTTNC IN RUS:=i[A.

A report on tea "lowing in the district of

Batoum, Russia, has been prepared bj- Mr. Consul
Stevens, from which it appears lliat great hopes
are entertained by the Russian authorities that
tea cultivation on a large scale can be success-
fully carried on in the district. The report
says that e.xperiments made in the growing of
this article during the past few years, though
hitherto on a somewhat limited scale, have
brought to light certain conditions which promise a
great future for the cultivation of tea in the Batoum
district, and it is foreshadowed that before many
years have elapsed such culture will become one of

the most important industries of that part of Russia.
The results obtained clearly demonstrate that the
soil found in the hilly country arjund Batoum is

specially adapted for raising the tea plant, since it

contains silicious earth, ochreous clay, lime, mag-
nesia, humidity, organic matter, chalk, oxidised iron,

and phosphoric acid in the required quantities, be-

sides which the average annual rain and snow falls,

the moisture of the atmosphere, and the prevailing

winds render the climate specially suitable for suc-

cessful tea growing.

In addition to Messrs. Solovtzoff and Popoff, the
Imperial Domains Department, Mr. Sibiriakoff, Mr.
Viasemsky, and one or two other proprietors, have
acquired land in and about Chakva and iMahindjauri,

both of which places are within a distance of eight

miles from Batoum, for the purpose of laying o\it tea

plantations; and the Imperial Domains Department,
which has sent a special expedition to India, Ceylon,
China, and other tea-growing countries to make a
study of tea cultivation, has recently arrived at an
agreement with Mr. Solovtzoff, the pioneer tea

planter of Transcaucasia, to plant out fifty-

four acres for the department. It may be presume
that other capitalists will shortly follow their example
and profit by the experience already gained b}^ their

predecessors, although for the present one or two
of the latter are jealous of their respective under-
takings, and insist upon the greatest secrecy being
maintained as to their methods of cultivation. It

is, nevertheless, a foregone conclusion that if tea

is ever cultivated in Transcaucasia in quantities

which would enable that country to profitably com-
pete with China and other nations for the supply
of her home markets, the bulk of such tea would
have to be grown in the district of Batoum.
Hitherto Mr. Popoff is the only person who
has undertaken to carry out the experimental trials

in the cultivation of tea on a somewhat large scale,

and his three plantations at Chakva, Salibauri,

and Kaprishun are perfect models as far as the
laying out of the grounds, roads on the estates,

buildings for the employe's and labourers, and
other such-like arrangements are concerned, but
only the few persons who are immediately con-

nected with his plantations kuow anything about
his methods of cultivating the tea, for his estate,

are practically a sealed book to all outsiders.

According to reports only a small proportion of the

seedlings which lie planted out this season have taken,

whereas on Mr. Solovtzoff's plantations ail the young
plants are doing well.

The expedition sent out by the Department of

Imperial Domains has by now completed its tom-

through India, China, and Japan. It spent a whole
month in a Chinese village near- Shangti ii. at which
place the, preparation of tea was studied; and to.i,

seeds and jdants and machinery for the tea planta-

tions near Batoum worn procured. tn .Tapan the
expedition collected somo valu.-ihlo information re-

specting the soil and climatic conditions of the tea-

growing districts in that countrj’. One or two mem-
bers of theexiiedition have nu-ently proceeded to San
Francisco to study the American system of culture,

and the other memliers are to remain a short time
longer in .Japan for the purpose of engaging Japanese
labourers and obtaining samples of Japanese tea plants

and seedlings. It is rcp.irtecl that cxi)erimental trials

in the cultivation of tea arc also to be made in Ka-
hetia during the autumn of this year.
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Apart from its reference to tea cultivation. IMr.
Stevens’s report tlirows light on the efforts when arc
being made by tbe Jliissian (Jovernment to improve
the agricultural condition of Transcaucasia. It is

admitted at the outset that the general condition
of the district is “ deplorable,” and it is this fact
which was induced the authorities to adopt special
measures with a view to rai.sing the social condition
of the peasantry. The promotion of technical edu-
cation is one of the means to this eud

;
jiersous ex-

perienced ill the scientific cultivation of ihe soil are
oontimially being sent to the Batoum district from
St. Petersburg and other educational centres to in-
struct the rural population, and sure though slow pro-
gress is being made. A scheme for encouraging the
luauuf rctuve of agricnltural machinery in the country
itself by the extension of credit to would-be imple-
inent makers has been started by the Ministry of
Finance, and practical mechanics instructed in the
handling and repairing of machinery and implements
are to be sent to Transcaucasia as itinerant teachers.
Depots of agricultural implements and iiiachiiiery, and
also of seeds, are to be opened by the Government.
Increased grants have been made for the current year
for the encouragement of meteorological observations,
silkworm cultivation; the destruction of pernicious
auimals or iii«e ts, irrigation, and the establishment
of experimental stations, model farms, primary
agricultural schools, and agricultural societies.
Already the cotton-spinning mills of Mo.scow are
receiving supplies of cotton grown in Transcaucasia
as well as Central Asia. The mildness and humi-
dity of the climate and extensive tracts of available
free lands are said to be favouraljle to the industry,
and additional efforts are being made to induce the
peasantry to experiment by the planting of Crown
lands with cotton and the distribulion of seed. Nearlv
250,000 acres have also been planted with vines, and
already upwards of 30,000,000 gallons of wine arc
produced in an average year

; and specialists are
engaged in com’oating the peculiar dise.x.scs of tbe
vine, including the phylloxera, ol'dium, and mildea.
Tobacco is also being successfully grown. Great
efforts are being made to extend sericiculturo in
the neighbourhood of Tiflis, and as the indiistrv
suffered severely last year through the im;)Oi t!ilioii

of inferior eggs from Turkey, the central silkworm
establishment at Tiilis is taking steps to supply ilu-

peasantry at moderate prices with eggs which’ ha\.-
been .selected after microscopical examination, aiul
which, therefore, can be guaranteed as free from
disease. Dairy farming on a large scale is being
promoted. In regard to the cultivation of grain ex-
tremely primitive methods are still in vogue, and as
the peasants do not possess the means of doing their
ploughing independently, a system of co-operative
ploughing has come into existence.

—

If. and. C. .Mail,
Jan. 10.

Te.V for the N.VTIVE.S—The huUnn Plrnitrrs
friizrtte :

—

In the interesting note on the cultivation of Indian
tea Mr. .T. C. O’Uonor while showing that Indian
tea is exported mainly to the United Kingdom—to
the extent of about 9(5 per cent, of the average
production—comments on the strong coiurast be-
tween the quan tities ct)nsumed in the United Jvingdom,
and India, remarking that the Indian consumption
to a substantial extent is due to the Kiiropean
population, more than one million pounds of it bring
taken by tbe (Jommissariat Depirtment for the
British Army, iliat Indian to.i, t.< growing in favour
with the natives {especially the Mahommodans), .as
be declares, is* a well-known fact. Jlcrc, in the
capital, the beverage is commonly sold to the masses
by petty shop-keepers and itinerant

; but
tea-drinking does not seem to bo .so prevalent hero as
in Bombay, where an enterprising colony of Irani
Parsees have pitched their tents and practically
created what is now a thriving business in the tea
shop line drawing extensive patronage from tlio I’arsee,
IMahommedan, Arab, Per.sian, Goanese and Surti com-
munities—and even to somo extent from the Hindoo
commimity. There is an opening for similar outer-
enterprise here, we think.
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DRUG ERPORT.
fFrom the Chemist and I)i-tuj<jist.)

42 (,':iimon Street, E C., .I;ui. 9.

Annatto skko.— Still ill fair ilemaiiil, but sliglitly easier.

Connnoii East Indiaii sold today at lid, fair iinality at

2Jd jrer lb.

Calu.mb.v is iiiudiaiiged. <!ood washed was bo"f>ht in

at 45s per ewt. wliile for fair rather dark mixed a bid

of 8.S was refused, 10s being the price at whicli it was
bought in.

COCA-LKAVKS.—Quiet. Ten bales were bought in today—
Huanoco character at Is tid, broken pale at Is 2d per lb.

Cuttlefish.—Rather slow of sale. Prices remain very
low. Three cases of dull dark bone sold at today’s auc-
tions at 2d per lb., while for a 6-cask parcel from the
Canary Islands, small to medium, barely fair, a bid of

2id per lb. was rejecleil 2^d per lb. being the price

Gambose.—Firmly held, several good bids being refused.

Of 26 packages only six sold at Ilf. per cwt. for fair broken
pipe partly blocky, at 9f. 5s for damp partly blocky
pickings, partly ricey in fracture, and at Sf 15s for ordi-

nary dark pipe of ricey fracture and dull colour Good
bright picked pipe was bought in at 12f per cwt.

Nt;x Vomica remains very low in price, although holders
seem disposed to ask a little more money. A parcel of

120 packages small grey fair seed from Cochin was offered
today at 7s 6d per cwt. but there were no bids above
4s 6il per cwt. Another lot, from Bombay, was bought in

at 6s 6d per cwt.
Oils, (E.ssential).—Extremely quiet. At today’s auctions

only 3 cases Nutmeg oil (1893 import) sold without reserve
at Ijd to Ihl per oz. Another lot was bought in at
3d per oz. The following oils were among those bought
in. 13 ca.->cs Cinnamon at Gd to 9d per oz.

; 14 packages
Citronella at Is lUd to 2s 2d (for one lot Is 9d. per lb.

was refused).
I’ATCHOULi.—Nine bales very stalky leaves were bought

in at 4d per lb.

PIC'KING WITH A LOCAL APPLICATION.

In the Ceylon rainfall returns, the largest record
for 1804 seems to be that taken at Padupola which
aggregated 232'71 inches. I believe some I inches is

supposed to represent the rainfall in Sind, but Muri-
kandy (North-Central road, Ceylon) does not come
far behind in 1893, with its 11'2 inches I Ganot
mentions that the heaviest rainfall at any place on
the globe is on the Khasia Hills in Bengal, where
it is 600 in., of which .'fOO fall in 7 months. As re*

gards England, the driest place is said to be Lincoln
with a mean fall of 20 in., the wettest. Stye in Cum-
berland, with 165 inches.

In reply to an enquiry made by the Governor of

Barbadoes as to what efforts had been made to plant
economic plants other than sugar-cane, the Secre-
tary to the Barbadoes Agricultural Society in his

reply writes as follows :—During the present year
the subject of Tobacco and Grape cultivation was
brought piomiueutly forward with the result that a
Tobacco Process Association was formed : later the
Society, in furtherance of the scheme, were able to

distribute Tobacco Seed, Indigo Seed and Linseed,
to some forty pilanters : all of whom have promised
to plant small trial plots ranging from one quarter
of an acre to one acre, of one or other of these
seeds; but more especially Tobacco, and to report
results in due course.

The following from The Australian Tropiculturist
refers to coloured labour in New South Wales :

—
In the northern districts of New South Wales there
is a great outcry about ‘‘ an influ.x of coloured
labour.” 'The classes represented arc Hindoos, Afghans,
Cingalese, aud Chinese, who are, it is said, “ousting
white labourers from their legitimate sphere,” Some
of these aliens have even bought land, and are
trying to establish sugar growing on an extensive
scale. When employed by settlers the coloured folks

work for less per week than the whites. Many of

the Chinese have settled down as fruit-growers on
leased ground. Their plan is to lease an orchard
which is in a good state, and in a few years when
it is worked out the owners are left lamenting, and
“ John ” is missing.
The Barbadoes 'Ae/ricidlural G'rt.vef/c writes strongly

on the subject of “ petty thefts” (pnedial thefts)

and the leniency of the law in dealing with them,
guch condonation aud such paltry hnee as are
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usually imposed are not fair, it says to our strug-
gling proprietors overburdened as they are already with
a thousand expenses. Many estates are compelled
to employ two watchmen during the ripening season :

hundreds of able-bodied men are thus withdrawn
from productive labour annually and paid to play
hide and seek with wily thieves, who, if occasionally
caught, can readily afford to pay the one shilling
fine which magistrates usually exact, or without
much inconvenience endure imprisonment for
a few days. This kind of punishment un*
for unately casting no slur on the individual. We
protest against this leniency which demoralizes the
people forters evil habits, is an absolute wrong done
to proprietors and the struggling Industries &c., &c.
For one thing we are better off as regards magis-

trates here

!

Liquorice (an extract from the taproot of Gli/-
cyrrhizi f/la>>ra) is annually imported to England
to the extent of GOO tons : Damascus exports TIOO.OOO
worth. It is also imported from the West Indies
and Brazil.

Nelson’s /home. Comforts gives the following amus-
ing “black man’s recipe” for boiling rice:—Wash
him well, much wash in cold water, rice flour make
him stick, water boil all ready, very wash. Shove
him in

;
rice cau’t burn, water shake him too much.

Boil quarter of an hour or little more. Put one
rice in thumb and finger; if all rub away him
quite done. Put rice in colander, hot water run
away. Pour cup of cold water on him, put back in
saucepan, keep him covered near the fire, then rice
.all ready. Eat him un.”

PLANTING IN THE MATALE NORTH-
EAST DISTRICT.

A planter correspondent referring to a notice
of tea land for sale in the Matale North-East
district says ;

—

It looks like as if owners of old abandoned coffee
lands and forest too high for coffee in the olden
days, had begun to realize that now is the time to
sell seeing that lea is doing so well in this district.
When they knov that three of the smaller places
1st year gave 700, 600 and 500 lb. of made tea per
acre aud that the yield of the district has steadily
been increasing, they are wise to try aud sell their
old properties, and new-comers will be most heartily
welcomed.

Though it is an outlying district and far from
the madding crowd, it is" alter all within the pale of
civilization. It has its post office, dispensary and a
very able genial doctor who is anxiously looking
forward to ihe commencement of the new dispen-
sary with six or eight beds it is hoped for patients,
as the exi ting buildings are in anything but good re-
pair. The site most suitable for the new buildings
IS the old tennis court on Calloogahatenne estate,
being on the road side in a well sheltered hollow
and a plentiful supply of good water.

Taking the post office as the centre, the district is
seven miles only trom the beef shop in Battota, An
enterprising firm opened there recently, and as they
have made application to Government for a license
to sell liquor hy the bottle they hope to save their
customers Irom sending further tor their supplies.

Several estates do their own transporting to and
from Matale and transport rice and produce for their
ueighbeurs with the regularity of transport agency
firms specially established for the purpose. At
present ihe chief difficulty is not being aole to get
good straw at a reasonable price. R2 per 100 bundles—and very small ones they are—have been paid during
the past six weeks, and if the paddy field culti-
vators don t low'er their prices when the new crop
is harvested, Australia Avill have to bo applied for
compressed straw or feeding stuffs for cattle. Why
this scarcity ? Only once before during the past
seven years has straw been over one rupee per 100
buudels, but that was before the paddy tax was
abolished.
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Gomi-auati\ K N'ai.uk ok Kick, Wheat and
Potato as Nl'TKIENTS.—A correspondeiit writes:— I shall tliank you to let me know whether
rice, wheat, or potato, is more nonrishin" ?” The
order in nutrient value is (1) wdieat, (2) rice,

(3) i)otato. The last contains 7o per cent of water.

A Cinchona Manufactory in Java.—It ap-
pears, from a prospectus received by the Java
pode, that a quinine factory is really to be built
in Bandoeng. Idie ground has already been ac-
([uired, and permission obtained to build. The work
is to be done by Mr. H. J. van Prehn. C.s. ;

and
when the manufactory, estimated at a capacity
of 80,000 kilograms of quinine, is ready, it will

be taken over for /'250,000 (its cost is not stated)

by an anonymous company lloated with a capital

of /500,000, of which /300,000 will be first issued.

The cost of manufacturing is estimated at_/o b^r

a kilogram of quinine
;
and, as the planters will be

charged /6, there will be a prolit of /I.

There is a S.mai.l Coffee Plantation in

the Matang District, wdiich is said to be an
ideal one, ami the trees are the healthiest in

the State and bearing superbly. It is the jiroperty

of a Malay. On the Jebong Estate, too, some of

the plants, planted in March last, are said to be
already in blossom. It has been said that coffee

planting on low land is a mistake, and that the trees

soon wither away. The Pero/c Pioneer is given to

understand that the idea is erroneous, and that so

me trees planted in the Magistrate’s compound at

Parit Buntar, some lifteeu years ago, are still in

sple.ndid condition and bearin'^.—J/. J/foY, Jan. 2."i.

Coffee in India.—TheToju’s of India, referring

to the statistics of coffee cultivation which we
quoted yesterday, remarked :

—“The industry can
hardly be said to be a very flourishing one, for

despite a considerable increase in acreage in 1894,

the yield was only a little over thirty-five and
a-<iuarter million pounds, or hardlj' more than
that of the preceding year.” Nothing could be

more fallacious than this, says the Madrafi Mail,

for not only is the industiy more stable and
jtrosperous now than it ever has been before,

lint we very much doubt whether during any
one quinquennium since coffee was first taken

in hand by Europeans in Souihern India fifty-

five years ago, the average annual profits cal-

culated over thcwholc area of actual (uiltivation

have been so great as during the jiast five j'ears.

The Vanilla Genus.—At a meeting of theLin-

nean Society held on Dec. 19, Mr. II. A. llolfe

gave an abstract of a i)ai)or entitled ‘ A Kevision

of the Genus Vanilla,’ in which some 50 siteeies

were enumerateil 17 of which were new, though five

of them had been ])reviously confused with older

forms. The plants in this genus were describeil as

tall forest climbers, some of them leafless, found

almost throughout the troidcs, though generally

somewhat local in their distribution. Uf the s])ecies

described, 29 were American, 11 Asiatic, and 1"

,\frican. Six of the American species have aro-

matic fruits, and three of them are well-kiiown in

<a)mmerce, though only one of them, ]'nnilln plani-

folia (often confused with other s|)ecies), is largely

cultivated as an economic i)lant. Mr. Ilolfc gave

an account of the morphology and mode of fertili-

zation of the genus, its allinities and geographical

distribution, and an enumeration of the s])ccies with

descriptions As indicating a still imperfect know-

ledge of the genus, he remarked that it was even

now uncertain to what species the ]»eruvian ))lant

with aromatic fruits belonged which was noticed

by Humboldt more than eighty years ago. The
jtaper was illustrated by a series of carefully made

drawings.—Af/iegcgani, Jan- IL
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The Season in Maukas.

—

On Tuesday the Board
of llevenue telegraphed to the Government of India
for the week ending the 25th instant as follows:

—

“ No rain except scattered showers in parts of Viza-
gapatain. Irrigation supplies are adequate except
in the Southern districts. Some sowings are still

made in places. Standing crops are generally fair.

Harvests continue with generally a fair outturn.
Pasture and fodder are generally sufficient Cattle
is in good condition. Prices are falling in the Southern
districts, stationary elsewhere.”

—

M. Mail, Jan. 30.

The Wvna.vd.—Commenting on the article %ve

had recently, the Madras Mad .says:—We have
steadily advocated the cultivation of Lea here,

and some two years ago we took occasion to

point out that there was no need for Ce3don to

fear any extensions in the Wynaad, as, com-
parativel.y speaking, it was but a small district.

With reference to Mr. William Taylor’s remark
regarding the jiU of tea, it may be mentioned
that during the last two or three j'ears only
good pedigree seed has been used. There are
now in the Wymiad some 8U0 acres of j’oung tea,

from one to three years old, all of which are
planted uj) with bushes of an irreproachable
jut.

Society of Art.s (Indian Section).—Mr.
George Curzon, M.P.

,
was to jireside at the

opening meeting of the Indian Section of the
Society of Arts on Jan. 16, when Colonel II. G.
Woodthorpe, c. IJ. , lately on special duty in the
Mekong Valley, was to read a paper on “ The
Shan Hills ; tlieir Peoples and Products.” The
jjaper was to be illustnated by lantern views of

sketches made on the spot bj- Colonel Wood-
thorpe. Other i)apers will be read during the
Session as follows:—Sir James Lyall, G.c.i.E.,

on “ Punjab Irrigation”; Mr. J. H. Glass, c.i.E.,

Chief ‘Engineer, Public M’orks Department, Ben-
gal, on “ The Great Landslip at Gohna in

Gurhwal, and the measures adopted to prevent
serious loss of life”; Mr. Walter II. I.awrence,
I.C..S., C.I.E., on “ Kashmir : its Peo]>le and its

Products ”; Mr. C. Tripp (formerly of .Sumatra)
on “ The Tobacco Industry' of India and the
h’ar East ”: Mr. G. W. Christison, on “ Tea
Planting in the Darjeeling ”; and Captain Charles
llolleston on “ The Deserted City of Hampi.”
Sir Charles Crosthwaite, who was Lieut. -Governor
of the North-West Provinces when the Gohna
disaster occurred, will pre.side at the reading of

Mr. Glass’s iia))er.

The “ Indian Fouester” for December 1895 has
the following contents :—I. Original Articles and
Translations—Recruitment of Officers for the Indian
Forest Service, by C.G.R. Pruning Spicorraic Branches
of Oak, by ‘H H’ with translation; Is the Lantana
,a Friend or an F.neniy ?; II. Correspondence—Do-
minated Trees, letter from ('. P.. Fisher; P'lowering
of Strobilanthes, letter from .1. Ji. Ij IMcG; The word
‘ Siwalik' letters, from E. Me A. M. and iu. Rama Rao;
Ilow to Utilize Papilionaceous Plants, letter tromll-H.
The Patiala Western Siwaliks, letter from G S. Hart;
III. Official Papers and Intelligence—The Ileorgam-
zation of the Provincial and Imperial Services; Al-
teration of the Forest School llnlcs; D’Aroy’s Working
Phans’. TV. Reviews Manual of Forestry \'ol.

fll. k'orest Management by I >r. Sehlieh, ( '.T.E.; Th.'
‘Forester,’ an American Illustrated Forestry Ma^.-:ine;
Poorest Administration in Jeypore, in 1891; Forest
Administration in Jodhpore, in 1891-95. A']. Extracts,
Notes and (.Uieries—Manufacture of Camphor in
P’orniosa; Planting Shifting Sands on the Sea-Coast;
Holigarna and its Blistering Principles; The Indian
Forest Department and Cooper’s Hill. VII. Timber
and Produce Trade— Chnrcliill and Sim’s Circular,
November 1895; Market Rates for Produce; Average
Selling Rates in N.W.-P. in November 1895. VIlI.
Extracts from Official Gazettes. Appendix Series-
Agricultural Ledger—Acacia Catechu.
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THE THIRTY COMMITTEE.
Minutes of proceedings of a meet’iig of the “ Thirty

Cominittc” lield at Kandy on Wednesday, the 2i)th

January at half past twelve o’clock in the

afternoon.

Present :— Messrs. A. Melville White (Cliainnan)
;

A. 1‘liilip (Secretary)
;

.T. N. Campbell
;
W.D. Gibbon

;

F. G. A. Lace
;
U. S. Duff Tytler

;
F. M. Mackwood

;

ri. W. S. Sackvillo
;
A. E. Wright

;
Alex. F. Souter.

The notice calling the meeting was read..

The nrinutes of proc edings of a meeting of the
“ 'L'liiity Committee” held at Kandy on Saturday, the
lt)th November 18?ri, were submitted for confirmation.
Resolved :

—“ That they bo, and they aro hereby
confirmed.”
Read draft report.

Resolved:—“That the draft report, as submitted,
be adopted, subject to additions by the Chairman
as indicPvted by the Committee in the matter of

Expoi'ts to foreign countries Ac.”
Submitted letters fiom the Treasurer of the Colony

and from the National Bank of India, Limited.
Read letter from the Secretary, 'L’ho Ceylon

Association in Loudon, in regard to proposed Tea
Analyses.
Read letter from Messrs. Gow, Wilson A' Stanton

enclosing copy of a paragraph which appeared in the
“ Financial News,” and of their l oijly.

Read lettei- fi'mi Hr. .S. El.vood May.
Read letter from Messrs. W. Mackenzie and R.

Blechynden tolMr. S. Elwood May.
Read tetters from Messrs. G. K. Reid A Co.

Resolved :
—“ That they be ro'feiTcd to Qlr. Mackenzie.

Read letter from Mr. Edward S. Greece. Re-
solved:— “ That the letter be acknowledged with
thanks, and referred to Mr. Mackenzie.”
Read letter from the Secretary the Ceylon Chamber

of Coinnierce with letter from Messrs. Corbitt A
Mac Leary Company.
Read letters from Mr. S. Bierach. Resolved

:

—“ That the Committee, while fully apprecia-
ting Mr. Bierach’s services in pushing Cey-
lon Tea in rVtncrica, and thanking him for the
same feel bound to support the action of their

responsiole representative on the spot, to whom
they fully entrusted the management of their work
in America.”

uephesf.ntative in ajiekica.

Read lettei from the Chairman dated 19th No-
vember 1895 to Government asking the approval of

His Excellency the Governor to a further expenditure
of i'5,000 (six thousand pounds sterling) for the pur-

pose of advertising Ceylon Tea in the United Staves

by Mr. Mackenzie.
Read letter from the Colonial Secretary intimat-

ing that His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor has been
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council,

to approve of the proposed appropriation.

Read letters from Mr. Wm. Mackenzie to Mr.
White, dated respectively London, 1st November, 8th
November, lUth November, 29th November, 12th
December (2), 27th December 1895, :ird .Tanuary,

10th .January, 18915.

Read Mr. White’s letters to 1M)\ Mackenzie dated
19th November, 28th November, (5th December, Kith

December, 1895, January 2nd, January 14th, January
25th, 1896.

Submitted Newspaper cuttings, advertisements, and
other printed matter as received.

Read letter from the Manager National Bank of

India Limited, enclosing letter of credit No. 33/28

in favour of Mr. Macltcnzie per £2,000 sterling our
rent till 31st August, 189»5.

Read letter from the Manager National Bank of

India, Limited enclosing letter of credit No. 34/5 in

favour of Mr. Wm. Mackenzie per £2,000 current

till 31st December, 1896.

Read cablegrams despatched and received.

Read lei, ter dated 13th December, 1895 from Mr.
Wm. Mackenzie to the Secretary enclosing a state-

ment sh owing expenditure on behalf of the com-
mittee. Resolved That the Committee hereby
confinns the official and semi-official letters of the

Chairman that have passed since last meeting, also

cablegrams from the Secretary, and the action of

the Secretary in forwarding letter of credit No. 34/5
per £2.000 sterling on the 17th January.” Resolved
II:—“That the Secretary do obtain from the Bank
a fresh letter of credit for £2,000 being balance of

£6,000 sanctioned liy Government and forward same
to Mr. Mackenzie.” Resolved III :

—" That the
Chairman be auiliorised to obtain tlic approval
of Government to the expenditure of a further
sum of £3,000 sterling in the Uiiitcd States
of ^Vnierica on the lines laid down in the
letter of instructions to Mr Mackenzie dated 31st
May, 1893, already approved by Governor.”

SAMl’J.ES OF TEA.

Read correspondence with Messrs Charles Mack-
wood A Co. rogarding samples of Tea for Chicago
desired by a buyer there. Ilesolved :

—“ That in fur-

ther reply it be stated that ilic Thirty Committee
regrets that the te.a in question cannot bo supplied
as the boxes referred to w'ere complirrent vry paekagje,
the special marking of which cannot be repeated.”

CEYLON TEA IN CALIFOHNIA.

Read letter from the Agents of the C-ylon Tea Co.
Limited transmitting a sale of 26 chests shipped per
ss. “Darmstadt” with draft on the Bank of British
North America, Imndon for £51-7-8 in settlement.

CEYLON TEA IN 'CUE TIIANSVAAL.

Read letters from the Agents of the Ceylon Tea
Co., Limited, advising payment of R116'89 to Mr.'

Souter on account claim for duty charges A'c. on grant
for fi'oc distribution. »

CEYLON TEA IN lUISSIA.

Read letter frem Messrs. .John Tynd.ill A' Co. in-

viting attention to the accompanying letter from Mr.
Stew'art M. Anstruther at present in Russia. Re-
solved :

—“ That the letter be acknowledged, and in

reply that Messrs J. Tyndall A Co. be informed that
any assistance granted by the Committee must take
tlie from of advertisement of Ceylon Tea, and that
Mr. Anstruther be asked to furnish the Committee
with some information as to extent of his business,
and his proposals in greater detail, for future con-
sideration.”
Read letter from Mr. Wm. Martin Leake advising

Draft for R1311G1 equivalent of £250 at Is 129-32d per
Rupee for remittance to Mr. Rogivue of Moscow.
Read letter from the National Bank of India, Limi-

ted. Resolved :
—“ That Mr. Rogivue be asked

to furnish the “Thirty Committee” with a
memo : of the quantity of Tea that has been
imporled into Russia through his agency in 1894
which will be considered contideutial together with
full particulars as to expenditure under the grant of

£1,000 (one thousand pounds sterling) now being dis-

bursed.
CEYLON TEA IN SMYRNA.

Read letter from Mr. G, A. Marinitsch. Resolved:

—

“ That consideration be postponed.”
Laid on the table sketch abstract of the Ceylon

Tea (New Markets) Fund account as from July to
31st December 1895.

The “ Thirty Committee” then adjourned.
A. Rnu.ip, Secy, to the “Thirty Committee.’’

' -
-V?-

• '

THE IMPERIAL TEA ESTATES COMPANY.
We learn tluit Mr. W. Megginson, acting on

beli.'ilf of the Imperial Ceylcn Tea Estate.s Coin-
pan}', Limited, has just concluded the purchase of
St. N’igeans and Friedland estate.s in the Roga-
wantalawa district. The liret consksts of 18o acre.s

all in tea in bearing, and the latter of 165 acre.s

of wliicli 163 acre.s are in tea all in liearing ex-
cejit about 2 or 3 acres. Each estate has its own
factory fully eqnijiped with abundant water jiower
to drive all iiiacbinery. The price jiaid for these
two estates is, we learn, .£18,800 sterling or under
.£54 sterling ]>er acre wliicb is a very moderate
price iiuU'ed for such line properties situate in
one of the most favorite districts in the island.
The new’ issue of shares in the Company to nay
for these properties ha,s all been fully subscribed,
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tea cultivation in MAURITIUS.
{Translated for the “‘Ccjilon Observer'^ from the

“ Itcv^ie Agricole ” for Dec. 1895.)
The cultivation of tea in Mauritius has during the

years extended somewhat
;
and in view

ot the results already obtained and the promises

11
^ future it deserves in spite of the

small acreage actually devoted to it, to engage at-
tention. The quality of the product obtained and
the yield of marketable tea from the whole of the
surface planted are of such a nature, so far, as to
encourage the creole to devote himself thereto more
thoroughly, especially if he considers that there are
vast tracts of land which on account of their situa-
tion and climate, are little suited for sugarcane, as
experience teaches daily. On the other hand, accord-
ing to a very just theory, the danger is constantly
being accentuated of having only one string to our
how, of cultivating only one product; and we dangle
before our own eyes the spectre of bankruptcy, ask-
ing ourselves with anguish what would become of
ns if, at the end of a crisis which we dread more
and more, which every year increasingly preoccupies
the mind, and which will issue from that for-
midable coalition in which all the nations of the
world have united to play at the game of who shall
produce the most sugar and at the cheapest rate,
we were obliged to abandon our single industry and
our single culture.
The agriculture, industry and commerce of a country

are not transformed in one day : time is needed,
and a gradual change

; so that, if such an eventu-
ality ever presented itself, we should without doubt
he close on ruin. “The Mauritians,” a stranger has
said in writing of us, “ have put all their eggs in
one basket.” We may add that we live in constant
fear of seeing the basket on the ground. Now if,

under these conditions, we have localities that
easily lend themselves to another cultivation beside
and even on the toj) of that of sugarcane, and if,

passing from theory to practice, we have found it

i(unnnerative, let us engage in it seriously and do
not let us allow such a splendid opportucity of aug-
menting our resources to pass.
This has been the case very fortunately

;
and since

the impulse was given, since the first plantation was
made, we have seen others spring up in various
places. But, after all, what does it amount to ! By a
careful computation we shall arrive at the very
utmost at three hundred acres of tea in the whole
colony. This is little indeed

;
only it must not be

forgotten that it is a cultivation which is only in its

early days, dating from a few years back, and that
many of the existing plantations are not even in
full production, so that it has not yet been found
possible to establish in a very rigorous fashion the
average yield per acre, although it is very good, as
we said at the commencement. The example set by
the first is being increasingly followed by others, so
that the future in store for tea in Mauritius seems
brilliant and allows of great hopes being entertained.
In 1894 the imports of tea into Mauritius amounted

to :

—

.344 kilos from England
8,824 ,, from Ceylon

21,697 ,, from India
8,490 ,, from Hongkong
5,616 „ from Singapore
10,290 ,, from China

1 ,, from France
making a total of 53,262 kilos of a value of R47,2.32.
On examining the figures it will be seen at once

that if the local plantations do not yet suffice to
supply the consumption of the country they will not
long delay. At present they are all young, and often
enough one finds in the same plantation trees of
different ages, so that, not only is the return not yet
what it should be, but there reigns a certain uncer-
tainty even witli regard to what it actually may be.
Nevertheless, on the Experimental Farm of Curepipe,
where Government has had about a scoi-e of acres
planted, five or six of which are of older date and extend
back to eight years, tlioro has this year been produced
6,000 pounds of tea, which makes the average yield

per acre work out at .300 pounds,—average yield, we
say, because those plants that, being older than the

others, are now in full bearing produced, per acre of

cultivated surface, a quantity of marketable tea very

much greater, and close on 600 pounds per acre.

Now, at 300 pounds the acre’ 300 acres would pro-

duce 90,000 pounds of tea per annum: that is to say,

a quantity about equal to our consumption. Thus
we may legitimately hope that we shall soon no longer
be indebted to India and China for this article of

consumption. But, much better, the Colony night
even export some; and the really superior quality of

the product would seem to assure for it an easy
sale

;
for we have not forgotten the news, communi-

cated to the public at the time and published by
ourselves, that the tea from Chamarel, tasted in London
by experts, had been properly appreciated.
The yield of 300 pounds per acre is a normal one

;

and from what we have said above of the almost
double yield from a fraction of the plantation of the
Experimental Farm (the only plantation, we think,

of all that exist in the Colony, which has reached
the age of 7 or 8 years), the planter may reasonably
reckon upon it as an average

; and it is certain that
with an average revenue of at least R300 the acre he
can cover expenses which are not more, after the
cost of the first opening has been met, than expenses
of upkeep.

In India a plantation is in full bearing at the age
of six years. The first plucking is made after the
third year, and then produces from 75 to 100 pounds
of made tea the acre

;
but the production increases

rapidly from year to year, and remains at about 2.50

pounds when cultivation has become regular and
has attained its apogee. This yield is exceeded in

Natal, and even considerably in certain cases, as it

may amount to 600 or 700 pounds the acre
;

but
these last figures are exceptional, and the quantity
of made tea oscillates around 300 pounds—general
average of the 2,000 acres of land planted in that
colony. This is likewise the average yield of the
finest “gardens” in Ceylon.
The variety mostly cultivated in Mauritius is the

Assam Hybrid, which combines the qualities of the
“China tea” and the “Assam tea,” and for which
the humid climate of Curepipe and of the high-
lands of the Savanne and Chamarel is specially suit-

able. At the Experimental Farm there has also been
planted the “ China tea,” but in small quantity, and
it is intended to abandon it entirely. The plants
are separated by from 3J to 4 feet every way. The
pruning is done in July-August, and the

|
lucking

commences in September-October to terminate in

June. The care exercised in plucking and the pre-
caution of putting on one side the “ tips” and more
or less tender leaves allow, as is known, of the
preparation of teas of various qualities, which are in

order ot merit and of fineness l^ekoe, Pekoe Sonchoiiff,

Souehong and Congou. The yield in made tea is

shout 25 per cent in weight of the freshly gathered
leaves. With regard to the preparation it lasts two
days and comprises the following phases :

—

1st, the
partial desiccation of the leaves

;
2 nd, the rolling ;

3rd, the fermentation
;
and 4th, the tiring. The

length of the fermentation, varying according to cir-

comstances, is about an hour and a half to two
hours, which only experience teaches to fix. It is

during this phase of the preparation that the per-
fume, due probably to a kind of oxidation, is de-
veloped and accentuated. Finally the “ tired” tea
is tasted and classed according to quality.

Such is as nearly as possible the actual state of

the new industry in our midst. We shall try to
procure more complete and circumstantial informa-
tion, which we shall in turn communicate to our
readers.

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
Tuesday Evening, .Ian. 16, 1896.

Since the reopening of business after Christinas
there has been a resumption of investment buying,
and prices keep steady.

The Financial Times, in its last Frida’s issue,

published a leading article on Indian Tea Companies
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in 1895, and makes some very pertinent remarks re-

garding the importance of adjusting the par values

of capital to actual market values, and it quotes the

case of Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co., which com-

pany has lately followed this course with great advan-

tage to its shareholders.

Fuesh Issues.—The directors of the British Assam

Co., we learn, acting under the powers coulerred on

them by the “ Article,” have issued 323 new Ordinary

shares of £10 each (£3,230). They also announce an

issue of £15,000 of 6 per cent. Cumulative Prefer-

ence shares of £10 each in substitution of that

amount of the 6 per cent. Debentures which fall to

be paid off next month.

Mincing L.\ne though quiet keeps very steady, with

Indian Teas rather firmer at the close.

Ceylon Shares.—C. T. P. Co. Ordinary are wanted

at 24i upwards, but holders ask 25 the Prets aie

inquired for but not more than 16 to possibly

16i would be given for them.

Ceylon and Oriental Estates Ordinary shares aie

in inquiry, and par value might be paid for £3 paid

shares.

Eastern Produce and Estates Co. s Ordinary £5

shares are also wanted at or near 44, with holders,

however, asking more money.

Lanka Plantations are also inquire for.

New Bimbula B’s are said to have changed hands

as high as £17.

Oriental Estates Debentures (Six per Cents.) ai;^e

being asked for, but they are not at present avail-

able .—Iloine and Colonial Mail.

THE AVYNAAD PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.

From the annual report we take the follow-

ing :

—

I said in my last annual report that the coming

years would be most important ones in the
j

of Wynaad and this prophecy is now being fulfalled.

The tea industry is developing slowly but steadily.

The results of the sales of the first shipments of

tea have just been received and give average of 9d

and 9id per lb., which though not so good as Assam

and not so good as w’e were led to expect, from

valuatidns of samples, still leaves the ample margin

of at least 4d per lb. profit, which in conjunction

with the fact that the yields off the young acreages

have been abnormally large, should lead to the more

rapid planting up of land. We have lately seen a

great deal written in the papers about our Wynaad and

all in praise of it with the exception of what appeared

in the columns of a paper purporting to be written

by planters for planters, and we may trust that

this is merely the friendly rivalry of brother

planters less favourably situated. At any rate

the district has lately been visited by enterprising

planters from Ceylon many of whom I am glad to

he&r are going to settle here. But I sincerely trust

that the advantages of the situation will not be left

entirely with them; and that the scheme so often

advocated by this Association of small acreages under

different proprietors with central factories may at last

be put into force, and that the old residents may
share with the new comers in the prosperity that

is to come. Anyhow, those of us who are fortunate

enough to hold reserves of land may congratulate

themselves on its greatly increased value.

Arabian coffeenotwithstanding the continued ravages

of leaf disease continues to give handsome profits in

certain parts of the district ;
and it remains to be

seen what will result from the large acreages of

Liberian which will shortly come into bearing. In

conclusion, gentlemen. I beg to lay the accounts on

the table and my resignation in your hands. It is

with very true and genuine regret that I resign this

office which I have now held off and on for ten years,

and I thank you all most sincerely for the friendly

support and sympathy which yon have always

accorded to me and without which my work would

have been a toil to niyeelf and o£ uo avail to the

4iitricti

THE OUTLOOK b'OR CITRONELLA OIL.

The present position of oil of citronella is a very
strong one, especially as it is baaed on natural
rather than artificial conditions, AVe reviewed the
situation in our issue of July 22nd, 1895. as it then
existed, and predicted higher prices, which have since
been realized. The general price in single drums is
about fifty cents, and dealers are buyers up to forty-
five cents. In fact, some purchases have been made
at this price. The present level of values would have
been reached ere this had everybody interested in
the article allowed the market to take its course
but some dealers had made contracts at low prices'
without having entirely covered thier wants, ‘hence
they were desirous of preventing any advance un-
til they had secured themselves against loss, it if was
possible for them to do so. It is safe to say that with
the price at twenty-five cents per pound, which it was
a year ago, and which had been the average price for
several years,dealersgenerally were not belivers in higher
prices. Even when the price commenced to advance
later on, many were loath to believe in the perma-
nency of values. Some dealers, however, purchased
liberally in Ceylon, as they were persuaded, from the
information in their possession, that the advance was
warranted by conditions existing at the source of supply.
As the market continued its upward movement they
again bought liberally, and subsequent events have
proved the soundness of their judgment. It appeurs
that there was serious damage to the grass by
drought, hence a short yield was the result. There
is, and it is held at high prices, and is only avail-
able for January-March or JanuaVy-July shipment,
at the option of the seller. The price quoted is equi-
valent to about fifty cents per pound, cost and
freight New York. The stock in the various consum-
ing markets is also light, and London has more than
once been a buyer here since last Spring, at high
prices, but the goods were not obtainable, except in
one instance last May, when a small quantity was
exported.

It is very evident that at twenty-five cents pet
pound, the Sinhalese are satisfied to produce oil.

As we have stated, this was the average price for
several years. Under it the demand increased enor-
mously during the year fiom July 1st, 1894, to June
30th, 1895. The imports into the United States for
the last six years were as follows :

—

July 1st to June 30th Pounds.
1889-90 174,4.57
1890-91 355,735
1891-92 477,623
1892-93 411,151
1893-94 274,279
1894-95 743,663

Leniongrass oil is included in these figui'es, except
the last year, but the imports of this variety have
been light.

Consumers will doubtless continue to use oil of
citronella, inasmuch as they would run considerable
risk in changing the odor of their products, parti-
cularly of soaps. As a little oil goes a long way in
perfuming, they will scarcely feel the enhanced cost
of the oil.— Oil, Painl and Jjrug Reporter, Jan. 6.

-«i

THE NEW YORK OIL MARKET IN 1885.

COCONUT OILS.

The year was ushered in by an exceedingly light
demand for both Ceylon and Cochin oils, and values
denoted weakness despite the favorable statistical
situation. This was induced principally by the de-
pression in the price of tallow and other competing
articles, supplemented by the fear widely enter-
tained that a large stock of Ceylon oil held here
for advance made to a local dealer who had recently
failed would be thrown upon the market. It was
generally thought that until the status of this oil was
definitely defined its influence would be detrimental to
the stability of prices, and, accordingly, operators
became rather timid and business dragged along in a
perfunctory manner, with only slight variations iq
quotations throughout the earlier months of fhe
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The raugc on Ceylon the lirst week in January was
r)L^(5ic., and excepting a few unimportant changes
from time to time these figures represented sub-
stantially the market value during the entire year.

Cochin opened at which which was sustained
with considerable steadiness for several months, but
about the middle of June free arrivals brought
about an easier feeling, and quotations fell

to c., and by the first of August the price

for spot parcels declined to 53@5.J c. 1 he require-

ments of consumption having reduced the local sup-

ply of Ceylon oil quite mateiially, prices rebounded
during the latter part of September and again reached

5^(£'5i c., and there remained for some time. Mean-
wiiile the market acquired increased strength, due to

an improvement in the demand, and this was greatly

promoted in November, when several prominent

local houses secured control of the bulk of the

Ceylon oil in New York. Immediately quoaitions

were marked up toGatbJe., and this was the range

for several weeks. December was a quiet month,

and while the general situation was lairly strong,

buyers were inditfereut, and near the close of tlie

year sellers receded to at tic. Ceylon oil was ma-

terially strengthened in the la ter part of October by

the absorption of the bankrupt stock referred to above.

The bankers who held it as security fora debt due

by the insolvent owner, sold the oil to a syndicate of

local dealers and this relieved the market of a long-

standing menace. Values became tinner, and, as the

arrivals had become less voluminous with the ap-

porach of Winter, the general situation presented a

very favorable aspect. The year closed with Cey lon

oil quotable at 5| at 5ic., and the consumption during

the period under review reached a full average.— U., I’,

d Drug liegorter, Jan. 0.

^
tin chests FOR CEYLON TEA.

Mid-England, Dec. 18,

NEW MAttKETS FOR THE WELSH TIX PL.ATE JIAKEUS.

The important proposal among the Welsh tin plate

mikers for seeking new markets for their product,

now that the American trade is virtully lost to them,

is gradually assuming a more definite form. The

Bigriificant meeting ot the trade, which I last week

alvised was intended, was held yesterday m Swau-

8°a and it is alleged that the attendance numbered

sornething like 70 makers. Particular emphasis was

laid on the proposal that steps should be taken to

encourage the movement for the packing of tea in

tin chests. It was explained that the idea was

that the makers should start a sort of limited

liability company, and provide capital by fixing a

certain' contribution per mill-say a matter of T 10
,

which for the 500 mills would realize .to,000. With

t lis money “ they could send commissioners to our

c Tonies and other places; the could wait on the

viceroys, governors and consuls, and try to get the

advantages and uses of tin plates prominently put

before the merclmiits of the various towns and cities

they visited.”

the I’.VCKIXG or TEA IX IIX CHESTS

was considered by the meeting to be important, but

it was not I understand thought that any demand

that might be created would be sunicieiit of itself to

nut the trade in a sound position, and olluW new

sources of use would therefore have to be looked for

ns well lesolulion "as iiroposcd that a com-

mission should be appointed, several speeclies

bein- delivered in support of the suggestion,

„r,i“Hnallv it was resolved that a committee

£uld be elected to consider the question. Thecom-

is an iiiflucnt al one, representing all the tin

ie dislrkts of South Wales., Einally, with the

dea of attempting to get unanimity, every marker

fresenl was asked to pledge l.miseli in support, and

}t 1s alleged that all replied in the aliumative but

for this statement there is nothing at present but

“official” authority.

WILL THE COMMISSION SCHEME EE CAIUUEE OUT?

The commission proposal, so far as it is fore-

»hadowe(l in the terms given above as expressed

at the meeting, seems a somewhat Quixotic one, par-

ticularly as regards the class of people to be ap-

proached. Indeed, the phvasology under this head
reads more like a Christmas story told to an eager
throng of gaping chi dron in merry-making attire

than a serious business suggestion. I should not be

sluprised if the committee when they come lo de-

tails will find a good deal of division among their

ranks which may result in nothing being dona after

all, The Welsh tin plate manufacturers are histori-

cally slow to move, and exceedingly warning in

anything approaching cohesion. 8 cill we shall see

what we shall see, and meanwhile the Welsh posi-

tion is being regarded by the other metalliforons
industries of the counlry with a goo.i deal of curio-

sity mingled with a le.sser amount of expectation.
EUHTHEK I.XFOHMATTON CX TIN PLATE TEA CHESTS

i« forthcoming this waek in an interview which a
Welsh correspondent has had with Mr. Fiank
Kandoll in reference lo objections which have
been rai.sed in the grocery trade that the fact

of the tin being hermetically sealed would destroy
the tea. It is pointed out that if experts decide
against the box being hermetically sealed the chests
can be so made as to provide the required ventilation.

In point of fact the tea, even in the inside lead cases
of the chests now chiefly in vogue, is hermetically
sealed. In his opinion such conditions of packing
were a safe guarantee against mildew. It was an
admitted fact that 2 per cent of the metal chests in

which tea was brought over were approved of

by the planters and traders, and there was no
reason why, iu the inteicst of the South Wales tin

plate trade, they should not endeavour to capture
the remaining 98 per cent.

GETTING HOED OF THE CEYLON THAHE.
It is stated that an official of the government

railways in Ceylon waited u|)ou Mr. W. H. Ijudfoid,
the district manager of the Great Western railway at
Llanelly a day or two ago and asked to he sup-
plied with full particulars of the new method of tea
packing. This official is reported to have said that
as the indnsiry of tea planting was so rapidly grow-
ing in Ceylon, the matter of adoption new methods
of packing was of lir.it imp uTance, especially in view
of the fact that the present wooden boxes weie open
to BO grave an objection through being smashed in

transit. “He con-idered, therefore, that there was a
great future for metal chests .”—Americuu Mauufuc-
turer, Jan. 8 .

More Tea Comi’ANies.—The talk all over business
places is regarding the tonnation of Tea Companies.
We learn that several of these are to be floated
shortly, and the news now coinca delinilcly to ns
that two Companies are to be formed in the Kelani
Valley, ere long. Nrgotiai ions are in tiain for the
purpose of forming Jjyiidhuist and Mapitigama es-

tates in Avisawclla into one company. The former
belongs to Mr. J. K. Hell and Miss Hell, when an acre-

age of 2o2, out which 238 are fully planted with
tea, and 2 acres in cardamoms. Mapitigama is ad-
jacent to Lyiidlmrst and belongs to a well-known
planter upconntry. The acreage of this estate is not
as large as the former and only 100 is in tea. An-
other estate, also in the Kelani Valley, is to be
floated into a company shortly. The revenue will

no doubt benefit materially by the present boom in

shares, as the stamps on the documents connected
with the formation of new companies must also aggre-
gate to something handsome.—Local “Examiner,’
Feb. 1st.

The Best Soaps for 'W^arm Climates are
CAIA'EllT’S TOII.FT .S(.)A1> (Od. Tublel.s) ami

PKICKLV-HKA'I' S(>AI’(()d. ami 1«. bars), ],loa-

.saiitly peifnmed, fui Hath or Toilet containing

10 per cent, of I’ure Carhulic. \ cry .sci viceahlc

a.S proven lives of Fiicklyheat ami other skin

i rittttiuii. Wold at Ciicinists, iSLuics, Re.

F- C- CALVERT & C0 >
Manciiester,
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CKYJ.ON i.ANJ) AND ITtODTCL COMPANY.
(lENEUAI, W EETINU

.

At the 11th animal general meeting of the share-

holders of the Ceylon Land and Produce Coinpany,
Limited, held at the offices of the Company, Loaden-
hn.ll House, 101, Leadenhall Street, on Friday, the
17th of Jiinuary, 1890. at 2 p.m., in the absence of

the Chairman, Mr. Jas. Wilson, Mr W. Keiller, of

the firm of Jas. Keiller and Son, Dundee- and London
presided, and made the following remarks :—

•

uEsur/rs of the yeak's wokk.
1 am Sony that our worthy Chairman is not

with us today. It is against ins wish and against
his person:*! convenience, as you may well under-
stand, that he has been compelled to stay in

Ceylon for over a year
;
but his sense of duty to

the shareholders of this Company compels him
tr sacrifice these feelings to the common good
of all of us, and I lor one gladly add my feeiitig

of appreciation of the self-denial exercised by him,
and I am sure the shareholders will agree with me.
Your directors are pleased to lay before you such
a cheerful state of things as is depicted in the
report which has as usiral been sent to every share-
holder, and which I presume may be taken as

read. It has been our good fortune during the
year under review to harvest the largest crop
of cocoa that has been handled since this Com-
pany has been in existence, viz., 2,830 cw'ts. The
season most closely approaching this record was
in 1892-93, when the intake was 2,200 cwts. The
very large drop in prices has, however, been a
source of regret when it is remembered that in

the season 1892-93 the net prices for the crop,
which is practically all sold in this country, was
90s lid, as comjrared with 52s 9d, which was last

year’s net. The drop has been most severe and
perhaps is more maiked when I tell you that in

February, 1893, we sold cocoa Nos. 1 and 2 bulked
together that grossed 130s 9d, and that during the
past season equally good cocoa has been quitted at

one-h If the price. It is satisfactory, though, to add
that whilst this drop eats very considerably into our
proli;, it by no means wipes it out, and that at

F
resent prices a moderate crop will give us a very
lir return. As an offset against the drop in cocoa

values an increase in lea j^rices has to be recorded
for, whilst in 93 94 we realized 6;id, net lor our teas,

in 94-95 we got 7 34d. Perhaps, it will be interesting

compiled by the Secretary
Rate of Ex. Net.

A
Cents.

16
U

.

9T0 48-61

l;4i 7-81 46-63

P3 7'7U 51-33

1 2i 6-77 46 '68

1 14 7-34 55'40
the better prices obtained a gre

Year.

90—91
91—92
92—93
93—94
94—95

quantity of tea was auctioned, and I may ndd that
all our teas are sold in this market. Since June tea
his been Hushing well at New Peradeniya, and w'e
are ahead compared with same date last year, whilst
from our other places we have good reports. We
have under tea and in bearing 1,555^ acres, spread
over various districts, and they have produced 385 lb
per acre, ranging from 280 1b. at Rickarton to 535 lb.

at New Peradeniya. We have in addition 286g acres of
young tea, which will in a comparatively short time be
making returns. Turning to coffee and cocoa, and in-

cluding coconuts, we have 1,137 acres in bearing, and,
beyond that, vve have 410 acres planted during
the psst two-and-a-half years. This is an asset
of growing value, and, in the course of time, the
crops obtained will very sensibly increase our total

revenue. The Directors think they are much indebt-
ed to their Chairman, forthey feel itis due to his initia-

tive that such a large area as nearly six hundred acres
have been added to the Companv’s planted property^
a vital point to bear in mind being that the total

value of of our properties, according to the Balance
Sheet for year ending, June 30th, 1893, was .t'96,958,

whilst the figures before you indicate the book value
as i95,667. in other words, whilst nearly 600 acres

have been cleared and planted in this period, the

capital according to the books has been reduced by
61,291. These figures speak ft r themselves I think;
so that, not wdtbstanding the fall of exchange, the
Directors are confident that our assets are in the total
fully worth wliat they are enteiedatin the Company’s
books.^ Indeed, in view of the very high price®
ihat nave lately been paid for Ceylon tea pro*
perty, perhaps w-e err on the side of caution in
this matter

;
but, if that is so, then the difference

between the book figures and the ideas of value
that different people may put upon our proper-
Les con.stitutes an invisible reserve fund, which
1'^ Lself should gratify each individual share-
holders. Taking the acreage presently in bearing
1,5.56 Tea \ and dividing that into the book capi-
1,137 Cocoa I tal it works out a trifle over .£35 per

i-acre, but, including the whole of our
2,693 A.cres

|

planted acreage 3,395 acres, the re-
I suit is A-28 per acre. With regard to

the New Clearings, the Directors are very satisfied
with the planting on Slrathisla over 220 acres be-
ing brought into eu tivation within the last tw'O
years. The largest portion is under cocoa, but
we have also planted both .^Wabian and Liberian
coffee and tea. Mr. Wilson says this place is do-
ing very well, and speaks hopefully of the future.
I will now refer to the Balance Sheet, comparing
it with last year’s figures. Our issued capital stands
at the same figure, £47,950. Debentures issued are
almost the same indicating an increase of £450. The
mortgage account which last year amounted to
£2,.500 has now entirely disappeared from our Balance
Sheet. The relative deeds are -in our hands, and
thus the mortgage deed for £15,000, which formed a
first charge on North Matale and Alloowibarie. has
been cancelled, materially increasing the value of the
Debenture-holders, security

;
this security being re-

presented by assets wortFover £100,000, and uncalled
capital £28,800. The deposits also indicate a small
increase, about ,£280. Sundry creditors show a larger
increase, viz., £3,300. Acceptance account shows a
welcome diminution, viz., £5,500, whilst the balances
due to Superintendents in Ceylon indicate an increase
of £750. it will also be observed that the over-
draft of £6,2,50 in last Balance Sheet has now been
discharged. Our liabilities are thus reduced
from £66,200 to £56,700, using round figures, a differ-
ence of £9,.500. Turniiig to the other side of the
account our estates capital account stands at much
the same as last year. Produce in course of realiza-
tion marks an increase, whilst the Estimated Produce
account show's a reduction. Cash is in pleasing con-
trast to last year’s report, whilst the Sundry Debtor’s
account has been reduced from £13,795 to £4,909.
This speaks for itself. Coast advances are an in-
creasing. item. We will now pass on to the Profit
and Loss account. The crop expenditure is somewhat
in excess of that for last year. Interest remains at
much the sanie figure. The main point of interest
on the credit side of the account is the produce
account, the total of wdiich amounts to £35,500
roundly, we against £28, ,300 last year, an increase of
£7,200. A vole of thanks was proposed to the Chair-
man and duly seconded, and which was unanimously
carried, for the able way he had connected the
business of the meeting, and his lucid remarks w th
reference to the company’s repor and prospects.

Mr. Keiller, in returning thanks, said, “ I feel
that we ought not to separate today without re-
cording our deep sense of indebtedness to our
worthy Chairman and Managing Director, Mr. W’ilsou
for the exceptional services he has rendered
to the company during the past year

; only
those vyho know all the circumstances connected
with Mr. Wilson’s long stay in Cevlon can have any
Idea of the amount of worry he has had to endure
^^d I considei the ability and devotion he has given
to the company's affairs generally while in Ceylon to
be beyond all praise, and I do not not think there
can be the slightest doubt hut that his long sojourn
in the Island lias been of immense benefit to thecompany in every way. I would beg therefore to

S";®. vote of thanks to
Ml. vVilsoa for his exceptional and able servicee
during the past yeaVi
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INDIAN TEA SALES.

(F7-OIII Watson, Sibtho7-p d: Co.'s Tea Report,)

Calcutta, Jau. 29th, 1896.

There was a good general demand in the sales
held on the 22nd instant. Medium pekoes and pekoe
souchongs were in strong demand for the Bombay
side and the buyers secured about 4,500 chests at
prices fully an anna per lb. over current London
rates

;
other descriptions sold irregularly, the general

tendency being upwards. 13,649 packages changed
hands.

The average price of the 13,649 packages sold is

As. 6-3 or about 7d per lb. as compared with 11,062

packages sold on the 24th January 1895 at As. 9-0

or about 8Jd per lb. and 10,665 packages sold

no the 25th January 1894 at As. 6-0 or about 7d
per lb.

The Exports from 1st May to 27th January from
here to Great Britain are 116,499,373 lb. as com-
pared with 111,965,670 lb. at the corresponding period
last season and 109,122,618 lb. in 1893.

Note.—Last sale’s average was As. 6-6 or about

7^ per lb.

Exchange.—Document bills, 6 months’ sight, Is

2 5-32d

Freight.—Steamer—£1-12-6 per ton of 50 c. ft.

THE MOCHA TEA COMPANY OF
CEYLON LIMITED.

Interim report for the half-year ending 31st

December, 1895.

The Directors have the pleasure to inform the
Shareholders that during the period under review
both of the estates have made considerably more
tea than in the corresponding months of 1894. The
total quantity made on both estates has been
145,247 lb. tbe increase on Mocha being 6,782 lb. and
on Glentilt 8,147 lb. The result of the half year’s

working enables the Directors to declare an Interim
Dividend of 8% as was done last year, and after allow-

ing for Depreciation to carry forward R5,035‘71. The
Dividend Warrants are posted herewilh. The Com-
pany’s Visiting Agent reports very favourably on the
condition and prospects of both Mocha and Glentilt,

and there is every probability of the estimated crop

being fully secured. Mr. Maclure has resumed the

superintendence of Mocha after eight months’ leave,

and Mr. Tench goes on furlough from 1st instant

;

Mr. Sevier, who has lately been in charge of Mocha,
looking after Glentilt during his absence. The
Directors are taking steps to increase the withering
accommodation on Glentilt, which, they trust, will

result in better prices being obtained for the tea from
that estate.—H. Bois, J. N. Campbell, W. Moir,

Directors.

THE TEA MARKET.
Rules lirm with a fairly extensive business, tlie

modeiate range of prices inducing tlie triule to

replenish stocks. Indian season is on the wane,

but Ceylon shipments now commence on a large

scale to keep the market well supplied. The
total yield from all sources is not likely to be in

excess of the requirements, tlie increase in the

use of tea to all parts of the world showing

satisfactory progress. —Z. d- G. Express, J&u. 17.

nCACMPQQ describing a really

ULArnLuOi genuine Cure for Deafness,

Ringing in Kars, A’c. ,
no matter how severe or long-

taniling, wdll he sent post free.

—

Artificial Ear-,

srums and similar a]ipliaiices entirely superseded.

Address THOMAS KEMl’E, ViCToui.t Cuam-

BEEs, 19, Southampton Buildings, Holborn
j

lyONDON.

INDIAN TEA SALES.

(From William Moi'an A: Go's MarKet Report-)

Calcutta, Jau. 29th, 1896.

TEA.—On the 22nd iust., 14,200 packages were
sold. There was again a large percentage of com-
mon Red leaf tea, for which there was not much
demand, but the few desirable liquoring kinds offered,

were well competed for, and occasionally showed a

slight advance on previous rates. Teas suitable for

Central Asia were again much wanted, and were
rather dearer.

TOTAL QUANTITY OF TEA PASSED THROUGH CALCUTTA

FROM 1st APRIL TO 27TH JAN.

1895-96. 1894-95. 1893-94.

Great Britain 116,743,240 111,563,871 109,678,128

Foreign Europe 275,085 240,144 440,191

America 1,073,664 555,870 313,971

Asia 4,377,731 3,622,443 2,569,735

Australia 6,482,923 4,745,216 5,498,563

128,952,643 120,727 544 118,500,588

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Tea Cultivation in Mauritius.—On page
563 will be found a translation of an article

on the above subject which api>eared in a recent
issue of the Mauritius Revue Agricole. It will

be seen from this that there is a prospect of tea
cultivation being taken up on a large scale in the
sugar island in the immediate future, tea being
])roduced for export as well as for local supply.
We shall look with interest for the outcome of

this movement in our sister colony.

Burma R.^ce-Crop Prospects, 1895-96.—From a Sum-
mary of the District Officers’ reports on the rioe-

crop prospects on the 31st December, 1895, in the 14
chief rice-producing districts of Lower Burma, we
learn that the area under paddy cultivation is now
reported as 4,975,555 acres or 7,1.38 acres more than
the area reported last month. Akyab, Hautha-
waddy, Thongwa, Basseiu, Amherst, Touugoo and
Thatou show small increases, while Pegu and Prome
show a small decrease : in the other districts the
estimated area under crop is unchanged. In Prome,
Thongwa, and Basseiu the crop is now estimated at

12, 16 and 12 annas respectively against 13, 17 and 14
annas as given last month, while in Amherst the es-

timate has been raised from 15 to 16 annas. The de-

crease in the estimate of the Bassein crop is due to

the failure of the later ripening showers. It is now
estimated that there will be available forexport 1,560,000

tons of cargo rice equivalent to 26,440,000 cwt. of

white rice/’

The “Thirty Committee.”—The minutes of

the last meeting of this Committee are given on
jiage 567. They are to a large extent a i)urely

formal record without details, but they show that

a good deal of business was transacted. With
regard to what is being done in America the
Committee, while of course fully appreciating the
services of Mr. Bieracli, could not do otherwise
than loyally support Mr. Mackenzie’s action

as being that of their responsible rejiresentative.

A good deal of business refers to the linances in

connection with the American campaign, and
the approval of Government is rc([uired for the
expenditure of a further sum of £3,000 stg. in

the United State.s. The work of juishing the
sale of our stajde jiroduct in Russia is being
taken up liy Mr. .Stewart M. Anstruther who
is at ])resen’t in that country, but the Committee
are anxious to obtain information as to the ex-

tent of this business and his proposals before

yuomisiiij aosistauce in the sha^e of advertisgi

incnt,
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Batks, 2hmh

demand 1/2; 4

6 months

months’ sight 1/2 3-16
;

6

COCONUT.S.—Ordinary
do Selected 40'00 to 43'00

Coconut Oil.— 15 00 to 15‘12

Copra.—

M

arket steady ;

—

R35-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)— do do
per cwt do

sight 1/2 3-16; Docts. 3

COFF

r 3Por;s:b|h.i,w»

IlSing%.. lb 3& bXo Si»d and Dn.t, pe«

n“f s“ph.te of

Coconut OiL.-MiH.oil per cwt. Rl;> f _
NrS: Sctnu'toH rordinary packages f.o.b. per

Coconut Cake: (Poonac) f.o.b per ton, oo-

Cocoa -(Unpicked & undried) per cwt,-Bo quot,

Do f.o.b.

Coir Yarn.—Nos. 1

R46-50 to 47-00 per candy
44 -00 to 46 00 do
39 00 to 43 00 do
65-00 to 75 00 per ton
80-00 to 85-00 do
55-00 to 60-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do
1-25 to 1-50 do

KiTUL Fibre.

—

Quoted at R30'00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—Quoted nominally:—
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)

do Mixed R17-00 to 18'00 per cwt.

Indian do R7-00 to 9-00 do
Do Cleaned 10-00 to 14-00

Sapan Wood.—Quoted 60-00 to 70-00

Kerosene Oil—American 7-25 to 7-37

do Russian

Kalpitiya
^larawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.—quotations at
SatinWOOD.—cubic feet

Halmilla.— do

3-35 to 3-40

Kapok.—

C

leaned f. o.b :— 29-00 to 30-00

do Uncleaned
Croton Seed

Nux. Vnomica

per ton
Per case
per tin
(nominal)

6-00 to 6-50 (Scarce)
13-00 to 17 00 do
2-50 to 3-00 per cwt

do
I Kocalla per cwt. R7 to 1»

Cohside^ „ R6-00tol6.

Nos. 1 & 2;only f.o.b. 67 ic.-Sellers.

lb 68|c.—Sellers.
ton, R160 to 330.

Chips per ton.

Cinnamon.-
Ordinary Assortment, per

Plumbago ;—Large Lunips per

Ordinary Lumps per ton, ^1^0 to 290.

R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

RmE.-So&‘per b^g,S.5 to

Peg„..dOalc»tt^
Coast Calunda per

Muttusamba per bushel, R3-10 to

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel R2 <0 to

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, nag, R9 00.

Freights.

Cargo.

Tea
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
Coconuts in bags

Other Cargo
Broken Stowage

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
New

12/6 (jSi

o S ^
Cfl

<S o o
P4

s. a.

22/6

20/

20/

H
o

'A
s

;-00.

<u

CJ ®H ft

s. d.

25/

25/

25/

25/

2.5/

25/

S P4

It. c.

25
25
25
25
25
25

n

w (5
s. d.

22/6

22/6

22/6

22/6

22/6
22/6

32/6

32/6

local market.

By Mr. A. M.

Garden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Coffee

do f.o.b.

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
R«CE.—Market is quiet :—

Kazla
Soolye
Callunda
Coast Callunda
Kuruve (New)
Muttusamba

Cinnamon.—Quoted Nos.

60 cents per lb (nominal)

Chips —R75 00 per candy (nominal)

CEYLON EXPORTS AND
] 895-189(5.

DISTRIBUTION.

o
tJO

.2
03 >
CO
rH O

00 o ® oi
OJ o to IC
C-1 1--. o «o
ri 00 TJMX)
rH i-H OQ

CO to 00
rH C’ iM rl

00 O to
I-- O rH

• (N CO CO

00

W O t.OO ‘Ot-
. r-4 CO CO
• ©4 rH 00
CO O C4

CO »o
CO CP

. CP (M

York rates per steamer with transhipment

15/ above London rates.

H
C 00 JM O
to I'- r-» O

(N O
00 to C4 O
CO Hfi rH
i-H CO O 03
I'- t'- O CP

• O
• »o

CO C4
s, -"i* 04 rH
Tt< tf3 t> lO
CP CP I-- 00
J- 00 CP HJI

00 CP O 04
CP I'- O

- s
W §

Chittamhalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

Colombo, Jan. 22, 1896.

R15-00 to 15-25 per bushel
15-50 to 16-00 do
53-00 to 59-00 per cwt
64-00 to 65-00 do
13-00 per bushel (nominal)

05-00 per cwt
0-70 to 1-85 per lb (nominal)

35-00 to 43-00 per cwt do

o CP
rH

• CO

C CP r- 03
HJ* pH CP

CO

O tc
I-. CP

• oi

rH rH OO
04 © CO 04© Hji Cp CO
i-H to 04 tp

R6-50 to 6'75 per bag
7-00 to 7-50 do
7-75 to 8-00

3 00 to 3-06 per bushel
2-75 to 2-87 do
3-26 to 3-50 do

1 to 4, at 56c and Nos. 1 and 2 at

A
SJ
o
o

s? =3 d-r -

i3.5S®de tS

< W PmO W
o
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD A^STD NEW PRODUCTS.
(Prom S. Figgis cC’ Co.’s Fortnightly Prlct: Current, Lon Ion, loth January, 1396.)

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Cuyloii, Maora?

Coast ami Zaii7.ibar.

ALOES, Socotriiie
Zanzibar & Hc|>aci<

BARK, CINCHONA Crown

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow ..

Mauritius & Madajiascar..
CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CARDAMOM S-

Allepee
Maiifralore
Malabar
Oeyloii

Teilicherry

Mysore

Long Ceylon

CASTOR OIL, 1st.-

2ud.-

CHILLIES, Zanzibar ..

CINNAMON, Istr

2nd:
dr-ir

CLOVES, Zanzibar
and Pemba.

,, STEMS
COCULUS INDiCCS
COFFEE •••

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON SEEDS, sifted...

CUTCH

aiNQKR, Calicut Cut A
B & C

Coahiii Rougii.

GUM
Bengal Roug

AMMUNlACUiM
ANL'il, washed

scraped..

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS

Good and fine dry liver.. £3 lOs a £0
Common and eood l30s a 81 's

l,edgeriaua chips i2 1 a 3^ 1

Original stem lljd a 3d
Renewed |2 1 a 4i.l

Chips li a 21

Sli. sof. to gd. liaril brig. £7 ms a £3
Dark to fair :£6 a £7
eair lo fine lOS A ij?

jlkiir average quality
197:5 6(1

201s 3il

Fair to fine cl 'Plied Is a 2s Cd
Bold, liriglil, fairt'i fine . Is lOd a 2s 8d
Clipped, bold, bright fine U 8cl a 2, 3d
Middling, stalky £ lean Is 3 1 a Is 6d
Good lo fine L Od a Is 81
Brown sii 9d a Is 4d
Fair to fine piup. clijij. Is 9d a 3s Od

,, ,, small
Shelly to good

is 2 1 a Is od
Is Id a 2slld

|See‘s
A'hitc
Fair and good pale
Fair to tine bright
Ord’y. and middling ...

• rd'y . to fine qui 11

•2s 2d a 2s 4 1

2ird a 3d
ijd a 2U1
30 < a 35s
20,a 30i
tUd l Ls 3d
9d a Ls Id
S.jd a I.S

7.H1 a 9.‘d

»> ft tl tt ••

Woodv and hard
fairtoGcod 3d a 32d

Fair to fine bright 2 1.5-lGd a 2|il

Common dull and mixed IJd i. 2 d

Common to good Id

Fair sifted 8s a 12s
Bold to tiiie bold c lor> 105s a 11 -2s

Midding to fine mid 97s Od a 104s
Low mid and low grown 95s .. 99s
Goo>l lo fine briglu sounU 1 Os a 2 Is

Ordinary & midd iiig 7s a os

Fine fresh .50s

F’air to fine dry 2Us a 32.S

Ordinary to good drop ... 2')s a 50a
Fair lo tine dark blue ... lOs a 55s
viood white ami green .. tOs a 47s 0.1

Good to line bold 08i a 70s
Small and me.Unm 52 j 6d a .57s Od
Connnon to line bold .. 33a a 37s

Small and D'.s 80s a 33s
Fair to good 18s a 22s
Blocky to line clean ...i20s a .5Us

Picked fine pale in soila £9 a £11
Part yellow & niixe.l ft , tS los a £6 15)

Roan & Pea size ditto £1 a £7 lOs
Amber and red bold £5 a £7

sifted
led

Ghatli ..

Anirad clia

Madras
ASSAI'tETIDA

KINO ...
^

..

myrrh, picked
Aden sort:

OLIBANUM, .drop..

t »

pickings,
siftings

|I2sCda60.s
[Sorts, dull red to fair ...|32s 6 i a 40s
Good to line palcsclecteJ40s a ,50s
'Sorts middling in goodl;l2s Od a .“iTs Cd
Good and tine pale ...H5.s a ndj
Reddish to pale brown ... 27s 0 i a 32s

2ds a 33s Cd. Dark to lino pala
Fairto line pinky block...

and drop
Ordinarystony to ra dliiij.

, Fair to line bright
Z.

Fair lo tine pain
- Middling to good
, Fair to hue white
Reddish to middling

.... Middling to good pain .’.

.. pSiiglitly toui to line

TNDIAKUBIIEK ... ... Red hard clean ball

Past African Ports, Zanzi-AVInle sofusli ditto ...

bar and Mozambique Coa.st
I

U nripe root
OKI wi..*

i(,iver .and Lamu Pall ...

jSaiisoge, ordinar.vto line
" without stick.s

[Good to fnit-

Comiuoii foul & iniddlin

Fair to gooii clean

Good tolinepinky &wli;t
jFairtogbod black

gooil to fine pale

Assam

Rangoon
Miidsgiscar, Tamatavo,

Aiiijunga anl Nossibe

ISlNGLA.SS or Ixongue
FISH MAWS f 1

1 daik 1 1 feir

Bladder Pjpe Clean thm to fine bold...

1 urse,.,IDark mUtd loliuepa’c...

4’s a SOj
;io3 a iOs
J325 a £30
£4 10.S ,1 £6
60 1 a 70

i

3us a .nS.s

20 j a 25s
8s a 14s
s)s a 1 3

.

2s Id a 2^ .5jd
Is 8d a 2i 2d
lOd a 1 s 5 I

Is 8d n 2.S 2d
Is 3d a 2s
2s Id a 2s 4d
Is 7d a 2s 2d
Od a Is 5d
Is Cd a 2s 2 1

2s 2d a 2.S 0 1

Is 6d a Is lOd
2d a 2s 9d
lOd a Is 81
Is 8d a 2i 9d
id a Is 3d

K.48T INDI4.
I

Bombay, Ceylon, Madras'
Co.isi and Zanzibar, i

QUALITY. QUOT.ATION3.

Kurraeln-p Le-af

INDIGO Bengal

Kuril ih

Madras (Dry Leaf)

4oft sound

close <& wide

I.S

2s 71 a 3s Id
Is ‘i I a 2s 41
Is 7 1 a 2s lod
7d a Is 5 1

(G lOil and fine pale
Re! pan thin ..

gi s .3* 2d
I Vliiblling to line v iolet...!^'’ S ' a 2 ^ 4d
[Or limiry u> ni lidling _ i

Is 61 a 5s 2d
Fairtogiio ’ri ldishviole i» 3d

'r.'in Ty anu middlin
diddling to g .od

Low to ord iialy

[V'OKY'—Elepliaiits’ Teeth
Glib & upwards
over 30 & under 60 lb.

60 a 100 lb.

Scnvelloos
Billiard BaU Piece.s 2§a 3iin

Bagitelle Points
Cut Points for Balls ...

Mixed Points &. Tips...

Cut Hollows
Se.i Horse TecUi — ...

I a U Ih. i Straight erke i pai t dost '

.

ilYRAiiULANES, Boinbayl Bhinilies I, good & fine‘^^ ^

' p.ale _ .

,

I

,, If. lair pickiug,'!^^ 7s iid

iJubbleporel.good &, fim
I’'"*

p* a 4s

I pale
n, fair rejections

a £66
£d I a £62 10s
£38 a £47
£24 11 £35 lO.s

Hard
Soft

Sound soft
Sli def.to line sound so t

' ^*^-6 a £103
Shaky lo tine soliil s 1. sfi

Detective, part hard ..
a £7.1

Thin to thick to sd. sft 7;’?^ £16

I

£24 a £41

4,'os 3(1 a iti

;Vingoi’!as, gcoil and fine ^

,, ,
!is 6l a 5i 6d

Madras, Upper GodaveryjGood to fine picked
I. ,. ..;Common to middling

Coast ... ...|Fair
Pickings ... Burnt and defective
Bombay ...[Dark to good bold pile

jai a lis 6.1

‘i3s3 1 a 4s

MACE,

.SUT.MEGS,

Zanzibar
Mozambique

SUX VOMICA
HL, CINNAMON

CITRONELLE
LE.MONGKASS

ORCHELLA
(WEED
) Moz

PEPPER—
Malabar, Black sifte.l ,

Alleppee & Cochin
Teilicherry, Black

PLU.VIBAGU, Lump

Chilis

Dust
RED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

iW’dcora.darktoiiiie bold

.'65’s a 81’s

i9o'.s a 125's

jl-air to good hold fresh
. Orilinary to fair
.IBriglil (Jc good flavour..

• » » 1» I » •••

.|Mid. to fine, not woody
Picked clean fiat leaf ...

., wiry

21

Is 6 I a 4.S 9d
Is 3d a 3s 9-1

Is 6d a 2s

1 1 a fid

2s Id a 3s
Is 5 I a 2s
6s a 9s

|4d a Is 3d
lls lOd a 2s
"21 i

lisa I$s
12s a I Ss

22s a 32s

I Fair to hold heavy ..

g'ood 2Jd a 23d

Fair to fine bright bol'J

—

Vlidilling to goo 1 snial* .7”

Dull to lino bngh'

10s

3,61 a 13s

Ordinary to lino b,-lght...i

Fair and fine hold .
'7*.

“
''J.

Goodtolinepink) nominal i'*

SANDAL WOOD, Logs

sEEDLAC
sENNA, Tiunevelly

Bombay
SHELLS, JI.-o’-P

liirge

medium partstom
cliicken part stout
oystcr& broken pcs
MussCl

Ordinary to fair

lilfcrior and pickings ...

'Fair to good Havoiir ...

Chips,. Inferior lu fine

. Ordinary to fine brieht
Good to fine bold green
Fair middling medium
Jumiuou dark and smal
)i dinar to gooil

iOYPTlAN—bold e'eau .

medium tiiiii and stout
cliicken, part oys.ers

UomuaY

—

poor to fillet I .

cle .11 part good coloi

Liugali Ceylou
L'A.MARlNDa

I’ORTOISE-SHELL

riJR

medium and bold sorts

small and medium sori.-

Thin ami goud sloui son-
Mid. lofineblackuotitoiij

Stony and inferior
Sons, good motile, heavi

Zanzibar and Bombay Pickings tliin to heavy..’.
.I'lKRlC, Bengal ... Leaiiish lo fine plump

I
linger ...

. Fill, fair to line bold brgt

. Mixed middling

.Bulbs ...

.'kingcr ...

iBulb.s
I

-Madras

Cochin

VANILLOES,
Bourbon,
Mauritius,
Seychelles,

Madagascar,

Ists ...

2nds...

3rds...

4tbs.,.

7i>s a 90

1

GJs u 7us
tbs a .oils

£30 a £50
1.4 a £8
5Js a 109s
61 a 81
3 1 a I

fii a 2id
i.l a 21
70s a 77s fid

6.5s a 8 s

62, Gd a 77k 6d
7.5s a 82s 6d
Os a 8'is

77s 6d a S7s 6d
70s a 85
40j a J7s Od
I7s a 30s
9- a .0,

9s a lls
Is a 68
24 s a 7-iOs

Os a 22s G

1

s a 83
8s a 9s (1

1

'7s a 8s
iGs 6d a 7s Gd
I7.S a 7s Od
5s Od a 7s Od

Fine, crysl’ed 5 to 9 iii.-i->i,v
Foxy & redd sli .5 to 8 iu.jISs a -24s
Lotiii & dry to mid. uu-

der Oin. ...|i2s a 1.5s
Low, toxy, inferior and

r>':k»'‘Sa ',s a los
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GRAPF, CUr/lhVATION IN COf.OMHO.

vine experiment at tlie School

of Agriculture continues to give

n&M satisfaction. There is at present a

small crop of fruit—nearly thirty

bunches—maturing, some of them

being of the black variety. The vines in fruit

were planted in Colombo at the begiuiiing of

August last—about 6 months ago—and were raised

from cuttings planted in Australia in September^

1891, so that they are now only 18 mouths old. It

is therefore far t<X) early to judge of the fruiting

capacity of the new varieties of the grape that

M. Zaiietd has introduced in Ceylon, nor of the

suitability of Colombo for their successful growth.

In the beginning of .January Mr. A. T. Pearson, who

has liad considerable e.xperience of fruit-growing

in Australia, visited tlie vineyard nt the School of

Agriculture, and his opinion of the experiment, as

given in an interview” published in the 7'me.? of

Ceylon, is decidedly encouraging. We quote the

following paragraph;

—

“ Mr. Pearson mentioned that he had been out to

the Agricultural School in Colombo an 1 inspected

.Sig. Zanetti’s vines, and the appearance of these

liad given him still greater encouragement. He

himself had undertaken viticulture in Australia,

and ten acres of his land at Mildura were

planted with vines, but he does not contemplate

grape-growing here. He says that he should have

thought Colombo particularly unsuitable
;
hut he

found the vines as healthy-looking as the best

he had seen in Australia, and he does not know

how Sig. Zanetti has got over the difficulty

of peri)etual summer, mile.ss Ire has bared the

roots of his vines and so introduced artificial

dormancy. After what he had seen in Colombo,

he thinks that grapes might be successfully grown

on the hills.”

While visiting Matale lately we took the

opportunity of inspecting a vine wdiich we saw

last August carrying u very heavy crop of fruit.

On our recent visit the vine had been pruned

early in December, and \vas just putting out new'

leafage. The September crop had given half a cwt.

of fruit, and after the taking in of the crop,—^the

vine, whicli had .spread over a large ‘ jjandal'—was
subjected to an artilicial wintering caused by

the exposure of tlie roots for 7 or 8 days. Since

then w'e have had a visit from a gentleman of

Calpentyn who startled us with the results of his

vine-growing in that arid clime. He said he had

two ‘ pandals,’ each of w'hich carried three vines»

and that he got a crop of 1,000 lbs. of grapes from

each pandal, i.e., 333 lbs from each vine. We
presume that this represented the annual produce.

We were further told that each bunch of grapes

weighed about 2 lbs., so that Calpentyn must be a

veritable paradise for grape-growing. The cli-

mate there is exceedingly dry (w'e do not suppose

that the annual rainfall could be much more than
30 inches, if it is as much as that), and it is

necessary, we were told, to regularly w'ater the

vines. The wonder to us is, why grape cultiva-

tion is not carried on more extensively in the

Calpentyn district. Taking only 50 vines (on

the ‘ pandal’ system) to an acre, and 3^0 lbs. per
vine as a likely annual crop, we get no less than

15,000 lbs., which at 50 cents per lb. would fetch

7,500 rupees !
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KAINFALL TAKKN AT TIIK SCHOOL
AGRICULTURE DURING THE MONTH

OF JANUARY, 1896.

1 Wednesday •10 19 Sunday Nil

2 Thursday •18 20 Monday Nil

3 Friday •01 21 Tuesday Nil

4 Saturday Nil 22 Wednesday . . Nil

o Sunday Nil 23 Thursday Nil

6 Monday Nil 24 Friday Nil

7 Tuesday Nil 25 Saturday Nil

8 Wednesday •40 26 Sunday Nil

9 'I'll ursday 1-46 27 Alonday Nil

10 Friday Nil 28 Tuesday Nil

11 Saturday Nil 29 Wednesday . .
•01

12 Suiidav . Nil 30 'riuirsday . . Nil

13 Monday . Nil* 31 Friday Nil

14 Tuesday . Nil 1 Saturday Nil

15 Wednesday .
-08

16 Tuesday Nil Total .

.

208

17 Friday .
'21 ——

18 Saturday Nil Alean. . Oti

tiiviitest amount of rainfall in any :14 hours on

the 9th instant, 1‘4() inches.

Kecmde.l hy .1. D. S. -Iavawikrama.

ORANGES.

The fruit-growing industry which has been

so long neglected in Ceylon is at last beginning to

be thought of seriously, and a pioneer in systematic

fruit-farming has already appeared in Mr. A. J.

Pearson. Mr. Pearson is not a stranger to Ceylon,

where he had been a resident for some years in the

planting districts before leaving for .Australia.

There he seems to have gained invaluable e.x-

perience in the matter of fruit cultivation, and

he has now returned with a strong determi-

nation to grow oranges and lemons successfully

and remuneratively in Ceylon. Mr. Pear.soii will

probably choose Uva as the scene of his opera-

tions, and intends bringing over grafted trees from

Australia and planting at the rate of a hundred to

the acre. To a contemporary’s interviewer he is

reported to have said :
“ As to the profits to be

derived from orange-growing, 1 consider that

.CoO net profit i>er acre is a very moderate

estimate—in fact, under the mark.”

Mr. Pearson speaks of introducing three varieties

of the orange, viz., the 4Vashington Navel, the

Mediterranean Sweet, and the Ilomosas.sa orange.

The three varieties mentioned below (two of which
have been chosen by Mr. Pearson for Ceylon)

are, we believe, the most higlily thought of in

(’alifornia

:

—
“The Washington Navel is the most poi)ular

and undoubtedly the best orange grown at this

time in California. It matures at a season wlieji

the fruit is mo^t acceptable. Being seedless, it

is desirable to the old and young. At its l)est

it is a haj)j)y blending of sweetness and citrous

qualities. It is a strong and rajiid grower when
young, and fruits evenly and regularly. It ships

"well, liaving good protective qualities. It can

be marketed early, and is well advertised.

“The Paper Rind St. Michael is a late variety.

It outranks the Navel in thinness of rind, in

acidity and the albuminoids; ranhs well in sweet-

uess, is of good tlavour, and has seeds galore.

The tree, like the Navel, i-s a strong, rapid grower,

and requires about the same treatment in culture

OF and fertilization. It succeed.^ best under the same
climatic conditioms as the Navel. Tlie albuminoids
are more largely distributeil in the llesli of the

St. Michael than in other varieties. It is rich

in sweetne.ss and is winning its way to popular
favour upon its intrinsic merit.

“The Mediterranean Sweet is an orange ne.arly

seedless, its form is oval and grows to an even
size. It is good in sugar and citrous qualities.

The tree is less vigorous in growth than either

of the other varieties, both in root and leaf.

The position of the leaves and short internodial
spaces cluster the fruit which is usually evenly
distributed over tlie tree. It ripens before tlie

St. Michael and after the Washington Navels."
[Tliese notes are taken from a paper by Air.

M'. C. Fuller of Califonia.]

We most heartily wish Air. I’ear.^on success in

his new enterprize.

AN IMPORTA.NT DKCLSION IN AGRl-

CULTCKAL LAW.

The u.se of Land “AIai.a Fide."

The Hou.se of Lords has recently decided a case

of great importance in regulating the riglits of a

landowner. Contrary to the rule of Scotch law, it

has been held that in England there is no ground
for redress in law against a landowner who uses his

legal rights over his own land with intent to

injure a neighbour. A landowner, in other word.s,

in England may dig pits in his land for no object

e.vcept to intercept the Row of the subterranean
water, and so to drive a neighbouring proprietor

of water works to purchase his land from him at

his own price. The facts ot the case, which has

now been finally decided by the House of Lords, are

these :— I'he Corporation of Bradford as owners
of waterworks, are entitled to take water from
certain springs. The defender, who is an owner
of adjacent lands, proceeded to make a tunnel for

the alleged purpose of draining beds of building

stone under his lands, but with the real purpose
(as was alleged bj' the Corporation) of compelling
the Corporation to buy his land

;
for the effect

of these tunnels was to cut off the undergiound
stream of water which supplied the Corporation
waterworks. Air. Justice North held that the

charge against the defendant was well founded,
and tliat his operations were intended for the
drainage of his stone—not in order that he
might be able to work it, but in order that the
jRaintiffs might be driven to pay him not to svork

it. That being so, he lield that, though the defen-

dant’s act was lawful in itself, it was illegal, since

done with the malicious intent of injuring a

neighbour. .Accordingly, Air. .Fustice .Northgranted

an injunction against the defendant from proceed-
ing further with his tunnelling. The Court of

Api>eal reversed this decision, ami refused

f,o prohibit the deleudant from exercising his

legnl rights. 'I'hey held that, since what the
defeudaiit proj)os(;d to do did not exceed his

rights of the law of England, his motives were
immaterial. The House of Lords, in an elaborate

judgment, bave upheld tho decision of the Court
of Appeal. They held that the landowner had a
riglit to do what he had done wdiaiever his object

or purpose might be, and although the purpu.se

might be altogether unconnected with his enjoy-
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meat of Ins own estate. “ This is not a case iii

wliicli the state of mind of the person doiiif,' the

act can affect the riglit to do it. If it was a

lawful act, however ill the motive might be, lie

had a right to do it. If it was an unlawful act,

however good his motives may he, he would have
no riffht to do it. Motives and intentions in sucho

.

a question as is now before your lordships seem
to me to be absolutely irrevelant.” This decision

has caused widespread alarm in England. Every
reservoir of public water supply in the kingdom,
which depends immediately on subterranean

springs and not on rivers, lakes, or surface streams,

has become liable to interference and possible

expropriation by owners of adjacent lands. The
Solicitor's Journal and othei papers suggest that

the law must be altered by Act of Parliament.

THE MANAGEMENT OP DAIRY CATTLE.

By Mr. James Mollison,

Superintendent of Farms, Bombay Presidency.

Drinking water or succulent food given im-

mediately before the animal is milked is believed

by the yavli (milkman) to increase the yield of

milk. The quality necessarily must be lowered in

a correspoiiding degree. A native will, when he

sells a buffalo guaranteeing a certain milk yield,

invariably allow the animal to drink freely before

})roceeding to milk. It is possible that the milk

yield may be affected in this way, for succulent

food undoubtedly lowers the percentage of total

solids in milk by making it more watery. In

1892, at the Poona Government Parm, during the

hot season 10 lbs. buffalo milk on an average

yielded a lb. of butter, whilst during the following

rains when a good deal of the food was succulent,

the average was 1 lb. butter from 12 lbs. milk.

During 1893 it was found possible.to feed during

the whole year a limited quantity of green fodder,

and the difference previously marked was not so

noticeable although still appreciable. The actual

figures were : during Pebruary, March, April and

Jlay, the average quantity of milk required to

produce 1 lb. of butter w’as 11 lbs. 7 oz.
;
similarly

for June, July and August, the average w'eight

was 12 lbs. 8 oz.

The quality of the milk is in other respects in-

fluenced hy food. Thus cream from milk of buf-

faloes, largely fed on oil-cake, will churn into

greasy butter even if the temperature of the cream
in the churn is lowered artificially to the most
favourable point. Cotton seed tends to produce

fine firm butter, and the cream can be churned at

a comparatively high temperature. The cream

from cows fed largely on chuni (husk of Cajanus

indicus) gives butter which has a nice flavour and

a better colour than usual.

When green fodder is given in •'air quantity,

cotton seed and chuni (husk of Cajanus indicus)

can be fed to any reasonable extent. If otherwise,

the allowance of each should not e.xceed 4 lbs. per

day. Lucerne is not a good fodder for milk

cattle in any quantity beyond 10 lbs. j)er day.

Jovari (Soryhum rulyare) should be well in flower

t'efore it is ^it as green fodder, otherwise like

luserne it has a tendency to cause tympanites,

is quite possible to over-do the feeding of

milk cattle. A cow in milk sliould not be in high

condition. An anitnal iu very high condition will

give very little milk, and this probably accounts
for a common practice with yavlis (milkmen,) viz.,

to give a less quantity of food to fat animals so

that the milk yield may increase.

Indian cows and buffaloes are so excitable and
irritable that a very trivial circumstance often
affects the milk yield. Its secretion is influenced
to a very great extent by good management. If

the calf dies, the milk yield may be diminished
permanently. There is an Indian proverb, the
English rendering of which is “ soil without
manure is like a cow without her calf.” Any
sudden change in the food, a short journey by
road or rail, a strange milker, a cold or wet day,
any irregularity in feeding, and especially any
irregularity in milking at once re-act on the milk
yield. Indian cows, and more especially buffaloes,

get attached often in a striking manner to the man
that feeds and milks them, also to the companion
animals occupying the adjoining stalls

;
at pasture

they clique together in a curious way, and it will

bo easily understood that any disturbance of these

friendly relations will have a distinctly unfavour-

able effect on milk selection. Aden cattle are

different. They have docile tempers and their milk
yield is not easily affected by any irregularity.

Moreover, theircalves can be weaned and handled,

whilst it is imperative that the calves of every
Indian breed should suckle. At any rate such is

the case unless the practice is begun when the

cow has her first calf. The maternal instincts are

very strong, and neither cows nor buffaloes will

yield their milk unless the calf is sucking or is tied

close by. When the calf dies it is common to

stuff the skin and make a dummy calf which
answers the purpose admirably. Where milk is

dear it does not pay to rear calves, especially bull

buffalo calves, and in many instances buffalo

calves are quietly knocked on the head and the

dummy sub-stituted. Whether it is intended that

the calf should suckle or be raised by hand it

should be left with the mother until it is licked

dry and clean. This has a sulutary effect on the
cow as well as on the calf. The viscous slimy
matter which covers the calf has a beneficial lax-

ative effect on the cow. When removed from the
cow the calt should be kept out of sight and out of

liearing.

The most noticeable signs ot approching par-
turition are :

—
(1.) Full distention of the udder.

(2.) Loosening and enlargement of the external
portions of the vagina.

(3.) Relaxation of the pelvic ligaments.

(4.) Restlessness a few hours before calving.
The cow rises and lies down frequently in her
stall and whisks her tail as if in pain.

(o.) Labour pains and the water bags. The
membranes of the latter when broken allow of a
slimy fluid to escape which lubricates tire passage
and facilitates tlie expulsion of the calf.

The cow, when nearly due to calve, should,
when not grazing, occupy a roomy stall in, a
comfortable part of the byre- The stall should
have a dry floor, and, if possible, should be littered
with dry straw. This obviates the risk of an
inflamed udder. If the udder n})pears swollen
and feels hard, the milk should be drawn once a
day even before calving.

In normal parturition the call presents itself
in the pelvic passage with the head resting on
the forelegs. The cow generally requires no as-
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si^L/iuco, aiul none should be offered unless labour is

prptracted. The owner should, however, satisfy
himself early that the presentation of the calf is

I'ight. Assi.'itance is sometimes necessary, es-

pecially with heifers having their lirst calf.
' Wlien

given, the hands and arm of the operator should
be clean and well rubbed with carbolic liniment.
Assistance is most effective when the cow lies on
her side and the calf’s legs pulled slightly down-
wards towards the hocks of the cmv. The
operator should only assist each labour pain and
should not pull at any other time. The after-

birth should coma away at once or in the course
of a few hours.

If labour is protracted owing to a false presenta-
tion or from any other cause, or if the afterbirth

is retained, then if the stock owner has no
technical knowledge as to treatment, the assistance

of the nearest qualified veterinary officer should be

obtained without any delay.

The milk of a cow or a buffalo immediately
after calving is of a peculiar nature. It is called
‘‘ beastings,” and its function appears to be to clear

the, intestines of any accumulated matter which of

course should at once be excreted. There is no
risk of costiveuess, provided the calf is allowed to

drink a fair quantity of the first milk. Ordinarily
in India the calf is starved. It is allowed to

suckle until the cow lets the milk down. The
moment milk fills the teats the calf is tied uj)

near the head of the mother and all the milk
which the gavli (milkman) can extract is taken.

The calf is then untied and sucks all it can after-

wards. It is impos.sible that it can got more than
2 lbs. per day. It, however, gets the richest part

of the milk. All that it usually gets is barely

sufficient to support existence. The difference in

butter fat between the first ami last milk drasvn
from a buffalo is shown by the following figures,

the actual results of a test at the I’oona (iovern-

ment Farm :

—

I’erceniago of butter fat ill the first .ser drawn f'O

,, ,, last ,,
10'

1

Average percentage of butter fat in the whole
milk of the buffalo t)’98.

IIORSK-BRFEDING.

The possibility of breeding serviceable horses in

(leylon has been treated of in the column,s of the

Magazine before now. Tlie imiiortance of the

subiect is brought before us daily by tlie large

number of horses that are imported here annually

from Austi'alia and India. During the last twelve
months, in the absence of reliable statistics, we
may roughly estimate the number of Australian

ponies and horses imported to the Island at 300,

and Indians, Forsians, and Arabs at 200, valuing

an Australian hor.se on an average at R-IOO. the

cost of Australian horses imported to the Island

comes to about R 120,000, considerably over a lac

of rupees. The two hundred Indians &c. may
be valued at R-50,000, so it is seen that we
annually imiiort horses to the value of about

Itl70,odo. Now the demand for horseflesh can

at least jiartly be supplied locally, it we start

the horse-breeding industry in the Island. There

are large tracts of land in the North-Central

and the Southern Frovince under natural pasture,

and really good horse-runs can be established in

any of these places. In .Australia the breeding of

horses lioe.s not involve many troublesome details.

It fact, the animals are to a gieat extent left to

themselves, and in many instances the first atten-
tion paid to a colt is when it is al)out to be
sold. In India, there are many breeding farms
conducted on approved in-inciides, but most of the
horses are kept by small laudowner.s, somewhat
in tlio same way cattle are kept here. The
horse.s thus bred are not a very superior lot, but
they fetch fairly remunerative price.?.

Before this industry can be popularized among
our own small landowners, it will be necessary
for Government to start one or two breeding
farms to prove that horse breeding could be suc-
ce.ssfully carried on here. Fifty mares and two or
three stallions would on an average yield forty
colts annually. The initial cost of the purchase
of the mares ahd stallions should not exceed
1120,000 ; and after three jears the annual produce
of the farm may be put dowuiat forty colts, w'hich
will fetch an average price of R200, or a total of

R8,000. The expenses of the attendants, pasture,

A'c., will easily be recouped if the animals are

kept in connection with a farm where they can be
employed for agricultural work. Tiie subject
deserves careful attention at the hands of those
interested in new industries.

W. A. D. S.

SOME RECENT UTTERANCES ON
“AGRICULTURA L EDUOAT 1ON. ”

The winter session of the Agricultural Dej)art-

ment of the Glasgow and West of Scotland
Technical College was inaugurated on IVednesday
last, by the delivery of Frofessor Campbell's
lecture. Frofessor Wright pre.?ided at the lecture,

and in introducing f’rofessor Campbell, said ; In

beginning our course of classes for winter, 1 may
be permitted to say a few words on a subject
recently much discussed, viz., agricultural educa-
tion. Many sensible things have been said and
written, many also that cannot be so characterised.

In particular, I think that some injustice has been
done to farmers in one or two respects. Some
speakers have assumed that farmers were a most
ignorant class who knew nothing, and who wanted
to know nothing. Now, my ojiinion is quite
otherwise. 1 think there are few men outside the
bounds of t he bairm'il jirofessiou.? who have such a

wide, minute, and extensive knowledge as farmers.

Only those who are at nil acquainted with
agriculture can kno\v how extremely great is the
range of knowledge required if a man is to be
thoroughly acquaintedwith all branches of practi-

cal farming. I know of no business in which tlie

recjuirements of knowledge are so great as in

farming, and there is no class of the. business
community whose knowledge is so extensive ns

that of farmers, and 1 know of none in which the
exercise of that knowledge is worse paid. It may
be admitted that in regard to what is especially

knowm as agricultural science, farmers generally
are not .so well informed as in regard to other
branches of their business. But who is to blame
for that y Not farmers. 1 am amazed, when 1

consider the poor opportunities they have had,
and thg difficulties (hey have had to contend wdth,
to meet with so many farmer,? who have succeeded
ill acipiiring a remarkable acquaintance withl'all

branches of agricultural science and practice. Who
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is to blame if all farmers are not so learned? 1

say again not the farmers, but the Government.

My able colleague, Mr. Hendrick, has recently

pointed out that no great comprehensive scheme

of education has ever been established in any

country, except by a Government or some similarly

powerful authority. American, French, German,

Danish, and all other systems of agricultural

education owe their existence and their chief

support to Government aid. In our own country

a great system of elementary education has been

instituted by a Government Department. Secon-

dary education is organised by Government, and

our universities receive large endowments and

grants from Government. IIow is it expected

that agricultural and technical education only

should be left to voluntary effort? No intelligent

man will question the importance of elementary

education, but had it been left to voluntary effort

alone, it is certain that no such complete and

comprehensive system could ever have been

instituted. This holds still more true of technical

education
;
and if it be the case that there are

branches of agricultural science with which

farmers have little acquaintance, 1 allinu that the

fault does not lie with them.”

But it ought to be added, after all, the educa-

tion in Agricultural Science can have only a

limited influence on farming. There are many
((ualilies, combined with great and minute

practical knowledge, that go to make a successful

farmer. Science is only of secondary importance

as compared with these; it can only contribute a

little more to help a man to success, but so far as

it does so, it deserves tbe greatest attention from

all friends of agriculture, and much greater

support from them and from Government tlian

it has hitherto received in this Kingdom.

The following is from an address by I’rincipal

Smith :
—

“ Those of you who have been but a short time

at the College, and have learned something of the

nature, composition, and uses of artificial manures,

w’ill be "able to gauge the value of the instruction

you receive when you are told that farmers may be

met with who use superphosphate of lime instead

of nitrate of soda for no other reason than that the

former is cheaper than the latter. This is simply

a matter of ignorance, which will not lie possible

when instruction in ‘ science ' has become more
general.

“Some practical people are prejudiced against

‘science' and ‘agricultural .science.' But I do

not think they will quarrel with the definition

as given by Mr. Warington at Ipswich. ‘Agri-

cultural science should mean,’ he says, ‘ the best

knowledge of the day on tlie subject of agri-

culture, and a farmer will do wisely to obtain

the aid of this knowledge in all his operation.’

AVe do not ask for science to supplant experience,

but to supplement and to aid it.

“ In the discussion which followed the reading

of Professor AA’aringtou's paper. Professor Marshall

AVard pointed out that a system of practical

agricultural investigation was one thing, and a

system of agricultural education was another.

That, I think, was a most approjtriate remark.

Research and education cannot go aloug together,

and' do not to any great extent in otlier depart-

ments of science: a teaclier should seek to

disseminate the information that has been gained

by research. It may be a humbler function than
the office of adding to the stock of the world’s
knowledge by means of original investigation,
but it is a no less necessary one.”

DAIRY FARMING AND MURRAIN.

We make the following extracts from the annual
report of Mr. Mollison, Superintendent of Farms,
Bombay, with reference to the Poona Dairy aiid

dairy herd. [In 1894 the Ceylon Government
Dairy was unfortunate enough to experience an
outbreak of murrain (rinderpest) among the dairy
herd ; all the details with reference to this out-
break were made public at the time, and formed
the subject of a special report by the late Colonial
Veterinary Surgeon, Mr. Lye. With the recollec-

tion of that sad experience still fresh in our
memory, we can deeply sympathize with the
Superintendent of the Poona Farm on the outbreak
wiiich the Dairy experienced during the year
ending March 31st 1893] :

—

The financial results are shown in the appended
balance-sheet. The profit for the j ear is R266-ll-ti

as against 112,254-13-2 last year.

The reason wiiy the margin of profit is so small
is due to n very serious outbreak of rinderpest dur-

ing the year. If reference is made to Appendix V
it will be seen that 54 cattle died during the year;

of these one cow (our best Adei?) was poisoned
(intentionally I believe), one cow died from
inrtammation of the lungs, and a few' calves w'ere

lost, as they ordinarily will be. There w'ere 34
deaths due directly to rinderpest, and some calves

which recovered from disease died from after-

effects. They never recovered their strength
though w'ell cared for. The indirect loss due to

diminished milk yield in the healthy cattle was
l)robably more than that from death. The disease

first broke out amongst unweaned calves, and
these had necessarily to be separated from their

dams. The maternal instincts of Indian cattle

are very strong and the effect of separation from
the calves upon the milk yield, especially of the

buffaloes, w'as remarkable. The cattle were in

full milk at the time, the whole herd giving about
700 lbs. daily. A week after the rinderpest ap-
peared the daily yield w'as about 4<19 lbs., repre-

•senting a daily loss of 18 rupees. It seems to be
practically impossiltle to wean calves at birth

from Indian milk cattle unless done wdien the

heifer has her first calf, but tbe above results

point to the necessity of doing so if possible. The
carca.ses of the cattle that died were all burnt.

This, with medicine.s, cost R206.
The number of deaths was about 70 per cent, of

affected cases. It is significant that indigenous
breeds escaped contagion to a far greater extent
than exotic breeds. An English cow' and calf be-

longing to his Excellency the late Governor were
about the first to succumb, Tw'o Bahrein cow's of

a noted milk-breed which I had bought at con-
siderable expense from the head of the Persian
Gulf, died within thirty hours of the first symp-
toms. Every Aden which came in contact with
contagion became infected and died. We lost one
Sind cow, but no Gir cattle, and only two buffalo-

cows, though a number became infected but only
in a mild manner. Young buffalo and cow-calves
died very quickly. Cows advanced in pregnancy
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were hopeless cases. Symptoms of abortion be-
came apparent and inversion of the uterus resulted
in every case. We had a post-mortem e.vamina-
tion on one of tliese cases, and the foetus was
found to have characteristic rinderpest symptoms.
As far as I could judge, f areful veterinary treat-

ment did very little good. The most effective

medicine was carbolic acid given in gruel, its in-

fluence being a healing one on the highly inflamed
membranes of the intestines. 1 believe the cure
of ca.ses to have been chiefly due to careful nurs-
ing and to drenching the animals with good gruel.

The gruel consisted of linseed boiled with rice,

fresh separated milk, and water. We got rid of

the disease by segregation.

The disease was disa.strous at the farm, but 1

can conceive that it was far more so in the city of

Toona and the surrounding vlllugas where it was
rife. Under existing conditions the sj)read of

contagion is not only absolutely uncontrolled, but

is encouraged. The Mhnrs eat the flesh of animals

tliat die and they offer the diseaset.1 skins in any
market where tliey can get a good price. The
carcase is generally cut up on the bank of a naht

or stream, and the offal is left there as a centre

of contagion for every healthy animals that grazes

in I lie vicinity. It is common knowledge tliat

when outbreaks of rinderpest occur they generally

spread along the course of streams or rivers.

These are points affecting the healthiness of the

cattle of the country. But there is another ques-

tion, viz., that which affects the public health.

It is absolutely certain that milk from cattle

suffering from rinderpest was sold in Poona to

the public during tlie prevalence of the disease.

There is some comfort in tlie fact that as regards

butialo’s milk, the public have some protection,

inasmuch as a buffalo, unlike a cow, when infected

wdth rinderpest or ailing in otlier ways almost

always refuses to give any.

The dairy produce from about seventy milch

cattle was sold for Rio,303, cattle food, fodder and
fodder grazing cost RIO,968. There was a stock of

on hand at tlie end of the year worth Rl,o07. If

the dairy herd keejis healtliy tliere will be no diffi-

culty in any year in making the dairy a profitable

institution. The price of diary produce supplied

to the Commi.s.sariat Department for sick soldiers

in hospitals is*lower than the rates charged to the

public. The latter rates are fixed pnrjiosely higher

than the rates of private dairymen in Poona.

Yet we could sell to private families to a much
greater extent than is done now if there was an
available supply, wdiich there is not.

THE DISPOSAL OF NIGHT SOIL.

The subject of the disposal of night soil is one of

general importance, but particularly so in tropical

countries, where owing to the heat and moist ure

which generally characterise them, decomiiosition

and fermentation go on much more rapidly than

in temperate climes. The views of competent

authorities on the subject of night soil in its

relation to India, and a reference to the methods

of disposing of it there, should prove useful to us

in Ceylon, where the conditions of life are so

similar to those on the mainland.

Dr. J. W. Leather, agricultural chemist, writes

a note on the subject, which is issued as one of

the Agricultural Ledger series of publications.

There is perhaps no more important subject in

relation to agriculture, says Dr. Leather, than the

proper disposal of night soil and other town refuse,

for it may be said without e.xaggeration that

nearly one-half of the plant food extracted by
food crops from the soil is contained in the

materials which are included under the.se two
heads. It follows, therefore, that on their proper
disposal and return to the soil depends the

addition cf a large projiortion of the food neces-

sary for the crops. In tlie case of small villages

in India, he says, the customs of the people in a

great measure fulfil what is required. At the

same time it would appear that there are excep-
tions even to this practice in some places. For
instance. Dr. Nicholson, writing of the Coimba-
tore district says :

“ Generally speaking the lanes

and hedges around houses are fouled wdth matter
in its w'rong place, and the chief manurial agent
becomes a curse for want of employment.’'

In any case, in reference to the custom of the
jieople of using the fields next to the village,

there can be no doubt that it would be a groat
improvement, from a sanitary point of view, if

the people could be persuaded to employ a

covering of earth. The desirability of this will

have been observed by all who have had occasion
to vi.sit village.s. But in the ca.se of the large

towns a more systematic disiiosal of both night
soil and sweepings is nece.ssary.

Dr. A’oelcker, in his report on the Improvement
of Indian Agriculture, says :

“ 1 regard the spread
of a good sy.stem of utilizing human and house-
hold refuse, street-sweepings, N:c. on the land as a
potent factor in the improvement of Indian agri-
culture, and having had among other duties to

eiupiireinto different .schemes for town sanitation,

1 must record my conviction that the dry system
is the one best suited to Indian circumstances, and
that any system which diverts from its proper des-
tination, the land, that which has originally come
from it, would be attended by loss to the cultivator
and to the State, and would not be satisfactorj-

from a sanitary point of view.
”

Dr. Leather states that the jiractice in some
places consists in dejiositing all relnse in jiits

about 3 feet deep and of considerable area, and
after the wdiole has been thus filled, crops or
fruit-trees are growm on the land. The objection
to this practice, which is adopted in Dumraon,
i.s, says Dr. Leather, that the refuse might be
advantageously spread over considerably greater
areas.

Another system referred to is the digging of
long trenches about 6 inches or 1 foot deep and a
foot wide, and filling them in w’ith 3 to 6 inches
of refuse and then covering over with the earth
w'hih has been removed. This, says Dr. Leather,
is undoubtedly a good method, but even here
there is a great concentration of the material,
and it has been found in some instance.^, that
owing to carelessness in putting more than the
proper amount of night soil in one place, the
earth thrown over the surface has been in-

sufficient to properly deodorize the refuse.

Dr. Leather further goes on to remark that it

is an advantage in the systematic disposal of
night soil if it can be distributed over a large
area and net concentrated iinnecess.arily in one
place, and it is a^so an advantage if the sy.stcm

employed does not necessitate its removal after it

has once been deposited in the soil.
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.Some time af»o we undertook, at tlio instance of

the then iiayor of (Jolom ))0 (Mr. II. II. Cameron)

to carry on an e.xperiment in the li’ench system

of dealing with night soil. The result of this

e.xperiment was so satisfactory, that the trench

system has been adopted in connection with the

conservancy of the School of Agriculture. The

deodorization of the filth was so complete, that a

valuable and by no mean.s objectionable fertilizer

is now utilized as manure. It has of course to

be remembered that the deodorizing and oxidising

power of the soil is not unlimited, and that the

amount of tilth disposed of must be regulated by

the capacity of the trenches, while a proper

covering of earth should bo carefully laid on.

Careless work will ot course result in objectionable

odours being given off from the trenches. If,

however, 1 he work is properly suiier vised, our

e.xperience of the “ trench system is that it is

an admirable method of disposing of night soil.

( To be continued.

)

THE riCRTIUTY OF SOILS.

By Profes.sor Kinch.

Another plan proposed for the estimation of

the available plant food in a soil is due to Dr.

L. Grandeau. lie had been led to the conclusion

that the effective mineral matter in a soil is

always combined with organic matter—-to a certain

extent a return to the old humus theory of Thaer,

which was thought to have been effectually buried

by Liebig—which organic matter is essential to

convey the food to the plant. The mineral matter

in fertile soils is, he considers, in much the same
state as it is in well-rotted farmyard manure.

Gnindeau therefore treats the soil with very dilute

hydrocliloric acid to remove bases and carbonates,

and decompose huraaces, and then extracts the

residue w'ith ammonia; this solution, he con-

siders, contains the available plant food material of

the soil. Although this plan seemed to answer
with certain soils, yet it is not altogether satis-

factory. It is probable that the ammonium humate
formed in the operation is the active solvent

agent on the soil ingredients. It has been sug-

gested that perhaps ammonium citrate in solution

would answer, or a mixture of citric acid and am-
monium citrate would probably still more closely

represent the natural processes of the roots. A
greater interest has been awakened in such

method of soil analysis, and we may safely leave

methods to be investigated and worked out by
agricultural chemists.

The fcotal amount of combined nitrogen which
is found in soils of known capabilities, varies in

the rather poor arable soils of Rothamsted from

about '1 to -lo per Cent. Generally, in the arable

lands of this countrj' it is between T and ’2 per

cent, in the surface soil. In the subsoil roughly

about one-half of these amounts is commonly
found. The surface .soil of a pasture will generally

contain more than this,froin -ll to o or ’4 ]>er cent.

There are many cases, however, in which the

percentage of nitrogen in the surface soil is much
higher than this, going up to ‘6 or ‘8 per cent.,

and then a very fertile soil, and one not easily

exhausted, is found
;

the black earth of Russia,

someof the prairieland of Manitoba, and, in this

country, some of the Pen lands of Lincolnshire are

example.s of the.se fertile alluvial lands full of the

remains of previous generations of jilants. When
we remember that an acre of soil to a depth of 9

inches means about 2k million pounds of line dry

earth, we see that the stores of combined nitrogen,

even in a poor .soil, means a large ?uimber of

pounds
;
T per cent, means 2,o00 lb., in the top 9

inches; ’4 per cent, is equivalent to 10,000 1b.

This nitrogen becomes available to the plant by
the gradual alteration and oxidation of the organic
matter in which it is combined; we know but
little of the rate at which it becomes available,

but even in a very poor and exhausted soil

nitrates are formed annually, and at a rate, as in the

Rothamsted drain guages, equivalent to the oxida-

tion of about 3o pounds of nitrogen, or formation

of 2 cwt. of nitrate of soda per acre per annum.
In a soil in high condition, certainly twice this

amount of nitrogen might be expected to be

oxidised per annum, equivalent to about 1 or d

cwt. of niti’ate of soda. A factor which would be

of use in estimating the fertilily of a soil would
be the knowdedgeof the rate at which the nitrogen

became oxidised, and nitrates formed from the

actual nitrogenous matter in the soil; this yet

remains to be worked out.

The amount of phosphonc acid soluble in

hydrochloric acid, as in an Ordinary analysis,

in a soil should never fall below ’05 per cent,

and in really first-class soils ic will much e.xceed

this amount, though, excepting in some clay soils,

it rarely exceeds ’5 per cent. As we have seen,

the amount of phosphoric acid soluble in a 1

per cent, solution of citric acid shoud not fall

below 'Ol per cent. The amount of potash soluble

in hydrochloric acid in a soil varies within wide
limits

;
in a fairly fertile sandy soil it may be less

than *1 per cent., in a clay it may often be over 1

per cent. The amount of potash soluble in a 1

per cent, solution of citric acid should not be

less than 'OO-T per cent, of the .soil. Lime, which
is for the most part present in the form of calcium
carbonate, exerts a considerable influence on both

the physical and chemical qualities of a soil. In
a very sandy soil it may not exceed one-tenth of

a per cent., but in most good soils it is not under
three-tenths of a per cent., and it may with great

advantage rise to 2 per cent, of calcium carbonate.

Lime in this form materially assists in the pro-

cesses of nitrification and absorption going on in

all fertile soils, and it helps to keep clay in a

flocculated and more workable condition.

The effect of aspect, elevation, temperature,
amount of rainfall, and other climatic conditions

on the productiveness of a soil are matters of great

practical importance, and always open to obser-

vation. The biological factors, especially the effect

ol minute organisms, are most intricate, and at

jiresent less w'ell known, but very important. A
farmer should obtain all the aid he can from
chemistry and physics in studying the composition
and properties of his soil

; but we cannot too
st.rongly advise him alway.s to take in addition
tlie “ opinion of the plants” by making for him-
sidf on his own farm a few simple but systematic
m uuirial experiments with two or three different

cl.isses of plants

—

et/., cereals, roots, leguminoste.
lie will then learn much more thoroughly and
effectively than in other ways whether his land
requires nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, or lime,
and on which crops these may be most beneficially

employed.
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roULTRY NOTES.

It i.s unnecessary to teeil cliickens for twenty-
four liours after they were hatched. The first feed
given should be of eggs liard-boiled mixed witli

oatmeal or bre.ad crumbs in a dry state, placed on
a clean board for the chick.s to feed from

;
give

them a little new milk to drink.

Feed chickens six or sevei; times daily for the
first eight weeks

;
always giving food fresh, never

allowing any of the last meal to remain on the
l)Ourd. Do not give sloppy food as this causes
diarrhoea which kills them off fast.

Give chickens a daily supply of fresh water
in which a small portion of sulphate of iron has
been dissolved in proportion of the size of a pea
to one ((uart of water. Keep the water in a shady
place, for water heated by the sun is fatal to tht>

chicks-

The Poultry Moyithly gives some interesting

facts as regards the rate of the growth of chickens ;

The egg Weighs, 2 oz. ; the newly-hatched chicken,

1| oz.
;

at one week old, 2 oz.
;
2 weeks old, -1 oz.:

.3 weeks old, 6.j- oz.
;
4 weeks old, 10 oz.

;
5 weeks

old, 14 oz.
;
6 weeks old, 18| oz.

; 7 week.s ohl,

23^ oz.
;
8 weeks old, 28 oz.

; 8 weeks old, 32 oz.
;

10 weeks old, 36 oz,
;
11 weeks old, 41 oz.

The value of turpentine for the removal of

intestinal worms in poultry and dogs does not,

says the N.S.W. Ayricultuval Gazette, appear
to be fully appreciated. It is a good plan to

scatter a few drops—say two for each bird—over
the soft food occasionally. Birds are more lial)le

to worms after a spell of wet weather. Though
this will help to remove them, it mu-'t not be
forgotten that clean floors will do much to prevent
them, which is far better.

Compared with well-rotted- farmyard manure
there are 4S-60 of V)ho.sphatic acid iti hon manure
to 6 lbs. in farmyard manure; 41 lbs. of potash
to 10 lbs. in farmyard manure and 67 lbs, of

nitrogen to ll lbs. in farmyard manure. This
analysis is Iwised on a ton each of hen and farm-
yard manure.

—

iV. Ac/ricultural Gazette..

OBITUARY.

Hermann Ilellriegel, " a tyi>e of tho.se qumt and
patient scientific investigators for which (fermany
is famous, and the scene of wliose rcstair-clies

is gradually wresting from nature her hidden
secrets,” was born on October 2Lst, 1831, After

his school career he gave him.self up to agri-

cultural re.search, and for 17 year,* he developed
upon a scientific Iiasis the method of -saiui-cullure,

i.e

,

the growth of plants in jmre sand as far as

po.ssible free from all plant food, and adding thereto

various food materials in known amounts
;

light,

water, heat, kc.., being so regulated that all the

factors of growth were kept under exact control.

In 1886 he announced the discovery which at

once took the scientific world l>y storm—the con-

nection between the developement of the nodules

found on the roots of certain leguminosae and the

assimilation of free nitrogen in the course of the

growth of such plants. The general phui and

results of llellriegel's experiments may be ex-

plained as follows :

—

(iuite consistently with common experience in

agriculture and in accordance with the results of

the Kothaiasted and other experiments, Ilellriegel

found in his experiments, that plants of the grass,

the beet-root, tlie buck-wheat and the turnip

families dei)ended on combined nitrogen supplied

within the soil. On the other hand he found that

leguminous plants did not depend entirely on
such supplies, liis results were indeed not only-

very definite, but they had a special bearing f)ii

the admittedly unsolved problem of the source

of the whole of the nitrogen of leguminous crops.

In 1883 he commenced a compiehensive series

of vegetation experiments in j)0 ts, in which he
grew agricultural plants of various families, in

washed quartz sand. To all the pots nutritive

solutions, but containing no nitrogen, wereaddial.

To one ,«eries nothing else was snj)plied afterwards
;

to a second a lixeil qu.-intity of nitrogen as sodium
nitrate was sulrSequently supplied : to a third twice

as much, and to a fourth four times as much. The
result was that in theca.se of the grass family and
some other ])lants, the growth was largely propor-

tional to the combined nitrogen sujtplied, while in

that of tlie bean family it was not so. In the

case of these plants it was observed that in the

series of j)ots to which no nitrogen was added,
most of the plants were apparently limited in

their growth by tlie amount of nitrogen which
the seed suiti)lied. Here and there, however, a

plant growing under ostensibly the same conditions

grew very luxuriantly
;
and on examination it

wa.s found that while no nodules were developed
on the roots of the plants of limited growth,
tliey were abundant on those of the luxurian'.ly

grown plants.

In view of this result. Ilellriegel, with his

Cvjlleague Dr. Wilfarth, instituted e.xperiments to

determine whether, by the infection of the soil with
aj>propriate organisms, the formation of the root

ufalnles and luxuriant growth could be induced;
and whether by tlie exclusion of such infer tion, the

result could be ]>reveuted. 'I'o this end they
added to some of a series of experimental pots 2-')

or sometimes <50 cubic centimes of the turliid

watery extract of a fertile soil, made by shaking
a given quantity of it wdth live times its weight
of distillerl water, and then allowing the solid

matter to subside. In some cases, however, the

extract was sterilized. In those in which it was
not sterilized, there was almost al ways luxuriani

grow'tli and abumlant formation of root nodules :

but with sterilization there was no such result.

Consistent rc,sults were obtained witli peas, vetches

ami some otlier leguminosae, Imt the ap])lication of

the same soil-extract had little or no effect in the
case of lupins, semidella, and some other plants

of the family whicli are known to grow more
naturally on sandy than on loamy or rich humus
soils. Accordingly they made a similar extract
from a diluvial sandy soil, wh(>re lupins wen;
growing well, in wliicb it might be siip])0sed that

the organi.sm peculiar to sncli a soil would be

present ;
and on the application of this to a

nitrogen-free soil, lupins grew luxuriantly and
nodules were abundantly devid )])ed on theu- roots.

Ilellriegel du'd on Sei)t('mber 2 Ith, I8!t5. His
further researches into the determination of the
reqiHrements of plants as regards phosjihoric acid

ami potash have not yet been published, Imt their
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continuation on Hellriegel’s lines is assured in the
hands of liis friend and colleague Dr. Wilfarth.

Louis Pasteur, “ the most illu.strious scientist

of this age, or, indeed of any age, in his own
special subject of investigati'^n,” was

,

horn on
December 27th, 1822. His, father is said to have
been a working tanner in poor circum^tauces,
and Pasteur, after completing his general studies

and spending -some lime in teaching, devoted all

his time to Chemistry. With his discoveries in

fermentation came the turning point of his career,

for thenceforward he forsook chemistry for biology

and the study of micro-organisms. Says Dr.

Fleming writing of him in 1886 :
—“To have accom-

plished so much and so thoroughly
;
to have been

the pioneer in investigations which have already

(revolutionized medical doctrine and greatly added
to our knowledge of natural phenomena , to have
effected large economies in important industries

and agricultural operations
;

but, above all, to

have -given us- the means of averting or resisting

baneful and pestilential diseases, is the honour to

which Pasteur is entitled, and which will be

greatly accorded to him now, and in still larger

measure hereafter.” The great Scientist breathed
his last on September 28th, 1893, at Garche near
Paris, in a house v'hich had been alotted him by
the Municipality of Paris in order that he might
pursue his studies of rabies therein.

Professor Kiley, the greatest Agricultural

Entomologist of our age, was born in Lomlon on
September 18th, 1843, but the greater part of Ids

life was spent in America, where he held important
official appointments. Some idea of the extent of

his writings may be gathered from the fact that in

the “ Bibliology of American Entomology ” nearly

1,600 letters appertain to Riley alone. It is said

of him that “ he successfully set himself the task

of baffling and circumventing the cunning devices

of insect pests in all their bewildering variety.

In the cotton-fields of the Southern States, in the

oi^ange groves of Florida and California, among
the farm livestock of the Mississippi, in the hop
gardens of Kent and in the vineyards of France he

found work to do, and accomplished in a fashion

which the world had never befora witnessed.”

Among the results of his work in the last few
years, two may be specified which have been
epoch-making in their iMfluence. The one is the

u.se of kerosine (paraffin), emulsified with milk or

soap, against all sucking insects
;
and the other

the invention and perfection of the “ Cyclone ” or

“lliley” nozzles which are in almost universal

use in the spraying of insecticides and fungicide.s.

Professor Riley died in Washington on September
14th, 189.3.

^

GENERAL ITEMS,

The manufacture of Turpentine from the resin

of conifers is an industry which, according to

the Indian Af/riculturist, premises to pay well.

The operations carried on in connection with the

Forest School of the United Provinces of India

have proved that the industry can be made
profitable. At present it is carried on deparl-

mentally under conditions that keep it, for all

practicable purposes, in the experimental stage,

and it is supposed ih.it if private enterprize were

to take up the manufacture energeticall}’^ it w.ill

find its reward.

In the number of the Agricultural Ledger which
has just appeared. Dr. Watt throws an entirely

new light on the preparation of Morinda dye.

Prof. Hummel and Mr. Perkin of York College,

Leeds, have, it seems, placed within the reach

of Indian dyers an inexpensive process for sim-

plifying the use of the dye, and point the way
to . the production of a valuable dye-material for

import to Europe. {Morinda tmetoria is the

Sinhalese Ahu, and M. umhellata, to which re-

ference is also made in Dr. Watt’s article, is

locally known as Kiri-ioel.)

The Inspector-General of Forests, India, gives

the following “ Simple and infallible means ;of

removing leaf-bugs, smut, and blight from plants,”

w'hich has come under his observation in Au.stralia:

Take a quantity of common starch, dissolved to

the consistency u.sual when required for getting

up linen, choose a fine bright morning, and before

the sun gets hot, smear the starch w'ell over

the plants affected. In some fifteen minutes the

starch rets, and in an hour or two it all peels

•off, taking with it the dead insects, along with

their eggs or progeny, and leaving the plants

quite clean.

The following figures, showing the imports into

the United Kingdom, will convey some idea of

the magnitude of the oil trade. In 1892 the im-

ports into the United Kingdom were:

—

Oils (Exclusive of Animal Oils and Fats
AND TuBPENTINE.)

Palm Oil . £1,169,490
Coconut 191,380

Olive 762,.316

Other Oil Seeds 55.5,832 £
2,679,218

Seeds Cakes

Oil Seeds :

. 2,147,099
2,147,099

Cotton Seed . £2,363, .375

Linseed . 3,7.30,341

Rape . 1,032.829

Various Oil Seeds . . 1,000,000

8,126,.545

£12,952,862

The Boston Journal of Commerce in an article

on Ramie or Rhea Grass makes the following

remarks :

—

The great importance of this fibre has been

for many years ajipreciated in this country,

and it is said millions of dollars have been

expended to render it available. This added to

the millions sterling said to have been expended
in Europe and the East for a like purpose, is

evidence of the vast value which it is believed

this plant will add to textile productions. It is

three times stronger than Russian hemp
;

it is

long and of a silky nature. When woven it will

not shrink or mildew. It can be easily mixed
with cotton or wool, and when mixed with silk

its beautiful sheen blends perfectly wdien woven
with that brilliant costly material. There are at

the present time several mills in Europe engaged
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in spinning this fibre, to wit :—Two in France, two
in Germany, one in Austria, one in Switzerland,
and two in England. In this country the United
States Ramie Co. has been recently organized with
a capital of $250,000 to spin these yarns, and it
has leased the buildings formerly occupied by the
Cranston Mill at Cranston R.I., and operations
are to be commenced at as early a jieriod as
possible. Ihe two most successful spinning mills
at present are said to be those operated at Valobre,
trance, and at Emmendigen, Baden, Germany.
The Valob»'e factory is now spinning annually 150
tons of yarns, 50 tons of silver, and 70 tons of noils.
It spins yarn in numbers uj) to 90 in fineness.
The company has added a dye-house to its plant,
and is steadily enlarging its mills. It produces
special threads for lace, passementerie, linen
fabrics and other products of a higher grade in

which the price of the materials is of less im-
portance, while waiting until the abundance and
cheapness of the raw material will permit the in-

troduction of threads for coarser goods for which
there will be a large demand.

The Editor of the Australian ffriculturist,

referrir^g to Eucalyptus globulus, says that it is

only suited for comparatively cool districts. lie

remarks that its value as a remedy for malarial

fever has been disputed, and states tliat Dr. Aitken
calls the planting of the Roman Campagna “a
costly failure.” We are told, however, that prob-

ab.'y the truth lies half way, and that its absorbent
power must make the tree of value in damp situ-

ations; also that the Trappist monks planted it

largely near Rome with good results.

A farmer, who to cure vermin on stock had
used various remedies, among tlie rest kerosene and
lard, camphor dissolved in alcohol, and carbolic
acid mixed with lard, and all without the desired
success, says that finally he tried onions. Of the
result he says:—“One particular animal, a yearling
bull, was very full even after using the other
remedies. 1 took a large onion, cut it in two, and
rubbed him hard all over till I had used two or
more onions and my eyes smarted. Then 1 gave
him some of the pieces that were left, which he ate
w'ith relish, and I awaited the result. The second
day I examined him, and to my astonishment and
joy the hair was full of carcases, but not a live

one could I find. Since then I have treated all

tlie stock in the same way, but did not give the
cows giving milk any to eat for fear of spoiling

the butter.”
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IGH is the cailiug of the cul-

tivator. It is not to provide

food merely, though of all

things food is, of course, the

most important
;

but it is in

concurrence with the architect

and the engineer to extend thg

power of man over nature in

a friendly way
; it is to clothe mere material nature;

in the beautiful lineaments of humanity Nature,
indeed, even when left entirely to herself, is always
respectable and never ugly—never mean. But how
much more beautiful when she bespeaks man’s intelli-

gence and tasteful dealings with her; when the

panorama on which the contemplative eye is invited

to rest, displays not only rocky mountains, or wooded

valleys, or open plains, but noble mansions

“Bosom’d high in tufted trees;’’

adventurous bridges spanning ravines and rivers,

smiling cottages, corn fields, and flower-gardens,

parks and meadow’s, with frequent trees, standing

like sentinels to guard the forest on the upland

!

Next to the discharge of social duty, next to the

endeavour to be a Little Providence in his own
sphere, consulting for the happiness and w’ell-being

of all around him, the best way in which a man
can spend his life, is to devote it to Nature, with

n view to draw her out for man’s behoofs, either

by reminding her of seed-time and harvest, or by

rendering her Beautiful for continual enjoyment.

And in this there is great encouragement. Those

powers in nature which refuse to be trained, and

which resist all charge, are not more powerful now

than they were thousands of years ago. The storms

of the ocean are not more terrible. Ttie rock of

the alp is not harder. The climate of the district

(if the surface of the groxrnd beneath ha.s not been

changed) is not more cold, or damp, or arid. But
meantime man’s power over nature has been mar.

vellously increased. Nature can no longer resist

him so effectuallv now as. she could do in former

times Let the winds blow and raise the sea into

w'hat waves they may, the steamship can cut the

waves through as they successively attack her, can
hold right on her course in spite of them, and make
head-way right in the wind’s eye. As to the rocks

of the Alps, be they ever so hard, it has been
voted that they shall be put out of the way along

a certain line, to the end that the traveller to whom
time is an object may no longer have to go over

Mont Cenis, but right across the base of the moun-
tain. And in a few years a tunnel many miles loug

will be open right through from Prance to Italy.

Nor is it the engineer alone who is thus coming
into the possession of such dominion over nature.

The forester also is acquiring such power even over
climate—that element on which man’s well-being
depends more than on any other—what we expect
our children will see vast tracts of country, which
through the destruction of their forests have long
since become arid and inhospitable, or lapsed into

the state of mere bogs, restored to cultivation and
amenity again, as also other tracts which are now
too cold and rainy, rendered genial. Great, in fact,

is the power and majesty of the forest tree. It is

the finest symbol which the world supplies of the
undying state—immortal life. No true man can
have any other feeling but that of a sacred respect
for a forest tree. Among our ancestors, indeed, or
at least the inhabitants of this country, at that
time when its history begins, this feeling was carried
too far. They w’orshipped the forest tree. Or if

with regard to them this may be a question—it is

no question with regard to our fellow-subjects in
India. There, some religious sects worship certain
forest trees at the present day. And it seems to
me not improbable that this worship may have been
instituted by the priesthood both as an expression
of the veneration which they themselves felt for the
forest tree, and also with a view to impress upon
the mass of the people an idea of the value of trees
and forests. For the institutes of civilised heathen
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ism, though, when they ate viewea in the light
of the true religion, they are very much to be
deplorea, are often possessed of much social and
political value.

It is at all even's certain that the way in which
the inhabitants of the finest couutries on the surface
of our globe tend to bring upon themselves the
gratest calamities, is by the thoughtless destruction
of the forest, first around their dwellings, then all

^ country. For a few generations at first,
indeed, the felling of the forest is a triumph over
nature, for ground that bears grain or annual crops
of some kind, is alv\ays more convenient than
ground that bears trees, however nutritious or de-
licious their fruit. But when the custom of wood-
cutting has once been established in a community,
and the necessity of more and more firewood and
more and more material for building, as also of new
clearings for the sake of obtaining a virgin soil in-

creases with the increase of the population, the
process of felling tends to go on too far—even till

the whole accessible country is denuded of its for. st,

and the soil is laid permanently bare to the impact
of the sunbeams. Now of this the consequences
are most injurious. In the first place the rainfall
is proportionally diminished. And though, as wo
know in Scotland, there are some countries where
this would be an improvement, yet in reference to
all intertropical countries, and indeed the surface
of our planet generally, it is an evil. And in the
second place, the soil, when stript of the clothing
which the forest afforded, and exposed naked to the
heat of the sunbeam, changes very rapidly from
the rich mould which the long-continued fall of the
leaf in the forest had made it. and becomes very
unproductive. Had occasional trees in the forest
been loft to give shade during part of the day. the
destination of the carbon in the mould would have
been to be slowly converted into carbonic acid, and
so to supply food to the successive crops growing
on the soil as they required it. But when the sun-
beam is left free to break in its full force on the
soil all day long, it burns the carbon in the soil

with great rapidity into carbonic acid. Aud this
gas, unless there be in the soil some oxide having
afifinity for it to retain it, goes off as gas, injuring
the salubrity of the air perhaps, and at all events
wholly impoverishing the soil

; for carbonic acid is

the principal food of all plants. The same course
of things, it might be shown, happens with regard
to ammonia

;
and thus, both as itself the immediate

food of plants, and as that which by oxidation
yields nitre, ammonia is lost. Thus the indiscirmiuate
destruction of forest over any great breadth of coun-
try, if that country have plenty of sunshine, is a
great evil.

This is not mere theory. There is, on the con-
trary, good reason for believing that the view now
given explains, to a great extent, the character of
the surface and climate of all the old inhabited
regions of our planet in the present epoch of the
world. And what invests the subject with interest
is this, that while it explains the cause oi certain
great evils which prevail very widely, it also sug-
gests a cure for them. Thus, not only is the great
breadth of Africa and Australia, in consequence of

aridity, unfit for being the dwelling-place of civilized

man, but Western Asia, and even the valleys of
the Ganges, the Jumna, and the Indus, are greatly
at fault in this respect. Now, of the former regions
in former times we can say nothing for cer-

tain, because nothing of their early history is

known. But with regard to those Asiatic regions
which have been named, their ancient history is

known. There can be no doubt that, in ancient
times, they were more densely peopled, aud that

by races far more energetic than their present
inhabitants. There can be no doubt that their

climates were more genial .and their soils more
fertile then than they are now. And why tlie

difference V It is due, I believe, to the thougtless

destruction of the forest, with which nature ever
tends to clothe the entire surface of our planet,

BO far as it is possible for her to do so. Hence
in the present age a great decrease in the annual

rainfall, and its confinement to certain seasons do
pending on celestial, not terrestrial, influences, instead

of a more uiiifmm distribution over all the year.

Hence a comparaiatively rapid combustion of the

soil by the sunbeam, and the loss of the fertility

imparted to it by the virgin forest now no more.
But why, it may be asked, press this theory ?

It is only a speculation, And granting that it is

true, what can be made of it ? To this the answer
is, that it proclaims aloud to the philanthropic

traveller, colonist, planter, soldier, and to any
government in charge of such bare and desolated

territories as have boen described, to do all they

can to encourage arboriculture to the utmost in

then- power, aud to call for the restoration of the

forest.

In reference to many at present inhospitable lands,

there is no saying what benignant results might
be effected in the course of even a few generations,
if only trees could be stolen upon them, and ulti-

mately established in such clumps, belts and breadths
as might be required. With regard to Western
Asia and Africa, indeed, the case, in consequence
of the characters of the governments which rule

there, may be hopeless in the present generation.
But something might, perhaps, be begun to be done
even now for the valleys of the Ganges and Jumna
and their tributaries, and for those of the rivers

of the Punjaub, and for Australia, which are all

more or less under our own control.

But can nothing be done nearer home ? Is our
own much-loved country all right as to arboriculture ?

In answer to this it may be said, that it is at

least very pleasing to consider what has been done.
When the J.’.mperor of the French was contemplating
to do somethiug for lUexico, ho appointed one of

the most learned men of sience in France to give
him in a report as to different nations, showing
what nature bad done for each of them, aud what
man had done. The result was, if I remember
rightly, that of thirty which were compared, ycotland
stood second as to what man had done for her,

but lowest and last as to what nature had done
for her; while as to Mexico, its position was as
nearly the very reverse. Admirable, therefore, is

that which man has done for Scotland already.
But from what has been advanced, with regard

to other contries, the question may be lejitimately
asked here. Has our country, too, been denuded of

its primeval forest by the unreflecting hand of

mau ? Now, to this the answer is, that in our lati-

tudes the hand of man is not required for that work.
Where the temperature in the shade never rises

high, the vegetable remains resulting from the fall

of the leaf, instead of decomposing too rapidly, as

they tend to do in tropical couutries, scarcely decom-
pose at all. On the contrary, the mould tends to

give birth to certain chemical substances, such as

tannin, aud especially gallic acid, humic acid, Ac.,

which are not only themselves not decomposable in

ordinary course, but which preserve from decom-
position the mould-molecules with which they are
mixed. Hence the stratum immediately under the
trees continually increases in thickness from age
to age. Now, like other insoluble media, this sour
soil is no food for tho trees growing upon it. They
spread out and send up to the surface the spongioles

of their roots in vain. If they receive anything,

it is only poison instea I of food. Aud thus it comes
to pass that ultimately the forest fails of its own
accord; and its only recorders are the noble shafts

of trees found prostrate in the moss when that

moss happens to be cut into.

Tlie state of the elements which produces this

result extends over Europe for a bieadth < f about
three degrees of latitude. In some regions, however,

it is not so inimical to nature's determination to-

wards arboriculture, but that where one forest has

fallen she succeeds m rearing another spontaneously

of a different kind on the same area. Thus archroo-

logists, in their recent rosearchos into tho antiquity

of man, have brought to light by their diggings

that Denmark, in successive epochs, has been clothed

liy three successive forests,— first of pine, then of

oak, and now of beech. But to accomplish such an
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end ill our country seems to require the aid of

instructed reflective man,—first in draining and so
far reclaiming the bog, and thou in planting it anew
with suitable timbir.

(To he continued.)

CAMPHOR LEAF OIL.

15Y DAVID nOOl’EE, F.C.S.

The recent high price of camplior, on account of the
war between China and Japan and trade monopolies,
has caused some anxiety in countries where it is large-
ly consumed, and China and Japan being at present the
only two countries where camphor is produced on a

large scale, it has been thought desirable that its culti-

vation should be taken up in other lauds. In .Japan
the camphor trees grow at high elevations away from
the sea, and only large trees of about one hundred
years old are selected for use in making the
camphor. From the export returns of this country,
it seems that the supply is gradually becoming ex-

hausted. In the island of Formosa the camphor trees

are said to be by no means plentiful, and they grow
only in certain favourable situations as far as the
climate is concerned, with savage tribes in the im-
mediate vicinity. Here the trees are not considered
worth taking until they are fifty years old, and the
wood only of the roots and stems is subjected to

distillation.

The camphor tree grows very well in India.

The Calcutta Botanic Gardens possess a fine avenue
of trees which were introduced in 1802. It grows
well in the Ootacamuud Botanical Gardens and in

other parts of the Nilgiris. It has been planted,

as an experimental measure, at Jhansi in the 'North-

Western Provinces, and in other districts in the
plains. Camphor has been known and used in India
for many centuries. In A.D. 642, Indian princes

sent camphor as a tribute or offering to the Chinese
emperors. At one time the tree flourished in Nepal
and Tipperah, a large tract of laud lying between
Bengal and the Upper Irrawaddy. 'Within the present

century camphor was imported from Chittagong, but

it has been said that the discovery of the hill-men of

distilling it from the root led to extinction of the

trees.

In Ceylon the camphor tree grows well at elevations

of 5,000 feet and less; it has the habit of a willow in

the island, and it has been suggested that, like a

willoWi the trees should be coppiced, and the loaves

and branches used for preparing the od. The tree

grows for ornamental purposes in Naples and other parts

of Italy. Professor Maisch in 1891 reported on the

cultivation of camphor in Florida, where it flourished

in almost any soil. The solid oil was made from
the leaves and branches

;
the yield was 4 per

cent, and the product was more like that of Japan,

as it had an odour of safrol. California has lately

become the scene of an industry which has for its ob-

jects the planting of the laurel camphor and the prepar-

ation of the oil for the American market. The tree has
also become naturalised in Java, Brazil, Jamaica, and
other isles of the West Indies, Mauritius and Madeira.

It is very evident that the camphor tree is able

to grow very luxuriantly and extensively in the

warmer temperate and tropical parts of the world,

far removed from China and Japan, but the slow

growth of the tree would prevent all but large

capitalists from opening up plantations and waiting

for the plants to sufliciently mature. If it is true that

in the island of T ormosa the wood only of the larger

trees is used, and the leaves and branches rejected,

then there can hardly be a scarcity of the trees,

or the manufacture must be conducted in a very

reckless and extravagant manner. The camphor from

the Dryobalanops tree is said to be quite licpiid if

a young tree is tapped, and solid if the tree is old.

Under such circumstances it would seem that the liquid

oil constituted the first stage in the development of the

solid substance. It is stated in some text-books on ma-

teria medica that the stearopten exists in every part of

the plant, including the leaves. On the other hand,

it is remarkable that the leaves are not used in

China and Japan; perhaps the natives have found

(liat ibe leav^B 011I7 give a Ucjuid wbjiib

cannot be profitably turned into camphor. As there
is no definite information on this point to bo found
in any description of the industry, I thought it would
be interesting to try the effect of distilling the leaves.
Another reason that encouraged me to make some
experiments in this direction was the hearty manner
in which some energetic planters of Ceylon have
taken up the camphor question.

A large number of experiments have been made,
and a great deal has been written, with regard to
camphor oil, the bye-product obtained in refining
crude camphor before it is formed into blocks. 'This,
has been proved to be a very variable liquid with
a specific gravity ranging from 0'88 to I'OO, an erratic
optical rotation, although usually to the right, and
containing camphor in suspension, or in solution,
or none at all.

The first sample of leaves came from an unbrageous
tree growing in the Government Gardens at Oota-
camund. Fifty pounds of the leaves in a fresh state
were distilled in a large copper still with sufficient

water for six hours. Bight fluid ounces of oil

were separated from the distillate, giving the yield
of essential oil one p^r cent. The oil had a slightly
yellow colour, a specific gravity at 15° C. of 0 9.S22,

and a rotation of -i-9°'4 in a 2 decimetre tube. It gave
off a email quantity of liquid at 160°, and began
to boil regularly at 175°.

Collected below 180° =r 20-6

185° 31-0

190° 15-5

195° =: 10-6

200° A_r 6-6

205° = 3-3

Residue 8-6

95-2

The loss here was occasioned by some of the camphor
congealing in the condenser; the amount, however, in
this sample could only be about 10 or 15 per cent.
The residue in the retort was quite solid in the
cold, and had a yellowish colour and strong camphor-
aceous odour.

The second sample was obtained from some younger
trees grown at Naduvatam on the Nilgiris, a district
more than a thousand feet lower than Ootacamuud.
The leaves were distilled in the same manner as in the
previous experiment, but a large quantity of camphor
condensed during the process and almost choked up
the worm of the still. About four ounces of liquid
were collected, having a mass of crystalline matter
suspended in it. The oil was strained through cloth,
and the solid matter, pressed hard to remove all
the liquid portion, w'as left as a cake of camphor,
weighing two ounces. The clear oil had a specific
gravity of 0'9314 at 1,5° C., and twisted a ray of
polarised light -1-54° in a 2 decimetre tube. It
began to boil regularly at 165°.

Collected below 185° = l3-3
190° — 20-0
195° = 15-5

200° ==. 20'0

Residue = 25-0

93-8

The loss was again acccunted for by some of the
camphor condensing in the cool tube. About one-half
of this oil consisted of solid camphor, or, calculating
the camphor already separated, the oil from the
Naduvatam leaves contained 75 per cent., which is
a very satisfactory result. The camphor dissolved in
rectified spirit, twisted a ray of light F 30°. The
altitude of the Government Gardens in Ootacamuud
is 7,300 feet, and it is possible that this elevation
influences the formation of the solid stearopten
in the leaves. At any rate, it is interesting
to know that a large proportion of camphor can be
obtained from the oil of the leaves and from the
leaves themselves, and probably, if taken from trees
grown at a much lower elevation, a much larger
proportion of_ this useful subsbauOQ could be ooUsotodi
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ALAIMETIES oK WOOD MOKE, EE^5S, OK
NOT SLITAI’.LE EOlt TEA CHESTS

{'/ /an.'lafed Jor the J ro/ncal ” from
“

I/,Lilian iitii.’
)

Tea cultivation in J.iva, as has Ijcen the case with
other cultivations, has entered uijou its

}
cars of strict

eoononiy. In the good old times this was not so.
Then it was prolit. But necessity teaches one to
pray

; and the regally fortunate planters in that
golden time would certainly have laughed, if they
had been told, that a pound of tea cau be made
and delivered for the price that it now costs the
planter.
Amazingly instructive is such a compulsory eco-

noiny. If only the old prices came back again now !

This si^h is generally uttered when once again a lot

of tea is sold on less favorable terms. But they have
not yet come back

;
and pi obably never will.

It is fortunate that tea cultivation in .lava, in

this “struggle for existence,’’ still holds its own.*
In such a general economizing attention must

be given to every detail. One of these details is the
article of ten

As a rule the planter makes his chests himself.
Only a few are in a position to buy chests cheaply.
The transport and the profit which the contractor
must naturally have make it too e.vpensive. A sawing
machine is found upon almost every estate. Some
of the larger ones have frame-saws

;
but a single

circular saw, driven by a water-w'heel, cau abundantly
supply the need, and, without much trouble, yield
planks for b,000 to 10 ,00U chests, representing a produc-
tion of 640,000 to 800,000 half-kilos of tea.

Sawing is best done with the hand; blocks of wood,
still round and with the bark on them, cut up or
sawn off to the length of the desired planks, are
guided by the hand toward the saw, w'hich turns at
a speed of 600 to 1000 revolutions per minute. This
method of dealing would not succeed if hard kinds of
wood had to be operated upon. Tea-chest wood must
be light, and at least so firm of fibre that a wire-
nail will hold firmly in it. Further, it must dry
easily, and not get mouldy too quickly or shrink too
much.
Formerly the wild timber of the Government

forests was mostly utilized. Innumerable \ aricties
of all kinds of woods are to be found in these forests.
.Hut, partly because the distances, and therefore also
the co.st of trans])Ovt. are too great, or liecause the
tariff for those tinds of timber, even the lowest, of
I -5th of wood, is still too higdi. tlio planter liad
to seek ocher sources, which were found in kam/ioinf
timber or their own planting. The lam/joii;/, witli

their surrounding little gardens, hocman. i-avines, Ac.,
yield a number of varieties of wood, suitable for the
purpose. Many fruit-trees, which in the lower dis-
tricts yield sweet, juicy fruits, grow well in the moun-
tains, but yield fruits edible only by natives or
quadrumanous inhabitants of the forest, tout soil peu.
Experience teaches, that the value of the timber of
nangka, docren, rambutan, mango, dJeroc/.'-hesar, jambu,
Ac., gi-owing at 3000 feet, is greater than that of the
fruit. For the tea planter, moreover, there is gener-
ally the full opportunity of making himself inuepen-
dent with his own timber by planting along roads
and paths or in ravines, or if need be by systematic
forest cultivation.

What variety oi wood is ihc best for tea chests is

still an open (|UCstion. So long as that is nut decided
and an abunciaiico thereof ]ilaiit(;d, the plante)- will
still have to content himscit with a number of
varieties of w^ood, which are more or less suitable,
and he will often liave experience of varieties of
wood which are uol suitable for tea chests.
At a medium elevation of tJOttO feet, in the heart

of the Breanger, the tea-planter-chest-maker has to
do with the varieties of wood mentioned in tlie fol-

lowing list. This cannot make the least claim to
completeness. Many varieties of trees, however, exist
in large numbeis in some places, in others sporadi-
cally or not at all. Of tho varieties of trees from

* The words from ‘‘ struggle " to “owu” are given

the primeval forest only a portion of the best known
an I most important, or that exists plentifully in the

forest ravines outside the primeval forest, have been

examined. A * denotes the varieties that are suita-

ble for tea chests, and those that are specially

noteworthy, to be bought up or planted.

For the correctness of the Sundanese names, the

writer can answer only so far as they are in use

in his immediate neighbourhood, viz., the Malabar

mountains to the south of Bandoeng. For the rest,

most of the Sundanese names are pretty general over

a lai'ge portion of the Preanger, if one does

not attach too much credit to the unsubstantiated

information which one sometimes gets. Not all

natives arc good arborists. The Latin generic names
are taken from “Filet” and from the botanical

dictionary of the trees of Java by S. H. Koorders,

In that pr-oviuce, even in the generic names, great

confusion still prevails. Each writer favours quite

distinct names. I have ventured to retain several

well-know n names from “ Filet, ” although in the work
of Mr. Koorders quite different ones are found. For
some it was not possible to give a Latin name
except by means of a lucky guess. The spelling of

the Sundanese names differs in many points from

that followed by Mr. Koorders. The simple and
rational method of spelling of Geerdink-Coolsma in

my opinion deserves the preference.*

1 Albasiii.*'^ Alhizuia nioluccana. A tree of great

virtues and great faults. No variety of tree yields,

in a short time, so great a quantity of w'ood, of very

useful quality. The wood is somewhat too soft, and
must therefore be sawn somewhat thicker and be

fastened with longer nails. It is however very uni-

form, di’ies quickly, does not shrink much, and is

pleasantly smooth to plane. The tree grows
everywhere luxuriantly and incredibly quickly, but

one loses much wood
(
1st) by the wind, which often

breaks off the largest branches or causes the tree

to split down to the roots
; (

2nd) by a green hoktor,

striped with yellow-brown on the wing-cases, w'hich

attacks the tree and causes it to die off on a large

scale. The bark then falls off in pieces, and the

wood is riddled like a s))ongo by the larvee of this

chafer. As soon as one sees dying at the foot a
(inc wood dust, that makes its appearance through
small holes in the Itark, aud gives the first intimation

that the tree is doomed, it must l)e speedily cut down.
2 . Adi/rit. ifiPi-fvs spec. (See No. 3;! Kojaiir/.t

3. Il'iros.* .Ifoiig/i/tia spec. This tree has its

liome in the primeval forests. Tite wood is hand-
some in appearance, greenish, yellow-brown, but
somew’hat brittle. Also very suitable for building.

The old trees are mostly called Jfcniglid.

4. Belakclehe.* Echinocarpm spec. Wood very

good for chests. Comparatively rare. Is very heavy.

5. lieunjing. Eicus. (See No. 42 Kiora.)

6 . Hintinoe.* Jlelochia spec. (Koorders). Good
and useful, but even from older stems somewhat
too hard

;
but seldom of sufficient proportions.

7. Biroc.* Canariopsis spec. (Filet). A handsome,
good wood; seldom met with.

8 . Ilisoro. Eicus spec. (Bee No. 42 h'iara.)

9. Jloengoer. Lagerstroemia spec. This tree, which
is every year covered with rose or violet flowers,

yields an cxtreinely hard wood, valued in the
Government tariff equally with djati.

10 . Hocturoeira. Oticrrus spec. (See No .33 Kajaiig.i

11 . Minipilha spec. div. The wood of the varie-

ties of mango is too hard and too heavy for tea
chests. Witli the exception of Jjimors, and the wild-

growing Pari, all varieties of the mango are called

in the Preanger Boewah, not only the fruit, but
also the tree.

12. Dadap. Ergflirina spec. div. All the varieties

of dadap, as also tho thorny Dadap Ijoetjoek and
the TjavrjHiiii, must bo condemned. The wood is too

spongy.
13. Daiiiar.* Daiiimara spec. (I'ilet). Is specially

planted for tea chests, in lower lying districts. At

* In tho Dutch system of spelling Malayan words
(c = English rw, ci( = Eng. u in burn, y’-i-Eug. y, d!

Eng.
J,

iT/'.
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3000 feet the tree does not always grow well, and
it is liable to diseases. The wood must be of very
good quality.

14. Djadjawai . Ficus spec. (See No. 42 Kiava.)
15. hjamhoe. \_Jamhu.'\ Jambosa spec. div. The

wood of all kinds of jambu is hard and heavy. In
the mountain regions the fruits are all inedible.

Ifi. DJamoedJoe- Podocarpus spec. When planted
outside of the primeval forest this tree grows badly.
Its home is in the higher lying belt (4000-5000 feet),

where it forms one of the forest giants. The wood
is a good timber.

17. DJati. Tectoua spec. Of well-known utility.

18. DJeniil-o/.* I’itliccololiiiuii. spec. The quality of

Djengko! wood leaves not much to be desired for
tea chests, but it has an unpleasant odour, which,
however, cannot penetrate through the tea lead.

The tree grows quickly, and is to be met with in

abundance. The fruits are unwholesome. He who eats
much of them becomes djcnijholeuin, a peculiar disease.

19. J>Jcrock. Citrus spec. div. Only the ftjcroel'

gi^de or puraelo attains to sufficient dimensions to en-

able it to be sawn into planks. The wood is however
far too liard. The fruits consist fat dOUUfeet) of i husk
and J a sour, bitter, librous kernel.

20. JtjeunudHufj.** Albizzia Miimlafa. (Filet).

Although this wood, which is obtainable in large
quantities, is stronger and denser than that of A.
moluccana, and is one of the most largely used for

tea chests, yet serious defects attach to it. The
tree is not so easy to plant, and grows much less

quickly than its transmarine brother. On the ot ier

hand it is better able to stand the wind, and not
so subject to damage from insects. The heart-wood
and the sap-wood are very differently colored, which
gives a mottled appearance to the chests. The sap-

wood rots very easily, and then becomes perme.atod
by a dark-colored mycelium. If it is not quickly
and thoroughly dried and kept dry, the planks be-

come covered with moulds and fungi, which cause
them to adhere to each other. This disadvantage
is not possessed by the wood of A- molttocaiia. Th s

last, also named DJeimr/djing laoct, is in these re-

gions mostly designated Alhasia (Ses No. 1) by the
nhabitants. Of one variety (?) named Djewifjding

eutak the wood is totally useless. It shrinks to

such an extent, that a plank becomes not only
much smaller, but wholly distorted.

21. Dioeufi. This large-leaved tree, with very
small blossoms, is seldom met with. Superficially

it resembles DJati or Sruipocr. It grows in t<^gal

districts, intermixed with Malaka, ki-bodas, bintinoe,

(to. The wood is reddish-colored, pretty strong,
but coarse.

22. Djoewa,r. Cassia spec. Very suitable as a
shade-tree along big roads. The wood is much too
hard for tea chests.

23. Gadok.* Bischofia spec. Very useful for tea
chests, but largely attacked by boring chaiei's.

24. Ga' iwjg^.ni. Di.ra spec. More suited for living
pagers.* When well pruned the tree grows pretty
high and stemmy and possibly suitable to be sawn
into planks. The wood is also sufficiently solid.

25. Jlamerang. Ficus. (See No. 42 Kinra.)

26. Uauiiroeng.** Vernouia spec. A forest giant,
belonging to the family of the Compositre (in this

respect unique ?). When planted from seedlings in
the forest, the tree, with good pruning, grows up
vigorously, but it has still to be seen to what
dimensions it will attain. TUe wood is exceptionally
suitable for tea chests.

27. Hampelas.'^ Ficus spec. This variet^N of Ficus
differs from all others by having a wood very suit-

able for tea chests. As iir the leaf, which is on
that account used as sand-papet, so the wood also

appears to possess siliceous deposits, which render
it tougher.

28. Hantap. Sterculia spec. The wood of the
Haiitap is, fautp de uiicu.c, useful. The tree, which
becomes very large, allows itself to be planted
everywhere freely, and planted aloii" roads forms
beautiful avenues. The scarlet-red fruits have a
pretty effect.

(

29. Ilaroeman. Alhiz^ia spec, (or Fithecolohium'!).
ihe wood 13 bad and moulds very rapidly.

30. Hoeui. Ani idesma S2rec. Hard wood.
31. J/oeroe. The number of varieties of Iloeroe

13 legion, and very different in ajipearance. The bestknown are JL uiunoek {Acer spec.?), JL koneng Sbatoa, II. pq/oiug, JL hiicur, II. I, iris. AH vield p
not very durable timber, which is however veryuseful for tea ehests.

32. Fadoe. spec. The well-known prized andabhorred Durian. At 3000 feet gives fine Fn-cro i.

“

but small tasteless fruits. The^wood is rather^ b^d’
33. Kajavg. Quercus spec. Among thf Jav«nl

’

oaks the “ Pasaug ” is the most known but th®“ Lajang is apparently the best. The wood ofpasang is white and coarse of fibre. The f
heart-wood Is not inferior to the best
wainscoting. When freshly cut and sawn^howeTer
It may split. It is very durable, wheu waxed orp(olished IS prettily veined, and is impregnable tn
white-ants. In some forests the tree is^found '

large numbers. It is erroneous to speak of „asa,,n
kagnng, pasang-kikwer, etc.

' ^^"9-

34. Faliage A shrub, with twining branches, whichsometimes attains the compass of a tree The 1hard and sharp thorns are rightly very much feared'
3o. AaUketa,i._ Croton spec. (?). Perhaps a corruption of kaliki-oetan Filet 3324). In other nln.L

also called ki-rautja. The treelet sffited for
living pagers, always handsome, either from the
bright-red young leaf, or from the white cluster!
of flowers, or from the red berries.. Deserves to beplanted in gardens.

36. Kalimorot Casianea spec. Good building tim-ber, not suited for tes chests. °

37. Kanioeniiuj. Murraya spec. Very hard woodyellow-colored, seldom in dimensions of any con!!’queiice. ^ Gunse*

trang'ijX-'''' pretlg

40. Karet. Ficus spec. (See No. 42 Kiara )41. Aareumbi. Carumbium spec. A smoii .
IS not much noticed. Useful as undeiSowtbforest planting. 'S'gronth in

-12. Mara. Ficus spec. The wood nf .,ii • ..

of I'icus. Uroslignm, or CovelHa (with the
of Uouipcla^ No. 27), is too weak L ^^?easome ot them arc only of value from tn ^ chests

;

handsome growth, others as produces of caLt^P
^^

The g»e.is of the »k,.tS
of other trees, is very luterestiuo- mu.
apparently deposited there in the duno- of u-The young plant sends downwards a ro^oiffitas a spider’s thread, which at lentTfi, , u
ground and ends by becoming a stem thlTem'o verpowers and overgrows the supporting treeimesthe supporting tree contiLes ?o Hve 7";
then one sees in a A'lara some hraimbpo
tirely different foliage, for instance of 7sometimes it dies and then forms p hmt ;

in the Aiara stem. When the nrim
° cavity

felled and burnt such a Ami-rcC^r
times stand for several days flamino-

some-
Sometimes two or more varieties of AM

^ snmking.
grown together on one stem Lt hi
leaves and fruit at different ’times

^ ^ various

bylmtStul ets?tXr7w7 7®““e»«3ed
44. Ki.bo.la.s. iJlackiSnt sic

hard and durable wood, diffioult^o' wo?r7l,p7^^belongs to the tcgal flora and is mW ‘'I’ce

yearly burning-off of the high gmsTJ,
toot. This peculiarity it has ia cominm,
si-hiaug. liS'upoer, Ac.

common with iVa/aka,

tree. Handsome white buildiun fin
large

very fine of texture.
timber, hard and

hard and heavy

(j’ileii {See No. 33

TOd, “roc- Vevy ,to»8 .hd tough
* Kaclosufes, fences.—rr
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(as No. 52 Ki-

49. Ki-laki. Greicia spec. (Filet). Small aud in-

significant.

.50. Ki-leko. iSaunuja spec. Weak and unusable.
51. Ki-meour/. Easy to raise from seed. A hand-

some tree, with very strong, hard wood. Perhaps
suitable for the planting up of roads.

52. Ki-tnh'tik. I’odocarptts This pine yields a
handsome furnitnre wood, useful for all kinds of

purposes
; too good for tea chests.

53. Kina. Cinchona spec. div. From the wo^d of

large C. siiecimhra tea cheats can be made if need
be. It is however somewhat too heavy and brittle

for this purpose. It is of more use to the tea-and-

cinchona planter as firewood for his drying machines,
Ac., &c., as well as for paqern and for posts for

nursery bed? &c. It is very durable.

51. Ki omj. This name appears to be applied in

other parts of the Preanger to other varieties of trees

also. Here it is generally used to denominate a not

thick, but pretty high tree, which is met with in

groups, with fine handsome foliage and small white

papilionaceous blossoms. Apparently very suitable

for shade-trees in coffee gardens, not subject to the
diseases of the Albizzias. Rather hard wood-

55. Ki-po'ck. Pithecolobiuni spec. This handsome
tree, generally thick, of a dark green shade, allows

itself to be easily planted from the black beans

The wood vs little known, but may possibly be as

useful as iljonjkol. Time must decide this.

56. Ki-poeti 'i. J'odocarpas spec.

merak .

57. Ki-saiupaiiy.* Evodia spec. This tree much
deserves attention on account of its beautiful white

wood and quick growth. In forest plantations it

sometimes springs up of itself in large numbers.

58. Ki-sera. Cinnamomumspec. (Filet). This fra-

grant wood is very hard, strong and durable. Its

home is in the primeval forest.

59. Ki-tedja. Cinnamomuni spec. Also a variety

of wild cinnamon, found everywhere. Little or no

odour. Hard building wood.

60 Ki-tiwoe. Meliosma spec. Bad and useless.

61. Kitjareuk. A forest-growing, straight-stemmed

tree, with a leaf that consists of unlike halves (as

in the Begonias). Is recommended by the natives.

Wood not yet tested.

62. Kockoen. Schoutenm spec. Also called II ah-

koekocn. Magnificently strong and pliable wood One

finds many shi ubhy-growing specimens, seldom a

Koe)-aJ.** Sponia spec. In w'oody districts, be-

tween 4000 and .5000 feet, the tree par rrceUenre for

tea chests, although indeed somewhat difficult to

saw in a moist state, from its great fibrosity, owing to

which a plank of it appears as if covered with

wood, yet easy to plane, light and sufficiently strong.

Also little subject to decay. After the felling of the

primeval forest, the Koeraj springs up en masse

and in a short time forms a new forest. Planted

in more open, lower-lying regions, the tree lan-

guishes very much, and is subject to diseases, which

often cause it to die outright.

64. Kondang. Incus spec. (See No. 42 Aiara.)

65 Kopeny. Hem spec. (See No. 42 Kiara.)

66* Kopo. Jambosa spec. This tree strikes the

eve chiefly in the blossoming season, when it is

covered with rich white-rose flower-clusters. The

wood
Alstonia spec. Quickly attacked by

insects. Otherwise really good wood.

B8 Limoes. Matiqijera spec. A handsome tree,

especially in the blossoming season. Hard building

'"^°69^’
Aon. Eicus spec. (See No. 42 Kiara

)

vn' Afahi JAnuidambar spec. Among Europeans

nJtpr known 'Htasamala.” The natives say for
better known^ a

w^nnd is often not sufficiently valued, apparently

hec^nse one frequently bases one's opinion upon

itdiprdelivered by contract, which usually consists

of comparatively young wood, the most manageable

Semss quite sufficient for the required diineii-

sions. 'Ac hardest-wood of old, thick trees differs

iuThrpnw«val fovesT one eoinetiipoa finda U'ees
much, and is extremely solid.

fallen from inmemorial times, the bark and sap-

wood of which have entirely decayed. Such a stem
then forms a natural wall, into which the foot

sinks when one steps upon it. The heart-wood is

then still quite sound aud apparently far superior

to freshly cut wood. Planks of good iiiala wood lie

in the open air, exposed to wind and weather for

20 years and perhaps longer, without rotting. The
sharply defined territory of the tree is peculiar. On
the Groenoeng Tiloe some portions of the forest con-

sist almost entirely of malas; on the flat adjoining
Malabar the tree is entirely absent. Yet it allows

itself easily to be planted from seed, and there are

lO-year old specimens that are growing vigorously.

71. Malaka. Eniblica spec. One of the hardest and
most durable vai-ieties of w'ood. One can seldom get a

fine, perfect piece of wood. Most of the stems are hal-

low' and full of holes. The tree grows in open Higal.s,

aud does not die when the grasses are burnt off-

72. Jlanglid.* Manglietia spec. (See No. 3 Hg,ros.)

73. Mara.** Mappa spec, (or rachystemon?). The
green-leaved or Mara-t*.yal is not so suitable, al-

though also useful, as the brown-leaved or Mira-
beureuin. This tree allows itself to be freely planted,
grows quickly, and yields a wood that has excep-
tional qualities for tea chests.

74. JfiiuU. MeUa spec. The experiment tried (at

3,000 feet) with this tree for the first time lately

in the Preanger has not been successful. The wood
is soft and very liable to split. The tree grows up
quickly, but, unless planted in favorable spots, the
growth speedily comes to a standstill. Perhaps
better suited for lower districts.

75. Moenfjang. Aleurites spec. This wood, to be
met with in great quantity, must alas 1 be condemned.
The quality is too bad.

76. N'ingka.* Artocarpus spec. Although some-
what hard and solid, this wood must not be rejected,
especially as it is to be had in pretty large quantity.
The tree grows well on all kinds of soil, and as a
fruit tree has scarcely any value. It is best to use
this wood mixed with lighter kinds. Some planks
of nangka or waroe wood, especially for nailing up
strongly the bottom or top, add much to the strength
of a tea chest. Also very suitable for clamps.

77. Panggang Paratropia spec. Uuutilizable. The
wood fibre is always twisted in spirals, and splits

correspondingly.
78. Pari. Mauyi/era. A tree from the primeval

forest. Heavy hard wood.
79. Pasang. Qucrcus. (See No. 33 Kajang.)
8fl. I'ci’r. kiens. (See No. 42 Kiara.)

81. Peutcuj. Parkia spec. Forms high, very tine trees.

Hard wood. Apparently well suited for tea chests.
82. Peutcuj-selong. Leucaena spec. Too small to

be noticed. The wood is besides exceptionally hard.

83. Poeloes. Lnportea. Small trees in the primeval
forest, without value. The leaves, which look harmless,
burn so severely on being touched, that one feels the
pain even after 6 weeks, especially when the burnt
part comes in contact with cold water. It appears
that vitreous hairs are left sticking in the skin.
Natives when in the forest never fail to warn per-
sons followinp them.

84. Poespa. Schima spec. Big forest trees [with hard
timber, resembling that of mala, but inferior to it.

The tree can be easily planted, and is once a year
fiery red from the new young leaves, by which one
can recognize the poespas at a. considerable distance

85. Ramhoetan. jS'ri>h.tliuni spec. At 8,000 feet the
tree seldom yields fruit, and then only small, sour
ones. Nevertheless it grows well, and is suitable for
planting along high roads. The wood is too hard
for tea chests.

86. Randoe. Eriodendrum spec. The tissue of the
kapok-tree can scarcely be called wood, and is per-
fectly useless, even as firewood.

87. Rcungas. Gluta spec. Very handsome timber.
The cutting of this wood causes swelling of the
face and hands; this peculiarity condemns the tree.

88. tSaninthi.* Ca.sfanea spec. Very abundant, very
useful timber, although somewhat hard for tea chests.
It is also very quickly attacked by white-ants aaid

boeboek or toko (boring chafers) and is tliei'oiWQ
especially very iuferior to oak-wood.
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89. Scinpoer. DiUcniii spec. Especially al homo in

the itpals of the low-lying districts and proof against
fire. Exceptionally hard wood. Another kind or
variety is called S^mpoer fjci.

90. Soeren.** Cedrda spec. div. The quality of the
Cedrelas indigenous to Java is very various. The
soeren wood is mostly very suitable for tea chests.

For planting, these trees are not to be recommended.
Outside of the forest they s\iifer badly from diseases
and soon die. It is otherwise with the Suinatvan
Cedrda serndata, commonly called Soerian, and now
universally distributed in the Preanger even by
the natives, freely planted. Few varieties of wood
are so useful for all kinds of purposes. It is tolerably
strong, easy to work, prettily marked, on which
account it can be used tor polished furniture, and
durable, and also not exposed to white-ants. The
sap-wood also and that of young trees does not differ

much from the older heart-wood. Even for building
timber it is very satisfactorily strong. Tea chests

made of this wood leave nothing to be desired. The
growth of the tree is however not yet quick enough.
At .8,000 feet about 15 years are needed to produce a
beam of 20 x 20 cm.

;
with very favorable growth

25 < 25. Older trees are frequently hollow. Of the
indigenous Cedrela odorata, the well-known cigar-

box wood, specimens have been planted, which grow
well, but even up to ca. 6 years of age yield no seed.

91. T(din(ikoep. Cluoxylon spec. A tree, that attains

to no large dimensions, but gives hard, durable
wood. Is very abundant.

92. Tanykedak. Lepidadenia spec. (Filet). Soft, bad
wood.

93. Tonyogo. C'antaneu spec. (Filet). Hard timber.
The best of the Co <faneas.

94. Tenrenp. Artoroipns spec. A very large tree

with very bad wood.
95. Tisoek * Jlihiscus spec. Jjeaf and blossom

greatly resemble those of the ii-aroe No. 100. As
fantastically and crookedly as the latter grows, so

straight as a candle the Tisoek shoots on high. For
some purposes, among others for building, it is there-

fore more useful, although it is not so solid as waroe.

The Tisoek however does not attain to the bulky
dimensions of the waroe. The natives often disfigure

and damage the tree by lopping so high, that only a
small crown remains at the top. Useful for tea chests

95. Tjangkring. Ergihrina spec. (See No. 12 Dadap.)
97. Tjangtjaralan. Kuuclea (Koordeers). A straigiit-

stemmed tree. Hard timber.
98. T]aringiii. Fiexis spec. (See No. 42 Kiarn.)

99. Toengeureuk. Castanea spec. Hard timber.

100. ITaroe.* Jlihiscus spec. A very useful wood
when one needs great breadth and little length. For
tea chests also, waroe wood, although somewhat heavy,
and difficult to sow owing to its fibrosity, can be used
with advantage. If some planks and the clamps
consist of vuroe wood, the chests are very strong.

The tree grows everywhere and is not fastidious.

A drawback is, that many trees become as if over-

grown with parasitic plants Manguuden" yLornn-
thacea), which frequently cause the otherwise so

strong tree to die. This tree is very intolerable,

just like bamboo. All that grows within reach of

its roots languishes.
A. E. Kekkiioven.

FRUIT CULTURE IN THE HILLS.
“ Cosmopolite” writing from Simla to our esteemed

contemporary The Statesman endeavours to show
that a writer in The Madras Mail takes a very
pessimistic view of fruit culture

;
the correspondent

of the latter journal deals entirely with orchards
which have been started in the NUghiris, and have,

according to him, turned out dismal failures. The
picture lie draws is no doubt a gloomy one, and
when one reads of the many drawbacks unfortunate
proprietors have to contend against, he woull indeed

be a bold man who would sink capital in such an
industry. Here are a f&w of them as related by the
Nilghiri writer:—
“I can recall the case of a gentleman who at

great expense imported some expensive varities of

dwarf fruit trees from home. After patient waiting

in due course the fruit set and began to ripen under

its owner’s eyes, but when about half-ripe the un-
happy man found to his disgust, on entering his
orchard, that not only had the fruit bejn stolen
but the branches broken off with it. And worse
was to come, for the following year the plants were
found with their steins cut off close to the ground, in
some cases actually rooted up and carried away! Though
this fruit-grower had comparatively few animal and
bird enemies to contend against, since he was living
in Ootacainund itself, the genus homo proved almost
too much for him. In another case a fruit-grower
enclosed bis little garden with a trench and a wall
about three feet high. This proved ineffectual to
keep out sambur, which vaulted over and did infinite
damage nibbling off grafts, etc. Porcupines followed
in a way best known to themselves, and they rooted
up pineapples, and ate the rippeniug melons,
and cucumbers, and tomatoes. When the porcupines
were excluded the rata and squirrels came in and
nearly completed the ruin of the orchard. By day
the place was infested with birds, that nothing short
of shooting could drive away. The depredations of
beetles, plant-lice, bores and other insect pests,
though serious enough, can almost be passed over
in comparison with these troubles. In addition, in
this case, the would-be fruit-grower suffered from
the depredations of his own servants, who went
in one night and gathered some pines that were
ripening and by their clumsiness de.stroyed several
of the plants. As the pines were a valuable variety
the owner’s loss was a heavy one. It may not
be generally known that the • jackal is a
terrible enemy to the fruit garden. Coffee planters
know to their cost what be can do to their coffee.

He will eat anything in the shape of fruit that he
can reach—.strawberries, Brazil cherries, melons, figs,

etc, and the fable of the fox and the grapes has a
practical significance for the fruit-grower which per-
haps it may not have for others. The toddy-cat of the
plains has a cousin on the Nilghiris who practically
lives on fruit. It is a black greyish animal with
white spots and more mischievous than the jackal, from
the fact that it can climb trees and reach any fruit.

Now we have a firm belief that the real enemy
to European fruit-growers is the gentle Aryan, and
not the insects, birds, or animals which agriculturists

all over the world have to contend against
;
and there

is no doubt that as things stand at present, this

enemy is unconquerable.
“Cosmopolite” in The Statesman takes a much

more hopeful view of the industry and shows how
successful it has proved elsewhere. He says;—“ My
main object, howeveig in writing to you is not to
comment on the failure of fruit culture in the
Madr.as Presidency, but to set off against it the
raraked success which has attended that enterprise
in the Himalayas. Indeed, so hopeful have been
the results that the N. W. Himalayas bid fair to
realise the proud distinction of becoming, what they
have been called, the orchard of India. Let me
glance at the results of an experiment which has
scarcely lasted a dozen years.

“ Formerly Simla used to bo supplied with fruit

from Naini Tal, and up to 1883 seems to have been
destitute of any gardens of English fruit trees, ex-

cept perhaps a private one on Summer-hill Since
then, however, Anuaudale has been covered with
fruit trees bearing apples, pears, apricots, grapes, etc.,

no less than 5,000 plants having been grafted in its

soil. Private enterprise has also been busy in the
same direction, and Simla now numbers about a
dozen gardens, owned by residents, containing 2,000
to 3,000 trees be.iring English fruit.

“ I do not possess particulars of the cultivation
on the Kulu range of hills, which are visible from
Simla

;
but Kulu apples have already gained a name in

the market. Indeed, it has been established that
apples, and pears flourish on high elevations, and if we
compare the English fruit produced in these parts
from imported seeds or grafts with the miserable small
spongy and tasteless fruit known in Calcutta as Gabul
apples, the enormous advantage of having Himalaya
fruit instead becomes at once apparent.

“Imagine for a moment the improvements in the
Calcutta market were scope afforded for the supply
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of English apples from the hills, to say nothing of pears
apricots, grapes, strawberries, and other smaller fruit
why, you would be better off there than you were

even m the days in which American apples used
to be imported with ice, and sold at the rate of eight for

T 1
apples here than ever

\

Calcutta in the best days of American apples.
And the experiment of importing apple i from Australia
would have no chance against fruit which could be

'*^1 *' market within four or live days
of its being plucked. The Calcutta market, moreov.^r,
18 only a single place where Himalayan fruit could
be offered for sale. All the stations along the railway
route, and indeed every accessible spot on the plains,
would be available for the sale of the Himalayan
fruit, were culture attempted on a large scale.”
All this is perfectly true, but we are inclined to think

that in the Ni’ghiris the wrong sort of people went
in for the industry and that the system they worked
on was rotten. They were evidently people who
did little or no work with their own hands, but small
capitalists who planted orchards near villages so as
to obtain cheap native labour. Result, villagers
reaped and ate of the fruit with gusto after having
drawn good wages to grow and guard it. The pro-
prietor’s profits might be gauged solely in a.r expen-
sively bought experience and a profound knowledge
of the capacity of his Aryan brother in the picking
and stealing line.

But there are evident signs that a revolution is

looming over Anglo-Indian society, the d preciation
of the rupee is bound to affect even those moving in
the highest grades, much more so the middle and lower
classes, and they will no longer be able to send their
ohlidren home for education or go there so frequently
themselves. Schools therefore must yearly inci-ease
in numbers and be gradually followed by the hills
of India being colonised by many of the parents of
children educated there. To supply these colonies and
schools with vegetables, fruit and poultry, we look to tha
poor white and a robust class of Eurasians who will
start small farms, market gardens and orchards, woking
themselves without the aid of native subordinates
such people ought with fair work and economy to
be able to make a far better living in the Himala-
yas or Cashmere tlian they would be able to do in
a country so played out for agriculture as England.
Calcutta and most of all the big Indian cities suffer
during the hot weather from a want of English
vegetables and fruits, but so favour hill stations can
scarcely supply local demands. Let Government en-
courage soldiers who have served their time to settle out
here andaid them w'ith lightly rented land grants
and small loans where necessary,and the worthy folk
will soon create a valuable industry and colonise the
hills with a race from which India can cull her future
soldiers and policemen .—Indian J'lantens' Gazette.

ANACAUDIU.U OCCHDENTALE, Llun.

(Tub Cashew Xri.)
The fruit of Anacardium is weU known to West

Indians, who besides eating it in the fresh state,

make conserves of it in various ways. Though
sweet, it is at the same time very astringent and
said to be useful in cases of dysentery and diarrlnex.
Many and various are the effects with which this

tree, its fruit, bark, leaves aud seeds are credited,

and if all were true, it would indeed be one of the
wonders of nature. It is said to possess aphrodisiacal
properties, the leaves to be cipabie of producing
drunkenness, the nuts or seed when roasted to excite

the faculties, especially memory, so much so that

a confection made therefrom lias been called Cun-

fection des Ak/yav
;
and the oil from the nut is said

to be epual to that made tiom the finest olives

— while an acrid oil is produced from the epidermis
of the nut, which is said by Barham in /lovtm

Ameticanis 1791 to “ cure herpes, and cauceroiis aud
malignant ulcers abounding in rotten flesh

; it also

kills worms in ulcers, and chigo“s, it takes away
freckles and liver spots, but it draws blisters and
therefore must ho cautiously made use of.” “ It

has been observed that poor dropsical slaves that

have had the liberty to go into a cashew walk, aud

eat what cashews they pleased, aud of the roasted

nuts, have been recovered. " Another writer brings

an indictment against the West Indian fair sex for

using it as a cosmetic when they have become
tanned hy exposure to the sun. He describes the

process as follows: *• They take a nut, scrape off

the outside skin, and rub their faces with the ex-

posed oily surface. The face swells and blackens,
but ultimately the tanned skin peels off; aud al-

though the process necessitates rigid retirement
for a fortnight, at the end of that time they “ re-

emergo with a new skin and complexion as fair as

a babe.” It has been also stated that the oil is to

be found useful in Leprosy and that the fruit is a
cure for the disorder which causes the patient to
become what is known as a dirt-eater. The oil is

probably worthy of further examination, but in the
absence of a Physiological Laboratory prepared to

undertake original work we are bound to obtain the
interest of workers in European or American Insti-

tutions; and as these are for the most part fully

engaged, it is somewhat difficult to secure their

interest for the examinatiou of tropical productions.
The tree produces a beautiful clear gum, which

makes a fine- varnish, and is said to possess especial
virtue in preserving woods from insects. The sap
of the tree, like its congener Seniecarpus anacardium,
produces an indelible stain upon linen. Professor
Lindley makes Martins responsible for a statement
that the nut has a wonderful effect upon chronic
infl'iininat'oii of the eyes, especially such as are of a
scrofulous nature, when simply borne or carried by
the persons affected. It is also a common belief

in Tiiiiidad that a necklace collar of Cashew
nu s have a remarkable curative effect upon some
of the diseases of the Canine Race, especially for

coughs, or distemper.—-1. H. H.— Trinidad Bulletin.

CULTUHE IX WESTEKX AUSTRALIA.
It is pleasant to learn, through the agency of the

Agent-General, that fruit and vegetable culture are
making satisfactory progress in the far-away auri-

ferous portion of the globe which has so rapidly
risen into fame all over the world. Orchards and
vineyards are gradually being developed in valleys

where rivers or streams of any capacity run, and
ill some places, as in Perth, we are told that Grapes
are sold at 4d. per pound. Apricots, Peaches, aud
Melons also are gradually coming into market, and
Strawberries, Raspberries, and Currants are to be
found here and there. Of course, where the rainfall

is limited in extent, cultivation is a ticklish job, but
then irrigation is made to assert its baueficeut power,
aud as population gi’ows, so also does the extent of

acreage under fruit aud vegetable cultivation. Land
is c'lieap enough, for it is staled that the cost of

freehold in f anus is soinethiug like iO.s. per acre,
the payment being extended over twenty years =6 (f.

per acre per annum I And so, possibly, it may come
to pass tliat alluvial gjld may by-and-bye be found
more easily of acquirement than ctiluvial—as in

California. P.y-the-way, it may be noted that fruit

trees and cuttings are sent from both New South
Wales and Sjiitn Australia. We are reminded by
the Agent-General that grass seeds ate now placed
on the free list of imports, as well as ga -den seeds.

In the tariff-free list are to be found bulbs, fruit,

and oriiauiental trees, s..ious aud i.ratLs, manures of

ali kinds, plants, an.l Vine cuttings. The following

pay a duty of 5 per cent, ad valorem:—Agricultural,

liorticultural, and vitioultural implements and machi-
nery (net garden roller.s); wire netting and steel

fencing wire, standards and staples.

Tne iacreise in tne value of timber exports is

surely worthy of mention here. In 1893 the value
of this export was T33,8'j8, last year this had in-

creased to t‘74,809. It may not be generally known
that the forest region of extra tropical Western
Australia occupies an area equal to the whole terri-

tory of Great Britain—the iutratropic zone of forest

is also enormous, and there is many an indication

that as time goes on more and more of the timber
produced in these regions will iind its way to the
mother country. A’.C

—

Gardeners’ i'hronicle.
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SRAWKKI).
Wo sliouU Ijo jilail tu kti')\v if tiierc arc any

anitm;f uiir rojulers wliuso oxjioi'iouoj would cun-

linn Of the reverse, a statement made to us

tliat seaweeds will not ,i>row upon coral. Per-

liaips that statement shouKl be (|ualilied by sayin,

that it was intended to apply in a limited sense

only, and that it is admitted that certain of

the' liner seaweeds attach themselves to coral,

hut that the formation is delicient as aH'ordinp;

a Indding for tliose luxuriant growths such as

are everywhere seen iilong the sliorcs of <«rcat

Hfitain and turnish such a valuible siipjily of

manure. It cannot be disputed, we believe, that

around the coast of Ceylon there is a singular

deticiency of seaweed. It is to be found, but

only in' certain localities, and there only in

lim'itcd (juantity. Undoubtedly this is a lo.s.s to

agriculturists near our sea-shore, and we liave been

askeil if we can explain the deliciency. It will

be easy to allord this explanation, if it be correct

that tiie coral of which so large a proportion of

our marine barriers consist does not give the re-

nuired foothold for the largei and stronger growths.

We fancy that tlje same cause operates that we
assigned as the reason for the sjiarseness of shingle

on our maritime beaches when discussing that sul)-

ject some years back. Rock formations are scarce

upon our coiAst lines. Were these more common, we
believe not only slungle but .seaweed would be both

more abundan't tiian they are. We know that

the line rocky headland uiion which Fort Frederick

stands at Trincomalce is abundantly supplied

with seaweed. The Galle harbour, too, where

there is a good deal of rock “between wind and

tide,'' furnishes a considerable amount. \Ve

have always understoo<l that large .seaweeds will

only grow when the above condition exists.

They niust be exposed to the air between_ high

anil low tides. If we are right as to this, it

must follow that the very limited range of our

tides would largely recount for the scarcity (hat

is .so strongly noticeable along our coasts. If

to this cause may be added that asserted lo

be due to the unsuitability of coral for the iiro-

motion of growth, we can 'have no dillic.ulty in

giving the explanation asked of us. Hut it

Tvould be a satisfaction to know if the state-

ment as to that unsuitability can be confirmed,

or if it is known if rocks of granite type ex-

hibit in any localities the same absence of sea-

weed growth as is noticeable in the case of coral.

VENEZUELA.

Everything connected with Venezuela has at

the present time considerable interest for all

Emdish readers A lengthy article appeared in

77m Tinir.n this week dealing with the con-

dition of affairs in that South American re]iublic.,

and the extract from this that follows will have

a special interest for Ceylon as still a colVee-

iiroducini^ rmuntry. It cannot be all bcei ami

skittles to conduct jilanting operations under the

conditions mentioned in this extract :

—

Coffic, is the main staple of Venezuelan wealth,

the cultivation extending in more or less degree to

all districts of the Republic where sod and climate

are suitable. The port of Maracaybo ships annually

some 30,000 tons from the Andine States adjoining

Colombia, Puerto Cabello about 7,000 tons from the

country round about Valencia, and La Guana froin

12,000 lo 13,000 tons from the districts within reach

of Caracas. Venezuelan coffee deservedly bears a

hi'i'h reputation, and would gain still moie in favour

if 'greater attention was paid t0
|

the method of culti-

vation and preparation for the market. The total

area under coffee is estimated at from lsi',0W to

75

luuyinO acres, und the avorago yield at a little under
.'> cwt. per acre. The plantations have a neglected
appearance generally—knee decji with weeds and the
trees impnuiel and uacared for. The coffee is grown
under shade trees, forming a strong protection from
tlie hot Eiin. The total cost of cnltivatioii and other
charges up to the time of the delivery of the
bean in a iiiarkotable state in Caracas or clso-
wliero is calculated at about 35s per cwt., thus
leaving a considerable profit to the grower at present
values. Hut many drawbacks exist to deter Fluro-
jieaiis from emb.-ukiiig in the enterprise. A revo-
lution breaks out, and the male labourers arc rei|ui-

sitioned to serve as soldier.s on one side or the other.
Other diffu-ulties incidental to these South Aiiierieaii

countries are always liable to crop up. In the sitting

room of Mr. Middleton, her Alajesty's former Minis-
ter Kesidoiit to this country, are two large water-
colours. The one represents a coffee plantation at
8 a. m. everybody smiling and happy, and the rou-

tine work in full swing
;
the other shows the same

place at 5pm.. with dead end wounded men on all

sides, and and fierce tiring going on between the
Government troops and the insmgents. I know of

no better example of the rislcs to \vhich the owner of

a coffee estate is constantly lialilc. All those dangers
arc equally present to tlie grower of cocoa, and, in-

deed, to any undertaking necessitating the employ-
ment of large numbers of labourers. Under such
circumstances it is not a matter for wonder that
merchants or others making advances against crops
should ask and obtain unusually hi^h rates of in-

terest. The coffee or cocoa, once ready for the
market, is despatched on the backs of donkeys or
mules to the nearest commercial centre, and there
bought for shipment to Europe or the United States.
—London ('or.

FLANTING I'RIHIUESS IN HHITISII

NORTH RORNEO IN IS‘i.5.

Tlie North ISornro lirm/i/, of.laii I says:
—During the year eon>.iderahlc progress h.as been
made in the cullivalion of geiuTal piodncts.
We subjoin notices of llir [n im'ipal items :

—
CoFi'T.K has been started in one or two new loca-

lities, as, for instance, at the seventh mile stone
outside Sandakan, on the Beaufort road, where a
(,’hiuaman has planted some 50 acres, while most of

the existing estates has'c been enlarged. The follow-
ing is the monthly crop of coffee in parchment since
June last from the Byte Estate, which is estimated
to be about 170 acres, and the average age about 2
years 10 months in July, to 3 years 3 months in
December.

.Tuly .. pels. 23.58 October .. pels. 65.02
August .. ,, 33.36 November..

,, 84.22
September ,, 44.73

|
December

,,

The monthly advance shown by these figures can-
not be considered as otherwise than very satisfactory.
The crop is delivered in Sandakan on about the 30th of
e.ach month where it is at once sold, and the money sent
up to the estate in time to pay the wages on the 1st.
Byte clean coffee has been sold in Singapore at ^)i42’75

per picul for the whole parcel, the outside quotation
then being |-13 ; and the better lines of a shipment
from Taratipan fetched 81)s per cwt on the London
market.
The end of the year sees coffee coming in from

Byte, Kabeli, Loong Piasow, Segaliud, Western Jarvis,
Sebuga, Taratipan and Kudat

;
the price in Singapore

is f;45-60 per picul—higher than it has ever been before
;

and at the Byte, Taratipan, Kinabataugan Buluno and
other places further fresh clearings are in progress for
immediate planting.

GAMun’.R.—This cultivation is extending steadily
at Meliuao

;
three boiling houses are at work and

two more will be erected by .June to meet the require-
ments of the young plants now some months in the
ground, and it is anticipated that the monthly output
will then be 180 piculs. The gambier producea is
of the best quality and finds a ready local sale at
full prices. Felling for fresh gardens is in progress.
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(JocoNi'i's.—This cultivation lias only liocn seriously
coniinencocl hy Europeans during ‘ the last four
years, ljut now at a great many dilfeient places
round the coast, coconut plantations have been
started and fresh ones on an increasing scale arc
contemplated. As yet but very few of the trees are
in bearing but when they once commence, the cut-
turn otjiuts will be continuous, and will increase
until it becomes of large consequence to the country.
Every month, at a rough estimate, something like
a thousand fresh trees are planted at one ijlace or
another.
The dwarf luds that bear in three years are being

watched with interest.

Manila lliiJir —The satisfactory growth of the plant
producing this fibre has been fully proved, and in two
or three places there are considerable patches of

it, but so far difficulty has been experienced in getting
a sufficient supply of skilled labour; several gangs of

Sooloos th.at know something about it have been
brought over, but alter a short time they have always
gone off to more attractive fornrs of work. Three
hundred acres are being opened on home account op-

posite Eoong I’iasow and, at worst, natives easily learn

rhe processor extraction by hand.
SnoAU (’ask. has been cx|)erinrented withinoneor

two places with satisfactory results so far as jrroving

the, exti(-mely low pi'ice at which the raw material, the

caire,can be produced, and its high quality and sugar-
yii'lding capabilities, but up to the present the
crushers used have la'cn on altogether too small a scale;

one is now at work on the Suan iianilia. It is urged
that where the r.aw material is chea[)cst that is the

place to erect factories for whatever the prodirct may
be, and nowhere Ls cane cheaper if so choap as in North
I’ornco

;
and at tlie end of the year we hear ihat ne-

gociations are in progress for the erection o. a crusher
on a larger scale.

(.'oTi'o.N i.s on trial in one or two places and pro-

mises well. Some of the earlier planted patches
were in rather lonely ilisLricts and were almost
entirely eaten up by deer and wild cattle which
seem to have a great fondness for it. The later

plantings an' in places where these animals will not
come. The Park lleserve trees are in good bearing.

Cocoa, Saco, Nirmi'.c.s and other products have
been planted by Europeans in several places and
in all instances promise well. Samples of cocoa
have already been obtained.

ToiiAcco.—The prices realized in the latter portion
of the year did not fulfil the hopes based on the
previous sales. Messrs. Binger ct Herschell’s “ lleview
of the IS'.M Borneo Crop “ gives the average
price all round of 100 Dutch cents, the London
and Amsterdam Borneo Co. again heading the
list with 138 cents. Koyah commanded 129
cents or Avith Lamag an average of 99 ceius

and Lahad Datu 111 cents. The average of the 1

south Maruda Bay plantations was 99 cents, Benkuka
fetching 91 cents

;
the other plantations varied from

81 to 5.") cents. The total arrivals at Dutch ports were
9,791 bales, approximately valued at f-588,000. The
present crops however are looking well and consider-

able progress had been made in cutting before the

rainy season set in. At Bilit (130 piculs will be
harvested and at Koj'ah 900. Lamag and Batu Putih
arc well advanced, the former averaging .5 piculs

oi- a little more pc'r field. Details from Lahat Datu
and Maruda Bay are unfortunately wanting beyond
the genertil assurance that the plantations are cioing

well.

PLANTING IN BURMA.

A planting contemporary points out the grand
cupubilities for planting enterprise offered by the
Kachin Hills nml the neighbouring immense tracts

of jirimcval forc'd, but observes that the extreme
Kcarccncss and dearness tracts of labour in the
district stands in the way. A correspondent who
knows th(' iiarts in question believes “the whole
country would h(' an ideal planting district especiallv

for tea. TIk' (dimafe is suitable, and the soil good,

but labour is most expensive. There will shortly

bo a railway, however, to Myitliynia, and produce

would in no case he more than 10 miles away. During
tlie cold weather there is a steamer service on the
Irawaddy, and country-boats, which are fairly cheap,
are to be had all the year round.” The tea-growing
region he believes to be one of the best in the world.

The height of the hills ranges from 1,000 to (5,000

feet, and the rainfall is abundant—or, as he puts
it, there is, “ a fertile soil and heaps of

rain.” Opinion asks for particirlars as
to lire possibilities of introducing Chinese labour in

that part of Burma, and points out that the district

in question being center ruinous with the Chirrese
frontier no insuperable difficulties should exist. We
may observe, in this matter, that the Chinaman,
though a steady and hard-working fellow as a rule,

as soon as he leaves the Celestial country has a
somewhat e.vaggerated idea of his own value, usually
demanding ana receiving wages that w'ould make plam-
ing unprofitable if Chinese labour were largely utilised.

It is a common thing in Dar jiling to see Chinese carpen-
ters who receive as much as R2-8 0 a day, whereas an
equally skilful carpenter in Northerrr India would get
ouly eight annas a day, especially in Behar. If

coolies, therefore, and carpenters could be imported
from Bohar, as also from Diuapore, Patna, arrd

other stations, it would be well. Coolies irr Behar
get no more than from two to three annas a day,
and are glad to get tliat. TJufortirnately, however,
the coolie agent, in spite of all Ins blandishir cuts,
finds it diflicult to persuade the average Behari to
omigrate, even llioiigh his beloved country lias

notliing but semi-starvation to offer liim at bonie.—Jhulnin 'I’iniCK, Peb. .>.

^
THE RKV. (’HAS. McLEAN ON TEA

IN APSI'RALTA.
'I’lio Hex', (’has. .Mclman writes from (leeloiig

on l.lfli .lamiary :

”1 write to ask if you can send to me by the first

mail a jiackage of your leaflets about Uui, liow to in-

fuse it Ac., and also a list of those who sell /nire

Ceylon tea in the towns in Australia. I liave beeir

a good deal about since landing in Australia, and so
far those 1 have met are in dense ignorance about
Ceylon tea. They do not know where to get it, arrd

even those few who have bad samples, do not know
bow to infuse it. The way here is to put the tea
in a /ill can and boil it for half an hour on the fire.

You can imagine the result!
“ We had a very tine voyage fronr Ctylon to

Adelaide, where we landed, arrd since then have beerr

travelling about a good deal principally in the
Malice country which is rroted for its growth of
wheat, and the manufacture of eucalyptus oil.”

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA.

From .0, private letter jn.st receiveil from .Mr.

A. Whyte, formerly well-known in Ceylon,
we extract as follows :

—

Via Chinde, Tlie Ro.sidency, Zomba, B.C.A.,

21st Nov. ]89.'5.

I have often wished that I could write you from
time to time, with some notes about this" interest-
ing country, but my duties are so numerous as to
leave me no spare time for correspondence. I see,
however, by the Obaenrr, which I continue to (’w/cw

vmch, that you are well pos;cd up on what is going
on here. By this mail 1 send 3011 a report I drew
up as to what we are doing towards establishing ex-
perimental gardens, and from it you may get a few
hints as to the eapabilities of our soil amt climate.
I should be sorry to jironounce tlio couiurv
/or J'Juro/ieanr, as our death-rate has bt'Cn very high
this season, yet it is not worse than, say, Ijower
Dikoya was when being opened np, and 1 have no
doubt it will become aninmllv move healthy. .As to
coffee, 1 do not hesitate fo say, 1 think it is a safe
investment here, and tlicie is scarcely a tropical pro-
duct which wo could not grow witli succe.ss, 'Die
country is still in some jiarts unsettled and insecuie
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from slave-raiding; but you will see by last Gazette

that our Commissioner, Mr. .Johnston, has gained a
complete victory over Zerali—our most powerful
enemy. He (Mr. .Johnson) is off again for a month
to fight the Arab slavers at the north end of Lake
Nyassa, and a tough job he will have; yet I have no
fear of his ultimate success.

I am constantly sending home collections of the

fauna and flora of the country, and many specimens
have proved new to science, and of much interest

to naturalists. It is a good game country, too, and
the grand antelopes of Africa arc still well reiu’e-

sented on our plains.

I should like much to write you at greater length,

but must deny myself that pleasure as time will not
permit of it.

ElL.-V TEA CUMEANY, LTD.

\ iiieebiiig of tlie Eilti Estate Company Etd.

was belli in the olHce of Messrs. J. M. Uobertson
I'c Co., Agents and Secretaries on 8tli Feb. Mr.
Henry Hois presided and present were Messrs. I’ercy

Hois, Gordon Hois (Secy.), Herbert Capper and AV.

E. Mitcbell.

The notice calling tlic meeting having been
read, minutes of previous meeting were read and
confirmed.

Tlie Cu.viRMAN explained that it was an interim

meeting and it was not customary to bring for-

ward a printed report, altbougli the Articles of

Association provided that a meeting slimrld be
held. The yield from the Eila estate during the

six months ending .31st December 1895 has been
satisfactory, but owing to an attack of lielo-

peltis on Kanangama that necessitated tlie

pruning down of the tea, the yield from
tliat estate lias fallen considerably short

of expectations
; but the visiting agent’s lapt

report indicateil that the estimated yield for the

whole year may still be realised and, in the

meantime the directors recommend the payment
of an interim dividend of 4 per cent, for the half

year against 5 per cent, paid for the correspond-

ing period last year. He thought that was all

the informatiou that re«iuired to be i>ut before

the meeting, but the Directors would be glad to

reply to any iiuestiuns bearing on the subject.

The report was adojitcd.

Mr. MrrCHKi-h propo.sed that a dividend of 4

per cent, be jiaid.

Mr. HcKiixirt C.U’i’ici; seconded.

d’he motion was adnpLeil ami the meeting
thereafter terminated.

WEEDS IN CEYLON.

It is difficult to understand why the planters of

Ceylon have such a holy horror of weeds on their

plantations. Here in S. India a certain and in-

creasing number appreciate them moi’e at their true

value, and though not going so far as to encourage

them generally, yet at certain seasons of the year,

actually welcome their growth. In a late number of

the Ceylon Ob errer there appeared an editorial on

the extreme danger of allowing weeds to grow on

estates. A moral is drawn from the agitation going

on now in Australia about the spread of noxious

weeds in pastures, and we are gravely iiifonned that

“ the presence of a single estate in a district in

which negligence in this respect (in clean-weeding)

is permitted, may infect, so to speak, the whole of

the area of that district.” The analogy between

pastures and tea-gardens may be very obvious to our

contemporary, but for ourselves wo fail to see the

slightest connection between them. As an old collce

planter remarked to us the other day, a moral ol

more value might be drawn from the utter collapse

of clean-weeded Ceylon coffee and the flourishing

condition of our weedy S. Indian estates, By the way

the danger to Australian sheep-growers lies in tlie

seeds of certain weeds lodging in the wool, which
greatly reduces the price .—Plant in;/ Opinion, Feb. 1.

SELANGUK PLANTERS’ ASSDCfATION.
AVe have to acknowledge receipt of a copy of

minutes of a general meeting, held at the Selan-
gor Club on Saturday, 1 1th .January ;

—
The Chairman, Mr. E. Carey, explained to the

meeting that Government had intimated to the Asso-
ciation that the subject of discharge tickets for
labourers had been under consideration, and although
not prepared to pass a coiupulsory enactment, would
be glad, as an employer ofl abour, to join in any
eigiitable arrangement for the protection of employers
against the wrongful employment of absconding la-

bourers.

A draft of proposed suggestions to Government
in connection with the above subject having been
distributed to the members present, the follow-

ing form was agreed to after some little discus-

sion—viz.,

“ That owing to the facility with which abscond-
ing coolies are at present able to obtain employ-
ment wherever they may offer their services, thus caus-

ing serious loss to employers, and laying the whole
community open to the contingency of having the
unpleasant char'ge of crimping preferred against
them : it is desirable that imraeniate steps should
be taken to put this question upon a more satis-

factory basis, and with this object in view this As-
sociation submits for the consideration of Govern-
ment the accompaying suggestions, the adoption of
which it is believed will go far tow^ards rectifying an
evil which is becoming every day more apparent and
which, unless checked, may lead to every serious
results. It is therefore recommended that

—

“All coolies being fresh .arrivals in the State should
be furnished with certificates to the effect that
they are bond ,fide new comers, and therefore eligible

for employment.

“All employers of labour, other than day labour,
should be required under penalty of a fine of not
less than to furnish a eerti-

ficate of discliarge to every cooly leaving their
employ.

“ It should be incumbent upon all employers, on
a cooly applying for woik, to demand from such
cooly the production of his certificate either of arrival
or discharge, and anyone found employing a cooly
without such certificate, unless able to prove tha
cooly to have been a servant of his prior to the
coming into effect of these rules, should be liable to
a fine of not less than
"Emxfloyers should bo intitled to demand from

every cooly applying for and obtaining work, tho
certificate which lie possesses on his an ivai.

“ In tho case of labourers employed ancljjaid by the
day, whilst iheir obligation to produce certificates,
as in para .4 should remain the same, employers upon
settling their accounts, should be required to return
to labourers the certificates originally produced by
them, under penalty of a fine of not less than

“ Such rules should not be enforced for six months
after they have been agreed to.

“Trocecds of fines to go towards cost of supplying
passes,”
The Chairman informed tho meeting that His Ex-

cellency the Governor had suggested to the S. P.A.
deputation that the Hon. Secretary should address
the Resident on the following subjects :

—

(a) AVritten contracts with coolies;

{b) Preferential claim to mining rights
;

(f) Arbitration on acquisition ofland by Government.
A draft of proposed letter was then read to the meet-

ing and agreed to.

The minutes of the S.U. P.A. general meeting,
giving Mr. Hill’s scheme for the importation of free
Tamil labour, were read, and it was resolved that
the subject should be left for discussion at the
meeting of the United Planters’ Association.
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TEA IN AISTUALIA.
A fiiir business has been clone privately in Cliina

tea, sales comprisinfj ‘2,1)00 half-chests comnion congou
to medium panyong at to lUd 100 half-chesis
panyong at 7.jd to Tijd "200 cpiarter- chests buds at .'>1(1

<o0 cjuaiter-chests medium buds, KiO quarter-chcsis
buds at up to Tie! and DO half-chests kooloo. Of
Ceylon teas, ‘280 packages have been sold at prices
ranging from oAdtolld. Of Indians, 50 chests have
been sold at Old. The auction sales on Friday last
were quiet, and jirices realised for Ceylon teas showed
a decline, which in some cases amounted to as much

ltd. The quantity of Ceylon offered was 381) chests,
183 half-chests, and 172 boxes, and the cjuantity solcl

was ‘239 chests, 130 half chests, and 172 boxes. Fine
pekoe and broken orange pekoe realised lOJd to Is
Igd

;
pekoe, 0;d to Dd

;
broken pekoe, 7jd to Old;

and pekoe souchong, D.td to OJd. Of Indian teas,

1)29 chests and lull half-chests wore offered, but sales

were only made of 9 1 chests and 31 half-chests, at

Oid to lOJd. At the auction sale of Indian teas
yesterday (Thursday i only a small business was done,
one of the c.italogues lieing almost entirely passed
in, as, although the bids were fully up to and in some
cases over late market lates, the importers preferred
to hold for an advance, looking at the character of

recent advices from Calcutta. The total quantity
offered was ‘2,(1D.'> packages cx “Argus,” and sales

w'ere made publicly of 372 packages as follows: —
Orange pekoe, lOd; pekoe, (i.fd to 7.J ;

broken pekoo.
(i-jd

;
i)ckoc souchong, bid to 8d

;
and broken pekoo

souchong, fid. Sales have since been made privately

of about 700 chests at an advance on auction bids.

Cable advices announce the closing of fhe Calcutta
markets for the season 1895-1H>, and recommend the

holding of recent shipments for price.—.liisf/uhtsui/i

Jan. 2D.

M A in': E r ECRTEA SHARES.

Thursday evening, Jan. 23.

Since last writing a steady business at rather

hardening prices has been in ijrogress tor nearly all

Indian Tea shares.

Fhksii Issues.—We shall in future allude to the

Cachar and Dooars and to the East Indian and
Ceylon Companies in the sequel under their respective

headings.
Mincing Lane has shown a distinctly hardening

tendency, and even the commoner classes of Teas are

now' fetching advanced prices.

Cevi.on Shakes.—C. T. P. Co. ordinary are still

wanted at 2I5 upwards, but holders ask f‘2.5. The
Prefs. were taken early in the week at Ibi, and
have since changed h.ands at Idi, and more is now
asked for them.
Ceylon and Oriental £3 shares changed hands

as high as 3 3-l(j, or for the first time at a

premium.
Eastern Produce and Estates Co.’s £"> shares are

still asked for at Ij without finding shares.

Lanka Plantations, after being rather a ked for.

arc now sellers, and D4 downwards would be faken

for them.
New Dimbula.—In our last we strongly slated

the price at which the “E” shares had been sold

as £17, but we learn th.rt the ]nire w.as really

£18, at which more business has since been done.

—

J! and C 3/ciif.

I'L.VN'I’IXi; AM) PIlODlU'lv

Ihii'i'isji Assam Tea Comuanv, I jimitei).—Adverting

to the letter which appeared in our last issue re-

ferring to this company, we learn that at a subseijuent

meeting of the company the shareholders by a largo

majority passed the identical resolutions, as pro-

posed by the directors, wliich had been negatived

at the meeting of December 18th.

Dc,ATM UE A Weli.-known PuANTKii.- It is with much

regret that avc announce the death of Mr. John

Grant, who has been manager of ttic Noedeem Tea

Company iu the JJooars siuce that eompauy com

meiiced operations some dozen years ago. No concern
in the Dooars district has been more prosperous, or
given more splendid profits throughout, than Nee-
deem, and Mr. Grant is well-known as a very suc-

cessful planter. Though not one of the very earliest

pioneers, he was. we believe, the oldest Dooars
|)lanter remaining in the district. Mr. Grant was a
native of Perthshii'e, and gained his fir.st experience
in lea iu Sylhat, wliere he worked a few years before
Ids engagement by the Needeem Company 10 open out
Iheir gardens in the Dooars. He long occupied a pro-

minent position iu the district, and was for years cap-
tain of the local Volunteers. He was widely known
not only as a successful tea planter, but as a most
kiud-bearted, genial, and hospitable man. Ho p.assed

away on New Year's Day, and his death is rendered
all the more sidas he was just on the point of re-

turning liome from India for good, and had been
contemplating this step for the last two years or
more, without feeling able to break aw.iy from his

congenial duties and surroundings as the time for

saying good-bye approached. It seems too often the
case with tea garden managers that they hold on a
little too long. The sad news will bring much sorrow
to Mr. Grant’s many friends, and much sympathy
will be felt for Mrs. Grant, who had gone home in

advance of her husband, and is now in Scotland.
The PnoDUEE of Venezuel.a.—A/irojio-i the Vene-

zuelan dispute, the principal indmtrics ofVenezueli
are the cultivatiou of coffee and cocoa, cattle raising,

the growth of sugarcane and its nianufactnio into
sugar and rum for local use, gold mining, and
the collection of natural products, such as vegetable
ivory, ebony, «ud other woods, dyewoods, and a
variety of articles of minor importance for export-
ation. Coffee is the main stable of Venezuelan
wealth, the cultivation extending in more or less

degree to all districts of the Republic where soil

and climate are suitable. The port of Maracaybo
ships annually some 30,000 tons fi-om the Aiidine
States adjoining Colombia, Puei to Cabello about 7.000
tons from tho comiti'y round about Valencia, and La
Guayra from 1‘2,000 to 13,000 tons from the districts

within reach of Caracas. Venezuelan coffee beaia
a high reputation, and would gain still more in

favour if greater attention was paid to the method
of cultivation and prepar.ition for the market. The
total urea under coffee is estimated at from 180,000
to 200,000 acres, and the average yield at a little

under 5 cwt per acre. The plantations have a neglected
appearance generally—km e-deep with weeds and the
trees nnpriincd and uncared for. The coffee is grown
under shade trees, forming a strong protection from
tho hot sun. The total cost of cultivation and other
chaiges up to the time of the deliver}' of the bean
in a maiketable state in Gar.rcas or clsewliere is

calculated at about 35s ijer cwt., thus leaving a con-
siderable profit to tlic grower at present values. Rut
drawbacks exist to deter Europeans from embarking
in the enterprise. llevcDutions are of too frequent
occurrence.—//. and C. .1/ail, Jan. 17.

J'he MAMHEsrEK DiKEcr -Tkade i.N Tea.—

T

he
steamer ' Clan Drummond,'’ the second of Messr.s.

Cayzer, Irvine and CIo.’s new service to SManchester
from Calcutta, arriA cd iu Manchester early last week.
Her Manchester consignments included between 5,000
and (i.OOO ch> sts rf tea, imported by Messrs. Johnson.
Dodds and Co., whose efforts to establish a market in

that city have met witli success.

( 'AMIRI Oil.

Campuou ekom Jjeae Oil.—The recent high price
of camphor, on account of the war between China
and .lapan and trade monopolies, lias caused some
anxiety in countries where it is largely consumed,
says Mr. David Hooiter, writing in the Phannaceii-
lical donnial, and China and Japan being at present
the only two countries where camphor is produced
on a large scale, it has been tliought desirable that
its cultivation should be taken up in other lands.
In ,lapan the camphor trees grow at high elevations
luvay from tlie sea, and only large trees of about
011c Jiuiulred years old are seli.cLed for use iu making
11 k' i.'inpl'or. From the export returns of this

country it seeuie that the supply is gradually
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becoming exhausted. In the island of Formosa
the camphor trees are said to be by no means
plentiful, and they grow only in certain favourable
situations, as far as the climate is concerned, with
savage tribes in the immediate vicinity. Here the
trees arc not considered worth taking until they
are fifty years old, and the wood only of the roots
and stems is subjected to distillation.

Cultivation in India.—The camphor tree grows
very well in India. The Ciloutta Botanic Gardens
possess a tine avenue of trees, which were introduced
in 180‘2. It grows well in the Ootacamund Botanical
Gardens and in other parts of the Nilgiris. It has
been planted, as an experimental measure, at Jhansi
in the North Western Provinces, and in other dis-

tricts in the plains Camphor has been known and
used in India for many centuries. In a.u. 64‘2 In-

dian princes sent camphor as a tribute or offering
ing to the Chinese Emperors. At one time the
tree flourished in Nepal and Tipperah, a large tract

of 1 ind lying beween Bengal ahd the upper Irra-

waddy. Witliiii the present century camphor was
imported from Chittigong but it has been said that
the discovery of the hill-men of distilling it from the
root led to the extinction of the trees,

Othkh Countiues.—In Ceylon the camphor tree
grows well at elevations of 5,000it. and less; and it

grows for ornamental purposes in Naples and other
parts of Italy Professor Maisch in 1891 reported on
the cultivution of camphor in Florida, where it flour-

ished in almost any soil. California has lately become
the scene of an industry which has for its objects the
planting of the laurel camphor and the preparation of

the oil for the American market. Thetree has also

become naturalised in Java, Brazil, Jamica, and
other isles of the West Indies, Mauritius, and Ma-
deira. It is very evident that the camphor tree is able
to grow very luxuriantly and extensively in tlva warmer
temperate and tropical parts of the world, far re-

moved from China and Japan, but the slow growth
of the tree would prevent all but large capitalists
from opening up plantations and waiting for the
plants to sufficiently mature.
Distilling the Leaves.—As there is no definite

information on this point to be found in any des-
cription of the industry, it was- deemed interesting
to try the effect of distilling the leaves. The first

sample of loaves came from an .umbrageous tree grow
ing in the Giveriiment gardens at Ootacamund.
Fifty pounds of the leaves in a fresh state was dis-

tilled in a large copper still with sufficient water for
six hours. Eight fluid ounces of oil were separated
from the distillate, giving the yield of essential
oil 1 per cent., yielding 10 to 15 per cent, of
camphor. The second sample was obtained from
some younger trees grown at Naduvatam on the
Nilgiris, a district more than, a thousand feet
lower than Ootacamund. The leaves were distilled

in the same manner as in the previous experiment,
but a large quantity of camphor condensed during
the process and almost choked up the warm of
the still. About four ounces of liquid w'cre col-

lected. having a mass of crystalline matter sus-

pended ill it. The oil from the Naduvatirn leaves
contained 75 per cent of camphor, which is a very
satisfactory result. It is interesting to know that
a large proportion of camphor can be obtained
from the oil of the leaves, and from the leaves
themselves, and probably, if taken from the
trees grown at a much lower elevation, a much
larger proportion of this useful substance could be
collected.

—

11. rC. C. Mail. Jany. 24.

UUUG KEFOBT.

(From the Cheniitit and Tlriuffjisl.)

London, January 16th.

Ks-sential oils.—Oil of cimiainon-leaf i.s again some-
what dearer, 5jd lias been paid on the spot, and there
is no more to lie had at tliat price. Lemongrass oil un-
altered. Native oils on the spot 2.jd per oz ; for arrival
Zgd. Citronella oil again slightly dearer, whicli .sales of
fair quality ; usual eouditious, on the spot at Zs ]ier lb.

but it is doubtful whether any more can be had at that
Cgure, 2s 2d being the general quotation.

AMSTERDAM CINCUDNA SALES.
London, January 16.

Our Amsterdam correspondent telegraphing on Thursday
afternoon, .states that at today’s public sales of Java
cinchona liark .s, 149 packages, re]iresenting tive-sixths of
the supply ottered, sold at an average unit of 3c per
half-kilo, wlncli is equal to the price paid at the last
sales. The principal buyers were : G Briegleb of Amster-
dam, renresentmg the American and Knglish nvinufact-
urers who bought an eipiivalent of 5,925 kilos of sulphate
of quinine ; the Auerbach Factory 4,111 kilos ; the Bruns-
wick Factory 4,610 kilos; the Amsterdam anil .Mannheim
works 6S1S kilos ; the F’rankfort-on-Maine and Stntt<>-art
works 2,066 kilos ;

and general buyers 3,906 ilos. The
prices paid ranged from 7jc to 40c (equal to Ijd to 7Id)
for Druggists’ barks, and from 9|c to 70j-c (equal to IJd
to Is Ofd) per lb for manufacturing barks Tlie tone
throughout the auctions was firm. The total supply con-
sisted of 6,13! bales and 268 cases of Java cinchona-bark
weighing .59 i, 219 kilos, are to be offered. The bark con-
tained the largi quantity of 32,178 kilos of sulpliate of
quinine, being an average of 5'53 par cent f ir the manu-
facturing bark —C/eo/i isf nud Dra;)ijist.

MR. G. W. CHRISTISON ON TEA.
On Monday week Mr. G. W Christison gave one of

his practic.al, instructive, and much-needed lectures on
tea at Goose Green, East Dulwich, Loudon. The sub-
ject was, “Tea Gu ture and Manufacture in Darjeel-
ing.” At the outset the lecturer gave a brief account of
the origin and development of Darjefeling as a British
territory as well as a tea-producing district, showing
that up till 1815 it was a terra ineognita

;
that the

first effort to grow tea was made by Dr. Archibald
Campbell, the first resident Government official there-
and that experimental plots of a few acres in extent
were planted

,
fourteen years later, the first tea garden

on a commercial footing having been s arted in 1858
or possibly a year earlier. In a few words the features
and situation of the district were sketched, and the
area under tea and population

( native and European)
employed on the tea gardens and resident other-
wise employed were giv n.

Every operation in connection with cultivation
and manufacture was described and illustrated by
effective lantern representations, from the clearance
for planting out on the hi-l side with the felled
timber strewn over it (a graphic account being given
of the lively, and exciting scene during the burning),
to the carrying of a tea chest up the mountain path
on the way to market by a hardy Nepali hill-man,
to whose climbing qualifications and powers of en-
durance an evidently hearty, and no doubt well-de-
served, tribute was p.iid.

We shall not attempt a full account of the
lecture, but may allude in a few lines to one or
two points that struck us most forcibly. There
can be no doubt that, as pointed out by the
lecturer, a matter of extreme importance on
estates so excessively steep (as shown by the
views) is careful cultivation, by terracing and drain-
age, to prevent loss of soil not only by the operations
Iheraselve. but by wash from the great rainfall which
often comes down in sudden and heavy downpours.
From the several views, and the description of the
coolie houses, and their w-ater supply, which was given
we can not only easily credit that “space, comfort,’
and sanitation are provided up to and in most instan-
ces in advance of the tastes and wishes of the occu-
pants,” and that “ in most cases all is now being done
for the coolies’ comfort that is practicable and wise,"
and we fancy, from what we have learned from friends
from the tea districts, that these dwellings can-
not fall so very far short of some of those pro-
vided for European assistants in other districts
within the last few years. The system of
leaf-plucking was fully illustrated by views, diagrams,
and description, also by groups of coolies at work
on the hill sides. In regard to manufacture every
operation was made clear from the weighing of the
leaf on its entry to the factory, “ green, fresh, but
often wet,” till its discharge from the drying ma-
chine, “ crisp, wiry,. and black,” and up till the chest
w'as sent on its way to market as referred to. The
changes that take place upon the leaf during the
various operations were clearly pointed out. Spe-
cimeus of the vavious raaubiues were placed ou the
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screen aud their action explained. No one could
fail to be struck by the immense advantages in re-

gard to cleanliness of the Indian mode of manu-
facture by machinery, now all but universally adopt-
ed, compared with the antiquated and unsavoury
methods of hand and feet manipulation still prac-

tised by the Chinese. Views of some of

these reprehensible practices were exhibited in

contrast to the approved modern Indian methods.
Another point rendered strikingly clear was the skill,

care, labour, and practical many-sidedness required

of those who would efficiently discharge the multi-

farious duties required of a planter in held and
factory.

At the close Mr. Christison called special at-

tention to the fact that his lecture must have

gone some way to make clear that, in addition to

the inherent superior quality of Indian over

Chinese tea, was its immense superiority in regard

to cleanliness of preparation. He pointed out that

this subject might be much elaborated and he hoped

soon to have views to display the contrast more
fully. The subject was alone ample for an entire

lecture. Speaking of the industry generally, he

(the lecturer) doubted whether the producer rea-

lised more than half the price for his teas that he

did twenty-five years ago; stll, in most cases, with

skill and industry he was enabled to carry on show-

ing more or less profit over an average of years. I his

result was due to various causes, of which he had no

hesitation in naming as the two which had contributed

more than any others—labour-saving machinery and

the fall in exchange. There were many subjects re-

quiring a lecture to themselves he had only been

able to touch upon very briefly; many others, such

as the chemistry of tea, manufacture, &c., blights,

manuring, management of natives, the labour question

—all of vast importance—he had never once alluded to.

One matter, though only incidentally alluded to in

the few introductory remarks referred to, seems

startling. It is the fact that the hill district of

Kalimpong, annexed from Bhqotan in 1865, is

“ larger than the entire Darjeeling hill terri-

tory, and though a most desirable residence fqi

Europeans, aud as suitable for European coloni-

sation as anyw'here in the Far East can possibly

be, it has been reserved by Government entirely

for natives, and is now largely in the possession ol

Nepalese, who are aliens, though grants of land

there werj persistently refused to Europeans by our

Indian Government.”
The chairman, Mr. John Somerville, member ot

the Camberwell Vestry and Board of Guardians,

in moving the thanks of the meeting to Mr.

Christison for his “interesting and instructive

lecture,” said he had learned a great deal, and

had many of his vague aud erroneous ideas about

tea manufactnirc corrected. He dwelt u))on the

universal ignorance on the subject which lie felt

certain prevailed amongst the very large majority ol

people of this country \yho had been drinking tea

all their lives.

—

H. and €' Jfail, Jan. 21 .

Tlio Chairman propo-sed tlie adoption of

THU DlUKCTOllS’ RKI’ORT

which was in the following terms :

—

The Directors have pleasure in submitting their Re-
port and Accounts for the year ending .31st Dec. 1895.

The crop secured was 118,828 lb., being 1,172 lb. short
of the estimate, but including 11,767 lb. derived from
bought leaf represented an aggregate of 130,5951b.
Tea dealt with by the Company.
The sales realised R52,316'57, or an average of 40T0

cents per lb., while the expenditure thereon, exclusive
of items under Capital Account, but including cost of
bought leaf, amounted to R.30,154'01, or an average of
2311 cents per lb. The balance available for distribu-
tion to the Shareholders is K13,633T3 after providing

R. c.

For interest on debentures . , 2,312 99

Depreciation on building and machinery. . 3,341 7.3

And other items connected with the manage-
ment of the Comnauy amounting to . . 2,886 68

Total . . 8,574 40

The Directors have, in view of the bulk of the manure
being recently applied, deemed it only necessary to

charge one-third of the cost in the current year’s ac-

counts. From the beneficial effects of the manure on
the older Tea land which may reasonably be expected
during 1896, they hope the balance of such expenditure
will be more than provided fer by an increased yield.

The Coast Advances outstanding amount to R4,298‘70,

and being certified to by the Superintendent as recover-

able, rank as an Asset.
The Directors recommend a dividend of 8 per cent

out of the available balance profit which will absorb
R10,-1U0, carrying forward 112,500 to a Reserve Fund,
and the balance R733T3 to next year’s account. The
debentures amounting to R40,000 commence to be re-

payable in 1900, buo the Directors propose making pro-

vision for their redemption by an annual increase of

the reserve fund proportionate to the results of the
year’s working.
The Superintendent estimates the yield for 1896 as

110,000 lb. Tea.
The following is an analysis of the yield of Tea for

the past year, viz.:

—

Acres. lb.

190 yielded . . 109,684 or an average,
578 lb. per acre.

.52 new clearing
planted 1892. .7,705 lb.

12 do. 1893.. 1,259 lb.

8,964

2.51 yielded .. ,. 118,82s lb. 'Total yield
of Tea.

3t> planted 1891.

290 under cultivation.

50 lorest available for Tea.
53 uncultivated.

THE TEA MARKET

shows further improvement, aud all Teas with point

and character command good compelition. The long

spell of low prices look like giving way to a posi-

tion for remainder of the season to tlie advantage

of importers. Supplies will not be equal to the

deliveries, and the corded stock is moderate. The

clearances for the month exceed those of last year

which were in advance of any former period.—A. <b C

Express, -Jan. 24.

THE BEACKSTONE ESTATE COMPANY.

An ordinary general meeting of the Black-

«tone Estate Company, Linuted, was held in the

ollice of Messrs Carson A Cffi., the Agents and

S„cretarie», ou SU, I'el., Mr. J. N'. l

presided, and present were Messrs. G. J. ’’ J'' -

H. Uea>y, Perc y Bois aud E. B- aldock.

393

Of the land available it is determined to open for
cultivation upwards of 25 acres this year.
At the meeting held on Saturday, the IHth .January

Messrs. J. N. Campbell, II. Creasy, and G. J. .Jameson
were re-elected to serve on the Board for the year now
entered upon.
The appointment of Auditor for the current year

will rest with the meeting.
Mr. Bof.S seconded and the report was adopted.
Mr. Wai.docic jiroposed and Air. Bois seconded

that a dividend of 8 per cent be declared ami
paiil forthwith. Resolved accordingly.
Mr. BoiS proposed that Mr. Hercules .1. Scott

he appointed iimlitor and his remuneration to he
lixed at R-5(l for each audit.

Mr. Cke.VSV seconded, and the motion was
adojited.

The jiroeccdings then terminated 5vith a vote
of thanks to the Chairman.
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CURING COCOA.
The following “ notes on cui’ing cocoa for small

settlers” are published by M. Cradwick, yuperin-
tendent of Hope Gardens, Jamaica, under the autho-
rity of the Department of Public Gardens and Plan-
tations of that colony ;

—

The first important point to be observed when
about to cure cocoa is that it must be quite ripe,

but not over-ripe. The pods must have attained their
full color whatever it may be, but if the beaus shake
about easily then the pod is over-ripe. The reason
is that is the beaus are not ripe, ths mucilaginous
matter covering the beans is not properly developed
into the stage when it will readily ferment. If left

to get over-ripe, the mucilage commences to liquefy.

The best vessel in w'hich a small cultivator can
ferment cocoa is an ordinary flour barrel. To pre-
pare this for the reception of cocoa beans, first boro
about a dozen holes, each half an inch in diameter,
in the bottom of the ban-el then place about ten in of

banana trash in the bottom of the barrel. Line the sides

also thickly with trash, and have a sufficient quantity on
hand to cover the beans when placed in the barrel.

When the barrel is ready, break the whole of the
pods and place the beans in the barrel, covering
with the banana trash. The beans must be left to

ferment for two days, then remove orre-third of the
Ireans and lay them iir a heap on the floor airdmi.v

them thoroughly
;
remove the balairce of the beans and

mix them also, but do not prrt the two lieaps together.
.After placing frosh trash in the barrel, put the beans
whiclr were at the top back into tlie bottom of the
barrel and those wdiich were at the bottom,
place at the top. Cover with trash in the
same way as before and leave for two more
days, when the beans should be treated iir exactly
the same way as before. They should then lie

left for two more days, when they are to be
taken out and washed thoroughly. On the day the
beans are finally rcmov(‘d from the barrel the work
should be canrmeirccd very early in the moiiiing, so

as to get all the sun possible on the first day, for

the beans mildew' very quickly. They' should be
washed immediately they arc taken out of the barrel
as this helps to keep them plump.
The proper amount of cocoa to ferment in one

barrel is the quantity of beans obtained fi-oin 1,000
ordinai-y sized pods. If many more than this a: e

put into one barrel, the fermentation is too great
and the beans turn black.

If a less quantity, say below 700 pods, are to be
fermented, the green trash and more of it must be
used, and a weight not exceeding '28 lb. placed on
the top which helps the fermentation.
When the cocoa is being dried, it is not advisable

to expose it after the first two days to the extreme
heat of the midday sun, it is better to take it in
about 9 o’clock, and then put it out again between
if and 4 o'clock. Those who use evaporators are
warned against an excessively light temperature.

Great care must be takeu when removing the spod
from the trees that they Le cut off with a good sharp
knife, not pulled off. If pulled off, the little knob at

the base of the stem of the pod is iiijurcd, and the
tree will not bear from the same spot the follow'-

ing year. If the pods are cut off carefully, the trees
goes on bearing from the same spot ye.ar after year.
•—Tune 189.5.

—

Suc/ai' Journal, Nov. 15.

A TEA ESTATE AND THE LAW OF
CEYLON.

In the Chancery Division of the High Court of
Justice in IjOiuIou yesterday, Hfr. Jnstii'c liomcr
mentioned the case of Dickson r. Law, which came
before him on the ‘iOth December, and was brought
by Mr. Dicksson a marine engineer, residing at
Duntocher, for a declaration that Mr. Tnw was a
trustee for him of the third part of an estate now
belonging to Mr. Davidson, the third defen lant,
residing at Middlesborongb, and w’hich was a tea
estate in the island of Ceylon. In the action Mr.
Hopkinsen, Q.C., appeared for the plaintiff

;
and Mr.

Oswald, O.C., for the defendants. His Lordship

said that when he looked into this case ho saw
that the contract was made in Ceylon, and there-
fore all questions as to its validity must depend
upon the law of Ceylon. It was not like the case
of a contract in England, audit therefore struck him
that the evidence as to the law of Ceylon w'as verV
important, far more important than Mr. Oswald
seemed to have con.sidered, and he thought it would
not be right to let the evidence stand in the way
it did unless they were prepared to admit that by
the law of Ceylon the contract was invalid, and
could not be enforced at all. He had looked at the
only evidence given, and as it stood it was some-
what dubious, though he thought that was the in-
tention of the witness who gave it. But whether
that was so or not, he remembered that Mr. Oswald
had tendered another witness, but did not call him,
being under the impression that the witness who had
given his evidence was taken at conclusive upon the
point. He understood that Mr. Hopkinson was not
prepared to adopt that, and if that were so the case
ough'. to be restored to allow Mr. Oswald to call
his witness, and then, if necessary, he would give Mr.
Hopkinson liberty to call evidence on the subject. If
he might say so, he thought the case was argued too
much on the footing that it was like an ordinary case
of contract here with regard to laud abroad, and that
the same considei-.ations would apply.

Mr. Oswald remarked that he argued that the con-
tract being in Ceylon, the law of Ceylon applied.
Mr. Justice Homek said it was a question whether

it would not be the best course to dismiss the action
without prejudice to the plaintiinninijing an action
in Ceylon, as there was a clainF for payments that
had been advanced by the plaintiff. The main
case, however, was that the plaintiff was entitled to
get one-third of the profits of the estate. He should
like to have the matter thoroughly looked into, as it

would be uusatisfactory to dispose of it in its present
condition, and therefore he proposed to have it res-
tored to the paper for further evidence and argument.
Mr. Osw.AJ.i) said he would prefer to have the action

dismissed at once without costs.
Mr. Justice Ilo.MF.u said that so far upon the merits

if he could have decided in favour of the plaintiff he
would have done so, and he could not help thinking
that if Mr. Oswald’s clients were honourable gentle-
men under any circumstances they ought to return
the money that was advanced.
Mr. Oswald said that an offer of a very much

larger sum was made, and it was refused.
Mr. Justice llojinii had no wish to put the parties

to any^further expense, and he therefore asked Mr.
Hopkinson if he would consent to a judgment for
the amounts advanced without costs.
Mr. Hopkinson was prepared to aoAopt that

; but
till he should like to have a little time to consider it.

Later in the day Mr. Hopkinson said that thouMi
he was limself sati- fled with the evidence as it stoo'd,
it was thought it would be iietter if there were
some disc ussion upon it, and therefore pei haps it would
be better to restore it.

Mr. Justice Rome a thought so alsc, and asked
counsel to mention it again to him when it was ready
to be restored. He W’ould only say at present he
thought from a sense of honour the plaintiff ought
to be tr-eated liberally.

°

The subject then dropped.— Jan. ISth.
—

A New Tea Company.—The cry is still they come.
The latest company is the Rondura Valley Tea Com-
pany, which h.as been formed to acquire the Rondura
and Broadlands estates, situated near the Ginigahe-
tenne g.ip. The estates are quite young, and con-
sist together of ;>.50 acres of tea in bearing, and
200 acres of reserve, mostly forest. The price paid
was R2.)0,000. A new factory is to bo erected on
Broadlands, and, as the jat of the tea planted is
high, and the soil good, the company ought to do
exceedingly well at the price paid. All the capital
has been subscribed, we need hardly add. Messrs.
J. R. Robertson A Co. are the Secretaries, and
Messrs. Henry Bois, A. E. Scovell, and Alfred Scovcll,
are the provisional Directors.—Local Times.”
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UN TEA.
THE SECKETS 01' MINCING LANE AND IT.-^

IMMENSE TRADE.

One of the most remarkable buildings in the world
is the Commercial Sale Rooms, Mincing-lane, in
vVhich it is esiimated that merchandise to the value
of nearly fl,OtK',()OU changes hands every day. There
are about twenty auction-rooms, each capable of

accommodating between two hundred and three
hundred persons ; and the *• items ” disposed of are
of such magnitude as to amaze the casual observer.

For instance, the sale of ‘20,000 chests of tea, each
containing a hundredweight, is considered (]uito an
01‘dinary day’s work.

It was here that the present writer met Mr. John
Layton, the well-known tea expert, who has had
nearly forty years’ experience in Mincing-lane, and
during the short chat whicli I had with that busy

gentleman, I gleaned a good deal of interesting informa-

tion concerning the tea trade.

There are now some 500,000 acres of land

under tea cultivation in India, and that coun-

try, together with Java and Ceylon, produce

more than two-thirds of the tea imported into the

United Kingdom, which, by the way, is something

like 250,000,0001b. a year.

THE “HEATHEN CHINEE ” Tll.VDE.

The guileful “Chinee,” it appears, is out of the

running altogether, by reason of the rubbish which

he has of late years considered good enough for the

English market. The Rungsook 'Tea Estate is one of

the smallest plantations, and covers only 100 acres

;

while that of the Assam Company is 0,008 acres in

extent, ’^^t’he produce of every important Indian

estate is brought to Calcutta and forwarded thence

to the docks in London.
Dealers and merchants send a couple of men down

to the tea-laden vessels and secure a numlier of two-

ounce samples, which are subseipiently paid liacK,

because hundreds of tons of tea are annually con-

sumed in this way.
Then comes the tea-tasting, to see which is quite as

wonderful, and far more interesting, than any feat per-

formed on the variety stage. Along polished counier.s

twenty or thirty feel in length, lows of cups are

ranged, and just behind each of these is a shallow

tin canister containing the day tea, which will piesently

be brewed. At short intervals “standard test cad-

dies” are placed, and on these are printed details of

former price and quality, so as to guide the taster ;
the

latter, however, usually prefers to rely ejitirely on his

own judgment. All being ready, the weig’nt of a six-

pence in tea is placed in each cup, and boilin<^ water

poured upon it. After some little time the expert

commences tasting, attended by an assistant, who
has a catalogue of the day’s sales.

THE TASTER AT WORK.

The assistant calls out the name and gross quan-

tity of the tea, while the taster takes a mouthful from

the cup, and after a moment’s pause ejects the liquor

into a large copper vessel Immediately after this the

expert determines the price to a farthing which the

buyer will be safe in bidding for that particular

consignment.
.

Some tea is unhesitatingly condemned
;
and it is

nothing short of marvellous to watch two experts

going over the same samples at different times,

rejecting and pricing in exactly the same man-

ner, although the various dry and liquid teas look,

taste, and smell all alike to the uninitiated. Of

course the tea-taster must take care of his

palate; he rarely indulges in alcoholic stimulants,

smokes very little, but drinks large quantities of

fresh milk.
dangers of TEA-TASTING.

The erreater part of his work is done in the morn-

ing and he can get through 200 or 400 samples be-

tween nine and twelve. In time, how’ever, he be-

comes extremely nervous, and a perfect martyr to

chronic dyspepsia. So surprisingly expert do the

Mincing Lane men become that many can actually

tually name the estate upon which a certain tea was

ffrown after having tasted a mouthful of the cold liquor.

A deposit of €1 on every chest bid for is required

by the vendors, and if the purchase is not completed

within three months, the deposit money is forfeited,

even though it should amount to f7,0(HJ, as in one
case.

Some little time ago a parcel containing 15lb. of
“ fancy tea ” from the Gallebodde Estate, Ceylon,
was received at the sale rooms. This small quantity
was the product of many acres, and consisted of very
small golden tips, of which there are about six on
each bu.sh

;
these tips had to be gathered on

strips of hauiiel, so minute were they, and so tedious
the task of picking.

THE FINEST EVER GROWN.
The bidding for this tea, which, by the way, was

exactly like fine bird’s-eye tobacco, commenced at
8l)s per lb., and finally reached b'8 lUs. It was
coiisidere 1 the finest ever grown, and a man had to
walk thiee miles tluough the plantations before he
could gather a single pound.

It is a noteworthy fact that many members of
Our aristocracy are first-rate judges of tea, yet they
rarely pay more than two shillings a pound for it,

whether required for private consumption or for five-

o’clock reception after State Draw'ing Rooms. The
late Duke of Marlborough, however, had a special
tea imported for his own use in large quantities, for
which he paid 4s 6d a pound.
Lady Hothfield is really a tea expert; so are the

Duke of Connaught, Mrs. Gladstone, the Marquis
of Ailsa, Lady Margaret Cecil, the Countess of Suf-
folk, Countess Cowley and the Countess of Ports-
outh.
Our greatest private tea-consumer, however, is

probably the Bishop of London, who, it is averred,
is supplied by one firm with no less than lb.

a year .—Keening Xeirs, .lanuary 21.

('UFEEE IN CUA'l'E.MALA.
The /ti'lletin de Musee Coinmerrial publishes an

extract from a report of M. E. Capouillez, Treas-
urer of the Government, in which he says that
coffee constitutes almost the sole article of export
from Guatemala. Thus in 181)4, out of a total value
of 20,:!25.000 piastres of goods exported, the value of
coffee alone reached 19,40(),0()U piastres. The export
trade is carried on through the ports of Champerico,
San .losi^ Oeo and Livingston, and the principal
countries of destination are Germany (;-542,000 quin-
tals in 18111), United States (180,(XK) quintals) and
Ihiglaiul ( 108,000 quintals). Coffee pays an export
duty of 2 piastres, one of which is to be paid in

gold (a piastre equals .5 francs). In 1891 a sum of

1.141,582 piastres was thus raised, plus 594,910 pias-

tres in addition on the exchange on that part pay-
able in gold, making altogether a total of 1,726,442

piastres. The exportation of coffee from Guatemala
has not increased much during the past five years.

Want of labor is the principal reason of this. The
Indian only works when he is obliged, and experi-
ments with Kanaka and .Tapanese labor have not
yielded good results.

—

Anierica7i Oeocer,i>An. H.

“ ’I’m; Planter” writes:—“A private letter from a
friend in the coffee region of East Africa bears un-
expected testimony to the fact that the early, a- d
seemingly incredible, trials of planters in India are
now being endured with unconquerable determina-
tion by Scotsmen and Englishmen in the Dark Con-
tinent. The writer says that he never saw Euro-
peans in a more miserable condition. Having no
connection with the authorities, and being theie
simply to stake their lives on coffee, several Scotsmen
aie living in the most veritable native huts, with
boards to sit on and eat off, with scarcely a change
of clothing— one was ac unlly shirtless owing to some
exigence of life out theie—and with nothing to read
and nothing to do except to watch their coffee.

Locusts come up and eat the seedlings, when the
men patiently sow the field over again. More than
one planter has sown his field thrice in the last

season. Such men will succeed, or be followed by
others who will succeed. 'I’hey are the sort who have
made India what it is, and who alone can carry it on
as it is,”—M. Mail,
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THE ASSlMn.ATJON OF NITKU(;EN BV
TEA FLAxNTS.

Dear Sir,—Eiielosed ]jleaae find a uoatributiou to

your Magaijiiie “ The ludiau F'orestor ”—which I

trust may be accepted. The vast subject oi cultiou-
tion has received a deal of research from me within
the last fifteeu years.—Yours faithfully,

Geo. W. C. Cock.
Notes ou ' Assimilatiou of Nitrogcu through the

Agency of theEoot Tubercles m certain Papiliouace.a:>.’'

[From the Dictiouary of Economic I’roducts Vol.
V, No. 169 a.]

1 It is now a recognised scientitic fact that cer-

tain of the Papilionacetn (called so because their
flo'wers resemble the wings of buttertliosj have the
property of absorbing nitrogen, which sets up a
disease on the rootlets in the shape of small nodules.
In these nodules bacteria are bred.) When ripe, the
nodules burst, and the higher plants—in our case
tea—have the power to feed on those bacteria so
set free.

•2 For the above information we are entirely in-

debted to Dr. Watt, c. i. e.

;! Now, our object is to make use of this information.
The way we would suggest is as follows :

—

yelect a convenient spot near the Tea Garden,
in Forest land if possible. An acre or so would do
uicey. Prepare the soil as we do in makinga Tea-
seed nursery. When the land is ready, sow broadcast
seeds of Saw {Alhizrda UtiiniLUa] or Sensitive Plant

the latter appears to us to be more
suitable as the rootlets are swarming with those
nodules.

4 At the same time a Saw nursery should bo
prepared. When the trees are of a decent height they
may be planted in the Tea Garden say 48 feet apart.

5 Now we come to what we consider of vital
importance. The soil of the Sensitive plant nursery
after a few months, should be carried away and
spead around and below the Saw trees, which ws have
already planted in our Tea Gardens, as it will be
found to be simp y impregnated with nitrogen bac-
teria. These bacteria will fix on to the Saw tree
rootlets and set up the irritation which is the cause
of the disease which wo sec in the shape of nodules.
These on becoming ripe, as we have seen before,
burst and let loose bacteria which the higher plants

—

in our case Tea—have the property of liviug on.

—

Indian Forester.

MU. BLECUYNDEN’S PUOGUESS.
Extract 'from letter, dated Neie Yuri, 13th l)ee.

IS'Jt), fruni It. Bleehjpidea, Esq.

MK8. ITpton.
1 propose in this letter to give some details of the

Work being done by Mrs. Tipton, in continuation
of my letter on the same subject, dated the 16th
October last.

During the time the Pood Show was run-
ning in the Madison ' Square Garden, Mrs.
Tipton passed a great deal of her time there, as

she had charge of the arrangements for us in the High
tea-room, and used the opportunity to get into con-
tact with the different ladies’ organisations that we
were desirous of utilising. During Outober, T. xAuderson,
a grocer, with a very larger number of stores opened
a now one and made a particular request that Mrs.
Tipton should assist 011 the opening night and serve
tea. This she did with the assistance of a colored
girl and of a man whom we dressed up in one of the
Khitmagar’s uniforms, to the great satisfaction of

Mr. Anderson. There was a good de.rl of work in

connection with one or two of the societies, helping
them generally making tea sherbet and seeing that
they looked after the tea samples we gave them to

sell. The acquaintances thus formed have in some
instances already proved of use, and have led to

work, and others will do so hereafter. One of the
results of the High teas was a tea given at The
People’'s Tabernacle, where several of those who wore
present remembered the tea being served at the

Fresh Air E:xcursioiiB ; some ten gallons ct tea v.ere

served on this occasion, jSi-d October-

78

A very large number of people were interviewed,
and the managers of every one of the organisations
which had days for High teas. Many of these were
useless and will lead to no result while others, as
I have said, have already proved fruiiful.

POLITICS AND PUIUTV.
Oil Election pay (.ith November), Mrs. Tipton

helped at one of the Election stations in the Italian
quarter of the town, where a number of the ladies con-
nected with the Social Parity and other societies had a
refreshment and tea booth in a large buildimu Tea
and coffee were served, but the people w'ere poor
and not of the class who drink tea, being mostly
Italians. Home live gallons of tea w'ere served during
the day and much of it taken by the officers, police
and others at the halls. The ivork ivas done princi-
pally to get into contact with the ladies who con-
cern themselves so much about politics, and
W'ho have, in their own way, some influence
through the clubs to which they belong.
Many of the ladies Mrs. Tipton met during
the day and in the evening are well known by name
and will be useful to us.

TEA AND MUSIC.
On the 16th November Mrs. Tipton attended a

“ Musicale and Tea ” given for the benefit of a
Christmas Tree Fund in connection with a church
in Brooklyn. The reception was given in a private
house and admittance was taken in the shape of a
dressed doll from each of the visitors. These, 1 be-
lieve, were afterwards sold. The house belonging to
a Mrs. Smith, at w'hich the reception was given, is

in the best resident part of Brooklyn—211 Lincoln
Place. The space assigned to Mi’s. Tipton and the
method in which these affairs arc conducted, I
will describe in Mrs. Tipton’s own language as
the affair was typical and this one description
will servo for other similar functions wo
have attended :

—
“ The space assigned me for

the tea w’as an alcove (three windows) in the music-
room which was between the parlour and dining-room.
These windows I draped with the Indian goods. I
covered the arch with a border and draped the sides,
covering completely all wood work. The lea table
was covered with an embroidered cloth ('* phulkrrie.”)
I had a small table for the packet teas to be sold
from, and on this table I had a large palm. The
dining-room was used for cake and candy sales, and
with the folding doors open the three rooms were
practically one. The tea table was very pretty,
having a full tea service of silver, two high unique
silver tea-pots and a sugar bowl, Dresden tea caddy
and about fifty or sixty beautiful after-dinner
coffee cups. The tea (which was supplied
by Tetley’s agent by arrangement made with
him by Mrs. Tipton) arrived at three o’clock just
as the first carriage drove up. Wo served from 6 to
6-iiO p.m. fully 200 out of the :-’,00 guests. Owing to
the music and the recitations in the music-ioom, it

left me very little opportunity to talk tea. I sold

6^ lb. in lb. packets.
’

AN UNl'KOJUSINO LINE,
On the 26th November Mrs, Tipon went with some

ladies, who go there every year, to Blackwell’s Island,
where there are a number of Government institutions,
including hospitals, lunatic asylums, etc. The party
was made up of charitable ladies who go regularly
before thanksgiving to give some of the unfortunate
people confined there in the Epileptic Wai'd a dinner.
The idea of Mrs. Tipton’s going was to keep in touch
with the ladies and got them to be accustomed to cal!
upon her for services and to get at the doctors. Tea
was served, but I don’t think it will lead to anything.

“ HELPERS OP THE HOLY SOUL.’'
On the 27th tea was served at the Stanton

Street Mission at the request of Mr. Pearson
of the United Charities and on the 3Uth, in
accordance with arrangements made some time be-
fore, at the Waldorf Hotel, the finest hotel in the
city, one of the most fashionable and “ tony” in the
country. A Reception and Bazaar was given by the
Helpers of the Holy Soul,” a Catholic order, which

• as inaugurated at the Waldorf by a tea, admission
being by card at a dollar a head, and, it was carried
on for' the tbjeti days subsequent at the Cpu-
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yeut of the “ li. 0. 'T U. S." (1 bdieve the full
title of the Convent \a “llelperd of Holy SoviIhm Purgatory.’

) The tea was made the special
feature at the ^yal(lorf, although there were the
usual Lazaar nick-nacks, flowers, etc., sold, and
the sniiUl sample boxes of tea were sold at the
high price of ‘2") cents each, the usual price we have
sold tlieni being lu cents. The table which was laid
out m the best style by the Hotel people was
crowded the whole evening. The Jjaisaar was conti-
nued at the Convent. where one room was
given up to the tea and laid out with
small tables and chairs. 1 supplied the now
packages recently described and of which 1
sent a sample, and sent first (I lb. w'hich w’as sold at
once and order taken for another (lib. Some difn-
culty was experienced at tlie Convent, as strangers
are not allov>’cd in the kitchen, and we liad to arrange
to meet this with our own gas stove.

I’.UUS.

On the 1‘Jth to the 21st November thei'c was a
Fair held by the Y. W. C. A. at Ellerslie Hall in
Harlem (12tith street.) A small room was set apart for
the tea beside the refreshment room, in which also the
same tea was used. The room was hung with our
Indian draperies and made to look very nice, and the
tea was served by several young ladies, our own
colored girl, on whom we can rely for making
it inoperly, being behind a screen and making the
tea. We got a supply of tea free from Tetley, and they
also sent some packets to be sold, the proceeds
to go to the fund. In all some 20 lb. was used and
sold in the throe days. On the same three days
there was a Church Fair at St. Thomas’ Church,
Brooklyn. Tetley gave 10 lb of lea in half-lb. packets,
and we kept a girl there on whom we could de-
pend to make tlie tea, which was served by two
of the youn^ ladies in native costume. Tbe Church
choir had charge of the Grocery Counter, where the
teas were served and where there was everything
from a barrel of potatoes unwards for sale, all do-
nated by different people, some by way of charity
and others, like ourselves, with an eye to advertising.
On the 3rd December a Pair opened at St.

Andrew’s Church, Harlem. We had a colored girl

to make the tea and presented ,> lb of the new ; lb
packets. I3ut as the liidia-Ceyloii Co. had also given
tea, we did not interfere further or push the matter
at all. This affairs wciU on from tlie 3rd to the tith.

On the fth Docembev there was a ' Birthday
Tarty ’ given by the Westminster L’lcsliytcrian
Church, Brooklyn, the name being given to alfiirs
of tliis kind where those attending are expected to
bring one eont for every year of their age. ’The
school-room was set aside for tlie entertain-
ment, and the corresponding room above it

was for the tea
;

after the entertainment closed
I gave a lecture with tlie aid of a professional wlio
handled the light and lantern as I have no assist-
ant

;
the charge strikes me as liigli, ri,v.. '‘fl2-uU for

the evening. The lecture lasted just an hour and
was (puite successful, and some music and recitations
follow'ed. After this the whoJe of the comjiany pire-

seut—some 250 people—adjour ed to Llio rooiii up-
stairs, where tea was made by our ow'ii colored
girl and served by three of the" young ladies of the
congregation dressed in native costume. I supplied
six pounds^ of tea here in the i lb. packets.
A great deal of time has been given to trying to get

a footing at the Jewish P air in aid of liebre -v cha-
nties, which is now going on at the Madison Square
Garden. Ever since the P''ood Show we have been
trying to got a chance to get in lierc with some
of the numerous Jewish ladies witli whom Mrs.
Tiptou came in contact then. ’L’he P’air is a very
important one as the Jews ai'e powerful peopile here
and they have organised the thing very cleverly.
Yesterday, for instance, was “Military Day’’
and also “ Autliors’ Day," and in addition to
the uniformed Blilitia men, several more dr
less well known authors sold copiies of tlicir own
works, and Melba and similar operatic and theatrical
stars had booths. We struggled against some difli

culties here, as pi’isher of the caravan lea is a Jew
B.ud has bi3 tea njado “Kosher" (or \vhatsver tha

term is for ceremonially jjure) by having the head
llabbi in New York bless or purify it in some way.

The lady on whom we relied tor help is unfortunately

ill and so vva were at some loss, hut Mrs. Tipitoii

managed to get a space in the “ Russian Booth,"
where Fisher has also his caravan tea and where
we are thus brought into shai-per competition with

him than I would have wished had I choice. 1

liavo presented some packets of the tea and will give

as much more as they can sell as the Jews are great

drinkers of black leas and want the best of every-

thing —Indian I'innlern' Oar.ctte, PYb. 1.

'I'lN TEA niESTS.
'The movement already sot on foot to carry out

the suggestion made by Mr. Ph'ank Randell, of

Eanelly, of superseding the pjrcsent means of con-
veying tea in wood boxes by substituting boxes of

tin has resulted in several gentlemen connected with
the tinplate trade taking the matter up in a prac-

tical way. Among them Mr. G. P’. Dewdney, of the
Cambrian P'in]jlatc Works, Dumballs Road, Cardiff,

has taken out a patent for a tin tea-box, which is

to bo brought before the notice of the Tinplate
Makers’ Association of South Wales and Momuoutli-
shire. The box, which is remarkable for its simplicity

of construction, is made of one cross tin, and is formed
of four separate jilates which tit together in grooves
by which means the box is made air-tight. The ob-

ject of making the box to take to pieces is, of course,

so that when shipped out from the place of iiianu-

facturo to the tea lields it shall ocuuiiy as little space
as possible. Mr. Dewdney has sent a sample of his

box to Messrs. Webb cl’ Williams, of the Hendry
and Glamorgan 'Tinplate Works, Pontardulais, and
that, firm is now in communication with London
hrms of tea packers, who, in the course of a few
days, will express an opinion as to the suitability

of the box for the purpose intended. If such opinion
be favourable, Mr. Dewdney will, it is said, at once
commence to build additional worlts, for which plans
are now drawn up, and the manufacture of his box
will be carried on in Oardiff.

—

Iron ami Coal Tvadett

Ilccicc', Jan. 17.

CUUAJ. STONE.
Wu doubt if the value of the coral deposit^'

ill llie iiortlieru part of this island is fully rc-

cogiii/ed. In them our builders liave a source
for materiiil that iiiiglit lie usefully applied to

many of their jmrpose.s ; and we believe that

hitherto this fact has not been fully appreciated.
But what we should like to he iuformeil upon
is as to why this formation should so materially
differ, as we believe it to do, from any coralline

formation in any other part of the island. South
of Mannar island, so far as we are aware, no
6vli(l deiiosit of coral, caiiahle, as is that i

north of that limit, of being cut into large slab.-' I

and hloc'ks, is to be fouiul. The .sonthevn coral
growths are charaeterijable only as ‘‘ stick” or

liraueh” coral, and are of no commercial r ulne,

save for the manufacture of lime. What is there
about the noitlierii waters that tends to cause
this distiiietiveiiess of coral formation . And, fur-

ther, what can he the originating cause of the
difference of structure i By .some it is thought that
the coral si one of the north is due to the deposit i

tlironghont loii^ periods of the broken “stick” coral I

and Hie consolidation of its ikbria by the pres- r

sure of tlio relatively still waters of our nortlieni
region. It seems ditlicnlt to assign any more

f

likely cause-, hut some other suggestion may oH'er )•

itself 1,0 the minds of .some of our eorrei^poiidents,
,

'The stone of the north has long been used in
|many de]iartmeiits of building. It is admirably
f

uited by its lightness and longliiiess of texture
for use as arch ston e.s, being lery readily shaped
by au ordinary nav,'. set erul long arcbea bridge^

I
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liiiv(^ lictMi liuilL w’iili it ill tlic .liiliiia 1‘i'iiiiiwulii,

and have proved its great duraliility as a build-

ing stone. It has also been aiiidieil to orna-

mental uses, the ilressings and Gothics windows
of St. John’s Church at Chundikiili having

been constructed of it. Cut into slabs it has

furnished the covering for nearly all the load

drainage of the same locality. NVe cannot but

think that much employment could bo economi-

cally found for this stone in our southern dis-

tricts, its extreme lightness favouring the cost

of freightage. It would be interesting to learn

what is known as to the composition of these

valuable dc[)osits, as to which we have

hazarded a conjecture.

YAKTOnS PTiANTTNfi NOTES.

LWli loi: i\ I'll''. WANAUi. \iigiii

fmvsi land in l he W'\ uaad, .'-iuil.iblc foi- ll^•Mnlli-

vaiiou, and situated at .an elmaliun nf fn.m

;i,ouo to 4.0(10 feet, in bhicks ol oOO acres or

more, is advertized for sale. Small blocks of K.io

to -200 acres of colfee land i.i full bearing,

adjoining forest land are also oliered for sale.

Tii.v IX riiR WvxA.vii,—The Trice fetched by

llie lirst break of “ Eramaiailla ” Tea in the

Home market was ti.^d, not !»d as stated in the

telegram from Condon. T.y the details given in

Messrs, (low, \\ ilson and Stanton’s iirice-lists,

to be found in our market-sup)ilement, it u ill be

noted that the shipment was a very representative

one. These results rellect great credit on the

Company’s Tea Superintendent, Mr. Nicolls, who
has had'several years experience in Ceylon. The
corrected prices, liy the way, are lid above the

week's Indian average.— /Pn’ibrny (d/umo?;, Feb. ].

LiUKUiAX COFFKK IX PKRAK,— 111 the Lower

Terak Monthly Keiiort for December 189o, Mr. E.

.1. Hrewster, District Magistrate, s.ays

I have visited the various small agricultural settle-

ments and was disappointed to find so many people

had left ;
various reasons are given

;
at the same time

I am glad to report that the Liberian coffee gardens,

when sufficiently drained, have come on wonderfully.

The Chinese who have planted a little say it pays them

well now ;
one Malay told mo he had sold over four

hundred ’ dollars- wo’rth off his holding and was

extending it, the trees look remarkably well. I hope

to be able to assist the Javanese settlers a little

during 189(1 ;
they have cut many drains themselves.

It is people like this I like to help, who are not above

doing a stroke to help themselves.

Tannixg.—Mr. F. C. ML Webb, a practical

tanner, curer, and leather-dyer at Dharavie, in

liombay, is credited with being the inventor of the

latest )U-ocess of the art of tanning, which promi.se.s

to revolutionise that art, at least in India. He
has applied to the Covernment of Jndia for per-

mission to patent bis invention. It is claimed for

this process that it entirely dispcn.ses with the use

of any chemical substance.s or compounds, that it

will supersede all .systems in vogue in India

by its ejecting a sa\ing of 7o per cent of labour

to the manufacturer, and of 25 per cent to

the public in cost, and lastly, that it will

convert raw pelt into the finest tannerl leather in

from 24 to 4H hours (a thing which at present,

by the best processes, takes nearly .as many
weeks to accomplish). This is regarded as its

principal merit. The advantages in the t.anned

inaterial by this process in Mr. AVebb’s machine

are said to be The leather will ha\ e better

wei<dit and colour, and cost 25 per c(‘nt. less;

•/reater durability and supideness, with equable

iinnnpss (<\s pjood tlitit done tli0 b tiiid. 9

months systems); and development and retention

of the imiustry in the country.—J/, Math I'eb, 4.

AGRlCmTURISr.

llKSKrA'i’mi (JoroN'CTs.-- Wo Icaiu from fjoudon

that one of the parties to the coalition in connec-

tion with tliis article has withdrawn, and the

Syndicate may now be considered a.s at an end.

There has been a good demand recently, and a

very large forward sale has been concluded ;
but

the rate has not transpired. Meanwhile the various
desiccating works arc in full .swing which gives

employment to a very large number of hands who
would otherwise have no work to do Local “Examiner.”

Cinnamon in Java.— In the latest number of

Tcysuianuia Dr. van Koinbnrgli has a pajicr on
cinnamon, in wliicli he dcseiibos tlie metliods of

cultivation, distillation of oil, preparation of bark,
ixc. He then ]U'oceed.s

The cinnamon tree was introduced into Java about
1828. Under the culture system ic was planted on
a large, scale, especially in Krawang, where the cul-

tivation of it held the longest .stand, witliont how-
lu'cr yielding i,hc returns that were cxpectf'd from
it. TliC ciiuiiimou of .ci/fm/Avo/, eultivaleiMii .Tu\ ;u

is said to iic not so line ;is that grown in Ccyloii,

a fact Unit need not crcat(! sm in'ise, if the statement
be true, that the Ceylon cinnamon tree varies so much.
Tlie writer then meutious the existence in the
.lava expci'imeiital g.ardeii of trees of Cinnaynomma
Cd.^ivia, Bluiue, llu^ hark of wliieli \ ariety is .said

to fetch liigli prices iuCliina. After referring to

oil of cassia, “Cbiuese cinnamon,'' and Co.wm
/iynra and Cay-fild rnrt, Dr. van Ibuiiburgh eon-

eludes as follows ;

—

According to Dr. van (iorkom the ( 'iniifliniiinuui

/.idiiiin found in the high forests of W’est Java yields

a baric the powder of whieb can servo very well as

a surrogate for true einnamon. It is not impossible,
that by a rational cultivation of some of the varieties

of cinnamon found growing wild a product of good
quality in a form desirable in commerce may he
obtained.

We have no fear fliat Ceylon’s monopoly in the
production of the finest cinnamon will ho endan-
gered by Java or any other country.

Waste Land.s for Tea Cuetiv.vtion in

India.— Discussing objections made by the Indian
Tea Association with regard to rules issued by
Sir Cliarles Elliott for tlie grant of wastelands
for tea cultivation .and for rcgnlaling leases, tlie

Pionerr says :

—

One rule lays down that a grant of land on an
individual application shall be limited to 1 ,500 acres,

the tlovornment view being that such an area affords

suHieient scope for a garden to be worked with profit

and .adva.ntage. The men who have developed the
Dears and partly turned a wilderness of jungle into

land yielding a handsome revenue contend that all

practical experience shows the limitation to be too

stringent. Cases can be cited where it has been
possible to utilise for actual cultivation only one-
third of tlie laud acquired : and the area remaining
to be taken up is far less promising than the older
tacts, timber being sparse and the water supply
scarce. It is argued that as in the past grants of

2,000, to :!,000 and even 4,000 acres have been given
and, as the bigger gardens have invariably been
successful, it would be a mistaken policy to lay
down the strict limitation of 1,500 acres. The
tendency nowadays is to amalgamate small concerns,
capital being liberally provided for work on a large
scale, and if capitalists arc to b" checked
in their enterprise they will naturally turn their at-

tention elsewhere. The Association ask that the
local District Officer shall be given some discretion

as to the extent of each grant, and that where very
large areas are in question reference shall be made
to the Board of Revenue. This seems only fair and
reasonable. Again, objection is taken to a rule which
apparently debars an applicant from applying again
in his own name for more land until the five years of

his first lease have expired. This is radically wrong,
for the fact that a planter has already given hostages
to fortune should not debar him from extending his

holding—always provided that he can clearly establish

his financial ability to open out more land,
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CAl/r'ITA TEA I’KAIH'US;' ASS( H I A'I'U )X.

I’epor/ of lh( CoiiiniiUcc for (he i/rar i iulhuj ol.s!

December lS9o.
The Committee have again to rejjort an uueveut-

ful year so far as tlie aJl'airs of the Association are
concerned, but they feel that this is not a matter
for i-egret, inasmuch as it goes to prove that the
tea trade of Calcutta is carried on smoothly.
A suggestion for a new rule to the effect tliat

Brokers should only deliver tea brought by native
buyers for Bombay and elsewhere oiii’eceiptof cash,’’
was made to the Committee in August last; but it

was considered that the matter was one which might
well be left to the brokers to decide for themselves,
as the selling broker could always protect himself
by asking for cash, should he think fit, when the
delivery orders were ])resented.
The working of the Port Commissioners’ Tea Ware-

house with an improved system brought into oper-
ation, and the inci'eased supervising staff which it

was stated last year had boon sanctioned, has appa-
rently given greater satisfaction to the trade, since no
complaint has reached the Committee regarding it.

The subject of thefts from consignments of tea
after same have left the gardens came up for con-
sideration in November on a representation from
the Indian Tea Association. There was a very .strong

suspicion that thefts occurred pretty frequently
whilst the teas were in transit between inland and
ocean steamers and a recent successful prosecution
of a boat’s manjia and crew by the River Police for
a wholesale robbery of tea will no doubt have a
deterrent effect u])on this class, though until the
receivers of the stolen goods are prevented from
carrying on their illicit trade, there will always be
inducements for robberies of tliis kind. The Com-
mittee consider the special thanks of the Association
are duo to Sir .lohn riambert. Commissioner of Police,
for the very vigorous maimer in which he has dealt
with tlie mattoi' of the representations of the Indian
Tea Association, and they ai'e also much indebted to
Superiiitenrlent Hogg for Ids exertions.

I'Iniiiix. 'I'here has been an increase in the niim-
l)cr of claims submitted during the past yeai’, the
number lieing 70 against 17 in 1S‘(1. It is notieealile
that where claims appear to lie just and fair, there
is a growing tendency on the ]>art of the proprietors
of the gardens interested to pay them without wait-
ing for a reference to ilio Committee, and this fact
in a great messnre explains the comparatively small
percentage of claims recommended for jiayment from
amongst those which have finally come np for dis-
[>osal. 'L'lic Committee would here remark that
much inconvenience and delay would be saved, if

Members would instruct their Agents at home to
obtain fully detailed Dock certificates in support of
any claims they may desire to make for loss in
weight. It is obvious that were a certificate gives
only the total weight of tea instead of the weight
of file contents of each individual chest, no opinion as
to the probable cause of the loss can he arrived at.

The following comparative statement shows tlie nnmher

A'eav
Total Aggregate Averagi
Claims \ aliie,

R As l‘

\'alno.
1! As. p

1891 'dl 2,175 0 10 :!l 1 1

l89'z . . Ill 1,51)1 7 -1 :H 0 0
189;-! 72 :i,42(5 8 H 17 9 .5

1894 17 1,892 2 2 10 1 1

1895 70 8,18t) 5 1 . , 15 8 ’i

The claims tor 1895 were distributed amongst the
sarions classes of tea as under

Orange Pekee - - 1

Broken Orange Pekoe - - 8
Pekoe - 9

Broken Pekoe - - 20
Pekoe Souchong - 12
Broken Souchong . 2

„ Pekoe Souchong - 1

Pekoe Fannings - 11

Broken Tea - :!

<linn PhiiU'i'n' dazette, Fob. 1.

'I’otal - 70

'I'U CROW (’(.lI'h'KE l.\ ('AUl’t)RNIA.

Col. Charle.s P’. Crocker is going to st tit a coffee

plantation in the >San Joaquin Valley, and if his

experiment proves successful the fertile ranches
thereabout will have a boom that will be without
precedent. The Pacific Mail Company’s steamer
.S'd/i .fiHut, which arrived at San Francisco recently,

brought from Central America l,(XXi yearling

plants with which Colonel Crocker will commence
his interesting venture. The plants were carefully

selected by Samuel Howe, Colonel Crocker’s agent,

who died on board the steamer December 1, but
the object for which he made the trip has been ac-

complished, and the collection of plants, which
perhaps cost him his life, was lauded here safely,

and will be taken in charge by Colonel Crocker’s
gardener, ^
The coffee plants which Colonel Crocker has secured

for his experimental ranch are of the hardy Arabian
variety, which produce the bulk of the coffee
of commerce. They are mere slips now, and
are completely boxed in such a manner that they
do not take up much space and might l)e

overlooked by the casual observer. But everts

precaution has been taken to protect their roots from
the chill atmosphere, and they are as good and fresh
apparently as when taken from their native soil.

The plants will be set out this fall most likely, but
six years must elapse before they will be old enough
to hear berries.

Scientists who have studied the soil and climate
of the San Joaquin Valley are some what doubtful
as to whether coffee plants will thrive there. The
coffee plant not only requires fertile soil and plenty
of sunlight, hut a certain amount of moisture, and
Ih.at is where tlie rub comes in California.

—

><av

Clirom'clr.

DRITC REPORT.

(From l!ie (’l/emist tdiil />rufiiiin( .)

Ijoiulon, .rniiiiary

( 'lt(ii'()N-si-.|.;ii reiniiiii.-i exeeeiliiiftly scan-e : Iheuomin:)
pi-ii'n i.s :iI)oul .')0s |((-r e«t for good iiuality, Imt none H
oll't-i’iiig.

( 1 uiiiiK,-]-: very .steady. Kiglit |»aekages >old at iroiii

C.S .5s for ordinary pickings up (o elO Cs r,d for good,
partly iiloeky pipe.

\ axii.i..v.—

A

fair supply of a.liout 170 tins sold loday
with good competition.
Ni x \'o,\ii( A.--A trilie easier. Kighlv l>ags fair luiglil

small Cociiin seed sold without reserve, at 6s per ewt,
while .57 liags sound Komhay rea-li.sed 7s per ew t, A parcel
of .517 bags from Madras wa.s bought iu at fs Od per II).

K.S.SKNTIAt. Oit,.s.—No transactions of any importiini'c
took place at today’s auctions. Two cases of Cinnamon
oil sold at 7d per oz, and a parcel of Cinnamon-leaf oil

at .5d per oz. For 5 cases HWB Faicalyptus oil is a bid
of 8(1 per lb was refused, amt 4 cases “ Daw.son ” br.and
were bought in. An 800-lb drum of Citronella was
bought ill at Is lOd per Hi

;
privately 2s 2d per lb is

asked.
VRr,(A-.Nt Ts.-- About Old easier; I bags sold today 11s

Od perewt.

(OFFFK I’ROSPEC’I'S IN N VASSAl.ANlC

.Vlr. fl. AJoftinior rrahhe, .Mlatijo, British Cep
frol Afrie.o, writes to a contemporary ;-

ft might interest your rcadeits to know .something
about the (nospects of Coffee in Nyassaland. Several
Ceylon planters have visited the country, some of
whom have a poor idea of the country aiicl its
prospects in coffee, while others have returned with
glowing accounts. There arc always two sides to a
question, but, if the truth be tolil, the men who
have the poor idea are men who liavo come and gone
in a hurry, and who liave seen little. Because our
district is not quite a success, it does not follow that
others are all the same. The men who have returned
with favourable accoiin's are men who have taken
the trouble to visit several districts, and who have
worked out careful figures. 'I'hat cofi'eo has splendid
prospects before it cannot he doniod, but unfortunately
tlie ideas of a good many local planters are strang.
ones; for instance, one planter who was in a burn-
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to get a fetimi I'lOiii hie land iilaiitcd Indian c,0)n bet-

ween the rows ol' coffee. Another, wlio imagined the

higher hiss coffee grew the more crop he would get from
it, topped his coffee at b feet, while the general idea is

to plant large acreages in as short a time as possible.

It is needless to mention the result, but there are. al-

ways exceptions, and the few men who have planted

a small acreage carefully have something to show for

their money. For instance, I know of one estate of

‘240 acres, of which 160 acres are in bearing, that paid

‘20 per cent in its 4th year, while another planter got

a maiden crop of 5 cwts an acre from a 40-acre field.

Labor is very cheap ,
and it is almost entirely paid

in calico, a man earning the equivalent of 2s a mouth,
a woman Is 6d and a child Is. Transport is unfortu-

nately rather heavy
;
but it is only a matter of a

short time before that is considerably reduced. The
country is sadly in want of some good roads, as the

present so-called roads are but mere tracts. To men
with plenty of energy and a small amount of capital,

there arc good prospects in this country.

COCONUT CULTIV'ATION : MANUUINO.

(Commniilcafefi.)

A few mouths ago it was mentioned that the

peasant proprietors of the Negombo district had
taken to cultivating their coconut properties, stimulated
thereto by the example of Mr. J. U. Vanderstraaten.
If so, one contention of mine re the distribution of

Agricultural instructors has received support and
proof. I always contended that for improved culti-

vation to become popular it was necessary for

fnstructors to be moved about to demonstrate their

methods and to prove their succes.s. Mr. Vander-
straaten cannot rightly be called tho apostle of the
improved cultivation of coconuts, .and yet his system of

cultivation is .said to be followed by the conservative
villager. It is useful to enquire the reason for this.

It is not far to seek. Its benefits and advantages have
been brought home to him and stare at him on every
side. As far as the high cultivation of coconut is con-

cerned, at least in the Western Province and in the
('hilaw district, Mr. David Wilson, I believe led the
way. He was known as one who went in for a variety

of manures, though report says he was not very
discriminating in his methods. At Kanuwangalla and
Waljapala he had a very hard soil in places

to contend with, and the cost of working it

must have been considerable and the returns not
commensurate with it. The earthworks on these
estates are monuments of his pluck and determination.
Hesides" the estates of Mr. Wilson, high and intelli-

gent cultivation had been carried on on Golua Pokuna
and on the estates in charge of the veteran “W. B. L.”
and his contemporary Mr. Carry. If their examples
had not been followed and that of Mr. Vanderstraaten
has been, the reason is not to be found only in the
advance of intelligence, but also because their ex-

amples were isolated and that of 'Mr. V. scattered.

For energy and pluck commend me to this gentle-
man. He is a worthy example to all Ceylonese especially

to the younger and rising generation. Ho is not
so much in evidence as is Mr. W. H. Wright. His
example like that of the veteran should always be
(pioted to point a moral.

After the Report of the Superintendent, om* was
not surprised at Mr. Coomar.aswaniy's motion in

Council on the School of Agriculture. Hut he ad-
duced strange reasons against the institution and
its teachings. Because our fathers and forefathers
pursued certain methods and were satisfied with
their soundness and results, therefore no change
was necessary or w'anted. Why this conservatism
on the part of an intelligent and enlightened
man only as regards agriculture? Why does
he not preach and practice it in everything
else ? He is looked upon as one of the most pro-
gressive men amongst the Tamils. He surely does
not, on his estates, follow the methods of his fore-

fathers.

If the landed gentry of all nationalities in the

island realized the benefits of intelligent cultiva-

tion and consulted their interests better, their sons

would undergo a course of instruction at this scJiool

and cany out what they learnt, on their estates,

instead of running after Government appointments
for wages that will be scorned at by a first-class do-
mestic. The school is a most useful institution and
fills a void in a countiy whose industries are mainly
agricultural. That it does not receive the support
it deseives and occupies its present unenviable posi-
tion is a serious reflection on all lauded proprietors.
To the enthusiastic agriculturist there is no branch

of his profession which is more fascinating than
manures and manuring. Manure plays the most im-
portant part in his reaping the result of his labors.
It was mentioned recently that Mr. Wright
is a great believer in ashes for coconuts. Ashes
are a very good manure, but should not be
applied by themselves unless the soil to which they
are applied has in sufficient quantity the organic matter
necessary for the coconut tree. The composition of
ashes varies with the substances that yield them. .Some
arc rich in phosirlioric acid, potash, lime and the other
mineral matters necessary for the growth of vege-
tation. Others have these or some of these in com-
liaratively small quantifies, hence the disparity in
the results of their application. The aslies resulting
from the burning of the products of the coconut tree
must of necessity be beneficial to it. I used to pur-
chase any quantity of the ashes of husks delivered
oil the spot at 06 cents the bushel. As a sandy
soil is very poor in organic matter, and ashes ai’e com-
posed entirely of mineral matter, they are seldom
applied by themselves to such soils and are most
beneficial to heavy, clayey soils when dug in. Mr.
Wright does not stand a'one in his belief in ashes.
The other gentleman, whose name is mentioned before,
i.s known in these parts as “Alu Mahatmaya” or
“ashes gentleman,” as he goes scouring the village

for ashes. Except under certain circumstances. I do
not believe in reducing vegetable matter to ashes for
application to the soil. I think it better to burv
it in the soil and allow it to decompose, giving out
to the soil and the vegetation it is supporting the
benefit of the gases evolved during the process.
I may he pardoned for saying what is doubtless known
to most agriculturists, that decomposition and decay
are but another and slow process of combustion.
The ultimate results of both proces.se s are the same.
As I said before, it is only under certain circum-
stances that I think that vegetable matter should be
reduced to ashes before application. I may mention
a few. When a substance takes very long to decay
and is too bulky for application, such, for instance,
as logs of timbei-, which take long to decay and benefit
only the place where they He. When, owing to
the nature of the soil, burying becomes too expen-
sive an operation. On a sandy soil which is

usually characterized a hungry soil, I think
it of paramount importance that every scrap of
vegetable matter be buried. Owing to its texture, the
operation is an asy and inexpensive one

;
and if year

by year these 1 uri als take place in different spots,
the texture of the soil will be cha- ged as well as
thn growth of the vegetation which it sustain.?. On
cinnamon estates, this system of burial is the usual
thing; and on an estate I know of, which in its day
was one of the liost kept of estates and where a burial
of one year was not disturbed till perfect decomposition
had taken ))lace. the usual sand bad turned to a rich
mould; and well-known cacao planter on watching a
h.-ilc dug exclaimed “.lust the soil for cacao. So
rich ill vegetable matter," Coconut cultivation is

adinitte.d y more remunerative than cinnamon and its

cultivation, which in the usual acceptation of the
term excludes manuring, coasts very little, so that
what is possible in cinnamon cultivation is doubly
possible m coconut, and all vegetable matter includ-
ing weeds, branches and husks especially in
sand soils should be buried. Some people are
testhetic to a fault and do not like to see the
soil, on their lawnlike plantation, disturbed by holes
being cut in them. I always sacrifice cestbetica
to expediency. The usual process of disposal of
branches and husks is by burning. I have my-
self done this on heavy soils, and have further done
what very few do, spread the ashes as far as possi-

ble and dug them in. A large surface of soil was
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lima Cultivated. Umniny iiinjrovos a lieavy soil by
altering its texture, and for the very same reason
impoverishes a li^ht sandy soil bv burning out
of it the little organic matter it has. In de-
fiance of appearance, I used to cut and arrange the
blanches of the coconut tree round the stems in
dry weather to act as a mulching and conserve
moisture. With the first April rains, and when
danger from fires has pa-sed, I used to burn them.

LIMES CROWN IN HAPUTALE.
Mr. •). A. iMarlcnsz of .MaeaUlonia, Koslamla,

writes :— As there has lieen .some talk lately

of growing oranges ami lemons Ne. in Ceylon
on a large scale, and that the Haimtale district

is likely to he most suited for such cnltiv.ation,

I smul yon by tod.ay’s tiippal a .--mall box ot

limes grown on this estate nmler oidinary eir

cnnmtamais. ^’oii will see llial lliey ai'c ol lair

size and weiglit (2|Ci/.. Iieing about 1 be a\ erage),

and that they are not iliiek-skimied. Witli better

cultivation I feel sure much larger limes could

be grown.’'—The limes are line, large ones ; and
the flavour and strength of the juice are much
superior to those of the Inwconntry limes.

CEYLON AND INDIAN TEA IN
AMERICA.

Mr. Alex. Philip at the re<inesL of the “ Com-
mittee of Thirty ” has forwarded to ns a pictorial

c.ntting from the Neiv Yorl: Herald and an

.article “A Romance of (,'ommeree,” received

from Mr. Wm. Mackenzie. The former is .an ad-

vertisement of Lipton’s tea showing an attractively

got up eolonreil girl emerging from a tea box

with a packet in one hand and “ directions from

the tea gardens” in the other. “The Romance
ot Commerce ” deals with the development of

the Indian and Ceylon tea indn.stry. ft is written

in a “ taking ” fashion and is all in praise of

Inilian and Ceylon tea.

NEW TEA COMPANIES.

THE ANKANDK E.STATK COMI’ANV OF CKYRON
UMITEO.

The memorandum and artiedes of Association of

“ The Ankande Estate Company of t!eylou, Limited ”

are published in a recent daZeUr The objects for

which this Company is es'ablished are, among others,

atnted to be to accpiire the Ankande, Glenury, and
’4

Itwood estates, situated in the Districts of Matale

North and Matale East, in the Island of Ceylon and

io purchase tea leaf and (or) other raw products for

manufacture, manipulation, or sale. Ihc habdity of

the Shareholders is limited. The capital of this Com-

nanv is R100,(XX>, divided into 1,000 shares of RlOO

ionVi with Dow^er to increase or reduce the capital.

Iha^’er havTaleady been purchased by T Watson

RqH H Creasy, Wdliani ,T Robinson, Laura Jjouisa

Mary Robson, by her attorney William d Robson

Caroline Eliza Robson, by her attorney M dliam .7

Robson, John F Raker, im^Norman Raker.

^TINSFORI) tea company of CEYLON, LIMITED
' The meiiioraiidum and articles of Association of

thrStinsford Tea Compnny of Ceylon, Jmiiitod, arc

also published in the dazcUe. Among the ob.iects

w which the Company is established are—to pur-

JhasI or otherwise acqni.e the Stinstorc and Ivies

estates in the Kelani Valley in Ceylon, or either of them

of any part or parts thereof. To purchase tea leaf

and (or) others raw products for manufacture, manipu-

lation, and sale, and to manufacture, manipula e,

Ifd sell the same. 'Po establish and maintain m-fhe

nnited Kingdom, in Ceylon, or elsewhere, stores

shfprplaces for the sale of tea, coffee, cocoa and

Sr articles of food, drink, or refreshment, whole-

sale or retail. Tlie liability of the Sliai'cholders is

limited. The nominal capital of the Company is

R500,(X)0 divided into .5,000 shares of one hundred
rupees eacli (of whicli only three hundred thousand
rupee.s are now called up), with power to increase

or reduce the capital. Shares have already been pur-

chased by :—Henry Bois, W Forsythe, D R Mar-
shall, D Cameron, Walter J Smith, Wni. P’ Robert-
son Reid and J A Hunter.

GLASGOW ESTATE COMPANY, LIMITED.
Tlie annual ordinary general meeting of the

Glasgow Estate Company, Limited, ivas held in

the registered office of the Company, Queen
Street (Mes.srs. ‘Whitall tS: Co.’s), on the loth ult.

]Mr. J. G. 'Wardrop the Chairman pn sided and
others jireseiit ivere Messrs. C. A. Leecliiiian

.and G. ^Y. Carlyon (Directors), Mp.-<srs. ,1. II.

Stai'C'y, II. II. Capper, G. II. Alston, (b ('.

Walkin', ( S. W'arri'ii, and by proxy Messrs. .\.

'I’liuiiijisun, W. II. G. DiiMcan and H. 'I’arranl,

Ml'. Ward 10)1 iias called to the chair. Notice
ealliiig the meeting having been read and minutes
eonlirmed. Tlie Re|iortand accounts were ado))ted

and a linal dividend of 10 per cent was decl.arod

making IS per cent for the year.

THE DIRKCTOlis’ l!i:i'()|; I'

was jirosented as follow :
—

Acee.vge.
Tea in full bearing . . -10:! acres.

Do. partial bearing . . (>5 ,,

Do. not in bearing .. Ml ,,

Coffee amongst Tea ((>5 acres)

Grass.. .. .. 2 „
Jungle, Ac. .. .. 100 „

Total Estate .. 714 acres.

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to tlie

Sli.areholders the accounts of the Company for the
past year.

The crop secured amounted to 232.2.S9 lb. Tea and
.51)2 bushels Coffee, against estimates of 205,000 lb.

and 500 bushels respectively.

The net average price of Tea and Coffee were
over 58^ cents, per lb. and R18 per busliel respectively;

the prices in the previous year being 69 J cents, and
R18-25.
After making the usual provision for Depreciation

of Buildings and Machinery, the result of the year's
working, including a small balance from 1894, is a
profit of R7 1,086 64, equal to 21J per cent, on the
Capital of the Company.
An interim Dividend of 8 per cent, was declared on

3rd August last, and the Directors now recommend
the payment of a final Dividend of 10 per cent.,

making 18 percent, for the year; and that E12,000
be added to the Extension Fund. After payment of

Jt:400 extra fees to the Directors, in terms of the
Resolution jiassed on 18th February, 1898, a balance
of H286'64 will remain to be carried forward.
The estimates for the current year are 242.0001bs.

Tea and 200 bushels coffee on an expenditure on
working account of R67,414'80. It is proposed to

bring under cultivation during this year further 15

to 20 acres of forest laud, regulating th's area by
the demand from neighbouring estates for timber,
for fuel und building purposes. The cost of this ex-

tension, of additional machinery and buildings, Ac.,

is estimated at R5,870.
The Directors have sanctioned tlie construction of

a weir across the Agra river .and contracted for a
complete Turbine installation for Glasgow factory at

an estimated cost for the whole work of R22,000.
When the above are completed, the factory will have
at all times an ample command of water power,
thereby economizing working expenses and doing
away with the necessity for a large fuel reserve.

In terms of the Articles of Association Mr. U.
Wardrop retires by rotation from the Board, but is

eligible for re-election.

Mr. A. L. Cross being about to leave the Island
Mr. Megginson has resumed the visiting of the Com-
pany’s properties.
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The appoiutmout of an Auditor for the current year
will rest with the meeting.

By order of the Directors, Whittalu A Co.,

Agents and Secretaries.

Colombo, ‘23rd Jan. 18%.

THK DIMBULA VALLEY (CEYLON) TEA
COMPANY, LIMITED.

The mail has bi'ought us a copy of the prospectus

of this Company, which has been formed with a capital

of f‘200,000, in 10,U00 shares of .35 each, the jiresent

issue being .3150.000, in 10,000 six per cent cumula-
tive preference shares of .35 each.

Diiikctoks.—

J

ames Sinclair, Es(]. (late of Ceylon),
‘2’2, Fitzjohu’s Avenue. N.W., Chairman and Manag-
ing Director ; Keith Arbuthnot, Esq. (Sanderson &
Co.), 37, Mincing Lane, E.C.; W. Forbes Laui'ie, Esq.

(late of Cey'ou), High Wycombe, Bucks.; jEneas
Ivanald McDonell, Esq., 32, Elm Park Hoad S.W.;

C. J. Rowe, Esq. (Rowe, White A Co.), 10 Philpot

Lane, E.C.
B.vnkeus.—

T

he London Joint Stock Bank, Ltd
,
5,

Princes Street, London, E.C.
Beokeks.—

M

essrs. W. I. Carr, Sous & Tod, 2, Royal
Exchange Buildings, E.C.

Soi.ieiTOEs.—Messrs. Templeton A Cox, King’s
Bench Walk, Temple, E.C.
Auditoe.—A. N. Frewer, Esq., A.C.A., 31, Nicholas

Lane, E.C.
Secuetaev A.nl) OiTic'ES {pro tern.). B. P’. White,

Esq., 10, Philpot Lane, E.C.
This Company has been formed mainly with the

object of acquiring, w'orking and developing Tea
Estates in Ceylon. The success of the Tea Industry
in the Island, especially in the Dimbula district, and
the growing favour with which the Shares in Tea Com-
panies are regarded by investors, are so well-known
that no detailed reference thereto seems necessary.

The Directors have arranged for the purchase of

the following six Estates in the Dimbula district,

vi;:., " Bearwell,” “ Mousa Ella,” “Tillicoultry,”
“Belgravia,” “Elgin,” and “ Lippakcllc.” These
Estates comprise a total area of 2,091 acres, of which
1,835 acres are under tea, 130 acrin arc available for

planting with tea. and the remainder is forest jungle
and grass land.

The Estates are in a very etlicient state of culti-

vation, and lie at elevations varying 1,000 to 5,800

feet above sea level. Conseqently the Tea j)i'o-

duced are of a very high class, and owing to the
quality of the soil and the favourable climate, the
yield averages fully 500 lb per acre; on fields

at full- bearuig. This compares well with the yield

of Estates at lower elevations, with the advan-
tage of a much higher price for the produce.
The factories arc equipped with modern machi-
nery, the bungalows and lines are in good re-

pair, and labour is j^lsnLful. The condi-

tions of transport are good, as Govcrnnieut
I'oads connect the Estates with the railway. There
are native bazaars on Tillicoultry and Belgravia,
which are a source of revenue. Mr. James Sinclair,

the Chairman and Managing Director of the Company,
is tho Vendor of ‘‘Bearwell,” “Mousa Ella,”
“Belgravia” and “ Elgin,” and tho price taxed by
him for these 1 estates is . . 393,500
The price fixed by the Vendors of

“Tillicoulti'y” is .. .. 3Q,000

The price of “Lippakelle” purchased
at public auction (including commis-
sion) is . . . . . . 21,7l)U

Total for the C Estates
Leaving for the genei'al purposes of the
Company

3115,200

3150,000
Taking the value of the bazaars at 3 1,000 (lu years’

purchase of the present revenue), and of the land not
planted with Tea, nearly half of which is bcai’ing

Coffee, at 35,120 (.3‘20 per aei'e),tho purchase price of

the area planted with Tea u orks out at about 8 years’

nurchase of the estimated net rea snue which the Direc-

ioi's ccusii^ei' a medstate rate,

The production for tho current season of the Six
Estates is estimated at not less than 800,000 lb.

Tea which with the coffee crop may be expected to
yield a net I'evenue of 310,500. Deducting therefrom
the Preference Dividend of 33,tXX) there would re-
main the .sum of 313,500, equal to 131 per cent, on
the amount of the issue of Ordinary Capital. More-
over, as some of the tea planted on the Estates now
acquired is not in full bearing, and 130 acres of laud
have yet to be planted, the out-turn should, there-
fore, for some years be progressive.
The shares were fully subscribed for, we hear on,

the very lirst day of publication. ‘29tb January,

L)l NKELO ESTATE COMPANY, LIMITED.

The animal ordinary general meeting of tlii.s

Conqiany was held in llie oHiee of Messrs.
NVhittall A Co., the agents and secretaries,
on tlio 1.5th ult.

There -were present Messrs. C. A. Leeelinian
(in the chair) and C. W. Carlyon, Directors

; Mr.
W. II. 0. Duncan liy Ids Attorney Mr. G. W.
(Airlyon, Mes.srs. C. J. Donald and G. J.

Jameson.
TJIK DIREOTUR.S’ REPORT,

was in tlie fallow'ing terms:—
aoeeage.

Tea in full bearing
Jungle, Ac.

383 acres
53 „

Total Estate - - 136 acres
The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the

Shareholders the accounts of the Company for the
past year.

The crop secured amounted to 157,737 lb. tea, being
,32,737 lb. over the estimate, and 54,2‘20 lb. more than
the yield in 1894. The net average sale price was
about 51 cents per lb., as against 57 cents in the
previous year; whilst the cost per pound laid down
in Colombo was 29 cents.

The net profit for the year, after making ample
provision for depreciation of buildings and macni*
ucry, and including a small balance for 1894, amounts
to R29,652'65. or 19) per eeiu. on the Capital of tho
Company.

.\n interim divident of 9 per cent was declared on
;’,rd August last, absorbing 1113,500, thus leaving a
balance of R16,152‘t'5 now to be dealt with.
The Directors recommend the payment of a final

dividend of 10 per cent, making 19 per cent for the
year

; and that after payment of IDOO, additional
fees to the Directors in terms of the Resolution
passed on 18tb Februar\-, 1893, tho balance of
R762T'i5 be carried forward to the new year.
The ci'op for this year is estimated at 150.000 lb.

tea, on an expeuditui-e of R 11,510.

In terms of the Articles of Association, Mr. Chas,
Young retires by rotation from the office of Director,
but is eligible for re-election.

The appointment of an Auditor for the current
year will rest with the meeting.

By order of the Directors, 'Whittall & Co.,
Agent and Sscretaiias.

Colombo, ‘24tb January, 1896.

The report and accounts v.’ere adopted and
a tiiial dividend of 10 per cent was declared
making 19 per cent for the year.

4,800 V?-

The Northern Dlstricts Crop Estim.ate for
1896.—We are indebted to Mr. H. N. A nicy of
Malvern estate, Wattegama, Secretary of the Nor-
thern Districts riantens’ Association, for the follow,
ing figures, sliowin'^ the tea eroiJ estimate for the
district for 1896, which was iTiadvertently omitted
from the annual report recently submitted to a
meeting of the A.ssociation :

—

Hunasgiriya .. 1,136 acres Crop 515,000 1b.
Elkaduwa . . 1,852' acres „ 700,000 „
Matalo East . . 5,935 acres

,, 2,277,000 „
Fauv ih.'. .. 1,625 acres ,, 365,000

i,U7,m lb,
lotal 10,54a
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i'lie KutJtiiau Miiiiater of Fiuauco has published a
supp'.emeutary order permittiug the import of green
teas into Bokhara and Transcaspia over the Persian
and xVfghan frontiers, and by transit through
Batoum, Baku, and Uzunata, irrespective of

origin, according to the tariffs of July 18th and
.August 21th, 1894. The tariff of July 18th, establish-
ing duties of ill roubles 50 kopes, and six roubles
paper per pood of 3ti lb. according to the quality, is

extended to tea imported through the custom houses
of Irkeshtau, Nai-yu, and Issik Kul.

Jai’AN and Tka Macuineuv.—It has been hinted
that the Japanese are anxious to improve their tea

manufacture by the adoption of machinery. This
may be so, but we do not think any British engineers

will send tea machinery to Japan at present- Japan
has refused to enter into patent and trade mark
treaties. The explanation of her policy, as given by
the chief examiner in the Japanese Patent Office, is

as follows : Europe and the United States do not

recognise Japan as a civilised nation. Our laws are

not good euough for them, so they refuse to

submit their subjects to the jurisdiction of our

courts. They have also forbidden us to make our

own tariff, in not allowing us to impose a duty

of more than 5 per cent upon imported mer-

chandise. How can they blame us, then, for

being unwilling to make a treaty to protect

their patents ? Under the new treaties, which take

effect in 1899, Japan becomes a member of the Inter-

national Patents and Trade Marks Union, and will

afford to foreign inventions the same protection as

to her own.

Coi'i nn Planting on the H.awaiian Islands.—In a

report which has been made to the Executive and

Advisory Council of the llepublic of Hawaii by an

American labour commission relative to coffee plant-

ing the experiences of Ceylon coffee planters are

turned to account and a comparison instituted. For

facts and figures the commissioners refer to Ceylon,

and the report goes on to state: “ In 1875 the official

returns of the island of Ceylon showed that ‘204,000

acres of laud were under coffee, and that ‘200,000

labourers were required in the cultivation
;

that

is to say, about one labourer to the acre. With
the better class of labour and improved methods in

Hawaii, it is believed that oue man can cultivate

three, or in some cases even five, acres. But in the

picking season there will probably be needed about

oue person to the acre. Women and children would

niipply this need to some extent, if men with families

could be induced to immigrate and settle in the

islands. If there should be within the next few

years ‘20,000 acres of laud under cofiee cultivation in

llawaii alone, there would be needed in the picking

season, according to the above estimate, nearly ‘20,000

labourers, including women and children. Regarding

the coffeo industry as a source of Government

revenue, it is stated that in the island of Ceylon

the coffee plants have, when in full bearing, for

some purposes, the value of 1 dol. a tree. It seems

that the same valuation may be justly placed ou

the plants in Hawaii if the planters meet with

anything like the success they expect. The demand

for labourers ou the coffee plantations is now readily

«upnlied by the Japanese whose contracts with the

sugar planters have expired. This uemaua is as yet

limited but it is evident that with the present rate of

increase in acreage there must inevitably develop a

competition for labour between the sugar and eoffee

planters which may prove disastrous to both, or may

result in the irreparable losses experienced in

Demerara and the Straits Settlements.

Lagos Indiaiiubbeil—The newly-established export

of indiarubber from Lagos continues to make rapid

progress lu 189H this trade was all but unknown,

•ind in 1894 the total imports from the colony

were only 7G,27‘2 lb., valued at £5,995. We
learn however, by the latest mail advices that

during October, 1895, alone the quantity ship-

ped ^^as 1-059.158 lb., and the '.alue T87,117,

0 at the fate of £865, i04 pej anuum. Indeed,

it is probable that next to Brazil Lagos has

uow become the chief source of supply of raw india-

rubber. The addition of this new branch of com-
merce to the trade of the colony may be expected

to increase still further the already expanding revenue
of the Colonial Government. The official report for

1894, just published, shows that the total receipts

for that year were .t'137,017, against £115,317 in 1893

and £68,4‘21 in 189‘2. The actual expenditure in 1894

was £1‘25,8‘29, leaving a surplus of £11,188. The pro-

jected railway to .Abbeokuta and Yoruba, the first

portion of which will shortly be taken in hand, may
be expected to give au additional stimulus to the

trade of Lagos by reduciug the cost and the period

of transport of produce outward and of imports
inward.

—

H. <5 V. Mad, Jan. 31.

TEA IN AMERICA.

There has been some speculative buying, and also

something done in advocacy of a duty ou tea, which,
we believe, would be a good thing. But in view of

the fact that the Presidential election is to take
place this year, it is very improbable that Congress
would dare put a duty ou any of the necessaries
of life. Besides, it is almost impossible to get the
two Houses of Congress to unite ou any measure,
owing to the political complexion of the Senate.
This market—or, rather, this country—is obliged to

take nearly all of the green teas of China. The
result is, we have phenomenally low prices. Hyson
selling as low as 5c per pound and first Young Hyson
at 18^( 19c. Formosa Oolongs of high grade are well
held, with the lower grades easy. There is also a
firmer market for low grade Japans, while other
grades are barely steady. The general market is

dull. Today at noon the Montgomery Auction
and Commission Company will sell 10,1‘2‘2 pack-
ages, viz : 1,005 half-chests Moyume

; 3,083 half-

chests and boxes Pingsuey
; 27 half-chests Japan ;

836 half-chests and boxes Congou
; 146 packages India,

Java and Ceylon 50 boxes Capers; 354 half-chests
Foochow

; 2,505 half-chests and boxes Formosa, new
season's .—American Grocer, Jan. 15.

^

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.

Thursday Evening, Jan. 30, 1896.

Owing, we believe, in a great measure to public at-

tention being recently diverted to these shares in the
public prints, more esirecially in our daily contem-
porary the Financial Times, there has been a very
considerable buying of all the better known shares
within the past week, and more than one advance is

notified in the official list.

Fresh Issues.—The Dimbula Valley (Ceylon) Com-
pany offers the greater part of .6150,000 to the pub-
lic this week, one-third being 6 per cent cumulative
Preference and the remainder Ordinary shares, all

of £5 each. We learn that the former have been
applied for six or seven times, over and the latter

about twice over, and that the Prefs- are now
quoted at a substantial premium, say from 10s

to 15s.

Mincing Lane has again hardened this week, with
some very high prices paying for the finest Teas,
and with also au improving tendency for the medium
grades as well.

Ceylon Shares.—C. T. I’. Co.’s Ordinary do not
show any business, but the Prefs. after changing
hands at 16J came ou for sale, and finished at 16

5-16 for a fair number.

Eastern Produce and Estates Company’s £5 shares

arc said to havo again found buyers at 4J.

Lanka Plantations, after being, we understand, as

high as nearly .£6, came on for sale at 5^, at which,
however,, a few shares were taken. •

The Dimbula Valley (New ' Company has been
alluded to above under the heading ' of “ P resh

Issues.—-TT. and C. Jfail, Jan, 31.
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(From (he Furlj-sccoml Annttal Report of the

Ce\jloii riaiifcrF A-s-Mi-iation, held

17th Feb. 1S96.)

ti:a.

The season has been a favourable one generally
most r.imates having been excocclcd. The average
price for the year in London was the same as last

year about Bid per lb. with a lower average rate of

exchange than ru'ed in 1891 The total Export for

the year was 98,,58l,060J lb. as against 85,37C,322i
Ib. in 1891 or an increase of over 13 millions. The
Colombo Tea Sales reached a total of about twenty
millions or an increase of about 4i million lb. over
1891. The Home consumption of British growm tea
shows ihe Very satisfactory increase of nearly seven
million lb. being a consumption of 5’65 lb. per head
as against 5’.o2 lb. in 1891. Foreign markets show
steady, although slow development. And whilst you
are to be congratulated on the progress made abroad,
your Committee would urge on you to in no way
relax, but to increase, if possible your efforts to

push your staple in all foreign markets, more es-

pecially in Russia and America. In this latter coun-
try your special Commissioner, Mr. W. Mackenzie,
has set to work with the energy you expected of

him, and he deserves ymur thanks. In Russia also

Mr. Rogivue has made consider.able progress, and
has established a cer:ain and, it is hoped, an increas-

ing business, sufficient to encourage others to follow
his example there. Local Companies have in nearly
every instance declared high dividends. The year has
not only seen a large increase in local Companies, but also

the formation of many sterling Companies, and thepur-
chaseof some Estates by|London Companies, at the high-
est figures yet given for tea in Ceylon, thusproving the
estimation in which your staple is held at home.
Extension has been steady in a small way during
the year. The demand for seed has been very
considerable more especially during the latter quarter
showing that in some districts large extensions
are to be made during 1896-97. Labour generally
has been sufficient and Sinhalese labour now comes
forward, as a matter of coiu'se, during the busy
months March-.June in all districts adjacent to the
villages. There is also a considerable increase in the
resident Sinhalese labour force on estates.

COCOA.

The Soutli-West iMonsoon was late in 1895 and
this retarded the blossoms so that little of the

Autumn Crop had been picked by the end of the

year. The crops lor the last three Years are 1893

cwt. 29,775 ; 1894, cwt. 22.791 ; 1895, cwt. 27.522-3-20.

From these figures it might be argued that the

crop of 1896 will be a small one, but the probability

is that it will be larger than the one just gathered.

The area under Cocoa is about 18,000 acres of which
some 6,009 acres have been planted since the begin-

ing of 1891, and were therefore hardly in bearing for

the crop of last year. To arrive at the probable yield

per acre a further allowance must be made for Cocoa
planted with othevprodnets, so tliat it is ))robably well

within the marl; to say that the crops of the last

three years have been picked off 12,000 acres

giving average annual crops of about 21 cwts. per

acre. A great deal of cocoa has been planted in very

old coffee land, which means that the average annual

yield per acre of cocoa planted in jungle soil, is

very much above what these figures indicate. The
priees for cocoa have continued low, and the stocks

have not been much reduced.

COFFF.E.

There has been a remarkable iiLcrease in the crop

for 1895, as shown by the total exports of coffee.

This is undoubtedly due to the exceedingly favorable

blossoming season in several districts still maintain-

ing Arabian coffee and points to no increase in the

acreage, except in the case of Liberian coffee, which

is being slowly extended in the lowcountry districts

suitable for its cultivation,

CARDAMOMS.

The export of this product has been fully main-
tained in 1895, or rather slightly increased. Its ex-
tension on any considerable scale cannot however be
looked for, but it is a valuable adjunct to tea pro-
perties which have land suited to its growth, as it

enables the owner to get a good profit from his
forest reserve while also conserving his fuel supply'.
-As good and medium crops seem to come in alternate
y'ears this year’s crop may be taken as an average
one in a good year.

TOTAL EXroitTS.

By the courtesy of the Hon. the Principal Collector
of Customs your Committee appends the lollowiiig
interesting tables for your information.

Statement showing the total exports during the
years ended 31st December 1894 and 31st Decem-
ber 1895 from the Island of Ceylon of the following
articles :

—

Articles. Quantity

1804.

(Juautity

1895.

Arecamits cwt 120,209-1-20 cwt 99,113-0-23
Coffee biberiiUi ,, 700-2-04 M 759-1-10

,, Native ,, 1,007-2-10
) ) 0,070-0-21

,, Plantation „ 20,020-0-03;-
> 1 59,781-2-0

Cinchona 11) 2,0-20,201 lb 010,820
Cacoa cwt 22,791-3-lU cwt 27,522-3-20
C.ardaiuoins lb 310,863 lb 435,090.;
Coconuts No 8,717,370 No 11,.532,,373 Ac 1,072 pk.
Cotton cwt 1,557-1-10 cwt . 2,030-2-7
Pepper ,, 142,3-22 »> 237.2-0
'lea

Tobacco Unnianu-
lb 85,370,322; lb 08,581 060,'

facturecl
Manufactured To-
bacco and

cwt 54,850-0-27 cwt 53.21U-3-8

Cigars Ib 480 14 oz lb 132
Statement of Exports of Tea from the Island cf

Ceylon to the United Kingdom, and to other markels
in 1891, 1892, 1893; 1891, and 1895

Countries 1891 1892 1893 1894 1845

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

United King-
dom 026936701 05824822; 73355840; 764341174 866414273-

Aden 3300 .5010 4455 9818 13254
Australia ;3085932.; 5042048} 0316410 0952098; 0109592;
British India
Cope of Good

.573241 810788 1036305 952729 820905

Hope 33251 8030 20182 13G08 24594
Cyprus 2800 54(H) 44.50 4000 2200

, Gibraltar 24215 41355 34025 38370 41237
Hongkong 123527 79829 149170 135299 218473
Malta 10920 21745 33895 5105-3 75205
iNIauritius 49572 81202 8tl26.J 92392 108285
New Zealand 00 00 150137 260739 283149
Straits Settle-

ments 12009 12508 29301 31100 47S49
Canada 00 00 00 22858 1477.5

Afi'ica
j

00
9348

00
11031

148.50

00
10490

00)
38221 J

Arabia
Argentine Re

3009 2870 4041 2020 4003

public 00 00 1580 no Otj

Austria 5300 3444 8972 4a70 7530
Belgium 20 4.50 4231 1999 8307
Buenos Ayres 312.5 00 00 00 2250
Bn,shire 3784 420 00 no 00
Brazil 00 10 00 00 2150
China 30455 21480 18471 4098 04925
Denmark 00 no 12.-.0 2400 00
Duh-li Indies 40 20 70 22 192
Kgypt I V 111 SSOOO 17723 17171 70302'}
l''ranco soil 1 25004 29388 57882
French Ttid;,'. 40 00 1.50 110 634
Germany 109653 1907524 215-105 170690; 295444;
Greece 44 954 1935 2600 2850
Holland 00 783 5353 100 31523
Italy 12508 9503; 5980 3425 15263
•lamacia 1180 00 00 00 00
•lapan 262 1520 1050 1790 2435
Maldivo Islands 78 179 201 108 140
.Icddab 107 00 00 00 00
iManilla 2505 150 00 00 00
Mombass.a
Portuguese

725 00 00 00 00

Possession.s
ill India 200 200 00 00 00

Norway 00 00 100 500 00
Persia 00 00 1092 00 140
Portugal
Phillippine

00 00 00 15

Islands 00 00 249 104 989
Russia U24CJ 30g 43003 42234 336043
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Countries 1891 1892 189:; 1894 1895

Ilussian Pos-
sessions in

lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

China no 150 00 20

Samoa 400 00 00 00 (10

Seychelle.s 50 00 00 00 00

Spain 600 35 •20 15020 05

Sweden
Tuvkcv in

2580 770 1700 500 5.5-25

Kurope 5700 1050 •2015 3100 0 1 oU

Turkey in Asia on

United States
no 1480 2110 U7(3l

of America 15iZ19 851-2 j 107001 40S73 18-2022.i

00Syria
West India

00 00 200i 0

Islands 00 000 00 1500 00

Total lb. G70200S1
]

72'2S2524j S-2200352.1 S7o76322i- 08581000,-

Ol'FU'l.VL ESTIMA l'i; Of THE 1 1'A CUOV fOK ib'.H).

Your Committee, after due eunsideiation, ha* de-

cided to estimate the Tea Crop of the Inland a\

a

for export in ii?96 at 101,000,000 lb.

inailiAY AAU £i V* — A""*' o- n u TV

It was foiuid with regret that Sir G. H. D,

phinstone could place so little of hie time at

RErOKT OF “THE THIKT'f COMMITTEE”

CEYLON TE.t. IN -AMERICA.

This being the first Report by the “ Thirty Com-

mittee”, it is desirable to begiu at the point which

had been reached in the last report on the suli-

iect by the Committee of the Tlanters Association

rh/e Book of Proceedings for year endmg 1 . tu

February 1895) vi^i- the appointment oi Mi. m.

the
their

oihuion undesirable that he should go. Mr. Mac-

kenzie accordingly took up the w'ork indepmideni y

and has since carried it on alone. Mr. Mackeii-

zie’s chief duty on the occasion of his first visit

wL to find out those methods which were ac-

cording to his judgment formed on the spot most

suitable and most likely to further the coiisump-

Team the United States and to

ascertain who were the proper people to assist and

to interest in our staple. He proceeded to

in February 1895 and returned in April

London, and his views are embodied iii his lettei to

the Coinmittce of 8th April 1895 which will be printed

with the Proceedings for the past yeai. The salient

Snts of his report are b.iefly (1) that as Americans

a? nk green teas we should endeavour to make these

P2) thSt the trade is deeply bound up in China and
Ir-' .,.1.;„1, nvfi RO totally different m make and

revolutionise the
much

America
189.5 lo

vill have toctp to ours that we w
trade ; (3) that even if the retailer uiakes as
iraue

, . j. . , from Chinas
ours because
e go further

;

iiw breaks are so small that dealers ai;e

mnhle to match them whereas he has no dim-

line of 50(1 at 1,000

iwotit' per pound of our teas as he did

n Jajans!^ yet he sells fewer pounds of <

m,vR are so much stronger and therefore
ours are so

(.f) that our

often chests of

(Vtilat meU^ of adve, tising as

pmetised in England are unsuitable ;
((i) that the ol.jert

should be to enlist in our . ause men of capital am

energy who are willing to take up onr tea and push it

ai dwL will in time force the large dealers in the presen t

S trade, to takeonrloannin selt-defence. to assist such

men ^ advei tising and other ways ana by fur her

Len ral advertising so far as funds permit. Pure food

shows and other similar small exhibitions arc approved

o but expensive exhibits at large exlnbitions are viewed

•fU iftHe favour by Mr. Mackenzie. In accordance

Sh hfadvicneiiLed by Mr. Mackenzie which is
with “

I
„ a letter of initrnctious was issued

"u“"’re Sn lUtee to Mr. Mackenzie, with the ap-

SovM of' the Oovcriimcnt. Followaug the lines indi-
piovai

1 ,„ay be summed up in the word

-IdJertEe ” thougdi nof in the limited sense usually

understood as press advertisements. I ndcr advci-

tS the Uomn.ittee included every foru. ot nu.k.ng

Inown our t’eas to the American trade and American

ConTumer, so as our funds Fould permit. -
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Mackenzie was re-appointed the Ceylon representative

and returned to the States as soon as funds were
remitted to him. At this time a renewed attempt
was made through the Ceylon Association in

London to bring about combined action

with India. But the proposal made failed

to meet with the Committee's approval and it was
considered that Mr. Mackenzie's Letter of Instruc-

tions gave him sufficient scope to unite with India

if in his opinion such a line of action was desirable

in the interests of Ceylon. Since then it is satisfac-

tory to know that Mr. Mackenzie has seen his way
to join lorces with India to a considerable e.xtent,

as anything like opposition to Indian tea might be
prejudicial to the interests of both countries and it

is hoped that the Indian Committee will continue to

supply funds ill the same proportion as Ceylon. A
number of firms who are well established in the
present trade and whose organisation is tlius made
available lo push the new article have had assistance

in advertising and some firms who have taken up
our teas from the first and have put energy aud
capital into the business of pure Ceylou Tea have
also received assistance. In addition to this, however,
a great deal of advertising has been done in thepiess,

regularly by contract, and specially on occasions
of political or other excitement when an
event of the moment was seized and
adapted by Mr. Mackenzie to his purpose
as for txomple the yacht race, the eclipse, the

defeat of " Tammany Hall ” and so on. In these

special cases the advei tiseineiits were pictorial and of

large size. At present an advertisment is ruimiug
coutaiuiug the names aud addresses of all grocers and
others who deal in our teas in New Yorlc and Brooklyn.

In addition to these advertisements proper, a large
miniber of what are called ” reading notices ” have
been inserted in daily papers and articles in

magazines and all are changed at intervals. The
cost of advertising in America is very gi'eat and
the Committee wish to warn members of the
Association of this in case they should think
that with tlie funds at their disposal a great deal
more can be done. Pamphlets and Icafiets

have also been largely distributed. The above
is a biief outline of what Mr. Mackenzie and
llu: (,'onimiUee have iieeii doing during the year.
Dliviously ill a matter of this luiture it is impossible
lo publish the names of firms and others who have
assisted in pushing our teas and who have in turn
received assistance in advertising, but the Committee
cousider that in Canada, Ceylon tea is now a house-
hold word and that it is becoming rapidly known in

the Eastern States and Chicago, whicli are after all

the great centres of dense populaliou and they point
with confidence so the figures of exports of Ceylou
tea from London aud from Ceylon direct to tho
United States and Canada. Nor must (liese figures
be looked at merely in the aggregate. The rate of
increase is after all the true test and the Committee
venture to think that looked at in that light they
are eminently satisfactory and prove that the efforts
put forth ill 1891 and 1895 have met with adequate
reward. In this conopctioii it may be pointed out
tliat the Hoard of Tr.ade returns of exports from
(Iveat Hritain of Ceylon Tea were only made availa-
ble in 1895 at the instance of the Planters’ Asso-
ciation and are not available for previous years. The
absolute necessity of maintaining and increasing
our cffoit.s during 189b must be apparent to all in
view of our increasing exports and the Committee
express their earnest hope that these efforts will be
.still further increased in the future. To Mr. Mac-
kenzie thauks are very specially due for he has
thrown himself into his work with all his energy at
considerable personal inconvenience. The Committee
also desire to express their thanks to' the Ceylon
Government for its coiuinued sympathetic attitude
aud its willing consent to the Committee’s proposals.

CEYLON TEA IN RUSSIA.

The Committee have continued to give atteution
lo this market, which camiot he cousiderod any less
important than tho Aaiericau market. Being
already

’ ' ’ ’ ' '

fromMr.

uiKLxx iiiiu lIlHlKtJt. X>eiU^
dy a black tea cousumiuc people their change
China tea to Ceylon Tea may be expected
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to be to a gieat extent a matter of price

and more easy of ac.complislnnent than in the case

of America. U'he fact of Russia beiiiff a country
with a foreign language and having many govern-

mental restrictions renders it ini])ossiblo for the
Committee to extend their operations in the same
way as is possible in an English-spoaUing country
less fettered by trade restrictions. 'I'he thniimittee
have accordingly continued their support to Mr.
Rogivuc who has in the past shown himself tho-

roughly deserving of assistance, and they are glad

to think that that gentleman's efforts have not only re-

sulted in his biuJding up a good business in Ceylon
teas for himself, but have also forced other large

dealers in China teas to take up Co\lon teas and
to stock them. This -is undoubtedly the most elTec-

tivo method to adopt either in Russia or America
and the lai'ger Mr. Rogivue’s business grows the
better will it be for Ceylon tea and tlie more will

other firms see that they must have it. It is right

that Mr. Rogivue should continue to have assistance

for he has for several years past proved himself a

capable and straightforward man of business devot-

ing himself to the sale of Ceylon tea through a

good deal of opposition and hardship and if ho has
succeeded for himself, his success means success to the

Ceylon tea interest. The Committee are glad to hear
that he has at last established a good business for

himself, and thanks him for his past services in

aid of Ceylon tea.

Aiisru.vcr or tiik Ceylon Tea (New Maiikets) Fu.nu

Account as fko.m Aunusr RSill to .IOth June 1895.

Dr.
To 'riioiiian North Cliristin 2:t-i;9

,, (Jieqiie Book 2-50

,, Ceylon Tea Company Limited . S,(is7 -lt:!

,, H. \V. (krve A Co.

,, Ceylon 'I'ea in America (Tele-
grams a c) 1()9-:U

,, Ceylon Tea in Switzerland 170-00

,, A. M. A' J. Ferguson 11100
,. Julius A Creasy . 173-76

,, Win. Mackenzie .t'02-1-3-1 1 -.ooi-e?

,, National Bank of India, Limited 119,530-18

,, A. Philip & Co. 2,00(1-00

,, Peons’ services 160-00
., Postages, Petties and Sundry dis-

bursementa 279-30

,, Petty Casli 60-711

,, Secretary 5i)0-0( 1

,, Skeen A Co. 23-00

,,
Whittall J- Co. 29-03

Or
R 148,224-85

By Ceylon Tea ("New Markets)
F'lind 1-12,874-61

,,
( 'evlon 'I'ea Fund 4,673-04

,, Interest 677-17

E. A 0. E. 1148,224-3.7

Ah.stkaci- 01- -i ME Ckvi.on Tea (New Mauee'I's) F'u.xd

A a ouN'i' AS i ii0J4 L;r .liii.v ro JIs-i'Dec. lS'.)f).

Dr
To Albion Press 112-00

„ Book of proceedings .

.

474-78

,,
Charges Account (Bank Commis-
sion on small cheque) 0-50

,, Ceylon Tea in Russia 4,385-14

,, Ceylon Tea in Transvaal 116-59

„ Ceylon Association in London .

.

522-45

„ Ceylon Tea in America 53-44

„ Capper A Sous 308-75

,, National Bank of India Limited.

.

162,545-00

„ Wm. Mackenzie .. ,1.‘2,552-4-5 -- 15,203-30

,,
Miscellaneous Account 375-00

„ To A. Philip & Co. .

.

1,000-00

„ Postages, Petties and Sundry
Disbursements 258-64

„ Petty Cash 115-06

„ To Secretary 500-00

„ Stationery Account .

.

142-34

B216,2i)2dJ9

Cr.

By Balance in National Rank of India, Limited,
as per previous statement

,, Balance in Petty Cash asperpre-
119,.530-1

8

vious statement 60-70
,. Ceylon Tea (New Maikets) F’und 9-1,311-13

,, Ceylon Tea Fund 910-08
,, Interest 1,150-90

R216,292-99

L. A O. E.

A rOSSIRLE INDUSTRY.
'I'lie A/iiini suggests tliat the Indian people

might profitably take np tlie fanning of crocodiles
as a new industry. For the skin of tlie crocodile
there seems to he a large and prolitfible demand

;

and the teeth also command a price, thongli for
what purpo.se does not a|jpear. Alligator farniinf
and artificial breeding have long existed in Floriibg
r.i^.A., and llie magnitude of iIk‘ imliistry may
lie understood fiomihe fa.ct I Im.l belween l.s.snan’d

bS94 a.s many as two and a half millions of alliga-

tors were killed. But t he Florida t rade lias o\ er-

reaclieil itself and the American allig.ator is growing-
scarce. It is this fact that .suggests pos.sibiiities for
India. There is all around the Bay of Bengal astoclc
of crocodiles, for all practical imriioses (|uite a.s

\alnable as alligators. Witli lids stock ready
made at hand, and with at least* ( he niudeus of
a native stall' \ersed in the haliits and manners
of crocodiles in the plind<y crocodile lisliers or
hunters of Dacca, there really seems no rea.son

why Fastei n enlerprise should not find its op-
portunity in ^Veste^l losses. It will he con-
ceded that there is something attractive about
crocodile farndng, apart from tlie lurking possi-

bilities of fortune to ho inaile out of a brisk
demand for hides. There would ’le no lack of
excitement in tending the sto<-k, and as the bu.si-

ness would have to he eondneted i.n somewhat
irregular lines, the killing would he more in the
nature of sport tlian slaughter, fi would hardly
]iay In raise crocodiles fi-oin ilie egg, as the
reptiles rake as nvnch a.s lorty year.s 10 reaeli

malnrity, and are not suppose,! to attain their
full size until VO years old or inore. Rnl the
adult supply is practic.ally unlimited and the
rougli curing necessary to prevent deterioration of
tlie sltins on tlie voyage eonld he done by the
native on the spot. In the ( !m eminent reward
I he nati\ e has already a inild stimulus to slay
llie “ mugger, and this tends (o smoolli the way
uf tlie dealer in .skins wlio would tlius enjoy tlie

henelils of whal would practieally he ,a bounty
on ex]ioi-(s.—l‘i(iiicf’r, I'eb. I 1.

WVNAAD FLANTERS’ AS-SOUIATION.
I'Toiii the proceeding.s of the annual general

meeting held on January •22nd (Mr. W.alker in

tlie chair) we extract as follows :

—

ANNUAL KEPOirr.

The most important business before the meeting was
the drawing up of an address to the Viceroy, repi-e-

senting our two standing grievances, i.e. the amend-
ment of the Labour Contract Act and of the Rrevention
of Coffee Stealing Act. The address has now been
presented and was most graciously received by the
Viceroy

;
and I think that we may take it for granted

from the promise given by the Viceroy that a com-
mission will be appointed at once to enquire into the
whole question. This, if it takes place, will be the
greatest concession that has ever been granted to the
planters of Southern India, and it remains for us to
make the most of it, As there will probably be only
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oiin plantri’ on tlio oomniinfsion, it ia of tho. utmost
iiiipoi'taiice that we should bo reprcseuted by aj^ood
inan a man, who can realise and understand the
Government of India’s and tho English Lawyer’s views
of the question as well as our own, who has the advantages

Y'® possess under the present Act and the dis-
abilities that we sulfer from at his fingers’ ends, and
who realises that as advances are to us an unfor-
tunate. but absolute, necessity, we require a law which
will protect those advances by deterring from fraud
while inflicting the minimum of punishment. It will
remain for us at this meeting to nominate a planter
as a possible candidate to fill this important pbice.

Con'im SrEALiNii.—We can again record our s.rtis-

faction at the extraordinary immunity from theft
which we have again experienced during the present
season. Small drying grounds covered with cherry
coffee along the roadsides and in tho bazaars are
no longer to be seen. This is due not to any amend-
ment of tho Act, but to the wonderful energy of

oui' Police Snpoi'intendent, Mr. Fawcett, lly his pre-

ventive measiucsand by the zeal with which lie inspires
tho.se under him. the trade of receiving stolen coffee

has at last received a nule check. JJut we must
not congratulate ourselves too much upon it because
after all it is only a check, and without the amend-
ment of Sec. 9 of the Act it will be difficult to strike

an effectual blow at the trade of dealing in stolen
parchment or cherry coffee.

Geneu.m. PnosuECTs.—I said in my last annual
report, that the coming years would be most im-
portant ones in tho annals of M'\ naad

;
this pro-

phecy is now being fullilled. The tea industry is

developing slowly, but steadily. 'The rrsuils of the
sales of the first shipment of tea have just been
received and give an average of Did to D^d per lb.,

which, though not so good as Assam, and not so

good as we were led to expect from valuation of

s.imples, still leaves the ample margin of at le.ast Id per
lb. profit wdiich, in conjunction with the fact th.it the
yields of the young acreages have luien ahnorjnally
larger should lead to the more rapid planting up of

land. We have lately seen a great deal written
in the pijiers about our Wynaad and all in praise of

it, with the exception of what appeared in tho
columns of a paper purporting to be written by
planters for planters, and we may trust that this is

merely the friendly rivalry of brothm- planters less

favorably situated. At any rate the district has
lately been visited by enterprising planters from
Ceylon, many of whom, I am glad to bear,

are going to settle here. But I sincerely trust

that the advantages of the situation will not
bo left entirely with them, and that tho scheme
so often advocated by this Association of small
acreage under different proprietors, with central
factories, may at last be put into force, and that

the old residents may share with new-comers in

the prosperity that is to come. Anyhow tliose of

us who are fortunate enough to hold reserves of

land may congratulate themselves on its greatly
increased value.

Arabian coffee, notwithstanding tlic continued
ravages of leaf disease, continues to give handsome
profits in certain parts of the district, and it re-

mains to be seen what will result from the larg.e

acreages of Liberian which will shortly come into

bearing.
In conclusion, gentlemen, I beg to lay the ac-

counts on the tal)le and my resignation in your
hands. It is with very true and genuine regret

that I resign this office which I have now held off

and on for ten years, and I thank you all most
sincerely for the friendly support and sympathy
which you have always accorded to me and witli-

out which my work would have been a toil to my-
self ami of no avail to the district.

The report was cordially approved and adopted un-
animously.

I'TsANi'i;.—The accounts for the jiast year were laid

on tho table and passed. As these showed a consider-

able deficit a subscription was raised in the room to

meet it, and it was resolved that tho yearly snl -

SCI iption of ineuibers be r.aiscd from K12 to Ills per

annum.

Coi'i’r.r. BoiiP.r.riV Heward Fun n.—As the balance at cre-

dit of this fund is nearly exhausted it was resolved that
the accounts be printed and circulated and fresh sub-
scriptions invited.

llo.xoK.UiY Secuexauy.—The Chairman proposed a
cordial vote of thanks to the Hon. Mr. G. Itomilly for

his services, both as Planting Member of the Legis-
lative Council, and as Honorary Secretary of the Asso-
ciation, for seven out of the last ten years. He felt

sure that he was ouly expressing the feelings of every
member of the Association, when he said no man could
have dons more tor the Association than Mr. Ilomilly

had done, and we were all most heartily obliged to him.
—Carried with acclamation.
A testimonial to Mr. Romilly in recognition of his

great services was presented by the resident members
of the Association,

Mr. J. W. Hockin was elected Honorary Secretary
for the ensuing year.
General ilEEXiNo.—The meeting being resolved into

a general meeting the following proceedings w’ere re-

corded :
—

llasolved that in the event of the appointment
of such a Committee by Government Mr. J. W.
Ifockin be nominated by this association as its can-
didate for the post of planting member.
Resolved that in the event of another planting

member being appointed by His Excellency the
Governor of INIadras this Association nominates Mr.
H. R. Hodgson as its candidate for the post.

COST OF TEA I’RODECTIOX.
'i’lie cost of prothietion of tea on the Nilgiri.s

.seem.s to vary very greatly. Tlie most i-eliable

figures we liave hithei’to obtained are from a
garden oil' wiiich a (manured) yield of .’{00 lb.

average is obtained per acre
;

the size of the
garden is .aljout 200 acre.s. The latest niacluMery
is used, the firewood is grown on the estate

—

wliich is well loaded—and in fact tiie circum-
stances for cheap production seems a.s favourable
for higii elevation gardens as they conlil well
he. Vet t!ie (;ost on tiie estate per Ih. of tea
runs up tofias. pie, a lignre declared by others
to he greatly above the mark, tliough even the
most favoured in this district cannot aiiproach
the montli-wateriiig Wynaad rates.

—

Planting
Opinion, I 'eh. 1.5.

KONA COFFEE INDUSTRY.
The coffee industry in Kona is exceedingly bright.

It is now harvest timo and from all of the coffee
plantations, as well as in every shady dell, coffee is

being picked and shipped. One of the largest crops
will be from the estate of the H.iwaiian Coffee and
'.foa Company, which will probably yield not far from
15.000 pounds. Mr. C. D Miller, its manager, reports
the most satisfactory results at an elevation of from
1.000 to 2,000 feet Tlie blight has entirely left the
plants in his care an 1 the trees now appear thrifty.

Mr. Carl Bnchholz, who recently purchased 200
acres of coffee land in Kona from Mr. Monsarrat, of
Honolulu, is building his houses and mailing im-
provements preparatoiy to the commencement of
active work. He will, as soon as possible, clear and
plant at least fifty acres. Mr. Carl Bnchholz, him-
self, leaves fur Germany soon, but his brother is left

in charge .— tlUe Tiihnne in Ilawuiian (’oninifrcial

Journal, Dec. Bl.

Tea in the Wynaad.— rhe Madras Mail
has an editorial on this subject which we
(piote elsewln'ie. ( kuiiparisoii is made with
(.leylon, and the opinion is expressed that when
the aiimml returns for the young estates that
have just come into lie./n iiig are pnldished, it will

he found that so far as mere (plant ity of leaf is

concerned the. Wynaad is abb* to hold its own
against any tea—growing district, in the world.
'J’he liealthiness of the district is also defendeil.
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UVAKKU.ll': TEA ('OMl’ANV oi'

CEYLON, LLMITED.

Tlic statutory iiieoting of tlie sharelioltlersof this

Coinpiuiy was lieh! in tlio oHire of the becrctaries

and Agents (Messrs J. M. llo)>ertson N ( ()),

Prince Street, at noon ou Feb. '20. Mi. Henry Hois

presided, and ^'•’.'esent were Messi's. A\ . D. Cdhbon,

W. JJ. Kingslmry, Moir (Secy.) and Vandcrspar,

Surgeon-Major Ihke (by his attorney, iMr. M . 1>.

King.shury), and Mrs. Gibbon and Mr. S. E.

Tench (by their attorney, -Mr. M'. D. Gibbon.)

The notice calling the uieeling having been

read.

The CuAlRM.f,N' subniiltcd

THE llEl’ORT.

The Directors have now to submit their First

Auiiuiil ittiporfc Jiucl Accoiiutu for tlio yea<r cuuiiig

81st December, iSitn.

The yield of tea during this period has been

'.17,711 lb.; the cost per lb. lias been 2'J 81 cents;

ami the average net price obtained 51'8f cents.

The coffee crop has amounted to 811'.) 22-8-2ud

bush 'la
;
the net sum realised, after allowing a 8:yio

estimate for a smp«ll lot not yet sold, being

Rl.5.048-85.
_ . , , • 4

The expenses in connection with tnc planting ot

tea, new caddies, and additions to factory^ ba\e

been passed to an Extension -\ccouiits as 0.:pital

Expenditure.
, ,

-'After allowing for Depreci'.ition ou Jhiildiugs and

Machinei'y 10 percent, and l.j per cent. 1'e.spccti veiy,

and writing off the whole of the I’rehminary i-x-

penses 111,110, there rom iins on amount of il'2.7,7-22-01

for distribution.

It is proposed to pay out of tins a (uvuiend ot 10

per cent, fnr the year, which will absorb 1121,000,

leaving 111,722-(11 to be carried forward to next account.

The”tea crop for the coming season ha.s been es-

timated at 110,000 lb., and the eolfee crop at ‘200

bushels parchment.

The Company’s estate now

Tea .0 years old and upwards

„ 8 years old

„ ‘2

„ under ‘2 yeai-s

consists
Acres.

)

;?00 !

00 ;-

50
50

of

.-iliout 70 to 80

acres inter-

spersed ivith

coffee.

400 acres

Forest, Chena and Patna 101 ,,

501 acres

• In terms of the articles of Association all the

Directors retire, but being eligiole, offer themselves

for re-election. ,

It will he necessary to apipoint an Auaitor lor

the new season.— H. Hois, M. D. Gibbon, and ^V.

P>. Kingsbmy.
Colombo, 8th February 1800.

The Chairman said the report ami ac.couiit.s

wliieh had been printed and circulated, he

thomdit, gave all the information tliat would be

of iutere^ to the shareholdor.s ;
but, if tlicrc

wa.s any further inforiuatioii ilesircd, be should

be liap'py to furnish it if it was in bis ])ower

to do so. The certificate of incoi(ioratiou

of tlie Gompauy Wius dated tith March,

189"), so that tlie present was a statutory

meeting as required by tlio Ordiname. 1 he

accounts covered a |ioriod of 12 niontlis
;

but, inasniucli as Hie share ca))ital or the

bulk of the sliare cajiital was qaly pai 1 on ICtb

March 189o, tlie revenue-earning period of the

accounts was only 94 moiiHis. 'I'lie estimates

for the coming yenr diil not iiidieatg that a

very large dividend would be earned ;
but it iiad

to be' remembered that the (bmijiaiiy was, to a

certain extent, a development Goiniiaiiy, having u

considerable acreage of tea not yet in bearing
;

and, he liad no doubt, when llie whole place wa.s
yielding lull erojis, that tlie dividend would be
satisfaetoi y to tiie sharelioklers. As regarded the
diviiiend Iboy now jiroposed to ileclare, lie tliuuglil,
after writing oil preliiiunary expenses, and consider-
iii^ thdt iho 01 kiiii^ pructictilly only (Mjvered a i^eriod
of nine mo*ith.s, tlie lesuit was tairly scitisfactory.

In rcjdy to a ([ue.stion by Mr. Vanderspar,
the Gli.'urm.aii stated that the Com].any took over
tlie, o.slate from 1st January 1895 and' they had
to pay tlie iuteiest on the pureliase money until
the shares were paid fur.

IM 1 . \ -V A L)!-iv.si'-vu : fii that case don’t we "‘et
the beiielit from 1st January?

Tile Gh.Virman ill reply to Air. A'ander,si*ar’s
(iuesium said they had the beiielit of the
working of the estate from 1st Jau.

; but per
coiifi'u they hat! to pay interest oil the [lurchase
money from that date.

Air. Vandkrsi’AR remarked that lie thomdit
the Chairman said !).} moiitbs.

Tlie Giia!I;.m.\x The earning )ieriod is really
9_, moiii-hs as the greater part of the earnings
foi two and a half moiitii.s from Lst January i.s

eounterbahuiced h,y the interest on tlie purchase
money.

Mr. VANtiKitsPAR seconded the adoption of
the report.—Keport adopted.

1 he ( ii.viiiMAX said the next biisines.s w*a.s
to deelaiea diviileiul. liie Directors recommended
a dixideiidof Id jier cent for the year.

Air. \ A.\UKi:si-AR proposed t!iat
' a dividend

oi Id jier cent he declared.
Surgeon- Major I’jhii seconded.—Kesohed ac-

cordingly.
Afcwsi-.s. H. Eoi.s, W. D. Giijbon and

,.Lmgsbury were, on the motion
ot Mr. V ,\N DJtli.sRA!;, seconded by Mr. Tench
nuaiiimon.sly re-e!ecteil Direetois.

‘ ’

All. \ ANDKli.SPAR askeil if there was any
reason tor the shortage in the estimate of the
tea crop. He had worked it out and he found
that the dividend next year could not pos.siblv
be more than S per cent.
The Gh.urman That is so.

All. \ ANOi'-R.si'AR Is the estate suffering
from lielopeltis ?

1 he Cii.viRMAX^ :—No. The tea crop i.s ex-
pected to (amie up to expectation, but the es-
timate for coffee i.s only 200 bushels as against
800 last year. It is due to tlie collee. Mr. Gib-
bon informed him that, so far, the yield of tea
wa.s satistactory and if tlie yield continued as it
liad (lone up to date they would do well. The
c.ollee, (111 the other hand, was very uncertain.
On the imdion of Mr. Vandersi-ar .seconded

by Air. Kixc.miuia', .Mr. Hercules Scott was
appointed auditor.

Ibis was all the linsines.s.

U II, a u '4 1 fj'j i\n./, Guiibiuerea tne report
ot the (Tov.nmnent Jlotamat ami Director of Go-
veinmeiit C incboiia Pliiitations, the Government ob-
serve that tne fignre.s funushed by that officer relat-
ing to the s.ile of quinine powders sufficiently prove
tbit tlie expedinent of the distribution of 'quinine
packets by the Postal agency in the five districts
ongmally selected has been on the whole a success,
ami that there is no reason why the introduction
ot the system into other districts should be delayed
any longer. .Hr. Lawson l,as accordingly been re-
quested to arrange, in communication with the Post-
niaster-General, for the supply of quinine to the
)) stniasters of the undeiirn'iitioned districts : Bel-
taij, Salem, Anantapur. Kistna, Godavari South
( anara, Gomibatoro, North Aycot, TiLhinopolv, Tin-
neve ly, ianjore Nilgiris, Aladura. NellorL and
bonth Arcot .—Madras ^:>tandard^ Feb. 8,
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TKA IN THK WVNAAI).
The cultivation of tea in the Wynaad has cliuiiif;

the last few months been attracting attention out-
side the limits of Southern India. More than one
capitalist has come up from Ceylon to prospect the
district, and we have already chronicled the sale of
Perindotty, the only old tea estate of any consider-
able. size, to planters in that island. When tiie sales
of the hrst breaks of tea from the Kmimaculla and
Chulika estates realised iir the London Market Id to

lid per lb. over the average of the week for Indian
teas, it became evident that the quality of tea
from the VVynaad was all that could be desired.
That the yield per acre is very heavy is beyond
dispute. When the returns for Perindotty are
made up for the current year, the yield per
acre over the whole estate will, we understand, be,

say, 550 lb. per acre. This figure in itself is

not exceptionally high, but it must be reiuembered
that it has reference to a plantation, many fields of

which are planted up with bushes of what Mi\
William Taylor, a Ceylou planter of long experience,

has declared to be ihe worst jat he has ever seen
in his life. This implies poor and infrequent Hush-
ing. When the annual returns for the young estates

that have just come into bearing are published, it

will be found, we iielieve, that so far as mere quantity
of leaf is concerned, the Wynaad is able to hold its

own against auj tea-growing district in the world.

The elevation at which the cultivation is carried oii,

viz. from ;1„5(X) to l,i 100 feet, will necessarily prevent
any teas of exceptional quality being produced, but
none the less they should be of those

useful grades which always find a ready
competition in Mincing Lane. In Ceylon we notice

that Companies whose plantations lie at a similar

elevation give hand.some returns, though it must
he admitted that the best dividends come from
Companies in tlie low country or at an e.xtreme

altitude, l.e. from those estates which give either

the biggest quantity or the highest quality. The
cheapness with which tea grown in Soutliern India

can be put on tlie Ijondon market will always l>e

a most important factor of success. In both Tra-

vaucore and the Wynaad the actual cost per lb. of

tea to the producer varies from I^dto 5d. In Ceylon
we believe it is the same, but in Northern India

it is stated to be ‘id per lb. more. Too great stress

c.tn hardly be laid on this fact, for it allows the

tea-planter of Southern India and Ceylon to

either grow inferior l(>af at the same profit

or else to produce the same quality with nearly

100 per cent more profit to himself.

A correspondent, himself a tea-planter, but uotl of

the Wynaad, has sent us the following note ;—“The
coffee crop for the past season may be looked upon
as finished, and from all one hear.s the general

result is somewhat disappointing as regards quantity.

The high prices ruling at home and locally make the

past season, however, a fairly satisfactory one

taken all round. The recent boom in tea in the

Wynaad seems to have suffered a little clieck.

Sev. ral Ceylon planters who came lierc to prospect

are said to have returned not by any means so favour-

ably impressed to the future A7 7>o/ ((do that some pro-

prietors in that district would try to make others

think of the land they want to get quit of.” We
do not know on what authority our corre.spondent bases

the latter statement. So f a- as we have heard, no

Ceylon planter who has seen the j-ounger clearings of

tea in the Wynaad denies its extreme suitability

for the cuUivation. Some Ceylon men, we know,

have gone back to the Island deterred by exaggerat^-d

accounts of the uuhealtliiness of the district. Oil this

point Vlantintj Opinion of tlie 15th ins'ant writes ;

—

“ The Wynaad may not be able to boast of a sanata-

rium climate like Ootacamund or Nuwera Eliya, but

generally speaking we believe it is fully equal, if not

in fact superior, to any districts of like elevations in

either India or Cevlon. Certainly it is very far from

being so unhealthy, owing to its being so well opened

out, as many ‘new’ districts we wrote of. As to labour,

there is never any lack of it in the Wynaad, the sup-

nly there being probably better than almost any dis-

trict in Southern India. We would have not dwelt at
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sucli lengtli on the matter, had we not good reason
to believe that the above attempts to frighten off Cey-
lon capital, have been solfislily made by men who feared
lest large extensions should raise the labour rates.” We
can hardly believe that any Wynaad planter could be so
selfi.shoi soblindtothe interests of the district generally
as to spread false reports about its unhealtliiuess
merely to scare away capital because it might
possibh/ at some future date raise his rates of
labour. This would be playing the cur in tlie m uiger
with a veiigeuuce.”

Mr. H. M. Knight, the weli-kauw.i pl.mter of
Travaucore and at one time in Ceyion, who lias re-
cently been through the Wynaad, writes as follows
in a Report of his on the question of climate:

—

“ It has been the custom for planters in most
p.irts of the VV'^yuaad to leave their estates in the
fiot months, IMarch-.May, and live on the adjoining
hills at a higher altitude, s.ty over 4,500 feet, or to
go to Ootacamund or elsewhere. This when coffee
was the sole product was a pleasant and suitable
arrangemsut both for Superintendents aud labour,
and has lapsed into a regular custom, and this
no doubt has given rise to the widespread idea
that the Wynaad is very feverish during these
months

; undoubtedly there is some ground for the
report as fever pi-evails more or less all
over India at certain altitudes before tlie
south-west monsoon is well in. Rut I cannot be-
lieve fever is more prevalent in the Wynaad than
other places at same elevation, nor do I think
from all I heard that it is a very severe type.”
Tiiese remarks are straight forward enough

; aud if

they be wrong wo should like to have them con-
tradicted on reliable authority with facts and figures
given in support of the contradiction. To the best
of our knowledge not a single European has died
in the M'^ynaad from the direct effects of malaria
during the past ten years. It is moreover too often
overlooked that this type of fever is endemic through-
out the greater part of India. If Madras, for in-
stance, were not the seat of Government, but only the
headquarters of a Sub-Collectorate, we have but little
doubt that double batta and extra allowances would
be granted on account of the prevalence and virulence
of malaria, and with a good deal more reason than
is the case at the present time in the Wynaad.
Nothing definite can be said of the effect of the climate

of the Wynaad during the hot months on large gangs of
coolies, for as Mr. Knight has pointed out, it has been
the custom in the district to get rid of labour as
soon as the hot weather set in. So long as there
was no demand at that season of the year, there
would certainly be no supply, but given the demand
it seems to us no difficulty will be experienced in
obtaining the supply, except, of course, the initial
trouble which always attends every new departure!
It may be taken for certain that imported labour
will not stay in the Wynaad during the hot months
when there is no work to be done, but once let it

be known that there are wage.s to be earned, we
see no reason why the wage-earners will not be present.
Tea has lieen grown profitably in the Dooars and
the Terai in Upper India and in the Kelani Valiev
in Ceylon, where fever may be said to be prevalent
all the year round, so we can hardly suppose that
all other conditions being extremely favourable, it

cannot be grown ))rofitably in the Wynaad merely
because during two months of the year there ex-
ists a mild type of malaria. If, however, there are
Wynaad planters who are honestly of opinion that
fever of such type prevails as to present the culti-
vation of tea, we here ask them to supply us with
the facts and figures on which their belief is based
for neither at V'^ayitri nor at Sultan’s R.attery nor
yet at Nellacotta have we heard of this virulent
malaria.
The Hon’ble Mr. Rotnilly, in his annual report

of the Wynaad Planters’ Association said that he
sincerely trusted that the scheme so often advo-
cated by this Association of small acreage under
different proprietors with central factories might
at last bo put into force, and that the old resi-
dents might share with the new-comers in the pros-
perity that is to come. If only this scheme werecar-i
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ried out it would be well for all concerned. It is, no
doubt, all to the advantage of a District for the resi-

dents to have a direct intei'est in the staple enterprise

and not to be merely paid servants. There has been
and always will be a tendency to convert tea properties

into Companies, but as Mr. Capper pointed out in his

letter to us the other day, in Ceylon at any rate this

course only means that instead of a man having all

his capital invested in one concern, it is distributed

over several. Coffee, both Arabica, Liberian and Hy-
brid, still floirrish in the Wyuaadand so do pepper and
cinchona, to say nothing of cardamoms, vanilla, jalap

and annatto seed
;
indeed there is no district where so

many products have been proved to thrive and give

their yield in due season. Many of these unfortu-

nately have small commercial value now-a-days, but
tea is still a very profitable cultivation. Given the
assurance of a central factory, every planter within

the proper radius, wise in his own generation, will

own fifty to one hundred and fifty acres of tea.

—JI iVail, Feb. 18.

WEST AFRICAN COFFEE.

A small sample parcel of coffee has just arrived in

Liverpool from the west coast of Africa. As this

is the first lot grown on the coast and brought to

this country some considerable interest attaches to it,

as very gr. at things are expected of this new industry.

Some considerable amount of money has been spent
in the experiment to grow coffee in the vicinity of

Lagos, and the Haro Estates and Plantations, Limited,
have at last succeeded in proving the capabilities of

the soil and climate in producing a coffee of very
rich flavour, which has been valued by experts at

lOy.s per cent. The coffee, made without any adul-

teration by chicory, contains all the stimulating pro-

perties and carries the delicious aromatic flavour

necessary to please fastidious coffee drinkers. The
estate covers an area of about 60 square miles, and
contains over 70,000 plants ,—Jottnial ofCommerce, J&n. 31,

ANOTHER WONDERFUL COFFEE YARN.
South Carolina, as is now widely known, is already

producing a first-rate article of tea for drinking pur-

poses from plants grown in the State. We are glad

to be able to make the encouraging annonucement
that there is now a very good prospect that it will

soon be in a position to produce at home also much,
if not most, of the coffee it requires for such pur-

poses.
We have seen some of the home-grown coffee. A few

seed were obtained last year byMr. .J.C. Ball, of Cordes-

ville, and were planted on his farm, the Middleburg

(ilace, Cooper River, yielding a crop of about a bushel.

Some of the product was roasted and ground and made
into coffee,which was served to guests at his New Year’s

dinner a few days ago, and was pronounced by them
to be of fine quality and flavour. Mr. Ball only

claims for it that it is superior to Rio, and is sure

that it will bear that claim at least.

Mr. Ball is so well satisfied with his experience

of the new plant so far that he will plant several

acres this yea,r.~ Charleston ICeirs.

The above is evidently the work of the profes-

sional liar, for a similar report is going the rounds,

but applicable to other sections. Possibly it ema-

nates from the same follow who described the man
with a marble leg, and who is given to originating

all manner of improbable stories and sending them
to the press. As it requires from four to six years

for a coffee tree to come into bearing, it is apparent

that the South Carolina climate must be phenom-
enal in its adaptability for coffee-growing, if a

tree produces “about a bushel” in one year. Two
pounds to a tree is a big average yield. We ima-

gine it will be some centuries hence before our

Charleston friends will meet their requirement for

coffee from local plantations.

p. s._The above was written based upon the

clipping, which evidently was condensed from the

prigmal by one unfamiliar with the characterietice

of coffee. The full text of the article in the Neirs
indicates that the South Carolina coffee is not the
coffee ^[rabira. or C. Liherica, but a tree which
produces a “bean” about the size of a “ cowpea,”
and that in Europe it is called “ Gei-man coffee,”
and is used as a substitute for true coffee. We
imagine it is no more like coffee than burnt peas
or rye mixture. The. Kens article is misleading
and calculated to puzzle the editor hunting for,
sensational paragraphs.—Hi/tericaa Grocer, Jan. 15.

A DISCRIMINATING DUTY ON TEA
IMBORTED TO THE UNITED STATES.

'riiesiiecialcon espoiulent of t\\& American Grocer
at Washington writes on Jan. 14:—
The first gun in the pure tea campaign has been

fired in the House by Congressman Cummings, who,
has introduced the following bill providing for a
discriminating duty on teas imported from this s.ide

of the Cape of Good Hope

;

“ Be it enacted, etc.. That there shall be levied,
collected, and paid on all teas, the growth or pro-
duce of the countries east of the Cape of Good Hope,
when imported from places west of the Cape of Good
Hope, a duty of ten per centum ad xalorem. And teas
that have been entered for consumption or ware-
house, or that have been permitted to remain un-
claimed, or that have been permitted to remain for any
purpose in any country intermediate between the
country of export and the United Btates, shall not
be considered as in transitu through such inter-
mediate country, but shall be treated as teas im-
ported from such intermediate country, and be valued
and rated for duty accordingly.”

This bill is being urged upon the attention of
Congress by representatives of the tea trade, and a
memorial has been presented to the Ways and
Means Committee, in which some of the reasons
for the legislation are set forth, and from which
I abstract the following

:

“ Heretofore when the subject of duty on tea has
been suggested, it has generally been opposed with
the fiction of the * free breakfast table’ by some
who have not understood the subject and ttie con-
ditions which affect the production, distribution and
consumption of tea. The fact is, the removal of
the duty on tea has been a positive injury to the
consumer, because of the poorer quality which has
been imported since then.

“ The Bureaux of Statistics shows that in 1873 the
average import price of tea was double the price of
today, and the consumption 1’53 pound per capita
which is now only 1’34 pound per capita. The con-
sumer pays the retailer nearly as much today for a.
pound of tea as he paid in 1873 and receives a.
much inferior quality, which accounts for the falling-
off in consumption. In contrast with this, we find
that in all countries where there is a tax on tea the
consumption per capita has increased, most notably
in England, where the consumption lias increased
within the last twenty-five years from 3'63 to 5 53
pounds per capita.

“ In England, where the duty is 8 cents per pound
and the consumer gets better value for the same
money, the consumption is four times greater than
in the United States, where there is no duly
Some twelve years ago Congress, upon the recoin-
mendation of the tea trade, passed a bill excluding
adulterated and exhausted tea. Although the bill
has been of advantage, it has not luevented the
importation of large quantities of poor tea. Duty is
the only real safeguard

;
its imposition, as has been

proved by experience, would retard the importation
of poor quality by American merchants and at the
same time prevent native shippers in the producinrr
countries from exporting to this country, where there
IS no duty, the inferior and trashy teas they can
not send elsewhere. ^

“In conclusion, our Government would obtain con-
siderable revenue from a tax, which is recognized bv
all governments imposing a duty on tea as the most
satisfactory tax that has ever been levied

; and when
the cqtuumei: can obtain a better quality of tea foj
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his money, we believe the consumption within a few
years will increase very largely, thus bouetiting the

consumer, the trade, and the Govovnmeui.”
A vigorous et'foit will be m«de to secure a favor-

able report on the Cummings bill, and a bile there

is little prospect of any action by the coimniitoo

while the Uingley bill is pending, as soon l..s that

is disposed of the situation will be ripe for prompt
and energetic action by the friends of pure tea.

W. L. CltOUNSK.

DRUG KKl^OKT.

('From the Ch mist and Dmujtjist.)

42 C.VNNO.s tSTlUiliT, b.C., Jail. JO.

OILS (lissi:.vn.M.\—About 15 tons of t^itronella oil in

dnims have been sold within the last few da.vs at Is Kid

per lb. c.i.f. for January. Mau h, Is Od c-i.l. for Jauuaij-

May, and Is 8}d c.i.f. for oanuary-.Septeniber steamer-

shipment to London.

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA.

We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. T. A.

Cockbnrn dated S.in b’rancisco, lUth -lanmiry, in

the course of w liicli lie says :

—

I heard recently from Rierach, who is anxiously

awaiting word from London as to the W ashington

Pure Food Show', for which ho can have advantageous

terms for a Ceylon Court. He. however, reipiires

assistance in undertaking such demonstr.ilious, and

at this juncture it is, I think, unfortunate your Dele-

gate is absent, nor is there ruyoiie with anhtority ' 0

act in such matters. Wliv not have Bieraeh appointed

assistant to your worthy Delegate ?-Tlum ail businoss

matters and these sliow.s could ue atteiuluu to during

the Delegate’s absence from this country. I received

a few of the Planters’ Association pamphlets (some

8 or 10 only), which the leading Grncers mere

ulad to hare', and put in their windows, but, I

could do with 200 or 300 easily, or as many more

as could be spared. I received a nice photograph of

Bieraeb’s Ceylon Court at Philadelpliia, which I am
sending you under separate cover. It looks an at-

tractive place and there is a glitn|).sc of a cosy,

pretty and artistic room inside, which looks most

inviting. I notice a copy of your Overland Edilion

on a basket in the foreground. It looks a, nice at-

tractive place, with the numeroii.s photographs of

natives, Ceylon Scenery, and tea maniifactuiing pro-

cesses. It inust have been a good advm lisement for

Cevlon Tea generally, and is vpiy crcditcble to Mi.

Bim-ach. 1 think tins will be admiUcti by all. I

have not had lime to read the last two (/hsirmrs

received, but was grieved to notice the dcatb.s of

poor old G. U. Hall and Kicbard Mai t, who were

fast friends and neighbours of iniiio for many years.

They were alike in many ies)>ects, both clever, in-

telli"ent and well-read men. I got to know Mant

weirand to know him w'as to admire and respect him,

for beneath his ruggcvl exterior there beat a w.arm

and true heart. Hard-working, thoroughly conscien-

tious and kind-hearted, he was a good friend and

neighbour. Keen on a bunt, a game of chess, or a

hand at whist, many are the pleasant hours 1 have

spent with others, in the ramshackle rambling old

thatched bungalow on the patana, which is, alas,

along w’ith its late owner, no more. He was well-

infonned, and a discriminate and intelligent reader,

and loved his books: he bad a good ineniory, and

w-ho does not venieniber bow bo loved to recite or

read some favourite piece of jioetry
;

nor

will the writer soon forget liis singing of bis

favourite song, old “ Bonnio Dundee ! I read

with pleasure the sympathetic notice of vour

Kurunegala conespoiulent, and have seen the book

mentioned, written by Mant s father, tor private cir-

culation, and of which our friend was justly proud.

I remember on one occasion w iu n •' Hallie and bo

were having a game of chess, and Mant w’as called

away to speak to some kaiigaiii or other person.

Kisinc abruptly from the table be capsized llie whole

buBiness, table, chess-men, himself and his chair, and,

in trying to save liiinsclf, brought down a big centre
circular table, with books, phot-a frames, large vase
full 01 flowor.s, table-cover, tob?»cco and p-ipes, etc.,

itc. Somehow or other both “Hallio” and myself
wci'e in, it too, but we succeeded in extricating Mant
at last with p iv.iis and castles sticking in his cars,

“Hallie,” who was very ainusing at times, remark-
ing “ Ho iihraii.s does this, Cockburn, when
be finds he is losing the game,” and we
chaffed Mant often about it afterwards. On
another oecasion I acted as barber, cropped
close and trimmed him a /a I'andiil'c, and took him
over the hill to a neighbouring family, whom he
hadn’t visited or spoken to for many years. After
that they were good friends. He was an amusing
and entertaining story-teller, and his opinio:is and
remaiks on things in general were invariably in-

structive, and voty frequently amusing. He may have
made a few enemies, none of us is perfect

;
let him

who is so, cast the first stone. A long farewell, and
may he rest in peace.

I enclose a short notice relative to the Canadian
exposition, which is going ahead w’ith all speed, I am
informed. I trust, when the Delegate is fully in-

formed on this subject, that Ceylon will be to the
front.

“.MU. STILUS COMI'LIMENTKP.

‘AVhen calling at St. L iwrencc Hall yesterday, the
Premier, Sir iif.xckenzieBowoIl, and Sir Adolphe Caron,
Postin.istcr General, warmly complimented Mr. Stiles

on his succe.ssfiil efforts for the exposition.

“ Soon after the arrival of the High Commissioner,
Sir Chai'les Tupper, Mr. Stiles will confer with him,
the Premier and .Mr. Foster, the Finance Minister,
with reference to the diplomas and medals. There is

every probability of these being provided by the
Government, and th o.se much coveted awards will go
over the world alasting advertisement for Canada us
diplomas arc never hidden.”

Since writing the above, I have received a small
packet of 23 pamphlets from i\Ir. Bierach : these will

he distributed by me on Mondaj' next. Long before
the Delegate ever came to this country, I wrote
strongly on the subject of better p.ackages for this

market. I even went tlio length of indicating a good
and siiit.ablo one, and I am glad to see that your
Delegate's remaiks on this subject bear out my
contention that more attention must be given by
planters to the stjlc of package they adopt for this

market. The demand for “ Ceylons ” increases, but it

is slow' work, and W'e must be jratient.

-*

'1 HK iJuLNinN'i; 01 ' Tl.v .\t
( 'ui,u.mi:o. -Tii the

course of a review of a letter by our ooiitem-
porary of liie “Times” reganling tlic (’ulonibo

tea market, tlie Madras i\faU sa.ys;—
\Vc arc surprised to read that the people of

Ceylon fear the growth of blending business. We
should pionoiiuco Colombo to be aii ideal place for

such a business, for it might directly serve all the
markets of the world, with the exception of those
of tiie United Kingdom and the eastern countries
of Kiiropo, with teas mixed to the liking of con-
sumers. ^V'c premise that blending has contri-
buted considciably to the enormous iucroasc of popu-
larity of British grown teas in tbo British Isles, and,
granting tliat our premise is coiTcct, it should be au
Dijually important factor in extending the popularity
of tbo same tens in other lands. Why Ceylon
appears so very suitable to us is not only be-
cause of its central jio.sition in respect to the great
tea-growing conntrios, but far iiioio so because tliere

would practically be only one or at most two ports
of entry and exit, so that it would bo easy to-

check and control all shipineiits. Sonic simple law,
somewdiat similar in its ei'fect to ilie Mordiandisc
Marks Act, would liavo to be enacted which W'Ould
prevent China tiasli being sliipped a.j Ceylon loaf, and
which would also provide penalties sul'liciently heavy
to dote.r tlie fraiKlulcntly-iniiided blender from doing
hard to tlie local industry. There surely can be ng
difficulty in drafting and passing such au Act.
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COLOMBO TEA TRADERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Tlio fiiiiiual ;»eiieral ineoLin<;' of llie Colombo Toa
Traders’ Association took place on "

21 st lMd)y.

in tlie Chamber of (.'ommerce Rooms. Mr.
F. M. Mack»vood ])resi(led, and present were ;

the lion. W. Mb Mitchell, Messrs. C. E. H.
Symons (Secretary), Duploc k, Henry Bois, Lam-
pard, Vi. Seale, L. O. Leefe, ^V. Haslam, Barber, F.

F. Street, A. H. Thomp.son, O. Thom.son, Walker,
W. E. Mitchell, A. Cordon Frazer, C. H.
Alston, Hancock, li. Cahlicott Smitli, and Vi.

H. Fioo-.

THE ACCOUNT.S.

Tlie Sfxthctary read the notice calling; the

meeting and minutes of previous meetings.

TEA TUADEItS’ ASSOCTATEON.

Tlio CiiAiltMAN .said tiiey had heard the minutes
of tlirce i)rovious meetings, and if they met
witli tlie approval of the meeting, he would sign

them. He was following the precedent that was
established last year—this being the second

year no rejiort had boon presente<l. It was taken

for granted that the reading of the minutes of

all the general meetings constituteil practically

a report of all that had been done, and that it

was a recoril of the year's work He proceeded

to the iiresentatioii of what they might
call their accounts. These accounts were lery

simple. They began the year by carrying for-

ward a balance of R515‘75. To that had to be
added the subscriptions from members icceiveil

since amounting to R370, making a total of

KSSoho. The Secretary had expended for ad\er-

tisements, etc. the sum of RJ77'6d, leaving a
balance of R70ST0 on hand, which was the re-

sult of their year’s work as regarded iinances.

He inquired if any member i>resent would
like to speak on the ([uestion of accounts,

or whether anyone might express the view
whiidi he heard in one or two ([uaiters,

that it would be better to have a rejmrt, liow-

e\er short, embodying in a few words wh.at they

had done fiom year to year. He left it to the

members to s|ieak on the subject.

Mr. L.\MPAliU mo\c<l the adojition of the ac-

counts.
Mr. Vi. H. Fku! had pleasure in seconding.

He thought it would be desirable to have a short

report yearly. They had just heard the minutes
of the general meetings read, but there was a
certain amount of business done in Committee
of greater importance of which the general com-
munity might know nothing. He would there-

fore suggest that a short resume of the busi-

ne.ss of the year be Issued in a reimrt and
circulated a week before the next annual general

meeting.
The Chairman said that, personally, he was

in favour of the proposal and he thought it

would be well to have a short report ready for

their general meetings. They had done a
fair amount of work

; they hail made alterations

on the rules, made certain suggestions and dis-

cussed certfiin matters of short weight which were
likely to bring Ceylon into bad repute in other

markets, to s.ay nothing of the annoyance caused
to sellers and buyers amongst themselves. He
thought it desirable they should Inn e a report.

The accounts were jiassed aipl the suggestion
that a rejiort be furnished to next annual meet-
ing Nvas adopted.

THE COMMITTEE
w.is then balloted for with the following result: —
Ihii/e/s: Messrs. Dnplock, Street, ami Tariant;
Sellers-. Messrs. Whittall & Co., Messrs. J. M.
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Uohert.son & Co., and Messrs. Bosanqiiet iv Co.

;

and Brokers: Messrs. Forbes A M alker, Mr.
E. .lohn, and Messrs, Somen’ille A (M.
The (Jii.ViRMAN mo\'cd that the Secretary be

authorised to write to the linns which had been
a]q>ointed asking them to nominate a partner or

member of tlieir linn who would attend to the
work of the Committee; and, in doing so, he
trusted he might be permitted to expre.ss the
hope that the gentlemen nominated would be
those who would really attend. They had some-
times had to wait a considerabie time, on
One or two occasions they had had to wait half
an hour, whipiiing uj) members before they could
obtain a qum um.

Mr. Walkicr thought it was a mo-;t desirable

thing that the Secretary shonhl conlinui' to do
as he had done that day, to send (Ikmu a I'eminder

on th(! morning of the mecling, otherwise some
of them were ajit to forget about the meetings.
The Chairman’s motion w'as carried.

A RESOEU'l'ION.

The CiiAiiiMAN .said he now' came to put the
resolution of -which they had all received notice.

It W'as a fresh deiiartnre on which there might
be some diU’erence of opinion. The matier had
been considered necessary by a great many, owing
to the increased trade of Colombo, and although
it did not originate with him he had been asked
to put it from the chair, w'hich, after some con-

sideration, he consented to do. The resolution

was as follows :— »

“ That on and alter M^ednesday, 'fth March, the fob
lowing alteration be made in Rule 1 of the Condi-
tions of Sale:—The words ‘within 5 working days
of date of sale,’ to be substituted for ‘within 3 days
of date of sale, Sundays and Public Holidays excepted.”

There was a slight difference members would no-

tice. They spoke of o working days instead of 3

days for the simjile reason that live working
days got rid of Snnd.ays. He had no doubt
some of the gentlemen who had felt the jiressiire

of work ami the annoyances connected with
inspecting tea, getting railway orders and cheidc-

ing invoice.'^ Ac would sjiealv to the meeting.
He felt that, with what was an adndrable rule

tw'o or three years ago when they w'cre .selling

le.ss than half the quantity of tea, it was now
almost impos.sible to go through the nece.s.sary

routine, if they were to get aw'ay their tea and
exercise the simplest and smallest precautions
as to the condition of jiackages, checking weights,
Ac. If all their tea was in sejuirate ware-
houses or godowns in the Fort it might be
jiossible to go on at jiresent ; but, when they
recollected that a great deal of the tea, they
bought might be found anywhere in stores north
and south within a radius of two to three
miles from the Fort, he thought it w'ould con-

vince anyone of the imi)os.sil!ility of carrying
out the existing rule. He would therefore pro-

j)Ose that this alteration come into force as

from AVednesday, 4th March.
Mr. Dui’LOCK said he begged to second the re.solu-

tion. The Chairman had describeil the case tersely

and clearly, ami it was not necesary for him to

emphasise what the Chairman h.ad said, because, if

bespoke foran hour ho could not put it more jilainly

than the Chairman did when he stated it was
utterly' imiiossilde to collect their tc.as. They did

not mind p.aying for them—they would pay on
the morning after the sale for that part— but then
they often did not get in accounts till Sa.tur-

day. Then they had got one half-day to cidlect

their teas. They could noc do it, try
how they would

;
and some of them thought

that the responsibility should last longer
than a few hours with the seller, ^^aud if
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the responsibility were iiiaile to last two or three
uays lonjfcr, the sellers wouhl only he takin^r
on their shoulders that which they uu^ht to
take \ij)0n their shoulders. For his own ]>art he
thought the resoliiti(}n was too modestly frainod.
He should have inucdi jneferred to see the live
days made ten days but he was told that he
should not have the least chance of getting ten
days earned and therefore he accepted half a
loaf in preference to no bread. Tlic hardship
came iii when they j)arted with their money for
tea which was lying, through no fault of their
own, till Monday or Tuesdaj^ in other peo]de’s go-
downs, at their own risk. They thought the
risk should rest with the sellers a sutlicient
time until buyers had time to collect their teas.

He did not think any one couhl urge any ob-
jection to what had been proposed.

Mr. 1 >0LS asked M'hat was the time in Calcutta.

JMr. Dupi.ock replied that the. time was 10 days.
There, one did not pay for teas until he trot

tlelivery of them.

Mr. Hois s.aid they had alre.ady pa.ssed a re-

solution to give more time tor tiis ting ; now they
were proposing to take that away.

Mr. (iKOROK Thomson said that pas.sing the
resolution would bring the conditions of sale

move in accordance with those obtaining in

other markets. He said let them go ahead
with the times. So far as they know, the seller

could store kerosine beside their tea. The
buyer had no ])rotection.

Mr. GoiinoN Fit.AZKR although sympathising
with the motion that some time should be
given to buyers to take delivery of their tea,

thought th.at the gre.at advantage of the market
to their upcountry clients—i(s quick retiirns

—

would be done away with, if two or three days
were added to the time. Speaking for himself
he would lie quite prejiared to accept responsibility

f(.r anything that remained in his store. He did

not see there was any object in adding two
days to the time, becatise it took oil' two days
from tlie time the jilanter got his return. He
umicrstood from Mr. Diijilock that it was not a
matter of payment and that they were jierfectly

prepared to pay at once.

Mr. Dupi.ock replied that he spoke for him-
self, personally. He would pay for his tea on
Thnr.sday .afternoon. lint they never got their

accounts until they had dunned sellers to .send

them in.

Mr. AVat.kkp. <lid not consiiler there was any
use extending the lime for delivery until they
extended the time for iiaymcnt. 'i’he planter
would not get his money any sooner until the
buyer know whether his tea was idght or wrong.
At this stage, Mr. (toRUoN Frazkr, after

consultation with other members, withdrew his

motion.

The Chair,M.\N said the (luestion on which
?dr. I'razer thought it would be better to move
an amendment was one t liat was di.scussed

; and
they felt it was imiK.s.sibh' to sei);irate the two
days— taking dc'livciy of tea and the matter
of payment.

'I’he Hon. W. W. M iTClt i;i.i, said the resolution

must be looked at from two points of view, the

buyer’s ]>oint of view and the seller’s point, of

view. 'I'lic rosedntion had been put forward in

the buyer’s interests.

'Phe Chairman In the general interest, if I

may say so.

Mr. i\l ri'inii;i,i, (proceeding) said he .sympathi.sed

with the buyer who could not take dolii cry with.in

a certain specified time, but he was of opinion

that the longer time tliey gave people the longer

would they take, ami he was afraitl people would
not send in their bills until Monday or Tne.<ilay,

and then they would have no relief. L'mler the

present system they cleared ofl‘ one week’s
work before they took another on hand.
Tf they went to take delivery of teas on
Monday they would clash witli teas coming
from upcountry that day. J.ooking at it

from the seller’s [)oint of view or the uroker’s,

he would have to provitle a larger amount of

warehouse or godown accommodation. (Cries of

“Hear, hear,” and “So they ought.”) M’hy should
he be obliged to do that?

The Chairm.vn :—Hec.ause it is his duty (and a
voice “ He is paid for it”).

Mr. Mitchei.i. continuing remarked that for

his own part he had not felt any inconvenience. He
would rather see the rub? as it was, because he
felt that any alteration would simply lead to

confusion at the lieginning of the week.

Mr. FiCiG s.oid, with reference to what had
fallen from the Hon. Mr. Mitchell, that up to

a recent time the tea trade of the Colony hail been
a small one and they were only ju.st now on level

terms with bigger markets like ('alcutta where
he believed the time w.as 10 days. As their busi-

ness increased, so must the time which was
allowed. If tlie necessity of godown accom-
modation aro.se such accommodation must be
provided for. It had got nothing to do with
the buyer, .and he vvas sure the planter had got
everything in reason, and they were ready to meet
the planter in every way jiossible, but the proposal

before the meeting was nothing more th.an w.as

rc.asomable.

The resolution was then put to the meeting
and c.arried, Mr. Mitchell being understood to

di.ssent.

Mr. A. H. Tho.mI’.son asked when the live days
terminated.

'Phe Chi.MRMAN said he should say up to one
o’clock.

Mr. Dui’LOCK said he w.as in favour of 5
o’clock.

Several members expre.ssed the opinion that
it should be u]i to the close of banking hours
on 'Puesilay.

'Phe Ch.urm.vn coneuned and this bcc.ame the
understanding of the meeting.

Mr Cordon Frazer suggested that it would
facilitate the working of the traile fiom the
broker’s point of view by ihc cessation of con-
tracts for the sale of tea. Tiiis was not done
in J.ondon, .and he never heard of its being done
anywhere else. To a seller a contract was
necessary, Imt what more contr.act ilid a buyer
want than the knocking down of the iiammer?
It would insure the quicker delivery of ac-
counts if they were allowed to waive this
contr.act.

Mr. Dupi.ock said the contract was in force
ii ( '.ilcntta. For himself, personally, ho never
i'.iokci! at his contract, but consigned it straight-
w.ty to the waste-pai)er ba-sket. (bangliter.

)

.Mr. Cdrddn Fr.\zi;r saiil it was ne\’or en-
forced in Imndon and he (lionght it u'.a.s use-
les.s. If it, woikod well in London, he did not
see why it should not be .a|qdicahle in Colombo.

'Phe Chairman remarked that lumbably the
Committee wouhl consider tin' jioint.

'Pile im.u'ling then (ermin.aled with ,a vote of

t h.anks to the Chairman proposed by Mr. Fum.
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INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION.
Au31’H\CT OF PjtOCHKDINOS OF A MoHTING J)F XlIF

Gknekal Goji.mittee.

Submitted letters of 22iid and 2v)th November and

_
(ith Ueoomber, from tlio Secretary, ludiaii Tea Asso-

'
cialioii London. Tlio principal matters referred to

in these letters were the jiiarking of weights on chest

of tea intended for ihe Amei’ican market and the

packing of Dust Teas. Copy of letter of 20tii November
from the Secretary of the Tea Brokers’ Association.

London, was ei closed intimating they were not in

favour of placing any marks on the packages. (The
letter is printed as an appendix to the minutes.) With
regard to the packing of Dust Teas, copy of letter

was enclosed from Messrs. Stenning, Inakipp & Co.,

which is also printed as an appendix to the minutes,
suggesting that Dust Teas should ho packed in half

chests either of metal, or in strong and w’ell made
wooden packages, iron hooped, and a circular em-
bodying these recommendations had been issued by
the London Committee, which is also re-printed below.

Submitted letter of IGth December, from the Cliaii'-

man, Ceylon Planters’ Association, asking for in-

formation as to the terms on which a reduction in

passage money of Tea Planters \\ as granted by the

Liners’ Conference. It was decided to reply to this

letter stating that the only concession given to Plan-

ter,s by Liners was a reduction of RlOO on the pas-

sage money from Ca.lcutta to Loudon
;

no rebate

was given on the n. turn passage, no allowances were
granted on passages from Bombay nor »ny allow-

ance for families. ’There were no printed rules

governing the matter, but a reduction was given to

all persons who were certified as planters by the

Agents of Tea Cardens.
Considered letter of Dili .Januaiy, li'om Messrs.

Bathgate, Pirn A Co., encloi.ing copy of a letter they

had received from London, regarding a firm in New
York who were desirous of entering on the trade in

Indian Tea, and asking if a guarantee could be given
from the American Market Fund for such business.

In reply to this letter Messrs. Jiathgate Pimm & Co,

were to be informed that they wore under a misap-
prehension as regards business of this kind being
subsidized.

Considered letter of 3rd January, from Secretary to

the Government of India, Department of Kevenue
and Agriculture, forwarding for the consideration of

the Association extract from a Memorandum by Dr.

Watt, Ileporter on Economic Products, on the pro-

posal to appoint a scientific expert for the investi-

gation of questions connected with the Tea Industry

Government had thought well to send the Memo-
randuin in question before replying officially to the

Committee's letter and it was stated that Woodburn
would be quite ready to grant an interview to any
representative appointed by the Associatioir if they
thought any useful end W'ould be served by personal

discussion. The Committee, how’ever, considered it

]Hematuro to enter upon a personal discussion of the

matter at ])reseut, and it w'as resolved to forward the

paper in the first instance to the Chairman of the

Assam Branch from whom the proposal originally

emanated and to ask him if he had any remarks to

make upon it.

Submitted statement of contributions to the

American Market Fund showing the total amomit
subscribed to the .'ilst December to be 1188,879 re-

presenting a production of 77,067,018 lb. A detailed

list of the Gardens’ contributions was also submitted

and a further statement showing that R6,983T5 was
outstanding. The Committee considered the result

of the levy was satisfactory.

('True copy).

W. Paksons, H. S. Ashton,
Assistant Secretary. Chairman.

TIIK TKA liUOKERs’ ASSOCI.VTION OK LONDON.

118, Dunster House, Mincing E.C.,
November 2C*b.

Eunf.st Tyr, Esq.,
Secretary, Indian ’Tc.r Association (London).

Dear Sir,—In reply to the question contained in

your letter of 16th September, with reference to the

stencilling of Gross Weight and Tare on packages
of Indian Tea, I am instructed by our President
(Mr. W J 'Thompson, Jr) to inform you that en-
quiry has been made amongst some of the leading
dealers who are unanimous in objecting to such pro-
cess as tending to cause disputes between them-
selves and their customers whenever a difference
occurred between the Factory and Customs weight,
one firm going so far .as to say it would not know-
ingly buy auy Tea so marked.

It is presumed, however, that the matter would
bo of indifference to the Blenders who now consti-
tute a largo section of the Buyers.

I am requested to send you the enclosed extract
from letter received from the London Wholesale Tea
Dealers’ Association and to ask you to kindly bring
the subject to the notice of your Members.
Yours faithfully, W. G. Pjuce, Secretary.

extract from letter, LONDON WHOLESALE TEA

dealers’ association.

Dated 18th Nov. 1895.

“ I am requested to ask you to be good enough
to draw the attention of importers to the serious
loss and inconvenience which arise from Dust Teas
being in packages not properly protected against
leakage and to suggest in the mutual interest of
Seller and Buyer, it is desirable that such packages
should be canvassed or otherwise jirotccted before
being thi])pcd abroad.”

11, Mincing Lane, E.C.,
November 26th, 1895.

Ef.nest Tye, Esq.

Dear Sir,—We thank you for »Circular of yester-
day’s date. We would point out that so long ago as
27th March l.'SDO, wo wrote the following in our
circular of that date ;

—“ In view of some recent
cases of heavy loss in weights in respect of small
broken and dust descriptions we throw it out as a
suggestion to Planters whether it would not be ad-
visal)!e to pack such Teas in future in metal boxes.”
To this we would now add that as the w’eight of the
above sorts is so heavy, it would be better to pack
in ]kdf- Cheat $ &\.ih.Qv of metal or in strong and well
made wooden packages, iron hooped.
We do not advise packages being canvassed for ship-

ment as it would be impossible to see their condition
besides it is also probable that less care would be taken
in handling them in transit, and Tea that escaped into
the canvas would be unfit for use.

We are, dear sir, yours faithfully,

Stenning, Inskipp & Co.

THE INDI.iN TEA ASSOCIATION (iN LONDON).

With reference to the packing of Broken and Dust
Teas, it is pointed out for the information of Members
that it is desirable owing to the weight of these des-
criptions, to pack them in half-chests, either of
metal, or well made, and iron hooped wooden packages.
The use of canvas covering is objectionable.
They not only serve to hide the condition of the

packages but probably less care is taken in handling
them in transit, besides which, any Tea that may
be retained by the canvas would soon become unfit

for use. Ernest Tye, Secretary.
5th December 1895.—ly.diaii 1‘Janter's Gazette, Feb. 8.

Frozen Flowers from Australia.—It is stated in

tbo ]Vcstminsler Gazette of November 28, that a fine

collection of blue and white Water Lilies (Nympheea
gigantea) has been sent by a leading florist in Sydnej^
N.S.W., through Sir Saul Samuel, the Agent-General,
for presentation to her Majesty the Queen. Tbo
Lilies were frozen in ice, and received as long ago
as August last by the Cloninl Consignment and
Distributing Company, Limited, being stored at
Nelson’s Whaif, uiiti! Wednesday, November 27,

when they were delivered at Windsor In spite of

the length of time, the flowers were in perfect

condition, and, seen through the transp.rrent ice

were very attractive.

—

Gardeners’ Chronicle.
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THE ^YYNAAD.

The Lumlou Times, in an ably-wiitlon article,

having for its text the deimtation of the jdanters

of Sontliern India that lately had an interview

with Lord Elgin, recites the leading dilliciilties

under which the |danting enterprise in the Wy-
naad now snll'ers. \Yant of comnmnicalion with

the seaboard, of protection foi; jiroduce in tran-

sit, ]>ro))er organization of labour, and fixity of

tenure, and of security of the results to taxa-

tion, are among the chief disabilities set out

in this article. Our London Correspondent thinks

it to be possible that those planters who, being

crowded out from Ceylon by our local policy of

restricting land sales, are seekir.g inyestnients

in the \Vynaad may wisely have their atten-

tion calletl to the very full statement contained

in the Times. It would seem certainly to be im-

possible that the planter in the Wynaad can

have any reasonable chance of competing either

with those of Ceylon or with his fellow' tea

planters in Assam and other districts of N<jrthern

India, wdiile his interests are w'cighted by such

cram[)ing dilliculties as those therein set forth,

\Ye are not without causes of complaint in Cey-

lon, wherein tea idauting constitutes relatively the

prime consideration of its governing power. Hut
although these denuuul and oljtain strong re-

monstrance—as yet relatively and in some in-

stances incHectually—we believe it will be ad-

mitted that Ceylon is, in comparison with the

Wynaail at all events, the Elysium of tea plant-

ing. Certainly the 'Times by its revelations utters

a by no means indistinct note of w'arning to

those of onr own planting community who
contemplate investment in the district, the

planters of which have such grave reasons

to complain of want of attention to their in-

terests. Hut the fact that there is now' scarcely

an opening to be found in Ceylon for the

yonnger men who have (s>me here to learn tea-

planting inforccs these turning their attention

to the wider field 0])en to them in Southern India.

So compelled, the exodus will no doubt be

made, and this must yearly increase the com-

petition that ''icylon now e\]icri('nc('s from India-

grown leas. In India the a.i'ca of lea cultiva-

tion will be yearly extending, wliile in Ceylon

it must, if the present policy of our Covernment
be persisted in, be restrained within its present

area. Surely a policy productive of .sucli a resent

cannot be a wise one for ns to follow. We
have repeatcilly pointed out tliat this colony still

possesses reserves of land suitalde for tea plant-

ing that might be sold without injury to the

maintenance of needed public rc.servations. We
need not here recapitulate w hat we have before

written as to this matter. Hut when we see as

we do tliat, ow ing to this policy, we are <loing

our best to foster comiietition witli Ceylon in

India it is time to reiterate our remonstrances

formerly made. For although it is evident from

the Tf/ZiC-sb- article tliat tea-planting in the Wynaad
is at pre.sent so heavily handicai>pcd liy the con-

ditions under which it lias to be caiiieil on that

comiietition by' it wdth our.seHcs must be lela-

tively hopeless, this cannot now' long remain

the ca,se. When redre.ss is granted, the few who

now leave Ceylon for India, despite existing

dilliculties, will certainlv have their numbers

lar<'ply All the (capital, and all tlio

talent and e..\)»eriencc that might be retained

in Ceylon will pass over to the opposite Con-

tinent to increase the competition acainst which

we now have to contend.

TEA IN THE WYNAAD.

Ybni recently referred to the desire of .some of

your planters to undertake operations in the

Wynaad. We believe it to bo the ca.se that

several of these have already acquired interests

in that Indian district, one that appears jiarti-

cularly well suited to tea planting by Eiirojieans.

Hut there is no jiicture, we are told, however
pleasing it may bo, that has not its reverse .side.

What this last is in the case of the Wynaad
has been luminously .set forth in an article that

appeared under the heading of “Indian Allairs”

in the 'Times this week. That article contains

numerous references, by w'ay' of giving contrast,

to the condition of things in Ceylon, and is

possessed beside of .so many other points of

interest that it seems desirable that you should

be supidied with a copy of it. One is accord-

ingly enclosed with this letter. [.See l»age

()2 I.—Ed. T.A ] It is not know'n to us how'

far you may already be acquainted with

the "circumstances therein set forth. Hut
any w'ay the writer puts all the points

with sucli remarkable clearness that his state-

ment of the jiosition cannot be without
interest for those of your readeis who may
be contemplating acquiring properties in the
Wynaad. He states that a deputation of the
United Hlanters’ Association of .Sonthern India
recently interviewed Lord Elgin on the occasion

of his late visit to Madra.s. Its members strongly
complained of the labour dilliculties under w'hicli

the jdanting enterpri.se in the district is con-
ducted, ami of the w'ant of protection for tlicir

produce while in transit to the coast. The
article recites many other di.sabili ties under which
the planters of Southern India lie. Want of good
roads is the main objection taken to the pre-

sent state of things, and in this re.sjioct coni-

jiarison is made with the coniiieting country of

Ceylon, ft is suggested that legislation is needed
for .Southern India of the character that now-
jirotecls the planting industries in the northern
districts of that continent. Assuredly all is not
yet jierfect in Ceylon, but, equally assuredly
does it seem to be the fact, that, as compared
with the Wynaad, your planters enjoy very great
advantages. If those of the Indian district .are

to have a chance of successfully competing w'ith

those of Ceylon, it would seem to be evident
that tiie existing inequality between the
two in this resjiect of roads and of other
matters must receive redress. To outsiders like

ourselves the perusal of the article sent you leaves
an inqiression that it can scarcely be desirable
as yet for Ceylon iilanters to extend their opera-
tions to Southern India. It, however, seems to be
the case that many are inclined to do so and
that some have already iiive.stcd cajiital there.
Whether others will feel inclined, after reading
the statements in the 'limes, to follow their ex-
ample, cannot be predicted. Should they do so,

however, they cannot say that they are now left

in the dark as to dilliculties they may have to
contend iigainst of a kind co.iqiaratively nn-
known to Lea idanters in (leyloii. It is evident
that the writer of the 'Times’s article thinks that
in Ceylon you have none of the causes for com-
]daint that have been advancevl by the dejiuta-

tion that waited upon Lord Elgin. Hut it is

only those w ho wear the shoe that know where
it ].inches, and probably the 'J'lmrs w l iter is un-
aware of yonr railway stalions being left for

years without means of access, and of other minor
dilliculties with which your jilanteis have from
time to time to contend.—London ('or.
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THE uayk;am compan\, ltd.

Wo liavc received a co]>y of the inos]ioclui< of

this Company which lias heen lormeil nitli a

capital of in',<JOU,OdO, in 10,000 shares of KlUO
each, of whicli only 4,2o0 will at prc.sent he is-

sued. The provisional directors are Me.ssrs. I'\

M. Mackwood, Cordon Frazer E. Uo.sling and .\.

Kosling
;

Bankers ; Chartered B.ink of India,

Australia and China
;

Proctors ; Messrs. Julius

A Creasy
;
and Agents and Secretaries : Messrs.

Mackwdod ic Co. The Kayigain Estate which is

in the Nainhajiana division of Ivalutara consists of

J-iO acres tea over three years old, 219 acres tea

from one to three yccurs ohl, 81 acres land now
heing holed, and 547 acres forest ; total 1,200 acres.

'J'ke property has been valued by Mr. E. D. Har-
rison at 11402,500 on a seven years’ purcha.se, and
on the basis of yield of 500 lb. tea per acre. All

the old tea lias, however, given 5Golb. per

acre. The price which the Vendors have agreed to

accept is 114(0,000, half of it in fully paid-up

shares, and balance cash—the remaining 1125,000

being called u|i—

I

n to provide jiermanent bungalow,
twosets iiennanentlines, coinjilcte tlie new clearing,

and take over Coast Advances. The pioperty is

being taken over from 1st Jan. 1890.

PLANTINC AND PilODlJCE.

Planting in Southern India.—Southern India as a
liehl for tea enterprise is very much in evidence just

now. Entei'iirising young men from Ceylon and else-

where arc turning their attention to it, and capitalists

at home have their mind’s eye in that direction.

Planters on the spot are eager to show that they
arc quite aware of the strength of their position, and
there is a general feeling of enterprise which will no
doubt soon show important results.

A Seasonable Pamphlet.—A pamphlet on “ The
AVynaad and the Planting Industry of Southern
India,” by Mr. Francis Ford, has recently been issued,

and very effective it is as a graphic description of the

country and the people. If the thousands of young
men on the look out for something to do at homo should
chance to read some of Mr. Ford’s word-painting there

will bo an increase in the European population of

the Wynaad. Hero is a description from Mr.
Ford's lien: “It is .January in the Wynaad. The
coffee planter is still busy with his crop

;
the tea-

])lanter is looking forw'ard to his annual Imliday,

for during the following few weeks, Ihcio will be

no rain, and the bushes will rest until the show’er.s

of March have fallen. Tiie weather is lovely
;
bright

days and chilly nights. \\ lien tlic moon is at the

full the whole land is bathed in silver light, and so

clear is the atmosphere that hills distant thirty

miles may bo discerned. This is the ratting time

of the sambhur
;
sharp and defiant rings out the

belling note all night, cclioing aniong the silver

hills. In the early morning there is a crisp

feeling in the air which spcak.-i of frost, though
it never falls in these uplands. A light mist

lies in the swamps and bottoms of tho valleys,

which quickly passes away once the sun has

risen. Ail tho day the idanter is able to be out

and about without minding the heat.” lieio is

another; ‘ Clouds lie low on the land. Looking down
from an eminence it is as though a sea of grey silent

waters covers the face of the earth. As the dawn
comes up rays of gold glorify its surface, and there

is a shimmer of opalescent light. Noiselessly sub-

side the cloud-billows; now one )ieak, now another

appears; wooded proniontoric.s jut out and forests

rise from the vaporous flood. Before the day is two
hours old all the tumbled woodland scenery stands

out in radiant loveliness, stretching away to the purple

distance, with wreaths of snow white cloud sweeping

round the hills.’’ But Mr. Ford’s main object, we
take it, is to show that tho Wynaad is the place

where tea may be successfully cultivated, and his

views arc fairly rosy. It is with tea cultivation

as with many other things, a case of the survi-

val of the fittest. If tea can be grown ill

Bouthein India to greater advantage than elsewhere
ihc cultivation of the product will pay. In tliese

days of plentiful production tho weakest will p-s-

suredly go to the wall. It is not a question of more
tea, but a case of who can grow it profitably. Those
gardens which are handicapped in the general com-
petition will suffer. The consumption of tea cannot
go on increa'ing without limit. The Wynaad is,

no doubt, in many respects a par.adisc for planters,

but even in an earthly paradise the producer lias to

compete with his neighbour. Mr. Ford is right in

advocating the view that tea planting can best be
undertaken by a company, and if the proposed com-
pany set to work in a careful and economical man-
ner there ought to be excellent prospects of successful
results in Southern India.

Planters and the Government.—The weekly article

in the Times on Indian affairs is this week devoted
to the planters of Southern India and the Govern-
ment. Mr. Ford’s book is referred to and quoted
in it. The writer in the Times says ;

“ Lord Elgin,

on his recent visit to Madras, was addressed by a
deputation of the United Planters’ Association of

Southern India. They laid before bis Excellency the
labour difficulties under which their enterprise is

conducted, and the need of increased protection for
their produce while in transit from the interior to
the ports. The Viceroy, in reply, indicated
a willingness to consider the expediency
of issuing a commission of inquiry, and
it is generally hoped tliat such an investigation will
shortl}' take place. The grievances of the Southern
Indian planter are very practical. He makes no great
demands on the Government, but tire demands which
he does make he regards as indispensably necessary
for the working of his business. Fixity of tenure in
his estate, safeguards against fraud in the supply of
his labour, protection of his produce against theft, and
adequate means of communication towards the sea

—

these are the initial conditions for successfully planting
in any country, and they sum up the total of the South
India planters’ requests. The truth is that iu Southern
as in Noithern India tho pinch of competition with
other Asiatic countries is every year more keenly felt.

The Indian planters merely ask that the Indian Gov-
ernment shallawaken to thefaet ofthiscompetition, and
shall give them the fundamental facilities which a good
administration ouglit to give for carrying on their
industry. In the north as in the south we see
densely overcrowded districts, and at no groat dis-
tance from them other districts into which labour
has to lie imported at almost a fancy price. Between
eerlain of these nnderpeo|)lcd and overpeopled tracts
tho insufficiency of means of coinmimication acts as
a breakwater against tho free flow of tlio popula-
tion. We also see largo sums of British money in-
vested in reclaiming and planting the jungles, with
inadequate guarantees as to the claims wliich mav'
be eventually made by Government on the improve-
ments. From the North as from tlie South come
the same complaint of w'ant of roads or of in-
sufficient expenditure on works for the control
of the rivers. A book just published at Madras,
‘ The "Wynaad, and tlie Planting Industry of
Southern India,’ sets forth the result of this,
state of tilings. The author, who writes-
under the )iseudoiiym of P'raiicis Ford, has
evidently had a very practical experience of
his subject, both as a planter and as a coast
agent. Until a few years ago, he says, it was
idle for the British capitalist in Southern India
to ]ilead with the local government for the facili-

ties necessary for the conduct of his industry.
Even though he might be supported by tlie district
officer.?, the repiy that he practically received was
this ; ‘You have come to the country avowedly to make
money; you must accept things as they are

; otherwise
you are free to return whence you came.’ This
demeanour of Government is the main reason whj’
the mineral resources of Southern India remain imdevei-
oped

;
why manufactiiieis lug behind; and wliy the

natives of tlie country do so little in their pi ivate’eapa-
city to open out new industries or to extend old ones.’ ”

“ We re)iroduce the foregoing sentences,” says the
writer of the article in the Times, “ as they embody
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tlio view of liumbera of Englishmen who have
invested their capital in India. These gentlemen
compare the starvation allowances for loads and
facilities of communication in backward Indian dis-

tricts with the liberal policy displayed by the Gov-
ernments of competing countries, such as Ceylon

and Japan, in crea'ing facilities for internal deve-

lopment. It would almost seem as if the interests of

the Indian Government arc so vast and so varied that

it is unable to give the same attention to European
enterprise that is given by smaller and more self-

centred Governments, such as that of Ceylon. The
local taxation which an Indian Provincial Govern-

ment may have thriftily got together for the purposes

of internal development and local public rvorks has

been liable to be swooped down upon by the Supremo
Government of India to make good the expenditure

on a frontier war, or to avert a deficit due to other

causes. This subjection of local finance to Imperial

exigencies forms a recurring source of weakness in

the position of the Provincial Goveinmentsof India. It

is perfectly well knowmthat certain of the tea districts

of Bengal have been starved of the necessary means of

internal development from such causes. It is equally well

known that the Assam tea districts were similarly starved

until erected into a separate administration with a

strong succession of Chief Commissioners to insist

upon their claims.

Auministicvti VE Stauv.\tiox.—“ Such periods^ of

starvation are, however, seldom continuous. Even

in Madras Lord Wcnlock has done something to

recognise officially the claims of British industiy.

Yet we believe it is little more than a year since

a planter was appointed lor the liist time a mem-

ber of the Madras Legislative Council—that i-i to

say, of the body which regulates the shitua and

rights of the planting industry in Southern India.

So far as we are aware, no tea planter has l>een

appointed os such to the Bengal Legislative Council,

although the commercial member of tliat Council

doubtless does his best for all tho mercantile

industries of tho province. Mr. Eord insists on the

shortsightedness of a policy of adminstrativo star-

vation, even from the public revenue point of view.

He states that the planting industry expends an-

nually in Southern india 13,000,000 rupees on the

cultivation of land which but for that expendituro

would be unproductive. He maintains that 'f the

same facilities for development were^ given in

Southern India as in Ceylon this expenditure would

rapidly increase. “ There is no reason,’ he

writes, ‘ why the cultivation of tea and coffee should

not be regarded by the capitalist as favourably

in the Peninsula as in the Island, except that hither-

to communications here have been bad and that

inadequate piotcction for the ptoducc and no safe-

guards for the maintenance of a steady supply of

labour have been granted.’ We should accept tiiese

words as an expression of opinion rather than as a

statement of ascertained facts. But Mr. Eord sup-

ports his o])iniou by a striking example. The
Govermnout of Mysore, while it remained under

British rule, dealt with the question of independent

British enterprise somewhat, although not altogether,

in the same spirit as that shown by the Madras

Government. The great famine of 187G-77 left

Mysore almost bankrupt just before its rendi-

tion to the native dynasty in 1881. Wo lately

recorded tho recuperation of Mysore from ils

fimneial difficulties under the late Maharajah and

his able Prime Minister. Sir Theshadil Iyer's

administration would do credit to any British pro-

vince and forms an important testimony to the

capabilities of native rule. Mr. Eord points out how-

ever that in the high praise which this splendid

recovery’ won from the Government of India an

important factor was overlooked. Sir Iheshadri

Ivor wisely encouraged European enterprise am
strained h'is resources to the utmost to afford

the administrative facilities such as roads and

leases for developing it The result has been

hit for many years the European plantations

nonred into Mysore a sum of 7-i million rii)iees iin-

miallv in return of labour. ‘ It was this factohis

which made the task of tho Diwans of Mysore not

only posible, but easy.’ As a matter of fact Slysoro
used to supply moit of tho labourers employed in the
neighbouring British districts. It still supplies
some of them, but a large propiortion are now re-

tained by pjrofitablo eniploymeiits in Mysore it-

self.’ ‘To the planting enterprise,’ says Mr. Eord,
‘ This province owes the strongest debt of gratitude
for helping it to tide over those evil times.’ 'J'he

Soiitii India planters think that tliero are spiocial
reasons why the commission of enquiry, half agreed
to by Iior l Elgin, should now be granted. The local
officers are acquainted with their case and admit
the justice of the claims. They have now a repire-
sentative in the Madras Legislative Council, and they
understand that the Madras Government recognises
the expediency of legislation dealing with their
special needs. But they have not yet been able
to convince the Supreme Government. ‘ The pilanter
affirms,’ writes Mr. Ford. ‘ the necessity of such legis-
lation; the local administration, with a full know-
ledge of the facts of the case, supports him, but the
Government of India stiffens its back in its ignor-
ance and declines to hear reason.’ This puts ttie

case perhaps too harshly, from the pilanters’ point
of view. Ill the new Governor of Madras they will
have an administrator intimately acquriiuted with
the system under wliich Ceylon has made its bril-

liant iiidusliifl progress.”

The Iniu.ax Te\ Association (Lonpon) anh the
Tiiiirt; Au'iTcee.—Mr. Ernest 'Tyc, the secretary of
the Indian 'I'ca .\ssociatiou (Loiiduii) La.s favoured
us witli a copy of a letter refeiring to the aliove
subject, wliieii has been fonvarded iiy bim to the
ediior of tlic Tlwr:;, Tile letter is as follows:
Your ai lirle of yc.stcrday on the subject

of Uie phiutci's (if Soutliorn Imiia sets before
the public witli absolute clearness the difficulties

of pliiiitcr.s, not merely in Hie south, but in all

piarts of India. Tho association which I have the
honour to lepiresent cannot but feel thankful to you
for tlie effective way in which you have in your
columns, for moiiLhs past, set before the pmblic
one of the most iinporlant questions affecting tho
industrial development of British India. I refer
to the persistent diversion of provincial funds (o
meet the demands of the supreme Government.
As long as tho Supreme Governient in India
is not allowed to raise sufficient revenue to
meet its obligations. Provincial Governments will
be ilceoed again and again to suppily its neces-
sities, and will bo required to strave roads, rail-

ways, and other public works. In its character as re-
presenting the wliole of the planters of India,
my association is highly gratified to observe that
tho Viceroy expressed willingness to consider tlie

expediency cf issuing a coiimiission of iuquii}' into
the grievances of the planters of Soiitbeni India,
but ])Ossibly the scope of inquiry of such comniia
sion might be extended to other provinces of India
besides Madras. Good roads, good means of com-
m 11 iiication, improved sf eninboat and railway sorvice.s,

are in crying request all Ihrougli the jilanting dis-
tricts. As you liavc pointed out, the condition of
Assam lias greatly improved in this and similar res-
pects since, by its con version into a separate Provin-
cial Government it lins met with the more direct
attention of able administrators, but even in Assam
there is much room for advance. Without the hearty
co-operation of Government it must be impossible
to make those improvements in obtaining and tran-
sporting coolie labourers whicli are urgently de-
manded, so as to reduce the enormous expense of
recruiting and promote the health, comfort and
well-being of the labourers. Otlier planting dis-
tricts liavo not the safeguards of Assam. It was
only as late as December 28 last year ttlegranis
from India called attention to the iicglect of tlie
roads in tho Dooars, one of the most important tea
districts in India. Tlio particular road refei red to
is one wliieh has occupied tlio serious attention of
tho Indian Tea Association liotli boro and in Cal-
cutta. It is cloav to my association that, if this
road is allowed l.o decay, it will bo hardly iiossible
to obtain any liel)) for less urgent claims in
other districts. The local district board has not
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the means at its disposal, and the provincial
funds have been depleted in the urgent need of

the Supremo Government for pecuniary assistance;
and the result is that the road, which lias been a

public road for many years, and on which depends
the transport of millions of I'Ounds of tea to Calcutta,
is, it is rumoured, to be practically abandoned. Tiie

vital importance of this road to a small hut increas-

ing community by whose exertions w'astes have been
converted into gardens, is fairly set forth in the
following resolution, passed at a meeting of the plan-
ters held on the 7th ult.: ‘ That theNagrakata Road
is one of the most important in the Dooars. It is

the only means of communication with the railway
station and the outside world for fourteen
gardens with 10,800 acres under tea, producing
over 70,0C0mds, or million pounds of tea

annually, and giving employment to 20,000 coolies liv-

ing on the estates
;
the road leads also to a Govern-

ment bazaar, police station, and to several other
bazaars, and there is a largo community of resident
native cultivators, shopkeepers, and others dependent
upon this road for communication and food supplies.’

The substitutes proposed arc to maintain it as a cold
weather track (the pressing need being for a road to

carry the tea crop to the market during the season of

heavy rains) and to construct a new and distant road
outside the district and at the other side of dangerous
rivers. What would the people of North Surrey say if

their main road along the Thames were to be dismantled
on the plea that a better road could be constructed on
the other side of the Thames V Yet North Surrey
has many alternative routes both by road and rail."

Tea and Money.—The present mood of the investing
public towards tea companies is distinctly favourable.
Jirdging by the way the shares of one or two new con-
cerns recently launched have been snapped up tea is

very popular as an investment. The scarcity of invest-
ments other than those of the gilt-edge class na-
turally leads to a demand for anything of the
industrial order that looks sound. As compared with
the shoal of absolutely worthless rubbish that is

handed to investors in exchange for their cheques,
the shares of well-conducted tea concerns cannot
fail to prove attractive.— //. <0 f,'. .l/cu7, Feb. 7.

THLt WW^NAAD TEA ENTERPRISE.
The Pioneer Tea Company, favourable mention

•f which we made in our last issue, seems to stand
an excellent chance of being successfully floated.

A large number of shares have, we xmderstand, been
already taken up in Ceylon and elsewhere, and
before lo-ng things should be in working trim. There
is apparently a notion in Ceylon that the district is

extremely unhealthy and labour very difficult to pro-
cure. The Wynaad may not be ablo to boast of a
sanatarium climate like Ooty or Nuwara Eliya, hut
generally speaking we believe it is fully equal, if not
in fact superior to any districts of like elevations in

either India or Ceylon. Certainly it is very far from
being so unhealthy, owing to its being so W’ell opened
out, as many “new " districts we wrote of. As to labour,
there is never any lack of it in Wan.iad the supply
there being probably better than almost any dis-

trict in South India. We would have not dwelt at such
length on the matter, had we net good reason to

believe that the above attenrpts to frighten off

Ceylon capital, have been selfisidy made by men
who feared lost large extensions should raise the
labour rales. However, it may quiet their fours to
learn that to mr.kc assurance doubly sure, arrange-
ments iue ijoiii;,' made to ostaldish Labour Agencies
in the Tanjo.c, Trichinopoly, Muduni, and Tinnovelly
districts, from which parts Ceylon draws its labour.
In auy ease the move is a wise one, and it goes
without saying that if coolies in the. above-mentioned
districts wiil go to Ceylon, it m.ay be taken for
granted that they will go to the Wyna.ad, if work
is offered them there. No one can more heartily
desire to advance the prosperity of any planting
district in South India than we do, and it is with
pleasure that we publish these remarks to

remove auy erroneous impre.ssions in Ceylon
concerning tho Wynaad, Ceylon capital and

Ceylon energy, though perhaps over- praised in

some quarters, will effect a great change for the
better in South India. A yot more important
]ioiut is that llicy will tend to bring ns into much
closer contact with lioiiio capitalists, who, wc are
glad to note, are now beginning tc pay renewed
attention to our planting industries.
In one of our Wynaad Season Reports last fort-

night, the writer expresses a conviction that we
hold the most depressing views on the capabilities
of his district, and indirectly accuses us of being
biassed against it. Strange as it may seem to
him and others of his thinking, we have been
under the impression that the praise we have con-
sistently given the district to be as hearty and
unstinted as its most ardent supporters could wish
for. True, we have expressed our opinions strongly
on the future of the tea market generally and the
nnwisdora of rash extensions. But we have as
strongly insisted on the fact that South India gene-
rally, and the Wynaad in particular, holds a very
strong position indeed in the matter of cheap produc-
tion. It is to Ceylon that we must look for capital
to he invested in tea, and the planters there are so
inlonsely s.anguine of the continued prosperity of the
tea-industry, that it will need a far greater show of

authority than we can possibly lay claim to, to shake
their faith in the staple. If men wish, os so many
do, to invest in tea, no district in South or
Upper India offers more advantages than does the
Wynaad, wdth its abundant labour, fertile soil, and

—

best of all—excellent communications. The Chair-
man of the District Association, the Hou’ble G.
Romilly, in the report printed in this issue, again
brings the question of central factories to the fore,
and most wiseljn The scheme has already been
exhaustively treated in Mr. Standen’s pamphlet, and
at this juncture men who may be opening up their
land independently of each other, would do well inleed
to put into practice the method alluded to.

—

1‘lmtimj
OpivioH, Feb. 15.

BEAUMONT TEA COMPANY, LD.

The statutory .annual general nieetin.g of the
Re.aumont Tea Co. of Ceylon, Ld., was’lield in
tlie oiiices of the Company, IRl, (,),neen .Street,
on 25th Eeby. Present :— Messr.s. E. IT. 'Wigii-in
(in tlie chair), D. Midiie, E. S. Ra.shleigh, B.°L,
Breruner, and the Eastern Produce and Estates
Co., jjd.

Notice calling the meeting was read and the
minutes of the extraordinary meeting of 6tli Jan.
were read ,aiid conlirmed.

THE UIRI-XTOR.S’ REPORT
was taken as read. It is as follow's
The I rovisional Directors have the pleasure to sub-

mit the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account
for six mouths ending December 31st, 1895.
It has been decided that tho financial and crop
year shall yommcnce on 1st January instead of
l-'t .July. The Baiauco of Profit is, as shown in the
accounts, 1129,093 83. The Provisional Directors pro-
pose to write off one-third of the Preliminary Ex-
penses, 01- Rl,(3130(;

; to declare a dividend at
the rate of 5 per cent for the half year ended
Decciiibor i)lst, fibsorbiu^ 1123,500 fiud to
carry forward 113,980'77. The total tea crop se-
cured from the Company’s properties in the six
months was 109,3-lG lb. and 49,747 lb. were made
from purchased leaf, or in all 159,093 lb. The nett
average realized including a portion estimated) was
9'9G cents.

_

The Company’s property consists of tho following,

GOS acres Tea in bearing
122 do 'Tea not in bearing
112 do End trees
10 do Grass
322 do Reserve and Waste

1,174 acres.
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The c^pitOjl cost as pai’ balaiico shost psv oalbivatod
avoa in^ tea stands approxLniatoly litil*! por aero.
The estimate of crop for the year 18‘)li is 2:iO,000 lb.
tea exclusive of tea from purchased leaf. Negotia-
tions have been opened for the purchase of Delta
estate which, it is hoped, will shortly be completed

;when the additional share capital (which has all
been applied for) \yill be allotted,
ihe Provisional Directors retire in terms of the
Articles Association, but, being eligible, olfer them-
selves for re-election. The Shareholders will be re-
quested to appoint an Auditor for 181)5 and to fix his
remuneration.—By order of the Directors, for the
Eastern Produce & Estate Co., Ltd.

John H. Sr.utEY,

Manager, Agents and Secretaries.

On tlie motion of Mr. K. II. Wkuun seconded
b_y Mr. K. S. Kashleigli the reiiort and accounts
were adopted.

l’ropos('d liy Air. MiCinil, seconded l)y Mr.
Bi'.km .MK i;, and agreed fo, tliat a divideml of 5
))er (‘(uit for the lialf-ycar (uiding .'list December
IS!).") be declared payable on 27tli inst.

Mr. F. S. IlAsiiLkiciii propo.sed tliat Messrs.
F. H. Wiggin, D. Micliie, J. L. Anstrutlier,
and F. Lie.scliing be elected Directors- Mr.
Brkmnf.r seconded, and tlie motion was agreed to.

Mr. John Guthrie, on tire motion of Mr.
Breainkk seconded hy Mr. Ra.siilkigh, was
elected Auditor at a fee of RoO per annum.
Meeting adjourned.

DIM HULA VALLEY (CEYLON) TEA COM-

PANY, LIMITED.

If there is anytliing to be urged in favour of tlie

Dimlmla Vurlley (Ceylon) Tea Company, lamited,

it is the circumstance tliat tlie now too-usual, and
objectionable, “ waiver ” cau.se liiids no place in its

prosiioctiis ;
and w'e note, too, tliat particulars of

file contracts wliicli have been entered info apiiear to

be fully set fortli. It is impo.ssible, liowever, for

ns to express a favourable opinion in regard to tlie

general luospects of tins Company. The Company,
having a cajiital of T2UO,0(Xt, has heen formed to

acquire six Tea Estates situated in Ceylon. Eour

of these estates, valued at £!):i,o00, lieloug to a Mr.

James Sinclair, wlro is the Cliairman of this Com-
pany, and he is, apparently, to receive iiayment for

them princiiially in cash. Tlie total amount to be

paid for the si.x estates (and tlie greater part in

cash) is -C14.>,‘20U. The iiresent issue of ca|iital

bein'*' tloO,OUO, tliis leaves Imt T-t,S00 cash in hand,

or wmrking capital, or whatever it is, for the Com-
pany. Tim prospectus states tliat tins siim of

£-1 800 is for “tlie general imrposes of tlio Com-

pany”; but wlien we liiid fnrtlier on tliat, ijiiite

contraiV to the usual practice, this unfortunate

Comiiany has to pay “the legal exiienses, broker-

ao-e, and e.vpenses attending the i.ssiie of tlie iiro-

sp^ectus and allotment,” we feel a little in doubt

as to tlie amount of tlie balance that will eventu-

ally be available for tlio.se “general juirjiose.s.”

The iirosiiectns contains a number of general

ami indetinite statements as to the present

condition of the tea industry, ami the prospec-

tive value of the estates to be acquired. We
cannot fail to notice, liowever, tlie ab.scnce of

any expert opinion in regard to tlio
]
roperty to

'taken over. We merely find it “ estimatebe .
ated”

that' 'if the estates iirodiice a certain amount

of tea, tiie Company will derive Ihercfrom a

certain amount of revenue, Ac.. o:c. Siicli jiro-

i)bctic ambiguities fail to comince ns. We
are inclined to tliiiik that there is too iiiucli

of the “ vendor” element upon tlie Board of

Directors of this Company, too miicb casli to

be iiaid for the projiertios to bo acquired, and
too little cash prmideil to cany on whatever
liii.siiie.ss tlie Company will get.

—

Sul iivda')! llctncir

Fell. 1 .

U DUGAMA TEA AND TIMBER
COMPANY, LTD.

At an extraordinary general meeting of sliare-

liolders of this Company held in the oflice of

the Secretaries (Messrs. Mackwooil A: Co.) on the
25th Eeby. the special rosolntion pa.sscd at a:

recent extraordinary meeting was pas.sed. It is

as follows :

—

1. That the Directors be authorized to borrow
money for the Oompauy on mortgage dobeutiires,
and to that end to iussu debenture bonds bearing
interest at not more than 8 per cent, per aiimmi
for siicli aminonnts as may ho required f'lr the pnr-
po.so of the U.iinpany, but not exeeding in the
aggrcg.ite at any liino One Hundred and Fifty
'J'liousaiid Hujiecs (UlaOjOUU).

2. To antliorizse the Director to lend money to

the Coiiipanv.

THE CASTLEREAGH TEA COMPANY.
The annual meeting of this Company wa.s held

on the 2Gtli Feby. at No. 1.3, Queen Street, Colombo.
The following rejiort w.as snlmiitted ;

—

The Directors submit herewith the Balance Sheet
and Trolit and Loss Account for the year ending 31st

December, 1895, duly audited.
The balance of profit (including R4,860'37 brought

forward, and after writing off for Depreciation of

Buildings and Machinery as shown in the accounts;
is Ufl,875'39. Of this sum R15,800 has been absorbed
in paying an Interim Dividend at the rate of 7 per
cent. Tlie Directors propose to declare a farther
Dividend at tlie rate of 8 per cent, payable on tlie

28th February, absorbing KI 9,200, audio pay a bonus
of 5 per cent, on tlio prolit divided in tlie second
half-year to tlio Siipciinteudont, alisorbing U950; and
to carry forward to 1.S1K> account H7,‘.)15'.'!9.

Tlio total tea crop was 200,000 lb., ngaiiist the esti-

mate of 130,000 II). (ine.roasee in .inly to 180,000 lb.), the
season liaviiig l)oen very favniualilc, particularly in the
early montlis. Tlie cost of the tea delivered to buyers,
or put on boardship, was 25'51 cents per lb. including
all cliarges, or 24 cents exclusive of charges for de-
preciation of buildings and machinery. 187,585 Ib.

were sold locally, realizing 45'44 cents per lb., and
12,415 lb. shipped to Landon realizing 51'4l cents.

The net value realized from sales was 45'74 cents
per lb., leaving balance of gain 21T3 cents per lb.

Cost in 1891 was 33'88 cents, and value 52'32 cents,

per lb.

5 28-32 bushels of coffee were secured, which sol

for 1147.

The new machinery came into use in Febrnaiy
1895, since which time no scarcity of water for power'
lias been felt. The old pulping house lias been
adapted for withering leaf at a cost of 112,27021.

The old store now requires structural repair.

The cost of mamuiug carried to Suspense Account
in 1891 is charged in the 1895 accounts, while a sum
of 1\,7,330'05 is reserved to be charged in 1895, re-

nresenting uncxlianstcd beiielit from manure applied.
Manure in small doses has been applied over about
143 acres with the object of promoting tire growtli
where it was deemed advisable

;
the total area

manured since the Company acquired the property
being computed at 394 acres.

The Company’s Property consists of ;

—

475 acres Tea under leaf. Yield in 1895—420 lb.

Tea per acre.

50 do. Forest.

Total 525 do.

The estimated crop for 1895 is 180,000 lb. Tea.
It will be seen that the property representing Capial

stands in the Balance Sheet at approximately 11508 per
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acre cultivated, as compared with about R502 in the

previous year’s account, and that the profit per acre

is R84.
Mr. Villiers Alexander Julius resigned his seat at

the Board on his departure from the Island, and the

Directors elected Mr. Harry Creasy in his stead.

Mr. John Helps Starey retires from the Board by

rotation, and is eligible for re-election.

The Shareholders will be requested to elect an

Auditor for the current year.

The report was adopted.

THE UNITED PLANTERS’ ASSOCTATTON
OF SOUTHERN INDIA.

THE raUST KUN'n.

The following letters from the Chairman and Mr.
Granville Tj. Acworth on the subject of establishing

a Trust Fund for the purposes of the Association

have been c.irculated for general information :

—

From W. H. Sprott, Esq., Chairman, United Plan-

ters' Association of Southern India, to the Planters

of Southern India.

Gentlemen,—I have the honour to place before

you Mr Acworth's letter with regard to the funds

of the United Planters’ Association of Southern

India and to appeal to you for your support to place

them on a sound financial basis. At present the

funds of the Association are only sufficient to meet
current expenses, such as Secretary’s salary, print-

ing, etc
,
and at the end of this year owing to ex-

penses incurred in sending a Deputation to meet JI.

E. the Viceroy in Madras, there will be a probable

deficit of nearly R800. As Mr. Acworth truly

says, it is an unsatisfactory position for an Asso-

ciation representing such an enormous interest as

ours does, to be in. We have started what Gov-
ernment now recognises as a powerful Association,

and as the voice of the Planting Community, and
BOW that we have it in our power to make our grievances

heard with some chance of getting redress, it would
be an eternal disgrace to the Planting Community,
if they cannot raise sufficient funds to place the

Association on a firm financial basis, so that it can

meet all expenses, and be in a position to assume
any line of action necessary for the furtherance of

our interests. Government looks more and more
every year to bodies tike our Association, as the

mouthpiece of the Community, and we should be

throwing our chances away if we do not support

the Association to the best of our ability. I appeal

to you all, Gentlemen, for your generous support

and must leave it to you, as to whether
you will subscribe a lump sum or give an

annual donation, and I hope that every proprietor

in Southern India will come forward according to

his means. At the next Meeting of the United
Planters’ Association of Southern India it will be

decided how the fund is to be invested and Trustee's

appointed. Subscriptions will be received by the

Honorary Secretaries of the various District As-

sociations, or by G. L. Yonge, Esq., Secretary, United
Planters’ Association of Southern India, Madras.

From Granville D. Acworth, Esq., Honorary Secre-

tary, Central Travancore Planters’ Association, to the

Members of the Planters’ Association of Southern

India.
Gentlemen,—I think it must have struck every

Delegate present at the last annual general meeting

of the United Planters’ Association of Southern
India, that the Funds of the Association were in a

by no means satisfactory condition and that an
Association such as ours, representing as it does

several millions sterling of capital and an annual
expenditure of about three quarters of a million

sterling, should only be able to show a balance at the

close of the year of something over BS.50. This

matter was discussed by the Members of the Depu-

tation to the Viceroy, after the business of the day

was over, and I was asked by them to bring the

question to the notice of the various Associations

^'presented on the United Planters’ Association of
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Southern India, to suggest some remedy. It will

I think, be obvious to all Ihat to raise the value cf
the subscriptions (or rather of votes) to the United
Planters’ Association of Southern India, is impos-
sible, and that, even were it possible, the remedy would
be insufficient. What we require is a fund amounting
say, to about E200,000. which fund should be placed in
the hands of Trustees appointed by the United Plan-
ters’ Association of Southern India and invested
by them, such part of the annually accruing interest
as remains unspent at the end of the year to be also
invested by the Trustees for the benefit of the Asso-
ciation. Money is power, and having such a sum at
our command, we need never hesitate to undertake
any action, such as sending a Deputation to the Secre-
tary of State, which we consider as necessary to our
interests. We might, and as a matter of fact it is our
duty to, pay all the expenses of our representative on
the Council of H.E. the Governor of Port St. George.
But there are half a doz;en different ways, which will

occur to any one, in which the Association might find

itself at a di.sadvantage by not having a substantial in-

come at its command.
Finally I think we might do something for our

Superintendents. This of course is matter for future
discussion, should the fund I speak of be es-

tablished and assume reasonable proportions.
It has however occurred to me that soipe
scheme might bo initiated by which any Superin-
tendent subscribing to the fund a percentage of his

income over a series of years, say 2f) or 30 years,
should at the close of that period receive a small
pension, such as would at an}’ rate relieve him from
actual anxiety in the decline of liffi. The number
of those coming to this country, who have no capital

to invest and the great majority of whom will never
be in receipt of such an income as will enable them
without assistance to lay by a provision for old
age, is annually increasing, and it appears to me
to be the duty of proprietors many of whom are
most pi’osperous, to aid these young men, if they
themselves by their own thrift are willing to as-

sist. This last scheme, I repeat, must be thmroughly
threshed out and could not even be initiated until

the Association has some capital at its back, but that
it is capable of solution I have not the slightest

doubt in my own mind. It now remains only to sug-
gest the method, by which the sum I speak of should
be raised, and it appears to me there are only two
ways, one of these is, that proprietors should each
of them pay down a lump sum, each man according
to his means; that a register should be kept of all

such pi’oprietors as have subscribed together with
the amounts thereof, and that any planter investing
in the future should be appealed to for a subscrip-
tion to the fund. A register could be kept by the
Honorary Secretary of each District Association,
who would forward a copy to the Secretary of the
United Planters’ Association, who would keep a
compiete register. By these means new proprietors
could be at once identified. The second method is

one which commends itself to my mind more than
the former, for I think it likely would bring in

more money, is that proprietors should be asked to
subscribe an annual sum, until such time
as the Association has a sum of at least two
lakhs invested and in the hands of Trustees. In
this case also a register should be kept and
any new proprietor appealed to for a subscription
over a senes of years equal to those, through which
the promoters of the scheme subscribed. In the
event of the former scheme being adoijted I am
myself willing to pay a sum of £50 down. In the
event of the latter I wiU subscribe R200 a year
over a period of five years. I believe I am correct
in stating that Messrs. J. G. Hamilton of South
Mysore, G. Romilly of Wynaad, and W. H. Sprott
of North Goorg, would lend their countenance to

some such scheme as the above. I am also authorised
by the Chairman of my own Association Mr. R. I.

Imray, to state that he is willing to become an an-
nual subscriber for a term of years. I do not in the
least wish to suggest that either of my plans for

raising a fund for the United Planters’ Association of

Southern India should be adopted if a better one can
Ve found, but I am of opinion that such a fund should
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be raised, and it rests entirely with the esprit de corps
of oar comninnity, whether we are to go on as here-
tofore from hand to month, or whether we shall have
such a sum at our backs as will free us for any anxiety
in the future as to assuming any line of action we
please for the protection or the furtherance of our
interests.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEAS.

the
In 1881,

in-

from

One of the most striking episodes in the annals

of modern commerce is the struggle going on

between India and China for the tea markets of the

world. In this connection, Japanese teas and the

small supplies from other non-British sources are in-

cluded under the general heading of Ciiina teas. One
by one the markets of the world are falling down
before the merit of India and Ceylon teas. As re-

gards the markets of Great Britain, the fight has

been already won by the India and Ceylon tea-

growers, as the following figures will show Dur-

ing a period extending back thirteen years from

1894 China teas have been displaced in the

British market to the extent ot 78,000,000

pounds, and the price of the competing pro-

duct has been reduced by nearly onc-half. In

1881 the consumption of tea in Great Britaiii was

11-2,000,000 pounds of China teas, while in l8',);-5

consumption of those teas fell to .•i('),000,000.

48,000,000 pounds of India and Ceylon teas were used

there, while in 1893 the figures were 172,000,000

pounds. While the total British consumptioa of tea

had increased by 43,000,000 pounds during thirteen

years, the purchases of India and Ceylon tea

creased 124,000,000 pounds, and the purchases

China decreased 70,000,000 pounds.

This great industrial revolution has been accom-

plished hy ail international rivalry almost without

parallel. The Chinese and British growers have fought

with all the characteristics of the two races. British

enterprise has been mot by Chinese persistence, and

niiderlyiiig it all the former has boon fortified by the fact

that the British-grown teas were ot better quality.

Machiucrj' was introduced that enabled the India and

Ceylon tea planters to do away with the hand-rolling

process, the teas being manipulated by machinery,

and when these facts, together, also, with the fact that

no foreign coloring substances arc used, were pre-

sented to tlie English tea drinker, and proven, it was

only a matter of time when the efforts of the India

and Ceylon planters to nionopoli/.e the British markets

would be successful.

In every market where these teas have been

ntroduced' there has been a constant increase

in consumption, and while in some it has been

slow, largely from the fact that the people’s

taste has been formed upon the coarse leaf obtained

from China and Japan, it has been gradual. The

five flavors of the India and Ceylon tcai area revela-

tion to most persons when taken for the fii-st time.

Next to Grent Britain the United State.s are the

largest tea purchasers in the worid, and tlie fight

successfully won in great Britain is now on here, and

already great g.iins have been made. Parity and

merit are the watchwords of the India and Ceylon

planters, and in these days when food adulteration has

gone to such an extent that the legislatures of the

various states are constantly passing laws against

such practices it needs no lengthy argument

that they must win.

—

Grocer’s Criterion.prove

VATADEIUA TEA COMPANY.

meeting of

with R5,000 as voted at the last General Meeting;
and after writing off for Depreciation of Buildings
and Machinery as shown by the accounts) is

llll.d.IIO'Il. Of this sum 1123,750 has been absorbed
in paying an Interim Dividend at the rate of 12A

per cent., and the Directors propose that a further
dividend of 12J per cent, and a bonus of “20 per cent., ab-
sorbing R81,750, be declared and made payable on the
29th February; that R15,000 be transferred lo the Re-
serve Fund account and that the remainder of

R12,770'44 (after paying R2,500 special fee voted to

the Directors at the General Meeting in 1893) be
carried forward.

It will be seen that the property representing
Capital stands in the Balance Sheet at approximately
R255 per acre cultivated, as compared with about
R2titj in the previous year’s accounts, and that the
profit per acre is R137.

No new Factory buildings or Machinery have added
during the past year, but it is intended in the’
present year to extend the factory, and to renew
the Turbine and Sifters.

The total tea crop was 575,378 lb. or 25,875 lb'
more than estimated in the last report. The plucka
iug area was 700 acres. The total quantity of Te
for disposal was 575,917 lb. including 42 lb. mad®
from purchased leaf

;
of which 105,437 lb.

were sold locally averaging 38-71 cents per
Ib., and 470,480 lb. wore shipped to London, of which
147, -125 lb. had still to be accounted for

;
but the

average obtained for the .323,055 lb. as yet accounted
for is 38-06 cents per lb. The cost of the Tea de-
livered to buyers or put on board ship, including all
charges and Depreciation of Buildings and Machinery
was 25-09 cents per lb. (being 1-82 cents more than in
1394.) The net value realised from sales (a portion
being estimated), was 37'17 cents per lb. (being -84

cents more than the previous crop). The sum written
ofl for depreciation represents 1T8 cents perlb. of the
cost.

The Company’s property (including 80 acres pur-
chased during the year) consisted on the 31st December
1895, of

to

Yield ef

Tea planted Acres. tea )ier .acre

in. in 1895.

1885
1
172 911

1887
cS 1

208 819
1888 O

-4^ ! 100 887
1889 CO

1

43 872
1890

QJ
rH

^ 6 7.50

1891 C5
1

52 928
1892 o 1

119 582
1894 CO

1

88 not in bcari
1895 1 37 do do

22 Cocoa and
270 Forest, Ac.

1,097 as per last r

80 pnrcIiascJ fr— Natives

Total , , 1,157

tillsThe seventh annual general
,

C’omi.any was held on the 26th I eh. at BK^ieens

Street, wlien the following report was submitted

The Directors have the pleasure to submit the

Ba’anco Sheet and Profit and Loss Account for the

year ending 31st December, 1895, duly audited.

The Balance of Profit (including 1119,782 97 brought

forward from last year, after crediting Reserve Fund

Factory site

port.

Average yield from 700 acres 823 lb.

The Directors propose an extension of about 85

acres tea in 1898.

The estimated crop for 1898 is 828,.500 lb tea.

Mr. David Fairwoather retires from the Board
in terms of the Articles of Association and being
eligible, offei-s himself for re-clection.

The Shareholders will be requested to elect an
Auditor for the current ycar

The report was adopted and a dividend of P2.\

lier cent for the half-year and a bonus of -JO per
cent for tlie year declared.

Mr. 1). Fail-weather having retired from the
directorship, and hoiiig eligible for election, w-as

re-elected a director, and .Mr. .1. Guthrie w.is

ro-elecled auditor.
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CENTRAL TRAVANCORE PLANTERS’
ASSOCIATION.

From the jiroceedingfi of the annual general meet"
ing, liehl on tlie Jtli Jan., we extract the follow'

ing
ANNUAL REPORT, 189o.

The United Planters' Association, the importance
and value of which we recognise more and more, held
its Annual General Meeting in August. It is unneces-
ary to allude to the proceedings as they have already
been laid before you. but there are two matters on
which I would touch. The first of these is the funds of

the Association. Everybody must admit that, for an
Association representing some millions sterling capital
and about three-fourth million sterling annual
expenditure, these are in a most unsatisfactory posi-

tion. It is likely that a scheme will shortlj' be laid

before you to remedy this matter, and it is most ear-

nestly to be hoped that all proprietors will come for-

ward and give it their hearty support both materially
and morally.
The second point is the Deputation to His Excel-

lency the Viceroy on the subject of our labour laws and
the amelioration therein wc require.

It was most unfortunate that. Just at this juncture,
an irresponsible correspondence should have been ap-
pearing in the Public Press on the question of advances,
some letters emphatically denouncing these as useless,

llis Excellency naturally laid groat stress on the diver-

gence of opinions on this point among planters them-
selves. Now Mr. Chairman, I myself, though I

have taken some pains to make enquiries, have never
met a planter of any experience who has not looked
on advances as a matter o^, absolute necessity, and I

am therefore led to believe that the assertions as to

their inutility emanated from the younger portion of

our community. I would do all in my power to en-

courage writing to the Press and nobody can begin too
early, but we are none of us infallible, not even the
youngest of us, and I would therefore lU'ge those who
are only beginning their career, not to dogmatise on
matters of public interest, of which they are hardly
competent to Judge. I may add that my opinion on the
question of advances is backed by the Committee
whom 1 have consulted.

Land Sales.—Another step forward this year was the
re-institution after a lapse of nearly twenty j-ears of

Public Sales of Waste Lands, and it is much to be
hoped that these will be continued, there being un-
bounded room in Travancoro for the expansion of the

Tea and Coffee Industries.

Tea AND Coffee Theft.—There is much to be de-

sired as regards legislation in this direction, but we
can expect nothing from H. H. Government until the
Supreme Government has led the way.
Local Tea Sales.—With unanimous consent Messrs.

J. Grieve & Co. were appointed Sole Agents for the
Association. These gentlemen have done much in ex-

posing local traders making use of fraudulent marks
and selling thereunder spurious teas purporting to be
the produce of this district. I trust that the arrange-
ments now made will go far to check this trade
Estates on Association.—All estates in the district

have been borne on the roll of the Association in the

past year, but it is very much to be regretted that no
representative has attended from the Chenkara
Group. These valuable and extensive properties have
most unfortunately been placed under the charge of a
writer, a fact to be deplored both in the interests of the
Association and of the estates themselves.
Indian American Tea I'und.

—

Members are to be
most heartily congratulated on their response to the

appeal made to them for this fund. Every estate and
almost every Superintendent subscribed, and the As-
sociation which remitted the very substomtial sum of

Rl,500 has again received the special thanks of

the. Indian Tea Association. The past year has
seen an average decline of fully Id per lb. in the

Tea Market, and I would warn members that

a recovery in the coming season is unlikely. The
estimates' for the year have not yet appeared, but

there can be little doubt that, given favourable weather,

there will be an increased yield both from India ana
Ceylon. For this annually increasing production an

outlet must be found. Mr. Elechynden, our repre-
sentative, is doing admirable work for us in America,
and his efforts are beginning to bear fruit

;
but to

continue the campaign the sinews of war must be
forthcoming, and I would therefore urge members by
every means in my power to respond as liberally in
the present season to the appeal that is certain to
be made for funds as they have done in the past.
It is practically a Life Insurance Fund, for on the
success of the American campaign in a large measure
depends our own prosperity, and after all the sum
asked for from each individual estate is inliuitesiinal
as compared with the interests at stake. It is satis-
factory to note that coffee cultivation is again
springing up in the district, and this too with every
prospect of success. I heartily congratulate the
euterprizing gentlemen who have extended their oper-
ations in this direction. It only remains for me
to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members
of the Committee for the support you have accorded
me in the past year.

I now beg to lay the accounts on the table and
place my resignation in your hands.

Granville L. Acavortii,
Honorary Secretary,

Central Travancore Planters’ Association.
On the conclusion of the above, the Chairman said

he wished, before moving the adoption of the Report,
to say that he heartily concurred with every word
that had been said by the Honorary Secretary on
the subject of advances, that he considered some
form of advance absolutely necessary, and he would
later, with the permission of the Meeting, move a
resolution ' relating thereto. He now. begged to move
that the Honorary Secretary’s Report be adopted
and the accounts passed.

Carried nem. con.

The Chairman, who signed his intention to decline
re-election, and the other officers having resigned,
Mr. Goldie was requested to take the chair jtro tem.,
when the election of officers for the current year
was proceeded with. The result of the ballot was :

—

F. M. Parker, Chairman
;
G. L. Acworth, Hony. Secy.;

S. M. Dighton, R. H. Goldie, and R. S. Iinray, Com-
mittee.
Mr. Diohton, in moving a vote of thanks to the

retiring officers, congratulated the Association on its
strong position and vigorous life, asserting that it

had done more good in the past two years than in
the whole course of its previous existence. Mr.
Laurie seconded the resolution, which was carried
unanimously.
Proposed by Mr. Imray, seconded by Mr. Goldie,
“ That this Association endorses the resolution

passed by the Wynaad Association, and considers
some form of advance as necessary to the existence of
our industry.”
Carried nem. con.

Fire Insurance on Tea Factories.—The Hon-
orary Secretary drew the attention of the
Meeting to the fact that the principal In-
surance Companies in London had raised the rates
of premium in S. India to what he himself could not
but think was an unjustifiablo extent, a well- equipped
factory now costing some Rc. 1-1 to Rc. per
cent, per annum. There was considerable discussion
on the subject which, on the motion of Mr. Imray,
it was eventually agreed to refer to the Committee,
who should h.ave full power of action.

llesolved that the subscription for the current year
be at the rate of 2 annas per acre.
Mr. Acworth reminded members that he had given

notice that he would call attention to Mr. Knight’s
suggestion, that this Association should amalgamate
with that of South Travancore. For his part he was
strongly opposed to the idea. In the first place the
Association was quite strong enough to stand alone, and
he thought the argument that it would be to its interests
to have a Secretary in the Capital would not hold
water. The Association was much more likely to
keep in touch with II. II. Government by communi-
cating with that Government direct than by doing
so in a roundabout way through a paid Secretary
in Trevandrum. Moreover the Association had the
advantage of the presence of the British Resident
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in its hills during three months of every year, and
it could always go to him for advice or support.
Secondly, he could not see the advantage of having
a United Association of Travancore, when there was
,a. Unlted_^ Association of S. India. Like the gilding
of refined gold, it was “ wasteful and iddiculbus ex-
cess.” The U.P.A.S.I. would always accord this
Association its hearty support, and with far more
likelihood of success than even an amalgamated
Association of Travancore would have.

Mr. Dighton backed Mr. Acworth’s views, and
Mr. Imray, in doing the same, said he thought it a
pity that the Travancore Association did not style
Itself the South Travancore Association, the former
name being suggestive of its representing the whole
planting industry of the State, which was not at
all the case and exceedingly misleading, and was by
no means to the interests of the planting community
in general. Why minimise the importance of the
country ? It was to the advantage of the planters of

Travancore that the country should be thought of as

one of importance and size, as it deserved to be,

and this would be more likely to be achieved, were the
three Associations respectively called “North Tra-
vancore,” “Central Travancore” and “South Tra-
vancore” in lieu of “Kanau Devan,” “Central Tra-
vancore” and “Travancore” as heretofore. “Kanan
Devan ” conveyed nothing to the minds of most people,

whilst “ Travancore Planters ” conveyed a decidedly
false impression. After one or two remarks from other
members, it was unanimously resolved that the As-
sociation remain independent.

INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION.
The following interesting figures have been placed

at our disposal by the Secretary of the Association :

—

In their Circular of the 7th October 1895, the
General Committee reproduced the original estimate
of the Indian Tea Crop in the following figures ;

—

Original Estimate of Crop of 1895.

ttj

Assam .. 57,531,490
Cachar , . 19,405,880
Sylhet . . 22,272,900
Darjeeling • • . . 8,069,210
Terai . . 3,176,000
Dooars . . 19,854,240
Chittagong • • 842,000
Chota-Nagpore . . 238,800
Kangra , , 3,000,000
Dehra Dun and Kumaon 2,000,000
Private and Native Gardens 4,000,000

140,390,520
They also nublished a revised estimate based up

actual results to the 31st August as follows:

—

Manufactured to Manufactured
31st Aug. 1894. 31st Aug. 189

lb ft

Assam 32,987,585 34,286,191
Cachar 10,783,203 10,3.32,442

Sylhet 10,695,213 11,967,318
Darjeeling 5,164,574 6,089,418
Terai 2,004,966 1,707,738
Dooars 8,983,916 10,802,538
Chittagong 459,257 361,759
Chota-Nagpore .

.

91,061 131,131

71,169,775 75,678,535
RF.VISEI) ESTIMATE OF CROP OF 1895.

lb.

Assam , , . . 56,874,241

Cachar .. 17,421,950

Svlhet , , . . 22,910,208

Darjeeling • , . . 8,479,854

Terai . . 2,472,116

Dooars . , 20,044,489

Chittagong 921,746

Chota-Nagpore . . 203,360

Kangra . . 2,808,000

Dohra Dun and Kumaon (Kstiinate) ii,uuo,uoo

Private and Native Gardens (do.) 4,000,(XX)

138,135,961
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The Committee have now the pleasure to give you

the figures showing the actual outturn of the Indian

Tea Crop of 1895 :

—

ACTUAL OUTTURN OF CROP OF 1895.

lb.

5.5,604,187

17,543,622

22,223,798

8,257,179

2,513,938

20,090,427
798,768
261,143

2,186,000
2,000,000

4,000,000

135,479,062

The total shipments to all places from 1st April to

31st January 1896 are 128,.303,860 lb. The exports to

the Colonies and other Ports together with local con-

sumption are not likely to exceed 14 millions which will

leave about 121J million lb. for export to Great Britain.

—Indian Planters’ Ga^iette, Feb. 15.

^

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.
WOOD.S SUITABLK FOR TkA ClIliSTS.—On

pages 588-591 we i)ubli.sli tlie translation of a
jiajier by Mr. A. E. Kerklioven of Java,
on “Varietie.s of Wood More, Less, or Not
Suitable for Tea Chests.” This, though re-

ferring specially to {.he trees grown at an
elevation of 3,U0t> feet in the Preangcr re-

gencies of Java, w'ill be found useful by Ceylon
planters

;
and it might be well w'ortli while to

introduce those trees favour."bly spoken of that
do not at present exist in Ceylon.
Wynaad Planters’ A.ssociation.—As will

be seen from the extract wdiicli we publish
elsewhere a change has taken place in the
Secretaryship of this Association, Mr. J. W.
Hockin having been appointed to the office

in succession to the Hon. Mr. Romilly, the
Planting Member of Council, who had held it

for a period of seven years and performed the
duties thereof in a manner which elicited highe.st

encomiums. Mr. Hockin has also been nominated
as Planting Member, and in the event of another
member being appointed by Government the
As.sociation has recorded its desire to nominate
Mr. H. P. Hodgson.
Land Johcing.—The introduction of sales of

waste lands in the Dooars is not at all favour-
ably regarded by the nlanters there, as being
likely to bring land-jobbers on the scene. The
system obtains in Assam, but there the planters
have this s.afegu.ard tliat competing appli-

cants must apply before the issue of the
notification of sale, wdiereas in the Darjee-
ling and Jalpiguri districts it is proposed that
if there is more than one application before the
elate fixed by notification for the sale of lands
an auction must fake place. In other words—
says our Allafiabad contemporary— tlieiilanter w ho
has been at all the pains to juospect good land
has no protection against the unscrupulous jobber.
The latter .sits at ids ease Avaiting until a notifi-

cation of .sale is issued ; he then sends in an
application with a trumpery fee of K5 ; and he
is entitled to bid against the man who has been
at heavy exitense in .surveying and exandninga
promising area. The jobber may offer to with-
draw' for a consideration, and if this be not
given he may bid up the land in sheer malice.
The Ixjiia fiilc investor, w lio may not liave had
ex))erience in jirospecting', can also wait his time
and outbid the unlucky jdautcr.

Assam
Cachar .

,

Sylhet ...

Darjeeling ,

,

Terai
Dooars
Chittagong
Chota-Nagpore
Kangra
Dehra Dun and Kumaon (Estimate)
Private and Native Gardena (do.)
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THE JAPAN TEA PLANTATIONS.
(JiY Y. OBAYASHI, OF TOKYO.)

The tea production of Japan amounts to (i2,836,892
pounds and this tea is grown on plantations scat-

tered within the limit of 31 deg. 20 min. to 41 deg.
80 min. N. lat., namely, from Chiran of Kagoshima to
Matsumaye of Hokkaido. Though young buds can
be plucked from the tea tree in the cold region as
far as Hokkaido, yet it is an evidence of unnatural
growth. The true limit of mercantile tea production
may probably be 36 deg. 30 min. (the upper part of

Ibaraki prefecture). In the upper region, or above
36 deg. 30 min., there are very few plantations, which
only supply the local consumption and produce
2,047,486 pounds, or 3 per cent, of the entire produc-
tion of Japan tea. In the middle part of the island
there are three or four tea districts, of which thd U^i
region is the widest and most famous. Next to Uji
is the Shidzuoka district, and next to that is the
Sayama tract. In the Uji region there are Kyoto,
Shiza, Nara and Miye prefectures of large production.

In the southern part there found in abundant pro-

fusion wild tea bushes among the hills or forests.

For those who would be more conversant in regard

to the Japan tea districts I have grouped the tea

districts according to latitude as shown in the following

table

:

above, m. N. lat. Production. per ct.

1 Plantations . . 36d 30 2,047,486 lb. 3-2

2 Plantations . . 3.5d 20 .5,677,2.50 lb. 9-3

3 Plantations . . 34d 0 41,529,153 lb. 16-0

4 Plantations . . 33d 0 8,084,387 lb. 12-8

.5 Plantations .. 31d 20 5,498,616 lb. 8-7

According to this classification the Sayama tea

belongs to the second group, and in the third there

are Shidzucka and Uji.

It is well known that the crop tea per
acre is very heavy, though the climate is

colder than the regions of China or India.

Every farmer knows how to cultivate tea with the

aid of manure, but does not know how to get the
best results without the manure. Every tea man
knows that the tea leaves picked from the manured
trees are rich in aroma and taste, but does not know
how to produce fine tea from unmanured plantations.

From a single acre there is sometimes obtained a
crop of 2,083 pounds. The yield of the May and
summer crops frequently amounts to 1,000 pounds in

Shidzuoki, Uji, Miye, Sayama, etc. But as to the
average it is far below as shown in the following table :

Tea Pounds
Acreage. per acre

1 . . 11,6.50 175
2 .. 28,110 202
0
i) . . 76,436 542
4 .. 21,9.53 368
5 . . 11,.300 487

Average — 417
As to the flavour, tea raised on manured grounds is

ranked first of all. As an example we have cere-

monial tea, or the tea of Chanoyu, obtained from
heavily manured gardens. Again Gyokiu-o tea (having
high value) is also produced upon heavily manured
land. Japanese gentlemen of and above the middle
rank always use Gyokuro (|2'00 per pound)

;
there-

fore, they know the actual cost and pure flavour
of .Japan tea. I feel very sorry that your country-
men serve only inferior variety and cannot use
the finest tea of Japan such as Japanese goutleraen
consume. The Amer'can Consul at Amoy about 1892
said that among Formosa Oolongs there is found tea
of very high value, and also in Japan, where a
pound of Gyokuro, costing above -flO’OOO, may be
brought in the large cities of the empire.

—

Planter.

Madras Tk.\ IStiiD for Cfylua.—A Madras
contemporary states The Director-General of

Statistics lias requested the Madras Government
to furnish lii.s office with figure showing the
quantity and value of tea-seed oxiiortetl to Ceylon
from the Madras Presidency during 1894-95 and first

nine months of 1895-96, and that these particulars

may, in future, be furnished monthly.”

CEYLON HILLS TEA ESTATES CO. LTD,
An extraordinary gener.al meeting of shai'c-

holdersofthe Ceylon Hills Tea E.stateCo., Ltd.
was lield on Leb. 25th at Messrs. Bosanquet
and Co.’s office, Clnitliam Street.

1 he meeting was held to consider the purchase
of furtlier estates, to increa.«e the capital of the
( ompany, and to authorise tlie Directors to raise
money by issue of debentures.

There were present Messrs. J. F. Traill
G. C. Walker, F. Liescliing, W. W. Kenny*
Delmege, Reid and Co., (by Mr. Kenny)
Misses. Henderson by jMr. J.‘ B. Henderson.
Mr. Traill was voted to tlie Chair. Mr. Walker
moved that tlie proposal to purchase Lamma-
nioor estate from Messrs. Perry and Albrecht
for £2,800, Mr. H. Perry taking B5,000 worth of
fully paid shares ranking for dividend from
15th February 1896, in part payment, be apjiroved.
Mr. Frank Liesching seconded and it was

carried.

Mr. Walker moved that the jiroposal to is-
sue 200 fully paid shares ranking for dividend
from 15th February 1896 in part payment of
Lammamoor estate be approved.

Mr, Kenny seconded, and it was carried.

Mr. Kenny pro|)0.sed that Agra Oya estate be
parchased from 1st April 1896 for £10,000.

Mr. Liesching seconded, and the motion was
carried.

Mr. Walker jiroposed that Hawley, Fawn-
hope, and Donhead estates be purchased for
1160,000 on 1st April 1896.
Mr. Kenny seconded, and the motion was car-

ried.

Mr. Henderson proi>osed that the Directors be
authorized to issue not more than 4,050 fresh
shares of HlOO each, in such manner, time, and
terms as the Directors may determine.
Mr Kenny seconded, and the proposal was

carried.

Mr. Liesching proposed and Mr. Traill seconded
that the Directors be authoriseil to rai.se money
for the Company on mortgage tlebentiires at a
rate of interest not exceeding 7 per cent, and
to an amount not exceeding half of the called
uj) capital of the Comiiany.

Mr. Traill .seconded and the motion was
carried.

M^ith a vote of thanks to the chair iiroposed
by Mr. Liesching the meeting concluded.

The Proposed Tax on Tea in the Unite
STATES.- The Washington correspondent of t h*
American Grocer, writing on Jan. 21, says

^ dispatch of last week the open-
^ “‘ble to

slate that Within a short time a bill placing a tax
ot Uom p to Iq cents per pound on all teas will be
introduced. It 13 possible that the friends of this
measure will delay action, in order that their course
will not seem to complicate the tariff situation as
long as the Dingley bill is pending in the Senate

;

but as soon as the tariff bill is out of the way, the^a bill will be brought forward. The measure which
Kepresentative Cummings introduced last week, and
the text of which was printed in the Amenenn Grarer.
provided a tax ot 10 cents per pound on those teas

Vt ^ traushipped on their way to the
United States. Ihis bill vyill give way to the newone as soon as the latter is introduced. It is esti-mated that at 10 cents per pound the revenue for
tha first year would exceed .jfilO,000,000, and would
steadily increase thereafter, for it is the experience
or foreign countries that improvement in the quality
of the tea imported is followed by a large increase
in consumption.
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Mil. TOM GUAY ON TEA IN

AU«T11ALIA.

Mr. Pom Gray returned this niorning by the
ss. “Massilia” iroin his trip to Australia, which
he very much enjoyed, having found everyone
most kiml ami hospitable. He visited the J>lue
Mountains, JMount Victoria, Jenelan Caves, iVc.,
and was charmed with the scenery. Hut Ceylon
tea, Mr. Gray says, is not being properly ]>ushed
in Australia. It is used chiefly for mixing ])ur-

poses, and ,so simply acts as a vehicle for the
sale of rubbish. The Planters’ Association Com-
mittee should see to this.

THE TEA MARKET.
Rules firm for British grown, but China still rececles

as regards home consumption, though this is the
cheaper market whence shippers can supply their
requirements than from China. Yet the trade with
this country cou'd be resuscitated if our requirements
were more studied. A future for China (Formosa)
Teas now lies with the Japanese in their acquisi-
tion of that Island. It produces the finest flavoured,
and is capable of easily putting 5U,OUU,OUO lb. on the
markets of the world. \Vith increasing consumption
it would find an outlet.

—

L. and C. Erpvess, Feb. 7.

(QUEENSLAND COFFEE GROWERS
COMPLAINTS.

When we find experienced coffee planters complain-
ing of the apathy displayed by the Government in
not giving more assistance in the shape of expert
teaching, it is not to be wondered if the willing but
uninitiated growl somewhat loudly. In addilion to

the two papers on coffee culture which appear in
this issue, we have a communication from another
constituent who has been struggling for over fourteen
years, endeavouring to grow a payable crop. Al-
though having spent thousands of pounds experi-
menting with coffee, he still persists in going on.
Any one capable of forming an opinion w ill agree with
U3 in believing that (Queensland is destined to
come to the very forefront as a coffee pro-
ducer. Looking at the vast importance which the
successful cultivation of this crop will add to the
welfare of the colony, we cannot but express the
opinion that neglect of a glaring character has been
shown. Unlike many other crops, coffee can be
grown over a very wide extent of country. The
number of growers in the colony certainly warrants
the introduction of an expert, so that valuable time
and large sums of money be not needlessly wasted.
There are other crops lying at the very threshold in
the establishment of important industries, which are
quite in the same category with coffee, but of these
we have before spoken. The wine and tobacco indus-
tries are both in a most unsatisfactory condition for

the want of technical knowledge in particular
branches. The same with eolfee. The proper ma-
chinery tor manufacture is not available, and yet the
Government are desirous of seeing the plant univer-
sally grown. Assistance has been given of a most sub-
stantial nature to the sugar, and to the dairy indus-
tries, and that assistance has been the means of resus-

citating and prolonging the life of the one and of sti-

mulating and placing the other in a position to come
into contact with the outside world without fear of ex-

tinction. The cultivation of such crops as coffee,

which, according to the ideas generally inherited

by the average Australian, requires more than
book learning, or even more than a more
putting-of-the-shoulder-to-the-wheel sort of teaching,

and should not be left entirely to experimental train-

ing. VVe have always believed the Department of Agri-
culture to lie thoroughly in earnest in their endeavour
to do the best that lies in their power to assist the

cultivators of (Queensland, but the importance of agri-

culture has never as yet been recognised by the ro-
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sponsible authorities as it soon will and must bo.
The constituent refeiTcd to in our opening remarks
is a gentleman of more than ordinary intelligence,
and is a thorough believer (as may be readily cre-
dited) in (Queensland as a climate second to none for
eolfee growing. He is one of the few who have yet
succeeded in overcoming all the difdculties attendant
on the proper preparation of the eolfee bean for
market. We are quite at one with our correspon-
dent in thinking that the Government should, with-
out further delay, import the latest and best machi-
nery and give them m charge of an expert, who
could visit the various coffee centres for the purpose
of instructing growers in that most important of
all subjects to coffee growers, viz : What to do
with the crop after it is ready for plucking ? We
hold an opinion of our own that a coffee grower
should not bo a coffue manufacturer, but there are
certain early stages in what some might call the
manufacture of coffee which can best be done by
the grower. It is about high time to speak out
when we find so many of our most enterprising
and valuable settlers disturbing their very wits in
order to discover a way out of the dfficulty of pre-
paration, by inventing rude makeshifts of their own.
The terms sugar planter and coffee planter gene-
rally infer that there is wealth behind, but, many
of our best eolfee enthusiasts have only small capi-
tals on which to work. We trust the matter will
bo taken up by the proper authorities as the in-

dustry is fast assuming an importance which must
be recognised .—Queensland Manufacturer, Jan. 25.

INDIAN PATENTS.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed, under the provisions of

Act V of 1««8.

For improvements in apparatus for rolling tea-
leaf and THE LIKE.—No. 38 of 1896.—William Jackson,
of Thorngrove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North Britain,
engineer, for improvements in apparatus for rolling
tea leaf and the like.

For a tea sifter or sorter for the sorting of
GREEN OR “cutcha” t'ea LEAF.—No. 41 of 1896, Ueiiry
George Hills, tea-planter, at present manager of the
Silcoori Tea Estate, residing at Silcoori, in the dis-

trict of Gachar, under the commission of the pro-
vince of Assam, for a tea sifter or sorter for the
sorting of green or ‘-cutcha” tea leaf.

HRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA.

Ill an interview published in a late issue
of the Jlomhaij Gazette, Mr. Rhodes Morgan,
Deputy Conservator of Forests—-so well-known
amongst Nilgiri sportsmen—gives a very depress-
ing account of the rosources of Central Africa.
Mr. Morgan has just spent .some ciAit months
in the country and his view-s should be of
value. Imprimis comes the assertion that fever of
a very virulent type is prevalent all over the coun-
try, “ blackwater ” fever being the most fatal.
Dysentery was also common among Europeans and
Natives alike. As to the commercial side of the ques-
tion, Mr. Morgan states that the prospects are very
poor.

Natural Products.—The natural products of the
country were few. India-rubber is to be found, but the
natives spoil the vines as they do not know how to ex-
tract it. Another product is stro))hanthus, which
is used in the cure of affections of the heart, but
this market is very easily glutted and it does not
fetch good prices, the supply being greater than the
demand. Ground-nuts arc cultivated to a very small
extent by the natives. With regard to ivory the ele-
phants arc being killed off—day by day. If there
were any elephants, they were mostly in Por-
tuguese territory. Now and again some sinall herds
might come into inhabited tracts, but as soon as a
European or a Native heard of it, he immediately
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weat out to kill them, A large species o£ Sorghum,
known as Mapeira, also grew and attained a lieight

of about 14ft. Some species of Indiancorn, cucum-
bers, pumpkins, and tobacco were available. No
other vegetables were grown there. Tobacco was
grown only to a limited extent for the con.suuiptiou

of the natives. Ground nuts and giagelly oil-seeds

were also obtainable. Castor oil was not cultivated,

although it grew luxuriantly in the wild state. Near
the houses, Cassava is a good deal planted. Fruit
trees are not grown anywhere, but a few lime and
orange trees are found in one or two places. The
valley of the Shire River is extremely fertile. The
soil is annually enriched by the inundations during
the rainy season, and several crops are reaped in

succession from these alluvial lauds after the sub-

sidence of the floods.

Gold Spells Ruin to Coffee.—Then with regard
to gold there were three companies who were now
prospecting for the metal in British Central Africa,

If gold was discovered, then the country must at

once develope, and the wages of labourers go up.

But, on the other hand, the coffee industry would
be almost ruined by the discovery of gold

;
because

the Ka(jirs working on coffee xhantations receive only

a rupee and a half per month, where as the labour-

ers working in gold mines were paid from three to

four pounds. If gold was found in British territory,

coffee plantations would cease to attract the labour-

ers, nor would it be profitable to the planter him-
self in view of the increasing wages he would have
to pay to the labourers, and therefore the industry
would inevitably decay. African coffee was superior

to Indian, and brought better prices in the London
market. The labourers working in the mines at

Johannesburg receive £'6 or T4 per mouth as against
only one rupee and a half in British Central Africa
for working on coffee estates. Therefore, natives
from places like Senna on the river Zambezi and
Mashonaland and Beira went Johannesburg to work
in gold mines

;
and there was no manner of doubt

that this tendency to desert the coffee fields would
be increased by the discovery of gold in the protec-

torate. Even at present coffee-farming was not an
easy task.

Difficulties of fLANTuas.

—

It w.is impossible to

get manure because in the first place cattle was very
expensive and most of them which were found near lake
Nyassa died from cattle disease. Artificial manure was
also quite out of the question, because the cost of

freight was very high. The difficulty of navigating
the Zambezi river was great, and the cost was ab-
solutely prohibitive, being .i'(> from Chindc to Katun-
gas, although the distance between the two places is

not more than 3l>0 miles. Again there is another most
discouraging factor. Longicorn beetles are very com-
mon in the Mlanji coffee district. They live upon
tlie roots, and they destroy about fifty per cent, of

the coffee plants, in which they lay their eggs. Again
the soil in the Mlanji District and over the Shire
Highlands has greatly deteriorated on account of the
system of cultivation adopted by the natives. It is

similar to that which is called Cheena in Ceylon
and Koonifce in India. Again, humus or surface
soil is frequently washed away by the water,
and the soil is greatly impoverish d in con-
sequence. After relating various other causes for the
impoverishment of the soil and tho deterioration of

crops, Mr. Morgan observed that in Certain Districts

of Natal and German East Africa loaf disease ex-

ists, and said if it once got into Central Africa it

will ab.5o:utely ruin the coffee estates.

CoJi.MU.N'ioATioNs.—As to tlio future prospects of

tho cou.n'.ty, Mr. Morgan referred to the projected
railway to Blantyre for the development of the
re.sourco.i of the country. New roads were being made
from Chiromo to Blantyre, but whether I'ailway enter-

l)iise would be successful was quite a different matter.
For his part he did not think that the railway would be a
suoces.i there because there were not sufficient pro-

ducts in the country. If the coffee plantations ceased to

exist there would be nothing in the country to be trans-

mitted by rail that would pay. The protectorate was
not at all adapted for colonisation by Europeans on
accounts of its extreme unhealthiness.

Readers must, however, bear in mind that Mr.
Morgan visited the country for sport, which appa-
rently from his scornful remarks on the butchery of
game by Europeans and natives alike, he did not find.
His ill-success may possibly have biassed his judg-
ment on the economic advantages of the district. * * *

Last of all, as a sort of bonne boucite (!) we give
the following extract from the Calcutta Planter:—
A private letter from a friend in the coffee region

of East Africa bears unexpected testimony to the
fact that tho early, and seemingly incredible, trials
of planters in India are now being endured with un-
conquerable determination by Bcotsmen and English-
men in the Dark Continent. The writer says that
he never saw Europeans in a more miserable condi-
tion, Having no connection with the authorities, and
being there simply to stake their lives on coffee,
several Scotsmen are living in the most veritable
native huts, with boards to sit on and eat off, with
scarcely a change of clothing—one was actually
shirtless owing to some exigence of life out there—
and with nothing to read and nothing to do accept
to watch their coffee. Locusts come up and cat
the seedlings, when the men patiently sow the
held over again. More than one planter have sown
their holds thrice in the last season. Such men will
succeed, or be followed by others who will succeed.
They are the sort who have made India what it is,

and who alone can carry it on as it is .—Planting
Opinion, Feb. 15.

TEA IN AMERICA,
New York Jan. 29th.

Buyers have the advantage on .nearly every grade
but the better sorts of Formosa Oolong. The demand
is slow—in fact, ultra conservative. Japans are weak,
and despite low prices of other sorts, the market
droops, droops, droops. Cause : Too much trash.
India and Ceylon sorts steady.
Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-

mission Company will sell 12,132 packages, viz.:

2,(193 half-chests Moyuue, including desirable chops

;

4,093 half-chests and boxes Pingsuey;234 half-chests
Japan; 93 half-chests ,Tapan, basket-fired; ],,530 half-
chests Congou

;
35 boxes scented Capers

; 78 packages
India, Java and Ceylon; 1,103 half-chests Foochow,
new crop

;
2,213 half-chests and boxes Formosa, in-

cluding new crop .—American Grocer.

DRUG REPORT.
(From the Chemist and Druggist.)

42 (Jaimon Street, H.C., Feb. 6.
Arkcanuts —Sixteen bags sold at unaltered prices— viz.,

from 10s for damp to 11s 6d per cvvb. for sound quality.
IlAEL-FRUiT,—'I'wo cases of whole peeled fruit from Bom-

bay were offered
; tho appearance was good, but owing

to the neglected state of the market the parcel only
realised Id per lb.

Calumha. Of 114 bags, imported iv'a Bombay and Ham-
burg, a of ordinary dark (pialitv sold at the low figure
of 9.S per cwt.
Crotox-.seud easier. Twenty bags of rather dark seed

from Colombo realised from 40s to 41s at todayls auctious-
OiLS ('Bssential). Citronella oil is quiet

;
two drums

shown at auction were bought in at 2s 2d per lb., but
no bid of 2s per lb. could be obtained. The quotation
for arrival is Is Od per lb. c.i.f., shipment within the next
six months. Cinnamon oil was bouglit in at from Is 8d
par oz ilown t.) 9d per oz. Tliree cases leaf oil wore
bought in at .5d per oz.

Guafils Grown in Colomuo.—Mr. C. Drieberg
lias shown us the liistfruits of the vine-growing
experiment at tlie Agricnltnral College, in the
sliape of .some dozen small cdnster.s of gr.ape.s,

nio.stly white ones, hnt a few of a red variety.
I’liese are fi'om vines only eighteen months olli,

and only si.x months in (Ceylon ! The fact is,

however, that the heat of Colombo has caused
tho grajies to ripen too rapidly. Nevertheless,
considering the poor soil in 'which they ivere
grown, .and other drawbacks, the result is asto-
nishing, and gives good hope of the .success of
Mr. Zanetti’s experiment,
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PICKINC8 WITH A LOCAL APPLICATION.
The following reference to the late Editor of the

Cei/lou Ohsei'ver is from the proceedings of the Agri-
Horticultural Society of Madras and is taken over
in the A'e/<; Bulletin of October last : The cultiva-
tion of Liberian Coffee was strenuously advocated in
Ceylon by the late Mr. A. M. Ferguson, c.m.g., who
published at Colombo an excellent “ History of the
Introduction and Progress of the cultivation up to
1878.’’ It however made little progress owing to its

unsuitability for the “ topping treatment ” which the
Ceylon planters had been in the habit of applying
to Arabian coffee, and latterly owing to the superior
attractions of tea.

Haberlandt’s “ Tropenreise ”—to judge from the
review of the work in “ The Forester ” (New Jersy)—would seem to be a most exhaustive and enter-
taining book, containing gi-aphic accounts of 'I’ropical

Vegetation particularly as seen in the ludo-Malasian
Peninsula. On hi.s reiurn journey Dr. llaberlandt
spent a few days in Ceylon before leaving for Egypt.

A correspondent of the Indian A(jriculturist (who is

careful not to reveal his secret) writes as follows on the
subject of clearing for tea planting ;

—

It has always been a wonder to mo why tea-

planters ever spend any money on their jungle clear-

ing, instead of making it yield them a large profit in

the very first year, and also, probably, so prepare the
soil of the new clearing that the growth of their

now tea would be more advanced than it is by their

present method. I have seen the simply marvellous
effect of the method I have in view on a rice crop
grown on such a clearing. I do not insist that the
effect will be the same on tea, the plants being so

very different
;

but it is just possible that it might
be. At all events the new tea land would be not
only cleared at no expense, but would also yield a
large profit in the first year, which gain would go
towards lessening, perhaps entirely covering, the ex-

penses of the new tea extension. The outlay on jungle
clearing is, as now done, unavoidable, so it ought to be
worth the planter’s while to try if it is not possible

to avoid it, in these days of heavy labour difficulties

and expenses. If any planter has any curiosity about
the matter and the enterprise to try the experiment
on his next small clearing job, I shall be most happy
to give him all the information in my power, and
should be delighted if my suggestion turned out a suc-

cess, and feel proud that I had introduced a profitable

new idea into Assam.

The name and address of the writer, which our tea-

planters may be anxious to know, is Bnkit Gantang
(Larut).

The average consumption of tea in India is only
one-fortieth of a pound per head of population. In
England the consumption needs five pounds per head.

Veterinary-Major Kemp’s report to the Indian
Government makes the following reference to the

Indian butter trade. “ Dairy enterindse in India has

been rapidly taken up and the market is now almost
overstocked with butter of all kinds and qualities.

The II odern dairy machinery we presume, facilitates

matters considerably, but it also assists to deceive

the public. Now it some times happens that milk and
butter are bought from a dairy where, in many in-

stances, not a single cow or buffalo is kept. 'I’lie milk

is purchased from the bazaar (loirala. who obtains it

in precisely the same manner as befoie from ill-fed

or liise sed cows. The milk is exposed to a vitiated

atmosphere, kept in dirty vessels, and frequently

mixed with polluted water. From this milk, butter is

made, and although perhaps more attractive to the

eye and taste is still no less dangerous.”

Says the Indian Ayriculturint '.

—

Divi-Divi is of immense value in tanning, dyeing, and
for making ink

;
for each of these purposes the pod, or

beau, is used. Divi-Divi contains a very large percen-
tage of tanning. Used in tanning this product accele-
rates the process, and gives to the leather a clean,
healthy appearance. The Divi-Divi tree thrives on
any soil from the sea level up to some two thousand
feet above. It is imported into India chiefly from
Maracaibo, Paraiba, and St. Domingo, but it is un-
der cultivation in many other places. A large plot
of land near Madras is now under cultivation, with
excellent prospect of success.

An article on the “ Advance of Chemistry ” in the
Xen' Orleans Times- Uemoerat refers to Vanalline as
the greatest success in artificial flavouring, and re-

marks that this product is keeping down the price
of vanilla beans, and it is likely to drive the latter

out of the market. Already the chemists are manu-
facturing oil of banana, oil of pineapple, oil of pear,
oil of apple, oil of raspberry, and many others. The
essential oil of banana obtained by distilling the
fruit, is identical chemically with the laborator}- pro-
duct. Oil of banana is a compound of acetic acid
and amyl alcohol, tho latter being the chief consti-
tuent of fused oil. Oil of bitter almonds has been
counterfeited

;
though chemically different, it has the

same flavour as the real. The chemists now know
how to counterfeit lactic acid, which is the sour prin-
ciple of sour milk. They also make citric acid, which
is the sour of the lemon. A recent achievement of
great importance is the manufacture of salicylic acid
from carbolic acid. One of the best remedies for
gout and rheumatism is salicylic acid

;
also it is use-

ful as a preservative. Formerly it was obtained
from the wintergreen plant and from certain varie-
ties of willows, and it was very costly. At present
it is made by the ton, and is extremely cheap—too
cheap in fact, inasmuch as it is freely employed to
give a better keeping quality to bottle and other-
wise preserved foods. It kills the bacteria that pro-
duce decomposition, but in the stomach it destroys
the digestive ferments, and on that account it is in-

jurious to health.

The Botanical Department, Jamaica, in a bulletin
referring to coconut cultivation, refers as follows to
the method of treatment adopted in Bombay :

—

It is calculated that in India there are 480,000 acres
under the coconut, and the cultivation is attended to
carefully. In Bombay, for instance, after the seed-
lings are planted out, they are watered every day
or two for the first year, every two or three days for
the second and third years, and every third day for
the fourth and fifth year. “ During the rains, from
its fifth to its tenth year, a ditch is dug round the
palm and its roots cut, and little sandbanks are raised
round the tree to keep the rain-water from running
off. In the ditch round the tree, 321b. of powdered
dry fish manure is sprinkled and covered with earth,
and watered if there is no rain at the time. Besides
fish manure the palms get salt mud covered with the
leaves of the croton-oil plant, and after five or six
days with a layer of earth

;
or they get a mixture

of cow-dung and wood ashes covered with earth
; or

night-soil, which on the whole is the best manure.”
(
Watt's Diet.)

In the same bulletin we read :

—

In the tropics of the old .vorld generally, it is custom-
ary whem the plant is one year old to dig round
tho roots and apply ashes once a month

;
when the

tree is two years old to open up every year at the
beginning of the rains the roots to a distances of 4 ft.

to (>ft. from the stem, to apply ashes and dry manure
to the roots, and leave the ojiening until the end of
the rainy season, then to fill in again the soil which
had been removed, and level the ground. During the
time the roots are exposed, tho older won. -out root-
ests may be cut away and the roots of other plants
removed.
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To the Editor.

RUBBER CULTIVATION IN CEYLON :

CAUSE OE ITS FAILURE.
Powis Place, Queen Sq., London, .31st Jan.

Dkar Sir,—Much obliged for paper. I think you
must attribute the failure of the Rubber Enterprise
in Ceylon to the mismanagement at Kew. I went
to Kew to enquire into their methods

;
but there was

nobody in the place who had ever been in a rubber
country, or who knew an atom about cultivation,

collection &o.
;

in a word they knew absolutely

nothing beyond the Latin names of the trees. I am
not a botanist, but I have seen rubber trees and col-

lected rubber from them
;
and I feel sure that had

your planters obtained help from natives of South
America instead of from the incompetents of Kew
Cardens, tlie caoutchouc inrhistiy would now be a.

'most llonrishing trade in your island.— \\ itli tliaid,':

for voiiv cmntesv, -A'onrs faithfully.

(). PCRCELli TAYLOR.

TWIN AMD TRIPLET COCONUT
PLANTS.

Marawila, PAb. 19.

Dkar Sir,—I suppose you are aware of the

phenomenon of two coconut plants growing out

of one nut. This is often met with. A friend

of mine once told me he had three growdng
onr, of one nut, and I Avas at first inclineil to

think lie was romancing, more especially as he

tohl me he had separated the plants and they

were all growing. As a rule, wlien two plants

grow from the same nut, one is weakly and

does not hear. From wdiere I write there are

three trees growdng together, evidently out of

one nut. A.S regards .si/e, vigour and hearing-

properties tliej' are hard to heat.

A coconut, as every man knows, has three

“eyes.” The sprout is from one of these. 1

Avas ahvays under the impression that each

“eye” contributed a sprout Avheu more than

one plant resulted from one nut. The accom-

panying has disillusioned me. As you Avill see,

the twin sprouts are from one eye. Others may
have knoAvii and noticed this before. I did not.

—Truly yours, B.

BLIGHT ON TOMATO PLANTS.
Jali'na, I’eh. 21.

Dear Sir,—Do you know any cure for the

blight which makes vigorous tomato plant curl

up their leaves ami pretty much stop groAving

and bearing? T. S. S.

[Perhaps some corresi>ondent Avill ansAver the

above.—

E

d. T.H.]

THE KIND OF TEAS THAT ARE
REQUIRED.

would draAv the attention of planters

to the following e.xtract from Messrs. I. A.^ Rucker

& Bencraft’s Aveely tea circular, dated I'chruary

()th, received by this mail
“ Last Aveek Ave stated that broken pekoes

Avere the cheapest teas on the market. This Aveek

they are Id. to -2d. cheaper. Eniiuiry sheAvs that

the dealers are rather over supiilied Avith this

grade, of Avhich a large proportion out of recent

invoices has consisted. The jiractice of cutting

up pekoes and pekoes Souchongs, and mark-

ing them broken pekoe, in order to secure

a higher average, Avas a subject Ave discussed

fully this time last year. It is noAV .apparently

about to Avork out its oavu cure. Seldom do

Ave see the best made of the broken pekoes,

80

AGRlCUl/rURLST.

Avheu Uie jiroportiou is greater than 3U per cent
of the Avhole invoice.

“ Two or tliree invoices are before us in

Avhich the broken pekoes, and pekoe souchongs
,so marked, .nre in the proportion of 50 to 75
per cent of broken jiekoe.”

At the present time Avhen every eH'ort is

being made to open up new markets, this is

Avorthy of special con.sideration, as particularly
iu both America and Russia the Trade must
iiave Avell made teas, small broken llakey sorts
are itseless.—Yours etc., J. A. J. C.

THE PLANTING INDUSTRY OF
SOUTHERN INDIA.

Madras, Feb. 29th.
Sir,—In your issue of 25th inst.ant you com-

mence your leading .article headed “ The NVynaad”
iu tbe.se words :

—

The Tjondon Time :, in an ahl', \vriilr-n article liav-

inS' for il,.s text Ihi' deputation ol the plantern of
Southern India that lately had an int.-'i-A'icAv with
liord Elgin, recite.", th.' loading diiliciill ies nnderwhicli
the planting eidcrprise in the Wynaad now Hiiifor.s.

Want of comnumication with the seaboard, of pro-
tection for produce iu transit, proper organization of

labour, and fixity of tenure, and of security of the
results to taxation, are among the chief disabilities

set out in this article.

The actual Avoids used by the Avriter iu the Times
Avere as folloAvs :

—
The grievances of the Southern Indian planters are

very practical. He makes no great demands on the
Government, but the demands which he does make
he regards as indispensably necessary for thoAvork-
ing of his business. Fixity of tenure in his estate,

safeguards against fraud in the supply of his labour,
protection of his produce against theft, and adequate
means of communication towards the sea—these are
the initial conditions for successfully planting iu any
country, and they sum up the total of the South
India planters’ requests.

\lloAV me, however, to point out Ib.at the.se Avords
of the Times ilo not refer specially to the
\Yyn,a.ad but to the i)l.anting industry of Southern
India ,as a Avhole. The former is a single dis-

trict, the latter includes fourteen difi'erent districts,

and therefore Avh.at may be a genuine grievance
to |)lanters resident in one' or other of these
fourteen districts may have and does have no
meaning to the Wyn.aad planter. For instance,
the lixity of tenure and the means of communi-
cation Avith the se.a-board are excellent in the
AVyna.ad

;
and I do not think any Ceylon planter,

certainly not one from the Dimbula district,

Avould liaA C cause to quarrel with the organisa-

of labour. As regards protection of produce in

Southern India may I be alloAved to quote these
words from the Annual Report of the Planters’
Association of Ceylon on cocoa stealing
“Your Committee regret that apparently the Gov-

ernment is apathetic in the matter and has taken
no further steps to check what has been and again
will be the scandalous insecurity of growing crops.”

The planting industry of Southern India ad-
mittedly suiters from “ beams,” but is that of

Ceylon altogether free from “motes”? I am afraid

not. HoAveAmrmy mainreason foraddressingyou is to

request you nob to make the Wynaad the
scape-go.at of the Avhole industry. I feel that I

am in part to blame for this
;
for had there been

no reference in the article of the Times to

my pamphlet, you Avould hardly have headed
your leading aricle Avith the name of a district

Avbich is never once referred to by the Avriter in

the Times. He coniines himself entirely to

the second ch.ai)terin my book Avhich 1 have par-
ticularly mentioned has reference to the plant-

ing industry of our Sothern India as a xvliole.

—Faithfully yours, FRANCIS FORD.
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THE CA«TLEUEAG11 TEA C'UMl’ANV UK
CEYLON, LTD.

Tlie annual general meeting of tliis Company
was held on Feb. 2Gtli.

The Chair was taken by Mr. H. Creasy, who,
after tlie usual j)reliminary formalities, moved the
adoption of the fifth annual re^iort now before the
meeting.
The Managing Director, in seconding, said that

all ]»ossible detail and information having appeared
in the report, he need, jierhaps, only e.xplain that
though the profit earned was about 17 per cent
it w'as necessary to carry forward a balance
representing about 3 per cent because tlie manure
applied in the concluding months or weeks of last

year was for ])urposes of accounting more cor-

rectly, chargeable this year, though not consti-

tuting an asset available for dividend. Tlie Com-
IJany’s investment exceeded the subscribed capital

by some KG,000 and it would be seen that as yet

there was no reserve fund which he thought every

agricultural Company should maintain. The
crop represented a yield of 420 lb. jier acre against

229 in the previous year, having very consider-

ably exceeded the estimate, which was in a great

measure to be attributed to a very favourable sea-

son, allowing cost of production to lie reduced

though, at the same time, the value of the iiroduce

had somewhat fallen. The profits of the Com-
pany now depend in a marked degree upon the

([uality of the tea which it is the anxious desire

of the management to improve. The new machi-

nery was jiroving in every way satisfactory, while

withering accommodation had been increased.

The estimate for 189G had been placed rather

below the liguie of 1S9.3, and at iiresent the

weather uas not fa\onrable to a large yiehl.

The capital account reiiresented the moderate
rate of KoUS per acre, ami the I’ropriotors uho
might have jmridiased at lll.AU per share had
paid the comparatively moderate late of 1!7('2 per

acre for the tea. The number of shareholders

is now 101, against 87 a year ago.

Mr. Cordon Pyper having expressed satis-

faction with the report in all respects except

that at present there existed no reserve fund,

the formation of which, he thought, should be a

first charge upon the profits ; the report U'as

put to the meeting and adopted unanimously.

Mr. C. D. I’ATUEEO moved and iMr. .1. A.

Martin seconded, that a dividend of K.s for the

half-year ended 31st December 189.‘) (making
with the interim dividend paid in Angus! 189.>

a distribution of l."> )ier cent for the year 189.”))

be declared and made payable on 2Sth I'ebru-

ary 1896.—Agreed to.

Mr. Cordon Pyper moved, and Mr. C. T).

Patullo seconded, that Mr. .lohn Helps Starey

be re-elected a Director.— Carried.

Mr. C. D. Paullo moved, and Mr. tloRDON
Pyper seconded, that Mr. .lohn Cuthrie be re

elected Auditor at a fee of K.')n per annum.

—

Carried.

A discussion then took place on Mr. Cordon
Pyper’s suggestion as to reserve fund, whiidi

resulted in Mr. C. Paper moving that the Di-

rectors set aside every year 2.^ jier cent of the

profits till the .sum or K25,000 be attained. This

was duly seconded and carried.

.A vote of thanks to the Chair concluded the ju'o-

ceedings.

THE V'A'l'ADEKlA TEA COMPANY UK
CEV'LON, LIMITED.

The following is the report of the pro-

ceeilings at the annual general meeting held on

Wednesday, the 26th I'eb.

The notice of mectiim was read and minutes of

last meeting were passed. The report was taken

as read.

In the absence of Mr. Masefield, the chair was
taken by Mr. David Fairweather, who, express-

ing regret at Mr. Masefield’s unavoidable absence,

mentioned that he had. however, paid his usual

visit to the estate and had sent in a re-

])ort to the Hoard which was receiving the best

attention of the Directors. He moved the
adoption of the seventh annual report now be-

fore the meeting.
The Managing Director, in seconding, said

the report had been framed with the object of

giving shareholders (many of whom were un-
able to attend) all possible information in full

detail, but he might explain the views of the
Hoard in the pioposals before them. It ap-
jieared that the jn-olit earned during the past
year was slightly over 50 per cent, of which
about 30 per cent, had come out of the
second half-yeai, and the proposal to divide
only 45 per cent., and carry nearly 8 per
cent, to reserve, carrying forward rather over
6 per cent, was made, in a s[)irit of moderation,
in view of the exceptional jirosperity of the past
year when the weather had been very favorable
and the market for teas for price had been much
higher than it now is. In building up the re-

serve, the directors were obeying the mandate of

former meetings, and, if the sum now proposed
to be transferreii, appeareil to .some unnecessarily
large, the occasion for it arose out of the excep-
tional (irolits, while, at the same time, the proprie-
tors were to receive half as mucli again in divi-

dends this yoar as comiiared with last. There
was aiioilier exceptional feature in tlie figures, in

tliat tlie portion of 1894 crop not .sold when those
accoiiiils were made up, had realised much more
than expected, to the extent of 4.( per cent.
]irolit now to be ili.sjioscd of. This year, on the
other hand, it was to lie fearcil that, in eonsoipi-

enec ot the recent sudden rise of about 5 per
cent, in exchange, the tea not yet sold might prove
to have been over-\alued, and hence it was ad-
visable to carry forward a good balance though*
indeed, it was only about 1 jier cent, more on
the capital than that of last year. Under these
circumstances he could not su])])ose there could
be two opinions as to the wisiloni of following
a (lolicy of moderation, rather than declar-

ing record dividends which might perhaps
not be maintained for e\en another year.
He had heard of comparisons drawn, but
in fact, these was no comparison in the rate of
dividends unless other conditions were considered.
He had only heard of one di\ iilend exceeding that
now projiosed, ami it was imtcnt on the aeconnfs
that 45 per cent in the case of Yataderia showed a
higher measure of success than 5(1 per cent in the
other case. The total dividends of this Company
would now amount to 167 per cent, while the
pro[ierty had greatly inipro\cd in \alue. the
present juice of shares re|tresenting about Kl.275
jier acre. The investments of the Company stood
at 11210,000 which was just balanced by tlie share
cajiital and reserve fund ; at the same time, more
land was being iuircha.sed and being opened, while
the Factory was about to be extended and the
turbine renewed ; and the time had not, in the
ojiinion of t' e Hoard, arrived for scattering all

the jirofits of the Coiujiany as fast as they came
in. 'I’lie estimation of shares in the market
would stand much higher when there is a sub-
stantial reserve than otherwise. 'I'lie undeveloeiied
resources of the Conijiany are rejiresented by 105
acres tea not in hearing, and 330 acres of good
jungle. He was jileased to say that labor was
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an ample supply, tliere bein<4
' nearly 1,2UU coolies,

with advances outstanding, averaging less than

R-t per head. The crop of 18'Jo was S23 Ih. per

acre, against 698 Ih. in 1894 ;
the rainfall : 142

i

inches, against 145 average for 5 years, and 35

inches more than in 1894. All lields showed in-

creased returns e.xcept 2 not pruned in 1894. The
estimate for 1896 was 768 Ih. per acre. He hog-

ged to second the adoption of the report.

Two or three shareholders thereupon expressed

their desire that a smaller sum should he placed

to reserve, and 5 percent, more he divided, carrying

forward a smaller halance ;
hut the Directors

having stated that they could not consent to this

without giving other proprietors tl)e oi)portunity

of expressing an opinion, agreeing or otherwise,

with the deliberate recommendation of the Board,

the proposal was not pressed, and the motion that

the report and accounts be adopted M'as carried

neiii. con.

Mr. J. Marten then moved, and Mr. J.

R. FAlRWliATiiER seconded, “ that a divi-

dend of R12-40 per share for the half-year

ended 31st December 1895, making (with

the interim div idend of R12'.50 per share paid in

August 1895) 25 percent, for the year 1895 and
a bonus of R2U per share, or 2(J per cent, for the

year 1895, be declared and made payable on the

29th February 1896.—Carried unanimously.
Mr. Gordon Pyi'ER moved, and Mr. J A.

Martin seconded, “that Mr. David Fairweather he

re-elected a Director,” which was agreed to.

Mr. J. A. Martin moved, and Mr. C. M.
Gwatkin seconded, “ that Mr. John Guthrie he
re-elected auditor at a fee of RlOO per annum.”
Mr. J. A. Martin proposed, and Mr. Gordon

J’VPER seconded, a vote of thanks to the Director

and the Superintendent of the Estate for their

services and with the usual vote of thanks to the

Chairman flic jiroccedings tcrminatc<l.

THE AATIVANTOTA TEA CUMFANV,
LIMITED.

The eleveiitli annual ordinary general meeting of

Shareholders, was held on Feb. ‘29tb, when the following

report was submitted:—Directors : W. D. Gibbon, Es(].,

Eric S. Anderson, Esep, Chas. Young, Esq., G. W. Car-

lyon, Esq Estate Inspector.—Chas. ATouug, Esq.

Estate Superintendents.—Messrs. ‘W’. R. G. Hickey and

A. Angus.
ACREAGE,

Old PoL.vrAGAM.v.

Tea in bearing . . 517 acres.

Tea not in bearing . . 148 ,,

Forest .. oo8 ,,

1,003 acres,

River Reserves 39 acres.

Grand Total.. 1,4SC ,,

New Pol.atagama.
Tea and Coconuts not in bearing . . 2,35 acres.

Forest . . . • 212 „

117 acres.

The Director's have pleasure in submitting to the
Shareholders the Accounts of the Company for the
past year.
The crop secured amounted to '310.010 lb. Tea,

being 35,010 lb. over the Estimate and 46,479 lb. more
than the yield in 1894. The net average sale price
was 42J cents per lb., whilst the cost laid down in

Colombo was 21 cents per lb. The net profit for the
year, including a balance of R431'08 from 1891

amounted to R61,024-42, equal to 61 per cent on the
Capital of the Company. An Interim Dividend of

10 per cent was declared on 3rd August last, and the

Directors recommend a final dividend of 10 per cent
making a total of 50 per cent for the year, and that
after j)ajment of R3,000 e.xtra fees to the Directors
in terms of the resolution passed in 1893, and a
transfer of R1.750 to Special Reserve Fund, the
balance of R6,274'42 bo carried forward to the current
year’s Accounts.
The sum of R2,325'55 transteri'ed to Special Reserve

Fund last year has been written off, the debt being
now deemed irrecoverable.

During the year River Reserves to the extent of
acres 38-3-21 were purchased at upset price from Gov-
ernment.
To provide for repayment of Debentures which

become payable on 1st January, 1897, and other
debts of the Company, it will be necessary to in-

crease the Capital or to reconstruct the Com-
pany before the end of this year, and a scheme
will be laid before the Shareholders in due course.

The Estimated crop from Old Polatagama for 1896
is 310,000 lb. Tea on an estimated outlay on Working
Account of R65,950. In addition to this expenditure
it is estimated that the sum of R13,000 will be spent
on Capital Account for a new clearing of 22 acres

tea, additions to buildings, upkeep of young tea,

planting coconuts, &c. The Directors have still under
consideration the question of water supply to the
Factory

;
but the estimates so far obtained have

been considered too high to allow of the work being
taken in hand at present. The expenditure on New
Polatagama is estimated at R13,600, against which
it is expected that 25,OUO lb. Tea will be secured.
In terms of the Articles of Association, Mr. W. D.

Gibbon now retires by rotation, but is eligible for

re-election.
*

The appointment of an Auditor for the current
year will rest with the Meeting.

By order of the Directors, Whittall cfe Co.,

Agents and Secretaries.

The report and accounts were adopted .and a final

dividend of 10 per cent was declared making 50

per cent for tlio ye.ar. There were present :—Messrs.
Chas. Young, (in tho chair), G. W. Carlyon, W. D,
Gibbon, Directors

;
.\. Thomson and W. If. G. Dun-

can repi'osented by G.W. Carlyon. and A. ft. Wvigbt
Ivy W. 1 >. Giblvon.

THE TONACUMBE ESTATES COMPANY OF
CEYLON, LTD.

'Die following is the report of tlic Directors
presouted to the secoml ordinary general meet-
ing of shareholders of tlie above Company held
on Feb. 2Sth :—

ACREAGE.

The Acreage of the Company’s properties is as
follows :— Acre-.

Tea in bearing . . . . ,}57

Tea seed bearers . . . . 6
Tea not in be.aring . . . . 155

Total Tea .. 518
Cleared for planting in April . . 22
Cardamoms in bearing 65 acres.

Do not in bearing 18 „— S3
Coffee . . ^ , on
Forest and fuel plantation . . 3*2

Cheua and Patna . . . . 926

Grand Total .. 1,636
During the nine months under review the total

quantity of ’Tea secured was 98,521 lb., which have
been sold at an average of 55'34 cents net.
The total Cardamoms pickei amount to 9,525 lb.,

of which 3,377 lb. have been sold at an average of
Rl'67 per lb. The balance is estimated in the
accounts to realise R1'50 per lb.

319j 5 Bushels of Coft'ee nave been harvested and
realised R5,234'38, or R16'36 per bushel.
The total expenditure amounts to R36, 700-55.
The balance available after providing for Depre-

ciation anionata to ,E27,65:il2, of which Ell,000
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(--5%) was paid as an Interim Dividend in October,
and the Directors now propose to pay a final Dividend
of 4% absorbing K,11,20U

;
to place 112,000 to credit of

“ Extensions Account,” and to carry forward ll()54'12

to the next account.
A wire tramway, rather over half mile in length

from the factory to the end of the estate cartload,
estimated to cost lilO.OOO, is now being erected. This
is a most desirable improvement, as transport, both
of estate produce and rice, will lie greatly facilitated
and cheapened, besides which all cooly transport will

thereby be done away with—a great consideration.
During 1896 it is proposed to plant 82 acres of

land with Tea and 27 acres with Cardamoms.
The crops for 1896 are estimated as follows;—

140,0J0 lb. Tea.
12,000 lb. Cardamoms.

2.50 bu.shels Coffee,

on an expenditure of K IS.O.i.l'uO.

Of the Directors Mr. \V. H. Figg retires by rota-

tion, but is eligible for re-election.

An Auditor for 1896 will have to be appointed at

this meeting.—By order of the Directors,

CujiBEiuiATCii & Co., Agents & Secretaries.

The following ai’e the minutes of the meeting:—
Present ;—Messrs. H. Cumberbatch (chairman). Direc-

tors IMessrs. A. M. V'aughan Hughes and A. M.
Caldicott Smith, and by their attorneys Col. E.
Corse-Scott, Messrs. W. Bowden Hmith, W. S. Bennett,

A. Fetherstonhaugh, Col. Langford Brooke and
Major MacNab.

'The notice convening the meeting was read. The
minute.s of the last meeting of the Jird June 189.")

were road and confirmed.

The Ch.ukm.in said that there were only two

items in the report on which he thought he need

make any comment, the one being the acreage of

the estate which, since the report was printed, had

been increased by a purchase from Government of

22 acres, 2 roods, 16 perches, at a cost of B309T4, of

' which about 15 acres were forest and would be planted

with cardamoms this year, and being conveniently

situated would in time be available for fuel for

the Factory.
The other item was the amount due on De-

bentures which the Directors had thought it

prudent to show at the rate of exchange

ruling at the time the properties were purchased by

the Company viz., f .5,000 at Is Od :>1-:12 1192,5:!0'J2.

Asa matter of fact tT).0(Hf at t!ie exchange of the

(lay say 1,2 II lOthf: only ic)ii esented i;81.()72‘l:i.

i’rnposcrl b\ Mr. C. \i,nuivn'-SMn’ii, seconded liy

Mr VAUiinAN-HuiiHEs ;

—“ That the report of the

Directors as circulated among the Shareholders bo

adopted.”—Carried.

Broposed by Mr Caldicott-Smitii, seconded by

Mr A. M. Vauohax-Hughes :
— ‘‘ That a dividend of

four per cent be payable forthwith,”—Carried.

Proposed by Mr A. M. Caldicott-Smitii, seconded

by Mr A. M. Vauoiian-Hughes :
—“That Mr W. H.

Figg, be re-elected a Director of the Company.”

—

Carried.
Proposed by Mr A. M. C \ldicott-Smitii, seconded

by -Mr A. M. Vaughan-Uugiies :
—“That Mr Hercules

J. Scott be appointed Auditor for 1896 at the ordi-

nary fee.”—Carried.

THE LEPER MASKELIVA Ebi ALES
COMPANY, LIMITED.

The 1th annual ordinary general meeting of the

Shareholders was held on Feb. 29th when the direc-

tors report was submitted as follows:—Directors; G
AV. Carlyon,Esq., by C. A. Leechman, Esq,, and AV. D.

Gibbon. Esip Estate Inspector.— W. D. Gibbon, Esq.

Estate Superintendent.—A. E. AVright, Esq.

ACKEAOE or KUUNSWICK A KLOOMKIELD ESTATES.

Tea in full bearing llji Acres.

Grass, Timber Trees, Ac. 72 ,,

Total . . 518 Acres.

The Direotois have pleasure in submitting to the

Shareholders the Accounts of the Company for the

past year.

The quantity of Tea secured in the year was

227,359 lb., being 7,359 lb. in excess of the estimate,

and the average net price realized was about 48J
cents peiTb.

After making the usual ample provision for De-
preciation of Buildings and Machinery, the net
profit for the year amounted to B41,145'84, in ad-
dition to which a balance of 1114,451’76 was brought
forward from 1894, making a total of R55,597’60 avail-

able for Dividend equal to over 20g per cent, on the
Capital of the Company.
An interim Dividend of 8 per cent was declared on

the 3rd August, and the Directors recommend that a
final Dividend of 10 percent be declared, making 18per
cent for the year. The sum of K6,997'60 will then re-

maiiiTo be carried forward to the current year's account.
The estimate of tea 1896 is 223,000 lb. on an ex-

penditure of R66,742’50, and the estimated profit

from other sources is 118,800. In addition to the

above expenditure the sura of 111,500 is allowed in

the estimates for new caddies and rice store.

ill terms of the articles of Association Mr. G. AV,
Carlyoii now retires by rotation from the office of

Director, but being eligible offers himself for re-

election.

Mr. A. E. AVright having expressed his intention

to bo absent from the island for the greater part
of this year, the management of the Company’s
estates has been placed in the hands of Mr. L.
A. AVright.

The appoinlment of an Auditor for 1896 will rest

with the meeting.—By order of the Directors
A\Tut'I'Ali, a Co., Agents and .Secretaries.

'The report and accounts were adopted and a
final dividend of 10 per cent, was declared making
18 per cent, for the year.

There were present Messrs. AV. D. Gibbon (in the
Chair), C. A. Leechman and G. AV. Carlyou, Direc-
tors :—Messrs. L. E. Edwards, G. H. Alston, C. >S.

AAArren, G. C. AValker, and C. M. Gwatkin.
Messrs. A. Thompson and AV. H. G. Duncan were
represented by Mr. G. AV. Carlyou, and Mr. Jas.

Forbes by Mr. G. C. AValker.

THE WE OVA TEA COMPANY, LIMPLED
The annual ordinary general meeting was held

on h'cb. 29lh. The report of the Directors was as
follows :

—

Directors; AValtor !. Smith, Esq.
;
Eric S. -Ander-

son. Ksq. and Chns. AAiing, Esq. Estate Inspector:—Charles A'oung, I'lsq. I’lstate Superintendent :

—

A. Angus, Esq.
ACREAGE.

Tea planted 1858—1893 , . 381 acres
• Do 1895 . . 16 „
Grass . . . . 5 ,,

Cultivated.

.

Forest

Total Estate

. . 102 acres

. . 623 acres

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the
Shareholders the Accounts of the Company for the
j.’ast year.

The crop (including about 25U lb. from purchased
leaf) amouuted to 195,191 lb. Tea, being 25,491 lb.

in excess of the estimate and 49,787 lb. more than
the yield in 1891.

The net average price realized for the Tea was
about 41 cents per lb. against a cost laid down in
Colombo of a little over 21 cents per Ih.

The net profit for the year, including a balance
of R3,215'25 from 1894 but excluding pre-
mium on new Shares, amounted to R36.(X)1-61.
equal to over 27i per cent, on the paid up Capital
of the Company. An interim Dividend of U) per
cent . was declared on the 3rd August last absorbing
R13,000, and the Diiectors recommend a final divi-

dend of 15 per cent., making 25 per cent, for the
year, and that after payment of 1U ,(.)00 extra foes
to the Directors, in terms of the Resolution passed
on 18th February 1893, R2,501’61 be carried forward
to the current year':! account.
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On the 1st January, 1895, 250 shares of RIOO each
were issued at a premium of 1150 per share. This
premium, amounting to 1112,500, has been credited to

Profit and Loss Account
;
but the Directors propose

that the amount should be transferred to ‘‘ Depre-
ciation Account ” to provide for depreciation of

Buildings and Machinery.
The new Factory referred to in last year’s lieport

was, with the exception of some additions allowed for

in this year’s estimates, completed during the yeav,

and the manufacture of Tea was commenced in it

at the end of November. The cost has very consider-

ably exceeded the Engineer’s estimate, but the work
has been most successfully carried out and the
Factory is admirably suited for the preset and future

requirements of the Estate.
'ihe Directors propose during this year to issue

the unpaid balance of Capital (1120.00(0 and to offer

the shares, in terms of Article No. 7 of Association,
at a premium to be fixed later on, due notice of

which will be given to Shareholders.
The crop in 1896 is estimated at 210,0001b. Tea

on an expenditure of 1115,150 on Working Account.
The estimated expenditure on Capital Account for

the coirpletion of the Factory and for upkeep of

young clearings is 115,1G7'72.

In terms of the Aiticles of Association Mr. Walter
J. Smith retires by rotation from the office of Di-
rector, but is eligible for re-election. Mr. A. Thom-
son, who was elected a Director at the last Annual
Meeting, resigned his seat on the Board when
leaving for England.
The appointment of an Auditor for the current

season will rest with the meeting.
By order of the Directors,

Whittall & Co., Agents and Secretaries.
Colombo, Feb. 1st.

The Report and accounts were adopted and a
final dividend of 15 per cent was declared making
25 per cent for the year. There were present Messrs.
Chas. Young, in the Chair

;
and W. Smith, Directors

;

G. W. Carlyon, G H. Alston, E. Young repre
sented by C. Young and A. Thomasz, by
G. W. Carlyon, Major G. L. Gwatkin by W.
D. Gibbon and W. D. Gibbon.

THK AGKA OUVAH ESTATES CO., LTD.
The annual ordinary general meeting was held on

Feb. 29th. when the following report was submitted ;
—

Dihectohs :

—

W H Figg. Esq., C A Lecohman,
Esq., A Stevenson, Esq., G W Carlyon, Esq. Es-
tate Inspector—Chas Young, Esq. Estate Superin-
tendent—R K Clark, Esq.

ACREAGE :

—

Agra Ouvah.
Tea in full bearing . . , . 172 acres

,, in partial bearing . . 28 ,,

,, not in bearing .. .. 102 ,,

Coffee amongst Tea (102 acres)
Grass and jungle . . . . 29 ,,

Total Estate
Frankerton.

Tea in full bearing . . .

,

,,
in partinl bearing.,

,, not in bearing
Coffee amongst tea (61 acres)

Grass, patana and scrub

381 acres

87
17
61

acres

n

23 JJ

Total Estate 193 acres
Grand Total 524 acres.

The Directors have pleasure in presenting to the
shareholders, the accounts of the Company for the
past year.
The crops secured were 191,685 lb. tea, or 31,685 lb.

over the estimate, and 1,291 bushels, parchment and
13 cwt. clean coffee, against an estimate of 1,000 bus-
hels parchment.
The average net prices realised for this produce

were 66i cents per lb. and R17'85 per bushel respec-
tively ;

the prices in the previous year being 68i cents
and R18'20.

After makieg the usual provision for deprecia-

tion Qi buUdiup »ud machinery, the net proht

for tho year, exclusive of R5,382'45 brought forward
from 1894, amounted to R83,556'65, or about
22) per cent on the Capital of the Company. An
interim Dividend of 8 per cent was declared on the
3rd August last, and the Directors now recom-
mend the payment of a final Dividend of 12 per
cent., making 20 per cent for the year, and that
R7,500 be transferred to tho Extension Fund. This
will leave a balance of 116,439 10 to be carried
forward to the current season’s account.
The estimates for this year are 200,000 lb. of

tea and 400 bushels of coffee, on an expenditure of
R80, 186-24, which sum includes the cost of manu-
facturing 200,000 lb. of tea for neighbouring pro-
prietors. The income from this source and from
rents is estimated at 1125,200.

The expenditure on capital account, chiefly to meet
the increased requirements of the Factory, is esti-
mated at R13,500, towards which outlay the above
mentioned sum of R7,500 will be available. The
Directors recognize the uncertain nature of income
from manufacturing “ outside ” leaf, but they con-
sider that additional accommodation in the factory is

in any case necessary, in view of the increasing yield
of the Company’s own estates.

In terms of the Articles of Association, Mr. W. H.
Figg retires in rotation from the office of Director,
but is eligible for re-election.

The appointment of an Auditor for the current year
will rest with the meeting.
By order of the Directors, Whittall, A Co

, Agents
and Secretaries.

The report and accounts were adopted and a final
dividend of 12 per cent was declared making 20
per cent for the year. There weae present ;—Messrs.
C. A. Leechman (in the Chair), G. W. Carlyon, A.
Stevenson, Directors, G. IT. Alston, E. John, C, J.
Donald. Mr. A. E. Wright was represented by Mr.
W. D. Gibbon, and Mr. H. Tarrant by Mr. C. A.
Leechman.
The first ordinary general meeting of the Ruan-

wella Tea Company, Limited, will be held on Satur-
day. March 14 to receive the report of the Directors
and accounts for the past year. The first ordinary
general meeting of the Kirklees Estate Company,
Limited, will be held on Saturday, March 14, to re-
ceive the report of the Directors and accounts for
the past year and to declare a dividend. An extra-
ordinary general meeting of the Kandyan Hills Com-
pany. Limited, will be held on the 7th March to
pas.s the following special resolution -Tliat the
Directors be authorized fo grant a mortgage to
Messrs. R. A. Bosar.quet, G. P. Traill and J. D.
Balfour, over the Pansalatenne estate, to secure the
payment of the sum of T4,.500 sterling (being the
balance purchase money for the estate) on or before
December 31, 1898, and until payment to pay inter-
est thereon or on any balance remaining due thereon,
at the rate of 7 per cent. The ordinary general
meeting of the shareholders of the Drayton (Ceylon)
Estates Company, Limited, will be held on March 10
to receive the report of the Directors and statement
of accounts to December 31, 1895, to declare a
dividend and to elect a Director and an Auditor.

NEW COMPANIES.
THE KNAVESMIEE ESTATES COMrANY, EUniED.

The memorandum and articles of association of
the Knavesmire Estates Company, Limited, are pub-
lished in the Gazette. Among the objects^ for
which the Company is established are—To purchase
or otherwise acquire the Knavesmire estate and pre-
mises situated in the District of Kegalla. To purchase
tea leaf and (or) other raw products for manufac-
ture, manipulation, or sale. To manufacture tea leaf
and (or) other raw products. To plant, grow, and
produce, buy, sell, trade, and deal in tea, coffee
cinchona, cacao, cardomoms, and other plants, trees’
and natural products of any kind or any of them’
The liability of tho shareholders is limited. The
nominal capital of the Company is R500,000 divided
into 5,00U shares of RIUU each, with power to increase
or decrease the capital. A share each has been pur-
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chased by S. Payne Gallwey, Artliui- Padwick. Thos.
S. Grigson, Edward S. Grigsou, F. J. de Saram,
John Paterson and G. Chapman Walker.
THE KON’DUKA VALEEV TEA COMPANY OF CEYLON, LI>.

The memorandum and articles of association of
the Rondura Valley Tea Company of Ceylon, Limited,
are also published in the au:dfe. Among the
objects for whicli the Conipany is established are—
To purchase or otherwise acquire (1) the Rondura
estate, situated in the district of Uda ]3ulatgama,
containing in extent 190 acres or thereabouts, from
Arthur Edwin Scovell; and (2) the Rroadlands estate,
situated in the district of Cda Bulatgama, containing
in extent 310 acres 3 roods and 33 perches (accord-
ing to Government title plan, but on subsequent re-

survey found to contain 35J acres or thereabouts),
from Arthur Edwin Scovell and Alfred Scovell and
their co-owners. To purchase tea leaf and (or) other
raw products for manufacture, manipulation, and (or)

sale. The liability of the shareholders is limited.

The capital of the Company is R500,000 divided into

5,000 shares of RlUO each, with power to increase
or reduce. A share each has been purchased by
Henry Rois, Fred. Win. Rois, Jas. Murdoch, P.

Mould, W. Moir, F. J. de Saram and V. Christian.

THE ItAVIOAM COMPANY, lilMITEK

The Gametic also contains the memorandum and
articles of association of the Rayigam Company,
Eimited. Among the objects for which the Company
is established are—To purchase or otherwise acquire

the Rayigam estate in the Neboda-Kalutara District,

or any part or parts thereof. To prepare, manufac-
ture, treat, and make marketable tea and (or) other

crops of produce, and to sell, ship, and dispose of

such tea crops and produce, either raw or manufac-
tured, at sucn times and places, and in such manner
as shall be deemed expedient. To purchase tea leaf

and (or) other raw products for manufacture, mani-
pulation, and sale and to manufacture, manipulate,
and sell the same. To amalgamate with any other

Company having objects altogether or in part similar

to this Company. The liability of the shareholders

is limited. The nominal capital of the Company is

R1,000,(X)0 divided into 10,000 shares of RlOO each
(of which R425,(K)0 are now called up), with power
to increase or reduce the capital. A share each has
been purchased by II. Creasy, W. Somerville, W.
Seale, Gordon Frazer, John Wilson, F. M. Mackwood
and T. J. Anderson.

VARIOUS RLANTING ROTES.

Tka IX J.-VVA.—The tea estate-s in the Preanger

regency, Java, did ivell last year. The outturn

from iSinagar Tjiroliani was 1, 050, OtH) pounds

;

from ParaKan Salak without Tjisalak 900,000

lb. ; and from Tjiboengoer, Avhicli did best of all,

525,000 lb. from 300 bouws .Assam tea. Penga-

lengan, a tract of virgin land of about 890 bouws,

in the Bandong district, has been bought by
Heer R. Kerkhoven of Gambong, and is to be
formed into a tea estate worked by a company.

Dr. Morris, c.m.g.—It is gratifying and inspiriting

to bear of the Assistant Director unfurling the flag

of Kew, if wo may so speak, not only in our colony

of Bahamas, but in New i'ork itself. Dr. Morris

turned a winter holiday to account by visiting the

Bahamas with a view of developing the vegetable

resources of the colony, and of promoting the cul-

ture of the valuable Sisal Hemp. His lectures were

attended by the Governor and the leading citizens,

and there can be no doubt that good results will

follow. In New York, a descriptive and illustrated

lecture was given on the Royal Gardens at Kew,

which was specially appropriate, in view of the es-

tablishmeiit of a similar institutiou in the vicinity

of New York. Dr. Morris, it appears, visited the

proposed site, expressed his approval of it, and took

the opportunity to wish God speed to the enterprise

on the part of the botanical institutions of the Old

World. Before leaving the city, he was entertained

at dinner by the President aud members of the

Jorrey BotauicaLClub.—C'tircicne/'s’ Chronicle, Jau. 31.

COLOMBO TEA A\^ERA(;ES.

Our evening contemporary has compiled the fol-

lowing list of averages of Ceylon estates selling in

Colombo :

—

o
w

'ti JZi

O
U ^

Estate. lb. u

> ft

Estate.

1

lb. U
u ®
> ft

Palmerston 14 14U 75 Nugagalla 33,110

<

50
Tientsin 24,522 73 Kirklees 30.3.50 50
Denmark Hill 23,910 73 Harangalla 80 030 49
Callandar 16,005 71 Malvern 41,400 49
Naseby 13,135 70 Clunes (Eracht
Court Lodge 42,689 69 div.) 101,060 49
Agra Ouvah 124,990 69 Dunbar 69,484 49
Ardlaw & Wish- Augusta 77,569 49

ford 30,854 68 Periakandekettia29,085 49
Langdale 81,662 67 Glencorse 80,806 49
Pedro 72,155 67 Auningkaude 70,830 49
Hcrubs 13,300 66 Labugama 28,425 49
Easdale 13,554 66 Stisted 70,205 49
Middleton 66,165 65 Roseneath 37,660 49
Radella 63,560 65 Ukuwella 103,765 49
Ottery A Stam Km-uwitty 14,409 48
ford Hill 145,078 65 Amblakande 48,830 48

Hethersett 14,116 65 Morankande 74,940 48
Sandringham 53,270 64 Rondura 26.670 18

Glenorchy 42,270 63 Kirindi 35,093 48
Mocha 81,600 62 Laxapanagalla 23,122 48
Harrington 43,037 61 Clunes 110,735 47
Glasgow 108.138 61 Logan 60,545 47
Avoca A. I. 49,313 60 Wattagalla 63,638 47
Gonavy 73,282 60 Walahanduwa 43,015 47
Cleveland 31,470 60 Eadella 75,960 47
Bismai'k 11,224 69 Eila 139,540 47
“ Anchor ”

54,907 59 Sirisanda 45,086 47
Tonacombe 112,200 68 Melrose 47,354 47
Ireby .50,110 58 Arslena 53,0.50 47
Ijameliere 35,113 58 liOnach 53,.525 16

Dunkeld 62,289 57 Weoya 138,414 74

Macaldenia 35,807 56 Ambalawa 36,817 46
Patiagama 29,550 56 Blackstone 73,080 46
Barkindale 10,324 56 Polatagama 155.250 46
Kaskieben 41,905 56 Kelani 111,751 46
Templestowe 50,310 56 Allakolla 70,140 46
Dammeria 111,543 56 St. Kolumbkelle 33,195 46
Dcaculla 60,205 55 Allington 9,665 46
Choughleigh 9,255 55 Maddagedera 73,960 46
Kelaneiya 66,065 55 Gallawatta 23,705 46
Torw’ood 58,999 55 St. Helen 71,050 40
Earnham 62,815 55 Benveula 25,600 46
Freds Ruhe 63,820 54 Madooltenne 44,400 46
P'erndale 19,812 51 Moni'ovia •16,300 46
Maha Dva 56,131 54 Verulupitiya 61,195 46
Poilakande 11,147 54 Knavesmire 87.318 45
Dickapittia 21,518 54 Ederapolla 109,115 45
Stinsford 57,083 53 St. Catherine 17,193 45
Queensland 55,222 53 Claremont 41,065 45
Clyde 42,480 53 Forest Hill 19,322 45
Agars’ Land 18,815 53 Lyndhurst 51,502 44
Glentilt 82,210 53 Ascot 66,175 45
Waitalawa 67,190 53 Ingeriya 26,756 44
Liskilleen 21, .595 53 Kanaugama 85,720 41
Gampaha 24,873 53 Meemoranya 17,480 41
Wewessc 58,560 52 Tarf 27,105 44
Vogan 66,580 52 Ellekaude 83,908 44
Penrith 150,605 52 Vincit 17,992 43
Alnoor 32,625 52 Bloomfield 102,380 43
Theberton 24,350 52 Ivies 23,166 43
Great Valley 134,976 52 New Tunisgala 26,367 43
Dorauakande 27,860 52 Moragalla 7,017 42
Whyddon 20,565 52 Humigalla .56,615 42
Glenrhos 60,390 51 Depedeno 43,795 42
Castlereagh 71,055 50 Warakanuire S.Y.39,012 12

St. Heliers 80,488 50 Yataderia 83,160 42
Ayr 48,042 50 Ganapalla 91 390 42
J’ansalatonne 53,800 50 Hagalla 31,090 40
Talgaswela 109,671 50 Hatdowa 26,626 to

Matale 30,720 50 Blackburn 34,900 40
Chesterford 80,670 50 Kalkauda 30,310 33
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Tuk Tonaoomue Estates Co. of Ceveun, Ltd.
—We congratulate the shareholder.^ of this Com-
pany on the interim dividend of 4 per cent
declared making 9 per cent for the year.

The fact of the Directors being able to make
such a recommendation and to carry forward
11054 T2, besides placing K2,000 to the credit of

the “ extension account” shows the Company to

be in a nourishing condition.

Coffee Cultivatiox in (Queensland.—The
Australian Agriculturist, (Brisbane) of Feb. 1

says :— In the course of a report presented to

the council, Mr. Soutter, manager of the Ac-
climatisation Society, stated that there were
numerous applications for coffee reeeiveil from
all parts, many of which were totally unsuited
to its cultivation. Correspondents resitling where
the conditions were unfavourable had been re-

))lied to, warning them against incurring uu-

nece.ssary labour and expense in attempting the
cultivation of coffee.

“ Royal Gardens, Kew.”—The Bulletin of Mis-
cellaneous Information for January has the following
contents :—Root Diseases caused by the Fungi

;
Great

Frost for 1895; Lsppett Tea; Decades Keweuses :

XXIII.—XXV
;
Date Cultivation in Antigua

;
Mis-

cellaneous Notes.—Visitors during 1895; Botanical
Magazine

;
Index Kewensis

;
Palm House Terrace

;

Geranium wallichianum as a dye plant
; Recent Pre-

sentations to the Herbarium
;

Coloured Figures of

Phmgi
;
Robert, Basse, and de Chastillon’s Recncil

de Plantes
;
Ipecacuanha in Southern India. The

paper on “ Leppett Tea” is reproduced else-

where.

A Duty on Tea in the United States.—
The Awerii'an Grocer of Jan. 29 .says:— This
we have always favoured as a. source of re\-

enue that would tend to improve Hie (|uality

ot the imports and would not be felt by con-

sumers. .\ tiix on te.a and cotfee makes all

the peo]ile supporters of the geueial govern-
ment with less inconvenience than any other
tax it imposes, with the exception of a duty
on sugar. A duty on tea and eotfee w'ould

yield between twenty and thirty millions, and
)iart, if not the most of it, would be paid by
the pioducers. We have, however, little hope
of such a duty being levied,, because, as a dis-

tinguished Senator lemarked, “It might be
wise as a business measure, but it wouhl be
bad politics.” Neither jiarty in Congress will

be willing to be charged with destroying “a
free breakfast talde,” and with a Presidential

contest near at hand, it is very doubtful if a
measure taxing tea and coflee could be made law.

Burma Rice-Crop Prospects, ].S')5-9S.—The De-
partment of Land Records and AgiicuP.ure, Burma,
has is^jued the following summary of the District
Otttcers’ reports on the rice-crop pi-ospects on the
iilst .lanuary 189t> in the 14 chi< f rice-producing
districts of Lower Bui'ma;—The area under paddy
cultivation is now reported as 4,970,528 acres or 5,327
acres less tVian the area reported last month. The
areas i-eported from Akyab Kyaukpyn, Prome,
Henzada, and Tavoy are unchanged. There is a large
decrease (20,708 acres) reported from Pegu. A consi-

derable increase in Thongwa, and smaller increases
in Thsrrawaddy and Thaton

;
in other districts the

changes are unimportant. The anna estimates in

Akyab and Amherst are now reported as
14 and 15 respectively against 15 and 10
respectively last month

;
in other districts the

estinutes given last month are unchanged. It is

stated that the grain in some parts of Akj ab is

inferior and in parts of Amherst it is threshing out
light, honce the decie.tses in the estimates for those
districts. It is now estimated that there will be
available for export 1,545,000 tons of cargo, rice,

eq^uivaleut to 20,180,000 cwt. of white rice.

CnTiONELiiA UiL, if (subjected to a certain pro-
cess, will yield palma rosa or geranium oil.

—

Oil
Paint and Drug Pi,eporter, Feb. 3.

Coconut De.siccatino Mill.s.—It is reported
ill a contemporary that the linn of Messrs.
Vavasseur & Co., who already jiossess an e.x

tensive establishment in Colombo, are opening
out a branch establishment in the Chilaw Dis-
trict near Madampe for desiccating nuts. By
this addition they will be in a position to
tap the chief coconut districts of the North-
Western Province. Six desiccators are to be
erected, and the whole establishment is expected
to be in full swing by the end of Alarch.

The Indian Tea Chop.—Commenting on a
circular issued by the Inrlian Tea A.ssociation,
the Pioneer says :—The new trade wdth Australia
and New' Zealand is shown to have made up the
w'ay it lost iu the jirevious season. In that year
tile shipments were a million pounds iveight less
than in 1894, but in the ten months ending on
January 31st they had sprung to over 0,18.5,000 lb.,
or 000,000 11). more than in 1894 even. America^
too, is taking far more tea from this countrj- and
the progress lately has been most marked. Two
years ago less than a (juarter of a million of
pounds were sent to tlanada and the States :

now over a million pounds have been shipped in
ten months. This means that the popularity of
our teas is increasing and there may be a great
future before this branch of the trade. If a good
hold is obtained over the markets of the United
States the- annual shi]mients will go up by leaps
and hounds. Great Britain is, of course, the
greatest consumer of Indian teas and the clearances
tip to .lanuary 31st have been nearly 117 million
poiimls as .against less than 1U9 miiiion in 1894
and a little ovei- ins million in 189(1. These
ligurcs speak for them.selves, and in .spite of the
competition of Ceylon, Indian gardens .seem to
have a prosperous future before them.

The Colomdo AIaricet for South Indian
Planters.—In an article on this subject. Plant-
ing Opinion of Feb. 29 says It is' curious to
note the gre.at di.slike in Ceylon to the extension
of the blending bu.sine.ss, and the fear that it
might injure the name of Ceylon tea in foreign
markets. Considering the fate that has more
than once hefallen pure unadulterated Ceylon tea
iu foreign ports, being pronounced unfit for
hum,an consumption, the fears are .slightly over-
drawn. We thoroughly agree with t\ie/ Ceylon
Observer and the Madras ' Mail that with' the
ever-incre.asing diiect shipments from Ceylon, the
lirosperity of ('olombo would be immensely aug-
mented were the obnoxious iluty removed ai”d
every facility ollered for blending. Ceylon tea,
good as it is, is not yet perfect and a judicious
admi.xtnre of the stronger li(|uoring Irnlian article
wouhl go far to increase the consumption of bothe
But <as matters are at present Indian teas ar.
shipped direct to foreign countries and have to
stand or fall by their own merits. Generally
t])e.aking they are now not equal as drinking
teas to the pure Ceylon, so that in sending to
she (jolombo market the style of manufacture
thould be somewhat changed. 'The great strength
so which so much attention is paid in London,
may be in jiart disregarded in studying the re-
quirements of the nearer m.arket. ‘The liquors
should be thick however, and the Broken Pekoes
es])ecially leafy and tijipy. Some of our Nilgiri
friends who excel in the manufacture of hand-
.some and tine-tlavoured drinking teas, micht send
a few trial breaks with advantage.
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PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

The Wild Tea Plant of Assam : From the Daily

News.—“Leppett, or Letpet, tea, an article of local

commerce in Biinnah, is interesting our botanical

experts. It is not entirely new to us. It seems to

have been referred to under the name of ‘ pickled

tea ’ in Watts’s ‘ Dictionary of the Economic Pro-

ducts of India’; and Dr. M'Clelland identified it as

the produce of the Elieodendron orientale. Mr.

Thiselton-Dyer, however, who has been examining

some specimens sent to Kow Gardens from the India

Office, says:—‘There can be little doubt that Lep-

pett tea is the produce of camellia theifera, the

wild tea of Assam, where it it was discovered in

1834, And I learn from Sir Dietrich Brandis that

as a matter of fact the plant is abundant in Upper
Burmah and on the Upper Shan hills. The identifi-

cation is historically interesting as rendering it prob-

able that the Burmese were acquainted with the

value of the indigenous plant before its discovery

in Assam by Europeans. It further indicates the

existence of a new arr’S. suitable tor the tea in-

dustry.' Much curious informatiou regarding the

Leppet lea is brought together in the Ktw Bulletin.

It is grown in one ol the Nothern Shan States.

Two crops ot lea are secured each year, one in

May and one in .Tuly. The leaves, while still green,

are boiled in largm narrow-necked pots made

for the purpose. When thoroughly boiled the con-

tents of the pots are turned into large pits dug in

the ground and lined with thin walls of plantain

leaves. The pit being full of boiled tea and the

juices from the pots, a top made of plantain leaves

is placed over it, and earth is piled above it, big

stones and other heavy weights being finally placed

on the top. The tea is thus preserved and com-

pressed for months, the pits are opened, and

the tea is sold to the traders, who comes with

their caravans of bullocks and carry it away to

the Mandalay market. For drinking, it is pre-

pared by boiling it in an earthen ketttle, and it

is drunk with salt. In Lower Burma it is

largely consumed in the solid. The leaves are soaked

in oil, a little garlic, dried fi.sh, Ac., is added and the

concoction thus formed is eaten as a great dainty.

\mong Burmans, at the important junctures of a

man’s life, such as birth, initiation into the Church,

marriage and death, ‘Iieppett’ plays an important

part, and no ceremony is complete without its con-

sumption.”

Tea IN THE United States.—Our Calcutta contempo-

rarv Capital, takes a gloomyview' of the attempts made

to capture the United States tea market on behaif

of Indian planters, and expresses the opinion, founded

on statistics taken from the monthly return issued by

the Washington Bureau of Statistics, that the special

efforts made liave so far had little result. Of the

total amount of tea imported into the Liuted

States during thn fir.st ten months of last year China

contributed 3‘2,.'>00,()00, .Japan nearly •27,n()(),OOn, while

India sent only 437,000 lb, In a comiiarison of the

invoice prices of the three varieties, China tea stands

lowest at tVOdper lb, Jaiiaii comes next at 7 -‘2d, while

Indian tea averages 7'7d. In order to compete on

euuel terms with the Far East, the Indian expoitei

must apparently contrive to place his teas in the

Atlantic ports at least a half-penny per pound cheaper

than he does at present. The taste for tea appears,

Vinwpver to be on the wane throughout the States
;
for

ihe imports during the first ten months of 1895 were

more than 5,000.000 lb below those of the same period

in the preceding year. Coffee, on the other hand,

is consumed in increasingly large quantities, the

fimmeT'fo"uie'ko7eHods^d 76 ,
34^400 lb in 1891

and 4^,721,1.00 lb in 1895.-//, T C, JlKnl, Feb. 11 .

THE INDIAN lilCE CHOP, lS95-9(i.

Tlie Statistical Bureau of the Government of

India has issued tlie following final general memo-

randum on the rice crop in Bengal, Lower J>urma,

and Madras, for the sea.son 1895-96

'This forecast refers to the rice crop in Bengal, the

Government villages in the Madras Presidency, which
comprise about 2-3rds of the area of that province, and
the fourteen principal rice-producing districts in Lower
Burma.
The total area under rice in all three provinces

amounts to 49,062,128 acres, which is not quite two
per cent under the area of last year, but that area
again was slightly under the average. The decline
is confined to Bengal in which province there is a
substantial reduction. In Madras and Burma there
has been an increase.

The yield of the crop is < stimated at 405,811,000cwt.,

more than three-fourths of this quantity representing
the production in Bengal, which is estimated at a frac-

tion under 318 million cwt. The outturn in both Madras
(39,667,000 cwt.) and Burma (18,258,000 cwt.) is materi-
ally larger than last year; but the yield in Bengalis
nearly 21 per cent below that of last year, and is

almost to the same extent smaller than the average.
The result therefore is, Bengal bulking so largely

as a rice-producing country, that the total yield of

all three provinces is expected to he about 181 per
cent smaller tlian last year and 2) per cent below
tho average.

In Bengal tho area and outturn, in cleaned rice,

compare with the average as follows :

—

Area in acres.

1891. Average.
Autumn rice . . 7.045,100 7,400,000

Winter rice . . 30,447,100 32,600,000

Outturn in cwt.
1895. Average.

Autumn rice . . 45,289,900 54,400,0(X)

Winter rice .. 272,625,800 .3.59,:300,000

The estimate for the outturn of Bengal winter rice

as given two months ago (in the second general memo-
randum issued from this office on the Mst December)
remains unchanged. It was stated in th.tt forecast
that the season in Bengal had been very unfavour-
able, the rainfall in September and October hav-
ing been deficient over large areas, while there
was practically none in November. There has been
no change since then to justify a favourable modifi-
cation of the estimate.

In Madras the crop generally is reported to be
fair, except in Nellore, North Arcot, Madura and
Tinnevelly, in where, consecjiience of the failure of the
early rains, tho yield is estimated to be not more
than nine-sixteenths of an aveiage crop. The crop
is also below the average in Godavari and Kistna
owing to floods. On the whole the yield for the
presidency is estimated to be nearly three-fourths of

the average, which represents the outturn of five

favourable years.

In Burma the yield is much less than the average
in Akyab, Pegu, Prome, and Amherst; and slightly

less in Henzada. Elsewhere it is above the average,
and the total for all the reporting districts is frac-

tionally in excess of the average and substantially
larger than the outturn of last year. The estimate
of the quantity available for export is now a little

smaller than the estimate of December : it> stands
at 1,545,000 tons of cargo rice, equivalent to 26,186,000
cwt. of white rice.

MARKET FOR, TEA SHARES.
Thursday, Evening Feb. 13.

There has again been a steady, and, indeed, almost
an active business in many of the best Indian Tea
Companies’ shares.

Ceylon Shares.—C. T. P. Co. Ordina'y are said to
have been done as high as 25 l-«tli, but are now, we
understand, sellers at that price or less. The Prefs.
have touched 16i}, and now ask a higher price.

Lanka Plantations have been asked for, and 5i or
thereabouts might be given.

Scottish Ceylon Ordinary, after asking as much as
22}, came to business, we understand, at 1‘22.

—

B.d C,
Mail, Feb. 14.
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('OMPANV MPKTINGS JN 'OLOMHO.
A coii.si(lenil)le iiorl/ioii of our space today is

dev(jteil to ro[)ort.s of Company meetings ; and
we oiler onr eong-i’atnlations to Messrs. ^Vllittall

A' Co. noon being the agents and seci'ebaries of
so many llourisliing eoimerns, ami to the slnire-

holders who liave been .so fortunate as to have
tlieir money so well invested, particularly those
of the Vatiyantota Company, who are in the very
envious position of being the recipients of a
di\idend amounting to no less than bn per
cent for the year. The Company was started in

ISSb, and since then it has paid per cent
to the shareholders in dividends and placed .‘17!

per cent to' reserve fund. With close on 400
acres of young tea coming into bearing and GOO
acres of reser\e forest, and with such a
record as it can show, the jirospect before the
Comi)any (^an only be described as of a most
e.xtremely pleasing chai'ac.tei’ to contemplate.
Ne.xt comes We-Oya with a dividend of 2b per
cent, followed by Agra Onvah nith 20 per cent,

and U|»i)er Maskeliya with IS ])er cent. lntr>

details, we cannot here enter, but we think it

will be admitteil by all wlio peruse the reports

that they are all very highly satisfactory, and wo
trust the Companies will long continue to

nourish.

THE EATE ME. M. A. LAWSON.
The recent sad death of Mr iM. A. laiw.son,

(lovernment Eotanist and Director of the Mailras
Cinchona Departments, removes a lignre long
familiar to many planters on the Nilgiris anil

elsewhere. Of an e.xtreiiiely unassuming and re-

tiring manner, Mr. Lawson mailo many fast
friemls among those whom his work at Natlu-
vatam and elscwcre brought him into somewhat
close contact. His recoial in the Covernment
annals is a noteworthy one, and it is very largely
due to his cH’orts tiiat the present great success
of the (juinine pice packets distiibntion has been
achieved. His chief forte was, .however, in bota-
nical work, and the c.s'hanstive herbarium he
collected will aflbrd admirable material for any
future botanic;al work on the llora of .Southern
India .—IHantliirj Upinion, Eeb. 20.

THE PLANTIlNO INDUSTEY IN SiHTTHEdN
INDIA.

It appears that in noticing recently an article

published in the Timcft, reviewing a pamphlet Ijy

Mr. “ Erancis Ford,” wo inadvertently ditl an
injustice to the Wynaad district, by stating
that it laboured under certain disabilities, which,
we are glad to hear, have no e.xistence what-
ever. Under this heading, we i)ublish elsewhere
a letter from the author of the [lamphlet i)utting

us right in the matter
;
and we are very glad,

imleod, to know from him, that the Wynaad
does not particii>ate in all, at all events, of the
grievances mentioneLl, “ li.xity of tenure and th j

means of commuincation ” being excellent. His
pam])hlet dealt with the Wynaad ; and it was,
as he recognises, the reference to it in the
'limc'i article that misled us. With his letter

has also come to hand a copy of Plantimj
Opi)Lio)i, congracnlating Mr. “ Ford,” as we
heartily do, oti the notice that has appeared in
the “ Thunderer ”; and from the article in onr
contemporary we (piote the following :

—

It is, we fear, only by making people in Eng-
land thoroughly niuler.st,i?iil the true position of

British entci'iuize in India, in face of a rampant
81

6.H

olbciiuilmn, that we shall get onr grici'ances once
for all removed. Eiitthe Provincial (.lo\’ernment is
by no means the most to blame, though ihe periods
of ‘‘starvation” are certainly not <d e\ery-day
occuiience. Ihese gentlemen (tlie men who have
iinested their capital in India) compare the star-
vation allowances for roadis and facilities of com-
munication in backward Indian Districts with the
liberal policy displayed by the (lovernment ofeom-
petuig- countrie.s, such as Ceylon and .lapan, in
creating facilities for internal dcvelojiment. It
would almost seem as if the interests of the Indian
Government are so vast and .so varied that it is unable
to give the same attention to Enrojie.in enterprise
that is given by smaller and more self-centred Gov-
ernments, such as that of Ceylon. The local
taxation which an Indian Provincial Government
may have thriftily got together for the )nirpo-ies of
intern,al development and local public worlis has
been liable to be swooped down upon by tin* ,Sn-
[ireme Covernmout of India to make .gcnxl the ex-
penilitnre on a frontier war, or to avert a delicit
(Ine to other causes. 'I’his snbjeclion of local
(inance to Imperial exigencies forms a reenri'ing
source of weakness in the i>nsitiori (d Hie I’roviiv
cial Governments of India. It is perfectly well-
known th.at certain of Hie tea di.striets of Bengal
have been starved of the necessary means of in-
ternal development from such eanso.s. It is cgnally
V,'ell-known that the Assam tea ilistricts were simi-
larly starved, until erected into a .separate, ad-
ministration, with a strong.snccessioii of Chief Com-
missioners to insist upon their claims.

COFFEE AxND CINCHONA IN EOENEO.
For Romo time the idea has been considered to trans-

fer the Netherlands Government’s direct relation witii
the cinchona bark cultivation to another direction. The
Government's plantations would be gradually de-
creased and limited to experimental stations, which
could form a guide to private planters and at ' the
same time reduce the Government’s competition on
the cinchona bark market to smaller proportions.
As to the way in which this idea could be realised
definitive pi-oposals arc to bo expected from the India
Government. From various sides the India Govern-
ment has been requested to make a trial with the
Indo guano for fertilising tlie Government's coffee es-
tates, but a negative reply was received. Tlie plan
to levy a moderate direct tax from the native popula-
tion in tlie Western part of Eorneo seems to ne cer-
tain, and it is]iroha,ble that the measure will take effect
in this year.— A. dj C, E.rori'ss, Feb. I I.

THE EA.Sr INDIV AND CEYLON TEA
COAIPuNY, LIMITSO.

.STATUTORY MR l-n'ING

.

The .statutory meeting of the shareholders of
this comp,any was licld at the ollices of the com-
paiiy, Alrica lIou.se, Leadenliall Street, E.C., oji

W'^ednesday.

The cluiir was occupied by Mr. S. Eoulnois.
The secretary baving read Ibc notice convening

tlie meeting.
The Chairman said : Owing to the absence of

our ebairman, Mr. Bnelianan, u bo has been com-
pelled to take a sea voyage for the beneiit of bis
bealtli, the jileasnre of receiving you hero today
at tlii.s, onr first, meeting devolves upon me, and
wliile w'e symjiathise witli onr cliairman in the
cause of Ids ab.sence we cannot but be sorry for
onr own sakes tliat he is not here in order that
wo might boar from him some details aliont the
liroperlios of tlio company, botli in India and
Ceylon, of which be lias an intim.ate and iier.sonal
knowledge. However, bo is expected to re-^
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turn to Enolaml next week, when we shall

arjain have the ahvancage of his extensive ami
varied experience as a inactical planter. Mean-
while, 1 will do my best, with your iiidul^jience,

to take his ])lace on this occasion. You are

aware that, this being the first or the statutory
meeting of the company, there arc no accounts
to be placed before you, and no resolutions to be

]iroposed, and we sliall, therefore, coniine our-

selves to giving you all the information that lies

in our power and is likely to interest you about
what we are doing to continue the prosjierity and
promote the future welfare of the company. The
coinjiany was duly registered on October Titli,

and the prospectus ha\'ing been issued the shares

were at once all applied for, the preference being

largely over-subscribeil— 1 may say about six

times the amount aske<l for—and all, both

jireference and ordinary, have been allotted. Me
liave now 322 sharehoiders on tlie register. A
Stock Exchange settlement and ollicial ([notation

of the shares in the list have been granted by

the committee of that association. l>y the terms

of the agreement with the \endors they (the

vendors) were entitled to receive interest at the

rate of (5 per cent, per annum, from the time at

xvhich tneir accounts were last made up until

the jiayment of such [ro|)ortion of the purchase

money as they were to receive in cash lunl been

made. Your directors, therefore, deeuKjd it advis-

aVde to at once satisfy them, and accordingly they

arranged a loan witli the ((ompiiny’s bankers to

enable this to be done, thereby eilecting epn-

siderablc saving in llie matter of interest. I lie

loan has .^ince been ))aid oil. I'iie ([.lestion of

garden management at Afookliamcherra and

Uoolabchcrr.i, 'which estates adjoin one another,

having been careiully considered, it was deemed
inadvi.sable to distur'b existing arrangements at

[u-e.sent, but your directors consider that at some

near future date one sui)crintendent for bolii

divisions will be suilicient, and tliereby some saving-

in the management expenses will be ellected.

Now, as to the Ceylon projierties, you arc aware—
as it was stated with the “ Particulars of ])ro-

])erties to be ac(|uircd by tlie company” sent out

with the [n-ospectus—that with regard to Walawa-
dowa Kstate( that after it had been ac(|uired,

the Ceylon Covernment being anxious that this

block should not be opened uj), had agreed to

an exchange of the .same for other lands, to be

approved by ourseU es as e([ually suitable fm' the

company’s [(urposes, in the [U'oportion of three

acres io one, and by this arrangement the com-

))any will aciiuire 3,dl9 acres of suitable land,

instead of 1,173, at the same price as tliey were

to have paid for the smaller r[uantity. With re-

ference to this, on December 15 Mr. Davidson,

our colleague and resident director in Ceylon,

wrote us that with the tlovernment insi)ector he

had seen some very suitable blocks of land which

we could accept in exchange, but owing to the

Hoods of rain that were falling, it was im[)0.ssible

to "o fully into details with that gentleman, bub

he ” adds : “I purpose, when the weather has

cleared in January, and after getting Covern-

ment’s re])ly to the various points alluded to,

to take the matter in hand again, and remain

on the si)()t till the selection of land to be ex-

ehan<'-ed has been careiully comideted ;
and vith

](roi)er outlet roads, well-.selectcd land, free from

wind as far as possible, and good supervisi()n,

tlie [U'operties of tlie East India and (,<eylon lea

Conipai^/ in this district will, I believe, pay hand-

somely.” You will be sorry to hear that since

Avritinj^ this IVIr. Uuvidsoii luis been sciiously ill,

and has therehire been unalde up to the present

to carry out the intentions expressed in his letter.

In the meantime, on the Hapugastenne Estate we
have been clearing the land with all pos.silde .speed,

a manager has been appointed, and we hope to

have at least 3U0 acres [danted out during the

en.'uing season. On the whole, the reports from

all tlm gardens and estates are satisfactory. The
cro|) to November 30th, 1895, the date of the

closing of our linancial year from the various

dates at which the company took over the pro-

perties, amounted to 158,000 lb. in excess of the

crop yielded by the estates during the corres-

[londiiig perioils of the [u-evious .sea.son. The
estimates tor the ensuing season are satisfactory,

and point to a further increase in crop. Pro-

bably the most unsatisfactory feature with which
we iiavc to deal is the low luice ruling for tea

on the lamdon market, but even in tliis direc-

tion there is room for a more sanguine feeling,

as, certainly since the turn of the year there

has been a continuous hardening of the market,
and we look hoiiefully to some further ini[)rove-

ment in this direction. While on this subject

1 may say that we are able to give you the
gratifying information that we have slii[)ped about
1,7UU chests of the company’s produce to the United
States of America, and it is obvious tiiatit must be

t'le wish of your directors to encourage trade in

tiiis ([uarter to tlie utmost. Anything that tends to

relieve the London market of the great pressure

of .supidies that at times takes place cannot fail

to be in our interests. (.Applause.) Some thirty

year.s’ experience of the tea market has taught
me to be chary of ])rophesying as to its future
lluetuations, but I have sficn (luring that [)criod

an increase in consunpdion so remarUable that

I do not for a munumt (k>ubt its coniinned ex-

pansion and the ever-growing success and [uos-

[lerity of the East India and Ceylon Tea Com-
pany.

fu rejily to ([uestions trom shareholders, the
Chairman stated that the 1,709 chests shi]i[)ed

to America had been sold at satisfactory ju-ices

as com[)arc(l with those ruling on the London
market. The bulk of the tea thus shipped was
sold from samples sent from this country. J'he

average price of their tea in the London market
was about 7.'|d [ler lb. ^\^ith regard to the labour
([uestion they had received excellent accounts.

The two Imlian places where the coolies were all

imported from the North Western Pro\inces had
never been in any dilliculcy with regard to

labour. The property to be exciianged w.as un-
develo|ied, and it was, of course, dillicult to saj’

how much ca))ital it would take to bring those
pro[)crties into full bearing, but ample had been
ptovided for this [uiipose by the terms of the
[trospectus.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was [)ro-

posed by Mr. Scalch and duly seconded.
The Chairman having brielly resjmnded, the

proceedings terminated.—//, ti- C. Mail, Feb. 14.

THE CEYLON TE.\ AND TIMP.EU SYNDI-
CATE, LD.

AVe learn from London that a .syndicate hrs
been formed there to [uirchase the i)ro[)erties at
LTdagama in which Mr. J. Coryton Roberts and
others are interested, together with the patent
rights of certain improvements in the manufac-
ture of tea chests. The name of the syndicate
is the Ceylon Tea and Timb; r Syndicate, Ld.,
formed with th' object of rocon.structing into or
handing ocer to a lai-ger working comi)any, to

[daut, so it is i)r()[)osed, a large acreage of the
land in tea ;

this to be extended by degrees to

other dcvoloinncnts as far as the directors may
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consider safe and advisable. If jiroperly planted

tlie proi)erties are likely to do very well in tea,

as they are most conveniently situated with re-

gard to labour and cheap transport &c., and
tlie land itself lias been re])orted uiion as of

good pnality and suitable. Tlie late Mr. NV'illiaiu

Ferguson expresseil an opinion that the tindier

ou the principal block was tlie linest growth
he had seen anywhere in the lowcouiitry ; .so

that the Syndicate are not likely to lack sup-

plies should eventually bo.xuiaking ikc. be de-

cided upon. Very good ojiinions have lieen e.x-

pressed of the improved tea chest ;
and it is

believed that made up by machinery it can be
turned out quite to compete in price with the
ordinary wooden boxes at present used. The
estates referred to are Carbeal, Kondegalla, and
two other blocks, of a total acreage of 2,l(i4,

of which 55 acres are under tea, colice, arecauuts
and nutmeg. We hope to give further details

regarding the Syndicate shortly.

BKITISH CENTRAL AFRICA.
It was with great regret that we heard of our

Commis.sioner’s illness when returning from the

North- End During the .\rab war the expedi-

tion was greatly exposed and the jiassage down
the lake was very stormy. The Commissioner
was prostrated by an attack of blackwater fever

and unfortunately Dr. Poole had also a very seveie

attack of ordinary malarial fever. It is eminently
satisfactory to learn that both gentlemen have
now recovered. The Commissioner spent a night

at Domasi on his way from Liwondc’s to Zomba.
Mr. Moore, F, R. G. S. and Mr. Williams of

Zomba has been to Lake Shirwa to examine and
report on the formation. Mr. Moore has taken
samples of the Lake water and surrounding

exrth to send to England for analysis also speci-

mens of the iish etc., and we believe he has also

made a discovery of .some commercial importance.

Cattle have been selling as low as £2, JOs. per

head.—Mr. Bowring, who has came to examine
the accounts of the Administration Stations

arrived at Zomba last month.—Major Forbes

Avent South a month ago to consult Avith Mr.
Rhodes. Rumour has it that he has sent for 2UU

soldiers (Makha) to clear out the Awemba and
also that ho intends to bring back 100 whites to

help him in keeinng order in N. Charterland.

—

Owing to the heavy rains last month planting

Avas early begmii this year in all the coll'ee ilistricts.

—Mr. Rloomlield Rradshaw reports the IMlanje

colI'ce pros|)octs as good, —Mr. Oiincan McAliiine
has secureil two square miles of good laml near

the Palm Stream on tlie Zomba- lllantyre road.

—Mr. Codrington left Chikala on Decemlicr 10th.

on a visit to Kawinga’s at Kanjala’s in the

Manguru country. He expected to return in a
week’s time. It is the intention of the Adminis-
tration to try and get Kawinga settled near
Zomba. — Dr. Rendall has resigned his post in tlu'

15. C. ,'\. A,—We liaAC had an opportunity of

sampling the tapioca made by Mrs. Smith of

the Domasi Mission and can fully endorse Mr.
Whyte’s A'crdict that it is excellent. The ])ricc

is lOd. per lb. and it should command a ready
sale .—British Central African Planter.

- —
THE INTRODUCTION Of COFFEE

INTO 15. C. A.

We liave received the following commimication
from Mr. Jonathan Duncan of Upiior Mudi E-itate,

Blautyre, giving the details of how ho brought tlic

first plants of Coffee Arahiea to lUantyiv’. As a cer-

tain amount of confusion has been the result of H. M.

Commissioner's statement in his last Rluebook (1891)
we hope the subjoined rommnnication will set the
matter finally at rest. We have also to thank Mr.
Duncan for correcting a mis-statement in our first

number by Avhich we gave Mr. Simpson the honour
of introducing Liberian coffee in this country. This
honour, it appears, belongs to the late Mr. Henry
Henderson, Pioneer of the Church of Scotland
Mission in these parts.
Dear Sir.

^
In 1878 I was appointed by the Church of Scotland

]'’oroign Mission Committee to proceed to Rlantyre,
ITast Africa. Before leaving, the Foreman (now
Curator, and a friend of my own) of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, gave me the first coffee
planlbw'hich I tended carefully on the way out, and,
with the same care, they were planted in the Mission
Garden.
In the year 1880 wo had a small crop on

the parent tree, about 1,000 beans in parch-
ment Avhich was all sown up. F’our hun-
dred of the seedlings were planted in the Blan-tyrc
coffee garden in Feb. 1881. In 1883, off the four
hundred trees, fourteen and a half cwt. of coffee was
gathered. I may mention the size of the pits was
Oft. wide by 3ft. deep

;
they were filled up with allu-

vial soil, cow manure and wood ashes. I believe this

accounts for the enormous crop.

The last crop which I pulled off the mother tree,

after, being pulped, washed and dried, weighed
seven-and-a-half pounds and I am certain that
the coffee crrlturo in some parts of British Central
iftrica will turn out as well any other coffee-grow-
ing country in the world if well done to.

The late Mr. Henry Henderson, bf the Blantyre
Mission, brought from home in 1879 fifty-six pounds
Liberian Coflee seed which I had the pleasure of

sowing. Only seven grexv to maturity; one was sent
to Zomba, another to Mandala, the rest were
planted in the Mission garden. They took nine
years to bear fruit; the bean seemed to be sound
and of good quality, but little has been done with
this variety. Blue Mountain and Orange Coffee were
introduced by Mr. John Moir or his brother while
joint Managers at Mandala, but I cannot give the
year of its introduction. The Blue Mountain as far

as my experience goes is well suited for high eleva-

tions in the Shire Highlands. The orange Coffee is

more tender and perhaps better suited to lower ele-

vations
;

at the same ti^ie I have taken a good crop
off the few' plants Avhich I have. As to the quality
of the coffee I caniiot giv'e any opinion, nor as to its

origin.—I am, etc., Jonathan Duncan.
Upper Mudi, 10th Doc. 1895.

— Central African Planter,

WILD COFFEE.
Tu the Editor of the Central African Plano r.

Di;ai; Sir,— I lun forwarding yon .a specimen of

some cullee I obtained growing abundantly about
Chipanga on the LoAver Shire. I learnt in course of
conver.sation with some Portugue.se gentlemen
that thi.s cofi'ee was largely u.scd here.

All the trees I saw' appearetl to be groAviug
quite wild, and were bearing well ; tlie best
jdants seemed those hidden in shady .sjiots. None
of the trees were higher than 3 or 4 feet. The
leas es are long and narrow, ami the berries very
small. In one instance on cutting through a bean
1 found it to contain six very small and distant
berries.

’Trusting this may be of interest ti your readers;
—I remain, Yours truly, W. A. MOKUAN.
(,'hinde,

2nil November 1895.

[We duly received the specimen for which Ave
thank- Mr. Morgan. 'The leaves are small, about
three inches long, hut very narrow, only a little
over half a.n inch in breadth, 'The berry i.s

about the si;',c of a pea, .seems to have no jiiilp

to speak of, and no parcluneut Avith the excep-
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tiun of the seiitum (liviJiiijr tho two seeds. The
seeds are darlc hrowii ia eolouv and |da\io-convcx
like tlic ordinary eolleo hearns hut liave no cleft
on tlic Hat side.—

C

-I.

^
IT-ARTRCi IN FttUrilLTlN INDIA.

London Leh. Id.

AUliou^i;li the iong'Ui of the following letter

will make a heavy demand upon y<mr sjiace, it

seems desirable tliat it .should liiid place here in

further elnei lation of a subject which lias received
discussion, in previous letters of t'ds series. Its

write!', Mr. i'aiiest d'ye, is ;i gentleman \>'ell-

known to all tlmse in any way connected with
the lea-growing interests in India and Ceylon.

What he writes we arc all sure will embody the

results to well-weighed exfieriences; and from his

position as Secretary to tlie India Tea Associa-

tion Mr. d'ye must l>e cxceptiimaliy well (lualified

to a|)preciate tho obstacles ag.dnst which the

Indiiii tea planters have to contend. What he
has iio'.v and so ably written may be well taken
into consiileration by those of your own idant-

i ig community who contemplated acijuiring in-

terests in their pursuit in the South liidiaa dis-

trict.s.

TO THE EMTOK 01' THE “ TIMES.”

Sir,—Your article of yesterday ou tho i bjCct of

the planters of Southern ludia sets belurc tlic pub-

lic with ubsolnto cleiiniess the ditliculties of planters,

irot merely in the south, but in all parts ot India.

The association which I have the liononr to re-

present cannot but feel thankful to you for the

effective w'ay in which you have, in your columns
for sonic months past, set before the public one of

the ino,t iniiiortaut questi ms aJIocting the iudu.-ilrial

development of 13rili.sh India. 1 refer to tho per-

sistent divci'sion of provincial funds to meet the

demands of tho supreme Government. As long as

the supreme Government of India is not allowed to

raise sufficient revenue to meet its obligations pro-

vincial Governments will be fleeced again and again

to supply its I'lccessities, and will be I'eipiired to starve

roads, and other public works.

In its chaiv.ctcr as rcpre.senting the whole of tlio

])lauters of India my association is liiglily gratilicJ

.to ousel VO th.it tho Vici loy expressed a willingness to

o.iisider the expedicary of issuing a coimmssion of

inquiry into tho giievancesof the planters of Southern

iiutia, but possibly tlio_ scope of inquiry of such

commission might bo extended to other provinces of

liidi.i. besides Madras. Good I'oads, good means ot

communication, improved steamboat and luilway

services arc in crying request all through the plant-

ing districts.

As you have p inted out, the condition of Assam
has greatly improved in this .md similar i expects,

since 'by its convcr.-iion into a scpoiato provincial

Government it has mot '.vith the more direct atten-

tion of able administrators, but even in Assam there

is much room for advance. Without the hearty co-

pperation of Government it imist bo impossible to

make those improvements in obtaining and transjiovt-

iin' coolie laljourcrs, wliicli arc urgently demaiulod,

so"as to rcduc.o Ih.e enormous expense.i of recruiting,

and promote tiio heal 111, eoinfoi L, and wellbeing of

llu! hil.'Oiuers.
, r , ,

Other planting districts Inavo not the safeguards of

Assam. It was only as late as December last your

telegram from India called attention to the neglect of

the roads in the Donars, onepf the most important

tci districts ia India. The qiaiticular road referred

to is one which has occupied the serious attention

of tlio Indian Tea Association both here and iii

Calcutta. It is clear to my association that if this

road is allowed to decay it will hs hardly possible to

obtain any help for less urgent claims in other dis-

tricts. Tlic local dDtrict lioanl lias not tho nuans

at its diiqu-'i-al, and the pmviti''i.i.l fund:; have been

(lepb'.ted ill I be. iireint need e.r (be Kiipieiiie. ( .,iv-

crnmeiil for |)i’cuniai v assistiiiice ;
and ihc resii t is

that tho road, which has hecu a public road for many

years and on which depends the transport of million

oi pounds of tea to Calcutt:i., is, it is rumoured, to

be practically nhaiidoncd. The vital importance of

this road to a small but increasing community, by
whoso exertions wastes have been converted into

gardens, is fairly set forth in the following resolu-

tion passed at a mcciing of planters held on the

7tli ult. :

—

‘‘ That the Nagiak-rta l oid is one of the most im-

jiortaiit ill the Dooars. It is the only means of com-
nuinication with tlie railway station and the outside

world for II gnrJens, witii 10,800 acres under tea,

producing over 70,000 maunds, or 5A million pounds,
of tea annually, and giving employment to 20,000

coolies living on the estates ; tho road lead.s also to

a Goveniniciit bazaar, police-station, and several

other bazaars, and there is a lirge community of

rosideut native cultivators, shopkeepers, and otheis
dependent ou this road for coniimmication and food
supplies.”
The snlistilutcs proposed are to maintain it as a

cold-weather track (Mio pre.ssing need being for a

ro.id to carry the tea crop to the market dining
tho season of he:ivy rains) and to consti'ucc a new
and distant road outside the distiict and at the other
side of dangerous rivers. What would the pecplc of

Novih Surrey say if their main road aiongthc Thames
Were to be dismantled on the plea that a he' ter

ro:id could bo constrncied on liie other side ot tho
Tiiamcs ? ATt North Surrey has inaiiy alternative

rautes both by load and rail.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

iluxEST Tye, Secretary.

Indian Tea Association (Loudon), 14, St. Maiy axe,

Loudon, E.C., Jan. 4.

rOSITIOX OF COCONUT OIL.

It appears to bi the almost un-aniinous opinion

of the trade that the general situation in coconut

oils has never been better, and the outlook seldom
brighter, from holders’ standpoint, than it is at tho

present time. This favorable view is founded par-

tially upon the fact that the outlet for these oils is

not only a wide one, but the near future is ex-

]K‘ctcd to still further extend the demand. In ad-

dition to tins, the visililo supply of both kinds is

considered small for this time of the year, and prices

in the primary markets arc steadily hardening, owing
to light Hiipplic.s there. Tho quantity afloat is ap-

iiroximalely stated to be iS.OUU tons, and this com-
jiriiCH all the slii[)meiiLs that may he uxiiected to

reach Ihi.i country up to tho first of next July.

Of tills, the “ Marguci itc I'llise,” with 700 tons, and
the *• Hervia,” witli (U)0 tons, are now about due,

while the ‘'Fidmoiiton” and the “Nova Scotia,” with

1,10'.) and OOO tons icspcctivcly, arc expected to

a'l'iYo during the iire.sent month. The Luzon, which
ii due in May with about GOO loiis, will comjilcte the

i .npurtatioiis of cocoamit oils for the (ir.st half of 189li.

These cargoes, witli an estimated stock on liaiid in

oar iii;U'ke‘i<s of about l,i00 tons, constitutes tho

supply ill sight up to July 1st. How far this will go

toward satislying the requirements of consumers
during the period in question cannot, of course, be

accurately stated, but it is within bounds to say tliat

there will bo no surplus oil horoatlbcend of June,

and that meanwhile holders will have the advantage
in tho matter of lu icos.

It in said that the consuin|)tion of coconut oil

ill tiio United Slates has reached the large average

of botwoen ten and twelve thousand tons annual-

ly, and that the prospects favoi- a still further gra-

dual increase. Tlie demand for Coehin oil has made
particularly rapid ju'ogrcss, ami it is a fact Unit its

use is now almost as extensive as is that of Ceylon,

wheroas, np to within a very few years past, tho

former cut a rathu' insignilicaiit figuro. Topularlaste

has called for a white soaj', whicli nj other material

seems capable of supplying so well as Cochin oil,

ami despite its high price the consumiition goes ou
with ra.)}id stiidos. This does not seem to be tlio

case with Ceylon oil, whieh continues to find em-
ployment in the nsnii

I

qininl it iiM, ami thus the favor

exteiulid to Coehin h .u mi!, sueeeeded in displacing

or curtailing tho couoiunption of its lival.
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The stock of oil on the spot consists of about 500
tons of Cochin and (iOO tons of Ceylon, while the
supplies to come forward will probably aggregate
1,500 tons of the former and 2,100 tons of the latter,

so that, statistically, Ceylon is in a better position
than Cochin. That the general trade understands
this to be so is evidenced by the upward
tendency' in values which Cochin oil has recently
displayed. Spot stocks are under the control of strong
holders, and natural conditions tend to strengthen
the firm views now entertained by them. lit fact,

it is pointed out that quotations in this market on
Cochin oil are lower than the import value of the
article, and that the tendency on the coast is to

exact full figures. As regards Cochin, very little has
lately been available for shipment, owing, it is stated,
to a reduced production, and hence there has been
an accumulation of this grade in any of the markets of
the world. On the first of January the total stock of

coconut oil in London was only 594 tons, but of this
only an insignificant proportion is supposed to be the
Cochin variety, and on the same date the total quan-
tity afloat from primary sources to London was only
200 tons, agaiirst 2,000 tons at the corresponding time
in 1895. A portion of the stock of Cochin to arrive
here was purchased at much lower figures than those
now quotable, but as the goods were taken on con-
tracts by actual consunrers they will not come upon
the market. From the foregoing there is ample
reason to believe that prices for coconut oils, espe-
cially Cochin, will be characterized by uncommon
firmness for some time to come .— Oil I’aint and Bnu/
dle-iJorter, Feb. 3.

HOW PEARLS ARE GROWN.
Professor Stewart’s lecture at the Royal Institu-

tion yesterday afternoon was chiefly about the shell-

forming habits of the lamellibrauchs, or oyster family.
The shell-bearing molluscs are all endowed by Nature
witli the very valuable capacity of depositing beauti-
ful films of calcite or carbonate of lime from the cells

of their soft cirticle or outer skin. In this way they
build up their shells. The detailed structure of the
shell is well worth studying. The layers of calca-

reous matter nearest the cuticle are beautifully
smooth and polished, forming the well-known mother-
of-peaiT, known to zoologists as nacre. The depo-
sit takes the form of exceedingly thiir semi-trans-
parent films, and it is from this cause that the
beautiful iridescence of nacre arises, lirow'ster many
years ago thought he had proved conclusively
that this iridescence was due to extremely fine

lines' on the surface, because a cast taken of the
mere in wax exhibited the same iridescence. Pro-
fessor Stewart mentioned that ho had repeated
Brewster’s experimeirt, and found that the iridescence

of the wax was due to fine films of nacre
adhering to it. It may now be taken for granted
that the nacre films produce what are known as
“interference” effects in diffracting light and give
rainbow tints on the same principle as Newton’s rings
and soap-bubbles. The usual source of pearls found
within the oyster appears to be the intrusion of

some small foreign body, which sets up an irrita-

tion of the cuticle. The only means of defence
open to the mollusc is to deposit a layer of uacre
round the irritating particle, and thus cut it off

from the soft, tender skin. A grain of sand, a
small crustacean, or a diatom may slip in be-

tweeir the lips, and, setting up irritation, pro-
voke the cuticle to deposit around it a scries of

thin films of nacre. These are added to from time to

time like the skins of an onion, until ultimately the

little nucleus is completely encysted and a pearl is the

result. In this way many curious deposits are to be
seen in mothcr-of-peari, for tlih oyster a.ppiies the

same remedy to all sorts of foreign bodies, of what-
ever character they may be. Thus Professor Stewart
has even seen little fish embedded in the nacre. The
Chinese with their ingenious habit of turning natural
phenomena to account, have takim advantage of this to

artificially excite the growth of jiearls in oysters.

A favourite device is to insert an H-shaped piece of

wire into the mantle border, by means of which ordi-

nary pearl-shaped pearls are produced. But the pro-
cess is not confined to producing ordinary pearls.
Larger objects are inserted and coated with nacre,
especially metal figures of Buddha, which yield much-
prized copies in pearl of that divinity, generally used
as charms .—DaiUj Chronicle.

INDIAN PATENTS.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-
vention have been filed, under the provisions of Act
V. of 1888.

For Ijii'rovements in Machinery or Appar.atus por
Drying or Withering Tea Leaves.—No. 49 of 1896.—Arthur William McLeod, Civil Engineer, of 3l'
Dalhousie Square, South, Calcutta, for improvements
in machinery or apparatus for drying or withering
tea leaves or similar substances.
For A Machine for Breaking or Decorticating and

Scutching Fibrous Plants.—No. 54 of 1896.—Taylor
Burrows, of 83, Upper Kennington Lane, London,
engineer, and Dick Edwards Radclyffe, of 56, Glou-
cester Crescent, Regent’s Park, London, gentleman
for a machine for breaking or decorticating and scutch-
ing fibrous plants, stems or straws, such as ramie
hemp and the like, throughout the length thereof at
one operation.
For an Invention for Automatically Actuating

OR Pulling Punkahs.—No 55 of 1896.—John Phillip
Rundlett, gentleman, of 24, Ripon Street, Calcutta,
for an invention for automatically actuating or pul-
ling punkahs to be called “ Rundlett’s punkah motor.”
For a Process and Machine for Husking Coffee.—No. 60 of 1896.—-Thomas Frederick Doyer, of

Pasoeroean, in the island of Java, inventor for a
process and machine for husking coffee.
The fees prescribed have been paid for the con-

tinuance of exclusive privilege in respect of the
undermentioned inventions for the periods shown
against each :

—

For Improvements in tea Rolling Machinery.
No. 81 of 1889.—John Brown, of London, engineer,
for improvements in rolling tea machinery. (Frorn
10th September 1896 to 9th September 189'i.)
For Machine for Hulling

, Cleaning, and Polish-
ing Rice and other Grains,—No. 96 of 1890.—The
Eiigelberg Huller Company, a corporation organized
under the laws of the state of West Virginia.
United State of America, and having its principai
place of business at Syracuse, in the county of
Onondaga, and state of New York, United States of
America, for machine for hulling, cleaning, and polish-
ing rice aud other grain. (From 2nd March 1896 to
1st March 1897 .—Indian Engineer.

THE CEYLON TEA AND TIMBER
SYNDICATE

The registration of the Ceylon Tea and Timber
Syndicate, Limited, was applied for on February 3rd,
by Messrs. luce. Colt and Ince, St. Beliefs Chamberi
I’euchurch St., B.C., with a capital of £‘3,000 in ,£100
shares. Object, to enter into an agreement with BlI.
J. C. Roberts and to carry on the business of tea
pLanters and exporters in all its branches. Registered
office, 4 Guildhall Chambers, E.C. The signatories
are:—Aithur Washington Rowe, Dashwood House
E.C.; Alfred Ledgard Hutchison, 4, Guildhall Chambers’,
E,C.; William A. K. Gostling, 13, Herbert Crescent,
S.W.; John George Wylie, 19, Surrey Street, Strand’
Richard W. Roberts, St. George’s Club, W.; John
Dunham Massey, Broad St. House, E.C.: George
Brace Cold, St. Beliefs Chambers, E.C.

n F A F M P Q Q de.scril)ing a really
L/Lni liLUOi genuine Cure for Deafne.ss,
Ringing in Ears, &c., no matter how severe or lon-rl
tamling, will lie sent post free.-—Artificial Ea“.
srums and simil.ar appliances entirely .sniierseded*
Address THOMAS IvEMI’E, VTcToniA CiiamI
BKits, 19, Southampton Buildings, Holbokn >

London, *
*
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THE HEALTHINESS OF THE WVNAAI).
A correspondent writinj; to the Madras Mail

says :

—

There is not the sli«,ditest doiihl tea will Hourish
in Wynaad everywhere, the soil heiii-^ especially a.1-
apted to its growth, but tea planters will lind that
the labour question is nob so easily solved as some
people imagine. Coolies will not stay in Wynaad
during the unhealthy months, because they simply
die like rotten sheep. Some districts, of course, arc
much healthier than others and those closest to the
ghauts are the bests I consider, in these respects.
Inland, Sultan’s Battery, es[iecially,is excei»tionally
unhealthy in March, April and May. I have had I!)

years’ experience of this district, and labour cannot
be had in sullicient numbers during these months,
and the few that are sometimes induced to stay on,
die or are otherwise so saturated with malaria and
fever that they are useless for any work whatever.
I am perfectly willing to pay enhanced rates to

labour that I can get in April to do certain impor-
tant work which at that time of year can be done
well and for half the cost against June, July .and

August, heavy wet weather. I have been trying to

do this for the past 12 years and failed, with the ex-

ception of one year, when I did get up a gang of

coolies in April, and after two weeks’ work I lost

seven from choleraic diarrhuiaandtherest “cleared.”

With regard to Mr. Knight’s remarks—quoted by
you—that it h.as become a custom in Wynaad to

leave the estates during the hot months, all I have
to say is that it is a very good thing it has become
a custom, which has probably saved several Euro-
pean lives .and which accounts for the non-

mortality owing directly to imaharia among Euro-

peans. I shall he cert.ainly very pleased to see

Ceylon men and Cejdon capital to the fore in

Wynaad ;
but I will not s.ay a district is healthy

when it is not, merely to induce men to invest.

TEA IN AMERICA
New Youk, Feb. (j.-^We still have a dragging mar-

ket, particularly for Pingsueys and Country Greens,

which are selling at phenomenally low prices. There

is quite a large otl'ering at this week’s auction.

English Breakfasts are dull and in buyers’ favor.

There is a fair demand for the better grades of

Formosa which are not in ample supply, and, there-

fore, these grades rule strong, but other grades arc

Weak. Japans are dull and easy for all sorts. It is

the same disappointing, discouraging mai-ket that we
have had for a month.
Today at noon the Montgoineiy Auction and Com-

mission Company will sell packages, viz,:—2781

half-chests Moyune including some very desirable

chops; 4,342 boxes Piugsuey
;
101 half-chest Japan

and Nibs; 82 half-chests .Japan basket-tired; 75 half,

chest Japan dust; (>3l half-chest Congou; 54 boxes

Capers and orange pekoe; 6ti packages India, Java

and Ceylon ;
486 h df-chest Foochow, new season’s

140 half-chests and boxes Formosa .—American Grj-

cer, Feb. 5.

DRUG BEPURT.
(From the Chemist and Dna/fflst.)

I''i4)iiiary l.'itli.

KssiCNTlAE Oil,.—Citronolla oil has been in good (loiimid

•itelv especially for shipment to America, and fair sales

nave been made. On the spot the ipiotation is 2s to 2s

vd per lb and for arrival the following prices have been

Inaid •- Jaiiuary-.March steamer shipment Is lOd
; .Imie

s^iipment. Is 9d ;
and August. Is S-pl per

j]-,.

Till'. Amstekpam CI.M HON.V-M.VKKI'/I'.—Our cor-espondent

writ, s that the .Java cinchona-bark auction wliich will be

held in Am.itenlam on February 20 wiH_ be cxtreniely

large, the total d clarations amounting to ^ , 1.5 bales and
i;V) cases, together containing 725,21!) kilos ot bark. I lie

average .luinine contents of the bark is .also exceedingly

high viz.. Oil percent, the total weight ot Suliiliate of

qinnine is the bark being :i0,.50fl kilo.s of wliieli ;i(i,oii,k^

Is contained in the manufacturing bark; the total weight

of the manufacturing b.uk being u).’ 002, and tluiL of the

pharmaceutical bark 23,217 kilo.s.- acmist and Drui/yint.

AUSTRALIAN COCONUT OIL.

The manufacture of coconut oil is to be one
of the new .An.str.alian .staple iinlustrie.s. The lir.st

sod was turned recently at Ralm.aiu by Mrs.
Lever, the wife of Mr. W. II. Lever, of Messrs.

Lever Rros., of the first coconut oil mill in Aus-
tralia. The establishment is to he of a very
complete and extensive character, cajiahle of turn-

ing out several thousand tons of oil and oilcake
per annum. Mr. Lever has selected New South
Wales for his ojierations because Sydney is the
jndncipal port for the South Seas, whence the
oil mainly comes in the form of coconuts.

—

Euro-
ocan Mail, Feh. 19.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AND
EXPERIMENT.

The following are the recommendations of the 0 ain-

mittee appointed by Government under G.O., No. 61)9,

Revenue, dated 23rd October, 1895, on the question of
how best to adopt the system of education in Primary
Schools to the requirements of the agricultural classes.
(The Committee was compo.sed of Sir Edward Buck,
K.O.S.I., Secretary to the Government of India,
Revenue and Agricultural Department, the Hon'ble
Dr. D. Duncan, m.a.. Director of Public Instruction
Mr. H. M. AVinterbotham, Acting Commissioner
of Revenue Settlement and Director of the D^art-
ment of Land Records and Agriculture, Mr. F. A.
Nicholson, i.e.s,. Collector of Anantamir, Mr. C.
Benson, m.r.a.c., Deputy Director of Laud Records and
Agriculture, and Mr AAb Keess, Ji a., m.h a.c.. Acting
Principal of the College of Agriculture) :—(1) That
Agriculture should not appear as a separate subject
in the curriculum of rural Primary Schools but that the
elfort should be to impart ati elementary knowledge
ot it in the group, “ Object Lessons and Elemen'ary
Science,” which group should be made a compulsory
subject

; (2) that Agriculture should bo recognised as
a separate optional subject for boys after they have
passed the Fourth Standard, and that, until properly
qualified teachers become available, tl e study of a
text-book on Agriculture in Lower Sscon.lary Schools
will be better than noth ug

; (3) that the necessary
step is to provide for the training of the
teachers of Lower Secondary and Primary Schools’
rural schools, and .that to this end, every training
institution, where such teachers are trained, shou'd
(a) have on the staff a master qualified to teach
Agriculture, and (5) have attached to it a school
garden

; (1) that to secure an adequate supply of
trained teachors for the rural. Primary and jjower
Secondary Schools an agricultural clisi should be
devcloiiod in selected educational iiistitution.s, where
the general education will be carried on up to the
Upper Secondary Examination, and spociil educa-
tion in Agriculture up to the Intermediate Stand-
ard. Such classes will need a small demoustra-
tional farm for teaching purposes, and a portion of

a Government experimental farm may be utilised

for the purpose, if there be one in the vicinity

;

(5) that it is not otherwise expedient to combine a
Farm School for the above purpose with an ex-
perimental farm, as proposed in the scheme of the
Madras Government, and ((i) that the early es-

tablishment of experimental tarms, as separate or-

ganisations and (losigued for carrying cm agricul-
tural investigation, is advisable.— 9/. Times, March 2.

SMOKERS SHOULD USE
CALVEKT’S DENTJ-PHENOLENE,
A KKAOl’vANT LHJIMU IlK.VrU'ltU'K .iiNI)

MDUTll-WASII.

Editor ol lliidth says : rim iiiosl (’(Vc'ctivo.

|iiaqiarat ion for lidding fln' niontli of tin' aronia
of loliaeco, and leaving a pleas, nil lasfe.

"

Sold in l.s'. (ir/., 2.V. 6r/., and 1 11). ~s- iid, botllos,
liy ('Iminisis, (ve.

F. C. CALVERT & CO., Mancuestfh.
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COLOMBO PBICE CUKBENT.

{Furnished hy the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, March 9, lb9(j.

Exchange of London : Closing Hates, Banh
Selling Bates :—On demand 1/2 21-32 to 11-16

;
4

months’ sight 1/2 11-16 to 23-32; 6 months’ sight 1/2

23-32 to Bank Buyinii Bates .-—Credits 3 months’

sight 1/25 ;
15 months sight 1/2 29-32 ;

Docts. 3 months’

sight 1/2 29-32
;
6 months’ sight 1/2 15-16.

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, R41 to 16‘00. Estate Crops in Parclunent,

Jan. delivery, no quot. Plantation Estate Coffee, i.o.b.

on the spot per cwt, R75’00 to 82. Liberian parch-

ment on the spot per bushel, R1200 Native

Coffee f.o.b. per cwt. R60 to 62-.50. —Nominal.
Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week: Broken

Pekoe, per lb 51c. Pekoe per lb 34c. Pekoe

Souchong, per lb 33c Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 29o.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bark.—Twigs and branch per lb 14c. to

c3.—1 to 4 %.
Cardamoms.—per lb Rl'OO to 2'15.—Scarce.

Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt. R15 to 15'25. Dealer’s

oil per cwt. R14'73. Coconut oil in ordinary packages

f.o.b. per ton R330 to 335.—Nominal.
Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R42 to R18'00.

Coconut Cake : (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R40 to 50.

—

Nominal.
Cocoa f.o.b. R30 to 40
„ ,, i o ( Kogalla per cwt. R9 to 18.
Com Yarn.-Nos. 1 to to

Cinnamon.—

N

os. 1 & 2 only f.o.b. 67c.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb 64c.

Plumbago ; Firm.—Large Lumps per ton, R150
to 330. Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips

per ton, R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Ebony: per ton.—Govt, sales on 16th instant.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7'30 to RS'OO.—Very scarce.

Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7 85 to R8-15.

Coast Calunda per bushel, R3-15 to R3'35.

Muttusamba per bushel, 113-20 to R3-65.

Kadappa and Km-uwe per bushel, R2 85 to 3 00.

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, b-ag, R9 00.

Freights.

Cargo.
Per

ton

London

per

str.

N.

York

per

str.

Trieste

per

str.

Mar’lles

per

str.

- PI

ib 2 •

c 3

K pq

s, d. .s. d. .S', d. H. d» 8. d.

Tea 20/ , , T.tSj ‘BSj 20/

Coconut Oil 20
/ 25/ 25/ 20/

Plumbago 17/6 . . 25/ 25/ 20/

Coconuts in bags 17/6 . . 25/ 25/ 20/

Other Cargo 17/6 , , 2.-,/ 25/ 20/

Broken Stowage 10/ , , 25/ 25/ 20/

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil 32/6 , , • . • •

Plumbago , , 32/6 • • • • • .

New York rates per steamer with transhipm( nt

12/6 (7® 1.7/ above London

«
rates

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittamhulam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.

Colombo, March. 13, 1890.

1U4-00 to 14“2.5 per bushelGarden Parchment
Ulietty do

Native Oollee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parehmont,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
PvicE.—Market is quiet :

—

Kazla
Soolye
Callunda
Coast Callunda
Kuruve (New)
MuUusaniba

Cl nna.mcn.—Quoted Nos.
60 cents per lb (nominal)
Chips.—

R

75-00 per candy

13-50 to 14-00 do
S.'S '00 to .57 '00 per cwt
63-00 to 63 00 do
1-2-00 per bushel (nominal)
OO'OO to 61-00 per cwt
0'70 to 1 -75 per lb (nominal)

30 00 to 37-00 per cwt do

per bag
do

per bushel
do
do

R6-5O to 6-75
7 -00 to 7

-

0O
7-75 to S-00
3-00 to 3-06

2-7.5 to 2-87
3 "25 to 3-50

1 to 4, at 03c and Nos. 1 and 2 at

(nominal)

Coconuts.- Ordinary
do Selected 40-00 to 43-00

Coconut Oil.— 14-87 to 15 00
Copra.-

M

arket steady:

—

R36-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)
do do

per cwt do

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.— Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.-quotations at
Satinwood.— cubic feet
Halmilla.— do

R4I) 00 to 50 00 per candy
47-00 to 48-00 do
42-00 to 45-00 do
90-00 to 95-00 per ton
100-00 to 105-00 do
70-00 to 80-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do
1-25 to 1-50 do

KiTUL Fibre.-

Q

uoted at R30 00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.-

Q

uoted nominally:—
Jatlr.a Black.- Cleaned (Scarce)

do Mixed R17-00 to 18-00 per cwt.
Indian do R7-00 to 9-00 do
Do Cleaned 10 00 to 14-00

Sapan Wood.— Quoted 55-00 to 00 t'O

Kerosine Oil—

A

merican 7-80 to 7-35

do Russian 3-45 to 3-50

Kapok.— Cleaned f. o.b :— 29-00 to 30 00
do Un cleaned

Croton Seed
Nux. Vnomica

per ton
per (-ase

per tin

(nominal)
6-00 to 6‘50 (Scarce)

13-00 to 17 CO do
2-50 to 3-09 per cwt

CEYLON EXrOKTS AND DISTKIBUTION

1895-1896.

o
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
(Prom S. Fiijgis cO Co.'s Forlni(jhtUj Price Ourrent, London, liith Fcbrnnry, 1896.

J

EAST INDIA.
IBombay, Ceylon, Maoras

Coast aiul Zanzibar. !

QU.ALITV. QUOTATION."'

ALOES, Socotrine Good and tine dry liver... £3 10s a £0
Zanzibar & HepaciclComiuon and iro'od

CARK, CINCIION.A Orown^Ledj'eriana chip.s

BEES’ WAX, White
Yellow

Mauritius & Madagascar..
CAM PHOH, China

Japan
CABDAMOMS-

Allepeo
Mangalore
Malabar
Cevloii

Tell cherry

Mysore

|Origiual stem
lUenewed ...

I

Chips
|Sli. .sof. to g(l.

Dark to fair
fair to tine

30s u 80S

.. 21 a 3^1

..ilfd a 3d

|21 a 4^1

u 1 a 2 1

hard brig. |£ i 10s a £8

Long Ceylon

CASTOR OIL, Ist?

2 nd:

CHILLIES, Zanzibar

CINNAMON, Ists

2nd^
3rls

4ths and 5ths
Chips

CLOV'ES"^ Zanzibar
and Pemba.

„ STEMS
COCULUS INUICUS
COFFEE .. ...

COLOMBO ROOT

CROTON 3EEOS, sitted...

CUTCH
DRAGONS BLOOD. Zvn.

GALLS, Bussorah& Turkey

GINGER, Calicut C It A
B & C

Cochin Roiigi'...

Bengal Rough
aUM AMMONIACUM ..

ANIMI, washed ..

scraped...

ARABIC E.I. & Aden...

Ghatti ..

Anirad clui

Madras
assafietida

KINO
myrrh, picked

Aden sort..

OLIBANUM, Irop...

»>

pickings...

siftings

INDIARUBBER ...

East African Ports, Zai zi-

bar and .Mozauilmpie coast

Assam ...

Riingoon ...

Madagascar, 'lamatave,
j

Majunga an 1 Nossibe t

ISINGLASS or Ixonguc.
KlSlI.MAtV.Sf
^ Bladder Pipe

Purse

,

|.CI

.

£() a £7

I
Fair average qualit^

...|£ti Ids a t 7
nominal
I97.S Gd

Fair to fine clipped
Hold, bright, fa irto tin"
( liliped, bold bright tine
Middling, stalky jt lean
Good to tine

Bcown s'l

Fair to tine pmp. ei p J.

,, ,, small
Shelly to good
.Seels

White
Fair and good p.ile

Fair to lino bri g'lt

Ord’y, and middlin
Ord'y. to tine quill

fair to Gcod

Fair to fine brijr'ii

Common dull and mixed

Common to good
Fair sifted

BoM to tine bold c loiq

-Midding to tine mid
Low mid ami low grown
Gooii to line hriglu sou in

(irdinary& midd.ing
Fine fresh

Fair to fine dry
Ordinary to good drop ...

Fair to line dark blue ...

Good wlute and green .

.

Good to line bold
Small and mediu n

Common to line bold ..

Small and D's
Fair Co g. o I

Blocky to line clean
Picked line pale in soits
Part yellow & mi.xe i fl

Dean & Pea size ditto
Amber and red bold
.Medium Sc bold sorts
Good to line palefrosteil

sifted
Sorts, dull red to fair ...

Good to line paloselocled
Sorts middling to good
Good and line pale
Reddish to pale brown ...

Dark to tine piilo

Fairto tine pinky block...
and drop

Ordinarystony to m dlin.,'

Fair to line bright
Fair to line pale
.Middling to good

\ [

Fair to tine will te

Reddish to middling
.Middling to good p.iic

Slightly toul to tine
|

Red hard clean b.ill

White soiiisli ditto
Unriiieroot
Liver and Lamu i all ...

Sausage, ordinaryto ime
" wilhout Sticks

Good to line

Common foul & middling
Fair to good clean
Good tofinciiinky 3cwliit.

Fair to good black

I good to fine pale
\dark tifeir
Clean till II to line bold...

Ihfk mixed to liiiop.i'o ..

Is a 2s Gd
Is 10 1 a 2s 8d
U' Sd a 2 s 3d

Is 3 I a IS "d
Is Gd a Is 8 I

ikl a Is Id
Is nd a 3 i Gd
is 3 I a Is G I

is G i a 2s Ud
2 s Gd
31 a 3id
2J.1 a 2fd
28 . a : Os
<iG 'll 2S ‘

D^-d a Is 3 I

9 tl a Is Id
S.jd a Is

7 .{d a 9|d
3d a 3jd

1 15-lGd a 2^(1

1 } i a 2 a

Id
8 s '1 1

2

s

105S a 110 s

100s a lOls

9.05 I 93s
1 Os a 15

J

7s a as

50s
2os a 32s
2 ‘s a 6 Is

50s n 55 i

40 s a 47s Ol
08 s n 70 s

52 i Oil a .57 s Gd
3 Is a 37s
30 s a 33 s

I 7 s

30 .5 a 50s
£) a £11
£8 Los a £8 15

1

£4 a £ t 1 Os
£5 a £7
£4 a £7

IDs n 45 s

32 s G I a 35 s i

40s a .50s
32s Od a 37s Gd
32 s Gd a iOs

|

15 s a 30 s

15

1

a 35s
I

4 'sa 8 ')»
I

15 s a 40

1

I

fiJa a £.i0
ei a i.5

50

1

a GO.
3 Is a 55

1

20 . a 25 s
8 s a III
.Isa 13 '

2 . Id a 2 s 5,1

is 3d a 2 .

lOd a Is 51
is 8d a 2 s Id
is 3d a 2.S

2s 1

1

a 2s Id
Is 7d a 2 s 2d
Jd n Is 5d
is G I a 2 s 21
2s Id a 2 s 4 1

is Gd a I. 10 I

2 I n 2 i 9.1

lOd a Is 81
Is 8d a 2 s 9 J
n.l a Is 31

EAST INDIA.
Bombay, Ceylon, Madras
CoisD and Zanzibar.

Knrr.iol ee Leaf

INDIGO Pcngal

Kurpah

Madras (Dry Leaf)

IV'URY—Eleiitianti’ Teeth
Glib & upwards
over 30 & under GO lb

GO a 100 lb.

Scrivolloos
Hilliard Ball Piece' 2 | i 3}ni

Bagatelle Point.
Cut Point, for Balls ...

Ke I part Uiiit ..
|2s 31 .a 3s

Mold ling to tine » i >lei ...
^ ^ ' 2.d

llrdinary to middling ..

"

Fairtogoo I roddish viole
Ir.lin ary and middling
Middling to good
Low to ord nary

. 4 s 8 1 a os Gd
^(..’da isGd

:2s 8 I a 3 s Gl
;ls 9 I a 2 . G I

;Is 7d a 2 s lOd
lid a Is 5 1

8oft sound
I

£5G a £02 10s

To I a £.58 10s

„ [£.'(7 a £41
£•>3 a £20

Mixe.l I'oiuts & Tip,s..,j Defective, part hard
Cut Hollows :Thint.j thick to sd.sft
Se.i Horse Teeth •

Hard ,, ,,

8of: ,, close & wl
Sound soft
8li def.to tine sound soTT'G ' ;t £._):.

.Shaky to line solid 3 I. sfl
'

ei()a£: 2 i 0s
£13 a £16

I a l.| lb.

•I YR.VliOLAN ES, Bonibui

£24 a £ 41

Mudrrs, Upper Godaveri
»» »» • '

Coast
Pickings

vIACE, Boiubiy ..

4UT.UEG.S,

4 UN V'O.MICA
HL, CINN.t .MoN

CII'RONKLLE
LE.MUNDKAS8 ...

IRCHELLA I

WEED
) .alozaiublqiu

PEPPER-
Malabar, Black siftel ...

Alleppee 3c Cochin
Tellicherry, LSlacc

PLU.MBAGU, Lam,.

Cliqis ...I

Dust
tED WOOD
SAFFLOWER, Bengal

Straight erke 1 pai t close

hhiiiilies I, good & 11116.02 h 2.

pale'

,, fl, tail' picking.j^'^ 0 U'*
78 9d

/nbbleporel, good 3c 11 a 0 1 a 4s

jvale
, ,

,, n, fair reject! Od a is

Vingorias. good and fine

Good to Hue picked
Common to middling
Fair ...

Burnt and defective
Dark to goo l bold pale

3s 8d a 4s I’d

Is 0 1 a 5s Gd

jSs a 5s Gd
3s3 I a H
4 s G 1 it 4s 9d
Is 3d a 3< 0 I

W’d cum. darklo line bold Gd a 2s

2J'l a 4pl
Is 10 I a 3s
Ls a Is 8 1

i55'3 a 81's

OO’.s a I25'.s

Fair to good b 1 1 fresh

Ordinary to fair

Bright Fc goo I llavonr..

\fid. to line, not woo ly

Picked clean Hat leaf ...

,, W.ry

3s a 8s

4 1 a 13 3 I

Is lOd a 2s

,21 I

U.a 15s

1

1 -2s a 18s

22s a 32s

Fair to bo'd heavy
good ,, .

f
2Jd a 23d

,3-G I a 13s

Fair tj line bright bol

,

Middling to go J i suiaP
Dull to lino bright

.
, ,

lrdina’’y to lino bri.glit.,.!^’
Gd 8s .) .

Fair and find bold ri ills
GoodtolinepinkyiiominalC', t;,;,

Ordinary to fait-
,

.SANDAL WOOD, Logs

„ ,. Chips
4EUDLAC
iENN-V, Ihiinevelly

Bombay
SHELLS, M.-o’-P.

Inferior and pickings ...

Fair to good llavour ...

Inferior to line

Ordinary to line brighl

Good Co Hue bold green
Fair middling nidilinm

jommon dark and s.ual

iidinar to good
iCOVPl'IAN—bold c'o-ui

medium Chin and sti ui

ciiicken, part oys ers

duMB.vY—po.r CoiineCau

clu .11 pari good eoloi

hirge
medium partstoul
c licken p;irC slOuL
oy.sterk broken pco
.Mussel mediiuu and bold sorts

siQ ill and inodinm sort.-
Lln<ah Coylou

. qq,inaad good s'.oiit sort-
rAM,ARlND.s .Mid. tolinobiaoUnoDitoni

r 8touy and inferior
I'ORTOISE-SHI'.LL ... rts.good nuCiie, lie iv.i

Zanzib.ir and Hombay pickings thin to heavy ..
'

Loaiiisli to line idumi
linger

'UKMElUD, Boilg.iL

-Madras

Cochin

VANILLOE8,
Bourbon,
Mauri tuns,

Seyclielle ,

Madagascar,

Ists ..

2nds..

.'Irda .

Hhs..

Fi 1 . fair to line 'Oold b. gl

.Mixed middling ..

tiulbs

-inger ...

Bnliis

lus a 50s
£30 a 1.50

14 a £8
50s a lO'Js

G I a 8 1

3 i a 53 1

j.l a 2{ 1

id a 2 1

70s a 77s Od
G5s a tOs

o2s G.l a 77s Gd
75 s a 82s Od
Os a 85s

77s lid a S7s Gd
70s a 85s
40 s a 47.S

I7s a 30)
9 a iOs
Ji a Us
t< a Gs
24 i a .'ills

18) a 23s

Od

7s a Ss
8i a !li Gl
l7s a 8s
Gs Gd a 7a Gd
7.S a 7s Gd

•• |5s Gd a 7s Gd
Fine, cryst’ed 5 foil in. 22s a 3')s
Foxy & redd.sh 5 to 8 i i.j irts a 24s
Lean & dry to mid. iiii-|

der G in. ... j5s
Low. foxy, inferior andl

l ickings ',s :t it's
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SE.4SON NOTES.

January 1896.

lESTERN PROVINCE.—
Maba harvest has commenced and

preparation is being made for yala-

Fruit and vegetable reported scarce

in all districts except Colombo,

wliere the vegetable supply has been fairly good.

Harvest prospects good.

CENTRA!, Province.—A good Maha-crop, dry

grain good. Fruit and vegetable plentiful, rain-

fall generally oufRcient. Nfoc/t.—Foot and mouth

disease appeared in Uda Ilewaheta and Walapane.

Northern Province.— crop prospects

fairly good in all districts. Dry grains satisfac-

tory everywhere except in Jaffna. Tobacco, plant-

ing completed, want of vigour in growth reported

from some districts. Stock .—Cattle plague (mur-

rain) and foot and mouth disease reported from

Vavuniyn district.

Southern Province.—Paddy .—Maha crop be-

ing harvested except in some parts of Hambantota

district, where it is in different stages of growth.

Vegetable and fruit scarce. Dry grains fairly

good.

Eastern Province.—Crop in good condition,

except that on lowlands, damaged by rain. Fine

grain good. Stock .—Foot and mouth disease on

the decline.

North-Western Province.—Harvesting com-

menced. Maha crop being grown, prospects good.

In Puttlam district insect pests j^eported.

North-Central Province.—Crop in various

stages, some being reaped, prospects good. Tanks
full. Stock .—Cattle plague prevailing and no
improvement.

UvA.—Yala crop harvesting, sowing for Maha
going on, prospects middling, Chena crops good
prospects. Fruit and vegetable plentiful except

in Udukiuda, where vegetables are reported to be

scarce.

Sabaragamuwa Province.—Maha crop being

harvested
;

yield generally good. Dry grain out-

turn satisfactory. Stock .—A few buffaloes in Ke-
galle district succumbed to cattle plague

;
disease

did not spread furcher.

AGRICULTURAL SHOWS.

Agricultural societies and agricultural shows
have no proud record in this Island, for while
societies have either sunk into oblivion throughO
the apathy of its members or been transformed

into political or other associations, shows, as held

in Ceylon have never maintained their true char-

acter. Our so-called agricultural shows have
generally been of the nature of expositions where
the exhibits have been of a very miscellaneous

description, and their main object would seem to

have been to serve as a medium for recreation and
amusement. We are strong believers in the utility

of shows as agents in the improvement of agri-
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culture, but to fulfil this eiul, they slioukl he pro-
perly orgiinized and managed. The holcliag of
such sliort's only in capital towns, at very long
intervals, and on an elaborate scale with a con-
siderable and costly display of decorative taste,
results in little heimfit to the agricultural masses
in a country such as ours. To he of value these
shows should in the true sense of the word he
agricultural, they should he held once or twice a
year and at different country centres, while, last
hut not least, they should he under the control of
a competent Committee of Management.

Our attention has just been directed to an
“Order” dated Nov. '27th, 189o, of the Madras
Government, containing a reference to the subject
of agricultural shows, which we would respectfully
submitfor the consideration of our local aiuhoritios.
Itruns as follows

“

The attention of Government
has in this connection been drawn to the general
subject of agricultural shows and e.xhibitions. In
]jaragraph til of G.O., No. 515, dated 4th July
1890, it was decided to confine expenditure upon
these objects to the case of cattle and pony shows,
but the Government is disposed to doubt whether
this dicision should be adhered to. According to

the system in vogue prior to 1890, only two agri-

cultural exhibitions were' held every year for the

whole Presidency, and the benefits ilerived there-
from were confined to comparatively small areas.

As it appears to Government, what is required is

rather the institution of exhibitions on a minor
scale to be held in each district at much more fre-

quent intervals, say every two or three years.

The management of such exhibitions should be

under the general sui)ervision of the Director of

Agriculture, the details being as far as possible

left in the hands of a local committee, and the

expenses being defrayed by means of local sub-

scriptions supjilemented by a small grant-in-aid

from GoTernment of, say, 11500 per district.

The offer at such exhibitions of prizes for the

best agricultural stock, produce and implements,

would excite considerable local intere,st, and their

institution might ultimately be i)roductive of

real good. Striking results could hardly be ex-

pected in the first lew years.

“The question raised is one of considerable im-

portance, and the Government desires that it

should be discussed at tho meetings of the Com-
mittee which has been appointed in G.O., ^o. 690,

dated 23rd October, 1895, to confer with Sir

Edward Buck on the general subject of agricul-

tural education and experiment.

(Signed) E. Gib.sox,

Secretarij to Government."

To show more clearly the practical value of

agricultural shows in theEast, we gdve the follow-

ing extract from^a report of the Director of Agri-

culture in the North-Western Provinces of India:

—

During the year under report agricultural

shows were held in the districts of Bara Bank),

Etawa Aligarh, Bulandshahr,^ Muzafifainagar,

Muttra Meerut, Khairabad, Banda, Basti and

Benazir (Kampur State). The fairs at Etawah,

Aligrah, Bulandshahr, Meerut and Benazir were

visited liy the Assistant Director personally

and the rest by other officials of the Deparrment,

mostly apprentices from the Cawnpore Farm, in

order "to arrange for the exhibition of agricultural

implements. The Assistant Director delivered

lectures on agricultural subjects in most of the

shows attended by him, and assisted in awarding

the prizes f( r cattle, agricultural produce and

implements. An interesting and very popular

feature of all the.se shows is a competition be-

tween the implements in ordinary use, and the

imju'oved but more expensive implements siqiplied

by the Department. Tlie Watts, Eaisar and
Baldeo ploughs are shown in compelilion with
native ploughs; the chain i)ump is worked against

the ordinary swing basket, the chaff-cutter

against labourers using the chopper and so on.

Samples of iiroduce of the Cawnpore and Cherat
Fainis, chielly Muzaft'arnagar wheat, gur made
from sorghum, and foreign varieties of cotton,

were also exhibited in them
;
and prizes were given

for the best samples of produce exhibited. A
dairy in full working order was arranged under
the management of Mr. Xe venter at Rainpur, Ali-

garh aiul Meerut. The largest sale of ploughs
and pumps took place at the Bulandshahr and
Meerut shows,

“ As stated in previous reports, the agricultural

exhibitions are becoming more and more j)opular

every year, and in those the Department finds the
best oiiportunity for bringing improved imiilements
and methods into j)ublic notice.”

OCCASIONAL NOTES.

This being our first issue since the arrival of
the new Governor of the Colony, wo take the oj)-

portunityof reispectfully welcoming Ills Excellencv
Sir Joseph We>t Ridgeway to the Island. Our new
ruler has already expressed his sympathy with the
casiie of agricultural education and his interest in

the introduction of new products into the Island,

so that we may expect during his rule that every
facility will be given for the iinprovenient of (he
agriculture of the Colony in the direction that
improvement is poisible.

Tomato cultivation has been carrieil on at the
School of Agriculture with raai-ked siicce.ss during
the first t.vo mouihs of the year, and the credit
is due to tlie manager of thoGovernnientD drv
(Air. J. I'odrigo), late p actical last ructor at t he
School. In this coniu'ction we wotdd draw atten-
tion to some useful Notes on the Tomato which
we have taketi over from the AustralasUoi.

A small croj) of grapes was taken from the vine-
yard at the School of Agriculture on the 23:-d
February and succeeding days. The cro]) of a!)ont 25
bunches of various sizes,—but none very large,

—

were the produce from plants only 18 months old,

and which, moreover, were Itroughtover from Aus-
tralia about 6 months ago. The long drought and
excessive heat that have been prev,ailing ha\ e tend-
ed to mature the gra[iesrather too fast, and so inter-
fere with their proper development and llavour, but
still the outlook is not unpromising for the experi-
ment, which is, for one thing, gi ving ample ojipur-

tunity for the study of viticulture fnun a LkmI
standpoint. There is of course mucli to i)e«!oue in

the way of modifying the treatment of the \ ine.s

to .suit the conditions ii.ider which (hey are at pre-
sent growing.

We would draw attention to a most interesting
contribution to our knowedge (hil herto so limited)
of the subject of plant pliysiology, by Frofessor
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J. Reynolds Green, wliicli appears in tlie journal
of tlie Royal Agricnltairal Society of England
Tlie first instaliuejit of Prof. Green’s paper is given
in the present issue, and all students of plant
life will, we are sure, bo interested in the

article whicli will appear in parts in the pages of

the iUagazine.

Tlie giving away of prizes and certificates to

successfel stmlents at tlieScIiool of Agriculture was
practically a private function last year,—as it

generally is every other year. The ceremony was
performed by the Director of Public ln>triiction,

who took the opportunitj' of addressing the stu-

dents at some length on matters pertaining to

their course of instruction at the school. Prizes

were won in the senior class by W. 0. Row-
lands and M.I). Aryachandra, and in the junior
class by II. P. Ritnayaka, B. Lucas lilendis, and
D. P. Goonewarda.na. Three of the senior students
who have completed their course were awarded
certificates of merit by the department.

RAINFALL TAKLX AT TIIF SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE DURING THE MONTH

OF FEBRUARY 1890.

1 Saturday .

.

Nil 18 Tuesday Nil

2 Sunday Nil 19 Wednesday .

.

Nil

3 Monday Nil 20 Thursday Nil

4 Tuesday Nil 21 Friday Nil

o Wednesday . . Nil 22 Saturday Nil

6 Thursday . . Nil 23 Sunday Nil

7 Friday Nil 24 Monday Nil

8 Saturday Nil 2o Tuesday Nil

9 Sunday Nil 20 AVednesdny . . Nil

10 Monday Nil 27 Thursday Nil

11 Tuesday Nil 28 Friday •03

12 Wedne.^day . . Nil 29 Saturday Nil

13 Tuesdaj’' Nil 1 Sunday Nil

14 Friday Nil

15 Saturday .

.

‘8o Total.

.

-38

10 Sunday Nil —
17 Monday Nil Mean. . •013

Greatest amount of rainfall in any 21 hours on
the loth instant, ‘3o inches.

Recorded by J. D. S. Jay.\w'ikrama.

MEDICINAL PLANTS.

Among other important experiments which
.should find a place in the scheme of a properly-

organized i\gricultural Department in Ceylon,

should bo the trial of medicinal plants, used in

European medicine, that might be expected to

thrive under local conditions. We have often

thought over the desirability of initiating such an
experiment, convinced as we are that lueful

results will come out of it. We lately heard that

among the trials to be made in connection with
the proposed Experimental Farm with avhich Jlr.

Mahawnllatenne Ratemahatmaya has idenlified

himself, is the growth of the more useful indige-

nous and Indian drugs used, we presume, in native

medicine. Our attention has also been drawn
to the importance of a series of experiments in

growing Englisli drug plants by a local chemist.

The produce, if the e.xperimeiit proved succes.sful,

would of course in the first instance be available
for the needs (by no means limited) of the Medical
Depaitment, but a demand from local druggists may
also bo expected. It is not every plant that
could be expected to thrive under local conditions,
but if the proposed experiment be not limitedonly
to the_ lowcountry, but also extended to higher
ele\atious, a fair number of cultivable medicinal
plantfs will be found. In India, we are aware,
a start has been made in the growingof drug-plants
and in the report on tlie Saliaranpur and Mussoorie
Gardens we note that Ilyocyamus and Teraxicum
are grown and also extracts made from them.
Ilyocyamus extract is sold to the Jledicnl Depart-
ment at IU‘4 annas per lb., the dried folia
at 4 annas per lb.

;
while Teraxicum extract is

sold for Ri per lb. and the dried roots at 4 annas.
'We believe some saving has been effected in the
Civil Medical Stores by the local preparation of
certain tinctures, liniments, ointments and standard
mixtures. We have no doubt that if the support
of the Medical Department be given to local drug
production, in the same way that the Department
supports the Government Dairj’^, the proposed ex-
periment will start under happy auspices and
with many of the elements of succe.ss in it. But
then provision should be made for the trials be-
ing carried out systematically and thoroughly,
and to this end a scheme and estimate for the
e.xperiment should be drawm up and sanctioned.
Wo hope in a future issue, to refer to same of
the plants which might bo locally grown for
medicinal purposes.

DAIRIES IN INDIA.

The following descriptions of Indian Dairies (for
winch we are indebted to t\\Q Lidimi Agriculturist)
give a fair idea of the progress of the dairy in-
dustry cn the mainland, and are interesting for pur-
poses of comparison with the working of our local
establishment : At Allahabad Government first
made an experiment in dairy-farmingin 1891, when
a lierd of 11 buffaloes for butter and 22 cows was
purchased, and the supj)ly of dairy produce to the
military hospital most successfully taken up. The
herd has gradually been increased by breedinrr and
purchase, till at the present moment it consists of
12d buft’aloe.s, 70 cows, and 156 young stock. The
average daily otuturn of milk is 1,.5.50 pounds (or
/ / .1 seers), of which about oOO pounds is consumed
by the troops as whole milk, and most of the
remainder turned into cream, yielding 80 pounds
of butter daily. The separated milk is sold at
Iialf the price of whole milk, and the unsold
balance fed to the pigs. I do not here propose to
encroach on your valuable space by enteriim into
the subject of the breeding and keeping of '^well-
bred pigs as an adjunct to a dairy farm, which
•subject is of equal importance to tlie public health.
Although the dairy jiroduce has been sold to the
troops at bazaar rates, the Allahabad Dairy is a
paying concern, and since its establishment in
1891 up to date has resulted in a financial profit
of over R20,000. I think the.se re.sults show that
the experiment is an unqualified success, and I
venture to as.sert that no better system could be
adopted for other stations throughout India, and
that further delay in establishing dairies on the
same footing is valuable time lost.
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While dairy farming is to the front, the atten-
tion of our renders may he drawn to what was,
perhaps, the first private institution of the kind in
India, 'lliis is tlie Chowkooree Dairy Farm at
Bereiing, Kumaon, which was opened some twelve
or fourteen years ago, with the object of supply-
6ig good milk and butter to the British regiment
stationed in Kumaon. Since then the farm has
steadily prospered, the conditions being all in
favour of such an enterprise. Labour is cheap,
and so is grain. To consume the butter milk,
Berkshire pigs are kept, and the farm manure goes
on to the plantations, and SJ-5 acres of ground which
are under oats, barley, potatoes, &c. Tlie pro-
]ierietor has cart roads all over the estate to cart

the manure to the fields, which is done by Knglish
pattern carts on Marshall & Son’s iron wheels,
carrying 2o to 30 maunds a-piece and drawn by
four buffaloes. An Knglish dairy-maid looks

after the cream and butter-making, and the pro-

prietor is now arranging to get out a Salenius

Butter-Maker, which is said to “pasteurise” the

milk, separate the milk, and churn it into butter

—all in one operation.

The following is another description of ti e

same institution :— Some 40 miles from Almora
and 60 miles from Hanikhet stands the Chow-
kooree Dairy Farm at an elevation of 7,000 ft. It

possesses 2,000 or 3,0 0 acres of fee-simple undu-
lating land covered over with as rich grass as grows
anywhere in Kumaon and plentifully supplied

with springs of cool, clear water. This magnificent

area is grazed by the Cliowkooree cattle. No
village cattle are permitted to enter, and pensioned

Gurkhas are employed as rangers to enforce this

rule. Thus, while rinderpest and foot-and-mouth
disease yearly ravage village herds in Kumaon,
often appearing in the vicinity of Chowkooree, tlie

farm has been singularly fortunate in keeping its

cattle free from infectious diseases. The Chow-
kooree Dairy Farm has now about 300 head of

cattle, mostly of a breed of its own, obtained by
judicious crossing of hill and plains cattle. Tliey

stand remarkably well tlie extremes of climate,

and are none the worse for 100'' of rain or a 1 2" fall

of snow. Timber, stones, and labour being cheap
and plentiful, large airy cattle sheds are suitably

located on the estate. The dairy is fitted up with

the usual modern appliance.s, and being in charge

of an English dairymaid, is kept scrupulously

clean. All the milk is made into butter only, and
finds a ready sale in Kumaon. Besides the dairy

there is a poultry yard containing well-known im-

ported breeds of English fowls, and also a small

piggery of Berkshire breed. The manure helps to

cultivate large crops of Cape oats, barley, and rye,

all of which is consumed on the farm. Chow-
kooree is not the outcome of separators, but was
in existence as a farm long before the public out

he"e began to take an interest in dairy farming. I

may add, in conclusion, that all those little trifles

which are e.ssential to success in most concerns

are kept in view, and that the Chowkooree Dairy

Farm is conducted with no little industry and

economy, directed by intelligence.

The only station in which a Commissariat Dairy

Farm was maintained in India during the past

otlicial year, says a Kangoon paper, was Bernard-

myo, which worked at a profit of over B360

against a loss of eome K2/100 iu the previous year.

This favourable result is attributable to a consider-

able reduction iu the expenditure on account of

the supply of food to caffle, which were sent to

graze, and ahso in tlm cost of the establishment

for its upkeep. The Government of India in

December last, on the very strong recommendation
of the local military authorities, sanctioned tlie

continuance of tlie farm in super.session of their

previous order, in which it was decided that

the farm should be closed on account of its con-

tinued unprofitable working. The stock consisted

of 25 cows and 42 calves on the 31st March last.

During the year there was an addition to the stock

by the birth of 29 calves and by the purchase of

cows and cow-calves. The produce of the farm
amounted to over 10,000 jiints of milk, of which
only 3,000 pints were issued to the hospitals at

Bernard myo and the rest sold as surplus, realizing

some IU,300.

FADDY BESTS.

Calandm Oryree.—This small beetle attacks
wheat, barley, Indian corn and rice. The weevil is

a purely granary pest, and grain can therefore be

preserved by isolation and other precautions
against infection after it leaves the fields—hardy
grains being more easily protected than the softer

kinds. The wandering propensities of the weevil
make isolation a difficult matter in the neighbour-
hood of infected localities. It would appear that
the husk of rice is sufficient to protect it from
the attack of the insect.

Chcetocnema basilis.—This beetie is said to da
much damage to the young rice in parts of

Burmah&c., appearing when the plants are about
6 inches high, and after first attacking the leaves
])assing on to the stem and roots. Some of the
following means which have been found effectual

with other members of the Halticidae have been
suggested as remedities against this beetle

:

—
(1)

Sprinkling the i)lants with any Htiely-divided mat*
ter such as lime, soot, road du.«t, ashes ikc. (2)
Syringing or sprinkling with whale-oil, soap-solu-
tion, or an extract of wormwood. (3) Taking great
care to keej) the land clean. (4) Deeper cultiva-

tion. {.5) Collecting the insects in kerosine or

cloths soaked in kerosine.

Injuries to rice are also caused by insects which
are probably “Cut- worms” (Ayrostis suffasa), And
Mr. Coates of the Indian Museum thinks that it is

not improbable that much of the damage reported
as due to obscure lepidopterous larvic may also be
done by insects belonging to this group. Tho.se

larvae attack the young crop just as it shows
above ground, and not only feed on the young
leaves, but cut through the stems, dragging the
tender plants into their underground burrows
where they feed on them at night. The following
method of destroying the larvm has been found
effectual by Dr. Ililey in America;—“ Bundles of

cabbages, turnip or clover are sprinkled with Baris
green water, and laid at intervals between the
rows of the crop to be protected. Before the
plants come up these poison the cut-worms, which
are thus got rid of before the appearance of the
crop which they would otherwise attack.’’

The rice-sapper {Leptocorisa acuta) is an insect

which does considerable damage to rice. By the
Sinhalese it is called goyan-messa. The insect is

most destructive iu the larval state, suckiug out
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the juices from the halm which withers and turns
yellow. A common means of riddance is the

smoking of fields by burning vegetable refuse to

windward. As much as three-fourths of a crop is

destroyed by this insect.

Mispa cenescens is another rice pest widely dis-

tributed through India. It is a beetle belonging
to the family Chrysomelid*, almost all the species

of which feed on leaves, both in the larval and
mature stage, by far the greater part of the
damage being done by larvte. -Mr. Coates of the
Indian Museum writes thus of this pest :

—“From
the reports that have been recsived, it seems that
the pest appears often in large numbers during
the rains, when the rice has just been planted
out, and is still young and tender, the insect feed-
ing on the parenchyma of the leaves and stalks,

leaving the fibre exposed so as to give the plants
a white and withered appearance. Tlie effect of

the pest would seem to be to stunt and weaken
the plants and cause them to yield but a
small crop.” The crop is apparently in no case

completely destroyed by the insect, but the out-

turn may be reduced by from twelve to fifty per
cent. The two common remdies against this pest

are (1) smoking out the insects by burning paddy-
straw covered over with green leaves, and (2)
letting out the water from the fields. The latter,

where practicable, is recommended by Mr. Coates,

as it appears that only paddy which is almost
completely submerged is attacked.

{To be continued
)

THE NUTRITIVE PROCESS IN PLANTS.
MMnaaa t

(Pbofessoh J. Reynolds Guf.en, d.sc., f. b. s.)

There seem at first sight to be very great and
almost characteristic differences between plant.s and
animals in regard to their methods of nutrition.

The food materials which the several organism-
avail themselves of are at the outset very differs

ent, so simple in the one case, so complex in the

other. The regularity with which the animal
takes'in nourishment at fairly constant intervals

contrasts strongly with the long periods of ab-

sorption varied by long and irregular ])eriods of

iutermittance which are characteristic of the

plant. Yet when we come to study the details

of the nourishment of the actual living sub-
stance of the plant, as distinguished from the

absorption of the raw materials of which that
nourishment is composed, the difference almo.st

disappears. The study of the chemical process

which go on in plants, or as it is technically

called their metabolism, shows us that the appar-
ent process of feeding, the absorption of very sim-
ple compounds from the air and from the soil, is

not the feeding or administering of nourishment
itself, but only a preliminary operation, enabling
the living substance of the plant to construct its

pabulum from these simple bodies, the pabulum
really being a.s complex as that on which an animal
is nourished, and consisting of almost the same sub-
stances, at any rate of bodies which correspond
very closely to those of the animal diet. In other
words both classes of organism feed upon the same
or corresponding substances, the animal absorbing
them from the exterior in a state in which they are

almost fitted to nourish its living substances, the

plant taking them in such a condition that an

enormous amount of preliminary constructive

work has to be expended upon them before they
are of nutritive value, this constructive work be-

ing the formation from the simple bodies ab-
sorbed—of materials such as the animal absorbs
directly as its food. The difference between them
thus becomes at the outset one of con-'iderable

interest. It is not that the protoplasm of the
animal needs different food from that of the vege-
table

;
it is rather that while in both cases chemi-

cal work has to be performed upon the absorbed
material before it can be regarded as food in the
strict sense, that work in the case of an animal is

on the whole a breaking down of complex bodies,

but in that of a vegetable it is a building up of
simpler ones till the same .stage is reached in both
cases, namely, a material which protoplasm or
living substance can absorb into itself, and from
which it can be constructed.

But so far as the vegetable organism is con-
cerned, this is not by any means the whole story.

Leaving aside for the moment the cases of such
plants as fungi, which can do nothing with the
food supply yielded to a normal green plant by
the atmospiiere, we find that the condition.? of lU'e

of an ordinary green plant involve a great e.xten-

sion of the original constructive process. It has
no definite and regular meal times at which it can
take in a certain quantity of food regulated partly
by the needs of the organism, and partly by the
mysterious factor which we call appetite. Its

absorptive processes are much more under the in-

rtuence of natural phenomena, the degree of light,

the amount of warmth, moisture, &c. Periods of

intermission of irregular length are caused by
the alternation of day and night

;
in the case of

perennial plants still greater disturbances are
caused by the succession of the seasons of the
year, and the alterations these pi’oduce in the
amount of foliage which the plant preserves;
weather and its vicissitudes form a series of dis-

turbing infiuence.s. We liave thus the certainty of
failure to survive in the struggle for existence
unless the initial absorptive and constructive pro-
cess are supplemented by otiiers which in some
way shall make tlie organism indifferent to these
changes and irtermission« of supply, and capable
of carrying out true nutritive work, tiiough the
initial stages of such workarechecked or suspended.
Such a secondary process involves the whole story
of what it is usual to call reserve materials. It

is evident to as all, from a very general consider-
ation of the peculiarities of the vegetable kingdom,
that the constructive proce.ss is very much the
leading one in the history of most of its members.
Growth proceeds for such long periods, that there
is stored up iu such a structure as a forest tree for
example, an enormous amount of material and of
potential energy. Tliis gross accumulation, how-
ever, of which as food supply the organism makes
no use, must be distinguished from the storage of
material intended for, and ultimately applied to,

direct consumption by tlie plant in the processes
of nutrition. It is the latter which constitutes
the material truly and properly called reserve.

LIME IN AGRICULTURE.

There is perhaps no subject that is more often
written about in agricultural publications than
the,valiie of lime iu agriculture, and yet the im'<
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portaiice of “ liming”—as the ai)plication of lime
is generally callei.l - is seklom fully recognised by
agriculturists. If the reprouch can be laid to the
charge of Western agriculture, with much great
force can this be done in the case of Kasteru
agriculture where the benefits of liming are but
dimly recognised and the practice seldom adopted.
The Scottish Farmer, taking as its text “ Use more
lime,” summarizes the advantages of liming
for the benefit of its readers, and we are in-

clined to think we cannot do better than follow

our contemporary’s example.

Lime is valuable as a direct plant food. Wherever

soils are deficient in it, the application of even

a limited quantity exerts a decided effect on

vegetation. Its influence in hastening the decay

of organic matter in the soil is of great value

where that constituent is iilontiful. Similarly,

its action in liberating inorganic plant food, and

making it readily available, is one of tiie most

valuable benefits which it confers. Its indirect

advantages in these ways are strong recommenda-

tions in its favour. The improvement which it

brings about in the mechanical condition of the

gQil—especially heavy loams and stiff clays—ought

not to be overlooked. But what we regard as one

of its greatest advantages is apt to be either ig-

nored altogether or made comparativt ly little of ;

we refer to its effect in sweetening soils and

making them mellow by combining with or

neutralising such injurious acids in the laud as

have made'it sour. No other fertiliser e.xerts the

same kind or degree of influence in this resj)ectas

lime. In fact, the extensive and repeated applica-

tion of some classes of artificial manures has helped

to generate these objectionable acicL in the soil,

and to that extent has checked its fertility. Such

being the case, there is the greater reason why such

an a”ent as lime should be used to neutrali'e these.

Plain practical men may be unable to understand

the scientific side of this truth
;

but everyone

who has observed at all closely the application of

lime to land cannot but have noticed its practical

operation, not only in its striking effect in stimulat-

iim luxuriant growth, but also in the more healthy

clmracter of the vegetation promoted by it. For a.

series of years after a judicious applic.ition of lime

has been made to land it is apparent, even to the

most superficial observer, that the plants at every

stage of the rotation show a more healthy and

vfc'orous life than on most land where that

fertiliser has not been used. This is not simply

that a more plentiful supply of plant food has in-

directly, as well as directly, been made available,

but that the general condition of the land has been

improved by its being freed from sourness and

other kindred objectionable elements which mili-

tate against the healthy growth of farm crops.

To the value of lime in bringing about such results

we attach much importance.

The. Agriculturist of Florida for .January 8th,

also dilates upon lime “ as a fertiliser and in-

secticide,” and states that the purposes served by

lime as a chemical constituent of the soil are at

least of four distinct kinds :
—

“ 1 It supplies a kind of inorganic food which

appears to be necessary to the healthy growth of

all cultivated plants.

<< 0 It neutralizes acid substances which are

atiu-'ally formed in the soil, and decomposes or

renders 'harmless other uo.xious compounds which

are not infrequently within reach of the roots of

plants.
“ 3. It changes the inert vegetable matter in

tlie soil, so as gradually to render it useful to vege-

tation.
“ 4. It causes, facilitates, or enables other

useful compounds, both organic and inorganic,

to be produced in the soil—or so promotes the

decomposition of existing compounds as to prepare

them more speedily for entering into the circula-

tion of plants.”

From these deductions it is plainly apparent

that liming lands is recpiisite to greater success in

cropping, whether newly cleared, fallow, or fields

in actual cultivation. If no other result t hau the

destruction of worms and insects in the soil we,re

obtained, it would be a paying investment fur truck

gardeners alone.

This paper recommends that on high sandy soil

30 to .50 bushels of freshly— slaked lime is con-

sidered sufficient, but on such lands as are rich in

vegetable matter, it must be still more abundantly
applied-from two to three hundred bushels per

acre : its application producing the best results

when sown broadcast over the surface after the

land has been worked up.

Til 13 MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY CATTLE.

By Mr. James AIollison,

Superintendent of Farms, Bombay Presidency.

( Continued from last issue.)

If reared by hand, Indian calves, wliich are

generally small, can be kept in fairly thriving
condition on 4 lbs. of whole milk per day, given at

two meals. Tliis, if continued, for 4 or 6 weeks,
will bring the calf to a time when it can be fed

on other food. Tlie whole milk can be replaced
by separated milk, but every cow-owner cannot
procure separated milk, and on account of the heat
in India there is no such thiuR as sweet skim-milk.
The young calf will soon learn to eat a little

chuni (lm.sk of Oajanus indicus or dhal) and bran,

also a little good hay or green grass.

A handful of mixed chuni and bran (about 4 lb.

per day) in two meals is all that is required at

first. The quantitj" may gradually be increased
until, when 8 months old, 14 lbs. p«r day should
be allowed. On the ordinary milk ration of

Indian calves, largo framed English calves would
literally starve. When a calf is raised by hand it

has to be tauglit to drink. Its instinct is to suckle
and this is taken advantage of in giving the first

lesson, If sufficient time after birth is allowed,
the calf gets hungry. It will suck one or two
fingers of the right hand if introduced into its

mouth. If at the same time the head is forced
gently into a vessel containing the milk so that the
muzzle just reaches the milk, the calf will soon
learn to driidv. Tlie first milk is drawn into tho
mouth unconsciously and swallowed in tho act of
sucking tho lingers. Tho important jmints to be
attended to in rearing hand-fed calves are that the
milk and food should be clean and fresh and of

course given iti a clean ve.ssel. Sour milk or milk
tainted in any way is apt to produce diarrlnea or

scour. Well-ventilated and well-drained accom-
modation for calves is necessary. All excreta
should be removed at least twice a day. The
droppings from oalves, fed on milk, sooza acc^uire
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a most disiigroeable smell. Any unsaiiilaij con

ditioii tends to cause scoui’. Over-cfowded calves

never thrive. 'I'hey are subject to bo attacked by

parasitic vermin and skin disease, especially m^g-

‘vonn and itch. A piece rock-salt

placed so that the calves can li ;k it. it a hole is

bored in the lump and the lump i.s suspended by

a string, none of the salt is wasted. A iinip o

lime or chalk placed within reach will also be

regularly licked. The chalk is beneficial, because

it has a tendency to counteract that acidity in the

stomach which always accompanies scoui.

If proper attention is given to the feeding and

management of calves during the first few months

of their life, and if satisfactory progress has been

made in growth during that period, they will

continue to thrive often with much less care aiul

with much less food than a yoiinj inimal which
wiin iiiuoii ivj.-'v. ........ - j o

.
.

has previously been half starved, and this remailc

is applicable ‘to all animals. If young stock are

to make satisfactory progress, even m India, a

certain amount of shelter is necessary. The mon-

soon is decidedly the most trying season. Koomy

yards with shelter steading must be provided to

be used during e.vcessively heavy ram. Grazing

crround gets so soft and so easily pudnled that

any attempt to turn young stock out to graze

would be alike harmful to them and to the pasture.

In India the conditions associated with the reaiing

of young stock are different from those found m
other countries. There is in India grazing o a

sort all the year round. Tlie grazing is not equally

good at all seasons. Usually there is only green

grass tor 5 or G months, and the natural food must

afterwards be siqiplemented by other food, ihe

daily ration must be especially liberal at those

seasons when the natural food is scaice.

. Superabundance at one season and semi-starva-

tion at another is a fruitful cau^e of lo.s.s. Parti-

cular care should be e.xerci.^ed when young grass

begins to grow. It flushes up very suddenly m
India. The lirst growth, although it is g-een, is

not nutritions, and, being snccnlent, is not ne 1

suited iL.s a cluuiget'rom tlie hard <lry fibrou.s todutu

previously given. Most of the c.ittle wliich die

in India die at this season.

The change of feeding is so sudden that impac-

tion of the stomach is induced. The innutritions

fibrous food previouv^ly given collects in the rue-

men and becomes impacted, whilst the green food

passes through the alimentary canal without being

iMOperly digested. The first syni})tom is that t le

animal .‘•cours. Young stock should be prepared

before they are turned out to grass. Linseed

meal is a useful food at thissea.son on accouiHot

its la.vative character and its softening effect

on food with which it becomes mixed during the

process of digesti;m
;

but linseed cake is not

usually procurable in India, .-t. cake rich in oil and

free from fibrous matter, for in.'tance sesamum

cake, should be fed to all young stock f.ir at least

a fortnight before they are turned out to gra.ss;

2 or 3 1I)S. per day along with the usual ration of

dry fodder will prevent the serious consequences

wliich would follow a sudden change from dry

fodder to green grass.

Indian cows and bnft’aloes are at the best irre-

gular breeder.s. S.mie breeds are more irregular

than others. Gir cows are very unsatisfactory in

this respect. On the other hand, Aden cattle, u well

fed, will come in season for the bull six weeks or

two months after calving. Buffaloes are less regular

than cows. Green food given in moderation all the

year round tends to bring cows and buffaloes

sooner into “season” after calving. This would be

the care even although the animals are otherwise

well fed. A bull turned out to pasture with the

cows periodically, say once a week, and especially

a buffaloe bull with buff..loe cows tends to bring

them into season sooner than would otherwise be

the case. The following table of figures shows
the average period of lactation and the average

time between two successive births of the cow
herd and buffaloe herd on the Poona Parm in

181)3

Av. period Av. period between
of lactation, two successive births.

Days. Days.

Whole buffaloe herd .36-1 ojl4

Whole cow herd 360 47o

The longer period betwe n births in respect of

buffaloes arises partly because buffaloes are longer

pregnant than cows.

Buffaloes are in the average pregnant 315 days

Cows ,. f> 282 „
An old cow will carry acalf 10 days or a fortnight

longer than a heifer, and a cow bearing twins will

usually' go 272 to 275 days.

TllU DISPOSAL OF NIGHT-,SOIL.

In his last annual report the Superintendent

of the Poona Farm gives an account of an experi-

ment, undertaken on behalf of the Cantonment
C.)inmittee, in the direct application of night-soil

to cultivated land. The method of ap])lication

is de.scribed as the shallow-bed system. We quote

as follows from the report:
—“Bedsare formed along

one side of the area to be treated. The beds mu.-t

be sufficient in number and extent to receive the

night-soil of the following day or night. The
beds are best made moderately small, one for each

cart-load of night-soil. The soil inside the bed

should be dug iqi and loo.^eiied, so that the liquid

part of the night-soil soaks at once into the soil.

If the beds are small, the semi-liquid night-soil

as it escapes from the carts distributes itself

equally. It should be covered iminediataly' with

three inches of soil, the soil being obtained by
digging out the beds necessary for the reception

of the night-soil of the following day. When
sufficient soil is removed to cover the night-soil

properly, the bottom of each bed should be dug
up to loosen the soil. If the beds are properly

prepared, there is a guarantee that the night-soil

is also sufficiently' covered, consequently close

supervision is not necessary. One inspection each
day' to see that the beds for next day’s night-soil

are properly prepared is all that is necessary.

The i^ona night-soil carts have each a capacity

of 200 gallons
;
probably’ on an average each cart

contained about 120 gallons, or, say' 1,400 lb.

Approximately 200 cart-loads were applied per
acre, and it is said that this was equivalent to 100
tons and probably 120 tons of mi.xed solid and
liquid human excrements. The night-soil was ap-

plied between the 23rd June and the 9th July.

There was hardly' any' noticeable small when the
night-soil was covered with the necessary quantity

of soil, a id in a day or two there was nothing
offensive or insanitary. The night-soil layer (when
brought to view) could be distinguished by its
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characteristic slate colour, the colour of poiulrette.

There was absolutely no taint or odour on its ex-

posure at the surface. It had been buried three

or four weeks.”

And yet Mr. Mollison believes that the manu-

facture of poudrette will continue, because culti-

vators will prefer to use this form of night-soil,

which has nothing objectionable about it and is

easy of transport, and also because manufacturers

of the manure can count on a profitable business

in it.

The Indian Agriculturist mentions that the last

quarterly report of Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel

King, Sanitary Commissioner of Madras, contains

some' correspondence which he has had with the

Coconada Municipality on the subject of sewage

farming, about which his advice was sought. It

seems that the Municipality in question intended

to confine its operations to t he manufacture of

poudrette :
but Surgeon-lueutenant-Colonel King

points out how easy it is to combine this with

ordinary fluid sewage irrigation, such as is carried

on successfully by the Madras Municipality, lie

exulains the simple means by which this can be

effected, giving all the necessary details as regards

the best and cheapest plant and the easiest sys-

tem of cultivation. He remarks that hurnall

„rass is perlmps the most satisfactory crop to grow

under sewage. The only care requisite is that

gewaue irrigation should be checked as the crop

becomes ready for cutting for from five to ten

davs previously. As regards the poudrette system,

the main feature to remember, the Sanitary Com-

missioner says, is that the trenches should be

shallow. What degree of shallowness is used must

depend upon the area of land at disposal. At no

time should the trenches be deeper than 18 inches,

the depth up to which microbic life is m st active.

No rule, he says, can be laid down as to when the

manure 'is fit for use; this can only be ascertained

bv direct observation, as the results vary much in

different soils. Some period within six months

mav be taken as a safe calculation. But by occa-

sionallv opening a trench the state of progress can

always be easily gauged. What is required is that

before removal the trench contents shall in no

wav be distinguishable from the surrounding soil,

unless it be by the rich dark colour and a tendency

to the character of garden mould. As regards

the nature of the soil be^t fitted for the securing

of the change required, the nearer the soil ap-

proaches the character of garden mould, the better,

Ld from this one may, in descending order of

Soice, select gravel, sand or clay. The latter

soil however, unless well mixed with sand,

veeetable matter, or ashes, cannot be expected

to enable the necessary nitrification to piro-

Zen Having prepared the soil, the question

Suv relolves it«lf i..to one of careful lu.s-

P-,,l.v_the only care requisite being to guard

against the tend'ency to overload the plants with

manure.

Tir Leather in his note on night-soil refers

to the methods of preparing poudrette in certain

Indian towns. n .. i i.

The practice at Nagpore, m the Central l>ro-

• c to fill night-soil and town-sweepings

‘lO feet by 4 feet .,k1 4 feet

deei) into which about KX) cubic feet of sewage

3 emptied in 10 or 12 portions, 3 or 4 inches

of earth being thrown over each layer.

At Poona a similar practice prevails, the pits

there being 18 feet by 15 feet and only 1 foot

deep). Ashes are spiread over the night-soil.

A similar system prevails at Cawnpur.

Alter a time the material becomes dry and

nearly odourless and is taken out of the pits

and sold for manure.
Regarding the chemical composition of such

poudrette, it will be evident that this will

depend on the piroportion of earth wdiicli is

mixed with the refuse, and secondly, on the

compiarative dryness or wetness of the material

when taken out of the pits. The larger the

proportion of earth and the wetter the condi-

tion of the poudrette, the smaller will be the

percentage of pdant-food ingredients, such as

phosphoric acid and nitrogen.

The following analyses of sampiles of poudrette

which have been made by Dr. Leather, himself,

may be (piloted :

—

Poudrette Poudrette

for in Cawnpur.
_

from Poona.

Moisture 2'64 22 91

Organic matter . .
7-82 18-10

ICarthly substance 89-64 58-99

Containing

100-00 100 00

0-468 0-906N itrogen

Phosphoric Acid 0-499

NOTES ON THE TOMATO.

Thi.s having of late become one of our most

common and valuable fruits, it may interest our

readers to know that the American Agriculturist •

reports a series of experiments made as to the

chemical comp osition of both the fruit and the

vine. These show that the crop requires almost

twice as much potash as any other ingredient

;

and also that because nitrogen, the most expen-

sive element of plant-food, can only have its full

effect when available potash and pho.sphates are

present in excess in the soil. Any excess of po-

tash over the requirements of the crop will not

waste from the soil by drainage, but will be

retained in combination by the soil for use in

future crops.

The e.vperiments show that when potash is

deficient in the soil, the growdng plant, of what-

ever description it may be, becomes much more
sensitive to adverse conditions of soil or season,

and is more readily attacked by disease, e.specially

mildew' and other fungoid growths.

Wood ashes contain a large percentage of potash,

and will be found an excellent manure for

tomatoes. Not only do they correct any acidity

in the soil, but they favour nitrification, and they

supply carbonate of lime, of which a tomato

crop requiiesat least 50 lb. to the acre. A small

amount of available phospihate will in most

cases be sufficient for a successful tomato crop.

Having made sure of an excess of lime, phos-

phates, and potash salts in the soil, nitrogen

should be used freely but economically
;
a small

quantity given frequently is much better than a

large dose supplied all at once.

Applications of soluble forms of nitrogen, and
particularly of nitrates, seem to increase the yield
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of fruit witliout retarding maturation, and even
to hasten the latter, provided there is sufficient

heat at command.
The usual distance apart tomatoes are planted

is 4 ft. Upon this basis, an acre will coitain
about 2,700 vines, weighing after the last picking
about 8,700 lb. The roots will weigh about l.OoO lb.

Taking 10 tons as an average yield, a tomato
crop will take from the soil in pounds per acre

Nitrogen— In fruit 28 lb., in vines 28 lb., in roots

3 lb.
;
total, 59 lb. Phosphoric acid—In fruit 11 lb.,

in vines 6 lb., in roots 1 lb., total, 18 lb. Potash
—In fruit 53 lb., in vine 44 lb., in roots 4 lb.

;

total 1011b.
Dr. Jenkins, of the Connecticut E.vperiment

Farm, reckons that one-half of what is taken
up by the plants from the soil is returned to it

again in the vines and roots, that is, presuming
these are returned to the land as manure.

In some parts of the United States of America,
the tomato crop is aii important one, and with
skilful cultivation 15 tons to the acre are often
secured. The Canary Islands export to England
about 150,000 cases, or something like 2,700 tons
of tomatoes per annum. They are grown, packed,
shipped, and delivered in London at a cost of 2d,

per lb. The seed they import from England, and
this is distributed among them on their under-
taking to sell their produce at so much per cwt.

GENERAL ITEMS.

A cursory glance at the Report on the Abori-

cultural operations, N.W. Provinces and Oude, for

the year ending 31st March, 1895, reveals the fact

that the authorities concerned have been very
active in the matter of roadside aboriculture. We
are told in the report that the actual length ot

avenues at the beginning of 1894-95 was 8,251
miles

;
that 234 miles of new avenues were planted

during the year
;
and that tlie total length of

avenues on the 31st ol March, 1895, was there-

fore 8,485 mile-s. Roadside aboriculture in the

neighbourhood of Colombo would seem to have
almost died out with the latelMr. William Ferguson,
with whom the work of tree-planting—for orna-

ment and utility—wuas indeed a labour of love.

Such tiee-planting as is at present iione is carried

out in a perfunctory manner with little display of

taste, and the result is that while many public

thoroughfares provide no shelter from the burning
rays of a tropical sun, the rest present wretched
specimens of vegetation, left to struggle on as best

they can.

Meehan’s Monthly for December makes the in-

teresting statement that the Tangerine orange, and
possibly some other varieties, are formed through
the effort of the oiange to make a secondary fruit

at the apex of the original one, only that it failed

to make any original at all. In other w'ords, the

Tiingerine orange is a well-developed secondary
fruit. How this can be brought about may be

readily understood by carefully examining the

oranges known in the markets as the Navel
variety. In these cases, a small orange can often

be found at the apex, sometimes of considerable-

size. When this small one is largely developed,

and the larger one wholly suppressed, then we
have the Tangerine-

A writer (W. B. Hall) on “ lemon culture ” gives

the following hints, wdiicli w'e take over from the

Rural Californian :
—“ The distance trees should

be planted apart depends somewhat upon the soil

and their future management or training. I

believe 25 feet to be generally about right. Head
the tree about two and a hall feet from the ground,
keep it shortened in for three or four years,

forcing a thick stoclq basis for aftergrowth. The
tree by this time is bearing freely, and the fruit

will pull or bend down the long shoots, which
will then put up or throw' out small fruit-bearing

timber along the upper side of the drooping limb.

1 think this preferable to a continuous short-

ening of all long growth. A dense shady tree is

what is wanted, since the denser the shade the more
symmetrical and smooth the fruit will be. Limbs
tiiat reach to and lie upon the ground may from
time to time (as needed) be tipped off.”

The treatment of the lemon tree in Sicily

is agai-i very different from the method above

described. In the report of the British Consul

at Farlenno (published in the Keiv Bulletin for

October 1895) we read with regard to lemons ;

—

“ Tree should be trained high to admit free ventila-

tion, pruning to take place regularly once a year.

The clearing away of dried twigs and suckers

precedes the pruning and sometimes renders the

latter unnecessary.

An exceptional crop of onions is said by an

American paper to have been raised by the follow-

ing method. A patch three rods long and two w'ide

w'as selected. The ground was prepared in the usual

way, w'ell fertilized and raked smooth. Then foot

boards 12 feet long were placed so as to leave an

opening about 4 inches betw'een them. Along this

opening onion sets w'ere planted about six inches

apart. The boards were not removed during the

grow'ing of the crop, and acted as a mulch through

w'hich weeds could not peneti'ate. A very little

labour kept the weeds out of the rows, and the

cro]) matured in fine shape, giving an extra-

ordinary large yield. It took sixty-si.x boards to

cover the patch, and they cost the grow'er about

S^5. The boards will last many seasons for this

purpose, if taken up during the winter, and the

cheapest kind of lumber w'ill answer the purpose.

The enforced idleness to the land conveyed by the

boards adds greatly to the productivenes.s, claims

the grow'er of the crop. Six-inch boards would

answer the purpose fully as well, and then nearly

twice the quantity could be grown upon the same

amount of land.

The Madras Government lately appointed a Com-
mittee to report on several water-lifts for agri-

cultural purposes that are now' in the market. The
Committee found some good jioints in these lifts,

but suggest that a rew'ard of R1,000 be offered

for a really efficient lift suitable to the needs ot

the average ryot. As the matter is of imperial

interest, the Government of India are to be asked

to consider whether it would not be possible to

})romote a competition throughout the country by

the offer of substantial prizes.

No absolute specific has yet been discovered for

the various diseases to which the tomato plant is

subject
;

but correspondents of the Journal of

Horticulture recommend that the plants w'hen
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badly affected slioiild be rooted up and burnt, and
that tlie same soil should not be again used for
tomato culture. If avoidable, organic manures
should not be used. Charcoal is said to be good
for keeping the soil sweet, and lime assists in pre-
venting the drooping dise.ase as caused by either
slime or sleepy fungus. “Fostite,” a French pre-
paration of talc and salts of copper, has proved
effectual as a remedy for fnngrrid di.sease incidental
to the tomato. Green coj)peras applied to the land
while fallow is also recommended.

F. Alberts, proprietor of Moulton Hill vineyard
two miles south of Cloverdale, has for many yea''s

been experimenting on a process for tlie manu-
facture of a syrup from grape juice, ami has at

last succeeded in producing the article desired.

Last season he manufactured nearly ‘25,000 gallons
of this syrup. Its uses are manifold. It is o.x-

cellent for sweetening wine and .vliisky, thus
taking the place of cane syrup, wliich is not
so desirable for that purpose. The syrup is also

used as a substitute for honey and cane syrup.

This invention will be beneficial to tlio wine trade

as it yearly withdraws grapes eciuivalent to

250,000 gallons of wine.— <S'o!« liosa Republican.

It is reported that most of the Florida orange

groves have been destroyed by frost. The orange

industry in I’Torida was of the annual value of

nearly a million sterling. Tliis failure has led

growers to think of starting cultivation in Jamaica
and tlie Bahamas. It is said that during 1895
only 100,000 boxes of oranges were shipped from
Florida instead of 5,000,000 boxes

!

We have to acknowledge with thanks the receipt

of cojiies of The Suf/ar Journal, The Barbados
Af/ricultural Gazette, The Central African Planter,
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The St. Thomas' Colleye Mayazine, Ihe Ceylon
Commercial News.
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(Continued from page 587.)

ND now for the labours of the

arboriculturist, afterwards his

enjoyments.

As in other matters, the

arboriculturist in this country

has many dilEculties to con-

tend with. Of these our very

extensive sea-board, compared

with our very limited interior,

is one. Particles of sea-salt, when plentiful in the
air, are most inimical to the growth of forest trees

in general. Even in the finest climates, it particles

of sea-sa’t abound in the air, they attach and kill

all expanded leaves and young wood, and prevent

the formation of buds. On the Bay of Naples, in

the south of Italy, just as on Bressay Sound in the

Shetland Isles, deciduous trees can be grown, in

the first instance, only under the lee of a wall.

And each row of trees, as it is farther from the

sea, only rises above the one that is nearer, like

the roof of a house. Evergreens, indeed, whose

leaves and life are more torpid, are not so sensitive

;

and the Bay of Naples, where man has not interfered,

is beautifully clothed with orange and lemon trees.

Some plants also have the power of absolutely

resisting the entrance of sea-salt into their tissues,

which, accordingly, may be seen encrusting their

leaves
;
and they suffer nothing from. salt. Other

trees, again, as the coconut palm, may have a truely

maritime habitat, and m»y refuse to be productive

at any very great distance from the sea. But a

large sea-board, especially in a windy country like

ours, is certainly a great barrier to arboriculture.

And those gentlemen and foresters who have

succeeded in giving old Neptune a sight of a group

of goodly trees which they have raised within the

reach of his breath, have a great triumph.

The great prevalence of westerly winds also in

our latitudes is a great disturber of the growth
and symmetry of trees, especially in those valleys

which lie west and east from sea to sea.

But much, very much, has been dene at once to

protect, to enrich and to beautify our country by
arboriculture. But happily for the earnest arbori-

culturist, much remains still tj be done; and of

his rural art, the praises stand in special need on
being celebrated at the present moment, when, if

consequence of the increasing demand both for

cora-fields and pasture laid, arboricu'ture runs such
a risk of being neglected. It is certain, however,
that in order to have the best, whether green hills

meadows, or corn-fields, there must be in the lands-
cape a fair proportion of trees.

There is another fact which, in reference to our
own country, especially the southern and western-
counties and highlands, invests arboriculture with
peculiar claims; audit is this,—to a fat greater ex-
tent than ever before, the draining of all boggy
lands, both low lying and upland, is being practised.

Now. this is all right. It is the hand of man doing
for nature in our latitudes what nature is usually
able to do for herself. It is the hand of man pro-
ceeding to abolish the bogs which were the death
of the primeval forest in all those localities where
trees could formerly grow. But if man is to take
a second leaf out of the book of nature, it is that
he shoul 1 plant thoso new drained bogs again

;
for

that is what sho does whatever she can. Of this

draining, the immediate consequence has been a

great improvement in the quality of the grasses

growing on ihe lands formerly bogs, and therefore

a great encouragement to the agriculturist, and
especially to the sheep farmer, to continue draining
till no bog remains over which he has control—
an encouragemsnt which, at the present moment,
is felt intensely in consequence of the unprecedented

Value of sheep.
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Now, there cnn be no doubt that this universal
draining is ameliorating our dim ae, not perceptibly
in reference to mean temperature perhaps, hut cer-
tainly in leference to sunshine and fur weather.
The southern a' d western cou'itie.s—the Ail uuic
eicie of our irland— is in point of rainUill approxi-
mating the eastern counties, or the Continental side.
Hut liiis is what the western districts cannot stand
with' ut serious loss to the country. The amount
of rain to which they have been subjected for ages
has cirried out of the soil the most part of the
aluminous ele.nents, in union with water (for which
alumina has a remarkable affinity) into the sea, or,

at all events, into the lowest troughs of the land.

The soil generally is consequently light and sandy,
sharp and g od for growing oats and grasses, and
therefore for giving green hills inst ad of heatheiy
hills, but less fit It r wheat and beans, and even
barley. Green hills must al*ays be the peculiar

treasure of the southern and western highlands of

Scotland. And, accordingly, such is the character

of those hills generally as’ elsewhere in the corres-

ponding localities in England. They are remarkable
for their verdure. 'I'liey form in this respect a

striking contrast to the Grampians and the moun-
tains of Aberdeenshire, which are very brown and
purple, with i-ocks and stones, and heather out of

tiower or in flower.

But will the southern and western mountains
continue green in ages to come, when the whole
country is thoroughly drained, as they have continuod
for ages past? No; even already it begins to be

commonly sa'd of many of the most profitable sheep-

walks, that they could take a shower every day,

and, at all events, they could take, and would be

the belter f-.jr more than they get, even in districts

which were wont to be very wet. Is there any
method, then, whereby the rainy character of a

count' yside, which has departed through the draining

of that country, can be restored to the extent that

is needed to preserve the gieen hills, so that the

Biiashinc, which has been obtained by the draining,
may be preserved, while yet the former moisture
may be recovered for the vegetation ? Is there any
method, in a word, by which a habitual or muggy
raininess cf climate may be transformed into sui'iiy

showeriness ?

This problem, I believe, the arborioulturist is

appointed to solve. By judicioua'y planting the
crests and slopes of the mountains, and giving to

nature such breadth of forest as she requires, the
hills may be kept perpetually green, and the beauty
of tlie country at the same time immensely enhan ed.

Moreover, the timber will in the coiir.se of time pay
its own way, and something more. Even supposing
the larch sbou d refuse its assistance in the woik,
the great study now bestowed upon the cotiiferos in

their whole treatmen*, and their cultivation by many
(and by none more admirably than by the Pi’esidf-ut

of this society), opens up the hope that some subs-
titute for the larch may be louud. Aud if even
stktesmeu are making provision for times supposed
tr be coming, when coal-fuel, as is thought, will

be scarce anU dear, the timber of our country will

acquire new value. At present, indeed, it seems
as it it wore thrust aside, aud were put hors de combat
by iron. The sound of the hammer in the navy-yard
now is quite different from what it used to be. No
longer may we sing

—

“ Heart of oak are our ships.”

But will it not be a pleasing conversion when our
‘ wooden walls” protect our firesides, not on the
stormy main, but at the very glowing ingle-neuk
itself. At all events, there is no reason to appre-

hend that the economic value of timber will ever

cease. Bather let us anticipate a t mo when the

reasonable supply of the wants of our population,

both gentle and simple, and a general contentment,

which alone is true wealth, will leave the general

eye more open to the charms of beauty, and when
people in general will drink in a far larger s ipply

of enjoyment than they do at present, from com-

munion with Nature and the contemplation of the

Beautiful. An eye for beauty is in reality the richest

inheritance. It needs no title to hold, but merely

one to behold, and this is the title of eveiy man
that has an eye to see with, and a soul to feel.

And a true friend among his neighbours assuredly
is tint mail who, by his art, has succeeded in pre-
senting permanently to the spcct.itor who is living
there, or frequently passing that way, a beautiful
object where ihero was none before. And here let

us maintain, that whatever tlio field of the sculptor,
or the painter, or the architect, however much of
the beautiful they may possibly create in their res-
pective provinces, the field of the arboriculturist
and landscape gardener is more ample than any
or all of them. The finest works of the sculptor
or of the architect are manifestly only accessories
to the landscape gardener. These artists have to
come to him to assign a place whore their creation
may stand, or if they venture to fix upon that place
themselves, it is only by becoming landscape-gar-
deners themselves for the occasion.
Not that there is any incongruity in their so doin?

if they have streng'h for it. The principles of-
beauty, whether in the elect field of ihe sculptor,
the painter, .the architect, or the landscape-gardener,
are the same in all. Aud on these principles I shall
here venture a few remarks, because I am not
aware that they have as yet been advanced in con-
nection with the landscape, while, even in ancient
times, they have been verified in reference to archi-
tecture aud sculpture, aud some of the most eminent
of modern sculptors have be n eager to embrace
them.
That ill speaking of landscape-gardening I am not

wandering Irom arboriculture, follows from this,
that scarcely otherwise than by modifying the sur-
face of the country by planting or felling, can man
change the aspect, the beauty, and expression of a
landscape at all. But let it not be inferred from
this that his power to do so is but small. We all
know to what an extent a man may change the as-
pect and expression of his head by beard-and-mustache
gardening. Not less is the power of the landscape
gu-denev in modifying the expression of the landscape,
through the cultivation of trees and underwood.
As to the beauty of the landscape, then,—the man-

sion-house with its rural panorama aud the culti-
vation of its be.xuty,—we cannot too soon draw a
distinction between the effects of colour on the one
hand, aud of /ivm on the other.

Colours are for the eye only. They can p’easq
they can cheer, they can delight, nay, to some ex-
tent, they can awake delightful associations

;
or thev

can depress and awake mournful associations; but
th^ do not move the soul as certain forms do

;

and they never attain the rank of picturesque or
sublime. When beholding colours, also, the mind is
quite differently engaged from what it is when con-
templating forms. In beholding colours, the eye
rests on the colour. The area, the space which the
colour covers, is everything. In beholding forms, on
the other hand, the eye, though secretly, is yet ever
in motion, ever ranging along the contours or some
line or other in the form beheld, conscious that
therein the charm of the beauty lies, aud very able to
enjoy half beauty, though not to discover the secret of it.
Hence the development of beauty in reference to

colour is easy :

(1) Colour, as to cheerfulness or gloom, must
be answerable to the expression of the forms which
it clothes.

(2.) Colour must be in breadths, not too small.
3. ) Colour must, however, be sufficiently varied and
4.

)
Every variation of colour must be harmonious'

if tbe colour is not to interfere with Ihe trans-
parency and amplitude of the landscape.
The first and last of these conditions may lie con-

si'Jered as of the saiiio order. Scientifically con-
sidered, they arc rather obscure; but happily the
eye is an adequate judge. The con litioiis of liariiiony
have, however, been completely ascertained iii refer-
ence to music, and the same principles (though not
the same rations apply to colours. But on this
subject let ns content ourselves with saying that as
the musical composer of a great piece, almost indeed
in every page of it, in order to keep the ear awake,
finds it necessary to have recourse to discords and
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modulations from one key to another, so does the

gardener, both in refereiue to the landscape and
the flower-garden. Of late, indeed, tlie principle of

discoid has luled in tbe flower-garden; and this it

ever must do when t' o object is lo till ihe eye w.th

a great sliow of ct lour, li’or the harmony i.l colours

imparts transparency; and though harmony bo iiecer.-

sary, if every colcur is to be seen in itspiuity, yet

when the impression of all thi colours is received

s.multaueoiisly. they fill the eye mucli more completely

whtii they are not in harmonious ju.Kioposition.

{Suppose for instance, three varieties of pansy, one
of which consists of violet and yellow (Doth pure

and finely modelled forms), so that they just ba'ance

each ether, another which is wholly violet, and the

third wholly yellow, then a bed composed wholly of

the first, even at a very shoit distance from i
,

would soon cease to have any effect at all. Yioh t

and yellow' are harmonic or complementary colours :

when, through distance, they overlap each other, or a

Cel. fused seu^atiou of both is received by the eye,

all colour tends to vanish, and mere iranspai enc>

,

or the ground colours beneath, tend lo icniain.

,\nd indeed, almost ail colour, ev n at the disiauce

of distinct vision, may be made to vani.-D if the yellow

and violet be in just proportion to each other and i ei-

fectly complementary or harmoniocs. By spinning

the flower round under the eye with sufiicient rapi-

dity it will seem merely white or giey. If, again,

half the flower-btd be planted with the pansies which
are wholly violet, the wfiole h d will hi ar to be looked

at from some distance, and will still, in some mea-
sure, fill the eye. But let the violet colour, which
is harmonious with the yellow, be removed and its

place be takeir by some discordant colour, such as

bright red, and the bed, now half scarht now half

yellow, will send on its yellow as well as its scarlet

to the eye, and fill it to a much greater distance.

It is to oe admitted, therefore, that though it s- enrs

at first as if there were much that is n erely

in the prevailing fashion of flower-beds, yet there

is principle for it too.

But there must be no such tampering with the

landscape. There, transparency and purity of tint

come to be the primary object of regard
;

for the

beauty of the landscape is that of expression, and
almost everything depends upon form. Staring

colours may, indeed sometimes be introduced w.tli

good effect, and serve a valuable purpose, but only

to draw awny the eye from defects, nevi r to en-

hance beauty. One of the first demands of the soul

in leference to the landscapte, is for amplitude
;
and

bright colours always give the impression r-f little-

ness. No'doubt the idea f “ sm p',” box,” &e.,

is not without a certain cluuin; but Llie treatim nt

of such subjects lies out ide the spliere of the lands-

cape-gardener, except, perhaps, as a discord. That
charm, in fact, is whofly of a social natuie.

What, then let us ask, arc the forms which impart

beauty to the landscape’ and which the landscape-

gardener and a' horiculturii t has to oh.-eiva and
develope in oiderto perceive and to exalt the beauty

of a domain or country side? To most pers( ns this

question will sei ni a very bold one, perhaps a n>-ed-

Uss one, since the general impression is that no such

forms are disco'crable in scicTilific way, hut only

c n Icsecu, or rather, indeed, felt, wlien tlio he-auti-

ful objects are under the eye. It is certain, li- \vcvor,

that the artist,—when fully entitled to tlie name,
whether he he a musical cemposer, an arcliitect, a

sculptor, a painter, or a landscape gardener,—knows
perlectly well that a certain expressi ii niiitormly

attaches to certain modes of composition, and the

development of certain forms on hi.s part. He may
not be, and, indeed, seldom is altle to give an
acco nt, either to himself or to others, of the parti-

cular areas, forms or lines on which^ that effect de-

pends Bat never dcubts that the pleasing effect

has its cause in the visible features wliich his f.it

enables him to introduce in his composi.ious. Ho
never doubts that there are prim-iplcs of b auty

which never fail to strike and to plea-e good taste.

Kay, he knows and lie shows that he is himse'f in

possession of these principles, though he cannot

disentangle them from their accessories or say pre-

cisely what they are.

Nevertheless, they have been disentangled to a
^leat ext nt, and here let us shortly bring them
forward- It wi.l at least, be a pleasing exercise of
mind fur tiiose whose calling is to converse with
natuie, to observe nature in relation to the princi-
ples of beauty in the landscape, and in its several
(-Icments now to be unfolded, with a view to verily
tlicse principle-', and, if found true, to apply them
in art.

What, then let us ask, is the secret of the be.aaty
of the landscape, and how, in any given case, may
that beauty be enhanced by the lanclscape-gardene'

,

the architec*, or other artist ? Now, to this tlife answer
undoubtedly is, that secret of tlie I eaiUy of nature
is one and the same thing with the seer ta)f n ituie
herself. It is tlie same economy which imike-i i alure
to ba wliat she is which alsj makes her lo bebehu-
tifu’, In other word-', tlie laws of iia’ure are tlie

sonrcei (f beauty. And any landscape or scene
which is eminently lx amifiil, is so beautiful jurt
because their nature is moving acot.rdiug toher(-wu
laws in triumphal procissiou from the point of view
of the !)• h, Ider.

But this theory’ it may be justly said, is toogeneral
to be of any pract cal use. It is not disputed, but
it ca' not be applied. Now, this criticism is jus(.

We must, therefore, ask in detail what are tlio e
I'eatn'ies which the fiee and unimpeded operation cf

the laws of natuie tend to induce in tlm landscape ?

And, as a first, step in this direction, we must ask
w’hat it is that makes any poitioii of count y to be
entitled to the name of a landscape? Now, to this
the answer is, that a portion of country becomes lo
the observer a landscape as soon as he regards it

as a unity, that is, as soon as he can look upon it

or fix his g.rze upon it, without his thoughts or hia

eye wandering t j other quarters. This will not be
disputed. But, in making this step, we have also'

made a step in the disco ery of the secret of beauty.
The mind can never be happy except when it is

moving in harmony with the laws of its own activity,

that is the laws of intelligence. The Beautiful,
therefore, which makes the mind happy, must be
something which draws out the mind, and invitts
it to move in harmony with tiie laws of intelligence.
Now of all these la.vs, one of the most imperative
is, that the unity of consciousness, which is the
very centre and characteristic of intelligence, shall

not he disturbed, hut, on the contrar}', shall be
supplied with some unity in the outward which ,t

may fix upon, fleiice the eye, in limiting for itsel
,

and electing a portion of country as a landscapi

,

has already disclosed what is the first principle ot

the beautiful in every department. And it is thi'',

that the beautiful onject, however vast, must siill

possess a certain unify. 'This, in the nios' general
point of view, is the first principle of beauty, whether
in the landscape or any other beautiful composiiior.
The object must admit of being construed as a uiiit^

.

The mind must be able, which elfort, to embrace
it as one.

But ihe mind such an agent, that while it wi'l

not and cannot give itself lo more than one object

at a lime, it is so inliinsically active, that itweaiie-i

almost immediate'y if ihc unity whicli engages it 1 e

a unity or uniformity merely. Along wi h iiiiily in

t e object, wliich is ihe fil^t eomlilioii cal ed fo
,

because it is the coiiditi ni of uiulis urhed a tenti n
or contemplation, the meiual activity calls forvaii-. ly

ill that objee', so that the mind, wi bout losing ho.d
of it as a unity, may he fite lo ramble over it and
discourse freely upon it.

fTo he coHcladul.

)

A BIBLIOGUAPHY OF TEA, COFFEE, AND
CACAO.

(7'c» the Eifitor, “ Tropivnl Afp'ieulturi'it.”)

Hampstead, London.
Deak Sir,—I herewith send you the sketch of a

work which I hope soon to extend into book form, and
which ha-i occupied me olT and on for the last

three years. It is a “ Bibliography of the liitorature

of Tea, Coffee, and Cacao’ ;
and I thought it only
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right that the Trojncal Agricultunst, which has
done 60 much (in connection with the Observer)
to encourage and extend a'.l that contributes to the
true welfare of a country, should be the first to
introduce it to the public

; that is, of < curse, provided
it be judged worthy of such introduction. The work
has been one of absorbing in'erest, pleasure, and
instruction to myself, and, I hope, will prove of

some use to merchants, brokers, planters, and even
consumers, of that most beneficial and least harmful
of all products—Tea.

Just as “ IngO Vii” was the putting into shape
of my Tamil notes as a Sinna Dutai on Scalpa
Estate, so this “liibliography” is the outcome of

my own endeavours in the British Museum ton ad
up on the subject of Tea. When I came over three

years ago I vainly searched for a good list cf titles

and authors of books on this our leading staple.

I first discovered in “Notes and Queries” a short

“Bibliography of Tea, Coffee, and Sugar” (evidently

by P. L. Simmonds), but it gave only about twenty
books on Tea and bad many mistakes. For
instance. Keen, 11'., was evidently meant for William
Skeen, and a book on Coffee in Ceylon was ascribed

to Lewis, G. C. (i.c. Sir George Cornwallis Lewis!).

This ought to be Lewis, B. E. 1 next lighted upon
Bergsma’s “ Catalogus auctorum qui de thea sciip-

serunt,” and this helped me considerably, though,

being antiquated and in Latin, many of the names
were ludicroitsly mis-spelt. And besides, as nearly

all scientific men in those days adopted a Latin

form of their name, and as the British Museuiu
authorities ins st on giving the original form in

nearly all instances, it was sometimes very difficult

to trace the proper man. For instance, the real

name of Beinhardus Albiiius was B. 11 ttis, alhus

being the Latin equivalent of the German iveiss

(white). Borrichius stands for Borch
;

Crockisius

for Ciocq ;
Francius for Fransz

;
Francus for Francke ;

Frisius or Fhrisius for Vries or Friese. Then again

an author bad a happy knack of appearing under

a different name as quoted by different authorities.

At one time he was Herriehcn
;
at another ileiiirichem;

at another Uenichen. Oviugton changes to Overton ;

-Joseph Serer seems to bo the same man as Giuseppe
Seker; our English doctor John Coakley Lettsom
appears in French as simple Jean Coakley; the

real name of C. Bontekoe was C. Decker van Alkmanr
;

he got his nickname from the Ao-? (spotted cow)
on his father’s signboard

!
[We have the word hvute

in our name for flags,— buntinir.] There seems
some inexplicable mystery about Elisha Mills Eiy
and S. Millesly ; they wrote exactly the same book,
and Mills Ely and Millesly soiud suspiciously al ke ;

yet they appear in catalogues as totally separute
individuals. And whether Philippe Sylvostre Dufour
was a pseudonym for Jacob 8pon or vice tersu, or

whether they were two or mo.e individuals, is, as

far as I know, still an unsolved problem. One man
I must mention : be was called by his contempoi aiics

the “person of many ii itiuls” : his pioper name
was Worp, but he is more often to be found under
Peyma or Beiutema; and his full title is Johan
Ignatius Worp Beiutema van Peyma. It may be
interesting to mention that K. James was the doctor
who first prepared t‘ e celebrated “-James’s Powders.”
Of the wretched quack who called himself AVc John
Hill it was said “ Por physic and farces, his equal
there scarce is. His farces are physic, hi.s physic

a farce is” ;
aud of Motteux, who was a h rench-

man, but who established an emporium in L rndon,

and who wrote vigorous English poe’ry, Jjidy
Wortley Montague, in • The Toilette,’ makes inoi -

tion, thus:—“ S'.rait then i’ll dre.-s, and take my
wonted range Through India shop.s, to Motteux s,

or the Change. ’ I found my smutLeiing of many
European and oriental languages most uselul m
making out the various titles ;

and it will be in-

teresting to note how many nations are ten esented.

The greatest assistance I derived was from Dr. E.
J. Waring’s “ Bibliotheca Therapeutica, ’ w ieh con-

tains very full lists of works on all sorts of anie’es

of the materia niedica, and from which 1 copy
some of the most perplexing Latin equivalents of

the towns where tlie volumes were issued. These

[April t, 1896.

I append separately. In conclusion, I may say

that to prevent the list from swelling to uum-inage-
able bounds I had to limit it to such works as

refer directly in their tit'es to Tea, Coffee, and
Cacao.—I am, yours truly,

A. M. FEIIGUSON.

Li.st of L.vtin axjj Fokeion N.vmes of
Some of 'fiiE Lo(:.vuties Oocuititixo

IN THE Bi1!U001:.\1’1IV,”

Argentoratum, Strasburg.
Budissiua, Bautzen (Saxony).
Colouia Agrippina, Cologne.
Colonia Allourogum, Geneva.
Erfordia, Erfurt.
Francofurtum ad Moenum, Frankfort-on-the-Main.

„ ad Viadrum, „ ,, „ Oder.
Gedanum, Dantzic.
Gravenhage, The Hague.
Hafnia, Copenhagen.
Hala Magdeburgica, Halle (in Prussia).

,, Suevica, ,. (in Wurtemburg).
Holmia, Stockholm.
Kiloniutn, Kiel.

Lugdunum Gallorum, Lyons.
,. Batavorum, Leyden.

Regiomontium, Kiinigsberg.
Ticiuum Regium, Pavia.
Tigurum, Zurich.
Trajectum ad Mosam, Maestricht.

„ ad Oderam, Frankfort.

,, ad Rhenum, Utrecht.
Utrajectum, Utrecht.
Ulyssipolis, Lisbon.
Vindobona, Vienna.
Vratislavia, Breslau.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TEA.

A. M. L. Five o’clock Tea. By the Author of
“Breakfast Dishes, Ac. ” Jjondon. 188(>. 8o.
Aeadtmies—J.ondon—lloyal Asiatic .Soey—lJatien

./. Jl. Notes and Recollections on Tea Cultivation
in Kumaon and GarhwJl. London. 1878. 8o. See
JiuUcn, J. Jl.

Academies ibalerno Schohi Salcrnitava. Commen

-

taire en vers Francois, sur T.^cole de Salerne..ou
soiit adjoustez. .Le Tlic,Le Caphe, Le Chocolate, Ac.
Jjuf. and 7'V., Paris. 1671. 12o.
Adrertisements, A collection of curious advertise-

ments and handbills, 1682-18J6, reprinted by G.
Smeeton, London. [1830-10.] 4o. [Advt. !). About
Tea, Colfee, Brandy, Ac.J.

Advice. Advice to Parents on the Management of
their Children in. ..hinallpox. ..to which are added
some general Observations on the use of Te.i, Ac.
Novomarchiae (Newmaik). 179,3. 8o.

.d'ivtce. Advi 0 to the Unwary: or an Abstract
of certain penal law's now in force against siniu^gling
in general, and the adulleralion of Tea, Ac. London
1780. 8o.

Athandlimj. Afliandling om Thee. Alburgi. 1777.
8o.

Ajternoon Tea. Afternoon Tea. Rhymes for child-
ren. with, .illustrations by G. J. Sowerby and H. H.
Emerson. London. 1880. 4->.

Aiynan, Fcancots. Le Prestre Medecin. ..Avec un
traite' du Caffe ct du The de Bh-ance, Ac. Paris. 1006
12o.

Albiiius. Bernh : Praes. See Ge.nae, J . 1/. Disscr-
tatio do Thee. Bhuncof. ad Viadr. 1C,81. 4o

Albrecht, Joh. Pet. Kljr cut Icckle Unschuld tier .

Thee und Coffee Gctriincke. Bremen. 1696. S-i.
Alcott, II/;/. .l/e.r. 'Tea and Coffee. . their efl'rcts

on the human sysfem. B'ifih cd. New York flsyO''!
12o. [Do. Now e '. I8s;i.j

Alcott, 11 '-v- .Hex. Tliee und KafTee. ..fti’ansld.
from the Bmglish L Zwoitc Auflage See l|eilshacu-
scr, K. Gesundheit. Ac. Bd. 12. 1868, Ac. 8-r. I Om eln
1860. Berlin. 1869.].

' ‘

Allj////ei/ie. Allgemeino Bomerknngen iiber da.s
1 lieo-tiiiikcn , , Aiid dcin iiberset/.t. Jjin-
sio.e, i7J)r>. 8o.
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Almeida^ Gal. d'. Manuel do cultivador e nauipu-
ador do chd. Ponta Delgada. 18‘,)2. 80 .

Anderson, Itobt. of Mincbnj Lane. Anderson’s Indian
Tea Tables. Showing the equivalent value in Loudon
o f Tea at prices per lb. in Calcutta, &c. London.
1885. fol.

Anderson, Joseph [and Davidson, S'. C.] Letters on
Tea. Belfast. 1880.

-Lndronicu.s. psend. [Jlich -Uberti^. Tractatus mod-
hist. de tribus impositoribus

;
oder Gedancken

vou...dem Getriinck des Thee und Coffee, etc. Cos-
mopoli [i.e. llostock]. 17:58. 80

. [? 1731. l'2o.]

Andry de lioisrcgard, Nic. see F.urope. Le The de
I’Europe, on las proprietez de la Veroniqne. Paris.

1701. So. [1712. 120 .1 .

Anti-Teapot Iterieir. The Anti-Teapot Review. A.
Magazine of politics, literature, and art. Edited by
Members of the Universities, &c. Loudon. 1801-9. 80 .

Armstrong, t’has. Sp. Tea Cultivation ; special

paper. A. M. & J. Ferguson, Colombo. 1837. I60 .

Armstrong, Chus. Sp. Tea and Coffee Cultivation

in Ceylon. [From the Proc, of the Uikoya P.A.J.
Colombo. 1883. 12o.

Armstrong, Chas. Sp. Tea Cultivation in Ceylon.
Paper read at a meeting of the Dimbnla P.A. 1883.

Seconded, Colombo. 1884. 12o.

Aronche de Toledo Itcndon, Honorario Jose. Poquena
Memox'ia da planta(;ao e cultura do cha. Rio de Janeiro.

1833. 80 .

Arrest. Arrest du Conseil d’Estat du Roy, por-

tant diminution de droits sur le The'. Paris,

1718. 4o.

Assam. Information on the discovery and character
of the Tea plant in Assam. London. 1839. 80 .

Assam. Assam : sketch of its history, soil and pro-

ductions ; with the discoveiy of the Tea plant, &c.
London. 1839. 80 .

Assam. A letter on the discovery and character of

the indigenous Tea plant of Assam. By Jas. Leonard.
London. 1839. 80 .

As.sani. Tea Operations in Assam. 1873 4.

Assam. Annual Reports on Tea Culture in Assam.
By the Secy, to the Assam Govt. 1881-91.

-1.'. ‘ At a drinking Tea. ’ The Tea Table Intrigue.

I

A song written] by Air. Cooper. [London. 1720 ?] fol.

Aubry-le-Comtc, C'h. Eng. Culture et preparation du
the’. 18(55. 80 .

Baier, Job. .Joe. Pras. See Chari.s. J.h\ Problemata
quadam medica. [Tea. IV. 10.] 170C). 4o.

JSaildon, Sami. Tea in Asoam...wi(h an Appendix
“ Rural Life amongst the Assamese. ” Calcutta. 1877.

80 .

Bruldon, Sami. The Tea Industry in India.

London. 1882 80 .

Bull, Sami. An Account of the CuUivation and
Manufactiu’c of Tea in China... with remarks on
the., .introduction of culture of the Tea Tree in other

parts of the world. London. 1818. 80 .

Bambcr, E.T. Tea. [A description of its culture,

growth, Ac.]. London. 18(58. 80 .

Bambcr, Kdw. Li.Jier. An Account of the Culti-

vation and Manufacture of Tea in India. &c. Cal-
cutta. 18(50. 80 .

Bambcr, J/. Keliraij. A Text-Look on the Chemistry
and Agriculture of Tea, including the Growth and
Manufacture. Calcutta. 1893. 80 .

Bannister, Bieh. Cantor Lectures on Sugar, Tea,
Coffee, and Cocoa. [Socy. of Arts. Apr. - May. 1890.].

Louden. 1890. 4o.

Barker, Geo .1/. A Tea Planter’s Life in Assam. .

.

with.. .Illusti ations by the Author Calcutta, London.
1884 i_1883J. ,

80 .

Barry, L. Etude sur le The. Montpellier. 1890. 4o.

Butt.n, John llal. Notes and Recollections of Tea
Cuhivation in JCumaon and Garhwal. See Acodemics
— London, d'-e. 1878. 80 .

Bel'lnlgeu, Connt [•onf Cepe, J A ]. An Essay on
the Vir.ues and Pioperiies of the Ginseng 'Tea, with
ojservations on the pernicious effects of Tea-Drink-
ing in general. Loudon. 178(5. 80 .

Billi, Jlarth. Kuitze. . .Beschreibung dcr Thee,
Coffee und Chocolate, Ac. Leipzig. 1095. 4\
Bergemann, ,foh. G. Der Chinesische Thee and

seine Surrogate. Breslau. 1810. 80 . [Uratislaviae.

1750-2.].

Bcrgsma, Corn. Ado. Catalogue Auctorum qui de
thea scripicrunt. Trajecti ad Rhenuni. 1825, 80 .

Bergjma, Corn.. Adc. Dissertatio rnedico-botanica
do thea. Trajecti ad Rheuum. 1825. 80

. [?1824.
i

Berries, Juniper. Histoire naturelle du tli6, du ta'e,
Ac. 1(583.

Jlertin, Jos. E.cnp. See Falconet, C. Non ergo notus
Theae, Ac. Paris. 1739. 4o.

^

Berlin d’Antilly. Louis Aug. Le The, ou la journal
des dix-huit. Journal politique et littcrairc. Paris
An V. (1799). 4o. See D'

,
M.

Bidie, George. Report of Coffee Borer. [Chapter
on Tea, Nilgiris.] Madras. 18(59. 80 .

Bietm.c, Ant. Le The : Botanique et Culture Paris
1892. So.

Bingham, G. Clifton. The Tea Kettle songs. Illus-
trated, Ac. TuckandSous. London, Bavaria printed
[18941. 4o.

Jllanlcaart, Steph. S. Blancardi. . .Haustus Poly-
chresti, oder; Zuverliissige Gedancken vom Tlu'e
Coffee, Chocolate, und Taback, A'c. Hamburg. 1705. 80 !

Blankaart, Steph. Gebruick en misbruck von de
Thee, Ac. ’s Gravenhago [Hagae Comituml. 1686.
3o. See Groot : Bontekuc, C.

Blegny, Nicolas De. Le Bon Usage du The, du
Caffe, et du Chocolat, Ac, Paris, 1687, 12o. fLu"d.
1680. 12o. Paris, 1687, I60 . Lyon. 1688. 12o.]

'

Blend. The Happy Blend; or How John Bull was
suited to a_T. [An illustrated advertisement of 'I'ea.T

London, [1885. |
4o.

''

Blending. The Art of Tea Blending, A handbook
for the Tea trade.

Bohea Tea. The volatile spirit of Bohee-tea, [An
advertisement.] London. 1710. s,sh. 4o.

Bois, D. Le T 116 et ses suceddanees.
Bonnewyn, H. Considerations sur le the et sur son

acclimatemeut en Belgique. Gand. 1856.
Bontekoe, Corn. Tractat van het excellenste Kruyd

Thee. ..Den tweeden druk vernieerdeit.. .van twee
. ..verhandelingen. I. Van de Coffi. II Van de Choco-
late, Ac. ’s Gravenhage. 1679. 80 .

Bontekoe, Corn. Gebruik en Misbruik van de Thee,
Amsterdam. 1686. [A new edition of his “ Tractat'
Ac. ”] .

’

* Bonyngr, Francis. The Future Wealth of America.
..the Commercial and Agricultural Advantages of
cultivating Tea, Coffee and Indigo, ihe Date, Manee
Ac. New York. 1852. 12o.

® ’

Book-Keeping. Book-Keeping by Double Entry for
the use of Managers, Assistants,“and Conductors on
Coffee, Tea, Cinchona or other Estates. Printed by
the Ceylon Times Piess Company, Limited. Colombo
1881. 80 .

JJorci, Jrierre. ^ eu uoservat.
Cent. 3. p. 228.J. 16..?

Borrichius, Ofa.us. O. Borrichii do usu plantarum
indigenarum in medicin.n, et sub iinem de .Thee spe-
ciftco enchiridion. Hafniae. 1690. 4o. [First appeared
1688. 80 .].

Bostonian. Ti-aits of the Tea Party, being a me-
moir ol G. R. T. Hewes, cue of the last of its survi-
vors, Ac. Now York. 1835. 12o.

Boston Tea-Party. A retrospect of the Boston Tea-
Party, with a memoir of G. R. T. Hewes, a survivor
of the liltle band of patriots who drowned the 'J’ea
in Boston Harbour in 1773, Ac. New York. 1831. 12o.

Bouin, P. Remarquea et observations sur les incon-
veniens do I’ahus du the. Pari.=. 1810, 4o,

Brace, F.J.C. Tea Cultivation in Southern India
[In Ferguson’s Handbook.] Colombo. 1878. 80

Breakfast. Breakfast, Dinner, and Tea viewed
classically, poetically, and practical, v, Ac. New York
1860. 80 .

BroadbeiT, Humph. The domestic Ci ffee Man
showing the true way of preparing and makiim^ of
chocolate, coffee, nnd tea. London. 1722. 80 .

”

Brooke, Arthur, of Brooke, Bond J Co. Tea- Its
history, culture, prefniiation, and adulterations-
1877. 8c.
with a brief sketch of the tea-trade. London

Bnicc, C A. An account of the Alanufacture of
the Bfack Tea, as. . .practised at Suddeya, in Cmai
Assam, kc. Calcutta. 1838. 80 .

*

Bruce, C. A. Repoit on the mainifaclure of 'eaand on the extent and produce of tea plantations aAssam. Calcutta. 1839. 80 .
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Bi-unette, C. De la determination hiatologique de?
falsifications du the. Nancy. 188.3. 4o.

Iluc'hoTi, Pierre Jos. Dissertations sur I’ntilite’ et
les bons et mauvais effets dii tabac, du caffe’, du
cacao ct du the’.. .2de edition. I’aris. 1788. 8o. [1775.
8o. Liege. 1789. 16o.]

Ihic'hoz, Pierre Jos. Histoire Naturelle du The’ de
la Chine, laquelle on a joint un ni6nioire sur le

the’ du Paraguay, de Labrador, des Isles, etc. Paris
1800. 8j. [1805.]

lluc'hoz, Pierre Jos. Dissertation sur le The, siu
sa recolte. et sur les bons et mauvais effets de son in

fusion. Paris. 1786. fob [Liego, Paris. 1787. So.^

Hue ho:, Pierre Jos. Dissertation en forme dc sup
plement sur les plantes qui peuvent remplacer the’

Paris. 1786. fol.

Hunhuhu Chaname,. The T.iieky Tea Kettle (Bun
buku Chagamaj and other stories, with coloured il

lustrations by Japanese Artists, (tc. [no date.] 8o

Jliirilach, C. C. T. Das Thee-biichlcin, oder liber

don Chinesischen Thee, &c. Jjeipzig. 1810. 12o.

Jlu.sk, JIuHs, Ksq. The Dessert : a poem. To which

is added The Tea Second edition. London. 1820.

8o. [First edition. 1819.]

C., J.L.M. Naturgeiuiisso Beschreibung der Coffee,

Thee, Chocolate, Tabacks.. .Auss der Euglischen

of J. Chamberlayne?].. .durch Jiohann] Liawje]

M[edicinae] C[andidatumJ. Hamburg. 1681. 12o.

CtiiUns, Almixo. Opium and the Opium Appetite

:

with notices of alcoholic beverages.. .and tea and

coffee in their hygienic aspects, Ac. Philadelphia.

1871. 8-).

Cumphell, Duncan. A poem upon Tea. Together

with the sincere courtship of Dick and Amy. London.

1735. 8o.
. ^ .

Case. The Case of the Dealers in Tea.
_

[Praying

for an ad valorem Duty.] [i ondon. 1736. ?j s. sh.

Cat. The Cat’s Tea-Party. [A toy-book]. London.

1866. 4o.
'

. .

Ceylon. A complete list of tea companies and tea

gardens... in India and Ceylon.

Ceylon Tea hund. Report of the Committee of the

Ceylon 'Tea Fund, 1889 & 1890. (olombo: 1891 ? 8o.^

Chamberlayne, John. The ilanner of making Coffee,

Tea and Chocolate., .with their virtues, Ac. ['Transld.

trom P. Syirestre Dtifour and .1. Culnioncro.^. London.

1685. 12o. [180.].
, , . j

China. A glaiice at the interior of China obtainea

duriii" a journey through the Silk and Green 'Tea
” Taken in 1815. [Shanghai. 1849.1 8o.

China : as it was and as it is ; with a

the 'Tea and Opium 'Trade. London. 1842.

Districts.

China.

glance
Bo

China Tea-Cuya. Six China 'Tea-Cups. By the

Author of the “ Travelling Sixpence, ” &c. See Little

Dot Series. 1883, Ac. 8o.

China Tea-Pot. The China 'Tea-Pot ;
or why I do

not take sugar in my tea. L iidon, Weymouth.

1873. 8o. [A tract.]

Clyets, Andreas. De herba 'Thee Asiaticorum.

Francofurti. 1680. 4o.

Cofee. See P., G I'. Coffee and 'Tea. A Lecture.

London. 1883. 8o.

Cofee Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Tobacco. Their

Katural History. Ivondon. 1682. 4o. [See pisdier,

].' If Sytrestre Dnfour, P.\ Au/ural History. }.

'Cohauseu, doh. Hein. Neo-tliea, oder iieu-ange-

vinhtetu medicinischeThoc-Tafel, &c. Osnabriick. 1716.

Ho [Diitte Aufhige. Lenigu. 1750. 8u. (1728 12o )J

rnlansen Joh. Hein. Keo- hen, of nieuwe 'Theetufel

.x,Tdezel’ve als 'Thee te doen Trckken, &c. Ams-

tcidam.
j, a, Poem. London. 1865. 8o.

Collegii Medici Kungiorelse, o.n d. n

'Thee och Caffe’. ..at bruka i stiilla fur

Coles,

Culleyiuni

misbruch som
'Thee. Holnuae. 17^6. lo

Cohntiicro de Pedesmil,

du 'The’ et du Cliocolat.

Comerariu:; lAias (Zf).

tt abusu piluum Thcae

'I'libiuae. 1691. bo.

Cumier.s, Claude De. Le bon usage

Coffee ct du Chocolat. Ac. Pans. 1687

JJleyny, N. 1

jlnt. De Tus.age du ‘ ate’,

1671. 12o. See Klsayc.

Dissertationes tree de...nsu

et Coffcac in hi.s regionibus.

du 'Thee, du
12o. See

Consilium. Consilium de usu herbae et potin th6e,

et de virtute et usu potionis granorum Coffee. Bc.ro-

lini. 1708. lo.

Coin’, J.A. See Jlelchihyen, Count. An Fss.xy on
the Virtues of Ginricng Tea, Ac. 1786. 8o.

Cosmius, Hear. Magnae naturae oecnomia cum
demonstratione 'Tlieae, Coffeae, Chocolate. Francof.
et Lipsiae. 1687. 12o.

Cottam, Henry. 'Tea Cultivation in A.-ssam. A. M. A
J. Ferguson. (Jolombo. 1877. 8o.

Conthicr, Joan, Franc. See Gamier, A. Dissertatio
ergo Parisinis freqiiens po us 'Thea frequent! potu
t affeae salubri.i. Parisiis. 179-1. -lo. [MIlO.

!

Cranston, Hluart. 'Tbeine versus 'Tannin; or China
Tea versus Indian and Ceylon 'Tea. Glasgow,
Loudon. 1892. 8o.

Cres.se, I'et. See Thcrart, A. Ergo confei't curanJae
arthritidi 'The Sinen.sium. Pari.-;iis. 1657. lo.

Crockisius, Chr. J’'iid. See Knune.rieh, G. 'Thoco-
logia : episque iufusum. llegismonti. 1698. lo.

Cai Pionu. Cui P»ono ? or the pro.spects of a free

trade in tea. [-!-’• G. Dublin Library.] London.
1833. 8o.

Cup. A Cup of 'Tea. A. ' omedietta. See I. ary,

T.H. Lacy’s acting edition of plays, Ac. Vol. 83.

1850. Ac. 12o. [1869. 12o.]

D. Thee und Kakao, Stuttgart und 'Tiibingen. 1315.
Damme, 0. Kolfie, thee cu chooclade. Leiden.

[1870. 1_. 16o.

Davidson & Co Sirocco 'Tea.
|
See aho Anderson,

Jos. Letters on Tea. Belfast. 1886.]
Day, Sam. Phil. 'Tea: its myste^ and history...

with a preface in Chinese and English by Loh
Fong Lo. London. 1878. 8o.

Deas, Francis T.H. 'The Young Tea Planter's Com-
panion : a practical treatise on the management of a
'Tea Garden in Assam. London, Edinburgh. 1886. 8o.

Dehay. Any. l.es Influences du Chocolat, du The’
et du Cafe’ sur Tdconoinie humaine. Paiis. 1861 8o
[12o.]

Deeret. De’cret de la couvention nationale relatif
aux droits d’entre’e sur les the’s. 1793. 4o.

Dehio, H. Unteisuchungen iiber deii Einflusz des
Coffeius und Thees, A’c. Dorpat. 1837. 8o.

Delius, Hein. J’ried. von. De infuso Theae subito
nigrum reddito. '? 1750.

Demersuy, Alf. ’Etude e’couomique sur !e Mate’ ou
Tile’ du Paraguay. Paris. 1867. 8o.

Derley, Jos. See Xailter, C. UneTasse de 'Tbo’
Come’die, Ac. 1860. 12o.

Descuhrimienlo. Descubrimiento do la Yerva 'Te’ en
Goateinala. Madrid. 1797.

Despai.sseis. Lecture ou Tea. Royal Society of
Arts and Sciences, Mauritius. Mauritius. 1885.

De.i.iert. 'The Dessert. A poem. 'To which is added
The 'Tea. [by Jfans Dusk.] Loudon. 1819. 8o.

Itelhardiny, Geo. the Younyer. See Thesendor^,
Card. Thcod. Dissertatio de tribus Impositoribus.

.

Potu Thee et Coffee. Rostock. 1731. lo.

Deutschland. Deutscliland’s Goldgrube : oder durch
welcho iuliiudische Erzeuguisse kami der frcinde
Kafl'ee, 'Thee and Zuckcr mogliclist ersetzt warden.
Berolini. 1790. 8o.

Dialoyue. A comical and diverting Dialogue between
a farmer. ..a tea-dealer. . .and their old friend the
Devil. [London. 1830. ?j s. sh. fol.

Dillemu<, Joh. Jae. Diseitatio de Thea et potu
Theac. Giessao. 1688? lo.

Jiisdier, Ji'raiic. Mich. Beschreibung des Caffee,
The’, Chocolate, und Tobacks. Hamburg. 1681. 12o.
Soe Cofee: Natural History: Sylrestrc Dufour, P.

Dolueus, Joh. See U aUlschniirdt, J.J. J. J. W. A
J. D. emaroXai dpuPaiai (Epislolae amo 1 aj£o), A’c
1689. lo. [Potus Thea, &•. p. 2.5S-61 j

Doinliny A.l<

.

'j’ea Noto.s. Publi hod by 1). M.
Traill. Calcutta Adr.ei tiser Press. Calcutta. 1885.

Dacuui, F. Dc la Cafe iiie. Des diffe'rcnces eutro la
Cafe'ine. pp. 7. Paris. Is71. 8o.

Duncan, H\n. Avis salutairo ;i tout lo nioiide
coutie I abus des cliosc.s cliaudos, et particulicrcin nt
du Cafe’, du Chooolat et du The’. Rotterdam 17u5
8o. [1703.

I

Ditnenn, Dan. Wholesome Advice against the Abuse
of Hot Liquors, partic/ilarly of Coffee, Chocolate,
lea, Ac. Done out of the French. London. 1706. 8o
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Duncan, Dan. Vom Miasbranch heisser. . .Spoiscni
und Getriiuke, Sonderlich des Coffee, Chocolate und
Thee. Leipzig. 1707. 8o. [12o.]

Durante, Caxtnre. Herbario nuovo. . . Ilora. . . vi si

posto iufiue I'herbe the’, caffe’, ribes de gli Arabi, e
cioccalata. Venetia. 1081. fol.

Eant Indian Tea Tree. De Oostindische Thee Boom,
getrekken of veeler hande gezangen, &c. [A song-
book.] Deventer. 1777. 8o.

East Indies^ Les Indes, le Pays du The’. (6 plates).

R. O. Hearson. Loudon. [1839.] IGo.

East Indies, The Tea Trade. A...report of the
...proceedings at the East India House, at the com-
mencement of the March Sale, &c. London. [1834.] 8o.

East Indies. East India Company. Sale List of the
India Company’s December Tea Sale, 1823. (March.
June 1824.) London. 1823, 4. fol.

Ea t Indies. E ist India Compawi. Sale List of
the East India Company’s December Tea Sale, 1827.

[London. 1827.]. fol.

Edyar, John ITare, Note on the Reports on Tea
Cultivation., .submitted., .to the Govt, of India. See
Bengal. Papers regarding the Tea Industry in Bengal,
&c. 1873. 8o.

Effects. The good and bad Effects of Tea consider’d
...T'o which are subjoin'd some considerations on
afternoon tea-drinking, &c. London. 1758. 8o.

EllD, John. Geschichte des Thees and Kaffees.

Leipzig. 1775. See L/ttsom, J.C.

ElUssen, Adolf

.

Thee und Asphodels-bliithen. Chi-
nesische und neugriechische Gedichte, &c. Gottingen.
1810. 12o.

Eloy, Kic. Franc. Jos. Reflexions sur I’usage du
the’. Montpellier. 1750. 12o.

Elsholz, L. von. Theerbliitter, deutsche
;

hervor-
gerufen geptiegt durch L. von E. Ac. Miinchen.
1833-40. 4o.

Elg, Elisha 31ills. Observations sur I’usage du the’,

d’aprl's les auteurs les plus auciens, &c. Paris. 1827.

18o. See MiUeshj, 8 .

1

Emmerich, George. Theeologia, ejusque infusum.
Itesp. C. F. Neithard. See Croclisius, C.F. Regis-
monti. 1698. 4o.

English I'eople. Le Peuple A' glais bouffi d’orgueil,

de biere et de the’, juge’ au tribunal de la raison.

Pai'is. an IX. 1803. 8o.

Essay. An essay on tea, sugar, white bread and
butter,. . .and other modern luxuries. Salisbury,

1777. 12o.

Essay. An essay on the nature, use and abuse of

tea, &c.
f
For the second edition see Physician

London. 1722. 8o.

Etienne, . Traite des glaces, du cafe’, du
chocolat et du the’. 1875. 8o.

Europe. Le The’ del’Europe; ou les proprie’tez de
la Ve’ronique, &c. [By N. Andry de Boisreyard.\
Paris, 1704. 8o. [1746, 7. 12o.]

Europe. A view of the rise, progress and present
state of the Tea Trade in Europe. [By li. ll'i.ssett.j

[London? 1801.] 8o.

Evenings. Evenings at the Tea Table. London.
1871. 16o.

{To be continued.)

FRUIT TllEE ROOTS.
"Widely extended observation has convinced me that

few greater mistakes are made in cultivation than
by neglect of the roots of plants under our care.

Early in my gardening career this truth was im-
pressed upon my mind by many lessons from a
respected tutor, and subsequent experience has served
to confirm it in every respect. Whether we are
dealing with plants in pots grown under artificial

conditions as to heat and protection, or with occu-
pants of the open ground, the results are similar.

VVork connected with potting or planting is too
often carelessly or thoughtlessly performed, because
the innnediate neglect is concealed, but the effects

are sure to become a apparent later ou, when it

may be too late to repair the mischief. It is

most difficult to convince beginners what delicate

and important organs the roots of all plants are,

and I have found close supervision, repeated and
patient instruction, or sometimes stern reproof

needed before the matter is properly grasped.

But it was not my intention to discourse upon
root neglect generally just now. I wished to point
out with regard to fruit trees one little attention
that all should receive at planting time-immely,
cutting the damaged ends of the loots cleanly, so
that they can heal quickly and thoroughly. Thousands
of trees are planted as they are received from the
nursenes. Probably the roots are spread out carefully
and the planting done in a correct in all other
lespects, but a large proportion of the labour is lostwhen that one point is overlooked. It is as necessary
to cut the roots ends smoothly and sharply if fresh
feeding fibers are desired as it is to maki a dean
section of a cutting to be rooted.

Sonie Years ago I was present at a lecture de-
livered by Mr. J. Wright in the Crystal Palacewhen the chief subject under consideration was, thetreatment of fruit tree roots at planting time and
the subsequent results. Diagrams were employed to
illustrate what was being explained, and one of themost striking was that which depicted the effects
produced by cutting the tips of roots cleanly ascompared wth rough hacking or non-attention totrimming. Such results had come under my noticemany times in actual practice, but I had never seenthe matter so clearly illustrated before, and thatappeared to be the general opinion of those present

It 13 so importiint that I thought a few exampleswould serve to call attention to it now. Speciniens
are therefore enclosed, cut from roots of dwarf \nn'n
trees planted last year, and which have just been
lifted to enable some alteraticns to be made in thegarden. They are fair examples of several hundredsand were not esjiecially selected.
Fig 81 (Worcester Pearmain' on the Paradise

stock) IS a portion of a root that was improperly
cut. The lower portion has not healed, and the onlvnew rootlets produced are a few in the upper nartHappily there are not many such unsatisfactorv
specimens, as nearly the whole of the root trimmingwas done by myself or under my immediate super?Msion. Fig. 8^ (the same variety; includes examples
of careful and clean cutting, where complete healingof the wounds has taken place, and a quantity ofyoung feeding rootlets have been produced from

]f.,
tissue formed round the cut ed-re •

while in one case the whole of the cut surface hasbeen covered with fresh cellular growth, which
emitted a thicket of fibrous roots. The valuesuch growth as this compared with the former cannot be misuuaerstood. In the latter the trees hadnot only recovered from the check, but they wereeven in a better condition as regards their rootsthan they were at the first planting. Fig 83 is fromhe same variety of Apple on the Crab^ stock, a^dIS sent to show the m ,rked difference in the stvleof root growth in a very early stage, ihe roots fewstraight, and comparatively fibreless.-^A Biutish G?u’DENEii.— JoitrnnZ of lorticulture,

URAAGE CULTIVATION IN CEV'LON.
Mr A.J. Pearson on His New Scheme.

Our London correspondent (wo weeks ntrr.
readers some idea of the plans Mr A J iw
in view for growing oraliges and leinons Tn^

i^as hitherto" bemi'^aT-

Mr Pearson in Uie cour;; ^^“ini^^vi^^P^ljf
feel sure, be read with interest M.- p will, we
Ceylon well having resided in the inland im- severbefore ho went to Australia, and there

^
'Ion fruit culture for the last. _ A®,on fruit culture for the last’ five yearn® ,,

—
estate (of some 60 acres) at Mildur i Behm
jvh.l he hea fonnd !'« ‘1“*
likely to be even more so if tried in r< 7
availed himself of a trip to England toyoung orange trees from the Mfidurn^ m-?
plant them up-countrv, at the same
some that he^^ had se.lt up prev 0031 7̂̂ ^
to Mr J. Brown of Mess}^
Hatton. He found the latter doiim- ve. v ^ iV°‘

°

though he has not yet had an opp?rtuuftv"^nf
’

those more recently planted, he lays he\as
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nothing to lead him to suppose that they ai’e not
progressing equally well. He is, therefore, convinced
that there is a very bright future iu Ceylon for
this new planting industry, aud he has decided to
remain in Ceylon for some time; seek a grant of
land from Government on favourable terms

;
form a

syndicate to work it
;
and start the new venture on

a commercial basis.

HIS PLANS
“ I propose to ask the Government, ” he said, “to

let me have 300 acres of land, .50 of which would
be planted up at first, and the remainder afterwards
when we saw our first returns. In my opinion the
best site would be some where in Uva, though Mr.
J. L. Bhand (of the firm of Messrs. Shand and
Haldane) suggested Teldeniya. I, however, think
IJva would be better, because we can be sure of
dry weather there in the ripening season, aud fruit
which is ripened when the weather is dry has a
better fla\ our aud is firmer than fruit ripened in
wet weather. The ripening season iu Dikoya is when
tlie monsoon is on, and ti;o fruit consequently is

watery and will not keep or carry so well as fruit

grown in dry weather.
“What kinds of fruits do I intend growing ?

Oranges and lemons entirely at present, though
lines would not be a bad tuing, tor, when I was
at home this tin.e I found them selling for toupence
a dozen iu Edinbiugh I should, of course, culti-

vate the Lisbon lemon, while the classes of Oranges
I should introduce would be three in number,
namely, the Washington Navel, the Medite;anean
Sweet, and the Homosassa oranges. They are all very

fine fruit. The Washington Navel was inlrodu ed to

Australia from California, and it grows exceedingly
well at Mildura. It is the best orange in existence

in my opinion. It is seedless—only a very few of

the or.anges have a seed, aud never more than

one (in the centre)
; it has a very tough—but thin

—skin ;
aud it is double the size of the orange

ordinarily seen here. That, of course, is the deai-

deratimi iu orange-growing—lo get the maximum of

the edible with the minimum of the waste quantity

in the fruit. The kind of orange I refer to sells

at two-pence each in Melbourne
;
while the Earl of

llanf ally, one of the largest holders of land in Mildura,

had an offer from Melbourne this season of £1 per
case for 10,000 cases if he could supply them. At
present all the oranges that are grown in Australia

are sold there, and 1 anticipate that all we grow
in Ceylon will be sold locally for a long time to

come. Iu some ways, it seems to me, Ceylon is

better suited for this cultivation than is Australia.

The cost of labour is one very important matter,

and labour is a great deal cheaper here, and there

are other advantages. For the first few years we
should not require a great amount of labour, but

of course in the plucking season a lot of hands are

necessary. The principal labour is wanted for pick-

ing and pruning, and that would be at one season

in the year, though the season is protracted—es-

pecially for lemons.

THE TIME KEQUIRED.

“ I have heard the objection raised.’’ said the in-

terviewer, “ that you would have to wait a long time

for your first results. Is the orang.:-trce long in

perfecting ?
”

“ It depends whether you grow from seedlings or

from grafted trees. If you grow from seedlings you
have to wait a matter of seven years for a return,

but with grafted trdes you begin to get a return in

three y< ars. I should adopt the latter plan, aud

not only for the sake of quick returns. If you
grow from a seedling you seldom get so good a

class of fruit as you got on the parent tree, where-

as from a grafted’ tree you get a pivcisely similar

fruit as the parent tree yielded. That is why orange-

growing in Ceylon has deteriorated, the little there has

been of it. Seeds have dropped off the trees and struck

into the soil and grown, and then the young tree

has been transplanted. 1 should, on the other hand

thing up grafted trees from Australia, plant them

here, and also form nurseries for propagating varieties

by grafting them later on."

THE CURING OF THE FRUIT.

“Do you think you could produce a really fine, fla-

voured fruit ?
’’

“ I feel sure of it; and, as for sending the
oranges over long distances in good condition, the
great thing lies in the curing. The orauges that

are now sold here are as a rule simply picked and
sold—not cured at all. What I mean by curing
is this: the oranges are sweated in heaps and dried
off, and the effect of this is to make the rind a
sortof impervious shell, which prevents the fruit inside
getting injured. When they are packed with the
skins soft, they often rot, but curing prevents that,

aud, as shewing what can be done by curing, I
may say that, when I came here in August, there
was a Mr. Smith with me—a man who had been
all his life orange-growing—and he brought up
some cases of lemons from Mildura. They had
been packed a mouth before they were shipped

;

they were, of course, three weeks in coming here
but they arrived in peifeci condition, and some cases
that he intended to take on through India lay at
the wharf for a fortnight and were examined at
the end of that time and found to be still as good
as when they were shipped. That I attribute entirely
to the curing process.’’

“IIow many trees should I plant to the acre?
I think that here the trees might be planted closer
together than in Australia. Dowm there, as horse
labour is employed, we plant 80 trees to the acre,
but in Ceylon, where we should only have hand laLour,
I think we might put 100 trees to the acre. And
as to the soil ? The Ceylon soil is poor compared
with Australia, but the orange tree is a. surface-
feeder, and orange cultivation is largely dependent on
manuring, and some chemical fertiliser would have to

be used.”

A FEW FIGURES : £50 TO THE ACRE 1

'‘And now for a few figures.”

“ Well,” said Mr. Pearson, “ it may be interest-

ing to you to know that in .Jamaica last year the
output was over half a million sterling, aud the
output of Florida is a million and a half sterling;
but there is still plenty of demand, for when I went
home I interviewed a lot of men in Covent
Garden and they said that if we in Ceylon could
send home oranges from the beginning of August
till the end of October almost fancy prices could
be realised, for at present oranges cannot be had
till the beginning of November, and then they are
Jamaica oranges selling at two-pence a piece aud very
poor at that. As to the profit to bs derived from
orange-growing, I consider that £'50 nett profit per
acre is a very moderate estimate,—in fact, under
the mark—and that return, of course, is far better
than can be got from tea, seeing that £10 an acre
of pi'ofit is considered very good indeed.

In conclusion Mr. Pearson mentioned that he had
been out to the Agricultural School in Colombo and
inspected Sig. Zanetti’s vines, and the appearance
of these had given him still greater encouragement.
He himself had undertaken viticulture in Australia,
and ten acres of his land at Mildura were planted
with vines, but he does not contemplate gi’ape grow-
ing here. He says that he should have thought
Colombo jiarticularly unsuitable; but he found the
vines as hcalthy-looking as the best ho had seen in

Australia, and he does not know how Big. Z:inctti

has got over the difficulty of perpetual summer un-
less ho has bared the roots of his vines and &o in-

troduced artificial dormants. After what he has
seen in Colombo, he thinks that grapes mi.{ht bo
successfully grown up on the hills .—Local Times.

Coi'i'KK IX Java.—

I

n 1895 the total crop of
eodbo liarveste<l from the itrivate estates in .lava
wa.s .‘lIS.oTt piculs .lava, and 30,987 piculs Liberian
coflee, whereas the estiin.ate for 189(1 is 371, .8.58

piculs Java, and 53,057 piculs Liberian ccdl'ee.

—London and China, Express^ Marcli 6,
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TKA AVEUAOK AND INVESTMENTS.
A planting (•.one.«pondent ^vlito.s :

—Wliat low

tea averages there are now. Seai'cely 10 estates

reach th"e lOd. tea with exchange at

Is 2^d will not make ns fat. M e hear that

dabblers in tea .shares are linding facilities for

borrowing money becoming less and less available,

and a very good thing too. When shares only

give 10 per cent while tea is booming they are

likely to give only o per cent in bad seasons

or when low [irices prevail.

You hear it argued, go in for sterling com-

panies. Sterling Companies such as the old

Ceylon, Company, Limited, and Ijanka teach a

diiierent lesson. If you buy too dearly in either

sterling or nipee coni|ianies, the day of reckoning

comes.

THE KAND^.VN HILLS COMI’ANY,
LIMITED.

An extraordinary general meeting of this Com-
pany was hehl at the OHices of the Company, No.

21 Baillie Street, on the 7th March. The following

S))ecial resolution was adopted by the meeting :

—

“ That the Directors be authorised to grant amort-

gage to Messrs. K. A. Bosam^uet, G. F. trail

and J. D. Balfour over the Bansalatenne Estate,

to secure the payment of the sum of £1,500 ster-

ling (being the balance purchase money for the

estate), on or before the 31st December, 1898,

and until payment to pay interest thereon or on

any balance remaining due thereon at the rate

of 7 i)er cent.”

COMPANY AIEETINGS.

The first general meeting of the Kelani Tea Gar-

den Company, Limited, will be held on Thursday,

March 12, to receive the report of the directors and
accounts to December 31, 189.5

;
to elect directors,

and to appoint an auditor. The fii'st general meet-

ing of the Udabage Company, Limited, will be held

on Saturday, March 14, to receive the report of the

directors and accounts to December 31, 1895. to

elect directors and, to appoint an Auditor; The
first ordinary general meeting of the High For-

ests Estates Company, Limited, will be held on

Saturday, March 21, to receive the report of the

Directors and accounts to December 31, 1895. The
annual ordinary general meeting of the Maha Uva
Estate Compaiiv, Limited, will be held on Satur-

day, March 21," to receive the report of the direc-

tors and accounts for the past year, and to declare

a dividend. The annual ordinary general meeting

of the Plstates Company of Uva, Limited, will be

held on Saturday, iMarcli 21, to receive the report

of the Directors and accounts for the past year, and

to declare a dividend.

TEAS TAKE A TUMBLE.

MAKKET OVEKSTOCKED MGTH CHEAP
ARTICLES.

TARIFF : A SUGGESTED REMEDY.
VIEWS OF IMPORTERS—MANY GROCERS NOT QU.ALIFIED

TO MIX TEAS PROPERIA'—MUCH RUBBISH SOLD.

Ever suice the cessation of hostilities between China
and Japan the price of tea in the markets of the

United States has been gradually falling, until now
it has reached a point beyond which it can hardly

go and show a profit to the importer. This has been

brought about largely by the fact that importers

had rung the changes on the prospects of a long war,

and advised the buying of large quantities of tea by

the distributing trade, and the result is that there

is now xirobably the largest stock of tea here that

this country ever had, and apparently no outlet for

it at the moment.
84

The proposed duty on tea is causing considorablo

comment in tea trade circles, and there is a great

divei’sity of opinion as to just what effect a specific

duty on tea would have in checking the importation
of spurious and adulterated teas. A number of im-

porters who were seen by the representative of

the Frens feared that the imposition of a

duty of 10 or 15 cents a pound would not in itself

check the importation of low-priced teas. They feel

that the teas now pronounced unfit for use could still

be imported, and that the only way to absolutely stop

this admitted evil would be by the rigid enforcement
of existing laws against the importation and sale of

exhausted, adulterated and spurious teas.

VIEWS OF IMPORTERS.

Among the gentlemen seen in reference to this im-

portant matter were R. Blechynden, the Commis-
sioner for the India Tea Association of Calcutta, who
represented the India tea industry at the World’s
Fair. Mr. Blechynden was rather loath to talk on
the subject, but he finally said :

“ Of coarse, the duty, if imposed, would have some
effect upon us, but it is difficult to say beforehand
what that influence would be. Taking the figures

put forth by the Tea Committee wiich started

this agitation as correct, the average price of tea

landed in the United States is 14'6 cents per pound
But the average price of India (in which may be in-

cluded Ceylon) tea is 25 cents per pound. If the

standard of quality is raised, the pure teas of India

and Ceylon will have to face a sharper competition

with the improved article than they do now, with

what is confessedly mostly rubbish.
“ But, on the other hand, an iipproved taste for

good teas will be established. In this respect the

duty will help the India and Ceylon planters. There
are, however, two sides to every question, and the

sale of rubbish is to some extent a help to the pure

English-grown teas, as the grower can buy the former,

say at 10 cents per pound, and by mixing them
with 15 per cent, of pure India tea, which would cost

say 20 cents per pound, he could produce an article

which he could sell better and be of better value than
the ‘rubbish’ at 15 cents per pound.”

NO COLORING USED IN IT.

Among others seen was the firm of Bottomely ife

Beling. Mr. Bottomely who has been a practical

tea grower in Assam for sixteen years, said that while
he was not competent perhaps, to speak of China and
Japan teas, in the manufacture of teas in India and
Ceylon, not the slightest coloring matter was used.

The natural color of the manufactured leaf is black
and not green, the tea being made entirely by machi-
nery and dried in hot air furnaces.

“ All green teas are colored with substances more
or less harmful,” said he, ‘‘and the idea that most
consumers have that the natural color of the leaf is

green and not black is erroneous.”
Mr. Beling, who is a native of Ceylon, and was

secretary to the Ceylon Commission at the World’s
Pair, said : ‘‘I was surprised to see the statement
in a recent issue of a morning paper that not an
ounce of pure tea conies into this country from China
and Japan or any other tea-growing country, and
that all tea leaves are colored as they are dried.

Th's is certainly very fallacious and misleading. It

niiy be true of China and Japan teas, but to embrace
India and Ceylon would be absurd, and the importer
who made the assertion is ignorant of the modern
processes of manufacture in those countries.”

WILL IMPORTERS ACT?

Mr. Beling thought that in attempting to prevent

the importation of spurious teas the matter lay in

the hands of the importers. If they ceased import-

ing tea at 3 cents a pound—tea made of willow
leaves—the public would be served. Public taste

could soon be improved, and tea drinkers would pay
a fair price for a good article.

America is not as great a tea drinking country as

it should be, because it has been made the dump-
ing ground of tea offal. With the public satisfied

that it is buying a pure article there is no
doubt but that the consumption of tea here would
rapidly increase, for as a beverage from a healtlj
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Btandpoint it is preferable to coffee, hein" less in-
jnrions to the neivons system, acconliii<' to the best
physicians of the land.

A. 11. llobevison of No. l:!8 Front street s.aid : “I
think a duty upon tea a very wise move indeed.
If neople would sift the nutter to the bottom, they
would find out that it is almost the only remedy
for the salvation of the business. The general trade
has been ruined by offering consumers what virtu*
ally is either a bad, or at best, not a desirable bever-
age, to put it in mildest form.

“ During my business career in this country, nearly
20 years, I have found out over and over again that if

you can sell peeple good tea, you not only gaiu their
conlideuce, but their trade. They flourish and so do
you. Consumers buy their tea from a grocer with
whom tea is only one branch, and although there are a
large number of keen, intelligent men among the re-

tailers, unfortunately there are few who have had the
opportunity to study teas in such a manner as to be
able to blend them scientifically, and which is really

required to make a refreshing cup of tea. The bulk
of tea sold is mixed, prepared in a slipshod manner be-

hind the store or upon the counter.
“ When they first stare, they have a good mixture

and get some trade, but as they grow busier they
degenerate into buying tea on its appearance, taking
for granted as long as it has the style the liquor

will be all right, Hut the result is that the cus-

tomer does not like the change and either moves
his trade to another store or bes'ins using more
coffee and less tea, a fact that can be seen on the
faces of dozens of people you meet every' day.

HOW TO BUY TEA.

“ Tea is a healthy, useful beverage and every one
would do well by using some at least once a day for

their own benefit. Tea should be bought entirely on
‘ cup ’ quality—never by appearance—as the idea
that this sample looks as well as that and is ten
cants a pound cheaper is the stumbling block of the
business.

“ The remedy is open for you. Put a heavy duty
upon all teas, which will debar importers from taking
chances upon rubbish even at a low price. The
better teas imported will then be possessed of the
refreshing, stimulating properties which we drink tea
for, and then its benefits will be felt with the result

that the demand will increase right along.
“ Should the duty not be levied, then other means

must be found to keep up standards of quality, and
revive the business .”— The t’rem, Xcin i'orh, Feb. 2.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

The Mahket fou Tea in Nouth Amehica.—From
the figures given in the circular issued by Messrs.
Gow', Wilson, and Stanton, it will be seen that the
result of the efforts made to popularise Indian and
Ceylon teas in North America is very encouraging,
and that the outlook is most hopeful. An advance
from 5,360,083 lb. to 9,283,141 lb. in a year is a really
substantial result, and should encourage planters to
go ahead in the same direction with renewed energy.
As Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and Stanton point out, a
market where 100 million pounds of tea are consumed
annually is worth working for, and such an enter-
prise should not be retarded for want of funds. As
a matter of business pure and simple, the work should
be supported and encouraged in every possible way,
even if it necessitates the raising of the levy for
next year. To halt now would be a serious mistake,
while a policy of enterpi-ise and liberality cannot
fail to show valuable results. The circular referred
to shows that India and Ceylon teas are advancing
in public favour everywhere, and that planters may
congratulate themselves not only on the present ex-

tensive demand, but on the chances in favour of a
steady increase in the consumption all over the world.

CiiAnciEB ON PuoDUCE.—The subjoined protect
against the prosposed agreement between the London
and India Dock .Joint Committee and the shipowners,
involving an increase of charges on produce, has
been signed by a very large number of merchants
and other persons and firms :

“ London, February

10, 1896. To the London and India Docks Joint

Committee. Gentlemen,—Wo tlie undersigned mer-
chants, importers, exporters, and brokers of the City

of Ijondon, hereby protest against the agreement pro-

po.sed between you and the shipowners of London,
relative to the delivery of cargo brought to this port,

and to charges on same, as we feel certain that the
advantage of any addition to your revenue which
may result from these increased charges will be but
temporary, and will be at the cost of great per-

manent and increasing injury to the trade of London.
We must point out to you that the merchants and
importers, who have hitherto had the right of taking
their goods from the ship free of charge, have not
Seen consulted, although it is now proposed to take
away this right from them. That the existing Lond on
charges are already in many cases above those of

competing foreign ports, and that already this fact
and the increased i^acilities provided by the Conti-
nental ports have seriously interfered with our trade,
and diverted a large proportion of goods from this

port
;
and, therefore, that any increase in these

charges will further cripple London produce business
and divert it still further to other places. That,
with reference to goods sold here for transhipment,
the pursuance of such a policy as you propose can
have no other result than to destroy the greater
part of this foreign entrepot trade of Loudon, and
give a further impetus to the same class of business
at foreign ports.”
The Outlook for Coffee.—Referring to the posi-

tion of coffee, which towards the close of 1895 was
apparently involved, the Grocer says it has, in a
comparatively short time, become more clearly defined,
and what appeared doubtful and problematical is now
seen to be almost certain of being attained. In the
first place it may be noted that the expectations of
a total yield of 5,500,000 bags for the Brazil crops
of 1895-96 are in course of being confirmed by the
increasingly heavy receipts that are taking place at
the ports of shipment, Rio, and Santos

;
and so long

as these keep up, so sure will the effect be to de-
press the principal markets of the world. A fact still

more significant is that the entire production of Brazil
coffee for 1896-97, which is even thus -early beginning
to arrest attention, is now boldly stated to be equal
to about 8,500,000 bags, and may probably reach the
highest calculation of 10,000,000 bags formed
by sanguine individuals months ago. With-
out waiting for the actual realisation of so
enormous a crop as the figures just named
necessarily imply, no one can fail to observe that
the moral influence of so tremendous a weight of
supply being available, and at the disposal of buyers
at no very distant date, has already been most
powerful, and feeling of depression which showed
itself at New York soon after the opening of the
present year has since been extended to the “ter-
minal” markets of Europe, where, in sympathy with
the decline that has ensused at other entrepots, a
rather rapid fall in quotations has resulted. To
appreciate this reaction at its full worth the tr.ide

must go back to the time (at the close of November
last) when the rates quoted for fair Channel Rio at
the Lmdon Produce Clearing House were as follows;
64s 6d to 63 fid for December to May deliveries,

Gls and .58s 6d for July to September, and 55s fid

for December of this year. From the average of
these prices there has lately been a leduction of 6s
per cwt. making tlie value of the same quality and
description of coffee on the 6th instant, 58s
5d and 58s fid for March and May next, 55s
for July, 53s for September, and 50s fid for
December, delivery, with the prospect of a further
depreciation as the season progresses. For similar
periods to the above the quotations in February. 1895,
ranged from 70s down to 66s, showing unmistakably
how great has been the concession in price from the
then highest point.

The Requirements of the T'hade.—N ithing like
so severe has been the drop in quotations for landed
parcels of coffee in the London market, and even
whore there has been some appro,tch to it the lower
prices established have been principally, if not ex-
clusively, for the commoner sorts, which the
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trade, purchase with the utmost reluctance. The
dealers however, have yet to receive the bulk of the
supplies of the new season’s crops from the East
Indies and Central America, when the market on the
spot will be fairly tested and business placed .on a
sounder footing than it is now. What the home trade
really want is a liberal assortment of colory or fancy
coffees, such as are to be found among the plantation
growths, which are much too dear to make their

larger consumption possible, and a return to a lower
range of prices for these particular kinds would come
as a boon to the retailers of genuine cofiee through-
out the kingdom. Spurious compounds and foreign
admixtures, in iraitationof the pure article, would then
be less able to compete with the well-selected and
carefully-blended preparations of the real aromatic
coffee berry

;
and votaries of the same would have

restored to them in all fulness the peculiar fra-

grance and gentle stimulus of their favourite, though
long neglected, drink. The time of year is fast

approaching when an ample supply of desirable
qualities will be on offer, and, with the promise of

more reasonable prices ruling while it lasts, there
may be an opportunity for the dealers and others
to secure better profits on their sales than they
have been in the habit of obtaining hitherto.

—

II.

and C. Mail, Feb. 21.

THE PUBLIC SALES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HOME AND COLONIAL MAIL.

Sir,—It is pretty generally admitted in the market
that some alteration of the days of the public sales

might be made with great advantage to those whose
duW calls them to attend regularly.

The point which strikes one most forcibly on
looking into the subject is the utterly unreasonable
policy of crowding the entire offerings of Ceylon
tea into one day’s sale in each week. The num-
ber of samples which have to be valued is propor-
tionately greater than in the Indian sales, and
the length of time taken to sell 1,000 pac-

kages of Ceylon tea being also greater owing to the
smaller average size of the breaks the effect is that

Ceylon buyers have on one day of the week a most
exhausting ordeal to undergo if they faithfully sit

through the whole sale. Common sense would sug-
gest that in the interests of sellers, and for the
gi-eater convenience of buyers, the week’s offerings

should be spread over two days. But the difficulty

is—which days should they be ? Monday has been
the Indian tea day for many years, and could
scarcely be interfered with Tuesday has been the
Ceylon sale day for a considerable time. Wednes-
day has been another Indian sale day, w'hen gene-
rally about half a Week’s offering came to the hammer
and Thursday has been a sort of make-weight day,
when about a tenth of the total quantity of Indian
tea offered In the week is brought to sale, Friday and
Saturday being unappropriated. It is somewhat
difficult to make changes that will be universally
approved, but there is no question that much good
would result from some lightening of the labour of

those engaged in the Ceylon sales on Tuesdays, and
it might perhaps be found a convenient way out of

the difficulty to adjourn the Tuesday Ceylon sale

punctually at two o’clock until Wednesday at

twelve o’clock, when the remainder could be sold

with the benefit of an extra morning’s tast-

ing. But, this, of course, takes away Wed-
nesday from the Indian sale, and to meet
this objection let the week’s offerings of

Indian tea be divided into two sales—Mon-
days and Thursdays—still retaining Monday for the
larger part, say three-fifths of the total on Monday
and two-fifths on Thursday. Then it is evident that
the opportunities for tasting the samples would be
more evenly distributed over the week, and confidence
in the valuations, wliich is the surest guarantee of

satisfactory biddings, would naturally result.—

I

am, &c., D. F. Shillinoton.

TO THE editor OF THE HOME AND COLONIAL MAIL,

giB,—Ae youT valuable papevveaches nearly all who

are concerned with Indian tea, will you kindly be
the mqans of ventilating a proposal which, I under-
stand, is likely to be made to importers and their
brokers by some of the London buyers.

It is to do as Calcutta does, and to cease hold-
ing any public auction of Indi?.n tea for some few
woeks in the summer in order to give “ the
market a period of rest, and to agree to a date upon
which the first public sales of new crop shall be
held in London.

If the proposal be a good one, there is not much
difficulty in carrying it out now that nearly all pro-
ducers close their crops so much earlier than they
used to

; but such arguments in its favour as there
may be will no doubt be put forward by those who
urge its adoption.
My object in writing to you is merely to secure

eai-ly consideration for the proposal; inasmuch as
the co-operation of shippers in India with importers
in London would be required to effect it. Speaking
from somewhat considerable experience, however, I
may perhaps be permitted to say that the small in-

termittent sales during June, attended by unwilling
buyers, are not altogether conducive to the interest
of producers.—Yours faithfully,

Herbert S. Parker.
38, Mincing Lane, February 20.—//. and C. Mail,

Feb 21.

»

DISEASE AMONGST COCONUT TREES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ TIMES OP INDIA.”

Sir,—Coconut trees are attacked by a disease called

in Goa Mandolim, which manifests itself in two forms,
in one of which a gummy liquid runs out from small
slits in the tree, and in the other a yellow powder is

formed and thrown out from similar slits. The dis-

ease generally appears in the more healthy and
luxuriant plants, and the cultivators comes to know
that a tree has been attacked only when the leaves
begin to droop lifeless and the fruits to fall. It is

strange that no mention is made of the disease in

either Watt’s ‘‘ Dictionary of Economic Products ”

or in the ' Bombay Gazetteer,” which leads me to

the conclussion that the disease is localized. Can any
of your readers inform me wether coconut trees out-

side Goa have been seen attacked by Mandolim, and
also give me the causes and the remedies used in

its cure. I myself believe that the disease is the
result of a fungus, but I cannot be sure, as I am
not an expert at examination with the microsc ope.
In Goa the cultivator makes a hole through the
tree above the part affected, but this cure is not
always successful. I have with me specimens from
trees attacked, and will only be too glad to show
tkem to anyone desirous of seeing them. Mr. Ber-
nardo Francisco da Costa, who lately died at Diu,
has written an interesting book in two part—Aqri^
cultof Indiano—in which he treats minutely of the
disease. Before him a Jesuit, who was in charge of

the vast plantations his Order possessed in Salsette,

Goa, had described the the disease in his Arte Falma-
rki. The disease must be one which has existed for

years. The specimens above referred to I obtained
through the kindness of Mr. da Costa, jr.st a month
before he left for Diu. J. Ci Lisboa,
— Times of India, March 3.

A writer in the Times of India says:—In reply to

Dr. Lisboa’s letter in your issue of this day soliciting

information as to whether coconut trees outside Goa
have been seen attacked by a disease called in Goa
maiirlolim, I have much pleasure in informing him
that I have seen and examined coconut trees

attacked by mandolim at Madras, Cochin, and Travan-
core, and even at Juvem, near Bandora, and I can
assure him that the disease is not confined to Goa
alone or localized, as he believes it is. In my own
little garden at Mazagon I have two fine coconut
trees brought down from Penang and planted some
years ago, one of which was last year attacked by
the disease or insect called mandolim, which was
instantly removed by a Goanese toddy-drawer, almost
all pf whpBi are experts in cocpanut cuUivatipn and
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ths cure of trees cittoiclied by niutidoliut, Not
many months ago I read several well-writtcTi articles
in the Qoa newspaper called India 1‘ortugiieza on the
cultivation of coconut trees and the insects which
kill or attack them, and I would recommend our expert
in Botany to peruse the same. A book on the same
subject was also published in Trev'andrum some 25
years ago by order of tlie Dewan, the late Sir T.
Madhava Ivao, copies of which are, I believe, still
available in Trevandrum, and he will find that
coconut trees both at Madagascar and the West
Indies are also subject to the same disease

;
but, as

in the case of the coffee-borers, bugs and leaf disease,
no remedy has been discovered as yet to prevent a
repetition of attacks from beetles, borers, mandolims,
&c. The insect generally attacks young and luxuriant
plants, particularly those well watered and heavily
manured.

THE DIMBULA VALLEY (CEYLON) TEA
COMPANY, LIMITED.

By mail we have jiarticnlars of the
prices paid for the several estates purchased by
the Company, viz. Tillicoultry £3U,UU0, Belgravia
and Elgin and Bearwell and Mousa Ella £93,500.

DR. TRIMEN.

\Ve desire to welcome back to Ceylon Dr.
Trimen, the respected Director of the Botanical
Gardens, and to express the hope that he will

enjoy a measure of good health, not only for

his own sake, but for the sake of the great work
on which he is engaged. Dr. Trimen is accom-
panied by Mr. Ereeman, a young botanist from
the Royal College of Science, South Kensington.

TEA IN AUSTRALIA.

Business in China tea has been rather more active.

Sales comprise 530 half-chests common congou, HOO
half-chests congou at l|d to SRI 500 half-chests pan-
yong at 5|d to did 300 half-chests panyong at up to

7dj 1,050 quarter-chests buds at up to lid and 300
quarter-chests S.O. pekoe. Of Geylous liO half-chests

have been sold privately at 8jd and of Indians 70
half-chests, at 9d. At the auction sale on Tues-
day there was a good demand for the Ceylon teas,

which generally realised firm rates. Out of 5(>2 chests
and 260 half-chests offered sales were made of 425
chests and 106 half-chests

;
pekoe at (Id to Oj-d and

pekoe souchong a 6jd to Old.

—

Aunlralagian, Feb, 22.

GREEN TEA.

(To the Editor of the J^onhn and China E.''jtresK.)

Dear Sii!,—Your issue of llthinst. In your “ Mo-
netary and Commercial ” column the writer of the
Tea Market Report appears to bo under some mis-
apprehension as to the position of “ Green Tea.” It

is quite true the market is mqn-ecedentcdly low, and
that certain kinds are almost unsaleable at the
present moment, but it is altogether incorrect to

remark that the class “ secinn claadu <joini/ out of
connuM/ition.’'

The writer of the report has apparently fallen into

the popular delusion that because the “ home con-

sumption” may have fallen off the class is being
displaced by “ British grown ” teas. As a matter of

fact, the deliveries from the bonded warehouses last

year were 600,000 lb. more than the previous year,

and larger than wo have had for some three or four

years. The reason of the market this season being

so low is because of the largo increase in the supplies,

both to America and this country. Perhaps you

may think this matter worth correction in your

next issue.—Your obedient servant,

Londoa, Feb. 18. Green Tea.

TEA-PLANTING IN INDIA.

Advice to Youxa Men.

In reply to a query concerning the prospects of

tea planting in India, a correspondent sends the

following extracts from a lecture on the subject

delivered by a planter of thirty years’ experience:

—

All the tea districts are now as a rule fairly

healthy. The hill districts are the pleasantest to

live in, but in the tea garden ranges in elevation

more than, say, 2000 feet (and I resided upon and
for twenty-eight years managed one which varied in

elevation nearly twice that range), I doubt if, for

most constitutions, it be so much more healthy than
the plains districts, and I believe the statistics of

mortality, if carefully examined, bear this out.

The prospects in tea are, I believe, much over esti-

mated. With those who have tried the tea life the
rule has been to retire in a few years disappointed
or broken in health, or drag along penniless and
often in debt—life being as it were a continual strug-

gle for subsistence—^the few successful men holding
on loo long, most finding a grave sooner or later.

Retiring with fortunes or even a competency is the
exception. No doubt a small proportion have come
home with fortunes or a moderate competency, but
those results have been obtained, as a rule, through
the purchase and sale of lands, or investment in

gardens, under specially advantageous conditions.

But, alas, not a few of those who so retired, lived

but a very short time, and seemed never to enjoy a
day’s real health after their return to their native
land. The competencies even acquired by service to

limited companies or private proprietors have been
but few and far between

;
and though the prospects

of private ownership or from speculation seems less

iromisiug now, the ventures of the majority in those
ines in the past have often been doomed to dis-

appointment or failure. We hear much of the pros-
perous few, but little of the misfortunes of the many.
Such is a fair though unvarnished statement of the
ease, from a full survey and careful study of the
statistics of careers within my knowledge and ex-

perience.
Rest assured, however, young men, that your

inability to obtain desirable appointments and full

scope for your energies, where such is the case, you
have my fullest sympathy, having myself had that
experience from forty to thirty-three years ago, and
am well aware that competition is now even more
acute. All considered, I am therefore free to admit
that those with a capacity for conscientious work
would bo wrong to decline a really eligible offer in tea.

Those suitable for the work and life—energetic,
industrious, persevering, and determined to work
unremittingly and get on, who can meet with an
appointment in a good concern—arc likely sooner to
get into a position to support themselves, and if

economical save a little money, and ultimately do as
well as in most lines I know of.

I am further free to admit that India is a highly
interesting country. The tea life comes to have many
attractions for those who take to it, and whatever
their fortune may be, there are few who altogether
regret their experience. Besides, experienced, con-
scientious, comnetent men are alwa}'s in demand,
and sure to get on

;
but it is at the same time ex-

tremely difficult to obtain suitable candidates, and
next to impossible to convey to them, before leaving
home, any adequate conception of the life, duties, or
necessary equipment.
As yet tea appointments have not been throwm

open to competitive examination, nor could they
well be, in so much as the tests ought to be character,
industrious habits, and physical (lualitications. The
only way to obtain such appointments is through
knowing proprietors, minaging agents, directors, or
estate managei's. Appointments are much run upon,
and therefore difficult to obtain. As a proof that the
supply of ap[)licants far exceeds tlte demand, many
well educated young gentlemen join tea gardens as
W'hat is styled “ creepers,” that is, giving their services
for notliing, in addition to paying their own bo,ard—
some actually paying down a good round sum in shape
of premium for permission to learn the business. Let
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such at least make sure that they are going to a good
climate, and not find themselves set down in the
Darjeeling-Terai instead of the Darjeeling Hills, as

has happened. No one should go out on chance on
any consideration, but have an appointment assured
before setting sail.

The main qualifications for an assistant on a tea
garden in order of importance are a thorough
practical knowledge of mechanical engineering,
gardening or farming, building, surveying, accounts,
tea-tasting, correspondence, medicine. But mecha-
nical engineering is not now of the importance it

once was, or which many attach to it, because in

all districts there at the present day no lack of

qualified engineers devoting themselves specially

to that branch, a smattering of engineering being
often worse than useless. The same in regard to

medicine
;
a little knowledge in that line, as can easily

be understood, is a dangerous thing
;
and there are

now numerous qualified practitioners, with native
doctors under them, on tea gardens. The same applies
to tea- tasting, though also an important branch
of the business. To be a successful planter a man
need not necessarily be muscularly strong, but he
should be endowed with a constitution sound in every
fibre, and have good powers of resistance of fatigue
and contagion. He had well also be a good pedes-
trian and a fair horseman.
Though the duties are not always exhausted through-

out the whole course of the operations, the hours
are generally long—often from 6 a.m. till Dor 10p.m.
during busy and anxious times

;
and as a rule the

more a man can be at his post or in readiness to

drop into it, and the closer his supervision of de-
tails, the better. During from five or six months of

the year Sunday labour and supervision are frequently
unavoidable in connection with manufacture. The
life, as a rule, is a retired and solitary one, besot
with peculiar temptations, and often wanting in plain
comforts. To resist the climate, the worries and mono-
tony of the life, a sound mind in a sound body, is, in

short, absolutely necessary.— WctU\j Scotsman, Feb. 15.

THE COMMERCIAL STORY OF QUININE.

BY FRANCIS B. HAYS.

At the bark auctions in Amsterdam Jan. Ifith the
bidding on cinchona augured a further advance in
the price of quinine, and this naturally brings to

mind that perennial subject, the varying figures at
which that drug is sold from year to year. Specu-
lation as to whether the price of that universally em-
ployed 'alkaloid will ever reach the figures which
were once used in quoting it is out of order, as no
sane person dreams that quinine will ever fetch more
dollars per ounce than it has recently been fetching
cents.

Although made in the laboratory as early as 1820
by Pelletier and Caventon, quinine sulphate re-

mained little more than a curiosity for ten years,
during which time it dropped in price from jji20

in 1828 (the first year when it was on the market
commercially) to iil.7.5.

The physician Maillot, to whom the credit of in-
troducing this drug as a popular remedy for fevers
belongs, more than to any other one man, perhaps,
died recently at the age of 91. He gave it to French
soldiers in Algiers in 1834, reducing the death rate
from 1 in 34 to 1 in 20 the first year.
In this country the variations in the prices of

quinine sulphate from year to year and even during
a single year have been phenomenal. The readily
understood causes of the tariff, the opening of new
groves, cultivation of the trees and such things have,
of course, exerted infiuence on the commercial aspect
of the drug, yet some rises and falls in the price
seem to have been purely idiosyiicratical, as it

were. During the latter part of the ’.50s the
low tariff brought quinine down to a lower
figure than it had ever before reached. This
price held the record until 1884 ;

since then
we all know the story. At the beginning of
the war between the States, owing partly to in-

cteased consumption and greater perils of naviga-

tion, the price began a rapid climb, until in 1864
it was higher than it had been since its general in
troduction. The tumble the next year was sudden
and decisive.

In 1877 the enormous price of j^4'50 per ounce was
reached; this is high-water mark since quinine has
been a staple. These variations I have shown in a
graphic manner in the annexed diagram* which needs
no explanation further than the statement that the
continuous tracing represents the highest prices at
which quinine sulphate has sold each year from
1829 up to the present time, and that the dotted
line beneath represents the lowest prices during the
same period. As it was not possible to indicate
with accuracy the prices in cents on a diagram of
convenient compass, we append a table showing the
precise figures. When quinine fell from $4-50 in
1877 to ^1 in 1884, speculators bought large quan-
tities of it, expecting it to go up again. Should
any of them glance at this diagram, the mag-
nificent and continuous downward sw'eep of
the lines for several years past will probably
produce a sensation similar to that made by
taking an unexpected and too precipitous io
boggan ride. John G. Longdon, who died at Kansas
City, Mo., a few weeks ago, was one of the heaviest
plungers into ,^1 quinine. He took 100,000 ounces,
which he was reported to be still carrying at the
time of his death. He was not compelled to sell, and
declared that he never would until he could make a
profit, or at least come out even, A loss of $75,000 or
$80,000 was not a very severe blow to him. Some
others are less fortunate.

PRICE PER OUNCif.

1823.

Highest.

. $20'00

Lowest.

$16-00 I860..

Highest. Lowest.

$1.80 $1-20
1824. 14 00 12 00 1861 .

.

2 10 1 80
1825. 8 00 8 00 1862.. 2 90 2 25
1826. 7 00 5 25 1863.. 3 25 2 70
1827. 7 50 600 1864.. 3 75 2 60
1828. 6 00 3 25 1865.. 2 40 2 20
1829. 2 90 2 25 1866.. 2 60 2 35
1830. . 2 50 1 75 1867.. 2 20 1 95
1831. 1 60 1 35 1868.. 2 35 1 90
1832. 2 00 1 75 1869.. 2 30 2 OO
1833. 1 87 1 70 1870.. 2 30 2 10
1834. 1 80 1 25 1871.. 2 45 2 20
1835. 1 65 1 60 1872.. 2 43 2 40
1836. . 1 58 1 45 1873.. 2 55 2 45
1837. 1 40 1 40 1874.. 2 50 2 20
1838. 1 90 1 60 1875 .. 2 30 2 15
1839. 3 30 2 75 1876.

.

2 70 2 2o
2 701840. 3 12 2 87 1877.. 4 50

1841. 2 62 2 50 1878.. 3 60 3 40
1842. 2 00 1 60 1179.. 3 60 2 60
1843. 1 80 1 55 1880.

.

3 25 2 25
1844. 3 00 2 00 1881.. 3 25 1 90
1845. 2 40 2 35 1882.. 2 50 1 80
1846. 2 40 2 20 1883.. 1 80 1 60
18-47. 2 40 2 30 1884.. 1 80 90
1848. 2 70 2 60 1885.. 1 05 75
1849. 3 65 2 95 1886.. 80 65
1850. 3 70 3 70 1887.. 70 46
1851. 3 25 3 25 1888.. 50 30
1852. 3 00 2 80 1889.. 30 22§

23}
18}
17

1853. 3 20 2 70 1890.. 32
1854. 2 50 2 60 1891.. 24
1855. . 3 00 2 60 1892.. 20
1856. 2 60 2 40 1893.. 22J 17J
1857. 2 00 1 40 1894.. 25 22
1858. 1 40 1 25 1895.. 27 22i
1859. I 50 1 25

It will be noted by reference to the tables that
the highest and lowest price in 1837 were the same.A similar uniformity existed in 1850 and 1851. and
again in 1854, since which time such a coincidence
has been lacking. The highest price did not vary
tor the three years beginning with 1845, and
several times since then it has been the same
for two consecutive years. The lowest prices, on the
other hand, while not presenting such extremes, are

* Not reproduced.^Ec. I,A,
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more vacillatiug, never falling into the same notch
twice in two years. Bottom was touched in 1892,
since which time a gradual rise has bcei noted.
This is accounted for partly by the fact that manu-
facturers are keeping the drug out of the hands of
speculators as far as possible, and only making enough
each year to supply the legitimate demands of the
trade.

The figures for later years refer to the foreign
makes, some American brands being a couple of

cents or so higher.

—

Drwjfjist' Circular, Feb. 1896.

DELFT GKASS.

The Pinncipal of the Agricultural College write

to us :

—

The so-called “ Delft grass ” to which reference

w'as made by you, as having been tried at

the School of Agriculture, was, so far as

growth is considered, a great success. I have referred

to the experiment somewhat in detail in my an-

nual report for 1895. My experience of the grass

as a fodder is that neither stud-fed horses nor

cattle will eat it, but cattle at grass will browse on

it, particularly when other natural grasses are scarce.

Indeed, it is what I am informed is the case even

in Delft, and it is no doubt an advantage to have

such a grass as is able to flourish when other grasses

fail owing to drought and also that it is not oaten

down except when these latter are scarce in pasture

land. The grass (of which I forward a specimen)

is variously known as “ geranium grass,” “rusa oil

grass " and “ oil of ginger-grass,” its botanical name

being Audropogon Schcenanthus, var. versicolor. It is

said to be found wild in parts of India and some

accounts mention that it is a favourite fodder for

cattle. From the grass is extracted an oil which

is used to adulterate attar-of-roses. The Tamil

name for the grass is “ attar pillu. Though it is

supposed to exist in none of the other Northern islands

except Delft, Mr. William Ferguson mentions that

it is common at Wilson's Bungalow. It is moat

appropriately named the “ anise-scented grass, ’ and

wnen bruised emits a strong odour.

KALETAKA PLANTING NOTES.

Bentota, March 9.

Weather.—After a spell of 23 days of scorching

weather we were last evening favoured with a small

shower depositing however only 0'23. The drought

wo may say has lasted since the 29th January

reX lOT me only had 0 47 during all Feb. The

season so far as been very similar to last yea,r, last

year we had 6-35 in Jan. and 1T9 in I eb. This year

9-,39 and 0-47. The w'eather has been yery trying

Oil the tea bushes especially those near rocks. Eyen

the iungle shrubs and crotons about the bungalow

are drooping. It looks cloudy again this morning

and it is to be hoped we will get a more liberal sup-

ply of moisture some time during the day.

Health. Not much to complain of, on the score of

health ;
a little feyer prevails mostly brought over

from other parts of the country.

Communication.—Boads in good order and Muna-

malwatta Bridge finished.

Railway.-It is surprising to find that bullock

carts can successfully compete with the railway, at

all events as far as Alutgama, nearly all the bou-

tique-keepers in Bentota and Alutgama got their goods

across by carts. This surely should not
_

be. The

refreshment bar having taken up the ladies waiting-

room, lady-passengers are often put to very

greater incontinence. Then apm no arrangements

Lem to be made for the third-class passengers : fancy

a third-class passenger (female) travelling a the way

from say Matara with no convenience nearer than then-

destination which may be Bandarawela.

Labour SupPLY.-Sinhalese labour fa ling off yearly.

Punch! Nona having laid by a supply of silver bangles

ftud good comboya to last them tor some time think

it not worth their while to turn out to pluck now
unless the flush is exceptionally good and they can
earn twice as much a day as their husband? Tamil
coolies are however coming to the district from India
more freely.

Tea Flush.—It is needless to say the flush is

almost at a standstill, but on most places the tea
bushes are in good heart and only require 2 or 3 inches
of rain to make them burst out with a rush.

THE DKAYTON (CEYLON) ESTATES CO.

Tlie ordinary annual general meeting of tliis

Company w'a.s held in tlie registered office

(Messrs. Julius Creasy’s) on 10th March. Pre-

sent :—Messrs. A. W. S. Sackville (in the cliair),

C. Wilson Wood, H. Whitham (Secy.), C. J.

Donald, A. H. Dunsmure and F’. Liescliing.

Notice calling the meeting was read and

THE ANNUAL REPORT
was submitted :—
The Directors beg to submit the annual balance

sheet and profit and loss account for the year end-
ing 31st December 1895.

After providing for depreciation of buildings and
machinery the balance of profit available is R58,009‘95.
The Directors propose tnat a dividend of six per
cent be declared, making with the interim dividend
of nine per cent fifteen per cent for the year, and
the balance R15,109-95 be carried forward to next
year’s account.
The crop of tea secured from the Company’s

Estates was 346,695 lb. against an estimate of

330,000 lb., and there wore also 24,051 lb. tea made
from Cwm leaf. The Gwm estate, consisting of

90 acres tea in full and partial bearing, has been
leased by the Company for a period of three years
from July 1895, at a rental of R4,.500 per annum.
The total cost of the 370,746 lb. tea after deduct-

ing profit on made tea for other estates was 27-04

cents per lb., exclusive of depreciation, and estimat-
ing that the tea unsold will fetch 574 cents per lb. the
net value realised for the whole crop will be 60 07
cents, showing a profit of 33-03 cents per lb.

The Company’s properties consist of

—

Drayton :— Acres.
Tea in Bearing . , . . 674
Young Tea . . . . 95
Grassland . . . . 8
Timber . . . . 10

Forest . . . . 17
Waste Roads, Ac.. .. 79

Yuilleeield :

—

Tea in Bearing . .
'

. . 200
Young Tea . . ... 10
Forest and Timber. . .. 15
Waste . . . . . . 8

Total acres . . 1,116

The estimated crop for 1896 is 400,000 lb. to cost
cents 27 F. O. B.
Mr. V. A. Julius resigned his seat at the Board

on his departure from the island, and the Direc-
tors elected Mr. F. Liesching a Director in his stead.

In terras of the articles of Association, Mr. F.
Liesching retires from the Board by rotation, but
is eligible for re-election.

The shareholders will be requested to appoint an
Auditor for the current year.—By order of the
Board of Directors,

Harry Whitham, Secretary.
Colombo, 2nd March 1896.

The Chairman moved, and Mr Dun.smurr
seconded the adoption of the report.—Report
adopted.
A dividend of 6 per cent was declared, making,

with the interim dividend, 15 jter cent for the
year, and tiie balance wa.s carried forward to
.sliare account.
Mr. Liesching was elected a Director, and Mr.

Hercules Scott re-appointed auditor,
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MR. Kl.ECnYNDEN’S CAMPAKlN.,

The following extract from letter dated New York

7th January t89r>, from U. Rlechynden, Esq., has

been placed at our disposal by the Indian lea As-

sociation :

—

THE BAZAAR MEDIUM.

I have now the pleasure of submitting a General

Report for the month of December.

As stated in my letter of the 13th ultimo, we as-

sisted at a Bazaar got up by a Catholic community

in aid of a Convent which was inaugurated at the

Waldorf Hotel, the most fashionable Hotel in the city,

and probably the finest Hotel in existence. Cards ot

invitation were sent out which entitled the recipient to

buy admission tickets at one dollar each. « e sup-

plied packets of tea in i lb. paper boxes of the kind

previously described, and the small
f

which were sold and the proceeds went to the fund.

The cards of invitation were worded inviting people

to a tea, and the tea was
Bazaar. At the close of the affair at the Waldoif

the Bazaar was continued for three days at the Co

vent, for a different class of people, where our tea

was also served and sold.

A Bazaar was given by the St Andrews Church

congregation at 129th Street Haarlem from the 3rd

to 6th December.

We supplied tea in packets, and loose tea to be

served, and kept a coloured girl whom we have

trained to make the tea. The Bazaar also obtained

a supply of Indian tea from a packer, so we

not pLh our packets against his. But continued

to serve the tea, for the three days and nights the

Fair lasted.

YOUNG LADIES DRESSED AS NATIVES.

A birthday party was given at Westmmster Pres-

byterian Church on the 4th December. The ua^e w

Kiven to affairs wliere entertainments are organised by

the Church and where members contribute as the

price of admission as many “ pennies

as their year’s number. The Church is a well-to-d

one and has good arrangements for

the shape of large rooms, kitchen etc. attached to the

Church I had arranged to give a lecture on Some

aspects of life in India” (the title was framed to

coLeal the advertisement) and
J*

with atttention. The lecture was followed by »nusic,

singing, and recitations and at the close all adjourned

to a large hall over the one in which the entertain-

ment had been given, and our tea was s®>wea by

some young ladies of the congreption

costumes we provided as natives of India,

quently received a letter of thanks from the manage-

ment for my share in the entertainment.

TEA, CIGARETTES AND DIAMONDS.

The fair in aid of Hebrew charities to which I have

alluded in previous letters, opened on the 9th December

The Jews form a very powerful body in New York,

and many of them are well known as leaders in

Commerce and Politics. The display of diamonds and

dresses was something unique even for America. I be

Madison Square Gardens had been hired by the

Organization, and booth laid out and decorated m a

systematic manner . I had the promise of space from

a Jewish lady whom I had met at one of the

charitable booths at the Food Show, but unfortu-

nately she was laid up at the time the Fair opened,

and I had to send Mrs Tipton on the chance of

getting into touch with someone in a position to

help us. After many rebuffs, Mrs. Tipton interested

the “ Russian Tea Booth ” representing the Both-

Isreal Charity. Here tea, cakes, and cigarettes, (alt

Russian) were served. The Russian tea in this

instance being our old friends B. Fischer

Co’s Black packet Russian Caravan tea a b^nd

of China, Japan and some India or Ceylon, ihis

tea is largely advertised and is stamped by the

Rabbi with a small lead seal, so that it is Kosher

or clean in a ceremonial sense. Fischer has presented

|100 worth of tea (nominal value) to this booth, and

was making an excellent advertisement out ot it.

A NICE LOOKING SPANISH GIRL MAKES HEADWAV.

We had a good deal of opposition at first and for

some time with the people Fischer had in the booth;

as they were .Jewish women, and could speak German,
the language most used amongst Jews in New
York. After some time, and by dint of steady and
successful work and the display of a good deal of tact

on the part of the young girl I put into our end of

the booth, and by Mrs. Tipton, we got the support of

the ladies in the booth. (3ur demonstrator here was a
young half Spanish girl, who looked exceedingly well
in the Native costume we dressed her in and who
thus attracted a good deal of attention from the
visitors to the fair, and made head in this way
against the opposition which Fischer’s people were
able to w’ork up at first. We supplied the packets
I have described of Indian and Ceylon Tea, sample
boxes, and tea in the cup.

JEWISH EPICURES.

If the work done at the Fair introduces the tea into

a few Jewish families, it will do us a great deal of

good. These people pay extravagant prices for the

tea they use, two dollars a pound not being thought
out of the way. Mrs. Tipton in her Report to me
said :

—“ The Russian girls served the Russian cara-

van tea in glass with lemon, but towards the last

everyone took the hot India (and Ceylon) even the

ladies in the booth, who were Russian .Jews came to

Josie for tea.”

mothers’ meeting

A meeting of the mothers of the Bethany Chapel
congregation was held in Brooklyn on the 11th
December at night and Mrs. Tipton helped by the
colored girl served tea there. She gave them a talk

and there was a proposal made that I should give a
lecture under their auspices, which they agreed to

announce in the Bethany Ticliny, but nothing further
has as yet come of it.

TEA AT THE THEATRES.

As there are at present no Food shows in this

neighbourhood, and those contemplated in Washing,
ton, Trenton and other places seem to me undesir-

able, I have turned my attention to reaching the
Public in the same manner i.e. by actual demon-
stration, at the Theatres. Through the assistance of

Mr. Williams, the gentlemanthrough whom we placed
our advertising, I got a footing in the Casino, a
handsome theatre prettily fitted up in a curious
mixture of Chinese and Indian styles, and put up
a booth and began to serve tea there on the 24th
December. The tea is getting to be appreciated, and
the arrangements we made are effective enough to

enable us to use them as a good introduction to other
managers of theatres. We have here a good substan*

tial booth decorated with Indian goods, and with one of

the urns put in to heat the water. The attendant has
been for some time the young lady we had at the
Jewish Fair, but I think we can get along as well

with a leas expensive class of help and I am trying

to get the waiteress class. At the Casino the at-

tendant is dressed as a Native, as the style of the
'Theatre, the decorations of the Foyer, and the fact

that some ot the assistant ushers are Japanese in

costume, make this almost a necessity. The ar-

rangements now in progress for other Theatres
will come into the report for .January, and
I will not go into them now, as they are not
completed, and take much time and tedious
negociating. The announcement that the tea
is served is made in the ProCTamme at the
Casino and some of the merits of India and Ceylon
teas are referred to.

AT THE CALL OF MRS. GRANNIS.

A convention was summoned by Mrs. Grannis and
ladies from all parts of the States assembled at her
home, delegates coming from Montana, Florida,
California, etc. some 30 ladies in all. Mrs. Grannis
met me by accident and told me of this, so with her
permission I sent Mrs. Tipton and the colored girl

to her house and had the tea served to the delegates,

Mrs. Tipton reported the result as a great success,

and that Mrs. Grannis had herself spoken to the
people about the tea, referred to assistance I h^d
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given her (I had helped to put up and decorate her
booth at the food show myself, and had been at her
call there) she enumerated the places and clubs
where the tea had been served by us and then in-

ti*oduced Mrs. Tipton to give her regular tea talk.
The ladies individually spoke to Mrs. Tipton after-
wards asking where the tea could be had etc., so
the next day I sent some of the packets round to be
distributed by Mrs. Grannis to ttiese ladies to-

gether with list of grocers.

PUINTKU MATIT.U WANTED.
On occasions like this I miss the advantage I

could take of suitable printed matter, giving some
particulars about tea and its manufacture etc. If the
Committee have any such matter in type, it would
be easy to get a stereotype or cast for me, and I

could have a few printed as required, at a small

cost. Even the leaflet Mr. Mackenzie is having
printed, or will have printed at some time would be

useful if it included India, I must say, however, I

would like something more interesting with many
more cuts and less telegraphic in form .—Indian

Planters’ Gazette, Feb. 29.

THE COFFEE INDUSTRY IN HAWAII.

Coffee planting is making steady progress in these

islands, and as the young trees come into bearing, as

they are now beginning to do, the area will be

rapidly extended. Thrum’s Almanac for 1896 gives

a table showing the parties engaged in this busi-

ness, the extent of land cleaned and planted and the

acreage of trees in bearing. The area shown as

devoted to coffee comprises 4,806 acres. There are a

few names and areas omitted, however, and the actual

extent probably exceeds 5,000 acres. Within three

years the whole of this will be in bearing, and giv-

ing crops which will show an increased yield each

succeeding year, as the trees grow larger.

The average number of bearing trees to the acre

is not over 500 in the best fields, and where forest

trees are left standing for shade, the number of

coffee trees is even less than that. Many more

trees may have been planted, but in estimating for

crops, it is safer to figure low. Even this area, with

all its trees in good condition and bearing well,

should return to the growers not less than 2,000,000

pounds annually, which will figure among the exports

within a very few years. And this will only be the

commencement of an industry which will continue

to grow year by year, should no disaster overtake

it. And yet there is room for hundreds of new coffee

plantations.

Strangers frequently inquire regarding coffee laud,

and where is the best place to locate. As most of

the coffee growers locate on Hawaii, it gives the im-

pression to many that Hawaii is the only island in

this ^oup where coffee will flourish. There is just

as good land, though of much less area, on Oahu,

Kauai, Mau’ or Molokai as on Hawaii, and with this

advantage that it is more accessible, especially when
located on Oahu. We are glad to learn that a planta-

tion is to be started at Makaha, which is about four

miles beyond Waianae village on the line of the Oahu
railway, and within two hours’ ride from this city.

Messrs. F. B. McStocker, J. A. Lowe and W. H.

Hoogs are the promoters of this enterprise. Coffee

is found growing in most of the valleys along the

Waianae range of mountains, and also in those of

the Koolau range on Oahu. One of the finest coffee

plantations that we have ever seen was in the Haualei

valley on Kauai, cultivated by Charles Titcornb

and later by Godfrey Rhodes, the latter gentle-

man being now in the city. Some years later the

blight appeared in Haualei and the valley was

abandoned to sugar cane, which in turn gave way

to rice That was long before the lady bird pro-

claimed herself as the friend of the coffee and

fruit grower. With her assistance, coffee may now

be successfully grown in any part of this group

wherever suitabfb land and moisture are found.

But, like every other agricultural enterprise, it takes

time, patience and capital to develope a succes.sful

coffee, sugar or orange plantation here or anywhere
q\sq.—

P

lanters' Jlunihhj, January.

FOR A DUTY UN TEA.
tiik imposition or a dutv on tea being aovocated by

THE COMMITTEE ON TEA TRADE OF THE UNITED STA1E8.

We, the undersigned committee, representing of

tea trade of the United States, beg to make the fol-

lowing recommendation :

That a specific duty be imposed upon importations
of tea, sufficient to correct certain evils which can-
not be avoided under present regulations.

Heretofore, when the subject of duty on tea has
been suggested, it has generally been opposed with
the fiction of the “ free breakfast table” by some
who have not understood the subject and the con-
ditions which affect the production, distribution and
consumption of tea. The fact is, the- removal of the
duty on tea has been a positive injury to the consumer,
because of the poorer quality which has been imported
since then.
The Bureau of Statistics at Washington shows that

in 1873 the average import price of tea was double
the price of today and the consumption per capita
1.53 pounds, since which time the average quality
and price have steadily declined, together with the
consumption, which is now only 1.34 pounds per
capita. The consumer pays the retailer nearly as
much today for a pound of tea as he paid in 1873
and receives a much inferior quality, which accounts
for the falling-off in consumption. In contrast with
this we find that in all countries where there is a
tax on tea, the consumption per capita has increased,
most notably in England where the consumption has
increased within the last twenty-five years from 3.63

to 5.53 per capita.

In England, where the duty is 8 cents per
pound and the consumer gets better value for the
same money, the consumption is four times greater
than in the United States, where there is no duty.
The average price of tea at retail throughout this

country is about 50 cents per pound and considering
that one pouni of good tea will make over 200 cups,
giving four cups of tea for 1 cent, it will be seen
that good tea is an enonomical beverage. The dif-

ference in value to the consumer between good tea
and poor tea is very much greater than the public
realizes.

Some twelve years ago, Congres’, upon the recom-
mendation of the tea trade, passed a bill excluding
adulterated and exhausted tea. Although the bill

has been of .advantage, it has not prevented the im-
portation of large quantities of poor tea. Duty is the
only real safeguard; its imposition, as has been pro-
ven by experience, would retard the importation of

poor quality by American merchants and at the same
time prevent native shippers in the producing coun-
tries from exporting to this country, where there is

no duty, the inferior and trashy teas they cannot
send elsewhere.
The Russian Government imposes a duty of -iri

cents gold per pound, and it is a well-known fact

that the people of Russia receive the best tea of any
people in the world. The duty on tea in France is

equal to 21 cents. Germany 11 cents, Austria-Hungary
20 cents, Spain 28 cents, Portugal 48 cents, Norway
24 cents and England, a free-trade country, collects

a duty of 8 cents per pound, not only from tea im-
ported from China and Japan, but the same duty
from her own colonies, Indian and Ceylon.
Worthy of mention in this connection is an article

by Mr. Stanton, of Gow, Wilson A Stanton, London,
one of thre- leading firms importing teas from British
colonies, which was read before the Society of Arts,
.January 23, 1895, in which he states that no tax
was more cheerfully paid, or more impercep-
tihle in its weight than the duty on tea. Sir
Henry Peek, baronet, confirmed Mr. Stanton’s re-

marks and showed that the duty collected from tea
in 1894 has amounted to ,t‘3,49i),00O, equivalent to

about |17,000,0(X), sufficient to provide the country
with four new war-ships.
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In conclusion, our Government would obtain con-

siderable revenue from a tax which is recognized, by

all governments imposiug a duty on le as the most

satisfactory tax that has ever been levied, and when

the consumer caii obtain a better quality of tea for

his money, we believe the consumption within a few

years will increase very largely, thus beiiehtting the

consumer, the trade and the government.
(Signed)

Committee oe Tea Tkaue of United States.

By Geo. U. Macy, Secretary.

The foregoing is a synopsis of arguments being

used by those advocating the placing of the duty on

tea .—Ilit t rut at 0 O racer.

THE TEA TUiVDE OE WENCHOW.
A despatch, dated January '21, has been received

from the E’oreign Office, enclosing copy of a re.port

on tho Wenchow tea trade by Mr. E’ox, Acting (mn-

sul at Wenchow, as follows:—
,

“ The export of tea from Wenchow, iutlierto ju-

significant, has increased so rapidly during the last

three years that a few notes on the conduct of the

trade and its chances of development ihonkl be of

interest to British merchants.
_

For many years after the opening of the W
foreign trade (in 1877), tho tea grown in this dis-

trict was sent, in an unprepared stale, either over-

land to Foochow, or by junk and steamer to Shang-

hai and Hankow. At these places it was mixed with

other teas, losing both its name and distinctive fla-

vour. The trade was entirely in the hands of Chinese

merchants, who, with limited capital, bought only

small quantities at a time, being unwilling to pay out

eitherthe large sums for the cost of conveyanco to Bhang-

hai or the coast trade duty levied there. This latter

charge was in the nature of an advance, the amount

being refunded to the merchant on re-shipment abroad.

However, an arrangement was made in 1801 by which

a bond was deposited by the owner of the steamer cai-

rying the tea in lieu of the duty referred to above.

From this time forth the export of tea to Shanghai

gradually increased. In 1803 a tea firing “ hong

was established, and green teas (Gunpowder, Impe-

rial, and Young Hyson) appear for the first iii the

Customs’ Export Keturns. There are now (189o) five

tea-firing establishments in Wc,nchow, and the export

of tea (black, green, and unfired) has exactly doubled

sincriSOa, tile figures being 2,668,933 lb. for 1895 as

against 1,381,600 lb. for 1803, a sufficiently remarkable

result when compared with the stagnant sta^ of the

trade in -old established tea ports, like Foochow,

Amoy, and Canton. The following table will show the

increase under the different headings since 1801.

Quantity.
Green and
other kinds.

Lb.
10,667

4,133

Black
Year. (Congou).

Lb.
313.733
401,200
530,133
412,800
476,531

1891
1892
18)3
1891
1895

Unflred.
Lb.

682,533
6-20,133

851,467

1,201,867

1,513,120

Total.
Lb.

906,933
1,025,466
1,381,600

35,467 1,201,867 1,6.50,134

679,210 1,513,120 2,668,033

The prices in Wenchow this year were good, and

some of the merchants have made large profits

Black tea averaged from 14 to 16 dols. (best congou

25 dels )
per picul; green, from 13 to 15 dols. (best

gunpowder 50 dols. per picul ).

Tea can be prepared at less cost in Wenchow than

many other places, owing to the cheapness of labour

and the abundance of charcoal. Freight to Bliangliai,

owing to the monoply of a Chinese steamship company,

ia at pcesent excessive, but the couipetitioii which

muse inevitably come, should the trade of the port

continue to increase, will effectually'remedy this evil.

The time has certainly arrived for at least one

British firm to establish a branch in Wenchow and buy

teas 1 1 'ally. The expenses connected with coolie and

cargo boat hire, godown, and packing charges are

much lighter than in Shanghai and other places, the

tea-growing districts are close at hand and easy of

access. The Chinese dealers will be only too glad to

sell their tea on the spot, instead of waiting tor their

profit-i till it is sold in foreign markets. The quality

of the tea is good and likely to improve. The superior

kinds have already been favourably commented on by

coiinoissiurs. There is, therefore, a good opening at

the present time for foreign enterprise in Wenchow,
and it is to be hoped that British merchants will be

the first to take advantage of the situation .—Board

of Trade Journal.

UENTEAl. TEA FACTORIES IN THE
N ILG IRIS.

Cheapness of production is a factor of the utmost
importance in the cultivation of tea, as every one
will readily admit. But beyond granting the truth

of the axiom, so trite as to be almost needless to

insist upon, how many have given really serious con-

sideration to plans for elfecting the reduction in cost

aimed at. It is beyond all dispute that small inde-

pendent gardens in Upper India generally, in Ceylon
and also in Southern India will be the first to go
to the wall. Writing on the vexatious restrictions

to the cultivation of large areas of tea on the
waste-lands of Upper India, newly introduced by the
Government, in limiting individual grants to 1,500

acres, our Calcutta contemporary, the Planter, says:

“ Little planters, like little men in all industries, at

homo aiul abroad, are go ng to the wall and seeking

absorption in large compani js w'ith plenty of capital.

It is uupicturosque ;
it is cruel, it is perhaps unjust,

but it is the fact.”

Dealing more directly with the question as it

effects the Nilgiris, what do we find ? Small and
scattered areas, independent factories on each garden,

high cost of production cnl worst of all, a low Lon-
don average price. Now it is perfectly possible by
means of combination to radically alter the last two
drawbacks. Let all estates within say, a five-mile

radius, agree to start a central factory and have all

their leaf manufactured therein by the best man that

money can procure. We are extremely loth to hurt

the feelings of any of our readers, but we venture

to think that Nilgiri tea should, if made in the latest

approved methods, compare favourably with the bulk

of Darjeelings and the best of Ceylon. In our small

local factories the appliances and machinery are still

in many cases, primitive to a degree. In addition

to this, many tea-planters are also more or less in-

terested in coffee, and consequently can give only a

portion of their attention to tfie extremely important
details of cultivation and manufacture. It were there-

fore absurd to suppose that teas of any high quality

could be produced under these conditions.

Now this could be all changed by the adoption of

central factories. If water-power wore available, the

factory sliould be installed there. If not, one of the

existent factories could be enlarged and altered so

as to suit tho new requirements. The manner of

arranging this matter seems very complicated at

first sight, but is in reality simple enough. Suppos-
ing an existent faotorj be chosen, tho value must be

fixed by arbitration, and the amount, together with
the cost of the improvements required, should be

distributed among the shareholders, i.e., the owners
of the various gardens in proportion to their yield

or acreage. Should it be convenient, tho original owner
of the factory might arrange to accept a lien on the
profits or even the estates, in lieu of cash payments.
This being arranged, every owner of a contributory
garden becomes part owner of the central factory.

We have left, however, what we think to be the
most important part of the scheme, to the last.

Tne best of buildings, the latest types of machin-
ery are all good in their way and will of themselves
largely reduce the cost of production. But like all

factories, they want skilled supervision, and no money
should be spared in obtaining the services of the
best tea-maker available in Darjeeling or Ceylon,
of proved capabilities and long experience in

districts similar to these Nilgiri Hills. It would be
but of the slightest use in engaging a man of

average capabilities even though he hailed from
Darjeeling or Ceylon. A man who could not rise

above an average of 9d. for Hill teas is not the sort

required. What is wanted is the best tea-maker to

85
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be got in reason, say for anything under one thou-

sand rupees a month. It seems a great deal to pay
for a tea-maker alone, but in reality it works down
to very little. Supposing an average of only even
500 acres of tea were attached to the central fac-

tory, and putting the yield at ‘250 lb. per acre, even
111,000 a month would only mean a charge of

about one anna and six pies per pound. A man at

this salary should be able to obtain a lid. average
for every pound of tea manufactured, which would
easily pay his charges, and still leave a very hand-
some profit to the shareholders. In addition to this

the cheaper cost of manufacture would very appreci-

ably lessen this tax. Besides attending strictly to

the manufacture, he would be able to place his ex-

perience of the latest and best methods of cultivation

at the dispiosal of his employers.
Now let us see how this will affect the owners of

the small gardens affiliated to the central factory.

In the first place he is asked to contribute a round

little sum in cash for his share in the factory, or also

make an arrangement if possible to deduct this sum

from the amount realised by the sale of his

teas, giving as security a lien on his estate

for the amount. It does not seem too sanguine

to expect that if the
_

arrangement were

carried over two years, the iiicrtuised profits alone

(i.c., the difference in profit between hi; former

workings a,iid the central factory scheme) would

clear off his debt, and the third year he would

have very materially increased his yearly income.

By allowing the two years for payment of his share,

his receipts for that space of time would be as

usual and no inconvenience felt through want of

funds for cultivation, etc.

This plan has been sketched out very roughly, but we

venture to think that at bottom the scheme is sound

enough, though of course as a working basis for a

business undertaking a great deal of elaboration

is required. The suggestion will not be acted on

for manv a long day yet, if at all, but even those

who will decide the possibility of such a scheme

being practicable, must acknowledge the great need

to which its publication is intended to draw attention.

— I’lantiiKj Opinion.

TEA AND EXPEKTS.

( Comnmnicated.)

In a daily contemporary lately we have seen de-

fence and defiance in the shape of Mr. Bamber’s

letter and the editorial in re the benefits that the

tea plant derives from the tree called the nun being

intermingled throughout the plantations. In the

first, Mr. Bamber claims the discovery, and in the

second, the Hare Street paper stands up for Dr.

George Watt, c.i.e. Some time ago we pointed out

with regard to what may be termed a “so-called

discovery’’ by the late Mr. Wood-Mason with regard

to mosquito blight and quoted by Mr. Cotes, if we

remember rightly, that this was no discovery by 5Ir.

Wood-Mason, but simply the information he had picked

up during his visit to Cachar to investigate mosquito

blight and for the purpose of suggesting a “ remedy.”

We then stated our views, and we stand to our guns,

that the total discovery amounted to classifying the

destroying insect and giving it an unpronounceable

name; that with regard to its habits and mode of

destroying the flush, the information was all supplied

by the practical planter, and for the remedy we are

still looking. Now with regard to the smi, tree, we are

of opinion that in the records of tea planting compiled

by the late Mr. Wyman if we are not mistaken,

mention will be found of the benefits accruing from

planting the shrub amongst the tea. At any rate,

before Mr. Bamber’s advent on the scene the Hon’ble

Buckingham called the attention of the Indian

Tea Association to the nnu tree, and its beneficial

results when intermingled with tea, and one estate

we have in our mind s eye planted it over a large

area, and this some ten years ago- Now, it cannot

be supposed that so intelligent a body of men

carry on tea plantations planted this tree for shade, as

they are quite well aware of the disadvantages of shade.

What then did they plant it for ? We don’t suppose

for pleasure or philanthropy. Be this as it may, it

is amusing to read the vapourings of our “ authori-

ties ” sent to the districts for a definite purpose,

and who simple return from their “ pleasure trip
"

to impregnate the air with a long string of technical

terms, expressive of what ?—the pickings of practical

planters’ brains and only exhibiting the *• exuber-

ance of their own verbosity.” What has Mr. Bam-
ber’s visit to the tea districts and research into the

chemistry of tea manufacture done ’? Has it raised

the price of tea in the districts ho visited a fraction of

a penny per pound ? What has Dr. Watt’s visit

done with regard to blight ? Echo answers “What?”
Up to date the planter has had to rely entirely on
his own efforts, and so far as we can see is likely

to have to do so in future. Those who in their en-

thusiasm ventured to think there was a millenium
coming when they heard that a Government officer

had been appointed to investigate their troubles, had
better “bide a wee” and still go on in their old

groove and act on the great principle of Smiles’
“ Self Help.”—Indian Planterts’ Gazette, Feb. 29.

THE PKOPOSED DUTY ON TEA IN

THE UNITED STATES.

A movement has been set on foot in New York,
recently among importers of tea to urge upon the
Ways and Means Committee of the House, the levy-

ing of a duty of 10 to 15 cents per pound upon
tea. It is urged that a satisfactory duty should be
imposed upon tea, sufficient to correct certain evils

which cannot be avoided under the present re-

gulations, As tea is now free of duty it is

held that all of the low grades of tea pro-
duced naturally seek this market, whereas if a
specific duty were levied upon teas, that
then the higher grades would be imported to the
advantage of consumers, and the lower grades ex-

cluded owing to the relatively greater proportion
that a specific duty would bear to the cost value of

these lower grades. It is said that the average im-
port price of tea was in 1873 double in price of today,
that the consumption was then 1.5,3 pounds per capita
and has since steadily declined until at present
it is but 1.34 pounds per capita

;
that the

consumer pays nearly as much today for a
pound of tea as in 1873, and gets tea of inferior quality
which accounts for the diminished consumption.
This effort on the part of the tea dealers to have

themselves taxed, brings to mind the altruism of the
distillers two years ago in their earnest efforts to

have the tax increased on whiskey. The distillers had
such great consideration for the government finances
that they thought it wise to have the duty on whiskey
increased some 25 per cent., not that it would enrich
them to the extent of several million dollar's by the
iircrea:.ied value of the whiskey on hand, but because
the government would secure the much rreeded irr-

crease in its revenues. The facts are that the duties
at the low rates were paid on a ver-y large amount
of whiskey to avoid the irrerease under the new law

—

the Wilson Bill—and the revenues frorrr this source
were Isrgely diminished.
In like manner we can see that the importers of tea

are trow far more interested in the irrerease in the
value of the stock on hand, which would inure to their
benefit if the dirty were levied upotr tea. tharr any pro-
tectiorr of the Aurerican people from low grade teas
by their proposed modes of exclusion.
Long experience has showrr that in the United

States the most deally perfect article upon which
to secure a competent revenue for the govern-
ment is sugar. Any tariff levied uporr this staple will

produce a larger proportionate revenue than can be
got from any other leading staple article. At the
tame time, any duty levied upon sugar would inci-

centally protect the existing American sugar indus-
try, which is now able to supply some 15 per cent
ot the total amount of sugar consumed in the country
and which is the one agricultural interest in which our
country has thus far fallen behind Europe in its Mans
for legislative consideration and protection, ana in
which the largest possibilities now lie for Anieri-
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Can agriculturists north and south of Mason
and Dixon’s line. Nebraska, Colorado, Utah,
California, Washington, and Arizona have before them
wonderful possibilities in beet sugar production, while
the whole tier of Gulf States can readily become
enormous producers of sugar from tropical cane. If

that consideration were given to the American sugar
industry by our national legislature that is given to

the sugar industry in France, Germany, and Austria
*

we should have it quickly placed on safe grounds and
its rapid development made certain .—Lnisiana
Planter and Sw/ar Manufacturer, Feb. 8.

DISEASE AMONG COCONUT TREES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ TIMES” OF INDIA.

Siu,—Without pretending to bo an expert in
botany, I would like to inform my friend Dr. J. C.
Lisboa what I know from one year’s experience in
this land of coconuts. I came here from Baroda in
December 1094, and during this time I have seen
many a coconut tree wither and die of the disease
called mandolim in Goa; but here it goes by the
nome of kit

.

I have seen here the gummy liquid

that runs out from small slits in the tree, but not
the yellow powder. The cause seems to bo a worm
that incessantly gnaws the pith of the luxriant plant
with its metallic teeth. The remedy used here is

a concoction of camphor and salt that the culti-

vator injects into a hole made just above the part
affected. This place has a lovely grove of coconut
trees extending between Bandora and Versova.—
Yours, &c., H. Peueika.
Juvem, March 4th.

—Times of India, March 5th.

LIBERIAN COFFEE.

No 6. {Half-yearly.)

SlNGAFORE, Dec. 31sfc, 1895.

Chops.—From the Southern District of Johore, I

am favoured with the following ; “We have been
busy the last three months (July to September)

with crop, which has turned out welt and has

almost made up for the shortness of the crop in

the earlier part of the year, which had been caused

by the destruction of the blossoms by rain early

in 1894. We have also had a series of good
blossoms during this quarter of the year, a'l of

which seem to have ‘ set,’ those coming after the

good blossoms of the early part of the year should

ensure' a good crop in 1896. We have had very

little rain so far this year compared with the

usual rainfall in this part, and the dry weather

though favourable to outdoor work and curing of

coffee is not altogether beneficial to the coffee plants

themselves.”
Klano Repokts ;— Piculs.

Total Klang District Coffee Exported in

1895 .. .. 1,631-63

Total Coffee Exported from rest of

Selangore . . . . 2,849'58

Total Exported from Selangore . . 4,431-21

“ There are now fully 3,000 acres under coffee

and owned by natives, and about 1,000 acres of this

is owned in bearing and will give at least 3,000 piculs

during 1696. About 1,000 acres have been opened

by Europeans, of which 200 acres are in bearing.

It is expected that from 1,500 to 2,000 acres more
will be opened during 1896. High prices have

been paid for coffee in be-ariug by natives, pidnci-

pally Chinese.
Coffee 24 to 44 years has parted hands at from

|3.50 to $650 per acre, and it is reported that

$700 per acre has been refused for some 54 years

old coffee. This season’s crop has come in very

slowly, but with the advent of fine weather a rush

may be expected. Very good crops from Kuala

Lumpur district estates are reported, 5 and 6

iculs per acre from comparatively young estates

eing obtained.”

Chop Pitonirc-rioN.—The following figures shew re-

ceipt of coffee in Singapore for each month of the
3rd and 4th quarter of 1895.

1895. Piculs.
July 1,720
August 1,310
September 883
October 896
November 812
December •• 589

6,183

MAKKE-r.—Prices throughout the 3 months, July-
September—remained steady at $42 t '3 $43J the
differences in value being chiefly due to quality of
different parcels. October shewed little change at
$42-50 to $43 20, but November opened with a
spirited advance at $44J finally reaching $45-50
which latter is the record for the period under re-
view. Beginning of December shewed a decline at
$45, closing value being $44J steady.

J. Lyall, Coffee Broker, Change Alley, Singapore.

STATISTICS OF CINCHONA CULTIVATION
IN INDIA.

ahea.

At the end of the official year 1894-93 there were
8,710 acres of land under cinchona cultivation, of

which about 71 per cent was situated in Southern
India, the remainder (nearly 23 per cent) being in

Bengal. The area in Bengal, coffiprising 2,508 acres
lies in and near Darjeeling. Most of the area in

Southern India is in the Nilgiris and Malabar, thus;
2,409 acres in the Nilgiris, 1,902 acres in Travancore,
350 acres in Mysore, 33 in Coorg, 25 in Cochin, and
40 in Madura.
In Bengal the land undor cinchona was in the

main planted and is maintained by Government, the
plantations of the State covering 2,351 acres. In
the Madras Presidency on the other hand the industry
has lain to much the largest extent in private hands,
the State plantations covering only 821 acres.

During the ten years ending with 1894-95, the area
under cinchona has fallen from 10,418 acres to 8,710
acres. There has been a substantial decline in
Bengal, and in Coorg the cultivation has been almost
entirely abandoned. The area in the Madras districts

has fluctuated greatly.

The number of plants in permanent plantations
has fallen in the same period from 17i millions to

91 millions. In 1894-93, a little over 7 millions were
classed as mature, and nearly 2g millions as immature
plants.

PP.ODlfCTION OP BAHK.

The quantity of bark collected has largely increased.
But, so far as the figures relate to Southern
India, they have evidently been greatly understated,
as they are in every year smaller than the quantities
recorded as exported thence to countries out of India.
In Bengal practically all the bark produced is manu-
fiictured by Government into febrifuge and sulphate of

quinine and issued to medical stores and hospitals or
sold to the public :

—

Bark Collected. E.xports.
Madras.* Bengal. Madras.! Bengal.

lb. lb. lb. lb.

1885-86 .

.

344,1.58 223,010 819,742 7,298
1836-87 .

.

750,478 255,631 1,252,328 32,881
1837-88 .

.

856,316 .342,410 1,397,919 51,394
1888-89 .. 1,140,302 445,100 3.042,084 32,006
1889-90 .

.

827,88-4 420,705 1.8.54,632

1890-91 .

.

1,656,872 416,272 2,984,126 11,719
1891-92 .. 1,473,204 435.560 2 692,251 1,608
189-2-93 .

.

2,065,177 459,232 2,813,637
1893-94 ... 1,170,801 338,025 1,665,647
1894-95 .

.

1,449,947 577,682 1,728,418 8,900

Average .

.

1,173,514 391,363 2,028,078 14,581

^Including Travancore and Cochin.
Ilncluding experts frou) Cochin,
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CUOi.lLS AND ('ONTllAri’.S.
The planters of Selangor have been in iking very

strong representations to the Governor of the Straits
Scttlomcnts on the Labour Question. Their greatest
grievnice is iho fact that, under existing regulations,
labourers can leave the service of their employers
at a month s notice without settling their liabilities,
unless bound by written contracts of sen ice. it is

admitted that employers have their civil remeJ\ ,

but they urge that as, in the majority of cases,
coolies’ assets are nil, it is useless for employers to
try to recover advances through tlie Civil Coui t.

They submit that there can be no injustice in mak-
ing it compulsory for coolies to either pay or work
off their advances. 'The address proceeds

:

—
It is claimed that written contracts obviate thi.s

difficulty, but we are of opinion that such contracts are
utterly opposed to the spirit of free operations as
binding the labourer to work fur a fixed period ex-
ceeding a mouth, and we know that they are ex-
ceedingly unpalatable to the coolies themselves. Wc
would have our labourers free to leave us at a mouth’s
notice if they choose, and if we cannot so identify our
interests with theirs as to make it to their obvious
advantage to stay with us

;
but we ask that this free-

dom with regard to their movements should be con-
tingent upon the proper settlement of their just
liabilities, and we quote the instance of Ceylon where
this piiucijrle is most strongly insisted upon by
planters and recognised as equitable by the Ceylon
Government. We sincerely trusi that Your Excellency
will seo fit to meet our views in this connection before
the new Labour Code becomes law.

Sir Charles Mitchell’s reply was not very encoura-
ging to the writers. Whilst sympathising wdth the
difficulty experienced by planters in being unable
to compel tneir labourers, if engaged on verbal
monthly contracts, to either work or pay off

their advances, HE. held out no hope what-
ever that the relief asked for w'ould be granted.

He contended that the case of Ceylon,
which had been quoted as a precedent, was
no precedent at all, that Government always having
had trouble over the labour question. And he as-

sured the deputation that the matter had been tho-

roughly threshed out, and that the law officers of the

Colony were very strong against connecting the ele-

ment of criminality with breach of verbal contracts
of service.

It is needless to say that this particular matter has
been a subject of peculiar difficulty in British North
Borneo. The local industry chiefly affected is wood-
cutting, and, unfortunately, only certain races care to

undertake that sort of work. Tamils will not do it,

and but few Chinese, while Japanese are equally
averse to it if required to reside at any distance from
the settlements. Banjeresc, Sooloos, and others
belonging the Malayan races are alone willing to

make to their homes in the jungle for the necessary
periods. But though excellent woodmen they are
careless and absolutely unprincipled as regards
money matters. They keep no accounts, and will

deny the receipt of advances, food, Ac., &c., in the
most barefaced manner, in spite of absolute proof
that they are speaking untruths.

To the suggestion that but very small advances
should be given and that the labourers should not
be allowed to run into debt, employers rejoin that,

under such conditions, labour is unprocurable. They
say that a large advance, and the certainty of always
getting food and money, no matter whether the debt
be paid off or not, is the only arrangement which
tempts the shiftlesi native to sacrifice his indepen-
dence and undertake regular work.

'There is a good deal of truth in this assertion, but
employers themselves might do much to break
down a bad system if they would agree to work in

concert. Wore it thoroughly understood that nohudi/

would advance more than a small sum easily repay-

able, and fix a fair limit to the amount of food and
cash advanced during each month, from which there

would be no departure by anyone, much of the diffi-

culty would disappear. Nothing seems more strange

to those familiar with complaints by and ag.iinst wood-

cutting labourers than the fact that no two mon

seem to eat the same amount of rice or receive the

the same anionut of cash during any given mouth.
Were some such arrangement as above indicated
made, it would immensely simplify the work of

Magistrates and others who have to decide the nu-
merous dilfereuces aiisiiig between employer and em-
ployed. Concei ted actiou however would he neces-

sary to carry this out, and ilie question is whether
that can or will he adopted. — A'rif LA North ISonieo

JJr.rulJ, Feb. lb.

THE KELANl TEA GAKDEX COMFANY,
UMITED.

'JTie lir.st general meeling of the Kelani 'Tea
Garden Company, Limited, was held on 12tli

iMarch at the registered olHce in Baillie. Street.
Air. 11. Creasy presided, and tlie others pre.sent
were Alossrs. G. J. Jameson, W. Sliakesiieare,
II. AI, Waldock, and AV. Seale.

Tlie notice calling tiic meeting rva-s read by
Air. Jameson,

'I'Hli KEPOKT
for tlie past lialf-year was taken as read. It i.s

as follows :

—

A CUE.A.GE

:

282 acres in full bearing.
G do ravines and swamps.
5 do gr.iss.

21)5 do reserve and jungle mostly available— for 'JAa.

583 acres.

Of the reserve 37 acres are in course of being
planted, and it is intended to open up to 100 acres
during the year.
The Directors have jileasure in submitting to the

Shareholders, the accounts of the Company for the
past six months.
The Crop secured amounted to 85,675 lb. realizing

1136,298 -12, or an average price of 42'35 cents per lb.,

as against an expenditure (exclusive of items under
Capital Account and Profit on Eice) of E20,821-97,
or an average cost of 2T30 cents per lb.

'The balance at credit of Profit and Loss account
after making provision for

Depreciation on Buildings and Alachi-
nery

Preliminary expenses in the forma-
tion of the Company

Stationery and Postages, Ac.
Auditor's fee and management ex-
penses .. .. .. ],550 00

112,702 67

3,088 78
71 10

Less ’Transfer P'ces and Interest
7,415

98
r.i

14

Total .. E7,317 61
amounts to E8,255'bl, which sum the Directors re-
ennmend being dealt with as follows:

—

E5,000 to a fund for extension purposes.
E3,255'84 to next account.

'The Estimated Crop for 1896 is 180,000 lb.
The appointment of Directors and Auditor will rest

with the meeting. Causon A Co.,
Agents and Secretaries.

On the motion of Air. 8i;.\LE, seconded by Air.
Sii ake.si’E.\j;e, tiie report was adojited.
On the motion of Air. AV'aldock, seconded by

Air. Se.\li;, tlie retirin'^ Direetor.s ivere re-elected.
On tlie motion of Mr. .Se.vle, seconded by

Mr. Sh.vke.si*eaj;e, Air. E. AV. AA'aldock was
elected as Auditor at K.50 for each audit.

AVitli^ a vote of thanks to the cliair, nioieil by
Air. A\ .VLDOCK, the meeting terminated,

SA TREE IN TEA CULTIAATION.
TO THE Emron.

bir. In your i.ssuo of December appeared an account
of Dr. Watt's (the Eeporter on Economic Products
to the Goverumciit of India) recent visit to Assam
for the purpose of investigating tea blights, Ac. In
this account 1 noticed th.it Di. Watt claims to have
made a discovery ot no small importance, which
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would necessitate his amending the review of
the literature on the subject in Europe. The dis-

covery is briefly this:—Some years ago on certain
tea gardens in Assam the “ Sa ” tree (Albizzia sti-

pulata) belonging to the sub-order Mimosece of the
group of leguminosae, was planted for shade purposes
among the tea bushes. This sub-order was not known
to produce the root tubercles, which contain nitrogen-
feeding bacilli, and which make several other sub-
orders of the leguminosae so valuable in enriching soil

with nitrogen, by their means. It was demonstrated
to Dr. Watt that the effect of the shade was to
lower the quality of the tea, while it increased the
out-turn. To account for this increase, a young “ Sa ”

tree was dug up, and examined by Dr. Watt, who
observed that the roots were covered with multitudes
of the tubercles, and further, that under the micro-
scope these were actually found to contain the nitrogen-
feeding bacilli. From this discovery he was led to
the practical consideration, which he now regards as
almost of supreme moment to the tea industry, that
the cultivation of a herbaceous leguminous plant to
be hoed in as green manure, would secure the strength
to resist many blights, without entailing the disad-
vantage of the shade given by the “ Sa." Dr. Watt
accordingly recommended the Assam planters to sow
in October arid hoe in about February, a crop of

matti kalai, or some other of the numerous pulse
crops common to the neighbourhood.

If you wiil kindly allow me I should like to draw
attention to the fact that the discovery in question
was made by me in 18‘.)2 in support of which I subjoin
a few extracts from my book on the Chemistry and
Agriculture of Tea published in 1893 by the Indian
Tea Association. I may mention that while conduct-
ing my experiments in Assam (as Chemist to the Indian
Tea Association), on a garden almost adjoining the
one on which Dr. Watt made the discovery I had
frequently pointed out to planters the effect of the “Sa"
as a nitrogen producer for tea, the beneficial effect

being at once apparent from the dark green colour of

the leaves and the healthy growth of the tea
plants beneath them. When visiting one of the
gardens near Jorhat, the question of the “ Sa ’’

tree arose, and I obtained one of the trees, on which
were the tubercles as described by Dr. Watt. On mi-
croscopical examination these contained certain bacilli,

but as I had no means of obtaining pure cultivation
of them, it was impossible on mere microscopical ob-
servation, to state absolutely that the bacilli in ques-
tion were identical with the nitrogen feeding bacilli

observed in Europe, although from the effect of the
plant I have no doubt they were so.

The following extracts from the book above men-
tioned, will show that the subject has been previously
brought to the notice of planters and others con-
cerned in tea (page 142 lines 1-10):—“Numerous ex-
periments and investigations have been made to
determine whether plants had the power of utilising
the free nitrogen of the air, and it has been found
that certain orders of plants have that power of
utilising the free nitrogen of the air, and it has
been found that certain orders of plants have that
power, free nitrogen being fixed by the agency of
certain bacteroids which occur in nodules on the
roots of plants. This discovery explained why cer-

tain plants enriched the soil by their growth even
when the crop was removed, the roots containing a
large portion of the nitrogen stored up in the above
manner, which was liberated again as ammonia on
their decomposition

;
this ammonia could then be uti-

lised by other plants, which had not the power of fix-

ing free nitrogen.” Again on pages 147-148, when
treating of the sources from which the nitrogenous
compounds of plants derive their nitrogen “ In
some cases it (nitrogen) is also derived from the free
nitrogen of the atmosphere, which .• certain plants
have the power of fixing and utilising by means of
bacteroids in nodules on their roots.” (Page 178,
lines 12-25):—“It is a curious fact that tea garden
jungle in any district rarely contains plants of the
Natural Order “ Leguminosas ” as the clover or gram,
perhaps partially due to all tea soils containing such
a small proportion of lime. Trees of this order as
the “ Sau ” (Sa) have bee.n planted among tea in

pome gardens, as it wap originally noticed that its

presence appeared to have a beneficial effect on the
bushes, but it is now being generally removed, as its

shade has been found detrimental to outturn to a
great extent, and counterbalances any other benefit
derived from its use. A great advantage would, I
think, be gained if the jungle growth could be gra-
dually and economically changed to the above natural
order, as its powers of enriching soils with nitrogen
which it derives indirectly from the atmosphere would
make it the cheapest means of supplying that use-
ful and necessary constituent to the tea.” (Page
181, 7 lines from bottom):—“ The growth of
other classes of weeds of a different natural order
to the gramiuaceoc or grasses is an advantage
during the co d weather, as they are gradually accu-
mulating from the atmosphere, at a time when the
tea plant is practically dormant, large quantities of
carbonic acid and some nitrogen, wliich, when the
weeds are buried and decomposed, are again liberated
for the use of the tea.”

I should have laid more stress on the subject of
“ Sa trees in the above book, but for the fact that
on nearly every garden I visited, on which the
tree had been originally planted for shade purpose,
it was being cut down and removed owing to the
detrimental effect of its shade on the quality of th
tea produced beneath it. (Page 210.) As regards Dr.
Watt’s suggestion to planters to grow mattikalai or
some other of the numerous pulse crops common to
the neighbourhood in my first report published
in 1891, after a short tour in Cachar and
Assam, I recommended the use of four leguminous
plants for experimental green manuring viz:

—

Ground-nut (Arachis hypogoea), gram (Cicer arictimun),
field pea (Pisum arvense) and lentel (Ervum lens)
also to certain planters, during my tour in Cachar
the growth of “ matikalai,” which, I was informed,
yielded the largest amount of green leafy material
(for manurial purposes) of the pulse crops grown in
the districts.

M. Kelway Bambeb.
Muktesar, Kumaon, Jan. 27.

—Indian Agriculturist, March 2.

DRUG REPORT.

(From the Chemist and Druggist.)

42 Cannon Street, E.C., Fob. 20.

CAEFEiNr, is very quiet at 18s per lb. The market, es-
pecially in America, seems to be a little over-supplied.
CALiMiiA remiins quite dull. About 55 bales ordinary

dark sold at 8s 6d per cwt. subject to approval.

Coca-leaves. Five cases common dark and damaired
leaye.s .sold without reserve today at the comparatively
high figure of 7id per lb,

’

CocccLi s IxmcLS -Tending lower
; 30 bags were boiurht

in today at 8s (id per lb.
» v « nougnt

Nux V0.MICA remaims very low in price. Thirty-eight
bag.s fair small to medium pale seed realised (is per cwtwhile a parcel of 547 bags from Madras and Calcuttawas bought in at 4s 6d per cwt.

Oils (E.s.SEXri vL)-Two cases, described as Cinnamonbark oil of first quality, sold today at 7dperoz., an ex-ceptionally low figure, if the statement in the cataloguebe true,. Another parcel of two cases fair cinnamon oilwas priced at 8d per oz. Citronella oil 2s per lb. on thespot, or is 9d per lb. c i.f. for .June .shipniLt. LeVomgrass oil tending a little firmer : spot 2?d per oz arked •

forshipment 2Sd c.i.f. per oz. for near-at-hamr, and l^dperoz. c.i.f. for distant shipment.

Amsteudam Cinchona TELEdR.vM.-Our Amsterdam correspondent, telegraphing on Thursday night, states, tLt atthfe cinchona auctions lield in his city today, 6,251 pko-s
of Java cinchona (out of 8,840 packages offered) sold at anaverage unit of 2;82c. per half-kilo? for the inlnufactur
iiig balk, a decline of 0 18c., or, say, 6 per cent uponthe .January auctions, chiefly to the excessive quantisesof b.ark placed on sale. The principal buyers were • n
Briegleb (American and English m.iLrs), who bought theequivalent of .^223 kilos, of sulphate of quinine, the Auer-

^ Brunswick factory 3,495 kilosthe Mannhenii and Amsterdam works 8,261 kilos the
firankfort-on-Main and Stuttgart work.s, 1 727 kilos’ amtvarmus buyers 2,708 kilos. The range of prices was Drm.

P®" Ib-)'CAeinf(,2 and,
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BUETISH BORNEO BLANTINO NOTES.
The Byte December crop of parchment coffee, neces-

sarily omitted from onr returns of the 1st January,
was piculs 103'25 totalling piculs 358'54, obtained from
an area estimated at about 170 acres during six months.
Thus is a shade over piculs 2 per acre for that period,
which is a very fair result to obtain from trees of
about three years of age considering that the seed-
lings when planted were some three or four months
younger than is custemiry. The Kabeli crop for the
same period was piculs 62 .33 the trees being some
six months younger on the average and the area
about 60 acres. Seedlings when planted also under
age.
From all sides wj hear very encouraging accounts of

the coffee. The last put-in plants are coming up stout
and strong, older ones are shaping into very handsome
trees, and more and more crop is collected every month.
Even the old Sebooga, planted in 1884, deserted al-

most as soon as planted and most of the young plants
trodden out by elephants and wild cattle, and its very
whereabouts lost for years, is coming to the fore again

;

it gave something like a picul and a half of parchment
for the montn of December in repayment for a very
little trouble in clearing up round the feet of the fine,

strong, but very badly shaped trees. From all the

estates an increase is expected fir the month of Janu-
ary .—British North Borneo Herald, Feb. 16.

KUAN\VELL.\ TEA CO., LTD.

At the first annual ordinary general meeting
of the Ruanwella Tea Co., Ltd., held on 14th
INIarch the report and accounts, as published, were
adopted. Tliere were ]jres8nc :— Messrs. A. M.
White (in the chair), E. S. Anderson, G. W.
Carlyon, Directors; L. E. Edwar.ls, C. J. Donald,
A. Thomson (by his attorney Mr. G. W. Car-
lyon), and F. G. A. Lane (by his proxy Mr,
G. W. Carlyon). The report is as follows :

—
ACREAGE.

Tea in full bearing

„ not in bearing
Jungle and Waste laud

313 Acres.
43 ,,

215 ,.

Total . . 573 „
The Directors have pleasure in presenting to the

shareholders the accounts of the Company for December,
1895, from the 1st of which month the estate was
taken over.

After providing for all expenses incidental to the

formation of the Company, a balance of E;254‘87

appears .at debit of profit and loss, which amount has
been carried forward to the current year’s accounts.

The estimated outlay on working account in 1896

is R36,742-50 against an estimated crop of 160,0)0 lb.

tea. In the valuation obtained by the Company
before purchasing the estate allowance was made for

the cost of extension to the factory and new machinery,
and in this connection it is proposed to spend R14.750

this year. Arrangements have been made for plant-

in" 30 acres jungle in tea this season, and ample
nul’series of high jat Indian seed have been prepared.

The cost in 1896 of this extension is estimated at

R4,920.
The appointment of an Auditor for the current

season will rest with the meeting.—By order of the

Directors, Whittall & Co., Agents and Secretaries.

Gariyou), and Misses Clarke and Jumeaux, Misse.s

Armitage, Mr.s. J. Booth and Mr. C. Junleaux
(by their Attorney Mr. J. Ogden).

THE REPORT
is as follows

ACRE.aOE OF KIRKLEES ESTATE.
Tea in bsariug 203 acres

„ ,,
partial bearing ., 82 n

„ not in bearing .

.

50

Total Tea.

.

332 acres
Cardamoms 21
Coffee 36 «

t

Timber and Uncultivated Land 325 „

717 acres

The Directors hive pleasure in submitting to the
Shareholders the accounts of the Company for the
past year.

The crops secured in the year were 68,8 54 lb. Tea,
314 bushels Coffee and 643 lb. Cirdamoms. The
average net prices realised were 51J cents per lb. for
the Tea, R15-28 per bushel for the Coffee and Rl'2l
per lb. for the Carda noms.

After making ample provision for depreciation of
buildings and machinery and writing off the whole of
the preliminary expenses (R892 81) the net profit for
the year amounted to R14.041-57, or about 14 per
cent on the capital of the Company, The Directors
now recommend the payment of a dividend of 12J
per cent for the year, leaving a balance of Rl,541-57
to be carried forward to the current season's account.
The estimates for this year are 75,030 lb. Tea, 150

bushles Coffee, aud 1,000 lb. Cardamoms, cn an ex-
penditure of R27,673,
The estimate of expenditure on capital account is

R7,703, which provides for the upkeep of the 48 acres
not in bearing and the planting up of a new clearing
of 40 acres.

In terms of the articles of Association all the Direc-
tors now retire from office, but are elibible for re-

election.

The appointment of an Auditor for the current
year will rest with the meeting.—By order of the
Directors, Whittall & Co.,

Agents and Secretaries.

THE UDAB.^GE COMFAN)^, LIMITED.

The linsb general meeting of shareholders of

tlie Udabage Company, Limited, was held on
I4th Marcli at the regi.stered ollice. No. 21, Baillie

Street. Mr. G. J. .Jameson pre.sided, and there
were pre.sent Messrs. E. B. Dawson and W.
Shakespeare.

THE REPORT.

The following report was submitted b}’^ tlie

Provisional Directors :

—

ACREAGE

;

a. r. i>.

Tea in bearing . . . . 210 0 5
Planted in 1894 . . . . 6 0 0

„ 1895 . . . . 7 3 33

2-23 3 38
Jungle. &c., mostly available

for Tea , . .. 131 0 20

KIRKLEES ESTATE COMPANY", LTD.

At the atuuial ordinary general meeting of the

Kirklees Estate Company, Ltd., held on 14th

March tlie Report and accounts as published were
adopted and a dividend of 12i per cent for 189-5

was declared. There were present Messrs. G.

W. Carlyon and G. H. Alston, J. Armitage Ogden,

and C. J. Donald (Directors), Mr. Jno, Gordon

(by his proxy Mr. G. W. Carlyon), Mrs. E. Armi-

tage Ogden (by her proxy Mr. J. Armitage Ogden),

Mr. A. Thomson (by liis Attorney Mr. G. .W,

355 0 18

The Director.s have to report that since the for-

mation of the Company, a block of 66 acres 1 rood
was purchased at Governmeut sale at R25 per acre,
and 13 now included in the acreage of the Company’s
property.

It is intended to open 103 acres this so.asoti, of
which 60 acres have already been foiled.

In order to commence the financial year on the
1st January, the Directors have made up the accounts
to the 31st December last, which are now submitted,
and from which it will be observe.! that after writing
off the following items, viz.
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1

Pai't preliminary expenses in con-

nection with incorporation of

the Company . . • • Kl,709 33

Interest.. .
•• 01 48

Stationery, Printing, &o. . . 110 00

Management, expenses, &c. . . 037 50

R2,557 31

There is a balance in Profit and Loss account of

Rl,221-74.

The Directors estimate, that after making provision

for further expenses in connection with the Transfer

of the Estate to the Company, amounting to about

R250, there will be a balance of R071-74 to carry

forward to next account, which, in view of the fact

that the Capital of the Company was only subscribed

in January, may be considered satisfactory in that

the incorporation of the Company has cost the Share-

holders practically nothing.

It will be necessary to elect Directors and Auditor

at the Meeting. Carson & Co.,

Agents and Secretaries.

On the motion of Mr. DAW.SON, seconded by

Mr. Shakespeare, the report and accounts

were adopted.
On the motion of Mr. Daavson, seconded by

Mr. Shakespeare, the Provisional Directors

—

Messrs. J. N. Campbell, 11. P. Hmlson, and G. J.

Jame.son Avere re-elected Directors for this year.

Mr. F. ^y. Waldock was re-elected as Auditor,

and this concluded the business of the meeting.

THE SELANGOR PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Minutes of a general meeting of the Selangor

Planters' Association, held on Saturday, 22nd

February 1896, at 10-30 a.m.

Present:—Mr. E. V. Carey (Chairman), Mr.

Tom Gibson (Hon. Secretary), Messrs. C. Meikel,

E. R. Skinner and H. Huttenbach (Members of

Committee), and Messrs. Lake, J. Glassford, K.

Meikle, Walker, Nissen, Dougal, Christie, Hicks,

Stonor, Tollemache and Allen ;
Munro (visitor).

1. The notice calling the meeting was taken

as read-

2. The minutes of last general meeting were

read and confirmed.

3. The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the Association Messrs. T. North

Christie, J. B. M. Leech, A. Lutyens, F. B.

Hicks and M. S. Parry.

4. Read letter from Government Secretary in

reply to suggestions from the Association ra

discharge tickets.

5. Bead letter from Govern uieiit Secretaiy,

notifying that His E.xcellency the Governor had

dechied to refer to a Commission of live persons,

consisting of the Resident (Jouncillor, Penang, the

Auditor-General, representative planters of Pro-

vince Wellesley and Selangor, and an oflicial

from Perak, the following questions in connection

•tvitli Indian Immigration :

—

(1) What amendments it is desirable to make
in Ordinance 16 of 1892, before bringing the

same into operation ;
(’2) Whether any further

action on the part of the Government (as dis-

tinguished from individual action by employer,

of labour) is desirable to promote immigrations

or to benefit immigrants ;
and if so what action

is recommended.
It was decided that Mr. E. V. Carey’s name

should be submitted to the Resident as the Selangor

representative.
6. In the absence of Mr. Darby, Mr. Gibson pro

posed the resolution in his name

:

“ That the Government of Selangor be asked to

reconsider Order No. 603 in the (roeenunent Ouzstje

of 6th December, 1805, re sale of Government Medi-

cjnes, and that the collection of payments for medi-

cines dispensed at District Dispensaries and Hospitals
be made quarterly as is now done in the case of
accounts for Hospital patients.”
This was seconded by Mr. Walker and carried

unanimously.
7. The Annual Report for 1805, having been

distributed to members present, was taken as read
and adopted nem. con.

8. Mr. Carey, vacating the chair, intimated that
there was a general feeling amongst members that
it was desirable ^that the Committee should in future
consist of five members instead of three, and on this
being put to the meeting the motion was carried,
the change being subject to confirmation of the next
general meeting.

0. Mr. Carey proposed that Mr. C. Meikle seconded
that Mr. Dougal take the chair protein.

10. A ballot for office bearers for 1806 was then
held, with the following result :—Mr. E. V. Carey,
Chairman, Mr. Tom Gibson, Hon. Sec., and Messrs.
C. Meikle, E. B. Skinner, A. B, Lake, L. Dougal
and A. Walker members of Committee.

11. The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks
to the chair at 12-15 noon. Thos. Gibson,

Hon. Secretary.

THE ANNUAL REPORT 1805.

Gentlemen,—In submitting this, the third Annual
Report, your Committee are pleased to state that
during the year thirteen new members have been en-
rolled upon the books of the Association, and the
attached statistics show an increase of 3,546 acres
under cultivation and of 1,240 labourers of all na-
tionalities employed on estates.

Great as the above increase is, there is every rea.son
to think that it will be dwarfed by comparison with
1806, judging from the reported large clearings con-
templated in the Klaug, Kajang, and Kuala Selangor
Districts.

This result is most encouraging and clearly shows
increased confidence in the planting enterprise on
the part of the investing public

;
and doubtless the

good prices of fi42-50 to $45, which have ruled steadily
during the year, have much to do with it.

Besides the above acreage under European cultiva-
tion, a very large area is now planted with coffee
by native holders all over the State, but particularly
in Klang District, where it is estimated that not less
than 3,000 acres are under native coffee, and the
cultivation is extending rapidly.

Meetings.—During the year 1805. six general meet-
ings and 11 committee meetings have been held, and
as a rule were well attended. One extraordinary gen-
eral meeting and one extraordinary committee meet-
ing were also held during the year.
Mr. Carey’s Visit to India and Report on

Same.—Early in the year the Chairman (Mr.
Carey) having occasion to visit Southern India
kindly offered in the interests of the Associa-
tion to interview the officials of the Indian Emigra-
tion Department, and to make enquiries generally in
connection with the recruiting of Tamil labour in
that country. On his return to Selangor he submitted
a lengthy and interesting report of his visit, which
has been circulated amongst members. One thing in
particular disclosed by the report was the fact that
the main obstacle to the recruiting of free labour
in India lay in an old Madras General Order dated
15th May, 1888, which contains a rule to the effect
that no agent or recruiter shall receive any com-
mission on coolies not entered in the list of
indentured coolies.

With a view to having above restriction removed
or, at least, exceptions made in the cases of mercantile
firms of standing—your Committee addressed the
Government on the subject, and the outcome of this
correspondence was a despatch from the Colonial
Secretary, S.S., to Secretary to Government of India,
Rev. and Agri. Dept., in which he says, that the
Governor of the Straits Settlements, Sir C. Mitchell,
hopes that the Government of India will secure for
the congested districts of the Presidency of Madras,
and the newly developed territory of the Protected
States of the Malay Peninsula, the great ’noon of a
free interchange of labour which will be highly
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bpuoficial to both countries. If this step is likely
to entail any long delay, then the Governor hopes
that the request of the Selangor Planters’ Association
for a relaxation in the present law of recruitii g in
Indian labour for the Straits Settlements may re-
ceive the early attention of the Madras Government.
Dischakge Ticket System.—When this question

was laid before Government last year no reply was
received, but in October last a letter was addressed
to the Association by the Government Secretary in*
timating that Government, although not pre^Jared
to pass a compulsory enactment, would be glad as
an employer of labour to join in any equitable ar-
rangement for the protection of employers against
the^ wrongful eniploynient of absconding labourers.
Your Committee then submitted a form of rules

which in their opinion would meet the case, but
the Government Secretary in reply stated that
the rules appeared to involve the passing of a
compulsory legislative enactment

;
this the Govern-

ment was unable to sanction, but would join the
members of the Association in a mutual under-
taking only to employ coolies in possesion of a dis-

charge certificate. As, however, such an undertaking
might prejudicially affect Selangor employers of

labour as compared with those of the t olouy and
the other Native Sta.tes, it would, in the opinion of

Government, be advisable to defer taking any imme-
diate further action in the matter—at all events,
pending the Federation of the Protected Native States.
Labour Code.—The Acting llesident having ap-

pointed a Committee to report on a proposal to

adopt the Perak Labour Code in this State, the
Chairman of the Labour Code Committee wrote ask-

ing your Committee to appoint a representative of

the Association to meet the Labour Code Com-
mittee, and to give them the benefit of the views
of the planting interest in Selangor on the subject.

Mr. C. Meikle attended said meeting as representative
of the Association.

United Pi.anteus’ Association.—Your Committee
are glad to state that the hope expressed in last

annual report of forming a powerful Central Associa-
tion for all the Native States is nearly accomplished,
as it has been arranged to hold a general meeting of

members of the Selangor, Sungei Ujong and Pera As-
sociations in Kuala Lumpur at the time of the forth-

coming Selangor Race Meeting. A United Association
on some such lines as the United Planters’ Association
of Southern India will undoubtedly be of great value to

the planting interest and their representations to the
Government will carry greater weight than those of

any individual Association.

Deputation to His Excei.lency the Governor.

—

The Association being of opinion that the occasion
of His Excellency the Governor’s visit was a good
opportunity to interview him on certain subjects, it

was decided to present an address praying for cer-

tain reforms which appear to be much needed in con-
nection with land policy and other matters.

A deputation consisting of the whole of your Com-
mittee was received by His Excellency the Governor
on the Ihth December, when he granted them an inter-

view of ever two hours. His Excellency was of opinion

that the points raised in the address should have
been forwarded to him through the Resident, but
nevertheless very fully discussed each question e.r-

o(ficio.

His Excellency sympathised with us in the matter
of our inability to recover advances from labourers

under verbal contract, but promised with regard to writ-

ten contracts that the question of whether any docu-

ment could embrace a number of contracts should

be gone into. His Excellency also recommended
that the questions touching (1) the planters’ pre-

ferential c airn to the mining rights on his own land

and (2) terms of arbitration on acquisition of private

land for public purposes should, be reopened, and held

out to the deputation, the hope that their views would

be favourably considei-ed.

In accordance with His Excellency’s suggestion, your

Committee have written to the Resident of Selangor

fully on the above three points, but have not yet had an

answer.

Finance.—Your Committee have the ple.asure to an-

nounce that the substantial balance of ;Ji510.83 stands

to the credit of the Association at tho cud of the year

1895, and is arrived at as follows ;
—

Balance in hand at end of 1894 . . #243.83
Subscriptions paid during 1895 .. 385.00

Subscriptions still due . . 35.00

Total .
.

#663.83

Less Printing, Postage, and
Stationery . . #67.00

Less Indian Advertise-
ments, etc. . . 84.00

153.00

Balance at credit #510.00
E. V. Carey, Chairman.
Tom Gibson, Hon. Secretary.

statistics of acreage under cultivation and

LABOUR EMPLOYED ON THE EUROPEAN ESTATES IN

SELANGOR.

*3
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Labour.

Names of Estates.
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1 Tremelbyr .

.

120 325 47 5 12
2 Klang 200 — 25 26
3 • Klang Land .

.

170 10 26 21
1 Lowlands 435 24
5 Highlands .

.

65 20
6 • Batu Unjor .

.

135 30 16 46
7 Golden Hope 300 102
8 Blackwater .

.

50 17
9 Datu Dagang 320 — 17 8 Hi
10 Simpang — — 17
11 Beaumont .

.

200 _ 35
12 ’Triangle 100 —

13 Lanka 20 15
14 Beverlac 70 34 8
15 Ebor 25 -- 12
16 Glenmarie .

.

150 310 38 14 10
17 Enterprise .

.

125 350 18 7 5
18 F'enlands 105 4 1 58
19 Denmark 85 - 28
20 Pataling

Weld’s Hill*
240 55 30 25

21 —
22 Selangor 60 1.50 20 17
23 Batu 200 200 20 90
24 Edinburgh* .

.

—
25 Batu Caves .

.

188 720 195 -- -

26 Kent . , 153 1

2.50 10527 Uganda 74 1
— —

28 New Amherst 533 400 267 40 ,

29 The Mount *

30 Wardieburn 209 8.50 117
31 Setapakdale.

.

306 150 117 , 36
32 Klang Gates 160 400 77 .

33 Hawthorndenj — — -

34 Liucolnf —
35 Aberscross* .

.

36 Inch Kenneth 225 50
37 Batang Kali.

.

150 38 14
3fi Braemarj — — — - .

98 Balgownie .

.

175 — 57 ,

40 Riverside — 19 41
41 ’Tyiioca

Estate 1,000 — 20 165 18

41 Totals. .6,348 4,145 1,406 290 917 :

22 Return for

1894 ..2,802 — 938 181 254
19 Increase in

1895 ..3,546

No returns received.

— 468 109 663
*

O
H
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51
47

99
20
62
J02

17
136
17

35
35
15
42
12

62
30
63
28

110

37
110

195

105

307

117
150

96
.'•>0

f>V

60

203

t These Estates do not belong to the Association
aud have sent iu no returns.
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TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, Feb. 12.

Not withstaudiiig the {^eiiera.1 tone of business ciicles

was lifted higher as the result of the bond sale, there

was 110 improvement in the tea trade. The market

drugs its weary length along the rules in buyers

favour, except in those grades which arc in limited

supply. There has been a moderate invoice trade

during the week, and we have no change to note in

^^Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-

mission Company will sell '.),171 packages, viz. : 2,570

half-chests Moyune, including many desirable chops ;

3 123 half-chests and boxes Pingsuey ;
2li2 half-cliests

Japan 95 half-chests Japan, basket-fired ;
50 half-

chests Japan Nibes ;
1,257 half-chests and boxes

Congou, including all grades; 25 boxes Scented

Caper.s ; 183 packages India, Java and Ceylon; l,.)9b

halt- chests and boxes Formosa, new season’s, includ-

ing the celebrated “ White Bear” chops,—Ainemwi

ilrocer.

UflDEVELUPEB AUSITI.ILIAN INDUSTRIES.

(
Hi/ John Plummer, Si/lIuci/, New South ]\ ale.<}.)

Australia abounds with the elements of successful

manufacturing and other industries, which remain

at the present moment, from various causes, m a

negle-.ted or undeveloped condition, especially in New

South Wales, where the surroundings are of an ex-

ceptionally favourable character. Take, for instance,

the flower farming industry. Although the colony

has been described as a floral paradise, from the

abundance and luxuriance of its native and cultivated

flowers, the manufacture of floral perfumes and es-

sences is unknown, although experimental scent farms

have been established in the adjoining colony of

Victoria. The quantity of eucalyptus oil annually

exported from the colony is insignificant, yet the

rich abundance of the trees from which it is obtained

should enable the Australian trade to rival that of

Algeria and California, from whence the woidd’s sup-

plies are principally obtained. The abundance of

citrus fruits may at some future time lead to the

establishment of manufactories for the preparation

of candied citron, orange, and lemon peels, as weU

as of lemon, etc., oils and essences. The crystalli-

zation of mandarin oranges and the manufacture of

oranc'e marmalade are also coining industries; in

fact
° the latter has already been initiated on a

limited scale. At present the chief obstacle to the

development of the marmalade industry consists in

the absence of the Seville orange, which could be

introduced and acclimatized without difficulty. The

nlivp is very sparingly cultivated, notwithstanding

the fact that the soil and climate of New South Wales

are identical with those ot the leading olive-growing

countries of Europe. The castor-oil plant grows lux-

uriantly in the humid coastal districts of the colony;

as it does, indeed, in most tropical and sub-tropical

countries, and in the regions bordering the Mediter-

ranean, viz., Greece, Italy, and Spain. Tne annuM

consumpMon of castor oil in Australasia is over 600,000

trallons, of which 130,000 gallons represent the re-

quirements of New South Wales. Nearly the whole

cf the s ipply is derived from India
;

and the

wholesale price of the oil in Sydney is about 2s fid

per gallon. The initial cost of establishing the in-

dustry would be heaviest in the item of machinery

for expressing the oil, although th-j price of labour

would also have to be considered carefully, as the

Calcutta oil is produced at a minimum outl-iy in this

particular. Flax cultivation is another neglected

industry. As is well-known the plant not only sup-

p ies fin X and tow fibre, but also a valuable seed, of the

greatest use as -a fodder for cattle, in the fo.m of

oilcake, of which it forms the chief ingredient; also

for medicinal purposes; and above all, linseed oil,

which fonn.s the uase of all paint-mediums. Cotton-

seed oil i.s imported to some extent, although it

could be loo..Uy obtaiue', the cotton plant being

capable of easy cultivation in many places, indigo

can also be readily grown. There is in the colony

a wild plant, so abundant as to be a pest, from

Rfi

which it was hoped tinctorial juice might be obtained ;

but experiments have hitherto proved unsuc-
ce.ssful. The true plant which supplies the indigo of

commerce occurs wild in Queensland, and there is no
reason why it should not be acclimatized in New
South Wales, experiments in this direction always
having proved successful. Hops are Imt little culti-

vated in New South Wales, although a few very
small crops are picked in the neighbourhood of

Orange. In Victoria, Tasmania, and New Zealand,
however, they arc successfully grown, the product
being but little, if at all, inferior to the best Kentish
hops. In the opinion of experts the plant could Le
successfully grown, in New South Wales, which im-
ported during 1891 no less than 841,938 lb., of hops,
valued at £3(5,010. Many other instances of neglected
industries might be adduced, but the foregoing

will suffice to show the opportunities allorded in New
South Wales to those possessing the requisite capital,

experience, and energy.

-

THE INDIAN TEA ASSOl’l ATION, LONDON,
AND THE I'ROPOSED TAX ON

OVERSIDE DEf.lVERV.

The following letter has been addressed by the
Indian Tea Association tb the Secretary of the Lon*
don Chamber of Commerce, protesting against the
proposed tax on the overside delivery of tea which,
if it became operative, would seriously interfere with
the customary transhipment of parcels destined for

other markets than those of the United Kingdom.
Indian Tea Association, London,

“ 14, ,St. Mary Axe, E.C.
“ February 18, 1896.

“ Kenric Murray, Esq., “ Secretary,
“ London Chamber of Commerce,

“ Eastcheap, E.C.
“ Dear Sir,—On the part of the Indian Tea Associa*

tion I beg to signify their desire to join in the pre-

test against the proposed agreement between the
London and India Docks Joint Committee and ship-

owners, as being greatly detrimental to the interests

of the Indian Tea industry, and I beg to request chat
you will be good enough to notify this fact at the
meeting convened for today to consider the matter.

—

I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,
“ (Signed) Ernest Tye,

“ Secretary.”
—II. ,0 G- Mail, Feb. 28.

THE TEA MARKET,
early in the week, commenced with a strong
feeling, but closes with a quiet, if not dull, tone
The fact is the trade will not buy forward to any
great extent when the general run of imports proves
so indifferent in quality. For any district Teas with
point and character there is real competition. On
the eve of another season in China there is again
an opening to pick up the lost trade. Russia, how-
ever, now holds the field, paying not only prices
far in excess of London quotations, but buying five-

sixths of the northern grown Teas. Consumption is

growing apace in Asiatic Russia, the Siberian railway
opening up hitherto inaccessible regions .—London and
China Express, Feb. 28.

PL&NTiNG AND PRODUCF.
The Procedure at the Sale Room.—The cor

respondence which we published last week on the sub
j^“ct of the public sales of tea ventilates a matter,
which has forced itself upon the att-ention of the
trade. The growth of business in India and Ceylon
tea renders the consideration of propo.sals tending
in the direction of reform in the procedure of the
sale room, a question of urgent importance. In our
columns, Mr. D. F. Sliillington called attention to the
unreasonable policy of crowding the entire offering
of Ceylon tea into one day s sale in each week, and
made the suggestion that the week’s offering should
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be spread over two days. Admitting the difficulty of
the choice of the otlier day, Mr. Shill ingtou suggested
that a convenient way out of the difficulty might per-
haps be found if the Tuesday Ceylon sale were ad-
journed punctually at two o’clock until Wednesday at
twelve o’clock, when the remainder could be sold with
the benefit of an extra morning’s tasting, liut, as
tills takes away Wednesday from the Indian sale, Mr.
Shillington would meet this objection by dividing
the week’s offerii gs of Indian tea into two sales

—

Mondays and Thursdays—still retaining Monday for
the larger part, say three- fifths of the total on
Monday

^

and two-fifths on Thursday. “It would be
evident,” he points out, “ that the opportunities for
tasting the samples would be more evenly distributed
over the week, and confidence in the valuations,
which is the surest guarantee of satisfactory bid-
dings, vvould naturally result. Coming from such an
authority, the suggestion will, no doubt, receive the
consideration it deserves. Mr. Herbert S. Parker in
his letter directs attention to a proposal which is

likely to be made to importers and their brokers
by some of the London buyers. It is to follow
the example of Calcutta, and to cease holding
any public auction of Indian tea for some few
weeks in the summer in order to give “ the
market ” a period of rest, and to agree to a date
upon which the first public sales of new crop shall

bo held in London. If the proposal be a good
one, says Mr Parker, “ there is not much difficulty in

carrying, it out now that nearly all producers close

their crops so much earlier than they used to
;
but

such arguments in its favour as there may be, will

no doubt be put forward by those who itrge its

adoption.” In these days of keen competition it is,

no doubt extremely difficult to ensure combination
in any plan which necessitates departure from
established custom, There is, however, so much of

“sweet reasonableness ” in practical suggestions for

relaxing on the one hand the “exhaustive ordeal”
of sitting through the whole sale of Ceylon tea
during one day, as described by Mr. Shilling-

ton, and obviating the need for calling to-

gether annually buyers to intermittent sales

during June, as mentioned by Mr. Parker,
that we feel sure those concerned will give due con-
sideration to the remedies suggested, coming as they
do from correspondents who are intimately ac-

quainted with the ways of the sale room and the
interests of the trade.

Indian Tea Cultivation.—Under this head the
Times of Tuesday refers to the note in the thizctle

of India, on Mr. J. H. O Conor’s statistics on tea

cultivation, giving the following summary : The
statistics show that the area under tea is some-
what less than half a million acres, about two-

thirds of which is, in the Piralnnaputra and
Surma Valleys—that is, in Assam, Cachar,
and Sylhet. ’The figures given by Mr. O’Conor
show, that tea cultivation is almost wholly conlined

to Bengal and Assam, the tea gardens clsewlierc.

being only 7 per cent, of the area under tea. At pre-

sent the cultivation in India is concentrated almost

entirely' in districts witli a damp and equable climate

where repeated xiickings arc possil)lo. One point

brought out clearly by tUe returns, is that for years

past there has been no check to the growth of the

industry, which annually shows a cousideiablo ex-

pansion. Every year since 1885 has seen an increase

in the area cuitivated. ranging from over 9,000 acres

III 1889 to marly 27,000 acres in 1894. and the per-

centage of incre.ise is growing gieattr. 'The largest

increase of all. IMr. O Conor obseivcs, was in

189;) Vnd 1891, “the former of these being the

years in which tl.c mints were closed, an event

which was regarded by sonm^ as the licrald of

disaster to the tea industiy. One table given

by Mr. O'Conor shows how completely the tea

gardens of India are dependent on the external

demand, the consumption of India being tnfiing in

comparison with the whole production. 'ihusinl894

nearly 12.5 million pounds of tea were produced in

India, of which all but million pounds weic rx-

iiorted If to this be added the amount of Ceylon

tea consumed in India-ucarly million pounds

—it is seen that the population of India consumes
about seven million pounds a year, or about one-
fortieth of a pound per head, or oue-hundredth part
of the consumption of the United Kingdom. Indeed,
if the quantity consumed by the small European
popu’aiion of India, including the Army, is deducted,
there would not be very much left for the native
population. Dir. O'Conor, however, records that the
consumption of tea is increasing amongst the native
population in the larger towns, especially amongst
the Mahomedans.
Natal and its Pkoduce.—In his paper on Natal,

read at a meeting of the Royal Colonial Institute
on Tuesday, Mr. John O. Maydon, M. L.A., of Natal,
made the following reference to the various produc-
tions of the colony, which are chiefly sugar, tea,
and fruit growing. Of sugar he said Sugar plant-
ing has, after a chequered histoiy, now settled down
into an occupation of very great importance, with a
thoroughly established assurance of success, which is
chiefly founded on the establishment of central mills
enabled to deal with large growths of cane, and there-
by to apply the most economic and approved methods
to the actual manufacture of sugar, the production
of which has accordingly become possible much' more
cheaply than heretoforco. But the system has a
much farther reaching consequence, because the
actual planter has by it been enable to turn
all his attention and capital to the agricultural por-
tion of his business, which is by so much the bet-
ter and more profitably conducted. Moreover, sugar
planting has by this means been brought within the
reach of many men who, from lack of the very large
capital necessitated to conduct the two 02ierations
of planting and manufacturing, were formerly de-
barred from the pursuit of this industry. A veiy
modest c.apital will now suffice to start a sugar plan-
tation, provided ordinary business energy and acu-
men are displayed. The demand for sugar in South
Africa is, of course, far, beyond the production, and
tlie consumption with the rapidly-increasing popula-
tion, is likely to grow for many years to"come in
a quite disproportionate ratio to the possibilities of
increased inoduction. The cane will not thrive
farther south than the river Umzumkulu, as al-
though it grows still further south its sugar-pro-
ducing qualities diminish, thus unfortunately the
Cape Colony is deprived of the benefits of devoting
its const lands to this very remunerative and suc-
cessful industry. Frost is, of course, fatal to sugar
cane, and for that reason only the semi-tropical
coast lands are adapted to its production, but in
Natal many thousand rich acres, and happily situated,
only await the mattock and the ploughshare to re-
turn an ample rich harvest to the planter.s who
shall commence their tillage. This remark is e.s-

pecially applicable to the lanl lying soutli of Dur-
ban, now being opened by the ’

iviilvvay in course
of construction through it, and wliich is generally
very fertile.

Natal Tea.—Referring to tea Mr. Maydon said :

It is only withi : the past live years that it has
emerged from the experimental into the iudu.strial
stage, and to the dogged perseverance and industry
of Mr. J. Jjicge Ilulett this successful di'-lml is

largely due. Even yet, however, the annual produc-
tion has not reached quite 1,000,()0U lb. though this
present season of 1895-9C) will probalily tee that limit
exceeded. This increase of late years has been ex-
ceedingly r.ipid, whicli is partly dim to an ever-
growing acreage under tea cultivation, but also, still

more l .rgcly, to the greater pi oduciiveness of the
tea plum as it reaches maturity ahout eight veins
after heing planted. The very slow gro.ith oi' the
tea fchruh, and the consequent long period of wait-
ing lor retina on the cii):ital iiive.sted. will alwii.ys
prove u dcteireiit to the wide embailuuion in this
special indusLiy

;
at the same time the \eiy delight-

ful nature of tho occupation and its extromo profit-
ableness when OHIO e.stablislied olfer a very
strong inducement, and where a pleasant occu-
pation is llii' dcsidi ratiim, witli a view to ultimate
r.i.tiK r tlian lo immediate reiuiii on eaptial, it

is difficult to conceive a moie atlractive career.
Tea planting is, like sugar, con lined to the
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coastlands. but being a liardicr plant, and thriving

best on a lighter and less fertile soil, is conducted
on a slightly more elevated plateau than it. Both
industries are alike in offering a very wide field for

expansion, and a demand far, far larger than pro-

duction can reach for many years to come.

—

11. and
C. Mail, Feb. ‘28.

ORANGES, LIMES, AND COFFEE.

THE HAWAIIAN LAND AND IJU’IIOVEMENT COMDANV S

KST.VTE.

When men who have established and managed
successfully large and extensive suga.r plantations

upon these islands, leave the line of their beaten

track and engage in other enterprises, it means to the

average mind something deserving of more thaupassing

note. It shows that minds trained to business, with sa-

gacity born from experience and success in all their

undertakings, active from constant contact with

others of like character, seem in the distance

the trend of future enterprise and industries,

and with their desire to be in the lead in the

new as well as the old pursuits, they at once

seek to secure that advantage which diligence

gives, and will insure the success they so like.

So, when the promoters of the Hawaiian Land and

Improvement Company secured several thousand acres

of Mr. W. H. Shipman’s large tract of laud, best

suited to coffee raising and fruit culture, the

coffee growers and fruit raisers in Hawaii at once felt

encouraged, and these industries received a new im-

petus. When persons, who so long acted on the

belief that sugar alone is king and the only pro-

duct of worth here, and thought all other pursuits

must be subordinate thereto, embark in coffee grow-

ing and fruit culture, it is because they believe in

its success and future prosperity. That these men
knew their ground well and had good reason

for their action and for the selection made
for their operations is now fully corroborated.

While but little in comparison with their pro-

posed plan has been accomplished, yet enough is

done to fully warrant the statement that their enter-

ijrise is a success.

It is truly gratifying to look over their operations

and note the evidences of abundant promise. Through

the kindness of Manager Bop we were shown over

the properties of the Hawaiian Ijand and Improve-

ment Co. It comprises several thousand acres of the

choicest land in Hawaii for coffee raising and fruit

culture, being between the ten and eleven mile post

on the Volcano road, joining it and to the right

thereof, extending to and into the forest, so that nearly

two-thirds of their holdings are forest lauds. It is

divided up into lots of various sizes, each

of which is to be reached by good roads

directly from the line macadamized road leading from

Hilo to the volcano. It all faces the sea which is

clearly visible. The laud itself is of the a-a forma-

tion, covered with a rich leaf mold. It can be easily

cleared and made ready for a crop of coffee or fruit

at a small cost. The company and those closely

connected therewith have now about fifty acres

cleared thirty-seven of which is planted to

oranges and limes, eleven acres will be

planted to coffee, all of which is now ready and

some planted. Theoranges and lime planted are thrifty

and doing well, the variety used the navel, shipped

from southern California, three shipments having been

m.ade, two of which were quite successful, the othei

partially so. The limes are grown on the place from

seed. The coffee plants are also grown m nurseries on

the place. The company now has over 2,000 lime trees

standing in their nursery and many coffee plants.

While it has been the policy of the company hereto-

foic to ship their trees from California, in the future it

will be its policy to grow seedlings from the native

orange and to bud in tiio California navels. It is

claimed that these oranges will ripen and reach the

Pacific coast markets during the months in which

the California oranges are yet unripe.

This company certainly can be congratulated on

its foresight, and upon the success which it now can

rest assured is an accomplished fact. Navel oranges

will grow here as well as in California, and in quanti-
ties to fully supply all the market’s demand. Limes
will grow in quantities and quality to be a success,
and this large tract of laud is now without
doubt, proven to be especially adapted for the suc-
cessful growing thereon of oranges, limes and coffee.

Much of the success which this company has met
with must be attributed to the thorough manner in
which their land has been handled, the care bestowed
in the clearing and preparing for planting, and in
the setting out of plants and the cultivation bestowed
thereon thereafter. No one can fail to realize this
upon an examination of the land of the Hawaiian
Land and Improvement Company .—Hilo Tribune,
Deo. 14.

CITRONELLA-OIL ARBITRATION.
One of the topics widely discussed in Mincing

Lane drug circles during the past two or three weeks
has been the progress of an arbitration case relat-
ing to a parcel of citronella oil, the invoice value of
which was about BOOL As it is possible that more
may be heard of this case, we refrain on this occa-
sion from mentioning the names of any of the parties
connected with it, and simply present the following
outline of facts :

—

On December 10 1 ast, a London drug-firm purchased,
through a drug-broker, four drums of citronella oil,

weighing about 7 cwt. each, at Is 8Jd per lb. which
was then the market price of the drug. The article
was offered by the broker, as “ Citronella oil, as per
sample herewith,” for delivery during January or
February 1896, but the buyer does not appear to
have exercised any special care in the examination
of the sample before accepting the offer. The con-
tract was dated December 19. It is written on an
ordinary form, bearing on the back (as all such doc-
uments do) a clause to the effect that disputes
must be referred to arbitration, according to the rules
of the London Produce Brokers’ Association. The
contracts reads :

—“ Bought by your order and for your
accounts four drums citronella oil . . . as per
samples in your possession.” On January 17, the
broker tendered the goods to his buyer, who 'then
applied for samples representing the average quality
of each of the four drums. These arrived and were
apparently subjected to a closer scrutiny (although
no analytical tests seem to have been applied) than
had been bestowed upon the first sample. The re-
sult of the examination was altogether unsatisfactory.
The buyer sent for the broker and expressed the
opinion that the oil was^ not up to the fair standard
of quality. He also then asked, we understand, for
the name of the ship in which the goods had come.
It should here be observed that it is the rule in
transactions of this kind either to ask for t he name
of the ship at the time of purchase, or, in forward
contracts, to do so when the time for delivery is
near. This gives the buyer the security that the
goods are of direct import— i.c., will be handed the
him in the same state in which they arrive. In
this case the buyer appears not to have exercised
that precaution. When, however, the quality of the
goods was challenged the broker said that the oil was
“land carriage ’’—that is to say that it came from
a private warehouse. This, the buyer declares, came
to him as news, and confirmed him in his decision
to refuse the tendered parcel. The broker there-
upon stated that he would communicate with his
principal, whose name then transpired for the first time.
The principal held the buyer to the contract, stating
that the sale had been by sample, and the goods
were equal to that sample.” Each of the parties then
named a produce-broker as arbitrator. The arbitra-
tors failed to agree, and called in an umpire, who
decided that the bulk was eipial to the sample, and
that therefore the buyer was bound to accept deli-
very. The buyer then offered to forego the goods
ac the price paid for them, notwithstanding that in
the meantime the market price of citronella oil had
advanced from Is 8^d to 2s per lb. This the seller
also declined, and thereupon the question was referred
to a committee of the London Broduce Brokers’ As-
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sociation consisting of three brokers. Loth the seller
and buyer appeared before this Court in support of
their conteniion. The seller repeated Ins former de-
claration that sample and bulk wore eipial, and that
therefore the contract was valid, the quality of the
goods having nothing to do with the matter. The
buyer contended that the sample should be submitted
to chemical analysis, as tlie ordinary test of smell
and appearance was not necessarily conclusive of its

quality, and that the finding of the analyst should
guide the committee in its decision, This the com-
mittee agreed to, and specimens taken from the
bulk and from that part of the sample accompany-
ing the original offer (which had remained in the
hands of the broker) were submitted to Mr. Chas.
Umney, who reported as follows;

—

Sample No. 1.

Sp. gr. at 15 deg. C 'SriTl

Solubility in alcoh^ol of bO-per-cent.
j

Not completely
strength by vol. (sp. gr. O hio at

[
soluble in any

15 deg. C. ) proportion
The specific gravity and behaviour towards alcohol

of the above strength indicate gross adulteration,
Tho substance used for adulteration was found to

be kerosene, the proportion present being between
‘10 and -12 per cent.

Note .—ture citronella oil has a sp. gr. of from ’887

to dlOO at 15 deg. G.. and is soluble in ten times its

volume of alcohol of 80-per-cent. strength,

This specimen was taken from the sample sub-

mitted with the original offer
;
the one taken from

bulk was identical with it, excepting that its sp. gr

was ‘8577.

If any slight dilfei’ence exists (Mr. Umney reports)

between the odour of the two oils, it is dependent
upon the kerosene with which they are adulterated,

tnat contained in No. 1 beiug of a better grade and
free fi'om odour, than that in No. 2. In my opinion
no sufficient difference exists between tho oils to

make their commercial value other than practically

identical.

Notwithstanding those analyses, the committee de-

cided in favour of the seller, and gave the following

award :

—

Appeal Decision, FEiiiiuAKVl7.—Your appeal against

the award of the arbitration on the contract dated
December l‘J, 18115, for four drums citronella oil sold

for delivery during Jauuary-February, 1896, has been
considered by a committee in accordance with Hide
7 of the Association, and they have decided as follows

—viz., to confirm the umpire s award that the delivery

is equal to the sample and must be taken by the

buyer. (Signed) Andiiew Devitt, Fresident.

Apart from considerations of commercial morality
involved in the question, tlie matter is ot consider-

able trade interest for viuhous reasons. In the hrst

place it shows a recrudescence of the practice of adul-

terating citronella oil, which was believed to have
been put a stop to some throe or lour years ago
througn the exertions of Messrs. Schimmel & Go.
That firm’s denunciations were directed against the

sophisticating Singalese. There is no evidence that

those gentlemen nave had a hand in the mixing
process disclosed by Mr. Umney, neither is there

anything to show chat the adulteration has taken
place in London. From this point of view alone

the obscurity in which the origin of the oil is involved

must be regretted. Luyers ot citrouella oil, however,
wilt do well to beware of purchasing before they have
ascertained the quality of the goods offered, es-

pecially bi cause liie purity test is one which, to be

made roughly, requires no other appurlenaucos than

a bottle of W per-cciit alcohol. From a legal stand-

point, also, the arbitrators’ decision raises an in-

teresting question. When a person deliberately de-

clares that he offers “citronella oil” is ho justified

in supplying it mixed with '12 per cent of kerosene ?

The clause as per sample might be held to safeguard

him, but tliere is in tire Sale of Goods Act (50 and
57 Viet., 1898) a section which provides that "where
there is a contract for tho sale of goods by des-

cription, there is an implied condition that the goods

shall correspond with the description; and ij the sale

be Ixj sample as tcelL as by dcseriplion, it is not suffi-

cieut that the bulk of the goods corresponds with the

sample if the goods do not also correspond with the

description.” This section appears to have been

ignored by the brokers who formed the court of ap-

peal in this instance. Hut it is perhaps worth the

while of buyers to consider whether it would not be

preferable to reserve liberty of action to appeal to

the law of the land rather than to bind themselves,

on their contracts, to abide by the decision of gen-

tlemen who are neither legal nor scientific specialists.

— Chemist and Druyyist, Feb. 29.

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
Thursday Evening, Feb. 20, 1896.

Business still continues active in many Indian Tea
shares, and some of the Geylou shares have latterly

also participated in the movement.
The BulHonist this week again refers to the Prefer-

ence shares of the Mungledye Tea Company, cor-

recting some slight inaccuracies in its last week’s
criticism.

The Financial News devotes a column of its Tues-
day’s issue to an account of the position of Gey-
Ion Tea companies’ shares, and remarks on the
great advance vhich has recently taken place in

quotations.
Fisksii Issues.—Dimbula Valley Pref. have been dealt

in just at a fraction below T1 premium, or equal to

£6 per share, and the Ordinary have changed hands
at par.
Mincing Lane, though a little easier for Ceylon

Teas, keeps steady to firm for Indians, while recent
news from India of an increased diversion of the crop
to Asiatic and other markets seems likely to bring
about a fi'esh advance in price here in Loudon.
Ceylon Shakes.—C. T. P. Co. Ordinary have been

taken at 25J, and the Prefs. are enquired for

at 16^ upwards, with holders, however, asking 17

for them.
Ceylon and Oriental US-paid Ordinary shares have

changed hands at a fraction under 3J.
Eastern Produce au'” Estates £5 shares are wanted

at 4i upwards without finding shares.

Lanka Plantations are still inquired for at 5J up
to possibly 5^, but with sellers asking rather more
money.

Oriental Estates 7 percent. Prefs. (in arrear of in-

terest) are being asked for at about £2 upwards for the
£5 share.

Scottish Ceylons have been taken at22i,oran advance
of 10s over last price.

Standard Tea Company’s £6 paid shares are asked
for, but without finding shares.

Debentures also of Ceylon companies have been in-

quired for, but most of them, though paying high inte-

rest, appear to be redeemable at par, and consequently
buyers hesitate to pay the premium of t'il or £1 per
cent which is asked for thorn.

—

J/.and C. Mj.il, Fah. 21.

Tiiuksdav Evening, P'eb. 27.

Business still goes on increasing in the shares of

the Indian tea companies, and (he buying of these
shares is stimulated more and more, firstly by tho
large amount of money now seeking investment, and
secondly by the increasing difficulty wliich attaches
to the obtaining of anything like a fair rctuiu or
yield either upon home, or, indeed, even on foreign
or colonial industrial or any other class of securities.

In view of this fact it is almost surprising that the
augmentation in values of tea Companies’ siiares has
not been even greater tiian it is.

The binaneial 'J'imcs of Tlmr.sday devotes a leading
article to tho position of Indian tea companies ine-
fereiice shares, and makes some very pertinent and
instructive remarks upon their value to investors
even at their present advanced values, and deals in

a masterly way also with the general position of the
Indian tea industry and the security which it offers to

investors in these “prior liens.”

Mincing Lane, though again a little easier for the
heavy supplies of Ceylon Tea, keeps steady to firm for

tho continuously diminishing offerings of Indians.
Tho almost entire cessation of sliipiiieuts from Cal-
cutta, which is now reported, warrants the expect-
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si'tioij, now pretty general, that there is not likely now
to be any material dropping oil in market values until
the completion of sales of the past year's crop.

Fiiesii Issues.— Caoliar and Dooars shares, both
Ordinary and Prefs., have now been granted an
official quotation and a special settling day (\larch

5), and in our future issues they will appear under
' Market Stocks ’ in our table of shares.
Dimbula Valley Ordinary Shares are still inquired

for at or about par, whilo the Preferences are buyers
at anything under ±‘l premium, though this latter
figure has not yet been actually reached for them.
Ceylon Shakes.

—

C. T. P. Co. Ordinary have
touched 254 ,

record price; and the Prefs. have changed
hands at ill?. Eastern produce shares are still wanted
at d| upwards.
Laukas are buyers still at 5J, but holders want

a considerably higher price, say 5J to 5^.

Indian Debentures.—Assam Frontier and Upper
Assam Firsts are wanted, and a moderate premium,
say 4 or 5, would be paid, but none are at present
to be had.

—

H. and C. Mail, Feb. 26.

NOIES FEOM OUK LmNDON LETTER.

London, Feb. 28.

The subjoined e.xtract contains matter which
may or may not have come under your observa-

tion. [Quoted on page (384 .
—-Ed, T.A.] At all

events it seems desirable to draw your attention

to it, as

THF. TEA INDU.STRY OF INDIA,

is so closely associated with that of Ceylon.
What has especially struck us in our perusal of

this extract has been the statement that nearly
2 and half million pounds of (leylon tea is con-

sumed in India ! 'To us outsiders this ajjpears

a statement of a curious character. Perhaps
tlie tea may be used in India for blend-
ing pur])oses. Can you enlighten us on this

point ? For it seems very singular that with its

once large production of tea sucli an amount as

24 million lb. should l>e indented for on Ceylon.

INSPECIION 01’ MACHINERY,

We are glad to see that upon another subjec
the “Uhl Rag ” has succeeded in arousing Uov
erument intervention. You weie the first to

ventilate the subject of the ncce.ssity for some
su[iervisdon over boilers and machinery. 4Miat
you initiated was echoed at liome in the columns
of the Engineer, and we arc sure it will be
s.itisfactory to you tliat at last your Government
is acting upon your suggestions, and that legisla-

tive action is being discusscil in your representa-

tive chamber,
COFFEE.

The extract that follows will remind you of

the time when your interest in all that concerned
coliee was of a [i.iramount character. It is not

Lo be supposed that you are altogctlicr without
some remains of that interest now, for from all

Ave read coll'ee, though “scotchcil,” is no! abso-

lutely dead among you, O[union will be divided,

as it always has been, as to wdiether the reduced
consumption of coll'ee among our home

i)
0|)ulation

can be ;ussigned to the amount of duty ])ayable

upon it, or whether it should be assigned to

the developed taste of the Rritish islanders for

tea. The imjiroved quality and cheapne.ss of the

latter article is no doubt laigely accountable
for this develo]nnent. Cofi’ec, to be really |ialat-

able, re(juires a large admixture of milk or

cream. Roth these are somewhat exijensive

luxuries with us. On the other hand there are

persons, and a large number of them, who pos-

sess a singular i)refercncc for tea without any
admixture of milk at all. Economy, therefore,

is probably largelj^ at the hottom of the iirefcr-

cnce shared here for your new over your old
chief product.

The Duty on Goffer.—At the House of Gornmons
last night a deputation, representing the importers, ex-
porters home trade dealers, and brokers engaged in the
coffee trade, waited upon theChanccllor of the Exche-
quer for the purpose of urging the total abolition of
the present duty on coffee. Mr. Lough, M.P., in intro-
ducing the deputation, stated that the coffee trade
Avas in such a condition that if it Avas not assisted it

Avould be extinguished. Since 1873 the trade had
decreased by about a million hundredAveight. At pre-
sent the import trade only totalled about three-
quarters of a million hundredweight, while the export
trade was about half-a-million hundredweight

;
and if

their request were not granted he feared the trade
would still further decrease. Mr. Robert Wales (Chair-
man of the coffee section of the London Chamber of
Comm erce) urged that the imposition of the duty
cause restrictions in mixing and other operations
while the coffee was in bond, the result of which Avas
to drive the trade to Hamburg and to Holland, where
there was no duty on coffee. The Chance'lor of the
Exchequer, in replying, said that obviously if the
duty on coffee was to be repealed that on chicory
must also be abolished

;
and, following that, ho had

no doubt claims of a similar nature Avould be advanced
regarding tea and cocoa. So far as the consumer
Avas concerned he tliought there Avas no case for the
repeal of the duty

;
and he pointed out that, although

the duty Avas halved in 1S73, no increase of consump-
tion folloAA’ed. In fact he had received representations
antagonistic to the views of the deputation. As to
the export trade he was afraid that its decrease was
not due to the duty. The Brazilian production had
largely increased, Avhile that of British India, Avhenco
coffee to a great extent formerly came, had decreased;
and the result had been that, whereas it used natu-
rally to come to England, now it went to the agents
at Gontineutal ports, because it could be more easily
distributed there, not because of the duty. Moreover,
France had placed a tax on the article

;
and the port

and dock dues and Avarehouse chai-ges at Hamburg
Avero lower thau in London, both of which still

further tended to decrease the export. In conclusion
he announced that as regarded the arrangements
affecting bonded coffee he would endeavour to make
them more convenient than they Avere.

—

-

FlC'i’iON Al’.ouT Fl.vntain.s.—

A

great deal of
literature and romance aljont tlio plantain is

just noAV going tlie round,s in Great Britain.
The importation of the succulent fruit from
Jamaica lias bred the public imagination. We
forget at the jiresent moment hoAv many familie.s
can be sup))orted on an acre of banana.s, as they
aie called

; Imt it i.s sometliing tliat Avould alari'n

a Malthusian. Mr. Stanley, M.F., found some
plantains in Darkest Africa tAventy-tAA’o inches
long and ciglit inches round, one of Avliicli Avas
a square meal to the most voracious of his
liieiidly savages after ten day.s’ semi-starvation.
Each stalk, ho says, hoie fifty or a huiidreil of
such fruit. 'J’he most interesting feature, hoAV.(

ever, about the plaintaiii is that it makes ex'
cellent Aviiie- iSpcke, iu his Nile Journal says, the
\Aine is rather like hock, but he omits to state
Avhen he had last tasted hock. In T'iii, they make
Avine, as they call it, from the banana, and with
such success that an enterprising trailer Avanted
to iuqioi't pul]) bananas to com[)ete Avith tbe
domestic gooseberry in the manufacture of
“simkin.” A tree from Avhich one can manu-
facture Manila hemp, lace ]iocket-handkerchief.«,
hats, plantain fritters, imarkiug ink, ami cham-
paigne is evidently no oidinaiy growth. At pre-
sent the e.xj)ort of Manila hemp’ is v,alued at three
millions sterling.— North Borneo Herald,
Feb. 16.
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THK COFFEE CHOP IN ,IAVA.

^

According to a telegram from the Oovenior-
(leneral of Netlicrlamls India, dated 19th inst.,
the Oovernment’s (!ofiee crop in Java for this
year is now estimateil at 299,991) piculs.— L. caul
C. Express, Feb. 2S.

COCONUT OIL.

Ci'.VLON.—The placing for consumption early in the
week of the lots of speculative oil, wliich have been
like a '• wet blanket ” hanging over the market for
some months, has imparted more strength to prices,

and given both holders and buyers more confidence
in the situation. Cables to hand, giving cost for

shipment from the coast equal to about .5gc. here,

induced a large importer to gather up v\hat stray
lots they were offering on the market, and at the

close to 5Jc. was quoted, though a small lot might
be had at 5c. The sales comprised 200 tons early

in the week for consumption in the West at 4Jc.

less 1 per cent, for sharp cash. Later 25 tons at

4'85c., 25 tons do. at 4'90c., 25 tons at 4'D2^c. and 25

tons at 4’95c., all on regular terms.— 0. V. D. liegister,

Feb. 17.

INDIAN TEA ASSUCTAriON.

Abstract of proceedings of a meeting of the General

Committee, held on the 17th F’eb. 1890:

—

Read letter of 14th January, from Mr. W. T.

Carter, resigning his seat on tlie Indian Tea Fund
Committee on departure for England. This was or-

dered to be recorded.

As the remaining Members of the Indian Tea
Fund Committee were also members of the General

'Committee and tiicrc appeared to be no longer any

special reason for carrying on the former Committee,

it was decided that it should be dissolved and all

business in connection with the American Market

Fund should be submitted direct to the General

Committee.

Letters of 1st, 8tb, 15th, 22nd, and 29th Novem-
ber; Cth IJth, 20th, and 27th December; ;!rd,

10th, 17th, and 21th January; with their re.spective

enclosures and accompaniments from the Secretary

of the Indian Tea Association, Loudon, were

brought up for record, having been previously sub-

mitted to members in circulation
;
also letter of 22ud

December from the Honorary Secretary, Travancore

Planters’ Association, forwarding 111,472-10 6 on the

American Market Fund, for which the special thanks

of the Committee had been sent.

A statement was submitted showing the total

amount collected to February 15th, under the pre-

sent levy to be 1185,382 3-9, of which 1138,921-102

being the equivalent of £2,250 had been remitted to

London. Payments in Calcutta amounted to 111,283

13 8 and the balance in hand was 1148.115 G 2. Tire

amount outstanding had been reduced to Rl, 105-5 0.

It was decided to make a further attempt to induce the

linns holding aloof to subscribe.

Considered letter of 11th January, from Messrs.

yVaUon, Sibthorp & Co., stating that a very con-

siderable quantity of sound high chuis tea had been

shipped from this market to Persia for seme seasons

past; and asking the Committee to place on record

[lieir statement as brokers for tlie largest buyers for

the Persian market, that so far as they knew no

unsound tea had ever been shipiied from this port.

Considered letter of IGth January, from .Secretary

to the Covernnicnt of India, Revenue and Agricultural

Jleijartment, forwarding a eopy of tuither corres-

pondence with Messrs. T Christy A Co i;espectiiig

the manufacture of Theine from low grade Hidian leas.

T’his correspondence had been re printed and cir-

culated for the information of Members, and the

letter was to be acknowledged with thanks.

Read letter of 1st Fcbruaiy, from Secretary, Cal-

cutta Tea Traders’ Association, drawing the attention

of the General Committee to the delay in issuing the

revised estimates of the Tea crop for 1895 as com-
pared with 1893 and 1894. The Assistant Secretary
having stated that the estimates in question were
issued about twelve days later in 1895 than in the
previous year, but that there were special reasons for

the delay, it was decided to re2ily to the Committee of

the Tea Traders’ Association, stating that every effort

would bo made to e.xpeditc their issue in future, but
that it had been found in practice quite impossible
to obtain the information from gardens under a period
of one month.
Considered letter of 1st February, from the Chair-

man, Assam Branch, conveying his views on the
Memorandum by the Reporter on Economic Pro-
ducts to the Government of India, on the subject of

a scientific officer for the tea districts.

Mr. Buckingham thought the first step) should be
to secure the services of an agricultural chemist, as
it could hardly be expected to secure the services of

a scientist whose experience would embrace all the
subjects on which information was wanted. Mr.
Buckingham did not see any difficulty as i-egards

the equipment of a laboratory. The Committee
decided that it would be now advisable to avail them-
selves of the offer of an interview with the Hon’ble
Mr. 'Woodburn on this subject, and the Chairman
and Mr. Ormiston undertook to represent the Com-
mittee in the matter.
Considered letter of 10th February, from Messrs.

Begg, Dunlop A Co., enclosing letter addressed to
the Chairman by Mr. 'W- H. C. 'Whigham, Manager
of the Hautley Tea Estate, Assam, giving an account
of certain insect pests which did considerable damage
to the tea bushes in his garden from which he sent
some cuttings.

It was decided to submit the letter and specimen
to Dr. Walt, the report on Economic Products to the
Government of India and to ask him for the favors
of his report.

TEA JN AUSTRALIA.

There has been a good demand for China tea, and
sales are reported at 700 half-chests common congou,
2,350 half-chests panyong at 4jd to 5gd, 650 half-

chests pianyong at Gd to GJd, 50 half-chests panyong
at 7d, 100 half-chests pianyong at Sd, 350 quarter-
chests buds at Gd, 200 quarter-chests buds at 8d, 200
half-chests kooloo and ;!00 quarter-chests S.O. pickoe

at GJd. Of Indian, 300 packages h.avo been sold pri-

vately at 7d to 9d. Business in Ceylon covers 470
piackages at G.jd to 9d, and 100 piackages at lOid to

Is Id. At auction, on Tuesday, 104 packages Ceylon
were sold at Gd to 8jd. At auction, on Thursday,
1,9GG chests, 147 half-chests, and 50 quarter-chests
Indian ex New Guinea were offered, and sales were
made publicly of 1,198 chests, 147 half-chests, and
50 quarter chests. The bidding at first was rather
slow, as some of the earlier lots were rather uu-
attractive, but .as the sale advanced the bidding
became animated, and the prices realised w'ere firm
all round. The sales were as follows:—Orange pekoe,
333 chests. 67 half-chests, and 50 quarter-chests at

7d to lOd
;

piekoe, 550 chests and 80 half-chests at

GJd to lOd
;
piekoe souchong, 315 chests at GRl to 7Jd.—^luslralatsian, Feb. 29.

Coi'KLt; I’lantim: in Nlgiu .Slmhigan.—

F

rom
the report of the Acting Collector and Magis-
trate, Coast district, for the month of January
RS9G, published in the Negri ^cmbilan (luLxni-
nicni Udzette, we iiuotethe following :

—
On 1st January Mr. J. R. Watson, manager of the

Port Dickson ('o)foe Conqjany’s estate, arrived from
Johor with 110 Tamils (men, women, and children), and
conveyed them by spiecial train to the estate, which is

at the 10th mile on the Railway. \’ery good work
has been done by this Coin|)any during the past few
month.s, 300 acres of forest having been felled, nursorios
made juid cooly lines constructed. A large number
of coolies, consisting of ('liincsc, Tamils, Malays of
the country, and Banjor Malays, are employed and
Mr. Watson reports favourably on their health.
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Tiik Japan Tea (Jtop.—The Japan Weekly
Mail of Fel>. S says :—Tlierc is nothin'*' doing in

Tea, and nothing yet can be said aliont Llie new
ci'oi*, but if the recent cold s[)ell we have had is

nuicii further prolonged, we sliall look for a delay
in budding and a late season.

Tea in America.—We have received a copy
of the New York Press, containing the report

of an interview with Mr. Blechynden regarding
the effect which the proposed duty on tea would
have, and we hope to be able to cpiote it in

our Monday morning’s is.sue. It ap[)ears that it

was with some hesitation that Mr, Jllechynden
consented to be interviewed, and he was very
cautious in what he did say. If the standard
was raised the pure teas of India and Ceylon
would of course have to face a keener competition
than they do now, but on the other hand an
impi'oved taste for good teas would be established.

The views of Mr. Beling are also given.

The “Indian Forester.’’

—

The contents of the Feb-
ruary number are as follows :— 1. Original Articles

and Translations ; An injurious insect in Jodhpnr,
by Fi. Stebbing; llo-aff'orestatiou of the Mahasti-
Fagu Ridge, by Pandit Sunder Lai Pathak; Die Mathe-
niatik undder Wald. II. Correspondence ; Forest
Appointments in Bombay, letter from • Forest Officer.’

IlT. Official Papers and Intelligence : Summary of

Progress during the live years 1889 to 1894. IV.
Reviews: Wood Working Machinery; Forest Admis-
tration Reports for 1893-91 for Bombay, Baluchistan
and Burma. VI. Extracts, Notes, and Queries : Oil

of Turpentine; Shifting Sands; Death of Professor
'Wilkomm

;
Dr. Grassmann

;
'The Turpentine Tree.

Vll. Timber and Produce 'Trade : Churchill and
Sims’ Circular, January 1891! ;

Market Rates lor Pro-
duce. VIII. Extracts from Official Gazettes.

Central Travancore.— Weather.—Y\ x\q with
a little land wind in mornings. Tea.—As is usual at

this time of year, not Hushing much. Pruning
is going on in most estates just now. Coffee.—
Crops fairly up to estim.ate with one or two
exceptions. Nearly all new clearings have been
burnt oft', and in most cases the burns have been
all that could be desircil. At this time of ye.ar

when the grass is burnt, more or less damage
is caused by buildings being ilestroyed. One es-

tate lost three lives and a writer’s hou.se in this

way. Another estate had its factory burnt in

which A\,as stored nOO bushels coffee. This last

however wa.« caused by u|)setting of an open kero-

sine lam[). 1 am t<dd i he accident was caused
by the same cooly who managed to set lire to the
Clenmary Factory three years ago in (he same
w.ay. It seems almost incredible that the sm e

man should do the same thing .again.

—

I’lanliny Op. -

vion, Feb. 29.

Tea in America.—Ileviewing Mr. Blechynden’s
work in America during Dec. the iVoHcer says :— If

we make a suggestion it is that a large sum should
be provided annually for extending such .adverlise-

ment.s as are already issued in tbe States, where
the people are accustomed to sensational jio.sters

and placards. The prcseid. age is one in which a
demand for any article for domestic use or con-

Rumiition can beci'catt'd l*y extensive advertising,

.ami many a firm spends thousands of jiounds

monthly in ftircing its 'u'ares on public, notice.

This laactice is found to pay, the greater the
co.st of the advertisements, (he larger being (he
trade deni,and. if the Indian' Tea Association
were to flood America with announcements re-

g.arding the product in which they are interested,

and keep up the pressure for two or three
years, the effect would soon become ajtp.arent.

'The advertising wouKl have to be on a large
scale .and it might cost .some thousands of

pounds, but it would be money well haul out.

The Erection oe Central Tea Factories
on the Nilgiris is strongly and, s,ays the
li/ail, sensibly advocated by I’laniiny Ojiinioii in
an article bich willbelotin l in another column.
In these days of keen competition, the only way
in which the

_

small man can li\e is by co-
ojjeiation. Ibis is tine in ev'ery bn.siness in
which cheapness of luoduction is a prime factor.
The main reason, we believe, wby Nibdri tea
does not gener.ally secure the big prices reali.sed
by that of Darjeeling and the higher .altitudes
of C'eylon lies in the fact that a number of small
estates have to depend for the manufacture of
their leaf on under-equi])ped factories. There are
many localities on the Nilgiris where a central
factory might be worked at once to the .advanta-'e
of the neighbouring tea-planters.

”

A Flourishing Comrany.—The B.andarapola
Estate Comp.auy is doing very well, and the
extent of the )jroperty is being steadily au"--
mented—plots of hand, sometimes of very smail
acreage being continually iidded to the 'alre.ally
large area of Bandaraimla est.ate from the
adjoining vilhages Ovala, Muandeniy.a, God.apola^
Akirilla, Allacollam.ada, Bandar.ajiola, etc. The
new* purchases are being put. some under tea, and
others under cocoa, according to the soil. The
villagers seem to have been convinced of the
absurdity of keeping their holdings of land un-
cultivated, .and so they dispo.se of tiieir plots
and some of them seek emqiloyment umler
the European imrchasers. The gradual absorjttion
of the surrounding properties in this w.ay will
in time make the B.and.arapola Estate Company
one of the largest Companies in the island. Sir
George Pilkington, one of the directors of the
Company, came up on a visit to the estate tod.ay,
acconqianied by Mr. Hugh I'Taser. They drove to
Bandarapol.a round Suduganga, and had a luede
over the new clearings on that side. After p.ayim--
a Hying visit. Sir George left for Kandy thil
evening with Mr Fraser.—j/nCife Coi\, M.arch 6th
Local “Tin-.e.s.”

The Sa Tree in Tea Cultivation.— lleferrim*-
to the letter on this subject which we reprint
from the Indian Ayricnlinri.sf, our contemporary
says :

—

VVe venture to think that Mr. Bamber, whose letter
appears elsewhere, is labouring under a misappre-
hension. Dr. Watt's report has not anpeared, and
it is therefore premature to discuss his discoveries
At the same time, we would remind Mr. Bamber
that neither he nor Dr Watt are the discoverers of
the action of certain leguminous plants in nitrating
the soil through the agency of root-warts. In a re-
cent issue of the Agricultural Ledger, indeed, Dr
Wall gave the history of that discovery. He there
maintains that investigatoi's in Europe had restricted
the formation of nitrogen-forming w.aris to theTapi-
lionacim. The da tree (Albizzia slipulata) belongs to
the Mimosem, and should therefore not have nitrogen-
foiming warts on its roots. Now the discovery that
it does possess such warts is the discovery wliicli Dr
Yv att claims to have made. Mr. B,amber sac's that
he also had made that discovoiy, but we do not find
that the quotations from his 'nook support Ibis state-
ment. Dr. Watt has oveiy light to say that he was
the first to publish the fact that a number of the
Mimosea* foims on its roots nitiogen-giving warts
A.S to the practical aspect of tlie case it would sceni
that untd Dr. Watt urged tbe cultivation of indi"en-
ems pulses as green manme, l\lr. Bamber's rec^om-
mendation for giound-nut, guun or lentils for the pur-
liose received at most only a pas-sing consideration We
doubt very much whether any of the pulses mentioned
by Mr. Bamber would be half so useful as the Mati-
kalai, specially recommended by Dr. Watt. Be that
as it may, the value of a leguminous green manure
though wcll-knowai in Europe, seems to have been
too long neglected by tea-planters.
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A SPECIAL DUTY ON TEA.

TEA MEN TO APPEAR BEFORE HOUSE
COMMITTEE OF CUSTOMS.

TIIEV WILL PUESENT PETITIONS EKOM THE TK.I TK.UIE—
VIEWS OF PUOMINENT MEJIBEltS OF THE LOCAL TliADE—NO ACtUEF.JIENT AS TO THE AMOUNT OF DUTY

TO BE CHAUaEl).

Members of the Committee of the Tea Trade of
the Ciiitecl States v.ill appear this afternoon, before
the House Sub-Committee on Customs at Washing-
ton, to argue iu fai or of the imposition of a speoilic
duty oil toa.

The Committee will, it is uiider.stood, present a
petition signed bj' nearly every important tea house
in New York city, and will also present similar
petitions from other lurge centres.
A representative of this jouinal, spent some time

in the tea district on Saturday, in conversation with
people engaged in the various branches of the trade;
and found that the organized movement to restore
the duty on tea is steadily gaining ground. 'J'liose

in the trade in this city arc almost imaiiimons in

its snpjioit. The argiimeiils advanced in its I'.ivor

are varied, hut the end in view is the same.
They are not agreed as to ihe amount of duty
to he charged, but it is generally maintained that
a specific duty is absolutely necessary to effect an
improvement, and it is confidently asserted that an
improvement iu the quality would bring about an
increase in the consumption, and that tea would
very soon become a popular beverage, as is the case
in countries where a duty is levied. The result, they
aigiie, would he satisfactory to all. Tlie Govern-
ment would receive a welcome addition to its revenue,
the public would once more have a wholesome palata-
ble beverage and a much needed improvement would
take place in the tea business.

Appended are a number cf interviews with prac-
tical tea men who are requested to give for publica-

tion their ideas on the benefits to be deprived from
a specific duty.
Mr. Thos. A. Phelan, of Geo. W. Lane & Co. 03

Front Street :
“ There is hardly another article upon

which a duty could be laid and at che same time
benefit the people. Good tea is an economical be-

verage and an increase in consumption would be a
National benefit. Tlio only way this can be brought
about is by the Govermneut imposing a duty, a
specific duty, and the higher the duty the better the
quality tliat would be shipped to our country. It is

worthy of note that while hotels and restaurants

charge the same price for a cup of tea as they do
for a cup of coffee, the o: iginal cost of a cup of coffee is

about five times that of a cup of tea.”

Mr. Chas. E. Beebe of Beebe & Bro., No. 130, Water
street: “ The policy of this country for the past 25

years has tended to till this country with teas that can-

not be shipped elsewhere, for the tea planters will

always scud their inferior grades to the country that

does not charge a duty. They would he foolish to

do otherwise, as they can afford to sell their goods
here for less than the amount of duty which they

would have to pay to get them into other countries.

In fact anything they receive above the freiglit and
other incidental charges is so nmcli profit. A
general prejudice agaiust tea is the result of the ad-

mi.ssiou into the countiy of such teas.”

filessra. Hovvlet&Lee: “What we want to i-evive

the tea business is a specific duty of 10 to 25

cents a pound. An ad valorem duty would do no good
;

in fact, we think it would, if anything, create a

worse state of affairs than exists at present, if

that is possible. It is disheartening to see the

consumption annually falling off, and wo
believe it to be directly duo to the fact that con-

sumers are given so much worthless, uiiwholssome

quality. It is at present difficult for them to get good

toa at any price.

xVIr. E. M. i’ayne, 132 Front street; ‘‘dim effjHs

that are being made to improve the condition of our

tea trade by eliminating from our market all worth-

less low grade colored teas, whether done by legis-

lation or education, is to bo commended by every

honest dealer and lover of pure tea.

“A moderate diit}' on pin’o toa, with a prohibitory
one on all colored and adulterated toa, would bo a
blessing to every consumer, and especially to the
poorer clasms, who are the principal consumtrs of
these low graile colored teas, for which they j)ay
exorbitant profits to the retailers, actually re-
ceiving lo.ss of the pure essence of the tea in one
pound than they would receive iu one-quarter the quan-
tity of the good article.. These low grade te .s bear
tiie same relation to fine teas that the coarse, out-
side, giound-lrodden, worm-eaten le.aves of the
cabbage bear to the tender, mitiitions leo^vcs of the
head. Are these teas poisonous ? The tea tester says
no, but I claim that the tea experts are no authority
as to whether these teas are poisonous

;
they are too

good judges of toa to put filthy stuff in dieir mouth,
and would no sooner drink a cup of it than they
would drink a cup of water from a Chinaman’s hatli.

“ Too little importance is placed on the benefits of
good tea and the injury of bad tea on the human
system. Tlie alkaloid, theine, is craved by nearly
all the human race. With the great masses a good
tea satisfies that craving, while a poor tea only partly
sa islles it, so tliat tobacco, siuilf, moiphiiio or liquor
is resorted to. Statistics will bear me out in the state-
ment that where the laborer uses good tea there is far
loss iiilemiieraiico by the use of toluicco aud liquor iu
that family than where the commonest teas are used.”

Mr. F. S. James, of the linn of Fraser, Farlej' & Var-
mini, an old and prominent house of Yokohama, Japan,
and who has lately arrived from Japan, said,

“I have read, with interest, the various eorrespon-
deuce relative to tea duty, and as I am a tea packer
I should like to give you my views on the subject.

“ In my opinion a duty on tea would be a great
benefit, not only to tea drinkers, but to tea import-
ers, fn- the reason that it would keep out the trash
and deleterious leaf that now reaches the States.

“ In Japan this poor quality is grown in an almost
wild state, near Nagasaki, and also in Mino, and is

principally used for mixing purposes.
“ A duty would exclude this fiom being imported

and raise the standard of excellence, and the tea
drinking portion of the people would gradually learn
to appreciate leaf of good quality and help in time
to increase the consumption of the article.

“ The importer would benefit, because he would
have to deal in a better article and reduce the risk
that he at present runs in, having his teas rejected
by the Custom House inspectors on account of poor
quality.

“ The- Japanese Government have tried and arc
still using their best efforts to keep the
growers from bringing trash to market, as
it recognizes that the poor quality of a great deal
of tlio tea now being shipped is spoiling the trade, and
if this Government would only help it by levying a
duty, the commonest sorts would entirely disappear
and become a thing of the past.”
Following is a complete list of the members of the

tea committee Mr. E. Tomlinson, of Millildn-Tom-
linson Co., rortland, Me.; Mr. A. S. Woodworth, of
Robinson & Woodworth, Boston, Mass.; Mr. Fred’k
Mead, Jr., of Fred’k Mead A Co,, New Y^oik; Mr.
Geo. H. Macy, of Carter, Macy A Co., New Y’'ork

;

Mr. M. P. lleraty, of E. J. lleraty & Co., Phila-
delphia; Mr. Geo. N. Cronze, President New Y’ork
State Wholesale Grocers’ Association, Syracuse. N.Y.;
Mr. Geo. E. Laveuack, Buffalo, N.Y.; Mr. Win. 11.
Brace, of Phelps, Brace A Co., Detroit. Mich.; Mr.
Greame Stewart, of W.M. Hoyt A Co., Chicago, 111.;

Mr. Abel P. Upham, of Sprague, Warner A Co.,
Chicago, 111.; Mr. F. Sanders, of Sanders A George,
Baltimoie, Md.; Mr. P. H. Kelly, of The P. H. Kelly
Mercantile Co., St. Paul, Minn.; Mr. J1 . J. Branden-
stein, of INI. .7. Braiulenstein A Co. San Francisco;
iNlr. F. If. Krcmiing, of F. H. Kienniiig A Sons, St.
Loui.s, Mo.; Mr. 11. E. des Bordos, of Preston, A
Stauffer, New Orleans, Ija., Mr. ,1. Wilcox, of The
Retail Giocery Co., W aco, 'Tex.; Mr. E. A. Wiilud,
Secretary.
The Sub-Committoo on Customs is composed . f

Representatives Dingley, I’ayiie, Dalzell, Hopkins,
Grosvenor, Crisp, and Turner,—Joaraaf o/' Commerce
(N.Y.), Feb. 17.
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LONDON CINNAMON SALES.

The information to hand hy tlie last mail le^^ard-

in<^ the Quarterly Sales of Cinnamon held in

London on the 24th ultimo, is of even a moie

cheering tlscription than the brief telegiani on the

day of the sale led one to expect. Tlie Sales were

reported irregular, though with a slightly upwartl

tendency, and about 800 liales were sanl to

have been sold. We now find that the otleiings

were as many as 1,702 Bales, which thou"li

smaller than iii November last, when 2,817 J>ales

w'ere otl’ered—an excessive supply for even the

usually heavy sales at tlie end of tlie year—

were greatly in excess of the quantity otieied

iluriiig the corresponding sales of the previous

year, when only 706 Bales were otleied. Of

ihese 1,792 Bales, l,‘-^"7 were knocked down to

bidders in the room, after good competition, at

prices Ad to Id higher than ruled at the Nov-

ember Sales, and about one-half of the remaindei

ound buyers immediately alter the auctions.

The price of First Qualities of superior spice

ranged from Is Id to Is 5d per lb.—ordinaries

to Is ;
Seconds from Is to Is .Id,

lid ;
Thirds lid to Is Id and

Fourths 9d to 104

fetching 1 Id

and lOd to

9d to lOAd

per lb.

Now, these prices may be considered iiothiiig

remarkable, as compared with those which ruled,

say 20 to 25 years ago. True enough, but they

tU'o very jis conu)<.iT6tl witli tliosc wliicli

obtained "lO to 15 years ago. The really satis-

factory feature in them is, we think, their iim-

formity. It will be remembered that at the

August Sales there was considerable inllation,

and” ordinary sorts fetched as much as^ some of

the best known brands of Superior Cinnamon,

and in some cases secured even higher bids, it

was apparent that the Sales were not bona jidc

throurrhout, that some of the bids were fictitious ;

and tTe exiilanation was that some speculators

having imported large (|uantities of the siiice, iii

.anticipation of a rise in price consequent on the

small ofl'erings that were expected through the

droughts which had distingniished 1894, r.an up

he market to save themselves loss through the

imports having been beyond expect.anon. It was

naturally expected th.at the result would be a

serious fall in prices .shortly alter ;
but

they W'ere maintained ;
and although at tlie

November Sales there were not the wuld

bidding and fanciful prices which liad distin-

guisiied August, prices were by no ineajis dis-

appointim'. The removal of arlihcial bolstering

had not produced a violent run down ;
there was

no demoralization in the m.arket ;
and where

prices receded, it was to their fair and normal

limit. The ordinary sorts, which had been un-

duly infl.ated, did not rush down below their

true value ;
the superior kinds, which h.ad shared

moderately in the adv.ance, receded somewdiat ;

but tlie averages compaiert fa ourably with those

which had ruled for years i>.ast. Ihis was a

great gain, as it was feared, not only that t le

operations of August would seriously unsettle the

market, but also that the rushing of large

quantities of the spice into the imndon inarket

under the stimulus of the extravagant bids at

the August sales, would lead to a he.avy f.all.

As we saw at the time, the November sales

passed off fairly, notwithstandiiig that as many

as 2 817 bales w-ere ottered, and that most of the

parcels found buyers. The steadiness ol the

market and maiuteiiance of prices for another

quarter, after the experiences of two

sales, are decidedly cheering features

;

nanion growers in<ay now fairly believe

87

previous
and cin-

that the

demand for their si»iee, which had been slack
for mauy years past, is decidedly better; and
the proof of it is in the uniformly satisfactory
prices which have ruled in the London market.
The leading Kaderane Brands showed an ad-
vance of quite Id—the highest price for Golua
Pokuna h.aviiig been Is 4d in November, while
last month it was Js 5d. It is in common sorts,

however, that the maintenance of prices must be
regarded with special satisfaction. These consti-
tute the bulk of our exports, and hitherto rarely
went beyond 8d to 9d. At the last sales, the
spice of the C. H. De 8. (De Soysa) marks sold
up to lOd .and 10Ad ;

and notwithstanding that
they W'ere “unworked.” Working is an opera-
tion w'hich the Dock and Warehouse Companies
indulge in for their own profit. It consists in

undoing .s.nd redoing every bale at double or
InTle the cost of careful sorting and baling
hen, and objections tc this costly .and needless
proi eeding were met by the st.atement that the
trace would not look at unworked spice. This
w.as rathe'’ a rellection on the honesty of ex-

porters here ; but unw'orked cinnamon has been
gradually working its way in the market

; and
now' that it h.as the support of so influential a
brand as C. H. De S

, it is sure to be adopted.
We congratulate Cinnamon Proprietors on the
satiifactory outlook for their gioivths in the
Lon Ion and local markets, and append the re-

port on tlie Last sales by a leading firm in the
tr.ade :

—

London, 26th Feb. 1896.

Cinnamon.—At the first auction of the year held
on the 24th instant, 179’2. Bales Ceylon were catalo-

gued against 2,817 bales at the November sales, and
766 bales at this period last year. There was good
comnetition and 1,207 bales were disposed of under
the hammer at general!}' better prices, chiefly at § to

Id per lb. above Novemi er sales rates and since the
auctions some 2.70 bales of the bought in lots are
reported sold making a total clearance of close upon
1 .'jOl bales.

“Fius'i's ’ superior Is Id to Is .'id good to fine lid
to is.

“Seconds" superior Is to Is .3d, good lOdtolld.
“Thiuds" superior and fine Is Id to lid medium

to giod 9d at lOAd.
“ .Foukths" good to fine 9d t o lOld and fair , or-

dinary 8Jd to 8d per lb.

Of Chips there offered 6.34 bags of which 2.50 bags
were cleared at 3d to 3fc per lb. Quillings realized
.5,Jd to 8|d per lb.

The stock here is 4,583 bales Ceylon against :

—

1895- 1894. 1893.
3,385 bags. 3,515 bags. 3,520 bags.

The next auctions are fixed for the 1st June.
Forbes, Forbes & Co., Limited.

.Tames J. Forbes, Managing Director.

^
TF.A PbOSPECTS.

Tea Reiioi’t of Messrs. Gow, Wilson, and
Stanton of 28th P’ebniaiy, ajiart from its

general interest, is deserving of notice as em-
bodying statistics for eight months from 1st June
last relating to Indian, Ceylon, and China teas.
The figures before us are eminently gratifying,
save in one particular—price. In all other respects,
Ceylon shows to advantage in the comparison.
It is some time now since China was dethroned
from its pre-eminence, and had to give place first

to India, and next to Ceylon too
; but the

general render may be startled to find how far
the great celestial Empire Lags behind our little

i.sland in tlie custom it commands in the British
Isles and the London maiket. Even some of
those specially interested in tea may not be
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aware that the quantity of China tea entered for

home consuii)))tion is only about one-third of

what is taken from our prodnee. Taking the

lignre for the eight months from 1st June 1895

to 81st January 189b for the last four years, we
find that in 1892 93, tlie quantity of Indian tea

on whicli duty was j>aid at all Bonded Warehouses
in the United Kingdom, amounted to 71,351,321

lb., against 43,339,624 lb. from Ceylon, and

23,389,347 from China. The percentages were
thus 52, 31, and 17 respectively of the total

quantity. Eacli year has seen a rise in Ceylon

teas and a fall in Cliina teas, until for tlic 8

months ended the 31st January last, our ratio

stood at 35 per cent, against China’s 12 per cent.

Our gain has thus been 4 ])er cent, and China s loss

5 per cent—India having gained during the year

1 per cent. And it is herein, we have can^e for

special satisfaction, that w'e do not yield even

to our big neighbour ! We are quite prepared

to rejoice over India’s succe.sses, as everything

that makes for the larger consumption of British

grown teas is again, so far as it means tlie dis-

placement of Cliina ;
but despite brotherly feel-

ing and comradeship, comparisons are inevitable

between the two countries, and Ceylon shows

to advantage in the coniiarison. From ,52 per

cent 4 years ago, India advanced to 53 per cent

the following year ;
but she lias not been able

to gain on it-53 being the percentage for the

last tw'O eiglit-monthly periods. Not that lier

figures have been stationary, for slie has ad-

vanced, year by year, from 71 million lo. in

1892-93 to 80 'miilion lb. in 1895-90; but her

advance has only kept jiace with the increased

consumption. Ours has gone ahead of it ! Hence

it is that our percentage has increased by 4,

while India’s has advanced by one. Tims,

whereas the total quantity on w'hich duty is paid

has risen from 139 million lb. to 151 million

within the four years, the increase in Indian

tea has been (roughly) 9 million lb., .and in Ceylon,

too, 9 million, wdiile the decrease in China has

been about 5 million Ih. The pro)>ortionate .ad-

vance of Ceylon has heen greater than fh.at of

India.

When W'e turn to the quantity of Tea exported

from (treat Britain—the ligures are, of course,

quite independent of those relating to homo cmi-

sumption—we again lind Ceylon ahead of India,

and in this comp.arison it is more distinctly so.

Thus, while in 1892-93, the re-exports were almost

the same—the ligures for India being 2,167,931

lb., and for Ceylon 2,205,760—every year the

distance between the two countries has ^videnetl,

till the eight months under notice show 4,785,867

lb. of Ceylon Tea exported from Creat Britain,

against 2,593,201 lb. of Indian. For homo con-

sumption, the proportionate rise of our Te.as has

been greater than that of Indians, and for ex-

port our Teas have been more largely in demand.

So long as the former fact remains, the latter

cannot be turned to our repro.acli, as indicating

a desii'e to get rid of our Teas, (cliina leas seem

to be imported chiefly now for re-exi)ortation ;

but even there the tr.ade has been dw'indling

down ;
for whereas nearly 20 million lb. of China

were exported in 1892-93, the figures for 1895-96

are 12J million. This fact and the diminishing

consumption of China Teas in Great Britain, as

evidenced by the ligures we have quoted in the

first paragraph of our article, show how

.steadily British grown 'Peas are rising in jmblic

favour.

The one point in the situation wdiich, .as hinted

above, fails to give satisfaction, is ^fhe price of

our Teas .as compared with India. The “.stand-

out” Teas of India ai'e almost invariably higher

indeed than ours
;

and in the c.atalogue before
us, we have marks which fetched from Is 2Jd
to Is .'Ud per lb

; w'hereas our highest figures

are Is Ovd to Is l.jd. Often, the diflerence is

even greater than a penny or two. One expl.x-

mation may be that with a much larger outturn,
liner Teas can be more easily manufactured; but
that explanation c.annot avoid the signihc.ance of

the otlier fact, that the Indian w'eekly average
is, too. almost always higher. For the week
under notice, the Indian aveivage was 9iil ag.xinst

Hid for the corresponding week last year; while
our average h.ad fallen from 9d last year to 8Jd.
A larger outturn might excuse a low er average ;

but here India claims a higher average. We do
not seek to explain the fact, but we desire
to bring it prominently to the notice
of our planting friends, so th.at they m.ay make
note of it, ascertain the cause, anci, if possible,

devise .a remetly. The Island has for a long time
maint.ained not only a high position, but even a
pie-eminence, for its products. We need only
mention coflee, cinnamon, cocoa, plnmbago, .and,

to some extent, tea. Is tliere any reason why
our te.as should take second place? We are, of
course, aw'aie that w'e are India’s junior in the
contest

; that elevation tells, and Indi.a has a
wider range of highlands

;
and that the bushes

in India have an apiirecialjle rest, while ours
are cropjioil all the ye.ar round. Is the expla-
nation to be fouml in these ciiv.u instances ? If

not, has there been any grow'ing carelessness in

manufacture, or in cultivation, or in packing,
which h.as been operating against us ? It is for
tea cx])orts to decide. Then, what about all our
teas being forced for sale into one d.ay in the
week? Can justice be done to them within the
time allowed for tasting and bidding? These are
some of the questions which demand an answer

;

and it will be foi the Flanters’ Association to
say whether they should not he investig.ated by
a Committee.

TO.MATO GBOWING AT THE AGBI-
CLILT(JU.\L SCHOOL.

Wo have had the pleasure of seeing and t.asting
some splendid tomatoes grown on “Cinnamon
Sand” at the Agricnltur.al .School—by Mr Kodrigo,
the D.airy Manager, wdio has had a very sne-
ces.sful .season w ith a garden of tomatoe.s. The 7
fruits sent us which do not of cour.se re|)ie.sent

the average siuo, weighed over 3lb. and were very
fine in taste.

THE HOME COFFF.E DUTY.
Although ii is certainly the case that our

interest in the above topic is relatively small
to wliat it was in tlie palmy d.ays cif coffee
growing in this isl.and, we are plea-<ed to think
that some of that interest yet survives, ami
that it may even some day incre.ase. Without
doubt there is a survival of it snlli<’iont to en-
sure some local sympathy with the elfort ni.ade

by a deimtation which recently waited upon
the Chancellor of the Exchequer to advocate the
.abolition of the existing duty on the article.

From some c.ause or other the consumption of

coffee has been for many ye.ars steadily on the
decline in the United Kingdom It was stated
by the deimtation that thi.s decline hail .amonntcsl
to about a million hundred wciglil . since 1873.

It is dillicult to realize that the imposition of

the existing duty can account for this. The
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charge of it upon Uic iiulividual consumer must

be too liglit to operate to the extent referred

to above, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer

pointed out with much pertinence that the re-

duction of the duty by one-half in 1873 had

produced no increase of consumiition whatever.

It will (irobably be within the memory of many
of our readei’.s tliat wlien this reduction took

place there w'ere many of those concerned with

the cott'ee trade who opposed it. Notable among
these, if our memory .serves ns rightly, was Mr.

J. L, Shaud, who, we think, delivered a lecture

at the Society of Arts in whicii he demonstrated

that the reduction would be injurious to the

interests of the Ceylon coffee grow'ers. Ajtpa-

rently that view' does not recommend itself to

the present generation in the trade. This .sees

in a farther reduction the i)anacea for existing

evils. But the Government is surely in the

right in its convention that, were the relief of

the duty on coffee to be granted the action

would but herald similar demands wdth reference

to other ]>roductions that might be languishing,

and revenue, it is needless to point out, must

be raised by some method of taxation. Alto-

gether upon review of the |)aragraph sent to

us, we .are inclined to think that the Chancellor

of the Exchequer had the best of the arguments

with the deputation. We feel that the decline

in the use of coffee must be attributable rather

to the strong preference now shown for tea, than

to what is a tax on the consumer of a very

trifling character.

CINCHONA BARK.

(From G. M. cb G. Woodho use’s Report.)

London, February 27th, 1890.)

BARK.—The publio auctions held during January,

comprised :— _ _ _
971 pkgs. East India j )

138 pkgs. East India

43 do Ceylon S
' 194 do Ceylon

2 do Java -'3 rl5B do African

733 do S. American ^ \ 229 do S. American
I ) 30 do Java.

during same period last year*

SmPMlTNTS FROM CeYI ON IST JaNU.YEY TO 3rI)

Ferruarv.

1896 70,677 lb.

1895 46,845 lb.

1894 311,885 lb.

1893 169,306 lb.

Although shipments from Java have lately been

heavy, and since 1st October show an increase of

1,200,000 ^-kilos as compared with last year, yet the

statistics of bark in Holland for the year ending

31st December are decidedly favourable, and if

the importers of Java bark showed a little more

firmness, an improvement in prices would soon follow.

On the 18th instant the monthly sales were held

in London and 2,731 packages were oSered, against

1,761 packages in January. The bulk of the East

India bark sold with fair competition at an average

unit of about |d per lb.

On the 20th instant 7,713 bale*’, 323 cases Java

bark were offered in Amsterdam, against 6,401 pack-

ages in January. The manufacturing bark was

estimated to contain 36,005 kilos of sulphate of

quinine. Of these 6,251 packages sold at a decline

of 6 per cent, the average value of the unit being

2.82 cents, against 3 cents in January.

The next sales in London w-ll be held on 17th

March, and in Amsterdam on 26th March.

Quinine has been very dull during the past month

in the absence of orders from America. German
on the spot is quoted Is IJd per oz., but to efiect

sales, a lower price would have to be accepted.

1896. 1895. 1894.

Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.
Imports, 1 month 3,684 5,.529 3,641

£ £ £
Valued at 6, .531 10,015 7,406

Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.
Exported, 1 month 1,769 4,424 2,624

£ £ £
Valued at 2,485 7,856 3.806

Stock of Quinine 31st January 1896, 1,963,888 oz.,

against 2,701,568 oz. 1895.

The present value of British Sulphate of Quinine

(Howards’) in bottle is Is Id to Is 5d per oz.,

against Is Id to Is 5d per oz. last year.

The present value of German Sulphate of Quinine

(best marks) on the spot is 13|d (nominal) per oz.

'

"

INDIAN PATENTS.
Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been hied, during the week ending
29th February 1896, under the provision of Act V
of 1888:—
For a Cleaning apparatus for the Acme Tea

Sorting Machine.—No. 223 of 1895.—George Murray
Collom, engineer and tea planter, care of W. G.
Forbes, Esq., Her Majesty’s Mint, Calcutta, for a
cleaning apx)aratus for the Acme tea sorting ma-
chine or other machines of the reciprocating class.

(Filed 18th February 1896.)

For Punkah-pulling Apparatus.—No. 229 of 1890.

Mr. J. R. Romanes’ invention for punkah pulling
apparatus adapted for the use of philling punkahs
in barracks, offices, private residences, etc. (Speciflea,-

tion filed 14th November 1890.)

For Improvements in the Construction of Metal
chests or boxes.—No. 253 of 1890.—Mr. Arthur An-
drew's invention for improvements in the construc-
tion of metal chests or boxes. (Specification filed

24th November 1890 .)—The Indian and Eastern Engineer
March 14 th.

PICKINGS WITH A LOCAL APPLICATION.

M. Berthelot, the new French Minister of Foreigtt
Affairs, is now about sixty-eight years old. In his
special domain of chemical knowledge he ranks
among the first of his contemporaries. Chemical
synthesis—the science of artificially putting organi-
zed bodies together—may be said to owe its exis-

tence to him. The practical results expected to

flow from his experiments and discoveries are enor-
mous. Thus, sugar has recently been made in the
laboratory from glycerine, which Prof. Berthelot first

made direct from synthetic alcohol.

Commerce has now taken up the question, and
an invention has recently been patented by which
sugar is to be made upon a commercial scale from
two gases at something like 1 cent per pound. M.
Berthelot declares he has not the slightest doubt that
sugar will eventually be manufactured on the largest

scale synthetically, and that the culture of the sugar
cane and the beet root will be abandoned because
they have ceased to pay.
The chemical advantages promised by M. Berthelot

to future gesieratious are marvellous. He cites the
case o( alzariu, a compound whose synthetic manu-
facture by chemists has destroyed a great agricul-
tural industry. It is the essential commercial prin-
ciple of the madder root, which was once used in
in dyeing, wherever dyeing was carried on. The
chemists have now succeeded in making pure
indigo direct from its elements, and it will soon be
a commercial product. Then the indigo fields, like

the madder fields, will be abandoned, industrial la-

boratories having usurped their iplace.

But these scientific wonders do not stop here.
Tobacco, tea, and coffee are to be made artificially.

Not only this, but there is substantial promise of
such tobaccos, such teas, and such coffees as the
world has never seen, will be the outcome. Theo-
bromine, the essential princqjle of cocoa, has been
produced in the laboratory, Thus, synthetic chemis-
try is getting t9 furnish the three gi'eat n<?tt«
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alcoholic beveraj<es in general use. The tea plants,
coffee shrubs, and cocoa trees must some day follow
t le lead of madder and indigo.
Tobacco will be obtained in a siindar fashion.

Professor lierthelot has o' tained pure nicotine, whose
chemical constitution is perfectly understood, by
treating salomine, a natural glucoside, with hydrogen.
“-Grocery World.

Says ih&Rubbev World-.—
Not alone in coffee ars the Straits Settlements

becoming interested, but al io, it seems, in res] ect to
the cultivation of rubber. The Ceylon Observ r has
received a visit from the proprietor of a plants' ion in
Lower Perak on alluvial ri -erside soil, which there are
either planted, or about to be planted, some 500 acres
of Para rubber trees. The progress of the ch aring,
and the eventual harves.s of rubber made by the
experimentalist, Mr. Baker, will be watched with
interest. In the past two years, however, a good deal
has been done in Para rubber in Ceylon, especially
in the Kalutara and other low-country districts.

Here is an amusing paro.ly of Goldsmith, describing
the state of affairs in the West Indies :

—

111 fares the land, to lastening ills a prey
Where blacks accumul ite, and canes decay ;

Plantains and yams mi-,y flourish, or may fade ;

You scratch and grow cm—capital, a spade ;

But great es’ates, tha, erst on sugar thrived,

Once sexuatted on, cat never be revived.

Mr. Westinghouse, the well-known inventor, manu-
facturer, and capitalist, confirms the annotnu ement
recently made that he has “ solved the problem of

converting coal into eueigy wdthout the intervention
of steam.” In other words, he claims to have dis-

covered a simpler methoa for generating electricity

directly from coal. The reputation of Mr. Westing-
house is an ample guarantee of his sincerity. What
he says he undoubtedly believes. And there is no
man more capable than he of judging what a new
device in the development of power will accomplish.
It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the time
is at hand for the discontinuance of the use of steam
generators in developing electric force. With all the
progress that has been made in steam tinginec'ing, it

has been impossible hitherto to utilise more th.in 10
per cent, of the power of the coal consumed. The
Waste of energy is enormous—beyond calcrdation.

Of every 100 tons of coal consumed under boilers on
sea or land, 90 tons are lost. It is claimed that Mr.
Westinghouse’s discovery will save more than li ilf this

waste. If this claim should be verified by experience,
the discovery would mark an era in hu nan progress.
The apparatus which is to perform these wonders is

very simple in consti’uction. Turning coal into pro-

ducer gas is the idea. In doing this the least number of

heat units are lost, so that the resulting gas contains 90
percent of all the heat units of the coal, while this gas
has been used with great success for metflllurgicHl pur-
poses,. .it is not one that can be distributed f )r heat
or light, so in the development of po'wer the gas-

producer appai'atus must be located in close proxi-

mity to the gas engine. Thus the gas is easily con-
verted into electrical energy. Since the alte.'nating

currents of 10,000 volts can be easily delivered and
used, and by means of Tesla's multiphase actors be
handled for the transmission of grest power, it fol-

lows that sites can be selected for establishing the
generating plants wdiere coal can bo conveniently
delivered.

The report of W. F. T. McHai-g, an assistant

conservator of forests in the Upper Burma states that

the rubber from the west of the Mindu hills comes
from the Finis elastica and not from a creeper as

was generally supposed. The most interesting point

in this discovery is that heretofore it was not be-

lieved that this tree flourished in such low latii.udes,

though the major part of the Burmese rubber out-

put lias always been known to be the pro luct of

the Finis trees. As a n atter of fact etplorat on does

not point to any grea; increase in the output of

rubber from the Mindu district but the nova is of

extreme interest from a botanical i.taiid'point.

The reiiort of the valu itioii survey t irouglu ut that

country as published in tne Indian 7- 'orci'ter is of gi eat

interest, especially the portions that treat upou the

chats with the heads of different villages who are

but just learning that rubber is valuable, but do not

know how to gatiier it. Those who have learned

the w'ork, however, are intelligent enough to appre-

ciate that the trees nmst be allowed resc between the

tappings, and thiu the incision must be such that

the wound may heal easily. The trees are all tapped

in cold weather, as then the yield is best. There
are only a few nren in a village who are expert

enough to do the work, as it necessitates a great

deal of climbing. They tap not only the aerial roots

but the large branches, indeed, anything that is

large enough to bear a cut.

The following wi 1 raise a smi'.e among those wdio

have not forgotten the Kev. H. E. Uaweis, who visited

us some time ago :

—

While doing some pioneer lecturing during his

recent visit to New Zealand, Mr. Ilaweis occasionally
found himself regarded in a dubious manner by
reason of his violin. On visiting an ont-of-the-way
place, where he was going to lecture on music, a

deputation of local big-wig.s came to the station to

meet him and escort him to the place of entertain-

ment. He nlighted only to find that these august
personages failed to recognise him, and he heard them
in(]uiring of the. sti.tionmaster, * Hasn’t the lecturer

come by this train V” No,” was the reply
;

‘‘there’s

nobody come, but you little chap tvith the fiddle case.”

THE TEA MARKET.
The Tea market exhibits the same distinctive

feature that has generally characterised it during the
season—viz., a constant steady demand for “character”
teas, w'hich have not been abundant, whereas the
preponderance of ordinary quality has kept the market
frequently over-supplied, hence the lower range of

prices that are current as against last year. With
supplies for the season from Indi.i drawing to a close,

attention will now be diverted chiefly to Ceylon
growth. Recent imports comprise a marked absence
of teas with point. The few invoices received from
favourite gardens realise better averages, and that
alone should encotu'age the manufacture of a better
class. Java growth comes imre into prominence as
quality im])roves. China is almost a dead letter, but
at current quotations surely must be worth attention
on the part of blenders of tea “ for ptrice.”

—

L. tO C.
Erpress. March 6.

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
Thursday evening, March 5.

BuOness still goes on increasing in the shares of
all the better known Tea companies, and the Stock
Exchange official list, besides numerous daily '‘mark-
ings” of business, shows rises during the week in

the quotations for no less than seven out of the
seventeen Indian companies included in the “List,”
while in one case (Singlo) there have been three
successive advances, bringing the quotations of lOJ
to ll.j up to 11—12, at which it now stands. This
upward tendency now looks like being intensified np
to the dates when the various companies issue their
reports and announce their dividends.

Mincing Lane keeps firm for Indians, though
easier for Ceylons.

Fresh Issues.—Dimbula Valley I’refs. seem “ a
shade ” easier at g prem. to 1 prem. only.

Ceylon Shakes.— G. T. P. Co. Ordinary have been
done at ‘2(>, and more wanted, even at this elevated
figure. The Prels. ask i‘17 upwards.

Eastern Produce and Estates shares have changed
hands at 4J.
Lankas have been taken at 5^, and now ask more

money.
Ouvahs are said to have changed hands at lOj or

thereabouts.
Ceylon Debentures.—Business, we. hear, has been

done in some of these at a premium for IJ per
cent.—H, ct' C. Mail,
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DRUG REPORT.
(From the Chemist and Druqgist.)

Feb. 29.

Oils (Essential).—Citronella, 2s to 2.i Id per lb.

ou the spot. Lemongrass, 2jd per oz. spot, 2gd per

oz. c.i.f. January-March.

THE TEA (SALES.

To the Editor of the H. and C\ Mail.

Sir,—

I

hoped to have seen last week some marked
criticism of my proposals in regard to the public sales,

but I suppose “ the market ” has “ sucha big mind it

takes a long time making up.’' Some suggestions have
reached me since, which, I think have reasonable
foundations. One is as regards the Indian sale on
Monday, “ That it should commence at 11 30 o’clock

instead of 12 o’clock and be adjourned at 3 o’clock

until Wednesday.” Another is, “ That all garden
teas should be printed in separate catalogues and sold

on a certain day, whilst Calcutta bought tea and
reprinted or second hand lots should be printed also

separately and sold by themselves. The reason for

this suggestion is that many buyers do not taste any
other than garden invoices, and it seems a great

waste of time forcing them to sit hour after hour in

public sale whilst Calcutta invoices, which they have
not seen, are being auctioned. It might be supposed
that the sellers’ interests would suffer by this, but
a moment’s consideration will show that a roomful
of indifferent people who are taking no interest in

the sale, but chattering to one another, will do more
haim to the seller than their absence would occasion.

Some change will be needful before this year is out,

and a free discussion may help to make that change
in the wisest manner.—I am, ifec.,

D. F. Shillington.
—II. and C, Mail, March 6.

planting and produce.
Manchester and the Distribution of Produce.

—

The gooi people of Manchester yearn to show their

independence of Mincing Lane, and some of them
seem to think that, thanks to the Ship Canal, they
can do it. Direct shipments of tea and other pro-

duce ariive and are duly disposed of; and now an
Association, called the Manchester Fruit Brokers,
Limited, has been formed for the purpose of pro-

viding a ready means of distribution for tea, coffee,

and dried fruit brought into the Cottonopolis dis-

trict via the canal. Thesupport of the leading ship-

pers of the commodities named is stated to be
assured, and it is expected that as a result this

branch of the import trade over the waterway will

show a considerable development. The new Asso-
ciation is to be continued on pure brokerage line’,

similar to those which prevail in Mincing Lane.

Planting in Burmaii.—Attention is being directed in

India to the capabilities for planting enterprise offered

by the Kachin Hills and the neighbouring immense
tracts of primeval forest, but it is said that the ex-

treme scarceness and dearness of labour in the dis-

trict stands in the way. A correspondent who knows
the parts in question believes “ the whole country

would be an ideal planting district, especially for tea.”

The climate is suitable and the soil good, but labour

is most expensive. There will shortly be a railway,

however, to Myitkynia, and produce would in no case

be more than forty miles away. During the cold

weather there is a steamer service on the Irrawaddy,
and country boats, which are fairly cheap, are to be
had all the year round.” The tea-growing region he
believes to be one of the l)est in the world. The
height o' the hills ranges from 1,000 ft. to 0,000 ft., and
the rail. fall is abundant—o , as he puts it, there is

a ferti dsoil and heaps of rain.” The labour ques-

tion has to be considered, and the chance in favour

of introducing Chinese labour, which, by the way, is

not always cheap.

The Dooars Planters and the GoveivN.uenti—The
ea planters of the Dooars do not appreciate the lead-

ing strings which the Bengal Government wishes to
employ in regulating the development of tea cultiva-
ion in that district. The proposed rules for the quan-
tity of waste lands for cultivation .ore calculated to
irritate the cultivator very considerably, and it is not
surprising that the Indian Tea Association have ex-
pressed their opinion on the subject very forcibly. One
rule lays down that a grant of h.nd on an individual
application shall be limited to 1,500 acres, the Govern-
ment being under the impression that a garden of
greater extent could not be worked with advantage.
But the planters are of opinion that such a limita-
tion would be most detrimental to their interests
as gardens of larger areas have invariably been the)
most profitable, the tendency being to amalgamate
the smaller gardens and to carry ou work on a large
scale. If capitalists are restricted to comparatively
small .areas they will not care to invest. AnotheT
rule debars an applicant from applying again for
more land until five years of his first lease have ex-
pired. The effect of such a rule would be to pre-
vent successful planters of experience from extending
their plantations for some years at least. This rule is
also open to the same objection as the one restrict-
ing the limits of a garden to 1,500 acres. It is also
proposed to introduce the sale of waste lands by
auction, although this method has involved much
trouble iu Assam. These restrictions and the fact
that only a thirty years’ lease is to be granted are
naturally resented by the tea planting community,
who rightly think they are entitled to much more
consideration at the hands of the Government.

The Duty on Coffee.—The Chancellor of the E.x-
chequer has declined to entertain the idea of abolish-
ing the duty on coffee. The deputation of coffee
traders which waited upon him last week had some
good reasons to urge in favour of their proposal.
The trade iu coffee has been steadily declining for
many yeais. Compared with that of 1873, the trade
of the past year shows a decrease of a million hun-
dredweight, so that the import of coffee is now only
about three-quarters of a million and the exports
half a million hundredweight. This decline is attri-
buted to the hindrances thrown in the way of merchants
by the system of warehousing in bond, which is necessi-
tated by the duty. If, say, the traders, coffee could be
imported free, it could be prepared for use here as
cheaply as iu Hamburg or Holland, and the trade
would revive. The consumption of coffee in Eng-
land has steadily diminished—in 1870, nearly one
pound was consumed per head, and in 1894 only
about two-thirds of a pound—so that the future of
the trade evidently depends upon the extent to
which the exports can be increased. The deputation
pointed out that the Customs, to collect a paltry
gross revenue of £174,000 ou 249,000 cwt., controlled,
and no doubt unintentionally, were fast destroying'
the poor remnant of our great coffee export trade
which is still 447,224 cwt., or not far short of double’
our home trade. The Customs, in short, to obtain
IJd per lb. on coffee, have to take in charge three
times the amount they get duty on, and hamper busi-
ness. It was further pointed out tliat it had been for
many years the policy of our finance Ministers to
lovy duty only on commodities bringing in some
substantial revenue, and also that our successive
Governments owed a debt of expiation to the coffee
trade for so long allowing it to be the prey of the
adulterator to an extent permitted in no other trade
The imports of chicory were more than half as much
as the entire home consumption of coffee, so that
on the average our consumers drink 0-361b. chicory
to 0-711b. per head of coffee. This does not re-
present the adulteration, for a vast number of people
even now drink pure coffee, while coffee may be, and is
adulteiated with 70, 80, and even 90 per cent, of
chicory, and freely sold at the price of pure coffee. The
deputation was listened to with his habitual courtesy
and attention by Sir M Hicks-Beach, but he gave
them no hope whatever of an abolition of the coffee
duty. Sir Michael argued that the decline of thu
export tiade was duo to other causes, such as tho
tcudency of Brazilian coffee to go to Continental
ports rather than to London, and he could praq-
tically do nothing for the coffee industry,
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The Quarterly Sales of Cinnamon.—Cinnamon
has this year shown an advance in rate?. The land-
ings of the Ceylon description in London during the
eight weeks ended the 22nd ult. were 1,435 pkgs.
against only 585 packages in the same period last

year. The total deliveries amounted to 1,080 pkgs,
as opposed to 785 packages, and the stock at the
above-mentioned date showed an excess of 1,245
packages, being 4,640 packages against 3,495 packages
in 1895. The periodical sales held last week com-
prised 1,790 bales Ceylon, which met a fairly good
demand for although the prices realised were not
fully on a par with those lately current by private,

treaty, they were |d to |d per lb. higher than in

November, 1895, and the commonest sorts went at

the extreme advance. Of the whole quantity offered

about 1,400 bales were described a “ unworked,” and
these parcels, as well as the remainder of the supply,

found free buyers as the following rates :—Low to

line firsts at 94 to Is Id, superior at Is 2d to Is 5d

;

seconds from 9d to Is Id, finest at Is 3d ;
thirds at

8id to Is Id ;
fourth and fifth qualities at 8d to lO^d

;

and broken (in three boxes) at 9d to lOd per lb.

A favourite growth which failed to appear in the

previous sales fetched the top market value.

—

H and C.

Mail, March 6.

TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, Feb. 19.

We can only repeat the old, old story of a dull

and unsatisfactory market. Recently, there was sold

an invoice of Japan-Gunpowders at 33J per cent, less

than the actual cost of the manufacture in Japan,

and which the owner would be glad to resell at

12c per lb. which is still below the cost of manufactui-e.

Low grade teas are in buyers’ favor, in fact every

grade except such as may be in scant supply.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company will sell 6,215 packages, viz.: 999

half-chests Moyune ;
2,105 boxes Ri gsuey

;
.36 half-

chests Japan; 97 half-chests Japan, basket fired ; 179

half-Congou ; 25 boxes Capers ; 197 packages India,

Java and Pekoe ;
30 half-chests and boxes Amoy ;

333

half-chests Foochow—new season’s ; 2,304 half chests

and boxes Formosa, including new season’s .—AMCricau

Groca-.

FOR A SPECIFIC DUTY ON TEA.

ARGUMENTS BEFORE SUB-COMMITTEE
OF WAYS AMD MEANS.

MEMUERS of the trade of new YORK, BOSTON, AM)

OTHER CITIES MAKE STRONO PRESENTATION IN FAVOR

OF A SPECIFIC DUTY—BY THIS MEANS THEY HOPE

TO KEEP OUT THE POOR TEAS WHICH ARE
FLOODING OUR MARKETS.

Washington, Feb. 17.—A strong presentation of

the case for a specific duty on imported tea was

made before the sub-committee ot the Ways and

Means Committee today, by the delegation of im-

porters which came here for the purpose from New
York Boston, and other importing cities. Governor

Uingiey, the chairman of the full committee, presided,

and*^ the other members present were Messrs.

Payne of New York, Dalzell of Pennsylvania, Steele

of Indiana, Turner of Georgia, and McMiliin of

Tennessee. They all paid keen attention to the

closely reasoned arguments of Mr. E. A. Willard, the

secretary of the committee of the tea trade, who has

HO much to give definite shape to the present

movement. Mr. Fredk. Mead, Jr., of New York, Mr.

Geo. II. Macy of New York, and Mr. Charles U.

^^Ir^^Willard stated that a duty of 10 cents per

pound would accomplish what was desired in the

direction of shutting out cheap and injurious teas, and

that the United Btates was the only country that

did not impose a duty. Governor Dingley in-

,mired whether the bill introduced by Repre-

sentative Cummings imposing a discriminating

dutv of 19 PCT cent ad valorem on teas from

the"^ west of Cape of Good Hope would

not serve the desired purpose. Mr. Willard replied

that he did not think that it would serve, because an
ad valorem duty would make the duty so much heavier

on the high class tea than on the low class that it

would not effectually shut out the latter. Mr. Payne
inquired w'hether the importers had not changed their

minds since they advocated a discriminating duty be-

fore the committee in 1890. Mr. Mead replied to

this question by saying, that they had not changed
their minds, and that the bill then presented had an
entirely difierent purpose. It was to shut out the

English jobbers, who could carry teas so much
cheaper because of the difference in warehouse charges
and other charges in England. It was also aimed
against the 10 per cent discriminating duty imposed by
Canada upon tea.

“We do not come to talk about revenue,” said Mr.
Mead, “ we want to shut out so much trash and poor
tea which has come to such a pass that one-third to

one-half of that imported has been sold at ten cents
or less. It is all sold at retail at fifty cents
a pound. People will not buy any tea at lower prices,

but retailers give presents with it. Nearly all that
trash comes here and shuts out good tea from this

country. It has been going on for some years, but
has grown to enormous proportions this year.
Mr. Payne inquired whether they did not mix it

with good tea.

“O, no, sir; they do not mix it with good tea at

all,” replied Mr. Mead. “ They give presents with it.

Through the West and Southwest you really cannot
get a cup of good tea. The consumption is fast

decreasing.”
Gov. Dingley inquired why the law prohibiting the

importation of such bogus teas was not more effective.

“In the first place,” replied Mr. Mead, “the law
provides for an arbitration, and if the staff is shut
out by an inspector the importer appoints one, and
the Government one, and these two appoint a third,

member of a board of arbitration, which is a mere
matter of bargain, and the arbitration becomes a farce.

People do not like, as arbitrators, to sit down on their
neighbours’ tea. lu addition to that, if it is shut out in

New York it slips in somewhere else. Mr. Bunn, the Ap-

E
raiser at New York, told me that they had tried very
ard with that law and found it impracticable to shut

out this poor tea. There is a good deal of this tea that
would not come under that law, because it is tea,

although it is a very low grade tea. Mr. Bunn said
to me that it Mr. Dingley wants him to come be-

fore him aud tell him about this, he will be very glad
to do it. He agrees with us that a specific duty on
tea is the only solution for us He sent out a man
through the West, and that report is in the Trea-
sury. We cannot come to any conclusion how that
law could be made practicable.”

Judge Turner inquired the prices of teas and
said, that he would like to hear from the comsumer,
but Mr. Mead assured him that the consumer could
get no good tea now and none at retail less than 50
cents a pound.

Mr. Dalzell inquired how a specific duty of 10
cents would shut out poor tea for the benefit of

good tea.

Mr. Meade pointed out that a duty of 300 per
cent, the ad valorem equivalent of 15 cents a pound
on 5-cent teas, would prevent bringing the lower
grades into the country. He explained, also, that
the tea was not brought here by American pur-
chasers, but was sent by foreign shippers on credit
and that if there was a duty these snipments would
not be made. That, he declared, was the history
of the matter during the war. We had no bad tea
while the duty was on. The stuff that we got
before that ceased coming. It was nothing but the
specific duty that did it.

Mr. Willard resumed his argument and declared
that one of the largest firms in the trade had given
up buying tea, but was still handling it on these
credits. 'This firm thought that the business ought
to be stopped, aud had signed the petition to the
committee. The tea sold at 50 cents with pre-
sents thrown in, Mr. Willard declared, is absolutely
injurious to the people, and there is nothing but
the presents that makes it go. People were coming
to know much less about tea than formerly.
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Governor Dingley again put the question, “ Mr.
Willard, do you not consider it practicable to ex-
clude injurious adulterated and bogus teas by a direct
act appropriately framed with proper administration
—to do it directly rather than indirectly ?

”

“ No, sir : I do not,” was Mr. Willard’s reply.
* We have given that subject as much thought as
Possible for twelve years. We have thought of every-
thing we can think of, but the fact is, if we could
improve it at New York and Chicago, it w'ould come
through some ocher port. It has been shut out of

N ew York and comes back through Canada and
Providence. That has happened. Every town
that shuts it out and lets it in to some other
town has lost some of its distributing trade. There
is no way to do it excepc the universal barrier of

a specific duty. That operates in every city, and there
is no other way that it can be done.”

Mr. Mead then read the opinion of a retailer printed,
as he said, in the o/CommerC' and Commercial
Bulletin of Jan. 23rd. He said, iii reply to Judge
Turner, that he did not believe the subject could be
reached readily by the Police powers of the States.

Mr. Charles U. Shepasd, the South Carolina tea
grower, attracted the keen interest of the committee by
his descriptions of his experiments at Sommerville,
S.C., twenty-three miles from ChBrleston. during the
past half-dozen years. He said that he had recog-
nized from the start that it was impossible to com-
pete with the Orient on cheap or medium grade
teas. He had obtained seeds of the best grades
and there was no question about making the tea
green nor about obtaining a good quality. He
believed that the finer grades couid be profitably pro-
duced here, and said that he had increased his
production from 200 pounds three years back to 450
pounds two years ago and 850 pounds last year and
expected to raise 2,000 pounds next year. He had
made many errors and mistakes, but so far as he
could determine he had succeeded in obtaining a yield
of 1| ounces of good tea to the plant.

This petition in favor of a specific duty on tea
was presented :

—

“We, tlie undersigned, engaged in the tea trade
of New York city, are in favor of a specific

duty being placed upon tea. (Signed)
;
PYederick

Mead & Co., Geo. W Lane & Co., H W Banks
& Co., B J Heraty & Co., The G B Farrington
Co., G R Montgomery, SW Gillespie it Co., Hewlett
& Lee, Irwin, McBride, Catherwood c'i' Co., E 1)

Morgan & Co., Mosle Bros., Middleton & (Jo., WP
Roomect Co., E F Phelan, Russell it Co., L F Jack-
son, T A Sheffield A Co., Wells Bros., Purdon A
Wiggins., Jos. II Lester A Co., Jos. Allison Gillet A
Bro., W D Steele, Merritt A Ronaldson, R G Cary A
Co. John Emnians A Co., Beebe and Brother, E A
Willard A Co., J H Labaree A Co., Morewood
A Co., Park A Tilford Adams A Howe, Eppens,
Smith A Wieman Co., Francis H Leggett A
Co., Acker Merrall & Condit. The American
Trading (Jo., Alex. McBride, Carter. Macy
A Co., Hatfield A Benson, Jas. A Jno. R Montgo-
mery A Co., Jas. E Armstrong, Hamilton A Cholwell,
Geo. C Chase A Co., Jos. Stiner A Co.. F' C Jennings
A Co., DR James A Bros., Busk A Jevons, Edward
Rafter, Austin, Nichols A Co., Montgomery Auction A
Commission Co., Callanan A Kemp, M Barnicle,
Fearon, Daniel A Co., The Potter-Parlin Co. London
A Johnson, J H Mohlman Co., L P’ Biannecke ct

Co., Sonu Ihothers, Koenig A Schust r, i>i N Packard
Company, Berry, Wisner, Lohman A Co., Wright,
Depew A Co., Jas. G Powers A Co., G Ahren’s Sous,
Geo. L Ayers A Co., W Grandeman, Apgar, A
Gavretson, Sain’l Crooks A Co., Sam’l S Beard A Co.,
^Vln. A Leggett A Co., S T Willets A Co., Wells,
Pratt A Co., Lewis De(iroff A Son, Jaburg Bros, R
C Williams A Co., M A Van Benschoten, Seaman
Bros.” • C. A. C.—Journal of Commerce, (N.Y.) Feb. 18.

PALMERSTON TEA COMPANY, LIMITED.
The memorandum and articles of Association of

the Palmerston Tea Company, Limited, arc published
in the Gazette. Among the objects for which the
Company is established are.—To purchase the follow-

ing estates, to wit : (1) Palmerston, situated in
Dimbula, Ceylon, containing in extent 212 acres or
thereabouts, for R248,500 currency or T4,500 sterling

;

and (2) Queensland, in Maskeliya, Ceylon, contain-
ing in extent 281 acres or thereabouts, for R149,0(X)
Ceylon currency or £3,0.50 sterling, as from 1st
Janiuirv, 1896, upon such terms and conditions as
may be agreed upon between the Companv and the
pi’oprielors of the said respective estate, and for such
purpo'^e forthwith to borrow at interest the si.m of
.£(,550 English sterling currency, upou primai'y mo-H-
gage of the said estates and premises or any part
there i. To improve, plant, clear, cultivate ami
develop the said estates, and any other lands that
maj’ be purchased, leased, or otherwise acquired, as tea
estatt 3, or with any other products, or in any other
ways, and to construct, maintain, and altei* any
buildings or works necessary or convenient for the
purpo.se of the Company. To acquire or establish
and carry on any other business, manufacturing,
shipimg, or otherwise, which can be conveniently
carried on in connection with any of the Company’s
general business. To purchase tea leaf and (or) other-
raw products for manufacture, manipulation, an I (or i

sale. To carry on the business of planters o; tea
and other products in all its branches. Theliaoility
of the Shareholders is limited. The capital of the
Comi'any is R1,(X)0,000 divided in 2,000 shares ol R500
each, with power to increase or reduce. The shares
forming the capital (orginal, increased, or reduced)
of the Company may be divided into such classes,
with such preferences and other special incidents,
and be held on such terms, as may be prescribed,'
by the articles of Association, and Regulations of the
Company for the time being or otherwise. Shares
have been bought by Messrs. Percy Bois, W. Moir,
E. M. Shattock, G. H. Alston, G. Chapman Walker’,
J. B. Alston, and F. J. de Saram.

HIGH FOREST ESTATES COMPANY,
LIMITED.

•\t the first annual ordinary general meeting of
tlie High Forest Estates Company, Limited, held
on ilarch -21, the rei>ort and accounts tvere adopted
There were present Messrs. J. G. 'Wardrop
(in tlie chair), G. Halston and G. IVk Carlyon
(visitors), C. A. Leechman, G. C. Walker IV.
Moil’, L. E. Edwariis, C. J. Donahl, and A,
Thomson hj his attorney G. W. Carlyon.

TniOKKPOrtT
was in the follow'ing tei ins :

—

ACJlKAGi:
Tea in beai-ing

,, in partial bearing .

.

,, not in bearing
Coffee

Forest
Patna Land, Ac.

430 acres.
103 .,

63 „
51 „

637 acres.

952 „
43 .,

aotai. .1,032 acres.
The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the

sharenolders, the Accounts of the Comnany <’or themonths of November and December, 1895
*

'L'he Expenditure on Working Account for thesemonths was extremely high, as the Estate had to 7eceive very careful treatment, it having been found
necessary to change the entire system of cultivation
and management, whilst a large new labor force had to
be seem ed ana trained to a proper mode of pluckingA marked improvement in the appearance of the te^
is already visible, and to bring the bushes into a satis-
factory condition, this special treatment v/ill be re
quired for some time to come.
The two months’ working shows a loss of

Rl,9;26;98 on Estate account, and after rayingpreliminary expenses and Colombo charges tlmre
rcuiains a balance of R3,608-54 to be carried forward
to the demt of the Current year’s account
During the period under* review the’ sum of

1117,470 21 was spent on Capital Account for Buildings
Machinery, and Nurseries. ’
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It is intended to plant up with Tea this year
200 acres of jungle laud as well as 51 acres now
under Coffee, and a comniencenicut of these exten-
sions has already been made.
The expenditure on Capital account this season

is estimated at 11101,578, which, in addition to the
above, includes the cost of rebuilding and enlarging
the Factory, additional Machinery, the erection of

two new Bungalows, and large accommodation for

coolies, as well as Nurseries, etc. for further extensions.
The yield of Tea in 1891 is estimated at 200,000

lb. against an expenditure of 1105,048. This sinn
includes the extra cost of manufacturing a consider-
able proportion of the crop on neighbouring estates

instead of in the Company’s own Factory, which,
however, is expected to bo ready for working in May.
The appointment of an Auditor for the current

year will rest with the Meeting.
By order of the Directors.

Whittall c& Co., Agents A Secretaries,

Colombo, 13th March, 1898.

the remaining 10 acres of old Cardamoms, which
are now almost exhausted.
The estimates for 1898 are 127,000 lb. Tea, 400

bushels coffee, and .500 lb. cardamoms, against an ex-

penditure on Working Account of R42 701. The
estimate of coffee crop is merely a preliminary

one, as it is impossible at this early period, to judge

how much will be gathered by the end of the year.

A further sum of 115,220 has been allowed in the

Estimates lor upkeep of young clearings and exten-

sions, whilst an' engine and boiler will probably be

needed to provide against any temporary failure of

watji’ power.
In terms of the Articles of Association, Mr. C. A.

Ijoechman now retires by' rotation but is eligible for

re-election.

Tlie appointment of an Auditor for the current year
will rest wi h the meeting.—By order of the Directors,

Whittall & Co.,

Colombo, Feb. 28, 1898. Agents & Secretaries.

MAHA UVA ESTATE COMFANY.

At the anmml ordinary general meeting of the

Malia Uva Estate Company, Limited, lield on Marcli

21, the report and accounts were adopted and a linal

dividend of 8 p-.'r cent was declared making 16

jier cent for tlie year. Theie were pre.sent

Messrs. C. A. Leechman (in the Cliair) and

G. W. Carlyon. Directors ;
Mes.srs. W. H. G.

Duncan and A. Ihomson (by their Attorney Mr.

G. W. Carlyon) Mr. H. Tarrant (by bi.s Attor-

ney Mr. C. A. Leechman) and Messrs J. Mac-

Liesh and E. S. Ander.son (by tlieir pro.xies xVIr.

G. W. Carlyon). The following is

TIIK REI'OUT
Acheaok.

Tea in full bearing 144 acres

„ „ partial bearing 155 »»

,,
not in bearing

Coffee amongst Tea (180 acres)

308

Cardamoms in bearing 10 j»

„ not in bearing 80 u

Grass 15 n

Total Cultivated 890 acres

Jungle and Waste land 219

Total of Estate—909 acres

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the

Shareholders the Accounts of the Company for the

past years.

The crops secured during the season were 105,472 lb.

Tea 2 453 bushels Coffee, and 815 lb. Cardamoms,
which were sold at average net prices of 52 cents

per lb. 1118'80 per bushel and Kl'lS per lb. respec-

tively. The weather was generally favourable for tea

and coffee, and the estimate of the former was largely

exceeded, whilst the Coffee crop proved to be an ex-

ceptionally good one.
, , . .

After making ample provisions for depreciation of

Buildings and Machinery- the net profit, including a

small balance from 1894, amounted to K 18,590-79.

An Interim Dividend of 8 per cent was declared on

the 3rd August last, absorbing R22,800 and the

Directors recommend a fi-ial dividend of 8 per cent

making 18 per cent for the y'ear. The sum of R990-79

wb then be left to be cairied forward to the current

VI rr’". account.
c i i j

‘ During the year :i0 acres of land were planted witn

C'rdamom-.i and 8 acres of old Cardamom fields with

Tea whilst about 5 acres of land were purchased from

a neighbouring proprietor. The Directors are pleased

to report that ail the young clearings are progress-

in'^ favourably'.

The Capital was raised on the 1st .Jammry 1895,

to R285 tXX) by the issue of 90 shares at par, and the

DireotoM propose to offer the remaiuiug shares (30)

to shareholders in the course of the year, at a pre-

mium to be fixed hereafter.

It is intended to plant this year 10 to 15 acres

more laud with Cardamoms and to replace with Tea

Cori’Kii Planting in Klang.—The Singapore
Free PresA- of the 11th iast. has an editorial article

dealing with the abandonment of the blocks of
“ supposed coffee land ” at Klang purchased by-

Messrs. T. N, Cbristie and W. Forsyth, in wliicli

it is .said, Unit the “ only party that has pro-

fited out of their loss is the Government of

Selangor, vhich is well in pocket to the extent,
in one of riiese cases we understand, of .some
•'?lo,00U, fov .vhich, as investigation has proved
unfortunatoiy, the Government, tlirougli no fault

of its own, has given no valid consideration.
The position is one out of which there is only
one way, seeing that we are bound to credit

a Government, until the contrary be pro-
ved, with the princijiles of a gentleman
and man of business, instead of the predatory
iiisti'.uds of a Sbylock. We do not, of

coarse, assume fur a moment that the Govern-
ment will do anything else, than that which self-

interest as well as ordinary honesty' dict-

ates, and we therefore, take it to be granted
that the planters who have felt it necessary to
throw u|) their land, on whii-h they have sunk
money in most cases in useless clearing, will he
given the open oi>tion of selecting similar areas
in any other localities witliin the .^tate, with a
fair time for the exercise of that option, say one
y'ear, in lieu of the handsome prices extracteil

from ap|)licaiits for land liy the easy proce.ss of

imtling nj) a Iniiited numher of blocks in one
area and then putting the applicants against
each other by dint of auction. We shall yet
hope that by' a liberal ami lionourahle policy
towards the disaii|)oiiited planters the Sclangor
Governmeiit will do itself a good turn by still

securing Messrs. For.syth and Christie among the
members of the planting community' of Selangor. It

is now in the pow'erof the Selangor Government to

make for itself a decent name amongst the liold-

ers of [ilanting cajiital elsew here. The world is

wide and .suitable a<eas for planting enterprise,

are gaping by the hundred thousand acres in

many' tropical lands. It should he the i»olicy

of Selangor to tempt, not to choke off Ity a
Scrooge-like policy', the men whose advent
wouhl ho hut the beginning of a proces.sion of

investors for where one eminent planter goes,
otiiers are rer.dy to follow, relying on his judgment
am: on his experience. Biu; w-here one or two
eminent planters gj and have reason given to
them to refr. till from stay'ing, that is a lesson that
w'ill be greedily assimilated by hundreds outside
who .are w'atching the result of their e.\periment.
We have some faith in the Selangor Government,
if left to itself, and its own a))preciation of the
po.sitioii.
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THE ESTATES COMPANY OF UVA,
LIMITED.

At Ihe lirst annual ordinary general meeting of

the Estates Company of IJva, Limited, liekl on 21st

March, the report and accountsj were adopted and
a final dividend of 4 per cent was declared mak-
ing 8 per cent for the year. There were present

Messrs. O. W. Carlyon in the chair, C. A.
Leechman and W. II. Figg, Directors

;
Messrs. G.

J. Jameson, W. Moir, H. H. Capper. Mrs. E.

Mandy (by lier attorney Mr. J. Wilson), Mr. J.

MacLeish (by his attorney M. J. Wilson), Mr.
H. Tarrant (by his attorney Mr. C. A. Leech-
man), Messrs. A. Thomson and W. H. G. Duncan
(by their attorney Mr. G. W. Carlyon) Messrs. G.
S. Anderson and A. F. Souter and Mrs. C.

Souter by their pro.xy Mr. G. NY. Carlyon.

is as follows :

—
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(Some coffee also remains amongst tea and timber

trees on Gampaha and Battawatte estates.)

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the

shareholders the accounts of the Company for the

past year.

Since the Company was formed, the Directors have
purchased Mahatenne and Velloougalla estates as

from 1st January, 1895, Tillycairn estate as from
1st November, and Forest Hill estate as from 1st

September. The first three of these properties now
from part of Dammeria, and Forest Hill is worked
with Battawatte.
The prices paid were as follows, viz :

—

For Mahattnne and Vdlooncjalla, consisting of 409

acres of which 144 acres were under cultivation,

R15,000 in cash and 1113,000 in shares— total 1130,000.

For TUbjcaini, consisting of 70 acres, of which 25

acres were under cultivation, 113,500 in cash.

For Forest Hill, consisting of 383 acres, of which
196 acres were under cultivation, I144,210T3 in cash,

1135,500 in shares, and U16,695-65, the amount of a

mortgage payable iu June next—total R90,435‘78,

A re-survey of Gampaha Estate shewed the acreage

to be 39 acres in excess of the approximate figures

given in the I’rospectus, and tho total property now
owned by the Company, including tho purchases

above referred to, comprises 2,746 acres of land as

against 1,845 acres contracted lor when the Company
was formed.
The crops secured last year atrd the net average

prices realized were as follows, viz :

—

314,753 lb. Tea (including 71,654 lb.

from purchased leaf) average 11. 0'5U per lb.

3,070 bushels Coffee ,, ,. IG’23 ,, bus.

707 lb. Cardamoms ,, ,,
1T4 ,, lb.

55 cwt. Cocoa ,. ,, 32 87 ,, c\yt.

iu addition to which the sum of R6,759'36 was obtained
by sale of grecir leaf, rents and receipts for manufactur-
ing tea for other estates.

Excluding the special items of preliminary ex-

penses and of interest to Vendors, the profit realized

was equal to 10 per cent 9h present paid-up

capital of the Company a result which, taking into
consideration the undeveloped state of the different
properties, will no doubt be satisfactory to the
shareholders.
After writing off all charges incidental to the for-

mation of the Company and making due provision
for depreciation of Buildings and Machinery, the ten
profit available for Dividend amounted to R54,626 43
or 8'40 per cent on the paid-up Capital. An interim
Dividend of 4 per cent., absorbing R24,600, was de-
clared on tho 15th August last, and the Directors
now recommend the payment of a final Dividend of

4 per cent making 8 per cent for the year. A balance
of R4,006'43 will then remain to be carried forward
to the current year’s accounts.
The new Factory on Gampaha Estate, referred to

in the Prospectus, has been successfully completed.
The estimates for the present season are 350,000 lb.

tea from tne Company’s estates, and 66,000 lb. from
purchased leaf, 970 bushels coffee, 500 lb. cardamoms
and 50 cwts. cocoa.
The Directors propose making a further issue of

shares during the year, due notice of which will be
given to shareholders.
The first Statutory Meeting of the Company was

called for the 15th February but had to be post-
poned sine die, owing to an insufficient attendance
of shareholders. Under the circumstances, the Direc-
ters now tender their resignation and, being eligible,

offer themselves for re-election.

The appointment of an Auditor for the current
year will rest with the meeting.
By order of the Directors, Whittall & Co., Agents

and Secretaries.

Colombo, March 7th, 1896.

COFFEE PLANTING IN KLANG,
SELANGOR.

THOUSANDS OF ACRES BOUGHT BY
CEYLON PLANTERS, USELESS.

Confirming the brief s'atements we have already
published as to the uncultivatible land which
Messrs. T. North Christie, W. Forsythe and
others had purchased, w'e ii"W give extracts from
a Singapore contemporary to hand this morning:—

-

In thj Straits Times, of March 5th, a long letter

appeared from its Selangor correspondent, describing
the existence of “sour land’’ at Klang, and the
temporarary and permanent abandonment of coffee

estates there. We summarise the contribution as
follows :

—

The Klang land boom has received a serious check.
A large proportion of the land sold by public auction
in the months of February and August, 1895. has
proved too sour for the cultivation of coffee in its

present condition, and several owners have resolved
to stop all work on their estates Opinions as to

how this untoward state of affairs has arisen vary
considerably. Several experienced planters consider
that the soil—particularly oii the eastern side of

the Klang-Kuala Langat road—lacks those consti-
tuent parts which are essential to tho growth of
coffee, while others, who are perhaps better qualified
to judge, are of opinion that the difference be-
tween the soil on the two sides of the road is, in a
great measure, if not entirely, due to drainage. But,
although opinions vary with respect to the value of the
different blocks of laud purchased at auction last

year, it is unanimously agreed that, through under-
taking drainage, which it was either unable or un-
willing to carry out within reasonable time. Govern-
ment has done a great disservice to the planting
interests of the district. On tho plans published
previous to the selling of the land, various drains were
shown as under construction. (The writer proceeds
to describe how these lie, and their uncommenced
or backward state.) Now let us see what the planters
had been doing during the same period. One in-

stance should suffice for comparison. The Datu
Dagang Estate, now to be temporarily abandoned
[corrected next day to complete abandonment.

—

Ed. T. of C-], which was purchased by Mr. W.
Forsythe 'in separate, but adjoiuiug blocks, at the Fob*
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ruary sale, is about two thousand acres in extent;
and a very large portion of this property would
have been immediately planted up had everything
gone well. Nearly 400 acres have been cleared, and
a number of substantial buildings have been erected.
There are upwards of one hundred thousand plants in
the nurseries, and several acres have been planned
up. Of main and outlet drains alone, more than 14
miles have been cut. Even had the Government
carried out its proposed drainage scheme, it would
not equal the work which has been accomplished on
this estate alone ! But, of course, so long as the
Government road drains remain uncompleted, the
cutting of drains or any other work which may be
done on the estate is so much labour lost. We may
presume that the Government will not attempt to sell

any more agricultural blocks at Klaug for the time
being, and that a commission will be appointed, with-
out delay, to report on the drainage question » * »

And now, what will become of that highly-valued
Cultivation Clause ? If the Government proves equal
to the occasion and carries out its undertakings im-
mediately, then work may be resumed on the estates
which have been, or are about to be, abandoned. Possi-

bly the owners will consider their land fit to be planted
twelve months hence—five years hence—ten years hence
—in any case it is evident that the Cultivation
Clause will have to be waived so far as regards this

land sold by auction, because no one but an experi-

enced planter will be qualified to decide when the
soil will be fit for growing coffee, and at the present
time, this problem is beyond the ken of even the
wisest. It is to be hoped that Sir Charles Mitchell
will grant the Resident of this State a free hand to do
all that can be done to re-establish the planting re-

utation of the district. There are of course, many
undred acres of excellent coffee land owned both by

Europeans and by natives, in the neighbourhood ;
but

it will be a serious matter if half, or two-thirds of all

the land sold at public auction has to be permanently
abandoned. Hopes for the future prosperity of the

Federated States are mainly based on agriculture,

and, therefore, no reasonable effort should be spared
to maintain the good repute of the coffee planting
industry.

Our Singapore contemporary, in tlie course of

a leader commenting on the foregoing, says :
—

Probably sales of coffee land in Klang in the districts

affected will have now to be stopped, pending the set-

tlement of the questions thus raised. Another question
arises from the cultivation clause which the Governor
Is anxious to fasten upon planters who buy land from
Government to enforce the clause on the planters

who have just come to grief in Klang through the
fault of Government runs counter to justice. These
planters, in short, appear to suffer from official short-

comings, and the Governor should rouse the Selangor
Government a keener sense of duty. The future of

Federated Malaya admittedly depends mainly upon
the progress of agriculture there, but planting enter-

prise cannot be expected to make neacl under official

discouragement such as that now instanced in Klaug.
Disrepute has consequently befallen that district

which has hitherto stood high in coffee-planting

circles. The Governor has already shown that he is

disposed to take planters’ grievances into due con-
sideration, and H,E. has now another opportunity to

do justice to the planting community. It is to be
hoped that H.E. will rise to the occasion.

MESSRS. FORSYTHE AND CHRISTIE AND THft FIASCO.

On the 6th inst., the Sfraits limes “gave away"
the situation more completely. The article has some
humour in its grimness, as will bo seen by a perusal
of what follows :

—
THE END OF THE KLANG BOOM.

We stated yesterday that “ the land boom at Klang
may become a thing of the past, unless the Selangor

Government radically mends its ways." The addi-

tional information tendered us is that the land boom
at Klang is already a thing of the past, and that

even a Government of archangels could not mend
that matter, not even by digging drains the size

of canals. The land boom at Klaug has been ex-

posed chiefly by Measr§. Forsythe a,pd Christie, two

planters of Ceylon now in Singapore. It seems that
the local agents of these gentlemen bought for

them by auction large areas of Klang land, intended
for coffee planting. Now that Messrs. Forsythe and
Christie have seen the land, they have arranged to

surrender it back to Government, asking that the
Government will be so good as to let them select

other land in exchange.

It appears that the alleged coffee land at Klang, is

land upon which coffee cannot grow. It is peat
land; and coffee will not grow on peat. Still the
laud is not without its uses. If it be left alone for

twenty-five thousand years it will probably develop
into a magnificent coal bed.

In plain truth, the laud boom at Klang arose from a
mistake, a ludicrous mistake. A Malay had a small
coffee garden there, and it produced some excellent
coffee in wonderful quantities

; and since the surface
of the Malay’s garden was peat, people jumped at the
conclusion that coffee should be grown on peat. But
it happened that only on top of that Malay garden
was there peat

;
below that, the land was an excellent

blue clay. The land that was purchased by auction
has not merely a surface of peat, but it has 20 feet of

peat, and the man who attempts to grow coffee on it

would fail. There is a trifle of good land similar to the
Malay’s garden, which has been picked up by Tamboo-
samy Pillai and a Chinaman

; but the rest of the land
is said to be quite unfit for coffee.

Probably the Government will make no great diffi-

culty about taking back the land and letting the un-
happy buyers chose other soil.

So ends the Klang land boom.

The same paper appends the following further re'
marks :

—

With reference to the statements contained in the
Selangor Correspondent’s letter, printed in our issue
of yesterday, and, the remarks founded thereon, we
are informed that these are wrong so far as they
apply to the lands owned by the Ceylon planters,
^on which work has now been permanently stopped.
The Selangor Government may oe guilty of not car-
rying out the drainage scheme promised and relied
upon, but had they done so, it would not have saved
the lands

;
and tho blame attached to this unfortu-

nate venture cannot be saddled on the Govern-
ment, but rather upon the misjudgment of local
planters, who to the last remained blind to what the
owners of the lands consider to be conditions of so
which carried failure written across them—drains or
no drains.

The Singapore Free Press, after describing the hope-
lessly peaty condition of the abandoned land,
remarks :

—

The promptness with which the position was recog-
nised by the chief investors concerned, has probably
saved them and others from heavy future losses. Other
men who have likewise ventured in on some of the
adjacent bloclcs arc likely with more or less alacrity
to follow their example and throw up their newly
acquired holdings. It is indeed fortunate that the
chief losses are falling upon well-to-do outside in-

vestors, and not so much upon the younger men,
who might have ventured all they had upon an enter-
prise that would shortly have spelt ruin to their plant-
ing fortunes.

We understand that what appears above only applies
in the main to the group of contiguous blocks recently
put up by Government, and probably to some other
adjacent areasin the Klang district. In some places the
layer is thin and the whitish clay soil can be reached
at a depth that would not hinder planting. This
latter applies to some of the native clearings.

This extremely regrettable fiasco affecting a large
group of blocks of 320 acres each or thereabouts throws
upon the Selangor Government the task of trying to
undo the bad impression that even the above un-
coloured statement of facts is bound to create. And
as far as wo can learn it is understood that the sym-

E
athies of the Selangor Government, now that it has
ad the various evidence laid before it, are with

those who have been so greatly disappointed at the
result of the more critical inspection of the soil of

planting blocks sold in February of last year,—Local
“ Times,’’ March 16.
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THE KUKUNEGALA ESTATES CO. OF
CEYLON.

Tins Company is beino; formed with a capi-

tal of Rl,000,600 divided into 1,000 shares.

The Company is purchasing; tlie following
estates ;—Amhapitia for R 14,000, Bridstowe for

R61,tX)0, Pattiakande for R85,000, Matilda Valley
for R7,000 and Morretenne for R19,000. The
Agents and Secretaries of the Company are to
he Messrs. Lee, Hedges & Co., and the Proctors
Messrs. Julius & Creasy.

The properties have been valued at R201,450, and
R186,000 is the amount to be paid. Of this the
various vendors take R160,000 in fully-paid-up shares
ranking for dividend from the 1st of January, 1898,
and the balance in cash. Only 2,400 other shares
are to be issued at present, payable as follows R20
on application, R20 on allotment

;
R20 on January

1st, 1897, and the balance a year later. During the
next three years it is intended to open up (iOO acres
in tea and coconuts, and by degrees to plant up all

the estates as far as possible with these products and
wi h Liberian coffee and cocoa. No dividends are
to be paid for the first three years; but, after that,
very profitable returns may be looked for.

COFFEE PLANTING AT KLANG.

To the Editor.

Dear Sir,—In the interests of prospective, as well

as actual, proprietors of Klang land in other countries

I trust you will permit me to point out that although
some thousands of acres in this district may be
“peaty” and at present unsuitable for planting, by
far the larger proportion is excellent land in every
respect. Owing to the unfortunate fact that almost
the entire area disposed of at the two auction sales

was of the undesirable character which has since led

several buyers to temporarily suspend operations, it

seems not improbable that the coffee enterprise in

Klang will in future be eyed with disfavour so extreme
that the men who stick to their guns will be regarded
by the uninitiated as little better than lunatics

;

—not that this will affect them much, as the laugh
will be on their side in the end,—but it seems a

pity that so erroneous an impression should get

abroad and remain uncontradicted, and that the
development of a really agricultural district should
be retarded for so insufficient a cause.

It cannot, I think, be denied, in view of the dis-

astrous effect which the recent severe extremes of

wet and heat have had upon the already planted
coffee, that this peaty land must be allowed to settle

and consolidate under the influence of the elements
before it can be safely cultivated, but that it is

purely a question of time is manifested from the fact

that the Datu Dagang’s field, which is always quoted
as the finest coffee in the State, is growing on soil

precisely similar, but now settled down and dry.

On the other hand equally recently planted coffee,

growing in stiff clav over a far larger area than
that which has now been abandoned, may be seen

in twenty different directions, flourishing vigorously

and full of vitality and promise
;

and there is no
getting over the fact that one of our Ceylon visitors

who has recently stopped work on his present block,

has put in five fresh applications for land, for wet
land too, and, curiously enough, land situated in

Klang.
To put the case in a nutshell, there is an abun-

dance of good planting soil in the district and some
which requires time to settle and which, if opened
straight away, has been found wanting when sub-

jected to drastic climatic trials.

Any amount of draining, whilst it would
of course have helped the peaty land to con-
solidate, would never have rendered it fit

for immediate planting, but it is none the less a
matter of the greatest regret that the Government
have not strictly adhered to and at all costs carried

out their advertised drainage guarantee.

Sir Charles Mitchell’s maiden effort at land reform
has not proved an unqualified and brilliant success,
but if he takes to heart the lesson which the recent
denouement in Klang should teach him, he will rea-
lise that to make a pile in coffee is not by any
rneans as easy or certain as it looks, and that the
planter, it must also not be forgotten, is a direct
revenue producer through the export duty on his
coffee alone to the tune of from ^4 to #.5 annually,
for every acre of forest he reclaims, and requires
every assistance and encouragement, or he will turn
his attention elsewhere.—I am, dear sir, yours
faUhfully E. V. Carey.
Kuala Lumpor, March 8th, 1896.—S. F. Press, March II.

IMPORTS OF COCOA TO THE U.S.A.
The total imports in 1895 were 29,969,518 pounds

valued at $3,198,659, a gain in quantity over 1894 of
9,229,391 pounds. South America furnished 16,127,046
pounds, of which 4,160.000 pounds came from Brazil.
The British West Indies sent 9,555,537 pounds

; otherWest Indies, 546,220 pounds
; Central America, 332.733

pounds. Europe furnished 3,107,556 pounds.—A/aerican
Grocer, Feb. 19.

THE TEA SUPPLY OF THE UNITED
STATES.

The imports in 1895 were 97,883,051 pounds, a de-
cree as compared with 1894 of 4,199,651 pounds.
The total value of imports was $13,320,341. The
movement for the year was as follows :

—

Pounds.
Imports.. .. .. 97,883,051
Exports 768,143

Net imports or consumption .. 97,114 908
China supplied 51,458,868 pounds, or nearly ’53 per

cent, of the total imports
;
Japan, 39,914,508 pounds

or over 41 per cent.
;
United Kingdom, 3,696,192 pounds’

all other countries, 2,813,483 pounds.— Grocer.
Feb. 19.

TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
Tea.—There has been a good inquiry for China tea,

for which the market is firm. Sales comprise 450
half-chests congou at 4id to 4Jd, 700 hali-ohests pan-
yong at 5id, 450 half-chests panyong at 6d, 400quarter-
chests S.O. pekoe at 6id to 6|d, and 100 quarter-
chests buds at 5Jd. Of Indians, 150 packages have
been sold at 7id to 8d. In Ceylons, 100 packages
have been sold at 6id. At the auction sale on
Wednesday there was good competition for Indian
tea at steady rates, the better grades being slightly
firmer. Out of 445 chests and 462 half-chests offered
sales were made publicly of 397 chests and 462
half-chests, as follows:—Choice pekoe and orange
pekoe, lid to Is; orange pekoe, 67 chests and 55
half-chests at 7d to 8id ;

pekoe, 37 cheats and 120
half-chests at 6|d to 7id; pekoe souchong, 260 chests
and 166 half chests at 6id to 7*d

; broken pekoe
souchong, at 5 id. Of Ceylons, 238 chests and 30
half-chests were offered, and sales were made of 152
chests and 40 half-cheats at 6^d to lOid.—Australasian
March 7.

’

INDIAN PATENTS.
Specifications of the undermentioned inventions

have been filed, under the provisions of Act V
of 1888 .

For improvements in the manufacture of tea and
in apparatus therefore.—No. 260 of 1890.—Samuel
Cleland Davidson, of Sirocco Works, Belfast, Ireland
merchant, for improvements in the manufacture of
tea and in apparatus therefore. (From 24th March
1896 to 23rd March 1897.)
For fixing the bottoms and lids of boxes and

chests. No. 153 of 1891.—Mr. C. Bald’s invention
for fixing the bottoms and lids of boxes and chests
used in packing tea, indigo, opium, coffee or other
valuable produce. (Specifacation filed 7th December
1891 .)—Indian and Eastern Engineer, March 21.
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IMPORTS OF COFFEE TO THE U. S. A.

IN 1895.

The total imports of coffee in 1895 were 612,318,319
pounds, valued at ^>96,512,370, or an average of 15'02
cent per pound. The total movement was as fol-
lows :

—

Imports
Exports
Net imports or consumption
Less lost in roasting 15 per cent

Pounds.

642,318,319

8,190,476

634,127,843

95,119,176

Roasted coffee consumed . . 539,008,667
1 lb. coffee makes 2 gallons in-

fusion, making gallons con-

^
sumed as beverage . . 1,078,017,3.34

Gallons coffee per capita . . 15.4
Beer consumed per capita . . 16.8

Coffee and beer are the popular beverages. The sup-
ply of coffee came from the following countries as fol-

low's :

—

Pounds.

Brazil 426,559,035
Other South American countries 73,484,884
Central America 52,320,272
iSIexico 36,961,939
West Indies 18,532,745
East Indies 16,166,002
United Kingdom 4,203,826
Netherlands 4.033,274
Germany 2,739,813
Other parts Asia and Oceanica 2,228 255
France 1 870,717
Africa 34,616
All other countries 3,180,941

Total 642.318,319

-^Amerkun Chxcer, Feb. 19.

<> —
TEA ASSORTMENT AND BULKING.

As the season for manufacture i^ again approach-
ing, at the risk of wearying our readers, we pui-

pose reviewing (with reg.ard to assortment and pack-

ing) Messrs. Stenning, Inskipp & Co.’s annual cir-

cular, which is always most interesting reading, more
especially to young Managers. Unfortunately, Agents
do not, as a rule, send these to their gardens

;
and

Managers miss valuable information, more especially

in these days of cutting things fine. With regard

to assortment, we should say, the advice is sound that

recommends only four grades of tea—Broken Pekoe,
Pekoe, Pekoe Souchong and Broken mixed. It is un-

fortunately the tendency of young managers, to run to

making six or seven grades, many of them with a

view to getting into the “ Honor ” list, and to

such an extent has this been carried within the last

few years, that the work the Calcutta Brokers have
had to do is simply appalling and cannot but indirectly

act against the interests of good prices. It is true

that sampling breaks are supposed to consist of at

least 50 quarter, 30 half, or 20 full chests
;
but, many

are sent below this, and brokers for their own credit,

are compelled to sample or run the risk of having it

thrown at their heads that they have “ chucked the

t 3a away.” It would be well then, if our agency
houses would insist on Managers adhering strictly to

the rules laid dow n with regard to the size of breaks
;

business would be facilitated in every way, and the hard-

worked broker would have a little more breathing time.

As it is, the sampling work connected with Indian tea

has increased so much of late years, that it is no
wonder the strain has been almost too great for

many of those engaged in it.

Loss in weight has come very much to the front,

and as yet but little effort has been made to cope

with it. We see no reason why the matter, if

vigorously tackled, could not be checked. Let the

Agents insist upon receiving the tea as per bill of

laRng and pilfering will soon stop. The River Com-
panies, since they were unable to get the law altered

removing them from responsibility, are very parti-

cular as to the bill of lading, and if so much as a

box is stained with mud, it is carefully

remarked upon on the margin
;
so that if the Agents

in Calcutta, were as particular on their part in

taking delivery there would not be so many com-
plaints of shortage in weight. With regard to com-
plaints from home of shortage, we think that this

very often arises from want of knowledge on the
part of the manager of the garden, and we venture
to insert Messrs. Stenning, Inskipp & Co.’s remarks
thereon in full :

—“ Loss in. Weitflit .—As this occasion-
ally gives rise to much dissatisfaction, we offer the
following suggestions; that the gross weight of the
packages should be a few ounces, say, four or five,

ohove an even number of pounds, and that the empty
package complete with lead, nails, bands, etc., be
to a like extent helow an even number of pounds.
In weighing here, i.e., in London, the gross weight
is reduced to the even number of pounds, whilst
the fare is increased to an even number of pounds.
With regard to garden bulked teas it is impera-
tively necessary to put an equal quantity into
each package of the break, and the quantity
should be four or five ounces over the desired weight
of contents, viz., if the packages are invoiced to
contain 100 lb. tea each, not less than 100 lb. 4 oz.

should be weighed in
;

test ]jackages weighing here
a fraction under 100 lb. are reckoned as 99 lb. only,
or a loss of 1 Ih. on eacli cliest of the break. Draft
of 1 lb. per package on all jjackages grossing 28 lb.

and upwards is allowed to tlie buyers. When a gross
of 129 lb. is exceeded, there is an additional change
of 5d per chest up to 159 lb- Marks on Chests .

—

Nothing is wanted or is of any service here beyond
1st, garden mark

; 2nd, description of tea
;
3rd, garden

numbers. Gross tare and net are not of the least
use and should be discontinued.”

Reading between the lines here, there is a great
deal of useful information of which a great many
planters rrray be quite ignorant. At the same time,
we think that there is one point that might be made
more clear, for instance, with regard to this ques-
tion of factory bulkiirg

;
these Brokers say that a

uniform quantity of tea should be put in, and the
gross should have a few ounces over an even number
of pounds, etc. This would lead one to suppose that
a record of gross, tare and net in the invoice was
necessary

;
wliilst, further on. with regard to marks on

the boxes, they say tliat gross, tare and net should
be discontinued. 'The two statements are quite contra-
dictory, and we fail to see how putting it on the boxes is

a matter of any moment ; if it is necessary to keep a
record of it, one would have thought it was the
simplest way. One thing is certain, packages marked
with it are taken for the American market; in fact,

if you wish to sell your tea in America, it is imperative.

We believe that Messrs. McLeod A Co. last year
suggested to the Indian Tea Association, that it

might he enough if the gross, tare and net were
recorded in the invoice, but what the result of this

represen. ation came to, we never heard. We trust

that our drawing attention to this ambiguity may be
sufficient to bring an authoritative deliverance on the
point from the Brokers, to whose circular we arc
indebted for so much useful information, and which
we hope our young planters will read, learn, and
digest, for we have been told that attention to these

little details effects a saving of one to two per cent,

on gardens deli^eii g satisfactorily '‘Factory bulked

teas.”—Indian Planters' Gazette, March 14.

A New Cacao Dkieu.

—

The Director of Public

Gardens and plantations in .):imaica, Mr, W.
Faw'cett, states tliat having found a dilUculiy in

meeting with a satisfactory dryer for caciio bciins,

he has been in correspondence ami pcr.-onul com-
nmnictilion with Me.ssis. dolm Guidon A Co

,

London, wlio liave designed a (.'iicau Dryei', " liich

eilects the regular lucscnliuion to llic hcnietl tiir

of all parts of the surface of tlie beaus, iind is

an improvement in tliis resiiect to the machines
now in use,— 77iC Sugarcane, March -.

I
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COMMERCIAL FIBRES OF TRAVANCORE,
The Palmyra Palm is widely distributed in the

Trivandrum and Southern Divisions of the Tra-
vancore State, and owes its name to the Portuguese,
who styled it p ir excellence “Palmier” or the Palm-
tree. The tree is Botanically known under the name
Borasms flabellifonnis. This Palm is generally found
in a cultivated or semi-cultivated state in Travsncore:
but, it is however, truly wild in tropical Africa. In
the East it is found all over Southern India, east
of the Western Ghauts, and away north heyond
the Deccan. It is a toddy and sugar bearing palm,
the former term being a perversion of the Urdu
word“Thadi,” which has been anglicised into “Toddy.”
The young germinating nuts (Panna kalanga)
avs boiled and eaten as a vegetable, and as
they contain a considerable amount of starch, are
fairly nourishing to the average native, though rather
coarse to the English palate, and unless well cooked,
indigestible. The leaves were formerly, and even at
the present day, in out of the way villages, employed
in the place of paper for the purpose of writing, Ac.
Some of the most ancient classic books of the Pali
and Singhalese languages having been written on the
leaves of this Palm, and which are in existence at
this present day. The timber is exceedingly h-ard and
durable, and is largely employed in house building
purposes, more especially for rafters and joists,

and being almost impervious to the attacks of the
destructive White ant, is therefore highly prized.
From the base of the petioles or sheathing leaf stalks
is obtained ,a stiff, wiry, dark-coloured fibre. This
was at first termed “ fiassine ” in the market, to
dis'.inguish it from “Bass” and “ Piassava ” fibres.

It came into notice as a commercial product in

1891, when the high prices of Piassava induced the
production of substitutes. At that time, even split

rattan, dyed black, was requisitioned as a brush fibre.

Palmyra fibre has steadily increased in quantity, and,
contrary to what was at first anticipated, it has also

risen in value
;

but, great discretion is necessary, as
the mild but wily Hindoo, to gain weight, introduces
a large quantity of water and refuse matter, and the
cost of separating the really good fibre from the mass
of second and third class stuff, and clearing it fi'om
foreign matter, adds considerably to its original cost.

In 1892 Messrs, Ide and Christeson wrote:—“The
chief objection to Palmyra fibre is that it lacks
straightness, but experiments are being made in this

country to overcome this detect, an 1 should they
prove successful, it is claimed by the importers and
dressers, that Palmyra should, for wear, be found
equal to the best Para.” These anticipations
have to* some extent, been realised. Palmyra
has now practically tiken the place of West African
Bass. The latter on the 16th September 1895, vv.is

“ dull, business small, £14 to £26 per ton.” While
Palmyra fibre on the other hnnd was “ good £26 to

£34 ;
medium, £22 to £25 ;

common, £15 to £19 per
ton.” The natives of India, as we have shown above,
are unconsciously copying the evil practices of the
Indians of Brazil, in sending consignments of Pal-
myra to this country, in a damp and dirty condi-
tiou. The result is, that the bales on being opened
are found to be wet, and the fibre to a large extent
perished and powdery. Should this short-sighted policy
be further indulged in, we have no hesitaiion in
saying, that the trade will be most seriously injured.
Another fibre-bearing Palm of Travancore is the
Bastard Sago Palm, variously known in the verna-
cular as Chunda Panna, Anna Panna and Olati

pauiia. Botanically it is known as Caryota urens.
This is a stout well grown palm, one of the
handsomest of its tribe, bearing a smooth
anuulated stem 20 to 40 feet iu height. As the
Palmyra predominates iu South Travancore, so this
palm is found to flourish best in' the central and
northern portions of Travancore. It also is a toddy
and sugar bearing palm. The flavour of both the
fresh toddy and jaggery (sugar) being superior lo that
of the palmyra. When the tree arrives to an age
of fro . 11 25 to 40 years, and iis yield of sap is no
longer paying, the tree is cut down, and its trunk is

cut into blocks about two to three feet in length.

Tnese blocks are now split open, and the farinaceous

and fibrous soft inner pith is cut out and chopped
into small pieces. These are tranferred to a common
paddy mortar and pounded until the farinaceous
portion becomes detached from the fibres. The
pulverized matter is now placed on a cloth, and
water freely poured thereon, by this means, the
farina is carried off into the vessel below, while the
fibre and refuse matter is detained iu the cloth
sieve. The farina is allowed to settle, and super-
natant water is poured off, and the farina or starch
is dried iu the sun. If a particularly fine kind of
starch flour is required, this starch undergoes a fur-
ther pounding in the mortar, and is again subjected
to several drenchings of pure water. The fibre of
this plant is technically known iu the market as
“ Kittul fibre,” and is extracted principally from
that portion of the petiole or leaf-stalk that en-
velopes the stem of the parent tree. Mr. J. R.
.Jackson gives the following account of this fibre
in Commercial Botany :

—“ Kittul fibre has been
known in this country (England) for some 30 or 40
years, but it is only within the last 10 years that
it has become a regular commercial article. When
first imported, the finer hairs were used for mix-
ing with horse hair for stuffing cushions. As the
fibre is imported, it is of a dusky-brown colour

;

but after it arrives in England, it is cleaned,
combed, and arranged in long straight fibres, after
which it is steeped in Linseed oil to make it more
pliable

;
this has also the effect of darkening it.

And it indeed becomes almost black. It is softer
and more pliable than Piassava, and can conse-
quently be used, either alone or mixed, with bristles
in making soft long handled brooms, which
are extremely durable, and can be sold at about
one-third the price of ordinary hair brooms. The
use of Kittul fibre is said to be fast spreading, not
only in the Home markets, but also on the Con-
tinent and America. The values in September 1895
were quoted as follows:—“Long, lOd to lOid

; No. 1
7d to 7^d; No. 2. 2d to 2id ; No. 3, Id to IJd

; per
pound. Judging from the above quotations we are
sure that there is a grand opening for the exporters
of Raw Produce, as this palm grows to great
luxuriance in the land lying between the back-
waters and the Ghauts, up which they extend,
in their wild state, to an elevation of some-
thing over 2,000 feet; but it is found to be most
prolific in the gardens situated as above stated,
from Kullitorry away up to the Northern Boundary’.
The still further North we go the more fre-
quently it is to be met with. Messrs. Cameron
Chisholm A Co., of Quilon have been to consider-
able trouble in developing the trade in Palmyra fibre
in Southern Division. If some of the enterprizing
firms at Alleppey or Cochin would be equally push-
ing, and undergo the same trouble, we have no
doubt but that the “ Kittool fibre” would soon form
one of principal exports to Europe from this Coast.— H’estein Star, March 21.

TEA INSPECTION.

Thirteen years ago Congress provided that it should
“ be unlawful for any person or corporations to im-
port or bring into the United States any merchan-
dise for sale as tea adulterated with spurious leaf or
with exhausted leaf, or which contains so great an
admixture of chemicals or other deleterious sub-
stances as to make it unfit for use.” That prohibition
is executed here by an examiner from whose decision
that a sample of tea is adulterated with spurious or
exhausted leaves, or with enough chemicals to make
it unfit for use, there is an appeal to a Committee
of arbitration.

The language of the statute permits the importa-
tion of very inferior teas. The complaints usually
are, not that the examiner rejects tea, but
that he admits teas which importers think ought
not to come in, and it is urged iu support of
this that there has been a decline in the quality
of tea imported, and that the decline in the average
consumption of tea is due to this decline in quality.
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It is not customary for the Government to re-
quire imported goods to conform to any given stan-
dard of quality or purity. Generally speaking, an
importer must settle with his own conscience and
the consuming public when he imports a very poor
grade of an article, or an article which is not en-
tirely what it seems. The Government tests vine-
gar and alcoholic liquors, but not in the interest
of the public health or the public purse

;
it is only

in the interest of the national revenue
; the duty

to be assessed is based upon the amount of acid
or proof spirits there are in the commercial
vinegar and liquor. In like manner sugars used
to be inspected because the amount of duty de-

S
ended on the saccharine strength. In the case of

rugs and teas standard of quality is insisted upon.
Of teas it is only required that they shall not be
fraudulent or injurious to health, and drugs, as to

which the consumer has no possible means of as-

certainihg their purity, are required to conform to

the standards of strength and purity established by
the drug trade and recorded in tUe standard pharma-
copia. The Government does not attempt to fix a
standard, but it accepts the one fixed by the trade,

and undertakes to exclude articles which according
to that standard are fraudulent or injurious.

The establishment of a tea standard, therefore, by
the Government would be quite without precedent. It

certainly could not be done without legislation, and
Congress would be reluctant to authorize the Secretary

of the Treasury to define the quality of tea that

should be admitted to the country. If the tea trade

could agree on a standard, as other trades agree on
standards of the goods they deal in, it is not un-

likely that Congress would adopt such a standard

and prohibit the importation of teas below it.

We have already pointed out why a discrimi-

nating duty against teas brought hither from the

ports of Europe would not serve to keep out

the teas of India and Ceylon, and also that the

teas of India and Ceylon ought not to be ex-

cluded in the interest of the teas of China. A duty

on all tea, while it is desirable as a revenue tax, will

not be agreed to by this Congress, and it is not at

all certain that it would keep out the rubbish if it

were imposed. It is a fair question whether the im-

position of a tax would not drive the importers of the

very worst teas to see if they could not partly offset

the tax by finding a still cheaper article to be sold as

tea. The discovery of cheap substitutes and imitations

is usually stimulated by an advance in the price of

the article imitated. But, if the tax promised to be

efficient, it is at present impracticable.

In regard to chemical adulteration there ought, of

course, to be something more specific than the lan-

guage pf the statute. The mixture of tea with deli-

terious substances is not prohibited. It is provided

that there must not be so great an admixture as to

render the tea unfit for use. It is left to the judge-

ment of the examiner and the arbitration cammittee

to determine what amount of adulteration is in-

If the trade can discover any means whereby dealers

in tea can be compelled to desist from giving away chro-

mes and croexery that would be an advantage, for

it would result in their selling real and better tea.

That this can be readily accomplished we are not

confident. So large a portion of the public is in-

different to what it eats and drinks, provided that

with what it buys it gets a coloured picture or a

butter plate without paying for it, that the prize

nackag^ of imitation tea people seem to have founded

Sieir business on—a fundamental weakness of human

nature If the customers knew enough to go with-

out their prizes, the dealers could afford to supply

better tea than that now offered without advanc-

'ne their prices. The simple patrons of these

places may suppose that the dealers give things

awav but they do not. They take out of the qua-

litv ^ot the tea all that the pictures and the crock-

irv are worth. But s* long as a great many

fionle would rather buy unwholesome imitations of

La and have somethiag given to them than to buy

; good quality of tea, it is going to be very difficult

tn^deal with the men who supply them with what

they are willing to give their money for.

It is worth while for the tea trade to see if they
cannot agree on some method of checking the im-
portation of trashy teas. The movement to pro-
vide consumers with better grades of tea deserves
every encouragement .—Journal of Commerce Bulletin,

February 25th.

USES OF THE LEMON.
Doctors say, that lemons rid the system of humours

and bile and leave no ill effect, and that weak de-
bilitated people oftentimes may be greatly benefitted

by a free use of them. Lemon juice should be diluted
with water, or sweetened sufficiently, so that it wilt

not produce a drawing or burning sensation in the
throat. Cleat lemon juice is very irritating; the
powerful acid of the juice will cause inflammation if

the use of it is continued any length of time,
A bilious attack may be soon overcome by taking

the juice of one or two lemons in a goblet of water
before ret ring and in the morning before rising.

Where taken on an empty stomach the lemon has an
opportunity to work on the system. Continue the use
of them for several weeks.
Lemons are an excellent remedy in pulmonary dis-

eases. When used for lung trouble, from six to nine
a day should be used. More juice is obtained from
lemons by boiling them. Put the lemons into cold
water and bring slowly to a boil. Boil slowly until

they begin to soften
;
remove from the water and when

cold enough to handle, squeeze until all the juice is

exti'acted, strain and add enough loaf or crushed
sugar to make it palatable, being careful not to make
it too sweet. Add about twice as much water as
there is juice. This preparation may be made every
morning, or enough may be prepared one day to
last three or four days, but it must be kept in cool
place.

Lemon juice sweetened with loaf or crushed sugar
will relieve a cough. For feverishness and an unnatural
thirst often a lemon by rolling on a hard surface, cut
off the top, add sugar and work it down into the lemon
with a fork, then suck it slowly.
During the warm months a sense of coolness, com-

fort, and invigoration can be produced by a free use
of lemonade. For six large glasses of lemonade use
six large, juicy lemons

;
roll on a hard surface, so

that the juice can be easily extracted. Peel and slice.

Add sufficient sugar to sweeten and stir it well into
the juice before adding the water.
Hot lemonade will break up a cold if taken at the

start. Make it the same as cold lemonade, only use
boiling water, and use about half as much sugar.
A piece of lemon or stale bread moistened with

lemon juice bound on a corn will cure it. Renew
night and morning. The first application will pro-
duce soreness, but if treatment is persisted in for a
reasonable length of time a cure will be effected.

The discomfort caused by sore and tender feet may
be lessened, if not entirely cured, by applying slices

of lemons on the feet. To cure chilblains, take a
piece of lemon, sprinkle fine salt over it, and rub the
feet well. Repeat if necessary.
Lemon juice will relieve roughness and vegetable

stains on the hands. After having the hands in hot
soap suds rub them with a piece of lemon. This
will prevent chapping and make the hands soft and
white .—Rural Californian,

CITRONELLA OIL AND ITS ADUL-
TERANTS.

BY JOHN C. UMNEY, F.C.S.

Ill the leading article on “ A Citronella-oil Arbitration,’"
wliich appears in the last issue of tlie Chemist and Drug-
gist easy phy.sical tests ;yre .set out for the detection of
kerosene in citronella oil. The exertions of Messrs.
.Schiinmel to check the adulteration of citronella oil have
unfortunately only been successful up to a certain point
—namely, in causing the natives to cease the admixture
of their oil with kerosene, and to look about for some
other substance which is not so easily detected, and at
tile .same time almost equally cheap. I have recently had
the opportunity of examining several siunples of citron-
ella oil which contain no kerosene, but whose charac-
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other than their specific gravity and solubility in
per cent alcohol indicate admixture with another adul-

terant, possibly as observed on one occasion by Messrs.
Schimmel & Co., one of the so-called wood oils derived
from a species of Bipterocarpus, although probably not
those from which the gurjun oil of commerce is derived
(Dipterocarjnis turbinatus and other species). Three of the
oils may be taken as types of this form of adulteration
.and their characters are briefly as under :

Specific Gravity—The sp. gr. at Indeg C are some-
what high, being in the case of No. 1 ,

-9027 and No. 2,

9034 and No. 3, ‘9066. The oil which I have distilled
from gur.iun balsam has a sp. gr. of '916 at 15degC,
whilst pure citronella oil distilled from fresh grass, rarely
exceeds ’900.

Solubility i.n so per Cent Alcohol. - These three
samples are readily soluble in alcoh' 1 of 80 per cent
strength, in a proportion of one part in three, but on
further dilution a turbidity occures, and after about
eight to twelve hours a dark-brown deposit results.
Optica Rotation—The optical rotation of the three

oils is more l<evo-rotatory than is usually found in pure
citronella oil, being between --Udeg and —13deg in a tube
of 100 m.m.
Fractionation—Differences are observable when frac-

tionation of the oil is carried out. The following columns
show a comparison of the proportions obtained at v,arious
temperatures from a sample of pure oil and these three

actionation Pure No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
deg. C

Below 200 6 per cent 6 9 8
200--205 7 do 7 4

205-215 12 do 13 8 12
215-225 30 do 17 18 16
2-’5-240 38 43 32

Above 240 29 do 24 15 28
It will be noted that the proportion in the impure oils

boiling from 22odeg to 240deg C is greater in the case of

Nos. 1 , 2 and 3 than in the case of the pure oil. This
is rendered more suspicious by the fact that the oils con-
tain less geraniol (B.P. 231-232deg C )

Percentage of Geraniol—Experiments have been
made with a view to determine the amounts of geraniol
present in the pure and adulterated oils. The amount
present, as shown by the acetylation process is, in the
case of the pure oil, 64 per cent, and in all the pure
oils examined falls between 60 and 64 per cent

; in the
case of No, 1 it falls as low as 52 per cent. No. 2 to
50'4 per cent, and No. 3 to 51 per cent. An important
difference is shown in the saponiflcations figures of the
pure and adulterated oils, the former being from 35 to
40, whilst the latter vary from 48 to 54. This difference
is probably due to the presence of resin acids in the
adulterant rather than a greater proportion of esters.

It is necessary, therefore, to take into consideration
not only the specific gravity and behaviour of the oils in

alcohol of 80 per cent strength ;
but also to observe the

optical rotation, which should not exceed —8deg in a
lOOin. tube, and in addition the proportion boiling from
225deg C to 240deg C in comparison with its geraniol
percentage as well as the saponification figure of the
•il.

It is Worth noting that neither the oil nor the por-
tion of it boiling above 225deg C gives Fluckiger’s re-

action for gurjun oil, which consists m the addition of a
drop of a cooled mixture of equal parts of sulphuric and
nitric acids to a solution of the oil in twenty times its

volume of carbon bisulphide, when a violet colour is pro-
duced. This colour is afforded with that usually im-
ported into this country. The author of that test refers

to the great number of wood oils wliich are obtained
from various parts of Eastern Asia, and points out that
should .a wood oil not give this reaction it is probably
derived from a differtnt species of Dipterocarpus than
those he has examined. This also confirmed by Hirschsohn’s
observations on the same subject.—Chemist and Di vgtjist,

March 7.

THE PURCHASES OE THE RECENT TEA

BUYERS.

Messrs. Isgaieskeff and Jaegar, representatires

of Messrs. Popolf, the well-known firm of tea

merchants on tlie occasion of their recent visit

to Colombo purchased somewhere about 60,<X)0

lb, of tea. This has been shipped to Russia by
Messrs. Schultze, and will be distributed as

pure Ceylon tea, unblended with Chinas. Mr.
Schultze has informed a contemporary that

the demand for Ceylon tea in Russia is steadily

increasing, and other lirm.s besides PopoH' Bros,

are evincing an interest in the article. It may,
therefore, be expected he opines, that in a short

time we shall see more ItiLssian buyers here.
When in Colombo they purchased a Sirocco from
Messrs. Davidson & Co., and it will be sent to
Hankow shortly. If found successful, as itpro-
bably will be, an order for further machinery,
Mr. Schultze believes, will be certain.

THE CEYLON HILLS TEA ESTATES
COMPANY, LTD.

This Company has acquired tlie Agra Oya group
which includes Glenalvah situate in Lower Dik-
oya. It comprises about 450 acres, and has been
purcliased for £10,<X)0 sterling.

DIMBULLA VALLEY CEYLON TEA COM
PANY LIMITED.

Mr. Jaines Sinclair has left for Europe
having recDived special instructions to return to
London in connection with the actions it is
intended to institute to enforce specific perfor-
mance ot the contracts to sell. In connection
with this matter we also hear that Mr. P. M.
Anstruther leaves for England immediately.

DRUG REPORT.
(From the Chemist and Druggist.)

42 Cannon Street, E.C., March 6 .

Essential Oils—Citronella oil is firm on the spot

:

possibly Is ltd per lb might buy oil of good quality,
standing the usual test, but in several quarters 2s is
asked. For shipment the quotation is Is lOd per lb, c i f
February to June. Lemongrass oil is quiet, at ‘

2id
per oz.

-11 ,

Seeds (various)—Thirty bags wormy Areca nuts sold
Without reserve at 8s 6d per cwt. The 25 pack.ages fair
Madras annatto seeds were bought in at 3dper lb
Vanilla was in fair supply, but the demand has'slack-

ened off, and only a small part sold, but good qualities
brought steady prices : fine 7 inch to 8 inch, 25s tops

: 4 inch to 7i inch 20s to 26s 6d ; fair small choco-
late Ids to 18s, and common kinds from 7s 6d down to
63 per lb.

Cocoa-butter—Five hundred 2-cwt cases of Cadbury’s
brand sold at auction this week at from 12Jd up to 13id
per lb, the opening price being lower, with a steady market
at the close. .At auction in Amsterdam 70 tons of Van
Houten’s sold at an average of 68 '19c per half-kilo, the
tone being steady.
C(^A-LE.ATEs of good quality are scarce and inquired

for Green Iruxillo offer at Is c i f terms. On our market
good qualities are very scarce, and for fine bright Truxillo
Is Id to Is 2d per lb would be the price. At auction
10 bales very coinruon dark brown damaged leaves were
bought in at].sperlb.
CUBEBS-Five bags fair small sifted berries from Singa-

pore sold today at 32s 6d per cwt.

GUFPEE PLANTING IN THE LANGAT
DISTRICT.

P.ftgarding planting in Ulu Langat, Selangor,
Mr. Skeat writes in his report

, .

outlimk as regards the development of the
district by European planters is, on the other hand,
most encouraging; and it is greatly to be hoped that
the present year will see coffee planting started in
earnest on a large scale. Four applications for 320
acres each were received from Messrs. P B Hicks
E. B. Skinner A. A. Allen, and E. J. All^

; and
two more applications, also for 320 acres eaeh, from
Mes^s. G. h. S. and M. Sydney Parry, whilst a
previous application from Messrs. Kindersley for 320
acres on the Rekoh Hoad has been granted. The
land embraced by the first six applications is a tract
upon the right geographical bank of the Langat
River, m the neighbourhood of Merbau Tumbang
and Bukit Xempiurocg. It fijms th« uppej end W
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the broad alluvial flats which stretch, roughly speak-
i'iS> from the Langat River at Rekoh to the Liangat
Road at Klang, and merge into the coffee reserve
iu Klaug district. When it is once thoroughly drained
aud roaded, it should include an . abundance of ex-
cellent coffee land from which selections could be
made by intending planters, and it would there-
fore prove of no small advantage if a continuous
coffee reserve, running through the two districts,
could be proclaimed by the Government.

—

S. F. I'ress,
March 16th.

PLANTS THAT GIVE LIGHT.

One of the early naturalists. Mine. Merian, I think,
describes an extraordinary spectacle which she ob-
served in Asia. Her party was moving through a
forest at night, when, without warning, a large light
appeared. At first dim, it increased in size, grow-
iug larger and larger until finally a tree was outlined
in a soft pulsating light. The natives were demo-
ralized, and refused to approach it, saying it was
the sacred tree of fire. But the naturalist had little

faith in trees of fire and investigated it, finding that
the light was due to certain insects, which, by the
way, has never been observed since. That a tree

or plant could give light was deemed a figure of

the imagination, yet today it is known that light-

giving plants are not uncommon, and among the most
striking and remarkable of natural phenomena. Once
in returning from a day’s hunt through a deep forest

in the heart of the Adirondack region I stumbled
against a dead limb of a tree, when, to my amaze-
ment, 1 was at once surrounded by a silvery light

that flew in all directions, like darts and arrows of

fire, each piece burning where it lay. This was an
unusually brilliant display of the best known of

luminous plants, the “fox fire,” or “witches’ glow”
of childhood days.

To the layman it is often mysterious, as investi-

gation shows nothing but the decayed wood, and
sometimes a soft pulpy mass. The botanist will soon
point out the light giver in the mycelium of some
fungus that has permeated the old branch and fairly

taken possession of it, converting it into a glorious

spectacle when disturbed. The vividness of the light

may be estimated when it is known that print can
often be read by it, and the light of some has been
known to penetrate through several thickness of

paper. Singular to say, the smallest plant is often

the means of producing the greatest luminous effects.

This is the diatom, which the naturalist of the
Challenger found floating iu the ocean in vast numbers,
and as the nucleus of the diatom is often brilliantly

phosphorescent some of the most remarkable displays

of light observed by the naturalists were occasioned by
these little plants. But what shall we say to a sight ob-

served by a Norwegian bark in the Bay of Funchal? The
waters here are fairly alive with these little luminous
plants the year round, and on the occasion referred

to a waterspout formed among them. During th«

day it would have attracted little attention, as the
phenomenon is a common one, but the crew of the

ship were suddenly confronted at night by a literal

pillar of fire or light that extended upward to a dis-

tance seemingly of one thousand feet and moved
along with a decided bend. It emitted a pale yellow

light that stood out in strong relief against the black

night, a weird aud formidable spectacle, rushing on
before the wind.

An English naturalist, wishing to astonish some
natives in a wild part of Asia in which he was
travelling and impress them with his supernatural

powers, secured a certain vine known as Euphorbia
phosphorea, and, rubbing it upon a big rock,

caused the latter to gleam with flame aud present

so remarkable a spectacle that the natives ran, be-

lieving that he had set the rock afire by simply

touching it. The naturalist was aware that the

milky juice of this plant, that resembled the dan-

delion, was brilliantly phosphorescent. In the llarz

Mountains there has been for ages a cave known as

the haunted cavern. An Englishman, travelling in

the vicinity and hearing of it, determined to in-

vestigate the mystery. After a long climb be reached

the cave. N'c eocner did complete darkness set in

than the phantom of the cave appeared—a remark-

able semblance to a human form, with arms out-

spread, outlined against the gloom. Making his way
to the figure that had alarmed so many wayfarers

he found that it was a jilant that grew upon the

wall. It was the w'ell-known phosphorescent fungus,

Rhizomospha subterranea, frequently found in caves

and familiar to miners. Its light is often so vivid

that people have read by it.

These curious lights,are not found in the tropics alone.

Some years ago Mr. Morrill, editor of the Gardiner (Me.)

•Journal, wrote me that he had observed a brilliant

steady light in his garden at times, totally unaccounted
for by mechanical contrivance, and which upon investi-

gation, proved to be the phosphorescent light emitted

by the young of plant Tainus Sydticus. Perhaps tbe

most startling exhibition was observed several years

ago by an English traveller in Borneo. Belated, he
was overtaken by night, and there being no moon, he

was fearful of loosing his way, when as the darkness
came on, singular lights appeared here and there in

the bushes and by the roadside. Some were yellow; others

burned, or seemed to, with a bright greenish hue. As
it grew darker, the blaze of light increased, and fin-

ally the traveller was amazed to find that he was
passing through lines of luminious bush which emitted
light so wondrously brilliant that he could read his

newspaper by it with perfect ease. The principle light-

giving plant, mechanical in its growth rather than
botanic, is the electric light plant, thousands of which
are scattered through the country^ The fruit of the

electric light plant are commonly known as electric

currents .—American tfrocer, Feb. 12.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

A Sylhet Tea Planter. -Mr. A. G. Mc-
Meekin, a young American, who has come out
to the East to plant tea in Sylhet, has been recent-

ly on a visit to the island. His home is at Schenec-

tady, New York, in which city he lias been for

some time following the calling of an Electrical

Engineer, and holding the post of Assistant Pro-

duction Manager in the General Electric Com])any
(Edison’s own Comjiany). Mr. McMeekin’s father

lias, however, been a resident in India for the

past 35 years, and his son has now determined
to come out and join him. Mr. McMeekin, senior,

was one of the jiioneers of the Indian tea-plant-

ing industry, and now has valuable tea property

of his own in Sylhet, whither Mr. Mc.Meekin,
junior, proceeded by a Clan steamer.
The Working ok hie Government Dairy

AT Poona, says the Indian Agriculturist, was
not so profitable in 1894-95 as in the jireviqus

year, owing to an outbreak of rinderjiest which
resulted in the death of 34 head of cattle. The
disea^’e first broke out in unwe.aned calves which
had necessarily to be separated from their dams.
The material instinct of Indian cattle being very

strong, this separation resulted in a diminished

yield of milk to an c.xtcnt of 3(5 iier cent within

a week. Pliis fall represented a daily loss of

Ills. The signilicent facts about tbe disease are

that indigenous breeds escajied contagion to a far

greater extent than exotic breeds, that, young
buffalo and cow calves died very ([uickly, and
that cows adianced in pregnancy were hopele-ss

cases. The most effective medicine was carbolic

acid given in gruel consisting of linseed boiled

w'ith rice, fresh separated milk, and water. The
city of Bombay, which set the example to other

cities in the matter of introducing improved dairy

machinery, has naturally become the great centre

of butter-making for India and also for exjiort.

About three lakli.s of rupees worth of dairy ap-

])aratus have been sold, and so far the jirogress

made by the new industry is extremely satis-

factory
;
but the industry is likely to suffer greatly

unless those employed in it mend their ways in

the matter of cdeanliness.
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HORREKELLY ESTATE COMPANY LTD.

Tlie annual ordinary general meeting of sliare-

liolders of tliis Company, was lield in tlie registered

ollice (Messrs. Lewis Rrown Co.’s) on March
2(5, Mr. C. E. H. Symons presided and present

were -.—Messrs. E. Leisching, Percy Rois, Ered
Rois, E. M. Mackwood, S. Green, R. L. M.
Rrown (Secretary) and other shareliolders by pro.\y.

Notice convening the meeting having been read

and minutes of previous meeting confirme<l,

The CllAiRM.tN submitted

THE ANNUAL REPORT

which was held as read. It is in the following

terms :

—

1. The Directors have pleasure in submitting the

accounts of the Company for the past year show-
ing (with 111,472-84 brought forward from 1894 and
after writing olf li:i,.S81-21 for depreciation of Plant
and Machinery at the usual rate) a net sum of

1130,0.51-66 at credit of Profit and Loss account avail-

able for distribution.

2. The Directors recommend that a dividend at the

rate of 7 per cent be declared on the capital of the
Company (which has been all called up and received).

This will absorb R23,000 and leave surplus of R2,051-66

to be carried forward to 1896.

3. The crop of coconuts in 1895 was a very good
one and realized full rates, the yield being due to

the favorable rainfall and to the steady applica-

tion of manure.
4. During the year Mr. Tbos. Carey left, the ser-

vice of the Company as Superintendent and Mr. A.

\V. Beven has been appointed his successor. It is

expected that with the regular application of man-
ure now being made, the crop for 1896 will be a

very favorable one if normal rainfall is experienced.

5. The working of the seasons 1893, 1894 and
1895 compares as follows (the item of interest

being excluded :

—

1893. 1894. 1895.

Expenditure on the R. c. R. c. R. c.

Estate and in Colombo
Office ...31,385 55 33,243 74 32.747 69

Candies. Candies. Candies.

958
Ballots.

773
Ballots.

1,036
Ballots.

39,869
R. c.

40,245
R. c.

25,703
R. c.

47 43 48 06 49 70

3 80 4 25 4 67

Quantity of Cop-
perah produced

Quantity of Coir-

Fibre made

Average price obtained

for Copperah, per candy
Average price obtained

for Coir Fibre per cwt.

6. Two Directors—Messrs. C. E. II. Symons and
F. C. Loos—retire, and are eligible for re-election.

7, The Shareholders have to appoint an Auditor

for 1396.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Lewis Brown & Co., Secretaries.

Colombo, IGth March, 1896.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of

tlie report, said the Directors had a better

state of matters to report, to the shareholders

than had been the case for some years pa.st. It

would be seen from the report that the Directors

recommended a dividend of 7 per cent, per

annum after having written off the Ordinary depre-

ciation. The prospects of the coming crop were
considerably better than those of the past year
and he thought there was every chance of their

being realised. They had experienced good rains

during the past year and they were having good

;
rains up to the present time. The sale of

the produce for the coming year promised

to be quite as good if not better than the past.

The price of copra had gone down, but the price

of coconuts had gone up, very mud), owing to

the desiccated interests. Of the first crop of the

pre.sent year 3U0.000 coconuts had been sold on

the estate at R40. That, he thought, must be

39

regarded as very satisfactory in view of the
price of co|)i a at the present time. Of the second
crop the same i>rice had been offered for the
.same number, but it had not been accepted yet.
That was a matter for the Directors to settle
bye and bye. On the whole, he thought, they
might congratulate themselves and look forward
to a very prosperous year. They had lost Mr.
Carey, but now tliey had got Mr. A. W. Reven
in his place. A considerable amount of trouble
had been experienced owing to the coolie question.
All the experienced coolies had left the estate and
they were employed not very far from it. No doubt
they had been enticed away. It had left Mr. Reven
in a very unpleasant predicament, but he was
doing his very best to find coolies and that
he would be able to do, that he (the Chairman)
had very little doubt. He concluded by moving
the adojition of the report.

Mr. Mackwoou imiuired how it was that
with a larger output of copra, which involved
a laige number of coconuts, they weie selling
less fibre.

In explanation, the Chairman stated that they
liad as much fibre as formerly but, owing
to the scarcity of labour, only that part which
really paid was prepared for the market.
The report was adopted.
Mr. Macwood pioposed and Mr. Green

seconded that a dividend of 7 per cent, be
declared payable on 1st April.

Agreed.
On the motion Mr. Green seconded by Mr.

Fred Reis the retiiing Directors Messrs. Symons
and E. C. Loos were re elected Mr. Hercules
J. Scott was appointed Auditor.

This was all the business.
—

A NEW COMPANY.
THE KALUTARA COMPANY, LIMITED.

The memorandum and articles of Association of
the Kalutara Company, Limited, is contained in a re-
cent Gazette. Among the objects for which the Com-
pany is established are—to purchase, or lease, or
otherwise acquire any estate or estates, land or
lands, or any undivided share or shares in any such,
any machinery, implements, tools, live and dead
stock, stores, effects, and other property, real or
personal, movable or immovable, of any kind what-
soever in the Island of Ceylon. To purchase tea
leaf and (or) other raw products for manufacture,
manipulation, and (or) sale. To manufacture tea
leaf and (or) other products. To can-y on the
business of planters of tea and other products in

all its branches. The liability of the shareholders
is limited. The nominal capital of the Company is

R750,000, divided into 1500 shares, of R500 each, of

which 500 shares may be issued with any guarantee
or right of preference as may be determined or pro-
vided by the Articles of Association of the Company,
A share each has been purchased by :—Messrs.
C. E. H. Symons, T. J. Anderson, G. H. Alston,
C. J. Donald, Jas. A. Henderson, A. J. Sawer, and
G. W. Carlyon.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEA COMPANIES’
PREFERENCES.

An investment which will bring in from 4 to 4J
per cent., and at the same time afford a very fair

degree of safety, with a good prospect of apprecia-
tion in capital value, is now-a-days becoming so
rare that ve make no apology to our readers for-

reverting to a class of security to which we have
more than once called attention. We refer to the
shares of Indu Q Tea Companies, and especially to
the Preference shares, which partake more of the
nature of an investment stock—speculative, it is

true, as every stock of the kind must be, but by no
means more so than the shares of first-class home
industrial securities, During the past year both the
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Prcfsrence and Ordinary shares of Indian Tea Coin-

panias have had a considerable rise. The market
has become more free and active, and the en-

larged dealings are the result of greater public atten-

tion being attracted to this class of security. The
widening of the market is still going on, and it is

highly probable that a furtlier appreciation et prices

will take place during the next few mouths. I’ur-

chasers, therefore, need be under little apprehension
that they are buying on the top of the market. On
the contrary, we are of opinion that the present is

about as favourable an opportunity for “getting in"

as they are likely to see for some time to come.

Compared with the advance that has occurred in

many home securities of ecpial character and stand-

ing, the improvement in Tea shares li.is been only

medoratc, and they may still 1)3 reg.irded as fairly

chea)) As we have said, the Preference, shares in

even the best companies will return at present

quotations a yield cf from four to four and a-half

per cent., while the Ordinary sh-ares can yet be

nought at figures yielding from six to seven per cent.,

with a very fair chance of a continuance of that rate

of interest.

It is, however, with the Preference shares that wo
are concerned just now, and for the conveniouce of

investors we subjoin a table showing present quota-

tions and yield of the soundest and best-known of these

securities :

—

Interest Value of Presem Tield

pel*

cent.

Name of Company. Share.

b

quota-
tion.

f

per
cent.

7 Dooars 10 17.i 1

(i •Tokai 10 15 4

r> British Indian 5 5i D;

0 Eungla 10 13i •U

(1 E. India and Coylon 10 1:1

G Cachar and Dooars.. 10 1 :; 4il

GJ Singlo . 10 It 4^

7 Chargola 20s 28s 5

All of these shares, with the exception of those of

the Singlo Company, are cumulative
;

and have a

preferential claim not only as regards interest, but

also as to capital in the event of a distribution of

assets. A point to bear in mind is that in the

majority of cases not more than one-third to one-half

the total capital takes the form of Preference stock

;

and in many instances, notably in that of the Jokai,

the future issue of such stock is limited to a small

proportion by the Articles of Association. It may
be taken, therefore, that as a general rule the value

per acre as represented by the Preference shares is

very moderate—a fact \vhich naturally adds to the

worth of the security. A point which holdeis of Pre-

ference shares alw'ays have to take into consideration

is the possibility of a further issue of Debentures

being placed ahead cf them. In th's respect there

need be little present apprehension as regards the

companies mentioned, or indeed as regards Tea
companies generally. There exists a strong feeling

against this method of raising money as tending to

weaken the status of the share capital, and few

if any, of the companies have urgent nojcsaity to

increase their funds. In reforence to the possibility

of a further appreciation in value, the fact, that

the total amount of available Preference slock is

comparatively small is worth bearing in mind.

No doubt as tlie market continues to open up, se\eral

of the companies that have not already done so, will be

inclined to split their shares into Preference and Or-

dinary, and this tendency is already observable to

some extent. Fresh shares will also be issued for the

purpose of acquiring new estates, but there is not the

slightest fear of the market being flooded with secu-

rities of this class. Another question of the first im-

portance to investors is that of the reserve fund. No
industrial company, however sound, is free from the

vicissitudes inseparable from trade j
and in addition to

fluctuations of this kind, planting companies are also

liable to the risks of a bad season and short or poor

crops. It is therefore re-assurmg to find that the

' maiority of the ilea companies possess an adequate

reserve fund in some form or ether, either in the

shape of undivided profits, or else in extensions of

1 R96,

ground purchased out of surplus earnings. This last

is, of course, a form of reserve which is open to some ob-

jection, since it is not liquid, but it is at any rate a more
tangible asset than when money is sunk in a purely
manufactuiiug business, and the security behind the

Pretcrence shares is proportionately increased. In
the case of the companies mentioned in our list there

is, besides, a substantial reserve in actual cash, a
circumstance w'hich will no doubt tend to increase

the confidence of investors.

It must not be supposed that the list given above
by any means exhausts the catalogue of shares that

call be safely recommended for a purchase. In the
table of shares which we publish weekly there
are a number of othci's whence a selection might
he made. There are also the Ceylon tea com-
panies’ shares, which are at present neither so
well known nor so freely dealt i;i as those of

the Indian under lakiiigs, but nevertheless present
an iittractive and improving form of iiivest-

incnt. Tile only disadvantage about purchasing the
lessci-known shares is that the acipiirement or dis-

posal o them might necessitate a little more nego-
tiation than ill the case of those we have quoted.
Doubtless the yield might as a rule he a little better,

and the one advaiitiige must be set against the
other. However, tiie rctuni even upon the shares
mentioued, which may be looked upon as the pick
of the basket, is suificiently alluring in these days
of cheap money and meagre yields. If a thousand
pounds were spread over the eight companies in

our list, the investor would obtain an overhead re-

turn of -l.\ per cent, together with a considerable
prospect of an improvement in capital value. The
risk of depreciation upon an investment so distri-

buted would bo very slight, and might almost be
disregarded, provided no great calamity, such as a
war, affected the industiq

;
for in iioimal times the

market is absolutely certain, and is steadily expand-
ing, thereby correcting the iiiciease in production.
The exhaustion of the gardens, moreover, is a con-
lingency to remoto that it may be eliminated at
present from consideration. One word of caution is

iijcessary to tlioso who are thinking of investing in

Tea companies’ Preforciice shaies. The market,
though much freer than it used to he, is still to
some extent a limited one, and if a purchaser insists

npmi buying a jiaiticular share he may be obliged
by the 1 onditions prevailing at the moment to give
a highei price for it than would be necessary if

ho waited for a more favourable opportunity. It is

therefore advisable to give a limit, and also a little

discretion, as to time. Put it is better still to allow
the broker a lango over one or two shares. In the
list above, lliero is really not very much reason why
one share should bo prefened to another, and the
boundtst inHiiner ofopi-iation is to spread the amount
available ever two or three dilTereiit securities. As
regards the general position of the companies, both
with rcferencG to the tea produce market and the
increasing popularity' of the sliares, our anticipations
of a few weeks back have been luoic than fulfilled.— Fi.iaucial Tinies.

^
Ml . E, E. GiiEKN o\ A Gkylon Insect.—At a

in-cc-ting of the Entoiijological Society on P’ebniary
5th, Mr. E. E. Gi ceu rcinailcod that in the Tranx. Ent.
For., 1881, f. (lOl, was a short paper by the late
Trolessor J. vl. Westwoou, decribing a curious little

insect fro.u Gcyloii under ihe name of /hiscniina
lougisetosa. I'rotessor Wostwo. d Ije ieved his ty'pical

specimens lo be immature. Mr. Green exhibited
what be supposed to be a hater stiigo of the same
species. He said his exaiiiplo differed in some par-
ticulars from Westwood's doscriptioii ami ngure—
notably in the proportions of the caudal mipeiidages.
The present s^iecim.-n was taken in the 1\ n luh ya
district of Ceylon, at. an elevation of about -l.tiuO feet.

Mr Green said lu- had 1 .- ore Ihun once seen this

in.-ieet under loose
i
ieces i.f hark mi l in crociees of

rocks, and had always lieen strut k liy its likeness lo

an earwig both in appt'.iiMiie.' and liabits.— Dr. Sharp,
Mossrs McDachlan, Gahan, llliiulford and Iliinnson
made sonii- remarks on the tiuhject .—

A

F.o. ].'-).
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WITH DU. D. iMOUR[S, C.M.G.

What is to be clone with our West Indian Colonies
is a question that, I have reason to believe, is occu-
pying Mr. Chamberlain’s attention just now. Not
from the political, but from the economic or indus-
trial standpoint is the Colonial Secretary’s mind occu-
pied with them. Among the gentlemen whose know-
ledge and experience of our Colonies and their natural
products has led to tlieir being consulted is Dr. D.
Moi'ris, C.W.U., Assistant Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens at Kew, who has made a special study of

what I may term commercial botany. I am afraid
this is not a generally recognized branch of the
science

;
but I mean to convey the impression, a

perfectly correct one, that Dr. Morris has given
an eye to the commercial possibilities of vege-
table products. His first official appointment
was to the Assistant Directorship of the Botanic
Garden in Ceylon, where he made investigations
into the fatal coffee leaf disease Tnen he was trans-
ferred to Jamaica, and spent seven years in the West
Indies, while he has been to St. Helena and other
places, so that he is something of a traveller, even in

these days when never to have left London is becom-
ing quite an e iviable distinction.

Last year Dr. Morris spent his winter vacation in

the Bahamas, where, though his visit was purely un-
official and of a holiday nature, it was felt chat it

was not the sort of circumstance that could be allowed
to pass without benefiting somewhat the inhabitants.
Dr. Morris cheerfully placed his stores of knowledge
and experience at the dispos.il of the Gevernor and
gave a series of lectures on the best means of

making the most of the various resources of

the islands that ^\=ere immensely and deservedly ap-

preciated. He has not long returned to his po^t,

and it follows as the day the night, that I was
not long in tracking him to his lair. This, I

may explain, is a political mode of reference to a
very comfortable study in Kesv, where I was cordi-

ally welcomed. Dr. Morris has had so much prac-

tice in handling thorns and prickly plants that the
ubiquitous interviewer has no terrors for him.

‘•I am afraid you will knotv almost as much
about the Bahamas as I shall bo able to tell you,”
said Dr. Morris, laughing, when I had explained to

him the dire object of my visit,

“ Well, now,” I whispered, confidentially, “ I

really think professional etiquette demands that I

should answer that observation in the affimative.

But as wo are here alone, I don’t mind confessing

that I am not omniscient and that pretty well every-

thing you can tell me will be news.”
“ Is that so '? ” quizz'cally in'enogated Dr.

Morris. ” Perhaps, then, I shall not be far wrong
in starting by telling >ou that the Bahamas con-

sist of a chain of islands some twenty of which
are inhabited, comprising in all about 5,7‘.)-l square
miles, and forming the largest West Indian colony,

with the exception of Jamjica. They lie in the
Atlantic Ocean off the South-East of the United
States. The principal islands .are New Providence
in which the capital Nassau is situated, San
Salvador, Abaco, Grand Bahama, Long Island, etc.

“And what about population’.'”
“ Over 48,000 in 181)1, showing an increase of G,000

as compared with 1881. The whites are one in seven
or eight of the total population, thus constituting a
much greater proportion than in Jamaica, where
they are only one in twenty-three. The w'hites are

descendants of old Royali.st families, and are a

very line, pleasant people. Many are of Scotch and
Irish descent, and it is curious that the latter still

retain the brogue though they have been isolated

for ages. It struck mo as decidedly curious

and interesting that tin's .should ba^(^ per-

sisted. They are a hard-working,' steady people,

and intensely loyal. Although, owing to geographi-
cal reasons, their trade is chiefly with the Lulled
States, their attachment to Great Britain is very
great, and they are intensely grateful for any sign

that the mother country is interested in iheir wel-

fare, and very thankful for a helping hand. They
do not want money

;
but some trouble to i onsider

their special requirements, and advice to help them

to prosirerity
; and I am very pleased that there is

every f)>'pspect of Mr. Chamberlain not forgetting
tlieni, spite of the great calls more pressing matters
are making upon him.”

“ There is a feeliiig of interest in the Colonies, little
as well as big, growing up everywhere in Great Britain
now, I anigl.id to say, so that your observations do not
surprise me. What sort of climate have the Baha-
mas ?”

“Very pleasant and salubrious indeed in the winter
season, when they are much frequented by visitors
from the States, especially those in search of health.
There is an excellent hotel owned by the Government,
which is open during the season. In the summer of
course it is much hotter. The rainfall is about 40
inches.”

Would the Bahamas be suitable as a winter resort
for such persons as now go to Madeira ’?

”

“Undoubtedly they would, and I should say would
have some advantages over Madeira in that the climate
is more bracing. But as regards European visitors,
the distance and the difficulty of communication have
to be cousilered. You see you have to go to New
York first, and then from New York to the Bahamas.”

“ Is there no direct communication with Great
Britain ’?

”

“ Not now,” answered Dr. Morris. “There used to
be a monthly steamer, but it didn’t pay, and now
there is none at all.”

“ And next. Dr. Morris, I shall be glad if you
can give me some information as to the trade of the
Bahamas ”

“With pleasure, my dear Heimes. I remember
enough of my classics to know that your mind was
always directed to business, and I see that your
survival into the fag end of the nineteenth century
has not made any change in you. As I have
already mentioned, the islands trade almost
entirely with the United States. A glance at the
map and a thought as to what I have just said
about communication will sufficiently explain why.
For the year 1891, the latest of which the returns
are available, the imports amounted to £175,000, and
the exports to £120,000, a total trade of £295,000. Of
this total about 25 per cent, was done with the
United Kingdom. The imports, I may say here, con-
sist chiefly of foodstuffs, hardware, coiton and other-
fabrics, and wines and spirits.”

“ Sponges, pine-apples, hemp, turtle shell, logw'ood
and other timber, and fruit of various descriptions.
I should like to tell you something in detail about
these items if you will permit me.”
What need to mention that my permission

was freely and unreservedly granted. Dr. Mor-
ris

^

asked me too pleasantly to be refused.
Besides, though this is secondary, had I not visited
him specially to hear what he had to say’?

“Well, the chief industry from the money point
of view is the sponge fishery, the annual output, if
that manufacturing term may be employed, being
£60,000. A large fleet is employed in this
industry. There is also a native-built fleet of over
100 boat.s employed in other forms of fishing, amongst
which I may mention pink pearls, and there are 500
nien employed in this way. Do I think these
industries capable of much more development ?
No, I do not think they are. I fancy that
as much capital and energy are devoted to
them as they will stand. It is in the development of
small indust)-ie.s, in putting labour into the land that
the salvation of the West Indian Colonies is to be
found and it was by indicating the way in which this
may be most advantageously done that I may claim
to have been of some little service during my trip.
Living, as the inhabitants of the Bahamas do, out
of the main track of travel, they want some outside
help as to what they can produce that other people
arcj-eadyand willing to buy (roni them. I don’t like
to appear egotistical, but in Jamaica the develop-
ment of the fruit industry was a matter in which I
took much interest, and, as results are showing, not
unsuccessfully.”

“ I am aw are that Jamaica may be said to have
saved itself by fruit, and there is no immodesty in
your churning a shai© in a good work,'' I i’eplied
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warmly. As a rule, too little is known of the quiet,
unobstrusive, but valuable help afforded by scieutitia
men in connection with commercial matters.

“Well, to return to the Bahamas, not literally,”
for I had made a jump from my chair and was
looking round for my hat, which I ultimately found
I had utilised as a seat cushion, “but in our con-
versation. After sponge comes pineapple. Large
quantities of this fruit are sold to the United States,
the value for the year 1894 being not less than
.£50,000. At the same time, I am of opinion that
with rnora care and attention in the cultivation and
manuring of the pine-apple, it would be possible to
increase this item of production considerably. Or-
anges are also grown, and .1 d. resay the destruc-
tion of the Florida orchards by frost will lead to
an increased cultivation of oranges all over the West
Indies. Then there is the grape fruit.”
“Which, I suppose, is not the grape?”
“ You suppose rightly. The grape fruit is some-

thing like a large yellow orange hut with a slightly

bitter flavour, due to a tonic principle which Is

highly valued in the States, where the fruit is largely
taken as a digestive. In greater attention to or-

anges and grape fruit, and in arranging to supply
the States with early fruit and vegetab’es for

which they are specially adapted, I think the Baha-
mas have a prosperous future before them

;
and

though a small and comparatively insignificant portion
of the British Empire, their well-doing cannot but
be a source of gratification to us all.”

“ I take it, then, that you think there arc great
ossibilities in early fruits and vegetables. Dr. Morris ?”

asked.
“ Undoubtedly. Look at the Bermudas, that turn

out spring onions to the tune of £60,000 a year,

new potatoes to the tune of ±'27,000 a year, and
lilies to the tune of ±'21,000.”

“ Are lilies early fruit or vegetables ?
”

“ You are too particular,” smilingly answered Dr.
Morris. “ But to resume. Look also at the fruit

trade of the Canary Islands, the Azores, and the
Channel Islands, worth in the aggregate several

millions sterling per annum St Helena,
again, is now getting more prosperous, because
it has devoted itself to supplying the Capo
With new potatoes. It is in these minor industries,

as they have been styled, that no inconsiderable
portion of the wealth of planting countries is found,
and more will be found in the future. But they
want cultivating with intelligence and enterprise,

otherwise by growing unsuitable products or not
growing suitable products piopcrly, or not pre-

paring them for market in the best way, loss

Instead of gain will naturally result. But the in-

habitants are waking up to the conditions of the times,

and I do not think they will be found lacking in the
qualities that deserve success, and go so far, also,

towards commanding it.”

“And what about sisal? I understand that it

promises to be a great source of wealth to the island.”

“At present there are 20,000 acres under cultiva-

tion. The plant existed in the island for more than
60 years,- but had run to weed. Successive governors
tried to utilise it, Mr. Bayley, Sir William Robinson,
and Sir Henry Blake. In 1888, Sir Ambrose Shea, who
had succeeded Sir Henry Blake, took up the matter.
There has been some controversy on this point, but
while there is no doubt that he was not the first to note
its value, it is largely due to his personal effort and
spirit of enterprise that the industry has been so far

established. It was he who first engaged the atten-

tion of capitalists in the industry, and so impressed
them with the capabilities of the plant that

they were willing to embark their money in its cul-

tivation. T’hft industry has been somewhat ham-
pered too.”

“ Indeed! In what way ?
”

“ When the industry was started in the Bahamas
the price of fibre was exceptionally high. This led

to exaggerated ideas being entertained as to the

profits likely to be realised, and no doubt much land

that was unsuitable tor the purpose was i>lanted

with ’sisal Then, too, the enler])i iso was overloaded

with capital, which was due to the same cause, and

consequently the cost per acre was increased so as

to make a reasonable return unprofitable. A similar

mistake was made when the fibre industry was started

in the Mauritius. Of course, when the price fell,

many of the companies could not pay. You see all

white-rope fibres, of which sisal is one, are liable to

violent fluctuations. Take sisal itself. In 1889 it

was £56 lOs per ton. In 1895, it fell to .£13. This,

it is true, was a quite exceptional fall, and due
largely to over-production consequent upon high

prices and to the depression of trade in the United
States.”
“ Then you do not take a hopeful view of the future

of the sisal industry. Dr. Morris? ”—I enquiiei with
considerable curiosity.

“ Well, I should hardly be justified in desponding
about the future of sisal. If white-rope fibres pay
anywhere they should pay in the Bahamas. The
plant is the best of its kind, and it yields ex-

cellent fibre. I am informed on good authority that

the latter can be placed in the New York market
at a cost (including cutting and carting the leaves,

cleaning, baling the fibre, and shipping it) of some-
thing like one penny (two cents) per pound. Now,
manila costs two pence (four cents) per pound at

Manila and Yucatan, hemp costs a penny halfpenny
(three cents) per pound at Progreso. These are the
official figures quoted in my Canton Lectures before
the Society of Arts. Bahama sisal should therefore
hold its owm. The people are, I believe, determined
to keep down expenses, and to ship only first-class

filiro, so as to establish a name for it.”

“And what about cleaning the fibre? Has the
machine difficulty, about which we have heard a
good deal, been satisfactorily solved ?

”

“ That I regard as one of the most satisfactory

oints about the Bahama industry. -They have
etter machines than are used in Yucatan—all

doing good work. For instance, I saw the Todd
machine working both at Andros and New Pro-
vidence. This turns out aLout three-quarters of

a ton of fibre per day. The total cost of an engine
of 21 horse-power, driven by kerosene gas, of a Todd
fibre machine, cemplete, and of a double-screw press
is about £1,000. If a second machine were added,
making the total cost about £1,600, the same engine
would drive them both. The output of fibre would
then be about a Ion and a half per day, at a slightly

reduced cost. The position of sisal on good lands is,

therefore, not so bad. In fact, the people who know
most about it say that sisal in the Baliamas has come
to stay. At the same time it must be said that sisal

is not a small man’s cultivation—on the contrary, it

requires considerable capital and organisation.”
And then I discovered that I should miss my train

if I lingered longer talking over sisal, so 1 bade Dr.
Morris a cordial but hasty farewell, and within a
very few minutes a railway porter h.ad discovered
that he was unequal to the task of keeping out of

a train in motion the winged Hermes.
—Commerce.

THE TIBETAN TEA TRADE.

Much is said about the expansion of the tea trade
of British India and the possibility of extending it

to Tibet. It appears there are powerful obstacles,

the chief being that the sale of tea in Tibet is a
Chinese Government monopoly, which the wily
Celestials are most indisposed to relax their grip of.

Most of the tea consumed is grown in Western
Szchuen, and though the three qualities produced
there are all very poor, the worst of the three is

the only quality used, and 65 per cent of that
consists of twigs and brushwood I This singularly
attractive blend appears to have been introduced to
the notice of the Tibetans in 1074 A.D. (a long
time before England tasted tea), at which period
it used to be bartered for horses. From the first

the traffic was under Government control, and the
system of “permits” now in vogue was iutroducod
in 1127. 'I’hcse permits are issued by the Board of

Uevenne in !’< kin each season, and must be re-

turned thither by the end of the year, with the
revenue arising from the amount of trade repre-
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seated bv them, each permit covering hve

of tea. The so-called tea is chopped
.

in tubs, partially dried, mixed with rice wate^^^'J

packed tightly in cylinders of

Lout two-thirds of
tSl8

nrofit is 75 per cent.! Mr. de Rosthorn, who tells

L all«this, is confident that Indian tea could not

compete with this rubbish in point of

but Le question is. If Tibetans were once to be,

come acquainted with the superior Indian article,

would they not prefer it ? The Chinese could easi^

be pacified by the proceeds of an impoit duty.

Sunday Tiniest, March 1st.

BRITAIN IN AFRICA.

Last night ;Tnesday March 3rd) Mr ^ott

Elliott read a paper before the i^ociety »/
^

on “ En"lish East Africa and Lntish Cential

Africa,” Sir J. Cricliton Rrowiie occupying the

chair. The speaker said the various districts or

Africa were essentially distinct-a fact which

had to be borne in mind. Elevation was a gi eat

factor in this connection. The Zambesi and bhiie

valleys, as well as much of the pHin round

Nyassa, were below the altitude of 3,000 ft. Here

woods were valuable native products, such as

die rubber-vine, kula wood (a new dye), and

*he oil palm. The cocoauut palm was also a

promising nrodiict. Some plantations, such as

Central Africa lit for colonisation liad not yet

been tested.

Suggestions were made by Mr. Elliott as to

the future. 'I’he first essential was the mainte-

nance of our national policy of non-interference

with planters and settlers
;
the next to avoid

mouoiiolies or concessions, wliatever the name
under which they were disguised

;
that the ad-

ministrator should not be made a mere telegrapli

cleik ;
and t!iat for subordinates in adminstra-

tion properly-trained men should be appointed.

A railway was most urgently required in British

Central Africa.

Fur our own country, at present it seemed to

tlie autlior that there were three requisites of

paramount importance. First, an outlet for our

congested capital and overflowing population ;

secondly, new markets ; and thirdly, that all our

imiiorts of food and raw material should be
derived from countries directly under our own.

All these requisites were fulfilled by parts of our

African possessions .—Financial Post, March 4.

BETEOSFECT OF THE PAST TEA. SEASON.

The final tea auction has been held, and the sea-

son 1895-90, as far as Calcutta is concerned, is vir-

tually closed. A retrospect, says Capital, is not
pleasant contemplation

;
there can be only one verdict,

it has been a failure. Poor outturn, poor quality.pruiiiisi«*H .
, nlimate Is Deen a laiiure. jroor ouiuiim, poor quality,

sugar, could be carried
” nvti’ ^sud still poorer prices, the previous season was so

an^ cotton was also produced. Other ‘‘sure aitL ,. ,,R
. T

cles of commerce were sesame rice, the ground nut,

andcastoroil. Ofunprovenplantswerethecocoa-tree,

which liad been a great success in the German

Cameroons, while caoutchoucs had also heed sug-

gested, but these plants take long to mature.

Vanilla has so far been profitalde in German

East Africa. In English East Africa the natura

products were similar. Gunp copal and oichilla

may be also expected. Ostrich featliers might

also be exported, and a few ostrich farms might

be made in the district. The clove ti^e was

suitable to Hie district. Tlie lower distiicts of

Emdish East Africa were, however, not very

mo”ni.siim, and only the coconut ))alm and cloves

could be safely recommended by the author.

In Britisli Central Africa, at the levels between

oOO ft. and 3,000 ft., there wa,s a tlinving and

flourishing community. The coflee frem here ob-

tained the highest price in the London maikct,

and suitable coflee ground existe.l for tlie sup-

1 ,Iv of the wliole of the civilised world. lobacco,

quinine, tumeric, ginger, and liemp grew in a

satisfactory manner. Indigo was tlie most pio-

mising plant yet untricl, but new fibre plants

wLe to be avoided. Tlie ivory trade in Uganda

would become quite insignificant in another five

years, while there was no proof of go d or odier

Lluable minerals, and the iron could hardly bear

to be exported. Coflee was found in a half wild

comlition, growing near the \ictoria and up

some of the valleys. Wheat and rice had been

successfully grown l,y Europeans. Cotton was in-

digenous, and should be quite saiisfactoiy. The

unfortunate point about the country was its

distance from the coast, and the author considered

that a railway of ().")7 miles in length implied

a cost of T323 to run a tram from Nyanza to

the coast. Hence the cost of transport would

have a bad effect on agricultural development.

exactly the reverse in every direction that the in-

dustry, as represented by present quotations for tea

stock, has received a heavy blow. The drop has
been too accentuated. Although a season such as
that of 1894 i.=i not likely to recur for some time,
yet 1895 must for the same reason not be taken as
representing the future of the industry. It is to the
weather we must ascribe both the previous good for-

tune and the present misfortune. 1895 was unusu-
ally capricious as regards rainfall, and even in those
districts that can point to a full supply it was so
fitful that they were not able to reap the benefit.

Continuous periods of drought followed by abnormal
downfalls spell failure both to ouitnrii and quality,

and when, as in Assam, the crop is mainly gathered
after the rains have fairly set in, an early cessation,

as in 1895, means all but disaster. There can be
but one opinion—the quality has been poor, or, to
use the words of the brokers, common, an average
of two to three annas worse than that of the previous
year has been general, proving conclusively that the
same climatic influence has pervaded all tea districts,

and it is hard upon the interest that for one bad
year tea stock shculd depreciate to the extent of fifty

per cent. Notwithstanding the outcry as to the
heavy extensions of late years the increase in the crop
for the past three years has barely exceeded six

per cent per annum, which is surely not excessive,
considering the amount of the crop, and compares
favourably with the increase from Gelyon, which has
been a far more potent factor in depreciating prices.
India does not seem to be awake to the efforts that
Ceylon is making at home and elsewhere to push
its leas. In Mincing liane itself India more than
holds its own, but it is when the tea reaches the
trade that Ceylon is to the front

;
every planter

that gots home from Ceylon seems to consider it

a pride as a duty to push the produce of the
Island. It also possesses an advantage. All tea
from the Island is known as Ceylon, there is

no diversity when asking for the tea. This is

not so with India. The trade is confused with Dar-
jeeling, Assam, Dooars, etc. There has been the

nave a ua,v.
i

• • i 'i
usual shuffling of the cards with managers; it is be-

Tbis prohibitive cost could be demimslieo, ijei- coming painfully evident that the sins 'of climate,

baps by one-half, through water transport, ^ agency, etc. are being visited too frequently on the

bv^tlie Ka<rera and Tanganyika or by the Nile
; nianagers, and these constant changes are detri-

but that was a question of the future. _ mental in the extreme to all interested. It must be

A 1 five 5 01)0 ft was according to !Sirdohn Kirk, a source of more anxiety to the nianagers than to

r.f trr.'nVc-d Africa wlievc Europeans any one vvith a bad season in the past over which

cruir^rmanentl^^^ area in British be has no control; it robs him of any commissioa
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aud thi’eatens evuu his very bread and butter, aud
far too often bad advice aud misdirection from the
agents have brought about his dismissal. The question
as to quantity or quality is continually cropping up

;

it resolves itself finally into a question of market.
In a year like the past, providing it was possible,

quality would have paid.

In 1894 either the quality was superior or made so,

but would any planter allow that there was any al-

teration or endeavour on his part to produce a poorer
quality of tea in 1895 than in 1891, aud to lay the

blauio to planters is to come to the conclusion that

old and experienced men went out of their way to

produce inferior tea. No
;

there is but one verdict.

1895 was a bad year entirely through climatic causes.

It is painfully evident from the various reports to

hand that Assam is being severely taxed as regards

labour. It has reached a critical state
;
the cost of

labour in some cases has reached R140 per adult in the

railway is opened throughout, free labour may be at-

tracted as in the Dooars, and there can be no doubt

Assam can per head afford to pay more for its

labour or wages even than the Dooars, and it o )ly

requires to be directed that way by the incentive

of higher wages and easy mode of transit to seek

work there. Let us hope this will be the case. At the

present the position is very serious, the journey by

the steamer is fraught with danger
;
cholera has been

rampant on the voyage, and it is melancholy to calcu-

late the loss of life and money that has resulted during

the last six weeks It may seem ungrateful to exercise

theefiortsof Mr. Blcchynden in A.merica, but there is a

want of business tone in his letters too much playing to

the gallery and we doubt if the American taste, lor the

garden. When the beverage is to be reached through

the aid of ladies’ conferences.

The prospects for 1896 as reported so far from

most districts is unfavourable. The drought that has

pervaded India for months has had a prejudicial ef-

fect on tea, and Cachar alone has had a rainfall of

any service, but it is early yet to foretell the re-

sult. The increased rate of consumption at home,

that in the past month of February represents

1 700 000 lbs., is so hopeful that it bears out our

contention that the extensions are not to be feared,

and that prices are likely to liarden, so that 1896

may y> t gladden the pockets of investors Might we

suggest to the Indian Tea Association whilst laudably

anxious to give the increa.sed area under plant, that

it would be of interest to all conneoted if they ob-

tained some statistics.

A factor lor the coming year that must be

reckoned with is the rise in exchange. Ic mainly

affects those districts that go for producing quantity,

and pride themselves on ten maunds per acre. Any
further serious rise in exchange means the diffe-

rence to them of the slight margin that now exists

between cost of production and price realised, other-

wise profit or less. This rise must not be regarded

as a bad omen for the industry
;
on the country, the

continued depression in exchange has in a measure

to answer for the increased bulk of the poor and com-

mon stuff that went forward in 1895, and if this rise

forces more careful plucking we may look for an im-

provement in the lower class of tea. The area under

plant that has been abandoned during the past ten

years must be very considerable. In conclusion we

deprecate too much stress being laid on producing

finger quality, so much depends on the weather that

every manager should be left to himself
;

it is to his

interest to get good prices, and to dictate to him

from Calcutta or London how to pluck is to remove

responsibility from the proper quarter and too often

results in failure.—iwdnm I'lantern Oay.ette, Blarch 14

THE TE.\ MARKET.

At the ’low level of prices is void of activity.

Cevlon growth at the moment shows best value

Md interferes with China business. Indian, u. h

the season’s supply nearly all to marker, tends to

forniei rates. iSelivcries go on at a favourable pace,

thus Jelieving the accumulation of the bonded stock,

flnrf Exjn-m, March 13.

MAltKET EOU TEA SHAKES.
Thursday evening, March 1:1.

Tea shares continue to attract more and more at-

tention among investors, and there has this week again

been wholesale buying of shares in all the better-

known companies, and “ record ” prices have ift many
cases been paid.

Mincing L.cne.—Easier for all Ceylons, but steady

to firm for the reduced supply of Indians.

Fresh Issues.—Dimbula Valley Ordinary are in-

quired for, but without business. The Preft. have
been taken freely at T6.
Cevlon Sh.vkes.— C. T. P. Co. Ord. have been taken

as high as 264, and the Prefs. are wanted at 17

upwards.—//. ct C. Mail.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

Produce and the Board oe Trade Returns.

—

The condition of trade as indicated by the Board
of Trade returns is good. P'or the month of February
imports have increased by 26 per cent over February,
1895, and exports by 23 2 per cent. Even when we
take into account the fact that from 3 to 4 per
cent of this increase is due to the extra day
of a leap year February, or the still further

fact that the totals for the same month last year were
depressed by 17 per cent in the imports and nearly

10 per cent in the exports, owing to the extraordin-
ary prolonged frost, this year’s returns are the best

by from 6 to 10 per cent seen for a long time. All

classes of merchandise share in the improvement
;

but in imports, articles of food and drink (duty free)

and manufactured articles more than half fill up
the total increase. As regards produce, sugar, both
raw and refined, is more both in quantity aud value,

and there is also a considerable rise in its ptice,

owing partly to the Cuban insurrection having con-
tinued so long. Tea and cocoa have been lauded in

much larger quantities, but coffee is much below last

year’s level.

A New Indian Tea Company.—We have received the
prospectus of the Rema Tea Company of Sylhet,
Limited. The capital of the company is t'.'iO.OOO, in

5,000 shares of iTO each. The prospectus states

that the company is formed to acquire as from .Janu-

ary 1, 1896, from the Rema Tea Syndicate, the Rema
Tea Estate in South Sylhet, in the Province of As-
sam, India. The estate consists of a grant of land
comprising 1,911 acres, or thereabouts, of which the
Government have agreed to grant to the nominee of

the syndicate a renewable lease, and which has been
opened out and planted with tea during the year 1895
to the extent of fully 600 acres. There are about 400
acres more of suitable tea land upon the grant which
it has been arranged to plant out in 1896, and which
will give the company by the end of the year an area
of 1,000 acres under tea. The planting out so far has
been inspected by Mr. H. Sanderson of Chundeecherra
Estate, Sylhet, who reports that it is practically full.

The land is held direct from Government and is at

present rent free, but subject later on to a rent of about
Ill'S per acre.

The Duty on Coffee.—With reference to the re-

cent deputation to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
on the coffee duty the Grocer says :

“ There is hardly
a dutiable commodity in the Customs tariff that re-

quires more help and relief from the burden of tax-

ation than coffee, and yet the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer makes light of it by telling bis hearers that
‘ it coffee and chicory were to pay no duty cocoa
also should bo relieved from duty, and ho (the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer) thought it was probable that
if the matter went on further he would hear some-
thing from the consumers of tea and those interested
in the trade.’ This is clearly an unfair way of view-
ing the question, as there is no parallel between
coffee aud cocoa, for the reason that the latter

flourishes astonishingly well under the duty it bears,
aud therefore does not need the same measure of

legislative assistance
;

aud as to tea, why, the
answer to repealing the duty on that is quite
as good as any ot those that were readerea iu
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favour of abolishing the duties on sugar, which

event took place in 1871. Still, in upholding the

views of those persons who are strong advocates for a
“ free hreakfast-table,’ we, for our part, should be

glad to see the impost on tea. coffee, cocoa, chicory,

and dried fruits all swept away at a stroke and es-

pecially those on the minor articles, which yield only

a paltry addition to the revenue of the country.

One of the speakers at the meeting put the whole-

case in a nutshell when he said that* on the face of

the memorial there are two things—one is the small-

ness of the sacrifice asked for, and the other the

benefit it would bring to a very large and important
trade.’ In fact, the duty on coffee amounts to only

about £170,000 per annum, whereas that on tea

reaches no less than fd.thKl.OOO in a single year, so

that there is virtually no excuse, on any grounds
that can be urged, for not repealing the impost on the

former because it would, as the Chancellor of the

Exchetiuer puts it, be unjust not to abolish the duty

on the latter claimant for exemption. Coffee, as

a harmless yet refreshing kind of beverage, is

more beset with difficulties in its path to con-

sumers than any other di'ink, and when these are

duly pressed upon the attention of the Legislature it

is for them to seek to remove them as quickly as

possible. A great bar to the consumption of coffee

in the United Kingdom is the absence of liberal

supplies of a desirable character
;
and the main cause

of its consumption not progressing at an advanced
rate, since the duty was halved in 1873, has been

the serious and alarming falling off in the imports

from Ceylon, which, in consequence of the failure of

the crop through the setting in of the leaf disease

there, about the same year, have since dwindled
almo.st to nothing. Substitutes, it is true, such as

Costa Rica and other Central American descriptions,

have been found for plantation Ceylon, but these

have proved totally inadequate to make up for the

deficiency in the receipts from Ceylon, and no fresh

sources of supply have been opened up that would
serve as a beneficial stimulus to the home trade.

—

//. d- C. Mail, March 13.

IN THE COURTS.

MR. GORDON GUMMING AND TIIK DOOARS

COMPANY, LIMITED.

In the High Court of .lustice. Queen’s Bench Divi-

sion, before the Lord Chief Justice and a special jury,

last Friday, (Murch G) the case of H. W. Gordon Gum-
ming v. theDooarsTea Company, Limited, came up for

hearing. The case is of much interest to the tea in-

dustry and planting community generally. Trio plaintiff

cl-iimed compensation for alleged arbitrary and unjust

dismissal, without due cause, contrary to custom and
eneagement, reasonable notice not having been given.

Mr. Dickens, Q.C., and Mr. C. A. Russell appeared
for the plaintiff

;
Mr. Robson, Q.C., and Mr. Bremner

for the defendants.

Mr. Dickens, Q.C., opened the proceedings for the

plaintiff by making a lucid statement of the case.

He said the gardens, which were the starting point

of those which now constitute the jn-operty of the

Dooars Company, were opened out for the Messrs.

Verner and others at Tondoo about 1880, when Mr
Gumming joined their service. Subsequently it was
deemed advisable that Mr. Gumming should proceed
to Assam and take employment on a tea garden in

that province. This Mr. Gumming did, remaining
in active employment and gaining all possible ex-

perience in the interests of the Dooars concern.

The Dooars Tea Company was formed about
1886, with Mr Verner as superintendent in

India and Mr. Gumming as a divisional manager
under him. Mr. Verner was sometimes unwell,

and absent from the gardens irr consequence, and
thus the entire charge of the concern and responsi-

bility of the garden operations were left to Mr.
Gumming for lengthened periods. Soon after the

formation of the Dooars Tea Company Mr. Verner,

the superintendent, had to go home on furlough, and
Mr. Gumming acted for him, taking full charge, as
he did on other similar occasions. A communica-
tion from the board to Mr. Gumming, with an extract
from the minutes, was read expressing satisfaction
wdth the manner in which he had discharged his
duties, and appointing him deputy superintendent on
a monthly salary of 700 rupees, to rise annually till
it reached 1,000 rupees a month, and he was also
to receive a commission of l.v per cent on the
profits of the Company. This' arrangement con-
tinued until 1894, Mr. Gumming officiating as
superintendent during Mr. Verner’s absences till
Mr. Cumming went home on sick leave in
that year. When at home in October, 1894, he re-
ceived a letter fi-ojii the secretary to the company stat-
ing that as the board had not found the appointment
of deputy superintendent answer the purpose intended
they had resolved to abolish it, but they offered Mr’.
Cumming the management of one of the company’s
gardens with a monthly salai’y of 700 rupees andj per
cent commission on the profits, and otherwise on the
same conditions as the other garden managers of the
c )inpany. To this Mr. Cumming at first demurred
but ultimately agreed, and in due time returned to
India to resume nis duties. After reaching the gar-
dens in March, 1895, he received intimation that he
was to hold his appointment, as all the other garden
managers did, on the condition that it was terniinable
at any time on one month's notice being given. This
however, Mr. Gumming declined to agree to. A com-
munication from home to Mr. Verner, the superin-
tendent, was read, stating that if Mr. Cumming was
unwilling to accept this condition there would be no
help for it but to give him notice that his services
would no longer be required, but in the latter case
to give the customary term of notice, The superin-
tendent then intimated to Mr. Cumming that if he
would not agree to the terms offered he was then to
accept one month’s notice, and forthwith make over
charge at an early date named. This Mr. Cumming did
and proceeded home in the hope of obtaining redress
and compensation from the directors of the Dooars
Company. In addition to stating the case as above
Mr. Dickens contended that in the working of tea
gardens there was a “season” which closed with the
gathering of the last of the crop, generally in De-
cember, and that in consequence changes of managers
were made at the end of the season. Anyone dis-
missed, therefore, at the time Mr. Gumming was
would find it impossible to obtain another appoint-
ment. It was customary, also to give a manager at
least three, but more commonly six months’ previous
notice of the termination of hia engagement even when
it was to take place at the end of the year.

At oae stage the Lord Chief Justice asked Mr
Dickens if he contended that the Dooars Company
had endeavoured to introduce fresh conditions after
the engagement of his client, the learned counsel re-
plying that this was so. After the reading of some
letters referred to, his lordship remarked that it was
eminently a case in which the parties should “ meet
each other,” and he strongly urged a settlement.

The defendant company’s counsel, Mr. Robson
Q.G., then stated that he did not admit the plaintiff's
statements, that all the correspondence had not been
read, and that he was prepared to prove that one
month’s notice (or one month’s salary in lieu of notice)
was customary in the Dcoars district.

The Lord Chief Justice thereupon made anmark to the effect that if the jury had been
deprived of a pleasure he was entirely to blame for
it. This was in reference to hia lordship having at
an early stage urged Mr. Dickens to lead up to the
main point as briefly as possible, when the learned
counsel, evidentlv with some regrets, turned over

• numerous pages of the correspondence, merely read-
ing some of the letters last referred to. After some
consultation, counsel announced that a settlement
had been arrived at, and it was agreed that a ver-
dict should be given for plaintiff for a sum to be after-
wards fixed, on the basis of three months’ salary and
commission down to July 17th, 1895.—H. anti (7, Mail
March l:t.

’ ' » >
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A CENTRAL LABOUR AGENCY.
Everyone interested in tea will welcome the ap-

pointment of the committee who are to dravv up a
scheme for the formation of a central agency for
the supply of labour to the gardens. There will be
difficulties, one which may be found in the disincli-

nation among planters themselves to combine to-

wards this end, but if the scheme can be put on a
thoroughly practical working basis, there can hardly
be two opinions as to the immense advantage it

would be to the tea industry.
Local agents have resolved to take the matter up

without further delay, and began with a meeting at

No. 12, Mission Row last week at which Mr. D. A.
Campbell presided, and at which, by special invitation,

were present Mr. II. C. Williams, I.C.S., President of

the Labour Enquiry Commission, and Surgeon Lieute
nant Colonel D. W. D. Comins. The proposal had the
hearty support of those present, and the first move was
made in the appointment of the committee alluded to

above and which consists of the following gentlemen
who have power to add to their number :—G. G. An-
derson Esq., of Messrs. Williamson Magor & Co.-; H.
C. Begg Esq., of Messrs. Begg Uunlop & Co.

;
A. F.

Bruce Esq., of Messrs. Kilburn & Co.
; C. C. McLeod

Esq., of Messrs. McLeod A Co.
;

G. A. Ormiston Esq.,

of Messrs. Balmer Liwrie & Go; C. D. Stewart Esq.,

of Messrs. George Plenderson A Co.; A. Tochoi-,

Esq., of Messrs. Duncan Bros. A Co.; and C. W.
Wallace, Esq;, of Messrs. Shaw Wallace A Co.

There have been suggestions mxde in this connec-

tion before ;
but, unfortunately, the idea of combina-

tion did not meet with sufficient general support to

warrant the projection of any well considered scheme.

We trust the committee will be able to make such

proposals as will satisfy all concerned, for this ques-

tion of labour supply has now reached a point

when something really must be done. It is most
regrettable that the tea industry should year after

put lakhs of rupees into the pockets of such

disreputable people as the have proved them-

selves to be. What is now needed is a strong pull

and a pull all together in order to bring about

general agreement, on the question
;

and we should

say there is little doubt that Government w'ould 1 e

willing to lend hearty co operation to such a project

if planters and all interested show that on it they are

agreed among themselves .—Indian IHanters’ Gazette,

hiarch 21.

INDIAN TEA.

To the Editor of the Fi iancial Times.

gjj. Having read the article in which you brought

Indian tea planting companies before your readers

as a suitable channel of investment, it occurs to me
that vou may possibly like to have some confirma-

tion "of your advice from one who has long been

conversant with the position and development of the

industry as a toa-t ister and agent in the London

market for some of the principal gro vers.

So little has been kcown in the past about this

branch of our commerce that it is not surprising

that investors, as a rule, have regarded it with

diffidence, or have altogether ignored it. But the

experimental stage has long been passed, and we

have now the benefit of some fifty years' experi-

ence with the result that it is proved that nearly

ftll but not quite all, plantations in India are per-

manent in respect of soil and the capacity of plant

to yield freely and vigorously
;
tUat while woatlier

carrses some variation in the amount and quality of

the vield, such a thing as the failure of a crop is

unknowir,’ and that no limit has yet been found to

the consumption of Indian tea..

A most important fact is, that the oldest planta-

tions in Assam still produce the finest tea. Proof

of this is to be found in the history of the Assam

r’nmnanv which has been at work since 1843, and

CLt lear showed a profit of i‘.')0,000 on the season’s pro-

Jliiction equal to more than 2.5 per cent on the caprtal,

and due to the fine quality of the tea produced. Another

wXhtv fact is that no other tea-producing country has

yot been discovered which can give tea equal to the

best from Assam and Darjeeling. Another is, that not-

withstanding the steady increase of production, there
is in no market of the world a surplus stock of

Indian tea, the year’s consumption regularly using up
all that is grown. Last year 135 million pounds were
produced by India; of this, 120 millions at least

will be used in the United Kingdom, and the re-

mainder in other countries, where the use of Indian
tea in place of China is r-apidly increasing to a point
which makes them keen competitors with English
buyers.
The effect of these developments in trade has been

to maintain the market value of Indian tea well
above the cost of production. You may like to know
some details. A crop of “common tea’’ costs from
5Jd to 6d per lb. to make, and realises 7d to TJd
per lb.

;
a smaller crop of “good tea’’ costs about 7d

pei- lb. and the realises from 9d to 10; a still

smaller crop of “ Hue ’’ tea costs from 9d to lOd,

and realises from Is up to as much as Is

Gd per lb. There is, therefore, a good margin
left for lowered market value or increase cost

of manufacture. The items that would increase cost

are: a rise in the value of silver, arise in freights, ora
scarcity of coolie labour.

So much with regard to the general position and
prospects of the industry. The would-be investor-

will, of course, want to know which are the strongest
and soundest of the many companies, but it is not my
purpose to tell him. Some general hints, however,
may perhaps be given. These are : 'To notice the
capital cost per bearing acre, and prefer those
whose gardens show a low cost

;
to ascertain

what additions to the planted area have been
made out of the profits of past years ; to

discriminate between those who pay dividends
and also create reserve fuuds, and those who do
not to inquire what is the average value of the tea
produced, and if the estates are situated in the best

districts.

Most of this information can be found in the elc-

borate tables of statistics now published by some of

the stockbrokers, who are beginning to realise that

C per cent or 8 per cent can be obtained on invest-

ments in Indian tea with much less risk than is run
in many kin Is of industrial and commercial concerns
for the sale of 5 per cent. From a shareholder's
point of view it is much to be desired that the older
companies would rearrange their capital on a
modern basis, divided into the preferred an d deferred
shares of small nominal amount that the investor
of tolay so much prefers.—I am Ac., Assam.
—Financial Times, March 11

VARIOUS rUANTllTG NOTES.

Tiif. “ Bulletin” of the Botanical Department,
Jamaica, contains :—Rum Aroma : III ; Notes on
the Orange; Coccidoc or Scale Insects: VIII; Insec-
ticides; Grants for Agricultural l-lducation; Notes on
Curing Cocoa; Notes on Kola; Orris Root; Wild Lime;
Ornamental Blant-s; Eucalyptus Oil in Yellow Fevej;
Ferns : Synoptical List.—XXXIl; Castleton Gardens;
Contributions to the Department.

The Kew Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information
for February contains :—Gold Storage of Fruit

;

Decades Kewenses: XXVI.-XXVII; Dominica; New
Orchids: IG

;
Two African Holarrhenas

;
Natural

Sugar in Tobacco; Miscellaneous Notes; Botanical
Magazine

;
Hooker’s leones riantarum

; Hand-list
of Orchids

;
Water Supply

; The British Honduras
Pino

;
Beetle Larvee attacking Orchids Solauum

torvum in Assam.

J.AVA Cinchona Shipments.—Our Amsterdam corres-
pondent writes on March 2nd :

—“ It was made
Iniowu today that the February shipments from
Java of cinchona-bark amounted to about 51G,tX0
Amsterdam lb., against 75G,0(X) lb last year. 'This
makes for January Pebruary 1896, 1,516,000 lb against
1895, 1,413,000 1b; 1891, 1,351,000 1b; and 1893,
1,255,000. Our next sale will contain about G,000
packages of bark, aud the stock in first hand, all

told, IS now about 15,100 packages.— CV<cHn'«t ami
Druggist,
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To the Editor.

GUANO FOR COCONUTS.
Dear Sir,—Can any of your readers inform me

whether guano is good for coconut trees, and how
much per tree should be applied ? It seems to me
it might be useful on distant parts of an estate,

where bulky manure could not be so conveniently

applied.—Yours truly, PROPRIETOR.

YIELD OF CACAO PER ACRE.
41 Eastcheap, London E.C., 19th Feb. 1896.

Sir,—Your correspondent A. v. D. P. of the 13th

December states, that an African estate of 300 acres

yields 191 cwt. of cacao per acre
;
allow me to inform

him that in Grenada, West Indies, there is an estate

which yields that quantity stated ;
but of course it is

highly manured
;
wiiereas the African estate is virgin

soil, hence the large return.—Yours truly, A. G.

CEYLON AND AFRICA.

Dear Sir,—

A

griculturists and others in Ceylon,

ought to be most thankful that we are spared

any such similar visitation as that referred to

in the appended extract from a letter recently

received from South Africa. I wonder if the

introduction of the blood-sucker, chameleon and

other of the lizard tribe, in LARGE numbers,

would be beneticial in the way of keejiug the

locust pest in check. — Yours faithfully, E.h .T.

Extract.
“ The plague of locusts in this part of the world,

Natal, is becoming most serious ! On this estate

alone out of a plot of 600 acres we have lately dug

up over a ton and a half of locusts’ eggs. They

lay in cocoons—each cocoon contains on an average

eighty eggs, and 5.50 cocoons go to 11b., so for a

ton and a half we destroyed the small number of

147 840,000 eggs—this is only a part of the destruc-

tion carried ont all over the Colony, and still

immense quantities are left to hatch and carry de-

struction to vegetation wherever they appear. Wise

and very stringent measures are however being

taken by Government for the eradication of the

Can the insects referred to be descendants

of the Mosaic plague ?

TEA CHESTS : THE ADULTERATION OF
COFFEE.

March, 4.

gjjj When I sent you the information about the

self-opening tins for Tea, I did not know so much

about the subject, as I do now, and I would like to

explain to your readers some of the points.
'

I stated that the lids were made perhaps best in

this country and shipped out, but I did not say that

as soon as the patent had expired the rims to fit

the lid were also run out of tin. Now the point is

this that the lid and a small rim can be shipped

out 'as they fit one another, and this small rim can

be most easily soldered on to the flat sheet of tin,

which would be at the top of the Tea chest
;
there-

fore vou will have an air-tight joint.

Another point which had not occurred to me was

that in making some of these tea chests in India,

by placino four tin boxes in close position to one

another, the packages c.in bo made to hold up to 1501b.

of tea and only one chest is required (of wood);

hence there is a very great saving and beyond this

the tea is all packed in to a uniform size, veiy

lurhtlv it arrives homo, and the Customs at once see

timt it 13 carefully weiglied. They tare one package

90

and by this means get to know the exact weight of

the tin and the lid, therefore if they scale a few of

these unopened tins they have a perfect record of

the weiglit without opening, taring, bulking, or any-
thing else.

The object of putting the name of the estate on the tea
chests is for advertisement. This advertisement have
been handed down by the Chinese and in China the na-
tives used to buy the tea because they knew the name or
brand or mark of the estate or packer. These chests
from Ceylon now come into the hands of the grocers,
and also into the h inds of the large stores here.
These people find it adv lutageous to order homo
from Ceylon so many chests of tea and they send
out a sample to the Ceylon garden asking at what
price they can be supplied with a certain tea. The
Ceylon garden, seeing this order coming along, puts
on a profit, k lowing that it will be saved all its

expenses, and stipulates for cash being paid through
the Bank, hence the planter who has been fortunate
in having his tea selected gets a considerable ad-
vantage. This trade has commenced and is rapidly
extending.
There is one other point which you will find

crop up very shortly, and that is, the Legislature
are about to put in force the question of “ adulter.

ation| of coffee.” This has been brought before the
Chamber of Commerce of London and in the pra.
senoe of some of the members of the Committee
of the Chemical Trade Section, at which analytical

chemists attend. It was argued and admitted that

the producer of milk had now to be so careful that

he had to keep cows giving an excess of creim to

fetch up the quality of milk of any cow that yielded

quantity without quality.

The analytical chemists were next asked whether
it was true that they were well aware that in very
few instances could pure coffee be obtained when a
cup of coffee was asked for in any restaurant, cafe

or hotel, or railway bar. They were further asked
if they did not consider that it was unfair to attack
the producer of milk and at the same time allow
the vendor of the coffee to put any muck and filth

into it and call it “Coffee.” They admitted that
the state of the law was such that it ought to be
altered and Sir Michael Hicks-Beach is the minis-
ter in charge of this department, who will at once
put the law in motion. It is thought that if this

is properly c.irried out it will immensely increase
the consumption of real coffee because the people
who ask for a cup of coffee dread what they may
get served out to them.—Yours truly,

THOS. CHRISTY.

The Production of the Originals of Tele-
GRAMS.—At the Appeal Court tod.iy, Mr. Advocate
Jayawardene on behalf of the complainant in a
Police Court case from Avisawella moved for a
order on the Postmaster-General under section 70 of
the Criminal Procedure Code to deliver to the
Police Magistrate of Avisawella the original of a
telegram for the purposes of being put in evidence.
Mr. .Jayawardene tendered an affidavit from his
client and stated that the Magistrate of Avisawella
had issued summons on the Postmaster-General to
produce the original of the telegram, when the latter
referred the Magistrate to section 70 or the Criminal
Procedure Code. The complainant was one Paul
Jacolyn, the Recordkeeper of the Avisawella Courts,
who charged the accused with having given false in-

formation to the Magistrate of that Court. The false
information consisted of the following telegram re-

ceived by the Magistrate from the accused :
—“ Fur-

nished sureties, R600. Did not take bail. Others
bailed Rl to Paul aud they released.” The mean-
ing of which was that the Recordkeeper received a
bribe of Rl from each of the other accused and
enlarged them on bail. After heaving Mr. Jaya-
wardene, who read the cjiuplaint's affidavit, Ilis
Lordship Mr. Justice Withers made order directing
tlie Postmaster General to cir.so the telegram to be
delivered to the Magistrate of Avisawcl.a for the
puqiose of that officer iiiveitigatiug the charge pre-
ferred by tho complainant against the author of the
alleged telegram.—Ijooal “ Examiner,” April 2.
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NOTES FROM IIUME.

Dover, M.avcli 7.

The^ Evening Filcindard liad <a very pert.ineiA
editorial note the other clay, expressing surprise
•at tlie interest still felt in the

CUL'flVATlOX OK COKKKK

in so in,any different countries, in the face of the
steadily decreasing consumption in the United
Kingdom. The cause of such decrease is, of course,
found in the persistent adulteration, or admix-'
ture with chicory—so that it is almost impossible
to get a cup of pure collee in llritain. This
was brought out very clearly by the Deputation
which recently waited on the Chancellor of the

Excheciuer—particulars of which have, no doubt,
been already published by you. The following

editorial deliverance on the subject is from the

Manchester Guardian and may Ije worth putting

on record ;

—

The Chancellor of the Ex'chequer yesterday de-

clined to entertain the idea of abolishing the duty
on coffee. The deputation of coffee-traders which
waited upon him had some good reasons to urge in

favour of their proposal. The trade in coffee has
been steadily declining for many years. Compared
with that of 1873, the trade of the past year shows
a decrease of a million hundredweight, so that the

import of coffee is now only about three quarters of

a million and the export half a million hundred-
weight. This decline is attributed to the hindrances
thrown in the way of merchants by the system of

warehousing in bond, which is necessitated by the

duty. If, say the trader,s, coffee could be imported
free, it could be prepared for use here as cheaply

as in Hamburg or Holland, and the trade would
revive. The consumption of coffee in England has
steadily diminished—in 1870 nearly one pound was
consumed per head, and in 1801 only about two-

thirds of a pound,—so that the future of the trade

evidently depends upon the extent to which the ex-

ports can be increased. Sir Michael Hicks-Heaoh
argued that the decline of the export trade was due
to other causes, such as the tendency of lirazilian

coffee to go to Continental ports rather than to

Loudon. It is not easy to decide which of the tw'o

explanations is the true one, but if the coffee trade

is being ruined by a duty which only produced last

year them should be little hesitation about
the rediii or a'f'olition of the duty.

Tim strong poinimade bj' Sir M. ilick.s-BeacIi, it

seems to me, was that, if he aboli.slied the duty
on o.oflee, llmt on cacao should follow ami then

it might fairly he said that tea was unduly
weighted. “ A free breakfast table” would seem
to 1)0 the only equitable reform in this direction

;

but I think it was a pity that the Deputation
did not have an alternative rc([uest to make of

the Chancellor, namely, that the rule should be

far more clearly and fully enforced of the ),ro-

portions of coffee and chicory in each packet
sohl, being printed on in bold type or ligiues.

[f even working-people read at a glance

“This is mixtuieof one-fourth coffee .and three-

fourths chicory”; or of “ h.alf coffee and half

ciiii'ory or ng.aiii “ threo-qii.arters coffee and
one qiiarter chicory”, they would speedily come
to know what they were really buying am! turn

to the packets with the huger inoportion of

coffee. At present, there i.s no check on the pro-

portions in the ))ackets sold by the grocers.

Notwithstanding that, according to the depu-

tation, tw'O-tiiirds of the London coffee tr.ade has,

xvithin, the na.st qu.arter of a century, been

diverted to Continental ports, British ca]utaiist.=

are not behind others in the attempt to grow
more coffee. This is .seen not only in the .Strait.s

and North Borneo (not to speak of revivals iu

Ceylon and India—wdth Liberiaii especially), but

also ill Java ami Centr.al Afric a, in Mexico,
Central and even in South .America. The l.attes

(
'(
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is reported by a friend to have a very large

ca])ital at its hack, for the purpose of opening
a large area of line land with coffee in the South
American State of Colombia. This project is

freely su[iported in the City, notwithstanding the
unsettled state of affairs in the neighbouring
Kc'public of A’^enezuela ;

hut Ckilomhia it .seems,

hears a better {record. On tlie other hand, (he
Company’s Directors xvisely require a preliminary
Report by an experienced and competent coff'ee-

jilanter, and I have been consulted by a city

friend as to a suitable Ceylon man for tlie ]>o.st.

The salary or fee would be ToUO and all travel-

ling expenses paid and English .agents in the
State w'onld give needful assistance in providing
guides, interpreters, Ac.

There can be no doubt of the steady demand
for coffee on the continent of Enrojie and tlirongh-

ont the Americ.as. Even if we rapidly gain on
the States of Canada v.dth onr teas, the \ ictory
Avill be more over the China and Japan rnlJiisii

and green, or J’rus.sian-blue-faced teas, than over
coffee

;
although I have no doubt tiiat many ot

the Rritish emigrants to America during the
past 30 to 40 years when they found good tea
made available to them, would turn even from
coffee, to their original love. I do not .see, there-

fore, that Ceylon and Indian tea planters need fear
the extending cultivation of coffee in otlier lands.

A\e have jilenty of room for our tea for years to

come, ii we oust the inferior China and Jap.an
tea products supplied to North America, Rn.s.sia

and the rest of Europe and Austr.alasia
; the de-

mand elsewhere is inci'casing, ami there is already
a large ami incre.asing con.sunqition among tlie

natives thronghont India and Ceylon of (he
cheaper inferior teas.

I am sorry to .see from Cow, M'ilson, vX Stan-
ton’s weekly rejjort that Ceylon tea has .again

been weaker in Mincing Lane this time, althoiigli

exchange is up j:d in the week, ami the quantity
offering was small !

In the Daily Chronicle of this morning, there
are reiiorts of the meetings of two

.SOUTH AI'IilCAX COMUAXIKS

of some general interest from what was s.aid ami, in
the ca.se of one. Sir C. AV. R. Caniiihell lu-e-

sided :
—

PAIIDYIS MOZAMBIQUE.
An extraordinary general meeting of the share-

holder.s of this syndicate was held yesterday, at Win-
chester House, for the purpose of increasing the
capital of the company by T‘20,U00.—Mr. E. H. Wat-
son presided, and in moving the resolution stated
that the company had paid 2674 per cent, in bonuses
and cash, and they had today fill,083 worth of shares
in subsidiary companies. It might be asked v\hv,
under such circumstances, they proposed to increase
their capital. One reason was tliat if they disposed
of those shares by putting them on the market it
would have the. effect of reducing the price ofPardy’s
Mozambique shares. Another re.rson w.»s that when
they could realise this money they would be able to
pay 350 per cent, ipore iu dividemls They, however,
had no right to utilise that money as capital, Acting
on the advice of Mr. Pardy, the directors had come to
the conclusion not to sell any more of their pro-
perties until they were thoroughly developed, when
naturally tlioy would command far lietter prices.
They had still the right to locate 219 more cUims.
—Mr. Pardy, in socomli.ig the resolution, referred to
the recent m n-sion of Dr. .lamoson into the Trans-
vaal, and expressed the opinion that that gentleman was
simply the victim of deceit on the one side and trea-
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chery on the other, lie said it uns common to des-

cribe Dr. Jameson’s action as a “ raid,” hnt, in his

opinion, it would be lietter described as “ Dr. Jame-
son's ilnle.”—The resolution was carried after some
discussion.

Ui£Oi)Ksi.\, LiMiTRi).—An extraordinary general
meeting of the shareholders of this company was held
yesterday afternoon at ^Vinchestel House, for the pur-
pose of contirming the resolutions which were passed
at the niectiug held on the 1 fth ult. The resolutions
were to the effect that the capital of the co.mpany bo
increased to Ui()O,000 by the creation of 10(J,000 new
shares of tl each, and that the agreement which was
produced for the purchase of certain of the assets of
the Buluwayo iUining and Finance Company for

flO,OOU cash and 00,000 fully-p.aid shares he sanctioned
and confirmed.—Sir George Campbell, who presided,
in moving the confirmation of the resolutions, said
that the affairs of the company were going on ex-
tremely well. As regarded one of the assets, which
they acquired by taking in the Buluwayo Mining and
Finance Company, thej^ had received the following
cablegram from their manager;—'-New shaft on the
Somerset claims in the Sclukwe district has been
sunk to a depth of f)0 ft.; the widh of tho vein is 2 ft.

Gold is visible throughout.'’ In conclusion, the
chairman said, they had several transactions on hand
which they thought would benefit the company very
much, but it was not advisable at that moment to

say more about them.— Mr. li. J. Price seconded the
resolutions, which were adopted unaniraously.

I have been hearing a little lately of the

INDIAN AND CKYLON EXlimmON
to be o]*ened this year at Earls Court, and I am
inclined to think well of the enterprise of Mr.
Hartley (whom I hojie to meet shortly), the
more esi)ecially as he and his .spirited brother-

capital ists do not )-e(juire any subsidy from Gov-
ernments, hut only their countenance and such as

can fairly he given in loans of exhibits. From
a letter addressed to me by Mr. Hartley, as
Director, I quote a.s follow's, in case yon have not
alre.aily Imd the p.articiilars :—

•

“ I noticed some few weeks ago there was an article

in your paper in reference to our proposed Exhibition
which was not altogether satisfactory to ns. Whoever
wrote it was evidently under the impression that it was
the intention of this Company to apply to the Ceylon
Government for pecuniary assistance with regard to

organizing the Ceylon Section. I may tell you that
we have no idea whatever of doing anything of the
kind. This Company is purely a commercial under-
taking, aiid-is provided with ample funds for carrying
out the proposed work.

“ In all probability we shall send out a commissioner
from here at a very early date to organize the Cey-
lon Section, and I will make it my business to give him
an introduction to you, although it is possible he may
not be unknown to you, and if you can render him any
assistance, I know my friend Mr. Christy will greatly
appreciate it.

“ Tho terms wo offer to native exiiibitors are by no
means onerous. This being, as 1 say, a commercial
undertaking, we are unable to grant free space to

exhibitors except for loan exhibits. The c.liarge we
propose is a reasonable commission upon takings
only.

“ On the list of the Honorary Committee you
will notice a number of names well-known in

Ceylon.
“ Since writing the above, wo have received a letter

from tlie Secretary of State, informing us that a
despatch has been sent out by the Colonial Office to

your Government.—H. II.”

In case you have nob had it already, I give a
letter from Sir Jame.s Linton, Clwiirman of the
I'iiie .‘\rts and Loan Committee of the Exhihiiion,
as “ Ceylon” i.s expressly mentioned by him ;

—

EASTERN ART AT E AIM/S-COURT.
To the Editor of tlie 'I'iincs

Sir,—Last year yon were good enough to insert a
letter in your columns from Sir George Birdwood ap-

pealing for contributions to the Loan Seetiou of the

Empire of India Exhibition at Earl'a-court
;
may I

ask you to grant mo tho same favour upon the pre-
sent occasion for tho |same purpose '? The intention
of the honorary Committee, of which I am Chairman,
is to follow the same lines as the very successful
gathering of loan objects of Indian art ' brought to-
gether at Eail's-court last year, with the addition of
Ceylon, Hongkong, and other Crown dependencies in
Asia.

The honorary Committee of advice consists of Vice-
Admiral the Hon. Sir E. Freemautle, Lieutenant-
General Sir Andrew Clarke, Sir George Birdwood, Mr.
M.M. Bliownaggrec, M.P., Mr. G Purdou Clarke,’ Mr.
F. H. M. Corbett, and Mr. G. Collins Levery.
The educational and artistic value of the collection

of last year, and the very great interest attached to it,

lead my Committee to hope for the help of ail who
are interested in the advancement and conservation
of Eastern art and art manufactures, so that we may
present to the .ait-loving public an even more exhaus-
tive and representative collection in the coming
exhibition of this year.

'The primary object of my Committee is to stay, if

possible, by tiie exhibition of fine examples (thereby
encouraging their production), the rapid decay of good
native art and workmanship, a decay that seems ever
to be one of the evil consequences of the influence of
Western civilization upon the arts of the East, and to
this end my committee appeal to such of your readers
as are desirous of helping so good a cause by lending
for exhibition such objects as are in their possession.
The loan Committee will be glad to receive, as early

as possible, particulars from owners of historic objects
emanating from or connected with India, Ceylon, or
any of our Eastern possessions, such as arms, fur-
niture, costumes, jewelery, ancient and modern art
works of all kinds, models of natives of the various
countries, their dress, objects of worship, musical
instruments, means of conveyance, amusements, and
anything of ethnological or general interest. His-
torical pictures, portraits of generals and statesmen
conspicuous in the history of British conquest and
colonization in the East, as well as paintings by
European and native artists in oil or water-colours,
black-and-white drawings, and miniatures connected
with India, Burma, Ceylon, and the East generally,
are particularly desired for this collection.
The directors of tho London Exhibition Company

will undertake every reasonable responsibility for
the reception, custody, insurance against fire, damage,
and loss, and the return after the close of the ex-
hibition of the objects lent.

If those who have works or objects which they
are willing to lend will be good enough to commu-
nicate with George Collins Levery, Esq., C.M.S. Hon
Secretary, Fine Arts and Loan Section Committee
Earl’s-court, S.W., the necessary form of information
will bo forwarded by return.

I beg to remain yours faithfully,

JAMES D. LINTON.
5, Cromwell-place, South Kensington, S.’VV.,

March 2nd.

I'RKFKRKNCE SHARE.S IN TEA COMPANIES.
I call atLuiitioii to an article on another page
h'oin a London linaiicial papei' on Indian and
Ceylon Tea Companie.s and Preferciiee Shares,
showing how good and safe these investments are
from British Ca]dtal. (The article is given on,
l>age 7' 17. An average of 4^ per cent, may
not seem much to Colonial readers

; but i'u

the eyc.s of home inve.stor.s, with Consols yield-
ing less than _‘J.j anything safe which gives 4 per
cent or over is bound to be run after

; and as
the attention of the home investing public is

being, more and more, turned to Tea I’lautation
Companies, we may be sure of an increasing
demami for both I’refcreiice and Ordinary .Shares
in good Comjianie.s.

I was much pleased to learn from Dr. Morp.i.s
of Kew, of Ills interesting trip to

THE RAIIAMAS
from wliicli he recently returned. He refers me to
an interview reported in OommercG as giving the
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^)est account of liis tri\). (U is (piloted 011

709.

Dr. Morris is to deliver an illustrated lecture be-

fore the Society of Arts on March 18th, on the
Bahamas Sisal Itidustry ” which is sure to be full

of interest.

I am exceetlingly pleased to learn of

MR. E. E. green’s

forthcoming work on the “Scale Insects” which
constitute so large a proportion of the worst
enemies of tropical products. The pros[iectus has
been already noticed in your columns, and I

sincerely hope the venture—a very plucky but
risky one financially—will be well supported in

Ceylon. Surely, every Tea Estate. Compaiiy
should subscribe for at least one copy to put in

the hands of its Chief Manager for reference

;

and the Ceylon Government most certainly ought
either to take 60 copies, or make a substantial

grant in aid of the work—one of great economic
importance to the Colony as I am sure Dr.

Tnmen will report, if called on by Governor
Ridgeway. Writing to me under date the 1st

instant, Mr. Green states ;

—

* I have received very kind encouragement from

many of the leading Entomologists in England.
But the public has not as yet responded very freely

to my invitation for subsci'iptions. I believe I can

count scarcely more than a dozen subscribers at

present I But the prospectus has not been out very

long. My publisher’s estimate for the production of

the work is a cool £1,000—so I shall require 200

subscribers at £5 to cover the cost. I am informed
that I shall be fortunate if I obtain half that

number : the publisher warning me that the demand
for scientific works of the kind is very limited. Don’t

you think that this is a case where the Ceylon Gov-
ernment might give a substantial grant ? It is

surely of as much use—though not of such general

interest—to the public as Moore’s work on the

Butterflies and Moths of Ceylon which was largely

subsidized by Government.”
Most certainly—our reply is—this work on the
“ Coccidic” is fully as deserving of official support

as tliat on the Butterffies. Could not the I’lant-

ers’ Association Committee move in the matter
—(1) by taking the names of subscribers and

(2) by requesting some oHicial help to so desir-

able a production’' Hurely no planter or mer-

chant ill Ceylon would desire to see Mr. Green
out of pocket, in addition to all the trouble and
time he has given to a useful work in the in-

terests of science, of his adopted Colony and of

his brother planters ?

“INDIGENOUS COFFEE.”

Dear Sir,—With reference to your issue, dated the

29th ultimo, I notice a very interesting letter _from

a correspondent signing himself “11. S, Uagan,”
anent tho above. I heard of the existence of the

above variety of coffee in the locality “ as mentioned
by your correspondent ” through the late Mr. 11. E.
Norman, an old and an experienced planter in the

Ouchterlony valley. This variety of coffee was
brought to his notice, I think, by a Mr. Cootes some
25 years ago as existing in the Suffolk and Goodalore
Mullay belt, and when I was appointed a Superin-

tendent of the Goodalore Mullay Estate, I was told

about this variety and was asked to institute a

search in the above belt for the trees in question. I

was fortunate enough to find two trees in close proximity

to each other, the appearance and description of the

trees I discovered tallying exactly with the observa-

tions made by your correspondent in the issue men-
tioned, except in that tho height of the trees dis-

covered by me was not more than 20 feet ; the ob-

servations made by your correspondent during the

time he was in the valley with reference to this

species of coffee is borne out fully by the investi-

gations I made at the time. Regarding the difference

in the fruit between this variety and the coffee

arabica, the only cause that I can ascribe to the

want of maturity in the beard of the indigenous
coffee is that our investigations in this part of tho

functions of the tree has not been carried far enough,
for whenever I visited the locality in which the trees

were, to see how the berries were progressing towards
maturity, I invariably found the trees quite empty
of berries, having been stripped of their fruit by
monkeys and birds which used to abound in the

vicinity of the above trees. I tried to preserve the

beiTies by tying muslin bags around them, but my
efforts always proved futile, for the monkeys invari-

ably pulled the bags off and took the berries, so I

could not get the opportunity of seeing if the berries

would come to the same state of perfection and
maturity as the berries of the coffee arabica. The
late Mr. Lawson was much interested in this species

of coffee
;

I sent him several branches of it with
blossom, and later on a branch with berries ; we also

sent Mr. D. Hooper specimens of branches, blossom,
and berries of the trees under observation, but I

have never heard what conclusions the above gentle-

men arrived at in connection with the same
;
so if

this letter should attract Mr. Hooper’s attention, I

should feel much obliged to that gentleman if he
would kindly make it known through the medium
of your valuable paper tho results of his investiga-

tions, as I am sure it would be very interesting to

those interested in the matter. I am sorry to add
that the tree I discovered has since been destroyed
by the opening out of the locality in which I found
the “wild coffee,” but happily I am acquainted with
another locality in which this species of coffee
abounds. I shall be glad to send specimens of the
tree to anyone who is anxious to go into the matter
scientifically with a view of trying “ grafting, budding
and cross fertilization, <fec.” and thus establish a new
variety of coffee.—Yours faithfully, R. de R. N.

Suffolk, 9th March 1896.

“ WILD COFFEE.”

{Diplospom spha’rocarpa.—Dalz. )

Mr. Hooper has kindly sent us the following ex-
tract from the “ Pharmacographica Indica,” which
gives some further information on this interesting
tree

:

“ The berries of this trees, growing on the Wes-
tern Ghauts, are known as ‘ Wild Coffee.' and, when
ripening, are eaten by birds and jackals, but they
have not been known to be used as a substitute for
coffee either by the natives or European planters.
The berries are from half to three-quarters of an inch
in diameter, and are crowned by a calyx and areole.
The seeds, numbering from 4 to 10 are arranged in a
vertically imbricate manner in the sweetish pulp

;

they are round and flattened in shape, glossy on the
surface, light brown in colour and horny in consistence.
The seeds turn dark brown when roasted, throwing off

the parchment like testa, and when powdered,
possess an aroma resembling that of coffee.
The roasted and powdered seeds were sub-
mitted to Brig.-General Kenny Herbert, a great
authority on Indian cookery, and he reported
as follows :

—
‘ The percolated liquor had a re-

markably pleasant taste having a marked flavour of
coffee. Indeed the only difference I could detect was
this,—the liquor was not so brown in tint as coffee,
being more golden brown than dark brown and the
beverage brewed seemed not quite so strong as would
have been produced by a similar quantity of coffee
powder. There can be no doubt of the distinct coffee-
like properties of this powder and the absence of any
twang or conflicting flavour to mark its pleasant
taste.’

The seeds contain an alkaloid, which can be sepa-
rated in the same manner as caffeine, an astringent
acid, an aromatic body, some fat, one or more sugars,
and four per cent, of mineral matter. Tho dried
extract obtained by boiling water is 16 per cent, or
something less than that obtained from cultivated
coffee berries.”
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It will be seen that, coupled with the immunity that

it seems to enjoy fi'om leaf-disease “ wild coffee ” ap-

pears to have a future of some importance before it.

We are taking steps to procure samples of the ripo

seed to send home for report and valuation, but

judging from the high favour the sweet pulp is hold

in by those inveterate coffee thieves, monkeys and
birds, we are somewhat doubtful when we shall

obtain them. A letter emphasizing this difficulty

will be found in our correspondence columns : even
tying muslin bags round the fruit, usually an effec

tual method of preservation, was found to be of

no use.

D. sphvrocaijjus is found, by the way, on the
higher ranges of the Western Ghauts, all the way from
Bombay southwards .—Planting Opinion, March 28.

A CUP OF TEA.
Has any one the least idea of the modern uses of

tea ? In the days of our childhood a lesson of tea
was easily got by heart. We read that the tea plant
grew in China, and at certain set times the leaves

were gathered by the natives thereof, who after drying
and rolling them, exported them for use as a bever-

age to our own and other countries. That was all,

or about all we had to remember on the subject.

Here and there some old bachelor dominie might
add a few exhortations of his own on the proper
way of preparing tea, how important it was to see
that the kettle boiled, and how the teapot ought to

stand at least fifteen to twenty minutes’ “drawing”
on the hob.
Nowadays we have changed all that. W'e no longer

speak of “drawing” tea, as though the tea-pot were
some special kind of carrier’s conveyance, and we
are all aware that the tea plant has been success-
fully introduced into many other parts of the world
besides its original Chinese home. The bankrupt
Ceylon Coffee planter found in tea his deliverance
from all the harassments that followed the appear-
ance of the mysterious llemaleia Vastatrix on his
estate, and the Mysore and Assam growers have
obtained a world-wide reputation.
So far so good. But there is a great deal more to learn

about tea than that. When we have finished our after-

noon cup, and Mary Jane has emptied out tbe teapot,
we are apt to imagine, if we ever give the matter
a moment’s thought, that the leaves it contained are
done with when they are thrown away. By the natural
process of decay, the tea will be resolved into its

original component parts, and as our neighbours
across the Channel s.ay, “ Voil;\ ”

I there you are.

But not .so, dear reader. The tea has only, as it

were, begun its career thon, and many are the pro-
cesses through which it may yet have to go.
Tea refuse is highly valuable, and is turned into

account in various ways as follows
; .

The best of it

is sold to be redried, and used as tea again. In this
metamorphosis it is generally mixed with fresh tea,

and resold at a cheaper price. This process may be
repeated as long as it is possible to delude any one
into buying the adulterated article,but by-aud-by a point
is reached when no more tea, so called, is to be got out
of the mixture. In this connection a curious
fact may be mentioned. The old tea is mixed in one
of its downward stages with the sweepings out of the
tea chest after they have been emptied. Nails and
other rubbish are sometimes present in this mixture
in too large proportion to be palatable, and to clear
these away strong magnets are employed, which
draw all the iron at least from the other ingredients.
It can hardly be supposed that any of the tea drinking
will regret the loss of this tonic addition to their cup.
Then you are done with it, you say ? Not at all.

Old tea leaves help to make the basis of those bever-
ages, aptly termed “suckers,” first popular in America,
but now in use here also, drinks which are sucked
hrough a straw, and the process is so ingenious that
no one uninitiated would, recognise in the refreshing
drink any reminiscence of the kitchen tea-pot ; but
there, as wo are credibly informed, it is, for all that.

And what after that? Well, the refuse left after
all these operations was not until recently con-
sidered of any commercial value, but even for it

some use has been found. Old tea leaves, it seems,
make capital fertiliser, and ardent gardeners are now
using the sweepings of tea refuse in this way. Tea
leaves have long been admittedly useful helps to

the housemaid. The judicious use of them will

make the dullest table glass shine, and we are all

familiar with the sight of tea leaves sprinkled over
the carpet before sweeping, but it is new for the
gardner to make to tea manure.
How ever, if any of the readers of “ The Presby-

terian ” are on the outlook for a good and inexpensive
compost, let them try the effect of the drainings of
the tea-pot. A sackful of tea leaves is the proper
quantity to start with, so the amateur horticulturist
will find his work cut out for him during the winter
months in collecting the necessary amount. Then
W'hen the happy spring time comes, let him sally

gallantly out to his back garden, bearing his sack,
and let him sprinkle his centre plot thickly as with
rose leaves in Vallombrosa, every brown tea leaf re-

minding him of pleasant social half hours by the
drawing room fire. He could, in fact, have the re-

mains of each individual tea fight on a separate
plot thus, rearing to himself a sort of private monu-
ment like that of the ancient Egyptians, on which
lie hidden sentiments of past ennui or enjoyment
would be inscribed. But there is no use in carrying
the point further. Everyone can see what a wealth
of ideas lie under the suggestion, and when the
garden blooms with gay and vigorous beauty, the
gardener will, as he sips his afternoon tea out of

doors on his lawn, be more than ever grateful for

the “ cup that cheers ” not only him, but his

garden.
Such are some of the recent “ wrinkles ” about

tea, and I think I have written enough to show
that there is more in the tea-pot than the tea-drinker
always wots of.

—

Presbgterian.

«
TEA IN AMERICA.

New Yore, Feb. 26.

Heinaml is meagre, aiul the same dull con-
dition and low' prices continues. It is still a
buyers’ market except on lines which are scarce.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and
Commission Company will sell 7,23U packages,
viz. ; 1224 half-chests Moyune

; 535 half-che.sts and
boxes Pingsuey ;

20 half-chests Japan
;

50 half-

chests Japan; basket-lired
;
.35 half-chests Japan

Nibs ; 903 half-chests Congou
; 320 packages India,

Java and Pekoe ; 1('57 half-chests Foochow, new
season’s

;
3,086 half-cliests and boxes Formosa,

new' season’s, including some de.sirable teas.

—

American Grocer.

— o
TEA IN AUSTRALIA.

China tea continued in demand at steady rates.

Sales reported comprising 800 half-chests common
congou at up to 4Jd, 1,400 half-chests panyong at

5d to tSd, 600 half-chests panyong at 6jd to 8d, 1,000

boxes congou at ,5gd, and 100 quarter-chests buds at

5id. Of Ceylons 650 chests have been placed at

XJi'iccs ranging from 6d to Is. At auction on Tues-
day a catalogue of 431 chests Ceylon was disposed
of, 303 chests pekoe at 6d to 7Jd, and 128 chests
pekoe souchong at 5id to 6ild. At auction on Wed-
nesday a catalogue of 3,282 half-chests and 145

quarter chests China was offered. There was a
good demand at unaltered rates, and sales were made
of 1,805 half-chests common congou to good medium
panyong at 4d to 5id, and 145 quarter-chests buds
at fid to 5Jd.

—

Australasian, March 14.

nPACMPQQ es.say describing a really

ULnlnCOOi genuiiie Cure for Deafne.ss,
Ringing in Ears, Ac., no matter how' severe or long-
taiidiiig, will he .sent post free.—Artificial Ear-,
slums and similar ai>i>liances entirely su[)crscded.

Address THUMA8 KEMl’E, Vkj’I'ORIA CliAM-
RKU.S, 19, EoUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, IIOLBOKN

;

London.
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CORAL AND CORAL RLEPS.

D. Audrew Wilson delivered the coiieludiiif;; lecturo
at Cork, under the Gilchrist Educational Trust, and
took for his subject “ Coral, Coral Makers and Coral
Reefs.” There was a very large attendance.
Dr. ilsou, in the course of his lecture, said llie

subject of cor.il involved two distinct phases of
nature. The first ijuestion they had to consider was
coral anim il work, and, secondly, they had to study
how that animal had been able to rear up what
had been well called the iniperishable masonry of
the sea. Coral was a kind of chalk. The scientific

name of chalk was carbonate of lime, and coral was
a hard description of carbonate of lime. The Ro-
mans believed the coral was a plant, that it was soft

in its native waters, and became hard when
exposed to the air. Curiously that belief that
coral was a plant remained as a part of

science till about 150 or 200 years ago. About
150 years ago a certain Frenchman, the Count de
Marseille, descanted amongst other things on the
history of the sea, and the coral plant—that was the
red coral found in the Mediterranean sea. He had
a student, Peysonnel’s, who went to the North Coast
of Africa there to study coral, lie wrote home that

they had all been mistaken in thinking that coral

was the work of the plant, for he discovered it

was the work of an animal. They pigeon-holed

his reports, and one who took pity on him wrote to

him saying to cease sending his reports. They had
decided that coral was a plant, and nothing could

change the course of nature because they had so

decreed. He then sent his report to the Royal
Society of London, and they published his re-

port, and gave forth to the world that coral was
the work of an animal. The lecturer then gavo

a lengthened and interesting description of the

coral animal audits internal structure, which he likened

unto an excise ink bottle. The difference between
coral animals and sea o.nemones was firstly that

coral animals made a skeleton, whereas sea anemones
did not

;
secondly, coral animals were generally single.

The fact that coral animals were compound gave them
great power— the power of budding and increasing and
making a tree. Illustrations of the different forms and
shapes of coral were depicted on the screen. Dealing

with the conditions of coral life, he said that corals

required a certain heat and they required a certain

depth. They would not get coral islands in any place

where there was not from 60 to 60 degrees of heat. If

they drew a line 1,800 miles at each side of the

equator, between those two lines they could find liv-

ing coral. They had plenty of fossil corals in the

rocks in the British seas and that indicated a time

when the climate was very different from what it

was now. There was only one coral existing in

British seas—off the Devonshire coast they got a

single cup coral, a remnant of a once prolific coral.

Living coral could only exist at a depth of from

160 to 200 feet. He questioned very much whether

any living coral went down 210 feet. Coral wanted

light and air. In fact corals flourished best wdiero

the water was roughest and where they found the

sea was agitated, and where the coral could got

plenty of oxygen to live on. Darwin’s theory

with regard to coral was that they could only

explain the erection of coral by taking into ac-

count one circumstance, the sinking of land. There

were three kinds of reefs. First was the fringing

reef. The island of Mauritius was surrounded

bv a fringing reef, which practically meant that

the coral animals had built a reef on the sides

of the mountain. Suppose the island began to

sink the coral reef grew upwards, and as the

island went do vn they would get a barrier reef. The

third kind of reef was the perfect form of coral island—

what was called lagoons or atolls. Darwin's theory

was that one reef was the fermatiou of the other.

The lecturer expounded and supported this theory.

In concluding he said the wish of the Gilchrist

Trustees was that some educational benefit would

accrue to them. He believed they were in w.ant of

extension of technical edoation. Ho believed it

was one of tho most important things they could have.

If they were to have “ Made in Germany ” not quite

so frequently on products in that country, the work-
men had it in their own hands. If they could give

the same stuff as was made in Germany, only a little

better, it would be meeting Germans on their own ground.
The Germans had the beuelit of technical education, and
•they, in these islands, had all tliattime been nursing,

in t!io hope that they were quite equal to

Germans, with their old common rule of tlie thumb.
If these lectures had tho effect of impressing on tho

largo and intelligent body of workingmen whom he
was addressing—that in tliemselves lay tho root of

maintaining tlieir future success and superiority

—

then ho knew that the Gilchrist Trustees would con-
sider their money had been well spent in sending
their lecturers to Cork. What use were these lectures

to be to the man in the street ? They devoted so

much time to hammering aw'ay at politics that they
had no time to ask themselves something about the
world itself. What was the difference between one
man and another in that life? The difference was
not in wealth, was not in position. The difference

was in the opportunity of getting out of the
daily rut they lived in. The difference between
one man and another was that one man lay

in the rut, and the second man, with a little aspi-

ration, perhaps begotten at a Gilchrist lecture, got his

head a little above the rut, aud saw something of the
blue sky of intellect which was always beneficiently

shedding its rays upon them if they turned their

faces to the rising sun. He wished that they would
cherish something that they heard at the Gilchrist
lectures which would make them take a little study
of these things, not to put money in their pockets,
it would not do that, but to increase their enjoy-
ment of life by understanding something of the
world, aud when they had climbed through the hill of

difficulty and had come to the summit of the moun-
tain they might see foot-steps throughout the shining
valley .—Cork Constitution, Feb. 18.

DRUG REPORT.

(From the Chemist and Druijejist.)

Lomlon, March 12.

Kssknti.m. Oils.— Loniongrass oil is ttrnily held at 2|d
|)er 07. for fair native (iiuilitie.s. Citroiiella oil is still

quoted iioiuinally at 2s per lb on the spot, but it would
probably be possible to buy, with an order, at least

a couple of pence below that figure. For arrival Is 74d
per 11) c i f April-May, would now probably be accepted.
Arrivals Iiave been very heavy lately, the “ Clan Murray ”

whicli came into port today, alone bringing 03 7 to 8 cwt
drums, and 138 cases and kegs.

Cafi'Kiml—Very quiet
;
18s per lb,, however, is still

the quotation.

SriCES.—Nutmegs are very quiet, and Mace remains
dull of .sale.

Mr. E. K. Guickn ox a Gkylon Insfct.—At u
meeting of the Entomolugiciil .Society on Miireh -1

,

Mr. E. E. Green exhibited a. larva of an homopter,
ous insect—one of tlie Gicadnoe—from Cuylon,
having what appeared to bo a. head at its caudal
extremity. He pointed out that the larva had
caudal appendages which might be mistaken
for hairy autemuu, and pigment spots resembling
eyes on the antepenultimate segment of the body.
The insect walked cither backwards or forwards,

and when first seen looked like a beetle of some kind-

tho caudal extremity rcprescatiiig tho head.

C
iLUSETS, Urinals, Night Coinmodos, fStahles,

/ Kennels, Ac. slionkl he lightly dredgml
(after cleansing) with (lvi.\ Ki: r'.s 1.5 per eonl.
( 'ahmoi.ic Powoki:, to destroy h.mi odonr.s and
to kill or keep aw.ay insects—'I’he most cM'eelive

pieinuMtion.— In A Ih., 1 Ih. and 2lh. dredgers, at

(id.,- Is., A Is. Gd. each, from Gheinists and Stores.

F. C. CALVERT cV Co., Mauchc.ster.
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.

[Furnished hij the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, March 30, 189G.

Exchange of London : Closing Rates, LanL

Sellinq Rates :—On demand 1/2 9-32 to 11-32 ;
4 months

sight T /2 5-H) to g ; G months’ sight 1/2 11-32 to 13-32.

Ranh Bujiinq Rates :—Credits 3 months sight l/^j >

G months’ sight 1/2 17-32; Boots. 3 months sight 1/...

11-32
; G months’ sight 1/2 9-lG to 19-32.

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, R14 to IG 00.—Nominal. Very scarce.

Estate Crops in Parchment, delivery, per bushel, no

quot. Plantation Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot

per cwt, R77-50 to 82—Nominal. Very scarce.

Liberian parchment on the spot per biishm, R11‘.)U

to 12'00.—Nominal. Very scarce. Native Coffee t.o.b.

per cwt. EGO to 62.—Nominal. Very scarce.

Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week : Broken

Pekoe, per lb 50c. Pekoe per lb 34c. Pekoe

Souchong, per lb 33c Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 29c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.
» .

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine,

per lb IJc. to 3c. Twigs and branch no quotation.

Cardamoms.—per lb Rl'OO to 2'00.
i - m

Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cw’t. RlG'i..) to lp'12.

Dealer’s oil per cwt. R15'00 to 15-12. Coconut oil in

ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton 340.—In small pack-

ages. Early shipments.
Copra.—Per candy of 5G0 lb R40 00 to R-18^00

Coconut Cake : (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R65 to 70.

Cocoa.—Unpicked and undried, R30 to 33.

n -57- -NT 1 4. Q I

Kogalla per cwt. R9 to 18.

Corn Yarn.—Nos. 1 to r7 to 14,

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 & 2 only f.o.b. 66c.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb 62c.

Plumbago : Large Lunms per ton, R150 to 330.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips per ton,

R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Ebony: per ton.—No sales.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7’00 to R7'95.
_

Pegu and Calcutta Calunda per bag R7'80 to R8Ta.

Coast Calunda per bushel, RS'OO to R3^35.

Mnttusamba per bushel, R3'10 to R3-.50.

Kad.appa and Kuniwe per bushel,—no quotations.

Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, R9’00.

Freights.
n
o

Tea
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
Coconuts in bag-i

Other Cargo
Broken Stowage

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil

Plumbago
New

12 '6 m

, o 43
* rg Cfl

H S M
O ° <U

PhhI ft

s. d,

201
17/G

17/6

20/

10/

s. (L

25/

„ re to ,2 to

Cargo. ,, ri ^ n
. ©

s. d.

30/
27 6

27/G

27/6

21,

0

15/

27/6

27/6

York rates per steamer with transhipment

15/ above London rates.

•4^

w
<0

‘u ^
H S,

s. d,

25/

25/

25/

25/

25/

s. d.

17/6

17/6

17/6

17/6

17/6

Coconuts.—

O

rdinary
do Selected 40'00 to 43'00

COCONUT On,.— irr37 to irytm
Copra.—

M

arket steady :—

fl
05 .

S “
© ^3

fiarden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Cofice

do f.o.ii.

I.ihei'iaii I’avc’.iment,

do Coifee,

Caudamou.s.—
Cocoa.-

(

nominal)
UiCE.—t.laiket Steady:—
Kazla
Soolye
Callnuda
Coast Callnuda
Kurnve
Multus.imha

C I NNAMON.—Quoted Nos
Of) cents per lb (nominal)

.

_H7.7 00 per c.andy (nominal)

to 14 '00 do
i).1-00 to .<i7-00 per cwt
02-00 to 6:5 -00 do
12’00 per 'ou.shel (nominal
00-00 to 0-2 00 per cwt
0-70 to 1-7.7 per lb (noniina

SO-00 to 3S’00 per cwt do

RO-.tO to C-75
7-00 to 7-7.')

7-7.') to 3-00

:5-on to :)-00

-2-7.7 to -2-37

3 -'25 to :5-50

per bag
do

per bn.shel

do
do

R3.5-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)
do do

per cwt do

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copr:i

Poonac.—Gingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

ICiiONY.—quotations at
SatinWOOD.—cubic feet

Halmilla.— do

LOCAL MARKET.

Bti Mr A. M. Chittanibalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort.
' Colombo, April 9, 1890.

R14-00 to 14-2.5 per bushel

R18-OO to 4S-.50 per candy
47-00 to 47 -.50 do
43-00 to 45-00 do
00-00 to 9 .5-00 per ton
105-00 to 110 00 do
70-00 to 80-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do
1'25 to 1-50 do

Kitul Fibre.—

Q

uoted at R30 u0 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—

Q

uoted nominally:—
Jaftna Black.—Cleaned (Sc-irce)

do Mixed R17"00 to 18-00 per cwt.
Indian do R7-00 to frOO do
Bo Cleaned

S.APAN Wood.—(Quoted
Kero.sine on,—American

do Russian
Kapok.—Cleaned f. o.b :—

do Uncle.ined
Croton Seed

Nux. Vnoraica

10-00 to 14-00
.5.5-00 to GQ-OO per ton
7-30 to 7 -35 per case*
3-40 to 3-4.5 per tin

(Scarce)
do

1.3-00 to 17 00 do
2’50 to 3'00 per cwt

A Shipment has arrived this week.

CEYLON EXPORTS AND DISTRIBUTION
1895-1896.

O
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS.
(From TjPwis it Pent's Fortnightlij Pricis Current, London, 2oth March, 1896. j

QUALITY. QUOTATION,'

ALOES, Socotriiic
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BEES’ WAX,
Zanzibar t & White...
Bombay i Yellow...

Mauritius & Madagascar..
CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CARDAMOMS, Malabar..

Ceylon.— Mysore
,, Tellicherry...

» Long

,, Mangalore..
CASTOR OIL, Calcutta.

.

Madras ..

CHILLIES, Zanzibar ...

CINCHONA BARK.—
Ceylon

CINNAMON. Ceylon Ists

2nd!-

3r.b

4tha and 5ths
Cbipi

CLOVES, Penang
Amboyna
Zanzibar 1

and Pemba J

Stems
COCULUS INUICUS ..

COFFEE
Ceylon Plantation,,

Fair to tine

Common to

dry
good

Good to fine

Fair
Dark to good polish .

Fair average ijuality ...

J » • » M
Clipped, bold, bright fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to fine plump
Good to fiuM

Brownish
Shelly 10 good
Seeds
•Med brown to good bold

Ists and 2nds
Ists and 2nds
Dull to fine bright

Ledgeriana Chips
Crown,

Hybrid

Ordinary

Renewed .

.

Org. Stem
Root
Chip

to tine quill..

hard

Native
Liberian

COCOA. Ceylon

cjlombo root...

COIR ROPE, Ceylon
Cochin .

.

FIBRE, Brush
Cochin ...

Stuffing ..

COIR YARN, Ceylon ..

Cochin ...

do.

CROTON SEEDS, sitted...

CUTCH
ginger. Bengal, rough

Calicut, Cui A
B & (.

Cochin Rougli...

Japan
GUM AMWONI.VCUM ...

ANIAU, Zanzibar...

Woody and
Fair to good
Dull to fine bright bold
Dull to tine

Good and fine bright
fommon dull to fair

Fair
Fair

Bold to fine bold cdory
.Midding to fine mid
Low mid. and low grown
.Sm.alls

Good ordinary
Sin,all to bold
Bold to tine bohl
Medium and fair

Triage to ordinary
Fair to good
Old. & middling wormy

44s a 100s
lls a 70s

D7 a £8
£6 12/0 a £7
£6 10s a £7
180s
195s
Is Id a 2s 4d
Is .“id a Is 9d
Is 9d a 3s Od
Is Sd a 2s
Is 3d a l.s 83
Is Od a 3s

3s

2s 2d a 3s 9d
2id a 2|d
Jd a 2Jd

25s a 32s Od

2d a 31d
2d a 4^d
IJd a 3d
2id a 2id
Gda2d
lO^d a is 4d
lOd a Is 3d
9,d a Is Id
82d a 9id
3d a 3|d
7d a lid

3Jd a 4^d
2Jd a 2Jd
l|d a 2id
Id
7s a 7s 3d

Madagascar ..

ARABIC E. I & Aden ...

Uhiitii ..

Kurrachee .

.

Madras
ASSAFCETIDa

KINO
MYRRH, picked

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings
siftings

ISDIAKUBBEF, As.sam

Rangoon
Borneo

Ordin.ary to fair

Ord. to fine long str.aight

Ordinary to good clean
Common to fine

Cominoii to superior .

.. .. very fine ...

Roping, fair to good ...

Fair to good
F.air to tine dry
Fair
Good to fine bold
Small and medium
Common to fine dold ..

Small and D’s
Unsolit
Sm. blocky to fine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts
Part yellow and mixed
Bean and Pea size ditto
.\inber and dk. red bold
Med. & bold glassy sorts
Fair to good palish ...

., ., red
Ordinary to good pale
Pickings to fine pale ...

Good and fine p.ale

Reddish to pale selected
Dark to tine i)ale

Clean fr to gd. almonds
Ord. stony and blocky
Fine briglit

Fair to fine pale
.Middling to good
Good to fine white ...

Middling to fair

Low to goo<l pale
Slightly foul to fine ...

Good to fine

Common to foul & raxil.

Fair to good clean
Common to fine ..

INDIARUBBER, (Contd).
Java, Sing. & Penang

f

114s a 122s

I02s a 112s

95s a lOOs
93s a 97s
85s a 95S
78s a 85s
59s a 71s Od
.15s a 58s

20s a 50s
12s a 14s

7s a 9s
nominal
£10 a £15
£10 a £24
£12 a £14
£5 a £6 lOs
£12 a £26 10s

£12 a £34
£11 lOs a £15
47s od a 50s
I7s a 32s od
17s Od
90s a 70s
50s a 55s Od
14s a 37s Od
10s a 32s
22s a 23s
17s a 36s Od
£10 7s Od a £13
£7 17/6 a 10 10/

70s a £7 12/6

£4 5s a £9
90s a 120s
£4 8s a £0 15s
£5 a £7 5s

10s a 50s
15s a 48s
35s a 17s 6d
22s a 31s
16s a 33s Od
40s a 70s

15s a 35s
£20 a £25
80s a 90s
15s a 65s
35s a 60s
20s a 31s
7s a 15s
9s Od a 14s
Is lOd a 2s Ipl
3d a Is Od
Is 4d a Is lljd
ad a Is 8d

MozEunbique

Madagascar

INDIGO, E.I.

MACE, Bombay, 4 Penang

MYRABOLANES. madras

Bombay ..

Bengal ..

NUTMEGS—
Bombay & Penang

NUTS, ARECA
NUX VOMICA, Bombay

Madras

OIL OF ANISEED
CASSIA
LEMONGRASS
NUT.MHG
CINNA.MON
(TTRONELLE

ORCHELLA WEED-
Ceylon
Zanzibar.

PEPPER (Black)—
Alleppee & Telliclierry
Singapore

Acheen & W. C. Penang
PLUAIBAGO, lump

cliips (lust ..

dust
.SAFFLOWER

SANDAL WOOD—
Bombay, Logs

Chips
Madras, Logs

Chips
SAPAN AVOOD, Bombay

Madras
Mivnila
Siam

SEEDLAC
SENNA, Tiimevelly

SHELLS, M. o’PEARL-
Bombay

Mussel
TAMARINDS, Calcutta

Madras
TORTOISESHELL—

Zanzibar and Bombay

TURMERIC, Bengal
Madras
Do.
Do.

Cociiiii

Foul to good clean

Good to fine Ball

nrdinary to fair Ball

Low sandy Ball
.Sau.sage, fair to good
Liver and livery Ball

Fr to tine pinky <fe white
F.air to good black
Niggers. low to good
Bengal --

Shipping mid t(5gd violet

Consuming mid. to gd.

Ordinary to mid. good
Mid. to good Kurpah...

Low to ordinary

Mid. to good Madras..

Pale reddish to tine ..

Ordinary to fair

Chips and dark
Dark to fine pale UO...

Fair Coast
Jubblepore
Bhimlies
Rhajpore, <fcc.

Calcutta
64’s to 57’s

llO’s to 80’s

160’s 130's

Ordinary to fair fre.sh..

Ordinary to middling...

Fair to good bold fresh...

Small ordinary and fair

Fair merchantable
.According to analysis..

Good flavour & colour...

Dingy to white
Ordinary to fair sweet...

Ilriglit good flavour .

.Mid. to fine not woody..
Picked clean flat loaf ..

„ wiry Mozambique

Fair to hold lieavy
Fair
Dull to tine

Fair to tine briglit hold
Middling to good small
Dull to tine briglit

Ordinary to fine bright
Good to fine Pinky
.Middling to fair

Inferior and pickings ...

Fair to fine flavour

Fair to good flavour .

.

Inferior to fine

Lean to good
Good average

QUOTATIONS.

Is fid a Is 2d
2s 2d a 2s 5d
Is 2d a 2s lid
lOda Is Id
Is 4d a 2s 5jd
Is 3jd 2s 2jd
Is Hid a 2s .5d

Is 3d a Is lOd
lOid a Is 7^d

4s a 4s lid
3s 8d a 4s 3d
Is 6d a 4s 2d

2s 8d a 3s fid

Is a 2s 6d
is 8d a 2s lOd

Is 8d a ] s lOd

Is 3d a Is 6d
is

2s 6d a 4s 6d
4s 3d
3s 9d a 6s

3s 9d a 7s

3s 6d a 5s 6d
3s fid a 5s 6d
2s lOd a 3s 2d
Is 4d a l.s lOd

7d a Is 2d
8s 6d a 12s

4s 6d a 6s

6s a 7s 6d
4s 6d a 7s

10s Od
s 9d a 9s Cd

.3|d a 4tl

4d a Is 3d
Is 9d

Lls .1 15s
lOs a 20sl

1 5s a 17s Cd

2jd a 2^d
2 7-16d
2d a 2jd
15s a 17s fid

3s Od a 13s

Ls Od a 8s 9d
2s a 6s

90s

80s
OOs a C5s

£30 a £50
5s a £3
£30 a £50
£4 a £8
£4 a .£6 5s

£4 a £6 iioiu.

VANILLOES-
Mauritius and |

Biiurhon .../

.SoyclicIIes

VERMILION

Ists

2nds
3rds

I Rough & rooty to good 10s s. 15s

\ bold smooth ... £6a£7
Ord. dus y to gd. soluble 70s a 95s
Good to tine bold green Od a 8d
Fair middling medium 3id a S^d
Common dark and small aO S' 2d

Bold and A’s £4 a £4 7s fid

O’s and B’s £3 15s a .£4 7/6

Small 67s fid .a 75s

Small to bold ... 17s a 4fis

Stony and inferior ... Os a 7s

Fair to fine Id a Ijd
.Selected None sold
Small to bold and dark
mottle part heavy ... 20s a 26s

Fair 7s 3d
Finger fair to fine boldSsaOsfid
Mixed midlng. (bright 7s ,a 8s
Bulbs fis fid a 7s fid

Finger 7s a 7s fid

Bulbs .. 5s fid a 7s (id

Gd. crysallized 4 a 9 in. I7s a 32s
Foxy Si reddish a 8 ,, lls a 15s
Lean and inferior . . 7s a 10s

I Inferior to flue crys- I

\ tallized 3i a 9 in. /
Fine, pure, brightj ... 2s 8d a 2s fill
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SEASON NOTES.

ESTEllN PllOVINCE.—Agood malm

paddy crop is being harvested and

preparations made for sowing

yala. Fruit and vegetables re"

ported scarce.

Centbai, Pkovince.

—

The malm harvest is be-

ing reaped with very satisfactory results. Dry

grain fair, except in Udunuwara.—Matale North

crops reported to be excellent. Stock .—Hoof aud

mouth disease reported from Waladane.

Northebn Pbovince.—Malm paddy crops being

harvested, results .satisfactory except in Panauka-

wau in Vavoniya district. Stock .—Foot and mouth
diseases and a few cases of cattle plague re[)orted

from Vavoniya.

Southern Province.—Maha paddy crop has

been harvested in the greater portion of the pro-

vince and with satisfactory results, vegetables

rather scarce. Stock .—Foot aud mouth disease

and a few cases of a form of dysentery reported

from Giruwa Pattu of the Hambantota district.

(Galle report not published.)

Eastern Province.—About 40,000 acres under

paddy crop, some in ear, and late sowing will be

in ear in a month’s time
;
prospects good. Indian

corn and line grain unsatisfactory o\^ing to heavy

rains when in blossom. Stock.— Foot and mouth
disease dying out.—(Trincomalee report not re-

ceived.)

Aohth-WesterN Province.—Harvesting of

grain crops, dry and wet, with satisfactory

results. In some villages in Kalpitiya of Puttalam
district paddy crops damaged by eleplmnto.

North-Central Province.—Paddy crops are

in various stages, most of the tanks full. Fine
grain being harvested and satisfactory. Stock.

Cattle plague still prevailing.

UvA.— Harvesting of yala crops and sowing of

maha
;
yield middling in Yatikinda, Veyaluwa,

having suffered from rain : rest of the district

satisfactory. Fruit and vegetables plentiful

except in Bintenne and Udukinda, when it is

reported to be scarce. Stock.—Foot and mouth
disease in', Veyaluwa

&AaARAGAMUWA.—Maha paddy crops harvested,
yield gimerally good. Yala cultivation going
on Nfoc/c.—Cattle plague reported from Yatat-
walla in Jvegalle district.

THE NITROGEN QUESTION AGAIN.

The March number of the Indian Ayvicultarist
contains a letter from Mr. Bamber (the author
of a well-known work on tea cultivation)
who claims to have discovered the fact that
the Mimosecc as well as the Papilionaceoi are
capable of lixing the free nitrogen of the atmo-
sphere through the organisms contained in the
tubercles found in their roots. Dr. Watt, the
reporter on economic products to the Government
of India, it is also alleged, chaims to have made the
same discovery, and the Indian Ayricnlturkt
decides that the credit is due to Dr. Watt. Both
claimants seem to liave been led to the discovery
by an examination of the roots of the “ Sa” tree
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{Albixzia stipulata), -wliicli is planled as shade for
tea ill Assam. Tlie“iSa’is none ot her tlian tlie
“ Kabalmara" or “ llnlanmara” of Ceylon, which
is also here planted for shade owing to its quick
erowth. It is not uncommon to find disputes
arising out of discoveries and inventions. Indeed
the di covery of the nitrogen-fixing power of the
l‘apil>onacece, which was made by Ilellriegel, was
even claimed by, or rather for, a Scotch professor
of Botany. The creditj however, will always go
to Ilellriegel (alas ! now no more). We are in-

clined to think, however, that except where use-
ful for shade purposes, the value of perennial trees

as nitr'ogen-fixtvs are by no means so important as

that of herbaceous annuals or smaller shrubs which
'can be wholly returned to the soil in the form of

green manure, so that the land while gaining in

nitrogen will not suffer any loss of the mineral
ingredients of plant food. It is strange to find

Mr. Bamber saying it was from the discovery
of the nitrogen-feeding bacilli in the root

tuberck'.s of the “Sa,” that Dr. Watt was led

to the practical consideration that the cultiva-

tion of an herbaceous leguminous plant to be

hoed in as green manure, would be advantageous
to ten. Accordingly, we are told, the doctor

advised the Assam planters to sow and hoe
in a crop of “ Mati-kalai,” or some other of the

numerous pulse crops common to the neigh-

bourhood. But “ Mati-Kalai” (Phaseolus aconiti-

folius) and all the pulses are papilonaceous legumin-
oseae, and the importance of these as nitrogen-fi.xers

has been acknowledged since 1886 when Ilellriegel

first announced his discovery, and it did not require

the further discovery now in dispute to bring cut
their value for green manuring tea or any otlier

cultivated perennial crop. Phaseolus aconiti-

folius though indigenous to Ceylon apparently
has no distinctive native name. The plant is

rather a common one, and though not grown
here is cultivated on a fairly large scale in India

It as Mr. Bamber claims he was the first to dis-

cover and proclaim the fact tliat he discovered

tubercles on the roots of the “Sa" and found
bacilli (which, however, he was not able to iden-

tify) in these tubercles, then much credit is due
him for as it were paving the way for further and
fuller investigation of the matter

;
and, going upon

analogy, ilr. Bamber would seem to havohad ample
justification in inferring tliat the bn:cilli in the

roots of “ S.a” were of the same nature as those

associated with the papilionaceie. But this much
is clear, tliat none of the extracts which Mr.

Bamber quotes from his book go to establish his

claims to the di.scovery regarding the mimoseic.

While referring to this matter of the discovery

of a nitiogen-fixiug perennial tree, we may stale

that in his article on the nitrogen question in the

JSineteenth Centuri/ some months ago, Prince
Krapotkin mentions that hlceugnus anyustifolia

(a garden shrub nearly allied to the laurel tribe)

has also been found to harbour the bacteria that

utilize atmospheric nitrogen. The plant belongs

to the order Kheagnnceoe, which is represented in

Ceylon by K. l.atifolia^ the Sinhalese Welem-
hilla or Katuemhilln. We also know, through

the researches of Sclilo.sing and Laurent, tliat

certain of the lower green plants, such as mosses

(Bryum, Leploliryum ) and AIgm (Confervete

Uscillarite, Aitzcbia) al.^o alisorb nitrogen from

the air, but, howeter inleiesling all tliese dis-

coveries may be from a scientific point of view, the

agriculturist is most concerned with such quick-

growing herbaceous plants as will thrive weed-
like on our lands, and grow, without any help

on the part of the cultivator, only to be cut down
and returned to the soil. Here we may mention
tile results of independent observations made
by a gentleman in Ceylon on the effect of the

growth of the “ sensitive plant” [Mimosa ^mdica)

Sin. Nidiknmba, on coconut land. Without any
knowledge either of Dr. Watt’s or Mr. Bamber’s
discovery relative to the Mhnosem, this gentle-

man alleges that he finds coconut palms thriv-

ing more luxuriantly wherever this plant, which
is generlly considered a pe.stiferous weed, flour-

ishes. On examining the roots of this Mimosa we
found an abundance of root tubercles similar to

those to be found on most papilionaceous legu-

minosese, and by the same analogy as guided Mr.
Bamber's reasoning we are led to infer that these

nodules harbour the nitrogen-fixing bacteria. We
hope to be able to induce the gentleman referred

to above to write an account of his experience
with reference to the influence exerted by the

sensitive plant on soils, for we consider that the

result of his obrervations are far more impor-
tant from a practical jioint of view than those
relative to a perennial tree such as Alhizzia

stipulata, for in Munosa pudica we have ju=t

such a plant as will suit the purposes of the
coconut cultivator, for without requiring any
encouragement to grow, such as the cow pea and
most papilionaceous crops do, it only demands
the Judicious use of the knife to check too

rank a growth.

OCCASIONAL NOTES.

Mr.

one
the

the

AVe would draw sjiecial attention to the interest-
ing contribution by Mr. Frank Modder on the
I’ealy Deposits in the Ivuruncgala tank.
Modder has already contributed more than
valuable paper to the Ceylon Branch of
itoyal Asiatic Society on the topograjihy of
district in which he resides, and has proved
himselt an enthusiastic student of nature and
a careful and thoughtful observer. The specimens
of peat forwarded by Mr. Modder are thus reported
on by Mr. AV. A. de Silva, Instructor in Chemistry
at the School of Agriculture.

The following are the percentage.s of ash found
in the specimens of peat from the Kurunegala
tank :

—

(9) specimen Irom Case No. 1 ... 6 per cent.

("1 )) (I )) )) 2 ... Id
,,

(^1 >> !> )I » d ... 10 .,

AVe would also draw attention to an eminently
practical paper on Soil Analysis, (to be concluded
in our next issue) by F. B. Guthrie, and to the
second instalment of Prof. Green’s paper on Plant
Nutrition.

Dr. Trimen, who has returned in bettor health
to Ceylon, will be welcomed by all who are looking
forward to the completion of tbs learned doctor s

maynum opus, for it is mainly with this object
that Dr. Trimen has come back to the Island. We
have also to welcome back Mr. A. F. Broun, the
Conservator of Forests, on his return to Ceylon
from leave.
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Siimlay
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Wednesday .
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Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .

Thursday
Friday
Saturday .

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .

during I'llE MONTH
MARCH, mot).

. Nil 10 Thur.sday Nil

.
Nil 20 Friday Nil

.
Nil 21 Saturday Nil

. Nil 22 Sunday Nil

.
Nil 23 Monday Nil

. Nil 24 Tuesday Nil

. Nil 2o Wednesday .

.

•o9

, Nil 26 Thursday Nil

. Nil 27 Friday Nil

.
-31 28 Saturday Nil

. 04 29 Sunday •09

.
-47 30 .Monday •20

.
2-81 31 Tue.sday •09

. Nil 1 AVednesday . .
•05

. 01
4 66

. Nil Total .

.

. Nil
•15

. Nil Mean

.

t of luinfall in any 24 hours on

the 13th instant, 2-81 inches.

Recorded by J. D. S. Jayawikrama.

the peaty deposits in the KURUNE-
GALA TANK.

Nearly a half of the surface of the Kurur.egala

Tank, which is about 104 acres in extent, is covered

with ’a mass of floating vegetation, about 6 feet in

depth in some places, and of greater dei)th in

other places, possibly identical with what i.s known

in Ireland, ns the “ Old Widow’s Tow,” Tliis mass

is a veritable eyesore, and completely takes away

from the effect, both from a picturesque and a

sanitary point of view, of what has not been in-

appropriately termed “the lungs of the town.”

Various schemes have been at dift’erent times pro-

pased and tried for getting rid of this mass, and

many attempts were made to remove it, but with

very little success.

In September, 1877, an experiment was made to

slice it and float out the detached pieces through

a cutting in the S.-W. bund, which w.as .secured by

a coflei”dam. Blocks of vegetation 9 feet square

and 3 to 4 feet in thicknes.s, and one 6 feet thick,

were floated out successfully, but as ill luck would

have it, the coffer-dam began to leak, and though

every means was employed to check the flow of

wate^r the whole coffer-dam wa.s carried away, a

la'rr'e ’breach formed where the cutting was made

ill the bund, and within thiee hours the tank was

^™AHe’r the bursting of the tank, the floating mass

restiiK' on t he soft mud at the bottom gave rise to

fresh growths with wonderful rajiidity, and in the

space of six months the area of tlie tank became

a iuiigle of rushes, and sedges and other bog plants.

To clear this jungle awa\, it was fired during the

dry weather and everyiiiing was huriit off, except

the peaty dejiosits underneath. As an experi-

ment the peat was dug and carried out by prison

lahou’r, hut the progress was so slow, tliat it was

abandoned.
. • , ,

In May, 1878, .Mr. Daniel Morris, then .As.-i>tant

Director of the Royal Botanic fi irdens. IVra.leuiya,

was specially deputed by Government to examine

and report on the character of the vegetation and

suggest means by which it could be removed

and the subsequent re-growtii prevented. ^M''.

Morris made th.> necessary ex imiiiat inn .uul sug-

gested that the peaty deposits lie burnt off in

and advantage I e taken of tlie burning to destroy

the roots, stems, and corms of all trouhlosome
weeds; that the mud and silt which could not Le

burnt bo us far as possible removed, and the weeds
along the sides and slopes of the tank be carefully

taken up before the tank was filled again. In

order to prevent the re-growth of the vegetation,

Mr. Morris uiged that it was most important that

a uniform depth of at least 6 feet of water be

maintained over the whole area; for when full,

the greatest depth, namely near the S.-W. bund is

about 9 feet, in a few other places it is o to 7 feet

deep, but for the most part the tank has a depth
of only about 3 to 4 feet even in the wet season

;

during the dry months the depth of water is still

less—conditions .so favorable to the growth of

aquatic plants. Lastly, he recommended encourag-

ing the growth of water lilies such as ^ymphcea
lotus, and Nymphcea stellata, which would tend to

check the spread of plants growing on the sides

and keep the tank free of noxious weeds.

None of these suggestions were, however, car-

ried out, and with the repair of the bund, and the

refilling of the tank, the floating mass resumed
its original position, and goes on increasing daily

in size.

Being interested especiallj- from a geological

point of view, I address you on this subject, and

send you three cases of specimens. The floating

ma.ss may be divided into three parts. The first is

a compact mass, as contained in Case 1, and sup-

ports a growth of rank vegetation, specimens of

which also as far as I have been able to gather I

‘.send you. The second consists of fibrous roots

only and forms the connectiong link between the

crust or the first part, and the third, which is com-
posed of slushy matter (seemingly peat in the

course of formation) to which it is attached.

There is water betvveen this part and the bottom of

the tank, with which it is apparently uncoiiiiected.

You will see from Case No. 1 that the peaty de-

posit in the crust is wmpo.sed of fibrous roots,

stems, and partly decayed leaves of grasses, and
sedges, and a variety of aquatic plants. When cut

vertically the peat njipears stratified with each

year’s growth, and is evidently the resuB of many
years’ accumulation. Mr, Morris at the date of

ins visit could not identify r,he mr>st important
plant which enters largely into the floating mass,

as it was not sufiiciently grown to enable him to

do so. He identified among the grasses, Panicum
myurus, Panicum interruptum and members of the

Carex and Cyperus families. The matted growth
of these are mixed with Ceratophyllum, Poly-

yonum, '/Amnophila, Marsilea, and Ufriciclario,

During the dry weather most of the grasses and
sedges wither down and their dead leaves accu-

mulating around the floating stems, which are at

times 20 to 30 feet long, serve to increase jauiodi-

cally the size of the mass and to gather around the

fine mud and other de])Osi..s brought in by the

rains.

Looking at the matter from a jtointof industrial

economy, conl l the i»eaty depo its be ut lized ns

fuel;- 1 believe .some attempt was made in this

directiem witli tlie peat found at or in the neigh-
hourhood of M ut ura j.iwt la town, luit with wliat

succe.ss as a commercial speculation this deponent
knoweth not.
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Mr. ^lorris found tlie residual ashes obtained by
burning tlie peat, ricli in ])otash and oilier salts,
and uii.\ed witli soil, he thought they ought to
prove a useful manure for estates aud gardens.

floating masses, identical with that in the ivuru-
negala tank, are to be met with in some of the
other tanks in this district, wluch it is believed
is the only division in the island in which they
occur.

FRANK MODDEK.

THE MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY CATTLE.

By Me. James Moleison,

Superintendent of Farms, Bombay Presidency.

( Concluded.)

The period of heat or oestrum in a buffalo is of

short duration, usually only a few hours. A
buffalo should therefore be put to the bull at once

when the symptoms of heat are observed. In

the case of a buffalo they are unmistakable.

At pasture a buffalo in heat will rush all over

the field and bellow or rather grunt vigour-

ously.

A cow remains longer in heat, usually about

24 or 30 hours. The cow though also e.vcited

does not make so much fuss or noise as the

buffalo. The cow is most likely to hold to

service if covered when going off heat. Nei-

ther cows nor buffaloes should be covered more
than twice during the period of heat. A stud

bull is a much more certain stock-getter if

he is as regularly worked as an ordinary work
bullock. He must, however, be liberally fed.

If a cow has been covered and does not hold

to service, she will, if in thriving condition,

come in season again in 21 days. Buffaloes

may come in season every three weeks, but

often a much longer period elapses between

periods of oestrum. If a cow is healthy, slie

will not come into heat when pregnant. The
other signs of pregnancy are—the belly en-

larges particularly on the right side, and about

the sixth month the calf can be felt as a

hard lump near the flank on the right side.

The calf can be seen even earlier than this

to jump especially when the cow drinks cold

water.

One attendant is required to feed, attend to

and milk 8 to 10 cows. Each animal should

be milked always by the same man. At milk-

ing time the stalls should be clean. The

milkman should wash each udder and dry it

with a cloth immediately before milking. This

is specially necessary with buffaloes which when

excited urinate in small driblets, which run

down the thigh oii to the udder and drop

from the teats. The milker’s hands .should

also be washed clean. It is almost needless

to add that I he milk vessel used must also

be clean. Milking should he done expedi-

tiously and the last drop of milk e.vtracted.

The calf usually is accountable for the tho-

roughness of the latter operation. It is com-

mon in dairy farms, where no calves are

suckled, to go over the cows a second time

and draw away the last milk, which is called

“strippings.” This, as alieady noted, is the

richest part of the milk and is usually set

aside in farmers’ households to answer the

purposes of cream. Any milk left in the udder-

der does not tend to increa.se the yield at

next time of milking but rather to set up
local inflammation.

The milk is easily tainted by the food given
to the animals. Buffaloes are indelicate feeders,

and with good reason their milk is often

objected to on this score. Any plant with a

pungent aromatic odour is apt to taint milk.

Turpentine given ns medicine will taint milk
secreted during the following 24 hours, so much
so that the milk is quite undrinkable. The
drinking water of cows, if polluted with sew-
age or with decaying organic matter, whether
animal or vegetable, maybe the cau.se of taint-

ing the milk, so that it becomes dangerous
as human food. Every contagious di.sease has
its own germ, and milk at any ordinary tem-
perature is perhaps the best medium in which
these germs may be propagated. Disease in

the human subject has been repeatedly traced

to impure milk. How far enteric fever, cho-
lera, diphtheria and many other diseases, can
be communicated through milk may be conjec-

tured. There is no question that unsanitary
conditions surrounding cow-sheds and dairy
premises furnish a public danger of no com-
mon order. A simple test to determine whether
organic matter is present in water, is accom-
plished by evaporation and by burning the re-

sidue in an open ves.sel
;

if the smell peculiar

to burning organic matter is given off the water
is unwholesome. Nitrates or common salt pre-

sent in drinking water indicate contamination
b}' sewage, the salt being an indication that tlie

contamination is due to human urine.

Cow-sheds in India should be airy, well ven-
tilated, have pucka floors and open gutters or

drains to carry the urine directly to tlie manure
pit. The byres should be situate on a high well-

drained situation. Cows should not .stand

crowded in the stalls.

PADDY PESTS.

Leucania loretji,—Specimens of this Noctuid moth
were received at the Indian Museum in 1888 with
the report that it had done considerable d.image
in the larval stage to the rice croj) in the Central
Provinces of India. The insect is allied to the
“Cut-worms.” Several other species of Lepidop-
terous pests of rice have from time to time been
reported, but as yet the knowledge with regard
to them is very incomplete. One form which
is .said to attack the rice crop in Burmah is des-

cribed by Mr. Wood-Mason ns Parapony.v

;
and the “wolf moth” { tinea (jranelta)

has been known to have on several occasions done
great damage to cargoes of rice shipped from Cal-

cutta to L nidon, while lying in Kingston, .lamaica
Snasta.i ijremius is said to be destructive while

in the larval stage to rice,— feeding on the young,
tender leave.s. 'riioiigh the dainage is not consi-
dered very great, its destruction is recommended
by rai.iing the bunds or dams of affected paddy
fields and submerging the crop under water for a
time.

the oylyp/iu! furci/er and Buprepocnemis bram~
ina.—The.se are orthopterous iirsects, aad ar
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reported to have clone considerable damage to

young paddy and small millet crojcs in Oiitral

India.

Ij'ichnostenia — Dr. Watt mentions that

the larva of this species, or of a beetle very

closely allied to it, attacks the roots of rice and
Indian corn in Cliittagong, emerging from the

ground in July and August. Paddy kept covered
with water during these months is said to be

unaffected.

Cecidomyia oryzoi. This insect, which is of

special interest as belonging to the same genus
as the destructive “ Hessian Fly” of Europe and
America, was desciibed and named by Mr. Wood-
Mason about ten years ago

;
but though it is said

to have played great havoc among the paddy
crops in some parts of India, it does not appear
to have been heard of since.

THE PRESERVING OP FRUIT.

There is much that has been written about fruit

cultivation in Ceylon and the capabilities of

certain districts in the Island to produce good
fruit in abundance. But though the required

conditions of soil and climate may e.vist, it is a note-

worthy fact that fruit culture has not made much
if any progress with us. Large native capitalists

will continue to invest all their capital in coconut

cultivation as long as coconuts continue to give

anything like the returns they do at present.

It is only among the comparatively poorer classes

that any attention is given to fruits as a source of

revenue; the produce coming from more or less

scattered clumps of fruit trees found in the

villages. It is true enough that fruits fetch good
prices in town markets, but these prices may be

e.vpected to be appreciably diminished as soon as

the out-put is increased when the systematic

cultivation of fruits is taken in hand. It is no
doubt from an apprehen.-ion of this latter fact

as well as owing to the perishable nature of our

succulent fruits which require a ready market, that

fruit cultivation is not being e.xtended. Some
fruits can no d3ubt be packed for transport

without suffering deterioration. Oranges and
lemons after undergoing what is known ns

“curing” can be carried long distances without
spoiling, and even grapes come all the way
from Australia in fair condition. But it is doubt-

ful whether such succulent fruits as the mango
and pine-apple or even the plaintaiu will remain
good through a long voyage. One solution of

the difficulty of disposing of fruits produced on

a large scale is undoubtedly to adopt the system

of preserving them by canning. If the fruit

canning industry can possibly be started in Ceylon
it will give life and energy to fruit cultivation in

the Ifland. That there will be a demand for

canned topical fruit may be reasonably anticipated,

['’ruits proiierly canned will “keep” for an

iiuletinite period in any climate, and canned fruit,

more nearly than that preserved by any other

method, resembles in flavour and texture the

natural article. “Nothing,” sayS Prof. Shelton,
“ is truer than this,—that the demand for fruits—
preserved and green—can be almost indefinitely

increased. The, a[ipetite giows o.i wliat it feeds.”

And again, “ The canning of fruit is not alone

work for the factory or capitalist ... it is one

of the ‘ home industries’ that is within easy reach

of every adult person of ordinary intelligence.
There is nothing occult, mysterious, or difficult in
the work. It recpiires no more skill or greater
knowledge than is employed in making a good
article of bread or butter.”

It is as well to have a thorough understanding
of the object with which canning is carried out,
and this is well explained in the following j)ara-
graph:—The work of placing fruit in airtight cans,
bottles or jars, and then subjecting them to heat, and
the final sealing of the jars, have no other object
than to exclude the germs of fermentation. The
sugar employed in making the syrup has nothing
whatever to do with the preservation of the fruit.

JIuch or little sugar, or none at all, may be used
in the process to suit the taste. These germs
require certain conditions of temperature, moisture
and food supplies. When we dry fruit by means
of an evaporator or drier we prevent the action of
the germs by depriving them of the necessary
moisture

;
in freezing meats the temperature is

made too low for their existence, and in canning
we by the aid of heat drive out the germs of
fermentation and keep them out by hermetically
sealing the jars.

It has been found by experience that the germs
of fermentation canrot find their way through a
mass of fluffy cotton, and the plan is sometimes
adopted, after cooking and seasoning the fruit as in
the ordinary process of canning, lo close up the
ve.ssel with a close-fitting plug of cotton wool
which should be secured on the outside of the
neck of the bottle or jar, and covered with a wrap
of paper. This will, however, only do where the
preserved fruit is for home consumption.

Further details on canning, as given by Frof.
Shelton in his b ulletin on the subject, will follow.

W. A. D. S.

SOIL ANALYSIS.

BY F. B. GUTHIUE.

[Agricultural Gazette of N. S. IVales.)

The analysis of soils constitutes a large
part of the routine work of the chemical branch
of the New South Wales department of Agricul-
ture, the number of complete analyses of different
soils made during the four years of its existence
being about .350, exclusive of a large number of
which only a partial e-vamination was made.
(Jjacerning the value of soil analysis to farmers,
1 am aware that there is cnn.'^iderable difference of
opinion, some e.xcellent authorities denying its
value altogether, whilst there are not wantino-
those who go to the other extreme, and expect a
chemical analysis to indicate both the nature and
the exact quantity of fertiliser which is required
to make the soil productive.

In this as in most other debatable matters, 1

believe that the truth lies somewhere between the
two extremes, and that a great deal can be learnt
as to the proper treatment required from a ra-
tional system of analysis, which shall take into
account the nature of the operations going on
within the soil as well ns its percentage com-
position.

That soil analysis, rationally conducted, has a
considerable economic value I am cuiviuced, and
this conviction is strengthened by the contiiiually
increasing number of soils sent in for report from
all parts of the Colony, by the number already
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done, and, unfortunately al.^o by tlie arrears wliieli

accumiilato.

Tlm.se wlio deny any valu,.- to soil analysis found

their objections upon the means at present at our

di.s])Osal in ihe laboratory of reproducing the na-

tural condition of affairs going on witliin the soil;

in other words, tliey argue that ,ve c.inimt say

what quantity of any given ingredient is in

a condition in wliich it can he assimilated by

the plant.

Let us lu!ar wliat M. Yille says on the sulqect :

“ Chemistry is powe.dess to throw light upon the

agricultural qualities of tliesoil, its resources and

its needs, heca'use it confoumls in its indications

the active assimilable agents with tlie assimilable

agents in reserve, the active with the inert and

neutral princii>les.”

This is the conclusion he arrives at from the

discussion of analy.ses which give the percentage

composition of the soil together with the so-called

mechanical analyses, the proportions of .sand, clay,

gravel, &c. M. Anile further points out that e.x-

traction with water yields results no less un-

satisfactory, since the plant is able to utilise

soil material which is insoluble in water.

In order to remedy this evil, the existence of

which 1 suppose no one will be hardy enough to

deny, various methods have been suggested and

tried with the object of attacking tlie soil in a

manner representing as nearly as pos.sible the ac-

tual conditions which prevail in a field under

cultivation. A few such reagents may be men-

tioned
;
they include water saturated with carbo-

nic acid, oxygenated water, acetic acid, citric acid,

and different salts, such as ammonium citrate.

In a recent series of researches Dr. Lernard

Dyer* has experimented with a 1 percent solu-

tion of citric acid, which appears to approach

closely, in its action upon the soil, the solvent

power e.xerted by the acid secreted by the roots of

certain plants. 1 venture to think that, notwith-

standiiH' the great scientific value of such a line

of investigation, and of the light it may be ex-

pected to throw upon many obscure functions of

plant-life, it leaves us pretty niuch where we

were it we attempt to base upon its use any jnac-

tical advice to the farmer as to the nature of the

manures or other treatment his soils requires.

I am prepared to go a step further than iM. Ville,

and to say not that we are unable to reproduca

the agents at work within the .soil in supplying

thejilant with food, but that we should gain very

little from an ec.anomic point of view if we were

possessed of them.

For, let ns assume that the “ universal .solvent”

has been found, that we are possessed of a reagent

which exercises the same solvent action on the soil

as let us say, a wheat crop
;
in other words, one

that dissolves from the soil the same amount of

mineral and nitrogenous matter a.s the wheat crop

will extract during the period of its growth. We
are met with the following difficulties: —
Our wheat crop, though it contains le.ss nitro-

gen Isay, one-third less) than a crop of turnips,

will nevertheless benefit very much more than the

latter by an application of nitrogenous manure
;

that is to say, the wheat crop cannot make the

.same n.se of the nitrogen in the soil as the turnip

p,i,3_exercises, in fact, a different .solvent act.on

upon the nitrogenous constituent.-^.

• Journal of the Chemical Society, Maach, 1891.

<Ir, since the nitrogen in the .soil is continually

changing its condition, and there are external

sources of nitrogen which may have som.^ he.iring

in the above instance, we may take a case which
is even h;ss ambiguous.

'J'he mangel crop reniove.s from the soil nearly

double as much phosphoric acid as the turnip crop

doe.s; nevertheless, manuring with siqierphosphate

is of less henelit in the case of mangels than with
turnips, the recognised reason being that mangels
are able to utilise the phosphoric acid, as it exists

iti the soil, to a greater extent than turnips. So
that it will be necessary for us to devise one sol-

vent for t urnips and .another for mangels, one for

phosphoric acid and one for potash—a separate set

of solvents for every crop; and such a scheme, if

it wore feasible, would be far too cumbersome for

practical jmrposes.

A second objection lies in the fact that the

agencies at work within the soil are unceasing, and,
as a consequence, the combinations in which the
nitrogen and mineral matter exi.sts are also con-
stantly changing. What is true of the chemical
constitution of the soil today is no guide as to its

constitution a week hence.
The determination, especially of the quantities

of nitrates, of amnnniura compounds, and of “or-
ganic” nitrogen, jirovides us with no information
to the purpose, for these, of all soil constituents,
are most rapid in their changes.

Further (lifficnlties present themselves in the
large quantities of soil wh.ich it is necessary to
enqiloj in the determination of the substances so-
luble in w.itiM’and weak acids, and the consequent
length of time r('(|uii'ed f->r eaeli determination, and
also in the initial difficulty which presetits itself in

all soil analysis of ensuring the jiroper selection of a
sample which shall represent anything but itself.

This di fficulty, which is felt in all attempts to

judge of the character of a soil from a given sam-
ple, ajiplies more particularly to a chemical ana-
lysis, and increases in proportion as the quantities
of the estimated substances diminish.
A chemical analysis alone, th.jrefore, is of little

value in guiding tlie farmer a.s to the reipiirements
of his soil, and it is not in the refinement of chemi-
cal methods that we m-iy lo.ok for itelp in this di-

rection. We shall, 1 believe, obtain much more
valualile information if we c:in ascertain the con-
ditions under which the fertility of the soil is

maintained.

The fertility of a soil dejiends in the first place
upon the presence of a sufficiency of plant foml,

and secondly upon certain jiroperties, possessed
more or less by all soils, which effect the splitting

up of the mineral ingredients in such a manner as

to render them available to ])lants, as well as re-

gulating thosnpi ly of water, air, warmth, kc.
We shall discuss the most important of these

projierties, and shall find, I think, that they are
c-ipable of identification in the la'.ioratory.

large number of those pr.iperties conducive to

fertility are dependent upon the porosilj- of the
soil— in other words, its fineness of texture.

(To be concluded in ne.ct m«c.)

IIOUSFIIOLD HINTS.

Some of t he most beautiful grasses and ferns

for home decoration may be made as follows :
—

I ’lice a sin ill saucepan partly filled with water on
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the stove, add to tlie water enough alum to make
it of siiflicient density to bear an egg, and let it

boil. Then remove the saucepan, and place the

grasse.s, which should he already hunched, in the

water. When tlie w'ater is cold lift them out, and

they will have become a mass of boantifnl crystal.

For decorative purposes the beauty of driedgrasses

and ferns is greatly enhanced by this process.

A Japanese furniture polish, said to bo excep-

tionally valuable for its purpose, is prepared by
mi.xing w'ell together one pint of linseed oil, one

pint of strong cold tea, the whites of two eggs and
two ounces of spirits of salt. When thoroughly
combined pour into a bottle, wdiich must be shaken
each time before the polish is used. Make a pad
of soft linen, pour on a few drops of liquid, rub

well over the article to be poli.shed, and finish the

process with an old silk handkerchief or dry cha-

mois skin. The Japanese use their fine paper, both

as polisher and first applier.

Some very cooling summer drinks for use in

health or disease may he made as follows :—Cut a

lemon in slices, put in a jug, add a heaped teaspoon-

ful of sugar, and fill up with boiling water, let it

stand until cool, then strain and place on ice imtil

wanted. Or, peel and slice an apple, add a small

slip of lemon-peel and three lumj)sof sugar, pour
on boiling water, and strain. In fevers tlie latter

drink is very refreshing.

To take ink out of linen dip the spotted parts

immediately in pure melted tallow
;
then w’ash out

the tallow and the ink will have disappeared.

To make green tomato jiickle, take 1 gallon green

fruit gathered on a dry day, wipe them to remove
any grit, and remove the outer skin with a sharp

knife, slicing them w’hen peeled. Take 1 table-

spoonful of salt, 1 oz. peppercorns, 24 tablespoon-

fuls of mustard seed, 1 ditto of powdered cinnamon,
1 tablespoonful black pepper, 2 ditto cloves, 1

teaspoonful of cayenne, 1 lb. brown sugar, and 3

pints of vinegar. Divide the spices into three, and
place in three small muslin bags. Take half the

vinegar, boiling it and the spices together with the

sugar, pepper, mustard, &c., for half-an-hour. Get
jars ready, and first put in a third of the sliced

tomatoes at the bottom of the jar, then a spice bag,

,and pour some boiling vinegar, &c.,over them;
repeat same process till the jars are nearly full,

finally adding the cold vinegar to fill up with. Seal

the jars securely, and put away.

Evergreens and flowers may be preserved by the

following simple process:—Immerse them in a

solution of gum arabic and water two orthree times,

allowing sufficient time between each immersion
as will allow them to get dry. As the result of

this dipping the specimens are preserved from the

.air by a thin coating of gum, which prevents their

decay.

Roup IS one of the most dreaded diseases in

chickens we have to fight against. Much has been
said and wwitten on this subject, and there are

hundreds of remedies on the market guaranteeing
a cure, but many of the guarantees prove false,

because the disease has gained such a hold before

the remedy is applied that it is impossible to effect

a cure. For mild cases of roup 1 give the bird

half a tea.cpoonful of camphor and put a little in

the drinking water, and by giving the jiatients

good warm quarters and good feed for a few days

they are soon over it.

THE NUTRITIVE PROCESS IN PLANTS.

(PRORBSSOB, J. Reynolds Green, d.sc., p.r.s.)

{Continued.)

When we consider the conditions of life of the
plant with the irregular intervals of feeding which
they necessarily involve, we .see that the organ-
ism not only absorbs material for immediate use,

but- taking in a far larger amount than the exi-

gencies of the moment demand—accumulates a
reserve store on which it can subsi.st during the
periods, short or prolonged, when no absorption

is possible.

We may view the matter from a slightly different

standpoint and yet come to the same conclusion.

The processes of .absorption in a plant depend to a
far larger degree than in the animal upon purely
or almost entirely physical conditions. Given a
certain amount of carbon dioxide in the air, and a
certain amount of water in the pl.ant, to which
that air has access, and the carbon dioxide will be

dissolved according to the power of the water to

dissolve it, or—-putting it more technically—ac-

cording to its co-efficient of solubility. In the
presence of the chlorophyll, the green colouring
matter of plants, with the access of sunlight other
changes supervene which le.ad to the continuation

of the process of absorption of the gas. Simi-
larly with the root and its relations to the soil,

the process of absorption of water with its dis-

solved substances will j)roc6ed so long as certain
physical conditions obtain. Thus the plant is on
the whole rather passive than active in the initial

stages of its own feeding, exercising no inhibitory

power such as that attendant in the animal on a
failure or cessation of ajtpetite. Again we are led

to the fact that when the absorption of food in a
plant is proceeding, the probabilities are decidedly
in favour of such absorption being much greater
than the immediate need for direct consumption;
and thus that the excess must either be got rid of
wastefully, or be stored in some advantageous
form for consumption later on, when absorption
shall be suspended.

It must be noticed, however, that these reserve
materials are not a simple .accumulation of food
pabulum in the form in which it is of immediate
use. Granted that the plant in the first instance
forms certain bodies on which its living substance
dr.aws at the place where it is originally con-
structed, then, so long as the immediate needs are
in excess of the amount prepared, it follows that
there w’ill be no ovei flow from that spot ; it will
be at once utilised by the living substance in the
processes of nutrition and growth. Rut if there
should be a greater amount formed than can be
immediately used, it is not simply retained un-.

changed in the cell, nor does it oveiflow unchanged
to contiguous cells where demand exceeds sujiply,

or where provision is made for temporary storage.
The storage forms are different from, and more
complex than, the originally jirepared ones, and
more energy has to be expended on theic, either
where they are made or in the ])lace of storage it-

self. When, therefore, they come t,o be utilised in

after time, they are necessarily made to undergo a
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process of digestion comparable in its Imoad lines

to the process whicli awaits them after tliey are
eaten by an animal. In other words, a plant wlien
living on its reserve materials is almost strictly

comparable to an herbivorous animal, both as re-

gards the sub.stance of its food and its manner of

making it avtailable for nutrition.

The importance of the reserve materials of plants
is therefore two-fold. In the first place it is at

their expense that many of our agricultural j)lants

fulfil their ultimate duty of preparing flowers,

fruits, and seeds. If we consider the case of a

carrot, we find that it does not enter upon this

task during the first year of its life. Its construc-

tive processes are then at their best, and a large

amount of reserve material is provided by its

leaves and stored away in its bulky fleshy root.

During the second year, the constructive activity

is much less; it developes however its fruit and

seeds, exhausting as it does so the store which the

root then contains, The same process is aeen,

though in a slightly different way, in tlie develop-

ment of the seed itself. Though the parent plant

often does not survive the production of seeds, it

finishes its own life work by providing its young

embryo or embryos with a store of nutritive mate-

rial, which enables it or them to make a start on

their own account
;
depositing this either in the

embryo itself, as in the pea or bean or in its imme-
diately surrounding tissue, the endosperm, as in the

buckwheat, oat, carrot, or other similarly con-

structed seed.

In the second place these reserve materials are

of the utmost importance, not so much to the

plant as to its cultivator, constituting as they do

the valuable part of most of our Iiarvested crops,

providing us with the material on which animal

life is immediately dependent. Thus the seeds of

cereals, the tubers of potatoes and artichokes, the

roots of beat, carrots, turnips, &e., the inflores-

cences of cauliflowers, the bulbs of onions, &c., are

of value commercially according to the nature of

the materials the plants have deposited in them

and the condition in which they exist when we call

the particular member of the plant ripe.

A further division of the food materials of the

plant still may be made. Tlie reserve materials

we have seen may be destined for almost imme-

diate use, or may be intended to be deposited for

months or even years in some special receptacle

such as root, stem or seed. In the first case the

form they take is not quite so complex as in the

second ;
there is no need for the preparation of

such an elaborate product. We get thus a certain

class of material which is intended for circulation

or short transport ;
these may bo considered as

circulating reserves, drawn upon immediately by

tbe growing cells, situated perhapa not far from

the seat of original formation. These usually are

soluble products, and can only be detected in the

fluid or sap which passes from cell to cell. As,

however, the local, like the general, demand varies

much in amount from time to time, we find a

sudden cessation or diminution of it marked by

temporary depo.«its, small in quantity, which usu-

ally remain a very short time where they are laid

down In the young shoots, and even in the leaves

themselves, we frecpienl ly, if not generally, find

uantities of starch grains present in definite cells

or layers of cells. Sometimes these arc i)rcsont,

metimos they are not : in the leaves, for instance,

after a bright day, we find a quantity of starch,

which, however, disappears during the succeeding
night. This store of starch may be for the use of

the leaf tissue should the process of manufacture
be checked by the failure of sunlight, or it may
be transported to more permanent reservoirs, to be
again stored up.

This store of circulating material can thus be
distinguished from the more permanent store

which we generally associate with the term reserve
material, and which we have seen is deposited in

parts where active metabolism is not the leading
feature of the tissue.

lUIEA FIBRE.

We take the following account, which gives
some interesting details of rhea cultivation, from
the Suyar Journal. The information that the
leaves of the ramie plant are very nutritious fodder
and are eagerly eaten by cattle, is new to us. In
spite of the facilities afforded for procuring cuttings
from the trees (imported as plants from Calcutta)
established at the School of Agriculture, and the
facilities to locally dispose of the raw dried bark,
no one has been enterprising enough to give rhea
a fair trial in the island :

—

We have to thank the Department of Agricul-
ture for the following letter received by the Secre-
tary to the Queensland Agent-General, from the
Managing Director of the Boyle Fibre Syndicate,
2, Victoria Mansions, Westminster, Loudon:—

There is no difficulty in either the decortication
or degumming of the ramie plant, and if the
farmers can be induced to grow it, a good paying
profit per acre can be obtained. In the Straits
Settlements, where there is no winter, and scarcely
any variation of temperature during the year,
daily cuttings of the stems can be made, and the
machinery consequently kept at work during the
whole year

;
1503 lb. of sticks will produce 12 lb. of

white degummed filasse
;
this is the daily product

of one acre of land, say 1^ tons per year, reckoning
303 working days. 1 am not aware whether
or not there is any part of Queensland where
ramie can be grown under climatic sue i condi-
tions as in the Straits. The climate there is a
moist one, with an average rainfall of 120 in, but at
all events on irrigated land 1:^ to U tons can be
relied upon if the soil is good. The ramie plant,
as you are aware, is perennial, and requires no
cultivation, and after the plant has reached 3 ft no
weeding is necessary

;
it destroys every other

weed, and all the farmer has to do is tc cut the
stems as tliey mature

;
the root will last 20 to 30

years and only requires thinning. The surplus
plant can bo u.:ed for extending the plantation or
sold to other planters. A properly grown stem
without leaves will weigh about 4oz, so that the
daily product of one acre will be about 1,200
stems. One man could therefore look after five

acres working 10 hours per day, this would mean
cutting 10 stems per minute, but kanaka labor
would probably produce less. The labor of cut-
ting is very suitable for boys and women, as it

is light.

Twenty-five acres would bring a return of about
Cl-o per week to the farmer, out of which he
would have to pay wages and carriage of the stems
to the mill. The steins to be delivered every ilay

from a 25-acre patch would weigh aj)proximatoly
about 3t t ms, without loaves, so that it is nooes-
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sary to have the mill in a central position as near

to the growers as possible ;
it is also of greatest

importance that the mill should be erected on the

banks of a river where water can be obtained the

whole year round, and that easy access can be

obtained to a railway or navigable river.

The leaves of the ramie plant are very nutritious,

and are eagerly eaten by cattle, and as a 25-acre

patch will produce about tons per day of leaves

and the sweet tops of the stems, this will form

an additional source of income to the farmer as

cattle food, the manure being used on the land.

If a guarantee could be given that 500 acres

would be put under cultivation and the product

supplied to the mill, my Company would be dis-

posed to put up the mill and the necessary ma-
chinery, and pay the farmers at the rate of 2d per

lb for every lb of white degummed filasse produc-

ed from the stems supplied by them, or so much
per ton for the stems supplied after we have

tested the amount of fibre produced, which would
be about 4 per cent of the weight of the green

stems.

Department of Agriculture,

Brisbane, January 16th, 1896.

6^orr6spond^nct^.

To the Editor, “ Agricultural Magazine.”

Dombowinne Estate,

Mirigama, 18th March, 1896.

8ib,— I n that very valuable work “Ceylon
Manual of Chemical Analyses,’’ Mr. Cochran gives

a large number of tables. They are all of im-

portance to agriculturists in the Island.

To complete those of the third chapter devoted

to the “products of the coconut plan,” there are

wanting the following tables of analysis :
—

1.

—Of the husk of the coconut.

2.

—Of the shell.

3.

—Of the reticula.

4.

—Of the various parts of the frond.

5.

— Of the various parts of the flower, and

6.

—Of- the various parts of the trunk (bark, root,

wood, sago).

I write this in the hope that the learned author
will publish a supplement containing the informa-

tion desiderated, together with other matters of

usefulness.

Mrs. Jules Lepiue’s table quoted in page 44
needs confirmation, because many other things of

which he treats in the same connexion ai'o

erroneous within my knowing. See page 57 of
“ All about the Coconut Palm” where some of his

errors are shewn up. As a rule sugar, gum and
fatty matter ought to be shewn distinct from
each other.

In “ All about the Coconut Palm,” I find the

following statement

:

—
“ One great difference exists between the coco-

nut tree and such trees as the mango
;

for,

whereas in the latter, there is bark surrounding
the wood, in the former there is, none. Indeed,
the whole trunk of the coconut tree appears to

be tolerably well adapted for carrying on all the

functions of life. On one hand you see fruit-

bearing trees, of which, for some feet high, almost
the entire trunk has been destroyed, so as to

leave a mere shell, barely sufficient to support

the tree
;
on the other hand, the outside of the tree

is destroyed so as to leave merely a central column
;

from which it would appear, that all parts of

the trunk indiscriminately are capable of discharg-
ing all the necessary functions of life.” (pp. 72-

73). Ls this so ? I have seen barkless coconut
trees invariably die in 4 or 5 years. How is this

accounted for ?

I subjoin an article from the Fiji Argus as

found in page 171 of “All about the Coconut
Palm.” I know of only one planter in Ceylon
who limits the number of trees to something like

40 trees per acre to the intense amusement of his

neighbours. But his produce, instead of being 72
sound nuts, varies from 200 to 800 per tree per
annum without a single unsound nut being found
amongst the whole. He counts 36 bunches in the

year per tree, instead of 25. Will the ordinary
cocalist believe this ?

Yours truly,

COCOAPALMIST.

“ COCONUT CULTIVATION IN FIJI.”

“ A great amount of nonsense was spoken at a

recent meeting here about coconuts, and this

nonsense has gone forth to the world under the
endorsement of the aforesaid Fiji notables.

I desire now, as a coconut planter, to give you
the result, so far of my experience. Thirty-five

feet apart is the smallest space that should be

allowed to coconut trees, and this will give about
thirty-five trees to the acre

;
apple trees in Canada

are planted forty feet apart. A coconut tree

under ordinary fair circumstances will throw out
a flower bunch or spathe every fortnight, say
twenty-five in the year. Of these one-third will

be abortive and barren, the other two-thirds, say
in round numbers, eighteen will produce on an
average on a one-acre plantation four nuts to the

bunch, making the yield of each tree in the year
seventy-two .sound nuts fit for copra—many nuts
are infected, and I am sure I am giving the full

yield under ordinary circumstances, of a healthy
cocoanut tree, one of many thousands growing
together. A coconut, from the flower to the ripe

nut, takes nearly twelve months before it drops,

and if sound and w’ell formed, will give half a

pound of copra, equal to thirty-six pounds of

copra to each tree, or something over half a ton to

the acre, and under the present labour regulations,

added to the heavy charges on planting, in other

ways, copra at present costs the planter not less

than £5 a ton to make, which amount leaves but
a small margin, if any, to meet failures in the

crops at any time arising from hurricanes or

other causes"
“ A Planter.

”

GENERAL ITEMS.

The following, sent by a correspondent to the
Cape Agricultural Journal, contains goodnews
for those whose crops are sometimes ravaged by
locusts. In certain parts of the Sabaragamuwa
Province—as in the Jvolomia Rorale—locusts
have been known to do great damage :

—
As in every paper 1 look at 1 see accounts of the

destruction ilone to crops in some district or other
by locustSi I wish, through the medium of the
Agricultural Journal, to let other farmers know
how 1 have so far succeeded in saving my crops.
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1 got a strong fishing line 150 yards long (the
widtli of my oat hay lands,) to which 1 tied white
rags about every five yards, and had this drawn
along the tops of the forage by two men, one at
each end of the line. It was wonderful how
soon I cleared the land of locusts

;
the oftener the

operation is repeated the better. For v'erv long
lands I would suggest more than one line drawn
by men on horseback, and perhaj.8 different
coloured rags would be better.

As the saying is,
“

I am not out of the bush
yet, ’ but having mastered two large swarms, I

have every hopes of reaping my Oathay and Mealie
crops. Hoping that my remedy may be the means
of other crops being saved. West II. PyNn.

Kedlands, January 8th.

\ French agriculturist iias discovered a very
simple method of protecting all kinds of grain
from the ravages of mice. He states that a few
sprigs of wild mint in full leaf, placed at the top
and bottom of each sack, will effectually prevent
the little rodents from attacking it, as they seem
to entertain an invincible antipathy to its odour.
He adds that he finds the herb equally beneficial
for safe-guarding his cheese dairy. Wild mint
also possesses antiseptic properties.

Artificial camphor, says Food and Sanitation
may be made by passing a current of dry hydro-
chloric acid gas through spirits of turpentine
cooled from a freezing mixture. The liquid
darkens and deposits crystals, which are dissolved
in alcohol and precipitated by water. The
separated crystals are then drained and dried.

Last yearsev<jral planters made inquiries about
refuse tea-seed and its value as a manure, and
asked if its oil could be extracted profitably and
was in any way superior to other well-known
fixed oils. Mr. Hooper made a complete analysis
of some seeds from a Nilgiri tea estate, and found
in them 22'9 per cent of fixed oil, 9'1 per cent of

saponin, 8‘o per cent of albuminoids, besides the

ordinary constituents of plants. He concluded from

the analysis tliat the seed would not be suitable

for manufacturing an oil, as tlie proportion of oil

wa.s muc-'i smaller than that found in such well-

known products as sesame, coconut, and castor,

and the expressed oil would always contain some of

the bitter and acrid saponin, which would render

it very objectionable. The seed might be used as

manure or as an in,secticide, as saponin is a poison

and a strong decoction of the bruised seeds might
kill many of theinseetts that infest cultivated tea-

bushes.

Mr. Lawson’s report contains some interesting

notes on the progress of the medicinal drug cul-

tures in his district. Tlie Botanical Gardens in

the Nilgiris supply the Madras Medical Depart-

ment with all the jalap required by it. A planter

who has succeeded in growing Ipecacuanha
under light artificial shade, and 20 lb. of dried

root obtained from the plants sent to London
were sold by auction for 5s 4d per lb. xMessrs.

S. Figgis & Co., the brokers, described it as “ very

fine picked root of nice colour,’’ while as a matter

of fact it was not picked at all.

Mr. David Hooper has been carrying on some
experiments in the distillating camphor leaves.

The following from Mr. Hooper's report is cer-

tainly complimentary to the planting commu-
nity of this Island .

“ Another reason that en-

couraged me to make some experiments in this'

direction was the hearty manner in which some
energetic planters of Ceylon have taken up the

camphor question.” In conclusion, Mr. Hooper
says it is interesting to know that a large propor-
tion of camphor can be obtained from the oil of

the leaves and from the leaves themselves, and
that probably if taken from trees grown at a

much lower elevation (than Ootacamuud), a much
larger proportion of this useful substance could

be collected.
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UCH, then, are the principles,

or rather, such is the principle

of beauty, when regarded in

the largest and most general

point of view in the landscape,

and in everything. It is unity

in variety. And, with regard

to the beauty of the theorems

to be more explicit. But with such objects we have

nothing to do here. It will be satisfactory to you

to know, however, that this principle of unity in

variety covers all ideal compositions that ai’e beauti-

ful, and e.xplain their beauty. The development of

beauty is the felicitous treatment of some central

unity, often for a time concealed and forgotten, but

coming in at the close in the midst of a rich and

abounding variety. To s irh a state of things a good

novel, no less than a fine mathematical proposition,

owes all its charms as a composition.

But it is with visible objects alone that we have

here to do, and with regard to them it is possible

to be more explicit. Thus, we can say that when

irnity in variety has been most completely established

in any composition, then there is an exquisite sym-

metry in that composition. Thus, as the secret of

thesimp'est kind of beauty,—that kind, namely,

which bespeaks the repose of intelligence, while it

flatters the eye and permits mental play upon it,

but which does not tend to awake thought and

feeling,—we have symmetry. And hence the uni-

versally acknowledged beauty of flowers and of well-

designed gtrometrical gardens, which may be said

to be imitations of flowers. They owe it all to the

symmetry which they display. This kind of beauty

jpay be called kaleidoscopic beauty.

But my readers will, I doubt not, have already

detected a seeming fallacy into which I have fallen

or rather, indeed, a piece of seeming self-contradic.

tion. I set out with the theory that nature is the

grand storehouse of beauty, and that the laws of

nature are the principles of beauty, whereas I have

now represented beauty as depending on the make
of the mind of the beholder, his love of unity in

variety, and consequently of symmetry. Now here

there certainly seems to be a contradiction; but

the contradiction is only seeming. Though mental

action and intellect be not material uaturo, yet

material nature is a creation of intellect
;

it reflects

intellect, and the laws of material nature werk

towards unity in variety also just as intellect does.

The laws of nature, consequently, work '^owards

symmetry also. Nay, so true is this, that when

they have established symmetry their Work is done,

and they are at rest. The proper expression of the

beauty of symmetry, therefore, ought to be that of

a balance of forces, or repose. The spectacle of a

perfect syinraetrj ought, therefore, not to animate

the beholder, but merely to p'ease him, so as to

induce him to prolong his gaze. Now, is not this

precisely the sta'e of mind which the beholding of

a very symmetrical composition tends to induce ?

The discussion of symmetry, therefore, cannot be

the close of our theory of the Beautiful. No
;

if

the work of the forces of nature were done, if all

were symmetrical, all nature would be motionless,

stereotype, dead. But this would never do for the

busy mind. Plainly, the exhibition to the living

mind of any extensive production of nature in which

symmetry rules must be disappointing, deadening ;

for the living soul, active within herself, is ever

seeking for the manifestation of life and action all

around. And hence the great secret of the lands-

cape-gardener. It is to maintain unity in variety

strong, without allowing symmetry to show. In the

Very proportion in which he can succeed in awaking
the idea of forces in which still acting and pre-

venting the forms of nature from falling into a

regular symmetry, towards which they tend, he

Succeeds in the creation of the picturesque and the
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sublime ,—that is, kinds of beauty expressive of ani-
mation—the former of not terrible, the latter of
terrible powers.
On these principles of the boautifu’, the picturesque,

and the sublime, therefore, two points in the scien-
tific practice of landscape gardening fully appear :

—

1. Where the gardener is dealing with bright
colours merely in the flower-garden, supposing it 10
be viewed from the mansiou-houso or elsewhere
as a unity, ho should place colours of the same
tint in considerable breadths, so as to give a sufli-

cient area of colour for the eye to rest upon, llis

colours should not be placed in juxtaposition in too
harmonious tints, and he may adopt with advantage,
provided there be ample nature around, the geome-
trical mode of gardening

;
for colour is not capable

either of the picturesque or the sublime. No higher
order of beauty than that which is merely kaleidos-
copic is attainable by it.

2. In the landscape, the problem is to establish
or preserve unity in its variety, so that the eye
may not wander at large and go adrift in beholding
it, and ahmg with this 10 av' id all obvious symnieuy
as carefully as namre. Nature on the great scale,

i 1 the present epoch, everywhere displays departiues
from symmetry. Instead of a perfectly spheiical
globe, with a perfectly smooth surface and a circular

orbit in the heavens, which is that to wdiich the
laws of nature would reduce our pianet, if the action
of these laws were completed, the surface of our
globe is diversified by sea and Ian 1, mountain and
valley, river and lake. It is expressive of great
forces by no means composed into an eternal repose
and sameness, but operating still with immense
power and from different centres, and therefore in

seeming (though in seeming only) contiict with each
other. It is in smalt individualised objects alone

—

in crystals, plants, and animals—that t'.e forces of

nature are iii any measure balanced, and that
symmetry is developed. Hence, as has been said

the picturesqaeness and the sublimity nature; for

these terms bespeak the consciousness of a force
operating in nature, with which, though it be very
different from our own, we may yet hold communion.
The landscape gardener, therefore, whilst he must

not neglect a balance and even a repetition of parts
in his landscape, must be on his guard against
allowing any obvious symmetry to show itself. If

he do, he will kill his couposition. He will speak
to the eye only, and not to the soul. And this

state of things the architect also must observe,
though within limits which are much narrower than
those of the landscape gardener; for the mansion-
house stands, as it were, midway between the flower-

gardeu aird the landscape. A large amount of obvious
symmetry is almost indispensable in its construciion.
Symmetry bespeaks repose. It theicfore fits the
mansion for being a central resting-place for the eye.

But may we not reduce the practi c of the bemui-
ful in the landscape to principles slill more speci-

fic? Artists are continually speaking of lines. They
find that all the expressiveness, and much of the
beauty of their creations, arise from the character
of the lines and contours which they impnrrt to

these compositions. Now, this is only what is to be
expected; for motion is the first sign of life, ,iv.d

a Hue is always a symbol of motion, 'i'lie eye, in

fact, just as it rests on an area, always runs along
a line. Hence the importance of the lines which
give the contour to the W'hole landscape, and of

the forms of the individual objects which compo.-e

it, plainly appears. Hoes our theory, then, ‘‘ that

the laws of nature are the principles of beauty,”

throw any light on the relative value of different

lines in imparting beauty ? Yes, it gives specific

diagrams. It defines those very lines on which,

according to its own piinciples, all beauty must
depend, in so far as that beauty depends upon the

lines in the landscape or object, and not on colouis

and areas. It has been completely ascertained by
natural philosophy, that material elements—elements
possessing inertia, etc., and masses conqiosed of

such elements—when they move according to the

laws of nalure, and developc lines by their motion,

constantly tend to move in one or rfher of that

series of lines which is named the conic sections
;

and when natural motions leave lines behind them,
these lines are traces, more or less extended of the
conic sections. These are the circular line, the
elliptic line (to w hich we may add the spiral as a
resultant form, w'hen the line changes its plane),

the pi'vabolic line, the hyperbolic line, and the
asyiiiprote or straight line. They have now been
named in the order in which t' e physical forces,

in producing them, grow more and more unbalanced
or intense, and consequently, in the order in

which they grow' more and more expressive. The
circular lino and the elliptic both retuui into them-
selves. They lU'e both finite like our minds, aud
therefore commensurate with ourselves

;
aud, accor-

dingly, such is the exi^ression which they impart to

objects in which they appear. The circle, indeed,
is not usuaily included among the conic sectious,

aud it need hardly l>e included among expressive
line.-;. The ciro'e is too symmetrical, But it is far

otherwise with the elliptic line. Wherever it appears
it readers the object which displays it “graceful”
and very pleasing to the beholder, when he does
not desire to be thrown into emotion. The other
lines, again, do not return into themselves. They
are infinite. They bespeak active force still actua-
ting them, aud their expression is more grand aud
severe. They are the parabola, the hyperbola aud
the straight line.

But, with regard to all those lines, it must be
here remarked that in nature a part of each is

usually combined with another part, according to

the law' of sy nmetry; that is, placed in an inverse
position, both parts together, thus giving a w'aving
line. And of this line the value, as an element of

beauty has long since been formally recognised,
aud known by t m name of Hogarth’s line of beauty.
And now it would form a most pleasing theme

to dilate upon each of these lines i i detail, and
to show how exactly they maintain, in imparting
beauty and expressiveness to nature, the function
which has been assigned to them. But this w'ould
imply a considerable lengthening of a communi-
cation which is long enough already. Let us merely
glance at thcjn in reference to that which is simpler
than the landscape, I mean the Ocean.

Say, then, that wo are gazing upon the ocean
first wh.cn it is perfectly calm aud splendent with
silvery radiance in tiio beams of the morning sun;
there is nothing here for the eye to rost upon
but a boundless plane glassy surface, and the perfectly
straight bu'- equally boundless horizon line. Tiia
straight line, in a word, ruks the scene. Tlie ex-
pression of the calm ocean, llierefore, according to

our theory, ought to be sublime. It o :ght to awake
in tlio soul of the beholder the plearing Imt awe-
inspiring emotion of the infini.o. Now, it wdll not
be denied t!:at this is precisely tiio c.'cpore.isi-Hi of
the ocean when contemplated in a statu of repose.

Sxy, now, that in some distant region a siorm
is raging, but is indicated in the place wh.ne the
beholder stands only by wlntt is so well kn wnas
a “ ground swell. ’ This is a mode of action svliich

does not ruffle the siufaco of t o sea, but which,
instead of leaving the gl.assy surface .stiiiight iimi

level fis well as glassy, has heaved it into- a state
of undulation with b ng circular arc os or wat os.

and wide circul.ar hollows or Iroimlis between. Here,
tlien, we have a chatigo from the straight lino to
tlie circnlnr line, from the infinite lino to that
which is the most finite of all iine.s. T’ho ch.engc,

therefore, ought, according to our thfory, to I e
most unfavonrablu to the development 1 1 ]i!easing

emotion in contemplating tb.o ocean. And is not
this eminently the fact? 'Was there ovci- a .spec-

tator yet wlio admired a giound swell, ctmipared
w'illi any otlier stale of thceccjui?
But lot the waves bo now raised, so that their

6ummit.s bespeak a smaller ladius than their bases,
—let tlicin, in a word, assume a paraholic form,
and wliat. Ictus ask, is tlie t iTect ? Mvury one feels

that more life has been infused into the scene.
And now, let the summit of the wave become

still more acute, until at last it turns over and
falls down on its own base as a breaker, and has
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not the expression become intense ? In a word in

proportion as the circular and the symmetrical dis-

appear, and lines of the inlinita order present

thi'iiiselves, the sea becomes more expressive, more
animated, and more animating.
The very same pbenomena may he observed in

reference to the landscape. How awful is a bound-
less plain or tableland, giving on all sides a horizon

line as straight as that of the ocean 1

The ait of the printer has seldom succeeded in

awaking a more powerful eiuoti n than when such
a de.scrt has been drawn with an eagle or camel,
or some sentient creature, in the ioregrund.
How uninteresting, on the other had, is acountiy

whoso surface is everywhere equally undulated with
round-backed rising ground.s, and corresponding low
grounds bet-'eenl Nay, though the undulations rise

to the magnitude of mountains and valleys, slill,

if their contour is composed of circular arches,

expression is found to be very tame. But when
ti'c parabolic line begins to show itself, now in

its vertex, on the somewhat conical hilUtop, now
n its long arms, changing insensibly into the straight

line down the valley and into the plain
;
and when

mountains and valleys o' this chaiacter are so com-
pos- d that a amity reigns amid all the variety,

the effect is charming. It needs only the vertical

straig! t line of ti e precipice here and there, and
the horizontal line of the lake or sea, to make it

sublime.
But yet, how wanting as a masterpiece of nature

is any and every landscape if arboriculture has
not be>n there,—either that of Nature, the great
arboriculturist, or that of man, her intelligent

imitator and friend.

«
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VITALITY OF SEEDS.
The duration of the vitality of seeds is perhaps

the most important of the various phenonieua of
plant-life, especially when considered in connection
with the introduction into a country of the economic
plants of other countries. It is a subject that has
engaged attention fioin veiy early times, and the
literature relating t''ereto is considerable. Much of
this, however, is of a traditional and unpractical
character; but even if we confine ourselves to the
demonstrable, or demonstrated, the subject is almost
inexhaustible. There is such an infinity of variety
in the behaviour of seeds under different conditions,
that it is impossible in a short account, such as
this must be, to do more than convey a general idea
of the subject. Perhaps the best vyay to treat the
question, apart from technicalities, is to consider the
vitality of seels under ordinary, and under extra-
ordinary, conditions. In the development and germi-
nation of seeds, there is, in a sen e, usually a period
of gestation and a period of incubation, as in ovi-
parous organisms of the animal kingdom

; and the
duration of these periods is « ithin definable limits,
under ordinary conditions thoug 1 seeds do not ex-
hibit the same fixity of time in regard to develop-
ment and vitality as eggs. The embryo of a seed
is the result of the impregnation of the female ovum
ill the ovary or young see'd-vessel, by the male ele-
ment, generated in the anthers; and in the mature
state this embryo may fill the whole space within
the skin, or testa, of the seed, as in the bean and
acorn

;
or it may be a comparatively minute body,

as in wheat, maize, and other cereals
;

the rest
of the seed being fil ed with matter not incor-
porated in the embryo Toe difference is one of
degree in development. In the one case, the grow-
ing embryo has absorbed into its own system, as
it were, before germination or the beginning of the
growth of tbe embryo into a new plant, the v\hole
of the nutrient material provided in the seed for
reproduction

;
whereas, in the latter case, the process

of absorption and utilisation of the “ albumen,” or
nutrient matter, takes place after the seed is de-
tached from the parent plant, and during the earliest
stage of growth of the new plant

;
so that the plant

is nourished until it has formed organs capable of
assimilating the food obtainable from the atmosphere
and earth. Between these two extremes of develoji-
meut of the embryo, or future plant, before orgauic
connection with the parent ceases, there is every
conceivable degree and variety

;
and, as will presently

be explained with examples, some plants are vivi-
parous, in the sense that tbe embryo commences
active life before being severed from the parent, so
that when this occurs die plant is in a position to
draw its sustenance from unassimilated or inorganic
materials. Now it is a curious and unexplainable
fact that certain seeds exhibiting extremes of embryonal
development, instanced in the bean and wheat, are
equally retentive of their germinative power. The
longevity, if it may be so called, of seeds is exem-
plified in *' exalbuminous” seeds as well as in
” albuminous” seeds of every degree. It should be
mentioned, however, that the difference is not so
much one of assimilation or development as of the
earlier or later transfer of the nutrient matter of
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(ho seed to the embryo or plautlet. Assuming the
perfect maturation of a seed, certain conditions are
necessary to quicken its dormant vitality; and the
two principal factors are heat and moisture, varying
enormously in amount for ditferent plants, and
acting much more rapidly on some seeds than on
others, even when the amount required is n,uch the
same. Neither under natural nor under auilicial

conditions will some seeds retain their vitality more
than one season

; and all the resources of the
accumulated experience of seed-impoitcrs from dis-

tant countries are insufficient in some cases to

maintain their vitality. It is not altogether because

the interval between the dispersal and the gorui illa-

tion of the seed, under ordinary conditions, is

necessarily longer
;
but rather because in the one

case the condiiions under which a seed will germinate

are much more restricted than in the oilier. Lot

us now examine the natural conditions under which

seeds are commonly produced and dispersed, in

relation to the retention of their vitality ;
and w'e

shall learn how much more it depends on their

nature, or natural means of protection, than on tlie

seasons. An oak tree sheds its acorns in autumn,

and the leaves which fall afterwards alford them

some protection from frost and excessive dryness.

But the leaves might be blown away from one spot,

and the acorns exposed to intense frost or drought,

either of which will speedily kill them. In another

spot the leaves may drift into tnick layers, with an

excessive accuniulatijn of moist tre, causing decay

of the underlying acorns; and there are many otlier

unfavourable conditions which may destroy the

vitality of the acorn. It is apparently impossible,

however, to preserve an acorn’s vita ity by any

artiticiat means for more than one season.

•I'he scarlet-runner bean loses its germinativo

power on exposure to compara'.ively slight frost,

the dec'ree dep nding upon the amount of moisture

in it" yet. it will retain its vitality for an almost

indehnite period under favourable artificial condiiions.

In both of the examples given, germination would

naturally follow as soon after maturation as the

conditions allowed. The seeds of the hawthorn

behave differently. Each haw contains normally

tluxe to five seed's, every one of which is encased

in a hard, bony envelope, in additi n to Us proper

coat or testa. Couiniitted to the earth, and uuder

the most favourable conditions, these seed do not

germinate till the second year, and often not so

soon In this instance prolongation of vitality is

probably due in some measure to the protective

nature of the shell enclosing the seed.

lieturning to seeds in which the embryo or plantlet

forms only a very small part of the whole body,

wheat may be taken as a familiar and easily ob-

served illustration of a seed, the vital energy of

which requires very little to stimulate it into active

growth; and yet this same seed, having no special

proteUi.n in the way of coating, will retain iti

vitality as long, perhaps, as any kind of seed, if

not under the influence of moisture, ihe primary

condition to ibe preservation of vitality in a seed

is perfect ripeness. Unripe seeds of many kii,ds

will germinate and grow into independent plants if

sown immediately after removal from the parent.

The facility with which immature wheat will ger-

,tinate is most disastrously exemplified in a wet

Wvest when the seeds will sprout while the corn

standing or in sheaf; thus destroying more or

less completely the value of the gram or flour, as

ihe starch or flour is consumed in the development

of the embryo, or what is left is so deteriorated

bv chemical change that it is not good lor food.

There is perhaps no other seed more susceptible

to moieturl and none less affected by dryness, or

u Wont nr cold in the absence of moisture.

'^^The kind of vivipary exhibited by the wheat is

occasionally observed in various other plants; and

Bomelim. s the seeds of pulpy fruits germinate in

tlm fruit There is also a class of plants in which

vivlnuv is noinial. rvomineiit in this class arc the

n vngroves [Ithizophoreo-, Ac.) of muddy sea-shores

1 the tropics. In these plants there is a reniark-

ndantation to conditions, which ensures their

.t^rodSu iTom the very inception of the embryo

there is no apparent iiitorriiption of active vitality

in its development and germination. In the earliest

stage the cotyledons or seed-leaves are formed,
and the radicle or future pi imary root is represeincd

by a very small p int. When the former have
attained their hill development, which is not great,

the iaticr begins to grow and mpidly incre-ses in

size. Each fruit or seed-vessel, it. siionld be men-
tioned, contains only one seed, the rootlet of which
points to the apex of tiie fruit. Soon th s rootlet

pushes its way through the apex of the fruit, and
grows into a spindle-shaped body of great density

and length
; the cotyledons or seed-leaves remaining

partly inside the fruit, and acting as an organ of

absorption from the parent plant to noniish the

seedling. In Ji/nxophora nnicronala this radicle

attains a length of two or three feet, and the seedling
eventually fail.s, and by its own weight penetrates
and sticks in the mud, leaving the fruit, containing
the exhausted cotyledons, attached to the tree, where
it dries up. Another singular adaptation to condi-

tions is tlie vital development of the seeds of aquatic
plauts which ripen their seeds on or under water.

, Vallisneiia is a remarkable instance of this. The
unisexual flowers are formed under water; the

female on long coiled stalks, which at the right

period uncoil, and the flower rises just above the

surface of the water. Simultaneously the sliort-

stalked male flowers are detached from the base
of the leaf-stalks, and also rise to the surface.

After impregnation has taken place, the stalk of

the female flower coils up again, and draws the
s’ed-vessel down under water, where the seeds ripen.

It has been explained that heat, moisture, and
air are necessary to the germination of seeds,

varying immensely for different seeds. We corns
now to the behaviour of certain seeds under the
i: fluence of an unusual or unnatural amount of

moisture, I cat or cold especially m relation to the
length of the duration of the exposure to any one
of these factors. It has been proved beyond dispute,

by actual experiment, that the vitality of certain
seeds, notably various kinds of beau and convolvulus,
is not impaired by immersion in soa-waler—or rather
floating and partially submerged—for a period of at

least one year
;
and that after having been Iccpt

quite dry for two or three years. Plants are act-

ually growing at Kew from seeds treated as des-

cribed
;
and some years ago several seeds oi Kntada,

cast ashore in the Azores, whither they had been
transported by the Gulf Streim, were raised at
Kew. So far as at jiresent known, all the seeds
that will bear very long immersion without injury
have an intensely hard, bony, or ciustaceons coat,

that would wilh.staiid lioiling for a minnie or t'vo

without killing the embryo. A'et it is difficult to
unrlcrstand this power of resistance, especially after
being kept dry for a long time. This impreviousness
to water explains the wide distribiilion of many
sca-side plants, the seeds of which are conveyed
by oceanic curienls. How long such sc ds would
retain their vitality in water is uncertain, because
experiments have not reached the limit. Many
readers will remember Darwin’s experiments in this

connection; but it should be borne in mind that they
were chiefly with seeds of jilaiits not at all likely

to be dispersed by the sea.

It has already been stated that some seeds will

bear immersion in boiling water for a short time,
and gardeners occasionally practise this treatment
to accelerate the germination of hard-coated seeds.
But seeds of all kinds will hear for a considerably
longer period a much higher dry temperature than
soaking in water of the same temperature. It is

recorded, by tru.stworthy authorities, that tlie seeds
of many plants—poppy, parsley, sunflower, and
various kinds of grain, for instance— it perfectly dry,
do not lose their vitality when subjected to a ten'i-

perature of 212° E. for forty-eight hours
;
and for

sliorier periods to a much greater heat. The result

ill most cases, tliongii not all. is a considerable
retardation of germination. Dry grain is equally
impervious to cold, lii 1877, seedling wheat was
exhibited at the Liuiioau Society that had been
raised at Kow from grain that had been exposed
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to the intense cold of the Arctic expedition of

187-1 to 1870. The next question that arises is :

how long of seeds retain their vitality when
stored in the ordinary ways adopted by dealers ?

As a rule, seedsmen and gardeners prefer new
seed, because a larger p reentage germinates ; arid

mixing cold seeds with new, tells its own tale in

irregular germination. Nevertheless, there are many
seeds that retain their vitality from live to ten years

sufficiently well to be depended upon to yield a

good crop. Old balsam seed, other things being

equal, lias the reputation of yielding a larger pro-

poriiou of double flowers than ue«'.
;

and some
gardeners consider that cucumber seed of four or

five years of age gives bettor results than the seed

of the previous year. As already mentioned, perfectly

ripened seed will retain its vitality longer than

imperfectly ripened seed. In illustration of this,

we note that carrot seed grown in France retains

its germiuative power, on the average, longer than

English' grown seed, owing to climatal differences.

There is one other natural condition in relation

to the vitality of seeds that should be mentioned
;

that is, the duration of the vitality of seeds on the

mother plant. Some of tlm Australian Froteaceo',

and some of the flr trees, especially North American,

bear the seed-vessels containing quick seeds of many
successive seasons

;
and only undtr the influence

of excessive drought or forest fires do they open

and release the seed. Rapid forest fires are often

not sufficient to consume the cones, but suliicieut

to cause them to open and free the seed for a

succession of trees. The unopened cones of thu-ly

vears have been counted on some fir trees; and it

is averred that the first seed-vessels of some prq-

tenceous trees do not open to shed their seed,

under ordinary conditions, until the death of the

parent plant, so that a tree may bear the acciunu-

lattd seed of half a centuiy or more.
Finally, a few words respecting the extreme

longevity attributed to certain seeds. The reputed

gem ination of ‘‘niummy wheat,” from two to three

thousand years old, has hi en the theme of much
writing; but the results of careful subsequent ex-

periments with grain taken from variou-s tombs do

not support the doubtless equally conscientious,

though Jess skilfully conducted, experiment.^, suj pused

by some persons to have established the fact of

wheat of so great an age having germinated. Indeed

it is now known that the experiments mtiiniy relied

upon to prove this long retention of vitaliiy were

falsified by the gardener who had charge of them.

Nevertheless, there is no doiibt that some seeds do

retain their vitality for a very long ireried, as is

proved by nnmeious wtll-authenticated instances.

Almost every writer on physiological botany cites

a number of instances. Kidn- y beans taken from
11 e herba-ium of Tournefort are said to have ger-

minated alter having been thus preserved for at

least 100 years. Wheat and r c are also credited

wi h having retained their vitality for as long a

period. Seeds of the sei,isilive pant {Mimoffa )>udica)

kept in an erdinary bag at '.ho .lardin do.s Pianto

Paris, germinated freely wlrcn sxiy years old. A
long list might be made of seeds that have ger-

miuatod after being st< red for twenty-fire to thirty

years. If seeds re ain their vitality ior .so long a

period as this tinder such c-jiidit-ons, it ijqtiilecon-

ceivab'e tliat seeds buried deep in the earth, beyond
atmospheric iiitiucnces, and wl.ore ibcro was net

excessive moisture, might retain their genninative

power for a-i almost indefinite jcriod; and the tact

that pbiiita previously unknown in a locality etten

spring up where cvcav.iti'n a have been nuidc,

bear out this assumpti 11 The same thing happens
in arable land, should the farmer plough deeper
than usual; and dee;er tillage, which weuld otlier-

wise be beneficial is often avoided pn this account.

A careful writer like Lindley states, t’uongh without
qualification, that ho had raspberry plants raised

from seed taken from ihe stomach of a man, wh te

skelo on was found U irly feet belo-.v the surface of

the grotuid. Judging from coins found at the same
place, the seeds were piobably 1000 or 1700 years

old. One more example of seeds germinatng that

are supposed to have been buried some 1500 to 2000
years. About twenty year.s ago, on the removal of
a quantity of slack of the ancient silver mines of
Greece, several plants sprang up in abundance pre-
viously unknown in the locaJity. Among these was
a species of Gla.ucmm, which was even de.scribed as
new

;
and it is suggested that the seed may have

lain dormant for tho long period indicated. Rut
there is not the amount of certainty about any of
these assumed very old seeds to conviuce the scep-
tical or to establi.sh a fact. It remains yet for some-
body to institute and carry out careful investigations
w here exca> ations are being made.

W. Rotting Heiisley.—Nature.

WILL THERE BE A RUBBER FAMINE ?

AVe are surprised to see in the London ImcHa-llubher
Journal a prcdiclion of a rubber famine, written in
a style suggestive of those newspapper articles
which tell us from time to time how rubber is

gathered in hollow pumpkins, or that “para” is

not lubber until it has been vulcanized. Fifty years
ago it was well enough to talk about the known
supplies of rubher becoming exhausted, and it was
the work of an inielligeut man for .John Forbses
Royle, for instance, to urge that new sources of this
valuabe material be looked for. But in Roylei’s
time no rubber bad been marketed from India, its

pre.sonce in Bolivia and in Africa was unknown, and
the extent of the Amazonian forests unsnspected.
Tho situation is far different now, since Stanley’s
treat work in revealing the resources of the Congo
basin and Emin Pasha’s discovery of rubber in the
Soudan, and since the French have come into a position
to develop Madagascar on a broader scale. We feel safe
in asserting that the India-Jlubher Journal does not know
of any country, important at any time as a producer
of rubber, winch is not still exporting it. Has it

seen any evidence that Para ruliber is glowing scarcer,
or that the African grades are becoming harder to
ob ain? Can it sbo-.v that, on the whole, there ate
fewer rubber- trees available than time in the past ?

The reasons ivliicb our contemporary gives for its

a'arm are (1) the rapid growth of the bicycle industry;

(2) the probability of rubber tires being 1 irgely used
lor carriages

;
and (8) the recklessness of “the owners

of plantations in west Africa and elsewhere ” in
their “method of tapping the trees." We can say
that, as for the United States, the largest estimate
of the consumption of rubber by the bicyt-la trade
does not exceed five per. cent of our total imports,
while the cairiage-tire demand does not promis-e
soon to equal in value even the rubber-stamp trade.
In a conntiy where the importation of rubber has
bounded upward at rate of millions of pounds an-
nually, none of these items is of comanding import-
ance. and impiorters believe that all the rubber actually
demanded by manufacturei s will long be forthcoming.
There is no more fear on this side of the Atlantic
that rubber will become exhausted than that ci-al or
v.hcat will. And we presume that our rubber-merch-
ants have studied (he situation as carefully as those
of any other country.

All the rubber-vines that have ever been killed in
Africa are as a drop in the sea compared with wliat
rtill remain there, and we cannot learn that the
rubber-gatherers on the Amazon are so dffereut from
iha rest of mankind as to be unable to see that,
if they kill their trees, their occupation will be gone.
It is a half-centnry since the expression “ kil iug the
goose that lays the golden eggs” was first applied to
the rubber industry, and it is time that some new
stock phrases were introduced into the work hack-
writers on this subject,

The most surprising thing of all is that the
Journal should see in the diwelopmeut of the balata
croxi a remedy for the threatened famine. It hears
that in tho handful of forests in the Guianas there
is enough gum—only slightly inferior to caoutchouc
to support a trade for centuries. Evidently our
c intemxiorary has only just got hold of the remark-
able pmsxiectus issued a year or so ago by an enthiisi»
astic French gentleman, who figured out that U e
penal colony nf Cayenne could gather in the balata
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forests there ten times as much rubber every year
as the whole world now requires. It would be a
strange thing, indeed, if the narrow strip of land
embraced in the Guianas should become of greater
value as source of rubber than the valleys fringing
the 50,000 miles of waterways in the Amazon system
and an equal area of rubber forests in Africa.

If such a thing were really possible as the ex-
haustion of the natural rubber supply in the next
century, there is ample reason for believing (1) that
rubber-trees will grow as well from seeds planted
by hand ns from seeds scattered by the winds

; (2)

that rubber cultivation is practahle wherever the
trees now grow native

;
and (3) that the rubber zone

embraces millions square miles. The cultivation of

rubber—whoi the time comes—is as practicable as

that of oranges, olives, tea, coffee, cloves, orcinchone.
We hope, therefore, that fuither prediciions of a
rubber famine v\ill be left for those who think that the
planting of o'd shoes is the surest way of starting

a rubber plantation .—Iiuiinrubher World

RUBBER CULTURE IN FLORIDA.
A writer in the New Orleans 7'iiaes-Democrat

revives the idea of planting rubber trees in Florida,

and states that it is moist and hot enough there

to raise rubber of an excellent quality. It seems
that one generation speedily forgets the experience
of a preceding one. About forty years ago the
United States Government planted rubber trees in

Florida, and they may be there jet. Some were
cared for also at the Centennial Exposition, and
some are found in botanical gardens elsewhere.
The trouble is they don’t produce rubber. Florida
is outside of the Tropics

;
Para is on the Equator.

It rains every day at Para or else there is fear

of a drought ;
Florida gets its quota of rain a good

deal in the winter and not so much in the summer.
Bain, coiuinual hot weather, monkeys, and rubber
go together

;
and rubber is the first to drop out

of the combination. The Netv Orleans writer

states that Da Silva planted 20,000 rubber trees near
Para, on Bom lutento, in 1865, at a cost of 3,200,

dollars. Of these, only 1,000 remain
;
the Amazon which

revels in nature and cares little for art, washed 19,000

away in one of its annual tears.” These trees yield

a small profit now; but the practical mind asks, what
is the use of spending 3,200 dollars, which in twenty-
five years amount, with compound intere-t, to 50,000

dollars, to obtain something that is so free that what
would be called good-sized countries in Europe are

lying idle in a virt,in forest that will not be reached
before the shoddy man has found a way to pay a little

something to the importer to go out of the business

altogether ?—Imliarubber 1 Tori cl.

—
TOBACCO CULTURE IN THE EAST.

Mr. Tripp read a paper at the Imperial Insti-

tute, on “ The Tobacco Industry of India and
the Far East,” the meeting (over wdiich Lord
Harris presided, in the absence of Lord Lome, M.P.,

who is on the Continent) being held in connection

with the Indian Section of the Society of Arts.

Mr. Tripp’s experience has been dei'ived in Sumatra,
and be spoke in high terms of t^e suitability of its

climate and soil for the cultivation of the tobacco plant

But there is a third factor of great importance

—

labour. For the higher or skilled labour a European is

apparently needed, and he must be a man of strong
common-sense and posses qualities—so the lecturer

hinted—other than those that go to make a brilliant

statesman or journalist. For the manual and me-
chanical work the Chinese are found best qualified.

Javanese labour is cheaper, but piactically of no

use at all. Europeans, by adopting scientific methods,

have converted a trade which, thirty years ago,

was measured by a few hundreds sterling, into one

culculated by millions: yet the natives, blind to

facts, deaf to advice, and doggedly conservative,

go on growing tobacci in t’leir own way, insisting

that they are light and that the white man is

wrong. This consideration was vital to the main
-rgument of the paper, for Mr. Tripp is anxious

that the quality of Indian tobacco should le im-

proved. He cannot bring himself to believe that

the soil of India can “ aspire to the perfection of

Sumatra,” but the climate is all that can be desired.

Therefore, why does India produce that “coarse,
thick-ribbed pungent tobacco” that is “quite unsale-
able in Europe ?

” Mr. Tripp suspects that inferior

culture has a great deal to do with it. Nay, he
went so far yesterday afternoon as to indicate where
the Indian growers and curers are at fault. The
plants are “ topped” too soon, the rewly-reaped
tobacco is exposed too long to sun and light, and
the fermentation is not properly understood. There
are also, he thinks, important undeveloped possi-
bilities in connection with Borneo, though, it should
be pointed out, his modest estimate of results al-

ready produced there was taken exception to, in the
subsequent discussion, by Mr. Strutt, M.P. Mr.
Tripp concluded his paper by indicating the new
field for English labour that would be opened up
by the development of tobacco cultivation in the
directions he had indicated. He looks forward to
the time when the British smoker will consume
cigars pioduced from British soil, with British
capital, and made by British hands. For why do
we import 80,000,000 cigars from the Continent
every year ? i\Ir, Tripp answers that question in
one w'ord—prejudice .— Overland Mail.

PLANTS FOR GREEN MANURING.
With a view to determining the amount of nitro-

gen by which various leguminous plants enrich
the soi', some interesting and valuable experiments
were made last year on the experimental fields at
Holienheim, Wurtemburg. The soil was a heavy
loam, on wtiich rye and winter peas had been grown
in the third year previous, rape manured with super-
phosphate and nitrate of soda in the second year
previous, and winter barley in the previous year.
After the barley was harxested, 17 different kinds
of leguminous and other plants were sown for green-
manuring on 17 pb'ts, each containing about 50
square yards separated by uncultivated strips. In
September following the crop on each plot was
dug ui der, and Sheriff wheat dril'ed on all tue
plots. The yield of wheat where different legumi-
nous plants had been used as green inanurL-s (lupines,
clovers, field beans, peas, vetch, and serradella),
ranged from 15 lb. to 221b. averaging about 20 1b.

It was lowest with serradella and highest with red
clover and while and yellow lupine Second to the
latter were field peas and beans and scarlet clover.
The yield with kohl was 16 lb., with white mustard
15i lb., and with three varieties of buckwheat the
average yield was 13 lb. per plot. It was noticed
that on the plots, especially those with lupines,
many head? of grain were backward in ripening.
On examination the roots of such p'ants were found
to be covered with a white fu' gus. No such fun-
gus was found on the roots where iiou-leguminous
plants were used for green manure. In how far
this occurred was due to the green-nninuring with
leguminous plants was not determined. In anotlier
series of experiments, the object was to compare
the total amounts of nitrogen contained in crops
of different leguminous plants, and in the leaves,
stems, and roots of the same separately. The soil

on tvhich this trial was made had been in grain
for three years previous. Whether or not it was
manured in any way for the present crop is not
stated in the abstract. The seed was bro.adcasted
on the different plots. It was found that the large
field beai s gave the largest yield of nitrogen per
squaie yard of land; but considering the cost of
s eding this crop, it is believed that, from a finan-
cial point of view, it does not exceed the lupines
in value. The difference in the nitrogen in the
white and blue lupines raised from native and
from foreign seed is verj' marked, the foi'eign seed
yielding over a third more. It is seen that an
acre crop of large field beans is able to take from
the air and so give to the soil more than 225 lb.

of nitrogen, while the same crop of lupines yields
some 165 lb. To supply these amounts of nitrogen
in the form of nitrate of soda, would require from
a 1,000 Ib. to 1,6001b. of that material .—Agricidtwal
Journal, Cape Colony.
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“A NATURAL HISTORY OF ALT. TIIK

SCALE INSECTS OF CEYLON.”

Sucli i.s tlie proper desigtiation of tlie inipoi’tanc

work on wliicli Mr. E. Ernest Green of Fiindalii-

oya is at pre.sent engaged in tlie old country,

and I must again press on his brother planters,

tlie 1’lanter.s’ Association and the Ceylon Gov-
ernment the great call there is for e.xtending

support to the author in his most useful enter-

lirise. In my opinion no work of more practical

value to our planters of all grades and product.s

has been heard of since “ Nietner’s Enemies
of the Coftee Tree.” Rut, unfortunately, ATr.

Green has done himself far le.ss than justice

—

at any rate in the estimation of practical, non-
scientilic planthig and busine.ss men— by his very
scientitic, not to say non-popnlar, dry-as-dust
Pros)iectus. I have jiointed this out to Mr.
Green and remarked that it is not likely Tea
Plantation Com[)anies or other large ])roprietors

in Ceylon even—^much less in other lands—will

be attracted by a “ Descriptive Catalogue of the
Coccidae of Ceylon ” even though backed by a
long array of scientific men. I have urged Mr.
Green to draw up a lly-leaf prospectus making
jilain to planters what his work will really do
for them and I am glad to say that he is likely

to comply with my suggestion. What this will

mean may be understood from the following ex-

tract from my latest letter from Mr. Green :

—

“ My prospectus—as you point out—does not per-

haps aescribo iny work to the best advantage. It

was drawn up rather hurriedly, and I was advised
by the publishers to make it as brief as possible.

Although my book is there described as ‘ a Des-
criptive Catalogue,’ it will really be—as far as possi-

ble—a natural history of all the Scale Insects of

Ceylon, with full illustrations of every species
which should enable anyone to recognise—almost
at a glance—their particular enemy.
“As I mentioned in my letter of ‘2nd January

(which must have reached Colombo after your de-

parture), although my work i,s primarily a natural
history of these insect pests, I shall add a general
review of all the remedies and experiments that
have been used against them, pointing out the par-
ticular treatment most suitable for particular species
as suggested by their habits. There is scarcely a
plant or tree of any kind in Ceylon that is not sub-
ject to one or more species of these ‘ scale-bugs,’
and some, change in the conditions of their life, such
as the partial extermination of their natural enemies,
may at any time cause any of them to suddenly
spring into importance.”
In view of the above, and of tlie further fact.s

which Mr. Green wdll no doubt bring out in his

supplementary pro.spectus, I ha\e no doubt tliat

though the cost of the w'ork is considerable (some
R85 in Ceylon) that a great many of the Tea
Companies and other large Plantation Companies
wdll act on the suggestion about making a copy
available in the hands of eacli of their Chief
Managers for reference by their ISuperintendents,
At the same time the Planters’ Association anil

the Ceylon Government should tal'Ce notice
of Mr. Green’s work and the latter should
either subsidize, or ofl'er to take a considerable
number of copies for their Kachcheries, E'orest

and Rotanical Departments as well as to present
to other Colonial Governments. J.F.

P.>S.—.Since the above was wuitten, Mr. Green
has reiiuested that subscribers’ names to his new'
work should be registered at the Observer Ollice

—

a request w’e have much iileasure in complying
wdth ; but we feel sure the Flanters’ Committee
and the other bodies and public men will do
what they can to give the enterprising author

due support.

03

IN THE METROPOLIS.

London, Marcli RI.

JJIi. MOKKIS

was as interesting and instructive in conversa-
tii‘11 as usual. His latest trip to the West Indies,
and especially the Rahamas allorded interesting
topics tiiougii great success has not attended
tlie elioi ts of Ceylon planters who have •'one
Westwards—iMessrs. VV. Sabonadiere, Marshall,
Burnett and others—yet there is no doubt of a
revival of prosperity in m.any of the islands and
this is due to their taking advantage of the
grand and ever-growing market at their door,
almost for nearly all the produce they iiroduce'
namely the Uniteil States. Frost is considered
to have wrenched the golden prospects of much
of Florida and California and so the W'est
Indies have the ball at their foot in supplyin*'-
fruit, and tropical produce generally, to North
America.

_

I will say nothing about the Bahamas
and its Sisal industry until I hear (as I hope to
do) Dr. Morris’s lecture on the subject before
the Society of Arts on ^V'ednesday next. The
ellbrts of Dr. Morris, when Director of Gardens,
backed up by his Assistants, Messrs. Neck
and Hart, did much for Jamaica and it is now
rapidly going ahead. One want in the W"est
seems to be an independent enterprising Press

;

but it is diliicult for the sejiarate islamrcomnui-
nities to jiull together and there is no common
metropolitan centre which for a paper would en-
sure general support. The 'Tropiml Agriculturist
continues to be well supported and niuch ajipre-
ciated in the W^est. Douunica may now be
e.xpected to_ come to the fiont, though an un-
kindly critic seems to have anticipated the ad-
vent of the Ceylon administrator by .saying that
he was a better judge of the good things of the
table than of a Colony’s public requirements 1

That is not fair
; for put on his mettle in a

responsible charge, Mr. P. A. Templer wdll, I
have no doubt, give sco])c to his admitted ability.
The interest of the gathering in the AVhitehall

Rooms was enhanced by ladies being now admitted
to the Dinner as well .as the meeting: Sir G.
Baden-Powell, Sir Francis Scott (just returned
from Ash,anti) and others were thus accompanied
by their better-halves. The lecture, as I have
said, was discursive and dealt chiefly wdth AVest
Afrip, about which most of the 'speakers—in--

eludin''' Mr. Alfred Jones of Liverpool, the kin i''

of^commerce in that part, Mr. Hodgson, Colonial
Secret.ary, Sir Quayle-Jones, Chief Justice, and
the Governor of St. Helena, besides Sir Francis
Scott, and Sir E. de AA inton. The last mentioned
indeed, in dwelling on the absolute necessity of
i-oads and railways, referred to South Africa. Dr*
Morris made the most useful contribution to the
discussion in de.scribing wdiat “ Botanic Station,s’’

load done and were doing for the AVest African
Settlements. He praised Governor Mollony for
being the first to develop the rubber trade from
the Gold Coast, now worth a great deal per
.annum

,
and when he was tr.ansferred along the

Co.ast, that Governor got tr.ained men from the
Gardens to search the natural forests, who, instead
of a rubber vine {Landolphia) which •.ot killed
in collecting the rubbei’, found a vigorous rubber
forest tree which merely requireil scoring .and
wouhl be ready foj- further harvests in a certain
number of years. This was in Lagos. Dr.
Morris dwelt on the fact th.at the exports were
chielly natural forest products

; but cotl'ee and
cacao could well be cultivated. He nientioned
how in York a monopolist of mahogany
got from Africa via Liverpool, called it “ver-
lailion”—origin unkuowQ~ty deceivy rivtiL jq
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the trade. The African nialiogany trade is rapidly

growing and somewhat injuring tliat of Honduras.

SIR KOI5EUT IIKKUEUT

(who made a most admirahle Cliairman) after

Dr. Morris sat down, unexpectedly called on me
to speak, saying:— We have Mr. John Ferguson
of Ceylon with ns this evening and as he has
])aid much attention to tropical agriculture, i>er-

liaps he may have something to .say on the sub-

ject of the ])aper.”

My few remarks were as follows Sir Hubert
Herbert, ladies and gentlemen,— 1 venture to

intrude .solely with reference to one ))assage in

the interesting lecture to which we have listened.

It is where Sir Geo. Ibulen Powell says:

—

“ I may here add that tropical Africa also offers a

great arena for the work of many of our Indian

fellow-subjects, traders, artisans, soldiers and plant-

ers. Our rule in India tends to a great redundancy
of population, and in Africa this surplus will find a

useful and profitable field.”

Some two years ago, I was applied to by a pros-

perous Ceylon coll'ee and tea i)lanter for advice :

he had To,000 of ca]iital ready for investment

outside his plantations and he wished to know
should he take u|) land for coll'ee in Java or in

Hritish Central Africa. I advised a visit to tlie

Shire Hig'nlands. Tlie country was inspected with

such satisfactory result that my friend took ui)<a

large block, came back and was iiuluced to form

a “Nyassaland Coffee Co., Ld.,” which was sup-

ported^ by shrewd business and j)lanting men in

Ceylon, who have sent over practical superinten-

dents to open a coffee ])lantation. Tliis, so far

as I know, is the finest plantation comi^any in that

part of Africa and it owes its initiation to, and

lias its hoadquarters notin London but in, Ceylon

—

so establishing a bond of union between our leading

Asiatic Colony and Central Africa. Ceylon long

before this had given Sir Henry Johnston his

first working Horticulturist and IJotanist, sur-

veyors and some jilanters. The pioneer of collee

was Mr. Huchanan, a Mission Agent ;
but he

Was now followed by Ceylon men, and if the

present new administration is continued, roads

opened and railways encouraged, we may look

for tlie speedy development of British Central and

East Africa—and more particularly of Nyassaland.

There is a growing demand for Collee
^

both

in America and Europe though not in the United

kingdom, and no present fear of over-production,

and Africa is the indigenous home of Collee.

Keferring to the latest news from Nyassaland,

t mentioned how the Manager of the Company
liad reported coffee plantations paying 20 per cent

return in their 4th year
j
and in contrast with

Sierra Leone where tlie Chief Justice had said

native labour had risen to H per day. 1 quoted

Mr. G, M. Crabbe as naming the equivalent in

calico of 2,1 a month for men. Is 6c^ women and

Is for children as the wages ]>aid 1 This con-

stituted a perfect paradise for cheap labour, even

when compared with the 12 million of people in

Southern India who were content if they earned

2s 6rl a week for family of live.

The Governor of St. Helena (the smallest but

not least interesting British Dependency) wound

p the discussion
_ tr

Next day I met by h is f ppointment, Mr. H.

T. Hartley, one of tiie Dire< tors of the

“INDIAN AND CEYLON ExlUIUTION OF 1896.”

who was accompanied by Mr. Wickremasinghe

of the British Museum. No one can come into

contact with Mr. Hartley without forming a

hi'di opinion of his business capiacity and

sterling good sense ;
and I was disappointed

iQ leai'H that the Ceylon Govcrniuent before

the advent of your new Governor had de-

cided adversely on the point of making
a Loan Collection illustrative of Native In-

dustries and of lending any buildings available from
Chicago, the Tea Kiosk lor instance. As the

Company are ready to bear the ex])etise of trans-

port, Ac., 1 trust il.E. Governor Bidgeway will

reconsider tins decision in a sense favourable to

the Exhibition and uJuat I believe to be the best

interests, of the Colony. There can be no doubt
of the grand ailvertisemeiit for Ceylon, her pro-

ducts and industries which the Exhibition will

allord, and 1 trust, therefore, that the Blanters’

Association or Thirty Committee will see that

a good exhibit of Ceylon leas, collee and cacao

is made ;
while ]dumbago, cinnamon oil, etc., ought

to come from the Colombo merchants. I have
asked for a co]iy of the ollicial letter to Govern-
ment which, however, you may already have seen

in the Gazette. If not, here it is :
—

Ijondon, 21th January 1896.

The lion, the Colonial yecretary, Colombo, Ceylon.
Sir,-.-We have the honour to address you, having

received a communication from Sir Robert Meade
notifying us that the Colonial Oftice has sent

out a despatch to your Government, respecting this

Company’s forthcoming Exhibition ;

—

Empire of India and Ceylon Exhibition, 1896
including other Crown Dependencies in Asia.

We understand that this despatch has teen supple-

mented with a copy of the Report of the Empire
of India Exhibition of 1895, together with our various
printed matter in connection with the forthcoming
Exhibition of 1896.

A perusal of the Report w'lll we think convince
your Government of both the ability of this Com-
pany to adequately carry out their scheme for the
forthcoming season as well as convey some idea of

the substantial commercial advantages likely to re-

sult from co-operation therewith.
We feel that our enterprise should commend itself

to your Government in view of the fact that the
Empire of India Exhibition 1895 was a purely ten-

tative effort, and the first time that any undertaking
of this nature has been carried to a successful issue

unaided by a Government giant.
Now that the Conqiauy have practically proved

their capabilities, they trust that your Government
may be so good as to extend to them their cordial

assistance, and also permit themselves in some way
or other to officially recognise this enterprise, (a re-

cognition which has been accorded by the Indian
Oftice) without which W’e fully appreciate that no
commercial undertaking like our own can meet
with any substantial adhesion.
The Directors aie now in a position to state that

the prominence given at the late Exhibition to Ii .

dial! products, especially to Indian tea and tobacco
proved a direct benefit to Indian trade, to the ex-

tent of not less than j£75,000. We think that such
results, achieved by a private Company, without the
slightest charge against Indian revenues, compares
most favourably with those of the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition of 1886.

Although such a large measure of success has
attended the efforts of this Company, it is still felt

that India was but inadequately represented, and
that nothing like justice was done to her.

This consideration has largely influenced this

Company in deciding to continue the Empire
of India Exhibition tliis year, and rendering the
s line more important and interesting bj^ the in-

clusion of Ceylon and our Asian Crown Colonies, thus
giving a more complete idea of their almost inex-

haustible economic resources.
Briefly, the following are the principal matters and

s iggestions to whiclr we are desirous of drawing the
attention of your Government.

1. Buildings.—It is intended to devote a large
space for the erection of buildings of Ceylon Archi-
tecture, and also to set aside a considerable area in

the Queen’s Palace for a Ceyloo Court for Siuhalese
exhibitors,

^ 4
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2. Native Exhibitors.—The Company beinp aware
that native exhibitors cannot take active part in the
Exhibition without considerable outlay, are willing to

waive premiums in advance for the space occupied
which is a necessity in Exhibitions not depending
upon Government aid, and to accept in lieu thereof
a moderate percentage on their gross sales.

3 . S i ILL Exhibits.—This concession does not
apply to what are termed “still exhibits” that is to

say, show cases without attendants, where no selling

is done
;
for the latter however when of hona Jule

Ceylon industries, liberal arrangements will be made.
4. Staple Products.—Our Company are very

anxious to give special privileges and prominence to

the more important staple exports of the Colony,
such as, tea, coffee, cocoa, and the valuable and
numerous products of the coconut palm.

5. Loan Collection.—Deeming it desirable that
we should convey to the visitor some adequate idea
not only of the products and manufactures of the
Colony, but also the typical features of the country
and her art developments, considerable space will

be reserved in the Ducal Hall for a Loan Collection
of Ceylon Art Work, including Historical Records,
pictures and views of the Colony, carved
wood, arms, armour and metal work of all descrip-
tions, embroideries, and in brief all ornamental
manufactured articles. We particularly desire the
co-operation of your Government in this direction.

6. Collective Exhibit.—Wo would point out that
whilst at the Imperial Institute your Government
have very liberally represented the staple products
of the country, the Art M auufacturing side of it is not
represented at all

;
and feeling that these are a class

of goods which meet with a ready sale in European
c untries, and only require more prominenly bring-

ing before the public to much increase the tracle

therein, is the reason why we seek the co-operation
of your Government in this section, and ask them to

get together as widely’ representative a collection as
possible for exhibition.

Our suggestion is, that at the close of the exhibi-

tion, this collection should be handed over to the Inr-

periiil Institute.

For the installation of such a collection, our Com-
pany are prepared to pay all expenses for carriage
and freight, and insure the goods to their full value
whilst in our custody as well as to allot the space
free of charge.

7. Native Performeus.—With the idea of making
the Ceylon Section popular, it is intended to include
one or more troupes of Sinhalese performers. The
public will by this means obtain some adequate con-

ception not only of the products and arts of Ceylon,
but also of its people and their country, and we
trust your Government will give w'hat permission
may be necessary to enable the performers to leave

the country; our Company guaranteeing their return

passage.
8. Government Buildings.—We believe that your

Government have in their possession some of the

buildings erected in the Ceylon Section for Chicago.

Could the loan of these be made available for the

puipose of a teahouse?
We are sending you by the same mail duplicates

of our printed matter.
Finally, it is intended to open the Exhibition early

in May, and all goods should be delivered here by
not later than the 15th April.—I have the honour
to be, sir, your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) Herman Hart.

It speaks for itself. Mr. E. 13. Creasy i.s the

Colombo Agent—there could not be a better— of

the Exhibition wdiicli is certain to be a great
' success, even if Ceylon does not do justice to

itself—as I hope it may in all departments.

IN TIIK CTTV.

Poor ])rices for tea notw’ithst.anding high ex-

change is not satisfactory new's ; but this is .a

slack time in the

tea trade

for there is nothing in Supplies or Stocks to justify

depression, even though February Colombo ship-

ments were heavy. Qne question asked is how does
the tea distributing tr.ade falling more and more
into the bands of lialf-a-dozen or so big firms and
companies ailect Mincing Lane. Suppose a few
even of such big buying houses to hold aloof from
a^ sale, does not it m.ake a vast ditlerence '!

Exchange has been receding a little and may go
low'er when all is settled for the Cbine.se Loan,
though there are City men who think it may go
higlier yet this year—even to above Is 3d
and yet higher |)iices for tea plantations
are asked ! For a compact Udapussellawa'
Nmvara Eliya place I hear the r.ate demanded is

equal to £10!) ])er acre ! Lippakelle has to ac-
count for much.

Mr. Alfred Brown, Ch,airman, and Mr. Roberts
the Secretary of the group of ( Uva) Spring Valley
and Hunasgiriya Company I found w’ell and in-
terested in all that concerns the island’s progress:
they antici[iate Mr. Ward rop’s arrival home.” Mr.
Alex. Thomson leaves in a fortnight by the ss.
“ Orient.”

It is just possible, tliough by no means decided,
that

MR. A. II. DUNCAN
(brother of Messrs. John and Hamilton Duncan),
so well-known as an e.xperienced Rangala coil’ee
planter and clerer all round, ma.y get the ap-
pointment to visit and report on the coffee lands
of the London-Columbia Conq)any wdiich is ex-
pected to have a capital of £l00,000 at its
command.

RESPECTING CEYLON TEA CO.MPANIES
w’ith rupee capital, I have the following ex-
pression of oi)inion from a broking friend :

—

“ Letters from Ceylon inform me that the rise in
exchange lias put a damper upon the share market
there, and I am just afraid they have been choking
themselves, for the small number of dealers is not
enough to keep up strength during a time of de-
pression, so that they are now anxious to form a
market here wdiich I have urged them to do more
than a year ago. Everything was then on the boom
and their quotations were always too high. The only
safety is to take advantage of the London market now
and convert two or three companies into one, theshare-
liolders taking their interest in sterling and ask for a
small sum from the London subscribers and they would
reap their profit from increased value of their shares.
This I have repeatedly suggested, for, unless they do
something of this kind, difficulties will arise.”
The jilanters of Ceylon and indeed of other

lands have bad no better or more intelligent
and energetic friend in many ways than

“ MR. THOMAS CHRLSTY”

of Lime Street, and a chat with him ahvays brings
some topic of interest to the surface. It wall bo
remembered bow nersistentl.y Mr. Christy moved
in reference to the sale of tea-sweepings from
the various Docks, until now, in ne.arly every
case, the stufi is denatured and jirevented from
coming into the tea market, though used for the
extraction of caffeine, &c., Our tea planters
ow'e Mr. Christy their thanks for this action.
Now in respect of

COFFEE ADULTERATION
a far more important matter than the abolition
of tlie Coflee duty, Mr. Clirist,y is interesting
himself very actively. He lias stirred up the
Public Analysts by sliowdng them liow’ they are
down on the iioqr farmers, dairymen, s])iiits sellers
and .a host hcsiiles, for anytliing like mixing or
adiilteiation, while cofl’ee de.alers m.ay sell 90 per
cent of chicory lo 10 of coll'ee, with impunity !

the Lontlon Cli.iiuher of Conimerce is likely to
move in the maUcr.
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INDIAN TEA.
To the Editor of the Financial Times.

Sir, Having read the article ia which you brought
Indian tea planting companies before your readers
as a suitable channel of investment, it occurs to me
that you may possibly like to have some contirma-
tioii of your advice from one who lias long been
conversant with the position and development of the
industry as a tea-taster and agent in the Eondon
market for some of the principal growers.
So little has been known in the pasD about this

branch of our commerce that it is not surprising
that investors, as a rule, have regarded it with
diffidence, or have altogether ignored it. But the
e.xpeiiraental stage has tong been passed, and we
have now the benefit of some fifty years' experience
with the result that it is proved that nearly all, but not
quite all, plantations in India are permanent in respect
of soil and the capacity of plant to yield freely and
vigorously

;
that while w'cather causes some varia-

tion in the amount and quality of the yield, such
a thing as the failure of a crop is unknown, and
that no limit has yet been found to the consumption
of Indian tea.

A most important fact is, that the oldest plantations
in Assam still produce the finest tea. Proof of this

is to be found in the history of the Assam Company,
which has been at work since 1818, and last year-

showed a profit of ,fu0,000 on the season’s production,
equal to more than 25 per cent, on the capital, arrd due
to the fine quality of the tea produced. Another
weighty fact is that no other tea-producing country
has yet been discovered which can give tea equal to
the best from Assam and Dar jeeling. Another is, that
notwithstanding the steady increase of production,
there is in no market of the world a surplus stock of

Indian tea, the ye.ir’s consumption regularly using
up all that is grown. Last year 185 million pounds
were produced by India

;
of this, I'iO millions

at least will be used in the Uuiied Kingdom,
and the lemainder in other countries, where the
use of Indian tea in place of Cliina is rapidly in-

creasing to a point which makes them keen com-
petitors with English buyers.

'The effect of tliese developments in trade has
been to maintain the market value of Indian tea
well above the cost of production. You may like

to know some details. A crop of “ common tea
”

costs from 5gd to (id per lb. to make, and realises

7d to 7id per lb.; a smaller crop of “good tea’’
costs about 7d per lb., and realises from ltd to lUd

;

a still smaller crop of “fine” tea costs from l)d to

lOd, and realises from Is up to as much as Is (Id

per lb. There is, therefore, a good margin left for

lowered market value or increased cost of manufacture.
'The items that would increase cost are: a rise in

the value of silver, a rise in freights, or a scarcity
of coolie labour.

So much with regard to the general position and
prospects of the industry. The would-be investor
will, of course, want to know which are the strongest
and soundest of the many companies, but it is

not my purpose to teh him. Some general hints,

however, may perhaps be given. These are :

To notice the capital cost per bearing acre, and pre-

fer those whose gardens show a low cost
;

to ascer-

tain what additions to the planted area have been
made out of the profits of past years; to discrimi-

nate between those who pay dividends and also create
reserve funds, and those who do not; to inquire

what is the average value of the tea produced, and
if the estates are situated in the best districts.

Most of this information can be found in the ela-

borate tables of statistics now published by some of

the stockbrokers, who are beginning to realise that

(5 per cent, or 8 per cent, can be obtained on in-

vestments in Indian tea with much less risk than is

run in many kinds of industrial and commercial con-
cerns for tl e sake of 5 per cent. Fr om a share-

holder’s point of view it is much t: be desired (hat

the older companies would real range their capital

on a modern basis, divided into the preferred and
deferred shares of small nominal amount that the

investor of today so much prefers.— I am, Ac.,

—Finnncinl Times, March 11th. Assam.

AGAINST A DUTY ON TEA.
The following iretition has been prepared and cir-

culated by a tea buyer on the East Side. Mr. C. K.
Banks, expressing, as he claims, the opinion of a
large number opposed to a duty on tea

:

'To the Honorable House of Ilepresvntatices Washimj-
ton, JJ. V.

We, the undersigned citizens, merchants and tea
dealers, learning that a bill is to be presented to
Congress to impose an import duty on tea, beg to
present for consideration the following objections to
such duty :

Such a duty as is proposed was in force for a
number of

,
years. It was repealed, so that all, no

matter what their circumstances, might have at the
Ijwcst possible cost, and enjoy withoui. tax “ at free
breakfast tables,’’ an article .so indispensable that it

has almost or quite ceased to be considered a
luxury.

'The ostensible object of those who are desirous of
imposing an import duty on tea is that the standard
of quality would thereby be raised, which object can
be equally obtained by the more stringent enforce-
ment of existing laws for the inspection of tea at
tne port of entry, without imposing a tax on the
poor man’s comfort and consolation.
We humbly pray your honorable body not to re-

verse the wholesome and consistent policy now in
force for twenty-three years, keeping a staple article
of daily use free from taxation, which falls heavier
on the poorer classes than on those better able to
contribute to the support of the Government.
We further desire to call attention to the fact that

the proposed tax is sought to be imposed chiefly in
tiie interest of large capitalists, as such a tax by
almost doubling the import cost of the article, would
bo a bin dell upon the dealers of smaller means.
We beg to submit that the existing laws for the

inspection of tea of a healthful and resonable stan-
dard can and should be maintained at all ports of
the United Stales, and that no duty be imposed for
the benefit of a few capitalists and to the detriment
of the public at large.

'Tnere is irothing in the present revenue laws which
forbids the*eutry of clean, low-priced lea. The de-
cline in tea since 1872 has not tended to increase
consumption, which was larger per capital in 1872 ai d
1878 tliaii It has been since, and greater in 1886,
18.3? and 1888 than at any time since. In 1873 and
1874 the average import price of tea was 37;^ cents,
and now, when it has fallen to 15 cents, we find
no increased use of the article, conclusively showing
that the American people do not care for tea as a
beverage. Beer and coffee are the favourite.s. Is it

any wonder that the tea trade does not increase
when the bulk of the importations are cheap and
herby teas, giving forth a liavour th.it does not cap-
tivate and win the palate ? Not one consumer in
fifty drinks tea for the sake of that flavour but sim-
ply from habit or through the natural carving for
a warm drink. Does anyone imagine that cheap,
poorly flavoured coffee, or coffee mixtures, tend to
increase consumption ? 'The introduction of the port-
able coffee mill into the grocers' shops did more to
make coffee the popular beverage it is than did
making coffee duty free. It forced the sale of roasted
coffee in the beau, while competition kept up
the quality and stimulated the sale of pure coff'ee.

Mr. Banks claims that tea has quite ceased to
be considered a luxury,’’ Simply, we believe, be-
cause of inferior quality. 'Tea should be regarded a
luxury, as coffee is, which pleases the palate and
awakes good cheer and brings comfort. It the people
were educated to an appreciation of tea for its deli-
cate and peculiar flavour and lor itsinaiked character-
istics, the trade would make more money tlian it
does now and the people would worship the teapot
as they adore the coffee urn, the chocolate cup and
the beer nuig.

If Mr. Banks went into the tenement districts and
the slums he would be surprised to find the poorest
of the poor buying the better grades of tea, unless
forced by the most abject

j
oveity to crucify their

r'esires. What the tea trade want is a campa ga
lia.ing for its object to denionstrato to consumers,
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there is as much of delight to the senses in a cup
of hot, fragrant tea as in glass of Madeira, sherry,

rich old Burgundy or a well seasoned Sauterne. A
tax would tend to improve the character of the im-

ports and would give the Government ten millions of

revenue, so distributed as to be felt by no one. If

the tax be ten cents per pound it means that each
cup of tea is taxed one-third of one mill- Let us

have a duty on tea and coffee, with an additional

tax on beer, as a measui’e of revenue onl}’.

—

Ame-
rican Gi'ocer, Feb. 2G.

THE A>SSIMILATION OF NITROGEN BY
TEA-PLANTS.

Deau Sir,—In his note on “ Assimilation of Nitro-
gen through the Agency of the Boot Tubercles in cer-

tain Papilionaceft! ” published as an enclosure to Mr.
G. W. C. Cock’s letter on pages 5 and (1 of the Janu-
ary number of the Indian i'orestcr, Mr. Cock recom-
mends the planting of Saw [Alhizsia stiindaUi) or the
Sensitive plant {Mimosa pudica) in tea gardens for the
fixation and storing of nitrogen the nodules of its

roots for the use of the Tea plants. Both the Saw
and the Sensitive plant belong to the sub-Order
Miniosew. As far as I have read the recent
literature on this important subject of assimilation

of the free nitrogen of the air in the root tubercles

of plants. I have not come across any writer who
claims this precious property for the roots of any
other plants than those of the Papilionacece. I am
therefore led to ask you, Mr. Editor, to kindly state

for the infoi'ination of your readers in your next
number of the Forester whether all or any of the
plants of the sub-Order Mimosese also possess this

inestimable proj)erty of fixing the free nitrogen of the
air in their roots. M. R.

Note .-—Our correspondent's question is practically

answered in Ur. Watt’s paper published at page 343
of our Vol. XXI

;
we regret we cafi give him no

further information .—Indian Forester, March.

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
There is still a large amount of inquiry for Tea

Companies’ Shares, and again the “ official list
”

shows, during the week just closed, a large number
of advances in quotations, while many of the Money
Market Reports in the daily Press make pointed
references to these investments.
The Financial Times again makes some special

reference, in its leaderettes to the progress made in

the opening of fresh channels of consumption for

Indian and Ceylon tea.

Mincing Lane, with rather more limited offerings,

keeps steady, but without any very noted advance
in values. The estimate of immediately-expected
supplies continues to be decreased. Indians have
pretty well come to an end, and the March exports
from Ceylon now look like being reduced in
quantity.
Fresh Issues.—Dimbula Valley Ordinary have

changed hands at 1-16 under par, while the Prefs,
have again being placed freely at 6.

Ceveon Shares.—C. T. P. Co. Ordinary are said to
have changed hands as high as 27g, and the Prefs.
have been taken at 17J.

—

II. d- C. Mail, March 20.

TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, March 11.

At the last auction sale the market was very well sup-

ported on high grade Formosas, but low grade sold off

and ruled weak. Other description^ are steady and
without change with demand light.

Last Wednesday the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company sold at auction 8,779 packages teas as
follows ;—Moyune—.oO Hyson 6^ to fije

;
.547 Young

Hyson 7 to 20c; 215 Imperial 12 to 16)c; 174 Gun-
powder 12 to 25ic. Ping Suey—13 Young Hyson
9ic ;

451 Imperial 8 to 13c ; 1,654 Gunpowder to

24c. Japan—70 Pan Fired to 12c; 25 Capers

16c
;

593 Congou 8g to 16c
;

180 India and O. Pekoe
11| to 214c. Oolong—2,352 Foochow 8i to 20c

;
2,463

F'ormosa 13J to 46c. High grade Formosas were
well supported and higher, while low grade blacks
went off.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company will sell 9,602 packages, viz., 1,716
half-chests Moyune, including “ Choicest ” Moyune
Chops

; 2,785 boxes Pingsuey
;

32 half-chests Japan,
basket-fired and sun-dried

; 1,183 half-chests Congou,
including some particularly choice lines

; 102 packages
India, Java, Ceylon and Pekoe

;
50 half-chests Amoy ;

1,037 half-chests Foochow, new season’s
; 2,647 half-

chests and boxes Formosa, all new season’s and compris-
ing some choice teas.

—

American Grocer.

•

THE TEA MARKET
remains juuch as before, with more than the lower
qualities available than can be readily disposed of.

The free imports from Ceylon are generally dis-

appointing, whereas it is to that country good
quality was looked for to meet the demand at a
time when standard teas are at the lowest ebb.
All “ stand out ” teas are readily competed for

—

an encouragement to intending operators in China.
Deliveries, both for home consumption and export,
give highly satisfactory evidence of the increasing use
of tea.

—

London and China Express. March 20.

PLANriNG AND PRODUCE.
Produce and Adulteration.—The twenty-fourth

annual report of the Local Government Board on
the adulteration of food samples for 1894-95 has just
been issued. So far as the reference to tea is con-
cerned, it is not at all disturbing to the public mind.
Five hundred and tw'elve samples of tea were taken,
and one was condemned because it contained an ex-
cessive quantity of mineral matter (including minute
particles of glass, straw, ivoody fibre, etc., suggestive
of shops sweeping) Four samples, although passed
by the analyst, were found to be impregnated with
lead. In one case legal proceedings were taken against
a person for refusing to sell a sample of tea to an
inspector, and a fine of J!'2 was indicted. Of 1,724
samples of coffee examined, ISO (or 10'4 per cent)
w'ere condemned. There is an element of satisfaction
in this when it is remembered that for the ten years
after the passing of the Act of 1875 the average
percentage of adulterated coffee was eighteen. Legal
proceedings were taken in 126 cases, and 112 penalties
were imposed, amounting in all to nearly TllO. Of
sugar, 397 samples were analysed, and twenty-nine
were condemned. Most of these were beet sugar
coloured to imitate Demerara sugar, but four samples
contained small proportions of mineral matter. Small
fines were inflicted in nine cases.

Tea V . Tobacco.—When Indian and Ceylon tea
planters set about the capture of the American tea
market they did not contemplate that the demand
for tea would be increased owing to the new use
for it as a substitute for tobacco. It appears from
American papers that the craze for smoking cigarettes
made of tea is rapidly spreading among women in
the United States. To make the tea cigarette one
takes a grade of green tea which has but little dust,
being composed of unbroken leaf, and dampens it

caieiully, just enough to permit the leaves to be un-
rolled without being broken, and so to be left pliable
and capable of being stuffed in the paper cylinder
while the dampness is not sufficient to stain the
paper. The cigarettes are laid aside for a few days,
and are then ready to be smoked. The feeling of a
tea cigarette in the mouth, says an American con-
temporary, is peculiar. The taste is not so dis-
agreeable as might be supposed, but the effect on the
tyro is a sense of dizziness and a disposition co take
hold of something or to sit down. If the beginner
leaves off then, that settles it

; she will not try tea
cigarettes again. If, however, the smoker sit down an
try a second cigarette, inhaling it deeply, then the
dizziness passes, and is succeeded by one of intense
exhilaration. This stage lasts as long as the smoking
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continues, which is until the reaction of the stomach
sets in. Words cannot describe the linal effect of the
tea cigarette. The agony of the opium fiend is a sha-
dow to that of the nauseated victim of the tea cigarette.

It will be hours before food can be looked at, yet the
first step towards a cure is a cup of tea. An hour
afterwards conies the craving for the cigarette. A tea
cigarette, in the quantity of tea used, is about equal to

the tea for two cups of pretty strong green tea, and,
being inhaled instead of taken in the form of an infu-

sion, its action is about ten times as great. If a tea
smoker gets through twenty cigarettes a day, he takes
the equivalent of about forty cups of tea as regards the
quantity consumed, or of 200 cups as regards tnc effect.

'This shows at once what the result in the nervous
system will be. The tea cigarettes are on sale

in New York at several first-class stores of

cigar dealers who have a women’s trade, and this

has come about simply because the women ask for

them.

The Coffee Tb.vde and the Chancellor of the
Exchequer.—A large attended meeting of merchants,
brokers, and dealers interested in the coffee trade

was held last week at the Loudon Commercial Sale

liooms. Mincing Lane, for the purpose of appointing

a committee to forimilate a system for the better

working of coffees in bond, to be submitted to the

Chanchellor of the Exchequer. Mr. George Rouse
presided. Mr. R. Wales said that the resolution he
wished to propose was as follows :

“ That a com-
mittee of import and export merchants, home-trade
dealers, and brokers be formed, with the object of

formulating a system for the better working of cof-

fees in bond, and that the committee do report to

a general meeting of the trade the result of their de-

liberations, prior to placing it in the hands of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer for his consideration.

He said ho would like to remind the meeting that

the movement was not a new one, but had arisen out

of the conference which the trade recently had with

Mr. Goschen—which conference took place with the

sanction of that room. They were aware that, on
that occasion, they did not succeed in getting the

Chancellor to abolish the duty, but he gave them an
intimation that if they would _put before him any
plan or scheme by which difficulties in the pre-

sent bonded system could be removed—difficul-

ties that prevented the expansion of the export

trade, he would be very glad to receive and
consider it. The object, therefore, in appoint-

ing the committee was to lay before the Chancellor

some definite plan for improving the bonded ware-

house system, and which he was quite prepared to

listen to. He did not think there would be any
difficulty in appointing the committee, for it was
thought very desirable that any plan which they

might devise should have the entire approval of the

trade, so that they would be able to toil the

Chancellor that the scheme embodied the opinion not

of a few individuals, but that it was the opinion of

the whole trade. With that object in view they pro-

posed that the committee, if appointed, should do

nothing without it was first submitted to a general

meeting of the room. It was an eminently safe

course to propose the formation of a committee, and

if that were agreed to he would then submit the

names of the gentlemen who they thought should

constitute the committee. Mr. Asscr seconded the

motion, which was carried nem con. A committee

consisting of the following gentlemen was then

formed : Mr. Oschwartz (Messrs. F. Huth and Co.),

Mr. Julius Ehmann (Messrs. Edward Schluter and

Co )
Mr. J. Davies (Messrs. Peek Brothers and Winch),

Mr!^’Landsberg (Messrs. Landsberg and Co.), Mr. R.

Wales (Messrs. Moffat and Co.), Mr. E. A. Rucker

(Messrs. Rucker and Bencraft), Mr. George Rouse

(Messrs. R. J- Rouse and Co.), and Mr. J. C. Sander-

son (Messrs. Sanderson and Co.).

Jute Sfinnino i.n Germanv.—The movement for

extensions of jute spinning a,nd weaving in Ger-

many seems to be spreading, in spite of the warn-

ings of the recently dissolved association of manu-

facturers. It is stated that the directors of the

North German Jute Spining and Weaving Company,

of Hamburg, hayp decided to add 1,000 fine spindles

[Mav I, J896,

and 188 looms to the machinery of the mills in
Schiffbek and Ostritz, and to erect 2,000 fine spin-
dles and 52 looms in the mill of the affiliated
Alsacian Jute Spinning and Weaving Company at
Bischweiler, so that, to the three mills, there will
be an addition of 6,000 spindles and 240 looms.
Following the example of the Hamburg Company,
the Bremer Jute Spinning and Weaving Company
of Ilemlingen is about to add 1,.500 spindles and
110 looms to its existing plant

;
and the Bremen

Jute Spinning and Weaving Company has decided
to add 6,000 spindles and 330 looms to its pro-
ducing power.

Air Plants.—At a meeting of the Royal Botanic
Society held on Saturday, Mr. John Birkett in the
chair, the Secretary, Mr. J. Bryant Sowerby, called
attention to a number of species of the so-called
’* air plants ’’—tillandsias — exhibited from the
society's collection. In the forest of the West Indies
and tropical America these plants are found growing
upon the branches or trunks of trees high above
the ground, and as they are easily moved, and,
moreover, very ornamental when in flower, the
natives pull them down and attach them to wires
from their verandahs, where they live for months
without attention.—7/o))ie and Colonial Mail, March 20.

THE NAHALMA TEA ESTATE COMFANl
LIMITED.

Board of directors ; Arthur Marshall, Esq., Chair-
man William Forsythe, Esq. (in Ceylon), and John
Abeniethy, Esq. Office: 20, Victoria Sfreet, West-
minster, S. W.
The following is from the report of the directors

to be presented to the shareholders at the second
annual ordinaiy general meeting to be held on
Thursday next.

The directors have the pleasure to submit the
general balance-sheet and profit and loss account
for the twelve months ending December 31st, 1895,
duly audited. The net amount at credit of profit

and loss account at December 31st, 1893, after provid-
ing for general expenses, directors’ and auditors’
fees, interest on debentures, &c., £2,013 Os 6J An
interim dividend of 3 per cent, on the ordinary shares
wus paid October 3rd, 1895, amounting to £420.
It is now proposed to pay a final dividend
on the ordinary shares at the rate of 5 per cent
(making a distribution for the year of 8 per cent
per annum free of income tax), which will absorb
£700 ;

it is proposed to place to credit of Debenture
Redemption Fund, bringing it up to £1,267 16s 2d,
£625; it is proposed to write off the amount ex-
pended during the year 1895 upon new turbine, £168
3s 3d

;
leaving to be carried forward to next year,

subject to payment of income tax on profits, a bal-
ance of £129 17s 3d.

The directors recommend the distribution of a
final dividend at the rate of 5 per cent on the
ordinary shares of the company, payable on
April 30, 1896, making, with the interim dividend
paid October 3, 1895, a distribution at the rate
of 8 per cent per annum for the year ending
December 31, 1895, such dividend to be paid to those
shareholders whose names appear on the share register
on March 26, 1896 after which date such shares will
be transferable ex sucb said dividend. 'The acreage of
the company’s properties on December 31 last was ;

Tea in full bearing, 446
;
jungle, 246

; total, 692 acres!
The superintendent reports the estate in good order,
that the erection of the turbine and reservoir is

now nearing completion, that he is more than ever
satisfied that it will prove economical, and that
Messrs. Walker and Co. have given substantial work.
The crop for 1895 was 235,9741b, as against aii
estimate of 220,0tX) lb. With a favourable season the
crop for 1896 is estimated at 240,000 lb. Mr Arthur
Marshall, the director retiring by rotation, being
eligible, offers himself for re-election. Messrs. Fox,
Sissons and Co. auditors to the company, offer them!
selves for re-election.—77. and C. Mail, March 20.
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LIBERIAN COFFEE.
The African republic is looked to for a coffee

crop of 50,000 piculs this year, against 30,(X)0 piculs

produced in 1895 .—American (Jrover, March 11.

IS THE LANTANA A FRIEND OR AN
ENEMY ?

SiE,—The Lantana is an abomination, we shall all

agee in that, but I am strongly of opinion that it is an
abomination that we shall have to put up with, and in

many cases, ought to encourage, We have no suffi-

cient, experience to come to a decided opinion, but I

fancy I see in the Lantana “ the way out ” of more
difficultie.s than one, notably as a means of taking

possession of the soil to begin with, and protecting

the young plants afterwards. I hope no Forest

Officers will waste money trying to exterminate this

shrub, except by the legitimate method of inserting

young plants which will eventually kill it out by their

cover. Velleda.
—Indian Forester March.

THE INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION
(LONDON).

FORTUEU ISTElilM llErORT OF TUB .AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN TEA COMMITTEE.

The following is the Committee’s interim report

on its operations since the issue of the general re-

port on July last

:

In response to the circular, issued by the direction

of the Committee on September 25 last, request-

ing that subscriptions to this fund for the past

season should be based on the scale of four annas

per acre, and half anna per maund of tea, a total

sum of R88,879-7-0 has been subscribed, representing

a production of 77 million pounds of tea; this in-

cludes a generous contribution from the Central

Travancore Planters’ Association of Southern India,

Mr. Blechynden, the representative of the Asso-

ciation in America, has, under the direction and
supervision of your Committee, continued to display

much energy aud ability in calling attention to the

teas of India by advertisements, paragraphs in

newspapers, supplying tea free as a beverage in places

of iDublic resort, &c.. and has also arranged in con-

junction with the Ceylon Commissioner to co-operate

with private firms and others engaged in selling

British-grown teas by granting subsidies to their

advertisements, and other similar measures.

With reference to the disposal of the fund collec-

ted, the Committee have to report that they have
spent, or authorised to be spent, up till the end of

June next, the sum of £5,900, which is niade up
approximately as follows :—Salaries, travelling, ser-

vants, office, &c., £l,300newspaper articles, i‘500

advertising £700 ;
food shows, tea demonstrations, &c.

£800; subsidies, £2,000; total £5,300.

The results of the various efforts made to obtain

a footing in the markets of America are shown in

the valuable statistics published by Messrs. Gow,
Wilson, and Stanton. From these figures it will be

seen that the increase in consumption is satisfac-

tory. The total quantity of British-grown tea taken

by the United States and Canada during the last

six years has been : 1895, 9,283,1441b : 1894, 5,379,5421b;

1893, 4,211,0751b; 1892, 3,208,6551b; 1891,2,635,772;

1890, 2,364,1521b.

Of this quantity the amount of Indian tea used

was as follows;—Re-exports, U.K. to U.B.A., 1895:

198,6191b ;
re-exports, U.K. to Canada, 821,19511d ;

transhipments, U'K- to U.S.A., 1,549,5011b
;

tranship-

ments, U.K. to Canada, 750,280; direct exports,

Calcutta to North America, l,134.43;21b
;

total

5,154,0271b. Re-exports, to U.K. U.S.A., 1894 ;708,9211b ;

re-exports, U,K. to Canada, 711,2841b
;
transhipments,

U.K. to U.S.A., 768,4041b ; transhipments, U.K- to

Canada, 127,6211b
;

direct exports, Calcutta to North
America, 551.750 lb. ;

total, 2.867,980 lb. Re-exports,

y.K, to U,S.A., 1893 : 848,302 ib,
;

le-expoits, U.fi,

to Canada, 648,271 lb.
;
transliipments, U.K. to U.S.A.

352,961.; transhipments, U.K. to Canada, 154,713 1b.;
direct exports, Calcutta to North America, 187,798 lb.;

total, 2,228,045 lb. Re-exports, U.K. to U.S.A., 1892

:

600,216 lb.
;
re-exports, U.K to Canada, 789,065 lb.

;

transhipments, U.K. to U.S.A.
, 121,958 lb.

;
tranship-

ments, U.K. to Canada, 25,187 lb.
;
direct exports, Cal-

cutta to North America, 81.862 lb.
;
total, 1,618,288 lb.

It has been suggested that the teas of India and
Ceylon have now obtained a footing in Western
markets, and that the ordinary trade organisations
and commercial rivalry of keen business men may
be left to push British-grown teas into consumption.
The committee are strongly opposed to this view
for, having regard to the very large extensions which
are coming into bearing both in India and Ceylon,
they are of opinion that it would bo a grave error
to leave, at present, entirely unaided the extension of
consumption in the United States. It is, therefore,
essential, in their opinion, that there should be a
levy for the season of 1896, on the same basis as
in the iiast year, and that immediate steps should
bo taken to collect subscriptions.

Should the whole of the fund thus raised not bo
spent in America, the committee would be prepared
to support efforts to extend new markets in Russia,
South Africa, aud other places.

The committee have much pleasure in testifying
their satisfaction with the work done by Mr. Blechyn-
den during the period under review.

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF THE

general COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION,

HELD ON TUESDAY LAST.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and
confirmed. A letter was received from Mr. George
Williamson regretting his inability to attend, and ask-
ing to be allowed to resign the office of vice-chairman,
owing to ill-health. The secretary was requested in
reply to express the regret of the General Committee,
and to ask Mr. Williamson to allow his resignation to
stand over until the annual meeting. A letter from
Mr. D. M. Stewart was read in support of the move-
ment for a further levy to continue the work in America.
The chairman, ii^resenting the interim report of the
American and Foreign Tea Committee, which was
taken as read, said he thought that the meeting would
generally agree that theCommitte was working on the
right lines. Mr. Blechynden had altered very con-
siderably his plan of operations, which in place of con-
sisting. as formerly, of native servants and food
shows, was now chiefly carried on by means of adver-
tisements and assistants given to firms engaged in
pushing Indian tea, although he still occasionally
made use of food shows. Mr. Rabau wislied toknow
of what basis the subsidies were given. The chair-
man stated that Mr. Blechynden gave a sum equal to
one-third, or in some cases one-half, of the amount the
firm was prepared to spend for advertising in order to in-
crease their advertisement fund. Mr. Roberts wished to
know if the amount of the proposed levy was to be
the same as last year. The chairman said the com-
mittee recommended a levy on the same basis as
last year. Mr. Bryans said he had hesitated to re-
commend a continuance of the work in America, be-
cause he was the only member of the committee
actually interested in spending more money in push-
ing the tea in America, although he thought it would
be a great mistake to leave off just now. Since the
report was printed he had received a letter from his
New York Agents, which he asked permission to read
to the meeting :

“ In regard to work which has been
done by the Indian Tea Association in working up
this market, I le-arn from Mr. Blechynden that there
is a great probability of his being retired in May
aud, should this be the case, it would be a matter
of regret for the India business, as Mr. Mackenzie has
being telling us that a further large sum of some
thousand pounds has been voted by the Ceylon Com-
mittee for the continuation of pushing their teas on
this market It has taken Mr. Blechynden
years to find the best means to use, and now that
success has rewarded his efforts it would be a pity
to send some new man to begin at the beginning

From tbia lettcc it waa quite evident th^t
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his people over there had a high opinion of Mr.
Klecnynden. Mr. lilechyndeu and Mr. JLackenzie were
pulling very well together now, and it would be a
great pity to stop this. At the last meeting he had
stated that he thought another year or two would be
sufficient to open the American market, but he now
thought it required still the one year more.
The Secretary then read the latest letter from

Mr. Blechynden bearing on this point. After further
discussion, in which the following gentlemen, Messrs.
W. Roberts. George Seton, R. G. Shaw, R. Lyell, R.
R. Doake, Arthur Odling, and J. N. Stuart took part,
the following resolutions were carried unanimously
1. That this meeting is strongly of opinion that a
further effort to carry on for another year the work
of pushing Indian tea in America is essential, and it

resolves that a further levy, on the same terms as

in 1895, shall be made, and that the Calcutta Asso-
ciation be asked to collect the levy, as before, at the
earliest date possible. 2. That this meeting desires

to express its appreciation of Mr. Blechynden’a ser-

vices during the past year. 3. That either a letter

be addressed to those leading companies and others

who do not support the levy, or that a deputation

be sent to them, the American and Foreign Tea Com-
mittee being left to determine the best means to obtain

their support. 4. That Mr. C. A Goodricke be in-

vited to join the general committee. 5. The sub-

ject of new rules was then brought before the meet-

ing, and the rules as approved by the special com-
mittee, which had been circulated to all the members,
were taken as read. After a full discussion, especi-

ally on the question of retaining a general committee

as heretofore (which included nearly all the members),

it was resolved :—That, with reference to observations

that have been made, the new rules be referred back

to the special committee, and subsequently be

brought before the annual general meeting. 0. A
vote of thanks was passed to the chair,

—

II. cG C. Mail,

March 20.

THE DUTY UN COFFEE.

It cannot be said that the deputation of importers,

exporters, home dealers, and brokers engaged in the

coffee trade, who had a formal interview with the

Chancellor of the Exchequer at the House of

Commons last week (a full report of which ap-

peared in The Grocer of February 29th, pp. 512-14),

met with much encouragement in the efforts to per-

suade him that a repeal of the duty on coffee is

necessary and expedient in order to give the article

free play and more scope for its consumption in

this country. There is hardly a dutiable commo-
dity in the Customs tariff that requires more help

and relief from the burden of taxation than coffee, and

yet the Chancellor of the Exchequer makes light of it

by telling his hearers that “ if coffee and chicory

were to pay no duty, cocoa also should be relieved

from duty, and he (the Chancellor of the Exche-

quer) thought it was probable that if the matter

went on further ho would hear something from the

consumers of tea and those interested in the trade.”

This is clearly an unfair way of viewing the question,

as there is no parallel between coffee and cocoa,

for the reason that the latter nourishes astonishingly

well under the duty it bears, and therefore does not

need the same measure of legislative assistance
;
and

as to tea, why, the answer to repealing the duty on

that is quite as good as any of those that were

rendered in favour of abolishing the duties on sugar,

which event took place in 1874. Still, in upholding

the views of those persons who are strong advocates

for a “free breakfast-table,” we, for our part, should

be glad to see the imposts on tea, coffee, cocoa,

chicory and dried fruits all swept away at a stroke;

and especially those on the minor articles which yield

onlv a paltry addition to the revenue of the country.

One of the speakers at the nieeting put the whole

case in a nutshell when he said that “ on the face

of the memorial there are two things—one is the

smallness of the sacrifice asked for, and the other

the benefit it would bring to a very largo and im-

portant trade.” In fact, the duty on coffee amounts

fg galy about 170
,

per aBUUw, wberoae that ou

tea reaches no less than 3,696,0007 in a single year,

so that there is virtually no excuse, on any grounds
that can be urged, for not repealing the impost on
the former because it would, as the Chancellor of the
Exchequer puts it, be unjust not to abolish the duty
on the latter claimant for exemption. Coffee, as a
harmless yet refreshing kind of beverage, is more
beset with difficulties in its path to cousumers than
any other drink, and when these are duly pressed
upon the attention of the Legislature it is for

them to seek to remove them as quickly as pos-
sible. A great bar to the consumption of coffee

in the United Kingdom is the absence of liberal

supplies of a desirable character; and the main
cause of its consumption not progressing at an advanc-
ed rate, since the duty was halved in 1873, has been
the serious and alarming falling off in the imports
from Ceylon, which, in consequence of the failure of

the crop through the setting in of the leaf disease there,

about the same year, have since dwindled almost to

nothing. Substitutes, it is true, such as Costa Rica
and other Central American descriptions, have been
found for plantation Ceylon, but these have proved to-

tally inadequate to make up for the deficiency in the
receipts from Ceylon, and no fresh sources of supply
have been opened up that would serve as a beneficial
stimulus to the home trade.

In dwellingon the significanceof the immense increase
in the production of Brazil coffee, equalling “ about
8,800,000 cwts., or something like two-thirds of the whole
produce of the world,” tlie Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer ignored the fact that this enlargement of

the available supplies did not flow hither so as to

improve the position or prospects of the article in

our owu country, as the British consumers, as a
rule, are not drinkers of Brazil coffee, it being
notoriously unsuited to their taste

;
and thus it has

followed that the prices of fancy coffees or of any
grade approaching to excellence of quality— a .ich,

indeed, as could be used unstintedly at home—have
considerably risen, making the berry in many
oases extravagantly dear, and drawing a hard-
and-fast line beyond which it is impossible for

the consumption to extend. Again, the importation
of cheap and adulterated preparations of

coffee and “mixtures” has dono a deal of harm not
only to cousumers, who have been deceived, but to

honest traders, who have been repeatedly undersold
in their owu markets, without the least chance of

redressing their wrongs, and who in their sale of

the genuine product have been unable, through pro-
longed scarcity, dearness, and the oppressive duty
on the unroasted coffee bean, to compete, with ad-
vantage, against their unscrupulous rivals in the
trade. Muen more could be urged on the same point,
but sufficient proof has been adduced to show that
the grievances of which the coffee dealers and others
complain are of no common order

;
and while some

remedy is needed to restore the trade to a healthy
and prosperous condition, there is no surer or more
fitting method than that of at once repealing the
duty on the article.

—

Grocer, March 7.

South Wynaau.—The Madras Mail clirect.s

•special attention to tlie returns for tlie past seaso?!

of tlie Perindotty Tea Estate, in South Wynaail.
Tlie.se are (f special inteiest, in that the tea made
in eacli month of tlie year is shown, which will

enable planters to see when the flushes occur
and labour is needed. The average yield of over
oOOlb. ))cr acre is splendid, reineinbering what
Mr, William Taylor, of Ceylon, has said about
the Jdt of the bushes on this iilantation. It will

be noticed that Messrs. Patry and Pasteur reconI
the sale of a small break of a tea from the
Kanambyle Estate, Cherambadi, which averaged
lOjd per lb. being the same average as Assam
for the week and 1 fd better than Cachar and
Sylhet. This is the lirst sale of tea from this

district of the Wynaad, and the price is most
satisfactory. We hear that another break from the
Mapjiadi di.strict has also obtained an etiually high
average.
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COPKEE lip TO DATE.
We have befo.e u'? a be-ui iful exaiiiplc of the

ingenuity of oiu- Arne; ooiisi'is. It is cre' -'roj.- than
the wooden inittn -g f '.me J the world over. It is con-
cocted, liiio tne H'>athen Chinese card phiying,
“with intent tn deceive,” and it would no doubt
deceive 990 persons out of every 1,000. It is an imi-
tation coffee bean, and its uses are obvious.

It was accompanied by the following thoroughly
business-like letter:—

[copy.]

“ The Do.vling ilanufacturing Company, sole manu-
facturers of Conipres.^ed Coffee Compound, No. 104,
North 15th-atreet, Philadelphia.

‘‘To the Wholesale Trade.
“Dear Sir,—Hjicwith we present for your in.spec-

tion a sample of -uv erffc-e compound. '
I contains

not. i'i.g Jiat h.. ---st o' p”,e r'l.l hc..dthful ingredi-
ents, ..ml i^ mil' o.!'- n ,.io h"!>n shape.

‘lly blcnditiu it 11 a ; r.l c ffie bean y u
can improve it nd b ig it •. ilvo the reach of
tho.se unable to .ui chase it the present high price
of coffee.

‘“.'. 8 sell only to tb.’ trale at 8 cents per pound,
III bairels of abi lit 18.1 pou.uls, F.O.B.

‘‘Our pioce.s.s is paterled.
‘‘In ordering send si ni[,!eof roast, so we can match

your goods.
"Terms: 30 days, 2 off 10 davs.—Yours, etc.. The

Dowling Manufacturing Co., 104, North 15th-street,
Phiiadelphia, Pa.”

It is a pity that so touching an object-lesson in
A..mencan honesty should have come our way, for we
fec-l it our duty to bring this latest fake in coffee,
as we brought that of le-lhiiig exhausted tea leaves
before the (.'ustoms Hnuse auttioi itie.s and the Iln.ard
of Trade. They m ty cur.se u.s for disturbing their
peaceful alnmhers for any purpose other than tliat of
drawing theii- saiaric.s, hut as we like coffee pure, we
nope these, authoritier, in giatcful memory of our
many previoiu tips to them, will squelch this latest,
move m Yankee smartness.—A’oorf and Sanitation,
March 11th.

- ^
OUR LONDON TEA LETTER.
[From Oxir Own Correspondent.)

March 0th, 1896.
THE LONDON PUBLIC SALES.

There has been some inte*’esting correspondence on
this subject in I'he Home and Colonial of 21st Feb.
Mr. F. D. Shillington advocates that the week’s sales
of Ceylon teas |shonld bo spread over two days in-
stead of being crowded into the one day (Tuesday)
as has .been. He suggests that Tuesdays aiid
Wednesdays be in future devoted to Ceylon teas,
and Mondays and Thursdays will be given to the
Indian instead of Mondays, Wednesdays and Thurs-
day.s a^ hitherto. This is a doubtless a ni.atter
calling for most careful consideration from all in-
terested and most competent to judge, in order
that all be arranged for the best interest of the
producers and the convenience of the trade if any
changes are desirable. It does not seem unrea-
sonable that Ceylon, with her rapidily increasing
trade should desire more time for her weekly offer-
ings, but it may not be to the interest of India to
submit to any ciutailment. How is the fairest ad-
justment to bo arrived at ? Though Thursday is

not a full day so far Mr. Shillington’s proposal of
two days for each would hardly be an equitable ar-
rangement considering the present claims and future
outlook of Ceylon and India respectively. If con-
venient for the buyers to have representatives at
two sales at once, (and this may ultimately have to
become the rule not the exception), it might suit
to make Thursday both a Ceylon and Indian day
and allow Mondays Tuesdays and Wednesdays to be
occupied as at present. Friday being mail day, it is

doubtle.ss well to have it and likewise Saturday un-
appropriated as hitherto.

'The other proposal of suggestion is, as in Calcutta,
to have “ an offseason, to cease holding any public
auction of Indian teas for some weeks about June

to give ‘ the market’ a period of rest, and to agree
to a date upon which the first sales of new crop

shall be held in London,” and is called attention to
by Mr. Herbeit S. Parker of Messrs. Wm. Jas. and
Hy. Thompson as “ likely to be made to importers
and then brokers by some of the Loudon buyers.”
Tills seetna a most reasonable proposal and a sim-
pler affair than the other. It would also give more
time for Ceylon produce which comes in more all the
j’ear round than the Indian

;
and most will readily

assent to Mr. Piuker’s concluding remark,—“ that the
small intermittent sales during June, attended by
unwilling buyers, are not altogether conducive to the
interests of producers.”

GOVEUNMENT ST.VnSTICS OF TEA CULTIVATION.
Mr. O’Conor’s note on this subject is most inter-

esting. I will only notice one point especially
referred to, that is the fact of the quantity of tea pro-
duced having increased during the 10 years under
review (1S93-91) in a much greater ratio than the
aren nmh-r cultivation.

Thi -i would seem difficult to -iccount for. Of course
young to- lines not bear nt all the first \ear, and
very little foi sever-l years, in fact conie-s i'lUo bear-
ing niMch more slowly than mosi allow for in their
estimates owing to scarcity of hilmur. .:ii, kn&ss. un-
fa voii;i hie weather, and the like, but this lells almost
all the Ollier way; the siiuie mny he said of the
altered style of plucking which I understand has be-
come more select and sparing year after year. It
would also seem to me, judging from the districts
with which I have the more intimate acquaintance,
that the extensions of recent years must have been
very fully e.stimated—nothing more likely when not
actually surveyed by a reliable professional (as was
very common in the early days of tea)—but this
would likewise operate all in the opposite direction
if it were so. It would therefore appear entirely
due to the young planting in the decade previous
to 1885 coming into full bearing during that under
review. This can hardly be the only cause though
those who extended in duller times are now' reaping
the benefit, and large extensions made during the last

three years will likely come into bearing—for less
remunerative markets w'bere over-production is once
more the cry ! Perhaps some of your readers, Mr.
Editor, will kindly clear upjhe point referred to.

One encouraging feature however is, the increase
of consumption in markets outside the United
Xingdoiii. This consumption in all amounted to
38 428,157 lb. last year against 29,453,539 lb. in 1894,
19.300,000 lb. in 1892, 13,400,000 lb. in 1890.—7ndia«
Planters’ Ga?:ette, March 28.

THE FIRST SUGAR MILL AT HAN-
WELLA.

flanwella, April 7.

'Ihe sugar mill recently got down by Mr. G. E.
Ainarasekara through Messrs. Walker Sons & Co. of

Colombo, has been now put up in position and is

w'orked hy means of a pair of bullocks. It is

capable of pressing three cart loads of sugarcanes
a day. 'The juice thus pressed out is strained into
three large copper vats which are fixed to an oven
having a chimney twenty-five feet high at one
end, and boiled into a consistency', removing
all the scum, and poured into a w'ooden box
with large ladles, where it is left to be hardened.
When it is quite firm, it is cut with spades and
removed in buckets to another ivooden box, and
left there till the sugar is separated from the
ti’eacle, when the sugar is gathered and dried, and
put into bags for the market, and the treacle is

poured into casks.

The tea estates at Hanwella and the neigh-
boui'ing districts supply us with all the tea we re-

quire for our daily use, and cheap sugar was what
we were badly in want of, which too has now been
placed within our easy reach by Messrs. G. E. Amara-
sekara and D. J. Ainarasekara Mudaliyar, whom we
have also to thank sincerely for the introduction
of new implements in our midst, for giving employ-
ment to the poor labourers, and also opening a
market for the sugarcane growers in this district

in the way of encouragement, we wish Messrs.
Amarasekara all success and good speed in their

new enterprise. X Villageji.
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THE RE-EXPORT OF TEA.

We recently oirercd some remarks upon statistics

published by Messrs. Oow, Wilson »Sr Stanton,

showing the re-export of tea from the T'nitctl

Kingdom. That linn, in its Circular of March
l.'fMi, has aniplilic(l the information jirc-

viously given on the subject. The add(>d

informstion is particularly full, interest-

ing, and valuable, and tempts us to further

observations relating to this topic. I'lom the

ati.alysis now available it is evident th.at it is

not alone with resjiect to the gross re export

that Ceylon takes the foremost position, \\ith

the exception of Holland and 'Ihirkey, the ([uan-

titles of Ceylon tea re-exported to all the coun-

tries mentioned in the analysis is \ery largely

in excess of that of Indian tea. In the case of

one of the exceptions mentioned—that of Holland

—it received :t-il,435 lb. of Indian tea as com-

pared with 216,422 lb. of Ce3'lon tea Irom

the United Kingdom during 18'Jj. Mdiy there

should have been this exception it is not easy

to discover. Hut we notice that Cermany took

of our teas 2.288,895 lb. as compared with only

424,100 1b. of 'Indian! Messrs. Cow, Wilson ik

Stanton intimate in a footnote tlieir belief that

the bulk of this exportation w;xs intended for the

Russian market. It would seem to be far from

improbable that no inconsiderable ))oriioa of this

Ceylon tea might also have found its way into

Holland. If so, the almoit single discrepancy

existing would probably be largely redre.ssed in

favour of the Ceylon article. The large amount

of excess of our teas re-ex])orted to Cermany lieads

the su])eriorities to be noticed in the analytical

list. Hut that observable in the instance of

America is of special interest to us just now.

Of Ceylon, the United States and Canada received

respectively 1,423,573 lb. and 1,03.1,646 lb., iihile

of Indian the relative ligures were but 90s, 743

lb. and 780,225 lb. during 1895. If this great

superiority stood by itself, we might perluips attri-

bute the preference shown to some adaiitability

of the Anglo-Saxon palate to the llavour of Ceylon

teas. Hut, as has been mentioned, similar supe-

riority is shown in the case of Russians, French

and Germans, so that the hyiiotlicsis we ven-

tured upon when first discussing this subject of

re-exports may be aiiplicd to all, or nearly all,

of tea-drinking nationalities. Turkey has been

mentioned as forming one of the two excep-

tions to what is observable as the rule. In lier

case she received 319,247 lb. of Indian .and only

29,090 lb. of Ceylon tea. \Ve have no me.ans for

nidging as to any cause which may have led to this.

Coffee is, however, so universally the national

drink throughout Turkey, that it m.ay he

suspected that the consumiition of tea in that

country is limited chielly to its French .and

EnMisii residents. 'Without touching further on

paAicular countries mentioned in the .analysis we
iiiay just refer to the ligures grou)ied under, the

heading “Other Places.” In this instance the

preponderance of Ceylon is very marked, the

lumres representing it being as 1,006,197 lb. .against

638 345 lb. of Indian tea. After full examination

of the details that Messrs. Gow, Wilson &
Stanton have now afforded to us, we feel com-

pelled to fall back still upon the hypothesis men-

tioned in our original article. In whatever light,

or irom whatever point of view, we may regard

the figures g-iven, .all seems still to point to the

assumption that the llavour of Ceylon teas is

more generally and more widely ajipreciated than

that of the indian variety. Hut although we

think such a view to be ju,stific<l, it should not

induce us to relax effort to mainl.'.m the superi-

ority est.ablished in the outside markets of the

world. As time goes on, and the taste for tea-

drinking expands, India must reverse the jiresent

p((sition, for she will be able to sup]d,y the in-

creasing dem.and, while territorial restriction must
keep Ceylon about at a standstill.

CEYLON TEA IN LONDON.
A jilanting correspondent writes :

—

“ Hnyers are lioldiiig off, the country demand has
been so slack, and they seem to fear excessive
supplies from Ceylon, but in this respect the latest

Ceylon telegrams should reassure them, and we think

we shall have a better market soon.”

INDIAN PATENTS.
Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed, during the week ending 14th
March 1896, under the provisions of Act V of 1888.

For a new process for the utilisation of the stones
and seeds of fruit of the mango for the purpose of

manufacturing paper.—No. 93 of 1896. The Aryan
Company, general dealers and commission agents
trading in the towns of Haroda and Surat, in the
presidency of Bombay, for a new process for the
utilisation of the stones and seeds of fruit of the
mango for the purpose of manufacturing paper
tnerelroui.

—

Indian and Eastern Engineer, March 28.

MTLL COFFEE PAY?
To the Editor of the Central African Planter.

Dear Sir,—I hear that opinion is gaining ground, that
coffee planting in B. C A. with the piesenimethods, is

not the r'cmunerating investment it has been represen-
ted to be. That the average crop for the whole of
B. C. A. for the years we have been planting, does
not exceed I 3 cwts, di-y parchment to the acre in
bearing. That including weeding, cultivating, road
and house building and repairs and general i xpenses,
it takes £2 10s per acre per annum to keep a
plantation in fair condition. That loO acres in bear-
ing at past output, hardly give a mini a living much
less save money, and if he keeps an assistant he
will lose by his investment even with 150 acres in
bearing at the average crop for the past. It is

possible that our methods are aeriousiy in error and
yet surely it would have been discovered after so
many trials for such a long period. The coffee tree

seems to bear one good crop and then practically
nothing for tlie two following years.—Y'ours faith-

fully, A. C. SlMVsON.

HR. SIMPSON’S VIEWS Oil C'OFFEK PI.,lNTINO.

As the The Ceidra! African Planter has not only
a local circulation but goes to all parts of the world
we feel it incumbent upon us to make a few re-

marks on Mr. Binipsou's letter which appears in this

issue. Our local readers are not likely so to be distur-

bed by Mr. Sinijison's views but the same cannot be
said of our foreign readers who <rre unacquainted
with the facts. On what grounds, we would ask, does
Mr, Simpson assert that li cwt parchment per acre

is the average crop for the whole of B. 0. A. ? So far as

we are aware there is not one who can at present
authoritatively state what the average crop tor the

whole district is, simply because w’e nave no statis-

tics to go upon and because coffee-planting at all

extensively is only five or six years old. M'hat
we do know is, that coffee planting has been
sufficiently remunerative in the past to encourge
our oldest planters to go on extending their cultiva-

tion and laht the yield in many cases, especially in

in the first years, has been very grt at. Mr. Bucha-
nan in his article in i nr second number states an
” average yield of three to four cwt may be rea-

sonnbly looked for.” He mentions instances of 7 cwt.

and 8 cwt per acre being gathered as a maiden
crop, Mr Hastings yield last year was between 3
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and 4 cwts. Messrs do Josselia de Jong and Visser’s

Makuugwa plantation gave about 7 cwts per acre

and we believe the Messrs I’ettitt Jlrothers got 12

cwts per acre. Mr. Simpson also states that (iolfee

trees seem to bear one good crop and then practi-

cally nothing for the next two years. This is a result

which would follow planting in unsuitable soil, want
of manuring, and exhausting the trees b)’ too heavy

a maiden crop in any counti}\ On the other hand
coffee liberally manured and well cultivated goes on
yielding year after year, witness Mr Duncan’s letter on

our last is sue in which he states that the last crop he

off the mother tree of B. C. A., weighed seven and a half

pulled p)Ounds [parchment!] also Mr Buchanan’s oldest

Zoraba coffee which boro last year a splendid crop

and which has never been cut clown. It is not on!}’

possible, it is certain, that our methods in the past

have been in error and yet the results which have

been obtained, although most of us knew nothing

practically about coffee planting have been most
encouraging. Under such conditions it is certain, as

Mr Scott-Elliot says, that there will be some failures.

Lastlj’, the best coffee districts are also the youngest

and their results arc not yet forward. Cholo and

South Mlanje have advantages in climate and forest

land which the other districts lack and if cultivation

is adequate there can be no fear but that the best

results will be realised.

BOGUS Oil ADULTEUATED QUININE.

With quinine selling at the prices which have pre-

vailed for a number of years past, it w'ould scarcely

be thought to offer sufficient inducement for sophis-

tication, as compared with many of the more ex-

pensive and almost equally salable drugs, to attract

the cupidity of the class which finds honesty an

uninteresting means of gaining a livelihood. Indeed,

since the price declined below a dollar little has

been heard either of its admixture with cheaper salts

or their substitution for it in preparations supposed

to contain quinine. The analytical investigator W'as

wont in former times to discover gros.s frauds in

the substitution of cinchouidia for quinine in pillS)

and even in bulk form, and to make his discovery

the basis of a contribution to pharmaceutical litera-

ture, but there were seldom other evidences that

the cheaper salt was usurping the place of

the other, and, outside of pvepartions whose
components were not definitely stated, it is,

doubtful if the substitution w'as very largely prac-

ticed. During the last year or two, despite the

fact that quinine has been selling at an average of

less than thirty-five cents per ounce to the retail

trade there has been a good deal of activity in

“ outside lots” offered through distinctively “outside”

channels, and there is a suspicion that they have not

been entirely straight. Samples of these lots submitted

to pharmaceutical houses have been found to respond

to the tests of pure quinine, but in several instances

where offers to purchase have been conditioned upon

a test of every can, the “ representative of the owner
”

has found that the lot had already been sold. These

goods have been represented, for tho most part, as

foreign brands held by a speculator in large bulk, and

repacked for the purpose of effecting sales. In several

instances the Eeporter has endeavored to trace them
to some responsible source, but never with success, and

their amount or their final disposition has remained as

deeply shrouded in mystery as the source whence they

came. It is not probable, how'evor, that the goods, what-

ever they were, ever found much of an outlet to the large

consuming trade, and of late there has been evidence

that they, or something similar, were being hawked
to the drug trade through the country. The Be-

porter of last week contained an account of tho

operations in the West of one of 'the jxrties who
was working this market less than twelve months
ago with tho same brand that he is now offering

to tho retail trade of the interior. A man of the

same name has been a large buyer of cinchouidia

in this market during the past few months, and it

may fairly be assumed that this constitutes his stock

o£ quinine, with tho possible exception of enough
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of the genuine article to stand as a sample for

te.stijig in the eveut of the buyers caring to make
elo.se investigation. It would appear, however, that
Mr. Borst, that being the brand under which the
gentleman was travelling, at last accounts, finds

the retail trade of the country what might
bo termed an e“>sy mark, and that they allow
him to test his own samples with his own re-

agents. If such be the case, there would seem to be a
favourable opening for some enterprising fakir to
undertake the sale of gold bricks to the drug trade, for
it is evident that the operations of the quinine swindler
have been extensive and widespread. A short time
ago this office received from a prominent jobbing house
at the South an inquiry for some quick and trustworthy
method of detecting cinchouidia, the writer stating
that iris customers were buying what purported to be
quinine for less than he was paying the manufacturers,
and that he was suspicious of its genuineness.

Of course, there are simple and safe tests which should
make the successful substitution impossible, and buyers
should not hesitate to apply such a test to every package
coming to them through any irregular channel, or which
does not have the indisputable evidence of being the
original packing of tho manufacturer. “ Guarantees ”

are of little weight on goods of this class which
have been repacked, because the necessity for re-

packing does not exist, and is likely to be a mere
subterfuge for sophistication. The standard brands of

quinine are, or at least should be, familiar to every
dealer in the article, and there is no reason why
any desired quantity should not be furnished in

packages of undoubted originality of packing. These
facts suggested a safe-guard against fraud, and when
to this is added a natural doubt, concerning the
integrity of anything that is offered much below
current market prices, or by persons not directly

in tho business, there would appear to be no excuse for

a druggist buying bogus quinine, unless he wanted
to.

—

Oil, Paint & Dnuj Iteport, Feb. 24.

«

INDIA AND CEYLON TEA.

Elsewhere attention is directed to the wonderful
results of the campaign in the interest of tea pi'O-

duced in the colonies of the United Kingdom. One
must admire the pluck, persistency and wisdom
which has marked the operations of the Calcutta tea

syndicate in this country. The hardest work has
been to educate consumers to a proper use of India
and Ceylon tea, a given quantity of which will pro-

duce a much stronger infusion than a like quantity
of Japan and China tea. As a rule, the leaf is

steeped for too long a time, and hence, an infusion
results which is not as pleasing to the palate as

that to w’hich the tea-drinker is accustomed. If

buyers would follow the directions which every
seller should furnish, and use less in weight, and
irifuse for five minutes or less, there would be a
phenomenal increase in the use of English-grown tea.
'The finer selections of Ceylon and India tea, when
properly infused, have a di i cacy of fiavor and enough
body to please the most fastidious. Some show the
arome and color of tho finest wines, and this accounts,
in part, of tho great increase in imports.

In 1890 tho total receipts in the United States,
of Ceylon and India teas, were less than the re-
exports from the United Kingdom to this country
in 1S9I1, during which year 4,211,075 pounds came to
the United States and Canada

;
while in 1895 the

receipts in the two countries were 9,283,144 pounds,
or nearly double; of this quantity 6,343,096 came to
the United States. This is making grand progress.
The success of the enterprise is largely due to the
intelligent efforts of the two commissioners, Blessrs.
Mackenzie and Blechynden, whose labors have been
carried forward with discretion, skill and a perse-
verance to command admiration.

From now on the pace foiuvard is likely to be a
much livelier one, and w’ill be watched with intense
interest by the tea traders of thx’ee continents.
American Grocer, March 11.
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TEA IN EUROPE.

It is evident that tea was known in Europe as

an economic plant in common use among the Chinese
many centuries before it had a place as a commer-
cial commodity with the n.ations of Europe. Just
when and how it was first introduced has not been
settled. Mention of the jjlant and the tea-drinking
customs of China are found in the records of the
earlier travellers.

In the eighth century, Moorish adventurers made
mention of the of China in their journals. In the

year 1600 a Spaniard, “ Texeria,” noted tea as being
as being used by the natives of Malacca. It was
in general use in Persia in the seventeenth century,

being mentioned by “ Olearius” in 163J, as having

been brought overland by the Usbe:k Tartars.* Pos-

sibly tea may have been known in Europe in the

fifteenth and sixteenth century, through travellers.

Marco Polo resided in China for years in the

fifteenth century, and it is not r.nlikely that,

being a merchant, his attention was drawn to

the universal use of tea in that country, and he

prompted to send or take some to friends in Venice.

The ships of the King of Portugal found their way
to China in 1517, audit is scarcely supposablc that

the Chinese custom of drinking tea escaped notice.

The earliest positive record of the appearance of

the fragrant leaf in continental Europe was after

the formation of the Dutch East India Company,
in 1602. This supposition is supported by a

record made in 1588, by Eathor Giovanni Pietro

Maffei, who, in alluding to his travels in China, says :

“ They yet press out of a certain herb a liquor

which is very healthy which is called c/n'a, and they

drink it hot, as do the Japanese. And the use of

this causes them not know the meaning of phlegm,

heaviness of the head, or running of the eyes
;

nut

they live a long and happy life, without pain or

infirmity of any sort.”

Another sixteenth century author, in a book pub-

lished in Milan in 1596, and which was translated

into English, says :

They have also an herbe, out of which they

presse a delicate iuyee, which semes them for drincke

Instead of wyue. It also preserues their health, and

frees them from all those Euills, that the immoderate

vse of wyne doth breed into up.”

It is significant that Doctor Veuner, in his “ Via

Recta at Vitam Long.rm,” published in 16:-!8, makes

no mention of tea. The work treats of dietetics, and

mentions the nature, character and dietetic value of

the foods and drinks then in use in England. Lamb,
who for fifty years was Master Cook to the Kings

and Queens of England, makes no mention of tea in

his “Royal Cookery; or, the Complete Court Book,”

published in 1710. It was advertised that year in the

Taller \
or rather, a “ Bohea Tea, made of the same

Materials that foreign Bohea is made of, 16s. a Pound.”

“A Poem in Praise of Tea ” was issued in 1712

by an East India warehouseman, as fallows.

“ From boisfrousWine I tied to gentle Tea :

. For, Calms compose us after Storms at Sea.

In vain wouT Coffee boast and equal Good
;

The Chrystal Stream transcends the flowing Mud.
Tea, ev’n the Ills from Coffee sprung, repairs,

Disclaims its Vices, and its Vertue shares.

“ To bless me with the Juicj two Foes conspire.

The clearest Water with the purest Fire,

Wine’s Essence in a Lamp to Fewel turns,

Exhales its Soul, and for a Rival burns.

The Leaf is mov’d, and the diffusive Good,

Thus urg'd, resigns its Spirits in the Flood.

“ In curious Cups the liquid Blessing flows,

Cups fit alone the Nectar to enclose.

Dissembled Groves and Nymphs by Tables plac’d,

Adorn the Sides, and tempt the Sight and Taste,

Yet more the gay, the lovely Color courts.

The Flavor charms us, but the Taste transports,’

cct., etc.
4-

Other bits of poetry of the same period indicate a

general knowledge of the world’s most famous leal,

as follows

:

The muse’s friend. Tea, doth our fancy aid.

Repress those vapours which doth the head invade.
And make the p.alace of the soul serene —
Fit on a birtliday to salute our Queen.

— Poj)e.

And thou gre.at Auue whom these realms obey,
Doth sometimes counsel take an 1 sometimes Tay.

—Pope's Ode on Tea to Queen Anne.

There is plenty of evidenco to show that it was
an article of trade aud commerce in England in the
seventeenth century, and in general use early in the
eighteenth, there bei eg treatises on tea bearing date
in 1730 and earlier.

In September 1658, the following advertisement
appeared in different London journals :

“ That
excellent and by all physicians a2)proved China drink,
called by the Chinese Trha, by other nation.s Tap
alias Tee, is sold at the Pultaness Head, a cophee
hou<e in Sn-eetin'/s Jle.nts by the Royal Exchange,
London.” This gives credence to the stoi'y that
Oliver Cromwell had use tor the teapot, wdiich was
found in the 2>ossession of an English collector.

There is preserved in the British Museum a hand-
bill supposed to have been circulated between 1658
and 1660, by one Thomas Garway, “ tobacconist, and
seller and retailer of tea and coffee,” and who thus
described the famous leaf :

'That the virtues and excellencies of this Leaf and
Drink are many and great, is evident and manifest
by the high esteem aud use of it (especially of late
year.s) among the Physicians and knowing men in
France, Italy, llolland, and other parts of Christen-
dom, and in England it hath boon sold in the Leaf
for six pounds and sometimes for ten pounds the
pounds weight, and in respect of its former scarce-
ness aud dearness, it has only been used as a
Reg.ilia in high '.L’reatments and Enteriainments,
and Presents made thereof to Princes and Grandees
till the year 1657. The srid Thomas Garway did
purchase a quintity thereof, and first publicly sold the
said 'Tea in Leaf aud Drink made accoi-ding to
the directions of the most knowing Merchants, and
Travellers into those E astern Countries

; and upon
knowledge aud experience of the said Garway’s
continued care and industry in obtaining the best
Tea, aud making L'rink thereof, very many Noblemen,
Phy.sicians. Merchants and Gentlemen of quality
have ever since sent to him for the said Loaf, and
daily resort to his house to drink the Drink thereof.*
InA. D. 1660 the British Parliament imposed a duty

of 8d per gallon on all tea made and sold in coffee-
houses, and by an act framed in the same year the
duties of excise on malt liquors, cyder, perry, me id,
spirits and strong waters, coffee, tea, sherbet and
chocolate, were settled on the King for life. That
year tea sold in England at three guineas per jiound.
Mr. Pepys, of the Admiralty, ir his diary, under date,
of September 25, 1661, says :

“ I sent for a cup of tea,
a Cliineso drink, of w’hich had never drunk before.” In
1662, Princess Catherine of Portugal became the
bride of Charles II, and being accustomed to the use of
tea in her native land, made it a popular beverage in
her adopted country. The event was noted by the
poet Waller, in a birthday ode to Her Majesty the
Queen, in these lines :

—

'The best of queens aud best of herbs wc owe
To that bold nation, who the way did shew
To the fair region, where the sun doth rise.
Whose rich productions we so justly prize.

Tea w.as brought into Eu^laud from Holland in
1666 by Lord Aldington and Lord Ossory at a cost
of 60s per pound. In 1667 the E.ast India Com-
pany sent 100 pounds to England. In 1669 the
quantity imported into the United K'ngdom was
1-13^ pounds, at an average price of 60s i>er pound.
No further record of imports was made until 1678,
when 1,713 pounds were imported at the same de-
clared value. Between KklO and 1678 the records
of the blast India Company show im]iorts of small
volume in J670-V1 and li>7.J-VI. l''roni 1697 to 1699
an average im^iort of 20,000 jiounds was recoixled,

"'..{athoritii •. China; official re))ort to Queen Vic-
lioia by R. Montgomery Martin, 1817.
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the tea being subject to a duty of 5s per pound
and 5 per cent on the value, which was 30s per

pound. The initial move to make tea an article of

direct oommarco with China was made in 1(180, hut

a previous shipment from Java in 1(1(18 formed the

import of IJIl^! pounds recorded in IGGi), it consisting

of two canisters. From that small beginning has

arisen a trad that novv imports over 200,0(10,000

pounds annually, and whore the consumption is

seven pounds per capita .—American Grocer, Feb. 2G.

^—
THL ALLIANCE TEA COMPANY OF

CEYLON, LIMITED.
DIRKCrORS’ El'.rORT.

The directors have pleasure in submitting the
general balance sheet and profit amd loss account for

the year ending Olst December, 1805, duly audited.
The net amount at credit of profit and lo.-is account
is , (11,250 17s. An interim dividend at the rale of

10 per cent, on the capital was paid on 2nd October,
amounting to Tl,030 2s 8d. It is proposed to p.ay a
final dividend for the half-year ending filst December,
at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum (making in all

10 per cent, per annum, free of income tax), which
will absorb 02,500 ;

and to carry forward to next
year a balance of .0120 11s Id.

An amount of .£701 Is 9d spent in development of

the estates, viz., on new tea clearings, addiLioms
to buildings, machinery, Ac., has been charged
to the profit and loss account, in lieu of writing
off an amount for depreciation of machinery and
plant for the ye.xr, and the directors have, subject
to the confirmation of the shareholders, written
off the whole amount of preliminary expense.^, viz.,

£1,103 5s lid to profit and loss account, instead of
spreading it over three years, as they were empowered
to do by the terms of the prospectus.

The directors, therefore, trust the shai-ehoiders
will join them in considering the result of the
first year's working of the Company to bo eminently
satisfactory.

The following is the total acreage of tea now’ in bear-
ing, forest and waste land, and the crops secured in 1805

Tea in Tea notin Forest

bearing. bearing. WnLjto lb.

Grass. of tea.

Aberdeen .

.

387 — 93 112.372

Calsay 305 46 36 118,405
Luccombe .

.

717 — 210 221,698
Gleneagles .

.

190 25 7 78,780
Uda Radella.. 380 40 135 141.547
Thornfield .

.

160 15 15 121,626

Total.

.

2,239 126 436 824,498

and the latest reports fi'om the Agents and Managers
in Ceylon are of a satisfactory character as regards
the condition and yielding powers of the properties,

so that, if other conditions continue - favourable,

the directors anticipate an equally good return for

the current year.

The Auditors, Messr.s. W. B. Peat A Co., char-

tered accountants, retire from office, and offer them-
selves for re-election.

TEA IN AMERICA AND THE CONTINENT
RETURN OF MR. J. H. RENTON.

AV'e cxtentl a hearty welcome to Mr. J. II.

Renton, so well-known in conuwercial circles as

a member of the lirm of Messrs. Bosamiuet A Co.,
and to Mrs. Renton on (heir return to (he Island.

It is almost twelve months to a day since Mr.
and Mrs. Renton left the island for home. Seven
months out of the twelve have they been travel-

ling in America, Canada and the Continent. Mr.

Renton, to some extent has combined bu.siness

witli pleasure, .and has been keenly alert in

w’atching the pro.gres.s Ceylon tea has imade in

the countries, wliere most it needs pushing.
Speakinjf to an Observer representative he .said,
“ [ think the jjrogress made in Auierica is de-
cidedly cncour.aging, and we liave no reason to
com))lain, Still, it 'villbe >a very long time before
Ceylon or Indian tea holds tlie markcjt. You can
(|uite understand that big houses in America who
have ^ot liolding.sin Japan and China are not going
to give u]) an article from which they are
making money. Still many of the big whole-
sale houses, speaking of our tea, saj% “ \Ye have
got to carry it as our customers m,ay ask for
it, and we have got to have a certain amount of
Ceylon tea in hand. It will be a long time be-
fore we oust green te.as, but as regards black
teas we sh.ail knock tiiem out as we have
done elsewhere, and we are doing it now. \Ve
must try to supply the very best—light llavoury
tea.s—and take to p.acking in Japane.se packages.
I mean the oldong ])ackages containing about 60 lb.

net. This is very important in a country where the
article h.as to be transiiorted tliousands of miles.
I am very much [ileased with the growing use
of tea in Cermany. Broken pekoes and orange
pekoes .are most in dem.and, in fact .all the teas
used in Cermany .are blended. In north and
east Cermany especially, they drink a lot of it

now, and very fair tea tlicy give you. I have
lived in Cermany, and I am vei;y 'much struck
with the great adv.ance which has been made
since 30 years ago.” Mr. Renton regrets that
he was tinable to go to Moscow', as he had intended,
but, from inquiries m.ade on theContiueiit, helearned
that much progress had been made and that there
is a growing tendency on the part of Russian
tea merchants to take pekoe souchong in place
of light flavoury teas. It Av.as, he added ex-
tremely diilicult to gauge the increase
of the consumption of Ceylon tea in Russia,
as the bulk of it went through Ham-
burg .ainl Bremen, and was not credited
to Russia. In the course of their travels
I\lr. and Mrs. Renton visited New York, Balti-
niore, Chicago, Boston, and made a short lour
in Canada, their visit to the New' AYorld ex-
tending over two montiis. At Mentone, Mr.
Renton inet his brother Mr. A. V. Renton, who
will visit Vichy and other watering place on
the Continent, after w'hich he proposes to make
a trij) to Jamaica, returning to Ceylon about ten
months hence. Mr. J. II. Renton was not
altogether fortunate in his journeyings, for, when
in America where a tenpi'erature of 120° was re-
gistered one evening .at 7 p.m. he had a touch
of fever from which, we are glad to say, he has
now recovered.

INDIAN PATENTS.

Apphciitions in respect of the uuderineutioucd in
ventions have been filed during the week ending
21st March, 1896, under the provisions of Act V of
1888.

For a sun protector for horses.—No 90 of 1896.—
Gerald .John Campbell Tovey, st.amp dealer, of 68,
Beutick Street, Calcutta, and Richard Clark, master
mariner, of 57, Amherst Street, Calcutta, fo^r a sun
protector for horses.
For a cheap and efficient )nethod of making irri-

gation and other wells in India.—No. 275 of 1890.—
Rai Bahadur Ganga Ratii’s invention for a che.ap and
efficient method of m.aking irrigatioji and other wells
in Indi.a, and w’hich will be desigmated “ Ganca
Ram’s patent well.” (Specification filed 15th Decem-
ber 1890.)— and Eastern Ewjinecr, April 4 ,
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THE DUTY UN TEA.
WASIUNOTON (I). C.) “roST."

The iiDpovtei's “ cail at the wrong shop " when
they ask a Republican House of Representatives to
tax tea. The policy of that party is to impose pro-
tective duties, not duties ‘-for revenue only.” We
could get <iliU>0,0UO,O00 a year out of tea and coffee,
which do not compete with our home industries, and
let our markets bo overrun by foreign manufacturers
which do compete with our own labor and capital.
This is the English revenue system, and it has a
few advocates in this country. It is in high favor
with the Mugwumps. But, us we have seen, the
Democratic revenue reformers did not venture to

tax tea or coffee. Instead of being logical, they pre-
ferred to be Populistic, and adopted the income tax,

MIInV.VUKEE (wis.) “ .JOUltN.VL.”

xVny duty on tea, coffee and other goods not pro'
duced in this country at all, is a revenue tariff>

pure aird simple. That is, the entire tax goes to

ho Treasury and none of it to private parties.

This is the way free traders would raise revenue

—

by taking only those things on which there is no
competition, which are of general use in all parts of

the country. But this demand does not come from
free traders, nor is it asked for the. revenue it may
yield

;
it comes from the dealers for the purpose of

excluding a poor article, even at the cost of higher
prices. This is the curiosity of it all. It is expected
that the protectionists will oppose any such tax, and
there is little shov/ that it will be considered by
Congress. But it gives food for thought

CnATTAXOOG.V (XENN.) “ TIMES.”

There is no doubt about the fact that w'e import a

good deal of mischief, in the form of cheap, adul-

terated, verdigris-poisoned teas. But the main point

is that we need the j-evenue that ought to benv.ised

from this ideal article for taxation. It and our

coffee imports ought to yield nothing less than
$30,000,000 to tho Treasury. Add another to the

dollar now levied on each barrel of beer, and w'e get

say a round $35,000,000. A total of $65,000,000. This,

wo say, is the main point; but w'o need for the

protection of the people against fraud and swindling

and deleterious trash, a more thorough inspection

of teas, coffees, wines, liquors, etc., imported from
the other continents. And a stiff duty on all of them
will not make the system complete. Inspection of the

most rigid kind ought to go with tho tax—be a part

of the custom system .—American Grocer, March 11.

<

AMER lUAN-M A 1)E CA E F EINB.

Ever since caffeine came into such general use in

this country, there has been more or less said about

the possibility of its being made here some day.

So ion" as the supply of tho sweepings in London

was ample for all tho requirements of the makers

of caffeine in England and Germany, and the price

for the alkaloid remained low, it was realized that

it could not be made here profitably, even with

the protection of twenty-five per eent. ad valorem

afforded by the tariff. The question was thoroughly

investigated by interested parties hero, who decided

to wait for a more opportune time. The rapid in-

crease in the demand for caffeine last year, which

sent the price up to very high figures, and caused

a shortage in the supply of tea sweepings in Lon-

don set the statisticians at work once more,

and vve learn, as a result, that a plant

has been established in a nearby New Jersey town,

to make caffeine and place it on the New York mar-

ket The gentleman who is the moving spirit in the

undertaking is a chemist of note, who has had a

wide e'xpeiisnce in Germany in the manufacture, not

only of Weiuc, but of all of tho finer chemicals

used in medicine and the arts. What effect tho

nroduct of this plant will have on tho price depends

somewhat on the amount that can lie produced.

Somewhai over a year ago, wiien a report was in

circulation that caffeine was being made here, we

made a thorough investigation with a view to dis-

covering just what quantity of the sweepings could

be secured here or contracted for at a price that

would permit of the profitable manufacture of caffeine.

The result of our investigation was published in our
issue of December 3rd, 1891. Vv'e ascertained that

possibly one hundred tons of Japan tea dust could bo
secured per annum, at about four cents per pound.
Allowing for a yield of two percent, of caffeine, four

thousand pounds of the alkaloid could be obtained,
and this amount we now learn is about die amount
the new plant will produce. The first cost, therefore,

would be two dollars per pound, to 'which must be
added the cost to manufacture, which is comparatively
light, as water is used as a menstruum. The market
price of caffeine has declined materially since the
article above alluded to was published, owing to the
use of cheap teas to make up to some extent for the
shortage in the supply of sweepings, but even at

present prices there is a fair profit in making caffeine

here, under the protection of the duty, providing the
tea dust is available in tho quantity and at the
price we have stated. It must not be forgott n
that some chemists constantly obtain a greater
yield of the alkaloid than others do, and with-
out a doubt the gentleman who is an as-

pirant for the honor of establishing a new industry
in this country of the character indicated is one of

this class.

It will be claimed that four thousand pounds is

not a great quantity of caffeine to offer, and that
it cannot possibly affect the price, all of which is

quite true. It nisy, however, set the other makers
guessing, and tempt them to lower their prices, es-

pecially if they are assured of an ample supply of

cheap raw material. In the light of the past it does
not appear likely that the price will be as low as it

was in October, 1893, when caffeine sold in this market
at two dollars and ten cents per pound, so long as
the consumption remains at the present high-rate
mark. There is one elcmeut in tho situation which
we have not touched upon, and that is the possi-

bility of the new American maker being considered,
at some future time sufliciently formidable to

be taken into the English-German combination.
Over a year ago it was understood that caffeine

tvas being made here, but subsequent events re-

vealed tho fact that there was no foundation for

the claims put forth.

There is some effort being made to have a duty
placed on tea, with a view to furni.shing the Go-
vernment considerable revenue. Should its advocates
score .a success, there is no reason for believing the
cost of the tea dust w'ould be increased for the
making of caffeine. No doubt an arrangement could
be made with the Government similar to that in
vogue in London by which the sweepings are
denatured.
Tho outcome of the new undertaking will be

watched with much curiosity by those who are
interested.— Oil Paint and Druq h'cporter, Feb. 21.

«

THE I^LANTING PROSPECTS OF
SELANCORE.

Mr. Robert Fraser writes to the local “ Times” :

—

With reference to the “ Belangore land fiasco ”

—

as it was recently so designated—concerning which
BO much has appeared in the public prints, and the
outcome of w’hich cannot be anything but inimical
to tho planting interests, and the future deve-
lopment of the coffee enterprise in the several pro-
tected native states of tho Straits Settlements, I
hope you will permit me space for a few lines in
defence of that country, which, from exiiericnce,
and having been engaged in planting there ^r three
years, I can speak of with some degree of con-
fidence.

It is much to be regretted that without thorough
perquisition in the first instance, tho land acquired
by Messrs. Christie and Forsythe should have been
taken up by them, as, from what has now trans-
pired, and been givqn publicity to, intending in-
vestors in the Straits will naturally conclude that
the bright prospects and inducements held out to
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them to take up land for cci'fec have been over-

rated, and that the country generally is not

apted to the successful and remunerative cultivation

of this product. •

It is a great blow to Selangor, Messrs. Ghristio and

Forsythe’s opinion and judgment of tlio nnsuitabuity

of the land for coffee cultivation, as it will, for tlie

time being, hold intending investors in check.

Why Selangor should have been chosen liy so

many investors in preference to the States of I’erak

and Sungei Ujong, it is difficult to understand.

It has certainly been proved that the estates in

the immediate vicinity of Kwala lamipor, have done

exceedingly well, and have yielded large prolits to

the several proprietors, and that the colfee jiropertics

a little further removed, have, one and all of them,

also been a great success.

There is no paucity of magnificent laid moat

suitable for the cultivation ol Ijiberian coffee in the

State of Selangor, so there is no reason why any

investor should choose low-lying and ssvampy, or

“peaty” land in the direction of Khiug, while there

are so many thousands of acres to be had on the

further side of Kwala Lumpor, and in the vicinity

of “New Amherst” and other flourishing estates.

There, the land is undulating, aflording uaiural

drainage, the soil good, and the forest heavy, while

transport cannot be considered a difficulty, with so

many roads intersecting the country in all directions,

and being within a comparatively short distance from

a line of railway.
But on the other hand, Perak, has, I consider, a

great deal in its favor for investors intending to open

up either Arabian or Liberian coffee, “Wateiioo”
estate, the property of Sir Graeme Elphinstone,

affords ample proof of the success of the former,

while equal success vrith Liberi.ui is evidenced by

what “ Kamuning ” estate (the property of Mr. Kill),

about twelve miles from Kwala Kangsar, has done.

When in 1892 I paid a visit to this esiate, I was

much impressed with tne splendid soil, the lay of

the land, and the enormous crop trees of from tliree

ye.ars old and upwards were bearing. The branches

were, without exaggeration, actrrally borne down
with their weight of crop.

The only difficulty' and the hindrance there then

was labour, although, I believe, this defect has since

been remedied by a free influx of Tamil labourers.

There are thousands of acres of very line laud in the

Kwala Kangsa district most admirably suited for the

successful cultivation of Liberian coffee, which I have

myself personally inspected; while on the Blanda

Marbok side of Thaiping, I must confess to never

having seen land, forest, and soil, to equal it anywhere.

There is no lack of limestone either in the dis-

trict of Kwala Kangsa, and it is a notable fact, t.iat

while the roads between Taiping and Kw.xla Kangsa

are metalled with limestone of^ the ordinary light

descripiion, the roads beyond Kwala Kangsa are all

laid with black limestone, which latter abounds in

the vicinity or “ Kamuning ” estate.

In the Scates of Selangor and Perak limestone is

to be found in abundance, and should manuring at

any time be deemed necessary there are many facili-

ties for making excellent composts.

In both States there are caves vyhere very exten-

siv-j Bat dung deposits exist—a licence, or permit,

and a small fee to Government being all that is

necessary 10 put one in possession of the manure.

Tile rainfiui of Perak is, on an average, about ninety

indies, equally distributed. It is a land of sunshine

and shower all the year through;
, ’

Liberian coffee crops from estates in the qn'otecteu

Native (States of the f.Ialay Peninsula.

A circular issued by the Government Oi 1 erak 111

1891 gives the following particulars:
Cwt.

“Linsu.-vm” estate in Sungei Ujong, average

per acre for 4 yoais in full beariiYg

.

“ S’niAM ” estate in Sungei Ujong, average

per acre for H years in full hearing . . 10 Jy

“ Wnrm’s Hill” estate in Selangor, average

for 4 year.s . . •
. .

®

"Batu Oaves,” Selangor, ono year in uni

bearing .. •• ’ -

Surely those figures are proof conclusive that coffe°

is a qiaying concern in the Straits,

With tliese few remarks I will meantime end up;
but if you will permit mo spiacc, I will write to you
further on this subject.

DK. I). MOUIKSON SISAL I-TI 5KL INTKK
BAHAMAS.

After experiencing many disappointments and not
a few heavy losses the Bahamas Sisal growers
seem at length to be getting rid of their difficulties,

and are now fairly started on the high road to making
the business a pennauent and a lucrative one.
As was stated by the Assistant Director of Kew Gar-
dens in his address before the Society of Arts last

ev'diing, the iudiistiy has had to pass through several

very trying experiences, but the ultimate issue is

decidedly promisii g, Dr. Morris has just returned
from a visit to the Colony, vvhere he has been inves-

tigating the subject at the invitation of the Colonial
authorities. It seems clear that the plants were
introduced into the Bahama Islands fully half a
century ago, and found there a congenial soil, but,

strangely enough, no one appears to have taken
sufficient interest in them to see that they were of

great commercial value if properly looked after. In
1851 Mr. Nesbitt, the then Colonial Secretary, re-

duced a number of Sisal leaves into fibre, and samples
were placed in the Museum at Nassau, New Pro-
vidence. This, however, did not stimulate anyone to

follow up the matter w'ith the object of starting a
new business, and the plant, therefore, was fora long
time looked upon as a mere curiosity', fit only for

hedges. That it is now recognised as a valuable
marketable commodity is entirely dfie to the action
taken by Sir Ambroso Sliea, the late Governor, in

energeiicslly advocating the cultivation of Sisal jilants

for trade purposes, the industry being started so
rtc.mtiy as 1887. But in the shon period which has
since elapsed the fibre trade has witnessed great
fluctuations in prices. When the Bahamas first em-
barked in business prices were on the rise, the
average price ))cr ton in 1879 being T24, and four
years later ,t;27, and still going up. Immediately it

became evident that the little-known Colony in the
south-western corner of the Atlantic was a suitable

field for operations there was a rush of capitalists,

who, feeling assured of a handsome fortune, spent
money recklessly on developing the new trade.

Indeed it has been said that under the
feverish excitement of the moment at least four times
as much money as necessary was invested in the
business, aiid still things looked rosy, for by 1889
the price of fibre, thanks to an American “ corner,”
had gone np to an average of T50 per ton, the highest
price attained during that memorable year being
T5(> lOs. Then followed the usual reaction after the
interference of “corners;” prices went down with a
run, so that in 1894 the average was ^17 lOs., and
last year it was little more tlian £14. Such a violent

cliiinge as this was enough to discourage the moat
enthusiastic of investors, but the lesson has not been
without effect. Experience, dearly bought, has taught
those directly concerned in the cultivation of Sisal

that it can be carried on profitably only by econo-
mical methods ill fanning and in the preparation of

the fibre for the market. Notwithstanding the
decline in prices, the acreage devoted to Sisal
growing is steadily increasing year by year,
in 1891 about 4,000 acres had been planted, next year
8,000, in 1893 it w.as 17,000, and by last year it 'had
risen to 25,000 acres. Notwithstanding this extension
of the industry the Mother Country does very little

to encourage it, 90 per cent of the produce going to

the United States and only 5 per cent coming to
England. But this is by no means singular, for it is

a curiosity of our trade in fibres that foreign nations
supply us W'ith about 90 per cent of the raw material
we require. In other words, we pay foreigners
.£15,000,000 per annum for various fibres, w'hile our
own possessions receive only £5,000,000. This is not
altogether our own fault. We are certainly to blame
for not having officially recommended settlers in our
uiiiuerous possessions to undertake certain kinds
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of farming for which the soils were suitable, and
the products of which would be required for home
manufactories. On the other h.tud, the C..loni:ils
have been at fault in contenting ihemselvcs with
pracdcally standing still, ti'oubling themselves
about nothing else Dhan growing corn and breeding
cattle. There is not a single British possession in
the Tropics or in the Temperate Zone that is not
suitable for one or more fibre-producing plants. Both
Canada end New Zealand can grow some of the finest
flax in tl e world, but it is most dillicult to get people
to devi.te a little attention to the matter. It is

really absurd to find that while for raw flax alone
wo pay foreigners more than £1.000,000 annually,
our Colonies supply less than £T,500 worth. This is

certainly not as it should bo, hut we must hope
that with the improved prospects of tho Bahamas
other Colonies will take courage, and endeavour to

add to their present industries those which will

enable them to compete successfully with foieigneis
in the English markets.— Mornuuj March It).

THE PINE APPLE.
BY MBS. C. T. DBENNAN, rdIBS.

This fine tropical fruit neither grows on Pine.s, nor
resembles an apple, therefore the conclusion isth.it

tiie name is conferjed fiv m its resemblance to a
Pine-cone, though much larger than any except tho
cone of the long-leaved Southern Pine,

Of tropical origin, it is only in the extreme
Southern limits of Florida and California tho fruit

can be grown in the oijen air. But under glass it is

frequently brought to perfection by those who de-

the tables of ibe nobility. In our own country, fruit

of all kinds finds its natural element somewbore, in

one section or another. Extreme artificial culture,

such as the English people bestow upon the pine

apple, is not necessary here, as exchanges between
sections equalizes the supply and demand of all

kinds of fruit.

Profitable culture of the Pine Apple for utility, and
on a large scale, taxes tlie skill, ingenuity, and watch-

ful care of the most experienced horticulturists.

But for the pleasure of seeing a few specimens grow,

as decorative plants in the conservatory of the ama-
teur, not more extra care is required than for tropical

Xjlants in general. Experts say 70° or 100° in tho

day-time, and 70° at night suit.s the Pine Apple, with

strong bottom heat.

The Florida Pine Apple grov/ers, who raise thou-

sands of the very best quality, propagate the plants in

two w’ays : One is from tho crown of leaves on tho

top cf each fruit, the other is from the side shools or

suckers, which they freely produce. In either case

they are allowed to dry, a few days, before setting

them in the soil. This allows the scar to lieal, w'here

it is detached from the plant or the fruit, and prevents

decay. Like the Cactus, the Pine Apple roots more
readily if thus allowed to dry.

If for ornament, plant in a liandsome jar or pot, in

rich earth, well watered, .and set in a w'arm

place, shaded for some time, till well-rooted.

The long, serrated leaves, resemblin'.' tliose of

the Aloe, are striking in appearance from the first,

therefore it is well to select, for planting, the hand-

somest crown or sucker. Among a dozen Pine Ap-

ples there will he some natui-ally fine in leafage,

and others hs3 so. The plant is herbaceous and

will put forth new loaves from tho centre forming a

crown until the second or third year, eccordirg to the

variety and then the fruit will appear.

Thorcsby the celebrated antiquary of ijeeds, who

kent a ieaf of the Pine Apple in his museum as a

curiositity, described the fruit as a “pulpy strobilus,

composed of coadunate sections, and crowned witn

n, titlt of serrated leaves. ’ T is was m the early

nirt of the eighteenth century, but the pyramidal

shape of the fruit, and tho “coadunate sections ’

Arth with an eye have not changed, although the

quality of the favorite varieties of the present clay

]iiji,y be finer.

The several varieties are alike, in main charac-
teristics of delicate golden or amber fiosh, of ex-

quisite nutty fip.giance and iiidcsciibably deli-

cacious liavor
;

hut in size and manner of

growth there is difference enough to decide
some persons in favour of one variety, and some of

another. The Bipley Queen of our markets, simply
the “ t^ueen ’’ of English growers is perhaps the
best for amateurs. Like the exquisite Sugar lioaf
it is golden in line, and very sweet. Porto llico and
the famous Old Jamaica are line varieties; For
cultivating among decorative greciihouso plants the
Bed Spanish i.s handsonielv colored, and a fine
grower. It is the comiiion Pine Apple of commerce,
and not so luscious nor sweet as Bipley Queen or
Sugar Loaf.
Among decorative plants the Pine Apple never

fails to attract attention. The foliage is raiher
stiff, and never of a bright guen. The dull,

hluish-greeu, “ saw-tooih,’’ pointed leaves foim
a crown that is raiher ijo-iuliar, and no: ungraceful.
Those who admire the Oentury-plant will admire
tho Fine Apple. It has more pliant grace than
the Ai'jc, a.id is more delicate in structure, how-
ever.

If Pine Apple Pl.iuts are kept groiciug steadily they
will fruit, that isBipIey Queen and Sugar Loaf, in about
IS months. Two years is ordinarily tho time allowed
for the common lun of varieties. No Pine Apple
bears more than one fruit. When the one fiuit ma-
tures, and is cut, depend upon new plants lor more.
From the crown, or suckers, it requires to be

kept growing straight ahead. I’inctuating degrees of
heat, and inconsistent watering the soil, will tell

upon the vigor of the plant. It takes a long time
to tally from any kind of a back-set. Like the
orange, b.iaana, and other sub-tropical fruits, it

i.s easy enough to cultivate, but resentti neglect.
Keep it growing steadily, by rich soil, moisture, and
heat, and the pine apple will prove an interesting
decorative plant, and can be depended upon to
peifect fruit.

At e.xhibitions a pine apple plant with a hand-
some fruit is sure to have ob.servcrs around it. Few
fruit-hearing sub-tropical plants are so interesting.

One thing in its favor is the reasonable size at
which it bears. Planted in an ordinary tub it will

not e.xceed one and a half or two feet in circum-
ference, and three feet, or perhaps four, from the
b.ise to the tuft of leaves that crown the fruit, in
height.
Before closing the plea is entered that a dear lover

of this fragrant, refreshing and wholesome Queen
of the Tropics, be allowed to call attention to the
manner of preparing it for dessert or luncheon

:

Cut stway the tough peeling deep enough to remove
tlie base of the eyes. Then with a silver fork se-

parately dislodge each section, leaving the hard
unnutritious core attachecl to the tuft of leaves on
the crown. The core of the Pine Apple is as much
to be rejected as tlie cob of green corn. Sometimes
it is sliced through, in circular slices, but as this

includes the core, detracts from the luscious, as well
as the wholesome, properties that lie in the outer
sections. These can be grated or sliced, and it is

there the sweetness, the fragrance, the flavor, aud
the juice, that is like nectar, are nil concentred,
ripened, and perfected by tlie alchemy of the sun.

—

Shuifloirer.
^

DBUG BKFOBT.
(From the C/ia.‘iisi and I)rugf//.st.)

J.oiuloii, .March lOtli

Oii.s (I'ls.seiitial).—Ci'.roiiclla uiialtereil. At auction 4
(lnmi.s from (Uiloinho were bouglit in at Zs :M )>er Ih.,

ami y ca.sc.s of Winter’s hriuul' realised 23d per oz.
For line heavy Cinnamon hark oil 4s nor oz is asUeil.

Si;i;iis (Variou.s).—Animtto-seeil has been arriving freely
lately, .and at auction 7.') hags were placed in sale.
For line briglit Madras hi’d was refmsed, the lot being
bought in at 8d per Ih. tiood bright has sold latelv at
6id per Ih.

TllF. AMSTKHDAM MAllKET.
At the .lava cinchona auctions, which will be held in

Amsterdam on Mareli 2Gth, lit;),770 kilos of .lava hark,
representing 32,901 kilos of sulphate of quinine, will ho
ollered. Tlie average content of the mumifactnving bark
is 5'44 per cent.
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THE HEPOirr OF THE COLO MHO

C0:M ,M ERCTa L CO mpaN V.

Our Loiulnn Letter (see pa,e;e 7<>0) iiiakcs reference

to tile report of the Cloloinlio Coiiunercial (. oinpany,

Ltd., \vliicli We were enabled to piiblisli a sliurt time

fi^o. Wo IiaVC always ileeined the annual reports

oF this Company to ileniand special attention.

One reason for 'thus regarding these documents

has been that the h'olomho Commercial (,'ompany

occupied what may he termed an unique position

with respect to the leading industries of this

('olony. It is both a trading and a plantuig

Association, though perhap.s tlie second tunction

is (lepciulent upon aiut has sprunG; out of the

first. As the result of the mixed interests in

which it engages, it has alviays been thought wise

by the directors to withhold details of the Com-

pany’s proceedings Irom the public. ISor aie

the shareholders taken more into confulence, at

least so far as the reports annually presented

to them are concerned. It is impossible there-

fore for us in any degreee to discuss the_ details

of the year’s jiroceedings. We do not raise any

objection to the course the directors think it

be.st to pursue. We can readily assent to the

view that the veiy essence of the business

transacted necessitates anti demands a consider-

able amount of privacy. The report last

published is, of a very excei.tional charac-

ter. Since the previous one was issued a

omplete change has been made in the constitu-

tion of theComiiany. Indeed that with which we

have for so long had acquaintance has altogetlier

ceased to exist,' and that which has taken its

ijlace has been registered with Articles of As-

sociation differing in several important lespects

from tliose upon which its i)iedece.ssor was

founded. The report affords us no light as to

the reason why this course was resolved iiiion

early in the present year. It has, however,

been made known to us' that alteied conditions

of trading in Ceylon rendered the original articles

unsuited to present requirements and unduly

limited the scope of the Company’s operations

and the discretion of the directors in dealing

with them. Absence of fuller information denies

us the power of further remark upon the change

"now entered upon. It can only be said that tliis

appears to have been made at a time when tne

business to be transferred was in a thoroughly

sound condition, if wc may judge as to this by

the dividends announced. For many years this

lorn" established Conqiany had to contend against

serious dilliculties, in part due to the tiansition

from the coffee to the tea enterin'ise and partly

to the liti'oition it became involveil in with

the “(treat Holler Ca.se.” That suit termin-

ated recently with a verdict in favour of the

Company, and the ground thus became fully

cleared 'for the change that has just been made.

THE DELCOLLA ESTATE COMPANY.

Kandy, April 10.

ANNITAI. MEKTING.

The annual general meeting of the Delgolla

Estate Company was held here today. The

renort of the directors was ado])te(l.

The meeting was well attended by the sharehold-

ers most largely interested, and there were present

Messrs. II S Rix, .1 B Bishop, A Melville White,

E S Fox, Gordon Pyper, Frank M Laurie, H A Tipple,

J Munton, H .7 Vollar
;

Messrs. W II Bailey, Bux-

ton Laurie, and W Forbes Laurie, E Tench, A
E Wright, Deane, Smith being represented.

95

The report was as follows :
—

The Directors submit herewith the Balance Sheet
and I’rolit and Loss Account for the year ending
2i)th February, ISlHi, duly audited, and regret that
they'' arc not in a position to recommend any dividend
being declared. The Directors have still to deplore
the prevalence of low prices for cocoa,—with high
rates of exchange and a reduced crop.

Cocoa.

—

The crop gathered was dlOif cwt., and,
though the early appeal aaces justified anticipations
of a yield of 700 cwt., which was thought
a reaaouablo estimate for the season, and
l.’iS ^ cwts. less than previous years, the crop
foil short of these expectations by no less

than 2.71)1 cwt. Despite an average rainfall being
made up, the season was not propitious. In
.July itnd early August rain was very much
needed, and though it fell later in abundance with
visible improvement to the trees, before the
middle of September a serious attack of thrip
appeared and acres of cocoa were for a time
denuded of leaf. From that time reductions
of crop estimates were considered, but only at
latler end of the season’s gathering was the full

shortage realized. Not only thrip caused the loss,

but the excess of rain following after the dry
weather, had resulted in young pods turning black
and falling off.

LiiiEiiiAN Coffee.— cwts. were secured against
an estimate of 60 cwts., but as noted in last season’s

report, the age of trees, condition of shade and old

land were not favourable.
Coconuts.—The number of nuts gathered was

9!), 1.56 against an estimate of 103,000. A fresh census
having been taken shows that vei'y few more trees

are actually in bearing than were so last year, but
a lai g3 number of trees are in blossom now for the
first line and fruit not yet set.

Cle.uungs are all progressing favourably as re-

gards Coconuts and Cocoa, but the Liberian Coffee
is backward and disappointing.
Cultivated Arf.a.—A statement for information of

Shareholders is submitted below.
PiiosTLCTS FOH 1896 97.—Estimates of crop and ex-

penditure point to improvement in the coming year.
Directorate.

—

In accordance with the Articles of

Association Mr. E. S. Fox retires from the Direc-
torate, but being eligible offers himself for re-election.

The election of Auditor for the ensuing year
rests with the meeting.

By order of the Board.
J. MUNTON,

Atjeiii cC Secretary,

MEMORANDUM OF CULTIVATED AREA—APPROXIMATE.'
309 acres old cocoa, 25 interspersed with Liberian

coffee, and 140 acres with coconuts
16 do cocoa 54 years old with coconuts
30 do cocoa 3 years old with coconuts and Libe-

rian coffee

60 do cocoa 2 years old w’ith coconuts andLibe-
riau and coffee

25 do coconuts 4 years old with Liberian
coffee

102 do coconuts 60 acres 6 years and 42 acres

4 years with cocoa planted last year in
GO acres

60 do cocoa at Isabel
75 do grass and old land

677 acres.

Prior to the adoption of the Report, the Ch.4ikman
went fully into explanations of the causes of dis-
appointment in the year’s results alluded to in the
Report, referring to the visitation of “ thrip ’’ and
the disease which is at the present time forming a
fresh feature in the consideration of cacao cultiva-
tion though not, on these estates, necessarily of
alarm

;
and after reference to the hope that the

sight of the Delgolla coconuts inspired, when cacao
was depressing both in crop and prices, reserved any
further remarks until he had an opportunity of replying
to any inquiries of the shareholders such as he hoped
might be forthcoming.
Mr. A. Melville White inquired about the policy

of the Directors regarding the Isabel estate and the
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CnAi RMAN expressed his pleasure that the subject should
have been introduced by a sliareholde'r, as tiio

Directors had considered the matter and had pro-
posals to make.
Mr. Melvillk White also sought information in

regard to items of annual accounts, management,
&c,

;
and Mr. H. A. TipruF. in reference to shadi*

trees, manure, &c., elicited expression of opinion
and statements of much interest to the shareholders,
in which Mr. Voelaii also gave the benefit of his
experience, and Mr. Vollau led a discussion as to
the coconut, their condition, age, planting, bearing,
&c., and referred to the recent census of coconut
trees in bearing at Delgolla and spoke generally of

the future prospects of this cultivation, which offers

to atone in time for the present disappointment in the
returns from cacao.
Mr. PypEU proposed the adoption of the Keport,

and Mr. T. B. Bishop seconded.
Mr. E. S. Fox was re-elected Director, and Mr.

Guthrie auditor.

TEA FACTOllIES IN THE KELANI
VALLEY.

Tea factory building in the Kelani Valley

has of late been going on vigorously to meet
the demands of a district which is steadily

developing. A new factory on Weoya has just

been completed. This factory which has abno.st

unlimited water jiower is entirely driven by
tliat agency. I'lic installation of machinery
consists of a “ Dessicator’' and :i large Paragon”
drier with the customary complement of rollers

and sifters. The accommodation and ])Owcr of

tlie factory are equal to turning out from half

a million to 000,000 lb. of tea annually. The
new factory on Mahaoj'a completed recently

has just got into working order. The macldnery

in it is driven by water power though a steam
engine from the old factory on tlie top of the

bill has been installed as a sort of stand by.

'When woi’king at full capacity, the factory wliicli

“makes” the leaf grown on "Walpola and
Mahaoya will be capable of turning out quite

half a 'million lb. annually. A new factory has

also been started on Ivies estate, near Yatiyan-

tota. The factory is a very compact one.

Steam power is employed and the installation

of machinery consists of a coujde of Jackson s

economic rollers, a driver of the “Dessicator” type,

a Michie roll breaker and sejiarator and a Miclde

tea sifter. Tnqiortant extensions .are at present

in progress, on Yataderin factory which when
completed, will give the premises a capacity for

turning out fully three quarters of a million lb.

per annum. The additions to the buildings are

considerable, and in addition to other machi-

nery we hear that a laige turbine has been in-

dented for,

A new tea factory is about to be erected on

Sarnia Estate, Badulla. The new factory will

also serve Dotlands Estate.

«

Secretauies and Ofeice :—Lyall, Anderson & Co.,

B), Philpot Lane, E.C.
The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the

shareholders the report and accounts of the Com-
pany for the past season.

Tile total acreage of the Comiiany’s Estates re-

mains unaltered, but in addition to the clearings

planted last year, which are doing well, about 05

acres of jungle have been felled on Degalessa and
will be planted this year.

The total crop secured from the four estates

amounted to 5‘.)7,185 lb., against an estimate of

5'J5,000 II)., and showed an increase compared with
that of f 8'.M of 180,538 lb. of tea.

During Mr. Mitchell’s absonca on furlough Mr.
Tait had charge of Degalessa and Dover, and the
thanks of the Directors are due to him and to the
Managers of ihe other estates for their efficient work-
ing of the properties.

In consequence also of Mr. Mitchell's absence,
considerable additional work was thrown upon Mr.
Porter, to whose careful management the shareholders
are much indebted.
The factories and machinery continue in efficient

order, but the directors have, as on previous occa-
sions, written 10 per cent oiT their cost for depre-
ciation, and. the amount, £678 4s 4d, appears in the
accounts.
The mortgage over ‘Wereagalla for .£1,000, which

fell duo on the 31st December last, was paid
off on that date, and the directors propose towards
meeting this payment that £2,000 of the year’s
piotitsbe transferred to a special account to be after-

wards dealt with.
The Company’s net prolits for the year, after

deducting the sum of £678 4s Id written off for
depreciation, amount to .£4,385 11s Id, which with
.£571) 8s Id brought forward fiom last account,
ittaves £1,964 19s 2d to bo now dealt with, and this

it is proposed to appropriate as follow's :

—

Amount as above . . , . .£4,964 19 2

Interim Dividend of 5 per cent
paid in September ab-
sorbed .. £813 5 0

It is now proposed to pay
a final dividend of 10 per
cent (free of Income
Tax), making 15 per
cent for the year . . 1,626 10 0

To pay bonus of 24 per
cent for the year (also

free of Income Tax) ... 406 12 6
And to place to special

account . . 2,000 0 0
4,816 7 6

Leaving a balance to carry forward of .£118 11 8
In accordance with the articles of .Association, Mr.

D. A. C. Scott retires from the Board, and being
eligible offers himself for re-election.
Mr. J. B. Laurie, C.A., also olfers himself for

re.election as Auditor.
G. W. Paine, Chairman.

16, PhilpotLane, London, E.C., 25th March 1896.

THE “IRRIGATION STATES” OF
NORTH AMERICA.

THE KELANI VALLEY TEA ASSOCIA-
TION, LIMITED.

REPOKT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

Incorporated under the Companies Acts,

1862 to 1883.

Directors George W. Paine, Cotswald Lodge,

Upper Norwood (Cliairman) ;
Donald Andrew, 16,

Philpot Lane, E.C.
;
Leopold F. Davies (Gow, ''.Vil-

son & Stanton), 13, Rood Lane, E.C. ;
Dudley A. C.

Scott, 45, Eaton Square, S.'W.

Managinu Director Robert Porter, Midlothian

Estate, Ceylon.
, , n

Bankers:—The National Bank of India, Limited,

4 7
,
Thrcadueedle Street, E.C,

The Centuri/ Maijazinc for IMarch contains a history
of the rise and progress of the “irrigation farms”
of the arid belt of North America. The writer, Mr.
'William Smythe, describes nothing less than a re-
construction of agriculture on a new basis. It is no
longer confined to certain valleys of California and
Colorado, but has spread over the whole length of
the United States, from the Canadian lino in Mon-
tana to the “staked plains” of Lower Texas, which
the W'aters of Iho Pecos llivor are now turning into

a garden. In a few yeiiis hence a legiou ten times
greater than Lower Egypt, worked by prosperous
Anglo-Saxon freelioldcrs, iiml irrigated by dams,
canals, and more commonly liy windmills st.Hiding
on the faniis themselves, from the drainage of the
Rocky iUomitains, will be added to the productive
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area of the new world. Tlio now system has
restored the prestige of agriculture among the
most progressive people in the world. But
the discovery has done far more than provide com-
petence and comfort for the new population of the
“arid” States. Economically, the system is ideally
perfect

;
socially, it exactly meets the pressing ner“ds

of a particular phase of civilisation. It offers an escape
to better things to the overgrown town population of
the Eastern States, and give.s this alternative in a form
which pays, which gives permanent homes, progressive
incomes, and is of almost unlimited capacity for the
reception of the urban overflow. In view of the com-
plete failure of Australia, the prairie area, and the Ar-
gentine plains, to attract this population, and of the
rapidity with which, in spite of their want of inhabi-
tants, the surplus lands of Canada, the States and
the Southern llepnblics have passed into private owner-
ship, the reason for the “ population capacity ” of the
arid belt of the United States, when irrigated, needs
some explaining. The surplus lands of the rest of the
New World and Ausiralia present the apparent contra-
diction of having failed to provide new homes for
any great number from the old countries, and
yet of being already completely “occupied” in
the sense that all paying land is now private
property. It is not a contradiction, in fact, because
their development has been in precisely the opposite
direction to that most to be desired. The system has
been precisely that which is most wasteful of land-
area and most exclusive of the small settler. In
Australia the big squatter “ ate up ” the little squatter,
and then sold his interests to banks and land-coin-
panics who joined run to run, and cut down man-
agement expenses until the small settlers ceased to
exist. On the pampas of the Argentine Eepublic, the
size of the branches has continually tended to expand,
while on the corn-growing prairies the size of tne
farms increases while the cultivation becomes less
efficient. Even in the old-fashioned Eastern States
of North America, the hard-working New England
farmers are increasing the size of their farms, because,
by cultivating much land ill, they run less risk of
complete failure than by cultivating a small farm
well. Here, then, was a hopeless outlook. lu Europe
and America a town population, dependent mainly
oil weekly wages, and for these on the chances
of commercial success or failure, menaced every
year by some great catastrophe such as a general
war—a population spending at least 70 per cent of
this wage, when in work, on food, clothes, and shelter

—

were yet debarred from return to agriculture by its

economic failure in the old countries, and the monc-
pioly of capitalists in the new ones, a monopoly not
maintained selfishly, but due to the fact that on
the existing system, whether of cattle, sheep, or corn
farming, only great areas could be made to payn
The irrigation farming of the “arid States” has

solved this problem for many years to come for the
artisans of the United States. It pays, it provides a
life not only of competence, but of positive charm,
and it is essentially economical, not only of laboiir hut of
area. Small farming pays best. As the system
grows more perfect, the size of the garden-farms
decreases, while the produce doubles and trebles.

The utmost possible crop is produced by these garden-
farms of from five to twenty-five acres. Thus in Cali-
fornia a single great estate of four hundred thousand
acres has now been split up into thousands of

these farms. “ The Anglo-Saxon has at last thrown
himself into the study of the new methods with as much
enthusiasm as he bestows on electricity and new
mining processes, and the men who arc doing this

are being mainly recruited from the millions engaged
in the industries of the Eastern States and towns.”
“ The Western labourer is his own employer. lie is

also his own landlord. These two facts constitute
ideal independence. But there is, in his case, the
jiracticnl side. From his ten or twenty acres, in-

sured against failure by flood or drought, first by its

aridity and second by irrigation, ho can systemati-
cally produce almost every item of food which hiu
family consumes Western rivers and lakes abound
with fish which can be had without cost

;
salmon are

abundant in all the streams which enter the I’acific.”

Trout are kept in immense numbers and artificially

fed in the farmers’ pools and dams. “ In average
years on a twenty-acre farm there is a comfortable
surplus. It may be said that the same results are
yielded by the agricultural industry elsewhere

;
but

it cannot he done ivith equal certainty nor on an
equal area without irrigation.” The “water-far-
mer” has no bad seasons, and the small size of
the farm prevents that curse of the Eastern
States farmers, the year-long strain of physical
overwork. Any analysis of the means by which these
results are reached, strengthens the conviction that the
elements of the system are sound and permanent. The
basis of agricultural depression is, first, the over-pro-
duction of the staple produces, corn and cattle, and
secondly, the fact that they are the production of what
is in each country the least-skilled class of labour.
The iriigatiou farmer does not aim at growing corn,
or even cattle—except as a dairyman

; and his farm
is a mechanical manufactory of luxuries, of choice fruits
and vegetables for sale with a reserve of grain, cattle
aud poultry, mainly for household consumption. He
thus avoids competition with the peasant corn-produ-
cers aud the imskilled labour of the rest of the world

;

in other words, he is above the level of conditions
which produce agricultural depression. He raises
from three to six crops a year, according to climate and
the kind of crop ho plants, and by singular good luck or
good judgment he has found a fodder-plant specially
suited to “intensive” cultivation. This is the alfalfa,

a species of lucerne, which will, in the South, produce
six crops a year, and is eaten not only by cattle, but by
poultry and swine,
The home question at once suggests itself. Are the

benefits of this astonishing revival confined by climate
to the regions on either side of the “ Great Divide,”
the mountain chains of the United Sta’tes, or are they
applicable in part to the fields of England? The
answer must be sought in reference to the area to
which the system is now applied in the United States.
There it is not limited to the “ arid belt.” It has
spread northwards to latitudes as high as that of the
St. Eawrence and the cities of Lower Canada, and
has passed the latitude of New York. It has spread
from the barren wastes of Lower Texas and New
Mexico to the temperate climate of the North, and
it is the experience of Montana and Wyoming which
will be most eargerly scanned by the farmers of Eng-
land. Here we shall do well to quote Mr. William
Smythe verbatim :—-“The evidences of the triumph of
irrigation might be multiplied a hundredfold by re-
ference to the story of the valleys of arid America.
But there is a wide difference between the agriculture,
and especially the horticulture, of the Salt River Valley
of Arizona, and the Yellowstone Valley of Montana.
The one produces oranges, figs, aud pomegranates;
the other only the hardiest fruits (English fruits).

The same conditions influence the size of the farm
and the methods of applying the water, but the fact

remains that without irrigation neither Arizona nor
Jfontana would have any agriculture worthy of the
name, while with irrigation both support fanuiug
populations which may be vastly multiplied.” In
Wyoming the new' system has won a mosc complete
triumph over the old. Wyoming lies south of Mon-
tana and has an English climate. There was an
“organised stock interest” of large cattle-farmers,
who resisted the new idea of agriculture almost by
armed force. They were beaten. Circumstances were
too strong for them, and Wyoming is on its way
to become an “ irrigation state,” “ There will be
more cattle in the aggregate, but distributed among
a multitude of small owners living in the irrigated
valleys. There they w'ill raise the diversified
products necessary to their support, and great
crops of winter fodder (on irrigated fields) for their
cattle. This process has begun, and it results in the
elevation alike of the men and their industry.”
Here, then is the lesson for English agriculture.

Watcuncadows, irrigated on a primitive plan, are even
now worth double the rent of ordinary grass-land.
Alfalfa will grow' on English soil, and the average
duration of sunlight is calculable, though not constant.
Each year more laud is laid down to grass in a land
of rivers aud ponds. Millions of pounds have been
spent in draiiiing away the stagnant waters which
injure the land, yet the knowledge, common to every
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AYest of England farintr, that water passed rapidly
over the surface at the proper season gives three
grass-crops instead of one, has been used, not in
England, but in America. There its proper appli-
cation is the result mainly of scientific experiment.
“It was sought,” says Mr. Smythe, “through the
medium of agricultural colleges, experimental farms,
and neighbourhood associations. \Ve have thus ap-
proached, by gradual steps, true scientific methods
which are producing results unknown before in any
part of the world.” Never was in agricultural ex-
periment of such gigantic dimensions so quickly suc-
cessful. Its geographical limit is not yet reached in

the New World, and is clearly indicated as within
the scope of English farming. The County Councils
of every shire should devote part of their technical
education grant to send qualified inspectors to the
northern irrigation area, and publish the results of

their inquiry for the benefit of English agriculture.—Spectator, March 7.

INDIAN TEA AS.SOCIATION.
Abstract of proceedings of a meeting of the General

Committee held on the t)th March, :
—

Letters of Mst .January and 7th and llth February
with their their respective enclosures and accompani-
ments from the Secretary, Indian Tea Association,

Loudon, where brought up for disposal having been
previously considered in circulation. The Committee
noted what had been done by Mr. Blechynden under
the authority of the London Committee in the way of

advertising and subsidising in the United States. The
letters were ordered to be recorded.

In response to a telegram received from the Lou-
don Committee £1,800 had been remitted to

London on the 5th March. The available balance

on account of the American Mai-ket Fund left

in Calcutta was now reduced to R3.i3,197-1$-1.

Considered minute by the Chairman and Mr. Or-

miston with reference to their recent interview with

the Hon'ble Mr. Woodburn on the question of the ap-

pointment of a sc'entific officer to enquire into various

matters connected with Tea, on the lines suggested by
Mr. Buckingham. The above gentle nan stated that

Mr. Woodburn was not able to give them a definite

idea as to how far Government -would assist the Asso-

ciation, but the ir impression was that Govc-riimeut

might probably permit Ur. George ^Vatt to supervise

from Calcutta whoever might be appointed and also

allow the free use of Government laboratories in Cal-

cutta, but all salaries and travelling expenses would
have to be borne by the Association, though it might
bo possible to obtain a grant for materials and instru-

ments. Under these circumstances it became a ques-

tion for the Association to consider whether a speciil

fund could be raised for the purpose, as apparently no
further progress could be made in the negotiations with
Government, unless this were done. It was decided

in the first instance to send a copy of the minutes to

the Chairman of the Assam Branch for his informa-

tion, and his opinion was to bo asked as to what
further steps would be taken in the matter .—Lnlian
Planters' Gazette, March 28.

THE AMEKIUAN TEA SUPPLY.

The last mail brought us a few figures relating to

the American Tea Supply, which are very interest-

ing. The imports during 1891 w'ere 102,083,702 pounds,

whereas in 1895 they were 97.883,051 pounds, which

shows a decrease of 1,199,651 pounds in spite of the

efforts being made to wean the Americans from

fancy iced drinks and induce them to transfer their

thirsty patronnge to the cheering cup. The exports

amounted to 768,113 pounds, winch leaves a balance

for home consum))tion of 9/, 11 1,908 pounds. The
bulk of this was supplied by China and J.apan, the

former contributing about 5.j per cent, of the total,

the latter slightly over 11 per cent. 'I'he remaining

0 per cent, vvaa obtainet^ fiom tlie Uiiitod Kingdom

and other countries, a little over 3i miliion pounds

going from England. In this, doubtless Indnu; and

{ioylou tea predomimUed, but it is quite evident that

a vast amount of headway has yet to be made with
British grown teas in the American market, ere the
Cliina and Japan supply is lessened. Still a begin-

ning has been made, and the efforts of the Indian
Tea Association and its represent itives are not
likely to be relaxed. As we pointed out in a recent
issue the fact that duiing 1895 the consumption of

British grown tea outside the United Kingdom show-
ed an increase of no less lhan nine million pounds,
is in itself, a most significant sign of progress .—Jnilian

Planters' Garectte, March 28.

CHINA TEA.
EXPORT FRO-M CHINA TO GREAT

BRITAIN.
18‘,)5-96. 189 F95.

lb. lb.

. . 7,116,099 7,813,790
760,812 772,692

.. 11,175,108 14,357,218

.. 21,111,512 21.591,499

10,193,861 41,535,229

EXPORT FROM CHINA TO UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

1895-96. 1891-95.
lb. lb.

Amoy .. .. 11,665,055 19,417,739
J'^ochow .. .. 6,066,651 1,626,555
Shanghai . . . . 29,029,320 2-5,796,160

19,761,026 49,870,154

Canton and Macao
Amoy
Foochow
Shanghai and Hankow

EXPORT FROM CHINA TO ODESSA.
1895-96. 1891-95.

lb. lb.

Hankow and Shanghai . . 27,210,863 22,555,223

EXPORT FROM JAPAN TO UNITED STATES
AND CANADA.

1895-96. 1834-95.

lb. lb.

Yokohama .. .. 29,773,503 28,686,817
Kobe .. ,. 18,625,900 16 726,614

18,399,403 15,113,461

—llontjlovy t^'celdy Press, April 1 st.

NOTES FROM OUR LONDON LETTER.
l.oxDON March 27.

TIIK COLOMliO OO.MMICUCiAO COMPANY, LTD.
It was recently written yon that the issue of

the reiiort of the Colombo CommeiTial Company
w’ould be soiiiewiiat delayed this year (‘onsequeii’t

ujion the reconstruction determined upon.
(We publi.slied the report received locally
sometime ago). Ed. ('.0. You will see tliat

it mentions that the new eoinpaiiy took
over the concern as from the .3()th .September
ol last year, to whicli date the balance-slieet
presented is made ui). The directors announce
that the working of the year liad been satis-

factory, and tlicy juay not only the full interest
of (3 ]ier cent on the I’reforence Shares, Init one
of like amount on tlie ordinary sliarcs, both
free of income ta.\. One change made in the
mode of drafting the halance-sliect .seems to
recommend itself for adoption by all com]>anie.s
trading in the East. Tlie (ransaetiuns due to
Exchange are now dealt witli in a novel form,
all current Rupoe Trading .As,sets and Inahilitie.s

aiipoaiing in that halaiice-sheet at their eijuiva-
lent in sterling calculated at the exchange of
the day. AVe helieye tliat a good many Ceylon
eomiianics that publish (heir icimits iii London
stili follow the method now abandoned by the
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Coiiimereial Comi);iny, with the result that to
non-expert readers tlieir accounts may i»ossil)Iy

be cliliicult of full cumprelieusiou and cstinuitiou.

TIIK NAll.VLMA TEA INSTATE CO.

Die report of the IS’ahalma Tea Itslate
Company, was presented yesterday at the annual
general meeting of the shareholders. (We ))iib-

lished it a few days ago — ho. 0.0 An interim
dividend of 3 per cent was paid in October last,

and a further one of 5 percent is now propo.sed,
making a total of 8 per cent for the year, free
of income tax. Provision is also made for i)!ac-
ing £625 to the credit of the Debentuie lledcmp-
tion Fund, while £168 goes towards the ex-
])en.se of a new turbine erected last year. With
these two jirovisions- taken into account the divi-

dend wouhl appear a very .satisfactory one.
.Somewhat exceptionally, the tea croj) of 1865
exceeded the estimate made of it, the excess
being nearly 36,000 lb. The estimate of the
])resent year’s crop is 240,000 lb. Testimony is

borne by the report to the substantial character
of the new turbine erected by Messrs, AYalker
.Sons A' Co. of Colombo and Kandy.
A third report sent you liy this mail is that of

THE tCELANI VALLEY TEA ASSOCIAITO.v,

published on Wednesday last. It proposes to the
shareholders a linal dividend of 10 j)er cent (free

of income tax). An interim di\itlend of 5 per
cent was paid in Se|)tembcr last, so that the total

division for the year will amount to 15 ()cr (u.mt.

Put in addition to this very substantial jiayment
the sharehoklers are to obtain a bonus of 2i ]jer cent
(also free of income tax), so the profit for the
year will be represented by ITf (ler cent, a result

upon which all interested may well congratulate
themselves. That this result could be obtained
after setting aside £2,000 of the year’s profits

towards the clearance of a mortgage on one of

the Company’s estates, is sullicient to demon-
strate the soundness of its financial position, a
demonstration the general investing public will

not fail to ap])reciate when considering invest-

ment in your tea euter[irize. The crop secured
is reiiorted to have been largely in excess of

the estimate, having been 597,185 lb. as against
525,000 11). only. The increase as compared with
1894 is 180,538 1b. Further extension of clearing
for tea '])lanting is announced.
One of the Indian Tea Companies, the Palijan,

has also issued its leport this week. It ))roposes

a 5 per cent dividend which added to the in-

terim division of like amount will make a total

of 10 per cent for the year.—London Cor.

MARKET FOlt TEA SHARES.

Thursday evening, March 26th, 1896.—A strong
buying inquiry still characterises the market in Indian
tea companies’ shares, and again the “ official List

”

shows advances in no less than eight of the quoted
shares, while in some cases, notably that of the
Assam Company, shares cannot be had even at the

higher quotations in the list.

SliNciNG Lane closes steady to firm for both Indian
and Ceylon tea, and most of the former are now
printed as “ last of the season,” so that there can
f)e no more for sale for two or three months, after

which the new season’s te.'is arrive.

Feesii Issues —

N

othing except x)ccasional transac-
tions in Uimbula Valley Profs, at ,L'6.

Quoted Shares.—East India and Ceylon Ordinary
were first put up in the official list a fractional
point, then put down again, and now close at their

previous quotation, without, however, any actual
business. The Prefs. have been taken at 13 3-8th,

and now ask more money.

76 I

Cevi.ox' Shakes.

—

C. T. P. Co. Ordinary are said
to have changed hands at an even higher figure
than that quoted last week, while the Prefs. are
wanted at about 11.~H. and C. Mini, March 72.

THE TEA MARKET.
The Tea market is slightly firmer on the week for

Pi'itish growths, as supplies have not been on a
large scale, and for Indian the season is over. China
Tea is neglected, for quality is of the poorest, and
some rubbish sold down to lid. per lb. What is
wanted is Tea suitable for home consumption, not
the ideal Russian style. New Travancore Teas are
arriving, and are of useful description. The late
report of Acting Consul Fox, Wenchow, shows that
China Tea can be produced to compete successfully
.with that of India and Ceylon. He states ;—Plack
Tea, costing $14 to $16 per picul (which, at an ex-
change of 2s 3d the dollar, costs in sterling under
3d per 11).) that Chinese made large profits, an im-
porlant statement, and of encouragement to those
engaged in the trade. P’rom that port were formerly
shipped the Sinchiene Kye and Flowery Pekoe, that
obtained notoriety as the “Caravan Teas” sent
overland via Kiachta to Russia —L and C, Express,
Mach 27.

PLANTING AND PRODUCE.

The United States and the Tea Duty.—The
enterprise shown by Indian and Ceylon tea planters
in pushing tlie sale of tea in the United States

—

of which, by the way, w^e shall have something to

say next week—has perhaps stimulated the movement
for increasing the import duty on tea in America.
A representative committee of tea importers recently
appeared before the Ways and Means Committee at
Washington. Mr. Willard, of New York, recom-
mended that a specific duty be imposed upon im-
portations of tea, sufficient to correct certain evils

which could not be avoided under present regulations.
He pointed out that today the consumer paid the
retailer nearly as much per pound for tea as
in 1873, but received tea of much interior quality.
A duty' would retard the importation of poor
tea. Mr. Mead slated that a duty of from
10 to 15 cents per pound would be sufficient.

Mr. Charles U. Sheperd said that he had been
experimenting with tea-raising in South Carolina for
years. Tea could be grown there, but not to com-
pete with the low grades grown abroad. The placing
of a duty on tea would make its cultivation in the
Southern States probable and profitable.

vVn Old Story.—The idea of festering the culti-

vation of tea in the Southern States by imposing a
stiff duty on the importation of high grades of tea
would naturally commend itself to the American
political mind, but the idea of tea cultivation as-
suming anything like the proportion in the Southern
States is not an alarming prospect. Apropos of
American tea cultivation, there used to be a story told
in Mincing Lane on this subject. It was to the effect
that one morning a well-known firm of brokers re-
ceived a mpterious package, which proved to bo two
or three pill boxes containing something which, on
being looked at through a microscope, turned out to
be tea. It had been grown in one of the Southern
States of America, and the grower, who had a firm
belief in himself, his country, and his tea, had
delivered himself on paper of a pious aspiration to the
effect that the samples sent contained evidence of
the greatest blessing that the Almighty had ever
bestowed upon the American people, and he hoped
that Mincing Lane would appreciate the samples.
This happened some years ago, and a gross or two
of pill boxes would perhaps hold all the American-
grown tea now produced. But the American people
when they set their minds on an enterprise can
accomplish nearly anything, and they may one day
conquer the difficulties of the labour question and
other matters, and cultivate tea on a large scale. But
even then wo will hope that they will need a
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large proportiou of India and Ceylon to give it
a flavour. Meantime the work of pushing the sale
of these teas go along merrily.
Try Norway and Sweden.—As a scheme is on foot

for opening an exhibition at Stockholm on a large
scale, an opportunity will be afforded of pushing
the sale of Indian and Ceylon teas in Sweden and
Norway. The exhibition will comprise engineering,
buildup, industry, machinery, implements, trans-
port, shipbuilding and navigation, electricity, fisheries,
rnilitary sciences, sport, travelling, fine arts, educa-
tion and instruction, hygiene reproduction of drawings,
^c., sliigd, scientific appliances, etc .—Home and
Colonial Mail, March 27.

TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
Business in China tea has been rather quiet. Sales

ai'e reported of 400 half-chests panyong at IRl, 300
half-chests panyong, at 6d to 7d, 200 heavy weights
choice panyong, 100 quarter-chests buds at 5d, and
370 half-chests kooloo at o.Jd to 8d, Ceylons have been
in good demand, and sales of about 800 packages
(partly for export) have been made at prices rang-
ing from 6d to Is Id. A catalogue of 152 packages
Ceylon, ex Valetta, was offered at auction on Tuesday,
and sales were made, publicly and immediately after
the auction, of 130 packages at 5Jd to 8d, prices being
a shade easier.

—

Australasian, March 28.

CEYLON TEA IN RUSSIA.

Mr. Philip, Secretary of the Planters’ As.se-

ciation, has sent us the following copy of a letter

received from Mr. M. Rogivue reporting on his

work in Russia :

—

Moscow, January 1890.

A Philip Esq., Secretary to the Ceylon Thirty
Committee, Kandy (Ceylon.)

Dear Sir.—I now have the pleasure of giving you
some amount of what I have done for the advertise-

ment of Ceylon Tea in Russia up to the end of 1895

making use of part of the grant allowed me by the

“Thirty Committee” last summer for this purpose.

What I have done is as follows

1. The large announcement, examples and trans-

lations of which accompany this letter, has appeared
four times in each of the six leading daily papers of

Russia, size about a quarter page. See example
marked A. Novoe Wremya once, also j page in the

official Police Gazette. The same has been printed

in a somewhat smaller size in eleven provincial

papers twice in each, see example marked “B”
“Preazovskie Krai” issued at Rostoff on /Don, the

ones chosen being those of the largest circulation in

their respective Governments.—Cost about Rl,500.

2. Besides 1,000 new jilacards of my firm for

Ceylon Tea (specimen herewith) two thousand coloured

pictorial transparent placards, one of which with

translation of the wording is sent herewith, have
been procured for affixing in the windows of my cus-

tomers and own magazines or elsewhere available,

and also in the trams wherever I can obtain per-

mission.—Cost about R2,000.

3. A Calendar for 1896 with a view near Colombo
reproduced by photographic process on the one side,

and my price list for Ceylon tea and coffee on the

reverse.
These to the number of 2,000 were distributed at

X’mas and the New year hero in Moscow and through

my provincial agents.—Cost R150.

4. 3,000 price lists and 50,000 “Brochures” or

paiiiphiets setting forth the advantages and many
good qualities of “Ceylon Tea” have been printed

and are in process of distribution (example herewith.)

—Cost R350.
In hand now I have a smaller newspaper adver-

tisement which is appearing in sixtyone leading pe-

riodicals and daily papers, in addition to those of

8t. Petersburg and Moscow. In each large town of

every Government throughout Russia where local

newspapers are issued the best have been selected

and matters so arranged that every day throughout

the year 1896, an advertisement of “Ceylon Tea”
shall appear in at least, two papers (of two sepa-

rate places) and so covering the whole area of this

country.—Cost about R3,500.
Further particulars of this advertisement with

specimens I will forward with my second report.

I am also getting a van with “ Ceylon Tea ” ad-

vertised on the sides to go round Moscow with sup-
plies of my tea for the various shops and customers,
and to and from the Railway stations.—Cost R800.
At the Nijni-Novgorod Exhibition (in May next.)

I purpose having a pavilion for the distribution of

Ceylon Tea in cups and in packets as samples etc.

—

I expect to spend there about R3,000.
As this Exhibition is exclusively for Russian produce

and manufactures 1 am not permitted to exhibit, but
believe I can manage by the above method to make
good use of the opportunity to spread the knowledge
of Ceylon Tea. Of the money granted me I have al-

ready spent about R4,000 as shown above in the
margin besides extra discounts, and liberal bonucs
granted to induce fresh people to take up the business
in new places.

My detailed accounts will follow as soon as I have
received all the particulars. I will now try to give
you some idea of the direct result of what I have done
during the past five years as apparent to me here, I am
presently able myself to dispose of about 300,0001b.
Ceylon Tea in packets in a year which shows a
tremendous advance as compared with the previous
year, a large amount of which is no doubt due to the
greater freedom of action, I have been able to enjoy
through the increase of capital obtained, when I was
last in London, Mr. Dowling having as you have heard
joined the business; aud not only with capital, but also
with his thorough knowledge of tea etc., and his per-

sonal services be greatly assisted the cause of Ceylon
Tea in Russia.

1 look for a largo increase during 1896 and hope
that I shall dispose of nearly half-a-million pounds,
but though my customers are numerous they are,

as a rule only able to take such small quantities
aud are at such a distance, that the cost frequently
balances or even exceeds the return.

In addition to my own magazines in Moscow,
Nijni Novgorod and Warsaw, I have agents in 17

large towns. St. Petersburg, Kiew, Charkow, Rostow,
Don, Odessa, Vitno, Minsk, Berditschew, IJmau,
Jaroslawe, Twen, Witebeck, Orel, Pensa, Gitomir.
Michailovvka and Taubow, who in many cases have
numerous shops in the small towns of their sur-

rounding districts, and I have regular customers all

over the country.
I am now taking steps to open another magazine -

here in Moscow, making in all five in this city, aud
also intend about June next to open one in Twanova
Vosnesensk, a large manufacturing town, between
Leu and Nijni, called the Manchester of Russia.

I have been especially trying to gain customers
among the many co-operative societies, railway camp,
big manufacturing companies, etc., which exist in

the country, and several now have begun to take
the Ceylon tea. The army is well represented on
my books by several regiments, the “ P’aculty " by
some hospitals, and the “ Church ” by many priests

and a few of the Monas Perico.

To give you some idea of the area which
I have worked, I now send tea to Welsk the
farthest point North that the railway system at pre-
sent extends to, and in South Russia in Tiflis and
many towns of the Caucasus I have numerous cus-
tomers, and have just secured another in Askabad
which is some way South-east of the Caspian Sea.
I have also many clients in Poland and the South
West of Russia and in the East, I supply Ceylon tea
as far as Kolland and Margalan in Turkistan as well
as to several places in Buchara. My agents have
nearly all increased their business this last year and
here in Moscow the consumption shows good pro-
gress. But though I have got the article introduced
in so many places, the demand to begin with is so
very small aud requires such constant working up
and the various agents and customers want such
libei'al terms in the way of discount etc., apart from
the substantial bonuses and free carriage, I have been
giving to encourage buyers of larger quantities and
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Hew cbnhections which alone amoniited to about
K3,0()0 this year, that you will easily niiderstaiid the

cost is barely covered, while these small quantities

only call bo dealt in and the expenses of trading in

this country are so heavy.
As to the general ilnport of Ceylon tea into Russia, I

must leave the figures which appear in your papers and
the custom (of London) returns bear witness as to the
general result of my woik since 1890 when your
a rticle was quite unknown here.

As however a large amount of the tea exported
from London to Russia comes through Germnn ports

it is impossible to calculate the exact quantity, and
at the Customs here Ceylon and China tea are
classed together under the one heading of “ Tea.”

Though I am at most the only one selling any
quantity of Ceylon tea pure in packets, the use of it

for blending with China tea is generally' admitted to

be greatly on the increase, and it is noticeable that

some more Russian firms have started selling a. so-

called “Ceylon” blend in addition to their China,
showing that a demand for Ceylon tea has been ex-

perienced by them.
I am being much annoyed still by some firms who

are selling a very inferior article in yDackets, the
wrappers of w'hich are an almost exact facsimile of

mine. I hear “Lipton” is opening a shop in

St. Petersburg and has already rented premises for

the purpose.
I had the pleasure, the other day, of a visit

from Mr. Gepp, the well-known broker of Colombo,
and should much have liked to show him more of

what has been done and given him some further in-

formation about Ceylon tea in Russia, but most un-
fortunately he had no time at his disposal, and in

my short conversation with him I was not able to

say very much, but I have no doubt you will hear
all about it from him. I only wish some of your
Ceylon folk would come here and see for themselvs
what I have done.—I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) M. Rogivue.

MR. CHARLES LEDGER AND THE DUTCH
GOVERNMENT.

Mr. Chas. Ledger, the cinchona pioneer, now
living at Goulburn, N.S.W., writes that he has re-

ceived the following reply from the Dutch Minister
of the Colonies at the Hague, in answer to his

request for a further grant on account of his services

in procuring from Bolivia, in 1865, seed of the Ledge-
riana tree, from which most of the Java cinchonas
have been raised;

—

The Hague, December 1, 1895.

In answer to your letters February 6, March 20, Octo-
ber 25, 1895, in which yon appeal to the generosity of

the Government of the Netherlaiuls to receive a reward
for your services rendered in view of obtaining the cin-

chona-seed Mr. George Ledger furnished in ISG-j, 1 beg
to inform you that the tran.saction in the matter having
been entirely of a commercial character, and duly finished

on tliis side by even repeated liberal payment, I don’t
feel at liberty to take your appeal into consideration.

The .Secretary of the Colonies for the Minister,

The Secretary General,

(Signed) A. E. Eu.ts.

We regret the result, but as the planters and traders

to whom we appealed on Mr. Ledger’s behalf have
practically done nothing for him, we are not sur-

prised that the Dutch Government also feel disin-

clined to assist.

—

Chemist and Dnic/c/ist.

Tea in America.—Messrs. F. C.. Larkin & Co.,

the well known importers of tea in Toronto, have
sent us a letter which we publish today. They
liave done excellent service in advertising Ceylon
lea ; and at the Colonial Exposition, which is to

he opened next morth, they are likely to have

a good exhibit of our staple pioduct.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

New Machineky.—Most opportunely, notes the
tjalcutta 1 lanter, as the manufacturing season ap-
proaches, Mr. Jackson enters the field with an
improved rolling machine, M'hich he asserts will
still further reduce the time occupied in that opera-
tion. Another machine termed a “ perforated roller

”
has been tried with highly satisfactory results in
the Durrimg district, but until protected by patent
rights will not be bronglit before the public ' to
comment upon its presumed merits, therefore, would
be premature. Another labour-saving apparatu°- for
sorting green leaf, is to be brought out, which if
effectual, will save both time and labour in the
final classification. Many makeshifts have been re-
sorted to for dealing with the coarse leaf un-
avoidedly brought in, but none have hitherto answered
thoroughly, though great expectations are cherished
of the present one. The new plucking machine is
being manufactured at home, so that it is not
likely to come into play much before the middle
of the season. The main difficulty, I understand
has been to combine delicacy of touch with ability
to withstand jolting over freshly broken up or un-
even ground.—Planting Opinion, March 28.

The “Citroneli.a Oil (.Question” has entered
upon another phase. It appears that, in addition
to the parcel on which the award was recently given
in Mr. Treatt’s favour (for there is now no reason
to keep back the fact that Mr. R. C. Treatt was the
seller,_ and Messrs. Domeier & Co. the buyers), Messrs.
Domcier purchased from the same seller, but through
a different broker, yet iuiother lot of citronella oil. This
was tendered last week, acceptance declined on the same
grounds which led to the refusal of the first parcel.
Arbitration was thereupon proposed, but an applica-
tiou (given in the law-notices under the heading “In
re Treatt and Domeier”) was made yesterday before
a Judge in Chambers. We understand that the object
of the application was to allow Messrs. Domeier to
bring the case into court without resorting to arbitra-
tion, as provided by the wording of the contract. This
application was refused, and the matter is now to be
heard in the ordinary way by Mincing Lane arbi-
trators. It is quite possible that the defeated party will
then try to bring the matter before a court of law.
—Chemist and JOruggist, March 21.

Coffee is the principal article of export from
Aden. There are two countries that furnish this
coffee Abyssinia, in Africa, and the province of
Yemen, in Arabia. The Abyssinian coffee is brought
by camels through bomali Land, and thence by boats
to Aden. From the reports the natives bring from
that country, it would seem that all the coffee brought
from Abyssinia grows wild, yet the berries are as
large as, if not larger than, the cultivated coffee of
Arabia, and its flavour is excellent. With the soil
of that country producing such magnificent coffee
without cultivation, one may naturally expect the
native.s will soon turn their attention to the proiier
cultivation of the plant, when remarkable results
may be expected. The province of Yemen, in Arabia,
IS the natural home of the coffee plant, as it was
there its use was first made

;
and from that day

until the present the coffee of Yemen has been in
great demand, for of all the different kinds produced
the far-famed Mocha is considered the best. Be-
cause of the fact that no travellers are allowed in
the interior of the country, no information as to
tile cultivation of this plant can be obtained, except
from the Arab caravans that bring the coffee to
market, and these reports are not reliable. But
unlike the Abyssinian coffee, all the Arabian coffee
IS cultivated. The greater portion of the coffee
brought to Aden, according to an official report, is
in the pod. The pod is removed by passing the coffee
between two revolving stones, thus breaking or
crushing rather, the shells. Women are then ’em-
ployed to clean and sort the coffee, the best of which
13 exported, the inferior berries and the pods being
sold to the Arabs for their own use.— 7’/ic /fame
March It.

' '
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Coffee Cultivation in B. f'. AFiiiCA.—The liritUh
Central Afiica Gazette of Feb. 1st sayS ;

— xVlr. John
Buchanan, c.m.o., has been asked by H. M. Coinrdis-
sioner to forward GO pounds of seed coffee to II. M.
Agent and Consul-General at Zanzibar, for experi-
mental cultivation in British East Africa.
The Ilonkow! Telegraph, says:—We have received a

small parcel of Liberian collee grown by Mr. Korezki
on the Victoria estate, near KuJat, North Borneo.
It appears to be of very excellent qinlity, and is

marketable at from |10 to l.'iO per picul in its raw
state. Mr. Korezhi started this estate a few years
ago, and it is now in full and regular bearing. He
informs us that he will shortly add considerably to

the area under coffee at Kudat .
—Hritiah North Jlorneo

Herald, March IG.

TTiK HEALT1IINK.S.S OF TIIK WvNAAU.—This sub-

ject is again dealt wibli editorially in the J/aef/'rts

Mail. The article is in re])ly to criticism by Mr,
J. W. Hockin, a planter of Vayitiri, South
Wynaad, who seems to have been accusing our
contemporary of indulging in pei’.sonalities. The
concluding pait of the article is as follows: -

We have given it as our opinion that tea can

be successfully cultivated in the Wynaad, basing

our conviction on what has hecn done with im-

))orted labour in the Dooars and the Terai in

Northern India and in the Kelani Willey in Cey-

lon. We have asked any Wynaad planter who
di.sagreed with us to furnish facts and ligiires to

controvert our statement, but such gentlemen as

have written have contented themselves with

vague generalities and gross imputations A snf-

licent acreage is now under tea in the district to

prove in three or four years how far ive are

right ;
meanwhile we .adhere to mir expressed

belief, supported in it by having recently seen

it stated that a planter of Mouth Wynaad, who
has been reported to regard malaria as fat.sl to

tea, is now hi a'self interested ill the cultivation of

the product.

The Futuue of British Farming.—Pro'e ssor James

Lon", lecturing on this subject at the Society 0

Artst said that so long as it was possible for every

farmer in Canada and the Western States to provide

bread for GOO people upon every acre of virgin soil

which he adds to the world’s great farm, so long

would prices remain low and our British systems of

agriculture remain at a disadv.intage. So we must

abandon the idea of grain production in England,

but we could continue to provide live stock for meat,

milk for our congested population, butter and cheese

of the primest quality for the thousands who would

continue to pay for it, malting barley for our brewers,

poultry and eggs, fruit and vegetab'es for sale at

our doors, and even hay and straw where good crops

were available. What were the conditions under

which these products could he succestully turned out

in the future '? First came “ intensive agriculture
”

upon smaller farms. The soil scientifically treated

was capable of yielding vastly more than at present.

Then the fanner must have security for Ids im-

provements, and less restriction on his cropping and

sales. Extended ownership in the land by the actual

cultivator would also simulate production. Professor

Long suggested Government loans at three per cent.,

with repavments extending over twenty years. Grass

land must* be improved. Liberality, skilled manage-

ment and judicious manuring in grass farming

would enable our farms to carry more stock. The

arable land must also be improved by scientific

methods and in this connection the lecturer referred

with hope to the prospect of utilising atmospheric

nitrogen for the improvement of manures, The cost

of production migh also be reduced in several ways,

and the breeds of dairy cattle be iinpioved. lie em

phasized the necessity of extenduig the smaller in-

dustries of poultry breeding and fruit a,nd vegetable

farming Personally, he had every faith in the future

regarding the present period of tribulation as an

“ experience of transition.” Lord Belhavon and

Stenton, who occupied the chair, and other gentlemen

took p-U't in a subsequent discussion.

—

Dailp Chronicle,

[.May r, 1896.

8 CwTS. AN .\cRE;—It bas been said that though
two or three acres could be made to yield eitril-

ordinary average crops by special trcatnlent, on
large a,reas it would be iiiipracticable. The aiisu'er

of the intensive school has been: try it, and we iifay

point to the example recently cited by the Coo'rg

correspondent of a Madras paper as a case in point"

The estate is 157 acres in extent, and last year it

received about half a ton of artificials per acre,

besides cattle, jungle top soil and lime. Tbe result

was 8 cwt. per acre of crop, witli prospects of a
similar crop this year.—Planting Opinion, March 28.

Books on Coffee Cultivation.—A correspondent
writes :

—“ One of your correspondent was enquiring I

think for agood work on Coffee Planting. The following
I have personally road, and I can recommend them :

—Graham Anderson’s ‘Jottings on Coffee,’ and ‘Shade
Trees in the Coffee Lands of Mysore’ by the same
author. ‘Gold, Sport and Coffee Planting’ by Robert
Elliott, and ‘ Coffee Planting in Ceylon and Southern
India’ by Hull. I may remark that in the last author’s
book the important item of digging is strangely lost

sight of and omitted altogether. If your correspon-
dent can pick up some old volumes of the ‘ Tro-
pical Agriculturist,’ he will find abundance of valua-

ble information in them on this subject as well as
other products.”—Ibid.

Leguminous Trees pok Manuring Tea.—We would
commend to the notice of tea planters the great inte-

rest that is now being taken by coffee-men in using
leguminous trees as shade. The loppings and leaves,

Ac., form, it has been claimed with a great show of

truth, all that is needed for the plant-food of coffee,

thus dispensing with the need of extraneous manures.
Tea, of course, cannot be shaded in exactly the same
way as coffee, but very little harm would be done if the
land was sp.irsely planted up with leguminous trees.

In the tea-districts of Northern India, the merits of

shcshmnft and sa, both leguminous trees, are freely ad-

mitted, the only danger being in the shade growing
tco dense. Most gardens on these hills suffer both
from poor soil and exposure. M ere wind belts of suit-

able leguminous trees—in our last issue we recom-
mended trying “ black wattle ’ —planted systematically

over the whole area, the benefit to the tea would be
very great. 'The wood itself could be used as fuel, and
the leaves carefully applied as manure. Young tea
especially is said to be benefited in Debra Doon by
planting Khesham.-. belw'een the row's.

—

Planting Opinion,
March 28.

Till-: ITforosKi) Duty on Tea in The United
State.s.—The Washington correspondent of tlie

'A meric.mi Grocer, writing on February 25lh,

says

:

—The ell'ort to secnie the passage of

a law levying a diity on tea is meeting witli

much opposition fi'om the minority of the M ay.s

and Means Committee, while no gre.'it cnthusi:ism

is being tlisplayed by flie majority members. As
1 have before ]ioiuted out, it is a ]>art of Demo-
ciatic creed not to iinoke the taxing power for

any ])urpose except to dei'ive revenue, ami fids

objection is being used .agaiiist the Idled Cheese
bill, as well as tliebill to ])lace an import taxon
teas. There is an advanttige, however, in the situ-

ation, so far as the Tea bill i.s concerned, that it

provides a customs duty which would net from
ten to lifteeii million dollars per animm, and at a
time when the condition of the 'Treasury demamls
additional revenue. The failure of the Dingley
bill, which has been discounted for some time,
necessarily improves the ]»rospect for the p.assage

of imlependent measures, ami no proposition yet
adv.anced commends itself to both sides of the
House .and Senate with as much force as does the
tax on tea, regarded from a revenue standpoint.
'To the Democr.-its it is accei)table, for the reason
that it does not su|>ply protection to any industry

;

while to the Republicans it is convenient .alnl

available, as it does not open up any industrial
controversy, which would till the halls of the
Cai)iiol with representalives of less favored en-
ter) irises.
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THE PLANTERS’ ASSOCIATION OP
CEYLON.

MEETING OF THE “ THIRTY COM-
MITTEE.”

ui Minutes of piooecdiugs of a meeting of the

Thirty Comraiitee held, at Kandy on Satur-

day, the 11th April 1896, at half-past 7 o’clock

in (he moiniug.
Present :— Messrs. A. W. S. Sackville, Chair-

man
; A. Philip, Secretary

; A. Melville White,
F. G. A. Lane, A. A. Bowie, H. J. Vollar,

James G. Macfarlane, Joseph Fraser, J. N. Camp-
bell, R. A. Galton, R. S. Duff-Tytler, H. V.
Masefield, J. H. Starey, Gordon Pyper and W. D.
Gibbon.
The notice calling the meeting was read.
'Ihe minutes of proceedings of a meeting of

the “ Thirty Committee ’ held at Kandy on
Wednesday, the 29th January 1896, were sub-

mitted for confirmation. Resolved :
—“That they

be and they hoeby are confirmed.”
Read letter from the Secretary, Ceylon Gham-

ber of Commerce, Colombo, intimating that the

following gentlemen had been appointed to serve

on the “ Thirty Committee” for ibe current year,

viz. :—Messrs. F. M. Mackwood, F. W. Bois,

C. W. Horsfall. F. F. Street, G. F. Traill, D
W. Skrine.
Read letters from the Manager, National Bank

cf India, Limited.

Read letters from the Treasurer of the Colony.

Resolved :
—“ That the request of the Treasurer

be complied with.” Resolved “That the atten-

tion of Government be drawn to the circum-

stauce that the amount of the Tea Cess for

February and March does not appear to have

been paid into the Bank up to date.”

Read letter from Government acknowledging

receipt of the minutes of proceedings of a meet-

ing of the “Thirty Committee” held at Kandy
on the 15th November 1895, and notifying that

the copy of minutes of proceedings forwarded on

he 18th November had also been received.

UEPKESENTATIVE IN AMElllCA.

Read letter from the then Chairman (Mr. A,

Melville White) to Government asking the ap-

proval of Government to the expenditure of a

further sum of £3,000 sterling by the “Thirty

Committee” for the purpose of advertising Ceylon

tea in the United States.

Road letter from Government notifying that the

Governor has been pleased, with the advice of

the Execittive Council, to sanction the expenditure

of a further sum of £6,000 by the Committee of

Thirty for the purpose of advertising Ceylon tea

in the United States.

Read letters from Mr. Mackenzie to Mr. White
dated respectively London, 17th Jauuasy; 21th

January; 6ist January; New York 8th March,

1896.

Read Mr. White’s letters to Mr. Mackenzie dated

respectively 1th I'ebruary
;

5th February
;

11th

Fe biliary.

Read fetters from Mr. Mackenzie to the Secretary

dated respectively London 61st January ;
7th Febru-

ary; 11th February; New York 21th February.

Submitted Newspaper cuttings, Advertisements, and
other printed matter as received.

Rcaa letter from the Manager, National Bank cif

India, Limited, Colombo, enclosing Letter of Credit

No. 61/10 in favour of iMr. Wm. Mackenzie for

£2,000—current till 31st December 1896.

Submitted Cablegrams despatched and received,

liesoived :—(1) That the Committee hereby confirms

the official and semi-official letters that have passed

since last meeting, and also the -cablegrams; (2)

that the Secretary do obtain from the Bank a fresh

let.or of credit for £6,000 sterling, and forward same
to Mr. Mackenzie

; (6) that the Chairman be autho-

rized to obtain the approval of Government to the

expenditure of a second sum of ,£3,0i)0 sterlin ' in

the United States of America on the lines laid down
ii the letter of instructions to Mr. Mackenzie dated

.'fist May, 1895, already approved by Government;
and in accordance with Mr. Mackenzie’s letters of
the 24th (ik 31st January, 1896.
Read letter from the Ceylon Association in

London.

CEYLON TEA AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
at GENEVA,

Read letter to Government from the then Chair-
man (Mr. A. Melville White) dated 5th February,
enclosing extract of a letter from Mr. Mackenzie
on the subject of the International Exhibition at
Geneva, and asking sanction to an expenditure of
£200 itsrling by the “Thirty Committee” for the
purpose of assisting in pushing Ceylon Tea on the
Continent by means of that Exhibition.
Read letter from Government stating that if this

application of the proceeds of the levy under Ordi-
nance No. 4 of 1894 is duly desired and determined
by the Committee of Thirty, the Governor in Ex-
ecutive Council will be prepared to approve it on
a formal vote of the Committee being sent to
Government by the Chairman or the Secretary.
Read letters from Messrs. J. Tetley and Co.
Read cablegram.
Read letter from the Secretary the Ceylon Associ-

ation in London, and enclosure from Messrs. Joseph
Tetley it Co. Resolved :

—“ That the expenditure of
£200 sterling as arranged is hereby determined
and confirmed by the Thirty Committee for the
purpose of pushing Ceylon Tea on the Continent,
and that a copy of this Resolution be forwarded to
Government as directed.

CEYLON TEA AT THE EMPIRE OF INBIA AND CEYLON

EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1896.

Read letters from the Secretary, the Ceylon As-
sociation in London and enclosures.
Read letters from Mr. E. Ernest Green, making

and withdrawing his application for support in con-
ducting a Ceylon Tea House at the Exhibition, the
concession desired having been given away to Messrs.
Spiers & Pond. Submitted cablegran on the subject.
Read letter from the Secretary, the London Ex-

hibitions, Jjimited. (For the correspondence see
next page.)

CEYLON TEA IN RUSSIA.

Riad letters fcom Mr. M. Rogivue giving an ac-
count of what he has done for the advertisement
of Ceylon Tea in Russia up to the end of 1895,
making use of part of the grant allowed by the
“'Thirty Committee.” Resolved:—“That on receipt
of detailed accounts of expenditure under the grant
of £1,000 Sterling, the “ Thirty Committee ” will be
disposed to favourably consider a further application
for funds to bo used strictly on the lines already
laid down by Government, and that Mr. Rogivue be
advised accordingly.
Read letter from Messrs. John Tyndall & Co.,

London.

CEYLON TEA IN SWITZERLAND, AUSTRALIA, AND ITALY.

Read letter from Mr. Charles Oswald, Winterthur,
reporting on the transactions in Ceylon since 1889.
Resolved :

—“ That the letter be acknowledged with
thanks.”

CEYLON TEA IN NORWAY.

Read letter from Mr. A. Floor to the Chairman
in reference to making known Ceylon Tea in
Norway.
Read letter from the Ceylon Tea Company

Limited. Resolved :
—“ That the “ Thirty Com-

mittee ” hereby confirm the Chairman’s action in
granting and arranging for the shipment of 500 lb.

of Ceylon Tea for Free distribution in Norway.”
CEYLON TEA IN SMYRNA.

Read letter from Mr. G. A. Marinitsch. Resolved :
—

“ That consideration of the application be postponed
until next meeting when it is hoped that represen-
tatives of the Ce}lm Chamber.of Commerce may
be pie sent.”

The Thirty Committee then adjourned.

A. PHILIP,
becietary to the “Thirty Committee.”
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THE EMPIRE OF INDIA AND CEYLON
EXHIBITION.

The followinjf is tlie correspoiulence on tliis

subject referred to in tlife minutes of tlie “ Tliirty

Committee” :

—

4th Mincing Lane, London, 28th Feb. 1896.

A Philip Esq., Secretary Thirty Committee
Kandy, Ceylon.
Dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of your

telegram of 26 inst. “ Please advice Tetley & Co.,

Mackenzie’s application of £200 granted for Geneva
Exhibition” I at once advised Messrs. J. Tetley &
Co. and I enclose copy of their reply, I also enclose

copy of letter from Mr. E. E. Green and of my reply

thereto in regard to a proposed Ceylon Tea House at

the Empire of India and Ceylon Exhibition 1896 the

Earl’s Court.
I apprehend that there will be no difficulty in grant-

ing moral support to an old planter like Mr.

Green. The Indian Tea House conduced last year

by Mr. Langdale, with whom Mr. Green is now
associated, was a great success on the occasion of

my only visit to the Exhibition, the door of the

Indian Tea House was besieged by a crow'd strug-

gling to get in, myself I had to give it up and go

elsewhere.
.

I have today from Mr. Rogivue a long and interest-

ing report on his doings in Russia, the original of

which has I understand has gone to you.—I am, yours

faithfully, (Signed).—W. Martin Le.akk.

Copy. Customs Chambers, 14th St Dunstan’s

Hill, London, 27th February 1896.

’ W- Martin Leake, Esq., 4, Mincing Lane, E.C.

Dear Sir,—With reference to our interview this

afternoon, as I then explained to you we are in

treaty with the Exhibition Directors for the conduct

of a Ceylon Tea House at the coming Empire of

ludia and Ceylon Exhibition 1896. At present affairs

are at a stand-still owing to opposition from the

refreshment coniractors, Messrs. Spiers & Pond, who
wish to run the house on their own account.

The Directors are, however, I believe anxious that

the Ceylon Tea House should be conducted by some
representative of Ceylon, and on this account are

willing . to give us the concession on condition that

we can obtain the moral support of the Planters’

Association of Ceylon. The matter having to be

definitely settled at once, there is no time to com-

municate direct with Ceylon. But we think that a

letter from you in our favour would carry great

weight with the Directors of the Exhibitions.

I may mention that I am myself a tea planter

of 15 years’ standing in Ceylon and am a member
of the Pundaluoya branch of the Association.

Mr. E. F. Langdale, one of our partners in this

concern, as you are doubtless aware, very success-

fully conducted the Indian Tea House at the last

Exhibition.
It seems to us a great pity that the repre-

sentation of Ceylon should be left to the care

of mere refreshment contractors, as we are in-

formed would be the case failing the acceptance

of our offer.
, , ,

You will understand that we ask merely for the

moral support of the Association towarls the

Tea-house. But at the same time we should be very

glad to arrange and conduct an Exhibition staff of

Teas, and other Ceylon Produce if the Planters’

Association would vote us some pecuniary assistance

for this latter purpose, and senO us Exhibits.

With this view I am by this mail writing to the

‘•Committee of Thirty ” and I should feel greatly

obliged if you would also send them your views on

the subject, and kindly ask for a “ wire ” in reply

to our request for support.

to the Tea-house, wc are prepaied

to submit to you for your approval samples of the

Tea that wc propose to supply to the public.

Kindly address your reply to me as above.—

Believe me, dear sir, yours truly,

(^Signed) tE. -Ernebt Greek.

Copy.
The Ceylon Association in London, 4 Mincing

Lane E.C. 28th February, 1896.

E. Ernest Green Esq., 14th St. Dunstan Hill, E.C.
Dear Sir,—I have your letter of yesterday in re-

ference to the proposed Ceylon Tea House at the
coming Empire of India and Ceylon Exhibition
1896. I have been for some time desirous of finding
some one connected with Ceylon who would un-
dertake this venture

;
and I shall be very glad to

hear that you have obtained the concession of

which you write.

As regards, the moral support of the Planters’
Association of Ceylon, I have every reason to think
that this will be accorded you. I write today to Mr.
Philip, the Secretary of the Association, in support
of your application to the Thirty Committee.
The fact that you are associated in the venture

with Mr. Langdale who so successfully ran the tea
House for India at last yeai’s Exhibition, will no
doubt have great weight in Ceylon

;
and as an old

tea planter, connected with the Planters’ Associa-
tion for many years, you are in a favourable posi-

sition to obtain support.—I am, dear sir, yours faith-

fully, (sigd.) Wm. Martin Leake, Secy.
(Copy) 5 and 7 Ferndale House St. Loudon,

- 26th February 1896.

W. Martin Leake, 4 Mincing Lane E.C.
Dear Sir,—We are in receipt of yours of today's

date, informing us that your Association in Ceylon
have granted Mr. Mackenzie's application for a sub-

sidy of £200 towards our expenses at the forth-

coming Geneva Exhibition.
Will you be so good as to convey to your As-

sociation our sincere thanks for this very liberal

assistance and our assurances, that wo shall use it

to the best of our ability in promoting the interests

of Ceylon tea.—We are dear sir, yours very faithfully,

(Signed). Joseph Tetley A Co.

Copy. Bearsted- Maidstone Kent, 23th Feb. 1896.

Alex. Philip Esq
,
Secretary Planters’ Association

of Ceylon.

Dear Sir,—I shall feel greatly obliged if you will

bring the following communication before the Plan-
ters’ Association of Ceylon.

I have today had an interview with Mr. W. Martin
Leake in connection with the representation of Ceylon
at the forthcoming “Empire of India Exhibition 1896.”

Mr. Leake is I believe writing to you by this mail
on the same subject.

I must inform you that in Association with Mr.
E. F. Langdale who so successfully conducts the
Indian Tea House at the Exhibition of 1895, and
under the auspices of the Indian Planters’ Association,
I am prepared to carry on a Tea House worked on
the same lines in the interest of Ceylon. Having
heard that the Planters’ Association of Ceylon had
not directly moved in the matter and w'ere unwilling
to take upon themselves the risk and expense of

such a concern, we recently' approached the Direc-
tors of the Exhibition proposing to conduct a Ceylon
Tea House at our oini risk and expense. This
proposal they seem inclined to entertain if it is

backed, as we hope it may be by the support and
approval of the Ceylon Planters’ Association. Other-
wise the concession is I believe to be given to the
Refreshment contractors Messrs. Spiers & Pond who
could scarcely be expected to pay much attention to

the interests of Ceylon.
As the time at our disposal was so short wc

thought it best to apply to Mi'. J. L. Shand, who
referred us on to Mr. Leake for permission to work
under the auspices of the Planters' Association.
This Mr. Leake informs us, he is not exactly in a
position to give without previous reference to the
Parent Association in Ceylon. But he expresses
himself as strongly in favour of our scheme, and pro-
mised to write you to ihat effect, and ask for the
nominal support of the Association.
As wc are gieatly pressed for time, we should be

greatly obliged if you would telegraph to (Mr. Leake)
the assent or dissent of the Planters’ Association to

our proposals. We have no wish or intention to

move in the matter contrary to the approval of ex-

preset) wishes of the Associatiou.
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Should wo obtain the concession, we propose to

select a blend of tea that is likely to'meet the public
taste and submit samples of the same to Mr. Leake
(or some other authorised representative of the
Planters’ Association) for approval. It is intended
that the Tea House should not be identified with any
special marks of tea, but should be worked strictly

in the general interest of the Ceylon industry, to

which end as mentioned above an approved blend

only will be used.
The Exhibition authorities have set aside a very

convenient and suitable site for the Ceylon Tea
House (or ‘'Ceylon Bungalow'’ as it will probably
be styled) ’I'he plan of the building itself will bo
decided upon by the Exhibition Architects, hut would
be erected by us at our expense.

'L'he Tea House (or Bungalow) would be under the
personal supervision of iUr. Edward Ijaugdalo who
iias considerable exporienee in such business, and
whose highly successful management of the Indian
Tea House last year gave complete satisfaction to

the Indian Planters' Association and the Exhibition
authorities.

It is proposed to give the bungalow a picturesque
appearance by the verandahs and open spaces of

ornamental plants commonly found in Ceylon Gardens.
We should at the same time be very glad to

arrange and maintain a separate Exhibition stall for

Teas and other Ceylon products, if we can obtain
pecuniary assistance for the purpose. We estimate
the erection and maintenance of such a stall at from
flOO to fl.'iO, which would include the cost of show
boxes, Exhibition bottles, labels and attendant. Mr.
Leake suggests an application to the Committee of

Thirty for assistance in this matter, should this

proposal be favourably considered, we should hope
to receive early information to enable ns to secure

adequate space for the exhibits, and intending

exhibitors should be urged to despatch their exhibits

without delay. I may mention that we have in-

formation, that a suitable site would be allowed us

for this purpose upon application. Besides exhibits

of produce, we should be glad to receive photographs
and artwork, and objects of general interest. Samples
of Teas should be of half to one pound each, and
should be specially selected for appearance. There
would be no tasting of samples, as I believe, no
awards are made at this Exhibition. Teas would
not be sold at this stall which would be set apart

for Exhibition purposes only. All exhibits should be

consigned to Messrs. French and Laugdale of ]4th

St. Dunstan’s Hill, E.C.—I am, Ac.,

(Sgd.) E. Ernest Green.
The Exhibition opens on 1st May.

Copn Bearsted, Maidstone, Kent, 13th March 1896.

A. Philip, Esq., Sec., Planters’ Association of Ceylon.

De.ui Sir,—With reference to my letter of 28th

ultimo, I regret to inform you that the concession

for the Ceylon Tea House at the forthcoming “Em-
pire of India and Ceylon Exhibition 1896’’ has been
given away from us (Mr. Langdale and myself) in

favour of Messrs. Spiers A Pond, the refreshment
contractors.

I therefore beg to withdraw my application for

support, nor shall I now be in a position to arrange

for an exhibition of Ceylon products.

With apologies for troubling you.—I remain, sir,

yours faithfully, (Signed) E. Ernest Green.

Copy 4, Mincing Lane, London, 20th March 1896.

A. Philip, Esq., Kandy, Ceylon.

De.vr Sir — I have to thank you for your letter of

26th nit. with copy of letter to Mr. W. Mackenzie.

I also have to acknowledge receipt of your tele-

gram of today “Association supports Green’’ which

I forwarded to Mr. Green.
I fear that it will not now avail to get him the

concession which he was seeking. ^He has, I under-

stand, written to you direct on the subject —A^ours

faithfully, (Sgd.) Wm. Martin Leake, Secretary.

(Copy) Kandy, 26th March 1896.

To Martin Leake, Esq., Secretary, Ceylon Asso-

ciation in London. 4, Mincing Lane, London, E.C.

Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge receipt of your

letters of the 31st January and 28th February which

shall be duly laid before the “ Thirty-Committee.’’

As regards Mr.- Green’s proposal in connection with
the Empire of India and Ceylon Exhibition 1896.
I sent you a cablegram “Association Supports Green.’’
The Chairman of the Planters’ Association (Mr. A,
W. T. Sackville) in consideration of Mr. Green's
claims, and your endorsement of his applications
took the responsibility, and he is further prepared
to move that the “Thirty-Committee’’ do grant .fTOO
sterling in aid of the Ceylon Tea House referred to.

1 have no doubt that you are in communication
with Mr. Green, and I need only add therefore,
now tnat a reply shall be sent to his letter after
the Meeting of the Committee in April.—T am, Ac.

(Signed) A. Phii.ip,
Secretary, 'ihirty-Conimittee.

THE liATTALGALLA ESTATE COMPANT,
LIMITED.

SIXTH ANNUAIj report.
Directors.—Edward H. Hancock, Charles A. Reiss,

Adolf Zimmern. Secretary.—Albin B. Tomkins.
In presenting to the Shareholders their report on

the past year’s working of the Company, the Direc-
tors are pleased to be again able to give a satisfac-
tory account.
There has been an increased yield of tea, and the

sailing price has been well maintained. The quan-
tity of tea sold in London during the year has been
126,951 lb., realizing nett ^4,967 9s 6d., against
117,209 lb., realizing £4,.591 5s lid in 1894. Sales in
Colombo amounted to .39,958 lb., realizing R17,904'33,
against 25,455 lb., realizing R12, 1.58-57 in 1894.
The total ci'op was 170,560 lb., selling at 9'97 per b.,

against 141,891 lb., selling at 9 35 per lb. in 1894.
The average price realized in London has been 10'44
per lb., against 10'50 per lb. in the previous year, and
6'25 per lb. in Colombo, against 5 00 per lb.

Exchange has continued on a low level, the average
for Drafts having been Is. 1 ll-16th d., against Is.

IJd. per Rupee in the preceding year.
The Company’s advance to the Oolapane estate

has been repaid, and the security discharged.
After deducting 10 per cent., or £366 6s lid., from

the amount at debit of Machinery and Factory Ac-
count on 31st December last, payment of Interest on
Debentures and income tax for the year, there re-
mains at credit of profit and loss account a balance
of £2,393 12s 10. The Directors propose to appro-
priate from this amount £2,2.50, for the payment of
a dividend of 15 per cent., free of income tax and
to carry forward £143 12s lOd.
In accordance with the Articles of Association, Mr,

A. Zimmern retires from the Board by rotation, and,
being eligible, offers himself for re-election.
The Directors again desire to express to the Super-

intendent, Mr. G. C. R. Norman, and to the Agents
in Colombo, Messrs. Benham and Bremner, their
appreciation of their valuable services.

51, Lime Street, London, E.C., March 21st.

PLANTING NEWS.
Balangoda, April 13,

What a change since last I visited this district !

Then a scene of desolation scarcely equalled any-
where even during the darkening seventies when I

carted away the last European, suffering sadly,
from sheer ennui to relieve which he had probably
tried too many “ horns.’

The locality was one of the very first to be tackled
by the European planter. So early as 1838 the native
0 iffee attracted attention and Pettiatenne, Pettigalla,
Massena, Bamberabotuwa,Ac. was the result, Bambera-
botuwa was the first to abandon hope. Even Hop W-'ll

itself ceased within a year to longer “ lippeii ’’ to pr evi-

dence. The chief causes were the want of shelter belts
as a protection from the terrific blow with which the
S.-W. opens, and the too liberal rainfall. The Wind
simply whirled the poor coffee plant round till its

neck was injured and there the rain drowned it. There
was again a little spurt in the district about 1860
when W. Webster opened Laukabarony on the table-
land to the east of the Resthouse. A sort of planting
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Gamalliel was Webster, at whose feet the Sinne
Dories sat and learned to plairt a la Saffragam. In
those days Keenagaha Ella was opened and Auchin-
toul attempted, but the locality really never came
to much as a coffee disti'ict.

Old Pettiagalla was the best, and continued to give

paying crops for a quarter of a century, only suc-

cumbing to the general collapse.

Today, the scene is changed, and thedistrict has come
to be better entitled to its name “ a (/ood lookout ”

—than ever before. Thousands of acres have been
carefully planted with a good jat of tea, and now pro-

mise exceedingly well. It was fortunate for the present
proprietors that they resolved to protit by the sad
experience of the pioneers in the matter of wind
belts, and also that the time had come when the

importance of good jdt is fully realized.

Meddekanda estate has made much progress during
the past year, nearly 400 acres having been successfully

planted on the land where poor Lewis planted a

little—and yarned a good deal—30 years ago.

Here planting has already begun with the April

rains of this year, and I note that on the more ex-

posed portions the plants have been pegged down,

a good idea, not so practicable with coffee.

Bamberabotuwa is again a scene of activity, open-

ing out extensively under the energetic sujpervision

of Mr. Ingram
;
here there is room for 15,000 acres

of tea equal to any in the island. Young's excellent

trace Ratnapuraward is likely to be adopted after

so many years by that rising firm of pushing plan-

ters, Finlay Muir & Co., who intend utilizing it for

a tramway.
Shades of poor Robt. Dawson ! Who could have

thought that this district in which he lost a large

fortune would yet come to be worth R1,000 per acre ?

As a few years hence it is doubtless destined to be.

What a perfect tea season we have had all over.

Around Kandy there has never been three weeks
without copious showers, albeit the heat has been

unusually trying at times. Last night (Sunday) we
had a delightful drizzle amounting to about '5 in.

which proved very refreshing bringing down the tem-

perature by 3° to 77° during the night. This after-

noon it certainly looks as if the little monsoon is

approaching.
What has come over our old friend McCombie

Murray ? Surely he must have quite sung away his

native Smeddum. There has been a great deal of inco-

herent writing on the subject of this American in-

vasion, but in the language of his mother tongue, this

letter of IvIcC. M. “ Cows the gowau.” Quid Nunc.

THE COCCID/E OF CEYLON.
From Mr. Philip, Secretary of the Planters

Association of Ceylon, w'e have received the follow-

ing copy of correspondence with Government re-

garding Mr. Green’s proposed Book on the Coc-

cidm of Ceylon :

—

(.copy,) Kandy, 26th February, 1896.

To the Hon. the Colonial Secretary, Colombo.
Sir,—I have the honour to submit for favourable

consideration, and it is hoped liberal pecuniary
' support from Government as therein indicated, copy
of Minute and Resolutions passed by the Planters’

Association at a recent meeting of the Committee
on the subject of Mr. E. Ernest Green’s Book on
scale insects, “ The Coccideeof Ceylon.”

As directed in the second resolution I beg to trans-

mit for easy reference a copy (printed) of the cor-

respondence referred to that took place between Feb-
ruary and October 1894 regarding the appointment
of a Government Entomologist for Ceylon (printed

also at pp. cxxvi to cxxxi Book of Proceedings of the

Planters’ Association of Ceylon for the year ending
17th February 1895) and to point out that Govern-
ment was then clearly impressed with the import-

ance of the matter, but regretted that no proposals

involving additions to establishments could be en-

tertained. In the present case all that is asked

from Government is the grant of a subsidy to Mr.

Green in aid of the production of the work

now being arranged for.

The Planters’ Association, it will be observed, is

doing what it can, and for the information of

Government, 1 enclose a copy of the jirinted circular

letter addressed to all District Associations inviting

their support also in aid of Mr. Green’s work.
I further beg to send for perusal under separate

cover by post, a copy of Messrs. Dulan A Co.’s

Prospectus as received with Mr. Green’s letter to

the Planters’ Association.—I am, sir, your most
obedient servant, (Sgd.) A. Pnii.ip,

Secretary to the Planters’ Association of Ceylon

(Jfmute and Jlesolution referred to)

Scale Insects “ The Coccidae of Ceylon” by E.
Ernest Green.
Read letter from Mr. E. Ernest Green on the

subject of his book above mentioned. Resolved :

—

I. “ That the Planters’ Association do subscribe for

two copies of ilr. Green’s work and that a copy of

the letter be sent to the various District Associations
strongly urging on them the importance of the work
to all planters.” II. “ That Government be urged
to review the correspondence that took place between
I’ebruary and October, 1894, regarding the appoint-
ment of a Government Entomologist for Ceylon and
to grant a subsidy to Mr. Green in aid of the
production of the work now being arranged for.”

(Copy)

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Colombo, 10th March,
1896.

Sir,—I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 26th February, 1896, relative to
Mr. Ernest Green's book “ The Coccidae of Cey-
lon ” and to state that the matter will receive con-
sideration.—I am, sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) ,1. ,T. Tiiokbiiun, for Col. Secretary.
The Secretary, Planters’ Association of Ceylon.'

(Copy) Colonial Secretary’s Office,

Colombo, 8th April 1896,

Sir,—Referring to my letter of lOtb March 189(i,

acknowledging receipt of your communication dated
26th February last regarding Mr. E. E. Green’s
book on “ The Coccidie of Ceylon,” I am directed
to state that the Government having fully considered
the request therein made have resolved to give the
same support that the Planters’ Association are pre-
pared to give to the work and will therefore sub-
scribe for two copies.

2. As regards the proposal that Mr. Green should be
appointed Government Entomologist the. Governor has
no objection to making a purely honorary appointment
on the understanding that if Mr. Green is required
to perform any duties in connection with bis office,

his services should be rewarded by means of fees to
be paid by the persons benefited —I am, sir, your
obedient servant, (Sgd.j .7. ,1. TiroimuiiN,

for Colonial Secretaiy.

The Secretary, Planters’ Association of Ceylon,

Castor-oil Shade.—A correspondent asks elsewhere
whether castor-oil would do as a temporary shade
until the permanent shade trees have grown up.
In poor soil, it is strongly objected to on account
of its greedy feeding, but if a rule is made to cut
down and hury the young trees before they seed, we
fail to see how anything but good can come of the
proceeding. On rich soil the same objection applies
with less force still, and if the trees are cut down
before they seed and the foliage, etc., Iniried, only
beneficial results should accrue. What a plant takes
from the soil it retains in its wood, b.irk and leaves,
and the only direct loss the soil undergoes is when
the nitrogenous crop itself is removed. If, however,
the castor seeds were allowed to ripen and the oil

expressed on the estate, the resultant poonac being
religiously restored to the soil, no possihlo harm
could accrue. The oil itself is only another form
of carbon, derived from the carbonic acid of the air.

As most quick-growers require a largo supjily of
water, it is highly probable that the castor-oil plant is

a greedy water-drinker.—Ibid.
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IMMJ.SIZATION AGAINST SNAKEBITE J

AN-> VENOM.

^Abstract of lerlare bi/ Professor T. 11. Fraser,

F.E.S., before the llotjal Inst'datlon, Mai'cJo

yiUth, 18Ub, reportedfor “ Ce;ilon Observer''

bi, R.U.F.-]

Snake-bites have become so common in tropical

countries whenever snakes have either received an
injury or have been expectiup; one that the “enmity”
prophesied in Genesis III, 1.5, between serpents and
the human race, may be said to have been fulfilled.

If you meet with a snake and manage only to

bruise his head, he will probably turn and bruise

thy heel, or any more accessible part of the body.
From the time of Pliny onwards we find remedies

suggested for snake-bites. But after studying these

I am forced to the conclusion that they are one
and all of no effect against poison, but are merely
legendary traditions handed down through the ages.

Nevertheless from a remote period of time the be-

lief has existed that a power may be acquired by
men of handling venomous serpents and then of

counteracting their poison
;

and in more modern
times the same belief is found ih the writings of

natives, especially those of New Guinea. Among
the Hottentots they squeeze out the poison of snakes,

they kill and drink it saying it is a protection there-

after against that snake. Dr. Cumchbleiger (?) re-

lates an incident in this connection. A certain fakir

had been bitten by a serpent, a very poisonous one.

News was brought to the Dr. who at once sent

remedies. On visiting the bitten man afterwards he
was surprised to find him alive and well, (as he had
doubted his remedies would have been in time) He
attributed the cure to the remedies he had sent.

But he found them untouched, the fakir said he
did not believe the snake could harm him. Ho al-

lowed it to make a second bite; no harm resulted.

Then the snake was allowed to bite a fowl
;
the Dr.

took the fowl home and it died in 3 hours.
It may be instructive to associate with this belief

the fact that venomous serpents are themselves pr-o-

tected against bites from their own and other
species. Venom must somehow have been intro-

duced into their bodies from other serpents. We
are convinced that it must have some power of

protection caused by the direct result of the absorp-
tion of venom into the system. Experiments there-

fore would be able to prove this.

By a succession of minute doses, animals became
able to receive a portion of venom without any in-

jury. For some years I had to relinquish these ex-

periments -until I received further consignments of

venom from friends in India and some from the India
Oftice. From America I have got venom of a species
of a rattlesnake, and also from Australia a consider-
alde number of venoms of different serpents.
The result of the inoculation of toxins as well as

protoxins of vegetable substances suggested that toxin
of venom might be similarly experimented with.

Sewell and Heuty succeeded in proving that cer-

tain animals such as pigs and rabbits thus experi-

mented on might safely receive more than the lethal

dose is, the minimum amoxmt necessary to kill a
small animal.
In 1894 Calmet published evidence containing the

results of earlier investigations showing that he had
succeeded in safely administering to rabbits about
36 milligrammes each, after 8 or 9 months working
with gradaully increasing doses.

Here I may mention that hypochloride of cicum
is a good antidote to poison.
The venoms that have been xxsed are four, namely

those of,— (1) the cobra; (2) the crutilus horridus (?)

an American snake
; (3) the colubriue serpent from

Australia. (4) the Haemacetes from Africa. These
were chosen to represent the difference in the venoms
of the serpents of the four countries.
The minimum lethal dose for a guinea-pig, a rabbit,

a white rabbit and a frog, showed considerable dif-

ferences. For a frog the dose was I milligrammes

;

for a cat the somewhat large dose of .6 milligrammes
was required, a kitten needed about b of that amount

;

while one of the innocuous grass snakes needed the
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relatively large dose of C times that amount. The
venoin here used was the cobra venom which takes
a position among the most active of known substances.

ihese facts have been used to render animals nroof
against the lethal dose or even 5 or (> times ‘that
amount. Notwithstanding difficulties rabbits might at
last receive as much as 10, 20, .30, or even 50 times
the lethal dose, without manife.sting any symptoms of
injury. But these results were obtained only by the
administration of very gradually increasing doses
each succeeding dose rendering the animal more and
more capable of receiving poison with safety •

eventually the increments not be less gradual so
that as much as 50 times the lethal dose would be
reached in considerably less than twice the time
required tor 24 times the lethal dose. That is to say
one animal, operated on thus far, might receive
enough poison to kill 50 unprotected animals of the
same kind and weight in 2 hours; and the hio-ffest
amount reached in the case of any one animaf was
370 times the lethal dose. The time this protection
will last has not yet been generally ascertained. .V
rabbit received 4 times the lethal dose, and 20 days
after the same amount failed to produce any toxic
effects.

A few experiments were made with animals which
had reached a high degree of protection. It was
found that safety could be secured by drying the
blood serum of animals thus protected using it as an
antidote

;
being 1-lOth of the weight of the liquid and

retaining its antidotal properties for 8 or 9 months
it was very convenient for storage To it we gave
the name antivenine. The chief interest in this
substance is that it is likely to be used in a few
years in the treatment of snake-bites for man.
In dealing with ahorse I proceeded very cautiously,

giving it at first a great many doses below the
lethal dose for 52 days, and after 169 days I found
it extremely difficult to go beyond 20 times the
lethal dose

;
but by the use of antivenine I was able

to go much higher.

In using the antivenine there are four ways of
applying the poison and this antidote by introducino-
it into the skin :

”

(1.) When mixed outside the body and then
introduced into the skin.

“

(2.) When introduced in opposite sides of the body
(3.) When introduced into the same place one

after the other.

(4.) When introduced into the same place one
after the other with 40 minutes’ interv.al between the
poison and the antivenine.
In the first method with the minimum lethal doc s

it required part of a cubic centimetre of anti-
venine t.e. part of a drop, to counteract the
effects of the poison But when one comes higher
the amount of antivenine has to be more than pro-
portionately increased. Nevertheless the amount still
remains wonderfully small, only 3 cc. being neces-
sary to prevent injury from 10 times the lethal dose.By the second and third methods similar results
have been obtained. These results are in marked
contrast to those obtained when an antido'e acts
because of its physiological properties suggesting
that the change in the system produced by intro-
ducing a poison and an antidoto is of a chemical
rather than a physiological nature. By the fourth
method we see tlie antidotal power of antivenine
•05 cc. introduced 30 minutes after the lethal dose
ot venom pievents harm, and after 1^ hours interval
3'2 cc. of antivenine will stop the ' lethal dose of
poison from being fatal i.e. h an hour before reuiedv
would bo too late.

Here again the extraordinary difference in the
requited quantities of the antivenine and the poison
point to a chemical change in the system as the
effect of the combination.
To discover the stomachic effects of the poison it

was mixed with milk and rats were given it to drink.
llesiilts: (1.) We succeeded in discovering that

complete immunization .against venom could be pro-
duced by gradual doses in this way.

(2.) We were able to discover the.amount of anti-
venine to counteract tlio minimum lethal dose in
similar circumstam'o.s.
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Both these facts showed us again the charge must
have been chemical ;

that it was not a mere toler-

ance of the body that was produced physiologi-

cally. [Here, a portion of the lecture left out.

—

Reporter.]
Human life might be saved in a considerable if

not a large proportion. 20,000 deaths from snake

bites occur annually in India, but this does not in-

clude the many thousands in the other tropical and
sub-tropical regions of the world.

Here is how one of the London dailies reports

the lecture :

—

SN'.yKE-BiTE AND S.U'ETY.—At the Royal Institution,

Professor T. R. Fraser, f.r.s., who has been conduct-

ing investigations for some time past into the ques-

tion of immunity from the after-effects of snake-

liite, gave an address on the subject. The lecturer

explained the laborious experiments which have been

conducted during the past few years. lirietly, it

was found that if animals, such as cats, rabbits,

guinea-pigs, and the like, are inoculated by gradu-

ally increasing quantities of cobra and other deadly

snake poisons, they ultitnately acquire a complete

immunity. The investigators next set to work to

study the effects thus produced upon the blood-

serum of the inoc dated animals, an ultimately by

cultivation in serum of horses a powerful “ anti-

venine ” was obtained, which gave most surprising

results when injected into other animals. The effect

was to give complete immunity against any fatal

elfect from snake poison, If cobra venom were

previously mixed with the anti- venine in a glass

and then injected into an unprotected animal, the

toxic effect of the venom entirely failed. But beyond

this it vvas found that if swallowed and taken into

the stomach the anti-vcnine produced the same effects

as if it were injected. This pointed strongly to the

theory that its action was not so much physio-

logical as chemical. In conclusion, the lecturer re-

marked that he had discovered in an old number of

the Ijancet a communication from a medical man
in South Africa describing the practice of snake

venom swallowing followed by the Kaffirs, and stating

that these natives appear to be rarely affected by

snake-bites.

THE INDIAN TEA CROP ESTIMATE :

AN INCREASE OF 8,800,000 lb.

A special telegram to a local paper states :

—The Indian tea crops is estimated at 14I,'2r)0,000

lb being 8,800,000 lb. over the actual outturn

of ’lSOo. "About 1-28, -200,000 lb will be available

for export to Great Britain. Since the estimates

from the various districts were compiled, severe

hailstorms have occurred in Cachar, and exces-

sive drought in Darjeeling, Terai, and Dooars,

which may have an appreciable effect on the out-

turn. The estimate for the crop of 1890 should,

therefore be considered a full one.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO AND ITS

RESOURCES.

INTERVIEW WITH MR. N\ . C. COM IE.

BY OUR SI*ECI.\b COMMI.SSIONEIt.

When British capitalists take over more than

qOOOO square miles of territory from an effe'e

native ruler, and have to be responsible tor the

"oSl <rovernment of the country, they must mt
" immediate return on the eaiutal m-

verred The shareholders of the IbitUh North

Borneo Comi.any have waited long and wailed

oitiently, and fust as their patience was beeoiu-

m exhausted a ray of ligdit has appem-ed on

be cloudy horizon winch has hungover e

for the bust fourteen years. It wa.s in IS/

,

that

the territory was granle.l m i.erpotuity to l.arou

Overbeck, Mr. Dent and their fnen.ls, and in

[Mav, j, 1896 .

conferring upon the British North Borneo Com-
pany in 1881 a Royal Charter, K.arl Cr.anville,

in the course of his despatch, remarked :
“ The

exjierience of three years shows th;-t the peaceful

and intelligent development of the great natural

resources of the country is steadily increasing,

and there is every reason to believe that a .sound

and liberale system of administration will be

established by the company, which will

spread the benelits of civilisation among the

native population, and ojien up new ainl im-

portant lields to British trade and enterpiise

and to the commerce of all nations." Since that

date over a million of money has been sunk in

the attempt to develop this huge territory, and
the, paid-up capital of the llrilish North lloi-

neo Company L'.IOibnOU— divided into shares

stands in the 'market today at le.ss than t‘2bU,UU0

which is under the amount asked for by the
promoters of many an undeveloped Westralian
mining enterprise. When one conies to think
about it, the whole thing is in the highest degiee
absurd. But there are brighter times in store for

the British North Borneo Company, which, by
the way, owes its initiation largely to the enter,

prise of Sir Alfred Dent, who is today one of

the Court of Directors

With the object of ascertaining some inform.

ation as to the present position and prospects

of this chartered company, 1 waited the other

day upon Mr. William C. Cowie who has been
connected with the company from its inception,

who is well acquinteil with the greater portion

of the vast territory, and whose advise as

a member of the Board has proved most
valuable to his colleagues- He has been
19 years in in the country. He started the first

trading stations on the east coast, and it was
largely owing to his iniluence that the concession

was granted and the territory peaceably occu-

pied.

The interview took place in the Board room,
and Mr. Cowie, in order the more thoroughly
to show the huge extent of territory and ex-

plain the present develojunents, had unrolled the
large map of British North Borneo, which covers
one whole side of the sjiacious apartment.

“ I am very pleased to meet you," he said, and
if only City peojde knew more about the na-

tural resources of this enormous territory the
British North Borneo Company u ould be in a\ astly

different position to what it is today. However,
1 am glad to s.ay that we are now making head-
way. As in the Malay Reninsula, .so in British

North Borneo, the construction of roads, tele-

graphs, and railways will i>rove the salvation of

the country. AVe are now engaged in making
•all three. We are constructing a telegraph line

right away from the west coast to the east coast,

and already over 200 miles have been completed.
I need hardly tell you that a telegraph line is the
pioneer of all exploration work, and that a thorough
line of communication will mean the opening up of

much valuable land in the interior."

I quite agreed.

“Now,” said Mr. Cowie, “I would ask you
to follow me on the map in the observations I

wdsh to make, and your readers who are desirous
of information regaiding the field which British
North Ilornco jireseuts for the luolitable employ-
ment of English capital will have no difficulty

in following you if they will also consult a map
of the the territory of the British North Borneo
Company.”

“ Co ahead.”

“AVell, on the left you will note, on the north-
west coast of the island, Brunei Bay. This is a
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safe harbour for vessels at all tiiiies of the year,

being partially land-locked, and is capable ot ac-

coinniodating not only the whole of Her Majesty s

navy, but also nearly tlie whole of tlic Hritish

mercantile marine. There is no bar at its entrance,

and the depth of water is sutlicient in almost any

portion of tlie bay for the largest vessel afloat.

You will observe that it is practically on the

liighway of vessels trading between Europe, India,

China, and Japan. Its distance from Cochin

China is (iOO miles, and Hong Kong 1,200 miles.”

“Truly a magnificent harbour; and is there

coal there?”
“ Yes ;

there are two coal mines, one producing

5,000 tons of coal a month, and the other 3,000

tons.”
“Surely you have advised the Admiralty, then,

as to the advantages of Biunei Hay as a coaling

station for Her Majesty’s fleet ? ”
_

“ Yes ; we contend that the Bay^, fortified and

protected by torpedoes, would make a magnificent

harbour of refuge, and with its unlimited coal re-

sources would constitute an unrivalled basis in

time of war.”
“And what about the railway which I under-

stand you have at last decided to buihl ?
”

“ Well, the first eight miles of rail were ship-

ped on February 20. We start from Batu Batu,

at the entrance of Padas Bay, and work down to

Sepitong, thence to Sapong, ami eventually right

away to Cowie Harbour. The connection ot

Sepitong with the hills will provi(le a fitting

sanatorium for trooi)s, the distance inland being

52 miles. The propose<l line to Sapong will pass

through a gorge only 70 feet wide in the central

range at an elevation of 550 ft. Tliis gorge being

the only practicable pass to the interior from

the bay would form an important strategic

point in connection with troops stationed

in the Pagalan valley—the finest tract of

and in North Borneo, and already cleared.

In the event of egress by Brunei Bay being cut

off by hostile operations the proposed railway

wonlil afford an outlet for troops, stores, &c., at

Cowie Harbour, which has been described as one

of the first in the company’s territories.”

“Ah, I see they could enter at the northwest

and get out by the east.”

“Exactly so.”

“And when do you expect this railway to

Sapong will be completed ?”

“In about two years.”

“Of course it will open up .a vast extent

of country.”
“Well, we I’eckon it will help to open up be-

tween 3,U00 and 4,00() square miles. We have

now decided to make the railwixy w ithout any

outside aid at all. The Moss Bay Hematite Steel

W’orks are supplying the material, and it will be

what is known as a pioneer railway, with rails

30 lb. to the yard. The material will be ship-

ped as fast as it is reejuired.”

“And now witli regard to the country

which the line 'will open up. What arc the

products that will be developed?”
“ W’cll, first of all, there is tobacco. That, I

may say, is our principal product. We exported

last year over .$1,000,000 worth, to Amsterdam
princi[)ally. There was a shipment sent to London,

but tlie trade simply boycotted it, and it was

rc-shii»ped to Holland, where the same people

who might have purcha.sed it direct bought it

for double the lifui'e. A great deal of oui’ to-

liacco is transhipped to America. W e. ourselves,

made between £7,000 and £8,000 worth of cigars

last year, about £5,000 of which were .sold by a

syndicate. This shows what can be done in

regard to tobacco.

“And your next most valuable product?”
“ Is sago ; of which we exported last year

8,744 tons.”

“ Tons? ”

“ Yes
;

it may sound to you a lot, but that
was our export of that particular product, which
in many tropical colonies is classed amongst the
‘minor’ products.”

“Then you go in largely for coffee, do you
not ?

”

“ W^ell, the area under coffee is inci-easing,

and undoubtedly will increase, but the e"x-

])ort at present is not very considerable. The
Development Corporation are cultivating 300 acres,

and last month they sent out from their estate
five tons

,
and the Taritipan Company expect

to i>ay a dividend in 1897, at which I should not
be surprised, for their coffee has realised as much
as 98s per cwt. one of the top prices.

“And next to coffee?”
“ I should place the jungle produce. Here is

a specimen or our cutch. Tlie Bakau Syndicate,
located in Glasgow, exported in 1894 .$96,350

worth, and no doubt it sold for a good deal

more. This cutch is made from the boiling down
of the mangrove bark.”

“ You have sjilendid timber, I believe—useful

for a variety of jiurposes ?
”

“ Yes, our forests are very extensive. In 1894

we exported timber to the tune of over $71,000,

lirincipally to China. The freight has hitherto killed

the trade to London. But we are getting many
inquiries here for our bilian wood, which is likely

to come into competition with Australian hard
woods for paying purposes. It is better in

every way, and there is no reason wliy it should
not be put upon the market as cheaply, seeing
that we some 3,000 miles nearer. Wlien we get
the railway built there will be no difliculty in

bringing the wood down. Here is .a specimen of

wood which is used for panelling and decorative
purposes, and one firm has promised to take all

that we can supply during the next three years.’’

“And what are your other products?”
“ Well, there are what is known as edible

birds’ nests, so much prized by the Chinese as
an article of luxury, beeswax, blachan, camphor,
cocoanuts, copra, damar, guttapercha—which will

be largely increased when we open up the coun-
try—indiarubber, rice — and here I might mention
that we have just put on a protecti\e tariff of

10 per cent., ho|dng to get the natives to grow
their own paddy—rattans—the cane of commerce
—seed pearls— which the Chinese grind down and
swallow—sharks' fins, beche-de-mer, and tortoise-

shell. The export of all these will, of course,

be largely increased as soon as we get things
organised, and especially will there be an increase

in timber, as three-fourths of the territory is

forest land.”
“But I understand the company is now .sho'W-

ini' some improvement?”
“Yes, undoubtedly, we have turned the corner;

but you will understand the improvement better
when I tell you that in 1891 we had a deficit

of £11,579; in 1892, £7,418; in 1893; £11,057;
in 1894, £2,895 ; whereas 1895 shows an excess
of revenue over expenditure for the first time
in the history of the company.”
“But were there not two small dividends paid

a few years ago ?
”

“ Yes ; but those were paid out of the pro-
ceeds of land sales, not out of an}' excess of

revenue over expenditure.”
“ Then I gather from you, Mr. Cowie, that

there are plenty of openings in British North
Borneo for the introduction of British capital ?

”
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“ Al»uiulaiiL, anil bo il- leiiioiiiberod that. Llio

land regnlatioiisj are ino.st liberal, llie climate is

])orfect fur a tropical country, for we have land
available up to an altitude of Ki,UjO ft Large areas

of land, similar to those which have |irodnced the to-

bacco from which the North Borneo State cigars are

manufactured, as well as lands suitable for the
growth of cotlee, sugar, and other tropical pro-

ducts, can be imrchased at reasonable rates, Imt

to young men with a capital of £-2,0UU and ui>-

wards the company is prepared to issue a limiteil

number of free grants of bOO acres each for the

cultivation of coilee, tea, cinchona, and other pro-

ducts. I may add that the prospects of the Li-

berian Coffee Eestates now under cultivation are

most encouraging.”
“And as regards labour?”
“ At the present time the native labour is

sufficient for all re(|uirements, but we import

Chinese from time to time as required. Tlie

white population all told numbers 3U0,30 being

in our own employ.”
“By t'ne way, I was forgetting one most

important fpiestion. What about gold?’
“ Well, we have found plenty of payable

alluvial gold ;
th.at the precious metal e.\ists

in the stone of the country yon will note by

the case of specimens on tlie table, which are

from the Darvel Bay district. A syndicate

has been formed to locate tlie reefs, .and work
the alluvial in the Sabahan Kiver.”

“ And who is your iiresent Covernor?”
“ Mr. Beaufort, who has succeeded Mr. Cre.agh,

and I m.ay say that it has been impressed upon
him that while maintaining elliciency he must
kee]) down exqienses ami make the company jiay.

I may also tell you that the corrected estimates

for the jircsent year show a surplus of over

the revenue being set down at •'s393,!).')S, .and tlie

expenditure, including this office, at !?3(»4,87l>.”

—

Ciiizai, March 21.

“THE EMPIUE OF INDIA AND CEYLON
EXHIBITION bS!)6.”

The circular issued by the directors of the
above-named exhibition '•onclnsively demon-
strates that although they ai'e denied' official co-
operation by onr authorities they are prepar-
ing to include representation of t'eylon in their
program for tlie current year. \\'e can see
no possible objection to ' this being done.
It was mentioned in onr London Letter
that the Olncrver was rejiorted to have
written .adversely to any iiarticipation in this
show being taken by the Colon}'. We most
emphatically disclaim any intention of tlie kind.
M'hat we intended to do was merely to point
out the nece.ssity for some gmirantee that the
interests of those who might ilesire to exhiliiu
should be safeguarded. The publication of the
names of gentlemen who will constitute the
Commitiee for Ceylon, we believe, should afford
this. Any exhibits that jiarties in Ceylon should
desire to forward will, we are sure, be
contributed on the guarantee of these names.
While Govenment may not undertake any
linanci.al responsibility in connection with the
Exhibition we do not .see that there is anythin"'
to prevent it (as indicated in .1. F. ’s ' letter

which we published on Saturday) from further-

ing a Loan Collection illustrative of Native
Industries or of lending any buildings available

from Chicago ;
and we re-echo the hope expres-

sed by onr senior (who, after em|nirics on the

spot, is conlident that the E.xhibition will be

a "'reat succsss and afford a graml ad\ citi.se-

ment for Ceylon, her products and her industries

that H. E. the Governor may yet see his way

to promote the It,xiiibition in the way indicated,

and that the Planters’ As.sociation and Thirty

Committee, will see tliat a good .show of

( teas coffee and cacao is made ^ while Co-

lombo merchants will forward plumbago, cinnamon

oil Ac. It is but too well known that gentle-

men often lend their names to entei'iirizes of the

nature of this contemplated Il.xhibition without

duly weighing the res])onsibility they thereby

accept, and also that it frequently happens that

they consider they have done enough in merely

doing this. We .are sure however that the

Ceylon Committee will take an active and watchful

part in the Exposition, feeling that it will be upon
the assumption that this active part will be

taken by them that exhibitors may be in-

clined to come forward to assist. CYe do not

doubt the bona tides of the management
in the least ;

and we hope to have .an encoura-

ging report soon fiom i\Ir. E. B. Creasy, the local

agent, of the support which the Exliibition is

receiving from Ceylon.

llOITiTCULTCBE IN NEW ENGLAND.*
The evolution of the art of horticulture in New

England is naturally contemporaneous with the colo-

nisation of that country by English emigrants in the
seventeenth century. The Indian tribes whom our
adventurous forefathers succeeded had done but little

towards cultivating the lau 1, but no sooner had the
youngest English settlements been founded, than it

became ueces.'^ary to till the neighbouring country
in order to obtain a future supply of food. The Indian
women had grown corn in small quantities, clearing the
ground with their clam-shell hoes, hiding the produce in

coaches in the earth from the greedy eyes of what a
seventeenth century writer, quoted by Mr. iSlade,

calls their “ gormandising husbands,” and the woods
and hillsides and valleys produced quantities of wild
berries and roots

;
but the white men, especially

those later colonists who came over when the first

difficult years had been surmounted, had leisure to

remember the fair gardens and stately pleasaunces of

their native land, and began at once to make orchards
and to plant gardens, and to import trees and seeds
from the Old Country to the new England over the
sea. There is a love of discovery and adventure
in the Anglo-Saxon race to which the history of

tlie early British settleiuents in North America
must especially appeal

;
what youthful reader

need be content with a lictitious Ivobinsou Cru-
soe or Man Friday when he can state his

imagination with the true adventures of the Pil-

grim Fathers aud their faithful Indian Squanto ?

The settlers, in spite of many hardships for want of

proper food and shelter from the rigorous New
England winters, found themselves before long in a
land flowing with milk and honey, the shores of

Massachusetts Bay and the adjoining country yielded
abundant crops when cultivated and manured, Indian
fashion, with fish

; and fruits and vegetables, native
and imported, grew as well or even better than in
the Old Country, There are many I’eferenccs to the
planting of orchards and fruit-trees in early New
England records, but Mr. Slade says (p. 1T2) that
“ few records exist of the horticultural progress during
the succeeding one hundred years,” ana a paper written
by the Hon. I’aul Dudley in 172i5 speaks of the cul-
tivation of fruit and vegetables in Koxbury, but makes
no mention of flowers. Boston always seems to have
been celebrated for its gardens, ^\''ood writes about lt>33:

“This Towne [Bostonj, although it be neither the
greatest nor the richest, yet it is the most noted and fre-
quented, being the Center of the Plantations where the
monthly Courts arc ko]it. Here likewise dwells the

'/he JhVolulioii oj Jlorttculliirc in Xeto England. Uj
Daniel Demsou Slade. London : G. P. PutnanTs Son
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Governour. This place hath very good land, afford-

ing rich corne-fields, and fruitefull gardens : having
likewise sweet and pleasant springs.” The references

to these old gardens are provokingly slight and un-

satisfying. We would rather have had one clear

presentment of an old-woi’ld garden revived for us

th in all Mr. Slade's careful and precise catalogue

raisoiinc of the early residents in and aronnd Boston,
who were celebrated for their “places,”—

“ And as imagination bodies forth

The form of things unknown, the poet’s pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name,”

—

but Mr. Slade is not only the reverse of poetical or

imaginative, his literary method is confused and
rambling, and his style awkward and common-place,
as the following passage will show :

—

The gardens of Boston, in the fullest acceptation

of the term, combining the useful and ornamental,
the orchard, the vegetable and flowering plants (.sn'e),

were found in the first half of the eighteenth cen-

tury, mostly attached to the residences of the more
wealthy citizens. References are occasionally and
briefly made by writers to a few which existed many
years previously. Thus the house of Governor Win-
throp, which stood nearly opposite the foot of School
Street, was with the garden attached called ‘ The
Green.’ We obtain a mere glimpse of the disposition

and size of the garden from any accounts extant.”

Even of the “ most extensive and highly embel-
lished” garden belonging to Gardiner Greene, where
was seen one cf the first greenhouses in Boston,
Mr. . Slade only says, “ The entire grounds were
adorned by both nature and art.”

It Was after the Revolution that the New
Englanders had onCe more leisure to cultivate

their gar-dens, and in 1801 a Botanic Garden was
established in Cambridge, and a professor of bo-

tany appointed at Harvard College. Improvements
in gardening and the cultivation of plants were
also greatly fostered by the formation of horti-

cultural societies, as they had been in England by
the efforts of the Royal Horticultural Society and
its frequent exhibitions. We cannot follow Mr.
Slade into his disquisition on the three forms of

modern landscape gardening, which he defines as the
Gardenesque, the Picturefque, and the Formal or

Geometrical. We would rather say with Addison :

—

“ I think there are as many kinds of Gardening
as of Poetry

:
your makers of Partei-res and

Flower-Gardens are Epigrammatists and Sonne-
teers 'in this Art ;

contrivers of Bowers and
Grottos, Treillages and Cascades, are Romance
writers. Wise and London are our heroick
Poets As to myself, you will find

by the account which I have already given
you, that my Compositions in Gardening are altogether
after the Pindarich manner, and run into the beauti-
ful wildness of Nature, without affecting the nicer

Elegancies of Art.” He had already said that he
was looked on as “ an Humourist in Gardening,” and
we can imagine the delightful surprises and unex-
pected vistas that might be expected from such a

character. We fear that Dickens would have immor-
talised in Martin Chuzzlcwit, had he seen it, the ex-

tracts from an address read before the Massachu-
setts Horticultural Society on suggestions for the
ornamentation of burial-grounds, given by Mr. Slade,
with all due seriousness, on p. 1-14, where we read
that

—

“ The skill and taste of the architect should be
exerted in the construction of the requisite depart-
ments and avenues

;
and appropriate trees and plants

should decorate its borders
;

the weeping-willow,
waving its graceful drapery over the monumental
marble, and the sombre foliage of the cypress should
shade it

;
and the undying daisy should mingle its

bright and glowing tints with the native laurel of
our forests.”

Even a “ Humourist in Gardening” could hardly
imagine the “ wee, modest, crimson-tipped flower”
mingling its “ bright and glowing tints ” with those

97

of the native laurel of any forest; but we hfartily
concur in the sentiment conveyed by the author of

this flight of imagination, that churchyards and
cemerie.s may become pages in the book of daily
life decor,ated with flowers and tender memories,
instead of bare records of our dead, into whose arid
and deserted ways we could not look without a feeling
of desolation. 'The planting of trees as memorials of a
family or in commemoration of some event are the
most abiding links between one generation and another.
Surely nothing could better recall our common ances-
try to the New Englander of this century than the
contemplation of trees planted by the early settlers,

such as the apple-tree “ planted by Peregrine White,
the first child of the Pilgrims, at Marshfield, in 1G48

;
the

pear-tree imported by Governor Prince in 1040, from
England, and planted on his estate at Eastham

;

another pear-tree in Yarmouth set out by Anthony
Thacher in 1040, and which was bearing fruit in
1872.” The most indifferent and the most quarrel-
some of men will bury their differences over the
gi'owing of roses and lilies, and the verdict on the white
rose on the red rose side need not necessarily lead to
civil war. Flowers are civilisers and hereditary peace-
makers, and a great nation like the United States
does well to assist at the spreading of knowledge on
such a subject. The New Englanders may honestly
be proud of their- improvements in horticulture during
the last century as recounted by Mr. Slade

;
at the

same time we could have wished the .noble art a
more interesting, though possibly not a more pains-

taking, exponent than the author of the volume in

question.

—

Spectator, March 21.

o

INDIAN PATENTS.

Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed during the week ending 28th

.

March 1890, under the provisions of Act V of 1888.

For Improvements in or connected with Machinery
or Apparatus for Drying Tea Leaf or the like.—Ntf

108 of 1890.—William Jackson, engineer, of Thorn-
grove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North Britain, for im-
provements in or connected with machinery or ap-

paratus for drying tea leaf or the like.

For Improvements in Bicycles.—No. 112 of 1896.

—Albert Sheldon Weaver, piano mannfacturer, of

the city of Hamilton, in the county of Wentworth,
and the province of Ontario, Canada, and William
Jefferson Goold. Clerk, of the city of Toronto, in

the county of York, and said province of Ontario,
for improvements in bicycles.

For Drying and Warming all Sorts of Oil-seeds by
Sieam Power.—No. 118 of 1890.—Temulji Dhunji-
bhoi, mill manager, now residing at No. 125, Hur-
rogunge Road Salkia, Howrah, for drying and warm-
ing all sorts of oil-seeds, by steam power.

For Clearing and Separating Cells of Seeds, by
Steam Power or Manual Labour.—No. 119 of 1896.

—

Temulji Dhunjibhoi, mill manager, now residing at

No. 125- Ilurrogunge Roaff, Salkia, Howrah, tor clean-

ing and separating cells of seeds, by steam power or

manual labour.

Specifications of the undermentioned inventions
have been filed under the provisions of Act V of 1888.

For Improvements in Apparatus for Rolling Tea
Leaf and the like.—No. 38 of 1890.—William Jackson,
engineer, of Thorngrove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North
Britain, for improvements in apparatus for rolling tea
leaf and the like. (Filed 23rd March 1893.)—The In-

ian and Eastern Engineer, April 11.

The Kew Bulletin for February Contains :

—

Cold Storage of Fruit
; Decades Kewenses : XXVI.

—

XXVII; Dominica; New Orchids : 16; Two African
Holarrhenas

;
Natural Sugar in Tobacco. Miscella-

neous Notes.—Botanical Magazine.—Hooker’s leones
Plantaram.—Hand-list of Orchids.—Water Supply.
—The British Honduras Pine.—Beetle Larvae attack-
ing Orchids,—Solanum torvum in Assam.
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PLANTING AND PRODUCE. THE REPORT

Tka in the Caucasus.—The Eussiaii Government
is about to put into practice the knowledge acquired

about tea some months ago, when it sent a scientific

expedition to China and japan to study the national

tea industry. This expedition has now returned with

a numerous staff of Chinese and Japanese workmen,
who are to initiate the Russians in all secrets con-

nected with the grow'ing and handling of tea. The
expedition has also arranged for importing a large

number of young tea-plants into Russia, and there is

talk about making the Caucasian tea industry felt on

the European markets.
Tea Cigarettes.—The descript ‘011 given in an

American paper of the effects on the smoker of a tea

cigarette is not enticing. You first make your

cigarette, then you smoke it and await the result.

The process of making the cigarette is comparatively

simple—the effect is distinctly complex. Tea leaves

are dampened enough to make them uncurl, and then

are rolled in paper. The first cigarette produces a feel-

ing of dizziness, and is sufficiently nasty to, as a

rule, choke off the beginner. But with perseverance

the feeling of dizziness passes off, and is succeeded by

intense exhilaration, which lasts as long as the cigarette.

Then comes the penalty. According to the American

authority mentioned, the reaction is said to be agonj

,

for the smoke of the tea is inhaled into the lungs, and

is succeeded by a horrible nausea. Food then In-

comes absolutely distasteful, and a cup of tea is the

first thing that can be taken. Shortly after all

the disagreeable effects have passed off,

comes a craving for another cigarette, which

is generally surrendered to, and so the round goes

on. This smoking is utterly ruinous to the nerves,

and someone with a passion for statistics has cal-

culated that twenty tea cigarettes a day equal to

forty cups of tea as regards quantity, or to two hundred

as regards strength.— 11. and C. Mail, April 3.

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
Thursday Evening, April 2, 1896.

The approach of the Easter vacation has tended in

some measure to narrow the volume of transactions in

tea companies’ shares, but notwithstanding this there

has been a fair business in progress, and the market

stocks closed with no weakening whatever in quo-

tations.

Mincing Lane also closed firm and looks like renewed

advances after Easter. “ Last of the season ” invoices

continue to appear in the catalogues which foretell an

early finish of the Indian sales, while Ceylons also seem

to be in rather diminished quantities.

Fresh Issues.—There is nothing further in Dimbula
Valley Pref. nor in the Ordinary.

Quoted Shares.—East Indian and Ceylon Ordinary

have been marked up in the official list, where they now
close 10 J to 11 ^ ;

but there are .sellers at a shade over

11. The Prefs. have been done at prices varying from

13i to 13g or thereabouts.

UNION ESTATES CO. OF CEYLON, LD.

At the first annual ordinary general meeting

of the United E.statc.sCo. of Ceylon, Ld., held

on the I8th April, the report and accounts, .a.s pub-

lished, were adopted, and a dividend of .5 per

cent for 1895 was declared. There were present

Messrs, C. Young (in the Chair), G. W. Car-

lyon, G. H. Alston, W. D. Gibbon, Directors

;

Messrs. J. Wilson, A. Thomson, H. Tarrant, E.

S. Anderson, W. Moir, C. A. Leechman, W. H.

Fi<^‘' ;
Mr. G. Walker, Major G. L. Gw'atkin,

Messrs. A Deane and S. E. Tench (by their At-

torney Mr. W. D. Gibbon), and Mr. J. Mae-

Liesh (by his proxy Mr. E. S. Anderson.) It

was mentioned at the meeting that in this week’s

Government Gazette a notice api>eared asse.ssing

the estates in the district for the exten.sion of

the Deniyaya road 5 miles in the direction of

Hayes estate.

is as follows

Hayes
Gongalla
Dea Ella

sc
S a

acreage.

_ sb 9 til

o 9 .9
o a
fl.S

u a
9 ^

D •

ce

C3 r-.
X

X
CO 0
0)

0 Q)

0 |l 0 2^
H H H 0 0 H
405 11 — — — 416 790 1206

90 12 — — — 102 471 573

HI ?8 50 31 39 309 177 486

11

0 101 50 31 39 827 1438 2265

(On Dea Ella 260 acres of tea are interspersed with
coconuts planted .30’ 30’.)

The Directors have pleasure in submitting to the
Shareholders the Accounts of the Company for the
past year.

Since the Company was formed the Directors have
purchased, in addition to Hayes and Dea Ella
(which cost R280,000), Gongalla Estate, as from the
1st .June for the sum of £800 (R14 524'84), as well
as acres 12 3-32 of land adjoining Hayes for the sum
of R288’.50. These latter purchases now form part of

Hayes Estate.
The crops secured last year and the net average

prices realized were as follows, viz ;

—

From Hayes 168,600 lb. tea average cts. 41J per lb ,

Gongalla 10,660 „ „ „ 41iJ „

(7 months)

Dea Ella 67,96.5 ,, ,, ,, 39^ „

,,
44 cwt. cocoa „ R30 per cwt.

3,320 coconuts „ ,, 30 per mille

whilst the sum of R6,020'47 was obtained on Hayes
by receipts for manufacturing tea for other Estates.
The prices realized for a large portion of the

Hayes crop were disappointing, owing in a great
measure to loss of market in consequence of the
very defective means of transport from the estate
which necessitated the teas being stored there for

long periods and brought the bulk of the crop for

sale when prices ruled low. The question of im-
proving the outlet from the estate to the main cart
road, a distance of 11 miles, has engaged the earnest
attention of the Directors, and Government has
already sanctioned the construction of a cart road
on the grant-in-aid system for one-half the distance,
whilst improvements to the remaining .5.3 miles are
being made on estate account. Application to Gov-
ernment has also been made for the construction
of an outlet road (about 4 miles in length) for Dea
Ella estate.

Excluding the cost of forming the Company the
profit realized was equal to 9i per cent per annum
for the 74 months since the capital was called up.
The net profit available for Dividend, after writing
off interest to Vendors all all charges incidental to
the formation of the Company and making ample
provision for depreciation of Buildings and Maclii-
nery amounted to R17,276'69, or 5-40 per cent on
the paid up capital, and the Directors now recom-
mend the payment of a Dividend of .'i per cent for
the period under review.
A balance of Rl,276’69 will then remain to be

carried forward to the current year’s accounts.
The estimates for the current year are 26.5,000 lb.

Tea a,nd 60 cwts. Cocoa on an expenditure of
R87,065, which sum includes the cost of manufactur-
ing tea for another estate in the Hayes factory and
upkeep of young products on Dea Ella.
The c.apital account expenditure on Hayes Estate

is estimated at R 11, .500 for a clearing of 12 acres
tea, extensions to buildings and additions to
machinery. The contribution pnyiible by Hayes
for the cost of the road above referred to has not
yet been assessed.

In terms of the Articles of Association all the
Directors now retire, but are eligible for re-election.
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^oiirespondenoo.
•

I'o the Editor.

TEA IN AMERICA.
THE HIUTLSII A.SSOCIATION MEETINCi ; THE

PROPOSED COLONIAL EXPOSITION.
Toronto. March 5.

Dear Sir,— read witli much interest tlie

letter of “ T. A. C.” in your issue of Jan, 2.Sr(J,

and as we are "reatly intereste<l in any advertise-

ment that Ceylon teas can have in Canada, we
take the liberty of correcting him as to the

place in wliich tlie British Association will meet,

which will be at Toronto, Canada, not at Mont-
real.
“ T. A. C.” also seems to be under the impres-

sion that the proposed Colonial e.\ position is to

take place next year, l)ut tliis is to take

])lace this year, commencing in May next,

and as soon as we are satisfied that this

))roposed exhibition, whicli is under “ pri-

vate auspices,” will be a success, we will

make arrangements to have a good Ceylon tea

exhibit there.

We have been in communication with Mr.
William Mackenzie about this for the last six

months, and you can depend upon it that if this

exhibition takes place, and is at all likely to be

a success, an exhibit will be made worthy of the

sland.—Yours truly, P. C. LARKIN & CO.

xNEWS FROM MR. McCOMBIE MURRAY.
200 W. 41st St. New York, March 11.

Dear Sir,—I am ashamed to refer to the date of

the last kindly letter addressed to me by you. To
save humiliation and space in explanation 1 will

ask you to let “ that flea stick to the wa.” You re-

quested me to write from America. Let me now do

so, and let bygones be bygones. I shall endeavour

to interest you and your readers, and, if successful,

I am at your command in the future.

My ten years, absence from Ceylon must neces-

sarily present me to the planting community as a

comparative stranger, particularly as I have ceased

to act as an adviser and prophet. I remember
well my last letter written at the time of the for-

mation of the first Company represented by Mr. R
E. Piueo—and the notification of my retirement as

correspondent therein contained. Once again I,

wrote regarding Mr. Elwood May, and since then I

have been content to look on—but I doubt if anyone
has reviewed with keener latent interest the evolu-

tion of theory, born of Ceylon, into results as a prac-

tical American Campaign. You must know of course

somewhat of ray own experience from beginning to end,

how that I fought my own battles in Philadelphia from

date of arrival till the end of 1889, when I ceased to exist

as a Firm and that for another year I tried to work out

my own salvation at a desk in Shannon’s Old Tea
Store (now V. R. Harkness) in Philadelphia. What
I went through in experience and money is a

matter of past personal history, which did not ap-

pear at the time to interest Ceylon planters very

much, and certainly cannot benefit them in any way
now. They have so many able writers and talkers

to express like experiences in later years vho are

even now in their midst that I may be considered

a back number.
One fact however remains to me as a solace when

I look back upon the past.

I can read every letter I wrote, which appenred in

your columns from the time I first advocated a

Ceylon Tea Syndicate, before leaving Ceylon, to the

date of my last writing, without withdrawing one
single expression of my views as they are now.

Not that I wogld not do so willingly, and without

feeling ashamed of error in judgment, for I would

be excused—but I have no reason to alter my opi-

nions as expressed in the past, and therefore refer
to all past arguments as applicable to the intro-
duction of Ceylon Tea in the United States today.
To return to the date of my retirement from the

Ceylon Tea business, say 1891, I, as you probably
are aware, gave my attention to music as a
profession, and studied ‘‘the Voice” as a specialty.
I was comparatively successful, and have some
reputation as an authority on the subject. As you
have in your community a percentage of musicians,
I will take pleasure in sending you such matter as
will shew how the march of science is clearing
jungles of mystery which have obstructed the light
of understanding in the art of voice production.

I can do so with the assurance that I am “up
to date ” in my information, as I am in constant
attendance at the Columbia College, New York
where scientific investigation is now being carried
on by a newly discovered process which is attracting
the universal attention of vocalists and prominent
teachers in the profession.

When I say I have the public criticisms Ac.
handed to me for answer by the authorities at the
College, you will be more likely to rely upon my
writing, all of which passes through their hands
before publication.

Until September 1st 1895, I remained in Philadel-
phia. I think I sent you copies of my professional cir-
ulars w’ith cuts of my choir—in itself an innovation
as having vested girls instead of boys as choristers.'
Even in this, I had my battles to fight. The idea
was discountenanced as “ unchurchly,” “ unscrip-
tural”—by some—“ High Church,” and “ Ritualistic”
by others who were of Low Church persuasion. By
winning over the authorities, however, a trial service
was granted, and being well prepared, the music was
not only acceptable, but the appearance of the
innocent little girls in their vestments banished
prejudice in all but those who “ would not have it,

or wouldleave the Church.”
’

They did so—for the choir was unanimously adopted
(with but one dissentient) within 20 minutes of the
dismissal of the congregation which was the largest
ever gathered together in the Church since its erec-
tion.

Others followed, and now I presume at least half
the Episcopal Churches in Philadelphia, and many
in New York and other large cities, are supporting
mixed vested choirs. •

°

To leave this choir, the result of my personal
training of, principally, Sunday school children
of whom six are now receiving good salaries, nearly
broke my heart, but after five years’ service
I made up my mind to make a change, and
by coming to New York, look out for a larger and
unlimited field for the creation of a greater choir
built upon the same principles. I therefore tackled
'* Trinity,” and while the Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix dots
not as yet see fit to increase the present appropria-
tion of $13,000 for music, I have not given up all
hopes of at some future time getting in my work
there among the 3,000 girls who are taught to sew.
Meantime, I am honored with the position of Bari-
tone Soloist in the Choir, and am known to most
of the prominent ministers in New York City, as
the advocate, of the early training of young girls as
choristers in every church. I have also been suc-
cessful in introducing Ceylon tea to Dr. Dix, and
while he is, of all men, the most conservative, 'l am
hopeful he will recognize merit in this one we?/;’ thing
even if he gets it through his grocer, who, he tellsme has provided him with tea for 25 years.
This brings me to present interest in connection

with Ceylon tea, and to the subject I will devote
another, bat more important chapter.—Faithfully
yours. .J. McCOMBIE MURRAY

200 W., list St., New York.

all such as
had become

Witli tea merchants, grocers and
handled Ceylon tea in Philadelphia, I
personally acquainted.

Albeit I was searching for churches in New York
I could not forget my old interest. I settled dowij
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comfortably in rooms on luth St. IVest of Broadway,
and in course of time became acquainted with
the district. I called for Ceylon tea at three grocers’
before I found it, and when I did so, I got a pack-
age—familiar—so familiar to me in appearance. I

crossed over to a drug store for some medicine and
wliat shotrld stare me in the face, but the same
package. Within two weeks I found two ottier drug
stores exhibiting the same, and I thought to myself
“ there is life in the old dog yet.” I had ot course heard
of ihe wind up of the Ceylon Planters’ Tea Com-
pany, and could scarcely understand where the life

emanated from. I called upon Mr. William Groves,

whose office 1 had occupied for many months in Phila-

delphia. I knew he had put ^10,000 hard cash in

the enterprise, and thought he would probably know
something about it. He seemed resigned, w'onder-

fully so, and while I was sorry for him, I admired
his pluck. He told me Mr. May was carrying on
the old brands on his own account, and spoke highly

of him, suggested I should look him up, &c. That
the Company failed to find the enterprize prc>fitable

was no surprise to me, but to find Mr. May sur-

rounded by walls of oriental drapery all alone, with

some 10,000 lb. of tea in stock, and all the packing

paraphernalia of the business in the immediate

vicinity, was like a dream of by-gone days.

This, then, was the “ old dog ” who was slow to

die. “ Yes—I have the tea in 110 drug stores in

New York and Brooklyn. ‘Here are today’s orders,

this for 1‘20 lb., another for 25 lb. and so on. My
year commenced in. May, and I will have sold about

25,000 lb. by August but next year, I hope to reach

50,000.”

That sounded well for Ceylon tea, but as it goes

direct to consumers, thought I, suppose Mr. May
had not persevered, and thrown over the whole thing

as a thankless and unprofitable interest, who
would serve me with the tea I wanted ? How comes

it that American capitalists who cannot sleep at night

in their anxiety for opportunity to invest money
to advantage, are leaving Ceylon tea unrecognized ?

“How about it, Mr. May?”
“ I have made it my interest for life

”—was bis

answer to my question to this effect “I am not

losing by it, on the contrary making it profitable;

but as I am independent of revenue from this source,

1 put all profit back into the business, that is, ad-

vertizing.”
“Do you recol’ect,” ‘I asked “of my discouraging

the attempt to cover all the United States as a field

for introducing the tea, and arguing for concentra-

tion of attention to New York city alone as the centre

of all channels into the country?”

“Yes and that was my idea also, but most of the

money was gone before I held the reins.”

“ How about the blends ? Did I not argue with the

planters from the first, the necessity of presenting

the tea in this form, as well as pure ?”

“ Yes, and here they are.”

Oh how hard it is to convince the English, Scotch

Or Irish of triith when it does not stand out as the

Interpreter of personal opinion. Eor the Britisher to

allowi that “nationality” embraces varietij of tvays,

means and manners, as “country” does climate and

pletbintr is an effort if not a condescension.

I forgot who Mr. May mentioned (but I think it

was Mr Mackenzie) as having remarked after his

experiences at Chicago, when he met him at Broad-

wav' “ Ceylon tea isn’t wanted in this country.”

Nor is it Ceylon tea is not the tea to “ treat ” the

American to, at present. I don’t care how carefully

it is made, or how good the quality, 19 out of 20

don't like it, and the other one is not Amemau. JI c,

of course tell them they don’t “know,” and they are

Generally courteous enough to admit it, but at the

sLie time honest enough to say they can live with-

out the knowledge and still Imppy. Jhat wont

do. We force it on them until they find us tiresome

“'*^y/'^^hey^*^ usc it for a time, they of course acquire

the taste, but what a business to engage in for life

with only one life to live!
.

Now, yve Biitish claim that if we are blunt wc arc

boucst audafi.etft long tiikuco during watch

I have yvatched the crusade, I want to step into the

ring once more.
During the season of the exposition, and previous

to that, Ceylon te.i was, as a figure of speech in

everybody's mouth, and I really thought it would soon
find a home in their stomachs. It was “getting
there,” and grocers had to have it

;
there was “ so

much talk about it you know.”
All of a sudden, something happened. A general

feeling of jutife had seemed to characterize the re-

mark “ Oh, yes, I've tasted it, fine tea and more to

it than China tea” Ac. but somethiwj hapipeiied,

and I don't hear anything or see anything
about it any more—except through Elwood May’s
channels.
As I was returning on the elevated railway after

leaving Mr. May’s office, I thought of the Ceylon tea
enterprize in the light of an English Company who
built such a track at great expense, ran a few deco-
rated and illuminated trains up and down at odd
intervals, composed of cars to which the people were
not accustomed, and then left them standing for the
American people to laugh at wliile they allowed
other companies to run their old cars on tneir semi-
abandoned plant.

I really feel sorry for Ceylon, and I am honest in

expressing my sympathy with Mr. May in his deter-
mination to keep at least one of the new cars running.

If it is suggestive of the failure of the entire train
which was lately seen and the trumpet calls which
proceeded from it, it is not Mr. May’s fault? It was
a British train, and the bulk of the capital that
built the plant was conjured out of the pockets of
Americans by Mr. May ? This is true—and Ceylon
planters must, in common justice, acknowledge that
through Mr. May they got 30 times more advertising
for their tea than was ever paid for out of their

pockets, and while he saved his money, I have yet
to understand how he made any. One thing is cer-
tain. He gave his time, and so many years of his
life to an undivided interest in the introduction of the
most unpopular article that was ever put on the mar-
ket. So did I, and my money too—but I was in-

terested as one of the pioneer planters and “ in-

ebriated by the exuberance of my own verbosity ” as
such. I had a real tea estate of my own planting,
and I am glad to hear that somebody is getting out
the rupees that I put into it. 5Vhat amazes me is

that the planting community have to all appearance,
retreated fi'om the bombardment of America on the
failure of the attack of a small force (assisted by
American interest) to subjugate the whole country,
leaving an American to slioet away at his own peo-
ple with their abandoned guns.
M'hy don’t you ask this gentleman to come out to

Ceylon? 1 have’nt asked him if he would go at
your invitation, but did advise him to take the trip.

He said as much as that it was not on account of
lack of interest that he didn't, as he felt that he
could meet the planters face to face and command
their confidence in himself and in his line of tactics,

vhile dealing in his own country with American
people. “But” he said, “I have been subjected to
a great deal of unjust criticism, and if I am told to
mind my own business after what 1 have done,
the time may come, and will come, when the aspect
of our position generally will be clianged. You may
bo surprised if 1 tell you that the gentleman who
had just gone out as you came in, and he is in a
position to know, told me that I sell more tea in
packet than any other ‘ packet ’ firm in the country
—including Tetley and Lipton, and 1 take pride in
keeping up the standard which is more than can be
said ot all ‘ packet ’ dealers.”
Now, however, comes an argument which will give

everybody, so disposed, a chance to open fire on
Mr. May, and yet, let me say hold! He says “Why
will they deny me any personal benefit, if, by sug-
gesting a means whereby they are themselves bene-
filted, 1 came in tor mii share? If tlicy will back
me up, 1 will guarantee benefit to them. Eor in-

stance suppose tliey sent mo jfStX) every month
tor five years, and had a bond fiom iho American
yiirety Co. indemnifying them for every dollar that
was not expended in aueordancu with such agree-
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ruenfc as they and I myself would formulate, what
better protection could they have ? No salary or

incidental expenses are involved.

Great suggestion, you will say, for Mr. May to

make! Who gets the profit on the tea sold by our

advertising? Who l'o^^hhlt go to Now York and set

up business on these terms, even in Ceylon tea ?

Just so. You would pass over the result of such ex-

penditure to pourseires as a community because the re-

tail profits all fall to one man. You forejet that you
are by the expenditure of $500 monthly, selling pour

tea at a profit and establishing a market in New
York City. You are not yourselves secured against

overproduction, unless you secure yourselves by pro-

viding a market, and if you fail in New York, you
fail in America.

Let me say, right hei'e, that I am not influenced
bj' Mr. May in writing this letter which may ap-

pear to be penned in his interest. Mr. May has my
respect as a min who is reallp interested in Ceylon
tea, and his ideas have been laid before me without
reserve subject to my judgment as having lived for

years with Americans, and knowing how they receive
it on first acquaintance.

I know Ceylon planters, and am one of them. I only
wish I was back, like every man who ever set

foot on the soil. Give me a chance and pay
my passage and you won’t have to cry your eyes
out before you can see me.

I will refer to the Hon. Mr. Grinlinton or Mr.
Mackenzie whether the principles employed in my
argument throughout are not substantially correct—
apart from individual interest questions which do not
concern me.

I do of course look upon Mr. May as one who is

most peculiarly and pre-eminently suited to rejire-

sent the planting interests in America. I never met
a man more talented in the art of seducing Ameri-
can people from preconceived ideas of what they
believe to be—say—their own taste. He knows their

weak points, and all he wants is the bait. He knows
where to ploxe it. He is a bait himself if you use
him, but you should fatten the bait so he can tempt
the fish.

Let me illustrate. Mr. May made a remark which
I thought was rather a reflection upon the planters,

and really called for, although, said very incidentally.
“ Mr. Murray, don’t you think I have shewn a good
deal of the interest in Ceylon, as a stranger, and pulled
the same purse strings of my friends pretty freely in

the interest I And yet I have never received a vote of

thanks foi*anything I have done since the Company
was wound up. Is this so?” Now may I suggest a
plan (without being looked upon as too officious) by
which you can recognize him, and bring your pro-

duce before the cream of American Society ? The
idea is suggested by another—viz. his own—-which
was to have a magnificent set of elephant’s feet placed
in Tiffany’s window representing ‘ The introduction of

Ceylon Tea in America.’ Merely an idea of course,

but an idea which would be impressed upon the
minds of American Sovietp. Now why not recognize
him officially in some such w'ay, aud put his name
on it. Has he not, as a matter of fact, been instru-

mental in diverting about a quarter of a million dol-

lars from the Stock Exchange into the pages of the
American papers in the interest of Ceylon Tea ?

That the money was lost to those who invested, is

to be regretted, but who are those who received the
benefit ? The tea was sold, and who sold the tea ?

The planters are indebted to Mr. May, and they
should show their appreciation of the fact. What-
ever you do or don’t do, let me advise you not to

ignore a man who has done and is doing so much
for Ceylon.

It is easy to see that he feels very sore about it,

and it is “ the last straw that breaks the camel’s
back.” It is not for me to dictate to the planters as
to who they shall or shall not trust as their stand-
ard-bearer over here, but I think it would be to their
interest to at least invite Mr. May out to Ceylon,
pay his expenses, aud look him all over yourselves.
Then you need seek no one’s advice, as you can all

orm your own judgment of him. I agree with him
that it ia not in the range of possibility for an Eug*

lishman to work out the introduction of Ceylon Tea
successfullp in America. I myself could not have done
what Mr. May did. Mr. i’ineo worked hard with
plenty of your money, but with little effect. Mr. Grin-
finton can speak for himself, and his failure in Ame-
rica stands out in strong contrast with his suc-
cess as a businessman elsewhere. Mr. Mackenzie
divided his interest with India, and of course
did not fully represent Ceylon.
This policy was surely rather an injury to Ceylon

than otherwise?
Let me say once for all. It is not the short-lived

method of noisy advertizing alone for six months
that will accomplish what you want in America, but
it is the constant “ ’Ammer, ’Ammer, ’Ammer, on the
’ard ’igh roads”.
Some one must represent you in constant daily

watchfulness year after year, and the sooner you
realize the necessity of appointing some one to re-
present you in this capacity, the better for you and
your interests. Messrs. Thompson or Geo. White & Co.—I forget which—published in their price current a
few months ago, the following :—That while the ex-
ports of Ceylon tea had increased during the past
year as a whole, the exports to the United States
had shewn a falling off”—and this, mark you, on the
heads of the largest expenditure yet indulged in to
win the American market.

If you can hold out any hope that my conveying
what I kuow to be facts to you^ will bring about
any practical result, command me in the future.

—

Very faithfully yours,

J. McCOMBIE MURRAY.
I have recently heard that the estimate crop of

Ceylon tea for the ensuing year is 100,000,000 lb. 1

What are you going to do with it ? J. McC. M.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO : ERRATA.
Saiulakan, Nortli Borneo, March 15.

My Dear “ Observer,”—Your P. D. has made
an awful hash of niy letter on British North
Borneo to Mr. Duff Tytler, printed in your issue
of 1st Feb., by inserting the words and yams.
What I wrote was “poof^soil ” and “ any amount
of i/amc.”—Yours sincerely,

HENRY WALKER.
[We greatly regret the blunders; but are glad

that Mr. Walker is able to write and point them
out, having, we hope, quite recovered from his
recent illness.—El). T..i.]

THE SALUBRITY OF SOUTH WYNAAD,
Kandy, April 2,

Dear Sir,—Referring to Messrs. Parry A Co.’s
and my advertisements of land for sale in South
Wynaad, aud wishing to have an authoritative
opinion from the former on the salubrity of South
Wynaad, I received from Me.ssrs. Parry & Co a
letter, extract from which I send you for publi-
cation, anti which no doubt will interest your
readers. Thanking you in anticipation,—I remain
yours faithfully w. GIBBON.
21st'MTrc^^^^

Messrs. Parry & Co.’s letter dated;

“ With regard to the controversy which you refer
to, and which is going on m your local papers and.ours as to the unhealthiness of the Wynaad, wewould point out that we have invariably had as manycoolies as we required in the Wynaad during the so^called feverish months of April and Mav liid thklhave not died oil like ” rotten sheep.’ fve Sn endthat the reason why coolies leave in March for thdrhomes, IS on account of there being little or no work-
for them, the Wynaad being at piLent a nota tea district. As regards Europeans, we can name

through the year in WynaadWithout going away.
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“ The disparaging reports, which have of late been
about . regarding the iiuhealthiness of the Wynaad,
have been spi’ead by men who do not desire to see
any development of the Tea Industry in Wynaad,
as they fear if large openings are made labor will

become expensive. In this they are mistaken, as we
are satisfied there is ample labor to be hal near at

hand for airy amount of openings at same labor
rates."

THE LADYBIRD BEETLES FOR GREEN
BUG.

Oliiya, April 2.

Dear Sir,

—

I have just heard from Prof'

Henry Tryon, of Brishane, wdtli reference to my
a]>i>lication for the larva of the ladybird beetle,

and I enclose for your perusal his letter, which
you may make what use of you like, as it was
through the courtesy of your Mr. John Ferguson
tliat I learnt to whom to apply for the beetles.

I am writing to Prof. Tryon to send me a con-

signment of the Criiptoloimus Montrougieri, and

I trust that success will attend its introduction.

—

Yours faithfully, GEO. H. GREEN.
N.B.

—

Probably by the time they arrive, my
brother Mr. E. E. Green will be back in Ceylon

and able to take charge of them.

Letter referred to.

Dear Sir,—Your letter of 25th October, addressed

to Mr. C. A. Bernays of this city has been referred

to me on my return from a protracted visit to New
Guinea. With reference to your application for pre-

daceous beetles that you may test their efficacy in

coping with the “ Green Bug" that attacks your

coffee. I may mention that I could only obta,in

here but few of either Vedalia Cardinalis or Novius

Kwbeli and indeed not many of lihizobins ventralis.

There is, however, a fourth scymnid beetle. Crypto-

Imnius montrouf/ieri whose existence and predaceous

habits I first directed attention a few years since,

that occurs here in plenty. This I shall be able to

procure for you in a few months’ time and will do

so should you wish it. Cryptolremus has already

been introduced to Honolulu by my friend Albert

Kcebele, and has already rendered great benefit to

planters there by destroying some of their worst pests.

Whilst apologising for not being able to at once

comply with your wishes, I am. dear sir, faithfully

Yom-g Henry Tryon, Entomologist.

THE RE-EXPORT OF TEA.
Colombo, April 8.

Dear Sir,—There are a few points in your inter-

esting article under the above heading to which we

would like to reply. The figures although

encouraging prove conclusively that as yet Ceylon

tea has no real share in any of the great markets

beyond those of the United Kingdom and Australia.

Dealing with your surmise that probably some

of the 2,288,895 lb. exported to Germany found its

wav into Holland,—you will find that nearly the

whole of this quantity was exported to Kunigsberg,

clearly indicating its destination to be Russia. Any
supplies reaching Holland through Germany would

be^ sent from Hamburg ;
but there is no necessity

for tea going from London to Holland to touch

Germany, for there is a constant regular service of

steamers between London and Rotterdam; and you

mav take it that all the tea drawn from London

reaches Holland in this way. Tim reason of Holland

takinc more Indian tea than Ceylon is explained

hv the fact that the largest dealers in tea there will

not buy Ceylon and is a very large buyer of Indian;

and moreover before Ceylon teas makes much pro-

rress ill this and the German markets, some im-

nrovemeiit must be made in the general make and

Htvle of the leaf of medium Ceylon pekoes and

„pioo souchong. The same complaints about ap-

Soaranco are made both in the States and Canada,

and many American firms are buying Indians today

on account of the superiority of their leaf alone.
Rough- leafed teas, however good in liquor, will not
be taken in the States where they have got accus-
tomed to the wiry well rolled leaf of Japan tea.

This is a question worthy of planters' consideration :

for there is no market in which leaf is not an im-
portant point. To turn to the figures of America
upon which you lay special stress, we find from
the American Customs returns that rather over 80
million pounds of Japan and China tea were im-
ported as against four of Indian and Ceylon. Taking
the figures of Messrs. Gow, Wilson A Stanton as re-

ported by you, viz : 1,423,573 of Ceylon, this leaves
24 million pounds of Indian, which is far more in

accordance with what our own experience would
lead us to imagine were the relative proportions of the
consumption of the two grades. Reducing the domestic
averages down to ounces per capita for comparison
this gives Coffee 144

Japan and China tea 20
India and Ceylon 1

proviug what a large field is offered in this one
market alone for Ceylon tea, and how small the
progress at present made. AVe have no official Cus-
toms returns before us of Canadian Imports, but we
know many firms there who are using four chests
of Indian to one of Ceylon—again entirely owing
to the superiority of the leaf of the Indian. To get
areal share in these markets, it is essential that more
tea should be sold locally of a suitable character, and
the grades chiefly required are as follows :—Good
leafed low grown teas, and as an example of leaf and
general style, we would quote Vogan, the manufacture
of which does great credit to the manager of the
estate. Well made pekoe souchongs and pekoes with
Ceylon flavor, and under this heading such teas as

Glasgows, Glentilts, Glassaughs, Brownlows, Tien-
tsins, High Forests, may be quoted as examples.
Wiry leafed orange pekoes such as Dunbars, Agra

Ouvah, Ottery, Stamford Hill, for which grades the
local market is by far the best. Dusts of all kinds
and good leafed broken pekoe free from dust.

Why so much prejudice against printing locally

shou'd exist amongst planters, we cannot understand,
and wo return to this point again at a time, when
London prices may emphasize what we have pre-

viously written upon this point.

From the London Circulars of March 20th it will

be seen that the great bulk of low grown pekoe
sou realized from 4Jd to 5Id per lb. and for Ceylon
flavored grades of the same description—fine liquor-

ing teas—5Jd and in a very few instances 7.44. low grown
pks. 5id to G.jd. Ceylon flavored pekoes 7jd to 8id; and
those prices rule in face of favorable re-export re-

turns and a strong home statistical position. What
prices would have ruled had not a large proportion of

last year’s increase been sent to other markets? Each
year, what is taking place now in London occurs,

dealers naturally refusing to hold stock in anticipation
of the large exports of the next few months. It is

generally estimated that there .will be a further
increase in the exports this year < of 10 per cent
and we feel sure that planters will at no very
distant date have to face even lower prices than
those at present ruling, if what we advocate is not
adopted, which is the only true method of forcing
Ceylon Tea into Colonial and Foreign Markets. Of
about 20 million pounds sold last year in Colombo,
a proportion of which was unsuitable for any market
outside Great Britain, and only there at a very low
price, 12,200,000 lb. were exported direct to countries
other than England, and a further large quantity was
transhipped at London and sent without being landed,
to America, the Colonies and the Continent. It is

at this increasing trade that the Dock Compam’’s
unwise circular as to overside charges is directed. 'The
existing high London charges have already removed
from London to Hamburg, the great bulk of the China
tea for distribution in Germany, Holland etc., and
if persisted ill, the tea now going in English bottoms
to London for transhipment, will go in the ex-

cellent German or other foreign steamers at the
disposal of merchants and the transhipments will

take place at Hamburg or Antwerp instead of, as

hitherto, London, The present Loudon rates on tea
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are far too high and instead of being raised, ought

to be distinctly reduced! but as long as they are

maintained even at the present level, the only chance

of competing with Japan and China is by selling

ocally, and getting the teas to the countries of con-

sumption, without being handicapped by having to

pay the heavy impost incurred in London Dock and

Landiug Charges.

Apologizing for the lengtlr of this letter,—We remain,

yours faithfully, CEOBFIELD, J AMPAKD & Co.

TRADE IN mUTISH NOKTH BOllNEO.

Der Sir,—

I

t will interest sucli of your reader.?

as are on the outlook for fresh fields to invest

money in to hear how trade progresses in British

North Borneo. Trade Statistics’ (Export and Im-

port) are very cheering

In 1895 tlie Exports show an increase of

$.384,815 over 1894.

In 1895 the Imports show an increase of

$903,839, overl894.

Total increase $598,054, which is fully 19 per cent.

The exports are naturally the more interesting.

Tobacco exports have increased by $132,060.

Coll'ee by $13,295 (for this product the cultiva-

tion is young) Copra $15,000, tlie same remark aji-

plies to this as to Coll'ee, Bice and Baddy show
an increase of $0,205. The lintish North Borneo
Herald points out in reference to Copra “ that

witli the numerous Coconut Plantations coming
into bearing, this important industry is provided

witli a permanent yearly increase.”

The construction of the Telegrapli Line from
the East Coast to West Coast is making good
progress. Seven miles of Bailway on the "SVest

Coast are to be constructed at once. Yours truly,

W. D. GIBBON.

iMCREASING THE CONSUMPTION OF BRAZILIAN
Coffee.—The Rio News of the 10th ultimo has
tlie following ;

—

The recommendations of the commission appointed
by the several coffee-producing States to report on
means for increasing the consumption of coffee, will

robably be approved by all the States in question.

t is a popular fad to employ commissions and arti-

ficial means to settle all such questions, and discus-

sion therefore may be hopeless. We shall venture,
however, to characterize the whole proceeding, from
inception to conclusion, as a serious mistake and
certain failure. It is not the first official propaganda of

this character which Brazil has known, but no lessons

were learned from them, and consequently no one will op-

pose arepetition. If the published unofficial report ofthe
commission’s recommendations is correct, fixed com-
missions are to be sent to Europe to ask people to

buy and drink Brazilian coffee, and 2,000,000$ will

be expended in this way the first year. After that

the expenditure will be reduced to 1,000,000$ a year.

Besides this, foreign governments are to bo asked
to reduce their import duties on Brazilian coffee.

In view of the 11 per cent expert duty imposed
here on this same coffee, which it is not proposed
to change, such an application will hardly be con-

sidered seriously. It is to be regretted that so im-
portant a question is treated so superficially. There
has been no discussion of its merits, eveiyone taking
it for granted that it is wise and timely. But is

it wise and timely ? Is it wise to encourage the
extension of this one industry, particular^' at a time
when production is being everywhere increased and
is overtaking consumption ? Is it wise “ to keep
all our eggs in one basket,” or to develop one in-

dustry alone? Would it not be wiser to encourage
some other industry and leave coffee to take care

of itself? Is it timely to incur such an expense
just now when the country is meeting so many
financial difficulties? And is it just to take public

money, contributed by all classes and occupations,

for the benefit of one particular industry ? A can-

did answer to these questions will probably show
tbat a mistake is about to be made,

THE ABT OF IRRIGATION.

Century Magazine.

Irrigation .as a practical art is generally mis-

understood in localitie.s where it is never ai>plied.

Even in parts of the West where it is sorely

needed tlie iirejndice again^t it was fonnerlj' sD

strong that its advocacy wars repre.ssccl as scar-

cely better than a traitorous “libel” on tbfe

country. Irrigation, at first thought, seems like

a somewhat sorry expedient to remedy the shott-

comings of the w eather clerk, and is quite gene-
rally regarded as a crude Western device of

merely local interest. These impressions com-
pletely reverse the facts of the matter. Irriga-

tion is a perfectly natural and familiar process.

The man who waxters his plot of gr.ass, and the

woman who waters her dooryard pansies, are
irrigators in a rude and humble way. The citizen

w'ho grumbles at the sight of withered lawns in

a public park during a dry summer yearns fbr

iitigation without knowing it. The Western
farmer who has learned to irrigate thinks it

would be quite as illogical for him to leave the

w'atering of his potato-jiatch to the caprice of the

clouds as for tlie liousewife to defer her wash-day
until she could catch rain-w'ater in her tubs. A
generation w'hich has harnesse'd the lightning

should see nothing incongruous in the ancient

inocess of storing the rain and distributing it

to meet the varying needs of plants which
nourish human life.

But although irrigation is both ancient and
nniver.sal, the Anglo-Saxon never dealt with it

in a large way until the last half-century, wdien
he found it to be the indispensable condition of

settlement in large portions of w’estern America,
Austi’alia, and South Africa. Through all the
centuries of the past the art has been the ex-
clusive possession of Indian, Latin, and Mon-
golian races. Its earliest modern traces in this

country are found in the small gardens of the
mission fathers of southern California. They
brought the method from Mexico and taught it

to the Indians. But the re.al cradle of American
irrigation as a practicable industry is Utah. A
treasured historical jiainting in Salt Lake City
shows the pioneers of 1847 in the act of turning
the waters of the mountain stream now knowm
as City Creek upon the alkaline desert. This
picture commemorates the ojiening scene in the
new industrial dram.a of .arid America. In tlie

hands of the Indians and Mexicans of the South-
west irrigation was a stagn.ant art, but the white
populaticn has studied it with the same enthusiasm
w'hicli it bestow's upon electricity and new mining
processes. The lower races merely knew that if

crops were expected to grow on dry hand they
must be arbifici.ally watered. They proceeded to
pour on the water by the rudest method. Tlie
Anglo-Saxon ilenianded to know why crops re-
quired water, and how and when it could best
be supplied to meet their diverse needs. He
h.as sought this knowledge through the medium
of agricultural colleges, experimental farms, and
neighbourhood associations. He has thus ap-
pro.ached hy gradual steps true scientific methods,
which are iiroducing results unknown before in
any part of the world.
The earliest methoil of irrigation is known .as

flooding, and is generally applied by means of
shallow basins. A plot of ground near the river
or ditch from which w'ater is to be drawn is
enclosed by low' embankments called checks.
These checks are multiplied until the whole field
is covered. The waater is then drawm into the
liighest basin, permitted to stand until the ground
is thorou ;hly soaked, and then di'awnofl’by a small
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gate into the next basin. Tlii.s process is repeated
until the entire field is irrigated. This is the system
practised on the Nile, where the basins sometimes
cover several square miles each, while in tlie West
they are often no more than four liundred feet
square There is both a crude and a skilful way to
aceomplisli tlie operation of flooding, and there is

a wiile diflerenee in the results obtained by tlie

two methods, 'klie Indian and Mexican irrigators,

in their ignorance and laziness, seldom attempt
to grade the surface of the ground. They permit
water to remain in stagnant pools where there
are depressions, while high places stand out as

dusty islands for generations. All excejit very
sandy soils bake in the hot snn.shine after being
Hooded, and the crude way to remedy the matter
is to turn on more water. Water in excess is an
injury, and both the soil and the crops resent

this method of treatment. The skilful irrigator

grades the soil to an even slope of aliout one

inch to every hundred inches, filling depres-

sions and levelling high places. He
“rushes” the water over the plot as rapiilly

as possible, and wlien the ground has dried

sutliciently cultivates the .soil tlioronghly, thus

allowing the air to penetrate it. Tlie best

irrigators have abandoned the check system

altogether, and have invented better methods of

flooding the crops. Cereals and grasses must
always be irrigated by flooding, but the check

.system seeiifs likely to remain only in the land

of Spanish speecli and tradition wheie it w'as born;

In Colorado wheat and grass are generally irri-

gated by a system of shallow plow-furrows

run diagonally across a field. The water is

turned from these upon the ground, and

permitted to spre.ad out into a hundred small

rills, following the contour of the land.

Some farmers bestow great pains upon this

method, and succeed in wetting the ground

very thoroughly. Another method of flood-

in" fields is now much used in connection

with alfalfa, a wonderful forage-plant extensi-

vely cultivated throughout the arid region. This

produces three crops a year in the North and

six crops in the South, and is not only eaten by

stock, but by poultry and swine. To find the

best method of watering this valuable crop lias

been the object of careful study and experiment

in the West. It is now accomplished by means

of shallow indentations or creases which are

not as large as furrows, but accomplish the

same purpose. These are made by a simple im-

plement at intervals of aliout 12 inches. They
eflect a very thorough and even wetting of the

"round .—Filblic Opinion, Marcli 27.

TRADE OF BRITISH NORTH
IN 1894-1895.

BORNEO.

As a rule, trade returns are very dry reading

but the comparative statements of Imports and Ex
ports from and to foreign countries which we an

able to publish are of great value to all who talc
- . 1. * 1... Qfofo r,t XTro-fh Eomeo. Ouran interest in the State of North jjumeu. uur rt

nuirements and products are shown in alphabetica

order under the five different stations, Sandakui

Silam, Kudat, Gaya and Padas. The increase
each heading. This is don

with a four-si'ded object, viz., not only to show th

and downs, but to enable officers to explai

and if possible to arrest them. Th
as follows:

—

189.5.

Imports .. fl,0(!2,;mi9

Exports .. »l,(i(i:i,90(!.(i4

Yomme of Trade fii,62(),25(>.83

Increase

decrease is gjven for

ups
the latter,

figures are
1894.

1,098,543.91

1,329,0()().86

3,027.(510.77

Increas
2(53,80(1.5

334,839.7

or over
#598,(>4C.(

19 per cei]

Does this look like “declining trade” as some mis-

informed correspondent referred to in our last issue

stated ? We will let the figures speak for themselves.
“ The slight correction” which we gave in that issue

gave the increase for yandakan alone at $323,000

odd dollars, but as will now be seen from the Returns
those figures were under the mark by nearly $20,00(5.

The increase for the wliole territory is $598,04(5, but

what is more satisfactory is the fact that every station

contributes largely to make it.

The imports are given under 35 headings, of thes®

25 show an increase.

The chief imports and increases are lice, grain and
Hour $58,238, cloth $58,(583, iron-ware $23,400, spirits

and wines, $18,247, treasure $11,913, kerosine oil

$9,0(52, livestock $0,172, opium 820,580, dainar $21,481,
fruits and vegetables $90,80.75 and sundries $29,477.

The Exports are also given under 39 different

headings of which 20 show large increases
;
the more

important being under tobacco which has improved
by $132,007. damar $2(5,110, cutch $17,710, gutta
$1(5,187, india-rubber $13,(570, coffee $13,295, rice and
paddy $(5,205, dry fish $5,181, sundries $3(5.398, The
most remarkable increase is in coffee which has
sprung from $1,559 in 1894 to $14,851 in 1895. It

should also be noted that this is exclusive of the
local consumption. Coffee is indeed coming to the
front as one of our most successful agricultural pro-

ducts. Gambier is also very promising and after pro-

viding for local consumption $95(5 worth was exported.
Cotton has made a fair start and before long we hope
to see this and other fibres largely grown and ex-

ported. The Government are very wisely giving every
encouragement to the pioneers of these fibres and
sugar. It is not a case of experimenting or any risk

of capital
;

cotton may be seen thriving under the
most advance circumstances even amongst grass 2

feet high.

North Borneo is offered as a home for ramie or
China grass or sisil. As for sugar, one has only to

look at the luxuriant growth round almost every
native house to be satisfied as to its future.

For young men with a capital of not less than
.£2,000 free grants of .500 acres for the cultivation of

these products which have been proved to grow with
success viz., coffee, tea, cinchona, tapioca, etc. If

any reader thinks we are digressing—that this is

not trade—our answer is, we may as well show how
trad-i can be further increased Copra has increased
by $1,500 and with the numerous coconut plantations
coming into bearing this important industry is pro-

vided with a permanent yearly increase. The
heavy increases shown under bees-wnx, cam-
phor, damar, guttapercha, and India-rubber go
to prove that our jungle produce is not ex-

hausted
;
on the contrary. Telegraph roads and rail-

ways are being made.

It is true that there is a falling off of $12,135 in

rattans; but why? is easily answered; the natives,

especially in the interior stopped cutting them in

order to help to make the Telegraph. There ai’e

other decreases which we will try to explain.

Blachan that curry condiment which represents in

the animal kingdom what a preserved durian does in

the vegetable (we always like to be a long way from
both) shows a decrease of $910. Here there seems
to have been a falling off as the Revenue from it,

so far as ascertained, is also short for 1895.

Sago and sago Hour exports have fallen off by
about $12,(X)0; this is also due to the Telegraph and
roads.

The sea produce under seaweed, seed-pearls and
trepang show a decrease of $8,852.13. As regards
seed-pearls the season had not arrived but the people
are now working at the banks. Under trepang the
falling off is due to Kudat, and if we mistake not
is owing to want of proper record, tbe collection of
the export duty being farmed by a Chinese firm.
The few headings of decreases compared with those
showing such largo increases when compared with
1894 proves that the progress is solid at every station
and $598,(54(5 better on the total ,—British North Jlor^eg
Herald, March 1(5,
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dlackstone estate company,

ITMITED.

\ special meeting of tlie sliarelioUlers of tliis

Company was lield in the Registered Ollme,

i’.aillie Street (Messrs. Carson vA CJo.’s) on the 1/tli

Apiii. Mr. d. N. Canipl>elh Cliairman, presided, and

preseiit were : Messrs. H. Creasy, O d. .Jame-

son E. R. AValdock, E. Maeindoe (by his at-

torney, Mr. dameson), Messrs Carson *A

preseiited by Mr. dameson, and -Mr. 1*. A. bairlie

(hy his attorney, Mr. d. N. Campbell.)

Notice callingthe meeting having been read, it was

resolved on the motion of Mr, dAMESON, seconded

by Mr. II. Crkasv To sanction the increase

of the Capital of the Coinpany to RH)O,O00

(Rupees One Inindred and Sixty thousand) by

the issue of Three hundred New Shares of Rujiees

One hundred each fully paid.”

Proposed by Mr. Campijkll and seconded

by Mr. Wapdock “ To sanction the pur-

chase of Kenilworth Estate by the Company .

Carried.

Proposed by Mr. Crf.aSY and seconded by Mr.

j VMK.SON :— To authorise the Directors to

borrow a sum of R1'),000 (Fifteen thousand

Rupees) for the purpose of the Company.”—
Carried

.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEAS IN AMERICA.

Those who are responsible for the active branch

of the work of pushing the sale of India and Ceylon

teas in the United States are carrying on the cam-

paign with vigour and ability. The newspapers are

opening the eyes of the tea consuming public m
America to the advantages of India and Ceylon teas

over those of China, and facts as well as figures are

printed from time to time to the same purpose. It

is no doubt a big task to combat the opposition of

those who cotrol the trade in China and Japan teas

and capture the market from them. It is no easy

matter to break down prejudice and win over the

coiisuiiiersj but this is beinf( attempted with energy

and tact. The Amn-ican Grocer is instructing the

trade on .the subject, and may be regarded as an

advocate of the Indian and Ceylon tea industry in

the best interests of the Amoiican tea trade. In^ a

number of the and Commercial List and Nem
Yorh Price C'itrrcjjtj list received, the tea question isdealt

with at great length, and the remarkable growth in the

consumption of India and Ceylon tea in America, as

well as the work of Messrs. Blechynden and McKenzie,

are acknowledged.
* IXCIIEASK IX THE COXSU.Ml’TIOX.”

Under this head the journal referred to says •

“ Prom the official figures just at hand from th

shippin" ports of Colombo, Calcutta, and Ijondou

we find” that in 18‘.)0 the total consumption in the

United States and Canada was ‘2,301,152 lb. while

in 1895 it had grown to '.),28:),11;1 lb. Most

marked had been the increase during 1895, as

compared with the previous year, it reaching

almost 4,000,0001b. or an increase of 72 per cent.

“ The year 1891 showed an increased of less than

300 000 lb. over 1890. During 1892 there was a

aaii’i of less than 000,000 lb. In 1893 the increase

was slightly over l,000,000lb. In 1894 the gam

made wais a trifle larger than in the previous year,

but the last year was the one where the most

materi.il increase was shown. It should bo un-

derstood, also, that ihc year 1S9.5 was the only

vear that these teas were energetically pushed by the

representatives of the tea planters in this country, wmo

’have followed a consistent and liberal advertising policy

as well as an intelligent and judieiousouo. India and

Ceylon teas are gradually taking tlie place of the

China black teas, and a.s the people come to un-

derstand that no foreign colouring substances are

used and that in the mat tor of preparing them for
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the market they are manipulated entirely by machi-
nery, they, of course, grow in popular favour. The
taste of the American tea drinkers has been educated
to green teas, and it will take a long time to edu-
cate the people of this country to India and
Coylon teas, but the work is progressing, and if each
succeeding year shows the same proportionate in-

crease it will not be many years before the teas
from ivhat was once a great coffee-growing country
will bo a very important factor in the tea business
of this country. Tho diversion of trade from China
and .Japan teas to India and Ceylon in no way menaces
the material interests of the tea dealers of this

country, for even now there are few houses that do
not handle them,”

There is also an article with the head,

“ TO EXCLUDE INPEUIOB TEAS."

“ A plan has been sketched out by Appraiser Buntt)
of this port, to restrict or prevent the entry of
inferior teas instead of resorting to tariff mea-
sures. He admits that the present law is in*

adequate. It has been an utter failure, and the
official examination of teas, accompanied by socalled
arbitration, could never be considered anything but a
farce. Mr. Bunn refers particularly to the bogus teas,

which are not grown but manufactured from spurious
leaves, tea dust, decayed vegetable matter, gypsum,
earth, and colouring material. The mixture is made
to look quite handsome to the inexperienced eye, and
its sale returns good profits to unprincipled retailers,

A chromo thrown in with every purchase makes the
ignorant consumer apparently satisfied. There is no
question about the legitimate trade being injured,

and Mr. Bunn proposes to regain lost ground by
needed legislation. He is not prepared to say that
the imposition of a duty would keep out the objection-

able grades, but he says emphatically that the
administration of the present law is defective by fail-

ing to protect consumers. Ever since March 2nd,
1883, it has been unlawful to import any tea adulterated
with spurious leaf or exhausted leaves, or which con-
tained so great an admixture of chemicals or deleterious
substances as to make the tea unfit for use. The statute
is all right so far as it discriminates in quality, but the
provision on arbitration is all wrong, and it has caused
considerable friction between the examiner, tha
arbitrators, and importers. Rejected teas find their

way to interior markets without difficulty by being
exported, as requii'ed by law', and then coming back
to another port, where inspection is not so rigid.

“The proposition before the trade is to limit the
number of ports where teas may be entered and ex-
amined. Ttie necessity for such action will be made
apparent when it is stated that there are at least
seventy-one ports for the entry of merchandise, with
appraisers at thirteen. Tea examiners are to be found
only at New York, Chicago, and San Francisco It is

recommended that the Government establish stand-
ards, taking five samples of Piugsuey teas, such as
extra, first, low grade, pea leaf, and young Hyson;
also samples of low grade Congou, Amoy, Jajian,
Formosa, Ceylon, Assam, and low grade Japan dust.
An expert examiner is wanted at every port, and in-

stead of the shiftless method of arbitration now in prac-
tice it is suggested that a board of five arbitrators be ap-
pointed to serve at each port w'here tea is entered, the
appointment to be made by the Secretary of the Trea-
sury, and the members of each board to have had an ex-
perience of ten years in the tea trade. Finally, a Govern-
ment office to be created for the supervising
examiner, whose duties would be to see that the
law ill relation to tea was being enforced every-
where.

“ These suggestions of Mr. Bunn are a vast im-
provement over the present system, and they ide-
servo more consideration than the tariff proposit on.
As the latter is practically buried in the House of
Representatives it would' be well for the tea trade
to agitate the necessary reform in admitting tea,
so that something definite could be undertaken and
pushed through before Congress adjourns. If Mr
Bunn is too conservatives or too radical in his views
another plan of oporation can be drawn from his

t imely hints,—y/. <0 G. Mail^ April 3 .
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TEA IN THE UNITED STATES.
THE STORM IN THE TEACUP.

CONTRIBUTED BY AN AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT.

“Oh, that mine adversary would write a book.”
Well, he has not done so, but he has made a con-
fession. The leading importers of China and .Japan
teas have admitted, in a report to Congress, that
they are unable to supply the country with clean
uncoloured teas. Does not this also imply that
they have been importing bad and filthy teas
for years?
The difficulty they now admit has not ariseu sud-

denly. Importers into England, Australia, and many
other countries found it out long ago. It was a
curious question to inquire into the subtle probings
of the importing mind which prompted this confes-
sion at this juncture. Can it any way be connected
with alleged holdings of immense stocks of cheap
Amoys, as some cynics assert, or has the importing
conscience been stirred by parallel movements
in municipal government tending towards purification

of the streets, closing of saloons and brothels, the
weeding out of police, &c.? There is no doubt when
a sudden enthusiasm for cleanliness and purification

sets in, it sweeps by eddies ai.d side currents into

channels which it was hardly expected to reach.

Explanation of the phenomo a might well be
sought i’J that direction but we are ioclined to as-

cribe it rather to bitter disappointment on the part
of the small importing body because after honest
and strenuous efforts maintained for years to

procure clean and wholesome teas from the far

Orient, they find it is impossible. The habits and
circumsiances of the owenrs of the small tea gardens
in China and Japan are such that cleanlines in

manufacture is unattainable. The empitation to

colour teas artificially by the addition of plumbago
and many other substances is irresistible and in

the absence of rolling and firing machinery, these
operations must be carried out by filthy and sweat-
ing hands, arms, and feet, often covered with
dangerous sores. ISlo wonder that one of these
importing gentlemen says, “ The tea testers would
as soon quench their thirst from a Chinaman’s bath
as swallow the stuff they supply to the public.”

But, as these importing gentlemen have now
made confession, we must credit them with the
intention of amendment

; and setting aside the
question of why they have so long clung to these
unclean teas, let us see whether there is any truth

in the alleged difficulty of obtaining the pure and
wholesome article. At the pi'ice they admit such
teas have been sold wholesale, viz,, 10c per lb, we
at once admit the difficulty. Erom lOo substract
profits here, charges in importing froiU China,
export duties there (which are heavy), cost of rc-

firing and packing at shipping port, profits of

middlemen who buy the teas from the small
farmers in the interior, Ac., transport from in-

terior, and it will be seen that its original grower
cannot get 2c per lb. for his tea. Can Jap or John
be blamed if for such a price he is not over con-
cerned as to the quality

The average amount of leaf gathered daily by a
labourer is about 10 lb., which gives 1 lb. of dry tea.

Supposing the wage paid be only 4c a day, this re-

duces the grow'er’s price by half, or leaves him Ic

per lb. and it is well known that this is about the
amount he gets on an average.

The Chinaman’s garden is anything from a quarter
of an acre upwards. The Europcon planters in Ceylon
and India own gardens running from 20U acres to

thousands of acres. On these they erect largo facto-

ries equipped with rolling, firing, and sifting machi-

nery. The fully-equipped factory costs about 40 dols.

per acre on planted area. Good India and Ceylon
leas grown on a large scale, and nianufaetured by
steam-driven machinery, cannot possibly be laid down
in New York at a price which would enable im-
porters to sell at wholesale at 10c, nor even at

12c or lie. Very low grade teas, unsnited for the

English market, are occasionally brought, over and
sold here at 12c to 11c; but, excluding dust and
fauuings, which are little used here, the average

price of clean machine-made tea in the London
wholesale market is about Od to lOd, while fine teas

may run up to Is t>d or even 2s. Fair average teas

can be landed here at 18c to 22c, and might well be
retailed profitably at less than the 50c which the

importers of China and .Japan teas say is the usual

retail price for the trash they admit they sell whole-
sale at 10c. If importers arc sincerely anxious, as

they aver, to supply the public with i>ure tea, they
will not grudge the prices mentioned at which the teas

can be procured without any difficulty
;
and seeing

that from their greater strength such teas go nearly
twice as far as Japan or Chita, much less Oeing re-

quired in the pot, they are really more economical
than the cheaper coloured teas.

The following figures show that pure teas are
making their way in the world. From Ceylon
thirteen years ago 1,000,000 lb. were shipped

;
in

1895, 98,000,000 lb., of which 78,000,000 lb. were con-
signed to England, and 20,000,000 lb. to other coun-
tries. Indian teas entered in Britain in 1874.
18,000,000 lb

,
now 118,000,000 lb. In 1879, 186,000,000

lb. of China tea were consumed in Great Britain,
now the quantity is about 26,000,000 lb., yet the
total consumption of Britain is some 80,0 00,000 lb.
more than in 1879.

In the United States and Canada the following
figures show that the people are beginning to dis-
criminate and follow the lead of other countries.

1892 . , . . . . 0,200,000
1893 . . . . . . 4,300,000
1894 . . . . . . 5,380,000
1895 . . . . . . 9,280,000

Tea is a soothing, upholding, and invigorating
beverage, and drinkers of it should buy the best,
say from 60c. to 1 dol. per lb. Of these pure teas,
as they are very strong, much less should be put
into the pot, and the tea should be poured into the
cup within four minutes. People accustomed to
China and Japan teas may not like the first cup
of pure machiiic-madc tea, because of its novelty,
but the second they will find tolerable, and after
the third they will want it, and there will be no
relapse.

—

11. C. Hail, April 3.

^

THE NUWAUA ELIVA TEA ESTATES
COMPANY.

The first statutory meeting of tliis Company
rvas lield on the 2.')tli nil. under tlie pre.sidency
of Mr. C. .\. W'. Cameron, wlio explained )io\v

far the stiitements in the pi’ospectn.s Iiad been
earrieil ont and stated tliat the wdiole of tlie

capital had Ijeen i)laced without payment of any
underwriting or other commission.

^
THE TEA MAKKET

closes for the Easter holidays for a better tone and
favourable prospects for future business, as prices
rule at so moderate a range. It is from Ceylon that
new supplies will reach in any quantity till the new
season, meanwhile the stock in bond must be drawn
rom largely to meet the ever increasing demand.
This market at the present is the cheapest in the
world, and affording shippers every facility to supply
their wants, be they large or small.—A. tt C. E.vnress,
April 3.

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA.
From our 'I’ea DcleguLe in Americii wo liave

received three jiapcr.s wliioli .--liow liow largely
our staide product is being adverlised iu"tb'e
West. A lot of \ alnable facts is given in
the notices, and several of them are illustrated;
One has a rather attractive, sketcli of a draw-
ing-room from which representalives of .laiian
and China are taking their exit thus addressed by
the hostess— “ Co ; We now' u.se Ceylon tea e.x-

elusively, because of its purity. It has n
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equal. ^Ve say ‘ pure tea.s or none ’ ”.

Another has a reproduction of the well-known
picture of a Ceylon maiden picking tea.
In another paper there is also an article of
which it is only necessary for us to quote the
headings :

—“ Big nations drink tea ; It’s the
fivonrite beverage of the bravest peojdes

; new
sources of supply

; Ceylon and India now take
precedence of China and Ja|)an as producers.”
From another source we have copies of Cana-
dian papers containing attractive advertisements
of “ Salada ” tea. —

of .3,298 acres, with ],470 acres of tea con-
sidered in full bearing, viz. : In Uda Pus-
sellawa St Leonards, 725J acres, 238 acres tea
bearing

; Liddesdale 814 acres, 140 acres tea
bearing

;
Eikdale, 238 acres, 210 acres tea bearing

;Gordoig 365 acres, 74 acres tea bearing
;

Tulloes 450
acres ho acres tea bearing: in Upper Maskeliya

—

uouravilla and Upper Cruden, 706 acres, 633 acres, tea
bearing. Inere are also 127 acres tea in partial bear-
ing, and some 621 acres in addition planted with
tea. On St. Leonards, Gordon, and Tulloes estates
there is still a certain amount of coffee interspersed
through the tea. Mr. Alexander Brooke, the director
who retires by rotation, being eligible offers him-
self for re-election.

THE AGKICULTURAL MAGAZINE.
The April number of this periodical contains a

number of interesting .articles, as will be seen from
the following table of contents :

—Season notes; The
Nitrogen Question again; Occasional Notes; Rainfall at
the School of Agriculture during tho month of March;
The Peaty Deposits in tho Kuruuogala Tank; Tho
management of Dairy Cattle; Paddy Pests; Tho Pre-
serving of Fruit; Soil Analysis; Ilousehold Hints;
The Nutritive Process in Plants; Rhea Fibre; Cor-
respondence; and General Items.
The nitrogen question is one that affects the in-

terests of ail cultivators of laud, and the reference
to the influence of the “sensitive plant” on
coconut soils indicates that there is a good deal yet
to be learnt about the utilization of ou'' so-called
“ weeds ” for useful ends—viz., as an economic source
of nitrogen for our cultivated crops. We hope to refer
to this subject at greater length. Mr. Modder’s
paper on the Peaty Deposits in the Kurunegala
Tank is also a valuable contribution from a careful
observer.

THE .STANDARD TEA COMPANY OF

CEYLON, LIMITED.

Offices : 25, Fenchurch Street, London, E. C.,

Directors : Messrs. Alex. Brooke (chairman), Robert
Kay-Shuttleworth, Norman W. Grieve, and William
Rollo. Secretary : A. Trafford Brooke.
The following is from the report of the directors

to the shareholders, to be substituted to the
general - meeting to be held on Tuesday, the 21st
April ;

—

The profit and loss account show a profit on
the working of the estates in Ceylon of £13,748
9s 2d, which, with amount brought forward from
last year, less interest and home charges, shows a
sum of £13,109 7s 4d available for division. In
July, 1895, the directors, under the powers en-
trusted to them, distributed an interim dividend
for the six months ending June 30th 1895, of 5 per-

cent (10 per cent per annum), absorbing £2,800.

They now recommend a dividend at the rate of

10 per cent (making 15 per cent for the year),

absorbing £5,600, the placing £1,500 again.st

depreciation of machinery, £2,500 to reserve, and
the carrying forward to the next year £709 7s 4d.

The favourable results again have been aided by
coffee at high prices and by a good exchange.
The coffee produced in 1895 was about 680 cwt,

which realised above £2,900.

The average exchange for the Company as

drawers in Colombo was Is lid, against 1s 1 13-32d
in 1894, and against an average of Is 3 7-323 in 1893.

The rate was Is 5 1-81 in 1891, when the Company
began operations. The tea from the Company’s Uda
Pusellawa properties sold during 1895 averaged, in

Mincing Lane, a higher price than any Ceylon estate

or group of estates producing above 200,0001b. During
the two previous years these teas held the same
distinguished position in the market. For this much
credit is due to the manager at St. Leonards. The
directors have to report, w.th deep re.rret, the death
in July last of their e-.teeined colloaguo, Mr. Peter
Moir. To succeed him Mr. William Rollo was
anp minted in accordance with the articles of as-

sociation. The Company’s properties are now

THE FANAW'AL TEA CO.VIRANY,

LIMITED.

ANNUAT. lilCPOUT.

The Directors have the pleasure to submit the
general balance sheet and profit and loss account for
the year ending December 3lst, 1895, duly audited—

680 0 0

£ a d.
The net amount at credit of

Profit and Loss Account, in-
cluding balance brought for-
ward at 3lst December 1894,
after providing for general ex-
penses, Directors’ and Audi-
tors’ Pees
An interim Dividend of 4

per cent on the ordinary shares
for the half-year ending 30th
June, was paid 21st September
1895 amounting to

It is proposed to pay a final
Dividend on the ordinary
shares from 1st July to 31st
December 1895, at the rate of
6 per cent (making a distribu-
tion for the year of 10 per cent
free ofIncome Tax), which will
absorb , . , . i,020
Dividends on the 7 per cent

Cumulative Preference Shares
were paid for 1895 in full,
amounting to .

.

It is proposed to write off
part of the cost of New Ex-
tensions, Machinery, Ac, com-
pleted during the year
Leaving to be carried for-

ward to next year a balance of 123 12 10

f s. d.

2,991 3 8

0 0

371 0 0

796 10 1C

£2,991 3 8 £2,991 3 8

Directors recommend the distribution of a
dividend at the rate of six per cent on the ordinary
^ares of Rie Company from 1st July to 31stDecember 189o, niaking, with the interim dividend
paid to the 30th June 1835, a distribution at the rate
ot^ ten per cent for the year.
The acreage of the Company’s properties on 31stDecember last was

i t-

Tea in full bearing
Tea in partial bearing .

.

Tea under two years old .

.

Tea under one year old .

.

Jungle

Acres.
443
67
67A

lOOi

37di

1,0574

visited the estates 01 the
14.h, J^hh, anl lot i January 1396, and reports them
in good order. ^

With a favourable season, the crop for 1898 is esti-mated at 290,000 lb.
^

O.ying to the considerable increase of acreage inbearing a,nd the prospective early large increase, the

wnnm on Ernan and Glassel estateswould pot be adequate for the work which would
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clevclope upon them. The Directors considered it

would be more economical apart from the question
of control, to construct., work and maintain a largo
central factory worked by water power, of which
there appears to be an ample and almost constant
supply, than to construct a small third factory upon
the Rangegama estate.

The construction of this central factory with large
withering space is now well in hand, and the machi-
nery from the other two factories will be used with
some additions in its equipment.

It is proposed to pay the cost of this new fac-
tory, estimated at 1140,000, out of profits, spreading
the repayment of this expenditure over some two
or three seasons. To enable the Company to do
this, the Directors decided to offer to receive money
upon deposit at interest for periods of G and 12
months and upwards, repayable thereafter at three
months’ notice on either side. They very quickly
received £1,170, which they deemed sufficient for
their present requirements. While they congratu-
late the shareholders upon being in the position to
raise the required funds so easily, and without being
to the expense of a debenture issue, they believe
these deposits present a very high class security,
being practically the only liability upon the Com-
pany’s estates, which are estimated as worth £a0,000
at the least.

The Directors considered it advisable, in order to
strengthen the position of the Company, not to use
the sum set aside last year for “ Reserve Fund for
Machinery, Depreciations, &c.,” and have treated it

distinctly as Reserve, taking it out of the Company’s
business and investing it in New South Wales 3*
cent stock, 1918.

Mr. Henry Wallace Hornby, the Director retiring

by rotation, being eligible, offers himself for re-

election.

Messrs. Fox, Sissons & Co., Auditors to the Com-
pany, offer themselves for re-election.—By order of the
Board, J. Holgate Batten, Seoretary.
London 30th March 1896.

THE KANGALLA TEA COMPANY OP
CEYLON, LIMITED.

Report of the Directors for the year ended 31st
December, 1895, to be submitted at the annual general
meeting of shareholders, to be held at the Company’s
Offices on the 26th March, 1896.

The Directors have the pleasure to submit the
balance sheet and profit and loss account to the 31st
December, 1895, duly audited.
From these it will be seen that a total nett profit

of £3,372 5s lOd, including the balance of £1,811 2s Sd
brought forward from last account, has been realized,
out of which there have been paid a dividend of 7
per cent., free of Income Tax, for the yea.r 1894, and
an interim dividend at the rate of 8 per cent per
annum, free of Income Tax, for the half-year ending
30th .Tune, 189.'i, and the Directors now recommend a
further and final dividend at the same rate, leaving a
balance of .£72 5s lOd to be carried forward to the
present year. The result of the year’s worldng has
been satisfactory.

The Company’s produce has been disposed of as
follows ;

—

Tea . . . . 7,235 lb. sold in Bombay.
„ . . . . 191 396 ,, ,, London.

Total of Tea. . 201,6‘il lb. sold, realiz-

ing ..£.7,803 1 10

Cardamoms . . 1,260 lb. gross 1,160

nett soldlocally

in Ceylon and
realizing . . 91 1 to

,, . . 1,100 lb. gross 1,012

nett, sold in

London . . 69 I 7

Cinchona Bark .. 31,802 lb. sold in Ijon-

don for . . 52 5 9

.£6,015 14 0

[May I, 1896.

The sales of tea show a nett average price per lb.

of 6’90 pence, equal to 51‘83 cents per lb., the ex-

change for the Company’s drafts during the year
having averaged Is 1 5-16th d.

Tile Acreage of the Estate is

—

Tea ill bcariug . . 5'J14 Acres.
Tea not in bearing .

.

119,1
• • r j ,,

Cardamoms . . (ioi ,,

Grass and Pkiel Timber . . 25 „
Forest and Waste Laud . . 446J „

1,241 Acres.

the yield of tea per acre having been 340 lb.

The balance sheet shows an additional expenditure
on capital account of £590 Is 4d, embracing exten-
sion of area under cultivation, and additional machi-
nery, as well as the final payment to Government in
respect of the cart road referred to in last year’s Re-
port, which has now been satisfactorily completed.
During 1895, 215 acres were manai'cd with Castor

cake and bones, and Messrs. C. Young and W.
Sinclair continue to send most encouraging reports
of the beneficial effects IToiii the manuring done during
the two past seasons—not 011I3' in the enhanced yield,

but also in the greatly improved appearance of the
tea bushes. It is proposed this year to go over again
the 50 acres manured in 1894, aud later on another
120 acres will be done as on account of 1897.
The Company’s properties are in excellent order

and good condition, and, with a favourable season,
promise well for the current year.

-
THE BANDAKAl’OLA CEYLON COM-

TANY LIMITED.

The third annual ordinary meeting of the Banda-
rapola Ceylon Company, Limited, was held at the
offices of the company, 16, PhiJpot Lane, E.C. on
Monday March 30th, 18‘.)6, at twelve noon, Mr. G.
W. Paine (chairman) presiding.

Notice convening the meeting having been read by
the Secretary,
The Chairman said he supposed they could take

the report and accounts as read. The amount on
which they had to declare a dividend was £900 larger
than last year, which was accounted for by the call of
10s pur shai e, which had been made in 1895 Another
call of 10s had since been made, and the ordinary
shares were now £45 x>aid. He was sorry that the net
profits were £811 less thuu last year. The decrease of
crop as compared with 1894, 8,578 lb. was caused by tlie

severe drought experienced in the early part of the
season, and also bethought to a certain extent by the
prevalence of fever and dysentery in the Matale dis-

trict. Unfortunately Mr. Hugh Fraser, llie managing
director, had through ill-hoallh to give u]) the personal
charge of the company’s property, but thej' had been
fortunate in being able to agilin secure the servioos of
Mr. .James Anderson as inanagef, the latter gentie-
m in being now in charge of the Together
with the deficiency of tea secured, they, in e.onimon
with many other Ceylon com])iiuies, had experienced a
decrease in prices, the average price for 1895 being
6'788d against 7'602d for 1894.

Mr. Paine then g.ave particulars of a new water sup-
ply that had been arraiigcd for the Bungalow and the
Coolie lines, and which had turned out a groat sncce.ss
and it w.as lioped they would now have much less ill-

ness among the coolie labourers. He reniavkcd that
Sir Gi^orge A. Pilkingtoii, a director (;f the company
who is now on his way lionie from Ceylon, reeeutlV
visited the ost.ate, and reports in a letter just received
by the mail that the IMuundeiii y.i eioaring (the first one
undertaken by the company after acijuiiing the |)io-
perty) is the most succe.-;sful that ho has over seen,
while the Managing Jliroclor writes to the b.iard as
follows :

—

“ Mo.st thing.-’, arc prugres.'.iiyg seilisfactorily,
the growing tea is looking well, the factory
additions are in progress, and the Muendoniya
clearings are very promising. 'J'his year's eleariiie,
about niiioty-six acres, was burnt off, and the diggiirg
out of laiitana i-oots, reading, Ac., were begun.
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“ Tliis year’s clc.aving is likely to bo as good as its

predecessors, and when it is planted up, which
it will be in the course of a few months, there will be
about 400 acres of tea planted with line juts (to give

leaf in due course), exclusive of ‘200 acres cocoa,

planted since the formation of the company.
0 Last year’s clearing is progressing very favourably,

and to all appearance very little supplying will be
required.”
He was very pleased to report a considerable

increase of crop to March 7th this year. To that
date the crop secured is nil, 5501b, being 25,4211b
ahead of last season to same date. This year’s

crop to March 7 was equal to that of last year up
to May 4, and nearly double that secured to March
7, 1895.

They had, as the shareholders knew, exhausted
all their available capital, and to provide for tho
additions to the factory, which is being practically
rebuilt, and the further development of the estate
they proposed shortly to issue fresh capital. They
had not yet decided on the amount nor the manner
in which it would be issued, but probably it would
be as before—viz., half in shares and half in de-
bentures.

'The Chairman then proposed “ th.xt the reports
and accounts as presented to the shareholders be
received and adopted.”

In seconding this resolution Mr. C. J. Scott said
the crop was no doubt disappointing, but in addi-
tion to the causes mentioned, he thought the large
decrease was partly owing to tho large acreage pruned
last season, but no doubt there would be a large in-

crease this year, and the new clearings promised
excellently.

A few questions having boon asked, the resolution
was put to tile meeting and carried unanimously.

Mr. G. W. Paine proposed, seconded by Mr. C. -J.

Scott, ” that a final dividend of 3.j per cent, free of

income tax, be declared payable, forthwith, making in

a'l 6 per cent for the year.” Carried unanimously.
Ou the motion of Mr. C. •!. Scott, seconded by

Mr. Andrew, Mr. G. W. Paine was re-elected a
director of the Company.
Mr. L. P. Davies proposed, Mr. John Vicary

seconded, and it was carried unanimously', that
Mr. .John Dalgleish, C A. be re-elected auditor for
the ensuing year.
Mr. C. J. Scott moved a vote of thanks to the

Ceylon and London staffs for their efficient working
of the eompany’s property and business, and spoke
in highly commendatory terms of both. Mr. An-
drew seconded the motion, and the Chairman said

he fully endorsed what had been said wdth regard
to the staffs. Carried unanimously.
A vote of thanks was also passed to the chairman

and directors.

Mr. Paiue replied to the compliment, and the pro-
ceedings then terminated.— // cG Mail, April 3.

SUNNYGAMA (CEYLON) TEA ESTATES
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Capital .4:70,000 divided into 2,000 preference shares,

5,000. ordinary shares of 4T0 eacli, of which 500 pre-

ference shai-es and 5,000 oniinary shares have boon

issued. Directors: Messrs. .Tames Pricliton Kiumond
(chairman), William For.sythe, llobert Lyall, and ii.

D. Magor. Secretaries, Me.asr.-. George Williamson

A' Co
,
i:lS, Leadenhall Street, Lou.lon, E.C.

The following is from report submitted to the

sh iroholders at the third ordinary general meeliug held

at the Company’s offices yesterday ('Thursday.)

—This shows a substajitial increase over last

season—viz. : Suunycroft, sold m London, 1894,

284,5501b; averuge price, 02 d ; 1895, .342,5881b
;
average

price, () 4 d. Sold in Ceylon, 1891. 48,:?491b
;

1895,

37,7401b. Pambagama—Sold in London, 1894, 20O,115lb;

average price, O^d. 1895, 274,9591b; average price (5 11-lGd

Sold in Ceylon, 18!)4, 25,525ib
;

1895, 17,91',)rn. Total

18'.)1, 558,5:391b; average price, 02d. 1895,(575,20116;

average price, 0 11-1(5; while the average price ob-

tained also shows improvement. Il-eports from the

managers arc very satisfactory in regard to the ira-

proved condition of the old garden.s through careful
troatmeut and pruning, wliilo tlie large area of young
plant is most promising, and should add very largely
to the outturn of the estates during the current and
succeeding years as it comes into full bearing.
The accounts show a profit of .f5,578 3s 2d which
it is recommended to apply a.s follows : luterim
div. duiid paid in September, 1895, at 4 per cent.,
.4'2,000

; final dividend now recommended at 8 per cent
T'3,000 ;

dividend on preference sliai os for half-year at

6^
per cent per annum, £150

;
leaving a balance of

iii‘28 3s 2d tc carryforward, which mikes the amount
at credit of revetuie account, after debiting a proiioi*.
tion of preliminary e.xpenaes, T358 18 oH.—ll. and (J.

Mail, April 3,

TEA IN AMERICA.
New York, March 25.

This market continues in the same unsatisfactory
condition it has been in for mouths. Demand is
conservative, and the gener ! tendency of tho market
is in favor of buyers except on fine' Formosas and
low grade Jap UK. Greens rule steady.
Last week the Montgomery Auction and Cominis

.sion Company sold 8,310 packiges teas as follows!
Moyune—98 Hyson, 51 to 7c; 729 Young Hyson, 7 t’
22ic; 441 Imperial. 9 to 14ic

;
510 Gunpowder 9J t

24ic. Ping Suey—99 Young Hyson, 8§c
;

1 .406 Gun°
powder. Of to 14c; Japan—33,3 Pan Fired, 9 to 20c*
1,581 Congou, 7i to 20Ic ;

218 India and Orange Pekoe;
12i to 20ic. Oolong—019 Foochow’, 7J to 91c

; 2,532,
Formosa, 12i to 40c.

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company will sell 5,085 packages, viz : 1,423
half-chests Moyiuie, including desirable chops; 590
boxes Pingsuey

;
to half-chests Japan, 180 half-chest

.Japan, basket-fired; 1,190 half-chests and boxes
Congou, including all grades; 109 packages India,
Java, and Ceylon Pekoe; 2,122 half-chests and boxes
Formosa, new season’s.

—

A)nerican Oroccr.

-e-

AGRICLLTURE IN TRINIDAD.
Mr. C. AV. Meailen, Manager of the Govern-

ment Farm, Trinidad, writ().s nnder date 19tli
March :

—

I beg to eiKdo.se my annual report for la.st
year, i get your valuable inagazine and frequently
liiid most useful liint.s in it, in my particular
line. You will observe that we are particularly
fortunate in the health of our animals, and ob-
tain good prices for tliein generally.
The farm land is in natural gra.ss which is in

excellent
_

heart owing to tlie amount of o-ood
manure it receive.s from tlie artiiicial feedin*'
the stoclv get. \Ve have ‘250 acres under pa.sture
suli-divided into convenient sized lields.
We have one or two Ceylon people here who

are not favourably impressed with Trinidad in
coniliari.soii with the “Fragrant Lsle of Spices.”We do not seem to have the energy here that
obtains in Ceylon and whicli has been able to
carry your Colony so surprisingly to tlie front
witli ten. lioinng tiio good .success will continue.

PERAK NEWS.

^

From the Kuala Kangsar .Monthly Report for
leiiruary in tlie Perak lloceritme'iti (UrcrJtv- we
quote tlie following:

—

Mr. R. L, Rankin put an application for 500
acres for coliee planting. Mr. F.uTest, who worked formany years under Sir Graeme Elphinstone in Ceylon
has been requested to select the land and will prob!
ably obtain the manngemeut of the estate, the whole
of which It IS proposed to open np in the next three
years.

Ill theBatang P.idang Monthly Report for Febriiu v
it is stated :— -i o
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On tlie 21st Mr. Jansen, Manager of the French
Tin Mining Company at Tenioh, applied for 300 acres

of land near the Company’s concession, for coffee

planting.
In the Kt'ai.a Kanosau Land Okitce Notice, it is

NoTiiTED.—No. 77.

—

Aguicuetuhal Lease to he Can-

celled.—Notice is hereby given that owing to the

failure of the lessees to comply with the conditions

under which they acquired the below mentioned
Agricultural Land, viz :—A bond Jhle. commencement
to open to be made within twelve months from the

date of the lease— t.e., from the 15th October, 1891 :

In accordance with the terms and conditions con-

tained in Government Special Circular dated Taiping

the 2‘2nd April, 1891, and the provision of Clause

of Order in Council No. C> of 1891, the said lease

will be cancelled and the land revert to the Govern-

ment of the State on the expiration of three inonths

from the date of publication of this notice in the

(lovemment OazHte, if within that time good cause

be not shewn to the conntraiy.
Ijand

Lessee. Title. held Area. District. Divi-

Since. sion.

Dalziel
Buchanan
A Gordon
Frazer {

Agricul-

)

tural -

Lease (iS
j

Oct. A.ii.p. K.Kang- rulau

15, ’94 402 2 0 sar Kamiri

TEA.
EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO ODESSA.

1895-96. 1894-95.

lb. lb.

Hankow and Shanghai . . 27,240,863 22,555,223

EXPORT OF TEA FROM CHINA TO GREAT
BRITAIN.

1895-90. 1891-95.

lb. lb.

Canton and Macao .. 7,446,099 7,813,790

Amov . . • • 700,842 772,092

Foochow .. .. 11,175,108 1-1,357,218

Shanghai and Hankow .. 21,111,512 21,591,499

40,493,801 44,535,229

EXPORT OP TEA FROM CHINA TO UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.

1895-96. 1891-95.

lb. lb.

Amoy .. •• 14,665,0.55 19,447,739

Foochow . . • • 0,066,651 4,620,555

Shanghai .. •• 29,029,320 2.5,796,100

49,761,026 49,870,454

EXPORT OF TEA PROM JAPAN TO UNITED
ST.'VTES AND CANADA.

1895-96. 1894-95.

lb. lb.

Yokonama .. ..'29,801,401 28,686,847

Kobe • • • • 18,625,900 16 726,614

48,427,304 45,413,401

—China Overland hade Report, April 9.

THE KALUTARA COMPANY, LD.

The prospectus of tliis Company has been is.siied,

the iH-operties to he aciiuired l)eiiig ibillegodde

Estate comprising 250 acres of tea in full Inun ing,

67 acres of tea plan'.od in 1895, .’jS acres now being

opened for tea, 7 acres of coconuts and arecanuts,

and 3.38 acres of forest.— total /OO acies moic oi

less • price £1.‘5,000 .-terling. And th adjuining

estate, St. Colmiil.kille, comiirising 177 acres of

tea in full hearlDg, l7 at re.s ol lea plantwl in hS9.)

acres HOW tor lea, uno INO ac.icsoi

forest, ete.-toUl ;’.S5.;, acres; price l!).55,uii0

'Die lir.st issue of .simres, all of wmcli h.ive been

suli.scribed for is IMnn.nOo.

[M.4Y I, 1896.

MALAYA AND CEYLON PLANTERS.
Tlie paper read by Mr. .Sw'ettenliam, tlie newly-

appointed Resident-General of the Protected Slate.s

in the Malay Peninsula, appears to have been,

as a paiier. of much general interest. Rut for

us in Ceyhn it was |)os.ses.sed of a particular

interest. Mr. Swettenhaiii’s references to the

]>art taken by Ceylon planters in tlie endeavour
to introduce a planting interest into that jieniii-

sula will be read witli attention by one and all

of these. The lecturer was apiiarently driven to

the admission tliat, in a degree—and that a
sensible one— the (Joverniiient of the Straits

Settlements has not hitherto offered any induce-
ment sufficient to attract or retain intending
settlers from this island. The experience of

those wild liave )»ioiiocreil the iinlustry in the
]iciiiiisnla lias not been sncli .-is to induce ot licrs

among ns to fully follow llie e\ain))le set. Un-
forlniiately, Mr. Swidtenhain wonbl md. seein

to ha\'e pailii'iiliuized the resjiccts in which tlie

regulations as to land, Ac., have operated ad-

versely to success. It would have been a satis-

faction to us ill Ceylon liad the time at his

disposal admitted of Ids doing this. Rut we
have to content ourselves wdtii the statement
made in general terms that the coiiditioiis as to

settlement ottered do not suffice to attract

European settlement. The lecturer put forward
a very striking test by which sncli an induce-
ment might be ganged. Tliere are no instances,

he said, among the Europeans who have opened
up land there for planting purposes, of any of

them having realized wealtli by their enterprise.

Indeed, so far as we may judge from what w’as

said on this jioint, it mu.st he held that, hitherto,

those w’lio have started jilanting in Perak and
the other protected States have not had tlieir

hopes realised. Apparently Mr. Swettenliam at-

tributes this failure to two main causes. Tliese

are—lirstly the terms on which land may he
acipiired and held, and, secondly, the ever-

present difficulty as to lalioiir. As to this second
obstacle, Mr, Swettenliam appears to think that
much might be done to attract tlie Indian coolie

to the States. For ourselves w’e cannot Imt
think that so long as tlie intending native
emigrant from India can obtain all tliat he
wants by merely crossing the streak of water
that divides him from Ceylon, he will not' care
to venture farther alield. Fora very longtime to

come it is doubtful if the needs of tlie Ceylon plant-
ers for this kind of labour will he more than met.
Until the supply exceeds the demand here, there
is little cliaiice, we think, of any overflow-

seeking settlement in the Straits. We conceive
tliat the lecturer, when advcK:atiiig the location
of natives from India therein, had chielly in

mind tlieir establishment as local ciiltivator.s of

the soil, apart from work upon estates owned
anil worked under European proprietorship. We
should sa}', liowever, that the latter condition
musb precede the former. Passing from
this Jioint of 'the address it may he re-

marked that very complimentary allusion was
made by Mr. Swettenliam to the Civil Servants
of Ceylon. He contented liimsclf with making
the claim that those of the Straits were not
the inferiors of their brethren in Ceylon. Un-
fort iiiiately sonic other sjieakers were not so
modest. One of them at least asserted tliat the
menihers of the Straits Civil Service could not
he C(|uallcd as jnililic servants tlironglioiit the
world! Wc regret that this tciulcncy to iiiidne
glorification .sliould be .soinctimos loo apitaront
during the discussion that follow’s jiaiier.s read on
colonial topics. It is a mistake to “protest too
much.” Undonhtcdly Mr. Swettenliam and Ids
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fellow ollicers tloserve encomium for what they
have aecom])lishe(l uiulcr circumsstaiiceH of exee])-

tional dilliculty, but Mr. Bwelteiiham would he
the last to endorse the liigh superiority claimed
for them by less responsible speakers.

COCONUT OIL IN AMERICA.
CuYLON.—It is reported that the Edmonton, with

TOO tons, had pnt into St. Thomas in distress, which
in all probability will delay its arrival for a month
or six weeks at least. So far, however, the market
has not changed, for the reason that those in-

terested have had no cable replies to their requests
for information as to the amount of damage sustained.
Should this prove later on to be more serious than
at first expected an upw'ard turn in values will in

all probability occur, as it is known that the bulk
of the 700 tons, as well as the 300 tons of Cochin
on board, is sold for consumption, and its non-
arrival will be the source of inconvenience to many
consumers who were daily expecting the arrival of

these supplies to meet their current needs, which
now in all probability they will be obliged to pur-

chase at a higher figure. Already several orders are
in the market at a shade under 5Jc., though most
holders are asking .5Jc. Sales are reported of 25 tons
at 5Jc. and 10 tons in lots at 5jc.— Oil Paint and
Drug Itepoiter.

THE SPRING HARVEST IN BENGAL.

It. appears hum aii Imliau contom])orary that

taking all the juineipal crops together, iuclucliiig

that is to say tobacco, sugar-cane, opium and
ganja, the s))ring harvest in Bengal this year will

be less than that of last by an area of 163,000

acres or about H l-'ci' ('e'h- The general quality

of the harvest is put at lljf annas against 13^
annas, which was the figure last year. As in

other i»rovinees the autumnal drought was the

cause of le.ss land being sown, and the alrsence of

rain since accounts for the inferiority of the crops.

« —
. MR. CHARLES LEDGER.

It is not generally known that w'o have still amongst
us (at Eenmore, near Goulburn, New South Wales),

Mr. Charles Ledger, famous in two hemispheres for the

introduction to Java, after most perilous adventures,

of the most valuable variety of any species of Cinchona.

To the last generation of Australians his name was
very familiar as the introducer of alpacas and other-

animals into New South Wales, only accomplished,

like his previous venture, after much vicissitude and
actual peril.

It falls to the lot of a very few men, either in Austra-

lia or out of it, to have been the means of doing so

much good to their fellow-men as Mr. Ledger has been
able to effect by his introduction of Cinchona Cali-

saya, var. Ledgeriana. The old gentleman is still hale

and hearty, and it occurred to me that this journal

would be a particularly appropriate medium by w'hich

to remind our raisers of “ new products ” in New
South Wales of the Cinchona enterprise, which,
although forty years old, should be fresh in the memo-
ries of the present generation.

As regards the Cinchona, Messrs, libward and Sons,

the groat quinine firm, wrote to Mr. Ledger (piitc re-

cently :— It is not too much to say that it is entirely

owing to the seed reoeivod from you that Java is now
supplying the world with quinine. Some of the culti-

vated Bolivian bark is of quality equal to the Java bark
from your seed, but it seems that the cost of cultivation

is much greater than in Java.”

To which Mr. Ledger remarks, in a note to me:—
“ The expenses of cultivation are not greater in Boli-

via. It is the distance from port of shipment that

causes greater extra expense than in Java. From

where cut, the bark is carried on the backs of Indians
out of the Monte at least 20 to 100 miles, then from 300
to 1,200 miles on donkeys or llamas to La Bias (city of

60,000 inhabitants)
; there it is put up in packets of

150 lb net of bark, covered with half a bullock hide
(no return allowed for hide when sold), and carria.ge

to Tacna by mules, 285 miles, then 40 miles by rail for
shipment at Arica. Export duty in my time, or up to

1853, 20 dollars per quintal of loO lb.”
Messrs. Howard & Sons again write:— *' There is

certainly no doubt of the importance to the Dutch
plantations in Java of the seed supplied by you in
1865. Almost the entire supply of bark from Java is

sold as Ledgeriana, and comes from that, supply. The
only complaint that they could make would be that it

has turned out so rich that they are supplying too
much for the world to consume. C. succirubra from
India and Ceylon is rapidly becoming a thing of the
past. English Government plantations apparently
fail to propagate your seed to more than a very small
extent, and a great deal of Ledgeriana, which is grown
in Ceylon, is from Java seed. It is difficult to give
exact figures, but the quantity of bark from your seed
now produced per year cannot be far short of
10

.
000

.
000 lb.”

Although infinitely less important to the world than
the Cinchona venture, Mr. Ledger’s alpaca expedition
has rendered him better known to Australians, and the
story of the alpacas is familiar to people who lived in
Sydney thirty or forty years ago.

—

Agricidtural Gazette
of New South Wales.

Tun Cf.d.M! Foicksts or Mount Mlan.tk.—One of the
earliest acts of Sir H. H. .Johnston’s administration as
Commissioner in British Central Africa was to declare
the great mountain mass of Mianje, in the south-
eastern corner of the British territory. Crown property.
The Commissioner’s main object in doing so was to
protect the remnants of the magnificent cedar forests
that were still found on Mianje, and that this jjolicy
was a wise one is shown by the report which has just
been addressed to the Commissioner by Mr. JohnM Clounie, who is in charge of the Government’s
forests in that district. In this report Mr.
M’Clounie says :

—“ I have now been all over the Ruo
plateau and the liuchenya, and the Likubula gorge,
and the Tuchila plateaux. The district round the
source of the Tuchila is by far the best and most tim-
bered part of the mountain. A few straggling trees are
seen near the source of the Ruo and only one of any
size, while the Lucheuya is dotted with cedar along its
slopes. The Likubula is well wooded, but the forests
are almost inaccessible. On the plateau round the
source of the Tuchila the ground is covered with com-
pact cedar forests and may be estimated at 700 to 800
acres, on that around the Likubula about 200 acres,
and a further 100 acres round the Lucheuya. Giving
the number of trees to the acre as 150, the total
number of full-grow'n existing trees should stand at
150.000, with an average of 40 cubic feet of timber-
each. At the present value of 3s per cubic foot the
total value of these trees would be £000,000. But if
this timber was sold, as it ought to be, at 6s a cubic
foot, the wealth would be doubled. As I have gone
all over the woods and noticed quantity and quality
these figures may be taken as near the mark, it is no
fix^SS^vation to say that five or six years’ more delay
in the assumption of control over the remaining
patches of cedar forest would have meant the entire
extinction of this unique conifer, which thsre is abun-
dant evidence to show was once indigenous to all the
high mountains and plateaux in the souther-n part of
British Central Africa. Up to the present I have cut
up nothing but dead wood which, in most cases, is in
good, seasonable condition. The supply of timber-
yearly might be considerable and not materially affect
the forests for many years, especially as there are largo
numbers of young trees growing up in all the w-oods
which must now be protected from lire. I have this
season sown a large quantity of cedar seed which
should be ready in a year to transplant. The ground
to be planted must be thoroughly hoed and cleaned to
remove grass, etc., and prevent fires.”—London Timeo
April li

*
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TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
A good business has been done in China tea, sales

comprising l.VJ half-chests common congou, 2,fs50

haif-chests panyong at 4^1 to 5d, 3U0 half-chests

good panyong at lii to did, 800 quarter-ch"sts buds
at od to 5^ I, 70 quarter-chests line buds at 8d, 209
quarter-chests S.O. pekoe at 6]d to 7d, and 20,) half-

chests kooloo. Ceylons have been in fiir demand,
and sales are reported of .oOO pj.ckagos at prices

ranging from did to Is. Of Indians 90 p.ick vges have
been sold at di^d to Sid. At the auction sale on
Tuesday there was a good demand for Ceylon
teas at steady I'ates. Out of 328 chests aud dO half-

chests offered, sales were made of 249 chests and dO

half-chests; pekoe (123 chests and GO haif-chests) at

djd to 8pl, and pekoe souchong (126 chests) at Gd

to 7id. Of China tea, 4,G99 packages were offered,

but bids in most cases wore below reserves, and only

310 half-chests and 49 quarter-chests were sold at

4.kd to 5id for good common to medium panyong,

d|d to 7d for fiae panyong, and 5d for buds.— The,

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA.
Copies of two American paper.s have come to

hand, containing attractive ailvertisemont.s of

Ceylon tea, by Me.ssrs Lottoinley & Leling. One

says ;— , ,

Mersure it—one teaspoonful makes three cups—it s

all tea—lasts longer—^a pound moans more— that’s

your interest more thitn ours. It 's a delicious tea,

you 'd buy it if it only went half as far.

In another we read ;

—

Sallow cheeks-—too much coffee will make you

bilious—try a change—tea—no, not ordinary tea,

that might be worse—but pure Ceylon aud India

tea—Machine lo’led, clean, delicate.

VARIOUS PL.ANTING NOTES.

Enemies ov Cinchona in Ckvi-on.—At a mcct-

tiim of the Entomological Society on .March Id:—

lVli°J‘hB. Geen exhibited the eggs of some species of

liocustidic extracted from the str-m of a young chin-

chona tree at i'unduloya, Ceylon. He said the

species of the parent insect was undetermined ;
it was

possibly either a Cymatomera or a Cyrtophyllus,

both of which possess large sabre-shaped ovipositors.

A slit half an inch deep and more than two inches

long had been cut into the hard wood, in which the

cg-i-s had been symmetrically deposited, edge to

ed°e w'ith the coloured part inwards. The greater

part of each egg was of line texture, and coloured

ffireen- but at 'the extremity from which the young

hisect’ would make its exit the egg-sbeU was soft,

plaint, and beautifully reticulated. The row of li-at-

tened green eggs l;,ing side by sid.e resembled an

acacia leaf, but as they were concealed within the

stem the resemblance was apparently without motive.

—The Alhcmvwn. f.i
INSKCT.S AS AN AlD IN SUUdKl!V.—UllO ot tlic

most curious uses to wbicli imsects arc put was

related at a rceeiit meeting of tlie Lin moan (society

of London. It was stated that the ( .reck barber-

sur-'eou.s of the Levant ciniduyed a large siiecies

of fuit for the of holding together the eogc.s

of an incised wound. 'I’lie ant, held with a pair ot

forceps, opens its mandibles wide, and is bionglit

near to the cut being treated, so tliat it can seize

the two edges, wliiidi are held togetlier lor the pnr-

, oL As soon as the uiifortmiate ant has obtained

a iirm grip of the cut, its head is .severed fron. its

l.r.dv Mr Issiguiiis. ol wlio dc.scnbed the

operation to the Linmoaii Society, sai.l that he bad

seen natives with si.x or .seven ants heads holding

together wonmls in tlie cour.se ot lieahng. A
similar observation was made some years ago in

’llraz’l w'hicli fact is interesting Irom an ctlinologi-

...ahioint of view, as showing the independent ex-

i^imice of the same custom in couiitnos so lar apart

a.s Rrazil and Asia Minor.

—

1‘ablic Oi>nuvn.

The Uvmenopteuous Fau.na of Ceylon.—At a

meeting of the Zoological Society on March :—

A

communication was road from Lieut. -Col. C. T. Bing-

ham on the hyineiiopterous fauna of Ceylon. The
paper was founded mainly on tha collections made in

that island by Col. Yerbury and Mr. E. E. Green,

and dealt only with the Monotroclious Hymenoptera,
of which 335 species were recorded. Of these seven
woi'e now described as new. The author observed
that this number was far less than what must actually

occur ill an island nith so varied a climate and flora.

Moat of the species, as was to be expected, likewise

ocoured in India .—The Athenaum.

Notk the CnowTii of Uevi-on Tea.s.—
The total e.ximrt in 1873 was but 23 pounds ;

in 1883, l,6(jd,768 pounds; in 1892, 71,809,4(55

pounds, and in 1894, 8 .j, 0UU,U0U pounds. Atone
time the staple industry of Ceylon was coffee,

and a grand coffee, Lanka, producetl by the en-

terprise and industry of the European planters,

cultivated in the mountaion ranges of tlie in-

terior at from 2,500 to 5,000 feet above sea level.

This industry was, however, almost destroyed
in tlie course ot a few years by the ravages of

a fungoid pe.st kown as" “leaf disea.se,” and
tlie i»lanters at once, witli the )>atient energy
and skill characteristic of their countrymen in

Ceylon, as elsewhere, set to work to plant their

lands with tea. Mow quickly successfully this

done may be gathered from the above result.s.

—

Grocem Vritcriun, March 1(5.

Tf,.\ C’ompan1[-;,S.—Elsewheie ive imblish tlie re-

])orts of several Tea Companies. M'ith regard to the
i’anaival Company an interim dividend ot 4 ]ier cent
was paid in September last, and one is now recom-
mended of (5 )>er cent, making a total of 10 percent
for the year. It is a satisfactory feature of the
lialance slieet tliat close on to .TSOO is assigned
for writing off cost of new extensions and machi-
nery comjdeted during the y"ear, it having been
a common practice witli .some companies in tlie

past to carry such expenditure to the capital

account. Tlie estates embrace l,U57i acres, of

which all but 379.^ are under cultivation with
tea. Tlie new central factory of the Company
is reported to he well-aih anced, and the expendi-
ture upon it is to be spread over some two or
tliree seasons. For tlie lialf-year ending 30th
June last tlie shareholders of the Rangala Tea
Company' received an interim dividend at the
rate of 8 jicr cent jicr annum, and now tlie

directors recommend a further dividend at tlie

.'ame rate. Tlie rejiorts with regard to the result

of manuring are very eneonragiiig. The share-

holders in the Staiidanl Company are to lie con-

gratulated niion receiving a tlii idend of 15 per
cent for tlie past y'ear aud upon tlie strong posi-

tion of ihe concern. Coll'ce at liigh prices aiul

a good exchange have been important factors in

the favourable result, 'i'lie sliareliolders in tlie

Suny'gama Company' have also to be congratu-
lated. In September last they received an in-

teiim dividend of 4 ]>er cent, and now the direc-

tors have recommended a final divhlend ot 8
per cent, tlie dividend on preference shares for

the half-year being at the rate of (5 per cent
))cr annum, hi this issue wo al.so (luole a re-

jiort of the Lamlarapida Company meeting at
which a dii idcml ot (5 |)cr cent for the year
was declared. .\ variely of causes contrilmtcd
to a decrease in the amount of prolit, hut llie

)n’Ospects of tlio croj) for the present year seem
very' good. Tlic lir.sl- statutory mci'tiiig of tlic

Nuwara IGiya 'I’ca I’'.s1a(cs t 'o,' was held on (he
251:11 nit. wlieii a lull slatemcnt was made of

the po.sitioM of the Com|iany by Mr. C. A. ML
Cameron who occupied the chair.
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the TRINIDAD GOVERNMENT
STOCK FARM.

The annual report on this institution for the year

1895 has reached our hands, and indicates that it

is in a flourishing condition. Unlike our own Govern-

ment establishment, not only cattle, but also horses

and poultry are kept on the farm. The daily stock

consisted at the end of the year of 258 animals
;
133,308

quarts of milk were supplied to the hospitals and jail

;

the daily average of cows milked was 73 ;
andthe daily

yield per cow throughout the year was just 5 quarts.

The health of the stock, says the report, was perfect

during the year. The stud at the end of 1895 con-

sisted of a stallion, 16 mares in foal, 7 colts and

fillies. 3 foals. Says the report “ During the yi ar

8 foals were born, three of which died from scrofulous

anthritis. The foals which died were born

in May and June, most rainy months, when it

is very difficult to obtain bedding and secure the

cleanliness and comfort so necessary to foals in thrir

early days. This points out that a close season is

essential, the period to cover say May to the end

of October. There has been no loss when births

take place outside these mouths. No cure is known
for the above disease or the exact cause of it.” This

information is important as the outcome of

practical experience, and should be noted by intending

breeders in Ceylon. But as regards the stud we are

told that the interest in horsedrreeding in Trinidad

is not keen and is apparently declining so far as the

breeding of useful animals is concerned
;
and this is

shown by the fees for stud purposes only aggregating

i‘2'i for the year. In connection with the poultry

department we read that 17,735 lb. of poultry and

6,798 dozen eggs were purchased for the hospitals

Here also there was apparently perfect health, and

it would appear that Trinidad enjoys special advan

tages in the suitability of its conditions for suc-

cessful stock and poultry farming. The net profit on

the entire transactions of the Farm for the year under

review was £1,146 or 10 per cent of the capital cost.

PARA RUBBER IN THE KALUTARA
DISTRICT.

An interesting experiment in the cultivation of

Para rubber is Being made on Halwatura estate

in the K.alutara district. About a year ago

Messrs. Finlay, Muir & Co. purchased some

50,000 plants which were planted on Halwatura

by Mr. Hendry. The trees, we are informed,

show <a surprising growth and like those on the

Government experimental plantation in the same

district promise well.

^

THE TEA MARKET.

In the tea market business is but partially

resumed at firm prices. The extraordinary plethora

of money (almost unUndable) and the diminution in

the import of staple products at this period of the

year should keep market firm, as, indeed, is now

the case. Export business is more extended to

Russia, doubtless in view of the Coronation festivities.

—L. & C. Express, April 10th.

«

MARKET FOR TEA SHARES.
Thursday EviiuiNO, April 9.

The Easter holidays have considerably curtailed

business in these shares during the past week, which

has been really limited to three working days only.

The demand especially for preference shares, still

continues, and the prices of this class of share

seem likely to go even higher.

Mincing Lane market has not yet opened after

the Easter holidays. „ -

Ceylon Sii.yues.—0. T. P. Co. Ordinary, after-

changing hands at 28, are now reported buyers at

282. Business is said to have been done in the Prefs.

at 17i.

99

Lanka Plantations have been put up in the official list

to t‘5 6s, thus bringing them however, into line only with
their actual value .—Home and Colonial Mail, April 10.

LANTANA SCANDENS.
Lantana Scandens, or the scandalous lantana, as

as one may fairly be permitted to translate it,

forms the subject of Commercial Circular No. 4 of

1895, issued by the Reporter on Economic Products
to the Government of India. It appears that lantana
spread so rapidly in Berar as to threaten the very
existence of the forests. In the Annual Progress
Report of the Forest Department, Hyderabad Assigned
Districts, for 1893-94 the following remarks appear ;—“ This shrub will grow and rapidly spread
at almost any elevation in Berar and in almost any
soil. It covers the ground in dense masses,
climbs trees to a height of twenty feet, and
though it kills all grass, it thoroughly
prevents the production of any tree growth.
Lantana does not act as a bar to fire if burns
freely in the hot weather and shoots up vigorously
from the roots after being burnt over.” People who
have witnessed lantana on the Western Ghauts will

hardly need to be told this, nor yet to learn that it

grows so densely as to become perfectly impenetr-
able by men and cattle / antana scandens or caniara

is one of 40 species, chiefly natives of tropical and
sub-tropical America, comprised in a gerus of rambl
ing shrubs belonging to the natural order Verbenacca

The history or its introduction into India is curious.

Mr. McKee, now a Convervator of Forests in the
Central Provinces, but at one time in Coorg, states

that some thirty years ago it was brought to that
Province in a flower-pot by a Missionary, and used
as a hedge plant. But, he adds, “ it soon advanced
from the hedges to the fields and hill sides and
is now so fully established in the province of

Coorg tnat it would be quite impossible even by
spending lakhs of rupees to eradicate it.” Mr.
Prevost, a Forest Officer in Coorg, observes
“ Hundreds of coffee estates have been abandoned
owing to lantana.” Surely he is confusing cause and
effect. We are under the idea that the estates -svere

abandoned before lantana came in. While it is very
clear from the correspondence published in this Cir-
cular that the Forest Officer must always regard the
shrub as an enemy, the evil it does so far outweigh-
ing any good it may effect, the planter, on the other
hand may under certain circumstances look up on
it as a friend. The fact is nowhere dispnited that
lantana is a wonderful soil-improver. Owing to its

shade-giving properties and density it exercises a
markedly renovating effect on the land, and by
rapidly overgrowing deforested tracts, such as aban-
doned coffee estates, it serves to retain the humus
in the soil. The belief was at one time preva-
lent that once an estate had been overgrown by
lantana, it was thenceforth worthless for cultivation,
and surprise was expressed at the way in which tea
or coffee throve on land which had been reclaimed
from this shrub- We have it on the authority of
experts that this success was not fortuitous, but that
Lnd becomes valuable from being under lantana for
a certain number of years. However there is one
bad result alluded to by Mr Dickinson, formerly
Conservator of Forests in Coorg but now in Berar,
who writes:—“In Coorg, wnere the plant has spread,
the natives say that the country is turning unhealthy
and the water is spioiled by it. I myself felly be-
lieve this to be the case.” His opinion is supported
by successive analyses of water taken in Berar when
a collecting basin was covered by lantana and at
different periods after clearance. IJnfortunately, we
are not told in what way the growth is detrimental
to water, whether by its density encouraging the
breeding of the malarial microbe, or in acting
directly on the water supply in some manner pecu-
liar to itself. Lantana may be placed in the same
class of pests as the pirickly pear of the plains,
the Australian rabbit and the West Indian mun
goose, though it has not yet attained the same
proportion of unrestrained evil as any of these, and
further it possesses one rnarkeJly good point, its

power to renovate the soil.—Madras Mail, April 22.
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PLANTING AND PRODUCE,
Tte Magnitude of the Indian Tea Industuy.—
Mr. O’Conor’s statistics on tea cultivation In India,

particulars of which we gave in our issue of February
7th, have had the effect of impressing people at home
with the importance of the tea planting industry
in India. The Gardener's Magazine calls the atten-
tion of its readers to this. It says :

“ Tea culti-

vation forms one of the greatest industries in the
India Empire, yet few imagine the enormeus areas
of land devoted to the tea plant. According to in-

foimation published by the Revenue and Agricul-
ture Department of the Indian Government, it appears
that at the end of 1894 not less than 422,551 acres
were planted with tea, the principal districts being
Assam, Cachar, Sylhet and Bengal, with smaller
areas in the Punjab, Madras, Travancore and
Cochin. During the past ten years the area has in-

creased nearly 49 per cent., and during that period

the tea produced has increased over 88 per cent. In

1894 383,605 persons were permanently employed on
the plantations, in addition to 150,120 others who
received employment temporarily. Of the total Indian
tea production about 96 per cent, is exported to the

United Kingdom. The homo consumption of tea in

India is estimated at seven million pounds, and of

this quantity about two and a half million pounds
are foreign produce, although one million pounds of

the latter is from Ceylon. Roughly speaking, the

Indian consumption per annum is one-foriieth of a

pound to each person, while in the United Kingdom
the annual consumption per head is from 5Jlb to

5ilb.” Taking its cue from the same source, the

Board of Trade Journal states that the prices

of tea in Calcutta have fluctuated greatly since

1873. Taking the price in March, 1873, to be re-

presented by 100. it appears that until 1884 the level

was well above that point, varying from 110 to 148-

Coincidently with the great fall in exchange and in

general prices in 1885 the level fell to 99, and
though in 1886 it rose to 96, a low level was main-

tained in the following years until 1894. In 1895

the level rose to 97. These figures all represent

the course of prices of fine Rekoe in January of

each year as given by the Bengal Chamber of Com-
merce. In the Statistical Bureau the average prices

of the various descriptions of tea sold at the public

sales held in Calcutta during the tea season have
been computed for some years past, and the results

are regularly published in the review of the trade

of India.
More Figures.—The Gazette of India contains a

note by Mr. O'Conor on tea cultivation in India,

which shows that the area under tea is somewhat
less than half a million acres, about two-thirds of

which is in the Brahmaputr.a and Surma Valleys—
that is, in Assam, Cachar, and Sylhet. The figures

given by Mr. O'Conor show that te.i cultivation is

almost "wholly confined to Bengal and Assam, the

tea gardens elsewhere being only 7 per cent of

the area under tea. At present the cultivation in

India is concentrated almost entirely in districts with

a damp and equable climate, where repeated pickings

are possible. One point brought out clearly by the

returns is that for years past there has been no
check to the growth of the industry, which annually

shows a considerable expansion. Every year since

1885 has seen an increase in the area cultivated,

ranging from over 9,000 acres in 1889 to nearly 27,OCO

acres in 1894
;

and the percentage of increase is

growing. The largest increase of all, Mr. Conor
observes, was in 1893 and 1894, “ the former of

these being the years in which the mints were

closed, an event which was regarded by some
as the herald of disaster to the tea industry."

One table given by Mr. O’Conor shows how com-

pletely the tea gardens of India are dependent on

the external demand, the consumption of India being

trifling in comparison with the whole production.

Thus, in 1891 nearly 125 million pounds of tea were

produced in India, of which all but ll million pounds

were exported. If to this be added the amount of

Ceylon tea consumed in India—nearly 2i million

pounds— it is seen that the ))opulation of India con-

sumes about 7 million pounds a year, or about one-

fortieth of a pound per head, or one-hundredth part

of the consumption of the United Kingdom. Indeed,

if the quantity consumed by the small European
population of India, including the army, be deducted,

there would not be very much left for the native popu-

lation. Mr. O’Conor, however, records that the con-

sumption of tea is increasing amongst the native

population in the larger towns* especially amongst
the Mohammedans.
Indian Tea in South Africa.—Ainvpos of foreign

markets a gentleman formerly connected with plant-

ing in Assam, who has recently returned fiom South
Africa, has been much impressed with the ijossibilty

of establishing a new market for British-grown tea

in that part of the world. In a letter addressed to

Indian Tea Association he says “ I have lately re-

turned from that country; and cannot understand how
it is that it should not have been discovered as an out-

let for British tea before. You have an ever in-

creasing British population in that country, and
everything in favour of it becoming a very
considerable relief to the London maket. To
begin with, you have in South Africa an essentially

tea-drinking population, which is the reverse to the
American taste, who, I believe, prefer green to black.

During my stay in South Africa I had exceptional
opportunities for finding out whether tea was really

wanted. I have no hesitation in saying that the
people of South Africa will only be too glad to get

good tea if it is only brought to them, and will pay
w-ell for it. But unless it is pushed they will be

content to drink the present inferior China and Natal
tea or none at all. In Jahannesburg you have a

large mining population, and Rhodesia is fast becom-
ing the same, and, as everyone knows, the miner
prefers tea to alcohol, and with liquor at the enor-

mous prices it is he will drink more tea if he can
get it good.”

—

II. and C. Mail, April 10.

CEYLON TEA.

(From the Grocer.)

At this season of the year it is the eustom with

some of the leading brokers interested in Ceylon tea

to take a review of the trade in that article for the

previous eight months, the period for the heaviest

shipments to the United Kingdom being nearly

over, w’hilst the time is drawing nigh for much
lighter sui'plies ol tea to come forward from that

island. From the different statements that have
been prepared we gather that the total qu-antity

disposed of in London by auction during 1895

was 950,000 p.rckages, as contrasted with 876,000

packages in 1894, and 834,000 packages in 1893.

The equivalent weight of the last year’s supply in

pounds avoirdupois was about 80,(XK),000 lb, in

comparison with 74,000,0001b. and 69,000,000 lb. in

the other seasons; w'hile the average price obtained

was only 8Jd to 8gd in 1894 and 1895, andOgdperlb.
in the preceding year This depreciation in value

was, of course, due to a deterioration in the character

of the earlier arrivals, which contained a larger pro-

portion of inferior grades than before
;

and, in the

glut that followed the liberal importations of com-
mon sorts of Indian teas later on, prices were
constantly beaten down to very low points. Where,
however, the quality possessed any degree of strength,

or was fairly rich in cuj), it was sure to command
special attention, more particularly so when exporters

were in the market as competitors for the higher class

descriptions, and medium to fine growths of pekoe
and pekoe souchongs went at relatively firm rates,

whilst anything that was exceptionally choice and
scarce withal fetched a decided advance.
The most astonishing fact, however, in connection

with the industry in Ceylon tea is the rapid and
extraordinary rate at which the article has been
produced. For it was no longer ago than 1876-78 that
the first consignments arrived in this country, and
these, too, were very petty, comprising in the three
years only about 5,500 lb in all. Hut in 1881-82 the
]>arcels imported increased to 623,000 lb; again every
year afterwards the sup|ily was doubled or trebled,

till in 1887-88 it was augmented to 15,611,0001b ;
and,

leaping forwards with gigantic strides, it reached
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34 000,0001b in 1889-90, fully 50,000,0001b in the suc-

ceeeding year, above 72 000,000 1b in 1893-94, and
ultimately reaching (as estimated) no less than

85 000,0001b for 1895-96. These arc enormous amounts,

equalled only by the consumption itself, which has

foil wed closely -upon the heels of production, the

deliveries lately averaging about 6,500,000 lb. per

month, or 78,000,000 lb. per annum
;
and the stock

on hand at this port now f iras an aggregate of

17 ,
575,000 lb., against 17,482,800 lb. at the end of

March, 1895. The quantities of Ceylon tea passing

through the United Kingdom for transhipment to

places abroad likewise constitute a feature of grow-

ing importance to the trade in general. During the

year 1895 the total clearances hence without paying

duty expanded to 7,093,000 lb., in lieu of 5,124,000 lb.

in 1894, and 4,066,000 lb. in 1893. A great propor-

tion of the exports penetrate into remote parts of

Kussian territory, where the taste for Ceylon tea is

being more widely cultivated every year.

With regard to the future Messrs. Geo. White
and Co. observe that “ The gradual falling-on in the

consumption of China Congou, which will possibly

bo intensified in the near future, should help the

sale of British-grown tea as the demand for the

colonies and America, as well as Russia and other

places, is steadily expanding, consequent on the

persistent efforts made to that end in those coun-

tries under the auspices of both the Indian and
Ceylon Tea Associations. Without such aid pro-

duction bids fair to outstrip consumption, as is

already the case with some other articles from
the East. The unsatisfactory results of Calcutta

and Colombo purchases, especially where they

have been held over, are in a measure attri-

butable to the non-keeping qualities of a large por-

tion of the year’s shipments—more apparent in the

produce of an unfavourable season than when the

liquor is rich and full in flavour. Invoices printed

on ‘importers’ account ’ do not, in busy times, receive

the same attention from Loudon buyers as direct

shipments from the gardens, and as purchasers often

only taste the latter, the question of having a
separate time for the sale of these has been mooted.
In the event, therefore, of an increasing output in

the chief producing countries, it will be desirable, if

possible for attention to be directed to the make of

choice descriptions, w'ith the special characteris-

tics for which certain districts have already
secured a reputation.” The power to push and ex-

tend the sale and consumption of Ceylon tea un-
doubtedly rests with the London buyers, who have
a motive for searching out new market when the
supply is greatly in excess of the immediate require-
ments of the home trade.

—

B. C. Mail, April 15.

THE GRIEVANCES OF THE COFFEE
TRADE.

Last week there was a meeting of importers, ex-

porters, home trade dealers, and brokers connected
with the cofiee trade held at the Commercial Sale
Rooms, Minicing Lane, London, to consider a memo-
rial which it is proposed to send to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer (Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, M.P.) on
the subject of formulating a system for the better
working of coffees in bond. Mr. Robert Wales (Messrs.
Moffatt and Co.) presided, and amongst those present
were Messrs. G. Rouse (R. J. Rouse and Co.), chair-

man of the Coffee Brokers’ Association, Brown (Carey
and Brown), J. A. Davies (Peek Bros and Winch,
Ltd.), Keeble (J. Travers and Sons, l td.), Boyes (E.
Boyes and Co.), Asser (Asser and Co.), and J. C.
Sanderson (Sanderson and Co.), Iron. sec.

The Chairman said a fortnight ago those interested
in the trade met and formed a committee to draft
a memorial to be sent to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer in regard to the objects which they had
in view. The considerations which guided them in
drawing up the memorial were that they should be
brief and practical, and that the views they held
should be put before the e hancellor of the Exchequer
in the best possible way. But what they urged very
strongly was the abolition of the duty as the most

effective method of doing away with the difficulties
which at present existed in the trade.
Mr. Sanderson then read the draft of the memorial

proposed to be sent to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
as follows :

” In your reply to the deputation which waited
upon you at the Hou.se of Commons on February
27th last, you stated that you were willing to con-
sider any suggestion the coffee trade wished to put
forward for a rearrangement of the present system
of working coffees in London. In order to ascertain
the general wishes of the trade, a meeting was
he’d at the London Commercial Sale Rooms on
Thursday, March 12, when the following resolu-
tion was unauimosly carried :

—
‘ That a Committee

of iiu.oiters, exporters, home trade dealers and
brokers be formed with the object of formulating
a system for the better working of coffees in bond,
and that the Committee do report to a general
meeting of the trade the result of their delibera-
tions, prior to placing it in the hands of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer for Consideration.

“ The committee appointed was as follows : Mr.
Oscar Schwartz, representing Messrs. F. Huth and
Co.

;
Mr. Ed. Landsberg, represonting Landsberg and

Co.; Mr. Robert Wales, representing Moffatt and Co.;
Mr. J. A. Davies, representing Peek Brothers and
Winch, Ltd.

;
Mr. Geo. Rouse, representing R. J.

Rouse and Co.
;
Mr. E. A. Rucker, representing I. A.

Rucker and Bencraft
j
Mr. J. 0. Sanderson, repre-

senting Sanderson and Co.
; Mr. Julius Ehemann,

representing Edmund Schluter and Co.
" This report has been drawn up and approved

by the trade
;

it is now placed in your hands, and
your petititioners trust that you will give it a
favourable consideration. Our present system of
handling coffee is an antiquated one, suitable
perhaps to the conditions of trade current years
ago, before the opening of the Suez Canal, when
coffee arrived in sailing vessels, before cost and
freight and arrival business were in vogue, and when
London as an entrepot was on the up-grade, and
not subject to severe competition. No individual
in the coffee trade can remember the the period
at which our present system, with its restrictions,
became inaugurated, so antiquated is it. The follow-
ing figures show how the coffee trrde of the United
Kingdom has declined during the last twenty-seven
years : The total imports into Europe from all coun-
tries in 1879 was 337,654 tons, of which 77,416 tons came
to the United Kingdom

;
in 1888 (the year the Emanci-

pation Act in the Brazils was passed) the European
imports were 381,700 tons, of which 47,700 tons
came to the United Kingdom, while in 1895 European
imports had increased to 490,800 tons, and the
United Kingdom imports had fallen to 38,800 tons

;

or, in other words, in 1869 our imports were about
23 per cent of the total European imports

;
in 1888

they had fallen to about 13 per cent
;

while in.

1895 they were only about 8 per cent.
“ Your petitioners state that the present

system of working coffee by the Customs is as
follows:—!. Coffee is landed, bulked, and weighed
under the eye of the Custom House officer. The
last operation is done after the package is close!
up. and any weight over tho even pound is not
taken account of, thus the importer usually suffers
a loss in weight, which, with a change of system,
may be avoided. 2. As each import is kept by the
rotation number of the ship, with marks, piles, and
numbers, the Customs will not permit an importer
to mix together lots of similar quality and marks
(unless they are imported in the same ship), either at
the time of landing or afterwards, without petition-
ing the Customs, which operation entails serious
delay, and is too costly, especially ir je case of
small parcels.

‘‘ As regards the necessity for facilities, ,ve point
out that the tendency is for coffee to arrive less
and less in a condition for the roaslci-; that in the
Brazils, since the abohtion of slaveiv in 1888, the
huge crop, averaging 400,000 tons of coffee, of which
we get the absuidly small portion of about 5,000 to
8,000 ton.s, comes in a far less prepared state than it

was wynt to do, and that from other countries partly
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owing to labour difficulties, the tendency ism
in the same direction.

“ It is, therefore, necessary to apply a free port
principle to the London docks and wharves, because
our arrivals, Germany, France, Belgium, Holland,
Austria, A., are placed as follows :—Geimauy
Hamburg, a free section of the port adjoining the
Elbe, where the Custom House official has no locus
standi. In Germany certain firms in the interior
are given every possible facility, coffees in their own
warehouses being still in bond. France : Differential
duties against all European competitors and ports,
subsidised steamer lines, the producing countries and
New York being the favoured place. Bringing in
New York as not subject to the differential duty is

clever. In France the ports become practically free,
because a shipper sending his coffee there secures
all options of other ports, and yet saves the
differential duty if it eventually suits him to
sell his produce in France. Belgium ; Antwerp,
coffees invoiced in and invoiced out of warehouses
without any reference to ships, marks, packages, &c.
Stocks taken at intervals, on notice being previously
given, the warehouse keeper being subject to a fine

of ten times the ordinary duty on any weight of

coffee missing. What a wise action on the part of
the Belgian Government, as otherwise the whole
tra,de would have gone to Holland: No duty. Austria
Trieste, practically a free port.

“ We would therefore hirmbly suggest : (a) That
the import or the owner should have facilities,

so as to handle coffee in any way he may desire,

in order to put it before the buyer in a con-
dition agreeable to each special market and each
special buyer, (b) That he should be allowed to

dry, pick, bulk, or mix, blend, and polish coffee
in the same manner as owners can in Continental
ports, (c) That he should be able to roast, grind
and pack any quantity in bond, with the option of
using it either for export or for home consumption.
(d) That all packages should be weighed to an even
pound, and closed up after the weight is taken, (e)

And that the system of taring should aim at giving,
as near as possible, the actual tare of a package.
“In fact, the owner of the coffee should have absolute

freedom in handling and working, either in the
public docks or private warehouses owned by firms
of repute, such farms to give guarantees or a bond
for the due fulfilment of carrying out what they
undertake. The committee recommend that the
Antwerp system should be adopted.

“ In England, especially in London, there has
existed for many years a policy of laisser faire,

but we maintain that abroad the greatest interest

is evinced by the different Governments in the vari-

ous trades with very beneficial results.

“In London we have cheaper money than any-
where else, and many things are more favourable
than on the Continent for developing business, Lut
we find our port is nevertheless decreasing rapidly
as an entrepot, and we believe that as our market
becomes smaller our home trade will be forced to

buy m the Continental markets, and will eventually
die a natural death.

“ Take away the local market and, in our opi-

nion, the consumption will further decline
; we shall

then require no facilities, and the Exchequer
will suffer accordingly. Your petitioners, therefore,

pray you will grant them the facilities asked if you
still find it impossible to abolish the duty.”
Mr. Keeblo asked whether it was proposed to

benefit the home trade or the export trade.

The Chairman replied that the object they had
in view was to benefit the export and import and
the home trade; therefore, they desired to do wiiat

was for the advantage of the whole trade.

A di.scussion took place on the question of

over-weights, which Air. Boyes averred went
somewhere, but did not reach London, and also

on the subject of the tare, and dn the suggestion

of Mr. Keeble the paragraph (e) in the memorial
dealing with the latter was left out.

Mr. Asser said it was the practice of the Cus-

toms authorities to put weights again.st the sample

of coffee which was taken out, and Uio buyer had

to suffer the less occasioned thereby. He thought

the bags ought to be weighed alter the sample w
taken out.

Mr. Rouse said that the question raised by M
Asser was one of the questions involved in t

statement which they had laid before them. The
trade as a whole suffered from certain grievances,

and something must be done to remedy them if

possible. These grievances were capable of settle-

ment, and their object was to arrange a conference

between persons acquainted w th the coffee market
and the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the various

matters affecting the trade, with a view to their

being thoroughly threshed out.

The Chairman said their main idea was to

abolish the duty on coffee, but if they could not
do that, to benefit the whole trade by improving it.s

working.
It was resolved to add to the memorial the sugges-

tion that all packages should be weighed after the
sample was taken.
On the motion of Mr. Asser, seconded hy Mr.

Brown, it was unanimously resolved that the memorial
should be forwarded with the alterations made.

—

It. S
('. Mail, April 10

KELANI VALLEY TEA ASSOCIATION,
LIMITED.

The tenth ordinary general meeting of the Kelani
Valley Tea Association, Limited, was held at the offi-

ces of the company, 16, Philpot Lane, E C., on
Wednesday, April 8, 1896, at 3 p.m., the chairman (Mr,
G. W. Paine) presiding.
Notice convening the meeting having been read,

and the report and accounts having been taken as
read, the Chairman, in the course of a few remarks,
said that w'ith regard to the new clearings 16 acres
had been planted on Degalessa during the past year,
and 65 acres of jungle had been felled, and would be
lanted up during this year. On Parusella 18 acres
ad been planted last year, and 12 acres were felled and

burnt off this year.
The Chairman then gave particulars of the com-

pany’s investments amounting to £3,000. and he said
the shareholders would no doubt be glad to hear that
their investments were today valued at .£3,256. They
would also be pleased to notice that they had been
able to pay off he mortgage for .£'4,000 over Werea-
galla on which 7 per cent interest was paid, and
therefore the item of £'280 for interest on mor gage
would disappear from next accounts. With regard to
the item" Sundry receipts in Ceylon," a small portion
of the amount was derived from profits on rice sup-
plied to the coolies, but the directors had agreed in
future to sell the rice to the coolies at as near as
possible cost price, instead of making a profit on the
transaction as had been the case in the past, which would
doubtless be appreciated by the coolies, and approved
of by the shareholders. In profit and loss account
there was a nominal increase of £48 19s 2d in “ general
charge.^,” but the item of £.508 17s Id included the
honorarium of £100 paid to the directors last year.
The Chairman then gave doiails of the charges
making up the amount named. The Chairman men-
tioned that the £2,000 placed to “ special account ’

was treated in this way under the advice of the
auditor, the money used in prying the mortg.ige
already referred to having been for the present taken
out of the immediate resources of tlie company.
The 6 per cent debentures were rapidly falling in.

there being only ,£850 bearing 6 per cent current, of
which £600 exnires on July 1 next, and £2.')0 on
January 1st. 18.17. Tlmse that expire! during the
past year had been renewed for a further period of
three years at b per cent.
No ([uestions being forthcoming, the Chairin.in

then proposed: th.it'’ the reports and acc nuts as pre-
sented to the sharehol der.s ho received -in 1 aloptod.”
The resolution was .seconded by Mr. L. F D.ivies,
and carried unanimously.
Mr. G. W. Paine, seconded by Mr. D. Andrew,

(propose!, “That a final dividend of 10 p n- cent
free of income tax), making 15 per cent for the
year, and a bonus of 24 per cent for the ye.ir

(al-o tree of income tax) bo declared p.iyable forth-
with.’’—Carried miauimoiislyi
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It was proposed by Mr. L. F. Davies and
seconded by Mr. D. Andrew ;

—

“ That Mr. D. A. C.
Scott be re elected a director of the company.”—
Carried unanimously.
On the motion of Mr. J. W. Stocks, seconded

by Mr. C. J. Scott, Mr. J. 13. Laurie, C. A., was
re-elected auditor for the ensuing year.

Mr. Paine moved a vote of thanks to the Ceylon
and London staffs for their efficient working of

the company’s properties and business and com-
mented on the high efficiency of both, which of

course tended in a great measure to the suc-

cessful position the company was now in. Se-
conded by Mr. C. B. Slee and carried with accla-

mation.
Proposed by Mr. Slee, seconded by Mr. W. W.

Lord, and carried unanimously, “ That a vote of

thanks be and is hereby given to the chairman and
directors of the company,”
The vote of thanks was acknowledged by the Chair-

man on behalf of himself and his co-directors, and
during his remarks it was suggested, and Mr. Slee
proposed, “ That a sum of £150 be given to the
directors as an appreciation of their services.”
This was seconded by Mr. J. W. Stocks, and carried.

The proceedings then terminated.—H. and C. Mail,
April 10.

«

CEYLON TEA PLANTATIONS COMPANY,
LIMITED.

ANNUAL REPOET.

Report of the Directors to be submitted at the
ninth annual ordinary general meeting of share-
holders to be held at Winchester Honse, Old Broad
Street, E.C. on Thursday, 23rd Apiil 1896.

The Directors have the pleasure to submit the
general balance sheet and profit and loss account
for the year ending 31st December 1895, duly
audited.

f
Tbe net amount at

Credit of Profit and Loss
Account, including
Balance brought forward
at 31st December 1894,

and after providing for

General Expenses, Direc-
tors’ Fees, Income Tax,
&c. is

'
.

.

An interim Dividend
of 7 per cent on the
Ordinary Shares was
paid 28th October 1895,

amounting to

It is proposed to pay
a final Dividend of 8 per
cent on the Ordinary
Shares (making 15 per
cent in all, free of In-
come Tax) which will

absorb
Dividends on the 7 per

cent Preference Shares
were paid for 1895 (less

Income Tax), amount-
ing to

it is proposed to add to

Reserve Fund
It is proposed to write

off for Depreciation
And to carry forward

to nextyear a balance of

53,552 2 1

11,716 12 0

13,390 8 0

5,486 17 6

19,291 19 2

2,000 0 0

1,666 5 '5

53,552 2 1

The yield of tea per acre was 437 lb. over a pluck-
ing area of 8,073 acres, as against 372 1b. for the
previous year, being the highest average yie
tained since the formation of the Company.
The gross price realized for the Company’s . as

was 8'09d per lb. as against 8 84d in 1894, and u j
rate of exchange during the year was Is 1 15 32d
as against Is 1 9-16d.
The crop for the year was as under

Bought Leaf Tea Manufac-
Estate Tea. Tea. tured for

others.

lb. lb. lb.

3,530,737 665,603 1,110,564 c>uo
The following is the acreage of the tea estates

at 31st December 1895 :

—

Total.

lb.

5,306,904

Acres,

Tea in bearing . . . . 7,955
Tea not in bearing . . . . 221
Timber clearings, forest and waste 2,154

Total . . 10,330

Subjoined are the acreages of the four coconut pro-
perties acquired by the Company as an investnient
for part of the Reserve Fund :

—

_ . ,
Acres.

Coconut trees in bearing 340
Do not in bearing . . 904

Liberian Coffee do . . 43
Forest and waste . . . . 943

Total . . 2233

The Balgownie estate of 118 acres tea and 203
acres of forest was disposed of as it did not suit
the Company to hold this property.
The estates have been maintained in excellent con

dition throughout the past year, and from latest re'
ports are likely to yield good returns for the cur-
rent year.
The Directors again desire to record their great

satisfaction with the manner in which the Cevlonmanager and his staff have carried on the business
of the Company during the past year, and with the
results which their labours have so materially assisted
to bring about.
unaer Clause JNo. by ot the Articles of Association,

Mr. H. K Rutherford retires on this occasion from
the Board, and being eligible, offers himself for
re-election.

'ihe Auditors, Messrs. Harper Bros., Chartered
Accountants, also retire from office, and offer them
selves for re-election.—By order of the Board,

T ;i Tin, A 1

'^°hnston. Secretary.
London, 11th April 1896.

•’

The Cultivation of the Orange is, it is stated
about to be tried in Ceylon, and should this prove
successful, the capital of the island has all the ad
va.ntages of regular fast lines of steamers, so that
within a few years there is no reason why this
fl^ourithing British colony should not supply the
English markets with oranges. As Jamaica is at thesame time endeavouring to arrange for exporting
oranges to this country, the outlook, from the consumer’s point of view, is decidedly hopeful. Th^^

^ great favourite in this country alreadyand both Ceylon and Jamaica are certainly wellfavoured for the growth of the right sorts of this
delicious fruit.— Grower, March 25.

For the ninth year of the Company’s existence the
Directors have pleasure in being ai le to declare a
dividend of fifteen per cent on the ordinary .shares.

It will be observed the Directors propose after
writing off for depreciation the sum af £2 ,000 ,

to
carry to Reserve £19,291 19a 2d, and, with the addi-
tion of .£708 Os lOd derived from profits on sale of
investments during the year, this Fund will then
amount to £70,000,

ULArlNLUU. genuine Cure for DeafnessLin-ing in Ears vVc., no matter how severe or lono
tan.ling, will be sent post free. -Artificial Ear
srniiis and similar a|)pliances entirely sunersedod
A.ldre.ss THOMAS ' KEMPE, ViCToS cS
Lo^ndon’

Euildings, Holborn
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OUR TEA CONSUMPTION.
A REMARKABLE CHANGE.

In n, bulky Illue-book just issued, giving a state-
ment of tlie trade of British India for the past five
years, some interesting figures are published con-
cerning the British consumption of Indian and
China tea. The United Kingdom, it is stated, con-
tinues to be the great market for Indian tea, as much
as 92 per cent of the e.xports of the year having
been shipped thither. Of the small quantity not
shipped to the United Kingdom, Australia takes a
considerable but unfortunately not an increasmg
share

;
Indian tea seems to make no headway in the

colonies in competition with China and Ceylon tea.
Persia during the last four years has been taking
larger quantities. As regards the trade with Persia
Her Majesty’s Consul at Bushire writes in his re-

port for 1894 :—“ There has been a strong demand
thoughout the year for Indian and B.rfavian teas,

which seem to be steadily supplanting the China teas
in favour with the Persian consumer. Heavy con-
signments, chiefiy from India, were received by
native merchants who found no difficulty in dis-

posing of them at a good profit. It was, however, ut

the port of Bandar-Abbas that this trade received
its most vigorous impulse, the import being more
than double that of the previous year.” Some of the
tea at any rare imported into Bandar-Abbas was
destined for consumption in Russian Asiatic territory,

and it seems probable that the effect of recent
fiscal arrangements, of the Russians will divert the
transit trade to Batoiiin and the 'Prans-Caspian
Railway. A new feature in the trade of the year
is the largely increased export to Asiatic Turkey,
and it is to be hoped that the exports to this

country may become larger. Exports to the United
States and Canada have also developed very greatly,

though the aggregate is still relatively trilling. A
good deal has been said in trade reports from China
of the gratifying revival in the tea trade which
marked 1894, and it seems that the quantity ex-

ported was slightly larger than it had been in the

preceding year. China tea, however, has not suc-

ceeded in competing with Indian tea in that great

market, the United Kingdom, which takes more
than nine-tenths of our tea and nearly as much of

Ceylon tea. Steadily and surely, year by year since

1886, the importation of China tea into England has
fallen and that of Indian has increased, until last

year close on three pounds of Indian tea were im-

ported for every pound of China. This latter tea

still retains its bold of the Australian and Ameri-
can markets where quality in tea is hardly yet ap-

preciated except by a select few, and where Indian
tea consequently has not been able to find its way
in considerable quantity. Even the closing of the

mints seems to have had no effect at all in stimula-

ting the competition of the Chinese in the market
for our tea, though it was freely prophesied that that

measure would blast and ruin the Indian industry

and restore Chinese ascendency.

—

Qlohe, April 10.

TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
In China tea sales have been made of 650 half

chests panyong at 4^d to 5d, 180 half-chests

panyong at 6d, .300 quarter-chests buds at 5d to 5|d,

and 300 quarter-chests S. O. Pekoe at up to 61d. Of
Ceylons 200 chests have been placed at 6d to lid,

and of Indians 100 chests at 8d to lOd.—.ItttOeifnsfaH,

April 11. ^
A New German Coloni.al Undertaking.—A new

colonial undertaking has been launched at Berlin for

the establishment of cocoa plantations in Oameroon

and for the exploi*ation of the rich guano^ fields in

the Portuguese Province of Rogola, princip.dly in

Mossamedes. The well known German Afncun travel-

ler, Ur. Lintgraff, together with the Ic.idors of the

new undertaking, Drs. Esser and lloseh, nre to

le-Lv'c (ierniauy within a few days for the I'ortu-

guese Island St. Thome, opposite Cameroon, to study

the climate and other neces.saries, wlicnce they will

leave for Cameroon and the backlands to investigate

tho question of providing the uecersary Uboi'.rers.

—L & C Express, April 10.

INDIAN TEA SALES.

(From William Moran d- Co.’s Market Report.)

Calcutta, April 22nd, 1896.

TEA.—Advices from Assam are generally favor-

able
;
while from Cachar we hear of further storms

acconqianied by hail. Terai planters report good rain
in the last few days. There was a good shower
about Darjeeling last week, but the gardens are
again very dry. More rain is badly wanted in the
Dooars.
A few invoices of New Season’s teas have arrived,

and some have gone forward to London. From
the garden musters received, we are inclined to think
the general quantity will be better than the first of

last year’s teas.

We are favored with the following by the Indian
'Pea Association :

—

The General Committee have now the pleasure to

hand yon the following figures showing an estimate
of the Indian tea crop of 1896.

Original Estimate of Crop, 1896

Tb.

Assam 59,039,263

Cachar 19,519,860

Sylhet 23,834,680

Darjeeling 8,384,760

Terai 3,103,400

Dooars 21,225,660

Chittagong 787,200

Chota-Nagpore ,
238,800

Kangra
Dehra Dun and Kumaon

2,170,000

(Estimate).. 2,000,000

Private and Native Gardens
(Estimate).. 4.000,000

144,303,523

being 8,824,461 lb. over the actual outturn of the
crop of 1895. Estimating shipments to the Colonies

and other ports with local consumption at 16 millions,

(or say 2 millions more than last year), there will

remain about 128.i million lb. for export to Great
Britain:
P.S .—Since the estimates from the various districts

were drawn up, there have been severe hailstorms
in Cachar and excessive draught in Darjeeling, the
Terai and the Dooars which may have an appreci.

able effect on the outturn. The above estimate of

the crop for 1896 should, 'therefore, be considered
a full one.

TOTAL Quantity of Tea passed through Calcutta

FROM 1st to 20tu April.

1896. 1895. 1894.

Great Britain 49,099 .140,807 1.55,909

Foreign Europe 100 2,350 Nil

America Nil Nil 1,000

Asia 32,069 26,201 30,301

Australia 9,720 5,120 280,702

90,988 174,478 467,912

/nIIAFEI) SKIN, PILES, SCALDS, BRUISES,
I j CU'rS, STINGS, NEURALGIC and RHEU-
MATIC PAINS, SORE EVES, EAR-ACll,
'THROAT COLDS, and SKIN AILMEN'i’S quickly

CALVERT’S CARBOLIC OIMTMENT.

Large Pots I3id. each (Engl;-;'i r.atc.) Sold at

Chemists, Stores,

F. C. CALVERT & C0-? M;thcho.ster.
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COLOMBO PRICE CURRENT.

{Furnished by the Chamber of Conmierce).

Colombo, April 27, 1896.

Exchange of London : Closing Rates, Banl
Sellin g Bates :—On demand 1/2J ;

4 months’ sight 1/2

5-.S2 ;
6 months’ sight 1/2 3-16. Baiik Buying Bates :

—

Credits 3 months’ sight 1/2 9-32 to 5-16
;
G months’ sight

1/2 5-16 to 11-32. Doets. 3 months’ sight 1/2 5-16 to

11-32; 6 months’ sight 1/2 11-32 to |.

Coffee.—

P

lantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bushel, R14 to 16 .50.—Very scarce. Estate Crops
in Parchment, delivery, per bushel, no quot. Plan-
tation Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt,

R78 00 to 83.—Very scarce. Liberian parchment on
the spot per bushel, R12.—Very scarce. Native Coffee

f.o.b. per cwt. E61 to 02.—Very scarce.

Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week : Broken
Pekoe, per lb 49c. Pekoe per lb 43c. Pekoe
Souchong, per lb 33c, Broken mixed and Dust, per
lb 24c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine,
per lb Ifec. to 3c.—1 to 4 %. Twigs' and branch no
quotation.
Cardamoms.—per lb Rl OO to 2'00.

Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt. R15T8. Dealer’s
oil per cwt. R15. Coconut oil in ordinary packages
f.o.b. per ton R37’50.—Nominal.
Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R42 00 to R49 00
Coconut Cake: (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R55 to 65.

Cocoa.^Unpicked and undried, R30 to 38

1 Q I
Kogalla per cwt. R9 to 18.Com Yarn.-Nos. 1 to 8

1 ^i^e „ R7 to 14.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 & 2 only f.o.b. 63ic.
Ordinary Assortment, per lb 60Jc.
Plumbago : Large Lunma per "ton, R150 to 33C.

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips per ton,

R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Ebony: per ton.—Govt, sales on 11th proximo.
Rice.—Soolye per bag, R6'73 to R7'90.

Pegu and Calcutta C Junda per bag R7‘75 to R8‘05
Coast' Calunda per bushel, R2'85 to R3'20.
Muttusamba per bushel, R2‘85 to R3'60.
Kadappa and Kuruwc per bushel,—no quotations.
Rangoon Raw 3 bushel, bag, R9 00.

Freights.

Cargo.

Tea
Coconut Oil
Plumbago
Coconuts in bag i

Other Cargo
Broken Stowage

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil
Plumbago
New York rates per steamer

l2/6 15/ above London rates.

S n’R 0
-** r73 00

S M

York

r

str.

S “

m .

o> u
? "S

Q 0 QJ

PL| 1-^ P4
. 0

'A ^
r] «D
tri

s. d. s, d. s. d. s. d.

2.5/ 37/6 25/ 2,5/

25/ 37/6 25/ 25/

25/ 37/6 25/ 2.5/

25/ 37/6 25/ 2.5/

25/ 37/6 2.5/ 2.5/

12/6

• • 32/6

• • 32/6 . • • •

- a

I
W pq
«. d.

15/

with transhipm. nt

LOCAL MARKET.

By Mr. A. M. Chittamhalam, 7, Baillie St., Fort,

Colombo, April 28, 1896.
llll'OO to 14'50 per imshel

15-00 to 15-50 do
55 '00 to 57 -00 per cwt
62 00 to 63-00 do
12 00 per bushel (nominal
60-00 to 62 00 per cwt
0-70 to 1-75 per lb (nomina

30-00 to 38-00 per cwt do

Garden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Coffee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

nominal)
Rice.—

M

arket Steady:—
Kazla R6-5O to 6-75 per bag
Soolye 7 -00 to 7 '75 do
Callunda 7-75 to 8-00

Coast Callunda 2-87 to 3-00 per bushel
Kuruve 2-75 to 2-87 do
Muttusamba (new) 3-OO to 3-26 do

Cinnamon.—

Q

uoted No.s. 1 to 4, at 63c and Nos. 1 and 2 at
60 cents per lb (nominal)

Chips.—

R

75 -00 per candy (nominal)

Coconuts.—

O

rdinary R35-00 to 38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)
do Selected 40 00 to 43-00 do do

Coconut Oil.— 1512 to 15-37 per cwt do
Copra.—

M

arket steady:

—

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—

G

ingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.

—

quotations at
Satinwood.—cubic feet
Halmilla.— do

per candy
do
do

R48 00 to 48-75
47-00 to 47-50
43-00 to 45-00
75-00 to 80 00 per ton
100 00 to 105-00 do
70-00 to 80-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do— 1-25 to 1-50 do

Kitul Fibre.—

Q

uoted at R30-00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—

Q

uoted nominally :—
Jaffna Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)

do Mixed R17 00 to 18-00
Indian do R7 00 to 9-00
Bo Cleaned 10-00 to 14-00

Sapan Wood.—

Q

uoted 65-00 to 60 00
Kerosine Oil—

A

merican 7-25 to 7-30
do Russian

Kapok.—

C

leaned f. o.b :—
do Uncleaned

Croton Seed
Nux. Vnomica

per cwt.
do

per ton
per case*
per tin3-03 to 3-08

(Scarce)
do

13-00 to 17 00 do
2-.50 to 3-00 per cwt

A Shipment has arrived this week.

CEYLON EXPORTS AND'
1895-1896.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND NEW PRODUCTS,
(From Lewis <£ PeaVs Fortnightly Prices Current, London, 25th March, 1896.)

ALOES, Socotrine
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BEES' WAX,
Zanzibar & ( White...
Bombay i Yellow...

Mauritius & Madagascar..
CAMPHOR, China

Japan
CARDAMOMS, Malabar..

Ceylon.— Mysore

„ Tellicherry.

„ Long
,, Mangalore.,

CASTOR OIL, Calcutta.
Madras ..

CHIT.LIE8, Zanzibar
CINCHONA BARK.—

Ceylon

CINNAMON, Ceylon Istt

2nd^
3r.li

4ths and 5ths
Cdip^

CLOVES, Penang
Amboyna
Zanzibar I

and Pemba /
Stems

COCULUS INDICES ..

COFFEE
^

••

Ceylon Plantation..

Native
Liberian

CO.OA, Ceylon

COLOMBO ROOT.,

COIR ROPE, Ceylon ..

Cochin .

.

FIBRE, Brush •

Cochin ...

Stuffing ..

COIR YARN, Ceylon ..

Cochin ..

do. ...

CROTON SEEDS, sifted...

CUTCH ••• •••

Q I NQ ER .
Bengal ,

rough
Calicut, Cut A

B & (

Cochin Rougii..

Japan
GUM AMMUNIACUM .,

ANIMI, Zanzibar..

Madagascar ..

ARaRICE. I. & Aden ..

Ghatti ..

Kurracliee

.

Madras
ASSAFCETIDA

QUALITY. QUOTATIONS.

Fair to fine dry
Common to good

4Is a 100s
lls a 76s

Good to fine

Fail-

Dark to good palish ..

Fair average quality ...

kino
. ,MARRH, picked ..

Aden sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

])ickings

siftings

Clipped, bold, bright,fine
Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to flue plump
Seeds
Good to fine

Brownish
Shelly to good
.Vied brown to good bold
Ists and -iiids

Ists and 2nds
Dull to fine bright

Ledgeriana Chips
Crown, Renewed .

Org. Stem
Hybrid Root

Chip
Ordinary to tine quill..

Woody and hard
Fair to good
dull to fine bright bold
Dull to tine

Good and tine bright
jommonduil to fair

Fair
Fair

Bold to fine bold calory

.\Iidding to fine mid .,

Low mid. and low grown
Smalls
Good ordinary
Small to bold
Bold to tine bold

.Medium and fair

I'ri.age to ordinary
Fair to good
Ord. & middling wormy

IKDIARUBBER, Assam

lUuigoon
Borneo

Ordinary to fair

Ord. to tine long straight

Ordinary to good clean

lommon to tine

’oramon to superior ..

„ „ very fine ...

Roping, fair to good ...

Fair to good
Fair to tine dry
Fair
Good to tine bold
Small and medium
ommon to fine dold ,,

Small and D’s
Unsnlit
Sm. blocky to tine clean

Picked fine pale in sorts

P.art yellow and mixed
Bean .and Pea size ditto

.Vmber .and dk. red bold

.Med. & bold glassy sorts

Fair to good palish

.. ,

Ordinary to good pale

Pickings to tine pale ..

Good and fine pale

Rcddisli to pale selected

lark t» tine pale

Clean fr to gd. .almonds

Ord. stony and blocky

Fine bright
Fair to tine pale

.Vliddling to good
Good to tine white ...

.Middling to fair

I.ow to good pale

Sliglitly foul to tine ...

Good io line

Common U> foul & mxd.
Fair to good clean

Common to tine >.

£7 a £8
,£6 12/6 a £7
£6 10s a .£7

I80s
195s
Is Id a 2s 4d
Is .5d a Is 9d
Is 9d a 3s 6d
3s a 3s 2d
Is 8d a 2s
Is 3d a Is 8d
Is 6d a 3s

2s 2d a 3s 9d
2|d a 2id
2|d a 2id
25s a 32s 6d

INDIARUBBER, (Contd).
Java, Sing. & Penang

Mozambique

•2d a 3|d
2d a 4^d
lid a 3d
2 ia a -2id

lid a 2d
lOid a Is 4d
lOd a Is 3d
qd a Is Id

Sid a 9id
3d a 3|d
7d a lid
lid a 4jd
2|d a 2id
IJd a 2id
Id
7s a 7s 3d

I14s a 12-2S

102s a ll-2s

i)5s .a 100s
93s a 97s

S5s a 95S
7Ss a 85s

59s a 71s Cd
53s a 58s

20s a 60s
P2s a 14s
7s a Os

nominal
£10 a £15
£10 a £-24

£12 a £14
£5 a ,£6 10s

£12 a £26 10s
£1*2 a £34
eil lOs a £15
f7s 6d a .50s

17s .a 32s Od
17s 6d
JOs a 70s
50s a 5Cs Gd
•34s a 37s 6d
30s a 32s
22s a 23s
17s a 36s Gd
£10 7s 6d a £13
£717/6a£10 10s
70s a £7 12/6

C4 6s a £9
,)0s a 120s
£4 Ss a £6 15s
£5 a £7 5s
50s a 50s
15s a 48s
35s a 47s 6d
22s .1 31s
16s ,a 33s 6(1

40s a 70s

15s a 35s
£20 a £25
30s a 90s

45s a 65s

35s a 60s

20s a 31s

7s a 15s

;)s (id a lls

Is lOd a 2s Ijd

.id a Is 6(1

Is 4d a Is lljd

lid a Is 8d

Madagascar

INDIGO, E.I.

MACE, Bombay, A Penang

MYRABOLANE.S, Madras

Bombay ...

Bengal
NUTMEGS-

Bombay & Penang

NUTS, ARECA
NUX VOMICA, Bombay

Madr.as

OIL OF ANLSEED
CASSIA
LEMONGRASS
NUTMEG
CINNAMON
CITRONELLE

ORCHELLA WEED-
Ceylon
Zanzibar.

PEPPER—(Black)—
Alleppee & Tellicherry
Singapore

Acheen & W. C. Penang
PLUMB.VGO, lump

chips
dust

SAFFLOWER

SANDAL WOOD—
Bombay, Logs

Chips
Madras, Logs

Chips
3APAN WOOD, Bombay

Madras
Manila
Siam

SEEDLAC
SENNA, Tinnevelly

SHELLS, M. o’PEARL-
Bombay

Mussel
TAMARINDS, Calcutta...

Madras ...

TORTOISESHELL—
Zanzibar and Bombay

TURMERIC, Beng.al
M.adras
Do.
Do.

Cochin

VANILLOES—
M.auritius and I ists

Bourbon ... / 2nd
3rds

Seychelles

VERMILION

QUALITY.

Foul to good clean ...

Good to fine Ball
Ordinary to fair Ball ..

Low sandy Ball
Sausage, fair to good .

Liver and livery Ball...
Fr. to fine pinky & white
Fair to good black ...

Niggers, low to good...
Bengal—
Shipping mid to gd violet
Consuming micT. to gd.
Ordinary to mid. good
Mid. to good Kurpah...
Low to ordinary
.Mid. to good Madras...
Pale reddish to fine ...

Ordinary to fair
- hips and dark
DaA to tine pale UG..
Fair Coast
Jubblepore
Bhimlies
Rhajpore, &c.
Calcutta
64’s to 57’s

llO’s to 80’s

160’s 130’s
Ordinary to fair fre.sh...

Ordinary to middling...
Fair to good bold fresh...
.Small ordinary and fair
Fair merchantable
According to analysis..
Good flavour & colour..
Dingy to white
Ordinary to fair sweet...
Bright (k good flavour...

QUOTATIONS'-

Is 6d a Is 2d
2s 2d a 2s 5d
Is 2d a 2s Ijd
lOd <a Is Id
Is 4d a 2s 5jd
Is Sjd a 2s 2Jd
Is lljd a *2s 5d
Is 3(1 a Is lOd
lOJd a Is 7M

Mid. to fine not woody...
I’icked clean flat leaf ...

,, wiry Mozambique

Fair to bold heavy
Fair
Dull to fine
F’iiir to fine bright bold
Middling to good small
Dull to tine bright
Ordinary to fine bright
Good to fine pinky
Middling to fair
Inferior and pickings ...

Fair to fine flavour

Fair to good flavour
Inferior to tine
Lean to gootl
Good average
I Rough & rooty to good
\ bold smooth
Ord. dusty tg gd. soluble
Good to fine bold green
Fair middling medium
Common dark and small

Bold and A’s
D’s and B’s
Small
Small to bold
Mid. to tine bl k not stony
Stony and inferior
Selected
Small to bold dark
mottle part heavy

Fair
Finger fair to fine boi(l
Mixed midlng. [bright
Bulbs
Finger
Buliis

Gd. crysallized 4 a 9in
Foxy & reddish 4J a 8 ,

Lean and inferior

I Inferior to fine crys-
t tallized 3J a 9 in.
Fine, pure, bright

4s a 4s lid
3s 8(1 a 4s 3d
Is 6d a 4s -2d

2s 8d a 3s 6d
Is a 2s 6d
Is 8d a 2s lOd
Is 8d a Is lOd
Is 3d a Is 6d
Is

2s 6d a 4s 6d
4s 3d
3s 9d a 6s
3s 9d a 7s
3s 6d a 5s 6d
3s 6d a 5s 6d
2s lOd a 3s 2d
Is 4(1 a Is lOd
7(1 a Is 2d
Ss 6d a 12s
4s 6d a 6s
6s a 7s 6d
4s 6d a 7s
10s 6d
7s 9d a 9s 6d
24 d
3id a 4d
4d a Is 3d
Is 9d

lls a 15s
10s a 20s
15s a 17s 6d

2|-d a 2Jd
2 7-16(1

•2(1 a 23d
15s a 17s 6(1

3s 6d .a 13s
Is 6d a 8s 9(1

2s a 6s
90s
80s
60s a 65s

£30 a £50
5s a £3
£30 a £50
£4 a £8
£4 a ,£6 5s
£4 a £6 nom.
£4 10s a £5 15s
£6 a £7
70s a 95s
6(1 .a Sd
•2.id a 54d
id a 2(1

£4 a £4 7s 6d
15s a £4 7/6

67s 6d a 75s
17s a 46s
9s
6s a 7s
None sold

•20s a 26s
7s 3d
8s a 9s (id

7s a 8s
6s 6(1 a 7s 6(i

7s B 7s (id

5s 6(1 a 7s 6(1

17s a 32s
1 Is a 15s

. 7s a 10s

8s a 31s

!s 3(1 a 2s6d
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SEASON NOTES.

ESTERN PROVINCE.—itulia crop

harvested and preparations being

made for jnila cultivation. Vegeta-

bles generally scarce except in

Colombo district and Rayigam

Korale. Crop prospects satisfactory except in

Colombo district where the dry weather has

retarded yala cultivation.

Centrat. Province.—Maha crop harvested or

being reaped. Crops good as a rule. Chena crops

generally satisfactory. N^oc/,;.—Iloof-disease pre-

vailing in Walapane.

Northern Province. —Paddy harvest and dry

grains good as a rule ; in Paiiankaman a diso.ase

called “chental” is reported to have injured crops.

Reaping and curing tobacco commenced in

parts of .laffna district, average yield e.xpected,

through in some places the plants have been

attacked by a worm called alukanavan. Stock .

—

Hoof and mouth disease .still lingering and a few

cases of murrain reported.

Southern Province.—Operations for yala crop,

principally sowing, going on under satisfactory

conditions, except in Galle district wliere the

germinating grain has suffered owing to the severe

drought. Dry grains also being sovyn. Stock .

—

No disease reported.

E.iSTERN Province.—Munmari crops harvest-

ing, yield satisfactory
;
preparations for pinmari.

Dry grains fair in Trincomalee but damaged by

rain in Batticaloa district. Tobacco crop in the

former place good. Stock .—Hoof disease dying

out in Batticaloa.

North-Western Province.—Paddy harvbst

practically over, and generally satisfactory
;

in

Kurunegala reported a marked success. Chejia

crops also good.

North-Central Province.—Some of the maha
crops being reaped, others in various stages.

Chena crops almost all reaped, with satisfactoiy

results. Harvested chenas being sown with gin-

gelly'. Most of the tanks full. Stock .—Cattle

murrain still prevailing every'where e.xcept in
Tamankaduwa.

Province of LN'a,—

M

aha paddy being sown
or just over. Kurakkan harvest over, crops good
or fair. Fruit and vegetable plentiful except in

Bintenne, Udukinda, and Wellawaya. Stock .

—

Health good, excepting cases of foot and mouth
disease along cart roads.

Sabaraq-amuwa.—Maha harvest lover, crops
generally' good, yala ploughing begun. Prepara-
tions for chena sowing. Stock .—Alurrain occurred
at Yatattawala, but apparently stamped out.

Piospects of paddy aud dry grain crops good,
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kainfall taken at the school of
AGRICULTUKE DURING THE MONTH

OF APRIL, 1896.

1 Wednesday .

.

•05 19 Sunday •18

2 Thursday . .
2-96 20 Monday •39

3 Friday •07 21 Tuesday Nil
4 Saturday , .

•43 22 Wednesday . . Nil
5 Sunday 3-18 23 Th ursday .

•26

6 Monday •08 24 Friday •07

7 Tuesday •30 25 Saturday •01

8 Wednesday .

.

•05 26 Sunday •;34

9 Thursday .

.

Nil 27 Monday •.')0

10 Friday Nil 28 Tuesday Nil
11 Saturday Nil 29 Wednesday

.

1^89

12 Sunday •01 30 Thursday .
•12

13 Monday •90 1 Friday •08

14 Tuesday Nil
15 Wednesday .

•16

16 Thursday . Nil Total . .
12-48

17 Friday •43

18 Saturday •07 Mean. . 4-16

Greatest amount of rainfall in any 24 hours on
the 5th instant, 3T8 inches.

Recorded by M. W. R. Bandak.

-o —

MINOR INDUSTRIES.

In spite of all the natural advantages we
possess in regard to a wealth of raw products and
in the way of cheap labour, minor manufacturing
industries have not taken a hold in any part of the
country. In this respect we are even far behind
India. Practically the only occupation which the
villager thinks seriously of ns a means of susten-
ance is the cultivation of the soil, but as he is not
engaged in this work all throughout the year, and
his family have ample leisure between the sowing
and reaping seasons, there is ample opportunity
thus afforded for working at the minor manu-
facturing industries if they are so inclined.

This is particularly the cases in interior vil-

lages. Along the sea coast where arable land is

not available a few minor industries, notably car-

pentry and coir-work have sprung up, but even here
there is a tendency to stagnation. And what is the
reason of all this ? It is not fair to attribute it to

apathy and idleness, for which the Sinhalese
villager is invariably blamed. In many instances
it will be found that he will be only too glad to
avail himself of a means of increasing his income
and willing to work by night and day in some
profitable employment which will not interfere
with the cultivation of his ancestral holdings,
were he not met by serious obstacles. Tlie lack of
technical knowledge and the inability to initiate

new industrial enterprises are indeed the true
causes which are responsible for the enforced
idleness of the Ceylon goyiya. For who is capable
of starting a new industry without possessing

these qualifications ? But given these conditions

two others are also necessary, viz., the possession

of sufficient capital to carry on the enterprize

through its initial and experimental stage and the

existence of a market for the produce.

The charge of laziness brought against Sinhalese

villagers is often the result of a comparison made
between him and the Tamil cooly. It is stated

that the latter is constantly absenting himself from

work on the e.xcuse that lie lias to ;.."'‘,nd to his

own land at certain season, or again that he has ,

to observe certain religious festivals, or even toper-

form such social duties such as attending weddings ?

and funerals. The great difference in the domes-

tic life and relations of the Sinhalese and Tamils t

must, however, be taken into consideration in i

making such a comparison, and due allowance

made for the strong associations by w’hich the

Sinhalese villagers, from his environments, is >;

influenced—perhaps to his misfortune. The force

of circumstances thus works against his “ shining
”

under so exacting a system of discipline as is in-

volved in the management of estate labour. In i

this connection I would quote the opinion of a i

leading Sinhalese gentleman, put with much force,
,

on the suitability or otherwise r f cooly labour for v

the Siidialese villager. He says: “ I shall be as »

sorry to see the Sinhalese villager reduced to the e

condition of a Tamil cooly as delighted to find I

him elevated to the position of a peasant proprie-

tor The magic of property turns sand into t

gold and converts a desert into a garden. It ]

stimulates industry, helps the cultivation of 1

piudential wishe.s, encourages thrift, and inspires i

one with a spirit of self-reliance, The economical,
,

social, and ])olitical advantages which such rl

peasant proprietorshi]) in places circumstanced I

as Ceylon would .secure are obvious- In short, ,

one ]>refers a Sinhalese with the feelings and f

])rinciples of a proprietor to one with those of a t

cooly. If he is transformed into a cooly, the results (

of his .labours will bo to confer advantages uijou 1

his emi)loyer out of all proportion to any which f

he will derive by the transformation. The advan- t

tr.ges to him, if any, will be temporary and more
seeming than real, !uul dependent entirely on the

laws of demand and sup])ly
;
and the operations

of these laws will be eventually to the advantage

of the emidoyer.”
To resume : there are, as jminted out, certain

adverse circumstances lliat combine against the

develojjement of minor industries in the villages.

The villagers have no opportunity of acquiring any I
knowledge of the methods on which these

industries are based, or of the aj)])liances which
aid their developement and the i)rinciples which
control them. A.ssuming that the villager can

read, there are no l)Ooks in the vernacular to

which he could look for enlightenment, while he

has no 0])portunity of i)ractically accpiainting

himself with the processes he desires to adojit in

the manufacture of the various industrial

products that fill the imerkets of the world
and have to bo im])oi’ted into this Island. How,
for instance, could ho be expected to ])re])are dye
stuffs or tanning materials tis commercial articles

wlien he knows nothing of the dtunand for them
or the uses to which they are i)ut ? It would seem
reasonable, therefore, to expect that those who
are concerned in '.he welfare of the masses, and
indeed of the Island itself, should devise means to

clear away the obstacles that stand in the way of
j

industrial developement in its relation ])articularly

to the vegetable resources of the colony. Some
of the means tliat suggest themselves as likely to

be of avail are the holding of imiustrial shows,
estal)lishing of industrial museum.s, and the dis-

tribution of ])amphlets giving .such information
as will help the people. The former iu.'-litutions

need not be on a lavish .scale, but carefully planned
and economically worked with certain s|)ecitie

objects in view, Technical instruction, wherever
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iiujtarted, should not he confined to screw-cutting

and lathe-making; it should aim at developing

the natural resources of the Island, and the

industries appropriate to it and suited to the con-

ditions of the masses, and encourage the utilizing

of local materials in the manufacture of industrial

products. The extracting of tanning and dye-

producing substances, tlie distilling of essences

and oils, the treatment of gums and resins,

mat-making of a superior kind, wicker and
ornamental work

;
tile, brick and cement mak-

ing, porcelain work, fruit-dying, apiculture,

—

these are some of the industries that strike one as

being ill the line of our village population. The
material for such industries we have, but what is

wanting is the technical kuowdedgo necessary to

work w'ith them successfully and profitably.

W. A. D. S.

OCCASIONAL NOTES.

With reference to Mr. Frank Modder's interesting

paper on the Peaty Deposits in the Jvurunegala

tank, we would offer some further remarks. Peat

is an aggregate of vegetable growth—chiefly marsh-

loving plants such as those enumerated in Mr.

Modder’s paper—closely interwoven and more or

less compressed and decomposed, the colour vary-

ing often in the same bed from light brown above

to dark brown or black below. The vegetable

matter is not much changed. In the upper layers

t!m peat is often found growing and is soft and

spongy; a little further down it is somewhat
firmer, but its vegetable structure is quite

apparent; at the bottom the vegetable substance

is more decomposed, and the peat becomes some-

wdiat compact and is generally very soft, easily dug
and cut. When dried the upper portions of a bed of

peat are felt-like, somewhat resembling compressed

hay, or more nearly, silage, while the bottom

part ma’y be tough and almost as compact as some
kinds ol lignite. The amount of ash varies very
much—some varieties containing less than one per

cent., others over 60 per cent. The most extensive

areas of peat-moss occur upon flat-lying ground,

w’here the layer of vegetable matter varies from a

foot or so up to ten or fifteen yard.s. Feat is dis-

tributed over considerable areas in both the old

and new world. A temperate climate is considered

to favour most the growth of peat bogs, and
growth is regulated by the sup])ly of moisture and

by physical conditions. Feat deposits are of very

different ages,^—-some being of quite recent forma-

tion, while others date back to the glacial period.

Most of the larger areas of peat are manifestly of

ancient origin, the modern formations being no

where so extensive as the older, .since the condi-

tions which favour its occurrence are more
restricted owing to natural physical causes, as \vell

as to the interference of man for economic ends

—

such as the amelioration of land for agricultural

purposes, or it may be on sanitary of other grounds.

Old peat deposits apparently do not occur in the

Island, and it would seem that the conditions

which favour the formation of pent locally are

restricted to very limited areas. Indeed, the de-

posits which occur in such lowlands as the marshy
portions of the Muturajawela fields and Model Farm
hardly meiit the name of peat. The quest ion, there-

fore, of the availability of peat for fuel purposes

practically docs not affect us, but there are other

economic uses for which such local and limited
supplies of peat,—if indeed it would be wise to

encourage its formation—may be available. Un-
less in the neighbourhood of the deposits there is

no special value to be attached to peat as an
organic manure fur mixing with poor thin
soils, or the ash got from it on account of the
potash and other mineral ingredients it contains,
since it has no great advantage over ordinary
organic refuse on the one hand or wood ashes on
the other. Peat, however, is much valued owing
to its great absorbent properties, and is very use-
ful as a medium for absorbing liquid manure &c.
Feat moss litter as exported from Germany is in
fact largely used in England in byres and stakes,
while it is also a very effective deodoriser.

In our last issue there appeared a letter signed
“Cocopalmist” dealing with certain questions
connected with coconut cultivation. Our corre-
spondent is certainly very exacting as regards
analyses of the various organs, and parts of organs
of the palm. For practical purposes, however*
an analyses of the nut—husk, shell, and endosperm
(albumen)— as representing the crop removed off
the land, and the chemical constituents of which
it would be in the interests of good cultivation to
return to the soil as manure, should, we sup-
pose, be sufficient, but it may be that our cor-
respondent as a far-seeing agriculturist has special
reasons for desiring so complex a series of analyses
as he indicates in his letter, and we shall be pleased
to hear more of the methods which direct his
system of cultivation and the objects he has in
view. IVe certainly admire the liberal advo-
cacy of our correspondent for more room for
the coconut-palm, and are greatly interested in
the figures he gives (which will, no doubt, aston-
ish many) in support of his recommendation that
some 35 or 40 trees should be the maximum
number allowed per acre. The structure of the
stem of the coconut-palm (a monocotyledon)
in which the fibro-vascular bundles are not concen-
trically arranged no doubt gives it an advantage
over the dicotyledon, when either the outer or
inner stem is more or less injured, but in any case,
the palm must suffer materially from the inter-
ference that such injury would cause, with the
full and complete exercise of its nutritive func-
tions, with the ultimate result that must come
sooner or later of a complete collapse.

We are in receipt of a pamphlet embodying the
Kules and Constitution of the Tissamiiharania
Cultivator’s Association, t lie objects of the existence
of which are thus set foruh ;

—

{a) To systematize the cultivation of paddy
and various other products at Tissamaharama,

(b) To obtain the necessary help from Govern-
ment on that behalf.

(c) To do all things requisite for the general
improvement of Tissamaharama.

id) To remove whatever causes there may be
retarding the progress of Tissamaharama,
The statement of these objects is sufficient to

show that the Association is built on a good foun-
dation and has good cause for existence, and it is
to be hoped that it is working well for the objects
which It has set forth, further that while full of en-

fulfil these objects, it is not an ao’c^ressive
body and does not go beyond its legitimate func-
tions, As wo have before stated, Agricultural Associ-
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ations iu Ceylon have no record to be t)roiu\ of, but

it is to be hoped that the interests of our cultivators

^vill be belter looked after in the future, and the

springing up ol such Societies as the Grama llaksha

Samagama of Dalugama and the Tissamaharama.
Cultivator’s Association is ceitainly a good sign.

What we should like to see is a n^presentaliv

e

Central Agricultural Society with headquarters in

Colombo and branches all over the Island. The
amount of work before such a Society is prodigious;

the interchange and distribution of seed alone

being sufhcient to give it something to do that

will benelit our cultivators beyond measure.

MAKSDKAIA TKNACISSIMA.

This plant, belonging to the onler Asclepiadeie, is

known amoiig the natives as Aluruvadul. Roylu

referring to it, states that it is remarkable that a

plant which yields so valuable a fibre and a

caoutchouc should be practically unknown. Mars-

denia tenacissima is a climber, and is generally

found in barren localities among bushes and small

trees. A milky juice e.xudes from cuts on the

stem, which thickens into an elastic substance or

caoutchouc, whick like India-rubber removes black

lead marks. The fibre is got from the bark, and

is fine, silky and of great strength- a line made of

it breaking at 248 lb. dry and :548 lb. wet, as

against hemp at 158 lb. and 190 lb. One of the

chief features of the fibre is its great elasticity,

and is, according to Royle, the second best of all

the fibres in India. The samj)le shown at the In-

dian and Colonial E.vhibition is said to have been

universally admired, and, indeed, some of the e.x-

perts are reported to have considered it a very

superior (juality of rhea. According to Messrs.

Cro.ss, Bevan & Kings’ Chemico-microscoi)ic e::-

amination of the fibre, it is very considerably

superior to rhea. When compared with rhea,

flax, wara and sun-hemp, it headed the list in

percentage of cellulose, ami lost considerably less

than any of the others either under hydrolysis

•with caustic soda or in acid purification, while it

held the third place iu increased weight by nitra-

tion. These are facts the value of which cannot

be overestimated. They point the fibre out as be-

ing, from a scientific stand-point, far more worthy

of experimental cultivation than rhea or any of

the other fibres with -^vliich it has been compared
' above. The one jioint of uncertainty regarding it,

which practical experiments alone can solve, is its

yield of fibre per acre as coin])ared with the cost of

cultivation—in other words, the price at which it

can be put down in the textile ma'kets. The ulti-

mate fibres are 5 to 20 mm. in length, Le., nearly

" as long as tho-.e of flax, and two or three times as

long as those of sun hemp or of jute, though of

course very much shorter tluiu the fibres of rheti.

But from this point of view rhea stands by itself

as its ultimate fibres (40 to 200 mm.;, are far m
excess of any other known fibre. Messrs. Cross,

Bevan Jv King say of Marsdenia Next to rhea it

must rank iti point of finene.ssand durability, and

we cannot urge its claims to the iittention of

Government in too strong terms. If it can he

shown that the fibre could be cultivated tit till,

it might th.en become a (piestion whether this or

rhea could be produced tlie cheaper.

The shortness of the fibre ribbons, ns usually

met with, would. Dr. Watt presumes, be view'ed

ns unfavourable, but since this is by no means a

neces‘-ity, it might be well to ado])t some process

of decortication (such as that the Favier) that

would produce ribbons the full length of the twigs.

The plant in M'att’s ojdnion is too scarce and

unimportant— looking for its merits to come by the

usual “ private enterprize " means to be recognised

by the manufacturer. “ It must be cultivated, and
that too perhaps for a good many years, before a

final ojiinion can be pronounced. It is a climber

and does not appear to grow either rapidly or pro-

fusely, but there is no knowing 'what it might do
under careful management. Very likely the allied

sj)ecies M. lioijlei might be found a more suitable

species for expei-imental cultivation, but of course

iu warm regions only. Marsdenia is however too

valuable a fibre to be longer ignored, ai\d it would
serve a jmblic good were the various Botanic

Gardens and Agri-IIorticultural Societies to take

its experimental cultivation under their special

chaige. M'ere the cultivation of Marsilenia tena-

cissima to prove temunerative, the idant might
be reared in every hedgerow in India, but being

a climber difficulties exist with which the Indian

. cultivator of fibre croj)s has not yet attempted to

deal. In order to avoid these difficulties— the

expenses and trouble of constructing sup])orts fur

a climbing plant—it would be as well rtr.^t to ascer-

t.ain whether it could be induced to crawl over the

ground instead ot requiring S'lj port.
’

COCONUT, GINGELLY AND CASTOR CAKE.

Coconut Cake.— Prof. A’celcker in his Essay
on I he h\flucnce of Chemical discoveries on Agri-
culture remarks that Coconut Cake is better adap-
ted for fattenning stock than for young growing
animals or store, stock. The analysis of palm-
kernel cake is given as follows: Water 9 50; oil

8'43; albuminous bodies 80-40 (containing nitro-

gen 4’50,
;

mucilage, sugar, fibre, Ac. 40 95;
mineral matter (ash )

10'72.

Gingellu (Til or Sescanum) Cake .—According to

Soubeiran and Giradin’s analysis this cake con-
tains of water 11 per cent

;
oil 13 per cent; pro-

tein comiiouiids 34'81 (containing nitrogen eipial

to o 57) ;
ash 9'5 per cent. Prof. Anderson gives

the following as the re.suKs of his analysis of the
cake which he includes in a List of the principal
Varieties of Cattle Food

:

IVater 10 38 ;
oil 12 80 ;

nitrogeneous compounds 8193; mucilage, sugar
Ac. 21'92; fibre 9'06; ash 13 85. The article oil-

cake in the b'.ncyclopoedia Britannica shows the
chemical composition of gingelly cake .as follows :

AVater 8'06
;
oilll'34; albuminous bodies 8G‘87

(containing nitrogen 5 ‘90); mucilage, sugar, dige.s-

tible fibre Ac. 25 'Oo; woody fibre 814; ash 10-54.

Dr. AA'att referring to the cake says: As a manure
this cake would appear to be far less valuable
than rape, castor or hemp, but as an article of cattle
food it is probably very wholesome since the rela-

tion of oil to nitrogonised compounds is less arbi-
trary than in most oil-cakes. The seed also is very
small, contains no indigestible husk, and is largely
eaten in India as an article of human food— facts
which all tend to confirm the opinion that sesu-
mum cake is perhaps one of the most wholesome
of all. The exports from India of the seed whicli
yields this cake have year after year for some time
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past been steadily increasing. That it is being

employed by the cake-makers in the fabrication of

what is known in the trade as certain tjiialities of

linseed cake there would seem to be no doubt.

Castor-Cake .—In India this is one of the most

highly-valued of all oil-cake.s as a manure. In

Europe it has aci(uired an evil repute as one of the

most dangerous substances when used in the fabri-

cation of inferior qualities of liu.seed cake. In

commerce it appears to be sometimes designated

Jatropha manure. Morton in his Cyclopoedia of

agriculi ure has tlie following passage :—^This cake

can only be used as a manure
;

for feeding pur-

poses it is entirely unsuited, as the oil still remain-

ing in the cake is exceedingly purgative and poi-

sonous. This maiufe was recently analysed by

Mr. Thomas Ilerapath who found it to contain in

100 parts: water 10'24
;
nitrogen in fresh cake

4'20
;
nitrogen in dry cake 4 68 ;

ash 7 ’88. The

ash itself contained in 100 parts: soluble salts

6T93 ;
carbonates 21‘07

;
insol. phosphates 53’554

;

silica &c. 19T83.
I’erhaps a more instructive table of analysis of

castor cake is that published by the late Trof.

Ander.son of Glasgow in his Agrieultival Chemis-

try

:

Water 12 31 ;
oil 24'32

;
albuminous com-

pounds 21'91 (containing nitrogen 3 20) ;
mucilage,

sugar, fibre &c. 35'3S ;
ash (5 ‘08. The ash contained

silica equal to 1'96, pho.sphates 2 81, and phospho-

ric acid in combination with alkalis ’64.

SOIL ANALYSIS.

By F. B. Guthrie.
{Continued.)

By the porosity of a soil is meant the fineness

and numbet of its pores. We must distinguish

between this and permeability to water
;
a coarse

sand, for example, being permeable to water, but

possessing properties exactly opposed to those of a

porous soil. Humus soils are esjrecially porou.«.

On the.fineness of texture depend the following

characteristics

-

The capillary power, by which is understood the

power of imbibing water. This property main-
tains a continual circulation of water witliin the

soil, and consequent aeration. It is, moreover,

largely through the agency of this circulating

water, which is charged with carbonic acid and
different salts, that the mineral, and in a less

degree the organic matter, of the soil is rendered

available for plant food and presented in solution

to the plant.

The capillary power of a soil depends very

largely upon the fineness of its texture. The
nearer the texture approaches that of a sponge the

greater will be its capillarity.

Humus has a very high capillary power, which
is not possessed to any extent by either coarse sand
or clay.

This property is determined by filling a tube of

known length with the finely powdered air-dried

soil
;

the tube is open at both ends, the lower end
• being closed by a piece of fine muslin, and stands

in water. At the end of twelve or twenty-four
hours Urn height to which the water has visibly

risen in the tube is read off. The determination
presents no special difficulty, and I will not waste
your time with long descriptions of this or other

methods mentioned here. They are all capable of

being rapidly and accurately performed,

The capacity of a soil for water is also ot special

interest, and depends partly upon its porosity and
partly on its content of organic matter. Featy
ami humus soils, other things being equal, have

the highest capacity for water, followed in order

by mai'L, clay, loams,and sand.

The hygroscopic power—-that is, the power of

attracting water vapour—is of practical im-
j)ortance, in that it prevents undue evaporation,
and prevents the soil from becoming parched up.

It also serves as a guide to the absorptive power
for other gases. This property, like capillarity, is

due entirely to the fineness of texture, and the order
is tlie same—humus, clay, loam, marl, sand, and
coarse saua.

The absorptive power of the soil for salts is a
factor of very great importance in determining the
fertility of a soil.

This power which soils possess of removing
saline matter from solution, and retaining it within
their pores, is due partly to the chemical nature of

tlie soil, resulting in a chemical interchange of

basic constituents, and partly to its mechanical
structure, the fineness of its texture, substances
such as humus and clay {.ossessing the power in a
remarkable degree.

This properly is determined by a method elabor-
ated by Xnop.

The absolute weight of the soil, though it has no
bearing upon its fertility, is a point that should
always be taken into account, since a heavy, sandy
soil, though it may contain a smaller percentage
of fertilising material than a light clay soil,

presents a larger mass to the plant in the same
space.

We now come to the most important property
po.sse.ssed by soils as affecting their fertility, and,
at the same time, the most obscure, namely, their
power of nitrification. This property depends
upon a number of .points, on some of which our
information is not very clear.

From what we know of the process of nitrifica-
tion, we can lay down with tolerable certainty the
following conditions as being favourable to the
process :—
We must have free access of air and moisture a

certain degree of warmth, the presence of nitro-
genous organic matter, prone to oxidation (re-
presented by humus). The presence of reducible
mineral matter, such as se.squioxide of iron or
metallic sulphates, i.s also favourable. A suffi-
ciency of basic subtances to combine with the
nitric acid appears also to he advantageous to
nitrification.

Putting on one side the bacteriological aspect of
the phenomena involved, we shall find that the
formation of nitrates within the soil is due to
oxidation, and that within certain limits the powder
of oxidation which the soil possesses is also the
measure of its nitrifying power.
We are, therefore, 1 believe, justified in assum-

ing that the soil will be most favourable to the
development of the nitric ferment which combines
the following characteristics :

—

1st. A fair proportion of humus.

2nd. A warm climate.

3rd. Provision for free access of air and of
moisture (these depend upon its porosity, and are
determined by its capillary power).

4th. Good drainage to prevent stagnant water
accumulating.
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5th. A certain proportion of basic substances.
It will be seen that, beyond the presence of

certain mineral and organic matter, the conditions
favourable to nitritication are those wliose presence
otherwise indicates fertility—namely, fineness of
texture and absence of exces^^ive water. If the
capillary power of a soil is low, it indicates an un-
favourable condition for nitrification.

It has recently been stated by a French writer
that the presence of nitrates in the soil assists in
rendering soluble the potash in such insoluble com-
binations as felspar, which is an additional mode
by which the nitric organism promotes fertility.

Provided, then, that the condition of the soil, as
indicated by the physical properties above enumer-
ated, is favourable to what I may call the meta-
bolism of plant food, its fertility will depend upon
the amount of that plant food, and it is immaterial
whether that plant food is now in a soluble state

or not. If the mineral and nitrogenous matter
are present in sufficient quantity, and the soil

possesses high absorptive capacity, high capillary
powers—in short is of texture, and possesses the
conditions conducive to nitrification—-it may, I

think, be fairly expected to prove a fertile soil
;
and

in cases where one or more of the conditions con-
ducive to fertility are absent, we may look to im-
proved methods of cultivation to attain that

fertility.

The tabulated results of such an analysis as I

have indicated w’ould be as follows:—
Keaction of soil.

Weight of soil (per acre, 6 or 9 inches deep).

Capacity for water.

Capillary power.
Absorptive power for salts.

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS.

Gravel.

Sand.
Fine sand.

Clay.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (OF FINE SOU,).

Water.
Organic matter.
.Nitrogen.

Soluble in strong'll Lime.

boiling hydro-
J^
Potash.

chloric acid J Phosphoric acid.

The quantity of organic matter (which is the

volatile matter after deducting water and carbonic

acid) afford a sufficiently close indication of the

amount of humus present.

The nitrogen determined is total nitrogen. If

nitrates are present, the modification of Kjeldahl's

method is the most suitable.

I believe the above represents tbe fewest deter-

minations upon which an accurate judgment can

be based. I also believe that with the aid of the

above data, practical experience, and a modicum
of motherwit, thoroughly reliable and useful

advice may be given as to the means to be adopted

for ameliorating the soil.

The manures to be u.sed and their quantities

will to some extent depend upon the nature of

the soil, and to a much less degree upon the quan-

tities of the fertilizing ingredient found to bo

present, but principally upon the nature of the

crop. Boil analysis in the past has been too much
occupied with the notion that the amount of

fertilizer required depends upon the quantity

already in the .soil, and that nothing is necessary

but to add so much of the particul ir ingredient

in an available form as, together with what is

already present, will produce a sufficiency for

all requirements. I believe the principle is a

sound one, wdiich tells us to manure the crop and
not the ground, and that the soil to be improved
is to be improved, not by chemicals, but by proper

cultivation, by deep-ploughing, draining, liming,

green-manuring, and other means of improving
the texture, without which it is impos.sible to

maintain the conditions necessary to fertility.

THE PRESERVING OF FRUIT.

( Contirmed.)

In a general way it may be said that all

fruits and vegetables that endure stewing with-

out injury to flavour or the form of the fruits

are suitable for canning. Oranges would thus

have to be excluded because of the peculiar

bitter principle which they develope in cooking.

Some fruits again are unsuitable for the rea.'on

that in cooking they change form rapidly, be-

coming “sauce, ” on which account they soon

become flavourless in the can.

The modern fruit can is said to be an American
invention. Usually and preferably, so far as

home work is concerned, it is made of glass with
metallic covers. Tin cans with tight-fitting covers

and a sealing of wax are sometimes used, but the

objection to them is that the metal is often

acted upon by acid fruits thus causing a flavour

which is both disagreeable and injurious. There
are of course many kinds of cans or jars, and
each sort doubtless has points of advantage
which will commend it to users. The patent cans
known as the “lightning” and “ Mason's ” are

among the best. The jars and ordinary cooking
utensils are really all the appliances absolutely

needed for canning, A tin funnel, with wide
throat, for tilling the jars is a convenience.

The following is a recipe for making wax for

sealing fruit :—lilelt one pound of resin over a slow
fire. When hot add one ounce of beeswax and
two ounces of tallow or other fat, stirring well

till mixed. Let tbe mixture cool a little and pour
into a greased can for keeping. When used heat
till melted, and dip corks or covers into it, seal-

ing instantly while hot.

Only the best fruit is worth Abe trouble of can-
ning. None that are over-ripe, green, speckled
or partly rotten should be used. The fruit should
not be kept long after gathering before canning,
and after pealing, pitting, Ac, as may be neces-

sary, it should as soon as possible find its way into

the cans. Some fruits will require halving for

convenience in cooking and handling, but flavour

and appearance will be greatly improved by using
the fruit in as nearly as possible its original

condition as to form. Some fruit need no par-
ing at all, and indeed lose flavour if pared. In
regard to the subse((uent operation of cooking,
and the amount of sugar used in sweetening the
fruit, it is sufficient to say that care should be
taken not to overdo the former, while the amount
of sugar used shculd bo governed wholly by one’s
taste.

The following are the two methods of canning
now commonly in vogue in America :

—
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(1.) Tliis, considered to be the most perfect

method, i.s the one employed exclusively hy the

canning factories. The fruit, neatly prepared, is

packed as closely as possible into the glass jars,

whicli are lllled with a syrup made by boiling

sugar and water together. Place the jar in a

kettle or boiler of tepid water on a few nails or

wooden suck with holes bored through, allowing
the water to come up within an inch of the top

of the jar. Put on covers lightly, cover the kettle

or boiler and boil till fruit is done. Have some
syrup ready on the stove for filling up the jars.

When done, remove the jar from the water, ])lace

it on a folded wet towel, fill to the top with hot

syrup, wipe off the neck and fix cover tightly by
rubber and screw top or other means. Invert

each can as a test: if not airtight the syrup will

ooze nut. If still hot, remove tlie cover, refill

with hot syrup and re-seal. But if it luis become
cold turn out the syrup and I'etill the can again.

Fruit that is cooled in the jars retains not only

its shape, thus looking far more inviting, but also

its delicate flavour.

(2.) The second plan is the one most used by
the housewife in America. It is simply to boil

tlie fruit in a syrup placed in a porcelain-lined

stew-pan or kettle until sufficiently cooked, and
pour it boiling hot into the cans, stirring about
with a spoon to let the air bubbles escape. Tlie

can is now filled with hot juice or syrup and the

neck wiped with a wet towel before sealing up as

before. If the fruit is in pieces, they should be
placed in the jar carefully with a fork or spoon,

a little syrup put in first to temper the jar. If

there is fruit remaining in the pan it should be

carefully drawn to one side of the stove and not

allowed to overcook while the filling proce.ss is

going on
;
frecpiently fruit is spoiled in this way.

The advantages of this method are that much
more fruit can be put into each jar after shrink-

ing by cooling them in the fresh state. A word
of caution in regard to filling glass jars with hot

fruit is- necessary. The jar, while being filled,

should be placed on a damp cloth, folded so as to

comjtletelj’ fill the hollow in the bottom of the

jar, and in it should be inserted a common table,

knife having a metallic handle, or a spoon, as an
additional precaution against the sudden expansion
of the gla.<-s and consequent breakage. Of course
the knife is removed before the lid is finally fixed

on. Again, it should be seen that the cans are

thoroughly scalded out with hot water before

using. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on this

point. In the case of both methods above
described, the jars, while their contents are hot,

must be kept out of the reach of draughts of cold

air, as otherwise the glass will contract suddenly,
with the result that many will be broken.

TIIF NUTRITIVK PROCESS IN PLANTS.

I’rof. J. lleynolda Crreen, D.Sc., F.li.S.

{Continued.^

The places where these permanent reserves are

accumulated are more numerous than we are apt

to suppose. Seeds, tubers, roots &c. readily occur-

to us as parts of the ]dant iu which we may find

them. In the short-lived plants, which we group
together roughly as herbaceous in their habits,

these are necessarily the most important reservoirs.

But it is different with trees and shrubs which
last for many years, and which do not form
fleshy receptacles. We have in these, stout stems
or trunks, with numerous branches; large woody
roots which continue to grow year after year,
keeping pace with the parts above ground. Though
the primary use of these members is not to store
food products, yet they have work of this kind to
do. A tree which has a trunk and a root which
is growing in thickness is in need of a constant
rather than an intermittant supply of food mate-
rial placed near the actively growing regions. The
growth in thickness of such a trunk or root is

brought about by the activity of a layer of deli-
cate living cells, wdiich are constantly dividine to
produce new^ w-ood and new bast, and wdiich appear
as a ring of what is called merisniatic or dividing
tissue, on the exterior of the woody ma.ss. The new
cells so formed need a constant supjily of nutri-
tive material, at the expense of which they deve-
lope the peculiar features of wood and bast res-
pectively. The merisniatic tissue itself Avhich is

called the cambium layer, is in great need of food
or it is perforce obliged to cease dividing, and
so the grow'th in thickness of the tree is stopped.
Cell division is indeed the result'of cell-growth.
When such a cell has reached its full .size, it divides
into two, each of which grow's to its appropriate
adult dimensions

;
some divide again like the ones

from which they sprang; others become trans-
formed into wood or bast cells. In either case an
immediate supply of food is needed, and from the
condition of things this supply must be near at
hand. We must therefore expect a number of
places near the cambium in wdiich these materials
may be laid dowui. We find them accompanying
the cambium—either in the form of sheaths sur-
rounding the whole ring of the new tissue or in
the spaces called medullary rays, w hich are formed
between the mas.^es of wood, these rays beincr
composed of cells wdiich differ in shape from the
trypical forms of wood and bast cells.

In stems of smaller girth, which have not
developed much wood, we find stores of food
material laid up in the region just uuderneath
the surface, which constitutes what is called
the cortex, and wdiich gives jilace later on to
the complex formation wdiicii is familiar to us
under the name of bark.

In studying these reserve materials, we have
thus first to consider how they are originally
formed from the simple substances wdiich the plant
absorbs from the air and from the soil, and then
to asceitain how they are transported to the reser-
voirs in which w'e find them, and how they assume
the definite shapes iu wdiich they present them-
selves.

The foliage leaf may be regarded as the chief
laboratory of the plant, the place where, in the
first instance, the chemical changes take place
which lead ultimately to the construction of its
organic substance. This organ is a winged expan-
sion of an outgrowth from the stem, and is speci-
ally adapted to expose as much surface as possi-
ble to air and light. The midrib of the leaf is the
continuation of its stalk or petiole, and takes no
share in the constructive processes, serving only
as the path by which fluids are conducted to it
from the stem, and in turn are sent down from it
into the axis of the plant. The strujture of the
wing or flattened portion is the most important
part from our ])-esent point of view. The uppef
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and lower surfaces are seen to be covered by a layer
of flattened, or brick-shaped cells, which contain
little more than water, with the exception of cer-
tain ones to be described later. Between these
two layers which constitute the upper and lower
epidermis, is a mass of tissue in which tlie green
colour of the leaf is formed, and running througli
this in ali directions is a network of veins which
are made of vascular ti.ssne continuous with the
vessels of the stem. Tlie cells in which the green
colour is formed differ in arrangement towards
the two surfaces of the leaf. Those towards the
upper one are arranged close togetlier with very
few spaces between them

;
tliey are oblong cells

with their long axes ])laced at right angles to the

surface. The cells towards the lower surface are

not at all regular in their arrangement, but are

very loo.sely placed, .so that very large intercellul ir

spaces are found there. Tnese intercelluhir spaces

are continnous with each other, and with others

that extend through the leaf stalk, stem and
root. The cells of the leaf ti.ssue that al)ut upon
these spaces have very thin walls, and thus allow

readily of the absorption of the gases found in the

interior of the passages by the cells bordering upon

them. They at the same time allow a ready eva-

poration of water from the cells of the tissue. At

many points in the leaf an intercellular space of

large size can be seen to extend quite up to the

epidermis, and close in.«pection show.s that two
of the cells of the latter layer have a small

slit between tliem which allows of communication
between the external air and the contents of the

intercellular space system. The two cells tliat lie

upon either side of the slit can have their sliapes

altered by variations in the quantity of the water

they contain, and this causes tlie slits at one time

to open and at others to be nearly or quite closed.

These openings are called stoynata, and the two
cells bounding them are called r/uard cells. In a

surface view they are seen to be somewhat kidney-

shaped
;
being attached to each other only by their

ends; it is evident that when filled with water,

and consequently swollen or turgid, they ojien the

slit by separating from each other along the greater

part of their irner surfaces. When on the other

hand they have lost their water, the strain on them
is relaxed, they' fall together and partially' or

wholly close the aperture.

It is however in the cells of the middle of the

leaf that the chemical work goes on. If one of

these is examined by' the high jmwer of a micros-

cope, it IS found that the green colour is not diffus-

ed, through the substance of the cell, but is con-

fined to certain small bodies which are embedded

in the layer of protoplasm or living substance

which lines the cell. These small bodies are called

chloroplastids or chlorophyll corpuscles, and it is

to them that we must look for the actual construc-

tive activity. They are eventually small masses

of protoplasm which have loose or spongy arrange-

ment of particles, so that there is in each a com-

plicated mesh work. In the meshes of this spongy

mass the green colour, known as chlorophyll, lies

in the form of a solution. The work done by the

chloroplastid is very comple.v, but we are able to

distinguish to a great extent between the part

played by the colouring matter itself and that

which is discharged by its protoplasmic frame-

work.
We have in this mechanism, then, a ready means

of access of air to the interior ti.ssue of the leaf,

It enters at the stomata, and of course fills all the

intercellular spaces. The composition of the

gases in the.se channels is not, however, the same
as that of the atmosphere, as different giseous
interchanges between the cells of the leaf, and
the spaces outside them are continually taking

place. Nevertheless, whatever may be its exact

composition, we know that it contains a small

quantity of carbon dioxide, partly perhaps derived
from the leaf itself, partly supplied by the small

amount always j)resent in atmospheric air. By
virtue of its solubility in water it easily penetrates
the delicate cells of the tissue, the walls of which
are saturated with water, and so it comes into

contact with the ch.loroplastid.s.

Not only is air thus admitted. We find that
water taken in from the soil by the roots, contain-
ing various mineral and other constituents in so-

lution, also easily' reaches the leaf. No part of

tlie constructing tissue is situated very far from a
vein, and the woody' portion of sucli vein being
in direct connexion with the woody tissue of the
stem, a path of ascent and distribution is readily

afforded.

Thus the raw materials, w'hich w’e know by'

experiment that the plant absorbs, meet each other
in the cells of the leaf, finding themselves there
in the presence of the living substance of the
cell, and of certain differentiated bodie.'^, the
chloroplastids. These are the first conditions for

constructive activity'.

SORGHUM IlALAPENSIi:.

This indigenous grass (identical with Andropogon

halapensis) is referred to by Mr. Wm. Ferguson in

his notes on the grasses growing in Ceylon, as being

abundant on the banks of the Haragam-oya,

about eight miles from Kandy'. He states that some

roots grown in his garden in Colombo W'ere from

eight to ten feet high. “ I have not,” he remarks,

“ tried it as a fooder grass, but should imagine

that it is quite equal to the Euchloena (Reana)

luxurians, Androscepia gigantea, or any of the

gigantic grasses introduced to the Island and so

highly recommended as fodder plants.” It is said

to be indigenous to Southern Europe, Syria, Cuba,

and Northern Africa, and cultivated in the Brazils

and Australia.

The February number of the N- S. W. Ayri-

cultrial Gazette devote.'! a special article (from

w'hicli we (juote below) to this grass which

appears to be most commonly know'ii as the

“ Evergreen millet.” It is best known as a fodder

grass in the United States, and the following is

a reference to its growth in th'at country by

Vasey :

—

“ This grass is be.st adapted to warm climate.5,

and has proved most valuable on wann, dry soils

ill the southern states. Its chief value is for hay,

in regions where other grasses fail on account of

drought. If cut early the hay is of good quality,

and several cuttings may' be made in the season,

but if the cutting is delayed until the stalks are

well grown, the hay is so coarse and hard that

stock do not eat it readily. The seed may' be

sown at any' time when the soil is warm and not
too dry. Failures often occur from sowing thq

seed too early. If there is danger that the soil

should dry out before the seed can germinate,

soaking the seed may be resorted to with good
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results. Thick .seeding gives a heavier yield, and

a better quality of hay. From 1 to 2 bushels are

usually sown per acre, according to the quality of

the seed. In case of failure to get a good stand,

the crop may be allowed to go to seed the first

year, after which the vacant spaces will be found

to be self-seeded. On small patches, in such

cases, the ground is sometimes ploughed up, and

the underground stems scattered along the

furrows over the vacant spots. In most localities

it is generally considered desirable to plough the

land about every third year, otherwise the root-

stocks become matted near the surface, and the

crop is more affected by drought. Ploughing

causes it to grow more thickly and vigorously.
”

In another work, ‘‘ Report on the Gra.sses of the

youth,” Dr. Vasey further says;—“Mr. N. B.

Moore has cultivated this grass for forty years,

and prefers it to all others. It is perennial, as

nutritious as any other, difficult to eradicate, will

grow on ordinary soil, and yields abundantly.”
“ Horses and cattle are fond of it both in its

dry and green condition. Probably no grass gives

better promise for the dry arid lands of the west.”

Soryhum Halapense is said is to be common all

over Northern India in cultivated and uncultivated

ground, and is considered to be a good fodder

grass both for grazing and hay.

The Department of Agriculture of Victoria

distributed some of the seed of this grass to

farmers in 1888, and following are extracts from

the circular issued at the time :
—“ Superior both

as a grazing and hay grass; has abundance of

roots, which decay, thereby enriching the ground

rather than exhausting it. The best results follow

sowing the seed in August and September,

enabling the seed to get a good root by the

autumn, and forming a better turf the following

season. Sow broadcast at the rate of a bushel

an acre, and cover witli a light brush, or sow just

before a heavy rain. Three good crops the

following .season will be the result if the season

is favourable.”

Baron von Mueller quotes J. L. Dow, of Victoria,

as stating that it keeps green in the heat of

summer; also, Mr. Hollingsworth, that it is not

eaten out by pasture animals. The Baron adds,

“ It will also grow in drift sand of the coast, and

will keep growing during the dry season, when
most other grasses fail, but improves much on

irrigation
;
the roots resist some frost

;
three tons

can be cut from one acre in a single season
;

it

yields so large a hay-crop, that it may be cut half

a dozen times in a season, provided the land be

rich. All kinds of stock have a predilection

for this grass.”

The greatest objection to this grass is tlie

difficulty of eradicating it, and care should be

taken not to introduce it into fields intended for

cultivation. It is also said to produce injurious

effects on cattle if eaten when too young or when
the plants are atunted by drought.

Duthie me7itions that the seed of this grass is

collected in some parts of India, ground and

mixed with the flour of Pennisetum ti/phoideum

(cambu) and eaten by the poorer classes.

IS A CHARGh: OF BAD CULTIVATION
ACTIONABLE ?

This question was before Lord Kincairney on

Tuesday of last week in connection with the action

brought b_y Alexander M'Keand, farmer, Port-

William, Wigtownsliire, against Sir Herbert Alax-

well, Bart., M.P., for damages to the amount of U500
for alleged slander. Tlie pursuer had for thirty-

six years been tenant of a farm on the defender’s

estate. His lease expired at Whitsunday, 1895.

He offered £200 as a rent for a renewal of the
lease, but the defender refused the offer, but
shortly afterwards let the farm to another tenant
at that rent. It was in relation to this that the

letters complained of were written. One letter,

written by the defender to Mr. M'Connell, a

neighbouring farmer, was published subsequently
in the Galloioay Gazette, but Lord Kincairney held

that the defender was not responsible for its

publication, and disallowed the issue under that

head. Thei’e remained a letter and certain notes

written by the defender and published by him in

the Galloioay Gazette of 22nd May, 1895. In

these statements were made that the farm had

been indifferently cultivated or managed
;
that, in

consequence, it had been brought into unexhausted
condition, which necessitated the application of a

considerable amount of lime manure for six years.

The pursuer sought to make out that these

statements amounted to a charge of dishonesty.

Lord Kincairney, however, held that it was im-

possible to maintain that an assertion that a man
was a bad farmer could be innuendoed as meaning
that he was a dishonest farmer. On the other

hand, in his lordship’s opinion, each of the letters,

and also the notes, did import that the farmer had
worked the farm unskilfully as a farmer, and that

the farm suffered in consequence. Was such an
allegation actionable ? Now, the defender was
at the time a candidate for the county, and it

was in reply to an express demand made for

an explanation of the circumstances that the

defender wrote the letter of 14th May, in

which he charged the pursuer with indifferent

cultivation causing injury to the farm. Now,
nothing more imjurious to a farmer could be done,

for the publication might probably prevent the

teiiaut getting anotlier farm in the neighbourhood,
and so to some extent disable him from earning

his livelihood in the business to which he had
been bred. His lordship would be slow to think

that the law afforded no remedy for so great a

wrong. It was analogous to cases in which public

statements that a profes.sor or schoolmaster was
unfit for his office had been held actionable. The
law certainly did allow anyone on due occasion to

criticise the work of a tr-adesman
;
but that w'as a

different matter. Tlie defender’s defence was that

his letter was a public reply to a public attack or

public criticism—namely, the attack made on him
when a letter, written by pursuer, was read at a

meeting of farmers and electors, and he pled that

as a caiididate he had to explain the circumstances.

Lord Kincairney, however, held that, seeing it

was not admitted that the pursuer had anything
to do with the publication of the statement at

that public meeting, the defence failed. If it

was proved that tlie pursuer w'as active in sub-

mitting the statement to tlie meeting of farmers,

that would be a different matter. But, if that

were not proved, he did not think that the

pursuer’s right should be affected by the

unauthorised act of Mr. M'Connell. The issue to

be sent to a jury in this case is, whether the letter

and notes published by the defender in the

Galloioay Gazette, or any part of them, were of
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and concerning the pursuer, and falsely and
calumniously represented that the pursuer in the
course of his tenancy worked Droughtag farm
carelessly and unskilfully, and that the farm was
left in an exhausted condition.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

In ordinary burns and scalds tlie only i-eraedy

required, is to thoroughly exclude tlie air from
the injured part. Cotton batting will do this

effectually.

Bits of toilet soap which are very small may be

utilized. Make a bag of Turkish towelling about

9 in. square, and put in it all the small pieces of

soap. When three-quarters filled, sew up the end

and use it the same as if it were a cake of soap.

Preparation for Polishing Brass.—Pound fine

and then sift half pint of rotten stone. Add to

this half a gill of turpentine and enough sweet

oil to make a thick paste. Wash the brass first

in soap and water
;
wipe dry, and then rub

with the paste. Rub with a soft, clean rag, and

finish with a piece of chamois skin.

In cooking green vegetables, such a.s peas, beans,

and asparagus, it will be found that by .soaking

them for an hour or two in cold water they will

regain much of that fresh, delicious flavour which

is the principal charm of country vegetables. Also

a spoonful of salt in the boiling water in which

they are cooked will preserve their green colour.

White sugar is an e.xcellent application for cuts,

wounds and bruises, quickly subduing inflamma-
tion. Salt pork, raw, is also good and in some
cases easier to apply.

Matting should not be washed with soap and
water. Lift it from the floor, dust well on both

sides, and wipe it carefully with a fairly strong

solution of .salt water.

An ink splash on the carpet should be first

washed out with milk, and cleaned up afterwards

with warm and nice soapsiuls.

Rusty black lace, which may have been long in

the family, can be revived and made as fresh as

new by the steam of green tea.

When the eyes are tired, or inflamed from loss

of sleep, apply an old linen handkerchief dripping

with water as hot as you can possibly bear it.

To throw water on burning kerosene only in-

creases the danger by causing the oil to spread,

but salt, hour, or conimeal will quickly smother
the flames.

Always keep the inside of your coffeepot bright

to insure good coffee. Boil it out occasionally

with soap, water and wood ashes and scour

thoroughly.

To relieve pain from bruises, and i>revent dis

coloration and subsequent stiffness, nothing is

more efficacious than fomentations of water as

hot as It can be borne.

Flour "warmed before using it for mixing
hastens the lightening process.

^

GENERAL ITEMS

Mr. Alexander Macdonald, a friend and fellow-

student, has ])as.sed at an early age. He began
life as a journalist on the Elgin Courant and
later as assistant Editor of the North British

Agriculturist. He achieved distinction in the
agricultural classes in the Edinburgh University,
and was afterwards Editor first of the Marie
Lane Express and next of the Farmer and Stock-
breeder. Later, we hear of his going to South
Africa in search of health, and even here he
was not idle to judge from an exhau.stive report
on dairying in Australia that reached our hands.
The Scottish Farmer, referring to his death, says :

“ When but a little over the threshold of

thirty years, Alexander IMacdonald’s career has
come to an end. Energetic and daring to a
degree, our late comrade bade fair, had his life

been .si)ared, to accomplish .something worthy of

his name.”

Linder the head of Practical Vegetable and
Flower Gai'de7iing, the N.S.W. Agricxdtural Gaz-
ette writes as follows ;

—

The value of a thick mulch of animal droppings,
rotten straw. Sec., does not seem to be j)roperly
understood by many persons who desire to grow
vegetables. It is surprising how many are under
the impression that cow or horse dung will do
injury if spread over the surface of the soil

amongst the vegetables. This need not be feared,
but, on the contrary, it will be found to be most

I

beneficial. Farmers should have no difficulty in

collecting an abundance of dung, both for digging
|

into the soil and for a mulch. That for digging
into the soil will be all the better for being
decouqiosed or rotted before it be used. The >

manure had better be rotted under some kind
of shelter, where the rain cannot wash through
it and wash out some of the most valuable part
of it. It should be kept moist whilst it is

rotting, so that it may not become too heated j

and burn, for in such a case its value is con-
siderably diminished. As much of the liijuid !j

excrement of cattle should be saved as pos.siblo I

if the best of manure is desired. The fresher i

the ilung the better the manure will be, for old

dung that has been lying about for months ex- I

IKised to the Voather is but of little value ex- J
cept for its mechanical effects in the soil or as
an absorbant lor saving liquid excrements. It

is useful for a much, however. Liejuid manure,
which can be made from the dung of animals
soaked in water, is of great value for vegetables,
but slujiild not be used w\er strong, especially
if it has fermented, in Avhich case it should be
considerably diluted with water. Exjierience will

soon show the best strength to use if the effects

of various applications be noted carefully. Save
all waste matter from the house, and it will be
found of much value when the water supidy is

short. If liipiid manure be uscil if should on no
account be ]iourcd over the leaves of vegetables,
but be apj)lied to their roots only. 'Phis can most |
easily be done by drawing away the soil, or rather i

by making a little shallow furrow or trench, into t

which the manure can be ])jnred, and when it i

has soaked into the ground the soil should lie (

covered over again. There is but little trouble li

about this work, which can be effected very I

quickly with a hoe. I
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LEHMANN’S FIBRE MACHINERY
G-REAT quantity of fibre,

suitable for tiie produ;tioa of

maltiLg, carpeting, bagging,

sacking, ropes, cords, nets,

braids, and cloths for a variety

of purposes, is deslioyod an-

nually, either from lack of

knowledge of the nianipti-

latiou on the part of the

manufacturer, or because the

methods adopted in fibre

growing countries are too

slow and costly to be carried

out on an extensive scale.

It is therefore evident that,

if some machinery could be

applied to the various pro-

cesses necessary to convert

the plant. into the fabric,

no small benefit would be

reaped by fibre producers as

well as by the machine

maker.

Mr. Ernest Lehmann,

an engineer of Chatham
Street, Manchester, has

turned his attention to this

class of mechanism, and

has succeeded in making

machines which, ho claims,

combine all the most mo-

dern improvements for

treating and working these

fibres on an extensive scale.

The actual fibre-extracting

machines may be classed

under two heads, viz., for

the extraction of leaf or

stem fibre, and for coir

fibre. The leaf or stem

fibres include aloe leaves,

pita, heneq on, sisal, abaca, Manilla hemp, islle, Mex*

can fibre, cabuya, ju'e, banana, or pineapple, rhea, aan-

sieviera, piassava, bombax ceiba, majagua, or poa tree,

carludovica palmata and maoutia pnva. For coir fibre

or fibre obtained from the husks of the coconut, a ma-
chine of special construction is employtd, differing

entirely from the machine used for leaves or stems.

The order and process of manufacture arc as

follows:—The material should be regularly sorted

whether in leaves or stalks

and, when operated upon,

must be as uniform as possi-

ble. The stalks of rhea or

China grass should be cut

into equal lengths, and with

pineapple, henequen, agave,

sisal, abaca, aloes, &c., the

leaves should be distinctly

sorted, and each description

separa'ely treated. When
there is a material difference

between the quality of the

fibre of the inner and outer

leaves, each quality should

be kept separate, and, before

the actual extracting process

takes flace, the leaves or

stems should be passed

through the crushing or soft'

euing machine, which ren-

ders them pliable and takes

^’ut the sap. This machine
is used to enhance the pro-

ductive capacity of the ex-

tractor by at least 20 per

cent. One crusher will serve

10 extrsetors.

After extrnctirg, the fibre

must be dried thoroughly,

and then be subjected to

a brushing action, either

by being beaten against

a post by hand or by

Lehmann’s riaitinrj Machine,
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being brushetl in a brushing macbine. It is

strongly leccnnrcndeil Ibac planters sboirkl

adopt the brushing machine, as carefully brushed
fibre realizes uruch higher prices, an increase of

frcnr ^2 to £4 per toir being obtainable. One brusher
will suffice for 10 extractors, arrd an cngino of 8-

horse power will drive the whole. After brushing, the

fibre must be made into small bundles of about ;5

or 4 ins. in diameter, secured by a strand of the

fibre, and their pressed into bales of 2 or 3 cwt.

each.
The average market price varies from £22 to £28

per ton, and l,t00 leaves wid usually produce from
50 to GO lbs. of cleaned fibre.

The husks, having been soaked, are rolled or

crushed to strengthen them and render them ready

for the subsequeirt extraction of the coir fibre. That
part of the finre which is irot draw'ir into the ex-

tracting machine is catled “ brush fibre.” It is

afterwards combed and prep.ared for brooms and

brn-Ties. When the husks are green and immature,

and it is not required to keep tire brush lilrre sep-

arate, a special extracting machine is employed,

which turns the entire husks into fibre. This machine

is also employed for producing fibre from the bark

of the fibre-bearing trees, the bark or husks being

carried through the feed rollers and reduced to

fibre by the action of the cylinder. Usually, 1,000

coconuts ore estimated to give off from 90 to 120

lbs. of spinning fibre and from 15 to 25 lbs. of brush

Aftrr extracting, the fibre is passed through a

willovviug machine, which frees it from shorts, hards,

dust, and other extraneous niatter, one willow and

one husk crusher serving 10 extracting machines.

The bailing of the fibre is performed by either

hydraulic or screw presses, according to requirements.

All these operations being completed, the various

fibres arc ready to bo spun into yarn and made into

goods for the market.

Should the fibre have been made into bales, it

requires Oj ening out, an operation that is peifoimcd

by a fibre-opening machine. The fibres are hackled

or straightened with hand hackles, worked by women
or girls. The next process is the spinning. This

is done mechanically hy a machine specially con-

structed for planters ami small manulactiiieis. The

prepared fibre is fed into the machine, and is made
into yarn and automatically wound on to a bobbin,

and, as scon as it is full, the liobbin is taken out

and’ replaced hy an empty one, the operator regu-

lating tlie thickness of the yarn and the speed of

the machine. The machine is stated to occupy

only four square feet, and six machines are driven

by 1-horsc power.
,

. .

Our illustration shows a plaiting machine lor

making plait for mats, but Mr. Lehmann also sup-

pTes improved power looms, besides, other fibre-mani-

jjuluting pLuit, for weaving co.onui matting, Manilla

carpetings, and such like heavy^ goods from coir,

Manilla, heneqnen, and similar fibres. The power

loom is constructed in four distinct models of fram-

ing to suit the various descriptions of goods it is

intended to v.eave. foernut matting is made on

the heaviest models, and ordinary sacking or bag-

ging on the lightest.

The loom is constructed in various widths, ran-

ging from 30 to 80 ins. reed space, this depending

upon the width of goods to be woven. The training

of the loom, as regards the strength of the working

parts is the same, whether for coir or Manilla goods,

the o’nlv difference being in the taking-up motions

for Ihe'woien fabric. Tor coir goods, the warp

varns arc drawn, from a spccia ly constructed creel

placed at the back of the iorm, through cast iron

riuted rollers, and the woven material is drawn out

of iho looms by means of two similarly fluted cast

iron rollers. For Maui la go ds, the warps enter the

loom in the same manner, but the woven fabric is

automatically wound on a beanr funiishe i with

spiked teeth, which mamtaiii a firm grip of Iho

cloth and etfect an evmi folding. The sleys are inade

with shntilo boxes largo oimugh to hold shutiles

containing cops 15 ins. long by 2J ms. in diameter

cr Manilla yarn. These cop.s are formed by a

spicially constructed winding machine, which gives

off the yarn from tlie inside of the cop, so that

the w’holo may bo w’oven with a minimum ot waste.

Each loom is supplied complete with full set of

reeds, harness, shuttles, pickers, and strapping up.

Tor making figured or fancy goods, the tops of the

the looms arc furnished with a “ dohby ” or .lacqnard

apparatus, wh ch has a miinber of shafts correspon-

ding to the patlern to bo woven. All the motions

are described as self-acting, the framework and the

working parts being strong and heavy, and the sley

so arranged that it can be made to beat up twice

or thrice to each pick, according to the description

of goods in the loom. When very heavy goods are

being woven, tlie loom should be stopped after each
pick, that is, after the sley has been knocked up
to the required number of beats. This is done by
the weaver placing his foot on a lever, moving the
driving strap to the loose pulley, and thus stopping
the loom. The weaver than draws np the weft
tightly with his hand and starts again. This oper-

ation ensures good and peifect selvages. When the
lighter goods are being w'oven, this stopping is not
necessary, as the yarns, being lighter, are more
manageable. In the general arrangement of the
looms, the parts are so well constructed that they
are claimed to combine efficiency with a minimum
of wear and tear.

In sacking and matting making, various other
machines are employed, such as shearing machines,
for cutting the pile of the mats, calendering machines,
plaiting m ichiues, such as that illustrated, and
combing and measuring machines.

Generally speaking, coir yarn is exported in the
spun stale, the spinning being done by hand. With
iMr. Lohmaiin’s machines, how'ever, tee pfianter may
el'fcct a considerable saving ia labour by doing his

spinning mechanical ly.

Tiie machines can be run hy steam, water, or
cattle power, a small, compact plant for producing
about 2801b. of coir yarn per 12 hours consisting of
three macliiiics arranged lor spinning a d one for
doubling, which are suppilied witli cattle gear, in-

teriiicdiate motion, shafiing, hangers, pulleys, all

sirappiiig, a set of baud liacklos tor preparing the
fibre, and necessary bobbins, all couijjlele. The
operation of spinning is easily learnt, and is so
siinpile that a native, with no previous knowledge of
spinning, can learn to spin on these machines and
become proficient af^er 14 days’ expjcriencc. In spin-
ning, the main point to be kept in view is that the
fibres must be prepared by hackling by means of
hand hackles, and the better they are prepared the
better will be the quality of the yarn, both as re-
gards strength and appearance, and the larger will
be the pioductioii. Wbon the fibres are more than
J. ft. in length, they should be opened out in the
fibre-opening machine, vvlticb is made in two sizes
No. A for producing heavy yarns for ropes and
No. r> for spinning fiiiQr yarns for twines, cords,
lines, matting, sackling, Ac. Five feet by three is

all the space occupied by these niacliiues.

Each machine is perfectly independent in its
working, thus obviating a great objection against
spinning mavbinery working in sets, where faciliti. s

for repairs are few and far between and very ex-
pensive. Generally, female spinners are employed •

their labour is cheaper, and, being lighter
handed, they can produce better yarn than men.
'They soon learn to regulate the sizes of the yarn,
so us to vary them according to requirements. When
spun and doubled, coir yarn is made into hanks, by
means of a small machine, called a lianking ma-
chme, which makes the contents of 10 bobbins into
liuiiks, or iO hanks at a time, ready for being
baled for exp rt.

W e may add that these macliines are constructed
witJi ihe object of giving tho planter or inanufac-
turor tho benefit ot a larger produclion with a
given quantity of iii.ichines, the designer having had
a practical exptrienco in this industry extoudiag
over a number cf years. They are also specially
coiistmclcd with a view to their being manipulated
by natives, without tho necessity for skilled labour.
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Biyiaoiid, Geo. Gahr. Tea, its effects medicinal and
moral. London. 1839. 8o.

Bilva, Juan Bautista. An Senibus The’? [Par
Mugnet.] Paris. 1712. 4o.

Bimiair, Wm. Japp. Beverages: water, tea, coffee,
cocoa, Ac. 1881. See Manchester and Salford Sani-
tary Association. Health Lectures for the Peonle
Ac. Vol. IV. 1878, Ac. 8o.

^

Slevoyt, Joh. Adr. Medicae Facultatis Decani J. H.
Slovogtii.. .ad., .dissert itionem de polypodio invitatio,
cum prohisione do thca Romana. . .aliisque ejus suc-
cedanois. Jenae. 1721. do.

Bmith, — Tsiology. London. 1826. 12o. See Tea
Dealer.

Bmith, Edicd., PL.D. On the Uses of Tea in the
healthy system, [Ex Jl. Socy. Arts.] London. 1861.
8o.

Bmith, Ediod., M.D. Recent Experimental in-
quiries into the nature and action of Alcohols as food
and on Tea. [Soc. of Arts.] Jjondon. 1861. 8o.

’

Bmith, Hu/h, .)/. D. An Essay on the Nerves...
To which is added an Essay on foreign Teas Ac
London. [1780?] 8o. [1794.].

’

Bniith, Junius. Essays on the Cultivation of the
Tea Plant in the United States of America. New
York. 1818. 8o.

oi ne xnee- Latel aer ge-
1780 ?] 8o.

snup-'Srhoot. llet y. S.,

apikkelde juffrouwen, Ac. [Amsterdam?
[i\ Supplement Thee- Bexoek.']

Bony. A New Song on I'ca Drinking, [begin: Draw-
near you jolly blades so gay, Ac.] [Jjondou ? 1750? I

s. sh. fob '

Bpon, Jacob. Tractatus novi de potu Caphe’ de
Chinensium the’, et de Chocolala. [Transld. fr. the
IH. of P. Bylecstre Dufour and the Sp. of ,1. Col-
mcnoro.^ Parishs. 1685. 12o.
Bpon, Jacob. [Another edition.'! Novi

Ac. ...a /). Jllanyef'] notis illustrata.
1699. 12o.

Bpon, Jacob. Drey neue.. .Tractiitgeu
Trancke Cafe, Siuesischeu The und der
. ..ilbersetzet [fr. the Latin]. Budissiu.
[Another edn. Budissiu. 1688. 8o.l
Bpy. New London Spy : or a Modern Twenty-Four

Hours Ramble through the Metropolis., .includim^
Description of the Gaming Houses, Bagnios, Niglu
Houses, Nunneries, Public Houses, Coffee Houses
lea Houses, Ac. London. 17— . gp.

’

Stahle.s% Wm. Gordon. Tea, the di-ink of pleasure
and of health. London. [1883.] 12o.

Btade, If. Die Geographi'sehe Verbreitungdes Thee
strauches. Halle. 1890. .So.

out^s inee-

Btahl, Ivo Joh. Brass. See Rcichel, A. G, Disser

tractatus,

Genevae.

von deiu
Chocolata
1686. 8o.
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finite, ]\ . Eln) ird-s. A few worJs on Tea and
Coffee aa alimentary drinks, comprising their history
and analysis, Ac. London. 1815. IGo.

Stet/iiiannu-i, Amhros. De decocto herbae Thoae in
convnlsionibns optimo remedio. [In Misc. Acad. Nat.
Curios. Dec. Ill, an 1. obs. XVI.

\

Steijniannus, Aiahro:i. De decocto Theae morbo Ec-
stasi simili observ. [Misc. Acad. Nat. Curios. Dae.
III. an. 1.

1

Steijni'innus, Anihios. De Theae usu salutari in con-
vulsionibus puerorum, post movbillos et variolas ori-
undis. [Misc. Acad. Net Cur! Dec. III. an 1. obs.
18. J

btentzel, Clir. Gottf. Prcc.i. See Eei/erabend, M. T.
Dissertatio de salvia in infuso adhibenda hujus cpie
prae Thea Chinensi praestantia. 1723. 4o.

Steoens, Ilobl. Marks on Tea Tubs. London. 17(38.

fol.

Stevomoa, ./., M.I). Advice medicinal and econo-
mical relative to the Purchase and Consumption of
Tea, Coffee and Chocolate, Wines and Malt Liquors,
&c. London. 1830. 12o.

Stevmton, Jamo.-i. Treatise on Tub.acco, Tea, Coffee
and Chocolate. London. 174(5. 8o.

iStirton, ./. On vegetable parasites on the tea-plant,
more especially that of Assam. [Reprinted fro.n tho
Proc. Phil. Sojy. Olasgovv. 1881. J [(J-lasgovv. 1881.

|

8o.

Stoker, J. On the Management of the Tea Plant.

Stracheii, J

.

On the Tea Eactories and Plantations
in Kumaon and Garhwal. Agri: 1851.

Straford, IP. List of Ter Estates in Ceylon, with
their districts and acreage under tea. Lmdon.
188(3. 8o.

Street, Francis F. F. F. Street’s Ceylon Tea Tables.
Showing the laying down cost in London of tea, Ac.
Ceylon Observer Press.

[
Colombo. 1887. J a. sh. fol.

SuijijestioHs. Suggestions for the importation of Tea
makers, implements and seeds from China into the
North-Western Provinces. Agra. 1852. 8o.

Sumner, John. A popular treatise on Tea: its

qualities and effects. Birmingham. 1883. lo.

Sumner, John. Cultivation of Tea in Java.

Sfjdow [Isidoie Orihiau, W'Uhelnuna ron\. Die mo-
derne Theetisch Die Auordnung aller tlattungen
von Theegesellschaften, Ac. Sondorshausen. 12o.

Sylvestre Dufour, I'lnlippe. See Vhamherlaiine, J.

The manner of making coffee, tea and chocolate.

I

Transl. fr. the French of P. S. D.
|

1885. 12o.

Sijlvc.stre J)ufour, I’hilippe. Traitez du Cafe’, du
The’ et du Chocolat. l^yon. 1885. 12o. [Second edn.
Lyon. 1888. 12o.] [Third edn. La llaye. 1893. 12o.l

Si/lvestre Uu/our, /‘kilippe. See Span, Trac.
tatus novi de potu C.iphe’, de Chineusium the’ et de
Chocolata. [Fr. the French of P. S. D.] 1699. 12o.

Si/loeslre lJufour, I’hilippe. See Usape. De I’usage

du Caphe’, du The’ et du Chocolate. 1871. 12o.

(To be concluded)

WHITE-ANTS AND MANGU TRIiES.

If the bark of the trees is attacked by white-ants,

it must be first scraped off at alt part.s where the

animals have made tunnels, and painted with kerosin.

Let the ground be dug between the trees as deeply

as necessary, the soil turned over and watered with

phenyl, it procurable
;

if nut, with kerosene and
water. In Ceylon, a decoction of the leaves of

Mauritius hemp is used for e.xpelling white-ants,

but I fear, a correspondent writes, you have got

into too bad a state for that to be efficacious. It

has the advantage of being, of course, quite harm-

less to any trees. In using the phenyl, put some
in a pail and add water till it is of the colour and

consistency of good milk. Every plantation should

keep phenyl. It is perfectly safe with foliage ;
car-

bolic acid and kerosene ate not. It it exceedingly

good for mealy bug. Corrosive sublimate and Paris

green will both destroy white ants
;

dissolve in

water ami pour into tho holes. But be careful not

to p 'ison the tree.s by putting these poison too

close to the roots. Corrosive sublimate is very popular

here, being used dry. The planters have told me
that one white-ant eats a grain, dies, and is eaten

in turn by another who dies and so on till tho nest

i.s exterminated. I cannot quite credit this, but tho
poison have a very strong effect o i white-ants. Of
course care should be taken in dealing with c -r-

rosive sublimate in bulk, as it is an exceedingly
dangerous poison. After you liave well poisoned the
white-ants, remember to manure the trees well, so

that they can have strength to recover. If it is

possible to flood the plantation for a few days, the
ants whould have to retire, but this is rarely pos-

sible here at least. I do not think it would hurt
the trees, as I have here splendid ©Id trees growing
in water. I should like to know the results of these
suggestions should yo i find time to inform me, as
I am collecting together all kinds of notes on des-
tructive insects and methods of destruction .—Indian
Agriculturist,

-* —

NOTES UN CLRINO COCOA FOR S.MALL

SE FTLERS.

I>y \V. Chadwick, Superintendent of

Hope Garden.

Tho first i nportant point to bo observed when
about to cure Cocoa is that it must be quite ripe,

but not over-ripe. The pods must have attainel
their full colour whatever it may be, but if the beans
shake about easily then the pod is over-ripe. The
reason is that if the beam are not ripe, the muci-
laginous matter covering the beans is not properly
developed into the stage when it will readily ferment.
If left to get over-ripe, the mucilage commences to
liquefy.

The best vessel in which a small cultivator can
ferment Cocoa is an ordinary flour barrel. To pre-
are this for the reception of Cocoa beans, first

ore about a dozen holes, each half an inch in
diameter, in the bottom of the barrel, then place
about ten inches of banana trash in the bottom of
the barrel. Line the sides also thickly with trash,
and have a sufficient quantity on hand to cover the
beans when placed in the barrel. When the barrel
is ready, break the whole of the pods and place the
beans in the barrel covering with the banana trash.
The beans must be loft to ferment for two days,
then remove one-third of the beans and lay them
in a heap on the floor and mix them thoroughly.
Kemove the balance of the beaus and mix them also,

but do not put the two heaps together. .After placing
fresh trash in the barrel, put the beaus which wore
at the top back into the bottom of the barrel and
those which were at the bottom, place at the top.
Cover with trash in the same way as before and
leave for two more days, when the beans should
bo treated in exactly the same way as before. They
should then be left for two more days, when they
are to be taken out and washed thoroughly. On tho
day the beams aie lina'ly removed from the barrel
tho work should be coinmenctd very early in tho
morning, so as to get all the sun possible on the
first day, for the beaus mildew very quickly. They
should be washed immediately they are taken out
of the barrel as this helps to keep them plump.
Tne proper amount of Cocoa td ferment in one

barrel is the quantity cf beans obtained from 1,000
ordinary sized pods. If many more than this number
are put into one barrel, the fermentation is too great
and the beans turn black.

If a less quantity, say below 700 pods, are to be
fermented, the green trash and more of it must bo
used, and a weight not exceeding 28 lb. placed on
the top which helps the fermentation.
When the Cocoa is being dried, it is not advisa-

ble to expose it after tho first two days to the
extr me heat of the mid-day sun, it is better to
take it in about 9 o’clock, and then put it out
again between three and four o'clock. Those who
use evaporators are w.irned against an excessively
high temperature.

Gre.at care must be taken when removing tho pods
from the trees that they bo cut off' with a good
sharp kuifo, not pulled off. If pulled off, the little

knob at the base of the stem of the pod is injured.
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and the tree will not bear from the same spot the
following year. If the pods are cut oil carefully,

the trees goes on bearing from the same pot year
after year .—Jamaica LuHctin.

OX CKRTAIN EXPEIUMRNTS MADE IN
THE FOREST NURSERY AT HELLE-

EONTAINE (NEAR NANCY).
r>V E. BARTKT, InSPECTEUI! AujOI>iT DES Eokets.
The facts set forth in the following notes are the

results of experiments carried oat in the liellefontaine
Nursery on the raising of plants for forest planting.
The nursery which was established in 1868 in the
Foret de Haye, nearly four miles from Nancy, and
whose situation is defective from several points of

view, constitutes one of the experimtntal stations

attached to the Nancy Forest School.
Whether the observations which I have collected

contain anything new and hitherto unpunlished, and
whether the reader will find in them anything other
than the confirmation of facts already made known,
I do not venture to affirm, so considerable are
the numbers of works carried out in France and
elsewhere on the subjects herein dealt with.

ON THE USE OE SAWDUST AND PEAT FOlt OOVElilNG
SMALL seeds.

At Bellefontaine, for covering small seeds, a mixture
of mould leaves, well decayed manure and sifted

earth, has for a long time been used. The prepar-
ation of such a compost is costly, the use of it has
also other inconveniences, for when a period of

drought follows after prolonged raiu, it gets hard
and forius a crust liable to interfere with the growth
of small plants.

These considerations led me to try whether, for

covering the seeds in question, sawdust and peat
could not be used, these being two substances often

obtainable in abundance and at a low price in the
neighbourhood of forest laud.

The first experiment to this end was made in

April 1887 :—six trenches each 30 feet long being sown
with Spruce Fir. The following were compared :

—

1. Sawdust of Pophir, alone.

2. Peat alone.

3. A mi'ture of one part Poplar sawdust and
one pare mould.

4. A mixture of peat and leaf mould, in

equal quantities.

5. A mixture of peat and sawdust, also in

equal quantities.

6. The usual compost consisting of one-fourth
part leaf mould, one fourth decajed ma-
nure and one half well sifted mould.

Before using the sawdust, it was carefully satur-

ated with water.

The resu’to v\ero quite as satisfactory in Nos. 1

and 2 as in the otuer lines and that as much so

during the [eiiod of ger i.inati.iii, as during the

rest of the season of veget.uion. It was even noticed

that under nothing but sawdust, the seedlings of

Spruce made their appearance earlier and more
completely than anywhere else.

In the spring of 1888, another trial was made of

the comparative effects on Spruce seed of sawdust
alone and of the compost above mentioned, No. 6.

The advantage was again on the side of the saw-
dust, although this had not been specially watered
before using, it having been simply exposed to tie

rain for six months.
Finally, in the same year, 1888, the best and

most conclusive results were furnished by a trial

made on Spruce seed of very tine sawdust, not
made from species such as Poplar, but from 0,ik.

In spite of its being watered every two days, the

working of the tannin into the soil in no way re-

tarded either the germination of the seeds or the
subsequent growth of the living 'plan s.

It is therefore almost certain that sawdust derived
from almost any species w’hatever might be employed
in this way, provided that it is well saturated with
water at the time of its being used.
When the sawings are maoe in lines, rather less

than a pint of dry sawdust is required tor a foot

of trench

DESTItUCTION OF MOLE CRICKETS.

Ever since I have had charge of the Bellefontaine
Nursery, I have had to deal with a formidable in-
vasion of mole-crickets which has given me the op-
portunity of experimenting on the various methods re-
cominouded by experts for the destruction of these pests.

AXith the e.xception of hunting for their nests and
for the holes in which they take nfug^. the only
method which has been successful is that which
consists in placing small pots with smooth and al-

most vertical sides, in the earth, in such a manner
that the insects may fall into them in the course
of their uoctunral ramblings.
To place these traps along all the galleries would

be practically impossible when one has to deal with
thousands of these enemies. In such a case it is
found best to proceed as follows.
The parts most infested should be enclosed with

boards placed edgewise and buried lA inches in the
soil, about 1 inch of their width remaining above
ground. When the area thus enclosed is moie than
120 square yards, it should be divided into compart-
ments by a number of boards similarly disposed to
those above mentioned.

It is then all along the sides of these boards in-
side and out that the pots are placed at 15 to 20
ft. distance one from the other, taking care that the
edge of each pots is a little below the level of the
soil and that it t itches the board vt-ry exactly.
In constructing their galleries the mole-crickets

run against the planks and turn aside along these
until they fall into the traps laid for them and
from which they can be collected every moruino-.
The pots of the shape of an ordinary plant "pot

are the best, they only need to be about 6 inches
deep and about the same width at the top, the
bottom having a diameter of about half that. The
hole to receive these can be conveniently made with
a piece of wood previously prepared to the required
sliape and size.

It is perh.aps siqieifluous to add that if ordinary
plant pots are used, the hole at the bottom must
he plugged up with something sufficiently hard to
prevent the insects getting through.
Pots with thick rims should not be used, as with

these the edge of the pot cannot ho placed exactly
against the plank. ^

Finally, the pots must be kept free from earth,
leaves and rubbish or the insects may escape.

Trials of chemical manures.
The results were not conclusive,—Indian Forester.

TEA AND COFFEE CULTIVATION IN
INDIA.

{Board of Trade .Tournal for March.'\

From official statistics published by the' Denartment of Revenue and Agriculture of the IndianGovernment it appears that the area under tea
in India at the end of 1804 extended
422,551 acres, a little less than two-thirds of this area
(nearly 64 per cent.) being in the valleys of theBrahmaputra and Surma which contain as much
268,796 acres, 15-1,284 in Assam (the Brahni^trs
Valley), and 114,512 in Cachar and Svlhet ScSurma Valley). In extent of cultivation Bengal
comes next, though the acreage is much smniw
than in either of the divisions of Assam, the Seaunder tea being 121,121 acres or about 29 per cenf
or the whole. In the North -AVestern A-ovincesthe area under tea in 1S'.)4 was 7 65“’ flc,-o=

•

the Panjah, 8,921 acres; in Madras,’ 6,102 acres'^and in Travancore and Cochin, 9,079 acres There
IS, besides, a smaller area of 880 acres in BurmaThe area under tea has expanded from year teyear without a pause during the last 10 veer.
Ill 1885 the area was 283.925 acres; in 1394 ,•(. u„N

to «-2,551 the h.cre.i be L tothe ratio of 18'8 per cent. °

The average of the acreage added in the
five years was very much larger (17,770 LSthan the average increase (12,444 acres) in thefour preceding years. The largest increase of a I
it may be observed in pa,ssing was in the two yeS
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1893 aiul 1894, the former of these beinf< tlie year
in which the mints were closed, an event which
was regarded by some as the herald of disaster
to the tea-planting industry.

The quantity of tea produced has increased in
10 years in much greater ratio than the area
under cultivation, for, while the area has increased
by less than 19 per cent., the increase in product
tion has been over 88 per cent.

Ill 1892 the production in Assam and Uachar
declined, the decline in Cachar and Sylhet, es-
pecially being so considerable as to affect the
general results, though there was a large increase
in Bengal and elsewhere. In 1891 there was
again a decline, but a smaller one, in Cachar and
Sylhet, and in Bengal there was but a small increase.
The number of persons employed in the tea in-

dustry in 1891 is returned at 383,505 (permanently)
and 156,120 (temporarily), or altogether a little over
half a million people (539,625 persons), which would
work out to about 1'28 persons to the acre. The
accuracy of the figures is, however, open to question.
The tea produced in India is exported mainly

to the United Kingdom, to the extent of about

96 per cent, of tbe average production. The sub-

joined figures give approximately the quantity of tea
consumed in India, the figures repiescntiug the

average of the five years ending 1891-95.

Indian tea : lb.

Produced .. .. 124,971,903

Exported . . . . 120,439,093

Le.Jt in India . . . . I,53;i,S10

Foreign tea;
Imported . . . . 6,789,337

lie-exported .. .. 4,311,044

Jjcft in India .

.

. . 2,4iS,I9:i

Thus the average consumption of all tea in India
seems to be about seven million pounds, of which
four and a half million are Indian and two and a

half million are foreign. It may be added that

Ceylon provides India with nearly a million pounds
of the foreign tea imported.
This consumption comes to only 0024 lb. per

head of the population according to the census of

1891, or say one-fortieth of a pound, a quantity

which contrasts strongly with a cousumptiou in the

United Kingdom of from 5j to 5j lbs. per head.

Broadly, it may be said tuat the India consump-
tion of tea per head is e.xceeded by the United
Kingdom more than 200 times. Indeed, such as it

is, the consumption of tea in India is to a sub-

stantial extent due to the European population, for

more than one million pounds arc taheu by the
Commissariat for the British army and at least an
equal qua' tdy must be consumed by the European
civil population. However, the consumption is iu-

creasiug amongst the population of the larger

towns, espiccially the Mohii.mmedaus, and there is

room for great expansion in this direction.

The price of lea in Calcutta have lluctuated greatly

since 1873. Taking ihe piice in March 1873 to be

represented by lOU. it appears that until 1884 the

level was well above that point, varying from 110

to 148. Coincidently with the great fall in ex-

chanr'c and in general prices in 1885 the level fell

to 90, and though in 1886 it rose to 96, a low

level was maintained in the following years until

1894. In 1895 the level rose to 97. These figures

all represent the coutse of prices of fine Bekoe in

.lanuary of each year as given by the Bengal Cham-
ber of Commerce.
In the Statistical Bureau the average prices of the

various descriptions of Lea sold at Ine public sales

held in Calcutta during the tea •season liave been

computed for some yeais past, and the re.sults are

regularly published in the review of the trade of India.

Turning' to the coffee industry, the same statistics

show lha° there were, at the end of 1891, 289,0«0

acres of laud under coffee in India, all of it. with

the e'ception of 10,7i6 acres in Burma, being in

Southern India. Tiio cultivation of coff.e is in fact

restricted for the. moat part to a limited zone in

Mysore, Coorg, and the Madras dis'ri.ts of IM ilabar

and the Nilgiris. In Mysore there are 132,().'>2 acres,

in Coorg 71,181 acres, and in theNdgiris and Mala-

bar 45,052. If to the.se are added 6,587 acres in Tra-
vanoore ai.d Cochin it is seen that about 90 per
cent, of the coffee bearing area of India is con-

centrated in the iiiHy region aliove tlio south-western
coast, wLeic the rainfall is heavy and the climate
generally approximates to that of the coffee-bearing
area of Ceylon.

In the -Madras Presidency coffee is not grown
to tiny cxteiff except i.i the two districts already
mentioned, and in Salem and iladura. The only
other province in which coffee is grown is Burma,
mostly in Toungoo, and the industiy there is of

recent origin.

In the last 10 years the area in the Madras dis-

tricts has fluctuated, remaining in 1891 at but
little above the level of 1885. In Coorg there was
a sudden and large increase in lo94, in Mysore
there has bean a steady and considerable increase,
while in Trawancore and Cochin there has been
no advance; in Travancore, indeed, many coffee-

grouers have abandoned that industry .'or the less

precarious cultivation of tea.

The yield has fluctuated greatly
;
in 1694 it was

about 3.5J million pounds, which was but little larger
than in 1885, notwithstanding the increasecd acreage.
Aecoiding lo ihe returns, there were, in 1894,

37,903 persons pennanencly and 118,014 temporarily
employed on the coffee estates, making a total of

155,917 persons, which is equal to about one person
(1'07) to two acres, while in tea estates the average
is over 2^ persons to two acres. The difference
is explained by the much greater labour required
in ihe repeated plucking of tea, and in the subse-
quent processes of preparing the leaf for the market.
The following figuies show the average of the pro-

duction and exporis tor the five years ending 1894-5 :

—

Indian coffee

—

Production
Exports .

.

hfft in India
Foreign coffee

—

Imports .

.

Ue-exports
Left in India

lb.

34,444,087

31,595,514

2,848fi7'6

1,820,426

585,245

1,235,181

It appeals, therefore, that nearly 92 per cent,
of the production is exported, and that of ihe
coffee consumed in India foreign ooffee represents
less than half the quanlily of Indian toffee. The
rate of consum;,tion is little moie than half that
of tea, ainouniiug to only 0 014 lbs. per head of

the population. It is said to be rather freely drunk
by the native population in southern India, but
that is certainly not so in northern India
The.e is no trustworthy or complete record of

the pi ices in India of Indian coffee; and it appears
that there are no materials for the preparation of
a lecord of prices, and that the prices in fact de-
pend upon and follow the flucluations of prices in
Bondon of Ceyioii plantation coffee, the price of
Indian coffee being about 5s per cwt. less than the
price of Ceylon coffee. This being so, the prices
in London, in February of each year of the last
10 years, of Ceylon coffee (plantation) are here
subjoined :

—

Per Cwt. Per Cwt.
,s-. d. .f. (/.

1886 56 0 1.S91 104 6
1887 77 0 1892 105 0
1888 72 0 1893 108 0
1889 90 0 1894 100 0
1890 99 0 1895 104 0

'err years1

,
from 1879 to 1888, of depressed prices*

ibined w ith the havoc wrought by the borer and
the leaf disease, greatly discouraged coffee-planting
ill India and Ceylon, and the prospects of the in-
dustry seemed so forlorn that both in Ceylon and
India much coffee land was placed under tea. In
1889, however, ihore was a sharp rise in prices, and
the level has ranged high since that year under
the operation of speoulaiive corners, political troubles
in Bra’zil (whence the main supplies of the world
are derived), and other circumstances. Tm> main-
t-jii.ruce oi lu'ic.s at their pretent coinp.irativcly high
level has given to the Indian coffee phiiilor a stimulus
and an eucom agement which were greatly needed.
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'I'HE .STATISTICAI. ATLAS OT INDIA.

Tlie iiuignitude of the territory .spoken ot as

Ihitisli Tiul'a is, we snpiiose, realized, in a way,
by iliose who nse the e.\pre.ssion

;
and the vast

and varied interests with whidi llritisli rule is

identilied, are also, in a manner, appreciated by
the intelligent student of contemporary history.

For a full coiujirehension, however, of the
gigantic responsibilities tlie Knglisli have nnder-
taken on tlie vast peninsula u ruler whose shadow
we live, and of the manner in wiiicli those res-

ponsibilities are being ilischarged, few means are

as ell'eclive, and at tlie same time attractive, as

a study of the ytatistical Atlas, the receipt of

which from the Department of Kevenue and
Agriculture of tlie Uiovernment of India, we
acknowleilged a few days ago. The volume is

admirably gob up, in stout paper and binding
which littingly bear the weight of the heap of

statistics enclosed between the boards ;
while the

clearness of the letterpress and the ingenuity
and neatness of the Maps and Diagrams invite

the student to careful study. As a book of re-

ference, it is invaluable
; and we suppose it linds

a place in every Collectorate anil Pulilic Depart-
ment in British India. But its usefulness is not

conlined to India. Every country with trade

relations with India, every civilized State, every
Public Library which counts among its readers

people whose minds can rise above the popular

novel, and every private Library and news|iaper

office of any pretensions, has reason to be grate-

ful that so compendious and attractive a volume
is available for reference. It is a book of which
the (Government of India might well be proud

—

ingenious in conception, elaborate and clear in

e.'cecution, but above ad as a record of grand
achievements and great and splendid progress.

On the accuracy of the work done and the

statistics compiled, we are unable to express a
definite opinion ;

but tlic names of the distin-

guished men responsible for the compilation in

its several departments are a guarantee that

every possible moans must ha\e been adopted
to ensure cori’ect and up-to-date information.

The Statistical Atlas, as the prefatory note tells

us, was first prejiared in ISSb for the Indian and
(Colonial Exhibition ;

and care has been taken
in preparing this second Edition for iniblication,

bo include in the record information obtained
for the last census, while the scope of the work
has been extended somewhat. Most people have
a horror of statistics ;

and even those who feel

a delight in interpreting their significance, are

often deterred by the maze in which they are

set, or disgusted by the awkwardness of their

arrangement. In the volume before us, almost
every branch of knowledge bearing on India is

jiourtraycd by a series of coloured maps, the

signilicance of the tints being explained by a table

of references at foot ;
andbheiNiaps are supplemented

in some departments by Diagrams, setting forth

in columns and sipiares statistical informa-

ation of tlie greatest importance and interest.

It is impos,sible adequately to summarize the infor-

mation thus presented, ei en in one department

;

but bo illustrate the method of arrangement and
treatment, we may mention the very first ma[i.

Its subject is Physical Conliguration, and eight
distinct tints indicate the distinctive features of

the country—from a yellow which colours parts
of the coast whose altitude is between U and
200 feet, to a blackish brown which rejiresents

heights over 20,000 feet, and by which several

Himalayan peaks arc ilistinguislied. The expla-

natory letter press, before touching on the wealth
and fertility which the Himalayas secure lor
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India, by arresting the vapour blown in from
the sea and returning it in rains and fertilizing
streams, invites the reader to endeavour to form
some idea of the vast extent of British India by
com|iaring it with some other parts of the world.
A skeleton map of England and Scotland in a
corner of each of the 2d plates which set forth
the phy.sical, geological, agricultural and other
statistic.? of India, aflords a striking contrast
between the area of the kingdom aiid that of
one of its grand possessions

; but as quality,
and not quantity alone, should be a factor in
any comparison, Egypt, as, of all countries west
of the Suez Canal, bearing the closest resembl-
ance to India, is pressed into service Taking
Egypt as the unit, we are told that Bengal is

about equal to 10 Egypts in extent, Madras to
('), and so on, until the total British provinces
are the equivalent of 42 Egypts ! This com-
parison excludes from consideration the native
states, which aggregate about as many Egypts
again. But while these states cover 712,000
square miles out of a total cf 1,;>CO,000, they
sustain a population of only 06,330,000 out of a
total of 287,223,000 ; and the explanation of the
superiority in fertility and wealth of British India,
is thus set forth :

—

While your attention is thus directed to the inpour
of the Himalayan waters you will observe what is

perhaps the most important geographical feature of
the Indian Continent, viz., the existence of a broad
unbroken alluvial plain stretching ,from the north of
Bombay through the Punjab, the North-Western
Provinces and Oudh, and Bengal to Calcutta. If
some convulsion of the earth were to raise the ocean
level something more than 1,000 feet all this land
would be flooded

;
the Himalayas would, as perhaps

they once were, be cut off from the Continent of
India by a new Mediterranean

; the Bay of Bengal
and the Arabian Si a would meet, and the Central Pro-
vinces. Bombay, and Madi’as wmuld float as an Island,
not bigger than Borneo, in the midst of the Indian
Ocean. Now the reason why you are asked to acquire
a vivid and permanent conception of this geographi-
cal fact is because a great part of the wealth of
India is concentrated on this belt of alluvial land to
which your attention has been directed. It is here
that you may see unbroken continents of wheat, of
millets, and of Indian corn, endless seas of rice and
limitless prairies of sugarcane and indigo

;
it is here

that you will find the teeming populations, the net-
works of canals and railways, the seething life of
India. Down the ancient sea bed the tide of Muham-
madan invasion ebbed and flowed, and up this same
valley from the east the opposing force of British
influence crept hand over hand. The battles of his-
tory were fought in the intermediate plains, until,
step by step, the desultory conquerors from the North
were beaten back or subdued by the stronger energies
of the seaborne foes from the West, and peace and
tranquillity were restored to millions of raiyat culti-
vators, who, while battle raged over their heads,
p’onghed and reaped annual harvests on this wide-
spreading belt of fertile soil. Compare the first with
the last map iu this Atlas, and you will see how
there are imbedded in this uplifted sea-valley four
of the richest provinces of India—first Bengal, then
the North-Western Provinces, then Oudh (“The
Garden of India”), and, finally, the Punjab (“The
wheat field par excellence of the Empire ”).

The last map, referred to in the above extract,
is the only unstatistical one, ponrtraying the
various divisions which form the great pen-
insula, and separating them by distinct red
lines— the portions tinted pink representing the
dillerent British provinces, yellow being the
colour of the native states which run in and out
of Britisli territory, while one tiny white speck
on tlie West Coast stands for the sole Portu-
guese Possession of Coa, and another on the East
shows all that is left of what once belonged tq
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Prance in rondiclierry. The exidanatory letter
press supplies interesting information bearing on
tlie Peuilatory .States, ami is followed by a tabu-
lar statement in whicli wo lind the name of eacli
State, its extent, population, Military Force, the
name, age and title of the Cliief, his date of
succession, and the salute to wliich lie is entitled.
Including those with territories less than dUO
square miles in extent, the Cliiefs number no
fewer than 631—a fact which alone is suggestive
of the immense responsibilities wliich must devolve
on the Government of India. We can only briefly
indicate the contents of the dcepl 3

' interesting
pages between tlie first and tlie last Maps to
which we have referred. The Geological Map
distinguishes, by means of bright colours, the six

main formations which characterise the country
—the alluvial and the archean predomiiiating. A
large map and a series of eight charts are ilevoted

to climate and rainfall, and distinguish the re-

gions according to the rainfall, the varying in-

liuence of the cold weather and hot weather
seasons, the incoming and retreating monsoons,
the direction of cyclonic storms I'cc. The canal

systems of India are illustrated in one Maj),

wliile diagrams show the area irrigated in the

dill'erent provinces, distinguishing the acreage
irrigated from Canals, M^ells and other sources.

Droughts and Famines; the Distribution atd
Nature of Agricultural Crops—a separate chart

being devoted to each of the more important
products, such as cotton, wheat, rice, barley,

linseed, jowar, gimrellj', bajra, tea, coffee, jute,

and indigo ; forest conservancy tlie tints indi-

cating the different classes of Forests, and the

lines the principal kinds of trees; horses and
ponies and live stock ;

economic minerals
;
Rail-

ways, and almost every conceivable subject round
which interest centres and which lends itself to

illustration by Maps, Charts and Diagrams— all

lind a place in this excellent repertory of valuable

information, in which facts and figures are set

forth with marvellous lucidity and in forms which
facilitate, and indeeil imite, reference.

TiiF HIGHLAND ESTATE.S COMI'ANV OF

CEYLON.

The estates, referred to in the Observer as

having been acquired liy the Highland Estates

Company of Ceylon which has been registered

in London are Glenorchy in the Nuwara Elij’a

District and Chiystlers Farm in the Dimbiila

District. The former is 1S4 acres in extent, 161

acres being in tea, and the latter -176 acres, -fUO

acres being in tea.

I’L.VNTJNG IN HLHTISH NEW GEJNEA.

In a letter avc have by this mail from Messrs.

Hums, I’hilp N Company, Limited, Port Moiesliy,

Hrilish New Gu'nea, it is stated :

—

Interest in planting has fallen off for the tinio

being, all being absorbed in the good news ot dis-

covery of gold-bearing country at the head ol the

Mimebare River not 60 miles from here as the crow

flies 17 ozs were obtained in 2 weeks. Only d or

•1 settlers have so far tackled planting in earnest;

one has 20,000 nuts planted at Deddc anu another

has or is planting 16,000 at Mniwa, whilst one cr

two arc planting colfco and rubner. It niay in.crest

von to know that we. have sent away about (.,000 lb.

’weight of rubber during last six months, which re-

alizes good prices in London and Sydney. \\e paj

1;6 to ‘2/ per lb. locally. Indigenous tree, krowu

gs Maki.

THE TEA ESTIMATES FUR LS96.

The Secretary of the Indian Tea Association has
placed at our disposal the following figures showing
an estimate of the Indian Tea Crop for 1896. The
total is put down at 141,803.523 lb., of which it is

considered probable that 128j million lb. will find

their way to England. Rearing in mind that this

statement is compiled from figures sent in about
last November, and taking into consideration the
protracted drought in several districts, the severe and
general hailstorms in Cachar and other factors in

wliat promises to be a late season, we do not think
these estimates will be reached. It has been not
unusual of late years to hive early closing seasons;
if 1896 does not prove an exception to what is

more or less the rule, these figures will most
certainly be found to be in excess. However,
should a late and decidedly gloomy start be
counterbalanced by a brilliant season and a late close,

we may turn out our 1 11 odd mill.o.is, but we may
be permitted to our doots. The I.T.A. gives ex-

pression to this doubt in its foot note we observe-
We append the statement :

—

OHICilN.VL ESTIJUTJi OJ-' CItOl' OF 1896.

.lbs.

59.939 263
19,519,8(W

23,834,680

8,384,760
3.103,400

21,225,560
787,200
238,800

2,170,000

2,000,000

4,000,000

144,303.523
being 8,821,46, lbs. over the actual outturn of the
crop of 1895. Estimating shipments to the Colonies
and other Ports with local consumption at 16 mil-
lions (or say 2 millions more than last year) there
wi 1 remain about 128j^ million lbs. for export to

Great Rritain.—Yours faithfully, S. E. J. Clarke,
iSeceetan/.

P.S.—Since the Estimates from the various dis-

tricts w'ere drawn up, there have been severe hail-

sLorms in Cachar and e.xcessive draught in Darjeel-
ing, the Terai, and the Doars, which may have an-
appreciable effect on the outturn. The above esti-

mate of the crop for 1896 should therefore becon-
sidered a full ouo.—Iiulian I'lxnlers’ tfanettc, April 18.

Assam
Cachar
Sylhet
Darjeeling
'IVr.ri..

Dooars
Chittagong
Chota-JNagpore
Kaugra
Dehra Dun and Kumaon (Estimate)
Private and Native Gardens (Estimate)

THE RONDURA TEA COMPANY.
A meeting of the Directors of this Company

was held in Colombo on the 29tli April to allot
share 3 . On Rroadlamhs e.state belonging to this
Conutany', the Colombo Commercial Company are
.at present erecting a large factor^’, which will nav e
a capacity of outimt eijual to about a (juarter of
a million lb. jier annum.

NOTES FROM HO.ME.

DoveI!, A]uil 6 .

It is curious how little some ,)ournali.sts realize
the rei'olutiou of late ,ye.ars in the

TE.V TU,\DE,

by which Indian and (Yylmi has so coin|)letcl,y
ousted China. Here is the Glat(]vi>' Ihrald for
iustam’c, discu.ssing Mr. Chamberlain's pro\iosal
lor “ Free 'J'raile all round within the Empire”
and giving the following as an illustration:—

“ Then take such an article as ten, which is both
a Rritish and a foreign product. An inter Imperial
duly on China tea might be very agreeable to the
producers of India and Ceylon tea, but if imposed
it must have one of two effects. It must either
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stop or restrict the imports into the British Empire
of China teas in which case it would not have the

revenue result desired; or it would raise the price

to consumers of China tea and enable Indian pro-

ducers to obtain a pro rata advantage without con-

tributing to the Imperial funds.”

Tlie writer of the .above doe.? not seem to know
liow small a jiart of the imperial tea revenue is

now contributed by China and tliat if the duty
were to be abolished on Indi.an and Ceylon teas,

with a simultaneous relaxation of tbe Indian
and Colonial tarill's, the case of Cliina could
scarcely weigh one way or the other. Of course,

tbe absurd Ceylon tax on Indian teas coming
to Colombo would then be abolished, while it

would stand good against any foreign teas like

China or .Japan
A stupid mistake was made in one of my

letters in speaking of tlie latest

UIMHUI-A TKA COMPANY
as “The New Dinibula Co., Ld.” Of course,

in a sense, the Bearwell, Lippakelle A'c., Co.“ is

tlie “new” Company; but the title is borne by
the very leading and prosperous Company which
includes the magnilicent Diyagama jiroperty

under the very capable management of Mr. .1. A.
Dick-Lauder and which has for its leading spirit

at this end an old and esteemetl Ceylon Colonist,

Mr. W, Herbert Anderson. “The New Dim-
hula Co.” was started in 1885, and occupies a
foremost position among Ceylon Tea Companies.

Tire minutes jn'inted and issued of the recent
meeting of the

NUWAP.A KLIYA E.STATK.S CO.

liave been witlidrawn owing to some mi.sconeeption
reg.arding remarks made by Sir .J. Grinlinton in

reference to tbe possible competition of an in-

crea.sed supply of line teas from India, not from
Ceylon. For my part, I cannot see Avhere in

India, we are to expect any large additions to

the class of teas grown in Darjiling and above
5,000 feet in Ceylon

; but I may be wrong and
it will be interesting to learn on what informa-
tion the worthy Knight’s remarks were based.

No amended report of the proceedings at the
NUAVAPvA F.LIYA TEA ESTATES CO.

has reached me
;
but I cannot think there is good

authority for anticipating a speci.al increase in

the output of “Darjeeling” or other tine .similar

teas from India. Meantime, <a City Broker re-

ports on 9th his buying a few shares in the
N. K. Co. a £1.3 5s .and a few since on oiler at

£13. Others hold out for £13 10s. He adds :

—

“Of course no immediate dividend being in view
there is not much doing.” Of our

LEADING TEA COMPANY,

the same writer reports :

—

“ I have done Ceylon Tea Plantations today at

£28i and preference at £17J. These are fine prices,

but the Report is most promising for a still further
improvement. When I look over the number of clients

I let in at £15. I only realize what fine profits

they have made.”
Our old friend

MR. W. G. INGLIS
—formerly of the O.B.C., now of the “ Ceylon Tea
Agency, Ayr,”—\vrites on the 4th inst. pleasantly

as follows ;

—

“ I see you are at home again on a well earned
holiday which I hope you will enjoy. I have just

had a chat with old Andrews about Ceylon, and he
has favored me with your address. I hope you are
not going back without visiting Anld Scotland, and
I need hardly tell you how pleased I shall be to see
you in Ayr by and bye, and show you over the land
of Burns, which, should the weather be favorable, you
are certain to appreciate. I see nearly all Ceylon
Tea Companies ar® doing well and returning fair-

dividends. Business is very quiet in Ayr and the
competition in tea getting keener every ye.ar. I wish
I could get the Ayr physicians to follow the example
of their brethren in Dover, and recommend their
patients to drink pure Ceylon tea, high grade and
high grown!”
I ain sure all our tea planters wish well to Mr.
Inglis and all who go in for promoting the
consumirtion of Ceylon teas.
We have often referred in our columns to the

valuable properties of

CINNAMON
and not long ago begged our medical .autliori-

ties to take note of the news we ga\o from
New Zealand of its curative use in tie.at-

ing cases of “ cancer. ” I liave lie.ard no
more of that

; bnt tlie following is an extract from
a scientific wmrk (of old date, however, but no
doubt reliable) :

—

Cinnamon and Infi.usnz.a.—No living disease germ
can resist for more than a tew hours the antiseptic
ower of essence of cinnamon, even its scent will
ill them. A decoction of cinnamon is often good

to drink in localities where typhoid fever or cholera is

prevalent.

This paragraph is worth reiieating for ready re-

ference in the next “Ceylon Handbook”: let

your Manager .see it given tbere
;

for in the land
of “cinnamon” at le.ast, free use .should be
made of decoctions of the spice.

INTERESTING PLANTING NEWS.
April 29th.

The weather li.as been very fine in Upper Dim-
bula during the past week. Ibainfall only -79 in.

temperature averaging 72°. Flush coming on fairly
well. Most estates in the distiict—notwithstand-
ing shortness of labour—have secured more crop
than at the same date last year. One crack
estate of little over 200 .acres' has given 6001b.
per acre and a net [irofit of .£3,760 ! Ambe-
g.aiiiuwa has had two days rain within the
week. Gampola heavy thunder showers, and
more coming.

A pril 30.

Dumbara has been having a few showers lately,
but cac.ao is not looking very lit ; evidently not
to be the permanent product here that was at
one time hoped for. Hundreds of acres are being
planted in coconuts and tea, in order to have
.something more to fall back upon.
Ukawela and Matalc still keep well to the

front with c.acao. Warriapola and Suduganga are
pictures of cacao walks rarely excelled even in
the West Indies.

Bandarapola continues to increase in size. A
good supply of water has been laid on to the
gre.at delight of Ramasamy who c.an now get
under a “peelee.’' Three new bung.alows are
being erected for .Sinna Doi’eys and altogether it
looks .as if the portly director ineant brisk business.

The .Java Cinchona-inj)usti{Y seems to be touch-
ing rock-bottom. The coffee and cinchona planting
company “ Paligaran,” of Java and Amsterdam seems
to be in a bad way. The directors have been com-
pelled to propose a temporary suspension of the
interest on the debentures, and the execution of a
mortgage on the estates in f.avour of a financial
concern, which is to receive the whole of the
“ Paligaran ” estate’s produce in consignment in re-
turn. The directors announce that unless the de-
benture-holders signify their acceptance of these
proposals before June 4th, it is very likely that
creditors will foreclose and sell up the estate. An
improvement in the cinchona-prices, it is added
somewhat superfluously, would benefit the company
greatly .—Chemist and Drurjyist.

^
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NEW PR(.)DUCTN IN ELOKIDA.
CHAMPIONSHIP TO BE WEE8TEU EUOM CEYLON.

The irrepressible Yankee is not easily llcored. The
effects of the freeze have been more disastrous than
anticipated on orangecultiYatiou,bm with praiseworthy
pluck he looks around him for other strings to his
bow’. With e\ery conadence in himself and every
faith in his matchless countryj tliere is nothing pos-
sible on earth but what he thinks he is capable of, and
nothing his soil cannot produce. True, no portion of
the United Slates is altogether within the tropics,
and to any other planter this would be a slight diffi-

culty in dealing with puiely tropical products. Not
so to the Florida farmer. If his agricultiual organs
can be trusted even coliee of the first quality can
be raised in any required quantity in a lew months
rendering them quite independent of Ikazil or any
foreign 'supply. Another “ nevv product ” much be-
lauded of late is called the casnctbaita)ia\nuiny have
been the columrs devoted to its pnaise and again
and again the Floiida Farmer returns to the sub-
ject saying “ really the half has not been told p>arti-

cularly in regard to its usefulness.” The writer com-
pares it to a “Bologna sausage,” but half repent-
ing of the odious simile hastens to explain that the
resemblance is only in shape. “ The odour is indes-
cribable— quince, aiiricol all combined, are
quickly referred to when the almost over-powerir:g
fragrance of a ripe easiabaiiana first greets the olfac-
tories.”

In this surprising fruit—the seeds of which are
advertised at a premium—we recognise an olcl

friend of the cucumber family, known to botanists as
tSicana oAorifera, specimens of which may be seen in
the Museum of Economic Botany, Kew.
The next new product recommended by the “Florida

Agriculturist” is even better known in Ceylon, viz.

the coconut', which, according to this unquestionable
authority, can be grown in Florida in such abundance
as to wipe out any hope of Ceylon coiitiiiuing to
successfully compete with this well advertised Eldo-
rado. Quite a mistake to suppose that fro.st will
harm the coconut tree

; it rather seems to increase its

luxuriance and productiveness tenfold more than
over sve saw in this poor bleak isle, or than ever
was heard of out of an American paper.
But let the “Agriculturist” speak for itself;

—

“the industry remunerative.”
“ That the coconut is a purely ornamental tree in

Florida, with little or no commercial value, is the
general opinion. That its cultivation may be and
will be made a remunerative industry is a certainty
in the minds of many who have set out trees with
its commercial value in view. In course of time
these will be a source of considerable revenue. The
grower quoted above says that he has never been
able to supply the demand for sprouted nuts at
from |10 to #15 per 100. Trees bear from 200 to
GOO nuts yearly, and 80 per cent of the nuts will
sprout and grow. The remainder may be marketed,
dessicated, or preserved at home, prepared in various
ways.”

Think of this ye poor plodding coconut planters of
Ceylon, content as you have to be with your 20 to
50 nuts per tree !

“ The trees have been imovvn to
bear for 200 years. In this climate, where they
have never been hurt by cold, where c^-erything is

conducive to growth and bearing, and where choice
lands are to be had at reasonable rates, the industry
should thrive and pay'. In addition to the citrus
fruits, pineapples, guavas, truck, and sponges, the
Biscayne Bay region may yet become the great
coconut-producing center of the world, wresting from
Ceylon its long-time championship.
“A Chicago fiim operates large coconut farms in

Ceylon for the purpose of utilizing the nuts for

butter, and where the natives j)ut it to almost every
use under the sun. making houses, clothing, armor,
weapons of warfare, utensils for househohl use and
cookery, and even boats of it. About twenty live

gallons' of oil come from every 1,000 nuts. This
is made into butter. The residue is a lallow-lika

substance, 25,000,000 pounds of which was imported
here last year for the use of .'^f.sp and candle maker.

Raw coconut oil sells for 53 cents per pound. A
factory is now in operation that turns out 20,000

pounds of butter daily.”

Boor Ceylon ! who is to be her next competitor ?

It IS scarcely magnanimous of a great country like

America to, all at once, crush out one of the most

important and most ancient industries of the East.

SALE OF A COCONUT ESTATE.

iMessns. Finlay, Muir & Co. we under.stan(l liave

pnrcliased an extensive coconut estate in the Cliilaw

district for 1B)0,UOU. It is in extent 500 acres and
is said to be a pioi)erty tliat i.s full of promise.

MORE CEYLON TEA IS USED.
IIKAVV INCUKA.Si: IN IMPOKTS OF THF, M.VCMINK

MADK ARTICLE.

Good India and Ceylon teas, grown on a large

scale and manufactured by steam-driven machinery,
while commanding a higher price than the many
inferior and unclean teas of China and .lapan, are

fast making their way in the world. From Ceylon

13 years ago 1,000,000 pounds were shipped. In 1896

the export footed up to 93,000,000 pounds, of which
78.000.000 pounds were consigned to England and
20.000.000 pouuds to other countries. Indian teas

entered in Great Britain increased from 18,000,000

pounds in 1871 to 118,000,000, while the importation

of China teas decreased from 126,000,000 pounds in

1879 to 2!),000,000 pounds. In the United States and
C.uiada the following figures show that the people

arc beginning to discriminate, and to follow the lead

of other countries: 1802, 3,200 000 iiounds; 1893,

•1,200,000 pounds; 1894, 5,380,000 pounds; 1895,9,280,000

pounds.
People accustomed to China and .lapan teas may

not like the first cup of pure machine made tea,

liecause of its novelty, but the second they will find

tolerable and after the third they will want it and
there will he no more relapse into the habit of using

the other kinds. * * *—Boston Herald, March 28c

THE TAX ON TE.\.

We all must admit that much of the time of our
legislators at Washington is worse than wasted in

the discussion of measures largely intended to servo

persona! or partisan ends. Occasionally, however, a

realizing sense of their duty toward the public seems
ti impel the Representatives in Congress to take

action upon some measures of real importance. In
the “merry war” caused by the discussion of such
measiu'es, especially if they are contested vigorously,

it frequently liappens that valuable information is

obtained that had previously been regarded some-
what as trade secrets. This aplilios particularly to

industries desiring special protection and other con-

cessions. Generally such advantages are wanted be-

cause of strong competition, and this same force

exerts itself before the legislative committees, for

there are alw.iys two sides to such questions.

The most interesting subject of tlaat kind before
the present Congress is the proposed imposition of

a duty on tea. The various interests involved have
sought to substantiate their claims with the usual
mass of figures and so-cailled facts, until the law-

makers, especially the committee and others having
this particular measure immediatody under consider-
ation, have found the matter not merely a “ tempest
in a teapot,” but far more seriou.«, involving as it

does the healthfulness of a bevemge daily con-
sumed by almost every person in the land. It is

])ractically nflmitted by tlie importers that it is im-
possible to supply Ibis country with clean, unoolorcd
tea fiom China and Japan. ’’I'lie conditions under
which it is raised on .small holding.^, manufactured
and packed by hand in the primitive way, do not
admit of favorable comparison witli tlie iirodml of

Ceylon, cultivated on extensive plantations ol com-
paratively fresh soil that requires no fertilizing, and
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maiuifactmed and packed by steam-driven macliineiy.

Tbcy avoid in that way contact with the hands and
feet of perspiriuf{ native labonrers. This admission
alone should settle the question of superiority, and,

when more generally understood, will doubtless lead

to the almost universal use of Ceylon tea.

It is quite possible that many tea dealers were
acquainted with these facts, and therefore served

the best interest of their customers by encouraging
the salo of Ceylon tea, for otherwise it is hard to

account for the enormous increasing in its consump-
tion recently, although during the last year the re-

presentatives of Ceylon have been activtdy engaged
in disseminating information regarding their product.

This resulted during the laafc year in the sale in

this country of over 9,000,000 pounds, air increase

of about 72 per cent, over the previous year. This
means, of course a high grade of tea, for cheap teas

are not handled by the Ceylon dealers, and they
make no pretense of supplying them. Tea drinkers who
are very careful of their diet are confined almost
exclusively to this kind, and the increasing attention

to sanitary and hygienic matter so redounds to the

advantage of Ceylon tea that it is practically master
of the situation — The New-York, I'neman's ,/ouruaJ.

TEA MARKET RERORTS-

OUR LONDON TKA LETTER.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Marcli, 27.

MU. cionnoN cintMixo r. noo.UiS te.\ co.

Since iny last, a case of considerable interest and
importance to the planting community, H. W. Gor-
don i .umming v. the Dooars Tea Co. Ld. came up
for hearing in the High Court of .Justice Queen’s
Reach Division, before the Lord Chief .Justice (Uus-

seii) and a special jury. In this case the plaintiff

cliumeh compensation for arbitrary and unjust dis-

missal, without due cause, contrary to custom and
engagement reasonable notice not having been given.

As a tolerably full and, under the circumstances, a

most fair statement of the Court proceedings on this

day has appeared in The Home and Colonial Mail,
which paper I presume all your readers Mr. Editor
see regularly as they certainly ought to I need not
enlarge. As the case was arranged by compromise on
the urgent recommendation of the Lord Chief .Justice,

evidence not having been gone into on either side,

the defendants statement not having been heard, your
conienrporary no doubt felt bound not to make any
comments, or even report the plaintiff's counsels
opening statement quite as fully as he otherwise
might, anything further I have to add must be
under the same proper restraint.

The plaintiffs senior counsel was Mr. Dickens’ Q.C-
son of the novelist who opened his case with a
singularly precise and lucid statement, considering
that the matters referred to w'ere so foreign to his
experience- The substance of the learned counsel’s
speech was very accurately given bj^ your contem-
porary. This need .not be repeated or even sum-
marised here. The Chief .Justice, judging from the
brief remarks he made as Mr. Dickens proceeded, had
grasped the case pretty- clearly before taking his seat
on the Bench, and as counsel commenced to read
tlie correspondence, his Jjordship urged him to lead
up to the main point as briefly as possible. Mr.
Dickens while expressing some disappointment said
be bowed to the ruling of the Coiut, and rapidly
turned over mimeious pages of his brief, and read
an important communication from the London Board
of the Co. to Mr. Veiner their Superintendent in
India, to the effect that if Mr. 'Gordon Gumming
declined to accept the terms offered there would be
no' help for it but dispense with his services, in
which case he was to receive the “ notice customary
in the district” or salary- in lieu of notice—one or
three months as the case might be, but in that re-

spect to “ err on the side of liberality.” It seems only
fair to the London Board of the Dooars Co. that
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this omission in the report referred to be supplied
otherwise after the memorable peroration by Sir
William Hunter, (one of the Co.’s Directors), when
presiding at the “ Assam Dinner,” in July last, when
tie appealed so earnestly in well chosen words of

sympathy to “ all those who controlled large tea
companies and large affairs” to deal liberally with
their employees and make their lives as healthy
and happy as possible, (as reported in your issue of
3rd August last), the position of this Board of Direc-
tors might appear somewhat incongruous. As soon
as this communication, and letter from Mr. Verner
the Superintendent in the Dooars to Mr. Gordon
Cumming, and Mr. Cumming’s reply were read, the
Chief Justice interposed saying that in the face of
these letters it was useless for the defendants to
contend for one month’s notice that the case was emi-
nently one in which the parties should “ meet each
other,” and strongly urged a consultation and settle
ment in that way. The defendant Company’s counsel,
Mr. Robson, Q.C. then made a statement to the
effect that he did not admit the plaintiff’s statements
that all the correspondence had not been read, and
that he was prepared to prove inter alia that one
month's notice (or one month’s salary in lieu of notice)
was customary in the Dooars district. The Lord Chief
Justice thereupon i-emarked that if the jury had been
deprived of “ a treat ” in not having had more of the
correspondence read, he was entirely to blame for it.

After some consultation, counsel announced that a
settlement had been arrived at, and it had been
agreed that a verdict should be given for the plaintiff
with costs, for a sum to be afterwards fixed on the
basis of three mouths’ salary and commission down
to middle of July 1895. .

Though it is to be regretted that the case could
not have been arranged without going into Court
at all, in the public interest seeing it had gone so
far (several witnesses having it seems been previously
examined “ on commission ”) it might have been well
had the case been thoroughly gone into and an
authorative decision given. Yet, there can remain
no doubt that both parties are to be congratulated
on its having at last been so summax’ily disposed of.
I have heard that on the spur of the moment, at
the close of the court proceedings, Mr. Gordou-Cum-
ming did not appear satisfied with the terms agr-eed
to on his behalf by his legal advisers, but though
the compensation w-ould seem but very inadequate for
one, especially a married man just returned to the
gardens from furlough, so long filling as he did the
the important and responsible position in the com-
pany as proved with acknowledged efficiency, he is

not the least to be congratulated on the termination
of the litigation. It must be borne in mind that
no employee single handed can fight a large public
company on equal terms, and Mr. Gordon-Cumming
had really no written agreement. On the other
hand, no ‘‘tea company or other large office,” can
hope to be w'ell served or retain good men, if they
are subject to dismissal on one mouth’s notice at any
season of the year. It certainly behoves all tea
concerns, as well as managers and assistants, to
see to these matters. VVe all hear of the “ glorious
uncertainties of the law,” and this must be es-
pecially great in regard to a case depending upon
“ custom ” in a tea district tried in England or
indeed anywhere. I can have no doubt Mr. Gordon-
Cumming was well-advised by his counsel and agents,
who must have been well enable to make a very
correct estimate of the utmost to be obtained from
the court and jury had they for the defendant
declined a settlement and proceeded with the case
after the peremptory recommendation of the Lord
Chief Justice. And above all, there can be no doubt
at all of the moral victory for the plaintiff, though
it is to be feared after all has been squared up tlie
pecuniary result may not prove a satisiactory “ com-
pensation.” On the cou.raiy it is to he feared, that
though the case miglit have dragged on its miser-
able course much longer and been merely worse, it
will as it is be but another proof of the correction
of the verdict finally arrived at by the old country
man who had dabbled in litigation all his life, that
“the winner loses but the loser loses most d, ,ly ”
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INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION (LONDON.)
As you must have noticed Mr. Editor, at a recent

meeting of this Association it was resolved
(
1

)
to resolutely push the sale of Indian tea in

America for another year at least, and for this
purpose^ a levy be made on the same terms
of 1895 ; (2) to express appreciation of Mr.
Hlechynden’s services during the past year;
and (3) that companies and others who do not
support the levy be approached by deputation or
otherwise, and if possible induced to do so. As the
(igures which^ I formerly grave from Messrs. Gow,
Wilson and Stanton’s Report, and which ha\e since
been quoted in the Indian Tea Association Circular,
it will be. seen that progress in Foreign and Colonial
marke's has been most satisfactory especially last
year. As Mr. lllechyndcn’s appointment is in many
respects far from being enviable, and the task ho has
in hand no light one it is but right and most be
gratifying to him to find that his efforts arc ap*
preciateil. Amongst the non contributing defaulters
rcfcTred to are the Assam Co., our premier tea con-
cern, the Rrahniaptura Co. and the Lebong Co- It

is taking a very narrow and erroneous view of the
position to conclude that because the teas of some
particular district or concern are unsuited for the
American or Colonial requirements, that it is not the
duty of all to aid in conquering new market.s because
a few million pounds of Ilritisli grown tea, more or

less thrown upon the home market makes all the

difference between profit and loss to most growers.
GOVEUNMENT STATISTICS OF TEA CULTIVATION.

In my last I called attention to some aspects in

connection therewith stating that I could not think
the average had in any case been umlcivtifimated as at
close of 1804. I would again call attention to one
point. The area under tea in the Dooars for 1893
is given as 42,955 acres, and for 1804, 43,133 acres,

showing only an increase of 178 acres
;
that of Dar-

jeeling District is given as 59,612 acres for 1803 and
70,038 acres for 1804, an increase of 10,426 acres.

There must be some mistake here, and still I am
at a loss to account for it. I might have credited an
increase of 10,426 acres in the Dooars, and some-
thing not much over 178 acres (allowing for possible
abandonments in the Terai) for Darjeeling. Cer-
tainly the increase in Darjeeling for 1803 to 1804
is very very much short, and that for Dooars must be
immensely more than shown in Mr. O’Conor's tables.

Can the area under tea in Darjeeling District possi-

bly amount to 70,038 acres Would 55,00,0 acres not
be nearer it ? It would seem as if the area of

tea in the Terai had been by mistake added to that
of the entire district, both hills and Terai included.

It does not appear that the mistake could possibly

have occurred by Mr. O'Conor transposing the figures

in the Dooars and Darjeeling District Returns. Can
any of your readers with full local knowledge clear

up this point ?— Indian IHantem' Gazette, April 18.

COFFFE CUhTIVATIOX IN THE STRAITS
SETTI>EMENTS.

From the Report of tlie Acting Di.strict Oflicer,

Kuala FUah (Mr. Leopold Cazala.s), for the month
of February 1896, a.s given in the Xc;/ri Sem-

bilan Government Gctzelte, we quote the follow-

ing :

—

1 am glad fo be able to report that an enterprising

Chinaman has begun to fell for coffee a 25-acre

block at Kuala Panting, an example which I hope

will be followed by others. That Chinese \iill open

a coffee garden so far awuy is a good indication for

the stability of coffee cultivation.

On the 25th [Feb.] more applications for coffee

seed.^ were received. The popularity of coffee plant-

ing continues- Now that Pedro Low’s attempt is

proving sueccsEful, many Chinese and Malays in

Johol nave been seized by the craze— if craze it be

but to copy successfully a certain amount of intel-

ligence and experience is necessary, and a few failures

may divert the tide of popularity For tbis reason

I have supplied tiiesc men with seed from Sungoi

Ujong, recognising the value of good seed.

From the Lower Perak Montlily Report for

Fehniary, as given in the Pvah Govermnent
Gazette, we quote as follows:—

I inspected all the Liberian coffee holdings in the
Teluk Anson niukim during the month

;
some of these

are now over five years old. I was first taken round
them by the late Mr. Denison, in 1803, the trees

were then of some 12 to 18 months growth
;
many

were actually standing in water, the laud in nearly
every' inst-mce badly drained and in some places

drainage was left to nature. It is wonderful to see

these trees today, they are well-grown, and simply
loaded witli berries and the owners are resping a
good return. For swamp land native planted coffee,

I don’t think it can be beaten. The soil is good
stro g clay, no peat.

l*'rom the iMatang Monthly Reqiort for Fehniary,
as given in the same )ia]ier, M'e take the follow-

ing :
—

On tho 6th I took Sir Graeme Elphinstone ;who
had arrived over-night) to see the -libong Instate, a
walk of three and a half miles. On the wav we
carefully examined Peter Madrigal’s little coffee es-

tate which is in full bearing and looking very well.

Wo found IMr. Stephens at home. His coffee, taking
it altogether, is looking very promising.
During the month applications were regi.-^tered and

survey fees deposited for two blocks of (ilO acres of

land each for coffee cultivation. Messrs. C. L. Gib-
son and Aylesbury are the applicants.

DURBAN BOTANIC SOCIETY.

From the report on Natal Botanic Gardens, for the
year 1895, by J. Medley Wood, a.l.s.. Curator, we quote
the following paragraphs :— Cola acuminata .—The receipt

of seeds of this tree was mentioned in my report for

1894, and I am now pleased to be able to say that the
plants have so far done very well. Some have been
sent away for trial and we have still a few on hand.
It is perhaps scarcely necessary for me to say that
it is the tree which yields the “ Cola ’ nuts of com-
merce which hive lately come so much into use in

ihe form of chocolate and other ways. Thcohroma
cacao .—Twice during the past year we have received
seeds of this plant, the first time by the kindness
of A. Whyte Esq.’, of Zomba, Central Africa, who
brought them from England in the cool chamber
of the steamer ; the second lime by favour of His
Excellency Sir Hely-Hutchinson, who obtained them
fiom West Indies- In both cases the seeds were well
and carefully packed, but I regret to say that not
a single seed germinated, though every care was
taken of them. I shall therefore make an effort to

obtain plants from Mauritius, and hope to meet with
better success, so that the plant may have a fair trial

in the .Colony.

BLACKSTONE ESTATE CO., LTD.

An extraordinary general meeting of the Share-
holder.s of this Company was lield at the Regis-

tered Office of the Company, No. 21, Baillie Street,

on the 1 st May. There were present Messrs. J. N.
Campbell (Chairman), H. Crea.sy, G. J. Jame-
son, E. K. Waldock, F. Macindoe (by his At-
torney Mr. G. J. Jameson), F. A. F'airlie

(by his Attorney Mr. J. N. Canijibell) and
Messrs. Carson c'c Co. (by Mr. Jameson).
On the motion of Mr. 11. CliKASV, seconded

byMr. JAMESON, the following resohuions, passed

at an extraordinary general meeting of the sliare-

holders held on the ITtli April were conlirmed ;

—

To sanction the increase of tlie capital of the

Company to R160,()l)i) (Rupees One liundred and Sixty
tliousand) by the i.ssue of three hundred new shares
of Rupees One hundred each fully paid.

To sanotiou tlie purchase of Kenilwortli estate by
the Company.
To autliorise the Directors to borrow a sum of

1115,000 (Fifteen thousand Rupees) for tho purposes
of the Company,
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A COLOMBO BROKER IN RUSSIA.
Mr. A. M. Cepp, tlie well-known Colombo

tea broker, wlio returned to tlie Island on the 3Uth

April after a twelve months holiilay, in the course

of his travels visited Russia, where, to a certain

e-xtent, he combined business witli ])lcasnre. Mr.
Cepp in response to a recjuest by an Observer re-

presentative was f(ood enoiiyh to impart his views
with regard to the progress which Ceylon
tea is making in the land of the Tsar. Wlien
in Ivussia, Mr. Cepp visited Moscow and St.

Petersburg. As a result of Ins observations,

lie is well satisfietl with the progress that
has been made, and he thinks the futnre
prospects of Ceylon tea arc good, China tea, he
said, of couse, still held the held though a good deal

of mi.xing with Ceylon teas wasgoingon. E.xpressing

it in figures, he computed that about 10 per cent of

the blend in which Ceylon tea was used was grown
in Ceylon. One thing the Russians would not do
was to use Indian tea, the objection taken to

it being that it was too strong. Mr. Cep)) is

not inclined to p>it too much weight on the

generally accepted opinion that only high
class teas are acce])table to Russian taste.

On the contrary he said there was a growing
dem nd for teas which, if sold in the London
Market would fetch from (id to <Sil per

lb. Mr. Rogivue, he said, was doing a very
good business in Ceylon tea, while, with
a view to pushing the staple in Russia,

his own firm had established an agency in

Moscow. The new agency, Mr. Cepp explained,

had just been started and from tlie way he
sjioke of it our informant has evidently high
hopes of its success. In the course of his travels

Mr. Cepp also visited Berlin but the time at

his disposal did not i>ermit of his gathering
sufficient data to gnage how Ceylon tea is pro-

gressing in Cermany. His holiday, for the

most jiart spent in England was a thoroughly
enjoyable one, and Mr. Cepp’s many friends

will be glad to learn that he was blessed with the

best of health.

TEA CROWINC IN THE CAUCA8US.

The phet omenal growth of the trade in Indian
and Cejloii tea, and the immense profits to be made
from it, if successful, have doubtless influenced the

Russian authorities in the Caucasus to attempt
something in that line for themselves. Indeed, they
are, according to Mr. Consul Stevens, of Batoum, go-

ing to do things on a “ large scale
;
and” it is fondly

hoped that before long tea culture will become
one of the most important industries of this South-
ern Province of Russia. So far as ascertained,

the soil, climate, annual rains, &c., are all favour-

able. Several Russians have required lands for

laying out tea gardens
;
and the Imperial Domains

Department has also sent a special commission
to India, Ceylon, China, and other tea-growing
countries, to make a study of tea cultivation.

Other capitalists will presumably follow. A Mr.
Popoll is the only person at present really actively

engaged, and he has three plantations. These are

stated to be perfect models as far as the laying

out of the grounds, the roads, buildings, &c. aie

concerned. He keeps his methods to himself. The
young plants are said to be doing well.

The Imperial Commission sent out has already

been through India, China, and Japan. It spent a

whole month in a Chinese village near Shanghai,
at which place the preparation of tea was studieda
and tea seeds and i)lants and machinery for the ten
plantations near Batoum were procured. In Japan
the expedition collected some valuable informatio-
respecting the soil and climatic conditions of the tea

rowing districts in that country. One or two mem-
era of the expedition have recently proceeded to Sau

Francisco to study the American system of culture,
and tlie other members are to remain a shoro time
longer in Japan for tlie purpose of euiaging Japanese
labourers and obtaining samples of Japanese tea
plants and seedlings. \Vhat with the older fields of
China and Japan, and the newer fields of Java and
other parts, including the Fijis, Mauritius, and the
Caucasus, with the great extension of tea-growing in
both India and Ceylon, there seems to be an ex-
tended career for tea in the near future .—Madras
Times, Aj ril 28.

THE HIGHLAMD TEA COMPANY OF
CEYLON LIMITED.

This company was re.t'istered on April 7tli,

with a capital L70,0U0, in ,T1U shares, to adopt
a certain agreement, and to acquire, cultivate,
develop, and carry on certain tea estates in the
District of Dimbula, Ceylon. The subscribers
are

:

— Shares.
G. G. Anderson, 16, Phil pot Lane,

E.C., mcht 1

A. W. Anderson, 7, Winpole Street,

W., gent 1

J. F. Ander.son, l(i, Philpot Lane,
E. C., mcht 1

Miss A. J. McGillivray, 5, Braidburn
Crescent, Edinburgh 1

Miss J. W. McGillivray, 5, Braidburn
Crescent, Edinburgh 1

Miss M. G. Anderson, 9 Braidburn
'^Ire.scent, Edinburgh . 1

M. J. Brown, Edinburgh 1

The number of directors is not to be less

tlian three nor more than live
; the first are

8ir G. A. Pilkington, R. C. Bowie, and G. G.
Anderson

;
qualilication not stated remuneration,

as the company may decide. Registered office

16, Fhilpot Lane, E.C .—Investors Guardian, April 4.

COFFEE IN GERMAN EAST AFRICA.

The planters cf German East Africa have just
shipped a small first crop from the Tanga district
and they are awaiting anxiously to hear the result.
I saw a sample and did not think much of it. It
was not properly cured, nor dried well, being of a
mottled colour. The plantations are about eighty
miles in on the hills and the railway from Tanga
has already gone in about forty miles. The Gov-
ernment is expected to take it over and push it on.
As your readers already know leaf-disease broke out
sometime ago but, owing to the prompt measures
taken it has only, as yet, affected the plantations
slightly. The rains begin with them about the 10th
November and are said to amount to 80 inches per
annum. Labour is very dear, about £1 a month
and very difficult to get at that while they are con-
tinually annoyed by boys running away. The land
where the plantations are is heavy timbered forest
land. Liberian coffee is being planted on the low-
lands and cocoa is also to be ixieA.—African Planter.

INDIAN PATENTS.
Applications in respect of the undermentioned in-

ventions have been filed during the week ending
28th March 1896, under the provisions of Act V of
1888.

lor improvements in or connected with machinery
or apparatus for drying tea leaf or the like.—No.
108 of 1896.—William Jackson, engineer, of Thorn-
grove, Mannofield, Aberdeen, North Britain, for im-
provements in or connected wnth machinery or ap-
pai;iitus for drying tea leaf or the like.

^

For Drying and Warming all sorts of oil-seeds by
Steam Power.—No. 118 of 1896.—Temulji Dhunjibhoi
mill manager, now residing at No. 12.5, Hurrogunge
Road Salkia Howrah, for drying and warming all
sorts of oil-seeds, by steam-power.
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For Clearing and Separating Cells of Seeds, by
Steam-power or Manual Labour.—No. Ill) of 181)6.

—

Temulji Dhunjibhoi, mill manager, now residing at
No. 125, Hurroguuge lioad, Salkia, Howrah, for
cleaning and sepai-ating cells of seeds, by steam
power or manual labour.

Specifications of the undermentioned inventions
have been filed under the provisions of Act V of

1888.

For Improvements in Apparatus for Rolling Tea
Leaf and the Like.—No. 38 of 1896.—William Jack-
son, engineer, of Thorngrove, Mannofield. Aberdeen,
North Britain, for improvements in apparatus for

rolling tea leaf and the like. (Filed 23rd March,
1896.)

—

Indian and Eastern Engineer, April 11.

COCONUT CULTURE IN VENEZUELA.
Coconuts are indigenous to the sandy soil of the

sea-coast, requiring the warm and equable tempera-

ture of the tropics. The coast belt of Venezuela
possesses not only these, and every other requisite

condition, but unusual facilities for the shipment of

fruit to some central point. For hundreds of miles

the coast presents a narrow flat surface in many
places extending some distance back

;
and the moun-

tainous formation in other places is equally well

adapted for the prolific production of the fruit. All

the soap factories rely, to a great extent, upon their

own groves for the oil from which they manufacture

their product; but these groves are an insignificant

patch, when compared with the waste and barren

lands, unfit for any other agricultural purpose, and

to be obtained at a very cheap rate. The Vene-

zuela pal’ll requires four years to attain the fruit-

bearing period, after which time its producing power

is enhanced year by year, until its full maturity is

reached, about its eighth year; it then produces for

•10 years. From 75 to 100 trees are planted to the

acre, yielding fully 300 ti 350 coconuts per annum.

The' profit of the small producer is not less than

about 4s. per tree per annum. The large grower,

handling and shipping his fruit, would it is said,

double that figure. The palm, while a tree of ex-

quisite beauty, yields one of the most nutritious

and useful fruits known ;
as an article of food, it is

greatly relished; industrially, its principal use is in

the manufacture of an excellent quality of soap, the

coconut oil being preferred to fat because of its

ability to absorb much more water than the latter.

The husk of the fruit is now used as fuel
;
and on

this point the United States Consul says it would

seem that, in countries such as Venezuela, where

carpets or other woollen or cotton floor coverings

are discarded, and nothing but imported mattings

used the manufacture of the fibre of the husk into

cocoa matting on the spot would prove profitable.

Such an enterprise, aside from the possession of its

own inherent excellence and elements of success,

would probably receive great assistance and en-

couragement from the Government.

—

Joiirnal of the

Society of Arts, April 10.

the amsterham market.
Our Amsterdam correspondent states that last

Thurday’s auctions of Java cinchona-bark in his city,

of which a telegraphic report appealed in our last

issue, passed off very quietly, but at the same time

with a more general demand than has been shown

for some months. The richest parcel of bark offered

at the sales was a lot of 24 bales Ledgeriana stem

bark in broken quill, produced on the Malawar

estate It analysed 11'03 per cent of sulphate of

undine and sold at from 38,*c to 38Jc per half-kilo.

The quantity of bark bought in at the auctions re-

presented an equivalent of 6,129 kilos of sulphate of

quinine The demand for pharmaceutical barks in

fine bold quill or good broken quill was fairly good,

and comparatively high prices were paid, wnereas

common kinds were quite neglected. 1 he shipments

of barks from Ja>a during the month of March arc

ton vet known, but they arc said to bo modei’atc.

It is also rumoured that the largest of the new

Java quinine factories now in progress of construc-
tion will not be in working order for some time, as
certain conditions under which the funds were granted
have not so far been fulfilled. The following statis-

tics show the result of the first three auctions of

the year 1896, 1895, 1894 and 1893
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21,040 1,937,808 101,938 5 14 to 5-53 81,306 20,632
1895.. 22,751 1,963,134 92,289 4-63 to 4-91 49,194 43,095
1894.. 16,869 1,363,134 61,005 4-61 1;o 5-12 56,899 7,106
1893.. 17,516 1,468,971 61,936 4-23 to 4-55 39,537 22,399
The1 units were as follows :

—

— 1896 1895 1894 1893
Cwt. Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.

First sale .. 3 2-70 3-95 5-80

Second sale .. 2-82 2-50 4-40 5‘60

Third sale .. 2 80 2-85 4-42 5-28

— Chemist and Truf/f/ist, April 4.

MAUKAY COFFEE ESTATE COMPANY
LIMITED.

Tlie prospectus of the aboveuamed Company, which
is now before the public, is worthy of more than a
passing notice. It has been proved far beyond the
realms of doubt that coffee of the finest (piality can
be successfully cultivated in localities favourable to

its growth. That in our colony of Queensland there
are many favourable spots goes without saying, and
when guided by the experience and judgment of

men who have spent many years at the business
we need not hesitate in assisting to establish an
indusiry which is destined to reach vei'y largo di-

mensions. Since the outset of the career of this

journal we have been firm believers in our climate
and soil being in every way suitable for coffee

cultivation on a large scale, and we hope to seethe
time when we shall rival Brazil at least as expor-
ters of the cheering berry. The prospectus before us

is the result of the efforts made by Mr. John Dan-
say, an experienced Ceylon planter, who is profoundly
impressed with the belief which comes of conviction,

that for coffee cultivation Queensland is second to

no country in the vrorld. This conviction has been
arrived at in the most natural of ail ways. Mackay,
he considers as a good coffee centre and the pro-

posed Company will operate in that dis rict. The
capital of the Company is to be £6,000 in 12,000

shares of 10s each, and the payments are made so

easy as to be within the reach of all. All the
names on the directory are of a class as to give

the public the fullest confidence. And as if to

give a further assurance of the bona fide nature of

the proposed Company the promoter or original

mover, Mr. Uansey, is willing to accept shares equal

to one-twelfih of the entir-e capital, which shall go
against his salary as manager of tbe Company in

instalments of 250 shares per annum. Mr. Dausey
has been engaged for four years by the new Com-
pany.

—

The Australian Trojiiculturisl etc., March 21.

Ceylon Te.\ in America.— lii quoting two
extracts about Ceylon tea in America on page
818, we omitted to mention that the papers

liad been kindly sent to us by our Tea Commis-
sioner. The Boston Herald from which one of

the extracts was taken also contained a promi-
nent advertisement ol our teas setting forth that
“ the great discovery of the X-rays by Dr. W.
C. Roentgen was not needed to show tea experts

the extent of the imimrilies in a chest of China
and Ja]ian tea,” and that teas “absolutely pure
wholesome and uncoloured artilicially can be

obtained from India and Ceylon.” A .similar

notice also appears in the Boston Olobe,
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CINCHONA PLANTING IN SOUTH
INDIA.

GOVERNMENT COMPETITION WITH PRIVATE
ENTERPRISE.

We are not aware, says the Madms Jlail, whether
Government has yet taken any steps to put into

effect its declared intention of obtaining fresh cin-

chona seed from South America in order to open out

new acreages on its plantation on the Nilgiri Hills. As
one or two events have happened during the past
few months which may have caused delay in the

matter, it is possible that it is not yet too

late to utter one moi'e protest against a line of

acti n which in oiar opinion is indefensible in

whatever aspect it is regarded. It was Charles
Dickens, we think, who drew attention to the extra-

ordinary difficulty of bringing together two people,
one of whom had an article for sale, while the other

wantea to purchase exactly such an article. He took
for his text the advertisement columns of a news-
paper. but a more striking illustration is to be found
m the cinchona industry of the Nilgiri District.

In one corner of that District Government is

crying out that it cannot obtain sufficient bark
for treatment at its quinine factory, and yet in

other parts planters arc groaning because the expense
of shipment to England is too great to allow them
to harvest their bark. There must now be several

hundred acres of private cinchona on the Nilgiris

and in South-East Wynaad much of it very rich in

alkaloids, which are practically valueless because the

charges necessary to place the bark on the London
market are so high that they would absorb all the
money likely to be realised by the sale. This bark
is available to Government at a price cheaper than
it could be grov/ it for itself. Therefore so long as Gov-
ernmentcan obtain in the open market such cinchona as

its quinine factory requires at a price as low as er

lower than the cost of production, every anna spent

on opening out new cultivation is wasted. It will

very possibly be urged that these private plantations

cannot last for over, and that in view of the present

state of the market planters will decline to go on
cultivating cinchona.' The first part of this assump-
tion is true, but the latter part very problematic. Were
it known that a certain .quantity of bark would be re-

quired at Naduvatum every year for which the current
market value would be paid, there is very little reason
to doubt that it would be forthcoming. Wo write

of course on the assumption that the factory is

not treated as a source of public revenue. It has,

we believe, been laid down that the sulphate is

not to be sold below the current wholesale price
;

and this being so. Government can always afford to

give the same price locally with manufacturers pay in

Europe.' Sir Arthur Havelock has already shown a

sympathetic attitude towards the planting industry,

and if be were only once and for all to qjut his foot

down on this competition of Government with an im-
poverished private enterprise, he would do a real ser-

vice. Since the days of Sir M. E. Grant Duff there

has often been a talk of Government withdrawing
from the cultivation of cinchona, and it only requires

a little resolution—in both senses of the word—to

bring it about. The matter is after alia small one, but
it involves a great principle.

AFRICAN A.

(.uor ruosi'ECT ISlRi.

It will be gratifying to our planting friends to hear

that a rough computation of the total crop for 189(5,

promises an outturn of over 300 tons, let us say from a

minimum of 300 tons to a maximupr of about 350.

Of course the estimate is necessarily only a rough

one as statistics are not to hand from all the plantations

but we believe the figures given above will be found

fairly accurate, always supposing that no untoward
disaster intervenes between now and crop-time. In

1889 the yield was .5 tons, which amount was doubled

ju 1891. In 1893 the export of coffee had risen to

lOi

4‘2.i tons, in 1894 to 74 tons and the 1895 outqmt was
calculated at 150 tons. We hope the Administration
will soon publish the actual figures from Uhiromo
Customs returns. It will thus be seen that the 1890
crop is likely to double the estimated amount for last

year and yet rn'y a small portion of the planted
area is in full bearing this year. Taken in conjunc-
tion with the high prices which our coffee obtains in

the Loudon Market where Ills, the record figure,

was obtained by some of last year’s crop it gives the
best answer to those pessimists who would decry our
staple industry. Our coffee appears in the Market
reports as East African Plantation but as both German
East Africa and Ibea may soon be placing coffee on
the market it might be advisable to get the B. C. A.
coffee classed as Nyassaland or some such distinguish-
ing name .— Central African Planter, March.

«
TEA IN THE .SHETLANDS.

“ Three months of summer, and nine months of
eternal rain.” It is almost better to have it as we
have it in Madras—summer all round, and the greater-
part of it a burning, skin-cracking, prickly-heat-
bringing, boil-producing summer that scorches all

the energy out of the body a?id all the vigour out of
the soul. For the nine months’ “ rain ” of the Shet-
lauds means unutterable things. “ Rain,” in India
means something delightful,—a refreshing shower that
cools the air, at least for the time being, even though
a steamy oppressive heat follows immediately. In
a place like the Shetlands rain means a
driving, sleety discomfort, such that nine
mouths of it would tell a good deal on the negative
side of the discussion as to whether life is worth
living. In a hot region like tropical Madros, or in
a cold one like the freezing Shetlands, the cup that
cheers but not inebriates is largely indulged in

;
and,

although “ Auld Scottie ” is a large item in the
Shetlands. yet the love for tea is apparently profound;
and it can be imagined, indeed, that the icy climate
makes the warming cup a treat. According to an
account in a home paper, the Shetland doctors say
that the Shetlanders are on the whole healthy and
thriving, the chief diseases being those that spring
from a moist climate, overcrowded dwellings, and
“an immoderate use of tea.” But it is somewhat as-
tonishing to go on reading that “ Tea is said to be
the cause of many local diseases, and among them
that of delirium tremens, and of all sorts of ills.”

On this a Shetlander writes playfully:—“We have
for long been told that tea was seriously injuring us,
but we have taken no notice.” The matter he says,
has now reached a climax, and if the Shetlanders
do not instantly reform they will become Mongolians
to whom tea is an all-in-all. Indeed, we must be so
already. It is stated, on medical authority, that
owing to the use of biscuits and strong tea the Shet-
landers have under-gone a most unheard of change
within the last 30 years, and have become quite
another people. In speaking of the effects of
tea-drinking, the scientific authority quoted calmly
states that Shetlanders were formerly supposed, and
in fact in the south are still supposed, to be the
oft'sjning of the early Norse, but their tea-drinking has
quite debilitated them, and made them cpiite another
people. This discovery, writes the Shetlander, adds a
new and startling complication to the question of
hcreditr". “ Who we are now” he says “ and to
what race wc belong is what every Shetlander is asking
himself. 'Through our persistent use of tea we have
drunk ourselves out of our ancestors and out of the
race of Odin, and must by a natural law h.ave fallen back
on the aboriginal natives. It is believed that a Mon-
golian race inhabited at one time the north of Europe,
and we must now be classed among the heathen
Chinee. Uur tea-drinking is aproof, and there, are other-
proofs hitherto unexplained which at rare intervals
have perplexed observant men. The only satisfactory
element in it is that the problem of who built the
ancient castles along our sliores has been at last
solved. Our fathers did it.” The far Shetlands are
evidently good customers for tea, but that reference
to the heathen Chinee and the Mongolians makey it
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look as if in their for northern and insular backward-
ness the Shetlanders were strangers to the Indian
brand. Perhaps, after all, it is the ‘ Chinese rubbish,’
stewed in British fusion, that is ruining their race,
and that even the anti-tea Crusader of Shetluid medi-
cal science would be converted to its excellence if he
could know it aright Times, Apnl 21.

WOES UE NORTH INDIAN PLANTERS.
‘‘Me Misemnr’ gi\’es the following “Tea

Agonies” to the Calcutta Flanto
There is the excessive rain that makes the leaf

“ bhangy” and produces bad tea, with a, consequent
slashing from tlie brokers. Then the want of rain,
which prevents the bushes from Hushing, followed, of

course, by short outturn and another slashing, only
mo e so, from agents and proprietors. After this tho
clerk of the weatuer to satisfy the craving of mankind
for novelty and change, thinks ho must treat us to

something different; so down comes a hail-stoim tear-

ing the bark from the bushes, destroying the leaves,

and causing the unfortunate manager to swear solemn
but emphatic oaths.

Now the weather becomes glorious (for tea). Tho leaf

comes away, and we v/rite cheerfully to the aforesaid

agents and proprietors about first-class prospects for the

coming mouth, and so on. Just as wo have started

a complicated calculation as to what the manager's
commission on profits is likely to amount to, and are

meditating on the best way of spending it, hi

stalks blight in every form and shape—rod

spider, mosquito, etc. etc,, ad infinitum. Dr. Watt
tells us there are some hundred and odd types

of blight. I would guarantee a fortune to the

man who discovers a really cheap and effec-

tive way of destroying the pest. There is no
sight more depressing to a planter than to see three-

fourths of liis garoen shut up with blight, with no
earthly prospect of getting any more ieaf from it

during that season. Indeed, an absolute stranger

looking at the bushes would imagine that the very

life of the bushes must be extinct.

Probably the next bit of excitement will be a Hood
and a river that has hitherto been wont to • flow

some miles away from the garden takes it into its

head to run through the middle of our best indigenous.

Verily, the planter’s life is not a happy one! Tho
ten plagues of Egypt sink into insignificance when
placed in comparison with our daily worries.

Last, but not least, comes the cooly, who is the

very reverse of blight in every respect except that ho

likewise does his best to drive one to an early grave.

He is very hard and very expensive to get hold of

—

it is very hard to keep him when you do get hold of

him. If he does not abscond, you probably find he
has no constitution, lingers on in the hospital and
finally dies, having cost you a lot of money
and never done a stroke of work. When two

or three coolies begin to die, the prospect of a

commission to enquire into the causes for tho exces-

sive death-rate stares you in the face. Scarcity of

labour is, after all, the greatest difficulty with which

the planter has to cope, and until something is done

to put the cooly recruiting systeni on a sounder basis,

this trouble will not only remain but increase year

by year. The lack of eombiiiatiou among planters

accounts chiefly for the unsatisfactory slate of things

that exists.

Add to all this that wo have a climate in which

malarial fever is all but a certainty, in some form

or shape, to all except those whose internal machin-

ery more resembles cast-iron than common flesh and

blood. I often wonder how many Duars and Terai

planters would have come out to India had they

knowm what sort of a climate awaited them. Luckily

for the tea industry, planters arc caught young, at

a time when they refuse to believe that any vagaries

of climate can effect their health.

Tho above are but a few of our troubles, but your

correspondent will now probably understand that

our life is no more composed of beer and skitles than

liis own .

—riantimj Ui'iuwn, Apiil II.

CUEEEE RLANTlNt; IN B. C. AFRICA.

Ml!. .SI.MI’SON’S VIKW.S.

To the Editor of the Central African Planter.

Dear Sir,—As a young planter, it w.as simply with

disgust and pity, I read Mr. Simpson’s letter in the

present issue of the Planter. I'T'om its tone one

would certainly th nk that the said gentleman had an

intimate and personal knowledge of every coffee

jilantation in the Shire Highlands. Has he I, and

many others, with me, will say : No! Now! I would

like to ask Mr. Simpson ;
When, or how often

lately, has ho visited any of tho coffee districts, rh:
Zomba, Blantyro or Cholo ?— (I leave out Mlanje,

Sir, as it seems to have struck terror into the manly
breast of IMr. S.) and I would also ask him, who
gave him, or where did he get, the statistics ho quotes ?

From my own enquiries, amongst those who are able

to speak with authority, seeing they have certainly had
experience in coffee plautimj, and als'j from my own obser-

vations in certain p.rrts, I can assuredly inform

Mr. Simpson that his severe condemnations are quite

out of place, and grievously in error.

I am afraid that our would be prophet has climbed
the mountain.s too far, and, consequently, owing to

the stormy winds that blew, they have carried the
good seed sown, (I have no doubt, in good faith),

A’WA ! ! ! and so we have the sower, surely deve-
loping into a crusty old pessimist. Charity thinketh
no evil !

I do trust that all of us who are engaged in

coffee culture, and are determined to make it pay,
will rather take courage from such senseless and
unjustifiable criticisms as quoted in Mr. Simpson’s
letter, and pity, rather than blame, him, for, I am
afraid, his lot, or rather plot, hath not been found
in pleasant places.

When wo road of our first pioneers, Messrs.
Buohan-an, Duncan and others, still steadily
and cheerily piloting ahead and speaking so
hopefully of the future success of GolTee (ric/e

papers recently published)—not to speak of many
others who are proving coffee culture not a failure,

it’s surely great encouragement for us all to go on
working to reach the goal “ Success.” Nothing i» to
be gained without hard work and the person w'ho
wants to achieve success or make coffee culture a
financial success in this country, m ist work, and
that hard too

;
if ho does, there is not the slightest

doubt, he shall reap a big crop, and so gain his
reward.

I think. Sir, and many will the same, that you
deserve great credit for your timely and straight-
forward opinion of air. S’s letter. It would have
been a pity, and would h ive done us no good, whatever
harm, if it had gone out to the world unchallenged.

Apologising for troubling you and thanking you in
anticipation.—I am, etc. W. K. Kkillek.
Namalango Estate, Blantyre, iJ: 2: 90.

CEYLON AND INDIA TEA.
The tea trade were surprised at the remarkable

growth in the imports of Ceylon and Indian tea
into America, as set forth in ^recently published
figures, viz., from 0,208 055 p'ounds in 1892, to

9,283,141 pounds in 18',)5. This growth of demand,
in connection with the displacement of China by
Indian and Ceylon tea in the United Kingdom,
must bo accepted as evidence that the change is

on account of the merit resident in British grown
teas.

From the date of their first introduction in this

country, our pemjlo have been averse to Ceylon
and India tea. Upon studying the situation one
cannot fail to arrive at tho conclusion that this
discrimination against Ceylon and Indian teas
arises from ignorance as to the proper method of
brewing these hoavy-bodieJ teas. They are very
much stronger than China or Japan tea, a given
quantity making double, aye, treble the quantity of
infusion, and liencc those who first try them becoms
prejudiced because of the heavy swootish-ilavorcd
liquor.
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We confess to that fault ourselves, and not until

repeated tests were made did we find our prejudice

disappearing. British-grown teas are made by
machinery and not by hand, and therefore it is

claimed the leaf cells are more broken, and their

contents more susceptible to the iuhuence of boiling

water than tea manipulated by the hand or

foot. This simply ineaiis that care must taken to

properly infuse tiie leaf. An even teaspoonful of a

straight Ceylon or Indian tea, infused for

three minutes, is sufficient to make four teacup-

fuls of a delicious and fragrant beverage to such as

drink tea without tiimmiu’s.'’

At the Chicago Pair, the Madison Square Garden
and other food e.\hibits, we have been impressed
with the fine quality and i^alate-tickling character
of the Indian and Ceylon tea served, and invariably

wondered why we could not secure like results at

home. We have discovered that the fault was with
our method rather than with the leaf.

There are fancy, fine, choice, good, indifferent

and bad qualities of British-grown tea, as there
aie of China and Japan sorts. The British-grown
teas lend themselves admirably to blending, and
probably the bulk consumed in this country are

used for tnat purpose. Wc have yet to learn
the economy and desirability of using the better

grades straight and without the “ tt-Kin’s,” which
tend to rob the tea of its delightful aroma.
We suggest that American Grocer readers test this

matter f jr themselves
;
draw Ceylon and Indian tea

and become satisfied in their own mind as to their

possessing body and fine flavor at less relative cost

to thecDusumer than other teas.

A satisfactory article can be purchased from 18

to 45 cents
;
the finer the tea the higher the price,

just as with other teas. A very fancy Formosa
commands 75 cents, and a very fancy Ceylon or

India quite as much, but one pound of Ceylon will go
as tar as two or three of the China sort.

It is evident that a great future is opening for

Ceydon and India tea in this coiiutry. Having
more body and more pronounced flavor than the
delicate tea of China oi Japan, they will grow in

favour with those who now use beer or coffee at

every meal. The testimony of some of our best retail

groces is that consumers soon acquire a taste for

these teas, it being, to some e.xtent, an acquired taste,

owing to American consumers having become ad-
dicted to the use of other kinds.

If those interested will address a request for

samples of Mr. It. Blechyuden, Iloom 41, No. 183
Front street, we have no doubt he will take pleasure
in having the same forwarded. Althongh not a
dealer himself, he is the accredited agent here of the
Indian Tea Association, representing the tea in-

dustry, and ready to advance its interests in any
way that is practicable .—Amencan Grocer, March 25

^
LOCUSTS AND COFFEE BLOSSOM.
To the Editor of the Central African Tlanter.

Dear Sir,—I would like to know what other planters
have observed in regard to locusts and their periodi-

c.il visits during our blossoming season and give the
following as my own.

On the 5th, (5th, and 7th October, we had ITO,
2’25 and '50 inches of rain, making a total of 4T2
inches wdricu brought out a blossom (our best and
largest for the season) averaging on good coffee 2J
cwt. per acre, which opened during the night of the
15th October.
About noon on the same day a cloud of locusts

came along and settled upon the greai.er part of the
blossom devouring the flower so quickly that there
was no time to drive them off, moreover any at-

tempt made was useless. The result 'was in half-an-
hour not a flower was to be seen e.xcept where no
locusts had lighted. Not only was the flower eaten
off but in many instances the greater part of the
newly formed berries, which of course resulted in a
total failure of the blossom attacked.

I W'atched the result most carefully and after about
three weeks the wood upon which this identical

blossom was (and it onli/) began to turn black and
die off

It might be attributed to drought but it, in my
opinion, ciannot be, as there was plenty of moisture
in the soil ! only the wood on which that identical
blossom was died and this also in moist, low, damp
places, in shade and out of shade.

My firm belief is the wood was poisoned by the
locusts when they found coffee blossom disagreed
wdth them.—Yours, etc., Henry Brown.
Dunraven, Mlauje, 24th Jan., 189P.

[We know of one case in which a Planter attri-
buted the failure of blossom to locusts and there is

no doubt they do a lot of harm to young coffee
shoots by nipping them off and eating them half
through. We would hardly think however they
ntaliciousl/j poisoned the young wood but rather that
they injured it iii their endeavours to eat it.

—

Ed.
C.A. P.

\ -
WILL COFFEE FAY?

'To the Editor of the Central African Tlanter.

Dear Sir,—I have not yet received my copy of the C.
A. P. No. (5 as I am on the river, but I am told that
there is a question as to what I have based my average
crop on for the whole of our plantations.

I cannot give my figure .still 1 go back to my estate, but
sufficient to say that I based my calcula ions on export
of coffee, acreage in bearing and length of time of
acreage in bearing.

_

I shall be glad to find that my average is too small
if any one wifi be good enough to try the calculation
and publish it in the C. A. P.

We cannot base the prosperity of our coffee industry
on any particular plantation or special crop, or on
maiden crop, but on the output compared with the
acreage in bearing and taking an average for a period
of years. I do not think our extension of acreage is
founded on the basis of paying results in the pasL but
of a conviction that ive are methodically wrong and that
when we find out our errors, we possess in our exten-
sions, a good thing?

We all say coffee is paying, but where are the exports
to show it ? Imports abnormally exceed our exports
Yours faithfully, A. C. Simpson!— Central Atiican Tlanter, March.

THE CITilOXELLA-OIL DISPUTE.
Another chapter of the Treatt-Domeier citronella-

oil dispute has been concluded this week. As ive
mentioned in our issue of March 21, Messrs. Domeier
& Co. were the purchasers of a second parcel of
citronella oil from Mr. R. C. Treatt, in addition to
the one previously commented upon. The arbitra-
tors appointed under the rules of the London Pro-
duce-Brokers’ Association have decided that .Messrs
Domeier A Co. must accept and pay for tho first par!
cel tendered, although the oil was admittedly adul-
terated to the extent of about 42 per cent, and aJudge in Chambers has ruled that a dispute must be
submitted to arbitration, according to the conditions
of the contract, before recourse can be h cl to the law
of the laud. Under these circumstances tbs evolution
of the dispute concerning the second parcel of oil
(the first, we understand, having been accepted and
paid for, is considered as a terminatecl transaction) has
been awaited with much interest in Minciu" Lane
circles. The arbitrators were Mr. W. W Green (of
Uio firm Brookes & Green), for 41 r. Treatt, and 1\HFrench (of French & Pluckuett), for Messrs. Domei°r
iV' Co

,
and the case was heard on Tuesday, the nro

caedings occupying two hours. Both parties to the
dispute were represented by their legal advisers andamong those present at the hearing were Messrs Cand C. J. Uniney and Edward Horner, who eave
evidence for Mr. Domeier, and a representative of
Messrs. S. Figgs A' Co., the brokers who sold the
citronella oil. The fact that the parcel was adulter-
ated by the same means, and to almost the same ex'
tent, as the first, was not deiuel. and Mr. Treatt re-
lied exclusively upon the ciu’cdf eniyffcu- principle which
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tas so fcweiful a hold upon the Minciug Lane bro-
kers’ sj iiipalhits. 'I he ai bitratois gave their dciisioii
in Mr. Tuatt’s favour, findirg that the citroueha oil,
or, rather, the copi oued, supplied was ‘‘ equal to
sample, ’ and setting aside all other consideiations.
They also refused Mr. Domtier's application to state
a case for the consideration of a pioperly qualified
legal tiibucal. “Let Ihebu^er levvare’’is thtirshib-
boleth, and unless the law comes to his aid, Mr. Do-
meier must swallow “ the mixtute as before.’’ Lut
the case is not likely to end here. The d> feated side
can, if they choose, appeal to the committee of the
Brokers’ Association, as they did in the case of the
first parcel, but Messrs. Domeier & Co., have ]>ro-
bably had enough of broker-arbitrators, and we un-
derstand that they are going to try to set the award
aside at law.
In Mincing Lane the c.ase has evoked an extraordi-

nary amount of feeling, in which, unfortunately, the
personal element enters largely. Each side, of course,
nas its friends and enemies, and while practically the
vvhole of the produce-brokers are on the side of Mr.
Treatt, the drug trade emphatically support Mr. Do-
meier .— Cliemiist and J)mijijint, April f.

TO EXCLUDE IN FEU [OB TEAS.
The plan sketched out by Appraiser Bunn of the

New York port of entry, to restrict or prevent the
entry of inferior teas, instead of resorting to tariff

measures, is summarized and made clear by the
NewY’ork Shippiii;/ ami Connnercidl Ll.ti. He adtnits
that the present law is inadequate

:

“ It has been an utter failure and the official ex-

amination of teas, accompanied by so-called arbitra-
tion, could never be considered anything but a farce,

Mr. Bunn refers particularly to the bogus teas, which
are not not grown, but manufactured fi’ora spurious
leaves' tea dust, decayed vegetable matter, gypsum,
earth and colouring material. The mixture is made
to look quite handsome to the inexperir n^ed eye and
its sale returns good profits to unprincipled retailers.

A chromo thrown in with every purchase makes the
ignorant consumer apparently satisfied. There is no
question about the legitimate trade being injured
and Mr. Bunn proposes to regain lost ground by
needed legislation. He is not prepared to say that
the imposition of a duty would keep out the objection-
able grades, but he says emphatically that the ad-
ministration of the present law is defective by failing

to protect consumers.
“ Ever since March 2nd, 1883, it has been unlaw-

ful to import any tea adulterated with spurious leaf

or exhausted leaves, or which contained so great an
admixture of chemicals or other deleterious substances
as to make the tea unfit for use. The statute is all

right so far as it discriminates in quality, but the
provision on arbitration is all wrong and it has caused
considerable friction between the examiner, the
arbitrators and importers. Rejected teas find their
way to interior markets without difficulty by being
exported, as requii'ed by law, and then coming back
to another port, where inspection is not so rigid.

“ The proposition before the trade is to limit the
number of ports wheie teas may be entered and
examined. The necessity for such action will be
made apparent when it is stated that there are at
least seventy-one ports for the entry of merchandise,
with appraisers at thirteen. Tea examiners are to be
found only at New York Chicago and San Francisco.

“ It is recommended that the Government estab-
lish standards, taking five samples of Ping Suey teas,

such as extra; first, low grade, pea leaf and young
Hyson

;
also samples of low grade Congou, Amoy,

Japan, Formosa, Ceylon, Assam and low grade Japan
dust. An expert examiner is wanted at every port,

and instead of the shiftless method of arbitration

now in practice it is suggested that a board of five

arbitrators be appointed to servo at each port where
tea is entered, the appointment to be made by the
Seci'etary of the Treasury, and the members of each
board to have had an experience of ten years in the

tea trade. I’inally, a Government office is to be
created for a supervising examiner, whose duties

would be to see that the laiv in relation to tea was
being inforced everywhere.

• These sirggestions of Mr. Bunn aie a (vast im-
provement over the present system, and they deserve

more consideiation than the tariff proposition. As
the latter is practically buried in the House of Re-

presentatives it would be weli for the tea trade to

agitate the necessary reforms in admitting tea, so

that son ething ceb'nite could be undertaken and
pushed through before Congress adjourns. If Mr.
Bunn is too conservative or too radical in his views

another plan of operation can be drawn from his

timely hints.’’

—

Inter,state (hocer.

FOUESTKV IN ANCIENT TIMES.

Though ine.'tsures wore adopted for tlie Con-
servation of Forests so early as 1871, the organi-
sation of the I'orest I lepartinent as it now .stands
was a work of much later date. The dep.art-

nieut is j’et iu its infancy, and it is very t^rati-

fjdng that within so short a period it has risen
to the ))osition it now occupies.

Wliilst admiring tire rapidity witli which the
ilepartment is beginning to be useful both to the
Government and the governed, and speeulatin';>-

what a larger sphere of usefulne.ss it will attain
when it reaches manhood, one cannot help going
far b.ack and enquiring was there anything like
conservation of forests during the time of the
Kandyan king.*, or were the subjects who were
mostly cultivators allowed to cliena forests at
their own sweet will. 1 opine not. The very
fact that there existed at that time an officer,

called “ Kela Koi-ala,” shews that there was
conservation of some kind or other.

The Kela Koralaship (literally Forest Officer)
or according to Ferguson, Conservator of Fore.-ts
was an honourable olfice in the Sinhalese re<dme
bill tliat it was not a very emollient one is

certain from the fact that we do not read of
it in Sinhalese History, or learn from tr.adition,
that the sons of illustrious families sought or
obtained this post, and no doubt if it was a
lucrative one. Some crafty Adigar or Dissawe
would have iirevailed upon his Soverei<m, to
bestow this post to him, in addition to the many
he enjoyed.

In ancient days long before the cultivator’s
axe denuded the forests of the Central Province
the northern |)ortion of the Island w.as more thickly
inhabited than t'le rest, and tlie Central the
least inhabited, consequently there must have
been more forests here than in any otlier parts
of the Island, but it is doubtful whefher the
Kela Korala had anytliing to do with the for-
ests in the uninhabited wilds. His duties were
the demarcation of boundaries, settlino- who
should get the landowner’s and head man”s share
of game that falls on disputeil grounds, seeing
that no more than what is granted by the
.Sovereign on sanasse to temples and other per-
sons are approiiriated. He h.ad also to see that
no one trespassed on forests set aside for the
Royal Household for its fruit, sucli as Mora.
Galsiyambala Xc., to see tliat they were gathered
and sent to the Royal Gabadawa (or store room)
in due time. He was also supposed to know
where game alumnded, its breeding times, and
to procure medicinal herbs if required by the
Royal Physician, sure'y a multifarious lot of
duties for one man, one would say, but no, he
had his Athu Koraias or as.sist,ants who were
responsilde to him for their subdivided charges,
and had to obey liis orders and perimlically^re-
port to him.

yome say there was a Kela Korala for eacli of
the three divisions of the Island, the Phiti Mhaya
and Ruhunu Ualles, others that there was one
for every Desavoui (or District).
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A sensible Kandyan gentleman infonned me
that when in time of civil war or foreign in-

vasions it sometimes liajipened that the king was

forced to bury his treasures, and the spot where

these were buried, was known only to tlie Fores-

ter (Kela Korala), ami lie was bound by a

solemn oath not to divulge the secret, excepting

in the king’s death, and then only to bis heir,

or some other person the king hail named.
T was once told that the founder of the house

of the De Soysa’s, and the architect of their

present princely fortune, rose to aflluence by

linding .an immense treasure at Ilanguranketa,

buried by the King Raja Singha the (Ircat, and

this treasure it seems was jiointed out by an

Athu Kor.ala to the late Mr. Soysa, not Hie

gentlemen who died of hydro) iliobia, but bis

father in recognition of his having cured his (the

Athu Korala’s) son who was dangerously ill at

the time.

I only quote the above merely to illustrate how
jirone the native villager is to believe the mar-

vellous, himself apathetic and lacking in energy,

it is hard to make him believe that sheer jduck,

dogged jierseverance, and making the most of

opportunities raises a man from mediocrity to a

big position. With him it is luck, some myste-

rious iind, or accumulations of merits in pre-

births, tliat makes a man rise.

Many persons, among them the late Mr. Fer-

guson, ' think that at no time was rice exported

from Ceylon to India. Be that as it may, when
we look at the network of tanks and elas in

jiortions of the Island, there can be no doubt

that a large quantity of rice was grown in Ceylon,

at least sufficient for its own consumption if not

for exportation, thus having a superabundance of

rice, the peojile would not have cared to clear

clienas for kurakkan, so the chenas they must

have cleared must have been very small in extent,

and surely the present destruction of forest land

would not have taken place in those remote days.

Further, this clearly proves that in bygone days

the people did not make kurakkan their staple food.

The raid of the Tamils from the South of India,

and removal of the seat of the Sinhalese Govern-

ment to the Central and South of the Island

caused the gradual ilestruction of the tanks &c.

which the later kings vainly tried to restore, and

at this- time too commenced the wholesale des-

truction of noble forests. This state of things

lasted even after the British Conquest, when later

on Government put a restraint on clienaing by

appointment of Foresters in charge of certain

districts, and still later by the organisation of

the F'ore.st Deiiartment, wliicli has begun, I be-

lieve, by ]iaying its way, and which every one

hopes svill be not only self-sii])poriing, but a

source of revenue to Government.
Before concluding this short sketch, I must

add that I obtained this information not by re-

searches into History, or from those who cons-

titute themselves authorities on the subject, but

whilst resting in villages after my day’s work

1 have been always in the habit of linding out

the oldest and most intelligent of the villagers

and conversing with them, and it is mostly these

village ))atriarch.s who lla^e given me the most

information. F- N. Carhon,
Forest Guard, Dambull.n,

—“ Ceylon Forester.”

THE FANAWAL TEA COMFANY,
The fourth ordinary general meeting of the Pana-

wal Tea Company, Limited, was held at^ the offices

of the company, 39, Victoria Street. Westminster,

on Friday last.

827

The chair was occupied by the Hon, Norman
Macleod Sinclair, chairman of the board of directors.
The Secretary having read the notice convening

the meeting, and the Teport and accounts having
been adopted, the chairman proposed the payment
of a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, on the ordi-
nary shares of the company from July 1 to Decem-
ber 31, making with the interim dividend paid to
June 30 a distribution of lU per cent, for the year.
The resolution was seconded by Mr. Arthur Mar-

shall, and carried.

Mr. Batten then moved the re-election of Mr.
Hornby as a director. The resolution was seconded
by Mr. W. H. Haslam, and carried.

Mr. Marshall proposed the re-election of the
auditors, Messrs. Fox. Sissons, and Co. The reso-
lution was seconded by Mr. H. W. Hornby, and
carried.

A vote of thanks to the chairman terminated the
proceedings.

—

11. and C. Mail, April 17.

^
WHITE ANTS GN TEA ESTATES.

PAINT USKU AUAINST WHITE ANT.S.

The following is an extract referred to by Dr. Watt
in a paper, which is commented upon editorially
by the Madras Mail.

“During a brief visit to the Native State of
Gondal, the writer recently gave this subject con-
siderable attention. There seemed to be no doubt
that his Highness the Takore Sahib, by his enlightened
action in this matter, had effected a radical improve-
ment. The trees throughout his State were all
painted as described above, and hot a single tree
could be found that showed the mud encasements
so characteristic of the presence of white ants. And
very possibly, as a consequence of the care bestowed
on these trees, they were healthy and vigorous
while those in neighbouring States were sickly and
badly attacked with white ants. In consequence
of these observations the writer asked for
information as to the composition of the
paint which had been used. He was informed
that the red colour was merely to indicate
the fact that the trees had been painted, and that
it was for the most part red ochre but might also
be made of the refuse of the Al Dye works. The
useful ingredients were said to be as follows : 1
part dekaraali gum (the resin of Gardenia gummi-
fera). 2 parts asafoctida. 2 parts bazar aloes. 2 parts
castor-oil cake. These are W'ell pounded, mixed and
kept in water for about a fortnight. When thoroughly
miited. and what may be called decomposed, into a
thickened compound, water is added in order to bring
to the consistency of paint and the colouring matter
then added. The mixture is now ready for use
and if thoroughly applied for about two feet will
check not only the attacks of white ants, but of red
ants and other insect pests Its effect will last for
two years or more. Tiie cost of the preparation comes
to about 4 or 5 rttpees per 100 trees.

But according to the information furnished from
Gondal, al (Morinda dye) refuse possesses no
special properties. Prom other parts of India
the reputation is very general that it is of great
value. Be that as it may the red ochre added to
the above preparation may not only be useful
as indicating the trees that have been painted, but
give a needful consistency, if it does not serve to
mechanically hold the other ingredients. It would
however, seem desirable to have the reputation of al
as a preventive against the attacks of insects
thoroughly investigated, even supposing it be admitted
that experience in Gondal has proved that it is of
no very special merit as a paint on trees.

The system of painting trees (as detailed above)
might with great advantage be extended throughout
India, especially in orchards; and it is even probable
that the Tea and Coffee planters might hnd the
system of great value in checking the depredations of
insect pests. But there remains the issue, of no small
importance, namely, the reputed property of al dye
being thoroughly investigated. If it be actually a
fact that it preserves the textiles so dyed from being
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attacked by insects, that would be a powerful reason for
its greatly extended use in all cases where laiting
properties were essential. The writer would wish it

to be distinctly undersiood, however, that in deal-
ing with the subject of the preventive power of al

against white-ants, he desires to give greater cur-
rency merely to a very generally -accepted Native
opinion, and one which has not as yet. been either
confirmed or disproved by scientific investigation.”

Since the above wrs written, says Dr. Watt, the
subject of the red paint to bo employed against
white ants has attracted very considerable attention.
So far the results obtained have abundantly con-
firmed the previous statements. I can confidently re-

commend the subject to the attention of planters
troubled with white ants or other pests that attack
the bark of the tea bush. The paint is perfectly
harmless. The ingredients are all readily procurable,
'i’hey are cheep. The effects of one painting are said

to last for two or three years. The thorough or im-
perfect manner in which it has been applied can be
readily seen owing to the red colour.

So far as I can discover, were tea bushes affected

by white ants to be thoroughly cleansed, to have the

earth around them deeply hoed even at the expense
of cutting some of the roots, to have all ants' lusts

removed when found, and to have the stems and
branches even some inches below ground and for two
feet above, thoroughly painted with the Gondal pre-

ventive fluid, we should very soon hear compara-
tively little of white ants as a serious malady to tea

orltivation.

THE EASTERN rUODHCE AND ESTATES
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Directors :—Messrs. Ralph A. Cameron (m>maging
director), Norman W. Grieve, C. J. Liudsay Nichol-

son, David Reid, Christopher R. Smith, and Edw’ard
Wahab.
The following is from the report to be presented

at the ninth ordinary general meeting, to be held

at Winchester House, Old Broad S.reet, on the

29th inst.

The directors herewith submit report and balance-

sheet for the year ending December 31, 1895.

The profit for the year (including t‘415 Os 2d

balance from last account after payment
of debentures for fM,000) amounts to T45,t529

Is. From this ha^ to be deducted : Interest

on debentures, £7,577 Is fid ;
debentures on

new issue for £7,500 drawn and paid off, with bonus
of 5 per cent, on December 31, 1895, £7,875

;
an in-

terim dividend of 2j per cent on preferred, and 1^

per cent on ordinary share capital, paid November
5, 1895, £4,595 17s, leaving a balance of £25,C71 2s (>d,

which it is proposed to appropriate as follows :

—

Final dividend on preferred shares, .£18 Bis Gd
;

final dividend on ordinary shares at 3.J per cent,

making with interim dividend, 5 per cent for the

year, £10,469 14 6d
;

to reserve fund, £5,0t)0
;
balance

to be carried forward as a provision for re-

tirement of debentin-es in the ciu-rent year,

£10,182 11s 6d. As the shareholders are aware,

tne foregoing disposition of profits is now per-

missible by virtue of the special resolutions alto iug

the articles of association which were duly passed at

the extraordinary general meetings held for that

purpose in July and August last; the effect of those

resolutions being that after provision for dividend on

the preferred shares, and for the annual payment of

a minimum of £'7,500 debentures, the remaining

profits are availal)lo for such dividends on the or-

dinary share capital, additions to the leservc fund,

or further payment of debentures as may be deemed

expedient.
. . , . ,

The directors have tlie satisfaction of ,stating that

the old issue of 6 per cent debentures, which

stood in the last report at 6149,880, has

been extinguished. of this sum £19,880 was

paid off, and for the remainder a new issue of

£130,000 mortgage debentures at 4i per cent interest,

redeemable during ten years at 105, was substituted.

In terms of the issue £7,.500 of these debentures

were paid off on December 31st, 1895, leaving a

balance of outstanding of £122,500. As shown on
the annexed sche''’ule, the cmipany have 10,347 aores

under tea cultivation, of which 9,192 are over four

years old. The yield of tea in 1895 was 3,276,000 lb.,

being in excess of the estimate, the average gross

sale price being 7'87d per lb. The es ima ed yield

for 1896 is 3,458,000 Ur Kolapataiia mid Goiigalla

Estate, which was purchased in 1891 on account of

its forest reserve, has been sold, without the forest,

at more than its co.s'r In accordance with the arti-

cles association, two of the directors Mr. Ralph A.

Cameron and Mr C. J. Lindsay Nicholson, retire

from office, and being eligible offer themselves for

re-election.— //. A- C. .I/o//, April 17.

^ -

AGRICULTURE.
(.'Ot!ONU T C'ULT IVAT 10\

.

Some people have an unconquerable aversion to

the application of fibre dust to coconut trees. It is

said to attract rootlets in large numbers which get
quite matted in time and check the growth of the ree.

Fibre dust is known to be as absorbent as a sponge,
and it is difficult to expel moisture from it. For this

reason the latest use which Science put it to was
in elecric batteries. A coconut tree is a large vege-
table pump, and for its successful growth requires
a large quantity of moisture. The centre of the
tree is like a sponge almost from the base to top. For
the development of the nuts, abundance of water is a
necessity, and by the constant waving of the branches
moisture is being exhaled. Under these circum-
stances, any substance which will supply the tree
with a sufficiency of moisture in situations where
moisture does not abound is to my mind a very
desirable ajjplication, and such situations are in

hard, upland, and in arid, sandy soils. Besides this,

the application of a substance such as this plays an
important part in improving the mechanical condi-
tion of the soil. Hard soils are rendered porous
and friable by its application, and light, sandy soils

soils get body. Any vegetable substance that
improves the mechanical condition of a soil exerts
a chemical effect as well, first bj' its decay and
afterwards by the admission into it of gases caused
by this decay and from the atmosphere.

To my mind the aversion to the application of

fibre dust is due to its having been applied un-
skilfully. I would not heap up large quantities o]

it round the trunk of trees. I would spread it

thickly in a radius of three or four feet and dig it

well into the soil. I would use it chiefly as a
vehicle of artificial manures and in the nuvnufac-
ture of cattle manure. Indeed, according to my
thinking, it can supersede it entii'ely if the small
quantities of fertilising matter to be found in cattle

manure be added to it.

Mulching is a recognised branch of agriculture.

It is practised successfully in European fruit-culture.

It had adherents in the old coffee days Those who did
not believe in it said it had the tendency of attracting
rootlets to the surface which would got scorched when
the mulch (usually m ua grass) h.id rotted off.

These very people, who were so anxious of the fate

of rootlets which ai’e being constantly renewed,
thought nothing of cutting m inure liole.s for their

coffee trees near the stem with mimoties and de-

stroying for ever the primary roots, iilulch shaded
the soil while it lasted and thoroughly opened it up

;

when decayed and become mould or humus it was
beneficially dug into the soil with lime.

In coconut cultivation I have observed beneficial
results follow mulching with the branches of the
tree itself. This is only following the teaching of
Nature, the safest guide. Observe the base of a tree
which has not been attended to for some time, and
you will see the ground in a radius of about 4 feet

completely protected with the fallen fron...8, which
curiously in falling have their butt ends mined uway
from the stem. Anybody who has taken the trouble
to examine the soil under the fallen branches, es-

pecially in upland situations, will find it quite per-
forated, raised up, loosened and covered with earth,
worm castings. These unobtrusive and littlo-s
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natural ageucies, together with the very destructive

termite or white-ant, play au important }iart in

tropical agriculture and in the formation of soil. Daring
weather such as this, the latter arc very busy in

eating up every particle of decayed and decaying
vegetable matter and using it in the making of the
tunnelled chambers under which they work on the
surface of the ground. I have never observed the
results of using fibre dust as a mulch.

A great deal has been written on the use of salt

as a fertiliser, especially for coconuts. It has been
argued that it is a natural adjunct of the successful
cultivation of coconuts. It is too patent to be de-

nied that the natural home of the palm is the sea
shoi-e. It has been cai-ried from one hemisphere to

another on the sea and cast up on shore there to

form natural plantations or topes. Shrewd observers
as were the Dutch, opened the first plantations in the
Island on the belt of shore between Colombo and Kalu-
tara.* From there it extended, first along the coast and
eventually inland. In carrying the cuitivation inland,
the natural conditions under which the palm *ew
were departed from, more especially as I'egarcrs a
salt-saturated soil. It has been argued on the other
side that in a small Island such as this exposed to

the force of two monsoons, there must be carried in

the salt-laden air, sufficient saline matter for the re-

quirements of the palm. Possibly so, but experience
does not prove this, and what is considered sufficient

for other forms of vegetation is not sufficient for

coconuts.

I have heard it stated that if the sea-coast is the
natural home of the palm, then the best palms must
be met with there. This by no means follows. Salt
is not the only constituent required by the palm.
Where all the necessary constituents exist, plus a
liberal supply of salt, there the best palms are to be
met with. Nothing can bo better than the trees met
with on the belt of land between the sea and the
road on the journey from Colombo Chilaw-wards, and
in favourable situations.

I have heard disbelief expressed in the use of

salt in coconut cultivation after the application of
one cwt. the acre. This is hardly fair, onsidering
that no one claims for salt wonderful or even ap-
preciable results when applied in homeopathic
doses. One and a half pound for a tree, that in
its natural state grovvs in a salt-saturated soil and
in a salt-ladeu atmosphere, is not anything like a
dose one would use who expected beneficial results

to follow. The wonder is that results were watched
for. In Europ an agriculture and in the cultivation

of roots and cereals 1 cwt per acre is the quantity
used of so powerful a fertilizer as nitrate of potash
or saltpetre-

The use of salt in agriculture or at least in coco-

nut cultivation is effectually hindered by the short-

sightedness of the Government. In a country such
as this, where agriculture is in a primitive state

amongst the natives, it behoves the Government to

offer every facility for its advancement. What do
we see instead ? The Government barring the way
by not removing the restrictions to the free use of

salt. Fish curing, a very promising industry which
was bound to benefit those engaged in it, consumers,
and the island generally, by keeping within it the
million and a half jf rupees expended in importing
dried fish, was strangled in its infancy by the su-

pineness of the Government and the want of interest

shown in it by the responsible officers of Government
once the novelty of it wore off. Government will

never learn that elasticity in the enforcement of

taxes becomes a necessity on occasions. Application
had been made to it for salt at wholesale prices for

agricultural uses or rather experiments. No, there
was the possibility of its being used for human
consumption. It was suggested that its appli-

cation might be under the supervision of one of its

* It would be more correct to say “ the first

systemetic plantations,” for the Poriuguese engaged
in or encouraged the planting of coconut palms, and
converted Colombo into a dense coconut grove.

During the great siege of 1055-5() the palms were

all cut down to form fascines.—Ec, C.U.

officers who was to be paid by the purchaser. That
did not suit it. It was then suggested that it might
be mixed with some objectionable substance such

as night-soil. No, that too would not do, as chemistry
had proved that salt cannot be successfully de-

naturalised and there was the possibility of its being
purified and used for culinary purposes ! What is

possible is not of necessity probable. Natives would
not study or practice chemistry or overcome their

natural prejudices, to save a few cents a week. In-

quiry will show that ;i cents worth of salt will an-

swer a villager with a family of six persons for about
a week. To save this, or a portion of this, for the
practice of chemictry, not to apeak of its study, will

cost something, is it likely a native will consume
an article mixed with dirt? Not only does the
Government not sell salt at wholesale prices to agri-

culturists even with restrictions, but it actually sella

its surplus salt for export at about 115 the ton and
destroys at a cost above this (if my recollection of

what I read in an Administration Report is correct)

what it cannot sell. It seems hardly to realize the
fact that by helping to increase the yield of lands
it will eveutually be repaid by increase of receipts

at the Customs.

It is to be hoped that the Press will take up this

subject in earnest and press it on the attention of

our new Governor. B.

DRUG KEPOllT.

(b'roni tlie Chemist ami Drmjijist.)

April 11th.

Esskxtul On.s.—Citronclla Oil is much easier,

drums for April shipment offering as low as Is 2d
per lb., c. i. f. terms

;
but there are no buyers at

more than Is per lb-, c. i. f. On the spot sales have
been made at Is 7d to Is 71d per lb. Lemongrass
oil quiet at 2j-d per oz.

TIIK AMSTERDAM MARKET.
Our Amsterdam correspondent writing on April

9th, reports that the Cinchona market has undergone
no change. The March shipments from Java are
not yet known, and it is expected that the next
auction will be smaller than usual. On April 7th,

70 tons of Van Ilouten’s No. A cocoa butter sold at
firm rates, with good competition, at an average of
68 45c per half-kilo.

A Long Price i- or Quinine.—I notice in the L'nimi
Lina Gazette for March that Capt. Tyson, of the
Guelph, speaking of the Asiatic plague in the Mau-
ritius in the latter sixties, says, “ Quinine was the
only cure for it, and tnere was so little of this
stuff to be got on the island that the price actually
went up to 50f. per oz. and more.” Rather differ-

ent to its price nowadays !—J.B.

WILD COFFEE AND LEAF-DISEASE.
Dear Sir.—With reference to the notes and cor-

respondence in your valuable paper about "Wild
Coffee,” it may be of interest to your readers to
learn the following :

—

The year before last I paid a visit to Dr. Trimen,
in the Ceylon Government Gardens, at Peradeniya,
and among other things leaf-disease and the future
of coffee, cropped up. Dr. Trirnen gave it as his opi-
nion that coffee in most parts of Ceylon w’as a thing
of the past, and gave as his reason for so saying
the fact that the indigenous coffee in the jungles of
which he said there are several varieties, were all
infected with leaf-disease. The immunity said to be
enjoyed by Diplospora sphaerocarpus from leaf-disease
may therefore turn out to be more apparent than real.

Devikuea.u, April 2nd 1896. A. Ff. M.
[The question is this: Can D. sphcevocarpus not

being in reality a coffee plant of any description,
suffer from leaf-disease?

—

Ed.]—Flantiwj Opinion,
April 11,
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B.C. AFRICAN CURRENT CHAT.
We beg to congratulate the planters on the ex-

cellent prices the Shire Highland coffee is obtain-
ing in the London market.

Report is again busy with the statement that
Nyassaland is likely to become a Crown colony soon.
One of Mr. Moir’s mango trees has fruited lately.

The tree was only planted out in August 1893 (being
brought in a box from the South) and the ripe fruit
was eaten in December 1895. In order not to over-
tax the young plant all the young fruits except twelve
were stripped off.

With reference to Mr. Swann’s communication to
the Administration journal it is interesting to note
that a number of the Kazungn people have been
working in the Shire Highlands with various planters
for the last six or eight months. We sincerely hope
the recent Administration action will lead them to
come in greater numbers.
Commander Cullen’s discovery of guano on certain

of the Lake Nyasa islands is good news for planters
and all interested in agriculture.
We hear that Mr. .John Buchanan brought out the

hrst plants of the Orange variety of coffee.
We hear H. M. Government have agreed to allow

coffee manures to enter the country free of duty.
Probably the next issue of the Gazette will contain
a list of the articles which come under the category
of coffee manures. We hear Mr. S. Steblecki has
sold part of his Mpemba Estates for a handsome
sum. Mr. James, formerly of Messrs. Buchanan Bros,
is to be the first Superintendent under the new
managemet. We understand a new and thoroughly
sea-worthy gunboat is to be placed on Lake Nyasa.
Mr. B. Bradshaw hopes to take a trip home this

season. He has now 210 acres under coffee at his

Mount Zion estate while 50 acres have been recently
planted on his new Bloomfield estate. Mlanje district

is suffering from a great scarcity of labour and the
planters there have been considering the difficulty in

council assembled.— Central Africin Planter.

THE INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION.

The following are extracts from the proceeding.s

of a meeting of the General Committee of this As-

sociation held on the 6th instant

Letters of 21st and 28th February, and 13th March,
from the Secretary, Indian Tea Association, London
with reference to the attempt on the part of the London
and India Docks’ .Joint Committee to impose ad-

ditional charges on cargo for overside delivery in the

London Docks, were ordei'ed to be recorded along

with letters of 13ih and 20th March, from Messrs.

Begg, Dunlop and Co., Messrs. Finlay Muir and Co.,

and the Secretary, Bengal Chamber of Commerce,
all upon the same subject. The General Committee
bad considered it desirable to issue a Circular warn-

ing Shippers not to accept Bills of Lading contain-

ing any stipulation for charges to be paid in London,

which had not been hitherto paid by the receivers,

and they noted with satisfaction from Mr. Tyes

letter of 13th March, that in view of the strong

opposition of London firms, the shipowncxs had de-

clined to amend their Bills of Lading as desired by

the Docks Committee so as to enable the latter to

make delivery of all goods on the Dock.

In reply to the letter of 7th March, from the Secre-

tary to the Chief Commissioner of Assam, asking for

certain statistics as to the cost of production and

prices of tea, the following information had been

furnished :

—

Average price of Assam Tea sold in

Calcutta (1895-96) . . R. 0 8 7

Average price of Surma Valley Tea

sold in Calcutta (1895-96) 0 7 4

Outturn of Tea for 1895-96 Assam
Valley 57,101,1271b.

Outturn of Tea for 1895-96, Surma

Valley 41,267,4201b.

Considered letters of 20th and 30th March, from Dr.

George Watt, Reporter on Economic Products to the

Government of India, with reference to the question

of the appointment of a special Scientific Officer to

enquire into various matters connected with Tea. Dr.
Watt suggested that the Association should now frame
proposals on the matter and submit the same in an
official form to Government A letter which had
been just received from Mr. Buckingham was also

read, in which he stated that the expenseattending
the appointment of such an officer might be met by
a subscription of one anna per acre under cultivation.

The Committee, while approving in the main of

Mr. Buckingham’s suggestion, reserved the matter
for further consideration pending further communi-
cations from him with reference to his branch Com-
mittees. The proposal was one which they considered
would have to be dealt with by all Members of the
Association.

Considered letters relating to the American Market
Fund, from the Secretary, Indian Tea Association,
London. The General Committee in London had
recorded a vote of thanks to the Central Travancore
Planters’ Association for their energetic action and
support. The Committee noted with satisfaction that
the London Committee were of opinion that there
should be a levy made for the season 1896 97 on
the same basis as that for the last season, the
proceeds of which should be spent in further
work both in the United States and Canada, and
possibly in similar efforts on the Continent and in

Africa, and that a General Meeting of the Asso-
ciation would be called very shortly to consider
the Committee's proposals. The General Committee
on this side were unanimous as to maintaining
the efforts now being made in America, which ap-
peared at last to be meeting with success, and it

was decided that, in the event of no definite de-
cisiou on the part of the Lonfion Association com-
ing by the miil due the next day, a telegram
should be sent, suggesting that a new levy be
asked for on the basis of 4 annas per acre of pro-
duction and one anna per maund of produce, the
rate for produce being double that of last year.
The figures, recently published by Messrs. Gow,
Wilson, and Stanton, showing the great advance in

the quantity of British-grown tea taken by the
United States and Canada in 1895 as corapai’ed
with 1894, should, in the opinion of the Commit-
tee, act as an incentive to still more vigorous efforts

to push the trade of Indian tea in America.

Considered letter from the Honorary Secretar}',

Cachar branch, enclosing minutes of a meeting of

the branch held on 2nd March, at which the ques-
tion of serving warrants on absconding coolies was
again considered, a id it was decided that no alteration

of the existing law was required, but that the law
should be more vigorously upheld, and papers in

connection with a recent case bearing on the subject
were forwarded for information. Toe rules for the
re-settlemeut of Cachar had also been considered by
the Cachar Committee, who were of opinion that there
was nothing in them detrimcutal to the planting
community with regard to the question of serving
warrants on absconUing coolies. The General Com-
mittee decided that they could hardly make a re-

presentation to Government on one case only, and
the Cachar Committee were to be asked if they could
furnish any others.— 3L Mail, April 28.

MARKET FUR TEA SHARES.

Thursday Evening, April 16, 1896.

Since the resumption of business after the Easter
closing there has been a continued strong buying of

all the best-known tea companies shares, and the
official list shows more than one advance in quota-
tions—Dooars Ordinary, notably, having reached tho
“record” level of 18 to 19 for the .tTO share. The
Profs., more especially, command marked attention,

and few of the quoted ones can now be bought, to

yield more than about 4 per cent, at the outside.

Ceylon Siiaues.—C. T. ]’. Co. Ordinary are in de-

mand, and 28 to 80 would bo given. The I’rcis.

liave touched 17i.
—11. A C, Alail, April 17,
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THE TEA MARKET.
The tea market rules steady for Tritisli grown,

but for China there i.s little clone uiivately in the
generally poor supplies, despite tlie low prices at
which teas are obtainable. One way to recover the
lost trade is for importers in the coming season to

send forward Teas with streiig'h; generally there is

no complaint as to want of flavour in China tea.

Tlie opportunity now offered is most favourable,
seeing the deterioration in Ceylon Tea. As the year
advances standard, quality Tea becomes scarce, and
early imports from whatever source must command
a ready sale, backed up by the prosperous state of
commerce.

—

L. cC 0. Express, April 17.

A CANADIAN GROCER ON TEA.

On Thursday last it was our pleasure to receive
a call from Mr. John Sloan, of Galt, Ontario, Can.,
wholesale and retail dealer in crockery and groceries.

Mr. Sloan has made a hobby of tea for the past
fifteen years and keeps in stock some thirty varie-

ties. Experience has taught chat little dependence
could be placed on books for a thorough knowledge
of the article, and therefore he made the leaf his

special study until ho became thoroughly familiar
with the peculiarities of the various sorts and the
names of Indian, Ceylon, China and Japan teas. His
rule is to buy on cup quality alone, making style a
secondary consideration. In order to secure to cus--

tomers an uniform article and to ensure their receiving
the tea which pleases at each purchase, an indexbook
is kept, in which are placed the names of all c usto-

mers, together with a memorandurir of the tea pur-
chased and the date, and this is kept for ready re-

ference whenever a customer buys tea.

Mr. Sloan has made a special study of Ceylon teas
using them, however, largely for blending, as they
work together exceedingly well with China blacks,

particularly the different makes of Congou. He finds

that tea from the same garden in Ceylon varies

from season to season, and that one cannot rely upon
the tea from a certain garden for uniformity simply
because it has been a prize-winner for several succes

sive seasons. Each lot of tea must be studied 011 its

merits. Those Ceylon teas which arc best adapted for

selling straight must be of a very high order. They
are popular in Galt, as are the blended Ceylons. He
thinks the variation in tho character of Ceylon teas

from season to season is to somo oxtent due to the soil,

which is shallow, the owners of gardens neglecting to

keep them up to proper condition, the result being
tea of varying quality.

Mr. Sloan does not use Japans to any great ex-

tent fo: blending, preferring to sell them straight.

He is - not partical to basket-fired tea. In his dis-

trict ill Ontario the dealer has to contend against

the water, which is strongly impregnated with
lime, so that the teas which please in that section

would not be in such great favor in other markets,

even such as are as near as Toronto. Mr. Sloan

finds, however, that customers who have become
addicted to tlie use of any one particular sort are

so wedded thereto that it is very difficult to induce

the use of some other variety, even though it may
be of much higher value and merit. When such
consumers move away they send back to Canada to

get some of the same sort of tea they formerly used.

Mr Sloan is not at all friendly to package teas,

finding they vary in quality, the standard of grade

not being maintained; therefore, he favors buying

rea on its merits, in bulk, and selling it loose, never

putting it up in packages, except in three or five

pound boxes for such customers as desire to pur-

chase that quantity.

Mr. Sloan has also found that the heads of the

tea departments of some of tho jobbing houses are

lamentably ignorant of tea and are unable to detect

different varieties and to designate them from the

leaf; they are also deficient in a knowledge of

various matters connected with the cultivation and
preparation of tea. Some cannot name the different

sorts of Congou and tell in which part of the dis-

trict they are grown.

105

This emphasizes the fact that to succeed in any
line men must put their heart and enthusiasm into
their work, if they are to become experts. It seems
to us that our Canadian subscriber and friend, in
these fifteen years of preparation, has been taking
the only true course for such as would build up a
profitable trade in tea—one which will command
the confidence of consumers and which is proof
against all manner of competition, whether it be
local or transient. We certainly believe in the
doctrine of buying tea on cu^d quality alone, for,

after, all, it is the only true test for buyers as well
as consumer. It is also evident that a retailer’s
tea trade is what he may elect to make it. He
will know the character of the water in his section
and its relation to the drawing of tea, and, finding
which sorts show the best results, study to please
the palate of his trade. He will not yield to the
temptation of buying a line of tea not particularly
adapted to his trade requirements, simply because
it is cheap. He studies incessantly, for experience
has demonstrated that climate, soil, amount of
moisture, methods of cultivation, and manufacturo
vary from season to season, so that uniformity is

only secured by care, watchfulness and constant
testing. No dealer can do this who does not make
a hobby of tho tea department .

—American Grocer
March 2!).

THE NHWARA ELIYA TEA ESTATES
COMEANY, LIMITED.

Minutes of proceedings at the first (Statutory)
meeting of shareholders of the Nuwara Eliya
Tea Estates Company, Limited, held at Winchester
House, Old Broad Street, E.C., on ’SVedensday, 25th
March 1896.

UiRKCxoRs.—Present: Messrs. C A. W. Cameron
in the Chair, Oscar Thompson, C. E. Robson.

Messrs. A. L. Cross, R. W. Garrett, Sir .John Grin-
linton, Messrs. R. Porter, G. Todd, S. H. Smith, and
C. Speed.
The CnAiRjiAN ;—Gentlemen, the Secretary will read

tho notice of the meeting.
The Secretary :—The notice that was issued for

this meeting is as follows :
—“ Winchester House, Old

Broad Street, E.C., 12th March, 1896. Notice is hereby
given thatinaccordance withthb Articlesof Association
of the Coy., the Phrst (Statutory) Meeting of the Nuwara
Eliya Tea Estates Company, Limited, will be held
at the above address on Wednesday, the 25th day
of March, 1896, at 12 o’clock noon. By order of the
Board, I'rith, Sands & Co., Secretaries.”

’.Che CuAiRJtAN: Well, gentlemen, this being the
Statutory Meeting of the Comjrauy, required to be
held by law within four months of its incorporation,
we have no accounts to lay before you. We are
pleased, however, to see you here, and to have the
opportunity of telling you of the extensions which
have taken place in the operations of the Company
since its incorporation in December of last year.
The Prospectus which w'as issued in December, men-

tioned that the Company had acquired the Park and
Concordia Estates, and those properties have been
worked on the Company’s account since the 16th
September, and the 1st October last year respectively.
The Prospectus, you will recollect, mentioned that it

was proposed to make further purchases of estates should
favourable opportunities occur of doing so

;
and we are

now glad to tell you that Mr. Megginson, our general
Estates Manager in Ceylon, in conjunction with
Messrs. Ijeechmau & Co., our Colombo Agents,
secured for the Company the offer of five additional
properties, viz., Pedro, Portswood, Kenmare, Lovers
Leap and Naseby, besides taking over the current
leases of Fairyland and Hazelwood estates, which
have to run for eight years longer, These estates
have all been worked on the Company's account
since the 1st January last, and the latest reports
received from Ceylon are to the effect that the pro-
perties are all in first class order, and working
satisfactorily.

The total purchase price paid for tho estates
{i. e., all the estates acquired by the Company) is

£129,800, and to raise this sum £115,000 has been
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issued in ordinary shares of £10 each, and i'23,000
in 6 per cent. Debentures (terminable in ten years)
of flOO each. This leaves a working capital, after
payment of charges and incidental expenses, which
is considered to be ample lor all purposes of the
Compairy.

It will be satisfactory to you to learn that the whole
of this capital has been placed without payment of any
underwriting or other commissions, and the only pay-
ments made in connection with the purchases ot the
properties and the formation of the Company, beyond
the incidental expenses, have been the two sums of
tTOO mentioired in the Prospectus, and a commission to
Mr. Megginson on a portion of the money paid tor cer-
tain of the Dstates. I believe I am correct instating
that since the Company purchased the Estates, the
proprietors have, in several instances, received offers

from other quarters representing an advance of

fully 10 per cent.—that is to say, after we bought tliem
;

I believe offers were made of 10 per cent higher prices.

As regards the prices paid for the Estates, the posi-

tion is shortly this : u e have properties comprising
1,341 acres of land under tea ;

120 acres of forest avail-

able for tea
;
100 acres of patna available for tea

;
and

148 acres of forest and fuel reserve and patna, on part

of which wo understand that brick-making is being
done at a fair profit. We have no accounts with refe-

rence to this brick-making work, but we understand
that it is being carried on at a fair profit. Desides
these, we have an eight years' lease of 1)0 acres of tea,

and several valuable bungalows and bazaars, lioughly,

the value of the tea laud works out m the neighbourhood
of T89per acre. This is no doubt along price, but the

position is a somewhat peculiar one in that the pro-

perties acquired are (with deference to the gentlemen
here who are interested in other Ceylon pro-

erties) the very pick of Ceylon tea estates,

oth as regards their elevation of capabilities

of growing the beat classes of tea, and from
their good and very deep soil, which makes it prac-

tically assured that as tea estates they have a very

long lease of life before them. Eurther (and this is

the most important point, I think), the area of land

in Ceylon available for the cultivation of the high
class of tea produced by these Estates is practically

already all taken up and cultivated, and the whole
supply of these fine teas from Ceylon must always
remain comparatively restricted—of course, to our

great advantage. Since tho Company was formed,

we believe that estates have been sold in Ceylon at

prices running up to illO and Till an acre, as against

our £89; and these are certainly no better estates

than we have.
Taking all the circumstances into account, w’e con-

sider, therefore, that your Company have secured

properties at prices which it is reasonable to

expect will enable satisfactory dividends to be

paid
;
while, as regards the Estates themselves,

they have been described to us as the Darjeeling

of Ceylon.
As regards the future of the Company, I may

state that in nearly every instance the vendors of

the Estates stipulated that they should be allowed

to apply largely for the Oi’dinary Shares, as also for

almost the entire issue of debentures. Most of the

Shareholders are personally acquainted with Mr.
Megginson, through w'hose gooU offices the estates

have been acquired, and I think I am right in slat-

ing that the highest opinion is enteriaineu in Ceylon
both of Mr. Meggiuson’s capabilities as a practical

planter, and of his judgmeni as to the value of pro-

perties in Ceylon. It was in view of the excep-

tional work that was done by Mr. Megginson, both

in connection with securing these eMates and raising

tho necessary capital to pay for them, that

the Directors agreed to pay him the com-
mission of 2 per cent. to which I

liave already referred, and which we consider

a very moderate remuneration for the work done.

As you are aware, he found the greater portion of

the capital that was required and if that capital

had been subscribed and underwritten here, pirobably

the cost of raising it would have been a good deal

more.
Qeutlemon, I do not think I can tell you anything

more, except that tho Directors .'ire very pleased to

see you here today. Dy the next time we call you
together, we hope to be able to lay before j'ou a
satisfactory Statement of Accounts. The advance
in excliange is an element against tea at the
moment, and the London market prices for
tea have of late unfortunately gone back in-
stead of forward to meet tlie extia cost incurred
bj' exchange. Dut I trust these may prove only'
temporary drawbacks. At the same time it will not,
I think, be disadvantageous to the eventual w'ell-
domg of the tea industry if a slight set-back should
occur now, so as to avoid the tendency of creating
an increased cultivation of tea in Ceylon and India.
As I said before, this is only a statutory meeting,

and there is no business to come before us, but, if

any gentlemen like to ask me any questions, I shall
be glad to answer them to the best of my ability'.

iilr. D. Tonn: May I ask what is ihe amount of de-
bentures.

! he Ch.ukma.v : There are £23,000 debentures, of
which £18,000 was taken by the vendors, and £.5,000
only' by tne shareholders.
Mr. A. L. Cross ;—I think. Sir, what you say about

the brickw'orks is correct. Sir .John Grinliuton will
bear me out when I say that there is a considerable
field for making bricks in that quarter.

Sir John Grinlinton :— Well, Sir, I have been mak-
ing bricks in Portswood for some years, and it is
not my habit to proceed with any undertaking unless
I see that I am making a profit. If I do n - t make
a profit I stop. When these estates were taken over
by your Company, in deference to my wish, my son,
(who managed my property) would not accept any
orders, as I did not know what your views might be,
.and I did not wish to do anything that iniglit in the
least compiomise you in anything that is going on.

I wish to mention one thing which I think it is
desirable that the Company sliouM know, not that
I have any interest in depreciating the intrinsic value
of these estates, but I should like to say this

;
Al-

though you have land in Ceylon of an altitude that
can produce tea equal to the best tea that is pro-
duced anywhere, and although, as regards those estates
that the Chairhiau has mentioned, I do not believe
that any man, whether he is interested in other
properties or not, would for a moment dispute the
tact that he has stated viz, that they are the
cream of the tea estates in the island, still, un-
doubtedly what you have got to do uow is to con-
tend with the very large amount of acreage that is
coming into cultivation in India, and when that tea
is brought into the market you will have it

competing with you. Of course you cannot
extend the tea cultivation in the Ceylon high alti-
tudes by any purchases made from the Government;
there is a limit to that, but you have got to con-
tend with India, and I think it is just as
well to bear that in mind.
The Chairman : There is a map that Mr. Meggin-

sou sent us of the estates.
{The map was handed round to the Shareholders.)
The Chairman : Well Gentlemen, I do not think

I need detain you any longer.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman was proposed

by Mr. A. Jj. Cross, seconded by Mr. G. Tonn, and
unanimously carried.

! CANTING AND PUODUCE.

'Thr Tea TiuAni'. of India.—'The references to the
export of produce in Mr. O'Conor's review of tb.e
trade of India are encouraging. The Indian tea trade,
we know, has increased by leaps and bounds, but it

will be news to planters and tea proiprictois on this
side to learn that they expected to lie ruined by the
closing of the Indian mints. The speeches made at
public meetings of tea conqianies in London at the
thne were not at nil in this slrnin. iUr. O’C. iior’s
review of the position shows l!i.', t on the whole
Indian tea planter.s are d.oing ve:y well, and they
deserve to succeed. In Great ilritain they sell
three pounds for every one of Cliineso or Japanese.
It is but tliirty years since the proportion became
worth tabulating, and then, in l.S(i5, the Indian, in-
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eluding the Ceylonese, was but 3 ])cr cent., China
supplying 97. Not till 1887 did the fonuer amount
to one-half, and that for only a single montli in the
year.

Tnn M,VKKi;xb non Indian Tea.—Tho United King-
dom, it is stated, continues to be the great market
for Indian tea, as much aa 92 per cent, of the c.x-

ports of tlio year having been shipped thither. Of
the small quantity not shipped to the United King-
dom Australia takes a considerable but unfortunately
not an increasing share; Indian tea seems so make
no headway in the colonies in competition with China
and Ceylon tea. Persia during the last four years
has been taking larger quantities. As regards the
trade with Persia, Her Majesty’s Consul at Eusliire
writes in his report for 1891: “There has been a
sti'ong demand throughout the year for Indian and
Batavian teas, which seem to be steadily supplanting
the China teas in favour with the Persian consumer.
Heavy consignments, chietiy from India, were re-

ceived by native merchants who found no difficulty

in disposing of them at a good profit. It was, how-
ever, at the port of Bandar-Abbas that this trade
received its most vigorous impulse, the import be-

ing more than double that of the previous year.’’

Some of the tea at any rate imported into Bandar-
Abbas, was destined for consumption in Russian
Asiatic territory, and it seems probable that the
effect of recent fiscal arrangements of the Russians
will divert the transit trade to Batoum and the
Trans-Caspian Railway. A new feature in the
trade of the year is the largely increased
export to Asiatic Turkey, and it is to be hoped
that the exports to this country may become larger.
Exports to the United states and Canada have also
developed very greatly, though the aggregate is still

relatively trifling. A good deal has been said in
trade reports from China of tho gratifying revival
in the tea trade which marked 1894, and it seems
that the quantity exported was sliglitly larger than
it had been in the preceding year. China tea, how-
ever, has not succeeded in competing with Indian
tea in that great market, the United Kingdom,
which takes more than nine-tenths of onr tea and
nearly as much of Ceylon tea. Steadily and surely,
year by year since 1886, the importation of China
tea into Englai:d has fallen and that of India has
increased,. until last year close on three pounds of
Indian tea were imported for every pound of China.
This latter tea still retains its hol’d of the Australian
and American markets, where quality in tea is

hardly yet appreciated except by a select few, and
where Indian tea consequently has not been able to
find its way in considerable quantity.
Tea Wakkants.—A Bill affecting the title of tea

warrants is being promoted by the London Cliamber
of Commerce under the title of the Warehousemen’s
Certificates Bill. The chief object of the measure is

to render the title of tho holders of a warrant, in
certain c.?ses which are of frequent occurrence, more
complete and secure than it is alleged to be under
the present law. Under the law as it now stands,
if a warrant is stolen and pawned, the gooels can be
followed and recovered. Tho Bill under notice is

intended to secure for the holder of the warrant a
good title against the original holder. Tire follow-
ing is the principal clause on this subject in the
Bill :

“ Every certificate or warrant small bo a
document of title to the goods specified therein
within the meaning of the Factors Act, 1889, and
shall be transferable by indorsement, whether in
blaiik or spf>cially

;
and any holder of the certi-

ficate or warrant shall have the same right to the
possession of that property in tho goods on be-
lialf of tho holder of the certificate or warrant.’’
Discussing the proposed measure from a trade
point of view, tho Urocer says ;

“ Such a jnovision
if it were to become law, could not fail to oncournge
fraud and theft by increasing the number of receivers
of stolen property. When the custom of the trade
in dealing with W’arrants is remembered the serious-
ness of the proposed change will at once be recog-
nised. It is the custom of buyers of goods for which
warrants are issued to send a cheque to the broker,
and in many instances to take an order for the war-
rant to the merchant and carry the w arrant to tlic

wholesale dealer’s office. Thence the warrant is

taken to the Clearing House or the w'arehouse
;
and

this duty is frequently, in the hurry of business, en-
trusted to youths, who carry the warrants through
crowded streets, where, of course, there arc
many chances of robbery. Such robberies do
not now take place, because the warrant is

of no use to the thief. The warrants when
delivered to the w'arehouse proprietors are entrusted by
them to their clerks

; aud here again, if the proposed
Bill became law, a fresh temptation would be offered,
as these clerks would be able to obtain money on
them if they were so disposed. At present they could
not so negotiate the warrants, for the reason that
they do not carry a good title with them. Why such
a Bill should ever have been promoted it is not easy
to understand. It would certainly open a door for
fraud by enabling advances to be obtained on stolen
W'arrants. At present the banker or other financier
is in the same position aa the pawnbroker. If
the latter makes an advance on stolen goods, the
rightful owner on discovering their whereabouts
can claim them. Therefore thieves do not find
it easy to dispose of their booty through such
a channel. Why should anyone who makes an
advance upon stolen warrants be relieved of
the same liability ? The warehouse proprietors say
they do not want the Bill

;
bankers, who have had

the matter brought before them, say they do not
want it. The retail grocer, who has to entrust his
warrants with the wholesale dealer for clearing,
certainly does not want it. It is to be hoped
theiefore, that such an objectionable proposal will
not be further pressed.”
Produce and the Board of Trade Returns.

—

From the Board of Trade Returns for clearances of
tea ior home March we find that the use was con-
siderably in excess of the arrivals, and the stock in
bond was reduced, showing a deficiency of 2,492,5001b.
As regards coffee, there was a plentiful supply, the
clearances being moderate, and the stock nearly
equal to that of last year. Cocoa came forward
plentifully, and although the deliveries were good,
there is a material e.xcess in the bonded stock.
There have been superabundant imports of sugar.
Imitating the Tea Planters.—The coffee plan-

ters of Brazil seem disposed to imitate the meihods
of Indian aud Ceylon tea planters in pushing
the sale of their produce, A conference of dele-
gates from the several coffee-producing states of
Brazil has lately been held in Metropolis to consider
measures for promoting the export trade in Brazil’s
most important product. The following recommenda-
tions were adopted by the conference : 'The appoint-
ment of a permanent executive committee in Rio de
Janeiro, to be composed of one member from each
coffee state

;
the establishment of cafes and per-

manent exhibitions for the purpose of increasing the
consumption of Brazilian coffee in foreign countries;
appropriations of 2,000,000 milreis in the first year
and 1,000,000 milreis per annum thereafter for
meeting the respective expenses (two-fifths to be paid
by S. Paulo, one fifth by the S' ate of Rio de Janeiro,
onc-fifth by that of Minas Geraes, one-tenth by that
of Bahia, and one-tenth by that of Espirito Santo)

;

an application to the Federal Government for
negotiations with foreign Governments for obtain-
ing a reduction in the import duties

;
and the

co-operation of coffee planters with the per-
manent executive committee in the execution of this
programme.

'The Brazil Coffee Market.—The reports of the
Rio coffee market furnish an illustration of the in-
fiuence of low exchange in stimulating exports, even
W'hen it might be supposed that a comparative scar-
city of suiiplics in the producing mai'kot, with
reserve stocks in the consuming markets would,
by raising prices, tend to check the outflow. Al-
though tho relatively diminishing supplies and pros-
pects bad the effect of forcing up Brazilian prices,
the advance was in paper, and was, therefore, so far
as tho buyers for sale on a gold basis was concerned,
counteracted by the decline of exchange. With
a prospect of short supplies, therefore, the
foreign, and particularly the American buyer, was
induced to take advantage of the low exchange tq
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secure supplies at what, notwithstanding the advance
in Brazil, would sf.ill bo relatively low gold prices.
Coconut Cultuke in Venezueij.\.

—

With reference
to the development of coconut cultivation in Ceylon
it may be pointed out that in Venezuela the coconut
tree thrives romarkably well. For hundreds of miles
the coast presents a narrow Hat surface, in many
places extending some distance back; and the moun-
tainous formation in other places is equally well
adapted for the prolific production of the fruit. All
the soap factories rely, to a great extent, upon their own
groves for the oil from w’hich they manufacture their
product; but these groves are an insignificant patch
when compared with tha waste and barren lands,
unfit for .any other agricultural purpose, and to be
obtained at a very cheap rate. The Venezuela palm
requires four years to attain the fruit-bearing period,
after whicli time its producing power is enhanced year
by year, until its full maturity is reached, about its

eighth year; it then produces for forty years. From
75 to 100 trees are planted to the acre, yielding
fully ,300 to 350 coconuts per annum. The proho of

the small producer is not loss than about 4s per tree

per annum. The large gower, handling and shipping
his fruit, would, it is said, double that figure. The
palm, while a tree of exquisite beauty, yields one of

the most nutritious and useful fruits known
;

as an
article of food, it is greatly relished

;
industrially,

its principal use is in the manufacture of an excellent

quality of soap, the coconut oii being preferred to

fat because of its ability to absorb much more water
than the latter. The husk of the fruit is now used
as fuel; and on this point the United States Consul
says it would seem that, in countries such as Vene-
zuela, where carpets or other woollen or cotton floor

coverings are discarded, and nothing but imported
mattiug.s used, 'he manufacture of the fibre of the
husk into cocoa matting on the spot would prove
profitable.

—

II. and C. Mail, April 17.

o- — —
BRITISH RULE CENTENARY IN CEYLON.

( E.diacf^/romjVr. Judkc Clarence's Paper.)

TUE l>L,VNTIN(j INDUSXUY.

I pass to the rise and development of the planting

enterprise, which the opening up of the country icn-

dored possible.

Coffee had been cultivated to a small extent under
the Dutch, and then allowed to decline in conse-

quence of Java producing more than was thought
needful. A little lingered on to our own times, and
when the country had been opened up it attracted

the attention of Ecglishmeu with money to invest.

In 1824 the first Euroxiean coffee estate was opened.

The enterprise grew, and about 1837-40 there was a

great rush into coffee. The planting extended rapidly,

l)assing through periods of inflation and depression,

until much of the hill jungles had been transformed
into trim plauiations.

The land once cleared by Sinhalese axe-men, the

actual coolie labour for cultivutiou was drawn from
the Tamil districts of Southern India, and without

this singularly oouvenieut labour supply, cheap, docile

and ready to hand, the enterprise could never have
attained such success. Mistakes were sometimes
made in opening land which proved unsuitable, but

in the main the enterprise prospered, and the clear-

ings climbed higher and higher up the roof of the

island. The railway materially aided the planters.

About 1873 coffee-planting attained its real zenith,

and then followed a period of mmatiu'al inflation.

A wild gambling speculation set in. Then disease

attacked the coffee, and the uniuiturul inflation

rei dered the downfall all the more disastrous. About
187') the fall was headlong. In 1882 the export had
sunk from over 1,000,000 cwd. to about one-fourth.

The planters and their creditors were at their wits’

cuds. The Courts were crowded \v’ith creditors,

including mortgugocs vainly seeking to realise.

Estates went for nominal prices. Superintendents

lost their salaries, and even coolies their arear

of wages at oightpence or ninepcnce a ilay.

There were estates on whicli (excepting the weekly

advances of rice for food) the coolies’ wogos had not

Yet the great mass of the planters never lost heart.

Liberian coffee was tried, but with small success.

Cinchona was introduced and prospered for awhile,

saving many from sinking. Then disease and a

fall in the price of tlie bark attacked that industry.

Even then the planters were not to beaten. They
turned their attention to te,a. Dead or dying coffee

was cut out, and the land planted up with the new
pro luct. The planters had to learn, and then teach

their employes, and entirely new industry, a uevv

system of cultivation—plus the new processes

of plucking the tia-leaf and working it up in'o

made tea, a work requiring intelligence and un-

remitting attention. Fresh capital was needed for

the new planting, as well as for expensive tea-

making machinery. All this was successfully accom-
plished, and for many years now the tea has been
thriving and paying its owners well throughout
great tracts of laid, including not merelj' the dis-

tricts in which coffee once llourished, but others

in which coffee was tried unsuccessfully, and also

entirely new disuicts opened in the lovveountry.

It would be diflicult to speak too warmly in praise

of this remarkable achievement. The success was
won by a singular combination of dogged persever-

ance with alert and adroit enterprise in new departures,
aided by the resolute and cordial manner in which
tho_ planters worked together for their common
advancement.
That the stream of Tamil coolie labour from India

should have returned after the crisis of 1879 argues
two thing.s. First, the poverty of the coolies in their

Indian home, and secondly, that on the whole they
are fairly treated by the planters.

Since tea-planting was extended into the low-
country, Sinhalese villagers have shown more dis-

position to come in and work on the estates as
coolies, though in an intermittent manner. Yet I

doubt if the Sinhalese, who are attached to their

own village life, will ever furnish a large labour con-
tingent to the planter.
A little coffee lingers in diminishing amount.

Cacao succeeds well within a restricted area. Tea,
so f.ir, has been a persistent and increasing success.

Whether this success will endure, or whether tea

will some day share the fate of coffee, who can say ?

There may hereafter be diflicullies to surmount in the

way of labour supply and fuel ; but the poor soil

and forcing climate seem more favourable for a leaf-

product like tea than for a fruit- product gucli as

coffee. At present there are absolutely no signs of

a falling-off in the production. More than 300,000

acres are now under tea.

Excellent and meritorious as this planting enter-

prise is, its value to the native community may be,

and often is. exaggerated. It is essentially a Euro-
pean enterprise, and its bonelits in the main are for

Europeans. The profits go to Europie, and are not

invested in the island, and the larger part, though
not the whole, of what is paid out by the planter

goes to the Indian coolies and not to natives of the

island.

Mr. J. L. Hii.iXU *
.
As

regards tiie development of the country by the

planting cnterpri.se, Mr. Clarence has siioken

jiretty accurately up to 1873 ; then, he says, the

wild ' gaiabling speculation set in. Now 1 was
connected at th.at time with the planting enter-

prise, and 1 object to being set down as a wild,

gambling .speculator. Facilities for expanding
the enterprise by the aid of borroweil money
were everywhere opened ni', money was sent

out from home, banks w'cre ready with ad-

vances ;
what a nii-serable creature a inan

would be, under these circumstances who
did not take advantage of them ! The enter

prise came to grief by "a mysterious fungus which
attacked our collee, ami that, and that alone, was
the sole cause oi the failure of the collee enterpri.-ie.

I do not tiiink there was any gambling or any
wildnir-s in that speculation at all. Then ho

draws rather a gruesome jiicture of our unfortu-

nate circumstances at that time and lays what
I (liiiil.- midne sf ri'ss on the lact that Oil some
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estates Iabourer.s had their wages set hack a few

years. Now that sounds very dreadful, hut there

the food is really the only nece.ssity of life

which our Tamil lahourers have
; they live iu-

perpetual suiinner, their children do not require

any shoes, and food and fooil alone is the only

thing really nece.ssary to their existence. Any
surplus money they use for arrack or melt down
into ornaments for their wives and daughters or

other female connections. I know many cases

thus in which wages not being settled for 2

years was a mei’e ligure of speech. They prac-

tically received 4-otli of their pay in food and
advances for dry llsh and curry stuffs. I)e[)ression

set in and we were obliged to control onr ex-

pendilure, and the manager called his men
together and said he could not keep them at

work for more than 3 or 4 days in the week,
would they like to go? and they said “ no, you
give us food and we will stay here till good
times come hack.” Then Mr. Clarence might
have referred to English proprietors who went
hack to Ceylon and put their shoulders to the

wheel and did their very utmost to meet their

respon-sibilities to the lahourers, and in 99 cases

out of a hundred, the Tamil lahourers did not suffer

at all. Mr. Clarence congratulates the planters on
certain things and one of them is that the immigra-
tion of Tamil labour was resumed and the labour re-

lations on the, whole became once more fciidtj

satisfactory. Now I dwell on these words because
in no country in the world have we sucli a
perfect labourer as the Tamil cooly and more
pleasant labour relations than they are now on
the Tea Cardens of Ceylon. Then we are told

about the prolits which go to the English and
the Indian coolies and not the natives of Ceylon.

If Mr. Clarence went back, he would find that

a very small portion of the llritish Capital has
ever come back to India, and that Indian natives

circulate their wealth through the island and
spend it in the development of other natise in-

dustries ! So much has it been the case that

very little British Capital returned home that I

remember the common old riddle used to be
“ Why are the Kandian hills like Westminster
Abbey ?” Answer. Because they are the graves
of so many Ibitish sovereigns! * * *

Mr.' d. Feiigu.sON Lord Loch, Ladies and
Gentlemen,—I must ex])ressmy hearty iippreciation

of the able way in which the learned lecturer has
endeavoured to compress into so sm.all a space, so

reailable, useful and suggestive .account of one hun-
dred years of British rule in Ceylon. As a
journalist and bookmaker in Ceylon myself, I

know the dilliculties attending such an effort. It

Avas to be expected that as lawyer, judge and
e.x-editor, Mr. Clarence should be strongest and
most suggestive in re.spect of legislation and ad-
ministration of justice. But under otiier head-
ings his paper calls for criticism and though neither
judge nor planter, I inust confess there was
reason for much that was so elo(piently expressed
by Mr. Shand ; for, I cannot but take excep-
tion to the ])icture presented of the general
])rogress of the island and its people ami of the
inlluence on the latter of the planting enterprise.

No doubt to anyone going to Ceylon now,—or

even so far back as the first year (1873) of Mr.
Clarence’s arrival,—it is not easy to realize the
marvellous change which has been effected in

large di.stricts if not several provinces solely

through the planting enterprise. In one i.airt the
lecturer quoting from the history of the early
part of the century admits much by .stating

there were no towns in the interior of the

island. Now-a-days the visitor travelling by rail

and admirable roads past tOAvns and villages from

the sea coast to Kandy, Matale, Nuwara Eliya,

Badulla, and finding the planters working ajjart

in their own districts, might suppose the

native towns and villages and indeed much
culti\ation to have been always there ;

whereas
the fact is that nearly all we lind of towns and
villages in the Central and Uva, much of the

Western and Sabaragamuwa and even Southern
I’roA inces—where two-thirds of the population are

concentrated—is the outcome of the influence of,

and the ca])ital and prosperity introduced by,

planting. The best way of proving this is by
(luoting evidence much older than that of Mr.
Clarence : the celebrated Orientalist and Mis-
sionary Spence Hardy worked from 1825 to 1845

in Ceylon .and the.i left and returned in 1863.

He was a true friend of the natives if ever there

Avas one : he Avorked in the Western, North-
Eastern, Central and Southern Provinces. He
Avrote the charming .Jubilee Memorials of his

Mission in 1863 ;
and Avhat did he say of the

change in the condition of the natives :

—

“ Were some Sinhalese appiihami to arise who
had gone tlown to the grave 50 year's ago, and
from that time remained unconscious, he Avould

not kuoAV his own land or people and Avhen told

Avhere he was, he Avould scarcely believe his eyes,

and would have same difficulty with his ears

Jmoking at his own countrymen, he Avould say
that in his time both the head and feet Avere

always nncovered, but that now in the tOAvns they
coA'er both, or perhaps he Avould think that the
youths Avhom he saw with shoes and stockings

Avere of some other nation. He Avonld be aston-

ished at the heedlessness Avith Avhich appoos
and naidas roll along in their bullock bandies,

passing even the carriage of the Avhite man,
Avhenever they are able, by dint of tail-pulling

or hard bloAVS. He would perhaps complain
of the hard road, as Ave have bearil a gentleman
from Kalpitiya do, and say that soft sand Avas

much better. He would wonder Avhere all the
tiles came from for so many houses, and Avould

think that the high caste families must have
multi|)lied amazingly for them to require so many
stately mansions. In the bazaar he Avould stare

at the policemen and the potatoes and the loaves
of bread and a hundred other things no bazaar
ever sarv in his day. He Avould listen incredu-
lously Avhen told that there is no rajakariya or

forced labour and no fish tax, that there are no
slaves ami that you can cut down a cinnamon
tree in your own g,arden without having to ])ay a
heavy fine.” My lamented senior, the late Hr. A.
M. Ferguson, landed in Ceylon in 1837; and I often
heard him speak of the utter want of trade
and life in Colombo Avith only a sailing ship or

tAvo in the harbour, and the absence of trade,

and industry or comfort throughout the island
orcr a great part of Avhich he travelled

in the “forties.” Then Ave have noAV returned
colonists like Mr. M. H. Thomas avIio recall their

lirst ride North of Kandy in the “ fifties” by a
route Avithout road, bridges over rivers village life

or cultivation, Avhere noAv there is alongside a
first-class road, one long roAv of villages and con-

tinuous native cultivation, all fostered through the
influence of the Planting Enterprise. In my oAvn

case I had the honour, as journalist and
reporter, to accompany Sir Hercules Robinson
Avhen our Governor, on his first tour through
Uva, and the change in the condition of that
Principality or Province now and as it Avas 30
years ago, bcnelittiug both Sinhalese and Tamil
people alike, may be all put down to the intro-

duction lirst of coffee and tea. It is .absurd to

suppose that only the people (coolies and
Sinlialese artilicers and servants) beneliti
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by planting. Apart from the rice aiul cart
co!itractors mid their dependents, the in-
lluence of Bricisli capital and interest as well as
direct employment spreads far and wide. First
come the planting district “ boutiques,” wayside
shops, then the village and around tliis often
a good deal of native cultivation in fruit or rice
or tea gardens

; while it is well-known that a
great part of the Western and North-Western
Provinces (the whole of the Mahaoya Valley)
have been planted with coconuts through the
capital diffused among native contractors,
traders, &c., by the coH’ee enterprise in its

prosperity. (Hear, hear.) Tlie calculation there-
fore that I Ion" ago arrived at, after due con-
sideration of all the facts of the case, is, I

think, a safe one, namely, that for every acre
of coffee, tea, cacao or such like cultivation
opened by the British planters in Ceylon (or
India or I may add East or Central Africa) four
or five natives, Tamils or Sinhalese men, women
or children directly or indirectly derive their

means of subsistence. * * *

COFFEE PLANTING IN SELANGOR

:

The Recent Witi-idraival of Ceylon Arpli-

CANT.S FOR Land.

In the Sdangor Government Gazette of April

24th is printed the monthly report for February of

the District Officer of Klang (Mr. W. W. Doug-
las), from whicli we quote the following re-

marks ;

—

During the moath, Mr. E. V. Carey applied for

one block of 500 acres on the terms of his agree-

ment with the Government, and four blocks of 020

acres each on the west side of the Sungei Binji Road
in the mukin of Bukit Raja. Mr. T. N. Christie

applied for one block of 070 acres and a customary
holding of 25 acres at Damansara. In the Rapar
District, between the Kapar and the trace of the pro-

posed road to Ijoh, there were five applications for

blocks of more or Jess 000 acres each. These were
made by Messrs. T. N. Clu-istie, G. W. Welman, W.
P. Metcalfe, A. Melville 'White and J. R. Rodgers.

It is to be regretted exceedingly that Mr. W'^. For-

sythe, the owner of blocks 32, 03, 34, 35, 06, 41 , 43,

44, 66, and 57, and Mr. T. N. Christie of block 37,

all of which lie between the Jalau Kabun and the

Langat Road, have considered it advisable to aban-

don their estates, known as Datu Dagang, Sempang
and Lanka Estates The decision arrived at is attri-

buted to the land having been found peaty and un-

suitable for coffee culture. To say that the land

would not grow coffee when thoroughly drained is,

in my opinion, a grave mistake. F'rom enquiry made
of Haji Mohamed Tahir, the pioneer coffee planter

of Klang, the former owner of the show piece of

coffee, aged some 14 years, and the one man that set

the example of coffee culture which has resulted in

the district having now 3,224 acres under coffee cul-

tivation and some 2,402 acres about to be opened

up, I ascertained that the land on which he first

planted coffee was, when first cleared, identically the

same as that abandoned.

It is to be feared that very exaggerated ideas of

the now supposed worthless Klang land will, in con-

sequence of the lengthy correspondence in the papers

on the subject, spread far and wide, and be the

cause of keeping away many intending investors of

capital. It is, I consider, therefore, due to the dis-

trict that the facts of the present state of coffee

culture within it should be made known generally,

as well as the fact that the principal owner of the

lands lately abandoned inspected his selections prior

to the sale by auction, and on the date of the sale

scut instructions by telegram for certain blocks (in-

cluded in those abandoned) to bo purchased.

NOTES FRUxM NVASSALAND.

MLANUE AND ITS SUKROUN DINGS.

March 6th.—As one of the principal planting dis-

tricts in British Central Africa, it might interest

your readers to know something of it. Unlike the

hill country of Ceylon, where mountains rise gra-

dually, and the slopes mostly cultivated, Mlange
mountain r-ises suddenly out of the plain, which is

on an average of about 2,000 feet, and its sides,

especially on the western side, rise like sheer stone
walls to some four to five thousand feet. The
highest peak is about 10,000, rising off the plateau,
which is between 6,000 and 7,000 feet. The plateau
is the sanatorium of the Mlange district, or at

least will bo so, when a road has been made up
;

at present the ascent, which can only be made in a
few places, is difficult, and is a great undertaking,
but once the plateau is reached, it recompenses
one for the trouble of the ascent. On reach-
ing the top a splendid view burst upon one ;

in front undulating country something simi-
lar to the Horton Plains in Ceylon, short grass
land dotted with small prices of pine forest

;
while

below the plain extends as far as the eye can see,

and broken in few places only with small hills.

The small pieces of pine forests on the plateau,
which lie chiefly in the hollows are extremely pic-

turesque, the trees being covered with drooping white
moss, and the undergrowth consisting chiefly of large
ferns and male bamboos. The peaks, which rise

off the plateau, are sheer masses of rock with no
verdure whatever, and as yet only two Europeans
have ever reached the top of the highest peak. The
southern side of Mlange is the source of three rivers,

the Ruo Luchenia, and Cbucheela, the latter two
flowing inti the Ruo some twenty miles north of

Chiromo. The “Ruo falls’’ down the side of the
mountain are a sight, especially during the wet weather,
enormous volumes of water dropping some thousands
of feet. From the edge of the plateau three plan-
tations can be distinctly seen : Mount Zion, Lauder-
dale, and the small clearing on the Nyassaland
Coffee Company’s land. On the northern side of

the mountain is the Matapwerry country, which was
only acquired a few mouths ago after the .Uatapwerry
war. On this side the mountain is not nearly so

precipitious, the sides being covered with forest, but
unfortunately the elevation is too high for Coffee
cultivation, and the plain at the foot of the moun-
tain has been cultivated for years by the inhabi-
tants and consequently is divested of all its virgin
forest. Speaking of the latter it must not be ima-
gined that the plain surrounding Mlange is covered
with virgin forest. Far from it; there are large
portions of land which have been cultivated by natives
for years, and owing to the limited quantity of

forest land little new remains. The pioneers have
had the pick of the land, and have not been slow
to get all they could while the price was slow one
resident alone owing 7,000 acres of the best land,
the Nyassaland Coffee Company coming second with
3,500, and Mr. Carson third with 2,500. There are
now in all six plantations comprising some 700
acres under coffee cultivation, most of which is

quite young. The year’s crop will only amount to
about 45 tons. The next few years arc likely to

make a great difference, as large acreages w'lll be
put under cultivation.

J>abor .—Even with tho present acreage under cul-

tivation there is a want of labor, especially during
the planting season. Not because there are insuffi-

cient numbers in the country, but being entirely

due to the nigger being an indopendant individual

—

ho works when he likes. In many respects they arc
like the yinhalese of Ceylon—lazy to a degree and
sand only working for short periods when it please
them. As long as a nigger has plenty of food and
a little cloth to clothe himself, he is perfectly con-
tented

;
when his cloth is exhausted he works for a

month, perhaps two, ane then remains idle for tho
rest of the year. In this district they have no am-
bition to earn money

;
cloth and beads are all they

require. Local labor, of which there arc largo uum-
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bers, seldom work for more thau a mouth at a time,

although they get much higher pay if they remain
on for three mouths, so that to depend on local

labor is almost useles.s, as one never knows how many
are likely to come. Every Saturday, which is called

by the niggers “ the day of pay,” some people have to

be paid off, and the superintendent has then to act the

part of a dra. er and doles out calico by the yard.

Eortunately there is a yearly native hut-tax—ds. for

every hut, and to pay this off the nigger is forced to

work a month, for which ho receives his tax paper,

the money being paid by the superintendent to the
district collector

;
this, of course, considerably adds

to the labor supply
,
and it is to be hoped that the

tax will be raised to (is in the course of a year or

two, when the nigger will have to work double the
time. There is practically no permanent labor, the
Atonga which come down from the lake stay on
for for six or eight month.s, seldom more, but as

they have to get extra cloth to buy food, their pay
averages about 2d a day

;
and the Augoui which

come down in l.irge numbers during the dry months
remain for three months only. Very large numbers
are employed yearly in transport work, and as they
prefer that to estate work, besides receiving higher
pay, they flock to Blantyro from all sides.

And until good roads are made by the Adminis-
tration, and cart transport substituted, the demand
is likely to increase. Although there is a heavy tax,

on every ton of goods imported into the coun-
try, levied for roads and river dues, theie is little

to show for it, at least in the vicinity of this

district. There is a track to Blantyre and another
to ( hiromo, but they can hardly be called
roads, as in many instances ihey can harly be dis-

tinguished from the surrounding plain, being so

overgrown with high grass. The climate of Mlauge,
although not a health resort, might be a great deal
worse. Like all tropical countries when the vegeta-
tion is heavy, there is a groat deal of malarial fever, es-

pecially during the wet season, but a great deal can
be avoided by careful living. There are, however,
alwaj's exceptions to the rule. I know of one resident
in Mlange who, for the last five years, has had no
fever at all, while on the other hand there has been
more than one case of Blackwater fever. Taking it

all round, I think, there are many worse districts

in the low-country of Ceylon, any many experience
of the fever is that it is not so bad as the Ceylon
low-country intermittent fever. It has, however,
scared more than one Ceylon planter away from the
country

;
but still I hope to see others coming, as it

will tend to relieve the dreadful monotony of the lonely
life out here. At the same time I would not ad-
vise men to come out on spec

;
but with a small

amount of 'capital, they would probably do very well,
provided they have pluck and energy. c. m. o,

—Local “ Times.”

TEA IN AMERICA.
New Aork, April 1.

A very quiet invoice and line trade, with the
market steady and without new feature. The grow-
ing use of Ceylon and Indian tea is the noticeable
feature of the season's business.
Last week the Montgomery Auction and Commis-

s;on Company sold (i,200 packages teas as follows ;

Moyune— 14.') Hyson 5^ (b, (ijc.; 52‘d Young Hyson
26c.; 232 Imperial 6J (W 17c.; 496 Gunpowder

9J (u 3-ic. Pingsuey—71 Imperial ll|c; 685 Gun-
powder 8f di 17c. Japan—180 basket-fired 14J % 17c.;

1,5,69 Congou 9 d‘ 17c.; 169 India and Orange Petoe
IB.I 20c Ooloiig— 220 Amoy 7f 9c.; 2,085 Ecr-
mosa 1,')^ @ 2ic.

Today at noon the Montgomery A' ction and Com-
mission Company will sell 7,264 packages, viz. : 2,334
half-chests Mouyne, including celebiated chops

;

1,342 boxes Pingsuf-y
; 59 half-chests Japan, choice

;

H5 hulf-chests Japan, basket-fired—very desirable
fancy leaf

;
1,190 half-chests Congou, including some

strictly fancy Ring Chows
;
21 boxes Capers

;
2,86

packages India, Java and Ceylon Pekoe, comjuising
some fancy lines, and including 107 packages Ceylon
G ns and Ceylon Siftings

; 45 half-chests Amoy
;

50 half-chests Foochow; 1,8.37 half chests and boxes
Formosa—a very attractive offering, all new season’s
and including a complete invoice of 731 mats, boxes
and half-chests of strictly fancy new season’s.

—

Atnetican Grocer.

HOW DUTY AFb'ECTS TEA.
The tea importers in urging the Congressional

Committee upon Way's and Means to impose a spe-
cific duty upon teas, a moderate rate upon the pure
and a prohibitive duty upon all that is colored and
adulterated, take the position that the change would
be a blessing to every consumer and particularly
to the poor, who are the principal consumers of
low grades, which bear the same relation to the
good article that the coarse, outside, ground-trodden,
worm-eaten leaves of the cabbage bear to the crisp
and nutritious head in the center. It is argued
that the imposition of a duty w'ould result in an
improvement of the quality of the tea exported to
this country and that it would not only be a great
advantage from a sanitary point of view by keeping
out the poor grades, but would bring a large re-
venue to the government. The importers assert
that good tea is a great deal more economical than
the cheap grades, regardless of the difference in
price

;
that the nourishing properties increase very

rapidly as the quality of the tea improves and that
the alkaloid therein, which is craved by all the hu-
man race, does not appear in the low grades to
the sufficient extent to satisfy that craving. There-
foie tobacco, snuff, morphine and liquor are resorted
to. It is shown by statistics that there is far less
intemperance in liquors, tobacco and'’ opium where
good teas are used—Interstate Grocer,

TEA IN AUSTRALIA.
In China tea, sales have been made of 100 half-

chests panyoug at 5d., 200 half-chests fine panyong
at 8d., 300 boxes fine panyong at 8|d., and 300 quarter-
chests S.O. pekoe at 6gd. In Ceylons, 290 packages
have been sold at 6d to 8d. Of Indians, 140 packages
have been sold at 7d to 8d. At the auction sales on
Tuesday there was good competition, and steady
prices were realised. Of China, tea, 1,530 half-chests
were offered, and sales were made of 782 heavy-
weights and 184 light-weights at 4d to 6d. The
quantity of Ceylon tea offered was the largest which
has yet been offered at auction on any one occasion
in Melbourne. The catalogues amounted to 954
chests and 367 half-chests, and the quantity sold was
659 chests and 353 half-chests, as follows ;—Orange
pekoe and broken orange pekoe, 53 chests and 27
half-chests at 9d to 9Jd ;

broken pekoe, 175 chests
and 93 half-chests at7fd to Is Old; pekoe, 363 chests
andl52half-chests at6d to lOd; pekoe souchong,57 chests
and 68 half-chests at 5Jd to 8|d

;
souchong, 11 chests,

and 13 half-chests at 44d to Australasian
April 8th.

THE TEA TRADE OF FORMOSA :

THE JAPANESE AND CHINESE CUSTOMS.
“ Merchant ” writes to the Foochow Echo saying

that he is informed on good authority that the Japa-
nese Customs in Formosa are now collecting export
duty on Tea at the rate of |1.12 per picul, and the
tea IS received and allow'ed to be exported from Amoy
free, while the native-grown article has to pay an
export duty of f3.84 per picul. In commenting on
the news the Echo draws attention to the grave
importance of this statement. “Of course,” it says
“ it touches most nearly the shippers of Oolong tea
from Amoy and this port to America, where this
description of tea is chiefly consumed

; and in a
less degree the geneial shipper. Assuming that
the Chinese will do nothing in the way of assimi-
lating their duties with those of Formosa, the Chinese
teamen will have to reduce their prices, or be pre-
pared to hear the buyer say :

‘ I am quite willing to
offer yov, Tta, 17, for this string chop, less Tls, 1.90, to
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place me on the same terms as Formosa shippers as
regards duty.’ Unless something can be done it is

patent that the tea trade in Formosa will increase
very considerably while that in China will corres-
pondingly decrease.”— Herald, April, 17.

CAMELLIA THEA.

(From a paper by Mr. D. O'Sullivan, read be-

fore ihe Fharinaceutical Chemists’ and Apothecaries’
Assistants’ Association of Ireland.)
Tea is referred to by Confucius (550 n.c.), and

by Yo Lu (618 A.n.) as having been taxed at the

later date, showing that it was then in general use.

In the seventeenth century tea was sold m England
at 60s per lb. It was then known as “ chaw at

that time the yearly import under 100 lb. In 1891

the figures were over 91,000,0001b. per annum for

the British Islands alone. Green and black lea

contain 26 per cent and 15 per cent of tannin re-

spectively. Green tea causes giddiness and numbs
the cerebral nerves, acting as a powerful brain-irritant.

Tea alkaloid resembles siryehmne in its effects.

An injection of caffeine causes tetanus in the frog.

In Northern Russia ‘•brick tea” is meat and drink
to the people, who first drink the infusion and then
eat the leaves with mixed tat .—Chemisl and Dru<j(jist.

PLANTING IN PERAK.
From the annual report (for ISOo) of Mr. A.

T. Uew on the Matang Hlstrict, in the Perak
Government Gazette, we quote the following :

—

Estates in 3Iatau(j.—Cq(ree.—There is a present only

one estate under coffee, that of Mr. F. A Stephens,

at Jibong, of 6-10 acres, of which about 150‘ acres have
been cleared and 90 acres planted up.

The young coffee, Liberian, appears to be doing

very well, and has been favourably reported on by
several experts who have visited the estate.

There is also another estate of 640 acres adjoining

Mr. Stephens' estate, on which work has just com-
menced, that of Mr. Allinson.

An application has also been received from Mr.
C. L. Gibson for 610 acres of land in Sungei Tinggi

mukim for coffee planting.

Swjar.—Messrs. Stewart A Kennedy have taken up
2,500 acres in Selinsing for sugar planting and the

work of clearning will commence early in 1896.

A Manila man, Peter Madrigal, has a very well

kept little estate of about 85 acres in Jibong, adjoin-

ing that of Mr. Stephens, which produces almost

everything that can be grown in Perak. Liberian

coffee being the principal article of culture.

He is probably the pioneer coffee planter in low,

swampy ground in the Peninsula, and it was the

nourishing condition of his coffee which induced Mr.

Stephens to open an estate at Jibong.

TRINIDAD ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS.

From the Annual Report of the Superintendent

for the year 1895, which has reached us, we ex-

tract the following

CACAO.

It will be remembered that young plants of the Ni-

caraguan Cacao were imported in 1898, so that in July

1895, they were two years old. Shortly after tins pe-

riod’ several of the plants produced flowers, b t none

have as jet produced pods, our tallest tree iieing about

8 feet in height. One of the plants of Ceylon Cacao

that was imported about the same time, has also flow-

ered and has now, at the time of writing, (December

1895) two small pods set upon it. This has long been

desired for comparison witli our own varieiies, and to

enable our planters to know really what the classing

of the Ceylon kina should be in comparison with their

own produce. Tire health of the trees ofthe Nicaraguan

and C^ey Ion varieties is everything that could be desired.

Of the number of plants of Cacao bicolor only one is

crowing vigorously ;
but several others are growing

slowly and may do better later on. The plants of

Theohroma aii^ustifolia&ie doing well, and I trust will,

in a few years be large trees. During the year, a case

of the Nicaraguan varieties was successfully forwarded

to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradenyia, Ceylon.

These plants were a part of those hi ought by the Su-

perintendent from Nicaragua in 1893.

COFl'EE.

Our experiments with coffee during 1895 were
principally directed to showing cultivators the best

method of culture and mode of pruning for the or-

dinary CoJ'ea arahica. Coffee growing, as carried out

in Ceylon, Jamaica, Costa Rica and other coffee

growing countries is but little understood by the
planting community in Trinidad, and few can yet

be induced to plant coffee by itself and for its own
yield. Instead the usual course is to put in coffee

where cocoa will not grow, or to put it, in fact, in

ground that is useless for anything else, or to plant
it in desultary manner through and amid other
crops, or by the roadside of estates.

It cannot be expected that coffee planted and
treated in this manner will thrive or pay the grow-
er, oven tor the small amount of care he devotesto it.

To show what could be done, the culture of a
small section of coffee trees in the Royal Botanic
Gardena, was persi nally undertaken by the Super-
intendent, the Jamaica system of pruning and cul-

ture was fully adopted, and the trees kept down to

a certain height. Although the practice only com-
menced eighteen months ago, the trees now bear
evidence that the method we have adopted is one
which should be followed if true success in coffee

culture is to be the ultimate result. Trees under
this system have given over lour pounds, and one
tree gave over seven pounds of clean coffee.

Lectures were given on the system during the
month of August, and the trees were seen under
crop by those gentlemen who attended. Later in

the year I was invited to the Santa Cruz district to

see the working of a small machine, which had been
imported for pulping coffee, called the “ Columbia
puiper,’ manufactured by Messrs. J. Gordon A Co
of Loudon.

I foimd coffee was being grown on this estate in

direct compliance with the instructions lain in the
Departmental Bulletin, No. 1-i, July' 1891, and in

December, 1895, good crops of juime coffee were being
reaped. The little machine was doing excellent work
in pulping the coffee, and they bad in use also, a
small “ Smouts cleaner and polisher,” manufactured
by the same firm it was evident that these two
machines are all that planters require for a small
number of trees, and that by their use Coffee can be
prepared in an excellent manner.

Cofea slenojyhylla. From seed of this uew variety

of Coffee, sent to the Gardens from Kew, a number
of ijlants have been raised. Some of the larger plants

have been planted in permanent positions, and are
now over three feet in height, and, it is expected
will flower in a few weeks, for the first time.

VANILLA.

In December wo harvested a small quantity of

Vanilla from the plants of Sion House and Mauri-
tius varieties, Vanilla planifolia. And. On one bunch
we ripened (51) fifty-one ” bo«.ns ” or “ pods,” weigh-
ing considerably over one pound when cut from the
plant. 'The bunch of flowers from which these were
produced were hand feriilized by Mr. Lunt, the
Assistant Superintendent.
The quality of this Vanilla leaves no doubt that

it is the best variety or species obtainable for West
Indian cultivation.

jiumnai.

The demand for plants of Castilloa elastica. the
Central American Rubber is increasing, and we have
sold all wo could raise. The tree tlirives well in
Trinidad, and I trust cic long that we may have
an account of the actual yield of trees ready for
publication, for the further guidance of planters.

J. H. Hart, f.l.s.

Superintendent Royal Botanic Gardens.
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CHINA KN. INDIAN AND CEVLUN TEAS.
The he^ivy hlow.s, military atul liuaucial, under

which China has lately sulTered do not seem likely

to bo atoned for by any great expansion in her

staple iiKiuslr). the tea trade. On the contrary, the

rivalry of iiidia and Ceylon, especially the former,

i.s growing more formidable year by year. Tnai ihe

growth of the Indian tea trade is not based entirely

on the excellence of the product, but is in great

measure an illustration of the trite maxim that
“ trade I'ollows the ll.ig,” is established by the f.act

that some ninety-two per cent, of tlie entire Indian

export of tea is shipped to the United Kingdom. In

the colonies and America, where tea-drinkers who
can appreciate fine shades of quality are compara-
tively few, the Chinese product still holds its own,

though in the United States and Cairada the Iiidrau

trade, though as yet comparatively surall, has of late

years developed very rapidly. New markets for

Indian tea are being opened up, however, in the Persian

Gulf, in AsiaTc Turkey, and even in Asiatic liussia,

the import at Bandar Abbas in particul ir being last

year double that of the previous year Such faci.s us

these offer a most encouraging prospect to ail in-

terested iir the great Indian Cingalese tea-growing

industry, wliich now occupies so commanding a posi-

tion in some of the greatest tea markets in the

w-orkl. How far the prospects of Indian tea in Russia,

which is one of the greatest tea-consuming countries

in .he world, wiU he affected by the constniction cf

the great Siberian railway cannot at present be fore-

seen, but unless Russian tariff arrangements prore

pronibitive, an inexhaustible llskl for extension should

ue opened cia Batoum and the Caspbiu Sea. Not-

wilhslauding that a good deal has been said in trade

circles of the gratifring revival of the last year or

two in the Chinese tea li adc, there seems every reason,

therefore, to anticipate that the Iiidiaii product will

not only hold its own, but will experience a steady

growth in popularity throughout the world, with a

corresponding advantage to its producers and to the

great Br.tish dependency in which it is grown.

—

Liveqjool Pont, April 13.

UNITE!) STATES IMPORTS OF
COl'FEE, ISA').

The above table,* compiled by YTortlungton C.

Ford, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, Washington,

D C.. affords a graphic and interesting history of

coffee in the Fnited States for ten years past. It will

be noted tliat the total imports for the period do not

indicate a remarkable increase iu supply, for the im-

ports in ]5l)5 ;
were only ll,yi)d,lH7 pounds more than

in 18fl‘2 ;
73 811,521 pounds more than the im-

ports in 1880, Which wme only 13,689,321 pounds more

than iu 18Sl>. S >mc countries, however, show a marked
development of the industry, but the total supply

does not show aifferences greater than would naturally

arise from variations iu crops. The general drift, how-

ever, is toward increasing supiDlies. Note, again, that

the per capita consumption in 1886 was 9.".(i pounds,

against 9.20 pounds in 1895
;
while in 1692 it was 9.61

pounds. In 1888, a year of short crops, it dropped to

6.81 pounds.
,

A significant fact is that while Java eolteo is sold

everywhere, the total imports cf coffee from the F.ast

Indies and the Netlierlaiids were 1^.895.525 pounds, or

2.7 percent of the total imports. Evidently a snpplj

of Java from some other couii'.ries is req fired to meet

the demand.
During the ten year.s 1886-95, Costa Rica has in-

creased its exports to this country nearly fourfoid, or

from 4,750,59-1 pounds to 17,332,632 pounds; Salvador

has doubled its exports to the United States, and
Mexico has more than doubled, the imports iu 1895

being 35.262,229 pounds, against 15,(bG,902 pounds iu

1886. lionduras has more than doubled, but Guate-

mala furnished only 2,889,113 more than iu 1886 and
orly 584,384 pounds more than in 1887. Possibly tlie

import tax levied under ihe Reciprocity Act scut con-

siderable Central American coffee to Europe. The
supply from Brazil has been very irregular, dropping

lUG

to 2-10, 17‘.),Oil pounds in 1888, and reaching its maxi-
mum export to this country in 1892. It is evident
that tneio is coiisiuerable coffee shipped and re-

shipped into Europe that tiually nuds its way into con-
£uuq..tiou here. Tlie taffies * themselves affora amply
stuclj tor such as are interested in keeinug posted
about tlie coffee supply.—Americcm Grocer, April 1.

INDIAN PATENTS.
The fees prescribed have been paid tor the continu-

ance of exclusive ptiviiege iu respect of the unuermeii-
tioaed iuveutioiis for the periods shown against each :

—
F’or improvements in the method of an apparatus

for drying tea leaf.—No. 80 of 1888.—Henry Thomp-
son, engineer, of Trinity Street, Gainsborough, m
the county of Lincoln, England, for improvements
in the method of an apparatus for dryiug tea leaf.

(From 17th April 1896 to 16th April IS'dl .)—Indian
j) Eastern Engineer, May 2.

CEY LON TEA IN AMERICA.
Thk Views oe our Delegate.

Through Llio coiuTesy of the Cluuniian of the
Planter.s’ Association we are able to publish
an iiitere.stiiig and iiujiortaiit letter from our Tea
Delegate in America elsewhere, and we triust that
from planters and merchants it will receive the
most careful comsuleration as coming from one
who, iu accordance with his commission, has
made it his special business to study
everything that tends to hinder, as well as all

circumstances that are calculated to promote,
the s.ale of our teas in the American market.
Mr. Mackenzie writes cautiously, being anxious
that “views,” “snrmi.scs’’ and “ opinions” should
not he taken fur facts which are diflicnit to
get a hold of. It is because he is so cautious
and so keenly oh,servant that the jilanting com-
munity have so much faith in him as their
delegate, and great weight will therefore be
attached to all that he writes and reports re-

garding the ways and means of increasing the
sale ot our staple product in the great Western
Continent, Tlie progress we have already made
is indeed gratifying, and the closing jjart of Mr.
Mackenzie’s letter in which he states “the
sediment of fact” that there are many more
dealers handling our teas puie and in blends
than there were a year ago, and that “all are
pushing energetically in the various methods
Ainericams adopt,” alTords very reasonable ground
for the hope, at all events, that there will be no
falling-olT ill the rate of progress, if it is notin-
creased by acting on the siigge,stions which are
made as to green teas, for millions of pounds
of whicli a ready sale can be found, ami as to
transhipping at London should the v.ilnes based
on sam]des sent a week before the teas leave
f.'alcuUa or Colombo, and wired from New
York, he higher (li.an the values placed on dupli-
cate samples in London. YV’e commend this part
of j\lr. Mackenzie’s communication particularly
to Ihe coiisidenuioii of sliippers, and we shall
he glad to hear v\ hetlicr they are prepared to
give the plan a trial at least. Commenting
upon the large increase in the imports of British-
grown macliine-niade teas into the States and
Canada last year our delegate is of opinion that this
is attrihutahle to the low prices which ruled
liaving led to buying in excess of requirements

;

and there can be no doubt that if there is still

any large i|uantity remaining unsohl this will
tell against the ini|iorts in the early months of
this year ; hut, as we liave already said, the
energetic manner in which our interests
are henig attended to leads im to believe tliat
our progress will lie well maintained.

Not reproduced.—En. I.A. Not reproduced.—Eff. T.A,
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THE CEYLO>< ROYAL ROTANIO GARDENS.
A boineMliat mtlancliolv inleief^t atlaclies to

tile veport on the Royal IJotaiiii! Gardens for

ISho, it being the last one to whiili Dr. Trimen’s
name will be a[ipciulo<l - for, as our reader,s are
aware, and as a note to this leport slate.s, he
will retire Irom the post of Director, which he
has so well lilled for tlie past si.\teen years, at I he
end of ne.xt moi Ih. I'or the greater jiart of

ISDo Dr. Trinien was ah.sont on leave in Eng-
land

; hub, as he tcstiiies, the work of the whole
department was eliiciently carried on by his

lieutenant .Mr. Nock, in addition to his own
duties at llakgala. Mr. Clark, the heail gar-

dener, having resigned, in order to enter on a

planting life, his place was lilled by the ai»point-

ment of Mr. 11. E. Macmillan' frmii Kew.
Surely the services of Mr. R. 11. I’ereira might
have l.ieeii preserved to the department by an

increase of salary ; but such are the ways of

redtape ! it will be noticed that the urawbacks
to be contended with at the Reradeniya Gardens
are, according to the Director, “ bad soil ami
want ol manure.” The former is an inherent

evil, which can only be or crcomc by a free use

ol manure : and tliis, of course, means consider-

able expense. Various improvements to the

Gardens are mentioned ; ami we liojie that the

childisli and Milgar lialjit of scribbling on the

Gardner cenotaph will be [lut a slop to by every

dossible means. The extracts given from M)'.

Nock’s rejioi't on the llakgala Cardens are ol

much interest ;
and we would draw special at-

tention to what he and Dr. d’rimcn say with

respect to the great injury and loss to the de-

partment resultant to tiie jiernicious iiractico of

growing plants for sale to the public. Govern-

ment has no right to compete with private

nurserymen in this matter. Tlie enormous spread

of the oxalis weed is a serious ali'air ; and we
hope that some means will be found lor eradi

eating it cheaidy. Ollier enemies mentioncil

are monkeys, sambhur deer, cle[)hants, and
visitor.s ! As these last are supposed to be

animals with a conscience if not honesty, their

depiedations are the least excusable of all.

The iieriaratgoda Garden is energetically and

intelligently .su[iervised ; and we aie glad to note

the large increase in the number ol lisitors.

This might, liowever, be still further augmented
if greater facilities for visiting these guldens

were oH'ered by the Railway Department to

strangers. The lieadman who tried to make a

public road tlirough the garden deserved stip-

jiression as much as his cheeky attempt.

The report on the Anuradhapura Garden is

calculated to make our (.lovernment blush

with shame, if they are capable
^

of such

a feeling. Me hope Dr. irimeiis indig-

nant words will not be lost on them, ’the

Radulla garden also scems^ to be studiously

neglected
' by (Jovernmeiit. The notes on eco-

nomic plants are, as usual, interesting and valu-

able ;
and we would call the special attention of

our j)lanting readers to thcni,—in [larticular to

what is said about coca. M'e have thus brielly

referred to some of the salient points in this

interesting report ;
but w'o rocommeml to oui

readers the careful perusal of the extracts which

we give as a Supplement.

A Kk.'iajikahle Coirim Tnim.—It is stated by the

Jlio A'ea-ii that iu the vicinity of Rrc Joes there is a

twenty -year old colfeo tiee which, accorcii.g to the

J.az, of Aieias, produced last year sixty poriids of

ceffec. 'Ilie ticc is so tall that in gaihcring Do
ft; ii a ladder 1ms to be used.

THE DiMRUl.A VALLEY CEYLUxN TEA
COMPANY, LLMITEif.

M’e bear that Uie sale of Elgin and Kellie-

hill to this Oompy.ny is to be put through

at the prices Ihey were sold foi', and this, we
take it, indicates tliat Sir .John Muir has

withdiawn liis objections to the sale ;
and it we

are right in our suind>e we would congratulate

all paitics on a settlement of what looked like

a huge law suit

THE KUSHEXA COCONUT ESTATE
CD., LTD.

Tlie annual general meeting of the aho\e
Com).any, calieil for 21111 instant, hut postiioiied

owing to the non-atleiidance of a quorum has

since been iield. The following is the Director‘s’

report :

—

Iu presenting the accounts for the first year, the

Directors have only to state that the jiropcrty is

rapidly increasing in value, it being carefully culti-

vated, and that when the Vendor’s guarantee of per
cent dividend conies 10 an end (wnich it will iu tlie

course of another year) tlie Estate, it is bel eved,

will be producing suliicient nuts to earn a handsome
dividend
The Vendor’s guarantcu of 5 per cent on ihe paid up

shares will be paid on 15tli May .

It wdll be necessary to i.ppoiii an Auditor for IbDtl.

Ry order of the Roatd 01 Directors,

C. E. H. SvMONs, Secretary,

'J'he re])orl wms adopted, and Mr. John Gutlirie

was appointed Amlitor for ilie current year.

THE RATIAGAMA PLANTATION COM-
PANY, J/LD.

The following is tlie re[mrt of tlie above Com-
pany" intended to liave been pre.sonted at a
meeting 011 Saturday wliicli however was post-

jimieil owing to the non-attend aiico of a (juoiuni ;

—

Tlio Directors herewith beg to submit llicir four-
teeinh Aiiiiuai llcporl.

'I'he c.'timate of tea for the past year was .55,000

lbs.: but tlie actual croj) has fallen somewhat short
of ibis ijiiautity, being only 5:i,(ili5 lbs., which was
sold iu Colombo at nu average rate of iO!) cents
per )b.

On a reference to the annexed account, it will be
seen that the actual woiking ot the year shows a
small niargiii of Pi2,25ii'-Jti. The Directors recom-
mend that the balance now at credit of profit and
loss account should be appropriated in reauction of
Suspense Account, which repre.-.eius the loss incurred
iu working the estate previous to 18DU whilst the
tea was coming into bearing; and they trust the
shareholders will approve of tins recommendation.
The shareholders have to appoint a Director in

place of Mr. Stanley Rois, w'hose^ terra of office has
expired ; and it will also be necessary to appoint
an auditor for ISlHl.

DRUG REPORT.
(Prom IJJiiiiniiil uihI ])ruiiiiis( .)

I.omlon. .\]ji-il 10 .

( i.M'llox.l.—'J'he numtlily auctions held in London. (.11

J'liesday, were .somenhat remarkable for the fart Uiat
Coyloii bark was entirely wauling. This shows, iierimp.s
better than anything, the degree to whieli the i'iaiid is
no\y idayed out as a barl:-])roducin,g countiy.

K.s.s]'.vri.\L (>11,.— ('ilroiiella oli'evs Ls 7d per lb. on lie*
spot, which is easier,

.'SKiiuS (various).— l-i\e bag.s fair areea sold al Ids
cd ner ewt, I'or fair Spanish anise SUs iier cwt. was
jiaid ordinary Kns.siaii sold al JVs ud to Jhs per cwt
Annatto in l.irge supply. Tor good bright \V. Indian
4d per lb. was refused. Fair to ordimuy dull Ceylon
ri-aliscd from Cd down to i\d mn- lb. Crofon-secd is
.ag.iiu iloari'i' ; lO bags dark mixed Ceylon rcali.'-ed (t.-,s

I
ler ct' t , (-

j
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WHITE ANTS ON TEA ESTATES.

Tlie lir.st inslalment of Dr. Ocorge Watt’s

]);q)er 011 wliite ant.s, wliicli is uiulersiood to be

one of the cliapters of hi.s forthconiing Tea Re-

port, lias jnsc been published, and though it

deals with' the ravages of these pests in Kangra

and Assam in partieular, the information im-

].artcd and the eoncdusions arrived at cannot

lint be of interest to tea planters in all parts

of the country. Dr. Watt state.s that entomo-

logists have not determined how many species. of

'Jenin’S (white ants) India po-ssesses, but that they

woulil seem to be numerous. In regard to their

modes of life tliey are diversified, some raising-

castellated, others rounded, others superlicial

structures above grouiul, some living in caver-

nous excavations underground, some existing in

vast colonies, some in isolated cum muniiies. liere

in Madras we seem to have every variety, for

what garden is not defaced
_

by the unsightly

mounds raised by these jiersistently destructive

termites, what' hedgerow not honeycombed
by their m.arvellous eti'orts, what tree not

encased more or less with their mud ways.

They are ubiiiuitou.s, and they do not,

unfortunately, confine their predatory c.xcnr-

sions to the gardens and hedgerosvs, but in-

vade the dwelhng [ilaces of rich and poor alike,

eatiii"- their way through walls, beams, rafters,

mats,” etc., in d'eliance of their enemy man, who
is too fieinjentiy bltssfully ignorant of their hated

presence. I'nin'gs are bad enough in iVkulras,

liut they seem to be worse in Assam, for Dr.

Watt states that it would be very nearly im-

possible to dig a trench anywhere in that pro-

vince without exposing several of the remarkable

excavations—caverns l ft. to 2 It. in size—made

by the smaller white ants that live entirely un-

der-ground, and particularly among the roots of

bushes. 'J'hese, we fancy, are not unknown in

Madras ;
at all events there is a species of white

ant here which runs up a short coi'cred way above

ground, in the grass or on the foothpaths, and

which e.xcavates ca\"erns filled with the curi-

ously reticulated structure referred to by Dr.

Wbitt and com])ared to the combs of a bee-

liive. The writer of this has noticed that the

working members of this species while forming

the covered w'ays above ground are almost in-

variably .attendeil by several guards, or wh.at

m.ay be described as soldier ants, much larger

than the workers, with big, bright brown heads

and immensely strong nippers. They become

most ferocious if disturbed, and when a piece

of o-rass or other soft substance is held_ close

to them, they w'ill rush at it and seize it,

holding it as in a \'ice, at the .same time, when

seeniiiigly quite beside themselves with passion,

exudin'g a blight bluish fluid from the region

of their nippers.

In referring to the mud encasements,

the work of wdiite ants. Dr. Watt says that

it is hard to believe chat trees and shrubs .are

not injured thereby. If tins coatings of mud
are removed it will be seen that the bark un-

derneath is jialer than that which has
_

not been

encrusted, this being due to the superficial and

drier layer having lieen eaten away.
“ It 13 H very generaiiy accejiiod o|*imon,

Dr. ^ValC goes on to remark, tliat while ants

wall not eai living and growings wood, and con-

scquenliy that they do not kill, though per-

haps tli'ey injure living jdanls to a certain

extent. But there can be no doubt that white

ants, if permitted to take up their abode for

come time in and among the roots of a plant,

do incalculable harm,” for in their excavations

they remove the eaitli from the roots, which
thus exposed form bark. But we will let Dr.

^^’att speak for himself :

—

“ Speaking of tea bush, it is by no moans an un-
usual state of affairs to bud the plant growing as

it WO) e on the summit of a dome of hardened earth

that surrounds the cavernous dwellings of its colony
of tei mites. A section made by means of digging a
tiench, for three or four feet deep, across the space
occupied by the bush and hard against the main
stem, will reveal a most unhealthy state of alTairs.

At a depth varjing from one to three feet a large
central cavern will be found, and fringing this nu-
merous smaller ones. In lact, an elaborate system
of excavations wid be revealed and found to be occu-
pied, like the Roman catacombs of old, by both the
living and the dead, Tiie roots that stretch across the
larger caverns will be seen to have formed bark and
to have assruned to all intents and pm poses the
condition of branches. I’be delicaie ahsuibing librils

will be observed to have rJso disappeared, so iJiat

it needs litt;e explanaiion to enfoi co the opinion that
there has been a useless acenmu atioii of piant energy
below ground at the expense of leaf production above.”

In fiddilion to this, tlic efl'cct of ilm excava-
tions is to cause a serious disturbance to the
drainage of the soil and to its pow'ers of retain-

ing moist uro, ami Dr. W'att urge-s tea planters,

wlien white-ant ematsements on tea hushes are

discerned to attend to the trees immediately if

they do not wish them to die oil'. Di-. ^Vatt
is couviaced that white ants can ami do at-

tack living jilants, and lor the fcllowdog rea.sons :

—

Lee the! mud cncru.-jtations of ihe bark be care-

fully removed and follow the ant roadways upwards
until the stump is reached of a withered branch or-

tho scar from which it was wronched, and the
ob,server will witness how' white ants gradually de-

vour and ultimately kill living jilants. They will be
seen to have eaten, or nearly so, the whole of the
severed portioirs, but having found a passage through
the external zone of living and growing structures,

have begun to attack the fully formed wood. Tney
have deposited a dense coating of mud within the
gaping wound and splintered tinrber with the two-
fold object of preventing the process of healing and
of supplying an absorbent plaster that will suck the
moisture from the wound and transmit it to the
air. Ill a very short time a layer of the wood will

be thus killed and rapidly devoured. Layer upon
layer follows, until the stem is cm into very' seriously-,

if not entirely severed. The circulation of the sap
having been thus intercepted, these mining engineers
turn upwards into tlie dead and dying wood, llperat-

ing below ground and thereby diminishing the supply
of moisture while availing themselves at the same
time of every abrasion or injury to the stem or its

branches, is it to be w'ondered at that the process of

destruction, Ihongh it maybe slow and almost impercep-
tible, is nevertheless eer;aiu in its ultimate result

Slow .and sure is their motto, and they certainly
live up to it. Their patience is as inexliaustible

as tlieir numbers and the wliolesale slaughter of

myriads doe.s not deter them in the least from
their fell intent. Tiiey do not, liowever, as Dr.
Watt remarks, as a rule, kill the green sapling
nor attempt to eat their way thioiigli the exter-
n.al zone of green w-ood of healtliy plants, for they-

live mainly on wood, not on green vegetable
matter

;
hut, given .a cliaiice, they- will sooner or

later convert the green wood into dead wood,
to the ultimate extinction of all life in the binsli.

For instance, “ let a boring insect make an en-
trance into tire stem, braiicb or root, and w’bite ants
will soon follow. Let the jilanter prune ruth-
lessly, leaving large surfaces of t.rrn portions
of wood e.x|iOsei.l to the .action of the
air, and ii wliite ants .are about they
M’ill rapidly cover up bis sloienly work
with a shroud of mud. The vigorous efforts of

the Us ing bark may-, however, more or less com-
pletely embrace anti enclose the scar, but sooa§r
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or later tlie plant \vill ^ive clear indications of

its cankerous state by ceasing to be productive.
Tbe bark may appear (juite entire and compara-
tively liealtby. On being probed, however, it

will suddenly snap asunder and reveal a mass of

mud within a sliell of living tissue.”
The normal condition ot a large i)ercentage of

tbe tea bushes in old gardens in Assam cannot
be saitl to be a pleasant one for tlie planter, for

Dr. Watt states that “ hardly a tea garden
e.xists in which the evil ellects' of })ruuing, fol-

lowed, it may be, by the depredations of white
ants, cannot be seen,” and he goes on to say that
it is no uncommon occurrence to find the lowe.i

half of the stem of tea bushes gnarled and
rotten, with numerous mud stumps repre.senting

abortive banches, or having one side only alive,

the places of tbe other side being taken by
a great open scar, perhaps mud encased and
infested with white ants. SuHicient has ])rob-

ably been said to .show tea planters bow
very necessary it is to look mo-^t carefully

after their tea bushes, and bow cunningly bis

enemy tlie white ants will get inside the stems
of tbe tea bushes and be the eventual death of

the tree, or very seriously all'ect the propagation

of loaf. “ The best protection to the stem,”
say.s Dr. Watt, “far and away superior to all

insecticides, is a healthy and entire bark with

a vigorous sap wood.” As I he hushes grow
older and their wooil becomes fully developed,

they become more liable to the attacks of white

ants. In conclusion. Dr. Watt gives the follow-

ing opinion with regard to pruning in order to

strengthen the plants and to assist them in re

sisting the attack of white ants :
—

“ On general principles of tea cultivaiion I should

in any case reconmiend a fairly early periol being

lixed for the iirst heavy pruning, say one year, or,

if pressure of work prevent this, two years after

planting out, bin not later. I should also thin out

all the sickly, useless lateral branches and unless, in

exceptional cases where the main stem hud been

broken or was diseased, 1 should remove all blanches

from the stem for the first six inches

I should make the season of first heavy pruning my
trimming season also ami tluis give the plant once

and for all the chance of healing up the haik. of form-

ing in fact a healthy stem with as few abrasions or

scars as possible, 'i'lio argument against this course

is that by allowing a longer period ihe plant lias liad

time to throw down a well-formed tap root, and to

thus carry the secondary ramifications well below the

level of deep hoeing. I admit there may be some
truth in that argument, but the advantages are cer-

tainly less than the disadvantages. 'J'he hush for

example, has meantime formed a straight stem with

long intervals between its loavesand consequently very

few buds from which to develop branches hereafter.”

Having brieliy dealt v\itli the manner in nbioli

wliite ants attack living plants and tlie destruc-

tion tliey arc capalde of ell'cciing, Dr. ^^,ut

proceeds to deal witli the remedial agencies

a<--ainst tliem. When and where possilile, (lie

w^iite ants siiould be dug out, not merely liy

band cleaning tlie stems and branches of tbe

innd encasements, but by digging out and des-

troying tbe nest with its queen ant. Dr. Watt
is not'^very sanguine of the value of any insec-

ticide in the eradication of the pest for he

considers that “ thorough and cleanly agri-

culture should ill the long run prove both

more economical and more cltectual. A
useful jireventive against white ants is adojit-

ed in I be (iomlal State, wbicli comsists in

painting the stems of trees to a height of

three root above ground wiili a red looking

.substance, “
I found,” says Dr. Watt “ tbe red

paint, whatever it consisted of, was an eli'ectual

jirobcction. In no case di'i 1 di-'ivcr trees

encased w uli nuul where tlic red ring was fairly

\isible. 1 enquired into the nature of tbe pre-

paration used, and tbe i>articulars 1 obtained

were published sliort ly after in a paper on the

subject of A/ dye (Morinda citrifolia, . gricuit ural

Lengcr No. 0 of 1S95 jicajcs because in some
of ihe preparations ol was said to be tbe colour

imparting ingredient.” We publish on another

page the passage relating to this, and the con-

cluding [lortion of Dr. Vv'att’s nio.st interesting

and lalnable jiaper, wli'cli will no doubt be
]iublislied in pamphlet form at an early date.

—

M. Mot'/, April H'l.

THE KLANi: COFFEE LAND FIASCO.

UriTKKS I'KOM .MbS.Slf.S. ('ll WISTM': AND
KDKSVTIIK.

The following letters ajipear in the <''Y/vd/.v

Times
Sir,—My atteutioii lias been drawn to a state-

ment made in the lengthy anoymoiis conimnnication
regarding the Klang land, wijjch appeared in your
issue of tlic 95th nliinio. Your correspondent states

that he is prejiareu to “•demonstrate” that I hiamtd
the Selangor Do\eniuieiit. and he refeis ti) liavuig a

iimiiber oi leitcr.s written by me to various persons,

in whieli I refer to the action of the Sela.igor

(.iovcrmiient in terms ot sliong disapproval. 1 siqi-

pose ihe lettciH in <jue»Uon aie from a private corres-

poiideiice between wir. W. Fois) the aiKi myself iiere

111 Ceylon, and wliiOi Mr Foisythe may have sent

to his Agent in order that he 111
.
ght Itiiow weat onr

opinions were, 'i'lieso letters were wiita-n in ihe

middle of lsl)5 in connection with iiiiaimdcrsiaiidings

which arose regarding the wording of oiu iitles and tne

drainage schenie, biu they had no lefereiice to the
present state of affairs, and 1 have never in the iea.st

b a.ned the Selang'.-r Guvcr..iiient for the conditions

which, in iny opinion, rendered my laud quite un-

nited for the pnr, oso of preseiic enbivation.

Tlie biief your correspondent h^lds may impel him
to inllict inneli that is of no interest and quite inelc-

vani on yonr icaiieiv. but he may as well plongli the

ocean as try 10 gel over the faei tiiat a lamentable
mistake (he cads it “ huiiciuns ”) was iiiaoe, ihal the
land proved to be umsaited 101 immennue iJlaiuiug,

and that, wlnn iinr-ieries were made, bungalows
erected, amt estimates of crops in the ihiru and
fourth years franied. there was no idea that years

must elapse for the peat to consolidate or—strange
phenomenon— the clay to rise up. 1 have never heard
of the “ dispute” your corre.spondeut refers to. T’hose

who lost their money helioved (and 1 still lielievc

so ill my case) that everything had been done in

good faith, but that an cirur 01 judgment bad been
made. It is quite another matter wnclher Uie land

may become suitable for cofiee in two. foiu', or ten

years, and opinions on that point may diller. The
block I owned had an nmtscenaim'd depth of

pent, and the cxpeiiment ol setmg how long 11 would
take to Cecoiiio piaiitabio was one 1 was not pre-

pared lor.—i uiii, Ac.. 'nio?c Munii ciii;i.->TiK.

St. Andrews, Aiaskeiiya, Ceyioii. April litli.

Sir,—My partners and I have read wiJi some in-

terest the leiigtliy corrospoiuteiice winch has appeared
in \our coluuii.’s in coniieoiiou with wuat is hii wn
as “ The Klang Land Fiasco.” To bricily smiiiiiarize

tlio position 01 iilfaiib, I beg to slate that 1 visited

Klang ill February, 18t>l, and saw only tlie Cnair-

inan's coffee garden, the Daln Dag.aiig s estate, and
tiio few acres planted along the loadside. The two
former jilots of eolToo I regarded as satislacloiy,

aiKl I requested my agent t.j select laml ot a similar
nature, fio agreed to do .so, but diil not.

No moiitioii Was at first made ol delay, or con-
solidation, or sour soil. \Vc were to go straight

ahead, ami 50U acres wcieto be planted by Deceiiioer,

18i)G. I found upon arrival that we could not do
this, and though my agent may be coirect in asseit-

iug the will cventuollij become vahiablo and grow'
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[iibcriaii coffee, we, as tea planters, not altogetheu

i<{noi-aiit of coffee, cultivation, rlo not cave to accept

tills assertion or experiment at Klang for a term

of years in the hopes of ultimate success. I

hold letters from my agent (which, being private,

I naturally refrain from publishing) that would prove

up to the hilt that our opening works fiom felling

to planting were to proceed without a check, ',\’hen

I visited Klang and satisfied myself that our expecta-

tions were not to be realized, I decided to ah mdon
at once. I do not wish to iinpe,ich my iiginl’a

ho»a _/ides, but I maintain the opinion which T

expressed to him, and which he verbally admitted

tj me was true, viz., ‘‘ he had been guilty of an
error of indgmeut.” The Selangor Government has

accepted our view of the disaster, and I regard the

terms offered us as liberal in the extreme. My
partners and I have nothing more to say, for we
realize that columns of newspa]ier di.scussion will

neither restore the dollars lost, nor prove that the

district south of the Khang river is, at the moment,
a coffee-growing country.—I am, etc.,

\V. FOKSYTIIK,
Pamhayama, Kelsni Valley,

Ceylon, April '22nd, 1890.

EXPOIM' TEA DU'I'Y AT EORMOSA.
Tlio foliowing letter i.s taken from the Foochoir

Hr.ho :
—

J''ooeho\v, Stir April. 1899.

Dear Si)',— 1 am informed on good aiithoriTy that

(.ho •iapane.-iO Ctisioni in Eormosi, a.rc now > ollcciing

the Export duties nil Tea at the rale ol 'i^l.12 jicr picul,

which are received and all .wed to be expo- ted from

Amoy /Vee, while the native-grown article has to pay an

Export duly of fj^3.84 per picul.

S.irely the • Heathen Cnince ’ will not permit then-

own trade to be handicapped in such a serious manner
w’liich must affect not only ..Vnioy hut this port, and

Shanghai as well-

Trusting that all merchants interested in the Ameri-

can trade will cry out against this crushing injustice to

their busiuess.—I am, dear sir. voiirs obe'.lieut sni vant,

MhlU Il.VNT.

The in.xtter of the Formosa export duty 011 tea,

referred to Dy our correspondent Jlerduvil m today's

i.ssue of this paper, i.s of grave importiinco to iminy.

Of course it touches mo.st nearly the sldp; ers nf

Oolong tea from Amoy and tins port to Amoric-a,

where tliis description of tea is chiefly cousniiied

;

ami in a less degree to the general shipper. As-

suming that the Ciiinese will do uotiiiiig i.i tlic 'vay

of assioiilating their duties with those of Eorniosa.

the Chinese teamen will have to reduce tiieir prices,

or be prepared to hear the buyer say ' f luii (pute

willing to offer you Tls. 17, lor this string ciiop,

less 'i'ls. 1.90, to place me 011 the same term.s as

Formosa shippers as regards July.’ Cii e.ss sonie-

ihiiig can be done it is pjatont tnat the lea ciade

in Formosa will iucrease voiy coiisideihbiy, whiie

tint in China will correspoiuiingly decrease.— (.Vn'/ia

J/flil, April 29.

TEA IN AMERICA.
New Yor.K, .Vpril 8.—'.i’hore is the same quiet ami nii-

intcrestmg maikec e.xocpt lor clioic-o ami fiao For-

mosa, which are scarce and very lirmly held, while

ti e low grades .are in full supply and weak. Oii

the other hauJ, the husv grades of -fapan below

gv.od niedinm are scatce and nrm, while tin; inghcr

grades are in goo.l su[iply and steady, liure is

an over supply of greens and a buyer’s market. Ceylon

and India in fair r-eqnest and growing in favuiir. as

dealers more and more appicciate their value lor

blending purposes. ^
•

East week the Montgomery Auction and Commis-

sion Company sold 7 (iiil packages teas us foilow.s :

Moyune— iifiO floysou, 0 (<7 {>.}c
;
878 ^ oiuig iiyson,

23.J @ tUc ; 452 Imperial, loi at Oc; 544 Gunpovsder,

(t (fli lie. Pingsuey— Gunpowder, 21 @ t>ic.

.Japan— b',1 pan-fired, I04 (ci, 10c; 210 basket-fire 1,

104 @ 10c
;
21 capers, 16c

;
1,975 Congou, 2b* (h 7^c;

2.k(5 India and Orange Pekoe, Ri (q' 22c, Oolong— 1.52

F’oochow, 9 (o 7.4c
;
45 Amoy, 12 (d 7hc ;

1,821 Fotmosa
lOJ (rr 144c.

^

Today at noon the Montgomery Auction and Com-
mission Company will sell 10,670 packages, viz.

:

2,932 half-chests Moyune, including many desirable
chops; 1,773 boxes Pmgsucy

;
131 half-chests Jiipau and

Nibs; 30 half-chests Japan, baslcet-fired
;

795 half-
chests and boxes Cengou, including fancy Ning
Chows; 20 boxes Capers; 48 packages India, Java
and Ceylon Pekoe; 302 half-chests and boxes Amoy

;

desirable leaf
; 890 half-chests Foochow, including

492 half-chests of the celebrated “ Man Thie ” chop,
new season’s

; 3,743 half-chests aird boxes Formosa

—

a particlarlj' attractive assortment of all grades.—
American Grocer.

THE .SPEf'EI.ATlON 1 rN CAMPHOR.
EoJ lowing the luinouuccment of a break in the

price of camphor in London, where the syndicate
has reduced its quotations from 210 shillings to 180
shillings per hundredweight, equal to a reduction of
over seven cents a pound, the refiners here have
dropped their price four cents a pound, the result
being an unsettled feeling as to the position of the
.article. When a similar reduction was made by the
ayiidicate some months ago, it was not met liy the
refiners, and contrary' action at the present time is

believe.'! to indic:i.te that they regard the situation as
one of less inti'in.sic strength than it was on the
occa.sion nf the piovions lircak in Ijondon. It would
appear from :in e.saminatioii of tho statistics that
the syndicate is very heavily loaded, and that its

iiianipiilation of prices has so far checked the de-
m-^.nd for. the gum and turned the consumption on
to .suirstitutes, th.at its ability to maintain the corner
it li.as undertaken to establish is scarcely among the
possibilities. The statistics of imporis, deliveries
and stocks at London in packages for a series
of years, as given in the following tabulation, is of
interest:— Stock

1.S90

Imports.
13,722

Deliveries.

8,157

9,931

Jan. 1

1891 8.656 5,598
1892.. ; ... 8,429 10,029 4,327
1.893 10,799 2,727

11.633 4,883
1895 7,740 4,300
1896 16,270

The stock on Miivch .1 had been reduced to 13.674
packages. Die imports during the two preceding
mouths having been but 675 packages, against deli-
veries of 4,398 packages. The stock, as shown by
these lignres, does not represent the entire London
stock, aith.oiigh when taken in coiiuection with the
diminished imports since Jan. 1. it may be taken as
indicating that an unusually large proportion of the
woild’s stock is hold tliere. In fact, latest Hongkong
drculars state that stocks are small, and report trans-
•ictions in access of receipts, with iirices at the time
r.ither firmer after a drop during the month of
F’eiiruary.

The -yudicate is generally credited with holdings
amoiintiiig in all to between 25,000 and .40,000 pack-
ages. iiiid it a};peiii's to have had iittle hand of late
ill .supi. lying tho demands of tho American market.
The irelivei'ic'S for 1895, as stated in the above table,
show cicariy the tffect of high prices on consump-
tion. In 1893-94, when speculation was induced by
(ho growing demands of celluloid lUiikers and for the
iiewiy exploited smokeless powders, whiie the prices
api'.ioached semewhere near the average that the
syndicate maintained last year, coiituuiption was
kept up by the outlets whicli the industries named
afforded. Rut since then the powder makers have
discovered new iiiatrials, and many of the larger out-
lets pre\ioiisly afforded through the drug trade have
been supplied by cheaper substitutes. It is, theielore,
safe to assume that the cousunipif.ion of camphor is

so far below the supply that an equilibrium can only
be restored by cbe reduction of prices to a point
which will regain for it the preference over com-
peting aiticl s. How long the syndicate will resist
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this result is, of course, doubtful, but its inevitability
would seem, none the less, to foreshadow the toudeucy
of prices, and the ulciinate ending of another futile

effort to corner a natural product.— Oi/ Paint and JJt uy
Reporter.

TEA AND COFFEE.
Ceylon planters are jubilant at the Chancellor of

the E.'tchequer’s statement in submitting the bud-
get which states that tea is expelling coifee from
the market. No doubt the Indian and Ceylon kinds
are rapidly replacing those grown in China, but
it is not quite so clear that all this satisfaction

can bo showed l)y those who are interested in the

production of coffee. The important point it .seems

to us is that tea can be prepared quickly by the

most ignorant of workman’s wives, while the pre-

paration of coifee as a beverage is a more elabo-

rate and more protracted business. Even when
purchased ready ground the the making of thee Ifee

and its percolation tbreugh the receiver of a pro-

perly constructed coifee pot requires more care tnan

the mere pouring of boihug water ou tea does. Coffee

also demands the consumption of more milk than is

available in the poorer classes of households, whereas

tea, with a little sugar, and little or no milk, is still a

popular drink. Still acknowledging the greater con-

venience of tea as a beverage lor the masses, coifee,

especially if its use by the po rer classes can be

simplified and populaiiscr to a greatei’ degree thm
at present, should always command so large a

market that capital need not hesitate to invest in

the production of coffee in the Straits or other suit-

able field for its cultivation.— E. Presf, Apiil dB.

COFFEE NOTES.

From tlie state of Espiiilo Santo there were

exported last year 21,0-0,617 hilo.s (4lU,(i93 hag.s)

of collee, or r,o0U,0(tU kilos more than in ISlM.

The otlicial value of the collee exported last yeai

was 31,528,00; frOOO.

The Diarin Pfipvlar of SAo I’aulo has had two

branches from collee trees ot UibeirAo Freto on

exliihition in its ollice. Each branch .show-.s 21

clusters {rorxfn.s) of fruit, all well filled and finely

developed. Tliis eertaiiily does not confirm the

recent reports of a greatly diminished crop.

It is reported from the city of Mexico that the

representative of a syndicate ot I.iiglish capitaii.sts

has recently pnrcliased .fonjOnu acres of eofiee land

on tlie isthmus ol Tehuantepec, and Lliat the tract

will he planted in collee trees. American capital-

ists have investcal several Imiidred thoiisaml dol-

lars in collee lands on the isthmus within tlie past

few months.— Rio Aca'.S’, March 24.

TEA MAHKET.
The Tea market wears a firm aspect, Indian tea

coming in for chief notice, and the advance on the

lower “rados since the commencement of the month

is ove^ 5 per cent. Ceylon tea shows some im-

provement, both in quality and price, for the lower

grades. China growth is out of favour for want of

suitable supplies.— . (i»d Erepreeis, April 24.

MAWKKT FDD TEA SHAUFy.
Thursday Evening, Apri. 2.3rd, 18s)(>.

There ha« ticcn continued strong buying of all the

more prominent Indian Tea Smues, aim lUe *• Official

records advances— in some cases more tUan

one diuiiig the week—in three or f. nr of the issues i.;-

cliided in its column-. In most cases there is scarcity

of stock, holders preferring to bold .m and await receijit

of tae final dividends, shortly to be announced.

Miu.iiig Erne Marko. Eu- the produce m.aks au

advance, vviih a scarcity of supplies of Indians ana no

excessive over-supply of Ceylons.

Quoted Sh.vkes.—Bast India and Cayloii Ordinaiy
have been luxeii at 114. Nothing in Piefs.

(ijoYoEN Shares.— C.'i'.l*. Co. Oidm .ry li.ive changed
hands at bui, witii more w^nUid, auJ tlic Profs. atlTij.

Eastern Produce sliares have been t-iken, we uuder-

stiuid, at 5.1, cum final 3.1 per ceiu. div. jii.-t announced.
Now Dimijula Id’s have changed hands at 19 and

at 19.4.— //. A- ( Mall, April 24.

PEANTINd AND PKOIilTE.

The Sinews of War.—M’e print elsewhere an ap-

peal alula remonstrance addressed by those, members
of the Indian Tc-a Association, London, who consti-

tute the commiUee charged with the work of deve-
loping new m arkets for Indian tea to those couijjanies

and firms w'lio have b(dd aloof from helping the cause.
It IS usually very dilfiauilt to peiMia 'e tlie various
members of an indusiry tl;at something more than
moial support is required. We take it that
ttiere are not two opinions as to the necessity
for opening up and developing Uew niarkt-ts.

but it would seem that, although this is admitted
as a general proposition, there i.s an absence of that
practical support which is necessary if the work is to

be carried ou effectively. There is no lack of a ceitain

sort of fervour on the subject biiv theie is a want of

inoiievi I’ciliaps some of those c ncenia wiio liavc

hitherto smiled “ a sickly sort of smile" when new
markets are mentioned will ho induced to abandon
their lukewarm policy and “ come down handsome,”
If in these days of comparative )nosperity tlie.ie is an
insufficiency of funds, tlie outlook is not encouraging.
Now is the time when money well spent will be of
real service. It is the duty of those wlio will benefit
by the increased consumption of Indian tea abroad
to siiare in the initial expense, or if thej' do not
take a liand iliey should, as a matter of course,
state plainly why they do not. Wc hope the appeal
will draw forth a suiipl)' of the needful, or, at least,

lead to an explanation of the reason why.
Not a Eheakfast Tahlk Eitdgf.t.—The Pnidget was

not CiilciilateU to please everybody, and the Grocer
is not satisfied with it. It say.s: “From the point
of view of that immense body of law-abiding and
hard-working citiTiens, the retail sliopkeepers, whe-
ther grocers or what not, the Eudget is empliatieal-
iy a bad one, a most disappointing one. Wo hear
such expressions as ‘a wonderful year,’ and we
have the Chaiiccllor of the I'lxcliequer boasting of
his mammoth surplus He has bandied the largest sur-

plus on j ccord, beating liy half a million the Lowe and
Gladstone surpluses of six millions eacii. Hut what
has been done with it? The I owe year was mat in

which we drank off the Alabama claim, as Eoril Derby
said, and that year m.iy be left out of the comparison.
With the stcoiid example of a six-million siuqdus
this week's Hudgot will not bear coiiipai isoii,

from tlio grocers’ standpoint, for a single
moment. Sir Stafford Nortlicotc took a
penny off the income-tax, took off the sugar duty
and aided local taxation. All these were direct and
substantial helps to the grocer, putting money straight
into his cash-box. What does Sir Michael Hicks
Beach do for the retailer of any Itind '! Alisolutely
nothing. The four and twenty blackbirds wiiieh ought
to have begun to sing when his financial pie was opened
have all flown awav^—most of them to sea, and the
remainder into the fa;mers’ fi ‘ids ! The Budget
statement itself is not without interest; what we com-
plain of is the inisapplicatiou of she surplus. The
Groc'T is iilcased, of conr.se, to learn that in the Cus-
toms lieveau-iea hsis produced f:5.7 b),(lU0, or .tT2o,i.KiO

more than wa.i estimated. The Chancellor commented
on the increased ooniumptioa, lU.nOO, OJIb. of tea,

and I'oni .rlted that our trade in ti'a is oeing rajiidJy

tran.-.fened from Chiiuv to India ami Ceylon. In 1B7;')

no le.ss than 122 OOrHlObi b ot tea cimc ironi China;
in 1895 aooiu 3i,0Jd,i).)l)lb

;
in 1875 23,220.0001b

came t.om Indi-. and Ceylon; last year Uio figure
vv.is lOO.UOO.UOOlb. Then the loco.t reccip s in-

creased by .115,500, for vve consumod last V'Oar

twice as luucn cocoa per head as wo did twenty
years ago—ten ounces instead of five. On the other
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hand, whereas wo cousuinod twentj-oiie ouuoes of

coffee per head forly years ago, we now consume
but eleven ounces. Coffee receipts are on the de-

C'ine, and so als) are tiia receipts from dried
fruits, iiot.vithstaiiding raisins produced L'5,000 more
than last year. All this iiiforuiation is interesting

enough, no doubt. But information is a poor sub-

stitute for cash—for the remissions of taxation
which grocers and other retail traders had a right

to expect. It was hoped, for example, that the
Government would have swept away the coffee duty,
ail'’ the fragmentary' duties on chicory, cocoa, and
dried fruits ; or would, at least, have reduced the
7.S duty on raisins and figs to the level of that on
currants, admitting all kinds of dried fruit at tls

per cwt. It was hoped, again, that the additional

i per cent on the Customs charges in general
would have been remitted, since this exaction is

irksome to those actively engaged in getting goods
out of bond.”
The Diuiu'T I.mtout or Tea to Maxciiestek.—The

quantity of Indian and Ceylon tea sent from luuia
and Ceylon direct to the Manchester market was

ib.

CorFEE AKi) Cnicony.—Ib is necessary iiiat there
should be frequent plain speaking on the subject
of coffee ad'dtc.'atioij, and that something tangible

sbouiu ro-iult. The Norfolk county analyst has just

called aitcnlion to the subject. Ho says :
‘‘ I have

during the past (juarter asked the police to collect

some samples of mixed coffee ;
that is to say, coffee

which has a declaration label on it that it is a
mixture of coffee and chicory. I have long had a
suspicion that in this county some very extreme mixtures
were offered for sale, and the result of my exami-
nation proves it to be so, but tire label is supposed to

protect the seller, and therefore I cannot issue a cer-

tificate for prosecution. Nevertheless I think it is a
very serious matter to find that coffee is sold with
over yo per cent of chicory. Coffee, like tea, con-
tains ail active principle which is really mi essential

food, whereas chicory contains nothing of the sort,

and I am of opinion that no such trading as this

ought to be allowed in your county'. There is still

the collection of samples by the police, each man in

his own district, and I must as heretofore prote.st

that by such an arraiigemeirc it is almost impossible
to ascertain the acural anrount of fraudulent dealing
which goes on in the county. The perceiit.Hge of

adulteration for the year ending 25th inst. is 9'28,

and if the samples of coffee were included it would
he brought np to about 12 per cent., which is a high

j:esult.”

The Decline of Coffee Drinking.—The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer in his B;idget speech delivered
himself of some cpmions on produce reg irded friun the
revenue point of view. He believes tea is killing

coffee, or driving coffee out of the market, because
it is cheaper, req iices less milk, and is easier for

people to make. VVdiereupon the Jhtilij Telefiraph says
that probably' the true (Explanation lies in tbo last

of these three reasons. Coffee does not get justice

dona to its uohie possibilities. Many cooks betray' it

by being too idle or too ignorant to elicit its true
qualities, and there is hardly a female housekeeper
or mistress of a house who has any proper and
adequate idea of the importance—we had well-nigh
written the dignity—of the berry. Tea lends itself

with a fatal facility to the teapot and the gossip-

table. Like g.is, it is so desperately handy. Packed
neatly in its leaden case, and preserving its aroma,
it is only too easily employed, and perhaps is the
explanation of much of the nervous maladies com-
mon among our womankind. The machinery of tiie

tea-table is elegant and amusing w'ithout being ex-
acting

;
and nobody is so stupid as not to be able to

“ make a cup of tea.” C >ffce, unhappily, ought to he
roasted and ground, ad hoc, for the- hour of using. It

ought to ho conscientiously concocted, with a knowledge
of what is good and what is bad in this noble drink; and
with all deference to the Chancellor of the Exche(]uer,
milk ought never to mingle with the true and per-
fect cup Mocha. Coffee is the natural friend and
consort i->f tobacco, which is another reason why it has
not being favoured by the fair sex, whose verdict is

SO powerful in regard to -coffee, But, as the impartial

friend of woman as wel' as man, we dare assert that
quite as much might he udvauceci in favour of this
infusion a.-i of tea by way of a popular beveiage. It
is the coffee-maker, not this excellent and valuable
gift of nature, who must be hliimed for the victory,
perhaps only temporary, which the tea-leaf has gained
over the delicious berry.— 71, and ('. Mail. April 24.

NEW MARKETS EUR 'J’EA, AND THE
NECESSARY FENDS.

The following letter has been addressed by thti

members of the American and Foreign Tea" Com-
mittee of the Indian Tea Association to those com-
panies and firms who have hitherto neglected to sup-
port the efforts made to open up new markets :

—

The ludian Tea Association (London),
14, Saint Mary Axe, E.C.

April 11th, I89ti

Dear Sir,—At the request of the General Com-
mittee we beg to invite the special attention of your
board to the claims of the American Market Fund
to your support, and to the following facts and
liguies.

We believe that our efforts to introduce Indian tea
into America have already pav’ d the w-ay to relieve
the London market of a large (|uantity of tea, which
would otherwise have been thrown upon it with the
effect of lowering the prices of all discriptions, in-
cluding that class of tea for which at present there
may be no demand in .Vnieiica. The figiues published
show that the consumption of Indian tea in North
America has increased duniig the past year by over
‘2,250,U0U il). or 80 per cent over the previous year.
Outside markets took 38,000,000 lb. of the 1895

Indian and Ceylou crop, or an increase of 9,000,000
lb. over the previous year, and this expansion is
douotless largely duo to the efforts m.ade by the
Indian and Ceylon Associations to open new markets
in different paits of the world, and wha. the position
of the Ijoudon tea niu-ket would have been had
it not been relieved of these extra 9,000,000 lb. your
beard can easily i mag. ne.

If a leading company like yours refuses to join in the
efforts being made, advantage is taken of tlio fact by
others, who then follow suit, and therefore we are very
anxious that your Ijoard sh uld support the work,
is being which done in the interests of .the whole
indu.slry.

We will thank you to bring this matter at the
earliest opportimiiy before your board, and trust
your reply will be a favourab'e one.—We are, dear
sir, yours faithfully,

Arthur Bryans, itoREiur I^yele, R. G. .Shaw, A. G
Stanton, .1. N. Stuart, W. H Veuner.

ivlcmbers of ihe American and Foreign Tea Com-
mit tee.

Ernest Tye, Secretaiy.— 77. loiff C. J/u 77, April 24.

Santana.—A ijlanting coiTespoiulent write.s
A .great outcry i.s being made by .some of tbo
sub-deputy Eorester.s of India against this useful
and beautiful pi.aiit - the greate.st curse, they
say, “ever imported into India worse than the
tliistle or rabbil.s in Australia I And they re-
peat tlie uld yarn about “the lirst plant bein'c
brought out ill a Flowerpot, 30 j'ears ago.” It
would lie dillieult for even a Eoresteris assistant to
write greater nonsense than the above. I liave
known tlie Lantana in this garden of India for
well-mgh 40 years and then it ivas fully as
lu.xuriaut on tlie hills .around Kandy as it is
now. Moreover very close observation leads
me to the conclusion that it has done more to
icuoialc jlie Kandyan hills than all the imported
or Municipal manures. Aly only regret is to see
it dying out in the unequal straggle with that
more doubtful aiul less beautiful interloper, the
Suiillower. The Greviilea i.s another plant which
is doing splendid work in renovating our hill
side8,
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VA1U0L’« PLANTING NGTE«.

Ai ''nu
Pitoriitiv.—We learn that

Mr. i nomas L. do Suuij[jayo, Ad\ocate, iias purchabed
Moregoclo Lscale, suiiated in the Jiene.aigocia dis-
tnet, from Mis. .Joseph I’erera, \Mfe 01 the late
tscacionmaster, for KlU.UhO. The property is forty
acres in exteiit, is tuny planted and niosi of the iieos
are 111 healing. The sale was effected bv Mr. P. A.
Lkauayeko Mudaliyar.— •• Independent. ”

'

Galiioknia OiiAxoE Gnor.—An exchange states
that uuring the next thiee months southern Caliior-
nia will be engaged in picking its orange crop, winch
IS estimated at ‘2,bUU,UUO boxes, or two-thirds of a luli
yield. The crop wifi sell for s1i5,u0U,0UU, winch is an
excellent return from an induacry only litteen years
old. About ljJ3d O(JO,uU0 has been luvosled ni the
orange groves of southern Galiloruia. There are m
bearing lU,UtKJ acres, and 80,UUU more acres are
planted. adsf/ci Pa April -1 .

\\ uiTk-ANTS ON Ti;.\ Estates.—

U

ii page
827 we (jiiote an iiiicrestiug e.xiiacL on
tins subject, and in a suljset|uent issue we
hope to be able to give the etliioiial comments
01 tlie Mudms Ahul on Urn lirst instalment of
Dr. George Watt's pafier on white anis wi,icli

IS iiiuterstuod to be one of tiie chapters oi ms
fortheoming Tea He[)ort. Witli regaru to remedial
ageneies Dr. Watt says that wiien and \iheie
liossiblo tlic whice ants siioiikl be dug out, not
merely by hand cleaning the stems and hranches
of the mud eiica.semenis, mit by digging out and
destroying tlie nest with its ijiieen ant. lie does
not seem to he very .sanguine of tne \aiiie of

.^uy iiisectied in tlie ccrauicaium of the jiust.

As AscinsT Uosj'.ui’sir.—The oldest rosehUbh in

the world is found at llildesheim, a small city of

Hanover, where it emerges irom the subsoii of tlie

Gliurch of the Gemetery. Its roots are found in the
subsoil, and its pnraitive stem has been ucaa lor a
long tune, but the new stems have made a paseiige

through a crevice in the wall, and cover almost ifie

entire chiirdi with their hranches tor a wmih and
height of TO feet. The age of this tree is interesting

botii to botanists and gardeners. Accoruing to traui-

tiou, the Hiideshciin rosebush was planted by kliarie-

magno in 83;>, and the Church having been Lurned
down in the llih ceutui'y' the root cotitiiiuea 10

grow in the sub-soil. Mr. Tiacner has recently pub-
lished a .book upon the venerable plant, in wmch
ho proves that it is at least three centuries of age.

It is mentioned in a poem written in IGpO and also

in the work of a Jesuit who died in 1073.

—

Inverness
Cvnhvier.

A bvccEssrun Nuitsmiv.—“Some few issues ago,’’

writes ‘ I’,’ you bad corrcspoadenco regarding lo.i

nurseries. "At the end of November last I buiignt

14 fieugal mds. seed from tbe Seafuith Estate

—

wnich was well sunk—and immediately put into a
germinating bed in the open. The seed in tw'o layer.s

4" u,nd 2" deep respectively. In the meantime the

nurseries were prepared on virgin soil—well dug and
forked several times to the depth of 13”’. On
G'niistmas day I began transplanting to the nursery,

and up to date have put out 38,UO0 plants, ail of

which are coming through splendidly w'lth the ex-

ception of the first bed, over which I erected the

old-fashioned pandai. Gu the two next I put a

layer of thatching grass on the ground, and these

are doing fairly well
;
hut on the remaining bed I

put layers of orainary bracken fern and in which

there is hardly a failure. Tins may be of interest

to your reauers. The germinated seed was planted

1 to li below the surface and has been regularly

watered. I may add that I am still planting, and

fancy I have another .5—7,000 plants in iho ge.mi-

natmg bed. This is the largest number of plants I

have ever put out from a similar quauticy ofsoed, aud

if the quality is ciiual to tue ‘ iiauima ” leaveS I

bought from, i think most planters wul agree with

mo tnat, togolhor witli the quantity, the success

of the seed is exceptional.’—Efcidm'/ O/'inion,

April U.

Kh.VNti ANII IT.S COl'f'EE LAND is tlic title of

an extract winch we gi\e in aiiuilier eoliinin

tioiii tlie Free I'rcss being a q notation
from tiie leport of tiie GoveinmenL olticer

of Klaiig regiirding tlie aliamioniueni of otlee
land in that tliMricl by Ceylon plaiiter.s.

OKAXon Giiowixo is being ahunuoned on the

peiiiusuia of lower Giililorma, and the orchara.sLs

iue cuuing oov.n the trees and planting the land
with collec, couon aud sugar cane. Tlie low puces
ohia.ueu lor oiauges lately grown on the i-eu.mma
have discooiageu tlie giowers, aud they helieie

more prolits will be derived from the other pic»

ducts, especially cotton, which giows will .—Amtricaii
Oiocer, April 1.

'• Tun LLVLox EounsTiiii ”'
f;.r April has the fol-

lowing Genteiits ;—Gey ion Forest Law; Forestry in

Aucieiu Tunes; Climatic Influence of Forests; M ood
Preserving in Switzerland; Tne Cccciaae of Geyion;
Notes oil ITets aiui Fiains used lor Drugs, Lyes,
etc. in Uie a.G.P.; Boi,anical Notes on Trees; Go-
veiuiuent " Gazerie ”” Notificatious; Ktsult of the
Auction Sale ot Ebony helu at the Geniml Timber
Depot oil lotn MalCh i89().

T Hat CrtKaNELLA Gin.—The kerosenated citiouella
oil has begun t J h.iuiit ilie public drug' auctions, where
It threatens to become a i'lcquent vis. tor. 'T’ne first

batch lejected hy Messrs. Dolueier A Co., consist-

ing of four uiTiins, imiikcd P it C, was placed in sale

today. It was caiaiogueci as “ mixed citiouella oil,
”

aim the bioker declared that it contaiuon from 40
to 12 per cent ol kerosene. He was thereupon sub-
jected to several ehalnng inquiries as to whether this

was a "sale by sample," whether he gual’auteed
the genuineness of tlie keioscue, whetner he was
oifeimg the oil as citixiiella or as ke.oseiie, auu so
fOiih. No Ooe inaue it bid, and the lot was “ bought
in .”'— Chemist and hnitjijcst

,

April 18.

Plaxttxo in 13. N. LoiiNKO.—The L'ritish North
Jjoruiu Jitrald ot 1st April says:— We hear irom
the Gonuuisioner of Lauds, who visaed the liyte

Estate on the ‘23ra Maieh, that a very lioavy blossom
was then on tlie coffee trees wh.ch promise a liea\y

crop during the next tv\el\e montlis. We hear that
Tek yeng has opened 100 acres of laud for coffee, Ac.,

and has planted 37,000 coffee tiees aud 2,000 coconuts
aud other fruit trees aud hopes to open more laud
tliis year for wiiich he has prepared niiiseiits.

lie compKiiib' of the waut ot communication
and says that he has already damaged some rico

by taking it by sea when the weather was bad.

When the road to the iiyte is opened it will iiiu^
along the boundary of Tek fSeng's land, after passing
through tlm clearings planted by Mr. Prycr and the
Tiauiug & Planting Co. The want of roads has
perhaps been one reason why the Sandakaii penin-
sula has been so little cultivated.

South W vnaad Seasons.—For the benefit of our
Ceylon xeaueis wc insert the following tables of the
year’s crop ol tlio PeriiidoUay' estate uriginal y sent
to the AJudros JIuil. The jat, it must bo remem-
bered, has been pronounced by a well-known Ceylon
man, Mr. William Taylor, as one of the worst he
has ever seen. The ouUurn was 59,5130 lb. more
than that of the preceding y eat . and as there are
175 acres in bearing, the yield worlis out to just
over 500 lb. jier acre:

—

1895 April . . 1.983 lb.

IMay . . 10,101 .,

Juno . . 7,432 „
July- . . 8,863 „
August .

.

9,660 .,

September . . 11,018 „
October . . 13,318 „
November 9,050 .,

Decern be I- . . 7,831
1893 Jai nary . . 5,810

,,

February . . 3,646 .,

Mareii .

.

Nil
88,742 lb.

While on the Wynaad. w'c would draw attention to
the first sale (>f tea from the Chanuiibadi Distiict,
Ka ainOyle Estate, reeorded iu our Market Supple-
ment as having obtiuiiod the excellent averngo of

lOL pci' 1 *^'—Fhvdiwj Oiniiioii, April 11.
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^
To tlbe Edilur.

CEYLON TEAS !N AMERICA,
AIU. MACKEN/.IK’S Ol'lXIONS.

Sii:,—Tlie enclosed cutting from a New York
]).i])er of 21st March sullicieiitly proves the wis-

dom of Mr. Mackenzie in abstaining from join-

ing in the proposed Empire Exposition (in

Montreal) on behalf of the Thirty Committee
[Extract reproduced below],
Mr. Mackenzie draws attention to the require-

ments of the trade in C. S. A.
(1) Tliat samjiles should lie sent o\er in time

to allow the ilealer to wire an oiler before the
teas ,‘ue w.arehonsi'd in Jsiinlon.

(2 )
Lightly fermented, well twisted Orange

I'ekoes—not Rroken Pekoes (that is if broken).
“The run is on vei' 3

'^ good teas for quality, and
to a much greater extent in Pekoes and Pekoe
Souchongs, which can be landed here under 14

cents (7d). The demand is strong at present for

Ceylons and Indians, and the qn.antity used is

limited at present by tlie imjiossibility of obt.ain-

ing teas unbroken in appearance, evenly twisted

and lightly fermented, which can bo matcheil
from standards.’”— f am, <!xe.

,

April 22nd. A. W. S. SACKVILLE.

CEYLON TEA IN AMERICA :

fM POUTANT LETTER FROM MR.
MACKENZIE.

New York, April 3rd, 18t)G.

DiOAii STOPFOliO S.ACKVrLU'],— I tiiink it would

be well if I said .something of the position here

at lu-e.sent with regard to Rritisli-grown machine-

made teas. Much of what I niaj^ saj^ is neces-

sarily vague, as it is impos-sible to get a hold of

facts, though surmi.ses are numerous.
I am afraid the great increase of imports of

those teas into the States and Canada last year

may lead one to believe it has been due chiefly,

if not entirely, to the ellbrts made by the Indian

and Ceylon Committees, and that if our succe.ss

was so great in 1893, it only requires a vigorous

prosecution of similar means to insure a complete
victory in the near future. I wish I couhl

delude myself into accepting that view. It would
bring exceeding comfort.

The iucreivse in ini|>orts wnas chiefly due to the

low- price of teas. This le.l to buying in exce.ss of

requirements, and cho inquiries among dealer.S

leads me to think that mucii of the tea imported
has j'et to be consumed. If this be correct, it

w'ill tell against imports in the earl_y mouths of

this year. All we know about them so far is that

the exports of Indian tea direct from London dur-

ing January and Eebrunry are very mucli below
tliose of tl'ie same months last year. Of course,

this may be oil set by larger shipments from
Calcutta.
The two largest importers of Indian teas

now draw chielTy direct from Calcutta, one by
unconditional consignments and the other by a

method which should be largely used by
shippers from Ceylon, but which so far is very
s]iaringly adojited, (and only by one firm.) This
firm sends samples of shipments to their agent
here a week before the teas leave Calcutta
and Colombo. The agent here examines the
samples and wdres values to London. If the

valuition here is better than the values put
107

in London, on duplicate samples sent there at
the same time from Calcutta and Colombo, tlia
teas are transhipped at the London docks and
.sent on hero, tlius .saiing London charges.
Many buyers here have asked me why this
system has not been largely adojited in Co-
lombo. I he only reasons I can urge are, want
of entpipusc in Colombo, arising from great
lo.ss already incurred by consignors, and the
small quantity of tea shipped from Colombo to
JjOlulon, w hicli is controllGd byiirms who urG tcH
merchants with agencies hero. Mo.st of the tea imr-
chased in Londogand Colomobois .sent to Amstralia
India, Russia, etc. Llie teas .s]ii|ipetl to London
are almost entirely on account of grow'er.s, who are
not merchants dealing with American firms.
Companies m.anaged by “ live ” men, migiit be

asked to try tliis ,ad wince sample scheme"here.
To consignors there is no inducement in thi.s

market, as inferior teas from London are sold
as “ ju.st as good,” at prices wliicli would not
pay Colombo shipper.s. Writing to the Secretary
latelj^, I pointed out that teas were .sacrificed at
the auction, (there is one every Wed ne.sday,) for
figures mudi below' their value. Since then at
this^ w'eek’.s^ auction good Ceylon teas were .sold
at Gid. to 7id. ]ier pound, ‘much below' their
valuations as the leading importers will not buy
at auction unle.s.s at a price which shows a
lo.ss to the con,signor, because they want to kill
such tm.siness.

An interesting fact at this amdion w'as the
appearance of a small parcel of Ceylon green
teas, Rut the tea should not have lieen otlered
at auction sale. The pi ice of best quality was
two cents over broker s valuation. Rut 'l saw
the teas tasted and valued b_y two dealers who
h.andle large quantities, as well as by a Can.a-
dian dealer. They all pronounced them excel-
IcTit, but said Japs are so cheaji that these
nice teas have no chance. To me the teas aii-
peared clean and free of dust, but as coni-
jiared with Japs the^' had too many fann-
ing.s. One dealer said the best graile with a
little more sifting w'ould be worth 2o cents It
sold at 17 cents. The price w'as better

’ than
tnat fetched by Ceylon blacks of similar quality
at the saino auction, w'liioh is encoura^inf as
millions of pounds of these teas wonhr liii’d'a
ready sale here. I hope this new departure may
be more extensively tried. Rut next time tlm
teas should be shipped to a fair and just man
w'ho will give them an honest trial, and who will
not taue an interest himself in iiavim' them
cheap, I do not mean to insinuate 'tliat they
were not consigned to a just man

; I do not
even know to whom they w'ere consigned. Rut
I knoiv others valued them coii.siderably over
the prices they fetched.
A few milli'on pounds of Ceylon Greens sent

here would keep down shipments of Rlacks toLondon, and prevent any increase in the future
ill total shipment of Rlack Tea from Ceylon.
Ihe example would be followed in India and
the speediest solution of the difficulty of an
overcrowded home market would be struck at
once. Present prices are near the point where
necessity steps in, and supplies the stiniulous re-
qiiired to force growers to adapt their goods tothe taste of the market they may beseekinor In
the advance sample system, and in Green°Teas
1 think I .see agents more helpful than even inthe money being spenc as aids to adverti.sim-
I here is no doubt at all about the steady yearfytendency to lower all round prices, and we 4ouldexert ourselves in other ways than the mere spend-lug of the cess. And this I am not afraid In
urge, every while Ceylon planters are under the
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glainoiu- of tlividemls of 4d aiul dO per cent. Take
aaotlier penny oil' prices all ronml, and wliat
would be the value of shares now at 20 J to 7UU per
cent preiniuni ? Growers all Llie woi ld over are
conservative in their ways, and not prone to
ailapt their goods to circumstances, lint merchants,
A\'hen not already loo well oil', and when they
are in the position to contiol the articles maim-
factured hy the companies, should hustle lor the
ilemand c\i.sting iiei’e, ;ind not coniine their oner-
gi<^s to pushing one article into tlie marke.t Ini'

another. 'J'he latter jirocess is slow and cosily
the other is immediate in its aciion, and up to

a few millions of pounds 1 believe Iherc is

more prolit lierc in green teas than there is at

present prices of the iJlack Teas, which are grown
on estates giving 2d0 to o.')0 pounds per acre, and
M’hich average U to 7 peace per iionnd.

All the above relates to “ views " and “surmi-
ses,” to “faith” and “ opinion,” hut I can gi\’e

a sediment of facts. Tiiere can be no doubt there

are many more dealers handling our teas pure and
in blends than there were a year ago. All lead-

ing grocers in Mew York and llrooklyn now keep
them. We have sent girls round to hundreds of

shops to buy small quantities that we might test

the rpiality. — — — — and others, by
theii' extensive pushing ol [lackage teas, have
forced several leading wholesale nouses to bring

out their own [lackets, and we have, at tlie present

moment, many American houses working in con-

junction with us in territory holding (piite half

the population of the States, who, a year ago were
doing little or nothing for u.s. Hetween them
they have scores of lady demonstrators iunl

hundreds of drumers, and all are iiii.shing

energetically in the various methods Americans
adopt, issuing samples, pamphlets, circulars, :uicl

advertising in local papers, while we do tlie

general iidvertising for consumers.
Wm. mag K EM Z IK.

CEYLON TEA IN AMEillGA.

Young’s Hotel, Jloston, .\pril Stii.

Dkak Sir,—

I

t may perhaps bo of interest to

you to hear news from these jiarts though you
are probably well posted up from other sources.

I have now been in America for some weeks
during which my whole time has been taken u[)

interviewing the most prominent Tea Dealers in

the various cities of the States. When I was
here last year I was fairly successful in intro-

ducing Ceylon teas though it was very uphill

work. This year 1 have been mucli impressed
with the distinct stride our teas have made in

imblic favor. While their consumption is still com-
paratively small and the inquiry for them to any
large e.xtent limited, there is little doubt but
steadj^ ]U'ogrcss is noticeable, and where a deal of

tea chests was quite a hanl busine.ss twelve
months ago, the same men will now' buy lifty

without very much pressing. This si'caksloi itseli.

It is quite evident that our teas are “catching
on” to the American palate, but there is a lot

of hard ami [lersevei iiig w'ork to be dune yet

before we can rest cn our oars. Oolongs

and Eormosa teas form the general con-

sumiition and these are not to be superseded

easily. Mevertheless, his old JScotch adage of

putting a “ stoot heart to a stey brae” will, 1

feel sure, tell in the long run, and Ceylon will

in time win the day.
There is no doubt, that a good deal ol harm

has been done, and the good cause hindered by
his many inferior Ceylon teas sent to America

some two ye.irs ago. A prombi-';) :!'iler com-

plained bitterly to me yesterday of the tra.sh

w'hich was foisted upon them at one time, and
illustrated a case when some oU chests were
purchased fully two years ago, and up to the
present time it liad been found impos-sible to

dispose of any of them
;
he added that it was

decided lo throw them away on the rubbish
heap !

I met oni' rosy ( 'omniissionor last Saturday
along with Mr. jilechynden on board. Iho “ I'm-
bria’' stai'ling liack for England, and he will,

doubtless, he giving the As-<ociation an account
ol his visit which will apjiear in your column.s.
So 1 will not add more. 1 hope to return to
London myself on Saturday.—Yours faithfully,

J. M. MAllLAMD-KIliWAM.

THE tiTTEHY TEA COMPAM'i EO
CEYLON, LTD.

Colombo, A]uil 30

Di-;.ti: Slit
,

—MYe beg to inforin you that at a
directors, meeting ot the above Com|)any held
yesterday, an interim dividend of o jier cent
was declared foi' the 0 months eiuled 31st .March.

—

Yours faithfully, LEE, IIEDGE.S A- CO.
Agent and >Secret.aries.

MANLKIMG COCOML'T PALMS.

Maj' 4.

ISlu,— In your “All About the Coconut
Palm,'’ ]iage 8, you describe how the lagging
coconut jilanls should be manurcil. As staled
therein, i marked a circle three leet from the
stem and Idled the trench cut beyond it with
cow dung ami covered it with the earth dug out.
'I'liey say that this piactice would breed, grubs,
worms and insects, which will eventually destroy
the plants, whicii I may say are le.ss tiiau 4 ft.

in iieight from the grouml. I also lind giubs
in tlie cow dung utilised. Nhould I desist irom
manuring in this manner '! Can plants which
iiave been in the nursery for over a year, ami
about 3 ft. or more in height, be planletl with
advantage in estates?—Yours truly.

YD CMC PLAMTEK.
[Will some experienced coconut planter give his

oiiinion on these questions?— Ku. 7..L]

MANURING COCONUT PALMS.

May II.

Sir.,—AY “Young PlaiPer”’s letter about
manuring coconut palms in your valuable paper
of the 7ui inst., my opinion is as lollow's :

—

There are dillereni modci^ of manuring. 1 find
by experience that instead oi cutting a trench,
and putting the cattle dung, Ac., into it, it

would be better to throw' the nuuiiue over the
surface about 2 feet from the stem and dig it

in with the usual native-made mamoty. 'this 1

have found better lor joung jialms Ihaii'trenchiug.
Cattle nuuiure here is u-sed \ eiy exten.sively,

contract cattle being kept lor that sole [mrpose.
I have never fouiid the trees destroyed liy grubs,
worms, Ac. Although I have only liad lu years'
experience, 1 should like, myseii, to see what
older experienced men have to' say on the matter.
With reference to “ Voung rhuiier ’s other

query, rc 1 year idaiits, they can well be planted
to advantage, ami will with care turn out as
good as any. — 1 am, yours truly,

11. J. M. T,
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CKOSSMAN BUO. ON COBFEli.

A circular letter issuetl by W. H, Grossman &
Bro. (March 11}, 1896,) discusses the outlook for

coffee, and shows the errors of European statisti-

cians as to the true position of the article. Messrs.
Grossman & Bro. evidently endorse theestimito of

10,000,000 bags as the outcome of the Brazil crop
of 1896-97. They admit that probably 1,500,000

bags will not be marketed, thus leaving 8,500,000

bags available for export,

If we examine these figures by the light of past
records, we find that Brazil exported in six years
ending June 80, 1895, a total of 81,086,000 bags
(2,005,059 tons), or a yearly average of 5,681,000

bags (334,177 tons).

The average annual deliveries of all kinds of coffee

for four years ending June 30, 1895, were 10,888;791

bags (610,228 tons), of which Brazil fur-nished 5,994,750

bags (852,682 tons) yearly average, representing
55.08 per cent of the world’s total deliveiies.

It Brazil’s contribution to the world’s supply is 55

per cent, of the present requirements (about 11,UUO,000

bags,) then if crop of 1896-97 turns out 8,500,000

bag.-=, the rest of the world need only furnish 2,500,000

bags. But all o her countiiis than Brazil have for

several years furnished an annual average of 4,889,041

bags, and if in 1896-97 all crops outside of Brazil only
come up to the average, there will bo avail ible for

export next season a grand total of 13,889,000 bag^
of coffee.

Everyone know.s that liigh prices have stimulated
production and that new plantations are every year
coming into bearing in Mexico, Central America,
United States of Colom'oia, Africa and other points.

If production outsMe of Brazil should show a like

increase as in that country we would have a much
greater supply.
Crossman cfe Bro. point out that at no previous

time has thu position been as it is now on the eve
of a large crop, with less speculative interest or larger

supplies of actual coffee. It certainly looks as if the

trade would soon be face to faco with the largest

crop ever harvested, promising, as Cross re an & Bro.

say, a surplus of 2,5(10,000 bags in excess of quire-

uients. And this points unmistakably to lower prices.

We compile from the Coffee Exchange statistics

the following tabic showing the position of coffee

during the last crop year Bags.
Stocks in United States, July 1, 1894 . . 297,180
Stocks in Europe, July 1, 1894 ., 1,581,423

Ileceipts in II. S., July 1, 1891, to June
30, 1895

‘
. . 4,617,831

Ileceipts in Europe, July 1, 1891, to

June 80, 1895 7,211,515

Total supply . . 13,787,929

Less stocks in U. S. July 1,

1895 .. 549,015

Less stocks in Europe, July

1,1895 ..1,078,665 -^ 2,222,680

Deliveries for consumption . . 11,515,249

Let us supplement this wit a statement for tho
calendar year 1895, and we have the following ;

—

Bags.
Total visible supply January 1, 1895 .. 2,678,207

Arrivals in Europe 1895 .. 7,3-12,593

Arrivals in United States 1815 .. 4,590,400

Total visible supply 1895 . . 14,611,200

Less visible supply January 1, 189 5 . . 8,552,792

For reeiuiremeuts . . 11,053,408

If we make a third group of tig.ires, waiving stcck

afload, we have the following sfiowmg Bags.

Stock in Europe January 1,1895 .. 1, 150,652

Arrivals in Europe 1895 . . 7,342,598

Stock in United States January 1, 1895. . 820,595

Arrivals in United States 1895 .. 1,590,400

Total supply .. 13,401,210

Less stock in Europe and U. P, Janu-
ary 1, 1896 .. 2,119,792

Cousiiiuptiou 1953 •• 11,254,418

If in 1896-97 tho world needs 11,250,000 bags of

coffee, and all countiies outside of Brazil may be
counted upon for 45 per cent of the total production,
or 5,062 500 bags, it follows that we need from
Biazil 6,187,50(1 bags. If the crop turns out as
estimated—8,500,000 bags for export—there is an
excess over the world’s requirements of 2,312,500
bags, exclusive of the carry-over, which w'ill prob-
ably bring the total to over 8,000,000 bags beyond
any year’s consumption on record. When supply
exceeds demand, prices always go down. The out-
look is for an era of cheap coffee, and thus this
article will come to harmony with wheat, corn, cot-
ton, iron, tea and other great staples, contributing
further toward inakiug the present a consumers
milleuniuin .— American Grocer, March 18.

PUNA AS A COFFEE DISTRICT.
During a recent visit to the Island of Hawaii,

Mr. C. L. Wight, president of the Wilder S. S. Co,,
General Warfield, proprietor of the California Hotel,
Sail Francisco, Mr. Desky, of Bruce Warring & Co.,

and the editor of this Journal had the good fortune
to visit the coffee estate of Honorable R. Ilycroft’

in Puna. The party arrived at Pohoiki, on the
morning of the 28rd ult., and were most hospitably
received by Mrs. Ilycroft and her charming family.

Horses were piocured for the patty shortly after

arrival, when all proceeded to the coffee fields

which are situated some three or four miles inland
from the steamer lauding'
Miss Sophie Ilycroft, tho charming daughter of

the genial Represent itive, 1 cccmpaniecl the visitors,

and proved herself to not only be well versed in

coffee culture but an expert horsewoman as well.

Mr. Rycroft's plantation is a sight long to be re-

membered, and demonstrates beyond tho shadow of

a doubt that all the conditions favourable for coffee

glowing exists in tho district of Puna. Miss lly-

croft explained to the party the various details

necessary to the successful cultivation of a coffee

estate, evincing a lively and intelligent interest in
her tather’s affairs. On either side of the road
leading to the coffee fields are to be found
various kinds of citrus fruits and also many varieties
of native fruits much prized in this country. Tro
pical foliage and woods abound everywhere and
bear evidence of perfect freedom from all kinds of
disease or blight.

Orange and lime trees grow wild on Mr. Rycrofts
lands, while evidences of ancient coffee plantations are
to be found in the many old trees dotted here,
and there amongst the natural tropical growths
Mr. Rycroft’s success in bringing coffee to the front
as a staple industry of Hawaii will prove a splendid
advertisement for the country as well as an inde-
pendent competence for himself and family for the
rest of his clays. Mr. Rycroft’s great mistake has
been in not going into the coffee business year' be-
fore he did. Although a resident of the district lor
over eighteen ycms it is only within the past five
}ears that be has turned his attention to coffee grow-
ing. During that time he h .s s'accueded in clear:Qg
and planting over thirty-five acres the trees *on
about 25 of which are now four years old. The re-
mainder of the plant runs from one to three year’s
growth, This year he picked over 15,000 pounds from
the four-year.old trees which is a good yield when
it is considered that coffee trees are not supposed to
give much returns before the fifth season tire trees
are all clean and healthy and give promise of a
very large yield next year.
Having seen Mr. Rycroft’s plantation we have

not tho slightest doubt as to the possibilities of
the coffee industry in the fntuie. At tho same time
there is not another industry that requires the ex-
ercise of as great care and intelligence in cultiva-
tion as coffee growing. The selection of suitable
lands having duo regard to quality of soil, shelter,
and shade is an important matter with the beginner,
but unless he also possesses a knowledge of the
pocnliaritic j of the plant itself he is liable to loie a
groat deal of mo ley and time or end in complete
failure before he discovers his ruistakes, T'O those
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coiitcniplatiug going into the coffee business wo wonlcl
say select your district and then devote s few months
of your time in finding out w'nat others liave done
and their experience in the district yon may decide
to locate in. To those who may decide to locate in
Pana we belivo Mr. llycroft would be only too

to Si''o them the benefit of his experience.
Although he has made many mistakes he has learned
to avoid similar error.s in future and as we said be-
fore has demonstiated that c 'ffee planting can be
made a success in the district of Puna. Mr.
Rycioft has put in a complete plant for
the preparation of his coffee for market,
which is extensive enough to meet the re-
quirements of a numbers of settlers in his neigh-
borhood for some years to eoiup. That his methods
of preparing coffee for the market are up to date is

amply demonstrated in the fact that he sold his
whole output ill this city a few weeks ago receiving
therefor the highest price paid this se.isou.
To return to our visit to tho coffee field, after the

party had inspected the various p'aiiUugs and learned
much that was new to most of the visitors the iC'

turn trip was made to Pohoiki. General Warlicld
uaa delighted with all he had seen and especially
the delightful cliin.ite of Puiia. Upon return to Mr.
Kycroft’a home a r.plendid luncheon aweited the p.xrty

at which was served cclTee j-.repa-red fr in beans
grown on the jiromises and which General \\hu'licld

declared to exc 1 any coffee be had ever p.atakeu of.

T'or ourselves, v\e had imagined wc knew good
coffee and often enjoyed what wo heiieved to be a
very superior cup but since jiu'takhig of uM.;.

llycroft's excellent brew we fear to return to enr
for decoctions so-called coffee. At all events wo
know of that we shall not again enjoy a cup of

genuine good coffee until we have the good fortune
to visit the homo of Mrs. Kycroft. General 'Var-

field was so much delighted with Mrs. liycroft’s

coffee that he has ordered his next year’s supi'ly
from Mr. llycroft so that iu future Hawaiian who
visit the California Hotel at San Francisco, will find

the most prominent item on thj bill of faro, ‘Tlawaii
(Puna) coffee, d la lii/croft."

The district of Puna like almost the entire Island
of Hawaii is cxcepliona'ly conducive to good health.
"SVe were informed that Mr. llycroft has only twice
in seventeen years had occasion to call in the ser-

vices of a physician. We look forward to I’una
becoming, within a very few years one of the most
thriving districts in Hawaii .—Ilantriian Commcrci'd
Journal and Jil'irilime, Jleporf, March 10

TllR STANDAllD TEA COf>iPANV UE
GEVLUN, LIMITED.

The lifi.h umuial meet.iig of this company was
held at the office. 2.’>, Feuchurch Street, on Tuesday,
April 21. The dhcctors present were Mr. Alex. Brooke
(in the chair), Mr. Norman W. Grieve, ami Mr. A'/il-

liam Hollo. Among those present were Mrll.L. Stables,
Mr. 11. J. Chippindall, Mr. llsginald W. Wickham,
Mr. 11. A. Bosanquet, Mr. .John Anderson, Mr. .1.

L. Anstrutber, Mr. Edward S. Grigson, klr. E. F.
-Bosauquot, IMr. II. Atkinson, and Mr. S. Wilson.

Tho Socretary having read the notice calling the
meeting, and the reports and accounts having been
taken as read, the chairman said ;

—

Gentlemen,—I address you with feelings very differ-

ent to those at our fiist meeting, when we were
dependent for a dividend, while our tea was young,
on wliat we deemed two somewhat broken reeds—

^

hark and coffee. The former akied ns then, but has
failed ns i ow altogether. Our lir.st year it contri-

buted towards our income above .t 2
,
00U. This last

year, ISit;'), it contributed nothing, some XT> or t'G

111 rely, less co.st of cutting and transport. Coffee,

on the other Land, as you will notice in tho report,

has kept up in quantity fairly and in price excel-

lently, a.iul reali id by it almost as much as any
year. It amouiued to ai ove 5 )icr cent, on the
paid-up cujnlal. Howfier, wo do not e.xpect this

year, Ib'jC, to get even half the tamo qiiaiitily.

Meanwhile the estates arc otherwise improving and
matiu'ing

;
the tea plants are becoming or have be-

come more matured, and the yield is increasing. The
directors have been well served by their malingers in

both districts—JIaskeliya and Uda Pussellawa—by
Jilr. Craib on Gouravilla, by Mr. Bagot on St. Leo-
n.irds, and by others on the different estates in that

district, including Mr. Henderson, who superintended

LidJesdale and Eskdale long before the company
were tlie owners, and left the end of last year, 1 am
sorry to say.

The accounts I have no need to go through seriatim ;

they explain themselve.s, bat I shall be happy to

answer any enquiries. Our debt, at one time considered
by some liiiainial authorities large, was brought
into very modest dimensions on our last issue of

capital. Exchange contiuiicd last year almost as favour-
able for the company as in ISOl. It has since risen.

Whether it will remain high or fall through llussia

adopting a gold standard or other influence I will

not venture to prophesy. In old days, when tiio rupee
first began to drop and to affect our different Eastern
cxcliange bunks, tho ohainn.xn at their annual mcctiiig.s

used lo toll what the future was to he until they found
that they wore invariably wrong, when they dropped
the subject. 1 will only remark to illustrate what an
important matter it is to u.s, that on tho scale of our
drawings of Ib'.ida penny iu the exchange means a diffe-

rence of £ 1.000 to us.

However, as reg.irds the past year, aided by coffee and
a good cxcliange and increase of yield of tea, our profits

have incrcascd,aii.lthediiectorsliave the pleasure of re-

csmmeiidliig a subatauLially iucroased dividend on a
considerably increased c.ipital. We began by divid-

ing at tho rate of 10 percent., then after two years
12| percent., putting by somethin; to the reserve
fund, but wo have never written off anything for de-
preciation of machinery and buildings. We now
prop'.j-e a dividend, making for the year 15 percent.
Wc desire to write off for depreciation £1,500, and
to cairy £2,500 to receive. No further purchase of
estates lias been made.
Wo have had one gin at loss in the year through

the de.ath of our old friend Mr. Peter Moir, He was
my colleague when tho Standard Tea Company was
first conceived and started. As a director ho was
very x>ainstaking, looking into all accounts and re-

liorts, both Cey !o i and liome accounts, most minute-
ly, legular ill his atteudances, and prudent and
enterprising in liis judgment. In him I lo.st

a personal friend whom £ bad known inti-

mately for thirty-five years, and for whom my
respect increased tho more 1 knew him. He
was, I think, the most straight and lionest
man I ever met. To supply his place several consi-
derable sbarelioldeis suggested Sir. \V. Hollo, and the
remaining members of the board were very pleased
when they beard that gentleman would join and give
the company the benefit of his long and intimato
acquaintance with Ceylon phuitiug aifairs and of his
excellent judgment. They had the pleasure of
appointing him under the articles of association, and
1 am sure tho appointment will receive the unani-
mous approval of the shareholders. (Applause.) I
bog to move that the report and the accounts bo
adopted.
Mr. Norman W. Grieve seconded the motion, which,

after a few remarks from Mr. Wickham, Mr. Edward
S. Grigson, and other shareholders, was unanimously
carried.

The Chairman proposed, and Mr. Hollo seconded :

“ That a dividend of 10 per cent., free of income-
tax, on the £56,000 paid-up capital be declared, which,
with the interim dividend distributed July IS,

makes 15 per cent, for the year 1895
;
that this filial

dividend be payable on and after April 22: that
.£1,500 be ivritton off for depreciation of machinery;
that .£2,500 bo placed to reserve ; and that .£709 7s
•Id be cavriod forward to year 18.)J." Tao reiolu-
tion Mas carried.

Mr. Griovo proposed and Mr. J. L. Anstrnther
seconded, and it was carried, “

'J'hat Mr. Alexander
Brooke bo ro-clected a director.”

Mr. A. E. Maidlow Uavis, C. A., of 21
, Hood Lane,

was elected auditor of tho company’s accounts for 1896.
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Mr. R. J. Chippindall and Mr. Henry Atkinson
proposed a vote of thanks to the chairm;i.ii and offi-

cers, including Mr. E. S. Grig-son, the V.A., under
whose advice were made the purch.'.ses of the com-
pany's estates that liave turned oat so well. An
acknowledgment of the vote and soma interesting
remarks by Mr. Grigsou terminated the proceedings.
—11, and C. Mail, April ‘24.

CEYLON TEA PLANTATIONS COMPANY,
LLM TED.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE PREMIER
COMPANY OF CEYLON.

{Spccicd Report for the Ceylon Observer.)

'I’lio .annual meeting of the sliareholders took
place at \Yinchester House, Old llroad St., on
I'liursday, Ai)iil ‘JSid.

Mr. 11. K. llutherford, managiiig director took
the chair, Hui>])ortetl by Mes.srs. Kciil aiul Tod,
Directors, Sir Win. dohn.son Hart Secretary, and
Mr. G. A. Talbot, Eslatc.s Manager in (nylon.
Among those present were Messrs. Ale.v. IJrooke
(of Messr.s. .1. A. Hadden A Co.), NV. 11. Ander-
son Dangerlield, G. A. White, Lee, ^Y. Mackenzie,
Frank Walker, dolm Ferguson, J. llussel Grant,
and A. G. Stanton.
The Skckiotauv read the notice of meeting

and report, a copy of which reached you by last

mail, after which the Chairman spoke as follow.s,

in moving the adoption of the report :

—

Gentlemen,—I presume, as has been the usual
custom, you will accept as read the Report and
Accounts which have been in your hands ior some
time. On each previous occasion when we met you
here, the Directors have had the pleasure of con-
gratulating you on the increased prosperity of the
Company’s business, and the Boaro, in laying be-
fore you its Ninth Annual Report, considers it

highly satisfactory that the continuity of that favour-

able state of affairs has been preserved. The Ac-
counts shew a net profit for the past year of £51,927,
or £3,.S24 in excess of that of 1891. The year which
we are now reviewing was on the W’hole c« favour-
able one as regards seasonable weather for the Tea
busiies giving a good crop of leaf, and you w'ill not
fail to observe that the yield of Tea was the largest

we have ever reaped being at the rate of 4o7 lb. per
acre over the large area of 8,078 acres. The crop
harvested from our own Estates was 3,530,787 lb.

being -an increase of over half a million lb. on the
crop of 1894. We bought green leaf from which we
produced 065,003 lb. of tea, and we manufactured
tea for other Proprietors amounting to 1,110,504 lb.

these two sources shewing a decrease of 78,000 lb.

Our Factories altogether turning out a totel of

5,300,904 lb. of tea. The gross average price received
lor the crop was 8.09d as against 8.84d in the pre-

vious year or a fall of ^d per lb. and the rate of

Exchange 15 18 3-32 d of a penny in our favour as
compared with 1894.

It will not have escaped ymur notice, that not
only the price of tho Company’s teas but
of all teas from whatever source has had a
downward tendency for some years back. This need
not l‘e a matter of surprise when we consider the
largely increased quantities being produced both in

India and Ceylon. The former country especially is

at the present time opening out large areas of land
under tea, and we must therefore look for a greatly

increased production in the next few years from that
quarter. It should, however, be a matter of satisfac-

tion to all interested in the cultivation of British grown
teas, to note the extraordinary' inerease of exports to

countries other than Great Britain. For the year
1895 these countries took 3Sg million lb. of Britisli

grown tea or 33 per cent, in excess of the previous
year, and it is estimated that the current year will see

a very considerable increase on these figures. This
ever widening consumption gives us hoxio that the in-

creased production will bo taken off the home market

8.^t

and the further decline in price thereby stayed. The
persistent efforts of Ceylon and Indian Growers in

IRishing their produce in foreign and colonial markets
should not however be allowed to slacken and if stea-
dily xrersevered in, may be crowned with a greater
success than perhaps any of us at present foresee, and
it is very possible, we may be able to look back on
1895 as tho day of small things, and that we then had
merely touched the fringe of the enormously greater
consumption which will bo found for British grown
teas in our Colonies, Russia, and America, a few years
hence Coming back to the more immediate affairs

of our Comps ny perhaps the most important item incur
Accounts calling for special remark is our Reserve Fund.
Last year this stood at £50,000 and we now propose
to increase it to £70,000. It cannot, I think, be de-
nied that it is in large measure owing to our having
created such a substantial Reserve that our £10
shares stand to-day at .£30. The Board has firmly
adhered lothc policy, indicated to you some years
ago, of keeping the Reserve entirely free from the
risks of our Tea business and the Accounts now pre-
sented to you show you how this money is employed.
V/e have £35,741 in Securities, which weiuld if realized
bring us a substantial profit, and the balance has
been utilized in tho xiurchasc and development of our
Coconut properties. When we made our first invest-
ment in Uiase, we told you we looked upon this form
of employing our Reserve as an eminently safe and
remunerative one, and the Board has no reason to
change its opinion. As the sum invested has reached
a considerable amount, it will no doubt be of interest,

if I briefly explain our position with regard to this
product. We have now 4 Coconut Estates, viz :—Andi-
gama, Mawatte, Jakwilla and Sirangapathe. This
latter property we had not intended purchasing until
the beginning of this year and so bringing it into the
1896 Accounts, but as other parties were anxious to
buv it, we had, in order to secure it, to take possession
in December last. This Estate is equipped with ma-
chinery of the most approved type for producing
fibre, and it comes to us as a going concern, for
which wo paid £19,411. Our manager estimates that
for the current year it will yield a return of nearly
10 per cent., on this outlay, and that better results
are likely to be obtained Fereafter, when we have
improved the Estate, by a higher system of culti-
vation. The other 3 Estates are not yet yielding re-
turns, but we have every confidence that when they
come into bearing, the pirofits will be satisfactory',

Yv'e have arranged to x’h'ut up about 500 acres with
coconuts this year out of our available forest land.
Engaged as w'e are in Agriculture, W'e are taught

by the experience of every country and the vicissi-
tudes which surround most jnoducts that are grown
that W'e cannot hope to escape the common lot, of
having less prosperous years for our tea in the course
of time. It is therefore needless to say that it is
the duty of your Directors to ]provide in the good
years we are fortunate at x>teseut in having, at'aiust
the possibility of bad years. The fact that w’e are
lay iug out half the Reserve in securities and half in
such a safe product as coconuts tends in large
measure to eliminate the speculative element
and to make the shares in this Company more'
in the nature of an Investment with an ever-increas-
ing security. The public has not been slow to
respond to the evident benefits of this policy,
and shareholders have had a very solid advantage in
the increased value of their shares as a setoff against
any larger dividends that might have been paid them.
The capital value of our tea properties you will ob-
serve is £5,223 less than what it stood at the pre-
vious year. There have been some minor additions
to capital values, but the decrease is practically all
accounted for by the amount written off for depre-
ciation. and the sale of Balgownie estate. Allowing
for the reserve

;
the amount at credit of brought

forward
;
and the sum set aside for depreciation, our

tea properties stand at £25 per acre fully equipped
in every' respect.

As you arc aware, we have always refrained from
laying before you our estimates of the cuiTent year
and you have invaiiably been content to receive
the assurance of tho board that your properties are
being cultivated and eared for m such a inannej
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a.8 not only to return you tho best possible imme-
diate results, but that they shall continue to 3

ield
as good crops in the future as we can be assured by
an intelligent and careful system of husbandry.

iTou will now, however, I am sure, be anxious
to hear what our Ceylon Manager, Mr. Talbot, has
to say about the properties he has so ably mnn-
aged on your behalf for the last 7 years. ' There
is no man in Ceylon better qualified to speak with
authority on the planting interests of that Island
than Mr. lalbot who has devoted 2.7 years of his
life to planting in Ceylon. I have repeatedly said
from this place that much of our success is due to
our Ceylon management and I am sure that while
Mr Talbot takes his well earned leave at home, Mr.
Masefield, who has again been appointed Acting
Manager, will, in conjunction with the other mem-
bers of the staff, perform their duties to our satisfac-
tion as hitherto.

You will be asked later on to pass a vote for a
small increase in the Directors fees, in order that
we may have the advantage of Mr. Talbot’s services
on the Board while he is in this country.
Should any shareholder desire to ask any questions

my colleauges or I shall be very pleased to answer
them to the best of our ability. Meantime I would
move “ That the Report and Statement of accounts
as submitted be received and adopted and that a
final dividend ef b per cent off the ordinary shares
making 15 per cent for the year free of income tax be
declared payable on and after 27th iust.” (Applause).
Mr, Henrv' Tod seconded the adoption of l lie

report which wa.s carried unanimou-sly, llie only
questions put being by Mr. Dangei field with re-

ference to the Reserve Fund, remarking that the
coconut estates opened out of this Fund were
now called Investments and he presumed the
profits from these would be henceforward included
with the annual profits from the tea estates.

He referred to some slight dill'erence in the ligures

in tw'o parts of the accounts, which lie hail no
doubt could be explained.

Mr. Rutherford explained that the discre-

pancy was due to the Sirangapathe Coconut
Estate having had to be bought in December
Oo, in place of going into this year’s account,
as the directors had intenilcd.

Mr. Talrot then made a clear and concise
statement as to the condition of tho Company’s
properties in Ceylon. He said he would avoid detail

but notice some of the chief ])oints in the working
of the properties

;
their policy had been directed

to maintain the permanent value of their iilaa-

tations rather than to extract from them for a
certain number of years the maximum returns

of which they were ca[»ahle. This policy was
seen, for instance, in their treatment of young
tea. They took care that the maiden crops, by
jilucking lightly, should not he a Imrdcn to the
trees, so that these were enabled to developc
vigorously, up to their third and fourth year.

They applied the same imlicy generally to any
weak portions of their liehis, so tliat sucli

patches, being leniently treated should gra-

dually .gain full strength and be equal to the

rest of the field. Another matter in which
they had been careful was in the application

of artificial manures. He could not lielji regard-

ing such an application as, to a certain extent,

living on capital, because artificial manures sti-

mulated the trees to take everytliing they
could out of the soil in a limited period. Their

policy was rather to supply bulky fertilizers

such as cattle manure, and for this reason they

were looking ahead and planting up grass fields,

as well as jirepaiing cattle eslablishments, for

all planters knew the value of cattle manure in

dealing with onr Ceylon tea soils. Another fact

he would refer to was the utilization of watcr-

IKiwcr in their factories wherever at all possible,

even at increased first expense. Other motoru

might he cheaper in the first instance, hut, in

tlie^ end, tiiere could not be a more economical
satisfactory or better way of working than with
water-power. Turning to the Company’s coco-
nut estates, he might say that these had given
him imicli more anxiety than his duty of
tea supervision

; because lie was here dealing
with tiie re.serve funds of the Company whicli
had to he very carefully invested, and entering
on an industry which was regarded as peculiarly
one appertaining to natives. He might say how-
ever that tlie estates bought for tlie Conqiany
were all good

; and as the result of his ohserv a-
tion he felt sure tliat Euro]ieans could work
coconut (ilantations better then natives and secure
larger profits. Finallj' he would like to s.ay a
word witli reference to the Comiiany’s .Superin-
tendents whose work he had clo.sely watched
for the past seven years, and he could safely
say that no body of men anywhere in the trojiics
did their work more faithfully than the Siqier-
iiitendents in the employ of the Ceylon Tea
I’lantatioiis Company. Their resiionsibiiilies had
very much increased of late owing to labour
anxieties and the diliiculties about coast advances,
more cspecialiy in securing a i.lnc amount of
work during the rush of cro|i from such gangs
of coolies as might lie rendered more independaiit
and uiicerlain through tlie etlects of thii advances’
system. Rut he felt sure tlie Superintendents
would continue to give their utmost attention
to the interests ol the shareholders. (Applause.)

RE-ELECTION OF MR. RUTHERFORD AS

CHAIRMAN.

.Mr. D. Reid nioied tlie re-election of Mr.
Rutherford <as Director and in doing so spoke in
the highest terms of lus ilcvotion to the interests
of the Company, to which ho gave, the best of
his thought, time and strength. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. M . Herrert Anderson had much plea-
sure ill seconding the resolution. To h.avc .such

a Chairman as Mr. Rutherford wa.s a special
advantage to the Company, for he took care that
everything was thoroughly up to date in his w'ork,
and, come wliat may, tlie shareliolders might feel

secure that Mr. Kntlieriord would watch over
tlieir interests with the same untiring energy as
before. (Aiqilause) Resolution carried unani-
mously.

[Mr. Talbot was also elected to serve on the
Roard of Directors during his year of furlough.]

SMALL INCKE.tSE TO DIRECTORS’ FEE.S.

Mr. ^V'M. Mackionziic proiioscd a resolution that
the total ol the Director.s’ fees for the eurreiit

year should be .T70U, and in doing so expressed
liis astonishment at the moderate amount hither-
to drawn, and now proposed, considering the great
in-os|)erity of the Company and how much was
due to die gentlemen at the Hoard. He referred
especially to the work of their Chairman at home
and their Manager in Ceylon, Mr. Talbot. Their
estates ^^'ere among the finest i>ro])erties in

Ceylon, in every way mlmirahly managed, and
they had now' a very considerable reserve fund,
t lie iin estmont of wliicli was also, in liis opinion,
carried on with great jmlgmoiit. He would there-
fore personally be jircparcHl to go fiirtlior than the
terms of his resolution, which, however, he had
great iileasnrc in proposing. (.Applause.)

Mr. Lei; seconded,—Carried unanimously.

AUDITORS.

Mr. Dancerfikld iiio\cd, Mr. AVhite sceoiuled,

and it was carried iimuiiiiumsly that Messrs. Har-
(icv Bros, be le-clcctcd Auditors.
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THANKS TO TIIK CIIAIUMAN.
Mr. John Fkiiouson saM before they separated

a liearty vote of lliatiks to tlie Cliairmaii for

p esidiiiy would, lie felt sure, be approved of.

The histoiy of the Ceylon I'ea Plantations Coiu-
jiany was not only a ereJil to tlis Tea Paiter-
pnse in Ceylon, but had tended to the iirospi'rity

of the eoiuiminity, and had undoubtedly siieipi;-

thened the credit of the Colony at iar;.;e.' (Hear,
hear)

; and to Mes.srs. Jtulheiford and Talliot
more than any others were due its continued
succes.s.

Mr. Alkx. P>j;ookk (of Mes.sre. J. .A. Jfadden
& Co.) .seconded the proi>osal, which he felt sure
would be earned by acclamation. (Applause.)

THE KOVAL KOTANIC GAllUEN
KEPOKTS.

The yearly reports issued by the Director of the
Royal Botanic Dardens, Peradeniya, are not, I think,

(liute creditable prodnctious—scarcely worthy of

our splendid Gardens and not altogether what the
public seem to have a right to expect. They may
serve the purpose of showing the Government how
the little money is expended, but beyond, this the
information, as a rule, is very meagre, and to the
general public the details are trite and dry to a
tedious degree. Compared with the periodical reports
from many a less favoured locality the documents are
decidedly uuiuteresting. Take Jamaica or Trinijad
for instance, where Mr. Hart tluovvs his whole heart
into his suoject, the result is an iuteresiiiig and
instructive report read and admired not only all

over the West Indies but by every lover of tropical

botany and practical planter in the Tropical World.
Ill addiiion to this, Mr. Hart edits a Monthly
Dulletin ol miscelianoous iniormation, which treats

of every product in which tho planter is specially
interested, and chronicles in chaeiy style the re-

sults ot careful experiments in cultivation.

Our Peradeniya reports are rather too much taken
up by complaints as to the poverty of the soil and
peuuriousness of the Government. More money,
more money, is the cry; and yet they suggest that
it is beneath their dignity to continue selling plants
to the public !

While fully sympathising with tho talented Director
under present circumstances, and remembering with
admiration the labours of Dr. Thwaites and the legacies
left to us by Gardner and Moon, yet, looking
hopefully as 1 do to the future possibilities of Pera-
deufya, 1 am constrained to think that much more
might be made ol such a maguificeut subject than we
have been accustomed to receive.
Here is a garden ol 150 acres, formed from the very

cream of the Central Province in a moderately moist,
forcing and delightfully equable climate—a garden
in which some l.UOU species of the choicest plants
on earth luxuriate and all this not only rent free
but siiosidised to the extent of about R50,000. And
yet they complain !

Shades of poor Tom Edwards, Dick and Duncan,
what a paradise this would have been for yon !

1 have said that too much of the report is taken
up with trivial matters. Last year we had the compiler
gravely exercised over the traspass of cattie, though
such IS the admirable situation of this Eaeu that
the only vulnerable portion might be protected by a
few bundled yards ot baroed wire or prickly hccige.

Last 3 ear a lew ambitious ferns had grown on tiie

top of the monument erected to the memory of Mr.
Gardner, and the removal of these is thought worthy
of special notice. Again, we read that “ much labour
is annually expended upon the extensive tract of

these grounds known as the Old Arboretum, in weed-
ing, pruning and planting, but we are unable to
make much impressions on its wild character.”
Would it be too much to expect that a few plots

might he utilized heie in away to add considerably
to the income of the establishment while adding to
the interest of visitors V Say 10 acres of cacao of

sorts
;
do. Liberian Collee, do. Cocoa, I see nothing

derogatory to the dignity of even the Royal Botanic
Gardens in this while I could foresee RIO,000 profit
amuially. Iia the Royal Gardens, Port of Spain, one
sees little plots of remunerative Cacao, and coffee with
model little appliances showing the planters and
others how' it ought to bo done. Are weatigether
aoove this sort of thing in Ceylon ? Too proud to
eirn or too conceited to learn.— Cor.

INTEKESTING PLANTING NOTES.
(finite a severe drought, is again the report from

most of tlie uii c.onntry districts this week, to the
aiiNiety and diseomlitiire of all wdio risked idanlim'
with the first April rains. In Balangoda for instance
tlie iilants are .said to look soniewdiat shaky.
Here too the wind has already began to blow so
sirongly (hat one feels thankful for the precau-
iion ot slieltcr belts. On the upper ridges of this
district iiarlicnlarly, the Soutli-Wcst i.s ushered
in with huriicane force, reminding one of
M'ilson's bungalow—the New' Galway of today
and poor Janies Wyllie wdio, on being asked by
his \’.A. on tlie morning after a terrific ni»lit
wliat he thought of it reidied “ On .siicl'i

nights as these 1 simidy cover my liead with the
lilaiikets and thank God I am not the proprietor.”
Wliat a change wlien we got over the ridge into

Dikoya ! Here it has also been dry durin<>' the
w-eek, but no wind to speak of and plenty iTusli.
Enrtlier down the A'aUey into Ambegamuwa proper',
all is now dam]) and dreary the thick mists drift-
ing up from Kelani, and tlie Hush somewdiat
checked for want of sunshine.
Upper Dinibula reports fine weather and first-

rate ilnsh, tlie total rainfall for the week beiim
only T3 and the mean temperature 70'A Coolies
come dropping in from the coast but not in sueb
numbers as to meet requirements and by no
means in iiroiiortion to tbe advaiice.s sent. Plan-
ters are beginning to [mil long faces over this
labour question.
The “ Perlie Kanin ” coolie has cropped up in

Matale East and threatened to assault the mana-
ger of Dangkande estate who very properly' ran
tlie ra.scal in. The marvel is that Laurie could
restrain himself.

Like Balangoda this district of Matale East has
begun its annual blow. And in this respect the
locality of Moncrietl' can give odds against most
places and yet look at the tea giving 60U lb.
per acre all round ! Those w ho doubt that there
is vigour in the soil of this famous old district
should sec the Grevillea trees planted a year ao'o
now 15 feet in lieigiit.

°

Better than Klang moss pots tliis,— tliomdi bv
the w ay peat w'as the only cliectual cure'’ ever
found for jiotato blight. Migiit it not also with-
stand the nearly allied leaf bliglu 'l~Cor.

\\- • XI ,
1st.W e are now passing tlirongb, that interval of

weather, wlueli iirecedes the big Eouth-West
Monsoon. “ The rain it raineth every dav ”
acconi])auied by lightning and thunder. Yesterday
at early morn, 1 roamed over some of the
high pateiias about here

; the Monaragalla raiu^e
ol mils wore a veil of deep blue; the hills of
the Bmteiine low' lands were dark looking with
misty clouds between them, not a breach ofwind refreshed the mountain climber. Above were
long broan streaks of sky blue, with fleecy clouds
but no movement of any kind above me or below’The very birds forgot to warbling nature wa.s
in a dreamy mood, and one could not heln
contrasting the festive scene in country lanes-
in the old c.mntry on a fine May rnornino- and
the fragrance of the liedgei'ow' hawtJioriie’, and
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wild rose, and tiu; song of birds. Planters are
busy these liob and steamy rainy days, for
tea buslies are tiirowing out young leaves
m,)st liixriant. Pity coolies could not 1)3 re-
tained on tea estates all the year round and
work found for then, say nianuring when not
otherwise eniplo^'ed. Theti i.-arcitu of labour
lUiulil be aUnosl imhn iwn. Om) Pl.vn I'Klt.

('DLOXl.-VL I'lUJir AX!) l-'OOU

PKODlCT.4.

Should the drevmof cho Impoj-ial Fedoratiouists
ever bo realised (and we of this jo.u-.ial most cordially
wish all suocess to tiie nDveiiniit) one of tiie first

subjects to receive attentioa at the hui ls of whatever
body may bo constitute t to consider tiie host iiieans

of m.iking the federation ctf etiv;, wo il J have to

be creation of new industries in spots f.ivourable

for the growth or m inufacture of certain goods which
both oursolves and our colonies now obtain from
foreign sources. Any sohenis of Imperial Federa-
tion would we presume, encourage the formatio.i of

coinmittes of experts to cast about for the most
likely districts within the henndaries of the Federation
wiiich conld be drawn upon for supplies of the
j-haracter referred to.

Colonial Phoducts.

The result of such methodical collection and dis

cussion of information on this point would speedily
show us that the mother country and her depen-
dencies could he easily developed into a self-

contained atiJ self-supplying area for almost all,

if not all, reejuirements. We are, for instance, at
present dependent upon foreign cjuutrics for our
orange supply. There is no reason at all for this.

Our Australian and West Indian colonies could un-
doubtedly furnish all requirements. Sconts and es-

sences are now mainly obtained from abroad. Our
.\u3lraliau and South African colonics could certainly,

if developed, furnish there commodities. Tlio olive,

a most important commercial product, could al.-^o

be cultivated in many of our colouios, and sucli srii-

cles as eucalyptus oil, culinary essences, castor oil,

crystallized fruits, iucludiug citron, orange and lemon,
and, in tact, a large number of articles which we now
obtain from countries over whicli wa have no
governing control, could be produced in our own
colonies by an expenditure well within ths moans
of the communities concerned.

THE nation’s food.

Some large sacrifice will have to be made in order
to siicoessfully establish Imperial l'’edcration, and a
very large sum of money indeed would be well in-

vested in a truly imperial effort t ) render tiie mem-
bers of the great Eritisli Empire dependeut upon
no outside source either for its fool supphes
or for its supplies of necessaries and luxuries.

We are threatened on all hands with .severe competition
in our produce growing and our m inufa turiug tiades,

and, seeing that our bjnaeu rule.s over immense tracts

of country in which all our requirements cou d be
produced by free labour, and under condition.s which
appeal to us in every w.iy as a frcedom loving race,

it is evident that any great scheme of Imperial
Federation must contain a well-considered clause,

under the conditions of vvliich llie possibilities of our
dependencies as the source of all supplie.s for the great

common wealth inuso occupy a foromo.st p! ice.

Our legislators have their hands full at pre-

sent with matters of the gravest import to

our Imperial interests, but such steps as e.in

be taken by our groat merchants to further the

development of our colonies in the growth and
preparation for the markets of such supplies as we
have here indicated would earn the undying gra-

titude of their fellow couuirymeu. The very mag-
nitude of the sell mo, together with its comparative

ease of accomplishment, should commend itself to all

far-sighted Eritons.

COLONIAL PUOOUESS.

The progress of our Golouies c.ui best be secured
by developing their resourcos as rapidly as possi-

ble. There is no reason why we sh mid bs compelled to

depend upon the f.ireigner for the major p.u't of our food
supplies, either ill times of peace of war. Tnero can
be no greund here for jealousy in any ships or
form, since in tlie future the continued strength
and success of the Eritish Empire will depend to a
very gra.it extent upon Co!oni.al reieurcoi and aid.

To exp ml our C ilouies is an indirect way to

strengthen the Empire, and in this sense, whatever
exports they can send us should ba welcome! by the
coinmnuity in the name of the Eiiglish-speakiug race.
We hive given some sound hints as to the course
that might be piirsu.ed with advantage in tlii) dir-

ection, but th.e subject is too vast to bo dealt
witli in a single article, or a dozen either. From
tiiii 1 to tinii we shiU kcop the subject uudor the
notice of our rcadei'.s and all iuicrested in this ques-
tion. As far as fruit and food products • are con-
cerned, liiere is a greit held before the Colonial
growers. The one thing needful is to develop these
groat branches of tr.ids on sound commercial lines,

and as far as we are concerned, we shall do our
utm st upon every suitable occasion to furnish such
suggestions as may, if acted upon, tend to consoH-
dace tiie E uipire by ensuring the pro.spority of each
individual colony.

—

Groi'-er, Fniifarer Fhresf,
April 22.

^
The Wynaap and Selangou—Once Eitten

Twice Shy.—We liave been credibly informed

—

say.s riantimj Opinion—tliac one of the reasons why
Ceylon capitalists are not investing more freely in

the Wynaad, is the recent collap.se of tlie “ Klang
Ihiomi ’ in the Straits. We have referred to this

liasco more than once, so that we need scarcely'

point out tliat tliere can be no possible connec-
tion between the two cases. In iSelangor there
was a small garden of Liberian coft'ee doing ex-
cellently' well on peaty soil of apiuirei tly iden-

tical cliaracter with the snrronndiiig jungle. A
mimlier of Ceylon planters liaving put in hiinied
a])|)licati<)iis for laud in the iieigbourhood of the
coliee-gaidcn, Cuverniiicnt sold the land by pub-
lic sale, having made certain prom ses to under-
take drainage works. Jungle was cleared and
work was getting forward, wlien a personal in-

sjiection of the laud by two exii.-rienced Cey'lon
men showed tliat the soil was utterly unsnitahle
for eolfee, tlie peaty depo.sit being some twenty'
feet deep, while tliat on the small Liberian
garden was only two feet deep, the subsoil being
of excellent bine clay. .'\11 work was stopiied,

the land thrown up, and liiially Coverniiient
allowed the apjilicants to choose suitable land,

of wliicli tliere is really plenty elsewliere in tlie

district. Now in Wynaail, a great deal has
certainly been talked about the ydelds of certain
quarter acre tea jiatcbes but they have got over
tliat stage now and can point

, to .several line

y'oniig e.states doing as well as any perhaps of

their age in Itidi.a. To be sliy of investing in

Wynaad because certain lands in Selangor pur-
chased in a hurry turned out to be b.ad, is a
somewhat silly' method of action. However, there
i.s no doubt that a boom is by no means an nn-
mixed good, prices are bound to be inllated and
the a.ssiire.l collapse would <lo lasting liarin to
tlie district. liOt Wynaad be wise ami hasten
slowly, too much advertising .sonietiiiies defeats
its own object. After all, tlioiigli we are assured
th.at applications are 1:011 traiy to our former
belief—coming in very slowly indeed, yet if once
a well-known man purchases in a large way,
the others will follow like a Hock of sheep. At
present men think it better to wait and .see if

other men are investing.
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OUR PREMIER TEA COMPANY.

It is very satisfactory iu the interests of the

Colony at large, as well as of the tea enterprise,

to observe the exceedingly good account of the

stewardship which Mr. Rutherford and his co-

Directors were enabled to give to the share-

holders at the meeting of the Ceylon Tea Plan-

tations Co. on the 23rd ult. in London. This

Company is we 1 entitled on every account to

the first placs in the long list of Ceylon Plan-

tations Associations in the present day. It is

one of the largest—if not the largest Tea > ul-

tivatiug Company—iu the world
;

it is the oldest

in our Ceylon list; and it is among the most

uniformly successful.
,

It is interesting at such a

time to i-ecall the very beginnings of the Com-

pany and the plucky way in which the late

Mr. David Reid— genial as well as specially

shrewd and entei prising—and his colleagues iu

Riilway Contracting and Engineering—Messrs.

Rutherford and Tod, pioneered the way in “tea”

on Mariawatte aud other estates at a time when

many of our oldest planters and merchants

looked askance nt the new product. We cannot

but recall our own very first importation of tea-

seed early in 18 18—part of a larger consignment

f. r Abbotsford,—which, on leaving for home,

we left for a “practical” planter-partner to put

in, in place of coffee, iu an Ambagamuwa pro-

perty ;
but which afier vainly tr ing to sell in

the Fort of Colombo, he took aud put “ the

stuff ” in, out of sight at the top of his coffee fields

wi'h no idea of milising it for a clearing. We
merely mention this little incident to show how
narrow was the ci cle of believer i in tea from

18 to 20 years ago. All ihe more honour, there-

fore, to the few—Messrs. Harrison, Leake and

James Taylor, Sir Graeme Blphinstone aud the

late Mr. David Reid and Mr. A. M. Ferguson,

senr., especially—who led the way with the new

product which has conferred such unexampled

prosperity on Ceylou. n
As xcgAi'ds tho present position of our i leniiei

Company ,
nothing can be added to the very

I xplicit and admirable remarks of .Messrs. Ruther-

ford, Talbot aud Wm. Mackenzie. If anything

is calculated to send the shares of the Company

still higher iu value, it is the exposition of the

policy which has guided the workiig manage-

ment, of the Company’s estates. Bnt it is note-

worthy (as both the Chairman aud .Mr. Mackenzie

pointed crut) that while the TiO shaves are now

valued at £30, the actual average cost per acre

of tea iu the Comp-iny’s books is no more than

£25, or taking the current value of shares, £75

per' acre—a figure which compares favourably

with several other companies, more especially

when the estab ished well-equipped position of

the Company’s tea estates, and the large Uesevvc

Fund, is considered. Indeed, it is time

tliat the company should have “ Coconut ralm

added to its title
;

for, such an addition, in

view of all we know of the Company’s mvest-

incnts ill this product, ought materially to add

to the stability of the shares aiid the future

maintenance, if not increase, of dividends. Al-

together, therefore, we have only hearty cju-

gratulalion to tender all round—and notably to

the working Superintendents and overseers—on

the prosperous position of the Company a

perity that, as we said elsewhere, rertects to the

credit of our planting enterprise at large and ot

Ceylon as a Plantation Colony.

HE INDIA-RUBBER CROP OF LAGOS.

Returns have come to hand from Lagos which sub^

tantiate the reports already published in I i-

iidia Rubber li'oiid respecting the reiiuukuble deve-

1^1 nf the crude-rubber industry', so recently

KduLd in that West African colony. It has been

108

unprecedented in the history of the rubber trade,

for within a single year from the first recorded ex-
ports Lagos has taken rank as one of the largest

exporters of rubber in the world—second, in fact,

only to Pani. A short time ago some figures were
printed in thi.? journal showing the increase in rub-

ber shipments from the port of Lagos during the
first half of 1895. Through the courtesy of her
Majesty’s actiug collector of customs at Lagos,
Reginald R. Gace, Esq., it is now possible to com-
plete the record for the year—the first in the history
of india-rubber iu Lagos—as follows :

Months. Pounds. Value. Average
Value.

January, 1895 .

.

12,131 £ 1,213 10 3 £0 2 0
February 15,888 777 0 11 0 0 11§
March 26,316 1,419 7 8 0 1 1

April 39,763 2,078 16 6 0 1 04
May 216,916 11,700 0 7 0 1 1

June 268,619 12,577 2 6 0 0 Hi
July 461., 765 22,593 13 3 0 0 Hi
August 354,990 19,951 18 3 0 1 14
September 67H,ltiO 36,172 19 9 0 1 1

October 1,0.)9,158 57,117 1 10 0 1 1

November 983,394 52,802 13 0 0 1 1

December 948,404 51,488 9 4 0 1 1

Total, 1895.

.

5,060,504 £269,892 13 10 £0 1 Oi
The Gold Coast Colony had previously been regar-

ded as a notable example of rapid development in
rubber production. But the export from that colony,
though beginning in 1883, amounted only to 3,395,990
pounds in the calendar year 1893, according to the
latest official figures received by The India Rubber
World from Accra.
Samples of Lagos rubber began to reach the United

States shortly after the first receipts from that colony
in Europe, and of late there have been considerable
receipts of it at New York, but inquiries in the trade
bring out the fact that American manufacturers have
as yet treated the new rubber with caution. Consi-
derable time is always required for a new product of

rubber to become known to the manufacturing trade
and to establish a reputation. Lagoa rubber has been
used in English factories, however, and to some
extent in Germany and Austria. Up to date the total

product from Lagos has been shipped direct to Liver-
pool, where the quotations lately have been 1/3J 'ffl

Is lOgd. It is asserted in New York that Lagos rub-
ber is good, and that it has been improved since it

first began to arrive. It is classified as “oysters,”
“ strips,” and “ buttons.”
Whether the heavy production in this little Eng-

lish colony will be long maintained is a problem on
which no one seems prepared to express an opinion,
The output of Accra and Benguella rubbers is not
as lar»e today as in some past years. Then it is

remembered that at one time Mozambique and Mada-
gascar grades came foi'ward in surprising qualities,

but fell off in a short time, when the supplies near the
coast had become exhausted. It is considered proh ible

that the same thing will prove true of L^gos rubber,
even if there should be enough rubber trees back oi

the coast to yield a permanent supply ia smaller
quantities. Already advices have been received of
smaller receipts at the Lagos coast since January
than during the preceding months. There are no
water-courses in Lagos, as in the Congo country to
facilitate the collection of rubber at points distant
from the seaboard .—India Rubber World, April 10.

NEAV TEA FACTfdRIES.
The Eastern Produce and Estates Co. are at

present erecting a large tea factory on Halwatnra
estate, Kalutara, the jiroperty of the Nortli and
Soutli Sylhet Tea Company. AVhen completed
the new factory will be capable of turning out
tlivee-<iuarters of a million lb. of tea per annum.
The factory on Naiiiiriacooly estate, Passara,
which ill addition to serving the estate of tliat

name will make the tea grown on Canavarella
and Moiisagalla estates, is also being erected by
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the Kastevn rroduce and Estates Company. Tlie
hnildwif^ is well nigli completed and the installa-

tion of machinery is expected to arrive about
August. The factory when working at full .swing
will have an output of half a inillion lb. imr
annum.

INDIAN PATENTS.

Applications in rospoct of the undeimentioned in-

ventions have been tiled, during the week ending
2nd May 181)6, under the provisions of Act V of

1888
For improvements in the methods, machinery and

eupliances used for withering or desiccating tea leaf.

No. 267 of I860.—Charles Arthur Durton, manager,
Lukwah Tea Company, Upper Assam, for improve-
ments in the methods, machinery and appliances
used for withering or desiccating tea leaf. (From
12 May 1866 to 11th May 1867 .)

—Jndum and Eaatcni
Etiffineer, May 16.

IIUBHER STATISTICS FROM PARA AND
WASHINCTUN.

Ac lordiug to llsimers & Meyer’s table of the ex-

ports of crude ludi.i-rubber from I’ara and Manaos
for 1865, it will be seen that the shipments again
broke the record, the excess over the figures for the
preceding year having been exceptionally large. T .e

receipts at Para for the calendar year were 45,438,442
pounds, and the shipments slightly more, or 45,788,613

pounds. Tho names of the leading expoiters are
given below, with the consignments for Europe and
the United States, the figures representing pounds :

—

EXl'OUXERS. U
•Pusinelli, PiiisseaiCo
Adelbert H. Alden
La llocque, Da Costa
& Co.

Bud. Zietz
Banco de Mamfos
Denis Crouan & Co.
Singlehurst, Brockle-

hiirst A Co.
B. P’. Sears & Co.
J. II. Audresen
A. Fernandes & Co.
Marius A Levy
II. de la Beaume
A. do Freitas A Co.
A. Berneaud A Co.
Edmund Keeks
B. A. Antunes A Co.
Kahn, Polack A Co.
Luiz Schill A Sobriuho
Pires Teixeira A Co.
F'reitas, Sobriuho A Co
From Serpa
Sundry small shippers

nited Stales. Europe. Total.

7,664,.501 5,348,340 13,312,811

8,350,846 376,816 8,727,662

2,911,456

695,029

2,224,520

530.378

170,671

261.338

2,216
560

557,905

391,136
314,283
28,818

128,067

67,902

112,192

2,585,429

2,915,524

316,666

2,017,180

756,115
868 637
567,134
800,665
767,761
121,661

660,161
72,212

186,268
431,066

430, 186

323,763
127,461
177,536

10,136

1,078,536

5,526,888

3,610,553

2,541,186

2,017,180

1.286,523

1,036,308
831.522

802,61 f

768,321
676..5<;6

660,161
463,318
503,581

462,881
430,186
323,763

255,528
215,138
10,136

1,220,731

Total

Total, 1861

Total, 1863

Total, 18;)2

Total, 1861

'Total, 1860

'Total, 1886

.21,801,85 1 20,683,7.56 45, 788,61-'

23,062,386 16,866,306 42,631,662

17,163,401 12.171,131

15,603,321 40,805,332

15,335,1.57 36,207,817

15,001,652 36,111,826

11,616,833 34,650,861

.25,011,027

.25,202,008

.23,872,690

.21,137,177

.20,001,066

In 1886 the percentage of tho l’ar:i shipments going

direct to Europe was 42. 'The figuios declined to 38

per cent in 1862, and adv.iiiced in 1865 to 16 per cent.

From the treasury department at \\ ashington comes

the revised official lignres of the India-rubber move-

ment for the United Slates for the calendar year 1865,

Representing Keimers A' Meyer (Nc.v ^ ork .and

Boston); Iloilbut, Symons A Co. (I ondon and Liver-

i- j 6 tho Boston Rubber Shoo Co. (Bostcu).

which are presented below in comparison with the

statistics for 1893 and 1891 :

Imports. 1893. 1864. 1895.

lb. lb lb.

India-rubber 39,634,706 35.370,889 41,766,774

Gutta-percha 487,670 704,168 3,031,155

'Potal 40,122,676 36,075,057 44,797,929

1 $
India-rubber goods.. .. 340,6-10 393,781 309,513

Gutta-percha goods.

.

. . 50,001 53,173 75,962

'Total 356,954 385,475

Exports.
JDots and Shoes .. 205,637 211,393 211,.592

All other 1,2.15,416 1,321,751 1,432,0-27

'Total, domestic. . 1,441,046 1,536,144 1,676,619

P'oreigii manufactures 166,6-22 4,097 7,574

lb. lb. lb.

Crude India-rubber.

.

1,816,727 1,615,076 2,217,697

Gutta-percha 19,616 464,602 47,859

Total . . 1,866,313 2,079,678 2,265,.556

With respect to ihe countries whence the crude

India-rubber was imported the govern-iicut statement

supplies these figures relating of course to pounds :

—

1894 l8y5

United Kingdom.

.

• • • • 4,937,096 7,479,816

Germuiy .. . . . • 1,195,363 1,055,015

Other Europe , , , , 2,065,612 2,496,492

Mexico . . . • 129,038 158,419

Central America.. • « • • 1,116,517 1 391,002

West Indies rV'enezuelanI 32,646 39,758

Brazil . « 23,642,155 26,603,173

Other South America .. 1,.594,781 1,748,778

Africa 122,217 .56,023

East Indies . . . • 461,166 736,159

Other countries .. .. 24,185 11,089

'Total India-rubber 35,370,839 41,766,774

Gatta-pei'ch .

.

• • • ( 704,103 3,031,155

Grand total 36,075,057 43,797,929

'The last table which will bo given here relates to

the value of exports of domestic manufactures of Iiidia-

rubbar (including boots and shoes) for several past

calendar years ::

—
Year. Value. Year Value.
1886 .jii 782,(5 10 1891 f 1,319,491

1887 815,096 1892 1,555,111

1888 833,126 1893 1,141,016

1889 937,497 1894 1,536,141

1890 1,175,151 1895 1,676,619

—Indian Ituhher ITorld. April 10th.

LEGAL REFORT.S.

THE (T ]I’RONELL.A OIL DISPUfE.
TKK.VTf l\ DO.MElKIf A Co.

In the High Court of .Justice on Wednesday,
B.aroii Pollock and Mr. Justice Day. sitting as a
Divisional Court, heard an application in tho matter
of tho arbitration between Mr.’ B. C. 'Preatt and
Doineior A Co. 'The application was to have set
aside tho award of the arbitrators, and it was m ide
at the instance of Messrs. Domeier A Co., for whom
Mr. Joseph Walton, Q.C., and Mr. Hollams appeared.
Mr. 'Trea t was represented by Mr. Chitty.

Mr. Walton, in opening the motion, said that the
claim out of which the arbitr^tiou arose was one
by Mr. 'Treatt against Messrs. Domeier A Co., and
the question which aro^o between those gciillomeii
was whether Messrs Domeier A Co. were bouii.l
to take delivei'y of a quantity of citrouolla oil, an
article made out of some kind of grass, which
possessed a pleasant smell, and which was used for
various purpo3es,such as scenting soap and otlier thin"3 .

'Tlio terms of the contract being that if a dispute
arose it was to bo referred to the arbitration of two
member.s of tho Broker.s Produce Association, the
matter was submitted to Mr. Green and Mr. French.
'Tliuc was no dispute about the facts, and although
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some evidence was taken by the avbitratorp, it was
taken at their own sugf^eation, and was tiio evidence
of an analyst whom they thought it right to consult,

and who turned aut to be the same gentleman as

Uomeier A Go., had called as their witness. The
contract was signed by the brokers, and was that

they had bought to the order of Domeier & Co., the
purchasers, about 2,000 lb. citronella oil in drums

—

“quality guaranteed equal to sample’’—and any
dispute arising out of the contract to be settled by
arbiti’ation. The question arose on the words in

the contract, “ citronella oil,’’ which was the thing to

be sold, and quality guaranteed equal to sample.” The
simple was a small bottle of the oil, and apparently
it was all right, smelling all right and looking all right.

Then the bulk was tendered, and it smelt all right

and looked all right. The piu'chaser, as was the cus-

tom in these cases, analysed it, and it turned out that
instead of being citronella oil, (Id per cm t. of it was
something else. It was adultered with 55 per cent, of

keiosene, a mineral oil, and 10 per cent, of essence of

lemon to correct the kerosene and give the compound
a smell which very much resembled the smell of the
right citronella cil.

Baron Pollock : Does citronella oil come from the
citron tree ?

Mr. Walton : Yes, I suppose so.

Baron Pollock : Lemon oil serves for a great many
purposes

Mr. Walton said yes, but this was not made from
lemons, and the etymology did not indicate the real

origin of the article, which was really made from a
grass. In this case the seller had put more than half

of kerosene, which had very little smell, and they ad-

ded the 10 per cent, of lemon to give it the itccessary

smell.
Mr. Justice Day: Is “citronella oil” known in the mar-

ket?

Mr. Walton said yes; it was dealt in considerably.

In this case, when the purchaser found this out, ho
I’efused to take it, and said he had bought citro-

nella oil

Mr. .Justice Day: Not something else made to

look like it ?

Mr. Walton assented. Then Mr. Treatt said, “ But
you analysed the sample,” and no doubt they did,

and it turned out that the sample was just as much
a sham as the bulk was.

Mr. -Tustice Day: Then you say that the whole
thing was a fraud.

Mr. Walton: No; I do not say that; but I say

it was a sham. Ttiere is no suggestion of fraud
against anyone ;

but the stuff was a fraud. I do not
suppose Mr. Treatt mixed this stuff up.

Mr. Chitty : This “ stuff ” has been sold as “citro-

nella oil for the last thirty-five years in the London
market.
Mr. Walton : There is no evidence of that.

Mr. -Tustice Day {to Mr. Walton): You are bound
by it, if it is to sample and is marketable as citro-

nella oil.

Mr. Walton: But the arbitratorsrefused to decide that

question at all. The gentleman who appeared before

them for Mes.srs. Domeier called at ention to the lawon
the subject, and pointed out that it was not enough
that the stuff should be equal in quality to the
s.imple, but that it must correspond with the des-

cription.

M. Justice Day : It must be substantially the same
article as the sample.
Mr. Walton said that it must be, first, citronella oil.

Mr. .Justice Day : Marketable as citronella oil
;
but

it may not bo citronella oil.

Mr. Walton replied that the point was explained

to the arbitrators by the solicitor who appeared for

Messrs. Domeier, but they pooh-poohed it. There
were many cases like this where goods were the same
as the sample, but which did not answer to the
description of the thing sold, and that was provided
for under section 13 of the Sale of Goods Act.

There was an implied condition that the goods should
correspond with the description, and if the sale was
by sample it was not sutticieiu that the bulk of

the goods corresponded with the sample if

it did not also correspond with the descrip-

tion. The same thing was dealt with under

section 15 of the Act, which provided that in the case
of a contra,ct for sale by sample there was an im-
plied condition that the goods should be free from
any defect which rendered them unmarketable.
Baron Pollock: Y'our point is that it is not a

question here of buying to sample, but of whether the
article sold was the article delivered?
Mr. Walton said yes, and it was said by the gen-

tleman who appeared on the other side that this
statute did not apply to an article like citronella oil.

Barron Pollock : Why not ?

Mr. Walton replied that he did not know, but at
any rate that seemed to be said by the affidavit. The
arbitrators were asked to deal with that question speci-
fically, whether this was the thing that was sold; and
they were asked to state a case,' and they declined.
Thej' were asked to postpone their award so that ap-
plication might be made for an order that they should
state a c.ase. But they refused, and what was done
was this. The agent who appeared for Messrs.
Domeir went off post-haste and took out a sum-
mons, which he served upon them at half-past four
o’clock that day

;
yet, in spite of that, they made their

award, which, ho ventured to think, was an improper
thing to do. The terms of the award showed that
the .arbitrators h.ad not considered at a*l the question
which had been put before them. They said: “We
decide that the quality of the three drums tendered
to the buyers is equal to the simple guaranteed to
the contract, and these three drums must be taken
by the buyers.” They did not deal with the ques-
tion whether the bulk—the drums—tendered contained
what was known, and commercially known, as
“citronella oil” or not. They only found that tho
ipiality was equal to the sample, and tjierefore that tho
bulk must be taken.
Mr. Justice Day: If it is “ citronella oil,” the only

question remaining is. Does it coi’respond with the
sample ?

Mr. Walton said that what ho complained of was
that they did not say it was citronella oil.

Baron Pollock: Do you admit that they analysed
the sample before they purchased the bulk ?

Mi'. Walton: No, my lord.
Baron Pollock : You do not contend that it must be

pure citronella oil ?

Mr, Walton said he contended that it should not bo
GO per cent cf something else. In one of the affidavits
it was said that there was called Mr. Albert Domeier,
who swore that he had had dealings in this oil for 35
years

; that he had tested and examined the sample
as he h.ad done for 45 years—namely, by smell

;
and

that by his smell he was recognised as one of the best
judges of these oils in the world, and from his exami-
nation he was qrtite satisfied that the oil was citro-
nella, oil. What lie (Mr. Walton) desired to say was
that if the arbitrators had made an award saying that
it was citronella oil, notwithstanding that it was so
largely adulterated, he would not complain. The affi-
davit of Mr. Chance, which he had been reading,
went on to say that he had pointed out to the arbitra-
tors that Domeier & Co. had rejected the goods be-
cause they did not accord with the description, and
that, if so, it was immaterial whether the goods
corresponded to the sample or not

; and he
submitted tluxt they were entitled to reject the
goods, first, by virtue of section 13 of the Sale
of Goods Act, because they did not correspond with
the description in the contract of sale, and, secondly,
by virtul of section 15 sub-section 2, because the
goods contained a defect, rendering them unmer-
chantable, not apparent upon a reasonable exami-
nation of the sample. They had proved by witnesses
that the samples were adulterated with 55 percent,
of kerosene and 10 per cent essence of lemon, and
that citronella oil adulterated to that extent was
unmerchantable as citronella oil, and did not come
within the description of citronella oil and that Mr.
Domeier’sexamination of the sample was areasonable
one. No evidence was called for Mr. Treatt, but Mr.
Jones on his behalf had contended before the arbitra-
tors that the Sale of Goods Act had no bearing on
the matter. Mr. Walton argued that the question
whether this was citronella oil or not had thus been
distinctly raised, and that the arbitrators seemed to have
taken the view that it did not matter if the goods were
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equal to the sample. That was all that they dealt
with ill their award. Mr. Doineir iu his affidavit said his
firm contracted to buy this at Is Bid ])8!' lb., and that
they found that the goods were not citroue.lla oil, and
not saleable or merchantable as such. Mr. Walton
submitted that the questions the arbitrators had to
decide were fir.st, whether this stuff was citronella
oil, and second whether it was equal to the sample,
which was not disputed.
L>aron Pollock asked it Mr. Domeir analysed the

sample.
Mr. Walton : No.
Baron Pollock : He trusted, like many other peo-

ple, to his nose.
Mr. Walton: No doubt; but he was deceived by

the essence of lem^n,
Mr. .Justice Day: The affidavit says that by his

smell he was recognised as one of the best judges of
citron oil in the world. Ilis examination was •* reason-
able ’ from the commercial point of view.
Mr. Walton replied that that evidence was given

to bring the case within section 1.5 of the Act which
said that where there was a sale by sample there
was an implied condition that the goods should be
free from any defect rendering them unmerchant-
able, which would not be apparent on a ‘‘ reason-
able" examination of the sample. To bring it within
that section he had to prove that reasonable ex-
amination. But the adulteration was done so
cleverly that it deceived Mr. Domeier, even though
he was so good a judge. No one had ouggested that
a mixture containing only 35 per cent of citronella
oil, and the bulk made up of kerosene oil, could be
citronella oil.

Baron Pollock ; If the arbitrators were satisfied
that it was citronella, according to the custom of the
trade, they might have said so.

Mr. Walton; And that would have made an end of
the matter.
Baron Pollock ; Their view was that it was mer-

chantable citronella oil, but they did not say so.

Mr. Walton: They told Mr. Domeier that that
was not necessary, and that the only question was
whether the guarantee of the contract was satisfied.
Baron Pollock : Why did they not do it?
Mr. Chitty : Because they do not live iu the Temple,

my Lord, if I may make such an answer. They took
the view that they subsequently decided the question.
Baron Pollock : Although they do not live in the

Temple, they admit that tlicie is 05 per cent that is

not citronella oil, and yet it is marketable. It would
be satisfactory even to those who do live in the Temple
to know why they do so.

Mr. Chitty said that although they did not traverse
the statement that there was 05 per cent not citronella
oil, yet for all that the article was what was known in
the market as citronella oil. When they wanted it

chemically pure, citronella oil was sold iu the market
at 4s 8d per lb.

Mr. Walton
; We do not admit that.

Mr. Chitty said he knew that; but it was the fact
nevertheless, and this was sold at Is lOd per lb.

Baron Pollock : That is my chief difficulty. It may
be that this was citronella oil

; but if so, why did not
the arbitrators say so ? They only said that this was
sold by sample, and was according to sample.
Mr. Chitty replied that their Lordsips were not dealing

with an award made by a lawyer. What the arbitrators
said was that the bulk was delivered in accordance
with the contract.

Baron Pollock :—No, in accordance with the sample.
Mr. Chitty said that if they had said it was in

accordance with contract there would have been an
end of this matcer, and he submitted that in sub-
stance they had said so. The contract was to sell

according to sample. The sample was delivered to

this gentleman with the thirty- five-year-old nose of

which ho seemed to bo so proud, and he took all his

usual means of testing it. He had been iu the habit

of buying this oil from Treatt, and shortly before

this transaction he bought 2,800 lbs. of it from
Treatt, and a dispute about it arising, he went to

arbitration upon it, and was beaten, and the goods
had to be taken by the buyers upon appeal. Dor the

pure essence ol this grass, properly distillf'tl. one had
to pay 4s lOd lo 5s per lb.
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Mr. Walton said that that was contradicted, and

that his evidence was that the price of the oil supplied

by Mr. Chitty’s client was never more than 2 s.

Baron Pollock (to Mr. Chitty): You say they Michased

2,B001b. of citronella oil of a like description. Does that

mean withf>5 per cent, of other oil ?

Mr. Chitty: Yes. He then repeated the terms of

the arbitrators’ award, and contended that the

whether this was or was not citronella oil was fully

decided by the arbitrators, although they had not

put it into their finding. If they had left out of fheir

award the words “is equal to the sample,’’ and had

only said, “We find that the three drums must be

taken by the buyers and paid for,’’ it would have been

a perfect award. The only technical fault was that

they said “ is equal to sample.’’

Baron Pollock: No; the objection is that there are

two things the arbitrators have to decide, and they

shy at one.

Mr. .lustice Day ; It looks like an attempt on their

part to screen the fraudulent practices of the trade

in selling a thing which is only 35 per cent, of the

article describ d.

Mr. Chitty:. No. The point is, that this stuff has

been sold as citronella oil for many years.

Mr. Justice Da}^ : Fraudulently.
Mr. Chitty : Not fraudulently.

Mr. Justice Day: A thing that is 65 percent, kero-

sene and 35 per cent, citronella oil, which it professes

to be.

Mr .Chitty said that it was Un article which, pure,

sold at 4s lOd per lb.

Mr. Walton : That is contradicted.

Mr. Clqtty said that, pure, it was sold at that price ;

but here the purchaser was buying at Is 8d per lb.,

and he must have known that he was not buying pure

citronella oil. He had also been buying it for thirty

-

five years, and had tested this and previous samples

by' the smell
;
and everybody else in the City of Lon-

don who dealt in this oil had been iu the habit of buy-

ing it in the same way—by the test of smell.

Mr. Justice Day : 'They have all been impo.^ed upon.

Mr. Chitty said no, not more than the people who
bought fl innelette thinking tliere was flannel in it.

Mr. Justice Day; If this is what is known by commer-
cialpe pie as ciironella oil there is no fraud at all. But
that is what the arbitrators will not say. They .seem

to be screening the trade.

Baron Pollock: It is of the very essence of these

arbitration cases that the arbitrators should find put

questions laid before them, so as to give satisfaction

to the parties. They should not say, “ Oh, you tell

us there are two questions; ws think there is only

one.’’ I am rather Inclined to agree with my learned

brother that it is to screen the trade, but I will not

put it so high. Y'et here we find that the arbitra-

tors are asked to decide a poin; one way or other,

a::d they have not done so.

i\L'. Chitty admitted that the arbitrators had not

distinctly S'.id that this was citionella oil in the

commercial sense.

Mr. Justice Day: But they were asked to do so,

and they ought to do so.

Mr. Chitty: Then it would have to go back.

He then went o j to argue that under the terms of

the agreement for arbitration, which were under the

rules of the Produce Brokers Asfeociation, Domeier A
Co., not being satisfied with the finding of the arbi-

trators, should first have appealed to the Council of

the Association before coming to this Court.

Baron Pollock then delivered the finding of the Court.

He said there were two questions to be decided. The first

was. Ought this award to go back on the ground that

the arbitrators had not, in substance, decided the

matter brought before them ? It had always been

a well-known rule of law that where goods were sold

they must be of reasonably merchantable qualitj’, iu

which case, w'hether the sale was by sample or not,

there was alw.iys the previous question whethoc the

goods delivered were those A'hich were contracted

for. And in the Sale of Goods Act, where the con-

tract was by description, the goods must correspond

with the description. Whore the goods wore sold by

sample as well ai description, it was not sufficient that

they corresponded with the sample if they did not

also correspond with the description. In this case
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the defendants said that the goods were sold not
only by sample, but also by deseription, and that
the plaintiff, in order to succeed, must prove that
the goods delivered did correspond with the des-
cription of the goods sold. The aibitrators had not
said SO) and therefore this was an insufficient and
imperfect award, and it was proper that it should be
sent back. The other question was that under the
terms of the arbitral ion agreement there was no
apjjeal to this Court until after appeal to the Council
of the Produce Brokers Association. On this point
his Ijordship held that it was perfectly consistent
with the provisions of the Arbitration Act for tlie

matter to have been brought into this Court.
Mr. Justice Day concuired, adding that for him-

self he should have preferred simply to have set the
award aside in this particular case.
The question w'as accordingly referred back to the

arbitrators, on the understanding that if any difficulty
arose in getting the gentlemen who fonneily acted
as arbitrators to proceed with the matters, that diffi-

culty should dealt with according to the rules of the
Produce Brokers Association applicable in such cases.—Vhewist and /h?///r/i.s7, Api il 25th.

DKUU llEPOUT.

(From Chemist (ind /triiai/isl

.

)

hoiulon, April 2:jril.

Koi..r ^ ITS.—In .spite of tlie recent l.irge arrivals,
the market seems to have gained some little tirmne.ss,
and sales of fair quality Hast Indian kolas are reported
at Sd per lb.

O 11..S (Kssential).—tdtronella oil slow of .sale and easier
on the spot as well as for arrival. Lemongrass (juiet at
21 1 per oz.

THE AM.STEUUA.M MARKET.
Our Am.sterdam correspondent writes on April 21st,

that the auction of Java cin.’hona-bark, to be held in
Amsterdam on April 3uth, will consist of G,31i) bales
and 239 cases, vyeighing together 51(,98(5 kilos. The bark
is of rich qu.ality, the average percentage of sulphate
of quinine being 5 (i7 per cent of the total weight,
repre.senting a weight of 28,899 kilos of sulphate of
quinine.

IS THB: CAMPIIUIi-M.\llKEr BREAKING
DOWN ?

Another penny-a pound reduction in the price of
camphor was declared on Monday by the EnglipJi
refiners. This lowers the quotation for bells in
20-cwt lots to Is lOd per lb, and is the third drop
within* a month, the first having been declared by
the English refiners on March 30th, when half-ton
lots were lowered from 2s dpi to 2s lAd per lb.

Such a persistent wasting-away of the quotations
on the verge of the chief consuming-season is

well calculated to fill the holders of stock with
alarm, and make them doubt whether a general
breakdown, which may reduce the price to about
half its present figure, be not impending. One
is often and complacently told that manu-
factured chemicals, such as morphia, quinine,
and refined camphor, are now-a-days connec-
ted only with the slenderest of threads to the
commercial movements of their parent-articles. We
should hesitate to affirm that the assertion is true
in any case ; it certainly is not in that of camphor.
The whole situation of that important drug during
the pa it twelve months has turned upon the pro-
ceedings of the “Syndicate” which was formed about
a twelve month ago, and of which we revealed the
names and the policy in May, 1895. At the begin-

'i F A F M }- QQ e.ssay de.scribing a really

JLnrllLOOi genuine Cure for Deafne.ss,
: tinging in Ears, &c., no matter how severe or loior.

staiuling, will be sent post free.—Artificial Ea”.
drums find similar appliances entirely superseded.
Addre.ss THOMAS KEiMPE, Victoria CJi.vm-
I5EKS, 19, Southampton Buiedings, Holborn

;

London.

ning of that year, before the Syndicate had entered
the market, crude camphor—Formosa camphor—was
qft'ei-ed freely at 79s per cwt., c.i.f terms, and although
in IMarcli and April, ostensibly owing to the annexa-
tion of the Island of Formosa by Japan, there was
a slight upward movement, that ripple would no doubt
have died a natural death within a few weeks had
there not appeared upon the scene a prominent
firm of London drug-brokers who began to buy up, on
account of thi'ee capitalists not in any way connec-
ted with the drug-trade, every parcel of camphor
upon w'hich they could lay hands. The operations
of the Syndicate during the ten or eleven months
of its existence have naturally been conducted with
much secrecy, but occasional glimpses of light have
been thrown upon its doings, from which it is be-
lieved that the three operators have bought among
them about 10,007) packages of crude camphor
at an average cost of about 130s per cwt. Under
the iuHuence of the Syndicate purchases crude For-
mosa camphor (now the leading variety) rapidly rose
from 115s per cwt. spot in April to 207s Gd spot in
September. Then came a turn. The Syndicate may
have become tired of buying, or its policy may have
been chauged, but the sudden sallies of the broker
iiiio the Commercial Sale R oms and his periodical
raids upon daring counter-speculators who had to be
cornered came to an end and no sooner did the
Syndicate cease to buy than the market commenced
to droop, Last week Formosa camphor was offei-
ing at as low a figure as 130s per cwt., c.i.f.

but then the Syndicate broker once more put in an
appearance, and supposed purchases on his part to the
extent of about 3,000 piculs once more caused a tem-
porary inflation. Now the broker is gone, and the
market has fallen to pieces with him. The fact seems
to be that the Syndicate have grievously miscalculated
(if they considered at all) the available supply of the
drug. Within the past four or five years the output
of Formosa camphor has been quadrupled, and it is
now tolerably clear that the Japanese occupation of
the island, instead of diminishing, has greatly stimu-
lated the production. Tlie high market-prices caused
by the operations of the Syndicate account for the
increased production, and as the buying up of all
available parcels would be a task exceeding even the
port'ers of the three great capitalists who form the
inner ring, the position of these gentlemen to-day
is an extremely awkward one. Under these circum-
stances we should not he surprised if the report
were true that the Syndicate have ceased to act in
unison

;
that, some time ago, their camphor stock was

parcelled out among the members
; and that one of them

has, by this time, quietly disposed of the bulk,
if not the whole, of his share, while the others
still hold on. The camphor-venture will probably,
in the end. engulph that portion of profits on the
copper speculation of the Syndicate which re-
mains after the disastrous failure of its Zanzibar
clove speculation and at any rate the names of
the speculators will live in the drug market as
those of gentlemen who, without any apparent reason
disturbed the course of the camphor market for a'

whole year. We should like to know, however, who,
besides the brokers, has derived a pennyworth of
good from all this buying and selling. Not the
Syndicate, which has made no profit collectively'
from the venture, nor the refiners, who, be- ^
sides being compelled to buy from hand to'*'
mouth, have most of them been obliged***-
to sell at rates that cannot have been very profitable, ;

The remaining Syndicate members hold between them
'

an enormous stock of crude camphor (which is an
undesirable article to keep in stock anyhow, because
It loses weight rapidH)

;
in fact, it is currently believed

that the published London drug-statistics give but a
very imperfect idea of the true quantity stored at
various warehouses ou Syndicate account. If the
owners openly endeavour to realise this supply they will
certainly knock the bottom out of the market altogether-
if they continue to buy, their last state may be worse’
than their present one, for they must then be prepared
to secure quantities that would tax even their huge re-
sources. As for the refiners, they have to cope not only
with second-hand holders, who are pretty well supplied
but one of their 0 ,W 1 fraternity, who is among the largest
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continental manufactnrera, is apparently competing
against them, and has just issued, through his

Loudon agents, a circular in which after quoting bells

in 1 to 5 cwt. lots at Is lOd per lb. (the other refiners’

quotation of Is lOd per lb. only applies to 10 to 20 cwt.
parcels), he gives it as his opinion that it is pretty
safe for buyers to take advantage of the presnt state
of the market to lay in supplies on that basis. To
that view we should he very loth to subscribe .—Chemist
and Diufigist, April 25.

DEATH OF MU. JOHN BUCHANAN
BUITLSH CENTRAL AFRICA.

Me.ssrs. W, H. Davies Co. write to us!—
We have received the following notice fifon

Mr. Robert Buchanan dated .Michiru, British

Central Africa, March 14th, ISOO :
— “

I gricvt* to

intimate to yon that I have receive<l a telegram

today, stating that my brother John Buchanan,

who left here on the 2nd inst. for Enro])e was

taken ill on the River .Journey, ami diet! in

high fever, soon after reaching Chinde on Monday
9th March.”

In the British CtnUal Africa Gazette of the

1 st nit. we read :
—

We deeply regret to announce the death ot Mr.

.John Buchanan. C.M.G., British Vice-Consul in this

Protectorate. Mr. Buchanan had started to return

to England with his wife and child. Upon reaching

Chinde he became very ill. presumably with fever,

and died in a few hours. Mr. Buchanan left Blan-

tyre seemingly in good health. His illness comnicuced

as he was travelling down the Lower Shire and

culminated in this serious attack at Chinde which

proved fatal.

It is hardly necessary to dilate on the loss to this

community which is brought about by Mr. Buchan-

an’s death. He was almost the only pioneer left of

the first band of Scotchmen who took up the work
which Livingstone laid down. Mr. Buchanan c ime

out to this country, we believe, in 1870, having been

appointed horticulturist to the Church of Scotland

Mission stations. After a change in the Mission

staff, which occurred consequent on a dissidence of

feeling between the manag.ng committee of the

Mission and its servants in Africa, Mr. Buchanan re-

signed his appointment and set up as a coffee

planter. He was practically the first person

to introduce the cultivation of coffee in a practical

way. It was stated by the Commissioner in his 1894

report that Mr. Buchanan first introduced the coffee

plant. There is some doubt about this detail—the

priority of the experiment being credited to one or two

other people—but for all practical purposes it is cor-

rect to s ly that “Mr. Buchan in started coffee

planting in British Central Africa. Assuredly with-

out his dogged perseverance and persistent efforts

during some seven or eight years, British enterprise

in this part of Africa would have perished still-

born, or would have been confined to the

evangelising efforts of the missionary societies.

Though ceasing to be a lay member of the Church

of Scotland Mission, Mr. Buchanan never lost his

interest in Mission work, and being almost the best

Yao linguist that this country has yet produced he

was able to assist the Mission by translating portions

of the Bible into the Yao language. He also maintained

for years a school in connection with the Mission

at Mlungusi. When Consul Hawes was transferred

from the Nyasa Consulate to another post, Mr.

Buchanan becamo Acting Consul and remamed so

until September, 1891. In fbe year 1889 he

afforded great assistance to the Commissioner in

making treaties with the native chiefs and in lay-

ing the foundations of the present British Vrolec-

torata. For these services he was made a C M.G.

Unon the lapse of his appointment as Acting Consul

he^ received that of Vice-Consul which he retained

up to the time of his death.

It would seem a.s though Mr. Buchanan, like so

many others, had fallen, victim to the terribly un-

healthy Zambezi valley. Only a few weeks ago he

was at Zomba paying firevvcll viiits aul remukal
to he writer of this notice th it, althoug’i he was
thot in good health, he dreaded the journey to

Chinde as he had never dreaded it before; he had
an instinctive feeling that he would suffer severely

in passing through this malarial district, and referred

to the analogous case of the late Mr. Monteith
Fotheringham as one which had caused him con-
siderable uneasiness.
There is no doubt that this fact of the 200 miles of

unhealthy Z imhezi-Shire marshy country, which is

our present road to and from the coast, is a moat
serious obstacle to the satisfactory settlement of

British Central Africa. The days and days which are
passed in uncomfortable little steamers in these fetid

marshes are quite sufficient explanation of the deaths
wliich occur from time to time amongst the people
arriving at Chinde. Chinde itself is noLan unliealthy
place, neither is Blantyre, nor Zomba, nor many
other settlements in the highlands of British Central
Africa. It is the intervenning malarial lowlands that
cause so much damage with their generation of

poisonous malaria In the days to come, when the
railway is made from Blantyre to Quelimane via
Chiromo, and when in one day we can pass from
our healthy highlands to a comfortable ocean-
going steamer, the dangers of residence and travelling

in British Central Africa will be almost at an end.

VARIOUS PLANTING NOTES.

Fiukf. Machineuv.—We would draw attention to
the adverasemeiit in .another column on this .sub-

ject. I\Ir. Lehmann has, we learn, made the laigest
coir fibre plant for the West India Fibre Company,
an American concern, ever ordered, to produce per
day 10 tons of fibre for spinning and mattress
purposes.

Tea Company Dispute.—In February last the Dim-
bula Valley (Ceylon) Tea Company, Limited, was is

sued with a capital of i'200,000, and it met with a very
good reception amongst investors. According to the
l ist mail advices from Ceylon, a difficulty his arisen in
connection with the sale of the Belgravia and Elgin es-
tates to the company, and Sir John Muir, who has
been in the Dimbula District, is understood to have
telegraphed to England to stop the transfer of the pro-
perty until his arrival home. In the meantime the sale
was completed, aud the estates have been worked for the
company.—G'tVy Leader, April 25.

Toij.acco in India la an article in the
rioiiccr, it is pointed out that not only ha.s

India’s ex))ort trade in the raw article fallan
aw.a3G but also that the trade in the manufactured
article remains practically what it was 20 3'ears

ago, i.e., confined to insignificant ilealings with
the Maldives, the Straits Settlements, C'e3 lon and
Arabia &c., the total value, of which in 1894-95
was R34..382. On the other hand imports of manu-
factured tobacco (other than cigars) valued in
1893-94 and 1894-95 at 17J and 14s lakhs respec-
tively have about trebled in valpe <luring the
above-mentioned period. The only satisfactory
feature is stated to be the rapid progress made in

the export tr.ade in cigars, which during the past
ten years has increased from 230,924 lb. and
valued at Rl58,892 to 593,539 lb. valued at
R(5,08,944 (in 1894-95) the United Kingdom being
the chief ma ket.

The Best Soaps for Warm Climates are
CALVERrS TOILET SOAR (fid. Tablets) and
PRICKLY-HEAT SOAP (fid. and Is. bars), plea-

santly perfumed, for Bath or Toilet coutainiug
10 (ler cent, of Pure Carbolic. Very .serviceable

as preventives of Piickly-heat and other skin
irritation. Sold at Chemists, Stores, &c.

F. C- CALVERT & C0-> Manciiester.
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COLOMBO PRICE CUKKENT.

(Furnished by the Chamber of Commerce).

Colombo, May 19fch, 1896.

Exchange of London ; Closing Rates,
^
BanL

Selling Rates On demand 1/1 13-16 to 27-.S2 ;
4

months’ sight 1/1 27-32 to | ;
6 months’ sight 1/1| to

29-32. Bank Buying Rates ;—Credits 3 months ®’Sht

1/1 31-32 to 1/2; ”6 months’ sight 1/2 to 1/2 1-32.

Docts. 3 months’ sight 1/2 to 1/2 1-32; 6 months sight

l!^ 1-32 to 1/2 1-16.

Coffee.—Plantation Estate Parchment on the spot

per bus!., R16 to 17'75.—Very sarcc. Estate Crops in

Parchment, delivery, per bushel, no quot. Plantation

Estate Coffee, f.o.b. on the spot per cwt, 00

to 87'.50 Liberian parchment on the spot per bushel,

R11-.50 to 12. Native Coffee f.o.b. per cwt. R67 50.

Tea.—Average Prices ruling during the week ; Broken

Pekoe, per lb 55c. Pekoe per lb 43c. Pekoe

Souchong, per lb 32c Broken mixed and Dust, per

lb 28c.—Averages of Wednesday’s sale.
.

Cinchona Bark.—Per unit of Sulphate of Quinine,

per lb l^c. to 3ic. Twigs and branch no quotation.

Cardamoms.—per lb Rl'75 to 2’30.

Coconut Oil.—Mill oil per cwt. R15‘37.—bales.

Dealer’s oil per cwt. R14'87. to 15’00.—Sales.

Coconut oil in ordinary packages f.o.b. per ton

R338-75 to 310.—Sales.
Copra.—Per candy of 560 lb R42 00 to R49'00

Coconut Cake; (Poonac) f.o.b. per ton, R55 to 65.

Cocoa.—Unpicked and undried, R30 to 38^

1 Q J
Kogalla per cwt. E9 to 18.

Coir Yarn.—

N

os. 1 to r7 to 14.

Cinnamon.—Nos. 1 ife 2 only f.o.b. 66c.—Nominal.

Ordinary Assortment, per lb 63c, do

Ebony; per ton.—None offering.

Plumbago ; Large Lumps per ton. Riot) to oot).

Ordinary Lumps per ton, R130 to 290. Chips per ton,

R80 to 140. Dust per ton, R30 to 90.

Rice.—Soolye per bag, R7‘00 to R7'90.

Pegu and Cfalcutta Calunda per bag R7‘ i o to R8 Oo,

Coast Calunda per bushel, R2'^80 to R3'20.

Muttusamba per bushel, R2‘95 to R3'60.

Kadappa and Kuruwe per bushel,—no quotations.

Rangoon Raw 8 bushel, oag, R9 00.

Freights.

o

Cargo.
t3 "S

M 9 !-l

<D q g
P-ll-5 O'

s. d.

Ti M

25/Tea
Coconut Oil

Plumbago 17/6

Coconuts in bags 17/6

Other Cargo
Broken Stowage 12/6

SAILERS.
Coconut Oil • • 28/9

Plumbago . • 28,

9

New York rates per steamer

12/6 (<$ 15/ above London rates.

-5/3
S ®

* tj M
£ O
bi ft

s. d.

25/

20/

20/

20/
20/

«—

t

cn

§ ^
§ t
s. d.

25/

Coconut Oil.— 15 00 to 15'12 per cwt do
Copra.—Market steady

:

—

-

S •

e 9 o

(-1

m pQ
s. d.

17/6

15/

15/

15/

15/

By Mr, A.

Garden Parchment
Chetty do

Native Coffee
do f.o.b.

Liberian Parchment,
do Coffee,

Cardamoms.—
Cocoa.—

(

noniin;il)

1» ICE.—Market Steady:-
Kazla
Soolye
Calluncb.
Coast Callunda
Kuruve
Muttusamba

LOCAL MARKET.
M. Uhittamhalam, 7, Baillic St., Fort

Colombo, May 23rd, 1896.

Klf -f O to 15 00 per bushel
15’50 to 16‘.50 do
55 00 to 57-00 per cwt
62-00 to 63-00 do
12-00 per bushel (nominal
60-00 to 62 00 per cwt
0-70 to 1-75 per lb (nomina

30 00 to 38-00 per cwt do

116-50 to 6-75

7-00 to^7-75
7-75 to 8-00

2-87 to 3-00
2-75 to 2-87

3
-00 to 3-25

per bag
do

per bushel
do
do

Kalpitiya
Marawila
Cart Copra

Poonac.—

G

ingelly
Chekku
Mill (retail)

Ebony.—quotations at
Satinwood.—cubic feet
IIalmilla.— do

with transhipment

ClNN.AMON.—Quoted Nos. -

63 cents per lb (nominal)
_

Chips.—R75-00 per candy (nominal)
^

.

CocoNUTS.-Ordmary R35-00 to -38-00 per 1,000 (nominal)

do Selected 40-00 to 43‘00 do do

R48 00 to 48-75 per candy
47-00 to 47-50 do
43-00 to 45-00 do
77 -.00 to 85 00 per ton
97 -.00 to 100 00 do

70-00 to 80-00 do
RlOO to R185 (nominal)
1-50 to 2-12 do
1-25 to 1-50 do

KiTUL Fibre.—

Q

uoted at R30-00 per cwt (nominal)
Palmyra Fibre.—

Q

uoted nominally:

—

Jaffna Black.—Cleaned (Scarce)
do Mixed R18-00 to 18-50

Indian do R7-00 to 9-00

Do Cleaned 10-00 to 14-00

Sapan Wood.*—

Q

uoted 55-00 to 60-00

Kerosine Oil—

A

merican 7-50 to 7-60

do Russian
Kapok.—

C

leaned f. o.b :—
do Uncleaned (new)

Croton Seed
Nux. Vnomica

per cwt.
do

per ton
per case*

3

-

49 to 3-44 per tin
(Scarce)

4

-

50 to 5-00 per cw4
13-00 to 17-00 do
2-.50 to 3-00 per cwt

CEYLON EXPORTS AND
1895-1896.
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MARKET RATES FOR OLD AND N E .V PRODUCTS.
(From L-wis <& Peat’g Fortniijhtly Pric<-s Carrent, London, Gth May, 1S96. >

QUALITY.

ALOE^, Socotriiic
Zanzibar & Hepatic

BEES’ WAX.
Zanzibar & I White ..

Bombay I Yellow...
Mnitr tills .V .vlartasasciir..

CAMPHOB, China
Japan

CARDAMOMS, Malabar..

Ceylon.— Mysore

,, Tellicherry..

„ Long
,. Mangalore .

CASTOK OIL, Calcutta.
Madras ..

CHUIJES. Zaiiziliir ..

CINCHONA BARK.—
Ceylon

iHNN A MON, Ceylon 1st?

2mlr
3rit

4tli8 and 5ths
Clilpr

CLOVES, Penang
Araboyna
Zanzibar I

and Pemba /
Steins

COCHLHS IMJiCUS ...

COFFEE
, ^

••

Ceylon Plantation

Native ,

Liberian
COCOA. 1 eylon

0 LOMIlO ROOT...

COIIL ROPE, Ceyh.'ii ...

Cochin ..

FIBRE, Brush .-

Cochin ...

Stuffing ..

COIR YARN, t eylon ..

Cochin ...

do.

CROTON SEEDS, silted...

CUTCU
,

••• •"

U 1Mi E K ,
Bengal ,

rough
Calicut, cuL A.

B & i

Cochin Rougli...

Japan
3UM AM.'IUMACUM ...

ANL'IIi Zanzibar...

Madagascar ...

ABABICE.I. A Ad. 11 ...

Ohalti ..

Kurrachee .

.

Madras ...

ASSAEtETIDA

KINO
MYKRR, picked ...

.Vdcii sorts

OLIBANUM, drop

pickings
siftings

IXlHARUBUEli, Assam..

Rivngoon
Borneo

Fair to tine dry
Coiumoii to good

G od to fine

Fair
Dark to good palish .

Fair average cpiality ..

Clipped, bold, brigtit fine

Middling, stalky & lean
Fair to tine plump
See 's

Hood to fine ...

Brownish
Shelly to good
Med brown to good bold

Ists and 2nds
Ists and ‘iiids

Dull 10 tine bright

Ledgeriana Chips
Crown, Renewed .

.

Org. .Stem
Hybrid Root

Chip
Ordinary to fine quill ..

)t i>

jy y * • •

*

Woody and hard
Fair to g oit

nil to fine bright bold
Dull to tine

Good and fine bright
on; tiiou dill to fair ...

Fair
Fail-

Bold to line bold c lory

.Midding to tine mid
Lowinicl. and low grown
Smalls
Good ordinary
Small to I old
Bold to fine bold
.Medium and fair

T'riage to ordinary
I Fair to good
Old. & middling yvoriliy

j

Ordinary to fair

Old. to fine long .straight

Ordiiuivy to good clean
Common to tine

Common to suiierior

.. .. very fine ...

Roping, fair to good
Fair to good
Fair to tine dry
Fair
Good to tine bold
Small and medium
omnion to tine bold

Small and D’s
Unsolit
Sm. blocky to tine clean
Picked fine pale in sorts

Part yellow and mixed
Bean and Pea size ditto

.\mber and dk. red bold

.Med. A bold glassy sorts

Fair to good palisli ...

.. ., red . .

Ordinary to good pale
Pickings to fine pale ...

Good and fine pale
Reddish to pale selected

Dark to tine pale
Clean fr to gd. almonds
Ord. stony and blocky

Fine bright
Fair to tine pale

.Middling to good
Good to tine yyhite ...

.Middling to fair

Low to good pale

Slightly foul to fine ...

Good to tine

Common to foul A nixd.

Fair to good clean

Common to fine

QUOTATIONS.

Gs a 100s
lisa 70s

G7 a £8
£6 l‘i/0 a £7
£6 5s a £7
1-25S

145s
Is Id a -2s 8d
Is 5d a Is 9(1

Is 8d a 3s 7d
2s 8d a -2s lid
Is 8d a 2s

Is 3d a Is 81
Is Gd a 3s

2s 2d a 3s 9d
2|d a -

23d
2id a 2.)d

28s a 37s Gd

2d a 3^d
2d a 4{d
IJd a 3d
2,(1 a 2Jd
Iid a 2d
KjAd a Is 4(1

lOd a Is 3d
Ojd a Is Id

83d a Old
3d a 3gd

7d a 11(1

3id a 4ld
2id a 2id
l^d a ‘2 o'lGd

1(1

7s a 7s 3d

114s a 122s

l0-2sa 11-2S

95s a 100s

93s a 97s

80s a 8GS
75s a 83s

59s a 71s Gd
.53s a 58s

•20s a 50s

l-2s a 14s

7s a 9s
nominal
£10 a £15
£10 a £24
£12 a £14
£5 a £G lOs

£12 a £2G lOs

£12 a £34
en lOs a £15
G5s
17.1 a 32s Gd
IGs

GOs a 70s
42s a 5Gs Gd
34s a 37s 6(1

28s a 32s Gd
22s a 23s
l7s a 3Gs Gd
£10 7s Gd a £13
£7 17/G a£10 10s
70s a £7 12/6

£4 5s a £9
90s a 120s
£4 Ss a £0 15s
£5 a £7 .5s

50s a 70s
25s a 75s
G5s a 7.5s

35s a 55s
45s a G5s

40s a 70s

15s a 3os
£-20 a £25
80s a 90s
45s a G5s
35s a 60s
20s a 31s
7s a 15s

9s Gd a 14s

Is lod a 2s 3(1

3d a Is Gd
Is 4d a Is lljd
lid a Is 8d

INDIARUBBKR, (Contd).
Java, Sing. & Penang

Mozambique

Madagascar

INDIGO, E.I.

MACK. Bombay, 4 Penang

I

MYRABOLAN ES, Aladras

j

Bombay ...

Bengal
NUTMEGS—

Bombay & Penang

NUTS, ARECA
NUX VO.MIC.A, Bombay

Madras

OIL OF ANISEED ...

CASSIA
LEMONGRASS
NUT.MEG
CINNA.MON
CITRON ELLE

OR HELLA WEKD-
Ceylon
Zanzibar.

PEPPER - (Black;—
Alleppee & Tellicherry
Singapore

Acheen & IV. C. Penang
PLU.MB.VGO, lump

chips
dust

SAFFLOWER

SANDAL WOOD-
Bombay, liOgs

Chips
Madras, Logs

( hips

SAPAN WOOD, Bombay
.Madras
Manila
Siam

SEEDLAC
SENNA, Tinnevelly

SHELLS, M. o'PEARL-
Bonibay

Mussel
TANIARINDS, Calcutta ..

Madras ...

TORTOISESHELL—
Zanzibar and Boinb.iy

TURMERIC, Bengal ...

Madras
Do.
Do.

Cochin

VANILLOES—
Mauritius and I Ists

Bourbon ... j 2uds
3rd.s

Seychelles

VERMILION

QU ALf rv. QUOTATIONS

Foul to good clean .

Good to tine Ball
'rdinary to fair Ball
Low sandy Ball
Sausage fair to good
Liver and livery Ball
Fr to fine pinky <fc white
Fair to good black
Niggers, low to good .

Beiigal--
Shipping inidtogd violet

onsuming iniJ. to gd
Ordinary to mid. good
.Mid. to good Kurpah..
Low to ordinary
Mid. to good Madras
Pale reddish to tine .

Ordinary to fair

Chips and dark
Dark to tine pale UG .

Fair Coast
Jubblepore
Bhimlies
Rhajpore, itc.

Calcutta
G4’s to 57’s

llU’s to 80 s

IGO’.s to I30's
Ordinary to fair fresh .

Oidinafy to middling...
Fair to good bold fresh .

.Small ordinary and fair
Fair merchantable
According to analysis..
Good flavour & colour...
Dingy to white
Ordinary to fair sweet...
liright di good flavour .

.Hid. to tine not woody .

Picked clean flat leaf ...

,, wiry Mozambique

Fair lo bold lieavy
Fair
Dull to tine

Fair to fine bright bold
Middling to good small
Dull to tine bright
Ordinary to fine bright
Good to tine pinky
Middling to fair

Inferior and pickings .

Fair to fine flavour

Fair to good flavour .

,

Inferior to fine
Lean to good
Good average

I
Rough & rooty to good

1 bold smooth
Ord. dusty to gd. soluble
'lood to fine bold green
Fair middling medium
Common dark and small

1

Bold and A’s
D’s and B’s
Small
Small to bold
.Mid. to tine bl’k not stony
Stony and inferior

Selected
Small to bold dark
mottle part heavy

Fail-

Finger fair to tine liolil

Vlixed midlng.
1 bright

Bulbs
Finger
Bulbs

Is Gd a Is -2d

•2s 2(1 a -2s 5(1

is -2(1 a -2s 13d
lOd a Is Id
Is 4d a 2s 5|d
Is 35(1 a 2s 25 d
lsllida-2s 5d
Is 3(1 a Is lOd
lOid a Is 73d

4s Gd a 5s 2(1

3s 9(1 a 4s 4d
•2s 10(1 a 3s 8(1

2s Gd a 3s 3d
Is a Is Gd
Is 4(1 a 2s lod
Is 8(1 a Is 10(1

Is 3d ii Is Gd
.Is

2s 6(1 a 4s Gd
4s 3(1

3s 9(1 a Os
3s 9(1 a 7s

‘s Od a 5s 6(1 '

3s Gd a 5s Gd
3s a 3s 2d
Is 2(1 a 2s
9(1 a Is

8s Gd a 1 2s Gd
4 s 6(1 a 6s
6s a 7s Gd
4s Gd a 7s
10s
7s Gd a Ss 3d
•2/d

3jd a 4(1

4(1 a Is 3d
Is 4(1 a Is 5d

11s a 15s
10s a 20s
15s a 17sGd

2id a 2‘d
2 7-1 Gd
2(1 a 2Jd
15s a 17s Gd
3s Gd a 13s
Is Gd a 8s 9d
2s a Gs
lK)s

80s
GOs a 65s

130 a £50
5s a £3
£30 a t.50

£4 a £8
£4 a £6 5s
£4 a £G noni.
£4 10s a A5 15s
£Ga.£7
70s a 95s
Gd a 8(1

2Jd a 55(1

|(1 a 2d

£4 2sCda £4 5s
£3 L5s a £4 10s
72s Gd a 80s
10s a 50s
Os
Gs a 7s
55s

19s a 23s Gd
7s 3(1

8s a 9s Gd
7s a 8s
Gs Gd a 7s Gd
7s s 7s Gd
5s Gd a 7s Gd

(!d. crysallized 4 a Oin. Ls :i

Foxy & reddish IJ a 8 ..lisa 1.5s

Lean and inferior ..|7sal0s
I Inferior to tine ervs- I

I tallizeil 3i a 9 iti. /
Fine, pure, bright

8s a 31s

d a ‘2s 8d2s
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IWTEKN PROA'INCE.—The prepar-

ation for yala rice cull ivatioa has

been delayed in some villages

owing to the drought, but the

harvest prospects are generally

good. The supply of fruits and vegetables are

good, except in the ^*egonlbo di.strict and some

parts of Pasdun Korale (Kalutara).

CtSNXnAO PROVINCE.—.Malia crops harvested

with satisfactory results ; operation for yala culti-

vation proceeding
;

fruit somewhat scarce in

Xuwara Eliya. Stock -—Foot and mouth disease

prevailing in Walapane.

XoKTiiicRN Province.— llarve.sting over in all

parts except in Mullaittivn and Vavuniya districts,

where paddy is being reaped and thrashed. Crops

good. Some of the paddy lands are being

ploughed and manured. Dry grain in ear, har-

vesting has commenced in many places, cro]i

attacked by worms, tobacco being harvested and
cured. Stock .—Cattle plague and foot and month
disease reported from Vavuniya district.

SoLTiiERN PuoviNCE.— Vahi oiillivatiou pro-

ceeding, sowings retarded in some ])luces owing
to drought. Late second raaha crop is being

reaped in llambantota district with indifferent

results. Emit and vegetables fair, and in Giruwa
P.ittu vegetables plentiful. Stock .—A few cases

of foot and mouth disease in Giruwa i’attu.

Eastern Province.—Paddy being harvested

crops not so good as last year owing to rain and
insect blights; in Trincomalee yield is fair excej't

in Koddiyar Pattn, where the crop has been partially

damaged by insects. Dry grain harvested in

Triucomalee with a fair jield.

Xoimi-W'ESTERN Province.—Maha crops har-

vested and yala sowing going on. Stock .—Cattle

plague prevailing in three of the Ivorales of

luirunegala district.

North-Central Province.— Yala cultivation

going on. Stock .—Cattle plague still prevailing.

Province OE*' Uva.—Paddy plants thriving well,

crop pi’ospects good. E'ruit and vegetables plenti-

ful exeexit in Wclhiwaya, Bintenne and Udakinda.
Stock .—Foot and mouth disease in Udakinda.

Sabaragaviuwa Province.—' Second maha crops

being harvested and operations for yala cultivation

has begun in favourably, Stock .—Cattle plague

in Beligal Korale.

BAINFALL TAKEN AT THE SCHOOL OF
AGlilCFLTUllE DUEING THE MONTH

OF MAY, 1896.

1 Friday •OS 19 Tuesday Nil

Saturday •62 20 Wedne.sday. . Nil
»>
*> Sunday 2-34 21 Thursday . . Nil

-1 Monday 2-31 22 Friday . . Nil

o Tuesday •04 23 Saturday .

.

•87

G Wednesday . . Nil 24 Sunday 1-54

7 I'lmrsday •07 2o Monday 1-71

8 Friday Nil 26 Tuesdaj' •o5

0 Saturday •12 27 AYednesday.

.

•43

10 Sunday •02 28 Thursday .

.

Nil

11 Monday Nil 29 Friday Nil
12 Tuesday •14 30 Saturday •01

id Wednesday . . Nil 31 Sunday Nil
u Thursday Nil 1st Monday Nil
lo Friday Nil

16 Saturday Nil Total , .
10-77

17 Sunday Nil Alcan . .
•31

18 jUonday Nil --

Gi eatest amount of rail fall in any 24 hours on
the-

1

!rd ,^^av, - oi inches.

iteeorde 4 by M. AA'. K. Han DAI,A-
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OCCASIONAL NOTES.

We woulddvaw .‘special alteiition tothei)aper on
“ Tlie i'orest Laws ol’ Ceylon which is couunciiced
in the pi'esent issue. Forest law is one of the subject.

s

in tlie curriculum of the Forestry School, and the

publication of this paper, in the pages of the

.Magazine will bring it within the reach of all

those who are interested in the subject both in

the Forest Department and outside it. The paper
when complete should be very convenient for

reference to students of the Forest School and
others.

We regret that a letter by Mr. Zanelti on Fru-

ning and ML A. D. S.’s second contribution on

“Minor Industries ’ have been crowded out of the

present issue; they will appear in our next.

We have had many enquiries from those who
have apparently not had the opportunity of

acquainting themselves with the provisions of the

Dairies Oidinance regarding the obligations which

it imposes on daii'ymen, millr vendors and the like.

For the benefit of such we may briefly summarise

the clauses which specially deal with these obliga-

tions:—Every dairyman and milk vemlor is

required to register at the Munici])ul Ollico I'.is

name and the address of his residence and place

of business. Three months’ tune is allowed for

registration to those already engaged in the milk

trade, but after the Ordinance comes into force

previous notice is i e([uired from those intending to

start business. All registered persons are required

to affix to dairy and milk .store, cart or other

vehicle for distributing milk, their names and the

words “registered dairyman” or " registered milk-

vendor,’’ and it will be unlawful for unregistered

persons to sell or supjdy milk within Muuiciiial

limits. The occurrence of infectious disease in

dairy iiremises or milk stores must be immediately

reported to the Municipal Council. M'heiiever

called upon by the Chairman of the Council,

dairymen or milk vendors must be iire],)ared to

supply tlie names ami addresses of their customers,

and further hel[) to ascertain tiieir residences.

Persons suffering from infectious diseases or having

lieen recently e.xposed to infection are debarred

from participating in dairy oi>erations in any

capacity. The sale and supply of milk stored in

sleeping or dwelling-rooms or apartments rendered

unwholesome from whatever caiue, is forbidden.

The penally attached to any infringement of the

above regulations is a sum not e.vceeding 11200. The

provisions of the Oidinance apply to dairymen,

milk-vendors, dairy farmers, cowkeepers and pur-

veyors of milk, whether resident within or w'ithout

Municipal limits, and to dairy premises, milk stores

and milk shoiis whether within or witliout the

Municipal limits, by whom or from wdiich milk is

.sold or supplied to persons within Muuiciiml limits,

and also apply to occupiers cf dairies and milk

stores or sho])S.

f^ince its foundation in 1881 the 8chool of

Agriculture has developed greatly, not so much by

its own growth, for such grow'ih, if it were

possible, has been limited, owing to admi,ssiuns into

the school having l.'een limited. It would perhap.s

be more correct to speak of the extension

of the school by the grafting on to it of a

number of other branch institutions. The first

institution which brought about this expansion

Ava.s the Colombo Training School, for the training

of Government vernacular teacheivs, which was

established in connection with the School of Agri-

culture w ith the idea of bringing the future teachers

of the native population under the influence of

agricultural education, while undergoing their

technical training as schoolmasters. With the

Training School came the Practising School—

a

vernacular day school—as a necessary adjunct

to the former. Next came the Government
dairy— a large concern in itself— which is, of the

various addi'ioius, most nearly an outgrowth of the

original institution. Later on followed the extension

of the dairy itself and its connection with the Model
Farm : and as regards land acreage it is interesting

to note that from a garden of some dozen acres,

the extent mw' piertaining to the school is nearly

27o acres. At one time the idea of working tlie

Teclu ical School in connection with the School of

Agriculture was thought of, but was ultimately

abandoned as impracticable. The latest and not the

least addition we have to refer to is the Forestry

School, and we have little doubt that with the many
interests which Agriculture and Fore-stry have
in common, the connection formed will be to

the mutual benefit of the two allied schoo's of

Agriculture and Forestry.

The new' Forestry School at the School of Agri-

culture was opened on the 15th May last. The
classes to be held during the present year are

Forestry (conducted by .Mr. Broun, tlie Conservator
of Forests), Forest Law (by Mr. .Morgan dt Saram,
.\dvocate), Surveying (Mr. Dyson Blair, Municipal
Surveyor), Mathematics (Mr. IValter Parys), and
Botany ( Mr. C. Drieberg, Supt., School of Agri-

culture). For the present si.x students have been
admitted, three of whom have been drafted from
the Forest Deparment, viz., Messrs. Jansz, Gaia-

gode and .layman. Three other students have
been chosen after a preliminary examination by the

Director of Public Instruction: these are F. C.

Fernando, 11. P. Katnayake, and B. M. Mendis. A
suitable part of the .school has been set apart for

the Forestry classe.s, and the nucleus of a Museum
already exists in the large collection of Ceylon
woods presented to the School of .Agriculture last

year. .Accommodation has been provided for the

Forestry students on the pi’emises, as they will

all be resident students. .Altogether the arrange-

ments made for the Forestry school appear to be

satisfactory, and we heartily wish the new institu-

tion sucess.

AVo have to congratutule Ml. J'l. T. lloole, 2nd
.Assistant, Colombo .School of Agriculture, on having
successfully gone through his Veterinary course at

the Bombay A’eterinary College. Mr. lloole will

make the second native A’eterinary Surgeon in

Ceylon, and we wish him a long and useful career

in the Colony.

In another column we make an important
extract from the Indiait. A;/ricultun^i headed “Tlie
Cause of Kinderpest. ” The agricultural community
of the East wdll never cease to bo thankful to Dr.
Simpson, Sanitary Officer, (or Health Officer as

tlie official is called in linlia) of Calcutta, if he
succeeds in wdiat he hopes to do, in the way of

combatting the dreadful epidemic known as

Kinderpest, cattle plague, or (as it is loosely
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termed in Ce3’lon)
“ miuTian.” The labours and

achievements of Dr. Simp.son—who, bj' the waj^,

was a visitor here not verj- lo!ig ago— may well put

our Veterinary Surgeons to the blush. “ With the

microbe now in our hands,’’ says tliis benefactor

of the agriculturist, “ I consider it to be merelj' a

matter of time to prepare a vaccine which shall not

only be protective, but which shall also give us con-

trol over the disease.’’ For the present we can

onlj’^ heartily congratulate Dr. Simpson and wish
him farther success in his bacteriological re-

searches.

The quarantins premises of the Government
dairy were declared an infected area on the 16th ult.

owing to the occurrence of foot and mouth disease.

We are glad to state that the daily stock are

once more in good health.

THE GOVERN.MENT STOCK F.\RM AT

TRINIDAD.

We have for the first time seen a report on the

working of this institution. This report is of

special interest to us, since it was his experience of

the Trinidad daily that led our late Governor, S'r

Arthur Havelock, to suggest and afterwards sanc-

tion the establishing of the Ceylon Government
Daily. The interests of the Trinidad Stock Farm
are more varied than those of the Ceylon D dry
Farm, inasmuch as while the latter confines its

operations to the ])roduction of a suppl}’’ of whole-

some milk for use in Government liospitals and
the breeding of superior .stock, ihe former is

further concerned with horse-breeding and ponltiy-

keeping. As concerning us more nearlj' we shall

coiiHiie our remarks to that part of the report

which deals with the working of the cattle farm.

The 3'ear 1895 was, we note, a successful one
both financiallj’^ and as regards health of stock.

133,308 quarts of milk were produced at a cost of

R3‘87 cents (verj’ nearly' 8 cents in local currency)

and supplied to the hospitals and jail : there being

an increase of 22,053 quarts of milk over the

previous j’ear’s output. The daily average of the

cows milked was 73, yielding just 5 quarts daily

per cow throughout the j^ear. This is truly said

to be a good average jdeld for the tropic.*, taking
as it does into account heifers with first calves and
drying-off cows. The following is the dail^^ diet of

artificial food per cow—totaling 8 lbs.—and given

as n thin mash : Feeding flour, 2 lb.
;
lyemeal.

2 lb.; cotton seed meal, 1 lb.; coconut meal, 3 lb.

The term “ feeding flour ” is new to us, and we
are iinfortunatel.y unable to m.ake out to what
particular form of food it refers to. The feed is

divided into two meals and given at 6 a.m. and

2 p in. Except at milking hours the cattle are in

the pastures, sunshine or rain. The manager is of

opinion that coconut cake, no doubt the same as

our “ poonac,” is not appreciated sulficieiith" in

Trinidad, and that it ought to be very much more
used than it is. The Cejdon coconut cake is the

ordinary diet of working bullocks and has little

reputation as a diet for milk cattle. The Govern-
ment analyst reporting on the milk of the herd
remarks :

“ The milk from the general herd is of

first-class qualitj'^ or slightly superior to the milk
of English dairies.” It is interesting tojiote that a

cow from the farm won the first prize at the Agri-

cultural Show of the j’ear for cows giving the best

qu.'intitj'^ of qualitj' of milk. The animal, des-

cribed as a cross-bred zebu, yielded at the trial

21 Imperial pints. For breeding purposes a red
polled bull was imported from England at the high
CJ.st of .£64, but owing to the effects of the climate
the animal has turned out almost a complete
failure. The manager refers to what seems to be

his only trouble with his cattle— viz. the attack
of the larva of a fly which has been identified as

Comp<omyia macellaria. In this connection wo
have another advertisement for the well-known
disinfectant so coniraonly used in all dairies, for.

says the manager, “As a remed_y to destroy' the
larva, I find Jeye’s fluid the best and cleanest.”

When we read that “theheallh of the stock was
perfect throughout the ,years ” we are led to think
that Trinidad must be a particularly healthy colony
for stock, or that the circ of the health of the

animals must be in veiy good hands. Altogether

the report under notice is a very satisfactoiy one,

especially ns regards tiie cattle farm. We are not

surprised that our late Governor should have
suggested the e tablishment of a Government Dairy
in Ceylon after his ac<(uaintance with so successful

an e.stablishment as the Trinidad Stock Farm,

We heartilj' congratulate the manager on the good
results of his work.

EXFERl-MENTS V71TH PADDY.

The following extract from the Annual Report
for the year 1S94-95 on the Durdwan Experimental
Farm, dealing wi'li the results of experinionts in

the manuring of paddy with different fertilizers is

of local interest :

—

The experiment with paddy has been carried on
for four years with tiic ordinary variety of trans-

planted winter (aman) paddj' commonly cultivated

by the ryots of Durdwan, the amount of seed

sow'u being also the same as that ordinarily’ used

by ryots, viz., 15 seers per acre. The soil on
which this experiment has been conducted consists

of a rather heavy’ loam, such as prevails in the

neighbourhood. The treatment of thp lots is

noted below:—Ploughings, 5; harrowing, 1;

weeding, 1 ;
and hoeing, 1. The manures supplied

and the results obtainod in the last two years are

given in the following statement :

—

4^
o
3- c5

Treatment witli

f V refereiive to luanurc.
V s Quantity .applied

s per acre.

Mds. s. c.

Gib 0.1 Cowdung I-IO 0 0

Gbb 9 Unmanured
GGb 9 Castor-cake 6 () 0
67b 9 Cowdung 1.50 0 0
GSb 9 Unmanured
69b 9 Bonenieal 3 6 0
70b 9 Do 3 0 0
716 9 Uninanured

726
Bonenieal 3 0

.Saltpetre 0 30
0

0

Oi’TTi RN PFu Aciu;.

1893-94. 1894-9.'..

Grain. Straw. Grain. .Straw,

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

3,041 4,388 8,291 4,287
1,343 1,714 1,330 1,577
3,-334 4,114 3,195 4,251
4,448 5,091 3 840 5,279
1,046 3,291 1,407 2,743
4,,521 0,295 3,826 5,993
3,703 5,801 4,637 6,267
1,780 2,332 1,574 2,061

j

4,090 0,308 4,673 0,377

N.B .—Plots 645 and 675 received 100 maunda
and 50 raaunds of cowulung respectively last year
on Dr. Leather’s suggestion, instead of isO maunds
per acre ns in previous years.
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It wi\] be seen from the above IhuL the highest
outturn, 4,673 lbs. of grain ami 6,377 lbs. of
•straw per acre during the year under reportwas
obtained from the npi)licalion of an admixtureof
bonemeal and saltpetre. Tliis result corroborates
those obtained in ]);evious years. The outturn of
the^uuinanured plots during the year amounted to
l,4o7 lbs. of grain and 2,127 lbs. of straw per acre.

THE FOREST LAWS OF CEYLON.

The earliest law on this subject is the Regula-
tion No. 2 of 1822. ‘’For the protection of the
“ Revenue of tfovernment derived from Timber
“ growing in the Royal Forests and for imposing
“ a tax on Timber felled iii ju'ivate Oardeus.’'

Timber, whether cut in the Forests of (fovei nment
or in land the i)r.‘perty of Individuals was liable

to a duty of iV of the value thereof, save and
except Jakwood, which was liable to a duty of

Timber could not be cut without a license

having ]ireviously lieen obtaimal. This licmise

spocilied tlu' numlicr of tree.? to lie felled and the

])lacc where and tlu; time when the sanu' were to

be felled. Tlie Collectors of each .li.-trict were

empowered to lix places to which tlu; timber was
to be brought lobe valued or the share of (ioveru-

ment to be taken, in order that there might be

]u-oof that the Regulation was being comi)lied with,

and in cases wdiero this could not l>e conveniently

done, the Collector wars empowered to send j)roj)cr

persons to in.si)ect and value the .«ame. Such

timber as was not taken for the use of the Crown
w'us branded with a ])articidar mark, and such as

was taken for the tjrown with anoth-r di.stiu-

giiisliing mark. Timber cut without a license was
liable to conli -cation, and tlie jjerson cutting the

same was liable to line ami imprisonment. This

Regulation was restricted and did not extend to

jKilmyra timber or to coconut or areca trees, lire-

wood, bamboos or other w’ood usually understood

as timber lit for Iniilding or for carpenter's or

joiner's use.

After this came tlie Regulation No. 1 of 1833,

which repealed the Regulation No. 2 of 1822 and
made other provisions in lieu thereof. This l\ogu-

lation was in the same tei'ms as the previous one,

but with some alterations. The terms of the

license were enlarged. In addition to the aliove

provisions, the license contained the ' terms and
conditions ” on w hich the timber was to be felled.

The punishment was also altered. A breach of the

Regulation subjected any per.son to a fine or in

default of payment of tlie fine to imprisonment

subject to hard l-iiiour.

Then followed the t>r>iinaiice No. 24 of 1818
*• to regulate the felling and removal of “timber
grown on the Crown lands in this Island."

This Ordinance also related to the removal

of timber felled on Crown land. It prohibited

the cutting of timber on Crown land without

a, license from the Government Agent or Assistant

Government Agent of tlie jinvince in wliich such

land was .sitnitcd. The terms of the license

were the same as lieforemeiitioned. The license

was directed to the lieadm.ui of the district in

which the land was .-itiiated and w'as liable to

a duty leviable acconliiig to the de.scription of the

timber. An additional precaution was adopted ;

for ilie liceii'-ed
]
erson was bound, before felling

timber, to produce the liceii.se to t b-' b ilman to

whom it was addressed and to furnish him wutli a

list of the names of the persons whom the licensee

intended employing to fell and remove the timber

specitied in the license. After the timber was

felled it wins necessary to obtain a i^ennit from the

lieadraaii for the removal of the timber, wliicliper-

mit was issued after due iusiiection that the timber

bad been felled conformably wdth the license

;

a duplicate of this permit was to bo forwarded by

the headman to the Government Agent or Assistant

Government Agent wdio issued the license. This

tlrdimuice also reipiired a permit to be obtained

tor tlie removal of timber felled on private lands;

but the Got ernor was empowered by Proclamation

to exera])t any district from the operation of this

eiuictment. Jurisdiction was given to the Police

Court to try and determine any question of title

to land ; but this decision was to be no bar to any
were proceeding in a civil suit in which the title to

such land might be put in issue. Certain trees

exempted from the operation of this Ordinance.

i'l'o he. fuiitiimed.)

TOMATOES.

;\ Correspondent to the Journal of Horticulture

deals with the failure of Tomatoes (due to a

fungus, Sclerotiuia sclerotioruinj by the roots be-

coming more or less rotten and the stems often

dead at t he collar, lie recommends that the soil

ill wliicli the plants are grown sliould he .soaked

with either Jeye's lluid, Little's soluble phenyle or

lysol, a German preparation, at the rate of three

gallons of solution jier square yard, half a ])iiit

being employed to that amount of water. The
surface should be loosened with a fork .so as to let

the solution enter evenly, and after letting rest a

day should be turned and mixed to a depth of 18

inches. According to accepted views this cannot
act on the seclerotia, but it cures the worst casc.s,

esjiecially if the ])ianls at setting-out time are

watered with a solution of a strength of 1 oz. to a

gallon of water, and that amount given to a circle

de.^crilred a foot all round tlie plant. In ordinary

cases this latter precaidion is all that is nece.ssary,

but to stave off po.ssible mischief later on, .‘iiijiply

a .solution, 2 ozs. (a wiiieglassfiil) to three gallons

of rvater, two or tliree times at intervals of about
three weelcs or a month. The dressings have
considerable manurial value, and are equallj'

ellicaciou.s again.st “drooping"’ disease, as caiiH'd

by Fusaiium solani and eelworm.
Another plan, and coubidered l>y some quite as

curative, is to dress the soil with (jiiicklime, using

11 ];eck )jer rod, slaking with the smallest amount
of water aecessary, spreading and mixing with the

soil to a deptli of afoot. This and binning the

diseased stems and roots, and giving the soil where
the plants have been an extra dressing of ipiicklime

at the time of removal, has been found an
excellent preventive of both 8elerolinia and
Fusarinm solani, and also of eelworm.

A successful Tomato-grower wlio contributes

some notes on Tomato culture to {\\a Journal of
7Iorticulture. recommends the folloiving compost:
Three barrows of turf of an opiui nature cut from
the roadside, one of fresh Imr.-e-dioppings, a

bushel of clru coal and a biushel ot woo lashes. For
giving the young plants a good start it is recom-
meudod that they should be grown in a mi.xture
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of two parts loam one of leaf moiiM, with a little

charcoal and woodashes. The compost which is

used later o;i to iiuluce fruiting should be ])re-

j>ared early and allowed time to mellow for use

when required. lu addition to occasional top-

dressings a handful of blood manure is recom-
mended for each plant.

THE UAlUl.

Cleanliness in the dairy must be understood
to include other considerations than the excliusion

of injurious microscopic bodies, and an ins

tance C'f this truism appears in the following

account of a comparatively recent experiment
made in Denmark by M. Doggild, the “ expert

''

of the Eoyal Danish Agricultural Society. A
.samjale of milk from a creamery was sent to

JI. Boggild tor analysis. Even before the milk
had turned sour it had acquired a very bad smell,

and a taste somewhat analogous to that of tallow.

The farm whence the milk originated was found to

be not only well conducted, but one which had a

very good reputation in its district.

Xevertheless, M. Boggild observed that a tank

employed to receive the milk was rusty, and, as he

remembered having once before met with an

analogous tibiiormity in milk from a farm where
he had also observed a similar rusty recejatacle, M.

Boggild suggested to the farmer, as an experitnent,

to purchase another tank to be used side by side

with the rusty one. The experiment was made,

and whereas the milk became tainted as before in

the old case, the milk [ilacod in the new tank

retained its normal qualities.

This result appeared convincing enough, but 1\1.

Boggild made it conclusive by further investiga-

tion with a view to ascertain whether it was rust

itself that caused the mi.schief, or whether it

might be due to bacteria, which, tliroiigh inadequate

cleansing, might also be laresent in the rusty vat.

To this end, therefore, it was not only thoroughly

washed, but also steamed, so as to kill any con-

taineiimicro-organisms. But even this precaution

did not protect the milk, which was afterwards

placed in the still rusty vat. Jl. Boggild also

found it on analysis to contain a comparatively

larger quantity of iron, which, moreover, increased

in proportion to the extent of rusty surface

covered by milk.

It was also shown that the l.mtter made from
this milk acquired its characteristic taste. This
observation serves as an additional proof of the

necessity to use only il day ut- n^ils w inch are clean

in the strict sense of the woi’d.

Warts, we rend i i the Cable, are contagious, and
a milker with a warty hand may very likely

cause them to come on the cow’s teats. The
remedy for man and animals is to apply any
caustic preparation to the wart until it is

corroded away and a raw spot is made in its place.

Then apply calomel to the raw surface ami pro-

tect it with a bandage until healing is completed.
When a milking caw is troubled with warts on
the teats, and there is difficulty in milking, a
silver tube should be used to draw out the milk,

which will How when the other teats are milked.

We read of the tollowing being given to cows
in Oudh to bring them into season ; Wheat, 1 seer

;

llyocyanuis.niger, 1 oz.
;
licpiid curd, 2 seers. These

are mixed togethe.r in an earthen pot which i.s

closed and buried in an old dung heap for a
week. IVhen W('ll fermented it is dug out and the
mixturo given to cows in two or three instalments.

M Arnault, the director of one of the largest
dairies in Baris, lirmly believes that food does tell

on the yield and richne.ss of milk. German
authorities are of opinion that food has no in-
lluence in determining the amount of butter in the
solids of milk: that attribute, they state, depends
entirely on the temperament of the cow alone.

Milk contains from 10 to 14 per cent, of solid
matter, consisting of to 6-i»0 of butter fat,

which is insoluble, and the re.st of a matter which
is not fat but is soluble.

THE NUTRITIA'E BROCE8.8 L\ PL.iNT8.

Prof. J. Green, D.Sc., F.ll.S.

{Coniinued .

)

But the mere fortuitous or jare-arranged meeting
of the raw material is not sufficient. AVhence
comes the power to make any change in any or all
of them r It must be evident on a little reflec-
tion that considerable work must be expended
on such bodies to produce more comple.x ones
from them.
We find that the increase in weight of the

plant which must follow the building up of
complex bodies, or the construction of°its own
substance from these .simple ones, can only take
place under certain external conditions, and of
these the mo.-t important is exiaosure to sunlio-bt.
Ex])osure to sunlight, again, is quite inoperative,
unless the tissua so expose 1 contains the chlorn-
plastids already described. Evidently some re-
la! ion exists between the.se tvvo factors.
The chlorophyll can be extracted from the plas-

tid which contains it, by the simple jaroce.ss of
soaking Uie leaf in alcohol. When such a solution
is made it has the same bright green appearance
as the leaf itself, and its relation to sunlight
can be examined. If a beam of light be made
to passthrough a prism of glass, it does not, as
is well known, emerge as a simple beam, but
the different rays of which it is compared are
all bent from the straight line. Being of dif-
ferent degn-ees of refrangibility—that i,?, being
deflected in rliffeieut ext-_*nr.s—the rays emer^^e
from the prism separately, aiid, imstead of'’a
.spot of white light, a baud of all the colours of
the rainbow, arranged in delinite sequence, falls
on any surface placed in the path of the beam
after emergence. The band is known as the
solar spectrum. If now various substances be
pi iced in the path of the light before it
reaches the prism, it is found that this band
of colours is often very much affected, not being
continuous, but crossed by vertical black or dim
bands, indicating that certain rays have been
sifted out or absorbed, as the light h.as passed
through the solution of the substance under
experiment. Chlorophyll is one of these sub-
stances

;
if a solution of it be tested as de.scribed

the resulting spectrum is found to be marked bj’
seven distinct vertical patches which are called
its absorption bands. It will be seen that one
very dense band occupies a largo portion of
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what should be the red part of the spectrum
;

tliree less well-defined ones blot out nearly all

the blue end, and there are three narrower and
fainter ones in the green and yellow regions. If

the leaf itself be examined with an appropriate

arrangement of prisms, the same absor[)tion of

light is found to take place.

Here we have the e.x])lanatiou for the necessity

of chlorophyll and sunlight. The radiant energy
of part of the liglit is abaorbod by the chlorojdiyll

and affords the motive power for the chemical

changes that take place, Many careful experi-

ments led to the conclusion that the most effec-

tive rays are those w hicli correspoiul to the

broad black band in the red. In other words

the chemical changes are lirought about by the

energy derived from tlie sun, whicli is made to

do work just as truly as tlio energy which is

derived from the combustion of the fuel of a

steam-engine.

But it must not be forgotten that the chloro-

phyll is associated witli protoplasm in the chloro-

plastid. The function of the colouring matter

alone is only the absorption of the liglit; it can

by itself go no further. The absorption is the

same whether the chlorophyll lie in the {.lastid

or in the alcoholic solution; the furtlier effect

is different in tlie two cases. Tiie energy secured

by the chlorophyll is rendered available by the

protoplasmic element of the corpuscle, which

carries out the definite chemical change.

To trace the chemical reactions in detail

would be beyond the scope of this paper. They

are very varied, and even now very imperfectly

understood. The result of them is to be found

in the appearance of comjjlex materials in the cell,

some of them in solution in the cell-rap, others

imbedded in the chloroplastids, others included in

the substance of the protoplasm of the cell. \\ e

may, however, take a cursory glance at the

principal ones, whose manufacture can lie LiMCcd

w'ith more cr less dilUculty, particularly as they

readily fall into groujis such as we shall see are

presenteu by the bodies linally .stored in the re-

servoirs described above.

FORESTRY ITEMS.

Mr, A. C. Forbes, writing on “ Knots in Timlier
”

to the Timber Trades Journal, says:

—

Timber without knots is almost as rare as (ish

without bones, and yet for many purposes knots

must be considered a.s defects whicli dejireciat; the

value of wood to a greater or loss extent. Where

wood is exposed to friction, as in llooring, or to

strains which try its transverse strength, as in

rafters, laths, joists, &c., knots are generally detri-

mental to the utility and clllciency of the goods

made from it, and an endeavour is aUvays made

to cut such from tlie lower part of the .-.tom in

which the knots are small and extend but a short

distance from the centre. The most objectionable

form which knots assume i.s wdien they consist of

plugs of dead wood embedded in the green or

fresh timber, having no greater connection with

the latter than a nail or staple driven into the

wood. Thin boarding or laths containing these

dead knots are of low value, as the knots are apt

to drop out when the surrounding wcod begins

to shrink, leaving cavities and weak places in the

ivood. Green knots also weaken the tiaiisverse

strength of wood by interrupting the fibres and

weakening the elasticity of the wood, but as they

are nearly of the same hardness and texture ao

the surrounding tissues, and do not interfere with

the cohesive strength, they are more readily

tolerated than many other defects commonly
found ill timber.

]\Ir. Iludder, F'^rester, N.S.W., writing in the

A;/ricHltural Gazette of that Colony, quotes the

follow'ing authorities as to the importance of

forests generally in the economy of nature :

—

Mr. F. B. I'lough, Fh.IJ., in his Elements of

Forestry, referring to the ruin that is brought about

by the clearing of wood-land.s, says :
—“It is a

familiar fact that there are many legions in Asia

and Southern Europe, once exceedingly fertile and

densely ]iopuhited, that are now utterly sterile

and de.solate. The country bordering upon the

Eiqihra'.cs, and portions of Turkey, Greece, Fgypt,

Italy and Spain are noiv inca])able of cultivation

from this cause.” The lion. Geo- F. ilarsh, in his

woik entitled “The Earth as Modified by Human
Action," has devoted a large space to the dhsciis-

sion of the ([uestion. A more recent illustration

of these elt'ects is i)iibli.shed in 1876 in the princi-

]ial French Journal of Forestry:—“The Khoiiote

ilucharia presents a striking example of the

conseipiences brought upon a country by clear-

ings. Within a period of thirty years this

was one of the most fertile regions of Central

Asia, a country which, wdien well wooded and
watered, was a terrestrial paradise

;
but w ithin

the last twenty-five years a mania of clearing has

seized upon the inhabitants, and all the great

forests have been cut away, and the little that

remained was ravaged by fire during the civil

war. The consequence was not long in following,

and has transformed this country into a kind of

arid de.sert. The watercourses are dried iqi and
the irrigating canals empty. The moving sands

of the de.sert, lieing no longer restrained by
barriers of forests, are every day gaining upon the

land, and will finish by transforming it into a

desert as desolate as the solitudes that seiiarate

it from Khiva.”

The Indian Forester referring to the Ceylon Forest

Administration Report for 1894 says :—We are glad

to .see that attention is being paid to the pal-

myrah forests in the north of the l.shiiul, and that

an officer, Mr. Hansard, has been employed in

roughly surveying the Crown lands in the Jaffna

district w hich bear palmyrah or are fit for plant-

ing with it. He has reported that large quantities

of palmyrah wood are being exqiorted to India,

and this seems to point to the importance of

enquiries being also made in the neighbouring

Indian districts such as Madras, Tanjore and
Tinnevelly, with a view to making reserves there

also, in some districts in Madras, e.g., Nellore,

palmyrah areas have, we believe, been reserved,

and m others, e.g., Cuddapah and Anantapur,
jialmyriih pbiiitalions have been made, we under-
stand, but we have not heard of any in the

Southern di.stricts having yet been formed.
Nothing is more easy in tlie way of plantation

than to grow palmyrah
;

all that is necessary is to

sow the large fruits wdiich germinate well and
then to keep off cattle. We note that Mr. Broun
gives 80 years as the time necessary to produce
timber-yielding ])nlmyrahs.
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The same paper says that “ fire protection in

Ceylou seems to be still iu abeyaiicO; but tlie teak

plantations were successfully protected during the

year.” Damage and destruction by forest-tires are

by no means so common in Ceylon, while, to ipiote

the Indian Agriculturist, “the forest officer iu

India must sometimes be in despair at the havoc

wrought among the trees in his charge by the

tires kindled wilfully by the people.”

The Inspector-General of Forests in India in his

annual report for 189d-94 states that in Bengal

the total area burnt was 'M per cent, of the area

protected, that is 689 square miles burnt and 1,889

protected. In Singbhoom, we are told, matters

were worse, 629 out of 869 miles being burnt over,

though 72 special watchers were employed.

These two instances will give some idea of the

enormous destruction by fire to forests in India.

The sixth ainuial prize-giving at the Imperial

Forest School, Dehra Doon, took place on May
1st. Of 37 candidates in the iqiper, and 8 in the

lower classes, 29 upper and .j lower class students

have been grantea certificates, leaving 8 failures

in tlie upxrer and 3 in the lower class. There

were no honour—men among the students who
jrassed out. We note that the xu'ize given by
ilr. Bagshawe, Conservator of Forests, Berar, for

the best Engineering Note-book went to J. W.
Modder, a student from Ceylon.

Mr. Hill, the Insirector-General of Forests,

addressing the students at this ]U'ize-giving cere-

mony, said: To those students who have xrassed

1 would say that you have failed to learn more
than a jiart of what the school can teach you, and
that this is only a droj) in the ocean of what you
have yet to learn before you can X-U'ove yourself to

be a credit to the school and worthy members of

the Government service. Strive therefore to turn

the knowledge you have acquired to good account,

and by careful observation and axq)reciation of

facts and xdienomena that may come in your way,
endeavour to make yourselves thoroughly efficient

officers of the stale and of the Forest service,

'i'ou may have discouragements and disnxtpoint-

ments, but you may rest assured that if you know
your. business, and work with energy and strict

observance of those princix)les which rve have tried

to imiiress uxjon you at the school, you must
succeed.

There has bsen a good deal of discussion of late

as to the merits and demerits of the Laniana.
The conclusion of the whole matter seems to be

the opinion that the lantana Avhile n x)estiferous

weed in cultivated areas and [larticularly iu

Forests, is a wonderful renovator of fallow land.

THE CAUSE OF BINDEIIPEST.

At a general meeting of the members of the

Microscopical Society of Calcutta, held on the

9th ultimo in the Asiatic Society’s rooms. Dr. W.
J. Simpson, Health Officer, made some important
remarks about his discovery— the dijilo-bacterium,

which causes rinderpest—a discovery, it may bo

added, the economic value of which is undoubted,
especially iu India. We are enabled to give a
verbatim rexmrt of his remarks as follows:

—

“ I shall now exhibit to the members of the

Society the micro-organism of a disease which is

peculiarly interesting to India, as it )>roducc3 a

malady Avhich is fatal to the cattle of this country.

and inflicts enormous financial loss on the agricul-
tural population. I refer to rindei’i)est. This
disease is of such importance that an Imperial
Bacteriological Laboi'atory lias been established
at Almora with the special object of investigating
its cause. Hitherto the researche.s have not been
attended with success.

•• llindeiqiest and other diseases of cattle hare
always attracted much of my attention, not so
much on account of the diseases of cattle them-
selves, as on account of the relationship these
affections be;ir to human diseases. I am convinced
that, in the disapjiearauce and re-ap[)earance of
disease among men, animals ]ilay an important
jiart, and that it is necessary, for the investigation
of the causes ot disease, to keep in view man’s
relatioushi]) with his environment both in the
animal and vegelable world. It has ahvays been
due to this 1 elation that the diseases of animals
and ])lants have interested me, and I have en-
deavoured to interest others in the same pursuit.
It w'as in carrying out this policy lliat in Septem-
ber, 1891, w'hile Monsieur llaffkine and I were
examining diseased cows for comma bacilli and
mici’obes generally, we isolated a small diplo-
bacterium from a diseased buffalo. Some experi-
ment.s, which were instituted at the time, failed
to iiroduce any noticeable effect on animals, so
thac the micro-organism was laid aside as one of
tho.^e numerous harmle.ss mitirobes that are so
often to be found in animal tissues. 1 had, how-
ever, come across a similar bacteria in a human
disease, which 1 have ahvays been much interested
in, and on account of this, I was not disposed to
abandon the microbe altogether, and so after
keepitig this microbe in the laboratory for two or
three months, 1 determined to further experiment
Avith it, but in a different way from that Avhich
had resulted in failure. In December, 1894 1

discovered that the microbe possessed distinctly
pathogenic properties, which proved to be of a
Iteculiar nature, and in a .short time 1 found I Avas
dealing Avith a microbe Avhich produces rinderpest,
the. most fatal and most destructive disease
amongst cattle in India and the East. It is
thought to have oiiginally come from Chinn. The
disea.se can be produced ex])eriinentally by the
microbe in question, and on .searching for cattle
suffering from rinder])est, the same microbe has
been isolated from them, which in turn reproduces
the disease in animals.

“ The microbe is a di]do-bacterium, vaiying from
0'3 to 0'6 m.m. in length, and about one-third of
this in breadth. It has a clear space in the centre,
and in old specimens this division is still more
pronounced. Occasionally two diplo-bacteria are
lixed, end to end, and give the impre.ssion of a
longer bacillus. The microbe is not unlike the
bacillus found by Dr. Kline in ordinary calf vac-
cine. It is easily stained by the ordinary dyes
fuchsin and gentain violet. It grows Avith air and
without air, but gradually becomes attenuated
in virulence by repeated growth in air, so much
so that at the early jiart of 1895, tAvo tubes rubbed
into sores on the shin of an animal, Avould kill the
animal, whereas 12 tubes uoav will only jiroduco
a slight illnss. It is a motile bacillus, is sporeless,
multiplies raiffdly in bouillon with the formation
of air bubiile.s, and forms air bubbles in stale cul-
f lo'ps of galatiiie. It is destroyed at a temperature
of 57°, even when only exposed for a quarter-of-
an-hour. It is not unlike the bacillus coli, but
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differs from this in its action on milk ami in its

pathogenic properties on largo animals. On agar

it grows as a luxuriant greyish white growth. It

does not turn yellow, but retains its greyisli colour

constantly.

“Rinderpest is a disease that only affects an
animal once. If the animal recovers from tlie attack,

it will pass througli later epidemics with perfect

immunity. From this fact whicli is well-known
in those parts of the country wliere rinderpest is

particularly fatal, a protected animal possesses a

special value, and is worth much more than an
unprotected one. Resides being a very fatal

disease, it is extremely infectious, every secretion

and excretion from the animal’^ body being infec-

tive
;
one animal placed among a herd will be the

means of conveying the disease to nearly the

whole herd, for there seem to bo very few animals

which possess a natural resistance against the

disease. The loss to the farmer and peasant is

enormus. I have seen in Calcutta a (jowcdla lose

his whole stock in less than a fortnight. It is

no uncommon thing to come across a fjowalla who
has lost half of his stock from this disease, in fact,

if a ijoicalla gets rinderpest, or (/utee ns he calls it

among his cows, he is fortunate if it destroys only

one-third or half of his stock. At those times when
rinderpest is very prevalent in the country, tlie

loss in cattle is so great that in many places it has

a serious effect on the crops owing to the farmers

having an insufficient number of cattle to work in

their Helds. It will be .“eon from these remarks

that the study cf rinderpest is a very important

matter in the sanitary problems of this country.

In 1871, when the Indian Cattle Plague Commis-

sion investigated this disease, and c une to the

conclusion that it was the same disease ns that

which had caused so ranch destruction on cattle

in England in 1866, the question of protecting

aiumarsby inoculaling them with the crude virus,

i.e., with '

the Iluids taken from a sick animal, wais

discussed, so also w'as the amount <jf ])rotection

produced liy ordinary vaccination wdth vaccine

lymph; both of tho«o jirocesses had been tried

extensively in Russia and Austria, but not with

very satisfactory results.

In inoculating with the crude virus, it was

found that, though in many cases a mild disease

was caused, very frequently a virulent type was

produced, and that there w'as no real control over

the disease. In the case of vaccinating with ordi-

nary vaccine lymph, because of tlie view that

rinderpest is allied to small-pox in man, the evi-

dence as to protective effect wars too conllicting

to justify any practical action, With the microbe,

liow'ever, now in our hands, 1 consider it to be

merely a matter of time to prepare a vaccine which

.shall not only bo protective, but which shall give

us control over the disease. I have carried on a

number of experimeuts in tliis direction, but I hey

are not sufficiently advanced to make any observa-

tions upon them at the present time. In a number

of these I have been fortunate in securing the able

assistance of Veterinary Captain Gunn, the Veteri-

nary Inspector for Rengal, who has from the lirst

been most anxious to inish forward the experi-

ments. M e propose to take advantage of the lirst

large epidimiic of rinderiiost, wdiich chiclly occurs

ill Northern India, to cai'ry these experiments to a

further stage, and with the microbe in our hands

there is a prospect that not only will u vaccine for

preventive purposes be prepared, but also an anti-

toxin for the treatment of tho.se cattle that have

become affected.”

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OISIN FECTION.

The following “ instructions " (which we take
over from the N.S. JF. Afjricultund Gazette)
are those issued by the German Government for

the disinfection of places where animals have
been kept suffering from infectious disea.ses, and
should prove very valuable to all stockowners:

—

{Extractfrom The Veterinarian^ October, 1895.)

1.—CiiEANSixa AXD Disinfecting Materials.
1. Water and Steam.—Hot water sliould be

used in preference to cold water where it is

available, and as near the boiling temperature
as possible. One hour's heating of substances in
boiling water is sufficient to disinfect them.

2. Soapsuds.—This may be made of either
yellow or black soap, 1 lb. in 100 lb. hot water.

3. Soda Lye.—Dissolve 1 lb. of washing S(jda
in 10 gallons svater.

4. Lime.—Freshly-slaked lime-sliell, eitlier in
the form of powder or mixed with twice its

own bulk of water and used as a thin paste,
viz., milk of lime.

6. Chloride of Lime.— F'resh .“trongly-smelling
chloride of lime may be aj)plied in two ways,
viz., as a thick paste, i.e., one part of chloride of
lime to three parts of water

;
or as a thin paste

- one [lart ciiloride of lime to twenty parts of
water.

6. Carbolic Acid Solution.—Mi.x together one
part of licjuitied carbolic acid with twenty parts
of w’ator, viz., a 5 per cent, solution.

7. Oressol Water.—Made from cressol soap
and nine parts of water.

8. Coal Tar or tVood Tar.
ft. Eire. Iho singeing of substances that can

endure lire over their whole surlace is a thorough
means of destro_)ing infection.

”

11. Cleansing and Disini.-jvcting Methods.
before cleansing, all straw, fodder, litter, and

dung should bo removed. Thorough cleansing
must always precede methods of disinfection.
The cleansing of a stall or stable must extend
to everything therein, and to the soil and subsoil.
All old wcodeu boards, linings, and the like should
be taken down and Inirned. The cleansing should
begin at the rool, then go to the walls and
partitions, and lastly to the floor. Hot water or
hot 1^ e is better than cold. The cleansing of a
pait of a stable or the like should e.xtend to 4
feet beyond the infected part in all directions.
The water used for cleansing should not be
allowed to come in contact with anything that
can be a carri(n- of infection until it has bemi
disinfecti'd, and it must not go into a stream
Anything of little worth should be burned.

1. AVood, stone, and iron fixtures, if not oil-
painted, should be scoured and then washed.
Woodwork with a rough surface should be planed
smooth, and any ragged wooil or jiorous or
rotten wood should bo removed and burned.

2. riastered walls should be scraped down
so that the wliole surface is renewed, and any loose'
parts or ornamental parts should be takeii away

3. Oil-pamted surfaces arc to bo washed with
hot, soapy water.
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4. Stoue, cement., or asphalt floor.s are to be
scoured ami washed.

5. liough flooring of stone, earth, &c., ..^hould

he dug up until the limit of the in.spection i,^

reached, and after disinfection the stones and
earth may be replaced.

III.—Cleaning of Utensils.

1. Wooden implements and utensils, including
carts, baiTow.«, troughs, sieves, besoms, also boots

and shoes are to be thoroughly scoured and
washed.

'2. Iron and metal utensils, such as chains,

rings, curbs, pails, &C., if they cannot have fire

applied to them, should be thoroughly scrubbed
clean and rinsed with hot water.

3. Leather materials, such as saddles, bridle.^;,

harness, boot.s, &c., should be cleansed with hot

lye and then with w.ater.

4. Clothes, ropes, halters, and all cloth ma-
terials should be washed with hot water, .scap,

and soda.

0. Clothes that cannot be so washed, also

bedding, &c., should be aired for some days and
several times beaten and brushed.

6. llair-stuffed or wove-constructed goods
must be .similarly aired, beaten, and brushed.

IV.— UlSlNFECTlOX.

In ordinary circumstances the cleansing, if

thoroughly done, will be of itself sufficient, pro-

viding that the infecting material has been
reached. All walls, partitions, floors, &c. should,

after cleansing, be whitewashed with milk of

lime ;
iron parts should be tarred, lacquered, or

painted.

If from the nature of the case the infection

has not entirely been reached by the cleansing

processes, the following regulations must be at-

tended to :

—

1. All straw, fodder, litter, dung, and sweep-
ings from an infected stall or stable must be

burned.

2. Fodder supplies, stores of straw or hay
that may have been reached by the infection, but
which are not themselves the carriers of it, should

be well aired for some days and frequently

turned- for that juirpose.

3. Walls and fixtures, floors, gutters, &c.,

should be washed with thick lime paste or with
chloride of lime paste. Iron materials should be

disinfected with carbolic and solution or cressol

water
;
so also stone or earthenware fixtures.

4. The soil or stone floor of a stable, Ac.,

should be treated with milk of lime before any
fresh litter is brought in.

5. Wooden and iron fixtures or a|)paratus that

have been in contact with infection should, if

possible, have a plane jiassed over them, or be

washed with n per cent carbolic solution, or be

painted or tarred, or the like. Leather stutt'

should be washed with d per cent, carbolic

solution.

6. Linen, cotton, hempen, or woollen goods
should be ])ut into a steam disinfector, and sub-

jected to steam at the boiling ))oint of water for

at least one and a half hour. Should that not

be attainable, they may be w'ashed and steeped

in boiling -water, and if that cannot be done,

they should be removed and burned.

7. The disinfection of the hands and instru-

ments is obtained by treatment with d per cent,

carbolic acid solution.

The UX.S1NFECTTOK or ILecal Matter.

(Annales de tlnstitut Vaifcur, Jlajq 18f)d.)

Von Vincent has made some experiments to

test the relative efficacy of the more common
disinfectants, viz. :

—

1. Green vitriol, blue vitriol, zinc chloride.
2. Corrosive sublimate (mercuric chloride.)
3. Ciiloride of lime, alkaline hypochlorites.
4. Lime, potash, and soda.
d. Carbolic acid, creolin, lysol, solveal, and

solutal.

The follow'ing is a summary of his con-
clusions :

—

1. A complete disinfection of fmcal matter
is unnecessary, excejjt where pathogenic germs
are known to be present.

2. As regards chemial disinfectants, one must
distinguish true bactericides from deodorising
agents, and have regard to their relative cost.

3. In these respects the best antiseptics for
the purpose of disinfecting ficcalia are blue
vitriol, creolin, lysol, asul then chloride of lime.
Corrosive sublimate is useless, and so is zinc
chloride.

4. When 1 per cent, of sulphuric acid is

added to blue vitriol, its antiseptic p.ower i.s

increased, and when 1 per cent, hydrochloric
acid is added to chloride of lime, it is much more
efficacious, and these latter are the cheapest and
best disinfectants of dung and litter.

^

To the Editor, “ .If/ricvliural MaifazineT

COCONUTS.
Dombowinne Mstate,

Mirigama, .‘lOtli April, 1896.

Sir,— King Coffee has left a worthy successor

in ljueen Coconut. With the example before them
of the fate of the former, courtiers will do well to

act carefully in their relations with the latter.

Tlie former it must be admitted well rewarded hi.s

.servants, so long as he flourished
;
and he died

indeed a sovereign’s death ; for, his deiiendants

willingly sacrificed their all in trying to save him.

But his malady was beyond human skill.

Queen coconut is still, indeed, in the cradle, and
there isno knowing whatsortol asovereign.^hemay

turn out to be. Though she is liabh,’ to nnilisea.H',

yet she is surrounded by innumerable enemie.s.

The cliief of them is our •‘Ignorance of lier ways
and habits." Here are some mseful facts for the

benefit of the uninitiated

A well-dried ripe nut in husk

varies in weight from 1 to 1:1 111.

Without husk X to 3! „

Its fluid weighs
.Shell and brown coating of the

0 to I'l o

kernel 1

'i
lo

•V M
Kernel without the brown coating j

I

to T? „
Thickness of the kernel in inch

Latitudinal measure of a nut in

1

f
to i inch.

inches [) to 19 „
Longitudinally’' 9 lo •20 „

In a husked nut weighing -10 oz., the white

kernel weighs 20 oz. ( For every oz. of the nut
above 40 oz., the white kernel weighs | oz. above
20. For every oz of

white kernel weigh.-

the nut under 40 oz., the
oz. helow 20 oz.) The
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wei^'lit of tlie keniels of a ^iven ((uuutity of

liii!;ked uiit.s is generally lialf tlieir o'vii iiiibrok('n

weiglil.

Ati eiii ire coconut flividos itself into three nearly
etjiial parts. 1. Jlusk. II. The white kernel.

III. The l)rown coating of the white kernel,

the .shell and the tluid.

The number of nuts which go to make a candy
(otiO lb. )of coj)perah varies from 800 to 2/)00,

In a given quantity of good old copperah, the oil

is and the punak In bad copi)erah, they are

half and half.

In Europe coconut oil is priced according to the

proportion of stearine and oleine of which it

consists. It is due to the excess of these
‘‘ fats

that Cochin oil fetches higher prices than Ceylon oil.

A pada boat carries 45 candies of copperah at

4 cents per candy per mile. (From Ne.gombo to

Colombo, only 2 cents per candy per mile.)

A cart carries 5 candies at 6 cents per candy per

mile on good roads. On roadless sand it carries

only two candies. And the toll, if there is one,

has to be paid by the owner of the copperah in

addition to the t! cents.

-V pada boat carries 18,000 husked nuts at 10

cent.s jier 1,000 per mile,

A cart carries 1,500 husked nuts at IS cents per

1,000 per mile on good roads.

To hu.sk, to break and to dry a 1,000 nuts cost

K 1-2.5.

To hu.sk only, RO-625.
The drought and the lightning cause much los-s

to estate- in some places, and do not in others.

The annual yield of a coconut tree varies from 0
to 900 nuts.*

The age at which the coconut begins to bear

varies from o to 00 years. And the })eriod it lives

varies from 50 to 1 50 years.

Some trees may be ])icked 50 times a year, and
some only once in 2 or .‘I

j ears.*

Picking costs from I cent to 1 cent per pick per
tree according to its height and the thickness of

its stems and the number of its bunches.

Those who have observed these vag.iries of the

coconut and have discovered their causes, liave

often discovered them too late to derive much
practical benefit to themselves.

Vuiiis truly.

Cocor’.u.Misr.

(tENEIlAl. H’KMS

In the Madras T’l es'deney, (51 ‘8 per cent of the

people outside of the Presiilency town are agri-

culturists, and the population was returned at

the last Census as 34,3.36,196.

The A(/ricultiim/ Gazette of New South Wales
publishes the following remedies for locusts attack-

ing fruit trees Spraying with Paris (freen,—

1

lb." to 160 gallons’of ' water, will <lestroy large

number.s. Poisoned baits, made as follows, are

also verj' effective ;
—Take 50 lb. of bran, or a

mi.vture of bran and i)ollard, mix with it

thoroughly 1 lb., or even more of Paris green,

London jiurplc, or white arsenic. When tho-

* Astounding ! 'I’hese statements upset all

hitherto accepted estimates. M hat have our well-

known authorities on ( 'oconutsto sav lo them?— E d.

.1. M.

roughly mixed add sweetened water (1 lb. of treace

lo 1 gallon of water) to imike the whole into

;i paste, nhich must be moist, but not so damp
that it will drop off a spoon. <)t (his jioisoned

bait place lumps about the size of a ivalmit round
each vine or tree, and also i)lace a numher of lumps
on ill.' side of the vineyard or orchard from which
the locusts are coming. 'I'liese remeilies will Icill

very large numbers, lait they are no use against

a ]dague. The only remedy then is to keep the

insects moving by di-iving tliem. Everyone in a

d'strict should unite to light them.

It seems (says the Lice Stock Journal) as if the

old system of healing sprains of the hor.se’s limbs
is doomed. Fomeni itions, hot or cold, and the

cruel operation of iiring are giving way to .suc-

(re.ssfnl treatment by dry bandaging and massage.
At a recent meeting of the Iloyal Counties Veteri-

nary Medical Association, 51r. William Hunting,
Pre.sident of the Royal College of Veterinar3

'

Surgeons, said when sprains occurred he had the
leg wrapped in dry cottou--wool and bound in a
linen luindage with as much ])res.sure as could

reasonably be ]iut on. Orders were left that at

night an ordinarv flannel bandage should be sub-

stituted for the linen one. 'This lie recommended
as flannel ^va^; more elastic than linen, and that

sometimes a bandage might be put on too tight,

and the man in charge might notice its injurious

elfects in da.vtime, but would not watch it at

night. He also recommended gentle walking
exercise daily, the horse being led and not ridden,

and commencing with half-an-hour daily. The
massage should be performed when changing
bandages, by hand-rubbiuL' in the direction of the
hair. The more the swelling, the less rapid the
repair of tissues. He believed they could prevent
the increase of swelling in an early sprain by linn

pressure, jirovided that ])iessure was equalized and
thoroughly distributed by the use of cotton-wool
under the handage. The advantage of dry cotton-

wool an inch and a half thick was that it absolutely
equalized the pressure throughout the whole
bandage.

Mr. Hutchcon, Colonial Veterinary .Surgeon o
the Cape, referring to the retention of the fmtal
membranes in cow's, says :

—There are a numbei-
of medicines w'liich are extolled as eflective in

ex])elling the bctal membranes or after-birth, but
1 have not much faith in any of them. 'I’he only
s.atisfactory umlhod is to introduce the hand into
the uterus, and extract the membranes from their
iittachments. Oil the right hand and .arm well,

then introduce it into the uterus ; lay hold of the
protruding portion of the membranes with the left

hand, and as you .gradually draw up the mem-
branes from their attachments in the uterus by
the right hand, you pull up the’ slack with the
left hand. The membranes are generally easily
removed iii this manner by the third day. Another
plan is to inject a two per cent. solution of carboIi<-

.aciil or .Jcyes’ fniid, or pei-manganato of potash into
the uterus, this not only UNsists in neutr.-ili.xing (he
septic action going on, but the ellbrt which (he
COW' makes to expel this Iluid, a.ssist< in expelling
the betal membranes as well. Decoctions of ergot
of rye and savin are largely u.sed, .and laurel
berries are highly recommended. The colonial
remedy is .soot and vinegar. I would recommend
powdered ergot of rye and sa\ in, of each half an
ounce, infused in a (juart of water, with a laxative
such as half a pound of (llaubcr salts added.
The usual cleansing drinks generally contain
Epsom salts mixed with condiments, such as ginger,
-‘•entian fenugreek, and anise seeds.
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Tellicherry, Sept. 20, 1895.

Dear Sib,—

H

itherto I have confined my Annual Statement of Exports of Coffee and Pepper to what has been shipped from the Malabar Coast alone; but this year, acting on a
suggestion made to me by the Madras Mail, I have included the shipments irom Madras and Tuticorin; the only other Ports in Southern India from which Coffee is exported in any quantity,

so mat the statement I now have the pleasure to hand you includes the total export of Coffee and Pepper from Southern India for the year ending 30th June 1895, or in other words from India,

seeing that the cultivation of these products is confined to the Southern Presidency and the neighbouring States of Mysore and Travancore.

Coffee.—You will gather from my figures that the total export of Coffee amounts t© cwts. 2,91,621 which amount may be considered to approximately represent lost year’s crop; for

although there was a certain quantity unshipped on 30th June last, my figures include an equivalent stock of the previous year’s crop shipped during the year under review. Of the total quantity

shipped cwts. 1,93,639 may be regarded as Plantation, and cwts. 97,982 as Native Coffee, which taking the average value of the former at 1180 per cwt. and of the latter at R74 per owt., represents

respectively 111,54,91,120 and R72,50,668 or a total of E2,27,41,788 as the value of the Coffee Crop exported from India this past year.

Exports from Mangalore. Tellicherry and Madras may be taken as representing the crops from Mysore and Coorg, while those from Wynaad, the Neilgherries, the Neliampathies and the

Shevaroys nnd their outlet at Calicut and Beypore. S.iipments from Tuticorin and Travancore ports are the produce of estates on the Pulneys and Travancore Hills. My statement speaks for itself

as to the distribution of the shipments to Foreign ports.

Pepper.—The total export of this spice an ouuts lo cwts. 1,51,439, which I value at R25,74.463 taking the average price at R17 per cwt. The quantity probably does not represent the

total crop, which would be considerably increased if the value of pepper was higher, the diminution in which has greatly affected the export*—I am, dear sir, yours faithfully,

RALPH TATHAM, Agent to Arbuthnot & Co.

MESSRS. ARBUTHNOT & COMPANY’S ANNUAL STATEMENT OF EXPORTS OF COFFEE AND PEPPER FROM SOUTHERN
INDIA DURINO TBE SEASON ENDING 30TH JUNE 1395.

Alatigalore, Teliiel>erry.
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Cultivation

.

—Much has been done this year to Improve the general upkeep and culture of
the various classes of plants in Peradeniya. Bad soil and want of manure are our great drawbacks.

i

Most of the smaller ornamental plants in the central borders have been arranged to more advantage,
!

much pruning and cleaning of the larger ones done, and many fresh specimens put out, Roses do
not as a rule succeed here

;
those hitherto cramped in beds near the store have been removed and

planted out at equal distances in well-prepared sites near the conservatory, and it is hoped they
may do better under these conditions.

The Herbaceous Ground has been well looked after, the young Gardener in charge having taken
a real interest in it. I find it improved in tidiness and appearance. Many plants of much interest
are planted here, and nearly all are labelled.

The Nurseries have been laid out afresh ; the beds now number 93, are made straight and
uniform, and are well supplied with a fresh stock of plants for distribution. Much improve-
ment has also been made in the number and quality of the stock of plants in bamboo pots, and
large numbers of fruit trees, palms, and foliage plants have been propagated for distribution.

Much labour is annually expended upon the extensive tract of these grounds known as the
Old Arboretum, in weeding, cleaning, pruning, and planting, but we are unable to make much
impression on its wild character. A much larger labour force is needed to treat this portion of the
Gardens in the way it should be treated.

During the year the following species were noticed in flower for the first time :

—

Paulo-
wilhelmia speciosa, Nematanthus longipes, Steriphoma paradoxum, Stenandrium Lindeni, Ixora
grandiflora, Sclerocarya caffra, Couroupita antiliana (Cannon-ball tree), Rhodaninia trinerviSy

Exostemma carihlmum. Cassia nodosa, Adenanthera microsperma, Aristolochia gigas, var.

Sturtevantii, A. sp., Epidendrum falcatum, Cosloggne macrophylla, Hort. Bogor., Angrcecum
Ellisii? Stemona tuherosa, Aloe sp., Limnocharis Hiimholdlii, Gyrtostachys Rendah.

Our Lodoicea palm (“ Coco-de-mer ”), now forty-six years old, which has been looking some-
what unhealthy for some years, was taken in hand in June. A trench, 2 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep,
was dug all round it at a distance of 6 ft., and all the numerous roots from large trees near by
were removed. The old soil was then carefully taken out, and new soil, mixed with leaf-mould
and manure, added in its stead.

Several old trees having become dangerously decayed were removed, including a large one
of Eloeocarpus amcenus near the Museum. A very large rotten old tree of Terminalia Belerica in

the centre of the fernery fell of itself.

A fine set of twenty-one new garden varieties of Ganna were received from the Agri-
Horticultural Society of Calcutta, and have flowered well, and been greatly admired.

It may also be mentioned that more seeds of Victoria regia were received from Madras in
July, and three seedling plants raised from them were put out in the tank in the Gordon Gardens,
Colombo, where they have duly flowered.

Weather.—Another dry year on the whole, but the months June, October, and December
were very much wetter than usual, especially December, when double the average (of the last

eleven years) fell. February and March, however, were very dry, and at the end of the latter

month the Garden pond was lower than I have ever before seen it. The total rainfall for the year,
77’56 in., was 9-72 in. below the average of the past ten years, but the number of days on which it

fell, 170, is 16 above the average for the same period.

monthly rainfall is shown in the following table :
—

1895. 1895.

Rainfall. Rainfall.

Inches. Rainy Days. Inches. Rainy Days

January 3T8 7 July 4-51 ... 19

February 1-08 3 August 5-86 ... 26
March • •• 3-74 6 September 4-59 ... 22
April • • • 5-33 ... 14 October ... 17-87 . ... 27

May .

,

2-96 7 November 1-78 8

June • • • 12-28 ... 16 December ... 14-38 ... 15

Total, 77‘56 in. on 170 days.

The greatest fall during any twenty-four hours was 6-58 from December 27 to 28. This being
more than fell during the whole of February, May, and November. The remarkable feature of

this table is the very small fall in November.
The heavy rains after long drought at the end of March caused a great building of termites’

nests all over the Garden. No less than 371 large nests were dug out in two weeks.

Visitors.—The book kept at the lodge for the purpose was signed by as many as 2,283

foreign visitors (that is, not Ceylon residents). This is an increase over that of last year of 310, or

257 more than that given for 1893, which was the highest yet recorded.

3.—Hakgala Garden,

I have a very full report on this Garden from Mr. Nock, the energetic Superintendent, who
is continually and in every way improving its usefulness and beauty, so far as our means will

allow. Under his skilful attention it has now become nearly what I had hoped to make it when
1 commenced remodelling it in 1881.
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An important improvement has been the provision of new and proper accommodation for

the coolies. The rotten old lines were, as mentioned in my last report, accidentallj’ burnt do^yn,

and a special vote of Rs. 1,500 was granted the Department for the erection of new ones. With

this sum we have been able to put up a permanent building 121 ft. 6 in. long by 12 ft. broad,

containing fifteen rooms, each 12 ft. by 8 ft., the walls being 7 ft. high. The foundation and pillars

are of stone, the weather side and the two ends are weather-boarded, cased inside with lath and
mud plaster. The front wall and the partitions are of lath and mud plaster. The rooms are raised

one foot above the ground, and there is a four-foot verandah the whole length of the front. The
roof is covered with corrugated iron. The wood for the roof-timber, weather-boarding, doors,

window-shutters, &c., was all sawn from the Garden property, and the lime was burnt on the

premises. Each room has a door and window-shutter. The weather-boarding, wall-plates, veran-

dah-posts, doors, window-shutters, and all exposed woodwork have received two coats of tar, and

the pillars and plastered walls have been whitewashed. A long-felt want is thus now supplied.

I regret that Government was unable to sanction a vote for roofing also the Foreman’s
quarters with corrugated iron, and trust this may soon be provided ; it is much needed, as rotten

thatch soon affects the roof-timbers in the wet climate of Hakgala.
The potting-shed—an important place in a garden such as Hakgala—collapsed from decay at

the end of the year. It is much to be regretted that our finances will not allow of the erection of

permanent buildings—temporary structures are in the long run a loss in many ways.

Much labour has been expended on the Carriage Drive and paths, the heavy and sudden falls

of rain at several periods of the year having done much damage.
Ml'. Nock in the following report notes the great increase in nursery work for the sale of

plants to the public at Hakgala, and I fully endorse his remarks as to the absolute injury and loss

which result to the Department from this sort of work. I have frequently expressed my opinion

that this business should be mainly left to private enterprise, and that the Botanic Gardens should
not be expected to raise for sale quantities of garden plants, but be allowed a free choice as to

making exchanges or giving specimens to suitable persons.

From the very full report of the Superintendent I make the following' extracts :

—

Roads and Paths.—'the large drive from the fernery to below the Herbaceous Garden, for a distance of 162

yards, was remetalled towards the end of the year, but the unprecedented heavy rain on the 27th and 28th of^Decem-
ber caused such damage that this will again have to be re-made, and the other parts of the drives were so much cut

up that the greater portion will require to be re-made during 1896. The paths all over the garden were repaired

where necessary and kept in good order. The new garden roller has been of much service for this work, and I

have no hesitation in stating that it has already fully paid for its cost in saving of labour. Several new paths, 4 ft.

wide, were made during the year, the total length measuring .891 yards. One of them starts from near the cattle-

shed at the back of the bungalow, and leads round the back of the tennis court. This enables us to do away with
the steep short road formeidy used by the cattle. The other new path, which is 290 yards long, branches off from
the one above the fernery and leads through the new camphor plantation, connecting with the old water-course
path near the Finns plantation. The trace is of an easy gradient, and this path w'ill, when the surroundings are

put in order, make a very pleasant addition to the walks of the garden.

Fernery.—A few thousand plants, mostly begonias and native ferns, have been set out in vacant places,

and about 100 orchids have been fixed on to the tree stems. The tree-ferns and the banks of Adiantums have
grown well, and are in a very thriving state. A stone side drain 111 ft. long was laid down on the upper side

of the path leading up to the Adiantum banks from the Camellia bed.
The hed of Primida ohconica, which has been flowering so long and so well, was dug up, re- made, and

re-planted. A bed in the lower part of this garden was planted with plants of the beautiful and interesting native
fern .Aspidium aculeatum var. anomuluni^ with begonias and other ferns planted between them. It has been stated,

and is believed by some still, that after a time under cultivation this plant will produce the spores on the under
surface of the fronds as in other ferns. This is not correct as far as my experience goes, and we can show plants
here that have been cultivated for over ten years that still keep true and produce healthy spores on the upper
surface only.

Nurseries.—The old nursery has mostly been given up owing to the pest Oxalis, which has got such a hold
th.at it is impossible to eradicate it without allowing the beds to lie fallow for some time. New beds were made
below the .site of the old cooly lines, and we hope to be able to fence and lay out this plot during 1896 and
make a good nursery of it.

Ten beds of Turkey oak (Quercns Cerris) were sown in the nursery at the beginning of November, and at the
end of the year they were germinating freely.

Seven hundred and twenty-eight packets of seeds were sown in seed pans and boxes, and some were sown
in beds in the nursery

;
59,889 seedlings pricked out or transplanted

;
90,162 cuttings of various garden plants

and shrubs were put in nursei-y and propagating house
;
and 3,949 plants were potted.

Six thousand three hundred and ninety -eight wooden labels were made, and most of them used in the
work of propagation, the painting and writing of these taking up a considerable amount of time. 117 plant boxes
and a few plant tubs were also made for propagating purposes.

One hundred and seventy-two grafts of good varieties of plums were grafted on to stocks of the common
cooking plum, and 29 apples were also grafted. ]\lost of these have taken well. Some of the grafts put on last year
have grown stout healthy shoots, 4 to 5 ft. long. More of this work would be done, but there is a great difficulty of
obtaining stocks for the purpose.

The number of applicants this year was far above that of previous years, and the sum realized by the sale
of plants was nearly double that of last year, and more than double that of 1893. This of course tells consider-
ably against the upkeep of the garden, because much more labour has to be expended in propagation and nursery
work. As all revenue is passed oii direct to the Treasury, the more we realize the less the garden benefits.
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Borders am! Shrubberies.—74,063 plants and seedlings of various ornamental trees and shrubs and general
garden plants and annuals were planted out during the year in the supply and upkeep of the gardens. In addition
to these about 20,000 roots of a species of grass, which grows well under shade, were planted out under the trees
above the propagating house.

Many plants died during the drought of February and March, and also from the effects of the rough weather
in June, J uly, and December. A good deal of pruning was done in August, when the effects of the rough weather
in June and July were more plainly seen. No less than 324 large trees and shrubs were destroyed during the high
winds of the middle of June.

Labels.—837 large wooden labels, 18 in. long, 2^ in. broad, and ^ inch thick, were made by the garden
carpenter, and after receiving three coats of white paint, the names, authorities, and countries of plants were printed
on them in black paint. Through the kindness of Captain F. Bayley we obtained a quantity of coal dust free.

This was boiled up with linseed oil to the consistency of paint, and while boiling the lower 9 in. of the sharpened
ends of the labels were dipped in it, and it was allowed to soak in. When thoroughly dry they were set out. The-
oil and coal dust preserves the wood from decay for many years. We have some, now fairly good, that have been in

the ground for over seven years.

Eight hundred and two plants of Eucalyptus and other trees were planted out on the patana, above the
young men’s quarters, for shelter. I find, however, that unless the patana is cleaned and kept clear and free from
weeds that few plants do well; and as we have not the labour for this, I am not very hopeful of much success.

During May the lower ornamental pond‘d* was cleaned up and plants of the variegated New Zealand flax were
planted at irregular distances along the margin.

Some improvements were also effected to the ujjper piece of ornamental water. Small clumps of Lilium
yiganteum and R/chardia cethiopica have been planted round the edges of the banks, underneath the water. These
two plants are found to thrive in such a position.

A few plants of both the yellow and white English water lilies arrived at the end of the year (from
Messrs. Richard Smith & Co., of Worcester) in much better condition than was expected. They have been
carefully attended to and introduced to the pond, and are making a good start. They will be a most useful

addition to the very few aquatic plants of the hill country. A plot of Bowheria triphylln, raised from seeds
received from ISIadras in July, 1890, has flowered for the first time. It is a very beautiful and interesting flower.

In May and June the Hydrangeas made a fine show, producing hundreds of large beautifullj'-formed and well-

coloured flowers. Chrysanthemums and tuberous-rooted begonias also gave a good display of flowers during
these mouths. In July and August there was an unusually tine show of roses, the blooms were of good colour
and size, and produced in large quantities. Camellias also flowered well in November. Of the orchids, the most
noticeable one that flowered during the year was Dendrohium Calceolus. It flowered in June, bearing three spikes

containing 45 blooms of fine form and coloui’.

O.ccdis violacea.—The spread of this weed has become quite serious, and every effort has been made this year
to get it under. No less than 159 bushels of the small bulbs (from the size of No. 6 shot to that of a 2-oz. lead ball)

have been picked out of the soil in the old nursery and several other parts of the garden. As they are so hard to

kill, all that have been collected this year have been boiled to destroy them. Women and children have been
employed, and although the work has been done as cheaply as possible it has cost about Rs. 100, which is a great
drawback on the garden vote : it will take years to get rid of this pest.

Manure.—Our cattle have given us a good supply this year, and we have also had a valuable gift of about
fourteen cart-loads from Mr. A. W. Jackson, of Sita Eliya.

Classified Herbaceous Ground.—This garden has suffered much from alternate droughts and heavy rains,

partly through being on sloping ground, and also partly from being too crowded. The results during these last

two years have been rather disappointing, and it has been decided, as soon as labour can be spared for it. to

re-arrange the whole ground, making a sloping bank and terrace.

Wild Animals—Monkeys .—A group of monkeys, six or seven (the large ivanderoo), which have frequented
the gardens for some time without doing much damage, suddenly (in May) became destructive to the large

Flame tree {Stercnlia acerifolia) by breaking off the young succulent shoots. I tried shooting at them with small

shot to drive them away, but they would persist in coming to this tree, so that I shot one wdth a bullet. They
then remained away for a few days, but began their destructive work again, keeping out of my way, and I was
unable to get another shot. They nearly ruined the tree, which was a fine one. and the largest we had in the gardens.

Sambur Deer were also vmry troublesome during May and June
;
in fact, the damage done was serious, as

they ate or broke down nearly all the plants in the back of the shrubberj' for a distance of about 200 yards,

showing a special liking for Fuchsia. Hah'othamnus, Balsams, Begonia, Iresine, Polygo7ium, Tecoma, Anthericum

and other liliaceous plants, and we were very thankful when Messrs. Jack.son and Mr. A. J. Kellow sent in their

packs of hounds and hunted them out.

Elephants.— Five elephants were in close proximity to the gardens for several months of the year, and
during August and September they paid several visits to the upper part and broke down and destroyed a few
lengths of the water-piping. It is very interesting, especially to visitors, to know that wild elephants are so close,

and, unless they do any serious damage, I think it would be a great pity to have them shot.

Visitors.— The number of visitors during the year was 1,528, being an increase of 17 over that of 1894, and
about 1,000 more than it was ten years ago. The gi-eatest number in any month was 295 in April, and the lowest

in any month was 27 in Se])t'ember. T regret to report that on several occasions during the j’ear orchids, which

have taken years to esbiblish, have been torn from the trees in the fernery and taken away. Suspected parties

will have to be closely watched in future.

Weather.—The weather during the year as regards rainfall was 5 i7i. over the average of twelve years, but the

number of days on which rain fell was exactly the average, viz., 205. 'Phe wind was much stronger in June than

has hitherto been recorded, and much damage was done, and the same may be said of the heavy rains at the end

of the year, which also broke the record. February and March, May, August, July, and September wmre the

drie.st months in the order given, and December, October, and January were the wettest.

* A h outifiilly executed fdiotograiihic view of this piece of water is given at page :18 of Mr. II. W. Cave’s

' Ficturesque Ceylon," vol. 111.
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4.—Henaratgoda Garden.

The Arachchi in charge, Mr. S. de Silva, is justifying his recent promotion from Anuradha-
pura, and is carrying on his new duties with energy and intelligence. Cattle trespass is still a

great trouble here, and it is olwious that nothing but a good barbed-wire fence will i>e of effective

use. I hoped to have been able to secure the fencing both for tins and I'or Annradha])ura Garden
this year, ami when in London obtained an estimate ui the cost. This, however, readied Ceylon
too late for consideration, to my great regret. Early in the year an attempt was made by a

neighbouring headman to establish a cart road through the Garden, which was however promptly
suppressed by the Government Agent.

There are so many interesting economic plants in this Garden that labels are much wanted,
but permanent ones are expensive, and our scanty vote will not bear the cost.

Mr. Nock reports on the Garden as follows :

—

The garden has been kept in very fair order, but with so small a labour force it is quite impracticable to

maintain it in anything like such condition as it should be Real cultivation is practically at a standstill for the

want of a good supply of manure, without which it is impossible to do much in the way of impi’oving the growth
of the different plants under trial.

Paths.— Th.Q old paths have been improved by being widened and having new turf verges laid down.
One hundred and ten yards of a new path were made from the nursery leading towards the double cocoanut. Another

I

great improvement has been in cutting down the jungle near the boundary line and laying out a drive from the

I

bridge at the entrance, the distance being 675 yards, and the width of drive 10 ft. This when finished and
I

gravelled, besides opening up the garden, will be a great comfort and convenience for visitors.

Nurseries.—All the old and useless plants have been gr.ubbed up and twenty-four new beds made. These
have been stocked with a fresh batch of cuttings and seedlings of ornamental flowering shrubs and palms and useful

plants.

Fernery.—This has been much improved by the addition of four beds, and the replanting and filling in with
new plants, and though small has become a pretty and interesting part of the garden. *

I Borders and Flower Beds.—The plants in these have been pruned, and what manure can be spared has been

j

forked in among them. New plants and supplies have been set out at various times during the year. A new bed
has been made on the lawn opposite the entrance gates and planted with showy foliage plants. These are all

doing well, and the appearance of this part of the garden is very much improved.

I Double Cocoanut.—The young plant is very vigorous and healthy, and it is interesting to see how each

I

year a larger and stronger leaf is sent up. There are now ten leaves on it, varying in age from one to ten years
;

the longest is 17 ft.

I
Conservatory.—The old decayed coir matting and roof-timber of this structure have been renewed. All the

I

plants have been re-potted, and they and the building are now in good order.

Visitor's Shed.—This shelter is a wretched little place, and in a very bad state. It should be replaced by a

more sightly, useful, and permanent building.

Visitors.—The number of persons who visited the gardens during the year was 124, being an increase of 59,

or nearly double that of last year, which was 65.

Weather.—The first three months of the year were very dry, especially February, when the rainfall was 1'57 in.,

which fell oji three days only. July and August were also very dry months, showing together a fall of only 2‘92

in. On the other hand, the second and last quarters were noticeable for heavy rainfall. The quarter ending
June 30 gave 38 81 in. on forty-seven days, and the last quarter 47‘94 in. on fifty-four days. October being an
unusually wet month, no less than 35'32 in. failing on twenty-seven days.

The total rainfall for the year was 14'06 in. above the average for the last four years, but the number of

days on which rain fell was only five above the average.

The following table gives a monthly record of the rainfall, and the number of days on which it fell :

—

Fall. Days. Fall. Days.
Inches. Inches.*

January 3-83 7 July 1-02 7

February L57 3 August 1-92 ... 13

March 2-88 7 September 4-74 ... 16

April ... 13-38 ... 17 October ... 35-32 ... 27
May ...‘ 10-.53 ... 18 November 6-67 ... 14
June ... 14-90 ... 12 December 5-95 ... 13

Total, 102-7 in. on 154 days.

' 5.—Anuradhapura Garden.

I -was not myself able to visit this Garden during the year, but Mr. Nock, who was there in

August, has given a full account of its condition. • This gives me much concern, and it is indeed
becoming a que.stion with me whether t’ e attempt to keep up this Garden any longer is worth making.
The utter want of S5uupathy on the part of all the jteople, the indifference and even opposition

of some officials, the ver}" scanty funds (which render it impossible to effect any improvements,
purchase manure, and properly house the coolies), and the distance from headquarters involving great

expense and difficulty in transport, all tend to make me think that there is little to be done on the

present lines, and to contemplate abandoning the attempt. It was in 1883 that I opened this Garden,
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it being the successor of the one established by the late Mr. (afterwards Sir) J. F. Dickson, and
• transferred to my Department in 1881, at his suggestion, in the hope that more could be thus
effected than he was able to do with it. The Provincial vote will again be unavailable for the
Garden in 1896.

The following is Mr. Nock’s report ;

—

The vote for this interesting and pretty garden of 15 acres is very small, viz., Rs 1,200, out of which the
pay of the Conductor has to come. Until this year it has been supplemented by a Provincial vote of about Bs. 300,
which has helped us considerably, and has usually been expended in the purchase of tools, carriage of plants from
the other gardens, and for small improvements. This year, owing to some expenditure on native gardens of his
own. the Government Agent could not see his way to grant us this vote, or even a part of it, and therefore little

could be done beyond watering and keeping the place fairly tidy.
The ti'ees and plants, both ornamental and useful, have grown well during the year, but it is disheartening

that although numbers of plants have been raised for distribution very few have been applied for.

Manure here, as at the other branch gardens, is very much needed, but unlike the other gardens there is

plenty of it to be had close at hand had we the means of transporting it. It was the intention this year to have
bought a cart and pair of bullocks for this purpose and for carting gravel, out of the vote above referred to. A
new hand-cart, watering pots, and a general set of garden tools, as well as a set of decent and jiermanent rooms
for the few labourers, and a new plant-house are also urgently needed. Seats would be a great convenience, and I
think would be an inducement for more people to visit and enjoy the garden. The cooly lines and plant-shed,
which had fallen into a wretched state, were temporarily repaired and rethatched. This work was paid for out of
the vote for contingencies from the Peradeniya Gardens.

At the beginning of the year the small ornamental pond was cleared out and a new set of aquatics put in.

A drain was cut from the middle channel across the fruit-tree plot to conduct the water to this part of the garden,
and thus save labour in carrying it by hand.

The roads and paths which had become overgrown with “ kalanduru” {Cyperus rotundus) have been care-

fully dug up and cleaned, but the paths especially are badly in want of a good coating of gravel. A plot of land
formerly occupied by plantain trees was cleaned and made into a new nursery and supplied with a stock of seeds,

plants, and cuttings.

Much labour was spent in digging out white-ant nests and levelling the hills. Near the entrance gates a
row of the small bamboos were planted to take the place of the unsightly jungle stick fence there.

A quantity of fruit-trees and ornamental plants have been potted into bamboo pots for distribution, and a

number of fruit-trees have been planted out.

Many of the economic and useful trees and showy plants have made good growth, and there is no reason,

except want of energy, why they should not be more largely grown in the district by the villagers.

In the early part of the year considerable damage was done to the pineapples, plantains, and arrowroot
plants by porcupines. These animals have also taken to the tuberous- roots of the Ceara rubber and have turned
up the ground all about these trees. The damage by cattle trespass was again very considerable and annoying,
and until the barbed-wire fence applied for can be obtained and erected this nuisance is sure to continue.

Weather.-—The total rainfall for the year was 59’65 in., which fell on 103 days, against 45’56 in. of rainfall

last year. The average rainfall for twenty-four years is 53'38, and of rainy days ninety-nine, which shows that

the fall this year was much above the avei’age, or 6'27 in., but of rainy dnys it was only four above the average.

The month of February was absolutely rainless, and May and July very nearly so, only -06 in. falling in

May on one day and '04 in. in July on one day. Heavy rain fell in April, October, November, and December,
totalling together no less than 47'47 in., against 12-18 in. only for the other eight months. So that the garden
suffered from drought for the first nine months of the year, with the exception of April, and from floods during

the last three months.

6.—Badulla Garden.

Nor was I able to get to this Branch during the year, and have again to depend on the

reports of Mr. Nock, who paid his usual visits. I desire, however, to call especial attention to the

very small vote granted for this now beautiful Garden of 11 acres, only Rs. 1,500 per annum, out

of which have to be met the Conductor’s pay of Rs. 35 per month and the purchase of Garden
requisites. The amount remaining available for labour is about Rs. 80 per month, which, as

Mr. Nock points out, is barely equal to the pay in England of one working gardener. If anything

more is to be done here beyond merely keeping the ground fairly tidy, our vote must be increased.

I quote the following from the report of Mr. Nock for the year :

—

Most of the trees and plants have made rapid and healthy growth, which has improved the general

appearance of the garden very much, and it is now a very pleasant resort for the residents and visitors, and a real

ornament to the town. A great improvement has been the building of a pretty and permanent bungalow for the

Conductor. It was designed and constructed by the Public Woi’ks Department, and greatly improves the appear-

ance of the gardens. It is to be hoped that the Public Works Department may soon be authorized to build also

a permanent plant-house and a few rooms for the garden coolies.

An improvement has also been effected by reducing the height of the Madras thorn hedge on the lake side

of the garden. From almost any part of the garden the water of the lake is now seen.

The majority of the fruit-tree plants, comprising over thirty kinds, are doing well, and many of them have

fruited during the year. Their future success depends in a great measure on the labour and cultivation that can

be given them. The Para-rubber tree has borne seeds. These ripen here about three or four months later in the

year than at Heraratgoda. The Giant Bamboo, Durian, Pimento, several conifers, and other useful and orna-

mental trees have now become established, and prove to do well.

The borders and flower beds have been very gay with flowers of such things as Phlox, perennial and annual,

single and double Indian pinks. Balsams, Zinnias, Heliotrope, Coreopsis, and Chrysanthemum. With increased

labour a great deal more might be done in this way. Labels and a few seats are very much needed both for the
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A quantity of fruit-trees and plants of economical and ornamental trees and shrubs have been supplied

during the year to the residents and resthouses in the district, but I regret that, though no fault of our own, we

have been unable to supply all demands for such plants. I think a sufficient answer to any complaint on this score

is our w'ant of men and money. It is to be hoped that ere long a sufficiently increased vote will be granted to

allow of the introduction, propagation, and distribution into the district of many more economical, useful, and

ornamental plants, especially of fruit-trees likely to succeed. This was the intention when the gardp was first

opened, but owing to the withdrawal of prison labour it has been impossible to carry this out to anything like the

extent intended.

Weather .—The rainfall, though not up to the average, was over 10 in. above that of last year, and was

well distributed
;
the actual figures being 62'85 in. of rainfall on 136 days, against 52‘23 in. on 120 days in

1894.

The monthly rainfall and number of rainy days are as follows :

—

January

Fall.

Inches.

6-48

Days.

11 July

Fall.

Inches.

•08

Days

2

February •55 • •• August 1-85 7

March 2-27 8 September 1-96 5

April 4-95 13 October 13-63 29

May 1-23 10 November 4-84 16

June ... 5'47 11 December 19 54 19

7.—Interchange op Plants and Seeds.

The exchange relations with other Botanic Establishments have been vigorously kept up,

Wardian cases, boxes of bulbs and orchids, and a large quantity of seeds having been forwarded
and received.

9.—Notes on Economic Plants.

Tea.—This year has been a most favourable one for tea ; the yield everywhere has been
good, and the increase in our exports greater than was anticipated. The total export was
98,581,061 lb., against 84,591,714 lb. last j^ear, showing the very large increase of over thirteen

million pounds (nearly as much as the whole crop of 1887).

The area now covered with tea is estimated at over 300,000 acres, and a small but steady

extension is still going on.

The average price remained much as in 1894

—

i.e., about 8|<i. per lb., or perhaps a little

more. It is gratifying to see a substantial increase in the export to Australia, which attained

over nine million pounds (9,109,592 lb.), during the year.

Coffee.—A remarkable and interesting fact is a large increase in the export during 1895,

this being more than double that of 1894, viz., 65,833 cwt. This is the first time for many years

that this has occurred. A gratifying circumstance, too, is that 6,076 cwt. of this is “ native ” coffee

—

nearly four times the amount of last year. It is to be understood that the increase is due not to

any increased acreage, but to better crops
;
probably with less chances of infection, coffee has now

to bear fewer “ attacks ” of leaf-disease, and so is able to ripen more fruit.

Liberian coffee, however, as yet shows no increase
; but this seems likely to be altered in the

future, as a considerable area has been planted in recent years and mostly appears to be doing well.

A small plantation of 36 plants of Sierra Leone or “ upland coffee ” {Goffea stenophylla)

received from Kew in 1884 was made in April, and plants of Loncliocarpus, sp. (the one 'used in

Trinidad as a shade-tree for cacao), planted among them for shade. The growth of the coffee plants

has been very irregular, varying from a few inches to 3 ft., and cannot be said to be very promising.
They have the appearance of plants out of their element, and look as if the climate here did not
suit them. On the other hand, the Lonchocarpus is certainly at home, having grown very
rapidly with a branching habit, and it promises to be a very useful shade-tree at low elevations.

Some of the shoots have grown 8 ft. in nine months.
A plant of the “ Abeokuta ” coffee from Lagos was received from Kew in August.

Cacao.—This product has also yielded much better the last year, the exports being 27,522
cwt.—a very appreciable increase over last year.

A case of the Nicaraguan cacao, discovered by Mr. Hart and referred to in my last report,

was received from the Government of Trinidad on September 13. Thanks to careful packing, the
plants were in very good condition after their long journey of fifty-five days. The case con-
tained sixteen Nicaraguan cacao plants and twelve Forestero plants from Trinidad, in all twenty-
eight plants, as follows :

—
From Nicaragua :

—

2 Theobroma Cacao, var. pentagona.
1 do. var. angustifolia.

13 do. var. Criollo.

From Trinidad ;

—

12 Theobroma Cacao (var. Forestero).



All were alive, only two being doubtfnl, one of which has since died ; but this being one of
the Trinidad Foresteros its loss is of no consequence. The plants were carefully nursed in the plant-
sheds until they showed signs of fresh growdh, when they were potted in large pots and placed
under shade in the nursery to become established before planting out in the next south-west
monsoon. I am very glad to possess these varieties, especially T. pentagona, and shall be curious
to compare its fruit and seeds with our “ old red ” kind.

Sisal Hemp .—These have been growing mueh better during this 3’ear, and a few hundreds
of young plants have been propagated from them. These will be ready for distribution in the
course of a few months’ time should any one wish to experiment with this fine fibre-plant.

Cuhehs .—The drought in the early part of the year killed one of our two cubeb plants
;
and

the remaining one looked verj^ bad for a time, but has now made a start, and promises to become
established.

Para, hidiaruhher {Hevea hrasiliensis).—The very hot weather in March caused a good
many of the blossoms to wither, and as the bad weather in May and June accompanied by high
winds caused considerable damage to the young capsules, it was expected that the crop would be
a poor one. However, owing to many more trees flowering this year, and the favourable weather
in July, August, and September, we were able to supply all demands for seeds, and had a large
quantity over for the nurser3^ The total crop was very nearly 100,000, 76,750 of which were sold,
being advertised in the newspapers at Rs. 10 per 1,000 ; 2,000 were sent to Badulla Garden nursery
and 1,000 to Anuradhapura, and the rest (20,000) were sown in the nursery here. These have grown
into fine healthy plants, and are now ready for distribution.

None of the trees have been tapped this year. It has been usual to do this only in every
alternate year, but the trees are now of such an age and size that they may be safely tapped every
year. They have grown very much during the last twelve months, and many of them are now
over 6 ft. in circumference at one foot from the ground, and would yield an appreciable quantity
of rubber.

When in London I obtained, through Kew, a report from Messrs. Hecht, Levis, & Kahn
on a sample of the rubber collected at Henaratgoda in 1894. It was considered of excellent
quality, and valued at from 2s. id. to 2s. If/, per lb., according to cleanliness from bark, &c.

Cola acuminata,.—Another small plantation of twenty-three plants has beep set out during
the year at Henaratgoda, and most of them are doing well. The older trees have grown fast and
look healthy, but have not yet flowered. The largest tree is now over 30 ft. high, bitt is only 12 in.

in circumference at one foot from the groxind. The Conductor has been successful in raising
five plants from cuttings.

Bertlwlletia e^rce/sa (“Brazil Nut”) is growing very rapidly at Henaratgoda, is perfectly
healthy, and a noble and handsome tree. It flowered in June, but, probably owing to the rough
weather then, it has set no fruit. It is 64 ft. high and 3 ft. 4 in. in circumference at one foot
from the ground.

Pagena Leerii.—This, besides giving Guttapercha (“ Gutta Sundek ”), is remarkable in
appearance, and will be valuable as an ornamental tree for planting at low elevations. It did not
flower at all this year at Henaratgoda, but shows signs of flowering again next year. So far we
have not been able to propagate from cuttings. The largest tree is 40 ft. high.

Uncaria Gamhier .—A few seeds of this, from our own plants, were sown at the beginning
of the year at Henaratgoda and germinated in March. The growth at first was very slow% but
they made a start at the latter part of the year, and we have now twentj^-five healthy plants
4 ft. 6 in. high, so that at last there seems a chance of getting this acclimatized here. Some
seed received from Kew did not germinate.

Enjthroxylun Coca .—Of this we have now a large stock of fine healthy plants, but there is

practically no demand for them. It is rather surprising that no effort has been made to grow our
large-leafed sort on a commercial scale here, as it seems likely to prove profitable. Mr. T. Christy,
of London, has lately reported on some of this sort sent from Assam, which had been fired

and dried, and was curled up like tea. Pronounced at first to be valueless, it was found on
analysis to be very rich, and worth Is. per lb., the price of the small-leaved Java sort being only
2>d. Mr. Christy believes that higher prices still. Is. 6rf. to Is. Scf., would be obtained for leaf so

prepared for the extraction of alkaloid.

Camphor.—Owing to the war between China and Japan there was a scarcity of this drug at

the beginning of the year, and as prices rose very high many inquiries were made for the seedling
plants mentioned in my last report. We were able to distribute '.'75 plants to thirty-seven applicants.

The number of localities where they have been planted for trial cannot be far short of fifty, and
they vary from the highest to the lowest, and from the driest to the wettest localities, so that it

will soon be seen in what climate they thrive best, but the tree is scarcely a native of the tropics.

At Hakgala, with an average mean temperature of 62° and a rainfall of 89 in., the plants are

doing well, and we have also some very healthy plants in the Anuradhapura Garden, where the

mean temperature is about 80° and the rainfall 53 in. A small trial plot has been formed at

Hakgala, and 200 plants have been planted out 12 ft. apart every way.
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During the year Mr. Nock made an attempt to obtain some camphor from the wood of a tree

at Hakgala, six years old, by distillation of the chips as described, but was not successful.

“ Sahai Grass ” or “ Bhabar Grass ” {Ischoemuni angustifolmm).—Seeds of this were
received at Hakgala from the College of Science, Poona, at the beginning of August. They
gei’minated well, but have not grown very fast. This grass is a native of North India, and is used for

paper-making and in the construction of strings, ropes, and mats. It is common in the Western
Himalaya, and grows best on a dry sloping site, and it is usually propagated from division of the

roots. As a fodder, it is eaten by cattle when young.

Riimex hymenosepalus (“Canaigre ”).—A box containing 30 lb. of roots of this valuable

tanning plant was received at Hakgala at the end of the year in good condition from the Bureau of

Agriculture and Forestry, Honololu. They have been planted out in well prepared rich soil in the

walled-in nurserj’- for trial. If our soil will grow it, this will be a useful addition to our minor
products, as there appears to be an unlimited market for the sliced and dried roots of the plant.

It is a native of Arizona and New Mexico, where it grows in the driest regions. It is figured in

Bot. Mag. t. 7433. The dry root contains about 33 per cent, of tannic acid—a higher average than
the very best oak-bark.

Fruit Trees at Hakgala,—Mr. Nock reports :

—

Several of the fig and peach trees bore a heavy crop, but unfortunately just as they were beginning to

ripen the high winds at the burst of the south-west monsoon blew nearly every one off and greatly damaged the

trees. The English blackberries during June and July produced a very good crop of well-formed and good
flavoured fruit. It has now been proved that this fruits well and regularly, and can be recommended to all gardens

at high elevations. It requires deep rich soil and to ramble over a fence. A few apples ripened in September
;
the

largest was 10 in. in circumference, 3 in. deep, and weighed six ounces. It was as fine looking an apple as any one
could wish for, and was perfect in colour and flavour. They require a rich free soil, which should be well drained,

as they are very liable to canker.

In the early part of the year we received by parcel post from the Government Botanic Gardens, Saharanpur,

one plant and six cuttings, each of fourteen varieties of Asiatic plums and one Chinese pear. They arrived in

capital condition, and I am pleased to be able to report that every one of the plants and a good many of the
cuttings have grown well. It was thought at first that as they came from a very dry country they would not be

likely to thrive here, but they are in growth and foliage so much like the little cooking-plum that grows and fruit

so well that I have great hopes of them, and from the splendid start they have made it is quite possible that we
may get fruit from them next year.

Other Fruits.—A grape-vine presented by the Rev. Father Anthony has made a good start

at Anuradhapura Garden, and promises to do well. • It is only ten months old, but has put on some
strong shoots and plump eyes, which have every appearance of producing fruit after the next pruning.

Eight plants of the celebrated loose-skinned orange have been introduced from Nagpur.
They arrived in capital condition, and promise to do well at Badulla. It is proposed to propagate
from them by buds and grafts as soon as possible.

“ Crawford's Cutch Company

T

—This Company has obtained from Government a monopoly
for the collection of the bark of the mangrove trees growing on Crown land in the Trincomalee
District, where they have established a manufactory of “ cutch,” paying a royalty per ton on all

exported..
This so-called “cutch” is an extract from the mangrove bark, and not the true “cutch,”

which is an extract from the wood of Acacia Catechu manufactured in Burma and Northern India.

Mangrove bark has long been extensively used by the native tanners, and there is a small export
to India.

10.—Herbarium, Museum, and Library.

Herbarium.—No additions to the General Herbarium have been acquired during the year
but many additional specimens were mounted and laid in the Ceylon Herbarium, in connection
especially with the Director’s work on the Flora, during the early part of the year.

The draughtsman and plant-collectors during my absence made excursions to Ratnapura,
Balangoda, and Haputale Districts collecting. The former has during the year made 26 finished

drawings of Ceylon plants and six of exotic Orchids.

Museum.—In February I went carefully over the collection of 200 slabs of wood received

in 1884 under their native names from the Pasdun korale, and labelled them with their Botanical
names. It was with surprise and disgust that I found that very many, though labelled with
different Sinhalese names, had obviously been cut from the same logs, thus 20 differently labelled

slabs were “ dawata ” wood and 13 were “ na,” the actual number of different sorts being reduced
from 200 to 128.

“ Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon."—The third part or volume of this appeared in London
on August 1, with a further instalment of plates (Nos. 51-75). It continues the descriptions of the
plants to the end of the Balanogjhoraceoe, i.e., 734 more species. One more part will complete the
book, and 1 had hoped to do much toward its preparation in London (at Kew and the British
Museum), but was hindered by indifferent health. Some solid progress has been made, however,
and I hope to be able to finish this heavy piece of work by the end of the year at Peradeniya.



Protection of wild Orchids .—As there was some danger of our rarer and more showy<(
orchids, especially Dendrohium Maccarthice, becoming eradicated by the practice of gathering
^lem for export, I am glad to report that a Government notification has been published in the'
Gazette directing that their collection will not in future be permitted in Crown Forests in the i

Central, Southern, and Sabaragamuwa Provinces without a special permit from the Government i

Agent, which \yill be issued only on the recommendation of the Director of the Royal Botanical i

Gardens and with the concurrence of the Conservator of Forests.

li—

R

eceipts fbom Sales.
Though the receipt from sales at the Peradeniya, Badulla, and Anuradhapura Gardens are i

less than last year, there has been a considerable increase at Hakgala and Henaratgoda, owing 1

chiefly to the sale of camphor plants at the former and of para rubber seeds at the latter Gardens, t

The receipts of the year were ;

—

From Peradeniya
Hakgala ..

Henaratgoda
Badulla ...

Sales.

Rs. c.

2.107 19

1,302 28
836 27
.67 4.5

Number of

Purohasers

430
157

102
13

Anuradhapura 35 97 37

Total ... 4,339 16

The estimated value of plants and seeds supplied gratis is :

—

From Peradeniya
Hakgala
Henaratgoda
Badulla
Anuradhapura

Total

739

Rs. c.

333
458 0
44 75
55 75

8 0

900 19

12.

—

Expenditure.

The total cost of the Department for the year has been :

—

Rs. c.

Salaries (including Exchange Compen-
sation and 10 per cent, increase) 21,534 60

Gardeners’ and Labourers’ Wages
Peradeniya 7,499 10
Hakgala 3,999 99
Henaratgoda 2,199 92
Badulla 1,479 44
Anuradhapura 1,199 95

Travelling and Collecting 1,978 70
Stationery 99 72

Postage and Telegrams 140 0

Peradeniya, March 27, 1896.

Rs. c"
.

Pots, Tools, Labels, Books, &c. 3,985 53 U

Seeds and Plants 496 27 C
Upkeep of Racecourse Reserve 169 94 ;

Special votes :

—

Cooly lines, Hakgala ... 1,500 0
Towards publication of ‘‘ Flora of

Ceylon ” (£250) 4,444 44 1

For new Meadow Mower 396 26 .

Total ... 51,143 86

HENRY TRIMEN, f.r.s..

Director.
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bidding in auction war, far Iba moil luiit, ol

aoty epintleu obarao'er, but towudi lha oloio i

lb.,^iDoro Iban oounler.bilaoead, howeaor. a

fnllhtr deolioo olid to pat lb. lor modiou
Pakoet, nod uf ahoul Id par Ib, tor the mijocUj
of Broken Fokooa. Tbo nionlb of Anri*

**

with a iliU futihor depituion. Tba ras

eomparatlrely bigb rotoa oitnbliihad foi

Coy/oa and Indian in lUmuInllug tba couanoipiion

of Ohioa and Jnaa taai at Iba txptna* of
"

forraar, waa folly rrfleotel in tba tradt itati

at tbii period. Souchooga for '* price " i

carlieel atlaJ ol tbia month mackod a tamj

dcoliaa nl H per lb., but niui apathy pre

with regard to ordinary Frkoea md Broken Pekoor,

tbo lormar celling id per lb., and tho litter genoiolly

11 below tho raw* eorrenl a month proTioue. In

the middle ol April prior to the Bailor boUdaya, a

ratbar bettor toon prevailed, Soncboogi and low
Foko** axoerienced a fractional loeovery, aod oren

Brskaa Pakooe weea belter aupported. Allot Euter,

Iba iinproromoot wa* atill moio naiicetble. Icailor,
•npl..*" adroQinog id pot lb., wbilat llri bettor

Brokru Fekom were alio aomiwkil

......B"- iiu'T After Iba deelatalian 51’Ibt

Badgel propoisle.wbioh left (ba Tea.duly uuioucbod,

tba trade onto mete look liaact, and, drepila iba

heavy aalo'. Soochoagitoc "prico” sere atroagly

, ^ b." dew^
now 8(1 Thronghenl Ibo

mooinaiiria toou |irer*llrd, aapecially for loaf tea

np (a 7d per Ib
,
I’oaoar, however, about tbia figure

ruled comFaiatively ebaep, Tbo pioperiion of

eomisoa tea wu now very targe, and for tbia

rcaaOQ tbo avoroga dropped to 8d at the cloea ol

ibe monlU. In June tba heavy aalea ebi’Sy affeoted

inferiority, ivniaiord aludy, aod fine, which waa

very acaroa. marked end npMid tandency. By lha

and ot lha mouth lha averegewr-
per lb., eoaaeqoonl opon tba ioc

ol eommon quality. Jnly opioa:

E
atillon generally at Ibe coireni low raioi, good

qqerrg aorta Icodiag upward! : c ruoi'n Broken

P^oaa, no waver, warr. neglected, a iliog nedee 7)d

S
r Ib, By lha middle of tba month the General

cotiooa inletfoivd coni'dcrib'y wiib Inula in thu

counlry, but dealer*, reoegniling the good value

carranl, proved activ* bojen end the month cleird

of Sid per Ib. After the Auguat^Bink UoliJay a

olined raihet eaiior in »ymp»ihy tiUh loilien loal:

at the clcie of the raonlh nil loll g-jnnd wai ro-

ooTiiad. and mrdiam Tea* pinieipalad in the

Anunaia. By Seplambw the aoopUei b'canramore

rcodcate, and the demand cootioning alcady,

oil claaiei BtainUlncd on upward tendeuoy, aa*

peciiUy Rord a
"

D tborankroflbemadiui

>mf< Price for tho yotr 81 1 per Ib., ogi
*1 . a idMinlWS.
initlai loi'era r.JlaY°8 'be otUlt namo:

L (lr>w) *oalcvol opto 1,000 fool—If (nrdii

.rS,W fool—Hll(hi|h modiunj) d,'-U0 to S.Mi.

(ligb) S.eoo I > 3,000 feet—QB (higbait) abore 3

Oror 600,010 Ib. Ae.pri
Aboutlb. 1895 .

a. d.

- - H 8J3 .0W n 01
XoddcoQibralBPEOB 605

,
301} 0 81•

‘
. M 010 ,OUO 0 8
V. H >1 691,000 0 71
MI'e lOTPO) U 038.000 0 7l
*l 0 Qiya(Clvl’O)ll 310,000 U

300
,
1)00 lb. to 300,000 Ib.

!t.I/eanard<(STCv.or
Coyloo) HH .HO.flffl 1 1

ar;

liqi

i prupsrtisn

an Improvcmeai, and all tbo beat Invoica

Wore aotively onmpalel (or, and oommaodad hicdsi

lag ralra. 'Ihroagbont tba msoib tbiiimproremei

steadily continued, and cit lit clcia tho gcDen

averaga itood at ratbar ovar 9d per Ib. Doric

Oetebar tba oaiket rcled vary firmly, but lha n.

livitj ol the irada was chiefly oicrotod lowurc
-- ilry Peksoa and Pok- =— '•

10 then 1 liag etcelloni atrenjtb and quilitj

itdranewlc} rably in 'ilno (

out the mcolb, abili

Queit tvaa—tbo runlt of Ben plucking-romain-d
pracllcally iLationiry lowcrdi lha and ot tba

msntb. inda*d, common leaf tended rather caiier,

owing to tho heavy arrivali of Indian ol poor qncUty.

aod by the Brat week in N'ovambcr a dcclina. ol i 1

to id par lb. wai ntabliabcd lor leif tea, np to 8d
pcrlb. At Iba moclh progr^cd tba law ratea

corrcDl for the inoreaalng anpptiaa of common Indian

lea had adcirai'isg aSact upon tbo corroapoodioR

claaa of CaylSB.wbicb, drapiic Iba mndrinto iziant

of the anciioni. expsrloooMn aharp declion ofjd
tojd per lb, during tho tnoiilb, wbea lha general

averaga waa ra-luoed to Od from tho bigheal loiai-
pid— in the middle ol Octnba

good to fioB Poksoi and Pakoo

tcai'^ ia befow par, Ibaaopplyol Brokaa Pako* ia

•.Gildatably in arcrea of tba domaad. and con-

acqaently ihli gra>Io rnlar at an ondaly low range

cl prioaa. Thi* toclonoy might pMhapa. be to *cmo

ulenl ffiodiBed If tba proporiioQ of Broken Pekou

proper ware realriek-d to a loullir qoanlity of

ekiw bqnuring tea, tba balance taking lha form of

OraagaPek»a. In vlow ol Iba iaeraialog aiport

dimtnd for Coyloo tea, which i* p'aglically eeoficol

to wbjl* leal gradaa, it would team ai I! Oreoga
Pekoal, rokooa, and I'akoa Soaehuun weald ba

likely to oommaod lha atacdlar aorepetiUon taking

eb*wboIa year riond. IlUailramely dUBodlt to*— —If athitrary rule In thia loapeei, a* Iba

tba bigbarand lowar gradea ol Goylon
•

• qoveroed by lha quillly

Gtddt: a
(ievertea M
UmuicrrC) a
ivcarberea^ K

UoinREiyiH

Kabt*«*llaU
Kaad'Uwawa

Wailakally
.Vichelveya
Adam'i Peak

of I wbieh
I bi gauged and acted upon .......

. tba aiuio than iu acootdaneo with advira froi

thutida We may, bsnever, by alreo* upon lb.

ietirabilily of avoiding Dorty tea* olany grade.
•" sonotny of ioclulmg duel in any ottJie in

It gradaa ie. wi aru ante, a lalie os*. I

matkclf. wlioo bnyreara apt Is be aumcwbi
kypcrcritloal, lirokan Pekou containing any aj

rtciabla queotily ct duet prove mset diOienUol tal

led (ho preienec ol dnilio wbcle-loef gradae

elwaya a drawback, aipeciallv in iboia (orrig

varkcle which arc now being lo aieidaouily

nltieated.

Oar teblaol aautactblf rear eompruvi oev, wmoo
fold 70.000 lb. and over on tbo Londoci

*t under Owir own marke duriug 1803 . Tbi

<I averaro of tba aalin ealei waa a {rtolico

(bat ol 1 S9 I, which ie in ibelf a highly

lOlnry faelur*. and. bearing iu mi--"
-‘—

luring Ibe poet jeer tb» prico ol eilvcf
-

cord, prodni

<f qcslity, thci

no^iij”””'

proefumiy
re mey bo fairly coflgratnla'

fully 0

281,000

S23 .6U0
492.000
9U0

.
3IU

317,300
219.000
331.000
aio.uxi

331.000
633.000
813.000
4 IG.OOO

IFavcrIey (OTPCl B
TkngaVolly (CTPC) If

BaauiTitlc U
ClecdovcoIOBEO) H
-t'bioo H
irallaaa {OTFO) H
'• Olair U

ValloB BM
ar- s
lawakcDo
-nijon (CTPO)

pembrakeUy 3: DcU
-'h.polloo

PCv.li.,
Ttkoewald

..iflolyroodfCTPC) U 3»l ,500
iray If 819.300
iuruviIlc(STCefG)U 2383U0
iIb*cblld|£rEC) H S9S.300
enuglo a 311,300
bukollofBPEC) H 313 ,UOO
. JcbndclKcy C 201.000
irdyc* (Ll’O) II 301,000
inakcllo UM 3JJ.U00
amodiaa Jd 36 i),30U
ipdouHill U 392,000

) 10 on

[BPEO)

reilh*ll BU
^ellvboddo U
BclbKlIeflUP) H

fer* H
oya(EP£0) H

^'itoii Lena M

mg u
lUcboog* cs

tioaal etreoglb and quality, were •ctru'ly eo wvU
enpport'd. In Docotnbtf a mote confldeot loa*

both li

lot all

a upon good oedir

lb. aipeoudlr eboo
The year cloeod

. lor Brokco Fekotaover leper lb
, Ifaogciii

B etaeding at a liUU) over Ud c.qainil lod
MOl 1891.

mset gralilyicg

fallal China and Jaia

ageoti i 90, th* I

oclly

,fiog firms 10 tba
corcHutad, cr bav

mptiw of a

_e toiubla teas prior to ib-ir beiag oS> .

hu li.»omr an riUbliehtd praelise, aod tbenamrrem
order* uo Eueliau acooun-, have, cooirqceally. b*ec

vary ioilrumoowl^in eotutlog tor I'ekMi and

K
IiUuB at aocuou. Important ai our Uadi ^lli

lum in Caylon tea hea baooma during tba pui
vwar or two, it bide (au to bv darelepcd '

-

ague

' two, It bide

asical in Ibe (uu...
t eold C ylou

appoarant' of the leaf: gradutliy,

that they absuld b

toued ii

true cbareclvr
itil to-day the imate opanlv recogoi

Ceylon Ij aelcally aiwvuecu. m
Oanad* too. csoiidicabl* ptugtcis h

lu Ib* iDItodoetioo ol Ceylon Iraf,

(eiiiiad by th* Ut«l Beard ol Trade
Moxvaefal aa Ibe iHirtc to in rodui

into foreign markeli have hiteerio
|

flald y*l rxsaini comparelivily am

isoruokoya
icboolpillla

a 11 11

0 mi

i*alakanda(CTPO)D
-jcnycrofl L
Donodln (CTFC) I.

" i^o U
laafCTPOj L

Eiuilo^^ H
-ctcloya M
_*adaloya hi
AropolalreudefllFEC)!,

-CTP6) U

GuatfeU
Deoford
Norwood (EPEO)

U 229 OUO

230
.
3IX)

2}i),UjO

201.000

BeVewy
Kaudepolla
UiiUUalU

Ab^Uford

Anbeiclelgli Ea (

90X0 ) E

E^oll I
U loloya I

L*cdoo)a E
Fundaloya E
Fcro'anii E
Kltofta E
Kcda 0^ (OBEC) E

113,300
115 .60)

100,000

129,3011

183,300
lue.onii

11 .1.000

19«vVM
I83,nni>

120AMI
119 .

0)0
112,000

V *'«nia]y u 1 ti 6ii

We*i UolyraodfCTPO) II It)Ml
PvU«ro«>c(nLPOjua 121.30
Bildon llall K I17.l>i

W.ngio Or* U I 2».5ii

^rrafl.ld H lUAW

ar*n;*|la(Uv*)

tDiiftsalla

liU.»i}

1«.30U
ilPjkw

l.enl ccndira (OBBC) Ii U3 ,
0iu

M'nydlfr H lsr,3'ii
IlicJmnna (CDPO; UM 12'M)U
UilIu0m*lly(OBKCl B IIL3oO

Ukfaaca Icgalla

;.ng.*rily »l

l*b*dewa H
Jra li

Kiaatlngbig*
b-oodwood U
Derrycl*ro B
Slratbden (SCTOBU
Ma*ke<lya U
Micoa B
KaJpoegalU H
Eik.dna BM
Ouuudo U\l
BbrabeUill UM
Oibonia E
Ty*pany E
8e<ama(EFBC| EM
Knrcgama I.

Kelvla

Clan cairn
St. Aadreir’e
Mirerisbeddo

I^itillltt*

Oallabcria
Wariagalla

I09,3»)
Ie6,oi»

ISOAOO

I 18A00
lISAiOO
114A00
IHMO
103,500

Nibilma
llQQOtall

Itauirell*

Hoitberli

Kutlind
W.ricigb
Btlucai
Kow Vill.

fill m.ooo

123,'DO

Algooltcnnc II
Blaiigapiliya M
Havinand(OBEO) M

j^iltia(OBEC) M

Happogahalando M
Upande M
Indurana L
KanngcUa (Dclca) If

Fclcpanla L
AlUbtgo M
Olengarllla E
FocagaUa UM

Pitakanda
Lueeomba
Bandaropolla

L 1 .20,930 0
D 110,300 0

FO| 6l llUdiOO 0
L 107,300 0
L 101,300 0
L 197 ,

501} 0
Ehl 1839)00 0

ly* (CTFC)
jdala

SlntbcUIe
ReiutKhvry
Aberdeen

0 7
0 7
0 7

S ’
100,300

103)X0
1882)00

133,500 0 61
198,600 0 d

b. to 100,000 Ib.

clmar(OBBC) II

iiiiwood HE
mokvido It Aim

WooltOD-* II

Dumbsgaetalawa II

Clydridalo II

Falmrreton
Dcvonfsrd I

Killamcllo <LPO)
Jremley

Erlemero
Qlentaiffa
nabatuogoda

Froioft

:“C"„
hfabagall*

trbim & St, ,

dtew’e
Detenogalla

D^yac^llak

M«iy.
Ealopabinl

Galloola
Ul-n-0|le*
laigo*

Doyaoella
Colotnb
Sl.Vvgaan'a

8toU*e^^(OBEO) U

Cbarloy Talley H

37.600
82.600
96,000
87,300

04,uUU

31^

63,Ain

61,000
CIAIOO

LxalU
DimbUgolla
iOlagalU

rbojdoB Bob

Obotankar*lo

Tl'bi H.M
DoUlitttDa M
T^cV BM
It Eapstalo M

-Jiuiv M
U lie VaUay BM
Agaraland hi
fir*.* Valley EM
Btalgam. U
'-turcgtllo lEFEC) hi

evrU'ld L

iwulm^do hi
D*rtry il
y*bal*kollo L
Locdaidalo BM

4embawille(0rP0)UU

LoagbtonlA Borkln) M

B^goitnic (DTPO) L

80,000
70.000
68.000
od.ono

61,000
61.300
60.000

39.000
68.000
69,000

Ricblaode
B-onghUn
Wibinuralli

lingloa

in'roroUa

KIrkleee
Bon Accord
Stralbipoy
Glonloeh

hUdlclbUn
AadncvcQ
Sarnia

Icaaitonc
it. Ley*

Mar^otlto

Dcblgalla
0 »fc

^ .—bgclla
CalUralcnno
Diiukeld
Ua-nac*ba El'a

-1 (C8K)

S 1S|

87,600
53.000
30.000
26,300
49.390
47000
41.000

E 43 500

(Icn.r*gaUa E
Ca-kie b*o II

GoogiHa E
QiceciUad H
Skoleucd U
Wow-ibvdda H
Kcllwoud (OBEC) H3I
Chailcilord I,

84.300
50.300
29.000

Hikakotsa
lllralogiib
Blackataco

ipanagalla

junyao (.knebet)

IlnorooiuadelJa E
Old Bilnya

?.‘oc^.*?aI.

Vatbalaoa

iliappitlla

'r-“

“jltm/lEPEC) M
Fathiagall* U
M a**g*iU BM
DrrCry E

3o!oin

29.300

S 3

Hudo*>

Am* alia

" a n

ESTlM.kTBD HEUkTIVK VIBLD AJfp AVB-
&AOB FRICt

R*»li»»l loc Ib* did .1 I EYbOK IlfS-

nUCTt*. o*BPil»lf-.n tb* r .,1 - .ti,:i.e:., tr '1 ta
Lsadoot*tw**a IsDoar; 111 an 4 D*< )'' 3b l.^w —

Ib

per lb.

IWk

Via
.VUckobta
llawabiu
I'oredUoa. Kel
Faudaleya A
b>da

''lSm"d!
Doloabagc i rv-’ki

M^^o*'ud‘'fu

^amW and U*

kaduganaiwa
Al-gala

Eclui V'alley

iDgala .kc. S.uhO.OQO

10 AM>.IM)
.. S.nm.OX)
.. 2,111)0,01)0

WEEKLY FOBLia AUCTIONS OF CETtO.V TEA
DUKUKh lA*b WltU AVtlHAUB I'ltlOEd

KBALI8BU -

Week o^l'l-eq'. At price, jwe
coding elTemlla per Ib. com^odlnc

aaeiioa. weak I5»L

23
,
91.1

18.239

15.171

112)20
2H.678
25JOI

11.199
13.091

14.470
20,531
13.678
15.$5S
I3A55

DUABD OP TRADE BETERNS.

India 123 .233,839 1 IS.307.SI8 116 , 612,381 I12U3 .54(
Caylen 82

,073,373 76
,
146,114 73.;nn,f3T MOJI.dSO

China 40.033,832 43301,938 56 .11 '.<,9 i:
Other Conn.
tcloc 8 ,403,296 6

,899,013

l'.i,917 37,050.718

4497,231

,
050

,6» 211
,471.025 2 l9 ,9174Ml 23

iramptlsc ol Tea daring the (

idia 1IOA15AI0 n0.063.63S 101,113.602 l»)A28.IGg
lylon 74,023,811] 7IA70.II78 OlJlS.Odl 0,102.137
jina 94,201,577 92.930.703 82.060, 080 51,150,.(65

Iher Oouc
tie* 5.’231,637 2,154,603 3.675,013 1.100,077

ontbeOll.SOO.UO 2I4AI1MII 20r.0)7.5»l 317,120,926

peel* of Tea daring tbo pail four y**n:—

a 8,921,551 3.331,'232 S.klJ.Un 3,792.650

Iso T.ltAUI O.ldn.irj) 4,112,232 !.(8>),9M

la 18,207,030 22,037,050 23,i52,»l 37,951,059
ir Cocn-
> 97HA« 1,029,183 l.M',250 2,123,IVW

ncoibt 30 ,233,422 31^94,171 31 ,176,723 >7.i

Slock ol nil Tea ia Bioded War. •u (In U. K.)

Itb- put four year* r—
1633. 189I. I<d5. IdTA

Ib. lb. Ib. Ib.

All asrle 103,480,802 11/2,062^13 li)}rl>»2»l 91,2{)917

lleme Coceumptien ol ludlen aad Ccylsn Tea ostn-

takcu from the Boaiip

KbtoiiS* :—

lb03.

Indian, Ceilc Indiac

S,SAO,000 61.18 102 000,000 626
1,009,000 33.38 34,609,9119 17-8

1,400 009 1A16 67AW,0U) 39 6

191.090,099

aUtinslJ Indian

date, bet tb*Hsi

it 3.2Di),a00lb,ura

:bina,A&

PcrccoUirt

of total.

*Tbc tignrei

iparated at tb;

Ccylsn waa at

ol tk* total.

il i!
M 0 f)

6J 0 61
6« 0 —

il; a

3 s Si

UeaUdvIisporUor Ceylon Tsadsrtc! Ut pa>i

i.ne.nt *.um,3n tAf/.co sn7u
»,r«l,U.) J26I.1U (.lX.VM *>M9

l’,41*,'vir h'-aCArS MISAP) <l«u)
T,8-7,»e 7.U2..02 OW.1A9 •,'•>

M'.it* *6 0,1(4 birojui *,IS7

Mectbly Debverts* of O^tsa

-ulctl and t'enuened by A. M. A J, Pgsetreutr*



COMPAKATH E TABLE OF FIOURES FOR THE PAST THREE SEASONS.

India. China ( indndina JAPA]\
mPOHTS. DELIVEKIE8. STOCK AT END OP EACH MOXTII. IMP0ET8. DELIVEltlES. STOCK AT KND

llfX. 16M. 16‘.H. 1M3. ls96. i698.
I

IMI. 1893. 1698. 1894. 1893. 1896. 1898.
1

1894. 1693. 1806. 1898. 1690. 1693. 1891.
j

1893.

July
Ao|.
S*^.
Oci.
Nor.
Doe.

lb.
6,2U,IIU0

IT.CfiO.'iOO

M.iHS.IHW
lO.OM.flOO

is.s-is.uon

17,31)6,OOU

Ib.

4,»76.ono
11,«<I,(I«>

1B,«I/I,00ll

17,7i-»,«K)

ir.aWpOiio

s.ais.wno

12,748,060

18,990,006

16.006,000

Hi,69dAl6
I<J,1»M»

Ib.
1

lb.

8
,
129 ,000

'

',733,000

8,810,600, 8,269,000

9.112,000] 8,O3l,0iH

i2]iioW n.Wlow
9.636.000 9,321,001)

7.9^,OUI
7,710.001
»,W9,U09
10,052,000
lUB.flOu
U,693,00(

Ib. Ib.
1

)b. 1 Ib.

20.019,000 18.340,000 21,070,030

Hill
Joir .

Ib.

11i2,807,IXM liiiii
rlillll 11 ili

mil' W,O..1.0W| S4,648,fl>K) 0,731,000
1
89.aS'2.oi>o| oi.oio.ono 87,0M,OO>)j _ „Sk! 83,A‘18,000 37,118,1100 17,018,000 21,837.606 23,05S,OOo|l9.-il5,INII -

I

:
IbOT. 1606.

1

1103. 1691. 1607. IM.
1

1896. 1891. 1696. 1897- ItflO. 1895. 1094. 1697. 1800. 1895. 1991. 1397- 1896. 1695.
j

ISSI.

Jas.
Fob.
Uar.

May' I

10,114,(lOi)

7,«W7,«00

sfi'a
'»a,«K)
l,S0S,O0(i

H.74iU0<l
7.118.000

u,6lS,OUH

SO'l'.OOO

1.019.001
1

7,717.00oj 9,068,000

U.U7.IHX

22’,9!W]000| 'll]009]000 Ju'uo -

8,'J‘lS.OaO

1,73-2,000

0,118,000

‘Is
336',fl00

3,095, 000
2,'230.000

1,089,000
116,000
999.000
031.000

5,-130.061

3,'JJ7,UOO

4,322,0110

3,011,600
1.035.000
8.811.000
4,610,000
3,3!)U,000

1
,007 ,'KlU

3,7UOi)l)

8.19-1.006

8.771,000

8,019,060

3,801,01X1

29.101.000
27.537.000

«.B1 j.oiiol 30,SOj]uoy
81,155,000, 23,311.600
87,a-M,0O0 -JO.WJ.UOO
91.001.000 2J.IU 1.000
10.711.000 10,801,000

Slootbi. 1
80,713.1106 30.774,000

1

86,716.00o| 89.778,600 - - - Six 1

Moolb.-J
9,885,000 7.3.10,006 23,723,000 0,018,000 - _ -

1

-
Twolre 1

Mooibi. 1

.Ii6.i«i,r... 111803700 |llB.W17W HQTMTJKO - - -
1

-
1

Ilf., 170 ,000 46,778,000 _

July -

Eepi
o«.
Nor.
Dr*.

IRI’OUTH. DELIVBUIBS. STOCK AT END OP BACH MONTH.

Au^
S«pt.

Dee.

I5IPORTS. DELIVERIES. STOCK AT END OP BACH ilO.NTH.
IMO. IbOS: irvt.

1

1899. 1S9C. 1895. 1894.
1

IK93, 1803, IBM. 1891. 1893. 1600. 1896. KOI. 1803. 1B96. 1895.
1

isoj, i033_ 1890. 1895. 1801.

7.91«,l)0«

H,S78,6iX)

S,242.(XXJ

8.685,000
4.199JJUI

4.800,1110

9 lum

4.U794I(X

1,)H1,660

4.820,006

7,101,0i>i

6,4^o,>x»
«,4l2.OU0

4,645,Oi<

6!l6«',riou

O.Mg.AW
7,O|l),"0O

7.31'l.OU)

7.123.006

5[56a]llixi

0,030,000
7,127.l)fX

0!'J2o!o«

8,029,000
42>I2,IX)0

lb.

0,911,1X0
6,118.000

0,229,1X1

.*>,'923,CXX

MS-J.IW

lb.

I9,1W.00<
19,016.066

172>10,flU

in.UM.OU
H,5I9,0U)
I3,61B.0U>

lb.

90,691,ncc
20.113,OUU
17,950,000

15,088,001)

1I,0U3.00<7

11,711,1X10

Ib.

I7,7n«,0iX

17,717,CxXi

is.ixionxi

14,071,000
14,678,Ox

Ib. lb.

818.000
453.ai>

oioluoi

510,060

83,000

Ib- Ib.

'422,000 81,000
263,600 295,tax

SI'J.IXXi 21l,(XX

872.000 2111,000

18I,'«0 913,060
2M.(3)0] OO.IXXJ

lb.

369.000
3-40.600

373.000
893.000

i.-19]0U<

Ib.

175,000
233,011

201.600
202,060
315,lir.

. 222,000

SOi.IIXI

^2,OK

WLwI
IK),flu

lb.

840.00

oloioK
838.600
063,0011

Ib.

897.000
610.000
717.000

810,006
653.1106

743I1W
671 .000

OSI.UIO
eid.un

il. f:
B0.M9/XXI tl,m6fiOU 33.32x,<i00 12,817,000 38,810,000 35,00-4,01)0 - - - -

llniidix. I
1,HIS,(3H l,0'40,06o[ 1,166,000 I.Ml),000| 1,560,1160 1,573,000 _

Jro.

Hrr.
~

IE'

’

llfJ7.
I

1 -jO. 1805. 1804. IW7. 1606. 1«95.
j

1894. 1897. 1898. 1898. D-JI.

Jxo.
Fro,
Urr.

;S'
'

1897- IS‘90. 1896.
1

1891. 1897. IB9S. 1895. 1B9I. 1897. im 1895. i«)i.

02)073)01

7J50.0OO, B.OOO.HM
6,;) 1.1X16, SAOl.'XX
exisi,606, 6,455,'XiO

O.WK.ixip! 8XX173XXI
Tx-AOIXID T.SW.606

O.snijxi

C.ilDxia
4,b5i),«JU

s'.xxiloai)

fl.osixnx)

16.167,01X1

W,5P),0r)C

lOClx.ObO
lA,4U,ixiu

IT.IKl.UOO

I7]729[0l»

19,011,600

17,170,01,6

17.HT,I«
17.740,OiC
l7,r,4S.6UJ

I8.IOO.6O6

13,815,0131

841.600
Bld.OlAI 4^

•InllliX

8‘J3.0U

MOioot
ItS.IIOl

16'J.OOO

165.600

91,000

2.57,OIK

259,000
320.000

39VMI
435,606
012.000

374,000

luioxi
918.1331

2oi]uu)

209.000

810,000

1,10A006

70I.UOU
Oal.OU)

UM.IXH
1, 100,606
1W.600
)197,l)«

Ctt.^ijiO

770]iiOJ

;u7,iXM

667,090
5So,coa

mootbr |
42,10I.UOo|38,7M,Ono 30,3914)00 bs.do-i^xio - - - - eix

1

Uootbi. I
9,697,600 1,180,600 2,8'J7,060 1,'107.000 _ - _ _

7a.-4n73i0')| 78,134,06U
1

78.107,1«)0 71.203,<tXJ " -
1

- - Twolre 1

Uonihr. 1
4,253,000 9,319,000

3.000,(KiO S.78O.OO0 - - -

( „ ,1
3.W.IJUII Ib.i

I .. S.lIlpOQO Ib.l

ilM of <>7lan Iran I>| J*iiBirr lo
(loelDiflDg KipotU 7.i»3,0OO ib.l

c „ „ 0,1 yi.un Ib.i

< „ „ 1.000.000 ll>.)

I

m.ii7/nu u

IIOHK COKtiUUl’TlUK.

iffiptOI/iUO lb. per ncotb.

o.vn.'do „ „ oo.nio

p.im.ooo

r el s.u.U,00U II

i» el PjM.flOO Ib
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( Pi .. 91,‘MI.UuOlb.)

'olel dellterlet «fl
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ComBojitloa ..J
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Supplement to ''CEYLON OBSERVERS

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARKETS FOR INDIAN AND CEYLON TEA.

Dear Sirs,

The growing of Tea in British Dependencies is gradually revolutionizing
the Tea trade of the world. The change of taste in favour of Indian and Ceylon Teas,
which commenced in Great Britain, has been gradually but steadily extending to other
countries.

This development of the trade in markets outside Great Britain has
now become sufficiently extensive to afford considerable relief to the London market, and
to exercise a most important effect upon prices.

We are so impressed with the absolute necessity lohich exists for continuing

to encourage foreign demand, that we again bring the matter forward without apology.

13, Rood Lane, London, E.C., June, 1895.

We are, Dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

GOW, WILSON & STANTON,
Tea Brokers.

INDIAN AND CEYLON TEA TAKEN BY COUNTRIES OUTSIDE THE
UNITED KINGDOM DURING EACH OF THE PAST FIVE YEARS.
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The diagram on the front page shows the progress made in the principal external

markets during the past five years, giving also, as nearly as can be ascertained, the total

quantities of both Indian and Ceylon Tea used outside the United Kingdom. The progress

made is remarkable, and indications point to a still more rapid and important development

in some of the chief markets, in the near future.

With the coming crop from India estimated at about 140,000,000 lbs., and that

from Ceylon at about 91,000,000 lbs., the importance of using every available means for

increasing the consumption of British Grown Tea becomes so great that no efforts should

be neglected by which new fields may be* opened up.

The prosperity of the Tea trade depends mainly upon the creation of sufficient

demand to cope with the ever increasing production
;
and unless constant attention is

bestowed upon the discovery of new outlets and the extension of existing markets, the

danger of over production which has been the ruin of so many flourishing industries,

might prove equally disastrous to the Tea producer.

Looking at the diagram, it is clear that many markets which five years ago

were comparative!}' insignificant, have since attained sufficient importance to exercise

considerable influence upon the course of prices.

Approximate quantities of British Grown Tea used outside the United Kingdom.

T89O. 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894.

Australasia 7,500,000 7,700,000 9,000,000 13,200,000 1^,300,000

U. S. A 1,300,000 1,400,000 1,600,000 2,500,000 3,300,000

Turkey and Persia 1,100,000 5,200,000 2,200,000 4,200,000 4,300,000

Canada .... 800,000 1,100,000 1,500,000 T,600,000 1,900,000

Russia and Germany .... 600,000 800,000 1,500,000 2,000,000 2,500,000

All other places 2,100,000 2,900,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 4,100,000

13,400,000 19,100,000 19,300,000 27,000,000 28,400,000

Indian and Ceylon Tea shown separately.

INDIAN. CEYLON.
1890 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 1890. 1S9I. 1892. 1893. 1894-

Australasia ... bs. 5,000,000 4,500.000 3,900,000 6,200,000 4,900,000 Australasia ... lbs. 2,500,000 3,200,000 5,100,000 7,000.000 7,400,000

U. S. A. 800,000 800,000 800,000 1,500,000 2,000,000 U. S. A. ... ,, 500,000 600,000 800,000 1,000,000 1,300,000

Turkey & Persia „ 1,000,000 4,6oo,oco 1,700,0X1 3,200,000 3,400,000 Turkey i4 Persia „ 100,000 6oo,coo 500,000 1,000,000 900,000

600,000

Russia & Germany „ 100,000 200,000 300,000 30o,oou 400,000 Russia & Germany „ 500,000 600,000 1,200,000 1,700,000 2,100,000

All other places ,, 1 ,400,000 1,800,000 2,100,000 1,800,000 2,100,000 All other places „ 700,000 1,100,000 1,400,000 1,700,000 2,000,000

8,900,000 12,300,000 9,600,000 13.800,000 13,600,000 4.500,000 6,600,000 9,700,000 13,200,000 14,800,000

Taking the most important market of all, namely :

—

The Australian Colonies. One is surprised at the rapidity with which the

taste has altered in favour of Indian and Ceylon Tea. In these Colonies the annual

consumption of Tea amounts to about 30,000,000 lbs., and the quantity taken per head of

population each year reaches about 7-66 lbs. Five years ago India and Ceylon contributed

some 25 per cent., while at the present moment they supply about 45 per cent,

of the total consumption.

Considering the similarity of race to ourselves, and the progress already made, there

seems little reason to doubt that these Colonies will follow the example of the mother

country in using almost entirely the Teas of our own dependencies,
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North America. The next market in point of size is that of North .America,

comprising the United States and Canada, in the former of which large amounts of

money have been spent in endeavouring to foster a taste for both Indian and Ceylon
Teas. The progress made has been slow, but after several years of anxious work and
costly expenditure, an appreciable change has at length taken place in the public taste,

and—as will be seen by the diagram—the quantity of both Indian and Ceylon Tea recently

used has shown a remarkable increase.

So many different agencies are now at work for developing this extremely important

market that it seems quite beyond doubt that the corner has at last been turned, and
that an increasing outlet will in the near future be found in this locality.

Russia. The expansion which has taken place in Russia in the use of Ceylon Tea
during recent years is most encouraging, and affords almost a positive proof of its

establishment in this large market, where some 70,000,000 lbs. of Tea are annually

consumed. There is also a moderate sale, for the more delicate liquoring kinds of

Indian Tea.

Bearing in mind the strong demand which exists for fine China Teas and also for Havory

Ceylons—the time seems to have arrived for Indian Tea proprietors to turn their attention

to the conquest of this market. Ceylon has for years had a representative in Russia and

has derived unquestionable benefit from his labours.

So much Tea reaches Russia through Germany, that exact figures cannot be

obtained
;
the two countries are in consequence shown together in the diagram.

Persia and Turkey continue to use a large quantity of Indian Tea, and this

market has also become a very useful outlet.

In addition to the above markets, there are various others which, in the aggregate,

show important and encouraging results.

The Indian Tea Levy. The necessity for impressing upon Indian Tea pro-

prietors the urgent need of continued subscriptions towards the fund for opening new

markets cannot be too strongly insisted upon. Unless a liberal response is forthcoming to

the appeal which has been made, there is danger lest the encouraging progress recently

made in foreign markets should meet with an unfortunate check; an eventuality which, at

the present juncture, would be essentially undesirable.

Coarse Plucking. A word of warning may be addressed to planters against the

temptation to send home Tea of inferior quality, owing to the high prices ruling for the

lower grades during the past season. Such a policy would probably lead to results most

damaging to the general industry.

Prospects of Tea Cultivation. The cultivation of the Tea plant in India and

Ceylon has been successfully carried on for a number of years, and has proved a source of

considerable revenue to the proprietors. In both countries the industry has existed so

long, and has proved so free from serious depredations, that it may be looked upon

as fully suited to those lands, and as a thoroughly established agricultural product.
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In India it has already a history of over 50 years, and has never been attacked by

any serious blight or enemy of any sort
;

but its production has continued steadily to

increase as the demand for it extended, until at present about 380,000 acres are under Tea
culture, and a capital of some ^^15,000,000 is embarked in the enterprise.

In Ceylon, although the industry only dates back some 15 years, its progress has

been one of uninterrupted success, and the climatic and geological conditions of the

Island have proved most favourable to its profitable cultivation. About 280,000 acres are

at present under Tea, representing a capital of some ;^ii,ooo,ooo.

The fall in the value of Silver, 'the introduction of machinery, and improved

means of communication have considerably assisted the Tea planter, and enabled him to

gradually reduce the cost of production, and consequently to maintain, and in some

cases even increase his profits, while the price obtained for his produce was

declining.

At the present time the industry has every appearance of being thoroughly-

established upon a firm basis, and likely to continue a steady source of revenue, although

like all agricultural products subject to good and bad seasons; still the Indian and

Ceydon Tea industries have never y'et been confronted with the evil of over production, and

do not appear in serious danger of such a calamity, with the markets of the world

before them and no other countries besides China and Japan and Java producing any

appreciable quantity of Tea.

If only Tea proprietors will make up their minds as to the absolute necessity of

strenuous exertions in the direction of fostering these outside demands, there seems little

danger to the immediate future of the industry'.

Now that so much attention is being bestowed by the public upon Tea
investments it is more necessary than ever that no precaution should be left untaken

which will conduce torvards the prosperity of an enterprise gradually' becoming more and

more popular among investors, and one which has already done so much towards

providing lucrative employment for many of our fellow countrymen, as well as

natives of the Eastern dependencies of the British Empire.

13, Rood Lane, London, E.C.

GOW, WILSON &BTANTON,-~
Tea Brokers.

I
W l'.irl<ins. Colour Printer, Bury Street, St. Mary Axe, London,



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 23.] Colombo, June 8th, 1895. ) Phice :—12i cents each
;
3 copies

< 30 cents
;
6 copies h rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

SMALL l.OTS.

Conchided from Lixt X<> J..'.

Messrs. Somerville A Go.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 .1 S 0 o hf-eh (Inst 180 26
6 NVattagalla ’0 .•! do son 285 29
7 11 1 do hro tea 50 26
8 12 1 (lo dust 80 25
12 Ketadola 16 1 sou 44 27
13 17 *2 do l»ro pek fans 142 36
15 Kudaganga 19 3 ch pekoe 330 38
17 21

•>
<lo Itro tea 375 38

38 22 1 do congou 95 27
19 23 1 tlo du.st loO 26
14 Ukuwela 38 1 hf-eh dust 80 25
46 Depedene 50 2 do red leaf 110 21

49 Gallawatte 53 .> (lo pek sou 100 31

a

)

.54 1 do bro tea 50 20
53 Gallawatte 57 1 do pok sou 50 30
57 G W 61 1 eh red leaf 00 21

59 63 4 hf-cli dust 300 26

60 Xagur 64 3 ch hro pek 270 47

61 65 do
1 hf-ch pekoe 235 34

63 Rudege 67 do 1 )1-0 pek 100 45
64 68 ;j (lo I)ekoe 150 37

65 69 2 do l>ek son 100 32

69 Polgahakaiide 73 2 ch dust 289 2!
72 Xarangoda 76 4 do pek .sou 360 3 j

76 L 80 7 lif-ch pekoe 350 35

80 EUandlm 84 2 ch hro tea L50 27

99 Ingeriya 102 f) hf-cli unas 250 36
100 103 a do hro mix 165 28
101 104 3 (lo hro tea 181 26
106 Vineit 109 1 ch (Inst 100 26
107 110 2 do red leaf 200 18

116 T, in estate
mark 119 o do fans 230 28

117 120 4 hf-ch (lust 300 27
131 .Silver Valley 134 2 do red lea f 90 24
132 135 1 do dust 45 26
135 -Alpitikande 138 4 do pek sou 2-24 33
143 lianagania 145 2 ch dust 2.50 25

LARGE LOTS.

[Me.ssrs. Benhaai Bkem ;ek.—-S,iJ(j9 lb.]

Lot Box Pku-.s. N., .le Ib. c.

1 l-ilston 44 26 ch pe s i.i Xo. 2 2339 34
2 Hornsey 46 6 do fans 450 42
4 50 n do pe sou 1100 41
5 Ba.ttalgalla 52 5 ch fans 450 20
0 54 4 do bro tea 560 31
7 56 11 (lo pe son 1100 40 bid

ri Elston 60 16 ch pe .sou Xo. 2 1440 35

[Mes.srs. a. H. Tmomi>so\ a Co.—

(

i7,.533 ]i».]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name Ib. C.

1 SL. Leonard’s
on Sea 1 9 ch hro ))ek 0 0 40

3 1 do pekuo (J30 31
5 Xahaveena 9 a<) iif-ch bro j)ek 1.899 .06

t X 11 31 ch hro pek 3l00 45 bid
< (,'ourt Lodge 13 20 hf-eh hro pek 1.320 63
8 15 26 do or iiek 130-1 69
9 A C C 17 6 cii pe tans 9U( 1 26
V) Sapitiyagodde 19 25 box or pek 51)0 56
1! 21 66 ch bro pe 7260 •vvitlid'n.

J2 23 25 do pekoe •2509 43
13 25 4 do dust 550 26
14 Agra Oya 27 19 ch bi o pe 199.0 48
1.5 29 24 do pekoe '

240'.) 3.8

16 31 11 (lo pe .sou 1109 •J4

17 51 yragaiiga 33 16 do bro or pe 176 )
• 48

Lot ILjx Pkgs. Name lb.

is 35 34 ch
19 37 19 do
21. 39 35 d(»
21 41 34 do

Katnatenne 43 6 ch
23 45 0 (lu

1

24 Ossiiigton 47 17 do
1

25 49 29 do
;

-26 51 16 do
1

3o \ ogan r*7 29 ch
;
36 09 31 do

' 37 71 20 do
41 H (i 77 4 do

i

1 hf-ch

(MeS.SKS. jMjlJHK.S

Lot Jiox Pkgs.

2 .1 M H SS2 i cli

3 884 S do
6 Xaga.sana 890 7 do
7 892 6 do

10 Tonacomi)e S98 1-25 hf-ch
11 900 78 ch
12 IJlackstone 902 29 do
13 904 20 do
14 906 13 do
22 Amblakande 922 19 do
2.3 924 10 do
24 926 14 do
25 dunes 928 33 Iif-ch
26 9.30 31 cli
27 932 11 do
33 Langdale 944 17 ch
34 940 19 do
38 licK.-kside 954 9 ch
39 950 8 do
40 958 4 do
41 900 4 do

; 44 n.unbagas-

1

fal.'i.wa 960 0 ch
!

-hi A () 970 16 do
47 972 10 do

! 4S 974 11 do
j

49 976 5 do
50 978 49 hf-cli

' 54 A 980 5 ch
1

1 hf-ch
I
57 Ounkeld 992 14 ch
5S 1)94 18 hf-ch
59 990 18 ch
60 Dunbar 998 24 hf-ch
61 1000 30 do
62 2 24 ch
63 4 19 do

i 66 10 4 do
1

OS Hetliersett 14 17 ch
69 16 10 do

1

‘0 18 9 do
, 71 20 6 do
! 72 F (i 51, esttite

mark 22 60 hf-c)i
73 Deltotte 24 13 ch
74 2(i It do
iO 28 15 do
76 J’edro 30 10 do

yii 13 do
7S 34 13 do
79 CO II H 3 .) 21 do
8) 38 23 <U)
81 40 12 do
84 Ascot 40 23 c)l

S.1 48 21 do
so 50 0 do
ss 54 3 do
89 .AigburUi 5 > 21 do
90 Turin 5S 10 ch
91 00 9 do

1 92 62 8 (lo
i 04 ') attagalla. 66 20 do
1 95 68 36 do
1 93 70 19 do
. 98 Sandringham 74 60 ch
99 70 76 do
luO Ihtgdid 7S 20 (t)

or pek
bi'o pek
pekoe
be sou
liro pe
pekoe
bro pk
pekoe
pe sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

pe funs

.3400

looo

3150

3000
000
60 )

1370
2900
100(1

29 0
279j
ISO')

505

Al.KER.-

Name
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
bro pe
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pe
pekoe
pek sou
bro pe
pekoe
Ijro pek
pekoe
bro mix-
dust

pek sou
bro pe
pekoe
funs
sou
dust

sou
bro pe
or pek
pekoe
bro orpek
pekoe'
pekoe
pe sou
fans
or pek
bro pe
pekoe
pe sou

-20(3,757

lb.

700
SOb
700
540

8125

74lO
27.55

1700
1105

1900
1440

1200
1050

2790
1045
2040
1900
1080

800
400
000

000
1080

looo
1-205

425
4105

540
1.540

900
ISlK)

1200
I.5' 10

2100
1710
4.80

1402
II.50

OoO

pek

pekoe Xo. 2
bro pek
])ekoe
pe sou
bi-o or
pekoe
pe .sou

liro 1)0

liekoe
pe sou
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
dust
dust
bro pek
pekoe
))e sou
bro pek
pekoe
j)e sou
liro pek
pekoe
pekoe

33 1

1

1.50'J

1540

1500
1700
1170
975

2310
2i'7o

909
2300
2100
.510

400
•231 'I

lOOO
909
80o
2860
3960
I'V.IO

6600
0400
2610

0.

45 bid
48
40 bid
37
45 bid
36 bid
57
38
34
51 bid
41

38

lb.]

4.5

33
40
32
.'6

47

45 bid
36
33
4.5

40
34
53
3.5

.32

( .5

59
44
36
35
27

54
36
32 bid
26
26

26
.59 bid
54

39
52
2,.>

41
36
27
.82

.57 bid
57

45 bid

.51

46
3*>

30
r

7‘J

iA

4;;

4.S )m,1

41

O')

bi«l

rii.l

4t;



(J.VLON PRODUCE SALES LlS'i',

I.Mt. l»ux. <j;s N aiiio. III. c.
1

1

l.ot. ]5o\ l*kn.S. X'aiiie. lb. c.

lU'J a-> (i.'i c-l) hni orpfk 717,11 .5.5
1.5 Lnuafh 160 27 fii bro pek 1620

Uj:.! I’.iittawatte 30 ben tea 3UUI.I 55 16 161 66 (In pekoe 627(1 39
101 SO 37, tlo pekoe 3.5(10 42 bid 17 162 40 dn pek sou 369(1 36
lOO ss 19 tlo I)fk sou 19iXl l>5 18 .Mali e,'.. 163 24 llf-fh brn pek 13-20 4.5

100 niiiikeM 90 27 hf-i li nr pek 1;J5() 7,4 19 161 33 dn pekne 1S17> oG
107 </iietMi<l;uol 92 :10 fh flnwerx' pe 3000 to 24 Mahateor.e 169 12 fli bro pek 1-200 43 bid
los 94 25 (la pekoe 2500 l}(>

2.5 179 1.5 do pekoe L5(KI 35 bid
IDD Sr. Ueliers 90 19 hf-ch brn or pe 104.5 00 26 Kek.ns 171 7)1 hf-fh brn pek 2805 45
110 9S 10 fh pekoe 10(HI 41 27 172

• >*•

Oi dn pekne 1850 oG
111 100 11 do pe sou IlOO ::o 28 173 37 (In pek .sou i()d5 34
114 .V'.iiMakamla 100 it fh bro pek 1400 40 30 (iallav.virre 17.5 23 dn bro pek 11.50 43
11-:. los 19 il.> pekoe 171(1 31 176 10 dn Ijekne 855 36 bill

110 110 12 do pe sou 12I'(I 34 JT3 ( 'alifori.i 1 178 0 fh bro j,ek 595 47
117 '1 OI W (liul 112 28 (In bro pe 3080 05 34 179 .5 do pekoe .500 3.'

IIS 111 42 ill. pekoe 37811 411 bid 85 180 4 (In pek soil 400 34
110 110 0 dn pe sou .540 ::5 8/ Kuruw irr> 182 12 hf-fh i.ro pek C48 58
1-11 \ (.ixflU'i.l 120 8 fil liro pek 8(HJ 47 39 181 14 dn pekoe sou 337-2 41
t 122 13 (In pekoe 117(1 41 40 18.5 10 dn SOU 940 o5
i-j;i 124 7 do pek sou 030 ;*7 44 I'olu ihak Hide 189 38 fh bro pek 3800 46 bid
i-ji 120 10 dn ih(st. 1300 28 4.5 15M* 22 do Itekw 2090 36 bid
l-io Iviiriiiieltin i:;ii [] do bro j)ek 40 J9I 16 dn pek sou 1440 36

dust 488 !i5
48 I'elaiva're 19.3 14 ilo bro pek 1540 44 bid

1-17 C'ustlereiigh 132 •2(1 d<t nr pek ISIH) 58 49 194 13 dn pekoe 1365 43
1-JS 134 20 (In pekoe 1800 4,5

.59 19,5 13 do pek sou 1300 uG
1-.".I 1:10 0 dn pek .sou .510 .‘)5 U Knsellearh 100 12 hf-fh bro pek •2310 46 bid
111 .'liOdWtoii 140 10 hf-i li liro pe 1040 00 l»id 55 2lHt 13 fh pekoe 1170 40
i:;i 142 40 do bro pe 2400 01 7,0 1 16 do pek sou 1440 36
l:;:; 144 28 (In nr pek J 540 04 bid 58 < 11 •

r» 128 llf-fh bro pek 6784 35 bid
i:i4 140 1

4

dn pek No. 1 1200 .50 59 4 17 dn pekoe 8,50 35
100 14S 8 fh pek No. 2 8e0 4.5 bid GO (i ;> 29 eh pekoe •2755 44
100 laO 9 dn l>e sou S.ia 41 01 Ka\iga-i. 0 12 do bro pek 1320 55 bid
lo< M 17,2 19 llt-cli oro pe 104.5 .50 bid 62 4 14 (In or pek 14(K) 4G bid
lOS 151 10 do pekoe 8(KI 42 63 s 13 dn pek.ie 130 1 42
142 lliini.i'askelle 102 12 do pe sou 0'»u 61 0 10 (lo pek sou looo 38
14-. Maoalileniu 108 «>«» dn bro pek 1100 02 6.5 .81. (/'(."jic.id.kille 10 16 lif-cli bro pek 800 45 bid
140 170 13 do pekoe 0.50 43 07 12 12 fh pekoe 1200 43
147 172 8 fh jifk No. 2 800 oS (*v> 13 11 do pek sou 990 36
1 to 11 'J', ill est. 74 JmI i»ug;j’i: • 19 20 hf-fli bro pek 1100 57

mai'k 170 8 fli bro pe ;;o 4 0 20 12 fh pekoe 1080 42
17,7 \Va.l|>ita 195 7 hf-di hro pe 45.) 42 76 21 12 do jiek .sou 1080 37
17,S 194 ( d(» pekne 4-20 85 4 4 Haratisalla 31 do bro ])ek 3100 54
170 190 14 dn j>e st»u 840 32 78 2:i 23 do pekoe 2070 44
h;:; 1 •eiiiiiai'k Hill 204 11 ch nr pek 940 70 •24 12 do Pek sou 960 38
104 2;i0 0 dn brn nr pe 64.5 02 8 1 (iaiiipo!a«atte 'V» 12 <lo bro pek 1-200 42
107, 208 r, dn brn pek .577, 7,4 bid 81 20 10 dn pekoe 9.50 34 bid
lin: 210 i) dn pekoe .500 .50 82 27 8 do pek sou 760 32
107 flialiiierH 212 30 dn bro pek 3000 48 Viid 83 .^•11 28 22 fh uuas 1980 23 bid
lOS I’emOerton 214 9 lif-eh bro pek 49.5 42 84 Naratifroda 20 13 dn bro pek 1170 40 bid
l(»D 210 0 fh pekne 4,50 34 85 ;:o IS do pekoe 1548 3.^

170 218 dn pe sou 720 20 86 31 5 <lo ))ek sou 4(KJ 32
172 'I'lieil'len 27 dn liro pek 297(1 47 bid 88 Aljiitik.r.'.le liii 9 llf-fh liro pek 540 45 bid
17;: 224 37 l>ekoe .3700 36 bid 89 34 16 <10 I)ekoe 896 35 bid
174 K S 220 r) df» pe sou 700 27 90 Friedhind Oi) is do or pek 900 70
IT'* IkdTiiisiton 228 2.4 fh pekoe 3000 5.5 01 50 18 do pek<H‘ 9tKJ 60
170 2:10 17, do pe sou 1277, 41 02 04 18 do pe • sou 900 .52

177 In ,iiiolaiiil 232 .*) <Ui ]>e sou (500 30 1'8 I’enrir:! 38 30 eh pek sou 3300 54

17S \V 11 K 334 5 d(« pekne 47.5 <u f^4 ;50 2.5 do liekoe 20,50 44

\bl Snrana 242 17 hf-f li nrn pek iifiO 5S 05 to 13 do pek sou 1170 38
1 S;» 241 12 d(» ‘.K) I> ( 1, 41 8 d(» bro pek 888 05

1 iif-fh [lekoa 1 1-23 ::o
!<7 I’nliialiak Hide 42 22 dn bro pek 2200 47 bid

1S4 210 0 fli pe sou 48(1 a>5 KHI K \ K 4,5 5 fh Jiek sou 5(M» • .>

isn 1 1 iirstiiier- 101 \\ i , 46 6 do SOU old 26 bid
I'liiut 27,0 1.5 il’-f h brn pek 741, 48 106 N .51 0 dn mix 8l0

Is7 • I*-# <t dn pekc ,f 450 3:t 107 IVurith 7,2 24 do tiro pek 2.520 53
I'.iD r 1' II (ialle. 108 • >2 18 do pekoe 1440 44

ill ostatc 109 .,4 13 (lo pek sou 110.5 37

mark 258 4 fh brn pek 40(1 4:; 110 • K> 0 do ilust 480 26
101 *itjC do pekoe 28.5 1

121 U .1 > 66 8 do bro pek 4(«4 40 bid
10l:i 201 do do No. 2 l’,.5f

I

f22 67 12 do pekoi* ()IK) 37
100 Ivininiettia 270 10 do )iro pek .51KI 42. V2:i (>S 16 do pek sou 80 ' 32

'DO 278 do pekne ,58.5 32 1
P24 6) 8 d(» SOU too 32

20: ( arlalieck ..1(1 fh T)e sou cOO 57 ' 125 lioliai;.'' .1 1 70 34 (lo bro jifk ls7() 43

217 312 1 1 iif-i-ii liro tiek fail .15 1 4 :
120 71 12 fh Jiekoe 1080 3G

21S Ueaii.iijour 314 fh brn pe s< u» 48 i
hi, 72 do pek SOU 1980 35

210 310 19 dn pekne 1710 84 f

I.illvwatte 3-28 s do eou^(Mi .830 25
(

;

334 • fh dll.SG 4(75 20 1

I

[Mu. H. .lOIlN. lb.]

1

l.ot. Imi.k. I*kns. Name. lb. c.

f A 1 i;ssi!.s. So M i; 1 ; \ 1

1

, 1 . k R Co. l-2!»,(il4 1I..1
I C N 248 5 fh bro tea .50(1 2G

1 •) 2.(0 20 d(( bro pek 22(HI 43

lJo\ 1 kn-<. Xiuiie lb. c. 1
3 2.52 2(1 do pekoe •2200 35

'

1

10 flnliav ' •JW 40 dn bro pek 61;52 .58 bid
1 .'saiu-liali'l 140 IL Hi brn pek llou 54 11 2(;8 28 dn pekoe •2800 53
- < ‘.•yliiu 147 ‘ do j>ekoe yo(» 11 li 270 IS (lo pek .snii 1.548 43
•f 148 1 do pek sou 54o 80 14 ( Uaarii.i.H 274 22 dn liro pek 2-2(KI GO
.> VS 'tiMine 11 <|o pek .sou 8l0 87 1.5 276 :« do pekoe •2640 45

Al 1’ IVylun 16 278 11 do l>ek fans 1105 30m e'^tate mark la

4

10 lll-rli brn pek 570 49 17 280 8 do pek .sou (>80 30
III 1.-,.-, 11 do pekoe 54<( 42 18 t; •282 0 du bro jiek 540 42
n l.'.O do |H,^k sotl I(ll2 :' 19 284 5 dn pekoe 4(H1 36



CEVLON . PRODUCE LIS T.

Lot. Lo.k. Name. lb. (*.

K;i nangama 28(5 30 ch bro pek 3705 4u
288 33 'lo pekoe 2970

ii- 2!H1 18 tlo pek .sou 1020 .32

0;{ 302 O •lu dust 420 26
Stiii.sforil 30(5 2*J hf-ch pek sou 1210 35
( ;ia.<<;ow 312 40 eh bro pek 3010 63

!i0 314 30 hf-eh or pek 1800 03
•!li 310 31 eh pekoe. 3000 45

.Vgva Ouvah 318 71 lif-eli bro or pek 4615 4 3
320 83 (io or iiek 4980 63

:s:.i 322 30 ch pelcoe 3(500 48
•M Talagalla 324 31 (io bro pek 3255 44 5iid

35 32(5 24 do or pek 21(50 41

328 19 do pekoe 1710 3f

37 330 3 eh dust 480 25
35 Peru 332 10 lif-eh bro pek <500 52 bid
3!i 334 10 do pekoe 600 38 liid

41 Wewes.^e 338 57 do bro pek 3135 48 liid

41
t'laremiiiu

340 51 do pekoe 2805 40
4.' 34(5 51 do iiro pek 2805 48
4C, 348 21) do pekoe 1100 39
47 350 17 do pekoe 935 3U
4>
r.4

11
.Viicliiir, ill estate

27 do pek sou 1350

mark 23 17 eh bro or pek 1870
5.5 2.5 17 do or pek 1530 (»7

5l! 27 14 do pekoe 1330 48
.57 29 7 do pek sou 630 43
.53 31 11 hf-eli dust 880 27
r.'.i IMekapittia 33 30 eh bro pek 3300 48
Oi' 3.5 20 do jiekoe 2000 J»S

(!1

HI
37

( ittery and .'<tam-

4 do pek Sou 400 30

fiad Hill 39 23 do l>ro pek 2300 O-S bid
0! 41 19 do or pek 1615 70
(S4 43 53 do pekoe 4770 48
7',i (! T 55 6 hf-eh dust 570 21i

71 57 10 eh congou 1000 36
72 Kittiiagedeva 59 22 do bro pek 2200 13

73 61 10 do pekoe 1600 37

74 6 5 13 (lo pek sou 1235 34
«) Talagalln 75 13 (lo bro pek 13(55 46 bid
81 Olentilt 77 35 do bro i)ek 3675 .52

82
8.3 T and T Co., in

79 25 do pek sou 2500 40

estate mark 81 27

:

lif-ch bro pek 1485 44

81 S3 26 ch pe5<oe 2340 35
8.5 (liieago 85 41 hf-cli bro [lek 2050 44 liid

81> 87 52 d(» pekoe 4160 36
87 89 8 d(j pek sou 680 35 liid

8'.'* X It 103 4 eh pek sou 41'0 50
ftM 105 12 do sou 1164 50
!n 107 13 do dust 2080 31

w .M.addigedera 117 44 ch bro pek 4840 4.»

!)7 119 27 do pekoe 2565 38
Oi 121 IS do pek sou 1620 36
101 Temiilestowe 127 34 do or pek 3400 53
1112 129 37 (lo pekoe 3330 44
I'j:; 131 17 do pek sou 144.5 42
101 133 6 (io dust 840 28

SMALL LOTS.

Mkssks. Lkxham tSv: Bke.\im;i:.

Lot. r.ox. ]>k;rs. Name. ll>. (*.

3 Hovnsey 48 2 ell bro tea 280

MlvtiSlls. A . H. Thompsov (K: Co.

Lot. r.ox rk.s. Name. lb. c.

27 Ossingtiiu
' it

1 ch
1 bf-.-li dust 'I'-is

3.> (iiiiwikelle 7’i 2 lif-eb dust ISO 27

:i.i Wanvicii 74 1 ilo pek sou oO ;56

4 * 1 if 5 do .lust sriO 20

\1 1'.'vSK.s. 1‘ < )i; vk Wai.ki;i:.

Lot ]>tix I’k-s. Name lb. c.

1 1. N X 880 5 lil-eli pekoe 27ii

4 .1 .'1 K 886 ch ne sou ••'.oil .34

r, 2 do bro te.i

8 Xagasaivi 891 4 hf-eb pe sou :\7o ;*•>

<1 896 2 do JHI du.st 126

lad. lox. pkjfs Name lb . C.

15 Itlaekstoiie nos 4 ch bro tea 380 24
16 910 2 do pe (Inst 200 30
28 < ’ H, m e.stiitc

mark 934 4 do bro green tea 2.52 27
35 l.angdale 948 3 ell pek sou 270 46
*•(» 950 2 do du.st 294 31

9.52 1 lif-( li bro pe fans 84 .‘!3

42 Avoea. '.162 3 ch pek .sou 300 40 bid
43 '.XH .3 do bro pek fat 195 ;;9

45 Dauibagaslal 1
•

«a 068 6 hf-ch bro pek fai s 390 oil

51 A O 980 2 ch red leaf 200 10
52 A 982 1 ch

hf-.'h bro pek 1.50 33
;i3 984 2 ch

1 hf-ch pekoe 230 32
55 983 2 <-h red leaf 151 17
.56 990 2 do

1 lif-ch dust 251 2.5

64 Ounliar 6 1 ch congou 00 25
65 8 1 do bro mix loo 25
67 12 1 do dust 130 20
82 CO 11 II 42 2 ch du.st 200 20
87 Ascot 52 3 ch congou 300 20
93 'rurin 64 2 do bro mix 200 20
!)7 Wattagalla 72 3 do pe dust 300 27
101 Itagdad 80 2 di 1 bro tea 180 37
104a Battaw.itle 2 do pekoe 200 .50

112 .8t. Hellers 102 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro ini.x 1.50 24

113 104 3 do dust 258 20
120 I'orwood 118 3 cli dust 240 27

125 Kiriimettia 128 1 do fans 113 30
130 Castlereagb 138 2 do dust 300 28
130 Middleton 156 3 do fans 315 27

140 Horogaskelle 158 5 hf-ch bn. pe 302 41

141 160 7 do pekoe 362 30
143 164 1 do congou 56 28
144 106 2 do bro mix 122 20
118 Maealdenia 174 1 do pck(*e Xo. 2 47 30
150 HAT, in estate

mark 178 1 ch pe .sou 90 32
1.51 ISO •> hf-ch dust 148 20
152 A X K 182 3 do bro pek 159 39
153 184 3 (lo pekoe 14(1 31

l!>4 186 2 ch sou 170 24

1.5.5 188 1 hf-ch sou 45

150 190 2 do dust 170 25
160 IValpita 198 3 do .sou 150 32
161 2(X) 1 do congou .50 28
162 202 1 do dust 85 27

171 J’emberton 220 1 hf-cli dust 85 20
185 .Sorana 248 1 do bro mix oS 21

188 Hnrstpier-
point 254 2 do congou 100 28

169 256 1 do dust 45 31

191 C 1* 11 Galle,
in e.state

mark 26(.i 3 ch pekoe 28.5 34

192 262 4 do |)e sou 380 35

193 261 1 do congou loo 33
261 Kirrimettia 280 4 do fans 200 30
2 '2 282 2 do dust 140 27

203 284 4 do bvo mix 200 28
204 286 1 do red leaf 50 25
214 1* 300 6 hf-ch bro pek 300 30
215 308 2 do pekoe 00 ill

220 Ileaumont 318 5 do t waukay 320 2;i

226 (i 3;to 4 ch sou 320 f;**.

332 2 do pc dust 270 27

MKS8R.8. tSOMEKVIl.I.E iV: Co.

Lot. Box. Pko-8. Name. lb. C.

4 Xeucliatel 14!) 5 hf-ch pek funs 26
5 Ctylon ball 2 do broken 140 24

0 Wtenne 151 3 ch bro pek 270 63
7 1.52 4 do pekoe 360 43

12 M E in est.

mark Cevlon 1.57 2 hf-ch sou 93 *-*!»

13 1.58 1 do congou 41 31V

14 1.59 1 do bro pek fans 62 20
‘-0 .MaUern 165 4 do pek sou 220 31

21 160 1 do sou 55 29
.>2 167 5 do fans 275 31

23 lti8 5 do dust 38.5 2(1.

29 Kelani 174 4 do dust SOO 26
32 (iallawatta. 177 1 do I ro tea 50 1ft

;!0 California 181 1 hf-ch bro mix 0 i 26



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot Bo.x Pkg8. Name lb. C.

38 Kuruwitty 183 i ch pekoe 336 43
41 18G 3 ilu In-o mix 372 28
42 187 1 tlu congou 44 27
43 188 1 (io du.st 94 2G
47 Polgahakande 2 do dust 28C 27
71 Pela watte 19G 1 do dllSL 198 2G
72 197 1 do congou G7 20
73 198 1 do red leaf GO 24
77 Roseneatli o 1 do bro mix 90 24
GG St. Colunibkille li 4 li *di bro pekoe .-V 200 42 bid
C9 14 4 di SIPU 340 32
70
71 NVedigodda

17 3 do bro mix 3G0 24

72
Ceylon IG 3 Iif-di bro pek 1.70 48

17 3 di pekoe 300 30
73 18 3 lif-cli pek No. 1 170 31
87 Xarangoda 32 1 rh sou 90 31
98 R \' K 43 O do bro i>ek 200 40
99

Nugawella
44 1 do jiekoe 100 33

102 47 G hf-ch or pelt 3G0 42 bid
102 48 7 do pekoe 277 37
104 49 3 ch pek No. 1 277 37
107 70 3 do l>e sou 277 3-J

111 Penrith 7G 1 do fans no 27
IIG Nagur G1 1 ch pekoe 90 33
117

IV
G2 •> do pek sou ISO 20

118 g;: 1 ilo pek sou 100 28
119 04 2 clo red leaf 200 20
120 G7 1 do dust 140 20
l;18 Bollagalla 73 1 llf-cll dust 90 20
1-29 Orion 74 4 • lo ilust 300 28

Mr. K. .lOllN.

Lob. IJo.x. Vki Naim.'. 11 ). c.

4 T K 2.74 3 i‘h bro mix 300 24
7 P T H A70 o ilo dust •240 20
13 Gonavy *27il 3 lif-eh I»ek fans 222 31
24 .Stiirsford 301 4 <lo fans 200 38
20 308 7 do congou 2.70 34
27 310 2 (lo dust 170 20
40 Peru .330 .7 do l>ek .sou 270 30
43 Wewesse 342 hf-ch pek fans 197 30
44 344 3 do dust •270 20
49 Cla remout 13 3 do bro tea 1.70 30
40 15 2 do dust 140 20
05 Ottery and Stam-

lonl Hill 4.7 1 ch sou 93 ;>o

60 47 1 do dust 120 27
07 Keeiiagalia Klla 49 1 do sou 100 35
68 71 1 do fans 12 I :13

69 53 1 do unas no :.0

75 Kotuagedera 07 1 lif-eli dust 80 20
76 07 1 do red leaf 40 19

88 Chicago 101 1 do dust 80 •20

99 Maddegedera 1-23 •> do bro mix 140 30
100 127 2 do dust 100 20

CEYT.OX COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Vommr.rrutl Correspondent).

Mixcixo Lane. May 17th, 18it5.

I -Marks and prices of (,'KVLON COKFKli sold in iMincin,{
l.rme up to 17th .May :

—

i.-x “Pictator”—Verelapatna, lb 98s; 2c lb 98s; 1 bag 92s
S, It 91s. 1*n, lb llO.s. (VPD), ltS2s.

F/X “Port v9i,ilnier.s”—Blink Bonny, lb sweepings 83s

CEVI,ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From our ( 'omiiierctal Corri-sjioiukntJ.

Mincing L.anc, May 17th, 189.").

bx “.Musician'’—Warriapolla, 27b .78s; 20b Gls Gd; 1Gb Gls;

4b 37s; 4b 2Ss Gd. Horanakande, 17b 74s; 2b 34s; 2b
74 s Gd

F,x “Simla’’—’J'yrells Cocoa, 18b 70s
B = Bags.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Corre.sjioiulent).

. Mincing L.vne, Mai 17th, 18D.7,

i;.x "I’owderhain”—(A and C), 7c 2s 4il. (F).MC,33c Is 3d.
(l'')bt;, 7c 2s 4d. \J, Malabar, 14c Is 4d; 17c 3b Is 7d; Ge-

ls 7d; 7c Is 2d; Ip 2c Is 7d; 7c lb Is 4d; 2c Ip Is; 2e Is lOd;
7c Is lid; Ic Is 7d. VB(17) London, 2 w d 7d
Kx “liancashire’’—Kobo, 2c 2s 9d; Gc 2s -2d; 2c Is lid
Kx “Musician”—.\L A Malabar, 8c Is Gd
Kx “Ningchow”— -A.L N Malabar, 8c Is Gd
I’ix “Dictator”—Cottaganga, Ic Is 7d; 2c Is 7d; 4c 2s 7d;

Tc Is lid. Wedhette, 3c 2s 9d; 9e 2s 3d; 2c Is 4d; 3c 1« 3d.
Gallantenne, 4e 2s 7d; Gc Is lid 13c Is Gd. Naranghena
(OBK(’), 5e Is 8d; 4c Is 4d; 7c Is 3d; Ic 2s. Xilloonialle

.7c Is 7d: Ic Is 7d
B - Bags

1 IV I) = Water damaged.

OLSlimER (iAs l'.N<iJNK riU SS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 24.] Colombo, June loth, 1895. (
Price : — 12^ cents eticli

;
3 copies

\ 30 cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA. Lot
10 St. llek'U
11

LA1B4E LOTS. 12
Geragama15

17

[Mil. A. M. Cepp.— 8,()75 lb.]
18
21

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.
23
24

Amhalawa

1 Biirn.side 1 26 lif-c-h 1)10 pek 1300 47 25

2 3 35 do pekoe 1750 40 28 IVilatagama
3 5 9 do pe sou 450 35 29

30
31

[Me.ssrs. Benham a Bremner.--7,22G 11).]
32
33

Augusta

Lot Box Pko-s. Name lb. C. 34

5 Sutton 54 6 e)i pe sou . 534 38
38
30

Kiriiidi

0 56 5 do T'iULS 595 28
40

7

8
Battalsalla 58

60
17 do
3 do

pe .sou

bro tea
1709
4.50

41
24

44 Weoya

9 62 10 do fans 750 32
4.{\

11 Tavalaiutenne 66 11 do pekoe 1100 35

12 68 9 do hro pek 990 45
48 Gampaha
49

[MESSR.S. A. H. Thompson A Co.--41,5o8 lb.] 50

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.
54 Knuckles

Group
1 M’eveuegalla 1 10 hf-ch bro pek 500 42 55 Irehy
0 3 12 do pekoe 600 33 56
3 Court Lodge 5 13 fh bro or pek 1625 06 bid 57
4 7 9 do hro pek 1080 06 58
5 9 10 do or pek 900 69 64 ^Midlands
6 11 10 do pekoe 950 59 65 J'ingarawa
} 13 10 do pe sou 950 50 68 Ragalla
s OR 15 13 do TO Ederapola

1 hf-fh hro pek 1367 38 71

9 17 5 eh 72
1 lif-di pekoe 523 33 74 Thehertoii

10 Osborne 19 12 ch hro tea I344 21 75
11 H G, in estate 78 C U H H

mark 21 6 do 79
1 lif-eli pe sou 642 30 hid 80

12 J 23 7 do pe dust .562 26 82 Pansalatenne
13 Ct 25 0 I'll bro tea 566 23 S3
14 Alyvagiuiga 27 35 do hro jie 3150 39 hid 84
15 Ratnateime 29 6 eh pekoe 600 45 85
16 31 6 do pekoe 600 35 bid 86 CRD
17 Comar 33 11 hf-ch oro or j)e 5.50 45 bid 87
18 35 9 do or pek 4.59 39 88 Faniham
19 37 8 ilo hro pek 409 43 89
2t 39 17 do pekoe 765 35 90
21

Ilemingford
41 31 do pek sou 1395 23 91 Verulupitiya

24 45 30 lil-ch oi ii or pe 1800 50 92
25 47 30 do or pek 1.509 43 i 93
26 49 38 cli pekoe 2600 36 98 Atherlield
27

" 51 24 do pe sou 1800 35
1
99

29 54 8 do sou 600 30 i 100
30 D 56 7 do 101

1 hf-ch sou 670 28 i 102 Deaculla
34 A B L 61 5 cli *

103
1 liDcli fans 570 20 104 Hethersett

•36 A 64 5 do dust 400 26 105
37 A G C 66 5 ch dust 750 26 100
38 XXX 68 8 do uiias 880 29 107
45 Bogaliagode-

24 hf-ch

'

108
watte 76 pekoe 1320 32 109 Freds Rube

48 Ahamed 80 11 do bro pek 550 43 110
49 82 8 do pekoe 400 33 111
50 84 10 do pek sou 5«0 ol 112 \V A
54 M LC 89 21 ch SOU 1680 33 114 Digdola
.55 91 12 do dust 1440 26 115
56 93 8 do red leaf 640 20 110

I

118 KiVsJale

(Messils. Torres Walker. -339, .507 11).]
119
123 Sti.sted

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c. 124

125
1261 Jvosgalla 336 24 hf-ch bro pek 1344 49

2 338 24 do pekoe 1200 36 127
3 340 22 do pe sou 1100 33 128 Duiikeld
6 Great Valley 346 61 ch bro pek 0609 45 129
7 348 50 do pekoe 5000 38 130
8 350 40 do pek sou ' 3800 35 131 D K D
9 352 6 do sou 570 31 132

Box P kgs. Name 11).

354 50 hf-ch hro pe 28.50

356 30 do pekoe 1410
358 IS do pe sou 756
364 14 cli hro puk 1.540

368 5 do pekoe 5U0
370 4 do pek sou 400
376 5 do dust .56b

380 50 hf*cii hro orpek 27.50
382 13 ch pcoke 1131
384 19 do pek sou 1.520

390 69 ch hro pek 6900
392 41 do pekoe 4100
394 24 do pek sou 2400
390 9 do f:ms 990
398 21 ch hro pek 2100
400 33 do pekoe 2475
402 42 do pek sou 3150
4MJ 11 (lo hro pek 1100
412 16 do pekoe 1200
414 21 do pek sou 1575
422 hf-ch hro pe 3190
424 70 do pekoe 3500
426 20 do pe sou 900
428 18 do hro pek fan 1680
430 50 hf-ch hro pek 3 tiO

432 30 ch pekoe 3000
434
w

30 do pek sou 3000

442 8 do du.st 1120
444 14 do or pek 1400

440 9 do hro pek 990
448 15 dc« pekoe 1500
450 12 do pek sou 1200
462 6 hf-ch pe dust 450
464 6 do iliist 540
470 (i hf-ch dust 540
474 31 lif-ch bro pek 1705

476 20 ch pekoe IGOO
478 21 do ))e sou 1575
482 72 hf-ch hro pek 300J
484 9 do pekoe 4.50

490 18 ch bro pe 1980
492 21 do pekoe 1995
494 S do 1)6 sou 680
498 48 ch bro pe 5040
500 32 do pekoe 3200
502 21 do pek sou 1995
504 7 do congou 700
506 9 do dust 900
508 5 do red leaf 500
510 34 hf-ch or pek 1632
512 51 do pekoe 2805
514 5 do fans 400
516 32 ch bro pek 3200
518 20 ilo pekoe 1800
520 17 do pe sou 1530
530 76 do sou 3800
532 11 (lo hro mix 550
534 22 do pe dust 1320
536 7 do dust 560
538 20 do bro pek 1200
540 40 ch pekoe 3000
542 22 do or pek 1848
544 14 do hro pek 1508
546 13 do pekoe 1240
548 8 do pe sou 672
550 3 do pe fans 516
.552 23 ch bro pek 2530
554 21 do pekoe 2100
556 9 do pe sou 900
058 19

:

lif-ch pekoe 1140
562 11 ch hro pek 1100
564 10 do pekoe 900
566 8 do pe sou 720
5'.0 16 do bro pe 1600
572 22 do pekoe 2200
580 45 hf-cll bro orpek 2520
582 35 do pekoe 1750
584 20 do l)e sou 960
586 30 (lo bro pek 19.50

588 26 (lo pekoe 1500
590 13 ch bro pe 1430
.592 21 hf-ch or pek 1050
594 13 ch pekoe 1300
596 5 do pe fan 775
.598 14 do unas 1610

c.

44

34

82
4.5 bill

30
.•!4

27

41
30
34
48
3.1

33
30
07

40
2!)

OS
40
39
40
35
33
35
04
47
42

<2

00
43
40
27
28
20
41
37
35
40
30
45
36
33
54
37
35
33
20
21
51
44
33
49
38
30
33
35
32
27

00
40
82 bid
01
.55

45 bid
32
05
45
35
39
03
42
35
01 bill

50 bid
50
40
34
50
38
53
54

30
27
34



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Pox. pk;f.s Name lb. C. Lot. liox. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

la4 Maha l^a 002 00 hf-ch bro pek 3795 00 14 Inehstellv 88 5 ch bro pek 500 C5
Wa 004 20 ch pekoe 2900 47 15 89 7 do pekoe 525 46
ia.a 000 10 do pc sou 1805 42 10 !)0 8 tlo pek sou 600 30 bitl

130 Malui I’va 012 70 lif-ch bro pek 4345 GO 19 Sirisaiida 93 20 hf-ch bro pek 1200 52
Uti 014 27 ch pekoe 2703 47 20 94 30 do pekoe l5iX) 39
in 010 21 do pek sou 1995 41 21 95 20 (it) pek sou 1300 34

1 to IJattawatte 020 35 cli pekoe 3507 41 bid 24 Arslena <)8 44 do bro pek 2200 54

U7 Ca.stlereagli 028 13 dl brt) pek 1430 .53 bid 25 42 do pekoe 2100 43

US 030 22 tlo or pek 1980 01 26 100 32 do ])ek sou 1000 37
UO 032 22 do pekoe 1980 41 bid 28 Rondiira 102 20 cll bro pek 2100 50
too 034 8 do pc sou 080 38 29 103 10 (U» pekoe 1000 37 bill

152 f 15 0:58 10 ch i)ro pe looo 45 30 104 17 tlo pek sou 1015 35
15a 040 10 do l>ekoe 1900 40 31 Allakolla 105 34 hf-ch bro j)ek 1870 40
1;.4 042 5 tlo pe sou 500 «30 32 100 23 ch j)ekoe 2185 38
15.5 Raiul)oiUle 044 22 ht-ch pek sou IloO 35 33 107 14 do pek sou 1260 35
150 040 0 tlo SOU 405 31 34 Irex 108 14 tlo bro pek 1400 46
150 Ascot 052 23 ch bro pek 2300 39 35 109 >>»>

lit) pekoe 2200 37 bill

IW' (554 35 do pekoe 3500 32 39 Rantiya 113 4 til) tlust 520 26
103 Kiiavesluire 000 27 do Dro pek 2700 44 40 Mousiii'alla 114 47 bro pek 5170 41 bid

101 002 47 do pekoe 4230 30 41 115 30 ill) pekoe 3055 37
105 004 30 tlo pe sou 2700 34 1 if-ch

171 .Matale 070 0 ch bro pe 060 42 bitl 45 tiallawatte 119 37 do bro pe bulk. 1850 42
172 078 15 tlo pekoe 1425 30 bitl 40 120 34 do pekoe do 1530 38
174 Kelaiieiva 082 30 do bro pe 3000 02 47 121 17 (lo pek sou 835 33
175 (iS4 34 do pekoe 3400 40 49 Malvern 123 18 do bro pek 990 40
177 OSS 4 tlo SOU 4 0 35 50 124 24 ill) pekoe 1320 37

17S 11 A 11 000 7 cli bro mix 780 27 54 Renveula 128 22 ch bro pek 2200 44

ISO Ileiimark Hill 700 14 ch t)r pek 1170 84 55 129 si ill) pekoe 3100 37

1S4 702 7 dti bro or pek 861 04 56 130 s do pek sou 800 34

Lb.i 704 10 ch bro pe 1120 00 57 131 6 ill) bro mix 500 29 bid

ISO 71)0 8 tlo pekoe 768 50 59 T R A 133 20 hf-cli pekoe 1300 37

ISS 7 10 0 do pe sou 504 47 00 134 30 do pek sou 1704 33
ISO Chesterford 712 40 ch bro pek 4000 40 bid 01 Iljiraugalla 135 42 ch bro pek 4200 .50 l)id

100 714 41 tlo pekoe 4100 39 02 130 5.) do pekoe 4950 38 bid

101 71(3 45 ilo pek sou 4500 30 63 137 13 (lo pek sou 1040 37

104 tloraka 722 4 tlo pe sou 400 35 04 rkuwela 138 20 (lo bro pek 2000 44

202 lilencorse 738 21 tlo bro pe 2400 05 139 22 do pekoe 2200 37

2 i:i 740 12 tlo pekoe 1020 3!> 00 140 lu lit) i)ck .sou 1520 «5>i

20

1

742 13 do pe sou 1040 35 07 Naseby 141 \) hf-ch bro pek 540 7S
207 I) i; 748 12 hf-ch bro pe 720 4:! bitl 08 142 20 tin pekoe lol>0 00

20S 750 5 cli

35 bill
79 IVarakamure 1.53 42 ch bro pek 4200 42

1 hf-ch |)ekoe 550 SO 1.54 17 tlo pekoe 1015 30

211 C P (i / 5(5 8 do pesou 400 34 81 155 14 (lo pekoe sou 1200 o4

217 Scrubs 70S 4 tlo bro or pe 420 72 bid 84 Hopewell 158 22 hf-ch or pek 1210 40 bid.

21S 770 0 tlo or pek 570 74 bid 85 1.59 t ih) pekoe 030 38 bill

210 772 10 do bro j)ek 2090 01 8G 100 8 tlo pek sou 720 34 bid

220 774 18 (It) pekoe 1710 63 87 Fiieillantl 101 18 (if) bro or pek 990 07 bill

223 Walahaiiilu- 88 162 18 lit) or pek 900 09 bitl

wa 780 10 ch brt) pek 1000 01 89 103 18 tlo pekoe 900 55 bid

221 782 18 tlo pekt)e 1700 38 90 104 18 III) pe^ sou 9(M> 48 bitl

784 11 do pe sou 900 33 91 (ialpliele 10.5 11 lif-ch bro pek 605 53

220 \ilpita 702 (5 ch bro pek 000 44 92 100 14 lit) pekoe 700 45

230 704 0 tlo pekt)e 570 34 93 107 17 (lo pek sou 850 37

231 70(5 5 do pe sou 435 33 99 Hagalla 173 15 (lo bro pek !H)0 43 bitl

23S S .M K 810 11 do pekoe 1100 31 bitl 100 174 13 tlo pekoe 0.50 42

230 Rartella 812 03 ch bro pek 0300 04 101 175 14 lit) jiek sou 1400 30
24ti S14 25 tlo pekoe 2250 49 102 Orion 17(i 0 ill) tlust 4,50 20

241 810 14 (It) pe sou 1200 43 193 !•' in estate
243 Cluiies.-fKrracht

55 bill
mark 177 7 ch dust 1050 20

Division) 820 .50 hf-ch l)ro pe 2500 104 I N G in est.

244 822 50 ch pekoe 5015 3.) bid mark 178 22 do l)ro pek 2200 42 bid

24S .M'kelle 830 17 tlo bro or pek 1800 31 bid
,

105 179 10 tlo pekoe 9,50 37

240 Kelani 832 12 hf-ch bro pe 720 40 100 ISO 13 tlo pek sou 1170 34 bitl

250 Xuiiajialla 834 17 do bro pek 850 09 107 I'ore.st Hill 181 20 lit) bro iK‘k 2100 49

251 830 01 tlo pekt)e 3050 44 108 182 40 lit) pekoe 3840 38

252 838 8 tlo pe sou 400 42 109 183 0 (lo pek sou 810 3.5

254 \laitalawa 842 03 do brt) pek 3150 03 111 18,5 0 hf-ch dust 540 27

255 844 101 tlo pekoe .5050 41 122 W \V 190 25 do pekoe 1250 34

250 840 34 tit) pe sou 1700 38 123 197 (C (lo j)ek sou 1813 30

257 848 7 tlo tins! 630 31 120 Knntsford 200 22 hf-ch [tekoe 1207 34

202 (' 11 858 20 tlo pe tlust 2080 27 132 laidlow (> 10 do bro pek 17!Kt 41

203 K 11 800 17 ch i»n> or pe 1785 39 bitl 133 7 8 (lo or pek 78a 37

204 802 12 do brt) pek 1140 39 bid 134 5 do pekoe 550 36 bid

205 804 22 tit) pektte 1080 34 bid 1 hf-ch

200 800 ' 0 tlo tlust 1000 27 130 10 10 hf-ch pek fiins 070 20

207 I'issex 808 31 ch brt) miv 2035 20 bid H (! do pek dust 478 27

•ios 870 7 tlo dust 1050 20 138 K’o%a 12 (»1 ch or pek 34(K) 45 bill

270 !' it H 874 0 do or pek 570 78 139 Rattotii 13 29 do bro pek 2755 44 bill

271 870 1 1 tlo bro pek 1210 58 bill 140 14 (lo jiekoe 2090 38 bill

878 13 do pekoe 1235 55 liiil 141 M G 15 10 do bro pek 1000 42

275 H k 488 15 ctl pek fans 20(Kt 20 142 10 12 do pekoe 1080 37

143
149 Gillatota
152 Mount

17 14 ill) pek sou
pek sou

1200 34

[.Mi;s.si5S. SO.MKISVIU.K W Co. 1 77,IH-_> 11).] 23 5 lit) 450 30

Lot. Pox. rkj's. Name. 11). C. I’leasant 20 8 hf-ch bro |)ek 440 42

1 ^'euchatel 75 7 ch
•> 70 S <lo

4 78 10 <li>

0 't in cst. mark 80 10 lif-ch

7 81 12 do
,s 82 17 tlo

11 Woodtliorpe 85 0 do

l)rt) pe (bulktl) 700

t)r pek tlo 720
pek .sou 1120

bro pek 050
pekoe 1140

pek st(U 1530

pek sou 450

55
48
35
48 bill

38
3.5

o7

1.53 '27

159 PolgahakandeS;:
105 Depedcne 39

100 49

107 4

1

lOS 42

171 I’olgtihakanile 45

9

38
41

52
51

41

do
ch
hf-ch
ill)

tlo

lit)

ch

pekoe
bro pek
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
iiek sou
liro iK*k

4.50

38(H>

2420
2000
2550
2050
22 0

36
47 l)itl

41

37 bid
35 bill

3.2 bitl

47 bill



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS1 3

[Mr E. John.— 158,997 11.
]

Lot lio.x. Pkgs. Name. Ih. C.

1 Wewelni i iWe 135
0 ch
1 hf-ch 1

dust 740 20

a H S in estate
mark 139 15 ch bro pek 1050 43 bid

4 141 15 do pekoe L500 35

r> 143 23 do SOU 1955 33
(i 145 0 hags red leaf 4-20 2:!

147 20 lif-cli dust 1800 20

vz Gonavy 157 30 do bro pek 43‘20 59 bid

la 1.59 20 do pekoe 2200 48 l)id

14 161 9 do pek sou 804 42

1C Ardlaw& Wish-
fin’d 1G5 18 hf-ch or pek 900 OS

17 167 49 ch bro or pek 5035 60 bid

IS 169 22 do pekoe 1980 43 bid

19 Kabaragalla 171 10 lif-ch bro tea 800 28

20 I.ogan 17:; 21 ch bro pek 2100 38 bid

21 175 34 d(» pekoe 3060 35 bid

22 177 •23 do pek sou 19.5.5 34

23 179 5 hf-ch dust 4-25 20

27 Aliujiton 1S7 ‘20 hf-ch bro or pek 1100 42

2S 189 28 do bro pek 1400 39

29 191 27 do pe'ioe 1350 34 bid

3 • 193 18 do pek sou 900 32

32 Eamelieve 197 33 ch bro pek 40-26 52 l.id

33 199 32 do pekoe 3-200 43 l.id

34 201 ‘29 (lo pek sou 2842 40

33 203 7 do pek fans 595 29

37 Weymouth 207 8 ch jvekoe COO 39

3S 209 5 do pek sou 400 35

40 Ittag Vila 213 12 ch bro pek 1-200 45

41 215 27 hf-ch do 1.560 out

42 217 25 cii pekoe 2.500 31 bid

43 Wewesse 40 hf-ch bro pek 2530 48

44 221 37 do pekoe ‘2035 39

45 223 47 do pek .sou ‘2350 39

47 Humigalla 227 9 ch l.ro pek 900 44

4S 229 13 do pekoe 1300 :i6

49 •2.31 12 do pek sou 1‘200 34

5L Esperanza 235 13 lif-ch bro or pek 676 51

52 237 2!) (lo pekoe 1334 37 bid

53 Marraythwaite 239 20 do bro pek 1000 45

54 241 18 do pekoe 15;j0 3o

57 ^laryhind •247 4 ch bro pek 440 48

5S 249 4 do pekoe 4-20 37

59 Vati Rajah •201 I (lo bro pek 770 51

00 253 7 do pekoe 700 36

61 255 5 do pek sou 500 34

03 XewTunisgalla 2.59 31 do bro pek 3410 43

64 •261 ‘23 do pekoe 2415 37

05 •263 15 do pek sou 1.500 34

67 Mocha 267 35 ch bro pek 3850 69

03 •269 32 do pekoe 3‘200 57

09 271 17 (lo pek sou 1530 52

70 273 7 (lo fans 980 35

Ashtead 275 31 do l)ro pek 3-25.5 45 bid

72 Avr 277 25 hf-cli bro pek 1250 64

73 279 28 ch pekoe 2100 38

74 281 14 do pek sou 11-20 34

70 Logan 285 42 do bro pek 4200 40 bill

77 287 41 do pekoe 3690 33 bid

7S - 239 25 (lo pek sou •21-25 33

79 301 22 (lo oro mix 1716 27

S-3 Tahigalla 313 16 ch bro pek 1080 50

SG 315 10 do or pek 1520 42

87 317 10 do pekoe 1440 30 bid

3S Kanangama 319 40 do bro pek 3800 39 bid

SO 321 27 do pekoe 2430 34

90 323 24 do pek sou 2100 32

91 3-25 14 (lo fans 1400 26

93 329 3 do dust 4-20 27

05 G, in e.state

mark 333 10 do pe oe lOtJO 33

90 5Iadultenna 335 17 do bro pek 17’ 0 45 bid

97 337 13 (lo pekoe i:ioo 36 bid

9S 339 13 do pek sou i:ioo 34

102 Ttent.sin 347 27 hf-ch bro pek 16-20 81

103 349 27 ch or pek ‘2700 51 bid

SMALL IlOTS.

Mr A. M. (iEI’l’.

Lot. Bo.x Pkgs. Name ll>. c.

4 Burnside 7 1 hf-ch dust 60 25

5 W 9 1 llo bro pek 30 38
6 11 1 ch pekoe 85 33

Messrs. Bexham Bremxei:.

]jOt Bo.x Pkg.8. Name lb C.

1 Airy Hill 46 5 hf-cli pekoe 250 33
2 48 1 hf-ch bro pe 50 44
3 50 1 do dust ‘25 27

4 52 1 do fans 25 29
10 Tavalainteniie 64 2 ch dust 300 26
13 IHapane 70 4 ch 80U 250 29
14 72 2 do dust 1.50 ‘20

15 74 1 do red leaf 51 23

Messrs. A. H. Thomr.soxA

Lot. Box Bks. Name.

Co.

lb. C.

22 Comar 42 1 hf-cli fans 50 ‘20

23 43 2 do dust 100 ‘20

‘28 Hemingfoi’d 52 1 (lo fans 75 35
31 P B 57 2 ch pe fans •

-20tl •27

32 58 4 do dust 300 vvithd'

33 59 1 do red leaf 100 19
35 A B L 62 3 hf-cii dust ‘24(1 20
39 Belgravia 69 2 ch pe fans 254 38
40 70 o do dust 195 27
44 Bogahagode-

watte 75 6 do bro pek 300 45
40 78 2 do SOU 110 27
47 79 3 (lo fans ‘240 32
51 Ahamed 8G 1 do dust 75 20
52 87 1 do COIlfJOIl 50 24
53

/
88 2 (lo fans 1-25 25

Messrs. Forbes iK.' Walker.
Lot Box Pkgs Name lb. C.

4 Ko.sgalla 342 5 hf-ch congou 250 29
5 344 4 do dust 305 26

13 .St. Helen 300 2 do dust 14(. •26

14 Geragama 302 3 cli bro pek 330 43
16 366 2 do pekee 200 37
19 372 2 do pek sou 200 34
20 374 1 do dust 112 •26

22 378 1 do sou 100 27
26 Ambalawa 380 4 hf-ch dust 288 ‘26

27 388 2 ch sou 161 28
35 .Augusta 404 5 ch sou 320 30
36 400 4 do dust 300 26
37 408 1 do red lea f 74 22
41 Kirindi 416 3 do .sou 192 30
4-2 418 2 do dust 150 26
43 4-20 1 do red leaf 49 22
51 Gampaha. 430 1 ch bro mi.'C loo 24
52 438 2 hf-cli dust loo 27
53 Knuckles

Group 440 3 ch sou 270 33
59 K H L 452 1 ch bro pek 94 40
60 4.54 1 do pekoe 103 36
61 456 2 do bro mix 164 27
62 Midlands 458 1 ch sou 90 27
63 460 1 hf-cli red leaf 45 20
60 Ragalla 460 1 do red leaf 80 23
67 468 4 hCch fans 320 28
69 R A W 472 5 do dust 350 26
73 Melfort 480 5 hf-ch bro pek sou 270 35
70 Theberton 486 2 do bro mix 100 27
77 488 3 do dust 1.50 26
81 C O H H 496 1 ch dust 90 26
113 W A 500 2 hf-ch bro mix 110 27
117 Digdola 568 1 ch dust 157 26
1-20 Easdale 574 2 do pe sou 200 45
121 570 4 hf-cli bro pe fan ‘260 36
122 Moneragalla 578 2 ch pe fans 140 ‘26

137 Maha Uva 608 1 do congou 68 28
138 610 3 do dust ‘240 26
142 Maha Uva 618 1 ch congou 43 28
143 6-20 2 do dust 160 26
144 Kirklees 022 1 do bro mix UK) ‘26

145 624 2 hf-ch dust 190 26
151 Castlereagh 6:16 2 ch dust 3 0 26
157 Rambodde 648 1 hf-cli dust 85 26
158 650 2 do fans 140 28
161 Ascot 656 1 ch congou 100 27
162 6.58- 1 do dust 150 ‘26

166 Knavesmire 660 5 ch sou 375 2->

167 668 2 hf-ch dust 160 •26

108 670 3 do fans 150 21

169 672 2 do bro mix 90 21
170 674 1 do dust No. 2 70 26
173 Matale 680 2 cli sou 180 3;:

176 Kelaneiya 680 2 do dust 230 26
187 Denmark

Hill 708 3 do pek sou 261 46



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES UST

Lot. Box. rk“.s. Name. lb. C.

192 (ioraka 718 3 ch bro pc 300 44

193 720 3 do pekoe 300 37

195 S .M A 7-24 1 do bro pe No. 1 107 38
190 720 1 do bro pe No. 2 90 39
197 728 2 do pekoe 189 33
198 730 2 do pe sou 102 30
199 732 2 hf-ch pek fans 157 27

200 734 1 ch dust 101 •20

201 730 do red leaf 173 20
•205 (ilencorse 744 2 ilo dust 3-20 •>o

200 740 1 do pe fans 1-20 31
209 (i F G 752 hf-c-h bro pek 350 48
210 754 5 do pekoe. 250 38
212 758 0 do sou 280 31

221 Scrubs 770 4 do pe sou 380 48
222 Walahiindu-

wa 778 3 :lo or pek 300 57
220 780 2 ch sou 158 30
2-27 788 1 do dust 140 20
228 790 2 d<i reil leaf 1-20 25

232 Vilpita 798 1 do .sou 95 29
233 800 1 do dust 05 •27

234 S F .A 802 1 ch bro pe 89 49
235 804 2 do pekoe 130 39
230 800 1 do pe sou 85 33
•237 808 1 do bro mix 83 27

242 Riulella 818 2 do dust 260 20
253 Nugagsl j 840 2 hf-ch dust 180 27
•209 F & H 872 3 ch bro or pe 315 08 bid
273 880 4 do pek sou 380 28 bid

Mk. John.

Lot, J)ox Pko.S. Xaine. lb. f.

94 Galnhelc 308 1 hf-eli sou 50 31
95 109 1 do dust 80 20
90 II X 170 1 do sou 50 31
97 171 2 do bro pek f;ins 130 37
98 172 •> <lo dust leo 20
110 Forest ll.il 184 2 eh congou 180 30
1-24 Kmit.sford 198 2 hf-ch or i»ek 121 55
1‘25

1-27

199 3 do bro ))ek 158 45
1 5 do pek .son 208 26

1:28 3 do tans 239 26
135 Ludlow 9 3 ch .sou 298 30
144 .M G 18 .a do hro mix 100 20
145

Galiitota
19 1 do dust 130 •20

140 20 2 do
1 hf-ch

bro pek 245 39 bid

147 21 3 ch bro pek A 330 35
148 22 1 do pekoe 100 33
150 •24 3 do sou •240 18
151
154 .Mount

25 1 do dust 102 20

Fletisant 28
I hf-ch .sou 330 32

155 29 4 do fans 200 32
1.50 30 •2 do dust 150 30
57 31 1 do congou 40 •29

1.58 32 1 (lo red letif 50 25
100 11 H 11 34 1 do bro pek 3 1 42
101 35 1 do pekoe 00 35
101.

\

35 V 1 do pekoe .1 00 33
102 30 1 do iiekoe sou 05 31
103 37 1 do l)fo mix 05 28
184 38 1 do dust 40 27
109 Depeilenc 43 4 hf-ch dust 320 •20

170 44 1 do red Iciif 55 24

Lot. Box. Pk“.s. Name. lb. C.

2 Wewelinadde 137 1 eh red leaf 00 18
15 Gonavy 103 2 lif-ch pek fans 148 30
:;i -Alinglon 195 3 do dust •240 •20

36 IVeyinouth •205 7 hf-eh bro pek 350 54

39 •211 1 ell dust 75 20
40 IVewesse 2-25 3 hf-ch pek fans 195 27

50 liunugalla 233 2 eh mixed 200 •27

55 Murray tilwaite 243 4 hf-eh sou 3-20 30
56 245 1 do dust 150 20
02 Fati Rttjah 257 1 eh nek fans 105 20

00 New Tunisgiillii 205 2 hf-ch dust 100 20
75 .Ayr 283 2 hf-ch dust 150 •20

80 Logan 303 4 ch dust 340 •25

!)2 Kamutgama 327 3 ill congou "255 •28

94 L, in estate
mark 331 3 lif-cli unassorted 183 32

104 Tientsin 10 1 ch pek sou 120 36 t)id

105 12 3 hf-ch dust •240 31

100 14 1 ch sou 112 30

Messrs. SSomkrvii.u-; Co.

CEYLOX COFFEE SALES IX LOXDOX.

(
/ njm uur L ommr.rcuu Lorrexj/oiidenfJ.

Miscixo Laxe. Way 24tli, 1895.

Marks and piices of CKYRON COFFKK sold in .Miiicina
l.aneii])to 24111.May:—

2c 106s; 3c lb 101s; lb 9os;
It 120s; Ic It 80s (id; 1 baffOOs (id.

108s; Ic 107s; 3c lb
10: .s; It !)4s; Hi 119s; 1 bajr !H)s (id. (.MIl'l'X It 87.S. Kaha
r'l

l®'*’ Od; 2c lb 10.3s Od; It 99s; It 121s-
1 baj>- 99s (id (IvGT), Ic 90s. Needwood, lb Ills; 2o lOSs’
3c lb 10.3s; It 90s; lb 118s; 1 ba^ 90s (id. (NWT), It 87s

,1
‘O'l (baii^-Wannarajah, Ic lb 99s; -2c 95s; 2c 92s;

It llos; 2c and 1 bag 80s Od; 12 bags 07s Od.
Kx “Capella”— .\rdlaw 2, Ic 9.js.
Ex |‘l>ort (;halmers"-T{alinoral, 9c 103s; lb 90s Od.

-,.i,L
Tl'evoii, Ic It 103s;0cl"ls. Hogawanne,

uc 103s (id; lb 97s Od.

Lot Bu.x Pk a>*- Name lb. C

3 Neuch.atel 77 5 ch pek Itulked 375 37
5 T in estate

mark 79 •2 lif-eh bro or pek 110 05
9 IVoodthorpe 83 3 eh bro pek 300 05

10 84 5 do jtekoe 375 40
12 86 1 hf-eh sou 04 31
13 87 1 do red leaf 40 •25

17 Inehstelly 91 1 do sou 04 31
18 92 1 do dust (11 20
22 Sirisaiida tKi 2 do pek dust 110 30 bid
22A 90A 2 eh dust :ios 25
23 97 *2 do bro mix 300 32
•27 Arslena 101 0 hf-ch du.st 30J 20
30 Irex 110 1 eh red leaf 1 0 19
;!7 Debatgtima 111 1 do tans 130 31
38 11-2 do du.st 280 25
42 Woiisagalla 1 (1 4 do sou 367 31
43 117 3 do dust 30C 20
44 118 1 do red lejif 100 IS
48 Galla watte 1-2-2 1 lif-eh bro tea 50 •20

.71 .Malvern 1-25 .> do pek .sou 110 32
52 1-26 3 do f.'lIIS 105 31
53 1-27 1 (to dust .55 25
.58 Benvenlii 1:J2 •2 <-b dust 200 •26

69 Dooino 143 1 do ])ekoe 100 44
70 144 1 (io dusf 100 •27

82 Warakiimure 1.50 •2 do bro mix •208 24
8i 157 .1 do ilust 258 27

CI-'-YI.ON COCO.\ S\L!<:S IN LONDON.

(I’ rom out' (.'oiiuiici cui/ Gori'esj>oii(/i ntj.

Miscixo Laxit, May 21th, 189.5

Ex “Powderliaui "—.M.\C, 34b .SO 4 Is; 14b SD -20s. Watta-

ranteuue, 34b SI) 47s; 13b SDllsOd. .Vnniewatte, 20b 54s;

7b SI) 47s; 17b .SI) 35s Od, .\imiewattc (i.V, 17b 42s; Ob .si)

:30s (i<l; 14b SI) 22s. IISNTH, 8b 54s; 2b SI) 45s; 5b
SI) 3:3s.

Ex “Dictator"—MA(i, I-2b 4;is.

Ex “Fort ('babiiers”— Elmhurst, lb sweejiings 41.s. (TF) -2,

lb 3‘2s.

Ex “Cuzco"—Dca Ella COE, 7b 52s; Ob SI) 47s; lb 38s;

•2b SI) ;50s; lb 28s.

Ex “Eancasbire”—Crystal Hill, 9b 4:is Od.

Ex “Clengarry” Hcntimalle, Ob 45s

OJ!SEH\ER GAS ENGINE I’KESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 25.] Colombo, June 21st, 1895. ( Pjuce :—12g cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LAUCIE LOTS.

[ME,ssr..s. Benhaai & Breainkr.--8,163 lb.]

Lot Box Pk<rs. Niiine lb. C.

1 Elston 48 42 ch pe sou No. 2 3789 34

2 .50 9 do hro mix 900 33

3 52 10 hf-ch dust 700 20

4 Hornsey 54 10 ch I>ek sou 1000 43

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson 5c Co.--37,048 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Kenninston 1 8 ch SOU 700 34

5 Ritni, in estate
nirak 6 9 hf-ch pekoe 4.50 40

7 B & H 9 5 ch dust 750 26
S Court Lodge 11 13 ch bro or pek 1025 05 )>id

9 13 10 do or pek 000 09
10 11 Ci, in estate

mark 1.5 0
1 hf-ch pek sou 042 30

13 Myragiinga 18 35 ch pekoe 3150 38
1« Ugieside 23 0 do pe fans 000 30
17 25 5 do dust 050 27

21 Nahalnia 32 12 do congou 072 32

22 M E 34 9 do bro pek 720 34

23 30 4 do dust 000 26

29 P 48 7 ch fans 910 29

31 Charlie Hill 51 10 hf-ch bro pek 500 45

32 53 9 do pekoe 450 41

34 5(5 17 do j)ck sou 850 33

35 58 11 do .SOU 550 30
37 Heiningford 01 20 do bro or pek 1200 47 bid
3S 03 48 do or pek 2400 42
39 65 28 eh pekoe 1900 37

40 07 10 do pe sou 1200 34
41 09 17 hf-ch dust 1275 28
44 St. Leonard

on Sea 95 11 ch bro pek 1100 43

4o 97 0 do pekoe 540 34

40 99 5 ilo pe fans 50J 28

47 101 4 do bro mix 400 25

[Me.ssr.s. SOMERVlLLr, c'C Co. 1 71,498 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

8 Moragalla 53 6 do bro pek 600 52

0 54 6 do pekoe 609 36
10 55 5 do i»ek sou .590 32

13 S, in estate
mark 58 14 do fans 770 33

14 59 11 do dn.st 880 20

15 G A Ceylon 60 8 ch sou 629 32
21 Maha 66 14 do )>ro pek 1710 48
0-2 67 28 do bro or pe 2520 52
23 68 24 do or pek 2040 46
24 60 51 do pekoe 4590 40
25 70 5 do sou 450 34

26 71 6 do
2 hf-ch du.st 998 27

29 Monrovia 74 11 ch lu'o pek 1100 60
75 17 do pekoe 1700 38 bid

31 76 10 hf-ch pek sou 500 35
32 77 5 cli fans 500 32
34 Koorooloo-

galla 79 16 ch bro pek loso 60
35 80 IS do pekoe 1800 40
39 Heniyaya 84 22 ch bro pek 2420 50 bid
40 85 13 do )>ekoe 1300 39
41 86 6 do pe sou 570 35
42 IVoodlands 87 48 hf-ch bro pek 2880 55 bid
43 88 26 do pekoe 2690 38 bid
44 89 15 do pek sou 1425 34 bid
40 R-T 91 7 do bro mix 030 31
48 T, in estate

mai'k 93 9 ch pe sou 810 35
49 94 5 do bro mix , 550 32
51 Vspa 96 9 do pek dust M.50 •7

Lot • Box. pkgs Name lb. c.

52 Hepedene 97 52 hf-ch hro pek 2600 37
53 .1 S 98 9 ch •SOU 810 34
55 Ovoach, A 1 100 12 do brcj or pek 1380 (j5

56 JOl 18 do or pek 1800 65
57 102 10 do pekoe 1600 47

5S 103 8 do pe SOU 800 47
59 1 N G, ill estate

mark 104 13 cli bro pek 1.300 47

60 105 13 do pekoe 12.35 4')

61 106 22 do pe sou 1980 3.5

62 1"7 5 do l)ro tea 500 32
63 108 4 do dust coo 27
64 109 5 de red leaf 500 26
()5 F .A, ill estate

mark 110 10 ch bro tea 1S40 37
66 111 4 do du.st 600 27
67 Kelaiii 112 44 :hf-cli bro pe 2420 r.S

68 113 42 do l)ekoe 2100 36
69 114 28 do pe sou 1200 34
80 -Alpitikande 12.5 9 hf-cli lu'o pek 540 47 bid
81 126 16 do pekoe S96 36
82 C H 127 84 <lo pe sou 4704 31 bid
83 128 30 do pek fans I860 27
84 129 17 do pe dust n.56 27
85 I'kuwela 130 18 ch 1)10 pek 1800 46
80 131 15 do pekoe 1500 40
87 132 12 do pek sou 1140 35
88 Penrith 133 24 ch bro pe 2520 5(>

89 134 24 do pekoe 1920 43
90 135 IS do pek sou 1530 37
92 Citrus 137 8 ch i)ro pek 800 •18

93 138 12 do pekoe 1200 36
94 139 6 do fans 600 34
97 Iiigeriya 142 17 hf-ch bro pek 035 51
98 143 1.5 do pekoe 750 40
99 144 26 d« pek sou 1248 35
102 ICrIston 147 0 cli pe sou 540 42
105 150 7 hf-ch dust 500 27
106 D H 151 37 ch pekoe 3700 39 bill

111 1 P 156 43 ch pek sou 322.5 3.5

112 157 25 hf-ch dust 2175 27
113 G W 158 6 ch sou 480 34
115 100 9 liLch fans .540 33
116 161 5 cli dust 400 27
117 Gleiialla 162 23 do bi-o or pek 2300 45 bid
118 163 12 do or pek 1080 43
119 164 40 do pekoe .3600 37 bid
120 165 44 do pek sou 3960 34
121 166 5 do fans 500 29
125 V M 170 10 hf-ch pekoe 800 30
126 Ratota 171 29 ch bro pek 2755 44 l)id
131 Polgahakan-

de 170 39 cli bro pek 3900 46
132 177 27 do pekoe 2.565 33
133 178 21 do pek sou 1890 36
134 179 3 (lo tlust 420 26
136 Beverlev 181 14 hf-ch dust 910 27
138 SS 183 7 ch pekoe 752 3.5

139 184 0 do pek sou 600 32
142 Lyndhurst 187 20 llo iM’o i»ek 2000 38 bid
143 188 29 do pekoe 2610 35
144 189 11 do pek sou 935 32
145 C C C liH) 3 ch pe dust 4.50 26
147 192 7 tio

1 hf-ch dust 10.50 27
148 Bittacy 193 10 cli bro pek 1000 68
149

Rayigaui
194 16 do pekoe louo .50

152 197 12 ch bro pek 1320 56
1.53 198 9 do pekoe 900 4] bid
154 19i) 17 do or pek 1"0U 46
155 200 11 do pek sou 2 00 .36 bid

(MIvS.SRS. Forbes A' Walker.—333,(300 lb.]

Lot Box PI Name lb. C.

4 A M B 898 14 ch bro tea 1232 27
6 900 4 do bro pe sou 408 31)

G 902 9 do fans y.io 24
7 904 6 do red leaf 492 21

13 Careudon 916 , 4 do hro pek 400 49
15 920 7 do pekoe 605 35
16 922 7 do pe sou 6.55 32
17 924 0 do fans (GO 38
20 I/ingd.a’e 930 16 do bro pe 1920 77
21 932 19 do pekoe 1.000 58



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

TiOt. Box. ]*14<,5s. Name. lb.

2-1 l'ol;itag;-nm 938 158 ch bro pek 5800
2o 940 48 do pekoe 4StO
2C 942 ;28 (lo j)e .sou 2800
27 944 ;13 ilo fans 1300
28 946 0 ilo dust 900
29 1' 1* No. 1 948 40 do bro pek 2800
30 950 24 (lo pekoe 2400
31 952 12 (lo pe son 1080
33 D G T 956 7 (lo i>ro pe 700
34 958 8 (lo pekoe 800
42 Hcimnjiton 974 30 hf-ch or pek 1500
43 976 28 ch l)ek 2520
44

onawella
978 10 do pek sou 900

47 G 948 37 ch bro pe 3700
48 986 16 do pek 1440
49 988 9 do j>ek sou 810
SO N iigahena 990 8 do bro pe 822
SI 992 0 (.•li

1 l(f-ch pek 605
54 St. Hehers 998 22 hf-ch bro or pek 1210
so 1000 14 ch pek 1400
56 2 16 do pe sou 1600
57 I’atiaganui 4 29 do bro or pe 3190
58 6 10 do bro pe 1600
59 8 18 do pe 1800
65 ( -lalapitukamla 20 22 do bro pe 1310
66 22 38 do pe 3800
67 24 9 (lo ])e sou iX)0

60 Melrose 28 29 do bro pe 3190
70 30 17 do pekoe 1700
71 32 31 do pe sou 3100
72 34 5 (lo •sou 475
73 36 9 hf-ch bro pe sou 540
74 K (' \V in es-

late mark 38 26 lif-cli bro or pe 1293
75 40 12 chest bro pe 1200
76 42 17 do or pe 1020
77 Breclmi 44 19 do bro pe 20!)»

46 15 do pe 1.500

70 48 5 do pe sou 4.50

84 liarkindale 58 14 ch bro pek 1680
85 30 7 do pekoe 700
87 1 ‘oonagalla 64 26 do bro pek 2860
88 66 20 do pekoe 2000
89 68 26 (lo pek sou 2445
95 Hninswick 80 9 ch j)ek fans 1170
96 Daphne 82 25 hf-ch bro pek 1373
99 88 31 hf-ch pekoe 15.50

107 Dnnkeld 104 12 ch bro pek 1260
108 106 20 hf-cli or pek 1000
109 108 13 ch pekoe 1300
111 1) Iv D 112 13 do anas 1495
116 Doranakanda 122 20 do bro pek 2000
117 124 20 do I)ekoe 1800
118 120 7 do pe sou 595
119 Pedro 128 21 (lo bro or pek 2310
120 130 20 do pekoe 1800
121 132 17 do )jek sou 1275
122 134 3 do dust 450
123 Rosita 136 7 do dust 1055
127 Doonevale 144 9 do bro pek 900
128 146 9 do pekoe 810
130 M W 1.50 4 d(» dust 560
132 Scrubs 154 8 do dust 1200
133 Torwood 150 38 (lo bro pek 3610
134 1.58 48 do liekoe 3840
135 160 14 do pek sou 119(4

136 162 4 (lo dust 410

137 Laxapanagala 164 46 hf-ch bro pek 2300
138 :06 22 do pekoe 1100

139 168 19 (lo pek sou 855

142 (: B 174 12 ch bro pek 1200

143 176 12 do pekoe 1200

146 .1 II S in e.state

mark 182 9 do or pek 945

147 184 12 (lo pekoe 1080

148 186 12 d(« pek sou 1020

150 Kirklees 1!*0 .50 hbch bro pek 300O

151 192 30 ch pekoe 3000

152 194 30 do j)ek sou 3000

153 Bagdad 196 15 do i)ekoe 1275

157 Gaskiebon 204 r)(i do flowery pek 5600

158 200 49 do pekoe 4900

159 208 9 do unassoi'ted 900

160 210 4 do pek fidis 520

161 Middleton 212 33 hf-ch bro pek 1980

162 214 161 do bro pek 1040

163 210 151 do or pek 7.50

164 Middleton 218 15 ch pek No. 1 1425

105 220 a do do No. 2 800

166 222 91 do pi*koe 900

172 Duidiar 234 40 hf-cli bro pek 20tK'

0. Lot. Box. rkgs. Name. lb. c.

50 173 236 20 ch pekoe 1806 46
oO 174 238 17 do pe sou 1530 40
33 175 Kderapolla 240 55 hf-eh bro pek 2750 42 bid
39 176 242 18 ch pekoe 1440 38
27 177 244 22 do pesou 1050 35
67 bid 178 Faridiain 246 52 hf-ch l»ro pek 2340 59
65 179 248 38 do pekoe 1672 40
51 ISO 2.50 IS do or pek 720 50
44 185 tdunes.— Kr-

38 racht division 260 50 do pekoe .5015 35
70 186 Chines 262 50 hf-ch bro pek 2500 48
54 187 264 65 cli pekoe 5850 35
43 18S 266 19 do pe sou 1710 33
43 189 268 16 do bro mix 1300 27
35 190 Blackstone 270 45 do bro pek 4275 48
34 191 272 27 do pekoe 2295 40
42 bid 192 274 13 do pek No, 2 1105 35

193 276 12 do j)e s(Ui 1020 34
38 194 278 10 (lo bro tea 950 30
60 195 280 6 do pe dust 600 27
45 196 Castlereagh 282 25 (lo or ]>ek 22.50 61
36 197 284 28 do pekoe 2660 41

51 200 Scrubs 290 4 eh bro or iiek 420 72 bid
60 201 H in e.state

41 mark 292 6 eh unassorted 600 32
59 202 M'eligode 294 21 (lo dust 2940 27
41 204 Klleka nde 298 131 if-ch bro pek 6419 49
35 205 300 43 do pekoe 18'i6 38
50 206 302 72 eh pe .sou 5472 30
41 207 304 26 (h> sou 1690 31
36 209 Kasdale 308 16 (1 p bro pek 1600 61
34 210 310 22 (lo pekoe 22tH) 47 bid
82 211 Kssex 312 50 do or pek 5600 55

212 314 41 (l(» pekoe 4510 41 bid
64 bid 213 Melrose 316 19 do bro pe 2090 49 bid
62 bid 214 318 11 do pekoe 1100 39
64 239 Deuimirk Hill 308 12 ch or pekoe 1008 73 bid
62 bid 240 370 7 do bro or pek 840 61 bid
46 241 372 7 (lo bro pekoe 770 56 bid
36 241 374 7 (lo pekoe 700 54
75 243 llethersett •3’. 6 22 (lo or pek 1848 73 bid
51 244 378 12 (lo bro pek 1320 62
64 245 380 12 (lo pekoe 1200 57
60 246 382 9 do pe sou 756 50
44 252 C in estate

27 mark 394 14 do bro son 1540 28
48 265 I) K 420 12 do bro pek 720 44
35
55 bid

266 422
r>

1

eh
lif-eh 1

pekoe 650 35

58 268 Shannon 426 8 do bro pek 489 46
41 269 428 22 (lo or pekoe 88(. 45
34
55 bid
42 bid
36 bid

270 430 8 (lo pe sou 520 .36

[Mn. ]87
7o

b,. John.— 147, 90() lb.]

51
34 Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

BU
49 4 rartrv 20 6 ch bro tea 66(j 28

34 5 St Catherine 22 32 lif-ch bro pek 1920 40 bid
24 6 24 21 do nekoe 10)0 35

34 7 26 10 do pe sou 4.50 31

62 9 T & T Co 30 44 lif-ch bro pek 2420 43

41 10 32 32 ch pek sou 2880 34 bid

37 11 34 12 do pek sou 1080 33
2'< 13 0 L .M 39 7 ch l>ro pe t 700 40

52 14 41 10 do pekoe 1000 31 bid

41 19 Hunugalla 51 11 do t)ro pek 1100 44

37 20 53 12 do pekoe 1200 34

45 21 55 16 (lo pek sou 1600 32

42 24 Wewesse 61 .53 hf-ch bro pek 2915 49 bid
25 63 39 do pekoe 2145 40

55 26 65 33 (lo pek .sou 1650 37

37 2y 67 11 do dust '.(90 26

35 28 Claremont 69 47 (fo Ijro pek 2.585 47

0(* 29 71 26 (lo pekoe 1430 36

47 30 73 34 (lo pek sou 171K) 34

42 37 Hind Ouvah 87 8 do bro mix 7.52 31

45 4('l Kil ( 103 71 do bro pe ( 6390 46

48 bid 41 105 30 (lo bro (( i>ek 3009 30

38 42 107 48 (lo pek sou 4320 32

37 43 Anchor 109 10 hf-ch bro or ])ek 600 57

27 44 111 15 ch or pek 1425 06

59 bid 45 113 7 do pe oe 700 48

,56 liid 46 115 5 (lo j)ek sou 450 45

G(i 47 G'lkan’watte 117 7 do congou 6;jo 35

53 48 Indian Wain 119 36 hf-ch bro pek 1980 47

with’d 49 121 28 ch pekoe 2.520 36

40 50 123 7 do j)ek sou 700 .32

53 bid 51 12) 12 hf-ch bro tea 1020 26



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST 3

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C

52 Glasgow 127 38 oil bro pek 2850 60
5S 129 29 hf-ch or pek 1740 67
64 131 3-5 do pekoe 3150 46 bid
55 133 14 do pek sou 1400 44

no 135 12 do or pe fn 1200 35
57 Agra ouvah 137 61 hf-ch bro or pek 4160 79
58 139 54 do or pekoe 3240 67
59 141 25 ch pekoe 2500 50
60 143 28 do pek sou i860 48
01 145 9 hf-eh pe fans 720 35
6< I'vakelle 147 37 ch bro pek 3700 66
63 149 31 do pekoe 2790 45
04 151 37 do pe sou 33.30 41
65 D E 153 0 do pek 420 35
66 154 19 do SOU 1330 33
67 Cataratenne 157 6 hf-ch dust 510 26
68 Eade la 159 23 cli bro pek 2300 46
69 161 21 do pekoe 1890 35
70 163 17 do pek sou 1360 33
71 Stinsford 165 21 hf-ch bro pek 1155 58
72 167 36 do pekoe 1800 41
78 T:irf 179 17 ch pek sou 1700 44
79 181 11 do SOU 1045 42
SO 183 7 ht-ch dust 59» 28
81 Meeriatenne 185 11 hf-ch bro pek 660 48
82 187 13 do pekoe 728 37
86 Chapelton 195 8 ch bro mix 800 27
88 IjOgau 199 42 do bro pe 4200 40 bid
89 201 41 do pekoe 3690 34
90 203 34 do .lo 3060 34 bid
91 H S, in estate

mark 204 15 do bro pek 1650 42
92 Alnoor 207 26 hf-ch bro pek 1430 50

209 22 do pekoe 1100 39
94 211 29 do pe SOU 1450 35
95 213 6 do fans 420 30
9<i Callander 215 30 do l>ro or pe 1740 81
97 217 14 do pekoe 728 60
98 219 13 do pe sou 611 51
99 Talagalla 221 12 ch bro pek 1260 62
100 223 13 do pekoe 1235 37
102 Otterv & Stam-

ford Hill 227 18 do lu'o pe 1800 62
103 229 18 do or pe 1530 70
104 231 35 do pekoe 31.50 49
107 N 239 26 ch ]>e sou 26.)0 31

108 IValton 241 6 do bro pek 660 50
119 243 5 do pekoe 531 43
110 245 9 do pe sou 909 40
112 D X D, in est.

mark 249 15 ch pek fans 1500 38
113 251 12 do pe dust 1800 26
114 253 47 do bro tea 4935 31
115 255 8 do unas 680 37
116 Glentilt 257 28 do bro pek 2940 51

117 259 22 do pe sou 2200 42
118 (develand 261 21 ch bro pek 2100 63
119 263 22 do pekoe 1980 45
120 26S 7 do pek sou 630 42

SMALL LOTS.

Mes.sr-s. Bexham &' Bre.mnei;.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb.

5 Hornsey 56 4 ch fans 300 32

6 Lvnford 58 2 do bro mix 260 28

7 liopewell 60 3 hf-ch pek sou 203 34

8 62 3 do pekoe 205 39
9 64 3 do bro pek 215 47

ME.SSK.S. A . H. Thompson & Co.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 Kennington 3 3 hf-ch bro tea 150 27

3 4 5 do dust 375 26

4 Ritni, in estate
mark 5 6 do bro pek 336 45

6 8 1 do pe SDU 50 32

11 Ossington 17 1 do pekoe 68 35

13 P R 20 4 ch ilust 360 27

14 Woodend 21 2 do dust 290 26

15 22 1 do congou 75 26

18 I’gieside 27 2 do bro mix 190 28

30 P 50 3 do red leaf' 270 22

Lot. Box i^kg.s. Name. lb. C.

33 Ch.'irlie Hill 55 2 lif-ch pekoe No. 2 100 35
36 60 1 do units 50 30
42 Hemingford 71 2 do pe fans 1.50 28
43 Charlie hill 72 4 do fans 240 29

Messrs. SOMERVILEE A' Co.

Lot Box Pkg.8 Name lb. c.

4 s 49 1 hf-ch bro tea 50 26
5 50 2 <lo dust 160 27
6 A 51 1 do dust 80 26
7 Hatton 52 2 do dust 160 26

11 Moragalla 56 2 ch SOU 200 32
12 57 1 do dust 120 26
16 G A Ceylon 61 3 do bro tea 240 23
27 Maha 72 2 do unas 208 36
28 73 1 do fans 109 26
33 Monrovia 78 2 ch pe dust 2V0 26
36 Koorooloo-

galla 81 2 ch pe dust 264 26
37 82 3 do fans 351 33
38 S3 1 do SOU 100 32
45 Woodlands 90 2 llf-dl dust 170 27
47 R—

T

92 2 ch dust 280 26
50 T, in estate

mark 95 2 hf-ch dust 150 27
54 G, in estate

mark 99 3 ch bro pek 330 37
65a F A in estate

mark 1 Cll bro tea 115 30
70 Kelani 115 4 hf-ch fans 220 29
71 116 2 do dust 160 26
95 Citrus 140 1 1:lo fan X'o. 2 ISO 27
96 141 1 1:lo bro tea 117 26
100 Ingeriva 145 3 lif-ch bro mix 150 31
101 146 2 do bro tea 140 28
103 Earlston 148 1 ch congou loo 32
104 149 3 hf-ch fans 180 30
110 R F 155 3 do bro mix 183 27
114 GIV 1.59 1 cll red leaf 70 24
122 Glenalla 167 2 do dust 300 26
123 168 2 do bro mix 190 22
124 169 1 do congou SO 29
135 P 180 2 do lu-o mix 120 31
137 Reavrlev 182 2 hf-ch red leaf 112 26
140 .s s 185 2 do

1 hf-ch SOU 245 30
141 D C S 186 1 ch pekoe 105 34
146 C CC 191 2 do mixed 300 28
150 Rittacy 195 3 do

1 hf-ch jiek sou 350 39
151 196 2 ch dust 220 27

Me.88rs. FoitRES t!y' Walker

Lot Box Pk,s. Name lb C.

1 M V 892 3 cll fans 330 28
2 894 4 hf-ch dust 360 27
3 896 3 ch bro mix 300 29
8 M ,S II 906 2 do bro pe ISO 33
9 908 1 do pe 91 33
10 910 1 hCcli1 pe 43 32
11 912 2 ch pe sou 180 26
12 914 1 do fans 122 24
14 Carendon 918 4 do bro or pe 365 44
18 926 3 do coiurou 260 32
19 928 1 (lo dust 135 27
22 Langiliile 934 3 do pe sou 255 44
23 936 1 do dust 145 34
32 U P No. 1 954 3 do dust 240 29
35 D G T 960 2 do pe sou 200 35
36 962 1 hf-ch bro pe fans So 28
41 I K V 972 6 hf-ch bro mix 336 27
52 Nugahena 994 4 chest

1 hf-ch pe sou 394 35
53 996 1 hf-ch fans 105 27
60 Patiagama 10 3 ch pe sou 300 37
61 12 2 do dust 260 26
62 3’ R 14 4 hbch fans 300 27
63 16 2 ch dust ISO 25
64 18 1 ch

1 hf-ch bro mix 145 25
68 Galapitakanda 20 2 hf-ch dust 180 27
80 Rrechin 50 3 hf-ch dust 210 27
81 Mou.sakelle 52 1 ch pe 89 37
82 Relugus 54 1 do pe 100 30
86 Rarkindale 62 3 (lo pek sou 270 47
90 Poonagalla 70 2 do dust 282 27
91 72 1 hf-ch bro mix 30 27



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Bo.x. Pk-.S. Name. lb. C.

94 Brunswick 78 3 ch unassorted :',on 37

100 9i 4 do bro tea 750 27

102 Daphne 94 4 ch fannings :i80 27

103 90 3 hf-ch fannings 1.50 27

104 98 2 do dust 150 26

105 Bisinark 100 3 ch pek Ians 336 41

106 102 2 do dust 300 27

no D 1C D no 3 do red leaf 255 23

124 Sarana 138 1 do unassorted 104 34

125 K K 1) N 140 1 ilo unassorted 72 31

120 C H 142 1 hf-ch unassorted 45 31

129 M W 148 4 do pek sou 360 27

131 152 2 hf-ch dust 150 25

140 Laxaiianagala 170 1 do souchong 50 31

141 172 1 do dust 85 20

144 C B 178 3 ch pekoe sou 300 38

145 180 4 lif-ch bro ))ek fan 2 260 34

149 .1 11 S in estate
in 1 rk 188 1 ch bro tea mo 2.5

154 Killarney 198 3 ilo pekoe 336 39

155 200 1 hf-ch bro pe sou 05 25

1.50 202 1 ch dust 180 27

181 Farnhain 252 3 hf-ch dust 270 20

198 Castlereagh 286 4 ch pek sou 340 30

199 288 4 hf-ch dust 320 27

203 IVeligode 290 2 ch fannings 280 27

208 Kllekande :ioo 3 do red leaf 240 27

225 L in estate
mark 340 1 ch bro pek 80 42

226 342 1 do ]iek sou 08 32

229 B in estate
mark 348 4 do )>ek sou 360 33

237 Talgaswela 304 4 do congou 300 32

253 Munamal 390 3 ch bro pek 3(X) 50

254 398 3 do pekoe 270 40

255 400 2 do pek sou 206 34

250 M 402 1 do bro pek 100 44

257 404 1 do ))ek 80 35

258 400 1 do j)ek sou 82 31

267 fShannon 424 3 hf-ch 1)1*0 or pek 135 52

271 4.32 3 do jiek 210 35

272 434 2 do tannings 100 35

Ml!. E. John.

Lot. Bo.x. l>kgs. Name. lb. c.

1 K 15 9 hf-ch pe sou 300 25

2 17 2 do fanngs 80 21

3 K b'r 19 3 do bro tea 120 20

8 St Katherine 28 2 do pek fan 140 20

9 T & T Co 36 2 ch bro pe fangs 300 27

O L M 43 3 do 1)6 SOU 3(X) 30

X8 45 1 do souchongs 100 27

17 47 4 do bro tea 380 24

IS 49 1 do dust 125 ‘.6

->9 llunugalla 57 1 do dust 140 24

23 59 1 do mixed 100 25

31 Claremont 75 4 hf-ch bro tea 200 27

32 1 do dust 70 27

38 K & T 89 4 do bro pek dust :i72 27

39 101 3 do fans 287 31

73 Stinsford 109 0 hf-ch pek sou 300 35

Lot Box Pk-.s. Name lb. c.

74 171 7 hf-ch pek f ns 3.50 30
75 173 2 do du.st 150 28
76 175 2 do (‘o«;jou 100 32
77 177 3 do red leaf 210 22
83 Sleeriatenne 189 4 hf-ch dust 201 20
84 191 1 bro mix 62 30
85 M R 193 3 ch dust 300 27

87 Chapelton 197 3 hf-ch dust 240 28
101 Talagalla 225 1 ch dust loo 20
U5 »)-.tery & Stam-

ford Hill 233 1 do SOU 80 31
100 235 1 do dust 112 29
107 Farm 2:17 4 do dust 320 26
111 Walton 247 1 hf-ch du.st 76 27
121 Cleveland 207 3 ch bro mix 300 27
122 209 1 do dust no 28

CEYLON COCOA S\LES IN LONDON.

(From our Commercial Corrcspondtnt).

Mincing L.vn-, May 31.st, 18'J5.

Kx “Clan Craiit”—Grove, 19 luiR-s o6s; 3 ba}{s 3Ss SI).

Pihille Kande, 13 bags 01s Od; 4 bags 3Ss SD. J*. Kande,
2 bags 30s SD.
Kx “Dictator”—Mahaberia, Ceylon, (OBKC), 14 bags 02s

Gd; 4 bags 50s Od; 3 bags 20s Od. Kondesille, Ceylon,
(OBKC), 1 bag 38s; 2 bags 15s; 1 biig 20s Od.

Kx “Nubia”—Lower Ualoya, 7 bags 53s; 6 bags 20s0d;
1 bag 32s.

Kx “Staffordshire”—Old Ualoya, 2 bags 45s; 2 bags 25s.

Kl'G, 8 bags 52s; 4 bags 3Ss: 2 bags 30s; 2 bags 25s.

Lyiri}' at M'illsoii’s Wliarf.
(MR), 40 bags 20s. Periawatte, 9 bags 57s; C bags 43s;

2 bags 41s; 7 bags 28s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correxpoudent).

Mincing L.vne, May 31st, 1805,

Kx “Glenorchy”—Delpotonoya, 5b 2s 2d; 0 Is 9d; 1 Is 5d

1 Is 2d; 2 Is Sd.

Kx “Staftordsbire”—WS(.\&C)LC, 2 Is lOd; 1 bag 2s 4d;

1 bag Is Sd. ...
Kx “liJincashire”—Kobo, S 2s; 3 Is 8d; 2 Is .mI. Maria-

galla, Mysore, 2 2s 3.

OBSEKVEH GAS ENGINE UiESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO, 26.] Colombo, July 2nJ, 1895. I Price :—12| cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
; 6 copies J rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

J.AHt^E LOTS.

[Mksses. Hknii.vm & Bremnkr.—5,4.30.]

Cot. Box. Pkgs. Name. 11). c.

1 Eston 50 10 eh eoiiKOu looo al
2 Orange Field .5-> 4 do bro pek 400 4S

^ ^ ‘lo jrekoe 800 3.5
I Jkitt.ilgiialla 02 10 eh jvek .sou 1000 42

10 F 6i K 08 8 )if-eh pek sou 400 35

[Me.ssr.s. a. H. Thomp.son A’ Co.—30,8.50 )b.]

Cot. Box. J’k'Ls. Name. lb. r.

1 I’ainbagajiia 1 8 ch
2 3 14 ch
3 Agra Oy.a 5 24 ch
4 7 24 tlo
5 9 10 llo

0 11 7 fio
7 13 0 do
8 Relugas 15 5 ch
9 n 17 3 ch

10 Nahaveena 18 24 hf-ch
11 20 12 «lo
12 22 17 do
20 Elgin 31 6 ch
22 Court Lodge 34 15 ch
23 30 8 do
24 38 9 do
25 40 19 do
20 42 13 i\o

27 Court Lodge 44 13 ch
28 St. Leonards

on sea 40 8 ch
29 48 0 ch
30 Dehiowita 50 11 ch
37 A G C 01 8 ch
38 03 6 ch
43 O 09 8 hf-i h

[Mr. E. .John.-

Cot Box I'kgs.

1 0 N 271 6 ch
3 Peru 275 9 hf-eh
4 277 8 do
0 R r. 281 24 ch
7 283 6 do
8 285 12 do
9 287 4 do

lo Wewes.se 289 S8 do
11 301 se do
12 303 22 tlo
13 Ferndale 305 27 ch
14 307 14 tio
15 309 18 tlo
1? Pati Rajah 313 7 do
18 315 5 dt)
T9 317 5 do
22 Agar’s Land 323 90 hf-ch
28 ,4rdlaw and

Wi.shford 325 18 tlo
24 327 14 ch
25 329 17 tio
26 O 331 13 do
2~ OakHeld 333 28 hf-ch
28 335 23 do
29 .337 18 do
32 Ivies 343 11 ch
33 345 30 tlo
34 347 22 do
35 349 6 do
37 Tientsin 1.2 20 hf-eh
38 . 14 19 ch
41 Agr.a Ouvuh ; 20 43 hf-eh
-A2

"• ‘

22 44 da
24 0 da

pek fans 880 2s
dust 1190 20
hro pek 2520 48 l)iil

pekoe 2400 bit!

pek sou loon .33 bid
iina.s.sorted 700 26
dust 480 27
dust 000 2(i

dust 4.50 26
hro pek 1200 .50 bid
pekoe 000 30 1)id
pek sou 850 36
pek sou 480 40
bro or pek 1800 62
bro pek 920 01
or pek 765 61
pekoe 1900 51
]>e sou 1287 47
>)ro or pek 1620 01

bro pek 800 40
pek 540 35
con;^on 1045 30
pek .sou son 32
du.st 900 27
pek dust 558 o.>

117,379 lb.]

Name lb

bro tea 600 26
bro pek 540 52
pekoe 480 41
bro pek 2640 48 bid
pekoe 600 38 bid
pe sou 1080 30 bid
dust 560 26 bid
bro pek 2280 .54

pekoe 1800 43
pek sou 1210
bro j)ek 2700 03 bid
pekoe 36(X) 3s bid
pek .sou 1620 35 bid
bro pek t7o 51 bid
pekoe 500 38
pek sou .500 35
pek sou 4050 34 bid

or pek 900 67
bro or pek 1610 56 bid
pekoe 1530 48
unan 14.30 37 bid
bro pek 1400 00 bid
pekoe 11.50 42 bid
pek .sou 900 36 bitl
T)ro pek 1100 40 bid
pekoe 3240 35
pek s<m 1760 33
bro teii 600 2*i
bro pek 1200 86
or pek 190t) 53
bro or pek 2795 87
or pek 2640 65
pekoe 2000 49 bid

Cot.

49
4.5

40
49
.50

51
52

53
57
58
59

tilasgow
Oenegaina

Glasgow

60 Templestowe 58 40 do
01 00 40 do
62 62 18 do
04 Wliydon 00 19 lif-eh

j

05 OS 12 ch
1 00 70 15 do
09 M T 70 8 do

1
73 Nartnel 84 28 hf-di

1
t4 86 9 do

, 80 Talaga,lla lOS 10 ell

81 110 15 do
! 82 112 12 do
'

Anchor, in es-

Box, Pkgs. Name.
pekoe
tiro pe
pe oe
hro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pekoe
sou
du.st

or pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
bro pe
pekoe
pek sou
hro pek
or pek
pek sou

26
28
30
30
38
40
42
44
52
54
50

35 ch
4 do
9 do

29 do
25 do
24 do
20 do
20 do
6 do
0 do
5 do

88
89
90
91

92
93
!)7

98
99

tate mark

Ayr

M.add.agedera

122
124
120
128
130
132
134
142
144
140

15 do
17 do
9 eh
4 eh
19 lif-eh

c:h

do
do
do
do

hro pek
or pek

pekoe
pek .sou

hi'o pek
pekoe
pek sou
hro pek
pekoe
pek sou

11). C.

3150 46
424 74
810 47
2175 64
1500 64
2160 47
2200 47
2200 36
540 37
480 .33

400 26
4000 07
30(K> 47 bid
1530 40
1140 57
1 200 48
1 .500 38
040 30
1310 34

H4 32
199\ 60
1425 \ 41
1200 \ 34

1650 V
1530 (14

1107 4*
180 3I>

950 o|
1425 4(\
900 A5\

5tXi0 49 ^

3230 .36

1980 35

[MK.SSR.S. SO.AIERVILLK

Cot Bo.x Pkg.S

1 .1 ,S 1 8 eh
4 Allakolla 4 41 hf-eh
5

6
5 25 ch
6 18 do

S G II 8 15 hf-eh
!) 0 27 do

10 Galkadna 10 17 ell
11 11 15 do
12 12 18 do
13 .Ar.slen i 3 36 hf-eh
14 14 30 di)
15

Har.angalla
15 28 do

16 16 5 eh
17 17 28 do
IS 18 35 do
19 19 0 do
21 N IT 21 19 ch
25 Rondura 2.5 0 hf-eh
28 S, in estate

mark 28 7 ch
29 Gona, in estate

mark 29 21 hf-ch
31 X 31 7 ch
35 Maligatenne 35 8 hf-ch
38 Mahatonne 38 14 ch
39 39 16 do
43 Roseneath 43 38 hf-ch
44 44 12 ch
4.5 45 15 do
40 Friedland 46 IS hf-.-h
47 47 18 do
48 48 18 do
49 49 18 do
51 Wallegekanda 51 13 ch
52

B rnagalla,
G K

52 15 do
57

.57 1« ch
68 CLctPCo.Ltd.

F T & ,S O 58 29 ch
59 59 9 do
60 Hatdow.a 60 25 ch
61 61 30 do
62

Hopewell
62 72 do

64 04 22 hf-ch
6.5

Ilarangalla
65 7 ch

06 60 19 ch
68 68 5 do

& Co. 13U,4S2 lb.]

Name 11). i:.

sou 720 34 bid
hro pek 2255 45
pekoe 2375 36
pek sou 1620 34
pe dust 1020 27
hro mix 1458 20
bro pek 1700 57
pekoe 1.500 37
pe sou 1800 34
bro pek 1800 56
pekoe 18CK) •10 bid
be sou 1400 37
bro pek 500 17 bid
pekoe 2520 37 bid
pek .sou 2800 34 t)Ul
dust 9ii0 27
unas.sorted 1710 20 bid
dust 480 27

bro tea 700 20 liid

du.st 1680 27
mixed 630 28
pe sou 400 35
bro pek 14(X) 47
pekoe 1600 37
oro pek 2090 48
pekoe 1080 37
pe sou 1350 35
bro or pek 990 76 l>id
or pek 900 68 bid
pekoe 900 61 bid
pe sou 900 55
or pek 1170 42
pekoe 1350 40

dust 800 27

pek sou 5010 43 bid
sou 1080 26 bW
bro pek 2500 44
pekoe 2550 35
pe sou 5760 34
or pek 1210 4.5 bid
pekoe 030 35 liid
pek sou 1520 35
dust 750 27



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Box Pks. Name lb. c.

bio pek 1000 48 bid
pe - sou 950 35 bid
pek sou 47(->4 80
bvo pek 1100 52 bid
pekoe 1530 44
pek sou 1620 35
pek sou 2600 34
pek sou 120u 34
sou 67 2 33
dust 1600 27 bid

bro pek 3250 46
pekoe 1955 37
pek sou 2880 35
bvo pe< 990 45
pekoe 1000 34
pek sou 900 31 bid
unassorted 600 32
pek fans 620 29 bid
bro pek 1200 54
pekee 1350 30 bid
pek sou 1300 35
pek sou 450 33
bro pek 1600 50 bid
pekoe 1100 38 bid
pek sou 1615 36 bid
pekoe 3700 38 bid

(Me.ssrs. Forbes & Walker.—310,527 lb.]

69 Hapugasmulle: 69 10 ch
71 71 10 do
75 C H : 75 84 hf-cli

79 I-abugaraa 79 20 hf-ch
8* 80 17 ch
81 81 IS do
88 G L A 88 26 oil

89 \f- G 89 16 ch
30 90 12 do
91 91 10 do
92 Peria Kande-

kettia 92 26 ch
93 93 17 do
94 94 24 lio

95 A D K 95 18 hf-ch
96 96 10 ch
97 97 9 do
•18 98 6 do
99 99 5 do
103 Sirisanda 103 20 hf-ch
104 104 27 do
105 105 20 do
112 R V, K 112' 5 ch
122 .Morning.side 122 16 ch
123 123 11 do
124 124 17 do
128 D 1) 128 37 ch

Lot Box Pk^;s, Name lb. C.

1 Blackley 436 7 ht-ch pek sou 420 35
7 Downside 448 12 do bro pek 600 45
8 450 10 do pekoe 500 38
13 V P No. 2 460 27 ch bro pe 1620 67 bid
14 462 17 do pekoe 1700 60 bid
15 464 8 do pe sou 800 4 3 bid
16 Great Valley 466 35 do bro pek 3850 47
17 408 20 do pekoe 2000 39
18 470 28 do pek sou 2660 36
20 474 5 do dust 425 26
25 Mor.ankande 484 28 do bro pek 2940 46

26 486 21 do pekoe 2100 35 bid
27 488 38 do pek sou 3800 34
28 490 *7 hf-ch fans 525 28
20 Scru)>s 492

194
eh
do

bro or pek
or pekoe

880
700

31 496 12 do bro pek 1329 52 !

32 498 19 (io pekoe 1805 57

33 500 5 do pek sou 475 47

34 S M K 502 9 do pekoe 450 31

;{5 N P 504 13 do pek fans 910 27

36 Digdolla 506 5 do bro pek 500 54

40 G N in estate
mark 514 6 do bro pek 476 40

41 516 8 do pekoe 704 34

45 Andradeniya 524 10 do bro pek 1100 50

46 526 10 do pekoe 1000 38

48 Polatagaraa 530 41 do bro pek 4100 52

49 532 32 do pekoe 3200 38
50 534 15 do pek sou 1500 34

51 536 8 do fans 800 38

52 AVeoya 538 54 hf-ch bro pek 2970 51

53 540 65 do pekoe 3250 30

67 l)iil

73

Lot

81

82
83
84

85
86
87

88
91

92
93
94

95
97
98
99
100
101
102
104

105
106
107
113
114

115
116
117
118
120
121

123
126
127

128
129
130
133
134

135
136
137

138
139
149
141
142
143
145
146
149
1,50

153
157
1.58

159
160
161
162
163
164
16'

168
170

Box PLs. Name

Arabiakande

Maha Uva

Samlringhaui

Simla pittia

Havillaiid

lloranakande

AD
Beause-Jour

A G
Iddagodda

Theberton

G
Xortheove

Lowlands

B D W, P
Deaculla

Malvern
Melrose

J,yegrove

Danwela

A X K

r p No. 1

A
D M

Daniiueria

Blairgowrie

,7 M A F

596
598
600
602
604
600
608
610
616
618
620
622
624

18 ch
3 do
15 do
15 do
10 do
57 hf-ch
19 ch
17 do
47 do
22 do
45 do
10 do
10 do

pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
I>ek sou
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix

lb

1350
450
1500
1350
1000
3135
1900
1615
5170
2090
3825
900
900

54
65
.56

57 Nahaveena
58
59
60
61

62
63
65
66
67
68
70
71

72
73 Queensland

Ghesterford

O G A

Taiga swela

542 22
544 21

f46 9

548 120
550 60
552 85
554 5

556 20
558 20
560 20
564 26
566 23
568 22
570 4

574 15
576 12

578 10
580 36

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
ch
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
(lo

pek sou 090
bro pe fans 1260

630
6000
3000
4250
400
2000
2000
2000
2600
2070
1700
600
1500
1080-
900

S
e dust
ro pek

pekoe
ne sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dowel y pek 3600

34
34
26
51

46
37
26
49 bid
37
34

48 liid

37 V)id

34
27

61
48
38
48

74
75

582
.584

30
8

do
(io

pekoe
unas

3000
800

36
32 209

mark 850
Soraua 862

26
22

76 586 4 (io pek fans 480 27 2:0 854 16

77 Venture 590 19 hf-ch pok sou 950 3»- 211 856 8

78 570 11 do dust 820 26 214 Great Valley" 862 22

78 Pedro 592 14 do )jro or pek 1540 88 215 864' 32

594 15 do pekoe 1380 71 210 .806 1-2

172
174
175
176
184
186
188
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
198
202
203
204
207
208

Marlhorougli
Es.sex

Ascot

B D W, F

Oiialgalla
Hethersett
Irehy

W'bedde

B D W A
B D W, H

E K W in e«t.

do
cli

do
do
(lo

(lo

l)to pek
lu'o pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe'
pek sou

C.

53
31-

46
40
36
63
49
44
70
65
47 bid
44
33

628 11 <lo bro mix 1100 27
630 9 hf-ch dust 720 26
632 20 ch bro pek 2000 54 bid
034 20 do pekoe 1800 42
636 7 do pek sou 595 34 bid
638 8 do dust 1040 26
642 7 do hro pek 700 50
644 12 do pekoe 1080 35
649 9 do fans 855 36
643 3 do du.st 420 26
660 4 do bro tea 408 31

662 32 do bro pek 3200 48 bid
664 41 do pekoe 3690 42 bid
066 17 do pek sou 1445 37

668 7 do bro pe sou 595 34
670 4 do dust 520 27
674 40 lif-ch bro pek 2000 48
676 32 do pekoe 1600 36
680 12 ch red leaf 1080 26
680 12 do congou 1200 46
668 6 lif-cil dust 480 27

090 11 ch bro pek 1100 45
692 10 do pekoe 900 37
094 9 do pek sou 720 34
700 38 1iif-ch bro pek 1900 44
702 28 do bro pek 1680 78
704 22 do pekoe 1650 50
706 14 do pek sou 105 1 41
708 40 ch pekoe 3000 45 bid
710 11 do i)ro pek 1210 50
712 19 do do 2090 51
714 5 do pekoe 500 35
716 5 do pekoe 500 34
718 34 do bro pek 3740 45
720 17 do pekoe 1700 35
724 15 do or pek 1350 41
726 17 do pekoe 1530 38 bid
732 4 do pekoe 440 25
734 6 do do COO 24
744 40 do bro pek 2800 66 bid
748 4 do du.st 600 26
750 9 hf-ch l)ro or pek .540 46
752 5 ch pekoe 500 36
754 9 do pek .sou 900 40
750 8 do (iust 800 27
758 18 do bro pek 1764 71
700 35 do pekoe 3185 60
702 6 do pek .sou 546 42
768 7 do bro pekoe 686 65
770 8 do pekoe 728 44
774 7 do dust 1050 26

778 6 hf-ch dust 492 30
782 30 ch l>ro te.a 2250 21
784 31 do bro j>ek 3100 46
780 30 do pekoe 3000 36
802 51 do bro pek 2550 46
806 5 do dust 435 29
810 8 ch dust 960 28
814 22 hf-ch or pek 1848 66 bid
816 12 ch or pek 1200 65
818 7 do bro pek 70 56 bid
820 13 do pekoe 1300 47
822 10 do pek .sou 1000 38 .

824 51 boxes bro or pek 1020 85 bid
826 17 hf-ch or [)ekoe 1020 60 bid
830 10 do mix tea 700 33
838 8 do l)ro or pek 480 41
840 5 ch pekoe 500 37
842 13 do pek sou 1105 34
848 3 do dust . 450 28

1.300

1100
1440
586

2310
3040
1080

45
56
41

69
45
38



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISP. 3

Lot. Box Pkg's. Name lb. C.

217 Han'ington 868 28 hf-ch or pek 1400 66 Ijid

218 870 23 ch pekoe 2070 51 bid
21 i) 872 8 do pe sou 720 46
220 Easdale 874 22 do )>ekoe 2200 46 bill

221 iManangoda 876 12 do bro ])ek 1250 iiO

222 878
1 l)f-ch

13 ch jjekoe 1300 35
223 880 7 ch pek sou 825 34

225 Woodslee 884
1 hf-ch
17 hf-di luias 850 38

229 Meemoraya 892 77 do bro pek 3210 45
230 894 53 do pekoe 2120 34
234 M'Kelle 902 8 cli pekoe 800 38
236 906 5 do pekoe fans 750 27
237 908 5 do ihist 750 27
238 Chines 910 .55 hf-ch bro pek 2750 60
239 912 41 ch pekoe 3485 37
240 914 11 do pek sou 990 34
241 916 7 do bro mix 630 30
242 918 4 do dust 580 26
243 W H R 920 13 do bro pek 1495 47
244 922 11 do pekoe 1045 36
246 Glenorchy 926 69 hf-ch bro pek 3795 75
247 928 72 do pekoe 3600 44 bid
248

9^
71 do do 3550 44 bid

251 B F B 7 do dust 170 27

253 938
1 box
12 ch pek sou 1067 34

254 940 16 do SOU 1463 32
255 Farnham 942 32 boxes bro or pek 640 60 bid
256 Kahipahana 944 12 hf-ch pekoe 600 30
258 Nugahena 948 8 ch bro pek 822 41
259 U M Y in est.

mark 950 18 do pek sou 1620 34
260 952 10 do SO\l 800 31
263 Weligode 958 9 do bro pek 900 22
265 962 6 do pe dust 900 26

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Benham & Bremner.

Lot. Box Pks. Name lb. C.

4 Orange Field 56 8 ch pek sou 300 31

5 58 2 do bro pek 200 26
6 60 1 do dust 130 26

8 Battalgaalla 64 2 do bro tea 300 24

9 66 4 do fans 300 26

Messrs. A. H. Thomrson & Oo

Lot. Box. Pk-S. Name. lb. C.

!3 Nahaveena 24 1 hf-eh dust 80 26
14 r. iM 25 2 ch I)ro pek 246 43
15 26 2 ch pekoe 148 28
16 27 3 hf-ch pek sou 148 27
17 - 28 1 ch bro tea 91 24
18 29 3 hf-ch dust 210 22
19 L 30 1 hf-ch bro pek 51 34
21 Ellgin 33 2 ch dust 280 29
31 Dehiowita 52 2 ch dust 300 26
32 C 53 1 ch dust 150 25
40 Woodend 66 1 ch congou 70 25
41 67 1 ch dust 150 26
42 68 2 ch read leaf 160 23
44 G 71 4 ch bro tea 350 22

Mr. E. John.

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

5 Peru 279 4 hf-cli pek sou 200 36

16 Ferndale 311 3 cli dust 300 27 bid
20 Pati Rajah 319 2 do fans 210 26

21 321 1 do dust 140. 26

30 Oakfield 339 2 ch unas 200 30

31 341 1 do dust 150 36

36 Ivies 10 2 hf-cli dust 170 26

39 Tientsin 16 1 ch pek sou 120 43

40 18 2 ,hf-clj dust 100
. 35

47 Denegama. .32 1 ch
1 lif-ch sou 140 35

48 34 2 ch. bro nrix 212 . 33

54 K G 46 1-, do bro pek
'

107 44

55 T P 48 1 do bro pek’ 'no '48

Lot. Box. Pko’S. Name. ]b. C.

56 G U 50 1 hf-ch bro pek 60 52
63 Teinplestowe 64 1 ch bro mix 100 24
67 Whyddon 72 4 hf-ch pek fans 280 41

68 M T 74 4 ch bro pek 200 35
70 78 2 do SOU 140 22
71 80 2 do bro mix 180 26
72 82 1 do dust 145 26
75 Nartnel 88 1 hf-cli fans 61 26
76 S L 90 2 ch bro pek 207 65 bid
77 102 2 do pekoe 197 • 50 bid
78 104 1 do pek sou 74 45 bid
79 106 1 box fans & dust 22 .30

94 Ayr 136 1 hf-cli congou 50 31
95 138 2 do dust 160 26
90 140 1 ch bro mix 100 23
100 Henegama 148 1 hf-ch bro mix 70 24
101 150 2 do dust 170 26

MES.SRS, SOMERVIELE & CO.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name 11). c*.

2 J S 2 3 hf-ch du.st 255 26
3 3 2 ch red leaf 196 20
7 Allakolla 7 2 hf-ch dust 200 26

20 Harangalla 20 1 ch fans 120 27 bid
22 N I T 22 2 ch dust 200 26
23 23 2 do fans 240 27 bid
24 24 2 do red leaf 160 23
26 Rondura 26 6 hf-ch fans 360 27 bid
27 27 3 ch bro tea 300 26
30 N 30 1 ch bro mix 90 21

31 32 3 hf-ch dust 255 26
33 Maligatenne 33 7 hf-ch bro pek 371 49
34 34 7 do pekoe 350 39
36 36 2 do liro sou 104 30
37 37 1 do dust 70 26
4 1 Mahatenne 40 1 ch red leaf 100 20
41 llebatgania 41 1 ch unassorted 100 31

41a 41a, 1 do bro tea 100 27

42 42 1 do dust 140 26
.50 Kehelwatte 50 1 ch pekoe 95 42
53 Galatota 53 2 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 245 40
54 54 2 do pekoe 120 36
55 oo 1 do pek sou 52 29
56 56 2 ch dust 320 26
63 Hatdowa Co 1 cli dust 150 26

67 Harangalla 67 2 ch fans 240 30
67a 2 do do 240 28 bid
70 Hapugasmulle 70 4 ch pekoe 360 39 bid
72 72 2 do SOU 184 31

73 73 2 do fans 210 32
74 74 1 do dust 146 26 bid
76 J D M 76 2 hf-ch bro pek 100 49
77 77 4 do pekoe 200 36
78 78 2 do- SOU 90 30

100 A D K 100 2 lif-ch dust 160 26
101 101 1 do red leaf 50 21
102 GP 102 2 ch bro tea 200 25
106 Sirisanda 106 2 ch

1 hf-ch dust 381 20
107 107 2 ch

1 hf-cli congou 272 31
108 108 1 ch fans 94 30
109 B 109 6 hf-ch pek sou 285 35
no R V, K no 2 cli bro pek 193 45
111 111 1 do pekoe 100 35
113 Gordon 113 7 hf-cli bro pek 350 49
114 114 7 do pekoe 350 34 bid
115 115 6 do pek sou 300 35
116 Nagur no 1 ch lu'o pek 90 43
117 117 1 do pekoe 90 33 bid
118 118 3 do pek sou 270 26
119 Radege 119 1 hf-ch bro pek 50 45
120 120 1 do pekoe 50 30
121 121 3 do pek sou 1.50 30
125 Morningside 125 1 ch dust 130 27
120 120 1 do f.ans no 30
1’27 127 1 do red leaf 95 24 bid

Messrs. Forbes & Walker.
Lot Box Pkgs. Nanie lb.

.
c.

-

2 Bickley 438 2 lif-ch dust 140 26
3 M M 440 2 ch brope 182’ 36
4 442 1 do fans 127 28
5

• 444 3 do SOU 275 25
6 446 3 do dust 396 . 26
9 Downside 452 5 hf-eh pek sou 250 34-



<KVLON F’KOULCE SALK:S US'!

I.ot. I>()x. Xiiiiie. H). c. I.ot. l>ox I’kg-.s. X'aiue. Hi. c.

i.y.i ri\<U‘

ll'O

10

1

.<44 ?:! c'li livo [tek

o40 14 (111 jiekiie

!» do pek sou

2.5:i(l

1400

!)00

L.Mksshs. «OMi-:itviud-; I'c Co. 'jj.uii 1),.]

I.ot. Box 1 *ks. XiUlie lb.

Ivtukijiuiifja 130 10 cll hro pek 1792
«> 131 8 do pekoe 800
4 132 14 do pek sou 1400
b 1. 130 8 lif-cli dust G80
!) 137 8 cll hro mix 700

I'l Kkiiullm 138 18 do hro pek 1440
11 130 17 do pekoe 1300
10 Naraujiodii 141 11 do hro i»ek 1100
14 142 14 do pekoe 1330
IS ( aniey 140 47 hf-ch hro )i(;k 2350
10 147 2!) do pekoe 14.50

20 148 15 (lo pek sou 750
24 Uaraiifoilla l.a2 20 ch hro pek 2000

153 31 do ])ekoe 2790
20 154 9 do pek .sou 720
o“ l.ouacli 15.5 38 hf-ch hid pek 2280
2; 150 42 ch pekoe 3090
20 «) 41 do do 3895
:io 157 53 do ])ek sou 4770
:;i Kelaiii 150 47 hf-ch hro i>ek 2350
02 100 42 do pekoe 2100
:u 101 30 do Iiek 1020

.Mliitikamle 105 11 hf-cli hro pek oeo
:;o 100 22 do pekoe 1232
41 [!at watte Cocoa 108 1(4 ch hro pek 1000
12 C'oiiipany 10!) 15 do pekoe 1.500

4o 170 14 do pek sou 1330
40 11 <i 173 3(1 do do 1500
47 174 9 ch l)ck sou 900
-V' Monrovia, 175 10 do hro pek 1000
40 170 10 do ])ekoe 1600
r.o 177 10 do liek sou 500
r.l 178 5 do fans ,500

.'lO .M ( ; ,S 1S3 5 (lo l)ek sou 500
184 5 do pekoe .500

185 5 do or pek 500
.V.) 1 loranjtalla 180 27 do pekoe 2430
Oo 187 35 do pek sou 2800
02 18!) 3 do fans 480

100
1

3

hf-ch
ch dust 027

0l Kattota 101
2

1!)

hf-ch
do hro pek 20!)0

O'l 1!)2 10 (lo pekoe 1000
o:; 193 10 do sou 1000
07 .V ill e.state

mark 104 5 do iinas 575
A n K 195 5 do fans 020

00 A rsleiiii 100 30 hf-cli pekoe 1.800

j < Hapunasiiiulle 4 10 ch ])ek sou 950
7!) ( C C 0 14 hf-cli dust 1030

1 kuwella 7 ch hro pek 2300
M 8 17 do pekoe 1700
b'2 !) 10 do j)ek sou 1.520

M I’oiirirli 11 29 do hro pek 2900
b.'» 12 27 do pekoe 2100
sri 13 22 do pek sou 1870

.Vloriiiiioside 15 11 do ])ekoe 1100
N) ^irisallda 10 27 hf-ch pek 1350

[Ml!. E. John'.— 1-2U, 0(14 11).]

lad. Box. picgs Xamo lb.

1 liruiiKire 1.52 0 ch hro pek 900
- 154 11 do pekoe 1100
«.>

r T X- T Co. in
150 8 do pek .sou 8i.O

estate marlc 100 20 hf-ch hro pek 1100
I'l

tllanrho.s
102 1!) do pekoe 1710
104 21 (lo hro pek 1995

8 100 27 do pekoe 22i)5
!l 108 8 do jiek sou 080
1" 170 7 (lo dust 1050
l2 Kila 174 50 do hro pek 4.500

lO 170 4!) do hro or pek 4!)00

14
Ccslauda

178 40 (lo pek sou .!(itl( 1

I-"' l.SO 40 do liro pek 4000
lO 182 33 do pekoe 3300
1' 184 1!1 do l>ek sou 1!I00

lf> 188 do dust 4.50

55 M(l •21) Kauaii.uama 190 31 ch hro l)ck •2945 42
41 hid •21 192 •25 (ki pekoe 2250 35
35 22 194 20 do pek sou 1700 3.-{

24 19s 4 do dust 500 20
25 Dnimure 200 5 do hro pek 500 03
•20 •202 7 do pekoe 700 50
27 204 7 (lo pek sou 700 44

(*. 29 Tarf 208 12 (1(1 hro ))ek 1320 43

:io 210 2!) (1(1 pekoe 3045 30
.53 hid 31 212 5 (1(1 pek sou 470 34
37 32 Aladulteima •214 15 do hro pek 1500 49
30 33 210 12 (k> Iiek sou 1-200 35
20 34 K A 11 218 3 do du.st 450 •27

•20
3.') .Mocha •220 3*-i do hro pek 35-2(1 71

40 30 OOP 28 do pekoe 2800 56 hid
3a 37 •224 19 dll pek .sou 1710 48 hid
4a •38 Kadella 2-20 17 ch hrii ])ck 1700 49
37 ' 39 228 10 do pekoe 1440 37
48 1 40 230 14 do pek sou 1120 35
3!)

I

41 Claremout 232 51 hf-ch hro pek 3000 40
42 234 'Hi do pekoe 1430 38

48 ! 43 230 32 do |iek .sou lOOO 30
38 40 U h 240 2 1 ch hro pek 2040 45 bid
3.S 4< 244 12 do pek sou 1080 30
o8 4!) Yahalakelle 248 5 cll red letif 450 •25

39 50 250 3 do dust 405 •20

39 51 Mahaeudaualla 252 7 ch dust 112!) 31
35 a2 ( )akfield 254 23 hf-ch pekoe 1,150 43 hid
49 hid 53 henawatte 2.^0 !l eh hro pe 900 50
37 54 2oS 11 do pe!«oe 880 35
35 58 .Stiusford 204 27 hf-cl hro pek 1485 02
48 liid 'll) 200 •29 do pekoe 1950 45
39 hid 00 •il)S 1!) do pek sou 1015 40
4.5 01 (ileutUt 270 32 ch Ill'll pek 3300 i)4

41 02 •272 22 do pek sou 2200 3!)

35 03 •214 12 do du.st 900 •20

30 01 r P K 270 1 1 ch unas 892 30
33 70 Diekpittia 288 30 cll hro pek 3;«io 4!) hid
5(> hill 71 200 37 do pekoe 3700 40
39 72 •292 S do pek sou 800 30
35 7T> Cvakelle 304 52 ch hro pek 5720 01
34 74 300 31 1 do pekoe 3000 47
38 / >1 308 •23 do pe sou 2900 42
43 7«; 310 7 do hro mix 1!)50 •20

40 7!) -Vnllaw and
30 hid Wisliford 310 20 cll hro or pek 2300 58 hid
3«'j SO 318 17 do pekoe 1015 40
20

20

50 hid

81 () 3-20 19 ch unas 1050 41

.SMALL LOTS.
30 hid
33

40
28

M KS.kl !.s. Bkxham A- I’hK.MXK!!.

v\ h’dii

37
Lot. 1 >ox. pkys. X'ailltJ. lb. c.

20 Iliiruse\ fi(5 •2 ch hro tea .'iDO •20

4() hid
3J>

4 5s 3 (ki fans 225 •2!)

34

52 lild
1 •Mks.si :.s. A . IL Tiio.MP.sox A Co.

38 hid !

3l)J»iil ’ lad Box Pko-.S. Xaiiio III. c.

37 i

4 ( ).ssiimtoii 7 1 ch dust 170 20
p 8 2 do dust 300 20

i

^ A 11 1, *» 3 do
1 hf-ch fans 3.50

1

' 10 .5 do dust 375 •20

' 10 -Maiuek'.vatte 15 1 ch dust 150 27
c. 1 15 1) •21 1 do red leaf 91) 2*'

til

4!)

It

45

1!1 Kalkaiide ‘J7 5 hf-ch pek No. 1 250 43
1 21 3a* 5 do pek sou X(i. 2 250 3 >

i

1

.Mos.sr... L. .loiix A (’ll.

01 Lot. J!o\. Ib<k!'8- Xiime. 11). c.

45 4 Dromore 15s 1 ch dust 110 31
i) Ji in estate

28 mark 172 3 hf-ch unassorted 173 :J4
4(5

j

IS (!(islauda Isd o ch do 300 31
40 ' 2.i Kanauuiima i9i; 3 do fans 285 2(5
30

1
28 Dromore ::o;5 1 (15 du.st 100 32

59 hid
1

(.!larem(iut 238 4 hf*ch l»ro lea 200 2(i
4t 45 •240 •2 do dust no
37 48 I'ahahikelle •24(1 4 ch hro tea 340 •20

• >e> .1.1 heua watte •200 •2 ch pek sou Kit) 31



CFA’LON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

IjOt Box I*kg.. Name lb. c.

r,(i 200 1 lif-cli pek dust 80 27

f)7 Sprin<>kelil 263 1 hf-ch pek fan 70 27

l^atiilj)ana 27S 4 hf-di pekoe 200 40
00 2S0 5 ilo pekoe 250 37

07 282 5 ili> pek sou 250 33
os 284 2 do fans 100 20
GO 280 4 do sou 180 32
77 Raiii>)liaimock 312 2 ch livo pek 211 00
7S 314 1 do dust 144 28
S2 o 322 2 cll dust 300 27

Mes.srs. SOMIlUl'lLLE & Co.

l.ot Box PI.lo's. Name lb. C.

i .) s 129 4 ch SOU 360 33
ll Kudagaufta 133 do hro tea 360 33
0 134

'{
ilo congou 92 28

7 135 1 (lo dust 110 20
12 Kilandliu 140 1 do bro tea 75 30
15 Xi'ai-ang'oilii 143 3 do pek sou 270 33
10 144 1 do sou 90 31
17 145 3 do dust 240 27
21 t iunev 149 2 Itf-ch pek fans 100 33
22 150 3 do dust 150 27
23 151 1 do red leaf 50 24

31 Fiankland 158 2 d(» unas 102 34

35 Kelani 162 5 do fans 275 30
30 163 2 tlo dust 150 26
37 R in estate

mi I'k 104 o
O hf-ch unas 150 34

40 •llpitikande 107 2 do pek sou 100 34 bid
14 Rawatte Cocoa 171 1 ch dust 85 20
4.'« 172 1 hf-ch red leaf 45 21
;V2 ^lomovia 179 1 ch pek dust ISO 20
53 Marvmount ISO 4 hf-ch bro pek 200 42
54 181 0 do pek .sou 300 32
jij 182 1 do dust 00 20
01 C K ISS 3 ch red leaf 290 21

70 silvei' Valley 197 0 do bro pek 288 48
71 198 o do pekoe 144 41

72 199 5 do pek sou 240 33
200 1 do congou 4.5 29

74 1 1 do red leaf 45 27
75 2 2 do dust 93 28
70 llanunasmulle 3 4 ch pekoe 360 42
7s C 0 C 5 1 hf-ch pek dust 80 20
83 rkuwela 10 2 ch bro tea 100 29
S7 Penrith 14 o do dust 300 27

:Mk.ssks. I'ORBKS Walkei

Lot. Box Pkos . Name lb. c.

.Spnimkell 970 2 hf-clt bro mix 100 20
New Angauia-

n;i 982 O do dust 145 20

]jOt Box L’kgs. Name 11) c.

14 Pdlwatte 994 3 ch ])e sou 285 34

15 990 1 do dust 140 20

10 F * 11 90S 2 do hro or pek 220 72

17 lOOO 3 do or pek 285 70

20 0 2 do pek sou 190 48'

24 ( ilencorse 14 2 do pek fans 240 28

25 10 2 do sou 200 30

34 C 34 3 do pekoe 243 34
45 Rambudde 50 2 lif-cli dust ISO 20
40 58 2 (Id fans 240 28
55 Castlereaffli 70 4 (Id dust 320 20
50 78 1 ch hro mix 90 20
59 C 1! 84 1 cll pek sou 100 51

00 80 2 hf-cb bro pek fan 130 35

04 Eiskilleen 94 3 cll dust .300 27
06 N W T) 98 1 (Id sou 95 31

07 Kirrimettia 100 2 lid hro pe dust 299 27
08 102 1 do pe dust 129 28

72 Torwood 110 -2 ch dust 100 28

73 Carlabeck 112 3 do pek sou 300 52

74 114 4 hf-ch bro pek fan 260 35

92 Eevallon 150 1 ch bro pek 102 58
90 C 158 4 (Id sou 340 32
77 100 1 do pe dust 140 28

98 102 1 do dust 145 27
109 S 184 1 ch red loaf 100 21

119 Anninskande 204 1 do red leaf 100 22

126 Lyegrove 218 1 cll dust 100 27

130 Munamal 220 3 do pekoe 304 41

131 228 2 ch
I hf-ch liek sou 258 30

132 230 2 ch sou 17(.i 32
133 232 1 ch unas 80 30
134 234 1 hf-ch fans 55 31

135 i\l 230 1 ch dust 145 20
136 238 1 do congou 100 23
137 240 1 ht-cli bro tea 50 28
142 Wdlleyfield 250 2 cll bro pek 175 47

143 252 2 do
1 hf-ch pekoe 200 35

144 254 2 ch pek sou 190 31
145 250 3 do bro mix 225 28
153 Gampaha 272 2 ilif-cli dust 180 28
lOO N N 280 1 ch bro mix 100 27
102 290 1 do dust 150 20
100 Beclierton 298 1 do dust 140 27

183 Knavesmire 332 1 lif-ch dust SO 20
184 Opalgalla 334 t» cll red leaf 300 20
185 330 3 do dust 360 20
192 Clyde 350 2 ch dust 2S0 26
193 O OO (), in est.

mark :!52 fi

’

lif-ch pekoe 250 30
194 854

.> ch jieU sou 200 33
195 350 1 hf-ch dust 40 20

OBS-KP.SEi; O.V.S KXGINE PHESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO, 28.J Colombo, July lotli, 1895. I Price:—12} cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies } rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LAPtCJE LOTS.

[Messrs. Benham & Bremnek.—3,394.]

Lot Bo.\ Pks. Name lb f.

1 Elston .54 2G ch pe sou N 0 . 2 2340 3.5

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson cS: Co.--13,818 lb.]

Lot. Bo.\'. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Ahained 1 8 lif-ch bi’o pek 400 44

3 4 9 do puk son 4,10 29

0 ACi 13 12 hf-ch dust 960 22
10 1. 14 4 ch dust 500 22
13 P 17 5 ch pek fans 75U 27

14 Ossinuton 19 7 do hro pek 770 50
15 21 12 do pekee 1200 37
24 F H M, in esLite

in;\vk 33 9 do fairs 030 24

[Messrs. Forbes iS:: W.ALKER.—909,44-4: lb.]

L*jt Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

3 Maealdenia 362 32 hf-ch hro pek lOOU 03

4 364 23 do • pekoe 1150 47

1 306 12 do tlo No. 2 1200 42

0 H .A T, in est.

mark 36S 7 di hro pek 770 29

) Ascot 374 4-e ch bro pek 4200 44

.10 376 30 do pekoe 3600 3:1

13 Kderapolla 382 40 hf-ch liro pek 2760 40

14 384 1^5 do pekoe 28(0 33

15 386 VJ do pek sou 1425 32

10 ( limes 388 40 hf-ch bro pek 2000 00

17 390 54 ch pekoe 4860 35 bid

18 394 14 do bro mix 1260 31

.22 N 400 17 ch bro tea 2210 20

23 Thedden 402 22 do bro pek 2420 45 bid

24 404 18 do pekoe 1800 30

31 Easilale 418 14 ch bro pe 1400 70

32 420 17 do pekoe 1700 57

35 A 426 5 do bro pek 4.16 37

40 A O 436 11 ch bro pek 1100 29

42 440 9 do pekoe 853 27

44 444 5 do sou 463 20

45 446 10 do tans 1150 30

47 450 28 do (lust 2520 25

52 .Jambngaha 460 9 hf-ch pek sou 450 33

53 462 10 do sou 500 31

55 'J’onaemobe 460 89 ch )n o pek 9790 5.1

50 468 105 do pekoe 9450 49

57 470 17 do pek sou 1700 45

58 472 20 hf-ch dust 1600 28

59 Talgaswela 474 20 ch bro pek 2000 62

00 470 20 do pekoe 1800 40

61 478 10 do pek sou 900 3.1

62 Cliesterford 480 35 ch bro pek 3.100 47 bid
63 482 22 do pekoe 2200 30

64 484 20 do pek sou 2000 33

70 Lillywatte 496 10 do congou lOOO 24

72 AMB .100 14 ch bro "pe sou 1204 25

.74 502 12 do fan.s 1296 24
'.75 Weoyii 506 78 hf-ch bro pek 4290 46 t)id

76 508 83 do pekoe 41:>0 34 bid

77 510 21 do pek sou 94.1 33 bid

.78 512 25 do bro pe fail 1500 34

79 ,114 13 do pek dust , ,
910 26

81 Langdale 518 23 ch bro pek 2760 63

82 520 2:1 do Iiekoe 2.100 59

85 .M M S 026 10 do pe .sou 900 27

86 Tavalamteene1 528 11 do bro pek 1210 50

87 630 12 do pekoe 1200 37

90 Midlands 530 6 lif-rh dust 450 29

.92 Riingalle 640 8 do fan.s 640 29

95 R A W 640 5 ch pek sou 425 33

09 Maha Vra 554 53 hf-ch bro pek 2915 60 Idd

Lot. Box. ] >kg.s. Name. lb,

100 656 20 eh pekoe 2000
101 558 13 do ]iek sou 1235
104 \V;iUag;illa 564 18 do in o pek 1980
105 56(5 23 do pekoe 2530
100 508 12 do ))ek sou 1200
108 (huiap.ilhi 572 72 hf-ch liro jiek 4320
109 574 "4 ch pekoe 0600
110 .57C' 47 do pek sou 4230
111 :578 7 do dust 9s0
114 S:m.lringlirm 584 35 cii hro pek 38.50

115 (huiip:ih:i, .586 ,i0 hf-ch hro pek 3000
116- Sr. Heliers .588 17 do bro or pe 918
117 S'K) 14 ch pekoe 1400
118 592 4 do

1 lif-cli jiek sou 4.55

121 Aiiibalakanda 598 12 cli bro pek 1200
122 600 14 do liekoe 1200
123 602 0 do pek sou 900
124 V () 004 9 ch hro tea 900
125 .S s s 696 do red leaf 440
129 INse.x 614 38 cll hro mix :1420

130 610 7 do dust 1050
13i Kccliertim 018 10 do hro pek 2090
132 Hr.nkeld t;20 13 ch hro pek 1430
133 622 25 hf-ch or pek 12:50

134 Kirindi 624 12 ch hro ]jek 1320
135 626 20 do pekoe 1600
136 628 31 (io pek sou 1080
140 Ar.gn,st:i 636 IS cll 1 ) 1-0 pek 1980
141 • 638 28 do ])'ekoe 2240
142 640 34 do pek sou 2720
145 ( ive.it V:i.lley 640 12 do hro pek. 1260
147 050 23 do pekoe 2185
149 654 22 (lo jiek sou 1980
1,52 060 5 do dust 42,5

153 R L 0()2 17 ch hro pek 1S70
154 004 6 do pekoe 000
155 000 0 do pek sou 540
157 W.ilnila 070 6 hf-cli hro pek 410
1.5.8 072 11 do pekoe 600
1:59 074 8 do pek sou 4S0
102 Dunbar 080 35 do liro ])ek 1750
163 082 17 ch pekoe 1530
104 084 16 do pek sou 1440
105 t ieragama 080 17 ch hro pek- 1700
100 088 11 do pekoe 1100
167 090 11 (lo pek sou 11(10

170 Kackiriskan-
de 690 18 hf-ch hro pek KiSO

171 698 21 do pekoi^ 1113
172 700 11 hf-ch pe sou 550
170 H 8: 11 708 7 ch dust 1190
177 Ederapolla 710 15 hf-ch hro pek 750
178 712 23 do or pek 1035
179 R (J W, in est.

mark 714 12 ch bro pek 1344
ISO 716 12 do pekoe 1290
Isl Pansalaten-

ne 718 35 ch bro Jiek 3675
182 720 27 do jiekoe 2700
183 722 10 do pek sou 950
184 724 .5 do eongou 500
185 726 8 hf-ch dust 600
ISO Malvern 728 40 ch pekoe 3IK10

194 Wattagalla 744 23 ch bro pek 2530
195 746 24 do pekoe 2640
196 748 10 (lo pek sou lOOO
197 B B, in estate

mark 750 5 ch bro iiek 485

203 R, in estate
mark 76'2 6 do pe sou .575

204 C 764 12 do bro pek 997

211 F& H 778 5 ch bro pek 5.50

212 780 6 do pekoe 570
214 Harrington 784 11 ch or pek 1265

215 786 19 do pekoe 1900
216 788 6 do nek sou 600
218 Dunkeld 792 10 ch f>ro pek 10.50

219 794 12 do do No. 2 1440

220 796 21 hf-ch or pek 1050
221 708 16 cll pekoe 1000
222 DK D 800 6 do pek fans 960
224 .M A F 804 4 do congou 400
225 806 8 do dust 12C0
227 Ellekamle 810 42 hf-ch bro pek 2100
228 812 65 do pekoe 2925

c.

48

r.8

4i
4.)

47 tiid

30 Lid
L'ld

07
07 Lid
<-;s

L.S

"0

31
-t7

ii
3:1

Si
47
SI
2a
M
III

m
m
44
21}

I ’,7

44
30

r ..

40
*4ii

44
3!)

34
44

47
31)

15
42
o5

48
3:1

33
37
44
44

.12 Lid
38

.10

38
35
:ii

20
44
,17

44
30

38

28
44 Lut
04
:H)

07
Si
37
01
44
01
4:1

20
33
31
04
41



CEVLON FRObUCE SALES LIS'!

l.y* Box. BkKs. Naipe. 11). f*-
1

loit. Bo.\. l’kg.8. Name. lb. e.

814 11 ch pek sou 718 37 17 Whvddon 75 •4 hf-ch bro pek 1440 64
810 63 do sou 4-284 35 15 77 12 ch pekoe 1-200 50

(.'.istlereagh 828 13 ch bro pek 1430 01 , 79 12 do pek sou 1200 41
iscr; 830 29 do or pek 26 (1 54

'

CM. Wevmoutli 103 6 (lo pekoe 450 37
ti'f' 832 22 do pekoe 1980 40 .Madultenne lOf) 12 do hro pek 1-200 48

S.'iubs
834 5 (k> pe sou 426 30 ! Gi-t 111 12 do pekoe 1200 37

W:. 8:18 0 ch or pek 570 70 01 Otterv Jt

840 12 do l)ro ])ek 1320 6" .Stamford llil 118 28 do bro pekoe 28. )0 65
842 13 do pekoe 1-23S 59

!
02 115 'JO do or pekoe 1700 70-

V/‘ l> H Galle, 117 .56 do pekoe 5040 50
ill estate (

07 Cleiitilt 1-25 •27 do hro pek 2835 58
mark 840 9 ch Ino nek 502 40 G^ 127 20 do pek sou 2000 42

2 »\» 848 11 hf-ch pekoe ..6» 35 129 15 hf-cli dust 1200 28
"47. 850 10 do PCK sou 484 o;! :

7" (funavv 131 30 ell liro pekoe 43-20 61
H urstpier- 1 71 133 25 do pekoe •27.50 51
point 8.54 16 hf-ch hro pek 800 44 72 135 21 do pek sou 2010 44

2:.. 850 11 do pekoe 550 3i 7» Happv N'allev 141 9 hf-ch hro or pekoe 540 60
Middleton 802 56 do hro pek 3300 74 77 Kttajiola 145 12 do hro pekoe 072 46

804 16 do do 1040 G<* 7^ 147 2t) do pekoe 11-20 34
as:. 800 27 do or pek 1356 0!’ 79 ISlackImru 149 12 cll iiro pek 1320 43
2.M, 808 30 ch pekoe 3000 5i>

1

Si> 151 15 do pekoe 1650 35-
t>r*- 870 5 do pek sou 475 45 !

81 li IJ 153 13 (lo pek sou 14:i0 32
Korana 874 20 hf-ch hro pek 10. 0 58 : SI" Avr 163 •23 if-cli bro pek 1150 04

«;<) S7C 14 cil pekoe 1-200 41 105 19 cll pekoe 14-25 37
‘_>Gl 878 0 do pek .sou 450 34 ! 207 1-2 do pek sou 960 35

G lencorse 882 25 do hro j)ek 2500 50 i

ar. 884 17 do pekoe 1:100 40 1

a;r.

2t;: li H
880
890

21

18
(lo

ck
pek sou
hro or pek

1080
1800

35 1

50
[M KSSlt.s, .Somerville c't Co. 128,661) 11).]

SG!'-

i-fj

892
894

9

17

do
do

1 )1-0 pe
iiekoe

8 0
1.530

49
30 :

Lot. Bo.x Pks. Name 11). C.

27-' 896 13 do hro or pe fa 1090 30 1 H .1 S 17 13 lif-ch hro pek 650 43
27! 898 5 do dust 800 tb '

* 18 11 do pekoe 550 35
»»»'» !*olatagama 908 40 ch hro pek 4000 49 19 10 do pek sou 800 32
!47T 910 23 do pekoe 2300 35 hid i 4 i.eineula 20 12 cll bro pek 1200 42 bid
27!! 912 17 do pe sou 1700 3-i 'i 21 12 do pekoe UOO 35 bid

914 5 (lo (lust 750 27 > .Mahateuiie •25 •21 do hro pek 2100 45 hid
25.'!

.

Denmark 10 20 16 dh pekoe 1000 36
Mill 918 6 ch or pek 522 79 17 liK-hstellv 33 0 do pekoe 480 43

922 5 do hro or pek too 08 li 34 0 do pek sou 480 35
2fl 9'24 7 (lo l)ro or pek 840 00 -- -li'Mleua 38 38 hfa-h t)ro pek 1900 57
at,:.. 926 7 (lo hro pek .70 .5'. 39 34 do pekoe 1700 42
at(i 928 7 (lo pekoe 658 24 40 •23 (lo pek sou 11.50 36
2S7 930 4 do pek sou 340 1

•25 .Mdusagalla 41 27 ch hro pek 2970 42 hid
2fa 932 4 do pek sou 330/ •20 42 15 do pekoe 1400 30

934 5 do pek fans 525 3-V I'J .Malvern 45 32 hf-ch bro pek 1760 45 bid
Itetliersett 936 9 ch or pek 783 7S 31* 40 43 do pekoe 2365 36

9.38 0 do do No. 2 450 t‘5' .••!2 .Stock liolm 48 30 (io hro pek 1800 06 bid
ai!! 940 13 (lo hro pek 14:50 (.ii 33 49 22 do hro or pek 1050 55 bid

942 11 (lo pekoe 1034 .a. 34 .50 ch pekoe 3150 50
a>i 944 6 do pek sou 510 45 35 Haaalks .51 31 lif-ch bro pek 1800 44 hid

M V 940 7 ch dust 1015 20 30 52 27 do pekoe 13.50 41
wo Waitalawa 950 30 do hro pek 1.500 G7 37 53 13 cll pek .sou 1300 36
SO) 958 47 (lo pekoe 2350 45 3s 54 7 do bru mix 840 31
S02 900 10 do j)ek sou 400 :!o 3!l no 8 (iw dust 000 20
SOi nunnaco 964 38 (lo pekoe 18-24 33 42 B;craiiagalla

so;. 966 17 (lo pe sou 748 32 f K 58 5 do SOU 475 32
1 hf-ch

45 I’antiva 01 4 do dust 520 26
1 Messrs. E. John iv Co.— 110,071 Ib.l 40 Oeiiivava 02 13 do hro pek 1430 50

IjoI’ Box Pkg;s. Name 11) C.
47 03

04

9

0

do
do

pekoe
pek sou

900
570

40
35

1 Raitldife 324 4 ch pek sou 400 35 all l.vndhurst 00 23 do hro pek 2300 40

:t 328 0 hf-ch dust 4-20 27 51 07 27 do pekoe 3330
1020

34

<i l*iit>louvali 334 5 ch hro mix' 477 :ll 52 08 12 do pek sou 33

1? VVewesso 340 61 hf-cJi hro pek 3355 <)^ 53 California 09 7 do Iiro pek 750 47

13- 348 51 do pekoe 28(‘5 43 1 lif-ch

pekoe14 350 35 do pek sou 17.50 37 54 70 u ch 950 35

ir. ICila 11 57 cli bro pek 5i:50 52
71

1 hf-ch
iie.k souIG 13 73 do pekoe 7300 37 55 4 c)l 400 :12

17 15 40 do pek sou 3000 83 57 I’eiirith 73 •19 do bro pek 2900 52

IH Dlo'jha 17 25 do hro pek 2710 75 .58 74 •27 do pekoe 2100 40

19 19 22 do pekoe 2175 5S 51) St. (\»lwnd>kille /5 •21 lif-ch bro pek 1050 50

a» 21 15 do pek sou 13.50 00 70 14 ch pekoe 1378 37 bid

21 23 8 do pek sou No2 7.55 45 1 1 hf-ch
pek sou25 7 do fans 1015 35

1

4 4 18 ch 1070 33 bid

24 1.0 1 ,an 29 10 do hro pek 1000 45 ! 1 iif-ch

•JT, 31 24 do pekoe 2160 34 ,
02 78 9 ch SOU 810 31 bid

33 14 do pek sou 1190 •33 03 79 4 <h» hro mix 480 33 bid
«K» It T K 37 13 do hro mi.x 1300 35 04 K 1) .M SO W do hro pek 945 41 bid

39 •20 hf-ch dust 1600 29 05 Deniyaya 81 12 do hro pek 1320 51 bid

:so 41 8 ch reil leaf 800 00 82 ( (lo pekoe 700 39

:?] lipininster 43 6 hf-ch dust 480 •28 08 Nasehy 84 9 hf-ch tiro pek 540 92

:w (iiasgow 45 32 ch hro pekoe •2400 08 0!) 85 22 do pekoe 13-20 69
**** 47 23 do or pekoe 1380 6G 71 .Aliiitikande 87 9 do riro pek 4.50 50 hid

49 19 do pekoe 1710 40 72 88 10 do j.>ekoe 800 40 hid

nr» 'J 'alegal la 51 31 do iiro pek 3-255 49 73 (!omiIIali 89 •20 (lo bro pek 1300 48

53 18 do or pekoe 1710 4-2 74 90 -f2 do pekoe 000 35

:n 55 20 do pekoe 2340 30 75 91 1-2 do pek sou 000 32

40 Agav’.s Rand 01 32 hf-ch SOU 1440 34 70 I’enrilli 9-2 •20 (io hro pek 26(X) 58

4) Go 7 do dust 500 •28 4 1 93 •25 do IH'koe 2000 39 hid

42 65 9 do red lea f 40.5 22 78 *K •24 do jH'k son 2040 35



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS r,

.>
O

J.ot Box Pkgs. Name 11). C.

SI K M 0 K 97 7 ch congou 630 33

!)(j Neucbiitel
t'evlou 112 7 do bro pek 700 61

113 11 do or pek 990 50

JS 114 5 do pekoe 425 39

115 17 do pek sou 1360 35

UKi CVisoiihawelUi 116 5 ch bro pek 706 36 bid
5 hf-ch

LIU 120 4 ch red leaf 510 out
2 hf'ch

1(1(1 Uattota 122 19 ch bro pek 2090 48 bid
107 123 10 do [»ekoe 1000 37 bid
lUS 124 16 do pek sou 1520 S4 bM
100 .Mousakiinda 125 10 do bro pek 1120 48 I4ri

110 126 13 (lo pekoe 339 38
112 ForoKt Hill 138 11 (lo bro pek 1232 50

113 129 10 do pekoe 1030 38

114 130 9 do pek sou 855 35
11.7 V—T T 131 14 do bro or pek 1710 .50 bid
11(1 132 9 do or pek 765 68 bW
117 133 35 hf-di pekoe 1750 48

11s Anlutliiv 134 11 ch bro pe n0(j 54 bid
110 135 13 do pekoe 1200 39

i-'o 136 13 (lo pek sou 1235 36
lil SaIa\T» 139 9 hf-ch bro or pek 495 50 IHd

134 140 8 cli bro pek 800 47 bid

13.7 141 11 do pekoe 1045 37
13('. 142 18 do pek sou 1620 34

137 143 9 do sou TOo 32

loO (llwiialla 152 12 ch bro or pek 1320 45 Wd
137 1.53 15 do or pek 1500 41 bid

13S 154 30 do pekoe 27C0 35 hid

130 155 38 (lo pek sou 3420 33 bid

ll.i (i 1, A 159 17 do l>ekoe 1360 33 Wil

SMALL LOTS.

MKS.SK.S. Bknham & Bremnki:.

Lot. Box. ])kgS. Name. lb. c.

m I'lapane iO 5 ch SOU 320 32
o 58 3 do du.st 225 26

4 62 1 do red le:U 65 23

Sutton 62 2 ch pek sou 172 35

64 2 do fans 272 26

Mks.srs. a. H. Thompson c't Co.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

.> Ahamed 8 7 hf-ch pekoe 350 31

1 6 1 do congou 50 26

7 2 do fans 110 21

8 1 do dust 65 26

il \v 30 1 ch pekoe 100 38

Warwick 31 2 do dust 160 2»

23 32 1 Jo SOU 60 40

Messrs. Forbes iJc W ALlvKK.

IjoL Box Pkgs. Name 11). C.

y H AT.ine^ t.

pek .soumark 370 2 ch 200 32

S
1 1

372 5 hf-ch dust 370 27

Ascot" 378 1 cli congou 100 30

12 380 1 do dust 150 26

K T N 394 2 do sou 116 32

io
'll

396 2 do red leaf 84 24

398 3 hf-ch dust 170 26

Tliedden 406 3 ch peli sou 270 34

408 2 do dust 300 26

I'.asdale 422 2 do pek sou 210 48

‘iO

424 3 hf-ch brope fans 195 37

A 428 3 cli pekoe 291 26

37
38
39
41
43
46
48
49
50
.51

430 1 do fans 115 26

432 1 do dust 1.50 25

434 2 do red leaf 203 20

A O 438 3 ch bro pe No.
pek No. 1

2 285 28

442 2 do 137 25

448 1 do faiw „ 2 111 26

452 3 ch fans 360 25

454 2 do dust 213 25

.Jaiubugaha 456
458

2 hf-ch
3 do

bro pe<
pekoa

95
150

56
43

Loll. Box Pks. Nivme lb.

54 464 1 cl) du«it 65 ’*

65 Chesterford 486 2 do bro te:i 220 36

66 488 1 do du.st 123 26

m Guraka 490 do bro pek 300 47

68 492 do pekoe 200 37

09 494 3 (lo pel sou 390 31

7t D, in estate
mark 498 3 cl) pe dust 300 25

73 A M B 502 3; ch bro t«i 228 9«

80 Weoy;).. 516 6 hf-ch bro mix 360 28

83 I.angdale 522 1 ch ]>e sou 95 48

81 524 2 do du.st 270 28
Tavalamtenne 538 •2 do du.st 300 28

fti Midlands 534 1 cl) sou »0 36
91 Uagalla .538 1 do red leaf 70 31

93 542 4 hf-ch dust 360 26
94 a A w .544 1 do bro pek 40 42
96 548 4 ch sou 340 20

97 559 1 do dust 145 26

98 552 3 hf-ch du.st 240 25

i-OS Maha Uva 560 1 ch cougou 86 34

lOS 562 2 hf-cli dust 160 26

iOv Wattagalla ,570 3 do pe dust 270 28

1.12 K 580 3 ch pe sou 300 43

iLl* 582 2 do dust 320 25

119 St. Ilelers 594 2 do bro tea 204 2(1

lao 59r, 3 hf-cli dust 207 26

126 Beaumont 605 1 ch pekoe 91 oS

127 610 1 hf-ch (hist 75 26

U8 012 1 do hyson 40 41

147 Ktrindi 630 4 cl) sou 256 32
188 632 3 do dust 225 26

138 631 1 (lo red leaf 65 jA

US Augusta ()42 3 do .sou 192 32

144 644 3 do dust 225 20

U6 Oi-eat Valley 648 2 ch Ins) pe No. 2 226 58

Ui 652 4 do pekoe 2 384 38
if^ 656 2 do pe sou ,, 2 182 o4
1^1 658 4 (lo sou 380 32

UL (KiS 1 dn du-st 140 36
160 Walixtiya 676 3 hf-tl) sou 150 36
161 678 1 do du.st 90 25
165 Geragama 692 2 ch bro pek fan 250 32
169 694 *2 do sou 200 32
173 Kackiriskan-

4a 702 2 hf-ch congou loo 30
174 704 3 do (Inst 229 27 bid
175 706 1 do retl leaf 46 25

IS la Pnn.saltttenne 1 ch bro pek 105 46
198 B B ill estate

mark 7.52 4 ci) ))ekoe 325 34
199 754 "2 do pek sou 146 32
200 S K 75(> 3 (lo pekoe 315 33
201 758 .j do hro mix 186 25
362 D N 760 2 hf-cl) pekoe 120 33
110 F & H 776 1 (1 ) or pek 95 81
313 782 1 do |)ck sou 95 46
217 Harrington 790 •> do du.st 316 26
223 M AF 802 •1 do fillis 360 45
226 8' 18 o do )'ed leaf 200 24
mi JCM*knnde 818 2 do I'od Iwif 184 33
340 C'astlereagh 836 4 hf-cl) dust 320 26
244 .Scrubs 844 *2 ch pek sou 190 46
248 P C H Galle

in est, mark 852 *2 hf-cl) Congo

M

log 31

»Bl Uurstpierp'iiut 858 1 do do 40 31
3*3 860 1 do dust 65 27
253 •Middleton 872 2 cl) fans 180 26
502 iSorana 880 1 do dust 133 26
906 Glencorse 88-8 2 do pe^ fans 240 26
272 R H 900 1 do red leaf 99 23
2SS Ileum rk Hill 920 3 cl) or pek No 2 22a 68 hid
$•« Waitalaws 962 2 do du.st 180 27
so« Huanaco 968 2 (ill fat*( 120 26
tnn 970 2 do dust 94 25
XV8 ftsborne 972 1 do dust 66 26

Me'-i.srs, SOMEKVlhhE & (.'o.

Lot. Box. l(kg.S Name lb. C.

6 Bonveula 22 •2 cl) nekoe s»ii •206 31
7

.)•>
2 (111 la-() mix 200 •26

8 124 1 do linns 100 31
11 Woodthorpe •27 2 do

1 l)f-cb

hro, pek •260 63

12 28 4 cl) pekoe 3-20 42 hid
13 •29 4 do l)ek s(*u 3-20 34 bid
14 oO 1 do S*)l 64 30

•23Is 31 I hf-ch red. l»s f 40



CEYLON PRODUCE SALfcS LIST. /
*r

Lot. Box I ’ks. Name. 11). c.

10 Inchslellv 32 3 cll liro pek 3:10 03 hid
19 35 1 do SOU 04 32
•JO 36 1 do du.st 75 20
•21 37 1 do red leaf 71 23
•27 :Moiisagalla 43 1 do SOU 1110 30
•28 44 2 (io dust 192 •25

31 .Malvern 47 1 lif-ch pek sou 55 30
40 .Baranagalla 56 1 do or pek 50 48 Viitl

41 C K 57 1 do pekoe 50 30
43 59 1 do fans 55 32
44 60 2 llo dust 100 •20

49 65 3 (lo dust 391J •20

50 California 72 1 do liro pek dust 135 2G
<>7 83 3 do liek sou •285 32 hid
70 F .\ in estate

niaik 86 2 ch hro tea 230 36
79 Penrith 95 1 do fans 115 27
5)0 90 1 do dust 140 20
.8-2 K .M 0 K 98 1 do red leaf 90 18
89 Kirimettia 105 0 <lo hro pek 300 48
90 100 5 do pekoe 225 35
91 107 G (lo jjek sou 270 34
92 108 1 (io ino pek dust 50 44

93 109 3 do fans 105 35
94 110 1 do dust 70 27
9.5 111 5 (io hro mix 2.50 27
101 Co.sgha\vella 117 1 cll pekoe 370 33 bill

5 hf-cli

102 118 2 ch pek .sou 174 30
103 119 1 cll SOU 201 24 bid

2 hf-ch
105 121 2 ch hro tea •257 •mt
111 Mousiikancla,

1-27 2 lif-ch dust 180 27

121 Arduthie 137 1 ch SOU i 0 :t0

022 1:18 1 do dust 1.55 25
1-28 Salawe 144 3 hf-ch dust •210 27

133 H II II 149 1 do hro pek 58 :io bid
134 150 1 ch pekoe 85 :50 bid
1:35 1.51 1 hf-ch dust 30 25
140 (ilenalla 1,50 2 cll fans :'00 28
141 157 1 do dust 1.50 25

142 158 1 do hro mix 90 20

Viies.si'.^^ E. John A- Co.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nanio. lb. c.

2 Faithlie 3^26 9 ch re.l leaf 190 •23

4 330
'5

hf-ch pek fans 225 32

h Iliralouvah 332 1 ch fans 1-22 •28

7 336 k> hf-ch hro pek dust 139 :10

8 338 2 •lo du.st 140 26

9 Keeugaha Ella 310 3 ch liro mix 375 ;«

10 342 1 do dust 100 30
11 344 1 do fannings 120 34

23 Mocha 27 2 do hrok t..a •200 •28

2f 35 3 hf-ch dust 255 •20

38 Talagalla .57 2 ch pek sou 240 32

39 59 2 do dust 320 26

55 Weymouth 101 6 hf-ch hro pek :Joo 52

57 105 3 ch pek son 240 :13

.58 107 1 hf-ch dust ()7 27

04 Ottery and
Stamford Hill 119 1 ch SOU 92 27

65 1^21 1 do dust 1-21 27

73 Clonavy 137 2 hf-ch pek fans 148 •29

Lot Box PI Name 11). C.

74 139 2 do dust ISO 27

70 Happy Valley 143 0 do pekoe 110 40

82 Orwell 155 3 cll pek sou 300 34

83 107 1 do red leaf 100 22

84 s t: 1.59 1 do hro mix 95 33

85 101 1 hf-ch SOU *28 28

89 Ayr 169 1 do dust 67 27

CKVLOX COFFEE SALES IX LOXDOX.

( h'roni Our Commercial Correspondent ).

Mincin'c Lane, June :2l.

Marks and prices of CEYLON (!OFFEE soid in

^Mincing Lane, up to 21st June;—
Ex “Myrmidon”—IJadulla. Ic i)3s

;
Ic and llj ;t()s

(id
;

7c and It 90s
;
2c and It S7s

;
Ic and lb 102.

Devon O O, 2c 105s; Ic and lb 119s. Bagawana 1-* 11,

Ic 125s.

Ex “Dictator”—Agrakanda 0 0, 3c and lli 101s;
Ic and lb 100s (id; 5c 98s: 2c 97s (Id; Ic 9.3s; 2c
118s. Troup 00,3c 103 (id

;
Ic and lb 97s (id; 5c 9(5s;

lb 94s; Ic and lb 113s.

Ex “ Capella ”—Ardlaw 00, Ic and It 103s (id; Ic
and lb 119s.

Ex “Yorkshire”—Alnwick, lc97s; 5c 95s ; Ic and
It 91s Gd

;
1 bag 97s.

Ex “ Gleuorchy ”—Size 2 Cranly, Ic and It 89s.

Ex “Logician "—.Sarnia, Gc and lb 95s. Alnwick,
Ic and lb 90s. Bert, 2c 92s. V B, lb 98s.

Ex “Yorkshire” P B, lb 105s. T, Ic and It 84s.

Ex “Port Victor”—Oononagalla, lb and Ic .89s

Gd
;
lb 91s

lix "Port Chalmers"—Balmoral, 4c 105s Gd
;
2c

and It 118s Gd.

CEYLON COCO.\ SALIiS IN LONDON.

(From our Commercnil Corrcspoinh nt).

Mincing L.\n
,
.lune 2l.st, 1895.

Ex “Clan Forbes”—Morahilla, 18 bags 5Gs
; G bags

45s
;
2 bags 35s Gd.

Ex “Logician”—Pitakande, G bags 59s Gd
; 1 bag

37s; 1 bag .50s; 1 bag (s d) 35s. Yattawatte, GO bags
GOs Gd ;

12 bags G2s (id; 2 bags 3Gs
; 1 bag 43s.

(ACAC), G bags 50s. B, 4 bags 44s; 21 bags 52s Gd
;

1 bag (s d) 35s; 9 bags 45s. P B, 22 bags 47s; 3
bags (s d) 21s Gd.

Ex “ Wanderer”—Hentimalie, 7 bags (s d) 35s.

Ex “ Gleuorchy ”—Palli, 24 b.ags 34s ; 3 bags 54s Gd.
Ex “ Yorkchire ”—Medagoda, 12 bags 41s Gd*

Ex “Dictator”—MAC, 18 bags .3Gd.

The Produce Markets have been dull and in some
cases there has been a considerable decline.

•BtSITTKR OAK KNOrKK PRESS.



TEA, COFEEE, CINICHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 29.] Colombo, Jur.Y •22iid, 1895. (
Price :—12s cents each

;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LAllGE LOTS.

[Mr. A. M. Cepp.—6,487 lb.]

00 Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Burnsulti 1 15 hf-ch bro pek. 750 46 bid

2 0 19 do pekoe 950 oS

7 Chrystlers’ Farm,
in estate
mark 13 9 do dust 810 26

12 H G, in esta’ e
722 28 billmark 23 8 ch pek sou

14 27 3 do
26 bid7 hf-eh pek fans 810

15 29 5 ch dust 730 25

[Messrs. Benh.vm c't Bremner.--12,140 lb.]

Lot Box Pk-s. Name lb c.

1 M N 2 11 ch SOU 990 37
•7 4 7 do bro mix 665 34 bid

4 s 11 do dust 935 25

5 Carfax 10 21 do bropek 2205 52

G 12 10 do pekoe 1600 48

11 Elston 22 20 ch pe sou No. 2 1800 34 V)id

12 24 5 do bro mix 500 31

13 20 12 do congou 1200 29

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson Co.—39,579 IE]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

6 P B 8 4 do dust 4.50 20

8 Pambagama 10 9 do dust 765 26

12
15

D 16 8 ch sou 743 22

Comar 20 8 hf-ch or pek 400 42

16 22 4 ch pekoe 400 36

20 Court Lodge 27 20 hf-ch bro or pe 1300 80

21 29 15 do bro pek lU20 09

22 31 24 do or pek 1152 75

23 33 0 ch pekoo 570 53 bid

24
25 Osborne

35
37

0
9

do
do

pe sou
bro oea

528
972

47
16 bid

27 ]) \V .4, 40 13 ch pe sou No. 1 1300 37 bid

28 42 22 do pek sou 1980 37

29 Ulengarift'e 44 5 do •SOU 400 25

31 47 4 do dust 600 25

32 llemingford 48 19 hf-ch bro or pek 1140 .50 llid

33 .50 28 do or pek 1400 45

34 52 31 cli pekoe 2170 35 bid

35 54 23 do pek sou 1725 32

36 56 10 do sou 750 30

37 58 16 do dust 1200 30

38 AK A C, inest
bro pekmark Ceylon 'to 40 hf-ch 2000 50 bid

39 62 5 do dust 400 28

43 .4. G C 60 5 cli dust 750 27

44 X XX 67 4 do uiias 410 23

50 Elgin 74 ch dust 420 28

51 llalloowella 75 4 cli bro
2
iek 400 50 bid

52 77 5 do ])ekoe 450 39 bi 1

53 70 8 do pek sou 720 l>4

.54 Si y do tans 880 40

.56 84 4 do dust 560 25

62 Manickwatte 90 !3 do bro pek 900 40

63
05

92 5 do liekoe 500 37

P 95 7 do pek fans 945 29

[Messrs.

Lot
1 St. Helen

Forbes & wAUCKR.— 2LS,8!»2 lb.;

Box PIc-s. Name lb. C.

974 70 iilf-C*Il 1)10 pek ^ 3990 45
970 34 ch I)ekoc 1700 38
978 24 do ])ek son 1200 34
980 6 do pek fans 420 25

I.ot. Box Pks. Name lb. c.

5 Shanon 982 9 hf-ch or pek 405,

0 984 17 ch bro pek 85(1
11

7 980 9 do IJOkNO. 1 765
8 988 15 do do „ 2 1350 -withd'n.
9 990 25 do pek sou 1750

1

10 992 16 do sou 1040
1

11 994 12 do fans 840^
12 Nugahena 990 8 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 846 4-2

13 998 7 ch pekoe 651 35
14 1000 5 ch

1 hf-ch pe sou 021 33
17 Beausijour 6 15 ch bro pek 1500 00
18 8 23 do pekoe 2070 38
19 10 5 do tans 475 37
21 Ciueonsland 14 24 ch tlowei'y pe 2385 50
22 16 IS do pekoe 1785 41
25 Nugagalla 22 12 hf-ch bro or pek 600 75
26 24 46 do pekoe 2300 4

.

27 26 8 do pe sou 400 40
29 Blackstonc 30 51 ch bro pek 4845 43
30 32 36 do pekoe 3060 30
31 34 6 do do No. 2 510 34
32 30 15 do pe sou 1270 33
33 38 13 do bro tea 1170 20
34 40 5 do pek dust 600 28
39 Kellebokka 50 4 ch sou 400 30
43 N 58 7 hf-ch dust 490 20
45 Doranakande 62 25 ch bro pek 2500 01
46 64 14 do pekoe 1260 45
47 66 27 do pek sou 2295 38
48 BK 68 9 ch bro pek 900 50
50 72 6 do j)ek sou -

510 34
53 S, in estate

mark 78 13 ch bro tea 1-235 2

54 Pedi'o 80 25 do bro or pe 2750 07
’

55 82 5 do bro pek 600 05
56 84 23 do pekoe 2070 77
57 86 23 do jiek sou 1725 5-1

58 88 3 do dust 450 33
59 Barkindale 90 11 cli bro pek 13-20 77
60 92 6 do pekoo 600 53
07 Gingraiioya 106 91 hf-ch bro pek 4550 44 l)id

68 108 39 ch pekoe 3120 35 bid
69 Digdolla 110 9 do bro pek 900 04
70 112 11 do pekoe 990 43
71 114 7 do pek sou 630 38
73 Fred’s Rube 118 30 ch bro pek 3300 05
74 120 22 do pekoe 2200 47
75 122 9 do pek sou 900 40
70 M' .V 124 1 1 hf-ch pekoe 660 43
SO Patiagama 132 22 do bro or pek 24-20 50
81 134 9 do bro pek 900 50
82 136 12 do pekoe 1200 48
89 G 150 9 ch bro pek 900 38
92 Pingarawa 156 5 hf-ch dust 450 20
93 Ragalla 158 7 do fans 060 32
90 Stisted 164 44 do bro pek 2640 61
97 166 44 do pekoe 2640 46
102 Doonevale 170 in ch bro pek 1000 40
103 178 16 do pekoe 1440 0 i

104 l8b 5 do fans 475
107 Scrubs 180 4 ch dust 6-20

108 J.axapana-
galla 138 34 hf-ch bro pek 1700

109 Brunswick 190 4 ch unas 400 ‘>U

110 192 5 do pek fans 650 oO
112 Malia Fva 190 38 hf-ch bro pek 2090 O')

113 198 53 do bro pek 2915 UU l)i(r

114 200 14 ch pekoe 1400 of)

115 202 10 do pek sou 950 4.*i

116 llammeria 204 71 do 1 ) 1-0 or pek 7810 hi.l

117 206 82 do pekoe 8200 41 hid
119 Horaga skelle 210 8 hf-ch pekoe 422 1*4 •

120 212 11 do [)ek sou 612

121 W’evMgoda 214 8 ch bro pek 880 40
122 216 20 do pekoe 2000 >3
123 218 9 ilo pek fans 675 25
127 s 226 5 ch pek sou 110 -20

131 A N K 234 6 do
1 hf-ch bro pek 694 3!)

132 236 7 cli pekoe 655 3 -)

134 240 15 do •sou 1305 24
135 242 4 do pek fans 486 23
139 .Sii iidiiiigliain 250 35 do bro pek 3850 70
140 24 do bro pek 2040 7u liid4



CLYLON Fi^ODUCE SALES UST

]jut liox Pkgs. Name 11) e.

141 254 22 di or nek •2(>90 <;4 bid
1

J 2.S 3i do peko •26 5
14o •r.s 3 do

1 bf-di dnst .587 29
147 (iaiioiKilla •266 4 8 do bro pek 2880 46
1 4a 268 55 do pekoe 4930 38
14!> 270 74 do pekoe 6660 .37

loO 272 47 do pe sou 4-230 withd'n.
l.'i4 ('askieben 280 37 di riowei-y i>ck 3790 56
1.7.-) •282 32 do pekoe 3200 42
ir.a Pea l''.lla •288 8 hf-di nek sou 400 35
161 -VsL'Ot •294 14 ch bro pek 1400 49
16-2 296 22 do pekoe 2200 38
10.’> Kilevaiiolla 302 8 di fans 760 32
166 304 10 hf-di dust 800 •28

167 306 66 do bro pek 3300 46
16s 308 17 ch ])okoe 1360 41
161) 310 11 do i>ek sou 8-2.5 35
171 (' R n 314 4 do dust 400 27
J 1 O .'sliauou 318 11 hf-di or pek 495 47
171 320 18 do bro pek 900 46
17.7 322 10 di pek No. .1 8.50 35
176 3->4 16 do pek No. 2 1440 33
177 326 36 do pek sou 2.5-20 3.-;

17s 328 15 do sou 975 32
171) 330 13 do fans 910 3-2

1S2 C'lUllL'S 336 33 hf-di bro pek 1900 61
1S6 338 37 ch pekoe 3330 37 hid
1S4 340 10 do pe sou 900 34
IS.'i 342 8 do ilust 1120 27
186 Cliine.s.—(Krracht

1 livisiou) ;144 45 hf-ch bro pek •2250 1

187 346 28 do bro pek 11-20 ;
OKI

Iss 348 65 ch pekoe 55-25 HO
100 352 6 do bro mix 540 38
104 .1 H S, in e.st.

mark 360 8 do or pek 800 55
10.) 362 12 do pekoe 1080 ;!9

106 364 11 do pek sou 880 35

108 Ambalawa 368 42 hf-ch pekoe 1890 37
100 Knavesmive 370 17 ch bro pek 1700 55
2)0” 372 55 do pekoe 4930 :io

2o:! Deac'ulla 378 25 ch bro pek 1500 71
204 380 44 do pekoe 3300 56
20.7 382 13 do pek sou 1010 43
20j 384 12 do dust 960 29
208 Lillywatte 388 5 ch congou 500 •26

200 C L, in e.state

nuu*k 390 9 ch sou 90C 37

211 Manaugoila 394 5 do bro pek 500 1
1

1

212 366 9 hf-ch bro pek 4.50 1

•i 1

2U4 338 12 ch pekoe 1-200 :u

214 400 7 do pek sou 735 30
218 408 8 ch unas 76.5 35
222 I’eniberton 416 li hf-ch bro pek 605 •It

22;; 418 7 ch pekoe 630 3.5

224 4-20 17 hf-ch pek sou 1530 .->2

226 K 4-24 11 ch pekoe 1095 38
*'27 I’olatagaina 4-26 44 ch bro pek 4400 55
•2'28 4-28 39 do pekoe 3900 37
*.'20 430 20 do pek .sou 2000 .13 ]>itl

•200 432 19 do fans 1995 44

242 Pea Ella 456 31 hf-ch bro pek 1705 44 bid
•24:4 458 25 do pekoe 1-2.50 3/

•261 Rruc'liin 494 17 ch bro pek 1870 61 bid
262 496 17 do pekoe 17(H) 51
•260 498 5 do pek sou 450 41

[Messrs. Somerville & Co. l!)l,8i)!i 11>.]

I.ot. Cox I’k.s. Namu lb. 0.

1 .1 s 160 5 ch sou 450 34

4 WattagJilla
K V 163 10 do l)ro pek 11(1(( 43

164 5 do pekoe 500 :«)

6 165 9 do pek sou 855 35

lo Kelaui 169 64 Iif-ch lu’o pek 3200 5:5

11 170 36 do pekoe 1800 38

12 171 28 (lo pek sou 1-260 3.5

U .\llakolla 173 51 (lo hro pek •280.5 48

15 174 25 ch pekoe •2:17.5 :18

16 17.5 12 do pek sou 1080 :14

19 Ai-alena 178 34 hf-ch hro pekoe 17( (0 56
•20 179 31 do pekoe 15,50 >0

21 175 21 do pek sou 10.50 36
• >•» Lonach 180 20 do fu’o ])ek 1-2(10 60

182 45 do j)ekoe 4275 42

183 24 do ])ek sou 216(( :i.5 hid

Warak.'imure 184 “>7 do hro pek 470(( 44

185 •20 do pekoe 190(1 36 liid

Lot. Cox I«kg.s. Name. ]}). 0.

•>7 1'). I) .‘h pek sou 1)'D .“il

•28 187 3 d(j bro mix 405 25

SO N 189 8 do mixed 720 ‘27

33 Ilaraiigalla, 192 43 do hro pek 4300 49 bid-

34 li)3 55 do pekoe 4950 37 bid
35 194 33 do pek sou •2640 33 l)id

36 Galkadua 159 •20 do iii’o ))ek 2000 55

37 196 14 do pekoe 1400 38
.-58 197 14 do pek sou 1400 33

46 Naraiigoda 5 13 (lo hro pekoe 1300 46
47 6 14 do pekoe 1330 38
48 7 5 do pek sou 475 33
40 11 8 13 do iu'o pek 1300 57
.50 9 10 .lo ])ekoe 1000 40
51 10 !) do pek sou 855 35
53 12 10 (lo dust 1550 27

54 Koorooloogalla 13 8 do 1 )1-0 or pekoe 800 67
55 14 8 do hro pekoe 800 64
56 15 10 do pekoe 1000 4-2

59 Irex 18 16 (lo l)ro pek 1600 45 bid
60 19 IS do pekoe 1800 36
61 A R A •20 9 do pekoe 853 31 bid
64 Citrus 23 9 do bro pek 000 47 l)id

65 24 10 do pekoe 1000 35
1«5 25 (> do fans 600 30
71 1C 30 t <lo dust 4-20 •24

73 Ilatduwa 32 21 (lo hro pek 2100 38 bid
74 33 24 (lo pekoe ‘2040 34

75 34 r>H do pek .sou 4240 31
76 35 (lo dust 435 •25

78 St.Colou'hkille 37 li do pekoe 1378 37 bid
1 hf-ch

79 V M 38 8 do pek sou 400 31
8-2 liogahagede-

watte 41 10 do pek sou .550 33
So W K A 44 25 oil pek sou 2250 36 l)id

80 Rayigam 45 19 do bro pek 2090 61
87 40 23 do or pekoe 2300 43

88 47 12 do pekoe 1-200 39
89 48 10 do pek sou l.)00 35
90 49 4 (lo sou 400 31

91 0 K 50 9 do bro tea 1080 29 bid
92 51 39 do (Inst G‘240 -26

93 I R 52 34 do pek sou ‘2822 33
94 53 9 llf-cll dust 774 27
95 fialphele 54 11 do hro ])ek 660 (>2

96 :55 13 do pek 650 40
97 50 11 (lo pek sou 550 38
103 Hopewell 02 22 (It) or pek 1-2101

48 bid
lot 03 18 do do 990 /

105 61 12 oil pekoe 1080 38 bid
106 65 1 do pek sou 630 34
107 Eriedlaud 6C) IS hf-ch bro or pek 900 72 l)id

lOS 67 18 do do 9!X) 77 bid
10') 68 18 do or ])ek 900 68 l)id

ro 69 18 do do 900 70 bid
111 70 18 (lo pekoe 900 55 bid
112 I’eria Kamle-7i 25 ch bro ])ok 31-25 46
113 kettia 72 8 do pekoe 920 38
114 73 7 (lo pek sou 840 34
115 74 8 do t)ro mix 960 ‘24 bid
116 75 10 (lo dust 750 25

117 N I T 70 19 do uuas 1710 24 bid
118 Rauagalla 7

:

5 do sou 4-2,5 32
119 C K 78 5 hf-ch dust 400 26
121 H f; 80 8 do dust 640 20
1-22 \'incit 81 20 ch bro pek 2000 46
1-23 82 17 (hi pekoe 17(10 37
124 8t 11 (lo pek sou 1(H)!) 34
1-29 Depedene 88 46 hf-ch bro or pek 25:i0 40
130 89 .Vi do bro i)ek 28. 0 37
131 90 52 do pekoe ‘2600 :18

132 91 40 do ))o . sou 2(HHJ 32
133 92 5 do dust 400 -27

l:i5 ICnutsford 91 7 do 01 - i>ek 4‘2t» .54

137 96 ‘24 do pekoe 13-20 35
140 I’euritli 99 -2() ell bro pek ‘2(HH) •5‘> bid
111 100 19 do pekoe li)‘20 41

142 101 10 do l)ek sou 1360
1+5 (i N (i 104 30 hf-cli ])ekoe 1.560 34
146 Roiidura 105 19 cli 1 ) 1-0 pek 1995 45 l)id

147 106 21 do Iiekoe ‘2100 30 bid
148 107 ‘20 (lo l»ek sou ISOO 35
1 53 I’everlev 112 10 Iif-ch pekoe dust (i,5() ‘28

154 (' c(; 113 23 ch (lust 3000 •25

1.55 Reseucat h 114 :16 lif-ch bro pek 1980 49

1.56 115 12 ch l>ekoe 1080 40
157 116 16 do pek sou 1440 3o
161 S T 11 1-20 :to lif-ch pekoe sou L50O
162 F -\ ill est.

mark 121 9 do bi-o tea 10;!5 33
102.1 121 \ 1 (lo bro tea a 115 38



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS 1'. 3

Lot Bo.\ Pkgs. Name lb. C. Lot. Box • Lk.-fs. Name. 11). e.

I’aimapiciya 123 13 hl-ch bro pek (150 52 100 38 11 ch peko- 1190 34
U!.-. 1-24 18 do pekoe 900 37 101 40 9 do ])ek sou 90J 32
l(j(i 12.5 7 ch dust 855 24 bid 102 Dartry 42 5 do bro tea 500 33

l(!7 N 1-20

1 hf-eh
pekoe

103 Talagalla 44 31 do bro pe< 3255 50
11 do 550 37 105 Templestowe 48 34 do or pek 3400 65

lOsi 1-27 5 ch pek sou 409 33 bid 106 50 33 do pekoe 2970 47
UiU W'tenne 1-2S 5 do bro pek 450 65 107 52 5 do dust 700 26
17't 1-29 9 do pekoe 810 40 108 Stinsford 54 •28 hf-ch bro pek 1540 61
171 130 14 do pek sou 1200 36 109 50 33 do pekoe 16.50 44
\i-i Marifiokl 134 10 hf-eh bro pek 500 80 110 58 •22 do pek sou 1210 38
17() 135 11 do pekoe 5.50 '/ 0 114 Madultenne 66 12 ch 1 )1-0 pek 1209 49
177 136 19 do pek sou 874 53 115 OS 14 do ))ok .sou 1410 34
17^ 137 19 ch soil 910 50 1-20 Murravtliwaite 78 21 hf-ch i)ro pek 1200 .50

lSi> 1' 1 and S 0 147 9 do 1080 26 121 80 20 ch pekoe 1700 36
1*1 Iv n M 14S 9 do bro pek 945 41 bid 124 Dicknpittia 86 13 do bro pek 14:30 62
l!)ii 1 kuwela 149 29 do bro pek 2900 48 1-25 88 10 do jiekoe 1900 49
I'.U 130 •20 do pekoe 2000 36 bid 1-26 90 9 do jiek sou 900 42
102 1.31 18 do pek sou 1710 34 bid 131 K T K no 8 llf-cll dust 600 28
I'.Kl UV K 164 5 do pek sou 497 31 132 112 8 cli red leaf 720 24

133 D K 114 6 do SOU 420 34

-164,74.1 11

134 G B 116 8 ch SOU 720 36
[Mil. E John.- >•] 135 118 6 hf-ch bro mi.x 4-20 26

Bo.\ Pko-s.
136 12' 10 do fans 900 29

1 .of. Name. lb. C. l:39 IVitiaragalla 1-26 4 ch bro pek dust 560 27

1 .Maiyliiiul

:l ( iooiiiora

fi I’.iti Tta.jah

(1

10 Wowosse
11

171
173
17.3

179
181
18:i

ISO
191

5 eh
5 do
9 hf-cli

9 eh
8 do

13 do
34 hf-eh
34 do

bro pek
pekoe
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe

550
5.50

720
990
800
1300

1870
1870

49
36

withd’n
49
39
36
59
45

110
141
142
143
1'4

115
140
147

Kanangama

Callander

Tarf

1-28

130
132
134
130
l;38

140
142

32 do
•22 do
1 i do
3J hf-cli

13 do
12 do
16 c!i

13 hf-ch

bro pe <

liekoe
))ek sou
iiro or pek
pekoe
pe'< sou
])ek sou
dust

3040
1980
1360
1160
650
564

1680
1092

40
33
31

92
66
50 bid
37
28

1-i 193 34 do pek son 1700 40
la llumi!;alla 195 12 eh bro pek 1200 42 bid
14 197 IS do pekoe 1800 35 bid
1.1 199 •23 do pek sou 2300 30 SMALL LUiS.
•li Kspevanza 213 13 hf-ch

do
bro or pek (17(3 55

l’3 215 27 pekoe 1*242 42
•11 .Mahai.-udagalla -219

•2(1 -221

11
9

ch
do

dust
sou

17(10

900
27
35

Mes.si .s. Benbam oc Buemner.
27 St. Catheviiie 223 27 hf-eh bro pek 1539 43 bid Lot. Box. IMccfs Name. lb c.
2s 2-25 19 do pekoe 893 38
20 227 9 do pek sou 578 32 3 M N 6 2 cli red leaf 170 20
31 .\rdlaw and

Wishford 231 22 do or pek 1056 71

32 233 14 ch bro or pek 1540 64 Mu A. M (tEPP.
233 13 do pekoe 1170 50

;m (

»

237 9 do unas 900 35 bid Let. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.
31 liaiiudiere 239 22 do bro pek 2(584 58

250 34241 22 do pekoe 2200 50 3 Burnside 5 5 hf-ch })0 sou
•243 19 do pek sou 1862 43 4 7 1 do dust 60 26

30 I'.ila •247 38 do bro pek 3420 47 5 W 9 1 do bro pek 42 39

40 249 20 do bro or pek 2000 41 6
B, in estate

11 1 ch pekoe 65 31

41 251 20 do pekoe 2600 38 8
3 ch bro pek 300 46 bid42 253 10 do pek sou 1440 34 mark 15

43 255 30 do dust 3900 27 9 17 3 do pekoe
pek sou

300 38

41 257 15 do red leaf 1500 27 10 19 2 do 200 33

41 St. .lohn’s 259 10 hf-ch bro pek 600 89 11 X X, in estate
1 ch40 201 4 eh pekoe 400 55 mark 21

140 284S 205 0 do SOU 600 46
11 G, in estate

1 hf-cli uu:is

.10 Fiodvco 2G9 9 do dust 1575 26 13
bro tea 358 22ll ’I'ieiitsin 271 24 hf-eh bro or pek 1440 94 mark 25 4 ch

273 24 ch pekoe 2409 58
55 lj 279 22 do pek sou 1870 37
5li 2S1 10 hf-eh dust 1000 26 Messes. A . H. Thompson & Co.
i5 Coslaiida 285 •23 ch bro pek 2300 05
50
r>i)

287
2S9

21

19

do
cli

pekoe
pek sou

•2100

1900
48
40 Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

02 303 3 do dust 4.50 34 1 Kennington 1 4 cll sou 380 28

C.O N 317 15 ch pek sou 1500 33 2 2 1 hf-cli bro tea 50 24

71 (ilasgow 329 •20 do bro or pek 1872 78 3 3 3 ch dust 240 26

70 331 23 do or pek 1380 67 7 P B 9 3 ch fans 390 28 bid
f / 333 21 do pekoe 1890 52 13 Comar 18 7 hf-ch bro or pek 350 45 bid
76 Aera Ouvah 335 70 hf-eh bro or pek 4940 93 14 19 7 do bro pek 350 42 bid
To o3i 04 do or pek 3840 68 17 24 2 ch pek sou 200 26
*) 339 30 ell pekoe 3000 54 IS 2.5 4 do liro sou 360 21

bl 341 13 do pek sou 1300 49 19 26 •2 hf-ch fans loo 25 bid
S2 343 7 hf-eh pek fans 560 37 26 Osborne 39 1 cii pekoe 107 26 bid
so 11 S, in estate

mark
30 Glengariffe 46 1 do red leaf 80 22

10 20 ch bro pek 2860 43 40 P 63 3 do red leaf 240 21

b7 , 22 do pekoe 2-200 35 41 61 1 do dust loo 25

85 14 22 do SOU 1870 33 42 AGO 05 3 do pe sou No. 2 300 25
80 10 12 bags red leaf 840 2-2 45 M F 69 4 ch pek sou 3-20 27 bid
90 IS 19 hf-eli dust 1(S82 29 46 70 2 do dust 300 25
91 .M 20 59 do or pek 3.540 43 bid 47 Belgravia 71 1 do pek fan 130 41
92 Uiralouvah 22 5 ch bro mix 477 •26 48 72 2 do dust 320 26
93 .Vlnoor 24 40 hf-eh bro pek 2530 60 49 F.lgin 7o 4 do dust 320 40
94 •20 12 do pekoe ^ 600 37 bid 55 Halloowella 83 3 ch •sou 270 28
91 23 •20 do pek sou 1000 35 57 85 2 do red leaf 200 25
97 32 0 do fans 4-20 29 58 Myraganga P T 86 4 do bro or pek 392 42 bid
99 Maria 30 13 do bro pek 1:100 46 bid 59 87 3 do pek'oe 234 33



4 CEYLON PRODUCE kSaLES LIST

Lut. Bo.X. Name lb. c.

(00 Belugas S3 3 ch dust :’.oo •20

01 89 1 do 1ed leaf 00 •20

04 X Ceylon 94 1 do ])ckoe 102 30 bit

00 I) 97 1 do dust 1.59 2;5

07 Nahalina 98 1 do i)ek sou 95 •28

08 K 99 1 bf-ch bro pek 54 40

Messrs. Forres A Walker.
Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

15 Nugahena 2 1 ch fans 108 26
16 4 1 hf-ch bro mix 46 24
20 Beausijour 12 1 ch dust 140 20
23 Queensland IS 2 do pek fan 280 25
24 Ainbalawa 20 8 hf-ch red leaf 3-20 21

28 Nugagalla 28 2 do dust 180 27

35 51 K 42 1 ch bro pek 1 5 38
36 44 1 do pekoe 95 34

37 46 2 do pek sou 1-20 31

38 48 1 do red leaf 90 •20

40 Goomera 52 1 ch pek sou 92 31

41 N 54 1 hf-ch bro or pek .54 48
42 .50 3 ch bro pe sou 300 25

44 ZN.A 00 1 hf-ch ))ek dust 70 20

49 D K 70 4 ch pekoe 300 35
51 74 5 hf-ch dust 375 25

52 70 5 do fans 250 •29

61 K II L 94 1 ch bro mix 96 24

02 S M A 90 4 do pekoe 380 33
98 1 do

1 hf-ch bro pek fan 169 28
04 100 1 do pek sou 48 27

(55 102 1 ch (lust loo 25

00 104 2 ch
1 hf-ch bro mix •235 21

72 Bigdolla 110 2 ch dust 200 27

77 W A 120 2 hf-ch bro mix 120 27

83 Fatiagama 138 1 ch pe sou 100 30

84 140 1 do dust 100 •20

85 Cottaganga 142 2 do SOU 1,50 32

86 llauteville 144 2 hf-ch fans 130 31

87 140 2 do red leaf 160 32

88 II 148 1 ch unas 1-20 :J4

90 G 1.52 4 do pek( e 360 31

91 154 1 hf-ch dust 00 20

94 E agalla 160 2 do dust ISO 20

98 .Meddecombra 168 2 ch congou 200 28

99 170 1 do red leaf 00 18

100 Rosita 172 2 do unas -1-24 34

101 174 1 do dust 1.57 •20

105 Boonevale 182 1 ch dust 140 20

100 I'dahena 184 1 do red leaf 10 ( 32

111 Brunswick 194 1 hf-ch lie fans 85 •26

118 Horagaskelle 208 0 do bro pek 368 44

124 IVevagoda 220 2 ch SOU 200 •20

125 222 2 do pek dust •200 -20

126 2-24 1 do bro pek 90 34

128 228 1 do fans 110 20

129 230 1 do dust 145 •25

130 232 1 do bro mix 90 25

133 A N K 238 1 hf-ch pe sou 47 •20

136 •244 1 ch bro mix 1-20 •24

137 240 4 do bro tea 335 •20

138 X 248 1 hf-ch sou 42 25

144 S 200 2 do pekoe 120 37

145 202 1 ch
1 hf-ch unas 107 35

140 204 1 ch congou SO 31

151 Killarnev 274 3 do pekoe :;oo 40

1,52 270 1 hf-ch l>ro pek sou1 09 •2:f

153 278 1 ch dust 180 27

150 Caskieben 284 1 do unas 74 4T»

157 280 3 do pek fans soo 2(>

159 Dea Ella 290 2 hf-ch fans lit) •27

160 292 3 do dust 2-25 25

163 Ascot 298 1 ch congou loo 30

172 (’ R n 310 3 do dust :i0o •21

180 Shanon 332 2 hf-ch (lust 140 25

181 334 2 do pek fans 110 27

189 Clunes.—(Erracht
nivision) 3.50 3 ch pek sou 2.0 r/2

191 354 2 do dust 300 25

197 .1 11 S. in estate
mark 306 2 ch bro tea 170 21

•>m ICii.'ivcsinire H71 1 hf-i-h SOU i).> 2S

•>(V> 370 2 do dust 160 25

207 Deaculla 380 1 ch bro mix 00 00

‘.’111 ill pstjite

392 4 ch red leaf :ioo 20

215 ManiUlgoda 402 1 do dust 120 25

210 51niianial 404 2 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek 255 42

Lor. Box r'ks. Name. 11). C.

•217 406 1 ch pekoe 110 35
•219 410 1 hf-cli dust 07 20
2-20 412 1 (U> fans 57 33
•221 414 1 (io bro tea 108 29
•225 K 4-22 2 do bro pek 198 43
•238 T (4 448 1 do bro pek 73 59
•239 450 1 hf-ch pekoe 52 47
•240 452 1 do dust 45 ‘27

•241 454 1 box .sou 12 27
249 N F 470 2 ch sou 2-20 •29

•259 .S M K 490 4 hf-ch pekoe •200 31

200 492 2 do fans 130 20
204 Brechin 500 2 do (lust 1-20 27

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

I
From Our Commercial CorrexjmidentJ.

i
• Mincing L.vne, June 2H.

I

I

.'litiks ami prices of CKYLUN COFFEE sold in Mincing

! Lane np to 2Sth June :

—

j

Kx “Barrister” Kaha"alla, lb 106s; 2c 100s 3c lb fiOs; It

I 96s; lb 112s; 1 bag 9Ss. (KGT), Ic lb 80s. Kelburne, 2c lb

j

101s Oil; 5c lb 98s; It 90s; It Ills; 2b 105s; Ic lb 80s 6d;

i 1 Iiag 99s; 1 bag S4s.

Ex “Gaekwar”—Oiivah, Ic 101s; 5c It 95s Cd; It 88s; It

lOUs Cd; It lb 82s; 1 bag 90s; Ic 100s; 2c 95s; lb SOs; lb 106s

Od; Ic 82s Od.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON

(From our Commercial Gorrerpoiuknt).

Mincing Lan
,
June 28th, 895.

Ex “I.ogician” Palli, 87 liags 59s Od; 9 bags 37s. .‘Viiiiia

52 bags 59s Od; 2 bags 33s Od; 1 b.ig 49s; 2J liags 20s Od.

! Ex “Fort Victor”—M.-VC, 28 bags (sd) 40s; 4 bags (sd) 32s

Od; 9 b.igs (sd) 32s Od. Maousava AA, 7 bags 58s. C, 1 t)ag

34s. B, 4 l)ags 30 Od. Rockhill A.-V, 19 bags 54s. C, 1 bag 35s.

B, 3 bags 30s Od.

Hx “Barrister”— Cilenalpin, 33 bags 00s: 2 bags 30s Od;

2I)ags22s. llaputale, 4c lb 104s; Oc It 97s; Ic 94s; It 118s;

Ic It 80s; 3 bags 93s; 1 bag(sd) 79s Od.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

I

1

j _ _

i {From Our Commercial Correspondent).

j

Mincing Lane, June 2Sth, 1895,

I

Ex “(iaekw.ir”—Delpotonoya, 4c2s7d; 5c 2s 2d; Ic ls9d;

U- IslOd; IclsOd; 3c Is lOd; 3c Is 7d; Ic Is 4d. N, 4c Is

lid; 4c 2s; 4c Is lid; 3c Is 7d. lluiiasgeria, Mysore, 3c Is 7d.

I)ryl)nrg, .Mysore, Ic Is 7d; 4c Is 8d; 2c Is 5d; Ic Is 3d;

; Ic Is 4(1; Ic Is 3d; 1 bag Is 9 I.

Ex “Cann irtlianshire”—Goomera, 3c Is Id; IbaglsOd.

Ex “I! urister”—Gallant.mne, 2c 4s 2d; Ic 4s Id; 2c2s7d.

7c 2s 7(1; 14c 2s Id; 3c 2s; 2c Is 9d; 13c Is Sd. Midlands,

2c Is Pld; Ic Is 7(1; 2c Is.id; 2c Is 3d.

I

Ex “I’ort Victor”—Galaha, Ic 2s Od; 2c 2s 2d; 2c Is Od; ;lc

Is 8(1; Ic Is .3(1. belciuon (OBEG), Ic 2s 7d; .5c 2s 2d; 2c 1^

8(1; 3c Is 4(1; 1 seed Is lOd. D.ingkande, Ic Is 4d: I bag

J
Is 1(1; Icls 4d; 1 bag Is Id; Ic Is 10(1.

or.si:uvi:K gas iNiifNi; i-iiKss.



TEA, COEEEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES.

KO. 30.] Colojijjo, July 26tli 1395. )
Pkice : 12.’, cents each

;
3 copies

i 30 ceuu
;
b copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

SMALL LOTS.
Condtidcd from JJrt Xo

Mr. E. JOHX.

Lot. Box Pk«. Xanie. 111. f.

4 Favtn 177 3 hf-ch dust 210 20

8 Paci Kajah 185 1 ch fairs no 20

f) 187 1 do dust 140 26

1(3 Huuugalla 201 1 do mixed 90 18

24 Esperanza
St. Catherine

217 1 hf-ch du.st 90 25

30 220 1 do pek funs 70 20

3S Lameliere 245 4 cli pek fans 3^0 20

47 St. Johnls 5(33 2 do pck sou 2U0 50

49 2(57 1 do red leaf 8(5 IS

53 Tieut.sin 275 do j)ek sou 2(30 44

54 277 L lii-ch dust 240 32

57 L 283 1 ch re.l leaf 100 20

(31 Coslaiula. 301 o do tiro mix 200 23

70 X 319 1 hf-ch hro pak (iO 4.) l)id

71 321 1 ch liek sou 80 31 bid

72 Little Valley 323 hf-ch dust SO 20

73 325 *2 do red loaf leu 2.5

74 Ythansiile 327 4 ch red leaf 300 23

S3 C 345 3 do sou 240 32

84 347 o do fans 180 20

85 349 3 hf-ch dust 240 26

9(3 Alnoor 30 4 do sou 200 31

98 34 1 do red leaf 60 21

111 Stinsforcl GO 4 do pek fans 280 30

112 02 3 do dust 255 25

113 04 5 do congou 250 32

122 lilurraythwiiite S2 2 ch sou 100 33

123 84 1 do dust 1.50 20

127 Dickapittia 102 1 do sou 95 31

128 104 4 hf-ch dust 3( 0 25

129 E T K 100 1 do pek sou 52 40

130 108 O ch bro mix 200 AO

137 IVihara.gulla 122 3 do sou ?70 33

138 124 1 do bro mix 5(30 24

Messrs. Soaierville Co.

Lot. Box Pks. Naiii'j. lb. C.

2 J s 101 4 lif-ch dust 3G0 20

3 102 3 do fans 225 35

Wattagalla K \’ 100 3 ch sou 2S5 32

S 107 2 hf-ch bro tea lUO 27

9 108 2 do d list 100 25

13 Kelani 172 3 do dust 225 25

17 170 2 ch roil leaf 170 19

IS Allakolla_ 177 3 do dust 220 25

29 Warakam'ure 188 2 ch fans 574 28

31 X 190 1 do bro mix 90 25

32 191 1 hf-ch dust 85 20

39 G 198 1 ch sou 98 20

40 A 199 1 hf-ch bro tea 50 22

41 200 1 do dust 80 h
42 ,S 1 1 do bro tea 50 23

43
.>

2 (lo dirst 160 25

44 Hatton 3 1 do bro tea 50 21

45 4 2 ilo dust 100 20

52 H G L 11 2 ch sou 200 30

.57 Koorooloogalla 10 1 do pek sou 104 33

58 17 1 do dust Is 5 27

02 A 11 21 3 do j'ek sou 291 3(9

03 22 2 do dust 100 25

07 Citrus 20 1 do pek dust 150 25

C8 H .V 27 1 do fans 100 27

69 28 2 do dii.st 300 25

70 P 1) .V 29 1 do uuas 100 33

72 31 2 ilo lUlilS 198 29

77 Hatdowa 3(i 3 do bro mix 300 22

.''OBogahagodewatte 39 4 hf-cli bro pek 240 40

81 40 .5 do pekoe 275 3(1

83 42 3 do sou 150 29

81 43 1 (lo fans 80 29

98 ( ialpbele 57 1 do dust 80 20

99 K X 58 2 ch unas 209 38

100 59 i do sou ' 8i 31

101 00 4 hf-ch dust 320 27

102 Cl 2 do fans 130 31

Lot. Box Pk.S. Name. lb. c.

120 BG 70 4 ch sou 340 31
125

120
Vineit
I'] X D in est.

84 1 do dust no 25

mark 85 1 hf-eh pekoe 50 28
127 80 1 eh ])ekoc sou 06 29
1'28 87 1 do

1 hf-ch
dust 190 25

134 Hepedeno 93 1 do red loaf 55 20
130 Ku'utslVord 95 5 do bro pek 275 42
138 97 2 do pel-: sou 108 23
lOO 98 2 ilo uuas 115 32
143 j’cnritli 102 1 ell fans 120 28
141 103 1 do dust 150 20
149 Iv 1’ 108 3 hf-eh bro pek 210 30
150 100 '1 ilo jiekoo 109 34
151 no 3 do fans 117 29
152 W'esthall 111 3 (lo bro mix 275 27
158 (.'o.sgahawolki 117 1 ch

5 hf-eh
pekoe 370 34

159 118 1 eh
2 hf-ch

pak sou 201 23

160 119 2 ell

1 hf-ch
bro tea 257 20

10! Piue Hill 1-22 3 do do 240 21
172 IVtcnne 131 2 hf-eh pek dust 100 39
173 132 2 do du.st 100 20
174 133 4 do congou 200 30
179 Marigold 138 7 do bro mix 38.5 35
18 1 139 4 do pek fans 224 48
181 140 3 do pek du.st 219 2-9

182 Alpitikamle 141 2 hf-eh pek son 100 30
183 151 2 do dust 100 25
1S4 Chetnole 143 3 hf-eh congou 150 26 bid
185 144 2 do dust *

1.50 25
180 145 1 eh red leaf 100 20
187 146 1 do unas 100 29
193 R V K 152 2 do bro pek 200 35 bid
194

B
1.53 1 do

2 hf-eh
pekoe
red leaf

100
120

32 bid
20

LARGE LOTS.

[Mes.srs. Bexhaai lC Bremxer.—9,865 lb.]

Lot Bo.x Pk-S. Name lb. e.

1 .1 M R 4 0 eh bro pek 600 47
2 0 9 do pekoe 900 35
5 Carfax 12 8 do l»ro pek 800 56
7 I.anderdale 16 11 do fans 1210 28

11 Battalgalla 24 10 do ijek sou 1000 45
12 20 3 do bro tea 450 25
13 EA R 28 17 hf-ch pek sou S.50 37
14 Elston 30 10 ch )iek sou Xo. 2 1440 30
16 34 11 do dust 770 20

[Messrs. A. H. Tiiomrsox & Co.—41,703 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

Hemingford •2 19 hf-eh bro or pek 1140 55

3 4 31 eh pekoe 2170 38
5 J’amba,gama 7 6 do dust 510 20
0 8 5 do eougoii 475 32

1 Agra Gya 14 9 do pek sou 900 31

12 16 4 do bro mix 400 20
14 Cgie Side 19 4 do dust 000 20
21 Maiidara

Xewera 26 12 hf-eh pek sou 720 43
2

;

( IsimniO 29 9 eh bro tea 972 19
2) Xiihaveena 32 10 hf-eh bro i)i'k 800 00
27 35 13 do pek sou 650 40
29 St. Leonards

on Sea 38 19 eh bro pek 1SS4 50

30 40 10 do pekoe 900
34 S, in estate

mark 45 0 hf-eli dust 480 28
35 46 7 eh dust 994 28

30 48 14 do fans 1400 28

37 L uO J do
0 hf-eh pek sou 000 30



CKVl.ON PRODUCE SALES UST.

Co f I>o.\ I'kgs. Name 11. (\

5-1 eh
1 hf-i-li pek fans 41S ‘27

:-!i 4 0 di dust 70u 22
41.

c
0.0 i do hro tea OCd 18

41 .07 •21) do dust 3200 27
40 04 8 ch dust 1(140 3U
4( T K A CO 10 do dust 3040 27
4* PoltSWOOll (ib 11 do sou SSO f)0
40

n & D
70 7 hf-di dust 0(50 U 1)1(1

O.'i Si 0 cdi dust ‘>00 27
f'O Uoliiingfi.i'd S3 10 hf-di hro or pek not. .*4
r," SO •20 d(. or pek 1000 44
Ob S7 •2(5 ch pek IS-20 38
00 SO 21 do pek sou 1070 ol>

[Mks.sks. Somi;rvj[,lk R- Co. 13!),3(>4 11..]

L, >t. j.kgs. Name. 11). c.

Kuiuwitlv ]77 8 di pek sou 764 38
(5 .Sirisauila 100 •20 hf-eh l.ro pek 1200 04
< 101 31 do pekoe )5.50 44
8 102 2.) llo pek sou 1250 3S
12 Heuiyaya 100 12 •li bro pek lj-20 55
13 107 7 do pekoe 700 4.3

10 Isaiiauka 160 18 do bro pekoe 2010 52
10 170 30 (lo pekoe 3000 41

17 170 35 (lo pekoe 35(.0 •a

irt 171 29 do pek sou •2010 38
20 1 4 3 5 d(. pek fail 004 30
21 174 4 do i.ro tea 410 30
2.7 Kdaui 178 78 hf-eh bro pek 3900 58
20 170 44 tie. pekoe 2-200 41
27 ISO 52 llo pek sou •2340

Mali<;ateuut ' 185 8 do pekoe 400 37
•it Midiateuue 100 23 eh bro pek 2300 50
3S 191 •2'2 do pekoe 2'2.)0 38
SO Ivauhoe 102 23 hf-di bro pekoe 1380 75
4*.i 193 •27 do pekoe 2700 54
41 194 7 do pek sou 7c0 45
40 Bemeida 19S 13 do bro pek 1300 48
40 199 10 do pekoe 1600 4l
till l’ol;;alm!>aude 3 37 do bro pek 3700 50 bid
f.l 4 33 do pekoe 3135 42
r,.>

f) 20 do pek sou 1900 39
0 0 do dust 780 28

04 Ua.maasiuuHe 7 7 do bro ])ek 700 57

5C 9 0 do pek sou 570 42

00 llaraugalla io 17 do bro ijek 1700 50 hid
01 11 20 do pekoe 1800 38 bid
02 15 7 do pek sou 500 oO
03 10 41 hf-eh bro j.ek 2215 40 bid
04 17 23 eh pekoe 2070 41

00 18 •28 do pek sou 2520 30
74 ( )voca 27 20 do bro or pek 2-200 70

•28 21 do or i>ek 1995 09
7ti •'9 15 do pekoe 1500 55

< 1 30 13 hf-eh pek sou 050 •IS

7s 31 14 do dust 1330 27
7'.) N 1C 32 9 ch red leaf 810 20
SI We\ weltalawa 34 .3 do dust 1040 28
82 >' 1

1’
35 14 do unassorted 1-200 2()

01 !-',arlst(.u 44 7 Itf-eh dust 500 30
00 I’aiitiva 49 7 eh bro pek sou 515 35
100 l.ahugauia 50 25 do bro pek 1375 04

107 00 10 eh I.ekoe 1440 49
10s 01 •20 d<. pek sou 1800 l»8

100 1' S A 02 9 do bro tea 075 31

no 03 9 hf-eh bro mix 405 •20 bid
111 U 04 13 eh bro pek 1300 48 bid
112 05 7 do pekoe 030 30 bid
113 06 17 do pek sou 1.530 35 bid
114 luaeriv.a 07 15 lif-eh bro pek 825 0!)

no 08 13 do pekoe 650 44
no 09 27 do pek sou 1290 37

117 70 8 do bro mix 400 34

120 2C 73 5 eh pek sou 409 37
1-24 B 1' 77 6 hf-eh fauiiings 438 30
120 J’euritli 78 23 ch bro pek 2300 03
1-26 79 22 do pekoe 1700 45
1-27 SO 23 do pe sou 19.55 37

130 I.vudhurst S3 •29 do bro pek 2900 43

131 84 55 do pekoe 4950 37

132 84 54 do do 4800 30

133 85 21 do pek sou 1785 33

135 87 10 hf-eh dust 900 20

[.MK..S.SK8. Fokhks & Walker.—2-2;Lr)73 11).]

Lot P.OX rivg.s. Name U). C.

1 I’aiumu-e 504> 4 ell red leaf 400 21

«» dreat Valley 506 10 do bro pek 1050 70

Lot. liox PIkg.s. Name. 11.. C.

4 508 19 eh pekoe 1S0.1 .55

5 510 n do pe ( .sou 990 43
0 Ca.raudou 512 n do bro pek 110.5 00
7 514 12 d(. bro or pek 1118 41
8 510 5 do pekoe 467 38
9 518 0 do pek sou .574 30
10 520 0 (lo eongou 505 31
11 522 4 d(. fans 408 30
3 Irebv .'‘20 12 d(. (. 1 - pek P2(.(l 04

11 528 7 (lo bro J.ek 770 02 bid
15 530 12 (lo peko" 1201) 50
10 532 9 d(. pek sou 900 37
17 534 7 (h. dust 709 •20

27 (i in estate
mark 554 10 do pe fans 10(J() 32

33 Amb.'ilawa 5(«> 32 hf-eli pek sou 1-28). 3.5

35 Natiaveeua 570 03 do l.ro pe < 31.50 01
30 572 24 (lo ))ekoe 1-209 51
37 .574 42 do pek sou 210(1 40
30 578 0 do du.st )8() 20
40 Ci PM in est.

mark 580 8 do bro or pek 480 89
41 582 0 do (.r pek 540 89
42 584 17 do pekoe 934 07/

43 580 22 do pekoe N(.. 2 1232 53
44 588 13 do sou 715 49
45 Meeuioravoa 500 22 do bro pek 880 45
40 .'02 14 do j.ekoe 560 30
49 I'dabage 598 22 do dust 1540 20
51 Goleouda 002 11 ch br(. pek 1100 49
52 00 4 7 do I)ek(.e 700 38
56 Hether.sett 0.2 10 do bi-o J.ek not) 75
57 014 9 do pekoe 828 03
58 010 5 do J.ek sou 400 48
50 Goodwood 618 7 .lif-ch bro j)ek 420 54
00 020 7 do j)ek(.e 4-20 44
03 P 020 0 cli dust 720 27
04 St. Helen 0-28 34 lif-eh bro pek 2210 49
05 030 21 do pekoe 987 41
00 632 8 do J.ek sou 840 o(>

08 AmblauViauda 030 8 ch bro J.ek 800 53
09 038 n do J.ekoe 990 40
70 040 8 do J.ek sou 800 38
72 Talgaswela 044 21 (lo bro J.ek 2100 02
73 040 23 do J.ekoe 2070 49
74 (548 12 do pek sou 1080 38
70 St. Helens 052 23 Iif-ch bro pe . 1-254 45
77 054 21 do pekoe 987 38
81 \V 002 8 d(. bro J.ek 800 44
82 004 8 d(. J.ek 720 37
83 Ederapolla 000 27 lif-eh br(. J.ek 1350 49
84 0(58 22 ell J.ekoe 1870 43
85 680 2.3 do J.ek .son 1725 37
92 Kelliwattc in

est. mark 684 3 (i(. bro tea 400 41
90 Gleudou 092 4 (lo fans 400 34
08 Clvde 090 24 do bro J.ek 2010 04
99 098 12 (lo pekoe 1-200 49
100 700 8 do pek sou 800 37
102 Vellaiova 704 7 (lo l.ro tea 700 23
103 M W 700 5 do j.ek sou 475 25
100 C B 712 13 (lo bro pek 1300 04
107 714 10 do pekoe 1000 .50

111 Torwood 722 25 do bro j.ek 2375 04
112 724 •28 llo J.ekoe 21,50 44
113 7-20 ( do J.ek sou 500 35
115 Asgeria 730 4 eh br(. tea 460 34
110 G in est.

ma rk 732 3 do bro tea 420 23
121 ICssex 742 20 do bro tea 1950 10 bid
122 IVevagoda 744 12 do pekoe 1-200 32
130 M M 760 0 (io (lust 858 25
132 Anibalawa 704 •?4 hf-eh j.ela.e 1080 39
133 700 25 (U. j.ek sou 1000 36
134 Essex 708 38 eh or pek 42.50 59
135 770 10 do pekoe 1' 80 43
137 Lyegrove 774 17 do bro J.ek 1870 49
138 770 10 do J.ekoe 1000 38
142 Ederapolla 784 4 do fans 400 35
144 Walahandua 788 11 do bro J.ek 1100 07
145 7iH) 12 do pek(.e 1-200 40
140 792 10 do pek sou 9(10 30
152 Vilpita 804 5 (io bro J.ek 500 45
153 80(5 0 (i(. j.ek(.e 500 37
154 808 5 (io J.ek sou 450 35
1.50 Matale 812 8 (io bro pek 880 49
157 814 10 do j.ekoe 15-20 43
158 Langdale 810 10 do bro J.ek 2280 08
1.59 818 20 do pekoe •2(HK) 59
103 Dunb.-vr 820 10 hf-eh l.ro J.ek 800 OO
104 828 10 do (.r pe N(.. 1 420 73
105 830 11 (io (lo No. 2 402 73-



CEVLON EROUUCE 6ALK6 LlSl. 3

Lot. 15o\ 1 *ks. Name Ih. C.

16C S32 17 ch pel: 1360 52

1(57 834 10 (U. pek sou 999 42
lf)8 836 4 do fans 480 34
160 Frank Land 838 9 do bvi) pek 945 51

171 842 9 do pek son 657 3(1

173 Chesterford 846 19 do l>ro pek 1901) 64

174 848 19 do pekoe 1900 42

175 850 12 do pek sou 1200 35

177 Knavesinire 854 12 do
1 hf-ch In u pek 1265 50

178 850 49 ch pekoe 4 4 HI 40

179 858 6 do pek sou 480 32

189 Sandringhiun 878 24 do bro ]iek 2640 71

191 Donniark Hill 882 8 do bro pek 880 71 bid
192 884 "T do liekoe 644 63

194 Lowlands 888 8 do bro pek SOO 44

195 890 7 do pekoe 630 3V

196 892 7 do pe sou 560 .35

201 Farnham 902 30 do brfi pek 1980 68
202 904 22 do or pek 1100 62

203 906 18 do pekoe 972 46
204 908 20 ilo pek sou 1000 39
206 Middleton 912 23 do bro pek 1265 80
207 9i4 23 (lo or i>ek 1150 73

208 916 18 ch pekoe 1710 58
209 Ganipah 918 32 hf-ch bro pek 1920 80
210 920 15 ch pekoe 1500 (11

211 922 12 do pek sou 1200 5

:

214 Hattuwatte 928 39 ilo bro pek 3900 55

215 930 6 do bro or pek 600 49
216 932 44 do pekoe 4400 44

217 934 1 5 do pek sou 1500 36

218 936 4 do dust 400 27

220 Dammeria 940 71 do bro (ir pek 7810 54

221 Harrington 942 15 do or pek 1500 72

222 944 12 do [lekoe 1200 56

225 Xugahena 950 8 do
1 hf-ch bro pek 846 44

229 ihmanial 958 4 cli

1 hi-ch uiias 425 34

237 Castlereagh 974 5 ch pek sou 425 36

238 976 0 hf-ch dust 480 27

239 dunes 978 19 ch bro mix 1710 29

211 Sorana 982 9 do
1 hf-c-h bro pek 905 .5(1

242 984 12 ch pekoe 1080 45

243 986 6 do pek sou 450 37

245 I)’oya 990 19 do sou 1900 31

246 992 16 do dust 1920 26

247 C H 994 18 do pek dust 1440 29

284 Anningkande 996 31 do 1 iro pek 3410 60
249 998 23 do pekoe 2300 49
250 1000 15 do pek sou 1500 40

251 o 7 hf-ch dust 525 29

252 Atliertield 4 4 ch 320 32

86 hf-ch sou 4300 36
253 6 9 do dust 720 26

254 8 22 do pek dust 1320 32

255 111 16 do bro mix SOO 33

256 Verulupitiya 12 34 cli bro pek 3400 50

257 14 30 do pekoe 2700 41

25s 16 31 (lo pek sou 2731 37

[Mlii. E. John.— i:«,744ll>.]

Lot. JJox. Tk-s. Name. 11). f.

Oo C N 148 6 ch bro tea COO 28
4 1) N O, in es-

tate mark 150 12 do son 900 37
S Joidella 155, 22 da bro nek 2200 62
9 160 12 do pekoe 1620 40

*10 162 17 do pek son 1360 36
11 Hlaekburn 164 16 do bro pek 1760 47
12 166 17 do pekoe 1870 39
13 B 15 16S 10 hf-ch dust SOO 26
14 L'vakelle 170 21 ch bro pek 2310 68
15 172 17 do pekoe 1700 55
16 174 28 do pek sou 2800 42
17 176 7 do

1 lif-eli bro mix 1129 26 bid
is Cleveland 178 14 ch bro pek 1330 78
10 IS? 16 do pekoe 1440 50
23 B K 188 10 hf-ch dust 985 25
24 100 3 ch

1 hf-ch bro tea. 43S 22
25 Kanangama 192 20 ch bro pek 1900 35 bid
26 104 16 do l>ekde ^ 1440 31 bid
27 196 8 do pek sou 680 27 bid
28 198 12 do fans 1140 20

Lot Bo.x Pkg.S. Name lb. 0.

29 200 5 ch (lust 700 25

31 204 O do red leaf dust 42U 20

32 Allingtoii 206 20 hf-ch bi'o or pek 1100 49

33 208 28 do bro i)ck 140.) 43

34 210 28 (lo pekoe 1400 38

35 212 20 do bro sou 1000 35

i>8 A)ichor, in es-

tate mark 218 18 ch bi'o or pek 1980 73

39 220 15 do or pek 1275 67
40 222 10 do pekoe 1000 57

41 224 10 (lo pek sou 900 52
43 Kataboola. 228 H do sou 1210 32

49 Alliady 240 4 (lo bro pek 440 45

50 242 6 do pekoe 660 38
52 N B 246 18 (lo dust 2064 32
53 Kabragalla 24s 3.) lii-ch bro tea 1500 25

55 Chapeltnii 252 4 Cll bro mix 400 25

59 11, in estate
mark 200 15 do bro pek 1650 4s

60 262 22 do l)ekoe 2310 43

61 264 IS do pek sou 1710 37

02 Meeriatenne 266 10 1llf-Cll bro pek 500 54

03 268 12 do pek oe 672 43
68 Maddagodera 278 3S ch bro pek 4180 44

69 280 SO do pekoe 2755 3S
70 282 21 do pek sou 1890 36
73 K, B T, in es-

tate mark 288 14 1hl'-ch pek sou 5t0 38
75 Indian Walk 302 32 do bro pek 1760 49 bid
76 304 27 cl\ pekoe 2430 39
77 300 7 do pole sou 700 36
79 Suriakande 310 10 do sou 850 46
82 Ivies 316 14 do bro pek 1400

)

83 318 20 do pekoe 1800 1

- v.itlid’ii

84 320 24 do pek sou 1920 )

99 New TuuisgallaL It 17 (lo bro pek 1870 50
100 13 10 do pek sou 1000 36
103 Goomera 19 0 do dust 720 26
104 21 4 do red leaf. 400 19

111 Razeeu 35 9 hf-cli bro pek 594 62
112 3) 26 do pekoe 1404 48
113 39 19 (lo pek sou 760 40
117 Maria 47 11 cll pe voe 1100 38
119 Peru 51 10 hf-ch pekoe 600 48
121 T & T Co., in

estate mark 55 10 ch
28 hf-ch bro nek 2541) 48

122 57 46 ch pekoe 4140 38
123 59 13 do pek sou 1170 36
131 Udukinde 75 21 do bro pek 2604 44
132 77 14 do pekoe 1380 40
133 79 9 do pek sou 846 37
135 Ayr 83 26 hf-ch bro pek 1300 05
136 85 2i ch pekoe 1800 41
137 87 15 do pek sou 1200 36
138 Nartuel 89 20 1iif-oh pekoe 940 30
139 101 11 do pek sou 495 28
140 GlanRlios 103 28 cll bro pek 2520 58
141 105 28 do pekoe 2240 48
142 107 12 do pek sou 960 40
144 G 111 15 do pekoe 1350 39

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.

Lot liox l>k.s. Name lb C.

1 M F 1 4 ch pek sou 320 32
4 Pambagama 0 3 do pek fans 330 31

7 Coinar 10 7 hf-ch bro or pek 350 51

8 11 7 do bro pek 3.50 46
9 12 y do fans 100 25
10 P B 13 3 do fans 390 20 bid
13 Agra Oya IS 4 do dust 340 25
15 Ugie Side 20 2 cll fans 220 25
16 21 1 do bro mix 90 23
17 Woodeud 22 1 do congou 75 22
18 23 1 do bro mix 75 29
19 24 2 (lo dust 280 25
20 n 25 2 do dust 2.50 25
22 Mandara

Newera 28 2 lif-cli dust 110 26
21 X, Ceylon 31 1 cll ])ekoe 102 26
26 Nahaweena 34 5 hf-ch pekoe 250 48 bid
28 37 2 do (lust 160 25
31 St. Leonards

on Sea 42 3 ch pek fans 300 26
32 43 2 do dust 240 25
33 44 2 (lo bro mix 200 25
60 Hemiiigford 91 5 ch sou 375 32



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALtS LIST.

Me.ssr.s. Denham A Dkemnei 4*

Lot. Do.\. pkgs Name 11).

3 J M R 8 2 eh pek sou 290

4 10 3 do bro tea 300

6 Carfax 14 4 do pekoe 380

8 Lauderdale 18 3 do dust 390

9 20 1 tio COlliiOU 95

10 22 4 do red leaf 380

15 Elston 32 1 do bro mix 100

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Dux. I’kgs. Name. Ilf.

1 Kurmvitty 155 7 hf-eh bro pek 378

2 156 4 do pekoe 192

4 158 4 ch SOU 376

159 3 hf-ch bro mix 180

9 Sirisanda 103 1 do bro pek dust 09

10 164 2 ch dust 310

11 105 2 ch
1 hf-ch f;in 252

14 Heuiyaya 168 3 ch pek sou 300

19 Kananka 172 4 ilo SOU 360

99 175 1 do dust 145

23 K 176 3 do bro pek 330

24 177 3 do pekoe 315

28 Kelani 181 8 lif-ch bro mix 320

K
llai'UKasimille

B( xigalla

Kosgiihulieiia

29 1S2

ao isa

31 Maligateinie Ibl

33
34 1ST

35 1^3*^

36 169

47 Bonveula 2U0

48
49
55
57
58
59
60
67
63
09
70
71
72
73
j.(j \\ aywcOtalawa 33

83 N ‘
l 'J'

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
92
93
94
95
97
118
119
121
122
123
128
129
134
136

2 do
2 do
7 do
6 do
2 do
1 do
1 do
3 eh

fan
du?>t

1)10 ]ic‘k

pek son
bro SOU
unassortoil
dust
ix‘k sou

80
150
385
300
96
50
70
300

ICavlston

Badege

Nagur

I’aiitiya

Ingeriya

N
B F

Penrith

Lyndhurst
A in estate

mark
137
138
139
140
141
142
113

Searborough

1 1 do bro mix 100

2 do unassorted 300

8 3 do pekoe 300

10 1 do pel: sou 00

11 1 do fannings 93

12 1 do dust 140

19 2 do bro mix 180

20 1 hf-eh dust 90

21 4 do bro pek 200

4 do pekoe 240

23 7 do pek sou 385

24 2 do SOU 100

25 3 do br.o tea 105

26 1 do pek dust 88

4 hf-eh tiro tea 220

36 2 eh dust No. 1 1S)0

37 1 do dust No. 2 80

38 1 tlo fan No. 1 120

:/J 1 hf-eh fan No. 2 70

40 1 do red leaf 00

41 1 do niiiis.sor No. 2 45

42 1 ch ]>ek sou 87

43 2 hf-ch uins 120

45 2 do l)ro pek 100

46 2 do pekoe 100

47 i ch 1)10 pek 90

48 1 do pek sou 90

50 1 do dust 130

71 3 hi-ch bro tea 210
-9 2 do dust 170

74 5 hf-ch dust 338

3 do bro mix 222

4 do dust 300

81 1 cil dust 150

82 1 do fannings 120

so 3 do SOU ;'40

88 2 hf-ch bro pek 100

89 5 do pekoe •ioo

90 5 do pek sou •J2U

91 1 do OUJl^OU 42

92 1 do red leaf 4(i

93 2 do faimings 90

04 9 do bro tea 130

05 3 do pek dust 198

e.

44
27

28
25
30

c.

55
41

33
28
33
20

30
36
35
20
51

39 bid
19
30
26

47

33
30
32
25
33
28
35
42
29
34
25

17
25
46
37
30
28
35
20
20
25

25
29
29
17

20
35
30
44

30
40
20
25
20
25

20
20
25
25
28
19

50
38
14
24
to
33
27
25

Mr E. John.

Lot
1 AW A

.5 1) N H,in cs-

ta teiiiai k

Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

144 1 hf-eh bro pek 75 36 bid

141 3 do sou 153 43

152 C do jfek fans 360 35

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

6 1.54 4 ch pek dust 372 25

7 1.56 4 do
1 hf-ch red leaf 372 21

20 Cleveland 182 3 ch pek sou 270 45

21 184 2 do bro mi.x 180 26

22 180 1 do <lust 100 27

30 Kanangamn 202 1 do congou 90 20

36 Allington 214 2 hf-ch dust 100 20

;t7 216 2 do red leaf 110 20

42 Wewelmadde 226 2 do ilust 174 2.5

44 llenegama 123;) 2 do bro mix 128 2(i

45 232 2 do dust 170 25

46 M R 231 1 ell fiins 120 30

47 236 1 do bro mix 100 20

18 238 2 do dust 240 25

51 .Allkidy 244 2 do sou 200 30
51 KB C 250 1 hf-ch pek sou 31 0 *

56 Chiipelton 254 2 do dust 108 25
57 Calgawatte 256 2 ch dust 208 25
58 258 1 do red leaf 105 18
04 Meeriatenne 270 1 hf-ch dust 5(> 26
65 272 1 do bro mix 55 33
66 P T K 274 3 ch bro mix 300 22
67 276 1 do dust 120 25

71 K, B T, in es-

tate mark 284 3 hf-cli l)ro te;i 20 IS
7'2 286 2 do fans 80 IS
74 290 2 do pekoe 80 34
78 Indian Walk 308 3 ch bro tea 255 25
80 Suriakande 312 2 ilo dust 30f 25
S'. 314 1 do bro mix '100 IS
87 Diekapitiya 326 1 hf-eh bro pek 55 50
88 328 1 do fans 30 I.1M

101 NewTnni.sgalla 15 2 hf-ch ))ek fans 200 38
102 17 2 do dust 140 25
105 Ooomera 23 1 ch sou 100 29
00 25 1 I'.f-ch ))ekoe 50 36
114 Pnizeen 41 2 do bins 1.50 34
115 43 1 do dust 98 25
110 45 1 do bro tea 60 28
118 Peru 19 0 do l)ro pek .30 ) 50
120 53 4 do pek sou 200 42
124 T A T Co., in

cstiite mark 61 2 ch bro pek fans 280 20
125 Evalgolla 63 1 hf-ch bins 56 26
20 05 1 do dust 90 25

134 X'du’dude 81 4 do dust 344 25
113 (dauRhos 109 3 ch congou 270 22

CEVLOX COFFEE SALES IX LOXDOX.

( From Our Cooimr.rcial Corretsjioiideilf).

:\IiNCiNf; Lane, July 5.

Marks and priees of CEl'i.ON COFFEE sold in Mincing
l.aiie up to 5th .July :

—
I-lx “Chesliire”— < ionaniotava, 6e It 103.s; lOe lb 9Ss Od;

2b 90s; 2b 120.s; It lb 118s Od; 2c It lb 87s; 0 bags 99s; 1 bag
8'!». Unniglitou. 2c 107s; 3e 104s 6d; 9e 99s: le H> 94s; Ic lb
122s. lloehanipton, lb 100s; 4e lb 105s; 7c It 90s; lb 95s;
Ic 121s.

Kx “Senator”- Maliadowa, 4e 103s Od: 5c 97s; It 00s; lb
114s. J.eangiwella, 2c KUs; 4c lb 97s Od; It 90s; ll> il8s.

CEYI.ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON,

('From our Commercial Gorre.vwu'knt).

Mincing Lank, July 5th, 1805.

Kx “Port \ ic.tor”—Wan-iapolla, 3hags(sd) 46s 6d; 2 hags
(S(il;i7s; 45 bags 02s od; 6 biigs (sd) 42s; 10 bags 46s; l b;u;
(Slit 31s: 1 ; bags :i()s6d; 3 bags 29s (id.

Ex “Banister” Sudugauga, .50 bags 62s Oil; 7 bags (.sd)

41s od; 12 bags 56s; 1 bag (s.I) 25s; 3 bags 33s; 14 bags 26s od;
8 biigs 23s.

Ex “Musician”—KHDC, 2.) bags .5.5s.

Ex “Caekwar"—Ross, 2.1 bags 02s; 2 bag.s 4j.i Od. R, 3
bag.s 32s.

1

OtSERVER GAS ENGINE I'JIESS.

j



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 31.] Colombo, August 3rd. 1895. • Phice 12| cents each
;
3 copies

1 30 cents
; 6 copies j rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

SMALL LOTS.

Coneludfd from Lift SO,

MESSR.S. Forbes A' Walker.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2- P.anmure 504 3 ch congou 315 33
12 Cavanclon f)24 1 tlo dust 129 27

18 Ireby 536 1 do reil leaf 94 •20

19 G P G 53s 1 bf-ch bro pek 50 62
20 .540 4 do pekoe 200 39
21 542 3 do ])ek sou 150 37

22 544 4 do sou 200 35
23 .546 4 ch bro pek 200 61

24 .548 3 do pek 160 41

25 5.50 6 do pek sou 300 38
26 552 5 do sou 250 36

27 G in estate
mark 556 1 do ptk fans 100 27

29 SM K 558 1 do dust 150 27

30 660 1 hf-ch dust Ne. 1 65 27

31 562 1 do fans 40 37

32 ,564 1 d<. pekoe 40 .53

34 -imbalawa .568 ) do congou 120 27

38 Nahaveena ,576
»> do do 80 34

47 Meemoraoya 594 1 do dii.st 70 25

48 596 1 do •SOU 40 34

50 Udabage 600 do bro ini.v 210 20

53 Golcouda 606 1 cli dn.sc 140 25

54 6i)S 1 do iirope No. 2 110 4
'2

55 610 1 pek No. 2 60 34

61 Goodwood 622 4 do pek .sou 240 40

62 624 1 do dust 60 26

67 8t. Helen 634 do pek fans 140 25

71 Ainblakanda 642 n cb son 300 35

75 Talga.swela 650 4 do cone oil 300 33

86 Ederapolla 672 2 do sou 170 .31

87 074 .) do fans 190 30

88 M in estate
mark 676 o IlT-cli )>ro ]iek ssn 112 28

91 K W D in est.

mark 682 ch dust 360 26

93 Palm 086 1 do bro pek 75 71

94 08S 1 hf.ch pekoe 50 54

95 090 1 do ])ck .sou 50 44

.97 G 694 1 ch pek ilust 108 27

101 Clyde 702 1 do dust 140 25

104 M W 708 2 dc) dust 280 24

104 710 1 do dust 150

108 M 716 1 ch pek sou 104 .'53
'

109 - 71S 2 hf-ch dust 153 27

110 720 1 ch bro nii.K 104 32
114 Torwood 728 2 do dust 150 26

120 Hoomba 740 r do red leaf 100 •24

123 •S E.M 746 3 do lu'o ])ek 354 35

124 74S 3 do pek sou 3'45 28
125 7.50 1 *lo dust 160 •24

126 M M 752 3 do bro pek 309 32
127 754 1 do piAoe 100 29

12S 756 1 do fan.s H5 26
129 758 1 do bro mix 110 19

131 762 2 do sou 186 19
139 Lvegrove 778 1 do dust 100 25

140 C O H H 780 2 do mix tea 160 34

141 7S2 9 do red leaf 190 20

143 M B 780
i 1hf-ch

do 01 ' pek 1.53 46

147 Walahandiia 794 i ch bro mix 70 26

148 SPA 796 1 ch liro pek loo 50

149 798 2 do IHjkoe 136 36

150 SOO 1 do pek son 90 35

L51 802 1 do bro mix 100 27

155 Vilpita, 810 3 do bro mix 275 •29

160 Langilale 820 3 do pek sou 270 45

161 822 1 do dust 160 27

162 824 1 ilo bro pe fans 70 32

170 Frank Land 840 4 do jiekoe 320 38

172 844 1 do dust " 96 26

176 Chesterford 852 1 ch bro tea 110 •24

180 Knave.smire 860 2 bf-cli dust 140 25

181 Lt S, in estiiU’

Tiiarl^ 862 9 ch bro mix 180 19

182 w; 1 do red lea f 70 vvith’n

Lot. Box I>ko-.S. Name. lb. c.
1S3 Ragalla 860 2 ch bro mix 190 ’ 30
184 868 4 lif-ch fans 320 41
185 870 1 do dust 90
186 K B 372 1 do uou. 96 34
187 874 1 do red leaf 100 21
188 876 3 do diwt 300
193 Denmark Hill 886 3 do pek sou 240 46 hid
107 Lowlands 894 2 (lo fans 240 31
198 896 1 do du.st 140
205 Farnham 910 6 do liro tea 396 28
212 Gainpalia ‘.)zi 1 do bro mix 73 28
213 926 2 hf-ch dust 180
219 Batta-watte 930 3 do pek fairs 300 27
223 Harrington !)4G 3 ell pek .soil 300 41
226 Munamal 052 2 do bro pek 205 4<>
227 054 1 do pekoe 100 34
228 !t56 1 do

1 ht-ch pek sou 150 3-2
2o0 96o 1 ch dust iU5 20
231 0C2 1 bf-cli fans 55 32
232 L, m estate

mark 064 1 do bro pek 39 44
233 066 1 do pek sou 100 (Si)
234 068 1 lif-cli dust 32 20
?35 w R A 070 1 do pekoe 40 34
236 !>72 1 ch roll leaf 88 15
240 Climes 9S(- 2 do dust 280 20
•244 .sorana 1 hf-ch bro mix 42

-- —
4., jtirUE LOTH.

[Me8SR.S. llENii.illJ it BliEMNER.—-4,.32U Ib.J
.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name Ik c.

1 Hornsey x) 1 ch pek sou 1100
3 Battalgalla lo . 0 (lo pek sou 1000 48
6 Elston 16 ,18 do po sou No. 2 1620 41

I
[iMessr.s. a. H. Thompson A- Co.—30, 5] 7 lb.

]

Lot. Bo.x.
1
iko-s. Name. lb. c.

1 0 R 1 6 Oh

Mahagode
1

:

lit-cli bro pek 659 51
10 It r» ch bro pek 50) 48
11 17 11 do pekoe 1100 39
13 AG C •20 6 do dust 900
16 Hardenhulsh 22 10 do pek fans 8.50 40
16 •54 do dust 030 25
19 Cross, in estate

mark •>7 17 ch C011"0U 1700 36
20 Attabagie 2tl 33 hf-ch bro or pek 1848 M
21 31 5 ch or pek 400 72
22 33 31 do pekoe 2635 49
23 A BL 35 6 do laus 570 .37
24 Charlie Hill 37 11 !hf-ch bro pek 550 50
25 3!^ 9 do pekoe 450 47
26 41 9 do do No. 2 4.50 44
27 43 21 do pek .sou 1050 41
30 \ ogan 47 30 ch bro pek 3(X)0 63
31 49 35 do pekoe 3135 .'A
32 51 25 do pek sou 2-250 45
33 c3 29 do SOU 2465 43

[Mr. E. ..'OHN.--117,800 lb.]

Lot. Be .. Pkgs. Name. lb. ii.

11 EadelU iW 17 oh bro pek 1700 51
18 l3o 1« (io pekoe 1350 41
13 137 14 do pek sou ll-’6 .38

14 139 12 do fans 1440 32
15 Gonavy 141 27 do bro pek 3-240 70
16 143 17 do pekoe 1870
17 1 t.i i:< do pek sou 1-248

18 Wewe.sse 147 57 Jif-ch bro jiek 3135 fij

19 Eila no 42 ch hr* pek 3780 «8
20 ir.1. 2t do pekoe 1890 45
21 153 •51 do pek sou 1890 41



fJliVLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'I

.

]-ot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C. Lot. Box. PkgS. Name lb. C.

y OL-ha 107 25 ch bro Dck 27S8 78, 39 138 14 hf-ch dust 1190 27
159 18 do pekoe 1800 64 40 Naraiigoda 139 12 ch bro pek 1-200 49
161 12 do pek .sou 1080 56 41 140 15 do pekoe 1425 42

\rupitnatande 103 14 do dust 1400 28 42 141 5 do pek sou 475 39
‘Av >\ hyddon 167 19 hf-ch bro pek 1140 64 bid 45 Lyndhurst 144 17 do nro pek 1700 48

169 12 ch pekoe 1200 56 46 145 (>0 do pekoe 5400 39
:i9 9 171 12 do pek sou 1200 51 47 146 27 do pek sou 2295 37
;u (.‘laremont 173 51 hf-ch bro pek 3660 52 43 147 12 do SOU 1020 26;ind

175 19 do pekoe 1045 41 51 ,S h G 150 5 hf-ch dust No. 1 450 29
;S:^ 177 20 do pek sou 1000 40 52 151 8 do da.st No. ‘2 .592 34
.% Mahacudagallii 18i! 24 ch soil 2400 43 53 'Oaninol.awatte 152 11 ch bro i>ek IWO 49
4i renidale 193 17 do bro pek 1760 70 54 153 9 do pekoe 855 46
if. 195 17 do pekoe 1530 55 55 164 8 (V pek sou 760 39
4.*? 197 5 do SOU 450 39 66 f N O, in est.
4f. Alnoor 201 31 hf-ch bro pek 1705 52 bid mark 155 26 do bro pek 2500 51

203 31 do pekoe 1550 48 57 166 1‘2 do pck(H- 1140 47
tr 205 15 do pek sou 750 39 58 157 14 do pek sou 1260 40
4K 207 6 do hins 420 31 64 Friedlaud 163 18 hf ei. or pok 900 73
4U (4Ia sgow 209 31 ch bro or pek 2232 80 or. 104 18 do or pek 900 75
:Vj 211 21 do or pek 1218 75 66 105 18 do pekoe 900 67
HI 213 18 do pekoe

bro pek
1620 55 70 0 169 7 ch bro tea 566 out

H'i l.ogan 217 30 do 3000 .50 7l 170 3 do pek fairs 418 27
r,'i 219 36 do pekc.e 3240 41 i hf-ch
54 221 41 do pek sou 3485 33 72 H 171 3 ch pok fans 310 .27

nr, 223 5 hf-ch dust 426 28 1 hf-ch
nil G. T 225 5 do dust 475 ‘28 74 AP 173 37 dc unassorted 1850 38
m 227 13 ch con;;ou 1300 41 i t C 11 170 16 do pekoe 721 39
66 Kotungedera 229 28 do bro nek 2800 50 78 177 C ch pe sou 563 36
ou 231 20 do pekoe 3600 42 79 K. 178 11 hf-ch t.ro pek 60,5 43
G(> 233 22 do pek sou •2090 37 80 179 7 ch pekoe 630 39
CU Sudugalla 239 13 do bro pek 1352 45 81 ISO 17 do pek sou 153.1 36
(k: 241 9 do pekoe 7S3 39 82 Ukuwela 181 33 do bro pek 3300 52
m Dooiihinda. 245 38 hf-ch bro j)ek 2280 56 83 182 21 d-. pekoe 2100 47
or 247 28 ch pekoe No. 1 2800 52 34 183 20 do j.ek sou 1900 43
06 249 13 do pek No. 2 1300 46 86 DBG 186 10 do pek sou 850 38
70 Glasgow 253 29 do br<j or pek 2088 77 bid 87 186 5 dc funs .500 36

255 13 do piekoe 1620 54 88 187 9 hf-ch dust 765 27

7y. 357 18 do dast 1800 33 91 K 190 4 ch pek sou 428 ‘29 bid
Yahalakela 259 7 do bro tea 595 35 191 5 do bro tea 5-20 22

7» Ottory atidStam- 92 M 0 192 6 do fanning* 780 30
fei d Hill 261 16 do hvo pek 1600 ss 101 Tallegallekande 200 15 hf-ch pekoe 900 39

71. 263 13 do- or pek 1105 81 102 1 7 do pek No. ? 420 36
7C‘ 265 32 do pekoe 2880 57 105 T G K 4 8 ch dust 1140 23 bid
7f Anchor, in e.s 107 Manantfoda 6 4 do I.ekoe 400 38

tate mark 207 15 do bro or pek 1500 74 110 D G 9 5 hf-ch dust 4,50 25 bid
7H 269 14 hf-c.h 01 pek 030 72 m Ifiir.angalla 13 15 ch V«ro pek l.'.so 65
79 271 12 do pekoe 600 59 iir. 14 21 do ).ekou 1890 4S
8<t 273 12 do dust 1020 ol 116 15 8 do du-*t 1201) 32
81 'I'ient.-iin 275 26 do bro or pek 1430 R1 ‘50

277 18 ch pekoe 1800 66
86
80

\Vowe.s.se 283
285

20 hf-ch
20 do

bro pek
JHjkOC

1100

1100

69
54

[Mis,s.sr.3. Fokbks <fe W.ALKia:.—-i.'w,37!) lb.]

87
88 lldukindo

287
289

18 do
7 fh

pek sou
bro nek

900
819

4j>

4i»
Lot Box Pkgw. Name lb. c.

89 .St. Glair 301 4 do S»>U 440 43 4 >V lu estate
bro mix90. 303 16 hf-ch pok ii.ist 1392 uLirk ‘24 13 ch 1170 83

Ul .SC 305 5 ch ?<0'l 650 28 5 Stisted 20 52 hf-ch bro i>ek ;il20 66
lit Madultenno 307 fi do bro nek 1200 52 0 28 36 do pekoe 1980 51

9;; .KK) 12 <l) polo)e 1‘200 4.‘! 7 30 64 do pek sou 3200 46
94 311 12 do ).ek .sou 1-200 *• 6 32 18 do dust 1-260 28
VC, ti A H 313 7 hf-ch bro or pek 420 0

19

a

V'v’eoya 34
36
38

76 dc
76 do
18 do

bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

4180

3800
81(1

69
43
42

[MKS.ST1.S. SO.MKUVILI.!: Co. 100,837 lb.]
12

13 Theddeu
40
42

18 do
20 cii

)>ro pe tb.ns

lii‘o pek
U'80

2200
43
55

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.
14

17

44

50
40 do
5 do

pekoe
sou

4000
450

42
22

•*, (1 IV 102 8 hf-ch fans 480 38 18 A NIC 52 4 do
bro pe<iVarakamure ll'.4 46 ch bro oek 4600 51 1 hf-ch .500 42

6 106 20 do pekoe 1900 43 19 54 11 ch pekoe 1090 33

7 106 13 do pe'k sou 1170 39 20 56 5 do pek funs 709 25

Ires 108 8 do bro pek 1800 50 21 58 3 ch
dust1(1 109 18 do pekoe 1800 40 1 hf-ch 534 25

11 Aj'.slciia 110 34 hf-ch bro nek 1700 62 22 60 4 ch bro mix 400 20

16 111 27 da pekoe 1850 48
2‘3 02 9 do

pek .souVi 112 25 do pek sou 1250 43 bid
24

1 hf-ch 717 26-

IS Gortinore 114 33 do bro pek 1980 82 64 7 ch
red leaf1C. 115 34 ch pekoe 3400 62

N
1 hf-ch 644 19

17 116 6 do pek sou 500 51 23 66 6 ch dust 839 *25

IS 117 5 hf-ch dust 450 33 26
27

Macaldeni.c 68 20 hf-ch bro 2>ok 1450 81

19 Kondura 118 16 ch bro pek 1680 52 bid 70 18 do peki'e OOo 67

ar 119 12 do pekoe ISOO 40 28
HAT, estate

72 12 ch pekoe No. 2 1200 i»7

21 120 a do pek sou 720 37 29

8 do bro ]>ek21 Magur 123 5 do pek sou 450 26 mark 74 880 30

2f> Kelani 124 57 hf-ch bro pek 2850 72 32 Radella 80 40 do bro j)ek 4000 76

SJ 125 55 do pekoe 2750 46 33 82 15 do pekoe 1S50 58

ar 126 31 do pek sou 1395 39 34 84 12 do pek sou 1080 46

.TO Monrovia 129 28 bro pek 1400 68 36 TUelrertou 88 94 hf-ch bro J)ek 4700 53 bid

ji 130 ‘25 ch pekoe 2500 54 37 90 79 do jiekoe 39M 44

•K 131 V *lo pek sou 700. 39 4-2 M 100 18 do pekoe 1««0 57

XS 18!i 7 do 700 38 44 Opalgalla. 104 6 do roBgou 720 34

8b’ rj c 137 6 do bro foa <KK) S5 bid 45 100 5 do Uasl 600 28



CEVLON PRODUCE 6ALE8 LIST. 3

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. Ui.

48 Ascot 112 23 ch
49 114 25 do
51 B n \v i» 118 46 hf-ch
52 120 11 do
56 B D W .A. 1-28 8; do
6 Kderapolio, 138 4 cll
73 Bloonifield 162 33 do
74 164 35 do
75 Yoxford 166 12 Qh
76 168 13 do
77 170 7 do
78 C 0 K B 172 9 do
85 Norwood 186 5 ch
89- Laxapana-

galla 194 25 hf-ch
90 196 20 do
91 198 14 do
95 Essex •206 38 do
96 Vellaioya •208 6 do
107 .S M A 230 5 do
109 Radella 234 34 ch
no •Moraiikaude 236 24 do
111 238 41 do
112 240 33 do
114 IVatta.galla 244 26 do
115 240 23 do
116 •248 7 do
121 Canopalla 258 13 hf-cli
122 260 45 ch
123 262 56 do
124 264 40 hf-ch
131 tluiies.—(Er-

racht Divi-

132
sion 278 109 d()

•280 47 ch
133 282 8 do
l.-i9 Gleiicorse 294 35 ch
140 296 21 do
141 298 26 do
142 300 3 tlo
145 P D il, ill estate

mark 306 1 ch
4 hf-ch

140 -M A U 308 5 ch
151 Atherfield :u8 7 1lif-ch
1.53 Amlilakaiide 322 10 ch
154 324 42 do
165 326 7 do
150 A' 328 8 hf-cli
158 -Ambalaw a 332 37 do
1.59 W’ollytieid 334 7 ch
164 .Scrubs 344 s

1 do
10.5 346 10 do
166 348 16 do
168 W 11 K 352 0 do
169 354 5 do
172 360 5 do
173 IV Watte 362 32 ch
174 P 1) 364 29 do
175 Aigburth 306 8 do
176 I'olatagama 368 51 do
177 370 45 ch
178 372 14 do
179 374 12 do
180 376 7 do
181 I’olatagama 378 31 ch
182 380 21 do
183 382 12 do
184 384 9 do
185 Dawmeria 386 82 ch
186 388 90 do
187 390 17 do «
188 392 (1 do
193 Ederapolla 40-J 56 hf-ch
194 404 28 ch
195 406 20 do

bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
fans
mix tea
fans
tiowerj pek
pekoe
bro pe<
pekoe
(lust

bro mix
pekoe

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix
)>ro tea
fa.ns

bro p(»k

bro pek
pekoe
pex sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
(lust

pek sou
pekoe
bro pek

2300
237.')

2300
OlM
600
400

3300
3500
1200
1170
910

Slo

425

1250

1300

700
3420
*70
050

3400
244.5

4KX)
.3300

2860
2530
700

1040
4050
5040
2400

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
(lust

43Ct>

3995
720

3500
1785
2080
480

bro mix
congou
(lust

bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

dust
bro pek
bro pek
or pek
bro pek
)>ekoe
bro pek
pekoe
dust
bro pek sou
pekoe
du.st

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
fans
dust
bro pek
pekoe
])ek sou
fans
bro or pek
pekoe

r do
pek sou
))ro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

420
500
560
1000

1080

700
560

1665
560
660
1760

1520

660
425
750
2900
2610
880
5100
4500
1400
1-200

11-20

3400
2100

1200

900
9020
9000
1700
1100
2800
2-240

1500

SMALL LOTS.

Me.SSRS. EeNHAM cV Bre.MNEK.

Lot

c.

53
43

withd’n.
39
41

38
71

52
54

55
28
24

49

61
54
44

22
20
-29

68 bid
54
44

39
69
52
43
26
30
42
49

70
43
41

63
49
42
20

20
withd'n.

-28

58
53
44
20
40 bid
33
87
74
72
55
47 bid
28

22 bid
38 bid
34
09
44
41
48
29
09
49
42
48
03
55
50
49
.50

50
44

2 Hornsey

.

4 Bflttalgalla

Box Pkgs. Name 11) C.

8 4 eh fans 300 •26

12 1 do bro tea ISO 24
14 ‘2 do fans 150 26

Messr.s. a. H. Thomp.son & Co.

Lot
! OR

Box Pk.s. Name lb c.

3
4

14

17

18

28
9

34

35

30

XXX
Hardeuhuisli
Cross, in est.

mark
Charlie Hill

R, in estate
mark

3 eh
1 hf-ch
1 do
1 do
2 do
-2 do

20 3 do
45 5 hf-ch
40 5 do

55 1 do
50 1 do
.57 1 box

pekoe
bro mix
dust
nnas
red leaf

dust
•sou

fans

unas
luias

dust.

Lot

Mr. E. John.

Box Pkg.s. Name
1 L, in estate

msrk
Patiilpana2

3
4

5

6
-22 Eila
27

34 Claremont

113
11'.

117
119
121
1-23

155
185
179

3 hf-ch
4 do
5 do
0 do
2 do
3 do
3 ch
•2 do
4 hf-ch

35 181 do
37 Mahacudagalla 185 ch
38 loT 1 do
39 189 • } do
40 191 •> do
44 Ferudale 190 3 (lo
61 Kotuagedera 235 1 lif-ch
62 •137 1 do
65 Sudugalla •243 1 do
69 Doonhimia, •251 do
83 Tientsin 279 0

cJi
84 •281 2 hf-ch

unas
bro pek
pekoe
pelt sou
sou
fans
dust
congou
bro tea
dust
(lust

.

red leaf
pekoe No. 2
pek sou No.
dust
dust
red leaf
dust
dust
pek sou
dust

317
49
77
220
158

240
260
300

60
62
42

lb.

180

200
250
300
100
150
330
200
200
;140

329
91

250
: 152

.300

70
00
49

240
208
168

Messrs. .So.-UElivii.EE (.'c Co.

Lot.

1 f! W
4

8
14
22
I3
28
29
34
35
36
37
43
44
49
50
59

60
61
62
63
73
75
70
85
69
90
94
95

96
97
98
99
100

103
104

Warak.Muure
Arslen;(

Nagu:

‘Kelani

Monrovin
Deb:>,tgam-(

M G
Narsngdoa

L
s L t;

I N G in est.

mark

B
A f*

Tflaiwcla
D B G

8iil-.;r Vsilev

T.ttlegalls

kande
TG K

B().'<. likgs Name lb.

n'n 0 ch sou 240
I'll 1 lif-cli red leaf 38
103 0 do dust 360
167 3 cll fans 396
11.3 7 hf-ch (lust 350
12! 2 ch bro pek 182
12-2 2 hf-ch pekoe 178
127 5 do fanuings 276
1-2.S 3 do dust 225
133 2 cll pek dust 260

135
136

142
143
148
149

158
159
16((

161
1C-?

172
174
175

184

188
189
19.-;

194
195

i'.x;

197

198

199
•)

do
do
do
do

2 iif-ch

do
(lo

2 ch
3 do
5 hf-ch
2 di
2 do
3 do
3 hf-ch

do
do
do

1 do
4 do
2 do
3 do

do
du

1

1

1 do

sou
dust
sou
•SOU

dust
pek sou
.sou No. 2

bro tea
dust
dust No. ‘2

fans
red leaf
bro pek
red leaf
dust
red leaf
bro mix
l)ro pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
congou
red leaf
(lust

9 do bro pek
1 ch pekoe
4 d( [ lu'o tea

90
140
200
100

152

85
220

200
300
375
‘200

200
300
132
75
.50

43
60
192

90
1.50

36
48
.50

180

80
328

42
30
25
•24

16

•25

37
32

[34

25

38
49
39
38
37
35
27
39
24
25
27
20
30
30
‘28

26
18
25
28
51

32

C.

37
21

26
27
26
45

38
39 bid
26 bid
26
34
25
32
24
•25

34
SI bid

32
28
23 bid
33
18 bid
53
17
26
18
26
44
46
38
36
32
26
27

53
34

20 bid



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

106 Manangoda 5 3 ch bro pek 300 47

108 7 3 do pek .sou 315 34

109 D G 8 3 do bro mix 2i)5 '25 bid
111 10 6 hf-ch fans 325 28
112 HAP 11 7 do bro pek 357 44

113 12 2 do pek sou 92 32

Messrs. Forbes cA: AVai-ker.

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Mousakelle 18 3 ch red leaf •216 23

2 Downside 20 2 hf-cl) pek sou 100 33

15 Thedden 46 2 ch pek sou ISO 34

16 48 2 do du.st 300 •26

30 HAT, in estate
mark 7C 1 ch pek sou loo 39

31 78 4 hf-ch dust 287 •26

35 Radella 86 2 ch dust 260 29

41 M 98 3 do bro pek 330 72

43 102 4 do pek sou 360 46

46 Opalgalla 108 2 do congou 240 34

4 i 110 1 do red leaf 100 22

50 .Ascot 116 1 ch dust 150 •26

53 B D \V P 122 4 hf-ch dust 348 2 1

54 B D W G 124 2 do dust 180 33

.55 1-26 2 do red leaf 100 21

57 B r> w a; loO 4 do dust 3-20 27

58 132 1 do congou 50 .32

59 C R D 134 3 ch dust 300 20

60 136 3 do red leaf 300 21

79 'Fillyrie' 174 1 ch bro pek 109 03

80 Peradeniya 176 1 do pekoe G8 45

81 Condegalhi 178 1 do Oro pek 110 in

82 180 1 do or i-‘ck 91 GO

83 182 2 do pekoe 18-2 46

84 Norwood 184 1 do bro pek 108 70

86 188 1 do sou 95 H)

87 190 2 do dust 312 •2G

88 192 1 do bro tea lie 24

103 S M A 222 3 do bro pek 105 41

104 224 2 ch pekoe 190 35

105 -226 2 hf-ch ])ekoe 97 35

106 2-28 3 ch pek sou •265 32

108 232 2 do dust 285 25

113 .Morankande -242 1 hf-ch fans 75 27

117 AVattiigalla 250 4 do pek dust 360 2G

125 R A W 266 3 cIj sou 255 36

126 268 1 do fans 80 41

127 270 2 hf-ch du.st 100 •2G

128 Midlands 272 1 ch sou 65 37

129 274 4 hf-ch pek dust 300 •29

130 Katooloya' 276 ;
2 ch bro tea ISO •21

143 Glencorse 302 2 do pek fan •240 32

144 304 2 do sou 192 23

147 M 310 1 hf-ch pekoe 57 66

148 312 1 do pek sou 51 .50

149 314 1 do sou 39 4'

180 316 1 do dust 64 27

152 CRD 320 1 ch dust 100 27

167 Y 330 6 hf-ch pek sou 312 33

166 Woollytleld 336 3 ch SOU 240 29

161 338 3 do bro mix 240 24

162 340 1 hf-ch red leaf 50 21

163 342 1 do congou 80 21

167 .Scrubs 350 4 ch pek sou .380 52

170 W H R 3.56 1 do pek sou 80 14

171 3.58 2 do bro or pek

funs •26() .36

189 I) M 394 3 hf-ch bro or pek 180 58

190 .396 3 ch pekoei 300 47

191 398 2 do sou 200 35

192 400 3 do dust.

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

{ From Our Com in ereid I Correspondent)

.

Mincixu Lane, July J‘2.

Marks ami prices of CE'i'I.OX COl-’FEE sold in Mincing

Lane up to 12th July :

—

Ex “Cheshire”—IViluiragagalla, It 109s; 3e 105s; Ic 98s.

It 122s. (VVUGT), lcS9s; 2 bags 99s. Gowerakellie, It lOOs;

3c lb 105s; 8c 109s; Ic lb 90s; Ic 122s. (GKKT), Ic 98s;

Niabedde, Ic 105s; Ic 95s; Ic 113s. (NBT). 2c 87.s.

Ex “Barrister”—Gowerakellie, 4c 104s Od; 7c It 97s 0<1.

j

Ic 103s; Ic !17s. (GKET), Ic 88s; 2 bags 90s; 1 bag (s d)

92s Gonakellie, It lots; Ic It 100s Gd; 2c lb 97s Ud; lb 90s-

(GKT). lb 80s; 1 bag (s d) 92s.

i CKVI.ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.
I

!
(I'rom our Comiiii-irial CorrespomU.nt).

I

Mincing July 12th, 189 .'>.

Ex “.SUifiordshire”—Nibs, 2 bags 49s. IB, 13 ba.gs51sGd;

•2, 3 bags 37s Gd; 2 B, 2 bags 37s Gd; T, 1 bag 28s.

!

Ex “.Vlgeria”— Victoria, 13 b.-.gs 51.s; 2 bags 30s; 1 bag

-

20s.

!
liluishurst, ‘24 bags f>7sUd; 3bags34.s; 1 bag 21s; 2 bags 23s.

X Dickeria B Dickei ia B, 4 l)ags 38s.

lix •M'heshire”—Glenury, -26 bags .57s; 11 bags (s d) 43s

.'Vnkanda, 13 bags GO Gd; 10 bags (s d) 45s Gd; 3 bags 3Ss; 2

bags(sd) ;14s. Sirigalla, 59 bags 58s; 9 bags (sd)43s; ;l bags

25s. Vattawatte, 27 bags 35s. VA, 3 bag 27.s Gd. Monera-

kelle, 2 b.ags 25s Gd; 1 bag 40s.

Ex “Avoea”—MAC, 9 bags 42s; 3 bags 3Ss.

Ex “Gaekwar”— North Matale, 7 bags (s d) 43s Gd

Ex “Volute”—BH, 8 bags 29s.

Ex “Glenavon”—Konde.salle (OBEC), 8 bags 2.5s.

Ex "Pindari—KK, 11 bags -29s.

Ex “Shropshire”—(W)Y, 2 bags -29s.

Ex “Clan MacNab”—KRUG, 8 bags (s d), -22s Gd; 10 bags

(s d) 11s.

Ex “Para”—llUC, 103 bags 54s.

Ex “Don”—HHC, 22 bugs 5Gs.

Ex “Barrister”—Riixawa, 35 bags 58s; 3 bags (s d) 39s; 1

bag 37s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

CCrom Our Commercial Correspondent').

Mincing L.\nk, July 12th, 1895,

Ex “I'orl Victor”—Duckwnri, Ic 2s 3d; Cc l.s [Od; Il-

ls 6d.

Ex "Cheshire”—Nagolla, -2c Is lOd; Ic Is 3d; Ic Is 4d;

1 seed Is 9d. Nell.aoolla, 3c Is Sd; 4c l.s 6d; Ic Is 3d; Ic Is

1 seed Is 9d. Gallentenne. Ic 4s; 4c 2s lOd; 6c 2s: Ic Is lid
2c Is #d; Gc Is 7d. KIkalua, 7c Is 4d; 3c Is 2d- 1 bac
Is 7d.

ODBKRVKB GAS ENGINE FEEHS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO, 32.1 Colombo, August 10th, 1895. ) Pmce :—12g cents each
;
3 copies<30 cents

; 6 copies § rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF 'I'EA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. Benham Bremner.—o,.350 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

2 Elston 10 41 ch pe sou No. 2 3690 43

5 10 y do congou 900 30

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson Co.—20,115 lb.]

Lot. Box Name. lb. C.

2 Kalkande 2 10 lif-ch bro pek 500 61

3 4 22 do pekoe 1100 47

4 6 10 do pek sou 800 41

6 8 16 do sou 800 38

6 A & F I- 10 8 do pek fans 640 37

12 Kalkande 17 10 do bro mix 500 28

14 20 10 do dust 000 27

1.5 21 10 do red leaf 500 27

16 8t. Leonards on
bro pekSea 23 12 ch 1200 50

17 25 6 do pekoe 540 45

22 Brentwood 31 11 do bro or pek 1100 63

23 33 21 (lo pek sou 21 0 40

27 Ahamed 38 8 hf-ch liekoe 400 38

28 40 8 do pe sou 400 34

32 Vogan 45 25 ch bro pek 2500 65

33 47 26 do pekoe 2340 54

34 49 17 do pek sou 1530 46

[Mr. E. John. —69,280 lb.]

Lot. Box . Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

9 Logan 331 12 ch pekoe 1080 45

10 333 9 do pek sou 765 38

n 335 10 do bro tea 850 33

13 Udupane 339 30 do bro pek 3300 69

14 341 10 do pekoe 1536 54

15 343 8 do pek sou 800 45

16 345 5 do dust 425 34

17 Brownlow 347 13 hf-ch bro pek 780 77

18 349 23 do pekoe 1288 58

24 Pati Rajah 20 0 ch pek sou 600 41

29 Ivies 30 14 ch bro pek 1400 52

14 hf-ch do Too out

30 32 20 ch pekoe 1800 43
31 hf-ch do 1240 out

31
•*

34 •24 ch pek sou 1920 39

34 Teinplestowe 40
42

26
23

ch
do

or pek
pekoe

2600
2070

72
56

3fi 44 •20 do pek sou 1700 46

37 Glentilt 40 20 ch bro pek 2730 73

38 48 •23 do pek sou 2300 47

39 Ardlaw and
or pek 963Wishford 50 21 hf-ch 77

40 52 12 ch bro or pek
No. 1 1320 78

41 54 12 do bro or pek
No. 2 1320 75

42 50 12 do pekoe 1080 57

43 O 58 12 ch UUJIS 1260 47

46 Weymoutli 04 0 do pekoe 450 50

48 M R 08 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 53 bid

49 Alnoor 72 35 do bro pek 1750 62

50 74 15 do pekoe 750 46 bid

M 70 13 do pek sou 650 43

53 Twyford 80 20 do pekoe 1000 5

)

54 Eadella 82 17 do bro pek 1700 67

55 84 14 do pekoe 1260 46

56 86 13 do pek sou 1040 41

57 F M 88 21 ch bro pek 2205 53

58 90 32 hf-ch pek sou 1600 40

59 Uvakelle 102 17 ch bro pek 1870 84

60 104 15 do pekoe 1500 66

61 106 19 do pek sou^ 1900 59

02 St. John’s 108 44 hf-ch bro pek 2640 R1.60

Lot Bo.\ Pkg.s. Name lb. c.

03 110 23 ch pekoe 2300 80
64

Ayr
112 23 do pek sou 2300 58

07 118 24 hf.-h bro pek 1200 70
68 120 18 ch pekoe 1350 50
09 1-22 15 do ])ek sou 1-200 42

[Me.ssrs. Somerville * Co. 94,839 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkg8 . Name. lb. C-
9 C H 17 31 hf-ch pek dust 2325 27
3 18 13 do bro mix 754 33
4 19 30 <lo pek fans 1800 47
5

Marigols
•20 83 do pek sou 4648 33 bid

6 2L 13 do Ijro pek 650 87
t 22 10 (lo pekoe 490 74
8 23 13 (lo pek sou 598 64
9 24 17 do SOU 850 58

13 Sirisanda 28 20 do bro pek 1200 71
14 29 30 do I>ekoe 1500 50
15 30 21 do pek sou 1050 46
10 31 38 do 1900 46
17 32 14 do unassorted 700 45
18 b m est. mark 33 10 ch faimings 550 35
19 34 10 do dust 800 26
20 35 4 do l)ro tea 0 •28
•24 39 13 do bro pek 1430 54
25

26
40 11 do pekoe 1155 48

Ceylon
41 11 do pek sou 1135 40

1 27 42 17 do bro pek 1700 74
28 43 29 (lo pekoe 2610 50
29 44 22 do pek sou 1700 42
33 S in est. marl 48 8 do bf(j pek 1190 43

5 hf-ch
34 49 5 ch pekoe 478 44
35

Glenalla
50 7 do red leaf 585 20

38 53 12 do bro or pek 1320 57
39 5Iousakande 54 6 do bro pek 630 62
40

Forest Hill
55 15 do pekoe 1530 45

43 58 8 do bro pek 840 66
44

Inchstelly &
59 18 do pekoe 1686 45

48
>Yoodthorpe 63 5 do bro pek 500 82

49 64 12 do pekoe 900 57
50

Arslena
Co 14 do pek sou 1050 45

56 71 33 hf-ch bro pek 1650 64
D/ 72 31 do pekoe 1550 50

1

u8 73 23 (lo pak sou 1150 46
i 1 if-ch
00 NIT 75 12 ch uiias 1080 30
03 \y Cr 78 0 if-ch dust 25
70 Friedland 85 18 hf-ch bro pek 900 so
7i 86 18 do pekoe 900 70

Lyndlnirst
87 18 do pe SOU 900 60

|73 88 8 ch bro pek 800 47
74 89 32 do pekoe 2880 38
75
77 Penrith

90
92

7

21
(lo

hf-ch
pek sou
bro or pek

525
1050

32
72

78 93 25 ch bro pek 2500 70
79 94 37 do pekoe 2960 51
80 95 34 do l>elc sou 2890 44
83 IP 98 3‘> do ))ek sou 2464 39
84 Roseneath 99 35 hf-ch bro pek 1925 60
85 100 13 ch nekoe 1170 47
86 101 19 do pek sou 1710 43
87 California 102 5 do bro pek 550 55

1 hf-ch
88 103 8 ch pekoe 800 42
106 H J S i21 6 hf-ch dust 450 29
118 O 133 7 ch bro tea 566 24
119 J 134 14 hf-ch ilust 1050 24
120 Vincint 135 8 ch bro pek 800 53
121 136 0 do pekoe 600 42
122 i37 6 (lo pek sou 600 36

[Messrs. F ORBES cSc Walker.—215,984 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

3 Venture 412 10 if-eh dust 750 27
4 414 12 do pek son 6U0 40
6 Kosgalla 416 21 hf-ch bro pek 1176 62
6 418 22 do pekoe 1100 44
7 420 19 (lo pek sou 950 41



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Eo.y Pkg.s. Name Ib. C.

l‘i tioiiAwella 430 18 eh bro jre't 1800 60
13 432 8 do pekoe 720 45
15 Doiauakaiule 430 20 do bro pek 2000 74
10 438 9 d(» pekoe 810 51
17 440 10 do pek sou 850 43
22 Uclaveria 450 14 hf-eh bro pek 812 75
23 452 12 do pekoe 000 63
25 St. Helier’s 450 21 do bro or pek 1113 81
20 458 17 oh pekoe 1700 55
27 400 4 do pek sou 400 49
28 (Queensland 402 9 ilo bro pek 900 84
29 404 15 do pekoe 1300 01
3U 400 5 ch pek sou 450 49
31 G O 508 11 hf-ch bro pek 550 47
32 470 17 do pekoe No 1 705 53
33 472 n ch do „ 2 770 43
34 474 15 do pek sou 1425 36
30 478 4 do red leaf 440 22
37 Great Valley 480 10 ch bro pek 1050 95
38 482 21 do pekoe 1995 00
39 484 12 do pek sou 1080 53
42 A, in estate

mark 490 7 ch bro pek 700 08
43 492 7 do pekoe 700 53
55 Ireby 510 13 do pekoe 1300 52
60 Jleaeulla 518 29 ch pekoe 2175 63
57 520 15 do bro pek 900 80
68 Pedro 522 10 ch bro or pek 1760 Rl-01 hiH
59 524 14 do pekoe 1260 83
00 526 13 do pek sou 975 64
02 Torwood 530 33 do bro pek 2970 78
03 532 27 do pekoe 2079 55
04 534 7 do pek sou 525 48
0(i <_! 1! 538 12 ch bro pek 1200 76
67 540 8 do or pek 800 70
08 542 0 do pekoe 600 64
09 544 5 do peK sou 500 55
71 (Jarlabeek 548 12 hf-eh bro pe fans 780 50
70 B D W 558 9 ch bro pek 900 48
77 500 5 do

1 hf-eh pekoe 550 42
78 562 7 do dust 030 25
79 Glenalla 504 12 do or pek 1080 51

SO Middleton 500 12 hf-eh bro pek 660 90
81 508 19 do or^pekoe 855 80
82 570 14 ch pekoe 1330 68
83 072 IS do pek sou 1620 57
85 Kirindi 570 9 ch bro pek 900 82
80 578 4 do do No. 2 440 53
87 580 21 do pekoe 1578 59
88 582 25 do pek sou 1875 48
92 Auausta 590 18 ch bro pek i860 82
93 592 7 do do No. 2 770 53
94 594 42 do pekoe 3150 58
95 596 48 do pek sou 3600 48
90 598 10 do sou 040 41

101 Sandringham 008 25 ch bro pek 2750 83
102 010 20 do or pek 1900 74
103 012 36 do pekoe 3060 00
104 Kirklees 014 50 hf-eh bro pek 3000 bid
105 610 30 ch pekoe 3000 68
100 018 25 do pek sou 2500 65
109 Heeloya 024 19 do bro pek 1900 72
110 020 18 do pekoe 1800 56
111 628 19 do pek sou 1900 50
113 Massena 632 21 hf-eli or pek 1050 68
114 634 23 do pekoe 1150 50
110 Dea Ella 038 55 do bro pek 3025 55
117 040 48 do pekoe 2400 40
118 042 17 do pek sou 8.50 40
119 Glenorchy 644 50 hf-eh Ijro pek 2750 88
120 646 69 do pekoe 3450 62
134 M’Kelle 074 10 ch bro pek 1050 58

135 676 7 do pek sou 700 41

130 678 10 do bro tea 1000 22 bid
137 B r 680 20 do bro pek sou 2000 20 bid
138 Tonacombe 682 02 ch bro pek 6820 75

1.39 084 100 do pekoe 9000 08
140 686 18 do pek sou 1800 59
141 688 9 hf-eh dust 765 38
144 Talgaswella 694 15 ch bro pek 1500 75

145 690 15 do pekoe 1350 56
140 698 10 do pek sou 900 45

147 St. Helen 700 39 hf-eh bro pek 2535 61

148 702 31 do pekoe 1550 51

149 704 17 do pek sou 850 43
151 Liskilleen 7.8 30 ch bro pek 2850 72

152 710 30 do pekoe 2400 52
153 712 6 tlo pek sou 570 43
154 714 4 do dust 400 35

155 Dromoland 710 4 cU pek sou 480 48
150 718 4 do or pek fans 480 51

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

158 LK B V, in est.

mark 722 10 ch bro mix 1120 20
162 Essex 730 22 do pekoe 2376 51
163 732 6 do dust 900 24
166 -\mbalawa 738 25 hf-ch pekoe 1125 47
167 740 24 do pek sou 960 43
171 G 748 5 ch sou 400 39
172 750 3 do dust 435 26
174 Geragama 754 10 ch l>ro pek 1760 06
175 756 7 do pekoe 700 53
170 758 7 do pek sou 700 49
177 Farnliam 760 21 hf-ch or pe No. 1 1050 76
178 762 24 do pekoe 1200 51
179 Pansalatenne 764 34 ch bro pek 3570 70
180 766 30 do pekoe 3000 54
181 768 15 do I>ek sou 1425 45
182 770 5 do congou 500 36

SMALI. LOTS.

MES.SRS. BeNHAM A' BliEMNER.

Lot Bo.x Pkgs. Name 11) Cu

1 Elston 8 2 ch pekoe 180 45
3 12 3 do bro mix 300 32
4 14 4 hl-ch dust 280 26

Messrs. A . H. Thompson A’ Co.

Lot Box Pk.s. Name lb 0 .

1 Kalkande 1 5 hf-ch bro or pek 250 oo-

7 A & F L 12 1 do red leaf 58 21

8 Dikmukaalna 13 4 (.lo congou 200 32
9 14 o do red leaf 100 20
10 15 5 do dust 250 27
li Kalkaiule 16 5 lio pek No. 1 250 56
13 19 6 do fans 250 34
18 St. Leonard’s on

Sea 27 1 ch fans 100 33
21 1) 30 1 ch dust 150 25
24 Beswick 35 2 hf-eh bro or pek 110 38 bid-

25 Dikinukalana 36 1 do pek sou 40 88
26 Ahamed 37 7 do l)ro pek 350 51
29 42 1 do dust 65 26
30 43 1 do congou 00 20
31 44 2 do funs 100 24

xMr. E. John.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name Jb. c.

1 K 315 7 hf-ch pek sou 280 31
2 317 1 do fans 40 21

3 K, B T
,
in estate

mark 319 3 hf-ch bro tea 120 19
4 A IV G 321 1 do bro pek 37 52

5 323 1 do]1
dust

1 unas {•45
26-

35
6 325 1 ch red leaf 79 18
7 Ti oup 327 1 do bro mix lOO 30
8 Logan 329 3 ch bro pek 300 45

12 L 337 2 do pekoe 190 44
19 Brownlow 10 4 hf-ch pek sou 208 47
20 Somerest 12 2 ch un.as 240 54
21 TP K 14 2 do unas 164 37
22 Pati Rajah 10 3 ch bro pek 330 50
23 18 3 do pekoe 300 43
25 22 3 do fans 300 28
26 Wanarajah 24 1 ch pekoe 62 62
27 26 3 lif-ch pek sou 150 58
28 Ivies 28 2 do bro or pek 110 53
31a 2 do pek sou 80 38
32 30 3 do dust 237 25
33 38 1 (lo bro tea 06 23.

44 O 00 3 ch sou 270 41

45 Weymouth 62 5 bf-ch bro pek 250 02
47 66 4 ch pek sou 320 45
52 Alnoor 78 3 hf-ch fans 210 28
65 St. John 114 2 do fans 140 41

66 110 2 do dust 170 28



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. %

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Bo.x, Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 CH 16 2 hf-ch red leaf 118 25
10 Marigold 25 2 do bro mix 122 43
11 26 3 do pek fans 189 56
12 27 2 do pek dust 136 40
1 .1 S 36 3 ch son 270 45

22 37 2 hf-ch pek fans 150 45
23 38 2 do dust 180 25
30 Ceylon 45 2 ch dust 280 41
31 46 1 do bro mix 97 35
32 I 47 7 hf-ch pek sou 336 39
36 (S in estate

mark 51 2 do pek tans 140 25 bid
37 52 1 ch dust 150 25 bid
41 Mousakande 56 1 do congou 94 30
42 57 1 do red leaf 88 19
45 Forest Hill 00 1 do congou 94 30
46 61 I do red leaf 88 20
47 E H 62 1 hf-ch red leaf 50 20
51 Inehstelly and

Woodthorpe 66 3 ch sou 192 35
52 67 1 lif-ch dust 75 26
53 68 1 ch red leaf 69 21
54 69 2 do bro pek No. 220 53
55 M C 70 1 do red leaf 88 19
59 L B K 74 2 ok red leaf 250 17
61 NIT 76 1 do pek fans 120 30
62 77 1 hf-ch fluff 60 with’dn
76 Lyndhurst 91 3 hf-ch dust 291 25
81 Penrith 96 2 ch dust 310 29
82 97 2 do fans 250 28
89 California 104 8 do pek sou 300 36
90 105 1 do bro pe dust 135 26
91 106 1 hf-ch bro mix 55 28
92 H—

T

107 1 do bro pek 41 49
93 108 1 do pekoe 46 43
94 109 1 lif-ch pek sou 101 37
95 110 1 do dust 33 25
100 115 6 do bro pek 300 58
101 116 7 do pekoe 350 48
102 117 3 do pek sou 150 40
103 118 3 do sou 150 30
104 119 3 do congou 1.50 26-
105 120 2 do red leaf 100 21
107 R V 122 1 ch bro pek 80 45
108 123 1 do pekoe 77 40
109 124 2 do pek sou 200 34
110 TG K 125 4 do bro tea 328 20
111 Sirisanda 126 h do bro mix 294 27
112 127 2 do fans 266 32

1 hf-ch
113 128 2 ch fans No. 1 188 39
114 129 2 do congou 204 33
115 130 1 do dust 147 26
116 131 2 do dustNo. 1 295 26
117 W 132 1 do pekoe 95 48
123 Vincit 138 1 do red leaf 100 21

Messrs. Forbes & Walker.

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 I K V 408 8 hf-ch bro mix 360 30

2 B, in estate
mark 410 2 ch dust 180 20

8 Kosgalla 422 1 hf-ch dust 80 26

9 424 1 do congou 51 34

10 Comeaway 420 2 ch pek sou 170 48

11 428 4 hf-ch dust 350 32

14 Gonawella 434 4 ch pek sou 360 39

18 D K 442 5 hf-ch pekoe 250 40

19 444 2 do pek sou 90 38

20 BTN 446 1 do sou 70 38

21 448 1 do dust 90 27

24 Udaveria 454 1 do dust 36 26

35 G O 476 4 hf-ch dust 320 26

40 Avoca 486 2 ch pek sou
bro pek fan

200 52

41 488 3 do 195 50

44 A, in estate
mark 494 1 ch pek sou 100 41

45 496 1 hf-ch bro pek fans 80 37

61 Pedro 528 2 do dust 300 39

65 Torwood 536 2 do dust 15t 27

70 Carlabeck 546 3 ch pek sou 300 55

72 R S, in estate
mark 550 1 hf-ch dust 95 25

89 Kirindi 584 4 do sou 256 36

90 586 2 do dust
'

150 26

Lot. Box Pks. Name lb. c.

91 588 1 ch red leaf 83 22

97 Augusta 600 5 do dust 375 26

98 602 2 do red leaf 174 22

90 N C 604 4 lif-ch bro mix 200 40

100 606 1 do dust 75 25

107 Kirklees 620 2 do dust 180 27

108 622 1 ch bro mix 80 32

112 Heeloya 030 3 hf-ch dust 240 27

115 Bagdad 636 1 cli bro tea 100 42

121 Glenorchy 048 2 hf-ch pek sou 100 42

122 650 1 do dust 85 29

142 G 690 5 hf-ch red leaf 250 20

143 Cocagalla 692 1 ch pek sou 87 40

ISO St.Helen 706 3 hf-ch dust 210 25

157 Hromoland 720 1 cli dust 150 22

15 9S M K 724 4 hf-cli pekoe 197 38

160 BTN 726 2 do I’ed leaf 66 22

161 00 1 do dust 90 26

164 Bandara

Eliya 734 5 box flowery or pe 100 97 bid

165 736 10 do bro or pek 200 Rl-20 bid

168 Ambalawa 742 4 hf-ch red leaf ISO 20

169 744 5 do congou 215 28

170 746 6 do dust 384 26

173 G 752 1 ch bro tea 95 24

180a Pansala-

tenne 1 do pekoe 100 45

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, July 1 .

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing

Lane up to 19th July

Ex “Arabia”—Pittarat Malle, It 105s; Ic lb 103s; 5c 99s; 2c

It 99s 6d; Ic 97s; Ic 117s; Ic It 87s,

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lank, July 19th, 1895.

Ex “ Wanderer”—Hentimalie, 5 16 bags 40s.

Ex “ Mississipi”—PR West Indies, 1 bag 37s. (SS), 1

bag 37s.

OBSERVE* OAS ENGINE PRESS.



TEA. COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 33.] Colombo, August IGth, 1895. 1
PiucE :—12§ cents each

;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Mr. a. M. Gepp.—.3,725.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name lb. C.

i HL 7 15 hf-ch pekoe 750 51

5 M 9 21 ch bro pek 2205 48 bid

7 0 13 12 hf-ch SOU 1130 28

[Messrs. Benham cVc Bremner.—-6,143 lb.]

Lot Box Pkffs. Name lb. C.

1 Carfax 10 9 ch SOU 810 40

2 Acrawatte 12 18 do pekoe 1020 56

3 14 6 do pek sou 600 48

b Ulapane 20 8 ch SOU 512 39

9 2(> 5 do brope No. 2 550 47 bid

10 Sutton 28 5 do pek sou 425 58

11 30 5 do Ians 540 32

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson c't Go.—64,535 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

2 Ritni 2 81tif-ch pekoe 400 50
bid4 C L T Co. 5 30 ch bro pek 3000 49

5 7 12 do bro pek 1200 51 bid

6 9 12 do fans 1140 35 bid

11 Yahalakella 16 35 hf-ch bro pek 1750 52 bid

12
13

Myraganga 18
20

19
42

ch
do

bro or pek
or pek

2090
4200'!

80 bid

14 22 22 do bro pek 2200
( AVI f\

15 24 34 do pekoe 3230
(

16 26 39 do pek sou 3510J
17 28 5 do pek fans 650 34

19 Attabage 31 35 hf-ch bro or pek 2100 1
_ Tl'lf VijVh

20 33 44 ch pekoe 3740/

21 Wattebedde 35 17 do bro pek 1700 55

27 AGC 42 4 do dust 600 29

29 Kataloya 44 12 uo bro pek 1200 53 bid

33 Court Lodge 50 7 G.l bro or pek 805 Rl-00

34 52 8 bro pek 960 75

35 54 12 or pek 984 80

36 56 T uo pekoe 680 07

38 59 4 do pek fans 400 40

39 Vog.an Cl 30 ch bro pek 3000 71

40 63 37 do pekoe 3330 52 bid

41 65 27 do pek sou 2430 45 bid
42 67 20 do sou 1700 43

43 Comar 69 4 eh bro or pek 400 53

49 Hemingford 76 21 hf-ch bro or pek 126J 57

50 78 35 do or pek 1750 54

51 80 34 ch pekoe 2380 43

52 82 28 do pek sou 2100 41

53 84 15 hf-ch dust 1114 31

55 87 7 ch sou 525 37

58 Maiiickwatte 91 5 ch bro pek 500 58

[Messrs. Somerville & Co. 142,144 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Y ,S P A 139 6 ch dust 900 32
8 Kudaganga 146 16 d > bro pek 1680 73
9 147 8 d ) pekoe 800 45

10 148 16 d.> pek sou 1600 40
14 Rayigam 152 14 d.> bro pek 1540 ' 8 bid
15 153 21 (L. nr pek 2100 50
16 154 10 du pekoe 1000 48
17 155 13 do pek sou 1300 43 bid
18 Lon.ach 156 50 hf-ch bro pek 2500 74

19 1.57 35 ch IJekoe 3325 48 bid
20 158 28 do pek .sou 2520 42
21 Malvern 1.59 38 hf-ch In'o pek 2090 55
22 160 52 do pekoe 2860 43
27 Mahatenne 165 27 ch bro pek 2700 57
23 166 23 do pekoe 2300 43
30 Harangalla 160 10 (lo bro pok 1000 68 bid
81 169 25 do pekoe 2250 48

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

32 170 19 ch pek sou 1520 43
33 171 6 do dust 900 32
34 PAW, in estate

mark 172 7 do bro mix 700 30
36 Rondura 174 6 do dust 480 28
37 175 5 do bro tea 500 28
38 Deniyaya 176 11 do bro pek ido 67
39 177 7 do pekoe 700 50
46 C M G, in

estate mark 184 6 ch red leaf 420 20
48 Rattota 186 15 do bro pek 1650 62
49 187 20 do pekoe 2000 43
50 188 22 (lo pek sou 2090 41
51 189 4 do dust 600 26
52 L L, in e.state

mark 190 21 do pek sou 1785 37
53 A 191 12 do pekoe 1200 34 bid
54 Glenalla 192 24 do bro pek 2400 67
55 193 30 (lo pekoe 2700 45
56 194 34 (lo pek sou 3060 44
61 Citrus 199 6 (lo bro pek 600 50
62 200 9 do pekoe 900 40 bid
63 1 7 do fans 700 35
67 Gallawatte 5 8 hf-ch pek sou 400 41
70 B D 8 6 do bro pek 458 46
71 9 9 ch pek sou 806 35
74 12 10 do bro mix 900 23
76 14 14 hf-ch pek dust 1130 26
77 Eilandhu 15 20 ch bro pek 1600 54
78 16 20 do pekoe 1600 42
79 Gartmore 17 21 (lo pekoe 2100 65
80 18 6 do pek sou 600 58
81 Peria Kande-

kettia 19 15 do bro pek 1875 55
82 20 15 do pekoe 1725 47
83 21 7 do pek sou 770 43
84 St. Columbkille 22 37 hf-ch bro pek 1850 61
85 23 13 ch pekoe 1170 43
86 24

n
! do pek sou 595 39

87 Naseby 25 7 hf-ch bro pek 420 Rl-26
88 26 18 do pekoe 1080 80
89 Benveula 27 13 ch bro pek 1300 54
90 28 18 do pekoe isoo 42
91 29 4 do pek sou 400 39
93 Alpitikande 31 14 hf-ch bro pek 700 60 bid
94 32 25 do pekoe 1125 45 bid
97 Gampola^vatte: 35 13 ch bro pek 1300 54
98 36 9 do pekoe 8'5 44
99 Hagaila 37 30 hf-ch Pro pek 1800 54
100 38 22 do pekoe 1100 50
101 39 8 ch pek sou 800 44
102 Kirimettia 4.1 11 hf-ch bro pek 550 64
103 41 11 do pekoe 495 45
107 Alutkelle 45 8 do bro pek 480 48 bid
108 46 10 (lo pekoe 500 40
109 47 6 ch pek sou 500 40
131 Bollagalla 69 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 57
132 70 17 cli pekoe 1530 46
133 71 19 do pek sou 1805 42
136 .Sal.awe 74 10 (lo bro pek 1000 70
137 75 9 do pekoe 855 50
138 76 23 do pek sou 2070 46
139 Chol.ankande 77 10 do bro pek 800 57
41 79 6 do pekoe 540 47 bid
142 80 9 do pek sou 765 42
146 F A, in estate

mark 84 5 do bro tea 575 44
147 85 5 do dust 7.50 •^9

151 Ovoca, .A I 89 17 (lo bro or pek 1700 84
152 90 22 lif-ch or pek 1100 75
153 91 12 ch pekoe 1200 64
154 92 15 hf-ch pek fans 1125 40

[Messrs. Forbes Walker.—228,321 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

2 N 774 19 ch bro mix 2470 36
3 Wattawella 776 4 do dust 600 29
5 Rockside 780 4 do bro mix 400 38
6 782 15 do dust 2250 34
7 MV 784 5 do or pek 525 67
0 788 8 do pekoe 720 54

14 Easdale 798 13 (lo bro pek 1.300 93
15 800 16 do pekoe 1600 68
18 Chesterford 806 2o do ijro pek 2000 66



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Bo.v. Plcgs. Name. lb. C.

)9 808 20 ch pekoe 2000 50
20 810 20 do pek sou 2000 41

21 A N K 812 7 lif-ch bro pek 413 56
24 818 11 ch

1 tif-ch pek sou 1041 25
27 Kakiriskande 824 7 do pekoe 483 43
31 Longdale 832 17 ch bro pek 2040 89
32 834 16 do pekoe 1600 69
35 Tavalamtenue 840 7 ch 1 )1-0 jjek 770 64
3C 842 7 do pekoe 700 48
38 Sana 846 22 hf-ch bro pe'< 1100 56
39 848 19 do pekoe 855 44
40 850 19 do sou 855 37
41 Kelaneiya 852 48 ch bro pek 4080 78
42 864 43 do pekoe 4300 62
49 Li'lawatte 868 0 do congou 600 25
50 H M Y, m estate

mark 870 19 ch pek sou 1710 42
52 Harrington 874 12 do or pek 1200 77
53 876 11 do pekoe 1100 6-2

56 Battawatte 882 47 ch bro pek 4700 65
57 884 34 do pekoe 3400 51 bid
58 886 21 do pek sou 2100 44
59 888 6 do bi-o pe fans 600 37
60 890 8 do bro or pek 800 53
61 892 4 do dust 400 28
62 Battawatte 894 48 ch bro pek 4800 65 bid
03 896 27 do pekoe 2700 50 bid
04 898 16 do pek sou 1600 44
07 Glenorchy 904 33 hf-ch bro pek 1815 89
68 906 36 do pekoe 1800 72
71 Dunkeld 912 20 ch bro pek 2100 72
72 914 38 hf-ch or pek 1900 65 bid
73 916 20 ch pekoe 2000 53
74 D K D 918 5 do bro pek

No. 2 600 49
78 Atherfield 920 38 hf-ch sou 1900 43
79 928 17 do bro mix 850 30
80 930 7 do pek dust 420 29
81 932 7 do dust 560 28

82 Melrose 934 29 ch bro pek 3045 65

86 942 30 do bro pek 3300 65

88 946 12 do pekoe 1-200 52

89 948 8 do pek sou 800 48

luo Essex 970 12 do or pek 1344 59 bid
101 M 972 20 do bro pek 2000 56 bid
102 Ederapolla 974 34 hf-ch bro pek 1700 50

103 976 29 ch pekoe 2320 45

104 978 12 do pek sou 900 42

105 Bambrakelly
and Dell 980 11 ch bro pek 1100 95

106 982 9 do pekoe 855 59

107 B & D 984 23 do pek sou 2185 50

108 986 7 do dust 1050 30

117 M A 4 5 do bro tea 500 31

118 6 7 do dust 1050 26

122 Doonevale 14 20 ch bro pek 2000 71

123 16 24 do pekoe 2160 49

124 18 10 do fans 950 45

125 20 3 do dust 420 30

126 Farnhani 22 26 hf-ch bro pek 1352 76

127 24 20 do pekoe 1000 53

128 26 23 do pek .so\i 920 46

131 Iildagodda 32 8 ch bro pek son 680 41

133 Digdola 30 21 do bro pek 2100 75

134 38 18 do pekoe 16-20 51

135 40 13 do pek sou ir-0 45

138 8MA 40 8 ch sou 680 22

145 IValpita 60 12 hf-ch pek sou 7-20 40

148 Freas Ruhe 66 30 cli bro pek 3300 70

149 68 21 do pekoe 2100 52

150 70 11 do pek sou 1100 44

157 Caskieben 84 21 ch flowery pek 2100 82

158 86 28 do pekoe 2800 ‘50

100 Cianapalla 90 50 hf-ch bro pek 3000 56 bid

161 92 40 ch pekoe 3600 46

102 94 13 do fans 1430 .30

163 96 7 hf-ch dust 560 26

164 Kirklees 98 50 do bro pek 3000 82 bid

105 Ellekande 100 26 do bro pek 12,50 80

160 102 52 do pekoe 2080 60

167 104 7 ch pek sou 560 48

168 100 8 do unas 600 43

109 108 44 do sou 3-256 42

172 Denmark
Hill 114 16 hf-ch bro or pek 1088 90

173 116 15 do or pek 855 82

174 118 6 ch l>ekoe 540 66

175 Denmark
Hill 120 8 ch

2 box bro pek 1010 80

70 122 6 ch pekoe 600 65

Lot. Box Pk.s. Name. lb. C.

177 124 7 ch
2 box pek sou 643 57

179 128 4 ch pek fans 700 40

184 Beausijour 138 :s eh bro ])ek 1500 70
185 140 23 do pekoe 2070 49

186 142 8 do fans 750 39

188 L & E 146 28 do bro mix 2660 19 bid
189 Bismark 148 6 do pek fans 648 41

190 150 4 (lo pek du.st 606 35
191 Glencorse 152 14 ch bro pek 1400 70
192 154 10 do pekoe 8501

52
193 156 2 do do 180 i

194 158 16 do pek sou 1280 41

209 S T R 188 25 ch or pek 2500 55 bill

211 B B 19-2 22 do bro pek 2310 64
212 Sorana 194 10 hf-ch bro pek 800 70
213 196 12 ch pekoe 1080 48
214 198 6 do pek sou 450 43
216 Polatagania •202 3-' do bro pek 3200 60
217 204 31 do pekoe 3100 47
218 206 22 do pek sou 2200 40
219 208 10 do fans 1000 48
220 J H S, estate

mark 210 6 ch or pek 600 72
221 212 9 do pekoe 765 54
222 214 5 do pek sou 400 41
2-27 L’Watte 2-24 6:5 hf-ch bro pek 3800 48 bid
2-28 226 33 do pekoe 1673 37 bid
229 228 20 do bro pe fans 1500 28 bid.

[Mr. E. John.—86,412 lb.]

Lot. Bov. Pkg8. Name. lb. C.

1 Hunugalla 1-24 10 ch bro pek 1000 51
2 126 13 do pek 1300 41
3 128 20 do pek sou 2000 36,

5 Poilakande 132 16 hf-ch bro pek 960 74
6 134 11 ch pekoe 990 5&
7 186 14

1

do
hf-ch

j-pek sou 1179 46

9 Droinore 140 7 ch bro pek 700 85
10 142 9 do pekoe 900 62
11 144 8 do pek sou 800 54
13 T&TCo.in

estate mark 148 65 hf-ch bro pek 3575 54
14 150 64 ch pekoe 5760 45
15 152 10 do pek sou 900 42
17 Mocha 156 18 do bro pe 1980 87
18 158 18 do pekoe 1800 66-

19 169 13 do pek sou 1170 58
20 162 3 do fannings 450 40
21 Stinsford 164 22 hf-ch bro pek 1210 76
22 106 31 do pekoe 1550 50
23 108 25 do nek sou 1250 44
24 Eila 170 40 ch orp pek 3600 65-

25 172 25 do pekoe 2250 49-

26 174 25 do
.

pek sou 2-250 42.

28 Ivies 178 14 hf-ch bro pek 700 48
29 180 31 do pekoe 1240 44
32 Maddagedera 180 38 ch liro pe 4180 .53

33 188 34' do pekoe 3230 45
34 190 37 do pe sou 3330 43
35 Blackburn 192 14 do bro pe 1540 53
36 194 16 do pekoe 1760 43 l>id

37 196 6 do pe sou 650 40
39 B B 200 3 do ilust 410 28
43 Ivies 208 •2.) do pekoe 1800 44
44 Glasgow 210 39 do bro or pek 2808 83
45 212 29 do or pek 1682 Ti bid
46 214 20 do pekoe 2340 58
48 Lemeliere •218 16 do bro pek (B) 1760 78
49 220 17 do pekoe 1666 54
50 222 19 do [le sou 1862 53
52 Ford •226 39 do bro pek 3910 50

53 Agar’s Land 228 21 h ^ch bro or pek 1050 60
54 230 •27 do bro pek 1350 .50 bid
5

'

232 74 do or pek 3700 52

56 23-1 27 do pe sou 1350 44

57 St. Catherine 236 23 do bro pek 1380 52

68 238 16 do pekoe 800 43

59 240 9 do pe sou 450 40

62 N 246 16 ch j)e sou 161K) S8

63 Dartry 248 6 do bro tea 600 41



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST 3

SMALL LOTS.

Mr. a. M. Gepr-

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Burnside 1 4 hf-ch bro pek 2P0 5;
o 3 5 do pekoe 250 it
3 5 1 do pek sou 50 40
6 E 11 1 ch dust 140 28

MES.SRS. Benham & Bremneu.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb e.

4 Acrawatte lb 2 ch SOU 220 38
5 IS 1 do pek dust no 30
7 Ulapane 22 3 do dust 225 26
8 24 1 do red leaf 69 23

Mil E. .John.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

4 Ilunugalla 130 2 ch bro mi.ved 200 23
8 Poilakaiide 138 1 hf-ch dust 70 25

12 Dromore 146 1 ch dust no 26
16 T&TCo. in

estate mark 154 2 do bro po fan 280 27
27 Eila 176 3 do dust 360 31
30 Hene!?ama 182 2 hf-ch bro mixed 124 35
31 184 3 do dust 240 26
38 B B 108 2 ch bro tea 200 26

40 Farm 202 3 hf-ch dust 225 27
47 Glasgow

Lemeliere
216 3 do SOU 300 45

51 224 3 hf-ch pe fannings 255 32
(11 St. Catherine 242 1 do pe do 70 25

66 L in estate
mark 244 4 do unassorted ISO 31

Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.

Lot Box Pks. Name lb c.

1 Ritni 1 6 hf-ch bro pek 360 58
3 4 1 do dust 71 26
9 Woodend 14 1 do congou 75 23
10 15 1 do dust 145 27
IS Myraganga 30 1 do red leaf 100 20
22 -tBL 37 4 do fans 364 36
26 AGO 41 3 ch pe sou No. 2 300 28
28 XXX 43 2 do unas 200 26
31 Belgravia 48 1 do fans 123 59
32 49 2 do dust 292 34
37 Court Lodge 58 4 ch pek sou 360 55

44 Comar 71 3 do bro pek 300 46

45 72 3 do pekoe 300 44

72a 3 do do 170 34

46 73 2 do bro sou 180 20

47 74 1 hf-ch dust 50 26
48 75 1 do fans 50 26
54 Hemingford 86 2 do fans no 36
56 89 2 ch

1 hf-ch unas 188 38

57 90 1 ch bro mix 67 24

59 Manickwatte 93 3 do pekoe 300 47

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box. Pko-s. Name lb. C.

2 S 140 1 hf-cli bro tea 50 23

3 141 1 do dust 80 26

4 A 142 1 do bro tea 50 22
.5 143 1 do dust SO 27

6 Hatton 144 1 do bro tea 50 26

1 145 1 do dust 80 27

11 Kudaganga 149 3 ch bro tea 345 37

12 150 1 do congou 92 26
13 151 1 do dust 86 26

23 Malvern 161 3 hf-ch pek sou 165 36
21 162 7 do fans 385 35

25 163 3 do dust 165 26

26 164 1 do congou 55 18

29 Mahatenne 167 1 ch red leaf 100 20

36 Eondura 173 5 do fans ^ 275 38

40 Deniyaya 178 2 do pek sou 200 44

41 179 3 do dust 390 28

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

42 C M G
,
in estat 1 80 7 hf-ch bro pek 304 44

43 181 4 do pekoe 184 37
44 182 4 do bro mix 172 34
45 183 1 do dust 60 25
47 185 1 do red leaf dust 26 24
0/ Glenalla 195 2 ch bro mix 180 20
58 196 3 do fans 300 26
59 197 2 do congou 180 27
60 198 1 do dust 150 26
64 Citrus 3 1 do bro tea 293 26
65 H A 3 1 do bro tea 112 22
60 4 1 do fans 90 28
68 Gallawatte 6 4 hf-ch bro mix 200 22
60 B 7 5 do bro or pek 300 51
72 B D 10 1 do SOU 60 26 bid
73 11 1 do unas 60 28 bid
75 13 1 ch bro tea 120 out
95 Alpitikande 33 3 hf-ch pek sou 140 40
9o 34 2 do dust 105 26
104 Kirimettia 42 5 do fans 250 40
105 43 2 do dust 150 32
106 44 5 do bro mix 250 32
no 48 1 ch red leaf JOO 22
111 49 1 hf-ch dust 60 26
134 Bollagalla 72 2 ch bro tea 150 25
135 73 2 hf-ch dust 190 26
14 1 Cholankande 78 4 ch or pek 360 55 bid
143 81 2 do fans 160 39
44 82 1 do unas 75 40
145 83 1 do dust 73 26
148 K B, est. mark; 86 1 hf-ch bro pek 55 49
149 87 2 do pekoe 100 42
150 88 1 do SOU 48 36

Messrs. Forbes & Walker.

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 KHL 772 2 ch bro mix 176 28
4 Wattawella 778 1 do bro mix 9) 23
8 MV 786 3 do bro pek 330 55
10 790 3 ch pek sou 240 48
11 792 1 do SOU 80 41

12 794 1 hf-ch dust 80 27
13 7^0 1 do red leaf 40 22
16 Easdale 802 2 ch pek .sou 200 55
17 804 3 hf-ch bro pek fan 195 41
22 A N K 814 3 do pekoe No 1 165 42
23 810 2 do do ,, 2 100 40
25 820 4 ch SOU 346 24
26 Kakiriskanda 822 5 hf-ch bro pek 383 55
23 826 4 do pek sou 278 39
20 828 1 do dust 80 30
30 830 1 do bro mix 63 28
33 Langdale 830 2 ch pek sou 200 55
34 338 1 do dust 160 32
37 Tavalamtenne 844 1 do dust 134 32
43 Kelaneiya 856 1 do dust 115 30
44 858 2 do SOU 200 39
51 H M Y, in est.

mark 872 4 hf-ch dust 320 26
54 Harrington 878 3 ch pek sou 300 49
5

)

880 2 do dust 256 27
(55 Battawatte 900 3 ch dust 300 27

06 902 1 do bro pek fans 100 35
69 Glenoi’chy 908 1 hf-ch pek sou 55 49
70 910 1 do dust 75 31
75 D KD 920 2 ch pek fans 300 28
76 922 3 do pek sou 255 40
77 924 2 do red leaf 150 23
87 Melrose 944 1 ch bro pek 100 58
90 M M 950 3 do bro pek 309 41

91 952 1 do pek sou loo 36
114 Lunugalla 998 2 ht-ch red leaf 120 35
115 S S S 1000 3 ch red leaf 270 24

116 2 1 do consou 115 33
119 Doomba 8 3 hf-ch bro pek 165 53
120 10 2 do pekoe 100 43
121 12 2 do pek sou 100 38
129 Farnliam 28 4 hf-ch Ians 250 42
130 30 4 do dust 344 29
132 Iddagodda 84 3 ch dust 390 27

136 Digdola 42 2 do fans 246 33
137 .S M A 44 2 hf-ch pekoe 100 35

139 48 5 do fans 343 30
140 50 1 ch dust 131 25

141 52 4 do
1 liGch bro tea 385 20

142 Walpita 54 1 do bro pek 701
143 56 2 do bro pek 110/
144 58 3 do pekoe 195 44



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALhS LIST.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

146 62 1 do pek sou 50 .”9

147 64 2 do sou 100 35

151 WA 72 5 do pekoe 300 42

152 74 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro mix 160 32

159 Gaskieben 88 2 ch pek fans 260 35

170 Elk kanda 110 1 hf-ch dust 73 25

171 112 4 do red leaf 200 26

178 Denmark
Hill 126 5 ch sou 390 51

187 Beausijour 144 1 ch dust 140 27
195 Glencorse 160 1 do pek fans 130 27
201 Wewalakanda 72 6 hf-ch bro pek 324 61
202 174 4 do pekoe 208 45
203 176 4 do pek sou 184 39
204 178 1 do congou 41 34

210 G A 190 2 ch bro mix 200 31

215 iSorana 200 2 hf-ch bro mix 82 30
223 J H S, in e.state

mark 216 1 ch bro tea 90 22
224 TB 218 3 do fans 250 31

225 220 1 hf-ch dust 80 27

226 222 1 ch bro mix 95 28

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, July 26.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincin
Lane up to 26th .Inly :

—
Ex “Priam”—Gonainotava, It 105s; Ic 104s 6d; 5c lb 101s;

2c 98s Od; Ic 116s; 2 bags 100s 6d;l bag 85s. TPB, Ic lb
S9s 6d. Golconda, 3c 107s 6d; 8c lb 100s Od; Ic lb 9Ss. Ic
120s; It 106s; 4c 84s 6d; Ic 79s.

Ex “Capella”—Lunugalla, 2c lb 108s; 3c 102s; Ic 90s 6d;
It 119s; It 85s; 1 bag 99s.

Ex “Staffordshire”—Wallaha, 3c 103s 6d; Ic lb 100s; 5c
99s; It 93s; Ic 120s; It 115s; 2c 86s; 3 bags 98s 6d. Ouvah i

Kellie, 2c 103s 6d; Ic lb 100s; 5c lb 98s 6d; Ic 92s Od; Ic
120s; It 117s; Ic lb 85s 6d; 3 bags 99s; 1 bag sweep-
ings 85s.

Ex "Barrister”—Bridwell, lb 109s.
Ex “City of Canterbury”—Hornsey, 3c lb 103s, 2c It 100s

Od; 6c 98s; 5c 98s 6d; 4c 98s; 2c lb 94s; 2c 112s; Ic lb 105s:
2c lb 86s 6d; 7 bags 99s.

Ex “Golconda”-Henfold, 3c 102s; Ic It 99s; 7c97s; Ic 91s;

Ic lb Ills; Ic 105s; Ic It 84s; 4 bags 96s 6d.

Ex “Shropshire”- Gonamotava, 3c 106s; 5c It 101s; lb 95;
2b 112s Ic It 85s; 2 bags 102s: 1 bag 85s.

Ex “Logician”—IVest Holyrood, 3c lb lf'4s 6d; 2c 101s;

5c 99s; 3c lb 99s; Ic 95s 2c 116s; 4 bags 99s 6d.

Ex “Arabia”—Cannavarella, 4c 104s 6d; 7c 99s; 3c 90s;

Ic 120s; Ic lb 87s Kelburne, Ic 1b 105s 6d; 5c 100s; Ic lb
100s; Ic lb 97s; lb 12Us; It llSs; Ic 8Ss; 1 bag 97s; 1

bag 85s.

CEYT ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

From our Commercial CoirespondcntJ.

Mincing Lank, July 26th, 1895.

Ev “Dilwara”— Palli, 249 bags 59s; 16 bags (s d) 47s 6d; 84

bags 28s; 3 bags (s d) 22s 6d.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, July 26. h, 1895,

Ex “Senator”—Peru, 4c Is 8d.

fix “Clan Forbes”—AL I Malabar, 7c Is Sd.

Ex “Glenorchy”—EAN&Co., Oc Is 6d.

OB8KRVER GAS ENGINE PRESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO, 34.] Colombo, August ‘22nd. 1895. I
Price :—12| cents each

;
3 copies

1 30 cents
;
6 copies | rupee.

COLOMBO SAI.ES OF TEA. 1

1

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

20 Polwatte 268 14 ch bro pek 1330 64
21 2<0 15 do pekoe 1200 48

LAKGE LOTS. 21

25
Weoya 270

‘278

56 hf-cli

70 do
bro pek
pekoe

3080
3500

67
48

26 ‘280 15 do 41

[Messrs. Benham & Bremner. —3,162 lb.]
27
28

282
284

13
10

do
do

bro pek fans 780
pek dust 700

44
29

])kgs. Name. lb.
29 Great Valley ‘286 8 do bro pek 440 98

Lot. Box. C. 30 288 11 ch pekoe 1045 69

1 Elston 12 16 ch pek sou 1440 37 bid 31
Matale

290 10 tlo pek sou 900 55

A W 20 IS hf-ch bro pek 1260 73 34 296 5

13

23

do bro pe c 550 56
35
38 Kelaneiya

298
304

do
do

pekoe
bro pek

1237 50
1955 70

[Mr. E. John.--82,661 lb..] 39
42 Radella

300
312

19
28

do
do

pekoe
bro pek

1900
2800

59
82

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. C.
43
44

314
316

20
12

do
do

pekoe
pek sou

1800
1080

62
49

2 Hiralouvah K 46 Nugagalla 320 12 lif-ch bro or pek GOO 76
and T 252 10 ch bro mix 900 35 47 322 41 do pekoe 2050 50

3 Losan 254 7 ch bro pek 700 50 bid 48 324 9 do pek sou 4.50 43
4 5 ch pek 450 43 50 Waitalawa 328 30 do bro pek 1900 80

6 ‘25S 20 ch pek sou 1,700 38 51 330 38 do pekoe^ 1700 66

0 260 10 ch SOU 850 35 52 332 11 do pek sou 650 47

8 L 264 lO ch bro mix 850 33 54 Blaekstone 330 40 ch bro pek 3800 53
9 Callander 266 IS hf-ch bro orp; pek 1,080 Kl'OO 55 338 24 do pekoe 2040 45
10 •268 9 hf-ch pek 468 75 5? 342 15 do pek sou 13.50 40
11 270 10 hf-ch pek sou 480 59 58 344 14 do bro tea 1260 27
12 Gonavy 272 29 ch bro pek 3248 /o 59 346 4 do pek dust 400 27
13 274 20 ch pek 2040 50 04 Knuckles 356 7 do dust 980 30
14 276 12 ch pek sou 1080 55 65 Talgaswela 358 18 do bro pek 1800 71
17 Allington 282 12 hf-ch bro org pek 660 OS 66 360 18 do pekoe 1620 51
18 284 18 hf-ch bro pek 900 49 67 362 10 do pek sou 900 42
19 286 20 hf-ch pek 1000 46 08 Nugahena 364 7 do bro pek 646 59
20 288 17 hf-ch pek sou 850 41 69 366 6 do pekoe 504 49
23 Ivies 304 14 ch bro pek 1400 52 72 Patiagama 37‘2 16 do bro or pek 16S0 73
24 306 20 ch pek 1600 44 73 374 5 do bro pek 500 70
25 308 11 ch pek sou 990 40 74 376 8 do pekoe 800 54
27 C'oslanda 312 15 ch bro pek 1500 75 77 Lyegrove 382 23 do bro pek 2530 60
28 314 14 ch pek 1,400 53 78 384 19 do pekoe 1900 49
29 316 14 ch pek sou 1400 48 80 Verulupitiya 388 IS do bro pek 1800 53
34 Agra Ouvah 326 18 hf-ch org pek 1080 70 81 390 25 do pekoe 2250 40
35 Madultesna 328 12 ch bro pek 1200 56 82 392 33 do pek sou 2805 40
36 M 330 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 51 bid 84 396 5 do bro mixed 423 28
37 Agra Ouvah 332 68 hf-ch bro org pek 4420 95 85 Ederapolla 398 17 hf-ch bro pek 850 57
38 334 47 do org pek 2585 73 bid 86 400 13 ch pekoe 1040 48
39 336 20 ch pek 2000 58 87 402 19 do pek sou 14-25 44
40 Glasgow 338 14 ch pek sou 1400 58 88 404 6 do SOU 510 38
41 Hunugalla 340 10 ch bro pek 1000 51 89 406 9 do fans 810 36
42 342 S di pek 800 43 90 498 7 do dust 560 29
43 344 5 cli pek sou 500 38 91 Deaculla 410 24 do bro pek 1440 87
44 346 7 hf-. h bro pek 420 71 92 412 45 do pekoe 3375 61 bid
45 348 8 do pek 480 53 93 414 14 do pek sou 10.50 49
47 5Iurraythwaite 11 9 ch bro pek 900 61 94 A.scot 41(5 17 do bro pek 1700 58
48 13 12 ch pek 1020 48 95 418 24 do pekoe 2280 47
50 Tarf 17 9 ch pek sou 945 49 98 Lowlands 424 8 do bro pek SOO 52
52 Oakfield 21 19 hf-ch bro pek 950 73 99 4‘26 8 do pekoe 7-20 46
53 23 18 hf-ch pek 900 56 lOo 428 7 do pek sou 560 37 bid
54 • 25 18 hf-ch pek sou 900 50 102 Melrose 432 7 do bro pek 735 71
57 Glentilt 31 19 ch pro pek 1995 74 103 434 17 do pekoe 1700 50
68 33 13 ch pek 1300 48 104 436 10 do pek sou 1000 43
60 Little Valley 37 14 ch bro pek 1400 70 105 CRD 438 4 do red leaf 400 23
61 61 39 ch pek 2610 62 106 Brechiii 440 15 do bro pek 1650 82
62 41 5 ch pek sou 400 49 107 442 14 do pekoe 1400 65
64 45 7 ch bro org pek 7/0 68 11*2 Wevagoda 452 10 do pekoe 1000 38
65 Glanrhos 47 14 ch bro pek 1330 66 Il4 456 6 do pek fans 438 33
66 49 20 ch pek 1700 52 11(5 S M K 400 10 hf-ch pekoe 500 41
67 51 17 ch org pek 1445 51 117 Ireby 402 11 ch or nek 1100 66
68 53 10 ch pek sou 850 46 118 464 5 do bro pek 550 79
71 Glanrhos 59 6 ch dust 840 36 119 466 10 do pekoe 1000 50
72 Dickapittia 61 10 ch bro pek 1100 70 bid 120 468 8 do l)ek sou 800 41
73 63 15 do pek 1500 56 12l Amblankande 470 7 do bro pek 700 65
74 65 5 do pek sou 500 47 1‘2-2 472 12 do pekoe 1080 51
75 Poilakande 67 16 ch pek .sou 1200 46 bid 123 474 6 do pek sou 600 41
76 F. R. 69 11 oh bro pek 1210 50 bid 1‘24 Castlereagli 470 8 do pek sou 680 38
77 71 40 hf-cli pek ‘2000 47 i)id 126 Jiecherton 480 9 do bro pek 990 61
78 Chicago 73 25 ch bro pek 2375 63 bid 1-27 482 5 do pekoe 500 48
79 75 55 ch pek 4675 43 bid 1-28 484 7 do pek sou 677 42
80 77 18 ch pek .sou 1620 40 130 Middleton 488 11 hf-cli bro pek 660 93

131 490 19 do or pek
pekoe

1045 79 bid
132 492 8 ch 800 64

[MES.SRS. Forbes & Walker.— 194,.'5.39 lb.]
133 M 494 20 do or pek ‘2000 52 bid

Lot. Box Pks. Na.me. lb. c.
134

135
Knavesmire
I'eru

496
498

27 do
10 hf-ch

bro pek
bro pek

2700
600

49
56

12 Sinnapittia 252 10 ch bro mix 850 32 bid 138 Alugama 504 20 ch or pelt B 2000 50 bid
17 .Andradeniya 262 8 do bro pek 880 58 139 ."iOe 16 do pekoe 1440 44 bid
18 264 10 do pekoe 1000 46 140 508 8 do pek sou 7‘20 35 bid



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Box. PkoS. Name. lb. e.
1

Lot. Box. I’kgs. Name. lb. C.

141 15 I) W, K 5>I) 37 cU bro peB 3700 50 50 Monroim 142 17 hf-ch bro j)ek 859 68
14-2 512 8 do pek 800 44 51 143 14 ch pekoe 1400 52
144 .'Scrubs 516 8 do bro pek. 880 83 52 144 4 do pek sou 400 42
145 518 7 do pekoe 665 65 bid 60 Polgahakanda 153 20 do bro pek 2600 66
147 C 15 522 13 hf-ch bro pe 715 90 61 154 24 do pekoe 2-280 61
14S 524 4 Cll or pekoe 400 73 62 155 18 do pek sou 16-20 45
149 526 4 do pek 400 64 63 166 3 do dust 4-20 31
159 V 0 534 0 do bro tea 450 24 64 llatdowa 157 19 do bro pek 1900 44 bid
154 M \\’ 530 6 do pek sou 570 23 65 158 22 do pekoe 1980 41
15C Arabaliuva 540 24 hf-ch bro pek 1080 53 66 159 43 do pek sou 3655 38
157 542 23 do pekoe 1035 48 72 J P 165 13 hf-ch dust 1118 30
15S 544 24 do pek sou 960 40 73 Galpliele J66 10 do bro pek 550 69
161 dunes 550 31 do bro pek 1550 60 Irid 74 167 10 do pekoe 500 60
162 5 j2 32 oh pekoe 2880 44 75 168 9 do pek son 450 48
166 554 6 do pek .sou 540 41 78 Koorooloogalla 171 11 ch bro pek 1100 i t

164 556 40 do bro mix 3600 28 79 172 9 do pekoe 900 57
165 558 7 hf-ch dust 490 28 82 Penritli 175 19 do bro pek 1900 71
166 560 92 do liro pek 3080 70 83 176 18 do pekoe 1440 51
167 562 34 ch pek 2890 44 84 177 14 do pek sou U90 43
16S 564 16 do pek sou 1440 4U 94 Knutsford 187 25 lif-ch uekoe 14,)4 42
169 566 5 do ilust 750 29 97 Manangoda 190 8 ch bro j)ek 800 52
176 Battawatta 574 34 do pekoe 3409 53 98 191 12 do pekoe 1200 42
174 576 27 do do 2700 53 99 192 8 do pek sou 840 37
175 (iaiiapalla 578 50 hf-ch bro pek 3000 58 101 194 4 do bro mix 400 27
176 Kirklees 580 50 do do 3000 91 102 Narangoda 195 10 do bro jiek 1050 55
Ibl G F 51 in set. 103 196 10 do pekoe 1000 47

mark 590 9 hf-ch bro or pek 540 1-00 105 11, in est. marl 198 19 do or pek 1900 79 bid
1S6 594 14 do pekoe 7S4 SO 106 199 18 do pekoe 1686 47
1S4 596 18 do pek No. 2 1008 73 107 200 10 do pek sou 1217 41

1S5 598 17 do SOU 935 00 lOS 1 12 do uiiiis 1080 31
167 Pallagoda 602 8 do pek dust 600 38 113 Ciordon 6 10 hf-cii pekoe 500 42
1S9 606 0 do pekoe 4.50 oS 114 7 12 do pek sou 600 40
196 608 8 do pek sou 400 35 116 W D T 9 7 do bro pek 413 56
104 016 11 do pek sou 624 39 117 W G 10 7 ch pek sou 525 31

197 Walahandua 622 12 ch bro pek 1200 70 118 11 13 do bro mix 1005 23
196 024 10 do pekoe 1009 47 119 12 10 do dust 800 27
196 626 8 do j)ek sou 720 43 120 G W 13 5 do SOU 400 36
204 \ ilnita 666 4 do bro pek 400 55 122 15 8 hf-ch fans 480 44
205 638 4 do pekoe 400 41 124 Kelani 17 54 do bro j)ek 2970 72
206 640 5 do pek sou 450 37 125 18 40 do pekoe 2300 46
216 Kelaneiya 654 20 do pekoe 200 51 bid 126 19 54 do l)ek sou 2400 42
214 L & K 650 30 do bro tea 2100 20 132 Nagur 25 6 ch pek sou 541 25
215 Venture 658 16 hf-ch pek sou 800 43 133 E and R 26 11 do pek sou 990 28
216 660 0 do dust 450 27 134 Salawe 27 12 do SOU 1020 39
217 Ilarringtun 602 11 ch pekoe 1100 61 bid 135 28 4 do unas 400 44
216 liabugaiua 604 17 do do 1530 46 bid 166 29 5 do bro mix 550 37
219 CUougideigh 666 18 do bro pek 1800 52 bid 139 s 32 20 lif-ch bro ])ek 14-20 79
220 008 14 do pekoe 1200 44 bid 140 llarangalla 33 10 ch bro pek 1000 69
221 070 6 do pek sou 610 39 bid 143 .'sirisanda 30 14 hf-ch bro pek 840 73
224 Knavesmire 070 20 do

j-liro pek 2000 55 144 37 24 do pekoe 1200 48
1 hf-ch 145 38 32 do pek sou 1600 42

225 C78 8 ch
do

bro pe No. 2 800 49
226 680 52 pekoe 4080 44
226 T)enniark Hill 664
229 L' Watte 666

0
03

do
hf-ch

|)ekoe
bro ijek

,540

3800
64 bid
48 bid

[MES.SRS. A. H. Thompson & Co.--6G,Giy Ib.]

230
261

088
090

33
20

do
do

pekoe 1073
hr pek fans 1500

39 bid
30 Lot. Box. Bkgs. Name. lb. c.

284 14 C 696 21 ch bro pe sou 2100 25 1 Ceylon in es
tate mark 1 23 hf-cli bro or pek 1195

[MK-S-SKS. HOMEIIVILLE c'c Co. 139,801 11).]

o

3

3

5

17

19
ch
do

or pekoe
pek sou

1700
1577

78
49

liOt. Itox Pkgs. Name !!>. C. 4

10 Kennington
7

16

6
17

hf-ch
cll

tauuings
sou

4-20

1-275

40
38

5 Depedene 97 4 Ohf-cli bro or pek 2530 64 )>id 12 19 7 hf-ch dust 525 30

() 98 08 do bro pek 3400 49 13 Dehiowita 20 8 ch congou 720 26

99 to do pekoe 3450 47 H 22 4 do dust 600 26

100 38 do pek sou 1900 40 15 IVoodend 26 12 do 1 ) 1-0 ])ek 1200 54 bid

y 101 8 do dust 640 26 16 25 52 do pekoe 5-200 44 bid

U Carnev 106 57 <lo l)ro [lek 2850 60 21 1) 31 8 do souclioug 760 28

12 104 31 do ])ekoe 1550 47 *>•> Ossington 33 9 do bro pek 990 62

lc5 21 do pek sou 1050 45 23 35 16 do pekoe 1000 48

108 01 do bro pek 3355 57 bid 24 37 10 do j)e sou 1000 42

17 109 20 ch pekoe 1900 46 26 Relusas 40 14 do do 1260 43

110 IS do pek sou 1620 40 31 M F 47 / do pe sou 560 38

115 20 ch bro pe!c 2000 55 bid 34 C h T Co. 51 30 do bro pek 3000 53

24 116 14 do pekoe 1400 48 35 53 12 do do 1-200 52 bid

117 14 do pek sou 1360 41 30 A T in estate
hf-ch bro pek

27 Warakamure 119 27 ilo bro pek 2700 46 bid mark 55 18 90.) 46

2S 120 15 do pekoe 1125 43 37 57 32 do pekoe 1000 87

•>o 121 10 do pek .sou 900 40 38 Yogan 59 21 ch bro pek 2100 69 bid

126 0 do liro mix 7'20 30 39 61 25 do pekoe 2250 51 liid

62 Mousagalla 124 30 <lo bro pek 3905 53 40 63 21 do nek sou 1890 46

3*4 125 19 (lo pekoe l5>75 44 41 V og in 65 12 do (lust 1560 31

129 15 do brt) pek 1650 62 42 Yalakelle 06 35 hf-cli brp pek 1750 57 bid

160 12 do pekoe 1200 50 43 I'ogan 68 37 ch pekoe 3330 51 bid

3D 161 10 do pek so\i 950 40 41 Myr.aganga 7u 19 do liro or pek 20i)0 81

41 136 6 do red leaf COO 25 45 72 42 do or pek 4-200 6.5

135 24 do bro ))ek 2400 49 46 74 22 do bro pek 2200 66

44 166 17 do pekoe 1700 43 4,' 76 34 do pekoe 3230 50

169 15 do bro pek 1500 61 48 78 39 do pek sou 3510 46

140 13 do l>ekoe 1300 44 49 .Sapitiyagode 80 21 boxes bro or pek 4.20 84

141 14 do pek sou 1400 39 50 82 16 do or pek 1600 76



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'l’. 3

Lot. Box Pks. Name lb. c.

51 84 11 ch bvo pek 1100 78
r,-> 86 6 do pek No 1 600 59
5:{ 88 7 do pek No. 2 700 55

SMALL LOTS.

Messes. Benham & Bremner.

Lot. Box. Pk<f.s. Name. lb. c.

2 Hope Well 14 2 hf-ch pek sou 146 41

8 16 2 do pekoe 147 45

4 18 3 do Ijro pek 162 62

Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.

Lot. Box. pko's. Name. lb. f.

5 Cevlou in es-

tate mark 9 4 hf-cli dust 360 31
11 Kenninstou 18 5 do bro tea 275 28
17 Woodentl 27 1 ch dust 135 25
IS l> B 28 2 do pek faunings 260 33
19 29 2 do dust 180 26
20 30 1 do red leaf 150 23
25 O.ssinf>ton 39 1 do dust 136 21

27 Kelucfas 42 1 do red leaf 78 21

23 43 3 do dust 348 25
32 M F 49 2 do dust 300 25

33 50 2 do unassorted 170 35

54 SaoitivaKocle 90 1 do faunings 80 42
55 91 1 do dust 100 27

Mr. E. •John.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Iliialo\ivah, K.
anil T. 250 1 cli fans Ill 39

4 Logan 262 2 ch red leaf 170 21

15 Gonavy 278 1 hf-ch pek fans 74 37

16 280 1 hf-ch dust 90 26

21 Allington 290 3 hf-ch dust 240 27
99 302 1 hf-ch red leaf 55 25

26 Ivien 310 2 ch jrek fans 260 37

30 Coslanila 318 1 ch dust 150 b5

31 K 320 1 hf-ch pek sou 40 30
322 4 hf-ch fans 100 09

33 K BT, in estate
mar< 224 7 hf-ch bro tea 280 22

46 Pevn 350 2 hf-ch pek sou 100 47

49 jMuvniythwaite 15 1 ch pek sou 80 38

51 Tavf 19 4 hf-ch tlust 320 29

55 Oaktielil 27 1 ch luo mi.K 90 26

56 29 1 hf-ch dust 80 32

59 Glentilt 35 4 hf-cli dust 320 26

63 Little N'alley 43 2 hf-cli dust 160 33

69 Glanvhos 55 1 ch SOU 85 28

70 57 3 ch pek fans 300 47

81 Chicago 79 2 ch dust 290 27

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

l.ot. Box Pkg.s. Name 11). C.

10 Depedene 102 3 hf-ch red leaf 105 21

14 Cavney 106 2 do fans 100 41

15 107 4 do pek dust 200 26
19 Allakolla 111 3 do du.st 240 25

26 Fkuwela 1 18 1 ch bro tea 90 27
30 Warakamure 122 3 do fans 381 43
34 Mousagalla 126 1 do

1 hf-ch SOU 146 31
127 1 ch red leaf loo 21

36 12.8 2 do dust 212 25
40 Woodland.s 132 2 ht-ch dust 170 26

42 ]. P G 134 2 ch red leaf 160 19

45 Gallawatte 137 3 do ))ek sou 300 37

40 138 2 do bro tea 200 2D

53 Monrovia 145 3 do fans 300 42
54 146 1 lif-ch pek dust 85 20
55 Peru 147 2 do liro pek 120 50
50 148 2 ilo pekoe no 44

57 1-49 5 do pek sou ^ 275 39
58 150 3 do SOU 150 30
59 151 1 do fans SO 4,1

Lot. Box. pkgs Name lb. C.

67 Hatdowa 160 1 ch dust 150 25
68 161 1 do bro mix 80 26
69 R X 162 1 hf-ch SOU 50 35
70 163 1 do fans 65 40
71 104 2 do dust 160
76 L P 169 1 do SOU 50 36
77 170 1 do dust 80 30
80 J S 173 2 do dust 180 25
81 174 3 ch SOU 270 48
85 Penrith 178 1 do fans 125 30
93 Knutsford 186 5 hf-ch or pek 331 58
95 188 3 do pek sou 167 ti
96 189 4 do fans 320 25
100 Manangoda 193 1 ch fans 118 37
104 Narangoda 197 2 do SOU 200 36
109 Ainpitiva 2 3 do pekoe 300 34
110 B B 3 1 do bro tea 120 23
111 B 4 5 hf-ch bro or pek 300 53
112 Gordon 5 7 do bro pek 350
K5 8 1 do du.st 68 34
121 G ^V 14 1 ch red leaf 68 23
i23 16 4 hf-ch dust 26S 27
127 Kelaui 20 3 do bro mix 120 19
128 21 4 do fans 240 49
129 22 2 do dust 160 26
130 Nagur 23 2 ch bro pek 190 48
131 24 3 do pekoe 290 41
137 iSalawe 30 2 do fans 240 39
138 31 2 hf-ch dust 140 27
141 A\' 34 1 do bro pek 40 48
142 35 1 do pekoe 52 44
146 Manangoda 39 1 box golden tip 3 R7-50

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb C.

1 Spring'kell 230 4 hf-ch bio mix 190 26
2 232 3 ch dust 325 26
3 234 4 do pek fans 345 40
4 B B B in est.

mark 236 2 do bro mix 190 29
5 Carendo 238 3 do bro pek 309 59
6 240 3 do or pek 209 49
7 242 3 do pekoe 2S1 48
8 244 4 do pek sou 382 46
9 240 2 do fans 205 46
10 248 2 do congou 177 36
11 M \ in est.

mark 250 1 do pek sou 80 42
13 Siiinapitiva 254 1 do dust 105 28
14 A N K 266 1 do broken pek 83 55
15 258 1 do pek 96 38
16 260 3 do SOU 294 31

1 hf-ch.
19 Andradeniya 266 2 ch pe sou 200 40
22 Polwatte 272 3 do pe SOU 300 39
23 274 2 do dust 170 28
32 Great Valiev 292 1 do SOU 90 36
33 294 2 do dust 170 29
30 Matale 300 1 do SOU 95 41
37 302 1 do dust 85 27
40 Ivelaneiya 308 1 do SOU lOO 40
41 310 1 do dust 115 26
45 Radella 318 J do dust 130 27
49 Nugagalla 320 2 hf-ch dust 160 28
53 IVaitalawa 334 3 do dust 270 41
56 Blackstone 340 3 ch pe No. 2 255 41
00 Bittacy 348 2 do pe SOU 120 51
01 350 2 hf-ch dust 170 31
62 3.52 1 do bro mix 50 32
63 Knuckles 3o4 3 ch SOU 270 40
70 Nugahena 368 4 do pek sou 365 42
71 370 1 hf-ch fans 03 26
75 Patin.giima 378 1 ch pek sou 100 46
70 380 1 do dust 160 30
79 I.yegrove 386 1 hf-ch dust 100 27

1 hf-ch dust 85
83 Verulnpitiya 394 1 do dust 8.5 [

26

96 Ascot 420 1 ch congou 100 36
97 422 1 do dust 150 30
101 Lowlands 430 1 do fans 120 38
108 Brechin 444 4 do pe SOU .380 52
109 440 1 do dust 100 31
110 Mount

J^leasant 448 1 do bro pek 55 51
111 Wevag'oda 4.50 3 do bro pe 330
113 454 2 do SOU 2C0 32
115 4.58 1 do pe dust 100 25
125 Castlereagh 478 4 hf-ch dust 320 27



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALhS LIST.

Lot Bo.\ I’kgs Name lb. c.

129 Becherton 486 2 cli dust 204 26
143 Scrubs 514 4 do or pek 380 94

146 520 a do pe sou 190 .56

150 Carlabeck 528 2 do pe sou 200 GO
151 530 6 hf-ch bro pe fans 390 50
152 A G 532 3 eh bro tea 279 37
155 M \V 538 2 do dust 280 24
159 Eagalla 546 2 do bro mix 210 40
160 548 3 lif-ch dust 270 28
170 Killarney 568 2 ch pek 240 48
171 570 1 hf-ch bro pe sou 83 23
172 572 2 do dust 190 20
1S2 G P M ill est.

mark 592 7 hf-ch or pek 392 93
186 600 5 do bro pek fans 350 47
188 Galtota 604 4 do bro pek 216 46
191 610 2 do dust 133 25
192 lloragaskelle 012 6 do bro pek 366 52
193 G14 7 do pekoe 394 43
195 G18 1 do congou 57 34
196 G20 1 do bro luix 66 27
200 Walahandua 628 1 do bro mix 102 26
201 SPA 630 2 ch bro pek 182 57
202 632 2 do pekoe 187 46
203 634 1 do pek sou 95 36
207 Yalpita 642 1 do red leaf 92 27
208 5Iunamal 644 2 do

1 hf-ch bro pek 245 56
209 G46 2 ch pekoe 200 45
210 648 2 do

1 hf-ch pek sou 250 40
211 650 3 ch

1 hf-ch unas. 350 41
212 652 1 ch fannings 105 34
222 Choughleigh 672 3 lif-ch dust 198 27
227 Knavesmire 682 2 do do 160 26
232 Bandara

Eliya 692 5 boxes Awry or pe 100 Rl-00
233 694 10 do bro or pek 200 Rl-15 bid
235 G A C 698 3

1

ch
hf-ch

|pek sou 280 40

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

f From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing L.\ne, Au<,c -1 .

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Miiicinj;
Lcine up to 2nd Aug.
Ex “Shrop-shire”—Pittarat Malle, lb (s d) 9Ss; lb 102.s; Gc

100s; 2c lb 96s 6d; It 121s; Ic 87s d. UiUipolla, 2 bags (s Od)
70s; 5 bags 70s 6d: 3 bags(sd) 70s.

Ex “Capella”—Gowerakellie. lb Ills 6d; 2c lb 108s 6d; 7b
102s Gd; 2b 96s 6d; It 89s (GKET) Blackwood, 4c It 100s;
3c It 99s; It lb 96s Cd: It 115s. BKVVT, It 107s.
Ex “Mu.sician”—Niabeddii, lb 104s. lb 2c 103s 6d; 5c lb

98s Gd; lb Ic 97s Gd; It 112s; 1 bag 100s. (NBTT), Ic It 87s.
Ex “Oratava”—Blackwood, 5c 109s; 6c 102s Od. Ic It 102s;

Ic 2t 9Ss 6d; Ic 122s: 1 bag (f w d) 91s; 2 bags (f w d) 99s Cd.
BKWT, Ic S8s 6d; 1 bag (f w d) 84s
Ex “City of Agi-a”—Amherst. Ic It 104s; 3c It 99s; Ic 94s

Cd; lb 112s; lb S4s;
Ex “Priam”—Uvakellie, Ic lb 93s; It 112s Golcond.a,

2 bags 99s; 1 bag 81s; 1 bag (s d) 95s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Gorrcspondent).

Mincing Lane, August 2nd, 1895.

Ex “Priam”—(DMA&Co.), 1 bag 25s; 8 bags 27s.

Ex “.Shropshire”—Maragalla, 23 bags 58s 36 bags (s d)
46s; 1 bag (oil dgd.) 38s; 7 bags 39s; 6 bags (s d) 29s.

Kumaradola, 13 bags (s d) 47s; 4 bags 36s 6d; 1 bag (sd) 26s
Gd, Yatawatte, 19 bags (s d) 41s Gd; 7 bags 36s 6d; 2 bags
(s d) 30s; 2 bags (s d) 23s Gd.

OBECRYKR GAS ENGINE PRESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 35.] Colombo, Aiujust 3iKh. lSi)5. )
PiacK ;—12i cents each

;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
G copies g rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF

LAIUJE LOTS.

[ME.SSRS. Bexha:« I'c J5i;k.mxku.

Lot. Box. i)kgs. Name.

1 Elston U 17 eh pe son N o.

o 10 7 <lo eousion

3 F& R 18 12 hf-eh pek sou

[Mr. E. .John.— 1US,(W7

Lot. Box. ]>kg,S. Names.

1 AVewelniadde 81 4 ch llllSt

3 C N 85 13 do bro tea
•1 Yahalakele 87 8 do hro tea.

5 89 4 do dust
0 Wewesse 10 24 hf-ch hro pek
7 103 21 do pekoe
8 10'. 15 do pek sou

9 Ford 107 27 ch bro pek
10 Madultenna 109 15 do bro pek
11 111 12 do pekoe
12 113 13 do pek sou

13 Whyddon 115 12 do bro pek
14 117 12 (lo pekoe
15 119 12 do pek sou

21 Keenas;aha
do bro mixElla' 131 4

23 Pati Rajah 135 25 do bro pek
24 137 26 do pekoe
30 TJry 149 31 do bro l>ek

31 1.51 11 do pekoe
32 153 11 do pek sou

35 Eadella 159 15 do Ino ))ek

36 161 14 do pekoe
37 163 13 (lo pek sou

38 165 12 do dust
39 Maryland 167 4 <lo bro pek
40 169 4 do pekoe
41 L 171 16 do pek sou

42 173 •T
4 hf-ch dust

40 Myraganga. 181 40 ch or pek
47 Agra Ouvah 183 17 hf-ch or pek
48 185 9 ch ])ek sou

49 187 .1 hf-ch dust

50 T K 189 5 cli bro mix
51 Lenavvattc 191 10 do bro pek
52 193 li (lo ])ekoe

55 Alnoor 199 36 hf-ch bro pek
56 201 20 do pekoe
57 203 15 (lo pek .sou

58 205 do fans

65 Ottery and
bro pekStamford Hill 219 17 ch

66 221 14 do or pek
67 223 34 (lo pek
70 Toinplestowe 229 26 (lo or pek
71 231 23 do j)ekoe

72 233 3 do dust

73 Tientsin 235 25 hf-ch liroor pek
74 237 IS ch pekoe
77 Mocha 243 16 do jjekoe

78 245 13 do or pek
79 247 8 do 1 iro or pek
80 Ayr 249 31 hf-cli bro pek
81 251 27 ch pekoe
82 253 19 do pek sou
83 Maddagedeia 255 38 do bro pek
84 257 43 (lo pekoe
85 259 10 (lo pek sou
86 Agar’.s Lind 201 18 hf-ch bro or pek
87 263 32 do bro pek
88 265 66 (lo or pek
80 267 28 do pek sou
90 269 32 (lo sou '

91 271 5 do dust
92 Chicago 273 25 ch bro i>ek

TEA. [Messrs. Eorre
Lot. liox

2 A N K 702
10 ( hilapitakau-

ila 71S
11 720
12 722

! 14 Roekside 726

-3.18U Ib.l 15 728
16 Stisted 730

lb. C. 17 732
18 734

1530 43
19 Ibiiibar 736

700 30 20 738
600 4:j

21 740
00 742
25 Aiiiiingkande 748

/ •>(i 750
•] 30 Slijumoli 758

32 702

lb. c. 33 764
31 706

484 28 39 TR 776
1300 30 40 778
720 45 41 780
600 29 43 CO K R 784
1320 78 44 786
1155 58 45 788
750 51 51 Ivoladeiiia 800
2696 .50 52 l.abukellie 802
1500 65 54 806
1200 48 55 L K R V, ill set.

1.300 40 mark 808
1200 78 58 M, ill estate
1200 59 mark 814
1200 51 60 818

500 41 64 t; () 820
2250 80 65 828
1872 52 68 ( treat Valley 834
.3410 81 09 836
1100 70 70 838
1100 59 74 St. Heliers 846
1500 65 75 848
1260 48 70 850
1040 42 77 S T R 852
1680 33 78 854
460 57 70 Bl) 856
440 46 80 Ambalawa 858
1360 44 81 800
650 28 82 .Maha Uva 862

4000 58 83 804
2585 75 81 866
900 51 85 868
400 .34 99 Siuiiapittia 892
450 30 101 Kiiavcsmire 896
1000 49tbid
880 40' 102 898
1800 64 10.3 900
1000 49 101 902
750 43
455 49 105 904

111 A 916
1700 88 112 918
1190 77 113 920
3060 58 114 922
2600 75 115 S .M 924
2070 61 129 liiiraiiakamlo 952
420 31 130 954
1375 R1 -07 1 il 956
15(M) 66 140 CliestcrfiU'd 974
14 0 69 141 976
1300 S3 142 978
920 95 148 Sorana 990
15.50 75 149 992
2025 52 152 Fariiliam 998
1520 40 15.3 1000
3800 65 L54 2
3870 48 155 R 1) W .V 4

900 42 1.59 R 1) W R 12
900 76 , 160 .St. .Mary 14
1600 55 ' 161 16
.3300 60 102 18
1400 45 163 20
17.55 40 164 22
400 30 165 24

2375 52 bid 166 26

& Walker.— 18.3,884 lb.]

Pks Name. lb. C.

8 cli pekoe 729 37

12 ch bro pek 1260 73
21 do pekoe 2190 50
4 do pek sou 499 47

26 ch pekoe 2900 47
19 do pek sou 1900 44
32 Iif-ch bro pek 1920 05
31 do pekoe 1870 48
32 do pek sou 1440 43
11 hf-ch or pek 402 77 bid
18 do bro pel; 900 70 bid
19 ch pekoe 1520 58 bid
10 do pek sou 900 50
21 ch bro pek 2310 00
IS do pekoe ISOO 51

16 hf-ch or jiek 720 65
13 do pekoe 845 44
15 do pek sou 900 38
8 do sou 560 35
9 hf-ch bro pec 450 82
9 do pekoe 4.50 60
9 do pek sou 450 47

8 ch bro mix 720 24
7 do pek sou 030 20
6 hf-ch dust 480 2!)

5 ch bro tea 630 37
6 do bro pek 660 ~2

9 do pekoe 819 50

27 cli bro mix 3024 20

5 ilo bro pek 500 52
6 do
1 hf-ch sou 538 20

51 do bro pek 2550
19 ch pekoe 1520 4i)‘

12 hf-ch bro pek 660 Rl-UO
21 ch pekoe 1995 60 'till

10 do pek sou 990 52
17 hf-ch bro or pek: 901 73
14 ch pekoe 1400 51
5 do pek sou 500 43

14 do dust 1512 29
8 do fans 800 39
13 do pek dust 1959 20
21 hf-ch bro or pek 1050 54
20 do pekoe 900 47
28 do or pek 1400 86
34 do bro or pek 1870 71
30 do pekoe 3000 59
21 ch pek sou 1995 49
10 do bro mix 850 30
4 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 410 39

30 cli pek sou 2700 38
15 ch pek sou 1350 40
15 do
1 hf-ch .sou 1250 37
8 ch bro mix 720 33
9 do tiro pek 900 41
6 do pekoe 600 39

13 lif-ch fans 910 27
28 do dust 2380 25
4 cll Imi pek 400 34

2 1 do in o pek 2100 70
7 do pekoe. 630 47
9 do pek .sou 765 41
26 do tiro pek 2600 70
20 do pekoe 2000 52
18 do jiek sou 1800 40
15 llf-cli bro Jiek 747 69
10 do pekuo 900 49
19 do liro Jiek 950 72 bid
18 do or pek 750 02 tiid

42 do jickoe 1764 51
8 do mixed 500 47
5 do dust 435 34
33 hf-ch bro or pek 1810 49 liid

72 do bro pek 3600 .54

20 ch or Jiek 1800 44
35 hf-ch pekoe 1750 40 bid
28 do Jiek sou 1400 38 bid
20 do sou 1010
19 do liro tea 950 30 i>id



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISTf)

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

IGT 28 IS vh IH‘k dust 1175 28

los :io 18 (l(» (lust 90t> 20
ICP liamlava Eliya 02 30 hf-fh bni pek 1800 OS bid
ITu 31 11 (U» pekoe 2000 03
171 I'Dlatagania 30 45 cli bro ))ok 4500 05
17-2 38 37 do pekoe 3700 45 bid
1 4 1* 40 15 (io pek sou 1500 41

171 42 0 do fans 9.10 48
175 Mo.scow 44 40 bf-ch bro pek 2000 04 bid
170 46 28 do pekoe 1260 70
17 7 48 35 do pek sou 1575 00
17s Chuuahleigh 50 18 do bid pek 1800 5(

I7;t 52 14 do pekoe 1200 45
isu .54 0 do pek sou 510 30
ISl l«ib\i!iama 56 17 do pekoe 1530 45
1S2 .M A 58 12 do lu'o pek 1200 58
Isl E it 11 02 0 do bro pek 990 85
Ltk* 04 10 do pekoe 950 03 bid

ISS Danimeria 70 09 ch bro or pek 7590 70
ISO 72 81 do pekoe 8100 55
l!)(i 74 13 do pek sou 1300 40

HU 70 4 do (lust 400 ::4

100 S( rubs SO 7 eh bro jiek 770 87
107 88 7 do jjekoe 605 05 bid
2o;i 1.' VVattf 100 03 bf-fh bro pek 3800 48
201
20.7 C' 11. in e.stalo

102 33 d() l»ekoe 1673 38 bid

mark 104 5 clt sou 500 38
2i t.i (’ 11 106 4 do red leaf 400 32
207 108 10 bf-cli pek dust 800 31

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson’ Co., 43,9S7 lb.

I.ut. Box. pkgs. Xanie. lb. c.

1 Weriiegella 1 10 bf-cli bro pek 800 47
•> 3 19 do pekoe 950 39
c Kalkand 8 H do jiekoe 000 52
;i IVoiideii 12 12 eh 1)10 pek 1200 0/

10 14 52 do pekoe 5200 43 liid

13 llardenbuisb 19 24 do or pek 2160 41

14 21 13 do pek sou 1170 35

23 Warwick 31 4 do bro tea 440 50
20 Glengarrie

Ceylon iu est.

mark 35 27 di> liro pek 2805 .50

*:L7 37 12 do or pek 108ti 48
2 s 39 3' do pek 2950 43
30 .sapitiyagode 42 50 do liro pek 50U0 90 bid
31 44 27 do or pek 2700 09
32 40 34 do pek 2900 49 bid
38 St. Letnuu'ds

on Sea 55 11 do bro pek 1100 00
30 57 0 do pekoe 540 46
42 I’leasure

(‘.round 01 7 do SOU 075 30
44 1, 62 2 (lo .sou 514 out

0 bf-cli

[ Messrs. SoMHit \ 1 1. 1, i:

1

A Co., .SI ,7.i2 lb.]

loot. Box. Pkgs. Xame. lb. c.

I ( ill estate
mark 40 37 bf-eb pek son 2072 48

41 32 do pek fans 1081 42

3 42 <) do liro mi.x 540 32 bid

4 Moragaila 43 10 cb bro pek 1)05 5t

;i 44 !) do Jiekoe 870 42

0 45 0 hfeli j)ek son 000 37

7 40 8 c!i pek dii.st 315 38
l.abiigama 47 22 bf-cb lui) j)ek 12U) < a

'.) 48 10 ell Jiekoe looo 01

10 49 18 do pek sou 1800 41

11 .\rsleiia 50 37 lif-ch bro jK'U 1851/ 7(1

12 51 31 do pekoe 1700 51

13 52 27 do pek sou 1350 44

14 Harangalla 53 20 ell bro jiek 2000 70

15 54 17 do j)ekoe 1530 49

10 00 5 do pek sou 400 42

18 MabaU'iinc 57 21 do bro jiek 2100 59
10 ofe 17 do Jiekoe 1700 43

A in est. mark
Colombo 59 (> do bro pek 580 42

01 5 do jiek sou 4.50 30

30 l'rie(llaIld 00 30 lif-ch liro or pek COO U1 00 bid

31 70 18 do or Jiek 000 75 bid

41 5'spa 80 5 eh dust 75(» 30

42 Heverlv 81 7 hf-cii Jiek iliist 455 30
4.". •Minna 21 do bro Jiek l3or. 91

Lot. Box l>kg,s Name lb. C.

44 83 25 (*h or Jiek 2500 74

45 84 34 do pekoe £0C0
51 tiid40 85 27 do Jiek sou 2430

52 11 iu est mark 91 10 do .sou 1440 42 bid
53 92 30 do pekoe 3240 40
54 !)3 37 hf-ch bro pek 1665 52
55 K 94 8 ch bro pek 1190 59

.5 hf-ch
50 95 17 ch pekoe 1700 44

57 i)0 12 dt> pek sou 1200 40
58 J. 1, in estate

mark 97 40 bf-eb Jiek sou 2240 39
00 J1 1) 99 4 ell sou 428 36
04 A O A 103 43 bf-eb pek sou 2408 37 bid
65 Ovoca A I 104 13 eh bro or pek 1300 91
60 105 19 bf-eli or Jiek 1045 75
67 100 12 eh Jiek sou 1140 50 bid
08 Penrith 107 19 do bro Jiek 1900 73
09 108 17 do pek MOO 52
70 109 12 do Jiek sou 1820 44
74 M P ill estate

mark Ceylon 113 14 do Iirt) pek 784 54
75 114 11 do pekoe 594 42
70 115 26 do pek sou 1190 38
81 Iv in estate

mark 120 8 ell bro tea 091 20 bid
1 hf-eli

S3 Gampolawatte 122 8 do bro Jiek SOU 58
84 Goiiambil 123 21 bf-eb bro Jiek 1200 09
85 124 27 do Jiekoe 1485 45 bid
80 125 20 (lo pek .sou 1485 42

1 hf-eli

89 Ckuwela 123 23 ell bro pek 2300 05
90 129 IS do pek 1800 44
91 130 18 do pek sou 171U 40
93 J T 132 10 bf-eb dust 050 25

SMALL LOTS.

ME.S.SRS. BkNHAM iV Bremner.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

4 F(t R 20 1 hf-cli lilies 50 43
5 .A.iry Hill 22 1 box bro pek 25 54
0 24 5 bf-cli pekoe 250 44
7 20 1 box dust 25 20

A. H. Thomp.son a Co.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

3 Wernegalla 5 2 bf-cb dust 100 27
4 0 3 do red lea f 150 20
5 Kalkaiide 7 5 do liro Jiek 27)0 07
4 10 0 do Jiek .sou 300 39
8 11 5 do sou 250 32
15 ilardenhiiisli 23 1 do red leaf 45 2,1

10 ABE 24 3 do jick fans 300 44
17 25 3 (to dust 210 29
IS Manilara

Ncwera 20 2 cii bro Jiek 220 00
19 5 lif-cb pek 250 55
20 28 2 do pek sou 120 4.5

21 27 1 do dust 34 30
22 Warwick 3(1 4 ell jie sou 300 40
24 33 4 bf-cb dust 320 32
25 V G 34 1 cb Jiek 83 34
40 St. I.oonords 59 1 dll bro mix 100 2S
41 IVoodeiid 00 1 (lo bln Jiek No. 2 .50 47 bid
43 J’leasure

(J round 03 1 dll diut 80 24

[Mi;. K.

Lot. Box. Pkgs.

•lOHN.J

Nollies. lb. e.

2 Wewelmaddc S3 1 ell red leaf 81 20
10 Wliyddoii 121 4 lif-cli Jiek bins 280 40
22 Kinmagaha

Ella 133 1 cb dust loo 30
25 Pati Rajah 139 tJ dll Jiek snii 24tl 40
20 141 dll dust 240 :«i

27 G U3 4 do SOU 340 42
27 145 4 bf-cb dust 3211 29



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'l'. 3

Lot. Ron. Pko-s. Name. lb. c\

29 .Suiiitravalle 147 2 cb SOU 160 40
33 fry 155 1 do dust 150 41

34 t'erellapatna 157 3 do pek No. 1 285 47
.53 Leiiawatte 195 2 do pok sou 160 39
54 197 1 lif-cb dust {99 SO
08 Otterv and

StainfordIIill225 1 ell SOU 90 38
09 227 1 do dust 139 29

1 •) Tientsin 239 2 do ])ek .sou 200 5S
70 241 2 tif-cb dust 100 43

SOMKllVILLl A' Co.

J.ot. Ron. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

17 Harangalla 50 2 cli dust 300 29
21 A in estate

nwrk 00 2 do pekoe 200 37
*2J) 02 2 do SOU 155 34

21 03 1 do dust loo 29
2.3 11 in estate

mark Colombo 04 5 boxes bro pek 50 47
20 05 3 do pekoe 20 40
27 C(5 5 do pek sou 35 80
2s 07 1 l)OX ]iek dust 5 ?8
*2y PiUitiva 08 3 cll dust 300 28
32 N 1 T 71 4 do unassorted 300 30
33 72 1 do fannings 120 3(i

34 Nagur 73' 1 do bro pek 90 45

35 Railege 74 2 llf-cli bi'o pek loo

3(1 / .) 3 do pekoe 150 38
70 1 do pek sou 50 27

3S N .V i i 1 oil pe sou 100 30
39 88 2 do tiro tea 200 19
40 79 1 (b) dust loo 23
47 .Minna 8(i 2 bf-cl! tiro mix 100 20
4S 87 5 d(^ dust 375 25

49 15 in estate
mark 88 3 cb l)ro pek 300 04

50 89 2 do pekoe 200 40
51 90 1 do pek sou loo 40
50 11 I) 98 3 hf-cli bro pek 171 47
01 101) 1 do or pek funs 02 30
02 101 1 do UIIHS 50 34

03 102 1 do SOU 50 30
71 Penrith 110 1 cb dust 85 29
72 111 1 do fans 30
! 7 M P in est.

mark no 4 bf-cli sondiong 184 34

76 117 3 do bro pe fans 182 28
79 118 1 do congou 48 out
SO 119 1 do dust 7U 20

S2 T 121 4 cb dust 3b0 29

v>7 120 3 eh bro mix 1000 . 34

ss 127 2 do fan.s 150 4(i

l)-2 Uknwela 131 1 hf-cli dust SO 25

[Messr.s. l’OR15KS A- \Valkki:.

Lot Ron Pkgs. Name lb c.

1 A N-K 700 3 cb
1 hf-cb bro pek 355 14

3 704 4 oil pek sou 322 34

4 700 1 do bro tea 1 1 *2i*

1 I) 70s 3 hf-d pek sou 150 41

0 710 1 box dust 20 28

t; 712 3 di tans 300 42
714 3 do SOU 240 SO

0 710 1 do pek dust 130 85

13 (ialapitakan
dii 724 2 di dust 180 S3

23 Iliinbar 744 4 do 0(#U1IOU :i0o 30

24 740 3 do dust 390 28

30a Sbnnnon 1 bf-di or pek 45 85

31 TOO 0 do liro pek 300 59 liid

35 70s 2 do dust 120 30

30 770 1 di bro tea S5 39

37 772 1 lif-cti fans 45 40

42 T 15 782 1 do dust 74 .38

40 Cooinba 79-' r. du bro pek 330 48

47 70-2 2 do pekoe 100 42

4S 794 2 do pek .sou lOo 38

4!) Ingunigalla 7t)0 2 dl red leaf 18(1 25

50 Kirrimcttia 798 2 do |ie du.st 230 42

l,al)nkede 804 4 do or jiekoe 304 0.3

50 Norwood 810 1 do pekoe 85 42

57 812 J do tiro tea 80 25

59 M, in estiite
1

mark 810 2 dl
1 tif-ch pdtoe 248 40

1

Lot. J5on 1»kgs. Name 11). C.

01 820 .1 cb fans 228 27

62 822 4 bf-ch dust 300 26

63 824 1 dl
1 bf-di bro tea 120 16

60 (i 0 830 o dl pek sou 285 42

07 832 2 lif-dt (Inst l-.O 29

71 Great Valle.v 840 1 de sou 90 43
72 842 2 do dust 170 28

73 Midlands 844 3 bf-di pek dust 225 32
86 Malta I'Vji 870 1 do congou 48 40
87 872 2 do du.st 100 30
92 S K .M 882 2 dl pekoe 210 36
93 884 2 ilo pek sou 190 29

94 880 1 do red leaf 92 17

100 B, in estate
mark 894 1 lif-di dust 88 30

100 Knavesniire 900 1 dl congou 85 30
107 908 2 bf-cb dust 160 27

108 AVollyfield 910 4 dl
1 bf-cb iinas 380 36

110 S M 926 2 dl
1 bf-di pekoe 2.51 35

117 928 2 dl
1 bf-di dnsc 368 25

118 930 1 do sou 61 IS

119 O 932 1 cb bro pek 85 35
120 934 1 do pekoe 107 3-2

121 93fi 1 do sou 94 21

122 938 .a do dust 300 25

123 s 940 1 cb
1 bf-cb or pek 176 37

124 942 1 dl pekoe 100 32
125 944 o do sou 270 22
120 940 1 do

o bf-cb dust 305 24

127 948 1 cll mixed 69 20
128 950 2 do fans 190 25

132 D K 958 3 ilif-di bro pek 150 48
133 900 *) do pek .S'o.i 90 39
134 M nnaiual 902 1 dl

1 bf-di bro pek 150 63
135 904 1 cb

1 lif-di pekoe 150 55
130 900 1 dl pek sou no 43
137 968 •a do

1 hf-di unas 250 43
138 970 1 cb bro tea no 40
139 972 1 do dust 138 31
143 Chesterford 980 1 cb bro tea no 28
144 Goraka 982 3 do bro pek 300 01 bid
145 984 3 (lo pekoe 300 50
140 980 3 do pek sou 300 42
147 988 1 (lo bro tea no 28
150 Sorana 994 5 cb pek sou 375 43
151 996 1 bf-cb dust 58 39
1.5G B D W A 6 i) (lo (lust 160 31
1.57 B D W G 8 2 do dust 180 39
158 B r» IV 1> 10 do bro pe fans 360 47
183 F & 11 00 o cll or pek 285 97
186 06 2 do pek soil 190 5;i

187 08 1 (lo (lust 150 3/

192 C 78 2 box- bro pek 20 38
1 do do 13 30

193 SO :i do pekoe 30 30
104 82 j do pek sou 30 33
195 Scrubs 84 2 dl or pek 190 90
198 90 2 do pek sou 190 53
199 W 11 K 92 3 (to bro pek 300 00
200 !)4 4 (lo pekoe 300 52
201 90 1 do pek sou SO 44

202 98 2 (lo du.st 300 31

211 I K \ no 1 hf-cb bro mix 50

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

f I'Vom Oar Conimr.rcial Correspondent )

.

Mincing Lank, An.^. !).

Marks and prices of CI'iVI.ON COFFF.Ksold in iUinciug
Lane up to 9th August :

—

Kx “Manora” Leangawella, 4c lb I04s Gd; 5c 9Ss; 4c 97s
(id; Ic It 9Is Cd; 4 Itags 97s. LOW'!', Ic It) S7s Os; 1

bag S4s.

Kx " Clnuicollor”—Herragalla, IcltHi 107s, 5c 102s; :ic It

101s Gd; 2c 2b 93s Od; It) It 112s; 4 t)ags I02s; 2 t>ags (s d
selectc(i) 89s Gd.



CEYLON PRODUCE SALtS LIST.

Kx “Simla”—Diinbula, Ic 92s.

Ex “Benlawers"—Shawlamls K, 11) 104. 1, Sc It lO’s (id.

2, 4c It 90s Gd. S, It 60s. [I*B, It Ul.ls. (S1,T), Ic S4s.

Shawlands 1 bag 9.5s Gd.

Ex “Shroi'shire”—Verelapatna F, Ic 105s; 2 bags 95s Gd.

1, 4c 103s. 2, 7c lb 98s. S, Ic It 92s. FB, Ic 107s. (V1»T),

2c 85s Gd; 1 bag 85s. Doomo, 1 bag 95s Gd.

Ex “Manora”—Batgoddc F, It 104s. A, ic 102. T, Ic

U) 100s. ‘2, It 98s Gd. PB, lb 10.5s. B(1K, lb 81s. T, 1

g 79s.

CEYLON GARDA.MOM SALES
IN LONDON.

(From (Jiir Commercial Correnpondenl).

Mincixo L.tNs;, Au'ict 9tli, 1811a.

Ex "Oiatow.a”— (WA'Co., 8c Is Gd; 2c Is Gd; 12c Is 7d; 2c

Is 4d; 4c Is 3d; 1 bag Is lOd.

Ex “Beil !,a\veis”—Laxapana, 5c Is Gd.
Ex “Gleiiorchy”—.\lutniawatte, Mysore, 3c Is 4d.

Ex “Orizaba”— Baiigalla Tea Company Limited, .My.soie,

6c Is lOd
Ex “Priam” (Al &Co , 3c Is 3d; ;ic Is Id; 3c Is 2d.

Ex “Ben ijiwer.s”—Vicarton, 2c 2s Id; 4c Is Sd 1 seeil

(mixed with stones and dirt etc)lsGil.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 36.] Colombo, September 6th. 1895. ( PiticE :—12.^ cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;

(5 copies § rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF IEA.

LARGE LOTS.

{Messrs. Benham & Bre.mner.--8,280 lb.]

Box. J)kgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Elston 16 18 ch pe sou No. 2 1620 43
2 18 4 do nro mix 400 39
3 J MR •20 17 ch bro pek 1700 51

i 22 0 do pekoe] 900 38
IP 24 4 do pek sou 400 35
a 26 4 do bro tea 400 30
8 Battalgalla 30 7 ch pek sou 700 50
11 Hornsey 36 12 do pek sou 1200 48

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson kS: Co., 44,579 lb.

Lot. Box. pkgs. Xame. lb. c.

1 Nahaveena 1 24 hf-ch bro pek 1200 66
2 3 9 do pekoe 450 50
3 5 13 do pek sou 650 43
5 Ooloowatte 6 10 ch hro pek 1100 55
•6 10 10 do pekoe 1000 45
7 Gonakellie 12 9 hf-ch bro pek 540 78
i) 15 9 do pek sou 480 54
12 tVooilend 19 52 ch pekoe 6200 40 hid
13 Pnml)aj;aina 21 6 do pek fan 660 38
14 •23 15 do dust 1275 28
15 L 24 2 ch

6 hf-ch SOU 514 •25 hid
If. Sivpitiyaeode •26 55 ch bro pek 5610 72
17 28 30 do pekoe 2700 47

19 Cross in Circle,

in estate
mark 31 45 hf-ch congou ‘2475 witlid’n.

21 \ G C 34 14 ch fans 2100 32
22 30 9 do dust 13.50 28
•i3 XXX 37 4 do \nias 440 25

25 Killecombe in est.

mark 40 19 cli hro pek 1900 44 bid
27 G’watte 43 ‘24 do hro pek 2400 50 hid
30 Vog.on 47 30 f!i bro pek 3000 70
31 49 27 ilo pekoe 2430 52
32 .51 21 do j.ek .sou 18(K) 40
33 53 21 no SOU 1785 41

35 Eluin 5(i 3 ch du.st 420 38
B & n 15 do red leaf 1660 22 bid

[Mr. E., John.--64,503 lb..]

Lot. Box. l*kg.s. Names. lb. C.

3 Cale<lonia 279 12 ch bro pek 1080 58
4 •281 12 do pekoe 1080 43
5 283 9 do j)ek sou 810 39
9 Kanangaina 301 ‘26 do hro pek 2470 47 hid
10 303 •26 do pekoe 2:140 40
11 305 10 do pek .sou 850 37
13 Aiiclior in est.

mark 309 20 do hro or pek 2000 89
14 311 22 hf-ch or pek 990 74
15 313 18 do peKoe 900 57
16 Eila. 315 28 cii l.ro pek 25-20 65
17 317 17 do pekoe 1530 51
18 319 15 do pek sou 1350 40
20 Meeriatenne 323 10 hf-ch Pro pek 560 60
21 325 13 do pekoe 7-28 55
24 11 S, in estate

mark 331 10 cli hro pek 1050 48 hid
26 335 19 do SOU 1615 37
27 337 6 hags red leaf 450 20
28 3:» 12 hf-ch dust 1080 27
29 Glasgow 341 40 ch hro or pek 3000 81

30 343 31 do or pek 1860 72
81 345 21 do pekoe 1890 fo
32 .Ardl.aw and

Wi.shford 347 17 hf-ch or pek 765 82
33 349 18 do hro or pe No. 1 990 86
34 10 10 do hro or pe No. 2 600 84

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. <:.

35 12 12 ill pekoe 1080 5.
36 O 14 14 do uiias 1470 56
38 (daremoiit 18 47 hf-ch bro pek 2585 55
39 •20 16 do pekoe 880 42 hid
40 2‘2 16 do pelf sou 800 39
48 .•St. Clair .38 14 hf-ch dust 1218 31
49 Glentilt 40 26 ch hro pek 2730 69 hid
50 42 14 do pek sou 1400 49
51 Naliavilla 44 2*“ do hro pek •2835 80 t.iil

52 46 48 do pekoe 4800 59
53 48 9 do pek sou 900 60 hill

55 C (i 53 95 I)f-cli jiekoc 4750 35 i.id

[MESsits. Eorres & Walker.—200,.550 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks Name. 11). C.

4 Meemoraoya 124 29 hf-cli bro pek 1160 5.5

5 126 18 ilo pekoe 7-20 44

8 Barkindale 132 9 cli hro pek 1080 80 hid
9 134 5 do pekoe 500 58

11 Nahaveeiia 138 86 hf-c)i hro pek 4360 66
12 140 33 do pekoe 1650 51
13 142 44 do nek sou 2-200 42
15 Drayton 146 59 do l.ro pek .3245 77 hid
16 148 38 ch pekoe 3230 61

17 150 15 do pek sou 1200 47
24 A X K 104 4 do hro pek 400
29 Hayes 174 69 hf-ch hro pek 3450 62 hid
30 176 39 do jjekoe 1950 40
31 178 27 do pek sou 1350 42
33 Bouami 182 •24 ch bro pek 25-20 63
34 184 36 do pekoe 3240 00
35 186 84 do pek fans 3105 53
36 188 4 do ilust 600 28
37 Beilro 190 16 cli hro or pek 1760 Rl-03
38 192 15 do pekoe 1:150 78 hid
39 194 14 do pek sou 1050 57
41 Toiiacomhe 198 28 ch or pek 2800 88
42 200 22 do hro pek 21-20 81
43 •202 51 do pekoe 4500 69
44 Vataderia 204 18 ch hro or pek 1890 50
45 206 21 do hro pek 2205 46
46 208 54 «lo pekoe 5400 37
47. 210 17 do pek sou 1615 34
50 M 216 3 ch

2 hf-ch dust CIO 27
52 S >I 220 5 ch pek .sou 495 30
55 Glencorse 2-26 24 do hro pek 2400 70
56 228 12 do pekoe 1080 53
57 230 13 do pek sou 1040 45
63 B C, in setate

mark 94-2 10 do hro pek 530 53 hill

64 244 12 ch pekoe 1-200 45 bid
65 •246 20 do pek sou 2000 40 hid
66 248 4 do dust 625 25
67 s s 250 30 hf-ch bro pek ISOO 45 hid
68 252 18 do pekoe !XK) 37 hid
69 Dunbar •2.54 19 ch pekoe 15-20 57 hid
70 Wattagalla •256 22 ch tiro pek 24:!0 04 hid
71 258 23 do pekoe 2530 49
72 •260 do pek sou 700 42
75 Moraiikaiide •260 33 do hro j)ek 3300 70
76 •268 43 'do pekoe 4300 48
77 270 47 do pek sou 4465 39
78 Ciuiies 272 •28 ch hro pek 2520 70
79 •274 24 do pekoe •2040 .50

80 276 5 do pek sou 4.50 :39

81 278 6 do hro mix 570 .‘IO

82 < iaiiapalla 280 64 hf-ch hro J.ek 3-200 59
8o 282 72 ch pekoe 5760 47
84 284 59 do pek sou 4720 .39

85 286 9 lif-ch du.st 7-20 27
80 Ascot 288 12 ch hro pek 1200 05
87 •290 14 do pekoe 1330 46
89 Middleton 294 20 hf-ch hro pek 1200 95
90 296 25 do or pek 1375 81
91 298 13 ch pekoe 1235 69
92 :>00 18 do pek sou 16-20 59
93 .lighurtli t‘02 31 do j.esou Nol 2790 50
94 :104 8 do .lust 880 O*)

95 .\llacollawewa, 306 IG hf-ch hro J.ek 600 65
98 .312 11 do pek sou 605 49
S«) 311 9 (io sou 495 42
102 H, in e.state

mark 320 4 ch unas 4-20 28



ChYLON Fi^OUUCE SALES LISI

J»o.\. I*kys. Name. 11). c.

10:i .St. -M.-iiy 333 35 llf-eli pekoe 17,50 41 hid
im 334 38 d') pek sou 1400 41 hid
io.') 330 19 do hro tea 051) 31
lUO HoLitasaiiia 338 22 ch hro pek 2390 04
Ui7 330 17 ilo pekoe 1700 45
1U4. 333 10 do pek Sou 1000 38
UH) 334 0 do tans COD 51
111) 330 3 do dust 4.50 28
I -JO (1 M 3.i0 33 hf-cl) hro pek 2090 47 hid
1-Jl oOb 15 do Itekoe 770 38 t)id

Vll Laii.adiilo 300 17 ch hro pek 2940 80
1-j;: 303 17 do pekoe 1700 05
l-.'7 (iueeiislaml 370 9 lio liro pek 900 91
lia

.Samlrinaliam
373 11 ilo pekoe

hro pek
1045 71

137 390 10 ch 17C0 80
lob 393 13 do or pek lUO 79
13'.' 394 19 do pekoe 1015 00
Ill) 390 4 (lo dust CSO 31
141 Eaadatl 498 5 ch hro mix 500 ;>b

143 Clyde 403 35 ch hro pek 2750 lib

14 1 4u4 8 do pek sou 800 45
147 Circ'kleivood 410 93 do or pek 9128 49
1.V4 Pausalateii-

tie 43.) 34 cU hi'o pek 2520 00
!«.)<> 433 18 do pekoe 1800 49
1..4 434 13 (lo pek sou 1235 45 I)id

l5o 430 4 do c()Ui;ou 400 oS
l.'.o 4‘^b 0 hf-cli dust 450 28

[M E.SSIOS. SOME 11 \' 1 L L E A Co., 108,23Ulli.]

l.ot, Lo.x. Pk^^S. Name. 11). C.

1 E 133 8 ch hro mix 700 29
•J 134 8 hf-ch dust 080 34
o Irex 135 30 ch hro pek 2000 5d
4 13(3 30 do pek 2001

)

42
(i Wai'iikanmre 133 25 (lo hro pek 2500 5T
7 139 22 (lo pek 2090 44
b 140 5 do pek sou 720 39

10 l.nnach 143 30 hf-ch hro pek 1300 7b
11 143 30 ch pek 2470 53
13 144 19 do pek .sou 1710 43
13 Iv 145 19 hf-ch hro pek 1140 bo
14 W C 140 5 ch liro tea 500 28 hid
1.". 147 7 do dust 1050 28
10 148 3 (lo hro mix 450 30
17 (i 1, A 149 10 do pe loot) 42 hid
lb H in est. iiiaik 150 14 hCcli or pek 030 .50 l)id

1!) 151 21 do pek (hooped) 987 45
30 153 30 do pe sou lO(K) 12
31 153 10 (lo pek fans ODD 38
V> M C 154 0 hf-cli dust 510 b5
~o 155 0 ch hro tea 000 24 hid

E K A 150 8 do pek sou 720 40 hid
•>',

157 8 llo pek 040 .50 hid
:iU 158 4 (lo hro pek 400 04
or N 159 15 do or pek fans 2250 38
3« TT 100 14 do SOU 1400 37 hid
30 A (i A 101 43 hf-ch pek sou 2408 30 hid
30 Kelaiii 103 4 4 do hro pek 2420 09
;jl 103 38 do pekoe 1400 4,’

33 104 30 do pek sou 1170 44

Eiieland 107 30 boxe.s liro or pek 000 111 -00 hid
30 108 IS lif-ih or pek 9 0 75 hid
41 Roudiira 173 17 cit liro pek 1785 03
43 174 30 do I)ekoe. 2000 49
4o 175 13 do pek sou 1170 40
44 Benveulii 170 30 lif-ch hro pek 1200 59
4.1 177 13 ch pekoe l;>oo 40
to Maoangoda 181 5 do hro pek 500 49 hid
;0 183 9 do pekoe 900 39 hid
.'ll 183 ti do pek sou 000 36 hid
r.ii I.yiidliiu'.st 188 33 do hro pek 3200 50
.07 180 15 do pekoe 1350 37 l)id

fib 190 13 do pek .sou 1030 30 bid
ii'J 191 (j (lo SOU 510 30

00 193 13 do dust 1()3() 27

03 194 34 ch hro pek 340t) 48 hid
0.4 195 38 do pekoe 3430 39 hid
Ot 190 22 (lo pek .sou 1870 38

oo VJ8 10 hf-ch dust 850 28

07 Ro.seiiealli 199 40 do hro j)ek 2200 00

Os 300 10 cit pekoe 1440 45 l)id

00 1 10 <Io [)ek sou 1440 40 hid

1 i l-'ore.st Hill 9 11 do hro pek 1310 00

7b 10 33 do Iiekoe 2310 49

7:» 11 9 do pek sou 8'5 43

si iMou.sjikande 13 9 do iu'o pek 990 05

b.*> 14 14 do pekoe 1470 49

S4 M K .0 9 do hro ndx 1005 33

Lot. r.o.\. 1‘lvg.S. Name. lb. C.

87 Ckuwel.a 19 35 ch hro pek 3500 01

SS 20 25 do pekoe 3500 49

SO 21 22 (lo pek sou 2990 40
90 Ingeria 32 15 hf-eli hro pek 825 65

91 33 13 do pekoe 050 48 hid
92 24 29 do pek sou 1393 41

93 25 9 do unassorted 450 42
95 K ill est imud.t 27 19 ch unas 1995 40
97 Viueit 39 8 do hro pek 800 57

98 30 7 do pekoe 700 45
99 31 4 do pek sou 400 39
102 Kananka 34 9 (lo hro pek 1035 55 bid
103 35 35 (lo pek 3490 42 hid
104 30 IS do pek sou 1030 40
105 37 0 do sou 504 3S
100 38 < do pek fan.s 767 40

SMALL LOTS.

Me.ssi;.s. Bkmi.vm oc iJuEMXEi;.

Lot llo.\ i’k^s. Name lb. C.

i J M K 28 1 cli dust 120 25

9 Battiilgallii 32 2 do liro tea 2l'() 27

10 34 3 do fans 270 30
13 Horusov 38 1 do hro tea 109 27

13 40 3 do fans 279 30

A. H. Tuo.iiPSON cK: Co.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 4 Nahaveeiia 1 hf-ch dust 80 27

8 (lo)iakellie 14 0 do pekee 390 01

19 17 4 do SOU 220 50
11 IS 1 ch

1 hf-cli dust 145 35

1

20 A C C 33 3 do pek sou No. 2 390 32
24 A 39 5 llf-cll fans 375 31 bid
30 K 42 5 do dust 375 23 hid
28 C 45 5 do pek dust 375 20 bid
29 1) 40 5 (1. bro pek fans 375 30 hid
34 Elgin 55 3 ch pek sou 240 44

[Mi;. E. John.]

Lot. I)0 \. I’kg.s. Nomes. lb. c.

1 K 1) O 275 1 l)f-cl) or pek 33 52

2 277 1 do dust 44 26

0 Caledonia 285 1 cli dust 128 28

7 287 1 do SOU 99 32

8 3a9 3 do red leaf 270 19

12 Kanangama 307 2 do dust 280 20
19 H 321 3 do jiek No. 1 270 40

22 Meeriatenne 327 2 ilf-i'll hro mix loo 32
23 M K 329 1 cll dust 120 27

5 11 S, in estate
Mai-k 333 4 do pekoe 380 39

37 () 10 1 do dust 150 29

41 Claremont 24 3 hf-cli hro tea 10.) 28

42 20 1 do dust 70 35

47 .S C 30 2 cll SOU 220 30
54 Ntihavilla 50 4 llf-cll dust 360 30

50 C (i .55 2 cll hro pek ISO 52

SOMEItVlI.h!- Co.

Lot. l5o\. Pkgs. Name. 11). C.

5 ll’CX 137 1 ch fans 260 18
9 Wamkamure 141 2 ch fans 200 35

33 Kelani 105 3 llf-cll fans ISO 53

34 UiO 2 do dust 100 20

37 HT in est. mark 109 1 lif-cli hro pek 30 52
38 170 1 do jH'koe 35 40

38 171 1 ch ]iek sou 95 .3(1

40 172 1 hf-ch dust 3(1 20
46 Benveida 170 3 ch I>ek sou 300 38

47 K in est. mar V 179 2 do dust 280 31

48 180 1 do red leaf 100 27

52 Manangoil i 181 1 do fans 113 30

53 185 1 do unas lot) 43

54 ISO 1 do sou 102 18
55 187 1 llf-cll dust SO 20



CEYLON PRODUCE SALtS LIST. 3

Lot. Bo.n Pkgs. Name lb. c.

(d Lyndhurst 193 1 ch bro tea 360 26
Uo 197 4 do bro tea 360 •26

70 Roseneath 2 1 do bro mix 90 ‘20

71 3 1 hf-ch bro mix 45 16
72 Silver Valley 4 3 do bro pelc 144 51

5 2 do pekoe 92 43
74 G •2 do pe sou 100 38
75 7 1 do congou 34 33
76 8 1 do dust 48 30
SO Forest Hill 12 3 do dust •270 31
83 Mousakande 15 3 do dust •270 withd
94 Ingeriya •26 3 do fans 219 31
96 K inest. mark 28 1 cJl dust 134 •27

100 Vincit 32 1 do dust 100 27

101 33 1 do red leaf 92 17
107 Kananka 39 4 do bro tea feu 32
lOS 40 1 do dust 128 30

[Me.ssrs. Forbks cA- Walker.^

l..ot Box Pkg-.s. Name lb e.

1 0 O O, in estate
mark 118 1 ch pekoe 100 39

) 1-20 2 do
1 hf-cli pek sou 250 34

3 122 1 do dust 60 27

G Meeinoraoya 128 £> do SOU SO 37
7 130 2 do dust 140 26
10 Barkindale 136 1 ch pek sou 90 46
14 Nahaveena 144 4 hf-cli dust 320 27
Is R 152 1 ch bro pek 100 34
1!) 154 1 do pekoe 95 32
'H) 1.56 2 do pek sou 190 31

21 158 1 do SOU 100 •24

•>o 160 1 do fans 1’20 27
162 1 do bro tea 100 21

25 .A N K 166 1 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 1.32 40

2G 1G3 0 ch SOU 150 19

Bickley 170 4 hf-ch sou 2-20 4-2

lib 17’2 0 do dust 140 29

32 Haves 180 5 do dust 250 28

40 Pedro 106 0 ch dust 300 37

48 M 212 2 do
1 hf-ch bro pek •267 38

4:1 214 Cll

1 hf-cli pek sou 262 25
51 SM 218 1 ch pekoe 67 35

53 (• 222 1 do or pek 103 31

54 224 2 do sou 140 26

5y Glencorse 232 1 do dust 160 28
y.i 2:54 1 do pek fans 130 30

Wattagalla 2G2 «> lif-ch red leaf 100 24

74 •264 2 do pek dust 180 30

88 A.scot 292 1 ch dust 150 •28

90 Allacollawatte 308 0 hf-ch bro or pek 150 59

97 310 5 do pekoe 375 53

ltd 31G 1 do fans 75 41

101 318 1 do dust 90 28

117 M no, in estate
mark 350 1 cll pek sou 100 42

Lot Box Pkg.s. Name lb. C.

118 352 2 hf-ch dust 160 28
119 354 2 ch bro mix 190 24
1’24 Langdale 304 3 do pek sou 270 47
1’25 300 1 hf-ch fans 70 47
P26 308 1 ch dust 145 29
129 (^ueeu.slaiiil 374 1 <lo dust 127 32
145 Clyde 400 1 ch sou , 100 37
140 408 3 do dust 360 30

CEYLOX COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

f Frohi Our Coiitniiu'viul Corresjioiident J .

Mincing J.ank, Aug. 16.

Marks and prices of CKVI.ON COFFi'iK sold in Mincing
Lane up to Idtn Aug. :

—

E.k ‘•Chancellor"—liaputale, 4c lb 105s; 14c 101s; 2c lb
f)7s; It lb 120s; ‘2c 80s Gd; U liags 98s; 1 liag 83s.

E.x “Ameer”—GA Ouvah, -2c lUls; 5c 99s; 2c lb 99s; Ic 94s,
Ic 110s; Ic It S8s. Aniuawella, Ic 103s; 3c lOOs; It 94s; It
113s; Ic S7s Gd; 1 bag 96s.

Kx “Priam”—JB Ouvah, Ic lOls; 7c 97s; Ic lb 92s; It 106s;
Ic 83s; 1 bag 97s. GA Ouvah, 2c 102s; Gc It 98s 6d; It 92s;
Ic Ills; Ic lb 87s Gd; 1 bag 9Gs.

Kx “Chancellor”—Cannavarella, Ic 100s; 4c 102s Gd; 2c ib
9Gs; It 118s; I bag 99s Gd. Wiharagalla, lb 109s 2c 10'2s Gd;
5c 102s Gd; 3c lb 102s; -2c H) 98s, Ic l'26s. (WHGT), Ic 89s;
•2 b:igs lOlS. Gowerakellie, lb 107s; oc 101s; Ic lb 100s 6d;
It 1-20S (GKKT) Ic 8Ss; 2 bags 101s; 1 bag (s d) 92s.
Kx “Benlawers”—Niabedda. lb Ic It 104s, 5c 106s Cd;

4c lb 100s; Ic 117.S. (NBT), Ic lb 88s: 2 bags 100s Gd.
Kx “Capella”—DYKT. lpG9s.
Ex “Arabia”—Cannavarella, 2 bags 97s
Kx ’‘.Shropshire”—Mousagalla, It 102s. 2c 100s; 2c 95s; lb

116s;ll)SGs; 1 bag 97s.

Kx “Ameer” Craig, 5c 95s; Ic 92s; Ic 110s; ‘2c lb 87s.
I (.J.MK), It lb 89s. (.JMK)P, 1 bag S9s.

Kx “Oruba”—Amherst, Ic 107s; 5c 100s Gd; 2c lb 98s Gd;
It 88.S.

Kx “Ulysses”—Dambatenne, 2c 101s Gd; 7c 98s; Ic 93s; Ic
119s; Ic lbS8s; 1 bag 99s. Lunugalla, It 104s; 2c 99s; Ic li>
9Gs; lb 118s; lb S7s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondeni).

Mincing Lan?, Augu^t 9tli, 1895.

“Avoca”—AM(DMA&Co.)K, 75 bags 55s.

“Umona”—Tyrells T, 23 bags 20s.

ttBgSRVER GAS ENGINE PRESS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 37.] Colombo, September l,3th5 lS9o. I
Price :—12^ cents each

;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies | rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Mes.sks. Benham & Bremner.—9,180 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Vlapane 18 S ch SOU 512 39

i 24 4 do bro pek No. 2 440 .55

u Acrawatte 26 16 do l)i'o iiek 1080 72

6 28 21 do pekoe 1890 57

7 30 5 do pek sou 500 45

11 Elston 38 17 ch pe .sou No. 2 1530 40 bid
12 40 4 do bro mix 400 4t

13 42 9 hf-ch dust 630 29

U 44 5 ch congou 500 35

[Mes.srs. A. H. Thompson & Co., 85,731 lb.

Lot. Box. pkgs. Naiiie. lb. c.

1 Woodend 1 15 ch l)ro pek 1500 55 bid
2 3 83 do pekoe 8300 43 bid
3 5 14 do pek sou 1200 38

5 M L 0 8 19 ch 1 )1-0 pek 1995 55

t) 10 32 do or pek 3360 61

7 12 40 do pekoe 3400 49

8 14 25 do pek sou 1875 40

9 10 20 do sou 1600 39

10 18 9 do red leaf 720 26

11 20 34 hf-ch dust 27-20 27

16 D & D 25 15 ch red leaf ICGO 23 bid
17 O.sborne 27 7 do bro tea TOO 2-2

21 Cross in Circle,

in estate
mark 32 45 hf-ch congou 2475 37

22 Court Lodge 34 25 ch bro or pek 2800 87

23 36 14 do bro pek 1080 76

24 38 14 do pekoe 1330 65

25 40 9 do pek sou 792 56

26 llardenlniish 42 20 ch bro pek 1640 49

27 44 10 do fans 900 33

29 A K A C, in est.

mark 47 4 ) hf-ch bro pek 2000 71

30 49 do pekoe 2200 46

38 Agra Oya 58 _ > ch bro pek 2415 61

39 GO iU do pekoe 1600 44
40 62 7 (lo pek sou 700 37

42 05 4 do bro mix 400 29
52 A B L 82 4 ch

1 hf-ch fans 4.58 41 bid
61 N, inestace

mark 95 35 hf-ch ro pek fans 2100 41 bid
62 97 22 ch pek fan 2090 35 bid
63 99 29 hf-ch pek dust 2280 30
64 Sapitiyagode 101 22 box bro or pek 440 Rl-07
65 103 16 ch or pek 1600 74
65a 103a 11 do or pek 1045 72

66 105 32 do or peo 640 62
67 107 9 do bro pek 900 79
68 109 7 do pek No. 1 500 63
69 111 7 do pek ,, 2 700 57
72 Sapitiyagode 115 14 ch bro j)ek 1400 70
73 117 20 do or pek 2040 60
75 Udagaswella 120 49 do pek sou 4390 36 bid
76 D 122 8 do .sou 783 24

[Messrs. Somerx i LLE cV Co., 109,155 lb.]

Lot. Box Pk.s. Name. lb. C.

1 N 41 0 ch mixed 540 29
4 Neuchatel,

Ceylon 44 16 ch bro pek 1600 73
5 45 27 do pekoe 2430 50
6 46 16 do pek sou 1-280 41
7 Mahatenne 47 29 ch bro pek 2900 56
8 48 21 do pekoe 2100 43
9 JIalvern 49 32 hCch bro pek 1760 57
10 50 43 do pekoe 2365 45

13 Deniyaya 53 12 ch bro pek 1320 75

14 54 6 do pekoe 600 57

Lot. Box Pks. Name lb. C.

16 Arslena 56 39 hf-ch bro pek 1950 67
17 57 37 do pekoe 1850 56
18 58 29 do pek sou 1450 46
20 Nugawella 60 32 lif-ch or pek 1920 70
21 01 55 do pekoe 3025 55
22 62 10 do pek sou 850 46
23 Kew 63 40 hf-ch bro pek 3248 S3
-24 64 18 do or pek 900 8-2

25 65 63 ch pekoe 5796 62
26 66 14 do pek son 1330 .52

27 Edinburgh 67 20 ch bro pek 2000 79
28 68 25 do pekoe 2500 61
29 09 n do pek sou 1100 46
30 Nasbey 70 9 lif-ch bro pek 480 Rl-17
31 71 19 do pekoe 1030 80
32 Citrus 72 9 ch bro pek 900 53
33 73 11 do pekoe 1090 44
34 74 7 do fans 700 41
40 Caiifoinia 80 6 ch bro pek 600 52
41 81 8 do pekoe 800 42
44 Inchstelly and

Woodtliorpe S4 ) ch bro pek 700 75 bid
45 8r. 18 do pekoe 1260 50
46 86 15 do pek sou 1125 45
51 Monrovia ')! 19 hf-ch bro pek 950 67
52 no 16 ch pekoe 1600 .50

53 93 5 do p°k sou 500 44
54 94 5 do fans 500 40
58 Ketadola 9S 21 hf-ch bro ])ek 1-248 59
59 99 1 ch

25 hf-ch pekoe 1461 40
60 100 11 ch pek sou 1027 40
04 Illukettia 104 10 hf-ch bro pek 500 58
65 105 14 do pekoe 700 45
06 1«6 9 do pek sou 4.50 39
68 I P 108 24 ch pek sou 1800 37
69 u tv 109 10 ch bro pek 1050 45 bid
70 Rayigam 110 20 ch bro pek 2100 71
71 111 34 do or pek 2890 61
72 112 10 do pekoe 900 49
73 113 16 do pek sou 1440 46
74 Hagalla 114 27 hf-ch bro pek 1020 55
75 115 21 do pekoe 1050 47
76 116 8 ch pe sou 800 42
77 Penrith 117 28 do bro pek 2800 74
78 118 23 do pekoe 1840 56
79 119 15 do sou 1275 47
82 H, in estate

mark 122 7 do pek sou 618 28
83 1-23 10 do bro tea 800 20
85 P 1-25 .> do sou 515 26

0 hf-ch
80 Sirisanda 1-26 10 do bro pek 600 69
87 1-27 18 do pekoe 900 51
88 1-28 11 do pek sou 550 43
89 129 8 do unassorted 400 46
90 Hatdowa 130 10 cli bro pek 1000 58 bid
91 131 12 do pekoe 1080 49
92 132 15 do pek sou 1200 41
97 Goonambil 137 19 hf-cli bro pek 1140 64
98 138 21 do pekoe 1155 47
99 139 10 do pek sou 550 40
107 tVG 147 10 do bro tea 11-20 25 bi
lOS 148 4 (lo pe tannings 400 30
109 0 G H 149 6 • d(j do 738 32

1 hf-ch
112 K 152 5 ch bro tea 500 28
115 Paniiapitiya 1.55 0 lif-ch bro pek 4.50 56
116 1.50 13 llo pekoe 650 44
119 Gampolla-

watte 159 6 cli pekoe 570 44
120 160 -7 llo pe sou 665 39
1-21 161 10 hf-ch (lust 750 29 .

[Mr. E. John,,—111,309 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

1 Alliady 57 4 cli hro pek 440 50
2 59 7 do pekoe 770 38
6 Orwell 67 5 do dust 600 3*3

7 Mocha 09 25 do bro pek 2750 91
S 71 15 do pekoe 1500 71
1). 73 8 do i)ek sou 720 5)7

11 Kanangama 77 20 do 1 )1-0 pek 2470 50



•> CEVLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Bo.x. Pk Name. lb. f.

12 70 15 do pekoe 1350 41

la 81 1 2 do pck sou 1020 35
14 S3 3 do ilnst 420 28
15 85 5 <llo fan.s 475 33
10 \I'erelaiiatna 87 14 1llo bro pek 1508 70
17 SO 1!> ilo pek No. 1 2200 00
18 101 4 1Llo pek .sou 400 51

20 .St. Johns 105 :32 do bro pek 3520 Bl'OS
21 i07 30 do pekoe 3000 82
22 100 ;14 do l)ck so\i 1400 50
2a 111 5 do sou 500 .53

24 na 6 hf.ch fans 420 55

25 :N' 115 14 ch or pek fans 1512 33
ao :Mailultenna 125 14 do bro pek 1400 02
:n 127 13 do pek sou 1300 38 bid
a2 BAB 120 4 do dust 000 27

aa Oartry 131 17 do bro pek 1785 O.'!

ai 133 12 do pekoe 1140 55
a5 135 15 do pek sou 13.50 45
ao 137 12 hf-ch bro pek fan 600 44

38 D D 141 21 do bro pek 2300 49 bid
ao 143 *25 do pekoe 2500 38 bid
40 145 30 hf-ch pe .sou 1380 35 bid
41 Agra’s Land 147 37 do or pek 1700 50 bid
42 Uvakelle 140 22 do bro pek 2420 84
43 151 17 do pekoe 1700 00
44 153 19 do )jek sou 1000 57

45 155 4 do bro mix 600 33
40 Blackburn 157 20 do bro pek 2200 50
47 150 IS do pekoe 1080 45
50 Kttapolla 165 15 hf-ch bro pelc 840 57

61 167 25 do pekoe 1400 45
52 B M 160 14 do bro pek 728 48 bid
54 Cleveland 173 25 do bro pek 1500 04

55 175 14 ch or pek 1260 89
.50 177 21 do pekoe 2100 60

57 170 15 do pek sou 1425 01

.50 Stinsford 183 35 hf-ch bro pek 1925 77

00 185 50 do pekoe 2500 57

01 187 34 do pek sou 1700 48

02 180 10 do congou 500 42

63 101 5 do dust 425 28

05 105 7 do fans 455 42

CO Lerndale 197 15 ch bro pek 1.500 72

07 100 16 do pekoe 1440 55

OS 201 5 do pck sou 450 44

70 Gonavy 205 64 do bro pek 6048 70

71 207 20 do pekoe 2040 60

72 200 12 do pek sou 1080 53

74 Poilakande 213 19 hf-ch bVo pek 1124 72

75 215 12 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 1200 53

70 217 9 ch pek sou 754 44

70 Ayr 223 25 hf-ch bro pek 1250 74

80 225 22 ch pekoe 1050 48

81 227 15 do pek sou 1200 43

82 Logan 220 21 hf-ch or pek 1155 71

83 231 14 ch bro pek 1400 60

84 233 17 do pekoe 1530 46

85 235 32 do pek sou 2720 44

87 Kotuwagedera 230 at1 do bro pek 3000 57

83 241 26 do pekoe 2000 44

30 243 24 do pek sou 2280 41

02 N 249 15 do pek sou No . 2 1500 38

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—225, :?2.') lb.]

Lot. Box. Pk-s. Name. 11). c.

1 Trewardena 4.38 5 ch bro pek 500 40

2 440 7 do pekoe 700 41

.5 440 0 do bro tea 500 28

8 U.S 4.52 10 do red leaf 900 24

U M V 454 5 ch bro mix 475 30

10

13

456
If A T, in estate

5 do fans 550 34

mark 402 4 ch bro pek 420 44

14 464 7 do pekoe 700 50

17 St. Helen 470 32 hf-cli bro pek 2080 03

18 472 18 do pekoe 900 55

10 474 10 do pek sou 420 44

21 Oigdola 478 27 ch bro pek' 2700 73

22 480 18 do pekoe 16'20 53
•)|. 482 14 do pek sou 1-260 48

25 Matale 486 10 ch bro pek 1100 04

26 488 18 do pekoe 1710 52

20 Radella 404 20 cli bro pek 20(H1 83

30 490 15 do pekoe 1350 64

31 498 8 do pck sou 720 51

34 Harrington 504 22 ch or pek 2420 84

35 506 15 do pekoe 1500 03

Lot. Box Pk.s. Name. lb. C*.

38 Weoya .512 40 hf-ch bro pek 2200 66
30 514 41 do pekoe 2050 47

40 516 8 do bro pek fan1 480 46

41 ( ieragama 518 16 ch bro pek 1760 72

42 620 10 do pekoe 1000 48
43 522 0 do pek sou 600 43

48 DenmaikHill 532 20 hf-ch bro or pek 1340 92
49 534 20 ch or pek 1160 80
50 530 12 do pek sou 1032 62
51 538 5 do sou 420 53

52 Talgaswella 540 12 ch bro pek 1200 61 bid
53 542 15 do pekoe 1350 47
54 544 4 do dui»t 570 36
55 IChines 540 35 hf-cli bro pek 1575 68
56 548 40 cli nekoe 3910 46
57 550 21 do bro mix 1890 34
58 ;Rambodde 552 29 hf-ch bi'o or pek 1595 71
59 554 17 do pek sou 765 46
63

'Theberton 562 37 ch bro pek 3700 50
04 564 31 do pekoe 3100 45
67 Pilemane 670 14 do bro pek 1400 68
68 572 20 do pekoe 2000 52
00 574 6 do pek sou 600 46
70 570 4 (lo sou 400 40
73 Jlunkeld 582 22 ch bro pek 2420 81
74 584 20 1lif-ch or pek 1300 74
75 580 9 ch or pek 855 71
70 588 20 do • pekoe 2U0O 57
79 Aniblakande 504 0 ch bro pek 900 67
80 590 13 do pe/. )e 1170 55
81 598 7 do pe.. .sou 700 47
83 Kirrimettia 602 5 do unas 480 47
84 Norwood 604 3 ch dust 450 43
86 T 60S 6 do jiekoe 480 41
89 Beausijour 614 10 ch bro pek 1600 70
90 616 15 do nekoe 1350 47
93 Boodevale 622 15 ch oro pek 1500 70
94 624 15 do pekoe 1350 47
95 026 7 do fans 665 44

ICO Knavesmire 036 10 ch bro mix 900 19
101 Hayes 638 50

:

hf-ch bro pek 2950 62 bid
102 640 35 do pekoe 1750 50
103 042 20 do pek sou 1000 52
105 Heeloya 040 4 ch bro pek 1400 71
100 648 13 do pekoe 1300 54
107 650 15 do pek sou 1.500 48
108 IVattagalla 652 22 do bro pek 2420 68
113 Kelaneiya 662 26 ch bro pek 2210 73 bid
114 684 21 do pekoe 2100 55
117 Hethersett 070 25 hf-ch bro or pe 1700 92
118 672 26 do or pek 1482 82
119 674 12 do pekoe 1080 66
120 Bandara

Eliya 676 21 do bro pek 1135 97
121 678 23 do pekoe 1252 80 bid
122 080 20 do pek sou 1415 63
1-23 Waitalawa 682 33 hf-ch i)ro pek 1650 74
1-24 684 37 do pekoe 1850 53
125 080 12 do pek sou 600 48
127 Nugagalla 690 16 do bro or pek 800 76
128 602 42 do pekoe 2100 54
120 094 10 do pek sou 500 48
132 N J> 700 14 ch pek fan 1050 32
133 Augusta 702 21 do bro pek 2100 78

134 704 6 do bro pe No. 2 060 55
1?5 700 54 do pekoe 3780 52
136 70S 48 do pek sou 3600 46
137 710 14 (lo sou 896 42
140 Kirindi 716 8 ch bro pek 800 78
142 720 19 do pekoe 1330 53
143 722 17 (lo pek sou 1275 46
117 Castleton 730 14 ch bro pek 1120 53
148 732 12 do

1 hf-cIi pekoe 953 48
140 Castleton 734 24 ch pek sou 2150 42 bid
150 Freds Ruhs 730 23 do bro pek 2530 70
151 738 18 (lo pekoe 1800 54
1)2 740 7 (lo pek sou 700 46
154 M 744 4 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 411 2
1,56 Walahandu-

wa 748 17 ch bro pek 1700 60
1.57 750 13 do pekoe 1300 51
158 752 11 (lo pek .sou 990 48
100 756 42 lif-ch bro pek 2100 63
161 758 21 ch pekoe 1680 47

102 760 17 do pek sou 1275 42
163 Deaculla 762 23 (lo pekoe 1725 61
165 C K B 706 5 do red leaf 500 21
166 Z, in e.state

mark 708 8 ch bro pek 620 withd'n.



CEYLON LROUUCE 8.\LlS LIST. 3

Lot. Box Pkg.s. Name lb. C. Messrs. Somerville & Co.

HiS

103
Venture 772

774
0 hf-ch

14 do
dust
pek sou

450
700

27
40 Lot. Box . Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

170 Ambalawa 770 23 tlo or pek 1150 64 2 X 42 1 ch bro mixed 85 20
171 77S 22 do pekoe 990 49 3 43 2 hf-ch dust 170 27
172 780 20 do pek sou 1040 40 11 Malvern 51 3 hf-ch pek sou 16.5 36
173 Tunisgiilla 782 5 ch bi'o pek 550

withd’n
12 52 3 do dust 105 29

174 784 10 do pekoe 1000 15 Deuivava 55 4 cli pek sou 380 47
177 Munamal 790 4 do pek sou 420 41 19 Arsleiia o'j 0 hf-ch dust 300 2:>

180 Uurstpier- 35 Citrus 75 1 ch dust 151 27
point 796 25 hf-ch bro pek 1245 64 80 P 1) A 76 1 ch unassorted 100 37

181 798 20 do pekoe 1000 40 bid 37 Kelvin 77 2 hf-ch red lea f 80 24
13.5 Sorana 806 17 do bro pek 850 72 38 7S 1 do congou 34 31
183 SOS 12 ch * 39 79 1 do dust 52 27

1 hf-cdi pekoe 1126 •51 42 California 82 3 ch pek sou 300 35
187 810 6 ch pek sou 450 38 43 83 1 do bro pe dust 136 27
189 X 814 20 do bro mix 2400 47 47 Inchstelly and
100 MilUothian 816 18 hf-ch • or pek 900 82 bid Woodthorpe S7 4 ch SOU •256 40
191 818 IS do bro pek 972 86 bid 48 88 1 do dust •275 28
192 820 27 do pekoe 1485 66 49 89 1 do red leaf 62 22
193 822 15 do pek sou 825 59 50 90 2 do bro pe Xo. 2 220 55
194 I’allaeodde 824 20 ch pekoe 1900 45 bid 55 Monrovia 95 1 ch pek dust 140 27
193 (ireat Valley 826 16 hf-ch bro pek 880 97 50 U T, in estate
190 825 27 ch pekoe 2565 62 mark 96 3 ch red leaf 270 20
197 830 13 do pek sou 1350 43 57 97 3 do bro mixed 270 33
200 Polatagania 836 32 do bro pek 3200 62 61 Ketadola 101 1 ch
201 838 20 do pekoe 2000 42 bid 1 hf-ch SOU 129 30
202 840 15 do pek sou 1500 39 62 102 1 ch
203 842 8 do fans 800 49 1 hf-ch bro pe fans 181 32
204 XM 844 6 ch dust 600 31 63 103 1 ch fans 88 22
214 1. & E 864 20 do bro mix 1800 16 67 Illukettia 107 4 lif-ch tu-o tea 200 32
215 Vataileria 866 23 do bro or pek 2415 53 80 Penrith 120 1 ch dust 155 29
210 808 27 do bro pek 2835 47 81 Beverley 121 0 hf-ch do 390 37
-IT 870 59 do pekoe 5900 30 84 U, in estate
218 872 15 do pe sou 1425 33 mark 124 2 ch do 280 26
219 Crickleivood 874 29 ch bro pek 2914 60 93 llatdowa 133 1 do sou 70 88
2^0 Rowlands 876 0 do bro pek 600 53 94 134 1 do unassorted 95 41
221 878 6 do pekoe 540 45 95 185 1 do bro mix no 2S
220 Idlekande 888 17 iif-ch bro pek 850 79 96 loO 1 do dust 145 26
227 890 40 do pekoe 1760 55 100 Goonambil 140 3 hf-ch bro mix 1.50 28
221^ 894 31 ch sou 2294 40 101 141 2 do tannings 112 39
230 896 5 do pek sou 400 43 102 142 1 do dust 90 •26

231 898 36 do uiias 2736 40 110 O G II 1.50 1 cli

1 uf-ch
sou

congou

143

40

25

80
113 K 153 1 ch dust SO 28

SMALL LOTS. 114 154 2 do fannings 255 30
117 Pannajiitiya 157 1 hf-ch pe fannings 73 30
118 Gampolla-

2 chwatte 1.58 bro pek •200 .52

Messrs. Bexiiam ot Bremxer.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 I'lapane
3

20 3 ch dust 225 •26

22 1 do red leaf 43 21

8 Aerawatte 3-2 1 do dust 100 29
15 Aerawatte 46 1 do pek dust 100 37

A. H. Thompson & Co.

Lot Box PkgS. Name lb. c.

4 tVoodend 7 1 ch dust 1.55 27

I-.' Ahamed 21 5 hf-ch bro pek 250 50

13 22 5 do pekoe 250 40

14 •23 4 do pek sou 200 34

15 •24 2 do fans 100 28

18 Osliorne •29 2 ch dust 306 30

19 30 1 do
1 hf-ch pek fans 157 30

•20 Gross in Circle,

ill estate
mark 31 3 cli dust 225 26

•23 liardenhuish 46 2 do dust 180 26

31 A K A G, in est.

mark 51 5 lif-cli sou 250 37

S2 52 3 do dust 240 28
33 .Manickwatte 53 3 ch bro pek 300 60

34 54 1 do pekoe 100 45

35 55 1 do dust lUO 28

36 I'gieside 56 3 do pek fans 330 29

27 57 2 do dust 300 •28

41 Agra Oya 64 2 ch dust 170 30

43 11, in estate
mark 67 1 ch unas 95 33

44 68 1 ht-ch dust 41 27

70 .Sapitiyagode 113 1 ch dust' 100 29

71 114 1 do pek fans U'H) 45

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nomes. lb. C.

3 Alliady 61 2 ch sou 200 32
4 63 1 do dust 115 •27

5 Orwell 65 3 do pek sou 300 40
10 Mocha 75 2 do fans 300 33
19 Verelapatua 103 1 hbeh dust 80 30
26 K 117 9 do pek sou 360 28
27 no 2 do fans SO 19
28 K, B T, in est.

mark 121 4 hf-ch bro tea 180 IS
37 Dartry 139 5 do dust 350 •28

48 B B 161 2 ch pek sou 220 32
49 IVewelmadde 163 2 do

1 hf-ch dust 284 27
53 B M 171 2 ch fans 207 34 bid
58 Cleveland 181 2 hf-ch dust 190 26
64 .Stinsford 193 4 do red leaf 340 23
69 Ferndale 203 3 ch dust 300 32
73 Gonavy 211 1 do pek fans 74 37
77 Poilakande 219 1 liLch dust 81 •28

78 221 1 do unas 29 30
86 Logan 237 2 do dust 170 29
90 Kotuwagedera 245 1 do dust 80 •26

91 247 1 do led leaf 50 •20

[Mes81-.S. Forres & Walker.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb C.

3 Trewardeiia 442 3 ch pek sou 300 38
4 444 1 do sou 100 30
6 448 2 do dust 2-20 26
7 M 4.50 1 ch bro or pek 100 82

11 M V 458 2 ch
1 Iif-ch congou 230 26

12 460 4 do dust 350 •29

15 II A T, ill est.



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. P!kgs. Name. 11). C.

16 468 3 hf-ch dust 210 27
20 .St. Helen 476 2 hf-ch bro pe fans 140 26
24 Digdola 484 2 ch fans 320 36
27 .Matale 490 O tlo sou 190 41

28 492 1 hf-ch dust 85 28
32 Radella 500 1 cll dust 130 28

33 1 larringion 502 1 box bro or pek ^ 30 Rl-25
36 508 3 ch pek sou 300 48
37 alO 1 do dust 170 26
44 Geragama 524 1 do bro pe fans 125 35
45 526 1 do dust 125 30
46 528 1 do sou 100 32
47 530 1 do l)to mix 95 38
60 Rambodde 5.56 1 hf-ch bro pe dust 160 44
61 558 2 do fans 140 37
62 560 2 do dust 95 27
71 Elamane .578 3 ch fans 300 36
72 O 580 1 do or pek 103 31

77 D K D 590 3 do bro pe No. 2 390 46
78 592 2 do pek fans 300 35
82 Amblakande 600 1 ch sou 100 35

85 T 606 4 do bro pek 392 49

87 610 5 do pek .sou 375 34

88 612 3 (lo dust 375 29

91 Beau sijour 618 4 do fans 380 44

92 620 2 do dust 280 30

G2S 2 ch dust 280 30

97 Great Valley 030 3 do sou 285 35

98 Kniitsford 632 1 box pek sou 33 32

99 CT 634 10 do bro pek 80 49 bid

104 Hayes 644 4 hf-ch dust 200 29

109 -A N K 654 0 <-h

1 hf-ch bro pek 283 51

110 6.56 1 ch pekoe 93 40

111 658 1 do pek sou 66 35

112 660 3 do sou 229 21

115 Kelaneiya 066 1 do dust 115 30
116 668 1 do sou 100 37

126 IVaitalawa 688 3 hf-ch dust 270 39

130 Nugagalla 696 2 do dust 170 32

131 NP 693 2 do dust 90 23

138 Augusta 712 4 ch dust 300 30

139 714 1 do red leaf 66 23

141 Kirindi 718 2 do bro pe No. 2 220 54

144 724 5 do sou 320 41

145 726 1 de dust 75 30

146 723 1 do red leaf 77 22

153 W A 742 1 ch bro mi.x 105 34

155 M 746 1 do dust 125 26

159 IValahandu-

wa 754 2 ch red leaf ISO 30

164 CRD 774 3 do dust 300)
167 Z, in estate 1

i withd’n.

nuirk 770 4 ch pekoe 275)

175 Munainal 786 3 ch bro pek 300 59

176 788 2 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 250 43

178 792 1 ch

1 hf-ch unas 130 39

179 794 1 ch dust 150 28

182 Hurstpierpoint 800 2 lif-ch congou So 34

183 802 2 do red leaf 95 24

184 804 1 do dust 50 37

188 Sorana 812 1 ch bro mix 88 36

193 Great VaUey 832 1 do sou 90 37

19) 834 2 do dust 170 30

205 S M, iu est.

mark 946 2 hf-ch bro pek 122 46

206 848 2 do pekoe 120 42

207 858 2 do pek sou 112 38

208 852 1 ch bro mix 74 28

209 854 1 do pek dust 85 27

222 Lowlands 880 4 do pek sou 320 39

223 882 1 do fans 120 32

2 L, in est mark 884 1 hf-ch bro pek 40 50

225 886 2 ch pek sou 128 35

228 Ellekande 892 4 hf-ch red leaf 192 29

232 900 O ch dust 224 34

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corresj>ondent)

.

Mincing Lane, An". 23.

Marks and prices of CEYEON COFFEE sold in Mincing
L;i ne up to 2:ird August :

—

Ex “Lancashire”—Needwood, 2c lOSs Cd; 9c 101s Gd; 3c

98s; Ic 123s; 2 bags 100s: 1 bag 95s. NWT in dia., Ic lb s9s.

Broughton, Ic 106s; 2c 105s 6d; 11c 99s Gd: 4c 98s; Ic lb

122s; 2c H) 88s; 1 bag 99s; 1 bag (sd) 97,s.

Ex “Chancellor”—Haputale, 1 bag sweepings 8Ss.

Ex “Goorkha”— fiA Onvah, 2c lOls; Ic 92s; Ic 112s; Ic

lb S8s 6d; 1 bag 95s.

CEYl.ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lan’
,
Aug .st 23rd, 1895.

Ex “lHysse.s”—Maragalla, 66 bags 60s Cd; 13 bags 38s 6d.

Kiimaradola, 36 bags 60s Gd; 8 bags 56s 6d; 3 bags 37s Gd;

11 bags 45s Cd. The Bandarapola, Ceylon Co., Ltd., 2 bags

(.small) 37s. Victoria, .20 bags 59s 6d; l^bag 31s;l 2 bags 26s

Elmshurst, 22 bags 69s 6d; 1 bag 31s; 4 bags 30s; 2 bags 2Gs.

Glenalpin, 13 bags 60s 6d; 1 bag 4Gs; 2 bags 31s. Alloo-

wiharie A, :>1 bags 60s. B, 9 bags 35s 6d. C, 1 bag (s d) 30s

Dickeni B, 1 bag 39s. Rosebury 1, 42 bags 56s. 2, 2 bags

30s Cd. T, 3 bags 44s Cd.

Ex “Scotia”—Palli, 131 bags 52s Gd: 110 bags 33s Gd.

Lokoowatte, Cl bags 54s Cd; 28 bags 44s 6d; 2 bags 3Ss.

Maismore, 4 bags 36s.

Ex “Dilwara”—North IMatale, 69bagsG5s6d; 100 bags 6.5s;

10 bags(C D & R P K D) 47s Gd.

Ex “Goorkha”—North Matale, 21 bags 49s.

Ex “Cheshire”—Yattawatte, 1;10 bags 54s 6d.

Ex “Oruba”—Cocoawatte, 27 bags 54s.

Ex “Shropshire”—Hentimalie, 15 bags 42s.

Ex “Chancellor”— Hentimalie, (double gunnies) 17 bags

40s 6d.

Ex “.Lineer”—Hentimalie, (double gunnies) 6 bags 39s GtL

Ex “Yorkshire”— Hylton 00, 62 bags .59s 6d; 2 bags (s d)

40s. II YL S, 5 bags 40s Gd.

Ex “Lancashire”—Hylton 00, 10 bags (s d) 4Ss Gd; 5 bags

(s d and rpkd.) :!4. HYL S, 4 bags (s d) 38s; 2bags(sd ami

rpkd.) .37s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, August 2.3rd, 1895,

Ex “BenLawers”—Nawanagalla, 2c Is lid; Ic Is Gd. Ic

Is 5d; 7c Is lOd; 2c Is 4d; 6c Is 3d; Ic Is 2d; Ic Is Id.

Ouckwavi, 3c 2s; Ic Is 8d; Ic Is 6d; 4c Is 9d; 2c Is ,5d; 2c

Is 3d. Knuckles, Ic Is lOd; Ic Is 3d; 1 seed Is 9d; 1 bag
Is 9d.

r Ex ".Scotia”—Jlelpotonoya, 3c 2s 7d; 5c 2s Id; 6e Is lOd;

Ic Is 6d; 2c Is 2d: Ic Is 9dl 2cls8d. AL Mysore Card.a-

moms, 4c Is 2d; 2c Is Id; 4 seeds Is lOd; 5c l.s llil

esmiTKit PitmrjNO woiiKS.



TEA., COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO, 38.] Colombo, September ‘iOlh, 1895. t
Price :—12.^ cents each

;
3 copies

i 80 cents
; 6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMliU SAI.ES OF TEA.

l.\rc;e lots.

[Mr. a. M. Ce PP.—1,960 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 liuvusiile 1 12 hf-ch bro pek 000 09

2 3 19 do pekoe 950 49

[Messrs. Ben ham & Bke.mner.--4,460 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb C.

1 Elston 18 21 ch pe .sou No. 2 1890 42 bid
4 24 7 do congou 700 •iO

5 20 17 do pe sou No. 2 1530 40

[Mes.srs. a. H. Thompson & Co., 62,0781b.

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb.

1 Povtswood 1 10 ch SOU 800 00

2 3 5 do dust 400 49

3 B &D 4 15 do pek .sou 1425 43

4 6 4 do dust 5S9 28

8 Portswood 11 9 ch SOU 720 01

9 13 5 do dust 400 49

10 Myragaoga 14 17 do bro or pek 1955 69

11 10 36 do or pek 3675 (54

12 18 23 do bro pek 2100 os

13 20 29 do pekoe 2755 57

14 22 27 do pek sou 2430 48

15 24 5 do laus 050 40

17 A B L 27 4 ch
1 hf-ch fans 458 36 bid

IS Comar 23 5 ch bro or pek 500 58
24 .Ainbateime 35 8 hf-ch bro mix 480 34
.25 37 14 do fans 030 44

20 A 39 5 ch bro mix 400 30
29 Belugas 43 19 Cll bro pek 2185 60 bid
30 45 17 (ij or pek 1700 57 bid
31 47 i3 1 tO pekoe 1235 47 bid
32 49 9 tlo pek sou 810 41

30 St. Leonards
on Sea 54 5 ch bro pek 450 58

37 50 5 do pekoe 400 45

4o .Myraganga
ch bro pekP T 68 24 2640 60

40 70 28 hf-ch SOU 1895 35

47 Kngurakande 72 18 ch bro pek 1812 50 bid
4S 74 31 pekoe 2940 43 bid
49 I), ill estate

mark 70 30 ch SOU 2710 29 bid
50 Charlie Hill 78 8 hf-ch bro pek 400 lid

51 80 8 do pekoe 400 45
6-2 82 9 ilo pekoe No. 2 450 41

53 S-4 16 do pek sou 800 39

[iMessr.s. Forbes & Walker.

—

204,540 Ib.]

Lot. 13o.\. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

5 Kakiriskande 910 5 ch pekoe 433 45
9 I’daveria 918 20 hf-ch bro pek 1100 80 bid
10 920 16 do pekoe 800 00
21 P.Iackstoue 942 15 ch bro pek 1500 00
22 944 24 do or pek 2010 58
23 946 12 do pekoe 1020 44

24 948 13 do jH.‘k sou 1170 39
25 950 13 do bro tea 1275 31
27 St. Hellers 9.34 10 ch bro or pek 848 73
28 936 13 do pekoe 1300 52
29 938 6 do nek sou 600 44

30 Palmerston 960 12 ch bro pek 1200 Bl-07
31 932 10 do pekoe 1520 67

32 964 14 do pek sou 1-200 53
3« STB 972 14 do fairs 1828 33
41 Vcrulupitiya 982 7 do pekoe 030 44

42 984 6 do pek sou 610 40

Lot. Box Pks Name. 11). C.

44 Lyegrove 988 10 ch bro pek 1100 61

43 990 6 do pekoe 600 49
46 •Amherst 992 3 ilo ilust 450 35
47 Drayton 994 62 hf-cll bro pek 3410 81

48 996 23 ch pekoe 1955 61 bid
49 998 13 do pek .sou 1040 48

50 1000 24 do pekoe 2040 54 bill

51 2 5 do sou 400 37
52 Bismark 4 14 ch bro pek 1540 69
53 0 19 do pekoe 1710 53 bid
55 Ireby 10 5 (lo bro pek 550 77

56 12 4 do
1 hf-cll or pek 440 04

57 14 8 ch peki >e 785 52
58 10 5 do

1 hf-ch pek sou 528 49
61 Langdale 22 22 ch iiro pek 2640 76 bid
02 24 15 do pekoe 1500 62
Oa A O 38 5 ch (lust No. 1 700 26
72 A 41 5 do pekoe 475 30
70 Y .52 9 ch (lust 630 28
77 Clioughleigh .51 13 do bro pek 1300 62
78 5o 9 • do pekoe 765 50
81 Bobhill 02 50 hf-ch bro pek 3000 74

82 04 50 ch pekoe 5000 58
83 00 20 do pek sou 2000 48
80 Banda rawella 72 •20 ch bro pek 2-240 Rl-08
87 74 18 do pekoe 1710 81 bid
88 B D \V 76 5 ch pek sou 550 38
89 78 5 do sou 425 30
90 80 5 do reel leaf 550 22
91 B D W K M 82 9 do bro pek fan1 864 39 bid
92 84 9 do pek (lust 630 32
93 Talgaswella 86 32 ch bro pek 3200 66 bid
94 88 16 do pekoe 1440 44
95 90 12 do pek sou 1080 40
97 B 94 20 hf-ch dust 1440 32
98 Gonagalla 96 15 do bro pek 750 64
99 98 9 do pekoe 450 52

102 Hayes 104 58 hf-ch bro pek 2900 62 bi

103 106 59 do bro pek 2950 62 bid
104 108 26 do pekoe 1300 54
105 110 15 do pek sou 750 43
107 Bloomfield 114 35 ch flowery pek 3500 78
108 116 46 do pekoe 4600 53
109 118 9 do unas 900 52
110 1-20 6 do pek fan 780 36
113 C'askieben 126 •20 ch flowery i)ek 2000 S3
114 128 26 do pekoe 2600 64
116 Lover’s Leap 132 14 hf-ch bro or pek 868 87
117 134 19 do bro pek 1292 68
118 136 15 do pekoe 780 68
119 138 7 ch pek sou 616 55
121 Vataderia 142 21 do bro or pek 2205 48
122 144 25 do bro pek 2625 45
1-23 146 55 do pekoe 5500 39
124 14S 17 do pek sou 1615 36
125 •Scrubs 150 8 ch or pek 760 99
120 152 17 do bro pek 1870 86
127 154 15 do pekoe 11-25 65
128 l.axapauii-

galla 1.56 46 hf-ch bro pek 2300 62
129 158 20 do pekoe 1000 52
130 160 12 do pek sou 600 44
134 •1 H .S, in estate

mark 163 6 ch or pek 600 74
1?5 170 9 do pekoe 765 49
138 L A- E 176 20 do bro mix 1800 '20

142 Vallaioya 184 11 ch bro tea 990 •25

143 Kelaneiva 180 26 do bro pek 2210 72 bid
144 C 188 4 do fan< 400 38
147 (ilenorcliy 194 43 hf-ch bro pek 2365 89
148 196 47 do pekoe •2350 62
130 A' oxford -200 5 eh pekoe 450 53
131 202 11 do jjek sou 990 47
1)2 •204 5 do dust 650 38
133 Niig.ahena •206 5 ch bro pek 500 63
134 208 0 do pekoe 500 47
137 Avoca •214 H <lo bro pek 1100 S3
138 •216 11 do pekoe 1100 65
Ml •Middleton •222 33 hf-ch bro pek 1315 84
102 •224 24 do or pek 1-200 72
1 i3 •226 12 ch pekoe 1140 61
105 ’I'heberto’i •i-Vi 8 do

1 hf-ch bro mix 850
160 •232 9 do (lust 900 2»



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LTST

ljl*t Box, Pk-8. Name lb. C. Lot Bo.x Pkgs. Name lb. c.

107 I'Merapolla 234 42 hf-ch bro pek 2310 02 114 St. C'olumbkille 75 44 hf-cli bro pek 2200 62
168 230 30 cli pekoe 2400 5r» 115 70 18 ch pekoe 1620 43
160 238 24 do pek sou 1800 44 119 .Sirisanda 80 14 hf-ch pek sou 7(0 43
176 Malvern 252 20 hf-di bro pek 1560 82 120 81 8 do sou 400 39
177 254 31 ch pekoe 2325 59 123 84 5 do dust 615 31

178 250 10 do pek sou 750 47 131 Bollagalla 92 15 do bro pek 1425 .58 bid
170 Atherfield 258 25 hf-ch SOU 1250 40 132 93 10 do pekoe 1440 48
1S2 204 10 do bro nnx 500 30 133 94 15 do pek sou 1425 42
184 (lampaha 208 30 do bro pek 1800 88 bid 134 \V 95 14 do bro pek 1470 40 bid
185 270 15 cli pekoe 1500 60 135 90 20 do pek sou 1900 30
180 272 15 do pek sou 1500 50 136 Ratwatte Cocoa 97 18 do bro ptk 1800 55 bid
188 billawatle 270 7 do conj^ou 700 28 137 Co. 98 10 do pekoe 1600 42
180 Olencorse 278 21 ch bro pek 2100 72 138 99 10 do pekoe sou 1520 39
190 280 12 do pekoe 1080 54 140 A C 101 05 hf-ch bro pek 4225 40 bid
191 282 15 do pek sou 1200 45 141 102 30 do pekoe 1650 32 bid
204 RF B 308 4 do bro pek fan 600 39 142 I'spa 103 5 ch dust 750 34
212 (.JircklewfKMl 324 79 ch bro or pek 8720 00 bid
21.3 320 22 do pekoe 3254 r»2

218 n 330 0 do fans 570 40 bid
[Mr. E. John.—-132,.543 lb.]

T.ot. Bo-V Fk:‘cs. Name lb. c.
[Mf.ssrs. ISOMKIIVILLI': vV Co., 163,548 lb.]

T and T Co., in

Lot.

10

11
1-1

Ruanwella

I lepeilene

Pei'iaKaiiile-

kettia

Box- Pks.

7 cli

5 (U>

24 hf-ch
40 <lo

4!) do
28 do
0 do

di
do
do
do

162
lO;!

lOo
100
167
168
lot)

171
172
J73
174

12
14

Name.
pek sou
c-oiigou

bvo pek
or pek
pekae
pek .sou

dust

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
du.sb

lb.

700
450
1320
2300
2450
1400
480

1500
1010
805
490

C.

32
58 bid
45 bid
43 bid
41

29

59
47
41

35

4

5

6
7

8
10

11

12
13
14
10

e.st. mark

Ivies

Anchor, in est.

mark

Lameliere

Callander

ZOi
255
257
259
201
203
265

209
271
273
275
277
281

78 hf-ch
01 ch
12 do
4 do

18 do
25 do
12 do

17 do
18 hf-ch
13 ch
12 do
12 do
22 hf-ch

bro pek 4290
pekoe 5760
pek sou 1080
br pek fans 500
bro pek 1800
pekoe 2000
pek sou 1080

bro or pek
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

1700
900

1430
1170
1170
1320

55
43
39
35
54
45
39

89
53
89
59
53
Rl-09

14 IVarakanmre 175 40 do bro pek 4009 50 bid 17 283 12 tlo pekoe 600 78

15 176 25 do pekoe 2375 44 18 285 11 (lo pek .sou 528 60

10 177 12 do pek sou 1080 4(1 19 Iluiiugalla 287 20 cli bro pek 2600 .59

17 178 5 do bro mix GOO 25 20 289 12 tlo pekoe 121X1 47

19 (lallawatte 180 10 (lo l>ro pek 1000 55 21 361 0 (lo pek son 600 39

20 181 9 do pekoe 900 42 24 Yahalakelle 307 12 (lo l)ro pek 1260 65
-

23 [vanhoe 184 28 hf-ch bro pek 1680 78 bid 25 309 13 do pekoe 1170 52

21 185 26 ch pekoe 2000 50 26 311 12 do pek sou 900 42

25 180 7 do pek sou 700 45 27 313 15 do unas 1350 40

28 Cartmore 189 10 ch bro pek 1100 85 28 315 9 do bro tea 705 38

29 190 17 do pekoe 1700 04 29 NewTanisgalla 317 10 (lo bro pek 1100 00

.30 191 10 do pek sou 1000 53 30 310 13 tlo pekoe 1365 53

31 (ilenalla 192 25 do bro pek 2500 07 bid 31 321 0 do br pek fans 720 04

32 193 26 do pekoe 2340 40 32 323 13 do pek sou 1300 39

33, 194 25 do pek sou 2250 42 34 Alnoor 327 37 hf-ch bro ])ek 18.50 64

3s ( i L A 199 32 do pek sou 2720 42 bid 35 329 15 do pekoe 7,50 50

39 N M 200 8 do bro tea 088 out 30 331 16 do pek .sou 500 44

1 lif-ch 38 Wewesse 335 23 hf-cli bro pek 1205 78

10 1C K in estate 39 337 22 do pekoe 1210 04

mark 1 19 ch unassorted 1995 40 bid 40 339 15 (lo l>ek sou 750 52

4 1 Allakolla 08 hf-ch bro pek 3746 57 bid 41 E C IS 341 13 cli bro pek 1300 42

42 3 18 ch pekoe 1710 47 42 343 19 do pekoe 1900 33

43 4 14 do pek sou 1260 42 43 Ksperanzi( 345 10 hf-ch bro or pek 520 08

44 M C S 5 14 do or pek 1400 72 bid 44 347 21 do pekoe 1104 49

45 0 13 do ])ekoe 1300 52 bid 40 Milliapocj 10 15 ch bro pek 1050 60 bid

4f> 7 15 (lo I)ck sou 1500 42 bid 47 12 20 do or pek 2340 54

(.’iistleiuilk 9 5 do fans 625 34 48 14 25 do br pek fans 2500 41

51.) Uattota n 19 do bro pek 1995 52 bid 49 DickapitLia 10 (i do bro pek 060 GO

r»i 12 20 do pek No. 2 1875 40 Itid 50 18 .8 do pekoe S(M) 54

13 20 do ))ek sou 1000 39 bid 52 Maddagedera 22 •)3 do bro pek 5300 53

14 10 do sou 1615 30 bid 53 24 ;i0 lif-cli pekoe 1050 41 bid

f»4 rkuwela 15 35 do bro pek 3500 57 bid 54 20 27 do pek sou 1215 39

16 20 (lo ])ekoe 2000 47 50 Ilenegama 36 11 hf-ch ilust 880 29

r>ii 17 20 do pek sou 1900 41 57 32 12 ch bro pek 1200 58

57 Kclani 18 50 lif-cb bro pek 30SO 01 bid 5S 34 12 do pekoe 1200 50

i-b 19 31 do pek 1550 47 511 30 10 (In l)ek .sou 1000 45

r.o 20 30 do pek sou 1350 40 06 38 8 hf-ch ilust 040 32

'i’ T 23 30 ch unassorted 2730 41 bid 01 46 7 ch rod leaf 700 20

24 24 do pek sou 1800 30 bid ' 02 Urv 42 20 do l>ro pek 2800 79

(W Kiriuiettia 25 8 hf-ch bro pek 400 55
1

03 44 11 do pekoe lltKt 08

G5 20 18 do pek<ie 810 38 bid 01 46 12 do {lek sou 1200 53 bid

74 ()\’oca 35 10 ch bro 01 ' pek 1600 91 00 Oonavy 56 20 do pekoe 2040 58

75 36 13 do or pek 1235 77 72 Ticjnt.sin 62 29 hf-cli - bi n or pek 1.595 Rl-09

70 07 12 do pekoe 1200 58 73 61 18 oil ]x-koe 1800 71

7‘4 (ialpliele 40 9 lif-ch bro pek 495 09 70 Dooino 76 14 do bro pek 1540 82

cSI* 41 12 do pekoe 000 53 77 72 10 do pekoe 1000 05

Hi 42 n <lo pek sou 550 45 7S 1 4 4 do )iek sou 400 51

89 Hatnurasmulle 50 11 llo bro pek 1155 00 86 Munaytliwaite 7(i 10 do ino pek .950 55

1)1 52 11 do ’ pek sou 1045 45 81 SO 7 do pekoe 595 41

00 57 4 ch unas 440 28 81 Caledonia • SO n d(» • pekoe 990 45

102 Hopewell 03 32 lif-oli -or pek 1700 58 bid 85 A M G 88 27 do liro pek 2805 49 bid

lu:‘, 64 12 ch ])ekoe 1080 42 bid 80 Little Valley 96 11 do bro pek 1400 05 bid

IU4 65 11 do pek sou 980 39 bid 37 Agra Ouvah 162 77 Ivf-oli bro or pek 4620 Rl-02

lO-'i Alpitikamle 60 2t hf-ch bro pek 1200 55 bid 88 164 IS do or pek 2640 74

luG 07 52 (h> ])ekoe 2340 45 bid
i

89 K'O 13 do pekoe lI’.Ol* 58



CEYLON PRODUCE SALfS LIST. 3

Lot. lio.K. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

lU Ci lanrhos 116 15 ch bro pek 1425 66

118 22 do pekoe 1870 55

116 120 9 da or pek 765 4o

97 122 10 do pek sou 850 42

lOI Iv'.clella 130 22 d(» bro pek 2200 64

I0-.i 132 25 <lo pekoe 2i50 53

103 134 9 do pek sou 720 40 bid

UM Cniden 136 14 do bro pek 1260 79

lO.'i 138 14 do pekoe 1120 63

I0(> 140 5 do pek .sou 400 49

lOS Glentilt 144 21 do bro pek 2205 66

100 146 15 do pek sou 1,500 47

110 tlttery & Stani-
l)ro pek 85ford Hill 148 16 do 1600

in 150 15 do or pek 1275 81

111 152 28 do pekoe 2520 58

DiU'try 158 6 do l)ro tea 600 43

SMALL LOTS.

[Mr. A. M,, Cerp.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

3 Rtu'uside 5 7 hf-ch ])ek sou 350 38
4 7 1 do dust 60 27

Messrs. Bexham & Bremner.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

I'ilston 20 2 ch bro mix 200 39
22 2 lif-ch dust 140 28

AL. H. Thomrsox & Co.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

16 Myraganga 26 1 ch red leaf 64 20
bid10 Goinar 3.) 3 do or pek 300 42

20 31 3 do
1 hf-ch pekee 350 40 bid

21 32 2 ch pek sou 200 30 bid
33 2 do bro sou 180 20 bid

23 34 2 hf-ch dust 100 28

’i'6 Uelugas 51 2 do dust 220 28

34 Belgravia 52 1 do bro pek fans 125 48
'45 53 2 do dust 3i0 39
38 .St. Leonards

on Sea 58 1 ch dust 120 29

30 69 1 do SOU 80 ,
33

54 Charlie Hill 86 6 hf-ch sou 300 35
a:> 87 3 do pek fan ISO 35

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. 0,

63 Langdale 26 3 ch pek sou 270 49
64 28 1 do dust 160 35
65 A O 30 2 do bro pe ( 200 42
66 32 2 do pekoe 200 41
67 34 2 do fans 200 36
68 36 1 hf-ch fans No. 2 40 25
70 40 1 ch dust No. 2 135 25
71 A 42 1 do bro pek 104 34
73 46 2 do sou 190 24
74 48 2 ch fans 204 27
75 50 2 do dust 300 26
79 Choughleigli 58 2 do pek sou 170 37
80 60 2 hf-ch dust 108 29
84 R G I 68 3 ch bro mix 300 22
8.5 70 2 do dust 220 32
96 Talgaswela 92 4 do congou 360 36
too Gongalla 100 5 hf-ch pek sou 250 44
101 102 1 do dust 50 30
106 Hayes 112 6 do dust 300 30
111 Killarney 122 2 ch pekoe 200 50
112 124 1 hf-ch dust 96 32
115 Caskieben 130 2 ch pek fans 200 36
120 Lover’s leap 140 2 lif-ch pek fans 182 35
131 Laxapana-

galla 162 2 do sou 100 35
132 164 4 do dust 340 28
133 A G 166 2 cli bro toa 194 34
136 .1 H .S, in

mark
est.

172 3 ch pek sou 2iU 39
137 174 1 do bro tea 100 20
139 M C 178 3 do red leiif 255 18
140 180 2 do congou 200 32
141 Lunugalla 182 1 ht-ch red leaf 72 34
145 Cf 190 3 ch sou 225 37
146 192 2 do dust 280 29
149 Yoxford 198 3 cli bro pek .300 59
155 Xugahena 210 3 do pek sou 214 42
156 212 1 hf-ch fans 40 32
159 Avoca 218 1 ch pek sou 100 52
160 220 2 hf-ch bro pek fa n 130 43
164 Middleton 228 3 ch bro pek fan 360 42
170 Ederapolla 240 4 do sou 340 37
171 242 3 do fans 270 38
180 Atherfield 260 3 hf-ch dust 240 28
181 262 5 do pek dust 300 40
183 CT 266 10 box bro pek SO 40
187 Gimpaha 274 1 hf-ch dust 90 29
192 Glencorse 284 1 ch dust 160 28
193 286 2 do bro pek fan 264 40
200 51 W 300 2 ch pek sou 180 20
201 302 2 do pek sou 19tt 2*’

202 304 2 do dust 280 27
203 C X K \V 300 1 ch unas 112 31
205 B F B 310 2 ch unas 190 3.
206 312 2 do dust 200 29
207 314 1 hf-ch bro pek 53 58
219 B 338 1 ch dust 140 30

[Messrs. Forjjks & Walker.]
MES.SR.S. Somerville »!c Co.

Lot. Box. PkL'S. Nomes. lb. c.
Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. llj. e.

3 Ruanwella 164 5 hf-ch red leaf 300 25

1 I K V 902 2 bro mix 112 25 9 Depedene 170 3 do red leaf 165 21
Corneaway 904 1 ch pek sou 100 51 18 Warakamure 179 3 ch fans 363 38

3 906 1 do dust 146 33 21 Gallawatte 182 1 do pek sou 100 35
4 Kakiriskande 908 7 hf-ch bro pek 385 01 22 183 1 do bro tea 90 23
(> 912 3 ch pek sou 270 40 26 IE 187 1 do fans 167 30
7 914 1 hf-ch dust 69 30 27 188 4 hf-ch bro mi.x 252 27

8 916 1 do bro mix 51 31 34 Glenalla 195 4 do fans 360 39
11 I'daveria 9-22 1 do unas 56 57 35 196 3 do bro mixed 270 22
12 924 1 do fans 56 36 36 197 2 do congou 160 31

13 926 1 do dust 36 SO 37 198 1 do du.st 1.50 2,8

14 Huauaco 928 5 (lo muis 235 31 47 Castlemilk 8 2 do bro mixed 180 38
1.' 930 1 <io dust 38 29 49 10 1 do red leaf 90 20
16 B r N 932 1 do Ijekoe 38 53 60 Kelani 21 3 hf-ch fans 180 43
17 934 1 do sou 60 40 61 22 2 do dust 1.50 29
is 936 1 do .sou 30 37 66 Kirimettia 27 7 do pek sou 315 28
19 938 2 do dust 148 29 07 28 4 do fans 208 37
20 940 2 do red leaf 72 26 68 29 1 do dust 75 32
20 Blackstone 952 3 ch pek dust 300 32 69 .s 30 1 clo dust 80 32
33 .Stafford 966 1 do bro pek 110 76 70 31 1 do bro tea .50 23
34 968 2 <lo pekoe 180 61 71A '31 1 do dust 80 28
35 970 1 do pek sou 90 55 72 Hatton 33 1 hf-ch dust 80 31

10 N'erulupitiya 980 3 do l)ropek 300 60 73 31 do bro tea 50 24
4.3 986 1 do l)i’o mix 90 30 77 F A in est.

54 Bi.smark 8 3 do fans 330 45 mark 38 3 ci) bro tea 345 32
59 Ireby 18 2 cl) dust 200 29 78 39 2 do dust 300 29
60 20 1 do 82 R X 43 4 l)f-ch dust 330 29

1 hf-ch rod leaf 118 22 S3 44 3 do fans 19.5 39



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

90 llapugasinull.a 51 4 ch pekoe 368 48
92 53 2 do unas 190 48
93 54 1 do sou 90 34
94 ;>o 1 do fans 105 39
95 56 1 do dust 140 30
97 W 58 1 do dust 150 27
107 Alpitikande 68 1 ch pekoe sou 90 39
108 69 1 hf-ch dust 75 28
lie St. Colmnbkille 77 2 ch jiek .sou 160 36
117 J C D S 78 2 do red leaf 140 21
118 79 1 do dust 160 29
121 Sirisanda 82 5 hf-ch unas 250 46
112 83 1 do du.st No 1 67 87
124 85 4 do fans 376 :J8

125 80 3 ch bio mix 345 26

126 87
2 hf-ch
1 do conj>ou 54 32

139 Ratwatte
Cocoa Co. 100 1 ch rod leaf 80 18m Yspy, 104 1 do red leaf 95 2:4

Lot.

[Mb. E. John.]

Box l^kgs. Name 11). c.

1 Earn) 251 2 lif-ch dust 160 29
9 267 3 ch fans 390 41

15 Lameliere 279 1 hf-ch l>ek fans 85 34
22 Hunugalla 303 2 ch sou 1.50 22
23 305 1 do dust 1.50 28
33 New Tunisgalla325 1 hf-ch dust 70 29
37 Alnoor 333 5 do fans :j25 .39

45 Delpotonova 319 0 do bro mix :!90 22
51 Dickpittia 20 3 <-h pe sou 300 4,3

55 Henegama 28 1 hf-ch bro mix 67 28
65 Ury 48 1 ch du.st 1.50 8s5

67 Patupana 52 4 hf-ch bro pek 200 53
68 54 5 do pekoe 250 45
69 56 5 do ])ek sou 250 35
70 58 3 do fans 150 35

71 CO 2 ch SOU 100 32
74 Tientsin (56 2 do pek sou 200 53

75 68 2 hf-ch dust 1.56 46
79 Doonio 70 2 ch dust 200 33

82 Murraythwaite 82 2 do SOU 160 44

83 84 1 do dust 140 29

98 Gliinrhos 124 2 do j)ek fans 210 41

99 126 2 do dust 290 33

100 128 1 do bro tea 100 32

107 Cruden 142 3 do bro mix 270 ;{S

113 Ottery & Stam-
ford Hill 1.54 1 do SOU 93 42

114 156 ] hf-ch dust 7’> .3.5

CEYLON COFFEE 8A1.ES IN LONDON.

(Fioni Our Comiuercial Corresj>omJeut ).

Mincing Lank, Au^c :i0.

.Marks and prices of CKYKON COKFKKsold Minincins
l.iine up to 30th Aur.
Ex “Ching Wo”—Leangawella 1c It 100s Cd; 9c 07s Gd;

1
4c 94s Gd; It 114s; 4 bags 98s Gd. LGM’T, Ic It Ste. Hami

* tale, 3c 108s Gd; 17c l(X)s Gd; 5c 96s Cd; 2c 119s; Ic It 80s

Gd; 7 bags 100s Cd; 1 bag 84.s. Beauvais, Ic 105s; 2c It 95s;

lb 94s. BV, Ic 8Gs; lb 74s lb 83s; lb "a. Kahagalla, Ic It

109s; 8c 101s; 4c98sCd; Ic 122s; 1 bag 103s; 1 bag 99s. KOT
in estate mark, Ic 90s. Boehaiiipton, lb lOSs; 4c lu5s tkl;

Ic 99s Cd; ,5c It 99s Gd; 2e It 97s; 2c 120s; 3c 90s Cd; 4 bags
8C.S. Cannavarella, Ic 102s; 3c It 95s; It Ills; Ic bCs Gel.

DC O in e.state mark, 4c 90s; 3c 94s Gd; Ic 90s Gd; Ic M9s;
Ic 84s od.
Ex “Clan Graham”—Doonhinda I’D.A O, 2t 100s; 4t O.ls;

lb 88s; lb 79s.

Ex “lle.speria”—Gonaniotava, lb 107s; It 102s; 4c lb 98s;

3c lb 9Ss Gd: Ic 112s; Ic lb 87s Gd; 3 bags 98s.

! CEYl.ON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Coirespondeut).

Mincing Lans, Augutt 30 h, 1895.

Ex “Orotiiva”—GCF COC, 17 bags (country d.) 47s Gd;
1 bag (country d.)33s.

CEYLON CNNAMON SALES

IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Gorrespomknt).

!

Mincing L.\ne, August 30th 1895,

Ex “Musician”—F in estate mark, 6 bales lid; 4 bales llld

Ex “Orient”—R&Co., Ekelle Pl.antation, 12 bales lid; 32

•

ll§d; 6b Is.

Ex “Powderliam”—DB, Ekelle Plantation, 50 bales lotd.

Ex “Coromandel”—A&.S (1026) in estate mark, 18b lOd 321)

lOJd; 50b Is 4d.

Ex “Glenartney”—.JRKP in estate mark, 11b Is 2d.

Ex “Oruba”—ASGP in estate mark Kaderane, 22b Is Gd;

6b Is 4d; 21b Is 5d; 21b Is 4d; lOl) Is 2d, 15b Is Id; 1Gb Is;

, 7b lOJd',. 1 box lOJd; 9 bags clippings 9Jd. F.SWS in estate

1 mark Kaderane, 4b Is .5d; 5b Is 4d; 2b Is 2d; 12b Is 3d;

I

4b Is 2d; 14b Is Id; 10b ll'd; 4b 92d; 1 box lOd.

Ex “Musician”—ClldeS, Kuruwittee, 23b Is 7d.

Ex “Simla”—Ekelle Plantation, DR in estate mark, :22b

Is 7d.

Ex “Powderham"—VB (1544) in estate mark, Ekelle, 20b
Is 7d- 2b nd.
Ex “Kendal”—VR (10,5) in e.state mark, Ekelle, 27b Is Gd.

Ex “Shropshire”—.AAS (1027) in estiite mark, Ekelle I’lanta-

tion, lb Is.

I’KIXXING WOIiKH.



TEA, COFfSE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 39.] Colombo, Septembek 27 th. 1895. ( Pkice :

—

12| cents each
;
3 copies

1 30 cents
;
6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messks. Benham & Bremner.—3,230 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb C.

(i Elston 30 17 do pe sou No. 2 1530 42

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co., 47,946 lb.

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Kennington 1 17 ch SOU 1275 38
3 4 8 hf-ch dust 600 27

4 Mahagoda 5 4 ch bro pek 400 48
0 7 15 do pekoe 1492 38

17 AGO 24 8 ch dust 1200 30
13 25 4 do red leaf 440 24

19 Woodend 26 16 do
hf-ch bro pek 1650 54 bid

20 28 25 ch pekoe 2500 43 bid
22 Attabage 31 28 hf-ch bro or pek 1568 05
24 34 33 ch pekoe 2805 45 bid
31 P B 42 3 do dust 470 27

34 Pambagaina 45 10 ch dust 850 29
41 Vogaji 56 21 ch bro pek 2100 70
42 58 19 do pekoe 1710 54
43 60 37 do unas 3145 44
44 Court Lodge 62 14 do bro or pek 1568 86 bid
45 64 7 do bro pek 812 69 bid
46 00 7 do pekoe 665 62
47 68 7 do pek sou 616 54
48 70 5 hf-ch pek fans 450 38
50 Rockhampton 72 19 ch bro pek 1900 40 bid
At 74 24 do pekoe 2160 42 bid

[Mr. E., John.--53,087 lb.]

Lot. Bo.x Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Chapelton 160 11 hf-.M bro mi.\ 495 33
2 162 7 d.. dust 560 28

3 Ferudale 164 14 Cli bro pek 1400 71 bid
4 166 11 do pekoe 090 55

5 168 5 <lo pek sou 450 46

7 Eila 17-2 49 do bro pek 4165 69
8 174 19 do pekoe 1615 46 bid
9 176 22 do pek sou 1870 41

10 178 9 do dust 1080 39
11 Madultenna 180 12 do br pk No 2 1200 58
12 182 13 do pekoe 1300 48 bid
14 Mocha 186 22 do bro or pek 2530 Rl-00
15 188 16 do or pek 1600 83 bill

16 190 24 do pekoe 2160 65
17 Nartnel 192- 16 hf-ch br pe No. 2 800 55
18 194 14 do peKC»€ 630 46
19 196 16 do l>ck sou 736 42
27 Tavf 212 13 ch do 1235 46 bid
28 214 7 hf-ch fannings 4o5 45
29 216 6 do dust 480 31

30 AVeyinouth 218 11 do bro pek 550 68
31 220 8 ch pekoe 6iX) 45
32 222 7 do pek sou 500 39
.35 Mary Land 228 4 do bro pek 460 o/

36 230 4 do pekoe 446 46
37 Eadella 2.(2 12 do lannings 1440 40
39 D N D, in es-

tate mark 236 15 do sou 1125 46
41 240 3 do pe dust 450 30
42 242 9 do bro te.a 720 28

43 A M G 244 27 do bro pek 2805 50
44 Tcmplestowe 246 28 do or pekoe ;l8(Ht 77

45 248 26 do pekoe 2340 60
46 250 28 do pek sou 2380 47

47 Ayr 252 23 hf-ch bro pek 1150 09 bid

48 254 17 ch pekoe 1275 47 bid
49 256 15 do pek sou 1200 42
50 Maddagedera 268 33 do bro pek 62

51 260 10 do pekoe 900 42 bill

52 262 6 do pek sou 540 40

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—242,449 Ib.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nonies. lb. c.

1 Carandon 340 4 Cll bro pek 416 61
10 Udagoila 358 12 ch bro pek 1260 51
11 360 25 do pekoe 2500 38
13 T B, in estate

mark 364 4 ch bro or pek 460 67
14 366 24 do or pek 2280 66 bid
15 368 14 do pekoe 1200 52 bid
16 370 12 do pek sou 1020 45
17 AVeoya 372 45 hf-ch bro pek 2475 65
18 374 58 do pekoe 2900 46
19 376 24 do pek sou 1080 40
20 378 8 do pek dust 560 29
21 Knave.smire 380 28 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 2860 59
22 382 8 ch bro pe No. 2 800 55
23 384 70 do pekoe 0300 45
24 386 24 do pek sou 2153 41
25 388 7 do

1 hf-ch pek fans 760 41
26 390 24 ch

1 hf-ch sou 1970 39
28 L 304 10 ch bro tea 900 25
29 Hethersett 396 31 hf-ch bro or pek 2077 93
30 398 33 do or pek 1014 88
31 400 15 ch pekoe 1290 69
32 402 8 do pek sou 672 55
33 Talgaswella 404 12 ch bro pek 1200 57
34 406 12 do pekoe 1080 48
35 408 10 do pek .sou 900 43
36 C C TCo. V 410 18 do l>ek sou 1800 42
37 C G T Co. C 412 15 do pek sou 1500 40 bid
38 Melrose 414 22 ch l)ro jjek 2420 05
39 416 12 do pekoe 1200 50
40 418 8 do pek sou 500 44
41 C C T Co. M 420 13 do pek sou 1300 40
42 AV 422 14 1hf-ch pekoe 700 39
43 A 424 39 do sou 1755 38 bid
44 K 426 15 ch pek sou 1350 41
47 Aimingkande 432 23 ch bro pek 2530 64
48 434 19 do pekoe 19(X) 56
49 436 14 do pek sou 1400 44
50 438 6 hf-ch dust 450 30
51 E 440 10 ch bro tea 900 25
52 G P M, in e.st.

mark 442 8 hf-ch bro or pek 480 R’.T3
54 446 17 do pekoe 935 75
55 448 10 do pekNo. 2 1004 71
56 4.50 11 do sou 583 ?7
58 Pedro 454 21 ch bro or pek 2310 R 1-09

59 450 16 do pekoe 1440 80
60 458 13 do pek sou 975 60
61 Patiagama 460 5 ch bro pek 500 77
62 462 12 do bro or pek 1320 77
63 464 8 do pekoe 800 57
66 tiueeiislaud 470 10 ch bro pek 1000 05
67 472 12 do pekoe 1140 08
68 474 6 do pek sou 540 58
71 Park 480 12 ch bro pek 1344 7t)

72 482 2b do pekoe 1995 61
73 484 4 do jiek sou 400 48
75 Ascot 4S8 24 ch bro pek 2280 00
76 490 28 do pekoe 2240 48
7

4

492 9 ilo pek sou 67.5 40
80 Melrose 498 5 do sou 475 40
82 Oli 502 4 ch bro pek 440 (50

83 ER 508 5 do bro mix 500 ;;7

86 Verulupitiya 510 10 do bro pek 1000
!s9 Deaeulla 510 7 1hf-rh dust .'M'iO

00 -A1 M 518 3 ch )
1

1 ht-ch bro pek 409
92 522 0

1

ch
hf-ch pek son

1

620 1

^withd'n

93 524 5 ch bro fan.s 750
94 526 7

,

la-ch dust 5i)l‘J1

95 (ireat A'alley 528 23 do bro pek 126a 84
96 530 27 do pekoe 2565 00
t'7 532 16 do pek sou 1440 44
102 Gongalla 542 13 do bro pek 650 60
KHi Dca j'Jlla 550 47 hf-cli bro pen 2585 57
107 .552 38 do pekoe 1900 47
108 5.54 15 do pek sou 750 42
lob Hayes 550 58 do bro pek 2900 62
110 558 59 (io d<* 2950 62
lU Gampalia 500 30 do bro pek 1800 85 l)id



CKY1,0N FRODL’CK SALES UST

J!ux. i’kgs. Niuiies, 11). f. [Mk.SSH.S. SOMKUVIU.K eV' Cu., 131 ,
tso

|[-j Jlaliu Uva
nu

f)02 10 hf-di
7.01 18 do

1)10 or pek
or ])t‘k

tin.')

9dJ
70
78 l)id

Lot. Bo.x ]>k.s. NLanie. 11). C.

lU 500 20 fit leki'o 2000 04 1 S in estate
115 508 11 do. jiek sou lOl.) .50 mark 105 7 cll bro tea 700 27

lUi Tonvood 7.70 21 fli l)i'0 pek 1995 73 l)id e 100 9 (U» • fans 495 42
117 072 32 (!o pekoe 2100 19 bid

1 3 107 8 do (lust 040 28
IIS 571 11 do pek soa 10.50 43 bid 4 RoiuUira 10.8 5 do bro tea 500 20
li:i Droiiiulaiiil .070 3 di dust 120 32 . 7 Kudagauga 111 15 do lu'o pek 1000 08m K ]) 080 1 do red leaf 400 20

1 8 112 7 do pekoe 73.) 44
12’ Cailabetk 582 0 cii pe!t sou

liri) pek fan
000 CO 9 113 10 do i.iok sou 1660 43

12:j 5sl lOlif-cb !010 59 12 Mahateune no 22 do lu’o pek 2200 57
127 Yatadclia .092 1.0 di 1)10 or pek 1575 52 13 117 18 do Iiekee

bro pek
1800 45

12S 7)91 27 tlo bro pe'iv 2835 48 11 (ialkadua 118 15 do 1.5U0 08
12'.1 .090 1.) do or pek lOCO 41 15 no 13 (io pekoe 1300 44
120 .098 51 do liekoo 5100 39 10 120 10 (lo pek sou

'oro pek
1000 40

131 090 12 do pek sou
bro pek

1110 37 IS Salawe 122 9 do 900 72
132 Liskillecu 092' 20 di 1900 ()7 19 123 8 do pekoe 700 52
113 001 20 do pekoe 1000 50 20 124 15 lio [lek .sou 13.50 46
1 to S M A 0.30 0 di red leaf 510 20 21 125 U (io ! on 935 43
l.'.O Kasalla 0.00 11 lif-ch faii.s 770 40 22 120 4 do bro mix 420 41
15S Chestorfovd 054 23 di bi'o ijek 2309 OS 21 Rayig.-un 128 10 ilo bro I’ok 1080 71
l.'O 006 20 do pekoe 2000 53 25 129 21 (lo or pek 1890 53 bid
ICO 008 17 do pelt sou

hrn pek
1700 13 20 130 9 do jiekoe 810 49

120 Lanadale 002 22 dl 2610 70 bill 27 131 10 (io pek .sou 900 44 I)id

103 ST 'll 001 10 do fans 1110 SO 28 132 5 do sou 425 40
101 000 17 hi'-di bro tea 802 39 bid 29 Iiiverv 133 '19 lif-di bro pek 2184 R1T2 bid
107 Ambalawa 070 24 lif-i-h bro pek 1080 58 30 131 31 (li pekoe 2915 09 bid
lOS 071 20 do liek sou 1000 41 31 135 12 do sou 1080 54
100 Woodslee 070 15 do unas 750 43 37 Kooroolo ogalla 111 10 (io 1)10 p-ek 1009 75
173 Dunbar 081 10 do or pek 073 86 38 142 8 do pekoe

bro pek
SOO 56 bid

171 080 22 do l>ro nek 1100 79 40 Eilaudhu 144 10 (..) 1280 01
17.i 688 20 dl pekoe ICUO 01 11 145 10 (* pekoe 1280 44
170 000 13 do peSc sou 1170 48 43 f: w 117 7 (io sou 560 41

17s Tavolamtenne 091 10 eli bro jiek 1100 71 55 l.vndhurst 159 10 d) l.u'o pek 1600 50
170 OSG 11 do pekoe

1)i'o pek
1100 51 50 100 23 do pekoe 1955 40

ISO I'.derapoll 098 39 hf-di 1950 01 bid 67 101 18 do |)ek sou 810 39
161 700 20 dl pekoe 2000 50 58 162 0 bf-di (lust 510 28
1S2 702 10 do ]3d: sou 1200 42 59 Keiiehvatte 103 10 cll 1)10 pek 1700 77 bid
ISl DDV.'A 700 10 lif-di mix tea 700 50 00 104 11 do pekoe IICO 56 bid
16S luiniham 711 10 do pek sou 760 40 61 105 11 do pek sou

bro pek
:990 4o’bi

160 710 2.'i do pekoe
bro wek

1300 58 03 Yarrow 107 29 hf-di 1624 05
190 718 22 do 1301 75 01 168 ?6 do pekoe

bro pek
1800 40

101 D D V\' P 720 10 do l)ro pek fan 000 48 05 J’enrith 109 30 cll 3000 70 bid
193 St. Mary 724 27 dl 1 )1-0 or pek 2910 50 l)id CO 170 26 do peltoe 2080 ... 52
191 720 32 do bro pek 3200 ,50 l)id 07 171 19 do pok sou

bro mix
1615 44

197. 728 20 do or pek
pekoe

2100 59 l)id 09 We.sthall 173 12 do 1080 28
100 730 19 dl 1900 43 bid 70 I'dabagc 174 52 do bro pek 5200 52
107 732 8 do fans 000 32 71 175 40 hf-di pekoe 2000 42
103 734 22 hf-di dust 1700 28 72 170 20 do l)ek sou 1000 39
100 Rothes 736 31 box pekoe OiO 50 73 Comillah 177 i) ch bro pek 900 59
2CU R S, in e.state

20
71 178 5 do pekoe 500 45

niark 738 8 hf-di pek sou 148 75 179 4 do pek sou 400 40
294 Clunes.— I•h•vacht

73
87 I'kuwela 191 20 ch pek sou 2000 61

Division 740 102 lif-di bro pek 4080 88 192 18 do pekoe 1800 48
2.17. 7lS 40 dl pekoe 3910 40 89 103 15 flo pek sou

bro pek
1425 42

200 700 9 do pek sou
bio or pek

810 40 91 Manangoda 195 0 do 056 53

207 Cairaforth 752 20 lif-di 15.50 Rl'Ol 1 hf-ch

203 751 20 do or pek 1170 Rl'05 92 190 12 oh pekoe 1188 41

200 700 32 do bro pek 1700 87 1 lif-di

210 70S 20 do pekoe 1100 00 90 Paradi.se 200 9 do bro pek 486 09
212 Sovana 702 11 do bro pek 700 67 !’8 2 15 (io pek sou 1455 45

213 701 10 dl pekoe 900 52 99 3 5 (io sou 470 41

2U 700 0 do 100 4 do una.ssorted 700 42
1 lif-di pek sou 112 42 104 W (.! 8 10 lif-ch pok fans

bro tea
750 32

217 Tunisgalia 772 10 ch tiro pek 1100 07 105 9 10 do 1120 25 bid
213 771 19 do pekoe

bro pek
1900 57 100 K 10 5 ch eongou 500 35 bill

221 I’nlatagaina 780 33 do 3300 (iO Ijid 107 1

1

7 do bro te.a 700 33. bid

222 782 33 ilo pekoe 3300 41 103 12 5 (io sou 450 32 bid

223 781 10 do pek sou
fans

1500 39 109 Labugama K5 20 lif-ch ))n> kek 1100 77

221 780 8 do .SOO 45 110 14 13 dl pekoe 1230 56

227. 788 0 do dust 750 30 111 15 14 do pelt .son 1200 41

220 J.liinainal 790 4 dl l)ro ])ek 127 03 112 U in estate

223 704 1 do pek .sou

bro pek
418 41 mark 10 40 bf-dl bro pekoe 2200 01 bid

231 (lananalla 800 7.3 lif-di 3050 58 113 17 21 do pekoe 987 47

232 802 73 dl ])ekt)B .5840 45 114 IS 19 ch sou 1015 41

233 601 10 do pek sou
liro pe fa

3200 39 120 A d 24 43 lif-di pek sou
bro pek

2-lOS 35 bid

231 806 18 do 1 1020 41 121 Rattota 25 19 ch 1995 07

237 808 0 do dus't 840 29 122 K T D 26 ‘22 do jiekoe 2090 40

230 15 1 ) \V K M 810 08 lif-di bro pok 3400 51 I)id 123 27 21 (lo pekoe sou 1890 30

237 1. & K 812 25 dl liro mix 2250 24
124 T T 28 30 do unassorted 2730 41 bid

238

239 Ilorhav

814 0 do

810 51 do

dust

liro pdc

750

5400

27

50 bid
125 Alpitikaiide

120 D A
29

30

52

8

hf-di

ch

pekoe

1 )1-0 tea

2340

720

40 bid

29
210 Domnakande 818 IS eh bro pek 1800 70

128 11 ill estate
211 820 5 do pekoe 450 52

maric 32 13 hf-.-l 1 pekoe 003 45

212 822 10 do pek sou
.
85 9 43

129 O 33 5 cll COllgOU 409 35

210 D K 830 0 hf-di dust 420 29
138 K in estate

247 Kellobedde
ns

832 23 do
8.'31 5 do

liro pek
bro pek

2310 ,

345 i

Rl'Ol mark 4; 8 dl bro lea 19

219 \arnikanda 830 03 fli bro. pek 5386 50 bid 1 lif-eli



CEYLON rilODUCE SaLKS LIST.
o
o

8J.IALL LOT8.

Messrs. Bkmiam & Br^emneu.

lv)t r>ox. Pkg.S. Name. 11). c

Spi’inawood 2S 2 do bvo mix 200 23

A. 11. Thomrson & Co.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

•> Kenninston i> 3 lif-oh bro tea loO 39
() M:ihn" 0(la 0 :> ch fans 315 34

10 1 hf-ch dust SO 2S
s 11 2 (lo red leaf 200 17
u 12 1 c.U bro mix too 20

Jt ( i lensovitf e 21 4 I'o SOU 320 39
L> 22 2 do red leaf 1(50 27

Ki 23 2 do dust 300 28
•it NViioJenil 30 1 ah SO 21

23 •Vttabage 33 5 do or pelc 375 73
2r> a B L 3C 3 do fans 300 4(i

3 hf-di dust 210 t»0
•j-

tViir.ai' 3S 3 ch or pek 300 51
2H 39 3 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 350 42
lit '40 2 ch pek .sou 200 3-1

3l! 41 2 do bro .sou ISO 22
l> B 43 1 ch fans 130 33

:i.3 Baintuigaina 44 2 do pek fans 200 35
:!5 40 3 do congou 300 30
to M E 55 4 ch pek sou 320 13
40 l>ikniuUa!a,na 71 1 hf-ch pokoc 50 44

[Mr. E. Johnl]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. 11). C.

0 Eerud.ile 170 1 ch dust 100 33
13 B A B 1S4 2 do red leaf 200 19
20 Nartnel 198 2 ht-ch famiinas 132 31
21 •Meeriatennc 200 4 do bro pek 220 71
22 202 4 do pekoe 200 .55

2.3 204 2 do pekoe No. 2 100 4.5

24 200 1 do bro mix 53 39
2.1 208 1 do dust 50 33
20 i’T E 210 2 eh do 240 33
33 Evalgulla 224 1 hf-ch farmings 7.5 31
34 226 1 do dust 8;) 28
38 Kadella 234 4 ch red leaf SCO 21
40 DN D 238 2 do pc fannings 240 41
.53 Uenegama 204 3 hf-ch diust 240 27

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box. P!vgS. Name. 11). C.

.5 Kcmduva 109 c ch fans 330 40
0 110 4 do (Inst 320 27

111 Kndaganga 114 2 do bro tea 240 30
11 115 1 do congou 95 27
13A 117A 1 do red lea f 100 18
17 U 121 1 (lo sou 100 32
23 Salawo 127 1 do (lust 150 33
•82 Inveiy 130 3 hf-cli bro mixed 225 30

•Maligateune 137 2 do bro pelc 114 60
;U 138 0 (lo pekoe 324 44
35 139 2 do pek sou 100 37

140 1 (lo (last 00 29
143 2 do pek sou 200 44

\:t 140 2 do bro tea 140 33
41 t; W 1 cli l ed leaf .59 22
45 119 0 hf-cli fans 360 37
4ii 1.50 5 do du.st 380 33

KelieUvatte IGO 2 do dust 160 31
i)S Penrith 172 1 do dust 1.50 28
70 Bogaha godo • ISO 4 hf-ch bro ]iek 240 61
j 1 watte 181 7 do pekoe 385 46
76 1S2 0 do pek sou 330 38

1S3 f) do sou 250 36
vSD 184 1 do fans' 34 39
SI 185 1 do du.st 52 35
6‘Z Huiiua,ille ISO 3 do .son 315 36

liOt. Box PkgS. Name 11). C.

S3 1S7 2 hf-ch red leaf ifo 20
90 Ukuwela 194 1 do hro tea 90 24

93 iManangoda 197 2 do hro mix 180 40
94 JOS 3 do

1 hf-ch
sou 369 33

95 199 2 ch fairs 148 34
97 i'aradise 1 4 Irf-ch pekoe 192 49
101 5 4 do mixed 244 33
102
103 P in estate

6 1 do du.st 133 29

127
mark

11 in e.state

f 3 do red loaf 111 IS

mark 31 7 hf-ch hro pek 3.58 52
130 () 34 1 do fans 102 26
131 35 2 do imas 150 29
132 30 2 hf-ch lu'O tea UO IS
133 K C 37 4 do dust :>:10 26
134 38 4 do fans 200 34
135 30 1 clr pek .sou 84 29
130 U W A 40 1 do bro pek 102 51
137 41 3 do

1 iif-cli

umis 330 39

13S K 42 1 lif-cll pekoe 3.S 25
Rii) 43 2 do hro mix 98 25

[xMe.'^isr.8. 1'MlllsivS (!c Walker.]

Lot. Box Bkg.S. Name lb. c.

2 t'arandon 342 4 c!i bro or pek 367 50
..
u 344 3 (U> pekoe 277 48
4 346 1 do pelc .sou 39'1 43
5 348 2 do fans 196 42
6 3511 2 do congou 1 .59 38
7 ,S il K 352 2 hf-cil pekoe UM) 43
8 354 3 do sou 150 . 27
9 356 2 do bro tea 95 27

12 Udago la 362 4 ch pek s.ei 380 37
27 Kiiavesmire 392 3 hf-ch dust 240 28
45 B K 428 2 do pek sou 90 38
46 M 51 430 1 ch br(. lea no 39
vO O J’ 51 , in e.state

mark 444 7 hf-cIi or pek 385 90
57 llatherleigh 452 1 ch pek .sou 198 44
61 Patiagama. 406 2 do pek sou 200 48
65 46S 1 do dust 160 32
69 Queensland 476 1 Cll bro pek dust IrO 41
70 QL 478 1 eh red le.af 75 26
74 Park 4S6 1 do dust 80 31
78 Ascot 494 3 do bro pek fan 360 40
79 M .V. II 496 2 ch congou 200 33
81 5Ielroso 50 I ? hf-ch dust 160 31
S3 O R 504 3 ch peicoe 300 48
SI ER 500 3 do congou 2.55 43
87 Verulupitiya 512 4 hf-cli sou'” 200 43
98 514 1 do dust 60 40
11 51 M .520 1 ch pekoe S9 withdn
103 (longalla 544 6 do pekoe 300 50
104 546 4 do pe sou 200 45
105 548 1 do dust 50 31
120 IColiulenia 5’.8 2 ch bro tea 252 33
124 Wevelkellie .586 2 hf-cli (lust ISO 31
125 Norwood 688 2 ch dust 296 40
126 690 1 do bro tea 82 32
134 Liskilleon 608 4 do pek sou 380 39
136 60S 2 do dust 200 30
136 L K 610 2 do bro pek

pekoe
200 50

137 612 2 do 180 40
138 S 614 1 ch pekoe 100 40
139 616 3 do pek sou 270 34
140 618 1 do SOU 85 30 .

141 620 2 do fans 275 30
142 622 1 do mixed 80 22
143 624 4 hf-ch pek fan 230 32
144 626 2 do dust 1.52 28
145 S 51 A 628 3 ch bro pek 279 51
140 630 3 hf-cli pekoe 1.56 42
147 632 4 ch sou 348 32
148 634 2 hf-ch fans 130 26
1.50 638 2 hf-ch du.st 150 24
151 .V N K 640 2 ch bro pek 220 38
152 (>42 4 do peicoe 3S6 30
153 644 3 do sou 255 25
154 616 1 do congou 85 ?8
155 Ragalla 648 3 do bin mix 300 41
1.57 652 4 lif-ch du.st 360 29
10

1

Chesterford 600 1 ch bro tea 110 31
iro Woodslee 678 2 hf-ch congou 100 31
171 630 2 do dust 120 33
1-7,2 082 1 do fans 40 3.5



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISP.

Lot Bo.x. Pkgs. Name. Ih. c.

77 Dunbar 692 3 ch fans 360 41

183 BDW A 704 2 hf-ch bro or pek 130 67

185 708 3 do dust 240 34

186 BD\V G 710 2 do dust 180 41

187 712 1 do red leaf 50 21

192 BDW P 722 3 do dust 201 32

211 Cairnforth 700 4 do dust 270 40

215 Soran,a 768 1 do dust 76 29

216 V 770 2 ch bro pek 250 37

219 Tunisgiilla 770 1 ch pek sou 100 46

220 778 1 do dust 110 29

227 Munamal 792 3 (lo pekoe 294 47

229 796 1 do dust 109 29

230 798 1 hf-ch congou 52 34
243 D K 824 1 do pekoe .50 43
214 820 2 do pek sou 90 40
2)5 828 2 do fannings 120 39

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

Ex ‘ Pindari"—.\lnwick, Ic lb 97s; 5c 9<i.s; 4c 95s 6d; 4c 92s;

It 106s. 3 bags 95s Od.

Ex “Palinurus-’—Kleniane, 3c 94s Od; lb [#9s s d ; c 1 I'l

s; It 81s: 1 bag s77.

(Front Our Connnrrcial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Sept. 0.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
l.ane up to Otli September
Ex “Dictator”—Meeriabedde, lb 101s; 2c 100s; 3c 97s; It

!)3s; 1 bag 90s. MET in estate mark, It 85. MBP in estate
mark; It 82s. J> in estate mark, 2 bags 84s 6d; 6 bags 83s
Od; 20 bags 84s; 2 bags 80s 6d.
Ex “Ameer”- GA Ouvab, 3 bags (sweeping.s) 88s
Ex “Dictiitor”—Keenakelle, 2c 99s; 3c 96s; 2c 91s Od; It

107s; Ic 86s; 1 bag 90s.

Ex “Ben Lomond”—Pittaret Malle, lb 100s; 2c 97s; Ic 11)

90s od; lb Ills; It 85s. GonamoUvva, 2c 108s 6d; 5c It lb
102s; Ic 97s; lb 118s 6d; Ic lb 101s.

K.x “Chingwo”— Mahapahagalla, 5c 100s; 5c 94s 6d; Ic lb
93s; It lb lOOs Od; Ic It 85s. Rappahannock, Ic 101s; 5c

97s 6d; lclb94s; lb 107s; lb 84s: 1 bag 97s. Ross, 4c lb
90s; Ic 81s 6d; lb 72.s.

Ex “Polyphemus”—.Standard Co,, St. Leonai'ds, lb 90s;

4c 97s 6d; 6c 97s Od; It 108s; Ic 88s 6d; 2 bags 97s Oil.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondent ).

Mincing Lanf, Sejitember 6th, 1895.

Ex “Chingwo”—Sirigalla, 40 bags 60s 6d. Nibs, 2 bag
50s 6d. T, 1 bag :13s. F, 11 bags 51s Od. Q, 0 bags 32s Od.

R, 2 bags 27. S’attewatte, 116 bags 46.s. Q, 3 bags 32 6d.

Ex “Clan Graham”—Tyiells A, 111 bags 47s Od. B, 4 bags
35s. C, 1 bag 33s. Lookoowatte Nibs, 1 liag 41s.

Ex “.Scotia”—.Maismore 1, 14 bags 54s.

Ex “ Polypliemus”

—

ii, 2 bags 33s 6d. T, 1 bag 38s Od.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Corresjiomknt).

Mincing L.ane, September 6th 1605,

Ex “Chingwo”—Tonacomlie .Special, 3c 2s 9d; 2c 2s :jd; 2c

2s 4d; 6c 2s 5d; 4c Is 9d.

Ex “Turbo”—Gallantcnne, Oc 2s 7d; 9c 2s Id; 2c 2s; Ic Is

lid; 14cls9d; Ic Is lOd. I.ebamm, 1 bag Is 6d.

Ex “Ameer”—Vedehelte, 2c 2s 9d; 5c 2s 3d; 2c Is lid; 3c

Is 7d; 2c Is 4d.

Ex “Ningchow”—Nelhi Oolla, Ic Is 7d.

OEBEinEK rjoNi’jNa works.



TEA, C0FP15S, CI.NfCHONA, COCOA, AND CAKDAMO.U SALES

NO. 40,] Colombo, Octoheu 7l1i. 18i15.
( Peice 12j cents each

;
3 copies

I 30 cents
;
6 copies h rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF i'EA.

l..\RGE LOTS.

[Messrs. Benu.\m i iltE.MXER.—-2,S50 lb.]

Lot Box Pko-s. Name lb c.

1 Elston 22 15 ch lie son No. 2 1350 12

l,;uulenlale 26 7 ch fans 770 43

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson vk- Co., 4.'5,b94 It).

Lot. Box. Name. lb. c.

1 Kalkaiule 1 12 hf-oh bru pek 600 70

2 3 13 do pekoe 6.50 55

3 5 16 do pek son 800 46

4 7 11 do •sou 550 40

7 Kiuuiwella 11 15 do tjro or pck 750 58

S 13 18 ch bro pek 1800 ,50

9 15 20 do pekoe 1800 43

10 17 0 do ))ek sou 540 38

11 19 0 hf-eh dust 450 31

12 .S B W 20 5 ch bro pek 5.50 60

12. i 21 10 do bro ))ek 1000 50

18 22 7 do pekoe 700 42

14 24 10 do pek sou 1000 40

l.S R, in estate
m;u’k 20 19 ch bro pek

M) Woodeml 31 16 do
1 hf-cl) bro pek 1650

20 Pitakande 33 23 ch iiro or pck 2300 00

21 35 17 do oi- pek 1700 55

22 37 26 do liro pek 2600 60
2-8 39 26 do pekoe 2600 44

25 Cross in Circle,

in est. mark 43 7 do dust 525 33

26 Katnatenne 44 4 do bro pek 400 51

27 46 5 do pekoe 500 44

28 Elgin 48 6 do pek sou 480 46

36 Burleigh 59 41 ch
1 hf--h bro or pek 4.585 51 bid

37 61 42 do pekoe 2320 45

38 63 20 «i . pek sou 1000 40

39 .1 W ( in est.

mark 65 12 c 1 dust 1770 30

40 R U T 66 20 hi- a pek fans 1385 36

42 1 ,, in estate
mark 68 0 ch bro pek fan 750 38

[Me.ssrs. Forres & Walker.—267, !>!);} Ik]

Ji,ot. Box Pko's. Name 111. c.

5 Ko.sgalla 840 20 hf-cit liro pek 1120 06

6 848 20 do pekoe lOOfl 45

7 850 14 do jiek sou 700 42

10 Goodwood 856 9 do bro pek 495 77

11 8.58 17 do pekoe Soil .59

12 860 9 do pek sou 450 45

14 La.ngdale S64 17 c h liro pek 2040 78
1.5 866 14 do pekoe 1400 06

19 R 874 6 do fans 570 44

20 Biechin 876 11 cli bro pek 1210 SO
21 87S 9 do pekoe 900 08
42 Atcliencoil 884 12 cli l iro pek 1980 00
25 886 20 <lo jiekoe 1600 49
20 .•Vmhiakande. 888 10 ch bro pek 1000 09

27 890 16 do pekoe 1440 .57

28 892 10 do pek sou lOOO 46

29 Bonami .1 J),

in estate
mark, Tnivjuicoie 894 32 < li pekoe 2125 (d

30 896 20 do ]iek sou 1560 48

31 898 20 hf-ch sou 800 42

32 Talgaswela 909 20 ch bro pek 2000 01

33 902 16 ilo pekoe 1440 .51

34 904 11 do pek sou 990 13

35 Slianon 906 23 hf-ch or pek 020 06

37 910 18 cli pekoe 1080 48

38 912 19 do pek sou 104.5 44

41 DiinkeM 918 o bro |iek ii;.5() 7.5 bill

lajt. Jbix Pks. Name. lb. c.

42 920 31 hf-ch or pek 1.550 74

43 922 16 cli pekoe 1000 .55

47 n K 1) 930 5 do liro pe Xo. 2 600 54
54 lleyanella 944 12 do pekoe 1200 .'1

55 Cliesterforil 940 20 ch bri) jiek 2000 71
56 948 16 do pekoe 1000 50
57 950 12 do pek sou 1200 40
59 Beaumont 954 21 cii liro pek 2100 01

60 950 23 lio Itekoe 2231 .50

01 958 13 do l.iek sou 1183 44
62 ( 'astlereagli 900 10 ch hro pek 1600 77

03 962 35 do or pek 31.50 02
04 904 31 do pekoe 2790 50 bid
0.5 060 12 do pek sou 960 44
00 9d-8 9 hf-eh dust 720
67 Valaderia 970 14 ch hro or pck 1470 5‘)

68 972 26 do hri:i pck 2730 .'.•0

09 974 5.5 do pekoe .5500 40
70 970 11 do pek sou 1330 -vj

71 Torwoud 97'i 24 ch bro pek 2280 09 hid

72 9s0 23 do pekoe 1840 51

76 Kirriniettia 9SS 3 do bro pe dust 420 o5
79 Scrubs 994 7 ch or ijek 065 Rl*0'>

80 990 17 do bro pek 1870 87
81 998 12 do pekoe 1140 00
82 Stisted 1000 24 hf-cli bro pek 1320 1 1

83 2 19 do pekoe 950 53
84 4 IS do 15ek sou 800 50
80 Meenioraoya 8 16 do bro pek 040 05
87 10 13 do pekoe 520 40 .

90 Sandrin.gliam 16 17 ch bro pek 1870 80
91 IS 15 do or pek 1425 80
92 20 16 do pekoe 1360 (.4

9.3 ’J do dust 510 30
94 ( 'Inues 24 03 hf-ch bro pek 2835 71
9.5 20 33 ch pekoe 2800 48
96 28 S do pek sou 720 42
97 30 12 hf-cli dust 840 32
103 Dainnieriii 42 54 cli bro pck .5940 f 2
194 44 do pekoe 7800 .57

10.5 46 10 do pek sou 1000 4J
106 48 20 do liro pc fans 2200 55
107 50 5 do dust 500 31
108 Rolatagama 52 33 eh bro pek 3300 04
109 JiandaiTi Kliya 54 39 hf-eli bro pek 2330 89 bid
110 50 42 do or pek 2310 fl.8

111 58 27 do pekoe 1380 72 bid
112 60 28 do pek sou 1400 58 bid
114 St. Alary 04 27 rh bro or pek 2940 .50 bill

115 60 32 ilo bro pek 3200 55 bid
110 68 20 ilo or pek 2100 59 bid
117 70 19 ilo pekoe 1900 44 bid
118 Veiitiue T-2 30 ilo liro pek 31.50 02
119 74 30 do pekoe 3000 .5.5

120 Aliddletiiii 70 25 hf-ch bro pek 1 375 90
121 78 22 do or pek 1100 75
122 80 11 do pekoe 990 09
123 82 10 do pek sou 1440 55
124 Bandarau ella 84 29 cll bro pek 34&U Rl'c.s )iid

125 86 50 iif-ch iiekoe 2800 80 bid
120 88 56 do do 2800 SO bid
127 90 19 ch pek sou 1805 59
132 Oouoonagalla 100 32 do bro pek 3200 70 bid
133 102 20 hf-ch or pek 1000 70 bid
134 104 43 cll pekoe 3440 57 bid
l^a 106 12 do jiek sou 1080 40 bid
136 S 1’ R 108 17 hf-ch bro tea 802 37 bid
137 111) 6 cll dust 852 29
138 J’hedden 112 32 do bro pek 3520 O'i

139
143 T E C, in est.

114 28 do pekoe 2800 51

mark 122 22 hf-ih bro Jiek 1100 72 bid
144 124 30 do or ]iek 3000 56
140 E T 128 10 ch pekoe 975 45
147 1 nndee 130 12 do liro pek 1200 74 bid
148 132 12 do pekoe 120tl 50 bid
149 134 9 ilo pek sou 900 47
1.50 136 8 ilo broorpe fan 1000 38
151 138 4 do pek dust 400 29
15.5 Hether.selt 146 17 ch bro or pek 2040 88 bid
1.56 148 33 ilo do Xo. 2 41.58 50 liid

157 1.50 17 do or pek 1700 80 bid
1.58 152 17 ilo pekoe 1496 67 bid
1.59 1 54 9 do jiek sou 747 54 bid
160 .56 3 do pek fans 525 39
126 V & II 100 4 ch liro pek 770 85
163 162 8 ilo Jiekoe 760 to



CEVLOX PRODUCE SALES LlSr

J.ot no.\ I’kgs. Xfuiie 111. c. Lot. Jio.V . Bkgs Name 11). C.

lu.i A.sfut 106 20 ch bro pek 1990 7»? 00 59 8 ch pek sou 800
lliO 103 •25 do pekoe 2a'0 4s

,

68 Glentilt 69 30 do bro pek 315(1 73
IU‘,1 Denmark liil 171 11 ch bro or pek 13-29 87 (iO 71 21 do pek sou 2100 49
170 176 11 do or pek 1100 81 70 73 5 (lo dust 400 32
171 173 10 do pekoe 830 (>7 71 .St. Catherine i L* 24 hf-ch bro pek 1440 56
17:2 180 5 do pek sou 415 54 72 7 7 14 do pekoe "00 46
1 < ti AmUalungoda IS2 6 ch bro pek 660 71 4 :) .\lnoor 83 •27 do bro pek 1350 67
171 131 4 do pekoe 409 7)Js 76 85 13 (lo pekoe 650 52
17o 186 0 do nek son 540 48 / / 87 10 do nek sou 500 46
179 Moraiuikamle 191 21 cli iiro pek 2100 72 80 Alplakande b'3 4 ch bro pek 520 66
IbO 190 23 tlo pekoe •2300 ;>.) 81 105 10 do pekoe 1100
lil 293 23 lio I>ek sou 2300 4:! 8-2 107 0 do pek sou 50" 44
IvJ •200 6 do tans 480 *)7 84 .St Clair 111 13 bf-ch dust 1131 37
1S:J 202 6 hf-ch dust 540 31 86 C 115 0 ch fan.s 630 41
ISl 201 9 ch red leaf bio5 27 88 Gonavy 119 39 do bro pek 436b 70
1J3 'i'orwiioil 206 21 do bro pek 1995 7X 89 121 19 do pekoe 1938 61
isC)

< ipalgalla

Clleiicorse

203 32 do pekoe 2100 52 90 123 12 do pek sou 1080 53
•201 233 15 ch red !eaf 1200 29

•2920:.!

2-1
•242

244
6 ilo

23 ch
dust
bro pek

672
2300 [M ES.SK.S. SOMF I! \ I b b

F

cV Co., L)5,6G(j II).

•iUC>

•246

•243

13 do
12 do

pekoe
]iek sou

1170
960

5(>

45
Lot. Box Pks. Name. 11). C.

•203 S X H 252 7 eh mix tea 743 42 3 Irex 47 22 ch bro pek 2200 51 I)id
•209 254 8 !if-cli pek fans 565 4 4s hi do pekoe 1800 42 bid
210 Mukalana 256 35 cli bro pek 3500 69 5 bonach 49 49 lif-cli liro pek 2450 SO
211 253 •26 do pekoe 2340 i)<) 6 50 33 ch pekoe 3135 54
212 260 12 do pek sou 1-200 44 7 51 •23 d(» pek sou 2070 45
21:> G 262 1 cli fans 400 i:: llarangalla 0) 25 do l)ro pek 2500 65 bid
2 Hi F B 268 10 lif-ch dust 900 »#4 14 58 36 do pekoe 3-240 51
21S Ambalawa •272 •23 do pekoe 10^;') 47 15 59 23 d(» pek .sou 1840 45
219 P, in estate 16 60 4 do fans 480 43

mark •274 9 hf-ch bro pek 450 40 18 N'eboda.Cevlon 62 12 (lo bro pek 1320 60 bid
2-21 Piitupaula 273 31 ch bro pek 3410 68 19 03 6 do pekoe 570 50
»>»>•> 230 30 do pekoe 28.50 «>•> 22 ( lai'tmore 66 8 do bro pek 880 88 bid

282 15 do pek sou 13)0 46 •2:! 07 18 do pekoe 1800 70
2-27 1- & K •290 13 ch bro tea 1548 22 24

•20

.4rslena
6s
69
70

11

52
60

(lo

hf-ch
do

pek sou
l)ro pek
pekoe

1100
•2600

2500

63 bid
64 bid
54

[Ml!. E. John. —97,184 Ik] 27
•28 Minna

71
72

C 4

34
do
(io

pek son
bro pek

1850
2210

44

78 bid

Lot. lio.x Pko-3. Name 11). C*.

•29

30
1 3
74

•29

47
eh
do

or pek
pekoe

2900
3895

80
64

1 Goomera 266 f) eh SOU 500 41 31 75 38 (lo pek sou 3140 49 bid
:{ •270 13 hf-ch dust 104(1 •*»2 34 Warakaiuure 7S 31 do bro pe t 3100 .53

4 D'ewesse 272 •25 lUi bro pek iy7i") 77 35 70 20 (lo pekoe 1900 46
274 19 do pekoe 1045 (17 36 30 12 do pek sou 1080 42

u •270 20 do pek sou lOOO 52 37 81 4 do ian:> 480 35
1 B K •273 6 hf-ch dust 7)70 29 45 Nagur 89 7 do pek sou 625 25
[} !sc. John's 282 22 ch bro pek •2552 Kl -10 46 Gallawatte 90

“
do bro pek 700 55

10 •284 21 ilo pekoe 2100 82 47 91 5 do pekoe 500 44
ll 236 21 do pek sou 2016 58 bid 48 Morningside 02 16 do bro pek 1600 04
11 Macliiltenna 302 13 ilo bro pek l.'kIO 07) 49 03 8 (lo pekoe 800 51
In 304 15 do pek .sou 1.500 45 50 94 14 do j)ek sou B130 44
Ui Agra Ouvali .•!00 77 hf-cli bro or pek 4620 111 -01 bid o3 Roseneath 97 61 hf-ch bro pek 2805 59 bid
17 303 60 do or i>ek 3300 71 bid 7)4 98 17 ch pekoe 1530 47
!:< 310 •23 ch ))ekoe 2300 60 55 99 21 do l)ck sou 1890 44
19 (ilasgow 312 63 do bro or pek 4536 86 50 Morovil 100 24 hf-ch bro pek 1-200 70
20 314 50 ilo or pek 3000 71 7)7 101 15 ch pekoe 1.500 55
21 316 20 do pekoe 1900 58 58 10‘2 5 do pek sou 500 4.)

22 Milliapoo 318 14 do bro pek 1540 61 59 103 5 do fans 500 42
2;j 3-20 •25 do or pek •2('00 52 bid 01 New Valley 105 31 do or pek 1705 80
•21 322 9 do bro pek fans 864 41 52 106 31 do bro or pek 2040 81

321 6 do pek dust 4-20 33 63 107 23 do pekoe 2300 68
20 Blackburn 3-26 17 do bro ))ek 1870 52 01 108 12 do pek sou 1200 48
‘J.I 323 15 do pekoe 1650 4,-f 65 108 8 hf-ch fans 5-20 50
23 B B 331 6 lif-ch dust 180 ;!i 66 1 N G in est.

:!l Anllaw and mark 110 14 ch bro pek 1400 59
Wishford l»ii0 16 do or pek 7-20 81 67 111 6 do pekoe 570 46

32 333 22 do br or pe No. 1 UOO 03 68 112 1.5 do pek sou 1050 44

'6o :il0 14 do br i.ir pe No. 2 840 92 69 113 4 do 1 )1-0 tea 400 37

31 312 13 ch pekoe 1170 (ii 70 114 9 hf-ch dust C75 36
O 311 30 do unas 31.50 52 71 Oviica A I 115 13 ch bro or Pek 13(10 92

30 .stinsford 340 25 hf-ch bro pek 1375 7b- 72 no 12 do or pek 1200 78
•'

1 318 40 do pekoe •2000 59 73 1'7 12 do pekoe 1200 65
.*>> 3)0 31 do pek sou 15.50 43 74 118 1-2 do pek sou 1350 54

12 Brownlow 17 13 do bro or jiek 780 77 bid / 1 R 1-21 31 hf-ch pek sou 2325 42
i:: 19 14 do pekoe 1470 57 78 G BK in estate

14 21 5 do pek sou 500 47 mark 1-22 16 ch ))ekoe lOOO 49
t: li .S, in estate 81 Hardenhiiish 1-25 8 do bro pek 848 / i!

mark 27 6 do bro pek 630 49 82 126 •20 do or pek 1840 56
19 31 7 do SOU 7)95 *>S 83 127 •23 do pekoe sou 1978 41

10 hf-ch dust 900 84 I'kuwela 128 •26 (lo lu'o pek 2600 58 bid
iiii Kaluigalla 37 7 eh bro pek 840 .53 bid 85 1-29 17 do pek 1700 46 bid
.1 j 39 U» «lo pekoe UKXp 46 86 130 15 do pek son 14-25 43
|4 41 4 <U) pek sou 400 40 87 Benveula 131 26 hf-ch bro pek 1500 55 bid
fl.' Valialakela 43 13 do bro pek i;i65 03 88 132 17 do pekoe 1700 47

4.5 13 do pekoe 1170 56 93 A Z 137 12 hf-ch pekoe 600 37
.97 17 19 do pek sou 1.5-20 44 04 138 18 do pek fans 12.50 32 bid
r>s 49 0 do bro tea 510 44 f5 139 14 ch bro mix 1-260 26
«" r>:’. Ci dust 77( > 90 Gordon 140 8 hf-ch bro pek 40(1 55

61 Droinore r*.'i s d.. bro pek 35 97 141 0 do pekoe 4.50 43

02 .57 3 do pekot SI ID 67 93 142 1-2 do dust 70 .-{9



CEVLON FliODUCE SALES LIST, 3

Lot Eox. Pkgs. Name. 11). c.

100 M V A 144 10 fh bro pek 1680 51
102 Sirisiuula 140 13 hf-eli bvo pek 1080 74

103 147 28 do pekoe 1400 51
101 148 35 do pek sou 1750 47
U'O n T A 153 9 ch pek sou 740 34
110 A (_' 154 03 ht-ch bro pek 3800 45 bid
uu W 145 1 box golden tip.s O witli’dn
111 15a 33 do pekoe 1670 35 bid
112 Fi-ieilliiml 150 30 boxes bro or pek 600 Rl’(Xi bid
113 157 IS hf-ch or pek 900 78 bid
111 K in est.

mark 15S 28 tlo bro pek 1540 66
11.

T

159 10 fh pekoe 1600 46
110 160 20 tlo pek sou 1600 40
117 |j L in est.

mark 101 15 do pek sou 1500 41 bid
IIS 1’ 102 13 lif-ch pekoe 748 33 bid
111) s 103 16 do pekoe 896 33 bid
120 o 164 14 do pekoe 784 33 bid
121 K in e.st.

mark 165 19 fli pekoe 1995 41
122 lellebende 160 10 do bro pek 1000 68
123 167 11 do pekoe 955 56
124 108 0 do pek sou 480 46
120 liarnagalla 170 40 do bro pek 3000 65
127 171 19 do or pek 1615 70
12^ 172 37 do pekoe 3145 56
I2>> 173 20 do pek sou 1600 46
l;;o 171 28 do fans 2240 46

SMALL LOTS.

Mkssrs. B K.VHAM iC- Bkemnek.

L,.l Box. Pkgs,. Name. 11). C.

2 l.auilerdale 24 2 di dust 280 31

4 28 1 do congou 90 31

30 4 do red leaf 300 2-')

A . H. Thompson eC- Co.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

. i Kalkande t| 3 hf-ch fans 1.50 39

6 10 3 do dust 210 30

13a s 1! W 23 3 ell pekoe 300 41

14a *25 2 do pek sou 200 38
16 R, in estate

mark 28 1 hf-ch unas 65 38
17 29 1 do pekoe 32 38
18 30 1 do dust 38 29
29 I'.Iuin 50 2 ch dust 240 34

1* 54 1 ch SOU 04 36
41 '1' \V Rakwana,

in estate
mark 67 14 box orpe fans o50

43 O-'t 69 4 lif-ch

1 do 1
bro pek 272 50 bid

44
70

1 do
1 do j

pekoe 95 39

45 71
4 do
1 do 1

pek sou 254 33

46 72 1 do red leaf 33 23

47 73
1 do
1 do 1

dust 141 29

Mk.ssus. Somkuvii.lk Co.

Imt. Box. pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

l \V 45 1 ch bro pek 80 48
o 46 1 do pekoe 78 40

17 Haransralla 61 2 ch dust 300 38

20 Neboda, Ceylon 04 1 hf-ch l)ro tea 44 26

21 (lartmore 05 6 do bro or pek 360 81 hid

32 Minna 76 4 ch bro mix 360 29

33 77 5 hf-ch dust 375 29

38 .N A 82 2 ch bro pek 200 48

39 83 1 do pek sou 90 27

40 Ra (lege 84 2 hf-ch bro pek 100 61

41 85 5 do pekoe 2.50 42

42 86 1 do I)ek sou 50 36

43 Nagur 87 2 do bro pek 200 44

U 88 3 do pekoe 300 40

Lot Box Pkg> . Name 11). c.

51 Morniiigside 95 2 ch fans 220 33
52 96 1 do red leaf 90 23
60 Monrovia 104 i do pek dust 140 30
75 R X 119 2 do dust 160 32
76 120 3 do fans 195 43
79 G BE in est.

mark 123 3 do pek sou 285 39
80 124 1 do dust 86 29
90 RV K 134 1 do hro pek loO 40
91 135 1 do pekoe 96 40
92 136 2 do pek sou 200 36
99 Gordon 143 1 lif-cli dust 70 39
10. Sirisanda 149 4 lif-cli sou 200 3S
100 1.50 7 do unas 350 4.5

10' 151 1 Cll hro mixed 50 30
108 152 2 do fans 173 40
12 Vellebende 169 2 do dust 300 34

[Ml!. E. JOHX.J

Lot. Box l*kgs. Name lb. C.

2 Gooinera 268 5 hf-cli fa.iis 325
8 B K' 280 2 oil

1 hf-cii liro tw'M. 25S 28
12 .St. .loim’s 2S8 3 do fairs 234 .56

13 o do dust 300
28 B B 330 *J ch pek sou 220 O-i

29 3.32 2 tl(» bro tea 200 26
39 .Stinsford 11 4 hf-cl) concern 200
40 13 1 do fans 65 43
41 15 2 do dust 170 32
45 Brovvnlow 23 1 do fans 07 46
40 25 1 do dust S3 35
48 11 S, in estate

maik 29 4 cll pekoe 380 43
51 35 4 iiags rod leaf 280 24
59 Vahulnkela 51 2 ch red leaf 180 24
64 Bronx ue 61 1 do dust 110 30
65 K 6-j 7 hf-ch pek sou 280 32
60 0.5 1 do fans 40 IS
67 K, B T, in es

tate mark 07 5 do bro tea 200 21
To .St. Catherine 79 7 do pek sou 315 39
74 81 2 do pek fails 140 28
78 Alnoor 8i) 6 do sou 300 39
79 101 6 do fans 390 40
83 St. Clair 16!) 2 ch SOU 220 32
85 C Ill do sou 240 37
87 117 3 hf-cli dust 240 30
91 Conavy 125 1 do lie fans 74 34

[MessIS. I ORBE.S iS; \Valkei ]
Lot. Box Pkg.S Name lb. C.

1 .Springkell 833 3 hf-cli unas 150 55
2 840 4 ch dust No. 1 310 3.5

3 842 2 do pek fans 140 39
4 844 1 do dust No. 2 Sl> ?9
8 Kosgalla 85*2 1 hf-cli ci>ni>ou 52 30
9 8.54 1 do dust 84 34
13 Goodwood 00a l<0 1 hf-ch dust 60 35
10 Langdale 868 2 cll pek .sou ISO 53
17 870 1 do dust 145 34
IS 872 1 lif-ch pek fan 85 40
22 Brectiin 880 3 cll pek sou 235 56
23 882 1 lif-cli dust 50 .30

36 .Shanon 90S 5 do bro bek 250 78
39 914 5 do fans 230 46
40 816 4 do dust 120 43
44 B K B 924 2 ch pek sou 180 43
45 926 3 do red leaf 200 32
46 928 2 do pek fan 320 31
48 \Vali)ita 932 2 hf-ch bro pek 140 71

49 934 1 do bro pek 51 52
50 936 5 do pekoe 3C0 50
51 938 () do pek sou 360 41
52 940 1 do pek fans 70 39
53 \V, in estate

mark 942 2 hf-ch mixed 120 41
58 Chesterfoi'd 952 2 cll dust 240 34
73 Torwood 982 3 do pek sou 285 40
74 984 3 do dust 276 32
t 0 A G 986 3 do liro tea 348 33
77 Kirrimett 990 3 330 40
78 992 do unas 90 46
85 Stisted 6 4 hf-cli dust 280 32
88 Meeraoraoya 12 1 do SOU 40 36
89 It 1 do dust 31



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISP.

Lot. Uo.x. IM<;gs. Name. 11). f.

113 liandartv l-iliva 62 2 hf-ch fans 11.1 36

1-2S .M .M 02 1 ch bro pek 113 40
129 04 2 do pekoe 182 39
130 OG 1 do ))ek sou 87 31

131 08 31lif-ch dn.st 234 28
140 Tliedden IIG 4 do pek sou 360 41

141
•

118 3 (io sou 270 30
142 120 2 llo dust .300 28
145 E T' T2G 2 do bro pek 190 53
IGl Fi 11 158 3 ch or pek 285 90 bid
1G4 164 2 do pek sou 190 50 t)id

1G7 -\scot 170 2 <1o bro pe fan 240 34
1G8 172 .5 do ))ek sou 375 40
170 .Vmbalangoda 188 2 cli dust 142 30
177 P I) M, in est.

mark lOi) ;> hf-ch dust 210 32
178 192 .» do bro mix i;jo 30
187 1) W, in estate

mark 210 1 oh bro pek 111 44
188 212 2 do pekoe 192 34

ISO 214 3 <lo pek fans 3211 26
190 .\ F' \ in est.

niark 21G 1 hf-ch bro ))ek .50 57
101 218 1 do or pek 40 49
192 22)1 1 llo pekoe 50 45
193 222 .) do pek sou 85 42
104 224 H do sou 135 38
195 .Munamal 22G 1 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 159 57

lOG 228 1 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 146 43

197 230 1 ch
1 lif-ch pek sou 164 42

108 2:}2 1 do bro tea 63 35
199 234 1 ch bro mix 107 37
200 2.36 1 hf-cli congou 50 36
202 Opalgalla 240 .3 cli congou 300 34
207 (tiencorse 250 1 do pek fans 120 38
214 G 264 1 ch pek dust 135 32
215 2GG 1 do dust 145 29
217 B F B 270 3 ch pekoe 270 40
220 P, in estate

mark 27G 1 lif-ch pekoe 50 38

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN l.ONDON.

( Froiii Uur Coinntf ixial Correspondent).

Mincin’c I.am;, Sej)t. 13.

Miu ks iuul prices ofCKYI.ON COl' FKK sold in Mincing
l.ane up to September :

—
Kx “JiOgiciiin”—Halduinimilla lb lOfls; lUe It lOCs; 2c 9Ss;

Ic 12.1s; 1 bug 101s, 2 bags 106s. IIMT in estate irnirk, It 88s.

Verelaputnu, lb 102s; 3c It i)8s; 4c ills Od: 2t l(Nis;2bags i

!)(is. ^ PT in estate mark, 3c S4.s; 1 bug 80. Keiburiic, 2i

104s (id; 8c It !)8s; 3c It 07s (id; 11) 118s; Ic 114s; Ic 8)s
KB, It lb 84s 6d; lb 81s 8 bags 83s.

Ex “Staffordsliirc”—Dambutenne, Ic 109s (id; (ic It lo(>s

(id. 8c l(X)s: 2c lb 98s Gd; Ic 124s; Ic 8Ss; 2 bugs luos.

Broughton, lb 103s; lb lOOs; 3c OGs Gd; 2c 97s Gd; Ic SGs.

1 bag OGs. BTN, 2b 90s; lb 70. BTN (»B, 1 bag 88s;

Broughton, lb lOGs: Ic 103s; 2c lb OOsGd; Ic lb 98s (id; lb
ll7s; It 86s 6c; 1 bag 09s. BON, lb Ic 80s Gd; It83s6d;
lb 107s.

Ex “Kuisow”—Mahadowu, 3c 106s (id; I0c98s; 3c It 07s
(id; ic llGs; 4 bags 90s. iMDWT, Ic 8.'.s. Roehamjiton, ;lc

08s (id; 2c It 8.5s Gd; 2 bags OGs Oil 1 bag 7Gs. (ISll in estate
murk, 3i- lb 84s (id; 1 bag 70s. OBEC in estate nuuk, lb

i 101s; 3 l)ugs 95s. Belmar, It 90s Gd; 6c 95s; 9c93s Gd; Ic 10(js;

2c 86s Gd.

Ex “()phii”—Goodwood, 4c 103s; 12c 90s; 2c It 123s; 2

I

bugs loos (id,

I Ex “Ibilinurus”—Craig, 4c lb OGs Gd, 5c 95s; Ic 94s (iil:

7c 93s; Ic lOOs; 4c S4s Gd. Shawlands, lb 10(ls; Ic It 198s;
4c 95s. Ic It 01s; lb loGs; 2 bags 07s. iSLT in estate murk,
2t84s; 1 bag 82s. .Mahakunde, 11) l()2s; Ic 100s: 2c lb oos;

I

lb 01s; Ibioss; 1 I)Ug 97s. .MKT, ]bsGs;ltSls.
Ex “Polyphemus”— .St. Leonaials, 1 bag sweei)ings 87s.

Ex “Glenfarg.’—.Standard Co., Liddesdale 1, lb 90s; 3c It
90s; 8c 07s; Ic 100s;l bag 8Ss. Standard Co. T.sriT in estate

1
mark. Ic 83s; 1 bag Sis.

'

|».,Ex “Golconda”—.Mausag.illa, lb 99s; 2c 98s; 2c 02s (id; lb
loOs; 2b 53; 1 l)ug 03.s.

Ex “Cliingwo”—Cannavarella, 1 bag 0,3s.

Ex ‘,Par;t,”— G( 'L, 97 bjtgs 95s; 57 bags 93.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From <jnr Cvmnurrin/ Corri rpond' nl).

Mincixo Ktx', September 13 It, 180-5.

Ex “Chingwo”—Palli, 24 bags 31s. Amba, 0 biigs 54s;

1 bag 33s.

Ex “Nubia”— I'dapolla, 2 bags (s d)44s; 4 i)ags .37s Gd; 1

bag 35s.

Ex “Glent'arg”- -Beredewelle COC, 1 bag 27s; 2 bags 31s.

I Ex “Lancashire”—Pandappa, G bags 3Gs.

Ex “Kaisow”—OCFE in estate mark, .Maliaberiii 15 bags,

I

oOs; 4 bags 2Gs. OBEC in estate mark, Konesalle, Ceylon,

I 48 bgs 57s; 20bgs 48s; G bgs 2Gs.

Ex “Staffordshire”—Maynelrces. 8 bgs 35s Gil

! Ex “Nubia”—FM in Esta te mark, 20 bgs 3-8s

Ex “Staffordshire”—KPG, 12 bgs .50s; 10 i>gs 4.5s Oil; 2 bgs

:18s; 2 bgs 37s Gd; 7 bgs 29s Gd

Ex “Port Victor"— IVarriapolla, "bgsGos.

OH8ERVF.R PBINTJNO WORKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 41.] Colombo, October 14th. 1895. f Price :

—

12k cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies § rupee.

COLOMBU SALES OF TEA. Lot.

Melrose

JBo.x Pkgs.

LARGE LOTS.

[Mr. a. M. Gepp.—3,008 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkgs.

2 A G T, in est.

mark
6 A
8

3 13 hf-ch
11 12 do
15 0 ch

Name lb. C.

unas 662 44
bro pek 000 55
pekoe *60 40

[Messes. Benham & Bremner.—7,823 lb.]

Lot. Box. l)kgS. Name. lb.
1 Elston 24 23 ch pe sou No. 2 2070
2 Battalgalla 26 4 do pek sou 400
3 28 4 do bro tea 400
4 30 5 do fans 450
9 “ Handroo ” 40 16 ch bro pek 1440

10 42 10 do pekoe 850
11

K
44 9 do pek sou 720

14 50 8 hf-ch bro mix 480

[Messrs. A. H.

Lot. Box.
1 Portswood 1

2 3
Ritni, in est.

Thompson & Co.,

pkgs. Name.
11 ch
0 do

mark 7 9 hf-ch
6 IMandara Newe-

ra 9 10 do
7 11 9 do
9 Cross in Circle,

in est. mark 14 15 ch
10 AGO 16 4 ch
11 18 4 do
IS Court Lodge 28 16 do
19 30 8 do
20 32 8 do
21 34 8 do
33 G G O 48 3 hf-ch
40 Burleigh 57 11 ch

1 hf-ch
50 ARC, in estate

51
mark 73 45 hf-ch

74 22 ch
53 7G 4 do

pek sou
sou

pekoe

bro pek
pekoe

congou
pek sou
dust
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust

00,051 lb.

lb.

880
480

c.

62
GO

4.50 41

1100
000

1500
400
560
1880
960
768
704
470

78
66

35
33
30
90
79
64
50
24

bro or pek 4585 48 bid

pek dust
bro pe dust
or pek fan

3825
2640
405

[Messrs.

Lot.

1 MV
3

4 N
5
6 Beverley
7

9 Weoya
10
11
12
13 Dambagalla
14
20 Matale
21

24 Easdale
25
30 Kandy
31
32 N
33 W’bedde
34 Theberton
.35

36 B D W
38 B D W K M
39 Battawattit
40
41
44 Nicholaoya

Eorbes & Walker.—27,

Box
292
296

298
300
302
304
308
310
312
314
316
318
330
332
338
340
350
3.52

354
3,56

358
360
362
366
368
370
372
378

Pkgs.
6 hf-ch

12 ch
2 hf-ch
17 ch
10 do
41 hf-ch
11 do
42 hf-ch
60 do
17 do
18 do
•28 hf-ch
20 do
19 ch
:.l do
17 ch
19 do
22 ch
13 do
20 hf-ch
16 do
97 ch
21 do
16 do
68 hf-ch
49 ch
38 do .

19 do
7 ch

Name
fans

bro mix
bro tea
unas
I)ro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
bro pe fan
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
bro or pek
In-o pek
nek sou
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
bro pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pekoe

78,541

lb.

450

1300
2040
900

2255
550

2310
3000
1020
810
1680
1000
2090
2945
1700
1900
1980
1170
1060
800

2700
2100
ItOO
3400
4900
3800
1900
700

31
32 bid
45

lb.]

c.

34

35
36
44

72
56
64
46
42
37

83
70
63 bid
51

88 bid
68 bid
65 bid
62
30 bid
76 bid
56
44
50
48 bid
75
56
44

46

C.

40 bid
52
27
29
51 bid
42
37

29

47
48
49
54
60
63
64
65
66
67
72
75
76
77
78
79
50
81
86
87

88

89

90
91
95
97
98
102
103
104
105
106
110
111
114
115
116
126
127
131
132
133
135

136
137
138
139
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
154
155
156
167
168
169
170
171

172
173
174
175

CRD
M
Wattagalla

Bagdad
Yataderia

Torwood

A P K

mark
C S B Y, i

mark
Vellaioya
Essex
Kirindi

Augusta

Kelaneiya

Harrington

Harlow

Castlereagh
Geragama

Tonacombe

Great Valley

Rambodde

G P M, in est.
mark

.Sorana

384 30 ch
•386 18 do
388 9 do
398 7 ch
410 14 do
416 8 do
418 14 ch
420 8 do
422 25 do
424 10 do
434 5 ch
440 14 do
442 19 do
444 63 do
446 12 do
448 35 ch
450 28 do
452 9 do
462 6 ch
464 7 do

•st.

466 9 ch

’

468 5 ch
470 5 do
472 15 do
480 7 do
484 18 do
486 21 do
494 18 ch
496 7 do
498 46 do
500 52 do
502 10 do
510 32 ch
512 28 do
518 8 hf-ch
520 8 do
522 13 do
542 5 ch
544 6 do
552 23 do
554 13 do
556 4 do
560 92 ch

1 hf-ch
562 31 ch
564 18 ch
560 10 do
568 7 do
680 21 do
682 32 do
584 13 do
586 12 hf-ch
588 20 do
690 22 do
592 26 do
598 8 do
600 15 (lo

602 9 do
624 36 ch
626 35 do
6-28 22 do
630 5 do

632
634
636
638
640

177
178
179
181
184
185
186

187
192
193
194
195
196
197
199

Venture 644
646

E H 648
652
058
660

J II S, in estate
mark 062

664
P 674

676
6'. 8

IVahihanduwa 680
682
684

Vilpita 688

20 hf-ch
6 ch

18 hf-ch
12 ch
6 do
1 hf-ch
27 ch
23 do

do
do
do

6 do

7 ch
11 do
11 do
14 do
4 do
19 ch
15 ch
2 do
9 do

Name lb.
. c.

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
red leaf
bro or pek
pek dust
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe

3300
1800
900
700
1540
560
1540
880
2750
1000
500

1470
1995
6300
1140
3150
2100
675
570
560

64 bid
50 bid
43 bid
24
59
34
60 bid
78
51 bid
43
36
47 bid
43 bid
36 bid
35
73
51
42
53 bid
42

bro mix

bro mix
bro tea
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

do No.
pekoe
pek sou
sou
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
or pek
pekoe
pek sou

pek sou
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
or pek
bro or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
congou

red leaf
pek fans
bro pek
pekoe

945 22

525
450
1500
700

1-260

1575
1800

2 770
3220
3900
640

2720
2800
492
422
736
479
553

2760
1430
400

9238
2790
1980
1000
700

2205
2880
1300
660 R1
1100
2090
2340
400
8-25

450
3780
3500
2090
500

22
25
45
81
53
42
81
55 bid
54
41
07

72 bid
53
56 bid
49
45
62
47
81 bid
68
49 bid

42 bid
49 bid
63
49
42
79 bid
63 bid
48 bid
•05

77 bid
56
46
62 bid
77
54
71
55
45 bid
37

1404
600
900

1080

pek sou 489
bro pek 2835
pekoe 2300
bro or pek 735
pekoe 425
bro or pe fan 780
dust

or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

882

700
935

1100
1400
520
1900
1710
7-20

900

27
36
58
48

41

55 bid
48 bid
67
50
41
30

70
48
80 bid
52 bid
32
66
46
42
55



‘1 CEYLON FROUL’CE SALES LIST

Lot. Box Pk"s. Name lb. c. Lot Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

voo 690 10 ch pekoe 1000 43 bid 76 277 20 hf-ch pek sou 1000 45 biJ

201 692 9 do pek sou 810 37 77 279 18 do SOU 900 39 bill

203 Riulella 696 25 do bro pek 2500 84 bid 87 Ottery and
204 698 10 do pekoe

pek sou
1710 03 .Stamford Hill 309 18 o*h bro pek 1300 S3

205 700 12 do 1080 47 bid 88 311 13 do or pek 1040 82

207 Knavesinire 704 25 ch 89 313 32 do pekoe 2880 59
1 hf-ch bro pek 2560 54 bid 92 Logan 319 17 hf-ch bro or pek 1020 68 bid

203 6 ch 93 321 10 ch bro pek 1600 58
1 hf-ch bro pek 660 50 bill 94 323 19 do j)ekoe 1710 47

209 Vus 57 ch pekoe 5130 45 95 325 16 do pek sou 1360 43
210 710 15 do 105 G T 345 11 do congou 1100 40

1 lif-ch pek .sou 1400 39 106 Chapelton 347 5 hf-ch dust 425 30
211 712 11 ch SOU 880 37 107 Anchor, in

estate mark 349 28212 714 5 do pek fans 550 41 ch bro or pek 2800 SO bid
217 Ederapolla 724 39 do bro pek 1950 55 bid 103 10 IS do or pek 1105 70
218 Baikiiidale 726 12 ch bro pek 1440 77 bid 109 12 19 hf-ch pekoe 950 Co
219 728 0 do pekoe 570 59 110 Lameliere 14 15 ch bro pek 1650 77 bid
220 Cabarawatte 730 27 do bro or pek 1940 52 bid 111 16 14 do pekoe 1372 59
221 732 19 do pekoe 1900 41 bid 112 18 15 do pek sou 1470 47
222 Ellekande 734 30 hf-ch bro pek 1500 84 114 Tientsin 22 34 hf-ch bro or pek 1870 RITO
223 736 63 do pekoe 2772 48 Ho 24 21 ch pekoe 2100 63
224 738 7 cli pek sou

uiias

sou

695 43
225
226

740
742

8 do
54 do

640
4104

43
38 [MES.SR.S. Somerville cV Co., 185,312 Ib.

228
232 Rockside

740
754

6 do
21 ch

red leaf
pekoe

480
2100

OU

49 bid
Lot. Box. Pkgs Name lb. c.

233 756 28 do lu'o mi.x 2340 30 1 S S 175 4 ch pekoe 440 42
234 758 9 do dust 1350 32 5 A P in estate
235 D—

A

760 32 ch liro pek 3200 54 bid mark 179 4 do red leaf 400 25
236 762 19 do pekoe 1900 43 bid 6 Gallawatte 180 8 do bro pek 800 62 bid
237 Polatagama 764 38 do bro pek 3800 65 7 181 6 do pekoH 600 43 bid
238 766 31 do pekoe 3100 44 bid 10 J S 184 7 do pek >ou 630 53
239 768 15 do pek sou 1500 40 11 185 13 do sou 1170 50
2*0 770 9 do fans 900 46 12 Udabage 186 54 do bro pek 5400 50 bill

13 187
188

20 do
do

pekoe
pek sou

200 42 bid
14 15 1350 39

[Mr. E John.--140,307 lb.]
15

16
Kelaiii 189

190
47 hf-ch
36 do

bro pek
pekoe

2585
1800

70
46

Lot Box Pkirs Name lb. C.
17 191 22 do pek sou 990 40
20 Allakolla 194 65 do bro pek 3575 56 bid

1 Suriakande 127 8 ch SOU 680 51 21 195 17 ch pekoe 1615 45 bid
3 Faithlie 131 6 do sou 510 42 22 196 12 do pek sou 1080 40 bill
7 139 7 hf-ch dust 490 28 23 Deniyaya 197 14 do bro pek 1540
8 Easby 141 16 ch bro pek 1760 78 bid 24 198 7 do pekoe 700 58
9 143 11 do pekoe 1100 65 29 Ladbroke 3 19 hf-ch bro pek 1045 S3 bill
10 145 11 do pek sou 990 52 30 4 28 ch pekoe 2800 60
11 Chicago 147 32 do bro pek 2880 52 bid 31 5 10 do pek sou 1440 47 bid
12 149 60 do pekoe 4800 41 bid 34 Stockholm 8 18 hf-ch bro pe fan 1350 67 bid
13 151 16 do pek sou 1440 39 bid 85 9 25 do bro pek 1500 80
15 Uv.akellie 155 20 do bro pek 2200 80 86 10 17 ch pek 1530 62 bid
16 157 19 do pekoe 1900 66 37 11 5 do pek sou 4.50 49 bid
17 159 18 do pek sou 1800 53 33 Kew 12 34 hf-ch bro pek 1972 85
18 Wyddtm 161 12 do bro pek 1200 73 bid 39 13 10 do or pek 500 75
19 163 12 do pekoe 1200 63 40 14 38 ch pekoe 3496 63
20 165 15 do pek sou 1500 40 bid 41 15 7 do pek sou 700 60
28 Dooraoo 181 15 do bro pek 1650 90 46 Invery 20 43 hf-ch bro pek 2408 R1T5 bid
29 183 14 do pekoe 1400 64 47 21 34 do pekoe 32.30 70
32 Veralapatna 189 12 do bro pek 1344 73 bid 48 22 15 ch SOU 1350 51 bill
33 191 18 do pekoe 1800 58 bid 50 Rondura 24 12 do bro pek 1260 61
34 193 5 do pek sou 500 44 bid 51 25 18 do pekoe 1800 44 bid
37 Kotuwagedera 199 20 do bro pek 2000 54 bid 52 20 12 do pi‘k sou 1080 26 bid
38 201 19 do pekoe 1900 44 53 Warakamure 27 33 (lo bro pek 3300 54 bid
39 203 19 do pek sou 1805 40 54 28 27 do pekoe 2565 44 bid
41 Claremont 207 56 hf-ch uro pe^ 3080 52 bid 55 29 16 do pek sou 1440 39 bid
42 209 17 do pekoe 935 43 56 30 6 do bro mix 702 32
43 211 18 do pek sou 900 40 57 31 6 do pek fans 732 35
46 Yahalakella 217 7 ch bro pek 785 57 bid 59 II G L 33 10 do dust 1450 32
47 219 6 do pekoe 540 52 00 Woodthorpe a nd
48 221 25 do pek sou 2000 42 Inchstelly 34 0 do bro pek 600 SO
49 223 12 do bro tea 1020 40 61 35 15 hf-ch pekoe 10.50 54
50 225 4 do dust 600 85 62 30 17 do pek sou 1276 44

51 Wewesse 227 24 hf-di bro pek 1320 08 bid 72 Mahatenne 40 29 do bro pek 2900 52 bill

52 229 21 do pekoe 1155 57 bid 73 47 27 do pekoe 2700 41 bill

53 231 18 do pek sou 900 47 bid 75 Nugawella 49 28 hf-ch or pek 1080 68
o4 Poilakaiida 233 15 do bro pek 909 75 76 50 47 do pekoe 2585 50
55 235 13 ch pekoe 1164 54 77 51 9 do pek sou 765 43
56 237 9 do 83 Rayigam 57 20 ch bro pek 2100 75

1 hf-cli pek sou 7.54 42 84 58 23 do or pek 2185 51 bid
69 Ea della 189 20 ch bro pek 2000 57 bid 85 59 8 do pekoe 720 47 bill

60 101 16 do pekoe 1440 42 bid 86 00 13 do pek sou 1235 43
61 193 12 do pek sou !)60 40 87 01 3 do dust 450 31

63 Dai try 251 15 hf-ch bro or pek 870 62 bid 88 California 02 6 do pekoe 588 63 bill

64 253 16 ch bro pek 1600 59 bid 89 03 8 do bro pekoe 850 42
65 255 17 do pekoe 1615 .''5 1 hf-ch

66 257 18 do pek sou 1620 46 94 Neboda Ceylon 08 12 do bro pek 1320 60 bid
67 2.59 12 hf-ch bro nek fans 744 55 95 Warakamure 69 31 do bro pek 3100 willid'u

68 261 6 do dust 420 35 96 L'kuwela 70 20 do bro pek 2000 59
69 Mucha 263 16 ell bro or pek 18411 98 97 71 12 do pekoe 1200 44

70 265 13 do or pek 1300 79 98 72 12 do pek sou 1140 42
71 567 22 do pekoe 1980 63 99 Malvern 73 26 hf-ch bro pek 1430 62
73 Agar’B IkUK; 271 27 hf-ch tiro or pek 1350 75 bid 100 74 38 do pekoe 2090 46

1 273 20 do bro pek 1000 59 l)id 108 Neuchatel 82 82 ch uro pek 5520 02
75 276 20 do pekoe 1000 fO bid J ItO Cevlon 83 32 do pekoe 3040 46 bill



CEYLON PKODUCE SALES LIST 3

Lot. Bo.\ Pka, Name. lb. C.

110 84 IS ch pek son 1440 40 bid

111 85 4 do dust 600 32

112 I P 86 12 hf-ch dust 972 31

113 Naseby 87 8 do bro pek 400 Rl-08

114 88 21 do pekoe 2050 77

115 Vincit 89 8 ch l)ro pek 800 50 bid
116 90 6 do pekoe 600 45

117 91 5 do pek sou 500 40

120 Hagalla 94 34 hf-ch bro pek 2040 61 bid

121 95 23 do pekoe 1150 44 bid
122 96 6 ch pek sou 600 41

124 Knutsfoi-d 98 28 hf-ch pekoe 1619 41

127 Illukettia 101 14 do bro pek 700 61

12S 102 7 ch pekoe 700 48

129 103 4 do pek sou 400 42

131 Hatclowa 105 16 do bro pek 1600 56 bid
132 106 12 do pekoe 1080 46 bid
133 107 15 do pek sou 1275 41

138 M P in est.

mark 110 12 hf-ch bro pek 672 55

137 111 10 do pekoe 540 44

133 112 11 do pek sou 506 39
143 Ingeriya 117 17 do bro pek 935 64
144 118 16 do pek 800 47

145 119 31 do pek sou 1488 42
156 Penrith 130 34 do bro pek’ 3400 78
157 131 25 do pek 2000 52
153 132 IS do pek sou 1530 43
161 Alpitikancle 135 12 do bro or pek 1200 54 bid
162 136 18 do pek 1620 45 bid
165 Salawa 139 4 do unas 400 48
166 140 S do sou 680 41
170 Orion 144 189 boxes bro pek 3760 60
171 145 22 ch pek 2090 46
172 146 8 do pek sou 760 43
173 OampolaTvatte 147 11 do bro pek 1100 53 bid
174 148 7 do pek 665 44 bid
175 Y & Z 149 18 hf-ch pek fans 1250 30
176 Tallegalle-

kande 150 7 do bro pek 420 52
177 151 21 do pekoe 1260 40

ISO Bollagalla 3 54 14 ch bro pek 1330 56 bid

181 155 16 do pek 1440 46 bid

182 156 12 do pek sou 1140 41

133 D G 157 6 do bro mix 480 26

185 159 8 hf-ch fans 520 35

186 Lyndhurst 160 IS ch bro pek 1800 49 bid

187 161 27 do pek 2295 41

188 162 •2 do pek sou 900 38

SMALL LOTS.—
[Mr. A. M. Gepp.]

Lot. Bo.x. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 A G T, estate
mark 1 2 hf-ch bro pek 110 56

3 5 1 do bro pe fans GO 42

4 IV 7 1 do bro pek 32 52

5 9 1 ch pekoe 57 38

7 A 13 2 do
4 hf-ch or pek 854 44 bid

9 17 3 do pekoe sou 258 25

10 19 4 do cong[ou 295 30

MES.SKS. Benham & Bremner.

Lot. Bo.x Pks. Name. lb. C.

5 Ulapane 32 4 ch SOU 256 36
6 34 2 do dust 150 30
7 36 1 do red leaf 87 26
8 38 3 do bro pe No. 2 330 52
12 “ Handroo” 46 1 do dust 130 31
13 48 1 do bro tea 60 24

A. H. Thompson & Co.

Lot Bo.x Pkgs. Name lb. C.

3 Portswood 5 4 ch dust 320 41
4 Ritni, in estate

mark 6 5 hf-ch bro pek 290 52
8 Mandara Newe-

ra 13 4 ch pek sou 330 50
26 Ahmud 41 G do bro pek 300 51
27 42 5 do pekoe 250 41

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nomes. lb. C.

28 43 3 lif-ch pek sou 150 36
29 44 1 do congou 50 28
30 45 1 do fans 50 35
31 46 1 do dust 50 30
32 G G O 47 4 do bro pek 216 46 bid
52 ARC, in est.

mark 75 7 hf-ch pek an 330 34 bid

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

2 Suriakanda 129 2 ch dust 300 31
4 Faithlie 133 2 do red leaf 144 27
5 135 2 do

1 hbch pekoe 245 40
6 137 6 do fans 270 47

14 Chicago 153 2 ch dust 205 31
21 Wyddon 167 4 hf-ch pek fans 280 52
22 169 2 do dust 180 38
30 Doomoo 185 3 ch pek sou 300 48
31 187 3 do dust 300 37
35 Veralapatna 195 3 do dust 240 37
40 I-, in estate

mark 205 4 hf-ch unas 1S8 31
44 Claremont 213 2 do dust 140 28
45 215 3 do bro t^a 150 28
57 Poilakanda 239 1 do dust 62 28
58 241 2 do fans 140 42
62 Ottery and

Stamford Hill 314 4 ch or pek 340 81
72 M, in estate

mark 269 1 do fans 175 31
90 Ottery and

Stamford Hill 315 1 ch pek sou 88 36
91 817 1 do dust 86 35
96 Logan 327 3 hf-ch dust 225 31
97 329 1 ch bro mix 85 24
104 G T 343 4 hf-ch dust 380 30
113 Lameliere 20 2 do pek fans 170 36
116 Tientsin 26 2 ch pek sou 200 51
117 28 2 hf-ch dust 150 49 bid

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

2 M V 294 4 hf-ch dust 840 29
8 Beverley 306 7 hf-ch pek sou 315 48

15 Dambagalla 320 5 do pek sou 200 50
16 Bickley 322 4 do pek sou 240 42
17 324 2 do SOU 110 40
IS 826 2 do dust 140 29
19 328 1 do red leaf 55 23
22 Matale 334 2 ch SOU ISO 30
23 336 1 do dust 85 29
26 Easdale 342 2 do pek sou 200 59
27 344 5 hf-ch bro pe fans 325 60
28 Avoca 346 2 ch pek sou 260 54
29 348 5 hf-ch bro pe fan 325 GO
37 B D W 364 6 ch pek fans 330 44
42 Battawatta 374 3 ch bro pe fans 300 42
43 8/(3 3 do dust 300 31
45 N N 3S0 1 ch SOU 100 40
46 382 1 do dust 150 30
55 Wella 400 1 hf-ch bro or pek 55 77
56 4'»2 1 do pek sou 54 53
57 404 1 do pek fan 40 40
58 406 1 do do 32 40
59 408 1 do bro pek fan 107 44
61 M 412 3 ch or pek 269 withd’n.
62 414 3 do pekoe 281 45
68 Wattagalla 426 5 hf-ch pek dust 180 30
69 428 1 do bro pek 50 57
70 430 1 box

1 hf-ch pekoe 72 44
71 Bagdad 432 2 do dust 160 36
73 Midlands 436 1 ch SOU 77 38
74 488 3 ht-ch pek dust 225 34
82 Torwootl 454 2 ch dust 160 31
83 M B O, in est.

mark 456 1 ch ])ek sou 100 45
84 458 3 hf-ch dust 210 36
85 400 4 ch bro mix 320 26
96 Kirindi 482 3 do bro pe No. !2 330 58
99 488 4 do SOU 256 37
100 490 1 do dust 75 30
101 492 1 do red leaf 68 i’4

107 Augusta 504 5 ch dust .375 31
108 506 1 ch red leaf 79 24
112 Kelaneiya 514 2 do SOU 200 40
113 516 1 do dust 115 30



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c. Lot Box Pkg.S. Name lb. C.

117 S M H 5-24 2 ch 139 M P in est.

1 liLch bro pek 257 43 mark 113 4 hf-ch sou 184 36

118 526 2 ch 142 116 1 do conf>ou 50 34

1 hf-ch pekoe 239 36 140 114 2 do bro pek fans 114 30

119 5‘28 3 ch sou 240 28 141 115 1 do dust 60 30

120 530 1 hbeh fans 60 29 146 Ingeriya 120 3 do red leaf 150 34

121 532 1 ch 147 Silver Valley 121 3 do bro pek 144 51

1 hf-ch dust 200 26 148 122 2 do ])ek 96 40

122 S 534 1 ch bro pek 94 44 140 1^23 2 do pek sou 100 36

123 536 2 do pekoe 200 36 150 1-24 1 do dust 54 37

124 538 2 do dust 233 •26 151 1-25 1 do red leaf 48 ‘28

125 540 1 do red leaf 70 20 1.59 Penrith 133 1 ch dust 150 30

128 Kakiriskande 546 2 ch pek sou 200 38 160 134 1 do red leaf SO 24

129 548 1 do dust 66 30 163 Alpitikande 137 1 hf-ch pek sou 50 38

130 Harrington 550 3 hf-ch bro or pek 150 Rl-70 1«4 138 1 ch dust 135 31

134 558 1 ch dust 1S7 29 167 Salawe 141 3 do bro mix 300 35

140
141
142

Geragama 570
572
574

1 oil

do
do

sou
bro pe No.
pek No. 2

100
2 90

85

Lot.

s s
3
4
8
9

18
19
25
26
27
28
32
33
42
43
44
45
49
58
63

64
65
66
74
78
79
80
81

82
90

D CS
Gallawatte

Kelani

Deniyaya
G M K

Ladbroke

Kew

Invery
H G L
Woodthorpe
Inchstelly

Mahatenne
N

Gebatgnma
Pantiya
California

Mkssrs,

Box.
176
177
178
182
183
192
193
199
200

1

2

6
7
16
17
18
19
23
32

and
37

33
39
40
48
52
53
54
55

56
64

Somerville I'c Co.

91
92
101
102
103
118
119
123
124.V

125
126
130
134
135

Malvern

Vincit

Knutsford

Illukettia
llatdowa

65
66
75
76
77
92
93
97
98.V

99
100
104

108
109

37
52
12

143 576 1 do pek .sou No 2 85 38
144 578 1 do bro pe fans 1‘20 36
1.52 Great Valley 594 •2 hf-ch sou 180 36
153 596 2 do dust 170 ‘29

157 Rtimbodde 604 7 (lo pek sou 315 42
158 606 1 do fans 65 44
159 608 2 do bro j)e dust 140 50
160 Verulupitiya 610 3 ch bro pek 300 57
161 612 2 do pekoe 180 45
162 614 1 hf-ch pek dust 75 37
176 Sorana 642 1 ch bro mix 77 32
180 E H 650 3 ch bro pek 270 69
182 654 1 do pek sou 87 40
183 656 1 do red leaf 66 34
188 J H S, in es-

tate mark 660 3 do pek sou 240 37
189 D W, in es-

tate mark 668 1 hf-ch bro pek 35 47
190 670 1 do pekoe 48 34
191 A F A, in es-

tate mark 672 1 ch pek sou 75 34
198 Walahanduwi3 686 2 do red leaf 170 34
202 Vilpita 694 1 do red leaf 95 32
206 R<Ldella 702 2 do dust 260 37
213 Knavesmire 716 3 hf-ch dust 240 30
227 Ellekande 744 3 do dust •210 32

Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

4 ch p(?k sou 393 35
1 fif-ch .sou 74 31

1 ch pek 110 41
1 do pek sou 100 36
1 do bro tea 100 22
3

:

hf-ch fans ISO 43
2 do dust 150 33

4 ch pek sou 380 44

2 do sou 190 36

3 do unas 360 40

3 do dust 390 30

3 do bro mix 300 28

1 hf-ch dust 87 30

1 ch sou 100 30

3 do b; o tea 300 27

2 hf-ch fans 160 33

3 do dust ‘255 31

4 do bro mix 300 31

2 ch sou 2-20 32

3 hf-ch sou 192 37

1 do dust 75 29

1 do red leaf .58 24

2 ch bro pek No

'

2 2-20 52

1 ch red leaf 105 27

4 do mixed 360 34

1 do bro mixed 85 27

1 hf-ch dust 85 29

1 ch dust 140 29

3 do dust 390 31

3 do pek sou 350 37

1 hf-ch
1 ch bro pe dust 135 32

1 hf-ch bro mix 50 29

2 do pek sou 110 37

1 do sou 55 32

3 do dust 165 31

1 ch dust 100 :i0

1 do red leaf 100 19

4 hf-ch or pek ‘254 63

1 ch unas 57 39

2 hf-ch pek sou 106 33

2 do fans 154 :«

1 ch bro tea 100 35

3 do unas :i0() 39

1 do bro mix 135 27

168
169
178 Tallegalle-

kaude
179
184 D G
189 Lyndhurst

142
143

1.52

1.53

1,58

163

do
do

fans
dust

3 hf-ch pek sou
5 do dust

do
do

dust
dust

155
155

180
375
320
340

36
32

35
27
30
31

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From, Our Commercial Corrc.^mndent).

Mincing Lane, Sept. 20.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing

Lane up to 20th September

Ex “Wanderer”—llaputale, 2c 1010s; 14c It 97s; 6c lb 95s

6d; Ic lb 115s; Ic It 86d: 6 bags 98s 6d; 1 bag 81s. UPT in

estate mark, 9 bags 70s Od; 20 bags 73s; 2 bags 75s 6d;
4 bags (s d) 74s.

Ex “Pindari”—Ambawelle, 2c 98s Od; 2c 97s 6d; lb 105s;

Ic 87s.

Ex “Staffordshire”—Broughton, lb 103s. BTN, lb 79s.

Ex “Glenfarg”—Wihar.agalla, lb 110s; Ic It 107s 6d; 8c
It 100s; 2c It 97s; Ic 125s. WHGT in estate mark, It 87s;

1 bag 98s: 2 bags (s d selected) 90s.

Ex “Kaisow”—Niabedda, Ic 102s; 5c lb 98s 6d; 7c lb 99s;

Ic 114s. NBT in estate mark, Ic It 87s; 2 bags 96s. Uda-
polla, 1 bag 85s, 7 bags 61s; 1 bag 70s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correuponde.nt).

Mincing Lanf, September ?0th, 1895.

Ex “Kaisow”—Rajawella Cocoa, 29 bags 58s; 14 bags 56s

6d; 18 bags 40s; 4 bags 42s 6d.

Ex “Nubia”—Wiharagamma, 13 bags 60s; 2 bags 46s; 9

bags 38s; 1 bag (sd) 30s.

Ex “Kintuck”—Wiharagamma, 4 bags 40s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Corresjiondmt).

Mincing Lane, September 20 h 1895,

Ex "Bullmouth”—Knuckles, .5c 2s 2d.

Ex“Carm,irthenshii-e”—OBEC in estate mark, Nillooinally,

Mv.sore, Ic Is 8(1.

Ex “Orizab.a”—Ihrng.alla Te;i Co
,

Ltd., Mysore Carda-
moms, Ceylon, 3c Is 7d.

Ex “Horn Head”—EPS in estate mark, 2c Is ,5d.

Ex “Pindari”—Gallantonne, Ic 3s 3d; :ic 2s 9d; 6c 2s: 2c

Is 11(1; 2cls8d; 8c Is 9d. Vedcliette, .5c 2s 3d; 2c Is lOd.

3c Is 7d; .5c Is Id.

Ex ‘•Turbo’’—Lebanon, Ic Is 8d; Ic Is 7d; Ic Is 3d; Ic

Is 2d.

Ex "Kaisow”—Gavatenne, Mysore, 9c Is 9d; .5c Is 4d; 6c

Is 6(1; 3c Is ;id. Malabar, Ic Is lid; Ic ‘2s Id. Puckwari,
Ic 2s’ 6(1; Ic Is 9(1; Ic 2s Id; ‘2c Is lid; Ic Is 4d; Ic Is 3d;

2c Is 1(1; 1 seed ‘2s Id. Nawanagalla, lc‘2s8d; lc‘2s'2d;lc

Is 8(1; Ic Is 7(1; 3c Is 9d; tic Is 5d; Ic Is 4d; 1 seed ‘2s Id.

OBSERVER printing WORKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 43.] Colombo, October 1895. f Price :—12§ cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
; 6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTES.

Lot.

1 Hornsey
4 Elston
6
7
8

9

Benham A' Beemnee.—-9,120 lb.]

Box. pkgs. Name. lb. e.

26 12 ch pek sou 1200 46
32 8 ch bro mix 800 36
36 6 do congou 600 35
38 27 do pe sou No. 2 2430 .38 bid
40 13 do pekoe 1300 41 bid
42 23 do pe sou No. 2 2070 38 bid

[Messes. A. H. Thompson & Co.,

Lot. Box.
1 Osborne i
6 Monte Christo 7
7 9
9 A B L 12

11
12 Pambagaina
13 AVoodeml

14
17 Myraganga
18
19
20
21

22

1.5

IG
18

20
24
26
28
30
32
34

27 .St. Leonards on
Sea 39

34 It, in est. mark 49
S V, in est. mark .51

52
Manickwatte

Sapitiyagodde

35
36
38
39
41
42
43
44
45
48 Sapitiyagodde
49
50
51

52
56
58
62
75
76
77
78
79

54
56
59
61
63
65
67
71

pkg.S.

4 ch
23 hf-,ch

87 do
8 ch
1 hf-ch
6 do

29 hf-ch
34 ch
1 hf-ch
22 ch
20 ch
37 do
22 do
31 do
24 do
5 do

7 ch
19 ch
11 ch
7 do
7 ch
5 do

23 box
1 1 ch
9 do
6 do
a do

28 box

Name.
bro tea
bro pek
pekoe

fans
dust
bro tea

bro pek
pekoe
bro or pek
or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
fans

bro pek
bro pek
fans
dust
bro pek
pekoe
bro or pek
or pek
bro pek
pekoe No. 1

pekoe No. 2

3450
2200
2300
3885
2310
2945
2160
640

700
1995
1100
1015
700
500
460

1100
990
609
500
560

[Me. E. John.—125,281 Jb.]

Ivies

Lot
1 I
2
4
5

6
8 Kariangama
9

10
19 Agra Ouvah
20
21
22 Hlasgow
23
24
25

26
27
29
30

estate mark

Granville

Box Pkgs Name lb.

30 11 cih pek sou 1100
32 5 hf-ch dust 475
36 22 ch bro pek 2200
38 21 do pekoe 1680
40 18 do pek sou 1620

. 44 22 (lo bro pek -2200
46 21 do pekoe 1890
48 ].l do pek sou 1260
66 f.(i do bro or pek 3640
68 40 do or pekoe 2400
70 18 Ch pekoe 1800
72 56 do bro or pek 4' '32
74 36 do or pekoe 2088
76

in
23 do pekoe 2185

78 60 hf-ch bro pek 330ii
‘ -80 51 ch pekoe 4590

82 16 do pek sou 1440
86 32 do hr or pe No. 1 3-200
88 32 do do No. 2-3840

,

51 bid
44
70
68
64
51
49
36

52
50 bid
26 bid
33
52 bid
43 bid
85
71
74
63
57

73 17 ch or pek 1700 65
75 11 do bro pek 1210 66
77 7 do pekoe No. 1 700 54
79 8 do pekoe No 2 800 43A G C 84 13 ch dust 1950 34M F 86 5 ch pek sou 400 35B 91 7 ch •SOU 697 21

Vogan 110 20 ch bro pek 2000 61
112 21 do pekoe 1890 49
114 27 do pek SOU 2430 42
116 15 do sou 1200 39
118 12 do dust 1440 31

C.

46
30
52
42
37
54
39
37
111 00
73

63
83 bid
64' bid
59

54
40
37
56 bid
50 bid

68,207 Ib.]

lb. c.

400 24
1150 70 bid
4350 50 bid

857 44
480 30

1460 22

Lot.

31

Box Pkgs. Name lb.

98 10 Ch or pekoe 860 61 bid
Hiralouvah 108 7 do bro mix 630 34
Pati Bajah 118 34 do bro pek 3060 77

1-20 30 do pekoe 2400 50
1-24 4 do dust 480 32

Hunugalla 126 21 do bro pek 2100 55
128 10 do pekoe 1000 41
130 8 do pek sou 890 38

Wewesse 139 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 60 bid
Glasgow 140 15 ch pek sou (B) 1500 46

142 18 do dust 1800 37N 146 25 do pek sou 2500 36
Maddagedera 148 17 do bro pekoe 1700 63

1.50 11 do pekoe .990 45
152 12 do pek sou 960 38

Henegama 156 8 hf-ch fannings 480 45
E TK 158 8 ch bro tea SOO 46
Logan 166 17 hf-ch bro or pek 1020 58
Dickapittia 168 19 ch bro pek 2090 64

170 24 do pekoe 2400 51 bid
172 6 do pak sou 600 42

Nahavilla 174 15 do bro pek 1575 74 bid
176 19 do pekoe 1900 58
178 4 do pek sou 400 42

Badella 182 16 (lo pekoe 1440 •
41 bid

L, in estate
mark 184 40 do pek sou 4000 36 bid

Ury 186 40 do

41
43
44

1
45
46

53
55
56
57
58

67
68
69
70
71

76
77
79 Ayr
80
81
84 Eila
85 Verelapatna
86 GlentUt
87
88 Agra Ouvah
89
90 Callander
91
92
93 Templestowe
94
95

1

188 17
190 16
194 31
196 24
198 15
204 19
206 12
208 27
210 19
212
214
216 20
218 11
220 11
222 23
224 25
226 5

hf-ch
ch
do
hf-ch
ch
do
do
do
do
do
do
hf-ch
do
do
do
ch
do
do

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pekoe
bro pek
do

pek sou
pek sou
pek fannings
bro or pek

'

pekoe
pek sou
or pek
pekoe
dust

4452
1710
1600
1550
1800
1200
1615
1344
2835
1900
700
400
1200
550
528
2300
2250
700

82
69
60
72
45
38
42 bid
70 bid
70
43
46
36
85 bid
61 bid
53 bid
63 bid
55
35

[Messes. Somekville cV Co., 165,903 lb.

Lot. Box. Pkgs.
4
5

11
14
15
17
18
19
23
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
39
40
41

43
44

45
46
49
50
53
54
.55

58
62

63
64
65

Yspa 167 4 ch
Glencoe 168 7 do
G A, Ceylon 174 7 do
AVewetenne 177 6 hf-ch

Charley Valley
178 12 do
ISO 41 do
181 134 boxes
182 65 lif-ch

Arslena 186 32 hf-ch
187 31 do
188 23 (lo

Lonach 190 35 (lo

191 26 ch
192 19 do

St. Columbkille 193 59 hf-ch
194 23 ch

Carney 3 34 hf-ch
4 23 do
5 23 do

Hardenhuish 4 9 ch
8 13 do
9 16 (lo

10 9 do
Edinburgh 13 8 (lo

14 8 do
Mou.sagalla 17 38 do

38 do
19 42 do

Peria Kande-
22 4 do

kettia 26 13 do
27 15 do
28 8 (lo

29 4 do

Name lb. C.

dust 600 32
red leaf 630 34
bro mix 560 25
pekoe 540 47
pek sou 1080 41
bro pek 2255 67
pekoe 2278 66
pek sou 3185 44
bro pek 1600 65
pekoe 1550 47
pek sou 1150 40
bro pek 1750 72 bid
pekoe 2470 47 bid
pek sou 1710 39
bro pek 2950 48
pekoe 1955 37
bro pek 1700 06
pekoe 1150 45
pek sou 1150 37
bro pek 756 66
or pek 949 55
pek sou 1056 38
pek fans 783 37
bro pek 800 79
pekoe 800 00
bro pek 4180 48 bid
bro pek 4180 48 bid
pekoe 41.53 40 bid
dust 520 30

bro pek 1625 52
pekoe 1725 43
pek sou 920 38
bro mix 440 35



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot Box Pkg,S. Name lb. C.

C6 Citrus 30 7 ch bro pek 700 51

6V 31 11 do pekoe 1100 38
68 32 5 do pek sou 475 36
CD 33 5 do pek fans 500 37

72 Allakolla 36 65 lif-ch bro pek 3575 55 bid
73 37 17 ch pekoe 1615 43 bid
74 Glenalla 38 10 do bro pek 1600 57 bid
7.5 39 21 do pekoe 1890 41 bid
76 40 18 do pek sou 1620 40 bid
81 Forest Hill 45 19 lio pekoe 1957 48
82 Rondura 46 12 do bro pek 1260 61
83 47 18 (lo pekoe 1800 42 bid
84 48 12 do pek sou 1080 36
88 Galphele 52 12 hf-ch pekoe 600 51
89 53 13 do pek sou 650 44
93 Mahatenne 57 29 ch bro pek 2900 51 bid
94 58 27 do pekoe 2700 40 bid
95 F A, in estate

mark 59 4 do bro tea 460 40
96 60 3 do dust 420 31
100 Rayigani 64 8 do pekoe 720 46
101 Koorooloogalla 65 10 do bro pek 1000 69
102 66 8 do pekoe 800 48
106 Gartmore 70 9 do bro pek 990 79
107 71 15 do pekoe 1500 66
lOS 72 10 do pek sou 1000 52
109 Neuchatel,

Ceylon 73 32 do pekoe 3040 42 hid
110 74 18 do pek sou 1440 39 bid
111 Ilppewell 75 13 hf-ch or pek 715 60 bid
118 Friedland 82 18 do or pek 900 70 bid
119 S3 18 do pekoe 900 55 bid
120 Lyndhurst 84 18 do bro pek 1800 48 bid
121 Hatdowa 85 10 do bro pek 1600 55 bid
122 86 12 do pekoe 1080 46
123 Harangalla 87 36 do bro pek 3600 64
124 88 39 do pekoe 3510 47
125 89 18 do pek sou 1440 40
127 91 6 do dust 900 35
132 I'kuwela 96 24 do bro pek 2400 67
133 97 20 do pekoe 2000 43
134 98 16 do pek sou 1520 39
135 Manangoda 99 7 (lo

1 hf-ch bro pek 750 46 bid
136 100 12 ch pekoe 1140 40
148 II J S 112 13 hf-ch pek sou 600 36
150 Invery 114 43 do pro pek 2408 Rl-14 bid
151 Neboda, Ceylon 115 12 ch bro pek 1320 60 bid
152 Bollagalla 116 14 do bro pek 1330 55 bid
153 117 16 (lo pekoe 1440 43 bid
154 Gallawatta 118 8 do Pro pek 800 48 bid
155 119 6 (lo pekoe 600 40 bid
156 M G 120 13 do

2 hf-ch bro pek 1695 40
157 121 2 ch

10 hf-ch bro pek A 1186 40
153 122 8 ch pekoe 833 38
159 123 6 do bro tea 590 20
162 Pinehill 126 16 lif-cli bro pek 960 65

163 127 8 do pekoe 600 52
166 New Valley 130 33 do or pek 1815 61 bid
167 131 27 do bro or pek 1620 68
168 132 13 do pekoe 1300 52

109 133 11 ch pek sou 990 42

173 Hagalla 137 34 hf-ch bro pek 2040 51 bid
174 Gampnlawatto 138 11 ch bro pek 1100 54 bid
175 Pinelilll 139 10 hf-ch bro pek 600 55

170 140 6 ch pekoe 420 44

179 TA 143 10 hf-ch pek sou 550 38

[Me.ssus. Forbes & Walker.—283,866 lb.]

Lot. Box 1‘1cgs. Name lb. C.

3 Jambugaha 776 8 hf-cli pek sou 400 39
4 778 9 (lo sou 450 33
5 N 780 5 ch sou 500 38
8 Coreen 786 14 do bro pek 1540 74

9 788 22 do pekoe 1980 52
10 Wevagoda 790 “o do bro pek 420 52
11 792 5 (lo pekoe 495 39
12 794 9 do pek sou 900 35
16 Elfindale 802 20 do fans 2000 out
17 Macaldenia 804 9 hf-ch bro pek 4.50 73
19 808 5 ch pekoe No. 2 500 47
23 St. Helen 816 30 hf-cli )>ro pek 19.50 57
24 818 19 do pekoe 969 50
25 820 11 do pek sou 539 42
27 Kalupaliana 824 11 do pekoe 5.50 40

30 Waitalawa 830 35 (lo bro pek 17.50 75
31 832 33 (lo |)ckoe 1050 53

Lot. Box . Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

32 834 12 hf-ch pek sou 600 44

34 Nugagalla 888 13 (lo pro or pek 650 77

35 840 31 do pekoe 1550 52

42 M STR 854 16 do pek fans 1380 35 bid
48 Gonawella 856 16 ch bro pek 1600 54

14 858 6 do pekoe 540 41 jbid
46 Talgaswella 862 22 (lo pro pek 2200 62

47 864 22 clo pekoe 1980 47

48 866 12 do pek sou 1080 39

49 868 4 do dust 560 33

51 Verulupitiya 872 19 do bro pek 1900 63

53 Atherfield' 876 22 hf-ch sou 1100 40

54 878 7 do pek dust 420 35

55 Farnham 880 23 (lo or pek No. 1 1242 61

56 882 20 (lo bro pek 1240 78
57 Sana 884 10 (lo bro pek 500 51

58 886 24 do pekoe 1080 37
60 Chesterford 890 30 ch bro pek 3000 64
61 892 24 do pekoe 2400 52
62 894 20 (lo pek sou 2000 40
64 Udagoda 898 12 do pro pek 1260 44
65 900 24 do pekoe 2400 36
67 Beddagama 904 28 do pro pek 2940 62
68 900 15 do pekoe 13.50 46
09 908 5 do pek sou 450 40
71 Dunkeld 912 12 ch bro pek 1320 76
72 914 21 hf-ch or pek 1050 65 bid
73 916 12 ch pekoe 1200 56
77 D K D 924 5 do unas 575 40
78 Pallagodde 926 26 do bro pek 2730 75
79 928 11 (lo pekoe 1045 45
80 930 10 hf-ch pek dust 8.50 32
81 Crathie 932 35 ch pro pek 3500 71
82 934 36 do pek 3600 59
S3 936 16 do pek sou 1600 45
84 938 6 do sou 600 41
85 910 4 (lo fans 400 38
87 Polwatte 944 12 do bro pek 1140 60 bid
88 946 11 do pekoe 880 44 bid
91 Liskillen 952 14 do bro pek 1330 60 bid
92 954 14 do pekoe 1120 45
90 Yataderia 962 15 do bro or pek 1575 45
97 964 30 (lo bro pek 3150 43
98 966 60 do pekoe 6000 36
99 968 18 (lo pek sou 1710 33
100 Castlereage 970 21 do or pek 1890 63
101 972 18 (lo pekoe 1620 50
102 974 5 (lo pek sou 400 40
103 976 5 hf-ch dust 400 31
104 978 17 ch bro pek 1700 57 bid
105 980 17 do pekoe 1530 44 bid
100 982 6 do fans 570 36
108 Donevale 986 14 do bro pek 1400 61
109 988 16 do pekofc 1440 44 bid
114 Ingurugalla 998 7 do bro tea 840 32
115 L & E 1000 28 (lo bro mix 2380 22
117 Bloomfield 4 20 (lo flowery pek 2000 78
118 6 15 do pekoe 1500 60
119 8 12 (lo pek sou 1200 46
120 10 13 (lo unas 1300 43
122 M A 14 4 do pekoe 400 50
125 Sandringham 20 12 (lo bro pek 1320 79 bid
126 22 12 (lo or pek 1140 74
127 24 17 do pekoe 1445 61
128 26 3 do dust 510 35
129 Wattagalla 28 14 do bro or pek 1540 60 bid
130 30 25 do pekoe 2750 53
131 Kirklees 32 30 hf-ch bro pek 18fW 80
132 34 15 ch pek 1500 65
133 36 14 do pek sou 1400 50
135 Caskieben 40 20 do flowery pek 2000 78
136 42 10 do pek 1600 59
137 44 12 do pek sou 1200 45
138 40 7 do unas 700 43
113 E 56 C do sou 510 SO
144 V 58 7 do pekoe 630 44
145 B D W 60 10 do red leaf 1110 22
140 Melrose 62 30 (lo bro pek 3300 62 bid
147 64 18 do I>ek 1800 47
148 66 9 do nek sou 900 42
149 Ederapdliv 68 50 hf-ch oro pek 2500 53
1.50 70 23 ch pekoe 1840 40
161 72 29 do pek sou 2320 38
152 74 5 do fans 4.50 43
153 Ascot 70 15 (lo liro pek 1425 55
154 78 19 do pek 1.520 42 bid
155 80 8 do pek sou 600 38
101 Middleton 92 15 hf-ch bro pek 825 82 bid
162 94 14 (lo or pek 700 76 bid
103 96 14 ch pck 1200 62 bid
164 93 4 do bro pe fan 460 43
105 Cricklewood 100 22 do or pek 2320 52 bid



CEYLON PKODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

16G 102 23 ch bro pek 2340 65

167 104 20 do pekoe 1840 46 bid
168 106 10 do pek sou 920 41

169 Queensland 108 ,5 do unas 475 40

172 Hethersett 114 13 do bro orfpek 1560 73 bid
173 116 29 do do No. 2 3654 67 bid
174 118 13 (lo or pek 1300 77

175 120 13 do pekoe 1144 62 bid
176 122 6 do pek sou 498 51

177 M R M 124 11 do pek sou 880 31

178 Freds Ruhe 126 28 do bro pek 3080 73

179 128 23 do pekoe 2300 47

180 130 8 do pek sou 800 40

182 Easdale 134 17 do bro pek 1700 83 bid
183 136 19 do pekoe 19(X) 66 bid
184 Kelaneiya 138 32 do bro pek 2720 73

183 Venture 146 27 do bro pek 2835 54 bid
189 Vilpita 148 10 do pekoe 1000 40 bid
190 Polatagama 150 31 do pekoe 3100 42 bid
193 Nugahena 156 8 do pekoe 676 51 bid
197 Lddagodda 164 34 do bro pek 3400 56
193 166 44 do pekoe 3960 46 bid
199 168 26 do pek sou 2225 39

1 box
200 170 14 ch iu'o pe sou 1190 36
201 172 4 do dust 562 32

1 hf-ch

202 Pansalatenne 174 22 do pek sou 2090 42
203 VeruUipitiya 176 10 hf-ch sou 500 38
205 Coughleigh 180 14 do bro pek 1330 56 bid
206 182 12 do pek 960 43 bid
209 Galpitakande 188 17 ch bro pek 1785 72
210 190 21 do pek 2100 51

211 192 5 do pe sou 5(X) 43
213 Scrubs 190 7 do or pek 665 80 bid
214 198 17 do bro pek 1870 71 bid
215 200 20 do pek 1900 62
216 202 13 do pe sou 1235 52
217 D F W K in

est. mark 204 30 do pe sou 3000 36 bid
217 S M K 208 5 hi ch ))ek 475 34

221 AN K 212 4 ch bro pek 440 44
225 Harrington 220 23 do or pek 2760 85 bid
226 222 4 do pek sou 400 50 bid
227 Knavesmire 224 25 do bro pek 2560 54

1 hf-ch
228 226 6 ch bro pek 660 51

1 hf.ch
229 Mimamal 228 4 do bro pek 482 55

1 hf-ch
242 Denmark Hill 254 7 ch bro or pek 840 75

243 256 8 do or pek 800 77
244 258 7 do pekoe 616 62
245 260 5 do pek sou 415 50
249 Lowlands 268 8 ch bro pek 800 51

250 270 6 do pekoe 540 40
254 dunes 278 39 iif-ch bro pek 1755 68
255 280 21 ch pekoe 1785 42 bid
256 282 10 do pek sou 900 38 bid
257 284 13 do bro mi.'c 1170 36
266 Harlow 302 93 ch pek sou 9-238 3J bid
267 Venture 304 28 ch bro pe No.2 2940 52 bid
263 306 22 do pek 1980 46
269 308 15 hf-ch pek sou 750 41

[Mr. a. M. Gepp.

—

5,765 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

i Burnside 1 9 hf-ch bro pek 450 64 bid
3 18 do pekoe 900 out

(1 K 11 11 ch bro pek 1085 out
7 13 8 hf-ch pek fang 560 30 bid
8 15 5 ch sou 400 27 bid
<# 17 14 hf-ch dust 1050 out

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Eenham & Bremner.

Lot. Bo.x Pks. Name. Ib. C.

2 Hornsey 28 1 ch bro tea 100 23
3 30 3 do fans 270 3o
5 Elston 34 5 ch dust 350 30

[Mr. a. M. Gepp.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

3 Burnside 5 5 hf-ch pek sou 250 37

4 7 1 do dust 60 30

5 W, Rakwana
in estate mark 9 14 boxes bro or pek fan 350 35 bid

[Messrs A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. S^omes. lb. C.

2 Osborne 3 1 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 156 out

3 4 2 ch fans 200 26

4 5 1 hf-ch dust 90 30

5 GGo 6 4 hf-ch bro pek 216 45

8 Monte Christo 11 3 hf-ch dust 240 31

10 ABL 14 1 hf-ch SOU 45 30

15 Woodend 22 1 ch dust 155 30

16 23 1 cli liro mix 95 22

23 Myraganga 35
.
1 hf-ch red leaf 40 21

24 Myraganga P T 36 2 eh bro pek 196 47

25 37 2 do pekoe 124 41

26 ARC, in est.

mark 38 7 hf-ch pek fans 330 33 bid
28 St. Leonards on

Sea 41 4 ch pekoe 380 42

29 42 1 do bro mix 100 24

37 S V 53 1 ch bro mix 115 26

40 Manickwatte 58 1 ch dust 70 30
46 Sapitiyagodde 69 1 ch pek fans 100 36
53 Sapitiyagodde 81 1 ch dust 95 31
.54 82 1 do red leaf 90 22
55 AG C S3 3 ch pek sou 300 31
57 XXX 85 2 eh unas 220 21

59 M F 88 1 ch dust 150 30
60 Relugas 89 3 ch dust 330 30
61 90 1 do red leaf 86 20

63 Comar 93 3 ch bro or pek 300 50

64 94 2 do
1 hf-ch or pek 250 38 bid

65 95 2 ch pekoe 180 35 bid
66 96 1 do pek sou 90 29
67 97 2 do bro son 180 20

68 98 1 hf-ch dust 50 30

[Mr. E. John.]

3 I, 34 1 hf-ch red leaf 42 20
7 Ivies 42 3 ch fannings 390 31
11 Kanangama 50 3 do do 210 27
12 52 2 do dust 280 30
28 T and T Co. in

estate mark 84 3 do bro pek fang 375 31
36 Hiralourah 110 1 do fannings 130 33
37 112 1 hf-ch bro pek dust 63 31
38 114 1 do dust 72 30
39 Farm 116 2 do do 510 31
42 Pati Rajah 122 4 ch sou 320 36
54 Ythanside 144 4 do red leaf 360 24
59 Henegama 154 8 hf-ch dust 225 30
62 ETK 160 4 do do 320 31
63 162 3 ch pek fang 285 42
64 164 2 do red le 160 •25

72 Nahavilla 180 2 hf-ch dust 180 32
78 Urv 192 3 ch do 390 33
82 P H K 200 3 hf-ch do 240 31
S3 202 4 do bro mix 380 24
96 Theresia 228 1 ch pek sou 100 40
97 230 1 do dust 90 30

[Messrs, Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. c.

1 Jambugaha 772 3 hf-cli bro pek 165 55
2 774 3 do pekoe 150 46
6 N N 782 2 ch pek sou 2C0 39
7 784 1 do dust 150 31
13 Wevagoda 796 4 do pek fans 300 36
14 798 1 do pek dust 100 30
15 800 1 do sou 100 30
18 Macaldenia 806 4 hf-ch pek 200 49
20 H A T, in est.

mark 810 3 ch bro pek 330 33
21 812 1 do pek sou 100 34
22 814 1 hf-ch dust 74 30
26 St. Helen 82-2 1 do dust 70 30
28 Kalupahana 826 1 do sou 60 32
29 823 1 do pek fans 79 31



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Bo.x. Pkg8. Names. lb.

33 Waitalawa 836 4 hf-ch dust 360 35

36 NugagaUa 842 6 do pek sou 300 38
37 844 2 do dust ico 34

38 D in estate
mark 846 2 ch pek dust 200 30

39 BT N 848 1 hf-ch sou 60 29

40 850 1 do dust 90 30
41 852 2 do red leaf 94 21

45 Gonawela 860 4 ch pek sou 360 36

50IE 870 6 hf-ch bro tea 390 42

52. Verulupitiya 874 3 ch pekoe 270 45
59 ; Sana 888 5 hf-ch pek sou 225 36

63 ,
Chesterford 896 1 ch oro tea 110 27

66 Udagoda 902 4 do pek sou 380 31
74 D K D 918 3 do bro pe No. 2 360 43
75 . 920 2 do red leaf 160 25
76 -f 924 2 do pek fans 300 31
86 Crathie 942 3 do dust 300 30
89 Polwatte 948 2 do pek sou 200 35
90 950 1 do dust 100 31
93 Liskillen 956 3 do pek sou 285 35
94 958 2 do dust 200 31
95 960 1 do unas 100 37
107 Beausijour 984 2 do dust 280 32
110 Doonevale 990 3 do fans 285 38
111 992 1 do dust 140 31
112 SS S 994 1 do congou 103 30
113 996 3 do red leaf 246 24
116 Lnnugalla 2 1 hf-ch red leaf 60 34
121 M A 12 2 ch bro pek 224 51

123 16 1 hf-ch pek sou 55 30
124 18 1 do dust 76 31

134 Kirklees 38 2 do dust 180 31
156 A.scot 82 2 ch bro pe fans 270 38
157 84 1 do dust 150 31
170 Pingarawa 110 3 hf-ch dust 270 30
171 RAW 112 2 do dust 130 30
181 WA 132 1 ch bro mix 145 33

191 Nugahena
1 hf-ch

152 3 ch bro or pek 264 60
192 154 4 do bro pek 332 60
194 158 3 do pek sou 264 40
195 160 1 hf-ch sou 52 33

196 160 1 do fans 50 32

204 Verulupitiya 178 3 do pek dust 180 36
207 Choughleigh 184 4 ch pek sou 320 37

208 186 2 hf-ch (lust 132 31

212 Galapitakande 194 2 ch dust 180 31

218 S M R 206 6 hf-ch bro pek 300 46

220 210 2 do fans 134 31

222 A N K 214 2 ch pekoe 172 36

223 216 2 do sou 166 26

224 K 218 3 do pek 276 32

230 Munamal 230 3 do pek 303 42

231 232 3 do pek sou 267 38

232 234 1 do congou 73 30

233 236 1 do dust 117 31

234 238 1 hf-ch unas 60 38

235 .T K 240 3 ch pek fans 256 33

236 L in est. mark 242 1 hf-ch bro pek 39 46

237 244 1 do pek sou 67 37

238 246 1 do dust 43 30

251 Lowlands 272 4 ch pek sou 320 33

252 274 1 do fans 120 37

253 276 1 do dust 140 30

263 Killarney 296 2 ch pekoe 206 42

264 298 1 do pek sou 122 30

265 300 1 do dust 103 30

270 N 310 2 ch bro pek soui 200 24

271 312 4 hf-ch dust 320 31

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box Name lb. C.

1 H T 164 1 hf-ch bro pek 35 44

2 165 1 do pekoe 55 38

3 166 1 ch pek sou 102 34

6 Glencoe 169 1 do sou 90 34

7 Bittacy 170 1 do pek sou 60 42

8 171 2 (lo dust 170 31

9 Beverley 172 5 hf-ch dust 325 31

10 G A, Ceylon 173 2 ch
1 hf-ch pek sou 214 30

12 175 1 do bro mix dust 47 24

13 Wewetenne 176 4 do bro pek 360 76

16 179 1 do congou 79 34

26 Arslena 189 4 do dust 200 30

32 J C D ,S 196 4 ch sou 300 28

33 197 1 do dust 150 29

42 Carney 6 2 do fans 100

47 llardenhuish 11 1 do red leaf 77 18

48 12 2 do dust 226 29

51 Edinburgh 15 3 do pek sou 360 46

T/Ot. Box PkKS. Name lb. C.

52 16 1 ch dust 160 31

56 Mousagalla 20 3 do sou 800 32

57 21 2 do red leaf 120 17

59 Gallawatte 23 4 do bro pek 370 44

60 24 3 do pekoe 300 39

61 25 1 do pek sou 100 34

70 Citrus 34 2 do dust 274 31

71 H A 35 1 do fans 100 29

77 Glenalla 41 1 do congou 90 26 b
78 42 1 do fans 90 40

79 43 1 do bro mix 90 20

80 44 1 do dust 150 30
85 RX 49 1 hf-ch sou 50 34

86 50 2 do dust 160 33
87 Galphele 51 6 do bro pek 330 62
90 54 1 do sou 38 34
91 55 2 do dust 140 33
92 56 1 do unas 49 39
103 Koorooloogalla 67 2 ch pek sou 200 38
104 K 68 1 do pek dust 142 31
105 69 1 do red leaf 110 25
112 Hopewell 76 4 do pekoe 360 44 bid
113 77 4 do pek sou 360 37 bid
114 Chetnole 78 3 hf-ch congou 150 33
115 C P D 79 7 do pek fans 385 42
116 80 3 ilo bro pek 165 50
117 81 3 do pekoe 150 41
126 Harangalla 90 2 ch fans 240 40
137 Manangoda 101 3 ch

1 hf-ch sou 340 33
138 102 1 cli fans 95 39
139 103 2 do

1 hf-ch red leaf 244 23
146 H J S 110 6 do bro pek 300 54
147 111 7 do pekoe 350 42 bid
149 113 2 do sou 100 30
164 Pinehill 128 4 do pek sou 260 40
165 129 1 do red leaf 75 30
170 New Valley 134 1 ch bro tea 100 31
171 135 4 do dii.st 360 30
172 136 3 hf-ch fans 180 40
177 Pinehill 141 2 ch pek sou 130 39
178 142 1 hf-ch dust 80 31
180 K 144 2 do bro mix 98 21

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.
fFrom Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Sept. 27.

Marks and prices of CEYLOF COFFEE sold Mincing
Lane up to 27th Sept. :

—

Ex “Barrister” Wiharagalla, Ic 100s; 3c 98s Cd; Ic It
95s 6d; lb 118s. WHOT in estate mark, It 80s. Gowera-
kellie, 5c It 97s 6d; 2c 9.5s 6d; It 120s. Gonakelle, It 103s;
3c 97s; 2c 94s Cd; lb 11.5s.

Ex "Glenesk”—Goewrakellie, 3c lb 91s 6d. Niabedda, Ic
100s; 10c 97s
Ex "Gaekwar”—Niabedda,, Ic 98s; 2c 99s; lb 115s.
Ex “Yorkshire”—Gonamotava, lb 102s; 4c lb 90s Cd; 3c

94s Cd.
Ex “Glenesk”—Tulloes, Ic 97s; .5c 95s Cd; 4c It 95s Cd

PB. It 102s.

Ex “Barrister”—Balagola Ella, lb 9Ss; 2c 90s Cd; 3c lb
9Gs Cd. PB, lb 108s.

Ex “Yorkshire”—.Standard Co., St. Leonards, Ic It lb 97s;
10c lb 9Ss. PB, It 120.S. Gorilon, lb 100s; Cc It lb 98s Cd.
PB, It 120s. Ragalla, 4c lb 98s Cd; 5c 99s; It 115s.
Ev “Gaekwar”—Brookside, 3c H> 9.5s Cd; .5c lb 99s. PB,

lb 95s.

Ex “Glenesk”—Berragalla, Ic 100s; ,5c 98s Cd; Cc It 98s
Cd; 3c lb 9Cs; lb Ic 120s Cd; Ic SOs; 5 bags 100s Cd. Need-
wood, ic 102s; 5c 98s Cd; 2c It 95s; It 113s; 1 bag 95s;
lbag(sd)89s. NWT in estate mark, Ic 80s. N\V, Ic 7Gs.
NWP, in estate mark, Ic lb SOs Cd; 1 bug (s d) 7Cs. Hal-
dummulla. It 104s; Ic It 99s; lb 95s: lb llCs. HMT in
estate mark, lb SOs. IIM, lb 78s. H.MP in estate mark.
It SOs. Kahagalla, Ic 102s; 7c 99s; Cc It 98s; Ic lb 119s;
1 bag 95s; 1 bag 90s. KGT in estate mark, Ic lb 8Gs Cd.
KG, Ic 2b 73s Cd.

Ex “Barrister”—Idulgashen.a, Ic 102s; 5c 99s; 4c 97s Cd;
It 118s; 1 bag 95s; 1 bag 89s. IHT in estate mark, lb 83s.
IH, lb 77s. IHP in estate mark, lb 70s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.
(From Our Commercial Correspondenf).

Mincing L.\Nf, So])teinber 27 h, 1805.

Ex “VVanderer”—Rosebnry, 43 b.igs COs; 2 bags 38s Cd;
2bags 45s.

Ex ‘ Senator”— Alloowiharie, 20 bags COs.

OBSKUA'KU PIUNTING 'WOBKS



TEA, COFFEE, CIECHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 43,] Colombo, October 27thj 1895- ( Price :—12| cents each
;
3 copies

I 30 cents
;
6 copies rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTES.

[Messrs. Benham Bremner.-—5,853 lb.]

Lot. Bo.x Pks. Nanie. lb. c.

1 Orange Field 28 6 ch bro pek 600 45 bid
2 30 9 do pekoe 900 36
10 Mahanilu 46 8 do sou 640 38
14 Els con 54 1 do pe sou No. 2 630 34 bid
17 60 7 do congou 700 32 bid

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co., 64,796 lb.]

Lot. Box. pk Name. lb. c.

1 Portswood 1 24 hf-ch hro pek 1200 Rl-OGhid
2 3 23 do ])ek No. 1 1150 86
3 5 22 do pek No. 2 1100 75
4 Kenningtoii 7 8 ch sou 624 34
7 S Y, in est. mark 11 11 do hro tea 1100 23
8 Nahaveena 13 16 hf-ch bro pek 800 57
10 16 11 do pek sou 550 42
12 Agra Oya 19 23 do or pek 11.50 48
13 21 8(5 do hro pek 1980 48 bid
14 23 14 ch pekoe 1400 36 bid
15 25 7 do pek sou 700 31 hid
16 27 5 do bro mix 500
18 F H M in estate

mark 30 12 hf-ch fans 720 29
19 Elgin 31 5 ch pek sou 400 45
23 Warwick 36 4 do bro tea 440 39
26 K K K 40 18 hf-ch bro or pek 1080 70 bid
27 42 13 ch or pek 1300 60
29 45 11 do pek sou 913 42
31 48 6 hf-ch dust 540 33
33 Ossington 50 13 ch bro pek 1430 56 bid
34 52 22 do pekoe 2200 42 bid
35 54 14 do pek sou 1400 36
38 Monte Christo 58 87 hf-ch pekoe 4350 46 hid
46 Ruanwella 67 25 do bro or pel: 1250 55 bid
47 69 20 ch bro pek 2000 48 bid
48 71 21 do pekoe 1890 42
49 73 7 do pek sou 630 37
50 75 7 do dust 525 29
51 Bambrakelly and

Dell 7T‘ 7 do hro pek 840 55
52 B and D 7b 3 do dust 442 29
53 Norton 79 37 do hro pek 3700 52 hid
54 81 38 do pekoe 3496 41 hid
58 Charlie Hill 86 11 hf-ch pek sou .550 36
61 Bakwana, in es-

tate mark 90 18 ch hro or pek 1980 50 hid
62 92 42 do bro pek 4585 46 bid
63 94 15 do pekoe 1275 40 hid
64 96 36 do bro pek .sou 3.580 40
65 . 98 5 do dust 625 30
66 Engura Kanda 99 27 do hro pek 2940 50 bid
67 MacLampe 101 29 hf-ch pek fans 1740 45 bid
69 W 103 7 do bro pek 400 45 hid
70 105 10 do pekoe 490 37

71 107 (5 ch
2 hf-ch pek sou 7o7 32 bid

[Mr. E. John.--96,394 Jb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

1 Nartnel 232 10 hf-ch hr pe No. 2 500 40 bid
2 234 10 do pekoe 450 38 bid
8 236 9 do pek sou 405 33 bid
4 Allington 238 14 do or pek 700 48
5 240 9 do hro pek 495 54 bid
6 242 16 do pekoe 800 40 bid
7 244 10 do pek sou 500 33 bid
10 BK 250 9 do dust 916 28
11 Madultenna 252 14 ch bro pek 1400 67

12 254 12 do pekoe 1200 41 bid
13 256 14 do pek sou 1400 37

14 Coslanda 258 44 do bro pek 4400 67 bid

15 260 39 do pekoe 3900 46 bid
16 262 30 do pek sou 3000 40 bid
17 264 4 (lo dust 600 32

23 Glanrhos 276 20 do hro pek 2000 60 bid
24 278 2"> do 'pekoe 2000 46 bid
25 280 8 do or pek 680 39

26 282 7 do pek sou 595 38

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

29 Oakfield 288 8 lif-ch hro pek 400 55 bid
34 Ferndale 308 14 ch bro pek 1400 62 hid
35 310 11 do pekoe 990 55
38 Wewes.se 316 47 hf-ch bro pek 2585 64
39 318 21 do pekoe 1155 62
40 320 )8 do pek sou 900 44

44 Yahalakela 328 3 ch (lust 450 30
45 Alnoor 330 30 hf-ch bro pek 1500 70
46 332 17 do pekoe 765 44
47 334 12 do pek sou 540 39
50 Ardlaw and Wish-

ford 340 16 do or pek 720 81
51 342 26 do brorpeNo.l 1430 81 hid
52 344 10 do do No. 2 600 76 bid
53 346 11 ch pekoe 990 50 bid
54 0 348 12 do unas 1320 50
55 Cruden 350 13 do bro pek 1170 70 bid
56 11 13 do pekoe 1040 57 bid
57 13 5 do pek sou 4.50 47

59 Tarf 17 11 do pek sou 1045 39
60 19 5 hf-ch dust 425 30
61 NB 21 10 ch sou 1000 45
62 23 7 do dust 1001 33
65 Saint Clair 29 11 hf-ch pek dust 957 32
66 Glasgow 31 65 ch hro or pek 3960 80 hid
08 35 36 do or pek 2088 61 bid
69 37 40 do hro or pek 3000 80 bid
70 39 28 do or pek 1024 62 bid
71 41 22 do pekoe 2090 55
72 CN 43 7 do bro tea 700 20 bid
73 Stinsford 45 34 hf-ch bro pek 1870 75

74 47 42 do pekoe 2100 45 bid
75 49 24 do pek sou 1200 41 bid
79 Dickaplttia 57 24 ch pekoe 2400 48 bid
80 Callandar 59 20 hf-ch hro or pek 1200 83 bid
81 Agar’s Land 61 27 do hro or pek 1350 75 bid
82 03 20 do bro pek 1000 51 bid
83 65 20 do pekoe 1000 46 bid
84 67 20 do pek sou 1000 45

85 Chicago 69 32 ch bro pek 2880 52 bid
86 71 60 do pekoe 4800 40 bid
87 73 16 do pek sou 1400 38 bid
89 K, in estate mark 77 11 do bro pek 1085 33 bill

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—215,579 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Andradeniya 314 4 ch bro pek 440 59
2 316 5 do pekoe 500 44
4 C H 320 10 hf-ch dust 800 30
10 A P K 332 10 do bro or pek 500 50 bid
11 Weoya 334 40 do bro pek 2200 61
12 336 49 do pekoe 2450 40

13 338 10 do bro pe fans 006 43
14 340 8 do pek dust 560 29
16 S T R 344 4 ch fans 560 o2
17 Blackstone 346 13 do bro pek 1300 48 bid
18 318 19 do or pek 1615 43
19 350 16 do pekoe 1360 o7
20 352 17 do pek sou 1445

21 354 10 do bro tea 850 24
23 Nahaveena 358 75 hf-ch bro pek 3750 .55 i)id

24 360 31 do pekoe 1550 46 bid
25 362 50 do pek sou 2500 42
26 364 5 do dust 400 3 0

28 Ambalawa 368 13 do bro or pek 650 47
29 370 22 do I)ro pekoe 990 48 bid
30 372 23 (lo or pek 1150 51 bid
31 374 26 do pekoe 1170 41

32 376 18 do pek sou 728 35

33 Langdale 378 20 ch bro pek 2400 70
34 380 17 do pek 1700 51 bid
40 JIukalana 392 14 do bro pek 1830 60
41 394 14 do pekoe 1260 46
42 396 7 do pek sou 700 38
43 398 6 do sou 600 31
44 400 5 ch fans 625 45
45 402 6 do dust 960 30
47 Heeloya 406 14 do bro pek 1400 60 bid
48 408 IG do pekoe 1600 44 bid
49 410 21 do pek sou 2100 38 bid
51 Dea Ella 414 55 hf-ch bro pek 3025 51
52 416 40 do pekoe 2000 40
53 418 15 do pek sou 750 o7
55 422 7 hf-ch dust 525 30
56 Lyegrove 424 17 ch bro pek 1920 51

1 hf-di



•2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'l'.

Lot. Box. Pk-ga. Name. 11). C.

57 426 12 fh pekoe 1200 42
59 Rothes 430 32 boxes pekoe 608 42
60 0 P M in est.

mark 432 8 lif-cii bro or pek 480 97
61 434 9 do or pek 495 87
62 436 IS do pekoe 1008 69
6S 438 25 do pekoe No. i! 1400 55
64 440 23 do sou 1265 45
72 Amblakamla 450 6 cli bro pek 600 57 bid
73 458 10 do pek 900 47 bid
74 460 5 do pek .sou 500 41
76 St. lleliers 464 28:lif-ch bro or pek 1484 64
77

I'klerapolla
466 18 ch pekoe 1800 45 bid

81 478 20 do pek 1700 40
82 480 37 do pek sou 2960 36
S3 476 9 do sou 763 33
84

M 1>
478 6 do fans 540 34

86 484 6 do sou 600 31 bid
87

Pedro
486 8 do (lust 1160 30

88 488 21 (lo bro or pek 2310 77 bid
89 490 5 do bro pek COO 66
90 492 17 do pekoe 1530 67
91 494 12 do pelt sou 900 53
92

Keuchatel
496 3 do dust 450 37

93 498 10 do bro pek 1100 52 bid
94 Talgaswela 500 15 do pek sou 1350 40
95

Stinsford
502 25 do pek sou 2427 39

96 504 19 hf-ch I>ro pek 1045 C9
97 Doranakiinde 506 16 ch bro nek 1000 65
98 Agarsland 508 24 do pek sou 2400 36
99 Chines 510 20 :lif*ch bro pek 1000 63
lOG 512 21 ch pek sou 2340 37
101 Penrith 514 25 hf-ch bro pek 1257 52 bid
102

Daphne
518 45 do pok sou 2000 37

109 530 29 do bro pek 1595 56
110

D II

532 28 do pekoe 1400 38
111 534 10 ch bro tea 490 29
112 536 15 do fans 820 29
116 P C II Galle

117
in est. mark 544

546
10

31

lif-cli

do
bro pek
pekoe

960)
1550 J

witlid’n

118 548 13 do pek sou 650 33
121 Downside 564 10 do pek sou 500 34
127 C'Innes 566 21 do pekoe 1785 42
128 Sandringham 568 12 do bro pek 1320 80 bid
129 Dunkeld 70 21 hf-ch or pek 1050 60
181 Digdola 576 17 ch fans 450 33
132 Beausijour 577 19 ch pekoe 1530 41 bid
134 Uethersett 580 29 do brorpe No.2 3654 58 bid
135 . Veture 582 28 do br peNo. 2 2940 48 bid
136 D F W K

in e.st. mark 584 30 do pek sou 3000 33 bid
137 A T in etate

mark 580 18 hf-ch bro pek 1080 45 bid
138 588 19 do pekoe 950 42
139 590 20 do pek sou 1000 35
141 North Cove 594 5 ch congou 5C0 37
142 596 5 do dust 400 30
155 Thedden 622 13 ch bro pek 1430 51
156 624 14 do pekoe 1400 43
161 B in estate

634 5 do dust 700 35
102 Y 636 0 do bro tea 660 21 bid
163 638 10 do red leaf 1000 18
164 Yataderia 640 13 do bro or pek 1365 46
165 642 18 do i)ro pek 1890 40
166 644 13 do or pek 1300 ,34 bid
167 616 40 do pekoe 4600 32 bid
168 648 12 do pek sou 1140 30 bid
174 Doonevale 660 14 do bro pek 1400 54
175 662 25 do pekoe 22.50 40 bid
183 L and E 678 23 do bro mix 2380 17 bid
183 Alton 684 5 do congou 545 21
197 Lochill 766 19 hf-ch bro or pek 1045 .52 bid
19S 708 17 ch bro pek 1700 60 bid
199 710 9 do pek No. 1 810 52 bid
202 M W 716 5 do pek sou 475 IS
205 Morankande 722 25 do lu'O pek 2500 59 bid
206 724 23 do pekoe 2300 41 bid
207 726 19 do pek sou 1900 37
208 Opalgalli 728 8 do congou 900 22 bid
210 Cottaganga 732 4 do dust 600 30
212 Kagalla 736 9 hf-ch fans 720 38
2 9 Sorana 750 9 ch bro pek 905 48 bid

1 hf-ch
220 752 12 clt pekoe 1032 41
221 754 6 do pek sou 432 34
2;3 S M K 758 12 do bro mix 1020 16
225 Bramley 762 12 do dust 1200 30
226 BWP in es-

tate mark 764 29 lif-ch fans 1740 37 bid
227 Bolton 766 32 do l)ro or pek 1750 out

Lot. Bo.v 1‘kgs. Name lb. C.

228 768 29 hf-cb bro pek 1740 87 bid
229 770 25 tlo or pek 1250 69 bid
230 Knavesmire 772 13 ch bro pek 1360 53

1 hf-ch
231 774 34 ch pekoe 3115 42

1 bf-ch
232 770 16 ch pek .sou 1495 36

1 hf-cb
233 778 11 cb SOU 880 32
235 Glenorchy 782 3i) hf-ch bro pek 2145 77
236 78.5 47 do pekoe 2350 55
239 Shannon 790 20 do or pek 700 61
241 794 13 ch pekoe 780 45
242 796 10 do pek sou 700 36
243 79S 3 ch bro tea 543 34

7 hf-cb
247 Talgaswela soo 32 ch bro pek 3200 45 bid
248 Uurstpierpoiiit 808 9 hf-cli bro pek 450 42
249 810 9 do pekoe 485 32
251 Knavesmire 814 4 ch bro pek 400 47
252 Queen.sland 816 9 do bro pek 900 80
253 818 10 do pekoe 050 61
256 Easdale 824 17 do bro pek 1900 85
257 826 19 do pekoe 1900 65
258 Bandara Elija 828 42 bf-cb bro or pek 2500 65 bid
2.59 830 17 do or pek 850 65 bid
260 832 29 do pekoe 1450 56 bid
261 834 7 hf-ch fans 470 31 bid
262 836 8 ch dust 1050 31 bid

[Messrs. SomeicriLiLE (.V (Jo., 154 ,094 lb.]

Lot. Box. PI.:gs N) mes. lb.

1 L 145 11 bf-ch lili .j 935 30
2 146 10 cli bio mix 950 28

12 Wattagalla,
K V 156 13 do bro pek 1300 72

13 157 9 do pekoe 900 43
17 Galkadua 161 15 do bro pek 1500 56
18 162 12 do pekoe 1200 39
19 163 15 do pek sou 1500 33
20 Kelani 104 49 llf-cll bro pek 2695 69
21 165 38 do pekoe 1900 42
22 166 31 (lo pek sou 1395 36
25 Penrith 169 27 ch bro pek 2700 72
26 170 21 do pekoe 1080 48
27 171 12 do pek sou 1020 40
30 Gallawatte 174 9 (lo bro pek 900 49
31 175 8 clo pekoe 800 40
34 Warakamuro 178 28 do bro pek 2800 53
35 179 IS do pekoe 1710 40

36 180 14 do pek sou 1260 38
38 Kananka 182 9 do bro pek 1035 55 bid
39 183 40 do pekoe 4000 40
40 184 IS do pek sou 1620 37
42 180 6 do pek fans 690 34

45 C A in estate
mark 189 43 hf-ch pek sou 2150 43

46 190 28 do pek fans 1624 48

47 191 8 do bro mix 432 37

49 193 10 do pek dust 1104 32
50 11 in estate
mark Colombo 194 4 ch bro pek 400 46

56 Yarrow 200 37 bf-cb bro nek 2072 65

57 1 31 do pekoe 1550 45

58 Arslena 2 37 do bro pek 1850 64

C8 3 35 do pekoe 1750 46

CO 4 23 do pek sou 1150 41

01 Depedene 5 34 do or pek 1700 46

62 6 21 do bro pek 1155 52 bid
63 7 35 do pekoe 1750 41

64 8 25 do pek sou 1250 35
65 9 5 do du.st

.

400 30
07 Koseneatli 11 38 do Ijro pek 2090 56

68 12 12 ch pekoe 1080 41

69 13 13 do l)ck sou 1170 38

73 Ovoca 17 14 ch tiro or pek 1460 78 bid
74 18 12 do or pek 1200 66

75 19 18 bf-cli pekoe 900 67

76 U W A 20 20 A bro pek 2730 49 bid

77 G \V 21 5 do SOU 400 36

1 Monrovia 25 24 bf-cli bro pek 1260 64

82 26 18 ch pekoe ISOO 46

S3 27 4 do pek sou 400 40

84 23 4 do fans 400 39

87 Alutkelle 31 12 bf-cb pekoe COO 42

88 32 4 ch
1 1lif-cb pek sou 4C7 33

91 Salawe 35 10 ch liro pek 1000 60

92 36 9 do pekoe 855 44

93 37 26 do pek sou 2340 40

94 I P 38 25 do do 1875 34



CEYLOX PRODUCE SALES LIST, 3

Lot. Box. Pkj58. Names- lb. C.

9!) K V in estate
mark 43 11 hf-ch pek son 612 37

100 44 .5 ch sou 420 33

102 D A 46 10 do pek sou 740 21

103 D’Oya 47 15 do pekoe 1500 42 bid

103 ELlandhii 48 12 do oro pek 960 50 bid

101 49 12 do pekoe 900 39

107 Ukuwella 52 18 do bro pek ISOO O’.

lOS 53 13 (lo pekoe 1300 42

109 54 13 do pek sou 1235 37

no Rattota 55 25 do pekoe 2375 39 bid

111 56 S do pek No. 2 640 40

112 h7 12 do pek sou 1080 34 bid

115 JMorasalla 00 9 do bro pek 955 55

1 hf-ch

116 01 7 ch pekoe 700 40

117 62 4 du pek sou 400 37

IIS 63 5 d(3 pek dust 550 30

119 iSI K A in estate
mark 64 5 do pekoe 575 41 bid

120 65 20 do pek sou 1900 37 l)id

124 Kirimettia 09 S hf-ch bro pek 400 49

125 70 20 do pekoe 900 38

129 Antenne 74 13 ch pekoe 1300 40

130 75 24 do pek sou 1800 35

131 M K A 70 20 do pekoe 1500 38 bid

132 77 13 do pek .sou 1170 34 bid

133 M I, Ceylon 78 11 hf-ch pek No. 1 500 47 bid

134 79 11 do
6 ch pekoe 937 46 bid

135 N C SO 13 do iiro pek 1305 47 bid

137 yirisanda 82 10 hf-ch bro pek 600 72

138 S3 18 do pekoe 900 44

139 84 30 do pek sou 1500 37

141 SO 10 do uua.ssorted 500 41

145 DR A 90 10 do pekoe 500 37

14S Monsagalla 93 38 ch mo pek 4180 48 bid

149 93 38 do do 4140 48 bid

150 94 42 do pekoe 4153 40 bid

151 California 05 4 do bro pek 400 51

r>2 96 6 do pekoe 600 39

158 Marymonnt 102 0 lii-cll bro pek 450 42

159 103 11 do pekoe 5,50 36

162 Paradise 103 11 do bro pek 504 68

163 107 9 do pekoe 432 45

167 111 16 ch pek sou 1552 38

168 112 .5 do SOU 435 34

169 113 7 do unassorted 6SG 37 bid

171 I M G, in es-

tate mark 115 16 do bro pek 1600 46 bid

172 no 7 do pekoe 665 37 bid

173 117 19 do pek sou 1710 34 bid

174 118 6 do red leaf 600 22

SMALL LOTS.

MESSE.S. Bekham & Bremner.
Lot Box Pk,o'S. Name lb. C.

Orange Field 32 3 ch pek sou 300 25 bid

4 34 1 do dust 120 29

36 3 do bro tea 300 27 bid

5 Springwood 38 o do bro mix 200 16

7 Hopewell 40 3 hf-ch pek .sou 168 30

18 41 2 do ])ekoe 115 34

19 44 3 do bro pole 185 43

11 Mahanilu 48 2 do bro mix 180 17 bid

12 50 3 lif-ch du.st 255 29

13 52 2 ch red leaf 180 15

5 Ekston 50 1 1do bro mix 100 28 bid

6 58 4 hf-ch dust 280 30

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. c.

3 Andradeniya 31S! i1 ch pek sou 100 32

5 IVewalakanda 322 5 hf-ch bro pek 260 50

6 324 5 do pekoe 2.50 41

7 320 5 do pek sou 2.30 37

8 328 1 do con^^ou 44 so

9 330 1 do unas 40 38

15 K H h 342 2 ch lu'o mix 170 17

22 Black-stone 356 2 do pek dust 200 29

27 Nahaveena 366 1 hf-cli congou 52 30

35 Langdale 382 2 ch pek sou 200 46

33 884 1 do dust 150 31

37 Cionawella 386 1 do sou 78 28

38 .388 1 lif-ch fans 67 35

39 390 1 ch dust 210 29

1 hf-ch

Lot. Box. Pk; Name.s. lb. c.

46 Mukaiana 404 1 oil red leaf 13.30 21

50 Heelova 412 3 hf-ch du.st 240 30

54 Dea Ella 420 0 do fans 250 34

58 Lyegrove 428 1 cll du.st 95 30

6.5 O It 442 3 do bro pek 315 63

66 444 3 do p('koe 240 50

67 440 1 do du.st 150 32

68 Stafford 448 2 do bro pek 220 75

69 4.50 4 do pekoe 360 58

70 452 1 do pek sou 90 48
71 454 1 do fan.s 80 37
75 Amblakande 462 2 do SOU 200 29
78 St. Heliers 468 3 do pek sou 300 34
70 470 3 l)f-ch dust 195 30
SO 472 3 ch bro tea 353 17

1 hf-7h
85 o 482 4 ch SOU 320 29
103 G P G 518 4 hf-ch bro pek 200 57

104 520 6 do pekoe 300 41
10,5 522 7 do pek sou 350 34
100 524 4 do sou 200 28
113 D H 538 2 do dust 160 29
114 64U 1 hf-ch mix tea 50 33

115 542 2 . 0 red leaf 10) IS
119 P. C. II. Galle in

Estate mark 550 3 do congou 150 24
120 Downside 552 4 uo bro pek 200 44
122 5.30 8 do SOU 1.50 29

123 558 2 do ll'.ist 150 30
130 Digdola 572 1 ch bro tea 105 29
140 A T in estate

mark 592 2 hf-ch dust 150 30
143 North Cove 598 3 hf-ch bro tea 105 32
ns A N K in es-

tates mark COS 3 ch bro pek 298 32
149 610 1 do pekoe 100 37

150 612 2 do soucliong 157 17

51 614 1 do bro tea 84 10

152 610 3 hf-ch bro pek 147 40
153 618 1 do Ijekop 40 37

154 620 1 do bro f.ius 65 30
157 Tlieddeii 620 2 do pek -iou 180 32

158 623 3 ch somhung 270 18

159 630 1 do dust 150 29

160 B in estate
m.ark 632 2 do souchong 180 28

172 Inguruealla 656 3 do bro pek 300 44 bid
173 658 3 do pekoe 270 40
176 Doonevale 604 4 do fans 380 30 bid
177 666 1 do dust 140 29
178 Norwood 068 2 do bro pek 200 84

179 670 3 do pekoe 240 53
180 672 1 do sou 104 46
181 674 2 do dust 288 35

182 A G 676 2 do bro tea 212 30
184 Doomba 680 5 hf-ch red leaf 275 17

185 Alton 682 1 do souchong 70 30

187 Somerset 686 1 ch pekoe 100 47 bid
1S8 A 688 2 do bro pek 150 28

189 690 1 do pekoe 84 32
190 092 2 hf-ch souchong 140 22
191 694 1 ch fannings 129 28

192 696 2 do dust 288 27

193 A 0 698 1 do bro pek 76 30

194 700 2 do pekoe 145 30
195 702 1 hf-ch fannings 47 28
196 704 1 do dust 133 28

200 Locliill 712 2 hf-ch pek sou no 34

201 714 1 ch bro pek dust 120 30

203 M W 718 1 do pek sou 90 17

204 728 1 do dlU3t 140 28
209 Cottaganga 730 2 do fannings 220 31

211 Ragalla 734 3 do bro mixed 330 30
213 738 4 hf-ch dust 360 29
222 Sorana. 756 1 hf-ch cinst 80 29

224 Bramley 760 6 liO bro pek 336 30
234 Knavesmire 780 *2 do dust 160 30
237 Glenorchy 780 1 do red leaf 50 22
238 788 1 do dust 95 31

240 Shannon 792 3 do bro pek 120 67
244 80) 6 do du.st 330 31
245 882 1 do fans 50 35
246 804 1 ch red leaf 70 18
250 Hurstpierpoint 812 2 hf-ch red leaf 80 16
254 Queen.sland 820 4 ch pek sou 350 45

55 822 1 do bro pek 120 30

[Mr. E. JOH>7.]
Lot Box PkRS. Name lb. C.

8 Allington 240 1 hf-cli1 dust 80 30
9 248 1 do red leaf 55 17



4 (JKYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS!'

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb.

18 Coslanda 266 3 ch bro mix 300 19

27 Glanrhos 284 3 do pek fans 300 33

28 286 2 do SOU 170 36

30 Oakfield 290 6 hf-ch pekoe 300 40

31 30.1 C ''Id pek sou 300 34

32 304 1 do dust 85 30

33 306 1 do bro mix 55 16

36 Ferndale 312 3 ch pek sou 270 39

37 314 1 do dust 100 30

41 Yahalakela 322 3 do pek fans 270 34

42 324 2 do red leaf 160 17 bid
43 3-6 2 do bro tea 140 30

48 Alnoor 336 2 hl-ch SOU 90 32

49 338 5 do fans 325 34
68 Cruden 15 3 ch bro mix 240 24

63 N B '2,0 2 do brorpe fans 246 44
64 Saint Clair •21 1 do SOU 110 18
67 Glasgow 33 1 do bro or pek 72 66
76 Stinsford 51 3 hf-ch pek fans 195 30 bid
77 53 2 do dust 170 29
78 oa 3 do congou 130 29

88 W, Rakwana 7.J 14 box bro or pek 350 38 bid

[Messrs. A. H. T1IOMP.SON Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nomes. lb. c.

5 Kennington 9 3 hf-ch bro tea 159 30
6 10 4 do dust 320 30
9 Nahaveena 15 7 do pekoe 350 38

11 18 1 do dust 80 SO
17 Agra Oya 29 3 do dust 240 30
20 Elgin 33 1 ch dust 140 34
21 Belgrave 34 2 do dust 312 35
22 Warwick 35 2 do pek sou 180 41
24 38 3 do dust 240 35
25 MandaraNewera 39 3 do bro or pek 375 43
28 K K K 44 2 h-fch pesou No. 1 100 40
30 47 6 do fans 360 41
32 P B 49 3 ch dust 270 29
36 Ossington 56 1 do dust 173 29
37 57 1 do bro mi.x 101 15
40 II F, in est. mark 61 1 do red leaf 80 16
41 62 1 do

1 hf-ch bro mix 1-25 17
42 Ugieside 63 1 ch dust 115 29
43 64 1 do fans 115 28
44 65 1 do bro mix 95 16
45 D R & Co., inest.

mark 66 •28 box bro or pek 280 40 bid
55 Charlie Hill 83 5 hf-ch bro pek 250 46 bip
56 84 5 do pekoe 250 41
57 85 5 do pek No. 2 250 34
59 88 2 do SOU 100 24
60 89 2 do pek fans 130 30
68 Osborne 102 1 rh

1 hf-ch pekoe 156 20 bid

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box Pkg.s. Name lb. C.

3 A 147 1 hf-ch dust 80 30

4 148 1 do bro tea f.O

6 S 149 3 do dust 240 30 bid

6 150 1 do bro tea 50 20

7 Hatton 151 2 do dust ICO 30 bd
8 152 1 do bro tea 50 22 b d
9 D 153 3 <lo congou 165 22 bid

10 154 2 do sou 110 26

11 155 3 do dust 240 29

14 Wattagalla KV 158 3 ch pek sou 270 33

15 159 I hf-ch bro tea 50 30

16 160 1 do dust 98 30

23 Kelani 167 3 do fans 180 37

24 168 do dust 160 29

28 Penrith il72 1 ch bro pe fans 124 31

29 LPG 173 1 do red leaf 100 14

32 Gallawatte 176 1 do pek sou 100 35

33 177 1 do bro tea 100 15

37 W.arakamure 181 0 do fans 372 30

41 Kananka 185 0 do sou 270 30

43 187 i do bro tea 352 30

44 188 1 do dust 132 29 bip

48 C A 192 0 hf-ch red leaf 114

51 H in estate 35

mark Colombo 195 ch pekoe 260 32

52 196 3 do pek sou 240 28

53 197 1 hl'-ch sou 45 27

54 198 1 do dust 55 Rl bid

55 199 1 golden p i 11 23

66 Depedene 10 I rl > red leaf 220 18 bid

Lot. Box. P]Cgs. Names. lb. C.

78 GW 22 1 ch r. d leaf 70 31
79 23 6 hf-cli fans 360 30

80 24 4 do dust 288 30
85 Monrovia 29 1 ch pek dust 1-70 46 bid
86 Alutkelle 30 0 hf-ch iu'o pek 300 18 bid
89 33 2 do l ed leaf 100 30

90 34 1 do dust 64 22 bid

95 B F 39 3 hf-ch bi-o mix 174 30

96 40 3 do dust 261

97 K V ill c.-'late

mark 41 4 do bro pek 200 44 bid
98 42 7 do pekoe 350 37

101 45 1 cii fans 100 3

105 Bilandlm .‘'0 1 do bro tea 70 29 bid
106 51 1 do dust 110 29

113 Rattota 58 3 do bro tea 345 29 bid
114 59 4 hf-ch dust 360 30
126 Kirimettia 71 2 do pek sou 90 out
127 72 0 do fans 100 27
128 73 2 do dust 145 28
136 .Sirisanda 81 3 do or pek 150 Rl bid
140 85 2 do sou 118 30
142 87 1 ch

2 hf-ch fans 174 30
143 88 4 do bro mix 108 •21 bid
144 89 1 ch dust 131 30
160 Marymount 104 2 hf-ch unassorted 100 32
101 105 1 do dust 06 29
164 Paradise 108 5 do bro mix 265 32
165 109 3 do pek fans 162 34
166 110 1 do red leaf 51 17
170 114 1 ch dust 122 29

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corres2)ondent).

Mincing Lane, Oct. 4.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE .sold in Mincing
Lane up to 4th October :

—

Ex “Lusitania”—Amherst, 3c lb 96s; lb 99s; lb 82s.
Ex “Glenesk”—Dehigalla, lb 96s; 4c It 94s; 2c It 90s; Ic

86s 6d; It 90s; 1 bag (s d) 80s. DIG, Ic It 78s 6d; lb 69s;
lb 67s. DIG EP, 1 bag (s d) 69s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing L.ine, Oct. 4.

Ex “Barrister”— Eriagastenne, lb 35s.

Ex “Chingwo”—Ross, 2.5b 52s.

Ex “Polyphemus”—The Bandarapola Ceylon Co., Ltd.,
9b 52s.

Ex “.Staffordshire”—KPG, 7b 30s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Gorresjiondcnl).

Mincing L.\ne, Oct. 4.

Ex “Glenesk”—Gavatenne, 7c Is 9d; 2c Is Id; Ic 2s.

Ex “Kaisow”—Malabar, Ic Is 6d.

Ex “Benledi”—Delpotonoya, Ic 2s 7d; Ic 2s 2d; 2c 2s Id-
le Is lid; 4c Is lOd; Ic Is 4d; Ic Is 2d; ic Is lOd; lcls9d;
Ic Is 2d; 1 seeds 2s.

Ex “Dictator"— Kirklees, My.sore, Ic Is 4d; Ic Is 2d.
Ex “Yorkshire”—Vedehette, Ic 2s 8d; 2c 2s 4d; -2c 2s Id;

4e Is lOd; .3c Is 2d; Ic Is 4d; 2 seeds 2s. Amblainana, Ic Is
lOd; Ic Is 8d; Ic Is 6d; Ic Is 2d; 1 bag Is Id.

Ex “Wanderer”—Tonacombe, Ic 2s lid: .)c 2s 6d; 2c is
lOd; Ic Is 2d; seads Ic 2s.

1
Ex “Glenorchy”—Tonacombe, Ic Is lld.

OBSEKVER PRINTING WOPKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 44.J
(
Phice :—12^ cents each

;
3 copies

Colombo, November 5tli. 1895. 3Q cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[MESSR.S.

Lot.

Benham & Bremn’kk.—iZjSli) lb.]

1 Orange Field
5 Klscon

Box Pks. Name. lb. C.
1

30 6 ch bro pek 600 45 1

38 7 do pe sou No. 2 630 34 :

42 7 do congou 700 30 1

Lot.

49 O M a
no
52 (ilentilt

53
54 Bliiekbuni
55

5Ieeiiatenna

Mainland

Box.

185
187
191
193
195
197
199
•201

203
205

pkg.s.

6 ch
7 do

do
do
do
do

19
9
20
20
10 hl-ch

do
ch
do

N aine.

hi o pek
pekoe
bro pek
pek sou
Ijro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
1)1-0 pek
pekoe

lb.

461
460

1995
900
2200
2200
590
450
440
4-20

C.

41 bill

35 bid

61 bid
42
43 bid
35
56 bi«l

50
46
34

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson Co., 46,293 lb.]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 FB 1 12 ch congou 960 22
2 3 5 do dust 700 •27

3 K K K 4 IS hf-ch bro or pek 1080 65 bid
4 Ruanwella 6 •25 do bro or pek 12.50 48 bid
5 8 20 ch bro pek 2000 43 bid
6 Kngura Kaiule 10 •27 do bro pek 2940 i

7 Madainpe 12 29 hf-ch pek fans 1740 J

iLlUl 11

8 Agra Oya 14 36 do bro pek 1980 45 bid
9 16 14 ch pekoe 1400 33 bid
10 18 7 do pek sou 7tl0 -29 bid
11 Ossiugton •20 22 do pekoe •2-200 40 bid
12 Monte Christo 22 87 hf-ch pekoe 43,50 41 bid
14 A and F L 26 5 do pek fans 400 35
16 Portswood 28 32 do bro pek 1600 Rl’OO bid
17 30 23 do pek No. 1 1150 77 bid
18 32 23 do pek No. 2 1150 72 bid
19 W 34 7 do bro pek 400 45 bid
20 36 10 do pekoe 490 34 bid
21 38 6 ch

2 hf-ch pek sou 767 .'lO

•28 Canela 49 17 ch bro pek 1700 65 bid
29 Wattebedde 51 31 do bro pek 3100 51 bid
30 Panatenne 53 34 do bro pek 3400 51 bid
31 55 27 do pek sou 2225 38 bid

61 A M G, in est;ate
mark 209 11 <lo bro pe

«

1085 31 bid

[Messes. ORBKlS &: W;ILKER.— •215,579 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name 111. C.

11 Chesterford 858 25 do bro pek -2500 65

12 860 21 do pekoe 2100 48

13 862 19 ilo pek sou 1008 00

16 A 866 7 do bro pek 680 39

16 808 6 do pekoe 603 34

17 870 11 do dust 1740 •28

21 P C H Galle

in est. mark 878 •20 hf-ch bro pek 1200 49

880 36 do pekoe 1800 35 bid

23 Tonacombe 882 •28 ch or pek 2800 71

24 S84 24 do bi o pek •2040 57 bid

25 886 58 do pekoe ' 52-20 51 bid

26 888 12 do pek sou 1*200 42

27 S98 8 do dust 080 31

31 Deaculla 898 27 do bro pek 1620 74

32 900 52 do pekoe 39-20 58

Biuidarawella

Melrose

Meenioraoya

902
904
906
908
914
916
918
920
923
926

10 do
34 do
55 hf-ch
20 do
13 ch
9 do
7 do

26 hf-ch
20 do
21 ch

pek sou
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
or pe fans

T50

3400
3025
1595
1430
900
700
1040
800
2090

44
81 bid
79 bill

05 bid
57
39
37
52
40
40 bid

Lot

3
4

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
IS
19
20
21
2'^

23
•24

25
26
27
2S
31
32
33
•34

35
36
3!)

40
41
42
45
46
47

llenegama
Kila

<1 K W
I'vakellie

Dartry

Eadella

Maddagedera 79
SI

hi
85
101
103
105
107
109
111
113
115
117
119
121
113
125
127
P29
131

New Tunisgalla 133
135

); G S 137

139
141

Kcenagaha Ella 143
T K 149
Seveuoaks 151

153
155

Tientsin 157
159

O N 165
Gonavy 167
.Murraythwaite 169

171
Kotuwagedera 177

179
ISl

John.—-77..57fi 11). 1
1

46 9-28 12 do pek fans 750 30 bid
’ • j - r *•"

1 47 930 6 do pek dust 935 28 bid

Pkgs. Name lb. f.
1 48 Vataderia 932

1 hf-ch
12 ch bro or pek 1-260 47

26 ch bro pek •266(1 63 49 934 20 do bro pek 2100 39
18 do pekoe 16-0 36 bid 50 936 58 do pekoe 5800 31
33 do pek sou •26‘10 34 51 938 13 do pek sou 1235 28 bid
10 do fans 1060 30 52 Maha Uva 940 19 hf-ch bro or pek 1045 59 bid
63 do bro pek 5355 63 53 942 18 do or pek 900 70
•24 do pekoe 2640 38 bid 54 944 19 do pekoe 1900 52 bid
33 do pek sou •2S05 36 55 946 32 do l)ek sou 1080 46
5 do dust 000 31 58 Gampaha 952 12 do bro pek 1320 70 bid
8 do congou 7-20 45 59 954 10 do l)ekoe 100 56
20 do bi-o pe < •2200 05 60 956 8 do pek sou 800 44
21 do pekoe 21(H) 52 01 Hayes 958 75 hf-ch bro pek 3750 50
21 do pek sou •2100 45 62 960 37 do pekoe 1850 42 bid
5 do bro mix 750 •28 63 962 IS do pek sou COO 36
13 iif-ch bro or pek 780 58 bid 05 Great Valley 960 14 do bro pek 770 91 bid
18 ch bro pek 1800 (U 66 968 34 ch or pek 1870 65 bid
16 do pekoe 1520 46 67 970 26 do pekoe •2470 54 bid
13 do pek sou 1170 38 68 972 18 do pek sou 16-20 40 bid
15 do bro pek 1500 51 09 Kelaneiya 974 21 do bro pek 1785 65
•29 do pekoe •2611) 36 bid 70 976 •20 do pekoe •2000 52
8 do pek sou 640 33 73 Middleton 982 63 boxes bro or pek 1260 90 bid
11 hf-ch bro pek 605 69 74 984 11 hf-ch bro pek 605 81
19 do pekoe 950 57 75 986 18 do or pek 900 70
17 ch bi-o pek 1700 44 bid 76 988 16 ch pekoe 1600 58
20 do pekoe •2000 37

,

'7 990 16 do pek sou 1440 45
7 do pek sou 700 33 78 Carlabeck 092 4 do pek sou 400 69
4 do bro mix 500 39

!

79 994 12 hf-ch bro pe fan^ 780 49
5 do bro mix 460 25 C 0 E B 4 7 ch bro mix 630 15

30 hf-ch bro pek 1800 78 bid
1
85 M A 6 10 do bro tea 750 •24

•20 do or pek 1200 77i
1
86 8 13 hf-ch dust 1040 30

13 ch pekoe 1300 65 1
87 I.axpanagalla

32 hf-ch bro or pek 17C0 87 bid
i

88
19 ch pekoe 1900 62

;
;

92 ]. & K
7 do bro tea 700 20

1

93
37 do bro pek 4144 62 bid 94 Morakelle
15 do bro pek 14-25 55 9«
8 do * pekoe 680 36

1
96

22 do bro pek •2200 58 1 97
19 <lo pekoe 1900 37 99
19 do pek sou 1805 3(1

1
100 Heby

10 17 do bro pek 850 67
12 19 do pek No 1 950 50 bid
20 -20 ch bro mix 1700 17
22 7 do dust 1050 28
24 11 do bro or pek 1100 36 bid
•26 7 do pekoe 700 36 bid
28 -20 do pek sou -2000 34
30 6 do bro tea 660 ‘-5

1 :

1

34 3 do dust 400 29
” '

36 26 hf-ch bi o pek 1500 76



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Tjot. Bo.\. I’kgs. Name. 11). e.

101 3S 8 ch pekoe 720 64

104 Dunbar 44 14 lif-ch or pek 5SS 72

i(ir> 40 21 do bvo i>ek 1050 57

100 4S 22 Cll pekoe 1760 51

107 50 14 do pek sou 1260 42
110 Y 62 6 do bro tea 660 21

114 Midluthiaii 64 21 hf-ch or i>ek 1050 74

iir. 66 IS do bro pek 972 74

110 6S 23 do pekoe 1265 60
117 70 13 do pek sou 715 50
lis Lauderdale 72 i ch fans 770 30
110 Milliapoo 74 !) do bro pe fans S64 30 l)id

120 Vahalakelle 76 6 do bro tea 510 30
121 Locliiel 7S 19 hf-ch bro or pek 1045 56 bid
122 SO 17 ch bro pek 1700 63 bid
123 S2 9 do pek No 1 810 52 bid
120 Ambragalla SS 12 do bro pek 1360 44 bid

1 hf-cli

127 no 27 ch pekoe 1920 34 bid
1 hf-ch

12!- Brechin 92 12 do bro pek 1320 75
12!) 94 10 do pekoe 1050 55

132 Ca.stlereafih 100 12 tlo bro pek 1200 65

133 102 10 do or pek 1710 51 bid

134 104 1!) <lo pekoe 1710 40
13.’'. 106 5 do pek sou 400 35
143 Ellawatte 122 17 ao In-o pek 1785 71

144 124 23 do pekoe 2300 50

14.1 126 5 tlo pek sou 500 41

147 D W A 130 6 do pekoe 1302 40 bid
17 lif-ch

US I. 132 12 ch bro tea 1020 18

ir.4 Polatagama 144 4S do bro pek 4800 63
155 146 30 do pekoe 3000 37 bid

156 143 31 do pekoe 3100 37 bid
157 150 IS do pek sou 1800 33 bid
15S 152 14 tlo fanninjfs 1100 38
15!) 154 5 do dust 750 30

[Mkssrs. Somkkvili-k (S: Co., 79,211 lb.]

Jx)t. Bo.v. ri,:g.s Names lb. C.

1 Maligatenne 120 16 lif-ch unassorted 848 30 bid
4 Relwatte 122 11 ch bro pek 1210 55
5 123 8 do pek 840 38
6 124 4 (Id pek sou 425 34
7 Ilarangalla 125 17 ch bro pek 1700 6.3

S 126 23 do pek 2070 40
9 127 27 ilo pek 2160 35

12 Mahatenne 130 37 ch bro pek 2700 40 bid
13 131 20 do pek 2000 34 bid
16 Hardenhuish 134 11 ch orn pek 1045 61

17 135 12 cll sou 1068 29

IS Minna 136 25 hf-cli bro pek 1625 57 bid
19 137 28 ch ora pek 2100 66
20 138 29 do pek 2465 54

21 139 21 do pek sou 1680 42
24 Kanaka 142 12 ch bro pek 1380 47 bid
25 143 30 do pek 3000 39
26 144 16 do ek .sou 1440 3.5

28 146 4 <lo pek fan 400 31

32 s 1, (1 150 10 lif-ch .sou No 2 500 20 bid
35 Rayigain. 1.53 19 ch bro pek 1995 63 bid

36 154 21 do orn pek 1890 47

37 155 7 cll pek 630 39 bid

3s 1.56 5 do pek son 4.50 37
39 Kehelwatte 157 18 cll bro pek 1980 60 bid

40 1.58 15 do pek 1500 48 l)i)l

41 159 14 do pek son 1260 38 bid

43 Forest Hill 161 15 ch bro pek 16.50 47 bid

41 162 11 ch pek 1133 38 bid

46 Mousakanda 164 12 ch pek 1236 38 bid

47 165 5 ch pek sou 4.50 35

48 Benveul.a 166 18 hf-cli bro pek 1080 48 bid

49 167 12 ch pek 1200 38 bid

50 168 7 cll pek roil 700 33

52 170 4 cll dust 400 26

53 Pine Hill 171 7 hf-cli iiiiasor 420 38

54 Irex 172 19 cll 1)10 pek 1900 40 bid

55 173 18 ch pek 1800 32 bid

56 Yellebende 174 9 ch bro pek 900 61

57 175 11 cll pek 990 40

58 176 6 ch pek sou 480 3)

6!) Knutsford 187 22 hf-ch pek 1172 37

4 >) (t A Cevlon 191 !) ch j)ek sou 720 32

74 .1 S 192 5 cll pek sou 475 48

76 Kosgahahena 104 8 hf-cli pek 440 34

80 Mousagalla 198 42 ch pek 4153 37 bid

84 Allakolla 2 17 cll pek 1615 40 bid

85 Rundura a 18 ch Iiek 1800 38 bid

86 Neuchatel Ceylon 4 18 ch |iek sou 1440 30 bid

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. LENirAM *.v Brkmner.
Lot Box Pkg.s, Name lb. C.

•> Orange Field 32 3 ell pek sou 300 31
3 34 3 do bro tea 300 16 bid
4 Mahanilii 36 2 do bro mix 180 46
6 Elston 40 1 tlo bro mix 100 35

[Messes. A. H. Thomi’.son & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Nomes. lb. C.

15 A and F L 27 1 lif-di ritl leaf 55 14

27 Osborne 48 1 ch
1 lii-ch bro tea 156 out

32 Charlie Hill 57 5 do bro i)ek 250 45

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot Box Pko-S. Name lb. C.

5 Henegama S7 3 ch bro mix 255 22
6 89 2 hf-ch dust 160 29
29 Keenagaha Ella 145 1 ch dust 160 32
SO 147 1 do unas 100 19
37 Tientsin 161 2 do pek sou 200 49
38 163 3 hf-ch dust 240 40
43 Murraythwaite 173 1 ch SOU 80 30
44 175 1 do dust 140 29
48 B W A 183 3 do

1 hf-ch bro or pek 302 60
51 O MG 189 1 do SOU 39 31

60 VV G 207 14 box br or pe fans 350 30 bid

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

1 Maligatenne 119 1 hf-ch bro pek 55 42 bitl

3 121 2 hf-ch dust 138 28

10 Uarangalla 128 3 ch fangs 360 34

11 129 1 cll dust 160 30

22 Minna 140 2 ch bro mix 180 20 bid

23 141 4 hf-ch dust 300 28

27 Kananka 145 4 ch SOU 360 30

29 147 2 ch bro tea 196 26

30 148 2 ch dust 260 28

31 S L 149 4 hf-ch sou No 1 220 30

33 151 2 hf-ch dust No 1 200 29

34 1.52 4 hf-ch dust No 2 320 27

42 Kehelwatte 160 2 ch dust 100 31

45 Forest Hill 163 4 hf-ch dust 360 29

51 Benveiila 169 2 ch unasor 200 29

59 Yellebende 177 1 ch fans 120 o2

60 178 1 cll dust 150 31

01 N A 179 2 cll pek 190 31

62 180 1 cll pek sou 100 30

63 181 1 ch oro mix 100 27

64 182 2 cll reil leaf 200 15

65 Radege 183 3 lif-ch bro pek 150 46

66 184 4 do pek 200 .35

67 185 1 do pek sou 50 30

68 Knutsford 186 5 lif-ch oraii pek 296 57

70 188 3 tlo pek sou 138 28

71 189 2 lif-ch unasor 109 29

72 190 2 do fangs 1.59 25

75 193 6 hf-ch bro pek 390 41

77 19.5 2 do pek stui 110 30

78 196 1 tit) SOU 55 25

79 197 3 tlo fangs 195 30

87 lilliawatta 198 5 Iif-ch bro pek 300 39 bid

88 199 6 do pek 300 30 bitl

[Messrs. Forres & Walker.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name 11)

1 I KV 838 6 hf-cli bro mix 336 17

2 B B B in tst

mark 840 2 tlo dust 190 29

3 842 1 do bro mix 55 15

14 Chesterford 864 1 do conjrou 100 30

18 A 872 1 hf-ch dust No. 1 71 ;>o

19 874 2 ch f.aiinings 224 31

20 876 1 hf-ch fans Nt) 2 41 31

37 Craig 910 2 hf-cli reil leaf 130 1!)

38 912 2 ch unas 200 38

44 Meenioraova 924 2 hf-ch sou SO «>n

50 Maha I'va 948 1 do conjiou 55

47 do dust 140 30



CEVLON PRODUCE 8ALES LIST. 3

Lot. Box Pkgs Name lb. C.

G4 Hayes 964 6 hf-cli dust 300 31
71 Kelaneiya 978 1 ch souchong 100 33
72 980 1 do dust 115 30
80 C B 996 2 hf-ch bro pek 120 74
81 998 2 cli pekoe 200 54 bid
82 Yellaioya 1000 4 do pek No 2 340 19
83 2 2 do bro tea 140 14

89 I.axapanagalla 14 7 hf-ch pek sou 350 39
9(t 16 1 do souchong 50 30
91 13 1 do dust 85 30
98 Morakelle 32 3 ch red leaf 330 14

102 Ireby 40 3 do pek sou 270 47

103 42 2 hf-ch dust 160 48
lOS M 52 1 ch bro pek no 25
109 54 1 do pekoe 103 26
110 56 1 do pek sou 92 20
111 58 1 do sou 74 25
112 60 1 do

1 hf-ch
dust 225 26

130 Brechin 96 3 eh pek sou 300 42
131 98 2 hf-ch dust 112 32
136 Cilstlereagh 108 4 do dust 320 31
137 110 1 ch bro mi.x 90 16
138 Munamal 112 3 do

1 hf-cli

bro pek 364 48

1.39 114 2 ch
1 hf-ch

pekoe 242 33

140 lie 2 ch pek sou 191 32
141 118 1 do congou 103 28
142 120 1 hf-ch dust 62 31
146 Ellawatte 128 2 do dust ISO 31

CEVLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corrcsjfondent)

.

Mincing Lane, Oct. ll.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
Lane up to lltn October

^.x “llenledi”—Ouvah, Ic 96s; 9c 94s 6d; 3c S8s 6d; Ic 98s;
'ic It S3s 6d; 1 bag 91s.

Ex “Lusitania”—Maliapahagalla, Ic lb 97s; 3c lb 9.3s Od;
Ic It 91s Cd; It 103s; Ic 84s. MPG, 1 bag sweepings 88s;

1 1 SOs Cd.
Ex “Senator”—Ragalla, 3c lb 9Ss Cd; 5c 98s; Ic lb 97s Cd;

le llOs; 3c 92s Cd; 2 bags 97s Cd: 1 bag 91s. Maousava, 12
bags 89s Cd. Rockhill, 12 bags 89s Cd. .Sarnia, 3c lb 99s 6il;

10c 95s Cd; 2c 11) 89s Cd; It lOCs Cd; Ic 83s; 3 bags 94s Cd.

Ex “Ningchow”—Alnwick, It 98s; 10c 90s; 6c lb 92s; lb
101s; Ic S4s Od; 3 bags 94s Cd.
Ex “Orizaba”—Concordia, lb 99s; 3c 96s Cd; 6c lb 96s;

It lb 110s; It lb 85s Od. CO in estate mark, 2 bags 77s
Ex “Maharatta”—ST&LC 8 in estate mark, 3 bags 83s.

Do. do. in estate mark, 10 bags 75s. Standard Co. Liddes-
<lale. Ic 99s; 4c 99s lb 110s. LSDT in estate mark, lb 85s.

LSI), lb Ic lb 79s. LSDP in estate mark Ic 74s.
Ex “Yorkshire”—.Standard Co. St. L., Ic lb 79s. .Stan-

j

dard Co. St. Leonards, 1 bag sweepings 90s. Gampaha, 5c
96s; 2c lb 95s Cd. Nonpareil, 2t 95s Cd.

i

Ex “Gaekwar”—Amherst, 3t 110s. Pitarat Malle, Ic 90s.

Ex “Maharatta”—GKET in estate Ic 84. GKE, It 89s;

Ic lb 83s; Ic It 84s; 1 b;ig 86s. GKEP in estate mark, 1 bag
95s. tOrmiston, lb 90s; Ic lb 95s Od. OX, lb SOs. Ol’P in

estate mark. It SOs.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Oct. 11.

Ex “ 8liropshire” -Uibipolla, C bags (s d) 44s Cd. Kumara-
dola, 1,3 bags (s d) 44s.

Ex “ Yorksliire”—Cocoa, Maragalla, 13 bags 52s Cd ;
11

bags 55s Cd ; 5 bags 42s.

Ex “ Barri.ster Eriagastenne, 9 bags 52s.
fix “ .Senator ” Rockhill. 3 bags 47s ; 1 b.ag 34s ; 2 bags 27s.

Maousava, 5 bags 52s Od
;

1 bag 37s
; 3 bags 46s Od ; 3

bags 27s,

OBSERVER PRINTING WORKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 45.]
... X' .. .. 11 , 1 . ICO. ( Phuk :-12^ cents each

;
3 copies

Coi-OMBO| iSOM.MBBK Hilt, IS.,.).
j 30 ceuts

;
G copies i rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA. Box. Fief'S. Names. M>. c\

LARGE LOTS.

[Mkssrs. Benham & Bremnek.--Ln-TO lb.]

]-0t. Box Pks. Name. lb. c.

1 E <t R 32 12 hf-ch pet. sou 600
40Hattalgall-.i 34 6 <‘h pek sou 600

4 3S 5 do fans 4;»’J 3'

[Messrs. A. H. TllU.MrSON A' Co., 41, -273 lb.]

Lot Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

] Portswood i 13 ch j)ck sou 1010 5 J

3 8 do »uu (HO 48

5 5 hf-ch dust 4<K) 42

4 M J. C 6 30 do SOU 1200 32 bid

S 13 do dust 075 •28

Attabagie 12 37 hf-ch bro or pek 2035 50 bid

•I 11 8 ch or pek 595 60

\i) 1» 37 do pektMi 3330 39 l)id

11

13

A C I.

AO (J

19

20
0 do
5 do

fans
pek sou

630
500

38 bid
31 bid

14 22 4 do dust 560 30

13 Glengariffe 27 0 do SOU 480 31

'll Manangoda :u 17 ch bro pek 1850 45 bid

22 33 22 hf-ch pekoe 1145 30 bid

23 35 8 do pek sou 4-‘0 27 bid

25 38 10 do pekoe A 490 33

ie Myraganga 40 38 ch or pek 4150 60 bid

27 42 12 do
60 bid1 hf-ch or pek 1250

28 44 17 ch bro pek 1870 52 bid

46 28 do
45 bid1 hf-ch pekoe 2860

3(1 48 30 ch pek sou 3000 36 bid

*1

»2
Kintyre 50 IS hf-ch bro or pek 1080 65 bid

ogO 52 3 ch pe dust 442 28

34
33

Vogan 54 25 ch bro pek 2500 69

50 20 do pekoe 1800 60

38 58 20 do pek sou 1700 43

Uuanwella • GO 25 hf-ch bro or pek 1250 45 bid

33 02 20 ch bro pek 2000 42

57 Cliestevfovd •268 15 ch bro pek 1.500 54 hid

58 •270 12 do pekoe 1-200 47

.59 •272 12 do -pek sou 1200

61 St. Helicrs •276 13 lif-ch hro or pek 689 61

62 278 10 do pekoe 1000 47

63 •280 IS do pekoe 1800 47

68 Doonevale •2!K) 1-2 cli liro pek 1-200 55

69 292 19 do pekoe 1710 37

70 B D W K .M ‘29 r 68 hf-ch hro pek 3400 44 bid

71 B C W in estate
mark 296 IS ch bro or pek 1800 77

^2 •298 21 do bro pek 189.) 62

73 30.1 19 hf-ch or pek 960 52

74 302 18 ch pekoe 1620 49

75 301 11 hf-ch pek sou 5:«» 39 bid

76 \V’l)edde :5tKi 32 bo.X bro or pek on 59 bid
. i Anil)ala\v.a, .308 22 hf-ch liro psk 990 47 bid
79 Tlainmeria 312 45 cll bro or pek 49.50 64

SO 311 5 1 do I>ekoe 5100 48
81 316 8 di> pek .sou 809 42

82 0.\I 318 4 do nro or pek 440 48
83 3-20 5 do pekoe 500 42
89 Dunkeld 3.C2 18 cll bro pek 1980 0.5

90 334 •29 hf-cli or pek 1 150 64

!H .330 17 ch nekoe 1701 52
92 D K I> 3:18 4 do bro pe No. •2 460 45
100 Gonagalla 354 18 lif-ch bro pek 90-.) 47 bill

101 3.50 8 do pekoe 40) 40
101 Bagdad 362 5 cll bro mix 500 •26

116 S il .\ 386 4 do
1 hf-ch pekoe 410 •24

1-20 N 301 19 cll bro mix 2470 34
1-28 Charley Val-

ley 410 20 hf-ch bro pjk 1100 7-2

129 412 27 do pekoe 13.50 62
130 414 44 do pek sou 2112 46

131 Hayes 416 37 do pekoe 1850 i.

137 C A, in estate •

mark 428 14 hf-ch pek fans 840 50
139 432 6 do pek dust 4-26 33
147 Carfax 448 13 ch bro or pok 1430 62 bid
148 4.50 12 do or pek 1200 61 bid
149 452 14 do pekoe 1330 51

150 454 7 do bro pek 770 47
152 Great Valley 458 14 hf-ch bro pek 770 Rl-00
153 460 34 ch or pek 1870 06 bid
154 402 26 do pekoe •2470 54 bid
155 464 13 do pek sou 1620 11 bid

[Messrs. Forbe.s & Walker.—131,383 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Gandanr 156 1 ch bro pek 503 50
-.> 158 8 do bro or pek 744 41

S 160 5 do pekoe 471 35

4 162 8 do pek sou 793 34

5 llH 4 do fans 401 36

8 Havilland 170 8 do bro mix 720 ‘2-2

9 172 6 do dust 480 29

10 Uaigburth 174 5 ch dust 556 41

11 176 5 do fans 600 54

16 B n W A 186 10 hf-ch mix tea 700 43

19 B D VV 1> 192 3 do bro pek fan 480 39

21 Ratiagama 196 12 ch bro or pek 13-20 55 bid
•22 198 5 do bro pek 500 52

•23 200 9 do pekoe iXM) 47

2S Venture (Travan-
core) 210 9 lif-ch dust 07.5 ‘28

•29 .Shannon 212 15 do bro pek 525 55

30 214 15 do pekoe 9<X) 46

31 216 8 ch pek sou 560 35
•*” GoodwBod •228 11 lif-ch pekoe 556 55

40 Dainbagall:l 234 21 do bro pek 1560 74 bid

41 2:;ii •21 do pekoe 1050 65

43 X STR 210 6 d(» pek fans 508 36

41 Talgaswela •212 ‘20 ch bro pek 20(H) 0.5

45 214 20 do pekoe 1800 43

4.1 ‘246 10 do pek sou 900 36

47 Gairiiforth 248 40 hf-ch bro or pek ‘24(H) SO bid

48 250 03 do bro pek 3900 64 bid

49 •2;52 12 do pekoe 2-280 51 bid

.50 254 22 do dust 1585 30

53 A N K •260 5 ch
1 iif-eh bro pek 55.3 42

[Mr. E. JOHN.--46,683 lb.]

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. f.

3 Mocha ‘215 17 ch bro or pek 1955 80 hid
4 217 15 do or pek 1.5(Kl 72
5 219 17 do pekoe 1.530 r>6

6 .St. .John’.s 221 22 do bro pek 2562
7 223 20 do pekoe 2000 75
8 225 18 do pek sou 1800 58

11 Anchor, in estate
mark 231 2-2 do bro or pek •22(Kl 7‘2 liid

1‘2 233 12 do pek fans 1440 44
13 •235 14 hf-ch dust 1120 40
14 237 7 ch bro mix 665 28
15 Gonavy 239 16 do pekoe 1032 51
16 241 12 do pek sou 1080 43
19 Glasgow •247 65 do bro or pek 3966 71 )>i(t

20 249 36 do or pek 2088 53 bid
21 251 40 do bro orjpek 3000 77
22 253 28 do or pek 10-24 60 hid
•23 Ottery and Stam -

ford Hill 255 21 do bro pek 2400 71 hid
24 257 17 do or pek 1445 79
25 259 39 do pekoe 3506 5-i

•29 .4gav’s Land 267 19 hf-ch bro or pek 950 67 hill

31) 209 22 do bro pek 1100 43
31 271 20 do or pek 1000 66
32 2p 21 do pek sou 1050 40
33 275 5 do dust 400 53
35 Stinsford 279 1-2 do pekoe •2100 51

,
36 Gleiitilt 281 17 ch ' bro |»ek 1785 61 )>ii4

37 •283 14 do pek .sou 140.) 41

i
1) K ' 285 8 do sou 5Sii W



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISP.

[Messrs. Somerville iV; Co., 82,32(4 lb.]

Lot. Pox. Pkgs. Names. lb. C.

1 I’kuwela 7 25 (Or bro pek •2.500 • 65

2 8 17 do pekoe 1700 42

3 9 1 5 do pek sou 14-25 37
7 Allakolla 13 70 hf-ch bro pek 3850 56
8 14 22 di pekoe 2090 41
ft 15 14 do pek sou 1260 35
15 Mariftold 21 14 hf-ch bro pek 728 78bid
16 2'2 16 do pekoe 768 93
17 23 IS do pek sou 8-28 68
18 •24 16 do sou 800 54

'

•24 K M in est.

miirk 30 21 ch pek sou 1890 33 bid
25 31 5 do pek sou No. 2 550 29 bid
26 Monrovia 32 •20 hf-ch bro pek 1000 58 bid
27 33 14 ch pekoe 1300 44

28 34 4 do pek .sou 490 35
31 Antenne 37 10 ch pek sou 1000 ••40 bid
32 38 11 hf-ch pek .sou 550 31 bid
33 :«) 7 cli br<j,tea 625 24
34 Ai'slena 40 3-2 hf-ch bro pek 1600 60 bid
35 41 31 do Ijekoe 1550 43
36 42 23 do ek sou 11.50 .57

37 A R 43 14 do pekoe 1260 32
38 44 18 do pek sou 1620 32
39 Hapusasinulle 45 10 cli bro pek 1-200 53
41 47 11 do pek sou 1045 39
45 Peiuitli 51 34 do bro pek 3400 70
46 52 22 do pekoe 1 760 46
47 53 21 do pek sou 1785 40
49 Mahatenne 55 •27 do bro pek 2700 46
54 Irex 60 19 do bro 4>ek 1900 45
55 Bowahajiode-

wette
'

61 13 hf-ch bro pek 845 .53

5G 62 12 do pekoe 600 40
57 63 12 do pek son 600 36
«;o Nagus 66 4 ch bro pek 400 42
62 68 8 do l>ek sou 720 •20

64 Ovocii \ 1 70 16 do bro or ]iek 1600 84 bid
65 71 12 do or pek 1600 68
66 72 12 do pek sou 12-20 48
67 73 21 hf-ch pek fan.s 1470 42
68 Orion 74 172 bo.xes bro pek 3440 53 bid
69 75 21 ch pekoe 1995 44
70 76 8 do pek sou 760 ;58

72 Oanipolawatte 78 8 do bro ijek 600 31
73 79 6 do |)ekoe 570 58
74 SO 6 do pek .sou 570 42
75 81 4 lif-ch tlu.st .300 37

SMALL LOTS.

Micssrs. Lknham «& Hrkmneu.

Lot Hox I’kgs. N.ame lb. C.

3 Bathilgall.a 36 3 ch bro tea 300 •26

[MeS:8 US. A . H. TillOMi’SOX vK: Co.]

Jmt. Hox. Tkgs. Names. lb. c.

6 .M L< : 1) 7 hf-cli red leaf 350 23
U A B 1, 18 2 ch SOU 130 21 bid
15 XXX •215 1

• do uujis 1-20 17

19 tllengariffe 21) 1 ch dust 1.50 30
20 30 3 do red leaf 240 20

24 •Manangoda .37 3 hf-ch dust 320 28
33 O 53 1 ch

1 hf-ch red leaf 1.56 17

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot Lox Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 PTE 211 2 ell bro mix 200 17

2 213 1 do du.st 120 3.3

9 St. .lobii's •2'27, 4 bf-ell fans 312 44

10 2-29 3 <lo dust 300 33

17 (lonavy -243 1 do )iek fans 74 34

IS 245 1 do du.st 90 31

26 Ottery and Stain-
.

ford Hill 261 1 eb .sou 74 26

27 •263 1 bf-cb liust 79 34

28 B W A 265 2 do bro or ))ek 114 48

34 .\gar s Land 277 7 do red leaf 360 18

[Messrs. Forbks & Walker.]

Lot , Box Pkgs. Name lb C.

0 'arandon 106 2 ch con<iou •2l)7 ;’4

7 168 1 do dust 130 30
12 Ilaigburth 178 2 do coiijrou 200 29
13 Ascott 180 4 do pek son 300 29
14 182 2 do bro pe fan.s •240 34
15 B D W A 184 2 hf-ch hro or pek 130 59
17 188 2 do du.st 170 :14

IS B D W (i 190 2 do du.st ISO 29
•20 B .D W P 1.94 4 do dust 348 31
24 J’atiagania •202 1 ch jiek sou 100 37
2.5 204 1 do du.st 160 34
20 Kirkoswald 206 2 hf-ch bro or jiek 120 76
27 Venture (Traian-

core) •208 6 do pek sou 300 26 bid
32 Sbauon •218 O ch bro tea 240 32
33 2-2') 6 hf-ch dust 330 31
31 2'22 3 do fans 120 •86

35 (i Olidwood 2-24 2 do bro or pek 120 60
:56 2-26 4 uo bro pek 2-20 63
38 230 7 do Jiek sou 350 II
39 232 1 do dust 60
42 Dambagalla 238 4 hf-ch pek sou ISO 45
51 Couieaway 2.56 1 ch Jiek sou lOO :SG

52 258 2 do dust •274 34
54 A N K 26-2 2 do jiekoe 174 30
5.5 264 4 do sou 3-20 ‘20

56 266 2 tio bro pe dust 290 30
60 ( diesterford 274 1 ch bro tea 100 21

64 .St lleliers •282 •> do sou 3(X) 30
65 Laxapanagalla 284 3 if-ch bro pek 1.50 60
06 •286 4 do pekoe 200 44
67 288 2 do pek sou 100 41
78 K B 310 2 ch dust 260 3:1

93 1) K ]) 340 2 Jiek fans 320 32
102 (iongall.a 358 5 if-ch Jiek sou 250 31
10;l 360 1 do dust 50 31
105 ]5agitad 364 1 do dust 75 39
100 K V M 366 3 ch bro pek 345 ;m
107 368 1 if-ch bro pek 57
108 370 2 ch

1 hf-ch pekoe 243 2.S

109 S72 1 do pek sou 42 21
no s 374 2 eh

1 hf-eh bro pek •240 32
111 370 1 ch pekoe 90 30
112 378 1 do pek sou 90 20
113 380 1 do farmings 114 32
114 382 1 do dust 140 30
115 SM A 384 2 ch bro pek 2-20 32
117 388 .3 do bro pek sou 270 2-2

118 390 1 hf-ch fan.s 70 3t>

119 3S2 2 do dust 150 ‘29

121 -M 396 3 ch bro Jiek 240 3:i

1-22 398 3 do pekoe 270 30
1-23 400 2 do jiek sou 160 20
124 402 1 hf-ch fan 55 26
1-25 M .\I 404 4 ch Jiek sou 360 20
126 4(K) 1 hf-ch sou 43 19
1-27 408 -> ch dust 27-2 24
132 ( ialatota 418 3 hf-ch bro Jiek 156 42
133 4-20 6 do Jiekoe 300 :)i

i:54 4-22 6 do jiek sou 300 27
13.5 4-24 2 do dust 117 witiidn
136 ill est ite

mark 426 7 hf-ch Jiek sou 38a 31

138 4:10
.> do bro iiii.x 110 34

140 Muiiaiual 434 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro Jiek 137 Ml

141 4;i6 1 cli jieUoe 89 :«
112 438 1 do Jiek sou 98 :t5

14; 440 4 do iiiias 363 3.5

144 442 1 do fa.ns Ss ;!i

14.- 444 1 hf-ch dust 69 32
14t 446 1 ch congou S3 i’ll

All .s.sus. S<9MEI!\ ILLE Lo.

' la
1

t. Box Pkgs. Name Ib. c.

10 .Miiiiiit Pleasant 16 4 hf-ch bro Jiek 220 43
17 4 do Jiekoe 2(10 3.5

i 12 18 4 do sou 192 3‘2

' i;i 19 4 ijo fans 194 32

i

•20 1 do dust 71 31

!
19 .Marigiild 25 3 do bro mixed 147 3.5

1 20 •26 4 do pek fan 256 48

i

•27 2 do red leaf 98 24

1

2-2 •28 -2 do Jiek dusj 140 33

23 Pantiya •29 3 ch dust 3!«) 3'i



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot. Lox Pks. Name. lb. C.

29 Monrovia 35 3 ch fans ;500 30

30 30 1 do pek dust 110 31

40 llapngasnuille 40 4 do pekoe 360 42

42 48 1 do sou 93 30

43 49 1 (lo dust 148 31

44 50 1 do fans 100 34

48 Penritli 54 1 do dust 155 32

.58 Bogahagode-
watte 01 1 bf-ch congou .50 25

59 05 1 do dust 85 28

01 Nagur 07 a oh |)ekoe 200 35

03 09 1 do unassorted 90 10

75 Ganipolawatte 81 4 lif-cb dust 300 30

CEYLON COFFEE SALEIS IN LONDON.

(Froiu Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Oct. ]s.
*

Marks and Prices of CEVLON (jOEEEE sold in Mincing
I.ane, up to IStli Oct.

:

—

Ex “Cheshire”—OEEC in estate mark, Delinar, lb 90s; 2c

97s; lb 110s: lb S8s0d;2b Ic It S7s. Gonamotava, Ic lb 97s;

•Jclb9Ss; lb 108s; 2c 90s; 1 bag 97s; It 80s; It 88s; lb sOs;

28 bags S9s Od; 4 bags S2s; 1 bag (s d) 74s; 1 bag 80s.

Ex “Yorkshire”—Gonainotava, lb It 100s Od.

Ex “Malta”—North Matale, It 80s; Ic S8s; lb 9:5s; lb 84s;
I packet 78s; 2 bag.-? 82s; 20 bags 90s Od; 1 bag 88s: 2 I

lings 70s. I

CEYLON COCOA SALES UN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspomlent).

Mincing Lane, Got. Ls.

Ex “Henledi”—Ean A' Co., a bags :5:5s. IVIIl) Grove,
bags 48s; a bags (s d) 32s Od; 1 bag (s il) 20s. OBKCin
tate mark, Kondesalle, 18 bags 47s od; 4 bags 20s Od;
liags 29s.

Ex “Glen.artney”—O 15 and Co., 12 bags4CsGd.
Ex “Shah el Arab”--Mb.M l.oiu’itn, 2 liags (s d) 2Ss od.

MA DMA in estate mark, 27 bags 4as; 5 bags 44 s; 2 bags
(sd) 29s
Ex “Clieshire”—Keenakelle, 18 bags (sd)olsfid; 4 bags

3ls (sd). KK, a bags (s d) 32s; 1 liag (sd)24s; 10 bags
(s d) 20s
Ex “Glenfarg”—.Uv D.MA and Co. -MC in estate m.-u k. 12

bags 48s. Beredewellc COG ex No. 1, 20bags,i8s.

Ex “Kai.sow”— I'.lm.shur.st, 1 bag 27s.

Ex “Niugcliow”- Pali', 8 bags:5Gs.

Ex “Clan Ro.ss"—D.MA and Co. in estate mark, 28 I»ags

4.5s .0(1.

CEYLON CARDAMOM S.ALES

IN LONDON.

/•’rom our Commercial GorresjiondcnlJ.

Mincing Lane, Oct. 18.

Ex , ‘Senator’’— Cottaganga, Ic 2s ‘2d; -2c Is 9d; -2c Is lOd;
ac ls8d; ‘2c l.s 2d; Ic Is 1(1; 1 seeds 2s. Gallantenne, le 2s

Sd; ‘2c 2s ‘2d; Ic 2s Id; 2e Is 9d; ac Is lod.

Ex “Glenartney”—F in estate mark, 7 seeds 2s.

Ex “Shatel Arab”— AJ, OO Mj’.sore, Ic 2s 4d; Ic Is 9d;
Ic 1s8d; 5c l.s 1(1; 2 .seeds 2s.

E,x “Macintyre”—Ean and Co., 4c -2s 8(1; 20e Is Kid; 4c
Is 7d: 4c Is 8d; 2els 2d; 3c Is 3d.

Ex “P.enledi”—IVariagalla 2c 2s; :5c l.s 7d; 2c Is Od; :?c Is

:5d; ‘2c Is Id; 1 bag seeds 2s.

OBSEKVER PKINTIXO WORKS
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TEA, COFEEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES.

NO. 46-1 Colombo, NoviAUiiiii lOtli, 1895.
( PuiCE :—12| cents each

;
.8

/ .30 cents
;
6 copie.s ^

copies
rupee.

COLOM HU SALES OF TEA. i 60 74 15 (*b pek son 14-25 .35

1
62 Maduiteuua 7S 14 do in o pek 1490 .58 bid

i 63 80 17 do hr peNo. 2 1700 48 liid

JvAV rU rllt J.tU i o. ‘ 64 82 14 do ))ek sou 1100 34

U5 B A B
Uvakeliie

84
112
114
no

do
do
do
do

dust
l>ro pek
pekoe
pek sou

4.50

1870
1000
1600

GO

[Messrs. Bkxham & 1>reainkr.—
Lot. Bo.k l*k.s. Name.

9,948
lb.

lb.]

c*.

74
75
76

17

16
10

68
48
40

4 Hornsey 40 !) C'll pek sou 900 43 77 G B 118 6 do sou 540 32
6 44 ) tlo fan.s 450 32 79 122 6 hf-ch fans 540 31

Acrawatte 40 i do or pek 540 ,50 bid 80 Logjiu 121 12 do Iiro or pek 720 .50 bid
s 48 9 do hro pek 990 81 126 12 ch i.ro pek 1200 Cl

50 IS do pekoe 1020 41 bid 82 1-38 14 do pekoe 1260 41
m

Elston
.')2 0 iXo pek sou 900 30 bid 83 130 15 do pek sou 1275 34

u 54 42 do pek sou No 2 3789 32 Viid 99 Lameliere 102 20 do hro pek 2-200 / i

100 104 16 (lo pekoe 1508 53
101 166 12 (lo pek sou ir.o 51

[Messrs. A. H. Tiio.mpsox vS: Co., 32,2()4 lb.]
1

10.3

104
Maddagedora 170

172
30
13

o
c

iiro pek
pekoe

30011

1170
59
36

Lot Box. Pkgs. rNJauie. lb. C. 105 174 1-2 do pek sou
dust

1020 3.3

i Osborne 1 0 ch fangs 570 ‘29 108 Heuegaina 180 5 hf-ch 400 30

2 8 5 do hio tea ,500 10 115 Eadella 191 1.3 ch hro pek 1300 47 bid

a Lavant 5 18 do pek sou
fans

1440 30 bid 110 196 12 do pekoe 1080 37

4 7 7 do 910 4^5 117 198 6 do pek sou 480 32

fl Attabagie
Cross in csU

9 37 do pekoe 3330 35 bid
(! Ue

mark 11 12 do congou 1-200 25 bid rMESSKS. EoRBI'> N Walker.—2G5.-297 lb.]
a Coinar 14 4 do bro or pek 450 40

Box Name. 111.1 hf-di Lot. Hk.s. C.
•P’f .Manaiigoda 34 17 ch bro pek 1850 40 bid 2 N P 4GS 9 cii pek fans 675 31
2:j 30 10 hf-ch pekoe 400 30 3 Siunapittia 470 15 hf-cli iiro mix 1-275 30
•24 38 8 do ])ek sou 420 25 bid .5 Macaldeuia 474 15 do iiro pek 7.50 (0

•J.=i 40 4 ch bro pek 410 4-5 bid
•J" 478 4 ch pekoe No. 2 400 48

•Jli 4-2 9 do pek 870 33 bid 8 H A T, in estate

10

niarlc 480 5 do
do

iiro pek
bro pek

500 out
Laugdale 4S4 29 3180 74

[Mr. E. John.--124,U19 lb.]
11

15 Sorana
486
494

22 do
14 iif-ch

pekoe
bro )iek

2200
700

.55

56
Cot Box Pk«'.s JN ame lb. c. 16 496 9 ch pekoe SIO 43

1 Ettapolla 287 15 hf-ch bro pek 840 4.5 bid 17 498 5 do
•289 2.‘! do pekoe 1288 34 bid 1 hf-cli pelc sou 420 35

;t Hroniore 301 8 ch bro pek 800 70 bid 19 Gleiicorse 502 28 ch bro pek 2800 67

4 SOS 8 do pekoe 800 60 •20 504 13 do pekoe 1170 50
it w05 8 do pek sou 800 40 21 506 12 (lo pek sou 900 36 bid
7 Wliydiloii S09 12 do bro or pek 1200 73 l)id 27 Venture .518 15 hf-cii Iiro pe No. 2 975 40

s Sll 12 do pekoe 1200 54 31 Sti.sted .526 50 do bro pek 27.50 .59 bid
;j SIS 12 ilo pek sou 1-200 45 32 5-28 35 do pekoe 1750 47

11 Eila Sl7 41 do bro pek 3485 62 33 530 22 (io pek sou 1100 35
1-2 S19 10 do ])ekoe 1309 36 34 Dorauakaude 532 22 cil Iiro pek 2200 62
IS .321 21 do pek sou 1785 32 35 534 11 do pekoe 990 4-2

14 .323 9 do dust 1080 34 36 536 13 do pek sou noo 34

15 L S-25 9 do pek sou 705 42 41 Kelaueiya 546 22 do bro pek 1870 65
IG 327 5 hCcli dust 450 28 42 548 17 (lo pekoe 1700 51

19 M’ewesse 333 23 do bro pek 1205 55 bid 45 Toiumagou.g 5.54 34 hf-ch bro pek 2040 93 bid
20 335 21 do pekoe 1155 40 bid 46 .556 17 ch pekoe 1530 73 bid
21 3:17 18 do pek sou 90U 39 47 558 12 do pek sou 1080 67
22 Alnoov 339 2^2 do bro pek 1-210 53 bid 48 Ambahiwa 560 *22 lif-ch bro pek 1144 45 bid
•2S 341 10 do pekoe 800 40 49 562 30 do pekoe 1350 39
24 343 12 do ])ek sou 000 37 .50 ,564 8 do dust 430 30

Ksperanza 345 14 do bro or pek 728 52 bid 52 Harrington 568 20 cil or pek 3120 75
‘2G 347 SO do pekoe 1380 33 bid 63 570 1.3 do pekoe 1430 .59

29 N 12 9 do pek du.st 705 31 56 Sandringliam 576 13 do iiro pek 1430 80
SI Glasgow 10 5.5 ch bro or pek 3960 out 57 578 14 do or pek 13.30 60 bid
32 18 40 do bro or pek 3450 70 bid 58 580 20 do pekoe 1700 50 bid
S3 20 20 do or pek 1200 00 69 582 12 do bro pek 1320 80
.34 2*2 •22 do pekoe 2090 50 01 CE D 580 10 ch pekoe 853 G5
35 M •24 9 hf-cl pek dust 705 30 62 Erraclit 588 40 hf-cli bro pek 2070 60 bid
30. Poilakande 20 •20 do bro pek 1179 05 bid 63 590 29 ch pekoe 2465 36 bid
37 •28 14 ch 04 Cluues 592 63 iif-cil iiro pek 2835 ei

1 hf-cl pek 1305 45 bid 65 594 21 ch pekoe 2040 37
3S 30 8 ch 6G 596 7 do pe sou 630 34

1 hf-ch pek sou 070 07 598 7 do fans 630 30
41 A 30 9 do pek dust 705 30 Ind 68 Battawatte 600 33 ch bro pek 3300 60 bid
42 a 38 10 ch bro ]jek 1000 49 hid 69 692 30 do pekoe 3000 43 bid
4S 40 14 do pekoe 1400 44 bid 70 60 i 21 do pek sou 2100 3'i

44 42 14 do pek No. 2 1260 32 bid 71 606 5 (lo iiro lie fans 500 39
45 44 18 do pek S041 1620 31 bid 73 Auuiugkande 610 21 do bro pek 2640 52
4G Pati Rii.iah 40 18 ilo i.ro pek 1020 71 4 612 18 do pekoe 1800 43
47 48 12 do pekoe 900 46 bid 75 Earnham 614 18 hf-ch bro pek 900 74
4S 50 12 do pek sou 900 40 76 616 13 do or pek 972 70
49 52 4 do dust 409 32 77 613 19 do pekoe 988 50
52 ValialakC'Ia 58 3 do dust 450 34 78 620 IS do pek sou !K)0 44
53 K 00 9 hf-cl ' pek dust 705 .3,1 84 Isfield 632 12 do bro pek 1080 42 bid
54

.
Avr 02 .30 do I.ro pek 1800 08 l.id 65 6.34 12 do uekoe 960 40 bid

.55 04 20 ch pekoe 1950 40 bid 86 636 12 (lo pek sou 840 32 bid
50 00 14 do pek sou 11-20 30 hid 87 Atclieucoil 6.38 17 do bro pek 1530 42 bid
.OS A 10 18 do bro ))ek 1980 02 bid 88 640 2.5 (lo pekoe 2000 40 bid

72 17 do pekoe 1700 40 bid 89 612 10 do pek sou 700 32 bid



CEYl.OxN PRODUCE SALES LIS'I'.

Lot. Lux.
90 Matale (j-tl

91 ()40

94 Kailella or»2

Hi G.‘>4

9(j li.'Ui

98 Ellekaiule GBO
99 0G8
100 0o4
101 000
100 A Clyde V, in est

mark 070
107 078

108 080

111 Earl.swood 080
11-2 088
118 ()90

114 Patiagauia 092
119 Kakiriskaiide 702
120 704
123 Tavalamtenne 710
124

120
127
129
130
131
132
130
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
140
147
151
152
150
158
159
101
102
103
107
108
177 B D W
178
185
180
187

191

S K

M A

Bean.'sejour

Ingurugalla
Pansalateime

Middleton

Ranibodde

Clyde

Waitalawa

Geragania

194
195
190
197
198
207
208
209
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
220
227
228
2>9

230

]> K, in e.state

mark
Ca.stleton
Great Valley

Talga.swel.a

Castlereagh

Cliesterford

Putupaula

Estaganga

.Star, in e.stiite

mark

712
710
718
722
724
720
728
730
742
744
740
748
750
752
754
750
758
700
708
770
780
782
780
788
790
793
800
818
820
834
830
838

840
852
854
850
858
800
87s
880
882
898
900
902
901
900
908
910
912
914
910
918
920
922

231
*232

234
237
‘2,38

239
240
242 Tor
243

Iloragaskelle

Cricklewood
'I'orwood

924
920
928
932
938
940
942
944
918
950

PkgS.
20 cli

33 do
20 ilo

19 do
11 do
3( hf-ch
75 do
0 oil

58 do

27 ch
9 do
1 hfoli

12 oil

I Ilf oil

15 oil

17 do
25 do
12 do
0 oh
7 do

10 do
9 ilo

15 hf-oh
9 oil

12 do
8 hf-oli

17 oh
14 do
4 do
20 oh
21 do
13 do
7 hf-oh
13 do
27 do
23 <lo

10 oh
7 do

19 hf-oh
13 do
30 ch
10 do
9 do

39 hf-oh
32 do
12 do
17 do
40 do
49 oh
10 do
20 oh
12 do
8 do

0 ch
15 hf-ch
14 do
32 do
24 <lo

20 do
28 oh
27 do
13 do
17 oh
30 do
18 do
0 do
5 hf-oh

10 oh
12 do
12 do
29 ch
27 do
20 do
31 hf-oh
34 do

9 oh
21 hf-oh
8 do

II ilo

30 oil

28 oh
40 do
9 do
7 ch
9 do

Name.
bro ]iek

pekoe
bro pck
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek son
son

bro pek

pekoe

pck sou
bro pek
pekoe

11 ).

2800
3135
2000
1710
990
1850
3300
510

4408

2947

900

1245
1500
4700

000
590

1100
900
750
729
900
040
1700
1200
480

2730
2100
1235
525

im) pe fans 3020
bro or pek 1320
bro pek
]) koe
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pek sou
bro tea.

dust
bro poll

pekoe
bro tea
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
I lust

bro or pek 089
bro pek 1350
or pek 1104
pekoe 950
bro pek fan 700
bro or pek 1045
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek .son

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
dust
bro pek
pekoe

bro pek
bro pek
bro pek
or pek
lie oe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

bro pek
or pek
pekoe
pek .sou

dust '

bro i>ek
])ekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe

bro mix
•lust

bro pek
pek .sou

bro pek
bro ))ck

pekoe
pek .sou

bro pek
pekoe

0.50

3300
4000
900
1950
1600
000
850

2000
1500
082
2200
1200
800

025
900
770
1700
2280
1800
2800
2430
1170
1700
2700
1020
480
400
1000
1200
1290
3045
2.505

1800
2825
1530

1080
1.575

480
594
3390
2060
3080
075
080
720

[.MESSKS. .SOMERVIU.E iV L)9,721

c. Jmt. I«()X. iikc-s. Name. lb. C.

50 11 9.5 13 ch jick sou 1425 34
•13 13 Kudagauga 97 14 do bro pek 1508 04
1

.

11 98 4 do pekoe 735 39
57 1.1 99 1.5 do j)C Still 1590 32
40 18 Deniyaya 102 22 <lo bi n i)e 2420 00
70 19 103 8 do pekoe 800 50
17 23 Kooroolougalla 107 9 do iifo jiek 900 09
42 24 108 V do pekoe 700 52
34 20 Hardenhuisli liO 10 do or )iek 1.502 00

27 111 15 do •SOU 1350 32
60 28 Nahakettia 112 14 do bro pek MOO 38 bid

29 113 30 do pekoe 3000 40
41 bid 30 114 12 do pek sou 1080 38

31 115 9 lif-ch lannings 810 31
32 bid 32 N K 110 9 cli bro tea 810 17
40 t)id 33 Vineit 117 10 do bro pekoe 1000 4.5 bid
30 bid 34 ns 1 do I)ekoe 700 36
34 bill 35 119 4 do I>ek son 4IX) 30
.53 bill 38 Mabate)ine 122 13 ilo bro |iek 1300 40
50 39 123 13 do pekoe 1300 38
38 3') 124 10 do pek sou 1000 32
.52 bid 43 Lonaeh 127 42 lif-ch 1)10 pek 2100 62 bid
30 44 128 20 ch pekoe 2470 38 bid
35 45 129 10 do pek sou M40 36
18 40 Labugama 130 22 hf-ch bro ])ek 1210 00 bid
24 47 131 18 cli ])ekoe 1790 38 bid
30 48 132 20 do pcs sou 1800 36
50 49 Malvern 133 31 hf-ch liro pek 170,5 43 bid
30 bid 50 134 41 do pekoe 2255 36 bid
31 53 W'arakamuie 137 42 ch bro pek 4200 47
57 54 138 25 do pekoe 2375 34 bid
41 bid 55 130 IS do pe sou 1020 31 bid
36 50 E S 140 3 do fannings 403 31
31 57 141 8 do bro mix 9)4 20 bid
81 61 Gallawatte 145 15 do bro pek 1500 42 bid
00 bid 52 MO 12 (lo l)ekoe 1200 33 bid
08 95 Naseby 149 11 hf-ch bro pek 5.50 83 bid
03 06 150 21 do pekoe 10.50 53 bid
47 73 Ingeriya 1.57 23 hf-ch bro pek 1205 .-'3 bid
54 bid 74 158 10 do pekoe 800 41
51 75 1.57 30 do pe sou 1440 33
65 81 Kew 105 35 do bro pek 2030 73 bid
45 82 106 14 do or pek 700 '58 bid
34 83 107 40 ch pekoe 3080 46 bid
77 84 108 9 do pek sou 990 34 bid
48 93 Keiichatel 177 20 do bro pek 2860 47 bid
35 94 178 18 (lo pekoe 1620 40
70 95 179 10 do ])ek sou 1280 31 bid
49 90 180 4 do dust 000 31
40 97 Eilaiidhu 481 12 do bro pek 900 46 bid
31 98 182 12 do pekoe 900 30 bid
60 100 .S in estiite
44 mark 184 9 do bro tea 855 20

l9l 18.5 39 hf-ch fiumings 1050 33
192 188 15 ch dust 1200 29

47 111 Ko.seneatli 195 41 hf-eli bro pek 22.55 44 l)id

48 112 190 13 ch pekoe 1170 34 bid
99 113 197 12 ilo pek sou 1080 31 bid
72 114 Alpitikande 198 11 do bro or pek 1100 50 bid
50 115 199 10 do pekoe 1400 38 b d
38 119 (Jalifornia 3 5 <lo pekoe 500 34
out 120 4 4 (lo pek sou 400 31
39 bid 123 illnkettia 1 8 do Pro pek 890 49 bid
33 124 8 8 do pekoe 800 34 bid
03 12-5 9 4 (lo sou 400 •>•>

49 127 Cilru-s n 1 do bro pek 700 50
41 bid 128 12 11 do pekoe 1100 34 l):d

35 130 1

1

4 do pek fans 400 32
33 130 1) in 12 do bro pek 1200 41 bid
50 bid 130 l.yndhnr.st 29 (in bro pek 2200 44
42 bid 137 21 33 ihi ])ekoe 2S0.5

34 138 22 .30 do pek sou 2400 31 bid
00 139 23 5 do •sou 400 2.5

45 bid 140 24 0 do dust 510 30
32 Marieold 20 14 bf-eh bro pek 728 83
53 111 i: 1! 27 22 do bro po fans 1132 31
41 bid 140 lialgulla. 30 40 do bro pek 2240 50 bid

117 Ilai ilenhnisli .31 9 ch bro pek 729 .56 bid
25 148 32 41 do pek sou 990 34 bid
32 149 1 llenalla 33 21 do 1(10 jiek 2100 43 bid
40 1.50 34 25 do liekoe 2150 32 bid
33 151 35 14 do pek sou 1J*K) 39 bid
53 1.58 Hoi)ev\ell 42 32 lif-oh or pek 1 70.5 59 bid
71 bid 159 43 9 ch pekoe 810 .18 bid
40 bid 100 44 8 do jH'k sou 720 out
34 101 ll:Udowa 4.5 li do bro pek 1 100 45 bid
40 162 40 10 do pekoe 900 38
38 103 47 18 do pek sou 1440 30 bid

11).] H.MALI> LOTS.

1

Lot.
B K

Lox.
85

))ko.s.

6 hf-ch

Name.
du.st

11).

573

e.

24 Mks.srs. Lkniiam iv Khemnee.
'> F II M ill es- Imt Ilux rivKs. Name 11). C.

tate mark 86 12 do dust 720 25 1 Hope Well 34 .3 bf-ch pek sou 168 39
S Miiiiuugoda 87 4 ch bro mix 49« 17 2 30 2 do pekoe 115 38
9 CkuweJa 93 27 do bro pek 2700 59 38 3 do pro JH'k 185 49
lO 94 19 do jiekoe JlkX) 40 Cl Hoi'll spy 42 3 ch bro tea 300 22



CEYLON EKOUUCE SALES LIST. 3

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.] Lot. Box Pkg.s Name lb. c.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. c.
37 1 ch bro mix 99 18

7 Ci'oss in estate
3 hf-ch dust 225

2!)
154 38 1 do conj^ou 80 23

mark 13 40
155 39 9 do dust 300 30

9 Comar 16 3 do bro pek •270 40
164 llatdowa 48 1 do dust 150 29

10 17 3 do or pek 225 35 bid
105 49 (> do bro tea. 240 25

11
12
13
U

18
19
20
21

4 do
2 do
3 do
1 hf-di

pekoe
pek sou
bro sou
dust

369
ISO
270
00

20 bid
15
20
50

160 50 o do nna.s 285 32

15 W W 22 1 ch bro or pek 90
28 bid
29

27
28

Manangoda 44
45

2 ch
1 do

pek sou
fans

205
100 [Messrs. FoRBE.s & Walker.]

29 46 1 do
1 hf-ch

red leaf 114 16
Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

30 L X T 47 3 do UUK.S 151 34 1 N 1^ 460 2 hf-ch bro mix 90 16

31 48 1 ch SOU 85 25 •1 C B 472 1 ch
42 T A 07 2 do pekoe 180 37 2 hf-ch pek fa.us 265 32

u Macaldenia 476 5 do pekoe 250 48

0 n A 1 , in estate
mark 482 2 hf-ch dust 144 31

[MR. E. .JOHX.J 12 Laiigdale 488 3 cli pek sou 300 40

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. c. 13 590 1 do dust 170 31

tJ Dromore 307 1 v.h dust no 34 14 492 1 do bro pek fan 100 35

10 tVhyddon 315 2 hf-di dust ISO 33 IS Soraiia 500 1 cli bro mix 83 25

17 329 1 ch 22 Glencorse 508 1 do dust 167 32

1 llf-Cll red leaf 135 20 23 510 1 do pek fans 116 32

18 Wewesse 331 1 box golden tips 5 Rj’OO bid 24 D O, in estate
eh bro pek27 Esperanza 349 1 lif-ch dust 90 30 mark 512 3 255 39

28 10 4 do red leaf 168 20 25 514 4 do or pek 941 34

30 C 14 4 do pek dust 240 31 26 516 10 ch pekoe 941 33

39 Poilakande 32 1 do • lust 72 33 28 A N K 520 1 do bro pek 107 34

40 34 2 do fans 107 33 29 522 3 do pek No. 2 263 26

-50 Yahalakela 54 4 ch fans 360 31 30 524 3 do SOU 222 18

51 5ti 5 do bro tea 350 27 37 D K 538 5 hf-ch bro pek 250 •JU

57 Ayr
DG

(3S 2 hf-ch dust 160 32 38 540 3 do pekoe 135 33

01 70 1 ch pek sou 98 40 39 542 5 do pek sou 200 27

78 G B 120 4 do bro mix 280 26 40 544 3 do dust 240 32

84 Logan 132 2 hf-ch dust 170 32 43 Kelaneiya 550 1 ch SOU 100 30

85 134 3 ch bro tea 255 26 44 553 1 do dust 115 29

91 Farm 146 1 do dust 135 30 5] Harrington 506 4 hf-ch bro or pek 160 R1'30

102 Lameliere 168 2 do pek fans 170 33 54 572 3 ch pek sou 300 45

106 Henegama 176 3 do fans 360 32 55 574 1 do dust 175 31

107 178 2 do bro mix 172 23 60 C E D 584 4 hf-cli bro pek 177 46

109 Patulpana 182 4 hf-ch bro pek 200 46 72 Battawatte 608 2 do dust 200 31

110 184 6 do pekoe 300 35 79 Farnham 622 5 do fans 300 34

111 186 3 do pek sou 150 28 80 624 3 do dust 255 30

112 188 1 do SOU 50 23 81 626 3 do bro tea 150 22

113 Fernliinds 190 3 ch bro tea 300 26 92 Matale 648 2 ch SOU 180 31

114 192 2 do unas 220 33 93 650 1 do dust 85 32
97 Radella 658 2 do dust

dust
260 o4

102 Ellekande 668 3 ht-cn 210 31

aIessrs. Somerville iV: Co. 103 670 5 do red leaf 230 17

Pkgs Names. lb.
109 A Clvde v\ in esr.

Lot. liox. c. mark 682 1 ch bro tea HX) 38
4 L W E 88 5 hf-ch bro pek 300 30 no 684 1 do
5 89 6 do pekoe oOO 32 1 hf-ch dust 173 32
0 R V K 90 1 cli bro pek 100 36 121 Kakiriskande 706 4 ch pek sou 351 29

91 1 hf-ch pekoe 50 31 122 70S 1 do dust 99 31

8 92 2 cli 125 Tavalamtenne 714 1 do red leaf 100 17

1 hf-cli pe ksou 230 25 128 .S K 720 O do bro dust 210 31
12 ITkuwelaga 96 1 cli oro tea 90 23 133 Beausejour 730 4 do fans 3S0 33
16 Kudag.an 100 3 do do 345 ol 134 732 o do dust 280 31
17 101 1 do dust 165 30 135 Koliidenia 734 2 ch bro tea 252 31
20 Deniyaya 104 4 do pek sou 380 38 137 P D M 738 1 d<»

21
• D M R 105 2 do unassorted 190 38 1 hf-ch dust 265 31

*22 106 2 do dust 260 31 138 740 3 du bro mix 195 28
25 Koorooloogalla 109 2 do pekoe sou 200 38 148 BT N 760 1 do SOU 60 2t>

36 Vincit 120 1 do dust 100 32 149 762 1 do dust 80 31
37 121 2 do red lea f 200 15 150 Rambodde 764 4 do or pek 200 00
41 Mahatenne 125 2 do dust 200 31 151 770 8 do pek .sou :m 41
42 126 1 do red leaf 82 17 154 772 8 <lo bro pe dust 19.') 84
51 Malvern 135 3 hf-ch pek sou 165 27 bid 1.5-5 774 1 do dust 90 31
52 136 3 do dust 165 30 157 Clyde 778 1 d(» bro or pek 80 48
03 Gallawatte 147 2 cli pek sou 18« 27 bid ICO 784 3 ch dust 3G0 31
64 148 1 do bro tea 100 17 164 Wait<xlawa 792 3 Iif-ch dust 240 :J2

76 Ingeriya 160 5 hf-ch fannings 300 30 160 Nugagalla 802 7 do pek sou 3.50 MO
77 W S 161 1 do bro pek 40 38 170 804 2 do dust 160 31
78 102 1 do pekoe 45 32 188 Geraganra S40 r ch fans 135 31
79 163 1 ch pek sou 70 25 189 842 1 do •Sou 102 27
80 164 1 hf-ch dust 35 29 190 844 1 do red leaf 90 18
85 Kew 169 4 do do 340 32 192 L, in estate
86 170 3 ch bro tea 300 2.3 mark 848 1 hf-ch bro pek 38 39
116 Alpitikande 200 2 do pek sou 160 29 bid 193 850 1 <;h j)ck sou 67 27
117 1 1 do dust no 31 210 Taigaswella 884 4 do <‘oii};ou 360 26
ns Cjtlifornia 2 3 do bro pek 300 46 bid 211 Invery 886 1 hf-ch or pek (ill

121 6 1 do bro pe dust
bro mix

135 30 packets) 36 79
122 6 1 hf-ch 55 23 212 SSS 1 do br pek .5.5 1

5

126 Illiikettia 10 1 ch bro tea 10<» 24 213 890 2 ch p-?koe 186 61
129 Citrus 13 4 do j>ek sou 3H0 29 bid 214 892 2 do Sf)u 178 46
131

H A
15 1 do dust L50 30 215 Mincinghine 894 *> hf-ch bro pek fKj 68

132 16 1 do fans 93 23 216 896 1 do dust .80 31
133

PDA
17 1 do ^ b.-o te<i no 23 233 Horagasktlle 930 7 do pekoe 362 33

1.34 IS 1 do U (ins llKl 32 135 934 1 do congou 58 >9
141 P N 25 4 do sou 355 2.3 bill 236 936 1 do bro mix 55 20
144 K 28 3 hf-ch )>ek sou 138 25 241 Torwood 946 1 ch du.st 120 31
145

Glenalla
29 2 do pek sou 4 no 2s 244 Tor 952 2 ch S4)U L50 26

152 36 3 ch fans 300 28 245 954 1 do dust 120 31

Ohf*t:HVKR I’RINTING WOKKtl
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TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CANDAMOM SALES

NO. 47.] Colombo, November 25th, 1895. ( Price :—12g cents each
;
3 copies

I 30 cents
;

(5 copies | rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Mr. a. AI. Gkfp.—3,409 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Burnside 1 9 hf-eh hi'o pek 450 52 bid
2 3 10 do pekoe 6U0 38

4 A C W, in estate
mark Dovaga[la 7 25 cli bro mix 2175 14 bid

[Messrs. Benham & Bremnkr.—12,872 lb.]

Lot. Box l>k.s. Name. lb. c.

4 Ulapane 42 7 ch hro pek 630 27 bid
u Elston 46 20 do bro pek 2000 out
7 48 26 pekoe 2340 31 bid
8 50 18 do pek sou 1620 29 bill

9 52 25 (lo do No 2 2250 29 bid
10 54 5 do bro mix 500 28
14 Orange Field 62 T ch hro pek 700 35 bid
15 64 10 do pekoe 1000 29 bid

[ME.SSRS. A. H. TllOMP.SON A' Co., 61,8991b.]

Lot Box, Pkg,S. Name. lb. C.

«> Court Lodge 2 31 hf-ch hro or pek 2015 85

3 4 12 ch bro pek 1380 00

1 6 15 do pekoe 1410 50

5 8 12 do pek sou 960 44

6 10 5 hf-ch pek fan.s 400 39

7 Kennington 12 14 ch 8011 1050 30

to Portswood 16 i8 llf-ch bro pek 900 Rl-00 bid

11 1» 18 do pek No. 1 900 81 bid

13 Myraganga
P T 21 11 ch bro pek 1155 40

14 23 6 do pekoe 540 withd’n.

15 D 25 6 do SOU 580 15

16 Attabage 27 35 hf-ch bro or pek 1925 50 bid

17 29 7 ch or pek 525 60 bid

18 31 42 do pekoe 3570 40 bid

19 A B L 33 10 ch fans 1000 36 bid

21 36 14 hf-cli dust 980 30

Lavant 38 20 ch bro pek 2600 47

23 40 21 do pekoe 1080 36 bid

24 42 17 do pek sou 1530 30 bid
25 44 4 do fans 520 33

26 Cro.ss, in estate
mark 46 12 ch congou 1200 25

82 M F 54 7 do pek sou 560 30 bid

34 •St. Leonards on
Sea 57 9 do bro pek 900 45 bid

35 Kalkande 59 20 hf-ch bro pek 1000 56

86 61 20 do pekoe 1000 42

37 63 20 (lo pek sou 1000 31 bid

38 05 14 (lo sou 700 28

40 Carady Goody 68 33 do pek sou 1485 30 bid

41 70 14 (lo pekoe 560 44

43 Elgin 73 5 ch pek .sou 400 41

45 Bainbrakellyand
Dell 76 8 ch bro pek 960 1

46 78 8 do do 960 j

48 Mandara Newe-
ra 81 5 ch pek sou 450 40

50 Manangoda 84 9 do fiekoe 870 29 bid

57 V'ogan 95 24 do bro pek 2400 69

58 97 30 do pekoe 2700 48

59 99 22 do pek sou 1980 35

Uo 101 18 (lo SOU 1440 31 bid

61 A OC 103 58 hf-ch bro pek 3500 40 bid

62 105 27 do pekoe 1373 30 bid

[Messrs. Forbes iS: M’alker.—310,562 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Springkell 956 6 ch dust 477 31

3 St. Helen 900 39 hf-ch ' hro pek 2535 56

4 962 20 do pekoe 1060 40

5 964 12 do pek sou 612 31

Lot. Bo.x. Pkg.s. Names. 111. C.

9 Weoya 972 45 hf-ch bro pek 2458 50
10 974 27 ch pekoe 2409 31 bid
11 976 16 do pek sou 1272 29
12 978 7 hf-ch bro pek fan 414 38
13 980 10 do bro mix .598 22
17 Easdale 088 15 oh bro ]iek 1500 75
IS 990 15 do pekoe 1500 56
21 Caskieben 990 25 ch flowery pek 2580 63
22 998 IS do pekoe 1800 46
23 1000 11 do pek sou 1100 40
24 2 7 do 11 lias 700 41
25 Bloomtield 4 31 ch flowery pek 3100 63
26 6 22 do pekoe. 2200 45
27 8 14 do pek .sou 1400 40
28 10 23 do unas 2.300 40
29 Great Valley 12 20 hf-ch bro pek 1,560 01 bid
30 14 36 do pekoe 1800 51
31 16 28 (lo pek sou 1540 44
31 Charley Valley

1

B 22 36 do bro pek 2016 65
35 24 33 do pekoe 1650 52
36 26 29 do pek sou 1566 46
40 Kirindi 34 9 ch oro pek 900 78
41 36 7 do do No. 2 630 out
42 38 20 do pekoe 1400 40
43 40 21 do pek sou 1470 33
48 F& H 50 8 ch bro pek 880 51
49 52 9 do pekoe 855 54
52 Brechin 58 17 ch bro pek 1870 73
53 60 12 do pekoe 1260 52
54 62 4 do pek sou 400 47
66 Amblakande 66 5 ch bro pek 500 54
57 68 14 do pekoe 1260 41
58 70 4 do pek sou 400 33
61 G 70 3 do dust 420 31
65 Bagalla 81 9 llf-ch fans 720 38
67 Bandarawella 88 44

;

box b; i, or pek 880 85 bid
68 BD VV 90 25 ch bro pek 2050 35
69 92 3 do du.st 450 28
70 Ambalawa 94 24 hf-ch pek .sou 960 28
77 J H S, in estate

mark 108 9 do or pek 900 50 bid
78 110 in do pekoe 850 35 bid
82 Scrubs 118 9 do or pek 855 66 bid
83 120 22 do bro pek 2420 53 bid
84 122 20 do pekoe 1900 55
85 124 8 do pek sou 760 49
86 Kirrlmettia 120 4 ch bro pe dust 560 32
88 130 4 do fans 400 33
90 Shannon 134 14

:

hf-ch bro pek 560 49
91 130 16 ch p koe 960 36
92 138 9 do pek sou 630 30
98 Malvern 150 30 do pekoe 2250 41
99 R C W, in estate

mark 152 34 ch bro or pek 1870 61 bid
100 Dambagalla 154 5 do dust 431 32
101 OL M 156 4 do bro pek 400 39
102 1.58 7 do pekoe 700 28
108 Freds Ruhe 1(0 21 ch bro pek 2310 68
109 172 15 do pekoe 1500 37
110 174 7 (lo pek sou 700 32
111 W A 170 7

:

hf-ch pekoe 770 36
120 O 194 3 ch dust 401 withd’n
121 Glenorchy 190 34 hf-ch bro pek 1870 77
122 198 39 do pekoe 1950 51
124 Melrose 202 10 ch bro pek 1050 50
125 204 12 do pekoe 1200 37
126 206 10 (lo pek sou 1000 33
128 210 IS (lo bro pek sou 1980 49
129 Kderapolla 212 39 hf-ch bro pek 1950 47
130 214 13 ch pekoe 1040 34 bid
131 Lowlands 216 8 do bro pek 800 41 bid
132 218 6 (lo pekoe 540 32
133 220 5 (lo pek sou 400 30
136 Tlieberton 226 30 do bro pek 3000 55
137 228 IS do pekoe 1800 34
138 B & M 230 20 ch pekoe 2000 28
141 Ascot 236 25 ch bro pek 2375 53
142 238 20 do pekoe 16C0 35
143 240 11 do pek sou 825 32
144 242 4 (lo bro pek fan 480 34
146 Atherfield 246 27 hf-ch sou 1350 30
148 250 13 do pek dust 780 32
149 252 0 (lo du.st 480 30
1.50 Verulupitiya 254 2.5 ch bro pek 2500 61
151 256 12 do pekoe 1089 36



CEVLON PRODUCE SALKS LIST,•2

Box. Pk o-S. Nanie-s. lb.
1

C. i Jmt. Box Pkg.S. Name lb. c.

\ftl 258 11 ch pek sou 990 32
!

8 214 11 ch or pek 935 .53 bid
153 260 14 hi-ch sou 700 30 1) 216 19 lif-ch pekoe 950 .52 bid
157 ChoiighleiKh 268 17 ch bro pek 1615 50 18 218 8 .1) l)ck sou 800 49
158 270 12 do pekoe 960 33 l)id 11 stinsforii 220 28 hf-ch hro pek 1540 69 bid
161 Blackutone 276 17 cli bro pek 1700 61 12 'W. 46 do pekoe 2300 35 bid
162 278 17 do or pe No. 1 1445 41 13 224 28 do pek sou 1400 3-2

163 280 12 do pekoe 1020 33 18 Glentilt 234 37 cil bro pek 3885 OO
164 282 20 (lo pek sou 1800 31

1

19 236 14 do pek sou 1400 38
165

H A T, in est
284 20 do bro tea 1700 24 20 Mocha 238 39 do bro or pek 4375 75 bid

167 21 240 10 do or pek 1600 71
mark 288 5 ch bro pek 500 36

1

22 242 20 do pekoe 1S(K) 54
169 Nu^aheiia 292 5 do bro pek 440 .54 ! 21 Templestowe 247 23 do or pek 23u0 69
170

Sandringham
294 7 do pekoe 553 37 bid

!

25 249 27 do pekoe 2430 48
180 314 14 ell or pek 1330 60 l)id

1
20 251 25 do pek sou 21-25 40

188 Polatagama 330 35 do bro pek 3500 5S 27 Otterv and Stam-
189 332 23 do pekoe 2300 32 bid ford Hill 253 20 do bro pek 2000 69 bid
190 334 11 do pek sou 1100 29 28 255 16 do or pek 1360 80
191 3o(j 10 do fans 1000 36 29 257 40 do pekoe 3600 "jU

192 Dnnkeld 338 18 ch bro pek 1080 62 V)id 32 Wevinoutii 263 12 hf-ch l)ro pek 600 63 bid
193 340 17 do 03' pek 1530 60 33 205 10 ch pekoe 7.50 32 bid
194 342 17 do Dekoe 1760 40 34 207 6 do pek sou 480 30
195 D K D 344 4 ch bro pe No. i 480 39 37 Millianoo 273 2*i do bro

2
>ek 177.) ::i bid

198 Dea Klla 350 40 hf-ch bro pek 2200 45 43 .‘Irdlaw and Wish-
li)9 352 35 do pekoe 1 750 35 ford 285 19 l)f-ch or pek 855 76
200 o54 10 <lo pek sou 4.50 30 44 287 50 do bro or pek 2750 65 bid
201 D, in estate 4.. 289 12 ch IJekoe 1080 50

mark 356 12 ell bro pek 1200 41 bid 46 O 301 12 do unas 1320 35 bid
202 Battawatte 3a8 33 do bro pek 3300 62 50 Claremont 309 61 iif-ch bro i)ek 3355 45 bid
203

Knavesmire
360 36 do Dekoe 3600 45 51 311 14 ch 2)ekoe 1330 31 bid

204 362 23 ch bro pek 2300 44 bid 52 313 16 do pek sou 1440 29
205 364 41 ch 55 .Vara Ouvah 319 104 hf-ch bro or pek 6/(>0 83

1 hf-eh pekoe 3740 32 50 321 46 do or i)elv 2760 62 l)id

206 306 14 ch pek .sou 1260 29 07 323 26 ch pekoe 2000 52
207 368 6 do 60 H S, in est mark 329 25 do bro pek 26-2.) ,38 bill

1 hf-eli SOU 530 26 01 331 14 do pekoe 1330 31 ))id

209 fligdola 372 3 ch fans 435 32 02 333 7 (lo SOU 595 •29

210 C'liarley Val- 03 335 0 be.gs red leaf 420 16
ley 374 16 hf-ch bro pek sso (ii.; 04 337 13 hf-cli dust 1170 29

211 370 14 do pekoe 7(1(1 53 66 Xarf 341 9 eh I>ek sou 855 33
212 378 19 do pe sou 950 47 07 343 6 hf-ch dust 510 .31

214 lletliersett 382 3 ch pek fans olO 32 ()8 Blackburn 345 17 ch bro pek 1870 39 bid
210 Boai'ulla 386 28 do bro pek 1680 72 69 347 17 do pekoe 1870 31
217 388 23 <lo pekoe 1725 52 71 B B 10 D hf-ch dust 400 ‘19

218 390 14 do pek sou 10.50 44 72 N 12 11 cll jjek sou 1100 34
224 (Queensland 402 10 ch bro jiek 1000 78 73 Kotuaaeilera 14 25 do Pro pek 251.0 59
225 404 10 do pekoe 950 55 74 16 15 do pekoe 1500 31
229 QB 412 10 do bro mix 1043 29 75 18 15 do pek sou 1425 •29

230 St. Heliers 414 24 do bro or pek 1272 56 76 1*; T K 20 6 (lo pekoe 600 31 bid
231 416 15 do pekoe 1500 40 78 24 12 do red leaf 1080 18
239 Norwood 432 4 eh dust 574 33 79 Cruden 26 15 (lo bro J)ek 13-50 6.5 bid
241 Hope 436 4 cli or pek 4(K) 43 80 28 15 do pekoe 1200 48 bill

242 438 9 do pekoe 810 35 81 30 8 lif-ch ))ek sou 400 40
244 Beauseiour 442 14 do pekoe 1260 32 bid 83 Glanrlios 34 15 ch bro fjek 1500 02
245 Walahandu- 84 36 20 do pekoe 1800 •iij Fiiti

Wil 444 19 ch bro pek 1875 out 85 38 6 do pek No. 1 570 y.5

246 446 22 do pekoe 2085 32 80 40 8 do pek sou 680 3‘2

247 448 9 do pek sou 810 29 87 42 4 do pek (an.s 4-20 35
248 Vilapita 450 11 do bro pek 1100 40 bid 88 44 6 do dust i840 .32

249 4.52 13 do pekoe 13011 2!) bid 90 tdiicaao 48 29 do bro pek 2610 40 bid
250 Dunbar 454 21 hf-ch or pek 882 TO 91 50 59 do pekoe 4720 29 bid
251 450 26 do bro pek 1300 52 92 52 1.3 do pek sou 1170 -7

262 458 28 cll pekoe 2240 44 94 Glasgow 56 57 (lo bro or pek 4275 74

253 460 13 do pek sou 1170 42 05 58 27 do or pek 1620 61

254 C L, in estate 00 00 20 (lo pekoe 1900 48
mark 462 10 ch sou 1000 :.o 97 Dartrr 02 5 do bro mi.x 475 24

255 464 8 do red leaf 720 29 08 'I'ientsin 64 32 hf-ch bro or pek 1760 SO
256 Udaveria 4C!t 18 hf-ch bro pek 1260 75 bid •uO 66 19 ch pekoe 19j0 54

257 468 8 eh pekoe 840 75 bid In.) .Statl'<ird 68 15 do bro pek 16.50 63 bid

258 470 5 do Jiek sou 500 60 bid lOl TjuidTCo., in

263 Krruelit 480 5!> lif-ch bro pek 2655 52 estate mark 50 40 do
264 482 38 eh pekoe

])ck sou
3230 35 28 hf-ch bro pek 5540 •45

265 484 0 do .540 20 102 72 61 ch pekoe 5670 31 bid

B & E 486 23 ch bro mix 2070 18 101 74 16 do |)ek .sou 1440 27

267 M \V 488 5 do pek sou 450 i7 105 Marvland 78 4 do bro ))ek 410 40 bid

270 Denmark llill 494 ( cll uro or pek 812 OO bid 106 80 4 do j)ekoe 420 30

271 496 8 do or pek 752 80 lof ben.iwatte 82 14 do bi'o l)ok 1-400 35 bid

272 498 5 do pekoe 420 53 108 84 8 do ]>ekoe 720 •27

280 A Clyde V, in ost. no .Vliuior 88 46 hf-ch 1 )1-0 pek 2.3-20 62

marK 52(i 9 ch
1

90 10 do pekoe 800 36

1 hf-ch pekoe 900 41 112 102 13 do pek sou 6.50 3-2

287 Gleneorse 528 23 cll bro pek 2300 62 113 104 10 (lo la US 7u0 35
.52 bid288 53(1 12 do pekoe 1020 38 l)id

1 114 IVowesse 106 46 do bro jiek 2530

289 532 12 tlo pek sou 060 30 ! 11.5 108 21 do pekoe 1155 4(1 hill

; lit; 110 18 (1(» ))ek sou 900 31 bid

[Mil E. John.-- 172,860 11 ).]
;

lc2 Esperanzi
( 123 Dirica.pittia

122
124

12

21

do
eh

l>ro oi' pek
hro pek

621
2310

48 hid
{>'2

JjOt Box l>k o-.s Name lb.
1 121

1

125

12(1

128
19

5

do
do

pekoe
pek sou

lOUO
50J

44

80 hid

3 Ivies 204 22 ch liro pek 2200 43 bid
;

12.) Allia<lv 136 7 do [lekoe 760 out
-t 2(10 d.i jiekoe 17,50 3-1

i 132 Crv 142 10 (lo or jiek 10(51 06 bid

r> 208 18 do ))ek sou 1020 3() '

1 3:1 144 29 do bro pek 3190 70 bid

4 Anehor, in estate
(

13.1 146 9 do jK'k sou uoo .51

mark 212 19 do bro or pek 1900 72 130 Gleiiliit If.O IS do bro pek 1890 55



CEYJ.ON PRODUCE SALI18 LIST. 3

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

137 152 10 ch pek sou 1000 36
138 154 12 lif-ch dust 960 28
147 Callander 172 20 do bro or pek 1189 65 bid
148 174 10 do pekoe 500 59 bid

[Messrs. Somkrvjli.e iV; Co., 198,699 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Woodthorpe and
Inchstelly 51 8 eh bro pek soo 78

2 52 17 do pekoe 1190 46
3 53 19 do pek sou 1330 32
7 57 7 do hr pe No 2 630 44

s Kelani 58 48 hf-ch hro pek 2640 48
9 59 30 do pekoe 1500 31

10 69 30 do pe sou 13.50 29
14 .St, Colnmbkille (i4 43 ih) bro pek 2150 43
15 65 8 ch pekoe 720 34

10 66 19 do pek sou 1520 29
19 Galkadua 69 15 do hro pek 150U 49
iO 70 13 do pekoe 1300 31

21 71 15 do sou 1500 28
23 Narangoda 73 25 (io hro pek 2025 89
24 74 28 do pekoe 2800 S3
25 75 10 do pek son 956 31
26 Hagalla 76 36 lif-eh bro pek 2160 43
27 ( i 27 do pekoe 1350 38
28 78 12 ch pek sou 1200 30
29 79 7 do bro mix 840 25

30 F A in estate
mark 80 7 do hro tea 805 o6

31 81 3 do dust 450 30
32 Minna 82 27 do hro pek 2295 57 1)id

33 S3 22 do pekoe 1870 45 bid
34 84 13 do pek son 1040 35 bid
37 Yarrow 87 54 hf-eh hro pek 3024 52
38 88 52 tlo pekoe 2600 39
39 Hatton 89 34 ch pekoe 3000 52
40 90 13 do pek sou 1170 34
41 Ivanhoe 91 29 hf-eh l)ro pek 1740 .58 bid
42 92 29 ch pekoe 2900 51

•

43 93 5 do pek sou 500 37
47 Benveula 97 20 hf-eh bro nek 1200 45
48 98 12 ch pekoe 1200 36
50 Ai'slena 100 52 hf-ch bro pek 2600 53
51 101 47 do pekoe 2350 41
62 102 30 do SOU 1500 31
53 Mousagalla 103 6 ch bro pek 3960 39
54 104 20 do pekoe 2000 31
.58 Penrith 108 i3 do bro pek 1800 68
69 109 15 do pekoe 1200 44
60 110 12 do pe sou 1020 32
62 Ukuwela 112 45 do bro pek 4500 51
63 113 27 do l>ekoe 2700 34
61 114 20 do pek sou 19(H) 29
65 Kelvin 115 6 hf-eli dust 480 iJ8

66 ll.ayigam 116 19 ch bro pek 2090 56 bid
67 117 26 do or pek 2340 45
68 118 6 do pekoe 540 37
69 119 15 do pek sou 1425 33 bid
71 Irex 121 12 do bro pek 1200 46
72 122 12 do pekoe 1200 34 bid
73 123 14 do pek sou 1400 29
76 Lonach 126 35 hf-eh bro pek 1750 57
77 127 25 ch pekoe 2375 47 I

78 128 19 do pek sou 1710 33 '

82 Ohrvstler’s Farm 132 25 do bro pek 2500 79 bid '

83 133 29 do pekoe 2610 60
1

84 134 17 do ])ek sou 1530 44 '

86 136 9 hf-ch dust 720 36
87 Woodlands 137 8 ch or pek 800 46 bid

1

88 138 10 do bro pek 1100 40 )viil i

89 139 12 do pekue 1200 34 bid
90 140 13 do pek sou 1235 :-.()

91 141 4 do red lea f 400 16
92 (Jallawatte 142 11 <lo bi-o nek 1100 40
93 143 8 do pekoe 800 31
96 Castleinilk 146 5 do fannings 625 31
98 148 9 hf-cli dust 70.5 30
99 Weyweltalawa 149 8 do bro tea 440 17
105 llar.angalhi 155 15 do bi'o pek 1500 58
100 15 1 17 do pekoe 1530 41
107 157 12 d.i pek sou pon 31
108 C W 1.58 9 di> ' sou 720 30
no ICO 8 ilf-eh ULUS 48;) 31
112 Kew 162 35 eh bro pek 2o:l0 70 lud
113 163 40 do pekoe 30s0 47 bid
114 I'dahage 164 do bro pek 5700 out

Lot Box Pk Name lb. C.

115 165 24 ch pekoe 2409 50
116 166 10 do pek .sou 900 28

117 167 21 hf-eh dust 1470 29

118 16S 6 hf-eh hro mix 420 17

119 Labugame 169 22 do hro pek 1210 55 bid

120 Allakolla I7u SO do hro pek 4400 out
121 171 26 ch pekoe 2470 32 bid
122 172 17 do pek sou 1530 29
123 Monrovia 17S 19 hf-eh bro pe iloO 54

124 174 14 ch pekoe 1400 40
125 175 4 do pek sou 400 30
126 176 4 do fans 400 31

128 Eilaudhu 178 12 (lo pekoe 960 30
131 1 P 181 40 (lo pek sou 3000 30
136 Eyndliurst 186 30 ch pek sou 2400 30
137 Ketadola 187 15 hf-eh or pek !K)0 50
138 183 16 do pekoe 880 33 bud
139 189 8 do pek sou 644 30

o ch
144 Hatdowa 194 18 do pek sou 1440 30
145 V'spa 195 6 do dust 900 31

146 Roudura 196 15 do bro pek 1575 5.5

147 197 22 do ]jekoe 2000 38
148 198 18 do ])ekoe sou 1710 28
149 Ovoca, A I 199 15 do liro or pe 1500 86
150 200 12 do or pek 1200 67
151 1 12 do ]>ekoe 1200 50
152 -> 6 do bro tea 600 22
1.53 .Salawe ti 9 do bro pek 900 45 bid
154 4 1 do pekoe 66o 38
155 5 14 do pek sou 1260 30
156 0 12 do sou 1020 28

157 De))edeue
"•

33 hf-ch or j)ek 1650 37
1.5S 8 23 do bro pek 1265 45
159 9 32 tlo pekoe 1600 31

160 10 23 do pek sou 1150 28
163 Hopewell 13 32 do <>r pek 1705 46 bid
.64 14 9 ch pekoe 810 35 bid
165 15 8 do pek sou 720 30 bid

SMALL LOTS.

[Mr. a. M. Oepr.]

Lot. Box Pkgs Name lb. e.

3 Burnside 5 4 hf-ch pek sou 200 30
5 W V) 1 ch unas 84 26

Messr.s. Benham iC Bremner.

Lot Box Ckgs. Name lb. c.

1 Ulapaiie 36 6 eh SOU 300 25
2 38 2 d(j dust 150 30
3 40 1 do red leaf .5*2 15
5 .Spriugwood 44 2 do hro mix 170 IS

11 Elston 1, 56 2 eh conjxou 200 23
12 H 11 58 1 do pekoe 90 32
13 (10 1 do pc sou 90 30
16 Orange Field 66 ch pek sou 300 27
17 68 3 do hro tea 300 77
18 70 1 do dust 120 29

[xMes.sr.s . A . H. TllOMP.SON .!t Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. C.

1 Court bodge 1 7 Ihix or pek 865 90 hid
8 Keuniiigton 14 3 hf-ch hro tea 1.50 22
9 15 1 eh dust 340 29
12 Keliigas do dust 360 29
29 A B b 35 2 do SOU 139 26
27 (,'omar +8 4

• ch pckoo 360 31 hid
28 49 2 do pek sou 180 24 bid
33 V .50 1 do dust 150 28
39 Caraily ( loodv 67 .5 hf-ch hro tei 22.5 24 bid
42 72 4 do hro pek 2 O .')0 hid
4 1 Elgin 1 .) 2 ch dust 280 31
47 BAD 80 1 do dust 15'J 28
49 Maiid.'ua Newe

va S3 2 ch dust 260 SI



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

[Messics. Fokbks & Walker.]

Lot. Do.y Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 .Springkell 958 7 hf-ch unas 350 50
0 Sc. Helen 900 2 do dust 140 29
7 W T 908 5 do red leaf 225 17
8 970 2 do dust 170 withd'n.

14 Weoya 982 3 do pek dust 219 30
15 Avoc;v 984 2 ch pek sou 200 53
10 980 5 hf-ch bro pek fan 3‘25 48
19 Easdale 992 2 ch pek sou 200 51
2(1 !I94 3 hf-ch bro pek fan 195 42
32 Charley Yallev 18 5 do sou •275 34
33 20 2 do dust 170 32
37 Charley Valiev

B 28 2 hf-ch dust 190 33
33 30 1 do dust 55 32
39 32 1 ilo bro tea 00 27
44 Kirindi 4‘2 5 cll sou 300 20
45 44 2 do dust 150 ‘29

40 40 1 do red leaf 58 17
47 F & H 48 3 ch or pek 285 68
.50 54 3 do pek sou 285 50
51 50 1 do dust 150 35
55 Brechin 64 1 hf-ch dust 90 33
59 tJ 72 2 ch sou 100 20
00 74 1 do pek dust 130 33
02 Midlands 78 3 hf-ch pek dust 225 31

03 Pingarawe 80 3 do dust 270 32
04 Ragalla 82 3 ch bro mix 270 32
00 80 3 hf-ch dust 270 29
71 Ambalawa 90 5 do bro mix 200 20
72 98 5 ilo congou 200 24
79 J H .S, in estate

mark 112 2 ch pek sou 160 27
SO 114 1 do bro tea 85 •22

8L V G 110 2 ch bro tea 170 ‘28

87 Kirrimettia 1-28 2 do pek dus5 240 32
89 Luiuigalla 132 1 do red leaf 80 31

93 Shannon 140 5 do fans 2(j0 34
94 142 0 do dust 330 32
103 O L M 100 2 ch pek sou 200 2.5

104 102 1 do sou 100 19

105 104 1 do bro Tea 100 18

100 Coreen 160 2 do dust 320 33
107 108 3 do fans 375 30
112 \V A 178 1 lif-ch bro mix 57 2.5

113 O ISO 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek llO'i

114 182 2 ch liekoe 169
i

115 184 2 ch 1

1

1 hf-ch pek sou 244 1

116 186 1 ch 1

1 hf-ch sou 129

;

•withd’n.

117 188 1 ch
1

1 hf-ch fans 162
1

Its 190 1 ch
1

1 hf-ch fans No. 2 104
1

119 192 2 ch red leaf 154;1

1-2:5 Glenorchy ‘200 1 hf-ch dust 90 31
127 Melrose 208 4 ch sou 360 29

134 Lowl.ands 222 1 do fans 120 32
135 2‘24 1 do dust 140 30

139 F .J A •232 1 hf-ch bro pek fan 90 33

140 B C V 234 2 do liek dust 109 30

145 E 244 0 do bro tea :190 37

147 Athertield •243 7 do bro mix 350 27

154 Verulupiiiya ‘262 4 do bro mix 200 31

155 ‘204 5 do pek dust 300 30

150 ‘200 4 do dust 820 30

159 Choughleigh ‘272 5 cll pek sou 390 28

100 274 2 hf-ch dust 140 31

IOC Blackstone 286 3 ch pek dust 300 30

lOS N ugahena •2!K) 7 hf-ch tiro or pek 385 40

171 •290 3 ch pek sou 225 33

177 Killarnev 308 2 ch pekoe ‘232 44

178 310 1 hf-ch sou 88 2.5

179 312 2 do dust 158 •29

181 O F, in estate
mark 310 1 ch bro pek 86 40

182 318 1 do pekoe 90 31

183 3‘20 1 do pek sou 113 20

184 322 1 hf-ch bro mix .52 21

185 324 1 do dust 09 30

180 TB 320 1 ch

.

dust 112 30

187 U B 3‘2S 1 do dust 1,55 29

196 D K D :i40 2 do pek fans 3‘20 30

197 348 2 do red leaf 210 18

208 Knavesniire 370 ‘2 hf-ch dust 160 29

213 Heihersett :t80 4 ch pek son 3‘28 50

215 384 3 do bro mix 270 18

219 no.aculbi 292 3 do dust ‘240 31

220 O K 394 2 do bro pek 220 45

Lot Bo.\ Pkgs. Name lb. C.

221 390 3 cll pekoe 270 45
222 398 2 do pek sou 190 35
223 400 2 do dust 180 31
2‘26 t)ueensland 400 4 do pek sou 380 38
227 408 1 do

1 hf-cli bro pe dust 180 33
‘228 Q L 410 1 do red leaf 50 18
232 .'Stafford 418 3 ch bro pek 330 64
233 420 3 do pekoe 270 47
234 4‘2‘2 1 do pek sou 90 42
135 4 ‘24 1 do fans 80 33
‘230 Norwood 420 2 ch bro pek 194 58
237 4‘28 4 do pekoe 312 40
238 430 2 do Ijro tea. 157 20
240 Hope 434 3 ch bro pek 300 5T
243 440 2 do bro pek sou 180 26
259 Udaveria 472 1 do dust 75 32
‘268 M \V 490 2 hf-cli pek sou 90 17
209 492 2 ch dust 280 28
273 Munamal 500 3 do

1 hf-ch bro pek 377 45
274 502 2 ch

1 hf-ch pekoe 247 35
275 504 4 ch pek sou 388 30
270 500 1 do congou 93 22
277 508 1 do dust 135 30
278 .510 1 do fans 96 26
279 512 1 do imas 376 2V
290 Glencorse 534 1 ch dust 258 30

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.
(From Our Commercial CorresjMndentJ

.

Mincing Lane, Oct. 26.
Marks anil price.s of CEYLON COFFEE .sold in Mincing

Lane up to October :

—

Ex “Macalister”—Nonpariel, Sb Ic Ills; 2c 80s Od; 1 bag
90s; Ibag 80s. Hillside, lb 90s 2e 101s; lb 119s;lt 87s Cd.

Mincino Lane. N v. 1.

Ex “Hoheinia”—Ragalla, 3e lb 97s Od; 11c lb 99s 6d; 3 bags
93s 6d; 14 bags .50s. F, 2t 108s Od; 3 bags 5Cs T, 1 bag 82s;

4c 88s. JJi Ouvah, Ic 100s. 9c 93s Od; 3c 91s; Ic 97s;

2c lb 82s Od; 1 bagSiis.
Ex “Ningchow”—GA Ouvah, lb 100s; 4c 95s 6d; 5c 94s;.

Ic 91s; Ic 104s; Ic lb 87s, 1 bag 93s; 2c 100s; 10c 95s Od; 2c

91s Od; lb 103s; It 94s; 2c lb 80s Od; 1 bag 92s.

Ex “Manora”- Sirig.alla, 19 bags 90s; 1 bag (s d 2nd class)

72s; 1 bag 73s; 3 bags 49 Od.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.
{From Our CommercUtI Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Oct. 26.

Ex “Logician”—Wariagalla, 12 bags 57s.

Ex “City of Dublin”— Levelle in estate mark, 5 bags 54s.

Mincing Lan», Nov. 1.

Ex “Kaisnw”—Suduganga, 30 bags 00s; 5 bags 49s; 2 bags
44s Od; 10 bags 35s.

Ex “Benledi”— Ean&Co. 18 bags 55s.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Corre.spondent).

Mincing Lane, Nov. 1.

Ex “Kaisow”—Gavatenne, Mysore, 3c ls9d.
Ex “Po\vderham”—F in estate mark, 2c (water steam and

smoke dmgd )
is 9d.

Ex “Oroya”—Delpotonoya, 2c Is lOd.

Ex “Hesperia”- Kitoolmoola A, 2c 2s 3d. Gallantenne
B, 3c 2s 3d.

Ex “Shropshire”—Galalia C, 4c Is Od.

Ex “MacIntyre”—S.S and C in esUite mark, Ic Is 4d.

Ex “Carmarthenshire'(—Knuckles, Ic 2s 3d.

Ex “Bohemia”—Katooloya, Ic Is lid; Ic Is lOd; 2c Is 7d;

2c Is 2d; 1 bag 2s. .Midlands, 2c 2s 2d; Ic ls9d: 2c Is 2d;

1 seeds 2s Id. Kitoolmoola, Ic 2s 2d; 2c 2s; 2c Is lOd; 4c Is

Sd; 2c Is Id.

Ex “Glenartney”—C G in estate mark, Mysore, 7c Is 8d;

.‘ic Is 9d.
,

Ex “Glengyle”—G in estate mark, I zeoo, Ic Is 4d.

Ex “Banalder”—OBEG in estate mark, Naranghena,
,5c Is 7d; ‘2c Is 2d. OBEG in estate mark Dangkande, Ic Is

3d; 1 bag is ‘id.

OBSERVER PRINTING WORKS



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALE?

NO. 48.] Dkcemuek 2ud; 1895. j Price :—12^ cents each ;
3 copies

i 30 cents
;
6 copies § rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

SxMALL LOTS.

{Cuncluded from Lixt No. 1,7.]

Messrs. SoMERvii.Lr. & Co.

Lot. Box. Pkjis Names. lb. C.

i Wooiltlioi'pe and
luclistellv 54 4 ch SOU 240 24

55 2 do dust 150 30
G 56 1 do red leaf 63 15
n Kelani 61 9 hf-eh bro mix 300 15

12 02 4 do fans 220 30
i:; 03 3 do dust 225 2S
17 .r c I) s (57 2 ch SOU 150 21

is 68 1 do dust 1.50 29
o->> (; 72 2 do SOU 200 17

35 51inna 85 1 do bro mix 90 17

30 80 2 hf-ch dust 160 30
44 1 K 94 2 do fans 14s 30
45 95 3 do dust 240 30
40 90 3 do bro mix 189 20
49 K 99 1 ell unassorted 100 32
55 Moiisiigalla 105 1 do SOU 100 26
5() 100 2 do dust 190 30
57 107 1 hf-ch red leaf 55 15
01 Denritli 111 1 ch dust 150 31

70 Ravigaiii 120 4 do SOU 360 28
74 Irex 124 2 do dust 166 30
75 12.5 1 do red leaf 104 10
79 Reveiley 129 5 hf-ch dust 32i S3
SO K 130 6 ch congou 33(1 22
SI 131 3 do dust 300 28
S3 Ohrystlei's Farm 135 2 do l)ro mix 190 27
94 Gallawatte 144 1 do pek s«u 100 26
95 Castlemilk 145 2 do bro mix 190 25

97 147 1 do red leaf 90 15

100 Weyweltalawa 150 3 hf-ch dust 240 29
109 t} \v 159 1 ch red leaf 70 15
111 161 5 hf-ch dust 350 31
127 Monrovia 177 1 do pek dust 80 2S
129 Wedigoda 179 3 do bro pek 150 44
130 180 7 ch pekoe 850 30
132 RX 182 8 hf-ch dust 240 31
140 L .S G 190 2 do SOU 92 24
141 191 2 do pek fans 134 25
101 Depedene 11 4 do red leaf 220 15
102 12 4 do dust 320 31
100 Alpitikande 10 2 cli pek sou 160 27

[Ml! . E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pk-s. Name. lb. c.

1 Theresia 200 2 ch pek sou 200 40
2 202 1 hf-ch dust 100 29
0 Ivie.s 210 3 ch fans 8»0 30

14 S F D 226 3 hf-ch red leaf 240 10
15 228 2 do dust 160 29
10 230 2 do congou 100 27

17 232 5 do pek fans 300 30
23 M, in est. mark 244 2 ch fans 300 38
30 Ottery and Siam-

ford Hill 259 1 hf-ch SOU 44 20
31 261 1 do dust 76 33
35 AVevniouth 269 1 ch dust No. 1 32 29
30 271 1 do dust No. 2 88 27
47 K 303 6 hf-ch pek sou 240 22
4S 505 1 do fans 40 10
49 K, B T, in estate

mark 307 2 do bro tea 80 16
53 Claremont 315 3 ch bro tea sot) IS
54 317 2 hf-ch dust 140 29
5S M R 325 1 ch bro mix 100 18
59 327 2 do dust 240 28

65 Lawrence 339 1 hf-ch fluff 52 out
70 B B 349 3 ch pek sou 330 24

77 K TK 22 4 hf-ch dust 320 31

82 Cruden 32 4 do bro mix 200 2S

89 Glanrhos 46 2 ch congou 190 24

93 Chicago 54 1 do dust 130 30
104 TandTCo., in

estate mark 76 3 do bro pek fans 375 20
109 Lenawatte 80 1 do pek dust lot; 29

126 Dickapittia 130 2 do SOU 20* 26
127 132 2 do dust 300 30

Lot. Box Pkors. Name lb. C.

128 Alliady 134 3 ch bro pek 330 34
130 138 1 do pek No. 2 110 24
131 140 2 do SOU 200 18
135 Urv 148 2 do dust 274 33
149 Calla nder 170 7 hf-ch l>ek sou 384 40 bid'

150 178 2 do fans 110 31
151 180 3 do dust 108 32

LAIIGE LOTS.

[xMr. A. M . Oepi>.—9,228 Ib.l

Lot. Box. i)kgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Burnside 1 9 iif-ch bro pek 450 62
2 A C W, in estate

mark 3 25 cli bro mix 2175 out
3 5 52 do red leaf 4420 out
6 Atungahaten

ue 11 1:2 hf-ch pekoe 600 30
7 13 11 do pek .sou 495 27
9 s 17 I5 ch hro tea 563 13

[Messrs. Benham A Bremner.—6,750 lb.]

Lot. Box Bks. Name. lb. C.

1 Elston 38 24 cli pe sou No. 2 2100 30
•2 40 10 hf-ch dust 700 30
3 42 7 ch congou 700 27
4 Hornsey 44 12 do pek sou 1200 40-

[Mes.srs. a. H. Thompson &, Co., 94,544 lb..]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Rnanwella 1 38 hf-ch bro or pek 1900 39 hid
2 3 22 ch bro pek 2206 38
3 5 8 do pek sou 720 2S
0 I 9 9 hf-ch tans 4.50 24
8 Manickwatte 11 0 ch bro pek 000 45
12 Agra Oya 16 7 do bro mix 700 17
13 Woodend 18 24 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 2450 40 ))id

14 20 20 ch pekoe 2000 30 bill.

18 AGO 25 5 ch clust 750 31
19 M F 26 do pek sou 560 30
20 P 28 4 do pek fans 520 34
21 Pambaganui 29 4 do pek fans 400 21
22 30 13 do dust 1105 30
24 Cross in Circle

in est. mark 32 15 ch congou 1500 24
30 A T, in estate

mark 43 19 hf-ch bro pek 1140 40 hid'
31 45 IS do pekoe 900 33 bid
32 47 n do pek sou 550 29 bid
43 Attabaao 07 30 hf-cli hro or pek 1980 1 4030 do hro or pek 1980 /

Dill

44 09 15 ch or pek 1165 55 hid
45 71 38 do pekoe 3420 34 bid
46 73 42 do pekoe 3570 31 hid
47 /o 17 do pek fans 1694 37
50 .Sc. Leonards on

.Sea 79 9 ch hro pek 900 42 hid
51 Portswood 81 18 hf-ch bro pek 900 SO bid
52 83 18 do pek No. 1 900 80
55 85 18 do 2 900 oat
54 Myraganga 87 18 ch bro or pek 1980 04
55 89 38 do or pek 3800 47
56 91 19 do hro pek 1900 5i
57 93 28 do pekoe 2520 41
58 95 24 do pe sou 2160
59 Ugieside 97 3 ch dust 435 30
61 Sapitiyagodde 99 77 box bro or pek 1548 73
62 101 38 do bro or pek 2760 68
63 103 19 ch bro pek 2090 59
64 104 28 do or pek 2800 48
65 107 11 do pekoe 1100 43
(it) 109 4 do do No. 2 400 40

[Mr. E. John.--118,82.1 lb•]

Lot Box Pkg.s Name lb. c.

1 Oakfleld 182 14i hf-ch hro pek 700 57
2 184 11 do pekoe 550 37



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST•>

Lot. llo.v. Pk o'S. Names. lb. C.

6 Ruilukande 192 20 hf-ch bro pek 1179 62

7 194 14 -.h

1 hf-ch pekoe 130.) 48

8 Goiiavy 19G 47 ch bro pek .5204 51 liid

9 198 20 do pekoe 21)40 48

10 .200 18 do pek sou 1620 40

12 Eudella .204 13 ch bro pek 1300 45

13 0 T •|p6 12 hf-ch dust 960 30

14 Doouioo 2o8 20 ch bro pek 2200 65 bid
15 210 20 do Ijekoe 2000 50

16 212 5 do pek .sou 500 44

18 Veielapatiiii 216 20 do bro pek 2240 03 bid

19 218 20 (lo pekoe 2000 51

22 Coslaiula 224 34 ch bro pek 3400 71

23 .226 ia do pekoe 2800 46

24 228 13 (lo pek sou 1300 33
27 Fenulale 234 12 do bro pek 1200 58
28 236 14 do pekoe 1260 47

39 Yahalakela 258 3 do dust 450 30
40 ('lari'uumt 260 61 hf-ch bro pek 3355 32 bid

41 Tarf 262 7 ch bro pek 805 41

43 264 10 do pekoe 1100 33
44 B K 266 10 do pek sou. 700 35
48 Agra Ouvah 276 84 hf-ch bro or pek .5400 68 bid
49 278 48 do or ijek 2S80 56 bid

50 280 20 ch pekoe 2000 45 bid

51 Logan 282 12 hf-cli bro or i)ek 720 42 bid
52 Ayr 284 36 do bro pek 1800 05

53 286 27 ch pekoe 2020 32 bid
54 288 9 do pek sou 1.520 29

66 Alliady 302 7 do pekoe 700 32

57 Boorooiua-
della 304 4 do bro pek 400 42

58 306 6 do pekoe OOO 45

60 H .S, in e.sLite

mark 310 25 ch bro pek 2625 .37

62 K T K 314 6 do pekoe 000 36
63 .Seveuoaks 316 24 hf-ch l)ro pek 1440 06 bid

64 A 313 18 ch bro pek 1980 .50 bid

65 320 17 do pekoe 1700 33 bid

66 322 15 do pek sou 1425 30

67 Chicago 324 29 do 1)10 pek 2610 3.5 bid

69 (> 328 12 ch unas 1320 34

70 a 330 10 do liro pek 1000 withd’ii.

71 332 14 do pekoe 1100 35 V)id

72 334 14 do do No. 2 1260 30

73 336 18 do pek sou 1('.20 28

74 Eadella 338 14 ch bro )iek 1400 40 bid
75 340 13 do pekoe 1170 32

76 342 6 do pek sou 480 29

31 tllentilt 11 28 ch bro pek 2940 .57

82 13 20 do pek sou 2000 .37

83 Mocha 15 33 do liro or pek 36.30 60 l)id

84 17 20 (io or pek 20(H) 58 bid

85 19 33 do pekoe 2970 40 bid

86 D N D, in estate
mark 21 26 clt bro tea 2210 121iid

87 23 11 do sou 880 32

88 Maddagedera 25 31 do bro pek 3100 62

89 27 IS do pekoe 1020 32

90 29 16 de [lek sou 1300 30
92 Henegama 33 5 do bro mix 475 26

[MK.S.SK8. hiOMKllVILLK Co., 1 074 lb.]

1
Lot. Box. Jikgs. Name. Ib. C.

i.

J .s 19 5 ch pek sou 475 37
20 9 do sou 816 32

Sirisanda 22 12 hf-ch bro pek 720 53

(j
23 29 do pekoe 1450 33

r)
2-4 27 do pek sou 1350 30

10
Kelaui 27 42' do bro pek 2310 42 bid

11
28 31 do pekoe 15.50 30
29 23 (io pek .sou 10.35 28

21
Oallawatte 38 10 do bro pek 1000 30 l)id

27
39 7 '•() pekoe 700 31

28
Calpliele 45 11 hf-eli bro pek 005 49 bid

29
46 13 do pekoe 650 42
47 14 do pek .sou 700 34

21
T, (1 W 48 27 ch bro pek 2701) 40 I)id

22
49 28 do pekoe 2100 42

22
50 17 do pek sou 1241 31
51 6 do pe sou N'o. 2 444 28

llai'dcnhuish f>3 19 do bro pek 1520 45 bidou
37

.54 22 do or pek 2046 out
1 .5 31 do pek sou 2035 .32 bidoo
.It) 14 (lo pek fans 1336 3339

jii
illahatenne :,r 17 do bro pek 1700 43 bid

•iU

4 J

.•8 15 do pekoe 1500 .30 bid
59 17 (Io pekoe .sou 1700 29

Loti. Box. Bky.s. Names. lb. C.

44 R C T F in est.

mark 02 41 hf-ch l)ro pek 20.50 43

45 Hi 18 ch pekoe 16-20 32

47 05 !) (lo sou 720 ;!0

50 Forest Hill 08 7 (lo bro pek 735 47

51 00 21 (lo pekoe 2121 34

53 Gainey 71 Mi hf-ch bro pek 1300 55

54 72 45 do pekoe 2250 34

55 73 18 do pek son 900 SO
57 Koorooloogalla 75 6 cli bro j)ek 630 55 bid
58 70 7 do pekoe 682 41

02 Paradise 80 19 lif-ch bro pek 1045 63
03 HI 27 ch pekoe 2.565 32
04 82 10 do soucliong 030 29

00 Raiwatte Cocoa
I'ompany 84 20 do bro pek 2000 40 1)id

07 85 15 do pek»)e 1.500 36
68 80 15 (lo pek .sou 1425 29
00 (ioonambil 87 42 hf-ch bro pek 2730 42 bid
70 88 40 do pekoe 2-200 33
71 89 14 do pekoe 770 29
70 Karlston 94 8 do dust 640 35
78 -Malig.ateniie 90 8 hf-ch pekoe 4t)0 34
79 97 11 do pek .sou 550 20
89 I'kuwela 107 49 ch bro pek 4900 44 1)id

90 108 34 do pekoe 3300 34 bid
91 109 14 (lo pe sou 1330 29
93 H C L 111 7 do dust 1015 32
94 Warakamure 112 42 (lo t)ro pe 4200 40 bid
9.5 113 24 do pekoe 2280 31 bid
90 114 9 (lo pe .sou 810 30
101 G -A, Ceylou 119 13 do pek sou 910 29
102 120 5 do red leaf 400 17
1))3 Woodbind 121 8 do or pek 800 45 bi<l

104 122 10 (lo bro pek 1100 40 bid
105 Ketadola 123 16 hf-cll pekoe 880 32
100 Roseueath 124 45 do bro pek 2475 41 bid
107 125 15 ch pekoe 1350 31
108 120 27 do pek sou 2430 20 bid
100 Lyndhurst 127 15 (lo 1)10 pek 1500 41 bid
110 128 17 do pekoe 1445 34 bid
111 129 20 do pek sou 1600 30
114 1’ A 132 12 do ))ro pek 1260 35 bid
115 ?'riedbind 133 30 boxes bro or pek 600 75 bid
no 134 IS hf-cll oi' pek 900 62 bid
117 W kl A 165 2.5 Cll pekoe 2375 20 bid
118 Penrith 136 34 do bro pek 3400 65
119 137 28 do I)ekoe 2240 39
120 138 15 do pek sou 1275 32
122 Gordon 140 8 lif-ch l)ro pek 4(K) 40 bid
123 141 10 do pekoe 600 32
124 142 IS do pek sou 650 28
132 M P Coylon

in est. mark 150 10 lif-ch 1 )1-0 pek 806 40 bid
1.33 151 11 do pekoe 594 31
141 H.J S 159 8 do pek sou 400 28
144 llollagalla 162 24 ch 1)10 pek I860 40 bid
145 103 17 do pekoe 1530 32
140 464 12 do l)ck sou 1140 30
140 Salawe 167 7 do iiiias 700 31
1.50 168 7 (lo l)ro mix 770 23
1.52 Peria Kande-

kettia 170 21 do 1)1-0 iH‘k 2630 42 bid
153 171 20 (lo l>ekoe 23(H) .3.5 bid
1.54 172 13 (lo pek .sou 1495 33
1 55 173 5 (lo pek fans 650 40

[Micssrs. Fordks & Walkkr.—221,804 lb.]

Lot. Box ITvS. Name. lb. C.

3 Bigdok. an Si cll bro pek 2.500 OL
4 544 17 do pekoe 1530 34
5 546 11 do pek .sou 990 30
6 Bownside 548 21 hf-ch

12 l)ox 1350 38 bid1 )11 ) pek
1 550 11 hf-ch

12 txix pekoe 850 32
8 552 14 lif-ch pek sou 700 29
11 Iliilngange 558 14 cll ))i-o pek 840 4.-1 bid
12 500 12 hf-ch pekoe

bro pek
pekoe

'

600 34
14 .Sill-ana 504 22 do 1100 62
15 560 16 cll 1430 39
16 568 7 do nek sou

bro j)ek
525 34

17 Li ngdale 570 32 cll 3840 65 bid
18 572 27 do pekoe 2700 57
22 Gre;>.t Viilley 680 12 lif-cli liro pek 600 75 bid
23 582 32 do or pek 1760 56 l)id

24 5S4 23 cll pekoe 2185 43
25 586 14 do pek sou 1260 37
26 588 5 do sou 450 26
27 590 5 do dust 425 31
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CEYLON PRODUCE HALhS LIST. 3

Lot. Box Pkgs. Xame lb. C.

29 11 D H' 594 13 ch bro or pek 1305 30
30 590 18 do bro pek 1899 30 bid
31 'i’hebertoii 598 17 ch bro pek 1700 .37

32 000 10 do pekoe 1000 34
33 Lowlands 002 8 do bro jiek 800 40
38 lloiiumi J ]), ill

estate maik
(Tiuvaiieoie) 012 27 cli pekoe 2430 51 bid

39 014 30 do pek sou 23s5 33 hid
41 018 25 hf-ch dust 1305 30
34 Lyegrove 022 10 ch bro pek 1700 43
44 024 12 do pekoe 1209 •».>

40 Edeiapolla 028 13 do pekoe 1040 32 hid
51 A N K 038 8 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 701 10
53 Tonaeombe 642 24 ch or pek 2400 71

54 041 18 do bro pek 1930 00
55 040 50 do pekoe 4500 52
56 048 21 do pek sou 2100 37
57 111! 050 9 cli bro or pek 1080 :12 bid
58 Aiubalawa 052 24 hf-ch bro pek 1248 42
59 054 27 do pekoe 1215 32
02 a 1* -M, in estate

mark 600 10 do pekoe SSO 59
03 002 11 do do No. 2 010 49
04 004 27 do sou 1485 35
05 000 0 do pek fans 540 38
00 Ellawatte 008 10 ch Pro pek 1080 71

07 070 21 do pekoe 2100 47
08 072 5 tlo pek sou 500 44
70 Liliawatte 070 5 do congou 500 19
71 Ascot 078 28 ch bro pek 2000 54
72 080 31 do pekoe 2035 34 hid
74 084 4 do Pro pek sou 480 31
75 Eanihani 086 21 hf-ch bro pek 1302 C9
70 088 20 do or pek 1040 57
91 Fedio 718 24 ch bro or pek 2041 81
92 720 20 do pekoe 18’10 58
93 722 13 do pek sou 075 50
95 I.ovei' s J.cap 720 30 hf-cli Pro or pek 1950 74 hid
90 728 22 do bro )iek 1430 59
97 730 18 do pekoe 930 /.O bid
9S 732 <1 ch l^ek sou 720 42
100 VValpola 730 15 lif-ch bro pek 7.50 38
101 738 20 do pekoe t»00 30
104 Aiapolakaiide 744 38 ch bro pek 3010 47 bid
105 740 38 do pekoe 3040 34 bid
100 748 0 do pek sou 570 29
1U7 7.50 5 do dust .500 32
no M B (), ill estate

mark 756 17 ch bro mix 1320 17

111 Narthiipaiia 658 7 hf-cli pek fans 525 31
113 J.axapana-

galla 762 22 do bro pek 1100 50
114 704 22 do pekoe 1100 39
115 706 11 do pek sou 550 34
120 Hothscliild 770 7 ch pekoe 044 50
121 Doonevale 778 23 do Pro pek 2300 43
122 780 21 do pekoe 1 890 34
12.1 782 8 do fans 700 32
124 784 3 do dust 420 32
125 .Scrubs 886 8 eh dust 1200 33
128 (ilencorse 792 12 do pekoe 1020 43
129 Maha L'va 794 25 lif-ch bro or pek 1375 52
1.30 796 19 do or pek 950 04
131 798 18 ch pekoe 1800 49
132 800 12 do pek sou 1140 43
133 t'luiies 802 60 hf-ch Pro pek 2700 58
134 8.14 40 ch pekoe 3400 33
135 800 10 do pek sou 900 28
137 Vo.xford 810 5 do pekoe 450 48
138 812 8 do pek sou 720 35
139 814 0 do dust 780 32
140 liOcliicl 810 33 bo.x bro or pek 000 78 bid
141 818 31 hf-ch do 1800 01 bid
142 820 15 ch bro pek 1050 03 bid
143 822 14 do pekoe 1400 52 bid
140 'J'alga.swella 828 29 do bro pek 2900 42
147 s.3o 52 do pekoe 4080 34
148 832 12 do pek sou 1080 31
149 834 0 do dust 840 32
1.50 Harrington 836 23 ch or pek 2700 72

151 838 12 do pekoe 1320 50
152 .840 4 do pe sou 440 46
153 IValalianilii-

wa 842 19 ch bro pek 1875 41 bid
154 \ilpita 844 11 do bro pek 1100 40
15.'> 840 13 do ^pekoe 1300 31
ir>o ( 'hongbleigb 848 12 (lo ^pekoe 900 32
157 Matale 850 17 ch bro pek 1870 47
158 852 21 do pekoe 1995 35
ICO ( 'liestcrford 856 25 ch bro pek 2500 5.3

Lot Box Name lb. C.

161 853 25 ch pekoe 2500 40
102 800 25 do pek sou 2600 32
104 Clyke 804 33 do Iiro ]iek 8630 1.5 hid

105 800 2o do pekoe 2000 35
100 808 U do pek sou 1400 31

108 Middletim 872 10 lif-ch hro or pek 880 77

109 87 i 30 cli bro pek 1980 .56 l>i«l

170 870 28 do or pek 1400 03
171 87t 1(1 do jiekoe 950 .50

172 880 20 do pek sou 1800 43
173 Tanawatle 88- •21 cli fans 2-280 13
189 Oea Ella 914 50 do iiro pek ‘2750 14

190 910 35 do peivoe 1750 33 l)id

191 918 10 do pek sou 800 30
192 . 1 3 do bro pek fan 715 ‘28

190 Iheberton 928 20 cil bro pek 2000 42 bid
197 930 21 do pekoe 2100 34

tS-MALB LOTS.

[Mi; >
i

J.ot. Bo.' J*k-S Name lb. c.

4 Acurigahaleii
ne 5 lif-cll bro pek 275 44

r» n 4 di> or pek 180 39
1'

1 do fans 70 •28

t

Mi;8.Slt.S. l>KNil.\M ot Bremxeu.
Lot Bo.v ]>koS. Name lb. c.

0 Hornsey 46 '.J cli fans 270 30
9 F * ll 5-1 4 do pek sou 200 27

[Mk8s1{.s. a H. TiioMi’.sox & Co.]

J.ot. Box. l'k-8. Names. lb. c.

4 Haauwella .5llf-ch dust 87-> 32
5 W 8 10 box or pek fan 250 35
7 I 10 3 lif-ch dust 245 17

9 >Iauiekwatte 13 3 do pekoe 300 30 hid
10 H B 11 1 cli pek fans 130 33
11 Agra Ova 15 4 lir-eli dust 3-20 3.3

1) Woodend ll- 1 ch congou iO ‘20

10 'S'. l do dust 155 30
17 ; C 21 2 do pek sou •200 •25

23 t russ, in estate
mark 31 4 hf-ch dust SCO 33

29 XXX 4-2 2 cll uua.s 210 15
37 t''>mar or 4 do pekoe 300 30
38 o8 2 do pek sou ISO 27
48 t'osla.ilde 1 cll bro pek ICO 4

49 Belgravia 78 2 do dust 312 3.5

00 Fgieside 3 do fans 3C0 35
07 1) 111 3 ch dust 340 30
08 112 2 do pek fans 34

[Mi:. E. JoHX.]

l.ot. Box. Bkos. Name. lb. 0.

3 <>,iktieUl 180 0 hf-cti ]iek sou 300 31
4 188 1 ch bro mix loo 22
J IIM.) 1 lif-ch pek dust 80 30

11 (Oiuavv 202 2 do pek fans 148 37
17 Bo. mioo 2L1 3 do dust 300 3-2

2u Verelap.itu.i 220 3 cll jiek sou 300 34 hid
21 2 lif-cll dust 100 33
2.1 Coslanda 239 2 ch Iiro mix 200 o>>

20 2 do dust 300 33
29 Ferudal'e ‘23s 1 do pek sou 300 3")

30 1 do dust 100 35
31 21

;

1 do
1 hf-ch red leaf 135 10

.37 Vahalakelle 2.51 2 do bro tea 140 27
38 250 4 do pek fans 300 30
43 'I'.-f 200 2 do pek sou 200 30
45 Wihara.galla 270 4 cll SsOU 380 30

272 :i do fans 375 35
47 271 4 hf-cli dust 340 33
5.') Avr 290 3 do dust 240 33
59 Jlooroom.i-

(iella, 308 1 do dust 77) 32
01 tialgawatte 31-2 1 ch dust 152 33
08 B 3-20 3 do bro tea. 37)7 27
91 lleuegani.i 0

1

1 cll fans 1-25 31
93 0-3 2 do dust •290 30
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[Messrs. PoRBKS Walicbr.]

Lot Box Pkg8. Name 11). C.

1 O O, in estate
nark 5:J8 3 ch nek sou 275 27

2 1 K \ 540 1 do bro mix 112 10
9 Downside 554 2 hf-ch sou 101) 27
10 550 2 do dust 150 31
13 llulugange 502 7 do pek sou 350 29
19 Langdale 574 6 do pek sou 3G0 42
20 57G 2 ell dust 280 \J t

21 578 1 lif-ch bro pek fan 80 49
34 Bdni, in estate

35
liurk G04 0 do bro pek 330 52

GUp 7 do pekoe 350 43
3G 1 do pek Sou 00 :>1

37 GNi 1 do dust 75 31
40 Iloiiauii J D

est;ite, in e.st.

m;uk GIG 9 hf-cli sou 300 28 ')id
42

l.yegrove
G20 0 do bro te:i 300 22

45 G2G 1 eh dust 100 31
47 S .M K G30 4liif-ch bro pek 200 38
48

A N K
G32 2 do pekoe 94

• •->Vw
49 G34 1 ch bro pek no )

.GO 6.30 3 do pekoe 270 24
52

C! V .M, in est;

040 1 do bro tea 72 14
GO ite

mark 050 0 hf-cli bro or pek 300 80
G1

Ella watte
058 5 do or pek 2S0 74

09 074 2 do dust 180 31
13 Ascot 082 3 cli pek .son 210 28
Wi Pedro 724 2 do dust SIM) :1G
•.«» Lover’s Leap 7:34 3 hf-cli pe Luis 258 32
102 'Valpola 740 3 do ])ek sou 13.5 27
103 742 1 do ilust 70 31)

108 31 B 0, in estate
mark 752 1 ch pek son 83 29

109 754 2 hf-cli dii'-t 151) 30
112 Narlupana 700 1 ch bro tea 90 19
110 J.axapana-

gall;8 708 2 hf-cli sou 100 25
117 770 1 do fans 00 .:i

118 772 1 do 1 111 St 8.5 J-
119 ILdii.schild 774 3 ch bro or pek 327 61
120 Balgownie 788 2 do bro mix 104 27
127 Dunedin 790 '2 ch tiro pek 170 10
13G 1 oxford 808 3 do 1)10 or pek 300 53
144 Lochill 824 2 cli ()ek sou 200 out
145 820 2 hf-cli ihust 150 32
159 ftlatale 854 2 cli dust 100 32
1G3 Cliesterford 802 1 do ilust 130 32
1G7 Clyde 809 3 ch ilu.t 300 31
174 Alunamal 801 2 do

1 hf-cli bro pek 258 4s
175 880 2 ch pekoe 189 30
170 888 3 do ja k .sfHi 282 29
177 890 1 (lo sou 95 27
178 892 1 do congou .84 24
179 894 1 ch lill.'.S 90 20
180 890 1 hf-cli liust 71 31
180 M V 908 1 do bio pek 55 45
1S7 910 1 do or pek 55 50
188 912 1 do pek .sou 45 32

[.Mes.srs. SOMEKViLLE A Co.J

IvOt. Box. pkgs. Naiiie. ]b.

3 Sirisanda 21 5 hf-cb or ()ek 250 71
7 25 1 c fans 274 30

1 bf-cli

8 2G 1 ch dust 397 31

3 hf-cli

12 liclani 30 0 do fans 330 33
13 31 3 (lo (last 225 30
22 Gallawvtte 49 .> ch pek sou 200 27
23 41 1 do )>ro le •. 100 17

21 A in cst. mark 42 4 lif-ch bro pe 220 43 bid
25 43 3 ch peko'e 30« 31

2C 44 3 do pek sou 271) 26
35 T G M' 52 .2 hf-cli dust 1G8 32
42 Mabateene 60 1 ch liust 120 •»»>

•J^

43 G1 1 do red leaf 100 IG
40 UC T Finest.

mark G4 .3 do pek -ou 240 ;?0

48 GG 1 do fans 120 SO
49 G7 4 lif-ch dust 390 30

52 Forest Hill 70 1 ch (ong ,a 77 23
50 Carney 74 3 lif-cti i,i ns 150 31

Lot. Box. Pko-.s. Name.=i- 11). C.

59 Koorooloo-

GO
galla 7

)

•) ch pekoe sou 200 31
K G "8 2 do pek clusi 288 32

G1 79 .) do red leaf 210 19
65 Paradi.se 83 1 do (lust 98 32
72 Goonambil 90 1 hf-ch fans GO 32
73

liartstoii
91 1 ch dust 90 29

74 92 1 do pek sou !K) 80 bid
75

Maligatenne
93 6 hf*ch bro tea 300 34

77 95 5 do bro pek 265 40
80 98 1 do dust No. 1 62 . 82
81

Hudege
99 1 do (Inst No. 2 05 30

85 103 .» tlo bro pek 100 39
8G 104 2 do pekoe 100 32
87 105 i do pek .sou 50 26
88 N A lUG 1 hf-‘*h bro pek 50 37
88 .V N A lOG.c 1 ch pekoe 100 28

2292 H G L no 3 do sou 330
97 Warakamure 115 2 do fans 260 32
112 Lyndluirst 130 3 do sou 240 21
113 131 3 do (lust 255 31
121 Penritli 1:19 1 do fans 124 32
125 Gordon 143 3 hf-ch bro mix 150 15
12G 111 1 do dust GG 31
134 M P Ceylon

13.5

ill est. mark 1.52 8 hf-ch pek sou 3G8 29
153 •> do sou 29 29

13G 154 i ilo bro pek fans GO 30
l;S7 15.5 1 do congou 50 21
138

H .1 .s

15G 1 do dust CO 30
139 157 4 do bro pek 200 40

.33
140 158 7 do pekoe 3f0
142 IGO 3 do red leaf 1,50 14
143

BollagalLi
IGi .)

(lo dust 100 20
147 1G5 1 ch bro tea 95 10
148 IGG 1 do (lust 130 3(1

32151 Salavve 1G9 2 do dust 310
156 .Silver Valley 174 oo hf-ch bro pek 144 37
157 170 2 do pekoe 88 32
1.58 17C 2 do pek .sou 90 28
159 177 I ilo congou 38 21
IGO H8 1 do red leaf 40 10
101 179 2 do dust 94 31

CEYLOX COFFEE SALES IX LOXDOX.,

f From Our Commr.rcial Corresjiouclent).

Mxxcing Laxk, Nov. !S.

Marks ;inil [nicefi of CKVLUN COFFKK sold in Mhifiiig
Lane up to Sth November :

—

Ex “Algeria"—Kdburne, 2e It lb lUs; 3c It 102.s Gd; Hi
!)ls; It 117.s; lb llos; It lb 89.s.

Ex “Liguria"—DC in estate mark, gb It !)Ls Cd; lb 90s;

lb SO.s. DU, 2b 7Ss, 4 bags 7Ss Gd; 1 bag 70s. SD, 1

bag 81s.

Ex “.Malta”— Craig, IbOosGd; lclb95s; lb 97s Gd; It 83s..

1 bag 83s sweeping.s. .J.MK in e.state mark, Ic It S-5s Gd; Ic

It 84s G<1; Ic 90s; 22 bags 80s Cd; 2 bags 79.
Ex “Boliemia"—G.A.'Onvah, Ic lb 100s; ,'5c 95s; Ic It 94s;

2c It 92s; It 91s: Ic 10;ls; 2c It 80s: 1 bag 94s Gd. Amba-
Welle, 2c 97s Gd; Jb 103s Gd; lb 84.s.

Ex “Shropshire"—.TB Ouvah, 2c It 100s; 20c It 9,5.s: 4c lb
92s; It 102s; Ic 9as; 4c lb 85s; 2 bags 94s Gd.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincint; Lane, Nov. 8.

Ex ‘ Malitcca”— Halli, 5 bags (s d) 47s

Ex “LiinciVshire”—Delgolla, 10 bags :4Ss6d.

Kx “Powderham"—MAC, 20 bags (slightly damaged) 43s
Gd; 14 bags (slightly damaged) 43s. Anniewatte, 17 bags
(badly daimiged) 3Gs Gd; l4 bags (badly damaged) 3(>s.

USNTH, f. bags (badly damaged) !Gs.

OBSKRVKR i’RINTlNO WORKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA. AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 49.] CoLosiBe, Dkgeubeb. 0th, 1895.
I Price:

—

12J cents each ;
3 copies

i 30 cents ;
6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[ME.SSRS. Benham (S: Bremxer.—8,000 lb.]

Lot. Bo.\ Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 BattalRalla 40 11 eh pek sou 1100 40

4 Elston 46 6 do pekoe 540 32

5 18 66 do pe sou No. 2 5940 30

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson Co. ,
59,539 lb.]

Lot Bo.\, Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

i Court Lodge 1 24 hf-eh bro or pek 1.560 84
•1 3 7 eh bro pek 840 58 bid
3 5 S do pekoe 736 56
4 7 8 do pek sou 656 49
0 Glengariffe 9 5 do sou 400 29
8 Dehiowitii 13 8 ch congou 728 23
9 15 5 do dust 625 30
10 Vogan 16 18 do sou 1440 30
20 A T in estate

mark 32 19 hf-ch bro p^k 1140 38 bid
21 D B D 34 8 do bro pek 5('0 39 bid
23 Attabage 37 36 do bro or pek 1980 1

36 do do 1980 J

40

24 39 15 ch or pek 1165 60
25 41 38 do pekoe 3420 33
26 43 42 do pekoe 3570 32
27 Monte Christo 45 31 hf-ch bro pek 1550 58
31 Myraganga 50 11 ch bro or pek 1265 64

32 52 30 do or pe< 3150 48
33 54 12 do bro pek 1260 51
34 56 23 do pekoe 2185 44

35 58 21 do pek .sou 1800 35

36 Pitakande
Group 60 12 ch bro or pek 1200 37 bid

37 62 12 do or pek 1200 39

38 64 12 do bro pek 1200 37
39 66 12 do pekoe 1200 31

41 Oodovil 69 50 ht-eh bro pek 3000 37 bid
42 71 20 do pekoe 1000 29 bid
43 73 5 ch pek sou 500 25
44 75 7 do dust 1050 28
45 77 16 do unas 1440 17

50 SS 83 10 ch
1 hf-ch pek sou 950 25

52 86 12 ch bro tea 1013 18

[Mr. E. John.—-136,602 lb.]

Lot Bo.\ PkR.S Name lb. C.

1 llunugalla 37 22 ch bro pek 2200 37 bid
2 39 14 do pekoe 1330 30
3 41 11 do pek sou 990 26
6 Wewesse 47 70 hf-ch bro pek 3850 46 bid
7 49 41 do pekoe 2655 45
8 51 34 do pek sou 1700 37
9 Ferndale 53 11 ch bro pek 1100 63
10 55 11 do pekoe 990 49
11 Partry 57 20 hf-ch bro or pek 1200 43 bid
12 59 16 ch bro pek 1600 41 bid
13 61 15 do pekoe 1425 37 bid
14 63 15 do pek sou 1350 34
15 Callander 65 20 hf-ch bro or pek 1180 67
16 67 10 do pekoe 500 58
18 Madultenne 71 13 ch bro pek 1300 52 bid
19 73 12 do do No. 2 1200 41 bid
20 ”5 12 do pekoe 1200 33
21 77 16 do pek .sou 1600 28
22 Anchor, in est.

mark 79 24 ch bro or pek 2400 60 bid
23 Kanangama 81 42 do liro pek 4200 37 bid
24 83 32 do pekoe 3040 31 bid
25 85 17 do pek sou 1530 28
28 101 4 do dust 520 32
30 Eila 105 45 ch l)ro pek 3825 42 bid
31 1 ‘7 15 do ^ pekoe 1275 32
32 109 19 do pek sou 1615 28
33 111 8 do dust. 960 33
34 Stinsford 113 24 hf-cli bro pek 1890 61

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

35 115 50 do pekoe 2250 39

36 117 33 do pek sou 1485 31

41 Uvakelle 127 14 ch bro pek 1540 72

42 129 13 do pekoe 1300 53

43 131 13 do pek sou 1300 43

44 133 4 do Dro mix 600 29

45 T M 135 3 ch
6 hf-ch bro pek 510 31 bid

46 Gonavy 137 41 ch bro pek 4592 55

47 139 20 do pekoe 2040 45

48 141 16 do pek sou 1440 34 bid

50 Weymouth 145 10 do pekoe 750 32

51 Blackburn 147 20 ch bro pek 2200 33 bid
rj) 149 18 do pekoe 1980 34

54 Chapelton 153 8 do uro mix 720 28

55 155 8 hf-ch dust 672 30

56 Doorooma-
della 157 8 ch bro pek 800 36 bid

57 159 10 do pekoe 1000 33 bid

59 D E 163 8 ch bro pek 840 64

60 165 5 tlo or pek 4.55 SO

61 167 11 do pekoe 1001 48

66 Westall 177 13 ch bro mix 1170 22

67 Glasgow 179 53 ch bro or pek 3975 70

68 181 27 do or pek 1620 59

69 183 25 do pekoe 2375 47

70 185 15 do dust 1500 33

71 Kotuwagede-
ra 187 24 ch bro pek 2400 58

72 189 16 do pekoe 1609 32

73 191 14 do pek sou 13:30 29

75 Cleveland 195 25 hf-ch bro pek 151M) 75

76 197 14 ch or pek 1260 74

77 199 24 do pekoe 2400 54

78 201 15 do pek sou 1425 45

80 Stinsford 205 16 hf-ch pcivoe 2300 34

81 Ardlaw and
Wishford 207 34 do or pek 1530 65 bid

82 209 oO do bro or pek •3800 75

83 211 18 ch pekoe 1620 50

84 O 213 8 do unas 880 31

85 Alnoor 215 25 hf-ch bro pek 1375 41 bid
86 217 19 do pekoe 950 33 bid

87 219 13 do pek sou 650 :30

88 221 7 do fans 490 37

89 Eadella 223 14 ch bro pek 1400 38 bid
92 Murrayth-

waite 229 21 ch bro pek 1995 37 bid
93 231 9 do pekoe 765 31 bid
96 Tientsin 237 38 hf-ch bro or pek 2090 73

97 239 33 ch pekoe 3300 48

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—329,275 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Clova 932 12 hf-ch bro pek 600 42

2 934 15 do pekoe 750 33

3 936 22 do pek .sou 990 29

6 H A T, in estate
mark 942 8 ch bro pek 800 37

11 Galaha 952 60 ch bro pek 6000 55

12 952 50 do bro pek 5000 55

13 952 50 do bro pek 5000 54

14 954 20 do p koe 1800 40

15 956 20 do pek sou 1800 32
20 Thedden 966 17 ch bro pek 1870 42 bid
21 968 18 do pekoe 1800 31 bid
30 Rockside 986 6 ch bro pek 660 54

31 988 5 do pekoe 500 45

32 990 20 do do No. 2 2000 44
33 992 15 do pe sou 1500 34
34 994 6 do bro mix 540 23
35 996 8 do dust 1200 33
36 Bicklev 998 60 hf-ch or pek 3:300 48
37 1000 23 do pekoe 1380 37

41 Carfax 8 17 ch bro or pek 1870 57 bid
42 10 16 do or pek 1600 65
43 12 22 ch pekoe 2090 44 bid
44 Anningkande 14 34 ch bro pek 3740 54
45 16 25 do pekoe 2.500 34
46 18 13 do pek sou 1300 31
47 T8 8 hf-ch dust 600 32
48 22 4 do congou 400 26
50 Patiagama 26 14 ch bro or pek 1470 51 bid
51 28 5 do bro pek 500 48
52 30 10 do pekoe 1000 39



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names- 11). c.
1

Lot Box Pk<18. Name Ib. C.

55 Anibalakanda 80 8 ch l)ro pek 800 49 183 202 10 ch bro mixed 900 14

50 38 12 do pekoe 1080 34 185 Uellaioya 296 S do hro tea 680 17

57 40 9 do pek sou 9(K) 30 188 Dromoland 302 12 ch pek .sou 10-20 26 bid

58 Kelaneiya 42 38 do bro pek 3230 00 193 Torwood 313 41 ch oro pek 3772 51 bid

59 44 33 do uekoe 3300 42 194 314 60 do pekoe 4500 37

.62 Polwatte 50 11 ch uro pek 1045 56 195 316 11 do pek sou 825 30

03 52 12 do pekoe 960 34 l)id 197 Tor 3-20 8 ch Ijro pek 800 38

06 Great Valiev 58 ]2hf-ch bro pek 660 71 bid 198 zn 14 do pekoe 1120 29

07 00 32 do or pek 1700 54 bid 199 324 15 do pek sou n-25 •27

08 02 32 do or pek 1760 55 bid 202 Tanawattc 330 25 ch faiiniiigs 2375 14

09 04 1 8 ch ijekoe 1710 35 bid 203 Castlereagli 332 16 ch bro pek 1600 48 bid

73 L & D 72 10 do liro tea 950 14 204 334 SO do or pek 2700 42 bid

81 Talasabwela 88 20 ch bro pek 2000 43 205 336 2.5 do pekoe •2250 34

82 90 ,15 do pekoe 1350 33 206 338 9 do pek sou no 31

83 92. 8 do pek sou 720 32 207 340 6 !if-ch dust 480 31

81 B I) \V A 94 22 hf-ch mix tea 1540 38 •208 Istield 342, 12 ch pekoe 960 35 bid
So i)0 7 do dust 570 32 •209 344 12 do pek .sou 840 30
so 98 9 do fans 630 20 210 .ttchencoil 340 25 cll pokoe 2000 30
89 104 17 do SOU 1.530 28 215 M K 3.50 6 lif-cll dust 480 22

90 Aifiburtli 100 7 ch dust 770 37 216 Gleucorse 358 19 ch bro pek 1900 36

97 Daiiibagalla 120 35 hf-ch bro pek 2100 75 217 .‘5(5 k 12 do pekoe 1080 34

98 122 24 do pekoe 1200 •28 218 362 12 do pek .sou 960 30
100 IVattagalla 120 29 cfi bro or pek 3190 00 S 31 K 368 1.5 hf-cli liro' pek 750 32
101 128 15 do or pek 1650 05 225 Wevagoda 376 7 cll bro ))ek 560 39
102 130 43 <lo pekoe 4730 37 2-27 380 5 do pek sou 500 •28

103 132 15 do l)ek sou 1500 31 232 Arapolakaiide 390 38 cll hro pek 3610 50
110 Bagdad 146 8 hf-ch ijro mix 800 •24 233 Clyde 392 33 ch hro pek 3630 42 bid
111 Mandriugham 148 17 ch bro pek 1870 61 bid 235 Cairnforth 396 40 hf-ch bro or pek 2600 80
112 150 18 do or pek 1800 59 2.86 398 3U do or pek 1500 75 bid
113 152 17 do Jjekoe 1445 47 237 400 40 do pekoe 2000 59
114 154 4 do dust 680 33 •242 II i. 410 15 ch pek fans 2000 •29

115 Gauapalla 156 80 hf-ch bro pek 4000 43 243 D,. in estate
116 158 54 ch pekoe 4320 31 mark 412 6 ch pek dust 600 30
117 160 30 do pek sou 2880 28 244 Beausijour 414 14 ch pekoe 1260 33
118 162 11 do bro pek fan 1100 33 •247 Dea Ella 420 3.5 hf-ch pekoe 17,50 32 bid
119 164 4 do dust .560 29 256 .St. 3Iary 438 22 ch l)ro or pe 2200 42 bid
124 Theberton 174 23 ch bro pek 2300 40 257 440 19 do or pek 1875 42 bid
125 176 14 do pekoe 1400 33 258 442 14 do 1 ) 1-0 pek 1400 42 bid
120 Radella 178 34 do l>ro pek 3400 67 bid •259 444 38 cll pekoe 3800 34
127 Iso , 28 do pekoe 25-20 48 bid 200

.**
. '446 29 do pek sou 2900 28 bid

128 182 20 do pek sou 1800 39 bid 201
*

448 14 do dust 2100 27 bid
130 ^liddleton 186 36 ch bro pek 1980 58 •202 Sorana 450 14 hbch hro pek 7U0 58
131 B D W P 188 38 do bro pek 1900 43 bid 263 452 IP cll

132 .St. Heliers 190 31 hf-ch bro or pek 1613 47 bid 1 lif-ch pekoe 945 35

133 192 24 ch pekoe 2400 37 267 Forest Hill 400 5 ch l)ro pek 550 45

134 194 7 do pek sou 700 34 268 Agarsland 402 15 lif-cli or pek 7,50 51

135 Knave.sinire 196 28 do 269 liueensland 464 12 ch l)ro pek 1200 67 bid

1 hf-ch bro pek 2855 45 270 466 16 do pekoe 15-20 52 bid

130 198 51 ch 273 Cliesterford 472 19 ch hro pek 1900 48
1 hf-ch pekpe 4640 34 274 474 16 do pekoe 1600 39

137 200 14 cll pek sou 1-260 38 275 476 16 do pek sou 1600 30
138 202 7 do

1 hf-ch SOU 605 25

143 Bandara
Kliya 212 18 do bro or pek 1080 70 bid [ME.SSRS. SOMEKVILI.E Co., 126,349 lb.]

144 214 28 do or pek 1400 60 bid T Box. nki.K. Name. lb. C.
145 216 40 do peKoe 2000 53

147 Galpottaga- 5 184 17 do or pek 1649 40

ina 220 9 do pekoe 450 34 6 186 20 do SOU ISOO 25

150 Polatagama 220 40 ch bro pek 4000 43 s Ilarangalla 187 •25 cll bro pek •2500 55

151 228 45 do pekoe 4500 31 9 188 29 do pekoe 2610 35

152 230' 25 do pek sou 2500 •27 10 189 23 do pek sou 1840 30

153 232 12 do fans 1-200 41 13 Nugawella
'

192 48 llf-cli or pek ‘2880 53

154 234 0 do dust 900 33 14 193 71 do pekoe 3905 36

J5.5 Weoya 236 16 ch bro pek 1600 40 bid 15 IIU 12 do pek sou 1020 30

1.50 238 8 do pekoe 800 32 16 N 195 ,5 do mixed 450 24

157 240 4 do pek sou 400 27 19. Benveula ^l98 IS do bro pek 1080 42 bid

15S 242 8 do fans 800 33 20, 199 12 do pekoe 1-200 34

159 Duukeld 244 19 ch bro pek 2090 59 21 200 1 2 do pek sou 1-200 20

100 240 32 hf-ch or pek 2059 54 22 Bon.ach 1 01 lif-cli 1)10 pek 3350 53

161 248 2 1 cil pekoe 2000 40 23 2 15 ch pekoe 4845 40

102 D K I) 250 6 do bio pe No 2 7-20 43 24 3 35 do pek sou 3150 31

103 252 8 do unas 828 35 25, Allakoila 4 .65 hf-ch lii'o pek '6 ’U 5 30

104 254 3 do pek fans 480 32 26 5 17 ch pekoe 1615 33

105 Bloomfield 256 37 ch dowerv pek 3709 58 27 6 12 do j)ek sou lOSO 20

100 258 30 do pekoe 3000 41 32 Gallawatte 11 13 do i)ro pek 1300 36 l)id

167 200 15 do pek sou 1500 3.5 33 12 12 do pekoe 1-2U0 31

108 262 24 do unas 2400 34 35 Arslena 14 41 hf-ch 1)10 pek 20 -.0 53

109 Erracht 264 61 hf-ch bro pek 3200 50 3i 15 42 do pekoe •2100 43

170 260 50 ch pekoe 42.50 34 37 15 3.5 ilo pek .sou 1750 32

171 268 5 do dust 7.50 33 38. Rayigam 17 21 ch iiro pek 2205 60

172 Weoya 270 69 hf-ch bro pek 3795 42 39 IS 20 do or pek 2340 42

173 27 2 42 ch pekoe 3777 31 40 19 9 do pekoe 810 38

174 274 57 do pek .sou 4270 27 4.1 20 10 do pek sou 90(1 36

175 Carlabeck 270 6 ch pe sou 000 5C New Valley 21 6 hf-cli j)ek fans 4 ’JO 30

170 27o 10 hf-cl\ pro peic fans 650 45 14 Vincit 22 7 ch liro pek 700 3.S bid

lt7 Kabragalla •280 14 hf-cl bro tea 700 21 44 23 7 do pekoe 7(HI 31

178 Scrubs 282 11 ch or pekoe 1045 60 bid 45 24 4 do pek sou 400 20

179 284 28 do bro pek 3080 .50 4,8 Mousak.ahdii •27 22 do jiekoe •22'22 32 bid

180 280 29 do pekoe 2755 48 49 28 0 do jiek sou 570 30

181 288 10 do pek sou 050 41 50 Maliatenne 29 15 ilo ])ckoe 1.500 32

182 C O E B 290 7 ch pek sou 630 22 51 Ckuwela 30 28 do bro pek 2j00 32 hill



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST 3

Lot. Bo.x. pkgs. Name. llj. c.

31 16 Cll pekoe 1600 33

Warakamure 35 42 do bro pek 4200 40

57 36 24 do pekoe 2280 32

58 Monrovia 37 16 hf-ch bro pek 800 53

59 38 14 oh pekoe 1400 35

60 39 4 do pek sou 400 30

63 Narangoda 42 12 do bro pek 1260 36

64 43 14 do pekoe 1400 31

66 Ovoca, A I 45 IS do bro or pe 1800 70 bid

67 46 17 do Or pelcoe 1700 61

68 47 13 do pelc sou 1300 41 bid

69 M’Kande 48 27 hf-ch bro or pek 1485 49 bid

71 50 13 ch pekoe 1040 33 bid

73 B, in estate
mark 52 6 do bro pek 600 41

.74 53 4 do pekoe 400 29

75 54 4 do pek sou 400 27

76 Benegalla 55 34 do bro pek 3400 42 bid

77 56 20 do pekoe 2000 34 Ijid

78 57 16
.
do pek sou 1600 28 bid

79 IV D S 58 8 do or pek 800 48

80 59 10 do pekoe 1100 41

S3 Sirisanda 62 9 hf-cli bro pek 540 48 bid

84 Ci: 23 do pekoe 1150 35

85 64 23 do pe sou 1154 30

,01 Friedland 70 18 do or pekoe 900 61 bid

92 71 18 do do 900 01 bid

93 72 18 do pekoe 900 30 bid

94Hai'anaalla / 3 36 ch bro pek 3600 44 bid

95 74 31 do pekoe 2790 33

96 75 17 do pek sou 1360 29

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box. Pkgs Names. Ib. C.

1 Pantiya ISO 3 ch dust 390 32

7 llardenhuisli 186 2 do reil leaf 123 15

11 Uarangalla 190 2 do dust 300 23

12 191 3 do faiinings 360 33
17 N 196 1 hf-ch bro mix 85 16

18 197 1 do dust 85 30
34 Gallawatte 13 2 ch pek sou 200 24
46 Viiicit 25 1 do dust 100 31
47 20 1 (lo red leaf 100 14
54 Ukuwella 33 2 do bro tea 180 15
55 34 1 do dust SO 15

61 ^lonrovia 40 3 do fans 300 30
62 41 1 hf-ch pek dust 65 30
65 Narangoda 44 5 do dust 375 32
70 ^riCande 49 22 ch

1 hf-ch brii pek 2265 43
82 Sirisanda 61 2 do or pek 100 66
86 65 1 ch

3 hf-ch fanns 249 32
87 66 4 do congou 225 24
88 67 4 do bro mix 191 14

89 63 1 do pek dust 66 29
90 69 1 ch dust 154 32

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb.

4 Clova 938 1 hf-ch dust 50
5 940 2 do red leaf 90

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Benham & Bremner.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 Battalgalla 42 1 ch bro tea 100 21

3 44 4 do fans 320 30

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. C.

6 Gleng<ariffe 11 4 eh red leaf 320 19

7 12 2 do dust 300 30
22 D B D 36 7 hf-ch pekoe 373 22 bid
28 Monte Christo 47 2 do dust 160 30
40 XXX 68 3 ch unas 360 16

46 A R C, in estate
mark 79 7 hf-ch pek fans 350 32

47 .1 H S, in estate
mark 80 1 ch red leaf 84 15

48 B J 81 2 do bro pek 1.50 44 bid
49 29 1 do bro or pek

faps 90 32
51 S S 85 4 ch congou 380 18

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

4 Hunugalla 43 1 ch SOU 70 16
5 45 1 do fans 160 32

17 Callander 69 8 hf-ch pek sou 3S4 46
26 Knangama 87 3 ch pe fans 270 31

27 89 1 do fans 80 23
20 103 1 do congou 90 16
37 .S F D 119 4 hf-ch pek fans 240 33
38 121 2 do dust 160 33
39 123 6 do congou 300 20
40 126 5 do red leaf 300 16
49 Gonavy 143 1 do pek fa ns 90 30
53 B B 151 2 ch bro tea 200 16
58 Boorooma-

della 161 2 hf-ch dust 150 33
62 B K 169 2 ch pek sou 196 32
63 Kalupahani 171 1 do pek No. 2 114 25
64 Kataboola 173 4 do SOU 400 24
65 175 1 do dust 140 30
74 Kotuwagedera 193 1 hf-ch dust 80 31

79 Cleveland 203 2 do
,
dust 190 31

94 Murravth-
waite 233 3 ch SOU 240 36

95 235 1 do dust 140

7 H A T, in estate
mark 944 3 hf-ch du.st 222 32

16 S MK 958 3 do bro ]rek 1.50 38
17 960 2 ch pekoe 135 28
18 962 2 do pek son 125 19
19 964 1 do bro dust 135 33
22 Thedden 970 2 do ],ek sou 180 29

23 972 2 do sou 172 16
24 974 1 do dust 150 20
25 KS 976 1 do bro pek 105 36
26 978 3 do pekoe 285 22
27' 980 2 do pek sou 195 19
28 982 1 do fans 105 21

29 984 3 do dust 355 •28

38 Bickley 2 3 hf-ch pek sou 180 3-2

39 4 2 do sou- no 27
40 6 1 do dust 70 33
49 Anningkande 24 1 ch red leaf 100 19
53 Patiagama 32 1 do pek sou no 33
54 34 1 do dust 100 33
60 Avoca 46 3 ch pek sou 300 51

61 48 3 hf-ch bro pek fan 195 45
64 Polwatte 54 2 ch pole sou 190 29
65 56 1 do dust 120 32
71 Glenalpin 68 1 do pekoe 93 42
72 Monteroy 70 1 ch pekoe 90 30
74 Cottaganga 74 3 do fans 330 :’A

75 76 2 do dust 300 33
76 K B 78 2 do dust 260 31

77 Midlands SO 1 ch sou 85 26
78 82 4 hf-ch dust 300 3i
79 R AV 84 1 ch dust 130 32
80 R A \V 86 2 hf-ch dust 160 32
87. B B AV A 100 2 do bro mix no 16
88 102 •>

(In congou 1.50 24

99 Bambagalla 124 () do pek sou 270 43
104 AA'attagalla 134 3 do pek dust 270 32
105 136 2 do red leaf 100 15
106 U R 138 1 ch bro ])ek 100 52
107 140 1 do pekoe SO 40
108 142 1 hf-ch pek sou 45 33

109 Bagdad 144 4 do dust 260 50
129 Ra della 134 2 ch du.st 260 34
139 Knavesrnii-e 204 3 lif-ch dust 240 31

140 206 1 cii pek fans 65 30
141 X 208 1 ch bro mixed

No. 1 80 19
142 210 5 do bro mixed

No. 2 375 14

140 Galpottaga-
ma 218 , hf-ch bro ])ek 350 45

148 222 4 do pek sou 200 2.5

149 224 3 do sou 130 IS
184 Borjiuba 294 2 hf-ch red leaf no 17

180 Broiiiolaud 298 1 ch or pek loo .'•0

187 300 1 do pekoe 90 34
189 304 1 do dust 140 2S
190 Norwood 306 2 ch bro pek 194 53
191 308 3 tio pekoe 2i0 35



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Bo.x Pkgs Name lb. c.

192 310 1 do dust 140 34

196 Torwood 318 2 ch dust 240 33

212 M K 350 2 ch bro pe 200 30

213 352 2 ilo fans 210 29

214 354 2 do dust 286 26
219 Glencorse 364 1 ch dust ISO 29
220 366 2 do pe fans 282 34

S JI K 370 3 hf-ch pekoe 150 28
223 372 1 do sou 40 17

224 374 1 tio bro dust 75 34
220 Wevagoda 378 3 ch pekoe 225 30
228 382 4 do sou 345 24

229 384 3 do pe fans 225 29
230 3s6 1 do pe dust 100 32
231 388 1 do red leaf 60 16
234 Talgaswela 394 1 ch bro pek 100 40
238 Cairntortii 402 o ch fans 250 34
239 404 2 do red leaf 180 16
240 L 406 1 ch or pek 90 35
241 408 1 hf-ch pekoe 47 30
248 Munanuil 422 2 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 26» 46
249 424 2 ch pek 190 31

250 426 1 do
1 hf-ch pek sou 163 25

251 428 1 ch sou 103 24
252 430 1 hf-ch dust 59 31
253 432 1 do congou 45 20
254 434 1 ch unassorted SO 26
264 .Sorana 454 4 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 340 29
265 456 1 ch bro mixed 80 21

266 458 1 do dust 140 32
271 Queensland 468 4 ch pek sou 380 37
272 470 1 do pro pe dust 130 32
276 Chesterford 478 1 oh pro tea 100 18

277 480 1 do congou 100 23

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

CFrom Our Comme-rcial Corresjiondent).

Mincing Lane, Nov. 15.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
Lane up to 15th November :

-

Ex “Shropshire”—Standard Co„ St. Leonards, It 93s; 2c
98s 6d: lb 100s. STLT in estate mark, lb 75s. .SJLP in
estate mark, Ic lb (J2s; 1 bag 53. St. L., lb 75s. Brookside,
lb 104s; 2c 102s 6d; It 109s; 1 bag 85s. .ST&LCB in estate
niiirk, 1 bag 78s.

Ex "Dalmatia”—Alnwick, 3c It 89« (id; lb 90s 6d; lb 73s;
1 bag 82s. S'I’&LCA in estate mark, 6 bags 75 6d. ST&LCA
in estate mark, in circle, 5 bags 77s Cd; 11 bags 76s; 2 bags
75s Od. STLCA in estate mark, 4 bags 77s; 1 packet 75s 6d.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Nov. 15.

Ex "Glenfruin”—VBA in estate mark, 6c Is Gd.
Ex “Clan Forbes” F in e.state mark. 2c 2s Id; 2c 2s 2d.
Ex “Hesperia”—Kitoolmoola, 2c 2s 2d. Gallantenne,

3c 2s 4d.

I OKSKKVKR PRINTING WOl KS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 60.j Colombo, DECEsrsER 16lh. 1895. I
Pitioa :—12i c»iit8 aacli ;

3 copies

i 30 ce~nts
;
6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA. Lot. Bo.x Pkg.s Name lb. C.

45 Kosgalla 1570 23 hf-ch bro pek 1288 53

LAKGE LOTS. 46 572 24 do pekoe 4200 39
47

Boiiaiiii, .1 D,
574 15 do pek sou 750 31

lb.]
50

MES.SR.S. Ben MAM & Bremnkr.—-5,667 ill estate

Box Pks. Name.
mark 580 34 oil pekoe 3060 50 bid

Cot. lb. c. 5] 582 12 do pek sou 1020 36 bid

]

4

5

!>

0
10

IMapaue

Ijaiulevditle

Elston

42 7 ch
43 7 do
50 7 do
56 16 ch
58 8 do
60 10 do

sou
bi'o pck No.
fans
pe sou No.
bro mix
congou

490
2 665

770
2 1440

600
1000

28
39
37

31

33
29

52
53
54
55
56
57

58

Putupaula

•Melrose

584
586
588
590
592
594
596

33 ch
30 do
16 do
IS hf-ch
20 ch
n do
10 do

bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
pek fans
bro |)ek

pekoe
pek sou

3-300

2700
1280
1350
2200
1100
1000

GO
41
33
33
47

41
35

59 E & E 598 ch 435 35

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson cK: Co. , 53,756 lb.]
60
61 Hlnirgowrie

OoO
602

0
34

do
ch

dust
bro pek

450
1870

35
74

liOt Bo.v, Pkgs Name. lb. C.
62
67 Dunbar

0C4
614

35 do
20 hf-ch

pekoe
or pek

2835
840

51
59

1 l*cn-tswoo<l 1 12 ch pck sou 960 68 616 30 do bro pek 1500 52

3 8 do SOU 640 49 69 618 31 ch pekoe 2480 43

u a 3 do du.st 420 48 70 020 8 do pek sou 720 37

ir> 23 Alahaaoda 23 6 do pekoe 600 30 72 M elliugtou 024 15 hf-ch bro pek 900 78
17 \V A T 20 10 hf-ch bi'o pek 1140 39 73

A N K
626 13 ch pekoe 1300 58

20 Aliaiued 30 9 do bro pek 450 37 85 650 4 do
bro jiek2."i Mauaugoclii

S
36 9 ch pekoe 870 29 1 hf-ch 459 37

27 39 10 do 87 054 0 ch pek sou 528 28
1 hf-ch pek sou 950 withd’n. 90 Taialaiuteuue 662 9 do bro pek 990 51

20 Kuanwella 42 17 do bro or pek 850 44 91
Harrington

664 12 do pekoe 12C0 38
30 44 16 ch bro pek 1600 40 93 666 22 cli or pek 2530 GO.

31 46 18 ilo pekoe 1620 34 94 668 10 do pekoe 1100 59
32 48 8 do pek sou 720 29 99 Incuruaalla 678 5 do bro tea COO 32
3i> .Sapitiyagoda 55 HI ch bro or pek 1150 65 101 A a 082 4 do bro tea 400 26

X* .57 10 do bro pek 1100 47 no Beauseiiour 700 22 ch bro pek 2200 40 bid
40 .59 9 do or pek 900 56 111 702 19 do pekoe 1710 Xi

41 61 10 ilo pekoe 8U0 51 114 Dooiievale 708 19 do bro pek 1900 41

42 tknuar 63 14 hf-ch bro or pek 700 42 115 710 27 do pekoe 2430 33

44 66 9 do or pek 405 36 116 712 / do fairs 665 o7
4'-. 68 1 4 do pekoe 700 33 118 Lochiel 716 XS box bro or pek 660 01 bid
4« 70 7 ch 119 718 31 hf-ch do 1800 56 bid

1 hf-ch pek sou 680 29 120 720 15 ch bro pek 1650 56 bid
47 72 C ch bro sou 540 16 121 722 14 do pekoe 1400 44

GO M D N 95 29 hf-ch pekoe 1053 33 125 L A- K 730 18 ch bro tea 1620 15

ca 97 6 ch 126 Castlereagh 332 24 do or pek 2160 42

4 hf-ch SOU 880 16 127 734 23 do pekoe 2070 42
GO Katnateime 103 6 ch bro pek 600 39 bid 128 736 5 hf-ch dust 400 33
07 104 9 do pekoe 900 33 131 Geragama 742 13 ch bro pek 1430 58
0i5 \'ogan 106 28 do bro pek 2300 60 132 744 8 do bro pek 080 58
60 108 31 ilo pekoe 2790 44 bid 133 746 13 do pekoe 1300 35
7(> no 21 do pek sou 1890 36 bid 134 748 10 do pek sou WOO 30
71 112 12 do du.st 1.500 32 136 Baudara Eli-

ya 752 19 hf-ch bro or pek 1140 70
137 754 23 do or pek 1380 62 bid
146 Moraukande 772 53 ch bro pek 5300 42

(Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—303.028 Ib.l 147 774 29 do pekoe 2900 35
148 776 14 do pek sou 1400 31

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.
149 Massena 778 14 hf-ch or pek 700 49
150 780 13 do pekoe 050 34

1 Weligode 482 5 ch bro pek 500 16 151 Clydesdale 782 12 ch pek sou 1080 41
4 N

‘

488 20 do bro tea 2600 33 152 784 8 do dust 1040 3o
5 c ir 491) 14 hf-ch pek dust 1120 35 153 Ileeloya 780 10 do bro pek 1600 61
6 Udagoda 492 12 ch bro pek 1260 37 154 788 15 llo pekoe 1500 44
7 494 25 do pekoe 2600 29 155 790 15 ilo pe sou 1500 36.

& 49G 5 do pek sou 475 26 161 Dauuneria 802 56 ch bro or pek 6160 49
9 Ainbalawa 498 n hf-ch bro or pek 715 38 162 804 53 do pekoe 5300 42

10 500 25 do pek sou 1075 28 163 806 8 do pek sou 800 39
12 Odabage 504 103 do bi o pek 6180 39 164 808 6 do dust 600 33
13 506 25 ch pekoe 2500 32 165 dunes 810 69 hf-ch bro pek 3105 40
14 508 1.5 hf-ch pek sou 82.5 28 166 812 23 do bro pek 1033 50
15 Kothes 510 50 box pekoe 1064 37 167 814 61 do pekoe 4335 38
10 Carendon 518 9 ch bro pek 927 42 108 816 12 do pek sou 1080 29
2(t 520 13 do bro or pek 1195 36 169

Polata]taina
818 8 do dust 489 33

21 522 11 do pekoe 1051 32 175 830 67 ch bro pek 5700 44
22 524 12 do pek sou 1261 30 176 832 32 do pekoe 3200 83
21^ 626 10 do fans 893 33 177 834 12 do pek sou 1200 29
20 Augusta 532 18 ch bro pek 1800 62 178 836 11 do fans 1100 42
27 634 12 do do No. 21140 41 179 838 4 do dust 600 32;

2S 536 40 do pekoe 2800 42 183 St. Heler.s 846 31 hf-ch bro or pek 1643 48
29 638 51 do pek sou 3825 35 198 Middleton 876 11 hf-ch bro or pek 605 75 bid
30 546 16 do SOU 1120 31 199 878 43 do bro pek 2365 59 bid
31 542 6 do dust 4.50 31 200 880 35 do or pek 17.50 59 bid
?i Kil'indi 546 8 ch bro pek 800 62 201 382 16 do pekoe 14i»5 47 bid
34 548 6 do do No. 2 670 41 202 Stisted 884 35 (lo liro pek 1923 63
35 560 1 9 do ' pekoe 1190 42 203 886 30 do pekoe 1600 45
36 652 23 do pek sou 1725 35 204 888 18 do pek sou 810 3o
37 554 7 do SOU 490 31 206 iSIeeiuoraoya 892 28 do bro pek 1120 39
44 Hulugalla 568 14 eh bro pek 840 87 bid 207 894 18 (lo pekoe 720 32



CEYLON PRODUCE iSALES LIST.

Lot. Bo.x pkgs. Name. 11). c.

•211 CRD 902 18 ch red leaf 1000 39
212 B F B 904 •28 hf-ch dust -2-240

213 Cairiifoi th 906 14 do bro or pek 910 78
214 908 40 do or pek -2000 73 bid
215 B, in est<ate

mark 910 3 ch dust 438 32
2-20 Great Valley 920 32 hf-ch or pek 1700 51 bid
221 922 32 do or pek 1760 51 bid
‘222 924 18 ch pekoe 1710 3!) bid
223

Doianakaii-
926 12 do pek sou 1080 34 bid

229
(le 938 ’3 cll 1 )1-0 pek 1300 58

230 940 9 do pekoe 810 38
231

Irety
942 9 do » pek sou 705 34

232 944 50 hf-ch hro pek 300) f)9

233 946 11 ch pekoe 090 53
234 948 5 ch pek sou 450 40
235

Kirklees
950 5 hf-ch hr,) pek fa n 400 40

•242 964 GO do bro pek 3000 58 bill
243 964 25 ch pekoe 2500 47
•244

Barkinil.'tle
9''^J 20 do pek sou 2000 38

245 970 17 ch bro pek •2040 (i-8

246 972 9 do pekoe 810 57
254 Rambodile 988 12 hf-ch pek .sou 540 34
266 B D W P 992 10 tlo bro pek 190.) 40
25S Ritni, ni estate

mark 996 6 hf-ch bro pek 500 39
•2.50 Dea Klla 098 35 do pekoe 17.50 33

[Messrs. So.\ieRVILEE iV Co., K)(),(j99 lb.]

Lot. Bo.x pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

1 R T in estate
mark t 1 6 ch bro mix 570 25

•>
Injjteriya 78 •23 hf-ch bro pek 1265 55

3 79 17 do pekoe .850 30
4 80 36 do pek sou 10-20 31
6 Hiipuaasmulle 82 13 ch iu'o pek i;wo 46 bid
8 84 8 do pek suu 700 .32

12 Kew 88 •22 hf-ch bro pek 1276 07
13 89 8 do or pek 400 05
14 90 30 ch pekoe -2760 49
15 91 7 do pek sou 71)0 41
16 Iiichstelly and

Woodthorpe 92 7 do bro pek 700 57 bid
17 93 18 do pekoe 1-260 30
18 94 21 do pek sou l.';75 32
19 97 S do SOU 500 30
22 98 5 do bro pek No •2 4'5 39
•23 A C W in est.

mark Dora-
galla 99 30 do red leaf 3315 18

24 Galkadua 100 15 do bro }>ek 1500 44

25 101 16 do pekoe 1000 3-2

26 102 IS do pek sou IsOO •28

27 Kananka 103 25 do in o pek 2800 41
•« 104 60 do pekoe 0385 34
2!) 105 •27 do pek son •2385 31

31 107 6 do bro tea :i40 25

32 108 9 do pek fans 1080 35

34 Kekvni 110 00 hf-ch bro pek 3000 45
35 111 35 do pekoe 1750 33
36 112 34 do pek sou 1530 29

40 Allakolla 116 65 i\0 1)10 pek 3575 :{ bid
41 117 17 ch pekoe 1615 32
42 118 12 do pek sou 1080 •29

44 Maliatenne 120 15 cll bro pek 1500 43
45 121 15 ilo l)ekoe 1500 33
46 222 11 do pek sou non 30
40 Ukuwela 1-25 21 do 1)1-0 pek 2101) 42 bid
50 126 15 do pekoe 1500 33
51 127 12 do pek son 1140 29

52 Kilandlni 128 1-2 do bro pek 13-20 48
53 129 12 do pekoe 1-269 31

oo Orion 131 30 do bro pek 3000 49

56 13-2 24 do pekoe •2280 39
57 133 7 do pek son 005 34

58 134 7 1 if-ch dust 5-25 34

59 <IJampolawatte 135 7 ch bro pek 700 45

60 136 6 do pekoe 570 37

63 K G 130 5 do 1 )1-0 pek 500 44

4)7 Gallawatte 143 J5 do bro pek 1500 :!8

6S 114 13 do pekoe 1300 3*2

71 Naseby 147 15 hf-ch bro pek / 50 80

72 148 22 do pekoe 1-235 •)/

73 -Minna 149 85 do pro pek 5100 04

74 150 41 ch pekoe •2870 48

75 151 18 do pekoe

,

1710 47

76 15^2 39 do pek sou 3315 38

78 154 7 hf-ch dust 5*20 26

Lot Bo.x Pkgs. Name lb. C.

79 INoirirh 155 SI ch bro pek 3100 61

SO 156 20 do pekoe 2030 39
»1 157 15 do pek sou 1275 32
S8 Calimrni.'v 164 6 do

1 hf ch
bro pek 650 43

s9 165 8 ch
3 hf-ch

pekoe baO 32

90 106 4 ch pek sou 100 30 bid
9-2 I.abuisame 168 20 (h) bro pek nt'O 56
93 109 16 ch pekoe 1600 36
94 170 15 do pek sou 1350 32
ion l\ew 170 30 do bro or Jifk 1740 c2
lol 177 28 ch pekoe 2576 .50

li)2 178 13 do pek sou P235 41
105 181 4 do t)vo tea 5) 0 23
1"7 Haraiii;alla 183 23 do bro pek •2360 .50

108 184 13 do ]>ekoe 1170 36
115 Neuclntel 191 23 do bro pek •2530 41 bid
115 192 16 do pekoe 1520 37
117

l*ondui-:i
193 22 do pek sou

bro pek
1700 *.>.>

119 195 13 ch 1365 47
1-20 195 22 <lo pekoe 1980 36
1-21 197 19 do pek sou 1360 34
127 Knuisford •2 24 do pekoe 1322 31
130 .Miinngoda 6 12 ch 1)10 pek i-2(0 43
13! 7 11 do pekoe 11(0 32
132 8 10 do pek sou 1 0'JO 30
1.-56 Kirimet/tia l-> 11 hf-ch bro pek 5.00 43
137
140 Bu^ahagode-

13 17 do pekoe 765 32

watte 16 14 do bro pek 770 39
141 IV 14 do pekoe Vlil) 33
142 18 14 do pek sou 675 30
146 Ivanhoe 22 38 (lo bro pek 22b0 (rj

147 23 32 ch pekoe 3-2C0 45
148 •24 7 do pek sou ;‘V5 33
154 Citrus 30 8 do bi o pek Vb2 .‘.4

1.75 31 11 do pekoe 1100 ;;4

156 32 0 do pek sou 5P0 30
158 E 34 7 lif-ch unassorted 743 34

[Mr. E. John.—01,558 lb.]

. Lot Bo.x Pkgs Name Ji). C.

! i Ha))py Valley 201 8 hf-ch br or pek 4b0 42
6 C N 205 •2 ch bro tea 1425 24

;

10 Claremont •273 43 do bro pek 4083 32 bid
11 275 25 tlo pekoe •2125 32
12 277 29 do pek sou •2320 29
15 Ottevy and

Stamford Ifill 283 22 do bro pek 2200 70
16 •286 16 do or pek 4360 65
17 287 46 <lo pekoe 't 140 47

20 St. .lolin's ;!03 22 do bro pek ‘2420 80
21 305 •20 do pekoe 2000 65 l)id
-)._) 307 42 (lo peksoii 1020 49
2.3 Glentilt 309 18 do bro pek 18<)0 40
24 311 14 do pek .sou 1 ICO 36
25 Nartnel 313 10 hf-i*h br pe jNo. 2 bOO 39
26 315 10 do pekoe 450 32
27 317 1-2 do pek sou 528 30
29 Poilakande 321 20 do bro pek 4109 .59

30 323 13 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 1200 45

31 325 5 ch
1 hf-ch pek sou •126 33

38 ’J'eniplestowe 339 29 (lo or pek 2900 61 bid
39 341 37 do 1)10 pek 3330 .50

40 343 21 do pek sou 1785 13
41 345 1 (lo dust 56-J 3(
42 O S H 347 12 (it* or pek 10-20 65
43 349 13 do pekoe 1300 36
44 10 7 do pe sou 700 31
45 12 4 do dust too •29

49 -\gra Ouvah •20 52 hf-ch bro or pek 33bO 77
50 22 32 do or pek 19 0 62
51 •24 13 ch pekoe 1300 48
55 Glentilt 32 18 do bro pe 1890 /,0

56 34 14 (lo pek .sou MOO 36
57 .St. Catheiine 36 34 hf-ch bro pick 1700 AS
58 38 17 (lo pekoe 765 33
61 Ayr 44 •25 do bro pek 1 2.50 55 bid
62 46 17 cll pekoe 1275 30
63 45 12 do pek .sou 1275 30
65 Logan 52 10 do b) o pek 1600 43 bid
60 54 14 (lo pekoe 1-200 36
07 56 19 (lo pek sou 1615 34
68 58

“
hf-ch br pe fauns •!'20 tl

71 l.-nneliere 61 21 ch bro pek ‘2310 (15

72 66 18 do pekoo 176

1

49
73 IS 21 do pek sou 2(158 40



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Bexham & Bremner.
Lot Box Pkgs. Name Ik. c.

2 Ulapane 44 2 ch dust 150 32
40 2 do red leaf I02 •20

•G Liiuderdale .'52 2 di dust 260 31
7 54 2 do red leaf 190 20

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.S. Names. lb. C.

14 Mahas'oda 22 3 do bro pek 300 42
10 25 1 do fans 110 ‘28

•IS W AT 28 1 do dust 360 32
10 29 1 do fonoou JO 24
21 Ahamod 32 7 hf-cli pekoe 350 31
•22 33 7 do pek sou 350 •27

23 34 1 do fans 54 15
24 85 1 do dust 64 30
•26 .1 38 2 di bro pek 150 39
28 .s 41 3 hf-di dust 245 18
33 Ruanwella 50 1 di SOU 300 •2'3

•34 51 2 do fon'iou 160 21
80 52 4 hf-di dust •264 30
36 58 3 di fans 270 27
37 54 1 hf-di red leaf •28 17
43 Comai^ • 65 6 do bro pek 300 41
4S 74 3 do dust 150 SO
62 M T)N 99 2 hf-di dust 332 out
63 100 3 do bro pek fan 1C8 27
64 D V 101 1 do bro pek 47 36
05 M I) 102 1 do red leaf 35 19

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Jiox. Pkgs. Name. Ib. C.

1 Iv 255 4 lif-d 1 pek sou 10!) •20

2 257 1 do fauns 40 18
3 R T in estate

mark 259 1 do bro tea 40 15
5 Happy Valley 261 8 do pekoe 120 32
7 \ ahalakela 267 3 di br tea 140 28
8 269 2 do red lea f 360 24
0 271 2 do dust 300 33

13 Claremont 279 3 do br tea i!65 23
14 281 2 do dust 240 33
IS Ottery and

.Stamford Hill 289 1 do SOU 76 30
19 301 1 do • dust 142 33
28 X'artnel 310 2 lif-di fanns 320 32
32 Poilakande 327 1 ilo dust 84 33
33 3-29 1 do fauns To 33
;)!) St. Catherine 40 9 lif-fh pek son 3lU 28
64 Ayr 50 2 do dust MO 32
60 Logan 60 1 di bro mix 85 25
70 * 62 3 hf-di, dust 240 33
74 Lameliere 70 3 de fauns 1^55 30

-\Iessrs. Somerville A- Lo.

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Names. Ib. e.

5 Ingeriya 81 2 hf-ch bro mix 110 21
7 Hapugasmulle: 83 3 ch pekoe ‘270 38
9 85 1 do sou SO 26

10 86 1 do fans 30.5 28
11 87 2 do dust 246 32
20 luchsteJly and

Woodtliorp 66 1 hf-di dust 3 00 31
21 97 1 do red leaf 56 21
30 Kananka 106 3 Cll sou 255 30
33 109 2 do dust 280 32
37 Kelani 113 5 hf-di bro mix 200 19
38 114 5 do fans 300 37
39 115 o do dust 150 32
47 Mahateuue 123 1 cll dust 88 32
48 124 1 do red leaf 80 19
54 Eilaudhu 130 1 do bro tea 70 25
61 Gampolawatte 137 4 ilo pek sou 380 3-2

62 188 4 Iil'-di dust 300 32
64 KG 140 3 do pek

‘

-285 38
65 141 1 cll pekoe son 95 32
66 142 1 lif-di dust 75 32
69 Gallawattu 145 2 ch pek son 200 21
70 146 1 do l)ro tea 100 15
77 153 2 cll liro mix 200 21
82 Penritli 158 1 iU> dust 160 32

Lot. Box. 1‘Jtg.S. Name. lb. C.

91 California 167 1 ch bro pek dust 135 33
103 Ke.v 170 1 do SOU 100 30
104 ISO 2l if-ch fans 160 32
106 182 4 Oo dust ,340 33
109 1 larang.illa 185 \ do pclc sou 3-20 33
110 Maraugalla 186 eh fans 2408 32
111 187 1 do dust 150 31
118 Nenciiatel 149 Cl do dust 300 32
1‘25 Knntsfo) d 1 6 do or pek 342 48
127 3 2 do 2jefc sou 84 25
P28 4 A do inui.s •215 30
129 5 do fans 152 24
133 5J.'uiaug-5.1a 0 .1 C)l C01l!J(OU 3<j0 26
134 10 3 do nnas 2S4 28
13.5 11 1 do dust 145 32

Kii imettia 14 7)!:i-ch fans 350 35
130 15 tlo dust tio 31
143

19 do red leaf 95 24
144 •2o do congou 54 •23

145 31 do dust 1-35 31
1.57 ' Jtnis 33 do

1 ek fans 393 36
159 35 r do 3011 96 30
160 36 1i.iox mixed 14 18
161 iVi do dust 28 32

[Me.ssrs. ECRRE.S & Walker..]

Lot. Box Plcgs. Name lb. C.

2 Weligode 4S4 o ch bro mix 150 24
3 48c 4 do dust 300 30
16 11 s, in esrase

mark 51-: o
o hf-ch pek sou 163 20

17 514 1 do 'bro tea .50 16
IS 51c 1 do dust SO 30
24 Caiendou 5-2S 3 cll congou 285 28
26 536 1 do dust 252 31
32 Augusta 544 2 ch red leaf 98 16
38 Kirindi 556 do dust 150 31
39 33,

;

» do red leaf 19
48 -ivosgalla 576 k do congou 53 25
49 5/8 2 do dust 155 32
63 Atuugaba.rau-

lie Cl? z do or iJek 165 45
64 CLl- ; do pekoe 150 33
65 (110 i do pek sou 180 30
06 612 1 do fans .55 30
71 l)unb;'.r 622 3 C)l fans 360 36
74 lVelling:.)ii G-2S t do pek sou 90 34
75 C>3t - do dust 150 33
<6 63-- 1 do red leaf 105 20

-1 N K (55:: 1 ch pekoe 85 29
88 (1.H-. 1 do fans 120 34
89 6;-8 I do dust 150 32
93 i’avalam:*'une: Ot'- 1 ch dust 150 32
95 H.ariingtou CTo do pek sou 250 35
90 672 li do dust 332 29
97 Ingui-ngajla ch bro pek 300 40
98 07C do pekoe 270 33
100 63 * do rerl leaf ISO 2'3

102 I'Qoladenia 684 ch bro tec. 400 31
103 Denegama 686 .) do bro mixed 250 27
104 Vellaioya 6 IS 4 do bro tea 360 22
105 Norwood 2 ch bro pek 198 49
106 b-J-. 5 do pekoe 385 32
107 (JU4 1 di .SOU 94 29
108 696 1 do dust 140 34
109

Beausejour
698 1 do bro tea 90 21

112 704 O cll fans 285 36
113 706 1 do dust 140 32
117 Hooue.'ale 714 do dust 283 32
1-22 l.ocliiel lit ch pek sou 200 31
1-23 Al B 'J, in e.sit.

mark 71.0 i ch SOU 95 30
1-24 hb 2 lif-ch dust 150 32
P29 L, in .st.'ue

130
mark 7i^ 1 do bro pek o7 40

74 f 1 cll pek .sou ‘JS 24
133 Gerag iiu.i 770 1 do bro pek fan 1-20 32
189 atte'.volla, 8-iC -* ch dust 300 32
181 i do bi‘o mix 150 24
1.S2 644 1 do do 70 18
205 stisted b'.'i .5 hf-ch dust 380
208 -Meemm.ioya 89t do .SOU 80 28
209

,0, in estate
81 _ •> do dust 1.50 32

210

224
mark
R, in c't.ite

9' ' i» cll pek dust 300 31

mark 92; .> ch fans 20 31



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot . Box. Plcgs. Names. H). C.

230 \V(*walakan-
d:t 052 3hf-ch bi o pek 10,. £7

237 ;i54 5 do )>ekoe 250 33
233 900 1 do •pek sou 19' :!1

239 958 1 do dust 00 ;t2

249 900 X do -.511gOU 4‘2 23
•241 90:1 1, do red leaf 47 •22

247 Barkindale 974 1 ch pek sou 9(1 o3
243 JTunamal 970 2 C‘)j

1 hfch bro pek 259 47
24!) 078 1 ch pekoe 89 30
200 980 1 do pek sou 99 :10

251 982 1 hf-ch sou 50 •28

252 984 1 do fans 40 28
253 9SC 1 eh

1 hf-clj unas 123 •ro

355 Kambodde 990 a do dust 150 ”8
257 llitni, in estaite

mark 994 6 1 bro pek .324 rs
208 Hopewell 10 3 hf-eh bro pel: 100 47
•209 18 3 do pekoe 15-: 34
‘270 20 4 do pek sou 201 t-o

tr -t

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

I

(From Our Coiamf.rdal CcrrcijjonHeiit).

I Mjxci.no Lank, Nov. 22.

i n III! prices of CKYLON COFFKB soKI in Mincing
;

Lc'iie lip to 2’.ind November:—
i

ICk ‘•Simla”— QCL AVCr in estate mark, ic llj 109; 2c It

I

100s; ac 103s: Ic IbOT.s; Ic Hi 117s: It lb 91s Oil.

Ek “Mu.sician”—GA OiiTah, Ic lii 9.3s •>!; ic It 'Oos, Ic lb
, 91s; U lel.s; Ic It 87s; 1 bag 91)s.

I
K “Myrmidon"—JB Ouvali, Ic lb l(i2s id; .Oc 94s’ 4c It

I

9"s 0(1; -2c Ws Gd; 1 bag O.'is od. PB Ouvah, Ic 103s Cd;.

I

-2c It -aOs.

i
CF.YLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commerrud ('vrri tfomlrnt').

!
Mincing Lane, Nov. 22.

i l.\ Siuuby sliips—T Bulked. 1 b.igOs d) iis.

OnrtMUVlCa PRIti'i'INO WORKK.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CAKUAMOM SALES

NO. 51.] Colombo, December 23i'd. 1895. ) Price :— cents each
;
3 copies

I 30 cents
;
6 copies ^ rupee.

( OLOMHU SALES OF TEA.

LARLE LOTS.

[ME.SSRS. Benhaai & Bremner.—6,455 lb.]

Lot. Bo.x Pks. Name. lb. c.

f, Mahanilu 52 8 cll SOU 000 37
0 Elston 54 35 do pe sou No. 2 3150 31

[Mr. A. M . Gepp.

—

12,17 1 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Burnside 1 17 hf-ch liro pek 850 46 bid
•> 3 31 do pekoe 1.550 32
O 5 10 do pek sou 500 31
f) p T a 0 23 eh pekoe 2300 30 bid
6 O N P 11 30 do pekoe 2400 30
i \V Y A 13 21 do pekoe 1890 30

11 NO 15 11 ch pek sou 990 20
1;' B, in estate

mark 29 0 ch pek sou 600 28

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson ^ Co., 106,315 1b.]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

11 (.lourt Lodge 17 26 lif-ch bro or pek 1638 74

12 19 9 ch bro pek 1080 64 bid
13 21 8 do pekoe 730 50
14 23 6 do pek sou 480 41

15 Belgravia 25 10 ch pek sou 900 38
27 4 do dust 684 37

17 Myraganga 28 12 ch bro or pek 1200^
17a 28a 11 do do 1265

1

is 30 21 do or pek 220.5
1

10 32 12 do bro pek 1260
1

20 34 17 do pekoe 1615
1

21 36 15 (io pek sou 1350
;
• withd’n

38 5 do fans 650
1

24 Mvraganga,
1

PT 41 13 ch bro pek 1365
1

25 43 8 do pekoe 7onJ
26 Elgin 45 10 do pek sou 800 34

30 IVarwick 50 4 ch
1 hf-ch pek sou 400 33

32 Mahou.sa 53 11 ch pek sou 1100 1

33 55 5 do pek fans 625 }
withd’n

34 57 9 do dust 765 J
39 Eatnatenne 63 6 do bro pek 600 36 bid
40 Attabage 65 23 ch bro or pe 2300 42

41 67 7 do
1 hf-ch or pek 601 56 bid

42 69 41 ch
1 lif-ch pekoe 4016 32 bid

43
,

AB L 71 10 ch
1 hf-ch red leaf fans 1034 14

44 72 11 ch fans 1155 42

46 73 8 do
1 hf-ch dust 1244 32

47 Belugas 75 6 ch congou 540 24

49 78 5 do dust 600 32

50 Manickwatte 79 9 ch bro pek 900 43 bid

51 81 6 do pekoe 600 34

52 A T, in estate
mark 83 5 do bro pek 600 36 bid

53 85 4 (lo pekoe 450 32 bid

.59 Agra Oya 92 13 ch bro mix 1300 14 bid

60 94 6 hf-ch dust 480 31

63 Ossington 97 17 ch bro pek 1870 50 bid

64 99 25 do pekoe 2500 33 bid

65 101 14 do pek sou 1400 30 bid

70 P 108 7 ch sou 688 26

71 L 110 9 do bro tea 900 16

72 S & H 112 7 do pe sou 560 20

74 M D U G 115 5 do sou 500 17

75 117 7 do red leaf 660 15

78 T 121 4 ch dust 500 25 bid

79 Rakwana 122 37 do bro pek 3700 40 liid

So 121 13 do or pek 1300 54

SI 126 51 do pekoe 4335 32 bid

83 129 6 do dust 900 30

S4 PAM 130 17 hf-ch iu'o or pek 850 41 l)id

S5 132 14 do du'o pek 840 38 l)id

86 134 18 do pekoe 720 31 bid

87 136 15 do pek sou 825 29 bid

8s XXX 138 12 oh bro pek 12G0 38 l)id

89 A X T' 140 12 do pekoe 1260 31 bid

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

90 Portswooil 142 50 Ilf-cil bro pek 2750 93
91 144 30 do pekoe 1500 75
94 Sapitiyagoda 149 28 box bro or pek 560 63
95 151 11 ch or pek 1100 49
90 153 7 do iiro pek 700 48
97 155 5 do l>ekoe 500 41
98 157 6 do pek sou 600 36
101 .Sapitiyagoda 101 00 llOX )jro or i>e 1200 63
102 163 iT- ch bro pek 4950 48
103

IM F
165 24 do pekoe 2400 36

106 169 S do SOU 640 28
109 Charlie Hill 173 9 lif-ch lu-o pek 45U 40 bid
110 175 10 do jjekoe 500 35
111 177 17 do pek sou 850 30
114 Victoria ISl 21 ch bro pek 1890 35 bid
115 183 53 do pekoe 4240 31 hid
116 185 •’0 do pek sou 1800 29 bid

[Messrs. Torres c'l- M'alker.—368,001 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 Poyston 22 5 el! dust GOO 33
2 Diamond in est.

mark 24 12 hf-ch bro pek GOO 31
4 Macaldenia 28 14 do bro pek 700 70
5 30 13 do pekoe 6.50 46
6 32 8 ch pek No. 2 800 40

10 Ellekaude 40 40 hf-ch bro pek 2000 67
11 42 80 do pekoe 3520 37
12 44 6 ch pek sou 510 32
13 46 60 do sou 5244 30
17 St. Helen 54 60 hf-ch bro pek 3600 39 bid
18 56 29 do p koe 1470 38
19 58 19 do pek sou 931 30
21 Amblakande 62 10 ch bro pek 900 52
22 64 16 do pekoe 1440 33
23 66 7 do pek sou 700 32
24 Nugaheua 68 8 hf-ch bro or pek 480 43
25 70 8 ch bro pek 720 51
26

Waitalawa
72 12 do pekoe 1020 41

29 78 58 hf-cii bro pek 2900 53
30 80 42 do pekoe 2100 40
31 82 12 do pek sou 600 33
33 Nugagalla 86 25 do bro pek 1250 50 l)id
34 88 23 do pekoe 1150 40
37 Easdale 94 16 ch bro pek 1600 64 bid
38

Digdola
96 22 do pekoe 2200 52

41 102 26 ch bro pek 2600 49
42 104 20 do pekoe 1800 34
43 106 9 do pek sou 810 31
45 Matale 110 13 ch 1)10 pek 1430 41
46 112 18 do pekoe 1710 30
49 Elamana 118 16 ch bro pek 1600 51
50 120 23 do pekoe 2300 37
51 122 6 do pek sou 600 32
54 Deaculla 12S 30 (lo bro pek 1800 72
55 130 45 (io pekoe 3375 40
56 132 9 do nek sou 675 37
57 Verulupitiya 134 22 ch bro pek 2200 49
58 136 io do pekoe 900 35
59 138 s do pek sou 720 32
60 140 16 hf-cli sou 800 29
64 Atlierfield J4S 34 do sou 1700 20
65 150 9 do bro mix 450 25

66 152 7 do pek dust 420 33
67 154 9 (io dust 720 33
68 Pansalatcuiie 156 36 ch bro pek 3780 42 bid
69 158 31 do pekoe 3100 34
70 160 22 do pek sou 2690 32
71 162 10 do congou

red leaf
1000 26

72 164 5 (io 420 20
73 Ederapoll.i 166 20 box bro or pek 500 49
74 168 6 do sou 540 20
75 170 6 do fans 540 24
76 .Shannon 172 25 hf-ch or pek 1000 46
78 176 39 ch pekoe 2340 32
79 178 7 do do No. 2; 560 33
80 180 22 do pek sou R540 30
82 184 12 hf-ch dust 660 32
83 186 13 do lu'o tea 520 35
85 Ellawatte 190 20 ch bro pek 2100 61 l)id

86 192 24 do pekoe 2400 46
87 194 6 do l)ek sou 600 33
so Spriugkell 198 t ch uuas 630 37
90 200 S do dust 040 33
91 Hul\igauga 202 13 ch bro pek 1.56,1 40
92 201 11 dci pekoe 1265 33



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. c.

93 206 6 ch pek sou 690 30
95 Cionawella 210 19 do bro pek 1900 44 bid
96 212 6 do pekoe 540 33
100 Galapitakan-

da 220 25 ch bro pek 2625 60 bid
101 222 29 do pekoe 2900 38 bid
102 224 6 do pek sou 600 31

104 A M B 228 22 do bro pe sou 1980 21
105 230 36 do fans 3960 20
106 232 19 (lo bro tea 1425 19
113 Kakiriskande 246 7 ch bro pek 661 40
114 248 7 do pekoe 604 33
117 Great Valley 254 17 do bro pek 935 59 bid
118 256 29 do or pek 1595 46 bid
119 258 27 do pekoe 2565 37
120 260 19 do pek sou 1710 32
123 Iddagodda 266 26 ch pro pek 2600 46 bid
124 268 33 do pekoe 2970 38
125 270 17 do pek sou 1445 33
120 272 18 do bro pe sou 1105 30
127 274 4 do (lust 520 33
128 Chesterford 276 20 ch bro pek 2000 57
129 278 20 do pekoe 2000 35
130 280 20 do pek sou 2000 31
132 Lyegrove 284 21 ch pro pek 2310 40
133 286 16 do pekoe 1600 33
135 St Hellers 290 37 hf-ch bro or pek 2035 49
136 292 30 ch pekoe 3000 37
137 294 6 do pek sou 600 31 bid
138 Castlereagh 296 12 du bro pek 12IK) 48
139 298 23 do or pek 2070 41
140 300 19 do pekoe 1710 35
141 302 8 do pek sou 640 31
142 304 5 hf‘Ch dust 400 32
146 Caskiebeu 312 27 ch tiowery pek 2700 58
147 314 22 do pekoe 2200 38
148 316 11 do pek sou 1100 33
149 318 10 do unas 1000 37
150 Chines 320 43 hf.ch bro pek 1935 39
151 322 29 ch pekoe 2465 32
153 Erracht 326 50 hf-ch bro pek 2500 57
154 328 27 ch pekoe 2295 34
155 Gainpaha 330 21 ch bro pek 2310 58 bid
156 332 20 do pekoe 2000 43
157 334 20 (lo pek sou 2(X30 37
1,

8

336 4 do bro tea 400 48
160 Hayes 340 65 hf-ch bro pek 3250 41 id

161 342 34 do pekoe 1700 41

162 344 25 do pek sou 1250 32
164 Weoya 348 41 do pro pek 2255 43
165 350 28 ch pekoe 2520 33
166 352 32 do pek sou 2400 29
168 356 6 hf-ch dust 420 32
169 Dunkeld 358 18 ch bro pek 1980 58
170 360 25 hf-ch or pek 1250 53
171 862 23 ch pekoe 2360 37
176 Bloomfield 372 39 do flowery pek 3900 56
177 374 27 do pekoe 2700 38
178 376 14 (lo pek sou 1400 33
179 378 37 do una 3700 35
180 Maha Uva 380 29 hf-ch bro or pek 1595 50
181 382 18 do or pek 900 64
182 384 19 ch pekoe 1900 48
183 386 13 do pek sou 1235 35
185 Dea Ella 390 45 do tiro pek 2475 42
186 392 45 do pekoe 2250 34

187 394 10 do pek sou 500 30
188 Arapolakande 390 36 ch bro pek 3600 53
189 398 37 do pekoe' 3145 34
190 400 9 do pe > sou 900 29
192 L K B Y, in est.

mark 404 25 ch bro mix 2800 15

194 A 408 18 do bro tea 1260 25

195 410 6 do dust 900 33
202 Scrubs 424 9 ch or pek 855 60
203 426 20 do bro pek 2200 51

204 428 IS (lo pekoe 1710 47

205 430 7 do pek sou 665 30
206 Clyde 432 33 do In-o pek 3630 41

207 434 32 ch bro pek 3520 62

209 438 24 do pekoe 2400 38

210 440 11 do pek sou 1100 31

211 442 3 do dust 420 33

217 Ambalawa 454 17 (lo bro pek 988 43

218 456 23 do pekoe 1035 33

219 458 18 (lo pek sou 774 30

220 Walahandu-
wa 460 28 cli bro pek 2800 40

221 462 31 do pekoe 2945 '•*2.

222 464 12 do pek sou 1060

223 SPA 466 14 do bro mixed 1370 ii2

225 Vilpita 470 11 ch i)ro pek noo 40

Lot Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

226 472 13 ch pekoe 1300 32
227 474 15 do pek sou 1350 29
228 476 8 do i>ro mix 755 20
229 Freda Ruhe 478 22 do bro pek 2420 49
230 480 18 do pekoe 1800 36
231 482 5 do pek sou 500 30
234 Horagas'.elle 488 7 hf-ch bro pek 430 40
235 490 8 do pekoe 434 33
236 492 10 do pek sou 554 29
242 IV, in estate

mark 504 17 hf-ch pekoe 1020 28
244 Farnhain 508 27 do bro pek 1674 64
245 510 20 do or pek 1040 59
246 512 29 (lo pekoe 1450 40
247 514 18 do pek sou 900 33
248 Cdagaswella 510 30 hf-ch bro or pek 1500 48 bid
249 518 42 do bro pek 2310 46 bid
250 520 18 do pekoe 1260 37
251 522 21 do pek sou 1575 32 bid
257 Talgaswela 534 20 ch bro pek 2000 42
258 536 23 do pekoe 2070 35
259 538 12 (lo pe sou 1080 31
261 M W 542 0 ch pelc sou .540 16
264 Bonami .1 D,

in estate
mark 548 20 ch pekoe 1800 53 bid

265 550 13 do pek sou 1105 35 bid
267 554 20 hf-ch (lust 1300 32
269 Middleton 558 35 do or pek 1750 51 bid
270 560 15 ch pekoe 1425 45 bid
273 P G M, in estate

mark 566 13 hf-ch pekoe 728 60
274 568 12 do do No. 2 672 46 bid
275 570 15 do sou 825 38 bid
277 Gleneorse 574 22 ch bro pek 2200 62
278 576 13 do pekoe 1170 36
279 578 14 (lo pek sou 1120 32
285 P G A, in estate

mark .590 27 ch bro pek 2700 43 bid
286 592 32 do pekoe 3‘200 32 bi(4*

287 Munamal 594 3 do
1 hf-ch bro pek 406 46

296 Polatagama 612 44 ch bro pek 4400 41
297 614 30 do pekoe 3000 31
298 616 15 do pek sou 1500 29
299 018 14 (lo fans 1400 85
300 Choughleigli 620 21 ch bro pek 2100 38 bid
301 622 19 do pekoe 1615 31
302 624 11 (lo pek sou 880 27
306 Xorthmore 632 25 (lo bro pek 2750 41 bid
307 634 18 do pekoe 1800 33
308 Erlsmere 636 6 do dust 4.50

315 •Queensland 650 lohf-ch bro pek 1.500 67 bid
316 052 IS do pekoe 1710 48 bid
317 054 5 do pek sou 450 85
319 Qb 658 5 cli bro mix 550 28

[Mr. E. John.—-183,«82 lb.]

i..ot Box Pkgs Name lb. C.

1 3' A- T Co., in

estate mark 72 61 hf-ch bro pek 3355 40 bid
2 74 65 oh pekoe 5850 33
3 76 22 do pek sou 1980 29

5 (Manrlios 80 35 (lo bro pek 3500 63
6 82 35 (lo pekoe 2800 38 bid
7 84 22 do pek sou 1980 32 IVul

8 Pool bank 86 35 hf-ch or pek 2100 54 bill

9 88 29 ch pekoe 2900 43 bid
10 90 9 do pek sou SKIO 34 bid
12 Ottery and

Stamford Hill 104 14 do bro pek 1400 60 bid
13 106 15 do or pek 1276 62 bid
14 108 31 do pekoe 2790 46
15 Glasgow 110 42 (lo liro or pek 3150 65 bid
16 112 21 do or pek 1260 '54 bid
17 114 23 do pekoe 2185 47 bid
18 Anchor, in est.

mark 116 42 do bro or pek 4200 68 bid
19 118 14 (lo or pek 1190 45 bid
20 120 11 do pekoe 1045 43 bill

21 122 10 hf-ch pek sou 600 36 bill

22 Ivies 124 21 ch bro pek 21001

23 126 25 do pekoe 2000 I witlid’n
24 128 15 do pek sou 13.50

)

20 Mocha 132 30 (lo bro or jiek 3900 •64

27 134 23 (lo or pek 2186 62
28 136 17 (lo pekoe 1.530 44
29 138 4 do fans 600 37
30 I'iila 140 St( do bro pek 6800 37 bid



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot Box Pk-s. Name lb. C.

31 142 45 cll bro pek 3827) 40 bid
32 144 23 CVO pekoe 1955 33

33 146 7 clo pek sou 595 30
34 148 10 do dust 1200 32
35 Madultenna 150 13 do bro pek 1300 53
36 152 24 do br pe No. 2 2400 40 bid
37 154 16 do pek sou 1600 31

38 BAB 156 7 hf-ch bro or pek 420 39
40 Templestowe 160 49 eh or pek 4900 54 bid
41 162 26 do pekoe 2340 40

42 Afira Ouvah 164 52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 70
43 166 32 do or pek 1920 54 bid
44 168 13 ch pekoe 1300 45

45 Alplakande 170 12 do pro pek 1512 47 bid
46 172 88 do pekoe 4028 34 bid
47 174 12 do pek sou 1152 30
48 H S, in estate

mark 176 12 do bro pek 1260 36
49 178 9 do pekoe 855 32
50 180 14 €lo sou 1190 26
51 182 6 bags red leaf 420 18
52 184 9 hf-ch dust 765 31
54 Nahavilla 188 19 ch bro pek 1995 61 bid
55 190 24 do pekoe 2400 37 bid
56 192 6 do pek sou 600 34
59 Dickapittia 198 21 do bro ijek 2310 55
60 200 25 do pekoe 2500 37 bid
61 202 6 do pek soil 600 34
62 Callander 204 27 hf-ch bro or pek 1620 52 bid
63 206 20 do pekoe 1000 54
64 208 20 do pek sou 960 43
65 Sm-iafcinde 210 13 ch sou 1105 34 bid
68 Glasgow 216 31 do bro or pek 2325 64 bid
69 218 18 do or pek 1080 53 bid
70 220 18 do pekoe 1710 47

71 Stinsford 222 35 hf-ch bro pek 1575
,

72 224 49 do pekoe 1960
[
withd’n

73 226 25 do pek sou 1000 >

78 Tientsin 236 23 ch pekoe 28110 47 bid
85 •Femdale 250 7 do bro pek 700 67
87 254 8 do pek sou 720 34 bid
89 Wewesse 258 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 45 bid
90 260 18 do pekoe 990 39 bid
91 262 15 do pek sou 751 32
92 Hunugalla 264 22 ch bro pek 2200 39 bid
93 266 13 do pekoe 1235 S3
94 268 9 do pek sou 810 30
96 New TunisKailla 272 13 hf-ch bro pek 715 55 bid
97 274 25 do pekoe 1‘250 40 bid
100 Alnoor 280 27 do bro pek 1485 36 bid
101 282 17 do pekoe 850 33
102 284 13 do peik sou 650 31
103 ‘286

"
do fans 490 36

105 N 290 14 ch pek sou 1400 32
106 Claremont 302 43 do bro pek 4085 36 bid
108 Gonaxy 306 20 do bro pek 2240 45 bid
109 308 12 do pekoe 1224 40 bid
110 310 10 do pek sou 900 33 bid
113 Kadella 316 22 do bro pek 2200 39 bid
114 318 18 do pekoe 1620 32
115- 320 12 do pek sou 960 29
119 Orangefield 328 8 do bro pek 800 38
120 330 11 do pekoe 1100 32
121 332 4 do pek sou 400 ‘27

124 Allington 338 14 hf-ch or pek 700 43
125 340 8 do bro pek 440 45
126 342 15 do pekoe 750 33
127 344 9 do pek sou 450 29
133 Maddagedera 15 35 ch bro pek 3500 47
134 17 22 do pekoe 1980 33 bid
135 19 20 do pek sou 1600 29
130 Henegama 21 4 do bro mix 400 28
138 Tarf 25 17 do pek sou 1615 33 bid
139 27 13 do dust 1016 38

[Messrs. Somerville Co., 197,388 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgy. Name. lb. 0 .

1 L BK 38 7 ch bro pek 665 26

4 H J S 41 21 hf-ch pek sou 1060 ‘29

5 IBukettia 42 7 ch bro pek 700 40

6 43 7 do pekoe 700 33

7 44 4 do pek sou 400 29

10 Deniyaya 47 25 do l)i'o i>ek 2750 00

n 48 11 do pekoe 1100 47

12 49 5 (lo -pek sfiu 475 35

15 Hatton 54 .'0 do pekoe 4.500 46

16 55 22 do pek sou 1980 33 bid

18 57 6 hf-ch dust 480 33

22 S 61 8 do dust 610 33

Lot. Box Pkgs Name lb. C.

23 St. Leys (i2 24 hf-ccll bro pek 1844 66

24 63 19 ch pekoe 1748 47

31 Mousagalla 70 29 do bro pek 3190 40 bid

32 71 16 do pekoe 1590 32 bill

37 Maligateime 76 9 hf-ch jsekoe 450
2038 77 10 do pek sou 470

40 Malvern 79 33 do bro pek 1815 41 bid

41 SO 43 ilo pekoe 2365 33

45 Waiakamure 84 37 ch bro pek 3700 41

46 85 31 do pekoe •2945 33

47 80 26 do pek sou 2240 oO

53 E S 80 15 do bro mix 1410 19

51 90 4 do fans 540 34

52 91 6 do unassorted 600 20

56 Yspa 95 6 do dust 900 33

57 Mahateniie 90 14 do bro pek 1400 40 bid

58 97 12 do pekoe 1-200 32

59 98 7 do pek sou 700 •29

62 Monrovia 101 17 hf-ch bro pek 850 54

63 102 15 ch pekoe 1500 36

64 103 5 do pek sou 500 31

67 Moragalla 100 0 do bro pek 900 48

68 107 5 do pekoe 500 33

70
71 Chrystler’s

Farm in est.

109 4 do pek sou 400 32

mark 110 33 do bro pek 3405 77 bid

72 111 53 do pekoe 4770 57

73
76 F A in est.

112 30 do pelt sou •2700 43

mark 115 7 do bro tea 805 32

77 lie 3 do dust 450 33

79 Castlemilk llS 8 hf-ch dust 680 33

84 T G W 123 28 ch pekoe 2464 32 bid

87 Ukuwela 1‘26 21 do bro pek 2100 40 bid

92 Nagur 130 7 do pek sou 630 18

99 Neuchatel 137 23 do bro pek 2530 40 bid

100 DBG 139 4 do bro mix 400 18

102 R X 141 8 hf-ch dust 640 32

103 Galphele 142 10 do bro pek 600 50

104 143 14 do pekoe 700 42

105 144 17 do pek sou 850 32
107 Hopewell 146 17 do or pek 935 37

108 147 .5 do pekoe 450 32
110 Alpitikande 149 5 cll bro pek 500 46 bid
111 150 12 do pek (bulked) 1080 35 bid
113 Friedlaud 152 30 bcixes br orpek v 600 08 bid
114 153 30 do br or pek 1! 600 70 bid
120 CRN 159 18 ch pekoe 1-261 31 bid
134 Penrith 173 22 do bro pek 2200 02
135 1174 19 do pekoe 1520 38
136 175 13 do pek sou 1105 32
143 Ktgaila 182 14 do bro pek 1500 39 bid
146 Harangalla 185 32 do bro pek 3200 45 bid
147 186 44 do pekoe 3960 34 bill

148 187 35 (lo pek sou 2800 30
150 189 3 do dust 450 33
151 Yellebende 190 12 do bro pek 1-200 44 bid
152 191 •20 (lo pekoe 1800 3.$bid

153 192 0 do pek sou 7-20 .30

155 Dependene 194 45 hf-ch or pek •2250 38
156 195 ‘27 do bro pek 1485 43
157 196 45 (lo pekoe •2250 33
158 197 20 (lo pek sou 1450 29

161 Glenalla 200 ?7 ch Ijro pek •2700 41 bid
162 1 10 do pekoe 1710 32 bid
103 2 25 do pek sou 2250 •29 bid
168 St. Columbkille 7 17 hf-ch bro pek 935 48

160 8 17 ch pekoe 1615 36
170 9 13 do pek sou 4170 32

172 Salawa 11 5 do bro pek 50J 48
173 12 5 (lo pekoe 475 40
174 13 18 (lo pek sou 16-20 31

175 14 7 do sou .595 30
177 Lyndliurst 1C •20 do bro pek 2 JO 42
178 17 25 do pekoe 2125 3’J bid
179 18 •24 do pek sou 19-20 20

180 19 5 (lo sou 400 •2.5

181 20 5 do dust 425 34
182 Bollagalla 21 •20 do bro pek 1900 44

183 22 18 do pekoe 1620 33

184 23 12 (lo pekoe sou 1140 30
186 Sirisanda 25 8 hf-ch bro pek 4S0 54
187 20 18 do pekoe 900 35
188 27 23 do pek sou 11.50 31

197 M’tenne 36 6 ch pekoe 540 33
198 37 9 do pek sou 810 30
202 Barnagalla 204 16 ch or pek 1300 54

203 Hatdown 205 12 do bro ijek 1200 41

2 14 200 11 do pekoe 990 33
205 207 17 do pek sou 1360 39
206 208 .5 do uiias 475 30



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

SMALL LOTS.

MES.SKS. jBeXHAM cX BrEMNER.

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Springvvood 44 2 ch bro mix 200 15
'7 Elston 5C 4 hf-ch dust 280 33

[Mr E. J OHN.]

J)Ut Box:. Pka;'8. Name. lb. 0.

4 T & T Co., in

estate mark 7s 1 ch lu'o pek fans 125 25
11 Poolbank 102 2 do dust 300 34
:>D BAB 158 0 (lo dust 300 32

Troup ISO 1 (io red leaf 100 17
Nahavilla 194 2 hf-cl) dust 180 35
P T E 190 2 ch dust 240 35

Go Suriak.unde 212 1 do dust 100 33
07 214 2 do l)i'o mix 190 18
74 S F D 228 4 hf-ch pek fans 220 34
7.”> 2:J0

n do dust 140 33
70 232 4 do conji:ou 180 27
i 1 234 1 do red leaf 65 20
t:) Farm 238 2 do SOU 190 22
80 240 ;; do dust 240 33
81 liiialouvah 242 1 do

1 hf-cli fiUlS 181 35
82 244 4 ch bro mix 360 28
83 240 1 do red leaf 100 23
bi 248 1 hf-ch bro pek dust 71 33

Ferndale 2,56 1 ch dust 100 34
f»5 llunugalla 270 1 do dust ICO 32
OS ;New Tunisgalla 27G 2 hf-ch SOU 100 28
99 278 1 do dust 52 29
104 C D N 288 1 do pekoe 82 32
111 Gonavv 311 1 ch pek fans 74 34
112 :m 1 do dust 90 31

lie Theresia 322 2 do pek sou 200 31

117 324 2 hf-ch dust 100 33
118 326 1 ch COllJJOU 100 23
122 Orangefield 334 2 do bro tea 200 22
12:; 336 1 do dust 120 33
128 Allington 340 9 hf-ch dust ICO 34
129 348 1 do red leaf 55 19
132 Kandaloya 13 1 ch pek No. 1 40 31

137 Henegama 23 0 do dust 280 32

CEYLON COFFEE SALES 4N LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

MiNCiXf; Lane, Nov. 2‘J.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
Lane up to 29th Noveniljer ;

—

Ex “Manila”—JB Ouvah, It 98s; 8e lb 93s Cd; 4c 89s Gd;
Ic Ui2s; 3c lb SGs; 1 bag 92s,

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondent').

Mincing Lane, Nov. 29.

Ex “Ningchow”—Palli, 29 bags .j7sr.

Ex “Chingwo”—Palli, 34 bags .57s.

Ex “ClaiiL'ameron”—ll.MA&Co. in estate mark, 3 bags 43s:

7 bags (s d) 38.S.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From onr Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing L.\ne, No^. 2 0.

Ex “Clan Cameron”— D.MAACo, in estate mark, ISc 2s 2d;

lOc Is Sd; ;)c Is 4d; .")c Is 3d: 2 seeds 2s 2d; 2 seeds 2s.

Ex “Olenorcliy”—AL, 2c 2s; 8c 2s 2d; 12c 2s 3d; 4cls4d;
Sc Is 5iU

Ex “Ameer”— Vedehette. 2c 2s 3d; 2c Is Gd.

ICx “Chesbir”—Callantenne, 2c 2s 3d.

Ex “City of Oxford"— Knuckles, 2c 2S 2d.

CEYLON CINNAMON SALES
IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent)

Mincing Lane, March 29, 1895.

Ex “Clan Forbe.s”-ClldeS, lb lliil; Gb lOd; 133 9^: ‘^Tb

9id: 131) Sid; 3b 7jd; 1 box 8^d; 5b lOd; 3b 9jd; Cb 8jd;
3b 7^d; 4b 10^; 3b 9^1 ilb 8^d; 2b 7^1; 3b 9Jd; 4b 9d;
3b Sjd; lb 7jd; Cb 9|d; 10b 9d; 1 box 8jd; 3b 8^d.
Ex “Spondilus”—Cllde.S, Cb lOjd; 2b lOd; 3b 9^d; 3b 9^d;

IbS^d; 2b 7^d; 10b lOd; 9b 9d; 3b8jd; lb 8d; 11b lOd: Gb
9jd; 4b 8jd; lb f^d; 1 box 9d; Cb 8jd; lb s d 9d.
Ex “Dalmatia”—.S8 in estate mark Ekelle plantation,

20b 8Jd.
Ex “Oolong”—-A&.S PS in estate mark Ekelle plantation,

lb s d Sd; 1 box 9d; Cb 8d.
Ex “Spondilus”—CY and C in estate mark, 22b lid; 21b

lOd; 13b 9d; 5b SJd: 6b 8d; 3b 7^1.
Ex “Glenartnev”—B 305 in estate mark Ekelle planea-

tiou, 20b lOd; 50b 9d; 2Cb 8^d; 4b 8d.
Ex “Cheshire,’—SS in essate mark Ekelle plantation, 20b

9Ll;50b9d; 26b 8jd; 4b 8d.
Ex “Ameer"—A.JF Ekelle, 3b 7^d.
Ex “Glenorchy"—AP and Co. in estate mark, Gb 8^d.
Ex “Logician”—FSWS in estate mark Kaderane, Gb Is.
Ex “Ameer”—F, cinnamon chips lb Sid; 2b 5d; 45b GUI;

lb s d c 53d; lb 5d.
Ex “Cheshire”—JRKP in estate mark, 13b lOd; Cb Old;

Gb 9d; 1b 8jd; 2b sd 8d; 5b 7id; 1 box 9d. .1 in estate
mark, Kadriane, 3b lid; Gb lOd; 13b 9d; 2b s d 8d; 8b S^d;
1 box 8^. JDSR in estate mark, 2 bags 9d; 13 quillings 7jd;
1 quillings s d Gjd.
Ex “.Shropshire”—F.SWS in estate mark, Kaderane, 1 par-

cel lb Is 2d; 27b Is; Cb lOd; 2b O^d; I2b Sd; 3b 73d; Gb 7d;
IboxSjd. FSK Kaderane, 5b Is 2d; lb 9d; Gb 8jd; 5b Sd;..

1 box 8jd. FSW.S in estate mark Kaderane, 1 bag broken
9d; 2 cuttings 9d; 10 quillings 8d; 1 broken and chips 4d-
F.SK, Kaderane, 1 bag broken 9jd; 1 cuttings Ojd; 5 quillings
8d ; 1 broken and chips 4d.
Ex “Oolong”—JDSR in estate mark, 310 bags chips 3Jd;

30 D chips 3d. J in estate mark, 100 chips 3id; 10
chips 3gd.

Ex “.Stafl'ordshire”—CHdeS, 25b lOd; 31b 9,xd; 9b 8}d; lb
8d; Gb 103; 1Gb Od; 28b 9id; .5b 9d; 25b 93d; 28b 93d: 8b
83d; lb 8d; 4b lOd; 3b 93(i; lb 83d.

Ex “Yorkshire”—CHueS, 32b lOd; Gb 9jd; lb 9d; 17b 9jd;
12b 93d; 11b 9d; 3b 8d; 19b 93d; 2b 9d; 11b lOd;
3b 9d.

Ex “Glenartney”—ClldeS, 27b lOd; 3Gb 93d; 4b lOd: Gb
9d; 7b 83d; lb 7jd; 1 box Sjd; 3b lOd; lb 93d; lb 83.

Ex “Maclister”—CHdeS, Gb lOd; 28b 93d; 9b 83d; 3b 73d;
7b 93d; 8b 9d; 3b S3d; 4b lOd; 5b 9d; 5b S3d; 3b 73d; 1

box 83d.

Ex “Glamorganshire”—V 1435 in estate mark, Ekelle
plantation, Gb lOd; 14b 9jd; Gb 93d; 44b 9fd; 2Cb 9d;
Sb 83d.

Ex “Malta”—SS in estate mark, Ekelle plantation, Gb lOd;
14b 93d; 50b 9jd: 26b 9d; 4b 83d,

Ex “Elgeria”—S.S in estate mark, London, Ekelle, 50b 9jd;
24b 8?d.

Ex “Glen Farg”—EDC Ekelle, 12b 83d; 12b 91d; 20b 9d;
9b 8d; 1 box Sd.

Ex “Glenartney”-GDC Ekelle, 10b lid; 38b lOd; Cb 93d;
3Gb 9d; 20b 8id; 12b 73d; 1 box 8|d.

Ex “Glenavon”—GDC Ekelle, Gb lid; 18b l''d; Ob 9d; 9b
Sjd; 2b 8d; 1 box 83d; 10 bags 73d; 10.5b 3d.

Ex “Ori/.aba”—GDC Ekelle, 98b 3d; 10b s d c 3d.

Ex “Glamorganshire”—ASGP in estate mark Kaderane,
1 box 9d: 1 bag 9d; 13 clippings 73d.

Ex “Benlouiond”—FSK Kaderane, lb Is :id; 4b Is 2d;
111) Is Id; 12b Is; 2b 113d; lb 93d; Gb 83d; lb 73d; 2q 7d;

1 box 83d. JDSR in estate mark Kaderane, 10b Is 3d;
28b Is 111 lb lid; 1 bag 9d. Iloiahena estate JDSR in es-

tote mai'k Kaderane plantation, 3b Is 3d; 5b Is 2d; Gb Is;

lb lod; lb 8jd. JDSR in estate mark, 10 clippings 73d.

Ex “Cheshire”—JDSR Kaderane, lbsd93d; 1 bsx 83d.
Horahena estate JDSR in estate mark Knderana planta-
tion, Ibag 9d.

CINNAMON CHIPS.
Ex “Elgeria”—B in estate mark, 20b 93d; 50b 9d; 26b

83d; 4b 73d.

Ex “Pei'sia”—R and Co., Ekelle plantation, Cb lOd,

441) 93.

Ex “Spondilus”—F and Co., Ekelle plantation, 11b 93: 4b
S3di 4b 71 d.

Ex “B'enaldei-”—A and S PS in estate mark, Ekelle
Plantation, Ob 730; 32b 7d. 'I’eirsts, 1 parcel 103d.

Ex “Glenavon”—D in estate mark, clipi)ings 20b 71d;
201) 7d.

OBSERVKU PIUNTINC. WOIIKS.



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST, 5

SMALL LOTS.— Co9?ifrf.

Lot.

[Mr.

Box

A. M. Gepp. ]

Pkgs. Name lb. c

4 Burn.sicle 7 2 hf-ch dust 120 32

0 .\timsrahtanne IV 3 tlo or pek 16.5 42

111 19 4 do pekoe 200 32

n 21 3 do pek sou 135 29

V' li, in estate
mark 23 1 ell unas 71 24

i;; H, in estate
mai'k 25 2 ch bro pek 100 41

14 27 2 do pekoe 200 2S

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson .!it Co.]

Lot:. Box. Pk:<;s. Names. lb. C.

27 Eliiin 47 2 do dust 294 35

IVarwkk 48 1 hf-cli bro pek 55 46

20
•

49 1 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 150 35

31
3b

52 3 do dust 220 33

E E C. in estate
60 hidmark 62 24 1box hro or pek 120

4.5 A B T- 73 2 ch SOU '70 19

4b lleluf’as 77 2 do red leaf 156 15

51 A T. in estate
mark 87 2 ch pek sou 230 29

55 88 4 hf-ch dust 300 34

66 Ossiiiiiton 103 1 ch dust 161 32

S & H 114 2 1lif-ch pek fans . 215 33

M C 119 2 ch red leaf 168 14

120 1 do hro pek 100 32

S2 Kakwana 128 3 do fans 378 32

99 SapitiviiKoda 159 1 ch dust 100 33

loO 160 1 do fans 85 34

l(»4 M E 167 4 ch unas 320 32

105 168 2 do dust 300 32

107 H F, in estate
24mark 171 1 ch sou 75

mb 172 4 do hro mix 300 19

112 Cliavlie Hill 179 3 hf-cli sou 150 26

113 180 4 do pek fans 260 33

117 \ietoria 187 1 ch dust 120 32

Messrs. Somerville A Co.

Lot. Box. Pkffs. Names. lb. C.

s lllukettia 45 1 ch bro tea 100 24

9 46 1 do bro mix 100 24

12 Denivava 49 5 do pek sou 475 35

13 50 1 do dust 130 33

14 51 1 do unas 100 33

17 Hatton 56 2 hf-ch bro tea 100 19

19 A 58 2 do bro tea leo 17

20 59 4 do dust 320 32

21 s 60 3 do hro tea 150 17

25 'St. beys 64 4 do sou 360 32

2(i Co 2 hf-ch dust 160 31

27 66 1 do red leaf 60 21

33 Mousaaalla 72 11 ch sou 100 26

34 73 1 do dust 153 30

35 74 1 do red leaf 100 21

36 Malisatenne 75 4 hf-cli hro pek 350 39

39 78 1 do dust 67 29

42 Malvern 81 4 do pe sou 220 28

4U 82 1 do sou 55 24

44 83 3 do dust 165 32

4b Warakamure 87 1 do bro mi.x 188 22

49 88 1 do fans 135 34

(ill Maliatenne 99 1 do red leaf 100 19

(il 100 1 do dust 56 32

65 Monrovia 104 3 do fans 30L 33

66
69

105 1 hf-ch ])ek dust 80 32

iSloragiilla 103 3 ch ])ek son 300 29

74 Chrystler's
Farm in

cross mark 113 3 do hro mix 285 32
7.’» 114 3 hf-ch dust 240 34

IS Pine Hill 117 2 hf-ch unas 100 33

OeduEialla 119 2 ch hro tea 170 16

SI 120 4 hhcli dust 360 32

2 do fans 130 32

S2 K 1) A 121 2 do bro ijek 194 47

S3 122 1 do hro jiek a 100 41

S7) T (iW 124 4 ch pek sou 320 29

so 125 1 do dust 85 33

91 Nauiir 129 5 do hro pek 100 .30

93 N A 131 1 ch hro pek 150 .31

1 Ilf-cll

94 132 2 ch pekoe 200 30

o:> 133 3 do sou 270 17

Lot. Box. l>ky.s. Name.s. lb C.

96 liadese 134 2 hf-cli hro pek 100 40

97 1,35 3 do pekoe 1.50 32

98 136 1 do pek sou 50

101 11

X

14U 2 do SOU 100 21

106 Galphelc 145 2 do dust 160 34

109 Hopewell 148 4 do pek son 300 29 liid

142 Alpitikunde
124 C R X

151 4 ell son hulked 360 ;io

160 3 do pek son 285 28
187 Penrith 176 1 ch d nst 155 34
144 M 183 t) hf-ch Iiro pek 364 35 Dul

145 184 4 cli pekcie 390 29 hid
149 Hsraiifialla 188 2 do fans 240 33
154 Vellehendc 193 2 do fans 240 38
159 Repedene 198 4 hf-cli dust 320 33
16(1 199 1 do red leaf 55 17

164 (ilenalki 3 1 cli liro mix 100 lb
105 4 1 do congou 80 23
106 f) 1 do fans 9(1 2(»

167 , () 2 do dust 300 33
176 .balawe 15 2 cli dust 276 34
185 Sirisandii 24 2 hf-ch or pek 120 71

189 28 4 do dust 324 33
190 29 2 do fans 93 30
191 30 2 do COUilOU 98 25
192 31 1 do hro mix 33 21

196 Mtennc 35 3 cli hro pek 270 50
199 201 1 do pek dust 106 34
20(1 202 1 do dust 98 31

201 203 1 do conii«ni 88 21
207 Hatdovva 209 2 do hro mix 200 22
•'Ob 210 1 do dust 136 31

[Messrs. PoRiiEb A Walker.]
Lot.
3 Diamond, in

Box
est.

Pkgs. Name lb. C.

mark 20
7 II A T, in est.

1 hf-di pekoe 50 28

mark 34 3 cli hro pek 315 37
8 ;i6 1 do pekoe 95 32
9 38 1 lif-cli dust 74 32
14 Kllakande 48 3 ch red leaf 255 20
15 0(1 3 hhcii dust 225 34
16 Dangkandc 52 2 do dust 180 30
20 St Helen 60 2 hf-ch dust 160 31
27 X'ugahena 74 4 ch pek sou 310 31
28 70 1 hf-cli fans 78 32
32 Waitalawa 84 4 hf-ch dust 320 36
35 Xunagalla 90 7 do pek sou 350 31
36 92 3 do dust 240 35
39 Easdale 98 2 ch pek sou 200 37
40 100 4 hf-ch hro pe fan 260 36
44 Digdola 108 2 do fans 260 34
47 IMatale 114 1 do SOI) 90 29
48 110 1 do dust 85 32
52 ElaiUiln 124 3 ch SOU 300 30
53 126 2 do fans 200 35
61 Verulupitiya 142 3 lif-ch bro mix 150 27
62 144 4 do pek dust 240 33
63 140 3 do dust 240 3?
77 Shanon 174 5 hf-ch hro pek 250 53
81 182 5 cli SOU 300 28
84 188 2 do red leaf 140 17
88 Ellauatte 196 2 lif ch dust 180 33
07 Gonawella 214 2 ch pek .sou 180 30
9S 216 1 do f.ans 110 34
09 218 1 do dust 150 33
103 Galpitakande 226
107 A L, in estate

2 hf-cli dust ISO 33

mark 234 1 do red leaf 60 19
112 Hethersett 244 3 do pek sou 246 38
115 Kakiriskande 2.50 2 do pek sou 180 28
116 252
U: P DM, in est.

1 do dust 85 31

ma.ik 202 1 cli dust 150 31
122 264 1 do hro mix 140 2.5

111 ClK3;erford 282 1 do dust 120 33
134 Lvegrove 288 1 do dust 100 33
143 Killarnev 300 3 do pekoe 333 38
144 308 1 hhch pek sou 86 20
145 310 2 do dust 198 31
152 (dunes 324 3 ch pek sou 270 28
159 Gamiialia 338 3 hf-cli dust 285 34
167 Weova 354 4 ch hro pek fan 360 80
172 D K D 364 2 do pek fans 230 32
17;: 306 3 do hro pc No. 2 360 37
174 368 2 do red leaf 2oO 22
175 370 3 do pek sou 380 30
1S4 .Malia I'va 388 1 lif-cli COUf^OU 45 27
191 Ar.ipolak.ande 401 2 cli du.st 200 34
103 r.nnniialla 41 If 1 lif-ch red leaf 65 28
208 Clyde 4:i6 2 cli hro or pek 230 43
224 SPA 4OS 1 ch red leaf 90 20.



0 CEYLON PRODLTK SALE.S LIST.

Lot Box. PI. Names. lb. C.

232 \V A 484 o cli pekoe 210 2(1

233 48G 1 do bro mix 95 21
2;i> •M .1. in estate

mark 496 lif-ch bro pek 3(i2 34
23'.' 498 o do pe sou 200 27
240 700 •2 hf-ch fans 130 32
241 502 *3 do dust 225 32
2.72 K M 1, 524 2 ch bro mix 174 17
2.73 D W 520 1 hf-ch bro pek 45 3G
2GO M .1 11 540 3 ch congou 300 25
2G2 .M \V 544 *2 do dust 280 32
2G3 Bonami, .1 D

in estate
mark 546 4 hf-ch bro pek 200 out

2GC 552 8 do sou 320 out
2G8 556 3 do bro tea 150 out
271 1’ o .M, in est.

mark 562 4 do bro or pek 240 85
272 5C4 3 do or pek IGS 7..

27G 572 3 do pek fans 270 3.7

280 Glencor.se 580 1 eh dust 16.7 32
281 582 1 do pek fans 133 35
288 .Mnnamal 59G 2

1 hf-ch ])ekoe 247 34
281 598 1 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 149 29
29o 600 1 do bro tea 59 26
291 G02 1 ch dust 116 32
292 604 1 do .sou 94 27
293 CtG 1 do unas 91 32
294 G08 1 do red leaf 58 32
29.7 610 1 do congou 77 27
303 ( 'lionghleigh G26 3 hf-ch dust 219 32
:!18 (Queensland G5G 1 ch bro pe dust 135 34

CFA'f.OX COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane. 13, Dec.
Marks and Prices of CKVLOX COFFEK sold in Mincing

l.ane, np to Dec. :

—

I'.x “Kakai;i”—(iA Ouvah, Ic lb 89s. AG Ouvab, It 80s;

Ic 7Ss.

Mincing Lank, Dec. 2o.

I'i.N “Stiift'ordsldre"— IViliaracalla, lb I07.s: 3c 11) lOCs; 4c

!)9s (id; Ic 112s: 2 bags ions. WHOT in estate mark, Ic 89s

Kx “Statesman”—Golconda. Ic 9.7s; lb S2s; 1 l)ag 9.7s.

CEYLON CARDA.MOM S.ALES

IN LONDON.

i'ram oar < iniimei rnd GorresjioudrnlJ.

Mincing Lane, 13, Dec. 1805.

Maiks anil prices of CKVl.ON COl'FKK sold in Mincing
Lane up to 13tli December—
Kx “Clan Caiueron '— DM.1 and Co. in estate mark, 30c

2s 2d; 8c 2s; 14c Is 8d: 1.3c 2s 2d; Ic Is hd; 13e Is Id.

Ex “Clan Campbell '—Delpotonoya, Ic 2s 7d: 3c 2s 2d;

Gc IslOd: Ids 5d; Ids d3; Ic Is 9d; Ic Is 8d.

Kx “tileuorcliy”—KOBO, My.sore Cardamoms, 2c Is 7d;

2c Is 3d; 3c Is 8d; Ic Is Gd 2c ! i 7d; Ic Is ud. Dryburgh,

.Mysore Cardamoms, Ic Is Sd; 1 . Is 4d; 2c Is 3d; lcls2d,

Ic 2s 2d. -M, Mysore Cardamoms, Ic Is 3d: Ic Is 2d; Ic Is

3d. .S.JNI, :ic Is 8d. KOBO, Mysore Cardamoms .seeds, i

pocket, 2s 2d.

Kx “.MacKinnon”—.lb, .Malabar Cardamoms, 20c Is 4d

.1.1 .\ and t'o. in e.state mark, 7c Is Sd; Ic Is 3d; 1 bag Is 3d;

I 1 bag Is 2d; Ic Is 2d; 2e 2s Od.

Kx “Lincasliire’’ — .M in estate mark, Ic 2s; :1c Is lOd; Ic

Is 2d; 2c 3d: 1 bag Is 2d. KOBO, :lc Is 4d; Ic Is 3d.

oiisKaMGi mtiMiM; wouks.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARHA.MOxM SALES.

NO. 1.1 Colombo, .Januakv l-'Jtll.
Price -12^ cents each

;
3 copies

' • --J atl cents
;
b copies ^ rupee.

COLOM HU SALES OF 'I'EA. 1 Lot Box Pkgs. Name 11). c.

;

S3 Tallogalla Jvan-

LARGE LOTS. de 83 8 hf-cii i)ro pek 480 40 bid

I

84 16 do pekoe
or pek
pekoe

960 30 bid

[Mi;.ssr.s. Benham & Rremner.--2.5,298 lb.]
86 Pooinnudi

! 87
80
87

43 ch
30 do

1365
3060

46 bid
34

Lot. Bo.v Rks. Name. 11). C.
I

88

I

9U Bonaccui'd
88 13 do po sou 1300 30

'1 florn.sey 48 9 ch pek .sou 900 32 bid - (Tnnaiicon
) 90 16 ch or pek

pokuo
1769 46 bid

% Halfioivnie 52 17 do bro pek 1700 36 bid 91 91 19 do 1909 35
.» 54 25 do pekoe 1.SOO 29 92 92 1.0 do sou 1500 30
(.»

HAttalRiilla
50 13 do pek sou 1170 27 94 !)4 4 (In 1)10 mix 400 IS

s 00 9 ch pek sou 900 30 9.1 Braoiui)i-c ‘J5 1-2 ilf-cll or pek
pekoe

660 • 47
1) 02 4 do bro tea 400 -21 96 90 8 ch 800 35
m 64 5 do fan.s 4,50 33 97 97 5 (In pek sou 450 34
1.‘, A I'mwatte 72 8 ch or pek 720 50 bid 98 .Mandsra.
10 74 7 do l>ro or pek 770 47 Newara 98 11 (-ll bro pek 1210 6.5 bid
17 70 ‘28 do pekoe 2520 35 1 99 99 4 do ])ekoe 400 4!)

IS
llii-aaala (B &

78 16 do pek sou 1600 31 102 X V 102 4 do tlust 470
‘20

1
104 1! in estiite

11) 82 12 cli bro pek 912. 38 bill !
mark, l)iku\a 194 23 hf-cli bro ))ek 11.50 41

•jr 84 12 do pekoe 984 30 bid ! 105 105 1.5 do pekoe 750 33
86 14 do pek sou 1400 29

{

106 106 20 tio pek sou 1000 30
I't I'.l.StOH 90 23 ell pe sou No. 2 2070 29 bid !

107 107 22 do Oro sou 1100 23
2.', riap.-mc 92

94

|0

23
do
do

1 )1-0 pek
pekoe

1000
1610

50
34

90 30 do pe ,sou 2250 29 (

98 7 do sou 455 27 1

[iVlK.SSIbS. bOMERVILLF, A- Co., 281,649 lb.]

Imt. Ro.n
• I'L.kS- Name. 11). C.

[.Mes.srs. a. H. rilOMPSOX Co., 93,490 lb.] 1 .1 S 1 5 fh pek sou 475 35

Lot Uo.x. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.
2

3
2

3

10 do
7 lif-cii

SOU
dust

900
030

33
31

11 Keiniiiis;ton 11 14 eh sou 11-20 27 4 A C \\' in est.

10 l:i 6 lit'-eli dust 480 31 mark Doragiilla 4 5t ch red leaf 4644 14
14 ( Nboviie 14 10 oh fan.s 950 20 .5 Rondura 5 9 do 1 )1-0 tea 855 19
10 10 10 do bro tea 1000 17 C 0 13 do bins 780 31
Ll’> St. Leonai'cl.s on 7 7 10 do ilust 830 31

Sen 16 9 Cll bro pek 900 43 8 Nanagoda 8 12 do bro pek 1260 38
9 do do 900 43 0 9 13 do pekoe 1300 33

17 17 7 do pekoe 030 33 10 10 11 do pek sou 600 3(f

Is B Sc I) IS 11 ch dust 2-240 33 12 Kndagangii 12 15 do bro pek 1680 43 bill

'Hi 1, 20 9 do bro tea 900 12 13 13 8 do pekoe 840 32
— -\I I, C ‘22 26 hf-ch SOU 1170 26 14 14 18 do pek sou 1500 29
2:! 23 16 do dust 1-200 30 18 a .S L IS 12 hf-cli .sou No, 1 000 23
24 24 8 (lo red leaf 400 20 25 Kooi-ooloog;illa 25 12 ch bro pek 1200 51
25 Aftra Elbedde 20 28 do bro pek 1680 65 26 26 12 do pekoe 1200 40
20 26 41 do pekoe 2050 48 30 Uloiwcla 30 21 do bro pek 2100 43
‘27 27 20 do pek sou 1000 39 31 31 12 tlo pekoe 120(1 34
2.5 ICalknnde 28 27 do pekoe 13,50 34 32 32

U
12 do ])ek .sou 1140 30

H.) 29 ‘20 do pek .sou 1000 30 34 Kolani 61 hf-ch bi-f) pek 3355 41 bill

:jo 30 16 do SOU 800 26 35 35 40 tlo pelcoe 2300 31
:n. 31 9 do red leaf 4.50 15 30 36 26 tlo pek son 1170 •28

32 7 clo dust 420 32 38 38 9 tlo fans 540 37
• *b Xabaveena 33 19 do bro pek 960 47 40 .SummervillB

35 8 do pek No, 2 400 34 Ceylon est.

30 12 do pek sou 600 31 hi est. mark 40 12 ch bro pek 1-200 59 bid
Cliarlie Hill 38 9 hf-ch bro pek 450 38 41 41 23 tlo or peK 2185 46

42 Court Lodi^e 42 9 c.h bro pek 1080 51 bid 42 42 14 tlo pekoe 1330 36
4:! Madampe 43 29 hf-ch bro pek 1600 46 43 IS V ill est. mark 43 5 do ilust 7.50 32
41 44 10 do pekoe 800 35 44 44 7 tlo bills 700 19
4.1 Balewane 45 6 ch fans 660 24 bid 45 Arsleiiii 45 43 hf-ch bro pek 2150 48 bid
47 R W E 47 18 ch lUist 1980 21 bid 46 40 40 tlo pekoe •2300 38
4’5 .Siipitiyagoda 48 •23 do bro or pek 2530 56 47 47 30 do pek sou 1934 32
4'.) 49 41 rlo bro pek 1100 51 48 Yarrow 48 56 lit) 1)11) ])ek 3130 43 l)iil

50 50 50 do or pek 4500 45 49 49 53 tit) pekoe •2050 37
01 51 31 do pekoe 3400 38 50 V in estate

n2 20 do pek sou 2000 36 mark 50 7 tlo dust 490 35
liatiiatenne 53 6 ch bro pek 600 39 51 Rothes 51 07 boxes pekoe 912 35

04 .\ T, in estate 52 Troy 52 •22 ch bro pek 2640 40 bid
mark 54 5 ch bro pek 600 30 bid 53 53 1-2 tlo pekoe 1170 38

. 1 . > 55 4 do pekoe 460 31 54 54 25 tlo pek sou 2150 32
r.2 < >>.5ingtoii

l*ambngama
62 17 do bro pek 1870 43 bid 58 (i W 58 11 tlo sou 880 ‘29

(*>.> 63 4 do fans 400 27 60 6i.» 0 lif-ch fans 540 36
01 64 7 hf-ch dust 630 31 61 61 7 tit) ilust 490 33
r.;> l> 65 34 do bro tea 1700 12 bid 62 Forest Hill 62 15 ch bi-o pek 1590 48

N N 66 6 ch bro pek 600 31 bid 63 03 27 tit) pekoe ‘2808 35

07 67 6 do pekoe 552 -27 bid 04 64 0 tit) pek sou 552 31

72 .Mviaganga,
V* T

60 Mon.siikanda 66 13 lit) bro pek 1305 46
72 13 ch bro pek 1365 42 67 67 •22 tlo peltoe 2266 34

7-I 73 8" do pekoe 760 34 68 OS 0 do pek sou 7!>2 30
74 74 5 tlo fans 650 35 69 Mahatenne 6!) 18 lit) bro pek 1800 41
7*1 A 15 L 76 8 ch red leaf bins 800 10 70 70 10 lit) pekoe 1900 32
“7 77 7 do fans 700 36 71 71 7 ill) pek sou 700 29
7H A O C 79 9 do ' pek sou 900 23 74 Arslena 74 36 Iif-ch 1 )1-11 pek 1800 48 bid

80 12 do dust 1800 27 75 35 do pekoe 1750 39
.'I X X X 81 4 do iinas 480 16 76 7() •29 tlo pek sou 1450 30



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Box. Pkf’S!. Names.
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bio pek
pekoe
)>ek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
iuo pek
l>ekoe
pek sou
bro pek
or pek
))ekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek son
bro ock
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
unassorted
dust

bro pek
bro mix
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pekoe sou
fans
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro i>ek
pekoe
pek sou

bro tea
fans
dust
bro tea
fans
dust
tiro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
l)ro pek
pekpe
pek sou
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
dust

78 78 25 do
79 79 18 do
SI 81 6C (lo

32 82 17 ch

83 83 15 do
85 Ttoy 85 20 do
•86 86 12 do

87 87 23 do
sS I’elawatte 88 10 (lo

89 89 11 do
90 90 12 do
92 Ka> igam 92 18 do
93 93 24 (lo

94 94 6 (lo

95 1)5 12 do
96 Irex 96 14 do
07 97 12 do
!iS 98 7 (lo

99 llagalla 99 37 hf-ch

100 100 32 do
101 101 10 ch
104 Scarboi'ougli 104 5 hf-ch

106 Ov(jca, A 1 106 18 ch
107 107 13 do
108 108 14 do
109 109 5 do
110 110 19 hf-ch

111 I’eria Kande-
Kettia 111 21 ch

111 114 4 do
115 115 16 hf-ch

no Kelaiii 116 60 do
117 117 44 do
118 118 47 do
120 120 9 do
122 fkuxvela 122 30 ch

123 123 22 do
124 124 16 do
129 Warakamuie 1-29 14 do
130 130 12 do
131 131 8 do
132 S ill estate

domark 132 7

133 133 25 hf-cli

134 134 12 do
135 lloiidura 135 5 ch

136 136 12 1l)f-ch

1.37 137 6 do
138 tiallawatte 138 12 ch
130 139 10 do
142 1Koorooloogalla 142 14 do
143 143 10 do
115 Udseneatli 145 59 hf-ch

146 146 18 ch
147 147 17 do
148 Iviiruville 148 12 do
149 149 37 do
150 150 80 do
151 151 12 (lo

152 Ovoca A 1 152 17 (lo

1.53 153 12 do
1.56 I’aradise 156 18 ch
157 157 32 do
158 ] 58 17 hf-ch

1.59 159 8 do
161 liiehstelly and

chWoedtliorpe 161 9

165 16.) 21 do
166 166 26 do
170 Kew 170 42 hf-ch

171 171 36 ch

172 172 31 do
173 Kaiiaiika 173 17 (lo

171 174 51 do
175 175 6 do
182 byiidlinrst 182 15 ch
183 183 13 do
184 184 14 (lo

185 185 5 dD
ISO 1.86 5 hf-ch

188 I l> 188 46 ch
197 189 21 hf-ch

192 < ilieliiole 192 8 do

-201 Itatwatte
(iiM-dii, Co. 201 22 ch

202 202 16 do
203 203 15 do
rjor. ,\liitkelle 206 7 lif-ch

207 207 10) do
214 Kiintsford 214 29 (lo

220 Kitnis 22C1 6 ch

lb. r. Lot. Box. Bk Names. lb.

3190 39 2-21 221 9 ch pekoe 900

1375 34 222 222 7 do pek sou 665

900 28 223 223 6 do pek fans 600

2750 39 227 Gallaw.atte 227 11 do bro pek 900

1615 34 228 228 IS do pekoe 925

1350 28 232 Penrith 232 25 do bro pek 2500

2360 40 )>iil 233 233 23 do pekoe 1840

1176 39 234 234 14 do l>ek sou 1190

1978 32 240 Viiii-it 240 9 (lo bro pek 900

1765 39 241 241 11 (lo pekoe 1100

1155 33 242 242 11 do j)e son 1100

1205 31 246 R( I F in est.

1890 57 nmrk 246 18 do bro pek 1800
2160 43 247 247 18 do pek 1620

540 36 248 248 16 do pe sou 1280
1080
1400
1200
700

221X)

1000
1000
445
1800
1300
1400
600
1805

2520
440
1200
3300
2200
2115
540
300
2200
1520
1400
1140
720

700
15(X)

960
500
720
480

120t)

950
1400
1000
3245
1620
1530
1320
3700
6800
1320

bro or pek 1700
or pek
bro pek
pekoe
sou
unas

bro pek
pekoe
pek son
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
uek sou
bro tea
dust
pek sou
dust
congou

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pekoe
bro pek

1200
990

3104
816
432

000
1470
1950
2436
3312
2945
1955
5100
540
1500
1530
1120
400
425
3450
1785
400

2200
1600
1425
420
500
1601
COO

32
42
34
29
40 bid
37

30
35
66
50
42
29
32

41 bid
25
34
42
32
29
35
42
33

i

28 :

40
83 I

29
i

19
37
30
20
37
31

38
32
50 bid
40
37 bid
31
29
44 bid
41 bid
33 bid
25
69
52
51

33
28
30

54 liid

37
30
75
51

43
40
33
29
41 bid
37
30
25
31
28
32
26

40
30 bid
26 bid
37
30
30
41

J.ot

1

(i

7

10
11

12

1.3

14

l.l

16

1

15
19

20
21

22 (ilenlilt

23
24

[Mr. E.

Box

JOHN'.-

Pkirs

-187,900 lb.]

Name lb.

I 17

()

Agra < bivall

JlOi,1110(1

26
28
29

X'erelapaliia

2 \Vh\(Mon

3!

3*1

37 (aislanda
38
39
41

42
43
44

45
46
47

48
19

52
53
54
55
.56

.57

58
59
60
61

63
64
65
61
67

08

69
70
71
72
73
77 (lonavy
78
79
81
84
85
80

llvakellii-

Kila
Kan iiigaiim

lloeba

Stinsford

1\ ies

.Madulteniia

.\uelior, ill est.

mark

.\vr

Faitldie

Wevmontli

53
55
57
59
61

63
65
67
69
71

73
75

77

79

83
85

101
103
105
107

111
113
115
119

121

123
125

127

129

131

133
135
141
143
145

147

149
151

153

155
1.57

1.59

163
165

167
169
171

173
175

177
179

181

183
191
193
195
199
205
207
209

do
do

23 eh
12 do
52 hf-eh
32 do
13 eh
10 do
12 hf-eh
16 ch

hr or pe No.l 2310
do No.2 1386

do
do
(lo

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
du
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
<lo

(lo

(lo

(lo

35 lif-ch

49 do

12
16

18

25
20
1

13
13

13
4

41

32
21

6
13
13
14

63
39
42
30
12
3
35
22
12

25
21
25
15

21
24

16
21
26

do
ch
do
do
uo
do
(lo

(lo

(lo

pekoe
uiias

bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek fans
bro pek
pek .sou

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek fans
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
bro pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
l)ro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

2070
1320
3380
1920
1300
1600
960

1680
1200
1760
1800
600
2240
2100
1300
1300
1300
500

4100
3200
1995
900
1430
1300
1400
5355
3900
4200
2700
1980
420
3850
2090
1080
1575
I960
1000
2100
2000
1350
2100

hr pe No.2 2400
do No.2 1589

pekoe 2100
pek sou 2566

42 do
14 do
10 hf-ch
40 (lo

ch
do
eh
do
(lo

(lo

33
18
25
12
8
0
12 bf-ch
20 (lo

17 ch

bro or pek
or pek
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pok sou
l>ro pek
pekoe
pek sou
sou
du.st

bro pek
pekoe

•;8

33
37
3ii

60
40
34
41

31

28

38
33
28

1 irnmore 29 9 ch bro i)ek 9(10 4s bid
31 10 do pekoe 1000 43
33 9 do pek sou 90U 36

Oaktield 37 16 hf-eh bro pek 800 54
39 13 do pekoe 6.50 42
41 12 do pek .sou 600 33

Oartry 47 5 ch pekoe 500 33

.Vrdlaw and
49 6 do bro mix 000 28

Wisliford 51 27 hf-ch or pek 1215 51 bid

4200
1190
500
2000
2475
1440
2800
1224
720
570
840
1000
1275

60 bid
55
42
.32

7ti

53
47
3(>

37
47

35
52 bid
45
35
53 bid
50
58
41

60
40
33
37
56 bid
45
36
.36 bid
38 bid
40
31

29
33
64
49
41

.58

39
32
35 bid
30
28
.'lO

40
40
3(i

30

60
46
42
:i9

31
36
55
45
.39

29
29
55
33

bid



CEYLON PliODUCE SALES LIST,
o
O

Lot Box. PIvgs. Names. lb. C.

S7 211 10 c)i liek sou 800 29

02 Ferndale 221 11 do pekoe 990 44 bid
93 223 8 do pek sou 720 40

04 Claremont 225 18 <lo bro pek 1620 35

05 227 22 do pekoe 1760 30

OG 229 13 do pek sou 075 28

09 Aliioor 235 27 lif-ch bro pek 1485 42

100 237 21 do ))ekoe 1050 38
101 239 16 do pek sou 800 30

102 241 6 do fans 420 34

103 Keenagaha Ella 243 6 c)i bro tea 750 30

10.1 Pati Ka.jah 247 32 <lo bro pek 2880 56

106 249 19 (lo pekoe 1425 41

107 251 12 do pek sou 960 32 bid
109 Glentilt 255 36 do bro pek 3780 51

no 257 26 do pek sou 2600 3i)

111 259 20 hf-di (lust 1400 34

112 Stinsfovd 261 31 do bro pek 1705 60
113 263 65 do pekoe 2925 39
114 265 20 (lo pek sou 900 33
120 0 277 8 do sou 640 29
122 281 6 ch fans 630 36
123 Sr. Clair 283 10 do sou 960 25
124 E T K 285 7 do pekoe 700 40
126 289 13 do red leaf 1300 19
129 Gla.s";o\v 304 50 do lu'o or pek 3750 72
130 306 31 (lo or pek 1860 52 bid
131 308 26 do pekoe 2470 47

132 310 16 (lo pek sou 1600 39
139 Vahalakela 324 3 do (lust 450 30
144 Tarf 332 0 (lo bro pek 1035 32
145 334 13 (lo pekoe 1365 31
146 336 4 do pek sou 400 27
147 Ci T 338 7 hf-ch (lust 665 33
148 340 11 cli congou 1100 38
149 Garnby 342 3 do

4 hf-ch unas 500 33
150 R L 344 15 ch bro pek 1650 39 bid
151 346 6 do pekoe 570 34
152 348 5 do pek sou 450 31

154 MaryLand 11 5 (lo bro pek 550 43
155 13 6 do pekoe 630 32
157 Ottery and Stam-

ford Hill 17 16 do bro pek 1600 60
158 19 17 do or pek 1465 59 bid
1.59 21 38 (lo pekoe 3420 40 bid

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—4SG,564 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

Andradeniya 660 5 cll bw) pek 550 44
2 662 5 do pekoe 500 33
5 1 K \ 668 5 do tiro mix 560 22
6 T D & Co. 670 11 do dust 825 32
9 Goodwood 67(! 11 hf-ch p koe 005 40
12 Kelaneiya 082 41 cll bro pek 3485 59
13 684 do jiekoe 3700 41

14 «iS6 4 do pek sou 400 30
10 >'i(havecna 690 66 lif-cli bro pek 3.300 47
17 692 24 do l>ekoe 1200 39
18 694 41 do pek No. 2 2050 38
19

•
696 27 do pek sou 1350 32

21 Hurstpierpoint 700 12 (lo bro pek 600 38
22 702 8 do pekoe 400 29
25 F & 11 708 10 ch or pek 1100 52
26 710 11 do bro pek 104.5 47
29 Udiiljiige 716 98 ch bro pek 5880 38 bill

30 718 49 do pekoe 2695 30
31 720 19 (lo pek sou 1045 28
-32 722 13 do dust 910 34
33 Ri-echin 724 15 ch bro pek 1650 64
34 720 10 do pekoe 1050 42
35 728 5 do pek sou .500 38
37 Glenorcliy 732 38 lif-cli bro pek 2090 63
38 734 00 do pekoe 3000 45
40 Thedden 738 44 (lo bro pek 220) 50
41 740 25 ch pekoe 2500 34
44 Ventui-e ( I raven-

core) 746 31 lif-cli ]ie .sou No 2 1550 29
4.5 li, in estate

mark 748 5 ch .sou 450 26
46 750 11 do dust 1.540 35
47 Thebertou .'52 12 do bro pek 12ii0 43
48 754 12 do ptkoe 1200 36
49 75(i 12 do pek sou 1200 ;n
50 758 11 do bro mixed 1100 23
51 7(i0 12 do dust 1200 32
55 Blackstone 768 26 ch tiro pek 27:40 42 1)id

.56 770 42 do 'pekoe .378*1 39
57 772 43 do pek sou 3655 .30

.58 774 31 do tiro tea 2790 25

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

59 770 1.3 Ch pe fans 1235 33
60 778 5 do pek dust 600 33
65 IVattag.alla 788 19 do hro or pek 2090 42
06 790 8 do or pek 880 49
67 792 .30 do pekoe 3300 .35

68 794 n do pek sou 1100 32
70 E R 798 6 Iif-ch dust 450 33
72 n A 802 16 do hro tea 800 23
73 804 6 do dust 480 31
74 High Eorest 800 17 (lo hro pek 1001 (J2 bid
75 80S 13 do ))ekoe 035 56
76

Hannnci'ia
810 19 (lo pek sou 102.5 42

78 814 40 ch bro or pek 4400 56
79 816 4.5 do Jiekoe 4500 41
80 818 7 do pek sou 700 34
83

D N
824 4 do iiiias 468 27

84 826 7 do hro or pek 770 41
85 828 8 do pekoe SOO 34
86 .M V 830 15 ch fan.s 1650 32
87 832 6 do dii.st 690 31
88

Harrington
834 10 do hro mix 1520 24

80 830 20 ch or pek 2200 63
90

Tonacombe
838 11 do pekoe 1210 48

92 842 30 ch or pek 3000 68 bid
93 ,844 18 (lo bro pek 1980 48
94 840 53 (lo pekoe 4770 4.5

95 848 10 (lo pek sou 1600 3li

96 RiM-kside .850 8 cll bro jiek 880 37
97 S52 5 do pekoe 500 :13

98 854 0 do pek sou 600 30
99 Devitura 856 27 do liro pek 2430 00
100 858 16 (lo pekoe 1200 39
101 860 9 (lo pek sou 720 31
102 .862 4 (lo dust 460 34
103 Radella 804 27 cll bro pek 2700 61
104 860 25 do pekoe 2250 44
105 868 19 do pek sou 1710
109 SI 876 4 do liro pek 400 39
112 Weoya 882 01 hf-ch bro pek 3355 61
113 884 39 ch pekoe 3510 36
114 886 40 hf-ch pek sou 3000 il
115 Bloomfield 888 34 cll flowery pek 3400 .54

116 890 27 do Jiekoe 2700 42
117 892 13 do pek sou 13t'0 •36
123 Erraclit 904 45 Iif-ch bro pek 22.50 4:4

124 906 41 (In pekoe 3485 36
125 90S 11 ch jiek sou 990 30

:J9
126 Climes 910 50 do bro pek 2250
127 912 34 do pekoe 2890 3'1

128
Hayes

914 10 do Jiek sou 900 27
129 916 7) lif-ch bro pek 3550 30
i:30 918 44 do pekoe 1980 .:4

131 920 27 do pek sou 1215 31 bid
133 Gongalla 924 28 do bro pek 14.)0 38

.13134 926 10 do pekoe 755
135 928 11 do pek .sou 520 30
137 Grinapalla 932 104 lif-ch bro pek 5200 :19 bid
138 934 85 cll pekoe 6800 :;u
139 936 51 do pek sou 4P80 .)“

140 938 14 do bro pe fans 1400 ::0
141 940 5 do dust 700 :;i
142 High l''orest 942 12 ht-cli bro pek 672 03 bill
113 914 18 df' pekoe 900 O')
144

Ragalla
946 15 do pek sou 810 42

146 950 4 ch bro mix 400 2-t
147 952 7 lif-ch fans 560
1.54 Hiinbar 9(!6 21 do or pek 882 32
1,55 90S 32 do bro pek 1600 47
156 970 34 ch pekoe 2720 :u
157 P.'itiagania '972 12 do bro or pek 1260 4^
1.58 974 4 do bro pek 400 42
1.59

St. Hellers
976 8 do pekoe 800 o(>

162 982 25 lif-ch bro or jie 1375 4»;
163 984 27 ch pekoe 2700 t>7
104

Choiiglileigli
986 5 do pek sou 500 2:)

160 990 21 (lo bro pek 2100 oO hifl

167 Carfax l>.)2 8 (In bro or pek 880 .">0 bill
168 994 1.5 do r pek 1500 31
169 996 10 do bro pek 1100 42
170 998 9 do Jiekoe 85.5 4 t

171

Bagdad
1000 i do dust 1120 o:i

172 2 19 ch dust 1900 20
174 Chesterford 6 26 do bro pek 2600 • »

i

175 ,s 26 do pekoe 2600 :t0
irc

D K J)

10 26 do pek .sou 2600 ol
179 16 6 cll bro Jiek 000
180 18 4 do iiekoe 400 20
18) Kelaneiya 20 40 ch bro Jiek :!400 •>4 Ijiil
182 22 36 do Jiekoe :5C00 4M
183 Geragania 24 16 do bro Jiek 1700 A-;

184 26 1(1 do pekoe iODO
185 28

'
do jii-k sou 7911



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Bo.x. PI Name. IL. e.

4 listlereagli 34 28 ch bro pck 2800 44

i?n 30 17 do or pek 1536 44

100 38 20 do pekoe I860 3,

I'.'i 10 0 do pek sou 480 32
lO-l 42 6 hf-ch dust 480 33
i;>:i r.lack.stone 44 12 ch bro pek 1200 43 bid
101 40 24 do pekoe 2160
lli.'i 48 21 do pe son I 860 31
i'.h; 50 19 do bro tea 1710 20
lOT 52 10 do pe fans 900 32
i:m Kllawatte 50 20 ch bro pek 2100 02
200 U 11 R 58 13 do bro pek 1495 41

201 00 10 do pekoe 950 35
2u;j 04 8 do ilust 1280 33
2U4 farlabeck 00 4 do pek sou 400 48
205 08 8 hf-ch bro pe fans 520 42
20S B O, ill est.

nin vk 74 24 ch bro mix 1002 15
200 Tonvood 70 20 do bro pek 2052 59
210 78 30 (lo pekoe 3000 38
211 SO 6 do pek sou 510 30
210 Morlamis 00 IS hf-ch bro pek 90U 51
217 92 9 ch pekoe 900 43
21S 94 5 do pek sou 500 33
210 Lofhiel 90 29 box bro or pe 580 00 bid
22,

1

98 20 lif-ch do 1430 45 bid
221 100 37 ch bro pek 4070 47 bid
.JO., 102 15 do pek No. 1 1500 44 bid
224 106 0 (lo bro pe dust 9U0 31
225 Vo-xford 108 5 ch bro ]>ek 500 40
220 no 7 do pekoe 030 35
227 112 4 do dust 520 33
22S .smib.s 114 15 (lo or pek 1425 50 bid
220 116 30 do bro pek 3300 51
23U US 28 do pekoe 2060 47
2:;i 120 11 do pek sou 1045 30
202 Boonevale 122 14 ch bro pek 1400 40
203 124 25 do pekoe 2250 34
235 .-Vrapolakande 128 7 cli bro pek 605 47
230 130 10 do pekoe 800 32
2o, .Melrose 132 14 do bro pek 1540 39
'2:i> 134 7 do pekoe 700 33
231 • 130 8 do pek sou 800 31
24>) -Iscot 138 8 ch bro pek 800 39
241 140 9 do pekoe 810 32
245 148 19 do brp pek 1900 39
240 ISd 22 (lo pekoe 1980 35
240 Aiminskamle 156 35 do bro pek 3850 44
250 158 26 do pekoe 2000 38
251 i.owlands 160 9 ch bro pek 900 40
252 102 9 do pekoe 810 31

250 l•'.dol•apolla 170 45 hf-ch bro pek 2250 48
257 172 22 cll pekoe 1870 30

25b 174 43 do pek sou 3655 32
203 Denmark

Hill 184 6 ch or pek 540 78

2GS Ciottaganga 194 04 do bro pek 0400 53

200 190 13 do pekoe 1170 37

270 198 0 do pek sou 450 31

271 Talgaswela 200 25 ch liro pek 2500 40

272 202 25 do jiekoe 2250 32

273 204 10 do pek sou 900 30

270 Cairnforth 210 34 hf-cli bro pek 2210 57 bid

277 212 24 do 01 pc 1 1200 73

27b 214 31 (lo pekoe 15 0 42 Itid

270 216 17 (lo pek sou 850 35

2S0 V F 218 i do dust 455 35 bid

2si ('airnforth
(Lower
Division) 220 62 hf-ch bro pck 3090 48 bill

2'2 222 24 do or pck 1200 58

203 St. Helen 224 35 do bro pek 2275 38 liid

2b4 226 2'J do pekoe 1120 31 bid

228 14 do pe sou 728 30

2S7 .Meeinoraoya 232 19 do bro pek 700 33

2bS 234 13 do pekoe 520 30

2SO I’edro 230 27 ch liro or pck 2970 8b

200 238 21 do pekoe 1890 53

201 240 16 do pek sou 1200 43

203 CRD 244 5 do red leaf 500 17

204 'J’vnionr 240 75 hf-ch pek sou 3750 42

205 .Y 248 8 ch lir pek 789 33

200 250 0 do pekoe 630 29

207 252 18 do dust 2700 ivitlld'n.

304 S 20(i 8 do dust 090 29

311 AS 280 3 ilo dust 435 28

310 (i 296 6 do sou 510 28

322 Knavesinire 302 23 do
1 lif-ch bro pek 2360 41

323 304 41 cll

1 hf-cli pekoe 3740 30

Lot Bo.v Pk-S Name 111. 0.

324 300 27 cll pek son 2430 07

327 312 2b do pekoe 1800 .3b

328 314 2b do l>e .sou 180(1 28
332 322 21 do bro pek 2100 43
333 324 38 (lo pekoe 312b 35
334 Polatagama 320 25 (lo bro pe 2.5b0 lb
335 328 12 do Jiekoe 1200 31

33ii 330 S do pe sou 800 20
337 332 0 do fannings 60b • >.')

338 dunes 334 02 hf-ch bro pc 299b 39
339 330 34 ch Jiekoe 289b 3b
340 338 ;5 do jie sou 45b 27
345 Duranakanda 318 15 do bro jie 15C0 57

340 350 14 do Jiekoe 120b 34

347 352 18 (lo jie son 1530 3b
352 Ivirindi 302 0 do bro jie 000 01
353 301 17 do pekoe 119b 38
354 300 20 (lo jie s<m 1500 31

357 .Vugusta 572 11 (lo liro jie 110b 01
3.58 3, 4 20 do Jiekoe 1820 37 bid
359 370 33 do Jie sou 2475 31
360 378 7 d(» sou 455 27

303 Matale 384 10 (i(» bid jie 108b 38
304 380 10 d(» pekoe 1.520 32
300 Langdale 300 20 do iii'o pe 312b 1

307 392 27 do Jiekoe 270b
)

11.

375 L and K 408 29 do 111- mixed 261b 14
379 \enture 410 22 hf-ch jie so No. 2 121b 29
380 Munamal 418 8 ch liro po 787 42
381 420 0 do Jiekoe 577 32
390 Poyston 438 13 hf-ch bro i‘e 780 54 bid
391 440 12 ch Jiekoe 1200 52
393 Hayes 414 71 hf-ch bro jic 3550 40
394 440 44 do pekoe 1980 33
395 448 27 do pe sou 1215 29
397 Wattagalla 4.52 22 ch liro or jie 2420 42
39s 454 8 do or jie 880 49
399 450 28 (lo pelcoe 308(.i 33 liid

400 458 12 do pe sou 1200 30
405 Iddaginlde 468 8 (lo liro jic 800 41 bid
400 47b 19 do pekoe 1710 30
407 472 14 (lo jie sou 1190 31
410 Devitura 478 27 do liro jie 2130 02
411 48b 24 (lo Jiekoe 1920 40
412 482 lb (lo pe sou 800 32
413 481 4 (lo dust 10b 35
414 Barkindalc 480 13 do bro pe l.'iOO 57
415 4s8 8 do pekoe 72.1 4.5

SMALI. LOTS.
[Mi;ssi:>. A. H. 'I’liOMrsox R Oo.]

Lot. Ikiv. Pkbs. Name. 111. e.

12 Koimingtcii 12 hf-clt Ill'll tea 105 25
21 P R 21 i cll

1 llf-cil Jiekoe 115 21

34 Nallaieeii 1 t>4 do Jiekoe 350 3,

iil 1 dc dust 80 32
39 (ilengarillc 1 cil sou 3-20 20
10 4n 1 do dlisl 150 32
11 4L 1 do red leaf 80 03

10 Rakwane 4i'. 2 cll dust 300 29
50 A '1', in estate

mark Ll> 2 cll jiek sou 230 27

57 P 1! ill 4 d(> dust ;;0b 20
58 1 do fails i;:b 3-2

59 :»i> 1 do red leaf 10(1 15

Ob WiK.deiid 1 do dust 1.5(1 31

01 t>! 1 do coilgou 9(1 2.1

08 X X (
'' 1 cil iilias so 21

09 Pgieside (»:« 1 do JIC tins 100 30
7b 7m 1 do dust 115 31

71 71 1 do l,ro mix 75 17

7.1 .Mvraitaiiaa,

P I'
T ",

1 cll red leaf 95 17

7.S A P. 1, 7s •

,5 do dust 350 31

82 Hcolii 1 do diisl 300 35

85 Tallegalla
kaiide 2 llf-cil JIC sou 12b 21

89 Poonmudi 1 do dust 8b 28

93 Bonaccbi’d <).;
•> ch dust 21b 28

100 .Maiidara
Xewar.'i U)*' 1 cll dilsI 125 35

101 101 1.1 do liro le.-i 224 24

103 X y u»y 1 do sou 80 19

108 B, in estat
mark, Dikoya 10^ l» llf-cil dust 135 32



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 5

Messes. Eenham & Bkemnee.

Lot Box Pkgs. N.'une lb. c.

1 Springwooil
3 Honisev

40
60

2 ch
3 ch

bro mix
fans

200
270

17
32

7 Balgownie 58 1 do pek fans 130 32
14 F&R 70 0 hf-ch ])e sou 300 29
11) Acrawatte
•23 Hiragalla

80 1 ch pe dust 75 34

(R&H) 88 2 ch dust 200 32

29 U la pane 99 2 do dust 150 30

30 100 1 do red leaf 07 IS

[Me. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

4 Dioiiioie 35 2 ch dust 200 :a

S Oaktield 43 1 hf-ch bro mix 50 uJ
9 45 2 do pe dust JOO 35

27 Dooluoo 81 2 ch dust 200 35
30 \erelapatna 8/ 3 do pe sou 300 34
31 89 2 hf-ch dust 160 34
3ti Whvildon 109 2 ch dust 300 31
40 Coslanda 117 3 do bro mix 300 24
00 Kanangama 137 2 do pe fans 200 33
.71 139 1 do fans 70 ;io

132 Ivie* 101 2 do fans too 31
74 Ayr 185 3 do dust 240 31
75 187 3 do dust No. 2 201 •28

70 189 3 do bro tea 204 IS
So tionavy 197 1 hf-ch pe fans 74 34
82 Faithlie 201 3 ch tans 300 33
S3 203 3 do red leaf •255 18
8S Wevmouth 2 3 2 do dust 160 33

216 1 do dust No. 2 65 27
90 A G C •217 1 do pe sou 88 36
91 219 1 hf-ch dust 74 33
97 Claremont •231 3 cli bro tea 285 10
9S •233 1 do dust 150 31
104 Keenagaha Ella 245 1 do dust 100 33
108 Pati Kajah •253 3 do dust 345 34
115 BAB 207 1 do red leaf 100 17
110 209 2 do

1 hf-ch dust 345 30
117 271 3 do bro or pek 105 30
IIS MR 273 1 ch bro mix 100 20
119 275 2 do dust 200 34
1-21 C 279 3 hf-ch pe dust 330 33
125 E T K ‘J87 4 do dust 320 33
127 U Y 301 1 ch bro pe 107 50
12S EGA 303 1 hf-cli pekoe 31 37
133 Patnlpana 312 C do bro pe 300 41
134 314 0 do pekoe 300 31
135 310 5 do pe sou 250 28
130 318 1 do sou 50 25
137 Yahalakela 3-20 3 ch bro tea •210 25
13S 332 4 do pe fans 360 34
140 K 320 1 hf-ch or pe 40 44
141 327 7 do pe sod 280 21
14-2 329 1 do fans 40 20
143 K, B T, in est.
• mark 330 2 do bro tea 80 15
153 R L 350 1 ch dust 140 33
150 Mahacudagalla 15

100 Uttery and Stain-
G hf-ch sou 300 20

ford Hill 23 1 cli sou 87 28
101 25 1 do dust 110 34

[Messes Foebes & Walkee.]
Lut. Box Pkg8. Name lb. C.

3 Amlradeniya 604 1 ch pek sou 100 26
4 Goorookoya 000 7 hf-ch hro mix 385 25

7 Goodv.'ood 672 2 do bro or pe 1-20 57

8 074 0 do liro pe 330 •10

10 078 5 do pek sou 275 31

11 (i80 1 do dust 00 31

15 Kehineiya 688 2 cli dust 230 30
20 Nahaveena 698 2 hf-ch dust 100 32
23 Hurstpier-

poiiit 704 1 do congou 50 •25

24 F & H 706 4 ch or pek 380 55 bid
27 712 3 do pek .sou 2S5 30
28 714 2 do dust 300 35

30 Brechin 730 1 hf-ch dust 70 33
39 Glenorchy 730 1 do dust 90 32
42 Tliedden 742 3 c!j pek sou 270 •29

43 744 2 do dust 300 30
52 Heron 702 5 Iif-ch son 250 26
53 704 2 do dust 160 32

Lot Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

54 706 2 ch congou 200 20

01 0 K 780 1 hf-ch bro pek 60 55
02 782 1 do pekoe 50 41

()3 .Stafford 784 2 ell

1 lif-ch hro pek 275 00
04 786 3 ch pekoe 270 51

09 Wattagalla 790 3 hf-ch pe (lust 270 34
71 K R 800 2 do sou 174 29
77 High Forest 812 3 do (lust 260 35
81 Bammsria, 8-20 3 do sou 105 28
82 822 2 ch (lust 200 34
91 Harrington 840 3 do pek .sou 309 37
100 Radella 870 3 do (lust 390 34
107 Comeaway 872 3 do hro mix 330 24
108 374 1 hf-ch (lust 80 32
110 M 878 4 ch pekoe 300 34
111 880 3 do pek sou 270 31

132 Hayes 9-22 0 hf-ch (lust 300 34
130 Gangalla 9 iO 2 hf-ch (lust 100 34
145 High Forest 9)8 1 do (lust 90 34
148 Rfiga.lla 954 2 do dust 180 33
149 1C B 950 1 ch dll .St 130 34
150 R IV 958 2 do fan.-- 200 35
151 900 1 do dust 130 34
1.52 R A W 902 2 hf-ch (lust l.SO 35
153 Debatgame 904 1 ch dust 140 30
100 Patiagama 978 1 do pek sou 105 30
161 980 1 do dust 160 34
165 St Heliers 983 5 hf-cli dust 335 34
173 Bagdad 4 2 do (lust 160 33
177 Chesterford 12 1 ch bro tea 100 19
178 14 2 do dust 240 32
180 Gerngama .30 1 do fans 130 32
187 32 1 do congou 100 25
198 Blackstone 5i 3 ch pek dust 360 32
202 W H R 62 2 do pek sou 160 31
206 M B O, in estate

mark 70 1 ch pek sou 7S •28

207 72 2 lif-ch dust 1.58 34
212 Torwood 82 1 ch du.st 1‘20 34
243 Tor 84 3 do hro pek 300 4(1

•214 86 4 do pe ?Of 340 29
215 N DC 88 2 do pek sou 164 24
223 Lochiel 104 2 do pek sou 200 32
234 Doonev.ale 1‘20 3 do fans 285 30
242 Ascot 142 1 do pek sou 85 25
•248 144 1 do lu’o pe fans 140 32
•244 140 1 do bro mix 77 25
247 152 3 do pek sou 255 28
•248 154 2 do hro pe fans 280 32
253 Lowlands 164 4 ch pek sou 320 28
254 166 1 do fans 120 33
255 168 2 do dust 280 32
259 K \V D 170 3 hf-ch lm> pc (lust 222 32
260 178 2 do pe (lust 144 20
•261 180 1 do bro tea 115 28
202 Denmark Hill 182 3 ch hro or pek 360 60 bid
264 186 2 do pekoe 17-2 50
265 188 2 do pek sou 104 39
•266 Craigie Lea 190 1 ch bro or pak 110 49
•207 192 1 do pekoe 90 40
274 Talg.aswela 206 4 do congou 300 20
275. 208 3 do bro mix 285 24

275;i 1 do d . 95 23
280 St. Helen 230 2 hf-ch pek fans 100 31
292 Pedro 242 2 ch dust 300 38
•298 A 254 i do dust No. 2 105 29
299 256 4 do fannings 270 31
son S 258 3 do hro pe 279 30
301 260 2 do pekoe 210 2,8

SW2 202 2 do sou 172 1!)

303 304 •2 (lo fannings 246 29
305 268 1 do red leaf 65 15

300 A S •270 1 do bro pe 87 19
307 272 2 do pek No. 1 104 35
308 274 2 (to do No. 2 190 23

309 270 1 lif-(‘h pe sou 42 19
3U) •278 1 ch fannings 94 24
3-20 G •298 2 do pe dust 200 34
3-21 300 do dust 200 32
325 Knavesmire 308 U do sou 240 24
3-20 310 2 lif-cli dust 1.50 31
329 310 3 cli sou 240 24
330 318 3 do

1 hf-cli ))e fannings 300 35
331 320 2 do dust 170 31
342 5V K 342 1 ch dust 135 29
343 1C L ;!44 3 do do 315 27
344 S C 340 o do (lo 263 ' 29
348 D K 354 2 hf-cli hro pe 100 3.5

349 350 1 cli pe sou 95 29
350 358 3 hf-ch (lust •240 33



0 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot . Box. Pkgs. Name lb. C.

351 360 5 do fannings 275 36

355 Kiriudi 368 5 ch .sou 325 28

356 370 1 do dust 86 31

361 Ailgu.sta 380 3 do do 225 33

;!C2 382 1 do red leaf 76 IS

365 Matalc 388 1 do dust 85 32

.371 Matiile 400 1 ch pekoe 90 28

372 M \V 4o2 3 do pek sou 285 ,

373 404 (lo do ISO 1

lo

374 406 2 (lo dust 2S0 30

376 Gravellieap 410 2 ch hro jjek 200 46
377 412 i ill) pekoe 100 31

378 414 3 do sou 240 26

382 M iinaiiial 422 4 ch pek sou 399 28
383 424 3 do sou 296 25
384 426 1 do congou 87 25

385 428 1 do dust 135 30
386 430 1 do uuas 92 31

389 I'oystou 436 31lif-ch or pek 180 00 1

392 412 3 ch dust 330 34

396 H.iyes 450 0 1hf-ch dust 300 34

401 Wattaftiilla 400 • > do pek dust ISO 33
402 402 1 do pek sou 53 25
403 404 1 ch

1 hf-ch hro pek 134 38
404 400 1 ch

lif-ch pekoe 147 29
408 IiUliigoUde 474 *2 ch hro pek sou 170 24

409 4‘.0 1 do dust 130 32
416 IJavkimlale 400 1 cll pek sou 85 32
121 llattawatte 900 2 do hro pe fans 200
122 902 2 do dust 200

Ml- ,8SttS. SOMKin Ihl.K & Co

Lot. J}ux. ])kgs. Name. 11). C.

11 Navangoda 11 4 ch sou 360 28

1) Kudaganga 15 3 do hro tea 360 33

16 10 1 do congou 95 20

17 17 1 do du.st 139 31

19 S L G 19 4 hf-ch sou Xo. 2 200 17

20 20 3 do dustXo. 1 270 31

21 21 2 do dust X'o. 2 140 33

22 Wedigoda 22 2 do hro pe 200 37

23 23 2 do pek 200 29

24 24 1 hf-ch pe sou 50 25

27 Ivooroolooaalla 27 2 ch pe sou 200 31

28 28 1 do pe dust 150 34

29 29 1 do red leaf 105 25

33 L'kuwela 33 2 do hro pe fans 140 31

37 Kflani 37 4 hf-ch hro mix 160 16

39 39 3 do dust 240 30

56 Gallawatte 50 2 ch pekoe 190 30

57 57 1 do pek sou 95 28

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name III. c.

39 G tv 5!) 2 cll reil leaf 149 16
05 Forest Hill 65 3 lif-ch- dust 270 35
72 5Jahatenne 72 1 ch red leaf ICO 17
73 1 do dust 1(10 30
SO Allakolla 80 2 hf-cli dust 1.50 31
81 84 2 do rod leaf 100 15
91 Pelawatte 91 1 ch dust 150 30
102 .\nuaiulale lo2 3 hf-cli dust 225 33
103 103 6 do fans 360 36
105 .Scarborough 10’) 4 ch fans 348 36
119 Kelani 119 4 hf-ch hro mix 160 15
121 121 4 do dust 300 32
125 rkuwelii 125 3 cll hrope fans 210 33
iin Gallawatte 140 3 lif-ch Pe sou 285 28
141 141 2 ch hro tea., 200 17
144 Koorooloogalla 144 1 do dust 150 34
154 ileverley 154 5 hf-cl) lie dust 325 34
155 Ikiradise 155 I hf-ch tiowery pek 5» 85
160 100 2 ch tins 252 31
161 61 5 lif-ch l ed leaf 250 16

2.!
102 162 1 do congou 54
163' 163 1 cll lust 1.50 30
167 luchstelly ami

Woodthorpe
1

107 0 do .sou 390 28
168 168 2 hf-ch dust 150 31

15169 109 1 do red leaf 62
181 Kiekai ton 181 1 ch pe sou 110 35
187 JJ F ls7 4 do lirii mix 230 24
190 l.yudhurst 190 1 do sou 102 •26

191 Chetuole 191 7 hf-ch pe fans 385 36
204 Ratwiitte

Cocoa Co. 204 1 do dust 90 30
205 205 1 do red leaf 41 15
208 .Aliitkelle 208 6 do lie sou 300 28
209 2(19 1 do dust 70

226
30

213 Knutsford 213 4 hf-cli or pe 56
215 217) 1 do jie .sou 55 •23

216 216 1 do units .52 27
217 217 2 do fans 14:5 31
218 RV K 218 3 ch hro pe 342 28

219 219
1 hf-ch
1 do pe sou 50 20

224 Citrus 234 1 ch dust 147 32
225 11 A 225 1 do fans 100 19
226

Gallawatte
226 2 do pe dust 292 32

229 2 9 2 do pe .sou 190 •28

230 230 1 Iif-ch dust 60 32
231

Penrith
231 1 do hro mix 45 16

235 235 1 ch fans 130 33
236

Viiicit

236 1 do hro tea 85 18
32243 243 2 do diist 200

244 244 3 do hro ne Xo. 2 300 •J.T

245 245 2 do i-ed leaf 200 20

33

249 RCTF in est.

mark 249 2 hf-cli liro pe dust 160
256 R M N R 256 2 do hro pek 100 38
257 257 2 do liekoe 200 28

OHSKllVFR 1’K1NTIN(J \N()HKS
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COLOMBO SALES OF 'i'EA.

LARGE LOTS.

[MKSSR.S. Bhnhaai & IRhcmnek.- -7,725 11 ).]

Lot. Box Bk.s. Name. Ih. c.

4 Balgowihe 54 14 ch bro pek 1400 39

5 .56 20 do pekoe 1600 31

G r,s 10 do pe sou 900 28

9 Battalgalla 61 6 ch pe sou 600 39
10 66 4 do bro tea 400 24

11 68 3 <lo fans 720 30
12 Honi.sey 70 12 ch pe sou 1200 41

[Messrs. A. tl. Thompson & Co., 52,702 lb.]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 I’ort.swood 1 17 ch bro pe 1870 so bid
2 2 17 <lo pekoe 1530 59 bid
4 Poonmiuli,

Travancore 4 13 ch 01* pe 130.1 44
5 Bonaccord 5 16 do or pe 1760 44
c Tala gala Kan-

de 6 8 hf-ch bro pe 480 13 /

7 7 16 do pekoe 960 50
S A GT 8 12 do bro pe 1200 33 bid
9 9 15 do pekoe 1260 35 bid

14 Belgravia 14 6 ch pe sou 540 39
16 10 3 do dust 480 32
17 Slandara

Newara 17 11 ch bro pe 1210 62 bid
19 Hardenhuish 19 6 do pe sou 576 20
21 ().ssington 21 17 do bro pe 1870 46
22 NN 22 6 ch bro pe COO 32
23 23 6 do pekoe 552 24 bid
27 Norton 27 8 do ilust 088 31
35 Belugas 36 4 ch dust 480 30
43 Monte Christo 43 20 Ilf-ch bro pek 1000 50
45 A T, in estate

mark 45 13 ch bro pek 1560 36
46 46 7 do pekoe 742 31
47 47 4 .do pek sou 400 28
60 M C, in estate

mark 50 23 h . oh pekoe 1-245 20
53 53 8 llO fans 620
56 Dikmukalana 50 10 do dust 500 30
59 X 59 7 (lo bro pek 420 31
60 Vegan ()0 22 ch bro pelt 2200 56
61 61 24 do bro pek 2400 55
62 62 23 do pekoe 2070 40
63 63 29 do pekoe 2610 39
64 64 37 do pek sou 3330 35
65 65 20 do sou 1600 31
66 66 13 do sou 1040 31
07 67 7 do dust 910 31
68 68 20 do unas 1600 29
09 B & D 69 14 ch dust 2100 31

[Messrs. IbORBKS & WALKER.—435,489 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. c.

1 N 492 16 ch bro mix 2050 32
2 494 6 do unas 540 34
11 NP 612 12 hf-ch pek fans 900 29
12 Shanoii 514 30 do bro pek 1200 59
13 510 58 do pekoe 3180 3t
14 518 17 do pek sou 850 30
17 Farnham 524 18 do bro pek 1110 (i3

18 520 11 do or pek 572 45
20 Dambagalla 542 60 hf-ch bro pek 3300 60
27 544 18 do p koe 900 51
34 M M 558 5 ch re<l leaf 421 19
36 (ireat Valley £62 40 do bn> pek 2200 53
37 .564 2.5 do pekoe 2375 41
38 .566 2.5 (lo ])ck son 2250 34
42 Ritni 574 8 lif-ch In-o pek 440 44
43

Glencorse
576 12 do pekoe 576 40

45 580 35 ch bro pelc 3500 54
46 582 20 do pekoe 1800 • > ^

47 584 23 do pek sou 1840 32
51 I’olwatte 592 6 do bro pek 570 42 bid
52 594 0 (lo pekoe 510 34

j

Lot. Bo.v.

55 Eiisdale 000
56 602
(iO 010
61 Sinnapittia 012
63 H, in e.state

mark 616

j

05 620

'

06 622
69 Kelaneiya 628

! 70 630
74 St. Helen 038

1 75 640

i

642

i

May Moliay 646
79 048
80 650

,
82 ' 054
83 650
84 6.58

85 660
91 Carendon 672
92 674
03 676
94 678
95 680
100 M, in estate

mark 090
104 098
10.5 Woodslee 700
110 Kakiriskande 710
111 712
121 A K 732
126 Atlierfield 742
1-28 740
129 748
133 Veruluiritiya 750
134 758
135 700
136 762
140 Clyde 770
141 772
142 774
145 S JI K 780

147 Talgasivela 784
148 780
149 788
150 790
151 Battawatte 792
152 794
163 790
156 Ambalakanda 802
157 804
1.58 806
164 Nngagalla 818
165 820
177 H L 844
182 0 854
183 Campion 856
184 Kelvin 858
185 Pantiya S60
188 IValtriui 866
189 868
190 Pnnsalatenne S7U
191 872
192 874

193 876
194 878
19.8 Quoen.siand SS6
199 83 8
200 890
203 St. Helier.s 896
204 898
205 900
206 Calcadnwa 902
•207 904
208 906
215 lleeloya 920
210 922
217 924
•-'•20 Diuikeld 930
224 932
222 934
223 PK D 936
2-25 940

P kgs. Names. 11). C.

13 ch liro pek 1300 57

17 do pekoe 1700 46
4 do pek No. 2 400 37

10 do bro mix 850 >

4 ch bro pek 100 38
4 do
3 box ptkoe •115 30
6 ch pek sou 545 28

37 do bro pek 3145 56 bid
31 do lickoe 3100 43
41 hf-ch ino ])elc 2665 39
28 do pekoe 1288 31
9 do pek sou 468 •29

60 ch or pek 3300 53 bid
37 (lu pekoe! 2220 43
8 do pek sou 480 37
6 do (lust 420 3-2

6 ch bro pek 600 41
7 do pekoe 630 36
0 do pek sou .540 •29

4 ch bro or pek 400 33
4 do bro pok 400 42
4 do pekoe 4I!0 33
6 do pek sou 600 29
5 do fans 500 31

0 ch bro pek 509 32
10 ht-ch (iust 800 •26

20 do uiia.s 1000 30
7 ch bro pek 687 43
7 do pekoe 068 31
5 ch (lust 750 31
27 hf-cli sou 1350 29
8 do pek (lust 480 3-2

5 do (lust 400 31
•26 ch bro pek 2600 50
15 do pekoe 1360 39
12 (lo pek sou 1080 33
16 hf-ch sou 800 •23

30 ch bi'o pek 3.500 61
17 do jiekoe 1700 3.5

10 do pek sou 1000 31
7 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 74.5 •28

20 ch bro pe 20C0 42
26 do pekoe 2340 33
8 do pe sou 720 30
4 do (lust 560 31
26 ch bro pek 2000 5.3

25 do pekoe 2.500 37
14 do pek .sou 1400 31
IS do bro pek lO'lO •lo
27 do peitoo 2430 33
13 do pe sou 1300 31
24 hf-ch bro pek 1200 51
26 do pekoe 1.500 36
28 do bro tea 2.576 12 bid
11 ch red lea f 717 14
5 do sou 475 28
4 do jiek sou 400 31
9 ch bro pe fans 900 36
5 cli bro pek 500 42
8 do Iiekoo 7-20 31

36 do 1-ro pek 3780 40
32 do pekoe 3200 34
22 do
"T iIlf-ch I'ek sou 2236 30
8 ch 1 (aigou 788 20

13 hf-ch dust 951 30
19 ch bro jiok 1900 .55 bill
24 do I>ekoo 2280 45 bid
8 do pek sou 680 40

35
iilf-ch bro or pek 1925 49

26 ch ])ekoe 2600 37
5 ilf i'ok sou iOO 31

10 ch l -ro pek 1600 45
16 do pekoe luuo 33
16 do I'ek sou 1.590 •28

IS ch liro pek 1800 54
17 (U( pekoe ' 1700 ::9

15 do pek sou 1 500 31
37 cli bro pek 407(1 • 1.3 bid
.55 bf-cli or pek 2750 49 bid
30 ill pekoe 3000 •J t

( <lo lir.) pe No 2 875 30
4 lio pek i.'Uis 610 3o



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.‘2

Lot. Box. FI. Name. lb. C.

227 :l)ea Ella 944
'

76 hf-ch bro pek 4125 40

2-2S 940 157 do pekoe •2850 33
2'2!) 948 :24 (lo pe son 11-18 29

231 Ei-racht 052 :82 hf-ch bro pek 4109 40
•23'2 954 ”8 eh pekoe 0030 34

233 950 10 do pe son 900 30

234 958 5 do dust 750 30
242 Tavalamteuiie 974 11 ch bro pek 1210 44

243 976 8 do pekoe 800 u4

24C Matale 982 22 cli bro pek 2310 40
247 984 2-2 do pekoe 2U90 34

249 Carlabeck 988 4 ch pek sou 400 55
255 Yoxford 1000 9 do pek sou 810 33
25G .2 7 (lo dust 910 32
25S 0 8 do bro tea 7-20 27

259 Torwood 8 41 (lo bro pek 4018 58
200 10 34 (lo pekoe 2890 38
•201 12 10 (io pe son 850 32

202 14 4 do dust 480 32

203 .Scrubs 10 12 ch or pek 1140 53
204 18 15 do or pek 14-25 52 bid
205 20 25 do bro pek 2025 51

200 22 20 (lo pekoe 1900 .40

207 24 10 do pek son 050 38

20S 26 9 (lo dust 1305 3-2

209 28 4 do dust 600 32

270 Beausejour 30 10 Cll bro pek 1000 39
271 32 25 do pekoe 2200 32

273 EH 30 20 ch bro or pek 3781) 34 bid
274 38 10 do bro pek 1440 38
•275 40 20 do pekoe 1700 3-3

•27b 40 9 do dust 1-251 30
279 W 11 R 48 9 ch bro pek 990 42

280 50 7 do pekoe 065 30
•283 50 4 (lo (lust 040 30
•284 M A 58 12 ch bro tea 900 23
•28 ^ 00 0 do dust 900 30

280 Arapolakande 02 33 ch bro pek 3300 50
•287 04 32 do pekoe 2720 33

288 00 7 (lo pek sou 700 20

289 68 4 do dust 400 30
292 A G 74 13 do con.eou 1075 24

293 70 8 (lo bro tea 725 24

•295 C B G Y, in est.

mark 80 23 cll bro mix 2570 12 bid
•297 Hope 84 9 do bro pe sou 840 29
•298 80 4 do fans 504 33

300 Norwood 90 5 do bro pek 483 51

301 92 8 (lo

1 hf-ch pekoe 050 33

304 98 0 ch (lust 844 30

309 Blackstoue 108 15 ch bro pek 1500 43

310 no 32 do pekoe 2880 34

311 112 31 do pek sou 2790 29
212 114 20 do bro tea 2-210 20 bid

313 110 8 do fans 7-20 29

314 118 4 (lo pe dust 480 31

315 H, in estate
mark 120 4 ch iiiias 430 24

320 B 1) W A 130 24 hf-ch mix tea 1055 34

324 138 0 do dust 488 30

320 B B lY G 140 5 do dust 450 32

3‘27 B I) w r 144 13 do bro pe No. 2 050 38
140 11 do bro pe fans OGU 3.5

Ambalawa 150 14 hf-ch bro or pe 700 44

333 150 10 do dust 520 30

335 Cairiiforth 100 34 do bro pek •2210 52 bid

330 102 31 (lo pekoe 1550 42 bid

C F 104 7 do dust 455 32 bid

338 Cairiiforth,
(Lower Hiv i-

sioii) 100 ( 2 hf-ch bro or pe 3090 45

340 F& H 170 9 ch br pek 945 51

341 172 10 do pekoe 950 48

340 Downside J82 •27 hf-ch bro pek 1350 44

317 184 19 do jiekoo 950 35

34b 180 11 do pek sou 550 •29

352 Daphane 194 8 ch bro pek 800 •14

353 190 9 do
4 hf-ch jiekoe 9.10 31

354 198 5 ch pek sou 450 28

359 CPU Galle
ill estate
mark 208 21 hf-cli bro pek i-:oo 42

300 210 21 do pekoe 1050 30

301 212 9 do ]iek sou 4.50 28

309 AS 2-28 5 ('ll (lust 430 30

370 A O 23,11 15 (lo (lust N'o. 1. 2108 •20

371 Cliesterford 232 14 do bro pek 1400 48

372 234 15 (io Jiekoe 1.500 35

230 22: do pek sou •2200 31

370 Ellekande 242 3-2
; lit'-cli )iro jiek UM) 04

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

377 244 71 hf-cli pekoe 3408 39
37S 240 7 ch pek sou 595 33
382 254 80 do sou 0080 31

383 (la-skieben 256 27 ch
1 hf-ch Howery jie 2754 52

.384 258 22 ch
1 hf-ch pekoe 2254 30

385 200 12 cll

1 hf-ch pek sou 1254 33
3S0 262 7 ch

1 hf-ch iiiias 778 32
397 Morankaiida •284 50 cll hro pek 5600 39
398 •286 55 (lo pekoe 5500 33
399 288 35 (lo pek sou 3500 29
400 Hiph l-’orest •290 12 hf-ch bro pek 072 09
401 •292 17 do bro pek 1001 70
402 Beaumont •294 43 do bro pek 4128 47
403 290 42 (io Jiekoe 3804 32
4C4 •298 15 (io jiek sou 1496 30
405 300 9 do dust 1395 30
400 Loeliiel 302 29 boxes bro or pek 580 55 bid
407 304 26

;

hf-ch do 1430 45
408 Galapitakande 300 10 ch bro Jiek 1050 47 bid
409 308 11 do pekoe 1100 36
412 Dunbar 314 21 hf-ch or pek 882 50
413 316 29 do bro pek 1450 48
414 318 37 ch Jiekoe 2900 40
415 320 9 do pek sou SIO 37
417 324 3 (io dust 450 30
420 .Sorana 342 42 do bro pek 2100 54
427 344 31 ch pekoe 2790 34
428 346 16 d(» pek sou 1360 29
438 Poystoii 300 13 1lif-di bro pe 780 54 bid
439 Wollevtield 368 0 ch iiiias 600 30
440 I.augdale 370 19 do bro pek 2280 00
441 372 20 (io pekoe •2000 53
444 378 20 (io bro pek 31-20 57
445 380 27 do pekoe 2700 53

[Mes-srs. SoMf:Rviu-E iV' Co., 298,470 lb.]

Lot. Box. p kgs. Name. lb. C.

1 California 1 7 cll bro jie 750 35 bid
1 hf-cli

2 California •2 9 cll jjekne 900 30
3 3 5 do pe .sou 550 28

1 Ilf-eh
6 R in estate

mark 5 8 ch congou 800 23 bid
4 Kauauka 7 17 do jjekoe 1700 34
8 8 13 (lo pe sou 1170 29
9 9 11 do pe fans 1205 29

11 s s 11 4 do pekoe 420 33
12 12 6 do pe sou 600 27
14 rdahateuue 14 14 do bro jie 1450 42

1 hf-cli

15 15 12 ch Jiekoe 1200 33
10 10 7 do jie sou 750 28

1 hf-ch
IS Irex IS 14 ch bro Jiek 1400 •

42
19 19 10 do pekoe 1900 33
20 20 (i(» pek sou 850 •28

1 lif-eli

23 Beiiveiila 23 26 do liro pek 1300 42
21 •24 12 ch pekoe 1-200 34

1 25 2.5 13 do pek sou 1-300 29
•20 Roudiira 20 14 do bro pek 1470 43
27 27 20 do pekoe 1800 34
28 28 0 do pek sou 510 •29

29 'I'roy 29 IS lif-cli bro pek 1080 44
30 30 12 ch pekoe 1176 30 bid
31 31 12 do pek sou 1032 32
€*•» 32 12 do sou 1140 30
33 N' iig.awela 34 llf-ch or Jiek •2040 50
34 34 do pek 2695 35
35 35 7 ch pek sou 595 31

39 Yarrow 39 58 lif-eh bro pek 3248 40
40 40 42 do pekoe 2100 37
41 41 10 (io dust 700 31
43 Edinburgh 43 14 cll 1)10 Jiek 1400 03
41 44 19 do Jiekoe 1900 48
45 45 8 (lo pek sou 800 42
40 40 4 hf-cli dust 500 31

50 Ivaiilioe no 44 do liro Jiek 2040 52
51 51 :i0 ch pekoe 3000 38
52 52 do Jiek sou 700 33
50 Minna 50 87 lit-ch bro pek 5220 57 bid
67 57 47 cll Jiekoe 4230 47

'i 58 iiS do I« k sou 2975 37

01 Blairavou 01 ir. do 1 1

0

pek 1000 59 bid



CEYLON PRODUCE SALE8 LIST. 3

Lot. Lox l*k-8 Name lb. c. Lot. Hox. PI Names. lb. C.

C2 62 31 Uo pekoe 2915 40 248 Marymount 248 9 do bro pek 450 35

G3 63 24 do pek sou 2040 37 249 249 10 do pekoe 500 25

CG Chrystlev’s Farm 251 A R S ill est.
34in cross mark G6 29 do hro pek 3015 77 mark 251 50 do l>ekoe 2800

07 67 50 do pekoe 4760 53 bid 253 Sirisanda 253 10 do bro pek 600 45 bid

GS OS 34 do pek sou 3060 49 254 254 30 do pekoe 1000 35 bid

71 Naseby 71 16 lif-L'h 1)10 pek 778 65) 255 255 32 do jiek sou 1600 31 bid

72 72 29 do pekoe 1 150 52 259 .St. Columbkille 259 18 do hro pe 2080 54

77 Malvern 77 25 hf-cli bro jick 1375 45 260 200 33 do pekoe 1050 40

78 78 45 llo pekoe 2475 32 261 261 4 ch pe sou 1170 31

S2 Allakolla 82 58 do bro pek 3467 42 18 hf-ch

S3 83 18 Cll pekoe 1841 34

1 m*cu
SI 84 13 ch pek sou 123.5 29

[x\lR. E.S7 Penritli 37 20 do l.no pek 2600 56 JOHX.—-•207,830 lb.

ss
S9

88
89

21

13

llo

do
pekoe
pek sou

ICSO
1105

39
Lot Bo.\ PK O’S

rt - Name lb. 0.

92 I'knwela 92 71 do bro pek 7100 43 1 C X 27 10 ch bro tea 1000 20
93 93 61 do pekoe 0070 53 2 Ettapolla 2‘0 9 hf-ch liro pek 504 39 bid
94 94 oS do pek son 3594 29 3 31 20 do pekoe 1120 32

i hf-cli 495 31 bid 4 T and T Co. in

9G Attaban'e 90 S) do or pekoe 720 56 estate mark 33 05 hf-ch bro pek 357 5 38 bid
97 97 21 do bro or pek 2100 43 5 35 i 4 ch pekoe 6930 32
fiS 98 49 do pekoe 4410 34 6 37 17 do pek sou 1530 •29

lOO 100 5 do bro pek a 450 34 7 39 4 do bro pek fans 500 31
102 \V 102 02 do bro pek 0200 38 8 .Stinsford 41 22 !lf-ch bro pek 1210 64
103 103 40 do pekoe 4600 32 9 43 59 llo pekoe 2655 39
107 Maligatenne 107 8 hf-cli bro pek 424 41 10 45 24 do pek sou 960 32
109 109 10 do pek sou 500 28 11 S F D 47 11 do pek fans 770 33
114 H G I. 114 6 ch dust 870 30 15 Ivies 55 24 ch bro pek 2400 38
115 Labugama 115 20 lif-ch bro pk 1106 58 16 57 30 do pekoe 2400 31

IIG IIG 25 cll pekoe 2500 38 17 59 13 dt) pek sou 1170 28
117 117 22 do pek sou 1980 31 19 b Oti 9 do pek sou yiio 33
120 Bogahagocla- 20 05 11 do dust 1100 29

watte 120 17 hf-cli bro pek 850 43 21 Lamelierc 67 23 do bro pek 2530 61

121 121 12 do pekoe 600 33 22 69 20 do pekoe 1960 53

122 122 14 do pek sou 700 30 23 71 26 do pek sou 1900 40

131 Rayigain 131 15 ch bro pek 1575 52 25 Kauangauui 75 29 do bro pek 2900 36 bid
132 132 25 do or pek 2250 39 20 77 24 do pekoe 2160 32

133 133 12 do pekoe 1080 35 27 79 18 do pek .sou 1620 28
134 134 15 do pek sou 1350 DO 29 S3 3 do dust 420 30

130 G H B 136 11 do bro pek 1100 30 30 .•Vrdlaw and
137 Alpitikande 137 U do bro pek 1100 44 bid Wisliford 85 26 hf-ch or pek 1170 56 bid
138 138 10 do pekoe 850 33 bid 31 87 29 do hr or pe >fo.l 1595 61

139 139 14 do pekoe sou 1225 30 bid 32 89 20 do do Xo.2 1200 42 bid
140 FrieiUand 140 SO boxes bro or pek 600 70 bid 33 101 33 ch pekoe 2970 44

141 141 18 hf-cli or pek 900 00 bid 34 O 103 11 do unas 1210 34
142 142 18 do or pek 900 60 bid 35 Bartia- 105 10 do bro mix 1080 29
143 143 IS llo pekoe 900 45 bid 36 Alliaciy 107 4 do bro pek 440 28
144 Panslatenne 144 5 ch bro leaf 420 17 37 109 5 do pekoe 480 25

145 K 145 4 do unassorted 400 33 39 IjOgaii 113 21 do liro pek 2100 38 bid
14S Hatton 148 41 hf-cli bro pek 2255 62 bid 40 115 IS do pekoe 1620 33
149 149 53 ch pekoe 4770 44 bid 41 117 30 do pek sou 2550 29

150 150 26 do pek sou 2340 36 44 123 5 do bro pek fans 550 36
154 A B B 154 9 do fans 900 35 48 Kotuwagedera 131 62 ch
155 155 5 do dust 700 31 1 hf-cli bro pek 6247 33 bid
161 Monrovia IGl 16 do bro pek 1600 60 49 133 4S ch
162 4 62 24 do pekoe 2400 34 1 hf-ch pekoe 4852 30
1G3 163 8 do pek sou 800 30 50 135 37 ch
164 164 6 do fans 600 35 1 hf-ch ])ek sou 3571 28

1S9 Ingeriya 189 20 hf-ch bro pek 1100 54 56 CluipeUon
X

147 6 do dust 540

190 190 13 do pekoe 650 35 57 149 10 ch pek sou 100(1 28

191 191 34 do pek sou 1530 30 59 T K 153 4 do hro mix 404 20

199 Galphele 199 11 hf-ch bro pek 660 49 60 Glasgow 155 59 (lo bro or pek 4425 71

200 200 13 do pekoe 650 37 61 157 34 do or pek 2040 56
201 210 15 do pek sou 750 32 02 159 31 do pekoe 2945 40

20S X I T 208 8 do dusc 760 31 63 101 15 do dust 1500 34

210 210 5 ch fans 600 33 liid 64 103 5 do sou 500 36
9.19 Cilentiiffe 212 11 hf-ch dust 880 31 65 Roilakaude 165 22 hf-ch bro pek 1304 49 bid
213 C R 213 9 ch dust 1350 30 bid 66 107 13 ch pekoe 1158 40
214 Salawa 214 j do bro pek 525 45 67 169 9 do
216 210 11 do pek sou 990 30 1 hf-ch pek sou 770 35

217 217 12 do SOU 1020 29 70 D X D, in est.

21S 218 U do unas noo 31 mark 175 13 ch SOU 1105 32
219 219 6 do bro mix 630 22 71 177 9 do dust 1350 28
999 Roseneath 222 45 hf-ch bro pek 2475 40 72 179 6 do fans 720 33
223 223 13 ch pekoe 1170 32 73 181 3S do ))ro tea 3420 13 bkl
224 224 10 do pek sou 1440 29 74 Glaiirbos 183 37 do bro pek 3700 49 ind
230 Uatdowa 230 17 do oro pek 1700 41 75 185 42 do pekoe 3360 37 bid
231 231 14 do pekoe 1260 33 76 187 26 do pek son 2340 31 bid
232 232 20 do pek sou 2080 29 <‘S 191 / do pek dust loss 30
236 Hagalla 230 30 hf-ch bro pek 1809 41 81 Kadella 197 34 do bro pek 340;l 37
237 237 25 do pekoe 1250 34 82 199 32 do pekoe 2880 31

23S 238 0 cll pek sou 900 30 83 201 19 do pek sou 1520 28
239 hf-ch dust 560 30 85 I’.ila 205 46 do bro pek 3910 40

240 .\nnandale 240 do rlust 450 31 86 205 45 do bro pek 3825 40
241 Ct^ oca .-V 1 241 20 cll bro or pek 2220 64 87 207 37 do peki '0 3145 31 bid
242 242 16 do or pek 108fi 48 bid 209 14 do I'ek sou 1190 20
243 243 12 d.i pekoe 120ti 43 8!' 211 17 do dust •2041

1

o"
244 244 15 do I'ekoe sou 1530 :i8 213 6 llo fans COO g4
245 245 0-> hf-ch f:nis 1650 • »-t 9'- 215 6 v\0 bro mix 510 13

2



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

Lot. Box. Pk O’S.o Names. lb. c.
i

»2 J.eiuvwatte 217 14 do hro pek 1400 28

93 219 0 do pekoe 540 24

98 R 1. 229 lo ch Iiro pek 1650 43

99 Ray.eeu 231 13 hf-cli liro pek 806 51

100 233 12 do pek sou 600 33
101 235 17 do pekoe 884 36 bid
10(i Claremont 245 10 eh bid pek 950 43
107 247 46 do pekoe 3680 34

108 249 23 do ]:>ek sou 1840 29
109 251 6 do

1 Iif-eh j

bid tea ( 570 \

/ 44 j

18

119 MatkUii'eilera 269 52 ch bid pek 5200 52
120 271 30 do pekoe 2700 33 bid
121 273 23 do pek sou 1840 29 bid
12S Ileiiesama 277 4 do dust 504 30
124 Murraythwaite 279 10 do liro pek 1000 40
125 281 10 do pekoe 850 31

130 Orangetield 301 8 do 1)10 pek 800 38
131 303 10 do pekoe 1000 30
132 395 6 do pek sou 600 24

135 Teinplestowe 311 47 do or pek 4700 54 bid
136 313 54 do pekoe 4860 40
1*7 315 33 do jiek sou 2805 39
138 317 5 do dust 700 32
153 Ottery and .Stain-

ford Hill 347 24 do bid pek 2400 59
154 349 22 do or pe< 1980 55 bid
155 10 62 do pekoe 5580 46
160 .St. ( 1101611110 20 37 hf-ch i)id pek 2220 38
161 22 19 do pekoe 950 30
162 24 12 do jiek sou 480 28

SMALL LOTS.

[Messrs. Bexham cO Bremxer.]

Lot. Box Pk-.S. Name lb. e.

1 Airy Hill 49 1 box bid pek 52 25
.2 50 5 do pekoe 225 29
3 52 1 do fans 45 30
7 Ralgownie 60 1 ch hro mix 80 24

8 62 2 do fans 260 30
13 Hornsey 72 3 do fans 270 29

[Messks. a. IL Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. c.

10 A G T 10 4 hf-ch pek sou 200 25 bid

11 11 3 do fans 290 31 bid

12 XXX 12 2 do pe sou 80 30

13 A A A 13 5 do pek fans 275 32 bid
15 Relgi-avia 15 1 ch pe sou 140 34

IS Hardenhuish 18 3 eh dust 351 28

20 jk) 1 do red leaf 80 12

24 Norton 24 1 ch bid pek 82 36

25 25 1 do pekoe 54 26

26 26 3 do congou 255 23

28 28 3 <lo red leaf 186 14

29 1* R 29 1 cli fans 100 4

30 30 1 do red leaf 77 vvitlid'ii

31 31 4 do ilust 300 j

36 Relugas 36 1 hf-ch red leaf 30 12

1) o7 4 ch Sou 365 20 bid

44 Monte Christo 44 3 hf-ch dust 240 30

48 11 F, io estate
mark 48 3 ch bid mix 210 14

49 M C, in estate
mark 49 3 hf-ch bid pek 105 S(i

51 51 7 do ])ekoe ’>S5 25

52 52 2 do pek sou 100 22

54 54 2 do dust 132 10

55 55 2 do bid pe fans 112 18

57 Dikmukalana 1 do SOU 50 20

58 5S 1 do red leaf 50 12

[Mil. E. .Jonx.]

Lot ' Box Pkgs. Name lb. t*.

12 S F I) 49 4 do dust 280 28

13 51 6 ilo congou 270 2i5

14 53 1 do reil leaf 70 16

18 1 vies 61 2 cll pek fans 269 30

24 l.ameliere 73 2 1 1<

)

IH'k fans 170 32

2b Kanangama bl 4 do fans :160 29

38 Allia)Iy 111 1 do .SOU 100 22

42 L'lgan 119 3 l>f-clll 'lust 240 ;«

43 121 1 .ll bro tea 399 15

Lot. Box Pk«8. Name lb. C.

45 W K 125 1 eh dust 105 29
46 Orwell 127 1 do congou 110 •M
47 129 1 do red leaf 100 21

51 ICotiiwagCdera 137 1 do red leaf 86 15

52 139 2 hf-ch diuit 180
53 G algawatte 141 1 ch sou 110 23
54 145 2 do sou 200 22
55 Chapelton 145 4 do hro mix 360 25
58 N 151 1 do dust 120 30
68 Poilakande 171 1 hf-cli dust 75 31
69 173 1 ch fans 90 32
77 Glanrhos 189 3 do bro mix 285 26
79 193 1 do dust 120 30
80 195 1 do imas 80 28
91 I.enawatte 221 1 do pek sou 90 18
95 223 1 do 11 lias !?7 28
96 225 1 do pek dust 150 30
97 227 1 do congou 30 18
102 Razeeii 237 7 hf-ch or pek S64 44
193 239 2 do fans 150 32
104 241 1 do ilust 100 so
105 243 1 do bro tea 60 19
110 Claremont 253 2 ch

1 box 1
dust 100 1

24 j

31

122 Henegama 275 2 cll bro mix 200 26
126 Murraythwaite 283 3 do bro pek sou 345 30
127 285 1 do sou SO 35
128 287 2 do dust 280 30
129 Farm 289 4 hf-ch dust 320 30
133 Orangetield 307 3 ch bro tea 300 18
134 309 1 do dust 120 29
139 'J’emplestowe
156 < Itiery and

319 1 do bro mix 100 15

Stamford Hill 12 1 do sou 93 26
157 14 1 do dust 136 32
158 Theresi.a 16 2 do pek sou 220 31
159 18 2 hf-ch dust 160 30
163 St. Catherine 25 1 do pek fans SO 29

Messiis. Someryii.le A' Co.

Lot. Box. Pkgs Names. 11). 0.
4 4 1 do bro mix 50 19
0 Kanaiika 6 3 ch bro pek 345 42
10 10 1 do dust 170 30
13 S S 13 1 do sou 100 21
17 Mahateiine 17 1 hf-ch dust 84 29
21 Irex 21 1 ch red leaf 100 14
22 22 1 do dust 112 30
36 N'ugawella 36 1 do mixed 90 23
38 38 2 hf-cli dust 170 30
42 A'arrow 42 3 do bro mi.x 150 18
47 IVedigoda 47 2 ch bro pek 200 30 bid
48 48 1 do

1 hf-ch
pekoe 150 27

49 49 1 ch sou 100 25
53 1 E 53 3 hf-ch fans 282 31
54 54 4 do dust 356 80
55 55 5 do bro mix 320 21
59 Minna 59 2 ch bro mix 200 20
60 60 5 lif-cli dust (Acme

che.st.s) 378 oO
04 Rlairavon 6J 1 ch bro tea 95 19
65 65 1 do dust 120
09 Clirystlor's

Farm in

cross mark 69 3 do
1 hf-cli

bro mix 351 2?

70 70 5 do dust 320 35!
73 Naseby 73 2 do bro tea 119 26
79 iMalverii 79 4 do pel; sou 220 25
so 80 4 do fans 220 34
81 81 4 do dust 220 30
85 Allakulla 85 2 do dust 100 30
S6 86 2 do red leaf 160 16
90 Penritli 90 1 ch fans 125 31
91 91 1 do dust 170 80
95 Fkinvella 95 4 do bro tea - 1 s 24
90 Attabaaie 99 3 do or pek A 30t 40
)U1 101 2 do lie .sou 1.80 29
108 Maligateiiiie 108 7 hf-cli pekoe 371 31
110 110 6 do bro sou 300 24
111 111 1 do dust No. 1 r-r, 30
112 112 1 do dust N’o. 2 62 29
113 11 (iJ, 113 3 cll sou 300 21 bi<l
118 J.aliugama 118 1 do fans 195 30
119 119 2 hf-eh dust 159 31
123 Hogalrigiiila-

watte 123 •3 do fans 1 (>,*> 32
124 124 2 do Clmg ' 111 1D(I 24
12.5 125 1 do dust SO .31)

:;i
127 S 127 4 ill) dust :;l’o

' I2S 128 2 do bill lea ]M(I 19



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot Box. l)kj4S. Name, lb. c.
1

Lot Box. Pkg.s. Names. lb. c.

129 A 129 3 do dust 240 30 i 101 31, in estate
mark130 130 1 do bro tea 50 21 692 1 ch pekoe 90 23

135 RayiKain
H

135 4 ch SOU 340 29 102 694 2 do
140 146 1 ilo sou S3 25 1 hf-ch pek sou 195 23

147 K 147 2 do liro tea 200 17 103 690 2 ch fans 210 30
151 H 151 3 lif-cli dust 240 30 1

106 Wuodslee 702 3 hf-ch congou 150 24

152 152 1 do bro tea 50 20 107 704 1 do dust 70 30

153 Beaiisiiouv 153 3 ch fans 285 25 hid 108 700 1 do fans 50 31

150 A B ]. 156 1 do pek son 120 20 109 708 1 do red leaf 50 withd’u.

105 Monrovia 105 1 do pek dust 140 29 112 Kakiri-skauda 714 3 ch pek sou 271 27

177 Ivanangaina 177 1 do congou 90 ‘21 fl3 716 2 do dust lOS 30

183 Oallawatte 183 2 hf-ch hro pek 140 36 114 .31 718 1 do bro pek 90 35
184 184 3 ch pekoe 170 30 115 7^20 1 do
lS5 185 1 hf-cl\ pek sou 50 26 1 hf-cli pekoe 140 20

18S W 188 10 boxes or pek fans 250 32 116 777
1 ch fans 1-25 23

192 Ingeriya 192 4 hf-ch fans 272 30 117 A K 2 do or pek 210 46
192 193 2 do dust 176 29 118 7-20 2 do hro pek 190 43
194 H T in estate 119 728 2 ilo

mark 194 1 do hro pe 30 34 1 hf-cli pekoe 225 37
195 195 1 do pekoe 50 27 120 730 3 ch pek sou 273 34

190 196 1 ch pe sou 70 26 127 -itliertield 744 5 hf-ch bro mix 250 23
197 197 1 do pe sou A 74 25 137 Verulupitiya 704 3 do hro mix 150 22
198 B F 198 4 hf-ch dust 336 30 138 766 4 do pek dust 240 32
202 0‘alphele 202 1 do bro mix 50 22 139 768 3 do dust 240 31

203 203 2 do dust 160 ay 143 Clyde 770 3 ch dust 360 30
207 N I T 207 2 ch unas 150 27 lud 144 8 31 K < i 8 7 hf-ch hro pek 350 30

209 209 1 do fluffy dust 106 wilh’du 146 782 4 ch dust 300 29

211 211 1 do red leaf 50 15 154 Battawatte 798 2 do hro pek fau 200 32

215 Salawe 215 3 do uekoe 285 34 15a 800 2 do dust 200 30

220 220 3 do fans 366 28 160 Xugagalla 822 7 hf-ch pek sou 350 29

221 221 2 do dust •280 30 167 824 2 do dust 160 32

225 Roseneatii 225 1 hf-cli dust 95 29 176 3I’Kelle 842 5 ch SOU 3S0 IS

233 Hatdowa 233 1 ch dust 143 29 178 O 31 846 1 do hro pc (J7 18

234 234 3 do hro mix 321 10 179 848 1 do pekoe 07 19

235 235 2 do unas ISO 28 180 850 1 do pe sou 50 19

240 ( )\ oea A I 246 4 hf-ch dust oTC 30 181 852 4 do dust 267 23

247 247 1 ell hro tea 130 15 186 Pautiya 802 2 do dust 260 30

250 Maryuiount 250 1 hf-cli dust 60 30 187 Pingarawa 864 2 hf-cli dust ISO 31

252 Sirisanda 252 2 do or pek 1-20 65 hid 195 l-’ansalateuue 8S0 1 ch red leaf 87 15

256 256 2 do • congou 1-22 20 196 F 882 3 hf-ch red dust 217 withd’u.

257 257 1 do hro mix 52 16 201 (Queensland 892 1 ch
25S 278 3 do dust •247 29 1 hf-ch hro pe dust 190 31

262 .1 C D S 2(i2 1 ch dust 1.50 30 20-1 894 1 ch UlUlS 110 32

263 263 1 do fans 120 31 209 (i 908 2 ch
264 Silver Valley 264 4 hf-cli hro pek 200 43 1 hf-ch sou 250 19

265 265 3 do pekoe 144 30 218 Heeloya 926 3 hf-ch dust 240 31

206 266 3 do jiek sou 150 20 219 D 928 1 do hro tea 00 18

207 •267 1 do congou 50 24 224 D K I) 93S 1 ch po sou 115 30

208 268 1 do dust 50 29 226 942 2 do red leaf ISO 21

209 269 1 do red leaf 50 19 230 Dea Ella 950 2 hf-ch dust 162 29
235 Erraeht

F & H
960
972

2 ch
4 ch

bro mix 190
3S0

16
53 hid241 or pe

[Mesors. Fok.oks & Walker.] 244
24.5

Tavalamteuue 978
980

1 do
1 hCch

dust
red leaf

152
50

31
•22

Lot. Box. Pk-'S. Name. lb. c.
248'

•25(5

3Iatale
Carlaheck

986
990

1 ch
6 hf-cli

dust
hr pek fans

85
390

30
46

9 N J’ 508 1 hf-ch hro pek 58 43 251 CB 992 1 ch bro pe 100 59

10 510 2 do hro mix 90 19 252 994 3 hf-ch pekoe 165 40

15 Shanon 520 7 do hro tea 280 32 253 Voxford 996 3 ch hro or pek 360 45

16 r.22 4 do dust 240 36 254 998 3 do pekoe 270 36

19 Farnham 0-28 4 ch fans 282 31 257 4 2 do red leaf 220 17

20- 530 1 do hro pc No. 2 60 42 272 Beauseiour 34 3 do fans 285 28

21 532 1 do dust lOO 30 276 E 11 42 2 ch pek sou ICO 26
•>0| 534 1 do hro tea 60 •>•7

277 44 2 do red leaf 114 17

28 Dambagalla 546 2 lif-ch pek sou 90 .32 281 3V H R 52 2 do pek sou 170 28

35 M M 560 1 ch 282 54 1 do unas 134 •26

1 hf-ch congou 1-22 22 290 A P K 70 2 ch bro pc 190 38
44 Ritni 578 1 do dust 86 29 291 77 3 do pekoe 240 31

48 < dencorse 586 1 ch dust ISO 30 294 .V C (

8

1 do dust 128 31

49 588 3 do pek fans 360 31 296 Doomlia 8-5 5 hf-ch red leaf •275 15

50 590 2 do sou 200 21 299 IVewekelle 88 2 do dust Iso 30
53 I’ohvatte 596 2 do pek sou 154 24 l)id 302 Norwood 94 1 do SOU 50 27

54 598 1 do dust 62 30 303 96 1 ch
57 Easdiile 604 2 ch 1 hf-ch hro tea F27 19

1 hf-ch pek sou 250 33 310 H, in est. markjP22 1 hf-ch dust OS 30

8 606 2 ch hro pc fau 130 33 317 K 124 1 ch dust 170 •29

59 COS 3 do hro pe N o. 2 300 44 1 do sou 100 18

62 Sinnapittia 614 1 do dust 110 321 15 P \V, A 132 1 hf-ch hro mix 5‘) 17

64 H, in estate 322 134 do congou 100 24

)iiark 618 1 lif-c!i 323 136 :i do fans 210 21

3 box hro pek 75 51 320 15 1 ) \v, t: 142 1 hf-ch red leaf 50 17

•67 624 1 ch SOU 90 20 3-'9 15 1) \V, P 148 4 do dust 34S 29

68 626 1 do fans 100 30 1 do dust i>7 29
71 Ivelaneiya 03‘2 3 do SOU 300 27 331 .\ml)alawa 1.52 2 do hr pe N'o. 2 94 34

72 634 3 do llust 345 30 332 154 4 do congou lOu J4

73 636 1 do reil lc;if 100 18 :134 1.58 7 do red leaf 301 17

1 St. Helen 014 1 lif-ch llust SO iS 339 E,‘iiid 11 168 4 ch or pek 380 40 bill

81 May Mollay 052 7 Cli snxi 29 342 174 4 do pek sou .'isO 33
86 .M 602 1 do , dust 140 31 1:0 2 do dust 300 20
96 (.'arendon 082 3 ( ii «*f»ngou 289 22 349 Hov. U'ide 188 4 hf-rll :^OU 20'

»

2*i

97 084 1 .!o '!u«t 13. 39 c.5'J ID ^ 3 do • lust 23.5 :;l



G CEVLOX PEOt>UCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Lo.\. Pk -S. Xanie.8. lb.
f

f. Lot. Box. Pkj,5S. X’aine lb. C.

S.'.l lOi 1 ilo I'Od leaf 50 18 411 312 I do dust 9ii 2f»

usr. P H 200 1 eh bvo tea 95 24 410 Dunbar 322 3 do eonffou 300 24

\j5>i 202 3 tU> fans 290 33 ’ 418 .320 3 do fans 300 30

357 204 1 do
j

419 328 3 do bro mix 300 15

1 hf-c-li dust 138 30 429 Sorana 348 1 do dust 220 29

35 i 200 1 i\o red leaf 50 15 1 ht-eh
3G-i (; 1' 11, Halle,

! 430 350 1 eh bro mix 00 17

in est. mark .214 2 llo eonsou 108 24 431 352 2 do led leaf 150 18

305 VS 220 2 ch bro pek 189 32
1 432 Muuainal 354 3 do bro pe 345 44

306 222 3 tlo pekoe 251 25. 1 1 hf-ch
307 224 2 (lo red leaf 121 17 • 433 350 2 eh pekoe 108 3;!

30S 220 2 do fans 234 30 434 358 3 do pe sou 30s 29
t»7‘l C’liesterfovtl 238 2 do bro tea 200 16 435 300 1 do sou 154 20

U7r> 240 2 do dust 240 29 t 1 hf-eh
37!» I'triekamle 248 2 ch unas 100 30

1 438 302 1 eh eoiifiou 88 22
380 251) 2 hf-ch dust 150 30 437 304 1 do dust 97 30
:«l 252 3 eh red leaf 264 18

1 442 I.ansdale 374 3 eh pe sou 270 29
387 Ckiskieben 204 4 lif-ch dust Xo 1 292 30 ' 443 370 1 do dust 100 39

200 1 ch dust No 2 73 27 440 382 4 do pe Soil 340 29
li\K> Asei't 280 1 do bro pek 95 38 447 384 3 do bro pe fans

Is*, (

:s9ii
.)g.> 1 do dust 125 29 1 hf-eh ilo 180

J

o L

11>1 1.;a!:;ii'nakaiuk‘ 310 P, tl- pe sou 300 30 44’' .3.80 2 do du>t 249 30

o ' j>i\ * ;r: v.'oi^ii.s



TEA, COEEEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 3.}
Colombo, January

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LAKCE LOTS.

[Ml!. A. M. Oeim> 16 1,46U H).]

J..UI Bo.n; Pko;s. Name lb. c.

1 liuni.^iilo 1 10 hf-cli bro pek 500 4',)

2 3 14 Jo pekoe 700 3.5

[ME.SSR.S. Benii.vm & BllEMNEPi.--9,800 lb. ]

],Ot. Box Pks. Name. lb. e.

1 I’U.-stoii 50 53 ell pe sou No. 2 4770 32
52 30 do do No. 2 2700 32
54 0 do bro mix 600 30

4 50 8 hf-ch dust 560 27

5S 9 cll congou 900

[Me.ssi:.s. a. H. TU05IP.SOX ok: Co., 57, -27 Ulb.]

Lot Box, Pkg.s1 . Name. lb. c.

Uleimiu'ifre
o
O 5 eh po sou 400 29

G Court Lodge 0 39 lif-cli hro or iiek 2490 63 hi<l

( 7 27 do 1 )1-0 or pek 1728 63 bid
8 IS ch bro pek 2070 47 bid
9 9 do hro pek 1080 47 bid

10 10 17 do pekoe 1530 45

11 11 13 do pek sou 1040 38
12 12 7 hf-ch pek fans 630 28
15 Bouiiccord 15 15 ch SOU 1.500 29
17 Aava Klliedde 17 4.5 hf-ch hro pe 2700 01 hid
IS 18 44 do pekoe 2200 40
1'.) 19 15 do pek sou 750 38
20 20 7 do dust 52.5 28 hid
21 K 21 7 (lo hro pe 420 29
25 Mukeloya 25 17 hf-ch hro lie ; 1020 ()5 hid
2G 20 12 ch or pe 1200 52 bid
’2i 27 12 do pekoe 1080 42 hid
2b 28 9 hf-ch bro pe sou 540 29 bid
30 iMiikelova, F F 30 12 ch unas 1-200 39 hid
33 Poi'tswood 33 10 do pek sou 1200 50
31 34 P (lo pek sou 675 43 hid
tj5 35 12 (lo sou 810 40
30 36 7 ilo dust 560 37
o7 Elgin 37 8 ch pek sou 640 37
39 A U C 39 7 ch bro pek 712 31 hid
10 40 4 (lo pek sou 400 23 hid
41 41 4 do dust 600 25
43 > N 43 0 eh nekoe 552 20 bid
5U -11 50 4 (lo SOU 30*> 10 hid
53 P 53 ’J (lo pek fan 875 30
50 Ambii Tenne 59 13 hf-ch dust 97.5 25 hid
GO GO 8 do hro mix 700 20

G1 I'biguvakande 01 100 box or pe 1400 30 hid
02 P 62 28 ch pek sou 2520 36
03 (i M 63 14 do fans. 140.5 26 hid
70 Pi, in estate

mark 70 10 ch pekoe 900 25 hi,l

71 71 10 do pek :sou 9i 10 20
72 P A 72 20 hf-ch hro tea lOOO 11

74 T, in estate
mark 74 10 ch pek fans lOOO -26 hid

75 75 16 do pek sou 1280 2.5 bid
70 Aladampe C) 5 ch pek fans 52.5 26 bid
/ 4 77 14 do

1 hf-cii pek sou 1375 O’* hi.l

[Mes-SKS. Forbe.s & ^VALKEl:.—383,040 Ib.j

Lot. Box 1 •ks. Name. lb. c.

1 Spriiigkell 388 9 ch dust 090
3 M F 392 8 do sou 800 27
4 394 0 do dust 840 2cS

5 390 8 do dust No. 2 1300 27
12 Uuluganga 410 8 ch , hro pek 900 fi‘6

13 412 0 do pekoe 030 3i
11 414 0 do pek sou 000 2U
10 C 11 418 5 ch sou 500 2y
17 420 9 do l)ok dust 720 2U
18 422 5 do red leaf 450 IS
19 Campden Hill 424 0 do pek sou 024 2D
21 Hevitura 428 14 ch bro pek 1-200 50 bid
-J-J 430 10 do pidtoe 750
2:i 432 13 do pek sou 1040 b2

I
Price :

—

12^ cents eacli
;

.3 copie-

( ao cents
; 6 copies | rupee.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name Ib. c.

25 G, ill estate
mark 430 5 ch 1 )1-0 mi.x 450 19

20 438 10 do congou lOUO •23

29 Marringtoii 444 -23 ch or pek 2645 60
30 440 13 do pekoe 1430 51

32 4.50 3 do dust 417 27

35 Irehy 450 35 ht-ch hro pek 2 too 66
36 4.58 9 ch pekoe 810 50
37 400 5 do pek sou 450 38
39 Atung.-ihaten-

ne 404 8 hf-ch hro pek 430 43
49 406 17 do unas 850 3.5

41 Bitt.acy 408 7 1llf-cll dust 59o 27
48 Barkindale 482 1.3 ch hro pek 1560 57
49 481 9 do pekoe 810 40
5-2 Waitalawa 490 47 hf-ch hro pek 2350 48
53 492 30 do pekoe 1500 39
54 494 10 do pcic son 600 33

57 Macaldeiiia. 500 20 do hro pek 1100 61 hid
58 502 21 do liekoe 1050 51

59 504 9 ch pek No. 2 900 37

00 H A T, in estate
mark 503 4 ch hro pek 440 30

03 Thedden .512 16 do bro pek 1600 51
Ci 5U 19 do pekoe 1710 36
08 Coreen 522 9 do pek fans 1188 33
09 524 3 do dust 495 29
70 Digdolla 526 41 ch hro pek 4030 48 bid
71 5-28 •27 do pekoe 2430 35
-.)

530 10 hf-ch pek sou 943 3-2

73 532 5 ch bro pe dust 7o0 28
74 Great Valley 534 20 do hro i)ek 1100 51

7 .5 536 20 do pek sou 1800 33
77 llockside 510 40 ch pekoe 4000 35
78 542 20 do pe sou 2000 33
79 544 6 do hro mix 540 21

8-J 540 10 do pek fans l:300 31
81 548 6 do dust 900 28
82 Ernaii 550 5 ch pek fans 500 30
8:5 552 6 do hro mi.x 540 22
84 554 0 do dust 600 20
85 Freds Ruhe 550 27 ch hro pek 2970 49 bid
SO 553 22 do pekoe 2200 37
87 500 11 do pek sou 1100 34
83 W A 562 10 ch pekoe 1050 35
90 Amhlaraana 566 64 do Dro pek 0400 40 bid
91 568 17 do pekoe 1530 34
92 Lowlands 570 8 ch bro pek 800 41
93 572 8 do pekoe 720 31
94 674 5 do pek sou 400 29
97 Deitculla 5S0 13 hf-ch hro pek 780 72
99 584 32 ch pekoe 2400 41
100 Malvern .586 20 do hro pek 1200 72
101 588 20 do pekoe 1500 41

102 590 12 do pek sou 900 37
10:5 592 5 do dust 400 28
104 Eilerapolla 594 2-2 hf-ch hro pek 1100 43
10.3 593 19 ch pekoe 1710 34
106 598 25 do pe sou 21-25 30
107 OUJ 15 do sou 1275 26
108 002 10 do fans 1000 30
U9 604 17 hf-ch dust 1309 27
113 E R 012 4 ch bi'o mix 520 17
no P 1) .\I 018 5 do uuas 560 35
1L9 Pedr.) 024 20 ch hro or pek 2200 83
120 620 7 do bro pek 812 58
121 0-28 19 do pekoe 1710 54
1-22 630 17 do pek sou 1320 44
123 032 3 do dust 450 3.)

124 Langdale 034 18 ch hro pek 216.) 01
12) G.iO 20 do pekoe 2000 51
123 Tillyrio 012 19 do bro pek 2090 52
121 044 0 do or peic 0:30 48
836 010 18 (lo pekoe 1710 42
1:32 Kelaneiya 050 37 ch hro pek 3145 54 bid
137 Ci COO s do dust 420 23
138 Riverside 062 7 do red leaf 630 16
139 Opalgalla 064 9 ch dust 1080 25
111 068 10 do roiLleaf 800 16
142 Clunes 070 29 llf-cll hro pek 1450 37 bid
14:3 072 19 ch pekoe 15-20 30
144 071 8 do pek sou 720 28
145 070 32 hf-ch dust •2210 25
140 078 15 ch

17 hf-ch red leaf 2175 9 bid
147 Bloomfield 680 23 ch Howery pe 2277 53
14S 682 18 do pekoe 1800 40
149 6s4 10 do peii sou 1000 35
1.50 080 9 (.lo unas 900 3.5
153 Tomagong 092 4.; hf-cli bro pek 2760 81
154 091 20 ch pekoe 1800 73
15.5 096 13 do pek sou 1170 50

(

I

I

1

1

i

i

I

1



C!i'. LON PRODUCE SALES LJST.

Lot. Lox. Pky;s. Names. lb.

157 700 8 hf-eh 'lust 640 33

1.58 Patiagama 702 9 eh hro or pek 915 45

159 701 4 do hro pek 400 45

160 700 6 tlo pekoe 600 36

164 0 1C 714 5 ch bro pel: 5,50 41

105 716 4 i-lo Jiekoe 400 36

174 Patupaula 731 14 eh bro pek 4400 45 bi'l

175 1 36 44 do j). koo 3960 34

176 738 31 do pek .sou 2035 30

177 740 1.) do Jiek fans 112.5 28

179 Gleiiorehy 714 35 hi-eh bro pel: 1925 05 bid
ISO 746 57 do Jiekoe 2850 45

183 I K \- 752 0 eh bro mix 672 10 bid
185 A K, ill estate

mark 756 9 eh
1 hf-eh bro pek 1000 3u

189 764 8 ch
1 hf-ch dust 1280 24

191

198

•S M K 7U8

7si

5 cl)

3 cll

1 hf.ch
2S1 :Koladeiiiya 794 4 1ch
205 M C 796 G do
2c6 7;i8 0 do
207 J. K 809 is ch
208 802 lU tlo

209 Essex 804 (lo

210 8'46 21 do
2 LI Vellaioyii 8 8 a7 ch
213 Kirrimettia 812 it ch
214 814 r do
219 Morlaiids 824 13 hf.ch
220 826 11 ch
221 828 4 do
223 Koth.sehild 832 6 ch
224 Arajiolakaiide 831 51 do
225 836 52 do
226 838 12 (lo

227 840 5 do
211 Y 848 4 ch
232 Castlereagh 850 30 do
233 852 27 do
234 854 28 do
235 856 7 do
236 858 9 hf-eh
238 Talgaswela 862 17 ch
239 864 10 do
210 886 13 do
244 M'eoya 874 65 hf-eh
245 876 ul ch
246 878 55 do
248 882 7 do
249 881 8 hf-eh
2:50 Kirklees 880 40 ch
251 8sS 20 do
252 890 20 do
254 891 12 do
268 Hayes 922 • 78 !hf-ch

269 924 56 do
270 926 44 dtj

272 High Forest 930 2o hf-ch
273 932 21) do
274 931 'll tlo

28.3 P>agdad 952 do
-.84 i.»54 U th
285 Ganajialla. 95 'j no hf-ch

286 958 90 do
2s 7 960 36 do
288 062 .84 do
289 964 19 do
2.;0 900 9 do
2.12 rilaynioilay 970 60 ch
203 Great Valley 972 24 hf-cll

294 974 40 do
295 976 27 cll

206 978 23 do
297 9s0 13 do
298 5Valalui.li

duwa 982 20 ch
299 ‘Js4 15 do
300 986 .*) do
301 S P A 988 5 ch
302 990 U do
303 992 5 do
306 Viljiitci 998 55 ch
307 1000 15 do
308 .> ID do
311 N ugheiia 8 9 lif-cu

312 10 • 8 cll

313 12 ID do
316 Ruaiiwclla IS 18 hi-i li

317 20 28 ch
318

.> > 12 • lo

319 21 6 ilo

1 hf-ch

322 I) 30 14 rh

IJCKoe

bro tea
bi-o tea
cimjjou
led leaf
1)10 mix
bi'o tea
pekoe
dust
bi'o tea
pek I lust

unas
bro i>ek

pekoe
pek sou
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
(lust

l ed leaf
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
ilust

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix
duct
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
Iji'o tea
bro iiek

pekoe
pe sou
bro pek
liekoe
pek sou
dust
pekoe
bro pci:

pekoe
jiekoe
pek sou
bro mix
ilust

or pek
bro pek
bro pek
pekoe
pel: sou
sou

bro (lek

pekoe
j)ek sou
bro pe
pekoe
pek sou
Pro ]iek

pekoe
jiek sou
iiro or pek
br.) ))ek

liekoe
Pro or pe
bro pek
pel: sou

d.ust

bro te.a

T.ot. Box. Bk-s.

1 323 l.illatviUte 32 29 ch

, 321 34 42 do

i

325 30 15 lio

1 326 38 4 do

1
327 M’Kcllc 40 15 do

1
328 42 24 do

‘ 329 44 6 do
330 !' 40 10 ch
335 Tisted 56 38 hf-ch

> 336 58 28 do
,

337 60 13 do
.io3 W 92 14 ch
351 r 15 G V, 111 est.

mark 04 23 ch

500

417
504
600
500
1096
8U)
8878
3150
3515
600
630
780

1100
400
576
4815
4120
1200
500
440

3000
2430
2520
560
720

1700
900

1170
3575
4500
4125
7oO
600

24U0
2000
2000
780

3900
2520
1980
1180
1421

1458
400
1500
5500
7200
ISOO
4320
950
720

3300
1320
2200
2565
2070
1105

2000
142)
440
500
850
450
8 0

1500
000
513
720
827
900
2800
mo
.540

1288

20
27

26
12

12
12
32
25

out
26
37
56
40
35
39
44 bid
34
30
27

10 bid
47
39
uo
31
27

41

34
ol
45
32
28
28
26
51 bid
44
37
41

38
34
30
68 bid
53
44

42
32
32
28
10 bid
25
51 l)id

52
53
38
33
22 bid

43
36
31
47
36
32
46
32
31

44 bid
47

36
40
38

006
350
357
358
359
36l)

361
302

363
364
365
366
367

Lot

Tliebertou

Tyiuaur
IJruiisp i( k
Kiiavespiire

90
98
100
102
104
106
108
no

112
114
116
118
120

47 ell

24 do
19 ell

4 do
4 do

64 lif-eh

7 do
24 eh
1 hfch

45 eh
12 do
33 do
9 do
4 do

Name.
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
coimou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro pek
Jiekoe
jiek .sou

bro tea

bro mix
bro Jiek

pekoe
pek .sou

Pro mix
dust
Jiek sou
tivaiikey

bro pek
pekoe
pek No 2

pek sou
sou
pek fans

lb.

348P
4620
1560
400
1500
2400
COO
1700
2090
1.51P

1265

/

witii'dii

44

jti

r>7

•j i

31

P' bid

out
47

2.x O
4700
2400 37
1900 34
400 20 bid
400 26

30.')j 46
560 24 bid

2460
401 ')

1080
2070
720
400

42
30
.31

29
-4

20

[Mr. E.

Box

JOHN.-

Pktrs

-134,158 lb.]

Name Jb.

1 Kailclla 27 12 ch fans 144'J 30
3 Weuesse 29 27 hf-ch bro pel: 1485 46
4 31 20 do Jiekoe llO'J 37
5 33 14 do Jiek sou 7IJIJ 31

7 Kvalgolla 37 8 ch pek sou 76'J witlid'ii

17 Tientsin 57 39 hf-ch bro or pek 234'J 75

18
19 Anchor, in est.

59 30 ch pekoe 3006 51

mark 61 44 do hro or pek 1400 •iJ bid
21 63 13 do or pek 104'J 49
21 65 13 do pekoe 1300 42
-).> 67 0 do pek sou 600 37
23 69 10 hf-ch Jiek fans 1120 35

24 71 11 do dust 880 29
26 8>t. .John’s 7.5 22 ch bro pek 2420 70

; 27 77 21 do pekoe 2100 54
'

:;0 iSlocha 83 38 do bro pek 4180 65
, 31 85 32 do Jiekoe 3040 50
' 32 87 19 do pek sou 1710 47

j
33 89 3 do dust 420 29

!
"i C'oslaiida 101 32 do bro Jiek 320'J 62
35 103 30 do pekoe 30'1'J 40

i
36 105 12 do pel: sou 1140 35

I 38 109 4 do Jiek dust 600 2!)

1 39 Gomivy in 24 do bro Jiek 2688 52
40 113 n do Jiekoe 1122 43

1 41 115 7 do Jiek sou 630 o •

4.5 Hiiiiugalla 123 19 do bro pek lOO'l 38
. 46 125 12 (lo Jiekoe mu 35
! 47 127 10 do Jiek sou 9' 10 30

5) Esperaiiza 133 24 hf-ch bro or pok 1248 45 bill

51 13;5 40 do Jiekoe 2116 33 hill

51 Greyinouiit 141 1 hf-ch red leaf 420 17

55 Agra Ouvah 143 54 do bro or jiek 3510 69

56 145 33 do or pek 1980 .53

57 147 15 cll Jiekoe 1500 49
^ 5S 149 9 do pek sou 000 41

00 G 11 1.53 6 do sou .510 33
62 157 6 hf-ch fans 51 'J 28
63 Tarf 1.59 15 cll Jiek sou 15'_)')

61 161 13 hf-cll 'lust 1079 29
67 l.iiwrciice 167 0 do du.st 480
71 15cniam 175 24 ch Jiek sou lO'.-) L'tS

r2 1!, ill est. iiiiirk

. JSIackburii

76
Callander

<rl A"ru ()u\ali

81
81

90
91

M.idulteilua
Kttapolla
1) N 1), in est.

mark

•1

20
10 bid

'.'7 Ahionr
98
99
100
102

177

179
ISL

183
185

187
189
191
197
199
201

203
213

21,5

215

10 do
22 do
14 do
21 do
10 do
26 hf-cll

18 do
15 do

bro jiok

Jiekoe
Jiek sou
bi'o pek
jiekoo
bi'o or pek
pekoe
pel: sou

176')

231')

1330
2310
2090
I'OO
91 'O

72')

40

3'J

41

«-» —

•j'i

l•erud!^le

229
231

235

do hro or |iek 67 hid
do or Jiek 51 hid
ch Jiekoe 48
do lU'O j)ck 49 hid

hf-ch hro j)ck 1

;

38

cll hro tea 171(1 19 hi.l

d . hro tea ITln 19 hid
hf-ch hro pel: 1 .’) i' > 44
tlo Jiekoe Hfji) 35
lio pek s.m aoo ol

(io fans 4[''l 2‘.) bid
ch hro or Jiek 0'.»U 6e bill



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES UST,

Lot. lio.N. Pkg8. Nauie8. lil. C.

103 237 5 ch In-o pek .700 73
104 239 6 do pekoe 1440 43
105 241 5 (lo pek sou 4.50 34
109 J*ati Rajah 249 0 do ]>ek sou 690 24

111 Duueside 253 35 hf-ch or pek 1743 SO hid
112 2.55 o;5 do pekoe 2796 39 l)id

113 Dickapittia 257 24 ch hro pek 2040 50 l)id

114 259 20 do ]iekoe 2600 40

115 201 7 do pell sou 700 30
110 E T K 203 17 do pekoe 1870 31

117 205 0 lif-di dust 480 29

118 207 12 ch red leaf 1140 14

122 JIaiUlafteclei'a 275 30 do pekoe 2700 34

123 Kanansuma 277 29 do Ijro pek 2900 36
124 Gleiitilt 279 28 do hro pek 2940 52
125 281 21 do pek sou 2100 38
126 283 14 hf-eh du.st 980 30
127

•
28.7 10 eh pekoe 1089 27 hid

129 G lamlic.s 289 42 do ])ekoe 3360 36 hid
130 Teiuplestowe 301 47 do or pek 4700 53 hill

131 Ivies 3u3 21 do Ijro pek 2100 33 hid

[ ME.S.8R.8. Some ii vi h h k ix Co., 165,2(52 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkg'.-j. Xaiue. lb. C.

1 w 1 53 ch pek sou .5035 28
"2 £0 do bro tea 4590 14

3 8 do fans 1049 29

4 Kananka 4 6 do bro pek 690 38

5 5 18 do pekoe 1800 32

6 0 15 cio pek sou 1350 20

7 7 7 do hro tea 700 23

S L 8 23 hl-eh (lust 2125 30

9 9 24 do bro mix 2280 19
l2 Yspa

T
12 8 ch (lust 1200 30

l3 13 5 do bro nii.x 450 18
l4 Ketadola 14 16 h£-c‘h or pe 955 40
l5 15 19 do pekoe 1045 31

16 16 9 do pe sou 810 28

l9 Manangoda 19 17 ch bro pek 1710 44
‘^0 20 31 do pekoe 3100 32

^1 21 6 do pek sou 600 27

-6 Lonach 26 00 cio bro pek 3300 54

2? 27 5.3 do pekoe 522.3 37

2s 28 37 do pek sou 3330 33 bid

2o Summerville, Cey-
Ion Estate
ill est. mark 29 17 do bro pek 1870 60

30 30 32 do or pek 3200 44

31 31 ;'3 (lo pek(.e 2970 38

32 Troy 32 12 do bro pe 1439 4.5

33 33 20 do pe sou 1760 31

35 35 5 do dust 7S5 29

39 8 V in estate
mark 39 4 do bro mix 400 20

40 St. Leys 40 18 do pekoe 16.36 45 bid

41 41 5 do pek sou 450 31

44 Deiiiyaya 44 35 do bro pe 3870 45 bid

45 4.3 12 do pekoe 1200 35 bid

46 46 0 do pe sou 600 32

48 D MR 48 4 do lust 520 29

49 49 5 do unas 500 29

50 Arslena 50 2! lif-ch bro pe 1209 44 bid

51 51 25 do pekoe 1-2.50 37

52 52 21 do pe sou 1050 31

53 53 14 do dust 700 28

55 11 J S 55 8 do pekoe 400 33

50
5

'5 21 do pek sou io.:o •28

57 I’aradise 77 14 < io liro pek
])Ci\Oc

728 44

58 oS 18 do 900 34

59 59 15 clo pek sou 690 29

61 K in estate
mark 03 8 hi-U bro pek 440 34

C4 04 S do pekoe 4(;0 30

63 6.3 12 do pe .sou

In'o pek
510 25

60 Kelani Oii 6)i do 3330 38

67 1)7 49 do jiekoe 24.'(j 32

68 6.S .34 (io pek sou 2130 26

70 70 11 (lo fans (kiO 28

74 Xeiicliatel 71 20 do lu'O pek 2:0.) 4.-. bid

75 75 33 do pel: sou 20;o 29

77 Woodland 77 17 do liro pek 1700 42

78 78 i.j do pekoe 13' 0 34 bid

79 79 16 do pek sou 1520 30

82 Qothes 82 27 do pekoe 1125 3.5

87 Roseneath 87 17 cii ](ek sou 1530 29

88 Narangoda 88 12 do nm pek 1260 10

89 89 16 <io pek((() KOI) 33

90 i'O 5 do pel: .sou 175 29

91 91 12 do uuas 1020 29

95 Depodeiie 9.3 47 hf-eh or pek 2350 38

96 9(1 23 do lu’o pek 1-M.3 42

97 07 .50 cio pek •2:00 32

98 98 27 do )(ek sou 13.50 29

99 99 5 clo du.st 400 2.8

Lot. Box Pkg.s. Name lb. (.•.

101 Kew 101 shf-cli hro or pek 480 7'1

102 1()2 32 do bro pek 18.50 02
103 103 3-1 eh pekoe 31-2S 40
104 104 12 do ])ek sou 1140 41

105 105 4 do hro tea 400 18
107 M P ill est.

mark 107 13 hf-ch bro pek 728 39
113 J S 113 12 ell sou 1080 31
114 114 0 hf-eh dust S55 26
115 Reverley 115 9 do l)ek dust 585 30
116 E A ill est.

mark 116 ch hro tea 575 o')

117 117 4 do dust 600 2b
118 J^eria Kande

kettia 118 1 do fans 520 3.5

121 G A, Gevlon 121
~

do hro mix 560 13
123 K 15 123 14 hf-ch bro pe 700 44 hid
121 124 14 do pekoe 630 34 i.’id

125 12.5 n ([() pek sou 410 31
126 Rondura 1-20

“
do ])e sou 595 29

127 Stratheliie 127 16 do hro tea 1600 17
128 128 14 (lo fans 1470 3.5

131 Eilaiidliu 131 16 cio hro pek 1700 43
132

Bolla.ualla.

132 10 (io l)ekoe 168’ ...>

138 135 20 do hro pek 1900 42
136 136 18 do liekoe 1620 34
1.37 137 10 do pek sou 950 •29

141 G R 141 r, do red leaf 590 30
142 142 29 (lo dust 4350 20
144 R X 144 S llf-eh dust 640 27 hid
145 P H 0 145 10 do dust 800 26
147 Vineit 147 4 eh hro pek 400 41
149 140 7 do pek 700 30
150 150 5 (lo ne sou 500 29
162 C R 162 0 eh dust 1350 27 hid

SMALL LOTS.

[iME . A. M. Gepp.]

Lot. Box Bkg.s. Name Ib. c.

3 Burnside 5 4 hf-eh pek sou 20'J 30
4 7 1 do dust 60 28

Messes. Bexh.vm w Bremxee.

Lot Box Pkg8. Name lb. c.

G SpringwO'id 60 3 eh hro mix 270 17

[Me.sshs. a. H. THOMPSOX ek Co.]

liOt. Box. l’kg.s. Name lb. c.

1 Glengariffe 1 4 oil or pek 320 oU
9 •> 5 do pekoe 3.50

•>T

4 4 4 do SOU 320 • i.>

5 5 2 do dust 301 25
13 Ivala'.vew.i 13 24 bo.x hro pek 1-20 40 hid
14 Pooiimudi 14 1 llf-eh dust SO ((lit

16 Bouaceord 16 2 e!i dust 240 li-J

2i> X • 3 .)
1 eh ).)ekoe 93 -0

29 Mukelova, 29 4 llf-eh du.st 320 Zlj

31 R, in estat’.'

mark 31 2 hf eh mias 96 >

}

32 ^2 1 do dust 41 -0
38 Eleiii 38 J ch du.st 2b-

1

42 A L G 42 1 do red leaf 121 12
47 lloolo 47 1 hf-eli Ijek sou 4-2 -7
48 4S 3 eh dust 2^3 -U
49 49 2 do red leaf 128 12
.54 p .54 1 do red leaf 05 12
•’iS Ainh;* Teime 8 iif-(

h

fans 320 20 bid
61 G 64 0 do hro pek 169 44
G.s 1)5 3 ell pekoe 300 -S
00 66 2 llf-cll pe sou i)0 24
07 1)7 2 eh hro tea 172 18
OS OS 1 do red leaf 73 "L3

a:) 69 1 lif-eli f.uis 49 24
7-i 1 , 1 if 3 llf-eh

1 box liro pak 210 26 hi 1

[Me. E. ,Joiix.]

Lot, Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

2 Wewesse 1 box gulden tips 5 R3-30
(i Kunnville 35 1 eh red leaf 82 10
8 l',v,'llgoll^ 39 2 do fans 22')

9 41 1 do dust 115 25



4
•± CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'P

Lot. Lo.k. Name. lb. C.

•_’-i Anchor, in est.

ninrk 73 2 lif-cl) bro tea 132 23

St. .lolin's 7<J 2 ch fans 280 39

^.1 01 1 do iliist 168 25

:J7 (\>.--lnnilH 107 3 do bro mix 300 20

4-’ (ionavv 117 2 hf-ch j)e fans 148 27

h! Hi) 1 ell dust 90 25

41 121 1 hf-cli -sou 46 21

4? llumigiilla 12S) 1 cli .sou 65 18

4:i 131 2 do ))i' or po fans 280 20

d'i Kspevanza 137 3 hf-cli red leaf 120 10

r<:i 139 2 do dust 144 25

Au:r;\ ( >uvah 151 4 do pe fans 360 30

01 (;'b 155 2 do liro mix 14U 12

00 KaCahoolii 103 3 c)i sou 300 22
0.7 105 2 do du.st 250 25

Oti hawi'once 10!) 1 hf-ch Huff 75 15

Oi) M It 171 2 ch dust 200 28
7w Hovnain 173 4 do pekoe 272 42
S'l C 1. 193 4 hf-cli bro pe 208 43
B1 195 3 do pekoe 144 33

IVni 217 2 do red leaf 100 11

04 219 1 do bro pe 83 32
<>:, 221 1 do pekoe 00 28
!.'0 223 1 box pe sou 21 17

U'l Alnoor 233 1 hf-cli unas 35 30

100 Ferndale 243 1 cli dust 100 27

lo7 t'ati Kaiah 245 3 do bro pe 300 46

10s 247 2 do pekoe 200 27

110 251 1 do dust 110 26

U'.» Villa. 209 1 hf-ch ])e sou 50 28
120 271 1 do red leaf 38 12

111 IV H R, in est.

mark 273 .3 cli bro mix 375 14

lls 1’ 287 4 do bro mix 360 20 bid

MKSSR.S. SOMLUVILLF cS; to.

Lut. Bo.x. Pkgs. Names. lb. c.

10 Mabern 10 1 lif-ch uuaa GO 34
11 11 1 do )n'o mix 79 19
17 i. -s (J 17 2 do sou 165 21
is 18 1 eh fans 112 IS bid
22 Mananguda 22 2 do dust 230 26
34 Trov 34 4 do •SOU 380 30
36 36 3 do bro tea 315 21
37 )s V in est.

mark 37 2 do dust 300 27
3s 38 1 do pek fans 120 27
42 :8t. Leys 42 2 do du.st 100 26
43 43 1 hf-eh bro mix 70 12
47 Oellivava 47 1 do .sou 100 26
54 11 .1 S 54 7 Ilf-ell bro pek 350 39
60 Paradise 60 4 do red leaf 216 15
61 61 1 do du.st 76 26
61> Kelaui 69 9 hf-cli 1)10 lea 360 12
71 71 4 do dust 320 25
76 76 2 do dust 300 23 bid
8u M'uudland 80 2 eh dust 240 24 bid
81 81 3 do red leaf 300 14
92 Narangoda 92 3 eh .sou 270 25
93 93 3 hf-eii dust 22.5 26
94 94 1 do tiro tea 44 27

no llejiedene 160 1 do red leaf 55 14
ill.; 106 4 do dust 340 26
118 31 P in e.st.

mark 108 7 do pekoe 3i 8 33
lO.I 10!) -4 do pek sou 184 29
1P« 110 1 do sou 16 24
111 111 1 do lu'o pe fans 65 24
112 112 1 do dust 69 26
11'.' (i .-\. LeyIon 11!) 1 eh pekoe TS 26
12" 120 1 do pek sou 60 23
i22 122 1 do ilust 94 26
12'.' .stratliellie 120 3 ilo dust 210 ‘^r

1311 Ireby 130 4 lif-ch bro jiek fa ns 320 33
133 Kilandlm 133 3 eh bro tea 210 25
131 Mahagoda 134 7 do pekoe S*- 28
I- ' Jlollagalla 138 1 do bn. tea KID 13 bid
131 139 1 lif-cii dust J-D 24
1 9) Monrovia 140 1 eh fans IDO 27
113 i; .\ 143 5 !if-eh sou •i.'-D 26
110 K ); IV 146 1 do dust i‘D 25
ll- \ ineit 148 3 ch bro pek X(» 2 IXID 30
I'.l 151 1 do du.st 110 25
1.52 .scarborougli 152 4 do fans a-21

1

36

[M K.SSIt.S 1'’oi:ni';.s R- Wai.kki;.]

.'it. Bo.x Pkg.s. Name 11>. c.

2 .'spiingkell 390 5 cli unas 27.5 36
0 .M K 398 2lif-eh red leaf 199 15
5 ( M 416 1 ilo I'ekce .5:: 36

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name, lb. C.

20 G O 420 5 hf-ch sou 200 30

24 Devitura 434 3 ch dust 340 26

27 -Avoea 440 3 do pek sou 300 47

28 442 4 hf-ch bro ik; fans 260 39

31 Harrington 448 3 c!i jiek sou 300 38

33 B B B, in estate
mark 452 1 hf-ch bro mix 40 14

34 4.54 2 do dust 160 26

38 1 reliy 402 3 do fans 240 28

42 ilittaey 470 1 ch bro mix 95 14

43 Venture 472 4 ch pek sou 340 »>«.»

44 474 2 do du.st 259 23

45 BTX 476 1 hf-ch sou 02 24

46 478 1 do red leaf 52 14

47 480 1 do dust 90 26
59 Barkiiidale 480 1 do pek sou 40 33
51 488 1 ch du.st 150 27
55 Waicalawa 496 4 hf-ch du.st 260 27

56 K H 1, 408 1 cli bro mix 90 17

61 11 .V T, in est.

mark 508 1 do j)e sou 50 29
62 51U 3 do dust 240 26
65 Xliedden 510 2 cli pek sou 180 30
66 518 3 do sou 200 15
67 520 1 do du.st 150 20
76 Rockside 538 3 ch bro pek 330 40
89 \V A 564 1 hf-ch bro mix 62 20
95 Lowlands 576 1 ch fans 120 29
96 578 1 do du.st 140 26
98 Deaculla 582 4 do bro or pek 300 42
110 Hderapolla 606 4 hf-eh bro tea 288 IS
111 Maliagastota 608 1 ch red leaf 91 22
112 610 1 do dii-t 135 26
115 Krlsmere 616 2 ch SO.l 174 34
117 P O .M 620 3 hf-cli duoi 210 26
IIS 022 3 do bro mix 195 20
126 Langdale 638 3 cll pek sou 255 35
127 640 1 do d.ist 135 26
131 Tillvrie 61s 2 ch bro tea 200 12 bid
133 M iC M 652 1 do bro mix 120 16
134 654 1 do dust no 25
135 G 656 4 do sou 380 26'

136 658 2 do jiek dust 280 26
140 OpalgaJla 666 3 ch eongou 330 24
151 Bloomlield 688 5 hf-c!i dust No. 1 375 26
152 090 2 do do „ 2 150 25
116 Tommagong 698 3 ch congou . 300 39
161 Patiagama 708 1 do pek sou 103 30
102 710 1 tlo dust 140 26
166 0 K 718 3 d" pek sou 300 16
173 M A 11 732 2 cll congou 200 25
178 lAvtupauhi 742 2 do bro tea ISO 14
181 Glenorchy 748 1 hf-cli dust 85 26
182 Springkell 750 1 do dust 80 25
184 BTN 754 1 ilo red leaf 52 19
186 A K, in estate

mark 758 3 ch
1 hf-cli pekoe 350 29

lS7 760 2 ch
1 hf-ch sou 240 26

188 702 2 cll

1 hf-ch congou 230 25
I'lO .S M K 760 1 ch

3 hf-ch bro jiek 2.’)0 31

192 770 4 ch pek dust 280 25
1!)9 S S 784 4 do red leaf 324 15

209 780 1 do dust No. 2 190 24

201 lauiugalla 788 2 hf-ch red leaf 120 24

202 Poonagalla 790 1 do reil leaf SO 22
293 in estate

inai k 792 2 ch bro tea 224 13
212 Kirrimettia SlU 3 do liro mix 270 2~

215 M B O, in estate
mark 816 1 ch pek sou 95 28

216 818 3 hf-ch pe fans 243 26
217 820 2 do dust 136 26
218 822 4 ch bri) mix 344 IS
222 Rotliseldld 830 3 do bro cr pe 297 51
22s A P K 842 4 ch bro pek 3s0 44
229 844 4 do pekoe 340 36
230 y 846 2 ch bro tea. 220 18

1 2.37 t'astlereagli 869 3 do liro mix 270 10
241 Talgaswela 868 2 ch eongou 180 28
242 S70 2 do dust 280 26
243 872 1 do pek sou 28
247 Weoya 880 1 do hro Pek fan 129 2b
253 Kirkleos 892 1 cll nnijjou 100 25
255 896 2 do du.st 190 26
271 Haves 928 6 hf-cl dll^‘t 300 26
275 nigh Forest 936 5 do sou 270 33
276 938 2 do bro pc’c fans 120 33
277 940 3 do dust 252 26
278 942 I ch red lea f 59 1.5

279 914 1 box .sou 24 27
280 Killarnev !'46 2 ch jiekoe 232 32
281 948 1 do .sou 117 17

!)5() 2 do dust 200 26
P94 1 cll I'l'c mix 199 27



CKVI.ON I’KODirCK SALES LIST.

Lot. ]]0.K rico-s Name lU. f.

:}05 09G 1 (Ui red leaf SO 18
300 Vilpitit 4 1 (U» sou no 24
310 0 •> do red leaf 200 17

314 Nugalibii.t 14 3 ch pek sou 214 31
313 16 2 hf-cli tans 150 20
320 Ruanwella 20 4 ch congou 380 24

321 28 1 do red leaf 100 13

331 B F R 48 3 hf-cli bro pek ISO 30
332 .30 4 do pekoe 232 34

333 32 2 do fans lol^ 23

3.34 M P, (: r 34 8 do pek sou 80S 2s

3,38 Stisted 02 1 fio dust ,sr> 20

liOt. Name.s. 11). C.

344 fJalatota 74 2 do hro pek lOO 30
34.3 70 3 d<i pekoe 2.30 20

340 78 4 do pek sou 200 24
347 80 1 do dust 61 23

348 Munamal 82 1 ch hro pek 110 30
340 84 1 do pekoe 02 41

330 SO 1 do
1 hf-ch pek sou 141 32

331 88 3 ch unas 283 34
332 no 1 hf-ch red leaf 22 13
368 Kuavesmire 122 1 do lu'o mix 30 13
300 l-.’4 .3 ch hr mix No. 2 240 10
370 120 2 hf-ch dust 170 20i

t

onsKuvmi i'hinti.m; wo: ks
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TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES,

NO. 4.1 Colombo, Januaky :Jlst. 169(5.
I
PxacE :

—

12h ceuts each
;
3 ccpioa

i 30 cents
;
6 copies 5 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Mkssks. Bemham &

Lot. Bo.\ l^ks.

1 Lauderdale 52 9 ch
•2 54 7 do
3 56 5 do
4 .56 4 do
5 K 60 18 lif-ch

9 F & R 68 9 do
10 Elston 70 16 ch
11 Hii-af>alla 72 10 do

Bremner.-

Name.
sou
red leaf
fans
dust
pek sou
pek sou
pe sou No.
sou

-4,730 lb.]

lb. c.

855 27

665 15

550 27

520 27
990 41

460 32
2 1440 31 bid

000 16

[Messrs. A. H. Tho.mp.son Co., 70,387 lb.]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

Dehiowita 2 10 ch congou 900 19
3 3 8 do dust 1000 29
4 Kalkande 4 17 hf-ch bro or pek 850 52 bid
5 5 26 do bro pek 1300 43 bid
•6 6 17 do pekoe 850 37
7 7 14 do pek sou 700 32
8 8 8 do sou 400 27
12 Oolloowatte 12 15 ch bro pek 1650 37
13 13 12 do pekoe 1200 30
16 Halloowella 16 5 ch f.ans 525 38
18 18 4 do dust 560 25
19 19 5 do red leaf 4a0 20
20 .Mukeloya 20 17 hf-ch bro pe 1020 60 bid
-21 21 12 ch or pe 1200 61
22 22 12 do pekoe 1080 48
23 23 9 hf-ch bro pe sou 540 33
24 R in estate

mark 24 10 ch pekoe 900 30
25 M 25 14 do fans 1465 28
26 Portswootl 26 17 ch bro pek 1870 75 bid
27 27 17 do pekoe 1530 56 bid
28 Court Lodge 28 39 hf-ch bro or pek 2496 60 bid
29 29 27 do bro or pek 1728 60 bid
30 30 18 ch bro pek 2070 47 bid
31 31 9 do bro pek 1080 47 bid
34 C H P S, in e.st.

mark 34 13 ch
1 hf-ch congou 1225 21

35 H G, in estate
mark 35 9 ch bro tea 900 18

36 -A.GC 36 4 do pe sou 400 27
37 N N 37 6 do pekoe 562 26
43 Nahalma 43 19 do congou 1976 27
48 •Amba Tenne 48 13 hf-eh dust 975 26
49 Woodend 49 33 ch bro pek 3630 43
50 50 12 do

1 lif-ch bro pek 1370 41 bid
51 51 51 ch pekoe 5100 34 bid
52 52 12 do pek sou 1080 30
5(3 Nahalma 56 8 ch SOU 736 27
57 57 9 do congou 900 25
69 Manickwatte 59 10 ch bro pe 1000 49
60 60 5 do pekoe 500 37
61 L 61 10 do SOU 900 16
62 Victoria 62 28 ch bro pek 2520 43 bid
63 63 65 do pekoe 5200 . 33 bid
64 64 14 do pek sou 1260 28 bid
68 A P K, m est.

jiiark 68 25 ch *f)ro peNo. 1 2375 45 bid
69 69 26 do do „ 2 2470 44 bid

[Messrs. Eorbes & WALKER.— 241,951 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 W F, in estate
mark 128 8 ch bro mix 663 21

12 Udabage 150 112 hf;ch bro pek 6720 40
13 152 57 ch pekoe 3135 32
14 154 24 do pek sou 1320 29
15 156 7 do dust 490 27
17 M 160 4 do bro pek 400 45
20 Great Valley 166 26 ht-ch 'bro pek 1430 51
22 170 6 ch dust 510 26
23 G 172 12 do bro jnix 1020 17
24 Brechin 174 13 ch bro pek 1430 54 bid
26 176 9 do pekoe 945 46
26 178 4 do pek sou 400 36
31 Lyegrove 188 22 ch bro pek 2420 44
32 190 14 do pekoe 1400 36

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

34 Radella 194 36 ch bro pek 3060 59
35 196 34 do pekoe 3060 54
36 198 25 do pek sou 2250 39
38 Wevagoda 262 14 do bro pek 1300 42
39 204 8 do pekoe 840 33
40 206 5 do pek sou 500 29
42 210 5 do pek fan.s 400 29
44 Lochiel 214 22 hf-ch bro or i)ek 1210 46 bid
45 216 22 cli bro pek 2200 44 bid
46 218 11 do pek No. 1 990 50
50 liigurugalla 220 6 do bro pek 600 37
51 228 7 do pekoe 630 33
52 230 7 do pek sou 630 28
53 232 18 do bro tea 2160 27
55 Doomba 236 9 hf-ch bro tea 075 29
57 Doonevale 240 15 ch bro pek 1509 39
58 242 35 do pekoe 3150 33
59 244 12 do fans 1140 36
60 246 4 do (lust 560 28
61 St. Heliers 248 27 hf-ch bro or pek 1485 55
62 250 22 ch pekoe 2200 41
63 252 4 do pek sou 400 36
64 Amblakande 254 14 ch bro pek 1260 47
65 256 17 do pekoe 1530 37
60 258 6 do pek sou 000 33
67

Clyde
260 5 do sou 500 28

68 262 30 ch bro pek 3520 51
69 264 30 do bro pek 3300 51
70 266 17 do pekoe 1700 41
71 268 19 ch pekoe 1900 41
72 270 9 do pek sou 900 34
73

Kirklees
272 11 do pek sou 1100 34

76 278 9 hf-ch bro pek 450 56
78 282 12 do pek sou 600 43
79 284 19 (lo bro tea 1045 47
82 Gampaha 290 25 ch bro pek 2750 53 bid
S3 292 24 do pekoe 2400 50
84 294 24 do pek sou 2400 42
86 298 10 do bro tea 1200 45
88 D, in estate

mark 302 4 ch pek dust 400 27
89 Ellawatte 304 16 do bro pek 1680 54
90 306 19 do pekoe 1900 38
91 308 4 do pek'sou 400 33
93 Hatherleigh 312 29 ch bro pek 3480 37
94 314 42 do pekoe 4620 33
95 316 15 do pek sou 1500 30
96 Lillawatte 318 4 ch congou 400 23
99 T B, in estate

mars 324 8 ch

100
1 tif-ch or pek 815 37

326 7 ch pekoe 630 32
103 332 4 do fans 445 28
105 Great Valley 336 39 do bro pek 214o 51
106 338 18 do pekoe 1710 39
107

M A
340 13 do pek sou 1105 31

113 352 15 ch unas 1200 29
114 354 6 do dust 900 25
120 G P AI, in estate

mark 366 11 hf-ch pekoe 016 52
122 370 12 do pek No. 2 672 43
123 372 19 do sou 1045 36
124 374 15 do sou 825 35
125 Northmore 376 13 do bro or pek 780 35
126 378 11 do pekoe 550 SO bid
129 G 384 7 ch dust 1015 •25 bid
130 386 11 hf-ch fans 715 '29 bid
131 C 0 E B 388 12 ch bro mix 1080 14
133 Denmark Hill 392 4 ch bro or pe 480 80
134 394 6 do or pek 552 75
138

Digdola
402 5 do pek fans 470 34

139 404 41 ch bro pek 4080 46 bill
140 Harrington 406 26 do or pek 2860 68
141 408 14 do pekoe 1400 55
144 C 414 8 do bro mix 760 20
146 Ragalla 418 6 hf-ch fans 480 31
149 Putupaula 424 44 do bro pek 4400 43 bid
150 Great Valley 426 13 ch sou 1105 16 bid
151 Carfax 428 16 do bro or pek 1700 58
152 430 16 do or pek 1600 54
153 432 4 do bro pek 440 35
154 434 19 do pekoe 1805 42
155

l.over’s Leap
436 12 do sou 1200 *26 bill

157 440 46 hf-ch bro or pek 2944 54 bid
1.58 442 25 do bro pek 1600 51 bid
159 444 20 do pekoe 1040 41
160 446 10 ch pe sou 800 37
163 Polatagama 456 50 do bro pek 5000 46
164 458 40 do or pek 4000 36
165 460 22 do pekoe 2200 33
166 462 30 do i'ek sou 3000 31
167 464 35 do sou 3.500 27



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pk.t;?. Names. U). (• Lot. Box. 1‘lcgs. Name lb. c.

IGS 400 17 cli bro nek fan 1700 o5 72 no 19 cli or pell 1615 53 bid

ic:> 40S 4 do pek fans 409 tT5 J o 118 IS do or pek 1020 53 )>id

171 472 3 do dust 450 74 120 42 do pekoe 3789 50

171 IVunmeria 474 51 do bro or pek 5010 50 75 Avr 122 27 hf-cli fu'O pek 1359 48 l»id

17J 47G 47 do pekoe 4700 4L 70 124 10 ch pekoe 1440 30

174 478 9 do i>e sou 900 40 77 120 11 do pek sou 1199 32

177 M:dia Uva 4S4 28 hf-eh bro or pelc 1680 49 80 K.speranza 132 24 lif-ch fu'o or pek 1248 40 bid

17s 4S0 20 do or pek lOOO 09 81 I'erudale 134 0 cli bro or pek 090 55 bill

Itil 488 18 do pekoe 1800 53 82 Browidow 130 12 do liro pek 1440 51 bid

iss 490 12 do l>ek .sou 1020 41 83 138 22 do pekoe 2420 48

ISi K H A 494 10 ch SOU 000 16 86 Mocha 112 30 do bro pek 3900 05

lb> Olassel 496 0 do fans 600 30 SO 144 2.5 do pekoe 2500 01

ls7. Ooraka 500 4 do bro pek 400 87 140 17 do pek sou 1560 52

ISO 50:: 4 do
5U4 5 do

))ekoe 400 o(>

1S7 pek .sou 510 ot*

130
191

Caveiidon 510 4 ell

512 4 ilo

bro pek
pekoe

400
400

45
35 [M B.S.SRS. SOM K KV I LbE iV Co., 77 ,929 lb.]

19:1

19(> Maymollay
510 4 do
522 22 hf-cli

SOU
01- pek

400
1210

31
49 Lot. Box. pkog. Name. lb. C.

197 524 0 do dust 429 30 8 G W 170 10 cli SOU 80tt 31
199 ScruO.s 528 12 ch or pek 1140 59 19 172 7 lif-ch fans 420 30
20(1 530 20 do bro pek 2100 58 12 Ilapuaasniulle 174 9 do bro |ie 945 50
201 532 19 do pekoe 1805 51 14 170 7 do pe sou 005 l»S

202 534 12 do pek sou 1140 43 18 Carnev ISO 38 hf-ch bro pek 1900 47 bid
209 C li D 548 4 do red leaf 400 17 19 ISl 35 do pekoe 1750 37
210 P 5.50 10 ch SOU 900 18 20 1S2 30 do pek .sou 1500 31
21:: Munainal 550 4 do pek sou 410 30 21 Ukuwella 183 37 do l)ro pek 37(«J 41 bid
210 Tonacombe 562 35 ch or pek 3500 55 bid 22 184 25 do pekoe 2500 34
217 504 2.5 do bro jek 2750 49 23 186 14 do j)ek sou 1330- 30
21S 500 50 do pekoe 5040 48 25 Ravi^am 187 19 do hro pek 1995 44 bid

508 9 do pek sou 900 42 26 ISS 22 do or pek 1980 38 bid
22(, 570 12 hf-ch dust 1020 31 27 189 10 do pekoe 900 36
221 Cilmicorse 572 22 ch bro pek 2200 47 28 190 10 do pek sou 1360 32 bid
222 674 12 do pekoe 1080 39 29 191 5 do sou 4C0 28
22;j 570 12 do pek sou 900 32 30 Peuritli 192 21 do bro pek 2100 52
220 Cabniwatte 582 22 hf-ch SOU 1100 23 31 193 20 do pekoe lOOo 40
on" 5S4 37 do fans 2395 22 32 194 12 do ]>e sou 1020 32

Meemovaoya 580 10 do bro pek (440 40 33 Neucliatel 195 22 do pekoe 1980 37
229 588 13 do pekoe 520 29 37 Oalkolua

38
39 Benveula

199
200
201

15 do
13 do
45 hf-ch

bro pek
pekoe
hro pek

1455
1138
2250

52 bid
33 bid
44

[Mr. E. John.—91,t)7U lb.]
40
41

202
203

2 ch
12 do

pekoe
pek sou

1200
1200

30
30

1.0
-
c Box Pkos Name lb. C.

42
*

4;J

204
205

0 do
4 do

red leaf
du.st

600
400

1,8

27
1 Caledonia 305 12 ch bro pek 1080 42 49 Ardmhie 211 20 lif-ch bro pe 1000 48 bid

307 10 do pekoe lOOU 30 50 212 20 do pekoe loot) 37 bid
3 309 9 do pek sou 705 20 51 213 20 do pe sou lOOO 33
fe K H 1\ 319 4 do bro pek 440 41 62 Monrovia 214 10 cli hro pe 1000 47
u 321 5 do pekoe 500 32 53 215 14 do pekoe 1400 30
12 Avdlaw and 54 216 4 do pe sou 400 SI

Wi.shfoi'd 327 18 lif-ch or pek 810 70 55 217 4 do fans 400 29
1:2 329 18 do br or pe No.l 900 68 bid 09 Cliolaukande 231 2 hf-cli fans] 630 2s
14 331 17 do do No. 2 1020 .50 4 do
15 333 13 ch pekoe 1170 50 70 232 1 do dust 530 27
10 B K 335 12 hf-ch dust 1143 20 3 do
17 :437 0 cli bro tea 078 10 74 B in estate
IS Dooinoo 339 31 do bro pek 3410 49 bid mark 230 4 ch pe soil 400 80
19 341 4 do pek sou 400 39 77 Orion 239 75 do iiro pek 500 44 bid
21 345 15 do pekoe 1500 47 78 240 57 ilo pekoe 415 37
22 Verelapatna 347 39 do bro pek 4330 51 bid 79 241 19 do j)ek .sou 7803 32
2;.; 349 17 do pekoe 1700 .50 80 242 10 do dust 5200 20
20 Wliyddon 14 12 do bro or pek 1200 53 81 243 4 do bro te.'i 1400 19
27 16 10 do bro pek 1000 61 82 Gami>f>lawatte 244 18 do bro pek 1800 44
2S IS 7 do pekoe 700 43 83 245 14 do pekoe 1300 30
29 20 0 do S4 240 5 do j)ek sou 1475 31

1 lif-ch pek sou 36 93 N Ufsar 255 8 do pe sou 815 15
o3 I'vakellie 28 21 ch bro pek 2310 50 bid 2 hf-cli

:u 30 17 do 99 I.vudhurst 201 8 ch bro pek 800 42 bid
1 hf-ch pekoe 17.65 40 100 202 8 do pekoe 080 37

32 17 cli pek sou 1700 38 101 203 7 do pek sou 560 31
30 34 4 do bi'o mix 500 •Jl 104 LvnUlmrsM895 266 7 do i>ro pek 700 44
:C 11 S, in est. mark 30 4 do bro pek 415 30 106 267 9 do pekoe 765 36
3't 40 13 do SOU 110.9 SO 100 260 8 do pek sou 64a 31
40 42 10 hf-ch dust 1300 2S 110 K .6» do SOU 4.Ml 22 bid
41 14 0 baa-s red leaf 420 14
4'. liliiirifowene 52 4 cli du.st 550 SO
47 New TunnisKalla .50 19 lif-fh bro pek 1049 62

4s
.53

nS 19 oh
Keenacaha Klla OS 4 do

pekoe
bro mix

199.6

429
39
24 SMALL LUTS.

.57 Ama Ouvah 70 52 lif-cli bro or pel 07 - -

fiS 78 32 do or pek 1920 00 ME.SSRS. Benham cv Bremnei;.
.59 SO 13 cli pekoe ISIHJ 60

Lot Box Name00 Alnoor S2 27 hf-ch bro pek 1489 43 bid 11). C.

61
02
O':

01

K:uleda S4 13 cli

80 12 d >

88 8 do
90 12 do

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust

13l«>

1080
040
1080

42
30
32

6 K
7

8 Eroiiie

02
04

06

4 lif-cli

1 do
2 ch

dust
red leaf
sou

340
220
140

27

17
21

0>
00

(iranville 102 10 do
.1 H, in e.state

SOU OvO

mark 101 21 do bro iiek 2184 38 bid fMK.S.sw.s. A. n. 1 11061 i'.soN K.- Co.]
07 Cldl.inder 100 20 lif-cl bro or tiek loC-O 6.9 1)id

Lot. Bo 1 k1

Ob Dickaiiittia 108 24 ch bro pek 2041* 52 11 L f.

09 Madultenna 110 15 do bro pek l.-.( h 47 1 nebiiovif. 1 3 ell bro mix 20
70 112 13 do pek .M.u 130,1 :u 9 Kalk.inde 0 r. hf-ch funs 2.)0 Zl*

71 (Uterv and Stain-
I (ill

10 10 6 do red leaf 15
ford Mill 114 1!) do br.i pel. 1900 11 11 3 do dust Is.. 27



CEYLON PliODUCE SALES LIST, 3

Eot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

14 Ooloowatte 14 1 ch
1 hf-cli bromix 150 23

1.1 15 2 eh dust 180 26
17 Hiilloowella 17 2 do sou ICO 26
34 .; R 32 2 di

I hf-ch bro pelc 250 30 bid
3;i 33 2 ch

1 lif-ch pekoe 250 26
3S p It 38 1 ch fans 100 26
30 39 1 ilo red leaf 77 11

40 40 4 do dust 360 23
41 D 41 4 do sou 365 11

42 Nahalma 42 3 do dust 210 27

47 Amba Tenne 47 8 hf-ch fans 320 33
53 Woodend 53 3 ch coiifrou 270 19
54 54 1 do bro juix 70 20

51 55 2 do dust 245 27

58 Nahalma 58 3 ch dust 246 27

65 Victoria 65 2 hf-ch dust 150 27

[Mr. E. John.]

Lc>r Box Fk Name Ib. C.

4 Caledonia 311 i ph sou 90 23
5 313 3 do red leaf 285 11

6 315 1 tlo bro pek fans 105 28
1 317 1 do pek dust 105 25

10 S <) 323 3 do bro pek 300 30

11 325 1 do pekoe 90 27

20 Hoomoo 343 o do dust 200 30

24 N'erelapatnn 10 -> do pek sou 200 39
25 12 3 lif-ch dust 240 30

30 Whyddon 22 1 ch pek fans 100 33

31 24 1 do red leaf 80 14

32 26 2 do dust 300 28

38 H .s, in est. mark 38 1 do pekoe 100 32

42 Kalapahane 40 1 do red leaf 114 IS

43 48 1 do congou 64 25

44 Itlairgowerie 50 2 do congou 170 25

46 54 2 do red leaf 200 15
49 Cattaratenne 60 3 hf-ch dust 255 26

60 Hiralouvah 62 1 ch bro pek 91 44

51 64 1 do fans 122 32
52 66 2 do bro mix 147 23
54 Keenagaha Ella 70 1 do fans 125 .35

55 72 1 do dust 120 29

•M! 74 2 do unas 200 23
Avr 128 3 do dust 240 2it

79 t‘l 130 3 hf-ch or pek 141 48

84 Brownlow 140 2 ch pek sou 200 31

9 V'thanside 150 3 do red leaf 270 14

Messrs. Somerville Co.

Lot Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. C.

1 A in est. mark 163 1 hf-ch bro pek 59 48
2 164 3 do pekoe 120 38
.3 165 5 do pek sou 205 28
4 166 1 do congou 40 22
5 167 1 do fans 50 •25

6 Moolgama 168 6 do red leal 276 14
7 169 2 do dust 146 24
9 G AV 171 1 do retl leaf 89 14

11 173 5 hf-ch sou 370 28
13 Hapugasmulle 175 3 ch pekoe 285 38
15 177 1 do sou 97 26
16 178 1 do fans 96 30
17 179 1 do dust 122 28
24 Ukuwela 180 2 hf-ch bro pek fa ns 140 28
34 Neuchatel 196 1 ch pek No. 2 110 22
35 197 1 do bro pek 75 12
36 198 1 do dust 170 28
45 Moiisagallii 207 3 do unas 292 32
46 208 2 do •SOU 128 26
47 209 1 hf-cli dust 82 28
48 210 1 do red leaf 75 15
56 218 1 do pek dust 80 28
57 Nagur 219 1 ch bro pe 150 .)0

1 hf-ch
58 220 3 ch sou 260 ly
.59 Radege 221 2 hf-ch I iro pe loo 41
60 222 3 do pekoe 1.50

01 223 3 do pek sou 150 19
2 N A 224 1 do bro pek 50 •29

3 225 1 do pekoe .50 •25

64 226 2 ch pe sou 190 14
65 227 1 do unas 100 •10 led
66 228 1 do fans loo 14 bid
07 229 1 do red leaf lOO 10 bid
71 Cholaokande 233 2 hf-ch bro mix 194 19

1 do
72 15 in estate

mark 2:: 4 1 do l)ro pe 58 46

4

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. c.

4 O 235 1 do pekoe 31

75 237 2 cl> )»ro pek .sou 20'

1

24

76 AV 238 1 bf-cli unas 66 •24

36 Gampolawatte 347 4 ch dust 30(1 •2S

86 248 1 do bro teii 100 15

37 Kurugalla 249 3 do bro pek 3(i0 4o

88 •250 2 do pekoe 190 so
39 251 1 do pek sou Df) 32
91' 252 1 do dust 75 2j<

91 Nagur •2,5‘i 1 do bro pe 200 29

2 hf-ch
92 •254 1 clt pekoe 30

3 hf-cli

94 Eadege 256 1 do pekoe 50 30
96 •257 1 do pek sou f.o o.*

96 P K 258 1 do bro pek 50 27

97 259 1 do pekoe l-'o 28 bid
1 ch

98 260 1 do pek sou 1)0 11 bid
102 Lvndhurst •264 1 do SOU ICO 20
103 •265 3 do dust 255 •28

107 Lvndhurst 1895 ^269 1 do SOU 106 20
103 270 3 do dust 257) ‘iv*'

199 !8 X 1 do fans 11-2 •27

[Me.ssrs Eorre.s & AValker.]

Lot. Box Pkg.s. Name 11... C.

D G 130 1 hf-cli bro pek 27 48
O 132 1 do pekoe 39 44
i 134 1 do pek sou 31 36
r, lb6 2 do SOU 90 30
r, 138 2 do dust 166 •29

4 .iainhugaha 140 2 do bro pek 120 40
8 142 2 do pekoe 118 33
0 144 7 do pek sou 350 29

10 146 8 do SOU 393 26
11 148 2 do dust 134 25
16 Uiiabage 158 2 ch bro mix 110 15
IS M 162 4 do pekoe 360 41
19 164 3 do pek sou 270 31
21 Great A'alley 168 4 ch pekoe 380 38
27 Brechin 180 1 hf-ch ilust 74 29
33 Lyegrove 192 2 ch dust 200 29
34 Radella 200 3 do dust 390 30
41 AA’evagoda 208 2 ch SOU 200 23
43 •212 1 do pek dust 110 27
47 I.ochiel 2-20 1 ch bro pek dust 150 29
48 Laliookelle 222 1 hf-ch bro pek fan 78 30
49 L, in estate

tnark 224 2 ch bro tea 2-24 12
54 Ingurugalla 234 1 do red leaf 90 19
56 Doomba 238 2 hf-ch red leaf 110 14
74 Clyde 274 3 ch dust 364 28
7r> 276 2 do dust 280 28
77 Kirklees 280 6 hf-ch pekoe 300 47
80 286 3 do congou 120 29
81 288 4 do dust 320 •29

85 Gampaha 296 3 ch congou 210 28
87 300 3 do dust 228 30
92 Ellawatte 310 2 lif-ch dust ISO 28
97 Danwela 320 2 ch bro or pek 20h 48
98 PO 322 1 lif.cli pekoe 40 30
101 T B, in estate

piark 328 3 ch pek sou 240 2S
102 330 2 ch

1 hf-cli dust 315 26
104 334 3 ch bro mix •290 25
115 L, in estate

mark 356 1 hf-ch bro pek OS 37
116 358 1 ch pek sou 100 29
117 360 1 hf-ch dust 47 27
118 G P M, in estate

mark 362 4 llf-cll lire or pek 24C' 68
110 364 3 do or pek 168 75
1^21 368 7 do pekoe No. 2 392 44
127 Northmore 380 4 do fans •260 28
128 382 2 do SOU 160 •24

135 Denmark Hill 39C 3 ch pekoe 2.5S 56
136 398 1 do pek sou S3 4S
137 400 1 do bro mix nu
142 Harrington

t 410 3 ch pek sou 300 37
143 K B 412 2 do dust 200 •29

145 Ttagalla 416 1 do bro mix no 19
147 420 3 hf-clt dust •270 ‘20

Its Midlands 422 4 ch dust 300
1.56 Carftix 438 3 hf-ch dust 240 30
161 Lover's Leap 448 3 do pek fans 270 ro
1G2 4511

f
]>ekoo 30

4.52 1 ch pek sou
45

1

1 pek fans 6 1

170 Polatagama 470 1 ch bro mix 115 *»l.

175 Dammerio 480 2 do unas 180 h
176 482 3 do dust 300
181 Malta t'va 492 2 ch dust 100



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

FiOt. Box. Pkgs. Names. ib. C.

1;4 Krnam 498 3 do unas 300 25

18 = Goraka 006 1 do bro tea 100 17

130 508 1 do dust 130 28

190a Cavendon 1 ch bro pek 100 36

192 514 3 ch pek sou 300 27

194 518 2 do fans 20f» 28

195 520 1 do congou 85 25

198 .Maymollay 526 1 hf-ch sou 55 25

205 .‘Vmherst 546 1 ch dust 96 29

211 Munamal 552 2 do
1 hf-ch bro pek 240 49

212 554 2 ch pekoe 160 38

214 558 1 do sou 108 28
215 560 1 hf-ch dust 68 27

224 Gleucorse 578 1 ch dust 182 27

225 580 1 do pek fans 134 28

230 Meemoraoya 590 2 hf-ch sou 80 27

231 592 1 do sou 40 27
23'* 594 4 do dust 300 27

233 590 1 do red leaf 40 13

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Jan. 10, 1896.

Miiik.s and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
ane uj> to 10th January :

—

Ex “Rewa”—Cabragalla. It 104s; Ic S"s; lb 86s; lb 109s;
lb 853 Cd. Poonagalla, It 101s; Ic 96s; lb 86s; lb 109s;
lb 85s.

Ex “Stafford.shire” Meeriabedde, lb 105s; 2c lb 102s 6d;
.2c lb 09s; lb SS.s; It 110s; 1 bag 99s. MJiT in estate mark,
1> S'.s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corresjiondcnt').

Mincing Lane, Jan. 10.

Ex “Barrister"—Delgolla, 1 bag (sd) 41s; Obags 44s Od.

Ex “Staffordshire”—Warriapolla, 8 bags 47s; 5 bags 37.s;

11 bags 32s,

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Gorrespondentj.

Mincing Lane, Jan. 10.

Ex “Staffordslure”—Danibidagalla, 2c is lid. Duckwari,
4c 2s 3d: 2c Is lid; 3c Is lOd; Ic Is 5d,
Ex “Glencairn”—IV.S A&Co. in estate mark, Ic Is 6d; 2c

2s 9d; 2c 2s lOd; 2c 2s lid.

Ex “Nubia”—Nellaoolla, Ic Is 3d; 1 jiarcel Is.

Ex “Wanderer” Gallantenne, Ic 2s 5d; Ic 2s Id; Ic Is
lid; Ic Is 7d; 2c Is 6d; 8 seeds 2s 2d; 4 seeds 2s 3d; 0 seed.s
2s 4d. Vedehette, Ic 3s 3d; 7c 2s 2d; 3c Is lOd; 4c Is 5d;
3c Is 3d.

Ex “Araliia”—Tonacombe Special, 2c 2s lOd; 9c 2s Od; 4c
8d; 2c ls9d;lc Is 5d.
Ex “Legislator”—Tonacombe, Ic Is Gd.
Ex “Navigator”—Galaha, 2c Is 7d.
Ex ‘,Clan Campbell” Girindiella, 3c Is 9d.
Ex “Carthage”—MVC, 1 box Is 3d.

oiJSKi;vi;i; riilNTiNt; wcniKs.



TEA., COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 6.1 CoLojiBG, February 17thj ISDIL
t Price ;— 12.4 cents eacJi

;
.S copies

COLOMBO SALES OF 'I’KA.

[Messrs.

Lot.
1

3

LAKGE
BENH.VM

LOTS.
Bre.mner.—9,72.j lb.]

fe

0
10

Battalgalla

Hornsey

Elston

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson r'c Co., 77,690 lb.]

Lot Box . Pkgs,. Name. lb. f.

13 15'ernegalla 13 17 hf-ch bro pek 8.50 35
14

Ahamud
14 22 do pekoe 990 32

18 IS 1C do bro pek 500 44
19 19 10 do pekoe 500 33
20

Nahaveena
20 16 do pek sou 800 28

23 23 8 do bro pek 400 46
27 Ranawella 27 8 do bro pek 400 51
28 28 6 cli pekoe 480 40
29

A V E
29 S do pek sou COO 33

33 33 16 hf-cb dust 1280 24
34 Digdola 34 9 ch or pek 900 47
35 35 6 dc bro pk No? 600 33
36

E D
30 25 do pekoe 2250 37

38 38 7 hf-cdi dust 525 24
41 M D 41 4 ch dust 500 22
55 Vegan 5'> 29 do bro pek 2900 56 bid
;>6 66 31 do pekoe 2790 46
57

B & H
57 21 do pek sou 1890 36

58 68 5 do du.st 710 27
59 Oaklands 59 10 hf c!i bro pek 600 49
CO 60 11 ch pekoe 935 36
61 61 6 do pek sou COO 33
62 62 14 do sou 1148 27 bid
63 63 6 hf-ch dust 510 27 bid
64 D'Dene 04 13 do bro pek 765 46 bid
65 Rakwane 65 28 cli bro or pek 2908 37 bid
76 A B C, in estate

mark Dickoya 76 12 hf-ch bro pek 600 53 bid

85 AGO,
77
85

14 do
4 cli

pekoe
pek sou No

700
2 400

38 bid
27

86 86 6 do dust 900 25
95 W K E 95 10 hf-cli bro pek 530 44
96 96 14 do pekoe 700 32
97 97 10 ch pek sou 1000 22
100 B R, 100 6 hf-ch dust 480 27
lot o
107 M
111 Charlie Hill
lie X
120 Madanipe

101

107

111
110
120

i ch
5 do

dust COO

Lot

[Mr. E.

Box
1 Osborne
3 Oonovy
4
.1

() (daremont

328
332
334
330
338
340
342

Ardlaw and Wish-
ford

8
12

l:;

11

10

16 O
17 Anchor mark
19 Tientsin
20
21 Ivie.s

22
23
24 Verclapatna
tif>

28 St. John’s
2 .)

30
33 Dcoinoo
4

350
U

13

15

17

19

23
25
27

iO
31

33
35
41

43
45
51

.53

23

1 hf-ch pek fans 692 24
8 do pek Son 400 33
8 d 1) pek sou 400 31
13 cli

hf-ch bro pek 142(1 36

John.--122,290 lb.]

PI Name lb V.

8 ch bro tea 800 16
20 ch bro pek 2240 53
10 ch pek 1020 ,50

6 ch pek sou 540 43
24 hf ch bro pek 1200 49
21 cli pek 1785 40
17 cli pek sou 1360 34

IS do or pek 810 73
21 dr. bro or pek

No. 1 11 1 74
0 d(i bro or pek

No. 2 5-5 47
28 ch pekoe 25lO 50
10 cli unassorted 1100 38
34 ch bro or pek 3400 65
45 hf-ch do 2475 70
33 ch pekoe 330 1 51
10 ch , bro pek 1000 44
11 ch pekoe 880 37
7 ch pek sou 030 33

12 ch bro pek 1320 53
11 do pekoe 1100 48
22 ch bor pek 2420 75
20 do pekoe 2000 61
15 do pek sou 1500 .50

9 do bro pek 990 55
Ul do pek lOOO 51

Box Pk.8. Name. lb. 0. 43
56 11 ch pek sou 1100 40 47
60 6 do fan 540 29 48
70 10 do pek sou 1000 43 49
72 5 do fans 450 31 50
74 43 do pek sou No 2 3870 33 51

Lot.
37 Eila
38
39
40
41

52
53
54
55

56
62
63
64
68
69
70
71

72
73
76
77
78
79
80
81

82

.Stinsford

Glassaugii

Logan

Kotvvagedera

Glasgow

Madultenna

CN
Logan

Eadella

Poilakande

83
86 Murrayith-

waite
89 Lameliere
90
91
93 Ayr
94
95
98 NB
99 Maddagedera
ICO
101
103 Henegama

[Messrs. S

1 30 cents
;
6 copies J rupee

Box.
1
pkg.s. Name. lb. c.

59 63 ch bro pek 5355 45
61 34 do pekoe 2890 39

63 19 do pek sou 1615 34
65 8 do dust 960 29
67 33 hf-ch bro pek 1815 56
69 55 do pekoe 2,475 44
71 24 do pek sou 1080 36
79 30 do bro pek 1800 82
81 19 ch pek No. 1 1615 06
83 25 do ])ek No. 2 2250 64
85 25 do pek sou 2125 54
87 13 do bro pek 1300 47
so 11 do pek 990 41

l(il 13 do pek sou 1105 35
103 34 do bro pek 3400 42
105 29 do pek 2900 36
1C7 18 (io pek sou 1710 31
119 45 ch bro or pek 3375 85
121 25 do or pek 1500 GS
123 21 do pek 1995 60
131 12 do bro pek 12u0 46
133 12 do pek sou 1200 34
13o 6 do bro tea 6(i0 21
137 11 do bro pek noo 46
139 12 do pek 1080 4

141 12 cle jiek sou 10-20 34
147 6 ch bro pek fans 660 36
149 17 do bro pek 1700 46
151 17 do pek 1530 37
153 10 do pek sou 8U0 33
155 11 do fannings 1320 34
157 20 hf-ch bro pek 1540 53
159 20 ch

1 hf-ch pek 1853 43
ICl 22 ch pek sou 1760 35

167 4 ch bro pek 400 44
173 24 do bro pek 2640 71
1 75 22 do pek 2156 57
177 23 do pek sou 2744 50
ISl 23 hf-ch bro pek 1150 52
183 14 CO pek 1260 41
185 8 do pek sou 680 34
191 5 do SOU 475 36
193 43 do bro pek 4300 45 bid
195 20 do pek 1800 42
197 L5 do pek sou 1275 34
201 4 do dust 560 31

OMERVILLE cX CO., 209,109 lb.]

Lot. Box. PI Names lb.
3 H J.S. 115 8 hf-ch pek sou 9t0
6 Marigold 118 IS do bro pek 1020
7 119 25 do pekoe 1400
8 120 16 do jjek sou 896
9 12 L 6 do br pe fangs 462
10 Kiriinettia 122 p hf-ch bro pek 650

2 ch
11 123 11 hf-ch pekoe 1305

9 ch
13 125 11 hf-ch fannings 550
15 Ukuwela 1-27 38 ch bro pek 3800
16 128 30 do pekoe 3000
17 129 16 do pek sou 1520
19 Yarrow 131 61 hf-ch bro pek 3410
20 181 54 do pekoe 2700
21 Arslena 132 33 do bro pek 1900
22 134 41 do pekoe 2050
23 135 29 do pek sou 1450
24 Wliite Cross 136 60 cli bro pek 5U00
25 137 54 do pekoe 5400
26 138 39 do pek sou 3705
27 130 10 do bro mix 950
28

29
30
31

33

34

35
39
40
41

42
43
45
47

48
49

Pelawatte

Gallecolua

Minna

Inchstelly and
Woodthorpe

140
141
142
143
145

146
147

151

152

153
155

L57

158
159

9 ilo

8 do
6 do
6 do

10 do
1 hf-ch
7 ch

15 do
52 hf-ch
51 do
35 ch
35 do
36 do
6 hf-ch

fa linings

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

»

»

pekoe
1 1

pek sou
dust

1170
8j0
625
600
UlO

500
1344
3120
3060
2450
2450
3060
540

11 ch bro pek 1100
16 do pekoe 1280
23 do pek sou 1725

C.

33
73
49 bid
39 bid
37 bid
40

36

35
44
38
34
49
39
53
42
34

41
35
32
24
32
43
37
34
53 bid

51 bid
41 bid
68
67
51

51
38
30

61 bid
42
35



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'I'.

Lot. Bo.x. Pkss. Name lb. C.

Monrovia 163 14 hf-ch bor i)ek 70U 48 bid
.‘i4 104 16 eh pekoe 1600 39
55 165 5 do pek sou 500 33
56 106 4 <lo tanninj^s 400 34
.'iS Maliaatomie 168 4 lo bro pek 440 45
fjO 109 5 lo pekoe 500 39
60 170 () lo j)e son 600 33
63 L rwer 1 iekoya 173 11 hf-cli bro pek 550 52
04 174 .4 llo pekoe 70(1 40
05 almtcnne 175 8 ell bro pek 800 54
()0 176 10 do pekoe 950 49
07 177 13 do ])ek sou 1292 30
60 179 0 do ilust 580 29
70 Califoniia 180 0 do bro pek 570 47
71 181 8 do pekoe 800 30
T*i 182 4 do pek sou 400 33
74 Walahandiuva 184 22 do bro pek 2200 58
75 185 15 do pekoe 1350 46
70 180 5 do pek sou 405 36
7S Milvern 188 20 lif-cli bro pek noo 47
70 ISO 35 do I)ekoe 1925 36
88 Neucliatel 198 15 ch bro peko 1050 54
so 190 20 do pekoe 2340 41
00 200 20 do pek sou 1600 34
.08 Cos^ahawela 208 10 lif-ch bro pek 550 46
10) 210 0 ch pek sou 662 31

1 hf-ch
101 211 7 <lo dust 520 25
102 11. O. N. 212 30 do pekoe 1380 32 bid
111 Kelani 221 62 hf-(li bro pek 341W 48
112 222 37 do pekoe 1850 38
113 223 18 do pek sou 810 33
115 225 0 do faimings 540 35
117 .4.nnandale 227 7 do fannings 455 39
118 Castleuiilk 228 0 do dust 510 30
120 Viiicdt 230 8 cli bro pek 800 50
121 231 S do pekoe 800 38
122 232 6 do pek sou 600 32
125 Penrith 235 23 do f)ro pek 2300 52
120 236 20 do pekoe 1000 41
127 237 H (lo pek sou 1190 34
120 .-VttabaKit! 238 13 <lo br or pek 1300 40
130 339 10 do or ])ek 850 Oi

131 240 30 do pekoe 2.550 44
133 Patulpann 243 9 hf-ch bro nek 450 46
134 ?44 8 do pekoe 400 36
140 Citru.s 250 6 do bro pek 600 cl
141 251 9 do pekoe 000 35
142 252 9 do pek sou 855 32
143 253 5 do pe fangs 485 32
147 A. H. 1>. 257 5 do or pek 425 60
148 258 14 tlo br or pek 1100 48
149 259 36 do pekoe 3000 41
151 261 0 do fannings 600 35
152 262 8 hf-cli dust 640 29
181 Ina:eriya 291 19 lif-cli bro pek 1045 54
182 292 18 do pekoe 900 42
18; 293 45 do pek sou 2025 34
180 Knda;j,anKa 296 11 ch bro pek 1232 48
187 297 0 do pekoe 630 35
188 208 11 (lo pek sou 1100 33
10) 289 4 do bro tee 400 24
102 T. T. 2 44 hf-cli pek sou 1980 33
103 (1. L. A- 3 10 cli bro pek 1000 46
104 4 10 do l)ekoe 8.50 34
105 HI (lo pu sou 900 33
107 Sirisanda 7 19 hf-cli bro i>ek 1140 55
108 8 4u do bro pek 2000 42
lOO 0 51 do pek sou 2550 30
203 St. ('iduinb-

killo 13 11 cli bro pek 1272 50

1 hf-cli

204 14 18 ch pekoe 1620 41 liid

Jh) 15 R do pek sou 1170 35

200 .1. C. U. S. 16 4 (lo SOU 416 28
210 ll.iftaUa 20 27 hf-c 1 bro pek 1()20 47
211 21 82 do pekoe non 42
212 *22 S ch pek 8ou 800 34
213 23 6 do bro mix 720 23

;M):.s.sii.s. 1'ORBES & w ALKEK.— 2.'4,G21 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. C.

1 N P 934 9 oil pek sou 810 34

y Ko.'i/'alla 940 19 if-cll bro pek 1004 51

8 948 19 do ))ekoe 970 34

0 950 17 (lo j)ek sou 850 33

11 A 954 28 (lo dust 2605 20

13 Clijva 058 14 do bro pek Too 41

11 900 18 do pekoe 900 36

j 5 982 13 do pek son .585 31

18 Kdaneiya 908 35 ch bro pek 2975 57

10 970 35 do pekoe 3500 43
20 Kllnoya 972 30 do or pek 3456 48

1 074 **2 (lo )iek sou 19.80 37

Lot Box PI Name lb. c.

22 Shannon 970 25 lif-ch hro pek 1-250 56

23 978 40 ch pelcoe 32-20 •37

24 9S0 25 hf-cli pek sou 1250 32

26 1 .llaoya 984 28 ch or i)ek 2688 48

27 986 12 do hro pek 1080 44

28 988 18 do pek fans 1650 33
29 1'algaswela 990 20 (lo bro pek 2000 43
30 992 20 (lo pekoe 1800 39
31 994 12 do (lust 1080 33
32 1 'reds Hulie 996 33 do hro pek 3630 50
33 998 26 do pekoe 2600 41

34 lUOO 10 do pek sou lOUii 34

36 Naliaveena 4 41 hf-ch iiro pek 20.5U 47 bid
37 6 14 do pekoe 700 4'l

38 8 22 do pek No. 2 1100 37
39 10 14 clo pek sou 700 3‘i

42 St. Helen 10 4.5 do liro pek 2925 45
43 IS 24 do pekoe 1392 40
44 20 14 do pek sou 728 32
46 ClloUKhleigh 24 19 ch liro pek 19U0 42 bid
47 26 15 do jiekoe 1275 35 t)id

48 28 8 do pek sou 680 31
50 St. Ileliers 32 30 hf-ch hro or pek 1650 .1^

51 31 2.5 ch pekoe 2500 43
52 36 10 do pek sou 1000 37
53 beiagama 38 22 do bro pek -2420 47 l)id

54 40 12 (lo pekoe 1-200 39
55 42 1 do pek sou 700 34
59 ravalamtenne 50 11 do bro pek 1210 56
f'O 52 8 do pekoe 800 40
04 M T 60 4 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 440 25
65 Kirindi 02 8 ch hro eek 800 63
06 64 12 do pekoe 960 41
07 66 17 do pek sou 1275 34
71 -Augusta 74 11 do bro pek 1100 GO
72 76 15 (lo pekoe 1200 41
73 78 22 (lo pek sou 1650 34
77 B, in est. mai k 86 31 do bro pek 3410 40
78 88 IS do pekoe 1800 39
79 90 5 (lo pes sou 475 33
81 Chesterfurd 94 10 (lo hro pek 1600 53
82 90 10 (lo pekoe 1600 10

83 98 16 do pelv sou 1600 34
86 Kalupahana 104 IS if*ch pekoe 900 32
89 Hauteville 110 6 do (lust .540 32
90 Fantiya 112 4 ch (lust 520 30
93 Droinoland 118 11 do pek sou 935 32
90 AraiJolakanda 124 55 do Ijro pek 5500 49
97 120 57 (lo pekoe 4845 38
98 128 12 do pek sou 1200 34
99 130 4 do (lust 440 30
100 C 0 B Y, in

estate mar t 132 23 do irromix 2570 13
101 Doumvale 134 14 do 1)10 pek 1400 40
102 136 27 do pekoe 2430 36
104 Vellaioya 140 14 do hro tea 1400 14
105 Krracht 142 62 lif-ch bro pek 3100 .50

706 144 73 eh pekoe 6205 38
1U7 Battawatte 116 44 do

1 hf-ch hro pelc 4450 GO
108 148 40 ch pekoe 4000 43
109 150 10 do

1 hf-ch l)ek sou 19.50 34
110 152 4 cli 1)1-0 pek fans 400 34
112 (iaiuipalla 150 76 hf-ch bro pek 3800 45 bid
113 1.58 83 cli pekoe 6640 38
114 100 07 do pek sou 5360 33
115 102 12 hf-ch (lust 960 -26

110 (ialpliele 164 8 do hro pek 480 56
117 166 11 do pekoe 500 44
118 168 11 do l>ek sou 550 33
121 Brunswick 174 10 do bins 680 20 bid
123 178 7 do twaiikey 560 -b
121 Wastagalla ISO 20 ch hro or pek 2200 51 bid
12.5 182 12 do or pek 132.J 5S
126 184 28 do pekoe 308 J 45
127 186 1(1 do pek sou 1000 34
129 Fntupaula 190 23 (lo hro pek 2530 49
130 192 20 do ))ekoe 2000 41
131 194 12 (lo ])ek .sou 1080 34
136 Matale 204 36 (lo bi-o pek 3780 f •">

137 206 42 do pekoe 3990
143 Fairfax 218 15 do bro or pek 1575 .'4

144 220 12 do bro pek 90(1

145 222 12 do or pek 720 GO
110 224 14 do ])ekoe 980 'vithd'n
147 220 5 do fans 6(10 37
149 B n W A 230 11 hf-ch mix tea 700
1.53 B 1) \V F 238 S5 do bro pe No. 2 17.50 37
154 240 do (lust 435 27
156 B F B 244 10 do unas ,600 20
1.57 lleeloya 246 10 ch bro pek ,000 01
1.58 248 10 do pekoe ooo 46
159 250 10 do ])ek sou Loo 3,7

100 T B, in estate
null* % 252 11 hf-c!i fans soo 35



CEYLOX PEODUCE SALES LIST.
•>

Lot. Box Pk gs. Name. lb

163 Pansalateniie 253 23 di bro pek 2115
164 260 15 do pekoe 1500
165 262 9 do pek son 855
166 .Scrubs 264 15 do or pek 1425
167 266 24 do bro pek 2520
168 268 24 do pekoe 2280
171 X X V, in est ,

mark 274 10 do fans 1170
172 276 33 lif-ch dust 2640
173 Venture 278 35 ch bro pelc 3500
174 280 30 do bro pek 3150
175 282 29 do pekoe 2900
176 284 28 do pek sou 2660
177 286 20 hf‘Ch dust 1600
178 288 8 do pek sou 440
187 Ellokaiule 306 04 do bro pek 3200
188 308 103 do pekoe 4635
ISO 310 24 ch pek sou 1680
191 314 8 do unas 760
212 Ca.stlereagh 356 22 do bro )iek 2200
213 358 23 do or pek 2070
214 300 19 do pekoe 1710
216 364 7 do dust 560
217 Clyde 366 34 do bro pek 3570
218 368 22 do pekoe 2200
219 370 12 do pek sou 1200
220 372 4 do dust 480

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Beniiam & Bremner.
Lot. Bo.k. Pk<;s. Name. lb.
2 Battalgalla 58 3 ch bro tea

«

330

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson e'c Co.]
Lot. Box Pkg-8 Name lb.

15 Weriiegalla 15 4 do dust 200
16 16 4 do red leaf ISO
17 l^ooniuudi 17 1 ch pek sou 100
21 Ahamud 21. 2 hf-ch congou no
22 22 2 do fans 140
24 Nahaveena 24 3 do pekoe 150
23 25 4 do pekoe No 2 200
26 26 3 do pek sou 1.50

30 Ranawella 30 1 di SOU 65
31 31 1 hf-ch red leaf 24
32 32 1 do dust 75
37 Digdola 37 2 ch dust •^90

39 DR* Co. in

estate mark 39 24 boxes bro or pek 240
40 Kalawewa 40 32 boxes bro pek 100
42 Relgravia 42 4 ch pek sou 360
43 43 2 do dust 314
47 Warwick 47 4 ch pek sou oG >

48 48 1 hf-cli congou 76
50 K 50 1 hf-ch pekoe 50
51 L 51 1 ch pek sou 90
52 M 52 2 do pek sou 180
6‘d R, in estate

mark 53 2 lif-c-h unassorted 116
54 54 1 do dust 34
74 D 74 2 di dust 2.50

75 75 2 di fans 210
83 Ugieside 83 2 do dust 270
84 84 3 do bro mixed 300
87 XXX 87 2 di unassorted 240
98 R R 98 4 di pek sou 360
99 99 1 di

1 Ilf di fans 165
104 104 3 do pek .sou 116
105 iM 105 2 di bro or pek 253
106 100 8 do bro pek 2S5
108 108a 1 di bro pek fans 114

lOSb 1 ) .'-di bro rea 50
109 Charlie Hill 109 7 do bro pek 350
110 110 ) do pekoe 2.50

112 112 1 do SOU 59
113 113 2 do lans 140
114 X 114 4 do bro pek 175
115 115 2 do pekoe 100
117 117 2 do Pro mixed 1(10

118 118 3 do SOU 1 .'()

119 119 1 do fans 6U

Messrs. Somerville ik to.

Lot. Box. I’kgs. Name. lb.

1 n. .j. s. 113 6 lif-di bro pek 300
2 114 7 do pekoe 3.50

4 116 3 do congtiu 150
5 117 0 do led leaf 300

Lot. Box. pkg.s . Name. lb. (

bid 12 ivirimetta 124 5 lif-ch pek sou 350 30
1 ch

14 126 1 lif-ch dust 85 2s
18 Uliuwel.a 130 4 do hr pek fang.s 280 31
32 Relawatte 144 1 do dust 08 28
36 Mousfigalla 148 2 ch SOU 182 31
37 149 1 lif-cb duit 70 29
38 150 1 do red leiif 92 IS
44 Minna 1.54 2 ch bro mix 200 2.5

50 Inchstelly and

51
W'oodthorpe 160 4 do SOU 200 31

161 o do dust 1.50 29
52 102 1 hf-ch i-ed leaf 34 18
57 Monros'ia 167 1 do dust 80 28
61 Maligatenno 171 1 cli SOU lOO 27
62 172 1 hf-ch dust • u 28
68 Mahatenne 178 1 ch retl leaf 90 17
I'd California 183 1 do hr pek dust 140 2-8

77 Walaliauduwa 187 2 do pek fiumgs 240 32
so Malvern 190 3 hf-cli pek sou 165 .J)

81 191 3 do fannings 165 3iJ

82 192 2 do dust 110 29
91 Neuchatel 201 2 ch mixed 180 22
92 202 1 ch dust 150 29
93 •'iVi 2 hf-ch bro pe No. 2 140 45
94 204 1 do p.koe No. ? 95 31
95 Neucliatel 205 1 ch

2 hf-ch bro pek 200 44
96 206 3 ch

1 hf-ch pek 350 3-
97 207 1 ch uiiiissorted loO 31
99 Cosgahawela 200 0 if-ch pek 300 34
114 Kciani 224 4 do bro mix 100 15
no 226 4 do dust 320 is

, 119 Ca.stlemilk 229 5 ch fannings 350 oO
123 Vineit 233 1 do dust 110 27
124 234 1 do red leaf 100 15

128 Pemitli 23S 1 do fannings 126 29
132 Attabagie 241 4 do pek sou 340 32
135 Patulpana 245 3 hf-ch pek sou 1.50 32
144 Citrus 254 2 do dust 258 28
145 II A 255 1 cll fannings 95 19
140 P D A 256 1 rlo unassorted 100 •33

150 AR L 260 3 do peli sou 255 32
184 Ingeriva 294 0 if-ch liro mix 873 29
185 295 o do fannings 195 28
190 Kudaganga 300 1 ch congou 95 21

191 1 1 do dust 85 29
166 Sirisauda 0 2 hf-ch or pek 120 07
200 10 5 do dust 392 28
201 11 4 do congou 282 28
202 12 1 <lo bro mix 46 21

207 C. D. .S. 17 3 ch f.annings 300 29

208 18 1 do dust 207 2s

] lif-eh

200 St. Columb-
kille 19 1 do pekoe A DO 41

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. JJox 1^ kg'8. Name lb. c*.

1 2 Osboine 330 o ch fanmugs ISO 25

i

9 (daremoi’.t 344 1 Iif-ch bro teii, 90 18
10 346 0 do fanning-s 390 37

1 11 348 2 do dust 160 29
i 18 Anclior mark 21 n cll pek 1045 49

26 Verelapatna 37 3 do pek sou 300 37

1

27 39 ;l hf-ch ilust 240 31
‘ 31 St. .fol’.n’s 4 < 1 cli ftuniings 140 40

;

32 49 2 ch dust 370 28
I 35 Doomoo . 55 h do pek sou 300 4i)

36
”

] (lo dust 100 28

,
44 S E D 78 4 !if-ch pek fiiiis 280 34

45 To 'J, do ilust 170 30
46 77 .> do <;ongou lt-0 29
.'7 Kotuwasedera 109 1 if-cll dust 80 30
0.) Jv 125 9 do pek .sou 300 2o
06 127 1 do fannings 40 15
07 K, R T in estate

mark 129 1 do bro tea 40 ’5

74 la'gaii 143 O ch bro tea 240 24

75 145 4 hf-ch dust 320 30
84 I’oilu.kande U»8 do ilust 133 29
So 165 1 ch

2 hf-cli fannings 240 33
S7 Murr.avtli-

waite 169 4 ch pek 340
88 171 1 ch SOU SO 31

. 92 I^ameliere 179 3 b f-ch pek fannings 255 37
96 Ayr 187 2 do ilust 170 29

2197 P II Ik laO 3 ch bro mix 330
102 Jlenegama 199 1 ch pek fans 109
104 IV K 203 1 bo.x ilust 25 28

c.

47

44
37
Cl

GO
57

33
30
44
33
37
33
3U
3S
53
41

34
40
GO
01

48
30
0->

42
3.5

28

C.

22

0.

20
15
25

23
21

40
37
34
28
15

27
29

49
50
49
30
34
28
37
20
28

27
28
28
29
28
24

17

29

27
32
10
22
2.5

10

49
38
20
30
41

35
17

22
29

e.

49
39
24

17



4 CEYLON PKODUCE SALES LIST.

[Messr-s. Fokbjvs Walker.]

Lot. Bo.x. Pk“8. Name. lb. C.

N P 930 4 cli pek fans 300 28
(:»

M

938 2 hf-ch nnas 88 ‘20

4 940 2 do ilust 118 20
A\ oca 942 a ch pek son 300 52

G 044 4 lif-ch bi 0 pek fans •200 45
10 Ko.sgalla 952 1 do ilnst 88 29
12

’

I'yspany 956 1 ch bro pek 100 42
16 'liova 904 4 hf-ch fans 200 37
17 90G 2 do red leaf 100 15
25 ;shannon 932 0 do dust 300 41

35 W A e 1 ch bro mix 105 ‘22

40 Nahaveena 1-2 1 1iif-cli congou 45 ‘28

41 14 3 do dust •240 28
4.5 .St. Helen 22 3 do pek fans •222 28
49 (.Mioughleigh 30 3 do dust •250 ‘28

50 Geragama 44 o ch congou 200 27
57 40 2 dt» red" leaf 166 17
.58 48 1 do fans 130 20
01 S F. M 54 1 do pekoe 109 35
62 50 4 do pek sou 372 •20

03 58 1 do
1 Ihf-ch fans 175 24

08 Kirindi 68 3 ch sou 195 29
69 70 1 hf-ch dust 75 29
70 72 1 ch red leaf 56 16
74 Auausta 80 3 do sou 195 29
7.5 82 2 1hf-ch dust 150 31
70 84 1 ch red leaf 87 17
SO Holton 92 1 do dust 137 27
84 Chesterford 100 1 do bro tea 100 22
85 102 1 do dust 140 29
S7 Kalupahan 100 4 hf-ch sou 200 28
88 108 1 do dust 90 •20

91 Pingarawa 114 .s do dust 180 St'

92 K W 110 2 ch fans 200 33
04 Dromoland 1-20 2 do dust 2Q0 27
95 122 2 do red letif 300 20
103 Dooravale 138 3 tlo fans 285 31

111 B.'ittawatte 154 2 do dust •200 29
119 Galphele 170 1 hf-ch sou 50 29
120 172 1 do dust 80 31
1-22 Brunswick 176 4 do dust 245 25
1-38 Watiagiilla 188 2 ch pek dust 180 30
138 Matale •208 1 do .sou 90 ‘29

139 •210 2 hf-cli dust 170 29
140 Goraka •212 3 cli bro pek 300 51

141 214 3 do ptkoe 300 38
142 •210 3 do pek sou 300 33
148 Fairfax •228 3 do dust •240 30
150 L D W A •232 2 hf-ch dust 170 29

151 -234 1 do In-o mix 50 lo

152 B D W G 236 2 ilo dust 180 31

155 Brain Tree 242 4 do pekoe 214 37

101 B, in est. mar k 254 1 do dust 65 29

162 256 1 do fans 08 31

190 Ellekande 312 5 ch .sou 3-25 30

192 310 "2 do dust 280 27

193 318 2 do red leaf 13'.> 19

194 Munamal 320 1 do
1 hf-ch bro pek 15S 5-2

195 322 1 ch pekoe 100 39

19G 324 1 do
1 hf-ch pek sou 100 32

197 3-20 1 ch congou too 25

198 M 328 -2 do bro pek 215 49

lO'l 330 2 do pekoe 170 39

200 332 3 do pek sou 310 28

201 334 1 nf-cl\ u lias 50 31

202 330 1 Cll dust 130 •28

21.5 Castleroagh 302 1 do pek sou 320 37

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Coramercial Correspondent).

Min'ci.vg Lane, Jan. 24, 1890.

Marks anil prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing

Lane up to 24th January :

Ex “Fort Melbourne”—Tillicoultry, Ic lljs; 2c 108s Cd;

lb 92s; It 120s. TCT in estate mark, lb S7s Gd, TC, lb 87s

Od TCFB, lb 107s.

Ex “India”—North Matale, Ic 97s; Ic lb 90s 1 bag 88s.

PB, lb 103s; It 99s. T, Ic S3s. Alloowiharie, lb 99s; Ic
97s. T, lb 84s.

Ex “K.aisow”—MC&CCO M in estate mark, 3 bags 83s.

Ex “Ophelia”—NM in estate mark, 1 bag sweepings 72s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial CorrespondeiU).

Mincing Lane, Jan. 24.

Ex “Ping Suey”—.Suduganga Cocoa, 31 bags 58s; 19 bags
56s Gd; 4 b.ags 37s; G bags 28s. IVarriapolla, 51 liags oS.s;

4 bags 43s Gd; 11 bags 40s Od; 4 bags 32s.

Ex “Statt'ordshire”—Warriapolla, 14 bags 54s Cd.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES

IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Corre.spondintJ.

Mincing Lane, Jan. 24.

Ex “Austral”—Gampaha Mai Card 1, 2c Is Sd.

Ex •‘Bidlmouth”—Delpotonoya. Ic 2s 3d.

Ex “Yorkshire”—Galaha, 3c Is 9d. SAC LC in estate

mark, Ic Is Gd; 1 bag Is.

Ex “Clan Drummond” 2 DB in estate mark, C seeds 2s

Gd. AL, 13c Is 10(1; 8c Is lid. .TJA&Co. in estate mark,

5c 2s 7d; 3c Is Cd. WS A&Co. in estate mark, ,5c 2s lOd;

Ic 2s; 2c Is lid.

Ex “Glenorchy”—Delpotonoya, 3c 2s 7d.

Ex “.Senator”- Galaha, Ic 2s lOd: 4c 2s 3d; 2c 2s; 2c Is

9d; 2c Is 5d; Ic Is 8d. Gallnntenne, Ic 2s 7d; 3c 2s; Il-

ls 7d.

OBSEUVEK rUIM’INIi WOUKS



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 7.J
Colombi:. Fl;i:i:1'akv ‘J-tth,

( Pkice :

—

12i cents each
;
3 copies

i 30 cents
; 6 copies h rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF 1F.A.

Lot.

1 .Springwood
'1 Balgownie
3 Elston

[ME.SS11S. A. H.

Lot.

1 Voonniiuli
2
3
S Bonaceoril
(1

LAli!GE LOTS.

aNUAM A' Bremxer.- lUj I

Bo.v Pks . Name. ib.
1

0.
i

50 5 ch broini.v 20
i58 5 do bro mix ^ 1

60 20 do pek sou No 2 -XXj 1^1 1

1

H. TllOMl OoC/3

i lb.]
!

Bo.x ]4kg.s. Name. !b. e. ;

1 21 hf-ch bro or pek 115;. i!' i

O 58 do pekoe •lOi.-i

3 •24 do pek sou 34 !

5 24 dc bro or pek 13-2w 44 i

6 01 do pekoe ;;ii

7 36 do SOU 18' 0 33 1

8 2 ch
hf-ch

0
Bruemore

9 S do
10 10 12 do
11 11 28 do
12 12 12 (lo
13 Aleddeteime 13 28 lif-cli

14 14 11 ch
1 hf-ch

15 15 0 ch
1 hf-cli

21 < »ssiiigt(Pii, In-
voice No. 8 21 7 ch

3 hf-ch
•22 22 20 ch
23 23 10 do
26 O.s.xington, In-

voice No. 1 26 6 ch
27 27 11 do
28 28 7 do
20 Woodend 20 28 ch
30 30 25 do
31 31 8 do
34 K 34 16 ch
35 1* U M, in estate

du.st

bi'O tea
or iiek

pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

pekoe

pek .Sou

bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro sou -

7-ji.i

14o"
I 'I

-1

I'Jt-O

Iv.j.-

li 34
•JH. b

Cti”

1U"J
7l»-

-boo
)i

'

72m

uoo

.‘d

30

4.j

4S bid

tJti

49 bid
"b
34
44 bid
37 bid
32 bid
10 bid

murk 35 6 ch
36 St. Leonards 36 10 do
37 37 8 do
38 Warwick 38 5 ch
30 30 7 do
42 Hitakanda

42 14 ch
43 43 3 ch

4 hf-ch
44 44 5 ch

7 hf-ch
45 Court Lodee 45 23 do
46 46 23 do
47 47 7 ch
48 48 8 do
40 49 7 do
50 Agra Oya 50 44 hf-ch
51 51 18 ch
52 52 8 do
55 Netherton 55 27 ch
56 56 31 do
58 I) 58 4 ch

1 hf-ch
60 A ( i C 60 4 ch
61 61 3 do
63 Manickwatte 63 8 do
64 64 5 do
64:i 64a, 12 do

1 1hf-ch
06 M F 66 10 ch
67 67 17 do
72 Glengaritte 72 5 do
74 Mandara Newa-

ra 74 10 ch
77 Elgin 77 7 do
82 0 S 82 7 ch
S3 83 11

:

hf-ch
84 84 11 do
85 85 7 ch
86 86 12 do
87 87 4 do
90 K 90 6 ch
01 I, 01 10 do
93 P 03 6 do
06 s 06 12 hf-ch

fan
bro pek loOo
pekoe 7^2"

bro pek f.( ...

pekoe 700

bro pek 1400

pekoe 5 Oil

pek sou s;j7

bro or i>ek 1472
or pek 1150
bro pek S40
pekoe 80',.

pek sou 630
bro pek 2420
pekoe 1800
pek sou SOf'

bro tea No 1 2295
do „ 2 2790

sou 445
pek .sou No 2: 400
dust 450
tiro pek 800
pekoe 500

pek sou R2;-0

sou 800
unas ISCt'

sou 400

bro pek ll.Xi

pek sou 560
bro pek 815
pekoe 504
pek sou 572
sou 700
fans 1320
dust 540
fans C6('

bro tea, O.r.5

pek fans 7s0
bro tea. 001.

2s
53
38
64
44

43 bid

33 bill

31 bid
84
70
i U
61

.51

54

38 bid
36
2-2 bid
20

23
20
27
47
37

32 bid
28
35 bid
30

50
30
40
33
30
25
2.5

21

IS

15

30
20

[Mes.sr.8. Forbes A- Walker.

—

211,946 Ib.]

Lot. ito.v i’kos.

1 Uui'tpier-
jxiiiit i>. 4 O' Ilf cli

*2 370 14 di.

6 Iletlier.sett 384 hj cli

7 386 5 d...

8 ICelaneiy.i 388 cli

0 • 390 Jl d..-.

11 394 4 d..
12 1.,'uigdale 396 •J4 ch
13 398 d.;.

14 1' s 400 k.
i:. l*edn. 402 do
Ki 404 24 d.;
17 400 24 d..

IS 408 4 d...

10 .Midh.tbiaii 410 hf-cii
20 41-2 lb d.a

21 4\’aitalawa 414 l». * do
22 416 4:> d..i

23 41' do
2.‘. Nugagalhi, 422 lu do
26 424 2!» do
31 llaniii” ton 431 2n ch
32 436 U du
34 440 cli

cO M 4.5u lif-cii

10 Brucliiii 4.52 n ch
41 4.54 d..
12 436 4 d..
41 M 400 7 ch
4.) 402 7 do
48 Higli Eiirc.st 468 8 hf-ch
49 470 10 do
50 472 12 do
54 Dimkeld 4S0 10 ch
55 482 37 hf-ch
56 4S4 20 ch
57 1) K D 486 4 cli
60 Daimneriii 492 38 do
61 494 41 do
6-2 496 6 do
61 Bloomtield 500 0 ch
65 High Forest 502 20 do
06 504 2.5 hf-ch
67 b06 22 do
60 Oea Ella 510 62 ch
70 512 44 hf-ch
71 514 15 do
73 Morank;uule 518 19 ch
74 .52< 1

•j- do
75 522 do
84 Tliedden 540 14 ch
85 542 IS do
80 Chesterford 550 16 ch
00 552 16 do
01 554 16 do
95 Glencorse 562 23 do
96 564 13 do
97 566 14 do
100 Doranakande 572 20 ch
101 574 12 do
102 576 17 do
105 Talgaswela 582 12 ch
706 584 12 do
107 586 20 do
108 588 4 do
110 Beaculla 592 36 hf-ch
111 594 53 ch
ir2‘ 596 s do
113 A.scot, No. I, f.9S 16 do
115 002 21 do
117 lijegrove 606 14 ch
118 008 9 do
121 Ascot, No. II. 614 5 do
1-23 Athertield 618 18 hf-ch
124 020 8 do
125 622 5 do
127 Verulupitlya 626 22 ch
R28 628 io do
P29 o^ao 0 df»
130 632 0 hf-ch
134 Bcause.jonr 610 14 ch
135 042 10 do
138 C It 018 1 ch
130 6.50 5 do
140 C'arlabeck 652 4 do
141 654 10 hf-ch
142 51 W 6.56 5 ch
144 Knavosmire (mIO 21 do
145 062 41 do
no 664 20 do.

Name. 11) C.

bro pek 950 47
pek.ie 685 35
pekoe SOU 60
pek .sou 415 53
bro pek 3230 58
pekoe 3100 47
sou 400 34
bro pek 2880 80
pekoe 2600 67
pekoe 475 44
bro or pek 2800 30 bid.
pekoe 2160 65
pek sou 1500 49
tlu.st 600 40
or pek L210 68
pekoe 990 57
bro pek 1950 55
pekoe 2400 4-2

pek .-,ou 050 35
l.ro pek 500 55
pekoe 1450 41
or pek 2200 60-

pekoe 945 56
llust 444 28
llust 500 27
1 >ro pek 1210 60-

pekoe 945 51
Pek sou 400 37
l>ro pek 700 40
pekoe 540 40
bro |iek 432 68
peki.e 500 58
pek sou 648 43
bro pek 2090 59-

or pek 1850 61
pekoe 2000 46
unas 480 40
bro or pek 4180 57
pekoe 41C0 45
pek sou 60C» 37
pek fans 675 40.

bro pek 1200 70
pekoe 1250 64
pek sou 1210 52
bro pek 3410 44
pekoe 2200 38
pek sou 760 34
bro pek 1900 46-
pekoe 2700 41
pek sou 2200 34
bro pek 1400 54.

pekoe 1620 41
bro pek 1600 55
pekoe 1600 42:
pek sou 1600 34
bro pek 2300 53-
pekoe 1170 41
pe '2 sou 1120 34
bro pek 2000 57
pekoe 1080 41
pek sou 1455 34
bro pek 1200 46
pekoe 1080 40
pek sou 1800 34
llust 56) 32;
bro pek 2160 72.
pekoe 3975 53
pek sou 600 39-
bro pek 1600 52
pekoe 1890 41
bro pek 1540 48
pekoe 900 41
pekoe 460 35
sou 900 34
pek dust 480 34
dust 400 30.
bro pek 2200 48.
irekoe ) 900 42
pek sou 810 34
sou 450 34
bro pek 1400 43.
I)ekoe 1710 38
bro pek 400 53
pekoe 500 51
pek sou 400 60
bro pek fan 650 50.
pek sou 4l0 20.
f>ro pek 2100 52
pekoe 3690 40
i'ek sou 1800 35.



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Loc Box Pkgs. Name. lb. c. Lot. Box. pkgs. Name- lb. C.

147 060 6 ch SOU 480 28 61 Callander 335 32 lif-cli bro or pek 1920 (j'i hid

150 Scrubs 072 15 do or pek 1425 68 02 337 27 do pekoe 1350 04

151 Stamford Hill 674 19 do Viropek 2280 63 03 339 10 do pek sou 768 50

152 676 12 do pekoe 1080 54
1

00 Otterv and
bro pek157 Walpita 086 8 hf-ch pek sou 480 33 Stamford Hill 345 31 ch 3100 00

IGl Weoya 094 70 hf-ch bro pek 3850 52 1 07 347 •29 do or pek 2465 00

102 690 35 ch pekoe 3150 39
;

08 349 79 do pekoe 7110 50

103 698 34 do pek sou 2550 31 1 71 Glenlilt 14 41 do bor pek 4305 50

164 700 3 do dust 420 28
:

72 16 27 do pek sou •2700 .
.‘j7

165 Melrose 702 8 do bro pek 880 49
j

73 18 13 hf-ch dust 910 32

166 704 5 do pekoe 500 38 : 74 Otterv and
167 706 0 do pek sou 600 34 1 Stamford Hill ^20 19 ch bro pek 1900 54 bid
169 Lowlands 710 10 ch bro pek 1000 44 75 .Agra Ouvah 22 52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 87

170 712 9 do pekoe 810 38 70 24 32 do or pek 1920 74

171 714 5 do pek sou 400 34 77 20 14 ch pekoe 1400 05

174 Farnhain 720 25 lif-ch bro pek 1550 59 78 Beniam 28 17 do pek sou 1190 38
175 722 21 <lo or pek loeo 58 79 Ooonliinda 30 9 do bro pek 990 54

176 Clallrwatte 724 19 ch bro pek 1900 4-2 80 32 10 do pekoe 1000 45

177 720 IS do pekoe 1710 34 83 Ferndale 38 6 do bro or jiek 060 08
178 728 5 do pek sou 450 31 84 40 7 do bro pek 700 oo

ISl Lochiel 734 40 hf-cli bro pek 2539 50 85 42 10 do pekoe 1000 ;.5

182 736 11 ch pekoe 990 53 92 Dickapittia c6 23 do liro pek •25:10 50
184 Morlaiids 740 9 Iif-cli bro pek .'.40 •M 93 58 29 do pekoe 900 50

185 742 8 ch pekoe 800 52 94 00 8 do jiek sou SUO 38

186 714 4 do pek sou
red leaf

400 37
191 B M 7.54 5 do 4-25 21

[ME.S.SlbS. cV Co., 12 lb.]194 P G JI, in estate .Somerville 7,-21()

mark 760 12 Ilf ch pekoe 072 00
Box. Name. lb.195 702 13 do pek No. 2 728 50 Lot. t*.

196
Lillawatte

764 17 do SOU 952 40
1 T D & Co. n

198 708 6 ch congou 030 29 est. mark 24 12 hf-ch dust 900 :>u
199
200

Denmark Hill /70
772

5

9
do
do

bro or pek
or pek

600
828

81
79

2

3

Narangoda 25

20
12

10
32

ch
do

bro pek
pekoe

1-260

1000
43

202 Raciella 770 23 do bro pek 2300 04 5 Ckuwela 28 do oro pek 3200 44
203 778 18 do pekoe 1620 54 0 29 2o do pekoe 2000 o7
204

Cricklewood
780 12 do l>ek sou lOSO 42

7 30 10 do pe sou 15-20 33
210 792 17 eh

bro pek 1891 52
9 Carney 32 20 hf-ch bro ]>ek 1000 40 bid

1 hf-ch 10 33 11 do pekoe 55U 38
211 794 17 ch pekoe 1777 42 11 34 23 do pek sou 1150 34
212

.4 MB
796 20 do pek sou 1925 31 bid 22 Kaiiaiika 45 4 do liro pek 4C0

213 798 10 do bro pe .sou 940 24 23 46 17 do pekoe 1700 41
214 800 24 do fans 20134 23 •24 47 10 do pe sou 900 34
215 802 16 do bro tea 1210 •22

25 48 10 do pek fans 10.50
224 Sorana 820 14 hf-ch liro pek 700 04 28 Hanaiigama 51 11 do bro pek 1-20.5 40
226 822 10 Cll pekoe 900 41 •29 52 28 do pekoe 2800 41
230 BE 832 10 do fans 1170 33 bid 30 53 10 do pek sou 1440 34
231

P, in estate
834 33 hf-ch dust 2040 27 bid 32 55 12 do pek fans 1200 33

232
bro pek

33 56 9 do bro tea 810 30
mavrt 836 12 hf-ch 600 35 35 Deniyaya 58 15 do bro pek 165(1 fi2

234 .M .4 840 15 ch bro tea 1125 29 36 59 7 do pekoe 700 42
235 842 4 do dust 600 29 40 Romlura 03 15 do liro pek 1575 47

41 04 18 do
do

pekoe
pek sou

1020 .•!0

42 05 12 1020 33
43 Kew 66 9 hf-ch bro or pek .540 70

IMR. il). John.--12U,87-2 lb.] 44 67 27 do bro pek 1500
45 68 •27 ch pekoe 2484 55

Lon. Box. Pko's. Nanio. lb. (*.
40 09 17 do pek sou 1015 IS

Blackburn
47 Ivanhoe 70 41 hf-cli 1)10 pek 2100 54

1 205 18 ch bor pek 1980 43 48 71 30 ch )iekoe 3000 40
•>

Glanrhos
207 17 do pekoe 187’i 39 49 71 0 do pe sou COO 39

;; 209 35 do bro pek ::5!jo 52 liid 51 l.onacli 74 45 llf-ch bro pek 2475 57
4 211 40 do or pek 3080 43 bid

i 52 75 30 ch pekoe 2850 40
-5 213 24 do )>eU sou 20)0 35 bid r>3 70 18 do pek sou 10-20 37
6 215 5 do dust 1 li) 29

1 54 Benveula 77 24 hf-cli bro pek 1200 48
7 1’ and T Co., in 55 78 18 do pekoe 900 ;-!8

estate mark 217 08 llf-dl bro pc'k 3740 43 50 Follagallii 79 18 ch bro pek 1710 49
8 219 30 ch pekoe 27U0 37 57 80 11 do pekoe 900 38
9 221 14 do pek .sou 1200 34

: 58 81 7 (lo pek sou 065 :i3

10 223 '} do bro pek fan.-' 025 32
! 01 Diasland 84 8 ch |iek oe 7-20 40

11 Perrindotty 225 15 hf-ch bro pek 804 54 ' 08 Vspa 91 7 do pekdust 1050 30
12 227 11 ch pekoe 1210 42 09 Hatton 92 38 llf-ch bro pek 2090 70
13 229 9 do pek sou 945 37 70 9:? 42 ch pekoe 3780 40
14 -Mocha 231 40 do bro pek 4400 09 71 94 •25 do pek sou 2-250 41
15 233 31 tlo pekoe 3100 59 79 W’temie 102 10 do pek sou 900 34
16 235 22 do pek sou 1980 40 ! 80 Labugame 103 20 hf-ch bro pek lino 55
20 Tarf 255 14 ch pek sou 1330 42 81 104 15 ch pekoe 1500 42
27 257 9 hf-ch dust 882 32 82 105 15 do pek sou 1350 35
28 259 17 ch pek sou 1700 34 83 N'ugawella 106 •27 hf-ch or pek 16-20 50
29 Wewesse 261 20 hf-ch bro ]>ek 1100 53 S4 1C7 38 ch pekoe •2090 42
60 203 17 do pekoe 935 40 85 108 6 do pek sou 425 35
31 265 14 (lo pek sou 700 34 97 Kennington 1^20 16 ch SOU 1615 32
34 Gla.sgow 271 25 ch bro or pek 1875 9! 99 122 0 hf-cli dint 480 28
35 - 273 18 do or pek 1080 77 • 100 S \' in est.
36 275 15 do pekoe 1425 03

1 mark 1-24 10 ch bro pek 1760 00 bid
37 277 22 do bro or pek 165U 05 bid 101 1-23 34 do pekoe 1700 41 bid
38 279 18 do or nok 1080 67

,

102 1-25 8 do pek sou 8 0 33 bid
39 '281 17 do pekoe 1015 50 ; 103 T20 9 do ()e dust 13.50 •28 bid
40 Pati Itajah 283 IS do bro pek 1020 6:5 104 Hayi m 1-27 12 do liro pek 1200 53
41 285 14 do pekoe 1050 42 105 128 17 do or pek 1.530 45
42 287 10 do pek sou 1280 35 100 1-29 do pek 030 11

44 4'ahalakelle 301 12 <io bro pek 1200 52 107 l:)0 10 (lo jiek .sou IMKI 35
45 oU.J 13 do pekoe 1170 40 HO F A ill est.

40 .30.5 13 do pek sou 1040 34 mark 133 7 do bro tea 805 :!)

47 307 5 do pek fans 450 34 111 134 4 do dust 000 -.0

49 311 3 do dust 450 •28 112 135 17 do bro pek I9-25 49 bill

f>4 Trewardenc 321 4 do bi ll pek 4l)U 4'J 113 130 18 do pekoe ISOo 3.-1 bii'

55 323 f) (lo pekoe .',00 37 114 137 9 (io pek sou 810 :tl



CEYLON PEODUCE SALES LIST, 3

0

Lot Box. I'kg.s. Name. lb. C.

123 K 146 10 ch bi’o pek 1000 41 bid
124 Alpitikiimla 147 11 do bi'O pek 1100 48
125 148 11 do pek 990 42
12U 149 9 do pek sou 810 35
130 Friedlaiul 153 18 hf-ch or pek 900 08
131 154 18 do pek 900 57
132 155 IS do pek sou 900 47
133 X 156 12 ch pek sou ' 1140 44 bid
.136 X 159 8 do pek .sou 680 42

137 Coiiiillah ICO 7 do bro pek 700 4.8

138 161 4 do pekoe 400 39
139 162 4 do pek sou 400 34
147 Eai'l.ston 170 10 hf-cli fatining.s 650 39
148 171 9 do dust 720 32
154 Hacdowa 177 19 ch bro pek 1900 42 bid
155 178 14 do pekoe 1260 39
156 179 26 do pek sou 2080 34
160 OvcxM. Al. 183 IS do bvo or pek 1800 79
161 184 12 do or pek 1200 .56

162 185 12 do pekoe 1201 50
163 Lyii'lliurst 186 19 do bro pek 1900 4-5

164 187 23 do pek 1955 41
165 188 22 do pek sou 1760
107 190 5 do dust 425 ; 1

108 c ( : \v 191 7 hfcl: dust 720 10

.SMALL LOTS.

[Mil:. E. JOHX.]

Lor. Box rksTi^, Name lb.

17 .Moeha 237 2 ch fans .300

Cruden 251 o hf-ch Ijek fans 120 4.;

Weuesse
253 i do bro pek dust 140 • jj-

32 267 1 do fans 60 34
33 l-iadella 269 1 ch Tans 120 33
4o Pati Kajali 289 o do dust 2.30 29
48 Yahalakellie 309 2 do l.'i'o tea 140 2!)

50 1 rewardene 325 do pek sou 300 30
04 327 1 do bro tea 90 27
OS 329 1 do SOU lOO 21
59 331 1 do ilust 110
00 Farm 333 3 hf-ch dust 240
04 Callander 341 3 do fans 90 31
05 343 4 do dust 140
09 Otterv and

Sla.mford Hill 10 2 ch SOU 146 0|>

70 12 2 do dust 292 29
81 Doonhinda 34 1 do pek sou 100
82 36 1 hf-ch dust 80 29

3386 Ferndale 44 s ch pek sou 270
ST 46 1 hf-ch dust 50 30
05 HickaiJittia 62 O ch SOU 200 yj
00 64 1 do dust 100 28

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson cV Co.]

Lu t. Box. i’kg.8. Name lb. 2.

4 Pooiiimuli 4 4 af..ch dust 290 27
10 Meddetenue 16 1 cIv

1 hf-ch fans 175 30
17 17 1 ch dust 150 28
18 18 1 do congou 95 -26

19 19 X do red leaf 85 17
20 P 20 1 do bro mix 100 20
20a 20a y do unas 300 27
24 Ossinsitoii, In-

voice No. 8 24 2 ch dust 260 27
25 25 2 do congou 1.58 28
32 Woodend 32 2 do congou 180 ••25

33 33 2 do dust 280 27
40 Warwick 40 2 do pek sou ISO 30
41 41 1 hf-ch dust 80 31
-53 -\}<ra < )ya 53 do dust 100 28
o4 Netliertoii 54 1 ch bi-o mix 360 16
-57 K U K 57 3 do red leaf 300 19
59 ReluRas 59 3 do dust 360
62 XXX 62 1 do IIIUIS 120 17
65 -Manickwatte C5 1 do dust 100 28
68 .M F 68 ch dust 300 28
70 B D 70

’4 do ,or pek 300 •>8

71 Victoria 71 3 hf-ch dust 240
73 Glengaritfe .3 1 ch dust 150 •27

7.5 -Mandara Newa-
ra . 75 0 ch pekoe 200 41

76 76 1 do dust 100 83

78 Kirill 78 1 do dust 140 30
79 1) 79 1 do pekoe 94 34
80 F 80 1 do bro pek 100 47
81 11 .S 81 4 hf-ch 1 )1-0 or pek 208 49
8.8 88 2 cli bro pek No 2 236 29

Lot- f >: Pko-.s. Name- lb. C.

89 K B, in estate
ui.ark 89 2 1!if-ch bro pek 75 29

92 P 92 1 ch red leaf 90 19
94 D 94 ti do pek fa.ns 160 34
l>5 95 i. do dust 390 ‘29

iM FSSR.S. .Somerville A to.

bot. Box. ]*]kg.s. Name. lb. C.

4 Naiaugoda 27 4 ch pek sou 380 33
8 1 kuwela 31 do bro pek fans -HU sa
12 C;irnt'y 3n 4 !)f-ch fanuings 3 80 25
13

K.uiauka
:'.6 do bro mix 40 16

26 49 4 do in o tea 360 27
f

H:i,nriiigama
.50 do dust 310 29

31 54 :: do SOU 240 20
34 57 j, do dust 276 •28

37 Doiiiyaya 00 do pek -.ou 300 35
38 1) .Al H 61 1 do (lust 130 29
39 62 do unassorted I'iO yU
51 ; l-v,uihoe 73 hf-ch fanuings 188 :iO

50 Bollagalla 82 1 hf-ch du.st 85 •28

00 Hi.a siand S3 j do bro pek 116 48
0-2 Si> ch pek sou .96 :o
j3 86 hf-ch dust •28

04 Brookside 87 2 ch bro pek •200 47
65 88 j do pekoe 180 36 bid
66 SO i do nek ,sou 85 32
69 90 L do bro pek fan s 116 36
72 H.attoit 95 1 l)f-ch du.st 320 28
73 S 96 4 do du.st 320 •28

74 97 cio brc> t^.i 50 20
n> A 1)8 do dust 160 •28

76 99 1 do bro tea f)*) •21

7~ V/’teime 100 i ell bro pek 360 .52 t.id

00 101 1 do pekoe 360 40
98 Kejiningtoji 121 1 do bro tea 250 •28

108 G B L 133 do pek sou 330 29
10!) 132 1 cli (lust no
127 C P H 150 ch unassorted 90 29
1-23 151 hf-ch con^^ou 100 ^5
129 152 do fannings 100 28
134 Peria Kande-

kettia 157 i ch bro mix 120 26
135 158 ; do fanns 330 35
345 Earlston 168 n cli pek sou 90 35
146 169 X. do congou 90 •28

153 Beverly 176 0 do pek du.st 390 ;i-2

157 Hatdowa 180 li ch uuas 300 bO
158 ISl 1 do pek dust 167 •28

1.59 38-2 1 do bro mix 1.36 •20

3 'JO Lyndhurst - do SOU 2'*P 30

[Messrs. FORBKS (.'t Walker•]

Lot. Box. rk:g.s. Name. lb. c.

0 Hurstpier-
point 3 Iif-ch vSOU 45 ‘(u'7

4 :-.S0 1 do du.st i)0 33
•382 1 do red leaf .50

Y) IColaneiyii 392 oil (lust 0 l'> •29

^ t Waitalawa 420 4 hf-ch (lust 3-20 33
N iigagalla 426 4 do pek .sou 200 31

•28 428 0u do du.st 160 30
29 OM 4-j(l 3 hf-ch bro pek 51
30 •132 1 do du.st !)6 23
33 Harrington 438 ch pek sou •200 43

FrlsmeVe 44-2 0 do dust 231 37
36 414 1 do congou 108 38
37 Al 140 1 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 3.50 36
SS- 448 1 ch

1

1

hf-ch fans 175 28
4 :1 . Brechiii 458 1 do dust 67 29
46 AI 464 3 ch pek sou 255 35
47 . “a J6 1 do dust 140 •*«>

.51 Higli Forest 174 1 1hf-ch bro tea 50 31
52 476 2 do unas 94 41
53 4“8 1 do dust 90 •29

.58 1> KD 488 3 ch bro ne No 2 390 41
59 4'fO 2 do i-ed leaf •210 24
63 0«niineri,i 4‘>S 3 do du.st 300 33
08 iligi) Foro't rva r nf-ch sou •275 37
72 .Ge.i Kll.-i r- ! i) >j do dust 225 28
76 K illai-in'v r 3 ch pekoe 348 3!)

77 526 1 do SOU 91 IP
78 2 do dust 200 '28
86 riiedileii r- 14 2. ch pek sou 380 31
87 .^16 1 . do SOU 300 24
.88 r.iK 1 d() (lust 150 27
02 Chesterford -,.56 •> do bro tea 2(H) •27

93 .^58 1 do congou 100 28
94 • rj‘) 1 do dust 110 28
68 GIoiicor.se r ,k» 1 ch pek fans 132 35
99 •*Tw' 1 do dust 170 29



4 CEVLON PKOnUCE SALES LIST.

Lot Mon. Name. lb. 0

IC."! lit lanaUisude 57s 1 ch dust 170 29
ICi ;'i80 i do fans I'Ji :i3

K.a T. Igaswel.. .'.99 4 do congou 1 :>o

ll-l A -cot Xo. C GOO •> do bro oi- pek 270
11 004 1 do pek sou SO .;i

lib Ljegron. GlO 1 do dust 100 2H
I?" ‘‘ ocoi. No. . 612 1 do bro pek 100 4 ;

1?/ GIG 2 do pek sou 170 30
i*20' AlbeifieUi 024 0 hf-cb bro mix 300 ‘-9

l;jl \C. cbiDii ')• 034 4 do pek dust 240 30
lir/ G3G 2 do dust loo 2.8

lie; 638 3 do bro mix l.'l' ;s
13G Bc.'tiiseio'i 044 1 ch dusi 140 *'*'»

137 640 3 <lo fans •js.*: : 1

IS.: T.: AV 068 2 llo ilust 2.80 t-4

14.. 1\ imvcsn'ii .- tH)8 3 do pek fans 300
ID 670 2 hf-t h dust 10'

'

-:s

ir,.'. y'.-.ipiOa G82 .) do bro pek l::;-) 4S
ir.G G84 2 do peki le 130 4--J

IW OSS 1 do sou .50 il’’)

L5b flaiiipo) . G9o 1 cli fans i;g'

1C 11 1. 092 4 do bro pek .sou 340 17
1C8 Melrose 708 3 do sou 270
172. 1 (.V lo)id.- 716 1 do fans 129 57
17;' 71b 1 do dust 141. ^7
17” Callawatte 730 3 do pek dust 3o0
Itl Mrinlioya 732 3 llf-cli bro tea 170
It 1 ccbiel 738 2 ch pek sou 21)1) 30
187 Moi'lands 740 2 hf ch dust 160 30
188 A, in e.st. in.tffc 74s 2 cb unas 290
itb T iimigalla 750 1 hf-ch red leaf 80 ‘gt

193 1' (• M, :)i e-;

1 lai'k 7;i0 0 do Ijro or pek 34jU 60
19.3 7.58 4 do or pek

• H
11.7 700 2 (lo pek fans h ; 7

: >1

K

774 3 Cil bro tea 26.5m 1 a doll,. 782 1 do dust l:'.a 30
218 Miniania' 80S 2 ch

1 hf-cb bro pek 242 .'"I

•21.'' 810 2 ch pekoe 188 *.

‘22(: 812 2 (l(»

1 hf-ch pek sou 260 *c:i.

‘221 814 1 ch unas 75 41
222 81G 1 hf-ch bro mi.x .50 :ti

22:! 818 1 <lo pek fans .55 ;:|

220 .Sovai.a 8‘24 3 ch pek .sou 256 «»•»
•JO

‘227 ,S20 1 do red leaf 70 24
2*28 828 1 lif-)-b dust 7‘2 ‘2'i

22b .S 830 2 bro tea IW
2T; 1’, in e-i. tv.avL eg. o hf-t-li pekfie lOf- 25

CEYLOX COITEE SALES IX LOXDOX.

(J-’i'Oiii Our Couuuf.rcial CorrcxiXjudent ) .

3IiNciX(i Lane, Feb. 1, IS'.IU.

;uul prices of CKVLOX ('(tFFKK sold in .Mincins;
Saue tii> to 1st February
Kk “JStatesman”—Devanella, Ic It loDs: It 98s: lb 100s:.

1 bat. 6Cs. PET, 11) H5h.

I

lie “Cheshire” Mausagalla, 2c 108.'; Ic 104s Od; U- 94s;.

; It 11 s; It IbOC'sCd; 2 ba;^s 98.s. Caimavarella, li- 107s; 2c
lOlsOd; 2t02s; It lOOs; It S8s; 1 1ms 9ss. Delrev, 1 llGs;
;«• 11 112s0d: 2c lb lOGs; lb 90s. I'l!, It ll'm. f, lb bS.s.

neUey. 1 bag 109s. PaUi, Ic It 90s Gd: Ic It 107s; Ic
lb 84s.

: )*b “Musician”—Xeedwood, lb lo7s Gd; Ic lo.ls; 2c lb-
1 tOls Gd; lb 92.s; It 113s; lb 102s. XWT in estate mark, lb

I

8!>s XWP in estate mark, It 7Gs.

CEYLON COCOA S.ALES IN LONDON..

( I 'i Our Commerclul Corresjiomluul).

iMrxcixt: 1..VX1-:, I'el. 1.

s;> “City of Khios”—UK .A. in estate mark, 7 bags
5.V.* 'jd.

Ica; “Port Melliourue'*—W.irriapolhu 20 )»a^s 02s; oo hags
G3s Gd; 12bag.s 4.5.S Gd.

Fk ‘ Statesman”— Palli, 10 bags 3Gs: 3 bags 50 Gtl.

Kk “Cienavon”— mac, 1 bags d 32.s.

E>;
‘ ••State.sman”—Eadella, 1 bag 37s: 1 bag 42s Del-

gal!.’)., 13 bags ous: a bags 40s: 2 bags 42.s. Coodnlgalla,
70 bag.' .G7s; 2'i bags 4Ss; 7 bags 3Gs. Coodnlgalla in e.state

I mark', lObags 4G.s Gd; 4 bags :iss Gd, Pansidatenne, 30 bags
.'iCs; 5 bags"42s Gd. T, 1 bag 3o.s. Xibs, 1 bag .GCs Gd.

Dyneior, 3 bags 43s Od. T, 1 bag 31s. Xibs. 1 bag aOs Oil.

“Barrister”— Delgolla. 48 bags r>8s Gd.
Kk “Legislator”—OB EC in estate mai k, Kondesalle,

Ceylon,, FO, 33 bags .58s Gd,

Kx ‘‘‘Senator” -tValdramba, 29 bags 52s.

J<,t. “Poit Melbourne”—BallagJilla, 3 bags 3Gs Gd.

Kk “(Jlene:v.ti”— DM.AifeCo. LO in estate mark, :; bags
20- Od.

wnsi.iivKf nt):'ii:(. wdki.s



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, ANI) CARDAMOM SALES

,, Tn- ^ 1
t Price cents each; 3 copies

NO. 8.]
Colombo, March 2n 1, 13%.

, 30 cen'.s
;
6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

75 Blackstoue 992 27 ch bro pek 2700 50

76 994 25 ch pekoe 2250 39

LAHOE LOTS. 77
78

996
998

41

18

do
do

pek sou
bro tea

3090
1530

32
23
2874 1000 8 do fans U8U

[MESSRS. BeNH.VM & Beemner.— 2,230 lb.] 81 Folatagama 4 28 ch bro pek 2800 53

Lot. Box Fks. Name. lb. c.
82
83

6
8

19
47

do
do

or pek
pekoe

1900
4000

41
37

1 tlornsey 58 8 eh pek son 800 41 84 10 21 do pek sou 2100 31

85 12 7 do bro pek fan 700 35

86 14 4 do pek fans 400 32

[Messes. A. H. Thompson »& Co.--43,080 lb.]
87
88

Malia l'\a 10
18

20 hf-ch
18 do

Pro or pek
or pek

1560
900

48
65

Lot. Box. i)kics. Name. lb. C. 89 20 17 do pekoe 1700 54

1 Kalkamle 1 12 hf.eh bco or pek GOO 51‘
90 o.> il do pek sou 935 40

2 2 12 ilo bro pek GOO 47 92 Cl lines 26 20 do bro pelc 1800 48

3 3 20 tic pekoe 1000 41 93 28 18 ch pekoe 1620 3d

4 4 21 do pek son 10.50 94 30 13 do pek sou 1170 32

0 0 10 do SOU 500 ol 95 32 S ht-ch dust 6'0 28

S .Mukeloya, F F s 19 do bro pek 1140 40 90 34 8 llo red leaf 400 21

9 •Vlukelova 9 21 do bro pek 1260 54 97 Gaskieben 30 28 ch nowery pek 2800 CO

10 10 25 ilo or pek 1250 02 98 38 25 do pekoe 2500 40

a 11 22 do pekoe 990 46 99 40 12 do pek sou 1200 38

12 Vogan 12 31 ch bro pek 3100 100 42 0 do unas 000 38

13 13 31 do pekoe 2790 45 110 Carfax 02 14 ch bro or pek U40 57

14 14 21 ilo pek .son 1890 35 111 04 27 do or pek 2700 57

Id 15 O;; do SOU 1840 32 112 60 14 do pekoe 133U 46

10 10 20 do uims 1700 d’S
115 Hagdatl 72 18 ch pek sou 1710 33

17 s s 17 0 ell laii 500 15 bid 118 Mou.sateniie 78 20 do bro pek 2100 39 bid
22 Myraganga 22 25 llo bro or j.ek 2875 58 bid 119 80 12 do pekoe 1-290 43

23 23 44 do or pek 4020
\

120 82 7 do pek sou 7a8 32

24 24 27 do bro pek 2835 j

wiihd’n 121 Alaymollat 84 08 hf-ch bro pek 3740 63

25 25 39 <lo pekoe 3705 43 122 80 34 do pekoe 2010 .50

20 20 34 do pek son 3400 36 121
A K, in est.

00 12 do dust 840 34

28 4Vila Oya 28 14 ch bro ])ek 1400 40 bid 125
ch bro pek29 29 do mark 92 6 600 38

4 hf-ch pekoe 500 30 bill 129 100 7 do dust 1050 20

30 39 ch 130 Talgaswela 102 15 • ch bro pek 1425 40 bid

7 hf-ch pe sou 837 30 bid 131 104 15 do pekoe 1350 35

31 H H 31 11 ch dust 1860 out 132 100 10 do pek sou 900 33
133 Gallawatte 108 27 do bro pek 2700 44

134 110 21 do pekoe 1880 37

[Messes. Fokhes & Walker.—310.092 Ib.i 135
Cottgganga
Ragalla

112 0 do pek sou 810 33

Lot. Box .kgs Name. lb. c.
138
148

118
138

4 ch
8 hf-ch

dust
fans

000
640

27
34

1 UjiviUaiul 844 9 oil bro mix 810 17 151 Pantiya lit 4 ch dust 520 28
3 Great \ alle\ 84S 50 cil bro pek 27,50 55 156 X 154 10 ch pek sou 950 23
4 869 20 do pekoe 2470 41 bid 159 Arapolakun-
0

Macaldenia
S52 10 do pek son 1300 34 de 160 47 ch bro pek 4465 51

7 850 17 Ilf eh bro pek 935 64 ICO 162 55 do pekoe 4675 34 bid
s 868 IS d<i pekoe 900 53 161 164 10 do pek sou 1000 30
0 800 0 ch pek No. 2 600 42 162 166 4 do dust 440 28
10 U A T, in estate 166 Iiigurugalla 174 5 ch bro tea 600 30

mark 802 4 do bro pek 420 32 167 Vellaioya 170 10 do bro tea 1600 20
12 Dunbar 800 25 hf-cli or pek 1050 04 168 Kirrimettia 178 10 do unas 1440 37
13 868 35 do bro pek 17.50 49 173 Lochiel 188 23 ch bro pek 2300 52
14- 870 39 ell pekoe 3120 42 174 100 10 do pekoe 900 49
15 872 13 tlo pek son 1170 36 176 I K t 194 4 do bro mix 448 18
10

Chalmers
874 4 do fans 480 32 177 H 100 7 ch bro tea 625 17 bid

20 882 35 cli or pek 3150 42 bid 178 Erraeht 198 34 hf-ch bro pek 1870 48
21 884 14 do bro pek 1400 36 179 200 53 ch pekoe 4505 30
22 880 37 do pekoe 314.5 36 bid ISO 202 0 do pek sou 540 31
23 888 26 do pek .Sou 2080 33 181 204 4 do bro mix 420 20
24

Goreen
890 13 do uuas 1045 36 182 206 4 do dust C?0 27

25 892 *22 ch bro pek 2420 59 183 S M 208 6 ch dust 620 26
20

T D A- Cu.
894 37 do pekoe 3515 43 bid 184 Gaxtoii 210 13 ch bro pek 1365 37 bid

27 890 8 do bro pek 1000 41 185 19 do
28 898 6 do pekoe 630 32 1 hf-ch pekoe 1765 31 bid
29

A (>

900 4 do pek sou 400 29 186 214 11 ch pek sou 1190 27
39 920 15 ch pek sou 1312 23 187 210 0 do bro tea 450 17 bid
42 Tonaeoiiibe 926 40 do or pek 4000 59 188 218 5 do dust 550 27
43 928 24 d(» bro pek 2640 54 189 L 220 6 do bro mix 600 17 bid
44 930 40 do pekoe 3600 44 bid 190 Glvde -22 33 ch bro pek 3465 52
4o

T \V
932 12 do pek sou 1200 40 101 224 18 do pekoe 1800 45

52 910 8 eh dust 804 23 192 220 12 do pek ton 1200 35
58 D D W M 958 20 do bro pek 2100 34 bid 194 B F B 230 17 hf-ch dust 1360 28
59 900 13 do pekoe 1235 30 bid 19.5 B D W 232 20 d(» SOU 1180 15
00 D D \V K 962 15 ch bro pek 1500 34 bid 197 Viin-akaiide 230 20 ch pek sou 2000 33 bid
01 904 15 do pekoe 15fX) 29 198 X 23b 7 do Pro mix 721 22 bid
02 D 1) W K W 900 4 do l.ro pek 460 36 199 Es.sex 240 14 do pekoe 1378 33 bid
04 D, in estate 201 M B ( ), ill est.

mark 979 ch dust 1120 33 mark 244 i ch bro mix 602 16
05 D G, in estate 205 Nortlimore 252 78 llo bro pe \ 7800 50 bid

luarK 972 10 llo - ilnst 1.500 26 206 251 45 do pekoe 4050 35 bid
00 974 10 (lo bro tea 1600 20 207 256 IS do pek sou 1746 31 bid
07 St. lleliers 970 llf-cll bro or pek 1210 62 208 258 IG do bro tea 1216 20 bid
08 078 13 ch pekoe 1300 47 209 260 5 do bro pek fan 625 27 bid
09 980 0 do pek son 600 37 217 Kora gal la 276 £0 do or pek 3000 42 bid
70 982 4 do l.ro tea 400 20 218 278 41 do pekee 3690 30 bid
71 ICllawatte 984 10 ch bro pek 1680 55 bid 219 280 27 do sou 2205 20 bid
72 980 20 do pekoe 2000 46 225 P L 2P2 29 box brc. or pek 580 50 bid
73 9S?. 4 do j.ek sou 400 33 bid 226 294 12 hf ch bro pek 720 58 bid



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS'l'

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

239 E'airfax 320 25 ch bro pek 2750 47 bid
240 322 16 do or pek 1440 54 bid
241 324 8 do pekoe 720 46

242 Ella < >ya 326 24 ch or pek 2304 52

243 328 37 do pek sou
bro pek

3335 37

244 Choujlileigh 330 20 do 2000 41 bid
245 332 19 do bro pek 1900 40 bid
240 334 10 (lo pekoe

pek sw
1360 34

247 336 7 do 560 30
252 K B (J 346 9 hf-ch bro tea 450 22
257 W H R 356 8 ch bro pek UQl 52
258 350 1 do pekoe 665 59
260 362 0 do dust 800 31

[Messrs. Somerville vV: Co., 131,984 lb.]

Lot . Box. Pk Name, 11). c.

5 Depedene 205 39 hf-ch or pek 1950 39
0 200 22 do bro pek 1210 47
7 207 44 do pek 2200 34
8 208 23 do pek sou 1150 31
9 209 5 do dust 400 ‘29

11 Glenalla 211 11 ch bro or pek 1210 45 bid
12 212 IS do bro pek 1620 51
13 213 22 do pekoe 1980 37
14 214 31 do pek sou •2790 33
19 Bogahagoda-

watte 219 10 do bro pek 600 43
21 221 11 do pek 550 34

22 222 14 do pek sou 700 30
27 Burnside 227 13 do bro pek 650 56
27 228 9 do pekoe 450 42
35 Ukuwela 235 27 ch bro pek 2700 42
36 293 •23 do pekoe •2300 36
37 294 12 do pek sou 1140 31
39 Irex 239 V9 do bro pek 900 43 bid
40 340 10 do pekoe 913 44
41 241 )3 do pek sou 1300 34

44 Dotala 244 25 hf-ch or pek 1126 69
45 245 23 do bro pek 1380 50 bid
46 246 16 ch ^ pekoe 1440 46
47 247 5 do pe sou 475 30

49 Penrith 249 22 do bro pek 2-2t0 51

50 250 •20 do jjekoe 1600 40
51 251 14 do pek sou 1190 34

63 .\nakolla 253 52 hf-ch bro pek 3120 42
54 254 20 ch pekoe •2000 40

55 255 12 do pe sou 1140 34

57 R T ill est.

mark 257 8 do lii'omi.x 760 ‘27

59 W in est. mark 269 7 hf-ch bro pek 455 45 bid

00 260 9 do pekoe 585 33 bid
61 261 13 do pek sou 800 29 bid
64 Zululand 264 5 ch bro pek 500 46

65 265 6 do pekoe 600 32

66 266 7 do pek sou 700 •29

07 Eilandhu 267 10 do DIO pek 1100 44

•68 268 10 do pekoe 1050 34

74 L 274 5 ch sou 400 26

75 RCTF, in

est. mark 275 18 do bro pek 1800 42

76 276 15 do pekoe 1350 34

77 277 •20 do pek sou 1600 •29

79 Kelaui 279 33 hf-ch bro pek 1815 52

80 ‘180 31 do pekoe 1550 37

81 281 17 do pe sou 765 30

84 Ooonambil 284 42 do bro pek •2730 40 bid

85 I N (4 in est.

mark ‘285 7 do dust 5’25 34

86 N K 286 7 ch bro tea 630 27

87 Nngawela 287 26 hf-ch or pek 1560 53

88 288 36 do pekoe 1980 39

83 289 7 ch pek sou 595 31

92 Roseiieath 292 41 hf-ch bro pek 2255 42 bi

93 •293 15 ch pekoe 1350 34 bid

94 •294 IS do pek sou 1620 31 bid

90 M T R 296 11 do bro pek 1156 40

97 •297 13 do pekoe 1300 31

98 D V A 298 8 do pek fans 840 ‘28

10 2 Vilpita
3

2 11 do bro pek 1085 43 bid

10 3 13 do pekoe 1^235 34

104 4 7 do pek sou 595 29

106 M R 6 25 do bro tea •2000 16

110 K in estate
mark 10 12 do bro pek 1320 51

111 11 18 do pekoe 1620 34 bid

11 () 12 8 do pek sou 800 withd’n

113 O V 13 7 hf-ch bro pek 690 32

114 14 12 ch pek sou 1080 22

11 .1 15 10 do sou 900 22

n« 16 9 hf-ch fannings 630 ‘24

n / 17 9 do dust 7-20 17

118 K S 18 10 ch bro pek 1000 40 bill

J19 .Manaiigoda 19 15 do bro pek 1455 43 bill

120 ‘20 21 do pekoe •2100 33 bill

121 21 1( do jiek .sou 905 28

T.ot Box. Pk-8. Name. lb. c.

124 M ?4 15 if-cli l)ek sou 699 :10 bid

1‘25 25 12 do SOU 540 28

1‘26 26 10 cli dust 1‘24'J 28

127 I'kuwela 27 •24 do bro pek 2400 42

1-28 28 18 do pekoe 1800 >5

129 20 12 do pek sou 1140 31

131 S V in e-c.

mark 31 9 do irek dust 1350 •27 l)id

132 32 10 do fannings 1000 31

141 Knutsford 41 7 lif-eh or pek 451 56

142 42 51 do pekoe 2960 33

141 L C Y A in

est. mark 45 3 ch fannings 512 1.5

1 lif-ch

14.5 46 5 ch liro tea 41/5 20
1 hf-cli

147 .S in estate
mark 47 5 ch liro i»ek 550 37

1 lif-ch

148 Mousakande 48 18 ch bro pek 2016 48

149 49 20 do pekoe 21-20 37 bill

150 Forest Hill 50 18 do ))ekoe 1908 37 i)id

151 51 13 do pek sou 1274 33

154 .) S T 54 5 do bro tea 400 15

158 Yellebende 58 5 do 1)10 pek 500 42 bid

159 59 10 do pekoe 900 33 bid

162 C 1’ 1’ 62 8 do bro tea 800 15

163 63 6 do pek dust 920 -J

164 64 5 do dust < 30

[Mr . E. John.--14."),-49‘I lb•]

Lot. Box. Pktis. Name. lb. c.

4 .Suriakandtf 72 16 ch pek sou 1440 60
5 74 9 do SOU 765 46

St. Catherine 70 18 ch-hf bro pek 1110 40
7 78 10 do wekoe 510 34
10 Hunugalla S4 17 Cll bro pek 1780 42
11 SO 11 do nekoe 1100 34
12 88 8 do pek sou 760 32
14 Oaktield 102 15 Iif-ch bro pek 900 46 bid
15 104 14 do pekoe 700 3t) bid
16 106 10 do pek sou 500 33
18 Gonavy 110 21 ch bro pek 2352
19 112 12 do pekoe 1224
20 114 8 do pek^sou 7-20 40
23 Millia poo 1^20 •2-2 do bro pek 1770 38
24 122 •20 hf-ch bro pek sou 1060 27 bill

25 Rothsav i‘24 30 oh bro pek 3150 36 bid
26 1-26 12 do pekoe 960 32 bid
•27 128 10 hf-ch bro pe No. 2 650 31
28 Cvakellie 130 19 ch bro pek 2090 58
•29 132 15 do pekoe 1500 65
30 134 12 do pek sou 1200 37
32 Claremont 138 18 hf-ch bro pek 900 49 bid
33 140 11 ch Itekoe 935 41
34 142 9 do pek sou 7-20 35
37 New Tunis-

galla 148 7 do bro i)ek 715 48 bill

38 150 15 do pekoe 15-20 41
41 Orange l-'ield 156 9 do bro pek 900 39
42 158 6 do I)ekoe 6()0 34
43 160 7 do pek sou 700 30
46 Vlnoor 166 •21 hf-ch bro pete 1050 46 bid

168 17 do pekoe 8.50 J4 bid
1

4.S 170 9 do fans 63'

1

34 bill

1

Maryland 172 4 ch lire pek 440 48

I
50 174 4 do pekoe 428 34

1 51 Tientsin 176 34 hf-cli bro or pek 187'J 68 bill

52 178 23 do jtekoe ‘2:20') 54

53 180 8 do pek sou 720 •77

1

54 182 8 lif-ch dust 600 36
! 55 Allington 184 •26 (lo or pek 1300 42
• 50 186 13 do bro pek 715 46

1
57 188 •29 do ))ekoe 14.59 34

i 58 190 15 do pek .sou 750 3‘-i

1

<51 Coslanda 196 35 ch bro imk 3500 52 1)1(1

1
02 198 36 do pekoe 3600 40

i

63 200 •20 (lo pek sou 1909 .3.5

! 65 •204 5 do |)ek dust 750 32
1 00 Stinsforil 206 34 hf-ch bro pek 1870 52

;
67 •208 50 do pekoe 2'259 42

68 210 •26 (lo pek .sou 13(Ki •76

1

Chapelton 2-28 6 do bro mix 540 •21 bill

1 7s 230 7 hf-ch dust .595 • I—
-4

80 C. 234 4 ch faimiiigs 440 if‘J

1 82 Nahavilla 238 17 do bro pek 178.5 46 bill

i S3 •240 •22 do pekoe •2200 45

84 242 5 do pek sou 500 35

1 87 R. T. K. •248 1‘2 do I>ekoe 13‘20 40 l)id

1

89 •252 10 do read leaf I'JiX) 15

90 11. S. in estate
mark •254 8 ch SOU 680 33

91 2.56 1 lif-ch dust 595 27

93 Westhall 260 16 ch bro mi.x 1440 20

94 .Hnoor •202 15 hf-cli pek sou 700 33



CEYLON PEODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot I}ox . pkgs. Name. lb.

95 Kiulella 264 12 eh bro pek 1200
06 •266 14 do pekoe 1260
s)7 268 9 do pek son 7-20

09 •Irdlaw & Wish-
ford •272 IS hf-ch or pek 846

100 274 22 hf-ch bror pe No 1 1210
101 276 15 do br or pe No 2 99i)

102 278 22 ch pekoe 2024
103 (> 280 9 ch uns 990
105 Miid\dteniia 284 13 cli bro pek 1300

106 286 13 do bor pek No 2 1300
107 •288 12 do pekoe 1-200

108 BAB •21X1 6 hf-ch dust 420
109 Glassaugh 302 31 ch bro pek 1860
110 304 21 do pekoe No 1 1785
111 306 30 do pekoe No 2 2700
112 308 26 do pek sou 2210
113 310 18 Id-ch dust 1350
114 Walton 312 24 hf-ch bro pek 1464
115 314 21 ch pekoe 1911
116 316 18 do pek sou 1620
118 .1 3-20 15 ch pek sou 1520
119 .1 H, in estate

mark 322 11 ch bro pek 1400
120 Whyddon 324 12 do bro pek 1-200

121 3-26 12 do pekoe 1200
122 328 12 do pek sou 1-200

126 Templestowe 336 54 do pekoe 4860
127 3.38 5 do dust 700
128 Glanrhos 340 35 ch bro pek 3500
129 342 46 do or pek 3680
130 344 24 do pek sou 2040
131 Ayr 346 24 h^ch bro pek 1200
132 348 17 do pek 1445
133 3.50 8 do pek sou tilO

135 13 7 ch bro mix 679
137 Nartnel 17 9 lif-ch pek 432
138 19 10 do pek sou 450

SMALL LOTS.

Messes. Benham & Bremner.
Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. ]b.

O Hornsey 60 3 eh fans 270

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson I't- Co.;

l.ot. Box:. Pkgs . Name lb.

5 Kalkande 5 3 hf-ch dust ISO

7 7 2 do bro pek fans 109

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb.

1- K D O 60 3 hf-ch pek No. 1 120
O 68 1 do pek No. 2 40

2 70 1 do pek sou 40

8 .St. Catherine 80 8 do pek sou 384

9 82 1 do dust 70

13 Hunugalla 90 1 ch bro pek fans 1.50

17 Oaktield 108 1 hf-ch dust SO

•2l Gonavy 116 2 do pek fans 148
2*> 118 1 do ilust 90

3i Uvakellie 136 •2 ch bro mix 300

35 Claremont 144 4 lif-ch fans •260

36 146 1 do dust 80

39 NewTuuissfaBa 152 2 ch 210

40 154 1 do dust SO

44 OraiiRe Field 162 1 do SOU 100

45 164 2 do bro tea 200

.59 Allington 192 2 hf-ch dust 160

60 194 1 do red leaf DO

64 Coslanda 202 •2 ch bro mix 200

69 S F D 212 4 hf-ch fans •240

70 214 2 do dust 170

71 •210 4 do con^[oii 200

72 218 1 do red leaf 70

79 C 232 2 .to SOU 160

81 230 •2 do pek dust 220

85 N.ahavilla •244 2 hf-ch dust 180

86 K TK •246 1 ch or pek 110

88 250 6 hf-ch
,
dust 480

92 H S in estate
mark 258 3 bags red leaf 210

98 O 270 2 bags huffy dust 1.58

117 Walton 318 4 hf-ch dust •240

1-25 Templestowe 334 38 ch or pek 3800

134 Ayr 11 2 hf-ch dust 170

136 Na.rtnel ]5 7 hf-ch bro pek No 2 350

139 Callendar 21 3 hGcli fans <o

Messrs. Somervild;: iS: Lo,

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name, lb. c.

1 G A, Ceylon 201 2 hf-ch bro pek 04 40
2 •202 2 do pek 100 33
3 •203 2 do pek sou 72 29
4 •204 1 do dust 10 29

10 Deoedene 210 1 hf-ch red leaf 55 17
15
16

Glenalla 215 2 ch faunings 180 33
•216 1 do congou 90 23

17 •217 1 do bromix 90 18
IS 218 1 do dust 150 31
20 Bogaliagode-

23
watte 220 1 lif-ch bro pek No., 2 50 65

223 2 do coupon 100 27
24 224 .3 do fanuiiigs 150 27
25 225 1 do dust 80 •2'J

20
Burnside

220 1 do red leaf 55 22
29 229 4 hf-ch pek .sou 200 35
38 t kuwela 238 2 do bro pe fans 140 31
42 Irex •242 6 do dust 300
43

Dotala
243 1 do red leaf 98 21

48 248 2 hf-ch pek fans 160 liS

52 Penrith •252 1 ch dust 160 31
56 Allakolla 250 2 hf-ch dust 100 26
58 R T in est.

mark 25i!) 3 ch red leaf 255 16
02 AV in est- mark 202 1 hf-ch SOU 50 •25

63 26-3 1 do dust 80 28
09 •269 1 do bro tea 70 26
7S R C T F in

est. mark •278 2 do dust 150 •28

82 Kelani 282 5 do fanns 30«J 65
S3 283 2 do dust 160 28
90 Nugawella 290 o do mixed 255 21
91 •291 3 hf-ch dust 255 27
95 Roseneath 295 2 ch red leaf 180 15
99 W in est. mark •299 3 do pekoe 300 42
100 300 •> do pek sou ISO 33
101 1 2 do dust 260 30
105 A ilpitii 5 4 do red leaf 360 is
107 DBG 7 o do bro mix •200 17
108 R X 8 2 hf-eh SOU 100
109 9 2 do dust 160 •27

1-22 ^lanangoda 22 2 ch bro mix 300 15
1-28 •23 1 do dust 150 26
130 T kuwela 30 1 lif-ch bro pek fans 70 •28

133 Nagur 33 1 do bro pek 150 34
1 hf-ch

134 34 1 ch pekoe 150 31

1 hf-ch
135 o5 4 do pek sou 360 16
136 Radege 36 1 hf-ch bro pek 50 39
137 J7 2 do pekoe lOil 32
138 38 i do pek .sou 50 o.>

139 (i O AV 39 1 ch pekoe 100 •2'5

140 40 1 do pek sou 90 15
143 Knutsford 43 1 hf-ch pek .sou 64 *j6

144 C L V A in

est. mark 44 5 ch dust 415 10
152 Forest Hill ~o 4 ch dust 360 •29

lUd .1 S T 56 6 hf-ch rod leaf 300 16
155 oo 1 ch dust 109 18
156 56 1 do unassorted 109 •20

157 J7 1 hbch fans 46 **•'>

160 A’ellebcnde (iO
.> ch pek sou 180 liS

101 61 i do pek dust 150 -7
16.5 X 0.5 3 do dust 390 •20

166 60 2 hf-ch red leaf 100 15

[Messe.s FORBE.S & Walker.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. i\

2 Havilland .846 4 ch dust 320 28
6 Great A'alley S54 4 do SOU 340 28

11 II A in est.

mark 864 .> hf-ch dust 160 •28

17 Dunbar 6 ch conj^ou 270 29
18 878 2 do dust 300 33
19 S80 o do bro mix 300 17
30 T D & Co. 902 1 cll bro mix 100 23
31 '.H14 2 hf-ch dust 150 2S
32 M 90(i 1 ch bro ))ek 61 6-S

33 908 1 do
1 hf-ch pek sou 152 27

34 910 1 ch SOU 85 •26

35 012 1 hf-ch dust 80 24
36 S ,A1 K 914 4 do bro pelt •220 31
37 91

6

5 do dust 375 -S
3S A O 918 4 ch bro pek 656
40 922 3 hf-cli dust 239 26
41 924 1 ch congou 90
46 G 931 1 do ))ek dust 130 28
74 930 •> do dust 300 20
43 OK 938 3 ch bro p 'It 330 59
49 940 2 do pekoe •200 47
50 042 1 do pek sou 100 6S
51 D.irrawella 914 1 do bro j)ek 121 4-

c.

3ft bid
35
30

68
76
.56

54
37
51
38 bid
36
28

88
68
62
32
40
54 bid
•39 bid
33 bid
33 bid

38 bid
52 bid
49
36
46 bid
35
50
38 bid
34
4 4 bid
35 bid
31
18
32
30

c.

28

C.

30
35

C.

28
33
28
•28

27
28
28
33
•28

25
33
27

30
27

21

19
33
18
24

32
30
•25'

16
28
27

29
47

28

17
14

28
55 bid
27
34

29



4 CEVLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Mox. 1Pk«2s. Name. lb. C.

.53 0 E, in est.

mark 94* 1 hf-eh bro pek 42 37
.54 950 1 do pekoe 34 30
.5.5 952 1 do pek sou 37 •28

50 9.54 1 do bro mix •21 22
57 950 1 do dust 57 27

li. in estate
mark 90S 4 ell sou 3C(» •29

71 !•dlawatte 990 2 hf-eli dust ISO 27
80 Blackstone > '3 eb pek dust 300 2!)

91 -Malia I'va 24 1 do dust 85 32
101 Caskieben 44 4 do pek fan 300 33
113 Bagdad OS 7 do bro pek 385 50
114 70 3 ch

1 hf-ch pekoe 320 41
11 (i 74 2 hf-ch fans 140 34
117 70 3 do dust •255 28
1-23 -Ma.' mollay 88 5 do sou •275 30
1-20 .A K, in est:iite

mark 94 1 cll pekoe 95 ‘28

1-27 90 4 do pek sou 388 25
12s 98 1 hf-ch pek fans 71 29
130 .M A H 114 3 ch congou 300 25
137 liottaganga. no 3 do fans 360 30
139 Bebatgama 120 1 do dust 140 20
140 1C B 1-22 2 cll dust 260 28
141 Midlands 1-24 1 do sou 90 29
142 120 1 do red leaf 70 10
143 1‘2S 3 hf-ch pek dust 225 28
144 Bagalla 130 2 ch bro pe No 2 200 45
145 132 3 ch pekoe ,,

•2 90 35
146 134 1 do pe .sou ,,

•2 90 32
147 130 •2 do bro mix 200 30
149 140 3 hf-ch dust 270 27
150 I! A \V 142 3 do dust ‘240 28
157 N 150 4 hf cll fans •232 25
158 Pinmagalla 158 1 ch red leaf 140 •21

103 liignrugalla 108 3 do bro pek 300 44

104 170 3 do pekoe •270 34
10.5 172 4 do pek sou 300 •29

109 Noi'm ocd 180 1 ch bro pek 98 51

170 182 4 do pekoe 310 39
171 184 1 do sou 102 32
172 180 2 do bro tea 170 20
175 Lt'chiel 192 •2 ch pek sou 200 35
193 (.dviic •228 3 cll ilust 30f) 28
190 IV •234 5 do red leaf 375 17 bid
200 Carendon 242 1 do fans 100 •20

•227 Munamal 29ti 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek 150 47

•22s •298 1 cll bro pek mix 100 44
O'i;) 300 1 do pekoe 100 37
23'J •302 l do pek .sou 85 32
•231 304 1 do sou 99 •28

232 300 1 do pek fans no 28
• 233 308 1 hf-ch dust 70 27

•234 G P (i ::io 3 do bro pek 150 47
23.5 312 1 do bro pek 45 43
230 314 4 do pekoe •200 3.5

2;i7 340 2 do pek sou 100 •29

2::8 318 2 do sou 83 ‘25

•24.' ( i'ougldeigh. 338 3 llf-cli (lust 210 •28

249 K B ( ::4(i 2 do bro pek UKI 53
25‘.‘ :142 2 do pekoe ICO 42

251 •341 1 (h. pek sou 50 31
”.•4 V.' Hi: :;oo 1 ch pek .sou 811 35

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commr.rcial Corresjxmdent)

.

Mincing Lane, Feb. 7, 1890.

Marks anil prices of CEYLON C'OFFKK sold in Mincing.
Sane up to 7th February
Ex ‘‘Statesman”—Blackwood, lb 110s; 5c 11) 107s 2c It

HX>s 6d; lb 91s; Ic lb llOs. BKWT, It 80s Oil.

Ex “Chesl>ire” -Bogawantalawa, Ic 109s: 2c It 101s; It

93s; It Ills; lb 89s.
Ex “Kaisow”—Niabedde, 3c lb 98s (id.

Ex “Maliratta”—Stindard Co., Lidde.sdale, PB, lb 105s 6d.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corrcapondenl).

Mi.vcixg Lane, Feb 7,

Ex ‘•Cheshire”—Wattarantenne, 13 bags 34s. Pillekande,
2 bags .sd40s; 3 bags 42ss Od; 1 bag 37s. Kandekelle, 2C
bags 31s. Woodslee, 0 bags 45s. Pandappa, 27 bags 58s
Od. 1 baw 35s. .Armagh, 23 bag.-; 48s. 1 bog ‘28s. Pita-
konde, 3 bags 30s. Gangwaril.v. 28 bags 05s; 5 bags 48s;.
4 bags :?5s. KPG lA, 20 bags 54s.
Ex “Karamania”—Maousava, 04 bags 56s; 0 bags 50s;.

5 bags 56s Od; 2 bags 34s Oil 7 bags 20s Od. Rockhill, 47 bags
.5.5s; 17 bags 44s (id; 3 bags 33s Od; 0 bags 43s Od; 13 bags
26s Od.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commeicial GorrespoudrntJ.

MiNciNti Lane, Feb. 7.

Ex “Cheshire”—M in estate mark, 3c -2s lid; 2c '23 Id; 21c
•2s -211; l-2c-2s 3d: 7c 2s lOd; 4c Is Od: Ic Is Od; Ic Is 7d;
2 seeds r.s.

Ex “Clan Drummimd”—Knuckles, Ic 2c 2s Oil; Ic 2s 4d
2c -2s: Ic Is 7d. •

Ex ‘Benlawcrs” - Vicartoii, 2c 2s 4d; 4c Is lid; lC|ls Od;
Ic Is 111.

Ex “Senotor”—Cottaganga, 2c bs 4d.
Ex “Bohemia”—Katooloya 2c Is 4d. Midland.s ((, ’2c

1.' 4d. Kitoolmoola C, Iclsld.

i>iisii ir'!-:;; ii'.iMi'so wnaits



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 9.] Colombo, March 9th, 1890. I
Price :—12

i 3j cen.d
corns eacn

;

6 copies 2 rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

lakge lots.

Lot.
Battalgalla
Hornsey
Hiragalla

9 Frome
10 Elston
12 Mahanilu

:nham A Bremner.—-18,842 lb.]
Bo.x Pks. Name. lb. c.
60 8 ch pek .sou 800 40
64 9 do pek sou 900 39
68 20 do bro pek 2000 41 bid
70 21 do pekoe 2100 35 bid
72 41 do pek sou 3690 30 bid
74 6 do bro tea 450 16 bid
76 12 ch mias 972 25 bid
78 39 do pe sou No. 2 3510 31
82 9 ch sou 810 33 bid

[Messrs. A.
Lot
1 RT
5 O

7 Digdola
8
9
10 M L C
11
12 Braemore
U A G C
17 Katnatenne
18
19 Woodend
20
30 H 8 K
31
32 P P
35 R
44 N
45 H E

H. Thompson & Co.—
Box. pkgs.

1 4 ch
5 11 do

1 hf-ch
7 14 ch
8 16 do
9 12 do

10 45 lif-ch

11 19 do
12 12 hf-ch
14 8 ch

6 do
9 do

19 12 do
20 23 do

7 ch

iS' ame.
34,129 lb.]

lb. c.

17

18

30
31
32
35
44
45

5 do
6 ch

47 Wahargala 47

48
49
50

48

7 do
5 ch
5 do
1 hf:ch
8 ch
2 hf-ch
9 ch

49 19 ch
50 7 hf-ch

dust 616 20 bid

sou 1036 21 bid
bro pek 1400 44 bid
pekoe 1440 36
pek sou 1080 33
sou 20-25 30
red leaf 950 17
or pek 7-20 46 bid
pek sou 800 ‘.'5

bro pek 600 42 bid
pekoe 900 35
bro pek 1-200 44 bid
pekoa •2300 35 bid
congou 630 23
Congou 450 23
sou 540 19 bid
sou 602 22
pek sou 500 27

bro pek 550 36

bro pek 1032 35 bid
pekoe 990 33
pek sou 1705 27
fans 454 25

Lot.
[Messrs, Porbes & Walker.—22o, 950 lb.]

Box Name. lb.
2 Panmure 374 5 ch sou 450 15
4 Atnngaba-

tenne 378 10 hf-ch uiias 800 32
8 Harrington 386 18 ch or pek 1980 68
9 388 9 (.lo peki e 990 56

11 JRockside 392 23 ch pekoe 2300 49
12 394 21 do pek sou 2100 40
13 Matale 396 14 do bro pek 1470 42 bid
14 398 17 do pekoe 1615 38
23 A K, in estate

mark 416 6 ch
1 hf ch dust 981 20

24 Andradenia 418 6 ch bro pek 600 46
25 4-20 5 do pekoe 500 40
27 .St. Helen 4-24 46 hf-ch bro pek 2190 43
28 426 23 do pekoe 1288 39
29 428 14 do pek sou 728 34
30 Pedro 430 22 ch bro or pek •2420 SI
31 432 7 do bro pek 840 57
32 434 19 do pekoe 1710 63
3d 436 10 do pek sou 1200 47
34 438 3 do dust 450 33
35 Naseby 440 24 hf-ch bro pek 1320 62
30 442 47 do pekoe 2350 50
4^ Hayes 454 i4 hf-ch bro pek 3700 38 bid
43 456 58 do pekoe 2610 35
44 458 47 do pek sou 2115 32
50 Weoya 470 25 ch bro pek 2500 51
51 472 32 do pekoe 2880 40
52 474 24 do pek sou 2160 32
57 Udabage 484 77 ch bro pek 462) 38
58 486 55 do pekoe 3025 32
59 488 28 ilo pek sou 5140 29
62 Cairnforth 494 22 ch 'bro pek 24-20 58
63 496 36 do or pek 3240 48
64 498 11 do pekoe 880 48
65 600 24 (lo pek sou 2160 39
67 Kelaneiya 504 36 cli bro pek 3060 57
6S 606 39 do pekoe 3000 46
74 Ascot 618 14 ch bro pek 1400 41
75 520 11 do pekoe 990 37
76 522 5 do pek sou 400 33

Lot.

82 Patiagama
83
84
87 Yarrakende
88 Ohesterfoi'd
89
90
92 8M
101 Iddagodde
102
103
104
105
100 Ireby
107
108
110 Knave.sraire
111

112
113
110 Mayfair
118 Hambagalla
119
121 High Fore.st,

B
122
123
125 Dunkeld
120
127
131 Polatagama
135
130
187

139 Koladenia
140 Vo.xford
141
142
143
144 Doomba
145 Scrubs
140
147
148

149 AG
150 Hoonevale 070
151 672
154 COEB 678
155 680
150 Castlereagh 682
157 684
158 680
101 Springkell 692
162 694
164 698
166 Lindoola 702
167 Talgaswela 704
171 M 712
172 Cabrawatte 714
173 716
174 718
175 720

Box. Pkgs,

534 15 ch
536 6 do
638 10 do
544 34 do
546 16 ch
548 16 do
550 16 do
554 6 do
672 8 ch
574 16 do
576 33 do
578 31 do
580 4 do
582 35 lif-cli

5b4 9 ch
5i0 5 do
590 20 do
692 45 do
594 20 do
696 5 (io

602 6 ch
606 35 hf-cl

60s 10 do

612 16 do
614 14 do
616 13 (lo

620 16 ch
622 24 hf-ch
624 12 ch
638 27 ch
640 20 do
642 20 do
641 26 do
648 4 ch
650 4 do
652 7 do
654 5 do
656 5 do
658 11 hf-ch
660 13 ch
662 22 (lo

664 20 (lo

666 18 (lo

668 7 ch

176 Great Valley 722
177 Bunblane, in est.

mark 724
178 726
179 728
ISO 730
181 D, in estate

mark 732
182 Meemoraoya 734
183 736
186 G P M, in estate

mar 742
188 Pallagodde 746
1S9 748
195 Sorana 760
196 7o2

22 do
19 do
12 ch
13 do
14 ch
16 do
15 do
7 ch
8 hf ch

14 ch
0 do
15 do
5 hf-ch

43 ch
46 do
46 do
27 do
26 ch

20 hf-ch
20 do
20 do
12 do

0 cli

14 hf-ch
10 do

9 hf-cli

22 ch
24 do
15 hf-ch
12 ch
1 hf-cli

Name. lb. c.

bro or pek 1575 47 bid
bro pek 6U0 52
pekoe lUi'U 41
bro pek 3400 43 bid
bro pek 1600 52
pekoe 1000 38
pek sou 1600 34
bro pek 612 30
bro or pek SOO 52
or pek 1520 52
pekoe 2970 41
pek sou 2635 33
dust 520 20
bro jiek 2100 63
pekoe 810 48
pek sou 450 42
bro pek 2000 44
pekoe 4050 36
pek sou 1800 33
SOU 400 2a
sou 600 16
bro pek 2100 59 bid
pekoe £00 53

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
sou
bro tea
bro or pek
pekoe
pek s.Ri

dust
bro tea
or pek
bro pek
peiioe
pek sou
bro tea
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix
bro pe.c

or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
dust
sou
bro pek
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro tea
pekoe

864
700
702

1760
1200
1200
2700
•2000

•2600

2600
504
440
630
450
050
825

I-235
2310
1900
1710
595

2200
1710
1080
1190
1400
1440
1275
420
400

II-20
540

142.5

400
4730
4050
4140
229.3

•2470

Lot.
1 TaiulTCo.,

Box. Pkt!s.

in est. mark 23 35 hf-ch
2 25 10 ch
3 27 5 do
7 Mocha 35 32 do
8 37 23 (lo
9 39 18 (lo
10 Glentilt 41 31 do
11 43 17 do

62
53
39
r>r

61
43
46
39
34

24 bid
‘2s

53
51

39
33
•29

60
57
49
38
21
37
32
‘24

18
60
50
45

62
50
31
26
40
23
36 bid
33 bid
30 bid
19 bid
37 bid

bro pek 1000 50
pekoe 1000 46
pek sou 1000 37
SOU 540 26

pek dust COO 28
bro pek 500 38
pekoe 400 33

red leaf 463 16
bro pek 2200 50
pekoe 2160 39
bro pek 750 55

pekoe 1130 39

—92,009 lb.]

Name. lb. c.

bro pek 1925 43
pekoe 900 33
pek sou 450 29
bro pek 3520 67
pekoe 2300 54
pek sou 1620 45
bro pek 3255 52 bid
pek sou 1700 39



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISI'.

Lot.
12 Anchor, in est

Box Pk"s. Name.
*“*•''•* ‘"I
mark 45 32 ch bro or pek

13 47 17 do or pek
14 49 11 do pek sou
15 G K \V 51 12 do congon
16 Doomoo 53 S do bro pek
17 55 10 do pekoe
20 Kanangama 01 30 do bro pek
21 03 33 do l)ekoe

22 05 14 do pek sou
23 07 fl do pek fans

25 71 3 do dust
27 Ivies 75 21 do bro pek
28 77 27 do pekoe
29 79 14 do pek sou
30 81 b hf-ch dust
31 OttervandStam-

ford am 83 21 Ch
32 85 13 do
33 87 4.5 (io

36 0 T 103 5 do
37 105 9 do
40 Agra I'ilbedde 111 48 hf-ch
41 113 .'0 do
42 115 24 (lo

44 Goodwood 119 8 do
45 12 L 73 (io

49 Agra Ouvah 129 52 do
50 131 32 do
51 133 14 ch
53 Ayr 137 21 hf-ch
54 139 17 ch
55 Acraw-atte 141 1.5 do
56 143 24 (lo

57 145 20 (lo

61 Bernain 1.53 15 (.lo

02 tdaremont 1 5.5 IS hf-ch
63 Eogan 157 22 ch
64 1.59 13 do
0.5 101 9 (lo

60 Glassaugh 163 27 hf-ch
67 10.5 29 ch
68 107 17 do
69 Blackburn 109 14 (lo

70 171 14 do
74 Tienstiu 179 O'" hf-ch

75 ISl 18 ch

bvo pek
or pek
pekoe
dust
COlliJOU

bro or pek
or pole

pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
bro or pek
iir pek
pekoe
liro pek
pekoe
liro or pek
pekoe
pek sou
))ok sou
Ijio pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
Pro pe r

pekoe
pek sou
Ino pek
pekoe
liro or pek
jjekoe

lb. c. Lot. Box BkflS. Name lb. C.

72 138 8 cii pek fans 840 bid
3200 50 76 Orion 112 131 boxes bro pek 2620 48

1445 49 77 143 97 do pekoe 1940 46

1045 39 78 144 8 ch pek .sou 760 34
1080 33 hid 79 Garapolawatte 115 31 boxes hi o pek 020 49
880 57 80 i iu 24 do pekoe 480 44

1000 47 S3 XXX 119 10 cli l>ro tea 1000 10 bid
3000 39 84 J S 150 6 do pek sou 0/ 0 44
2970 34 S5 Mahagodde 151 8 do l)ro pek 800 43
1200 30 86 152 17 do ])ekoe 1700 32
500 31 88 Kew 1.54 32 hf-cli bro pek 1856 70
420 28 89 155 31 cli pekoe 2.S52 50

2100 30 bid 90 1 56 15 do pek sou 1425 41

2100 34 91 157 8 hf-cli dust 680 30
1200 31 93 BE 159 5 do dust 490 liS

oOO 29 94 I P 160 37 cli pek sou 2880 30
96 E’riedland 102 18 li!-ch 1)10 or pek 1003 73

2100 72 97 103 18 do or [)ek 900 64
1105 f.O 98 l^enrith 164 20 eh bro pek 2000 45 bid
40.50 43 99 165 18 do pekoe 1440 37
475 29 100 166 13 do pek sou 1170 34
900 33 102 A B J. 168 7 do bro or pek 700 42 bid
2880 08 bid 104 170 IS do pekoe 1530 37
2800 00 bid 108 Manangoda 174 1.5 do iiro pek 1454 44
1:.'00 43 bid 117 M R 183 24 do bro tea 1990 15
400 54 120 Glenalla 186 11 do t>ro or pek 1210 43 bid
650 40 bid 121 G W 187 10 do SOU soo 30
3380 79 123 189 7 hf-ch fanns 420 o4
1920 01 124 190 7 do dust 490 31
1400 51

1200
]U5
l.'o'S

2160
2C;00

lO.'iO

000
2200
1170
70.5

11S3
2010
1445
1540
1.540

14S5
1500

40
35
59
45
37
38
47 t)i(l

44

35
32
70 bid
55 bill

42 bid
39
34
00
49

[ME.S.SR.S. SOMEi:
Lot. Box.
8 74

9 75

13 Kosgahahen.a 79

19 Benveula 85

20 50
21 87

22 ^lonrovia 8'^

23 89

24 90

25 91
27 Ko irooloogalla 9 i

27a 93a
28 91

29 9.5

:32 Lonrxcli i'O

33 99

34 190

35 L 101

30 102

37 Arslena 1' 3

38 104

39 195

40 Attab.xgie 100

41 107

42 108

44 110

46 S in estate
inark

47
48
49 Ukuwela
50
51
53 Morngalla
54

VILI.E cV (,’0., 11.5,(i-41 11).]

I’kgs.
24 boxes
18 hf-eh
11 do
24 do
9 ell

12 do
25 hf-ch
22 eh
8 do
7 do
17 do
5 do

l.J do
4 ilo

45 hf-eh
39 ch
21 ilo

10 llf-ch

17 eh
42 llf-ch

48 do
40 do

ch
do
do
ilo

Name.
bro {••k

peki.e
pek
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
bro pek
pek
pek sou
fiuiuings
pek sou
pek No 2

jiekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro mix
bro pok
pekoe
pek sou
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
fa linings

lb.

456
700
060

1-290

990
1290
12.50

2290
800
700
1700
5,50

l:-.0 I

4o0

2175
2550
1590
b'O
1015
2100
2400
2000
1400
050
2590
400

C.

54
41

31
40
35
31

4S
30
33

58
59
60
63
64
65
60
68
69
70
71

Minna

Bayigani

M’kanda

113 9 ch bro tea IKlO

114 111 do dust SOO

115 20 do bru pek 2000

1 16 do pekoe 2200

1 7 12 (lo pek sou 1140

1 !) s (lo br.i pek 810

12U 0 do pekoe 050

1 ht-cli

124 .59 do bro pek 3835

1;5 73’ cli pekoe 5110

120 30 do i)ck sou 3240

129 13 do i)vo pek 1305

130 IS do frauge pek 1020

131 8 do jpekoe OMI

1.32 10 do pek sou 900

134 19 do bio pek 1900

135 23 do pekoe 2300

i;-:o IS lio pek sou 1740

137 7 do bro tea 520

SMALL LOTS.

ME.SSRS. Benham c'C Bremxer.

4"

•!l bid
39
33
50
42
34

30
21

.50

39
33
44
57
3.5

30

31
14

27
40
34
29
44
31

50 bid
44 bid
30 bid
47 bid
37 bid
35 bid
33
imt
38 bid
30 bid
10 bid

Lot. Bo.v. Pkg.s. Na lb. c.

2 Battagcllii 02 4 ch fans 360 28
4 Horn,sey 00 3 do fans 270 28

11 Elston SO 5 ch dusD 350 26
13 Mahanilu 84 1 do redleaf 80 14

[MES.SRS. A. H. Tiiomp.son cS: Co.]

Lot. ]>OX Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 11

T

2 2 ch redleaf 2.53 14

3 V T o 1 do red leaf 99 14
4 4 1 do fans 94 14 bid
0 o 0 5 hf-ch fans 300 15 bid
13 E B 13 3 ch dust 270 21 bid
15 A G C 15 ‘2 do dust 300 26
10 XXX 10 2 do nnaa 240 14
22 Woodeud 22 1 ch dust 145 2-5

24 M K 24 2 do liro pek 2_’4 25 bid
25 25 1 do pekoe 95 out
26 S 20 4 lif-cll bro tea 200 16
27 F 27 1 do pekoe 49 30
2S L 28 i ch pekoe 91 27
29 29 1 do lii'o tea 81 14 bid
33 P P 33 4 ch SOU 360
oi 34 4 do bro sou 300 17 bid
4-' Belgravia 42 1 do ]iek sou 9.) *30

43 43 1 do dust no 31
40 11

E

40 3 cli

1 hf-ch fails 394 14

51 W'a liaragala 51 2 ch dust 2,55 21

.52 Dikmukalana 52 0 hf-ch dust 300 27
53 53 1 do red leaf .50 15

[Mr. E. John’.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

4 TandTCo.,
in est. i/iark 29 1 ch SOU 90 *B>

5 ?.l 3 do liro pek fans 375 •28

6 3i 2 do )iek dust 280 26

18 Doomoo 57 1 do dust 100 28
19 59 1 do ))ek soil 100 32
24 Kanangama 00 1 do fans 70 2.5

26 73 2 do congou ICO 20
34 Ottery and istam-

fold Hill 89 1 do SOU no 26
35 l» T E 10

1

2 do du-st 160 31

43 Goodwood 117 2 hf-ch bro or pek 120 41

46 123 6 do pek sou 276 31

47 1-25 1 do ilust 60 29

48 Eynsted 127 1 do bro pek 43 43
52 St. Catherine 135 7 do I)ck sou 336 28
58 S G 147 2 c)i uuas 130 o7
59 149 1 hf-ch sou 00 28
01) 151 1 box dust •J1 28
71 BB 173 2 ch pek sou 220 ±1
72 175 2 do bro tea 2’20 15

73 177 4 hf-cll (lust 320 27



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

[Messrs Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb . c
1 GO, in estate

mark 372 6hf-ch sou 270 28
3 Atungaha-

tenne 370 6 ch bro pek 360 44
5 U P .A 8, in es‘

mark, Bassa
watte 380 3 hf-ch bro pek 108 42

0 382 2 ch pekoe 190 30
7 384 2 do pek sou 160 27

10 Harrington 390 2 do pek sou 210 37
19 A K, in estate

mark 408 2 ch bro pek 994 •28

20 410 1 do pekoe 100 26
21 412 4 do pek sou 367 14
*22 414 1 do fans 124 21
26 -Andradeuiya 4-22 1 ch pek sou 100 27
37 Naseby 444 2 do bro tea •200 22
54 Hayes 400 7 do dust 350 28
60 Udabage 490 5 ch dust 350 28
61 Glassaugh 492 1 ch pek sou 85 45

C F 502 4 hf-cli dust 300 29
09 L, in estate

nicii’i 508 1 ilo bro pek 32 39
70 510 1 cli pek .sou 100 25
71 CRB 512 3 do red leaf 3l/0 10
77 Ascot 524 3 ch bro or jiek 345 42
78 526 1 do bro pek fan 130 29
79 528 1 do dust 150 28
80 u30 2 do red leaf 290 14
85 Patiagama 540 2 ch pek sou 200 32
SO 542 1 do dust 150 29
91 Chesterford 552 2 do bro tea 200 17
93 S M 556 1 ch dust 132 26
94 o :m 558 1 do bro pek 105 20
95 560 1 do bro tea 85 14
90 562 1 do dust No 1 115 25
97 564 2 do dust ,, 2 204 19
98 K H L 566 2 cli bro mix 180 18
99 New Galway 563 4 hf-ch bro pek 220 61
100 570 7 do pekoe 350 43
109 Ireby 588 3 do fans 240 33
114 Knavesinire 598 2 ch pek fans •200 33
115 600 2 hf-ch dust 150 27
117 Mayfair 604 2 ch huff 175 wiihcV
120 Dambagalla 610 2 hf-ch pek sou 80 37
124 High Forest,

B 618 2 do dust 180 29
138 Polatagama 646 2 ch dust 300 28
152 Doonevale 674 1 do fans 95 31
153 676 1 do dust 140 29
159 Casclereagh 088 3 cli pek sou 240 33
100 690 4 hf ch dust 320 27
103 .Springkell 090 6 do pek sou 300 41
105 100 1 ch pek fans 80 29
168 M 706 1 hf-ch bro pek 60 25
169 708 1 ch pek sou 80 19
170 710 1 do fans 110 18
184 IMeemoraoya 738 1 hf-ch SOU 40 24
185 740 1 do dust 75 27
187 G P M, in est.

mark 744 2 ch pek fans 200 29
190 K 750 1 hf-ch bro pek 44 33
191 Munamal 752 2 ch bro pek 198 48
192 754 1 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 150 40
193 756 1 ch pek sou 100 32
194 758 1 do congou 100 23
197 Sorana 704 3 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 305 30

AIe.ssrs. Somerville & Co.

lot. Box. Pkgs. Name, lb. 0.

1 S L (i ()7 5 hf-ch .Snll No 1 250 ‘23

2 08 3 do suu No 2 1.50 15
3 ()9 3 ch dust No 1 250 27
4 70 5 do tiust No 2 350 26

5 G .A, Ceylon 71 3 do pek sou *.i55 28
0 72 3 do bro mix 304 17

1 box
7 33 1 box dust 22 26

10 Rrotlies 70 3 hf-ch congou 135 20
11 77 2 do llust 130 i'7

i
Lot. Box. PkcfS. Name. ]1). e.
12 Kosgahahena 78 5hf-ch bro pek 350 38

i
80 2 do sou 115 21

I
81 1 do congou 58 19
82 2 do fans 58 20 bid

1 lOA 82a 1 do fans 120 14
1 17 83 2 do uns 90 27

1 I? lUonrovia
84 1 do pek dust 82 25

! 20 92 1 ch pek dust 135 28
1 30 B I 90 1 do pek dust 1.55 28

i

Attaba.ge
97 2 do red leaf 220 25

I

43 109 2 do pek sou 170 31
j
45

Fkuwela
111 2 hf-ch dust 150 29

!
52 118 2 do bro pe fans 100 30

1 55 Moragalla 121 2 ch pek sou •200 28
i

i

1

:

hf-ch
122 3 ch fans 345 27

! 5/ 123 2 do bro tea 240 23
! 61 Minna 127 4 hf-ch dust 360 25
1 62 1-28 3 do bro mix 301 16
I

67 Rayigam 133 4 ch sou 320 27
73 D (j 139 2 do 1 )1-0 tea 170 10

:
74 140 1 do dust 90 20

! 75
( Jampolawatte

141 2 hf-ch fans 130 28
' 81 147 1 ch pek .sou 95 29
; 82 F .A in est.

^7
mark 148 1 do bro tea 115 29

iMahagodde 153 1 do fans 105 27
92 B F 158 0 hf-ch bro mi.x 336 27
95 W 161 1 ch unassorted 04 28
101 Penrith 167 1 do fans 130 29

:

103 A B L 109 4 do or pek 340 50 bid
j

105 171 1 do pek sou 85 29
i 100 172 2 do fans 200 28
! 107

.St. Andrew.s’
1-73 2 hf-ch dust 1.50 29

' 116 182 1 hf-ch pekoe 03 34
;
118 R 184 2 do bro mix 190 20

1 119
G W 185 2 do bro mix .v 170 10

15122 188 1 tlo red leaf 70
;

1-25 H T in est.

126
mark 191 1 hf-ch bro pek .50 43

192 1 do pek 50 33
127 193 1 ch pek sou 80 27
128 194 1 hf-ch dust 40 27

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Comimrcial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Feb. 14, 1890.

Aliiiks ami pnees of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mijiein«'Lane up to 14th February ;— ^
Ex ‘•Chancellor”—Ap-a, It 100s; It 101s; lb 01s Od Plb lOosOd. Eildon Hall, It lb 100s (id; Ic lb 102s; lb 0l4

in- Phigarawa, ic It
lO.-s; 8c 06s (id; 3c 01s 6d. PB, it lOos Gd; P, Ic lOos OdT, Ic lb S3s. Pingarawa, 2 bags 04s Od.
Ex ‘-Orizaba”—Kotiyagiilla, 2c lb 112s; Ic 103s; lb 9-’s-

It 116s. KTG T, lb 89s Gd
i J »-s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent'),

Mincing Lane, Feb. 1

1

Ex “Ben Lawers”—OHEC in estate mark, Kondeaslle
Ceylon, 2-i bags 45s; 42 bags 02s Od; 9 bags 50s.
Ex “Chesliire”—Abda cocoa, -2(1 bags o.js.

Ex “Manora”—Bandar.apola, 1 bag 30s.
Ex “Statesman”— Coodulgala, 1 bag sweepings 4os.
Ex “.Musician”—Warriapolla, 13bagsG2s; 49 bags 05s.
Ex “.Simla”—Warriapolla, 10 bags 02s; 6 bags s5s Od-

5 bags 34s Od. .Vsgeria .A, 02 bags 50s Od. Ingurugalle
4~ bags 51s.

' ’

gh.slkvku 1 renting works.
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TEA., COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 10.] Colombo, March 16th, 1396. I
Price :—12| ceuts each ;

3 copies

i 30 cents
; 6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. c

17 Polvvatte 798 7 ch bro pek 700 47

IS 800 8 do pekoe 680 35

LARGE LOTS. 21
22

Langdale 806
803

18
19

ch
do

bro pek
pekoe

2160
1900

80
59

23 810 do pek sou
dust

630 45
24 812 3 do 405 32

[Messrs. Benham & Bremner.—13,996 lb.] 25 Pedro 814 24 ch bro or pek 2640 88
26 816 18 do pekoe 1621 59

Lot. Bo-v Pks. Name. lb. c.
27

Augusta
SIS 14 do pek sou 1050 47

29 822 7 ch bro pei 735 5d

1

15
16
17

18

Battalgalla
Elston

62
90
92
94
96

7 ch
40 ch
10 do
7 do
9 do

pek sou 700
pe sou No. 2 3600
bro mix 1000
dust 490
congou 900

40
32
32
28
24

30
31

35
30
37
43

Galkadua

Gampaha

824
826
834
836
838
850

9

8
18

16
15
20

do
do
ch
do
(lo

hf-ch

pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek

720
600
1800
1600
1500
1000

40
32
46
33
30
63

45 854 14 do pekoe 700 52
40 R.'iO 12

5

do
ch

pek sou
SOU

600
425

iO
49 G 802 26

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.—68,306 lb.]
50
51

VaiTakande
Ga 11awatte

864
806

17

13
do
do

pekoe
bro pek

1740
1300

35 bid
39

Name. lb.
52 868 13 do pekoe 1235 34

Lot i>ox. pk"s C. 57 Ellaoya 878 9 ch hro pek 1008 46
5S 880 21 do or pek 2016 42

1 Court Lodge 1 26 hf-ch bro or pek I960 94 59 882 18 do pek sou 1620 35
o 2 18 do or pek 900 88 PU 8S4 14 do pek fans 1288 £2

3 3 5 ch bro pek 625 71 61 Anuingkaude SS6 29 do bro pek 31Q0 52

i
*

4 7 do pekoe 721 63 62
Den.culla

883 25 do pekoe 2500 41

6 (3 6 hf-ch pek fans 540 34 63 890 30 ch pekoe 2250 47

7 Ranawella 7 9 do bro pek 495 45 bid 71 B, in estate
ch bro pek8 8 6 ch pekoe 480 35

72
mar It 900 15 1650 42

9 9 6 do pe sou 450 30
Ulapane A

908 11 do pekoe 1100 33

12 Meddetenne 12 31 hf-ch bro pek 1395 43 74 912 8 do bro pek 800 54

13 13 12 ch pekoe 1080 33 bid 75 914 12 do pekoe 900 40

14 14 9 do pek sou 765 29 76
Ulapane B

916 17 do pek sou 1275 32

19 W H G 19 9 do pekoe 990 30 bid SO 924 11 ch bro pek 1155 48

20 Vogan 20 23 ch bro pek 2300 60 81 926 14 do pekoe 1120 38

21 21 26 do pekoe 2340 45 82
Dunbar

923 14 do pek sou 1050 32

22 22 20 do pek sou 1800 36 86 936 18 hf-ch or pek 7.56 05

23 23 24 hf-ch dust 1680 29 87 9.38 26 do bro pek 1300 52

24 Kanadenia ?4 14 ch bro pek 1400 37 bid 88 940 27 ch pekoe 2160 45

25 25 3 do 80 942 16 do pek sou 1440 37

4 hf-ch pekoe 500 29 bid 90 Kakiriskaude 944 6 do bro pek 510 46

26 26 5 ch 91 946 5 do pekoe 415 36

7 hf-ch pek sou 837 27 bid 99 Freds Eiihe 902 27 do bro pek 2970 49

27 W’Galla 27 8 ch 100 964 22 do pekoe 2200 35

2 hf-ch bro pek 1032 34 101 900 11 do pek sou 1100 31

28 Mandara 102 W A 968 4 ch pekoe 440 34

Newara 28 13 ch bro pek 1430 66 101 Daphne 972 9 do bro pek 900 46

32 Digdola, 32 14 do bro pek 1400 41 10.3 974 9 do pekoe 900 34

35 IVoodend 35 23 do pekoe 2300 33 bid 111 A 986 15 ch bro pek 1650 32

38 T D & Co. 38 11 do bro pe k 1375 41 bid 112 988 10 do pekoe 985 30

39 39 9 do pekoe 936 33 bid 113 990 7 hf-ch fans 525 29

43 Comar 43 25 hf-ch bro pek 1376 45 bid 114 992 25 do dust 22,30 26

44 44 2U do pekoe 1300 35 bid 113 Urug.aswela 1000 21 ch bro pek 2310 30 bid

46 46 2 do bro sou 840 18 119 2 41 do pek sou 3690 28 bid

50 ‘ P 50 4 ch 120 4 10 do bro tea 1000 14 bid

1 hf-ch sou 400 15 bid 121 C B 6 9 ch bro pek 900 55

51 51 8 do bro tea 800 13 bid 122
Vellaioya

8 9 do pekoe 900 51

52 T, in estate 125 14 10 do bro tea 1000 10

mark 52 8 ch dust 809 25 126 Beausejoiir 16 13 ch bro pek 1300 38

57 S 57 7 hf-ch pek fans 448 24 127 18 16 do pekoe 1440 31

53 ET 59 4 ch dust 616 18 bid 128 Torwood 20 22 do bro pek 2266 55

53 Ahamud 63 8 hf-ch pek sou 400 25 bid 129 22 22 do pekoe 1760 39

69 Sanitiyaeodde 69 20 ch bi’o or pek 2200 62 bid 130
Tor

24 18 do pek sou 1530 32

70 70 26 do or pek 2340 71 135 34 6 ch bro pek 600 47

71 71 16 ch pekoe 1600 56 136 36 9 do pekoe 765 33

72 72 7 do fan 840 37 bid 137 Scrubs 38 12 do dust 1800 31 bid

73 73 9 do dust lOSO 30 bid 138 E.ssex 40 12 ch pekoe 1200 39

74 74 12 do SOU 1080 26 139 42 7 do sou 665 29

75 Victoria 75 23 ch bro pek 2185 42 bid 140
Hayes

44 4 do dust 580 29

76 76 47 do pekoe 3995 33 bid 141 46 74 hf-ch bro pek 3700 38

77 77 8 do pek sou 760 20 bid 142

143
144
145

Amblakaude

N P

48
50
52
54

12

16
8
12

ch
do
do
ch

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

1080
1440
800
1080

49
40
32
40pek sou

147 58 6 do IJek fans 450 31

[Messrs. Borbes »S: Walker.—249,918 lb.]
148
149

Heeloya 60
62

13

13
do
do

bro pek
pekoe

1300
1300

55
42

Name. lb.
150 64 12 do pek sou 1200 35

Lot. Box i’kos C. 156 Hayes 76 73 do bro pek 3650 39

18 ch bro tea
157 78 57 do pekoe 2505 35

1 N 766 2340 30 158 80 47 do pek sou 2115 30
5 Pallagoode 774 18 do ' pek sou 1710 32 159 82 8 do dust 400 28
6 Coreen 776 21 ch bro pek 2310 57 160 Ruauwclla 84 53 ch bro pek 5:oo 38
7 778 39 do pekoe 3705 42 161 86 7 do pek sou 630 28

8 780 5 do pek fans 700 31 162 83 8 hf-ch du.st 680 27

10 M V 784 8 ch l>ro mix 800 18 163 Clunos 90 20 do bro or pek 1100 54

12 788 8 hf-ch fans 600 29 164 92 51 do or pek 2550 38
14 Great Valley 792 20 ch bro pek 1100 68 16.3 94 20 ch pekoe 2340 35

15 794 40 do pekoe 3800 ii 166 96 2 > do pek sou 2610 32
16 796 15 do pek sou 1275 34 167 98 4 do uiias •00 28



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST

liOt. Box. Pk"s. Name. ]b. c. [Messes. Somerville Co., 119,042 lb.]

16S Erracht ICO 74 hf-ch bro pefc 3330 52
109 102 37 ch pekoe 3146 37

170 Matale 104 14 do oro pek 1470 39 bid
171 Blackstone 106 13 ch bro pek 1300 43
172 108 12 do pekoe 1080 36
173 110 16 do pek sou 1440 31

174 112 10 do bro tea 900 17 bid
170 C 116 7 ch bro mix 665 20
179 Ean.salatenne 122 21 do bro pek 2205 45 bid
180 124 17 ch pekoe 1700 43
181 126 12 do pek sou 1140 35
182 128 4 do congou 400 30
183 130 6 hf-ch dust 450 30
184 Che.sterfoi'd 132 15 ch bro pek 1500 52
185 134 15 do pekoe 1500 43
160 136 15 do pek sou 150 33
195 Tavalamtenne 154 10 do bro pek 1100 57
190 156 8 do pekoe 800 34
198 Castlereagh 100 15 do bro pek 1500 68
199 162 24 do or pek 2160 50
200 164 20 do pekoe 1800 44
203 Clyde 170 36 do bro pek 3780 43 bid
204 172 10 do pekoe 1000 35
205 174 12 do pek sou 1200 33
207 Venture 178 18 hf-ch pek sou 900 31
208 180 8 do dust 640 26 bid
209 Sliddleton 182 5 ch bro or pek 600 62
210 184 12 do bro pek 1200 60
211 186 19 do 0 pekoe 1710 48
214 IV, in est. mark

Dickoya 192 12 do bro pek 1500 37 bid
215 194 12 do pekoe 1296 35 bid
210 196 5 do pek sou 450 38
217 198 5 do tans 600 29
221 Middleton 206 27 hf-ch bro pek 1350 74
222 208 IS ch pekoe 1800 53
223 210 6 do pek sou 540 45
220 T)ea Ella 216 43 hf-ch bro pek 2365 37
227 218 29 do pekoe 1450 33

[Mr. E. John. —109,371 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

6
7
8
19
10
11
12
13
14
16
IC
27
24
36
33

3!
3“

3^

49

4

I*

^7
48
60

53
65
60

O4

‘•G

07
70
71

72
73
70
77
78
79
80
s;<

88

Agra's LiUid 193 58 hf-ch pek sou 2900 34 bid

It A 195 17 ch pekoe 1734 withd'n

Agra Ouvah 197 52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 72
199 32 do or pek 1920 56 bid
201 14 ch pekoe 1400 48

Glasgow 203 40 do bro or pek 3000 82
205 27 do or pek 1620 60 bid
207 25 do pekoe 2375 49 bid
209 12 do pek sou 1200 40
211 12 do dust 1200 30

Nbw Tunisgalla 213 15 hf-ch bro pek 900 53
215 30 do pekoe 1500 39

Lenawatte 229 10 ch bro pek 1000 40

231 7 do pekoe 630 32

L 245 15 do pek sou 1275 38

247 9 hf-ch dust 865 29

Glentilt 249 34 ch bro pek 3670 53 bid
251 18 do pek sou 1800 39
253 3 do fans 450 28

Templestowe 255 25 do or pek 2600 53 bid
257 34 do pekoe 3060 46

259 25 do pek sou 2125 34

Ayr 261 21 hf ch bro pek 1050 51

205 17 ch pekoe 1445 38

267 11 do pek sou 880 31

Kotuwagedera 271 35 do bro pek 3500 43

273 32 ilo pekoe 3200 33

275 18 do pek sou 1710 30

1* H K 279 5 do uuas 500 28

IVeymouth 281 13 hf-ch bro pek 650 48

283 11 ch pekoe 935 34 bid
285 10 do pek sou 809 31

Gonavy 289 20 do bro pek 2240 59

301 10 do pekoe 1020 51

303 7 do pek sou 630 39

JIaddagedera 317 36 do bro pek 3600 49

319 25 do pekoe 2375 37

321 14 do pek sou 1260 31

Heiiegama 323 4 do dust 560 30

l.ogan 329 12 do bro pek 1200 42

331 8 do pekoe 720 35

333 13 do pek sou 1105 30

335 5 hf-ch dust 410 28

Eadella 341 16 ch bro pek 1600 42

343 22 do pekoe 1980 34

345 8 do pek sou 640 30

Murraythwaite 347 15 do bro pek 1600 42 bid

349 10 do pekoe 900 34

Yabalakele 14 12 do pek sou 960 30

Agar'.s f.!ind 24 13 hf-ch dust 650 28

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

2 Ketadola 202 C ch bro pek 630 44
3 203 9 do pekoe 900 34
4 204 8 do pek sou 720 28 bid
8 Neuchatei 208 14 do bro pek 1540 51
9 209 32 do pekoe 2880 34
10 210 18 do pek sou 1440 30
12 Deniyaya 212 27 ch bro pek 2970 49
13 213 16 do pekoe 1600 39
14 214 5 do pek sou 500 36
17 Inchstelley &

Woodthorpe 217 11 do bro pek 1155 52 bid
18 218 14 do pekoe 1120 40
19 219 14 do pek sou 1050 32
23 Mahatenne 223 18 do bro pek 1800 49
24 224 16 do pek No 1 1520 41
25 225 13 do pek No 2 1235 34
26 226 14 do pek sou 1390 33
29 Minna 229 30 lif-eh bro pek 1960 61 bid

230
29 do »»

pekoe
1885 d

30 37 ch 2590 J-44 bid
,, 36 do

1

1

2520 J
31 231 36 do pek sou 3240 36 bid
32 Rondura 232 14 do bro pek 1470 41 bid
33 233 18 do pekoe 1620 33
34 234 17 do pek sou 1445 30
37 Patulpana 237 11 do bro pek 605 43
38 238 8 do pekoe 400 34
41 Maligatenne 241 4 ch bro pek 436 44
42 242 5 do pekoe 500 34
43 243 6 do pek sou 600 30
48 Ivanhoe 248 37 hf-ch bro pek 2220 49
49 249 36 ch pekoe 3600 38
50 250 t do pek sou 700 32
53 Vincit 253 8 do bro pek 880 41
54 254 8 do pekoe 800 34
55 255 5 do pek sou 550 30
60 Ovoca A 1 260 18 do bro or pek 1800 60
61 261 12 do or pek 1200 53
62 262 13 do pek sou 1300 39
67 Walahanduwa 267 17 do bro pek 1785 49
68 268 19 do pekoe 1805 38
69 269 7 do pek sou 665 33
71 K in estate

mark 271 11 hf-ch fanns 550 37
73 N 273 6 ch pek sou 600 29 bid
75 275 5 do pek sou 485 29 bid
76 Eilandbu 276 9 do bro pek 990 46
77 277 8 do pekoe 840 35
78 Citrus 278 7 do bro pek 683 48
79 279 11 do pekoe 1100 33
80 280 5 do pek sou 500 29
84 D K in estate

mark 284 20 do bro pek 2200 50 bid
92 Wentworth 292 10 cli or pek 1000 58 bid
93 293 11 do pekoe 1035 35 bid

1 hf-ch
94 294 9 ch pek sou 810 30 bid

1 hf-ch
96 Sirisanda 296 17 hf-ch bro pek 1020 49 bid
97 297 36 do pekoe 1800 35
98 298 38 do pek sou 1900 31
102 I P •2 20 do dust 1720 27
107 Marymount 7 8 do bro pek 400 32
108 9 do pekoe 450 25
110 Friedland 10 18 do or pek 900 59 bid
111 11 18 do or pek A 990 60
112 12 18 do pekoe 900 50
113 Alpitikanda 13 5 cli bro pek 500 45
114 14 10 do pekoe 900 38
115 15 8 do pek sou 720 32
117 .Salawe 17 13 do bro pek 1300 45
118 18 11 do pekoe 1045 36
119 19 24 do pek sou 2160 30
120 20 19 do .sou 1615 27 bid
121 21 6 do unas 600 30
122 22 5 do bro mix 525 24
128 GMR 28 7 hf-ch bro or pe fans 525 36
130 30 10 do ))ro tea 825 14

131 BE 31 9 hf-ch pekoe fans 675 30
132 32 10 do dust 860 28
133 Malvern 33 19 do bro pek 1045 43
134 34 33 do pekoe 1816 33

SMALL LOTS.

Messrs. Benham & Bremner.

Lot. Box. Pkg.=1 . Na lb. C.

2 Battagalla 64 3 ch bro tea 300 15
3 66 3 do fans 270 29



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box . Pkgs,. Name lb. c.

5 Churt Lodge 5 4 ch pek sou ' 376 4S

10 Ranawella 10 1 hf-ch sou 40 22

11 11 1 do dust 80 27

15 Meddetenne 15 1 ch
2 hf-ch fans 225 25

16 16 1 ch dust 150 28

17 17 1 ch congou 80 24

18 18 1 do
1 hf-ch red leaf 125 14

29 Mandara
Newara 29 3 ch pekoe 300 43

30 30 1 do dust 100 30

31 N 31 1 hf-ch pekoe 50 37

34 P B 34 3 ch dust 270 20

40 T D & Co 40 3 ch pek sou 300 24 bid

41 41 1 do bro mix 100 17 bid

42 42 3 do dust 225 28

45 Coinar 45 2 hf-ch sou 100 24 bid

47 47 3 do dust 192 26

60 V T 60 1 ch fans 94 13

61 Ahamud 61 5 hf-ch bro pek 250 45

62 62 5 do pekoe 250 31

64 64 1 do fans 70 14

65 65 1 do congon 50 21

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb.

57 257 1 ch bro tea 100

58 258 2 do red leaf 210

59 259 1 do dust 130

03 Annandale 263 4 do dust 380
64 264 4 do red leaf 340

70 Walahanduwa 270 1 ch bro mix 90
72 K in estate

mark 272 3 hf-ch dust 255
74 N 274 5 do sou 205
81 Citrus 281 4 ch fans 384
82 282 1 do pek dust 150
83 H A 283 1 do bro tea 98
95 Sirisanda 295 28 boxes or pek 280
99 299 3 hf-ch bro mix 139
100 300 2 do congou 112
101 1 4 do dust 334
109 Maryraount 9 3 do dust 180
110 K 16 2 do fanns 120
123 Salawe 23 3 ch fanns 345
124 24 2 do dust 260
125 Knutsford 25 1 hf-ch pekoe 58
126 26 2 do pek sou 122
127 27 3 do fans 238
129 G M R 29 4 ch pek dust 360
135 ISIalvern 35 3 hf-ch pek sou 105
136 36 3 do fanns 165
137 37 2 do dust 110

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box.

1 K 183
•2 185

3 K, B T, in est.

mark 187

4 Keenagaha Ella 189

5 191

19 219

20 Hatale •221

26 Lenawatte 233

27 235

28 237

41 N’Oya 261

45 Ayr 269

49 Kotuwagedei’a 277

54 Weymouth 287

53 Gonavy 305

59 307

68 Henegama 325

69 327

74 Logan 337

75 339

81 Murraythwaite 10

82 12

84 Yahalakele 16

85 18

86 20

87 22

Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

6 hf-ch pek sou 240 20

2 do fans 80 14

2 do bro tea 80 13

3 do bro mix 375 24

2 hf-ch bro pe No. 1 1-20 35

1 do sou 55 27
1 do dust 90 27

1 ch bro or pek 105 41

2 do pek sou 200 24

2 do unas 125 4>.>

1 do dust 130 27

4 hf-ch unas 272 52

2 do dust 170 29

1 do dust; 80 26

1 ch dust 85 27

2 1hf-ch pek fans 148 29

1 do dust 90 27

1 ch bro tea 110 33

1 do bro mix 88 16

1 do bro tea 95 25

1

:

hf-ch pek fans 56 •29

3 ch sou 240 29

1 do dust 140 29

4 do pek fans 360 29

4 do bro tea 280 22

2 do red leaf 160 14

2 do dust 300 27

Messrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name, Ib. C,

1 Ketadola 201 1 ch bro or pek 94 45

5 L S G 205 2 do sou 170 21

6 206 1 do pekoe 100 24

7 207 1 do bro pek fan 144 26

11 Neuchatei 211 2 hf-ch dust 210 28

15 Deniyaya 215 1 ch sou 100 2S

16 DMB 216 3 do dust 390 31

20 Inchstelly &
Woodthorpe 220 2 do sou 140 25

21 221 1 hf-ch red leaf 32 15

22 222 1 do dust 80 28

27 Mahatenne 227 2 ch red leaf 148 14

28 2-28 3 do dust 300 27

28a A 2^28A 1 do dust 123 25

39 Patulpana •239 7 hf-ch pek sou 350 29

40 240 2 do sou 100 24

44 244 1 ch bro sou 90 20

45 Maligatenne 245 1 do dust 60 30

46 W 246 2 ch bro pek 200 36

47 247 1 do pekoe 95 28

61 Ivanhoe 251 3 hf-ch dust 240 28

52 252 4 do bro mix 200 18

56 Vincit 256 1 ch unassorted 60 24

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb.

2 N 768 4 ch unas 360
3 Avoca 770 2 do pek sou 200
4 772 3 hLch bro pek fan 195

9 Coveen 782 1 ch
1 hf-cJi dust 256

11 M V 786 1 ch congou 95
13 790 4 hf-ch dust 360
19 Polwatte 802 2 ch pek sou 150
20 804 1 hf-ch dust 65
28 Pedro 820 2 ch dust 300
32 Augusta 828 1 do sou 70
33 830 1 hf-ch dust 80
34 832 1 do red leaf 47
38 Galkadua 840 1 do sou 50
44 Gampaha 852 4 do bro or pek 240
47 858 1 do congou 42
48 860 1 do dust 87
53 Gallawatte 870 3 ch pek sou 270
54 872 2 do bro tea 216
55 874 1 do pek dust 110
56 876 1 do unas 108
73 B, in estate

mark 910 3 eh pek sou 285
77 Ulapane A 918 3 do sou 195
78 920 1 hf-ch dust 75
79 922 1 do red leaf 87
83 Ulapane B 930 3 do sou 210
S4 932 1 hf-ch dust 80
So 934 1 do red leaf 75
92 Kikiriskande 948 4 ch pek sou 325
93 950 1 do congou 85
103 W A 970 1 ch bro mix 117
106 Daphne 976 4 do pek sou 380
107 978 4 ch pek sou 340
103 980 2 do congou 168
109 982 2 do fans 170
no 984 1 do dust 120
115 A 0 994 3 ch pekoe 300
116 996 3 do fans 315
117 998 3 hf ch dust 268
1-23 C B 10 2 ch pek sou 200
124 12 3 do bro pek fan 195
131 Torwood 26 1 do congou 80
132 28 2 do dust 240
146 NP 56 1 hf-ch bro mix 45
151 Heeloya 66 2 do dust 160
175 Blackstone 114 2 ch pek dust 240
177 Midlands 118 2 do pek dust 150
178 Pingarawa 120 2 hf-ch dust 180
187 Goraka 138 2 ch bro pek 200
ISS 140 2 do pekoe 200
189 142 2 do pek sou 200
197 Tavalamtenne 158 1 do dust 150
201 Castlereagh 166 4 do pek sou 3-20

202 168 4 hf-ch dust 320
206 Clyde 176 2 eh dust 280
218 Wolleyfield 200 2 do bro pek 200
219 202 2 do pekoe 200
2-20 204 2 do pek sou 200
•224 Middleton 212 5 do bro pek fans 350
•225 Freds Ruhe 214 1 do pek sou 100
•2‘28 Dea Ella 220 7 hf-ch pek sou 360
229 222 2 do dust 15

c.

23
14

27
31
24
22

27 bid
23 bid
29
28
20
68
17
22
28
25
22
27
28
28
21 bid
20
28
28
28
27

C.

34

51
41

30
19
28
29
28
33
26
28
14
19
59
29
29
27
10
28
26

27
26
28
14
26
27
14

26
23
19
30
29
22
31
28
31
25
25
43
35
22
29
15
29
27
27
27
52
39
31
28
29
29
28
46
35
32
37
25
27
27
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CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Corres2)ondentJ

.

Mincing Lane, Feb. 21, 1896.

Marks and prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing

Lane up to 21st February

Ex “Shropshire”—Mousa Ella, Ic It 117s; 3c It 109s 6d;

1 100s; It 122s; lb 119s; lb 88s; 1 bag 104s.

Ex “Clan Mackay”—Balmoral, lb 115s; 5c 109s 6d; 6c 104s;

It 102s 6d; 3c lb 94s; It 86s; 1 bag 104s; 1 bag 107s. Logie,

lb 113s: 3c 109s 6d; 3c lb 102s 6d; lb 99s; Ic 113s; lb 84s;

1 bag 105s.

Ex Moyune” -PDO, It 12ls; 2c 116s Gd; 2c 103s; lb 95s;

lb 122s; It 89s; 1 bag 108s 6d. Sheen, it 120s; 9c It 12ls;

^C 109s; lb 96s 6d; Ic 136s; Ic 93s.

Ex “City of London”—OBEC in estate mark, lb 95s; 1

bag 71s. Kondesalle, Ic 93s; 2c S9s 6d; lb 98s; It 84s.

OBEC K DS in estate mark, lb 66s. Kondesalle, 2 bags 7ls

!

1 bag 54s; 1 bag 77s. OBEC in estate mark, Naranghena,

lb 107s; 2b 100s; lb 107s; ib 84s. OBEC DM in estate mark,

3b 74s 6d; 1 bag 74s 6d. OBEC in estate mark, Mahaberia-

tenne, 3b 88s 6d; lb 92s; lb 80s; lb 95s; Ic 90s; Ic 80s; lb

97s; It 79s; 1 bag 66s. OBEC MBT in estate mark, lb 64s.

CEYLON COCOA S.^LES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing L.ane, Feb. 21.

Ex “Manora”—Bandarapola, 22 bags 44s.

Ex “Chancellor”—Lower Haloya, 24 bags 56s; 2 bags 38s

ed.Maousava, 2 bags 38s 6d. Rockhill, 35 bags 54s; 2 bags
39s 6d; 11 bags 2Gs Gd.

Ex “Senator”—T Bulked, 2 bags dgd selected 25s.

Ex “Clan Mackay”—Anniewatte, 78 bags 02s; 14 bags _42s.

Ex “Statesman”—Yatipalakande, 37 bags 58s. Palli, 1

bag sweepings 42s.

Ex “Ceylon”- - Palli, 155 bags 59s 6d; 20 bags 55s Cd; 34

bags 55s Gd.

CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES
IN LONDON.

From our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, Feb. 21.

Ex “Benlawers"—Tonacombe, 3c 2s lid; 10c 2s 7d: 6c 2s
Id; Ic Is 6d.

Ex “Che.shire”—Vedehette, 2c 2s lOd; 5c 2s 7d; 2c 2s 2d;
2c Is lid; 3c Is 5d. Midlands, Ic 2s Gd; 2c 2s 4d; 2c 2s;

2c Is 9d; 2c Is Gd; Ic Is Gd.

Ex “TeuceF’—Delpotonoya, Ic 2s lOd; 2c 2sOd; 3c2s5d;
3c 2s Id. Ic Is lid: Ic Is lOd: Ic Is 5d.

Ex “Bullmouth”—Kitooloya. 2c Is lOd.
Ex “Hesperia”—Kitoolmoola, 2c 2s 4d.

Ex “Dictator”—Algeria, 2c Is lid.
! Ex “Lanca.shire”—Wa rriagalla Mysore O, Ic Is 5d,

OBSEKVKR I’lUNTlNO. WORKS.



rHlA, COFFtiK, OXNGHONA., COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 11.1
_1

Colombo, March 23ic1, I89(i.
)
Price:

—

12J cents each; 3 copies

il 30 c n s
;
G copies ^ rupee.

COLOMBU SA1.es of TKA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Me.ssrs. Benham & Bremner. -9,076 lb.]

Lot. Box Pks. Name. lb. c.

1 Hanili'oo 64 14 ch bvo pe!v 1400 39 bid
2 66 12 do pekoe 1140 31
3 6S 10 do pek .sou S50 28 bid
G E & R 74 S hf-cli pek sou 4i0 30
12 Bidgowiiie SO 6 ch hro pek 600 42

ss 10 do pekoe 800 35
92 6 do bro mi.x 510 25

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.— 103,490 lb.]

Lot Box. ])kgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Dehiowita 1 13 ch bro ]je fans 1365 25
2 Dromora 2 20 do bro jjek 2006 50
3 3 18 do pekoe 1800 42
4 4 20 do pek son 2000 35
6 K, in estate

nuii'k 6 42 hf-ch bi'o or pek 2775 55 bid
7 7 32 cli or pek 3264 42 bid
8 8 21 do pek son 1785 32 bid
9 1) 16 lif-eh fans 392 32
10 10 10 do dust 900 29
11 St. Leonards 11 10 ch bro ijek lOto 5.!

12 12 7 do IJekue OoO 40
31 B & D 13 7 do dust 1120 29
14 Digdola 14 10 ch bro pek 1000 44
15 15 14 do pekoe 1260 15
16 16 10 do pek sou 900 32
17 17 3 ilo dust 450 28
18 Ahamud 18 8 hf-ch pek son 400 22
19 Woodeiul 19 23 ch pekoe 2300 33 bid
20 20 23 do do 2300 33 bid
22 T D & Co. 22 11 do bro pek 1375 40
23 23 9 do pekoe 936 33
26 Coinar 20 25 hf-ell bro pek 1375 44 bid
27 27 20 do pekoe 1300 35
31 M E 31 12 ch pek son 960 2 ) bid
32 32 7 do nnas 500 33
33 33 5 (.1 * tlnst 760 27
34 Agraoya 34 44 1lif-cii bro pek 2420 4i
35 35 23 ch pekoe 2300 44
36 . 36 7 do pek sou 700 36
39 Netherton 39 12 do bro tea No 1 lOsO 18
40 40 15 do do ,, 2 1425 13 bid
42 Monte Christo 42 19 hf-ch bro pek 950 43 bid
43 43 6 do dust 480 28
44‘ D 44 3 ch dust 400 28
46 Myraganga 40 27 do bro or pek 3105 50 bid
47 47 20 do or pek 2730 54
48 48 29 do bro pek 3045 47 bid
49 49 42 do pekoe 3990 40
50 50 32 do pek son 2880 36
51

Myiaganga,
F T

51 8 do fans 1040 33
53

.53 11 ch bro pek 1210 35
54

D
54 6 do pekoe 600 33

55 5.') 7 do sou 7U0 18
67 Kelngas 57 4 do dust 440 27
58 A GC 58 6 ch pek sou 600 23
59 5.) 3 do dust 450 28
61 Elgin 61 5 do pi'k sou 400 43
80 Sapiiiyagodde 80 31 lif-eh b.oor pek 2170 .50 bid
81 8'. 20 ch Iji o pek 2140 5.5 bid
82 £2 ^9 lif-ch oi pek 1885 55 bid
83 £3 4i ch I'ekoe No 1 3010 ii) bid
84

31yrnganga
84 IS do do „ 2 1620 40

85 85 ch bro or pek 2200 48 bid
86 86 do bro pek 3080 51 bid
87 87 t*0 or peK 2770 .54

£8 88 17 lio pekoe 1700 42 bid

[Messrs. Forbes M’alker.—354,121 lb.]

Lot. J>ox Fkgs. Name. lb. c.
1 Moray 224 4 cll bro pek 420 47
4 11 230 8 hf-ch bro sou 480 15
5 AK 232 10 do dust 850 16
8 M A 238 14 hf-ch bro tea lOiO 23
9 240 7 do dust 5CJ 27

14 Doranakanda 250 13 cll l>ro pek 1300 40
15 252 10 do pekoe 9.0 35
16 9 do pek son 705 31

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. 0.

19 Macaldenia 200 20 hf-ch bro pek 1100 58
20 202 24 do pekoe 1200 50
21 264 9 do do No 2 900 41
22 n A T, in estate

mark 266 5 ch bro pek 550 28
24 Kelaueiya 270 34 do bro pek 2o90 65
25 272 33 do pekoe 3300 45
20 274 4 do sou 400 37
28 R idella 278 48 ch Ijro pek 4800 62
29 2j0 44 do pekoe 3960 50
30 282 37 do pelv son 3330 3/

31 2i4 4 do dust 52 J 32
32 ^latale 2S6 20 ch bro pek 2100 42
33 288 26 do pekoe 2470 36
36 ilethersett 294 12 ch bro or pek 1440 68
37 296 21 do or pek 1974 69 bid
3.S 298 11 do pekoe 90S 53 bid
40 ^Midlothian 302 19 1hf-ch bro or pek 1140 50 bid
41 304 31 do or pek 1705 64
42 306 18 do pekoe 990 49
43 308 15 do pe son 825 39
45 Naseby 312 12 do Pro pek 720 69
46 314 18 do pekoe 906 57
48 .St. lleliers 318 36 hf-ch bro or pek 1986 64
49 320 27 ch pekoe 2/00 50
50 322 do pek son 706 35
5 L 321 6 1 dust 420 32
52 B, in estate

mark 326 0 hf-ch dn.st 502 28
5

1

.Stamford Hill 330 19 ch bro pek 2280 62
;55 332 13 do pekoe 1170 47
57 Nngagalla 336 16 hf-ch Pro pek 800 57
5.S 338 48 do pekoe 2400 37
61 Wait ilawa 344 44 do pro pek 22.0 57
62 316 61 do pekoe 3150 43
63 3(8 il ilo pek sjn 550 3/
61 350 5 do dust 425 33
65 R M T, in est.

mark 352 8 ch bro pek 880 40
66 354 8 do pekoe 760 37
67 350 8 do pek son 720 :12

70 AtherHeld 374 13 h-cfh sou 050 29
79 Verulupitiya 380 22 cu bro pe t 2200 43
SO 382 11 do pekoe 990 39
81 384 7 ilo pek .sou 630 32
82 386 11 do sou 550 29
86 Lowlands 394 9 do bro pek 900 43
87 396 9 ch iiekoe 810 33
88 398 5 do pek son 400 30
89 Shannon 400 23 cll bro pek 2300 53
90 402 71 do pekoe 4900 36
91 404 31 clo pek sou 1600 31
92 Malvern 408 25 ch bro pek 1500',

94 410 20 do pekoe 1950
1

95
96

Deacnlla 412
414

25

21
do
do

bro pek
pekoe

1500
1

1725
1

- withd’n

97 410 8 do pek sou 600
98 418 7 do dust 560 J

1

102 Denmark Hill 426 6 ch bro or pek 720 71
103 428 10 clo or pek 940 78
104 430 8 do pekoe 696 54
105 432 5 do pek sou 430 44
110 Gongalla 442 31 hf-ch bro pek 1550 42
111 444 24 do pekoe 1080 37
112 446 19 do pek sou 855 32
114 Ganapalla 450 57 hf-ch bro pek 2850 42
115 452 73 ch pekoe 5810 34
116 454 40 do pek son 3680 30
117 456 8 do dust 640 28
122 .Sinnapittia 463 8 ch bro mi.'C 610 iiii

123 Brechin 408 10 do bro pek 1100 66 b:d
124 470 8 do pekoe 840 46
127 Groat Valley 470 17 ch bro pek 935 63
128 478 35 do pekoe 3..25 41
129 480 15 clo pek son 1275 36
131 Torwood 484 28 do bro pek 2744 50
132 486 17 ch pekoe No 1 1615 41
13 2 488 20 clo pekoe ,, 2 17u0 36
134 490 18 do pek Soil 1530 34
135 492 4 clo dust 4Sv) 31
137 Tor 496 7 ch bro pek 731 45
138 498 li du pekoe 1067 33
139 500 6 do son 510 26
143 Arapolakan-

144
de 508 55 ch bro pek 522,5 40 bi,i

5lu 01 do pekoe 5185 34
145 512 11 do pek sou 1106 31
140

Locliel
514 5 do dust 550 29

147 516 6 cll ]iek son 760 O 1'
148

Scrubs
518 5 do dn.st 570

149 520 14 do or pek 1330 57
1.50 522 2.5 clo bro pek 2750 00
151 524 21 (lo pekoe 22 sO 43
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Lot. Box. Pk Name, 11.. c.

151 620 :12 IL-h pek sou 1140 30
ioo Moi'lamls 528 12 lif-ch Old pek 720 58
154 530 8 ch pekoe 800 47

15.5 632 5 do pek sou 500 38
] 6!' t;!encorse 540 38 ch bro pek 3800 45

ICO 542 25 do pekoe 2250 b!l

ICl 544 22 do pek sou 1760 31

KU A 550
*5

ch bro pek 550 38
105 552 20 do bro dust 3000 30
107 O .s 550 5 ch i)i-o pek 550 24

1«S 558 12 hf-eh dust 1080 23
10f> Touimagoiig 560 49 do bro pek 2940 82
170 502 33 ch pekoe 2970 77
171 564 19 do j)ek sou 1710 58
172 IMonkswood 500 27 do bro pek 3105 77
Ij 0 568 47 lif-cll or pek 2350 1 ^40 l.Ll

4(5 do or pek 2300 /

174 u70 22 ch pek sou 1980 53
175 572 18 hf-ch dust 1440 36
170 Melrose 574 13 ch bro pek 1430 40
177 570 7 do pekoe 700 38
17is 578 0 do pek sou 000 33
179 Errollwood 580 17 ch bro pek 1955 62
IS^O 682 20 hf-ch or pek 900 69
ISl 584 38 ch pekoe 4370 50
is-i 580 12 do pek sou 1200 40
1S5 B D W P 592 IS hf-ch bro pe No. 2 900 42
180 594 5 do dust 435 30
187 Tymawr 590 72 do bro pek 3000 75
188 598 84 do pekoe *780 50
189 000 72 do pe sou 3600 49
194 \scot 010 !) hf-ch bro or pek 540 41
195 612 10 ch bro pek 1000 40
190 014 17 do pekoe 1445 34
199 B D W A 020 7 1hf-ch mixed tea 490 38
203 Uallawatte 628 17 ch bro pek 1700 47
204 030 15 do pekoe 1350 30
205 632 6 do pek sou 540 32
200 A, in estate

mark 634 10 ch pek sou 972 25 bid
207 C, in estate

mark 636 28 ch pek sou 2550 16 bid
203 X 638 7 do bro mix 721 16 bid
2‘i.t Knavesmire 040 24 ch bro pek 2400 42

210 042 33 do pekoe 2970 34

211 044 19 do pelc sou 1710 29

2X2 046 6 do sou 480 26

2U Carfax 652 13 ch bro or pek 1430 53 i.id

210 054 14 do or pek 1400 56

217 056 0 do bro pek 600 43
218 058 16 do pekoe 1520 45
219 060 4 do dust 640 31

223 Iligli Forest 668 18 hf-ch bro pek 1080 74

224 070 28 do pekoe 1540 58

225 072 25 tlo pek sou 1375 44

22s IValpola 678 27 box bro or pek 459 44

229 680 24 ch bro pek 2280 37

230 082 32 do pekoe 2560 34

231 684 18 hf-ch pek sou 900 28

233 Weoya 088 23 ch bro pek 2415 47

234 090 32 ilo pekoe 3200 35
235 092 j7 do pek sou 1445 31

230 Kirklees 094 40 hf-ch l>ro pek 2000 00 bid

237 096 13 do bro or pek 780 48 bid
238 098 15 ch pekoe 1500 40 bid
23!) 700 13 do pek sou 1300 38
240 Farnham 702 29 (lo bro pek 1798 50
241 704 25 (lo or pek 1300 40

242 700 38 hf-ch pekoe 1900 37

243 708 22 do pek sou 1100 oi

244 Talgaswela 710 15 ch i)io pek 1425 45

245 712 24 do pekoe 2100 35

240 714 21 do pek sou 2040 32

247 Kllekande 710 54 hf-ch Oro pek 2700 48

248 718 113 ch pekoe 4972 38

249 720 21 do pek sou 147.) 32

252 .s K M 726 4 cli In'o pek 400 33

255 C! 11, in estate
mark 732 n ch sou 1100 28

250 Oil 734 17 hf-ch dust 1300 29
bid200 I'ntupaula 754 32 ch bro pek 3520 51

207 750 35 do pekoe 3500 39 bid

208 758 14 do pek sou 1200 32 bid

209 ,700 10 hf-ch fans 750 30

270 C'hesterford 762 10 ch bro pek 1600 50

271 704 10 do pekoe 1600 37

272 700 10 do pek sou 1600 32

275 Cairntorth 772 20 hf ch bro or pek 1000 05 bid

270 774 20 ch bro pek 2140 u4 bid
‘.)7” 770 30 hf-ch or pek 1950 59 bid

278 778 '30 ch pekoe 2100 49

279 780 18 do i)ek sou 1620 39
bid29 J I K V 802 0 do bro mix 072 20

291 Munamal 804 4 do bro pek 400 53
bid298 Pa iliawatte 818 27 ch bro or pek 2970 42

299 820 1!) hf-ch or pek 950 48

3(0 822 10 ch pekoe luOO 31 bid

Lot
304

305
306

Box.
Fairfax 830

832
834

I

80
10

19

ik<£S.

ch
do
do

Name,
bro pek
or pek
pekoe

lb.

3300
1600
1620

C.

46 bid
52 bid

withd’n

[Mr. E. John.—-ir.4,853 Ib.]

Lot. Box. Bk-s. Name. lb. C.

1 P 11 1’ ill estate
mark 26 8 cll dust 960 30

2 28 5 ch bro mi.x 450 25

3 Tiieresia 30 4 cll pek sou 4(;0 34

4 32 6 1llf-cll dust 525 30

5 Faitldie 34 5 ch pek sou 475 27

8 4u 13 hf-cii dust 975 28

9 Poilakaude 42 2.1 iif-cii bro pek 1380 50

10 44 19 ch
1 iif-cli pekoe 175t 42

11 46 15 ch pek sou 1200 31

14 Utterv and Stam-
ford lliil 52 22 cll bro pek 2200 64

15 54 17 cll or pek 1445 65

16 56 50 ch pekoe 5040 50

18 Kila 60 53 ch bro pek 4505 35 bid
19 60 52 cll bro pek 4420 35 bid

20 62 61 cll pekoe 5185 31 bid
21 64 35 ch pek sou 2975 27
*22 Uvakellie 66 26 ch bro pek 2200 62

23 (58 18 cll pekoe 1800 49

24 7u 15 ch pek sou 1500 38

25 72 3 ch bro mix 405 20

26 Lameliei e 74 24 cll bro pek (B) 2310 70

27 7(5 22 ch pekoe 2156 51

28 78 21 cll pclc sou 2058 42

dO !8t John’s 82 28 cll bro pek 3080 77

31 84 25 cll pekoe 2500 60

32 8(5 20 ch pek sou 2000 48

35 Stiusford 102 34 hf cli bu) pek 1870 52

36 104 52 lif-ch pekoe 2340 41

37 106 17 hf-cli pek sou 850 33
49 Hiralouvali 130 6 ch SOU 540 29

£0 Claremont 132 19 hf-ch bro pek 950 40
51 134 13 ch pekoe 1105 36 bid
52 136 11 cll pek sou 880 31

50 IVewesse 144 21 hf-ch bro pek 1155 47

57 146 21 hf-cli pekoe 1155 41

53 148 14 hf-cli pek sou 700 34

62 Oransefieid 150 [) cll bro pek 900 36
63 158 [) cll pekoe 900 24 bid
64 160 9 ch pek sou 900 25

65 102 15 cll bro tea 500 28
69 X 170 10 cll pek sou 1000 28
71 Tillicoultry 174 £0 llf-cll bro or pek 1680 63 bid
72 176 26 cll or pek 2600 to
73 Glusaow 17S 41 ch bro or pek 3280 81

74 180 28 cll or pek 1680 63 bid
75 182 22 cll pekoe 2090 49 bid
70 Agra Ouvah 184 14 ch pek sou 1400 39
77 180 10 hf-ch ptk fan 1280 33
78 188 52 hf-cli bro or pek 3380 76
79 190 32 hf-ch or j.ekoe 1920 59
bu 192 14 ch pekoe 1400 48

8(5 Alnoor 204 IS hf-ch bro pek 900 47

87 200 15 do pekoe 750 30
88 20S 14 do pek sou 700 34

89 210 6 do fan 420 32
90 South Wvuaad 212 11 hf-cli bro pek 005

1 ilo do 56 53
7 do do 910

91 214 7 cll pekoe 735
2 do do 200

92 216 10 ch pek sou 1100
o do do 200

93 Pali Raiaii 218 1() ch bro pek 900 48 bid
!)4 220 9 di» pekoe ()75 36 bid
95 222 6 do pek sou 480 32
in A B 254 17 do dust 1700 11

112 tllauriios 250 27 do bro pek 2700 51
113 258 43 do pekoe 3440 37
114 260 15 do pek sou 1*50 35
115 202 15 do pek fans 1575 37
116 Madidteuna 264 14 ch bro pok 50
117 266 21 do pek sou 2110040032
118 All ngtou 268 17 hf-ch or pek 850

1
out

119 270 9 do bro pek 495
120 272 18 do pekoe 900 32
121 274 7 do l.ek sou 450 28
131 G B 314 7 hf-ch bro mix 490 out
132 316 6 do tans 540 29
133 Dickapittia 3lB 22 ch bro pek 2420 63
134 320 29 do pekoe 2900 40 bid
135 322 13 do pek sou 1200 31

[Messrs. iSOMERVlLLE A: Co., l’U4,9S9 lb.]

Lot. Box. I’k;fT8. Name. lb. c.

2 H G I, 42 10 ch dust 1450 29
3 Burnside 43 11 ht-ch bro pek 550 49
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Lot. Box. F kg.s. Name. lb. c. Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C
4 44 16 hf-ch pekoe 800 37 144 184 28 hf-ch pek sou 1400 30
7 Kelani 47 32 do bro pek 1760 53 145 185 6 do dust 480 28
8 48 41 clo pekoe 2050 31 146 No 1 A G L 186 15 ch bro or pek 1500 42 bid
9 49 21 clo pek sou 945 26 147 187 10 do or pek 850 54 bid

11 K in estate
bro pek

148 18a 40 do pekoe 3400 33 bid
mark 51 15 do 825 42 15U Dotala 190 25 hf-ch or pek 1250 64

12 52 15 do pekoe 750 32 151 191 25 do bro pek 1500 56
13 53 10 do pek sou 450 29 15'2 192 16 ch pekoe 1600 51
14 Allakolla 54 31 ch bro pek 3-155 4.3 153 193 5 do pek son 600 39
15 55 22 do pek 2200 36 155 Roseneath 195 45 hf-ch bro pek 2475 50
16 56 20 hf-ch pek sou 1000 32 156 196 17 ch pekoe 1530 36
20 Loiiach 60 33 do bro pek 1815 51 15i 197 19 do pek sou 1710 34
21 HI •26 ch pkeoe 2470 40 169 Tallegalel-
22 62 16 do pek son 1440 34 kaiule 199 9 hf-cli bro pek 540 40
23 Hanagama 63 28 do bro pek 3080 39 bid 160 20u 19 do pekoe 1140 30
24 64 45 clo pekoe 4500 33 103 Vturow 203 66 do bro pek 3690 4a bid
25 65 29 do pek sou 2465 30 16

1

204 66 do pekoe 3330 38
26 66 17 do pek fans 1700 31 165 V 205 11 do dust 770 28
27 67 10 do itro tea 900 23 166 Friedlalid 206 19 do bro or pek 1064 ()S

29 New Peradeniya 69 30 do bro pek 3150 52 167 207 11 do or pek 605 67
30 70 34 do pekoe 2720 39 168 208 10 do pekoe 500 50
31 71 34 do pek sou 2550 34 169 209 23 do pek sou 1150 43
32 72 9 do fans 495 3-2 170 F L I) 210 9 do SOU 520 26 bid
39 A Ci I. 79 23 do bro or pek 2300 45 171 Iiigeriy;i 211 22 hf-ch bro pek 1210 46
40 80 12 do or pekoe 1020 50 bid 172 212 17 do pekoe 850 35
41 81 00 do pekoe 4675 31 173 213 30 clo pek sou 1380 29
42 Ivex 82 18 do bro pek 1800 45 170 .St, Ooluinb-
43 83 12 do pekoe 1140 34 kille 216 12 do bro pek 13-20 46 bid
44 84 10 do pek sou 975 32 177 217 17 do pekoe 1615 40
4S Nugawela 88 20 hf-ch or pek 1200 53 178 218 12 do pek sou 1080 33
49 89 32 do pekoe 1760 40 182 H G K 222 17 ch SOU 1570 20
60 90 5 cll )iek sou 4-25 32 1 hf eh
51 Eondura 91 10 do fans 1100 31 184 2-24 6 ch fans 600 withcl’n
52 92 8 clo bro tea 800 17 185 M A .1 225 22 boxes bro or pek 440 35 bid
53 93 10 hf-ch dust 800 27 186 2-20 10 ch bro pek 1000 34
58 G A Ceylon 98 2 ch bro or pe 244 39 bid 189 Lyndliurst 220 11 do bro pek 1-232 41

1 hf-ch
bro pek

190 230 14 do pekoe 1470 30
59 G A, Ceylon 99 7 ch 701 32 bid

ch pekoe 52 bidCO 100 6 510

61 Stockholm 101 67 hf-ch bro pek 4020 57 bid SMALL LOTS.
62 102 21 do pekoe 1890 49 bid
63 103 13 do pek sou 1 170 39 bid
64 E 104 4 ch UlUlS 442 32 MESSR.S. BENIIAM BrEMNER.

1 hf-ch Lot. Box. Fkirs. Na lb. C.
67 Peria Kande

Handrookettia 107 6 ch pek sou 600 32 4 70 2 ch dust 216 28
69 109 6 do dust 450 29 5

Springwood
72 2 do red leaf 180 14

71 Ilagalla 111 31 hf-ch bro pek 1860 41 bid 7 76 4 do bro mix 360 16
72 112 25 df) pekoe 1250 39 14 Balgownie 90 4 clo pek sou 360 28

113 8 ch pek sou SOO 32 16

B B
94 4 hf-ch dust 280 29

75 Castlemik n.i 6 hf-ch dust 510 30 17 96 1 ch or pek 100 40

77 Ukuwela, 117 36 ch bro pek 3600 42

78 118 31 do pokoe 3100 3.‘l

79 119 14 clo pek sou 1330 32 [Messrs. A. H. Thompson cK: Co.]
82
S3

Cross 122
123

35
21

do
do

bro pe No 1

bro pe No 2

3500
2100

42
38

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name lb. 0.

84 124 31 do pek No 1 3100 34 O Dromore 5 2 ch dust 200 27
85 125 17 clo pek No 2 1700 32 21 Woodend 21 1 do congou 90 10
86 126 38 clo pek sou 3610 30 24 T D & Co. 24 3 ch pek sou 300 22 bid
87 \V 127 11 do bro tea 990 20 25 25 1 do bro mi.x 100 17

88 ^
128 4 do fans 520 29 28 Comar 28 2 hf-ch SOU 100 25

91 A E L 131 5 do fans 500 34 37 Agraoya 37 4 ch bro mix 360 14
93 133 9 clo dust 720 29 38 38 4 do clu.st 300 “>8

94 Hatdowa 134 21 do bro pek 2100 38 bid 41 Monte Christo 41 7 hf-ch or pek 3.50 56
95 135 14 do pekoe 1260 34 5-2 Myraganga 52 2 do red leaf 140 13
96 136 26 do pek sou 2080 31 56 Relugas oii 2 cll congou 140
99 Lyndhurst 139 14 clo bro pek 1400 42 60 X XX 60 2 do unas 300 14
ICO 140 17 clo pekoe 1445 37 62 Elgin 62 2 clo dust 288 32
101 141 17 clo pek sou 1300 32 63 63 2 clo umis 164 39
104 Eavigain 144 12 do bro pek 1261) 49 bid 04 Warwick 64 2 cll pek sou ISO 40
105 145 16 do or pek 1440 41 (35 62 3 clo dust 240 31
106 146 7 clo pekoe 630 37

107 147 13 clo pek sou 1170 33

108 Penrith 148 28 ch bro pek 2800 48 [Messrs Forbe.s & \Valker.1
109
112 Kew

149
152

23 CIO

11 hf-ch
pekoe
bro or pek

1840
600

37
73

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. c.

113 153 25 do bro pek 1400 76 2 Moray 226 1 ch pekoe 84 s.>

114 154 25 ch Ijekoe 2300 51 3 ]), ill estate

115 155 12 do pek sou 1140 41 mark 228 1 ch dust 100 26
118 Dia.sland 168 9 d(» pekoe 855 33 6 W, in estate

121 Eollagalla 161 14 clo bro pek 1330 41 bid marK 234 2 ch pekoe 160 28
1 162 12 do pekoe 1080 35 7 236 4 do pek sou 380 23
123 163 5 do pek sou 475 29 17 Dorenakande 256 1 ch dust 150 28
125 F A in est. 18 238 1 do fan.s 120 31

mark 165 5 do bro tea 5.50 29 bid 23 H A T, in est.

126 166 4 do dust 636 27 mark 268 3 hf-ch dust 234 28
1 hf-ch 27 Kelaneiya 276 2 ch dust 230 29

128 Scarborugh 168 0 ch red leaf 510 22 34 Matale 290 1 clo SOU 90 23
130 Bogahagoda- 35 •292 2 hf-ch dust 170 28

watte 170 12 hf-ch bro pek 720 38 bid 39 Hethersett 300 4 ch pek sou 352 43
131 171 12 do pekoe 660 33 44 Midlothian 310 4 hf-ch fans 280 33
138 H J S 178 9 do pekoe 450 39 47 Naseby 316 2 clo pek sou 100 37
139 179 22 do pekoe sou 1100 22 53 B, in estate

141 Depedene 181 51 do or pek 2550 38 mark 3'28 1 hf-ch fans 50 32
142 182 24 do bro pek 1320 42 50 Stamford Hill 334 1 ch pek sou 90 31
143 183 55 tlo pekoe 2750 3-1 59 Nugagalla 340 6 hf-ch pek sou 300 29



4 CEYLON PKODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. PkfrS. Name. 11). c.

PO 342 2 hf-ch du.st 170 28
68 R M T, in estate

mark 358 1 ch SOU CO 24

69 360 1 do dust 140 29
77 Athertiekl 376 0 do pek dust 300 30
78 378 2 do dust 160 28
83 >r’eralupitiya 388 3 hf-ch pek dust 180 30
84 390 2 do ilust 160 28
92 Shannon 400 2 ch (Inst 232 54
113 Ooimalla 448 2 hf ch dust lOO 28
118 S M K 458 4 do pek< e 200 32
119 400 2 do pek sou 100 .

120 4 2 2 (lo tuns 100 - witlid’n
121 464 3 do hro dust 243 J

125 Brechin 472 3 ch pek sou 300 30
120 474 1 lif-ch dust 96 29
130 Great Valiev 482 4 do dllSD 34 0 30
136 LunuKalla 494 2 ch red leaf 150 28
110 Tor 502 2 do dust 240 29
141 Peacock Hill 504 3 lif-ch hro mix 135 15
112 500 4 do pek fans 300 30
150 Morlands 534 >> ch sou 200 31
T57 530 2 do hro mix 200 22
158 538 2 1llf-cll dust 160 30
102 Glencorse 510 2 ch nek fans 260 36
103 548 1 do (last 187 23
100 .V 5o4 2 lif-ch fans 177 31
183 Krrollwood 588 3 do fans ISO 31
184 590 3 do du.Nt 240 28
190 Mrlsmere 602 3 do dust 240 32
191 004 2 ch coii:^ou 101 28
102 1^ 11 M, in est

mark 000 3 ch dust 350 28
193 O'Jj 4 1l;f-ch hro mix 200 18
197 Ascot Oil) 4 ch Iiek son 300 27
198 018 1 do iiro pek fan 130 31
200 B n W A 022 2 hf-ch dust 170 28
201 B 1) IV (

;

024 o do dust 270 31
202 020 1 do red leaf 50 15
213 Knavesmire 018 1 Cll pek fan 100 31
214 050 2 hf-ch dust 170 28
220 Killarney 002 2 ch pekoe 220 29
221 004 1 do SOU 93 21

066 2 do dust 192 •26

220 High Forest iri 0 hf-ch SOU 330 30
227 070 4 do dust 340 30
232 Walpola 080 2 ch d list 200 •29

250 Kllakande V22 1 do red leaf 03 14

251 724 2 lif-ch dust 100 27

253 S K M 728 it ch pekoe 220 23
254 730 3 do pek sou 321 12
2.57 K 730 1. ch hro pek 102 27

258 738 1 do pekoe 90 23
259 740 2 (lo I'iUi.s 200 22

260 742 1 cll

1 Id'-ch sell 144 15

261 744 1 ch
1 lif-ch dust 210 22

232 A K, in est.

mark 746 2 ch
1 lif-ch hro ))ek 282 31

263 748 2 ch pekoe 185 23

264 750 o do
1 lif-ch pek scu 227 19

205 752 2 ch
1 llf-cll bro dust 320 •20

273 Chesterforil 768 1 ch hro tea 100 18

274 770 1 do dust 120 •20

292 Mnnamal SoO 2 ch pekoe 200 37

293 808 2 do pek sou 2U0 32
294 SIO f do cuu^^ou 100 20

29 > 812 1 do fans .55 28

296 814 1 do red leaf 50 14

297 816 1 ilo dust 133 27

[Mr. E. John.]
Lot. Box. p kg8. Name. 111. C.

6 Faitlilie 30 0 ch SOU 190 15

7 38 3 ch fans 300 31

12 i’oilakande 48 1 inch dust 74 30

13 £0 4 do fans 202 30

17 Otterv and Stain-
ford Hill 58 1 ch dust 114 SO

29 Lameliere ' 3 do l>ek fans 2o5 3-2

33 .St .1 ohn’s 88 2 do fans 280 34

34 !.‘0
**

(to dust 352 30

38 S F 11 108 2 hf-cli fans 120 32

39 110 2 do du.st 180 27

40 112 2 do congou 100 22

41 113 .3 do red leaf 210 14

47 Hiralouvah 120 1 do pekoe 53 32

48 128 1 no tans 170

1 lif-ch

53 Claremont 13S 1 ch hro tea 90 15

o4 HO i) hf-ch fans 31

55 142 2 do dust 10) •28

59 Wewesse 1.50 I do fans 4-5

60 Kvalgolla 152 1 ch dust 9.) 28

Lot Box. Pkg.s . Name. lb. c.

01 154 2I ch fans 1.50 32
00 Orangefield 104 2; do SOU •200 19

67 100 1 do dust 1-20 •26

68 Fa nil 168 3 hf-ch dust •240 30
70 M H 172 2 ch dust 232 32
90 Pati Rajah 224 1 ch dust 115 •28

lu3 Meeriacotta 238 l> hf-ch red leaf 150 14
104 W W •240 1 do or ))ek 50 52
105 •242 1 do pekoe 08 41

106 •244 1 do dust 04 30
107 Galatota 246 3 do hro pek 150 40
108 248 7 do pekoe 350 30
100 •250 6 do pek sou 300 IS

no •252 1 do dust 44 18

122 Allingtoli 270 2 lif-ch dust 100 «)

123 •278 1 do red Raf 55 10
1-24 Radaga 280 i do hro pek 100 37
125 282 3 do pekoe 1.50 20
1-20 284 1 do pek sou 50 24
1-27 G 0\V 300 1 do hro iiek .50 out
1-28 308 1 lif-ch pekoe 50 28
120 310 2 ch pek sou 180 out
13C G H 312 1 do SOU 360 35
130 Dicapittia 321 3 cll sou 285 27
137 3-26 1 do dust 100 28

iUKS.SRS. SoMFi; VIRLE & Lo.

Lot. Box, Pkgs . Name, lb. C.

1 H GL 41 3 ch SOU 300 20
5 Burnside 45 3 hf-ch pek sou 150 28
0 46 1 do dust 00 •28

10 Kelani 50 4 do fan ns 240 32
17 AUakolla 57 2 cll dust 150 27
18 Mousagalla 58 1 do pek sou 93 21
19 59 2 do SOU 159 24
28 Hanagama 1 do pek dust 136 •28

33 >few Peradeniya 73 3 do dust 240 29
34 74 2 do red leaf 140 14
35 Brookside 75 6 hf-ch bro pek 330 42
o6 76 5 do pekoe 230 33
37 i / 2 do pek sou 100 •29

38 78 1 do dust 58 27
45 Irex 1 do red leaf 60 15
46 80 2 ch dust •260 •27

1 hf-cli

58 G A Ceylon 98 2 ch bro or pek 244 3(1

1

:

hflch
05 E 105 1 do SOU 90 21

66 10(1 1 hf-ch dust 34 28
08 Peria Kande-

kettia 108 1 ch hro mix 100 22
70 410 3 do fauns 390 39
74 Castlemilk 114 2 cll hro mix 100 •20

70 no 5 1lif-ch fauns 3.50 30
80 Ukuwela P20 1 cll hro tea 80 14
81 1-21 2 1llf-cll bro pek fans 140 32
89 AB L P29 3 cll hro or pek 2o5 38
90 130 1 do or pek 85 56
92 132 4 do ))ek sou 340 28
97 Hatdewa 137 do du.st F20 •28

98 138 1 do hro mix 1-20 10
102 Lydhurst 142 2 do son 200 •?2

103 143 4 hf-ch dust 340 30
no J’enrith 1.50 13 do pekoe sou 1170 43
111 Peiiritti 151 1 do dust 100 •29

no Ivew 156 0 do SOU 000 28 hid
117 IMasland 157 2 do bro pek •200 43 bid
119 1.59 2 (lo pekoe sou 180 •28

120 100 1 do dust 85 27
124 Bollagalla 104 1 do hro tea no 14
1-27 .Sea rboroiigh 107 3 do dust 235 29
132 Bogaliagoda-

watte 172 0 hf-ch pek sou 300 20
133 173 2 do con;^oii 1(0 21
134 174 2 do fans 100 29
135 175 ;12 do red leaf 34 14
135 170 1 do dust 85 •20

137 H .1 S 177 0 do hro pek 300 48
140 180 3 do dust 2-25 20
119 No 1 AGL 189 3 ch pek sou 255 26 hid
151 Oeltota. 194 2 ch pek fans 170 30
158 Roseneath 198 2 do dust ISO 27
101 201 2 do hro pek 120 25
162 202 3 (lo dust •2.55 20

174 Ingeriya 214 3 (io unas 150 30
175 213 2 do fans 144 •27

179 St. Columb-
kille 219 1 do SOU 100 •24

180 2-20 •) do fans 210 2!)

181 221 \ 1lif-ch dust 87 •27

183 H G K 223 5 ch pek fans 300 out
187 G .M R 227 .3 1lif-ch jiekoe 140 31
188 2-28 7 do pek .“oil 372 25
191 f/yndhurst 231 3 cll pek sou 31.5 25
192 232 1 do 1 ) 1*0 mix n-2 14

193 Knutsford 233 2 hf-ch pek sou 1-22 21
194 •231 6 do fans 238 •20 hid
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CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

From our Coiiuaercial Gorrespoudent),

Mincing Lane, Feb. 28.

Marks ami prices of CEYLON COFFEE soM in Mincing

Lane up to 2Sth Febi miry

Ex “Shropshire’”—Me riabe«Ule, Ic 110s.j2c lOls till; lb 94s

6ci; lb 110s. MBT in estate mark, lb 83s. MB, lb 92s.

MBP in Estate mark, ic 75s.

Ex "City of A,:ira”— Haputale, 2c 110s; 6c 99s Oil; Ic lb

100s 6.1; lc91s; Ic llOs; Ic 85s: 3 bags 03s Oil. Sarnia, Ic

lb 193s 6d; Ic lb 100s 6*1; lb 88s. PB, lb 116s. T,

lb 84s.

Kx “Moyune"—Delrey, lb 115s; 2e ft) 112s Oil: 2c lb 106s

Oil; lb 95s; 1 bag 104s. PB, Ic 127s. T, lb 9<ls.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

(^Frotn Our Commercial CorrcnpoiKlciit).

Mincing Lane, Feb. 28.

E.x “Chancellor”—Alloowiharo, 6 bags 35s. Maousagalla

,

AA, S bags 53s.

Ex “Shropsliire”—Yellangowry, 2 bags 34s 6tl. Warria-

polla, 40 bags 70s; 19 bags 72s 6il; 9 b:igs 45s 6d. Dynevor

SI bags 51s; 18 bags 38s. T, 4b,tgs35s6d. Nibs, 2 bags 45s

cd. Ingurugalle A. 48 bags 51s 6d.

E.x “Teucer”—.Marakona, 7 bags 34s Od. Bollagalla, 10

bags 48s; 1 bag 38s. Warri.apolla, 21 bags (s il 1st class) 58s

Od; 7 bags (s d 1st class) 50s; 16 bigs 70s; 8 b:igs (d) 4Cs Cd;

2 bags 45s 6d; 2 bags (s d) 37s.

Ex “Moyune”—Palli, 100 bags 57s6d; 15 bags :36s; 1 bag

50s. P, 15 bags 29s. Amba, 20 bags 58s 6d; 15 bags 59s 6d;

2 bags 35s 6d; Yattawatte, 147 bags 60s; 7 bags 37s. Broken

bags '^O.s. Hunugalla, 104 bags 49s; 16 bags 34s.

Ex “Trocas”—Udapolla, 9 bags 41s; 2 bags 38s; 2 bags .351

I?riagastenne, 95 bags 60s; 10 hags 35s; 17 b.ags 39s; 3

bags 23s.

CEYLON CINNAMON SALES

IN LONDON.

{From Our Commercial Correspondent)

Mincing Lan», Feb. 28.

E.X “Cheshire”—L in e.state mark, Galla, 10b Is; 3b ll^;if

7b lOd; 4b 9jd; 1 bag8FL
Ex “Shropshire”—DR in estate mark. Ekelle Plantation.

24b 9Jd; 26b 9d; 121b 8.j-d; 24b 8d. DR in estate mark,
5 bags broken pieces 8d; 1 bag cutting and quilling# 7d;
11 bags chips 5;}d.

Ex "Clan Mackay”—AP&Co. A in estate mark, 37 bags
cliips 3d; 1 bag dust Is.

Ex “India”—D in estate mark, Ekelle Plantation, London,
sob 9|d; oOb 8:}d.

Ex “Clan Macdonald”—AP&Co , 8b 9M; 5b M; 15b 8d;
Shod; 12b 8jd,
Ex “Beniawers”—GDC Ekelle, 12b Is; 5b llUl; l'2bjld;

27bl0K)Jd; 42b lOd; 12b lO^d; 18b 9)d; lbox9d.
Ex “Oroya”—GDC Ekella, 5b 8M; 105b 3jd.
Ex ‘•Clan Mackinnon”— CHdeS,'Kuruwitte, 40h lOd; Wb

9jki; Shod; 2b SJd. CHdeS, Kaderane, Ib.lO^d; 2b lOd; lb
9 1; 2b Sid. CHdeS. PKW. lb lOid; lb OJd; ?.b 9d; lb 8id.
Ex “Clan Macdonald”—CHdeS, Korttarhivalle, 6b lOd:

2b lOid; 7b O^d; lb 9d. CHdeS, Kaderane, lb 9 d; lb 9d:
( HdeS, PKW, 2b 104d; lb lOd; 2b 9d: lb 81d. ' CHdeS,
B O K in estate mark, 2b lOd; lb 9jd; lb 9d. CHdeS,
Karuwitte, 2sb lOid, ‘20b lOd 7b 9d; lb 8id.
Ex “Ben Lomoud” -.AAS 1041 in estate mar*, Ekelle

l^lantatioii, 01) 9jd.
Ex “Clan Drummond”—HD 4 in estate mark, 14b Iljd:

FSC in e.state murk, 12b 9id; 14h Od.
Ex “Beiilirig”—MAC. 6b 9d, 8b S^cl; 8b 8d.
Ex “Karamauia”—.MAC, 6b 8d. 1 bag 2d.
Ex “.Shrop.shire”—ASGP in estate mark, Kaderane, 6b Ls

5il; 7bls4d; 18b Is 3d; Obis Id; 2b lid; IblOd; 6b lOJd;
12b9id; 4b 8|d; 1 box broken 9d;6 bags quillings Sd.
Ex “Benlawers”—JD.SR in estate mark, Kaderane, 121*

Is 3d; 1 parcel Is 'lil; 14b Is Id; 8b Is; 5b lljd; 1 bag
(broken) lOd. JRKP in estate mark, 3b lljd; Ob lid; 1

parcel lOd; 11b lOd; 9b Ojd. FSWS in estate mark, lb
country mouldy 9d; Cb country mouldy 84d; 1 box (lu'oken)
od. Kaderane, 2b Is Id; 2b Is; 3b lid; 9b lOd; 3b 9|d; lb
s'*l; 1 bag (broken) 9d. FSK, Kaderane, 7b Is 2d; 10b Is
id; sb lljd; 3b lOil; 8b Old; lb 8iel. JDSR in estate niark,

7 b igs clippings 8}. K,' 50d bags chips ajd. D, 9 bags
chips 3d.

EX “Clan Macdonald” -CHde.S, Mattegodde, lb lOid; lb

lOd; lb 9F1- CHdg.s, Salawa. 7b lOjd; 8b lOd; .5b 9d; lb
8pl.’ CHdeS, PKW, 10 bags cuttings and quillings 81)1.

Ex “Clan Driiiuiuond”—CHdeS, Morotto, 7b lOd; lib ajil;

10b 9d. Kuruwitte, 27b lOd; 7b9jd;lb9d.
Ex “Clan Mackay ’—CHdeS, Kandevalle, 23b lOd; I7b

Ojd; 6b 9d; 4b Sid. CHdeS, Ratiuahine, 28b lOd; 2b 9d.

CHdeS, Rustoon, 10b hid; ISb 9jd; -21) Od. CHdeS, -Salawa,

f
lb 10 Vd; lb lOd. 8b 9d. CHdeS, TPW in estdte umrk,

1 9id; 2'b 9d.

OKSERVKK rai.NTi.M. -WORKS.
.. . y
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TEA, OOEEEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES,

NO. 12.1
j

Colombo, March 30ih, IS9G. )
Price :—12j cents each; 3 copies-

i 30 cents
;
6 copies § rupee..

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson »St Co.—54.270 lb.

Lot. Box. pky.s.

3 Alukeloya 3 23 hf-eh
4 4 25 do
5 5 24 do
6 6 7 do
7 Comt Lod;;e 7 29 ch
8 8 22 hf-ch
9 9 4 eh
10 10 0 do
11 11 6 do
11 Balgravia 14 11 ilo
16 16 4 do
17 Kalkande 17 16 iu'-ch
18 18 26 du
19 19 16 ilo
21 21 9 do
26 Naluiveena 26 12 ilU-eh
28 28 10 do
34 ai F 31 12 eh
35 Netheiton 3 5 15 eh
36 Maiiickwatte 36 8 do
37 37 5 do
38 D 38 19 hi -eh
4l 41 3 ch
45 E 45 20 1iii-ch

40 46 10 ch«
47 47 10 do
4.S lleuegaha 48 5 eh
49 49 6 do
59 50 8 do"
51 51 7 do
63 53 5 do
55 Sapitiyagodde 55 43 ch
66 F RL 56 38 do
57 Lauderdale 57 6 ch
58 58 5 do
61 Hornsey 61 8 do

Name. lb. C.

bro |.ek 1495 74
or pek 1506 58
pekoe 1200 47
pek fans 560 30
Oro or pek 2030 89
or pek 1100 82
bro pek 430 61 bill

pekoe 618 54 bid
pek sou 570 48
pekoe 880 47
dust too 31
bro pek SlO 50
pekoe 1300 39
pek sou 800 33
•sou 4t0 27
bro pek too 49
pekoe No 2 80U 36
pek sou 960 27
bro tea No 2 1425 14
bro pek 800 44
pekoe 6t0 36
bro or pek 950 53
dust 40U 29
bro pek 12t0 39 bid
pekoe 900 32
sou 800 21 bid
bro pek 52j 37
pekoe 5S0 32
pek sou 720 22 bid
bro iui.\ 672 12 bid
dust 431 25
pekoe No 1 £010 46 bid
bro pek 4180 38 bid
or pe fans 660 37
dust 650 30
pek sou 800 40

[Messrs. Eorhes vSi Walker.—279,721 lb.]

Lot. Box Pkos. Name. lb. c.

9 Langdale 852 25 ch bro pek 3C00 90
10 854 25 do pekoe 2500 02
11 Carendon 856 10 ch bro pek 1000 42
12 858 11 do pekoe lUO 33
13 860 10 do pek sou 1000 29
14 . 862 11 do sou 1100 25
15 864 7 do fans 7U0 32
18 Harrington 870 18 do or pok 2070 72
19 872 12 do pekoe 1320 35
21 Thedden 876 11 do bro pek 14C0 53
22 878 20 tlo pekoe 1900 39
26 Kirindi 886 10 ch bro pek 1050 53
27 888 11 do pekoe 880 40
28 890 11 do pek sou 825 32
32 Oonawella 898 24 ch bro pek 24t0 43
33 900 5 do pekoo 450 34
34 St. Helen 902 35 lif-ch bro pek 2345 45
35 904 19 do pekoe 1140 39
36 906 10 do pe sou 550 32
38 Rockside 910 21 ch pekoe No 2 2100 46
39 912 21 do pek sou 2100 37
40 914 5 do uro mix 4t0 27
41 916 15 do tans 1950 36
42 918 8 do ilust 1200 3o
43 Naliaveena 920 60 hf-ch bro pek 3000 49
44 922 28 do pekoe 1400 42
45 924 82 do pekoe No 2 4100 36 bid
46 926 30 tlo pek sou 1500 34
48 Lavanliam 930 21 do bro pek 1260 63 bid
49 932 10 ch pekoe lOOO 52 b.d
to 934 5 do pek sou 500 42
53 Anibalawa 940 8 hf-eh dust 400 30
57 Spriiigkell 948 0 lif-cli pok sou 450 3.1

60 Mukaluna 954 5-j cli i.ro pok 5225 47
61 950 51 do pekoo 4590 38
62 958 U do J)0k .sou 1109 30
67 Beverley 908 7 llf-ch pek dust s.s I wilbd’n
68 Folatngaina '970 32 ch pek sou C200 29
69 072 17 do pekoe 1700 33
70 974 16 do or pek 1600 37U 076 20 do bro pek 2010 48

Lot. Box . Pkg8.

72 Dunkeld 978 20 ch
73 9s0 15 do
74 932 15 do
7 j D K D 98 4 5 ch

(i 985 6 do
77 988 6 do
78 Bloomfield 990 21 ch
|9 992 17 do
80 904 S do
81 990 5 do
82 998 8 do
83 .Malia Uva 10JO 35 hf-.h
81 s 24 do
87 8 20 ch
88 10 10 do
8) Damroeria 12 54 ch
9J 14 50 do
9t 10 10 do
92 18 5 d j

99 Wattagalla 32 Is do
tOJ 34 10 do
101 36 2s do
102 38 8 do
101 Caskieben 42 27 ch
105 44 19 do
106 46 10 do
lOi 4S 12 do
1"9 Berragalla 52 4 ch
110 54 7 do
117 Ragalla 68 8 hf-ch
118 70 5 do
119 U \V 72 4 c!l

121 Tor wood 70 19 do
122 78 11 do
123 86 13 do
124 82 11 do
120 Arapolakande 86 52 ch
127 88 55 do
128 90 11 do
136 Lochiel 94 44 llf-ch
132 96 11 cil

233 M B O, in estate
mark lUO 9 ch

135 Carlabeck 164 5 cn
136 106 11 hf-ch
137 Doonevale 108 12 ch
1-38 1.0 19 do
139 112 7 dom Chines 116 23 hf-ch
142 IIS 12 Cil

143 120 12 do
145 122 6 hf-ch
146 Clyde 126 34 ch
147 128 17 do
148 136 13 do
149 132 4 do
15J Denmark

Hill 140 5 cil

154 142 10 do
155 144 6 do
158 Chouglileigh ICO 11 ch
159 152 11 do
162 I K \' 158 6 do
166 Chesterford 160 16 ch
167 168 16 do
168 170 16 do
176 Lyegrove 186 6 ch
i77 188 9 do
178 196 6 do
179 192 8 do
182 Malvern 198 25 cli

183 200 26 tlo
184 Deaculla 202 25 cli

185 2U1 25 ilo
185 206 8 ilo
187 205 7 do
189 Ella Oya 212 19 ch
190 214 10 do
192 Northcove 218 8 hf-ch
193 2t0 4 ch
194 CRD 222 4 ch
1.15 Talgaswela 224 12 do
i96 226 17 do
197 228 13 do
1/8 M V 236 6 hf-i.li

260 Hetlier.selt 231 1 1 ch
2 1 230 24 do
292 ‘238 11 do
203 246 7 do
204 242 3 do
205 Blttacy 244 48 hf-c!i
2.0 216 20 do

Name. lb.

bro pek 2200
or pek 1710
pekoe IsOO
bro pe No 2 625
unas 690
pek fans 10-20

tiowery pek 2100
pekoe 1700
pek sou 800
unas 500
pek fans 600
bro or pek: 2205
or pek 1445
peace 2550
pek sou 1360
bro or ))ek 5940
pekoe 5900
pek sou 1000
dust 500
bro or pek 1980
or pek 1100
pekoe 3080
pex sou 800
riuwery pek 27uo
pekoe lElO
pek sou 1000
unas 1200
fans 520
dust 1050
fans 640
dust 450
fans 400
bro pek ISOO
pekoe No 1 1045
pekoe ,, 2 1170
pek sou 968
bro pek 4946
pekoe 4675
pek Sou llCO
bro pek 24-26

pekee 906

bro nii.x 840
pek .sou 5U6
bro pek fan 715
bro pwk 1-200

bro pek 1710
fclll.S 665
bro pek 1-265

peKoe 16S0
1080

dust 480
bro pek 3570
pekoe 1700
pek sou 1300
(lust 560

bro or pek 660
or pek 960
pekoe 552
bro pek 1100
pekoe 935
bro mix 672
bro pek 1600
pekoe 1600
peit sou 1600
or pek 600
bro pek 900
pekoe 600
pek sou SOO
bro pek 1500
pekoe 1950
bro pek 1500
pekoe 1725
peic sou 60ti

du.st 560
or pek 18-24

pcK sou 1440
oust 61.)

congou 46J
red leaf 400
bro pek 1086
pekoe 1.53U

[)ek sou 1165
fans 4-20

lire or pek 13-20

or pek 2,104

pekoe 1012
pek sou 602
pek fans 510
or pek 3360
pekoe 1300

c.

60
57
41
42
32
3a
5S
45
35
36
30
57
05
51

3S
51 bicL
40
34
30
58
65
44
34
5-5

42
3.J

34
28
2s
33
29
28
51 bid
41

30
32
46 bid
35
30
47 bid
3 '.)

13
50
41 bid
43
31
29
45

4U
33
29
47 bid
36
33
28

76
74
54
46
35
27
50
38
32
46
46
37
32
57
42
57
42
32
30
42
33
30
28

15

49
36
33
34

69 bid
71

53 bid
42
34
55
43 bid



2 CEYLON PROT)OCE SALES LIST,

Lit. Box Pks. Name. lb. c. Lot Box. Pkg.s Name. ]b. c.

210 Castlermgh 254 18 ch or pek 1620 49 bid C7 GlcDiUla 7 IS ch bro or pek 1430 44 bid
211 256 22 do pekoe 1980 40 bid 6b 8 12 do or pekoe 1080 48
212 2.58 7 do pek 80» 560 83 69 9 28 do pekoe 2520 33 bid
21

1

watte 264 16 ch ore pek 1600 50 70 10 SO do pek 80U 2700 30 bid
-216 266 n do pekoe 1100 35 75 G W 15 9 ch HOU 720 29
•217 •268 7 do pek sou 700 27 81 NIT 21 5 do dust •450 31
•220 DunevUle 274 29 ch bro pek 3190 39 82 22 5 do bro pek fans 600 34
2-21 276 21 do or pek 1080 42 liid 84 New Peradeniva 24 31 do bro pek 3255 .50 bi<l
222 278 28 do pekoe sa-JO 34 bid 85 25 37 do pekoe 2960 38 bid
•223 280 33 do pek Bou 2970 28 bid 86 26 38 do pek sou 2660 33
-2-28 Raja patna •290 30 ch bro pek 3300 44 bid 89 V’ilpit.a 29 6 do pm pek 562 45
•229 •292 17 do pekoe 1445 34 bid 90 30 10 do pekoe 965 32 bill
•230 294 14 do pek son 1050 26 91 31 5 do pek sou 450 28
230 PatnaKalla 306 13 do bro or pek 780 52 97 D Y .4 37 22 dn sou •2068
•237 308 28 ch bro pek 3080 48 bid 1 hf.fh
•238 310 ‘20 do pekoe 181.0 42 100 K D 40 10 do dust 79.5 10 bid
•230 312 20 do pek sou 1840 36 D'l 41 6 ch fauns 15
•2i0 314 7 do fans 840 34 bid 102 M P in est.
•>u 316 9 do dust 1080 31 bi<l mark 42 15 hf-ch bro pek 840 42
212 Gerajcaina 313 1-2 ch bro pek li-iO 41 103 43 11 do pekoe 594 33
213 320 12 do pekoe 1-200 :u 119 Woodland 59 15 do bro pek 1500 48
244 322 9 do pek sou 900 20 1-20 60 13 do pekoe 1-235 36
•217 1, dapitiy i 3-23 21 ch bro pek 2100 5j Uiil 121 61 10 do pek sou 950 :30
218 330 18 hf-ch or pek 900 46 132 A P Godalle 72 4 do bro pek 450 41
•210 33-2 17 ch pekoe 1700 42 bid

1 hf.rh
2 .1 336 7 do dust 700 29 bid 183 73 11 ch pekoe 1-200 29 h d
212 M ewalkande 338 11 hf-eh bro pek .581 45 *2 hf ch
•2 3 340 10 do pekoe 510 35 117 Sirisanda 87 21 do bro pok 1260 47 hid
2 )4 312 9 do pek sou 4-23 30 14S 8S 44 do pekoe 2-200 35 ,,
•2-)8 Kalatura 350 38 ch or pek o2;;o 54 bid 149 89 20 do pek sou 1000 31
2)9 3.52 19 do bro pek 2090 45 bi 1 153 93 6 do dust 4S4 38
230 Kalatura

,
T 354 19 ch or pek 15-20 53 bitl 1.51 Forest Hill 94 28 do bro pek 2040 45

•201 356 11 do bro pek 1-210 46 bid 155 95 37 do pekoe 3700 36
202 MeemOi-aoya 3.58 25 hf-ch in 0 pek 1000 40 156 96 6 hf-ch dust 540 30
203 360 20 do pekoe 800 33 157 Mousakande 97 20 ch pekoe • 2000 35 bid
266 U p *M, in estate 1.58 Goonambil 98 10 hf-ch bro pek 6,"'0 48

mark 366 7 hf-ch V)ro or pek 420 70 1.59 99 26 do pekoe 37
•263 370 16 do pekoe 896 59 160 100 14 do nek son 770 31
•269 372 IS do pekoe No 2 1008 46 161 101 14 do bro nek fans 910 33
270 374 29 do son 1624 30 165 Kudaganga 105 9 ch bro pek 1008 44 hid
271 r> in estate 166 106 4 do pekoe 420

mark 376 4 ch pek dust 400 28 167 1C7 10 do pek sou 1000 30
272 3(8 10 do bro pek 1050 35 bid 170 Koorooloogalla 110 25 do bro pek •25fO 46 hid

171 111 20 do pekoe 2000 35 hid
177 Ratwatte

Cocoa Co, 117 22 do bro pek 2-200 41
178 ns 18 do pekoe 1800 31

[Messrs. Somerville eV Co., 164,9.>4 lb.] 179 119 13 do pek sou 12.35 29

Lot. Box. Pkos. Name. lb. C.

1 H, in est. mark [Mr. E .John.--13-2.132 lb.1
Colombo 241 6 cli bro pek 645 40

3 243 4 do pek sou 455 21 bi'l Lot. Box I'kgS. Name. lb. c.

2 hf-ch 1 CN 328 4 ell bro tea 400 19
6 VS T’ A 246 7 do dust 1050 30 2 Oakfield 330 14 hf-ch bro pek 840 45

7 Parad'sj 247 17 hf-ch bro pek 969 51 .3 332 15 do pekoe 7.50 30

8 •248 10 do pekoe 5-20 38 5 Dartry 338 5 ch bro mix 5-2.5 27

9 249 21 ch pek sou •2053 32 7 -Ardlaw and
10 •25C 7 do SOU 651 25 bid Wishford 340 24 hf-ch or pekoe 1104 65
14 Beverley 254 7 hf-eh dust 465 SO 8 312 35 do br or p No 1 19-25 74

15 Carney 255 24 do bro pek 1-201) 61 9 344 19 do bror p No2 1330 62
16 ‘256 42 do pek 2100 35 10 346 SO ch pekoe’ 2880 49
17 257 22 do pek sou TOO 30 n 0 348 11 do unas 1210 35
19 Benveula 259 43 do Viro pek •24) 0 44 12 Co.slanda 360 36 do bro pek 3600 48 bill

20 260 22 do pkeoe HI 0 34 13 11 43 do pekoe 4300 44
•21 261 8 ch pek sou 800 29 14 13 22 do pek sou 2090 35
22 262 4 do dust 4( 0 28 16 17 5 do pek dust 750 35
23 263 4 do reel leaf 400 17 17 8 1 Catherine 19 35 hf ch bro pek 2100 40
24 Hatton 264 37 hf-cli bro pek •2035 67 IS 21 20 do pekoe 1000 33
25 265 44 ch pekoe 3960 4S 19 23 10 do pek sou 400 30
26 •266 25 do pek sou 2-250 33 bid 21 Tientsin 27 36 do bro or pek 1980 76
29 New Peradeniya 269 37 do bro pek 3885 51 bid 22 29 20 eh pekoe 2600 49
30 270 44 do pekoe 3740 38 bid 23 Kanangama 31 33 do pro pek 3300 40
31 271 40 do pek sou 3920 34 4 33 24 do pekoe 2160 33
31 Mahatenne 274 13 ch bro pek 1300 40 bid 25 35 9 do pek sou 810 30
35 275 8 do pekoe 760 33 26 37 3 do « dust 4-20 •29

36 276 8 do pek sou 800 31 29 Moca 43 36 do bor pek 3960 70
42 Pellawatte 282 13 do bro pek 14.35 41 30 45 3J do pekoe 3200 48 bid
43 Marigold 283 22 hf-ch bro pek 13-20 67 31 47 22 do pek sou 1980 45
41 284 26 do pekoe 14.s6 48 36 Doomoo 57 12 do bro pek 1320 64
45 285 18 do pek sou 1008 33 bid 37 59 15 do pekoe 1500 46
47 Ukuwel.a 287 39 ch bro pek 3900 42 38 61 6 do pek sou 500 38
48 288 32 do pekoe 3200 34 40 Verelapatna 65 20 do bro pek 2-200 53
49 289 14 do pek sou 1330 30 41 67 25 do pekoe •2500 44
51 .Monrovia 291 19 hf-ch bro pek 800 46 bid 42 69 9 do pek sou 600 36
52 292 16 ch pekoe 1600 34 bid 44 Brownlow 73 18 do bro or pek 2160 50

293 5 do pek sou 600 30 45 75 17 do bro pek 1955 55
. r>4 294 4 do fans 400 31 46 77 62 do pekoe 6820 4‘1 bid
50 .\rslen!i 296 42 hf-ch bro pek 2100 45 bid 47 Taif 79 14 do pek sou 1400 38
57 297 49 do pekoe 2450 37 48 81 8 do dust 672 30
53 298 34 do pek sou 1700 31 49 Glassaugh 83 35 hf-ch bro pek 1925 74

59 299 10 do dust .500 26 50 185 33 ch pekoe •2970 53
4)0 Kennirglon 300 8 hLch SOU 760 28 51 87 21 do pek sou 1785 44 hid
-62 2 5 ch dust 400 28 52 K T K 89 8 do iwkoe 8S0 39
•63 Kiiyigam 3 27 do bro pek 2835 49 53 101 16 d<» l)ro mix 176)) 36
64 4 •23 do pokoe 2070 41 54 103 5 hf-eh dust 400 2!)

5 11 do pek sou 990 33 05 105 14 ch red leaf 1400 14



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot. Box. Pkfts. Name. lb. C.

56 H .S, in es-

tate mark 107 13 ch sou 1105 27

57 109 7 hf-ch du.st 595 28

59 Tillicoultry 113 33 do bro pek 1848 60 bid

60 115 16 ch pekoe 1600 49 bid

61 117 14 do pek .sou 1400 43

63 Ksijeranza 121 15 hf-ch bro or pek 780 44

64 123 28 do pekoe 1278 32

65 Pati Rajah 125 9 ch pekoe 675 30 bid

66 Humigalla 127 18 do bro pek 1890 40

67 129 12 do irekoe 1200 32

6S 131 8 do pek sou 760 28

71 Fernclale 137 IS do bro pek 1800 54 bid

72 139 17 do ptkoe 1530 48

75 Madultenne 145 12 do br pek No 2 1200 40

76 147 13 do pekoe 1300 35 bid

77 Anelior, in

estate mark 149 27 do bro or pek 2700 59

7S 151 12 do pekoe 1140 49

7!) Clontarf 153 23 do pekoe 2070 36 bid

80 155 25 do pek sou 2250 35

81 1.57 5 do sou 400 30

83 Logan 161 16 do bro pek 1600 42 bid

84 163 11 do pekoe 990 35 bid

85 165 8 do pek sou 680 31

86 Callander 167 39 hf-ch br or pek 2340 55 bid

87 169 31 do pekoe 1550 59 bid

38 171 •^1 do pek sou 1003 45 bid

91 Kadella 177 13 ch bro pek 1300 40

92 179 15 do pekoe 1350 33

93 181 9 do pek sou 720 30

97 N A 139 7 do pek sou 630 13

SMALL LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name lb. C.

1 Glengariffe 1 4 ch SOU 320 25

2 2 2 do dust 300 28

12 Court Lodge 12 3 do pek fans 261 32

13 Belgravia,
Acerae packages 13 1 ch bro pek 100 52

15 15 2 do pek sou 160 36

20 Kalkande 20 3 hf-ch dust ISO 28
99 22 2 do pek fans 100 31

27 Nahaveena 27 0 do pekoe 300 out
29 29 6 do pek sou 300 31

3U SO 1 do dust 81 27

31 T D & Co. 31 3 ch pek sou 300 26

32 Ugieside 32 1 ch dust 150 27

33 33 3 do bro mix 315 18

40 D 40 3 do fans 345 28

Henegaha 52 2 ch fans 131 13

54 N 54 1 do dust 114 26

59 Lauderdale 59 3 ch SOU 285 25

G’"'
60 3 do red leaf 285 14

61. Handroo 61 3 ch bro pek 300 34 bid

62 62 2 do pekoe 190 28

63 63 1 ch
1 hf-ch pek sou 120 22

05 Hornsey 65 3 ch fans 270 30

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

4 OaV field 334 7 hf-ch pek sou 3.50 32

5 336 1 do dust 80 28

15 Coslanda 15 2 ch bro mix 200 23

20 St Catherine 25 2 hf-ch dust 160 27

27 Kanangania 39 3 ch pek fans 300 30
28 41 1 do fans 70 27

32 Mocha 49 2 do dust 300 29

39 Doomoo 63 2 do dust 200 28

43 \'erelapatana,71 3 do dust 240 29

58 H !3, in es-

tate mark 111 3 bags red leaf 210 1 14

62 Tillicoultry 119 3 hf-ch fans 240 33

69 Hunugalla 133 1 ch SOU 80 . 14

70 135 2 do fans 250 -Ti 29

73 Eerndale 141 4 do pek sou 360 .r 32

74 143 1 do dust 100 28
82 Clontarf 159 3 do dust 360 28
89 Callander 173 2 hf-ch ' fans 138 30

90 175 3 qr-ch dust 114 28
94 N A 18.3 3 hf-ch bro pek 155 35
95 185 2 ch pekoe 200 28
96 187 1 do pek sou 100 22
93 191 2 do bro tea 200 13

99 193 1 do fans 90 15
lOO 195 1 do dust 120 28

[Messrs. Forbes & M'alker.]
Lot. Box. Pkg.8. Name. lb. C.

1 B B B, in estate
mark 836 3 hf-ch dust 240 27

2 838 1 do bro mix 28 13
3 Hopewell 840 2 ch bro pek 214 47
4 rtfCO 1 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 161 37
5 844 1 ch

1 hf-ch pek sou 157 28
6 840 1 do congou 51 24
7 Havilland 848 2 ch bro mix 180 17
8 850 1 do dust 80 27

16 Corgiidon 866 3 ch congou 3G0 21
17 868 1 do dust 243 27
20 Harrington 874 3 ch pek sou 300 38
23 Thedden 880 3 do pek sou 285 31
24 882 1 do SOU 90 14
25 884 2 do dust 3U0 28
29 Kirindi 892 1 ch SOU 70 24
30 894 1 do dust 80 27
31 896 1 do red leaf 61 17
37 St. Helen 908 3 hf-ch pek fans 240 27
47 Nahaveena 928 4 do dust 320 28
51 Lavanham 930 1 do fans 80 28
52 Ainbalawa 938 4 do congou 148 22
54 942 6 do red leaf 252 14
55 .Spriugkell 944 0 ch bro pek 300 51
56 940 6 hf-ch pekoe 300 37
58 950 3 do dust 240 £0
59 952 1 do ])ek fans 80 32
63 Crathie 960 2 ch SOU 200 21
64 902 2 do fans 200 39
Go 964 3 do dust too 27
66 AV W 960 1 ch bro pek 100 29
85 Malia Uva 4 2 do dust 160 31
86 6 1 do congou 56 21
93 Dammeria 20 1 ch SOU 60 21
103 Wattagalla 40 3 tlo pek dust 270 29
108 Caskieben 50 3 do pek fan i 240 28
111 U D V 56 3 do bro pex 174 62
112 68 1 ch pekoe 89 40
113 60 1 hf-ch pek sou 42 34
114 K B 62 2 ch fans 240 33
115 04 1 do dust 130 27
116 Ragalla 66 3 do bro mix 330 25
120 Midlands 74 4 hf-ch pek dust 300 28
125 Torwood 84 1 ch dust 120 29
129 Arapolakande 92 3 do dust 330 28
132 Lochiel 98 2 ch pek sou 200 28
1J4 MBO.in estate

mark 102 1 hf-ch dust 77 24
140 Doonevale 114 1 ch dust 140 28
144 Chines 122 3 do pek fan 315 29
150 New Galway 134 3 hf ch bro pek 180 i7
151 136 5 do pekoe 225 46
152 138 4 do pek sou 200 38
156 Demark-

Hill 145 3 ch pek sou 340 40
157 148 1 do pek fans 170 32
160 Choughleigh 154 4 ch pek sou 340 28
161 156 2 do dust 143 27
163 IM S 160 1 ch bro pek 110 31
164 162 1 do pekoe 70 28
1G5 164 1 hf-ch fans 50 18
169 Chesterford 172 2 ch bro tea 200 17
174 Wattawella 182 3 ch dust 375 27
175 184 1 do bro mix 60 14
180 Lyegrove 194 1 ch bro or pek 75 33
181 196 1 do dust 100 27
188 Deaculla 210 1 do bro mix 60 16
191 Northcove 216 7 hf-ch SOU 385 27
199 M V 232 3 do dust 270 27
207 Bittacy 248 2 do pek sou 130 28
208 250 4 do dust 370 29
209 252 1 do bro mix 60 15
213 Castlereagh 260 1 hLch pek fans 70 29
214 262 2 do dust 160 28
218 Battawatte 270 1 ch dust 100 28
219 272 1 do bro pek fan 100 28
245 Geragama 324 1 ch congou 110 22
246 326 2 do fans 250 27
250 Udapitiya 334 3 hf-ch fans 210 30 bid
255 Wewalakande 344 2 do congou 90 21
2oG 346 1 do dust 62 27
264 Meemoraoya 362 2 hf-ch pek sou 80 27
265 264 1 do dust 65 28
267 C P M, in estate

mark 368 6 hf-ch or pek 336 75

Messrs. Somerville & Co.
Lot Box, Pkgs. Name, lb. C.
2 a, in est. mark

Colombo 242 1 hf-ch pekoe 365 27 bid

4 244 1 ch SOU 80 19
5 245 1 do pek fan.s 90 27



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs,. Na lb. C.

11 Paradise 251 2 hf-cli mixed 126 21

12 252 4 cli red leaf 228 15

13 253 1 do dust 114 27

13 Carney 258 3 hf-ch l>ro fans 150 27

27 Hatton 267 1 hf ch bro tea 50 15

23 2GS 2 do dust 160 27

32 New Pdradeniya272 2 ch sou 140 25

33 2. 1 do red leaf 70 15

37 Mahatenne 277 2 do dust 180 27

3S 8i 278 3 hf-ch dust 240 27

39 279 1 do bro tea 50 15

40 A 280 2 do dust 160 27
41 281 1 ilo bro tea 50 14

4G Marigold 286 4 do bro pek fans 296 33 bid
50 Ukuwela 290 2 cli bro pek fans 140 28
55 Monrovia 295 1 hf-ch pek dust 65 27

G1 Kennington 1 2 do bro tea 100 18
GG Rayigam 6 4 oh sou 340 29
71 Glenalla 11 2 ch fauns 200 28
72 12 2 do tlust 300 28
73 13 1 do congou 90 21
74 14 1 do bro mix 90 14
7G G \V 16 1 do red leaf 78 14
77 17 6 hf-ch fans 300 30
73 18 4 do dust 280 28
79 Cliolankande 19 1 ch dust 115 27
SO 20 5 hf-ch fans 375 29
33 N 1 T 23 2 ch unas IGO 25
S7 New Peradeniya 27 1 do sou 70 24
S3 28 2 do dust 160 27
92 Yilpta 32 2 do .sou ICO 20 bid
93 33 2 do red leaf 178 14

95 C P D 35 2 hflch congou 100 20
9G 36 2 do fans 100 28
93 n A 38 3 ch congou 270 21 bid
99

104 M P in est-

39 3 do
1 hf-ch

bro tea 300 14 bid

mark 44 7 do pek sou 322 24 bid
105 45 4 do sou 184 20 bid
103 4G 2 do bro pek fans 128 28
107 47 2 do dust 160 26
112 KV K 52 1 ch bro pek 100 31

113 53 1 do pekoe 100 25-

114 54 2 do pek sou 200 20
122 M'oodlands 62 3 do red leaf 300 13
123 63 1 do dust 120 27
134 AP, Godalle 74 2 tlo dust 130 21

135 P.oraliiketiya 75 1 ch
1 hf-ch

bro pek 167 40

13G 76 1 ch jiekoe 76 32
137 77 1 do pek sou 94 out
133 78 1 hf-ch sou 52 19
139 79 1 do congou 43 20
140 SO 1 do pek dust 59 27
141 Gravelheap 81 1 ch bro pek US 39
142 82 1 lif-ch pekoe 49 30
143 83 1 do pek sou 43 21

144 84 1 do sou 38 20
145 85 1 ch bro mix 101 20
146 86 1 hf-ch pekoe fans 50 22
105 90 2 do congou lU 20
151 .siri.sanda 91 2 do bro mix 94 IG

152 92 1 do fans 58 27
102 Goonambil 102 2 do pek sou fans; 120 20
iG3 103 2 do i-ed leaf 100 14

IGl 104 2 (U) bro mix 195 15 l)id

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.

164a 104 2 hf-cli dust 100 2G bid

168 Kudaganga 108 1 ch congou 85 20

169 109 2 do bro tea 240 19

172 Koorooloogalla 1 12 3 do pek sou 310 29
173
180 Ratwatte

113 2 do pek dust 280 27

Cocoa Co,
184 D, D. E W in

120 1 do dust 80 27

est. mark 124 4 do bro mix 220 15

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial CorresjmulentJ

.

Mixcixg Laxe, March 6, 1896.

Marks and prices of CKVLOX COFFEE sold in Mincing
Lane up to Otli March :

-

Ex “.Shropi-hire”—Middleton, Dinibulla, lb Ills; 4c 112s
Gd: lb 92s; Ic lb 119s. DC in estate uuirk, 3c 109s Gd; 2c H)
103s; lb 80s; It 110s.
Ex “Logician”—Leangawella, ic 112s; 3c lb 103s; It 90s

Gd; lb 112s Gd. Mahadowa, 2c It Ills; 2c 104s; lb 90s Gd;
lb 112s Gd. Troup, Icllls;! .' lb 103s Gd. S, lb S9s. PB,
lb 112s.

Ex “Agamemnon”—Mullan.jor, 17 bags 105s; 35 bags 93s;
8 bags 91s 6d;4 bags Ills.

Ex “Goorka”—Mau.sagalla, Ic 110s; 3c lb 108s; 2b 92s; lb
110s; It SSs Gd.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN
LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent.)

Mixcixg Lane, March C.

No. 1, Palli, 85 60s. 2, 39 35s Gd. Medagodde 1, 15 4S,s.
DM&Co. L O, in estate mark, 57 55s. Anniewatta, 30 Gls.

CEYLON CARDAMOiNf SALES IN

LONDON,

(From Our Commercial Correspondent.')

Mixcixg Lane. March 6.

Ex “Pindari”- Cottaganga AA, Ic 2s.

Ex “Kintuck” ALl, Mysore Cardamoms, 3o2s 4d.

Ex “Gaekwar”—Delpotonoya, 3c 2s 5d.

Ex “Yorksliire”— Vedeliette A.\, 2c 2s 9d Amblamana,
Ic 2s Id; 2c Is lid. D.ambulagalla No. 1, 5c 2s 7d.

Ex “Scindia”—Yeedhette 14, 1C 2s. Ex “Kaisow”—Nawa-
nagall.'i, 2c Is 9d.

Ex “Cliin MacNeil”—IVerriagalla, Mysore, 7c 2s 4d, Ic

Is 7d.

OB.SEUVEU I'lMNTING WOKKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES,

NO. 13.1 Colombo, Apuil Gth, 1896.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.—45,96.5 lb.]

Lot. Box. pk"s. Name.

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Agra Elbedde 1 5 hf-ch dust 400 31

3 3 14 do l)ck sou 700 43
7 Woodend 7 7 ch bro pek 700 36 bid
8 8 9 do pekoe 765 31 bid
9 9 5 do pek sou 450 26 bid

11 A GO 11 4 do pek sou 400 22 bid
17 E H 17 20 hf-ch bro pek 1200 36 bid
18 18 8 ch pek sou 720 25 bid
19 19 10 do sou 800 23
20 20 7 do bro mix 672 17
21 Battalgalla 21 11 ch pek sou 1155 42
23 Elston 23 40 do ke sou No 2 3600 29 bid
24 24 8 do bro mix 800 25

25 Vogan 25 31 ch bro pek 3100 55
26 26 35 do pekoe 3325 42
27 27 26 do pek sou 2340 33
28 28 21 do sou 1785 30
29 D 29 14 ch bro pek 1400 38 bid
30 30 41 hf-ch or pek 2050 35 bid
31 Daminateime 31 15 do bro or pek 700 40 bid
32 32 16 ch pekoe 1600 35 bid
33 .Mandara

Newara 33 5 ch pekoe 500 44
37 Hornsey 37 10 do pek sou 1050 39
39 Charlie Hill 39 14 hf-ch uro pes 780 40
40 40 11 do pekoe 5.50 33
41 41 13 do pek sou 650 29
44 Mukeloya 44 25 hf-cli bro pek 1625 52
45 45 39 do or pek 1800 51

46 46 28 do pekoe 1400 44

47 47 10 do bro uek sou 650 28

t6

78
81

82
83
£4
85
86
87
88

Kiniinettia
Wevekellie
Norwood

Labookellie

Napier

530
534
540
542
544
546
548
550
552
554

eh
do
do
(lo

do
do
do
ch
do
do

uua.s

pekoe
pekoe
dust
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe

lb.

720
700
516
900
630
546
455
840
744
425

C.

33
39
34
28
52
51
38
43
35
30

[Messrs. Torres & Walker.—298,440 lb.]

Lot. Bo.x Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

6 ch

4

9

12
13
17

.

Poyston
Hurstpier-
point

Atungaha-
tenne

Kelaneiya

Naseby

382

384
386

396
402
404
412
414

18 hf-ch
11 do

8 hf-ch
30 ch
25 do
15 hf-ch
22 do

dust

bro pek
pekoe

unas
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek

780

900
545

440
2550
2500
975
1320

30

39
28

27
55
42
66
49 bid

91 Ascot 560 19 ch bro pek 1900 40
92 562 19 do pekoe 16 '5 32
95 568 5 do pek sou 475 28
96 Beaculla 570 25 hf-ch bro pek 1500 55
97 572 30 ch pekoe 2250 40
98 Anuingkande 574 24 do bro pek 2640 40
9J 576 21 do pekoe 2100 40
1 10 578 12 do pek sou 12'J0 34
101 580 9 hf-ch dust 675 29
1.13 Gallawatte 584 19 du bro pek 1900 45
IJl 5S6 18 do pekoe 1620 36
105 588 8 do pek sou 720 20
106 590 4 do dust 400 29
10'. 1‘llla Oya 592 20 ch or pek 2496 40
108 594 20 do pek sou 1800 32
109 -Middleton 596 12 oh bro or pek 1200 72
110 598 13 do bro pek 1300 57
111 600 24 do pekoe 2160 50
112 602 12 do pek sou 1080 48
111 R M T, in estate

m irk 606 5 ch bro pek 550 37
• li 608 5 do pekoe 475 31
llU 610 5 do pek sou 470 26
117 Heeloya 612 13 ch J)ro pek 1300 iO
118 614 15 do pekoe 1500 42
119 610 14 do pek sou 1400 30
121 Monkswood 620 18 do bro pek 2070 7o bill

122 622 .56 hf-ch or pek 2800 63 bid
123 6-24 17 ch pek sou 1530 50 bid
124 626 9 hf-ch fans 540 41

125 628 19 ch bro pek 2185 70 bid
120 630 57 hf-ch or pek 2850 63 bid
127 632 17 ch pek sou 1530 50 bid
128 634 9 hf-ch fans 640 41

129 Yataderia 636 14 ch bro or pek 1470]
130 638 23 do bro pek 2415 t
131 640 55 do pekoe 5500

1

ouc

132 642 12 do pek sou 1140j
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

Hetliersett

Erraclit

B D W .M

644
646
648
650
652
654
656

ch
do

88 hf-ch
42 ch
8 do

18 hf-ch
9 ch

bro or pek
or pek
bro pek
pekoe
peR sou
bro pek
sou

1320 )

2304 f
4400
3570
7M
900
900

wilhd'ii

44 bid
31 bid
i-9

33
15 iria

21 Dunbar 420 18 do or pek 750 03 140 D 653 7 do sou 088 12

22 422 29 do bro pek 1450 51 141 C L, in estate

23 424 30 ch pekoe 24( 0 42 mark 6 0 12 ch sou 1200 20

24 426 21 do pek sou IbfO 36 14-9 St. Heliers 661 18 hf-ch bro or pek 990 59

25 428 1 do fans 4au lO 143 664 18 ch pekoe 1806 40

26 Matale 430 16 do bro pek 1680 39 144 666 5 do pek sou 500 34

27 432 18 do pekoe 1710 35 145 -Amblakande 668 17 ch bro pek 1630 48

32 Galapitakande 442 23 do bro pek 2415 52 146 670 15 do pekoe 1350 38

33 314 28 do pekoe 2800 35 bid 147 672 6 (lo pek sou 6C0 31

34 346 6 do pek sou 600 3(9 148 Cairnfoith 674 26 hf-ch bro or pek 1690 56 bill

36 Patiagama 400 H ch bro or pek 1210 49 149 676 38 do bro pek 2660 54 bid

37 462 6 do bro pek 6u0 60 1.50 678 45 do or pek 2250 45 bid

38 454 8 do pekoe 800 41 151 680 63 do pekoe 3150 41 bid
40 8t Heliers 458 26 hf-ch bro or pek 1265 56 1.'.2 682 10 ch pek sou 9£0 32

41 460 13 ch pekoe 13U0 40 153 634 8 do pek fans 1010 34

42 462 5 do pek sou 5o0 34 159 I N G, in estate

43 T B 464 7 do pek fans 735 30 mark 690 30 ch bro pek 3000 37

47 472 4 do unas 469 23 160 698 6 do pekoe 670 32

50 tiampaha 478 21 hf-ch bro or pek 1 lo5 67 161 700 IS do pek sou 1620 28

51 480 26 do or pek 1300 46 162 702 7 hf-ch dust 525 30

52 482 11 do pekoe 550 42 163 K 704 10 ch sou 1000 14 bid

53 486 6 ch pek sou 600 39 164 H'lgalla 706 5 tif-ch tans 450 27

55 Scrubs 488 15 ch or pek 1425 55 16'. (ilencorse 703 22 ch bro pek 2200 46 bid

51 490 20 do bro pek 2200 54 166 710 12 do pekoe 1080 36

57 492 21 do pekoe 1095 44 167 712 13 (lo pek sou 1040 31)

58 4S4 12 (lo pek sou 1140 39 172 Harrington 722 15 (lo or pek 1726 64

59 Droinoland 496 10 ch V pek sou 850 27 bid 173 724 11 do pekoe 1210 51

62 Koladenia 502 4 do l»ro tea 504 28 17. 728 3 do dust 480 33
62 Lochiel 504 42 hf-ch bro pek 2310 46 176 G 730 14 hf-ch sou 840 16 bid
04 506 9 ch pekoe 810 38 '77 Glencoe 7.S2 5 ch sou 450 ,

witlid’n
66 C O EB 610 18 do pek sou 1020 20 !78 734 5 do red leaf 450 i

67 512 14 (lo oro mix 1260 15 170 B !) W 1> 7.36 40 hf-ch bro pek 2000 41

68 Vellaioya 514 7 ch bro tea 7o0 17 ISO 738 12 do bro pek 600 30
69 Beausejour 516 12 ch bro pek 12.90 36 bid 181 740 10 do bro pek fans 600 38
70 618 11 do pekoe 990 32 182 742 6 do dust 522 90
71 620 6 do fans 4/5 184 B D W A 746 11 do mix tea 770 35



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LISl‘.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. 0.

1ST Dunblane Tnvo 'ce

No. 3, tievloi’, in

est. mark 752 14 eh bro pek 1400 51 bid
1" 754 17 ()o pekoe 1700 39 bid

ISO 75G 12 llo pek sou l-.OO witlul’n.

19i An 1) ijjamluva 766 38 ch bro ))ek 4180 35 l)id

7bS 21 do or pek 1680 35 bid
11)0 770 10 do dust 1401) 26
l'.)7 Sonina 772 •24 hf-ch bro pek 1-200 56
I'.S 774 19 ch pekoe 1710 34
199 776 6 do pek sou 510 31

216 l.anjiilale KIO 56 ch bro pek 3120 78
217 812 27 do pekoe 7200 61

21S HU 7 ch pek sou 665 45
2L9 816 4 do dust 580 32
221 li 8-20 23 do bro pek 2530 36
222 822 16 do pekoe 1600 3’i

223 824 6 do pek sou 47o 28
223 Mi.Ulleton 828 40 if-ch bro pek 2-200 65

830 19 ch pt koi 1900 60
2-7 832 6 do pek sou 540 40
229 E 836 8 hf-ch fans 538 27
230 Pedro 838 32 ch bro or pek JJ520 78
131 840 9 do bro ])ek 1080 55
‘/32 84-i •25 do pekoe 2-2.'0 5r.

2;3 841 24 do pek .sou 1800 44

234 (346 5 do dust 750 35
235 Fairfax 848 ch bro or pek 600 38
236 850 18 do bro pek 1800 58
237 852 17 do pekoe 1700 40 bid
241 Morawaka 860 11 ch bro pek 1210 52
242 862 10 do or pek 1520 52
243 861 •27 do pekoe 2565 33 bid
214 866 19 do pek sou 1710 30 bid
215 Knavesmire 868 16 ch bro pek 1760 41

246 870 51 do pekoe 4590 32
247 Akuressa 872 20 ch bro pek 2200 45 bid
248 874 32 do or pek 2720 51 bid
249 876 •28 tlo pekoe 2640 33 bid
250 CaNton 87S 71 ch bro pek 7 IOC 42 bid
251 880 46 do pekoe 3910 31 bid

[MESSR.S. Somerville tV Co., 10'9,S9l lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkpcs. Name. lb. C.

1 Zuluand 131 5 ch bro pek 500 52
132 7 do pekoe 700 32

3 133 4 do pek sou 400 26

4 1 fapusasinulle 134 9 do bro pek 900 43 bid

6 136 9 do pek sou 855 31

8 Alutkelle 138 8 (io bro pek 480 35 bid

9 139 12 do pekoe 600 29 bid

10 140 10 do sou 500 27

11 Kiriinettia 141 13 hf-cll bro pek 650 43

12 142 27 do pekoe 1215 30 bid
14 144 9 do fans 450 31

16 A (i L 146 15 ch bro or pek 1500 43

17 147 10 do or pek 850 55

Is 148 32 do pekoe 27-20 34

19 149 6 do fans 600 29

21 A B I. 151 10 do fanns 850 14

‘23 Allakolla 153 44 hf-ch bro pek 3-240 42

21 154 22 ch pekoe 2200 30

25 105 12 do pek sou 1140 •29

27 I,B K 157 7 do red le.if 70) 21

‘28 5Ialvern 1.58 15 hf-cll bro pek 825 3!) bid
•20 159 22 do pekoe 1210 31

30 Ovoca A I 160 20 ch bro or pek 2200 61

31 164 13 do or pek 1300 55

32 165 12 flo pekoe 1200 43 bid

3o Xe->v Peradeniya 163 31 do bro pek 31a0 .50

34 164 32 do pekoe 2560 38

35 165 3-5 <lo pek sou 21.50 3"

38 I'eHcbcnde 168 6 (io bro pek 001) 41)

39 169 10 do pekoe 900 32 bid

42 Ire .3 172 15 do bro pek 1.500 40 bid

43 173 11 do pekoe 104.5 34

44 174 10 do pek sou 952 ‘28

53 Lonacli 183 56 do bro pek 3080 48

54 184 36 ch pekoe 34-20 37

55 1S5 20 do pek sou 1800 31

56 La'iugauia 186 •20 hf-ch bro pek 1100 55

57 187 21 ch pekoe 1890 37

5S 188 15 do pek sou 13.50 •29

59 Narangoda 189 14 (io bro pek 1170 :{5 bid

60 190 16 lio wekoe 1600 32

61 191 8 do pek .sou 760 28

64 Orion 194 130 boxe.s bro pek 2600 45 bid

65 105 113 do pekoe 2260 37

60 190 11) ch pek sou 950 .30

68 Gauipolaw;i:te 198 29 boxe.s bro pek .580 •18

69 199 •25 do pekoe 500 30 l>id

7«l Kelaiii 200 40 hf-ch bro pek 25:10 59

71 ‘201 30 do pekoe 2700 31 bid

72 202 13 lio pek sou 1170 29

Lot. Bo.x. Pk Name. lb. C.

75 Minna 205 49 hf-ch hro pek ‘2940 02

») 49 do bro pek 2949 i2
76 206 35 do pekoe 2450 46
,, , 35 do pekoe 2450 47
77 207 48 do pek son 4320 38
79 209 5 do (hut 4.50 27
SO Went worth 210 37 ch bi'o pek 4070 50 bill

81 211 •25 lif-cb or pek 1300 48 bid
82 212 17 ch pekoe 1445 34 bid
8:3 213 38 do pek sou 2660 30 bid
84 Surrey 214 22 do bro pek 24‘20 56
85 It 215 ,5do pek .sou 4C0 28 bid
86 216 6do bro tea 580 29 b'd

87 N in estate
mark 217 22 do bro tea 2088 20 bid

88 Kew 218 39 hf-ch bro pek 2262 61 b'd
89 •219 39 ch pekoe 3.588 40 bid
90 220 19 do pek sou 1S05 37 bid
91 221 8 hf-cll fans 584 31
96 Pellawatte 226 4 do bro pek 440 40 bid
97 227 12 do pekoe 1-260 33 bid
98 228 4 do pek sou 400 28
99 N ugawella 229 11 hf-ch or pek 660 54
100 230 27 do pekoe 1485 36 bid
102 L L 232 12 do or pek 960 56 bid
103 233 35 do bro pek 3850 48 bid
104 234 IS do pekoe 1800 33 bid
105 235 14 do pek sou 1050 •26 bid
110 Penritli 240 50 do bro pek 5000 48
111 241 39 do pekoe 3120 34 bid
112 242 23 do pek sou 2070 £9
118 Glencoe 248 5 ch sou 450 23
119 249 5 do red leaf 450 13
P20 Nilambe Oya -250 8 do bro pek 960 72 bid
121 •251 •24 do or pek 2304 72 bid
1-22 Chepston •252 43 do bro pek 4730 42 bid

1 hf-ch

123 M’teime 253 “30 ch bro pek 30C0 45 bid
1-24 lllukettia •254 9 do pek pelc ICOO 42 bid
125 •255 6 (lo pekoe 600 29 bid
1-26 2.56 5 do pek sou 500 27
128 Ukuwel.a 2.58 22 do bro pek 2200 39 bid
129 259 18 do pekoe 1800 38 bid
130 •263 12 do pek sou 1140 28

[Mr. E. John.—132,503 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Na lb. C.
O T and T Co. in

estate mark 199 35 ch bro pek 38.50 33 bid
3 201 •21 do pekoe 2100 30 bid
4 203 7 do pek sou 630 ‘28

0 207 5 do hr pek fans 625 29
u Gonavy •217 25 <U) bro pek 281.0 55
12 219 16 do pel; oe 1632 .‘0

13 221 11 (U) pek .sou 990 42
It) -Xgra < )u’-ab •2-27 .52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 71

17 2-?9 32 do or pek 19-20 51

IS ‘231 14 ch pekoe 1400 44 bid
19 •233 52 hf-cll br or pek 3380 70
20 •235 32 do or pek 1920 53 bid
21 •237 ri ch pekoe ISOO 45 bid

7 do 770 )

2J Perrindotry 241 7 do pekoe 735 V 40 bid
6 do 600 J

21 243 12 do pek sou 1285 32 bid
25 Gle))tilt •245 39 do bro pek 4095 46 bid
26 •247 34 do do 3570 46 bill

27 249 19 do pek sou 1900 39

;2S Verelapatna •251 ‘20 do bro pes 2200 49

29 253 •20 do pekoe 2000 43
32 Templestowe 2.*9 y i (lo or pek 3300 52 bid
3;i 261 35 (io pekoe 3150 40 bill

34 ‘263 25 (io jiek sou 2125 35

35 Ottery and
Stamfoi-d Hill 265 25 do bro pek 2500 62

36 267 21 do or pek 1890 64 bid
37 ‘269 5S do pekoe 5220 41 bid
41 Blackburn 277 17 (io bro pek 1870 33 bid
42 279 17 do pekoe 1870 31

41 Brownlow 2S3 6 do liro pek 7-20 54
45 285 8 do pekoe 800 40
46 Tillicoultry 287 5 do

1 hf-ch uua.ssortci 5.56 41
47 Kotuwageder: 289 2> c)i bro pek 2500 37 1 id

48 •291 21 do pekoe •2100 31

49 293 14 do nek sou 1330 29
51 Gh’Sgow 297 41 do bro or pek 3280 71 bid
52 299 :;o do or pek 1800 64

53 301 24 dtt pekoe 2-280 48
57 It L 309 12 do tiro pek l:132 49 bid
59 313 i do pek sou 567 3-2

60 Wewosse 315 34 hf-ch liro pek 1870 48
61 :il7 2:1 do pek sou 1100 40
62 319 do pekoe 1815 32



CEYLON PliODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot. Box. Pk«S. Name. lb. C.

C5 Verelap.atna 325 IG ch bro pek 1760 53
cc 327 22 do pekoe 2200 48
67 329 G do pek sou 600 39
cs Arillaw and

Wishford 331 IS hf-ch or pek 882 64

G9 333 30 do brorp No 1 16.50 58 bid
70 335 18 do do No 2 1188 51 bid
71 337 25 ch pekoe 2400 35 bid
74 N A 343 4 do

1 hf-ch pek sou 410 39 bid
75 Birnam 345 15 ch do 1050 39

7G Nahavill.a 347 10 do bro pek 1050 52
77 94i) 13 do pekoe 1300 37 bid
SI Tillicoultry 357 33 hf-ch bro pek 1848 63
82 359 17 ch or pek 1700 65
S3 361 12 do pekoe 1200 52
85 Ayr 365 30 hf-ch bro pek 1.500 47 bid
SG 367 23 ch pekoe 1955 35 bid
87 369 12 do pek sou 960 28 bid
93 Mocha 381 38 ch bro pek 3800 64
94 383 31 do pekoe 2945 46 bid
95 385 31 do pek so\i 2635 42

SMALL LOTS.

[Mkssr-s. a. H. Thompson vK: Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name lb. C.

2 A E 2 1 hf ch sou 59 22
10 W'oodend 10 2 ch congou 180 20
12 A G C 12 2 do dust 300 29
13 XXX 13 1 do unas 120 16
15 Cross in Circle,

in estate
mark 15 3 do pek sou 315 20

22 Battalgalla 22 3 ch fans 270 27
34 Mandara

Newara 34 2 ch dust 200 30
35 O 0 o 35 2 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 264 33
36 K D 36 2 ch red leaf 180 15
38 Hornsey 38 3 do fans 270 27

42 Charlie Hill 42 5 hf-ch sou 250 24

43 43 4 do pek fans 240 28

Messrs.

Lot. Box.

Somerville tk,

Pko’s. Name,
to.

lb. C.

5 Hapugasmulla 135 3 ch pekoe 270 35

7 137 1 do dust 149 29

13 Kiriraettia 143 1 hf-ch pek sou 50 21

15 145 3 do dust 195 28

20 A B L 150 4 ch pekoe 340 23

22 152 4 hf-ch dust 240 20

26 Allakolla 156 2 do dust 1.50 27

36 New Peradeniya 166 2 ch sou 140 22

37 167 4 do dust 340 30

40 Vellebende 170 4 do pek sou 340 25 bid
41 171 1 do dust 150 28

45 Irex 175 2 do dust 175 27

46 176 1 do red leaf 81 14

62 Narangoda 192 3 cli sou 285 26

63 193 2 hf-ch dust 170 29

67 Orion 197 5 do dust 375 28
73 Kelani 203 6 do fans 360 28
74 204 3 do dust 240 28

78 Minna 208 3 ch red leaf SOO 16
lai Nugawella 231 4 ch pek sou 340 28
108 A P 238 3 do pek fans 390 28

109 239 3 do red leaf 300 13

113 Penrith 213 1 do bro pek fans 122 32
114 214 1 (lo dust 160 29
127 Illukettia 257 2 ch bro tea 220 17

131 I'kuwella 261 2 do bro pek fans 140 29
135 Nagur 205 1 do bro pek 100 33
136 260 1 do pek sou 90 14

Lot.

[Ml

Box.

.>

PI

E. John.]

ioti. Name. lb. C.

1 H L II .S 197 3 hf-ch pek sou 171 29

5 T and T Co.
estate mark

in
205 1 ch ^ sou 90 21

7 209 2 do pek dust 280 25

8 Osborne 211 2 do bro tea 200 13
9 213 o do dust 280 26

10 215 1 hf-ch pekoe 56 16

14 Gonavy 223 1 do pek fans 74 27

15 225 1 do dust 90 26
30 Verelapatna 255 3 do pek sou 300 23
13 257 3 h^ch dust 240 29

Lot Box Pkgs Name. lb. c.

38 Ottery and
St.amt'ord Hill 271 1 Ch .SOU 100 23

39 273 1 do dust 163 28
40 O 275 2 bags fulffv dust 174 15
43 B B 281 2 hf-eh dust 160 27
50 Kotnwageder.a 295 1 do dust SO 27
54 K 303 7 do pek sou 280 20
55

R L
c05 1 do tannings 40 13

5S 311 4 ch pekoe 384 40
63 Wewesse 321 4 hf-ch fannings 260 36
64 L in estate

mark 323 6 do unassorted 300 25
73 Nahavilla 351 3 ch pek son 300 29
79 353 1 hf-ch dust 90 28
SO PTE 355 1 ch dnst 130 29
84 Tillicoultry 363 4 hf-ch fannings 320 31
88 Ayr 371 3 do dust 255 23

[Messr.s,

Lot. Box.

Forbes

Pk-8.

& Walker.]

Name. lb. C.
1 1C H L 380 3 ch bro mix 186 15
5 Hurstpier-

point 388 1 hf-ch pek sou 50 24
6 390 1 do dust 85 28
7 392 1 do red leaf 60 13
8 Atungahaten-

ne 394 4 hf-ch bro pek 240 45
10 393 1 do fans 60 30
11 400 1 do sou SO 22
19 Nasehy 416 5 do pek sou 300 41
20 418 2 ch bro tea 200 35
28 B T N 434 1 hf-ch sou 56 20
20 436 1 do bro mix 56 15
30 433 1 do dust 94 27
31 440 1 do dust 92 28
35 Galapitakande 448 2 ch dust 180 29
39 Patiagaina 4.56 1 do dust 150 30
44 .Stafford 466 2 ch fans 160 35
45 468 1 do dust 90 27
46 470 1 do bro mix 110 27
48 qL 474 2 hf-ch dust 160 31
49 476 1 do red leaf 42 1.3

54 Ganipaha 486 1 do dust 85 31
60 Bronioland 498 2 ch dust 272 29
61 500 1 do red le,a f dust 150 22
65 Lochiel 50? 1 do pek sou 100 28
72 Be.ausejour 522 1 ch dust 140 28
73 Kirriinettia 524 2 do bro pe dust 280 23
74 526 2 do pek dust 240 29
75 528 3 do fans 300 27
77 Wevekellie 532 6 hf-ch bro pek 390 48
79 536 1 do sou 50 23
80 Norwood 538 3 ch bro pek 324 49
89 Napier 556 1 hf-ch dust 85 29
90 Ascot 558 6 do bro or pek 390 41
93 564 4 do bro pek fans 260 31
94 566 1 do dust 85 29
113 Middleton 604 4 do dust 280 33
120 Bagdad 618 2 do dust 180 30
163 Gfencorse 714 1 ch dust 175 30
169 716 1 do pek fans 140 33
174 Harrington 726 3 do pek sou 315 40
183 B D \VP 741 2 ch red leaf 200 13
185 B D \V A 748 4 hf-ch dust 340 29
186 B B \V G 750 2 do dust 180 31
200 Sorana 778 1 ch red leaf 80 22
220 Langdale 818 1 ch fans 120 33
224 B 826 1 do dust 150 26
228 Middleton 834 3 ch bro pek fan 195 34

BBS

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

{!' rom Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincing Lane, March 13, lS9(j

Marks ami prices of CEYLON COFFEE soM in Miiicina;
Lane up to 13th March :

Ex_ “ Logician ’’-Pittarat Malle, 2c lb 10 Is; lb Ills-
It 85s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON,

(From Our Commercial Correspondent).

Mincino Lane, Mirch 13.
Ex “Trocas"—Gaiisaroowa, G1 baRs .553; .5 bags 3Gs Gil.

Alarakona, 5 bags los:
Ex “Orient'’—iMana, 9 bags 3Gs.

i bags 30s G(l.

Ex “Ulysses”—T, 1 bag 37s.
Ex “Yorkshire”—KR LG, 80 bags 59s. T, 5 bags 45s.

OnSERVEIl PRI.NTING WOftltsi.
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TEA., COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES,

Colombo, April 20lh, 1896. ( Price :

—

12^ cents each
;
3 copies

1 30 cents
; 6 copies | rupee.NO. 14.]

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.—-98,681 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 DigHola 1 15 ch bro pek 1500 43 bid

2 2 15 do pekoe 1350 34 bid

5 Digdola 5 13 ch bro pek 1300 43 bid

6 0 12 do pekoe 1080 33 bid

7 7 6 do pek sou 540 26

13 Wewalkande 13 4 ch dust 450 20

20 S 20 8 do pek sou 720 24

21 Dehiowita 24 5 ch dust 725 27

20 Parabagain'a 20 10 ch fans 1000 24

27 27 11 do bro tea 1100 12 bid

28 28 17 do dust 1530 26

29 AGO 29 4 do pek sou 400 23

31 Cross in Circle,

in estate mark 31 17 ch red leaf 1870 14

47 D 47 5 ch
1 hf-ch sou 562 12 bid

48 A& F L 48 6 ch pe fans 480 32

£3 SanitiyaKodcle 53 7 ch bro or pek 700 39

54 54 24 do bro pek 2640 56 bid

55 55 18 do or pek 1800 60 bid

nO 56 22 do pekoe 2180 38 bid

57 57 4 do fans 400 28 bid

59 B & D 59 0 ch dust 96.) 26

01 Battalga.Ua 01 13 do pe sou 1365 36

05 K 03 7 hf-ch bro pe fans 490 34

04 64 15 do dust 1200 25

05 F& R 65 8 do pek sou 400 25

00 Elston 66 43 ch pke souNo 2 3870 30

07 Mvraganga 67 14 do bro or pe 1610 51 bid

08 68 31 do or pek 3255 45 bid

09 69 18 do bro pek 1890 46 bid

70 70 20 do pekoe 2755 40 bid

71 71 25 do pek sou 2250 33 bid

78 Court lodge 78 37 hf-ch bro or pe 2516 82 bid

79 79 25 do or pe 1250 91

80 80 8 ch bro pe 960 67 bid

81 81 8 do pekoe 824 00

82 82 82 tlo pek sou 760 53

84 Comar 84 34 hf-ch bro pe 1870 40 bid

85 85 28 do pekoe 1960 33 bid

80 86 12 do pek sou 720 25 bid

88 88 8 do dust 560 26

[Messes. Eorbes & Walker.—550,391 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 N 882 8 ch bro tea 1040 27
2 884 9 do unas 810 32
4 A 888 5 ch pekoe 468 27

0 892 9 do dust No 1 1331 27

14 Horagaskelle 908 7 hf-ch bro pek 420 42
16 912 13 do pek sou 716 27
19 918 3 ch dust 465 26

21 A 922 4 do pek No. 1 400 32
23 926 5 do bro dust 727 24

94 S E 928 4 do bro pek 465 out
29 M M 938 4 ch bro fan 460 27

31 942 3 do dust 450 24
32 K E 944 13 do pek sou 1300 26
40 Rambodde 972 29 hf-ch or pek 1450 52
47 974 24 do bro or pek 1320 60
48 970 9 do pek sou 405 34
49 Udabage 978 77 do bro pek 4620 41

50 980 81 do pekoe 4455 32
51 982 44 do pek sou 2420 27
52 984 6 hf-cli dust 420 28

54 Muiuunal; 988 5 ch bro pek 500 45
01 Tavalamteiine 2 11 do bro pek 1210 41

02 4 8 do pekoe 800 31
04 Mavmollay 8 61 hf-ch bro pek 3355 58

C5 10 25 do pekoe 1500 52

00 12 14 do pek sou 840 40

03 16 6 do dust 420 32

09 Hadellii IS 34 ch
,,

bro pek 3100 59
70 20 27 do pekoe 2430 50

71 22 23 do pek sou 2070 41

72 24 4 do dust 520 32
74 Great Valley 28 20 ch bro pek 1100 66

75 30 61 do pekoe 5795 40

70 32 28 do pe : sou 2380 30
77 Macaldeniy 34 19 hf-ch bro pek 1045 58 bid
78 30 19 do pekoe 950 55

79 33 6 cli dust 600 .38

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

80 If AT, in estate
mark 40 4 ch bro pek 440 26

83 Ellawatte 40 20 do bro pek 2100 51
84 48 26 do pekoe 2600 38
85 60 7 do pek sou 700 30
88 Kakirskande 56 5 do pekoe 405 35
91 Lilawatte 62 5 do sou 500 23
92 M N 64 50 box bro mix 1006

1

1

93 66 20 hf-ch bro mix 1000 1

94 J M 68 60 box bro mix 1000
1

-witnd n

95
Langdale

70 20 hf-ch bro mix 1000 J
1

96 72 17 ch bro pek 2040 77
97

Ranawella
74 19 do pekoe 1900 64

100 80 7 do bro pek 770 60
101 82 7 do pekoe £95 39
102 84 8 do pek sou 600 34
105 Monktonwyld 90 9 lif-ch bro pek 49-5 50
106 92 5 ch pekoe 400 42
109 Augusta 98 15 do bro pek 1650 54
110 100 16 do pekoe 1360 38
111 102 IS do pek sou 1350 .31

114 .St. Helen 108 38 hf-ch bro pek 2470 39
115 110 22 do pekoe 1210 36
116 112 11 do pek sou 550 29
118 Kosgalla 116 25 ch bro pek 1400 49
119 118 26 do pekoe 1300 33
120 120 19 do pek sou 950 28
122 St. Heliers 124 20 hf-ch bro or pe 1100 53 bid
123 126 14 do pekoe 1400 44
124 128 4 do pek sou 400 36
125 Amblakande 130 2 do bro pek 1080 46
126 122 17 do ])ekoe 1530 37
127 134 6 do pek sou 600 34
128 Denmark

Hill 1.36 8 ch bro or pek 960 55 bid
129 138 14 do or pek 1344 57 bid
130

Knavesmire
140 8 do pekoe 704 48

1.32 144 29 do pek sou 2610 28 bid
133 146 12 do sou 960 25
136 Dambagalla 1.52 65 hf-ch bro pek 3900 54 bid
137

Clova
154 20 do pekoe 1000 53

141 162 19 do pek sou 855 26
144 Meddetenne 168 40 do bro pek 1800 42
145 170 17 ch

1 :hf-ch pekoe 1575 32
146 172 12 ch

1 :hf-ch pek sou 1065 30
151 D E, in e.state

mark 182 5 1hf-ch dust 415 26
152 Wallegekan-

de 184 34 ch fans 3400 21 bid
153 186 47 do do 3995 21 bid
154 C, in estate

mark 188 13 hf-ch dust 425 18 bid
1.55 Gallawatte 190 25 ch bro pek 2500 43
156 192 19 do pekoe 1710 33
157 194 7 do pek sou 700 31
162 T M G 204 11 ch dust 1035 25
163 Doi-aiikande 206 24 do bro pek 2400 ro
164 208 14 do pekoe 1260 36
165 210 14 do pek sou 1190 31
166 Pokitagama 212 36 ch bro pek 3600 45
167 214 37 do pekoe 3700 35
108 216 30 do pek sou 3000 29
169 218 13 do tans 1300 34
170 iveoya 220 34 ch bro pek 3400 46
171 222 59 do pekoe 5310 35
172 224 21 do pek sou 1630 29
173 226 11 do bro pe fan 1210 31
174 228 7 do pek dust 980 27
175 Dunkeld 230 26 ch bro pek 2860 47 bid
176 232 21 do or pek 1890 65
177 234 19 do pekoe 1900 43
178 236 14 do bro pek 1540 47 bid
179 238 27 do or pek 1350 55
180 240 17 do pekoe 1700 43
182 D K D 244 5 ch red leaf 500 14
183 246 3 do dust 495 20
184

Dammerii
248 5 do brope No 2 625 30

194 268 05 ch bro or pek 7150 45 bid
195 270 79 do pekoe 7900 41
190 272 9 do pek sou 900 33
197 274 6 do dust 600 32
199 D M 278 4 do pekoe 400 48
200 Chines 280 47 hf-ch bro pek 2585 31
201 2.«2 16 ch pekoe 1440 43
202

Erracht
284 19 do pek sou 1710 36

204 288 42 ch bro pek 3780 31
20» 290 36 do pekoe 3000 13
206 Higl) Foreit 292 41 hf-ch tiro pe 2214
207 294 35 do pekoe 750 60
208 296 22 do pe sou 1188 50



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

214 308 •28
1hf-ch pekoe 1400 45

215 Wattagalla 310 22 ch bro or pe 2420 47
216 312 12 do or pek 1320 70
217 314 34 do pekoe 3740 44

218 316 13 do pek sou 1300 39
220 Galphele 3-20 10 hf-cli bro pek 600 49
•221 3-22 14 tlo pekoe 700 38
222 324 13 do pe sou 650 34
223 Galkadua 326 17 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 17.50 43
224 328 14 ch pekoe 1400 33
225 s:;o 12 do pek sou 1200 28
2-28 Matale 336 •20 do bro pek 2100 40
•229 338 •28 do pekoe £630 34
231 Ireby 812 42 hf-ch bro pek 25-20 64
232 314 10 ch pekoe 1440 52
213 346 10 do pek sou 900 40
235 Pansalatenne 350 34 ch bro pek 3570 42
236 352 24 do pekoe 2400 38
237 354 18 do pek sou mo 34
238 256 4 do congou 400 27
239 Nugagalla 358 32 hf-ch bro pek 1600 58
240 360 95 do pekoe 4750 39
241 362 16 do pek sou 800 30
•243 Waitalawa 366 71 do bro pek 3550 56
244 368 126 do pekoe 0300 42
245 370 28 do pek sou 1400 31
246 372 8 do dust 680 30
247 Iddagodde 374 4 ch bro or pek 460 47
248 376 13 do or pek 1300 49
249 •378 25 do ))ekoe •2250 35
250 380 IS do pek sou 1530 30
252 Midlothian 384 51 hf-ch or pek 3060 54 bid
2u3 886 2/ do pekoe 1485 48
•254 388 10 do pek sou 550 43
256 Banwela 392 H ch pek .sou 1120 25 l)id

257 E 394 7 hf-ch fan 538 18 bid
258 Clyde 396 28 ch bro pek £940 42
259 398 13 do pekoe 1300 34
260 400 11 do pek son 1100 30
262 404 34 do bro pek 3570 43
203 406 15 do pekoe 1500 34
264 408 11 do pek sou 1100 31
•265 410 3 ilo dust 4i>0 28
266 Js’orthmore 412 49 cli bro pek 5390 35 bid
•267 414 55 do pekoe 5525 31
•269 Freds Ruhe 418 21 ch bro pek 2310 45
270 420 20 do ])ekoe •2000 37
271 4 -22 7 do pek sou 700 29
275 Kelaneiya 430 40 ch bro pek 3400 54
276 432 39 ilo pekoe 2900 44
278 430 4 do sou 400 28
284 Caxton 448 17 ch bro pek 1870 40 bid
285 4.50 14 do or pek 1260 42
286 452 12 do pekoe 1200 34 bid

Lot.

376
377
378

380
383
384
385
386
388
389
393
394
39.5

396
397
398
399
401
403
406
407

408
409
410
416
421
426
427
431

432
433
444
445
446
447
448
441)

450
452
453
454
455
456
459
460
461
462
463

Box. Pkffs. Names. 10 .

287
•288

•291

C
Paiitiya
Ragalla

454
4.56

462

ch
do

9 hf-di

SOU
dll'

'

fail <

bo.)

780
720

21

26
31

292 464 5 do dust 450 •27 15
308 Ambalawa 496 11 lif-ch bro or pek 550 35 bid 16
309 498 15 do or pek 075 47 bid IS
310 500 39 do lu'o pe Xo 2 1050 37 19
311 502 22 do pekoe 990 34 20
312 504 19 do pek sou 760 29 21
313 Talgaswela 500 18 hf-ch bro pek 16-20 55 24
314 .508 15 ch pekoe 13.50 35 25
315 510 30 do pek sou 2550 32 26
316 512 G do cougou 510 26 28
317 514 7 do or pek 770 40 29
318 Eleiuana 516 19 ch bro pek 1900 43 30
319 CIS 17 do I)ckoe 1700 36 33
320 5^20 10 do pek sou 1000 31 34-
323 Deaculla 520 36 ch pekoe 2700 44 35
326 tlpalgalla 532 9 ch red leaf 720 12 39
3^28 536 0 do dust 750 25 40
329 'J’yuiou!^ 538 37 hf-ch bro pek 1850 85 41
330 540 49 do pekoe 2205 55 46
331 542 57 do pek sou 28.50 49 47
332 544 20 do sou 1000 39 48
333 Tyiiiour .546 37 if-ch bro pek 1850 79 50
334 54S 49 d(. pekoe 2205 55 51
335 550 57 do pek sou 2850 48 52
349 C R D 578 5 ch red leaf 500 13 53
350 M AH ' 580 5 ch congou 500 •20 58
351 Cairnfortli 582 9 hf-ch broorpe 630 37 59
352 584 55 do bro pek 3300 56 bid 60
353 586 S9 do I>ekoe 1950 68 bid 62
354 588 21 do pekoe 1050 45 63
361 Q L 602 10 ch unas 1150 24 64
362 MorliUids 604 14 Ilf ch bro pek 840 07 65
363 006 0 cli pekoe 900 53
364 60S 5 do pek sou 500 43 60
369 Locliiel 0!8 6 do j)ek sou 540 28 07
370 C20 9 do dust 1-260 70
374 .Scrubs 628 12 <io or pek 1 200 50 71
375 030 •26 do bro pek 2860 57 72

632 25 hf-ch pekoe 2375 45

M B O in est.

634 12 do pek sou 1140 36

mark 630 9 do bro mi.\ 810 12

Vellaioya 640 8 <lo bro tea 800 12
lloomba 646 9 do bro tea 675 27

Arapolakanda 648 48 cll bro pek 4560 53
650 47 do pek 3995 35
652 9 do pek sou 900 •29

C B 050 14 do bro pek 1400 40 V)id

658 12 do pekoe 1-200 29 bid
M A 666 22 do bro t a 1760 24

668 8 hf-ch dust 640 27
Kandioya 670 20 ch bro pek 2200 43 bid

672 32 do or j)ek 2720 48 bid
T)oonevale 074 18 do bro pek 1800 35

670 14 <lo pekoe 1-260 30
678 6 do fans 570 28

E T K 682 10 do red leaf 1000 16 bid
C O GoO 8 ht-eh bro mix 400 21
1 K
1) in estate

092 7 ch bro mix
•

784 18

mark 694 24 hf-ch red leaf 1800 17 bid
Glencorse 690 29 ch bro pek 2000 45

608 14 do pekoe 1200 30
700 12 do pek .sou 960 30

ST 712 4 do dust 580 21

V G A 722 16 ch or pek 1600 39
A M B 732 10 do bro pek 1472 16 .

734 19 do fans 2204 12
Cliesterford 742 33 do bro pek 3300 52

744 33 do I>ekoe 3300 35
746 33 do pek sou 3300 30

EUekanda 768 45 hf-ch bro pek 2250 44
770 84 do pekoe 3696 35
772 15 ch pe dou 1050 11

774 36 hf-ch bro pe ISOO 43
776 84 do pekoe 3696 35
778 •20 do pe Xo 2 880 32
780 •24 ch pe sou 1080 32
784 3 do dust 450 25

Castlereagh 786 31 do or pe 2790 50

786 14 do bro ])e 1400 60
700 36 do pekoe 27C0 47
792 11 do pe sou 880 35

Meemoraeya 798 23 hf-ch 1)10 pe 920 35
800 47 do pekoe 1880 32

Killaniey 802 60 do or pe 3300 49
804 37 do bro or pe 2405 61

800 13 ch pekoe 1300 44

[MK,S.SI;S. SOMERVILI.E iV Co., 232,751
L. 1^1 XT n.

Ib.]

Lot.
1 A B L
4 Wavateniie
5

10 Malveni
Kothes Ceylon

Kaiinnka

Benveula

Allakolla

Attabagie

Roiidura

1,'kuwela

White Cross

Avslena

Ovoca A 1

Woodthoi'pe

Vilpita

Box. PIkg.s. Name. lb. C.

1 10 ch fans 850 13
4 6 llf-ell pekoe 540 33
5 18 do pek sou 1G^20 29

10 10 do pekoe 550 31

15 8 do bro pek 400 51

10 18 do pekoe 720 38
18 23 ch bro pek 2530 43
19 20 do ))fckoe 2600 34
20 15 do ])ek sou 1350 28
21 6 do fauns COO 30
24 34 hf-ch bro pek 1700 41

25 22 do pekoe 1100 32
•20 8 do pek sou 800 27

28 47 do bro pek 28^20 42

29 15 cli jiekoe 1.500 34

30 12 <lo pek sou 1140 28

33 11 do bro or pek 1100 43
34 12 do or pekoe 10'20 51 bid
35 31 (lo pekoe 2635 34
39 14 do bi'o pek 1470 42
40 10 do pekoe 1440 35
41 14 do l>ek sou 1190 29

46 44 do bro pek 4400 42
47 33 do pekoe 3300 33
48 14 do pek .sou 1330 29

50 45 do bro pek 4500 42
51 41 do pekoe 4100 34
52 27 do pek sou •2556 •28

53 5 do iu'o mix 4.50 17

58 46 do bro pek 2300 50
59 47 do pekoe 2350 39
60 32 do j)ek sou 1600 32
62 15 ch bro or pek 1575 62
63 12 do or pek 1-2O0 50
61

1

18 hf-cli pekoe fans 13.50 33
i

! 65 13 ch bro ))ek 1430 .50

66 14 do pekoe 1190 3H
67 15 «lo j)(‘k sou 11 '25 31

70 6 do bro pek 600 40
71 9 do pekoe too 31

72 9 do pek sou 856 27



CEYLQN PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot. Box. Bkg.8. Name. lb. c.

75 Citrus 75 4 ch bib pek 450 44
1 hf-ch

76 70 8 ch pekoe 800 32
SI RCTF in est.

mark 81 20 cii bro pek 2000 41

82 82 18 do pekoe 1620 33
S3 83 21 do SOU 1080 27
85 Koorooloogalla 85 12 do bro pek 1200 51

86 SO 10 do pekoe It 00 36
87 87 7 do pek son 700 30
89 Biimsicle 89 28 hf-ch bro pek 1400 46 bid
90 90 38 do pekoe 1900 34
91 91 16 do pek sou 800 28
93 Diaslancl 93 5 dl bro pek 545 47
94 94 15 do pekoe 1425 36
97 California 97 4 do bro pek 400 43
98 98 0 do pekoe 050 28

1 hf-ch k -31;{ .’•rv,

99 99 4 do pek sou 400 25
102 Xarangoda 102 0 do bro pek COO 41
103 103 11 do pekoe 1100 30 bid
104 104 5 do pek sou .-50 27 bid

1 hf-ch
108 S I. G 180 6 hf-ch fans 4SC 25
110 LviuUuirst 110 1 1 dl bro pek 1190 44
111 111 15 do pekoe 1275 34
112 112 18 do pek sou 1440 29
115 Lymlurst 115 7 do bro pek 784 41
116 116 9 do pekoe 945 30
117 117 4 do pek sou 420 25
123 Hatton 123 40 hf-ch bro pek 2200 69
124 124 49 dl pekoe 4410 49
125 125 28 do pek sou 2520 37
128 Maliatenne 128 25 do bro pek 2560 41
129 129 IS do pekoe 1710 34
130 130 15 do pek sou 1500 29
132 132 5 do dust 450 25
133 Kew 133 10 hf-ch bro or pek 000 4 i

134 134 27 do bro pek 1566 60
135 135 39 do bro pek 2262 61

136 130 31 ch pekoe 2852 48
137 137 39 do pekoe 3588 48
138 138 13 do pek sou 1235 40
139 Attabagie 139 29 do bro or jiek 2900 42
140 140 12 do or pek 1020 53
141 141 51 do pekoe 4335 34
142 142 8 do pek sou 080 28
143 143 10 do lans 1000 30
145 Chetnole 145 8 do sou 800 29
147 CPU 147 14 hf-di dust 910 29
149 Alpitikande 149 10 ch bro pek 1000 45
150 150 17 do pekoe 1445 34
151 151 14 do pek sou 1260 30
154 Minna 154 67 hf-ch bro pek 4020 57 bid
155 165 48 ch pekoe 50
156 156 23 do pek sou 2070 40
157 Xugarvella 157 26 hf-dl or pe 1560 47
158 1.58 41 do pekoe 2255 37
158 159 10 ch pek sou 850 29
169 Roseneath 162 52 hf-ch bro pek 2S60 46
J63 163 18 do pekoe 1620 33
104 164 17 do pek sou 1530 20
lOo 1> 15 165 6 ch pek sou 945 23

7 hf-ch
166 160 17 do bro mix 1650 13

1 hf-ch
168 168 10 hf-dl dii-it 792 out
169 Rayigam 169 30 ch (iro pek 316U 51
170 170 27 do pekoe 2430 39
171 171 16 do pek sou 1140 31
173 Penrith 173 So do bro pek 3300 43 bid
174 174 27 do pekoe 2160 34
175 175 17 do pek sou 1530 29
202 Deniyaya 202 43 do bro pek 4730 46
203 203 25 do pekoe 2500 35
204 204 10 do pek sou 1000 31
207 HMR 207 4 hf-ch dust 620 28
200 F in estate

mark 208 4 ch pek sou 440 29
210 I'arrow’ 210 05 hf-ch bro pek 3640 42
211 211 SO do pekoe 4000 35

[Mr. E. JOHN'.—-203,815 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgjs. Xa lb. c.

1 Nartnel 309 S hf-ch bro pe No. 2 400 33
2 311 1 1 do pekoe 528 29

313 IS dd pdi Sou 810 26
6 I) N I), in estate

mark 319 19 do fans 1140 32
7 321 23 ch SOU 1840 29
8 323 16 do bro tea 1600 14
9 325 17 hf-dl dust 1360 27

lO Ettapolla 327 15 <io bro pek 840 36
11 329 27 do pekoe 1.512 27 bid
12 Happy I'alley 331 8 do O.io or pek 480 46

Lot. Box, Pkg8. Name, lb. C.

15 Madulteima 337 12 dl bro pek 1200 43 bid
16 339 12 do jiek sou 1200 SO
17 Anchor, in e.st.

18
mark 341 26 do bro or pek 2600 58

343 20 (io or )ick 1600 50
19

JSt. Jolin’s
345 14 do pekoe 1344 45

20 347 4 5 do iiro pek 4950 78
21 349 38 do pekoe 380-1 54
22 351 26 do pek sou 2600 50
23 353 4 do fans .560 40
24 355 3 do (lust 510 31
25 Uvakellie 357 34 do bro jiek 3740 50
26- 359 26 do pekoe 2600 47
27 361 21 do )iek sou 2100 33
28

1.

363 3 do liro mix 450 31
29 305 25 do ))ek sou 2125 42
30

Verelapatna
367 9 dust 855 29

32
33

371 19 ch bro pek 2090 57
373 21 do liokoe 2100 40

34 375 7 do Iiek sou 700 30
35 377 5 do dust 420 34
30 Stiiisford 379 44 hf-ch bro pek 2420 54
37

38
381

383
70
26

do
do

pekoe
pek sou

3150
1300

42
34

43 Tientsin 303 63 do bro or pek 3405 64 bid
44 395 .50 dl pekoe 5000 48
45 397 14 do pek SOU 1260 37
46 399 IL hf-ch (.lust 825 37
48 Templestowe 403 28 ch or pek 2800 53
49 405 33 do or pek 3300 53 bid
50 407 49 do pekoe 4410 42
51 403 35 do pekoe 3150 42
52 411 19 do ])ek sou 1615 34
53 413 5 do dust 700 30
54 Gonavy 415 30 do bro pek 3360 48 bid
65 417 16 tlo pekoe 1632 43
50

Agra Ouvah
419 10 do pek sou 900 37

67 421 52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 72
58 423 32 do or pek 1920 53
59 425 13 ch pekoe 1300 43
60 427 62 hf-ch bro or iiek 3380 62
01 429 S2 do or pek 1920 .50

62 431 13 dl pokoe 1300 41
63 433 52 hf-dl bro or pek 3310 60 bid
04 435 32 do or pek 1920 50
65

Glentilt
437 13 dl pekoe 1300 42

60 439 45 do bro pek 4725 53
07 441 31 do pek sou 3100 42
68 443 4 (lo fans 600 30
69 Lamdiere 445 31 do bro pek 3410 60
70 417 29 do pekoe 2842 52
71 449 21 do pek sou 2058 43
73 Kanangama 453 57 do bro pek 5700 40
74 455 30 do pekoe 2700 32
75 457 9 do pek sou 810 28
76 459 5 ilo fans 500 28
77 461 4 (lo dust 560 27
70 Glassaugli 465 32 lif-di bro pek 1760 73
SO 467 28 ch pekoe 2520 55
81 409 19 do pek sou 1615 16
82

Dickapittia
471 8 iif-di dust 600 32

S3 473 21 ch bro pek 2310 62
84 475 27 do pekoe 2700 40
85

Chapelton
477 0 do )iek sou 600 35

88 483 0 hf-ch dust 540 28
91 H!8, 111 cst. mark 489 11 ch sou 935 25
92 491 5 hf-dl dust 42.7 26
96 Acrawatte 499 11 ch bro or pek 1155 55
97 1 16 do pekoe 1440 30 bid
98 3 11 do

j
ick sou 1100 31

99 N H 5 7 do sou 700 42
101 G X 9 7 do congou 700 32
103 Glasgow 13 51 do bro or pek 3978 71
104 15 43 do or pek 2580 •55 bid
105 17 31 do pekoe 2045 50
108 N .A 23 4 do

1 hf-dl pek sou 410 12 bid
112 IVeymouth 31 13 do In o pek 650 46 bid
113 33 9 ch pekoe 810 32 bid
114 35 8 do pek sou 680 27
117 l^oilakande 41 46 hf-ch bro pek 2760 44 bkl
118 43 34 ch pekoe 3052 40
110 45 30 do pek sou 23.'9 32
122 IMaduItenna 51 12 do bro pek 1200 40 bid
113 53 17 do br pe No. 2 1700 38
124 55 12 do pekoe 1200 34
125 57 12 do pek .sou 1200 28
126 H A B 59 7 do bro or pek 420 32
129 Claremont 03 30 hf-dl bro pek 1500 43
130 05 17 ch pekoe 1445 36
131

Kecnagaha Kll:

07 12 do pek sou 960 30
134 1 73 9 hf-ch br pe No. 1 540 31 bid

3.8137 Hunugnlla 79 10 ch bro pek 1000
138 81 7 do jiekoe 700 30
139

Esperanza
S3 0 do ]iek son 570 28

141 87 30 hf-ch bro or pek 1.560 43 bid
142 89 55 do pekoe 2530 34



4 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Bo.\.
1
ikfiS. Name. lb. C.

14.5 Wewes.se 95 28 Iif-ch bvo pek 1540 45

146 97 34 lio pekoel 1870 37

147 99 24 (io pek sou 1200 33
146 Orangetielil 101 1 ch bro pek 665 44

149 103 16 do pekoe 1520 27 bid
152 Alnoor 109 29 hf-ch 1110 pek 1450 44

153 111 21 ilo pekoe 1050 36
151 11 : 18 do pek sou 900 32
155 ]i5 9 do fans 630 34
156 :Murravtliwaite 117 15 cli

3 1hf-ch bro pek 1650 42 bid
157 119 8 ch pekoe 720 31 bid
159 New Tuiiisgalla 123 14 hf-ch bro pek 840 45
160 125 35 do pekoe 1750 35
163 K L 131 12 ch bro pek 1440 45 bid
164 133 10 do pekoe 900 42
165 136 13 do pek sou 1040 33
166 I’enulale 137 43 do bro pek 4300 41 bid
167 139 44 do pekoe 3960 33
168 Logan 141 46 hf-ch bro pek 2530 44
169 143 18 ch pekoe 1620 33
170 145 16 do pek sou 1360 29
171 147 3 do dust 420 28
174 Tillicoultry 153 27 hf-ch bro orpek 1512 80
175 155 22 ch or pek 2200 69
176 157 48 hf-ch bro pek 2768 59 bid

177 159 17 ch pekoe 1700 55

178 161 13 do pek sou 1300 47

ISO 165 4 do dust 600 35

181 Mocha 167 50 do bro pek 5250 56 bid
182 169 43 thi pekoe 4b00 56
183 171 33 do pek sou 2805 41

184 173 4 do dust 560 32

SMALL LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]
Lot. Box.. Pkc's. Name lb. C.

3 K, in estate
mark 3 2 lif-cli iinas 94 24

4 4 1 do dust 50 27

8 Digdola 8 1 ch dust 140 28
9 Ahamud 9 7 lif-cli bro pe 350 44

10 10 6 do pekoe 300 31

11 11 0 do pe sou 300 25

12 12 1 tlo fans 60 14

14 Wewalkande 14 2 ch
1 hf-cli unas 225 17

21 C 21 2 hf-cli

5 box pekoe 141 24

21 GlencarifPe 22 3 ch red leaf 240 12

23 23 4 tlo SOU 320 22

25 Dehiowita 25 1 cli congou 105 16

30 Cross in Circle,

in estate
mark 30 2 ch dust 170 27

32 C G R 32 1 lif-ch bro or pe 57 30 bid

33 33 1 ch pekoe 86 28

58 Tisakande 58 5 do bro pek 300 44

62 Battalgalla 62 3 do fans 270 12

77 Saoitivasrodde 77 3 ch fans 375 30

83 Court Lodge 83 4 do dust 372 37

87 Coraar 87 1 hf-ch fans 80 25

[Me. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

4 Nartnel 315 2 ht-ch fans 106 29

5 317 3 fir-ch dust 90 25

13 Happy Valley 333 4 hf-ch pekoe 240 36

14 335 3 do pe sou 170 31

31 I. 369 2 do red leaf 92 11

39 H F D 385 4 do l)e fans 240 27

40 387 2 do dust 170 28

41 389 2 do congou 100 22

42 391 <.) do red leaf 170 12

47 Tienstin 401 1 do unas 84 27

72 Lameliere 451 4 ch pe fans 340 31

78 Kanangama 463 1 do congou 90 15

86 Dickapittia '479 2 do sou 200 25

S7 481 1 do ilust 100 26
89 HS, in est. mark 485 3 ilo bro pek 315 32
90 487 1 (lo pekoe 100 27

93 493 2 hngs red leaf 120 11

94 495 o do burnt tea 112 withd’n.

95 497 1 bag Huff 78 13

100 G T 7 4 hf-clt dust 380 31

102 M U 11 3 do dust 255 31

II 6 N A 19 2 ilo bro pe 100 30
107 21 •) ch

1 hf-cli pekoe 245 24

109 Radag.a 25 1 do bro pe 50 46
no 27 o do pekoe 160 33
111 29 1 ilo pe sou 50 20

Lot, Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. 0 .

115 Wevmouth 37 2 do dust 140 28
116 39 1 ch bro mi.x 98 14

120 Poilakande 47 2 do dust 230 27

121 49 3 do liro pe fans 330 29
132 Claremont 69 4 do fans 260 37
133 71 2 do dust 160 26
135 Keenagaha Ella 75 2 do bro mix 200 23

186 / 1 do dust 150 27

140 llunugalla 85 1 do fans 150 28
143 Esperanza 91 3 hf-ch dust 252 26
144 93 2 do congou 180 22
150 OrangeHeld 105 4 ch pe sou 380 24
151 107 1 do dust 160 27
158 Murraythwaite 121 2 do dust 160 28
161 New Tunisgalla 127 3 hf-ch sou 150 24
162 129 1 do dust 90 27
172 Logan 149 1 ch bro tea 75 33
173 151 1 hf-ch pe fans 72 31

179 Tillicoultry 163

Messrs.

1 ch
1 hf-ch unas 156

Somerville & Co.

39

O C PkgS. Name lb. c.

2 A B L 2 2 ch dust 200 18
3 Wavatenne 3 4 hf-ch bro pek 360 49
6 6 2 do congou 180 18
7 7 1 ch pek dust 103 29
8 8 1 do dust 125 25
9 Malvern 9 4 hf-ch bro pek 220 40

11 11 4 do pek sou 220 23
12 12 1 do SOU 55 17

13 13 2 do fans 110 27
14 14 2 do dust 110 27
17 Rothes, Ceylon
22 Kananka

17 2 do SOU 88 25
22 2 ch bro tea 166 20

23 23 2 do dust 260 27
27 Benveula 27 1 do dust 100 27
31 Allakolla 31 2 do red leaf 180 12
32 32 2 hf-ch dust 150 27
42 H in est. mark

Colombo 42 3 ch bro pek 300 38
43 43 2 do pekoe 180 28
44 44 3 do pek sou 240 21
45 45 1 do SOU 75 14
49 Ukuwella 49 5 do bro pek fans 350 28
54 White Cross 54 1 do fans 130 28
61 Arslena 61 3 hf-ch dust 150 27
68 Inchstelly and

Woodthorpe 68 1 do SOU 40 27
69 69 2 do dust 170 28
73 Vilpita 73 1 ch SOU 95 19
74 74 1 do red leaf 85 12
77 Citrus 77 4 do pek sou 392 26
78 78 2 do pek fans 200 26
79 H R 79 1 do fans 73 20
80 Citrus 80 1 do dust 131 28
84 RCTF in est.

mark 84 2 hf-ch dust 180 27

88 Koorooloogalla 88 1 ch pek dust 135 27
92 Burnside 92 2 hf-ch dust 120 27
95 Diasland 95 4 ch pek sou 380 27
96 96 1 do dust 85 26
100 California 100 1 hf-ch bra mix 50 11

101 101 1 do bro pek dust 70 27
105 Narangoda 105 1 cli bro mix 105 12
106 106 1 do dust 101 25
107 S L G 107 6 hf-ch SOU :^30 18
109 109 3 do dust 285 27
113 Lvndhurst 113 3 cli SOU 270 17
114 114 3 do du.st 255 29
118 118 1 do pek fans 120 29
126 II 126 1 hf-ch itro tea 50 13
127 127 3 do dust 240 32
131 IMaliatenne 131 1 ch red leaf 68 13
144 A B L 144 1 do fans 85 15
148 Chetnole 148 2 hf-ch red leaf 180 16
152 Alpitikande 152 1 cli bro pe fans 125 28
160 Nugawella 160 3 do bio mix 270 13
167 B B 167 3 do congou 270 15
172 W in estate

mark 172 1 do unas 74 23 bid
176 Penrith 176 1 do dust 160 27
177 177 1 do bro pek fan 130 28
189 Brookside 189 6 hf-cli bro pek 330 41
190 190 8 do pekoe 368 31
191 191 3 do pekoe sou 1.50 25
192 192 1 do dust 35 27
193 H T 193 1 do liro pek 50 36
194 194 1 do pekoe .50 30
195 195 1 cli pekoe 100 17
196 196 1 tif-cli dust 55 27
197 197 2 do fans 120 20
205 n iM R 205 1 ch SOU 100 25
206 206 1 do unas 110 26
209 F in estate

mark 209 1 do pek sou .V 110 23
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[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]

Lot. Box: Pko;s1. Name. lb. C.

o A 880 4 ch bro pek 372 30
5 890 1 do fans 1-25 28
7 894 1 do dust No. 2 90 21
8 S 890 2 ch pekoe 172 25
9 898 2 do sou 179 13

lo 900 2 do bro pek fian 165 26
ll 902 1 dc fans 120 22
l2 904 3 do dust No. 1 356 25
13 906 1 do du.st .. !2 155 17
15 Horagaskelle 910 7 hf-ch pekoe 360 34l7

G
914 1 do bro mix 60 14

18 910 1 ch pek dust 130 27
20 A 920 3 do bro pek 230 32
22
25

924 2 do pek No 2 136 27
S K 930 2 cli pekoe 200 26

26 932 1 do bro fans 121 27
27

M M
934 2 do pek sou 192 15

28 930 2 ch

SO
1 hf-ch bro pek 270 23

.Tambugaha
940 2 ch pekoe 191 24

33 946 2 hf-ch bro pek 100 42
34 948 2 do pekoe 100 34
35 950 4 do pek sou 200 27
30 952 5 do sou 248 20
37

Munamal
954 2 do unas 100 26

38
39

950 3 ch bro pek 300 45
95 1 ch

9.0
1 lif-ch pekoo 150 35

40 1 ch
1 hf-ch pek son 150 32

41 902 1 do sou 50 25
42 WollyHeld 964 2 cii pekoe 220 46
43 960 2 do do 200 34
44 908 2 do pek sou 200 30
45 970 2 ch sou 184 20
53 Udabage 986 5 hf-cli bro mix 275 12
55 Munamal 990 2 ch pekoe •200 36
56 992 2 do pek sou •200 31
57 994 1 hf-ch bro pek 40 45
58 996 1 do pekoe 50 37
59 998 1 do dust No 1 75 27
60 1000 1 do do No 2 80 18
03 Tavalamtenne 6 1 ch dust 100 29
67 Maymolly 14 5 hf-ch sou 27'5 33
73 C L, in estate

mark 20 4 ch red leaf 360 17
81 H A T, in estate

mark 42 1 do pek sou 94 21
82 44 2 hf-ch dust 160 28
80 ICllawatte 52 2 hf-ch dust 180 27
87 Kakiriskande 54 4 cli bro pek 340 50
89 58 3 do pek sou 240 28
90 60 1 ilo pek fans 63 29
98 Langdale 76 3 ch pek sou 285 40
99 78 1 do dust 170 30
W3 Ranawella 86 1 hf-ch sou 30 28
104 88 1 do du.st 80 28
107 Monktonwyld 94 5 ch pek sou 375 30
lOS 96 1 do ilust 77 30
112 Augusta 104 i do .sou 58 28
113 106 2 do dust 170 29
117 St. Helen 114 1 hf-ch dust SO 28
121 Kosgalla 122 1 ch congou 55 20
131 Denmark

Hill 142 4 ch pek sou 336 36
134 Knavesmire 148 2 do pek fans 240 33
135 150 1 do dust 80 28
138 Dambagalla 156 7 hf-ch pek sou 315 39
139 Avoca 1.58 3 ch pek sou 300 49
140 160 4 hf-ch bro pek fan1 304 46
142 Clovd 164 4 do fans 200 32
143 160 3 do red leaf 150 12
147 Meddetenne 174 2 ch fans •240 28
148 176 1 do dust 150 28
149 178 1 do

1 hf-ch congou 135 22
150 ISO 2 ch red leaf 180 13
161 w \v 202 2 hf-ch dust 184 27
181 I) K 1) 242 3 ch pek sou 285 30
198 D M 276 3 ch bro or pek 330 37
203 Chines 2S6 3 ch congou 240 18
209 Higli Forest 298 2 hf-ch dust 180 29
210 300 1 do bro tea 60 31
211 302 1 do' pok sou 48 37
212 ,304 1 do dust 54 27
219 Wattagalla 318 :2 hf-ch pek dust ISO 29
226 Galkadua 332 1 do sou 50 wiihd'n.
227 K 334 ;2 ch pek sou 200 26
230 ;Matale 310 -7

! hf-ch (lust 170 28
234 :treby •348 4 do 1fans 320 43
242 Nugalla 364 4 do dust 340 29
251 Iddagodde 3S2 3 ch 1ilust 390 29
255 Midlothian 390 4 Iif-ch :fans 3-20 31
261 (Hyde 402 -2

i ch dust 280 27
272 W A 424 1 do red leaf 60 15

I.ot.

‘273 Ritni
274
277
2S!)

290
293

294
29.J

299
305

30G
307
321
322
324

325
327
355
305
300
307
363
371
372
373
379
381
3S2
337
300
391
392
400
402
404
405

403a
411
412
413
414
415

410
420
425

428
429
430
434
435
442

Kelaneiya
Pinp;aiciwaa

11a

G

L, in e.state
mark

Elemana

J5 o.v.

426
428
434
458
400
460

403
470
472

490
492
494
522
524

K W D in est.
mark 52S

530
534
590
610
612
614
010
622
024
020
033
042
04 4

Arapolakamla 654

Opalsalla
Cairnfoi'th
Movlands

Lochio!
M W

W B O
Peacook Hill

C B

Beaiiniont
I)ot)nevale
G O
D \-

I K V
Glencorsa

S T

S 10

I> in estate
mark
Goraka

Chesterford

B in estate
mark

660
002
061
630
034
OSS
090
692a
702
704
706
703
710

718
720

730
736
738
740
748
750

764

Pkgs . Name. 11). C,

3 do bro pek 198 43
6 do pekoe 318 34
2 ch du.st 230 30
2 hf-ch dust 180 28
2 ch bro mix 220 27
1 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek 150 35
1 ch pekoe lOO 27
1 do pek sou 100 20
1 hf-ch SOU 50 17

1 hf-ch bro pek 31 30
1 do pek sou 65 2-2

1 do dust 51 25
3 di sou 300 23
1 do fans 100 27

3 lif-ch bro dust 221 27
1 ch bro tea 125 28
3 do congou 240 19
5 hf-cii fans 375 34
3 cli sou 300 31
4 hf-ch dust 320 SO
1 do fans 60 32
1 ch unas 90 36
4 cli pe sou 360 13
2 do pe sou 190 13
2 do dust 280 26
1 Ilf-Ch dust 77 27
2 do bro mix 90 13
3 ch pek fans 2-25 28
2 do dust 2-20 28
1 do pek sou 160 26
3 hf-ch bro pek fans 225 30
1 ch pekoe 90 33

3 du
4 Iif-ch

1 ch
1 ell

do
dn
do
do
ilo

1 hf-eh

son
red lea.f

dust
liro mix
dust
pek fans
bro pek
pekoe
fans

140
210
230
135
112
182
140
110
100
210

28
21

12
14
10
28
29
32
26
29

443 Ellekande 766
451 782
4o7 Castlereagh 794
458 90

1 ch bro pe 110 25
2 do pek fans 230 28

3 do pek dust 300 36
3 do bro pe 300 49
3 do pekoe 300 34
3 do pek sou 300 28
1 do dust 140 27O do congou 100 19

2 do pek fans •290 2T
1 hf-ch

4 do or pe 152 58
2 ch red leaf •162 13
3 hf-cli pe fans 210 28
3 do dust 240 27

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.
{From Our Comimrcial Correspondent).

Mincikg Lane, Marcli 20, 1896.

soKUnMindns

ic 93s:

Din-
“f,fpan’’-r)eyanella, Ic It 104s; Ic 97s; lb S5s; lb 102s.

H) 80s 6d.
^ ^ in estate mark,

^'lloowiharie, lb 102s; It 91s- lb S5s

^tVs^^lok'’’
^‘>5S Od; 2c llAsstu

EV 106s.Lx India —Alloowiharie, 4 bags 80s 6d.

Mixcing Lank, March 27 .

Ex “Wanderer”—Milnathort, Cc 102s; 2c lb 95s od- lb
It li; s; lc76s; 1 bag SOs. Kn’alar Ka^^n Peta£ 2 \a<^sS.h Oaiedonia Diinbula, It 109s; Ic 103s; lb 8Ss* lb 1&Kcllmnie, Ic iOos: 4c It 99s; Ic It 88s‘ lb in-?-'Morar, lb llSs; 2c 116s; 3c io6s. S, It’oas Mj’ Ic

85f'%’B,^b%6s. I*-- 9^^- l'>

PB;''2i7n7r'''''’“^‘''*'®^’- 1«8-^: i’> 03s.



G CEYLON PEODUCE SALES LIST.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

f Froni Our Commercial Correapondent ).

MiNX'IXG LaXK, M:uc1i 20.

Kx “l*akrni“''— V.ittawatte. 20 bags (iOs Oil; 20G bags 60s;
0 Dags 45s. Dyiievor. 62 bags 54s; IS bags 39s Oil; 4 bags
31s; I bag 3Ss. Asgeria A, 47 bags 62s. Hoss, 69 bags .57s;

7 bags 42; 4bags31.s. II Black, G bag 34s.

Kx “Clie-shire"—Jsi). i Pitakaiide, '

2S bags 42s. Kamle-
kclle, 56 bags 42s.

Kx “Pakliiig”-Xo. 3 Kepiragalla, 5 bags 29s. Amba, 3
bags 3.5s; 1 bag 40s. Palli, 35 bags :l6s 6cl; 2 bags 43s. A&.J
Hantane, 13 bags .5Ss 6d; 5 bags 29s. Armagh, 20 bags 52s;
1 bag 33s. ]*.imlai)pa, 1 bag 34s.

K.\ “Ma7.agon”—PYLS in estate mark, 8 bags 47s Od.
Kx “Orient”— I'dapolla, 20 bags 50s; 3 bags 37s 6d; 2 bags

33s; 1 bag 34s,

Kx “Lancashire”—Pensalatenne, 22 bags 5Ss 6d. IlK 1 ‘

in estate mark. 15 bags 54s; 1 bag SDC 2 46s 2, 2 bags 42s.
T, 2 Dags 35s 6d. A, 20 bags 54s; 3 bags 42s 6d.

Mincing LANf, Ma-ch 27.
Kx “Ben Lomond"—Gangaroowa, 17 bags 43s 6d; 1 bag

38s; 2 bags (s d) 40s.
jKx “8cindia”—Siuluganga, 100 bags 70s 6d; 4 bags 55s; I

5 bags 41s. IVarriapolla, 68 bags 59s 6d; 40 bags 70s 6d;
9 bags 42s. Belgolla, 4 bags 45s 6d: 11 bags 39s 6d: 4 bags
43s Od- Medagodde. 13 bags 49s.

Kx “Ormuz”-Palli, 260 bags 57s 6d; 53 bags 33s.
Kx “Pectin”—Beredewelle GOO, 57 bags 54s; 1 bag 43s;

2 bags 44s; 1 bag 28s; 2 bags 34s 6d. Coodulgalla, 50 bags
59s; 12 bags 41s; 5 bags 32s. Old Haloya, 4;1 bags .56s; 4
bags 39s 6d; 2 bags 32s; 2 bags 35s. Kepitagalla, 0 bags 52s;
26 bags 44s. Criollo, 8 bags 44s. KPG, 17 bags 51s Od.
Kx “Pakling”—Gangwarily, 2 bags 39s; 2 bags 38s. Ke-

pitigalla, 5 bags 53s.' Warriapolla, 65 bags 59s; 121 bags
71s (id; 18 b.ags 42s Pd.
Kx “Manora”—KRDG, 5 bags 42.s Od; 7 bags 39s Od.
Kx “1 ancashire”—KRDG, 5 bags 42s 6d; 12 bags 41s 6d;

6 bags 4.5s Gd; 1 b.ag (s d) 42s. Ivepitigalla, Criollo cocoa,
8 )>ags 54s

I

Mincing Lane, April 3.

I

K.x “Ben Lomond”—Delgolla, 22 bags 4C.s. Eadella, 3 bags

I
(s d) 36s 6d; 3 bags 45s Od. OBKC in estate mark, Kondesalle

I Cevlon, 7 bag 31s Od; 6 bags (s d) 48s; 38 bags 53s Od: 2 bags
! (s‘dU3s6d; 4 bags 31. OBKC in estate mark, Mahaberia,
Ceylon, 6 bags 31s. Goonambil, 13 bags 30s 6d; IS bags 40s;

,
3 bags 35s. Kalugalla, 35 bags 50s 6d; 2 bags 40s. Alaou-

sava, 36 bags 56s; 2 bags 36s; 12 bags 43s; 11 bags 21s

i Kriagastenne, 10 bags 30.s, ’Wattarantenne, 1 bag 33s.

I
Kx “Staffordshire”—Ingurngalle, 24 bags 49s 6d; 4 tpigs

I

40s 6d. Rjijaivelle cocoa, 2 bags 41s; 9 bags 49s 6d. IVih.ara-

I
gama, Lomlon, Ceylon cocoa, 7 bags 40s.

I

Kx ‘ Cheshire”—ABO, 1 bag (sd) 43s.

CEYLON CARDAMO.M SALES IN

LONDON,

(From Our Ccmmercial Correispoitdeut.)

Mincing Lane. M;irch G.

Kx “Clan Mackay”—AIS8II in estate m.ark, 2c 2s Id; Ic

3s; 3c ‘is; 1 pocket is lid; 1 pocket ls9d; 1 pocket 3s 2d.

Kx “Senator”—Galaha C, 2c Is 8d.

Ex “Inland”—Tvrells, Ic Is 8d.

Kx “Rail”—FC, Ic Is lOd; 2c Is 8d.

Kx “Clan “Murrav”—il in estate imirk, 2c 3s Id; -18c 2s

7d; ‘ic‘is Sd; 2c 2s 8d; 2c Is lid; Ic Is 9d; 2c Is Sd; 2c Is

7d; Ic 3s; seed 1 bag 3s.

Kx “Pakling”—ALO in estate mark, Malabar cardamoms
Sc 2s 4d; ,'c 2s .5d. Gallantenne, Ic 2s lid; 3c 2s 8d; 5c 2s

3d; 5c 2s. Vedehette, 2c 3s 3d; 4c 3s 2d; 13c 2s 9d; 2c Is

lid: 4c Is 7d. Cottaganga, 2c 2s Sd; ‘ic 2s 3d; 3c 2s Id;

3c Is 7d. Tonacombe, 8c 3s 2d; 21c 2s 9d: 10c 2s 3d.

Klkaduu, 7c 2s 9d; 2c 2s lOd; 4c 2s 2d; 4c 2s 3d; Ic Is 3d;

Ic Is (id; 1 b.ag seeds 3s. Nella Oolla, 5c 2s 9d; 5c 2s .5d-

Ic Is lOd: Ic ls8d; 1 seed 3il

4.yy,

OHSliKYKlt IMUNTING WOliK.s.



TEA, COFFEE, CIMCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 151 Colombo, Apiul 27 th, 1896 )
Pkice 12^ cents each; 3 copies

1 30 cents
; 6 copies f rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[MESSR.S. A. H. Thompson eS: Co.—S0,S83 lb.]

Lot. Box. ikgs. Name. lb. C.

5 Kalkande 5 10 hf-ch bro pek 800 53
G 6 27 do pekoe 1215 36
7 7 15 do pek sou 720 34
9 iM L C i) 20 hf-ch «ou 1000 29

11 11 30 do dust 2400 27
12 Agra Oya 12 20 hf-ch bro pek 3150 54
13 13 43 ch pekoe 4300 41 bid
14 14 22 do pek sou 2208 32 bid
15 15 4 do bro mix 400 14
16 10 5 hf-ch dust 400 30
17 Nethertou 17 9 ch bro tea No 1 720 13 bid
18 18 0 do do ,, 2 900 14
19 O.ssingtoii 19 10 do bro pek 1760 50
20 20 34 clo pekoe 2600 35 bid
21 21 20 do pek .sou 20C0 30 bid
25 Mukeloya 25 20 hf-cli bro pek 1300 48
26 26 29 do or pek 1740 47
27 27 34 do pekoe 1700 38
28 28 7 do dust 595 28
29 Vogan 29 37 ch bro j)ek 3700 57 bid
30 30 39 do pekoe 3510 42 bid
31 31 26 do pek sou 2340 34 bid
32 Eattalgcilla 32 9 ch pek sou 945 40
36 Belgravia 36 3 do dust 480 30
37 Elgin 37 6 do pek sou 480 36
44 Court lodge 44 34 hf-ch bro or pek 2312 70 bid
45 45 S ch bro pek SCO 62 bid
46 Couiar 40 34 hf-ch bro pek 1870 40 bid
47 47 28 do pekoe 19C0 32 bid
4S 48 12 do pe won 720 20 bid
49 Pambagama 40 11 ch bro tea 1100 14
51 AJ yragaiig.a 51 14 ch bi'o or pe 1610 50 bid
52 52 31 do or pek 3255 44 l)id

53 53 IS do bro pek 1890 42 bid
54 .Sapitiyagodde 54 14 ch bro or pe 1680 55 bid
55 55 42 do or ])ek 4200 43 bid
56 56 19 do bro nek 2090 45 bid
57 57 15 do pekoe 1500 38
58 58 22 do pe sou 2200 33
61 Relugas 61 4 c)i du.st 4S0 26
67 A1 E 07 5 ch unas 400 33
68 68 5 do dust 750 27
69 69 10 do SOU 800 27
70 Elston 70 26 do pe sou No. 2 2340 31
71 Braemore 71 12 lif-ch bro pek 720 44
74 Hornsey 74 9 do pek sou 945 38

[Mr. E. John.--174,009 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Na lb. C.

1 St. Catherine 175 33 hf-cli bro pek 2145 39
2 177 21 do pekoe 1050 31
3 179 11 do pek sou 550 29
5 T and T Co,, in

estate mark 183 24 ch bro pek 2640 39
6 185 12 do pekoe 1200 31
9 Ottery and .Stain-

ford Hill 191 38 do bro pek 3S00 65
10 193 28 do or pek 2520 66
11 195 82 do pekoe 7380 49
14 Gonavy 201 44 do bro pek 4928 52
15 203 30 do bro pek 3360 52
16 205 11 do

1 hf-ch pekoe 1180 43
17 207 6 ch pek sou 540 35
20 Agra Oiivah 213 52 hf-ch bro or pek 3380 60 bid
21 215 32 do or pek 1920 54
22 217 13 ch pekoe 1300 42
23 Goodwood 219 9 hf-ch bro pek 450 53
25 223 18 do pekoe 900 44
26 225 10 do pek sou 500 36
28 Ardlaw and

Wishford 229 21 do ^ or pek 987 63
29 231 34 do brorpeNo.l 1870 57 bid
30 233 24 do do No. 2 1584 48
31 235 25 ch pekoe 2400 42
32 O 237 7 do unas 770 33
33 Eila 239 60 do bro pek 5100 43
34 60 do bro pek 5100 30
35 G W K 241 10 do congou 900 46 bid
41 Coslanda 253 59 do bro pek 5900 46 bid
42 255 16 do bro pek 1600 46 bid

Lot, Box . Pkg.8. Name. lb. 0.

43 257 47 ch pekoe 4700 42
44 259 21 do pek sou 1995 34
46 263 S do pek dust 1200 34
47 B K 265 10 hf-ch dust 1616 26
48 207 3 ch

1 hf-ch bro tea 412 15
50 'I’ientsiii 271 27 do bro or pek 1485 70
52 Eerndiile 275 12 ch bro pek 1200 43
53 277 9 do pekoe 810 34
54 279 8 do pek sou 810 29
56

'

Pati Rajah 283 9 do bro pek 810 59
57 285 0 do pekoe 480 37
64 Ottery and Stain-

ford Hill 299 22 do bro pek 2200 62 bid
66 Gka.ssaugh 303 35 hf-ch bro pek 1925 75
07 305 37 ch pekoe 3330 50 bid
08 307 23 do pek sou 1955 45
69 Chapelton 309 6 do bro mix 540 18
71 Dickapittia 313 20 do bro i>ek 2200 52
72 315 30 do pekoe 3000 39 bid
73 317 6 do pek sou 600 36
70 Browiilow 323 31 do bro pek 3720 53
77 325 64 do pekoe 7040 47
78 827 17 do pek sou 1700 39
79 329 7!bf-ch tlust 616 31
SO N 331 11 ch pek sou 100 28
81 Eadella 333 IS do bro pek 1800 43
82 336 20 do pekoe ISfO 33
83 337 10 do pek sou 800 29
84 Brunswick 339 10 hf-ch fans CsO 21 bin
85 Maryland 341 4 ch bro pek 440 45
80 343 4 do pekoe 420 33
87 Eerndale 315 43 do bro pek 43tU 41
88 Ardlaw and

Wishford 347 IS l;f-cli or pek SIO 62
89 349 34 do br orpe No.l 1836 57 bid
90 351 20 do do No. 2; 1360 CO
91 353 18 ch pekoe 1656 43
92 :D Is D, lu estate

mark 355 23 do sou 1840 29 bid
93 N. Oya 357 5 do bro mix .500 13
95 Brighton 861 6 do pekoe OCO 39
96 363 8 do pek sou 720 34
98 367 14 do Ulli s 1400 35
ICO 371 7 do bro te.'i 770 29
101 Wallardie 373 19 do bro pek 2090 43
102 375 19 do pekoe 1890 36
103 377 IS do pek sou 1620 33
105 381 5 (lo dust 750 2-8

106 Glanrhos 383 26 do bro pek 2600 49
107 385 42 do pekoe 3150 37
108 387 23 do pek sou 1840 33
It 9 389 7 do fans 910 35
110 391 4 do dust 580 29
112 Ayr 395 40 hf-ch bro pek 2000 43
113 .397 23 ch pokoe 2070 34
114 399 11 do pek sou 935 30
116 P H K 403 4 do bro mix 400 14
117 C N 405 5 do bro tea 500 24
119 Poilakande 407 46 hf-ch bro pek 2760 44 bid
120 Calalnder 409 44 do bro or pek 2640 59
121 411 37 do pekoe 1850 55
123 413 29 do pek sou 1392 46

[Messrs. Somerville c'c Co., 208,5.38 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

6 A S 226 9 do pekoe 540 out
7 Attabagie 227 12 do bro or pek 12C0 43
8 228 12 do or pek 1020 53
9 229 27 do pekoe 2295 33 bid
10 230 8 do pek sou 680 29
11 231 5 do fans 500 34
12 232 24 hf-ch dust 1800 29
13 Lonach 233 49 do bro pe 2695 45
14 234 33 ch pek 3135 33 bid
15 235 25 do pe sou 2250 30
21 1 '. anhoe 241 44 hf-ch bro pek 2200 51
22 242 49 ch pekoe 4410 41
23 243 12 do pek sou 1080 33
24 244 4 do fans 588 311

25 Patipola 245 33 hf-ch bro pek 1815 42
26 246 16 ch pekoe 1440 34 bid
27 247 13 do pek sou 910 30
28 Monrovia 248 IS hf-ch bro pek 90u 50
29 249 15 ch pekoe 1500 37
30 250 5 do pek sou OCO 29
33 Yellebende 253 8 do bro pek Si'O 42
34 254 8 di pekoe 720 33
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Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

37 Allakolla 257 40 hf-ch bro pe 2400 42
38 258 15 ch pek 1500 36
39 359 14 do pe sou 1330 30
42 R T in estate

mark 262 5 do bro mix 475 24
43 I’adiapella 263 12 do bro pe 1260 41 bid

1 hf-ch
44 264 14 do pekoe 840 34 bid
45 265 5 ch pe sou 886 29 bid

7 hf-ch
46 Acrawatte 206 5 ch bro pe 560 40

1 hf-ch
48 Hagalla 268 42 do bro pe 2520 41 bid
63 F A in estivte

mark 273 4 do bro tea 460 25
54 274 4 do dust 600 29
55 Ovoca A. I 275 18 do bro or pe 1890 61
56 276 12 do or pe 12(-)0 48
57 277 14 do pe sou 1400 37
68 F in estate

mark 278 12 do bro pe 1200 62
59 279 19 do pek 1710 43
60 280 6 do pe No 2 540 34
63 .^ B L 283 22 do fans 1910 12
64 284 7 do dust 700 18
76 Ukuwella 295 33 do bro pe 3300 42
76 296 20 do pek 2000 33
77 297 12 do pe sou 1140 28
86 ;Hatdowa 6 24 ch bro pe 2400 42
87 7 22 do pek 1980 34
88 8 38 do pe sou 3040 28
92 ;Irex 12 14 do bro pe 1400 43
93 13 10 do pek 950 34
94

N
14 8 do pe sou 800 30

96 16 10 do sou 800 23 bid
97 17 14 do bro mix 1568 23 bid
103 L L in est. 23 22

n
do sou 2068 22 bid

104 24
1

14 do pe sou 1050 27
105 25 4 do red leaf 400 17 bid
107 Malvern 27 11 hf-ch pek 605 32
110 Rayigain 30 25 ch bro pe 2625 52
112 31 19 do pek 1710 39
112 32 15 ch pek sou 1350 34
113 Beverley 33 7 hf-ch dust 465 30
114 Kelani 34 73 do bro pe 4015 54 bid
115 35 38 ch pek 3420 33 bid
116 36 10 do pe sou 900 30
117 37 7 hf-ch fans 420 34
120 Sirisanda 40 20 hf-ch bro pek 1200 52
121 41 41 do pekoe 2050 36
122 42 30 do pe sou 1800 30
126 Rondnra 46 12 ch bro pe 1260 45
127 47 20 do pek 1800 34
128 48 8 do pe sou 680 29
129 M M 49 20 do bro pek 2100 48
130 50 25 do or pe 2500 44
133 I P 53 38 do pek sou 3230 29
134 H J S 54 8 hf-ch bro pe 400 52
136 66 21 do pek 1050 33
139 Lyndhurst 59 12 ch I)r<) pe 1200 44
140 60 19 do pek 1615 35
141 61 22 do pe -SOU 1760 31
144 Bollagalla 64 32 do bro pe 2880 43
145 65 18 do pek 1440 34
140 66 9 do pe sou 855 29
149 M K 69 34 hf-ch bro pe 1700 41 bid
151 Earslton 71 7 do fans 455 34
152 72 10 do dust 800 30
153 Yspa 73 8 ch pek dust 1200 30
155 Malvern 75 8 do pek 440 32
157 Attabage 77 19 do bro or pe 1900 43
158 78 12 do or pekoe 1020 53
159 79 29 do pekoe 2465 33 bid
160 80 5 do pek sou 400 29
167 S ,S 87 4 do pek sou 400 25
169 Pelawatte 89 8 do pe sou 815 29
174 G K A 94 16 do or pek 1600 43 bid
175 Salawe 95 13 do bro pek 1300 44
176 99 11 do pekoe 1045 36
177 97 31 do pek sou 2790 32
178 98 15 do sou 1275 29
180 Roseneath 100 39 h^ch bro pek

'

2145 44

181 -101 13 ch pekoe 1170 34

182 102 15 do pek sou 1350 30
183 8t Columbkille 103 8 do bro pek 880 59
184 104 13 do pekoe 1235 44
185 105 7 do pek sou 630 35
188 Manangoda 108 11 do pekoe 1100 31

189 109 5 do pek sou 550 38
1 hf-ch

193 Mousakanda 113 13 ch bro pek 1300 44

194 114 22 do pekoe 2266 34

195 115 7 do pek son 616 30

196 Forest Hill 116 12 do bro pek 1200 43

197 117 22 do pekoe 2134 34

198 118 6 do pek sou 528 30

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c.

199 Glenalla 119 15 ch bro or pek 1650 44 bid
200 120 14 do or pek 1260 49
201 121 33 do pekoe 2970 34
202 122 29 do pek sou 2610 30

[Messes. Porbes & Walker.—633,731 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

3 8 MK 812 8 hf-ch pekoe 400 31
4 M in estate

mark 814 8 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek 857 34

6 818 3 ch dust No 1 450 27
7 8-20 5 do du.st ,, 2 750 20

12 Coreen 830 27 ch bro pek 2970 57
13 832 8 do or pek 800 64
14 834 22 do pekoe 2090 44
15 836 13 do pek sou 1170 35
17 Great Valley 840 19 hf-ch bro pek 1045 56 bid
18 842 73 ch pekoe 6935 36 bid
19 844 29 do pek sou 2465 30
20 846 11 do sou 935 26
21 848 5 do dust 425 27
22 Geragama 850 15 ch bro pek 1650 45
23 852 17 do pekoe 1700 34 bid
24 854 13 do pek sou 1300 S3
27 Springkelle 860 6 ch bro pek 660 53
28 862 5 do pekoe 500 40
29 864 5 do dust 400 28
30 866 6 do pek f.an 480 30
31 Radella 868 17 ch bro pek 1700 60
32 870 12 do pekoe 1080 51

33 872 10 do pek sou 900 40
35 Harrington 876 19 ch or pek 2280 67
36 878 13 do pekoe 1495 50
37 880 4 do pek sou 430 39
38 .St. Helen 882 57 hf-ch bro pek 3420 41

39 834 39 do pekoe 1950 37
40 886 24 do pek sou 1080 29
42 Hethersett 890 20 ch bro or pek 2340
43 892 32 do or pek 3008

1

44 894 20 do pekoe 1660 ' withd’n
45 896 10 do pek sou 810

1

46 898 10 do do 840 i
1

48 Panmure 902 9 ch unas 855 29
65 Ellaoya

.
916 13 ch bro pek 14.56 43

66 918 25 do or pek 2400 46
57 920 28 do pek sou 2520 34
58 Malvern 922 30 ch bro pek 1800 53
59 924 38 do pekoe 2850 36
60 Deaculla 926 27 ch bro pek 1620 50
61 928 10 do pek sou 750 34
62 Lawlands 930 8 ch bro pek 800 42
63 932 10 do pekoe 900 30
61 934 7 do pek sou 560 28
65 Monkswood 936 18 ch bro pek 2070 74 bid
66 938 52 hf-ch or pek 2600 71 bid
67 940 17 cll pek sou 1530 53
68 942 11 lif-ch fans 660 44
69 .Monkswood 944 18 ch bro pek 2070 74 bid
70 946 53 do or pek 2650 70 bid
71 948 IS do pek sou 1620 54
72 950 11 do fans 600 44
73 Monkswood 952 8 hf-ch bro mix 400 31
74 954 8 do dust 640 32
78 Napier 962 7 ch bro pek 770 51

79 964 8 do pekoe 720 36
80 966 5 do pek sou 440 30
82 Middleton 970 42 hf-ch bro pek 2310 56
83 972 15 ch pekoe 1600 52
84 974 5 do pek sou 450 36
86 Naseby 978 17 hf-ch bro pek 1103 60 bid
87 980 25 do pekoe 1500 53
88 Udabage 982 32 do bro pek 1920 44
89 984 27 do pekoe 1485 30
90 986 15 do pek son 825 27
91 .Stamford Hill 988 22 ch bro pek 2610 56 bid
92 990 15 do pekoe 1350 38 bid
94 B, in estate

mark 994 7 ch sou 030 26

95 990 11 do dust 1540 29
96 Daphne 998 12 ch bro pek 1298 45

97 1000 17 do pekoe 1700 35
98 2 12 do pek sou 1165 31

100 6 4 do dust 488 27
101 8 6 do fans 570 31

102 Downside 10 28 iif-ch bro pek 1400 46

103 12 17 do pekoe 850 35

104 14 16 do pe sou 800 29
107 Ascot 20 21 ch bro pek 2100 40
108 22 17 do pekoe 1445 33
109 24 7 do pek sou 630 30
110 Anningkanda 26 22 ch bro pek 2420 53

111 28 18 do pekoe 1800 39

112 30 4 do congou 400 27
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Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name lb. C.

113 Erlsmere 32 25 ch or pek 2625 81
111 34 25 do pekoe 2300 61
115 36 32 do pe sou 3010 46
116 38 11 do fans 858 35
118 Lyegvove 42 8 ch or pek 800 39
119 44 14 do bro pek 1540 41

120 46 7 do pekoe 700 33
121 48 9 do pek sou 900 31

123 Ellaoya 52 15 ch pek fans 1725 32
124 54 5 do dust 800 26
126 P C H. Galle,

ine stat e
mark 58 19 hf-ch bro pek 1140 44

127 60 32 do pekoe 1600 30
128 62 8 do pek sou 400 28
130 Dunbar 66 25 do or pek 1050 62
131 68 38 do bro pek 1800 54
132 70 43 ch pekoe 3440 43
133 72 41 do pek sou 3690 36
134 EUawatte 74 25 clo bro pek 2625 57
135 76 32 do pekoe 3200 42
136 78 7 do pek sou 700 33
138 Maha Uva 82 46 hf-ch bro or pe 2990 50
139 81 29 do or pek 1740 58
140 86 24 ch pekoe 2400 46
141 88 20 do pek sou 1800 38
142 90 6 do dust 504 28
143 BloomHeld 92 32 ch flowery pek 3200 58
144 84 25 do pekoe 2500 50
145 06 12 do pe sou 1200 36
146 98 8 do pek fan 600 29
147 Deaella 100 57 hf-ch bro pek 3135 41
148 102 46 do pekoe 2300 33
149 104 20 do pek sou 1000 30
166 Kirklees 118 50

:

hf-ch bro pek 2760 59 bid
157 120 30 ch pekoe 3000 47
158 122 27 do pek sou 2700 36
159 Ruanwella 124 30

:

hf-ch bro or pek 1650 43
160 126 32 ch bro pek 3200 42
161 128 6 do pek fans 600 24
162 130 10 do pek sou 950 29
164 134 6 do dust 510 28
166 High Forest 138 41

:

hf-ch bro pe t 2255 56
167 140 30 do pekoe 1500 49
169 High Forest 144 50 do pek sou 3000 40
170 146 20 do sou 1000 34
171 High Forest 148 18 do bro pek 1080 55
172 150 23 do pekoe 1265 48
173 152 30 do pek sou 1650 40
174 Massena 154 32 do or pek 1600 41
175 156 28 do pekoe 1400 33
176 Heeloya 158 15 ch bro pek 1500 54
177 160 17 do pekoe 1700 42
178 162 15 do pek sou 1500 35 •

180 Carfax 166 20 ch bro or pek 2200 51
181 168 20 do or pek 2000 55

182 170 6 do bro pek 660 42
183 172 20 do pekoe 1900 46
184 Kennington 174 10 ch pek sou 950 39
186 178 6 hf-ch dust 480 28
187 Caskieben 180 33 ch flowery pek: 3300 52 bid
18§ 182 24 do pekoe 2400 47
189 184 12 do pe sou 1200 36
192 C, in estate

mark 190 5 hf-ch dust 410 16
193 Errollwood 192 15 ch bro pe 1650 52
194 194 21 hf-ch or pek 840 60
195 196 41 ch pekoe 4510 41

196 193 16 do pek sou 1680 34

197 200 15 hf ch bro pek fan1 975 34
200 Farnham 206 38 do bro pek 2356 54
201 208 27 do do 1350 50
202 210 49 clo or pek 2548 41

203 212 53 do pekoe 2120 36
204 214 37 cio pek sou 1480 31

205 216 5 do dust 425 27
206 Choughleigh 218 13 ch bro pek 1365 43 bid
207 220 7 do pekoe 665 41

208 222 10 do pek sou 900 33
209 224 0 do sou 510 28
211 A B 228 7 Iif-ch fans 538 22
212 Gampaha 230 57 hf-ch bro or pek 3135 60
213 232 39 ch or pek 3510 48
214 234 11 do pekoe 1100 43

215 236 17 clo pek sou 1700 33
.221 IValpita 248 10 lif-ch bro jrek 650 49

222 250 13 do pekoe 845 35

223 252 14 do pek sou 810 30

227 Cairnforth 260 55 hf-ch ' bro pek 3300 54 bid
228 Galaville 202 6 ch bro pek 600 4i

231 Cairnforth 268 18 llf-cli lu'o pek 1100 35 bid
232 270 35 do or pek 1750 60 bid
233 272 23 clo pekoe 1150 48
234 274 5 do fan 400 30 bill

235 Toiuniagong 276 47 hf-ch bro pek 2.820 79

236 273 30 ch pekoe 3000 62

237 280 30 clo pek sou 3000 51

238 282 16 hf-ch dust 1280 32

Lot. Box. Pkgs Name. lb. c.

239 I N G, in estate
mark 284 45 ch bro pek 4500 36 bid

240 286 8 do pekoe 760 33
241 288 27 do pek .son 2430 30
242 Lochiel 290 54 hf-ch oro pek 2592 47 bid
243 292 15 eh pekoe 1350 45
246 Ingurugalla 298 4 ch bro pek 400 43
250 Labookelle 306 9 do pekoe 882 30
251 Norwood 308 7 ch bro pek 786 48
252 310 16 do pekoe 1390 37
255 316 8 do dust 1238 33
263 Kandioya 332 20 do bro pek 2200 44 bid
264 Ambalawa 334 11 hf-ch bro or pek 550 36
269 T E 344 20 ch bro pek 2200 35 bid
270 Northmore 346 49 do bro pek 6390 35 bid
271 348 55 do pekoe 5225 31
272 ABC 350 12 ch bro pek 1320 35
273 Patiagama 352 17 ch bro or pek 1870 44
274 354 7 do bro pek 700 51
275 356 7 do pekoe 700 35
278 L C 362 5 ch bro pek 550 35 bid
279 Amblakande 364 15 do bro pek 1350 47
280 366 19 do pekoe 1710 35
281 368 9 do pek sou 900 33
282 St. Heliers 370 25 hf-ch bro pek 1375 55
28S 372 15 ch pekoe 1500 39 bid
285 .X. 376 5 do bro pek 550 34 bid
286 S E 378 4 do bro pek 465 27
287 iM 380 9 ch

1 hf-ch bro pek 1030 34 bid
292 Tunisgalla 390 85 hf-ch pekoe 4250 35
293 392 12 do SOU 600 28
294 Drayton 394 68 do bro pek 3740 02
295 396 34 ch pekoe 2720 47
296 398 15 clo pek sou 1200 38
297 400 7 hf-ch dust 525 30
298 Munamal 402 5 ch bro pek 550 45
302 Denmark Hill 410 8 do bro or pe 960 66 bid
303 N P 412 7 hf-ch pek fans 525 28
305 Galapitakan-

de 416 17 ch bro pek 1785 65 bid
306 418 22 do pekoe 2200 38
307 420 5 do jiek sou 600 34
309 Castlereagh 424 12 ch Ijro pek 1200 62 bid
310 426 9 do or pek 810 51
311 428 22 do pekoe 1980 42 bid
312 430 12 do pek sou 960 33
315 Morankande 430 25 ch bro pek 2516 40
316 438 15 do pekoe 1600 34
31 ( 440 21 do pek sou 2100 31
318 442 8 clo do No 2 800 29
319 444 6 do fans 600 31
322 Melrose 4i)0 26 ch bro pek 2860 49
323 452 14 do pekoe 1400 35
324 454 9 do pek sou 900 31

SMALL LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name lb. C.
8 Kalkande 8 7 hf-cli SOU 350 28

10 IM L C 10 5 do red leaf 250 17
22 Ossington 22 1 eh bro mix 118 25 bid
23 23 1 do dust 173 26
24 R C, in estate

mark 24 4 hf-ch bro mix 240 13
33 Battalgalla 33 3 ch fans 270 29
34 .Springwood 34 3 ch bro mix 270 19
35 Belgravia 35 4 do pek sou 368 41
38 Elgin 38 2 ch dust 280 30
39 IVarwick 39 4 do pe sou 360 37
40 40 3 hf-ch dust 240 30
50 CGR 50 1 hf-ch bro or pe 57 37
59 .Sapitiyagodde 59 3 ch fans 375 32
0.) Relugas 60 1 hf-ch red leaf 38 14
75 Hornsey /D 3 do fans 270 30

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.
4 .St. Catherine 181 2 hf-ch dust 160 27
7 T and T Co., in

estate mark 187 3 ch pe sou 270 21
8 189 2 do bro pe fans 250 out

12 Ottery and Stain-
forn Hill 197 1 do SOU 91 24

13 199 2 do dust 270 29
18 Gonavy 209 4 hf-ch

1 <ir-cli pe fans 360 31
19 211 2 hf-ch SOU 92 14
24 Goodwood 221 3 do bro or pe 180 33
•27 227 1 do dust 90 29
45 Coslanda 201 2 ch bro mix 200 18
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Lot. Box. Pkgs. N ime. lb. C,

49 D S 269 1 hf-ch unas 56 34 bid

51 Farm 273 4 do dust 320 28

55 Fevnrtale 281 3 ch dust 300 28

53 Pati Rajah 287 4 do pe sou 320 28

59 289 1 do dust 115 28
65 Galfjawatte 301 1 do SOU 100 12

70 Chapeltou 311 3 hf-ch dust 255 27
74 Dickapittia 319 2 ch SOU 200 20
4 321 1 do dust 140 27
94 Brighton 359 3 do l>ro pe 330 44
97 365 1 do fans 110 25
99 369 2 do dust 300 26
104 Wallanlie 379 2 do fans 220 25
ill Glanrhos 393 3 do In-o tea 285 27
115 Ayr 401 2 hf-ch dust 170 28
124 Calalnder 415 2 do fans 138 30
125 417 5 do dust 175 28

iMessrs. Somerville & Co.

Lot. Box. Pk-S. Panic lb. C.
1 A 221 3 hf-ch dust 240 27
2 222 1 do bro tea 50 15
3 S 223 3 do dust 240 27
4 224 1 do bro tea 50 13
5 S .A 225 4 hf-eti or pek 240 16 bid

31 Monrovia 251 3 ch fans 300 28
32 252 1 do pek dust 60 27
35 Vellebende 255 4 do pek sou 320 27
38 250 1 do dust 150 27
40 Allakolla 264 3 hf-ch red leaf 150 12
41 261 2 do dust 150 ?5
47 Acrawatte
52 Peria Kande-

267 3 do pek sou 174 22 b'd

kettia
61 F in estate

272 2 ch fans 260 30

mark 281 3 hf-ch dust 210 29
62 A B L 282 1 ch pekoe 85 32
78 Ukuwella 298 3 hf-ch bro pe fans 210 28
79 299 2 do bro tea 180 13
89 Hatdowa 9 1 ch dust 164 26
90 10 1 do bro mix 113 14
91 11 2 do fans 236 29
95 Ircx 15 2 do dust 200 24
106 iMalvern 20 7 hf-cli bro pek 885 40
lOS 28 2 do pek sou 110 26
109 29 1 do fans 55 SO
118 Keiani 38 2 hf-cli dust 160 28
119 Sirisanda’ 30 29 boxes or pek 200 78
123 Sirisanda 43 3 do fans 171 28
124 44 3 do congou 173 23
125 45 4 do dust 334 27
131 R X 51 2 do sou 100 20
132 52 2 do dust 160 27
135 H J S 55 6 do pekoe 300 35
137 57 7 do sou 350 27
138 58 2 do red leaf 100 15
142 Lyndurst 62 2 ch sou 180 24
143 63 2 do dust 170 27
147 Bollagalla 67 1 do bro tea lOO 26
148 08 1 do dust 140 27
150 Larl-ston 70 1 do congou 100 26
154 Malvern 74 4 hf-ch bro pek 220 39
156 D C in estatei 70 2 ch red leaf 200 12
166 S.S 86 3 ch pekoe 315 28
168 88 2 do SOU 180 22
170 D 90 2 hf-ch sou 110 20
171 91 3 do congou 150 18
172 92 4 do dust 280 22
179 Salawe 99 2 ch dust 200 28
186 St. C'olumbkillelP6 1 do son 122 22
187 107 1 do fans 125 28

Lot. Box. Pkg-S. Name, lb. C.

190 O no 2 cli bro pek 200 27 bid

191 111 2 do pek son 140 20 bid

192 Lvndhurst 112 1 do pek sou 105 25

203 Glenalla 123 2 do funs 200 28

204 124 1 do dust 150 27

[Messrs, Forbes &, Walker.]
Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 A L, in estate
mark 80S 1 hf-ch red leaf 50 15

2 S MK 810 4 do bro pek 208 32

5 M, in estate
ma,rk 816 4 ch pek sou 320 20

10 Coreen 838 2 ch dust 300 27

25 Geragama S5G 2 do congou 200 21

26 858 2 do fans 200 28

34 Radella 874 2 do dust 200 28

41 St. Helen 888 3 hf-ch pek fan 210 27

47 Hethersett 900 2 ch pek fans 340 vvithd’n.

49 K 904 1 hf-ch bro pek 00 42
50 906 3 ch pekoe 250 41

51 90S 1 do pek sou 85 30

To Monkswood 956 2 lif-ch bro pek 104 50
76 958 1 do or pek 40 14

77 960 1 do pek sou 40 34
81 Nai'ier 908 1 cii dust SO 27
85 iMiddleton 976 3 do 1)10 pek fan 195 33
93 Stamford Hill 692 1 ch pek sou 90 29
99 Daphne 4 3 do congou 280 22
105 Downside 16 3 hf-ch SOU 150 21

106 IS •2 do dust 155 26
117 Erlsmere 40 1 ch congou 104 29
122 Lyegrove 50 1 do dust 150 27

125 Ellaoya 50 2 hf ch bro mix 122 13
• 129 F C H, Galle,

in estate
niiU'k 64 1 hf-ch congou 54 20

137 Eilawatte 80 2 do dust 180 27
150 Deaella 100 3 do dust 225 27
155 Kirklees 116 3 do bro or pek 195 54
103 Ruanwella 132 1 ch red leaf 100 13
105 130 1 do congou 100 IS
168 High Forest 142 S do bro pe dust 225 30
179 Heeloya 164 2 if-ch dust 160 28
185 Kennington 176 5 do bro tea 250 19
ISO Caskieben 186 1 ch unas 100 34
191 ISS 4 hf-ch bro fans 320 30
193 Erroliwood 202 9 do bro tea 130 27
199 240 4 do dust 310 28
210 Cboughleigh 220 3 hf-eli dust 190 27
229 Gallaville 264 4 ch pek sou 360 32
230 266 3 do red leaf 225 16
234a Cairnforth 2 if-ch sou 140 13
244 Lochiel 294 3 do pek sou 270 so
245 Foonagalla 296 1 do red leaf 115 23
247 Ingurugalla 300 4 ch pekoe sen 30
248 302 4 do pek sou 360 25
249 304 3 do bro te;i 360 27
2a3 Norwood 312 1 do •sou 109 24
254 314 2 do bro tfa 154 16
256 A G 318 4 ch bro tea 390 20
276 Patiagaina 358 2 ch pek sou 200 29
277 360 i do dust 160 27
284 St. Heliers 374 3 do pe .sou 300 29
299 Munamal 404 3 ch pekoe 330 35
soo 406 2 do pe sou 220 28
301 408 1 do sou 100 23
304 NP 414 1 hf-ch bro mix 45 16
308 Galpitakande 422 2 do dust 180 27
313 Castlereagh 432 2 ch fans 140 32
314 434 2 do dust 160 29
320 jMoronkandc 446 2 hf-ch dust 180 27
321 448 4 ch red leaf 320 20

OHSliKVEU I’lUNTIXG WORKS.



TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALE S.

NO. 16.] Colombo, May 4th, 189t>.
(Pkice:—12| cents each; 3 copies-
i 30 cents

; 6 copies | rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.—44,304 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.

5 Court Lodge 5 37 cll bro or pe 4440 out
6 6 34 hf-ch do 2312 67 bid
7 7 19 ch or pek 1710 70
8 8 13 do bro pek 1516 57
9 9 13 do pekoe 1274 63
10 10 14 do pek sou 1260 45
11 11 7 do dust 595 32
13 Warwick 13 5 ch pekoe 500 43
15 E 11 M, m est.

mark 15 4 ch bro pek fans 400 23
17 Digdola 17 16 do bro pek 1600 43
18 18 12 do pekoe 1080 38
19 19 5 do pe sou 450 30
21 Mahanilu 21 33 ch sou 2805 35
24 Balgownie 24 10 do bro pek 1000 40
25 25 13 do pekoe 1040 37
26 26 9 do pek sou 810 31
27 27 13 do bro mix 1105 28
29 K 29 5 hf-ch bro pek fans 400 34
3) 30 10 do dust 800 28
31 Hornsey 31 9 ch pek -sou 945 35
33 I) CL 33 8 hf-ch dust 648 23
34 D D O 34 12 ch bro mix 1140 17
35 St. Leonards on

Sea 35 14 do bro pek 1400 52
40 Oollooawatte 40 13 ch bro pek 1430 42
41 41 18 do pekoe 1700 36
42 V M C 42 8 do bro mix 760 13
43 Elgin 43 7 ch pek sou 560 35
45 Elston 45 39 ch pe sou No 2 3120 34
46 N C 46 30 ch bro tea 2700 17
47 Agra Oya 47 43 do pekoe 4300 38 bid
48 48 22 do pek sou 2208 34
49 Netherton 49 9 ch bro tea No 1 720 14
50 Comar 50 28 hf-ch pekoe 1960 34
51 51 12 do pek sou 720 22
54 Manickwatte 54 11 ch bro pek 1100 43
65 55 7 do pekoe 700 33
57 P 57 13 ch fans 1690 33
60 H 60 5 do dust 700 29
62 Ratnatenne] 62 10 do bro pek 900 43
63 63 12 do pekoe 1080 32
65 Mukalane 65 22 ch pekoe 2200 35 bid
66 66 11 do pek sou 1100 31
67 W P R Dik-

oya 67 25 ch bro or pek 1750 44 bid
68 68 30 do pekoe 2100 35 bid
69 69 13 hf-ch pek son 720 18 bid
70 Tudawatte 70 7 ch bro pek 700 38
71 71 5 do pekoe 475 31 bid
72 72 7 do pek sou 595 out
73 73 7 do bro mix 695 out
77 Bogaha tenne 77 7 do bro pek 784 30 bid
78 78 4 do

1 hf-ch pek sou 457 IS bid
79 79 7 ch bro mix 637 14
SO 80 3 do dust 445 25
84 Nahaveena 84 19 hf-ch bro pek 950 46
86 86 9 do pek sou 450 34

[Messrs. Torres & Walker.—495,262 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.
6 S M A 466 5 ch pek sou 450 24
11 Trewardena 476 5 do bro pek 500 35
l2 478 5 do pekoe 500 30
13 480 5 do pek sou 500 25
16 M C 486 13 hf-ch dust 1296 22
17 Macaldenia 488 14 do bro pek 770 59
18 490 7 ch pekoe 700 47
l9 492 4 do pekoe No 2 400 34
22 Great Valley 498 15 do bro pek 825 59
23 too 30 do or pek 1650 43
24 502 34 ilo^ pekoe 3060 36
25 604 28 do pek sou 2380 31
26 Ulapane 606 13 ch bro pek 1430 53
27 508 15 do pekoe 1275 38
28 510 15 do pek sou 1125 32
3l M V 516 7 ch or pek 735 38 bid
32 518 5 do bro pek 550 40 bid
33 520 9 do pekoe 855 34 bid
3* 522 6 do pek sou 570 31

Lot Box.
35 Pedro 524
36 526
37 528
38 530
39 RMT, in estate

ri<gs. Name. lb.

26 ch bro or pek 2860
22 do pekoe 1980
17 do pek sou 1275
6 do dust 900

c.

28 bid
61
43
34

mark 532
40 534
41 536
53 Langdale 500
54 662
55 564
64 Chesterford 582
65 584
63 .586

69 Midlothian 592
77 DBR 608
78 610
80 New Galway 614
81 616
83 Stisted 620
84 622
85 624
86 Clyde 626
87 628
88 630
89 632
90 M G 634
94 St. Hellers 642
95 644
96 640
98 Stafford 650
99 652
103 T B, in estate

mark 660
104 662
105 Garendon 664
106 660
107 668
108 670
109 672
112 Rockside 678
113 680
114 Brechin 682
115 CS4
116 686
119 S E M 692
120 Wattagalla 694
121 696
122 198
123 700
124 702
127 Ganapalla 70S
128 710
129 712
130 714
131 Carfax 716
ls2 Weoya 718
133 720
134 722
135 724
136 726
137 Dunkeld 728
138 730
139 732
140 D K D 734
141 Dammeria 736
142 738
143 740
144 742
146 DM 746
147 High Forest 748
148 750
149 \ 752
150 High Forest 754
151 756
1.52 758
157 Chines 768
1.8 770
159 772
l;o 774
161 770
162 778
163 Carlabeck 780
164 782
165 COE B 784
166 786
167 Arapolakande 788
168 790
169 792
170 794
172 Scrubs 798
173 8C0

6 ch bro pek 660 37
7 do pekoe 630 35
7 do pek sou 630 33

29 ch bro pek 3480 56 bid
30 do pekoe 3000 51
5 do pek sou 450 40
30 ch bro pek 3000 47
30 do pekoe 3000 40
30 do pek sou 3000 34
23 hf-ch or pek 1380 54
6 do bro mix 600 18
3 do dust 450 28
10 hf-ch bro pek 650 73
16 do pekoe 800 53
70 do bro pek 4200 48
30 do pekoe 1650 41
51 do pek sou 2295 33
34 ch bro pek 3570 49
16 do pekoe 1600 41
13 do pek sou 1235 35
3 do dust 420 29
6 ch dust 550 22
25 hf-ch bro or pek 1375 55
14 ch pekoe 1400 42
4 do pek sou 400 33

11 do bro pek 1210 57 bid
12 do pekoe 1080 57

10 ch
5 do
6 ch
9 do
a do
7 do
5 do
34 ch
26 do
33 do
15 do
5 do
4 ch

20 do
9 do

33 do
13 do
5 hf-ch
82 do
60 ch
20 do
6 hf-ch

20 ch
60 do
72 do
28 do
7 do
6 do
19 ch
34 hf-ch
17 ch
7 do
52 do
65 do
7 do
5 do
6 ch
20 hf-ch
28 do
8 do

21 hf-ch
20 do
6 do

82 hf-ch
13 ch
34 do
11 do
11 hf-ch
7 ch
5 do

pcK lans
congou
pekoe
or pek
pek sou
sou
fans
pekoe
pek sou
bi'o pek
pekoe
pe sou
pekoe
In o or pe
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek fan
pek dust
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
unas
bro or pek 5720
pekoe
pek sou
dust
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
pek sou
sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek fans
dust
red leaf

600
600
900
500
700
500

3400
2600
3630
1575
500
428
2200
990

3630
1300
450

4100
4800
1600
480
2200
5250
6840
2240
840
840
2090
1700
1700
805

6510
700
500
600
1200
1540
440
1050
1000
610

4100
1170
3060
1155
880
630
550

31
24
35
39
28
28
33
45
35
60
46
36
24
47 bid
63
42
37
29
44
36
31
28
53
48
37
32
33
27
50 bid
58
40
32
53 bid
40 bid
35
30
34
56
49
39
38
36
29
44
36
30
32
28
21

li; hf-ch bro pek fans 900 42 bid
15 ch pek son 1359 21
11 du bro mix 990 U
50 ch bro pek 5600 50
52 do pekoe 4420 39
11 do pek sou 1100 33
4 do dust 440 29
12 ch or pek 1200 63
22 do bro pek 2420 53 bid
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Lot.

171
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
183
184
185
186
188
189
190
192
193
194
195
196
197
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
221
222
324
326
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
242
243
244
245
252

Eox. Pkgs.

2o3
254
255
256
266
267
268
2G9
271
275
•.77

278
279
281
•282

283
284
286
290
‘291

292
•295

v96
:;97

501
302
303
304
305
3O7

•l08
3O9
|l0
sii
-.12

802 22
804 10
806 4

806 5

810 64
812 22
814 29
816 13
SiiO 5
822 15
824 11

826 8
830 18
832 18
834 13

838
840
842 25
844 17

846 10
848 6
852
854
856
858
860
862
864
86 J

808
870
872
874
876
878
880
882
884
886
888
890
896
898
902
904

Galla^vatte 903
Ambaganuiwa 910

912
914
916

Melrose 918
920
922

Ellaoya 924
9-26

Nahaveena 938
940
942
944

G P M, in estate
mark 9.58

960
962
964
966
986
988
990
992
996

4

8
10
12

Denmark Hill 16
18

• 20
22
26
34

36

Ingurugalla

Torwood

Beausejour

Coiieygar

Ambalawa

5 Duneville

Tvmawr

Tymawr

Monk.swood

CRD
Akuressa

Geragajua
Verulupitiya

Atherfield

ch
do
do
do
ch
do
do
ch
do
ch
do
do
ch
do
do

22 hf-ch
23 do

Names. lb. C. Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

pekoe 2090 61 313 80 14 do pekoe 1260 50

dust 1560 34 314 82 8 ch pek sou 7-20 38

bro pek 490 38 315 Maha Uva 84 40 lif-ch bro or pek 2600 45 bid

pekoe 450 30 316 86 23 do or pek 1380 62

bro pek 6080 51 317 88 40 ch pekoe 4000 46

tlo

ch
do
do

25 hf-ch
do
do
do
do
do
do
ch

76 hf-ch
ch
do
ch
do
do
do
ch
do
do
do

II hf-ch
10 ch
5 do

23 hf-ch
9 do

do
ch
do
do
do
do
do
do
ch
do

95 hf-ch
36 do
47 do
5 do

19 hf-ch
17 do

8
•29

31
40
14

10
7

5
33
18

Talga.swela

Cottaganga
Riigalla
Glencorse

Wollyfield
iSorana

do
do
ilo

cli

do
do
do

3 do
6 hf-ch
30
16
15

10

16
10
5
4

ch
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Holton

Hethersett

IStainford Hill

Middleton

Ireby

38
44
46
48
56
58
60
62
64
68
70
72
74

76
78

CO hf-ch
•22 ch
2 hf-ch
8 ch

do•26

18
7

•20

32
•20

10
10

22
8

28
48
12

do
(lo

do
do
(lo

(lo

do
do
do
(lo

do
do

33 hf-ch

pek No 1

pek „ 2
pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
fans
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro pe dust
congou
bro tea
bro pe r

or pek
pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
sou
bro pek
I^ekoe
sou
pek dust
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
or pek
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust

bro or pe
or pek
pekoe
do No 2

sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
(lust

dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
01 o or pek
or pek
pekoe
pek sou
Pro pe
bu) pe
pekoe

pek .sou

bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro or pe
or pe
pek
pe S014

pek sou
bro pe
bro or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

l»ro pek

2156
‘2610

1144
400
1500
990
700
1980
1800
1-100

1100
1035
1000
1870
900
540

1‘250

1395
1650
1‘280

840
550

1-200

2760

1

3800 t

2160 j
400

1-200

1615
1800
1400 •

1700
2600
1170
990
55o
1000
450
1150
540
400
2900
1550
3600
1995
1100
700
500
3168
16-20

4750
1800
2350
400

1140
952
2576

! 3180
3640.

1080
1440
•2295

700
460
540

3000
1440
1200
1170
1504

830
405
410
1500
2080

680
2860
1800
665

‘2340

3808
1660
810
840
2640
800
2800
43-20

1080
1980

40
37
32
29
38
34

31

57 bid
46 bid
£6
43
39
33
39 bid
38
34 bid
83
57
45
30
33
38
34

witl.d’ I.

[Mr. E. John.—199,448 lb.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Na Ib.

1

3

8
9

10
IS
19
20
22
23
24
25
27

28
29
31
32
33

Yalia lakela

Wewesse

Hunugalla

Wewesse
Oaktield

Ottery and Stam
ford Hill

Gonavy

419
4-23

433
435
437
453
455
457
461
463
465
467

471
473
475
479
481
483

7 ch
5 do

31 lif-ch

29 do
•28 do
14 ch
8 do
6 do
10 hf-ch
17 do
19 do
13 do

2( ch
17 do
53 do
23 d.-)

14 do
11 do

30 i

34 Alliiigton 485 28 lif-ch

35 487 17 do
49 36 489 29 do
39 37 491 14 do
28 39 Anchor, in est.
25 mark 495 32 ch
37 40 497 14 do
44 41 439 11 do
38 4-2 1 11 do
33 43 3 13 hf-ch
29 47 Verelapatna 11 25 ch
43 48 13 23 do
36 49 15 10 do
31 51 Uvakellie 19 38 do
29 52 21 33 do
24 53 23 28 do
36 bid 69 Mocha 65 30 do
37 bid 70 67 26 do
28 71 59 10 do
26 72 Stinsford 61 38 hf-ch
45 73 63 47 do
36 74 6.6 19 do
30 78 Glentilt 73 35 ch
52 79 75 20 do
33 80 77 10 do
46 81 Agra Ouvah 79 52 hf-ch
43 82 81 3-2 do
34 83 83 13 ch
27 84 Glasgow 85 •29 do

71
85 87 IS do
86 89 12 do

82 87 Blackburn 91 19 do
54 88 93 21 do
46 89 Kata boola 95 8 do
42 90 Maddagedera 97 43 (lo
49 91 9J 27 do
38 92 lOi 16 do
33 03 Henegama 113 4 do
30 94 ET K 105 16 do
•29 95 107 6 if-ch
28 96 H S, in estate
46 mark 109 10 ch
39 97 111 4 do
32 98 113 22 do
53 bid 99 11.6 9 if*ch
60 102 Agra Ouvah 1-21 17 ch
47 103 1-23 13 do
38 104 125 52 if-ch
43 105 127 3-2 do
56 166 129 13 ch
40 107 Glasgow 131 65 do

108 133 51 do
33 169 135 28 do
47 110 Logan 137 28 do
38 111 189 19 do
32
53 bid

112 141 n do
113 143 5 hf-ch

60 bid 114 Acrawatte 145 16 ch
46 115 Brownlow 147 19 do
42 116 149 •28 do
44 117 151 5 do
.61 bid 118 Tart 153 13 do
65 119 15.6 23 do
54 1-20 157 7 (io

47 121 (The Eadella
30 Estates Co.

,

02 Limited.) 159 14 do

pek fans
dust
bro )jek

pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

bro pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
or pek
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

bro or pek
or pek
pek sou
pek fans
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek s( u
bro pek
jiekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
uek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro or pek
or pek
])ekoe
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
sou
bro pek
pekoe
})ek sou
dust
pekoe
du.st

bro pek
pekoe
sou
dust
pek son
pek fans
bro or pek
or pek
})ekoe
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
I>ek sou
dust
pekoe
hro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

630
750
1705
1595
1400
14 0
800
570
550
1020
950
650

2700
1445
4770
2576
14-28

999
1400
935
1460
700

3040
lO.iO

1100
1130
1170
2750
2300
1000
4180
3.300

2801
3150
2600
1360
1900
2256
912
3675
2000
900
3380
1920
1300
2755
1800
1200
2090
•2310

8-25

4300
24.30

1360
560
1600
480

10.50

4(0
1870
765
1700
1170
3380
1920
1300
.6070

3060
£660
2800
1710
935
400
1440
2-280

3080
600
1660
‘2530

700

35
20
49
39
33
42
34
30
40
47
41
35

55 l id
60 bid
44 bid
55
44
37
40 bid
46
3.6

31

60
48
41

35 bid
29
58
48
38
62 bid
41 bid
36

57 bid
47 bid
40
55
40
33
54 bid
44

37

57 bid
57

46
53
46
33
37
32
•20

.62

42
34
•29

37
•29

3.S

28
‘26

27
36
33
61

67
45
69

43
37
31

33
40
52
45
3.6

40
36
.30

bro pek 1400



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot. Box. rkc;s. Name. lb. c. Lot Box. Pbgs Name Ib. C.

I22 161 15 ch pekoe 1350 38 110 269 8 ch pe sou 800 30 bid

123 163 10 do pek sou 800 31 142 Padiapella 271 12 do bro pe 1260 14

124 165 do red leaf 695 15 1 hf-ch
32130 N A V7 7 do pek sou 635 16 1 113 272 17 do pek 1020

1

111 273 5 ch
7 hf-ch

pe .sou 886 28

148 .Surrey 277 65 do bro pe 3640 41 bid

[Messrs. Somerville »Si Co., 175,498 lb.] 119
150

G K A
MD

278
279

oo
o

CO bro pek
bro pek

1700
1800

41 bid
40 bid

Lot. Box Pkgs. jN lb. c.

1 G IV 131 9 ch sou 720 32

i 131 7 hf-ch dust 525 30

8 IVIoolgam.a 138 8 hf-ch fans 536 35

9 139 5 do du.st 450 30 SMALL LOTS.
10 Depedene 110 60 hf-ch or pe 3009 35 bid

111 39 do bro pe 2115 11 bid11

12
13

112
113

52
27

do
do

pek
pe sou

2600
1350

31

30
[Messr.s, Forbes & Walker.]

11
16 Neuchatel

111
116

8

IS
do
ch

dust
bro pe

610
1980

29
51

Lot. Box Pkss. Name. Ib. C.

17 117 35 do pek 3150 35 1 Hopewell 456 1 ch bro ))ek 107 50
18 118 37 do pe sou 1665 30 2 1.58 1 hf-ch pekoe 67 36
27 Bittacy 157 41 ch bro pek 4100 55 3 160 1 ch pek sou 101 30
28 158 28 hf-ch pekoe 1510 46 4 162 1 hf-ch congou 50 24
29 Carney 1.59 17 do bro pek 850 51 5 ,SM A 461 2 ch bro pek 217 30
30 160 31 do pekoe 1550 37 7 168 2 do dust 270 23
31 161 12 do pek sou 600 31 8 U P A .S. in est.

32 Mahatenne 162 17 ch bro pek 1700 43 mai'k 170 2 ch bro pek 230 10
33 163 10 do pekoe moo 35 9 172 2 do pekoe 200 33
31 161 9 do pek sou 900 10 471 2 do pek sou 170 28
36 G 166 12 do pe sou 960 29 11 Trewardena 482 1 do sou 100 IS
37 167 16 do bro tea 1600 16 15 481 1 do bro tea 115 17
38 168 10 do fans 850 15 20 H A T, in estate
39 169 5 do congou 500 23 mark 491 1 lif-ch bro pek 260 28
40 170 5 do bro mix 450 19 21 196 2 do dust 160 28
45 Morningside 175 16 do bro pek 1600 49 29 Ulapane 512 1 do SOU 35 26
16 176 12 do pekoe 1210 35 30 511 2 do dust 160 28
17 177 17 do pek sou 1615 81 42 R JI T, in estate
53 Patupana 183 10 hf-ch bro pek 550 41 mark 538 1 ch SOU 90 26
57 Benveula 187 33 do bro pek 1650 4.5 43 540 1 do dust 140 28
53 188 12 do pekoe 600 34 58 Langdale 566 2 cli dust 160 29
59 189 6 cb pek sou 600 30 57 563 1 do fan 120 30
60 190 6 do red leaf 600 15 58 Woodslee 570 3 hf-ch bro pek ISO 33
62 Bogahagoda-

bro pek
59 572 1 do pekoe 55 31

watte 192 9 hf-ch .510 13 60 671 5 do pek sou 250 26
63 193 10 do pekoe 500 32 61 576 1 do fans 55 27
C6 Maligatenne 196 8 ch bro pek 8S0 41 62 578 1 do dust 70 27
67 197 11 do pekoe 1100 33 63 680 7 do unas 350 30

198 10 do pek sou 950 30 67 Chesterford 588 1 cl) bro tea 100 19
71 Kew 201 30 hf-ch bro or pek 1740 54 bid 68 690 1 do dust 140 27
72 202 11 do or pek 700 80 75 D B R 601 1 ch congou 460 24
73 203 40 ch pekoe 3680 47 bid 76 606 3 do fans 360 30
71 201 21 do pek sou 1995 39 82 New Galwav 618 2 hf-ch pek sou 90 38
7'» 205 10 hf-ch dust 850 28 91 O F, in estate
77 Ukuwella 207 48 ch bro pe 4800 43 mark 636 1 ch bro pek 84 32
.73 208 32 do pek 3200 31 29 638 3 do pek sou 276 •20

79 209 11 do pe sou 1330 29 93 610 2 do fans 224 27
So Ovoca A. I 215 24 hf-ch bro or pek 1110 63 97 St. Heliers 618 3 hf-ch dust 261 •28

86 216 18 do or pe 990 50 100 .Stafford 651 1 ch pek sou 360 37
8" 217 8 ch unas 920- 33 101 656 2 do fans 160 35
S8 Moragalla 218 7 do bro pe 790 41 10

:

658 2 do du.st 180 27

S9 219 6 do pekoe 585 32 110 Carendon 671 4 ch congou 315 20
91 221 1 do fans 423 31 111 676 1 do dust 127 28
o3 Penrith 223 13 ch bro pek 4300 47 bid 117 Brechin 6S8 3 ch dust 300 30
9l 221 37 do pekoe 2960 36 118 S E M 692 2 do bro pek 242 30
95 225 28 do pek sou 2310 33 125 Wattagalla 701 2 hf-ch red leaf 83 15
OS Labugama 228 20 hf-ch bro pe 1100 51 126 706 1 ch
h9 229 10 ch pek 1600 37 1 hf-ch unas 178 30
lOO 23) 17 do pe sou 1530 37 115 D M 711 3 ch bro or pek 330 10
lOl Crohamhurst 231 17 do bro or pek 1955 46 bid 171 Lunugalla 796 3 do red leaf 216 26

l02 232 19 do bro pe 1995 41 bid 182 Torwood 818 2 do congou 160 •23

l03 233 35 do or pekoe 3675 48 bid 187 Beausejour 828 2 do dust 280 27
lOl 231 32 do pekoe 3010 39 191 Conevgar 836 3 hf-cli fans 210 29

l05 2.35 86 do 5)6 sou 3240 31 198 Ederapolla 850 1 oil bro mix 100 16

l06 B F 236 11 lif-ch bro mix 616 27 219 Verulupitiya 892 4 hf-ch pek dust 210 27

l07 237 5 do dust 505 28 220 891 2 do (lust 160 27

l08 Abbeytield 238 50 do bro pe 3000 52 bid 223 .Atheriield 900 4 ch pek sou 360 31

l09 239 3-5 do or pek 1750 62 bid 226 906 3 hf-ch dust 210 •28

llO 210 12 do pek 1200 19 216 Nahaveena 916 2 hf ch congou 100 29
111 ABL 211 12 do fans 1080 13 262 M 978 2 do bro oek 2t0 27
ll3 213 6 do dust 660 21 263 980 2 do fans 218 19
ill Allakolla 211 60 hf-ch bro pe 3000 43 261 982 1 do SOU 91 15
llo 215 17 ch pek 1700 34 bid 270 Cottaganga 991 3 do fans 380 31
ll6 216 15 do pe sou 1425 31 9.79. K B 99S 2 do dust 260 28
ll8 Abbeyfteld 218 32 hf-ch or pek 1920 50 bid 273 Pantiya 1000 3 do dust 390 27
ll9 219 37 do pekoe 8330 44 b d 27l Ragalla 2 2 do l)vo mix 220 29

l25 Eilandhu 251 12 do bro pe 1320 48 276 R W 6 1 do fans 100 28
l26 255 12 <lo pek 1260 35 280 Glencorse 11 1 do pek fans 118 23

l28 Oakham 257 30 llo ' bro or pe 3000 50 bid 285 DenmirkHill 21 2 do pek fans 210 30
l29 258 IS (lo pek 1710 46 bid 287 WollyHeld 28 3 do pek 280 28
l30 359 6 do pek .sou 600 33 bid 288 30 3 do pe SOU 287 20
1 32 Ingeriva 261 23 hf-ch bro pe 1265 43 289 32 2 do sou 174 16
l33 262 10 do pek 8(X) 37 293 Sorana 40 1 do dust 150 28
l31 263 35 do pe sou 1575 31 294 12 1 do red leaf 75 18
i37 Morawa Totum 260 8 ch bro or pek 800 43 bid 293 Holton .50 2 do bro mix 200 27
l38 207 12 do or pek 1200 16 299 52 1 do dust 130 28
-a39 268 11 do pekoe 1015 36 bid 306 Hether.sett 66 2 do pek fans 310 31



4 CEYLON PEODUCE SALES LIST.

Messrs. iSomerviele & Lo.

Lot. Box. Lkgs. ^ ame 11). C.

2 G W 132 1 ch red leaf 72 14
3 133 6 hf-ch fans 360 34
Si Moolgaina 135 3 do pekoe 198 21
« 136 6 do congou 276 21
7 137 7 do red leaf 350 16
15 Depedene 115 2 do red leaf 110 17
19 Neuchatel 119 3 hf-ch fan.s 270 30
20 150 2 do dust 2-20 28
21 151 1 do broken 60 14
35 Mahatenne 165 1 ch dust 100 26
48 Morninsside 178 2 ch fans 2-20 28
49 179 1 do sou 95 18
50 Rl' K ISO 1 do bro pek 1.50 37

1 hf-ch
51 181 2 ch pekoe 97 34
52 182 1 do. pek sou 150 22

1 hf-ch
51 Patulpana 184 6 do pek 300 33
55 185 1 do pek sou 2C0 26
56 167 1 do sou 50 22
61 Benveula 191 1 ch dust 100 28
61 Bogahagoda-

watte 191 6 hf-cli pe sou 300 28
65 195 1 do bro mix 69 15
60 Maligatenne 199 4 ch bro sou 388 26
70 200 1 do dust 117 28
79 Beverley 206 5 hf-ch dust 325 31
80 L'kuwella 210 1 cli bro tea 90 13
81 211 4 hf-ch bro pe fans 280 31
90 Moragall 220 2 ch pek sou 200 30
»3 Penrith 226 a do bro pek fans 13'

>

31
97 227 1 do dust leo 27
112 A B L 212 5 do dust A 375 21
117 Allakolla 217 2 hf-cli dust 150 27
127 Eilandhu 256 2 ch bro tea 160 23
131 Oakham 260 2 do pek fan 270 28
135 Ingeriya 2dl 3 hf-ch bro unas 165 25
130 265 2 do bro tea 174 28
111 Morawa Totum 270 5 do sou 250 19

145 K 271 1 do bro pek 67 32
146 275 2 ch pekoe 138 28
117 276 1 do dust 86 26

[Messrs. A. OcpSO Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.s. Name lb. e.

12 Warwick 12 3 ch bro pek 300 45
16 F’ H M, in estate

mark 16 3 cl) pek fans 300 20
20 Digdola 20 1 do dust 145 28
22 Mahanilu 22 3 hf-ch dust 240 28
23 23 1 do pek dust 65 33
28 Baigownie 28 2 ch dust 260 28
32 Hornsey 32 2 d(» fans ISO 27
•tl St. Leonards 37 1 do fans lOO 21

38 1 (io dust 131 26
39 1 do bro mix 100 15

Lot. Box. l>kg.s. Name. lb. e.

52 I’gieside 52 2 ch dust 300 27
53 53 3 do bro mix 300 28
56 Manickwatte 56 1 cti dust 100 28
58 P 58 2 do red leaf 160 15
61 O 61 1 hf-ch red leaf 60 14
64 Mukalane 64 1 do bro pek 120 35 bid
76 E 76 8 lif-ch bro mix 368 14
81 ,s 81 1 ch pek sou 100 22
82 82 2 do sou 163 17
83 83 1 do fans 105 19
85 Maliaveena 85 7 hf-ch pekoe 35p 42
87 Nahaveena 87 1 ch dust 80 28

[Ml t. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

2 Vahalakela 421 2 ch red leaf 140 25
11 LeangapeUa 439 1 lif-ch dust 85 27
21 Uunugalla 459 2 ch fans 250 28
26 Oak field 469 2 hf-ch dust 160 28
30 Ottery and Siam-

ford Hill 477 1 ch pe sou 90 29
38 Allington 493 2 lif-ch dust 160 28
50 \'erelapatna 17 3 ch dust 240 28
75 S F D 67 2 hf-ch pe fans 100 30'

76 69 3 do dust 210 27
77 71 2 do congou 100 25
100 H S, in estate

mark 117 2 bags red leaf 96 11
101 PTE 119 4 hf-ch dust 320 28
125 Radaga 167 1 do bro pe 50 38
126 169 1 do pekoe 60 30
127 171 1 do pe sou 50 19-

128 N A 173 2 llo bro pe 100 35
129 175 2 do

1 ch pekoe 205 25
131 179 1 hf-ch bro mix 47 15
132 181 1 ch congou 100 15
133 183 2 do reail leaf 200 14
131 185 1 do dust 130 21

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON

(From Our Commercial CorrespondentJ

.

Mixcixg Lane, April 10, 1890.

Marks and prices of CEYl.ON COFFEE sold in IMiiicin

Lane up to 10th April :

—

Ex “Chingwo”—Sheen, Ic Ih 110s Cd; 2c lb 101s 6d; lb SBs
lb llO.s. SUN, lb 72s; lb ICOs; Ic 80s; lb 75s; lb; 92;s
lb C9s

ORSKltVEl: I’llINTI.NO WORKS.



tea, cofeee, cinchona, cocoa, and cardamom sales.

NO. 18 .] Colombo, May 18th, 1898. f Phice :—12^ cents each
;
3 copies

I 30 e ta
; 6 copies § rupee.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A.

Lot.

H. Tji'jmpson cK: Co.—74,299 lb.]

Rox. pkgs.

1 Charlie Hill 1 s hf-cli
2 2 14 do
3 3 25 do
4 4 9 do

10 Ahamud 10 8 do
13 Yogau 13 37 ch
14 14 28 do
16 15 30 do
16 10 26 do
17 17 25 do
18 IS 21 hf-ch
19 Warwick 19 5 ch
20 20 3 do
21 Battalgalla 21 10 do
33 Comar 33 55 hf-ch
34 34 30 do
36 35 S do
37 C in estate

mark 37 8 do
39 Woodend so 12 ch
41 41 5 do
46 Victoria 4- 31 do
47 47 47 do
48 43 11 do
51 A G 51 16 hf-ch
67 G 57 9 hf-ch
58 CH 58 9 ch

2 hf-ch
60 R 00 20 ch

Name. lb. C.

bro pek 400 45
pekoe 700 39
pek sou 1260 34
sou 450 30
bro pek 400 40
bro pek 3700 64

do 2800 62
pekoe 2700 45
pek sou 2310 38
sou 2000 34
dust 1470 38
pek sou 4.50 42
dust 420 30
pek sou 1050 38
bro pek 3025 42
pekoe 2535 37
pek sou 480 28

dust 534 36
bro pek 1200 41 bid
dust 675 38
bro pek 3100 45
pekoe 3995 37
pek sou 1100 32
dust 1280 15 bid
dust 765 26

pek sou 964 26
bro pek 2200 28 bid

Lot.

[Mr. E. John.-

Box. Pko-s.

-163,269 lb.]

Name. lb.

1

3

5

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16*

18
19
20
23
27
29
30
31
33
34
35
38
39
40
41

43
44
45
46
47
53
54
55
56
57
58
6-1

63
70
71
72
73
74

Avar’s Land 436 19 hf-ch du.st
Ottery and
.Stiimford Hill 439

441
443

Templestowe

Verelapatna

Uvakellie

440
1

3
5

7

9
11

1.3

15
Invercauld 19

21
23
29
37
41
43
45
49
51

63
59
01

63
05
69
71

7.?

75
77
80
91

93

L 97
90

Muiiaythwaite 103
.‘Vllington 109

123
125

Kotnwagedera 127
129
131

Eadella

C N

Wewesae

Margueiita
Mocha

Glentilt

GB

32 ch
22 do
61 do
30 do
25 do
20 do
21 do
7 do

20 rlo

1
'. do

1! do
6 do

18 do
38 do
16 do
5 do

11 hfch
16 ch
18 do
8 do
5 hf-ch
8 ch
8 do

39 hf-hf
30 do
28 do
6 do

30 ch
28 do
16 do
24 do
10 hf-ch
46 do
25 do
8 do
4 do

22 do
0 do

22 do •

28 hf-ch
13 do
5 do

41 ch
30 do
17 do

bro pek
or pek
pekoe
or pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix
br or pek
pekoe
pek sou
pekoe
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pek sou
dust
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
fannings
bro pek
pek sou
pekoe
or pek
bro tnix
fannincs
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou

960

3200
1980
5490
3000
22.50

2200
2100
700

2200
1100
1100
900
1980
3800
1440
500
880
1600
1620
640
400
760
760

2145
1650
1400
540

3000
2660
1360
2040
900
4830
2600
720
600

1770
600
1520
1400
910
450

4100
3006
1615

C.

28

60
63
46
51

44
58 bid
52
42
51

44
38
31

49 bid
41 bid
36 hid
36
26
46 bid
37
32
52
33
30
53
43
37
28
61
50
48
38
27
64 bid

L'l

70
77
78
79
84
85
80
88
89
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
too

: 102
i 103
106
107

108
109
117
118
119
121

Urugaloya

A

I..;imeliere

Lenawatte

Glass;uigh

-Acraw.'ute

Ayr

Clontarf

llooinoo

Xalia\ill:i

Chapel ton

Box. Pbgs. Name
bro pek
or pek
bro pek
pek sou
br pek (B)
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

bro or pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
pekoe
pek sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
dust
l)ro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro mix

Lot.

1 California.

2
3

0 Battagalla
7 LBK in estate

mark
8 Citrus
9
12 Ketado

13
14

19

29
21
-.:4

Woodthorp

.

and Inchstelly 189
190

135 32 ch
137 22 do
139 13 lif-ch

X41 10 do
151 33 ch
li}'6 30 du
155 21 do
1.59 17 do
161 12 do
1-07 33 hf-ch
169 28 ch
171 16 do
173 10 do
I./5 IS do
177 15 do
179 Oi Iif-eh
181 32 ch
183 19 do
187 34 do
189 20 do
195 36 do
197 46 do
199 13 do
201 5 do
217 13 ch
219 17 do
221 4 do
226 6 hf-ch

lOMEP.VlLLE

Box, Pkgs.
171 4 ch

1 hf-ch
172 9 ch
173 10 do
176 13 hf-ch

177 20 ch
178 5 do
179 s do
182 8 do

1 hf-ch
183 a ch
184 0 do

lb.

2420
1760
843
800
3630
2940
2058
1700
1280
1816
2520
1360
1760
1620
1500
2550
2880
1615
3060
1700
3960
4000
1300
500
1365
1700
400
540

Patipola.

26
27

29 Lonach
30
31
32 Malvern
33
38 A G L
37
38
3.)

10 Yarrow
41

42 .‘Ulakolki
43
44
46
47
48
49
69
61 Minua
62
63
64
66
.‘6 Benveula
58 Neboda G

Kew

191
194
195
196
197
199
290
201
202
203
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
210
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
220

14 do
15 do
19 do
44 hf-ch
22 ch
17 do
6 do

42 do
25 cli

17 do
23 lif-ch

34 do
15 do
12 do
32 do
11 hf-ch
70 do
91 do
50 hf-ch
17 ch
15 do
39 hf-ch
10 do
40 ch
20 do
6 do

43 do
41 ch
22 do
9 hf-ch
6 ch

.39 Iif-ch

47
69

Ceylon 2£8 34 <lo
4.3

Ilamiigalla
229 34 do

23 63 233 16 ch
37 64 234 23 do
32 65 235 14 do
38 68 Wliite Cros.' 238 42 do
41 69 239 46 do
33 70

Kananko,
240 .37

54
do

28 73 243 do
4« 74 244 40 do
36 bid 75 245 33 do
32 76 24C 16 do

cV Co.,

Name.
bro pek

pek
pek sou
dust

red leaf
bro pek
pekoe
bro pek

pekoe
pek sou

bro pek
pek
pe sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro tea
bro pek
pekoe
pek .sou

liro pek
pekoe
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
dust
bro pe
pekoe
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro or pek
or pek
pekoe
pe sou
bro tea
bro pek
pekoe
pe sou
dust
bro mix
bro pek

liro pek
pek( e
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
bro pe
pekoe
pe sou
bro pek
pekoe
pek sou
fans

.301,5.37

lb.

450

900
1000
975

1800
500
800
925

800
570

1470
1200
1425
2420
1980
1190
420
2100
2375
1530
1265
1870
1500
1020
2720
825

4258
4550
3000
1700
1425
2262
500

3680
1900
600

2580
2870
1980
810
600

1950

3740
3400
1600
2070
1190
4200
4500
3515
3740
4000
2805
1.500

52 bid
50
38
31
62 bid
50 bid
44

40 bid
32 bid
84
57 bid
47
53 bid
41

36
54
38 bid
35
43 bill

35
60
50
41
32
60
47
39
23

lb]

C.

41

33
30
30

25

46
35
44

34
31

52 bid
41 bid
SO
44

36
35
28
47 bid
38
34
44
30
45

44 bid
35 bid
29
46
S7
44
38
33
63
/3

50
43
18
63
47
39
27
24
45

59
40
46
38 bit!

35
45
3
30
45
38
31

32



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

l.ot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. C.

so
J'kuwella 250 56 ch bro j)ek 560*: 46

SI •251 33 do pekoe 3309 36
82 251 20 do pek soil 1900 32

SG ( ; O X 256 17 do bro pek 1700 39
ST 257 31 do pekoe 3095 26 bid
SS 258 8 do pe sou 727 26
8!) 259 13 do 5>ro mix 1066 15

04 AforawaTotum 264 4 do l)ro pek 448 43
95 265 8 hf-ch pekoe 410 36

•266 4 ch pek sou 457 30

1 hf-ch

loa Matara 273 7 do bro pek 700 42
104 274 5 do pekoe 475 38
105 275 11 do pek sou 1045 30
.100 276 10 (io sou 1000 16
iOT UOL 277 7 (lo (lust 1015 29
lOS 278 2 do congou 2-20 14
109 A B I. 279 9 do fans 810 30
111 t'omillali 281 22 hf-ch bro pek 1100 46 bid
115 (litrus 285 5 do pek fans 500 30
117 Ivaiihoe 287 50 do bro pek ‘2500 55
118 •288 48 ch pekoe 4230 44
119 289 9 do pek sou 810 38
122 292 4 do bro mix 500 23

123 Warriatenne 293 28 do bro or pek 2940 52
124 294 13 do bro pek 1405 41
125 295 32 do pekoe 2880 30
120 296 25 do pe sou 2250 30
127 297 11 do sou 940 22
128 298 19 do (lust 2630 25
129 K&G 299 11 hf-ch bro pek 605 76
130 Penrith 300 59 ch bro pek 5900 49
131 1 44 do pekoe 352f) 38
132 2 33 do pek sou 2970 34
136 BK 6 37 do bro pe 4070 52 bid
142 Oakham 12 25 do bro or pek •2500 50 bid
143 13 14 do pekoe 1330 41 bid
144 14 5 do pek sou 475 36
148 18 9 hf-ch pek fan 720 28 bid

151 Walahanduwa 21 47 ch bro pek 4700 50
152 22 35 do pekoe 3325 38
153 23 13 do pek sou 1170 35
155 25 3 do (lust 495 30

5G 0 A Ceylon 26 7 do unas 511 10
103 Kiulaganga 33 9 do bro pek 1008 50
164 34 5 do pekoe 525 37
165 35 9 do pek sou 900 33
1C7 37 8 do unas 110 34
168 38 1 do (lust 133 29
169 I P 39 20 hf-ch (lust 1600 29
170 w ek 40 44 ch pek sou 40-20 33
171 41 15 hf-ch fans 1050 32
172 42 30 ch (lust 2235 26 bid
173 Bollagalla 43 34 do bro pek 3060 48 bid
174 44 21 do pekoe 1680 39 bid
175 45 9 do pek sou 855 36
176 Mahatenne 46 34 do bro pek •3400 43 bid
177 47 18 do pek 1800 33 bi(i

178 48 11 do pek sou 1100 33
179 Burnside 49 26 hf-ch i)ro pek 1300 49 bid
180 50 40 do pekoe 2000 38 bid
161 51 15 do pek sou 760 35
183 Pelawatte 53 13 ch bro pek 1430 45
1S4 54 9 do pekoe 945 37
185 llapugasmulle 56 8 ch bro pek 840 49
180 56 5 do pekoe 500 40
187 57 10 (lo pek sou 950 36
190 Alpitikande 60 6 (io bro pek 600 49
191 61 17 (io pekoe 1530 39
192 62 15 do pek sou 1200 35
193 63 8 do fans 480 35
202 A O I 72 26 ch bro or pek 2600 44

203 73 12 do or pek 1020 48
204 74 62 (io pekoe 5270 36
•205 76 6 do pek sou 510 34
206 70 11 do fans 1100 34
207 77 14 hf-ch (lust 1120 29

211 iM P in estata

mark 81 17 hf-ch bro pek 952 43
21-2 82 12 do pekoe 648 37
•213 83 9 do pek sou 414 34
219 tialawe 89 14 do bro pek 1400 45
220 90 11 do pek 1045 36
221 91 24 (io pek sou 2160 34
•222 92 14 do pe sou Xo 2 1990 33
•224 94 7 do oro mix 736 31

242 Vellebende 112 6 do bro pek T 600 withd'n
•246 C'astlemilk 116 10 hf-ch (lust 850 28
•247 117 8 do fans 600 30
248 Hagalla 118 44 (io bro pek 2640 43 bid
•249 119 37 do pekoe 1850
250 120 14 ch pek sou 1400 ; out
251 121 6 do (lust 480 )

[Messbs. Forbes & Walker.—424,864 lb.]

Lot Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 Dambagalla 624 93 hf-ch bro pek 5680 63
2 626 34 do pekoe 1700 49
3 628 10 do jjek sou 7‘20 42
5 1Qalkadua 632 22 ch bro pek 2-200 45
6 634 19 do pekoe 1900 34
7 636 12 d(i pek sou 1200 31
9 Heeloya 640 12 du bro pek 1200 54

10 642 12 do pekoe 1200 44
11 644 11 do pek sou 1100 38
12 Langdale 646 17 do bro pek 2040 63
13 648 17 do pekoe 1700 49
16 (Great Valley 654 27 do tiro pek 1485 60
17 656 39 do or pek 2090 44
18 658 63 do pekoe 4770 38
19 660 27 do pek sou 2295 35
20 Kirindi 662 17 do oro pek 1785 58
21 604 IS do pekoe 1440 42
22 666 23 do pek sou 17-25 37
26 Ulapane 074 13 do bro pek 1430 65
27 676 13 do pekoe 1040 41
28 678 17 do pek sou 1275 35 bid
32 Talgaswela 686 12 do bro pek 1080 59
33 688 5 do br pe No. 2 050 41
34 690 13 do pekOb 1170 40
35 692 22 do pek sou 1870 35
36 Ranawella 694 8 do bro pek 840 55 bid
37 690 9 do nekoe 7-20 42
38 698 11 do pek sou 825 34 bid
41 Munamal 704 4 (io bro pek 697 43
42 706 7 do pekoe 693 35
47 X 716 19 do bro mix 2470 29
48 718 9 do unas 810 40

M, in est. mark 720 9 cio pe No, 1 8-28 43
50 Iddagodde 722 27 do bro pek 27(0 51
51 724 36 do jjekoe 3240 39
52 7‘36 ‘25 do pek sou ‘2r25 34
63 728 4 do dust 520 28
57 Meemoraoya 736 26 hf-ch bro pek UI40 44
68 738 39 do pekoe 1560 36
59 740 12 do nek .sou 480 31
60 Polwatte 754 8 ch pro pek 800 50
67 750 8 do pekoe 680 39
70 Polatagama 762 37 do pro pek 37G) 65
71 764 37 do pekoe 3700 37
72 766 20 do pek sou •2000 34
73 708 8 do fans 800 35
78 Dunkeld 778 24 (io bro pek 2040 54
79 780 31 hf-ch or pek 1550 57
80 782 20 ch pekoe 2900 4'2

81 D K B 784 8 do i)r pe No. 2 lOi'O 37
82 786 13 do una.s 1495 38
83 788 6 do dust 960 28
84 High Forest 790 70 hf-ch bro pek 3920 50-

85 792 50 do pekoe 2;.oo 53
86 794 20 do pek sou 1000 45
87 Clunes 796 15 ch bro pek 1425 45
88 798 12 do 1)0koc 1080 34
89 800 12 (io pek sou 1080 30
90 Carfax 802 19 do bro or pek •2000 51
91 804 21 do or pek 2100 54
92 806 6 (io bro pek COO 37
93 808 21 do pekoe 1995 44
94 810 4 (io dust 640 32
95 Ganapalla 812 113 hf-ch i)ro pek 5650 44
96 S14 70 ch pekoe 5000 35
97 816 45 do pek sou 36e0 29
98 818 4 hf cl( dust 560 28
no Tommagong 84-2 07 do bro pek 4020 80
111 844 25 ch pekoe 2500 03
112 846 23 do pek sou •2185 55
113 848 12 do bro tea 1080 49
114 Ambalawa 850 14 hf-ch bro pek 700 53
115 S52 21 do br pek No 2 1050 41
116 854 21 do or pek 945 49
117 856 23 do pekoe 1035 40
118 858 30 do pek sou 1200 34
119 860 10 do pek fans 500 39
121 864 8 do dust 400 28
122 R A B 866 10 ch bro pek 1100 35 bid
126 St. Ueliers 872 24 hf-ch bro or pek 1368 59
126 874 14 cli pekoe 1400 43
127 876 5 do pek sou 500 36
128 Benmark Hill 878 8 do bro or pok 960 59
129 880 11 do or pek 1056 66
130 882 11 do pekoe 990 47
133 B B W, K B 888 42 hf-ch bro pek 2380 38
134 I'airfax 890 21 ch bro pek •2:00 46bid
135 Arapolakanda 892 70 do bro pel; 7600 56
136 894 1 do bro pek 700 .52

137 896 67 do pekoe 5095 39
138 898 17 do pek sau 1700 3o
139 900 4 do dust 440 •28

141 Scrubs 904 12 do or pek 1200 75
142 906 24 do bro pok ‘2640 67
143 908 2? do pekoe 2185 61

V

i



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST. 3

Lot,. Box. Pk«.s. Ncame. lb. C.

HI 910 16 ch pek sou 1425 44

145 C O K B 912 25 do pek sou 2250 24

140 914 23 do pek No 2 2300 20

147 Moi'laiuls 916 21 hf-ch bro pek 1260 65

148 918 13 ch pekoe 1300 50

140 920 7 do pek sou 700 41

150 922 4 do sou 400 34

15U Vellaioya 928 6 do bro tea 600 22

l.i4 Dunblane In-
voice No. 4

Ceylon, in

estate mark 730 20 do bro pek 2000 53 bid
150 Torwood 940 46 do bro pek 4000 57

160 949 12 do pek No. 1 1080 43
161 944 19 do pek No. 2 1615 30
163 MB O 948 7 do bro mix 630 15

165 Kabragalla 952 19 hf-ch bro teii 950 15
108 Lochiel 958 7 ch pek sou 630 36
169 960 7 do dust 980 28
175 Great Valley 972 12 hf-ch bro pek 600 64
176 974 16 do or pek 880 48
177 970 34 ch pekoe 3060 38
178 978 32 do pek sou 2720 35
179 980 6 do dust 510 28
ISO Daphne 982 6 do bro pek 600 41
181 984 9 do pekoe 900 37
182 986 8 do pek sou 720 33
187 Palliagodde 996 15 hf ch pok dust 1275 28
191 Gallaw.atte 4 38 ch bro pek 3800 46 hid
192 0 23 do pekoe 2070 39
193 8 9 do pek sou 900 34
194 Kllaoyo, 10 10 do bro pek 1120 54
195 12 26 do or pek 2496 51
196 14 19 do pek sou 1710 36
197 16 7 do pek fans 805 34
198 Napier IS 11 do bro pek 1155 63
199 20 12 do pekoe 1020 40
200 22 7 do pek sou 574 37
202 P D M, in est.

mark 26 11 do sou 880 33
203 28 8 hf-ch dust 560 28
211 Melrose 44 7 ch bro pek 770 47
212 46 5 do pekoe 500 38
213 48 5 do pek sou 500 34
214 Meddetenne 50 40 hf-ch bro pek 1800 40
215 52 16 ch pekoe 1440 38
210 54 12 do

221 Ambiangodda 64
1 hf-ch
12 ch

pek sou
bro pek

1125
1200

33
46

^22 66 14 do pekoe 1400 39
223 68 7 do pek sou 700 33
233 Ulapitiya 88 7 do bro pek 700 50 bid
234 90 12 do or pek 1200 50

236 Matale 94 14 do bro pek 1400 47
237 96 20 do pekoe 1800 39
242 Glencorse 106 28 do bro pe's 2800 51
243 108 16 do pekoe 1440 42
244 110 15 do pek sou 1200 35
254 Arabawatte 130 33 do bro pek 3300 48 bid
255 132 21 do br pe No. 2 2295 33 bid
256 Andaradeniya 134 13 do bro pek 1300 48
257 136 10 do pekoe 1000 35

259 Glen Falloch 140 31 do bro pek 3100 47 bid
260 142 31 hf-ch or pek 1240 51 bid
2G1 144 13 ch pek sou 1105 32
262 Ambagamua 146 20 do bro pek 2165 37
269 Pansalatenne 160 52 do bro pek 5460 48
270 162 32 do pekoe 3200 43

71 164 16 do pek sou 1520 53

272 166 5 do congou 500 29

273 168 13 hf-ch dust 975 28

274 Errollwood 170 16 do bro pek 1840 67

276 172 19 do or pek 855 75

276 174 38 hf-ch pekoe 3990 55

277 176 13 do pek sou 1365 44

278 Agi-aoya 378 35 ch bro pek 1925 52 bid
279 180 24 do pekoe 2160 41 bid
280 182 10 do pe sou 900 35

281 Pallagodde 184 17 do bro pek 1700 44

282 186 15 do pekoe 1350 30

283 188 26 do pek sou 2375 34

292 Tonacombe 206 52 do or pek 5200 57

293 208 37 do bro pek 4070 49

294 210 79 do pekoe 7110 46

295 212 20 do pek sou 2000 37

296 214 8 hf-ch dust 720 30

302 Ellekande 226 60 do or pek 2400 50

:i03 228 40 do bro pek 2200 49

304 230 53 do ^ pekoe 2332 38

305 Blackstone ?32 16 ch bro pek 1600 51 bid
300 234 12 do or pek 1140 47

307 236 13 do pekoe 1170 40

3G8 238 18 do pek sou 1620 36
.309 240 12 do nro tea 1200 32

SMALL LOTS.

[Messks. a. H. Thompson & Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkgs Name lb. C.

5 Charlie Hill 6 0 hf-ch pek fags 360 33
11 Ahamud 11 6 do pekoe 300 30
12 12 6 do pek sou 300 25
22 Battalgfilla 22 4 ch tannings 360 27
25 F and R 25 6 hf ch pekoe sou 300 32
36 C in estate

mark 36 1 hf-ch pekoe 50 25
38 38 2 do red leaf 100 21
40 Woodend 40 3 ch congou 270 21
49 Victoria 49 1 hf-ch fannings 95 29
50 50 2 <lo dust 140 27

[Mi?. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkg.S. Name. lb. C.

2 Agar’s Land 437 2 hf-ch red leaf 110 14
6 Ottery and

Stamford Hill 445 1 ch pek sou 96 33
7 447 2 do dust 300 29

17 Uvakellie 17 :) do bro or pek 390 32
32 L in estate

mark 47 4 do unassorted 200 33
36 Ilunugalla 55 1 ch SOU 90 26
37 oV 2 do fannings 290 20
42 Marguerita 67 6 hf-ch red leaf 336 24
61 Murraythwaile 105 3 do SOU 240 31
62 107 1 do dust 150 27
64 K 111 8 lif-ch pek sou 320 21
65 113 2 do fanning.s 80 15
66 K, B T in es-

tate mark 115 3 do bro tea 120 13
67 Chapelton 117 4 do dust 380 26
68 Meeriacotta 119 3 ch red leaf 270 25
69 G B 121 4 do SOU 360 36
To Kotuwagedera 133 2 hf-ch dust 160 27
87 Lamelierc 157 4 do pek fanngs 340 33
90 Lenawatte 163 4 ch pek son 330 2S
91 165 1 do dust 154 28
101 Ayr 1S5 4 lif-ch dust 340 28
104 Clontraf 191 3 ch SOU 240 31
105 193 3 do dust 360 28
120 Naluivilla 223 1 do dust 90 38

Messrs.

Lot. Box

Homerville & Co.

Pkgs. Name lb. c.

10 Citrus 180 :» ch pek sou 300 29
11 Ketadola 181 1 do or pek 104 46
15 L S G 185 3 do pekoe 270 34
16 186 2 do pek sou 180 29
17 187 2 do SOU 177 27
18 ISS 1 do pek faus 114 26
22 Woodthorpe

& Inchstelly 192 1 do SOU 70 30
23 193 2 hf-cli dust 164 28
28 Patipola ins 2 do dust 160 27
34 Malvei'n 204 5 do faus 276 29
35 205 1 do dust 65 27
45 All,akolla 215 2 do dust 160 20
62 N G Ceylon 232 1 ch broken 90 18
66 Harangalla 236 2 do fans 240 33
67 237 2 do dust 300 28
71 White Cro.ss 2-n 3 do bro mix 270 18
72 242 2 do fans 260 28
77 Kananka 247 1 df> bro tea 90 18
78 248 2 do dust 260 28
83 Ukuwella 25o 3 hf-ch bro pek fans 210 32
84 Roseneath 254 2 eh red leaf 180 1(5

85 255 2 do dust 270 27

90 CON 260 2 do dust 257 26

97 Dcdugall.'i 267 2 do bro mix 170 10

98 268 3 do dust 270 28
99 209 6 do fans 390 31

108 H G L 278 2 do congou 226 22
112 Citrus 282 2 do bro pek 225 44

113 :?83 4 do pekoe 380 3.3

114 >84 2 do pek sou 200 28

116 286 1 do dust 151 27

133 Penrith O 2 do dust 320 •28

134 4 1 do bro pek fans 125 30

135 5 1 do bro tea 85 17

137 A in estate
mark

-
3 hf-ch bro pek 156 43

138 8 5 do pekoe 220 34

139 0 4 do pek sou 164 28

140 10 1 do congou 43 20

141 11 2 do fans 120 27

145 Oakham 15 2 ch pek fans 1.50 21

146 W G 16 1 do pe SOU 100 .32

149 O 19 2 do pekoe .sou 100 3(r

150 20 2 do dust 260 28 bid
154 Walahanduwa 21 1 do bro mix 100 33



i CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot , Box. Pkg.s. Name. 11).

167 G A Ceylou 27 1 ch
1 hf-ch

SOU 92 *22

IS8 28 1 do dust 38 27
166 Kuihiganga 36 3 do bro twi 330 .32

167 37 8 do unas SIG 33
168 SB 1 do dust 810 24
182 Burnside 52 1 hf-ch dust 00 28
188 Hapug.asniulle .58 1 ch SOU 92 29
189
214 M P in estate

59 1 do fans 100 30

215
mark 84 2 do bro nek fans 120 •28 bid

8a.lawe
So 3 do dust 210 28

202-23 93 b do unas 300
225 05 2 do

[Messr.s. Forbes

dust

& Walke

810

U.]

27

Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. e.

4 Daiubagalla 030 1 hf-ch dust 80
8 Galkaduwa 638 1 do dust 29
14 I<angdale 050 2 ch pek sou 190 44
16

Kirindi
652 1 do ilust 160 30

23 068 1 do sou 70 30
24 670 3 do dust 225 29
26

Ulapant*
072 1 hf-ch red leaf 33 22

29 080 1 ch SOU 70 30
3o 082 2 do dust 1:50 30
3l

Ranawella
684 1 hf-ch red leaf 25 22

39 700 1 ch SOU 30 31
40

ilun.anial
702 1 hf-ch dust 62 •28

43 708 2 ch pek sou 195 31
44 710 1 do SOU 97 28
46 712 1 do fans 112 28
46 714 2 do dust 226 •2,8

64 L, in est. mark 730 1 hf-ch bro pek 40 37
56 732 1 ch pek .sou 101 20
66 7.34 1 liLch dust 45 20
60 Meemoraova 742 3 do dust 195 29
61 Crathie 744 2 ch pek sou 200 33
62 74(j ] do SOU 100 29
63 748 1 do fans 100 28
64 750 3 do bro mix 300 31

65 752 1 do dust 100 28

68 Polwatte 758 2 do pek sou 180 3'2

69 760 1 hf-ch dust 48 27

120 Amba lawa 802 7 do congou 280 28

131 Denmark Hill 884 4 Ch pek sou 330 4")

132 886 1 do pek fans 170 34

140 A G 902 3 ch In-o tea 315 -20

151 Morlaud 924 2 hf-ch dust 170 32

162 9-26 1 do fans 60 :i0

162 Pooiiagalla 946 1 ch red leaf 80 18

164 Marlborugh 952 19 hf-ch dust 960 27

166 B N 954 1 do bro pek 60 44

167 Doomba 956 3 ch bro te.a 378 28

163 Daphne 988 4 ch congou 360 27

184 990 2 do unas 180 29

186 992 4 do fans 380 28

180 994 1 do dust 130 •29

210
•204

Napier
I’ DM ill est.

24 2 hf-ch dust 164 30

mark 30 3 do bro mix 196 19

217 Meddetenne 56 2 do
1 hf-ch

fans 295 28

218 58 3 ch
1 hf-ch

dust 220 27

219 60 1 ch congou 135 26

I hf-ch

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Names. lb. 0.

"2o 62 1 ch red leaf 120 16
224 Amblangoda 70 •2 do dust 200 28
23.5 Uhipitiya 92 4 ch nek 380 37
238 Matale 98 1 do s on 90 28
239 100 1 do dust 85 28
240 102 1 do fans 130 28
241 M ill est.

mark 104 3 do bro pek 300 41

245 Glencorse 112 O do dii.st 352 27
258 Andaradeniya 138 2 ch pek sou 200 29
263 Bandara Eliy.a 148 20 boxes1 bro or pek 200 R5/1U
204 150 25 do or pek 250 3/50
265 152 20 do pekoe 300 2/26
286 154 10 do pek sou 150 1/65
297 Wolleytiehl •216 3 do bro pek 278 44
298 •218 2 do pekoe 186 33
299 220 2 do pek sou 189 27
300 •222 3 do sou 259 2;;

301 K HL -2-24 2 do bro mix 190 withd’n

Not anivecl lots are omitted.

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent.

)

Mincing Lane, April LM.

JIarks ami prices of CEYLON COFFEE solil in Mincing
Lane up to 24th April
Ex “Senator”—Kaluigalla, lb 107s; Ic 103s; lb 88s; H>

Ills. KGT in estate mark, lb 78s.
Ex “Chingwo”—Kollebokka, It 94s Oil.

Ex “City of Canterbury”—Eton, 2b 109s; It lb 107s; II)

90s; lb 80s.

Ex “Pectan”—Kotiyagalla, lb 118s; 2c 115s Od; It 105s;
lb 92s; lb 118s; 1 bag sweepings 80s. KTG, It 87s: It S4s;
lb 10.5s.

Ex “Yorkshire”—Bo.gawantalawa, Ic Ills; 2c lb 100s Od
. lb 92s; It 107s.

CEYLON COCOA SALES IN LONDON.

Mincing Lane, April ?4,

Ex “Merkara”—Alloowihare. 12 bags 48s; 22 bags 4:1s.

Dickeriac, 5 bags 47s Od- Owella, 1 bag 41s.

Ex “Ditator”—KPG, 34 bags 44s.

Ex “.Staffordshire”—DA, 7 bags 45s Oil.

Ex “Chingwo”—Sunuyside, 2 ba,gs 49s; 19 bags 46s; 2 bags
38s; 1 bag ,32s, Victoria. 17 bags 53s Gd; 1 bag 32s.

Ilunasgeria, 9 bags 54s; 1 bag 33s. Yattawatte, CO bags
02s; 48 l)ags 01s Od; 3 bags 37s. Ross, 20 bags 57s; 11 bags
37s. R, Black, 2 bags 30s 6d. Maismore 2 bags 36s.

Ex “Pyrrhus”—Palli, 42 bags 35a 6d: 2 bags 40s Od. Amba.
94 bags 55s; 2 Viags 37s; 1 bag 47s;. Cocoawatte, 0 bags
49s; 2 bags :i.")s.

Ex "Barrister”—MH in estate m.ark, 16 bags 48s; ;!

bags :i0s.

Ex “Cheshii-e”—ABO, 20 bags 49s Od.

Ex “Pakling”—Yattawatte, 1 bag (sweepings)'42s.

Ex “Re.nvenue”—Goon.ainbil, 42 bags 50s; 4 bags :i7s.

Guava Hill, 38 bags 51s; 10 bags 40s. Eri.agastenne, 3:i bags
.54s; 4 bags .37s.
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TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 19.] Colombo, May 25th, 1896.
Pkice:—12^ cents each; 3 copies

30 cents ; 6 copies ^ rupee.

COLOMf3U SALES OF TEA.

LARGE LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson & Co.—73,429 lb.]

Lot. Box. pkgs. Name. lb. c.

1 Kalkande 1 22 hf-ch bro or pek 1100 58 bid

2 2 31 do or pek 1395 47 bid

3 3 20 do pekoe 1000 38 bid

4 4 14 do pek sou 700 33 bid

5 Digdola 5 12 ch bro pek 1300 41

6 6 28 do pekoe 2240 31 bid

7 7 12 do pek sou 1080 25

8 8 8 do fans 720 27

10 Hornsey 10 12 ch pek sou 1260 38

12 Nahaveena 12 22 hf-ch bro pek 1100 45

13 13 9 do pekoe 450 44

14 14 11 do pek sou 650 36

16 St. Leonards
on Sea 15 9 ch bro pek 900 51

16 16 12 do pekoe 1080 38

19 B& D 19 10 do dust 1590 38

20 Hlston 20 41 ch pe sou No. 2 3280)
•withd’n-21 21 6 do bro mix 600

22 22 14 do congou 1260,

23 Bogahatenne 23 6 ch bro pek 560 38

24 24 4 do pekoe 400 30

25 25 4 do
1 hf-ch sou 438 22

.28 Dikmukalana 28 20 do sou 1000 28

29 MF 29 11 ch pek sou 880 29

30 30 4 do dust 600 28

31 D 31 4 do
1 hf ch sou 440 20

33 Belugas 33 5 ch dust 600 27

34 Manickwatte 34 12 do bro pek 1200 45

35 35 7 do pekoe 700 35

39 AGO 39 20 ch pek sou 1800 31

42 Hoolo 42 3 do dust 420,

43 Woodend 43 27 do bro pek 2700
.withd’n44 44 12 do bro pek 1200

45 45 33 do pekoe 3300

46 4B 26 do pek sou 2600

47 BIV 47 10 do dust 1500 out
48 Vogan 48 24 ch bro pek 2400 56

49 49 28 do nekoe 2620 44

50 50 21 do pek sou 1785 37

51 Mahadeniya 51 33 ch
36 bid1 hf-ch bro pek 2520

52 52 16 ch pekoe 1600 33 bid
56 ML 56 17 do bro pek 1700 37 bid
57 57 IS do pekoe 1800 30 bid
61 TDE 61 16 ch pro tea 1440 17 bid
62 SPA 62 5 do bro pek 540 37 bid
63 63 8 do sou 695 22

[Mr. E. John.—-207,143 lb•]

Lot. Box. Pfegs. Name lb. C.

4 Ettapolla 233 17 do bro pek 952 45
5 235 33 do pekoe 1848 36
6 D N D, in estate

mark 237 4 ch fans 500 32
7 239 22 do sou 1980 33
8 241 7 do bro tea 630 18
9 243 10 hf-ch dust 900 27

10 Templestowe 245 34 ch or pek 3400 49
11 247 56 do pekoe 5040 39 bid
12 249 41 do pek sou 3485 34
13 251 11 do dust 1540 29
14 Eila 253 71 do bro pek 6035 46
15 255 58 do pekoe 4930 36
16 257 22 do pek sou 1870 32
19 Tientsin 263 33 hf-hf bro or pek 1815 70
20 265 21 ch pekoe 1890 48
21 267 7 do pek sou 630 44
22 269 6 hf-ch dust 450 39
23 Madultenna 271 13 ch bro pek 1300 44 bid
24 273 12 do" br pe No. 2 1200 34
25 275 12 do pek sou 1200 33
26 BAB 277 6 hf-ch dust 420 28
27 St. John’s 279 18 ch bro or pek 2160 87
28 281 32 hf-ch or pek 1664 76 bid
29 283 13 ch pekoe 1456 63
30 285 11 do pek sou 1166 52 bid
31 287 H hf-ch dust 968 42
40 B L 305 15 ch bro pek 1725 45

Lot Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

41 307 9 ch pekoe 765 45

42 309 12 do pek sou 900 34

49 Orangeiield 323 6 do or pek 570 40

50 325 9 do bro pek 900 42

51 327 16 do pekoe 1520 33

56 Vahalakelle 337 6 do pek fans 540 35

57 339 3 do dust 465 38
58 Uunugalla 341 20 do bro pek 2000 42
59 343 9 do pekoe 900 35
60 345 8 do pek sou 760 33
62 Pati Bajah 349 12 do )>ro pek 1301 59
63 351 20 do pekoe 1889 45

64 353 8 do pek sou 680 37

65 Farm 355 5 hf-ch dust 28
66 Claremont 357 21 do bro pek 1155 48 bid
67 359 14 ch pekoe 1260 37 bid
68 361 14 do pek sou 1190 34

69 Ferndale 363 12 do bro or pek 1260 47
70 365 10 do bro pek ,1000 47

71 367 36 do pekoe 3240 38
72 369 10 do pek sou 900 33
74 Glanrhos 373 41 do bro pek 4100 54

75 375 52 do pekoe 3900 41

76 377 31 do pek sou 2325 35

77 379 7 do pek fans 770 42
79 3Iaddagedera 383 70 do bro pek 7000 54
80 38.5 40 do pekoe 3800 40
81 387 26 do pek sou 3210 35
83 Hen- gama 391 5 do dust 700 28
84 West Hall 393 21 do bro mi.x 1890 23
85 Logan 395 14 do or pek 1400 42 l)id

86 397 8 (lo brofpek 800 42 Vnd
87 399 14 do pekoe 1260 36
88 401 11 do pek sou 990 34 bid
89 403 9 do bro tea 765 30 bid
90 405 3 do dust

)

4,50 28
91 Granville 407 17 do bro pek 1700 55 bid
92 409 30 do or pek 3000 54 bid
93 K L E 411 36 do bro pek 3600 47
94 Glentilt 413 46 do bro pek 4830 48 bid
95 Eadella 415 23 do bro pek 2300 45
96 417 34 do pekoe 2970 35

97 419 18 do pek sou 1440 32
101 Urugaloya 427 22 do bro pek 2420 48 bid
102 Theresia 429 5 do pek sou 500 41
.103 431 8 hf-ch dust 640 out
104 •AGS 433 22 do pek fans 1540 43
105 Ayr 435 32 ch pekoe 2880 36 bid
106 Brownlow 437 27 do bro pek 3105 51 bid
107 439 37 do pekoe 4070 49
108 441 16 do pek sou 1600 43
109 443 6 hf-ch dust 522 31
111 Mocha 447 36 ch bro pek 3590 59 bid
112 449 32 do pekoe 3040 52
113 451 22 do pek sou 1870 47
114 453 7 do fans 980 38
121 Cairn Hill 467 11 do bro pek 1100 39 bid
122 469 14 do pekoe 1260 33 bid
123 471 8 do pek sou 640 30
124 Poilakande 473 55 hf-ch bro pek 3300 44 bid
125 475 13 do br pe No. 2 795 37
126 477 45 do pekoe 4050 38
127 779 54 do pek sou 4320 34
128 481 6 hf-ch dust 440 29
129 483 7 do bro pek fans 490 32
133 H S, in estate

mark 491 17 do bro pek 1785 38 bid
134 493 11 do pekoe 1100 34
135 495 14 do sou 1190 31
136 497 6 do dust 510 24
139 Murraythwaite 3 20 do bro pek 2000 44 bid
140 P H P, in estate

mark 5 13 do bro or pek 1365 05
141 7 20 do or pek 1800 50
142 9 28 do pekoe 2240 39

[Messrs. Somerville ix Co., 288,2251b]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 S in estate
mark 131 12 ch fans 1320 26 bid

2 132 12 do bro tea 1200 20
3 133 16 do dust 1280 28 bid
4 Yspa 134 6 do pek dust 960 26 bid
5 Ivanhoe 135 4 do fans 640 31
6 136 3 do dust 450 29
7 Illukettia 137 10 do bro pek 1150 43
8 138 7 do pekoe 735 32
9 139 5 do pek sou 500 31
11 Bogahagoda-

watte 141 10 do bro pek 1100 42



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pk»S. Name. lb. C. Lot. B jx. Pkgs. N ime. lb. c.

12 142 10 Th pekoe 1000 35 150 280 41 ch pekoe 3485 37

13 142 8 hf-ch pek sou
bro pek

400 30 151 281 24 do pek sou 1680 32

U liiookside 144 10 do 560 47 152 Monrovui 282 16 hf-ch bro pek 800 50

15 145 5 do pekoe 400 35 153 283 16 ch pekoe 1600 36

22 Mariagold 152 18 hf-ch bro pek 1044 70 154 284 8 do pe sou 800 32

23 153 23 ilo pekoe 1196 53 155 285 7 do fans 700 34

24 154 22 do pek .sou 1056 45 157 Matara 287 8 do bro pek 925 45 bid
27 RCTF in est. 1 hf-ch

mark 157 22 Cll bro pek 2200 40 159 289 8 do pe sou 727 28
2S 158 23 do pekoe 2070 31 161 Labugama 291 20 hf-ch bro pek 1100 65
29 159 34 (io SOU 2720 28 162 292 17 ch pekoe 1700 39
31 Ovoca AI 161 34 ch bro or pek 3400 63 163 293 14 do pe sou 1260 34
32 102 12 do or pek 1200 51 166 I P 296 48 ch pek sou 3600 32
33 163 17 (lo pekoe 1700 45 167 Woodthorpe
34 Rothes 164 3 hf-ch 1 )1-0 pek 400 52 and Inchstelly 297 14 do bro pek 1470 52 bid
S5 165 17 do pekoe 680 52 168 Roseneath 298 50 hf-ch l>ro pek 2750 46
38 Hatton 168 45 do bro pek 2475 68 169 299 14 ch pek< e 1260 36
39 169 51 ch pekoe 4590 50 170 300 IS do pek sou 1620 33
40 170 27 do pek sou 2430 39 171 Yellebende 1 4 do bro pek 400 44
42 Oalacolua 172 41 do bro pek 4370 49 17-2 2 . 0 do 600 46

1 hf-ch 173 3 5 do pekoe 450 36
43 173 30 ch pekoe 2620 44 177 D K 7 37 do bro pek 4070 49 bid

1 lif-ch 178 Goonambil 8 15 hf-ch bro or pek 975 39
44 174 58 ch pek sou 5220 36 180 10 43 do pekoe 2580 36
45 175 7 do SOU 630 32 181 11 23 do pek sou 1265 32
53 Bittjicy 183 48 do bro pek 4800 50 bid 182 12 10 do pek fans 650 32
54 184 20 do pek 1800 47 185 Glenalla 15 19 ch bro or pek 2090 45
65 185 7 do pek .sou 630 38 186 16 20 do or pek 1800 50
56 186 7 do dust 655 30 187 17 42 do pekoe 3780 34 bid
68 E 188 5 do unas 500 32 188 18 49 do pe sou 4410 32
60 Lonach 190 62 hf-ch bro pek 8100 51 189 19 4 do fans 400 35
61 191 36 ch pekoe 3420 37 192 F in estate
62 192 21 do pek sou 1890 34 mark 22 12 do bro pek 1200 50 bid
64 Kiri'imettia 193 22 hf-ch pedoe 990 31 193 23 15 do pekoe 1350 45 bid
65 195 10 do fans 500 33 194 24 5 do pek No. 2 45o out
68 Lyndhurst 198 19 ch bro pek 1900 49 200 Sirisanda 30 14 hf-ch bro pek 840 50
69 199 20 do pekoe 1700 39 201 31 24 do pekoe 1200 37
70 200 24 (lo pek sou 19-20 32 202 32 30 do pek sou 1500 34
77 Batwatte Cocoa 205 Ingeriya 35 •27 do bro pek 1350 51

Co. 207 28 do bro pek 2800 42 bid 206 36 18 do pekoe 864 39
78 208 20 do pekoe 2000 34 207 37 36 do pek sou 1584 34
79 2 9 10 do pek sou 1520 30 208 38 15 do pek fans 900 36
81 C K 211 11 do or pek 1155 44 221 Panapitiya 51 18 hf-ch bro pek 1060 42
82 212 7 (lo pekoe 665 34 222 52 16 do pekoe 960 32 bid
84 F A in estate 224 TS 54 10 do bro pek 500 45 bid

mark 214 8 do bro tea 920 33 225 55 6 do dust 540 •28

85 215 6 do dust 900 29 226 56 17 do bro tea 816 15
86 Periakande 227 G V 57 8 do bro pek 426 45 bid

kettie 210 38 do bro pek 4750 44 bid 229 MC 59 0 ch l)ro pek 630 42 bid
87 217 39 do pekoe 4056')

withd’n
230 Nugawella 60 34 hf-ch or pek 2040 50

88 218 17 (lo pek sou 1700y 231 61 35 do pekoe 1925 40
91 C 0 N 221 31 do pekoe 3095 28 232 61 12 ch pek sou 1020 35
92
93

Koorooloogalle 222 17 do bro pek
pekoe

1700 54
223 12 do 1-200 38

94
99 Irex

224
229

5

20
(lo

ch
pek sou
bro pek

500
2000

34
42 bid [Messrs. Torres & Walker.—4q5,993 lb.]

100 230 8 do pekoe 760 35 Lot. Box. Pksrs. Name. lb. c.
101 231 9 do pek sou 900 33

3 ST 248 cll103 Situwaka 233 12 do bro pek 1260 58 3 dust 450 20

104 234 5 do pekoe 500 44 bid 8 IM 258 5 do pek dust 750 24

105 235 9 do pek sou 855 38 bid 10 Avoca 202 7 hf-ch bro pek fan 525 48

106 Rayigam 236 31 do bro pek 3255 56 14 A 270 16 do dust No. 1 1360 27

107 237 18 do pek 1620 39 bid 16 Tavalaintenne 274 10 ch bro pek 1100 45

108 238 11 do pe sou 1260 37 17 270 8 do pekoe 800 34

109 Rattota 239 8 do bro pek SOO 49 bid 19 AMR 280 19 do bro pek sou 1634 23

110 240 8 do pek 800 36 bid 20 282 13 do fans 1586 27

114 D 244 9 hf-cli SOU 467 27 21 Yaturna 284 9 hf-ch bro pek 540 45

116 Wentworth 246 50 boxes pekoe 1000 41 bid 22 286 13 do pekoe 715 37

117 Oakham 247 25 ch bro or pek 2500 50 bid 27 Cairnforth 296 33 do bro pek 1980 61 bid
118 248 14 do pekoe 1330 41 bid 28 298 37 do or pek 1665 59 bid
119 A 249 5 do bro pek 500 45 29 300 36 do pekoe 1800 48 bid
120 Forest Hill 260 20 do bro pek 2120 48 31 Midlothian 304 41 do or pek 2460 55

121 251 31 (lo pekoe 3162 36 bid 32 306 27 do pekoe 1435 49

122 252 8 hf-cli dust 720 29 33 308 8 do pek sou 440 40

123 Mousakande 253 16 ch bro pek 1690 47 35 Harrington 312 18 ch or pek 2070 68

124 254 18 do pekoe 1836 37 36 314 12 do pekoe 1260 51

125 255 7 do pek sou 672 34 37 316 4 do pek sou 400 39

120 Harangalla
T in estate

256 23 do pekoe 2070 38 38 Macaldenia 318 34 hf-ch Dro pek 1870 61

127 39 3-20 16 cu pekoe 1600 54

mark 267 12 do bro pek sou 1200 28 bid 40 322 11 do do No. 2 1100 41

128 258 14 do bro pek sou 1400 25 bid 41 H AT, in est.
ch bro pek132 GRA in est. mark 324 4 480 30

mark 262 20 ch bro or pek 2800 39 bid 43 Rodella 3-28 43 do bro pek 4300 71

133 263 28 do pekoe 2480 32 bid 44 330 34 do pekoe 3060 53

134 264 8 do pek sou 800 23 45 332 23 do pek sou 2070 43

135 Kehelwatte 265 14 do bro pek 1400 46 47 Kelaneiya 336 33 ch bro pek 2805 60

136 266 16 do pekoe 1600 38 48 338 27 do pekoe 2700 45

137 267 8 do pek sou 800 31 49 340 4 do SOU 400 32

139 W.SS in est. 55 Rockside 352 1

1

ch bro pek 1210 47

mark 269 27 do pek sou 2385 31 bid 56 354 8 do pekoe 800 42

140 FF 270 22 hf-cli tans 1430 32 57 360 8 do pek sou 800 38

141 Hatdowa 271 26 ch bro pek 2600 38 58 358 6 do bro mix 540 28

142 272 18 do pekoe 1620 35 69 360 16 do pek fans 2080 36

143 273 S3 do pe SOU 6640 29 60 Banciara Eliya 362 2C hf-ch itro pek 1660 63

145 Morojva Totum 275 17 lif-ch liro or pek 952 44 bid 61 364 32 do or pek 1260 53

147 277 16 do pekoe 816 35 62 366 27 do pekoe 1360 47

149 Neuchatel 279 29 ch liro pek 31906 54 63 Waitalawa 363 71 do bro pek 3550 67.



CEYLON PEODUCE SALES LIST, 3

Lot. Box. pkgs. Xante, lb. C.

64 370 123 hf-ch pekoe 6150 43

65 372 29 do pek sou 1450 36

66 374 8 do dust 680 31

67 Nugagalla 376 33 hf-ch bro pek 1650 60

68 378 98 do pekoe 4900 43

69 380 13 do pek sou 650 34

71 Galphele
72

384
384

17

25
do
do

bro nek
pekoe

1020
1250

50
46

73 386 18 do pek sou 900 34

76 :Dea Ella 394 71 do bro pek 390.5 43

77 396 60 do pekoe 3000 37

73 398 21 do pek sou 1050 33

80 iVeoya 402 51 ch bro pek 5100 51

81 404 82 do pekoe 7380 36

82 406 40 do pek sou 3200 32

83 408 8 do bro pek fans 920 35

84 Nahaveena 410 77 hf-ch 1 iro pek 3850 46 bid

85 412 31 do pekoe 1550 44

86 414 38 do pek sou 1900 37

88 Dunbar 418 20 do or pek 840 65

89 420 28 do bro pek 1400 48

90 422 16 ch pekoe 1280 43
91 424 26 do pek sou 2210 37

92 Clyde 426 33 do bro pek 3465 54

93 428 19 do jtekoe 1900 43

94 430 16 do pek .sou 1520 35

95 432 4 do dust 480 28

96 Geragama 434 10 ch bro pek 1100 49

97 436 22 do pekoe 2200 36
98 438 15 do pek .sou 1500 34

106 Stafford 454 13 ch bro pek 1430 64

107 456 11 do do 1210 55

108 458 It do pekoe 1260 55

108 460 5 do pek sou 450 47

113 Ambalakande 468 19 ch liro pek 1710 49

114 470 27 do pekoe 2430 41

115 472 11 do pek sou 1100 37

117 RTS 476 31 do pekoe 2780 34 bid

120 Beausejour 4s2 14 do pro pek 1400 39

121 Naseby 484 26 hf-ch bro pek 1690 85

122 486 23 do pekoe 1380 63

123 Kakiriskande 488 6 ch bro pek 570 44

124 490 7 do pekoe 525 34

120 G B, in estate
mark 494 31 ch pek sou 2726 21

127 Talgaswela 496 13 do bro pek 1170 53

128 498 12 do pekoe 1080 38

129 600 25 do pek sail 2125 33

130 Castlereagh o02 12 ch i iro pek 1200 69

131 504 25 do pekoe 2250 42 bid
132 506 20 do pek No. 2 1800 39

133 608 12 do pek sou 960 32

138 Agraoya 618 35 hf-ch bro pek 1925 48 bid

140 622 24 ch pekoe 2160 39

144 Gallawatte 630 28 do bro pek 2800 41

145 532 18 do pekoe 1620 43

140 534 7 do pek sou 700 36

147 I.yegrove 536 13 do or pek 1300 41

148 538 19 do bro pek 2090 43

149 540 9 do pekoe 900 36

150 542 11 do pek sou 1100 33

1,52 Deaculla 646 26 ch l.iro pek 1950 62

153 548 24 do pekoe 1800 44

154 5.50 0 do pek sou 675 36

155 Erlsmere 552 26 ch or pek 2730 85

156 554 32 do pekoe 2944 63

157 556 36 do pek sou 3420 60

158 558 13 hf-ch bro pek fan 1014 43

161 Atherfield 5C4 19 ch bro pek 1900 43

162 566 8 do pekoe 720 36

163 568 5 do pek sou 450 33

167 LM 576 10 do firo sou 1000 22 bid

168 Verulapitiya 678 37 do bro pe i 3700 42

169 580 17 do pekoe 1530 36

170 582 10 do pek sou 900 34

171 584 13 hf-ch sou 650 32

175 Tymawr 592 49 do brojpek 2450 70 bid

176 594 67 do pekoe 3015 56

177 596 55 do pek sou 2750 47

178 Tymawr No. 2 598 11 do bro pek 550 72

179 600 13 do pekoe 585 65

180 602 11 do pek sou 550 44

185 Atherfield 612 33 hf-ch sou 1650 32

188 618 9 do dust 720 29

189 Ascot 620 28 ch liro pek 2800 45

191 624 24 do pekoe 2160 36 bid

193 028 4 do liro pek fans 500 32

195 X 632 20 do liro pek sou 2000 25

196 Meddecoom-
bra 634 10 ch ^ congou 1000 32

197 636 5 do red leaf 425 14

199 Vellaioya C40 12 ch bro tea 1140 20

201 CB 644 15 do bro pek 1500 49 bid

202 646 14 do liekoe 1400 48

205 (; c 652 21 do pek sou 2100 25 bid

2J6 Bloomfield 654 47 ch fiowerypek 4700 63

207 656 37 do pekoe 3700 43

203 668 20 do pek sou 2000 37

Lot Box. Pk<r.S. Name. lb. P.

209 660 22 ch unas 2200 33
210 662 11 do pek fans 880 29
211 Malta Uva 664 47 hf-ch bro or pek 2820 45 bid
212 666 26 do or pek 1456 62
213 668 28 ch pekoe 2800 47
214 070 37 do pek sou 3145 42
215 672 5 do dust 420 29
222 Gampaha 686 61 hf-ch bro or pek 3356 61
223 688 46 ch or pek 4140 54
224 690 15 do pekoe 1500 47
225 692 24 do pek sou 24t0 41
226 Erracht 694 80 hf-ch bro pek 3600 46
227 696 41 ch pekoe 3485 S6
228 WTE 698 6 hf-ch SOU 540 24 bid
229 Kirklees 700 24 do bro or pek 1560 53
230 702 49 do or pek 2686 62 bid
231 704 20 ch pekoe 1900 47
232 706 18 do pe ‘ sou 1710 45
234 710 5 hf-ch dust 450 29
235 High Forest 712 15 do bro pek 825 46 bid
236 714 16 do pekoe 800 45
237 716 23 do pek sou 1150 36
238 718 10 do SOU 500 32
241 Caskieben 724 14 ch flowery pek 1400 47 bid
242 720 10 do pekoe 1000 40
243 728 6 do pek sou 600 36
244 730 7 do unas 700 30
249 Ragalla 740 6 hf-ch dust 540 29
252 N N 746 19 do bro pek 912 31 bid
253 748 16 do pekoe 920 29 bid
254 Chesterford 750 16 ch bro pek 1600 48 bid
255 732 16 do pekoe 1600 39
256 754 16 do pek sou 1600 33
259 Goraka 760 5 ch bro pek 500 46 bid
260 762 5 do pekoe 500 4P
261 764 5 do pek sou 600 33
262 Hethersett 766 13 ch bro orpek 1560 67
263 768 19 do or pek 1824 59 bid
264 770 16 do pekoe 1472 47
265 792 8 do pek sou 672 44
266 A M B 774 12 ch bro tea 912 19 bid
271 Ellekande 784 71 hf-ch pekoe 3124 37
272 786 49 ch pek sou 3430 34
275 Y C, in estate

mark 792 40 do bro pek 4400 34 bid
276 Freds Rube 794 35 do bro pek 3860 46
277 796 28 do pekoe 2800 40
278 798 13 do pek sou 1300 35
281 Brechin 804 25 ch bro pek 2750 67 bid
282 806 14 do pekoe 1470 49
283 808 4 do pek sou 400 39
285 G 812 5 ch SOU 400 22
288 Pedro 818 30 ch bro or pek 3300 84
289 820 10 do bro pek 1200 56 bW
290 822 25 do pekoe 2250 60
291 824 18 do pek sou 1350 47
392 826 4 do dust 600 34
293 Denmark Hill 828 7 do bro or pek 840 66
294 830 11 do or pek 1056 60 bill

295 832 7 do pekoe 644 46
296 834 5 do pek sou 420 40
299 New Galway 840 8 hf-ch bro pek 440 69
300 842 16 do pekoe 800 48
318 Oalapitakande 878 16 ch bro pek 1680 59
319 880 22 do pekoe 2200 45

320 882 6 do peksou 600 34
326 Munamal 894 7 ch bro pek 685 41
327 896 6 do pekoe 600 33
333 D D A 90S 8 hf-ch pek sou 400 30

SMALL LOTS.

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson ix Co.]

Lot. Box. Pkars. Name lb. c.

9 Digdola 9 2 ch dust 2S0 28

11 Hornsey 11 3 do unas 270 27

17 St. Leonards
on .Sea 17 2 ch bro mix 200 16

18 18 1 do dust 130 27

26 Bogahatenne 26 2 do fans 208 26

27 S 27 4 do bro pek 3s3 40

32 C, in estate
mark 32 2 hf-ch red leaf 100 14

36 Manickwatte 36 1 ch dust 100 27

37 D 37 1 do pek fans 125 28

38 38 1 do dust 150 27

40 AGO 40 2 ch dust 300 26

41 XXX 41 1 do unas 120 22

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Box. Pkgsi. Name. lb. C,

17 Eila 259 2 ch SOU 120 29

18 261 3 do dust 360 27

43 R L 311 1 do dust 140 26
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Lot. Box. Pk Name. lb.

44 Keenagaha Ella 313 1 ch or pek 90

45 315 2 ilo pekoe 170

46 317 3 do pek sou 240

47 319 4 <lo bro mix 360

48 321 1 do dust 150

53 Orangefield 331 1 do dust 150

54 333 2 do bro tea 180

65 335 2 do pek sou 190

61 Hunugalla 347 2 do fans 300

73 Ferndale 371 1 do dust 100

78 B 381 4 do bro tea 392

82 Henegama 389 1 do bro mix 115

98 Eadella 421 2 do red leaf 180

99 423 2 do fans 240

100 425 o do dust 330
110 Anamallai 445
137 H S, in estate

3 hf-ch dust 255

mark 499 2 biig red leaf 152
138 1

143 P H P, in estate
1 do fens 100

mark 11 3 ch dust 360
144 13 1 do bro mix 95

Messrs. Somerviele & Co.

Lot Box Pkg.s. Name lb.

lO Illukettia 14C 2 ch bro ea 20
16 Brookside 4t hf-ch pen. sou 100
17 147 1 do pek fans 70
25 Marigold 155 5 hf-ch bro mix 245
26 1.56 2 do bro pe fans 138
30RCT in est.mark 160 8 hf-ch dust 255
36 Rothes 166 2 hf-ch pek sou 80
37 167 4 do bro tea 164
41 Hatton 171 3 do dust 240
46 Galacolua 176 2 ch red leaf 250

47 177
2 hf-ch
2 ch dust 334

57 Bitttacy 187 1 do bro mix 100
59 E 189 2 do sou 150
64 Kirrimettia 194 6 hf-ch Iv'o pek 300
66 196 6 do red leaf 200
67 197 2 do dust 150
71 Lyndhurst 201 3 ch sou 255
72 202 4 do dust 340
73 E G 203 2 do bro pek 220
74 204 2 do or pek 210
75 205 3 do pekoe 285
76 ‘>06 2 do pek sou 190
80 Rn twatte Cocoa

Co 210 1 hf-ch dust 85
83 C K 213 3 ch pekoe 285
102 Irex 232 2 do dust 200
111 L» 241 3 hf-ch bro pek 180
112 242 2 do pekoe 89
113 243 2 do pek sou 108
115 245 1 do red leaf 30
138 Kelielwatte 268 3 ch dust 300
144 Hatdowa 274 2 do dust 290
146 Morowa Totum 276 5 hf-ch or pek 224
148 278 4 ch pek sou 164
156 Monrovia 286 1 hf-ch pek dust 85
160 Matara 290 8 do sou 320
174 Yelle)>ende 4 6 ch bro pek T 270
175 5 4 do pek sou 340
176 6 1 hf-ch dust 80
179 Goonambil 9 3 do bro pek 195
183 13 2 do pe sou fans 130
184 14 2 do dust 160
190 Glenalla 20 2 do dust 300
191 21 1 do congou 90
195 F in est.ite

mark 25 2 do dust 160
196 R V K 26 1 do bro pek 100
197 27 1 do pekoe 95
198 28 2 do pek sou 200
199 Sirisanda 29 1 boxes or pekoe 330
203 33 1 ch congou 165

204 34
1 hf ch
2 ch dust 294

213 St. Catherine
Ceylon 43 4 do dust 320

218 J D .M 48 3 hf-ch bro pek 150
219 49 2 do pekoe 90
220 50 2 do pek sou 90

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.]
Lot. Box Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 .ST 244 1 ch
1 hf-ch bro pek 157 31

2 246 1 ch
1 hf-ch fans 170 20

4 GO 250 3 do bro mix 1.50 27

5 M 252 1 ch bro pek 109 30
6 254 1 ch pekoe 97 28
7 256 2 do pek fans 240 23
9 Avoca 260 3 do pek sou 315 48
11 A 264 3 ch bro pek 336 28
12 266 3 do pek No. 1 284 29
13 268 1 do

1 hf-ch pek No. 2 141 28
15 K H L 272 2 ch bro mix 190 19
18 Tavalamtenne 278 1 do dust 150 28
23 Yatiana 288 6 hf-ch pek sou 270 33
24 290 2 do unas 90 34
25 292 1 do bro mix 60 21
26 V P S, in est.

mark 294 2 hf-ch unas no 29
30 Cairnforth 302 5 do fans 375 32
34 Midlothian 310 4 do fans 320 26
42 H A T, n estate

mark 326 3 hf-ch dust 240 28
46 Radella 334 3 ch dust 390 33
50 Kelaneiya 342 2 do dust 230 29
51 Woodslee 844 4 hf-ch bro pek 240 43
52 346 3 do pekoe 165 33
53 348 3 do pek sou 150 29
54 350 1 do sou 50 26
70 Nugagalla 382 4 do dust 340 28
74 Galphele 390 1 do sou 50 24
75 392 2 do dust 160 27
79 Dea Ella 400 6 hf-ch fans 300 27
87 Nahaveena 416 3 hf-ch dust 270 27

99 Geragama 440 1 ch congou 100 23
100 442 2 do fans 260 26
110 Stafford 462 3 do fans 240 43
111 464 1 do bro mix 110 29
112 466 1 do dust 90 26
116 Q L 474 3 ch pekoe 240 38
118 \V W 478 1 box bro or pek 20 50
119 480 1 do pekoe 16 32
125 Kakiriskande 492 3 ch pek sou 240 31

134 Castlereagh 510 5 hf-ch fans 350 43
135 512 2 do dust 160 27
136 514 2 do bro mix 200 19
151 Lyegrove 544 3 ch dust 350 26
169 Erlsmere 560 2 do congou 214 31
160 E & P 562 1 do bro mix 125 20
164 Atherfield 570 7 hf-ch sou 350 31
165 572 3 do bro mix 150 20
166 574 2 do dust 160 28
172 Verulapitiya 586 6 do bro mix 100 27
173 588 1 do pek dust 60 29
174 590 5 do dust 320 27
187 Atlierfield 616 4 hf-ch pek dust 240 24
190 Ascot 622 3 ch bro pe No 2 270 26
192 626 3 do pek No. 2 240 30
194 630 2 hf-ch dust 180 26
198 Poonagall 638 1 ch red leaf 80 25
200 Lunugalla OS 1 do red leaf 80 22
203 C B 648 3 do pek sou 300 38
204 650 3 do bro pek fan 225 34
233 Kirklees 708 2 ch congou 200 24
239 High Forest 720 1 hf-ch red leaf 54 15
240 722 2 do dust 120 29
245 Caskieben 732 2 do pek fans 160 27
246 K B 734 2 ch dust 260 27
247 Pingarawa 736 3 hf-ch dust 270 27
248 Ragalla 738 1 ch bro mix no 29
250 R IV 742 3 do dust 360 27
251 R A W 744 2 hf-ch dust 150 27
257 Chesterford 756 1 ch bro tea 100 22
258 758 1 do dust 150 27
273 Ellekande 788 2 ch red leaf 170 21
274 790 1 do dust 154 26
279 W A 800 2 do pekoe 220 36
280 802 2 do bro mix 220 27
284 Brechin 810 2 ch dust 190 27
286 G 814 1 do pek dust 150 28
287 816 2 do dust 300 27
298 B T N 838 2 do dust 188 27

301 New Galway 844 2 do jiek sou 90 36
310 'Wewalkanda 862 7 hf-ch tiro pek 3.50 39
311 864 4 do jiekoe 192 33
312 866 4 do pek sou 196 31
321 Galapitakan-

de 884 2 do dust 180 27
328 Munamal 898 4 ch una.s 358 31
329 900 1 hf-ch unas 40 31
330 902 1 ch dust 148 27
331 D D A 904 7 hf-ch bro pek 395 44

332 900 6 do pekoe 300 S3
334 910 6 do sou 292 27
335 912 1 do unas 48 28

c.

44

34

34

28

27

26

18

22

28

30

31

26

15

42

26
27

16
14

39
26

C.

20
31
28
33
42
28
33
14

28
17

26
26
26
39
22
28
27
28
41 bid
37 bid
34
30

27

30
28
36
34
30
22
27
26
36 bid
28
28
24
out
29 bid
26
44
25
27
28
23

out
32
27
24
79
27
28

20
30 bid
28 bid
26



CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIST o

CEYLON COFFEE SALES IN LONDON.

(From Our Commercial Correspondent.

)

Mincing Lane, May 1, 1896.

Marks ami prices of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Minciiift
Lane up to 1st Slay ;

—
E.x “Bittern”—Middleton, Diinbula, 2c 114s; ic lb 103s

lb 90s Cd; It 110s.
Kx “Senator”—Ferhani & St. Andrews, 3c It 113s; 2e It

106s Od; 2c lb 101s 6d; It 90s 2b lOO.s.

Mixcino Lane, May S.

Marks and price.s of CEYLON COFFEE sold in Mincing
Lane up to 8tn May —
Ex “ Senator,”—Gonakelle, It 113s; It 106.s; lb 91s; lb 120s.

GKT in estate mark, lb 84s 6d.
Ex “Paklins” - PDMT, ltS4s. PI), lb 83s. POP, lb 80s.

Golconda T, lb S2s.

P.x “Statesman”—Ouusinane, 1 bas 102s; lb 110s; 2c lb
110s Gd; 4c 106s; lo 94s; It 117s. J)NT in e.state mark.
It 71s.

CEYLON COCOA SALE8 IN LONDON.

(From Oiir Commercial Correspondent)

Mincing L.vne, ]\ray i.

Ex “Pyrrhus”—Warriapolla, 44 bags 58s 6d; 0 bags 3Ss.

Ex “Barrister”—Warriapolla, G bags 3Ss; 7 bags 30s Gd.

Ex “Senator”—W.arriapolla, 5 bags GGs Cd; 3 bags 38s.

Gangwarily, 0 bags 60s: 3 bags 42s Gd. Palli, 20 bags :15s;

1 bag 47s ‘ JIarakona, 2 bags 3Gs. Frankhmklands, 1 bag
33s; 1 bag 28s. .Vnkande, 1 b.ag 27s.

Ex “Pectan”—Dickeria, 12 bags 54h .

Ex “Senator”—Rockliill, 35 bags 54s; 3 bags 35s Od; 7 Iwgs
29s Cd.

!
Ex “Cliingwo”—Dynevor, 24 bags 52s Gd; 0 b.'igs 4Gs; 2,

; bags 45s.

Ex “Borneo”—Pitakande, 18 bags 49s: 1 bag 3Cs; 9 bag.s
45s. Cocoa, Asgeria, A, 24 b.ags 57s.

i

Ex “Rewa”—Maousava, AA. 41 bags 53s.

I

Ex “Glenearn”—DMA&Co. in estate mark, 20 b.ags 40s;

I

27 bags 40s.

Ex “Ningchow”—TP London in estate mark, 1 bag
s d 35s. DBifcC London, 104 bags 49s; 1 bag s d 49s.
Ex “Bunera”—OBEC in estate mark, Kondesalle, Ceylon,

30 bags 32s 8d.

I

Mincing Lane, May 8.

Ex “ Chingwo ’’—Greenwood Estate, 20 bags 50s; 9
bags 45s.

Ex “ Barrister ’’—Greenwood Estate, 19 bags .56s; 15
bags 453.

Ex “Ben Lomoml”—G.angaroowa, 110 bags 52s Gd.
Ex “City of Calcutta”—Maria, 5 bags 31 .s.

Ex “Benvenue”-HJ, 15 bags 48s 6d; 2 bags (s d) 40s.
Ex “Missouri”-F&Co., B, 5 bags sound 44s Gd; 24 bitgs

(s d selected) 41s Gd.

1
CEYLON CARDAMOM SALES IN

: LONDON,

(From Our Commercial Correspondent.')

Mincing Lane, May 1.

Ex “Benvenue”—OBEC in estate mark, Kondsall Cevlon
3 bags (s d) 42s Gd; 12 bags 45s,

Ex “Benvenue”- - Nawanagalla, Ic 2s; 3c2sCd; ,3c Is 9d'
:1c Is lid. HJ London in estate m.ark, 2c 2s '2d- 9c 2s’
Khuckles. 2c 2s 8d; 2c 2s 5d; -2c 2s Id.

’

Ex “.Senrtor”-Delpotonoya, 3c 2s lOd; ,3o 2s Gd- -’c -’sld-
2c 2s 2d; Ic IslOd; 2c Is Sd; 2c 2s Id.

Ex “Matin”—FP, 3c 2s Gd; 3c seeds 2s lid.
Ex “Carmarthen.sb ire”-NaEanag.ala, BI, Ic 2s Sd.

OBSERVER PRINTING WORKS.
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TEA, COFFEE, CINCHONA, COCOA, AND CARDAMOM SALES

NO. 20.] Colombo, June 1, 1896. (
Price :—12^ cents each

;
3 copi es

i 30 cents
; 6 copies § rape e.

COLOMBO SALES OF TEA Lot. Box. Pkgs . Nime. lb. c.

32 Doomoo 87 15 ch bro pek 1650 55
33 89 17 do pekoe 1700 47

LARGE LOTS. 34 91 9 do pek sou 900 S8
35
86 I'vakellie

93
95

4

36
do
do

dust
bro pek

400
3960

28
48

[Messrs. A. H. Thompson cSc Co.--119,948 lb.]
37
38

97
99

36
31

do
do

pekoe
pek sou

3600
3100

40
33

Lot. Box. pkg.s. Name. lb. c. s?
Stinsford 103 39 hf-ch bro pek 1950 51

41 105 60 do pekoe 2640 40
1 Mukeloya 1 42 hf-eh bro pek 2520 46 42 107 27 do pek sou 1215 34
2 2 50 do or pek 2759 40 46 1' it T Co.

,
in

3 3 42 do pekoe 2KX) 39 estate mark 115 39 ch bro pek 3900 35
4 F E W 4 16 hf-eli pekoe 899 •28 47 117 17 do pekoe 1530 26
5 M L C 5 48 do sou 2160 31 48 119 5 do pek sou 450 20
7 (ilengarifl'e 7 15 eh sou 1050 30 49 1-21 4 do bro pek fans 600 26
8 8 0 do red leaf 480 20 50 Anchor, in est.

9 9 5 do dust • 750 27 mark 1-23 17 do bro or pek 1700 62
11 K 11 5 hf-cli dust 4‘25 27 51 125 20 do or pek 1500 48
13 Hattalgalla 12 9 ell pek son 945 37 53 1-27 22 do pekoe 1980 44
15 Springwood 15 •21 do bro mix 1996 21 53 129 12 do pek sou 1080 41
IS BslRravia 18 5 do dust 725 29 57 Allington 137 22 hf-ch bro pek 1210 45
19 Elgin 19 9 ch pek sou 7-20 41 58 139 33 do pekoe 1650 34
21 llo.seland 21 12 do pekoe 1224 38 bid 59 141 19 do pek sou 950 30
22 Elston 22 41 ell pe sou No. 2 3289 32 01 145 •27 do or pek 1350 41

23 6 do bro mix 600 31 03 < 'oslanda 149 61 ch bro pek 6100 44 bid
24 24 14 do congou 1-269 29 61 151 38 do pekoe 3800 41

25 Com-t Lodge 25 30 do bro or pek 4329 00 bid 65 153 17 do pek sou 1700 34

2o 20 62 lif-eh do 4096 64 bid t)U 155 4 do bro mix 400 •28

27 27 27 do or pek 1131 67 (57 157 11 do pek dust 1650 30
28 25 do bro pek 1600 65 68 Kanangaraa 159 // do bro pek 7700 42

29 2!) 25 do pekoe 1325 fll 09 161 45 do pekoe 4050 34
30 £0 25 do pek sou 1250 55 70 163 7 do pek sou 630 •29

31 31 0 ch dust 540 35 71 165 7 do fans 700 28
oo Woodend 33 •27 ch bro pek 2700 37 bid 72 167 7 do dust 980 27
34 34 12 tlo bro pek 1200 37 bid 73 'i'einplestowe 169 41 do or pek 4100 56
.35 35 33 (io pekoe 3300 29 bid t4 171 50 do pekoe 4500 44

30 30 26 do pek sou •2600 •28 bid 75 .tlnoor 173 83 hf-ch bro pek 1900 43
37 Myraganga 37 35 ch bro or pek 3850 44 bid 76 175 •27 do pekoe 13.50 35

38 38 76 do or pek 7600 39 bid ( f 177 20 do pek son 1000 3-2

39 39 31 do bro pek 3100 40 bid 7.8 179 8 do fans 560 36
40 40 51 do pekoe 4590 37 70 New'runi.sgHllalSl 32 do bro pek 1760 40
41 41 50 do pek sou 4250 33 80 183 61 do pekoe 3050 41

43 43 19 do fans 2170 •28 82 Blackburn 187 18 eh bro pek 1980 39
48 Sapitiyagodde 48 14 ch bro or pek 17.50 48 bid bo 189 14 do pekoe 1540 33
49 49 30 do or pek 3600 40 l)id 84 B B 191 7 if-eli dust 555 27

50 50 IS do bro pek 1980 42 l)id 8(5 Chapelton
G r

195 5 do dust 425 25

51 .51 16 do ]jekoe 1600 39 87 197 5 do du.st 475 •27

52 52 20 do pek sou 2000 34 88 199 9 ch congou 900 29
53 53 4 do dust 600 28 89 G 201 13 do sou 475 32
54 Ugieside 54 4 eh dust 580 28 90 ‘203 8 do dust 1080 26
55 55 4 do Iiro mix 440 29 93 Agra Ouvah •209 49 hf-ch bro or pek 3185 73
50 Kalkande 56 8 hf-ch bro or pek 400 55 94 •211 35 do or pek •2100 55
57 57 20 do or pek 900 45 bid 95 213 13 ch pekoe 1300 47

58 .58 •20 do iiekoe 1900 35 bid 96 215 15 do pek sou 1500 41
f-9 Elston 59 41 eh pek sou No 2 3289 97 217 15 do peK fans 1:150 38

00 S P .A 60 5 do bro pek 540 35 bid 98 (.ila.sgow 219 26 hf-ch bro or pek 2028 7S
01 I. 01 7 ch liro pek 730 30 bid 99 •221 •22 do or pek 1320 57

02 G CM 02 9 hf-ch dust 705 20 liid 100 223 15 oh pekoe 14-25 50
09 Woodend 69 21 ch pekoe 2100 25 bid 101 N 225 11 do liro mix 090 16

72 Bulat Wella 72 30 do bro pek 3000 30 bid 106 Tientsin •i35 .50 hf-ch bro or pek 2500 67

73 73 22 do pekoe
pek sou

1980 ‘28 107 237 32 ch pekoe 2880 41

74 74 18 do 1630 23 108 Gleutilt i-239 u8 do bro pek 3990 57

M 77 17 do bro pe's 1700 37 bid 109 •241 21 do pekoe 2100 47

7S 78 IS do pekoe 1800 29 110 •243 6 (lo p k sou 540 41

79 E 79 10 eh bro tea 1410 14 bid 111 O 245 8 do bro mix 760 17

112 Glasgow 247 35 do bro or pek 2730 7 7

113 •249 2A hf-ch or pek 1000 57

114 •251 20 ch pekoe 1900 49

115 P 251 12 do lan^ 1080 16

[Mr. E. John.--•218.577 Ib.l lie Cairn Hill •253 11 do bro pek 1100 36 bid

Lo • Box. Fl'g< . Name lb. c.
117
118 Madulawa

255
257

14

38
do
do

pekoe
liro pek

1260
4750

32
40 bid

4 Faithlie 31 10 ch SOU 1000 34 119 259 39 do pekoe 4056 38 bid

5 33 8 hf-c-ii dust .'CO 30 129 261 17 do jiek sou 1700 34

Nartnel 37 9 do br pe No. 2 450 ‘25 122 265 10 do dust 750 27 bid

S 39 11 do pekoe 528 >7 123 1' 267 19 hf-eh bro tea 950 10

12 Goodwood 47 2.5 do bro pek 1375 49 124 Eadella 269 15 ch bro pek 1500 41

13 49 11 do bro or pek 660 42 bid 1-25 •271 12 do pekoe lOSO 31

14 51 48 do pekoe 2400 41 126 ‘273 9 do pek sou 720 •29

10 53 29 do pek sou 1450 34 127 Avr •275 40 hf-ch bro pek •2000 52

17 Ai'dlaw & Wish . 1-28 277 23 ch pekoe 2070 37

ford 57 27 do or pek 1-290 54 bid 129 •279 10 do pek sou 850 32

IS 59 27 do br or pe No. 1 1404 63 131 Olassaugh 283 30 hf-ch bro pek 1650 85

19 61 18 do do’ No. 2 1-206 47 132 •285 24 ch pekoe 2160 57

20 63 20 eh pekoe 1840 45 133 •287 17 do pek sou 144) 48
OJ> Gonavy 67 37 do bro pek 4144 5.5 135 •291 6 hf-ch dust 450 32

23 09 24 do pekoe •2448 45 136 Nahavilla •293 16 ch bro pek 1680 j'J

24 71 17 do jiek sou 1530 39 137 •295 2-2 do pekoe 2-200 4-2

27 Ottery and 138 •297 5 do pek sou 500 37

Stamford Hill 77 22 do lire) pek •2200 G3 140 Logan 301 15 do or pek 1600 38 biil

23 79 18 do or pek 1530 65 141 SOI 9 do bro pek 900 41

29 81 48 do pokoe 43-20 4S U2 305 15 do pekoe 1350 34



2 CEYLON PRODUCE SALES LIS 1.

Lot. Box. rkgs. Name. lb. c

143 307 10 ch pek sou 900 32
145 3U 11 do tiro tea 880 30

[Messrs. Somerville cV Co., 226,3681b]

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.

1 V S P A 71 6 ch pek dust 960 27
2 Kennington 72 12 do sou 1110 30
4 71 8 hf-ch dust 640 27
5 Maligatenne 75 5 ch hro pek 550 4-2

6 70 8 do pekoe 800 34
7 77 8 do pek sou 720 29

12 S 82 5 lif-cli dust 400 26
15 H J S 85 8 do hro pek 400 42
17 87 17 do pek sou 850 31
18 88 9 do sou 450 27
21 G L 91 34 cii bro or pek 3400 44
22 92 16 do or pek 1360 47
23 93 61 do pekoe .5185 37
25 95 5 do fans 500 30
27 South Waniui

ILijah 97 13 do hro pek 1430 57
28 98 2 1 do or pek 1890 49
29 99 22 do pekoe 1848 43
30 100 19 do pek sou 1615 39
37 Arslemi 107 38 lif-cli hro pek 1900 50
38 lOS 40 do pekoe 2300 40
39 109 28 do pek sou 1400 38
40 Ukuwella 119 54 eh i)ro pek 5400 42
41 111 36 do pekoe 3600 30
42 112 14 do pek sou 1330 30
44 Deuiyaya 111 28 do bro pe 3080 44
45 115 13 do pekoe 1300 38
40 116 4 do pek sou 400 31
48 Beiiveula 118 30 hf-ch hro pek 1500 42
49 119 13 do pekoe 690 35
50 120 11 do pek sou 1100 32
62 Dotohi 122 16 do or pek 720 55
63 123 15 do hro pek 900 54
54 124 9 ch pekoe 855 44

57 \V. Tenne 127 7 do bro pek 630 50
58 128 10 do pekoe 900 35
59 129 13 do pek sou 1170 30
60 -Allakella 130 52 hf-ch hro pek 3120 44
01 131 21 ch pekoe 2100 40
62 132 15 do pek sou 1425 32
64 Minna 134 35 hf-ch hro pek 2100 65
65 135 27 ch pekoe 1890 47

60 136 13 do pek sou 1170 41

67 White Cros.s lo7 24 do bro pek 2400 43
68 138 16 do pek 1000 34
69 139 12 do pek sou 1140 32
70 Lonach 140 47 hf-ch hro pek 2350 52
71 141 27 ch pekoe 2565 38
72 142 10 do pek sou 1440 35
73 St. Catherine 143 .50 hf-ch l)ro pek 3000 40 hid
74 144 35 <lo pek 1750 34 bid
75 145 13 do pek sou 583 ; 9 bid
77 Vincit 147 14 ch t>ro pek 1400 40 hid
78 14S 12 do pokoe 1200 35 bid
79 149 12 do pek sou 1200 32
82 .Malvern 152 17 lif-ch hro pek 935 40 bid
83 153 30 do pekoe 1650 32 bid
84 1.54 8 liLch pek sou 440 28

95 .Vr.slena 165 28 hf-ch hro pek 1400 48

90 106 35 do pekoe 1750 39

97 107 27 do pek sou 13.50 36

99 IVooUland 109 15 ch hro pek 1500 46 bid
100 170 13 do pekoe 1235 38

101 171 10 do pek sou 950 31

101 Nugawella 174 23 hf-ch or pek 1380 50

105 175 35 do pek 1025 38

106 17G 8 ch pek sou 680 34

107 177 5 hf-ch dust 425 29

109 Harangalla 179 30 ch hro pek 3000 44

110 180 61 do pokoe 5490 36

111 181 24 do pek sou 2040 32

112 182 10 do dust 800 28

113 I’enrith 183 34 do hro i)ok 3400 48

111 181 19 do pekoe 1520 36

115 185 29 do ))ek sou 2610 32

118 .V.-V .MC in est.

mark 188 32 hf-ch hro pek 1600 44

U9 180 10 do or pek 800 61

120 190 117 do pekoe 5850 37

121 191 C do dust 480 27

125 Narangoda 195 27 ch hro pek 2970 38

126 196 37 do jiekoe 3700 35

127 197 13 do pek sou 1235 32

130 Ivew 200 19 lif-cli l)ro pek 1 102 57

131 201 20 do or pek 1000 66

132 202 35 ch pekoe 3220 46

133 203 17 do pek sou 1615 40 hid

131 204 3 lif-th dust 080 28

135 Erierne 205 42 do bro or pek 2520 62 bid

i;k< 206 32 do or pek 1600 64 bid

Lot. Box. Pk«S. Name. lb. C.

137 207 41 hf-ch pekoe 2050 40 bid
138 208 6 do sou 540 24
140 Ukuwela 210 30 ch hro pek 3000 42
141 211 21 do pekoe 2100 36
142 212 12 do pek sou 1140 30
143 Deniyagania 213 34 do bro pek 2580 35 bid
144 214 16 do pekoe 1600 32 bid
145 A V 215 33 do pek sou 3300 30 bid
146 G W 216 15 do sou 1200 30
150 .A T ill est.

mark 220 13 do pekoe 1300 29 bid
151 221 22 do nek sou 1430 out
152 B 222 12 do bro pek 1200 32 bid
161 1) A .A G 231 15 do hro pek 1495 31 bid
162 Tellegallekande 292 9 lif-ch bro pek 510 36
163 223 23 do pek 1380 29
165 Orion 235 304 Ijo.xes ru-o pek 6080 40
166 236 229 do pek 4400 40
167 237 11 ch pek sou 1045 34
168 238 S hf ch dust 600 28
109 (! 'watte 239 103 boxes bro pek 3260 42 bid
170 240 72 do pekoe 1440 38
171 241 7 ch pek sou 665 33
172 PP.A 242 14 do bro pek 1400 31 bid
173 Kelani 243 104 hf-cli l)i'o pek 5720 54
174 244 50 ch pekoe 4500 36
175 245 11 do pek sou 990 32
176 146 7 hf-cli fans 420 32
178 T .S 248 10 do 1)10 pek 500 45 I)id

179 249 18 do pekoe A 1060 40 bid
1.80 Sirisanda 250 12 do bro pek 720 47 i)id

131 251 22 do pekoe 1100 35
182 252 22 do pek sou 1100

[Messrs. Forbes & Walker.—388,674 lb.]

Lo t. Box. Pk<^s. Name. lb. C.

5 :m 922 4 ch dust 609 20
6 Ilurstpierpoint 924 16 hf-ch bro pek 840 42
7 926 12 do pekoe 690 3->

15 .St. Helen 942 64 hf-ch bro pek 3840 42
16 944 46 do pekoe 2300 35
17 946 22 do pek sou 1100 31
IS 948 7 (lo pek fans 560 27
25 Tavalauiteime 962 0 ch bro pek 660 42
28 (,'houghleigh 968 15 do bro pek 1675 46 bid
29 970 9 do pekoe 855 38 bid
30 992 11 do pek sou 990 33
31 974 6 hf-cli sou 425 29
33 Coneygar 978 24 do bro pek 1440 51 bid
34 980 IS ch bro pek 1980 50 bid
35 982 13 do pekoe 1300 45 bid
36 984 9 do pek sou 000 37

38 Ncddumpara 988 20 hf-ch pek son 1000 32
44 < 'larendon lOOO 7 ch bro pek 700 50
45 2 8 do nekoe 800 42
46 4 9 do pek sou 900 35
47 6 8 do sou 800 29
48 8 6 do fans GOO 39
51 U dat)age 14 25 hf-ch bro pek 1500 .51

52 16 35 do pekoe 1925 42
53 18 32 do pek sou 1700 35
54 20 20 do sou 1100 30
55 K G W, in estate

mark 22 17 ch bro pek 1700 40
50 24 29 hf-ch pekoe 1450 40 bid
57 1 K \ 20 6 ch bro mix 672 20
58 Weligoda 28 4 do bro tea 400 15
60 Dambagalla 32 37 hf-ch bro pek 2035 52 bid
61 34 14 do pekoe 030 46
03 -Ambalawii 38 21 hf-di pekoe 945 40
64 40 30 do pek sou 1200 34

65 Scrubs 42 12 oil or pek 1200 70

66 44 27 do bro pek 2970 57

67 46 25 do pekoe 2375 50
es 48 10 do dust 1500 32
69 Vellaioya 50 7 do bro tea 665 17

70 l.ochiel 52 35 cli bro pek 3150 44 bid
71 54 17 do pekoe 1360 43

73 Doonevale 63 10 do bro pek lOI'O 41

00 13 do pekoe 1170 31

77 M A 06 47 ch bro tea 3290 26
78 08 19 hf-di dust 1520 27

79 I., in estate
mark 70 10 ch bro tea 1050 19

SO C, in estate
mark 72 5 do l>ro toil 525 18
82 Doombe 76 5 (lo hro tea 630 26
84 Ingiirugalla 80 6 (lo bro pek eoo 37

sr> 82 6 (lo pekoe 510 32
87 Koladenia 86 (lo hro tea 882 20 bid
88 Noi'wood 88 7 ch bro i>ek 747 47

89 90 14 do pekoe 1152 .35

91 94 3 do dust 457 39
92 R M T, in e.state

mark 96 10 ch bro pek 1(K)0 41



CEYLON TRODUCE SALES LIST. 9

Lot Bo.x , pkgs. Name. lb. C.

93 98 9 ch pekoe 310 37

94 100 7 do pek sou 630 34

96 Killarney 104 29 hf-cli or pek 1.595 54

97 106 25 do bro or ))ek 1625 68

!)S 108 15 do pekoe 730 46

99 <Jaskieben 110 14 ch flowery pek 1400 50

100 l^olatagama 112 41 do bro pek 4100 50

101 114 22 do pekoe 2200 35

102 116 17 do pek sou 1700 31

103 118 9 do fans 900 35

104 Ouiikeld 120 18 ch bro pek 1390 55
10.'. 122 39 hf-ch or pek 1950 57

100 124 10 ch pekoe 10.10 44

107 D 1C H 126 10 do bro pe No 2 1250 36

109 130 5 do red leaf 525 19
119 Climes 132 39 hf-di bro pek 1050 43
HI 134 1-2 ch pekoe 1030 34

U2 136 13 do pek sou 110.5 30

119 138 7 hf-ch pek fans 490 27

114 140 11 ch red leaf OIKJ •20

115 Hayes 142 S3 hf-ch bro pek 4150 43

110 144 50 do pekoe 2250 37

117 140 61 do pek sou 2745 33

US 143 9 do dust 4o0 28

119 St. C'oluiub-

kille 150 14 cli bro pek 1540 54

1-20 152 26 do pekoe 2470 42

121 1.54 12 do pek .sou lOSU 35

129 M K 170 4 ch dust 560 20

139 W'eyunga-
wiitte 190 10 ch bro pek 1600 53

110 192 27 do pek No. 1 •2430 47

141 194 17 do pek No. 2 1445 42

142 190 7 do pek sou 665 36

14 4 Agvaoya 200 27 iif ch bro pek 1435 .54

145 202 16 ch pekoe 1440 38
140 204 3 do pek sou 760 33
149 Gallawatte 210 •23 ch liro pek 2800 49
150 212 13 do pekoe 16-20 40
151 214 7 do pek sou 700 33
152 i-alevapolla 210 4 ch 1)10 mix 440 10

l-.it) iMeh'Ose 213 10 Cll bro pek 1100 46
154 220 5 do pekoe 500 40
155 222 5 do pek sou CUU 34
i:>7 Vimingkancle 226 34 cll tiro pek 3740 47
l;js 223 26 do pekoe •2600 40
lv9 230 17 do pek sou 1700 35
109 232 8 hf-ch dust 600 28
101 I'aniham 234 30 do bro pek 4472 49
102 236 5i do or pek 2295 41
103 233 42 do pekoe 1680 37
104 240 31 do pek sou 1302 34
105 Lowlanil.s 242 12 ch bro pek 1200 39
100 244 11 do pekoe 930 31
107 246 5 do pek sou 400 26
170 Middleton 252 2.5 cll bro pek 2500 58
171 254 12 lio bro or pek 1200 04
172 256 35 do pekoe 31.50 51
173 253 3 do pek .sou 7-20 41
174 269 9 hf-cli dust 630 32
175 IMatale 202 16 ch bro pek 1600 44
170 204 19 do pekoe 1710 35
i79 Blackstone '270 12 do bro pek 1200 50
ISO 272 12 do or pek 1080 42
131 274 1-2 tlo pekoe 1080 39
182 276 12 do pek sou 1080 31
133 273 < do bro tea 700 32
135 Ingurugalla 232 39 cll bro pek 3900 39
ISC 284 32 do pekoe 3040 34
187 •236 •29 do pek sou 2610 31
191 Robgill 294 5 hf-ch dust 400 30
192 Hatiagama 296 17 ch bro or pelt 1870 52
193 293 13 do bro pek 1300 56
194 300 13 do pekoe 1300 40
197 Langilale 300 •21 ch bro pek 2520 62
193 308 •21 do pekoe 2U0 51
202 Walpita 310 12 hf-ch bro pek 7-20 43
203 313 5 do pekoe 550 33
204 320 i do pek sou 770 •29

212 Oxford 330 32 ch bro pek 3200 40 bid
213 338 33 do pekoe 3135 36
214 340 •27 do pek sou •2960 32
217 346 7 hf-ch dust 560 ‘28

218 Eellawatte 343 •25 ch bro pek •2625 58
219 350 33' do pekoe 3500 41
2-29 352 7 do pek sou 700 34
222 Lillawatte 356 10 do sou 1000 25
2-23 C T in est.

mark 358 33 do pe sou 3300 •28 bid
1 lif-ch

2-24 Ireby 360 44 tlo bro pek •2640 64
2-25 302 10 ch pek 1440 51
'220 304 7 do pe sou 630 40
‘227 366 7 hf ch fans 500 33
223 ^Vattagalla 368 -0 ch bro or pek •2860 4!)

229 370 V' tlo or pek 1321/ 56
230 372 •/“ do p koe •2970 4-2

Lot Box. Pkg.s. Name. lb. C.

231 371 12 do pe sou 1200 34

233 Krraelit 278 38 do bro pek 3420 46
•234 380 40 do pekoe 3400 38

235 382 17 do pek sou 15.30 31

236 384 7 (lo (lust 1050 29

237 Kuamvella 386 23 hf-ch bro or pek 1540 42

238 388 25 ch bro pek 2500 40

239 390 65 do pekoe 6175 34

240 39-2 9 do pek sou 355 29

241 394 6 do (lust 510 27

246 Castlereagli 404 12 do or pek 1080 59

247 406 19 do pekoe 1710 45

243 408 10 do pekoe No 2 900 39

240 410 9 tio pek sou 720 32

252 ( 'lyde 416 30 do 1 )ro pek 3150 46 bid
253 418 •’0 do pekoe 2000 38

254 420 16 do pek sou 1520 35

255 422 3 do (lust 420 29

261 Kllaoia 434 35 do or pek 3360 46

•262 436 29 do pek sou 2610 34

263 M in est.

mark 138 7 do bro pek 795

1 hf-eb
•264 440 0 do pekoe 540

viitlid’n
•265 442 .5 do pek No. 2 500
263 448 4 do (lust No. 1 560
269 450 4 do (lust No 2 640.
271 M 454 ) hf-ch CclIgOU 135 14

273 BDIV A 45S 23 do mixed tea 1960 36
175 BDW J> 46-2 74 do bro pek 3700 45

176 464 16 (lo bro pe No 2 800 41

277 400 9 do bro pc fans 540 44

279 Midilleton 470 30 ch bro pek 3000 60
2S0 472 19 (io )jekoe 1805 52

231 474 4 do pekoe sou 630 41

282 1. 470 16 do bro tea 1600 15

2S3 P a .M, in est.

umrk 4 78 IS lif-ch 1)10 or pek 1080 65
284 480 18 do or pek 1008 65
285 482 45 do pekoe 2520 52

286 434 77 (lo do No. 2 4312 47
287 486 35 do sou 4760 40
288 433 22 do dust 1980 29
289 St isted 49(1 72 (lo bro pek 4630 46
290 492 40 do pekoe 2400 41

291 494 35 do pek sou 17.50 34
300 Maymolly 512 71 if-ch bro pek .3905 53

301 514 22 do pekoe 1540 48
304 5-2G 12 do (lust 840 30
305 Doranakande 522 25 ch bro pek 2500 46
306 524 12 do pekoe 1080 37
307 526 12 do pek sou 1020 30

SMALL ].OTS.

[Mkssrp. a. H. Thompson Co.]

Lot. Box. l*kgS( Name lb. C.

6 M J.C 6 4 hf-ch red leaf 350 20
10 K 10 3 do bro ))ek fans 225 35
13 Battalgalla 13 3 ch bro tea 300 21
14 14 4 do fairs 360 26
16 Belgravia 16 2 ch pek sou 190 ?7
17 17 1 do do 85 34
20 Elgin •20 O do dust 280 30
42
70

Myraganga
R. in estate

42 2 do red leaf 180 14

mark 70 2 lif-ch imas 104 12
71 71 1 do dust 43 26
75 Bulat M'ella 75 2 ch dust 260 '25

70 76 4 do bro tea 360 18

[Mr. E. John.]

Lot. Bo.x. Pk^s. N ame. lb. c.

1 Happy Valley 25 5 hf ch bro or pek 300 47
2 27 2 do pekoe 120 35
3 •29 1 (lo pek sou 60 31
6 Faithlie 35 4 do fans 200 33
9 Nartiiel 41 6 do pek sou •270 19
10 t: L N 43 6 do bro pek 830 :;3

11 45 3 (lo pekoe 147 2e.

16 Goodwood 55 3 do dust 270 :io

21 V N 65 2 ch bro tea 190 21
25 Gonavy 73 •i hf-ch pek fans 16() :;o

•26 7.5 1 do (Inst ItH.) 27
30 Ottery and

.Stamford Hill s:: 1 ch sou lOO '23

31 85 1 do dust 148 ;;o

39 Uvakellie ltd do bro or pek 230 40
43 S F 1) 10!

»

O hf-ch fairs 180 3 4

44 111 00 (U(st 170



4 CEYLON PliODUCE SALES LIST.

Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. c. [Messrs. Forbes «Sc Walker.]
45 113 3 h(-ch congou 135 29
CO Allington 143 3 do dust 240 29 Lot. Box. Pkgs. Name. lb. C.
62 147 1 do red leaf 55 IS
81 PTK 185 2 do dust 160 28 1 S M K 914 4 hf-ch bro pek 2-25 •28

85 Yathanside 193 4 ch red leaf 360 20 2 M 916 1 do pekoe 106 25
!M G 205 3 do bro tea 210 22 3 918 1 do fans No. 1 121 19
!)2 207 1 do UIUIS 95 20 4 920 1 do do 2 110 17

121 Madulawa 263 2 do bro mix 200 24 bid 8 Hurstpier-
130 Ayr 281 3 hf-ch dust 255 26 point 9?8 1 hf-cii congou 50 •20

134 Glassaugh 289 4 ch bro mix 360 19 9 930 1 do red leaf 55 14

139 Nahavilla 299 2 hf-ch dust 180 28 10 932 1 do dust 65 28

144 Logan 309 1 do bro mix 47 20 11 Hopewell 934 3 ch bro pek 314 45
12 936 2 do

1 hf-ch j)ekoe •291 34
13 938 2 ch pe* sou 199 28

Messrs. bOMERVILLE CO. 14 940 2 do congou 180

Lot Box Pkg.S Name lb. C.
26 Tavalamtenne
27

964
966

3 do
3 do

pekoe
pek sou

315
270

32
30

3 Kenningtoii 73 5 ch bro tea 250 23 32 Choughleigli 976 3 hf-ch dust 240 •28

8 Maligatenne 75) 2 do bro sou 180 20 37 Coneygar 980 2 do fiins 160 29
9 79 1 do dust Xo. 1 61 28 49 Carendon 10 4 do congou 321 —
10 SO 1 do „ No. 2 14 50 12 1 do dust 143 29
11 s 81 1 hf-ch bro tea 50 17 59 Weligoda 30 1 hf-cli dust 80 3)
13 A 83 1 do bro tea oO 17 62 Dainhagalla 30 4 do pek sou 160
U 84 3 do dust 240 26 72 Lochiel 52 2 ch pek sou 180
16 H .1 S 86 7 do pekoe 350 34 76 Booneviile 62 4 do fans 380 28
19 89 2 do congou 100 21 70 64 1 do dust 140 28
20 90 1 do red leaf 50 17 81 Doomba 74 2 do or pek 170 48
24 A G L 94 4 di pek sou 340 26 83 W K 78 2 do dust 240 28

26 96 1 hf-ch dust 80 25 86 Ingurugalla 84 3 cli red leiif 270 1.5

31 K T in est. 90 Norwood 92 1 do SOU 96 •28

mark 101 2 di dust 240 27 95 R T M, estate
32 102 1 do bro mix 90 24 mark 102 2 ch dust •280 28
30a Ar.slena 109A 3 do dust 150 27 108 O K D 1-28 2 do pek sou •210 34
43 I'kuwela 113 1 di bro pek fans 70 125 M K 162 1 cli bro pek 100 32
47 DMK 117 1 do unas 100 28 120 164 1 do pek No. 1 100 •27

51 Benvella 121 2 do dust 200 26 127 160 3 do fiins 342 18
55 Ootala 125 3 do pek sou 300 32 bid 128 168 1 do bro mix 100 l.'i

56 120 1 do pek fans 110 27 143 Weyunga-
63 Allakolla 133 2 lif-di dust 150 20 watte 198 2 cli dust 160 27
76 St. Catherine 140 4 do dust 320 26 147 Agraoya 206 2 ill bro mix •200 18

84 Vineit 150 1 ch l>ro tea lUO 24 148 208 4 hf-ch dust 320 30
81 151 1 do red leaf ICO 14 156 Melro.se 224 3 ch SOU 270 28
85 Malvern 155 2 do sou 110 21 108 l.owlands 248 2 do fans •240 30

86 130 1 do fans 55 *js 109 250 1 do dust 140 ‘*7

87 157 2 do dust 110 20 177 Mil tale 260 1 ch SOU 90 2(j

88 Mount Pleasant 158 6 hf-di bro pek 327 68 178 268 2 do faifs •240 29
159 6 do pekoe oOO 32 184 IJlackstono 280 2 do pek dust 240 2'J

!)U 160 7 do pek sou l>oC) 27 188 Debatgama 2SS 1 do flllSt 140 •26

91 161 2 do red leaf 120 14 189 K B 290 3 cli red leaf •270 '1'2

92 162 2 do dust i62 27 190 Raealla 292 3 do bro mi.x 330
93 lOo 2 do fans 134 27 195 Patiagiima 302 3 ch jiek sou 330 so
94 Heverlev 164 0 do nek dust 390 32 196 304 1 do dust 160 28

98 Arslena 168 3 do iiust l.'O V7 1!W Laugdiile 310 4 do pek sou 380 41

102 Woodland 172 1 ch red leaf 100 14 •200 312 1 do fans 1-20 0*1

103 170 1 do dust 120 27 201 314 1 do dust 160 •28

108 Xugawella 178 3 do bro mix 270 18 205 IViilpita 322 1 do SOU 100 •20

il6 Penrith 186 1 do dust 160 26 236 324 1 do fans 110 25

117 187 1 do pek fans 125 28 211 Oxford 334 4 hf-ch bro or pek 240 4-2

122 A 192 2 do bro pek 120 54 210 342 1 ch SOU 80 •26

123 193 1 do pekoe t>7 44 216 344 1 hf-ch pek dust 60 31

124 194 1 hf-ch pek sou v7 39 •221 Ellawatte 35 » 3 hf-cli dust 270 27

128 A B J. 198 3 ch dust 17 •232 Wattagalla 370 1 do red leiif 50 15

129 199 4 do dust 320 14 •2.b> Castlefeagh 412 2 do fans 140 44

139 Erievne 209 2 hf-ch pek fans 150 35 •251 414 3 do dust 240 27

147 G W 217 1 ch red leaf 70 14 •260 M in estate

148 218 6 hf-ch fans c60 30 mark 444 4 do peK sou 370]
149 219 5 do dust 350 28 1 hf-cli -withd'll

lo9 J D M 229 3 hf-ch bro pek 150 31 bid 207 446 2 do fans 150,

100 230 2 do pek 90 20 •27u A, in estate
withd’n.164 Tellegallekande 234 2 di dust 200 17 niiirk 552 3 hf-ch bro mix 150

177 Kelani 247 3 hf-ch dust 240 28 •272 M 456 2 do congou 135 23

133 Sirisanda 253 5 do fans 250 30 274 B D W G 460 1 do red leaf 50 14

184 254 d. ch congou 113 302 Maymolly olO 4 hf-cli pek sou 280 37

185 255 2 do liTO mix 171 17 *S0o 518 3 do SOU 180 33

180 256 1 ch dust 2C0 27 308 Boianakande 528 '2 do dust 150 •28

1 hf-di 309 530 3 do fans ISO •28

(MiKf.HVl H PV;*' I *
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